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Yankee
Headlines
Coming

what then?
Our lives would
seem rather dreary
without the sunshine
of Innocent Childhood to brighten and
cheer us, don't you
think? And the Child In The
Picture is almost as alluring and
welcome as the dear one in the

We're going to celebrate the New ^i ear
in Fitting Fashion by introducing a
succession ol New and Novel Features
seldom seen in Moving
Pictures.

home, because in the Picture We've
made there enough sentiment and
real interest to touch the heart-strings
of the most hardened cynic.

Our Big Release of Monday, Jao. 2

It's Coming Wednesday, Jan. 11

A Letter To The Stork
*_The story of a Sweei ( hild's plea
for a baby brother to brin^ happiness to a sorrowing mother whose
child had just died.
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to pressure
we our
are
reluctantly
compelledof towork,
postpone
opening releases, "The Birth of the Gnomes/'
"Alice in Funnyland" and "Alice's New
Year's Party" for a few days :: :: :: :: ::
In the meantime we are making more new
Pictures and will be prepared to continue regular releases from the start :: :: :: :: ::
As we are not a member of the Sales Co.,
kindly address all communications to us
direct, and send us your name now for
Bulletin of the Gnomes
:: :: :: :: :: ::

Gnome

Motion Picture Co.
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A Happy and Prosperous New Year
to All World Readers

for 1911
The

last number

of the Moving

Picture

World

closed Volume VII., and rounded off the year 1910 with
a brief editorial review, dealing, under the title of, "Past,
Present and Future," with the trade in its recent outlook
and future possibilities. We tried to persuade the reader
that the rnoving picture industry is full of good augury
for success and expansion, if the heads of the film producing establishments will rise to their opportunities.
We insisted that the danger of the public tiring of the
pictures is remote, if the quality of the picture progressed in response to public demands. With this reiteration, we take leave of the subject.
Now, in the first number of the volume for the new
,\ill briefly concern ourselves with <>ur own policy and program for the ensuing twelve months. The
'1 he very briefly expressed. Tin- Moving
1 1 re WoRl I' stands for:

Pic-
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PROGRESS
IMPROVEMENT.

cAND

good comedy, good industrial subjects. For records of
current events and happenings. For every subject which
is an indication of. or an incentive to, human
In the domain of the picture narrative, we stand for
good, clean, wholesome comedy, dramatic and humorous
subjects. VVe want to >ee good acting, good stage settings, good photography. We want to see the picture
pure, stimulating, inspiring, pr< g
ething at
which all may look without offense, at which old and
young, rich and poor, may look with mental profit and
entertainment.
This, in brief. •
what the
moving picture should be during the coming year. We
intend to pursue that ideal to the limit oi our capabilities.
As in the past, we shall deprecate the unsuital
jects

the

suggestive, the ultra-sens. ttional. the
»rt has been <\v
the mov-

ing picture screen "i unsuitabh
has been partly successful
["here is still mu
in the elimination of any film which harrows and deb. iM-s the mind and

want to see the picture increasing in popularity

with tin- public To help tow aids such a consummation
is our object. Our program, therefor*
into advocating and endorsing all that is best in the quality >>i the picture and the manner of \\~ presentation to
the public
Ih'- columns of the paper are opo
who, from their wisdoi
c.-m furnish ideas and
repeat, that the aim of the \\>>\ 1
WORl i'. 111 t'ie future, a- in the past, will be the exaltation
of the picture
We ttand, a- we have said ovei and ovei
• .r that which is best in the mO> ing pictU
■ od educational iubje< ts, good drama-.

ing industry.
policy for tot 1

We

shall sti< k

spirit of ;; |
this \t an untramniele.l ;
the busin<
hall not allow
to be influenced I

and pun:
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1911— Progress.— 1911
Rudyard Kipling said America reminded him of a
raid-journe) railroad station, where you left one train
an. I were compelled t" pass a tedious wait for another.
The evident meaning being thai of a state of change in
which one i- midwa) between his -tan and In- destination. Man\ believe tin- characterization of America correct and that indeed it 1- midwa\ between what it sprang
from and what it 1- to he. In like manner the writer
feel- thai tin- i- the precise position of the moving pictine-. I he cinematograph has passed through all its experimental stages and has become an established and
perfect scientific, artistic and commercial instrument. In
its use as a moving picture machine it has passed through
its initial and infantile Stage, and has become a permanent thing in the realm of exhibition purposes whether
educational or amusing, al-o it- handling has outgrown
the toy or plaything experience SO common to new inventions, -o al-o in it- handling it i- rapidly passing from
the abuse of those whose usage of it was no higher than
their own limited mental, moral, or educational powers.
As a young man graduating from college leaving behind
him all elementary and immature idea-, stands with the
diploma of his qualifications before the world with a "life
to
make"thus
before
him; threshold
so the cinematograph
its uses
stands
on the
of its own in
immediate
future. This moment of '•change" or "graduating" is the
Supreme moment on which much depends and while an
individual may make a mistake a whole world in itself is
less likely to be faulty than otherwise. Therefore, in the
world of the moving picture, this future is fairly well assured as in the great and many changes each one will be
higher, broader, better.
In all phases and u-es. both men and purposes will he
greater, the small man with his little purpose will pass
away; the man incapable of great thing- will find that
having on his hand- an instrument of greater capabilities
than himself he will necessarily fail, while his old servant, now his master, "goes marching on." There is no
part or section in the whole world of cinematography
where tin- change will not strike, manufacturers, actors.
-cene writers, exhibitors, operators and all. everywhere
will he carried forward on this wave of progress if they
are equal and capable ; otherwise they will fall by the way.
and be lost : making room for others more able to begin
where they were compelled to -to]> and carry to another
climax tin- worthily popular and powerful agency.
The twentieth century is looked upon as the ideal century of progress, the latter half of the nineteenth century
was more crowded with progress than any preceding
century, the tir-t decade of the present century has al-o
-een
a "year
crowded
a day ;" the
may first
not of
thisth<new year
(nineteen
hundred
and in eleven),
decade in the twentieth
of the next immediate
graph -hall materialize?
ture that this year will
we wish the Moving
New Year.

century, be one in which many
developments of the cinematoAt any rate we hazard the venbe rich in this way. Therefore.
Picture World a prosperous

The Ambiguous Picture— Some Causes.
Ambiguity in pictures is one of the chief failure- of
the day in moving picture subjects, this i- evident to the
critic and the public. Tf only the critic experienced this
ambiguity it might become a matter of opinion between
keen mind-, but when the student of moving pictures
fmd- it difficult ^ufriciently to grasp the "plot" or see the
"point," there i- further evidence of this weakness:
finally when the public i- full of inquiries so that when
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sitting in the theater- one overhear- a constant Stream of
queries
especially the exclamation at the sudden, abrupt
or ambiguous ending <>i a subject. Anyone, who like the
writer, is vitally interested in the welfare of the picture,
must feel that it 1- tune to inquire into and find some
cause or causes for tin- continued ambiguity.
There is one linn in particular
whose
productions
rank equal with any in the whole realm of moving picture.-, indeed but for the arnbigUOUS
fault th(
easily be the superior of all others. Their cfaoi
i the highest order and the execution, both professional and technical, is splendid, but the continuation
i^ invarihly broken and the ending abrupt.
• Mie of the first eau-c- 1- a purely mcchani
is a strange fact that the technical length of the film
seems to be the cause of a great deal of trouble, it is a
self-evident fact that the great mistake i- everywhere
being made of making the pla) or subject tit the film,
rather than making the film tit the subject. Truly the
reel is the servant of the film, and the film is tl
of the picture or it should be ; but at present it seems that
the sub jeel is in abject subjection to the film: hence the
arti-tic is controlled and spoiled by the purely mechanical.
In proof of this one has only to watch the number of
pictures denness
the thatending
which exclamations
is "chopped off"
a sudcauses of
audible
in thewith
audience,
and i iften the expression "what a strange ending!" "How
funny!" "What does it mean?" "Could you understand
it?" "Well. I never thought it was going to end like
that!"
"The end just spoils it!" etc.
All these expressions are common to the ear- of the
writer, from them may be learned many lesson- : even as
the artist profits from the criticisms of the public, so the
manufacturer can derive great benefit from these public
comments.
It would seem that the time has come when the length
of the film should in no way have anything to do with the
subject matter; there is too much evidence of "cutting
up" and "cutting off" to the detriment of the continuity
of the pictures, and this slaughtering of the subject only
increases the ambiguity of the whole.
In the issue of the MOVING PICTURE WORLD of \ugu-t
27th there appeared an article on "Eloquent Pictures,"
which should be read by all scenario writers, artists, photographers and film maker-, because it i- manifestly evident there is great need for the application of the principle- therein enumerated. There is a most extraordinary
relationship between moving picture- and oratory, in that
there is a similitude of purpose, i. c. that of favorably
impressing the hearer or the beholder. In the speaking
theater these naturally blend and so ambiguity i- impossible; true, the silent picture is at a great disadvantage in
tlii- respect, and it i- because of this very disadvantage
that greater need arises for the observance of those principles which shall lift the pictures out of this unfortunate
ambiguous situation. The lack of eloquence is then another great, and perhaps the chief cause of the present
trouble: if a speech were built up upon the plan adopted
by many of the films today, it would fall exceedingly flat
and pointless, while on the other band if many of the
pictures now exhibited were built upon the prim
true eloquence, they would not only be vastly i rproved.
but perhaps made positively perfect.
In all simplicity there are three parts to a perfect presentation to the human mind. They are: a plain beginending.ning, an intelligent continuance and a fitting and timely
Perhaps the most important in the end — whether it be
a climax or a preoration it must carry the audim
issue <>f intense satisfaction.
It i- a rule with the true
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speaker that he must know not only when to stop but
stop. With many this has become such an art
that many an otherwisepoor subject ha- been made popular by a good finish. In this latter particular lies one of
tlie greate-t failures in moving pictures, the bad finish
already referred to, and for which the writer has placed
the blame upon the mechanical nature of the him interfering with the eloquence of the subject, making it appead that the writer of such subjects knows not either
when or how to finish, hence the abrupt end and the
ambiguous results.
There cannot be any doubt but that the removal of
both a time and length limit is imperative for the perfect
production of a good subject, the time has passed for this
trifling with good productions. A tolerant public is becoming impatient and unless there i- an early recasting
of the scenarios, moving pictures will become a drug
upon
the totheatrical
the "dail)
will fail
remove. market
Clear, that
well even
sustaini
to a full ami finished ending, leaving with the audienee
a feeling of satisfaction and completeness are demanded.

The Cost ol the Picture.
There seems a tendency on the part of those manufacturers who, at one time, were noted for la\
outlay in the making of the picture, to draw in their
purse strings. In other word-, not >. . much
nowadays spent on feature film-, a- was the case a short
while ago. We believe we are correct in saying that
these big productions, speaking generally, did not pay
for themselves. They acted a- advertisements for the
other films, but the returns for this extra expenditure
hardly justified it. Striking an average, manufacturerhaps putting too much money in the picture.
It i^ a moot point whether spectacula
what we may call an excessive scale, appeals • the public
at large. < >r at any rate appeals to it sufficiently to influence itin favor of the other films of the manufacturer-. We have long been of the opinion that
and magnificence by themselves are not suffi ;
sure popular success. We never neglect the opportunity,
when com ersing w ith p
certain their preference-, and if possible, the il
made upon their mind- by a stud) of the pictun
lv do we find that the) appn
ind magnificence alone. If. hov
accompanied bj
strong dramatic action, n i- .ill.-: invariant
that the latter qualities are those held in the m<
This question "f the cost of th< pi '
for the manufacturer.
It 1- ;
mone)

int.. a film, just a- it l- ■

It i- notorious that man) a the./
himself b) over elaboration in
equally true that the best bush
keep their eyes con tai tl
so have provi d »u< ■ i - fill
the "Billb
are not anxious i" contii
petition, realizing thai ,:
produi tion."
I lie writer,
1
have done
more than
I
penditure foi the pictures, and I
hibitor t- redouble In- effort
ami t.. accustom die pul '
which
not fat
i osttoo
so nmuiu< '
We do
tlnnk
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ri
formula

. all along ha£

:

.. moving pica::
I

this: that a big
ig picture
which will go down wit.,
a moderate cost, and that it would be just
upon which money had
Writing entirely from
; ended.
erally, that the pictures that wen
the
public
which
ha during the past _\ear were not I

not undervalue
the busint
much rather see an effective, simple theme on th
— a theme which got home in virt
tation, than any number of magnificent
tions which rel) wholly or chiefly up i
aL
Mich subjects, in our opinion, d(
in the wrong directi
picture, if it i- to continue in popular
intrinsic excelh i
i have pointed oat, in i
expenditu
Let us put it in .mother way.
We kni
( \pt nditure per pictU
d who are prob
ther manufacture
age expenditure per picture is twice or three ti
amount mentioned.
"Going
confirmed
American
habit, butone notbetter."
al\\ . we ki
•ne
Moderate and judicious outlay in prime I
to be the common sense wa) of making mone)
c rise w ay of n
nio\ ino picture industry.

in the

The Simultaneous Release ol Similar
I '.V I 1 1
Subjects.
manufacturers, iv harmful to both manufactui
exhibitors, as will be pointed out
It i- hmrmfti
m. inula. Hirer- in that the exhibitoi
pi
w ill refuse to use but oni

bile it im that h<

in In- using it

... ■ ■ ,,. .'
hould

th(

halt of tl
tion on theii part might

■

jectionable oi rathei t:i
o man) pictun - m ith « hildren pi

tin- pure!) spe( tacular part of tl •
indefiniti '
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writer offer a suggestion.
If the Motion Picture Patents
Co., and the Motion
Picture Distributing & S
would send each individual manufacturer who is a member of their own organization a list of the films to be released each month, with a concise description of their
nature, the evil would be overcome. When any manufacturer discovers that a film similar in nature to his
own is about to be released by another maker, a member
of the same organization as himself, a little co-operation
between them would arrange matter- so that the release
ne of the pictures could be changed t" either an
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earlier or a later date,

h no doubt

is too much

to ask the

Patents and Sale- Companies to co-operate in this matter,
but surely the members of each organization should be
willing to pull together for their own mutual financial
benefit. Exhibitors who operate bouses in nearby
often do something similar to this idea in that they make
arrangements whereby the output is fairly divided between them; rather than that they both should exhibit
identical subjects.
The plan as outlined above i- simple and inexpensive,
and would work much benefit to all concerned.

Orthochromatic Films for Moving Pictures
The use of orthochromatical films for tin- making of moving
pictures, in order that correct umic renderings mav be obtained.
been advocated in the pages of Tin: MbviN
World.
In the pages of our London contemporary. The Kinemato graph Weekly, .Mr. C. X. Bennett,
furnishes the following
practical
details which
we commend
to the attention
of the
American Maker.
Eds. M. P. //'.]
s the commercial orthochromatic kinematograph film.'
Has any one seen it? 1 am not talking now about the special
and extremely delicately poised production put out to licensees
of the Natural Colour Kinematograph Co. Even were that
highly color-sensitive firm available for the general public, which
it is not, it would not be, in any respect, the article 1 am now
referring to. 1 mean by the term "commercial orthochromatic
film." a kinematograph film sensitive to yellow and green as well
as blue which can be bought at a price practically the same as
that of ordinary black and white stock, which can be kept without fear of its going of! prematurely, and last, bul
which, can be loaded into the film box, used, and developed with
practically no more precaution than the careful man always employs. Where is such an article to be obtained ?
The best solution I can offer to the problem is to advise the
go-ahead film house in search of a bit of a pull over its more
ighbor to color-sensitise a trial batch of ordinary black
and white film on the premises.
In that way one will be sure
•he right article, nor will any very undue expenditure
of time and trouble be necessary.
As to the cost of turning any
gnment of black and white stock into "orthostock, this is scarcely worth mentioning, at any rateas far as materials are concerned.
A thousand feet sensitised,
two hundred feet at a time, on a frame in a fifty-pint bath ■■. ill
run away with rather under a shilling's worth of the re-agent
employed.
Time occupied for sensitising operations, but not including winding, about one hour.
And now
for the directions
of the process.
First of all, as to making up the color bath.
See that the porcelain surface
(presuming the recur
the usual china-faced stoneware) is thoroughly clean. The chemicals employed are two in number — ordinary
strong
ammonia
gred dye known as Erythrosine (Hoechst).
As to this
latter. Fuersl
Brothers,
of Philpot
Lane,
are the agents
for
ir. and it is important to get it from no other source.
Tin- is
not an advertisement, but a piece of well-meant advice
which
r will disregard to his own cost. Proportions arc:
Ammonia,
pure strong
Erythrosine (Hoechst)
Water

(.880)

1 pint.
'A drachm.
49 P'nts.

Add the ammonia to the water, stir, and lastly pour in the
Erythrosine dissolved in half a pint or so of water. Above all,
he careful to work cleanly throughout, keeping clear of dirtj
measure-, etc.
The actual sensitising operation is of the simplest. All that
done is to wind the unexposed film stock on the
frame by the usual ruby light and plunge into the sensitising
bath, keeping in gentle motion for five minutes. At the end of
the time rinse well in a bath of clean water and wind off on to
the drying drum.
■. a word
as to this drying
operation.
The
only
thing which has to be borne in mind here and which is different
from the drying of developed film, is that for our present purpose daylight must be rigidly excluded
from the drying room
It must be turned, in fact, into a second dark room, illuminated
ust sufficient deep ruby light to make
possible
the
winding manipulations.
In the case of a firm deciding later on to make regular batches
- nsitised film, this problem
will doubtless be tickled
in a permanent manner.
F01 the purposes of giving the method

a first trial, one might
suggest
thai
the expcrini. ■
sensitising
be arranged
to take place on Saturday
morning.
.Meanwhile the window, skylight, or whatever may be the light
source of the drying room, must have been thoroughly blocked
up and some sort of a deep ruby photographic lamp I
the scene to give a red light for working in
concluding that the sensitising room and drying room are contiguous, otherwise it will be best to carry th
Using abaths
a corner
the latter" apartment,
and thus
make
one-r into 11 job
of the ofwhole.
Once the film is got off on to the drying drum, lights are
turned completely out and rotation started in the ordinary way
till closing time. From this point drying at the normal rate
should be found to give quite satisfactory results. I am presuming the room is sufficiently well warmed and ventilated to dry
off ordinary developed film in not more than eight hours. Leaving on the drum throughout the week-end. and until the film can
be wound off on the Monday morning, should do it no harm,
always supposing the place has really been made light-tight.
That is the whole process of conjuring up yellow and green
sensitiveness in kinematograph film, or for the matter of that
in any sort of photographic emulsion. It is neither more difficult
nor more expensive than has here been set forth. The only
wonder is, such film has not been put on the general market
long ago. Perhaps it is that film users have not quite awakened
to the pull this "orthochromatising" or their emulsion can give
them in a great deal of their scenic and landscape work.
That the gain accruing from using this color sensitive film
rather than ordinary black and white stock is. in many cases, a
very real one. I hope to show more clearly. At the same time
it will be well to point out that, while black and white stock
fails miserably on many subjects where orthochromatic stock
would certainly score success, the reverse in no way holds good.
There is nothing sacrificed in any way by putting a film through
the erythrosine bath, providing always the sensitising and developing light employed when handling such stock is one of a
deep ruby color and not used too strong. The photographer
equipped with color sensitive film is debarred from nothing
which he might have attempted with the old ordinary emulsion.
Xor will the film's orthochromatic
in any way where not wanted.

qualities obtrude themselves

When it i- wished to take advantage of the film's yellow sen
sifiveness, all that is necessary is to slip a bit of pale yellow
ii -or a pale yellow glass disc— into the lens hood
so that the light getting to the gate of the camera will have first
to pass through this colored medium or "filter," as it is called.
With ordinary film, as has already been pointed out, such placing of a lemon colored filter in the way of the light would
bring about nothing but disastrous under exposure. With the
orthochromatic film, exposure will be slightly prolonged, only
when such a light filtering medium is employed, not at other
times. From twice to three times the normal exposure will be
required with the lemon screen to obtain the desired result, together with the special advantages which our color film affords.
In other words, where in the ordinary way one would employ
11 in taking the view, one would use instead F 6 or
F 6.5 and the lemon screen for a color corrected result. For
landscape and scenic work in a reasonable light, nothing will
ever be risked, either in definition or fullness of exposure, by
such a course. In those rare cases— as in the case of topical
films taken under adverse circumstances — where the light turns
'■t'i at the last moment so that the lens aperture has to be opened
out to its fullest, even without the color filter, then one only
ha- to relinquish the use of the tinted glass or gelatin
to be level in resource with the ordinary black and white film
man. Many topicals could be taken with the yellow screen in
place and be far better for it. as will be subsequently explained
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Theater Comique Boston.
Written
It i- fitting that a photos '
Comique,
Boston, should be presented t.. Movii
World readers, as this house was I
ton for the < special pur] • ■■■
matograph
Furthermore, it was practically the first I
of tlu- New England St ites which could be called a i
or nickelodeon, as they are sometimes termed
Vj it a "crib"
pointed out editorially in this journal, Boston i- one of the
tew cities in tlii- country exhibiting llic picture ill
ings suitable to its presentation.
Probablj
Mi
Mark, the original builder and owner of the Comique, degreat portion of the credit for the state
a-, all Boston houses built subsequent to hi
such a quality as could successfully competi
with the Comique
Had the ( omique been
Boston would not have such houses as is the i i
the architects who built the later Boston houses used the
Comique as a pattern in sane respects
This house has a
from of 40-feet, and a depth of a somewhat slight
dimension.
The height 1- also in the neighborh
feet, thus making an almost square shaped theater
llu
o ttside decoratii »
ilj noted from i
graph, an- artistic l he colors us< d in th<
pure white. Hie large arched dome and th<
of the large signs abo*. e I
mounting ovei tin one thousand i
siderable advi i ti ing pai • - n hii
of murd< i
ful lobby
I he an I" d
tinuoui pei foi mat 1 1
: l

.:

!•■ .11.111

in the

.pei tti
..I

ill.

an. lit. .limn,
n would

!MI
■ il.

i

I !,

be the ca c il it ' id

1
I he

ma.

In' •

World

by

Henrj

hibition
-.. In^li

trap dru

and the I

and

unusuall)

nil
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NEW ENGLAND
NOTES.
The Princess rheater, Wakefield, Mass., has recently been
considerably enlarged by Charles \\ Hodgdon, proprietor
and manager. 1 hi- house is doing a big business under Mr.
while formerly it always was .1 I-mt for it- several different ow ners.
The Clement Theater, Dover. N II. which was recently
opened, 1- doing very well according to all reliable reportMr \ E Willi-, who i- in charge, offers an orchestra,
licensed moving picture- ami illustrated songs,
Haverhill. Mass., will soon have a new moving picture and
vaudeville h.m-e in the wholesale district.
Haverhill is a
big shoe center, and always draw- good patronaj
moving picture houses
The Music Hall. Brockton,
Mass., ha- been re-opened
under the management of Mes-r-. Kerr & Woodhead as a
house, with the name changed to the Globe.
I. M Boas, of Fall River, ha- been gaining both in patronage and popularity by offering prizes to the most popular
null
girl 01' In- and,
townas aBoas
i- continually
puttingandsuch
ideas
into execution,
re-ult.
the Savoy, Bijou,
Premier
theater-, of which he is general manager, are always doing
good business.
Messrs Le Due & Straus.-, proprietors and managers of
the Empire Theater. Lowell, have cut out vaudeville in connection with the films, and have reduced their rates to 5,
from 10 and 15 cent-.
Tin Colonial Theater, Lowell, opened December 26 under
the control of the Manchester Amusement Company. The
- rsvaudeville,
moving pictures
vaudeville,
with two"
weekly
change- >'i
and fourandchanges
per week
of pictures.
The house charges 5, 10 and 15 cents admission, and gives
three complete performances each day. Mr. Marcus is the
resident manager. It can be safely stated that tin
is offering a bigger and better show for the money than any
other moving picture and vaudeville house in Lowell.
The Palace Theater, Fall River, ha- recently received a
new manager in the person of (i. i\ Graham, who succeeds
William Stecker. The Palace i- now using independent films
and illustrated songs, with attendance not very assuring.
This house has never been successful, and it i- hoped that
Mr Graham will be able to turn the trick.
HENRY.
BOSTON, MASS.
Frank L. Browne, general manager
for the Old South
'Theater
Company,
Southafter
and acting
NewWashington
theaters,which
has controlresigned the
his Old
position
as manager for 16 weeks. The death of James Donaldson,
the
president
of
the
company,
hamade
"change-,
and
Mr
Browne decided to resign. Nat Burgess, whom Browne succeeded, will return to his former position.
The Globe Theater has returned to the straight drama
once nvre, after one of its frequent excursions into moving
picture- and vaudeville. The best reports state that the
Globe returned to the "legitimate" only to play out its list
of booking-, and that about March 1. 1911, it will again take
up with moving pictures and vaudeville.
Manager Johnson of the Savoy Theater has found a newway t,. reduce expenses. The Savoy is now running licensed
films— and advertising slides, thus doing away with the illustrated songs. It hardly would seem that four reels of films
and advertisement slides are worth 10c, judging by what
other Boston houses are offering for the same admission fee.
Tin New Central Square Theater, Lynn, was opened to
the public Monday, December 19, with moving pictures and
vaudeville. The house has a seating capacity of approximately 1,250. including the balcony. Mr. W. J. Burke, an old
time pertormer, is in charge of the house, with his son, T. H.
Burke, as hi- assistant. The Central Square was built by
The Central Square Amusement & Operating Company,
M. Connolly, president, S. Frankel. treasurer, both Lynn busiJanuary 16. 1911, has been the date set by the M
hire
Machine
Local function-.
182, I A T. S. E., for
the first
yearlyOperators'
gathering Union,
and -ocial
Bernard Corbett, until recently bu-iness agent of the operator-, ha- resigned from that position, in order to connect
himself with the Edison Manufacturing Company in the capacity of traveling salesman.
Mr William O'Donoll will -ne'e position of business agent for the operators.
Mayor Fitzgerald refused Jack McAuliffe's request for a
permit to exhibit lantern slide picture- of the Johnson-Ief1 in this city, in connection with a lecture.
McAuliffe 1- a former lightweight champion pugilist.
He called
at the mayor's office, but could not gain permission.
Thus
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both films and slides of all prize tight- are
The Realistic Moving
Picture Company, which operates
the Jolliette
rheater (Joe Ruthy, general mans
taken over the Olympic Theater, and will run both houses
the Jolliette
Theater
(Joe Ruthe.
general
man,mer using independent
service, the latter the trust films.
Ruthe
state- he wi-heto keep the two houses
a- formerly, as far as the him- are concerned
Not
a moving
picture
concern
operating
two
Boston
hou-cwi-hed to place one hoii-e independent and the oth< I
The Moving
Picture Patents Company decreed that either
both houses licensed "r neither wa- their wish.
Both houses
were promptly placed independent, and are -till Using tl at
Service.
Manager
Ruthe ha- not a- .vet decided wJiat he will
do. should the same problem confront hi- theaterMr. Jacob Lourie, of the Beacon 'Theater, will open the
nial 'Theater, Nashua, X II.. about January 1 Mr
Lourie States that tin- i- only the -tart of his operation-, and
that he expects to have a string of moving picture ami
vaudeville hou-c- in the not distant future. The Colonial
seats about 1,200 people, and i- credited with being Nashua's
premier theater.
HENRY
ESSANAY ANNOUNCEMENT.
fanuary, imii, the city
the Essanay Film Manufacturing Company will be removed
to Suite 521. First National Rank Building. Chicago. Kindly
forward all correspondence, remittance-, etc.. to the newcity offices. All returned film, merchandise and other express matter should be addressed to the -hipping and receiving departments, now 1« cated at the address of the factory
and studio. 1313 to 1333 Argyle street, ( hi
NEW

MANAGER

FOR

PENN

THEATER.

The Penn Theater people of Pennsylvania and Liberty Avenues.
Brooklyn, N. Y.. are to he congratulated upon securing the services of Mr. Chas. E. Fein as manager of their house. Mr. Fein
is a young man with practical experience. He possesses the essential qualities for managing a picture theater. Mr. Fein is one
of but a few whose effort is ever in the direction of pleasing the
patrons, lie has demonstrated by his experience in the past that
it is wise to refuse putting on pictures or songs which are questionable in character and demoralizing in influence. IT- past
experience especially qualifies him for any possible improvement.
BOY

SCOUT

WORKER

HITS FILMS.

"The usual thing." in the form of an evil to be avoided
by members of the Roy Scouts, an organization of no small
magnitude, Was outlined before a meeting of men at Moline,
111., by Earl L. Baker, a Boy Scout organizer.
He said:
"We never tell the boy not to do a thing unless we can
tell him 'why not.' For instance, you go to a moving picture
show. The film begins to turn. You are forced to -it -till
and witness the arrival at a cabin of a number of cruel
brigands. They enter the cabin and drag out members of
the resident family. Some of the brigands mount their
horses and ride away with the wife and daughters, while
others lire the cabin and, tying the head of the family to
a nearby tree, lash him to within an inch of hi- life. The
pictures show you no reason for the action of the brigands.
They doareis arouse
not promoters
of 'peace
on earth.'
thing
they
your temper.
Therefore
you are The
educating
your temper when you see such pictures. Do you want
to educate the tempers of your sons by allowing them to
attend such show-'"
GASHED
MAN
IN FILM;
GIRL FAINTS.
This, from the St. David, 111., correspondent of the Canton
Daily Register, may be a tribute to the realism of the production, but will it help the exhibitor?
Picture Causes Illness.
Mis- Eva Price had a peculiar experience while attending
a moving picture theater Sunday evening. One of the pictures represented a man who was so handsome that his
wife, fearing that his good looks might prove too attractive
to other women, proceeded to mar his beauty with a carving
knife, slashing his jaw with the weapon, and causing an
ugly wound. The scene was too realistic for Mi-- Rrice.
and she suffered sudden nausea and faintness. nece--itating
her removal from the room, the heated condition of which
is believed to have also been a contributory cause of her
temporary indisposition. She recovered shortly after reaching the outside air.
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National Board of Fire Underwriters'
Exhibitors arc advised to make memorandm i of date of 1
Richardson.
Underwriters'
Rules.
From
Iowa (.name
of I
omes the following: "What kind of a booth is
required to inspector
pass underwriters'
inspection?
1 asked
if a wooden
booth, lined
witl a traveling
and sheet iron, would do. and he -aid no, it would have to
be all iron, with no wood about it."
Well, Iowa, J am going to answer your qu<
fully and completely by publishing the rules of the National
Hoard of 1 ire Underwriter-, and let me say right now, that
the rule- as lure published cover the entire matter, and
are all the rules the National Hoard of Fire Underwriters
• rning operating rooms, so far a- the writer
knows
65 A.
Moving Picture Machines.
a. Arc lamp used as a part of moving picture machines
must be constructed similar to arc lamps of theater-, and
wiring of same must not be of less capacity than No. 6
3lA d. [1].;
b. Rheostats must conform to rheostat requirements for
theater arcs. 1 See No. 31A d. [1].;
cased in a steel box with hole at
the bottom only large enough for film to pas- through, and
cover so arranged that this hole can be in-tan;
• r to be used in the construction of this
I box must be used, for receiving the film after
being shown, with a hole in the top only large enough for
the film to pa-- through freely, with a cover SO arranged
that this hole can be instantly closed. An opening may be
placed at the side of the box to take the film out, with a
door hung at th< |
that it cannot be entirely
opened, and provided with spring catcli to lock it closed.
No solder to be used in the construction of this box.
e. The handle or crank u-ed in operating the machine
cured to the spindle or shaft, so that there will
be no liability of its coming off and allowing the film to stop
in front of lamp.
f. A shutter must be placed in front of the condenser, aras to be readily closed
g. Extra films must be kept in metal box with tight-fitting
cover.
h. Machines must be operated by hand (motor-driven will
not In- permitted).
i. Picture machine must be placed in an enclosure or
house made of suitable fireproof material, be thoroughly
ventilated and large- enough for operator to wall
either side of ,,r back of machine All opening- into thibooth must be arranged 50 a- to be entirely closed by doors
or shutter- constructed of the tame or equall)
aterial a- the booth itself. I r- or covers must
be arranged so a- to be held normally closed by spi
or eqin .
0 31A d. (1)" referred to, read- a- fol
31A d— Arc lamps u-ed for itagi effects most conform
owing requiremi
a. Must be constructed entirely ol metal except where the
.; proved insulating material 1- m
be substantially constructed, and -.. ■ >.
proper ventilation and to pn
emitted from lamp when same 1- m operation, and mica
■ i for frame insulation
ng must be provided with a i<
hinged door frame in which win
must be
inserted.
lamps, where the from
may
be
and a solid door be prov ided

■

guard

having

a mesh

not
top

largei 1! in om
and upp< I h

: lamp, and to be placed
from the lam|
on standard n

..1 a ■

I
■ must be provided with si 1
f;. Rheostat H mounted on ttandard
leight ■■■ ..t least thre<
addition •
Vi. ne in,b. whil
b.

inch,

and

be

Rules.

■ ■

In add::
films in 1
Rules and Requirements Governing the Storage and Handling of Nitro-Cellulose Films in Connection with
Motion Picture Film Exchanges
1. Film Storage

and weighs about j 1
mined in a bni

other oc<
Vaults. — In

bni

thick, laid in cement, and extend
or concrete

■ arcl>

standard protecting cover:
used.
Size of vault not
into
\ault vault
iron to be pr

.
to

exceed

750

be equivalent constru< •
..iiih pattern, and on tl
-ide
vaultto be of incombustibh
by
an
ir
than stationary vapor pr
properly

cu

ft

' the wall

guarded d with pilot light or oil 1
e permitted in
In fireproof bui
■ .\ork. vault- mav b( carried on the struct
floor to floor. Walls to be of brick, nut >
thick, or of hollow tile not less than i111 cement
Size of » aull i

■

e- thick
Safes.
Siz< n< I
iron frame continuous
at
1 inches, and
si/e. but
14

for

■

Ventilation

all ed|

inch thick, ami oi width
less than

never
the

In ..

inner

-hell

oi Vaults

and Safe:.

nil-:
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Re<
in- under examination, ur in the
rewinding, to be enclosed in magazines
similar
required on motion picture machines.
3. Waste Cans. — Standard natal can- to be provided
where repairing 1- done. All scrap or waste from the films
pi therein and removed from the building daily to
ation. Such waste to be kept separate from paper
other rubbish.
4. Cement. \ny compound of collodion and amyl acetate
or similarly inflammable cement- to be limited to one quart,
preferably not exceeding the quantity required each day.
5. Lighting.
Lighting to be restricted to incandescent
electric lamps in
,b< 5. Installation
accordance
with requirementof the National
Electrical
6. Heating. 'Examination and repair room to
only i.y hoi air, hot water or -team, and a metal shield or
.-creen provided to prevent the films from coming in conwith radiator- or heated pipe-. No hot air lloor registers
to betact used.
. 7- Smoking.— To be prohibited in any room containing
him-, and signs posted to that effect.
8. Motion Picture Machines and Booths.— (See National
Electrical Code, Paragraph 65-A.)
9. Protection.— Kach room to be equipped with at least
two approved three-gallon hand tire extinguishers. At least
one pail
each
vault01 inwater
use. and one pail of Sand to be provided for
LIMITING
AMPERAGE.
1". II. Richardson.
Numerous complaints have reached the writer concerning the
action of the inspectors of the Department of Water Supply
Gas and Electricity, of the City of New York, in refusing to
allow the use of any but New York approved 25-ampere rheoThe writer has been after this proposition for some time and
is now assured by Mr. Wynkoop, who has charge of these matters, that there is no limit placed on amperage other than the
capacity of a No. 6 rubber covered wire, viz., 46 amperes. This
means, in practice. 45 amperes, since there is no such thing as
a 46-ampere fuse. Basing my statement on the above authority,
I now make the unqualified assertion that no inspector has authority or right to forbid the use of 45 amperes of current for
projection purposes in the City of New York, provided all wires,
cut-outs, switches and other electrical appliances be of sufficient
1 ry that number of amperes; or, in other 'word-, all
wire-, cut-out-, switches and appliances be of size rated by the
National Board of Fire Underwriter-, and the Department of
Water Supply, Gas and Electricity, to carry 45 amperes of current This should be clearly understood and it is the rock
whereon many stumble. If you have, for instance, a 30-ampere plug cut-out, you cannot use 45 ampere- until you have
in-tailed
a cut-out of
size to carry
that and
current".
See Mr.to
it
that everything
is proper
of 45 ampere
capacity
then if
Inspector raises any kick about your using that amount of current, take the matter directly to Mr. Wynkoop and von will
find that you will be allowed to use 45 amperes. The trouble
m that for a long time the inspectors had it pounded
into them that 25 amperes was the limit and it is very hard to
get a man to unlearn something he has very thoroughly learned.
And why should amperage be limited even to 45? The limiting of amperage is something which, so far as the writer knows.
no other city in all these United States does. In Chi
are more moving picture theaters than there are in Greater
New York. Amperage is unlimited, and yet there are no more
film
firmsandin Germany
Chicago than
there arepractice
in "Newis to
York
In
England
the common
use City.
80 to 00
if current for projection, and there are no more film
fire- tin re than there are here. In Australia the use of 100 amperes for moving picture projection is not at all uncommon, yet
there are no more film fire? in Australia than elsewhere, all of
which would seem to prove beyond any question of a doubt that
there 1- no good and valid reason for limiting ampei
a matter of fact, such limitation operates to hamper good projection. It is, therefore, a detriment not only to the operator
and exhibitor, but to the public at large as well, since they pay
their money to see inferior projection where a better class of
work would be accomplished with the use of a stronger projection current. The writer would, however, not object to the
limiting of
to 45. but he strenuously insists that
45 amperes A. C. is not sufficient for good projection except with
a very small picture. Of course, if the amperage were increased
above 45, correspondingly larger wires, switches, cut-outs, etc.,
would have to be installed.
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A SCHOOL

FOR

THE

TRAINING OF PHOTO PLAYRIGHTS.
be made to train playwrights in the
art Of writing good scenarios.
In Chicago the Associated Motion Picture Schools have been established to teach wi I
correspondence course, how to select good material and bow to
uterial in picture form
Out of tin thousands now vainly trying to write for the moving picture manufacturers, about one per cent, know how 1 pat
their ideas into the proper shape to get even a reading. The
combination of an idea and a well-prepared scenario is a rara
readers or the producers, as a usual thing,
write the manuscripts submitted and. as in the case of
theItregular
stage, that
the "plays
not welcome
written — the
thevestablishment
are rewritten."of
1- assumed
no onearewill
such a school more than the manufacturer. In a recent issue
of the Moving Picture World, the scenario editor of one of the
companies complained of the dearth of «ood scenarios and stated
that the manufacturers would welcome the time when
1 each were to be secured.
The Associate.!
Picture Schools have the opportunity to train writers to turn out
iai ios.

Such graduates will know what things to avoid. They will
know the limitations of motion picture production. Thev will
not write plays with murders, suicides, robberies and other crimes
as the themes. They will be taught not to plagarize and encouraged to use their own brains. Thev will be drilled in the
terms in use in the motion picture profession and all the methods
of production, manufacture, sale, pi
Vnd when
they are ready to submit their efforts there will be great satisfaction on the part of the readers and editors, who will know the
moment their eves behold the manuscript that it is the work of
one who knows something about the business. We wish tin Associated Motion Picture Schools the success they deserve. They
fill the proverbial long-felt want.
COULDN'T
FOOL
COHEN.
Louis Cohen, proprietor of the Royal Motion Picture
Theater, at No. 228 Superior avenue N. W., Cleveland, Ohio,
long had an ambition to have a uniformed ticket taker. The
other day he asked his tailor if he could supply him with a
uniform, and explained what he wanted it for.
A uniform, such as was used by Cleveland patrolmen some
years ago, was delivered. With slight alterations, it fitted
Mr. Cohen.
Somebody told the police of what Cohen was going to
wear. Ye.-terday Mr. Cohen received hi- new -nit of police
clothes, and donned it. The buttons were those used some
time ago, bearing the letters "C. P." There was a string
of people waiting at the theater when two policemen appeared.
"You're arrested," said one of them to Mr. Cohen.
'What for?" said the moving picture man.
"I or pretending to be a policeman." was the reply. "Those
letters on the buttons of your coat stand for 'Cleveland
Police,' and you are impersonating an officer."
"Oh. no." said Mr Cohen, "they don't mean that; they
stand for Cohen's Picture-!"
CHICAGO
MOVING
PICTURE
THEATERS
SWELL
FIREMEN'S FUND FOR RECENT DISASTER.
1 rilmore, North Avenue, gave on Tuesday the entire
receipts of his Ideal Theater, without deducting running exfamilies of the firemen killed at stockyards fire. We
hear that the Halstead Theater showed the same generous spirit
by denoting the proceeds of last Tuesday to the same worthy
PICTURES FOR THE AFFLICTED.
The Lyric Theater, at Yankton, S. D., was engaged to
give an exhibition of motion pictures at the State Hospital
for the Insane, on Christmas Day. This is only the first
of a series of such entertainments hat will be given at stated
intervals. Messrs. Valentine and Johnson, who have built
up a fine reputation for their Lyric Theater, can be depended upon fot putting on a good -how at the hospital.
TULSA, OKLA., HAS A NEW THEATER.
The Usee Theater was opened on December 19th, at Tulsa,
Oklahoma, and is reported to be doing capacity
The independent program of pictures is being run. with illustrated son;-, by Cecil Smith, "the boy with the different
voice." Mis- Lisa Bradford presides over the musical end
of matters. The Usee is one of the best equipped and most
attractive houses in that section of the country.
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Five Hundred Volts. — Mr. Richard Thompson,
Honolulu.
Hawaiian J -land-, write-, as follow,: "The
for in The World i. The Trouble Department, because, while
I am getting good results 1 want better!
1 read in July 16
issue of The World, your description of the Kinemacolor
machine.
It wa- very interesting, but you failed to describe the rheostat and it >- "ii the matter oi
1 desire your advice.
What ,ize wire and how many pound,
of it would be required to make a rheostat to deliver So
to 100 ampere, from 500 volt line,:
Would you recommend
Climax wire'
1 use 500 volt current, consuming -'5 ampere,
and while the light is good, 1 want it better
I doubled
the number
of coils and placed them in multi]
This gave me 35 ampere, and a much better light, but the
carbons made a roaring sound, which wa- very bad. and
the light wa- variable.
I u,e % cored carbon,.
I
suggest a remedy for the noise and variation."
Mr. Thompson,
it is pissible that your current i- taken
from a trolley
wire, and trolley
current
1- 1
variable.
However, inasmuch a- you make no complaint
riableness before pulling additional amperage,
I
think the fault probably doe- not lie th< r
hitched up in "series-multiple."
1 think this is hardly likely.
You probably hitched up in two or more series and then
hitched the , cries in multiple with each other, wl.
be "multiple-series."
Now. to -tart with,
a "good light" you were pulling more than 25 ai:.;
when you added the series in multiple, you probably increased your amperage to such an extent that your
were too small.
They became
so intensely hut. and the
crater became 50 large, that you could not control it. hence
the
positively know that tin- :
but "variation."
I believe it i-. 1 don't
1 would
generator
-et instead of using rheostats
enormously wasteful when used
and the
higher it 1- the greater the wa-te
wil
lount of wattage repn
you are u-ing multiplied b\ 450
If you -imply
pay flat rate for a certain number
o\ amperes,
company coles.
It you are on mel
fgenerator would -top the
actory results.
If you insist on r
recommend cast-iron grids for thai vo\\
wire coil-. The Climax win- i- excellent resistance wire
I
have requested it- manufacturers l
urith you,
giving required data
I
municate with you concerning mo(
iron gridSarcasm?
I
two a- !
\\ orld m sih nl
noticed several times y< 1
•It work
ii 1
i, _• \ 1 10. 50 ih. r fori ! taki I
ise ..11 ;i three ••■
house uses two machines and needs twi
ftlacing two lamps and t ■•■
r< dropped, I take ii thai then
precial.le differ* 1
remark that films are scratchable on both
for the wisdon
nd '.r third run 1 li

itch tak
fric
eup
ti
come where it is made to . me,
(belt. 1 - uppose
\ ■'• n 1
business would
tiu; lit the) 'on U|

•

at than t tiled an '.in. li. • .
1 in
Weill
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ips l.page ut. December 17th issue), was read
with much interesi At my place of employment, .1 large
hall, we project a picture a trifle less than [6 it by la ft.,
it I had difficulty in securing sufficient illumination, and last summer had a friend bring over from England
a
Urban
I" arc
back out of myModel
Powers
lamplamp
house,I had
and totilttear
up the
the whole
hood
to accommodate the gigantic lamp
I used 65 amperes D. C.

right off the wire. It certainly Rive- a brilliant light. 1 use
inch condensers. With No. 3 wire connections
and the heavy construction of the lamp, no resistance device
has ever been necessary; carbons -}i cored above and y% solid
below. Now. a word about the fhckerless shutter. I have
equipped my Powers No. 5 with an inside shutter which gives
a- brilliant a picture as a motiograph, and is absolutely
flickerless. I took white cardboard and cut two shutters
out of it. taking the regular Powers No. 5 shutter as a pattern. I then cut cardboard out on the inside of these patterns leaving just a skeleton % inch wide, as per sketch.
I then cut out a third pattern from heavy oiled tissue paper,
same size and shape as the No. 5 shutter. I glued this in
between the two skeletons, placing one on each side for
stiffness. To mount the shutter, 1 had to make a special
threaded bushing with two threaded washers to hold the
shutter, the whole being held to the spindle by the customary
set screw. Will gladly furnish a diagram to show the shutter
mount to anyone interested. This shutter cuts the picture
entirely off the screen, but does not cut all the light; hence,
less contrast between light and darkness with resultant
elimination of flicker."
You have certainly got me guessing, Somerville, You say,
in effect, that you have no resistance in series with your
lamp, leaving me to infer that the large wire and large
lamp offer sufficient resistance. This is an absurdity on the
face of it, and 1 think you certainly did not mean to say anything,of that kind. If you connected up your lamp without
any resistance, you would simply create a dead short circuit
when the carbons of the lamp were brought together; and
this short circuit would instantly blow your fuses or, failing
in that, heat your wires red-hot and burn them of. The
larger the lamp and wires, the less resistance ; they would, in
themselves, offer. I should like to know what kind of a
proposition you have got, anyhow. As to the shutter scheme,
it seem- a- though it really might have considerable effect
in reducing dicker, though the same thing has been tried
out long ago by various machine companies, and for some
reason or other discarded, though one-machine has a shutter
something on that order. If any of the other readers care
to try this scheme out, I -hall be -glad to know what their
view- are of the results attained.
Foreign Appliances. Mr. Joseph C. Honstein, Hoboken,
X. J., writes as. follow-: "In December 17th issue, page
1407. I see the Department editor holding an English lamp,
and also read some very interesting descriptive matter pertaining to same. Haying some catalogues of English lamps.
machines, etc., I mailed them to you that you may study
up some more dope of that kind to hand 11- through the
Trouble Department I read the whole of the Department,
week by week, and all I have to say i- this: Fine; good;
keep it up! We are the only house in Hoboken running three
reel- and two songs. Ml the rest run four or five reels, but
we produce the goods on the screen. Good picture-, combined with good projection. I have been in this house five
and one-half year-, and Mr. Daley, the proprietor, has never
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yet had a kick coming,
He 1- "in of the employers who
treat- all the help •right."
Many thank-.
Neighbor
I I. .11-1. in. for the c
though it so happen- that 1 am pretty well stocked up on
that kind of "dope."
I intend, a- -.".11 a- possible, to publish
considerable matter concerning foreign appliance- .■'
\t tin- present tune I am SO crowded for -pace
that n 1- impoasible 1 intend t" drop over some night in
the near future anil tee you. but cannot say jusl
Various Things. Portland. Ore. R. < >. Bahlke *rn<- as
follows: "Have read the Trouble Department with much
interest and profit, and wish, for the benefit of other-, to
relate my experience with condensers.
1 use a model 'B'
Edison and Edison lamp with about 35 amp.'
upper and lower carbon-.
My condensers are <\\ \ bark and
7!. front, and they usually broke
within
live minutes
of
installation. I finally took- the condensers out of my dissolver and put them in the M P. machine, where they have
now been for about three monthThey bail previously been
used in StereopticOD for nearly a year.
I u-e 01
round condenser holders, and have the lensi
-o that they rattle and run with the ventilation h
I have experimented on a three-wing shuttei
side the machine in place of the regular Edison two-wing
shutter, but find one built on the same relative ai
proportions of the Powers No. 6 will not work.
I have one
nearly perfected, however, which I believe will deliver the
goods.
Will send you a working drawin,
within a few days.
I do not believe in the automatic tire
shutter nor the film guards.
The latnr are merely in the
way, and the best automatic, if loose enough to be reliable,
i- so loo-e you have to run too fast to keep it open.
I
find that by re-winding film with the emulsion side out. it
will help the buckling proposition, and scrape it less in
the magazine roller-.
I enclose money order lor S.VOO for
twoThecopies
of your proposition
Handbook." i- passed on to our readers
condenser
as one more promising-looking scheme.
As to the in-ide
three-wing shutter, I think you will find trouble with that
particular proposition.
If you make it work successfully,
you will do something that many others have tried to do,
and failed. I suppose you refer to rewinding the film in the
take up. You are wrong about the automatic shutter
A
good automatic shutter properly adjusted will raise and stay
open when the machine is running down to the lit]
speed.
I am also a believer in film guardappliances.
The real trouble with the automatic lire -butter
is. that one become- accustomed to depending upon
lutely; then, when something happens and it fail- |
good night!

Another Carbon Jaw.— Mr. S. F. Tones, Schenectady. X.
Y., favors us with the following: "Noting cut of carbon
holder, on page 1467, December 24th issue, would -ay that
I have been using a pair of these holders, but have improved them considerably.
I found the wire con:
ak point, another being the sliding shoe that clamps
the carbon. I enclose drawing illustrating how I improved
both the sliding jaw and the wire connection."
I am obliged to you, friend Jones, for your kindness in
sending in the drawing. It is self-explanatory and requires
little or no explanation. I believe the improvement- you
have made are both of them excellent.
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A Couple of Suggestions. — From Mr. Leon E. Burton,
Rochester,
N. Y.,received,
comes the
ordered, has been
and following:
is certainly "A
all Handbook
right. 1 read
in the World two or three week- ago a suggestion as to
using a box with a light in for making film patches In
reply, you suggested setting a piece of plate glass in the
bench with a light beneath. Here is my scheme, which
works all right: I set a piece of plate glass in flush with
the top of the bench, with a piece of plain white paper
underneath it. One can see where one is scraping just as
well as with the light. Instead of using alcohol only to
polish lenses, I add about one tablespoonful of ammonia to
a pint of alcohol. Ammonia is very fine for polishing glass.
To the World and the editor of the Trouble Department,
I wish a very merry Christmas and happy New Year."
Many thanks to you, Friend Burton, for your suggestions,
which will, no doubt, prove of value to our readers.
A Good Record. — Edw. J. Cooper, manager Metropole
Theater, Telluride, Colo.. Crystal Theater, Montrose, Colo.,
and the Montrose Opera House, writes: "I am sending you
two clippings from our daily paper, which, if you have room,
would like you to publish, since it will -how what wonderful growth moving pictures have made on the Western slope.
Two years ago 1 started in a small mining town with $50
borrowed capital. Today 1 have three of the best equipped
picture house- on the slope, everyone of them making money.
My success is due entirely to high-class pictures, and the
employment of nothing but experienced help. This should
be a hint to the wise.
The clippings sent in by Neighbor Cooper are too lengthy
for publication, but we cannot refrain from commenting
on his phenomenal -ucces-. particularly when he attributes
it largely to good pictures, pin- good projection. I know
that country like a book. Neighbor Cooper, and many times
have ridden horseback from Telluride up through the Liberty Bell Basin, over the Saw Tooth, down past the old
Virgimis Mine; also from Ouray up past the Tom Boy, over
the High Line Trail and down in through Savage Basin, to
Telluride The editor of this Department now has three
'children
livingfromin Montrose,
so that your letter was almost
like a letter
home
Knowledge. Mr I Engler, manager Ke> West Hipp"
drome closed
Company,
KeytheWest,
1'la , writes
as follows:
"Enfind check for
Handbook,
something
I think which
will be very valuable to me, as 1 am not an experienced
operator. Since 1 have been reading the Trouble
meat, 1 find there is much more to learn about projection
than. I had ever dreamed I had ju-t five days' experience
under the tutelage of an operator in New York City before
I opened a moving picture house here. 1 have had no
trouble so far, but from the Trouble Department 1 have
d the fact that it 1- up to me to get busy and
■ thing about projection I have an Edison Model
'B' machine. I extend my thank- to you for the help received through the Trouble Department."
1 have published this letter with a very good reason in
view. There have been those who have rather criticised
me for the m ry plain, simple language used in my answers.
The answers to problem- in this department are made ju-t
as simple and plain a- it 1- possible lor me to make them,
for the rea-on that while many
operators and managers
are well enough posted I" understand
technical term- and
technical language, tli> great majority of them are n..t 111
In an-wer to tin-, some ma)
sa) that a man
should not go mi" the business until he ha- first acquired
knowledge
Granted!
I thoroughly
agree
We are not,
dealing with theories, but with conditions, and the
condition in the moving picture field i- that tli<
jority of both operators and managerknow hub
ing about either electricity, mechanics, or tin- r. ■
machine 1 ompaniei and 1
men
are, in many
instances,
I" blame
f..r men
lui.lv in. knowledge
at all. entering the movini
field
'I
h<
;ii
-. 11:• the
fromit tiii
machine, a ui ing him I" 1 an
arn man
t" run
ha- been d-nc in hundred-. 11 not I
I hi man
ha- been led n:to .111 1:. .
i\ all the capital h. ha and hi
lea into that investment through
nothing
in

the

W01

Id

l"i'

'

'ill. .1

tion, and the machine companiei
film
"th< 1 ■ onnected with the busine
I ou
• t" the l rouble Departmi 1,1
point
Mr Englei is running an Edison machim
m 1 ompanj
ought tthi- man taught -" that I"

I.,

in

tru> -

Certainly,
1.. hava
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with the machine
which 15 the product of the;r
The exchange man ought to be glad to have him taught,
because it means better pictures on the screen as well as
better care for his film.
The operator ought to be glad
of the opportunity to exchange
ideas and improve.
1 do
not know that it is at all necessary to set all tinprint, and I only do so by reason of the fact that a certain
few have not shown the most friendly spirit towards the
dis-cmination of projection know ledge. They are, hi
a \cry small minority.
Condenser
Focus.— Pittsburgh, Pa. writ
me the best si
throw for moving picture project
To answer your question intelligently, Pittsburgh, 1 would
have to know the size of the picture, a- well as the throw.
However, if your picture is not smaller than 14 ft. in width
you will be safe in using two ;-.-inch condensing
Edison Front Shutter.— Me--rWicker
Theotorium, Carmi, 111., write a- follow-:
"We I
interested readers of the Trouble Department e\ 1 was -tarted, and wish to tell you that we ha\e learned many
valuable things, although one of us. Mr. Wicker, has been
operating a machine for more than three years.
We saw
your answer to one of the Ccdumn readers sometime since,
in which you said you did not think a front shutter on an
Edison machine could be made practicable.
We wish to inform you that we have an Edison em winch we have instal ed a front -butter, and 1 wish you could set
ture. It 1- absolutely llickerle--. although our thr
50 feet, and we are getting better re-ults than with any
other machine
we have

eral.
1 will give you
\ed it. upon r<
"We also have an extra carbon
carbon arm to save carbon-, and
waste
_• perThus
cent far Will
in
our tonextabout
letter.
we
we have not been able t" handle,
future wie do, we shall not lie-::
it We intend ordering

a descript

holder to clamp in our
by this we ha.
give you
have
had a diagram of it
but if at any time in the
at
I fully in
the Hand

you must have gotten my words a little
nearI think
future."
If 1 -aid 1 did not think a front -butter (
successfully in an Edison machine. I did
meaning.
I have a faint recollect 1
opinion as to the practicability of in-tailing a front shutter
on an exhibition model machine
in a certain w. .
lieve 1 replied that 1 did not think it could be d
meaning by that, that a front -butter could
• ii an Edison machine at all
A front -butter ca
-tailed on any machine, and be made to u
t"... 1 -hall be verj glad t" have a descript
"l
your
method
of
attaching
the
-butter,
a- .••
bolder of which you speak
com enii

■
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Russellville,

Ark.

It 1- ne\ er too much 1:
wile,
ohms
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You now subtract 45 """'" the voltage ol -->>. on which tl>c
mth- will work, and divide the remainder by the number
of ohms resistance in the two rheostats, which will give
yon the number of ampei
deliver
on that
\ll these problems maj be worked out by use
of .1 little formula
\
se this rule you
.simply cover up the quantitj you seek to
what remains will be the answer For instance, if
you were to seek i" find the number of ohms in .1 rheostat
cover up the "O" and you see that the volts minus 45.
divided by the amperes, gives ohms It you want the
amperes, cover up "A", and volts minus 45 equals ohms.

Vou must always know two quantities in order to get the
third If you only know one quantity, then you can only
determine the other two l>y use of the volt or ammeter.
Space forbids me going into further details in this matter.
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that will be my Christmas present. Bully for yoi
ting Bausch & Lomb to promise us something on l<
light rav-' A merry Christmas and happy New Year to
yourself, the Department and the Moving Picture World.
...1 of tlu- dynamo, Friend Batterson, would make
dynamos are made to run at a
certain given -peed, and they will only produce 1
lesigned for when running :it that speed.
1 know
• n why a high-speed dynamo would give you any
different chine current
that produced
by a high
low-speed
maA low -peedfromalternator
may produce
l
rent, it there are enough pole piece-, while a I
alternator might produce low cycle current, if it had only
The answer to your question
1- just a simple plain no— no difference whatever.
The squaring of the lamp house with the machine 1- important, -mce otherwise the condensing lens will
square with the projection lens, and thi-. under certain conditions, will affect the focus, the "conditions" being where
you have a poor projection lens. You may not be aware of
'the
particularly
with of
short
the tact.
mere but.
raising
or lowering
the focus
arc inproject!
relation to the
condensers will frequently throw the top or bottom of the
picture out of focus, and will also, with outside shutter,
frequently cause a slight travel ghost. I do not pretend
to say wbv thi- i-. for the simple reason that 1 do not know;
but it i- the fact, nevertheless Usually the disturbing of tlu
relation of the two factors of a projection lens, while it
will change the size of the picture, materially injures definition There are. of course, exception-. Your- appears
to be one of them.

Film Cement Bottle.— Pocatello, Idaho, propounded the
following
week ago:
"As vou
are by
aware,
there is
more
film about
cement a wasted
than there
is used
considerable,
the Lotties in which the cement come- being easily upset.
The cork has a very decided tendency to -tick fast in the
neck of the bottle and break all to pieces. Tan you not
nie better way of keeping cement than in those
little bottles?"
1 have taken a week. Pocatello. to think that matter over.
I well know what an aggravation the ordinary cement botist When you are in a hurry, the darned cork will
break off, or something equally pleasant will happen, and
quite frequently the bottle Upsets and spills all your cement.
Fully realizing what an annoyance this little item is in
thousand- of operating room.-. I have, as 1 said, thought the
matter over and have evolved the scheme which I believe
will work successfully I have not tried it out. but I see
why it should not do the trick. Get an ink well,
shown in the accompanying -ketch. Get a small
artists' brush, cut the handle off and attach a handle of about
j. per wire (bell wire); the -ketch tells the rest.
The ink well can. 1 believe, he had at almost any stationer's
hould be very glad if some of the men would try
thi- out and report as to its utility When turned bottom
side up. it -hould re-t on a piece of soft felt laid on a perfectly tlat surface so a- to be as nearly as possible air-tight.
Get as small an ink well as you can procure. "A" showjs
the ink side
well up.right
up, ready
for inuse;
showsTheit
bottom
with side
the brush
hanging
the "B"
cement.
copper wire handle may be straightened out when you want
to use the brush. Make the loop of the handle big enough
so that
side
up. it won't drop through the hole when well i- right

Condensers.— Mr. 1". Morris, manager Gem Theater. Ellsbury, Mo. writes as follow-: "As a constant reader of the
Moving 1'icture World, who ha- received much valuable information from same, 1 would like to ask a few questions.
The -pot from my condensers consists of one bn
and one hazy -pot ju-t above it. Can this be avoided? I
have purchased a Perfecto calcium light outfit, and cannot
yet enough light on the picture at 47-ft. throw. 1- there
any special kind of a condenser made for calcium light ? Why
i- it that the carbon burn- away from the lower thumb
-crew: It burns a crater in the carbon where the -crewholds
carbon."
As the
regards
the spot, I think the hazy spot must be
caused by your arc being burned too long; that is, by the
carbon- being too far separated from each other. 1 do not
think of anything else that would cause anything ever approximating that condition. 1 would suggest that you procure a copy of the Handbook from the Moving Picture
World, and on page 88 you will find all the different ways —
right and wrong — of setting carbon-, fully described and
fully illustrated. To reproduce it here would require nvjch
1 than I could spare this week. 1 am not acquainted with the Perfecto calcium light outfit and. therefore, can11.. t give you any information whatever concerning it. It
i- not the throw that cuts the figure, but the size of picture. You cannot throw as large a picture with calcium
light a- you can with electricity. There are no special condensers made for calcium light, but with calcium you should
use a very good grade of condenser. The current burns the
crater where the -crew touches the carbon, for I
that your carbon is not making good contact with the carbon arm on the side opposite from the screw. It is probcoveredthe
withcarbon
scale,will
'fake
a file
and electrical
clean thecontact
metal
off. -oablythat
make
good
with
metal, and I think you will have no further trouble
in thattherespect.

Several Things. Stromsburg, Neb.. (W. Batterson), cone following: "In taking current from a theater
dynamo for projection work, would it make any difference
in the light whether the dynamo be high speed or low speed,
provided it was running at the rate of speed intended by
the manufacturer- 1 followed your advice, and put my machine in line to remedy a case of 'bad focus' on one side of
the picture. It cleared up the picture all right. 1 cannot
find any reason why changing position of the lamp house
would have any effect on the focus of the picture. Changing lamp house doe- not change the relation of the film
to the projection lens. If the lamp house were out of line,
lot- of the light would be wasted, but 1 think that would
be all. 1 -et my front and back lenses in the projection
lens tube a little further apart, and it gives me a clear sharp
focus. I made some spacing rings and dropped in the tube.
Your advice to 'line up' i-n't the first hint I have made
good use of from the Department. 1 have one of your little
books publi-hed some year- ago. 1 have had it nearly three
year-.
Of course, I shall have one of the new Handbook —

Advertising Stunt.— From Mr. John Blohm, Blohm's Bijou
Theater, (he-ley. Ont., come- the following: "Enclosed
find check for operators' Handbook. I note Springfield has
taken up my advertising scheme, and i- getting results from
it. Where trouble is experienced in retlccting by mirrors.
I would suggest a double baseboard for the machine with a
bolt in the center. By having the lamp wire- Ion- enough.
the, whole machine can be turned end for end in a moment
without throwing it out of place, provided the lower magazine
is in front of the machine. A couple of thumb -crew- will
hold it firmly in place and arc quickly adjusted. Of course,
any one with a separate lamp house and -tationary lens can
have it in-tailed stationary, as Springfield has. Same can
be used nightly for throwing ad- of merchant-, etc.. on
building- across •
-he results of elections,
sporting events,
Neighbor Blohm then -peaks at some length of the opportunities for stereopticon moving picture advertising
Stunts in large cities, hi- idea being to in-tall a -uitable
-creen in a prominent place on top of a roof ..r the side of
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a building and project picture- and ad. slides. For his benefit let me say, that about everything imaginable in the way
of that kind of stunt has been tried, tried and re-tried in
cities. When it was a novelty, it paid, but it is a novelty no
longer, and it- use has been very largely abandoned in
cities. Neighbor Blohm, in speaking of the retlection by
mirror-, etc., has reference to the article-. "An Enterprising
Manager," page 1230, November 26th i--ue, and "An Advertising Scheme," page 1409, December 17th issue, in which
Springfield, Vt., sets forth his way of accomplishing the
same thing by means of a second machine. The scheme of
having a double baseboard for the machine with a bolt in
the center so that the whole thing, lamp house and all, can
be swung around, would work all right if, as Neighbor
Blohm -ay-, the magazine was in front of the machine instead of underneath.
The Arc— Mr. Geo. Pringle, St. Paul, contributes the following: "Friend Richardson: On page 1349 you make the
statement that 1 -aid the carbon resistance becomes excessive above 40 amperes. If you will refer to my letter,
you will find that you are in error, as 1 did not make any
such claim. What I said was: 'The drop in the last two,
in my opinion, is due to the fact that from 40 t,> 50 amperes
is the full working ability of that size carbon, and anything above carbons
that i- mere
wastethat
of energy.'
We have
tried larger
and find
the contention
seemssince
to
be correct, a- there 1- 110 drop up to .So ampere-. This
resistance is in the arc, not in the carbon-, and any measurement of the re-istance of a piece of carbon of any length
introduced into the arc ha- no bearing. The following is
the explanation of the variance of the resistance of the arc
at different amperages. I have it from several sources, but
a letter from the Driver-Harris Wire Company's engineer,
I. 1 1 carbon
Hart, covers
the ground:
current
does not
from
to carbon,
but the 'The
carbon
vaporizes
andjump
the
current i- carried over by a -team of vapor with an increasing current; the greater the amount of carbon you vaporize
in a given -pace of time, the greater i- the cross section of
steam increased; consequently it- resistance is lowered. In
this way tie resistance of the arc automatically adjust- itself
to the current.' A careful reading of this statement will make
it clear to any one who cares to understand the action .if the
rheostat and arc in series. It also conforms with Mr.
Edison's statement, that the entire line voltage i- dissipated.
I wish every seeker after knowledge a very merry ChristWell, Neighbor Pringle, I am not quite sure that 1 am
illow you in tin- matter. Exactly why the re-i-tance
of the arc it-elf should be very much greater when you are
using 50 ampere- of current on a live eighths carbon than
when you are using 40 ..r 30, I do not understand; and your
statement seems to amount to an assertion that excessive
resistance noted above 40 amperes 1- dm- t.> added resistance
of the arc.
I cannot make anything else out ,.i your letter.
rds the current being carried aero-- the gap by a
I volatilized carbon.
1 am not satisfied that this is
the case, notwithstanding Mr. Hart- able description of the
lie may be right, but I personally have a
different idea of tin- matter and 1 have heard very different
explanations advanced by able electrical engineers.
I have
make
the -1 atemeii t that
tin- carbon vapor flowed from the negative t.. the positive
or up, while the current flowed in the opposite direction. 1
ha\e, howi
heard an explanation of the action
of the electric arc which satisfied me. and 1 have done some
studying on that proposition, t"... and talked with mans men
ed ability, one ••! whom was the head of the Elecartment of the Armour Technical School of i hi. ago, one "i the greatest technical schools in tin- world. 1 he
thing thai read) puzzle- me, ami for which I have never
heard what seems to me an adequate explanation 1-. what
makes the arc and lb.- carbon incandc-cctit Ibis may,
iund foolish, in view of all the many glib
explanations advai
ins, but I think the more
you really itudj the proposition the more you will be displanationt \. with, less, I thank
you for youi contribution and hope t" hear n
.
m tin- mar future
Do Things Ri^ht
\ writes the following:
"I
am the
"i them
.rated
the 'daddy'
hi I moving
pntui.all here
llnat.iin ^vm i |h,• ,u\, which Is
im home
I wa
w ith Mi
in ol the Novelty,
I [e ha- .!■ iub i
apai ii v since he
itai ted, and it i todaj . a it ..1 .•. ij
■ light pic
tun- house, how ing onlj the lat< -t and best id.
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am now operating in a vaudeville house and have nothing
to complain of, though it is like most mixed houses; they give
less attention to the pictures than they deserve. 1 ran one
film today with eleven mis-frames, requiring a hand on the
framing lever all the time. My advice to operators who do
not know much, as well as to those who know it all, is to
ible for yourself and annoyance to your manager
and audience by getting to your booth in time to have everything ship-shape when the show starts. Have your machine
cleaned thoroughly and see that everything i- in proper adju-tment. all connection- tight, and. in fact, everything just
a- it should be. Then you can -tart your -how with confidence that all will be well. Spend all the time you like experimenting and improving, but never let it interfere with
the work in hand, namely, the putting on ^>i first class prejection, not sometimes, but all the time. I thank the department for its many valuable hints and beg to be included
among the friend- of it- editor, whom 1 wish a Merry Christmas and a prosperous New Year."
IN THE MISSISSIPPI

VALLEY.

Upon a petition from Moline merchants, the city council
decided to grant no more licenses for moving picture shows
in that city. The petitioner- -et forth that the show places
tend to block trariie, and result in depreciation . :
value.-.
J. T. Bragg i- now sole owner of the moving
picture
-how at Roseville, 111., having purchased the int<
Mr. ami Mr-. Jac I
aily will be the rule for
films.
iiffel. of Brazil. Ind. i- now the trap-drui
singer at Iuinde- & McCoy- Lyric Theater, at Y
111., while Mr-. Kirfel i- the pianist.
The chief of police at Minneapolis. Minn, barred the Xelson-Moran tight picture-, although Mayor James v Haynes
admitted he had issued an edict forbiddii
which one of the contestants was black and the other white.
Articles of incorporation
have been issued .,:
« ay, Mo. to the St Louis Motion Picture i omj
capital of $85,000, fully paid to manufacture
and deal in
motion
picture-.
The incorporators
are
Anthony
C,
Wagner. J. X Aren- and C E. I .oebel.
The Lyric Theater, formerly the Crystal, at Elkhart, Ind.
has closed.
William and
Harry
1'erks have opened
the •■
Palm Theater, at Mound 1 ity. Ill
Vaudl
1- announced.
W . W Snyder, proprietor of the moving pictur
Mt Pulaski, 111., recently used I red Beck, the B
tionalsetoutfielder,
an slides
attraction, featuring hi- t. ■
and
of special assong
There seem- t.. be a disposition, among
n
vest in Pow
cquaint the public with t
news item- are frequent in Illinois paper- notin
Btallation, leaving the impression
upon patrons that the
Cameragraph is about tin- la-t word in pr<
Thomas' new in..vmg picture t!.
■ mel, 111,
has been equipped with new chairDee Robinson lui- resigned his position m
Manufacturing
Company,
at Peoria, l". and will devote
his time to amusement
enterprises with which 1.
nected
He will be a--l-!ed L> his brothl I S
son, residi 1 I
ins, ,n has been interest! ,1 u ith \ ei 1
and Liberty, at Peoria, and other houses
Miller. Ol tin I
purchased the Elei
M H Harris an.
the Illinoian-Star, at Beardstown
East Fourth street, Beardstown,
to bi
plays and road attractionWitl
provided, but present plans
and van.!, t
William H Mai
f""r
"ing pictt •
at Kewai ■
Johnson
M

III . elite,!

v.,1. Ill
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THE POSITION OF THE SCREEN.
In my travels, I have found that most of the screens are
placed hall way between the floor and the ceiling, while
others are too low, and some of them too high. With a
screen too low, the spectators of the middle and rear seats
">k downward and. naturally, their vision strikes
the shoulders of the person- sitting in front of them With
a high screen, the spectators have to look upward, and consequently the heads and shoulders of the persons sitting
in front of them arc no more in their visual line.
The screen placed half way strikes a happy medium, as
the
«>t' the
house
clearlook
view,
while
the persons
persons ininthetheroarfront
seats
havehavenota to
upward.
The screen placed half way. would appear to be the most
rational, if we could decide all the spectators to sit in the
same position, and if we could decide the ladies to remove
their hats.
The low screen i- out of the question, and has too many
drawback- to be even considered.
With a low screen, the
from the booth must take a downward
course,
and each time that a person or usher passes in front of the
light, a shadow i- shown on the screen.
The high screen offers some advantages. The first and
most important one i- to force the spectators to look upward and. by SO doing, they will seek a more comfortable
position by leaning hack in the chairs. With a high screen,
the tallest man can walk in the aisle without the danger of
having his shadow thrown on the curtain. Another adthai should not be overlooked, i- that the high
screen being nearly on the level of the booth, will insure a
more direct projection, a point of great importance in the
showing of a good picture.
The following diagram will give a practical illustration of
the low and high screens.

B. B. represent an auditorium 100 ft. long and 25 ft. high.
C. C. represent the inclined floor with a pitch of 5 ft.
D. D. represent the chairs.
E. represents the high screen. A screen 10 ft. high and at
12 ft. from the floor.
F. represents the low screen. A screen 10 ft. high and at
2 ft. from the floor.
G. represents the operating booth.
'The straight
the visual
middle
and rear lines
seatsrepresent
on the upper
screen.lines from the front,
The dotted lines represent the visual lines from the front,
middle and rear seats on the lower screen.
It is easy to see, by the diagram, that the straight visual
lines on the upper screen will clear the heads and shoulders
of all persons sitting in front, while the dotted visual lines on
the lower screen, will fall on the heads and shoulders of the
persons in the front seats. With a low screen, you will
force the visitor to sit on the edge of the chair and lean
forward, while with the high screen, you will force him to
sit in a more comfortable position, leaning in the back of
his chair.
In Tcrre Haute. Louisville, and other places, I have
found a number of places with high screens and in theaters
with the chairs on the same level, the persons in the rear
had a better view than the spectators in houses with an inclined floor and a low screen.
The diagram is not given as the exact proper height of a
screen, but was prepared to illustrate the two extremes of the
low and of the high screens.
In the same diagram, the straight line from the booth
shows a more direct projection fin the screen, while the
dotted line from the same booth shows the bad angle of the
protection on a low screen.
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A NEW

PROGRAM

BOARD.

Many program boards have already been offered to the
exhibitor, some of them very ingenious affairs, but all of
them requiring too much time and artistic taste to make the
daily program. Gummed letters, like metal letters pressed
under a plate glass, require a certain skill and taste to have
the letters straight and well spaced.
The new Interchangeable Program Board is finished in
Flemish <>ak. and is made in two sizes, viz.: No. I — 31x38.
and No. 2—37XS6- The board No. 1 has 11 slides, while
the board No. 2 has 17 slides These boards can be placed
against the walls of the lobby or on easels.
The words of the program are formed with interchangeable porcelain letters. These letters are made in
underglaze black on porcelain blocks, measuring 2}_. inches
high, and \l/i inches wide, and J4 inch thick, and, as they
are removable, they can readily be adjusted to make any
rogram desired, by sliding into the gi
slides) of the board.
As they are made of porcelain, highly
glazed, they are, with ordinary care, practically indestructible,
and they always remain bright and clean, if wiped off occasionally with a damp rag.
The price of this new Interchangeable Program Board is
moderate, and includes 200 block letters.
The beauty of this new program board, is the great ease
with which a daily program can be made, as no previous
experience is required and the letters are bound to be
straight and well spaced.
GROWTH
OF M. P. HOUSES
IN BROOKLYN
Only a few months ago the moving picture business in Ilrooklyn was a deplorable disgrace; there were only a few 1
those of a mediocre character; today this is all changed, not onlv
by a jarge increase of new theaters, but a larger number of moving picture places giving exhibitions of a nature superior to many
in the Manhattan borough. The first conspicuous development
was in the Flatbush section where many handsome houses have
opened, on Fifth avenue, taking in the park slope and South
Brooklyn there are now more than twelve places, giving an average of one place for every quarter of a mile on the whole length
of Fifth avenue; it is further noticeable that the greater number
of these plans are devoted entirely to moving picture entertainments. That the days of the "old store" theater is passed is emphasized by the handsome and positively elaborate buildings and
decorations, showing at once that no lack of money or ability
has been permitted to insure up-to-date and attractive
several places, too. uniformed attendants are most courteous in
their attention to the numerous patrons, of whom there are often
crowded houses.
The selection of picture subjects and illustrated SOI [
showing a continuous marked improvement : and, last but not
least, but rather of vital importance, the musical parts are increasingly superior, so much so that we of Brooklyn ••
what in advance of our Manhattan contemporaries, who have not
yet graduated from many of the earlier and cruder accessories
of moving picture accompaniment. It is worth while recording
that, in addition to this growth in the amusement world, many
churches are installing the necessary appliances for the entertainment of their own people.
May they all prosper!

MISS FLORENCE

LAWRENCE.

In answer to many correspondents who want to know why
Miss Lawrence is no longer appearing in Imp films, we are informed thatmobile
Miss Lawrence
is enjoying
v* and towell-earned
rest. Her
face and winning
smilea length
will begin
appear on
the screen again in about three months.
MISS PICKFORD.
Several of our readers have written us to inquire if the little
lady whose picture we published a few weeks ago is the same
character that has recently appeared in many Biograph films.
Yes. and her face will probably appear in other Biograph films
that are not yet released. Under the Biograph she had a very
valuable schooling in the art of the silent drama, and her experience should make her a verv valuable asset to the Imp films
in which she will be seen hereafter.

THE

MOVING

pictures until lately. As an interested reader of your articles,
would like to ask a question. In melo-dramatic pictures, where
frequent changes of music are necessary, do you think it best to
stop when the scenes change and when the sub-titles are shown?
I mean, pause long enough to make a noticeable wait. I hope I
have made my meaning clear and that you will not find it too
much
"to answer
this." I shall welcome all questions and
It istrouble
no trouble
at all.
answer them if I can, though it must be understood that many
times I can only give an opinion. However, in this case, I think
all will agree with me that it is not a good idea to make many
ng
to make
noticeable
wait."
useenough
is effective,
but,a as
a general
rule, Sometimes
[think wea
should try to preserve a continuity in the music. Finish your
ch time before your change when the picture permits it.
many times we must bre^k off abruptlv and go to another number, but in such cases the picture makes an abrupt
change. It seems to me that it is the better way to continue your
music (subdued) through the sub-title and change when the new
scene is shown. There are exceptions, however. If the coming
scene is pathetic or mysterious you will find it effective to start
the pathetic or mysterious music a little before the scene; it thus
serves as an introduction to what follows. When a picture is filled
with nothing hut long andantes I (Jon'1 see any objection to making
a pause between each number. But such -tops as you indicate
between short numbers, will, if frequent, give your work an incomplete and "patch-work" effect, which is not satisfactory. Let
me hear fn m you again. — C. E. S.
Buckwald,
Ballinger.
Texas,
writesYour
article
the Picture" in the Moving Picture World, is very interesting and of great value to piano players as well as managers,
and I wish to congratulate you on same and hope you will keep
the goo<l
For the past seven years I have made a special study of playing for moving pictures and my experience in this, it is marly
an orchestra to play for moving pictures, as
I experimented in my own house and the nearest and best result
was piano and traps
I have found a great number of amateur
men
who have a business and just own and run a
side line or fancy, and it seems to me that
■ d to the value ■■;
proper music.
Here, for an illustration:
A manager was lookgood piano player, and found one through a hooking

agent

mother.

Th< piano player played the pictures. The second night a
I own, a dving child and

a^ked
player
he couldn'twaa
playopened
any ragand
time,
he couldn't
he
should the
quit.
An if argument
theif result
was the
- -he piano player. lon't
I beard
say:
have ato manager
h >■
3 rl to play for $5 01 -

Wh( n<

"I don't

realize the

value and the necessity of good music, it will mean more money
to all parti. - int. r< Bted
1 he mantgi r-. musicians and the maiiui have more than trippled the receipts ,.f a moving pic
tore theater with big opposition, one house playing vau
the satin
hi Air Dome w ith
I pictures and playing the proper mi
■ • de in thi M"
1 I hope Mm will I*- of -..me influence t" n

plj show

PICTURE

proud offorthea fact
they "use no music'
I have
respect
goodthat
extemporaneous
pla\er, but
how th
even fair at it?
I attended a picture show the othei
right here in the heart of our big city and the piai
a short hurry of about eight bars almost through the entire picture. Do you wonder that people think anj
enough
a picture evidently
show ?" feels very keenly on thi- matter,
Brotherfor Thornton
which is much to his credit.
If these articles can be the means
of inducing others to feel the importance of appropr
for the pictures, I shall believe my labors to be not a'/. vain.
As to the extemporaneous
playing,
1, too, h..
regard for those who can do it well, but not all arc g
way.
There
is so much
good
music on the marke
m only be account)
ceit or ignorance or laziness of t!.I illy
it. However.
I do not want to believe that
either conceited or lazy.
I have reason to think then
hard working conscientious ones who are sincere in
to fit their pictures
correctly,
and a number
have

articles

in

the
for

M..\ nig
pictures

Pit hn
.'.
t.ir' pianist! who
should
run

•

mi|>r..

writes;

"As

1 am an

interested

reader of your

Pictures,' I am g. ■
Playeras piano
in mylie theati
Hire
it should
done r on aCCOUl I
time, and the time taken in changing
.Hid thing for film manufacturer- :
reels for their picture-:
make tin n
one r. ill and have i: arrant
marked on the music ami in that wa\ it would
nient to keep together.
* * * I at
expert musician in a small town lik(
myself
almost entirely
I believe
subject"
heard
that itthis
progri
I
an opinion
on, th
could not be made I
the i, utter
ami h<

is not

en-

•

stand in th<- waj
take

the

risk

Whether

in

the picture mak

-< d ami 1 intend

in the ■
Philadelphia
Exhibitors
tight -t.it,
what
will he knOV
... Inch will indudl

li..\<

• iioiiokcn Licenaa

pa)John
able Collier,
in ■

it if 1
. humanity "
layi

11

" I ins ■\iui. h ami I hope von v\ ill kn |. it it until we
• i - m ill put up m ith the -tuff

'hand* rl nut' by th

uses

enough
to say
they have I derived
some
throng'
While this
is gratifying,
feel there
is abenefit
handicap
in the difficulty
of illustrating the points I wish to make dear
see our first problems worked out; it helps us to an understanding of what is done and how and why it i- dow
I can think of is to describe some r<
suggest the music— and right here is the handicap
Our pictures
are so short-lived that before my article re i
want to reach, many of them have seen the picture am
it. One cannot remember the detailenough to follow an analysis or evea to he inti that
reason Powell,
we movemanage;
slowly, but I '
("liarle-

We
ur
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waukee, holds

handed

that a pi. •
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NESTO
"Rarely

Begin

Equalled — Never

Now!

Turn a New Leaf — Resolve to Enjoy The Bliss of

A

Prosperous

Year!

For Real Happiness and Prosperity Get the
First Great Picture of the Year

At

Cedar

For Release
I Have

Ridge

Wednesday, January 4th, 191 1 — Length 985 Feet

Resolved^ to

"At

Cedar

Ridge"

RUN
Nestor Films JonJ Release
Day (Wednesday).
STOP taking service from the exchangeman who does not get Nestor
Films as released, who deals or
attempts to deal in old worn-out film,

is the forerunner of a series of pictures
that will revolutionize the film
world — it marks the beginning of a
new motographic era, which will
cause many to rub their eyes and wonder how we did it.

whoSTAY
dabbles
"dupes."
in in
business
and do a live
business by sticking to Nestor Films
— the films that never fail to satisfy
and always bring in the money.
Signed:
Mr. EXHIBITOR

"AT CEDAR RIDGE" tells a
story that does not deviate from the
Nestor standard — always clean and
wholesome and punctuated with many
thrills. The acting, flawless and
true to life, is superior to anything

APROPOS
Delays are dangerous — so PLACE
your ORDER NOW for

"AtA

Cedar

Ridge"

Western Jewel in~A Magnificent
Western Setting

BOOK IT NOW!

GET IT!

you've ever seen. The scenery, artistically chosen,will
is nature's
very at
own,its
and the onlooker
marvel
Scene from
"At Cedar Ridge"

beauty. 1 he photography is a revelation pure and simple. There is not a
weak spot in the entire production-

nothing that smacks of the "usual thing."
It is hard — nay, impossible, to convey the charm of "AT CEDAR
RIDGE."
Get it! See it! then you'll agree with us.

COMING!— "SLEEPY HOLLOW

%-iJSKK
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FILMS
mrpassed — Often

Imitated"

Resolution
Of Wise and Wide Awake

Exchangemen:=

Nestor Films Forever!!!
The Following Exchanges

BUY

Are Happy

and Prosperous Because

NESTOR

FILMS

"Sleepy

LIST OF EXCHANGES:
For

Release

Wednesday
Jan.'4th;i911

"At
Cedar

Ridge"
The *tFirst
Great Picture
Of The|Year.

Get It!
\ Happy
Mew Year and

Albany Film Exchange
418 Broadway, Albany, N. V.
Anti-Trust Film Exchange
70 South Clark
Street, Chic...
Applegath, L. J., & Som
145 Vbnge Str<
Bijou Film and Amusement Co
[222 Grand Avenue, Kansas City, Mo.
I'.. & \\ . Film Exchange
412 East Baltimore Street, Baltimore, Md.
California Film Exchange
1065 Mission Street. San Fran< it
Canadian Film Exchange
Calgary, Alberta, Vancouver, B C
Capitol Film Exchange
4_>j North
High Street, Columbu-. O.
Central Film Service Co
Iig N. Illinois Street. Indianapolis, Ind.
Chicago Film Exchange
4S.lackM.11 Boulevard, Chicago, 111.
Cincinnati-Buckeye Film and Pro.ii
ide Building, Day!
315 West
Fourth Street, Cincinnal

'0

Eagle Film Exchange
l dm Exchange
■11 Co
Gaumoni Co
Clo!,, Film S< rvice Co

Rhodes Buildii

320 AtJas Block, Salt Lake City, Utah.
4,i North Ninth Street. Philadt
Fourteenth Street, New
York city.
503 Chamber of Commerce Bldg., Birmingham, Ala.
"Monti ■
107 E Mad
go, ill

II . X II. Film Service
8 J kso Boulevard, Chicago,
n, MassIII
Independent Film Exchanj
Ferrj Street, Pittsburg, Pa
Independent
Western
Film
Exch
Swetland
Building.
Portland,
■
Laemrale 1
106 Lake Stri
Laemmh
Film v' 1
Michigan Film and Supplj
' Ml~' ' - v 1 1 1. 1; m •. .
rarauioimt
I'ilin ( '. .
|2J N nth Stre< '. N W . '•'•

Philadelphia
Standard

I

Him

I • l> <■.•

\ Nestor a

Swanson-Crawford Film Co
Swanson, \\ ll . I ilm 1 >

Week to You !

d oledo Fill
United Filn I ■

They

\\

•. 111.

For Release
Wednesday
Jan.llth,1911

The Second
Great Picture

HollYear.
ow"
Get It!

Of The

One Good
Every
Nestor Out

723 734 Century Buildinj

Wednesday

ipanj

IUARY

11th,

1911

id a Dream of a Picture

NESTOR FILMS

ARK

DISTRIBUTED THROUGH
THE SALES COMPANY

THE

M( iVING

VISUALIZATION OF "THE CHRISTMAS CAROL.'
Vnvbody who is Familiar with the work- of Dickens
recall the name of the publication of which be was, for
many years, editor, and in which 1 believe, but am not sure,
the "Christmas Carol" was printed. The publication was
called,
Words."
editorialworked
room in
in the
London
was nexl"Household
to the room
in whichMy Dickens
late
Dickens died in 1871, but in the early eighties, 1
n< or two articles in "Household Word-." which
was then edited by Charles Dickens' son, who 1 believe 1still living. For year-, my daily lot was cast in what is
known in London as, "Dickens Land." that is, near the
Old Curiosity Shop, Lincoln- Inn fields; < lare Market. The
Strand. Holborn, etc.; all of which place- must be familiar
by name to reader- oi Dickens' work-. It was always a
pleasure for me, when working in London, to -how American
visitors over what 1- left, in modern London, ,>i the real
Dickens' land.
More than that, 1 have heard the "Christmas Carol" read
by well-known elocutionists. I have seen the story produced as a play. The moral of the "Christmas Carol" i- -aid
to he re-pon.-ihle for a great deal of the Christmas spirit
which prevails towards the end of December in Englishspeaking countries — the "peace on earth," "God bless us
every one." sentiment, etc. So, in my eyes, especial intere-t attache- to this film, for the foregoing and other
reasi ms.
Dickens, it has been said, over and over again, owes much
of his renown to his illustrator-, II. K. Browne, Seymour,
Cruickshank,
Fred
Barnard.
These
draughtsmen,
it is
averred, created the Dickens' type-, like Pickwick, Jingle,
Fagin, Old Weller, and so on down the list of the famous
novelist's famous characterThese types are so familiar
to most people now-a-days that they are easily recognizable,
and one does ii"t need to read the book- in order to know
they refer.
The Edison people took advantage of this fact so cleverly
that we all. in the theaters where I saw the film, recognized
by in-tinct the moment his image appeared on the
screen.
We all recognized
Marley or. rather.
Marley's
Marleyand was
to begin with").
recognized
Bob Crackit
otherdead
characters.
1 certainlyWe regard
it as
a very great success for the Edison Company, 'way up in the
Bronx, to make a picture peculiarly English in -entiment.
which I believe, if it were shown in the poorer quarter- of
London, would get over in virtue of it- clever realization
of Dicken-' own story and the characters.
Of course, everybody knows the story: how the parsimonious old Scrooge was converted into a good-natured
man by a series of dream pictures of his past, of the Christina- spirit, etc. I thought the actor who played the part
of Marley. wonderfully successful in his make-up and impersonation, and I thought the series of picture- of early
Victorian life, as featured in the "Christmas Carol," very
effective and pretty. The picture was full of tender -entiment. But when old Scrooge was converted by a dream,
or a series of dreams, from a tightwad into an open-handed
philanthropist, scattering his money about like anything
and exuding kindliness and benevolence amongst hi- poorer
relation- and servitors, I "kinder sorter" leaned back and
murmured, in the words of Ibsen. "They do not do those
things. " The Christmas Spirit, a- imagined by Dicken-.
may exi-t somewhere, at all event- it i- an ideal myth wherewith to amuse our children.
To come back to the Edison picture, it "went over." as
the saying i-. with eclat. Whether it wa- the -entiment, the
• the photography, the minute the pictur
the screen,
applause
was
heard
all over
the house,
an
audible testimonial to the power of the silent drama, which
is music
to the car of picture fans like myself.
Indianapolis, Ind., is thinking of following the example
of Milwaukee, in providing free moving pictures, municipal
dances, band com
Insane Asylums are quickly following the example of the
Memphis institution that lir-t installed moving pictures for
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PAYTON
INSTALLS
MOVING PICTURES
THE
BROOKLYN
BIJOU.

IN

1 ''.r tures
tinand vaudeville
holiday season
is given
over towhat
moving
Lor thetheBijou
purpose
of proving
kind picof
entertainment is given, the writer visited the tinnier
noon tin- week. While there is some of the usual common vaudeville, there are also a few attractions of a more substantial kind.
These altogether enhance the value of the pictures, which are
always the most interesting. "The Nine of Diamond-'' 1 Vitagraph ) is a Story of gambling, sacrifice, and heroism : passing
through California gold days and Civil War history; a divided
"nine of diamonds" being the means of saving one life and
losing another; it is a typical story of the time and well acted.
"The Musical Ranch" (Lubin) is a strange idea; picture patchwork would best describe it. for, from a series of disconnected
pictures, at the end one is able to put them together and find
out that on a certain ranch all were music mad; a poor comic,
and if a play absolutely without plot or theme, yet good in execution. "An Exile's Love," by tin- same makers, is a much better
picture. Exiled from his Russian home, a nobleman becomes a
gardener in the employ of a wealth) American, ultimately marrying the daughter and receiving hack his estate, fortune, and
title,
and as usual
"living
happily every
A picture,
evidently
a Biograph.
was afterwards"
the neat, unfortunate.
nameless, titleless orphan. What a pity makers are so dishonest
with
the
audience.
The
leading
character
was anmother
"Edith."At who
is the main support of a blind father and feeble
the
store in which she works she meets a captivating traveling sale>
man, who wishes her to elope with him. The temptation is
great,
and
Edith's
struggle
and
final
moral
victory
in
home is a noble exhibition. It is better to produce a picture of
good moral stamina of this kind, than one of failure and remorse. Let virtue triumph occasionally. "The Bouquet" (Essanay) shows how a bouquet of flowers may unite a "drifting
apart"
young in married
evenTheif the
intended
for another
a fit of couple,
jealousy.
fact flowers
that the were
outcome
was
creditable to them as young married people carried a good lesson
to many similarly placed in the early trying period of married
life Tin sequel is a good one. For a comic "Hank and Lank
a: Rest" were to he depended upon. These "gentlemen of leisure" are now well known to all: the fun they provide i- novel,
It might he as well to suggest, however, that they take a "tour
around the world." as they have pretty nearly exhausted opportunity- at home. The musical accompaniments were superior,
evidently the orchestra had been well prepared, some of the
mosl appropriate combinations with the scenes.
The drummer forgot himself once, but when we remember how
often in many theaters he is a nuisance it is well to record that
he kept his place here. How soon will all theater managerrealize that suitable music enhances the value of the picture
and increases the appreciation of the public.
BIOGRAPH

COMPANY

MIGRATES

TO CALIFORNIA.

The Biograph Stock Company, directors and manager, numbering fifty all told, left New York on Thursdav, Decern'
les, Cal. Their operations at the same place last winter
was much in the nature of an experiment, hut it pro'
cessful that permanent quarters have been secured and their stay
thi- time may last well into the spring. Such pictorial masterpieces as "Ramona," "By the Changing Sea." and others that
stand out among the pictures of the vcar were done in and around
Lo- Angeles last winter, and we look forward to still greater
triumphs this year. The expense of moving a company of fiftj
people clear across the continent shows to what extent a film
manufacturer will go to obtain local color and at the same time
preserve the quality that can only he assured by organization and
team work. The Biograph Company might have sent a director
and a few leading people and depended upon picking up local
talent to play the minor roles; they could have done this at a
tithe of the expense and obtained, no doubt, some very good pictures— but pictures lacking that satisfying completeness ami tone
which has earned them the sobriquet of "Biograph quality"
Topical Pictures give promi-e of coming in vogUi
of the N'ew York Central explosion disaster were shown in
1!( boken two days after the event.

THE
THE

"POLICE

GAZETTE"
ON THE
Where Are the Censors?

MOVING

PICTURE

SCREEN.

Last week's Moving Picture World, containing an article
by "A Well Wisher of the Picture," entitled, "The Police
Gazette on the Screen," had gone to press when "Film
Fancies,"
for Decemberand17th,
the Motion
Carlton Motion
Picture Laboratories
theissued
New byYork
Picture
Company, of 1 Union Square, New York City, fell into our
hands. We found, in this sheet, matter for comment, both
painful and surprising, and not les? emphatic than that
which "A Well Wisher of the Picture" assigned to the Reliance film stories, "When Woman Will-." and "So Runs
theThe
Way."
Reliance release, of Saturday, December 24th, entitled, "The Refuge," is thus described by the editor of
"Film Fancies":
"A subject that will be recorded in the annals of motographic history as the most powerful and eloquent sermon
against the evils of drink ever produced. No scenes of
battle, with war-begrimed heroes locked in deadly embrace,
can touch the human heart and cause the welling of sympathetic tears as does the struggle of the unfortunates in 'The
Refuge,' with the Demon Drink, which winds its sinuous
grip about them and drags them down, down, the abyss
of degradation and despair, until reinforcements arrive — the
lads and lassies marching under the banner of the Salvation Army — and the enemy is ignominiously routed."
One of the scenes in the film is said to depict:
"The Struggle in the Barracks with the Drink-Maddened
Man!!!"
The complete synopsis of the film a- given in "Film
Fancies" 1- a? follows:
A young man has become the victim of Drink, and his wife
and child endure his maniacal abuse until, their lives in
jeopardy, they appeal for aid to the Salvation Army. The
intervention of these agents of mercy, goads his poisoned
mind to greater excesses, and in desperation the woman
buries herself in the slums, ekeing out a miserable existence
with her needle. Infuriated, the man calls at the Army
barracks, and proceeds to wreak his vengeance, but is overcome by the police. The gentle Army captain refuses to
press a charge, and the man is released. The shock of the
loss of his wife and baby, and the kindness of the missionaries, bring about his reformation, and he becomes a member
of the band. Meanwhile, the wife is bravely struggling with
the ravenous wolf of poverty, and while the unequal conflict is going on, the Grim Reaper enters and takes her
little one. It is the last straw. Shattered in mind and body,
plunged into the Slough of Despond, in a hysteria of madness, she seeks oblivion to her woes through the source of
her misery, and welcomes the brain-numbing influence of
the Demon Rum. As she wends her unsteady way through
the street she is seen by her husband who has been
diligently seeking her. Quickly he follows to her miserable
apartments, and tenderly he takes her in his strong arms —
now a harbor of love, trust and protection from the rough
seas of life upon which she so nearly became a derelict.
now: Some thousands of this house organ are cir
culated amongst moving picture- exhibitors, who, in turn. <lis
tribute thl
ther matter in the general press and
amongst the patrons of their theatres.
Does the writer of the
ally think that a story which deals
with the "demon drink," "degradation" and "despair," "drink
men" and the like, 'I" thej really think that this sort of
thing it calculated to uplift the moving picture in public esteem?

inalyze the story \ man goes wrong through drink,
and is reclaimed. Surely this is enough horror for one film itory,
but the press agent and his employers evidently do hoi think 10
,'. us the man's wife seeking oblivion to her
mall the influence of the demon rum." What an ennobling, uplifting subject for a film maker the degradation of a
woman
through drink'
True, she is finally reclaimed by her
converted husband, but for all that, what a
it
a '
ir, when
Zola'sagainst
m 1 t. - 1-its
1 ■ ■■ 1
wasis for
filmed
by Pathe, there was
an outer)
: we are now taking t<
ire this company and then employees putting out a
film dealing with I
drunken woman unsteadily wending hei vt ij through
'I his is a quotation
We
stories as this entirely unsuited for "•
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"Let us hope that the Christmas spirit will linger with our
enemies, and supplant the feeling of primitive savagery which
prompts the utilization of dark, dubious and futile efforts to deind bring them to a realization that in this 20th century of intelligence the measure of success a manufa.:
enjoy will be decided by the exhibitors."
Nobody wants to "destroy" the companies for which
mann stands sponsor. Their only enemies are those who are responsible for the kind and class of pictures that have aroused
public criticism. If they will get out good pictures, based upon
clean, wholesome stories — the kind that the public want — nothing that anyone could write or say would deprive them of the
measure of success to which they would be entitled. As far as
we are concerned, our policy is constructive, not destructive, and
we are hoping that the time is not far distant when we can use
ige at our command to extol their pictures
AMERICAN PLANS IN THE WEST.
An Interview with A. M. Kennedy, Gen. Manager American
Film Mfg. Co.
"Prior to the departure of our western company from Chicago
a great deal of time, thought and consideration was given to the
localities that they would visit. Much to our surprise we ascertained, upon investigation, that no moving pictures had ever been
taken along the Old Santa Fe Trail— the trail that has gone down
in American history and literature as being unquestionably the
locale for more thrilling stories of the mountain and desert
country than any other locality in the United States.
"We have already completed three or four reels of comedy and
drama taken in and around Old Santa Fe. also in another picturesque part of New Mexico, containing ruins of the Cliff
Dwellers.
Many new scenes and stories have been built by us
around these ancient buildings.
From Santa Fe our company
will proceed to the Indian villages of San Felipe. San Domingo.
Delta and I.aguna.
Great difficulty has been experienced by us
in obtaining permission from the United States Government and
from the chiefs of the various tribes residing in these
enable us to take moving pictures, but all
overcome and we do not hesitate to assert that the pi
our untiringwillefforts,
with a view
countered,
undoubtedly
prove totosurmounting
be sensationaldit": in the ex
treme; and the western films taken amidst these surroundings
will undoubtedly add a feather to the reputation of the
Company.
"From Laguna the itinerary of our western
carry us to Acona, asserted to be the most picture-]
Pueblo villages. From New Mexico
rect to
the locality
take
pictures
of the termed
Snake 'Moki
Dance Land.'
and othejHei
likewise, build some thrillii .
that there will be available.
The Moki Indi
be the most interesting tribe of savages on the Amer
nent. In order to reach them the con
"From Zuni, the last of the sevi
Moki territory, we will pr>
thei petrified forest of \rizoi
the"We
great
15.000 acres.
Undoubtedlj
obtained by us in this locality
.Mountains and ha\
which willlingly thrilling

taken

western

la in the

story, the principal

Prom Phceni 1

Country, which is coi
taken 111 and around the < it
"From •
set forth

will be t.
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"White Roses" (Biograph). A comedy ol a bashful man.
He i- afraid to propose, so he arranges a code ol signals with
• ding the roses and code by a boy, with the usual
results. The boy loses everything, the girl gets and wears
the wrong roses and the very mischief 1- to pay until a wise
police judge succeeds in untangling it .ill when the original
bo* and the code turn- up in the hands of an arrested youngster. The audience will get much fun out of the difficulties
nt the ba-hful vomit; man and his vain attempts to propose.
The girl wasn't to blame. Sin- did more than her part
eral
times.
It is all amusing and keeps the aui'
1 g
1
humor.
"Recreation of an Heiress" (Biograph) \ good bit of
comedy representing the discomfiture ,.f >ome fortune hunter- who determine to marry their son to an heiress. When
informed that the siippo>ed maid i- the real heiress he speedily transfers In- affection.-, hut -hortly afterward the heiress
depart-, peremptorily ordering the supposed rich girl to
carry her bag. The appearance of the young man when the
denouement come- 1- quite the funniest thing m the picture.
"An American Count" (Lubin). A tunny picture, illustrating how they fooled a girl into marrying her old sweetheart, whom she summarily dismissed, when told a foreign
count was to \i-it her. But the ending is different from what
might be expected, since when the groom's disguise is removed she i- plainly pleased, and when the count does appear and falls on his knee- to tell hi- love he i- summarily
pitched out door-. There is life and plenty of activity in the
play, but not much that can lay claim to any particular
dramatic strength.
"A Western Welcome" (Melies). — Here is a novelty in
humor. A newly married couple on their way to visit an
aunt in Texas are held up hy two escaped convicts, who
force them to change clothe- Then the Fun begins. The
convict- \i-it the aunt and get the welcome, while the newlywed- lead the sheriff a chase he won't soon forget, ending at
the aunt'-, where the real convicts are captured and the unfortunate newly-wed- lose nothing by their experience. The

film ha- plenty of life, and plenty of fun, even though it 1- a
bit fast and furious in spots.
"Overland to Fremont" (Selig). — A Western Indian tale,
the scenes of which are laid in the shadow of Mt. Shasta.
It deal- with the oft repeated exhibition of an Indian's
treachery
and of
an aIndian's
for favordone.
man.
the son
colonel gratitude
of a frontier
post, iill andA young
in his
delirium calls for his sister. She starts with a guide and an
Indian girl a- companions. They are taken by the Indian-.
but the Indian girl effects their relea-e. After a long, heroic struggle they reach the son, who falls dying into his
-i-ter'- arm-. There i- privation hy hunger and thirst and
a long li-t of disagreeable feature- to add zest to the picture,
and they are all illustrated in such a way that they appear
probable. It i- a good film, presenting certain phases of
Western life accurately and graphically.
"The Christmas Carol" (Edison).- It is useless to undertake a de-cription of this film. It is Dickens' story put into
motion pictures and so cleverly reproduced that the characters actually live before one. There i- Scrooge at hi- office,
lacking
the* spirit
of Christmas,
around
and refusing
to contribute
for theabusing
benefit those
of those
who him
are
in need. Then comes the vision and the change and the
working out of the principal feature- of the story so plainly
that whether one ha- read the original or not there will be
no difficulty in understanding the picture. It i- one of the
best release- of this company for a long time. The actors
have caught the spirit of the -election and have interpreted
the character- with rare fidelity. The visions and the ghost
of Marley are produced in a more visionary way than usual,
making them appear much more ethereal. In truth, it would
he difficult to suggest any improvement for this excellent
film. And. released before Christmas, it may exert an
influence upon someone besides Scrooge, who has failed to
imbibe the -pint of the season.
"When Lovers Part" (Kalem). — A production from the
Southern stock company, based upon event- just before the
war
A girl and her lover are parted by her relentle-- father.

Both go to war. the father i- killed, but the lover lne- to
return and claim hi- bride. The -tors i- much such a- many
other- have been based upon similar episodes, hut the scenery ha- an added charm which will cau-e the picture to
appear more attractive than it otherwise would. 1
delightful old Colonial house.-, blooming rose gardens and
huge Southern oak- clothed in mo-- lor a background, addin- their -hare to the pictures' features. The -tory l- well
told, and the combination pleased the large audience
"The Lucky Charm" I I'athe) .— A colored fairy -tory. representing a young man abused by everyone, refused the hand
of the girl he loved, and sent away riding backward on a
mule. But he finds a charm. The fairies begin to work for
him and many strange things happen to those who bothered
him, and. all obstacles removed, In- marries the girl of his
choice, with the fairies a- attendant- at the wedding. The
work i- well done and the film will please grown-ups
a- children.
"Betty's Fireworks" (Pathe). — The irrepressible Hetty
amuse- herself with setting off a quantity of firework- in unexpected place-. The result i- eventually a conflagration
which demand- the services of the lire department.
"Clancy" (Vitagraph) — Clancy i- a policeman who does
hi- duty and i- eventually almost killed by the gang llilimp body i- carried home to his w'ife and child just a- they
are trimming the Christmas tree. But he is only badly hurt
and live- to enjoy a Happy New Year with them and probably arrest the leader- in many more gang-. It is interesting
as the reproduction of the danger- of a policeman|s life. It
has no claim to dramatic excellence beyond telling a life
Story in a straight-forward way.
"The Bad Man's Christmas" (Essanay). A Western story,
based upon the jealousy of a cowboy for the Eastern man
who successfully won the love of the ranch man's daughter.
Bent upon killing him, the cowboy impersonates Santa Claus,
but the spirit of Christmas take- po--ession of him and by
the time the presents are distributed he joins the band- of
the lovers and wishes them well. It is a transfer of Chri-tmas to the plains and a reproduction of the novel
taken to make it merry. Of course, much of the time-honored paraphernalia is nece.-sary, but it is a new way to work
it out. The film is scarcely dramatic, but it tells a good -tory
in a plain, easily under-tood way. and presents the novelty
of Christmas in the West. These features add to its interest
and make it attractive.
"The Old Home" (Gaumont).— The home of hi- youth falling under a mortgage, the young man flees, lacking
to face the ordeal.
An old servant and the coward
succeeded in paying off the mortgage.
Then the young man
returns and offers profuse thanks.
It is scarceK
why this film was made.
It tells no interesting storj ami
it offers no explanation for it- existence.
Even though the
mechanical work is good, it seems like a waste of film and
labor to produce it.
"Cain and Abel" (Gaumont). — Reproduction in picture
form of the murder of Abel by Cain and his being driven
forth to wander upon the face of the earth with a mark in
his forehead. All pictorial representation of >uch scenes
must be, in a sense, imaginative. While it i- possible to obtain fairly accurate ideas of costume- and manner- it i> difficult to know from the narrative just what occurred. But
the producer has put into concrete form the impressions
which are most likely pre.-ent in the minds of most people
who have read the account in the Bible. Possibly this i- not
the highest type of educational picture, but. on the other
hand, it i- practically impossible to secure accurate data
and if the picture repre.-ents the most common impression
it i-. perhaps, sufficiently good to be worth while. It i- beyond the knowledge of average persons to determine the accuracy of the pictures which represent Biblical stories, but
those who have made a life study of these subjects have
generally commended Gaumont's work. This, the first murder recorded in hi-tory. is used as the basis of an important
change in the human family, therefore it is of importance
to every person who believes the Bible. The work i- well
lone and there is no question about it- impression upon the
mind- of those who see it.
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A Weeh Release,
of "American"
Beauties
Monday, January 9th
"An. Arizona

Romance"

western drmm

The Arizona desert as a background to one of the most thrilling
tales ever told in pictures.
Release, Thursday, January

"Lucy's Lover"

"The

12th

Borrowed

Flat"

DCI23

Two

on one reel and both as tunny as they can be made
THREE comedies including one Western.
ONE Drama of real \\ estern life.
ASK YOUR EXCHANGE FOR AMERICAN FILMS

American
Film
Bank Floor, Ashland
BlocK,

Mfg.AGO, Co.
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So writes ■ promineni Minnesota theatre man
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.ill machines.
I he reasom are scientific aiul logical, ->ik! txt covered t>\ patents to us.
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"Sunshine in Poverty Row" (Pathe) A ( hristmas story,
representing a postmaster finding ■ letter from two poor
children to Santa Clans and himself playing the part of that
good saint to the destitute little ones. The principal interest
lies in the representation
tween the Christmas of the rich and the Christmas of the poor. The story
is not new, but it is perennial. Like some of the others which
touch the heart, it never grows old, and the audience rejoices in the good fortunes of the children whose dream of
Santa Claus and his toy factory comes true
"Jean anddogtheandWaif"
(Vitagraph).
touching
pampered
an abused
orphan— Aforced
to gostory
out of
intoa
the world alone, hut who eventually reaches the house and
the bed in which lean sleeps. When the child is found with
the dog the next morning she is immediately adopted and the
me inseparable friends This film is one of those
touching little heart stories that appeals to the audience in
an indescribable way. The acting ^i the dog is interesting,
but tlurv is such a feeling of relief shown on the faces when
the child finds a home where she will be cared for. The
Vitagraph people have an unusually tine dog actor, but they
are wise m not overworking her. The few appearances she
makes are all interesting and leave the audience wanting
"Winning
His Love."
The an
story
of a
woman
whoseBack
husband
became (Biograph).
infatuated — with
actress,
and the latter encouraged his attentions under the impression that he was single. The wife follows them to a restaurant in company with a friend and acts the part of an
abandon to show her husband his folly. Her ruse is successful and she wins him hack.
"Making a Man of Him" (Lubin). — How a father feigned
poverty to see whether his pampered son had anything in
him or not. The young man, when he believes his parents
have lost their money, goes out into the world and does
things for himself. When he returns and discovers that it
was all a hoax the situation has changed. He is no longer
a pampered son. but a man capable of holding his own with
the best of them. The picture tells a pleasant story,, but
possesses no claims to dramatic strength.
"The Bowling
Fiend"
iPathe).his
— Perhaps
man's
friends
could have
permitted
craze to the
passyoung
unnoticed,
only he seized every possible opportunity to practice his fad,
bowling over everything moveable, using as balls whatever
came handy. In a vigorous scene his friends convince him
that the alleys are the proper places for bowling.
"The Atonement" | Pathe). — A gentleman friend makes
love to a oratory,
chemist's
fromfrom
his labdiscovers wife,
them who,
and coming
orders suddenly
the friend
the
Going back to his work he is so flustrated that he
mixes wrong chemicals, which cause an explosion that destroy- his sight. The end is poverty and the sheriff. At this
juncture the friend places his fortune at the disposal of the
stricken family. Misunderstanding it at first, he is again
ordered from the house, but when a child reads the letter
making the proposition to the blind man. he accepts and
asks the gentleman's pardon. It is difficult to see where this
picture has any special interest. There is no opport inity
for good acting and it is not particularly pleasant to see a
man stricken blind and finally turned outdoors by the
sheriff.
"The Ifcistlers"
(Selig).man
— A who
Western
drama depicting
the
experiences
of a young
went wrong,
gambled and
drank and finally was captured with a gang of rustlers.
Making a desperate effort he escaped, though severely
wounded, and thereafter had ample opportunity for meditation and repentance. The picture has some element of interest in the illustration of the operations of these rustlers
who make it their business to drive away the cattle of
other- \s,dc from this point, its interest is no more than
ordinary In fact. Western pictjres of whatever type have
ceased to attract the attention they once did. Some novelty
in this variety will sometimes arouse a tardy applause, but
the majority of them are looked upon with indifference.
"Girls Will Be Boys" < Essanay).— Quite the usual thing.
It tells how a mother brought up her girls as boys and how
it went well until three men appeared. Then came Cupid,
and eventually the girls no longer appeared as boys. Aside
from excellent photography, and the depiction of one or two
rather amusing episodes, especially the one in the gymnasium, this picture has little to commend it. The photography
is excellent, and the staging has been attended to with extreme care. But what the characters do and how they do it
omparatively little real interest.
"Eldora, the Fruit Girl" (Edison).— An ambitious father
separate- his son from a u'irl whom he loves upon the ground
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that she l- below bis Station and will drag him down. Being
coin drives
meed ofthetinby the
father she
acts a seeks
part
and
young
manyoung
away,man'but broken
hearted,
to make away with herself. Reading tin st,.ry in tl
the lather takes his son to the hospital and reunites them,
then does all he can for the young woman, reali;
money and position and power are not all there is in life.
The girl's acting when she decides ,., -,,,,1 the young man
awaj is the feature of the picture and in places reaches
dramatic heights which have seldom been touched.
"The Adventuress" (Gaumont ,). The story of the means
taken by a pair of thieves to rob a rich ranchman, which
was foiled by his secretary. The picture cannot claim any
dramatic interest. It tells ;i common enough Btory, laying
the scene in different surroundings, but after all. substantially the same. The photography in some places is weak,
especially
where
attempt
been made
brown
tones.
The an
night
scenes has
are better,
but aretonutproduceworth
bragging about. The farm scenes are not bad, the rounding up of the cattle and the scenes as the horsemen ride
away are all reasonably go
a neat bit of acting where the secretary pieces the torn bits of tinget her, but to merely make marks across the paper
create the appearance of torn places.
"In Neighboring Kingdoms" (Vitagraph).— Here are those
irrepressible youngsters, a prince and princess in neighboring kingdoms, who refuse to wed as their fathers wish.
They run away, assume d^guises. meet, fall in love, but
can't marry, because each tells the other that he or she
is of royal blood. Then they relent and decide |
to their fathers' wishes, only to discover upon the wedding
day that they love each other after all. While the picture
is not particularly striking, it has more interest than some
of this type, because it depicts what two young people might
really do under similar circumstances.
INDEPENDENT.
"Little Nell's Tobacco" (Imp.) — A touching picture representing the love which existed between an old man and
his granddaughter, the death of his daughter, the coming
of another wife and her heartlessness to the old man. which
resulted in his death, and the loyalty of the granddaughter.
The little one's loyalty in securing his pipe and tobacco
after the step-mother had thrown it out the window is a
tender bit of acting. Then comes the cruel banishment to
the attic, and the little one's using her hoard of pennies
to buy more tobacco, only to find that her grandpa was
dead. The last scene, where she is placing flowers on his
grave will arouse the emotions very strongly so pathetic
and natural is it. The film is all good, with sufficient pathos
to make an unusual heart interest.
"Her Husband's Deception" (American). — A comedy that
will
keepplainly
the house
laughing.
woman's
difficulties
are so
apparent,
and The
this poor
deception
is so
serious
that the audience will show their pleasure by a steady
laugh from beginning to end.
"The Troublesome Parcel" (American).— On the same reel
with the above, and quite as lively and snappy. At this
season, when everyone is laden with parcels, it has more
point, perhap-. than it would at other times. Anyhow,
the parcel does cause a lot of bother. There is no question
about that. Short comedies like thi- are much more likely
to prove attractive than are the attenuated films, so-called
comedies, which are spread over so much space the fun
is lost in the blank area.
"Who Was the Culprit?" (Itala). — A comedy presenting
a mixup that looked dark for innocent people some of the
time. The audience will extract many a laugh from the
picture before it closes.
"The Pawnshop" (Solax).— The story of an organ-grinder
who became possessed of the gambling spirit, wins, then
loses and undertakes to pawn his organ and the monkey
for money to try again. Failing in this, Marietta offers
herself as security and remains with the pawnbroker until
redeemed by the young man. His difficulties in trying to
secure the needed money to get her back are interesting.
Finally he frustrates a plot to rob a house, and is rewarded
with $100. and straightway gets Marietta out. The acting
of the monkey will prove one of the most attractive features
of this film, through the idea of pawning a girl is new The
action is natural, and the Btory IS told in a convincing way.
"The Childhood of Jack Harkaway"
(Thanhous
story of a boy taken from his mother and brought up among
strangers.
He escapes from the school where he is conlined and. seeking refuge in a house by the way. discovers
his mother.
When they conn- after him, the mother forces
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them t<> allow the boy to remain with her. It is a heart
story, which will interest, because it presents mure or less
unpfea-ant possibilities of this character. The acting is well
done, and the film will prove popular with most audiences.
"Bill Plays
please by the
bowl as Bill
Bill would be
worse than the

Bowls" (Lux). — A trick comedy that will
unexpected occurrence-. Not many could
doe-, but then, there are few alleys where
a welcome player. Maybe the tricks are no
balls play with most bowlers, after all.

"Rosalie's Dowry" (Lux). — A snappy comedy, which will
please with its unexpected and quite out-of-the-ordinary
ending. Both of these comedies are on one reel, and they
are all the better that they are short. While Bill's antics in
bowling are funny, for a short film, they would scarcely
do for a longer one, and Rosalie's situation is the same.
Made short, they are satisfactory, and add a pleasing variety
to the evening's entertainment.
"The Paleface Princess" (Bison).— An Indian story, which
has attractive features, offering something of the quality
which pervaded the o 'tput of this house when they began.
The occurrences are probable, and the actors have interpreted the story with sufficient accuracy to hold the attention of the audience from beginning to end.
"The Necklace of the Dead" Mireat Northern). — Here is
a film which will make a profound impression upon any
audience, not so much because of what they see as what is
suggested. A girl dies, and is buried with a necklace placed
on her
by hergoes
lover.
The tomb
undertaker's
assistant,
ing theneck
necklace,
to the
in the night,
openscovetthe
coffin, and begins to remove the necklace, when he is startled
by a movement. Recovering himself, he reasons that possibly the girl has been buried alive, and hastens to her
lover. Together they return to the tomb and mid that
-lie has got out of the coffin and is waiting inside tin- closed
door, half dead from fright, until someone shall release her.
The man confesses all, and is given the necklace, but under
the circumstances he believes he should devote it to the
church.ficult toThere
much in
the story,
yet it longer
would be
devise isn't
anything
which
will linger
in difthe
memory. A large number of people possess a dread horror
of being buried alive. And this, somehow, emphasizes the
possibility. It is not dramatic in the sense that it i- extra
ordinary acting, but it is horrifying in its suggestions, and
causes the fear of something similar happening I
take possession
of the
one'sstrong
faculties
will beit
i 1 one of
filmsforof the
the time.
week, It
though
has nr, thing about it unusual, excepting the conception of
"Greediness Spoils Foolshead's Christmas" < Itala).— If it
is possible to get into a -crape, Foolshead can be depended
upon to accept the possibility. In this instance he might
have had a plea-ant Christmas, but he wa- too greedy,
ted too much, and so got nothing. The working
out affords opportunity to display to good advantage bis
peculiar talent-, and the audience 1- kept in good humor
throughout
the picture.
"A Father's Love" (Powers) Hie storj i the separation
of a couple because of the unreasoning jealousy of the wife.
The child long- for her papa, and writes a letter to Santa
ClaUS, asking him to bring papa home.
Santa conn-, and.
throwing off his disguise, proves to be papa
The mother
: finds the father and child in each other's emcepts the reconciliation and take- him back
It ia I hri-tina- story, or i- given a Christmas flavor by the
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"The Unexpected Honeymoon" I Imp). — How a young man
obtained a fortune by marrying a girl whom he supposed
to be homely, paying her $25,000 to be his wife for a year
and never see him. at the end of which time it was under-tood they would be divorced But at the end of the year,
the girl has removed her disguise, and instead of a divorce
there was a honeymoon. The unexpected changepicture constitute its chief interest The scenes are admirably
funny.
worked out, and there i- much that i- interesting and
"The Insane Heiress" (Yankee). — A d< :•
re-enting the methods
taken to acquire
heiress, who had been abducted by a guardian wfa
her money, and the way the guardian was brought I
Like all detective stories, this one is interesting, and does
not fail to keep the audience up to the highest pitch of
excitement
as the mystery
is unraveled.
The se
worked out with care, and the picture is well photographed.
"The Station Agent's Daughter
. bracing
story of the West, which shows how that 1
of making heroines, even of little girls like this
shows
plainly
how
the
girl
saved
her
father's
life
was in peril. There i- much of life and much 1 when it
describable human
quality which attracts by appealing to
something in us which cannot always be touched.
"Freddie's Courtship"
P vers).— A comedy
which has
elements that make for -port.
Freddie would have been all
safe in his courtship if it hadn't been for McDuff
When
two such individual- come together, there and in this instance the possibility is more than realized.
"The Vicar of Wakefield" (Thanhouser).— Another oi
those
successful
of '.iterary
have been
made reproductions
a feature by this
h masterpieces,Id which
Vicar
of
Wakefield,
Goldsmith's
in all
hi- kindliness.
The moving
characterseem to liv(
one,
all the pathos
and marriage
beauty of ofthe theorigins'.
fully and
produced.
The mock
daughter, the
imprisonment
tor debt, and the kindly
prisoners, then, the discovery that the marriage
formed by a real minister, and the fore:: .
man to a-k the girl's pardon, with the reunion :
while the squire a-k- the hand of the other daugl I
picture closes with a glimpse of the happiness to which the
good man i- clearly entitled.
As ha- been -aid before, in this
column, these reproductions of masterpieces are of benefit
to everybody who sees them, while the pre-entation of such
work- 1- to be commended from every standpoint
They are
well done, and to those who have read the st
as illustrations of what thc> alreadj know
If I
it, they are introduce.: I
:ch surpasses that to which they at
"TWELFTH
NIGHT"
In many European counti
Twelfth oi
the sixth 1 f January 1- call
practical p
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"Girlies" irlfl
( American).—
A comedy
happened
and three men.
Some involving
humorou- what
situationare
developed, and there are point- where the audience looks
upon

the

"The

picture

a-

funny

enough

i,, provoke

laughter

Lock-Keeper" (Eclair)
How a foolish wife, who
■! with her husband, Was cured of her foil)
with hei ..iio, lover, her child falls in the rivet

hold her hack, while her husband plunges in and
httle .me
The difference between the tvt
n.
apparent,

and

-he

no

lon|
up, .11 all

friends dei ide to burn red fire out id< I ■
he app, at
atment, perhaps, but in ft iend tl
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By Rii a tan V ndent ..i t!„ \\
Mr. Bad, western director of the Kalem I
in tlu- citj w nli a company
• .it.d in the midst of beautiful California scenery, scenes of which will Kalem films.
It is the intention of the tin
,,u Indian themes.
[nslee has recently joined the Bison Company to play
ads
Between times, Mr. Balshofer, the director,
promises to keep him busy writing and staging scenarios.
. ompanj arc now at work at
local moving picture actor- have recentlj left
for the north to join the company
Last year the companj maintained aLos Angeles studio, but whether they will come south
this year is as yet problematical.
"Bob" Leonard, juvenile, has left the Hartman Comic Opera
Company to rejoin the Selig Company, with whom he has appeared
Mr. Jan
isiness manager of the Selig Pacific
ted all arrangements
for taking the
Tournament ><i Ro-cs pageant at Pasadena.
An inten
ture of the films will show the chariot races, which
nnually. This film will be shown in ten thousand
American theatres, and five thousand theatres in Europe and
abroad.
Mrs. Sherry, wife of J. B Slurry, leading character actor of
the Bison Company, died recently after a brief illness. Mr.
Sherry has been in receipt of many messsages of condolence from
local friends.
Messrs Hyman & Prochazk, proprietor- of a chain of local
moving picture theartes, on Christmas morning threw < pen the
• eir various theatres to the free admission of the city's
orphans and deserving no°r of the city. Words fail
to describe appreciation and delight with which the p<
nd cheered the films, songs and splendid music provided at the various houses. The firm deserve Special commendation for their thoughtful remembrance to brighten for a few
hours the lives of the city's
FILMS
FOR
COMMUTERS.
P. R. R. to Show Moving Pictures at Pittsburg While Waiting for Trains.
PITTSBURG,
Pa., Dec. 28.— Commuters
who use the big
Union Station of the Pennsylvania Railroad in thi< citv will no
longer be bored while waiting for trains. The announcement was
made to-day that moving picture shows will hereafter be presented to them in the station. The innovation met with instant
favor from railroad officials when it was broached a few weeks
• ago, and negotiations are now being conducted with moving picture interests. The apparatus is expected to he installed in two
weeks. The films will be changed daily, but the railroad officials
propose to act as censors and to eliminate all objectionable
pictures.
"There will be no pictures of train robberies." -aid Albert
Swincbart. who is in charge of the Pennsylvania Railroad detectives, "nor of train wrecks. It would leave a bad impression on
the mind-; of the travelers."
The innovation will dispense with the raucous-voiced train
callers, foi five minutes before trains leave announcements will
be thrown on the canvas on which the pictures will be shown.—

•

THE DIXIE FILM CO., A LIVE WIRE IN THE SOUTH
A World representative gained a very optimistic view of the
film business in the South, during an interview with Mr. II.
Fechtenberg, pre-ident of the Dixie Film Co., Mai-on Blanche
Building. Xew Orleans, La., in which Mr. Fechtenberg told of
■dependent
t'ul rank-.
growth of his exchange after it had joined the inMr Fechtenberg went on to say that he fully realized, and was
confident that after taking up the Independent cau^e. that he
tiling but success for the future. He said: "Three
months ago I was purchasing nine reels of film weeklv. and today I can state without the -lightest contradiction that we are
buying
twenty-tour
weeklv
of different
makes."
are
not advertising
that nek
we are
purchasing
duplicate
copies We
of any
particular make, but have -elected twenty-four different reels. He
further stated that the enormous growth of his business necessitated the installation of two branch exchanges, namelv: "The
Dixie Film Co.. San Antonio, Texas, and The Dixie Film Co..
Birmingham. Ala.
ir point of view we consider that an Exchange that
will invest $2,400 for film and $800 for cost of operation weekly,
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will be sufficient!) equipped to handle the requirements of the
most particular exhibitor, and we truthfully believe that it will
interest of all moving picture men operating in the
of tlu Dixie Film Co., of New Orleans, I. a. and its
branch offices, to get 111 touch with I
thus placing themselves in a position to secure a film service that 1- thoroughly 111 keeping with the ti
LICENSED MANUFACTURERS' MEET AND DINE.
The annual meeting of the PatentCompany,
wa- held o„ Monday.
December
jo. foil,, wed by a banquet
at tin- Hotel Plaza.
Mr Thomas A. Edison was I
,,f honor, a- at last year's function.
The only presentations
made wa- on the part of the Biograph ( onipany. who pre-ented each manufacturer with a parlor mut
<>f the pictures of the group of manufacturers made in their
Studio la-t year.
GREAT

NORTHERN

PROGRESS.

If any American manufacturer engaged such *tage notabilithern, Marlowe.
Drew or Elliott, the fact would
be heralded 111 big headline-; but that i- just what tl
Northern
Film COmpany
i- doing in Denmark,
actor- of the Royal Theater of Copenhagen
appear in all
their big dramatic production-.
We saw one the other
day depicting an episode of the Russo-Japanese
war, in
which it was difficult to say whether the acting, the settings
or the photography wa- the more perfect.
Exhibitors make
no mi-take in demanding G. \. films, a- they can always be
depended upon t" lend tone to tlu- program.
NEWS
BRIEFS.
Stolen Machines from Poughkeep-ie.
\ Y., were located
ill, N. Y.. and Union Hill. \. .1. They «ri
by
an
operator
who
had
been
befriended, financially, by his
bo--.
Teaching Chorus Girls to dance by means of moving picture-, although
only want.
a pre-- agent'- yarn, is a
thing that
might attillpresent
a long-felt
Tuberculosis Film ha- made a hit with the daily press
everywhere, ami carries with it a certain pre-tige. A few
moreboosts.
sensible thing- like that and all the knocks will turn
to
Chatham, N. B., Can. — The Royal, a new moving picture
house opened last week. Mr. J. I). I.ahay. the proprietor. 1- to be
congratulated on the way he has transformed the old Masonic
hall and the taste displayed in the decorations. The lal
Edison machine ha- been installed: an orchestra has been engaged; DeWitt Cairns, a noted vocalist is a special attraction,
and. with an excellent operator. Thos. S. Daley, and jj
service, Mr. I.ahay ha- started out on the path that lead- to -uccess for thi
Scranton, Pa. There are now eighteen moving picture
show- in Scranton, ten of whom are using independent -er\ ice.
Mr Barnel Freeman, former]} , i the Philadelphia Film Exchange, ha- leased a -intc of rooms in Miller's Block, one of the
finest and le-t located bn-ire-s blocks in the citv. He will open
a new independent film exchange called the Scranton Film Exchange. IK ought to do well, as he is an affable gentleman, has
been much on the road and has a host of friends.
No. Brookfield, Mass.— The Star Theater, under the management of J. Berthiaume & Co.. who also operate the Park M. P.
-fencer. Mass., will open its doors to the pub!
cember 31. The place has a seating capacity of 700. having been
the old Union Church, which has been converted into a modern
appearing moving picture house at a cost of J;. 000. It is furnished with the latest equipment, even to their own electric lighting plant.
Nobody

ever

FLICKERS.
ha- to hunt for a cop

in moving picture

Speaking about the Passion Play; after going the rounds,
these three long year-, it 1- finally censored by the Mayor
of Denver, a- ben
me."
Well, the Bible is
e to make a beginning.
Mayor of Painesville, Ohio, leased a picture theater for
a day, to give Passion Play on Sunday. He gave an exhibitor the authority: the authority was questioned; exhibitor got cold feet, and just to -how who wa- boss, the mayor
ran the -how himself. You can get away with lots of things.
if you're a mayor, that you couldn't as an exhibitor.

THE

MOVING

Letters to the Editors.
Editors .Moving Picture World :
Dear Sir. — Photoplay actors and actresses are certainly of
great interest to the public. Many of my patrons are asking me
frequently who are certain ones that we see in different productions, think
and, of course,
am manufacturers
not able to tellwould
them, have
as I don't
I would
that if Ithe
slides know.
made
of all their leading players, one by one, with name?

of them and

space to announce when and what play they're taking part in, I
know, I and many other exhibitors would be delight
them in advance to the audience, and many people would see
productions that they don't see now, if they'd know that such
players as Mr. Maurice Costello, Miss Florence E. Turner, and
many others, which names are unknown to us, took part in.
Hoping that you will find room in your valuable paper t' publish these few lines, 1 thank you in advance and with compliments
of the season, I remain,
Yours truly,
Samuel Acri.

ANOTHER

CRY FOR COMEDY.

Sandusky, Ohio, December 27, igio.
Editors Moving Picture World :
Dear Sirs — Being an exhibitor I would like to have my opinion
in your paper — why the motion picture has fallen down and
not attended as it used to be. In the first place, the makers of
films are too busy trying to get ahead of each other in somethings, but not in production of good pictures and interesting
subjects. They have entirely too much drama and not half
enough comedies and scenic films. We have enough drama in
our every-day life without watching it on our curtain. Just think,
we have twelve short comedies out of fifty-seven subjects put on
the market this week! Give us more good; clean coi
that we can send our patrons out with a smile, and they will
come back and bring their friends. Not so with dramas: they
tell them to stay away. In order to bring the business up to
the standard where it should be, let the manufacturers bury the
axe and give us the comedies.
Yours truly,
Chas. Reark.
ABOUT

POSTERS.

Tacoma, Wash., Nov. jj. 1910.
toi ing Picture World,
125 East
23rd
Street,
New
York.
Gentlemen
Was much interested in your article in issue
of

19th
November
re, •'The
Posters."
You
hit the nail
ad when you say "more crude and inartistic work
ible to imagine."
How
intensely
annoying
it 1-.
when you know
you have a good picture, to have to put
out in front a hideous daub supposed to advertise it, and then
pie come
along,
stop, hesitate,
debating
whether
to
go in "i" not. get a glance at the posters, then hasten away.
You can't blame them
There 1- not a single attractive thing
about the posters furnished with the films.
We hi
will be a concerted demand
from the exhibitors
that will
make
the manufacturers
"-it up and
take notice" on this
particular question, and jrou can help th<
wonderfully.
Yours
very truly,
The [deal Amusement Company,
U'ni. W. Hojrt

GETTING

TOGETHER.

In my last article, "Vermont and the Moving Picture," 1
put forward a few statistics such as would tend to Bupply
food i"r thought to present theatrical investors and those
who may invest m the future, and while these statist
applied to one Mate. Vermont, they ought to have, and probably will have, a deep bearing on the present and future
showman's method ol procedure anywhere, be it circus,
dramatic, vaudeville >>r moving pict
j the lat• •r.- permanent!)
I01 ated than I
n nil tin po
ibli exc< ption of vaudeville, and oul
hi;' . 1 1 1 «

In v, n
I. again r< ft rring to thi Stat*
good illustration, there an approximately l
and \ .111.1. \ ill. : ■ . tei
to the population
bank depositi and n
favorable condition th< re houl
dustrioui and pi
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knocking, far from it. although relations of plain, c
facts and figures are often considered in that
less,
this iti- be
theremedied?
situation in
and can't be denied.
But, can
CanonetheState
moving
the manufacturer-, producers, exch
wake up Vermont?
I thii
individually but collectively, and with a pr«. •
of it all coming back through th<
the exhibitor,
thus to the exchange,
the manufacturer.
Elucidate.
A -tar
modernly
termed, publicity promoter,
vance man. and the attra I
paper(known
town and
hamlet a- in"'plant.'
the countrj
■•
ance, so that when it am
i- talking about it. and con sequel I
day
hall
and
are

and the producers add anol
of tame, and even if it is poor they g
prominence
just 1
I rohman
famous all over America and England,
nally put out an inferior one.

Xow, why can't the film manufacturertics in a milder degree?
You 1: ... .
out too many pictures and would 1
extensive publicity."
But why
picture-?
It is n I

and

I

;

should they put o'.::
the exchange- demand

it?

If they do, tip
it's the
the businesexchange-'
and long
the cxh:
in the
run, not by a jug full.
overproduction
ne ■ .
involved
and
the
against those pertaining to the legitimate stage an .
pant- would prohi
pictures."
So it would if carried to the magnitud
treme,
permissible
vaudeville
held, but
that is □ in the "legitimate"
-till the idea is there;
apply
it as
but apply it.
Figuratively
-peaking,
tl
represented both artistically and educationally, considering
it- short time before the public, but in it- business and financial end, it- lack of system, that 1-. th
production, advertising i.t publicity
bution, it sadly need- a master ■ ■with plenty of financial backing
.
new town, the boom i- over, the I
must now settle down to a
istration, both from an artistic ai
The time 1- going by when the |
theater to -> e anj old pict
time; they will have to be informed, interest
by various method- ,.f publicity; t 1
make-,
and their favontl
today
They will have their favorite indust
tional picture-, of subjects or studies in which
dent-.
These picture- should be oi
featuring, and should not be hurled at the
In l..re they ha\ e had tin 1
1
sted and advertised all along the line,
the lobby, and 111 the paper-, and kept •
,.t a time, ill tl
inform and interest the < s

ipoint.

th< ■

that i- the masses, for th. .
papers
pertaining
to the picture,
class
But they do read I
and read a sign or -beet th..

bU)

and

and exhil

the

.

maim

■

■

and
I.
applicable
i.. the "tight wad"
frat<
w h..in . an only in. 1 ... 1 1I1. 11 capital bj l
at lea 1. a hundred pictun
■■ugh population,
standing and Hoati
pport them all

a:

ai. :

C. W.l
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ited b] being
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BIOGRAPH.
THE

TWO
„

. •

PATHS

- ■

turn,

III li.

~

m.

;.. death

..f

moral

And

down

mul her |>itt li mil"
I.. i of her hovel il>

Ing light,
leave the

bar

marrying

happ?

little

her

family

home

sitting

WHEN
A HAN
LOVES.— Mr.
Back,
lion
a
wealth;
mas, visits the acanea of his boyhood
davs In his auto and meets farmer Broi
Brown is the father of a very pretty
becomes
deeply
smitten with the artless little country
lass, ami
secret]] bopea to win her. Teeale, however, has a
host of admirers In the little Tillage,
. lohn Watson. John Is a hit superior
to the other fellows of the neighhorhood. He
reads novels and has a good line of persuasive talk
with which to embellish his suit for Tessle's heart,
and he Is successful, to the violent perturbation
of the other swains. Now Tessle is of course
pleased with the notice bestowed on her by the

del.

■

I

,-

cbarltj

Indlffcre
jiml

■•
down,

unto the
thla «> we
by their I

polnti

are during ;i

1
X

dying

nephew

workers

and

• - -:

then

he

takes

ion

man,

the

o

contributing
he

will

the

young

be

their

nephew

limply
people

with

ami

I

fund

him
course

Cratchit'a humble
'
. i employer
him
smile upon
him and
ami is crasy when
. brought; but he is ool Ion;
convinced,
and we feel
and his little lame child. •■Tiny Tim."
w II
well eared tor In the future.
ELDOBA.
THE
FBUIT
GEftL
the opening
scene
lii
the
iwn little Kldora, the
fruit girl, making her usual call to pay her rent.
Itohert. Mr. Norwood's son. a boj of about twenty
lildora on her visits.
At first it was merely
a
ii. -e. but at last a friendship sprang up
between
them which soon ripened into deep love.
All this Is unknown
to the father, who has made
other plans rot his hoy's future, and so deep are
they
that
I
veil arranges
the evening _ nl
..n of
which
his!
choice. This is carried out so completely by the
old folks that the young couple are left together
conveniently for this very purpose, and I:
so completely under his father's rule that lie is
almost on the very point of asking the momentous question of the waiting maiden.

i become the wife
• her
and ears
money all the old
i will drag t

of bis

•

A GAMBLER
sewing
i rank

: ■! ■

With

slllng
able Mmto
with

. that
the
•electing

a

son,

r girl, proves
by sending for her lover, and laughs
at him. makes light of his devotion to her and finally proclaims her love for another. This has the desired effect upon the boy. She has done her duty,
she has kept her promise; but her little heart Is
broken, and Mr. Norwood never realizes bow true
her love is until the next day when -that
he reads in
■ paper
of her attempt to end her life by throwing I
Then he I
___
guilty party i
crime.If she
But dies,
she shall live If
? land
money, power and the best physlcii
Together father and son hurry to
■ hospital, and here the father sees two young
iris united and realizes that love Is stronger
in death, that position, money and power are
all that life holds after all and that love
■h as this Is life's priceless Jewel.

Tessle and plans to elope that very night. He
will be beneath her window with a ladder. Mr.
Bach, to remain at the homestead, uses the subterfuge that his aulo has become disable, I and
would like to spend the night with his old friend
Brown. Brown is delighted for he has discerned
the attention Tessle has exerted. To accommodate
|.ut out of her OWU room by
her father and the room given to Mr. Ilaeli Oh!
Honor! This spoils the plans for the elopement.
Curse the lock! Poor Tessle is locked in the adjoining room out of reach of .lohn. John arrives
beneath the window, and calls ■Sweetheart. I am
waiting." repeating it a number of times. He
cannot understand why he does not get an tin. • • ,1 pebbles through the window. ai lci.gth. growing Impatient, be places the
ladder and .limbs into the window, encountering
Mr. Bach. who. mistaking him
sinister intruders, a burglar. Is
bim out, when he explains the
Is very odious news to Bach.
lover," bis heart
• i is to aid the couple ill their
flight. In other words, he leads the wedding
! picnic for
march by piling them into bis auto and speeding
to the nearest minister's abode. Brown soon
learns he
of his
daughter's
fromthethevery thing
which
locked
he
andescape
fearing
rts
out
in
pursuit
In
a
that la happening,
it happens that three students from a
minister's Just too late
bngcy. arriving
'
forbli
parental university blunder into the forbidden grounds, ob. Mr.
1»1
i
tain a glimpse of the girls, but arc .
by the gamekeeper. Francois llees with the other
two boys at his heels and turns up at another part
of the woods, where the girls have left their
luncheon. A moment later tbey see them returning and all bide in the brambles on the other side
of the fence to await the coming of the liuntWllnia. Shirley and Alberta soon appear when the
visited by the charity workers who want him to
contribute to the Christmas funds for the poor.
boys And that Instead of young men hunters, they
He shows them the door and then declines an
Young Rollins steps out from
Invitation from his nephew and the latter'a
Christmas wishes, because the spirit of Christmas
the girls find
Is not with him.
the men on the grounds. Alberta particularly annoyed
as
she
recognizes
In Rollins the young man
After finishing
Christmas
Eve'sCratchlt.
work he
by
scolding
bis poor his
humble
clerk. Bob
who protected ber In a street fight in the city
hies him home. At the door we see the knocker
a few days previous, when a rlfflan, unaware of
her sex, had picked a quarrel with her. In the
change
his eyes
the face
I'
si utile which followed Alberta had lost her ring.
former visibly
partner. before
Marley.
long to since
dead, of and
during the night he is visited by Marley who inwhich was picked up by Rollins. Rollins soon
c anew to the long forgotten Spirit of
recognizes her and there is an embarrassing moment until the young man bravely returns the
The Spirit shows him In successive visions his
ring, thus making it apparent that be knows ber.
happy childhood days when he was young and
Luncheon for six soon follows, much to the discomfort of the man servant, who serves, during
free, the breaking of his engagement to the wowhich W lima slips Malcolm a note asking him and
man who later marries happily, and then shifting

-

lalcom

in

111 a plllfUl

; \

.

ked
i Include
| joi
il-> been

lalcolm pr.

Mild 1
01
tun' ot blmsell

OF THE
Halsted,

WEST.— The
proprleti

ol Thethe gambling
phllosopln tables
ot liveare while
life's
arraugi
meditating
\li. ,• aie together when

-

worth

■

living.

the

rising tui
Mice faithful!)
nut to go to I he Tin
Siar.
However,
the temptation is too great
spue the entreaties
!i has entered the unable
gamblingto
at at the faro table
all his in. nicy.
His gnu und
valuables.
luck be dually
i
Bitterly
cursing hi t to make a winning
B all 111 an ef
tent the i u
> ranch p
father enraged.
and daughter,
then Alice turns
to the faro dealei
II
•' ! prei.
.piiet the row and is so Impri .._. ..e makes
the faro-dealer
i valuables,
and also rdestroylug
; the

faro-dcaler

. herd of cattle, arc on their :■•
hen the old man
sees the gob. the
gambling
lever returns,
and when
Alice Is out.
slips onl of the house
and to the
I
Here Halsted refuses to allow bim to play and
Alice las
wherealKiuts.

missed
father and suspecting his
the her
saddles
a horse and rid. inly to be Informed
that f
of visiting another

let I

after faithfully promising to
do his best, mounts a horse and rides away.
He follows iiieii
Thomas's
trail puts
aud onfinally
quietly
dismounts,
a mask
aud
waits for Thomas. The old man Is held up. his
g..ll taken away from him by the supposed highand told to
Later wayman
Halsted
rides"beatup It."
to the Thomas
ranch
house, enters, aud presents the money to .\ I
he turns to leave Alice calls him, and Halsted
. arms outstretched,
after destroying
cards and promising to reform. The
.■is explanations
follow and be gives

THE

dec

THE

MISPLACED

PETTICOAT.— Mr.
the hotel,

tbey

she

will
gel
r and shows bim the petticoat at the
his own wife enters his office.
The
recognizes the petticoat as her property.

COWBOY'S

INNOCENCE.— Gertie,

Just

i

her friends a right royal
cowboys
welcome. give
Most exciting scenes are wltneased
when some ,,f the cowboys try to ride a savage
Mies sweetheart Bob is one of the Ixiys
and later in the day a Mexican rival, having first
■is In one of Bob's top boots,
makes It appear that Bob is cheating. Dismissed
Bob rides to the Old Cactus Road. An Indian girl
runs up and tells how she saw the cards were
placed on him by the Mexican. He writes a note
and asks her to come
to bim. The
however, intercepts the Indian with the
note and she is bound and left. Altering the note
as
to the
placeIt ofandmeeting
Mexican's
friends
takes
deliversone itoftotheGertie.
She
falls Into the trap and finds only the Mexican
awaiting her. He attempts to make love to her
bitten

through

the

ropes

that

held

ber

THE
aud

tells

after

t in pursuit,
while
liiin her s
. grapple

-

> Bob

-:■•
ie

fall

Mexican

luauage to hang on to a ledge,
after a great i ide tluough ij pical western

and

AN INTRIGUE. — I.a BaveUl, whose father had
been shot for lighting against t lie Emperor, earns
her
living
by
singing
in
the
streets.
Count
de
I he Kuiperor. ami •
to aid him in his schemes of revenge upon Napoleon III. By ids influence she attends a court
ball, attracts the Kinperor's attention and also that
of Favler, the son of the minister responsible for
her father's ilea Hi. She lalls in love with the
latter, and refuses to go on with the scheme.
She is anally killed by a bullet from Farler, who
In the dark is bring at the mau who is with her.
himself,
and
but
for
La
5 been

regard t
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the

jumped.
The
president
unconscious
body
of the
rush
to her assistance.

and
girl ly lug along
She
is quickly

is

invoked.

her
wild
leap.
Explanations
quickly
takl
The
president.
realizing
the
wonder* ,
iiisplajed by the girl in her effort to save
quickly
withdraws
[..-

and joins lilm. The girl's father interferes with
their love making and ahowa them a portion of
bis will by which he has left his fortune to his
daughter only, provided that she does not marry
until she is twenty one. Harry and l'atsy are
not to be discouraged, and on every occasion manage to spend their time together, although frequently they have their troubles. Finally Harry

even

set
up.
bui
t lii- didn't
attendance
at
the
First
congregation
miners
probably

didn't

to

t«o

fathers

knew

the minister
de
and began
holding
OOUIde
of the saloon.
Bill,
one
..I the
finally
enlisted
in
the
cause — attracted
by Bath,
it was
determined
to build
a

painted
a sij
ain't goln'
to have
no church. Buy a tag and git plugged." The
Silver i ; ul. hers weren't very swift to contribute
because wearing ■ tag meant about the same as
wearing a sign, "{'lease shoot me." Bill saw
Ruth disappointed and downcast. So he bought the
tirst tag. tied it on. pulled out his "shooting
irons." walked into the midst of the miners and,
before they knew It, had the ringleaders covered
with his revolvers. But the minister appeared
and put a stop to Bill's plan. Tien lie took off
his coat and proceeded to give Hank, the ringleader, the licking ot his life. After this little
ceremony Hank -I. .used I but he was a true sport.
He and
Bill sold the tags
like hot cages.
If any

party.
The
mother
go, but bad
no objection
to their daughter
going
with
her friend
Jack.
Nellie
aud
Jack
•!wear
a Spanish
costume.
Just
before
starting
for
the parly
they
came
In to say goodbye
to Nellie's
parents.
Now.
Mr. Thompson
loved a Joke and no
sooner
were
the young
folks gone
than he broached
a little plan
to Ids wife
whereby
they would
have
some
fun.
She
agreed
with
great
pleasure

Edltb,
who proTi heart,
lour
years
later
Elsa
and
Jack
the
tame
hotel
i
. ,, happy
on—
for
BUM
and
when
the
meets
.1 a , k the old
love
returns,
but
Jack,
rem,
i dad
hi
account
of Ida lack
of
money,
r.-fuses
I,, l.e ti lends
and
wounded

-

of

•■alls

at

work

and

this

klud

and

ads
ilarly

the

grea-

rt ile

and
delighted
her
mother
a

to

thus

engaged

wit:,

Lett

at

home
disappointed
and
onh
■ see the pertormau. e come
what
may.
BBka through the stag.- door ot the theater
II si.e sees
the star
lie in, aud
watches
,er dressing room.
n.iug

by

smoke

and

through

falls fainting

through

sceneries

I

aud throws a large cloak i
way f..r
to help
her frh
and then .alls
n.,m ' the window. The
Uremeu climb up the ladder* into the burning
building aud rescue the woman, then save Alice
falling
Umbers
and
Se\eral
aud
things
changed.
Alice
has
In-- ..ine
.1
star
patronage
aud
tuition of ber beuafsttl— i
be a beauiiful
young
woman
a;
attraction.
She eut,
adopted
mother
awaits
her coining
BfeS
g.«jd
woman
how
grateful
she
Is lor l.e:
Smoothing
hack
young
brow
she

the goldeu
kisses
a

tresses
sear
ou

RUNAWAY
ENGINE— Allan
-

i
Want!

10

THE ARGONAUTS
In ., lonely spot 1
grave of their mother. Bob and Belly en
silence with each 01
sure
friend
they
had
In I

president.

i.. iteal a kisi and, of coarse, the supposed Nellie
I I,., i didn't "go"
very well with .voke.l
Jack
- quarrel.

Me;
„.-.
the
real
Nellie
w al
was
BO |. .1.1.
She
he
• didn't
love her and all that
gan tof suspe.t
thing.
There's no telling irbal
might have
happened
If the
two
couples
hadn't
met
to the
and
young
them

he In order.
Is iea.lv
to
on. e.
lurthel.
flOII,

Allan
g
that

plot

folks
I, a, I
A
pretty

tO
>

admit
edy

the

tfa
of to sparkling
follow.

steamer
gamblers

brother
deck
ihey|?) arelieltyappi...-•
card sharks,
aud are Invited
drink,
much
10 the ■
that
accepted
In oi.lei
aud
not
his
broth.
aud.
as previously
arranged
abeingmarked
.Ie, k B)la
wounded
gamblers.
their
effi
had

Betty

proposed

niii-.-s
martial

have

tor

lef(

1. I,
and

.Mill

lie-

the

faints

lu

10

the

bar

Utile

-

t
b
game

is

11

1

Hobs
wound
Wadaworth
lea

Is
.linn,passing.
COfpi

.
lightly

he

The

thinks

away

Hi>n,b.

N.

>,— Mi

the

wire

u.e

river

i

Lena
W

seen
Is.urdlug
a Sacramento
11..
lu Sau
Frauclsco
hay.
Iwinglu
*s
who
lay In wait
fot
the
boa l.
While
Boh
and
his

so

the
happy
■!
memory
1 1 • i.hed
I he
\

, n„.

in

of

I

■ -.I parent
|.e would
r.ilhei
he
begin
at

I Nellie
and Jack
they
*
them
after
they
were
dre
costumes.
So.
off
they
■ party wbr - tbey took good i
-ecu
by
Jack
and
Nellie.
Then,
when
Nellie
was
, lew
moments,
her
lather
joined
hei
and
of course
she
thought
he
was
Jack.
Then
lack
uiei
Nel|i
ither in another
loom.
and. of
course,
he
thought
It wa-.
Nellie.
.lack
ventured
ot
pictures
the
Spanish

have

(ran
it a

article

who
tells
I
bids ber goodbye 1
1 bustling
I
by and »e And Jack i
a position to make Elsa his wn.
time Jack visits hi* married sister and makes the
acquaintance of her little baby girl Edith. As time
I waiting
for Jack
to become
lalthj
OapWOai.1 decides
and
t.. nam.-larrj I
k tan
<!1 of If
pati

THE

home

aside
when
all the
to ■Obwiibe
-each
I lag after making
this.
the
miners

exactly

plai •'. The girl's father also s
; \ load
that.
In the
daughter
marrying
;

..lit

of

has a

him,

Ughl
the

child

she

cause
any
falling
off In
Chance
saloon.
As
the

come

"tag day"
was
set
would
be
solicited
i tug decorated
with
contribution.
Hearing
of

his

circumstances

■ Child !,

TAG DAY
AT SILVER GULCH. -When
the
Rev. John Asher and his pretty daughter. Ruth, ar
rived
at .Silver Gulch
mining
camp
they
were
not
cordially
by
the
miners.
the minister
aud
Ruili
were
not discouraged,
in

takes Patsy to the minister's and the] get spliced.
I to her father's house, they are
afraid
dim
■ tell him of their marriage,
and he. not . noticing
thei

taken

i>oor

Her
mot
little
girl
to delner
a large
Struggling
along
U

gagement.

church.
A
Inhabitants

LOVE UNDER
DIFFICULTIES. — \ ..una Harry
Edgely sees one day that the large mansion next
door has been let. An elderl] gentleman and his
daughter are seen moving In. Peeping through a
hole In the wall In the garden he gets a view of
the daughter and is struck with
ul ion
by
Climbing the wall he attracts her :
throwing a flower at her feet, aud she alliubs up

that

a

country,

come up. They throw a lasso under Bob's arm
and draw bin, up. while the Mexican In the effort
falls to the bottom of the cliff. Returning home
to uncle Jack's ranch all is explained by the
■ picture
ends
with
a pretty
i their h
Vi-V

and scrupulous

MOVING

down

Elu.beth.

N
' latman street

■

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WoKI.d

The editors of the Moving Picture World would
like to hear from every exhibitor what they consider
was the greatest picture they have shown during the
year 1910.
They may qualify their opinions by citing the picture
which received the most applause and also stating which
picture seemed to create the most profound impression.
Applause alone should not be taken as the criterion of
greatness, as some of the dramas of the year have been
received with a silence which was equally appreciative
if less demonstrative.
We would also like to hear from the exchange booking
departments as to what particular film they had most
recalls for. This information is not desired for to shed
glory on any particular manufacturer, but to arrive at
some idea as to what kind of subject is most conducive
to the welfare of the business.
All letters will be held confidential unless permission
is given to use the name of the writer.

THE

LICENSED

RELEASES

BIOGRAFH.
OT.
ov.
bv.
ov.
ov.
ov.
ov.
ov.
ov.
ov.
ec.
ec.
ec.
Be.
ec.
ec.
ec.
lec.
ec.
ec.
K.
ec.
an.
an.

3— Waller
No.
5
(Dr.)
997
7— The
Fugitive
(Dr.)
996
10— Simple
Charity
(Dr.)
993
14— Sunshine
Sue
(Dr.)
99S
17 — The Troublesome
Baby
(Com.)
492
17— Love
In Quarantine
(Dr.)
505
21— The Song of the Wlldwood Flute (Dr.)996
24— His
New
Lid
(Com.)
568
24— Not
So Bad
as It Seemed
(Com.) . . . .432
28— A
Plain
Song
(Dr.)
997
1— Effecting
a Cure
(Dr.)
997
5— A
Child's
Stratagem
(Dr.)
998
8— Turning
the
Tables
416
8 — Happy
Jack,
a Hero
(Com.)
576
12— The
Golden
Supper
(Dr.)
998
15— His
Slsteriu-I.aw
(Dr.)
908
19— The
Lesson
(Dr.)
994
22— White
Roses
(Dr.)
558
22 — The Recreation
of an Heiress
(Com).. 410
26— Winning
Back
Ills Love
(Dr.)
994
20— His
Wife's
Sweethearts
682
29— After
the
Ball
(Com.)
311
2— The
Two
Paths
(Dr.)
992
5— When
a Man
Loves
(Dr.)
90S
EDISON.

bv. 11— The
ov. 15— Into
ov. 16— The
ov. 18 — The
ov.
bv.
bv.
ov.
ov.
ec.
ec.
ec.
ec.
ec.
ec.
ec.
ec.
ec.
ec.
ec.
ec.
ec.
ec.

Adoption
(Dr.)
KJOO
the Jaws
of Death
(Dr.)
990
Stolen
Claim
(Dr.)
loOO
Toymaker:
the
Doll;
and
the
Devil
(Com.)
22— Ills
Mother's
Thanksgiving
(Dr.).... 990
23— Through
the
Clouds
(Dr.)
1000
25— A Daughter
of the Mines
995
29— The
Greater
Love
(Dr.)
1000
30— Arms
and
the
Woman
(Dr.;
975
2— The Oowpuncber'a
Glove
(Dr.)
loon
6— The
Winning
of Miss
Langdon
(Dr.).. 995
7— The
Life
of a Salmon
(Ind.)
440
7— Amateur
Night
(Com.)
550
9— The
Captain's
Bride
(Dr.)
lO>0
13— An
Old
Silver
Mine
in Peru
( Ind.) . .250
13— A
Mountain
Maid
(Dr.)
750
14 — Pigs
is Plga
(Com.;
1000
16— The
Red
Cross
Seal
(Dr.)
20— The
Police
Force
of New Tort City
Scenic
990
21 — The
Joke
they
Played
on
Bumptious
(Com.)
23— A
Christmas
Carol
(Dr.)
1000
27— Flora,
the Fruit
Girl
(Dr.)
lotto
of Vegetarians
[<
30— The
Romance
of Hefty
I'.urke (Dr.)..100o
Kays
of Chivalry
(Dr.)
It. of

Neu

ESSANAY
. 15— Love

York
FILM

tie Prospectoi
Popular
Tune
(Com.)

MOVING
22 —
26—
29—
2—
5—
5—
9—

WORLD

GAUMONT.
G.

Kleine.

Before
and
During
the
Revolution (Be.)
727
19— Spanish
Loyalty
28"
22— Cast
Into the Flames
(Dr.)
381
22— A
Woman's
Wit
(Com.)
590
26— Samson's
Betrayal
(Dr.)
519
26— Callno Travels as a Prince
(Com.) . . . .489
29— The Flat Next
Door
(Com.)
722
29 — Tarascon
on the Rhone
(Scenic)
243
3— Lured
by a Phantom
(Dr.)
712
3— Naocy's
Wedding
Trip
(Com.)
273
6— A Man
of Honor
(Dr.)
834
6— Professor's
Hat
(Com.)
171
10— The
Revilt
(Dr.)
942
13— The
Phantom
Rider
(Com.)
279
13 — Closed
Gate
i Dr. i
676
17— Herod
and
the- New
Born
King
(Biblical)
965
20— The Cinderella
Girl
(Dr.)
769
20— The Kingdom
of Flowers
(Botanical). .220
24— The
Old
I!
732
24— Cain
and
Abe]
(Biblical)
279
27— The
Adventuress
Hir . ,
995
31— The
Doctor's
Secretary
(Dr.)
981
3— The
Artist's
Pav
Dav
(Dr.)
972
7— The
Woman
wins
(Com.)
945
Plea
(Dr. i
10— The
Hill
243

A'omnlTl

Way
(Dr.)
Wedding

.

961

Poacher's
Wife
(Dr.)
1001
,e Romance
(Com.)
996
laughs
Last
(Com.)
927
: Sergeant's
Hone
(Dr.)
878
and the Man
(Dr.)..
10— Playing
at
Divorce
(Dr.)...
■ ruatloual
Motor
Boat
Race
in

the

. 24— Jean
and
the
. 27— In Billy
Neighboring

Window

(Dr.)

41

Waif
(Dr.)
Kingdoms

e Winds
Blow
ilr In Love and

(Dr.)

995
M
967

(Com.)
War

M

Among

16—
16— The
An

the Exhibitors

Rlv
AIpl

3d— The

I:

a

I
7— Deatl,

Mask

Id

Mi

picture
Ida

Utah.— M.. :u
Calif.— V

the:.-,
Grove,

Is

Iowa.

'son

Fete

Pasco.
Hi.

of

Hair

and

making
as

Wash

Bountiful,
B
1

•

(D

the

Bachelor

8— What
Ci
LO
Old
Nori

QUI

:

-

11

Utah. — A

■I

U a I
Springs.

Ansoma.

Conn.

Mo.
I

1."

Cleveland.

It:,

Mr

I rank

Baaaett

-

palace here
Shenando.!.

OSO

I of the "I.
PATHE.

tbe Gott-

B
stot

111. — Mes

Willow

Dr.)

li

B

arthe

Frahui
er In

Ilrltisl
Hr.)

Lock

City,

-

Modesto,

5— On i i .
' i
14— The
Little

-

Sioux

I

Hynes.

Present

Island

3— The

-■

Men)

(Dr.)..

1000
1000
1000
1000
lux*
990
1000
1000
1000
1000

VITAGRAPH.
. 29— A
Woman's
Love
(Dr.)
. 2— Jack Fat and Jim Slim at Coney

Cairo,

(Dr.)
(Com.)
Sandwich

In the Wilderness
(Dr.)
A Tale of the Sea
(Dr.)
Country
Fair
(Dr.)
John Dough and the Cherub (Mystical)
Overland
to
Fremont
(Dr.)
The
Rustlers
(Dr.)
Justinian
and
Theodora
(Dr.)
The
Argonauts
(Dr.)
Ramona's
Father
(Dr.)
Shadows
of the
Past
(Dr.)

URBAN-ECLIPSE.

CO.

Kane

. i—
. 12—
.15 —
. 19—
. 22—
. 26—
29—
. 2—
. 5—
. 9—

880
990
950
390
600
935

19 — Lisbon,

4— A

( ||

PICTURE

An
American
Count
(Dr.)
Making
a Man
of Him
(Dr.)
Blue
Horse
Mine
(Dr.)
Art
and
the Legacy
(Dr.)
His
Last
Parade
(Dr.)
A Mli
in Masks
(Com.)
Tag
Day
at Silver
Gulch
(Dr.)
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I

Imp
8

The

is
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|
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I
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Independent Film Stories.
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ECLAIR.

AMFKICAN.
THE

RUMMAGE

SA! i

■ M she

looks

Inr fond
through

■

.■
I.i

the window
Mil
in.- .

'■

the

return

.lllllllllc

little

I

which

will

I

the i
•a trait for
I'lntry has

. •
ally

iug
holy

of

the

announcing tin- ri'ttirn of her husband.
• months.
II. ai
•nly. II.' embraces Ids wife, turns mid
- If they are hers. la an■explaini
•• " Then and be be ili'iuanil*
refuai an explanation.
husband
In despair,
goes to llnd tlie

■ mil lin ni'i.i N. r r.

i u

the one

deiiiiiiul- .11. explmiatkui.
Tin- man of
tier that his wife bad found two su.h
children and baa gc
to tln.l their
Joins lu the search, and they have gone only a
nee when the; meet the wife. To be
A TROUBLESOME
masquerading
under

PARCEL.— J luirav Matthews,
the title »f H..i
with aspirations

In the

daughter of the ■
her father Jimmy
(otherwise tl • importunities t. invited to a swell
function
at their residence In an aristocratic

places

thing

Atlantic.

playmate,

cry

I by

ex partaking
meal,
prepared
i his humble light housekeeping
' is toilet. While dressing he
the
much -enamored
Mabel
photo
chair and rehearses
a love
a
finishes his toilet, starts to

the

n his meal, which is on the tabic He
returns, makes a neat pared, ties it with ■
string, and places it under his arm. He is next
seen leaving the bouse.
His efforts to relieve himself of the parcel are
balked at every turn, until at last he begins to
A policeman'!
attentions
are directed
to his
strange lotions and lie follows Jimmy,
fright andfollows.
apprehct
The ' policeman
is
| silicon
joined by others, until finally Jimmy
is caught.
the patrol wagon is miraraoned, and Jimmy Is taken
headquarters
and

thlzes

..f

great

with

Jimmy's

HER HUSBANDS DECEPTION.— T .-11:
story of an over -a fTt-r-i jonn to wife. win.
tin. is herself
brought
op in a rural onvironm.
handsome, decoddllng
every

opportunity.

Her

affection

heeomes

He Induces
his companion,
an elderly
to writ- him a letter saying thai in ills 1
condition he requires absolute rest, and ndvisi
ihey ocenpj separate ■■litapartments.
The wif.
ions.
i ml procures a dummy
figure <
refully in his bed. and
self. This he , pliby
which opens on his
looking through the keyhole of
i is bedroom,
rself In the belief that It is that of her
insband,
while he. taking
advantage
of her infriends
and the doctor.
Everything
long smooth]; for the two husbands, ns
.r's wife takes a hand and unravels I
discovering the dummy
and exposing I

-i.'ik

lives

and

again gets the
•'
boy
lii the pt
" ' tl
ithrough the lining to the sidewalk
later picked Dp by
..ff home and '
n to end I

slips

the

h.-r $100.00

for

their

relief

and

comfort, but

the

in- thought,

liver. up with hope as she
Her fa.cthe lighted
read
Basel's letter to the Stork and she hurried
to the address It contained
Willi a mother's
at bast one life might be spared.
When Hasel discovered the baby she was certain her letter to .the stork had been answered.
".iiiieih she slipped In the house and deposited her
precious bundle in the emptv crib surrounded hv
all
her
toys.for Then
she arrival.
went to the
ge't
s'">
lilk
the new
Mrs. kitchen
Wilson tosadly
enters to find the cradle no longer ei
husband
Juncture
and asks' in as.
tonishmenl arrives
wfa treat thethisbaby
ca
from
Hazel
trips in with a liottle of mill,
lightens them both and the parents h:i|
and proc 1 to make
the l.abv
at11 ho xpiauatlon
We might carry you through n„, slorv to ,|lc
ultimate fate of the baby's starving mother, who.
lot innately, did not take her own life, and then
tell you u-1 how she later became a nurse for her
own. without revealing h -r identity, but that would
leave nothing for your imagination. The film will
ting portions of the

CHAMPION.
BILL'S WIDOW.— Surcharged with the certainty Mat Kig Kill Jason is a favorable subject for
'be matrimonial State, the ranch boys, leaded by
stilish Joe K. in. hill, with the newspaper personal
of a inarriagable widow, as an exhibit, convince
Kig Kill that he has a latent talent for the tender
»f

....

from
the
rns only
disapi .

have

of

his

wife

displayed

time Jack
Desnoyers
:., find his wife is and
in. > ..'' '
ilr lie begins

for

-

sll°P •""' questions thei Information
i
other than it
was sold to him by a child. He buys the picture
and leaves the store with a In
_ ' .-. when little Germain makes ber dally
ne window
to look
at her mother's
I is greatly di-li.

-

wondrously Interested in the plctur
just purchased
it. and suggests that tin-;
overtake the purchaser;
by chance
the father is
ii.- hotel at which lie is stay!
the Joy of father and
more being r( stored to each other's arms!
Jack
plcl
life, and and
t
of poverty are at an end;
last returned and brought
happiness

THE
EMPTY
SHELL.— In the Canadian
woods
live Jean
Can
nt. his wife. Marie,
and their
baby. One day .lean shoots a rabbit atld picking
it up.load hisforgets
revolver.to extract the empty shell and reIn the evening of that day, he plays curds in
a saloon with a member
of the moun
named
Knrke
and accusing
him of cheating,
lie
is
I .i.nl overturns the tab] •. One
..f the bystanders. Louis Kabcrt. who hates Burke.
Immediate!] extinguishes the one light i

life.

Whereat, the widow's ad. Is duly am
stylish Joe, Kill himself being unequs
task. Having accomplished this small feat, their
excitement I- pitched to the highest
expectancy. I'pon receipt of a reply with the
news of a quick arrival, a thorough I, ...
Is put in progress in Kill's Knnk House, so much
so. that it closely resembles a general store — all
this to the qnickenlntr heart beats ,,f ,„„,r Kill.
Everything being in readiness, not excluding
(he fact that Bill's excitement is keyed to the
proper pitch, our boys now array Joe. the dude.
In woman's clothes and foist him upon Kill as the
enterprising widow. I'.«.r Rill! No runaway
bronco ever tore down a public hlghw.-i
s Kill does In his b
bringthey catch him. ised widow. ii. I Rut

experience and essential
parson,
armed to withtie the
from ' Ii ill,
takes
himand along
the proposal
knot.
Arriving
at
Hill's home at the time that the lioys
ing t heir fane and finding it decried, tln-v enter
and await the owner's return.
Having
brought
the coup], to the ranch,
the
i.oy- arc in the act (.f suddenly
forcing them
to embrace,
appears
OSUrpmetrt
of her position
and now demands
explanation.
Kill i
-ister. and
the widow now- appease. I. embraces him and is
about to implant a kiss upon ills virtuous lips,
when Kill pulls off ills wig.
The
screaming
widow
disappears
within
the
. denouement,
followed by Kill, where
■ promptly united by the Parson.
The din

Two other mounted otln
take charge of the case. They examine every revolver in the place and find all full} loaded witli the
exception of .lean's— which contains an empty shell.
Before the arrival of the police, howerer, Louis
Fabert had disappeared from the room.
Then the trial takes place and Jean
liullty." and Jean
. .1 to hi hanged.
After he goes out. I,ouis Fabert. who has atIDJ
tended the trial ami has been tortured
' fierce!} merely
attacks circumstantial
the Jury tor ' evldeuce, but is overpowered
and thrown
of a terrible

rushes off Into the woods in the midst
blizzard and wanders
al-.tit. He fails
hears of sefnl
'ar Marie
the door
Jean's cabin, with a
\s goon as Fabert

shot

Knrke

t

realizes who

it was

tells
not herMari hu■ thai
dictation
islis crime
and and

it was he \
he makes a full
ut for the
terrible Journey and arrives at her
r her husband
has u
been tightened about

Jean is relet and
home
to their
baby.
Fabert
again,
he having
disappeared

Marie
b
In the

wishing to avoid nil notoriety for the present
intending
friends '" '
nent later t0on. surprise
Bui tltheir
•

and

THE
• In-

railroad

station.
II
i k, and
the]

■ !. • j. ij f 1 il . -

A year allot
Mae.

And

Mae

down

as
Tom

meets
the
1 over
tertains
her

her

Mae

that

they

Cor

wrapped

i

sweetheart
of
a i imitation
to
monopolize
Tom
Mae.
I

Before

WORLD

up

iD

tylletl

Then
a
former
Stuart,
sends
them
Belliproceeds
to
poor

informs

IRE

PI

crowd
there
dealt with

I duly

._ bride
we lind

and

MOVING

go,

Tom's,
a bail,

Belle
wbere

in - '

ng rodel]
i
the.v
niu-i

however,

invites

si

Claude

I

ptl
her
invitation
the midst of their i
and
orders Claude
Dd
Mae
have
their
Bret quarrel,
and
it i- a good
one.
'Join then decides to keep close watch upon her
and rie> up B bell so that it will ring In his den
every lime the door opens. Well, it works all
right,
only
he is kept
buay
rnal

finding her alone.
In
Tom
arrives
at home

after

another

interview

ide a letter,

witn

ins

wire,

Informing

n

bim,

loves
him.
that
he.
furthi r claim
upon
her.

.ill

tl

received

dlall> by Tom.
who
proceeds
to pour out
iugs
upon
the pair and
leaves
the
i
ipl-tely
mystified,
unii!
fhmde
-hows
■ ], to press
his suit.
SI.
Irely unawares,
bees
for time
to thin

Ornamental
Theatres

to purchas
"
Tom.
seeing oeahimout leave,
telephones
Belle
Stt
and
makes
an
appointment
with
her
Ma
bean
blm
at the
'pnona
and
breaks
down
c
pletely.
weeping
as
If her
heart
would
hr-

enough

of him

PLASTER

science will nol permit blm to keep bis ap
ment with Belle and after wandering aim
alsaut Ills club, he return* home to tind his
wife curled up in his den. hogging his dn
gown, trying to forget her troubles In -lu
Tom's bean la touched, his old love li
awakened and taking her In. liber eyes and
twining
her
arms
iiIm.ik
him.
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on in law
Pan
downl

the

Jim
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l Jim
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■ la
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utilising

be had
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foolish
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t

•
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loved
bad
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man
tame.
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igh to bepeople
are
when i- looking
father

young
night,

burglar, who ib-s him tight Iv to tin- chair, and
after threatening blm should he . .11 out, enters
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tin-

wife

w
•traded
wife.
n. It of ■ river
fallen

II.,-

In

love

with

the

. ...lit

Dud
.ml
wife.

her

which
. -guise SUgbla

or

.mil ibe bidet tbe lower part
rel . •bowing onl) tbe beautiful
Jink
fell In love.
She
tells Jack

II. which

I ol
U erican'i bride.

i

only

a

He

from
either
bis astonished
stormed
from
tbe room
dedlrorce without delay.
In which Mrs. Danvers
had

up

tbe

tossed

r

Weston.

hurriedly

closed

carelessly
It laid
i. -is

Pasha's

ini.l

gone

telegram
she
received
the
top
shelf
of
the
""
ifter Danvers
hsd
home

ught

BEAU

■ . . .NOT

a

D

WANTED.
beautiful

I

that

B Jaw

Arthur

he

am,, nuts

:. -■

■

of

bis

front

teeth.

Imagine

i.-alUe
And

the

what
I ii k.

WOMAN

WITHOUT

A

HEART— Nell
Farron
ball.
She
throws
,.\,-r two
l..\,-rs. one
of whom
»ul i, I,- .iii-l then
marries
the i
lug of married
in,- aba goes
back
to tbe dance
ball and
ml runs
away
with
bltu.
She
drifts
Into New
York,
whet.one of her old dance
hall chum-.
I.lly.
who
liitro-

I-

them

out.

"Girl

I.lly.
Nell's

hi.,-

i-

him

Team"

college

hoys,

.llin.
bare

wit,
his
girl
and

only
: ,-

man

she
really
with
her

|K»rtralt

he

hiug to do ex-

■ - Ignited.

i [ire alarm. Then we.,_„_lv
hav. _ fl .
the Fire Department In full action. The firemen,
unable to find the fire, rush from room to room
Until
tinwin, lows
broken,
ceilings
down
and
the whole
place
in a
general
dilapidation.
Finally
one
of the
firemen
spies
Hank
with
his
darning
nightcap,
rushes
him
to the front
of the house,
where
thev
the

Ore

out."

The

poor

beautiful scenes of forest and stream.
■ si,,-- line the rapids with llghtnlng-Ilkc
■ - Bab Jamping the cascades 0 ,- skillful
handling of the trawl and line by the fishermen,
and the quick and bewildering succession of scenes
of primeval nature all combine to make this picture appealing to all.

THANHOUSER

lo

his

lh.
and

nerroualy

moving

bust. and

the

Startled,

he

rang

for

tbe

book
case
the
butler
finds
a
I which he picks up and hands
a to
adjusting
tbe
misplaced

picture.
From the edge of the book Danvers saw a yellow
paper protruding and curiously be drew it out.
Then be read the message bla wife had received
on the day he found her In Weston's studio and
he realized what a terrible error had ■■
mltted. To rectify the wrong indicted on an
woman

was

the

repentant

man's

first

be had c

DANVERS'in all DIVORCE.
Hat
that term — Impl

exception;

his

good-fellowship

.11

t extend

"gain.
ilivorced

. one of the party, happened
t_
' ii.iv- sweetheart
of
Mrs.
Danvers
and
too well
how
keenly
she
suffered.
II■ leave
as
quickl}
both

her

she

and

be

tbe

conscqu-'iices

,.|

his
to
dis-

_
he
knew
naturally
a

further

Then the demon in Danvers exhibited Itself. He
cursed his wife for •■being a baby" and sending
away
his .
-ting
shot,
told her
he was tired
of her
"whining,"
and
was going
tor awhile
to think
it over.
i morning
Danvers
was
as fully repenten brutal
the evening
previous.
■ - in refrain
from
drinking
,■ -pted by her with a
ellef, for
le
had
mail.such
promises
man}
limes
before.
nevertheless
she
prayed
In her
heart,
as only
a
km. us how.
that Ibis was
the turning

should

wife
not

of

William

Danve
-le
reason

why

things

have

AN ERRING
SONS
AWAKENING.— To bring
out
ili.-i ii strong moral in a moving picture without
iiiii..,l.iclng a faithless wife or other situations
,. I, jccii-. liable to censorship boards seems at times
a . Illh. nil task, yet the picture should show life
as it really exists, at the same time keep from
the i'\i-« of the younger generation such scenes
as wnii Id tend
to injure
Ids morals.
When a shiftless, worthless son advances the
theorj that he need not work so long u
willing to and spends his time In pool rooms and
other disreputable places, be is onlv one in thou, ihers just like him. He doesn't mind
If a loving mother grieves — he won't allow himself to realize she cares. He's in the rut
going
to stay there.
Then
his father's
house
is robbed
and suspicion
points
to
the
son.
The
evidence
i~
against
him
and things
]o,,k dark.
Lucky
for him.
a big hearted
desk-sargeant
seems
to thin!
s,.iiic good
In the young
fellow,
at least he takes
i chance of losing
bis stripes,
and
shield
and
al-

fellow

many

l-efrlen.ls
home.
Soon

behind
butler

thai

had

He
gets
up,
- ilgbtcap and
bringing a newspaper am] night
lamp
lo his bedside,
prepares
fur
:
II- s,„,T1
wearies
■■( reading,
however, and begins
to drop
off to sleep.
His
head
,-r an. I lower,
ami
finally
tbe
tassel
bis nightcap
comes
In contact
with
the night-

"put

i-

Innocent

me

charges

sat
one
night
In the
solitude
of. bis
his home.
Longing
for his wife
hsd
miiiincr of living.
He no longer s|>ent
In drinking.
In fact
his former
coinm,.i wedged

at

the
had

mowed work down. of
the
i

On one occs lo
.xicated when
friends
.ailed.
In
response
to
his
Invitation
Danvers
apartment,
they
left
In
gUSl
alter
witnessing
a disgusting
I

*

llbrury.

beautiful
Is
truly
tells
the
MRS.

to let
I
punishment

for
who

declaring
his
letter to

husband,
telling
him
of lib
,- artist
has
Just
asked
lo
become
bis
wife.
The
' ushanil
enters

refrained
i uu. fill

brought.

His
brotherchum,
of

ij

!
model

fully
bad

tin

Tin-

w.
ii. anil
Hie
for a laughable
after
Inning -her

Inning

tbe

with
him.
These
two young
men are base- themselves.
„,i,| who
1 1..-%. arcInaturedly
told of
help

>oiing

accept

g women.
that their fain,
while
i- of little real use
prospect
makes
them

a
Jim,

which
club

to
to

uu, .ml.
Ii

A

and

uu.

hsppens

they

i,| a
luil thinks
It
\\ hen
Ii.

of attempting
reconciliation wiib
.so l she did
offer
the slightest
defense
to his charges
In
irt and
the Judge granted
him a decree with a
lest
In. in Ii

CO.

hii aged Turk,
who
Invites __
after
his arrival
the Turk
is

- conspiracy against the government, and
Jack, who Is believed to be an accomplice. Is also
imprisoned — without a hearing. The crumbling
the old Turkish prison are not strong
enough to hold the stalwart young American and
be soon
makes
his escape.
Tie Is pursued
by an
rd, and takes
refuge
In the courtyard of
There
lie la pro

\\esi,,i,
and
I.
easloii
to speak
Ii.
,-rs In the
former's
presence
and
Weston
ordered
Brandon
from
the studio, whereupon
be left vowing
vengeMrs. Danvers returned from a short drive In the
afternoon to find Brandon walling for her In the
• Hawing room. Without ceremony he calmly told
her to leave "that drunkard-husband" of hers and
rani
My with him. a real man
who loved
her madly.
Astonlabed and fearful at first, then gaining courage,
dered
him
shown
the d,-,r.
But
Brandon
was
not
to be so easily
repulsed.
Air
ly he conceived
a
plan
to bring
this
proud
beauty
added
misery.
He felt certain she would not tell her husband of
the p>,.|M,sal he had bis! made. He knew Danvers
■us of Weston, so be dispatched a message to the unsuspecting broker Informing him
thai bis wife and the artist were In the hitter's
studio, preparing to elope, and signed the letter
"From a friend." Then he sent a telegram to the
wife
saying
that
her
husband
was
dangerously

rushed frantically to the first available vehicle
with Instructions to drive with nil speed to the
Arriving
there,
breathless
and
ixlety.
she
fell fainting
1
with
fear
i
lying
for her
hushand.
Dan■ntered
a moment
later
and
found
Weston's
id in bis other hand
■ bad Just succeeded

besides.
Imagine
how
proudly' - that
home,desk-sergeant
acquitted
felt
when
be
brought
of the
crime,
and
led him
his grlef-strlcken
mother.
Dear
old Dad
tried
to malntalt
exterior
hut
his
trembling
lips
betrayed
ward
emotion.
Anyway,
everybody
seemed
to
realize
a lasting lesson
bad been
taught.
A future
loomed
up ahead
of the boy
and
be made up bis
mind
to go
after
It.
Perseverance
won
and
he
later on owned
a paying business of his own.
And.
do you know,
he blames "the copper"
for It all.
The picture story Is rich in sentiment and real
heart-Interest, at times melodramatic as well.
There are many thrilling moments in the film which
must be seen to be npreclated. in fact the entire acting cast were especially selected
ahead,
to portray
this grand
story
In sU
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the spy
between the t
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Kusslu,
,ei to see I •
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dlseousolutely, a
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a Russian
hospital.
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Camden.
N. J. Mr. AIk- •,
trols. a string "f mortag
picture parlors throughout tl.e country. will add another to his list, mis
one will be situated at 2'Hi Ilroadway. which will
seat about 500 patrons.
Baltimore.
Md. — A handsome
moving
picture
theater
i-and beingLexington
planned street,
to be which
erected will
at I'ark
avenue
run
ring pictures and
Darby, Penn. — Hui •
for a motion p
propertj
Harrigau
I

}.— Proprietors
eady
but

py

to Bud her
aeipialntanee
develops
subsequent
marriage.
the happim --

though badly Beared. 1
Into an elopement ID
After living two years i
home, George
committed
Full of sham.- lie
sends a note to' ' young days.
"" ig her how unworthy
I tll.lt he
will
nothing of 1
tor his i,.ii.
forgiven. Jack, the neighbor's son. who Ik deeply
iu love with her, obtains s position us guard at the
penitentiary
close by.
One day, while watching
i

en. lip

.,1

powered and a \
are recaptured
Jack.
Mrs. Granger
band

and

conceal*
•■ tilling .lack

for liberty ensues.
All
byrecognizes bo heris followed
fleeing busunilc-r the cover of a farm
iM goose chase a

the reins and a ride is made for the Mexican t
der. the bones going at breakneck speed.
Driving across the stream being
nd dodging the patrol, forced to
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Inspect. ,r here has
erection of

Chicago,

111.— 1!

-

Sidney.
Kebr.— M. - Farminglon.
HI. — Mr. M.Tarland
Davenport.

Iowa. — Mr.

Hillsdale.

Mich.— Lee

Traverse
City. Mich.— «'. I»'te Silver b»s |iur•based The Ainu Theater at t'adillac aud will COBrerl it into a moving picture '
West Haxleton. Penn. — Mr. Will...
the Hreamland
Theatl
i g another theater.
Waterbury.
Conn. — A new moving i picture
as Ike i:
klliglialu.

Palmer, S Mass.
'I
permit— tl
agranted
moving picture
I
Old Town, Me.— Mr. it. M
Campbell.
of the Ellsworth Enterprise, has taken ^

under the proprietorship
Buffalo,the N. Y —
under

Rochester, N. H.— The Ilartigau Block is being
■.inverted into a moving picture theater.
San Francisco, Calif. — A new moving picture
theater
is being erected
at No. 806 North 00t>

N.
theBuffalo.
ownership

-hip of Mr. I.. 1.. Bondell.
Columbus.
Ohio. — The
corner
oi
High
streets
is being converted

of Mr

Clarinda.

New

a

Mot. .graph

Iowa. — B.

Haven.

Film
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I - i. ■ :'

re theater M
Wis.— J J
he
owellere. andlion

Columbia

n

■ omplete booth eqi

Installed

Bryan.
the latest moving pictures will be projected here.
Findlay. Ohio. — Mr. \V. T. Huber has purchased
He- New Koyal Moving i'icture Theater.
Portage,
Wise. — M
I w-rs are
planning
the erection of a new moving picture

_
ba-

1•i

Co.

INDEPENDENT
We have withdrawn from the Motion Picture Distributing and Sales Co.,
therefore sell direct to the Exchanges.
RELEASED
DEC.
31st,
1910

and

TRAPPED

A thrilling drama portraying an incident in the life of a band of moonshiners and full of action
strong in its interpretation.
Icted and photographed perfectly, with the natural surroundings of the West.
Hi,
iln- i a picture of class and should be in the service of every Exchange.
Notif) us if your e*

annol suppl

Queen of the Prairies VStitSR
A drama of the plains depicting life in the South W<
Forced 1
nl it everj inch of the ground on which she stood
Vt a period and amid conditions
heroines of equal valor as the hero a time when woman faced tl i
which seem even beyond human endurance
Such .1 drama is
present a woman ol thai period daring, tactful, masterful
.1
boy's In .ut
\ i..t\ niilioilviiiL:In < ii\ element ol the dran 1
Buffalo
cattle round up Bud h
. exhibitoi wai 1
,1,
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id
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All Advertising Copy

its lit-i.

Film Co., 301 w. :mh St., New YorK
must be In hand not later than Wednesday
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Tuesday,
January
3.
i Dr.)
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Bison— (Title

The
Pasha's
Wednesday.

Straw
Days

Daughter
(Dr.)
January
4.

Ride
iDr.i
of ihe parly
West
Thursday, January
5.
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up

(Com. i .

How
They Tricked Father
(Com.)
The Rival Engine Drivers (D*.j
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I. ill, in

Art

Pa the

Dutch

not

given)

PROGRAM
OF
LICENSED
Monday,
January 2.

and

the
Kids

I..
it

Stockton. Cal. — W. J. Carey and l: Mnsselmaii
liave
opened asa the
new-Bell.
moving picture theater here.
Il
Is known
Bevier,
Mo. — F.d.
Watson
and
I:
have opened
a new- moving
picture theater here.
Monroe City. Mo. — R. A. Klrhy has decided to
ipen a new
moving
picture theater In Hannibal.
Centreville. Iowa. — O. B. Dlckeaon has purchased
the Star
Theater
here
from
O.
1
Lead.
S. Dak. — 0. 9. Protero
and
Frank
Ralney
' ' interest
In the Iris Theater
here

FILMS.
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i
819

Company

capital
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i ooper. Katie
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January
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and the Man
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A
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Matched
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Imp — The
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II
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Be
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of
Colfax,
has
Picture
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Solnx— The
Nightcap
ii'.iin.i
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Salmon
Fishing
in Canada
(Sc.)
Saturday, January 7.
C.iliiinl.la
Queen
of the
Prairies
(Dr.)
thern
-The
Red
Light
(Dr.)
Itala— (Title
not
given)
'i Woman
Without
a Ileart
(I*.)....

Milwaukee. Wis. — O. Brown has completed arrange nts f.,r the erection of n new moving picture theater on P.leventh avenue.
Springfield. Mo. -A new moving picture theater
is t„ he opened at lis Past Cominei , ial street. It
is known
as the Princess.
Aurora. 111. — Prank Thlelen has sold the Palace
Molng
PL-lure
Theater here
t.> Win
II. Marple.
Creighton. Nebr.— Mr. and Mr-. ('. L. M. -Donald
have
opened
the Vaudotle
Theater
here.
Springfield, Mass. — Joseph LaBroad lias l>een
awarded the contract for the erection of a new
moving
picture
theater
for Michael
II. I
St.
Louis,
Mo. — August
A.
Buscb
Is planning
the erection
of ■ a Virginia
f 40.00
vine
picture
theater

(Dr.)

P.

is makli
picture
t

Jamestown, N. Dak. — The Orphenm Theater
here,
owned
liy W.
W.
Browne,
was
destroyed
CO.

(Dr.)

Elopement

i
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Terror
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X. Y
M.
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Moving
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Itala— (Title
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Friday, January
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Yellow Springs, Ohio. — Mr. Johnson has
the Manner Building and will open a new i
picture theater here.
Longmont, - iter
Colo. here.
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pur
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i:

111.
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a
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See tO hat They Say About

SILVO
KURTAIN KOAT

WORLD

NEW YEAH BARGAINS
FOR EXCHANGES

Pottsville, Pa., Dec. 8, 10.
Please ship C. O. D. one can of Kurtain Koat, as I
have used the other can and found it to be the fjreate>t
thing I ever saw.
LUX

Kansas City, Mo.. Dec. 17. '10
We have examined Mr.
's curtain and hav
nothing but praise for the results in comparison toothe
curtains.

$

2109

W.

6.00

LAKE

CONES

CO

CHICAGO,

■ never come

■

MAM

Terms Cash

ONE

DROP
1099 V
< liu

ONIA

CO.

— NOTICE !

i

I ill l>.

»

IP

18TI

tor

SECOND
HAND
FILMS
\\ rite to i he lai e< si ind mosi tellable Dealers and Imp

Machines
Overhauled

t «n... 1 Stan.
U
Improved
B. W. 1 I.VBXXI
< i... ..... in.

...rcl u..r
COM $360.

month.
In
WW rrlu.r

M NMOMbk ..lfr,
i B mm Mevtecj PktHN World

l l I i:

>>... < bloatVo,

QUICK

If you are in the Market

these goods in the I

BTBKI oriKn

S

International Film Traders

i XCHANOI

LARGE. BEAUTIFUL ELECTRIC SIGH
(aulomnt.c 1 only
prrfc.t ...n.lilmu.

II 16 \» Dli ■-

ii
£

HJ
-J"

47th Avenue
\(.o. ILL.

MANUFACTURERS

MFG. CO..

BV

OIL

—

Pirsonal Checks must be Certified

NEWMAN

FACTURED

LISTS

IMPORTER
care of M. P. World

apart. It doc* not thicken or deteriorate, no matter how loni: i
I ' your i' \i hante
will not
I
cement, prepaid.
Independent
I

Run

ILL

IMI'llK'l KI) < lll\A\
All 1.1 \ I HhK IM
I KICK M \T( II HO
l'HI \r.RI \I. I'l. \NS
r AM V Ui.ol) \\H\?
.1 \I-\M-.M I I K I 1 I
r AM Y < Ml OKI- 1) K
links KSIIOr
MIKKi

cement
EXHIBITORS
AND
OPERATORS;
It «;H not he neceai
to ienrt an injunction if you patch your films a iih
Bull Dok Film Cement
(the I

Warwick

Posters with some

FOR

So Show
Souvenirs

AN INJUNCTION

Been

4c. per foot.
WRITE

-

FILM

Never

KOAT

STREET

RALEIGH -ROBERTS

Italia

NEW

and following directions will give you the same
results as above. One can covers 350 square
feet.
Order
from
your exchange
or C. O. D.

KURTAIN

tap

AMBROSIAS

S.ivr

ttCM

tad

DBOOn

I
eommcfl It
I

51
bs

lu\u>>;

fMI

of**

■ . ib-lr rjilo.

Orlh I I 1 1 in Cfl

i
MM

Complete with Ihoo.talt.

S4S.00

handbook

nt

Million

1'idurc

Ptafact

THE

Send

in Your

Mi >\ [NG

Order

WHY

Now

HANDBOOK
Price, $1.50, Postage Prepaid

PICTURE

THE

N. Y. CITY

24<) Centre

"Don't Give Me Diamonds"
all I want is a good

Song Slide Service
We'vegot it,
and you can gel it, for the ridiculously low rate of

25c. a Set Per

The Largest Slide Exchange

107

Dearborn

SONG

SLIDE

in the World

EXCHANGE

6th Floor, Portland Block
Street

D.pt. ,

CHICAGO,

COMPANY

LUCIEN
MECHANICAL

NEW

YORK

PREVOST
ENGINEER

OFF1CK

ADDRESS

WORKS

54 Rue Philippe de Gerard, Par
25 Bd de la Chapelle, Pari.

Cameras
Perforating and Printing Machines (patterns)
Cleaning, Measuring and Joining Machines

ILL

W. E. GREENE FILM
EXCHANGE, Inc.
The

A. DEWES

Street,

Week

Absolutely no charge made for time lost in transportation. Our method of shipping your week's supply in one consignment, should appeal to you for
various reasons.
Write and we'll tell you.

CHICAGO

FOR

When we can make them for you ?
High-claM repairing and alterations
on Foreign Machines.

WORLD

125 East 23d Street

TO EUROPE

FILM
PERFORATING
DIES

for Managers' and Operators'

MOVING

SEND

Indestructible
Ornamental
Fire Resisting
.£L .

-

Oldest
and
Largest
Independent
Film Exchange in New England

The House of Quality and Satisfaction
MR. EXHIBITOR ■
If you are desirous of finding out how to improve
your present service and increase your daily attendance
call and have a confidential chat with us. If you are
unable to call, drop us a line.

W. E. Greene Film Exchange
INCORPORATED

228 Tremont Street,

Boston, Mass.

Telephone 3799 Oxford

THEATRE
AND
ARTISTIC

STAGE
FRONTS
CEILINGS

Design
Suitable to Any
Building.
Him- Prints. Suggestions and Estimates Free. Ask for Our Design
Hook M.

The Kanneberg Roofing and Ceiling Company, comoN

THE

MOVIXG

PICTURE

WORLD

Classified Advertisements
More Monev Ever* Month
THEATERS

FOR

FOR SALE— Moving Picture Parlor, firstclaf
condition, doing a g..n>.i business, very moderate ei
-in, about midwa
between Hani-Ling and Wilk.--I.arre. Fine oppoi
tnnitv. Address, Code, care of Moving PlctUI
World.
FOR
SALE—
and Vaudeville
w
FOR
SALE
• llu
PlCl
i

One of 1
Theater
ashlngtoo, U. C.
OR
FOR
RENT— First -Mass

Moving

Of

FOR
SALE
-Item
ground
Moor
Opera
thousand
town
In
Wisconsin.
pictures
ever)
night.
No
opposition.
JOHNSON.
Oeneral
Delivery,
c;,, Hay,
SITUATIONS

House
in
Moving
\VM.
L.
Wis.

NO COST TO YOU
supply, operator or anything else.
Hundreds of theatre owners are
i heik- every month.- -making more
they could without our plan.

Mm ing picture
operator
and
reniiin
Strictly
sober and
IIAKUV
AFFF.I.T,
All
Sable.

repairing.
N
V.

K.

CO .

:;'.«;

l;i.,a.luav.

All. am

FOR
SALE
125 Folding
Chairs,
only
been
us-,
three
months,
good
as
new,
suitable
f,,i
\b.vint
Picture
Halls.
Best
offer over $800
tak.them
iBl i:r UOBB,
Brldgeton, N. j.
HELP
WANTED.
WANTEDPosition
open
for
[.able
and
experienced.
Add
ire World.

good

Director,

ea

MISCELLANEOUS.
WANTED
Addle-,
,,! Iran.!.A.
Pi
rector,
formerl)
of
D,,,, Company.
Write
quick,
you
may
learn
something
t.. your
adv.n
die—
Mo\]ng
Pl.-tuie
World.
CHARLES E. FEIN
ann..ui,c.s
that he lias taker
the
llia<

START

THE

SECOND-HAND FILM
$5.00 per reel upwards
NEW FILM
4c. per foot upwards
CAMERAPHONE
l ILM
new, with two sets records

getting
money

Paste this coupon on a postal card
mail it to us today
T. R. WOODBURN
ft CO

Name

of Theatre

Complete lists sent free upon request

.

WANTED.

LIBERTY
pair
reliable.
Address,

1 III:

1 NEW YORK CITY

every month, makes your theatre more popula
better patronized, gives you a better standing

FOR
SALE -Fully
equipped
Vaudeville
and
Moving
I'lfture
Tlieater.
Own
electric
light plant,
incline. 1 floor, 2.".n -i-.it>. long lea.-c. » ,-t .m
Tu.inm i.
$1,800 for quick rale.
Address oka
', I ACi I.I I
i
ral Delivery,
Toledo,
Ohio.

AT

United Stales Film Brokers
and Importers

SALE.

NEW

by Subscribing

FILMS
FOR

Moving Picture
Supplies
Tickets, roll of 2,000

.

$ .16

Bio Carbons 6x5-8 per I 00
Electra Carbons 6x5-8 per I 00
Announcement Slides, Col.
Extra Heavy Carbon Holders
Imported Condensers
Rewinders Complete

2. 1 5
2. 10
.25
.75
.75
3.50

RENT

New Films High Class Service

Send foi D

Experience and S250.000.00
Back Of It

American Moving Picture
Supply Company

YEAR
to

EUGENE

New \i»rk C it >

110 Fourth Ave.

$2.00

PER YEAR

THE ENTERPRISE
it the

Only

Extraordinary Features Are: [';ZZ" /S?tf;
84 Wabash A.e., Chicago

Genre Transparency Company
507 V Clark Street

SPECIAL

Chicago

Gat

only

Substitute

for

B

Efectlidtj

Satisfactory

Enterprise Optical Mfg. Go,

ROLL

TICKETS

the Samples

TICKET

MODEL

Portable

Outfit

became it operateabj WATER PRESSURE. IS CONSTANT.
REGULAR AND RELIABLE and !..»> .... ^....plu .,<.
valval t.. corrode, choke up and otherwiei .
1- patented.
••OXONE" in SQUARE CAKES U mo.t S.i..t. at
I In- production Ol Oxygen
G»«. Sciwl foi pui

SLIDES

NATIONAL

Chicago

Portable Calcium Gas Outfit

ALUMIvUM MOTION PICTURE CURTAIN

ADVERTISING
:
ANNOUNCEMENT

St.,

$2.00

"SILVERLICHT"

RALPH J. GOLSEN SUPPLY CO.

CLINE

57 and 59 Dearborn

TheMOVING PICTURE WORLD

COMPANY

564 and 572 W.

The

Randolph

Mrtet.

CHICAGO

!»i»; Tichel.
.-\r»y
Ar»y Colon

Shumokin,

Pa.

nil-:

mi »\ i\(,

FOLDING
CHAIRS

ru ruRE

\\( iri.i)

OPERAJICHAIRS

For Movinq Picture
Show.,Grand Stand..
A..embly Hall., etc.
In »ection» if wanted.

<

Write tor Catalog No. 2

The A. H. Andrews

The Kauftman
Manufacturing Co,
ASHLAND, OHIO

CHEAP
Opera and Assembly Chairs

The Automatic Theatre Chair

h< market for

II is the world's greatest theatre
Chair.
If yon have not seen our latest
models, itn,
\\ .u< today for circular A.
THE HARDESTY
MFC. CO.
Canal Dover,
Ohio, U. S. A.

Prompt Shipment*.
Write for Catalogue
PEABODY SCHOOL FURNITURE CO.
North
Manchester
Indiana
Nrm York Agents. ROBERT J.EHLERS CO,
I.exmRton Ave. and 4!id Si. • N« V,,k. N V.

STEEL FURNITURE CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.
New York Office; 150 Fifth Avenue
Boston Office : 224 Congress Street, Boston, Mass

have
sold the Exclusive
Rights for every
State in the Union except Idaho, Montana,
North and South
Dakota, Tennessee,
South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama,
Florida and Mississippi

"THE ONLY WESTERN FEATURE FILMS WORTH WHILE"
Testimonial
Letters From Delighted
Exhibitors
Everywhere

Reviewed and Participated in by Col. THEODORE
-HAVE PROVEN TIIK-

WE

FILMS

ROOSEVELT

FOR

SALE.

50 Reel, of Film.

$8 to $16 per Reel
Second-hand one pin Edison machine $100.00
Mayer SIKerman, 105 4th Ave., Pittsburg. Pa.

THE

-^r

EXTENDS BEST WISHES AND
GREETINGS
FOR A
HAPPY AND
PROSPEROUS
NEW YEAR

Independent

"The Cowboy and Indian
Frontier
Celebration"
Held at Cheyenne,
Wyoming

Branches in all leading cities

T

Ph
We

Co.

I 74- 1 76 Wal>a.h Ave.. Chicago, III.

Film

Buying Output

UNITED

FILM

ONE FIRST STREET
PHONES NINE EIGHT

Renters

Mle>- Company

NINE

COMPANY
TROY, N. Y.

BIG FEATURE FILM SENSATION OF PRESENT SEASON
Arrangements for Our Next Year's Feature Films are now
engaging our attention and we wish to
QUICKLY

DISPOSE

OF THE

STATE

RIGHTS

listed above, and will make you an acceptable price
upon receipt oi your wire or letter
DON'T

MISS THIS
SPECIAL

LAST OPPORTUNITY
NOTICE

i nw in your Theatre, drop us a Card and we'll sei

THAT

YOU

GET IT AT ONCE

TOURNAMENT
TOLEDO, OHIO

FILM

HATCHED

OUT

Invaluable lo Motion Picture Managers

The "TYPO-PAD"
For Displaying Advertisement*, Announcements, Etc.

EXHIBITORS:- If you have not yet run this Great Monej

THE

JUST

CO.

Make your own sltdes on the "TYPO-PAD," by the use of a typewriter, at the amazingly low cost of 2 cent. each.
Write tor free Sample and information

The AMERICAN

TYPO-PAD

RALEIGH,

N. C.

COMPANY

THE

THE

ECONOMIZER
BIO

WORLD

NEW

Automatic Musical
Instruments

t«
ctric

PICTURE

\VURUTZER

HALLBERG
5AVI S

MOVING

Be My Sweetheart.
1 Get So Lonesome (or You.
I'm a Married M.n.

bill
CUT

Ill be Right Htre id ihe Same Old Place.
The Vale of Die m>
I'd Give the World to Call You Mine
Dougherty.
In My Creams of You.

, ■aket M. P.

» toe It <>i

.,11

Ma

c hi I,;.,.En
<

SLIDES

Fcr the tallowing Songs- JUST 01T

>. Open
n.l Sup-

The/ye
Their Won
Own. Every Nation's Battles
CttaCirlloUeVou.
\1\ Rose From the G;rden of Love.

But

You Are the Light ol \
W lure the Desert Meets the Nile.
Lou

THE

RUDOLPH

IN< INN

VII.

WIRIITZER

117 to 121 E. 4th;

MEW

YORK,

d 21 W. 3-U <l,et. B'wayand

Exhi b i t o r s

it

SI

LOUIS

912

TAYLOKS

GEO.
741

W.

New

York City

MtTrtOl)

Correspondence C outM
Special tate> k
the trade. Send fur free illusli.u.
School clats meel> rvrn
lliul mill) dlld dllel

noon, with F. H

•//•„

Ruliaidson ol I

1 1n el instructoi
t vening classes meet even
Monday. Wednesd.v
tueU
Hon.
We guai
have i Powi

The
Best

BtioB (Ol $c*itO ami an Ldi.oi
Exkibittoa Model Machim I I
. a lar<|elllle ol eleitlli.il >up|>lle
and furnish everything loi ihe theatre

Seats

Seats

St.

WHY NOT LEARN

OPERA
CHAIRS
PRICES

5

OPERATING

Building

I in K

That's When Life's One Grand

MOVING Piqi

Hatch Film Co.

109 Fourth Ave., Pittsburg, Pa-

(,l

Cowboy.
Gee-Whiz.
Sweety. I'm Stuck on You.

120 W. 3Wt

- VES

The
Latest

1 ake Me Back To Dear Old Dixie
Put Yotr Arms Around Me.
Winter.

De WITT C. WHEELER

Challenge, Nestor, Atlas, Yankee,
American Champion makes cheaper
than any other exchange.

Hatch

25

5th Ave):
( II U *GO,
PHILADE1 I'HIA
1835
Pit
i I i \ l l \M)
206

of Imp, Bison, Powers, Thanhouser,

J. FranK

CO.

F. C. TAYLOR

BENNETT

Weit 5th Street

CINCINNATI

OHIO

UNIFORMS

MMiiitau

CAPS
FOR

Moving Picture
Theatres

Xylophoaes, I
Saad
l(HtKi rr,ll,.,,.,i.
■ \i. \n
.1 i Dl
1610 \ i lark Su Chi

||

Catalogues,
Samples
Askingfar the
and Prices

Moving.

JamesH.Hirsch&Co.
J. C.
3800-3H10

.( I lit AGO,

II I

CHICAGO.

Pianists

i

208 East Jackson Bot'letard

DEACAN

N. ( last M

Picture

( I \kl \l I
*

I . MNN

1111-

Mi >\ ING

Vh NJRE

\\< >RLD

Sound

Effects

OUR

Cathedral Chimes
are the finest
Imitation
Church
Hells in the World
and are used in all the leading
theatres.
The price of the 4-tube outfit
Complete,
shown in cut, is

LEEDY MANUFACTURING COMPANY
US! I

Palmer St..

INDIANAPOLIS.

IND.

ToTrap Drummers
A Limited Time Offer
!

-■■■■. Ani.'1'r.
; ated ihuml

$22.50
I . P. ZFItlllH llkl M CO.

now

THE\

C.
J. 3800
tffi y0s

SOI ND

days' trial upon receipt of $2 to
guarantee express charges.
We also have other chime outfits
as follows: The one-tube set at
$7:50; two-tube set. $12.50;
three-tube set. $17.50; five-tube
set. $27.50, any of which we will
send out on same terms as above.

DEAGAN
Street

N. Clark

CHICAGO,

ILL.

wmm^wm

NBIG
F W MONEY
F I F I n XVI|V don'« y°u think up p'°>
•asy, pay* up to $50 a week
help >rll plots.
ticulars.

Demai id unlimited.

ASS'D

Send for par-

M.

908 Chicago Opera He

Managers' and iperators' Handbook
F. H. RICHARDSON
1.50
Postage Prepaid

Film Announcement
Titles
Any of the following Announcements
by mall upon receipt of price:

sent

Will the Ladies Please Remove
Their Hats so Others Can See} 20 ft.
Hand

Colored

-

Same Black and White)

Just a moment.

NOTE
With tins
jrou can furnish
sound effects foi
any picture it
Which a bell i:
used, from a door
bell to church

Show

-

-

$3.00

-

2.00

only half

over. IS ft. Hand Colored
2.00
(Same Bhuk and White)
1.50
Those who have seen the entire
performance w ill kindly pass out.
20 ft. Hand Colored
3.00
1 Sarin- Black and White
2.00
New
Pictures every day. 10 ft.
Haul Colored
1.50

(Same Black and White)

Any Announcement

-

1.00

you wish made to Order.
ick If yoi

Your

The F. A. Film Cement
:d to work on any film.
>. or leave any coating
fire-proof, and only reAsk yo.

25 cents

six botdea
Single
bottlei>>

French American Producing
and Manufacturing Co.
918 Madison Street

CHICAO

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

U/ye haunting shadow
wHicH is getting Gen.
Flimco's
goat is YOU,
Mr. Independent Exhibitor. — Y O U and
your determined stand against rotten "royalties" and fake protection-money. Now that
you know your power, make the most of it.
Wipe the general oii the map. trade w herce\er you blamed please. Dare me to give you
the best films and the best sen ice in the world !
CARL

LAEMMLE,

President

Headquarters, 196, 198 Lake Street,

CHICAGO

JT^T?
. . lOzjSA

I he biggtrt and bast dim rental hi the world.

i^Uie Operator
LooKs at it
SB

As the Operator
Looks at It

Just notice how easy this operator takes it. He doesn't have
ork over a dangerous juice consuming rheostat at furnace heat an
ore since the

rBAME YOI/&
POSTERS

Fort Wayne Compensarc

BRASS
BRASS

.. installed.
He

can control the machine

perfectly now

with one hand-gets

a clearer, whiter,

light and can adjust it to any of the three intensities without even the faintest flicker.
When

we

sold this machine

we

guaranteed it would

EASELS AMD
RA/L/NG

J BRASS POSrtR FRAMES
] EOff EASELS AND WAILS

absolutely

Cut 2-3 from the Monthly Lighting Bill
That sounded

almost too good to be Hue, but they j-ut om

on our 30 day free trial plan.
Did the machine 'make good)" Well, the first month it
duced the bill from $22.70 to $4 24 and they operated more hi

ij Put .ii our battll »nd
Poller I ranifUlldotih
your attendance grow.

and got better light t>ian rwr I,. t.»r.
Vt'r en do juM •• v.-ll lei >.u weai Ural .J wK.i ralta* , ■ its ess*
J you willtrndU Ml Kills <f— Wilti
IM I SSI tj
I »ft payini iKe Uihung Compin,
you nond u, c.rry d.y you wail.

t(.

Fort Wayne
Electric Works
I-41 12 Hiuad»ay
Fort Wayne, Indiana

SEND

IN

YO\ R ORDER

NOW

FOR MANAGERS' AND
OPERATORS'
HANI)
BOOK
Price $1.50

1 ',. t i.|-' I 'i' |"id

I
I
J

m

I] \\

THE

NEWMAN

717 TsTsfrl—

III

MFG. CO.
liminnatl,

OBEY THE LAW
VVOOl is

BYPOZONI
OZONI

0.

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

IS

The Mirror Screen

THE

Winner!

The Moving Picture Industry is on a solid basis; it
is no longer a fad or a passing fancy. The "Soap
Box" days of the picture theatres are past, and the
manager that shows the best picture "wins out."
ARE YOU WINNING OUT?

The Mirror Screen Turns the Picture Theatre Into a Winner Every Time
Mr.

\Y.popularity
W. Smith,
proprietor
of the "Graiul
the great
of Ins
theatre isandiluemanager
to the wonderful
pictures Theatre",
he is ableSpringfield,
to show onMo.,
his states
Mirrorthai Screen.

Some of the "new releases" of Mirror Screens in the East:
Varieties Theatres. Third Avenue, New York City.
Irving Theatre, Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Dreamland Theatre, Third Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Proctor's Bijou Dream, Newark, N. J.
Amusement Theatre, Market Street, Newark, N. J.
Keystone Theatre, Summit Avenue, Hoboken, N. J.
Pastime Theatre, Easton, Pa.
SPECIAL
NOTICE.
Mr. Edward M. Henle has just purchased a lar2e Mlrr
at Muscatine, Iowa, which opens January I, 191 J.

TAKE

Motion

THIS

TIP:— GET

Picture

HARRY F. BRYAN, General Agent
Room .107-16(1 Washington Strict
CHICAGO,
ILLINOIS

WISE

BEFORE

i for his new $10,000 Theatre Beautiful

YOUR

Screen

COMPETITOR

Company

FRANK MANNING, Eastern Agent
388 Bedford Avenue
BROOKLYN,
N. Y .

The Cincinnati-Buckeye
Film Company

DOES
SHELBYVILLE
INDIANA

F. B. BLOOMFIELD, Eastern Agent
Majestic
Building
Ml Theatre
SCIIi, 1ND.

The

Independent Film Exchange
of Pittsburg, Pa.

$100,000.00 incorporation, operating the
CINCINNATI FILM EXCHANGE,
315 W. 4th Street, Cincinnati, Ohio, and
the BUCKEYE FILM PROJECTING
COMPANY, 309 Arcade Building,
Dayton, Ohio. Biggest Independent
Film Renting Concern in the UNITED
STATES today. BUYING almost the
entire Independent Output. ReferenceSALES COMPANY, 111 E. 14th
Street, New York. If you are looking for
a real Film Service, drop us a line.

The Cincinnati-Buckeye Film Co.
'S-317 W. Fourth St.
-CINNATI, OHIO

309-321 Arcade Building
DAYTON, OHIO

The Pioneer Independent Exchange ofWestern Pennsylvania
buying the output of the Sales
Company.
We have a few choice runs that
we can let out at reasonable
prices.

Write us.

INDEPENDENT FILM EXCHANGE,
A. S. DAVIS, Manager

Inc.

415 Ferry Street.

PA.

PITTSBURG.

THE

MOVING

l'I< I IKE

W~l >RLD

IS THE

INDEPENDENT
CONTROLLED

MARKET

BY A TRUST
too?

Ask your exchange for a "Revier
Film" and if he can't supply it, ask him

why?

Don't be bamboozled by the cry of independence and business freedom. If you
are going to be independent, do it right,
and demand Revier Films.

Not Sold Through Any Trust
But Direct to Exchanges
The " Revier Co." has no affiliations
nor secret agreements with any other
manufacturer.

RELEASED

WEDNESDAY,

JAN

4tl.

"For Better or for Worse"
Lrn.jth .i[>pr>.\ 950 It.

Competition is the Life of Trade

A POWERFUL DRAMA
An Automnbil.- AccktMri
The State IVtulttil.ii\ .1 Utah
Sire el S
Cily

Trusts and combinations stifle competition.

l.v ittng, m t Ll< — ilimni)
learckmg wntk motor boat
tad rfden iwimnino ^dn*i f°^

Revier Films Are Independent

Hona

We are not afraid of competition on
quality — that's the reason we are fighting
for an open market. We want our films
bought solely because of their quality.
We want every independent exhibitor
to demand a "Revier Film" from their
exchange. Take for instance our release

Kl.l 1 AM

natural Keoef) throughout
SDA^ . IAN, Nth

"The Goose Creek Claim"
Length

b ■-■ll.m.J

IllUfrM

clr.illli.l

\slth

lilt"

lough

.inii

rU00ed ■JlMfl a> found in t!.

Beautllul

of Jan. 4th, "For better or tor Worse"
Tell your exchange you "must" have
this film, there is no earthly reason why
he can't give it to you unless he is t.iknui
orders from l4 Trust No. 2. "
Insist on this film and judge Id JTOUl
self whether our claims ol quality •>"

Magnificent
l) WEDN1

50 Colored
: ndrnfa b)

Lltlios

A. J. CLAPHAM
12 Kasl 15lli Street
sum
M)

H„te

honest or not.

imwi ii

Vh

York ( il>

it) i \( iixm.in OM >

■a »»K«r»
\ I . 1 \I'M\M
Ifajfaj

fa '
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Moving PKfifewoRLD
THE OI^fiSN OF TB& PHOWPUW

JMD SLUED

INXBI^ST6

Powers Picture Plays
"THE
Tuesday

BEST
Split Heel

MADE"
for January

The District Attorney

10

A Tip To Husbands

Full of wonders. Showing how a learned
man decided which of two suitors deserved

The usual " Powers " kind, that make
your audience "howl.'* This is the best we
have ever made.
The scenes are novel and new.

I

his daughter. Full of scenes that will'tickle
your audience.
THIS SPLIT MEANS

PLEASED

PATRONS

Saturday Feature, January 14th, 1911

MONTE

CRISTO

ALEXANDER

DUMAS'

GREATEST

NOVEL

The great feature we have been advising you to book in advance. Have you done it?
If not,
your Exchange man
have anythepeace Story
of mind !until he gives you the Date you
can
havedon't
it. letEveryone
Knows

Feature this "Powers" and watch your receipts triple!
209 LOBBY

FRAMES

SOLD

LAST

WEEK.

Be sure and get our Complimentary Calendar, FREE!

THE
j£tgft»?

241st

Street

and

L^SSyI
^**J

POWERS
Richardson
BOLD

Get

Minor*. ii mi:

Our Photo Frame*

with

REAL

HAVE

YOU

ONE?

Like our Pictures, it's a "beaut!"

COMPANY
Avenue
sai.ks

«- -

CO.

Photographs

For Lobby

New

YorK

Vol.

8,

No. 2

January

14,

1911

Price,

IO Cents

MOVING PHieWORLD
THB 0S6RH OF TH& PHOWPLffif iSND iffiUED INTEE^ST6

Power's
Cameragraph No. 6
THE PERFECT MOTION PICTURE MACHINE
•in regard t<> root Power*! No •• naacnini can franklj sa>
that we have ami thorn ttu- beat, . leareal and abeofetels Rickerleea pictures, and that la inore than anj othet pictan bouac
people around thi» pari <>t th<- dtj i Bfl M]

Dated; \.»

Yotk, lv>
I .IsMlt.

GUS. A
Mil 11 K
.n Prop i enox I bead i
1*11

22

\ nil tll.lt

I .1111 -.IIUi -ft

111 \\ li.lt I ».i\

d

HI

about this No t, ■»- it certainlj baa aU otbei
m.iki s . h. Med to deatb In ha ut ejection and
is abeolutels aoiaeleai and Rickerlem I
think it will weai longer, U properlj taken
care of, than anj otbei marhini

Dated

I

I

W

\ .in. hit.

Springfield. Dl

i>«.

I Ml

K.

I h. .it. i

II, Ull

•l bare need row N" I foi ttu peat da
montha and conaklei ii thi GR1
\ l1 s I
ni.u Inn. on tin iii.it k< t

Dated

H i ING
Mgi I log (Signed
■ i tag Am.iM
in. nt t .
Pan

■

la

Dei

II

Itli

■M\ ntanagi i baa two bouai - ind hi h u
h. m. i. Inn. in Ins In -l hO— I tO I Powei
I mil h.
.s ill .ils.. . hangi
I am .-i* rating
.,i ] to it s"<->i in ih. om
ii. .is it give* nun h bettei latiafaction th.ui.in> otbei
(Signed)
Dated

I hkago,

H \i(in

in , Dei

t

Mi VDAM8

14, 1*11

w . H. aalng I

r No. t h. ada in.i th.
,1a th.it arc n all) Immi nn

(Sinned)

SEND

115-117

FOR

NICHOLAS

Nassau Street

CATALOGUE

C DEM

POWER

H1HIM.

B. M. TAYLOR.

I

IT

COMPANY

New

Foe thirteen years the kptfe} ".......».., «ortffi «.f motion pktwi

York,
mcUmi

N. Y«
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'The Vote That Counted/' 1911's Best Reel, Oat Friday, the 13th!

2-4-U

and

THE

GOOD

ONES.

TOO!

THANHOUSER

RELEASE

OF TUESDAY,

JAN.

The Doings of a Deluded

BERTIE'S

Dude!

2-A-WEEK

17th

BRAINSTORM

was funny to see and you'll roar when it reaches your
screen. Bertie was a foolish young fop (but then all fops
are fools!) and the things he did to prove himself a wise
man are just too ludicrous for anything! It all began in
a surreptitious peep at a note addressed to his lady-love
— a note which contains some slighting remarks about
Bertie's rival — but which Bertie thinks are intended for
himself. For Bertie was not only a fool, but a meddling
one. He deserved his brainstorm! Why, the picture
shows, along with the magnificent mess into which it
got him.
No. 177, Code Word, Storm.

"BER1

RELEASE

II "S BRAINS

KiHM"

OF FRIDAY, JAN. 20th

Thanhouser

HAD

Id "Classic" It!

The Old Curiosity Shop
By CHARLES

DICKENS

The announcing of this for release will come as
good news to every exhibitor who correctly
estimates
the popularity
of Dickens'
The
Thanhouser
producers
have longworks.
had
designs on the tale and just the other day, when
conditions were best, they made it into a splendid moving picture. They waited until the best
players in both Thanhouser acting companies
were available, together with the best costumes
and the best settings — in short they utilized the
best of everything at the best time. The result
will be appreciated by every lover of Dickens,
every true admirer who wants the true Dickens
Spirit in play and picture as well as story.
No. I 78. Code Word, Shop.

"THE

Oil)

< I HIOSliY

Is your exchange giving you variety' or
"The Old Curiosity Shop," "Thi Vott That
Counted. ' 'and THE O THE RGR E A 7 FR / DAY
THANHOUSER
RELEASES?

SHOP"

The Thanhouser Photoframe £KE ZXfuJt ^I^^ct^ ^£';Xk

; outfit that ticklsd-t 3-deUh exhibitors the

address AK1

THANHOUSER
NEW

fi

in I 1

COMPANY

ROCHELLE

■2-4-Uand GOOD

ONES, TOO !

"1 he Vote That Counted/' Sensation of Season, Out Friday, the 13th!

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Resolved and Resolute
* That resolution sou made to start the Ne* \ eat with Inde_ pendent Service was a good one, and that it was carried out
by hundreds of Exhibitors is proven by die fact that our increase in orders for next week's deliveries is the largest weekly
increase in the history of our Company. That even wreek,
excepting two, since June 16th, l'HO. has shown a weekly increase, proves conclusively that the public emphaticalk and resolutely demand our goods.
We have doubled our total sales twice since last June.

q;

If you haven't joined this happy, prosperous throng, resolve to do it today.
Write us
what class of Service you need and weshall connect you with an Exchange that can give > <»u

=OUR

PROCRAM=

EVERY
MONDAY
AMERICAN — American Film Manufacturing Company
ECLAIR— Eclair Film Company
IMP — Independent Moving Pictures Company
YANKEE— Yankee Film Company
EVERY
TUESDAY
BISON— New York Motion Picture Company
POWERS— The Powers Company
THANHOUSER— Thanhouser Company
EVERY
WEDNESDAY
AMBROSIO— New York Motion Picture Company
ATLAS— Atlas Film Company
CHAMPION— The Champion Film Company
NESTOR— David Horsley
RELIANCE — Carlton Laboratories

List of BUYING
All others offering the-:

EXCHANGES,

CANADA.
Apnlegath, L. J. & Bona, 145 Youge St.. Toronto. 0
Canadian Film Exchange, Calgary, Alberta.
(Juuuiout Company. 1H St. Catherine St., Montreal, t
■ i .-in Him Co.. Kennedy Bldg.. Winnipeg,
C0L0HAD0.
W. II. Swanson Fll i Exchange, aoi itaiir. 1 Bldg., Denrer.

■ t

Film

GEORGIA.
I, Bl.odes Bldg..
ILLINOIS.

January 10th. 1**11

■ brand* for ram c

ALABAMA.
Dixie Film Co., 608 Chamber
or Com men i- illldg., Birmingham.
CALIFORNIA.
California Film Exchange,
llKtG Mission St. San Francisco.
Mllea Brothers, 7IXJ Turk St.. Ba
\Veateru Film Company, 514 South Los Angeles

Consolidated

EVERY
THURSDAY
AMERICAN — American Film Manufacturing Company
IMP — Independent Moving Pictures Company
ITALA— New York Motion Picture Company
EVERY
FRIDAY
BISON— New York Motion Picture Company
LUX— R. Prieur
SOLAX— Solax Company
THANHOUSER— Thanhouser Company
YANKEE— Yankee Film Co.
EVERY
SATURDAY
CAPITAL— Capital Film Co.
GREAT NORTHERN— Great Northern Film Co.
ITALA — New York Motion Picture Company
POWERS— The Powers Company
RELIANCE— Carlton Laboratories

■upplj onlj dujM -s 'it n "i n -i
l-aeiuiule F.
Bijou Film sud Anius. I
J. W. Morgan, 131U Walnut
Swuusou Craw lord Him Co.,
Laemmle

1 Hi

NEW
Albsny Film I
United
Him Co..
l i ire) VI. tor Hln.
-

MI8S0UBI.
St .. I
C.i.tur) Bl.lg . St.
NEBRASKA
Y0BK

STATE

- . Buffalo.
KK CITY.

■- ■

.

, Indlaua|>ol!s.

Dixie

I ■Mm,

B I w
Beaton

Orleans.

I

i

MAItYI AM.
13 Kael Baltlnior
., . M Wr.l I"!
MASSACHUSETTS

ITAIt

in.,

Ml' I '■
Motion Picture Distributing. & Sales Co., Ill E. 14lh St.. N. Y. ( ilv

• IVING

PICTURE

W < >KI O

The first "Imp" film with the popular "Little Mary" as leading lady,
appears Monday, January 9th, and is entitled "Their First Misunderstanding." Itis the first of a series of "Little Mary Imps" which you
simply must have— every blessedjone. The fact that the "Imp" is spending money like water to produce the best possible films does not do you
an earthly bit of good unless you get "Imp" films. Get two a week or go
to an exchange which will supply what you ask for ! Remember !

Three

More Imps

On Monday, January 16th, we release "MELODY," one of our most excellent efforts. Make sure you receive it! Thursday, January 19th we release a split reel, the first half is "HIS FIRST PATIENT," a corking good
doctor story. The second half is "THE REV. GOODLEIGH'S COURT"J Tfcplmpsi}
SHIP," ahowling comedy. Every subject named in this advertisement ishigh class and worthy of the name
Imp."

If you don't get them all, start something!
Independent Moving Pictures Co. of America.
102 W. iou/. St., New York. Carl Laemmlc, Pres.
All -Imp" Films Sold Through the Sales Co.
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INTEREST YOU

to visit my demonstrating room where I will gladly show you on a Mirror Screen the operation
picture machines for home or professional use.

of

Edison Projecting Kinetoscope
WITH

OUTSIDE

SHUTTER

THE MOST PERFECT MACHINE
THE MARKET TO-DAY

ON

ALL PARTS ON HAND
EXPERT REPAIR DEPARTMENT
Opaque and Combination Transparent and Opaque
Post Card Projectors.
Lecturers' Wants Receive Special Attention.
HARRY

A.

MACKIE

EDEN

»53 Broadw»r, cor. Mth street, New

MUSEE

First Public Exhibition in New ) rork

KINEMACOLOR
(Moving Pictures in NatUft*S 9WH colors)

Every

Day at 3 to 4 and 9 to 10 P. M.

EDEN
55 Wcsl 23rd Street

MUSEE
\i w YORK

( llV

York.

THE

MOVING
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WORLD

THE BIO ARC SCREEN
Is the Greatest Convenience Ever Devised for the Operator.
It enables him t<> Bee at nil times exactly what is going on in the arc w ithont "squinting"
through .1 peep-hole <>r straining Ins eyes.
You must see it to appreciate it.
During the past two months we have sold hundreds of "BIO" Arc Screens on the
mom \ -tv.K-k-it yoiiw ant-it" plan
and not a single call for the money.
What bettor evidence could we give that every operator who sees it thinks it worth the
money ?
Send us a dollar today on suspicion.

CHARLES

L. KIEWERT

COMPANY

Largest Importers of Flame Arc Lamps and Carbons in America.

Ev«v

FR.DAY

THE

WORLD'S

BEST—

Messrs. Exhibitors and Exchanges
BEGIN RIGHT NOW

That

(OLOKKl)

BEST

East

15th

nedy _ 465

Feet

Is My
Comedy — 498

Feet

Name

FILMS

GET LUX

LI! nos.

R.
lO

Fr,d»y

Bill, the little Lux comedian, excels himself
in this screaming farce. If you want your
audiences to laugh, get this without fail.
The ease with which a number of people
bearing the same name can be found when
there is a legacy involved, and the chase which
ends the other half of this comedy reel tells its
own storv in an extremelv interesting manner.

LUX
IKKK

««■*

Bill as a Jockey

Lux Films are Leaders in Europe
as well as in America
YOU
WANT THE
EVERY w EEK

NONE

Release, Friday, January 13th, 1911

AT THE FIRST OF THE YEAR
AND INCLUDE THE LUX
RELEASE IN YOUR WEEKLY
PROGRAM
BECAUSE

AND

BAR

Street

h,

PRIEUR
New

Sold anly through the Moti

York

it and Sales Company

City

THE
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NORTHERN
The Red Light
RELEAS]
FOR SATURDAY
JANUAR1
A niperb militar> drama from the time of the KuvviJapjiuv
thrilling scenes throughout.
Photographic quality (UMUrpassed
IN BOOKINC, THIS HI \l)l l\l R!

"
arar.
I KCJtina. and
l()s|
NO I 1 M t

A Homeless Boy
KIM

\M
|()|< s \ | I K|) \>, JANUARY
14)
\ well acted dramatic ston full <>i pathos,

"Exhibitors make no mistake in demanding Great Northern films, as the]
always be depended upon to lend tone to the program."
J/ •:.■••
ALL

%Ejfi GREAT

I IRS I (I. ASS

NORTHERN

iwuffrl

INDI.l'I.NDI.N I

l.\HI\\(,|v

IIWDII

OUR

FILMS

FILM CO., 7 East 14th St., New York

Sold only through the Motion Pk tare Distributing and Bales < ompanj

S©W

Company
PERFECT

Photography

PERFECT
PRODUCT

MADE

POWERFUL
PLAYS

TINTED AND TONED
RELEASE

JAN. 13th

The Girl and the Burglar

147 Fourth Ave.

RELEASE

A Reporter's Romance

JAN. 27th

H i a Be a t Friend

64

THE

Champion

MOVING

Films

An Open-Mouthed Audience!
You will witness this, Mr. Exhibitor, when you
have projected out EXCEPTION \I.I Y IMPRESSIVE picture- Playlei
RELEASED

JANUARY

18,1911

PICTURE

WORLD

FILMS

ECLAIR

Of World-Wide Reputation ! 1!

"The Will of a Western Maid"
The Ah's and Ohl's elicited will be your and
our pleasure. The intended sacrifice of innocence
for monetary benefit; the well-rounded conspiracy
dramatically nipped by chilled steel faithfulness; and

Again we offer to all

EXHIBITORS & EXCHANGEMEN

the young couple's victory over the miserlv Uncle's
greed, will satiate your desire for a UHAMPF1LM

an

Exceptional Opportunity
TWO
Funnyfilms h()|(Uf Fannyfi,ms

IN ONE REEL
Watch For Them!!!

"The Will of a Western Maid"

For January 16th

Don't take our word for it, investigate for yourself.
Seeing is believing. We guarantee every CHAMP
with a bank roll to be as steady as Gibraltar.

478 Sosthenes
FEET
"The Jealousy of
Ramnlot"

See Release Dates for Champ Features

A Laughable Tale of a Love-Sick Youth.
Ludicrous
can
be ! ! as Only an "ECLAIR" Film

CHAMPION
FILM CO.

FEET Hat"
"My 482Wife's

An EXCEPTIONALLY Amusing Subject, Half Comic, Half Trick Film. Affords a Very Jolly Laugh All 'Round.

12 East
15th
Street
NEW
YORK,
U. S. A.

Demand "Eclair"— Do It Now!
THE CHAMP

STAMP

ECLAIR FILM COMPANY

Sold only through the Mot

NEW

YORK

CHICAGO

31 East 27th Street
35 East Randolph Street
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RESOLVE !

Of Your

That you will he INDEPENDENT during 1911, will not patronize Trusts, big or

BEST FRIENDS

little, and

Are

that

you will use
FILMS.

" REVIER

You will then have a Happy Year.

Quality
And
Prompt Service
We Have

Them

Both

Always at Your Disposal
THE

CREAM of these Famous
CHOOSE FROM :

Makes to

AMBROSIO
YANKEE
AMERICAN
LUX
ATLAS
POWERS
BISON
RELIANCE
ECLAIR
THANHOUSER
GREAT NORTHERN
IMP

NESTOR

ipprox . 975 tret

Released Wednesday, Jan. 18

For the Child's Sake.

Our Splendid Line of
POSTERS ?

i), ,

with every reel.

"You TryI It."
Two excellent films that \\ ill

WASHINGTON

PARAMOUNT
FILM GO.
C. H. WALKER,

Length,

, of absorbing interest dealing with
the rough and rugged miners as found in
thi West
A greal story and magnificent
natural sceneiv.

Have You Seen

They are FREE

Released Wednesday, Jan. 11

The Goose Creek Claim.

your business
Don't neglect to book
these
features hum.
in advance.
We furnish lar^e mtfitHe 8 I >lareJ /u.^rr*

A. J. CLAPHAM,
12 Ea.t 15th Street,

Mgr.

428 Ninth Street, N. W.
WASHINGTON

D. C.

„,tl, .11 ll.r MW| \S -.<■

NEW

YORK

THE

ff

MOVING

PICTURE

ELECTRA

ELECTRA
"PINK

WORLD

WHITEST

LABEL "

CARBONS

EXCELLO
" FLAME

LIGHT

HUGO

99

L0N6EST

LIFE

REISINCER
Sole Importer

ARC-

11 BROADWAY,

CARBONS

NEW

YORK

CARBONS
The Cincinnati-Buckeye
Film Company

The

Independent Film Exchange
of Pittsburg, Pa.

$100,000.00 incorporation, operating the
CINCINNATI FILM EXCHANGE,
3 15 W. 4th Street, Cincinnati, Ohio, and
the BUCKEYE FILM PROJECTING
COMPANY, 309 Arcade Building,
Dayton, Ohio. Biggest Independent
Film Renting Concern in the UNITED
STATES today. BUYING almost the
entire Independent Output. Reference;
SALES COMPANY, 111 E. 14th
Street, New York. If you are looking for
a real Film Service, drop us a line.

The Cincinnati-Buckeye Film Co.
315-317 W. Fourth St.
CINCINNATI, OHIO

309-321 Arcade Buildi
DAYTON, OHIO

The Pioneer Independent Exchange ofWestern Pennsylvania
buying the output of the Sales
Company.
We have a few choice runs that
we can let out at reasonable
prices.

Write us.

INDEPENDENT

FILM EXCHANGE,

A. S. DAVIS,
415

Ferry Street,

Inc.

Manager
PITTSBURG.

PA.

THE

RELI
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Look - Just Out = Read

SLIDENE
Should be in the office of every moving picture theatre. WHY ? Because
it is very simple to make neat, attractive announcement or advertising
slides at a very small price with Slidene. One can of Slidene will make
from two to three hundred slides.

PRICE
COLORS

RED,

GREEN.

$1.00
BLUE

AND

WHITE

Don't delay. Order today from your Film Exchange, or on the receipt ot
$1.00 we will send you the Slidene at once. GIVE IT A TRIAL.
Full
directions with each can of Slidene.

SLIDENE

MFG.

JONES

CO.,

DUPLEX

621 West 13th Street, Columbus, Neb.

CHECK

GATE

POSITIVELY

■3! JlRJ

4

51

J

i'

the only way

CHECK
YOUR
PUBLIC
Tli<- Ioih - Che k Gate hai been i
, different ttationi in th< HI DSON
I I NNEI S
ml found t" give •• perfei t i ount, ** id
ikI noised
Deration
Man] ..i the large

I beatn i in Nei

have installed
THEI IONES DUPLEX
(elsewhe're
I II * KGATI
ind the)
thoM pin I

ASK YOUR

EX< HANGE

ro gi i yoi oni

Manufacture

to

' JONES CHANGE REGISTER COMPANY, Inc.

mu

MAN

VORK

v. in

rm:
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NOTICE
r^WING to pressure of work, we are
reluctantly compelled to postpone our
opening releases, "The Birth of the Gnomes,''
"Alice in Funnyland" and "Alice's New
Year's Party" for a few days :: :: :: :: ::
In the meantime we are making more new
Pictures and will be prepared to continue regular releases from the start :: :: :: :: ::
As we are not a member of the Sales Co.,
kindly address all communications to us
direct, and send us your name now for
Bulletin of the Gnomes
:: :: :: :: :: ::

Gnome

Motion Picture Co.

S. W. Cor. Park and Tremont Aves.

NEW

YORK

CITY

Moving Picture World
THE

WORLD

PHOTOGRAPHIC

ft»ach Bolldlng)
SUBSCRIPTION :
ADVERTISING

$2.00 per year.

PUBLISHING COMPANY
- 125 E. 23d Street, NEW YORB
Telephone call. 1.144 r.r«.m>ro>
Post free in the United States, Mexico, Hawaii, Porto Rico and the Philippine Islands.
Canada $2.50. Foreign Countries, $3.00. Post Paid.

RATES:
Whole page, $60.00; half page, $30.00; quarter page, $15.00; eighth page, $7.50; one inch (3^ in.
wide), $3.00; one inch (254 in. wide), $2.00; classified (no display), 3 cents per word.
Time Discounts:
10% one months order, 15% six months, 20% twelve months.
WESTERN

OFFICE

: 160 Wa.hington

Street. (Pott Building. Chicago).

Telephone,

Main

3145.

Entered at the General Post Office in New York City as Second-Class Matter.
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The Lay Press and the Picture
We are waiting patiently fur the magazine article
which is properly appreciative of the moving picture as
a permanent and integral part of modern public entertainment. The average magazine writer seldom fails to
get in a cheap sneer at the expense of the picture, while
generally writing something otherwise readable about it.
Munsey, not long ago, came out and called the picture
"shivery shadows." Pearson's, in its January 1911 number, heads a contribution by Mr. Richard Barry, "Moving Picture Bubble." lie asks why moving pictures resemble a soap bubble ; and calls them "as universal afroth
and out
transparently
the commercial
same time.
he
hands
a number unmoral."
of statistic- Yet,
as toat the
aspect of the picture which clearly prove that, if it be
a Bubble, and if it be froth (and it is neither, we assert I,
it rests on a very sound financial business basis indeed.
Of course, he cites several cases where boys and girls are
alleged to have done wrong through the liithu i
picture.
From time to time we read of this kind of thing
in the daily newspapers. It is time, we think, that newspaper sub-editors and magazine writers should show more
intelligence in this matter and cease to make the picture
a kind of excuse for all sorts of minor crimes. The
weak-minded people, alleged or real, who go wrong b)
the agency of the picture, are just as likel) to go wrong
through any other agency, even a magazine. In the same
number of "Pearson's" in which Mr. Harry write-, there
is an article bj ( lara Laughlin, telling of the effort to
-a\e girls, winch i point- oul ver) clearly, though il is not
t< ■ 's intention, how a girl 111 .1 store, or in .111
office, ma) supplement hei income hj occa ional wrong
doing (not to quote the more ugl) word used in the arti
l d to 1 This lad) is clearly w ell-meaning in hei
desire to avegirl
from ruin, but we question the w isdom
of her somewhat disconcerting particular^)
It is not
bi told thai man) ^ii 1^ give their spare hours to
he sight to do ill deed . mal i ill deedi done.'
\\ e think thai »u< h an unplea anl topii
thi i ould have
been handled with more discretion.
Incidentally, the
throw
a In! upon the pi< ture hou e ( >n the
whole, therefore, in the Tanuar)
Peai on's" the picture
come off pretty badl)
In one article it is ■ kind of bub
Me, and in the other, is hinted thai the picture h

the picture are possible dangers to the mora!- of maidsof-all-work.
Like a false report of Mark Twain's death, t!
thing is of course "greatl) exaggerated." Ample evidence
can be deduced that even a church or a chapi I
sionally used as a place of assignation. But no doubt Mr.
Barry and Miss Laughlin would hesitate to specifically
condemn churches and chapels on that account. EvU
exists everywhere, but we think that the picture is burdened with rather more than it- deserved quantity of
original sin.
Last week in our introductory article, we pointed out
that the Moving Pi< ruw \\ on
tive progress of the picture.
It would gratif) us if we
read in the magazines and new -paper- a little ■
cal writing of a constructive rather than a destructive
nature.
Dearly, if it be the case as this wi
Barry, says, that 5,000,000 American- look a!
daily, there must be "something in the pictun
thing in it of a nature rather more solid and hi I
a bubble.
Bubbles burst and dipicture being a bubble and likel) '
the moment of writing point- to the in!
assured
considerable
longevit) I h..we thmk ofthese
m
us something of a novelt) in the wa)
criticism and appreciation
Let them tell us
think the picture house can be imi
can DC unproved, what the public w air.
or
intoshould
the be led '
beautiful
I el them poll
tion.,1. a ientific, industrial and 01
In Othei

word-, let then

d

-hall
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the hope
moi to read no more about "bubl
ighlin, we thmk
l;...mI to anybod) 01 anyth
points
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Measurement of Lenses.
Focal lengths of lenses are expressed in various ways
in the optical trade. Among the moving picture fraternity,
projection lenses are commonly designated by the "back
focus," this term being used to designate the distance
measured from the rear surface of the glass at the back
of the lens to a surface mi which parallel rays striking
on the front of the lens are brought to a focus. This
practice of designating lenses by the "back focus" is to
be regretted, as the back focus of a lens is not a true
index of the size of the picture that will be obtainable
from the lens under any given circumstance. Two lenses
of the same back focus, or back focal length, may produce pictures of quite different sizes when all other conditions are the same. A much better way by which to
designate a projection lens is by what is known among
opticians as the equivalent focus. By this term we mean
the focal length of a single lens which will produce a
picture of the same size as that produced by the projection lens under any given conditions. That is to say, the
equivalent focus, or equivalent focal length, of a projection lens is the distance equivalent to the distance from
the optical center of a single double convex lens to the
surface perpendicular to the optical axis of that lens in
which parallel rays passing through the lens would be
brought to a focus. For practical lens testing, it is
usually safe enough to consider a point midway between
the front surface of the front lens combination and the
rear surface of the rear lens combination as the optical
center of a combination lens, and, by holding the lens in
front of a screen and focusing parallel rays on the screen,
it is easy to determine approximately the equivalent focus
of the lens by measuring from the screen on which the
rays are focused to a point midway between the lens combinations as above described.
With reference to condensing lenses, the ordinary designation of a condensing lens as a 6l/2" or jl/2" lens is
somewhat misleading. These terms do not usually designate lenses by the focal length at all, but merely the diameter of the circle to which the convex surface of the condensing lens is ground. Thus, a 6l/2" condensing lens
is ordinarily one whose convex surface is ground to a
circle 6l/2" in diameter, while the flatter yl/2" lens is one
whose convex surface is ground to a circle yl/2" in diameter. Thus, the larger the number designating the lens,
the flatter the lens and the larger the circle to which its
convex surface is ground. The actual focal lengths of
condensing lenses would not be indicated by the usual
numbers employed in designating, as the refractive index
of a piece of glass depends upon its chemical composition and condensing lenses made of different kinds of
glass and having exactly the same curvature would have
different focal lengths, because the refractive indices of
the different kinds of glass are not identical. This, however, is not a matter of serious import, as condensing
lenses are not used for the purpose of forming images,
but merely to condense the light used for projection, and
in the practical use of condensing lenses it is a matter
of very little or no significance whether the focal lengths
of the lenses used are exactly known. A condenser system having a total focal length of y/2" will give substantially the same results as a condenser system the focal
length of which is 3^" or 3%".
To determine the approximate focal length of an ordinary piano convex condenser, an image of any bright
object, such as a window, at a distance of 15 feet or
more from the condensing lens, may be formed on a
sheet of paper or wall, holding either side of the lens
toward the object to be focused, and the distance from
the nearest point on the lens to the image is the approx-
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imate focal length of the lens. Ordinarily, it will be
found most convenient to hold the convex surface of the
lens toward the object and the flat side toward the surface on which the image is formed. As it is difficult to
form a perfectly clear image with a condensing lens, the
measurement of the focal length thus obtained would be
approximate only.

Keith and Proctor and the Picture
Valuable

Appreciation

and

Progress

A lew weeks ago we published a short interview with Mrs.
Clement, the maaagl
I. Keith BijOU Dream, at
Boston, in which we told the reader that tins lady, who exercises such excellent influence in the amusement field, was
laudably anxious to present the picture in its most dignified
aspects to her audiences, and we mentioned the success that was
rewarding her efforts. The theater she controls is associated
with the personality of Mr. B. F. Keith, who is also, we are
glad to learn, prominent in his advocacy of the picture, as a
beautiful means of interesting and entertaining the large public
that visits his theaters.
For some time we have been desirous of ascertaining the
attitude of the responsible heads of the Keith & Proctor circuit
in New York City, towards the picture. All sorts of rumors
have been prevalent that in the six New York and Jersey City
theaters under their control, the picture was being relegated
to an inferior position: that, in other words, the great houses
on Fourteenth street, Twenty-third street, Fifty-eighth street
and 125th street and in Jersey City, had ceased to be picture
houses, and were to be entirely given over in future to vaudeville, or at least primarily. Within the last few days we were
happy to have had a long and interesting interview with Mr.
U. G. Blackford, who is in virtual, if not supreme, control of
the Keith & Proctor New York Circuit. Contemporaneously
with this interview, the announcement was made that Mr.
Rothapfel had been engaged to supervise the lighting of the
Keith & Proctor theaters with a view to the adequate representation of the picture in those houses, while not fatally
diminishing the illumination in the auditoria.
It is no exaggeration to say that the entertainment system
in vogue at the Keith & Proctor houses mentioned has undergone a total revolution. Each house w-ithin the last few months,
viz: during the time that Mr. Blackford has had charge, has
been thoroughly swept and garnished. The administrative
staffs of them have been thoroughly reorganized ; unsuitable
vaudeville acts have been eliminated: well acted and staged
one-act plays here and there introduced. In one instance, that
of the Bijou Dream, prices of admission have been raised.
Generally speaking, the whole tone of the entertainment has
been marvelously lifted, as we saw for ourselves last week,
when we spent two afternoons respectively at the Harlem Opera
House and the Bijou Dream on Fourteenth street, studying
those parts of the entertainment which did not embrace the
The Keith & Proctor vaudeville and dramatic entertainpicture.
ments at their New York houses touch, at this moment, the
highest level of excellence. Then again, song slides and the
accompanying songs have been banished. It was Mr. Blackford's opinion that while the slides were often of high pictorial
quality, that the songs themselves were of indifferent quality,
indifferently rendered by indifferent singers; and that, broadly
speaking, this part of the entertainment was not worthy of
Keith & Proctor audiences. So the song slide; the "songs" and
their "singers" have been abolished.
Now, as to the lecturing end of matters. Incompetent
lecturers have been removed, and in their place, educated
lecturers, familiar with the subjects about which they discourse,
have been put on at the Keith & Proctor houses, — a reform
which the Moving
Pictre Wofct.D has long advocated. We
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have over and o\er pointed out that mo>t of the lecturers heard
at these houses were not sufficiently well educated to undertake
the difficult and delicate duty of addressing an intelligent public.
But, with regard to the picture and the manner of its presentation : It was long recognized that the manner in which
the picture had been presented at the Keith & Proctor houses
hardly reached the ideal. Indifferent operators often showed
the pictures indifferently. The booths were not properly and
safely placed in the various theaters. Alteration has led to
improvement in this respect. It has also been sought to obtain
the services of the most competent operators, who have perfect
command of their machines, and who are capable of presenting
an evenly illuminated, steady, picture to the audiences. This
much needed reform has been carried out.
It has been so thoroughly carried out that, both at the
Harlem Opera House and at the Bijou Dream on Fourteenth
street, on the occasion of our recent special visits, we were
delighted with the manner in which the pictures were shown
on the screen. There was practically no flickering; good even
illumination; no jumping, breaks, or pauses. The projection
was accomplished at a proper speed; far different from tinsomewhat haphazard state of things which prevailed before
Mr. Blackford took charge.
We

are pleased to learn from

ford's own personal assurance,
tor being desirous of turning
contrary, are more than ever
picture as a drawing card at

this, and from

Mr. Black-

that so far from Keith & Procdown the picture, they, on the
convinced of the value of the
their houses. In fact, when we

hinted that Keith & Proctor's recent apparent total conversion
to vaudeville indicated the imminent removal of the picture
from their houses, we were met by a smile from Mr. Blackford.
Said he: "I like the picture; my patrons like the picture and
so long as these conditions prevail the picture will always be
given a prominent place in our houses."
Some time ago, it is true, the Keith & Proctor houses in tincity were primarily picture houses. They are so yet. But competition in the vaudeville field has obliged Keith & P
respond with the presentation of increased vaudeville acts of a
high class quality. This, however, does not lessen the interests
of Keith & Proctor in the picture which is shown oti the whole
just as much in their houses, now, as formerly We are happ>
to be the means of removing some erroneous conception- which
have existed on this point.
We
congratulate
Keith
& Proctor
on the increased
high
tone of their vaudeville performances
The
Movtni
World
is not a vaudeville
publication.
It is no pari of our
business to devot
to it
But, the latter, whenever it is used in conjunction with, or as a supplement to the
moving picture, and is of good quality, we are happy to applaud,
e think that in special cases, such as th<
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assume. The public clearly want the picture. They want it
subjectively good; clean, wholesome, and interesting; and they
also want it efficiently projected, so that it shall not appear to
an interlude,
b;::
right to be, namely an integral part of a high class entertainment
If in the vaudeville field there were more
intelligent appreciators of the picture, like Mr. Blackford,
responsible
for
these entertainments, the picture, we are com
further progress in public esteem.
Our attitude in this matter
is simple and reasonable.
We think in effect, that the picture
is its own best advocate wherever it is shown, provided that it
is properly shown, and given as much care in its pres. I
a high class play or vaudeville act. The trouble, hitherto, in
vaudeville
houses
has been
that
the picture
has
garded as a filler in competent hands, and therefore has not
been justly treated
in the manner
of its ; I
public.
ECLAIR

l- Be Married" is better than the photography of the drama
"Cain," or of the historical
film of "KinR
Philip and
the
Templars."
The Eclair ph. : .
certainly mastered
the art
I'
•■ they start the crank of the camera
tluy study every detail of li^ht, so as to bring out these wonder
I heir w I irk is not the blade and white outline drawing, it is as the full toned oil painting in comparison
No matter where the Eclair folks pbtC their camera, let it be in
the studio, in the open air or in th.
■ how to
obtain figures in full relief, faces are well illuminate
most beautiful of water
Bowing through
s,,mt- dense
good that practical]]
every brand)
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I have been treated to a private exhibition of three
production!
the very near future and it is im-ay if the photography of the com

:
udeville and th< picture need nol
oniatJc.
Monl
pi inted an arti< le in th< i
which we pointed out how indifferent vaudeville vitiated the
picture; it had an unfavorable reaction upon ii But n both
vaudeville ami picture an
both good, neither, in ou
ii which the picture > an stand en
tirely by if
right here in New
York
City,
an entertainment,
but there ii
ben it
ihould not
be presented in i uch a th n
In fact, high class vaudeville and
to our
minds,
an
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If the Biograph have made a name for their dramaWestern
films, Ambrosio
for spectacular
productionfor comedies, Gaumont
for their Biblical pr
Eclair people
have
made
a name
for the i i
photography.
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The Tragedy oi Comedy
it! Comedies

irious films which suggested
without a laugh, farces which make the tear*

come, alleged funniments winch leave an audience cold, disgusted or untouched, laughs which the producer and scenario
author alone have enjoyed, but which never "get over" from the
I la- public taste for corned) is highly developed. That is,
the public want* to laugh, li trie-- hard to laugh when it is
supposed to. It will chuckle at most anything besides a murder
..r the spectacle of the lovmg son beating his bedridden mother
to death. It doesn't take much to make a moving
audience explode- only something really funny I
Onlj something really funny!

picture

But the "only something really funny" is hard, hard, hard
eemingly, ami the substitutes therefore, so easy to find,
-. . riotously, uproarious in scenario form, so deliciously ridiculous m imagination, that every week we find "screaming
comedies." "films with a laugh in every picture" and such other
mis-announcements by the dozen. Then, when we pay our little
live cent- and go into the darkened hall with the idea of
pulling our lips out of the frown left there by the last "funny"
film, we see some such pitiful attempts to amuse as might get
laugher, but from no one else.
lime was when any procession of people running across the
screen, after anything, was funny. Hut "the chase" is about
a laugh maker. Then came the procession — not a
chase, since they do not run. but a gradually increasing crowd
of people, all following something— anything. This, too, has
become unnatural (which it always was), and is dying out.
Also the accidents — the people falling down, or being doused,
or getting run over or running into something— how sickeningly often are we asked to laugh at some mishap to some poor
mortal.
But real comedy?
How
rare it is!
Nor are the offenders the little, the unknown, the struggling
producers. They all offend, at times. So great and so successful a firm as I'athe puts out some of the prettiest — and
some of the worst — comedies one can want to see or flee. Yes,
coming right down to cases in a minute. Attracted by the name
Pathe, which usually means "well done," the present scribe
wandered into a "photoplayhouse" (horrific name this,
horrendous)! yesterday, and sat interestedly through "One on
Max." Interested, because from the beginning things happened
in so unhuman, unnatural and peculiar a manner that one
couldn't help wanting
next.
Now,

to know

what

the deuce was
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Max comes into the room where the party is being held, it never
occurs n> bun to explain, to ask for help, or to excuse his actions.

coming

Mamma, Papa and young Mam'zelle never notia
Max is three
inches taller than usual -why should theyIt would just mean
a line from the stage manager!
No one thinks anything of
his sudden
down sittings and cautious uprising-,
nor attempt
to sit still. Clearly
unable
to walk, he must
try to
waltz with a lady, just the same
Entirely plausible, ridiculously funny and openly hilarious, is it not?
It
Finally he falls and smashes things— they try to put him
out, thinking him drunk— still unable to see those roller skates—
until Max. in despair, tells them he has on rollers. Then they
all see them at once, and try to drag them off him. Finally a
servant suggests untying the shoes, and all is well with Max.
who dances in his stocking feet to the end of the party!
Ugh!
And that is a Pathe film, if you p
Now, Pathe Freres,
lie likes your attention
tiful surroundings and
companies. Hut be sees

the present scribe admires you a lot!
to detail, your often exquisitely beaubackgrounds, and your always capable
what he sees and says what he thinks,

and if "Max" is an imposition on the public, your "Jinks Would
Be An Acrobat" is a crime. There is nothing funny about
links No human being could, would, should or might, get so
excited over the picture of a man standing on his hands, that
lie would try to do it all over the street! Nor, if he did try,
would he last long out of jail. But while everyone chases
Jinks, no one catches him — he has always plenty of time to stand
uii on his hands and knock over everything knockable. It not
only isn't funny, but it isn't even near-funny, except that a
responsible, level-headed, wealthy, able firm like Pathe should
fall for it.
Nor is I'athe a unique offender. Our own beloved Essanay
sometimes slips up on 'comedy. "Hank and Lank" may, at
times, make some people laugh, but their recent baby-tending
exploit wouldn't make a gibbering idiot crack a smile, let alone
a cold motion picture audience. Why will producers base
playlets on mother's handing their babies to strange men

to hold,

while they go shopping? And what function does Lank's twoinches-long-nose play' And what sort of fathers are the personal acquaintances of the Essanay people, that they would leave
a baby in the charge of an obvious bum, while, for a whole hour,
they enjoy themselves in a saloon? Comedy based on improbabilities isfarce, but farce must be possible to be funny —
all the premises here are impossible of belief — therefore, the
result is about on a par with the forced funniments of the
average comic
there is!

Sunday

Supplement — one of the saddest sights

the present scribe is not French, has never been in

France and couldn't pretend to say anything about the French
character. He hardly imagines that this is a sample of French
humor, but if it is— God pity the French!
Max is invited to a party. Tit— boots are tight. He puts on
slippers and gov- to a shoe store to get a pair of easj
good. While there, he attempts to flirt with the lady
clerk — possibly daughter of the shoe merchant. Shoe merchant
i- incensed and determines on revenge So he fastens a pair of
roller skates to a pair of shoes, which be is morally sure will
lit Max. and puts them on. Max. with that complacency of
the moving picture actor (who is listening with all his ears to
manager, bellowing at him "now look at the girl— don't
notice the skates— you don't know there are skates on those
shovs"), doesn't see the skates or feel them or know anything
about them. Perfectly natural— is it not' It is not. Then
the merchant propels Max into the street, where he tumbles
about in a really artistic manner. It never occurs to Max
to try to take off the skates, or to go to another shoe store and
get other shoes, or to take off these shoes, or to call a policeman.
No, indeed !
His one idea is to get to that party.
This he does, with the
■ abman.
It never occurs to the cabby, either, to help
him ( ff with hi- shoes
And. more and more interesting, when

When tiny turn their attention to "serious" comedy, they do
better, all these producers, yet ii is still Essanaj who makes a
fatal mistake in "Papa's First Outing." They have a good idea
in the meek, little, well beloved father, who goes alone for his
vacation, is suspected by bis wife, tracked by a woman detective,
who manufactures evidence against him by flirting with him.
Hut the lack of attention to details has spoiled a good idea.
Wives

do not. normally, get suspicious of their husbands

be-

cause they read of another man's frailty, nor do they discuss
infidelities in the presence of half a dozen children, nor do
children, who obviously ad.. re their father, take turns in beating him without understanding why! Had the reason for the
suspicion been more reasonable, and the ending more probable,
Essanay would, in the humble opinion of the present scribe, have
arrived with a comedy fully as good, of its kind, as a Hoyt
; its kind.
Selig. in "Caught In The Ram." has argued that what makes
a good farce on the stage ought to make a good one on the
screen Fatal error! It doesn't. "Caught In The Rain" has
In this film, then, you see a series of interesting processes conducted in the laboratory by expert hands First of all the water
is examined under the microscope. Then, you have shown a
series of enlarged images of the small objects which exist in the
water.
And how
fearful and wonderful these little things look!
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so involved a plot, one so hard •
over-intelligent audience, and one which moves so rapidly, that
the good points are lost in obscurity. The plaj is well conceived, reasonably well acted — although Robert, a- usual with
young villains, entirely overdoes the gesturing and facial expressions— and ought to, seemingly, be successful, yet on three occasions which the present scribe took to see this "mirth producer" he heard never a laugh or titter, sa\
where the Judge gets soaking wet— the scene which gives the
play it-* name, and which, if it is the onlj laugh wringer in
the whole thousand feet, might as well be shown by itself and
same time !
Well, tell us of a good comedy !
I wish 1 could. A- I look back over thi se I have >een in the
past year or so, they are few and far between.
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'1 he facial expression of the cook was enough t«. I
the house— the tank drama— particularly
where the I
live minute- gesticulatii a to high heaven of what hi
to do before he finally plunged m to rescue the drow: i
now where this pause and gesture habit *
in the M. P. actor-), and the climax i i th« film when all three
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It isn't all this because
it Km because h madt everyone laugh!
That i- the tir-t and last test.
Comedies which ;
result are not funny.
Comedies which make
laugh hard, are good.
Why, with all tin g<

The
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Slightly lengthen the focus and
. tl\ larger than
camera
. whether this idl

other-, stand- out pre-eminent. 1 don't know it- nai
maker — 1 do know that I saw it half a dozen times, and that
every time the audience not only laughed, but roared, cheered,
and clapped.
It was the story of the servant, the secretary and the daughter
of the house, who, unknown to each other and to the theaterhating minister, head of the house, -teal off to the play. The
play is a melodrama, of the most melo character. The film
alternately shows the play, a capital satire on the traveling
tank drama, and the pit, dress circle and gallery of the house,
with daughter and escort, secretary and escort, and
escort, all enjoying the play

parties meet
.and -wear
eternal
secrecj
were
really funny— a
thing winch can be stated with. nu fear of contradicti
the fun produced the laughs.
1 have never heard more laughter
from
a moving
picture audience
over
any film— thi
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vs. Independent Manufacturers

Judge Lacombe Grants Preliminary Injunctions
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required to accommodate a protruding
i, the extent of whole eccentricity
is accurately known.
may,
The conclusion is reached that the Champion-Gaumont a ■Gaumont
1netheof Gaumont
which il
machines infringe.
It is conceded that^ the Pathe machine,
owned by defendant, also infringi
as suggested, be impounded
counsel until final
i the custody of defendant
Preliminary injunction may

i OMPANY.

MOTION
EOR
PRELIMINARY
INII'M
Ih'N
Lacombe, C. J.
This is an application for preliminary injunction under Reissue Patent
No. 12.037 to Thomas A. Edison for a kinetoscope, which was sustained and
its claims construed by the Circuit Court of Appeals in this circuit in
Edison vs. Am. Mutoscope & B. Co. 151 F. R. 771. An earlier decision of
that court discussed the original patent, 114 F. R. 926. Nothing that was
said in either of these opinions need be repeated here: it is assumed that
they will be consulted. They describe the device of the patent and analyzed
the claims so fully, illustrating the decision by describing the cameras which
were held, the one to infringe, the other not to, that it seems not difficult
to apply the principles of the decision to the Gaumont and Champion-Gaumont cameras now before the court. The differences between these two
alleged infringing cameras are unimportant, defendant apparently does not
contend otherwise, therefore this discussion will be confined to the Champion-Gaumont type, of which an operative camera has been submitted for inspection. The film moving mechanism of both, however, is so well shown in
the drawing and blue print, filed with the papers that their operation may be
easily understood. The film passes from the delivery roll to a delivery wheel
whose sprockets engage positively with holes in the sides of the film, this
wheel revolves, not intermittently, but continuously, and in operation there
is always a loop or slack part of the film between it and the film guide. In
consequence the delivery wheel does not itself advance the film through the
guide. In the Mutoscope case it was held that these circumstances did not
negative infringement. The film passes through the guide, around a cam
eccentrically mounted on a continuously moving wheel, to the take-up reel
where it engages with sprockets, the latter reel revolving continuously The
operation is as follows: The device being at rest, there is the loop or slack
above the guide entirely free to be drawn down through the guide the same
as in the Biograph and in the Warwick cameras, which were considered in
the Mutoscope case. In the Biograph instrument this slack was pulled
through by two friction rollers revolving continuously, the movement of the
film being intermittently checked by a so-called tension leaf. "The engagement with the film was wholly frictional;— no such interlocking as will hold
the film firmly advancing it with mathematical accuracy; — there was the possibility of slip." In the Warwick the film was pulled through by a bifurcated
fork which engaged with holes and advanced the film mathematically a certain distance and then disengaged: the court of appeals held that the bifurcated fork was a fair equivalent of the wheel with sprockets. In the
Champion-Gaumont when at rest the film is stretched taut between the guide
and the take-up sprocket wheel resting snugly against the cam. We may
assume that at that time the outer edge of the cam is on the side of the
wheel furthest away from the cam. Its position is not essential, substantially
the same cycle of movement may be worked out if it be in the reverse position. The machine being started, what happens in a given space of time?
The moving sprocket wheel revolves through a predetermined arc and, carrying the film on its sprockets, advances the film a predetermined distance.
During the same time the outer edge of the eccentric cam is brought into engagement with the taut film and, revolving, pushes it out a distance predetermined bythe amount of the cam's eccentricity. The film thus pushed
out cannot come from the side of the take-up wheel where it is held firmly
on sprockets, it can readily come and does come out of the film-guide, the
slack above the guide allowing it to move easily forward. As the revolving
eccentric cam recedes to the inner side of its wheel axis, it leaves the film
which it has pushed out, and for a brief interval there is no movement of the
film out of the guide, because the cam is no longer pushing on it, and the
sprocket wheel cannot pull on it till it has first taken up slack. During that
period the film is at rest for receiving impressions from the lens.
Defendant contends that this operation of advancing the film is wholly
frictional, that there is every possibility to slip and that the spacing cannot
be mathematically accurate. This contention is not found persuasive. There
is friction between the cam and the film, but it is very different from the
action of two rollers whose frictional contact alone gives a grip and produces
a pull. One end of the film (the part on the sprocket wheel) is firmly held,
it cannot slip back, and in reality it is this which causes it to advance when
the cam pushes it: it must advance or break. I find it impossible from a
study of the drawings or from a manipulation of the exhibit to see any
possibility of slip. Why the spacing should not be mathematically accurate
is not apparent. The arc through which the sprocket wheel will move in a
given time is predetermined, the equivalent in linear movement of the film
is known. The additional length of film which will be hauled out of the
guide to accommodate the eccentric cam is also predetermined by the measure of the cam's eccentricity. The total distance that the film will advance
past the lens, being the sum of these two predetermined items, is itself predetermined. The period of rest may also be predetermined, it would seem
with mathematical accuracy. It is the time necessary for a sprocket wheel,
of a given diameter revolving at a given speed, to reel up the amount of film
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The Defense of failure to disclaim as to claim 4 was disposed of in
decision on the demurrer.
The defense of prior invention of Freisc-Green, now presented for the
first time after the patent has been for several years in litigation and long
since sustained by the Circuit Court of Appeals, is one to be passed upon
at final hearing.
The defense that the suit against the Mutoscope Company, in which the
Circuit Court of Appeals sustained the validity of the patent, was a collusive one must also be reserved for final hearing.
As to infringement. Defendants have been engaged in one way or another in having moving pictures taken by two different cameras or in selling or leasing the reproduction of exposures thereon. Apparently, on
their own admissions, they were satisfied with the statements of the persons
taking the pictures that the machines did not infringe; they took no steps
to assure themselves that these statements were correct. It was so easy to
demonstrate non-infringement by showing either that the film moved continuously, or that the lens (or lenses) moved — a demonstration which
might have been made to the court, if not to the adversary — that the
failure to do so arouses suspicion. Undoubtedly the detectives who testify
for complainant were able to give but a hasty glance at the interior on the
two occasions when the covering cloth was disarranged, but the affidavit of
the defendant Henkel, in connection with the other testimony, seems to
indicate sufficiently to make out a prima facie case that these two cameras
are really of the Gaumont or so-called "beater" type, which have been held
to infringe in Motion Picture Patents Company vs. The Champion Film
Company recently decided.
Injunction may be taken against all the defendants.

NOTICE.
The new Western offices of the Moving Picture World,
Rooms 307-309, Post Building, 160 Washington street, Chicago, are now ready to receive World readers visiting Chicago. Mr. John M. Bradlet, Western representative of the
World, will extend to every one a cordial welcome. They
will find a complete file of manufacturers' catalogues and
a bureau of information on films, theater construction, materials and supplies. They will also find desks and stationery
for their correspondence, the services of a lady stenographer
and a polite messenger boy to act as their guide or go their
errands. We unite every exhibitor or person interested in
motion pictures to make our Western office their headquarters when visiting Chicago.
Old Riegel Dry Goods Store, at 333 Market street, Philadelphia, will be remodeled into a picture theater. The alterations to be made will cost $30,000. Mr. Albionia Whartenby will be the big noise.
Buffalo Exhibitors have turned condemnation into praise
by their aid in the Red Cross tuberculosis campaign. Tuberculosis day at the picture houses exceeded all expectations,
and the managers have more than regained a public conclergy.
fidence that was-waning under the bitter attacks of press and
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CINCINNATI. LOUISVILLE, ETC.
The Rudolph Wurlitzer Company are very busy with orders for
their automatic musical instruments, and by the numerous photos
they are receiving daily from all over the country I could see
that their musical instruments were getting very popular.
The .Magnetic Film Service Company have sold to the General
Film Company, and if the Magnetic Film Service is merged
with the Pittsburg Calcium Light & Film Company in one office
of the General Film Company, our friend Mr. Dresner might
have to look for another job, and this we would greatly regret,
as Mr. Dresner is very popular in Cincinnati.
The Cincinnati-Buckeye Film Company is reporting good business and see a great future for the Independent side. Messrs.
Jackson and McMahan were busy mailing souvenir slides to
their patrons as a Christmas greeting.
The Plaster Ornamental Company, of Cincinnati, the builders
of the new Alhambra Theater, certainly deserve patronage, as
the Alhambra, the new theater of Messrs. Jackson & McMahan,
is unique in design and of pure Moorish style.
In Indianapolis I found the Leedy Manufacturing Company
moving into their new building ; they report good business, and
by their orders I could see that moving picture managers are fast
adopting the idea of better music for the picture and sound effects.
The Central service Film Company has started business at 119
Illinois Street, Indianapolis, as a tirst-class Independent exchange.
The manager reports that the prospects are very good; in fact, the
demands for a good Independent service have been coming so fast
that he is compelled to increase his purchasing money.
Terre Haute, Ind., is doing a good business. Messrs Rrentlinger and English, the owners of three moving picture theaters,
are doing so well that they had a cash offer of $10,000 for their
Elk Theater and have decided to accept same, as the deal will
allow them to develop new ideas in the motion picture field.
The "Savoy," the second house of Terre Haute, is commanding a good patronage with the Mirror Screen.
Evansville, Ind., has a number of nice theaters and. according
to the exhibitors, they are doing a good business and are satisfied with their lot. If it was not for a bad fire that destroyed one
of the best cigar factories of the country, putting out of work a
large number of help, the business would still be better with the
moving picture theaters. I must state that the operators of
Evansville know their business and we seldom find a city offer
ing such good projection, clear, sharp, well-lighted pictures.
Many of the so-called experienced operators of the big cities
should visit Evansville to learn how to trim their cart*
late their light and lenses and also how to turn the crank. The
exhibitors of Evansville do not believe in running a full reel in
7 or 10 minutes. In all the places visited, the music was good and
well timed with the pictures, except at the Eyrie, where they have
no other music than a self-playing piano to play during the intermission. The manager of the Eyrie docs not seem to believe in
music, but he lectures while the picture is on the -crcn He
does not give a complete lecture, but reads the sub-titles and lectures on the most important points.
The Riverside Theatorium, although a small house, i- known
as the huose with the "Mirror Screen" and is running first-class
Independent finis. Mr. W, Muddy, the proprietor of the Theatorium, has started to renovate his house, and his plans are to
follow the advice of our Construction Page by usmg somber
colors. Mr. Iludds hopes to secure a lease "'i I'" '
and. if successful, he will double his seating
Mr Huddy is not the only one to see a good future I
pictures in Evansville, as Mr. I'.rmnan. of the Colonial, has -e
cured a lot on a corner of the main street and will start . .11 February the erection of a new theatei I
■
On*.
Mr
Brennan (lawns that th< exhibitors have to deal with a verj
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except good pictures shown in the
scientious operator, who ha.three years.
The music is rendered by one of the
C musical instru::
I often said that New York, Chicago and e
with its fine theaters, were not the ;
rj in the best mar.:
victims to the contagious run for nv- 1 <
ing to find a way to beat their con:;
what they can without any thought of the m
ture of cinematography, the;.
I had to visit Louisville, Ky., to find prad
my dreams.
In Louisville the good houses have an understanding between themselves to change their programs o:.
week, and they claim that when they have a good sh
ceipts are better on the second and third day than on the first
day. These houses have a ten cent admission and tfa(
get the dimes as easily as Chicago gets the
surprise many readers to know that a town with a reputation of
having meals, clothing, etc., cheaper than Chicago, can ask and
obtain a ten cent admission for what the \A
cents.
These Louisville houses have still more good qualities. One
of them
is to show the best obtainable pictures and
vaudeville.
The second point is a general craze for good music.
The reader can easily understand my joy at finding such good
conditions in Louisville, and 1
re that the
exhibitor
reads an
WoKLD. We have fought cheap vaudeville to the bitter end; »t
have waged such a hot war that even other publications that at
one time had encouraged ch
to digest motion pictures, have abandoned their foolish |
are now advocating pictures alone
competent
pianists and bad rag-time music
against the foolish daily change of program and our efl
not been in vain
It would have been good for all thi
claim that of late the Selig i
in the producing Lii
County Mr Fair"
of Selig.
Although
what
S

en falling

"The Com

aid

four

months, it is not yet the per'
the Orpheum, the ablest critic would have been too much
tured by the excellent music and the most remarkable
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I any flaw in the film
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some appropriate music cat
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broadminded building inspector, a man that uses som<
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The Colonial ha- an arrangi
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the Colonial,
have a rather short throw,
a- they PI

pictures from booths built in the ceiling, hall
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.•. York, imitation cOlumi
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they show three reds of rather old films an '
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It was nn pleasure to see Bathe's "II Trovatore" picture, <
is scheduled for release the awth of January. In dramatic structure it adheres closely to the libretto made familiar through
Verdi's musk, and any one familiar with that opera should be
able to give a fair melodic setting to the picture after looking at
it once. However, the manufacturers have provided a piano part
for this release (arranged especialb from Verdi's opera), which
insures correct musical accompaniment. Such enterprise on thenpart deserves encouragement on ours and 1 hope this venture
will prove successful enough to induce them to repeat the experiment in future pictures. While 1 have not seen their music
as
yet, itto seems
to me that
a selection
enough
play through
a full
reel is a from
good "II
pieceTrovatore."
of propertylongto
have in your library just on general principles, and the small
price penthey
ask
makes
it
a
good
investment
even
if
you
don't hapto get the picture.
"The Stranger"
(Kalem)
predominating
theme key)
running
through.
Some simple
andantehas( Ia should
prefer a major
like
"Angel's
or "Romance
L'Kclaire."
Open and
close
with Serenade"
this and run
in wherever from
the old
man dominates
the
scene. Fill in ad lib.
E. A. Dunn. Spokane. Wash., quotes a hypothetical cowboy
picture to illustrate a point. A man murders and rides away, a
witness rides to notify the sheriff who gathers a posse and rides
first to the scene of the crime, then in pursuit of the criminal.
He says: "I would start melodramatic music when the fight begins and keep it up until the fugitive is captured. Some claim
that a galop during the running of the horses would be correct.
I think not. Do we tally- Just as soon as you break from the
melodramatic to the galop the interest i- lost
(I agree with you in that anything calculated to break the tension when the tension should be sustained is wrong. But pictures vary. 1 have seen pictures containing scenes similar to
above, where music agitato started softly, worked up to forte
at same time increasing tempo till it melted into a galop ff and
furioso. This run into a heavy hurry without a break and was
worked p and f according to action. The effect was good in my
opinion: it depends somewhat on the galop played, too. C. E. S.)
He further says: "I do not use a scrap of music on the piano
when I am at work, as I do not come on till 2 o'clock and the
show opens at 10.30, so I have ample time to prepare my program beforehand. I have the few -beet- of music I am to use
set on the piano and after a few times over I haw them memorized and lay them aside. I compose as I go along and fake as
well, using quite a few popular and sentimental songs. I may be
playing a waltz and switch into "Cubanola Glide" in waltz time,
or from "Dixie" into a schottische or any popular song. What
do you thing of the idea'" (I believe you are following the usual
procedure which so many pianists are using satisfactorily. It
isn't always what we play so much as how we play it. C. E. S.)
I wish I could quote brother Dunn's letter in full, for it is interesting as well as lengthy, but here is another excerpt : "The
picture house is no place for a pipe organ, one reason being that
it cannot be placed alongside the piano. When you are following a picture and a church scene appears you have to stop the
piano and walk over to the organ, and the minute you stop the
piano your picture loses interest. I have worked in houses where
pipe and cabinet organs were used and I prefer the cabinet."
(How about this, you organ playi
G. H. Hummel. Chicago, writes : "I am reading constantly
your articles 'music for the Picture' and must say it is a great
help to the man or woman on the keyboard. I am a pianist myself, and have been connected with the moving picture theaters

for the past three years. My experience is that of nine out of
ten ofpiano
players
don't
to the
playbenefit
for a of
picture.
may I
be
interest
to you
to know
know, how
and to
others, Ithow
play a drama, for instance. First of all I read all the storie- of
moving pictures, and make it my business to see them lx?fore they
are shown at the theater where I am employed. But there, when
playing the pictures myself. I follow the rules laid down by the
great R. Wagner in his splendid music dramas, by using the
leading motive- of the "Nibelungen Ring." "Tristan und Isolde,"
etc. I attach a certain theme to each person in the picture and
work them out. in whatever form the occasion mav call for. not
forgetting to use popular strains if necessary. I played in a good
many theaters and hold quite a reputation for playing. Trusting
you enjoy reading these few lines. I wish you all the success and

look forward to further articles on the music question with great
\ t<u suggestions are appended.
"The Wise Druggist" (Imp.)
interest" -nappy comedy.
Can use lively music throughout or
work up as follows :
1. Lively march till husband meets wife, then
2. "I'm glad I'm married" till he leaves her.
3. Same as I till she leaves after finding letter, then
4. "Some Of these Day-" i chorus only) till train passes,
5. Grotesque allegretto ("Teddy Rears Picnic" or "Bugville
Parade").
f>. When she is about to take tin- poison, very doleful funeral
music till he answers telephone, then
7. Same as 5 till druggist shows him the sugar.
S. Lively ( forte) till he re-enters her room, then keep it down
piano till
he is about
the and
"poison."
9. Change
to huny.
Beginto ittake
softly
swell; fortissimo at
finish. Can change to lively at finish with good effect.
"A
1.
2.
3.

Sacrifice and Then" (Reliance):
Heavy Hurry for battle through five scenes.
Change to plaintive till "Two Years Later," then
pretty.) ("Laces and Graces" or something light
Neutral

and

4. Till office scene, change to semi-mysterious.
(Andantino
in Raymond Overture will answer) till sub-title cue.
5. "And save his friend" plaintive till church scene.
6. Repeat 4 till change of scene, then
7. Light
Repeat agitato,
5 till "Keep
faith in him. he loves you." then
8.
till change.
0.
10.
11.
12.

Repeat 4 till "The embezzlement discovered," then
Agitato till two women enter, then
Plaintive till change of scene.
Bridal chorus from "Lohengrin" till change of scene, then
"Hearts and Flowers" or other pathetic till close.

AUTOMATIC SPECIAL MUSIC.
Natrona. Pa.. Jan. 3, 191 1.
Editors Moving
Picture World.
Dear Sirs — I received the letter of Mr. Chas. Powell, of
Redkey, Ind., regarding special roll music to be played on
player-pianos tor each reel.
I think the idea is excellent, if only feasible. Jast think
how much the effect of each picture would be increased
were we able to play just the right music at all times.
1 really
the making'
a master
would
only
cn-t think
$70 asthat
you ifstated
that theofthing
can beroll
done,
for
1 am certain that if the exhibitors would be assured of a
roll of appropriate music for each reel of film they would
lose no time in installing player-pianos in their theater-.
The exchanges could purchase two or three rolls with each
reel and rent it to exhibitors the same as films, and I am
sure every exhibitor vvojld be willing to pay a good price
for the use of same. Also, a good deal of the managers'
trouble would be eliminated as the self-player would not
ask
nor would they get sick every time
they sobadmany
been times
out "off."
all night.
Please give this matter some of your valuable space, and
try t<> get manufacturers interested, and if the thing can
be done they should get busy at once, as in my opinion this
would be the greatest improvement of moving pictures in
a \ ear's time. Yerv trulv vours.
JOHN HAFNER, manager,
Dreamland
Theater
Information Wanted. — A reader wants to know who made
the film illustrating Gary, Ind., and its mills about a year
ago. also who made or who can furnish a film called "Making
Steel," made, he believes, at the Krupp plant in Germany.
The Exhibitors' League of Pennsylvania has been formed
in Philadelphia. The officers are: Walter Stuempfig, president; J. V. Redmond, vice-president: Chas. Stengel, second
vice-president;
W. Donnelly,
treasurer; isCharles
I'. Kelley. secretary. John
The object
of the association
to protect
the
right- and influence favorable legislation on behalf of its
members.
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Lamp Troubles. — New York City submits the following:
"I use a Powers Xo. 5 lamp, and economizer; IlO-vott current. The thumb screws which hold the lugs to the carbon
arms burn off almost every week. How can 1 prevent it?
The lamp gets grounded very often, requiring that mica
insulation be renewed almost every other week. We do
not show on Sunday. When 1 finish the show Saturday
night, and leave the lamp in good working order, operatingroom locked, how can it get grounded all by itself, so that
it will not light up on Monday? Does cold have any effect
on it? Where can I get powdered graphite!- Montgomery
& Company, 105 Fulton street, do not handle it in cans
or otherwise.
Can I use flake mica instead?"
Unquestionably the reason the thumb screws burn nff i3
because the lug does not make good contact. Use a file
and see to it that the lug make- good contact with the
metal of the lamp arm; also that the thumb screw clamps
the lug down tight. There must be something radically
wrong with the insulation of your lamp. I woi3
that vmi mke it to the Powers factor}, Xo. 20 Jacob street,
or to tin- Powers office, 115 Nassau str<
amine it. Xo, cold would have no effect whatever on the
lamp or its insulation. Better change the lock on your
operating-room, 1 think. 1 have again called up the Mont
gomery Company and read them the riot act on that graphite
matter. You go down again and you w,ill be able to
get l-lb. cans of powdered graphite. The manager of the
sales department assured me he would put in an order for
some immediately. You can get powedered graphite there
now.
You cannot use flake graphite.
Curtain Coating.— Mr. P. B. Blend, Detroit, Mich , writes
as follows: "Although myself and several other exhibitors
of this city have experimented with different paint preparei the screen, we have not reached satisfactory results. Will you be so kind as to give me the formula of
what you consider the best preparation for
screen?"
I have said a number of times, friend Blend, that 1 consider plain white, good grade, bed sheeting, a- about a>
good a curtain as one can have outside ol possibly the
very expensive patent -erecn- for a curtain Co.,'
than metallic. 1 would recommend English Whiting (procurable of wholesale druggists), to which 1- added sufficient
white fish glue to prevent it- rubbing ofl too easily; also
lit he added jusl the least little hit of ultramarine or
Prussian blue, preferably the former.
Mix it ju
I metallic coating, 1 would nu-r
you to the recipe given in another part of tin- week- De
Should you tr> tin- latter recipe I would like
very much to have you report regarding it « >n ;
December 31st issue, you will also find directioi
metallic
-urface
curiam
Also mid. i
thi
week, another formula
I cannot vouch for these various curtain coating formulas,
and would suggest that a small
one .1 m square, and you can thus form a prett) |
oi what the result will be.
Operators' Positions.
1 am in receipt
letti 1 fro
i" rat u in ind ir< 1
m variou part ol the 1 ounti \ a- t.ir ofl as < hi<
ure th. ra 1- iti
' now, that
all application of thi
ort t< 1
ny attention what
.Int. lv mu t Ik- a. coinp.im. d b
..f the i-xc-ii
■ of the applii
I In i,ro
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I 1 annot, and will not, rei on n 1 nd
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whose judgment I ha
ter: "Have noted a number oi references regarding
of the aluminum screen, and invariably the;.
.-. mg in the picture.
1 ..
and am enclosing a process
by wh
feature was successfully obviated
:sh this
to bleached sheeting, white or blue coating, an.:
plastered wall. We have used all tho-c. and nnd th<
prepared in this manner to be way ahea
We have read your Hand!
k. and consider
a valuable fund of information; it
felt want
There 1- little rccjuir^
may not be found in this excellent little wrk
1 ha
at all times the complaint of broken con.:!
condenser breakage is directly due to the I
my cure 1- to fit the machine with con...
the lamp to set Lack a- far from t
doing tin- we have not broken a
• nine months, we think
We v.
refer 1 at neither our nat
town he published
The curtain c
Take a piece of unbleached
-!.•
larger in each direction than the required ting mUSt he stretched
D
• i:ch at any point except the ed|
of glue size 1- applied thoroughly; when thi
consisting of a half pound of white lead, mixed v
gallon of a good rubbing varnish, 1- applied
When
paint ha- dried, the -crccii nia>
About twelve hour- later, when ti.
and 1- ju-t tacky, the aluminum
ball of cotton 1- tied up in
old napkin or pit
poured out into a shallow
lipped
the iluminui
. with mto
a circular
motion
When
it il
covered, tiuop< ration
, .enlv
at the ma! I ■ I

■
glue
m ..
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rhousands
of modern
lamp-houses
arc bo arrani
there i> nothing at all binding the lenses, yet they break.
As to the noise in your laini>, it i- due to the alternations of
the current, which, under the lua\y amperage,
causes the
carbons to vibrate Possibly, also, some oi the vibration
is in the core oi the compensarc in fact, very lik<
turn of the fault lies there You cannot eliminate the noise
entirely with any oi the current transformers. It i- vers
seldom that you find a lamp and transformer that are perfectly quiet under a flow of 60 ampere- at the arc. If the
I would suggest that you take the matter
up with the Fort Wayne Electric Company, Fort Wayne,
Ind., manufactun
■ :i-arc.
Modern Equipment. Madera, Calif., orders a Handbook
and says: "We have a pretty good show. 1 have been to
'Frisco, but saw no better pictures than we have here We
have a mercury arc rectifier, up-to-date machines and a
radio -creen."
That is the way 1 like to hear folks talk— good pictures,
modern
success. equipment, excellent projection. That's what spells
Magazine Light.— R. \Y. Middlecamp, Princeton. N. J.,
sends a -ketch, and describes at some length a light he has
installed near the lower magazine. I cannot quite understand from the sketch submitted just how Princeton has his
lamp connected up, but the idea is good. It can be worked
Out in a number of different ways. Briefly it is as follows:
To install a 2-c.p. incandescent light under the baseboard
of the machine in such position that it will illuminate the
magazine, the lamp being so installed that the opening of
the magazine door will automatically light it, while the
closing of the door breaks the circuit and extinguishes it.
The idea is good, and I think almost any of our friends
can work it out successfully without sketches. We are
obliged to Princeton for the idea.
Several Things.— From Win. E. May, Bartlesville, Okla.,
comes the following: "I am going to describe a few kinks
I have attached to my Edison one-pin machine. I replaced
the brass ears on the upper film guard with a rubber roller,
taken from an old gate. I replaced brass rollers on top of
gate with one piece steel roller low in the center. I placed
a steel oil-tight grease box around the star and cam and
changed lower tilm guard so that I can have a loop large
enough to put your head in. I cut out the gate and put in a
new bracket for lower guide roller so that it will fit over
grease box. I now have my star packed in vaseline. I put a
three-wing shutter in front of the lens, the same being sH
inches in diameter. The shutter is connected to the gearing
by a universal joint. I grooved the fly-wheel and use
round belt and motor with belt tightener to regulate
belt when framing. There is only one crank turner in
Bartlesville; all the rest use motors."
In addition, Mr. May makes several sketches and describes,
at considerable length his method of attaching the threewing -butter. I think, however, the description, even with
the aid of the sketches would be very difficult to follow.
I would rather suggest that Mr. May, at his convenience,
send photographs, together with description. I am particularly interested in his method of attaching a grease box
to the Edison Geneva. Most certainly the stunts he is
performing with that machine would indicate our good friend,
May, to be a man of ideas and ingenuity.
Tension
Equalizer.
Mr t '.ofM a Roselle,
fiist
brought
up the matter
ten-ion Kosedale.
equalizer, Miss.,
writeswhoin
part as follows: "It seems most of the men want an automatic
equalizer. As we have so many things to adjust, another
one don't make much difference. I. therefore, -ketch out an
idea which will apply to the Motiograph, at least, and probably could be made to apply to other machines."
'Flu- -ketch i- unnecessary Neighbor Roselle's idea is
to attach a very long-stemmed adjusting -crew in such a
way that the belt tightener of the Motiograph can be rai-ed
or lowered while running, thus loosening or tightening the
belt. The top of the set -crew come- up high enough, of
course, so that it can be readily reached by the operator.
The idea is all right, but I think it can be done better in
other ways. Also, I think that it ought to be done as far
as possible, either automatically or -emi-automatically.
Nevertheless, we are obliged to yon for submitting your
idea, since, no doubt, through a gathering together and examination of many ideas the final solution of the practical
and -atisfactory tension equalizer will be found
Interchanging

Parts.

Pennsylvania

(name

of town

sup-
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pressed by request), sends the following: "We have two
Powers a No.
machine
and for
one the
old Lubin,
Lubin. but
We never
purcba-ed
new 5 -tar
wheel heads
and cam
used them. \\ ill they lit on the Powers No. 5? I expeel to "pen
a new theater and there is a mirror 8 it. by 10 ft. lor sale:
Would it give the same result as a mirror screen? Should
the eccentric bushing in the Power- fit tight in the frame?"
The Lubin part- will not fit the Powers machine and it
would not be advisable to try to make them fit. The
eccentric bushings -hould lit snugly in the holes in the frame,
DUt not SO tight but what they may be readily turned with
a screwdriver. No, a mirror will not give you the same result as the mirror screen, but all the same. I wish 1 had
the opportunity to do Borne experimenting with that mirror;
and here is what 1 would do: I would first coat half of the
mirror with a tolerably thin solution of kalsomine. I would
then apply glue to the other half and cover the glue thinly
with white smalts or "flock," or a very fine, perfectly white
sand. 1 would then try it out and see what the result would
be. Maybe h would not be satisfactory at all, but 1 have
got an idea that it would work, and that the light passing
through the thin coating being reflected back from the quicksilver at the back of the gla--. would very materially brighten
the screen, at the same time preventing the dazzling reflections which is the main fault of present reflecting or
semi-reflecting
screens.
If that
workget out
suit
me,
1 would then
wash the
mirrordidn't
off and
someto very
thin white bed-sheeting, stretch it tightly over the glass,
and try it out. Again, maybe it would not show up any
better than the ordinary cloth screen, but I believe it would.
But, again answering your question, the mirror alone would
not do at all, unless you could arrange with the mirror
screen people to prepare its surface.
Troubles. — Glenwood Springs, Colo., orders a Handbook,
and writes in about as follows: "The studying of the Department for the past eight months has made a real operator
of me. I am now running an old Selig Polyscope; though
we expect to put in a Motiograph in about a month. The
town has a population of 2,000; two shows, one tru-t and
one independent. I was with the trust house until recently,
when I had trouble with the manager. When I told him
that a $12 operator was by no means supposed to be a janitor,
there were fireworks, and I 'got mine.' I believe it is up to
the operator to deliver projection which will get
the business, if he wants to remain in the game. I will
send in some ideas soon. In the meantime, I wish you
a prosperous and happy New Year. This comes from one
who will remain your friend and student always.
I am, indeed, surprised that any manager in the mountain- should have the petrified nerve to expect a man to
work for $12 a week and act as janitor into the bargain. We
will be glad to receive the ideas and we trust that you will
win out in the fight, for I have no sympathy with any man
who wants his operator to work for $12 a week.
The Lens Problem. — Two weeks ago I asked if a 40-ft.
picture could be projected on a 50-ft. throw. Up to date,
only two replies have been received, one of which said it
could be done, and the other said that it could not The
latter is correct. Just a little figuring will show that to
do this would require a lens of less than i'. --inches E. F.,
and the use of such a len- in a M. P. machine would, for
several reasons, be impracticable, not to say impossible;
moreover, the lens curvature would be such as would preclude sharp definition. Space forbids extended explanation
this week.
Figuring Resistance. — Taunton. Mass., order- a Handbook,
and asks some questions concerning resistance. He will
find his question- answered in the Handbook. I would also
refer him
to "Resistance,"
page 23.either
January
7th Handbook
issue. If
what
he wishes
is not contained
in the
or in the article referred to. Taunton will please communicate
further.
* * *
Tension. — Ardmore. Okla, write-: "This i- my first letter, though 1 am a constant reader of the Department, and
think it is great. If my tension is a little too tight or too
loose, I use castor oil, and it makes it just right. If you get
too much oil, a little rosin will fix it. Don't you think Mr.
Hoffman ought to have put in what the 'public wants Santa
Claus to bring them' in his cartoon?"
Many thank- for the castor oil hint, friend Ardmore,
though 1 cannot remember that I ever thanked my grandmother for that article when she fed it to me with a spoon.
Your suggestion as regards friend Hoffman's cartoon is
quite apropo. He might have labeled their wish, "Good
Projection."
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Transformer Troubles.— S. J. Gillman, Dundee, Mich.,
write-: "We are using a 133-cycle compensarc. Our local
lighting company is installing a new 60-cycle dynamo, voltage (no) will remain the same. Can we use the 133-cycle
compensarc on 60-cycle current?"
You cannot use the 133-cycle compensarc on 60-cycle
current, friend Gillman. You will have to use rheostats
temporarily, while you send your compensarc to the factory
to be rewound, or else get them to send you a 60-cycle compensarc, you to return the other one.
Fire Scare Advertising. — Mr. E. A. Thompson, manager
Lyric Theater, Richland Center, Wis., sends in a local newspaper clipping, asking my opinion regarding the same. The
clipping is a write-up of Mr. Thompson's competitor, the
Orpheum Theater, of Richland Center. The whole write-up
deals with the safety of the Orpheum Theater as regards
fire. I do not think Neighbor Thompson, your competitor
exercised very good judgment in allowing such a write-up
to appear in the local paper. Of course, it is his privilege
to call attention in any way he sees fit to the safety of his
theater. He is also privileged to claim that it is the only
safe theater on the face of the earth, if he wants to. It is
not, however, good policy to intimate in public print that
there is danger of fire in moving picture theaters. In that,
your competitor certainly displayed bad judgment, or at
least I think he did. As a matter of fact, the danger from
fire in moving picture theaters is almost a joke. To cite
a concrete illustration, Chicago has aproximately 600 places
where moving picture films are shown. These theaters
have been in existence a number of years, and I can count
on the fingers of one hand the people who have been in
any degree injured through fires in Chicago moving picture
theaters. Moreover, such injury as the four or five people
received was trivial, except one man, an operator, who was
very badly burned and, if I remember rightly, died from the
effects. What is true of Chicago is true in almost equal
proportion of other cities. I, therefore, say that the danger
of fire in moving picture theaters is almost a legitimate matter for jest. Articles similar to the clipping only serve to
deceive the public into a belief that there is imminent fire
danger in moving picture theaters.
Wants Position. — Mr J \V. Matthews, manager Amusu
Theater, Eufaula. Ala, writes: "Received Handbook o.k. and
am delighted with it, as I have also been with the Trouble
Department. I use a spoke jointer for sharpening carbons
instead of a rasp. I have had two years' experience managing
theaters and own a Viascope special machine and compensarc all in good condition. I wish to make a change. I
will not work on Sunday."
Any one desiring to engage Friend Matthews can communicate directly with him. I fear, however, the refusal to work Sunday will operate against him.
Measuring Lenses. — New York City comes to the defense
of the editor as follows: "Dear Mr. Richardson: In the last
number of the 'Film Index' a correction of the directions
you gave in your Handbook lor measuring condensing
lenses was made. The gentleman in the 'Index' says the
convex side must be towards the wall. In this he i- very
much mistaken. The focus of the lens is that point at
which the rays, after passing the lens, converge (as in the
case of the front condensing lens), or from which they diverge (as in the case of the back lens). In both cases is
the focus on the fiat side of the lens and must, therefore,
be so measured. It is thereby not necessary that the source
of light be 25 feet away, as was advised in the 'Index,' but
it is necessary that the rays of light strike the lens in a
parallel direction The best way is to use a lantern wrapped
in brown paper, in which is a hole 4'/j inches in diameter
Now, as to the other question which was up -..me time ago
about putting both of the condensing lenses with the onaway from tin- Iik lit . if the flat surface of the
plano-convex lent facet ti" incident, parallel rays, the
whole of the required deviation must be produced at the
parallel rays both surfaces produce nearly equal d<
an. 1 the spherical aberration will be a minimum
vex surface should, therefore, always be toward that side on
which the ray- an- the more nearly parallel to the axiw hen an
i hen are the ra) i
I" tm 1 1 n t!"- two condensing
lensei vtn
therefore, more nearly parallel t<> the axis in fr..nt ..f it
And that is tli'- rea on why, un.i<-r some c
litions, the
1 tter when the from cond< nsei 1 with tbi
surface toward the sheel The hack condenser mu
i" .Mih iii<- ii.u side towards the lamp "
wen, New York, when tin "Index"
tarted in t
"in errors the} onlj mcceeded
in displaying how much
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they do not know.
My method of measurement
approximate focus, that is near enough con
purposes. Bv turning the condenser the other v.
as the 'index" would have it. one i< still less liable to get
it correct. But to settle the matter once and for all 1 have
is an acknowobtained from a pr..fes-or of physics,onwho
the subject which
an article
lenses, page.
authority
will be ledged
found
on onanother
Reflecting the Arc— Mr. Harry Cluster. Baltimore. Md„
"Enclosed sketch illustrates the
the following:
contributes
manner
in which
I reflect the carbon tips to a spot direct y
over the look-out hole in the front operating room wall.
exactly how
By this means I am always enabled ofto theseecrater,
without
the carbons are burning, also condition
eye strain. Be-ule the ruby glass in lamp house door 1
place a small bit of mirror held in frame 5. the frame being
attached to the lamp house door, as shown. By means of
the flexibility of the strip of metal holding the mirror frame
I am enabled to bend the mirror into such position a> will
cause the carbon tips, shining through the rubj the lamp house door onto the mirror, to he reflected to
spot 4 just above the look-out hole, as shown 1 have a
Handbook, which 1 purchased from the Concopy of your
solidated Amusement Company I consider it the best investment Iever made. Any operator bavrnj
books and studying the same will receive compound interest
on his investment in the way of knowledge 01 projection
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Operator Wanted. Kentuckj (name ol town suppressed
bj request I, »rr
Motion future Handbook
We have had trouble with our
operators ever since we started in business, threi
have tried out a number
who
were
supposed
best in tlu- city, and nnd them t.i be either incompetent or
j
We show
6:30 to 10:30 week
.!.i\~. and
1 ,<o to
uii light from
.1 motor
set
1 he price we pa) t..r this work
week,
with $_■ extra for each special matinee
In the event
we desire t- make a change of operators in the future we
would like t>. know if you can send us a man who 1- careful and competent lie .mist understand electricitj and
ition "i ., motor ami generator It would be
necessarj
to have him transferred to the local union"
I have published this letter, not for the reason that I
think it probable that a really tirst class :,,.,„ 0an be obtained tor $18 per week Kentucky must understand that
although the hours .(re short. Mill the operator cannot work
evening seven ,la>s ,„ the week and follow any other
vocation In other words, he must depend upon
tor his daily I, read A first-class operator, one who understands projection thoroughly and who is .lt the same time
•1 painstaking,
can
seldom
he procured
for $18
per week. hut. nevertheless, | believe it might he well lor
operators who are m position to prove their competency
and reliability, and who are not particular in what portion
intrj thej work, to send me their names and addres ,., (alls of this kind are not infrequent, and some of
them pay fairly well— one last week paid $25. Hear this
fact in mind, however, that it will he a waste of energy
to send me your name unless you send with it competent
proot ot your ability, plus reliability. I'.\ "ability," I mean
ability to project an A No. 1. !ir>t-class picture I want
only the names of men who can qualify to take really good
Positions
me athat
will make
good,
and
1 believe 1 Satisfy
can place
fewyou
of can
you and'
at least
m good
houses
at reasonably
good
salaries
Various Things.— Kansas , name of town suppressed),
writes "kudosed tind money order for which you maymake me a Christmas gift of your Handbook. [have received innumerable valuable suggestions from the Department, and have foil,, wed them to the advantage of the picture on my screen, i oncerning our theater: The house
We have a sloping floor, a feature only one or
two theaters this part of the country possess Our screen
is a heavy piaster frame, coated with several applications
ol a certain varnish mixed with aluminum. Suffice to say
that several men who are in the picture business have mistaken it for a mirror screen when viewing the projection.
Any brother operator wishing the receipt tor making the
screen may have it by addressing mc through the Department. Ilay claim to the distinction of getting the best
picture in this part of the valley Mv light is produced
by sensible and studied manipulation of the carbons. My
Monograph machine does the rest. Mv carbons are always
burned at an angle of about 135 deg . the crater consequently facing the condensers, which makes all
light available. Once each week we go over all connections t,, he sure they are clean and tight. On re-wind
table we have installed a heavy piece of glass over a square
hole with a light underneath. I make mv own film cement
I am trying to eliminate a 'drag' (flashes of white into the
dark parts of the picture); it only extends two or three
inches, but worries me. My machine recentlv came back
from the factory where some new parts were put on, including new shutter. When it returned, the 'drag1 was
there It the masking blades ,,n the shutter were made
any wider the flicker would be too heavy, As it is, they
do the
not tilm.
quite cover the aperture plate during the movement
of
regards

plant, Kansas, seems to be an excellent one. As
the shutter trouble, the white streaks referred to
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done, due to the fact that the tube would come in contact
with the bevel gears ,,n the shutter shaft Mv opinion is.
that Rock Island could not possibly get that Size picture
• throw In a recent issue ol the World a certain
party s.ud he would put his machine in charge of an experienced man. not ., cheap
$15 a week
bO)
lake
1! from
me, Mr
Richardson, you will find that there are just as
go,,,| operators among the v oiing men as among the older
ones. 1 would like to know what is the trouble that I must
OSt in my picture to keep a sharp focus 1 am
obliged to keep my Held twice the dimensions it should
be. I presume the fault lies m my condensing lens. As
regards a lamp under a glass set in rewinding tableboard,
will say that I have found a mirror to give u
1 results ."
\s regards the wide picture, vou will see my answer on
that proposition elsewhere \s to the relative desirability
and capability of young nun a~ compared with older ones,
1 would not care to enter into any argument on that point.
Suffice to say that the young men will receive just as much
credit and praise at my hands as will older ones, provided
they demonstrate their ability to deliver the goods" on
the screen, and in addition prove themselves reliable. Those
are the only two things that really count As to the ghost
in your picture, you will have to be a little more definite
before 1 can answer intelligently. By "field," 1 presume
you mean the spot of light on the gate. Give me the focal
length of the lenses you are using, distance of condenser
from film, si/e of picture and length of throw, and I can
form an opinion
as to what
is the matter.
Double Convex Lens.— Mr. John Neil, East Stroudsburg,
Pa., sends in tlu- following: I have been studying the condenser problem and have done considerable experimenting.
I tind that with the Powers \'o. d machine, two 8-inch focus
French condensers, beveled on both sides, will produce the
lust picture. They make the picture look more natural
than any condenser I have yet found. I would like to have
your opinion on the matter. Enclosed find money order for
$1.50 for your cloth-bound Handbook."
If you mean that you are using two double convex lenses
for condensing, I could not even make an intelligent guess
as to what the result would be. I never used that kind
myself Will you kindly inform us as to where you got
these lenses, what their price is, and describe as nearly as
possible thecomplishedimprovement
by their use?

in
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An Excellent Rewinder.— Mr. Wm. H. Hepburn, manager
Automatic Theater. Los Angeles, Calif., writes: "Have
noted your reply to my letter on patches, December 3d issue,
and thank you for suggestion as to framing while threading.
In the same issue, page 1286, I note sketch of a rewinding device: also what you say as regards operator rewinding while running the machine. I agree with you,
though I must say my operator has to do it, and that is the
general rule out here. I think, however. I have a dandy rewinder,
as shown
in the accompanying
sketch.

<&&—

rly called, -travel ghost." The Motiograph machine is. or was. made with two widths of shutter blades
While at the factory it was undoubtedly equipped with the
blades.
Youof can
the shutters,
t'ravel ghost
out will
by
anarrower
very careful
setting
the take
narrow
but vou
I it very exact. The Enterprise Optical Company
will send you an instruction book with full directions for setting the Monograph shutter. Follow them carefully and
you will. I believe, have no serious trouble in eliminating
travel ghost.
Wide Picture. Princeton. X. J., writes "As regards
the 35-ft. picture On a 50-ft throw, there is one machine
at least, namely, the \ iasCope. with which
it could not be

"I utilize an old fan motor having three speeds. The
shaft on which the take-up reel rests [ had split and a key
set in. Consequently you simply have to slide the reel on
the shaft and, when the film is re-wound, slide it off again;
no bolts to draw and no letting the reel drop. If the operator '■tarts re-winding before threading the machine, the job
is usually finished during intermission. By means of a
leather-shod brake, mounted on a strip of strap iron, the rewinding may be done while operating, with but very little

THE
attention. This is my
evolved for the reason
kept my attention away
good projection. I wish
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own rig-up when I was operating,
that 1 found re-winding by hand
from the more important work of
you a very merry Christmas and a

prosperous
and happy
New Year."
We are indebted to Los Angeles for the excellent sketch.
Rewinders should always be fitted with a motor, and where
such an excellent device as is here shown is available, I
shall withdraw a large part of my objection to rewinding
while operating. It would be a very easy matter to add an
automatic circuit breaker, held up by the film between the
two reels, which would drop when the film pulled ofif the
empty reel, and stop the motor; thus the operator would
merely set the thing going, and that would be all there
would be to it. You can come across with all the ideas of
that kind you want to, friend Hepburn, and they will receive space.
Troubles
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-nice au- bil incepti< 1
"Just
v his action.
l'athe Feres "II Travat
bition at the General Film Compai
hibitors might decide whet
exhibit
the film.
1
managers,
and quite a n 11
with
the

ask for a rai-e and do not get it"' It mean- quit; and for a
man far from home being out of work in the middle of
winter i- no cinch. Nor does it follow that a Rood operator
need never be idle. I worked in one house in ( h
teen month
the same
old story- $15 all the time.
Why
was this? Yellow shadows and ghosts never -bowed in
my picture- more than three time- 111 the entire daily run
of eight hour-. I- this encouraging to an operator who

machine was n. .1 handled intelligently;, and that the trouble
ar..-e through that fat t I do not think, ;
1- the ... •
M" manager oi ih<- company ■ serted that the
trouble arose through th<
familiar with that make ol mat hine
it
II the e people wi h to ell their product, it ia very much up
to them t.. issue competent
and pi at ti< si in ti

ENGLAND

The Beverly, Mas-, aldermen have recent
a permit for the building
site of the Buteman
bio
theater management will build a
theater and the liurkman block.
Mayor
I 1
cently, upon the ;

the

Machine Trouble.— l'Yom Louisville, Ky . comes a letter
Betting
forth
111 emphatic,
not to say lurid Ian.
of the Broadway Amusement Company against a
certain
make
of projector
Thi
ems
well
founded.
I took the letter over to tin- head of the New
York end of the concern, and much to my a-toiii-hment
he
declined to read it, saying he did nol read long letterHe
Dud me that he had himself received a letter from
the same company, voicing tin- -.one complaint, and that
he had not read it and did not intend t... a- it was too long.
I didn't know whether t.. laugh or iweai 111'- situation
really had an element
ol comedy
t- it
I
-old the Broadway Amusement Company a niacin
machine had not given satisfaction, ami the com|
so deeply interested in that fact that they would not take
the trouble
I" read .1 > ..ii|
1 w hat wai wrong, ••! w I at th< .
t.. be
' in dist overing tin
attitude I promptlj
It 1- within
lb.- ranye
..1 p<>
r ilitn
that the

M
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following wail of woe: "I have the advantage of hundreds
of operator-, in that 1 have met the editor of the World's
Trouble Department (though he has no doubt
me;, said Department, by the way, having helped me out
more than once. It is eagerly read each week. You have
often remarked in the World that a good operator would
not work for low wages, or if he was called upon to rewind, call for films, or if his manager made him run his
machine at excessive speed, he would refuse. Now, I claim
to be a good operator, not from a spirit of egotism, mind
you — but a man knows what he can do — ami besides my
managers have always -aid my work was lir-t class in every
particular. Now, Mr. Richardson, suppose 1 am working
in a theater for $15 per week for seven days, running 20
to _'4 reel- during the day and 10 to [2 illustrated songs
and a spotlight occasionally, and in addition to this get my
films from the depot, trim two flaming arcs outside, put
• . etc., and some mornings put in three hours
shifting scenery — no overtime, ever paid — and supposing 1

make- hi- manager's interests his own?"
And -o the letter continue- at some length. 1 think the
brother 1- mi-taken in hi- assertions What I -aid was,
that I myself would not do certain things, and I promptly
quit more than one job when called upon to do them. It
doesn'l follow, however, that 1 expect everyone el-e to
pursue
tin- -ame
line of conduct.
It doefollow,
however,
that so lony a- operators allow managers to dictal
at what
speed
they -hall run their machine
and insist on
their getting
films and
doing
errand boy
work,
ju-t that
these things.
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mcnts piled on top ol each
child would trj to build a house wuli his b
itectural beauty.
Hie quantity
is there, but
no ami while the decorators make money in
selling the quantity, they lose their reputation by overlooking the
quality.
rs. McMahon & Jackson, "The Alhambra," i> -nil admired b
i specimen of pure
Moorish
decorations.
Hie
Uhamhi
ned and constructed bj the Plaster Ornamental Company of Cincinnati.
new theater on Fountain Square, Cincinnati,
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d with much taste and has the posters framed in the
s of the lobby.

The two side columns arc a monstrosity, they are heavy enough
to support a Chicago skyscraper, while they are out of proportion in a two-story building. The top is also too heavy even for
the big size of the columns, and the crowning butterfly is another monstrosity: in other words, the excellent design of said
butterrn i- 1' ~t in :li<' out-of-proportion effect Everything is too
heavv, too rich in
ornaments and the
ticket box, intended
i< >r a beautiful girl
cashier.
called l>v many

per-

splendid
specimen soleum
of aThe decomaurations
have
been
overdone
and
the
the Royal
>ks to me
something
like the
chadeliers
of
the
Pennsylvania
Capitol, where the members of the building
commission sold the
chandeliers
at
so
much
per
pound
and.
to sill more
pounds of bronze to
of Pennsylvania, they made
gly heavy chandeOnc

redeeming
lie Royal
thc neat apCincin-

thev are well uniformed and ;
with very neat and tasty white duck unifot

On thi> question of posters we must admit that New York and
some other Eastern cities are a disgrace to the motion pictures.
In the Western cities with rare exceptions, the exhibitors make
it a point to give a neat appearance to their lobbies. While they
believe in the efficiency of good posters, they claim that too many
.is had as none at all. When the Eastern exhibitor
wants to exhibit too many posters, he cannot afford to purchase
a frame and an easel for each sheet and, to satisfy his bad taste
of a vulgar display of posters, he nails them on his walls or hang
them from any corner. The Western exhibitor, on the contrary,
spends money to frame his posters and. by giving a decent appearance toiiis lobby, he gets the nickels.
You cannot impress the public that you show good and clean
pictures when you decorate your lobby with unframed and cheap
looking poster- This style of advertising was good in the past
when the pictures were shown only in small houses and when the
audiences were of the low class. To-day things have changed,
the dirty little dumps, with small seating capacity and poor ventilation are fast passing away to make room for large, palatial
I the moment that the exhibitors called the attention
of the- public to a much better class of houses, a new- class of
spectators appeared and arc now eager for motion pictures. Why
destroy this good effect on the business in general by returning
to the' disgraceful advertising methods of the side show.
The Orpheum (Louisville) is big. and. like the Majestic, has a
high arched lobby, handsomely decorated and lighted. The balcony giving in the lobby and the other wall ornaments are of
plastic relief work, painted in different old bronze colors. The
night illumination of the Orpheum is the best in Louisville. The
auditorium is very high, with an arched ceiling, and decorated
with much taste The incline is such as to command a good
view from every seat. The only objection to this house is the
illuminated dial of a clock sticking above the screen; perhaps a
good thing to remind the spectators of some engagements: but,
to many others, this dial is too much like a full moon shining
Spoiling the effect of the picture.
no, also a ten cent house, has a very tasteful lobby, but
the interior needs an entire remodeling. Two heavy columns
cut the view from too many seats. As the house is very wide,
they have ■ ■
for the place; the said screen nearly
touching the ceiling
The walls are properly decorated in somber
colors, but the ceiling is too white and. with a screen i
high, the light of the projection reflects on the white color of the
ceiling and injures the picture.
While
the projection
is very
lmht i
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The Columbia has also a pretty attractive small lobby. The
floor is not inclined, but if the chairs are on the same level, the
little man behind a big merry widow hat can see something for
the fact that the screen is very high. This seems to be a prevailing feature in this section of the country of keeping the screen
several feet higher than in other theaters and it is not a bad feature, as a view- can be obtained from even- seat and a more direct projection from the booth. The only exception is, as already
stated, the Casino, and in such case it is excusable, as the house
is very wide.
The Victoria, a five cent house, is not for a daily change nor
for cheap vaudeville. At five cents the management cannot have
a complete orchestra, but if this orchestra is composed of a single pianist, we must render him justice in stating that he is a
talented musician and he know- how to accompany the pictures.
At the Victoria the chairs are on the same level, with a high
screen.
I am sorry that the snowstorm and very disagreeable weather
kept me from visiting other houses, but, on the other hand, I
gathered enough valuable facts to prove that if the exhibitors of
other towns want to drop vaudeville, adopt good music and return to the idea of 011I3 two changes per week, they can prosper
like the Louisville theaters.

* * *

A -ure sign that the enterprising exhibitor is ready to do anymprove the appearance of his place is the great number
ders placed with the
Newman
Manufacturing
Company, of Cincinnati,
for their brass poster
frames and easels. Mr.
Newman
informed
us
that he would follow the
tion contained in
the Construction
Page
ember
24th of
Poster Frames for the
walls of the lobby, to advertise the program of
the week.
To close this question
of posters, I will call the
attention to the disgraceful poster display of a
Cincinnati theater. At
the time of my visit, the
Orpheum Theater, a
small house on West
Fifth Street, was a sore
in this shopping
thoroughfare. In my
opinion this particular
theater should be closed,
as it is one of the houses
doing its best to get the
and the newsexcited against
motion pictures. They
had in their lobby a big
poster fully 4x6 feet depicting "White Caps
(Whipping
uher posters,a ■' Negro."
twing ugly White
Cap scenes were dia
played on the sides of
the lobby, and still othei mailer postet ol the same nature were
hanging from every available corner. The manager. 1
a morbid exhibition, added signs in big blue letters,
I 111 we blame the
pulpit and the newspapers foi their attitude .iL'.iin-t motion pictures when we are exposed dailv to stub an exhibition
We must render justice to the good taste of the other Cincinnati theati
• the poor policy of their competitor,
the "Orpheum."
We wish also that New xork exhibit
realize thai they cannot expect a bettei class of patronage unless
more decency in their advertising methods
1 M B
IN

THE

MISSISSIPPI

Charles Derr, formerly operator for the Star, Dixon and
Family theaters, at Dixon, has opened the Rose Theater, in
the Moss Building, First street, Dixon, 111.
H. V. Alford, of Bradley, 111., has purchased the Scenic
Theater, at Bradley, of Frank Miller.
The city council of Albia, Iowa, has passed an ordinance
prohibiting moving picture shows on Sunday. The picture
men declare they have as much right to open on Sunday
as bakeries, candy and cigar stores.
"The program is generally worth the money and a little
more,"
Theater. says the Areola Record-Herald of the Olympia
Red and green is the color scheme of the new Star photoplay theater, at Lincoln, 111., which has been opened under
the management of Eiler Jones.
Picture shows are used by Colonel Dunn, a representative
of the government bureau, which desires the safe transportation of explosives, in delivering his ill istrated lecture on
the proper method of handling cars.
J. C. Weber, manager of the Bijou Theater, at Jacksonville, 111., was given an indeterminate sentence of from one
to twenty years for setting fire to the Airdome, of which he
was also proprietor.
Attaches of the Bijou and Nickel Bijou Theaticatur, 111., were recently entertained by Mr>. (
fried, who has assumed the management of the Plymouth,
at Minneapolis, Minn., recently purchased by her husband,
A. Siegfried.
"Dreamland," a touring car sent out from Kewanee. has
been
Southern
stands touring
of picture
shows.Missouri,
Some giving
time onewill 'and
be I
Arkansas, and the trip will end in Texas.
In the party are:
Mrs. Chris Taylor and son, Walter; William
Wind and
William Avery, of Kewanee.
Moline's new picture house, at Sixth avenue and Fifteenth
street, has been named The Mirror, a prize of $5 has been
awarded
to Miss Bernice Oppenheimer,
in a conl
mirror screen is a feature.
Rivalry between the royal and famiN
Salle, 111., has been ended, the managers holding a conference
and agreeing to secure film service that would not conflict, and give the public assurance of exclusive
either place. The tendency deplored in the World columns
to try and put the other fellow out of business is waning.
In Springfield, 111., there has been a readjustment of film
service which, in a measure, allows the devotee to visit the
different houses and not see the
-er and
over.
Formerly
mad desire
which
means
more
to thetheexhibitor
than tofor the"early
patron.stuff."
(
same posters in several lobbies simultaneously.
The effort
at harmony appears not only more profitable in reducing
expenses, but the public, apparently, is as well pit
Fred Beck, the baseball
a week at the Colonial, m Springfield. 111., a tour
weeks over the I
Picture Theater circuit.
Beck carries his own song slides, and woe to th<
who mars them with thumb
pril
cracked and spotted slide has bun the vocal end of the
his blight pictures w, r<
of the Colonial
Incidentally, un<
of 11 II I uggle, tin- sjn
of life. Consequently, business is better
I he pi
which was annoying upon a recent visit
standard and the licensed I In set ■
proved,
DOW
one day
What andaboutthen the\
of W
\V. Watt
111 Not that he I
daily, but wan;
Vernon
-oiiic I eniplc, in that
another -mall theater
The Atlas, mi.:
COnv

and • main
pened Bon

•

VALLEY.

Picti
ri at Milwaukee,
WU„ who refused to
(.•rant an injunction asked by Intl
nd other-.
against Konstanty Wasniewski, who declared thi
of a building for a photoplay
theater would ultimately
mean noi
ting music and
Muran \ Hibl
ireek, at Print eville, Ill
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NE5T0I
"Rarely

Equalled — Never

BOMBASTICITY
ELASTICITY
Is Twin Brother To

We have nothing in common with either twin.
We state facts and firmly abide by them.

"SLEEPY

For Release Wednesday, Jan. 11th, 1911.

EXHIBITORS:

A Dream- Picture 905 Feet Short

"SLEEPY HOLLOW"

NOW that you have resolved to stay in business and
to do more than a thriving business , it behooves
you to stick to this resolution, and stick fast. Nestor
Films will not only help you to sticL , but will also lift
you up to the highest pinnacle of Mount Prosperity.
Just keep up your
unflagging demand
for ONE NESTOR A
WEEK, making sure that
you always get it. Of
course, you know that
WEDNESDAY
is
NESTOR'S RELEASE
DAY ; and if you insist
on getting all NESTORS as soon as they
are released,
counter no itormyyou'll
seasen-in
your sail to success — nay,
we'll guarantee that you
won't even see the suspicion of a ripple.
If you have not vet starScene from
ted getting NESTOR
FILMS, start now, remembering that " IF IT'S
A NESTOR, IT'S NOT ONLY GOOD BUT
BETTER
THAN
THE BEST."
For Bulletins, synopsis, etc., Write to
"Nestorlist 1006" 147 Fourth Ave., N. Y.

HOLLOW"

has been simply and truthfully announced as a picture of a dream and a dream of a picture — it is
even more — it is a truly great picture — the equal
and, in story, the superior of that amazing creation of ours, "AT CEDAR RIDGE."
The acting and the
story will stir and thrill
the onlooker in spite of
himself. The scenery,
marvelously beautiful,
and the photography, clear
and perfect, are a source
of genuine delight. If
pages were to be written
about this dazzling film
nothing more laudatory
could be said than that it }
is better than the best.
Order it Now! Get
it as soon as you have read
the synopsis on page 100.
You TORcan
NES-of
FILMSget
at any
"Sleepy Hollow"
the wide-awake
Exchanges.
If y
dealing with a sluggish one
you'll have to rough-house pretty lively in order to
get SLEEPY HOLLOW.

DAVID HOFSLEY,

German
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t FILriS
Imitated"

Surpassed — Often

EUREK

A!!!

All The Exchanges Given Here Below

HAVE

FOUND

That to Reap the Harvest One Must Buy

NESTOR

-EXCHANGES
For Release
Wednesday
Jan. 18th

"Their
New

Minister"
A whole reel
of real fun

Don't
Miss That
One
Nestor a
Week

FILMS

"The

BUYING

NESTOR

FILMS-

Albany Film Exchange
418 Broadwav, Albany, N. Y.
Anti-Trust Film Exchange
79 South Clark Street, Chicago, 111.
Applegath, L. J., & Sons
145 Yonge Street, Toronto, Ont.
Bijou Film and Amusement Co
1222 Grand Avenue, Kansas Citv. Mo.
B. & W. Film Exchange
412 East Baltimore Street, Baltimore, Md.
California Film Exchange
10O5 Mission Street, San Francisco, Cal.
Canadian Film Exchange
Calgary, Alberta, Vancouver, B. C.
Capitol Film Exchange
422 North High Street, Columbus, O.
Central Film Service Co
119 N. Illinois Street, Indianapolis, Ind.
Chicago Film Exchange
48 Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, 111.
Cincinnati-Buckeye Film and Projecting Co., 309 Arcade Building, Dayton, O.
315 West Fourth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Consolidated Amusement Co
Rhodes Building, Atlanta, Ga.
Co-operative Film Exchange
320 Atlas Block, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Eagle Film Exchange
43 North Ninth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Empire Film Exchange
150 East Fourteenth Street, New York City.
Dixie Film Co
503 Chamber of Commerce Bldg., Birmingham, Ala.
Gaumont
"Montreal,
Que. Street, Chicago, 111.
Globe
FilmCo Service Co
107 E. Madison
Great Eastern Film Exchange
21 East Fourteenth Street. New York Citv.
W. E. Green Film Exch. (Inc.)
28 Fremont Street, Bom
H. & H. Film Service
8 Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, 111.
Independent Film Exchange
j 1 5 Ferry Street, Pittsburg, 1
Independent Western Film Exch
Swetland Building, Portland, Ore.
Laemmle
Film Service
i</> Lake Street, Chicago. III.
Laemmlt
Film Service
1517 Farnam Street, Omaha. Neb
Michigan Film and Supplv Co
1106 Union Trust Building, Deti
Paramount
Film Co
428 Ninth Street, N \Y , Washington, D. C.
Philadelphia Film Exchange
34 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Standard Film Exchange
155 Washington Street, Chicago, 111.
Swanson-Crawford Film Co
723-734 Century Building. St. L
Swanson, W. U., Film Exch
Railroad Building
Texas Film Excham;.
311 Elm Street, Dallas, Tex.
Toledo Film Exchange
319 Superior Street, Toledo, O.
United Film Co,
Troy, N. Y.
Victor Film Service
Prospect and Huron Street-. Cleveland, O.
Western Film Company
to8
Western Film Exchange
307 Enterprise Building, Milwaul

NESTOR

FILMS ARE

DISTRIBUTED

THROUGH

THE

SALES

For Release
Jan. 25th,
Wednesday-

Man
A
^Excruciatingly
Funny Film

In 23"

Miss That
One
Don't
Nestor a
Week

COMPANY

vings BanK Building, 4th Ave, and 14th St., New Yorft

I 111-

More

Scientific

Films

MOVING

Desired.

W'oUI.P

ii.lt rs of minute animate or
life. Ally the microscope with the moving picture
■:•! you have the same minute world moving on the
is difficult and delicate, but it is always apihown and pays l"r itself, if only by way of
advertising.
inanimate

Micro.,
I think I am i■■• n ing pic
■-. with Mr. Martin

'

PICTURE

only parti Jly su
ambra Music Hall.
J.ondon, was the scene of the exhibition. One of the films represented cheesetnites. When tin chi
pcreen, h<
result was that the Alhambra audiences— audiences resembling
those which gathr at Mr. Hammerstein's vaudeville house— did
not like these somewhat gruesome moving pictures
stance which the.
1 similar microscopic films
shown on the screen in too.;, only met with partial success
Urban and Duncan were before their time.
But moving pictures of mil
\ere bound, in the
nature of things, to win general acceptance before long. I understand that Pathe, in their Paris factory, have a department
especially designed for the production of moving pictures of objects invisible to the naked eye. which are of scientific, general
or popular interest. I saw one of these picture- the other day
in the Pathe projection room on Twenty-fifth street, and it interested me so much that 1 made a note t.> give this film place
On The Screen, which I do here this very week
The film is entitled "Boil Your Water." It illustrati
all, the abstraction of some water from a pond. Every microscopist knows that pond water, though apparently clear and
pure, is full of small livntr organisms which, when magnified in
the water, give the liquid a truly forbidding aspect You do not
care to drink the stuff, unboiled.
They are almost human in their actions. They live, move and
have their being much in the same manner a- human beings.
They eat, gather and fore gather, multiply, and. generally speaking, live a life of ceaseless activity and movement.

I said this was a Pathe picture. 1 want to hold up this fact as a
the independent film manufacturers.
As 1 am writing
I turn over the page of the Moving Picture World
which contains a list of the Independent releases for the last
month.
Would you believe it. these releases only contain a sincalled scientific. This is a
Solax film entitled "Salmon Fishing in Canada."
If the Independent manufacturers, both singly or as a body, want to
strengthen their hold upon the exhibitors and the public, let some
of them get down to the making of a few microscopic subjects.
Or if the use of the microscope in conjunction with the moving
picture camera is beyond them, let them at least give us more
scenics.
I started out to commend this very fine Pathe film because it
deserves it. As' I am writing this page, the temptation to say to
the other manufacturers, and particularly the independent manufacturers, "go and do likewise" is strong upon me. I doubt very
much whether the independent programme, which consists chiefly
of dramatic and comedy subjects, will long continue to please the
public, unless it is diversified in some way or other. Scientific
subjects would diversify it. So would scenic subjects; so would
industrial subjects. All these things are conspicuously absent at
this moment from the independent programme. Let me give another illustration. In the independent programme for the week
ending January the 7th there is no industrial subject, and only
one scenic In the licensed programme there are three scenics.
Neither, it will be seen, contains either a scientific or an industrial subject. So that both sides of the business are, it is evident,
lacking in this respect.
FLICKERS,
The light i

^ Of course, they have a beauty all their own. but you need be
microscopist to appreciate them.
1 have dabbled a little in miroscopy, and so can appreciate the delicacy and difficulty of this
rork. From the living organisms we pas- in the Pathe picture
) the dead organisms.
The water is boiled, and then you per:ive that it is full of an inert mass of dead matter. The organms have been killed by boiling. Then comes the third stage in
le treatment of the water. The dead organisms are filtered off
. rid the final part of the picture shows the scientist, who has
conducted the experiments, treating himself to a glass of purified clear water.
The work is absolutely being carried out by
competent hands and the result is that by the aid of the sub' titles, a perfectly clear and interestin the value
of the microscope in purifying our food is given. Thus the
moving picture may he said in this example to be both entertaining and instructive.
Pathe. I believe, have a series of these microscopic subjects.
They will probably have a very favorable reception at the hands
of moving picture audiences. More favorable than they would
have had some eight or ten years aco when I saw the UrbanDuncan film, because people at large have now crown accustomed
to looking for such subjects as thi- on the screen as an occasional relief to the monotony of the Western drama. The film
makers have only commenced to touch the possibilities of the
scientific applications of the moving picture. Few of us. T imagine, who go to a moving picture theatre, would bo pleased with
a programme made up entirely of microscopic subjects or scientific subjects of another kind. but. generally speaking. I think
we could do with more.
The microscope covers an enormous

ways good on an operator's dime novel.

Dr. Cook has made arrangements to pose for moving pictures Whether real Eskimos and gum drops will be used
is not known,
veracity
stuff. but then, the Doc was never strong on that
Among the Christian martyrs is to be included the Youngstown, Ohio, manager, who was arrested and fined for not
making ladies remove their hats.

* * *

A Reading, Pa., justice condemns movintr pictures as a
peril to every boy and girl. A Brooklyn justice provides refreshments, toys and moving pictures as a treat to 800 poor
children. We allow the reader one guess as to which of
learned gentlemen wears his heart in the right
place.
The Mayor of Painesville. Ohio, is legally supposed to be
languishing in jail. He was "pinched" by the prosecuting
attorney for exhibiting the Passion Plav on Sunday. When
politicians fall out. honest men get their dues.
We have been reading several long-winded,
dreary "ad•11 moving
pictures.
We would print them
but
what's the use'
The only leg they have to stand on i's the
darkened auditorium.
Light up. brothers, and end this agitation. Itwill help the usher too. It works both ways.
A t>-t for moving picture "cuss words" was made upon
two Columbus deaf mutes, without success. They must
have been swearing in Gaelic, or the committee would never
have failed to bring in a true bill.
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LESSONS " ON THE SCREEN

RECENT

EXAMPLES

ANALYZED

By Rev. W. H. Jackson.
THE TWO PATHS— (Biograph).
On account of the Biblical quotations used as a foundation for
its sub-titles, together with the evident moral lesson this film
is intended to teach, it must be classed as a religious play.
On this account it must be approached with the question:
"Does it fulfil the good purpose which is presumably sought for
it?" It is not difficult to answer that it cannot do so because of
its strained manufactured crudities. In the moral and religious
world the "Two Paths" may be compared with the street evangelist, a mna who on account of an "experience" feels called upon
to be a teacher of others. Equipped with a few Bible texts, some
tragic or extreme stories, the nature of which are often more revolting than convincing; lacking education, logic or power, he
fancies himself a capable guide, little realizing that he is of no
value to anyone unless perchance someone lower in the moral
scale than he himself had been. The "Two Paths" may fill just
such a condition and can only occupy such a similar place. The
writer of "Two Paths" has failed to recognize the fact that people are neither warned or convinced by revolting conditions ; it
is universally conceded by religious and moral authorities that
when such conditions are presented to the average and normal
mind th*y are met with a defensive barrier named "such a thing
could never happen to me." Again the author is in error when
he depicts such a violent entrance upon the "wrong path" as that
shown in this instance; does he not know that young people
DRIFT into sin and that they do not JUMP in after the manner he depicts in tl
ever heard of anyone being
shown a Bachanalian feast and invited to take a plunge, it is
questionable even if the devil would advocate such a course.
Allurements and enticements, seductive and deceptive methods
are the weapons of the enemy of souls; it is such as these portrayed in life to-day that should be interwoven in any subject intended to be a helpful warning to the innocent and the unwary:
an orgie would be repulsive to any but a degenerate mind, and
for the writer of "Two Paths" to place young women generally
on the verge of readiness to take a leap when it is shown them is
an insult to the tenderness of the refined feminine mind.
Again, the undisguised Mephistophalianism of the tempter is
doubly wrong in that no tempter would so openly disclose himself and no such vaunted temptation would succeed The author
of the play seems cognizant of this weakness, for under the title
of the "Two Paths"
. -tion of "symbolism" in an
evident ntt
the failure of the production.
Apart
from the
tion of the Satanic feature- of the
tempter the whole play is as devoid of "symbolism" as it is lacking in truthfulness to the actual, possible and natural The portrayal of the "right path" is exceedingly weak and uninviting;
here was the author's strong opportunity f>>r a bright picture instead of the labored struggle represented, there was certainly
make the "right path" positively attractive
tl opportunity is lost here:
that it is 1
proof of the consistent u
the whole conception.
Viewed as a whole "Two Path-" can nevei
the author would have it believed he dei red, the writer of this
review- 1 ould not advise anyi
warning; judged positively it cannot do food judged
it may prove harmful, as its teachit |
formed character preaching to others out of an evil
ing, whether in word or picture

natural

and

I Hi: PREACHER'S WIFE— (Vitagraph).
r*a Wife" i> not
mcerned a relit
that the

take pari tnd the 11 ti tic n Mure of the production
lality ofentimenl
the \ •■
thoroughly 1 n< wn.ti.

of the conception of the writer
^onc the
subject of the writer of this review. It is universally conceded that the impression produced by a play, as by a
speech, are those which first hold the mind when the end
is reached, it is here the pent-up feelings are released in just
such a truthful manner as the subject may have secured;
hence, the applause, the sanction, the approval or disapproval, praise, either full or stinted, or perhaps criticism.
"The Preacher's Wife" produces no emphatic experience,
it excite; no applause (perhaps this is not expected;, neither
doe? it elicit praise (this may have been expected), one just
feelsa tone
like saying:
"Well, 1 don't
muchhe ofappears
the preacher,"
in
of dissatisfaction
with think
him as
as here
presented. As the "Preacher" is the chief character in the
play any dissatisfaction with him must be applicable to the
whole, for the success of the whole is what he makes it.
As a preacher himself, the writer of this article must take
up one of two positions, he must either approve or disapprove the "Preacher;" and, as he cannot approve, he must
disapprove, and declare in so doing, that this disapproval is
not merited by the average preacher, but by the strained and
extreme conception in the mind of the writer of this play
which can only have a tendency to bring contempt upon
preachers if such a character as the "Preacher" were true
to life, a- happily it is not. This lack of life truthfulness
arouse- the suspicion that a true portrayal was not sought,
but a -trained one for some purpose not revealed, but certainly not creditable to the ministry or
cause them to be pleased by a mild kind of sanctimonious
burlesque of either their love-making or married life. This
also lead- to the natural sequence
that if it
falls foul of the ideal in the preacher it inu-t also do so in
of the wife; as while it 1- possible that such an
experience may have come, in days done by, to a preacher's
wife, "The Preacher's Wife" is not a fair representation
of either the probable attitude of either preacher or wife.
To be just to the writer of this play, it will be fair to say
that his conclusions, so far as the
:. may be
true, it he intend- it to be understood that the "Preacher."
evidently a man Hearing the forties, married a mi
-kirted ^irl in her teen-; such
a difference
in
reprehensible, and would produce friction in am
life. For a minister to be represented as falling in
one, who to him is a mere child, simply because -be has
"sparkling eye-" 1- a slight upon the solid characteristics
of a man who is supposed to be a Student of human nature
as well as a teacher
When married, the extreme puritanical
idea- imposed upon the preacher are not onlj too extreme.
but place him in a bad ligl |
temper, m a way that hoi. Is him Up to the scorn and ridicule
of the beholder-. -,. that if, unforl
that the character was true in life, it would onlj
bring both the minister and the i
. t in deserved contempt.
1- represented .1- shocked, and « it
bukes her, and with angriei
in, when
|
satisfied with
an m she attemptit and hurls it thl
..re an outrage
ministry,
i- not trupon religion, it ti
had temper i- ,m unkind imputation on

tion of th

.

iV in the

't to the

under the

and winnii
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LICENSED.
"A the
Familyfad ofof aVegetarians"
(Edison)
upon
family to live
without \meatcom( A yonng
man pretends to be a vegetarian to win the dauj
-he pretends to I
-. him
After the
wedding thej meet in .i restaurant, where they are both devouring meat as
The mil's father comes
to \ i - 1 1 them
and though
smellii famished
.
. ment, and all admitting
they like meat, tl i
nism i- at
an end. In places the fun i- both fast and furious, and in the
attempts to keep the knowledge of actual like- from each
other much interesting c imedy di
"The Girl Spy Before Vicksburg" (Kalem).— A war story
representing the exploits of the ii"\\ well-known girl spy
in destroying a L'nion ammunition wajron. She
order and gets inside the L'nion lines and succeeds in dis• tin- sentry so a- to take In- place. Then, .-he
uses a -tick of dynamite t>> explode the powder wagon This
war story, but the producer- have made one serious
mi-take Dynamite \va- not used for such purposi
as tlie ( i\il War. It was used during the Spanish
War. hut it did nol come into u-e for Masting or other
similar work until [867. It will be seen that in this instance
the explosive material i- an anachronism which rather disturbs the unity of event-.
The setting of the picture is
excellent and the photography 1- all that could he desired.
There i- a succession of thrill- which will satisfy the most
obdurate audience.
"Running
Away Denny,
From the
a Fortune"
— Aa- comedy
which
represents
man named< Pathe).
in a will
heir to
$10,000. beating it when a dog run- toward him carrying
the will rolled up like a -tick of dynamite in hi- mouth.
There arc interesting collisions and an eventual capture But
while it lasts it keep- the audience laughing.
"The American Fleet in French Waters" 1 Pathe).— A short
picture showing characteristic scenes when the American
tleet visited French water-. They are -ecu -teaming up
toward Cherbourg, and then come- the landing. The photography i- excellent and the picturesque features of the
scenes are well produced.
"In Full Cry" (Pathe). — An interesting picture of a stag
hunt in France, representing picturesque scenery and offering an attractive picture of the way a -tag hunt appears.
After the killing the entire party goes for the hunt dinner
lutiful castles of old France.
"A Mexican
The an
story
of a when
girl who
pined
away andRomance"
failed to (Urban).
recover —from
injury
her
lover was forbidden the house. The doctor divining the
cause of her continued illness, succeeds in inducing her
father to allow her lover to return. Then recovery i- rapid
The dramatic feature- are wanting, hut perhaps the film will
please.
"A Coaching Trip in Devonshire. England" (Urban). — An
attractive outdoor picture, giving a good idea of the type
of scenery in Devonshire, together with view- of the buildother interesting featureThe trip i
photographed and appears so natural that one n;as though he was there, actually going over the ground.
"His Wife's Sweethearts" (Biograph). — Tells how a husband wasand
deceived
hy the
the difficulties
servants wearinc:
his wife'shefore
newfur coat
hat. and
he encountered
he discovered his mistake. He got two black eye-, a much
bedraggled suit, was arrested as a burglar, and had to send
for hi- wife to identify him to gret him out of the police
station It ha- some funny situations and numerous funny
suggestions based upon mi-taken identity.
"After the Ball" (Biograph).— A humorous story, dealing
with the adventure- of a gentleman who over-stayed his
allotted time at a ina-que ball, and dreaded to return home
and face his wife. Ringing two friend- into the scheme to
help him out. it start- well, but mi-carric. Happily, the
curtain- fall- before the fearful punishment of the unfortunate individual is inflicted upon him.
"The Blue Horse Mine" (Lubin). — An excellent picture.
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telling tii'
tern mine, an Eastern man. and a
girl, and an Indian who ran a race and won $21
which the mine .•.
I pon this hung the success of the young Iman'love affairs
he Indian
ran the Eventually
race, the mieverything
put into tin- mine, and the rich pay dirt that came out disposed
father in favor of the young man. and all ended
well with the Indian a- a partner in the business. Without
.my particular dramatic merit, the picture 1- pleasing
it tell- a pleasant -tory in a snappy way, and leave- the
audience with an impression that tlie world i- a pn •
"In the Tall Grass Country" (M.elies). A livelj
Texas, involving jealousy which arose from a misunderstanding and almost separated a girl and her lover The representation ol a prairie lire 1- extremely realistic, and the re-cue
of the frightened Eastern girl i- thrilling. Then comes the
introduction
a- the young
man'- sisterhyandherthesilliness
girl fall-in into
hi- arm-, ashamed
and embarrassed
not
investigating hefore accepting a gossip's assertions
"Justinian and Theodora" (Selig). — While this is an excellent reproduction of a Roman scene and with Roman
character- well represented, it will he likely to fall Hat in
many place- because i^.\v understand what it meanThe
the escape of Justinian from the Goths i
tional, and will perhaps save the picture
The -1 1
nected with those ancient parties make interesting
if they are understood, hut it requires a knowledge of ancient
lu-iory to make them intelligible, whether they represent
actualpoem.character- or are made up to illustrate some -tory
or
"The Romance of Hefty Burke" (Edison). The love story
of a big, honest East Riverman, who nearly loses hi- sweetheart because he listens to a proposition from a South American revolutionist who ha- a handsome daughter. Hi- jealous
rival carrie- the new- of the meeting to the girl; but the
difficulty i- straightened out. though the girl, in !
nearly spoils the chance- of the revolutionist getting away
with hi- cargo of contraband article- Hefty and hi- sweet
lu art make up, and apparently life is in a fair way to run
smoothly with them afterward. Perhaps the principal interest in tin- picture will he the different types of individualwinch are all characteristic of the water front of New York.
"The Stranger" i Kalem). — A poetic picture, representing
happiness in the guise of an old man ^nin.u about from place
to place where he i- needed. Hi- work in a typical home
of discontent 1- shown, and after accomplishing what he was
supposed to do he i- shown making his wav onward into
the night.
"Catalan, the Minstrel' | Pathe).— A beautifully colored film
telling the story ol a minstrel, so famous that a king asked
01 lii- queen that he might be sent for a time to hi
ions. The queen does so. entrusting a quantity oi
perfume to him to present to the king. He is stopped by
the king's archer- and murdered. The perfume leads to the
identification of the murderers, to whom swift punishment
is meted out. The pictorial work is exceptionally good, while
the acting is m harmony with the subject.
"Carnival of Japanese Firemen"
(Pathe).— The principal
interest lies in the fact that the picture clearly depict- the
between the customs among firemen in Japan as
compared with those at home.
(Vitagraph).
\ laughable picture, telling
the"Crazy
-tory Apples"
oi the love
attair- of two
country people, with a
-tern, objecting father to add spice to the occasion When
the young man is compelled to doff his trousers, the queer
action- lead to the impression that he is insane and he is
hurried away to an asylum. The girl soon follows, 'hen
both escape. I hi- relieve- the farmer'- mind since he had
begun to think hi- apple- were the cause of the sudden outbursts oi insanity, when a- a matter of fact the loss of a
pair ot trousers wa- the real cause. The situations are comtheme.ical and the acting i- quite in keeping with the spirit of the

"A Gambler of the West" (Essanay).— A live Western
-tory. which will intcre-t chiefly by it- faithful reproduction
ot a typical Western
gambling
den.
Indeed
it would be
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An Arizona Romance
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A dramatic Western release with the Arizona Desert as a background.
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FILMS.
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po i
difficult
those d< na winch
has been omitted
in and his daughter, he so addicted to gambling thai tl ■• are pei
back the money the old man hat lost and thenceforth reillow him to play in bia place
Later h<
preventing the old man b
ewhere
Through
the influence of the girl thi
and .1 wedding
i- the inference at
picture
A Western picture quite ..m of the ordinary and filled with typical life
scenes among the gamblers of that .-till misundersti
beyond the great river.
"The Doctor's Secretary" (Gaui
a pity to
material and excellent photograph] wasted upon
such a story as this, winch 1- merely a repetition of the <.tttuld tale that old age and youth arc nol proper mate- The
novelty, if such it may be called, liea in tin tact thai the girl
persistentl) refuses the old suitor and eventually marries inyoung nephew. Then the old gentleman contents himself
with having tin- young people near him.
"The Yaqui Girl" 1 l'atlu | \ Western drama by the American company, presenting the tragic results of the jealousy
of a Yaqui girl for a young Mexican, which lead- t.> her
killing him. The staging and costuming are all good, but
the story itself i- one of the oft repeated ones, worked out
with a different background and setting. Jealousy 1- the
same. It- results are the same, regardless of where they
are -eeti. ««r who exhibits them. It is not above the ordinary
in any degree.
"Where the Wind Blows" (Vitagraph).— The story of a
young man who goea t" .-ea, 1- shipwrecked and returns
long after to find that hi- sweetheart ha- gone. He discovers
her by means of a dog he gave her, who leads him to her
home. The story is well told, the acting is good and some
of the scenic effects are above the average. The acting of
the dog in leading the young man to the home of her mistress is excellent.
"The Two Paths" (Biograph).— Whether a theater is a desirable place in which to preach a sermon on morality is
still an open question. If the regular stage can preach it
without offense perhaps the silent drama can be invoked as
effectually. At any rate the Biograph company has produced
a sermon in this picture, representing the results of the two
paths taken by two girls, one downward and the other upward. One leads to death and eternal damnation, as the
books have it. while the other "shineth more and more unto
the perfect inday."
The picture
is graphic,
but is somewhat
depressing
its influence
and crude
in drawing.
"Art and the Legacy" (Lubin). — A comedy representing
the way two young people practiced what they called art.
The girl receiving a legacy determined to buy one of the
young
which she
the as
dealer
receivingman's
fifty pictures
per cent,forof $200,
the proceeds
of did,
the sale
his
commission. The -ale- continued, one buying the other's pictures with the proceeds received from the dealer until they
chance to meet in the -tore and the legacy has dwindled to
$6.50. Just then the man receives a telegram from his
father, offering him a position in hi- steel mills at $5,000 a
year. He accepts, saying that he will -tart the next day,
bringing hi- wife. The picture i- filled with interesting and
lively comedy and wil please any audience. It tells its
story simply and without unnecessary complications.
"The
A comedy
ing whatMisplaced
happened Petticoat"
to a man (Pathe).
when he arrived
homerepresentand his
wife found a petticoat in hi- grip, which the servants at a
hotel had placed there because he did not tip them. The
complication- are increased when the wife goes to a lawyer
to sue for a divorce and the lawyer's wife enters and claims
the petticoat. It takes a journey to the hotel and the confession of the servants to clear matter- up. Meanwhile some
amusing scenes have developed.
"Dutch Kids" (Pathe).- A pretty -cenic picture, giving
views in Holland and -bowing the characteristics of the
"kid-" very graphically.
"The Argonauts" (Selig). — A story of the gold region,
presenting a girl going with her brother dressed in boy's
clothe-, fainting when her brother 1- wounded in a pistol duel
over a card game, and the discovery of her -ex which follow-. Ultimately the difficultie- are all made smooth and
the gambler who shot her brother reform-, finally marrying
the girl. What is better, they all -trike pay dirt and presumably become wealthy in the mine-. The interest in the
picture will lie principally in the reproduction of the life of
that region.
It i- a- nearly perfect a- it can be made now.
"In the
Daysfrom
of Chivalry"
Edison).—
A story
of Accausin
love and
lovers
taken
the quaint verges
which
tell of
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and

Xuolctte.
Probably not man)
who will see the him
the verses, but the picture ha- the merit of being
interesting
without
poem. of thi
It 1- one
ot those love tale- in which, :it the thelather
man. a duke, object
marriage and imprisons
the girl. Mie e-cape-, and the young man searches lor her,
he may wed the
girl of hi- choice it he win- the next battle. He wins, but
the father -till object-, and the young man run- away during
hi- betrothal. The girl, a prune-- 111 her own right, HOW
encounter- her -hare of difficulty, her father havi
about her marriage which do not coincide with hers. She
run- away, disguised a- a harper, making her way back to
find her lover, now the reigning duke in place of his father.
They are married and the love tale end- in consummation.
The setting 1- very elaborate, and the pageant of dukes and
earl-, and knight- and ladle-, which move across the screen
are all interesting, appealing strongly to the imagination and
presenting a picture difficult to surpass in it- beauty and
completeness Manj ol the scenes are artistically conceived
and carried out, ami the entire picture will attract attention
1- above the ordinary, possessing qualities which
refute the main criticisms of motion picture- and
heir weakness.
It will take rank among the best films of
nth.
the
"The Redeemed Criminal" 1 Essanay).— Two criminals
working together, one is caught and sent to prison for a
long term, but despite all the efforts of the officers, he relisdoae the name of his pal. The latter reforms,
and when his former accomplice is released, has become a
minister, and hold- a high place in society. The released
convict begins hi- depredation- again and breaks into the
home of the fiancee of the clergyman's son. Then he carries
the jewels to the minister and forces him to place them in
his safe. There the son finds them, and is with difficulty
c..n\ meed that the clergyman is not the thief. The mini -ter
don'- his burglar's garb and returns the jewels, and when
his former partner in crime returns for them, reads him
such a lesson that he reforms. The interest is not in the
drama, since the dramatic strength i- insignificant, but a
Story 1- told in such a direct way that its complications are
not difficult to under-tand. The audience can follow the
plot easily, and see it unfold without an elaborate effort of
the imagination. Further, the characters do what almost
any one would under similar conditions. The picture will
please wherever it is presented.
"The Artist's Pay Day" (Gaumont). — A comedy presenting
an artist in difficulties. During his absence a robber enters
his studio, and before he goes is compelled to pay the
artist's many bills to avoid discovery. The artist, failing to
secure the money, arrive- home disappointed and is agreeably surprised to find the receipted bills in his coat pocket.
"All is Fair in Love and War" (Vitagraph). — A comedy
showing how some mad-cap young people played a trick
on a maiden lady and a bachelor, sending different letters
to each one, appointing a different trysting place. The rain
come- down, they both take cold and all is over between
them henceforth and forever.
"Sleep, Gentle Sleep" (Edison).— A bright comedy, presenting the ca-e of a young married man who desires to
go to a smoker, and his wife who is determined he shall
not She puts sleeping powders in his wine and he, to get
away, puts the same powder in her tea. Result: Both fall
fast asleep. A tramp steals in, sees both asleep, drinks
more of the wine and falls asleep too. There they are
found by the maid in the morning. The closing scene is a
scurry to get a policeman there to take the tramp away and
wake the two young people. The laugh begins in the first
scene and continues to the end.
"The Bolted Door" ( Kalem 1 .— A threadbare story of unrequited love, representing a young woman tiring of waiting
for her lover to become sufficiently prosperous to marry her,
which cause- her to marry an older, but more prosperous
-uitor. She discovers her mi-take too late. Sometime afterward they meet at a hotel, and -he attempt- to renew the
intimacy, but he. realizing that she had no use for him
before he had money, bolts the door of his heart against
her.
"The Cowboy's Innocence" (Pathe).— A drama by the
American Company, with the scene laid in the West, where
Mexicans place card- upon the persons of others and then
accuse them of cheating There i- an Indian girl in the
story who sees what has been done, but i- unsuccessful
in reaching her destination because of the fact that -he is
bound fast by the Mexican. She gnaws through the ropes,
however, and succeed- in getting information to the young
man- sweetheart, and the other cowboys go on a long
chase after the Mexican and the young man. reaching them
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just as they fall over a cliff in a life and death struggle.
They reach the edge of the cliff. The young man is saved
by a lasso, but the Mexican plunges to the bottom. Then
comes reconciliation, and all the good things which usually
accompany it. The ride by the cowboys is too long. The
time and the distance supposed to be traveled do not add to
the realism. The scene where the Indian girl gnaws the
ropes is effective and somewhat novel. The rest is the
same as the usual Western picture.
"A Lock of Hair" (Urban). — A woman follows the suggestions of an anonymous letter and finds a lock of hair in
her
but ofa
little husband's
child stopspocketbook.
all trouble A
by violent
declaringquarrel
that itensues,
is a lock
her own hair, placed there as a surprise. She really does
substitute one of her own. The perpetrator of the outrage
calls just as this discovery is made, and slinks away, realizing
that he has failed in his purpose to make trouble. The acting
of the child and her quick wit in substituting one of her
locks for the other is the feature of the film.
INDEPENDENT.
"The Outcast's Salvation" (Atlas).— A strongly religious
story, representing how a young man sunk to the depths is
resoued by a mission worker and eventually finds his mother,
whom he supposed he killed in a drunken brawl. There is
much of human pathos in the picture, and it presents a phase
of life unfamiliar to dwellers outside the large cities, but
those whose home is there will recognize it only too well.
The agony of the boy is a bit over acted and melodramatic,
yet it is stirring and therefore holds the interest of the
audience.
"The Golden Gates" (Champion). — The story of a boy and
girl separated when children, meeting again after years in a
Western ranch house, where they fall in love, but a locket
reveals the identity of the girl and the attraction is understood. The picture presents a possibility, though perhaps
in not many instances does it occur.
"Unreasonable Jealousy" (Imp). — A wife jealous of her
husband's profession and his numerous patients which take
him from her. She meets an actor and they go to supper
together. The doctor is informed and goes to the cafe, where
he sees them together. Upon her arrival at home he begins
to upbraid her and she, pleased at having aroused his jealousy, leaves him and goes to her room. Later the doctor
is called to attend the actor, whose skull is fractured, and
refuses, but relenting, he performs the operation, which saves
the man's life. The wife learning of it understands the
man's nobility of soul, asks and is forgiven her foolish escapade. Itis a story of the eternal triangle, worked out with
a new setting. The world is full of them, but not all are
exhibited to the passers.
"The Squaw and the Man" (American). — A Western drama,
presenting some new and interesting features of life in that
section of the country and affording opportunity for some
lively work on the part of the actors. The story is well told,
presenting the charcteristics of Indians clearly and developing some interesting situations as it proceeds. It is the
story of a man and woman, told in a new way and with a
different setting, a story as old a- life and equally as incomprehensible and difficult.
"An Indian's Elopement" (Bison).— Much difficulty is
caused in the Indian camp when Blue Feather makes known
her love for White Bear, though her father wants t.> rive her
hand to Gray Wolf, who offers t.. buy her with costly present- Then comet an exciting elopement, chase and capture,
but before the -1111(1111- upon them can be executed tiny are
rescued by a missionary. The battle between tin- rivals is
an extremelj exciting ami realistic scene. Winn the <hsappointed suitor warn- in- presents back ami d
tnem a bit
•. n The entii e picture is
■ idy of Indian life ami represent! some "i tin- best
features in that direction this company bai sent oul in tome
"The

Rustic"

(Itala)
A .Iran. a which I
• remarkably >■
I qua!
• photography would '"• difficult t>. equal, while
tin- actini
1' could be 'I h<
I ii >n
1 in- picture will attract unusual attention from tin- motion picture loving public,
"Taming the Terror" f Bison) \ Western picture, rep
resenting .1 bad man who is bad more from uncontrolled ami
exuberanl ipiriti than because -t innate ugline
Warned
1 efrain from creating a di tui b 11
quiet i"i a time, but ultimately become
involved in a quar
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rel with a gambler who cheats at cards. Without knowing
it the sheriff pursues him, but upon learning the cause of
the trouble allows him to go. The bad man has been effectually tamed, however, and upon marrying becomes a very
inoffensive Bill. The picture is interesting, inasmuch as it
me phases of Western character which are typical
and afford opportunity for those unfamiliar with such individuals to become acquainted with types that are fast
passing away.
"Drama of the Engineer" (Ambrosio). — A jailer is saved
from financial difficulties by an engineer. Later the engineer mistakes signals, causing a railroad wreck, for which he
is imprisoned. His wife falls sick and his daughter writes
him a pathetic letter. Upon showing this to the jailer he
is permitted to go for the night, and reaches home in time to
hold his wife in his arms as she dies. There is much of
pathos in the picture, and for that reason it is dramatically
strong, while the story it tells is sufficiently powerful to hold
the attention of the audience. The acting is quite up to
the sentiment of the story, while the photography is as clear
and strong as any film this firm has released in months.
"Grandfather's Pipe" (Ambrosio).— A comedy depicting the
results The
whensecret
a youngster
his which
grandfather's
pipe.
smoke isexperiments
fun, but the with
illness
follows
is anything but funny for the unfortunate boy.
"Aunt Julia's Portrait" (Lux). — Everybody objected to the
good aunt's portrait, even the horse joining in the protest
and exhibiting his objections in a way that was unmistakable.
The different objections and the way they are reproduced
constitute the fun in the picture.
"Sunshine After Storm" (Williamson).— The old story told
over again of the country girl who is lured to the city by a
false offer of marriage and discovers too late that she has
loved not wisely, but too well. Leaving her lover, she walks
the streets in despair until taken in hand by a Salvation Army
lassie. Next she goes on board an emigrant ship, but is
wrecked and is washed ashore at her old home, where her
former lover receives her with open arms, and the sun breaks
through the clouds. The photography of most of this picture cannot be too highly commended. It is clear and of
perfect tones. The shipwreck scene reproduces lightning
very vividly. And the ocean views where the wreckage is
drifting over the waters near shore is realistic The acting in
most instances is good, though occasionally it weakens and
doesn't appear up to the standard required by the picture or
its sentiment. As a whole, however, it 1- a remarkably
fine film and deserves a long run.
"Tim Writes a Poem" 1 Lux) —He believes he is afflicted
with the divine afilatUS, and he exercises it But the results are somewhat disastrous and extremely disconcerting.
1 In audience will reward your pn
'eel with
rous laugh from the beginning to end and liberal
applause at the close.
"Mrs. Richard Dare" (Solas). A lively comedy based upon
the fact that own .
which he had no control a
young husband sent a girl friend to impersonate his wife
in meeting his millionaire uncle The wife ret rns in time
to discover the note ami
I rfr».iry
to describe the mixup that follows, or how it was finally
Straightened OUt It is funny, and the humor is of the subtle
sort, which
takes hold without the audn ■:
when
it happens.
"Hypnotized" (Thanh.
hypnotist take- advantage of ■ young girl

her that
th lum
' in it
up the fakir and rescue- the girl
is a good
story, well told and the

Her I. ■
audirm ■

"A Jealous Wife's New Year Day"
raises more
than
pict- the woes ol matrimi

The
wife's experience
upon tin- \
an opportunity
fi 1
laugh ai I
husband
Waterfalls"
|c<"Norwegian
1 « hicn illustral
lurroundii
t..
do with

ture i- »hat it 1
in nature.

It

de-
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"The Pinkerton Man'

emphasize* the death of the embezzler and loyal friend, a
strange ; •
dramatic
tion
It could not be improved With the midd
re-photographed to make them clear it would be one of the master-

that ma
"The
Pasha's
Daughter"

•

"Elda of the Mountains
im, wooed
thy man of t:
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ears and the craven I
The drat:
.he man's
people at his abominable c
:he girl's
grapher has done
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Great Medal Contesing
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with it a prize of a
His eland confined in
ig the peace
There he rinds the medal
sewed inl
e to claim the princelv
reward.
"A Well-matched
Marriage"
young
man who
in build, seeks out and
Later the uncle

in order
- y. he. being slight

visits their, and i< charmed with
• larger than his
father.
Realizing that money is a prime i
household, he leaves them the
pocket
Wise Druggist'
->ecoming
jealous
of "The
her hns
letermines
to commit
it decides
upon pois
quantity.
her preparations
and telephoning I
• the friend returns to claim the overc
I

"Mrs.

-

Vitk

therefore interest
Thanhouser). — An
American
ter of the
ses. They
a handsome
girl
sh dominme, whom he
but when
- face he recognizes the
that she has decided to be an American
bride in addition to being a Pasha's daughter.
The toscenic
y enough
keep
the audience R wondering
what the end will be.
k
people in many audiences hark I
when tht
ring

- jier days
schools.
There
\nd there
as the ride.. Of
■ ays did at straw
;ause one
(1 leads to
t Oh. well, what's the
t appreciate how
natural it is. and what a thrilling feeling it engenders until
: and watch that endtr lg
timmation
of all t! •.
_ people
It is a melonatural

vtth the interest.
When
e what a homely subject of this
character
audience.
The producer
r hitting upon such a good subject, and then bringing
I the Early West"

:;te the
way:
hampion) —Here
is aold
thriller.
".lenient and the construction of

tever has

n done with ;.
and unde idd much to the
In truth, the
- • -acted upon the
screen ah
fol dog stands between the settlers and certain annihilation.
The mechanical
The entire picture is realistic
and holds the intei
the end.
nshining in the
n accompany that
I and worked
I with care and with due
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The husband meanwhile
t the del
ropped dead before he could d< in a way
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ever, and attempts
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returning

drive the
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of many
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of a tramp finding a pocketbook, hiding it in the pocket of a
scarecrow and when caught and searched allowed to depart
for the wain of evidence. Through a strange coincidence,
the man who lost the pocketbook is obliged to borrow from
the scarecrow and finds the lost wallet in the coat pocket.
A smart detective then takes the place of the scarecrow and
when the tramp returns for his booty he is easily captured.
The story is worked out ingeniously and is interesting above
the average.
"Bear Hunting" (Great Northern). — A short, snappy comedy which laughably depicts the adventures of a gentleman
upon this dangerous quest. The fun is continuous and the
laughing never ceases.
NOTES

OF THE LOS ANGELES STUDIOS.
By Richard V. Spencer.
Imp Coming? Mr Turpin, representative of the Independent Moving Picture Company of America, was in the
city recently on business. While here he talked with local
directors. Local studio gossip is to the effect that Mr. Turpin i- looking over the ground and sizing up the climate,
preparatory to establishing a Los Angeles Studio for the
Imp Company.
Selig. — The Selig Company spent a merry Christmas.
The
day brought with it an agreeable surprise in the shape of a
carload of presents, pre-ented by Mr. Francis 1
director, to the individual members of the company.
Bison. — The Bison Company,
on a recent trip to Santa
Monica
Canyon,
a rugged, picturesque canyon, specially
for taking Indian pictures, ran out of ration- and
ed to kill and eat their pig mascot, "Bill."
For
the week following "Bill" appeared frequently on the menu
card.
Mr, P C. Hartigan, formerly of ECalem and Vitagraph
Stock, has retired from the Bison t ompany, and will leave
shortly for New York,
Mr. 11 Ryan Cor
w a y . whose phot, i
graph with, appears
i- a memberhere-of
the Bison Stock Company. Mr Conway's
early dramatic training was acquired with
the Morgan Stock
Company, Rock Island, Illinois, where he
commenced his dramatic career as a utility man. returning in
two
year- I" be the
featured leading man.
winning
popularity at
every
turn
Among
hi- many succe:
stock
may
be mentioned "Sir Richard
Kato" in "Tin l
Rebellious
Susan;"
"Launcelot"
ii
i>
\l a r y
Kan; "
the name part in "Slur
lock Holme-," "Col
Bonhara,"
in
"Ari
zona;"
ami of "<that
linker-"
ill
the man)
play
name.
and
ol
luction to the i oasl was a- "Frank Ful
ler" iii "Mrs 1 tin] .1.- - relegram," a rob- for which be gained
ninth praise, an. I which l<d p. In- joining the Bi
< ompanv last May, since which time he hat appeared in many
l<-. ..IMi Conway, a- will be seen from In- photograph,
is -till ,i verj young man. which fact, in addition
to lnfinished acting, horsemanship,
and hand
once, have endeared him t.. (overt ol Western films
Among the Los Angeles Exhibitors.
Gruber and E \ Fischer, owneri ol .. chain ol
:i tin- Middle v.
i purchased th<
Pictun
rheatei
of South Broad
with the ou nei - oi the propeii
tei tn
I he
ind the rental •
in addition to threi
fornia thai
uired dui Ing the past i ith, the
other three being the l niquc, ol San Bernardino; the Pick
W
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preparation.
R. W. Woodley. former
Theater.
of South Broadwa;
with the
owner- of the property at
a theater
to be erected for him with a seat
0OO. The
rental consideration
will amoui :
■oo. The
theater will be of excellent design and of
ments.
Kaiser, Sturm & Hughe-, proprietors of the Liberty Theater, have begun the construction of their uptown
theater.
at the Plaza.
The theater when finished .
and will involve in its construction all the
and improvements in moving picture theater construction.
A RIPPLE
FROM
THE
SPRINGFIELD
"SUN."
When you throw a -tone into a -till pond
and then you can -ee ripples radiating, one after the other,
into the distance a- far a- the eye can reach
We hi
comparing this little phenomenon recently with the
business in general throughout America
For instance, let
a laryc metropolitan
daily come forward with an attack
upon any institution, whether it be moving
thing else, it makes no difference, and directly it
all through the land in mi I
i by many.
many sheet- and paper- of all kinds and conditions.
Tin- l- brought to our mind- directly in poring over the
clippings which reach us through many sources.
We ha\e
particularly in mind the
who was arre-ted for burglary, and c< i I
positively attributing hi- downfall to moving pictun
New York World took up the case, and
a- the basis of a bitter crusade
pictures
For our own piece of mind we
found that the boy had a long prison record, but I
no difference to the New York World.
It i- n<
-ay. the cru-ade was echoed and re-echoed fro:
California.
It started a country-wide censorship n
which resulted in nothing, of course; but. at the same time it
wa- like the -tone cast in the water, it produced tl
that radiated far and wide
The most -urpn-n _
u- of all this rippling aero-- the country. 1- •
lal energy throughout the land.
In most
editorialverbatim, come
withoutback to us through other cut down in some in-tat
our subscribers, Mr. I
Ohio, -end- us a large clipping from a sheet
Springfield Sun " It i — . - ■
Kay. labeled:
"Some
New Views
They do not tell us who Mr Chai
a leading educator, or In
a- tar a- anyone can learn
From the \i! .
betray- lack of ki
any
- of a fain:
from "new
other \ lew
peoph
at first hand
It l- plain
ripple, a ripple caused by the -;
\\ ith the context "i that
the "usual thii
ture criticism
W e simpl)
editor- of the Spi
not fall for such Stuff, wi
ther defamer
\\ e ha\ e \ t T\
Sun
Tlu
Burba
W
with

the
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for
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USe
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I. hit
|
article to e,, me n;
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CONCERNING
SCENARIOS.
Editors Bloving Picture World
l><ar ."Mr- I see that the editor of the licensed trade cir! with hi- little hammer again, and seeks to curry
favor with
in taking exception
to the remarks madehis
bv employers
a World correspondent
■

K- — ii ii'i; ■

«s r

SWEAR

WORDS

IN THE

his arguments can be turned against the supporters of the
pretends
to edit, for have
it is admitted
well known,
and many
oi the licensed
manufacturerit thei
that many of their late production- are inferior to what
they did twelve and eighteen months ago. He knows it.
or. if he is new in the game, he ought to be informed, and
when he tries to tell the exhibitor that the current production- are superior he merely undermine- the business, as
exhibitors know better and will not invest in new theaters

FILMS!

ore.

It could

not

We venture now to prophesy that that Cleveland "squawk,"
about
word-"
tin- silentGive
drama,
spell rope
the rout
of the "cuss
Enemies
of thein Picture.
them will
enough
and
they will hang themselves
REPARTEE

MILD,

SAYS

THIS

MUTE.

Inspired by the round-robin of -tone- declaring that mutes
were reading "cuss" words upon the lip- of moving picture
actors, a reporter on the Fort Worth, Texas, Record, purports to have taken a lip-reader and attended the exhibition
of a train-robbery film. When the bandit shoved the gun
under the engineer's nose, the bold bad man 1- declared to
have said: "line that quarter 1 let you have la-t week."
And the engineer replied: "Oh. for the love of Mike, can't
you forget a nickel now and then'" After a hobo appeared
upon the scene, the bandit censured him with: "You've got
that wig on hind-side in front." This brought the rejoinder:
"I couldn't find the tramp, and bad to use the Marc Antony
wig." Whereat the engineer remarked: "Julius Caesar.
The station agent's daughter coupled her entrance with the
following caution to the engineer hero: "Now. Bob, don't
squeeze me so hard in this picture."
— I-'. 11 M.
NEWS

WORLD

Letters
to the Editor
■p

BRIEFS.

Montreal Exhibitors are fighting, tooth and nail, in the
courts, against the $500 license They have been at it a
year already, and it begins to look as though their determination will win the day.
Owosso, Mich., exhibitors have decided to make war on
the
church
members tried
and delegates
fromtheaters
the women's
socitie- which recently
to close the
on Sunday.
Petitions to the council to leave the theaters unmolested
Sundays are being circulated through the factories and largely signed. The theater men say that if they are compelled
to close their doors, so will the news stands, drug stores,
restaurants and confectionery
Moving Pictures in Berlin. — The cinematograph theaters,
which are springing up in Berlin and other German cities,
■logical blessing. Countless thousands who were
in the habit of wasting their time, money and substance in
beer gardens and cafes are now attracted to the moving
picture
From the N. Y. World. — More than two hundred thousand
people in New York see moving picture -bows every day.
The placing of these of the masses of the people on a higher
educational and moral plane has been followed by an increasing patronage.
New York State Law against admitting children under 16
is to be put to the test of the courts Max Rabenovitch,
ticket-taker of an Albany theater, was arrested for violation,
found guilty and fined Sioo. Fine was not paid; bail was
renewed, and the case carried to a higher court.
Milwaukee, Wis., has a \J. S. mail horse that takes a peep
at moving pictures whenever he stop- near a picture show.
Lady in Williamsport, Pa., has a dog that is very fond of
moving pictures, especially when other dogs are on the
screen.

unless they can be a-stired of a more plentiful supply of
really good subjects People living in glass houses should
no1 throw st,,nrs, not even mud, and I leave it to the intelligent exhibitor if 1 am not right m my contentions.
As to the scenario, he -how- In- unfitness to even pass
an ..pinion on the -ubject. when lie -ays that a scenario can
be written in three hours' Ye-, after seeing some of the
pictures on the screen we can well understand that; but
the writer who furnishes original subjects, and outlines the
scenes and details, cannot do it in three hours or even
three days. As to the prices paid, I have the proofs to show
a common figure, some get $io, and rarely is $25
paid. Me is talking at random when he -ays that licensed
manufacturers
paysuch
from was
$2<j the
to $35
three hours. If
case,for a scenarios
man of written
his fervidin
imagination would quit the editorship of a house organ and
make o\er $100 a day by nine hours' work. — J. M. B.
EXHIBITORS'
LEAGUE
OF PENNSYLVANIA.
, Philadelphia, Pa., Dec. 30, 1910.
Editors Moving Picture World.
Dear Sirs We have organized in Philadelphia the Exhibitors' League of Pennsylvania, for the purpose of seeing
that no laws are passed which may prove detrimental to
our rights and interests, and to see that some of our present
laws arc changed or new one- passed which will prove beneficial to our undertaking. The membership fee has been
placed at $5, and monthly dues of about $3. We would like
to hear from other exhibitor-' associations throughout the
country as to what amount of dues are found necessary to
cover the running expenses of such an association and also
exchange views with the secretary of such as to subjects
of mutual interest which might be brought up before the
meetings.
Your- very truly,
CHARLES F. KELLY. Secretary,
Thirteenth -t and Germantown ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
New York
Lawyer, Correspondent
7 Years' practice,
with previousseeks
experience
accountant,
Commercial
and Salesman,
position asat
office Manager or traveling Representative for a Film Exchange or
Film Manufacturer. Am now an Exhibitor, and can intellig-ntly discuss
Films and Service. Position desired is one offering fair remuneration,
and in which intrgrity, education and good address are essential.
B. A. L.. Station E, Brooklyn. N. Y.
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Beturniog to their home
they ar5
Co

pursue
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THE MIDNIGHT MABAUDER.— Mr. Blowhard
Is forever throwing t.< .u.|n. i -, at himself as to his
bravery,
us abeen
member
of themedals.
"GimletOn Club"
he
wouldamihave
awarded
this
particular evening he Is boasting of his wonderful
I tell I
• bearskin
adorn"-—- ■ hunt rug when
he
lug bis room Is a trophy of a
subdued and killed the mighty
other weapons than ids strong arms and bands.
They for politeness --ate, pretend to believe bim,
and he becomes as chesty as a blower pigeon.
That night there calls a burglar on an expedition ot pilfering. He Is a bungling fellow and
overturns some article of furniture at every step.
The noise arouses the Blowhards and he has a
chance to prove bis mettle. Well, it was a case
of one trying to get away from the other, and
in the mixup they fall out of the window with
Blow-hard uppermost, thereby saving him bodily
Injury. The burglar is taken Into custody by the
policeman on the beat. At first glance at the

morning, paper you would assume Blowbard a
hero, but that "but" is the second line of the
beading which gives the credit where It Is due.
HELP
WANTED.—
Don't
pullmorea uncomfortable
bluff, for It
may
be called
and there
Is no
feeling than that after having a bluff called. Of
course Jack waB In dire distress when he made
a desperate appeal to bis uncle for money. On account of his reckless habits Jack's allowance from
his uncle Is cut off. His pleas for restitution
have been received with a deaf ear by his uncle,
until he Is forced to resort to some extreme measure In order to make uncle loosen up. A great
Idea strikes blm and be at once proceeds to put
It Into effect by writing the following letter:
"Dear Uncle: Since you have cut off my allowance I face starvation. Unless we can make peace
before eight o'clock I shall commit suicide and
the family name will be disgraced." The uncle
receives this letter while he is superintending the
decoration of the reception room preparatory to
his daughter's birthday party, and In his excitement he forgets It. Meanwhile, the clock'B
bands are moving slowly hut surely towards the
f:ii a I hour, while Jack Is preparing for his fake
First he considers hanging, but that don't
seem dlgnilled;
poison would I with
fills
bottledrinks
labeledc "~
which a lie
when he remembers
the contents, makes
rooms,
only to discover.
with
So Instead
the hoax jack
has perpetrate
giving
him linanclal
help, ham]
Wanted'
page of r
THE ITALIAN BAHBEH.— Tony, the barber,
his pray to the shop meeta little Alice, the ne
girl, who rODJ a stand on a neighboring con
betrothed and little
Later tbe;
Alice fancies she has n
ever, clouds gather wlie
re's sister Florence,
luniB from her Howroad
wbo Is a vaudeville art)
k. for the
I irence i
feet Ions to her. Poor Alice becomes sware of the
waning of 'Inny's love foe her ami the heavy blow
f i he Barbara' Hall Tony
Alice being excessively
possible so she is

terminating

her

after
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a brie:
tbe want

of me.,:.
•est course
to satisfy
the craving.
In
•.. r regarding their t

order

;e two hungry hunters.
An understandthem is brought about and they reand

son in-law.
It so happens that be finds himself alone in the dining room.
The odor of roast
iible tempts him to try Just a little,
palatable
that
helps himself
portion, which he devours ravenous appetite. The family catching bim In
the act makes his position rather embarrasing as
well as most laughable, his lame excuses being of
no avail; and now that they seem to understand
each other they all agree to sit down to their first

Side of New
York City. He falls In love
with Mamie Casey, and proposes to and Is accepted
by her at a ball given by the Sailors'
Union.
Marks,
a rough sort of a character
who is a sailor boarding bouse runner,
has aspl• Mamie's hand and Is extremely Jealous
All goes well with Hetty's
love affair until
one day. as lie is rowing in his boat, be chances to
a girl fall from the rail of a freight steamer
in the harbor and quickly dlveB to her rescue.
This brings about an acquaintance which almost
dlampta the engagement between Hefty and
Mann.- Casey. The day after the rescue Hefty sees
1 -* the freight boat and lnqlure for the

eluding
"Big"
Marks,
Item to ti
ffect that ■ ressel then loading for
Souih American ports Is suspected of carrying
conirahaiid of war. He immediately realizes that
Ibis is the vessel In que-! lull, hut is too big
bearted ami honest to take the five thousand
.I,, liars reward offered for giving Information obtained in such a way. and pledges secrecy. The
Sen, ir. attracted by the young man. urges him to
join the party in the light f..r freedom, promising
I high rank n
i Officer and perhaps t
..t his own
fair daughti
I'h
eeiing between
the Senor.
his daughter
ami Hefty Is seeu by "Big" Marks and he overhears an ap|Hiliitiiieiit made for the next evening.
This news he Immediately Imparls to Mamie
Casey who. when her own eyes confirm the fact
Unit Hefty and the Seuorlta are together, writes
Marks in a tit of Jealous rage how he can get the
live thousand dollars reward
though tempted is lo\ui t,, Mamie, and if be has
allowed himself to be attracted by the dreamy
Spanish girl, in- qiii.-kh pulls himself
|. , get her and refuses
the offer.
Mamie
the next day. Just before the time for
ti,,ship'-,
sailing,
frank letter from him receives
telling a her characteristically
Just what
has
happened
''
Bf to his
boardlng-l
and tells him of the disci
made
I,, Marks
There
Is not a II lei I
- M.iil.s Ju.t us he Is about to Inform
the harbor p., lice ami forces him I., accompany him
i s-.mew hat

of bow
the
French
fight
duels.
mascot
of the
the meantime has entered the Count's
attired
with appeared
the Count's
hat andhimself
muff and
upon long
the
Stump Is
tight a duel, but his informality
ot
i- discountenanced
by the Count,
who
begs to tender, through a second, a uniform, stand■•ie of honod challenge to combat.
The challenge is tendered and the answer reads
thusly:
"lieiu' the challenged party 1 cboos guns,
but
have six that
duels Iahead
your'n, you will
be asthe 1 seventh
kill oftomorree
puncher)
chamber
chamber,

Alkali
The Two
morningBroncho
of theBustln
duel Fete."
arrives and with his
1 onnt b repairs
to the field t
encounter
etweeu Alkali
and the six other
Of coure e this part of the program
ire. been previously arranged.
had, wl
and the Count
watches
with e rer-1 naatag * -e
bis
six
coo
ibatants
bora da
as Alka 11 renders
combat. This U ti <o much for the Count, who.
o desire to
his life, turns and
te down the road to catch the
stage which Is Just
tavern. watchTbe after
cowho have enjoyed
the sport,
Ferched on
him,
holding their s :de. with laughter.
f..r sparl
of the stage, the Count thanks Heaven
and makes i , solemn vow that
ng bis life

-

■ --

of The Continental Trust (
to pack up tbe loot when they i
the night watchmau. Henuessy. a man of powerful phyatane, grapples with tbe officer, and gives
the Kid his chance to escape.t Henuessy
is capouredknocks
by
lllOa alarm.
officer
to the police
o Tbe Third Degree but,
Hennessy Is submit
although
tbe police are morally certain that he
had an accomplice, they anuot wring a confession
ut reveal the Identity of
-.line, still u
J to twenty years, and
[sluing that be waa alone
on the Job.
Carson reforms, and later becoui
hi living an upright
life and
good of bis Bfellow
!.-> Is men
In li
a young socle: >
: from prison,
, Unas returns to his
old and evil ways, and proves that his band has
not lost its cunning, by cracking the s»fe »t the
Falrfleld mansion, looting It of the family Jewels.
stolen
pieces
being
the Fairfield neck'. a valuable h
letectlves
Immediately
ci
and they i
_ In the house of hla
former pal. now the Kev. Doctor Carson. Confronting tbe surprised minister In his study, Henuessy swings spaa the door of the small safe,
places the diamonds within ind Inks It. demanding that the minister protect him from
YVncii the officers arrive. Carson represents to them
that Henuessy la his butler, and Spike escapes,
telling his former pal that he will return for lua

altired

in his old burgh
mornlng

-»fe

f-.r

■ e„
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OF

HAJRthe

|

flolll

—

A

sleep
by
llH-ll
lecrllllllll
: ■ :. they
have
gone
o nt
in. ..us note
and
lock of hull
way
out
sllgesls
Itself
lo he r.
ol
her
on li lock-,
mid
ill

engaging

had
in the world.
S
hack
in
Hob
reads
an article
in the paper
excitement
In
Hie
Si.
up his mind
to go.
Sister
Betty

to don i"'.is' clothes
are
seen
boarding

and go too.
a
Sacnimento

river

any
suspii i
■ ilisciciy
thai
she
was
Bob's
-Ister
iiml not his brother.
A card
gmne
Is prons
previously
nrranged
bciween
the
gainblers.
n marked
deck
i- used.
The
gin
mis
Dg ii
led l.i Mori..,,,
one of the de-Igiilng
gamblers.
Hetty
falnls
in the
excitement
ami
in their
effort

his

Wadswortb

learns
-

Innocence.
lels
It
hilicrs and thai
she
put
it

the
in

and

young

girl's

plot

has

tin- experience
>i»n

is for good,

to

expensive
Ini

the

attire

is
she

raneh.

bnl

no)

so

habits
■ us

the boy.

and

the

Falling

his

bov

In

on

with

de

his

a

crowd
of punchers
he Is soon
started
on a
' reckless
gambling
and
brawling.
OpeIn the Tlclnlty
Is a hand
of horse
rustlers
trying
to ruu down

prived

of

gsng

; ided t .
Hardly
realizing

the

pocket-

ALL IS FAIR IN LOVE AND
WAR— Two
main. ii ladies, sisters, keep a private school and
have
troubles ol their own
lu teaching
the young
i
i- bow
lo sli.s.t.
Mm iic
an orphan
niece of
l.elrs.
I- full
of mischief
and
collies
under
the
e-peclnl
mil ice and ...lie-lion ol l.lilia.
the younglip

her

111"

.

silllere.l
and
column
j
ig playmate
ami
beau,
.lohniiy.
They
pill
..li.er
and
Intere-t
Matties
cousin

t finding

money

wltli
t

himself
this

de-

desperate

llieir
and

I, Is young
wife
in their plan
ami
with
tl..
mice
write
two
letters, one to I.-tlllu In the name
..I a spru. - nil
much
sinltteu
l.i her and nnotliei
letter over
the name of Letlila

Bacb regard:
■ iking
and
make
an

these
ap|H.inl nielli

al

different

found

girl

locating a Iin.l on Rocky Hill, where operations
arc begun and as time ipihkli passes i lu- friendship of i, en
made
friends
ripenint..
love
and
Wadswortb
-cureil„cons.f Hob
to
ii.d
Hetty, thus ending n beniitlful story of love and
romance
delightfully
pictured
In s.- nl.
grandeur

yearly

in

t

I

her
to meet
her
gay
old
admire
Hint's
what
tin- letter said.
He

is

. longer.

He
hncontracted
niand
for money
is

tlnds
subslltut

VITAGRAPH.

luecllng
■-. .1

serious.

and
She

thrilling.

While
Bob
and
Ills
little
to.
brother
i?i
Hetty
are wall
enjoying
the breezes
of the
deck
they
arc approached
by
Wilone
of the
. ar.l sharks, anil arc Invited to the bar- room tot
a drink, much to the displeasure of Hetty, who
only
ac.epieil
in order
that
she
might
not direct

rntlng
dlsii-vered.
Parrell
had
when
entering
the house,
he ennnot
bnl
ror
he
knows
that
from

pi

settlers.

t hcidinc.

find

-in.their
about
gold

rough

Mr

LOCK

hetween

eil

the

THE RUSTLERS.— On a big ranch n
n here great bands of horses main the f'«.ilillls:
ii here men are wont to regard life from a far
different view-point lllnn their cousins ..f tile
east. ..Id Jim Canny bnd brought up his family.
The eldest sister and brother ii ere sent aiiay to
••"I and
given
an education.
In the girl

life.

A

It

■

Rsneh. where he tin. Is Sir Iteggle with n rope
nn.uiiil his ne. k and LOTOS pleading with the
1-oys not
to dO anything
rash.
Jeff Jump- ,.rr bis
- to stand

tak-l.

: i.y hU ancle lasttn

in
n

and

, arty"
by
hanging
Lorns notifies Jeff by messenger of the
the '•boys,"
and
be hastens
I

ordi

time

ECLIPSE.

to

Jeff returns tl
iplimenl and takes |
ure lu getting square wit* his Lordship through
the purchase "f the "L I
The i-iiinn\ comes and JeS has hi- "Reggie,"
doings
..f

being

KllOrt

When the Slotu find that they bare i d swindled,
I hey acalp the agent and lake to the warpath.
The

sale of a mine In which be had half-Interest,
would

:i

URBAN

—

and
the
■boys"
"Jeff.-'
She evidently uplinks him u bandy

In

i

mnnlng

no trouble
work
for

There

THE

borne story.
and
tbU

ends

i nil tin- throne

« sustenance.
v iic.
liny
Clk. a i 1"
•liirvntlim
Ibroilgli tin- kludiu-ss
..f l'rn.lenee.
rln-r Laurent,
at the Mlssl.ui
limine.

Mln
OWNER

I-

I

•rout.
tide of
the Indian» i
Tliebattle
battlechanges
seene. and
the burning
THE

weds

.-IT.

1 i~ rewai

REDWOOD.
Ills

awful

parents,

THEODORA— Ju-U'

luatlulau

phm

■ an. I ii.lrs

Mill. . III. .1. Hi'.

BATTLE
AT
t cettlersells
Itcdwood

AND

thief is wanted

i. hi when catering

tin- Kardi-ii.
tl
wn.r
rebukes
them
In a moat
ungaiiant
manner
and gets to furious tbat In bis
anger.
In- mi mi.l.l,-. mid
t.ri-nkx Ills l«-ir.
In spite
i-f bluiM-ir.
Catherine
an. I
carry
lilin !■• bis h.-d
I atherlnc ri-tnalns and nurses
liim.
When
he gets an tfcaj bring
htm a lot of
dainties
anil .-.-ok d-ll. ions dishes
f,.r blin.

stricken

the gladl
I'ls "fe Ju to Theo;. Inn "t ■'••i:ii,p.-n.r
tnmnltt
as h- pr.-lnlins
in- nephew.
Jnstlnlan. Iielr in the ihr-m.'. Prince Itei-hlxad. who
hi. I hoped In iiiln r-.r Ik.iIi the throne
no I ' ,.f' the
Theodora,
la taunted
iin.l fair
Hi.
i

funny

I In-

WOMAN
WINS -M -■ t «il„-rliic>
neighbor
<.lil bat. helm
nuin.-.l imraml.
»l •
i miJa>.
Ilerllia
•mi
Alice.
Catherine's

tec tin- bull

Slllltll

Uproariously

«. .ill. I

Dot
tll«t.

■ .-!)%

SO

■Uppers

■ playing i'»n. and owing to a
directed throw, the ball wont Into the

upon

It'i

I

e.-elpl.
THE
Is an
linn

iinill.
w

dnCBIl't
I '..ill-.

mill
lint!

hl»

win

li Is battling
..II JchUl-tlc.

l.llt

l.i

of

JUSTINIAN

walk.

...I

grief

not

"She

won't!

ill her
way
and
she
u III "i ul
are the thoughts
i
ling througb
h--r
Willie
she
is Inipai i. nl li wailing,
likewise
in
the
ardor
and
penetrates
his
rheumatic

I fully

best

I

He

mind.
joints

disturbed

until

and

■ lisappoli
Manic
when
we
and
11

1 condition
..I mind.
lion
hello his hei
revenge
and
we .1... too.
see I.etitla sj, k in Is-d Willi a I.Id beau
soaking
Ills feet
and
imbibing
lUght.
See
reports

• plot
direction

thl. k
and the

..Id

masher

THE
MISSES
FINCH
BILLY.— Four
Pinches,
cunt
them.
I'ris.-clla.

tlence,
better,
alone,

from

the

oppos

AND
THEIR
NEPHEW.
listen
to theli
Prudence,
I'atri.-lu ami
I'a

old ni.-u.is. every one, old enough to know
bnl they Jnsi can'l . .s,,„.
help .,,,.!
it
iInvite no
tl,--.-

foreign
Interference.
Who
lias
a blight

Thei
have
■ brother.
Ned.
and
active
son
whom
be
delllo
Weeks'
1 1-lt.
lie ei
s and
he
makes
things
lively
for
bis
four
fussi
old
auntHe
puts
vinegar
In their
' fiirni-c
. prods
them
with
n pin at the tab
Hi. -in
guessing
all
They
are funny.
femininity time.

fun

and

Inlcky

amusement

ft.-aks

for

THE

ik and

la the bertha and served
their .lollies are limits on

sputtering

with
the yachts

u

THE OLD WATEH
JAB.— "Pan Pink." an old
Indian, views with pride his handiwork on the
old
water
Jar,
recording
some
of
the
striking
diversion,

his
identity
I. ut
Ilullie ileteriulti-s

love
proves
to aid him

BWliuiniiig

water,

eludes

• as

lils bride.

him

for

t

i the jar, he suda had
Indian
and
and
the
»
in his own mind. Ilia conscience troubles
and he tries to shut out the visions from his

mind's
eye.
beholds himself gambling with a fellowbrave with whom he duels and kills. The next
picture he sees himself playing false to an Indian
maiden. He looks upon the third picture where
then he glances at
himself killing an Innocent child In the attack
on a family of pioneer immigrants. In terror lie
tries to flee from the consciousness of this horrible deed, coven the old water Jar with bis
blanket and penitently prays to the (Jreat Spirit
for
forgii'
tender
influence
of
the divine
breath
of pardon.
Killed
with
inspiration
he
takes
up
the
old
water
Jar and paints
In the hist panel,
a picture
i guardian
of the
soul.
Bererently
and admiringly he gazes Intently on this, his
fliial record and his masterpiece. Weak in body,
strong in spirit and purified in soul, he rises In
attitude
of supplication,
but
falls dying
Into
the
arms
of a brother,
surrounded
bv
his | pie.
lbsmilingly beholds a vision of the Great Spirit
beckoning

him

to

the

"happy

hunting

grounds."

i maiden*.

bei

Alice

i.iufoited.

III.

Her

hastens

to

falls

father

see

is

the

Into

ii

de.

anxious

family

line

and

about

physician,

the
to escape

and

sug-

soldiers

I

the

lie settlers Bright
with
it.hing
them
at

• the

a view
to attacking
some
favorable

spy andI

I

t lenient is unprotected. 'Hie two squaws, calling at the cabin in the woods, are given food and
lodging bv the father and mother of the little
child who had furnished Bright Eyes' child with a
drink a few days before. The heart of Bright
ride

touched by the white child and she exposes the Indian plot. She tells the settler to
for aid. which he does, after first binding

Bright and
Eyes' warn
companion.
Slow I'.s.t.
so she arouses
cannot
escape
the Indians.
The settler
the nearby ranchmen and they start out to Intercept the Indians. The Indians, however, have
tea, bed the settlement ahead of them and Bright
Eyes, with the only gnu in the house, puts up a
strong defense, bill on being Wounded. I;
with the mother and child retire to an inner room
praying they may hold out until the arrival of
aid which
puts
in an appearance
Just In time
s defenders
and
I

ROBBIE
AND
THE
Bobble
causes
ins stater
a
mt of confusion,
in
clock

Next

morning

a

REDSKINS— Mlsehlev.,
and
her
beau
no lit'
glit on the return hoi

standing

in

t

a ami i.H.ks them i
a longer
job
ue. theyi l cuts
f
laid aside.
go
comes
to the cabin
with

neighbor

looks

her

and

l'ei.y

i effort to glTI
the
neighlHil's
cabin
III
lllg the boy and
the gill alone
While
l;
ter Is Iii an adjoining room the young elf crawls into
the
'lock
and
hides.
Bobble
bad
Just
about got
Ulcelj
s, .tiled
In the
clock
when
a band
of ma
lauding
Indians
burst
In the door.
During
I

ii, lin, s all having passed Into an
adjoining room In their search for loot, slips out
of the clock and fastens the do.,r. hiking them
III. then Inking Up bis position In the clock to
watch
dcM-lopnicnts.
Hobble's
sis,,.,
|,as
secured
aid In andthe a meanwild time
r,
to
the
cabin
Is niiide to save
the boy.
.lust as the rescue
patty
rides
up
the
Italians
bleak
down
the
d...r
and
are
given
a hot
reception.
Hobble
Is found

! I ■ lipid .nines

as naturally
elated,
because Jack's abtld give him
a good
opportunity
to make
plea for the widow's
hand.
Bui
his rent be soon
reeelred

final

who

i

poet.
Pap
I it out
the
poetry
and keep
the nm
il <>r the family."
Be will
not
father-Ill law
a sentimental
.
deeply
smitten
with
Percy
and
she
very

under

WORLD

THE HEART
OF AN INDIAN MOTHER—
At.
Indian travols passing through a section of the
country sparsely settle. 1 by white plonei
for a few minutes while Bright Byes, an Indian
■ka for a drink of water for lier dying
i-iijhl.
Her
request
l- granted.
The
needed
drink
is supplied
by
a little white
child,
that
Is
filially
well
rewarded.
This
wandering
hand
of
Indians,
headed
bj
chief
Bi -

kind.
• studying

PICTURE

railing to

dry. Hilly gels into a man's size suit of clothes.
lelonglnge ol his aunts, and dumps them
overheard.
The
ladles
are in a pretty
mess.
It is getting
dark
and
they are obliged
to put on male clothing

< only

MOVING

|:,

lug

lady

widow

and.

when

meantime
he
least
twenty
Jackpidly r after

had
years
that

eaidiilh

til

and

FOR
ll.lllle

THE

I.OVE

I ..1

a

ul d I . .1 b.

AN

fall

S

ENEMY—
I,,.,,,

iplratlOD

and

A

spy

g|,|

federal
With

bell. I a ■ -i | I • I

he
fallIll.
\t

Where

OF

Whom

ll.lllle

b.

II,

Sllspblol,
III
id
.

.

i.l,
explanation
all.. we. I
I.,

Mil III p I V

re-

-I. hill

III.. I

III.'

-P>

till'

c

HI"

■■>•hi

tin's

i

arrival

i

I'as, -ale.

trunk

ii

pb

Hire

of

1,1,,,

t

Inlciiilcni

disc's

falbe,

Is

II,

I,

I

of

a

Super

i

..-ii,, I'lom
ii. i recommending
bin
a»
„ capable
man
to,
the
position
I'as. ale quickly
grasp.
II
ppoilunlly
and
I
Ellse's
father
gives
bin,
emplo)
'
le lliids het
ii
aplHalli.g
tlnill her
picture
I. lis,
|..u«ly
at
the
handsome
Cuban
but
aware
that
he
Is her
eh
I
him
„»
h,
Is Inclined
to keep
him
at arms
length
I
|..rtuiilt>
to show
I.
fulling
in hue
with
an empli
I

go.

• be
I, a

,.lh.
(in

her

arrival
'

.1.
..r
bis
llepilll

■ 'i
nes

I

bis

.ult

hut
to

a

l.-.l

with
a worried
I.... 1. ..ii bin floe
and a feeling
II. nt
be l« not
what
be .lain,,
to be
Halite
Is »
ncl
to ii, Milan
hcn.hpiiirlcr.
and
tobl
that
her
lover
I. .lisp.-. I.. I ..f being
a

LUBXN
i in

wiM iv. I

lovelaml

OKI

■
t.l.

trip

wl.h i

firm

leaving,

telling

hit

quickly
-

sbe pinned

• veiling,
but
In
the
tailor
and
looked
at
Things
n...ved
pretty

visited
a
younger.
and

THE

SQUAW
AND
THE
MAN.—
sumlng the guilt of
is rank Shunned
and drummed out of tie service of the army.
by
fan, II
raneh in

his
New
tine

dayMe. In

the

girl

people.
The
girl Is I
the tribe
a dried
up
old
nii-.il
, girl.
guard.
Tl •
They
are married
and
horn.
Six
! the
mother
and
sweetheart
are conn
|
v and
to
make
amends.
The
squaw
and
the child
awaken
him
to his duty
In the West
and
It Is wltb
forhodlug
that
,ke the half breed
ern girl.
I
child
back
I
.■rest for
, .aw

wire.

the
India,,
girl and
feeling
that
she Is
between
the White
II, all and
lis li ipplt.esS.
I i e man
finds her lying
as be
her
and
gathering her In his
her

with
MRS.

Ills

heart

VISITORS— < He

paper.

He

j , 1 1 In a of hlu.s, If at ■!

photograph
In renin.
to s|.,ll her
send
..ue of

has
lonely t>een
din

receives

harrier
SBC kl-U
first saw

lady

of

an

- to Inaert
Johnson
de
answer

from

rt

chance*
of man
her
t
- i he
photo
the

a

'

GAYLIFES

an ad answers
In the
tile

the

-

and

U.u»e.

m wires*

»D-

Inform... I
ed

another

I •

ii visii
ami
sees
her
prist
picture ol I
Immediately
|
eels
to
fall
II.
love
with
It
Mania
n natural I-. in
ma t. h ma ker . and
pleased
at
her
I
hi is
attraction
toward
her
picture.
tells

was

father

Independent
Film Stories.
AMERICAN

Meanwhile,
tatber.
i,r
Oupld
Union
notices
the .),,. lol and
III
fond of each other.
Imiix
c
s when
Dr.
Cupid
lakl
ir his dailghtei
and
trains
Dlj

father

The

Sleoua
allows
the
prom:-.

him

t

ut

Ole

to

p*J

cannot

aee

I III-:
. i
■rmlL The
kindlyKnight
,i It irli
be*

girl

the

l: ■ l.
THE

secretly

and quarrel

bis

bteOBM

her

DISTRICT
ATTORNEY — I
, daughter "Hi.
•
loth
of whom
haw
Invited
ipr
l|IM
l<> I
^_. .hvuied Invlta
,,, ,i,..l.lc Ii.' District Attorney, seated In bis
library, la visited by an Dalian carrying a satchel
and a note which Informs hlin that unless be
writes an order for the release of an Italian crlinInal a dvtiainlte machine In the satchel will ex,,1.„1,. within tlftecn minutes and kill blm. The
\ii„riu-> is In a terrible situation and
dare DOl call for help. Meanwhile the two boys
have finished their verses and Arthur brings them
In to get a decision. Tbe old gentleman yells
••Dynamite." and Arthur proves a coward and
scoots out. Jack comes In and he heroically selies
the bag and throws It out of the "lilt explodes. The Italian Is captnred, Arthur Is
kicked out and Jack wins tbe girl.
Jack.
She

•phoning

Hillings

I

raises

Cain

e Dantes
i meeting

In prison
with
the

lover.
mother.

The
duel \
Mercedes,

■ i lato'i

the

In

a

arrest

» million

AS THE

MASTER

lb.- .amp of
Pierre
and

two
I lie

grotto.

of

for
"

ORDERS— Brownell

and

g.d ml.

lutely I

long

Steal

Of

bin

bis

is.slts.
ih.
TownBy
up

. ii.es

and

secret
ruse
and.

"Tims"

that

be

method

of

he lures
aided
by

all
his

them.

but

Ie, mi
Olri'i

withinenoughhis

Suddenly
s|„. thinks
of her father's bear
traps.
liMiue.
gels
them,
and
spreads
them
out on Hie si.ps
of the Town
Hall.
The
robbers
back
out.
covering
the
crowd •Theas
she
only expected.
girl
no. tin- bear
traps
and
are easily
eapHired
through
the

learns ..f the
ihe
rUlaln
bum

THE
VOTE
n,l,lnlgut_

fr

heft tended

which

surprise

THE
a M.ung
family

tbe

(ana. lian.

him

I". Ill taking

and
up

es theI In. i

GIRL
AND
THE
BURGLAR— Iter!
King.
New
York
business
man.
Is visiting
the
tils tiau.ee
who
lire

m

The

burglar

'

COUNTS.— State Senator Jack

of that body.
from
his
home

barns
happened

had
by

them.

from
to

tbe
conductor
and
porter,
spend
the
night
.
l the senator did

Consequently

t lils
have means
gone

Hare

cannot

this

fins, rale bis old time enemy, the police. t'pon
their arrival he lends them to believe that Itert
Is the burglar,
and
gives him
Into their custody.
In the meantime Bnth haa had no word from
her lover, and is forced to believe that be has
proren false. She receives an Invitation from her
friend.
Mrs.
Graves,
to pay
her a visit.
Drged
visit

restored
to
Gent lenian

tbe loving
.la.-k gets

arms
of I,
bis Just .i.

leaves

only
knows

ofthategress,
way. a '
Dare
Is a hearty

powerful
that

be
close

3ut
and

1

who

that

lobby Is trying to defeat.
' ' itheopponents
bis is
deciding spirit
vote.

poaite
the

Bert holda him covered while he telephones for
the police.
Gentleman Jack takes advantage of an opportunity offered by Bert's carelessness and a scuffle
ensues which results In the tables being turned.
b]
Hcutlt-inini
.lack is amazed to discover that as a
result of a blow delivered by him Hert is in a
dazed condition and in absolute Ignorance of his
whereabouts. The keen wilted burglar realizes this
situation, and he again Is given the chance to

That
he took
the
city
Is clearly

on
. and besides the conductor and porterpaaaenger
morning
however,
s berth is empty, although
that he retired
for
'
b are found there. The case
puzzles the railroad officials and the police, and
self.
Vloht Gray Is given a chance to distinguish herShe

wearing falls from her neck and Is
broken. Roto asks Hert to take the necklace to
tbe city and have It repaired,
which he does.
tind lbrt in his sitting room admiring
the skilful manner in Which the Jeweler has completed tbe task entrusted to him. He hears a
noise In the next room; slipping the necklace
Into the pocket of Ills sin. .king Jacket, lie takes
■ r and finds, as he had supposed, a
i operation.

THAT

Itui*. riant

of

poll.-e.
Is
heart
and

a

this
Hall

t
r captor ai I
blm,
makes
bet
suit followa,
and she is overtaken
on the
In
the
meantime
Miner
Price
returns,
and
finding
bis
daughter
missing,
retraces
his
steps

being

UCd,
uneasy
and
wildly
i
her friend. Mrs. Graves, the conditions
Bath dis• r the matter. They appeal to the Inspector
of
Police to offer a solution of the problem. As a
result of this tbe mystery
is m
Hert.
who
has been
languishing
lii a prison
cell.

i

IsCAMP.—
the only -ThewomanGirl."
In
ire well
llxed.
and
I

andtire Hill.
<>n a

bold!

In departing
dropped,
pi

Hi- opportui

Gentleman Jack, who Is successfully mas.iuerad
ing as a society swell. Smitten by the young
woman's
beauty.
Jink
determines
to win
her love.

'

food

camp,
l.-atlng

Fernand_ thro

for

ONLY
GIRL Hales.
IN
■•( Trnpp.-r
i., r..b

h..me.

.

breaking
I
Abbe
Fsrln.

- burled
..II the
I
the
bag
Which
escapes
_
J body,
his
discovering
BtO

U|...n

start

wltl

MONTE
CRISTO. — Story opens with Kdinund
Dantes landing from bis ship. Then follow his
greeting
of his father,
his love scene
with
M.r-

Dantes

and

girl
Is left
alone
a ■noiiient.
... repelled
The handkerchief
whereupon
slie offers
to shoot
but
,1 taken
prlHuner.
Hound
and

"
and

mobile. The auto breaks down and Mrs. Harris
has to walk home. Meanwhile Tom has reached
home, gets into bed and awaits his wife who
enters an hour later. Tom pretends terribly mad
at his wife's being out so late at night alone bin
he relents when Wlfey promises never again to
interfere
with his plana.

Cristo.

up

the

while

THE

I gag.

pack

i..n..»« the pelr.

plead i -

visit him. Wlfey con
as midnight arrives s
after Tom. Warned <
through the window i
Ore
escape.
Wlfey
ei

running

they

limping
..Id man
handkerchief
with
the
map
N
ling
II
steals
bis
fellnw

POWERS.
and
hall.

,roved
i be i line b> getting
married to
nlj mail
who
did not lose time
trying

,1

to pat n.up ■ Joe on too old num.

i

with

DEVOTU'S

i tbe

b

1,111
-b

surround

dictation,

and

f.**l
their

when
and

CLAIM

THE
daughter
....

placed
In their
tiro thwarted
In
ISJ

GIRLS
tribe
:.P

GOOSECREEK

SIERRAS
mi

SAVAGE
h, his

\\ « >RLD

REVIER.

tors.

BISON.
IN THE
HEART
OF THE
handed. Mill]
ta the itl

A
cliff

PICTURE

i» bui

glri'i

the drug*

Mi >\ [NG

the

astound

girl
and

finds
defeat

IMP.
MELODY.— Old
Dan
Bnrns.
a poor
but
clever
violinist,
has a hard time to make both ends meet.
I.elled to repair
musical
Instruments
for
bis dally
bread,
while bis wife
and
daughter
take
in
sewing.
At
last,
he
is reduced
to
the
exIty of pawning
bis old friend
and
comrade,
bis

<

and they hare employed as her teacher, a noted
itistiu. tor. Prof. Inipre. Dupre is too high-strung
and particular to teach children and accusing
Klin of being dull and careless, nart pays blm
off and discontinues the lessons.
It so happens thai Han Burns' wife and daughter are doing some sewing for Mrs. Hart and
old Dan goes to deliver some of It and is paid for
it. After he returns with the money, his wife
insists upon Ids getting his violin out of pawn
and be goes to the shop to regain it. The pawnbroker t.lls blm. he has not allowed for the Interest and bus not enough money and consequently
cannot let him have Ills instrument Dan Is grlevppolnted and begs permission to play
i me before be loses It forever.
The

pawnbroker

gruffly

consents
slop

who

of the most
stands outside the

Han

filially

and

interested
pawnshop

and

Han

begins

1
is Robert
Hart.
. lly affcotenchanted by the

THANHOUSER.
t "to her
, posing

explanation

husband
as' a '
Miss - Jennings
-' — J--"iet
ie

Brownell
finds
bis
of her presence there Is made

love
affair
Is at that

-

wife
the
ridiculous

EVERYBODY
SAVES
FATHER
Jennie
Gear
Is
■t
f the fortunate
Individuals
who hmc
nn oversupply
of sweethearts.
Her
Father
believes
that
earl]
for ber to wed,
and frowns on all
When
be
tin. is four
of
them
surrounding her oil the
hotel
piazza, ■ laughter.
be or. I

ht Idea. He
■
■ old Dear's lift
; board,
swimmer,
pli
I'lifortmintely

nings has a gathering of artists In her apart
ments and one of the girls rummaging about finds
the stolen portrait and shows It to Jackson. A dramatic situation ensnes. and Jackson hurries to
Brownell with tbe evidence of his wife's Innocence.
Brownell
rushes
to the monastery
and
Is granted

and

save

the

for
old

John.

John,
his
deal
Is heard
by
lo Lire ■ r..v\l....nt
upset John,
man
himself.
Henry.
In turn.
I hires a launch
is fondest

•

erases

playing

and

i

i the

appy.

violin.

• l« met by Hart, who has been struck
that Dan
will
for little F.lla and
he takes
him
home
Han
and
Klla
become
close
friends
at
linn's
patience
and
goodness
of heart
of her
n most
promial
delight
Of Mr.
and
Mrs.
Hart.

pltal

for

bis

rapport

THE

.MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

ternal blessing upon bis matrimonial alliance, so,
escorts ills Intended to bis fatber's office and after
Introducing her, be Introduces tbe subject of hlB
marriage.
When
Mr. Alnswortb
learns tbe nature of bis
son's
Intentions be puts bis foot down good and
tbeir departure in a very
bard.
Tbe couple t '
But after their
unhappy
frame < 'tbe spirit i
tbe hospital,
telephones bis father
Dr. Dick's '

^

In tbe meantime, a terrible railroad accident hi
occurred and all of the medical staff, with tt
exception of Dr. Dkk, are hurriedly summoned
1
of the hospital, slips, falls and breaks his leg.
He Is carried Inside, unconscious from pain and
Is duly operated upon by his son, assisted by Miss
Jones and other attendants.
Mr. Alnswortb, having recovered consciousness,
and hearing their commendations upon the surgical
work on his case, asks to see the surgeon who performed the operation. They send for Dr. Dick,
who Immediately appears and when f
3 did the work,
duced as tbe clever young n
filled with thanksgiving
at having such a gifted sou who Is, evidently, so
well equipped with money-getting ability. Dick,
of course is rewarded by receiving tbe long-sought
paternal blessing.

> enter

their

Goodlelgh.

He

hoi
i

Ornamental
Theatres!

iy of her young men friends
> Is expected to marry the
er parents, the Rev. Harold

butler.
Realizing
that his
ie sends the man out with
In a blanket taken from
, Led.
The bntler, passing the disconsolate young
couple on their way to tbe street, Arthur spies the
clothes and Is seized by a sudden Idea, wblcb he
hastens to explain to the butler. The butler
escorts him to anotber room In the bouse, where
Arthur sacrifices bis lovely mustache and clothes
himself in the clerical garments of bis rival and
coming down stairs, surprises Cora by the daring
nature of his ruse. Mr. and Mrs. Rogers have
never met either Arthur or the Rev. Goodlelgh and
so. when Arthur Is Introduced by Cora as tbe
reverend suitor for her hand, they suspect nothing
and Arthur goes In with the family to dinner,
which he gets through _Hth very nicely.
In the meantime. theTllev. Goodlelgh, attired In
his blanket, la having a mournful wait.
Then a new element Is injected Into the plot.
"Mad Harry." a lunatic from a neighboring asylum
makes his escape.
Now. Harry Imagines he Is an
Indian chief anil pr.s- Is to decorate himself with
feathers from the tail of a turkey banging outside
of a butcher shop, and with a horse blanket and
liHt.hit, which he takes from a hardware
store.
Running swiftly down the street, he comes to
tl.e
Rogers' or
homethe ami
up he pries
the window
roomclimbing
irhlch contains
the open
Rev.
Soodlelgb and springing In ii|M>n the terrified
clergyman, he compels him to Join in a war dance.
The Reverend gentleman finally breaks away and
i Into the street closely pur-

~"

before

ht
the

WENT

WEST— Irani

Dl Walsh,
WOOld
reenll
In anything
more
serious
than a
alight acqnalntai
iblp.
win, tbe dawning of Cbriatmal day, Franklin la
Is tlamee K It), II. s
kins In what Is
i
nly termed -a love embrace.
rejl across his card
bin wishes for a imrri X mini, and packing bis
belongings
||
I nt Plentiful
Ranch,
be
el, arming daughter of Squire Tucker, establlalirs
his p,,sliloi, n- n favorite, and I* well liked all
round. It I. BOW Christum. Pay. one year later,
wMeh finds him lii the ml, 1st ,.f a hilarious dinner
i the Is.ys In the bant DOOM, hut heavy recol
,,f tbe pn«t reetrelo bin fr.,m entering
I Jollity.

■

Supply Co.

ei Avenue

Already
In lore
squire's daughter now enters
withwith
her him,
father the
to distribute
gifts,
and Franklin becomes the recipient of ber photo.
Inecrfhod "with love." Noting, however. the
Jewels In his baud, and instln.tlvelj feeling that
ui- u„ .lights are of another, she attempts to regain the photo.
Despairing of bis absence, his erstwhile naneee
institutes a search and succeeds In locating him at
the ranch.
Her appearance
Is slmultai:,"" ' l's request for the r
full knowledge.
chooses

tbe new and
■hearted
with

younger

- -

Everywhere

CHK

SLEEPY

Act),

111

HOLLOW— lis

■-

ibln

said
There', no tree
Henrj and.
Taberalthough
over
" ICtlnB,

for a git

H bid bin a pleasant good day. Henry
that evening wheat Jack agate
at «ay and showed
the little : Ills
wife dl. a

1
lnstantly

CHAMPION.
HE

[DECORATIONS

Designer]

JShe Decorators

he

sprang

up

and

LUX.

clergv-

Is compelled
to Join In It. The keeper arrives.
Harryrestored.
peacefully
surrenders
to him
and
quiet
Is
Then
explanations
follow
as to who
Is who
and Arthur 1b duly unmasked
as a bogus minister.
Itm nothing
daunted,
he puts In his claim
for
Cora's band and after strenuous
part of the young
lovers I,,. Is Dual!.
i In Inu . that Is to I.e. And the Rev.
sail but et.lt lug courtship la orer.

WHY

RELIEF
Tkeatres

He
i irry, ami leads aim to the
tbe keeper
can overtake
him

PLASTER

Ing

THAT
how

bearing

IB MY
NAME.— A
easy
It Is to llml

the

same

name.

We

to and that one lai
When
learning that she

mounted
dinner

humorous
skit
a u
I<< r

Is heiress

He then
rides
I oil, i
nil wife who natarallj

Mitll

the

quadruped

teeda the animal with nil own
particular care that It shall Ben
Itlll
many

learn

entera
fair

f..r a
admirers

Mil

bet sight
a coualder-

to

ami 1
objects
.11

show-

ibH

thel

t>> baring

11

I

to

he

»ure

ami

«li

doee, amid the acclamation!
mil Imagines blmaelf n nope. .
lady.
Indeed.
requests
lllll '
following
af terms. „. lllll ,l,,-» thin with alacrity.
hut the lad) itrongl] objei ti lo
ikl ■
the DOble1,. lead
animal the as iti an niel •
r..r,.-,i
this little expedltJot
li faithful

but

It

a

1 iili- sun

and

Bred

Illi:
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1..1

MY

WIFE

S

■

Dorand

HAT

i»

be

r in

t f..r 11. c dinner part] .
miu

•

Anils

that

the

dining

t portion >.f bla trouble;
ma

to be tl •

-

of

the

is

fascinated

fnrlo

hat

Is

ATLAS.

the

11 la theoni letting
"f
era, Hie
i- 1. -.'ill.' ..11

A CITY

WOLF.

■lei .is

win.

1 tbe
1 self atrngi
Is most

Inter-

• median trapciti libertine who would
ruin
Iter.
Local
color
i- added
t" the
l.y the
Introduction
..f many
characters
familiar
I,, those
who
have
xlsitci
Ihe
anil

is

11 llavter.
who runs the
noted
f'.r Ms
generosity

. rough

guide

with

' Haiti
and
l.lg

a amootfa

convex od

.■ in i
till' sight
of ll.T l>'.v drought
health
I" the UliiltllT
again inn!
i tin" Bin srbo " aa
telj
l.-i'.llliL'
till- ■ III. kills
Mil. II III,' IICWS
of III* arrlvnl
came
Tlii'M
the old courting
• 1; ■ > were r.-\ in
■ m « bal followed.
RETUKNED

TO

THE

seen

In

FOLD— W.-

a

Him.

illtle* raltlifnll)
rliolr

loft.

real.
(if

i.nlx

eonin

were

copied, but

ami

Il.i'ii

erected

... lining

a

l.y

tde

of

whole

la

conlalns.

t lir< .111.-I1. .11 1 when
of u

i.mi

complete

consider
th.
nations
li

In fm-t we have made "Returned
to the Fold"
adrertlalng Blm, to show what we are
capable of. than nnythlng else.
Is

(trimming

with

real

heart-

1 a Hi
' plot

•

1 unfolding.
situations
for

N
aei

tbl

menta In r
to intelllgi
iperlen.i'il

|

ECLAIR.
THE
JEALOUSY
OF
SOSTKENES
RAMULOT —
aa
Ramulot.
n young
chemist,
has
un
fortnnately
fallen
In love with
pretty
liwho ii,.es not rettini bla affection, being l-.-t r-.t lt.-.i
to a young
ofdeer
In the army.
Sosthenes
r.-fn-es
.
nml
persists
in
annoying
Utile
vith
allons
..f his
afTectlon.
> free I:
angry,
and
I

- dlaagreeabie attention!,

her
nance
he whole
affair. Being
to know what kimi ..1 a peraon ins rrrai
Of Officer nayi a visit to the Chemistry
— . nuiler
the preten.-e
of buying
some
thing
or other.
Boatbenea
recognizes
tiie officer,
anrl in a At of Jealousy,
sells his rival a poison
informs
earkraa

himself

of

■

1
*d

old;

with

shortly

_

life and
settings.

all
limit.

lis1 natural
realism
the
r hunting
In while
the
' "" Interior
liulli In our own xvorksliops. faithfully

■ trapper's cabin,
the mountain
Inside scene*
necessary
to the

hotel
story

organ

novel
rleiy

1 rid

panning n piciuresiiue cottage, before
■ low anil tier little son are working.
s later the mother dies, and the boy
irge "f bj a fisherman,
who shamefully

m moving
picture nlm
is "A City Wolf."
Which
runs
the entire
gamut
of human
literally
digging
down
to your
very
soul.
has
scenic
features
of
surpassing
scenes
t.elng
photographed
for the
ivy
outlay
mid
no little risk of

l.eauii.
mam
first
lime
at

the pulpit,

Aim.

as

little aeacoaal village

m-re
reproduced
accurately.
I.c
■111CXpellMof
IllH
pipe • .1 j»-:ni In the scene.
This
latter
- 1.1 IIICIII1S

nap. 11*

dramatic

emoil

NORTHERN.

tin-

ihe average Importance,
While particular stress is laid on
mentioned
scene, ihe prodaction as •

duet Ion

BOY.

rt.

on-

might
folk.

Hilar,

full-size
heavy

N..I

lure
• nirrli

GREAT
A HOMELESS

I

and

tr.. ill. led
coiiscleiice
11111I
many
..t li. r~ who
l.e found
among
the simple,
rugged
mountain
Hue
,.r tlte mi. -1 powerful
and
lasting
lei

and,

thinking.

a

sun

r little Daley.

t -cverlty.

ami

Sosthenes

panic

'

of

to confirm
■ presents

" '

f

himself

1

The editors of the Moving

Picture World

would

like to hear from every exhibitor what they consider
was the greatest picture they have shown during the
year 1910.
They may qualify their opinions by citing the picture
which received the most applause and also stating which
picture seemed to create the most profound impression.
Applause alone should not be taken as the criterion of
greatness, as some of the dramas of the year have been
received with a silence which was equally appreciative
if less demonstrative.
We would also like to hear from the exchange booking
departments as to what particular film they had most
recalls for. This information is not desired for to shed
glory on any particular manufacturer, but to arrive at
some idea as to what kind of subject is most conducive
to the welfare of the business.
All letters will be held confidential unless permission
is given to use the name of the writer.

Is

. the officer has discovered the base deed
ral and. of course, no harm has heen done;
e summoned jn-.r Sosthenes. hoth In order
blm a lesson, and also to relieve his fear
ov surmise he i aa been infferlng, and to
ra than happy when
Ids fears
are groundless,
and
in

BEST

SOUVENIR
5c.
EACH
$5.00
Per
Hundred

NITED STATES FACTORIES CO.

anufacturers

40 Dearborn Street, Chicago

THE

LICENSED

RELEASES

BIOGRAPH.
ov.
ov.
lov.
tor.
ov.
ov.
ov.
!ov.
lov.
rov.
lec.
lee.
lee.
lee.
lec.
lee.
lec.
)ec.
lec.
lec.
lec.
lec.

3— Waiter No. 5 (Dr.)
097
7— Tbe Fugitive
(Dr.)
096
10— Simple
Cliarlty
(Dr.)
993
14— Sunshine
Sue (Dr.)
998
17 — Tbe Troublesome
Baby (Com.)
492
17— Love In Quarantine
(Dr.)
505
21— Tbe Song of tbe YVlldwood Flote (Dr.)996
24— Ills New
Lid (Com.)
563
24— Not So Bad as It Seemed (Com.) . . . .432
28— A Plain Song
(Dr.)
997
1— Effecting a Cure (Dr.)
997
5— A Child's
Stratagem
(Dr.)
998
8 — Turning
the Tables
416
8— Happy
Jack, a Hero (Com.)
576
12— Tbe Golden
Supper
(Dr.)
998
16— Hie Sister-ln-Law
(Dr.)
998
19— Tbe Lesson
(Dr.)
994
22— Wblte
Itoscs
(Dr.)
558
22 — Tbe Kecreation of an Heiress (Com).. 410
26— Winning
Hack His Love (Dr.)
994
211 — Ills Wife's
Sweethearts
682
2»— After the Ball (Com.)
311

an.

2— Tbe

Two

Paths

(Dr.)

992

an. 5— When
a Man Loves (Dr.)
an. B— The Kalian Barber (Dr.)
an. 12- The Midnight
Marauder
K oiu.
an. 12 Help Wanted
(Com.)

998
993
005

EDISON.
fov.
(ov.
.'ov.
.ov.

11—
15—
16—
18—

Jec.
Jec.
Jec.
>ec.
ran.
ran.
[an.
ran.

1000
990
1000
tbe
990
22— His Mother's
Thanksgiving
(Dr.) . . . .005
23— Through
the Clouds
(Dr.)
1000
25— A Daughter of the Mines
995
29— The Greater Love
(Dr.)
1000
30— AruiB and the Woman
(Dr.)
975
2— The Cowpuncber's
Glove (Dr.)
lnoo
ft— Tbe Winning of Miss I.angdon (Dr.). .995
7— The Life of a Salmon
(lud.)
440
7— Amateur
Night
(Coin.)
550
9— Tbe Captain's Bride
(Dr.)
IOiiO
13— An Old Silver Mine in Peru (Ind.) . .250
13— A Mom lain Maid
(Dr.)
760
14 — Pigs Is Pigs (Com.)
1000
1ft— Tbe Bed Cross Seal (Dr.)
20— The
Police Force of New York City
Scenic
995
21— The Joke they Played on Bumptious
(Com.)
990
23— A Christmas Carol (Dr.)
1000
27— Flora, tbe Fruit Girl (Dr.)
1000
28— A Family of Vegetarians
(Com.)
990
80— Tbe Bomance of Hefty Burke (Dr.). .1000
3— In tbe Days of Chivalry
(Dr.)
4— Sleep, Gentle
Sleep
(Com.)
ft— Fire Dept. of New York City (Sc.)
ft— A Western
Night (Dr.)

Ian.

10

Hot.
fOT.
Mov.
Nov.

15—
10—
22—
22—

.'ov.
iov.
>'ov.
iov.
(fov.

Jec.
)ec.
Jec.
Jec.
Jec.
Jec.
Jec.
Jec.
Jec.
Jec.
Jee.

The
Into
Tbe
Tbe

The

Adoption
(Dr.)
tbe Jaws of Death (Dr.)
Stolen Claim
(Dr.)
Toy maker;
tbe Doll; and
Devil
(Com.)

Ti-ht

of

Friendship

. 20—
. 24—
I. 27—
. 31 —

r. 19 —
7.
7.
7.
r.
7.
r.
7.
;.
!.
•.
!.
;.
!.
>.
;.
•.
!.
?.
;.
j.
;.
l.
i.
l.
i.
l.i.
i.

Redemption
GAUMONT.

978
960

.-|i i

Bridgets

The

Roses
l«d

Indian

i (Dr.)
ot the Virgin
(Dl I
' .« Child'..
Hand
( Dr. I

ild
. 88
. n

whe,
Lorei
The i;ii I Bpj

.

Tbe

i

I'.

Bolted
i
iwaj

Heron

Balden

Jsn.
Jan.
Jan.

7—1
9—
9—1In Tbe

Jan. 14— The

Jan.

13— M

848
078
870
320

R—
i What
puis
16

Old

22

\

the

1

Battle

Place

Like

V\ ■

Gal

~J

. 2-Jack Fat and Jim Slim at Coney

10

ii. r i !.-•
In

Dr.). ....an

teraatlonal

Motor

Boat

In the

Window

(Dr.)

. 24— Jean snd tbe Waif
(Dr.).
. 27 — in Neighboring
Kingdoms
. 30— Craiy
Apple*
Is Fair
Billy.

e

Winds

Blow

In Love snd
(Coin.)

January

10.

..ii
January

11.

Jaauary

It.

'J

the

PATHE.
Boebai d - Bi
Thursday
-"•Is

(8c.)..

I

I

i n

i (Dr.)
i nglbe

Race

"j*
0«7

■

"JO

■

II.

I

Horn.)

War

I

'

Island

■*■

■

(Dr.)

I ,11 Grass Country iDr )
"I. I." Ban :

12

(Dr.

VITAGRAPH.

...

Girl

(Com.)...

t Cherub t Mystical ilOOO
Hustlers
(Dr. i
:~J
29I — Justinian
and Theodora
5— Rsmona's
I
9— Shadow* of tbe Psst tDi

Tuesday.
Bachelor

Home

. s— In the Wilder! ■
. 12—
5— The
' of the Sea
A Tale

Q(Dr.)
rJorrW

(Dr.)..

SELIG.
Kor. 21— No

142
516
450
8S4
810
992
749
253
678
332
850

„

-Innocence

Jan. 11—1
Jan. 11 — 1

727
19—
28>>
22—
381
22—
595
26—
519
26—
4<J9
29—
722
29—
243
3—
712
3—
273
ft—
834
ft—
171
10— The Revllt
(Dr.)
942
13— The Phantom
Rider (Com.)
279
13— Closed
Gate
(Dr.)
676
17— Herod and the New Born King (Biblical)
965
20— The Cinderella Girl (Dr.)
769
20— The Kingdom of Flowers (Botanical). .220
24 — The Old Home
(Dr.)
732
24— Cain and Abel (Biblical)
270
27— The
Adventuress
(Dr.)
905
31— The Doctor's Secretary
(Dr.)
081
3— The Artist's Pay Day (Dr.)
972
7— The
Woman
Wins
(Com.)
945
10— A Child's Plea (Dr.)
75S
10— The Hills of Corsica (Sc.)
243
14— The
A Simple
(Dr.)
f.'.s
17—
Sealed Rustle
Letter Tale(Dr.)..
17— A Water
168

ind

«!,..)■ (C,

Jim

com.)... 715
(Dr.)
1000

Yaqol
Girl
Misplaced Petti

Jan. -4—
2—1'
Jan.
The Cowboy's
Jsn.
— An
Jan. 67—
Love lntrlg'i-r
Cndei

G. Kleine.
Lisbon, Before and During the Revolution (Sc.)
Spanish
Loyalty
Cast Into the Flames (Dr.)
A Woman's
Wit
(Com.)
Samson's
Betrayal
IDr.)
Callno Travels as a Prince (Com.) . . .
The Flat Next Door (Com.)
Tarascon on tbe Rhone (Scenic)
Lured by a Phantom
(Dr.)
Nancy's Wedding
Trip (Com.)
A Man of Honor (Dr.)
Professors
Hat
(Com.)

t of

. IS

980
090
050
300
6"«>
935
950

Dec. 31— The
Jan. 2— The

O. MELIES.

Dee
Gift "(lir

990

. 28— Coaching
In
Devonshire.
England
i
. 4— A Lock of Hair . Dr )
. 11— Washed
I
. 11— Wood Carving
at Brleni (lud.)

Men)

Way
(Dr.) . . . . looO
(Dr.)
953
Wedding
Present

Hank and Lank (Com.
Tbe Bad Mann Chilsim
Girls win be Boyi >c.
A Gambler of tbe Wei
l«
I Criminal

990
990

>. 16— The Rival
Barons
(Dr.)..
-. 1ft— An Alpine Retreat
(Sc.)
•. 23— Behind a Mask
(Dr.)
•. 23— Nantes
(Scenic)
.. 30— The Return at Midnight
(Dr.)
. 80— Ramble
I
ante)
. 7— Death of Admiral Collgny
(Dr.)
. 5 — On the Mexican Border
(Dr.)
. 8 — Reggie's
Engagement
(Dr.)
. 14— The
Little
Matchseller's
Christmas
(Dr.)
. 14_Scenes
In British India .SO
. 21— Tbe Tyrant of Florence (Dr.)
. 21— A Chamois
Hunt

i Scenic)
(Com
i
(Dr.)

(Com.)
(Dr.)
(Com.)
Sandwich

WORLD

8— All

FILM CO.

Love at First Sight
The Little Prospector
That
Popular
Tune
Hank
and Lank
(aa
(Com.)
Mov. 20— A Western
Woman's
V..i 2:1 the 'lie That Binds
Hunch's
. ft— Love's Awakening
,10
A OowbOT'i
Vludlca
. 18— A Tangled
Mason.

PICTURE

. ].;— Will It I
. 19— A Brother's

<Dr.i

Ian. Ill'Ian. II
The
Gardener's
Ladder
Ian. IS Toe Link That
Held
ESSANAY

MOVING

. 14— Tbe Street Preacher
.Dr.)
. 17— Right In Front of Father
(Com.)
. 21— Caught by tbe Camera
(Dr.)
'. 24 — Romance of the Lazy K Ranch (Dr.).
. 28— Shadows
and Sunshine
(Dr.)
. 1 — Spoony Sam (Com.)
. 12— An Exile's Love ibr.i
. 15— The
Musical Ranch
iDr.)
. 19— The Dead Letter
i Dr. I
. 22— An American
Count
(Dr.)
. 2t>— Making a Man of Him (Dr.)
. 29— Bine . Horse Mine (Dr.)
. 2— Art and the Legacy (Dr.)
. 5— His Last Parade (Dr.)
. 5— A Mix In Masks (Com.)
. 9— Tag Day at Sliver Gnlch
(Dr.)
. 12— The
WM

I

THE

M< >\ ING

PICTURE

W< >RLD

Independent Release Dates

THIS

WEEK'S

PROGRAMME
OF
INDEPENDENT
FILMS.
January
9.

Monday.

AMERICAN.
IS— An
IndianI ].'.
\ (Jlrl of the
Plains
(Dr.)
BO— The
Cattle
Baron's I Daurhter
27— An
Indian's
30— Taming
Ihe

Detail

Motbei

rakm

Elopement
Terror

Tuesday,

I

January

.11

1. ill

Wednesday.
petti

■ U — iThe

arm

(Oom.)

Bpolled
Fool.heada
mas sea (Com.)
. 89
ii.- Boatic
. 31— Norwlegan
Water
Falls
. 31— A Jealous
Wife's
New
Year

..f ii..- i mi
(Dr.)
N
D
Ride
(Dr.)
to ii..- Btork
(Dr.)
rVoll
i'

1-'...M1.-.1.1

■f

Chrlst900
500
Day.... 500
H.vkI.mi

ibroslo
11.
A
.1

I

Thursday.
ierle«n

I. my

p

Fuipli

The

I tie
-. 7—
. 7—
.14 —
!. 21 —
I

The
Tell-Tale
Portrait..
Tweedledum
I.earns
a Tragical
Part..
Dido
Forsaken
by
Aenea
Little
Peters
Christmas
Dinner
Trials
of
Tweedledum
As
a
Policeman Com
1
1
I The
Wall
Pari III, .11 (Dr. I
5O0
. US— Grandfather's
Pipe
Engine
Drive
..600

CHAMPION.
i - • i - Give
Thanks
. i»r i
Tli.- 1 ii.li.tt> I an. I Grab
(Dr.)
Hearts of in.- \v.
IB it ii. I ih- Dei., in.
.1
HIa
Uotbei
(Dr I
I'
—
K.irlv
Weal
,l»r.l
. 1 — ItlllWidow
i Dr. I
•-•: I ■' I - <:n.- Thank.
.In ■
:..'!"
TinIn. Han
I.an.l
Ural.
i Dr. 1
. 7
Hearts
of ili.< West
ihr. .
. ii
The Sberlfl and thi
-I
MiM..ih.-r
ilir.i
28
ill,- i;.»M,-n
Gates
iDr .
i Dajra ..f the Barli
"
. is
Tin- Will ..r A Western
Mai. I
11 -Hill's
Wlil.ni
ilir i
W
Hi
«■ nl W( il (Dr.)

950
950

930
950
860
950
800

!'■

-I

I lir Cattlemen's
Fend
: i ipned
(Dr.)
7— Qucn
of the 1

.Hi

Jan.
Jan.
-Tan
Jan.

4no

390
Medal Competition
2— A Well
Mal.-li.-.l Marriage
ifVnn.i
4S<i
9— Mother's
Portrait
(Dl
HI
1
Kmiulot
(Com.)
16
My
Wlfe'a
Bat
(Com •
183
GREAT
- Ohaml

NORTHERN.
1 Dr. 1
Tronpe

1 hrlsimas

■■•

31—
3—
8—
7—
10—
10—
14—
17
17

Dec.
I'Doe.

3— When
Woman
Wills
l"
A
Dispensation
(Dr.)
17— The
Thin
Dark
Line
.- Refuge
and
Then

Jan.

Jan.
Jan.

>

U-u.-r

.Dr.l

row

.l>r.i

Jan.
Jan.

7— The
Red
Light
1I
\

(Dr.)

Dec

ir. — The

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

2—
6—
9—
12—

1'-

Btndenl

Los

the Exhibitors
sold

Ohio.
the

Texas—
f a new

Angeles.

Filch
and
thealoriiim
Hardin
picture

Wslter
to Rob-

is planning
theater here.

Walt.

ireaaonable
Jealousy
(Dr ■
The
Wiae
Druggist
(Dr.l
Rennlted
(Di I
Their
First
Misunderstanding
TinBmpty
Shell
. ]•■

■

Jan.

1 is

Delphos.

.vlllg

pillUle

Ohio.— II.

t Third
is

H.

the

and

I.ii

making

a

Western

(Dr.)

(Dr.)

planning

1

Theater
Wis.— 11

Milwaukee.

Moving

900

If.

SOLAX
COMPANY.
Tv..
suits
In- Paw nshnp
1 Dr.)
Mrs.
Richard
Dare
(Com.)
Nightcap
(Com.)
non
Planing
in Canada
(Sc.)
: ■ Girl ami
the Burglar
IDr.)

new

1 : !•;

picture
theater
here.
Modesto.
Calif. — Mr.
rangeu
mland.

Camp

It

Stevenson
will

Dovlng

■ 1 ICom.)

In

plctni

Is making
known
aa

arthe

Ida Grove. Iowa.— Peterson and Frahm, have
opened a new moving picture theater Id the Gottbnrg
Building.
Paaco.
Wash.— I)
H.
Rockwell
Is planning
the

THANHOUSER.
Millionaire
Milkman
(Dr.)
1000
ward
(Dr.)
Childhood
of
Jack
Harkawav
(Dr.)
IOOO
\ Ii ir of Wakefleld
(Dr.)
1000
i pnotlsed
(Dr. 1
1000
8— The
Pasha's
Daughter
(Dr.)..
■eball
and
Btoomen
(Oom.)
1000
Girl

moving

Sioux City.
Utah.Clreuit.
1. planning

600
(Dr.)

LUX.
How
He
Won
Her
Her
Favorite
Tune
(Dr.)
Bill
Plays
Bonis
(Com.)
Rosalie'!!
I>owrv
iCom.)
Aunt
Julia's
Portrait
(Com.)
Tim
Writes a Poem
(Com.)
How
They
Tricked
I
The
Rival
Engine
Drivers
(Dr.)....

Paul
BIJou
W.
C.
moving

Cal.— Mr.

Minot.
N. Dak.San
Francisco,

(Com.)
. . . 1000

16—
lfi —
23—
23 —
30—
30—
6—
C—

Bolai
Saturday.
January
14.
Colombia
(Title
Noi
aires)
Ureal
Northern
A Homeless
Hoy
1 Dr. 1
Hal:,
(Title
Noi
Given)
Powers
Moot.Crist..
iDr.l
Bella.
Title
Not
Given)

Texarkana.
the .-recti

Hour
..f Fate
(Dr.l
900
900
REVIER.
ve'a
S.-tr-.w
iDr.)
950
ougl tfnlneas Remembered by the Ute
ihr 1
950
4— For
Belter
Or
Worse
(Dr.)
11— The
(.ooseoroek
Claim
(Dr.)
Hi.
Child's
Bake
(Dr.).
500

- ie Only

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Pec
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.

13.

11 — The

■•.

IMP.

p-»t

January

Gil
Joi k. >j

Youngstown.
Hunii.-h
have

POWERS
PICTURE
PLAYS.
A Daughter
of Virginia
(Dr.)
The
Pinker!.. 1, Man
(Dr.)
Beans
Not
Wanted
(Com.)
A Woman
Without
a Heart
(Dr.)....
The
District
Attorney
(Dr.)
a Tip
to Hushanda
(Com.)
Monte
Ctlsto
(Dr.)
\ Montana
I.nve St..r>
(Com.)
I -.\--i .'
Ti
il- •
\ Noble
H.-nrt
1 Dr.)
RELIANCE.

Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan
Jan

I" IT !■.■ k. ..■-.,... . 1
\

Not

12.

(Com.)
iDr. I
I

860

i

ECLAIR.
e Bowling
Orase
(Oom.)
Dear Dncle Fro
ie Child ..f Two M..ili.-r. in.
■ Mnaatun
"f Sovereigns:
(Dr.)
Dec. 2*1— Tli p Lock-Keeper
(Di

(Com.)...

11.

1 ■ in. •

January

1 ......
Shell

Among

. 311— Valley
Folk(Dr.)
7 The
Conquering
Hero
(Dr.)
■'
"he
Pilgrim
(Dr.)
Desperate
Remedy
(Com.)
' the
Mountains
(Dr.)
. 4 — At
Cedar
Bldge
1 Dr. 1
. 11— Sleepy
Holl.o

COLUMBIA.

Jan.

-

Friday.

29
r. :;u
. :

January

•

in the Hearl ..f Hi.- sierraOlrl'i
Devotion
(Di

lamp

lT1tl(
I. ii.-i I- the Siork
iDr.)
IIU'S
Widow
(Dr.l

BISON.
.

10.

In

picture

theater

l

1 lass moving
picture
and
vaudeville
theater
here.
Beatrice. Nebr. Mr. Glenn has opened a new
moving picture ami vaudeville theater here which
will he known
as the Lyric.
Cairo, 111. — Messrs. Stone Brothers have purchased
the the
Carrie*
Moving Picture Theater, to be
known as
star Theater.
1'1,-tur a
Hynes,
Iowa
Mr.
Frank
West
has
opened
new Willow
moving Springs,
picture

' plct here.
- .
]theater

Ansonia.
Conn.
The
Star
Motion
Theater,
on Bank
street,
has closed
its doors.
Shenandoah.
Penn, — Kerrigan
Brothers,

YANKEE
16— The
680
-423
492
547
373
367

28—
26—
80 —
fi—
2—
9—

Old
Miners
Doll
(Dr.)
of fncle
Sam
1 Dr. I
The Terror of the Plains
(Com.)
The
Insane
nelress
IDr. )
The
Ml«sing
Bridegroom
(Dr.)
The
Roval
Wishbone
(Dr.)
Mrs.
Danvers
Divorce
An
Erring
Son's llotne
Awakening
(Dr.) (Dr.)

80

Returned

T-. The

Fold

(Dr.)

Htb

Street,

for

the

n Cedar
1
Zeldler I
; picture

New York City. — Jerry McCanley'g old Cremorne Mission House at No. 104 West Thirty-second
Street. Is being converted Into a high-grade moving picture and vaudeville theater, which will be
under ment
theCompany.
proprietorship of the Specialty Amuse-
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Films For Rent
We ship on rental basis anywhere. Special care taken of
Foreign trade. We can furnish you with any grade sen ice
you desire. We can also sell you films, any age, any
make, at reasonable prices.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

ACME

FILM CO., Inc., 12 E. 15th Street, New York

Mr. J. A. BROSIUS,

124 Clinton Street,

Johnstown,

Pa.

If you are in the Market for

SECOND
HAND
FILMS
Write to the largest and most reliable Dealers and Importers ol
these goods in the I

Flimco's Droll Trick

v

International Film Traders
147 Fourth Avenue.

NEW YORK CTT1

COMPENSARC
BooKlet

15Q1S

Fort Wayne
Electric Works
1402 Broadway
FORT WAYNE.

INDIANA

Old Gen. Flimco, the village skeezix,
has just pulled one oi
his drollest tricks. He fined "his" Memphis office $500 for releasing
a film before release date, the money being paid in spot cash by
the manager of that office, so I am told. This wouldn't be so funny
except for the fact that when Old Gen. Flimco "bought" his adopted
offices, he didn't pay all in cash, but mostly in paper and promises.
Wouldn't it be a delicious trick if he would pay for all of his adopted
officesforin the
fines!!!
I'd feel
sorrythem
for Flimco's
poor victims
if it hadn't
been
fact that
I gave
public warning
long before
they
consented to become victims. To exhibitors I say this: Avoiding
trickery is not the only reason why you ought to become Independent,
by a long shot. The best reason for asserting your Independence is
that by doing so you'll get a blamed sight better program of films
than you ever got in all your born days. But you won't get it unless you patronize an Independent exchange which is baying all the
good
stuffhook
and up
not with
"junking."
be dead
certain
you
are in Independent
the right pew,
me. BuyTo your
Powers,
Edison
and Motiograpta machine! ol me Buy ill jfotn tccestoriei ol me
Get your films from me. I
PLAY 8 APE I
CARL I AIM VII I. President

BRASS EASELS AND
BRASS RA/L//VG
I BRASS ROSEER FRAMES
\EOR EASELS

H

AND

WALLS

'\

1

The Laemmle Film Service
lli'ii«l«|iiiirttrs:

196-198 Lake Street
Other Ullltes:

OMAHA.

!MKB.

your uttni.i 1
ihc thaatri
«
1 0* l'...

CHICAGO
MINNEAPOLIS)

MINN

The biggest and best film renter In the world

THE

NEWMAN

DON'

t

MFG. CO.

717 719 Sycamore St., Cincinnati, 0.

THE
if icing

the lollowin^

I Con.plrt,

■d me* M.umg Picture Machine

I Extra Head,

ibo bmid

»<•»

(Ting IVluir lenw-«, t) ■
rflO||tlUMI len»ev 4 ji/e«
All Repair parts.
I Sheet, luand new. lai^e
SOOCuboai
100,000 Hckets.
luiim of cable,

pat k.-.i In ■

The

IM

in the World

SONG
SLIDE EXCHANGE
6th floor, Portland B ock
107 Dearborn St.
CI icago, 111.

THE
r,.n,ro

A. DEWES

SONG
I
D

L,

.

W. E. GREENE FILM
EXCHANGE, Inc.
The

Oldest
and
Largest
Independent
Film Exchange in New England

|T

COMPANY

Street.

Non-Breakable

NEW

YORK

SLIDESL
Non-inflammable I
D

Colored Song and Announcement

Slides

c kind of a slide you have all been waiting f
Ueed against breaking from heat or the
,ld only by the
ial inventors.
None othe:

CHICAGO

iHi't.

FOR

High-class repairing and alterations
on Foreign Machines.

147 Fourth Ave .. Room 116.

Largest Slide Exchange

TO EUROPE

\\ lun we can make them for you ?

,1 trunks,

U('<

SEND

FILM
PERFORATING
DIES

offered.

„
"IN
DAYS
OF YORE
that day
the, used broken and incomplete sonc sets but
d music in nice
is long past. Our sets are so complet
condition, that you will think vou are rate ing your
is 25c
<s
supplya
slides direct from the manufacturers, e, .u
Our arge
You
5e/ per weel?, including sheet music.
made for
in one consignment and absolutely nod
time lost in transit.

WORLD

WHY

bargain ever

-. late Song slides with Musk
I Set Travelogue Slides New York.
I Lot Announcement slides.
B. SPITZ.

'575

PICTURE

this is the biggest

I Lot of Posters

i rerythlaa

MOVING

NORTH AMERICAN SLIDE CO.,

I 13 North stli Stree
genuine.
lit 1 1 \t>t i rut \. i' '

SLIDES

SONG

Three Important Announcements About

gundlach
Projection Lenses

The House of Quality and Satisfaction
MR. EXHIBITOR

:

If you are desirous of finding out bow to improve
your present service and increase your daily attendance
call and have a confidential chat with us. If you are
unable to call, drop us a line.

1% A complete stock is now carried by Nicholas
Power Company, H5-117 Nassau Street, New York,
and they will fill all orders as promptly and carefully
as ourselves.
<J| We are furnishing all the special Lenses used by
the Rothapfcl Photoplane system of daylight projection now being installed in Keith's entire circuit
of theatres.

W. E. Greene Film Exchange

<J Our lenses may be ordered from all branches of
the General Film Company, and every leading Film
Exchange.

INCORPORATED

228 Tremont Street,

Boston, Mass.

Telephone 3790 Oxford

We

guarantee

absolute satisfaction

6UNDLAGH-MANHATTAN OPTICAL COMPANY
808 CLINTON AVENUE, SOUTH

ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Classified Advertisements

ting money from home." Brings you a ch<
even month, makes your theatre more popular <
better patronized, gives you a better standing v.
the other business men in your town.

to 2,000. Payment
part cash, part real estate.
A. Mi--- BoslMM,
care Moving Picture World.
THEATEES FOB SALE.
FOB
SALE— Id Mass. City of 15,000.
Seating
capadtv 7'mj. Playing pictures and vaudeville r~ '
weekly
profit
$12T>.
1
-- Photoplay, care of Moving Picture World.
FOB SALE OB BENT— Moving picture theater
and outfit. Good location and business. Address
<ON i.MINKK :.1T West Fulton St.. Waupaca,
Wis.
FOB SALE OB FOB BENT— First-class Moving
Picture House, seats 400, on the main street Connecticut town of 14.000. All ready for business.

NO COST TO YOU

■toeka

Price

low.

Good

reason.

PAUL

BUSSO,

United States Film Brokers
and Importers

More Money Every Month

[Classified advertisements, three cents per word,
cash wltL order; 5u cents minimum; postage
•tamps accepted.]

SECOND-HAND FILM
$5.00 per reel upwards
NEW FILM
4c. per foot upwards
CAMERAPMONE
FILM
new, with two sets records

have to make a single change in your theatre,
supply, operator or anything else.
Hundreds of theatre owners are getting
i net k- .-very month. ---making more money
Paste this coupon on a postal card
mail it to us today
T k WOODliLKN & CO.
611 First National Bank Building. Chics

New

FOB SALE— Powers No. 5, like new. Supplies,
repairing. THE R. CO., 396 Broadway, Albany.
N. T.

Complete lists sent free upon request

AEBO-BIDE— .Patent pending.) Beproducing all
motions of aii aeroplane. Designed for moving
picture theaters, summer resorts, all places of
amusement. Machines and territorial rights for
sale. W. i. MAVIIKI.Ii. 1105 World Building.
N. V ■
SITUATIONS WANTED.
MECHANICAL ELECTBICIAN.^.f ten years'
practical i-\peilem<- In the moving picture business
desires potltion to Install, repair and operate the
alectrlcal and mechanical equipment! of a moving
as cameraman. Address
H
-• Picture World.
AT LIBEBTY— Flrst-cU* operator; five years'
experience,
strictly aobei and reliable; best of
reference.. \.|. !:.--- W II I' MI.. .".I.", North Main
St.. Danville, V«
EO.UIPMENT
WANTED.
WANTED— Complete
Picture

World

START

moving pic .airs
I ope I
Address
J. C,

FILMS
FOR

Moving Picture
Supplies
Tickets, roll of 2.000

$.16

Bio Carbons 6x5-8 per 100
Electra Carbons 6x5-8 per I 00
Announcement Slides, Col.
Extra Heavy Carbon Holders
Imported Condensers
Rewinders Complete

Moving

2.15
2. 10
.25
.75
.75
3.50

RENT

New Films High Glass Service
The Pioneer House, With 8 Years'
Experience and
$250,000.00

American Moving Picture
Supply Company

THE
NEW YEAR
by Subscribing to

110 Fourth Ave.

EUGENE

New York City

CLINE

57 and 59 Dearborn

St.,

Chicago

TheMOVING PICTURE WORLD
$2.00

PER YEAR

$2.00

THE ENTERPRISE

MODEL

B

"SILVERLICHT"

Portable Calcium Gas Outfit

Extraordinary Features An: I:::;;,::;::'/':"!;,";,';,;:

Only

ALUMINUM MOTION PICTURE CURTAIN

RALPH J. GOLSEN

SUPPLY CO.

ADVERTISING
:
ANNOUNCEMENT

ii

84 Wabash Are.. Chicago

SLIDES

•OXONE"
tbj

SPECIAL

only

Substitute

la SQUARE

production

Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co.

Chicago

ROLL

TICKETS

Oi

Get

tha

TICKET

RfectflfcHj

Portable

Sample*

COMPANY

CAKES

i. met

Oxygen
(.*•
/ V . .
MANUFACTURER*

Outfit

S.t..t. . .
AND tALIt ACINT4

564 and 572 W. Randolph Street, CHICAGO

The

14.00

NATIONAL

for

Satisfactory

I.,, ium it operatM bj WATER PRESSURE. IS CONSTANT.
REGULAR AND RELIABLE ind hat
pit. ,
valval to corroda, choka up and otharwi*
it) Dtad,

Genre Transparency Company
597 N. Clark Street

the

Hi,;

Tichet.
An
Any
Color

60.000

a&.so
too.oeo
Hod
TuKeU. 6 Cent*

ShumoKin,

Pa.

THE

FOLDING
CHAIRS
For Movinq Picture
Show.,C.rand Stand..
A.»embly Halls, etc
In .ection. if wanted
Write lor Catalog No. 2

The Kauffman
Manufacturing Co.
ASHLAND, OHIO

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

OPERAllCHAIRS
(in

k\ i-n\

i:si aim.isiii:i>

i i it i i m

it i i i

The

Andrews

i O it

CAT.

lS6fi
No.

:ii

Co.

7-4-170 WabathAvc

CHEAP
Opera and Assembly Chairs

The Automatic
Theatre Chair
It is a friend to the public.
ivcrtises your theatre and
your business grow.
It folds automatically and can
revolving,
stationary or self

s the world's greatest theatre
•ou have not seen our latest
s. investigate.
Write todav for circular A.
THE HARDESTY MFC. CO.
Canal Dover,
Ohio, U. S. A.

STEEL FURNITURE CO., Grand Rapids. Mich.
New York Office; ISO Fifth Avenue

Prompt Shipment*.
Write for Catalogue
PEABODY SCHOOL FURNITURE CO.
North
Bfanoheater
Indiana
N*W 1 'ork A'en Is. RO B K K T J KH1KKS I (I.

FILMS

Boston Office ; 224 Congress Street, Bostoa. Mass.

Electric Light Plant Complete
$210.35

FOR

SALE.

50 Reel, of Film.

$8 to $16 per Reel
Secondhand one pin Edison machine $100.00
Mayer Silverman. 105 4th Ave. .Pittsburg. Pa.

liteasBI

USE
AN
ATTRACTIVE

PROGRAM SHEET
FOR

YOUR

LOBBY

Program Sheets
- 10c. Size. 36x62
Film Title Strips
2c. Size.
5x27
For All Assn. Rele
A. B. C. and All Other Make

Larger Plants at Proportionately Low Prices.
Including the celebrated DETROIT KEROSENE ENGINE and
DYNAMO
OF SUFFICIENT CAPACITY TO FURNISH
CURRENT FOR VOIR ARC AND 1" 16 c. p. TUNGSTEN
LAMPS for illumination.
Total cost of operation from 5 to 25 I l nts per day. (fives you
better light than you ran buy. Giies you the same light in the
afternoon as at night.
Can be operated by a ten-year old i hild.
CAN MAKE IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT.

DETROIT ENGINE W&SXS&SSS

The "TYPO-PAD"
For Displaying Advertisement;, Announcements, Etc.

Make your own slides on the "TYPO-PAD." by the use of a typewriter, at the amazingly low cost ol 2 cent. each.
Write for free Sample and information

The AMERICAN

TYPO-PAD

RALEIGH,

N. C.

COMPANY

THE

SAVES

PICTURE

WORLD

WuruTzer

HALLBERG
THE

MOVING

Automatic Musical
Instruments

ECONOMIZER

two-tbirda o

NEW

SLIDES

Fcr the following Stngs-JIST 01T
Moonlight.

Dear.
the Golden Rcle.
Heart knew a Heart Like Mine.

If Your

Be My Sweetheart.
I Get So Lonesome (or You.
I'm a Married Man.
I'll beVale
Rightof Here
■ the Same Old Place.
The
Dreams.
I'd Give the World to Call You M.ne.
Dougherty.
In My Dream, of You.

J. H

THE RUDOLPH

HALLBERG

Exhi b i t or s

VURLl./rR

CO.

CINCINNATI.
117 to 121 E.4th; NEW YORK, 23
and 27 W. 32d <b<rt. B'way and 5ih Ave);
CHICAGO,
266 and 26K Wabash
Ave.; PHILADELPHIA,
18S3
Chestnut: ST. LOUIS. 912 Pine; CLEVELAND. 206
Lvc. S E.j ( OLUMBUS, 0 9 I

Wc can supplj with exclusive service
of Imp, Bison, Powers, Thanhouser,
Challenge, Nestor, Atlas, Yankee,
American Champion makes cheaper
than any other exchange.

J. FranK

Bulldim

▼e are now prepared to Install renovating
plants in exchanges it very reasonable rates.

The
Best]

RUSSELL
UNIFORM
COMPANY

Seats
W.

York City

Specimen work done at our plant at toO
ceots a reel. Agents wanted.
Ortho Film Co.. 2720 W. Division St.
CMICAUO.
ILL.

OPERA
CHAIRS

GEO.

New

BXCHANOBSI
Save time and money by having your
films redeveloped and renovated bv the
Hochstetier process. Endorsed and recommended byleading exchange*,

109 Fourth Ave., Pittsburg, Pa.

The
Latest

But

De WITT C. WHEELER
120 W. Slat St.

Hatch Film Co.

Hatch

They've
Their Won
Own. Every Nation's Battles
Get a Girl to Love You.
Mv Rose From the Garden o( Love.
You Are the Light of Nh Life.
Where the Desert Meets the Nile

BENNETT

"&tx"
Learn to say

128 NEW
W. 36lhStreel
YORK

741 Weil 5th Street
CINCINNATI

OHIO

UNIFORM
AND

*; M

f!%

CA PS

Jflk

FOR

Moving Picture
Theatres

I JSSEEESBEm \

/( e 1

JH
Vfl

Catalogues,
Samples
and Prices
Askinffar the

fV

S

umfm*^

j£tinmm*
infiT-ir.
Est
I i... t.rr Oreksstta
ttastraaad Lalaliijas
.1

|

ifVH» iniu N

Moving

Dl

\t. \\

i l«-^ '

Picture

I'hiiilsts

Jamas H.Hirsch & Co. 1
J. C. DEAGAN
3800-3810

N. Clark Sl.

CHICAGO,

208 East Jackson Boulevard
III

J\

. 1 \WI M

I

I

M\N

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

DON'T WORRY

I CAN POSITIVELY IMPROVE YOUR PICTURES
BY SUPPLYING YOU WITH AN OPERATOR
WHO KNOWS HOW
THE SECRET HAS ONLY BEEN KNOWN A
PEW WEEKS AND MY OPERATORS ARE
THE ONLY ONES WHO KNOW IT
TEL 1405 MAD. SQ.

F.C.Taylor.

Sound

Effects

\l',\ ["„'",', Xr.'nV.T.ip'm"
\V,-"i„.,w"nn'lv pr.Hti<il
,!.lr im>t.itmn> that will nive the exact rehtums and
lirnduitinn "I the uriKinal.
We .il-i> manufacture

LEEDY MANUFACTURING COMPANY
1055 E. Palmer St..

INDIANAPOLIS,

IND.

To Trap Drummers
A Limited
ial Offer/1 Time

Offer

4-9 WEST 28-ST N.Y.C.
(/O YEARS IN THE MOVING

PICTURE BUS/MESS nEAHSSOHETHMG)

p'01*
bill
"sy.y pay.
$50 aup week
don'' upy°uto ,hink
F F L D women.
NEW MONEY
'»"»
p1'^
Plc,ure
CAOI
nUKR
teach
you and
for Mo,ion We
unvrv
Sir
FA^Y

WAR

If '"' g°od work-

Men and

help sell plots. Demand unlimited. Send for particulars.

ASS'D M. P. SCHOOLS

908 Chicago Opara Houaa Bldo ,

CHICAGO

Managers' and....Operators'
Handbook
BY ....
(which are played from a Key-board,
the bells being mounted in various
parts of the house) have been a great
success all over the country and no
Picture-house is complete without a
set of them, We can supply 25 Bells,
2 octaves chromatic, C to C, correctly tuned to your Piano, complete
with Resonators, Keyboard, Magnets,
and boards, complete ready to install
for $75.00.

The above is a special offer and holds
good for a limited time only, so ORDER
NOW
and be the first in yonr locality.

F. H. RICHARDSON
Price $1.50
Postage Prepaid

Film Announcement
Titles
Any ol the following Announcement! tent
by mall upon receipt of price:
Will the Ladies Please Remove
Their Hats so Others Can See?
20 ft.
Hand Colored
$3.00
(Same Black and White)
2.00
Just a moment; Show only half
over.
15 ft. Hand Colored
2.00
(Same Black and White)
1.50
Those who have seen the entire
performance will kindly pass out,
20 ft. Hand Colored
3.00
(Same Black and White
New
Pictures every day, 10 ft.
Hand Colored
(Same Black and White)
Any Announcement you with made to C 2.00
Your money back If you say so.

The F. A. Film Cement
IT STICKS

J. C. DEAQAN
3881

to 3810

North

Clark

CHICAGO, 11 S. A.

Street

Positively guaranteed to work on any film.
It don't crack, dry up. or leave any coating
on the emulsion; Is fire-proof, and only requires about one-half as much as others.
Ask your Exchange for It.
Single bottle
Six bottles by express

-

25 cents
- $1.00

French American Producing
and Manufacturing Co.
918 Madison Street CHICAGO
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WORLD

ISSUED

NEW YEARNS BARGAINS
FOR EXCHANGES

MONDAY.
FRIDAY.

LUX

RALEIGH-ROBERTS

NEW

Been

4c. per foot.
WRITE

I ■l,li»1M'l1li-i^ Y_

Run

LISTS

New

York

vo>*^i — l

Two Pin M2chines[Changed to One Pin,

WARWICK

—

Wearing Cams.'starg, Etc., Etc.

E. W. LAVEZZI,

3042 N. A.hland Ave., Chicago, 111.

Posters with some

FOR

SIf

ITALIA

FILM

Never

20

FILMS

344 East 32d Street
CINES

JAN.

Returned to the Fold

YANKEE
AMBROSIO

JAN. 16

The FolKs Bach Home

COMINC

QUICK

It.,

W I I) JAN. 18

S

\.I.......L«k«

A City Wolf
IMPORTER
care of M. P. World

Atlas Film Co.' V. r .r

OBEY THE LAW
WOO LPS

SEND

HYPOZONE

tem.ctaitiflc femicide. Teet how the OZONE
wool I CHEMICAL

PRODUCTS.

THEThe

IIH'll/liM.

Inc..

IN

YOUR

ORDER

FOR MANAGERS'
OPERATORS'
HAND

NOW
AND
HOOK
Prepaid

Price $1.50

"STANDARD
Machine That Gives Results

••

FULLY GUARANTEED
Owing to the enormous demand for the "STANDARD"

ami diii inability to keep up with the i
pelled to advance the pi ic<

All orders received on or before Februar)
be filled at

pre i m list prio

1st, 1911, will

11' 0.00

i ii< i Standard u Hm oal) aadtfw
aaaaai aj '••• Mam VarkBaari
oi Fire iniit rw rltara oa laMea ■ ataloff !■ aa< I

AMERICAN
loi BBEMMAN

si hi i i

MOVING

IMdlKl

M A( MINI

COMPANY
M\\

U>Kh

tII\

rill".

PICTURE

WORLD

SCENERY

Opera Chairs

To the Trade

i Earth for the Mom

The Strongest Made
Most

MOVING

DAVIS

Attractlvt
Ottigm

PERMANENTLY
NOISELESS

SCENIC
Corry, Pa.

CO.
I have a Large stock of
iation a n d Independent films. My stock
is in good condition, and
if I am misrepresenting
you are invited to my
exchange
:-:
:-:
:-:
UNIVERSAL FILM EXCHANGE

JANUARY FILM
.,t used EXCHANGE
mm
KH'KODI

ite

tor Catalog

V "

,

fimencan Seating CoTnparry
215
C

Wabash
H

I C

A C

< I lt)\
inllSsoN
II 1 I k II- >
I IC.IIT. C..M,|.U-t,
\l
Will (', VST-NKI SON
Y M.ll i
Complete, 1350.00

OKIC.IN

< lilt

\l

Ml

IGO

MiN

I II M

•

(', \NS

Ht'.IIT

1325 Arch Street
Philadelphia
TOM BIBLE

l KCHANGE

19 Wist 18th Street

Avenue

BOSTON

dklC.IN

NEW

O
k

PHILADELFH

EXHIBITORS

YORK

prrrsBURCH

TO

Want Chairs Quick?
Stafford chairs excell
all oihtrn.
We use na
three-ply veoeera.Why?
Not gaod enough!
Five

THE

TOM

p'r Is best, and that Is
why we use them.
Chairs like cut
IN STOCK
and
QUARANTEED

UNIVERSAL
1325
BELL

E.H.STAFFORD

'PHONE,

-

WALNUT

» (,lm

We have the following feature films:
Frontier-Days In Cheyenne
Original
Wolgast-Nelson
Right
Nelson-Gans
Fight
Custer's Last Stand
H. S. Military Tournament
Knights
templar Conclave
Reproduction Johnson-Jeffries Fight

PA.
402.

MFC. CO.

CHICAGO

CHICAGO- ILLINOIS

CHAS.M.

JANUARY
Watertown,

STEBBINS

1028
"Mil in Si.
KA1CSASI ITT. MO.

PICTURE MACHINES

ARBACH

STEEL
APPROVI

S.

B.

x.:

FILM

BARGAINS

Wia.

vr. inn us i i i i i i:

MOVINGPICTUREMACHINES
Sli.l

MOTION

slides,

— NOTICE !

posures, negat-ves, and developine.
Guaranteed work by my own process.
i hi:i>.

FILM EXCHANGE

Chicago, Omaha, Denver, Salt Lake City
*1 ; odd

MANUFACTURERS

!

equipped a special plant where all (
are renovated as soon as scratched, and till
come
out as good as new. We
ha\
several openings for very late servic
and if you are interested write or wire

BIBLE.

-

WAHE

DON'T run rainstorm
and scratched
films in your theatre when you We hav

FILM EXCHANGE
Arch Street

PHILADELPHIA,

Aakfar Catalog Na. 3*5

BE

TRADE

I CARRY A STOCK OF INDEPENDENT FILMS, BOTH AMERICAN
AND EUROPEAN
MAKES, ALSO
ASSOCIATION FILMS. BOTH OF
WHICH AREIN EXCELLENTSHAPE.
BANNERS AND POSTERS FREE.

A,

lily made
I NDKRWRI

STAR

VT.

ORIGINAL NELSON
GANS FIGHT.
Compltt*. $350.00
CHICAGO FILM EXCHANGE
:hicago.
Omaha.
D*nvtr.
Salt Lmk, Ci

SLIDE CO.

Room. 523-4
Street :: Chicago, Ills.

EXCHANGES

NOTICE

Up-to-date theaters use them for announcing future programmes, for song chorus slides when the chorus slide is missing,
for business advertising slides — in fact, for
anything you desire to say to the audience.
They are written on colored gelatin with a
pen and ink or typewriter. They look
Well. Anyone can make them. Takes three
minutes to make a slide. For three dolwith order, I send by

44

I ERS

LELAND

MONTPELIER.

THREE

225 Dearborn

CO.

BOOTHS
I) l:\

Announcement Slides
Advertising Slides
Songs Illustrated

Learn to say it.

(charges not prepaid) as follows:
24 cover glass, i package binder strips, 1
dozen mats, 1 instruction sheet, I form
sheet and 50 strips assorted colors gelatin
J, for from 300 to 400 slidi
der now.
F. If. RICHARDSON,
No. 6
Bradhurst Avenue,
New
York
City.
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Powers Picture Plays
TUESDAY
YOU

AND

SATURDAY

NEED

BOTH

The Tuesday Split Tleel for January 17, 1911

Lovers Trials

A Montana Love Story
A

Western

Comedy

A

A true to life Western Story that will
make your Patrons Howl. Full of action —
Scenes and happenings that will make you glad
you saw this Hit.

Comedy

Set

howtickled
Mabel's
is foiled
and Showing
at last is
that Father
Fred wins
her
hand. A unique comedy that will stand
repeating.

I

Exhibitors throughout the country have been requesting

us to make More Comedy.

Here they are2 onDon't1 miss these.

The

Saturday

Feature, January

A NOBLE
A

HEART

21st,

1911

DRAMA

A heart touching story showing the sacrifice of a "Noble hearted" woman for another «>l her
sex, and how she made two hearts "Beat as one". This is Real Drama with enough Coined) to
make them a long to be remembered story.

Have

You

Featured

Monte

Cristo

For

Do So— The Greatest Hit of the
A Few Display Frames with REAL

THE

Advertising Slides

PHOTOS

POWERS

^Sgjjig? 241st Street and
i^A^^Rl
^k»
*
Get

Our

TO OPERATORS
WASTE
227-229

Eait

fRKER
BROS. OPTICAL COMPANY
604 Oliver Street
St. Loui.

Moving Pictuw

HmoM Suppl) How

All Advertising Copy

SAILS
» o.
Photograph*
For

AND OTHERS

UTILIZATION
150th St.

"l\tx"
.

left at $5.00.

Avenue

Mil
REAL

vV««on«

Sake?

COMPANY

Richardson
SOI 1> IIIKOIC.II
Photo Frame,
with

Profits
Year.

New

- -

New

YorK

Lobby

So SHo\a/
Souvenirs

CO.
York

wklooaoi

T irm C«h
\*\\\t

NrNMl I
\N

MM

must be In hand not later than Wednesday

Noon

nil-

Mi

i | URE

WORl i)

TALK-FEST
Sauer-Kraui is bully,
Kartoffet \iut is fine;
Lei US
"Mirror
Yousell
eonyoueiila Ym
all theScreen,"
time.
Or porterhouse, tenderloin with mushrooms, if you had rather.)
TREASON:
Theabout
"MIRROR
gets the
body talks
it. Just SCREEN"
^et your patrons
to money.
talk, the Everyrest is
SO EASY, What's that? Talk is cheap? Well, that is right; then
use lots of talk, (iet your patrons talking about the "MIRROR
SCREEN" you are going to install. Then when you put ic in,
they will talk some more.
ALWAYS HAS BEEN THAT WAY.
When the "MIRROR SCREEN" is installed, the picture will
talk for you.
We know what we are talking about.
Were you ever out with a friend and you had a hard time finding
something to make conversation ? The next time, tell him about the
"MIRROR

SCREEN."

IT IS WONDERFUL.

you myself for a year about the "MIRROR
get a good start.

1 could talk to

SCREEN"

and then just

Fearing you will not listen for that length of time, or to all of
this, I kindly ask you to send me your order by return mail.
Address:

MOTION

PICTURE
SHELBYVILLE,

SCREEN

CO.

INDIANA.

I. 1'. BLOOMFIELD, Muncie, Ind. {General.
FRANK M \WIMi
355 Bedford Avenue, Brooklyn, \. Y. {Eastern Agent.)
' II I BRYAN,
Post Bldg., L60
Washington
St., Chicago,
i HARLES3ii7BOWDEN,
Muncie,
Ind. {Western
Agent.)111. {General Agent.)
i <>l 1 IV 55 Rutland Square. Boston, Mass. {New England Agent.)

P.S.-WE ARK SELLING MORE
'MIRROR
SI Kl I Ns
1 O INHIBITORS
WHO
HAVE
TRIED
ALL THE IMI I \ I ions
\ND ••DOPE" CURTAINS (OLD EXPERIENCED SHOWMEN;
I HAN
rHOSl
WHO
IIWI
NO I EXPERIMENTED.
THE
REASON
IS
OBVIOUS.
I HI IH M is III) CHEAPES1
AND LASTS FOREVER.

Vol.

8,

No. 3

January

21,

1911

Price,

10 Cents

MOVING PlfflEWORLD
TED Oi^SN OF THE PHOTOPLAY

MR. EXHIBITOR:— Let

us tell you

JSND iSTLTTO INTEI®ST6

why

YOU

should

purchase

Power's Cameragraph No. 6
You Want—

DURABILITY, so that you will gel
long service and have do expense
for repairs.
"I'ow iKs \<>. (,•■ is sbsolutels
guaranteed for one >«..u

RELIABILITY,*)

you won't

ha\ e to Stop > OUT show
to tinker with \our m.i
chine.
•I'OW ! R'S Nq. i. has fa
things to adjust and is more !
siM- in construction
than
other machine in Ameri< a

/

PERFEC

I

PI< H RES

to

please

your patrons.

••I'OW l K s No »" baa received the enthusiastic endorsees thousand
purchasers In the past yeai t..i us splendid
Beai >ii iiuOils. tlllis.
i.u is hi Mini. i » iu ii \..u bu)

>n«i Inatol on Im> h.k

row i K's No, 6
catalog on

NICHOLAS

POWER

m

IT

COMPANY

lor thirteen years tin- i— «H«g makers <>t motion picture DMchinaa

115-117

Nassau

Street

Now

York

14

HAD

"The

PK

i I Ki

w< IfcLD

Vote That Counted/' 191V s Best Reel,

2-4-U

Out Friday, the 13th?

AND GOOD ONES. TOO!

THE

THANHOUSER
RELEASE

OF TUESDAY,

JAN.

2-A-WEEK

24th

A Study in Pathos

When

Love

Was

Blind

is one of those reels that makes our advertising department gasp in
despair, for fear that it can't be adequately described. On the screen,
at the first-print inspection, appears a wondrous, thrilling story — so
true to life, so realistic — that it leaves even the jaded film-workers
speechless. And the ad. man must go below and write WHY it
dazed and dazzled that first-print audience! Very often he can. But
at other times he can't! This is one of those times! So he'd like you
TO SEE THE PICTURE for the reason he's unable to give.
No. I 79-Code

Word.

Blind.

RELEASE OF
FRIDAY, JAN. 27th
A Celebrated

WHEN

LOVE

WAS

BLIND

Prompt Payment
will bring prompt laugh! from your patrons — the best kind of payment you
can get. For when patrons laugh they feel kindlv t award you and your house
and it's even likely they'll tell their friends about th; funny film they saw there.
ENCOURAGE YOUR AUDIENCE TO SMILE. And do it with
' Prompt Payment."

It cinches your success.
AND
ON
I UK SAMK

KEEL

Stealing A Ride
a pretty little stary of a pair of lost children, a sort of " Babes-in-the- Woods''
modernized. The youngsters who go aitray are two as loveable children as
ever appeared in the pictures, and your women
out to 'em.
No. 180.
Code Word. Payride.

patrons' hearts will go right

The Thanhouser News J^'ESuwVS
PROMPT

who can show connection with the Moving Picture business. Drop a card
t3 EDITOR. THANHOUSER
NEWS. NEW
ROCHELLE. N. Y.

PAYMENT

The Thanhouser Photoframe

consisting of portraits of the famous Thanhouser "Stock." framed in
mission finish, 34 inches in width and 44 inches in depth.
This is the prize outfit that tickled-to-death
NOWN.
address ART DEPT

THANHOUSER
NEW

COMPANY

ROCHELLE

-2-4-UAND GOOD ONES, TOO!

GETTING

" The Old Curiosity Shop, " Dickens' Gem, Out Friday, the 20th ?

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

IN the year 1910 we succeeded in splitting the business of the
country between the trust and ourselves on a 50 per cent, basis.
At the beginning of 1910 this was thought an impossibility.
In
one more year, with your help, we will take another 50 per cent.
out of the business they have remaining, or we will have an open
market — they selling to our exchanges and we selling to theirs.
You may formerly have used Independent service and found
it unsatisfactory. We are positive you would NOT find such the
case NOW, especially if you take service from an exchange that
is buying our entire output.
The next time a solicitor from an independent exchange approaches you, open up to him, tell him what has been your experience with Independent service and what you must have to keep
[f he is connected with a "live one" he will
your people
Surely
be able coming,
to give you a satisfactory service.

We suggest, also, that you write 11-, telling us your trouble-.
We may be able to offer at least one valuable suggestion.
OUR
EVERY

PROGRAM

MONDAY

AM EKICAN— American Film Manufacturing Company
ECLAIR — Eclair Film Company
IMP — Independent Moving Pictures Company
YANKEE— Yankee Film Company
EVERY

TUESDAY

BISON— New York Motion Picture Company
POWERS— The Powers Company
THANHOUSER— Thanhouser Company
EVERY

WEDNESDAY

AMBROSIO— New York Motion Picture Company
ATLAS — Atlas Film Company
CHAMPION— The Champion Film Company
NESTOR— David Horslcy
RELIANCE — Carlton Laboratories

EVERY
THURSDAY
AMERICAN— American Film Manufacturing Company
;Y

FRIDAY

BISON— New York Motion Putuie Company
LUX— R. Pncur
SOLAX— Solax Company
THANHOUSER— Thanhouser Company
YANKEE— Yankee Film Co.
Y SATURDAY
CAPITAL— Capital Pila
N
II A 1. A -New York Motion
POWERS— 1 iir Poweri (

Pictl

RELIANCE— Carlton Labor**

Motion Picture Distributing & Sales Co.. Ill E. 14lh St., N. V. City

THE

Mn\ l\v,

PICTURE

\V< >RLD

NEWS
Here is the final scene in
the splendid Imp release
of Monday, January 23rd, entitled
"The Dream/'

It tells the story

of a young husband who grows weary of
his sweet little wife until he has a dream
which bring? him to his senses. The dream i<
mighty well conceived and excellently well executed. Imps are getting better and better every
week.

leased.

as

we

keep ding-donging

away

of Thursday,
"Phone

January

26th, entitled

1707 Chester." The wife unexpectedly walks into a banquet room just when

out !
Don't
Do it every

M~"_-

(

.

V

her husband is drinking a toast out of a woman's
slipper. This is followed by a novel situation in a Turkish
bath establishment. The whole him tells a great storypoints a good moral and has a happy ending. Begin to demand it
today.
And keep it up!

Independent Moving Picture Co, of America
CARL
102 WEST

be satisfied with
week,
the same

;:t you !

nX
1

And here's one of the several
thrilling scenes in our Imp release

-4

You ought to have every blessed Imp that is relly way to get them is to keep everlastThe

ingly
£t your exchange
till you win
asking your exchange once or twice.

LAEMMLE.Pres.
101st STREET,
NEW
YORK
All '•Imp" Films Sold Through the Sale* Co.

0*'
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FIRST AID TO THE
MACKIE'S

REPAIR

SHOP

OPERATOR

AND

fc.

SALESROOM

New

Model

Edison Projecting Kinetoscope
WITH

OUTSIDE

SHUTTER

THE MOST PERFECT MACHINE ON
TO-DAY-

THE MARKET
ALL PARTS

ON

HAND

Opaque and Combination Transparent and Opaque
Post Card Projectors.

HARRY

A.

eve^ pr,day

MACRIE

THE

853

Lecturers' Wants Receive Special Attention.
Broadway, cor. 14th Street, New
YorK.

WORLD'S

BEST— BAR

iDrama

LUX
productions
arc excellent. The) art- a jo) ."
If YOU are not getting LUX
\ou should try them ami YOU will
say the same.
Insist on LUX
in

Comedy'

kindly w rite us at once.

FILMS

LUX
II

I I I Mils

R.
lO

East

15th

C60 'Feel

A more powerful dramatic situation wai
nevei shown on poui screen.
1 he emutional a< ting in it \\ ill prod
nig m \ mil audience* thai «ill require the
relaxation afforded bj th< e>
\n\l .tiui i le\ ci tru k comedj

Lux Films are Leaders in Europe
as well as in America

OKI

(586 [Feet

His Faithful Furniture

your weekly program ami it you
have any difficulty in getting them

l ill

««" -—

A Dreadful Dilemma

"The

I i: I I

NONE

Release, January 20th, 191 K

Messrs. EXHIBITORS:
I [ere is \\ hat oik- exhibitor writes:

GET LUX

PRIEUR

Street

New

YorK

City

THE

M» >\ [NG

PICT1 RE

W< » K 1 . 1 >

THE BIO ARC SCREEN
Is the Greatest Convenience Ever Devised for the Operator.
h mablei him t<> we el ill dmea exactly what i> going on In the arc \\ Ithoul "squinting"
through s peep-hole or straining his i \ i s.
You musl tee il to appreciate it.
Daring the past two montha «f have sold hundreds <>t "BIO" An Screens <>n the
inoin > -back-if-s ou-w ant-it" plan -and not a single call for the monej ,
What better ei idence could we wiw- that ever; operator \\ ho sees it thinks U \\ orth tinatone;
Send u>. :i dollar todaj on suspicion.

CHARLES L. KIEWERT
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Largest Importers of Flame Are Lamps and Carbons in America.

"Arco=B"

Biograph

Carbons

Manufactured Expressly for Motion
Picture Machines
Long Burning at High Amperage, Brilliant and Steady Light
None Genuine Unless Stamped "Arco=B"
WRITE

FOR

PRICES

L. E. FR0RUP

BEFORE

ORDERING

ELSEWHERE

& CO., Sole Importers

232-234 Greenwich Street, New York
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! ELECTRAG5££.) CARBONS R
Are noted the world over, that is
the reason they are being used by most
operators.
They do equally well under all
conditions.
Specify them and insist on this
trade mark.

Hugo Reisirvger
Sole Importer,
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Champion

Films

Champ.Unto
Champ.
Champ, the everywhere.
public's calling.
the THEATRES
Will YOU hearken to the cry and INCREASE
YOUR box receipt..
K-ali/
Juit by changing to a CHAMP exhibitor?
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"Why He Went West"

THE BIGGEST

ons brought about by the < hanging heart affain ot a
n, is his reason. Hut i he consummation <>t hei frivol it)
in herundoing. You will therefore UNDOUBT1 DLV
t the lesson herein pictured to such a depth as to rendei

nor the smallest

FILM RENTER
in the world ; but we
strike that happy
medium, which gives
you
A COMPLETE
PROGRAM
of the best and most
popular pictures
made, selected from
the pick of

INDEPENDENT MAKES

Don't forget CHAMPS

on Wednesday

Don't take our word for it. investigate for yourself
Seeing is believing. We guarantee every CHAMP
with a bank roll to be as steady as Gibraltar.
See Release Dates for Champ

WASHINGTON
PARAMOUNT
G. H.
428

FILM COMPANY

WALKER,
Ninth

Street,

Features

CHAMPION
FILM CO.

Mgr.
N

Washington, D. C.
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12
NEW
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YORK,
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Street
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A.

THE

CHAMP

STAMP

|-L.i
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Sold only through the Motion Picture Distributing a
iMcnStf
"
Sales Company
."SSTl
111 EAST 14th STREET, NEW YORK CITY
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Painless Extraction .s Kill the Fly
THE FILMS of PICTORIAL QUALITY, Combining PERFECT PHOTOGRAPHY with POPULAR PLAYS
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YORK:

ECLAIR FILM COMPANY^
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East 27th

St.

CHICAGO:

35 East

Randolph

St.

New ONEYear's
Announcement
HUNDRED
MOTIOGRAPHS
and more if needed for the
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NORTHERN
A Homeless Boy
(RELEASE

FOR SATURDAY,

JANUARY

14)

A well acted dramatic production.

The Trunk Mystery
(RELEASE

FOR SATURDAY,

JAN1

\IO

21)

A sensational and intensely interesting story of impersonation to secure
an inheritance. The fraud is brought to light by a clever detective, w li"
will win the admiration of every spectator, (ict busy at once In getting
a hooking of this big feature.

"Exhibitors make no mistake in demanding Great
Northern films, as they can always be depended upon
to lend tone to the program." — Moving Picture

$H? GREAT
.y^"tfrl

NORTHERN

World.

FILM CO., 7 East 14th St., New York

Sold only through the Motion Picture Distributing and Sales Company
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Company

MAKERS

OF

FINE

FILMS

PERFECT
Photography
PERFECT
PRODUCT
POWERFUL
PLAYS

NETTED AND TONED
THROUGHOUT
RELEASE

Seen*

from

JAN. 20th

"HIS

BFST

RELEASE

FRIEND"

JAN. 27th

RELEASE

Ring

147 Fourth Ave.

Soiax^Company
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The editors of the Moving Picture World would
like to hear from every exhibitor what they consider
was the greatest picture they have shown during the
year 19 10.
They may qualify their opinions by citing the picture
which received the most applause and also stating which
picture seemed to create the most profound impression.
Applause alone should not be taken as the criterion of
greatness, as some of the dramas of the year have been
received with a silence which was equally appreciative
if less demonstrative.
We would also like to hear from the exchange booking
departments as to what particular film they had most
recalls for. This information is not desired for to shed
glory on any particular manufacturer, but to arrive at
some idea as to what kind of subject is most conducive
to the welfare of the business.
All letters will be held confidential unless permission
is given to use the name of the writer.
The Fibsi Annual i
' Moving Picture
Exhibitors, which we have before intimated will be held
during the summer of tins year, is creating considerable
interest, Several have raised objections to tin
place, Atlantic < ity, as it is not central. ( We have other
.•. hy some other city should be selected.) Among
ire l letroit, Chi
I ...in- Buffalo.
No doubl Chii
center for a national convention.
So is Detroit.
So is
Buffalo, with Niagara Falls as an attraction.
Exhibitoi
ihould discuss this at their meeting! and send in their
.1 meeting place to the Moving Pi< tori Wow d
Wherever the meeting is held it will necessitate a thea
ter for demonstrative purposes and lecture
Suppose
• i de. ided upon, we have no doubt thai
1
. 1 mi. 1. S Schaefer would give up the Orpheum
lor the purpose if reimbui »ed for the usual gate receipts.
But the first thing to be decided 1
Where will the
First National Convention of Motion Picture Exhibitoi
he held?
( on iderabli
pa e i usi .1 in th< 1 pag<
1 a< h week
the filmi
[I lii 1" • 11
that perhaps thi pa< e 1 ould be filled ••• ith mattei ol more
interest to the general readei
We would like to heai
from ., iVu , •• h
i< thei the manufai turei
bulletin
fulfil their requirement
01 do the) value this
department in theii trade papei
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KlNEMACOLOB is soon to receive an impetus in this
country. The kinemacolor Company oi America, in
whose factory at Allentown, Pa., the projecting machines
are being made, inform us that in three months
these will be ready for the market and that the machine
will also be adapted to run the regular black and white
subjects. Comment has been made in certain quarters
that at the recent Kinemacolor exhibitions no other films
have been shown than those included in the first demonSquare Garden
(909.to There's
reason. stration
Theat Madison
parent company
did not in
propose
have thea
value of their films lessened by premature release until
ready to exploit them throughout the Country. Hut the
Kinemacolor producers have not been idle. 1'
as we write, lies a list of over one hundred
most!} full reels, embracing -cenic, scientific, dramatic
and comedy subji
company oi twenty-tive
people are now turning out drama and come.!.
at Nice, France, and a large studio was acquired near
London,
England, on January
1st.
In addition to this,
Kinemacolor photographers are at present at work in the
Canadian Northwest, in Africa, and in the ( >rienL
Within the past two week- a million dollar c
has been formed to exploit Kinemacolor and monochrome
pictures in this country as soon as the machines
for delivery,
llus company has absorbed th<
Kinemacolor ( ompany ox Axnerii
uired the
patent rights
We are rtOt at IiUiU to disclose the names
.1 anj 01 the stockholders in the Kino
tion at present, When we do the moving picture world
will gasp w ith astonishment

• * •

( harles l rban ai 1 ived in \< •
sailed again for I .ondon
signed the papers which launched the b
i in anothei page w ill be found an on
combe, enjoinina the Yankee and \tlafrom using the * laumonl
vending anj films made on Mich

■

put m evidi

■ ithstanding th<
claims that

d bounds witl

111!-;
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Civilization is not a crab, but theatrical managers
walk sideways if not backwards when they allow their
musicians to play the wrung accompaniment to the right
composition whether of song or picture. O, what a
noise when the lights arc turned low and Lily Limpwrist
takes her place at the usual instrument of torture! With
a self-conscious smirk she gives a poke to her back
switch, dabs her side teasers with both patties, rolls up
her sleeves and tears off "That Yiddisher Rag."1 She
bestows a clam smile on the box-of-candy young man in
the first row. hut the presentation on the screen fails to
divert her "I-seen-you" glances any more than it it was
the point of a joke.
The chorus-girl who attempts to pose as a prima-donn*
with little more equipment than a tuft of bleached hair,
a pair of high-heeled slippers
and a cigarette voice can be tolerated, we often endure the
howling and screeching of a
Tommy trying to sing "Come
into the garden Maud," but
when Lily Limpwrist assails our
unprotected organs of hearing
with her loony repertoire it
seems a shame to throw away
ten cents on such a performance,
to say nothing of the time
wasted. We sit patiently
through the act of an imported
star, who commends to our attention the interesting intelligence "Me Rag, moy Bess usedter droive em cryzy at the Croiterion,'' we submit to the
inanities of the chin-whiskered, pillow-paunched Dutch
comedian, who says: "Vot it is, is it? Ask me." and we
even tolerate the Irish comedian, shaved yesterday, who
looks like an undertaker out-of-a-job when he wails in a
hold-over voice: "Where thuh dear-ol Sha-hamrock
gurrows," but there is a limit.
Lily is all right at home, when her mother importunes
her t.i "play something and don't wait to be teased," or
still better as a summer-eve girl on a Coney-Island boat,
hut no man will ever marry a girl who plays a dance
while the pictured man is in a death struggle ; she would
probably be at one when the real one was in trouble. The
girl of sympathy will play music in accord with the pictured story, the girl of ambition will try to improve the
quality of her work, the girl of sense will try to improve
the quality of the performance, draw* patronage instead
of driving it away, benefit the management, and show to
others who are looking for pianists that she is not a fatwit but a woman of ideas and good taste.
The performance of Lily Limpwrist is a poetic dream
compared to the diabolical dipso-mania of Freddy Fuzzlehead and Percy Peashaker when they cut loose between the "vodeveal" acts. Gee! Non compos mentis
and /c diablc au corps for theirs and a free pass to Matteawan for what they have done to kill the box-office receipts at moving-picture shows.
Percy is really a won-

H.F.HOFFi^lAN
der. When [f
there
is water
in the shown
picture onit goes
to Percy's
cerebrum,
there
is a lake
the screen,
no
matter if it is a mile away, calm or stormy, he shakes his
box of peas so that we may know that it is principally
made of water. Realism becomes intense when
appears and Percy blows a whistle "Oo-Oo" to enforce
the fact that it is a steamer and not a full-rigged ship.
"Bow-wow" indicates that we are looking at a dog and
not a door-mat, "Honk-honk" gives one a thrilling remembrance of crossing Broadway after the theatre with
fifty cow-boy taxis in full pursuit, and he is a m
such startling effects as clapping two blocks of wood together when an old nag candidate for the glue factory
trots along a country road. But Percy's star act, the one
that gets a laugh, is his imitation of a baby crying, no
matter whether the one on the screen is nursing or merely dying. Percy is a comparatively new type of the egomaniac, but whether we must humor him or put him in
a padded cell must be left to the alienists.
If you were to ask a large proportion of the audience
what should be done to Freddy Fuzzlehead they would
vote to shoot him, but I am in favor of slow torture,
making the punishment fit the crime, put him in a room
where there is another of his kind playing with the
piano and let him die a lingering death. Ten thousand
dollars a day is spent to amuse people with moving pictures, good, bad and indifferent, but all are bad or indifferent when Fuzzlehead
does his long-eared
stunt.

Ten millions of people pay their nickles and dime- to
see the moving pictures, and these shock-headed kleptopianoacs steal their pleasure away in order to practice the
accompaniment for the song-and-dance comedian-. thos<
who come on the sage and say "1 will now sing you a little
ballad entitled 'Show you are a clod-hopper by keeping
time with your feet.' " The same comedian who gets
no applause from the long-suffering audience and asks
if they are hand-cuffed, or says to the piano man, sotto
voce, "Did y'ever s-see sucha lotta dubs?" The hallroom lobster on the stage is "great" to Fuzzlehead. the
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boob a< tion exactly suits the
boob at the piano, the moving pictures are rot, he
could do better himself if he
had time, hut he would say
the same thing if he was
shown the treasures of the
Louvre or the Pala
Luxembourg. Ten thousand dollar- a day is spent
to produce the moving picture-, and it would be impossible to say how much
more to keep going the ten
thousand motion-p i c ture
PATHOS
t h e a t r e s throughout the
country. These pictures arc not all masterpieces, many
of them are very crude, but the whole art i- in a primitive state, is constantly improving, and the exhibitions arc
kept alive by their production. People go every day to
see the picture-, once in a while for the variety entertainment, and it i- not only asinine but unbusiness-like
to lower the grade of musical accompaniment when the
lights are turned down. Inappropriate music may "do"
for an unintelligent part of the audience, but what is the
use of driving away the intelligent portion? All other
parts of the theatrical working force move in harmony,
like the wheels of a clock, but these fathead- against the
stage apron are like the clock alarm thai goes off when
you don't need it and never when you do. Attention ol
managers to the comfort of patrons would help matters
some, and little higher salaries would help a great deal
to get suitable music. Better music mean- better patronage and more of it. and superior patronage mean- a demand for superior photoplays. Suitable music is an
essential. If the drummer can not be taught to subordinate his morbid craving for attention to the general
effect, cut him out altogether and pay more for a pianist
who can improvise softly during scenes of pathos or
utilize operatic -election- for the dramatic effects,
bang-bang. Bing-bang banDesperate Desmond has got Claude Eclaire in a tight
place, but no matter, the- "rag" i- on, "hit it up."
Bangity-bang-bang!
Bing-bang-bang !
IS a tender hearted mother dying in the little
play, the world an. mid her is subdued and silent, her
,ale, her frame attenuated, her respiration is
orrow and unsatisfied desire to
hildren properly cared for, Tears are falling like
Uusions, she is overcome with hei double burden
of pain and sorrow, her eve-, inflamed bj th<
onattained hopes, mud beseechingly to the infinite powei
above, a la I fainl sigh, the ey<
bang bang!
Bing bang bang!
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THE

REFLEX
PRINCIPLE
IN THE
MOVING
PICTURE CAMERA.
In a recent article on the multi-focal camr
the advantages which this form of camera hns in practical work.
The multi-focal camera, in point
the use of
three lenses of varying foe.
turn-table on the front of tin
tt :jired to
alter the focus, at which th
volve this board. Then, the lens of the desir.
position
In the co I that the
moving picture camera was susceptible of improvement in many
Wc now perceive that there is, on the English market, a
moving picture camera known as flu
believe, has been invented by Mr A S New ma:..
known moving picture camera expert, and il made by Newman
and Sinclair, London.
This camera has several novel points in
many of our readers will be intere-ted. It claims, for the first
time, to introduce the reflex principle, which permits of exact
focusing with lenses of any focus. The reflex principle is simply
1 -ee the image on a nrutmd-g!as< screen in the
camera, right up to the moment of expo-tire We have only a
cut of the instrument before us. From this, it seems, you look
through an ocular, -et at the side of the instrument, at a reflected
image Those of our readers who have u-ed hand cameras on
the reflex principle, will, of course, follow our meaning.
ra has also other features of novelty which
permits of the rapid change of lenses by
bayonet joint, fitting on the camera front
From time
to time v.
for a camera which will admit of a
considerable variation of focus
I
era allows
of the u<e of lenses of from two to ten inches in focus
Here,
we may mention that Kearton. the well-known moving picture
ei of African subjects, u-ed on his camera a lens of
eight inches focus. This, of course, enabled him to get comirge images of distant objects at that length of focus.
I In "N S" camera, we read, me.i-ure- 131-3 by 9 by 644
inches; yet it takes 400 feet of film
It ha
for exposures from 1-32 to l-ioo of a second
It aba
finder of the frame type with the
-ately adthe camera.
This camera, we 1
■ ■ London.
• know whether it will find it- way 00 to tl
Anyhow,
it embodies several useful mollifications and some
construction which, no doubt, will be welcomed by

.
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The Technique olh Kini.i.
the Craw,
Picture Play
Six million people go to picture plays every day in the year
xn the United States. 1 here are more than 10,000 5 and 10-cent
picture play houses in this country, giving an average of three
exhibitions a d.iy, with an average attendance of 200 persons
for each exhibition.
The picture play's popularity in the matter of attendance
as shown by these figures, greatly exceeds that of all the
legitimate theaters, opera and vaudeville houses, and concert
halls, combined. Its daily attendance is sixty times that of
baseball at the height of the baseball season, which lasts for only
four months, while the picture play houses arc open the year
round.
With this tremendous popularity, the influence of the picture
play house for good or evil is second only to that of the periodical press, and like the newspapers, many plays are either
yellow or clean. It is worthy of note that it is the yellow and
crime-exploiting newspaper that is quickest to cast the blame
for crime upon the influence of the yellow picture play.
Almost every school child in the towns and cities attends
the picture plays from one to three times a week. The grown
folks go oftener, and without the modifying excuse of having
gone to take the children, as they say when the circus comes
to town. But, as at the circus, these grown-ups are quite as well
entertained, and in much the same primitive way, for most of
the picture plays are as yet primitively elemental in their dramatic construction and technique.
The Great Interest

in the Films.

How long will the picture plays keep their present popularity'
Now, most of the films hold their interest because of their
living out-door scenic beauty; their picturesqueness of costume;
the freedom and naturalness of outdoor acting; and through
the trick technique of the producer and manufacturer, it being
possible to get most extraordinary and surprisingly clever effects in the making of motion pictures.
To many of the patrons of the picture play, the higher
priced theater has been a closed book, so that the most primitively constructed picture drama, in the writing of the scenario,
is to many a new and wondrous thing, the fresh beauty of the
scenes and the picturesqueness of the actors holding the interest in the drama in spite of the amateurish simplicity of the theme
and its handling by the author.
But all people tire of pretty pictures, even in endless variety,
and as occasional picture plays that posses real dramatic merit
are thrown upon the screen, the taste of the people is cultivated, and within themselves they begin to demand plays in
which the producer builds upon ideas and forms that through
the work of the author are given importance and illumination
by logical processes in the action of the drama.
The First Picture Plays.
The mechanical and artistic production of picture plays has
far outstripped their progress along purely dramatic lines, due
to the policy of the producing manufacturers in keeping the
authorship of the plays anonymous, and in offering ridiculously
low rates for good scenarios.
Some of the most recent and elaborate productions differ
little in their drama from the primitive methods of the first
picture plays. In these, the construction was correct, if simple.
Here is one of these theme formulas that has been produced and
reproduced ad nauseam, under various settings in many climes:
1. A conspiracy to rob a stage coach that is about to set
out with much treasure, is established.
2. The coach, with it gold and its fair lady passengers, begins its journey. It is waylaid by the robber band, a terrific
battle ensuing, in which one of the wounded guards escapes and

goes for help, the bandits making off with the treasure and the
fair captives.
3. '1 he wounded guard rides furiously up to the headquarters
of the law's representatives, and these mount their horses, and,
led by the guard, pursue the robbers, defeat them in a battle,
and retake gold and captives.
This formula has been "staged" from the Pyrenees to the
Rockies and back by way of the antipodes. It has been acted
by the predatory Moors of Algeria, and the visored soldiers of
France; by the bad men of the frontier, and the rangers of the
West; by the brigands of the mountains, and the gendarmes
of Spain; by Tartar outlaws, and Russian Cossacks.
Good From a Structural Standpoint.
This simple little story of pillage and retribution is good
from a dramatic standpoint. There is the Introduction, establishing the conspiracy to rob the stage ; the Clash, when the outlaws set upon it; and the Denouncement, when they are pursued
and beaten, the gold recovered and the captives liberated.
Everything moves along smoothly and logically. The dramatic construction is perfect. The play is a good rudimentary
example in dramatic art.
But after having seen one of these plays, one knows exactly what will happen after he has witnessed the second, third,
fourth, or forty-'leventh one that he may be forced to look at
under a different guise of costume, time, and scene.
Plays Too Rudimentary.
The trouble is that this type of play is too rudimentary.
It
is not even necessary that a scenario be written for it, so far
as the dramatic action is concerned.
The spectators, knowing from the introduction, what the
Clash, and Denouement will be, lose all interest in the drama,
and the play resolves itself into a matter of pretty pictures and
good horsemanship.
But a plethora of pretty pictures and good horsemanship
carry much ennui, just as all plethoras do.
The Small Boy Is Loyal.
However, there is one patron of the picture play that never
loses interest in this type of drama.
It is the small boy.
You will hear him cheer and applaud with all the might of
his quivering little body as the wounded guard dashes into the
camp of the soldiers or gendarmes, and when the latter hastily
mount their horses and ride out with the blood-stained hero
at their head, in pursuit of the brigands, his enthusiasm knows
no bounds, and he claps till his little clappers are sore. The
grown folks merely smile, and look foolishly at each other.
Yes; the picture play is often childish.
Enter the Scenario Writer.
But improvement does not always come when the picture
play leaves the primitiveness of its drama. It is then that the
scenorio writer enters. It is then that perfect construction and
logical technique are usually scattered to heaven's four winds.
The picture play dramatist may be an amateur playwright
or he may be a professional, but nondramatic, litterateur, and
he may get $15 for his scenario, which, barring a production of
his piece, is usually $15 too much.
The producing manufacturers know this, but they must
produce, and they are as yet unwilling to pay professional prices
for professional work, because the "old stuff still goes," and I
may add, it is soon going.
"Brave Hearts."
Another type of the elemental picture drama is exemplified
in a film titled, "Brave Hearts," the brave hearts being the
inmates of a settler's cabin in the land of the Hurons.
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Father and the boys leave for the corn field with horses and
plows and guns, while mother and little Debby are left alone
with the housework.
A band of Hurons attacks the cabin and little Debby slides
out of the back window and goes for help, while mother feigns
insanity. This woman, "whom God has touched," as the Indans
have it, is led away an unharmed captive, which is an error in
Indian portraiture, as an Indian cares as little for the company
of a lunatic, as an African for the society of a ghost. But
according to the formula, there must be a rescued captive at the
denouement, and mother is it.
Little ten-year-old Debby runs to the stable for a horse, and
instantly finds one ready saddled and bridled in twentieth century U. S. Army style, wheh is quite up-to-date for the land of
the Hurons of frontier days.
How the horse happened to be saddled and bridled in its
stall is more than the audience can fathom, so that numerous
exclamations escape the grown members of it, showing that it
will soon begin to demand something in the way of technique.
The Illusion Spoiled.
This illogical incident at once spoils the illusion, and makes
the drama, which up to this point, is really quite excellent, in an
elemental way, somewhat ridiculous.
But there no flies on the way little Debby rides the horse,
nor in the way father and the boys, armed to the teeth, ride back
after her in pursuit of mother and the Indians, with the small
boys in the audience turned inside out with excitement and
glee as a thrilling recapture is effected.
Picture Comedy

Mostly

Horseplay.

Even the most recent efforts at picture comedy fail to get
away from horseplay, which is of course primitive comedy, and
as the stuff "goes," the manufacturers are satisfied to produce it.
The formula for current picture comedy is as stereotyped
as that for the picture drama. Usually the "surprises" are
obvious before they are sprung, which technique, or the lack of it,
at least has the merit of not disappointing anyone.
It may bore, but what of that? There are more films
coming, and the whole show only co~t a nickel anyway!
The audence of the photoplay lives in an era of expectation.
It has a philosophy all its own.
I in

i

Few Scenarios Worthy.
It must be apparent that a scenario of action characterization and interest that is good enough structurally and technically
to produce, is good enough to be well paid for, and to bear the
name of the author.
that are produced are worthy of price or
name, a condition that can be overcome only through proper
compensation for those that are worthy, and a public recognition of their authors.
will the author have something
drama" will reach a; icture
new dplay, and the much belittled "'canned
a careful selection of films is being made by the
theaters in the better class districts, and like water
are finding their own level The trend is toward improvement,
even under the most unwise general policy imaginable on the
part of the producing managers in their treatment of
Training and C:
When one thinks of the training, skill and cleverness that
it takes to write an acceptable play for the st may be spoken and their intelligence conveyed by the sound
of the actors' voices, what may be said of the technical skill
needed in the writing of a picture play, where the thread of the
story must be held together by captions, short quotations, notes,
telegrams, and letters and by the pantomime of the
Captions Ak> •
It is almost impossible to write a picture play that makes
any pretence toward art and characterization and away from
the purely elemental, without a free use of these captions, and
yet that technique is best which avoids captions who
import can be expressed by the ait
ei I there is
any lack of lucidity in expressing the import by the
caption should be used
One producer has remarked to the writer that
to making a "newspaper" of tin theatet screen, but it many
captions are necessary to the lucidity, there si.
tion to a liberal use of them.
The stage has Us "newspaper," the theater ,
Otmed and the >
:!i with
lation-hip, one tn an. .(her, while often an

Play,

anding
the pit)

It is in a transition from the primitive and elemental to
the professionally artistic that the picture play now t
The producing manufacturers
are lookii .
and art in
but are unwilling to pay for it as
Once in a while, something good is snared, but for the most
part, capable picture .lr.mi.in~:- are locking up theii
MSS, until the people demand something better than tl
plays, at which time the producing manufacturers
will have
authors what thej d< mai d fairlj
on on the title fl
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inaugurate
irde of our
M ivinc Picture World has always recognized Uie
great educational value of the cinematograph and it now becomes
our duty and pleasure to Lii\ o those educational features a dis
tinctive position each week.
Under the heading of "The Educ i
d" we shall, a- thorough!
>th lead and
follow the motion picture in its advance along all lines calculated to it
• J. progress m the entire field of educational work
Our first and immediate object will he to record the advances
that the picture has already made in the field of education and
the publication of articles by eminent men. written with the pur
its influence along the highest possible line ol
advantagi
I
specially the young and tinWhile, from us inception, the MOVING PICTURE WORLD
essentially a trade paper, it has become the only recogjan and authority for every phase of moving picture
work: colleges, schools and institutions of all kinds are among
its subscrihers. and our correspondence files testify that hundreds outside of the entertainment field are regular readers of
these paces. It is for these readers thai this page is primarily
intended, and in our endeavor to crystalize the wave of sentiment that is abroad in favor of the educational value of the picture, we shall welcome the hearty co-operation of all interested
parties and hold ourselves in readiness to serve and help them
in every way possible.
IDEALS.
"Man is able each day to raise himself"
"Somewhat
nearer
to the level of his highest
—Rev.
F.

ideals."
B. Meyer.

These words of wisdom are worthy a secure place in "Memory's cells" Every true man has ideals — high ideals, towards
which he can each day climb a little nearer the accomplishing,
with great benefit to himself as to his fellow man.
The idealist-dreamer points the way, the idealist-practitioner
leads the way. and under the inspiration of his enthusiasm others
follow. There is no art or profession which is without such
ideal leaders, and now that moving pictures are attaining such an
eminence in the world's utilitarian beauties, it behooves all its
adherents to put forth the best possible efforts to enrich and ennoble its uses.
We are living in days of great demand, millions of interested
people are daily waiting before the screen for the appearance of
the latest and best in the art of cinematography; educated now
to a point of comprehension unknown a few years ago, they are
fast becoming a vast army of critics before whom must pass in
dose scrutiny the be>t works of the best picture makers in the
world.
The automobile has made engineers of thousands of men
who never knew the first thing about common
mechanics; the
aeroplane has brought the science of aeronautics to the common
B
of the multitude, who before care little more than
to know

'which way the wind blew."
The world is being educated in things
"never
learned
in school"
with an education
neither superficial or spurious, but at once valuable,
important
and great.
The combined arts and sciences of the moving picM-day
common
knowledge,
they
are
no
longer
in the land." but an everyday fact
Henceforth the
ic moving pictures must be idealistic, and they must be
lifted daily to the "•highest possible level."
Already this tendency
shown
"all along the line." that which pertains to art is
becoming more artis
true artist spirit is entering
more largely in the work. That which belong to science is becoming more scientific, reaching down even to the operator and
lifting him to higher levels It has been predicted in these columns repeatedly that the moving
picture would
outgrow
the

common]

lai

permeating both the private and the publi<
nind.
M ire valuable
nsorship, indeed ■
liminate the need
for stringent watchfulness, tin- idealistic altiti ■
proving
of inestimable value, and n is the desire of this article,
while recording this, still to plead for the fulfilment at the heading, and to ask that "each day" shall find moving
pic
tun-s rising to the level of Us highest ideals.
THE

INFLUENCE

OF

THE

PICTURE.

Early Training

Predetermines the Effect That Any Picture
May Have on the Mind.
A little girl saw a moving picture in which there was ;,
ine scene and people* being rescued Later she saw another
in which some Black Hand \illain> were trying to extort
money. Associating the two ideas she wrote a note demanding :?; and fastened it t>. a door in a tenement house, threatening to burn the house unless the money was placed under
a mat. Of course she was caught and made to confess. This
incident furnished the newspapers at the time with much
copy m which the picture was assailed, but not one of the
writers ever alluded to the fact that the investigation proved
this ojrl (ll i,;ivi. been possessed of a perverted mind, the
result of loose early training
While this does not condone the pictures showing such
scenes, the conclusion is that a weak-minded person reading
the newspaper reports ,,f fires and Black Hand doings would
he equally
liable to he influenced
thereby.
Writing in the "Sunday Magazine," Alphonsus P. Haire
draws a parallel between the moral and the unmoral effect
of the picture, in which he shows that the highly educational influence it can and does exert greatly overshadows
any deleterious influence. Also that the moral tone i- of
a higher order than the spoken drama and much of the
published literature of the period:
Much has been said on the morals of the moving picture from the pulpit, in the courts, and by the pros "These
shows are sinks of iniquity!" exclaimed one police magistrate.
"Ninety-five per cent, of them ought to be closed."
At the Children's Society (New York) it was said that the
society had obtained the conviction of more than thirty
managers and attaches of moving picture houses in the last
few months for permitting children under sixteen years "hi
to enter without escort. Thirty other moving picture men
were convicted of more seriou- charges, as a result of which
they are now languishing behind bar-. There seems to be
some ground for believing that through moving picture shows
others
may
lie obliged
to don prison
stripes.
The documentary evidence touching on tins phase of the
development of the moving picture seems endless Its
educational aspect i~ not entirely without its clouds. A
New York paper had this recently to say on the subject:

Who
Dared."'
"The G
Sweetheart,"
"The Tendi ■ i
and "The
Sheriff
of Black
The last
named Gulch."
title- suggest a list ot dime novels of ■ former generation.
And what, indeed, is the moving picture show hut dime novel literature
screen b\ means of maei. lanterns ami purveyed to youthful
mind- pictorially for hall
It is in the dime novel that its
enormous popular vogue had its source, and it is by dime novel standarjs
that its moral influence must be measured.
There Is Good in It.
In the face of all tin- j] may seem foolhardy to put in a
good word for the silent drama. Yet, one feels constrained,
after careful study of the situation, to do s<> No denial is
made of the bad point- of the "nickelodeon:" for. when factthat are unassailable point toward an undesirable state of
affairs, it i- for the public then to get to work and right
matters. A distinction, though, should be drawn between
the moving picture itself, the moving picture theater, and
the man who conducts it. The fault, wherever there is fault,
will generally
be found
to center
in the individual.
The
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moving picture as an institution is as sound as regular drama,
and the live-cent theater as moral as the two-dollar house.
While the class of -how people first attracted into the
moving picture world by promises of quick returns on their
investment- were of the kind that submerge ethics, morals,
and common decency to inordinate desire to make money
quickly, the demands the public is now making on moving
picture people are fast weeding out the-e adventurers and
making intelligence and education a prerequisite of success
in this new business. It is true that any articles purporting
to cover the moving picture industry would be inadequate
and superficial if they failed to dwell at some length upon
what may fairly he described as the vices of th<
seem necessary to second unres
the condemnations one hears and reads
There is to be said in favor of the moving picture theater
that as yet such rank productions as "The (jirl from Rector's." "The (iirl with the Whooping
Cough,"
"Theextent
Easiest
way to
any alarming
intoWay"
films.have
Thisnotisfound
all antheir
unpleasant
subject: but it seems necessary to dwell upon it in order to
convince the public that, despite the fact that young minds
ssibly been inflamed by melodramatic picture plays
and shows of a dime novel order, the moving picture itself
is not entirely bad, and that, with proper encouragement and
hedged in by intelligent restrictions, it may be made the
source of much In the edit< 'rial quoted in a preceding paragraph it isomewhat picturesquely set forth that the moving picture
'but dime novel literature Bashed on a mean- of magic lanterns and purveyed to youthful minds
pictorially for half the old price."
This i- hardly true
ne of the picture houses published a cataducational films. Upward of perhaps three thousand different subjects are embraced in the book, covering
many interesting and unique phase- of history, geography,
botany,
travel, entomology,
and
thnology. There
are
-tone- of the late-t advance- made in the fields
of surgery, pathology, biology,
and
bacteriology,
while
rnithology, geology, microscopy, aeronautic-, min• jy. micro-copy, aeronautic-, ininmetalurgy, and the science of naval and military
have their departments.
In the li-i- of tin- one
house possibly more than a million lineal feet of film have
been prepared solely for the mental uplift ami betterment of
society
"The dime novel standard of measurement" suggested in a
preceding paragraph
could therefore hardly be employed
ify m arriving at the value of all film- shown in
th< i iving picture theater
Making Shakespeare More Popular.
• iv i- told of a day laborer, who, though able to
read and write, had never heard of Shakespeare
until he
ral Shakespearean productions in a five-cent motion picture -how
The man used
to walk several block- out of his way every evening on Inroad home from work, 'so as to pass a moving picture billboard, with the hope oi finding a Shakespearean play billed.
Ill) sees every "heavy" film shown in hi- town, but
ha- procured a library card, the first he ever owned, and
i- now reading the plays for himself.
i. r ha- lately introduced moving pictures into pub
as a supplement to the blackboard and illustrated
ive followed tlii- example
Pitts
Bttrg and Milwaukee have the move under consideration
In
i.iphs have been in-tailed
Lack of fund- 11.
the only thing that standi
in the way of wider adoption oi the illu trative id<
ducational institutionEiity thou-. in. i
sometimes nece* arj for equipment sufficientlj bro
I
"IN THE EDUCATIONAL FIELD."
Milwaukee, Wis.
The city authorities hav< tddi
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Oakland,

Cal. — Moving
pictures
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Washington, D. C
public school course have been recommen Kramer, director cf intermediate instruction
Mr K:
work upon a definite plan for the introduction of projecting apparatus in the public schools.
Chicago, 111., has become a cot:
of theSuperpublic schools down to date. Mr. John D. Shoop. eight
Assistant
intendent oi
e details.
Baltimore, Md. — The city council have taken under advisement a proposed plan for the intr
g pictures
into the regular school curriculum
San Francisco, Cal. — A
Professor Childs, formerly President
among the schools of San I
Alameda.
Prof. Childs and others believe that the
stereopticon

I

in giving pupils a clear

La Salle, 111.— I)r G. Stanley Ha
e Northern Illu
te moving pictur nong the
: the child mind
St. Paul, Minn. -The \ M
plan
which
proved
of instructivi
Minneapolis,
Minn. — Moving
pi
graphs in the city public schools.
Geo. H Elwell, President of

■

and moving pict i
feature of the plan.
Main
(icons, and Mr HI well expects that the introduction ( :
modern moving picture will t
in teaching Geography, 1 list
New York City
Board of Education in the free public lectui
found Successful til
gi
will be opened as a public lecture
Madison, Wis., claims the distini I
to give moving pictures in its public library
of M S Dudgeon, Si
libraries throughout the -tate. and hope- in time thai
of these institutions will
room t,, the storage of film the san
Easton, Pa., has installed i brand new m
chine for the benefit of the rising generation
pictun - are lectun .
Coleman, who has a special faculty for mal
clearly to the child mind
Newtonville, Mass.— Mr Chas Swain Thomas
of the department of English literature in th<
dressing the Marion County Teacher-' [nstitut
principles m teaching literature" mad
many year-, moving pictures will 1>.
public schools as a medium of making
Antwerp, Belgium.
11k use of moving pictures
lie schools
this
writing m this city ha- been in
firmly
nit N. Y., has been
Buffalo,
campaign in the great anti tubei

•

ture men !
Health tO such an extent that
deal of n nfidence the) t i
Pittsburg, Pa.
Mr \\ lt<

hibited

in i onjunction with tin- n gulai B

and muni

illu tl.H
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Condenser

Breakage,

Etc.— Seattle,

M« >\ IXC

W

the 'World.' buyii
From newsl have found it a very instructive and
h touseful
keep
them for reference? As regards the matter of condenser breakgreater in the winter than in the summer, due
cure. I have reduced breakage by letting my are burn for a short time and then shutting it
'. heating the let
I first use my condensers in the stereo, which seems to temper or
season them, so thai I
mch le-s. Still, no two pairs
of condensers seem to be governed by the same rule. They
crack in spite of every precaution one can take. I notice many
operators complain of poor patches, misframes, etc. For this they
have themselves largely to blame While a few operators remove
bad patches, the greater number run them, irrespective of results
on the screen. They seem to work on the 'Let George do it'
theory' To remove the emulsion in making a splice I find a
safety razor blade most excellent for scraping. 1 he 'Ever-ready'
blade is handiest by reason of the fact that it has a heavy bead
at the top, enabling one to get a firm hold on the blade. I am
interested in the improvement of projection, as all operators
should be. We have a good Union here and all but a few small
houses employ Union men, I am glad to say. Salaries run from
$20Theto condenser
$30 a week,matter,
mostlyin $25."
so far as breakage is concerned, has
been pretty well thrashed out. So long as we have glass subject
to high and sudden changes of temperature there will be breakage. Boiling in water or oil, baking, etc., may or may not reduce
the breakage, but using a lens for a while in the steropticon before placing it before the stronger moving picture arc may, and
I think does have some effect. These things have all been published in the Department before, still their re-publication 1- necessary from time to time since new readers are being constantly
added. Glad you have a strong Union in Seattle. I would not
call $25 high wages for a 9-hour shift, seven days per week,
though it is much more than the average operator receives. The
writer hopes and expects to see the time when operators will be
considered worth $40 per week ; but before that time comes they
will, as a whole, have to increase their proficiency and ability in
projection very, very much.
Speed.— Opelousas, La. (Armas Durio, manager Bon Ami
Theater)
do you
by saying
thatbetween
it varies
from 40 towrites:
80 feet "What
per minute,
but mean
ordinarily
remains
50
and 70'' If the film should be run at 40 feet per minute at one
time and 80 feet per minute another time to obtain the best results, why is it the manufacturers do not arrange their films to be
run at a uniform speed? You are wrong. Brother Richardson"
A film should be run at a uniform speed of about 60 feet per
minute and N,youY., should
correct
your I answer
to 'Slow
Brooklyn,
Dec. 24th
issue.
trust that
by the Speed,'
above
I have not given ofl
Never mind the "offense," Brother Durio. I'm not so thin
skinned as all that. As a matter of fact, however, you are very
much in the wrong and I have no correction to make. One of
the most important functions of the operator lies in his ability
to properly gauge speed so as to get out all there is in the film.
The Pathe Passion Play, for instance, is at its best when run at
approximately 40 feet per minute. On the other hand, there is a
film, the name of which I have forgotten, which gives the representation ofa runaway train. This film is at its besl when
run at between 85 and 00 feet per minute. Many scenes which
would be utterly absurd if run at 60 feet per minute will be found
splendid if run at a greater or less speed, according to the subject. I remarked recently that an operator "render-" or "interprets" afilm just as a musician renders or interprets a piece
of music. In making that statement I had the matter of speed
very largely in mind. I remember one film in particular, though
its name I have forgotten, in which a child lay dying and
its father, summoned by wire, was going to the bedside in his
automobile. The deathbed scene was solemn, of course, and
very beautiful. I found about 50 feet per minute to be its
best interpretation. The automobile, however, ought not to
run at slow speed, and if I had continued straight through at
50 per minute the automobile scenes would have been a farce,
since the father would have been placed in the position of
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much at his leisure, on his way to the
deathbed of his child. Space forbids my saying more at this
time. If. however, you will watch carefully, Neighbor Durio,
you will discover that you can do much to improve the scenes
m even the average film by speed changing. In the case above
named, 1 ran the deathbed at 50 feet per minute and the automo- at close to 80, and it changed from one to the
other four or five times This made a success of that film,
id 1 run it at straight -peed of 60 feet, it would have
been very commonplace indeed, neither the auto or the deathbed scenes being at their best interpretation.
Getting Things in Line.— Mr Roger N. Wheeler, Chehalis,
Wash., contributes the following: "I should be glad to have
you try the following experiment in the matter of lining the
lamp lenses and machine head. Nail a piece of black cardboard
over the lens hole in the front operating room wall. If everything is in perfect line from the arc to the front end of the projective lens there will be a perfect, clear-cut picture of your
aperture opening on the cardboard when the arc is lit. If your
lamp is too high or too low, or things are out of line in any
way, you will get practically the same effect on the cardboard that
you would get on the screen when the arc is too high or too
low, or too far to one side in the stereo. I submit this as a
convenient, quick and accurate way to find out the correctness
thanks, Friend Wheeler, for your tip, which is passed
of Many
alignment."
on to our readers for consideration and experiment.
A Bit of Truth.— Mr. E. B. Grubs, Manager of the Lyric
Theater,
Island, 111.,
the of
following:
"Enclosed
find
check for Rock
Handbook.
I am sends
another
the Trouble
Department
fans. I believe the manager, as well as the operator, should
know his projection machine and its vagaries. The reason many
managers put up with the cheap brand of operator is because
they themselves do not know when they HAVE poor projection. Idesire to take issue with you on just one point,
namely, your idea that an operator cannot re-wind while he
is projecting.
My setre-wind
my when
operator's
right stops.
hand
and
has a tension
so thatisitatstops
the crank
My operator can turn the re-wind with his right hand and
the machine with his left, keeping his eye on the screen practically every second. If the light goes bad he can switch
his hands in a twinkle, and from my personal experience
there is no more reason why an operator should not re-wind
under proper conditions than there is to think that he cannot
feed the lamp with one hand and crank with the other. 1
wish
yourself
the 'World'to almost
continuedan success."
You both
stated
a truthandamounting
axiom when
you said that too many managers do not know when they
have good projection. In other words, they do not know
good projection from bad. I shall probably make somebody
mad now, for I am going to make the baldheaded assertion
that absolutely not one moving picture manager in ten possesses sufficient knowledge of projection to be able to offer
expert judgment of the picture on his screen. That is a
pretty tough statement, but nevertheless it is the truth. As
to re-winding, while I am willing to admit that under ideal
conditions, particularly if a motor i- employed, it is possible
for an operator to do his re-winding while running the machine, still I maintain that it is not the best practice. I
a>-ert this fact: upon the performance of an operator depend-, in goodly measure, the income of the theater, and
there should be absolutely nothing to distract his mind or
his attention during the time he is projecting. He has absolutely all he can do to project his picture, if he is to
secure the best possible results. You speak of his "light
going bad." That, my dear Neighbor Grubs, is something
that
not such
permissible.
His light
must such
not "go
He
must iskeep
sharp lookout
and give
close bad."
attention
that from the beginning to the end of the run there will be no
appreciable change in the illumination of the film. And this
is entirely possible to the operator who thoroughly understands hi- business and attends to it, except for rare cases
of carbon flaw. I thoroughly agree with you that the manager should study projection and understand it, at least in
theory, as well as any operator. Otherwise, he is not in
position to pa-s intelligent judgment on the picture.
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No Troubles. — Mr. H. H. Dean, manager Dreamland TheB. looking
C, writes:
. : Please
don'ttroubles
glance
down ater,
thisVernon,
letter
for "Friend
trouble. R We
have our
the same as others, but we go after them, locate and remedy
them, as I think a great many others could do if they only
thought
so. Wewhen
haven't
brokenI file
a condenser
so long allI
have forgotten
it was.
the edges for
carefully,
around, making them loose in the holder. The back of the
lamp house I leave open and the top ha- a good opening for
draft. Somewhere back in the past issues of the department 1 remember some operator who could not focus his
film on both sides at once. I do not really remember, but
believe you thought that a film was never out of
one side and o. k. on the other. Please look at the film I
send you, badly out of focus on one side and the other -ide
is perfect. I have a new Powers No 6. Have used an
Edison for several years and the new Powers, of course,
bothered me considerably until 1 got used to it. Was bothered with the lower loop. 1 note your instructions that
the idler should not be set down tight on the sprocket, but
I tightened it down as far as it would go and it worked
perfectly.
Why?
It's in
wrong'
We
now have no
trouble(Don't
at all,know!
only once
a whileEd.)
the film
will run off the end of the sprocket and thus \\
loop. Our films, of course, are rather old, those I am
running this week being nearly two year stuff. Our projection is pronounced by those who visit Vernon as being excellent. As I said, when we have troubles we go after them;
we get busy remedying the defect and if one thing doe- not
work we try something else. Our throw is 75 feet, 12 by 18
picture. We have a raised floor, seating 250. Run four full
reels per night and change three times a week; no songs,
but I make local slide- of Vernon and vicinity and run amateur contests on photography, securing tnanj hundreds of
slides. I color my own slides, run my own machine and
you see I am pretty busy. Have just spare tima enough to
read the 'World.' Why? Because I am a firm believer
in the operator knowing all there is to know about projecfrom startwhy
to finish.
There not.
are
many tionreasons
he shouldWhy
and shouldn't
none why he?
he should
Find enclosed check for Handbook. I wish you, Friend
Richardson, the success you surely deserve, and all the readers of the 'World' and yourself a happy and prosperous
New Year."
You are mistaken, Friend Dean, in supposing I said that
a film could not be out of focus on one side and in focus
on the other. That very frequently happen- Sometimes it
is the fault of the machine, and onci in a while it is the
fault of the film itself. To prevent the film running off the
lower sprocket, I would suggest you put a thin washer about
% or }4 inch in diameter at either end of the idler roller.
You can file the bracket enough to admit them. This will
prevent the film from running off 1 will ha
Co, send you a set. I like your idea of "going after" things.
Your photograph} contest t<> get slide! is certainly a
very clever stunt, and, so far as I know, a new one also. We
shall be glad to hear from you from time to time
A Carbon Jaw Strengthener. — Mr Win I Morrison, SalN. Y., sowrites
read intheit.Trouble
Department
every
week and amanca,find
many "Ihelps
Some time
ago I noticed
some operator up against the carbon jaw puzzle. Having
been there myself, I knew how to pity him He di<
what kind of a lamp he il using, but here is a model of an
idea of my own, which 1 find hit- the spot every time with
the Powers No. 5 carbon jaw
It i
Mid ibape
and must be ma.b
I iketch which explain- bow to use it much belter
than anythins ' could
t)
If thii does not bit th<- waste
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basket, next time I will tell you about the simple little dissolver I am using."
We shall be glad, indeed, to have a description of your
The steel clip, or jaw
ener, i- nothing more nor less than a piece of 10 gauge steel
vn in sketch with two ears bent down to hold it
in place. The sketch, I think, makes the whole thing clear
and the utility of this little
The shaded part
of the drawing is the clip.
Condenser Focus. — Pratt. Kan. writes as follows: "I am
aDepartment.
constant reader
the to
'World,'
particularly
I shallof have
resurrect
the subjecttheof Trouble
ghosts,
dark spots, etc. My throw is 07 feet; picture ten by fourteen. 1 am unable to eliminate the dark blue spot in the
center of the screen; think probably the trouble is in the condensing lens. What focal length condenser should I use
for this size of picture and distance? I can eliminate most
of the ghost by moving the lamp
it will go.
This, however, is not satisfactory, for the reason that the
spot will be too 1..:
>n the aperture plate to
get the right kind of results on the
You are using a
th of lens — approximately
-and should hai
ng lenses,
.'.cur. are quite COStly and also
comparatively hard to procure. 1 think you can get along
quite
well
with
•
•■•
1 haveis
used them with much lonu.
in that. -There
no objection to setting your lamp house back as I
ways will permit.
In fact, 1 prefer it set well back, since
it gi\e- me more room, and the result in light concentration
1- essentially the
Ghost. — Milwaukee. Wis
"I have been in the moving picture business nearly
and have seen nothing like the conundrum I am now confronted with. I am using an Edison exhibition model mapictnre is foggy;
that is to say, the figures do not come out clear. Also there
1- a gbo-t, as per sketch.

1 have bad ghosts m the center of the curtain, but nothing
like
the present
difficulty.
Moving the lamp house back and
forward
d
densing lena and my projection lent 1- the tame 1 used at
Hartford, Wis., where everything wa- all right
\\
■ • in tins connection?
I have re-coated my screen
and even m-talled a metallic siirtace curtain, but I
is still there on both lidei of the pictut .
trouble is hurting
I shall, therefore, thai...
Well, Milwaukee.
1 cannot
tell you ceruinlv
a remedy
"
wrong, but can suggest several tl
might cause the trouble
[j

■

your objective
cann.it
alu

■'■ which
-ketched

lei
nne

the

-

in the light
on the |id<

con, lit, ..1,

wall,

all.!
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have had similar experiei
I the matter forth
for the benefit of all. also communicating their solution of
the difficulty immediately to Ed I VVagner, 621 Third Aveune, Milwaukee, \\ 1- (0. K. 1 1.
Application Blank. — 1 am in receipt, by courtesj oi the
Department of Water Supply, <ia- and Electricity, New York
City, Bureau of Electrical Inspection, 13-21 Park Row, of
a copy of the new [911 application blank for those desirous
to be examined as motion picture operators, Tin- blank
provides for the following: Name in full; address
or non-citizen. Date of birth; place of birth and, if noncitizen, time wlun applicant came to the United States; all
of which must be sworn to. Also there is a place for attaching the photograph of the applicant and the recording of his
height, weight, color of his hair and eye-, peculiarities of
face and complexion, designed, of course, to identify the
applicant. On the back is a copy of the law under which
the examination i- held: also the rule- contained on the
large placard recently distributed. At the head, in red ink.
1- printed the foil,, winy legend: "No fee is charged for registration, examination or license." As the writer understands
it, there will be a small photograph of the applicant attached
to the application and another to his license card which,
^i course, provides effective identification and will prevent
the lending of cards, a thing which is altogether reprehensible and not to be either encouraged or tolerated.
Rays. — Boston,
may you
be tell
putting
youLight
up against
somethingMass.,
too write-:
hard, but"1 can
me
why it is that a lens bend- the ray- of light? In other
words, 1 know that a light beam in passing through the lens,
or even through an ordinary pane of flat glass, is to a certain extent refracted. I do not know what causes this refraction."
The question you ask is one which goes down pretty deep
into the foundation of the theory of light. I think, however,
I can make the matter reasonably clear to you. Scientists
have long since accepted the theory that light travels in,
or by. waves. These waves travel at a uniform speed so
long as the medium they traverse remains of a given density;
also the line of direction is straight. However, when the
light ray passes from a thinner to a denser medium or vice
versa, there is a change in speed. The thinner the medium
the faster the light waves travel. Now, for instance, if a
light wave passes from air into a denser medium, such as
glass, and it meets the surface of the glass squarely, or in
other words, in such a manner that the surface of the glass
is at exactly right angles to the path of the light wave then.
while there is a lessening of speed as the wave enters the
glass, there is no change of direction. If, however, the
light wave strikes the glass obliquely, then one end of the
wave enters the denser medium in advance of the other and.
as seen in sketch, a change of direction is effected.

In the illustration we see a light ray. A- 1'., represented by the
central crooked line, but, for purpo.-e- of investigation, given
a width C-D. The cross-lines are intended to represent the
cross section of the light wave, or ray. It will be seen that
when the wave enters the denser medium at F its speed
will be immediately retarded, while its other end. E, is
still traversing the thinner medium at its original speed.
Thus as the ray travels from F-E to G-H, its direction is
changed or, as we say, the ray has been "refracted," from its
original path In leaving the glass (1-2-3-4 is a square of
glass) the action is reversed and, the two sides of the glass
being exactly parallel, the original angle of incidence, C, G, I,
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and the final angle of refraction. J, K, L, are equal, and
the ray is traveling its original direction, but a distance to
one side dependent on the thickness of the glass and the
angle at which it was originally encountered 1 might go
further by explaining to you the difference between angles
of incidence and angles of refraction, and probably will do
so as soon a- 1 am able to -pare space, since largely upon
this difference depends the ability of trace the path of a
light ray through a lens, or system of lensc- The invariable
rule is that the angle will always be the smaller in the denser
medium. Hence it follows that when dealing with lenses
the angle of incidence must always be le-s than the angle
of refraction. This, Boston, is the best explanation I am
able to give you, at this time, of the reason why a light ray
is bent, or refracted, in passing through glass, provided it
-trike- the glass obliquely. If it 1- not clear t>> \
again and I'll try to do better.
Carbon Setting. — San Antonio, Tex., write-: "1 am one of
the operators who feels that he does not know by any manner of means all there is to know about projection. I have
realized this more than ever since reading the Trouble Department, but I am using every endeavor to remedy my deficiency thiough study. One thing that I would like to have
your opinion "ii i- ibis: Two different authoi
supposed to be authorities, advise that carbons be set central and straight up and down for alternating current. Now.
Mr. Richardson, this does not sound to me like common
sense, and I would like very much to have your opinion."
You are quite right. Nashville, in supposing that the instructions to set carbon central and straight up and down
is incorrect. I believe I know the authorities to whom you
refer, and it has been a matter of surprise to me that they
have made such recommendation. As a matter of fact, to
get at the meat of this particular nut. it is a universally conceded fact that the best light available for projection does
not come from the arc itself, but from the incandescent
crater or craters of the carbons formed by the volatilization
of the carbon through enormous heat. Now, if the carbons
be set central, very little of the crater light can, of course,
be made available for projection, even by setting the carbons
at the customary D. C. angle. If. however, the carbons be
set central, and also be set straight up and down, then the
light from the top crater is shown directly downward, and
the light from the lower crater directly upward, the only
available light being that of the arc itself. This is a proposition that is absolutely beyond dispute. It cannot be successfully contradicted or controverted. It is a proposition
analogous to the fact that one plus one makes two.
Winn
A C began to be used for projection pur]

erators endeavored to use both craters by angling the two
carbons ahead, setting the lamp itself, usually, straight up
and down. This did not work at all well in practice, since
it was impossible to maintain the craters on the front ends
of the carbons. The next scheme which came into favor
was the setting of the lower carbon straight up and down
and the angling forward of the top carbon. This proved to
be somewhat of an improvement, but still it was difficult to
handle the light since the crater would move around and
could not be maintained in one position. Of late years the
better operators have, almost to a man, adopted the plan
i licir carbons exactly alike for both \ C. and D. C,
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using a heavier amperage to make up for the diminished
size of the one crater available under this plan. Not so
great a candle power is secured thus as by angling the carbons somewhat forward, but the advantage lies in the fact
that the crater can be maintained in one position and the
light held almost as steady as one can hold 1). C. projection
light. Those who have my Handbook will find this matter
fully discussed, explained and illustrated on pages 86, 87, 88,
89, 90 and 91. To set this matter forth as clearly and fully
as I could wish would consume three or four pages of the
paper and that, of course, is out of the question at this
time. The appended -ketch, in which A-A represents light
rays from lower, B-B rays from upper crater and C light
from arc available for projection, may make the matter
more plain
Single Condensing Lens. — Mobile. Ala . contribute- the following: to
"Will condense
you please the
telllight.
me why1 find
it 1- that
necessary
to have
two lenses
by taking
the
back lens out and putting the lamp house back as far as it
will go, I fret the same size spot and believe it is a better
i, but it i- not so bright.
Why is this?"

~

^
^^^\^-— ^^

■

gentleman, if he will be kind en.
Cleaning Lenses.— \Ya-l; lowing: "On page
which I think is better, aacid. 1 part; mix
the acid into the .
jar such a

.
sue, under

title

"

be wiped ..ft. just let dicWe tion oraretheyindebti
will be burned "

1

Various

Things

and believe it 1the machine.
The sudden .
-pr. cket holes and the til

(£Hgj

It 1- not at all necessary to use two condensing lenses,
Mobile, in so iar as the mere matter of condensation of light
rned The reason two lenses are used is as follows:
Parallel rays entering a plano-convex lens will be converged
10 pomt C in sketch, the distance of iln- point beinj
ent on the focal length of the lens, Now if the source of
light be placed at point C, rays I-2-3-4 will be projected in
substantially parallel lines. If, however, the source of light
ed back \*< point l>. then rays 1-2-3-4 would be conby "lotted line-, finally reaching a point of
which from tin- lens would depend
..11 bo« far point \) might be removed
from point C
Now,
point 1 will l,i- the distance "i the local length of the lens
(p. 111 n- optnai center (a point midway between the flat and
Hon dependent on refractive index
, [| followi from tin ■
must i"- located more than <•• . inches from the
opti< center of the lei
if only 1
I, else the
projected ra\s will not be condensed
With
1 combination
ombination n hit h 1 « qua! t" tin- sum <>i
tin- fo< ai length '.1 tin 1
..1, in . ., . ii,. 1.., al length ..1 b tl
Hon 1 1 the ami on< hall th< f< 1 al lengtl
I
tin
tb.it the p ■ on I .111.I tli.it it tl..
would .t follow
I..
lighl I., then located ra)
6 8 would be pi
paralli I lit
And nO«
while ti ■
and dim

\ I

M ikr that
1 believe,

-

•

crank.
1 believe
much public intei
work and
down it projection a- a m
most important. I
of ancient history utiles- | 1
very quickly bee
on the BC1
" "
n..w and then, to the evei
whole
Lately, 1
-In. Wed Very de!i
and dirty apertUi 1

'
behind the m
it ,

■ . I... .it. .1 o... 1. it it. .11 •

. . .ii.i.ii cr foi in- .1 . in le V 1 in<
the further .11v.1v the arc is the ll
. 11. le
ee small, left hand
!-■ 1. h in whi< h
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Half Size M. P. Lens.— Chica^
some time ago in the Trouble Departnu:
a Powers No. 5 machine equipped with a : .
picture lens. Is there any advantage in tl
lens for projecting moving picture
I cannot answer your question, Chicaexperience.
I have been assured, however
of a theater in Columbus. « I
for a long throw, that he J
possible with the ordinar;.
M
sounds reasonable, and 1
opinion
than six that
il for any M
I
have been informed that
templating the equipment
am skeptical a
in so far as >hort focal '<

in the 1
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The fh »ws the Majestit
and largest houses in Louisville.
If the lobby is frc.
rbread decorations, the relief work and the i
I ire of the
Majestic is that the picture is projected from behind the screen,
but tins « 1■ - <-■ - not seem to work very well, as, while the center
of the picture is very bright, clear and in perfect Incus, the sides
of the picl
less out of focus.
tic had an excellent program and the music, rendered
by an orchestra of five pieces, was a great inducement to many
A neat effect at the Marovided at the lower right side of the
screen, neatly draped and lighted for the singer.

CONSTRUCTION.
In visiting the Eden Musee, of New York, I found another
good illustration of the advantages of a high screen. The
screen is placed in a straight line with the booth, and, as
the operating booth is located on the gallery, the bottom
of the screen is something like fifteen feet from the floor.
The chairs are on the same floor, level, and from the rear
rows, even with a merry-widow hat in front, the spectator had a perfect view of the full screen.
While the high screen at the Eden Musee offers some advantage^, it is noi minus its drawbacks. The screen, on
a straight line with the projecting machine, gives a direct
projection, consequently a perfect picture. The drawback
is, that the first rows of seats are a dead value, as, to
look at the picture, the spectators have to lean too far hack,
in a rather uncomfortable position. It is reasonable to
suppose that if the operating booth at the Eden Musee was
not so high, the screen would be lowered in the same proportion, and the first rows of chairs would be as comfortable as the last ones.
SEATS.
As stated in previous pages, many, too many, theaters
are constructed by architects with no knowledge of the
requirements of motion pictures. They build a theater
for moving pictures as they would an opera-house, with
a wide aisle in the center of the house. If these architects
were students of motion pictures, they would know that the
best seats are the ones directly in front of the screen,
while the picture, viewed from side seats, always appears
more or less distorted.
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A- the majority of the moving picture theaters can accommodate twelve chairs in a row, I would suggest that
the middle aisle be discarded, and replaced by aisles on the
sides of the house. Twelve chairs in a row in front of the
screen will prove a great advantage in many respects, and
obviate the great inconvenience of the middle aisle.
With a middle aisle, the persons walking up and down
the aisle, looking for a seat, are practically in front of the
screen, and obstruct the view from many scats, and noth
ing discourages the spectator more than to miss a title,
a sub-title, or part of a scene
Persons looking for seats, are not the only ones to
obstruct the view, as we have to tight another nuisance,
the candy-man, and also the ushers. They are a pest, the
man trying to sell his cheap candy, and the ushers trying
to locate a vacant seat. This is a very serious matter, and
the managers who do not allow persons to walk to seats
while the picture is on the screen, are the ones with the
best patronage.
It is a well-known fact that in the best-conducted moving
picture theaters, the managers provide standing room in
the rear of the house, and the ushers are not allowed to
let anyone walk to a seat, while the picture is on the
screen. The ushers are also requested to not move up and
down the aisles while the picture is on the screen. Other
theaters, very few of them, have a waiting-room, erected
between the lobby and the auditorium, and there the late
comers are asked to wait until the picture is over.
Many of the exhibitors do not realize the importance
of this question, and they have no idea to what inconvenience they place their patrons. Let us take an illustration: If fifty persons enter the auditorium, at the middle
of a picture, they do not only annoy many spectators,
by promenading in the center aisle, or by trying to force
themselves into a seat, but they will annoy as many persons when they will walk out. Yes, they come in time to
see the tail end of the picture, and when the same picture
will reappear on the screen, they will keep their seats to
see the beginning of said picture, and move out before the
end of it, as they will not care to see the finish a second
time If persons were not allowed to go to seats while
the picture is on the screen, they would not walk out
before the end of the picture, and the moment that the
spectators would be able to enjoy a show without having
to move every other minute, to let someone pass, they would
become better patrons of motion pictures, and increase the
receipts.
Some architects, not knowing the requirements of motion
pictures, and believing that every theater should have side
boxes, near the stage, have provided many such boxes in
moving picture theaters, and the managers, who had an
idea that they could increase their receipts by having reserved seats in the boxes, have been badly deceived. Another architect constructed one of the finest theaters, at
a great expense, he had the most artistic decorations, the
finest furnishings, he had the screen surrounded by one of
the most exquisite frames, and the approaching opening
of the house was the general talk of the town. When
the machine arrived, the manager and architect found that
they had made no provision for a booth, and the only
course to follow was to purchase a portable booth. This
booth,tive effect.
placed on the gallery, spoiled the general decoraIn another instance, both the architect and the manager
had given very little attention to the booth, and when the
machine was installed, they found that there was no passage for the operator, and, to correct this blurfder, they
had to destroy part of the decorations to put an extension
on the booth.
Such blunders are of daily occurrence and, in too many
cases, they are unpardonable.
The Iris Theater, on Kensington, near Allegheny avenue,
Philadelphia, Pa., is a new house, and can be considered
a fireproof theater in every sense of the word. The Iris
seats 1,600 persons, has a large commodious balcony, built
of concrete, with wide stone stairs, and many fire exits. Although the Iris opened a fortnight ago, the last finishing
touches are not completed, and we will wait for a picture
of the house to give a more complete description of the
place.
—J. M. B.
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Last week I included a letter from P. C. H. Hummel, setting forth his methods of working up dramatic pictures in
accordance with the themetic
principles
Wagner. I made no comments on this letter, as I received
it just before sending in my own, and the subject appeared
to deserve more than passing mention. The letters of
Richard Wagner, an(i his biographers, are voluminous on his
methods, but I can find nothing sufficiently condensed to
quote in this page, or in several pages, for the matter of
that. Those who are interested, may find information in
Wagner's theoretical writings, Art and Revolution," "The
Art Work of the Future," and "Opera and the Drama." His
biographers also touch upon the matter, more or less.
Boiled down, it amounts to something like this: To each
important character, to each important action, motive, or
idea, and to each important object (Siegmund's sword, for
example), was attached a suggestive musical theme. Whenever the action brought into prominence, any of the characters, motives, or objects, its theme or motif was sung or
played. Perhaps Brother Hummell can put it better, but
that, I believe, expresses the subject in a few words. Such
a method of applying music to the pictures is the ideally
perfect one, and if it could be universally carried out, would
leave nothing to be desired. At least, such is my opinion.
But to apply it thoroughly, one must know his pictures
thoroughly beforehand. In this, Brother Hummell is foras well of
as coming
industrious.
all, I
read the tunate,stories
pictures,He andBays:
make "First
it my of
business
to see them before they are shown at the places where I
am employed." There you have it in a nutshell. Given an
analytical mind, five year- of experience, and opportunity
to study the pictures beforehand, any informed pianist ought
to be able to get good results. 1 should like to hear from
others on this subject, as it seems, to me, there is much
promising material for thought and discussion.
In addition to his leit motifs, Wagner employed scenic,
or descriptive, music, and tin- idea, too, comes well within
the lines ,.f moving picture mu-ic.
I have touched upon this thematic idea several times in
although I was merely following the old
melodramatic form of attaching a certain easil) '
melody to each of the principal character-. The germ of the
idea i- much the same, though of a Bimple and primitive
form. Those who are familiar with the older melodrama-, especially the English ones, may remember that
the "leading lady" had some pathetic melody, which accompanied her throughout the play.
Likewise, the leading
man. in scenes when he was the central figure. The villain
. in [or lii- -hare oi "heavy" music for his eiiOther music was neutral, or descriptive,nes
■
and action.
Now, tin- idea
applied to pi( ture . though n< I
I under
stand Brother Hummell'i to be, is much the same in esind is the form I adopted on which to base these
I he in.,', ins pi< I
' I »nd to
the point
Its component | ■
fied By th<
ng it, ot which one i usually pred
o
m
i
n
a
n
t
he
'
l
prim
ipal
theme
oi
the principal character, or characl
mu II al |

I irpheum Theater Orchestra (Chicago), accompanied
the picture as follows:
i. Pathetic till scene changes.
-'. Patriotic march ("Daughters of the America-,
tion," by Lampe), this march is played loud for each marching scene, and softly for each sick-room scene.
Continued
without a break, piano and forte, until the old man is assisted out of the ranks, then:
3 Pathetic till he falls back on his pillow, dead
4. Then. "The Vacant Chair," till finish.
If cornet and
drums are in orchestra, 'Taps" (lights out), may be used beHere i- something to argue about.
In Pathe's, " i
boy's Inn.
a dance-hall scene.
In I
ground, some of the characters are playing cards.
In the
middle distance are dancers, and in the background
the
musician — a fiddle and banjo, which plays through
the
scene.
Obviously,
the appropriate
music wou!
sound effect, or something
suggesting it as near!;.
-ible
The characters in front become involved in a quarrel,
the guest- crowd around, almost entirely shutting from view
the dancers and players, although an occasional glimpse
-how- they have not stopped
Which would you
the dance music and play a hurry for the melo-dramatic
situation in the foreground, or keep up the sound effect
of the dance music (which all the characters can hear, if
they listen)?
It seems to me the latter is the better way,
though either would be correct
Y.-u. who have I
tunity of playing this picture, might tell us your ;
and give your r<
C, from
Iowa Manager
(name withheld
notice
a R,
letter
Powell, byin request),
!a-t ismic says:
of the"1Moving
Picture World, regarding the use of a player-piano. 1, too.
find n impossible to engage expert moan
of this size, and my mu-ic. m con-emitm. c, is \rr>
factory.
I have been thinking of getting an automatic musical instrument What would you
automatic
circumstani

m. mu i

omi

ol thi a

i. until the thou
can do i ■ follow the a< tion and not botl •
and themes.
\\ by should you, when the original
t tihei pit ture
hav( ■ pi do
through
l. ui. m' "Hi
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e, 1 holdthere
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!•< ' be 00
I) fill the place of a human

incompetent
musician
music, a seems tne lattei
1 think, i:

be ..in mi keeping with the • bara<
"impre ion," of the picture
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CHURCH SERVICE IN MOVING PICTURE THEATER.
The Rev. Dr. B
Methodist
Church has met the moving picture question .md turned it to
church uses. When most of Mr. Bascom'a brethren were denouncing moving picture ihov
i the pictures and
the darkened halls, Mr Bascora announced
that he thought the shows could be reformed. He had a conference with the proprietor of the Crystal Palace, the biggest
moving picture show in Bound Brook.
As a result, the proprietor agreed to let the church have the
use of his h.ill and all his apparatus on Sundaj evenings at the
hi ng. Mr Bascom came over to New York and went
through the film houses until he had made an extensive collection of illustrations of Bible stories. Posters were put up all
over town that there would be "sacred moving pictures" at the
Crystal Palace, and that Mr Bascom would preach there instead
of in the church as usual.
The place was packed half an hour before the service began.
Never since the Crystal Palace started was there such a crowd
clamoring for admission. Two hundred persons were turned
away. With films telling the story of Joseph and his brethren,
ni preached sections of his sermon, taking the Bible
narrative as a whole tor his text.
FILMS

WOULD

SHOW

NEEDS

OF STATE.

President John R. Kirk of the State Normal School at Kirksville, Mo., would have films made of the operations on the iooacre tract of the institution, showing the modern rural school,
the transportation of the pupils in covered wagons and other progressive methods. These he would exhibit before the state legislature as an argument for needed appropriations. There is no
doubt but that this plan will be cheaper for almost any state than
the junket of politicians with their ability to pad expense accounts.
In addition the whole assembly would be able to judge for_themselves and need not depend upon the report of a chosen few.
F. H. M.
FILMS BEST FOR HEALTH
SHOW.
In urging a health show for Milwaukee, Wis., Dr. T. L. Harrington, surgeon of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad,
declared: "A few object lessons which could be given by means
of moving pictures and explained by competent lecturers would
be far more impressive than volumes of purely academic discussion of the subjects to be treated."
F. H. M.
N.

Y.

HERALD

CORRESPONDENT
WARD IN QUEST OF BAD

OFFERS
FILMS.

$5

RE-

Reporter's Visits to Best and Cheapest Exhibitions Disclose
No Baneful Influences on Humanity.
To the Editor of the Herald: —
I have read so much about harmful moving picture shows and
I have gone to so many at great loss of time and money that I
would feel greatly favored if some one would tell me where I
can find harmful or immoral ones, as I am tired and disgusted
with tell
my efforts.
Here's five dollars to any one for charity
who
will
me.
C. D. L.
New York, Jan. 3, 191 1.
Urged by the holy hope of having $5 to invest in charity, a
reporter for the Herald yesterday fared forth into the broad
highways and little cul-de-sacs of New York in search of the notorious immoral or harmful moving picture show. After a hard
day- work the reporter, being, of course, honorable, cannot hold
out his hands for the $5.
To give a schedule of the itinerary followed in the unholy
search in the holy cause would be tedious, and only charity, which
suffereth long, would bear up under it, but before the day was
spent the reporter found himself standing up in what might be
termed the foyer of a moving picture exhibitory not more than
ten miles from Herald square And what he saw is faithfully
written.
The Wife Win
There was a young married man who had achieved the habit
of going out with other girls. And when the audience saw how
nobly his wife carried herself and what lovely opera cloaks,
trimmed with real ermine, she wore at the slightest provocation,
he was handicapped in his race for popularity. So much so that
there was much polite cheering from those who had seats when,
with the aid of a white haired man friend she resolved to best
him at his own game. In the next act the white haired man
friend and the wife appeared in a gilded cafe, and by a remarkable coincidence the young man and one of the girls appeared
at the only other table in the place, separated from the wife bynothing but a chintz curtain.
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The young man's wine bill was enormous; but the white haired
friend and the wife ordered only little Mack drink, in glass thimbles. The wife made a practice of pouring her drink into a
large tumbler, such as i> generally placed right before the man's
eyes, and then laughing, to make him think she had drank it.
Then she ordered more, and laughed (you could see the whole
thing) until the young husband heard her. and knew the voice,
and making excuses, led the other girl out.
He came back, and after threatening to fight with the chintz
curtain >aw that it was harmless, and plunged through
!
Goodness, what a scene!
They made up. ..f curse, and the other
girl was treated rudely, but the audience got a- many tears for
its ten cents as it could for thirty-five back home
Alas fob
$.=, Hon;
Then the reporter walked up Broadway and spent another ten
cents, which made the possible net profits for charity $4.80. At
this place the audience was investigating the plan to "Make ,,
Man of Jim." The only matter with -Jim'' was that his folks had
too much money. He was trying to correct that by "sitting in"
a series of poker games, and was succeeding so well that Father,
in his comfortable office, one morning received a letter saying that
unless
something
paidwas
on the
"Jim's"
theyhadwould
the
law care
for him.wasThis
first note
Father
heardhave
of the
note, and the way he made faces started several children in the
audience crying. If bis Delsarte bad shaken him loose from the
film, he would have tipped something >>\er.
Of course "Jim" seized this moment to come in. and even the
sophomores in the audience could see that he was repentant.
He and Father shook hands on it. and then he broke the news
that he had no money. The martinet of a parent drew a check
for him, while "Jim" promised never to do it again, but any one
could see as he pocketed the money that he was going right
back to the poker game. He might win it all back— but he
didn't. Father must have bad bis son shadowed, for the picture
of the game was interrupted with a picture of a message from
Father could
sayingearn.
that he was bankrupt and needed whatever salary
"Jim"
When "Jim" went home for bis vacation from the foundry
where he was gaining wealth be discovered that he had been deceived, that father never had been bankrupt, and when he strolled
in through the great marble arches one could see that he was
thinking up mean things to say. But when he got in the parlor
there was Frances, the lovelj telephone girl, whom he had neglected long ago. and she made him see that all had been done
for bis own good.
After this there was the story of the ragged hero who saved
the baby from the fire, and the return of the boy who ran away
to go to sea and came back as Secretary of the Navy, but so
far as this expedition is concerned, Charity must suffer longer
and be kind, for any one could see that everything had been prepared to fit the minds and morals of children

THE

MELODY

(IMP).

"The Melody," is one of those moving pictures in which a
musical instrument plays a part thai very good
chances of augmentation on the part of the pianist or violinist.
This kind of picture is a risky one for a manufacturer to produce, or for an exhibitor to exhibit, for the reason that so
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much depends upon the orchestra in the final making or marring of it. If the piano player plays rag-time while Old Dan
Burns is supposed to be playing the Cavatina or some other
classic melody, it is needle?- to say that the thing will fall flatter
than a pan-cake, and will be crabbed from the beginning. But
if something appropriate is played, the picture ought to be a
joy to the beholder.
"The Melody" centers around an old man character; Dan
Burns. In this particular picture he 1 = the whole show, and
we can say without hesitation that this is one of the best bits
of character "'old man" that we ever saw in a moving picture.
The part of Dan Burns is played by Mr William F. Daly who
commanded our attention from the very moment the picture
began.
The general plot of this story, though old, is simple and strong,
but no matter how old a plot may be, if it is well rendered it is
always acceptable. It deals with an o'd violinist who, on account of poverty, is obliged to pawn s beloved instrument.
Later on, his loyal wife and daughter n nage to earn a little
money by sewing, and the old man goes get his violin back
again. But the money is not enough to pr>. de for the interest
and the pawnbroker will not give him : violin without
the full amount, but allows the old man to play a farewell selection upon his cherished violin. The music according to the
pantomine is supposed to be something exquisite ; therefore,
piano players take notice. If you can't play something good,
don't play at all. The picture can get over without music.
At any rate the music by the old man in the pawn shop attracts
At any rate the music by the old man in the pawn shop attracts
certain passersby ; amongst them a gentleman who had recently
had trouble with a violin teacher for his little girl at home. The
old man is engaged to take the place of the fire-eating Italian.
The pawn broker is so pleased with the music that he hands
back the violin, refusing to accept any money for it, and the
film ends with the old man fairly well started on his way to
prosperity.
It will be observed by this that the plot itself is simple, and
cannot be said to be altogether original But that makes no
difference in this case, because the work of Mr. Daly as old man
Burns is enough to carry it through to success. Never once
did he decend into the mawkish or get on any one's nerves with
any driveling sentiment. He held the interest pen
was the whole show from beginning to end, and no one else
had a look-in. We murmured a word of relief when the picture
was over, that at last some one had come to the front and had
given
a sentimental
without usbecoming
sickly "old man" that was really interesting
gratulate the Imp Companj on the production of what
will be a success.
We congratulate them on having such a
splendid actor m their company as Mr. William F I I
also congratulate Mr Dal) upon being BO g"<>d an actor..
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Bison Co. Saddened by Death.
Death again
the ranks of the Bison Co
This time the grit
Claimed the daughter .1! Mr- Josephine Knowlet, a member
of till I'.l
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ind several
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Clune's Pasadena
Theater.
Mr
W
H dun<
Angeles, owner of a chain of
theaters in this city and the Southwest, 1- bavins
class moving
picture theater built for him in
The theater will have all the latest improvements and accommodations, and will be reads
ut February 1st. Mr. Clune shares with Mr Tally, the
exchange business of Los Angeles and the
Hyman
Opening.— Mr
Arthur
S
Hyman's
"Hvman
Theater,"
and ..;Broadway, opened
December located
22nd, to at a Eighth
large and
theater is strictly lirst class 111 every deta:'
-lightly 111 ex.
I
Independent
re
leases arc shown.
The theater will be reviewed
in these columns at a later date
Mr Myn.uii \ Co manage
the Western Film Company,
taking the entire Independent
him output for tin- city and the Southwesl
New Picture Theater at the Plan
• theater is ncanng
completion
be opened about January 15:

will
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,rd V, Spencer
Biograph Co. Arrives.— The Biograph company, comprisili arrived in tin
after a plea-am uneventful trio The big studio ■
pany will now hum with life and preparation- for big pro-
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that roam the park.
Some time ago it is alleged that one
of the companies
deliberately set tire to a fore-.
cabin in the Government forest reserve in order t
realistic
fire
scene
of
a burning
settler'swhen
cabin.
\\ .
not these rumors are true
will be settled
a further
hearing of the case before the Board of Park
comes up on January 9th. The park in qucthe largest city park in the world It is larger than i
Park in Philadelphia.
Al!
tains, deep canyons, running water, and broken fo t
especially adapted to the production of Western and Indian
pictures.
In this respect, it is probably the most photographed park in the world, because of the fact that «t has
been headquarters for five moving picture compar.
the last three years.
It was the intention of the Park Commission to revoke the permits, but the 1
the picture companies at the meeting plea :
extension of the permits, which were reluctantly granted
Park Superintendent
Shercr and I
were appointed a committee
to draw up strin..
regulating moving picture actor.-, and these will be
for adoption at the next meeting of the Park Board.
Pathe to Improve Studio.- Mr. James Young Deer,
Western producer for the Pathe Company, has ordered the
erection of more studio buildings at the Edendale plant.
It is the intention of the company to <. :
largest and best-equipped plants on the Coast While mese
improvements are being added, a high concret
mission design, will be erected to enclose the studio grounds
The present studio has been in usi
th. The
recentfirst bigpicture
Pathe to Western
release.by "The
the
be produced
the I '<

at
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NE5TOF
"Rarely

Equalled— Never

ENTERTAINING

QUALITY

Is The Axis Upon which Revolves The Successful Motion Picture.
This Axis is Splendidly Developed in
The First Comedy

"THEIR

Hit of the Year

NEW

MINISTER"

Released Wednesday, Jan. 18th, 1911

Length, 1000 Feet

IT IS NOT

IF ITS A
NESTOR
IT'S GOOD!

asion
minister's
mis=
to make

IT PAYS TO
GET
Nestor Films!
1

THERE
is
ROOM
f..r ...... bodj aoi ...-. i.-.l
..ill. Mo, ion Pi. ..
M x I (Mrs
M \ I.IN*.
1 isi . Send
.....
and idlnu
'..
"M'SIOIU.ISI
1 IT 1 ...,.ll. A.
New
York • 111?"

people
he
is,
or is laugh—
supposed
to be, a s o u r visaged, grim
individual, whose
frowning glance

Scene

from

"Their

New

Minister"

appears
totraver=
se the boundless
space and dwell on
the beautiful

shore of that far off, unknown country, whence no traveler e'er returns. Be
that as it may, "Their New Minister" is the antithesis of what a minister
should be. He belies the "holier=than=thou,, expression ; he— well, he is not
a minister at all. He's just a jolly young chap, out for a lark, who sees a
funny situation, grabs it quickly and— this is your cue : Grab this roaring
com ic= film, and grab it now.

DAVID

HORSLEY,

German Savings Bank
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FILH5
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1065 Mission Street, San Francisco, Cal.
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119 N\ Illinois Street, Indianapolis, Ind.
Cincinnati-Buckeye Film and Projecting Co., 309 Arcade Building, Dayton, O.
Consolidated Amusement Co
Rhodes Building, Atlanta, Ga.
Co-operative Film Exchanii<
Atlas Block, Salt Lake City, Utah
Eagle Film Exchange
jj North Ninth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Dixie Film Co
M tison Blam
Gaumont Co
\\! •
Great Eastern Film Exchange
\\<rk City.
moot Street, Bos: 1
II. ft II. Film Service.
' Chicago, 111.
Independent Film Exchange
Independent Western Film
Laemmle 1
-.■.>. III.
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Paramount Film Co
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Last week I referred approvingly to some micro-kinetoscopic
films being released by Pathe: in other words, moving pictures
of micrpsi
and 1 put in a plea for the greater
production of scientific subjects. There is no doubt, in my
mind, that the judicious interposition in a programme of moving pictures illustrating the curiosities and the wonders of nature
when, after all. are scientific Subject! dealing with a knowledge
of the things that are around us. would have a sufficient popularity to justify their production. Still, we must not lose sight
of the dollars and cents aspect of the matter. Film manufacturers are not philanthropists, and they do not put out films unless
the) can see their waj to sell x copies— that is to make money
out of them.
My reference to the necessity, or rather the advisability of
more scientific subjects, raised the question among
friends who are interested in moving pictures as to whether real
solid, basic knowledge was imparted by scientific and educational
films. Much has been said, and is being said, about the film
as an educational agency. It is assumed by many that it is
capable of taking the place of the ordinary methods of imparting
instruction, namely, orally or by books. It is worth while inquiring whether this is the case,

* * *

There is no doubt that for demonstrative purposes the film
is capable of acting as a very valuable educating agency. Take
for example, surgical operations: one of the earliest scientific
uses to which the film was put to was to reproduce for the benefit of students of surgery the actual details of operations. No
doubt much valuable information was thereby imparted. Then
again, one might get from the film a good idea of how a particular industry is conducted, say the cultivation of tea or the
making of boots. Both of these subjects have been filmed.
Biblical history is illustrated by the film. One gets, too, a
very good idea of the geography of distant parts In studying
scenic pictures. But it is only a general idea : a fleeting impression. We know that in colleges and universities, the film is
used for this and similar purposes. But have we arrived at
that stage when the film can be universally used in the public
schools of the country for teaching young children? It does
not seem to me so. One of the authorities of public education
in New York City is quoted as discounting the value of the
film for this purpose. He seems to be under the impression
that the scholars would be more interested in the phenomena
of the pictures rather than in what the pictures are intended
to teach.
There is much force in this reasoning. It must be remembered
that the scholars of the public and other schools are young people whose curiosity only, is likely to be excited by the unique
spectacle of a picture, actually showing motion on the screen.
And it may therefore be inferred that the youthful mind would
be so absorbed and interested in this phenomenon that it would
be entirely unable to grasp the lessons which the films were
intended to teach.
All of us have been to school and all of us remember our
school days. Our school days were times of stress and disagreeable hard work. We had to wrestle with our sums, our
grammar, our history, our geography, and whatever other subjects fell within the curriculum that was prepared for us. Not
one of us, or at any rate very few of us. took kindly to our
school work. We regarded it as the penance of youth. We
escaped from school work whenever we could, preferring play,
field sports, or recreation of some kind. This describes the
attitude of the average schoolboy towards his less< m<
This being so, let us imagine the picture substituted, as far as
possible, for the book. Suppose films dealing with historical
subjects were substituted for history books, would history be
taught better than through the books? Doubtful. The youthful
mind probably would not grasp the teaching. Secondly, it would
probably look upon the picture in the nature of an entertainment, and thus the effect aimed at would be lost Consider the
lantern slide : whenever we at school had a lantern slide entertainment, whatever the subject was, we all looked upon it as a
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curiosity. It might have been intended to teach us but it is
ver> doubtful if it really did It was tin- entertainment, and the
wondersome Bide of the slide thai appealed to us.
1 or these and other reasons 1, and I believe many others, do
not consider that the moving picture will as yet. at any rate, be
largely used for elementary educative purposes. And that is
what I refer to in this article— the elementary side of instruction. The arguments against the use of the picture for this
purpose are strong. On the other hand there is no doubt that
when youth lias merged into adolescence, and the boy has become
the young man, and the girl has become the young woman, the
instructive side of the picture will find considerable scope. Their
minds then have been prepared to reject the merely phenomenal
part of the picture and grasp the essential teaching OX the lesson
it conveys. This brings me to what I think is the true place
of the picture as an educative agency. It is a complement to a
post-graduate course and instruction. In this respect. I believe it will always hold considerable prominence. And by a
roundabout process of reasoning, this brings me to my original
standpoint, namely, that more scientific, educational and industrial subjects are urgently needed.
These cannot appeal to the children in our public schools ;
they appeal to those who have passed out of that stage, just
as advanced manuals do in other branches of sciences. Consequently when we see the oft-repeated plea for the employment
of the picture in public schools and that plea is disregarded one
realizes why this must be so. It comes to this: that those responsible for public elementary education realize that the picture
is not for very young people in its educative aspect, but rather
for those of an older growth who are capable of appreciating
what the picture intends to convey.
GAUMONT
AND ALL "BEATER
MOVEMENT"
CAMERAS ENJOINED— WAGNER "BATTLESHIP" CAMERA EXCEPTED.
On January oth his Honor. Judge E. Henry Lacombe, in
the United State's Circuit Court for the Southern District of
New York, heard affidavits and arguments on a motion to
reopen the matter of preliminary injunction in the cases
against the Yankee Film Company and against William
Steiner, Herbert L. Miles. Joseph Miles, Charles V. Henkel,
and the Atlas Film Company. Complainant's affidavits on
the original motion for injunction had charged infringement
by
use of but
the the
Wagner
"Battleship"
camera
and a that
Brederson the
camera,
defendants,
although
believing
the
cameras were non-infringing cameras, had not been able
to persuade either camera man to disclose the interior construction of his camera to them or to the court, and the
court in its opinion filed on January 3d, had commented on
the non-production of the cameras and had granted the injunction, apparently in the belief that the two cameras were
Gaument or "beater" type cameras. On the motion to reopen, heard on January 9th, the defendants were able to
show and did show the Wagner "Battleship" camera to the
court, and described in affidavits so much of it as was necessary, the camera having been shown for the first time to the
affiants on January "th and 8th. Strenuous argument, too,
was made against the power of the court to impound films
or pictures, even when made on infringing cameras, and the
further point was made that infringement by the Brederson
camera cameras
had not had
beennever
proved,
thatbythethem
defendants'
mont
beenandused
and thatGauthe
injunction against renting or selling the films should not extend to the carrying out of existing contracts, even where the
films had been made on infringing cameras.
On January 10th the court decided all of the above contentions in favor of the defendants, but entered an order for
injunction, apparently based solely on the possession of Gaumont cameras by the defendants. The order, as actually entered by the court, is given below. The order as entered by
the court
expressly excepts
Wagner
camera
from
the injunction,
and all the
pictures
and "Battleship"
films made on
that
camera. It makes no mention of the Brederson camera. It
does not impound any pictures or films, even those made on
infringing cameras, and it does not enjoin the renting or selling or otherwise disposing of any pictures or films, positive
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or negative, in fulfillment of contr
made for
sale or renting prior to the date of the order, even where such
films had been made by the use of any infringing camera.
Defendants gave notice of intention to appeal even from
the narrow and restricted order of injunction entered by the
court.
The affidavits filed by the defendant- showed that the
Yankee and Atlas films are all now made by the use of the
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Up to the prc-ent tune. 1 have not I 1
to "look it ever," and I have come t" the conclus
there i- nothing about
the curtain worthy of recommendation
Therefore, all of the inquine- sent u- will be
to that effect
If tin- curtain cannot
-'.and cxait.
investigation by us, how long will it hold up in a I
In regard to the coatiny preparation-, there i- one in particular that seems
to be very
popular with
the, exhibitors
Thi- preparation 1- called Silvo Kurtain Koat, and is manufactured by the Kurtain Koat Co. 2IQ7 W
Lake street. ChiIVC had tlie merit- of thi- preparation dei:
to me. and it seems to be all th<
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in the letter to ukepc..this manufacturer
elicit any
information, the manager
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Jan. a, Matthews,
I'reeman, Jan.
Wagner,
Jan.Jin.9.
Moses, Steiner,
Jan. 9, Henkel,
Goldin9, and
Miller,Jan.
.Ian.9, 9.Smith,
Henkel,
•,. W
II. Kenyon, .Ian. 9, and after due consideration, it is hereby
ORDERED that a preliminary injunction issue herein enjoining the
defendants and each of them, until the final hearing and determination of
this cause from directly or indirectly making, using or selling any apparatus
containing or embodying, or adapted to contain or embody, the invention!
patented and secured to the i.mplainant by claims I, 2 and 3 of the Re
issue Patent No. IJ0J7 issued September jo, 1903, to Tbom.o
bcing the patent here in suit; and from making, using or selling any
camera like or substantially like the Gaumont or so-called "".eater" tjrpi
of camera; and from otherwise infringing upon the rights of complainant
under said claims of said patent in suit; and from selling, giving away,
renting or otherwise disposing of any pictures >>r tilm^, either positive
or negative, which have been made directly or indirectly by or for them 01
either of them by the use of any infringing camera; except in fulfillment of
contracts specifically made for sale or renting of any such film prior to the
data of this order; and it is further
ORDERED
that any and all cameias
■
ants, or either of ii><
claims of said patent in suit, be forthwith
sel as an officer of this court to be Imp
final hearing of this cause; and ssid counsel is hereby so'
directed forthwith as an officer of this court to 1. cameras and to keep them in his care and custody un
os court; and it is further
ORDERED
thai tl 1 bond I

ins it in- 1

kind.

that

hibitor being enclosed

ORDER.

the Bermudas
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mind a special make of curtain, v.
rather extensively. re^ardniK which we have
inquiries;
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Complainant's motion foi preliminary injunction and for further relief
having come on to he beard on the bill of complaint and the affidavits of
George F. Scull, Mrs. Minerva Mullen, Edwin I. Standish, Joseph F.
McCoy, Charles H. Wilson and Thomas A. Edison for complainant, and
Alfred II. Saunders, Heibcrt L. Miles, \S illtani Sb
Leon Wagner, Charles Meyer, II. C. Matthews, Leonard Day, Karl S
Deitz, Edmund Quincy Moiei and Will. am Kri. -e-Greene for defendants,
and after hearing, orally and by briefs, J. Edgar Bull, Esquire, and Philip
Farnswortb, Esquire, for the motion, and Seward Davis, Esquire, in opposition thereto, and the following affidavits submitted on the settlement of this

Mr.

NOTES.

of u- "which is the bc-t"-"
L'nd<
and preparation-, now on the marl
own,
yet it is aim
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do not
"good picture"
Some desire brillia
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otherwill save them the most current.
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■ res he manuf 1 the different n.u

WILLIAM
STEINER, HERBERT L. MILES A;
JOSEPH
MILKS,
trading under the name
ATLA.- FILM COMPANY
and WILLIAM
STEINER,
CHARLES V. HENKEL, UKRISERT L. MILES \
JOSEPH
MILES.

and
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Wagner "Battleship" camera, and have been for several
months, and the action of the court expressly sanctions that
busine-s as entirely free and clear of all infringement of the
Edison reissue patent i-'037. Tim is the first direct holding of
the court that any commercially used camera does not infringe since the holding to that effect as to the original Biograph camera in the suit against the American Mutuscope and
the Biograph Company.
In the case against the Champion Film Company the complainant asked for the same order that it asked for in the
case against the Yankee Film Company, and the counsel defending that company under the circumstances of the case refused either to consent to or to oppose the entry of the
order, but reserved the right to move to re-ettlc it if at any
time it should become worth while. This the court permitted by adding to the order at the end the word- "Without
prejudice to a motion to resettle."
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"The Fire Department of New York" I Edison I
picture, affording a clear idea of the fin department of New
York, and how it works ["he picture i- .1 companion to
the one illustrating the police department, which was issued
but a short time ago Here, the firemen an seen .it work,
ami while those who have been the New York firemen
doing their work will, perhaps, appreciate it more than those
who never have seen it, > t ill ii will convey information to
the latter winch they could obtain m no other way. The
Uul scene, a fire-boat, with all the streams Bowing, present- a picture which look- almost like a greal flower, the
water rising in white showers, and falling in beautiful >pray.
"A Western Night" (Edison) An interesting comedy.
showing a girl, staying alone in a \\ estern hotel, frightened
when she hear- her next-door neighbor preparing for bed in
his usual vigorous way Hut eventually she decides to inand discovers that worthy gentleman on his knee-.
Baying his prayer- Immediately -he retire-, and sleeps
soundly through the night. While this has been called a
comedy, by the producer-, it seems more like a character
study, presenting one of those peculiar type- which one
finds on the frontier, whether it 1- the West <t the East.
"A Runaway Engine" (Kalenii —This is the film, to make
which, the producer- lea-ed a railroad, and actually smashed
two locomotives. And it is quite as thrilling as the title
would indicate. A j,drl run- an engine to meet the wild locomotive, jumping ju-t as the monsters meet, thus saving the
special of the president of the road from being smashed by
the runaway. As may be expected, the president speedily
withdraws his objection- to his son's marriage, when he
learn.- that this is the girl to whom the young man is engaged. The picture is thrilling, but the enterprise in making
of it< most remarkable features. The acting seems
almost too realistic in places.
"In Intrigue"
(Pathe).
of those
complicated yet
French
historical
pictures,
which — isOnedifficult
to understand,
still
possessing interest, because of the mechanical excellence and
the acting. This tells the story of some Italians who, for re• k the life of Napoleon III, and a handsome uirl iput forward a- the bait by which he and another are to be
killed. But she fails in her part, because she falls in love
with one of the men, and eventually receives the bullet in
her own heart, that was intended for the prince. Such
pictures contain much interest, hut it requires a knowledge
of French history to make them fully plain. So far as the
dramatic and mechanical work are concerned, little fault can
be found with this, but to American- it will be difficult to
understand.
"The Italian Barber" (Biograph) Not worthy of the producers. 1 good material required to represent a
barber, as inconstant to a girl, and -he equally as inconstant, i- expensive amusement. The story i- puerile. The
actors, having no opportunity, do nothing, and the audience
wearily awaits the finish. Such picture- as this, with
Biograph trade-mark, cannot fail to Bhock those who have
looked for the best of all American films from this company.
With their old capable actor- scattered, and weak plays,
acted by poor substitutes for their former excellent company, the Biograph pictures no longer attract the attention
they once did.
"The Evils of Betting" (Pathc). — Repre-ents a man, consumed with a passion for gambling, betting his own money,
and a sum stolen from his fiancee's mother, on a horse that
lost, and his discovery, and disgrace afterward. Probably
the Pathes know why they put this film on the screen.
There is nothing in it to convey such information to the
audience. It is not even interesting. The subject is threadbare, and the evil consequences of betting on a losing horse,
can possess
no interest
audience.
N'o wonder
vaudeville
is gaining,
when for
suchanypictures
are offered
by a
leading house.
"The Land of Monkeys" (Pathe). — A colored scenic, presenting a number of interesting views in the Sunda Islands.
Views of the natives, and the way they lure monkeys from
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forest, a novelty -one of mokeys picking with pictures ol a tunnel from which a cloud of
birds n-e. when the native - enter it with torches, and another
view, showing how the name- capture bin snakes, afford
a fair idea of life and scenery there
"Tag Day at Silver Gulch" (Lubin) Depicts the arrival
of a minister and his daughter at Silver Gulch. As may be
supposed, church affair.- did not flourish in competition with
the saloon, and when a tag day wa- announced, to raise
money to build a church, opposition became pronounced,
ami it meant perforation, with a bullet, to buy a tag. Bill
admired the daughter, and when he discovered her downcast condition, he bought the first tag, and was about to
persuade the other- to do likewise, when the minister arrived. He had other plan-, and carefully removing his
coat, he proceeded to give Hank, the ringleader of the
opposition, the worst licking he ever had. Hank suddenly
discovered that he needed a tag, and he assisted Bill in
persuading other people that they needed tags, too. The
scene of the licking i- one of the best in a Western film for
many day-, and it fairly sets one- nerves to tingling to see
it. The rest of the picture has no particular merit.
"Out of the Past" (Selig).— A love story, told among the
old Colonial surroundings of Florida. Simple and straightforward, the picture contains a gently sentimental series of
event-, which will make it a classic of this type. It faithfully depicts the life and character in that part of the old
South, the days just prior to the Civil War. The scenic
effects are attractive, and the actors perform their various
parts well.
"The Count and the Cowboy" (Essanay). — A comedy which
possesses all the crisp and attractive qualities that are usually
present in comedies from this house. The scene is laid in the
\\ e-t and presents a French count, in immaculate attire, suddenly dropped among the cowboys. Following an altercation he
offers to fight a duel, but when the results of a scheme arranged
by the cowboys to show his opponent killing duelists by whole><ale are seen, he breaks away and barely succeeds in catching
the stage on his way back to the effete East, while the cowboys make merry over their successful joke. The character
studies are excellent. The story is told with a clarity that leaves
nothing to be desired, while the audience does not fail to make
its deep interest in the play manifest.
"The Woman Wins" (Gaumont).— A picture with but little
interest, which represents the fate of a bashful bachelor whose
heart fails him when he attempts to propose. But the woman
does not allow him to escape so easily and she finally succeeds
in enticing him to propose to her. Perhaps the criticism of an
astute manager, who applied it to most recent Gaumont films
will serve for this one. He said: "What is the matter with the
Gaumont plots lately? The photography is unusually good, and
those who understand and appreciate pictorial qualities probably
enjoy these films for the pictures alone. But the plots are
weak and few of the stories mean anything." Unquestionally
what this manager says is true. The two releases of the first
week of the year,
"Artist's
Pay none
Day,"of and
one under
consideration
were the
weak.
In fact,
the the
principal
aims
of the motion picture were attained with either. No exs'paredoninorthochromatic
the mechanicalfilms,
department.
must hepense ismade
the tonal The
valuesnegatives
are so
accurately reproduced, and in the printing department the same
• rcised in finishing the positive. Staging and costuming are under the direction of a master. Yet of what use
is all this when the plots arc weak, or positively silly? The
public will shortly follow the example of the managers and begin to ask why the stories are not improved and will leave the
theater when a Gaumont title appears. These pictures, and
many more of the same type explain why so many theaters are
now offering vaudeville and pictures instead of pictures alone.
The solution of the difficulty is easy — pay more money for
scenarios and get something worth while. .Give your company
of excellent actors something to do and with your splendid
mechanical equipment the pictures will rank among the most
attractive and virile instead of being, as now, the subjects of
indifferent attention on the part of the audience and of criticism by managers.
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"THE SIGN OF THE FLYING A"

AMERICAN

RELEASES

THREE' REELS OF GOOD
COMEDY
ONE. REEL OF SENSATIONAL
DRAMA
COMEDY
Release, Monday, January 16th

u n T red B th replete "** sit
Battered
"The-p^
| -p. . Bridegro
,, 0oms" uations that will make vour audience

u .

I
BIS

_A JJental JJlSaSter
laugh, and laugh, and laugh again.
DRAMA
Release, Thursday, January I9tb

"The^ Bonanza King"
A sensational feature. A reel depicting adventure, love and daring
in an exceedingly interesting manner.

COMEDY
44

Release, Monday, January 23rd

When a Man's Single"

Poor fellow. He had an awful time of it But if you, yourself, do not laugh when you
see this comedy, you had ought to see a Doctor. Honest its funny — funny — funny.

COMEDY—

WESTERN

ff

"O^w-i^'o

TlrmAl+"
OanU
It

£>er lie S

Release,
January

Thursday,

26th

Can you imagine Bertie, the dear thing, and from the effete East, turned loose with a
rip-snorting, dyed-in-the-wool, Western Bandit ? Can't you see the comedy possibilities?
This is the best WESTERN COMEDY EVER released. You ought to get it first run.
Anyway, get it.
EVERY REEL PERFECT PHOTOGRAPHICALLY
EVERY
REEL A FINISHED
PRODUCTION
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men, wanting the same girl, but they do
-.
up, and works
whom he supposes to be more fortunate.
Then coi
falling to
the street below, from which perilous position he
by In- comrade
Then, the rescuer, who believes himself
unsuccessful, ultimately wins the girl
While the picture
is melodramatic in tin- story it tel
nes which
ur, and therefore, has .1 stronger interest
than n illicit oth< 1
; refrains from representing the I ■•■
ething winch deserves commendation. It accurately 1 > r . . t r . 1 \ - the construction of a
skyscraper, hence conveys valuable information, all qualities
which will be recognized as important.
"The
Sophomore's
Romance"
pleasant
- with whom ;i college sophomore,
n where the company played, fell in love, followed
her home, when she left the company, and married her.
With the show stranded, broken up, in fact, by the pranks
Iced dark, but repenting of their cruelties,
Club to help out, and the picture
ends pleasantly.
It is lively, tells its story clearly, but
- no claim- to dramatic power.
"A Child's Plea" (Gaumont) A grandmother is driven
from home by an ungrateful daughter-in-law, but returnin answer to the plea of the child, who want- his grandmother. That i- the whole story, and it i- not too much to
say. that it 1- almost im]
rn the interest in
the film.
not

-ulk.

nor

"The Hills of Corsica"
travelog, giving a
■: of picturesque scenes in Corsica. Many will he
surprised to see the character of the surface of the island,
and how heavily it 1- wooded. Some of the view- are picturesque, and all are interesting.
"Dr. Cupid" (Vitagraph). — A love story, representing a
suitor, turned away by the girl's father, because he happened to be a poet, returning in the guise of a d<
prescribing for the girl, who gains almost magically under
his ministrations. The father consents to the marriage, and
doesn't hack down when the pseudo-doctor removes his
disguise, and discloses the poet.
"The Home of the Seal" (Edison). Interesting view- of
the -eal herd-, on the I'alomina- Islands, off t he coast of
Peru. The scenery is wildly picturesque, with the seals
struggling in the mad rush of water-, that whirl- around
the rocks. The seals climb on the rock-, and then tumble
oft again, quite naturally. The photography of the scenery
and the waters are alike, good: and the pjcture affords a
close view of how seals look and act in their native waters.
"The Gardener's Ladder" | Edison).— A comedy, telling
the story of the disturbance caused by a gentleman, who,
having ordered a young man from the house, when dismaking love to his daughter, jumps to the conclusion that she has eloped, when he finds a ladder leaning
against the balcony, in front of her window. Then begins
one of those destructive chases, in which the irate father
overturn- everything 111 his path, and finds, too late, that
the girl ha- not left her room at all. The young man. now
gets into the fuss, and demands that he be allowed to marry
the girl, on pain of difficulties too dire to mention And
the -ubdued father reluctantly consents.
"Love for an Enemy" (Kalem). — A war story, detailing
the adventures and the love affair- of a Union spy, in the
Confederate lines. The Confederate girl informs him that
he i- suspected, and assi-t- him to escape, which lie accomplishes by swimming under water a considerable distance. After the war. he return- and marries hi* Southern
sweetheart. Melodramatic in it- character, the film is interesting because it touches upon a subject that appeals
to any audience.
"The Twin Cinderellas" (Pathe).- A comedy,
in which
two sleepers are picked up by two policemen, and hidden
away.
Later, come- discovery and a general mixup. most
improbable to be considered as anything more than
a flight of the imagination.
"Dusty Rhodes Takes a Flight" (Pathe).— A trick comedy,
presenting the adventures of a tramp, who makes a flying
machine with a bicycle and some hat boxes, and sail* triumphantly along, despite the effort- of the military and the
artillery to bring him down, until a boy with a pop-gun.
-end- a missle that reache- a vulnerable part of the machine.
He 1- drawn from the ruin- of his machine, and hurried away
to prison
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"Washed
Ashore"
(Urban-Eclipx
iM.nltl
upon two hrotlur-: full ol money, which
washed up by the ocean.
Murder enter- their
fter dividing tli<
sibility in .1 dream, which frightens him
The
their find over to the state, not daring to retain il
of the consequences.
The pictun
ceptionally good, and ti
stion, which the
sudden possession of un<
the interest of the audience.
"Wood Carving in Brien/
\n industrial,
presenting a series of views oi ■> little-known, but unusually
interesting, occupation
.s"m< of tin charming and artistic
reproduced seem almost beyond belief.
"Love Under Difficulties" (Pathe ["ells how two young
upying adjoining places, make love under difficulties
and ultimately marry, despite the obi., moms of their stern father-,
and then return home to discover that these remarkably astute
parents
knew
the time Then
what 1; no opportunity 1
The plot ha- noall strength.
to displa} an> dramatic ability. In short, the observations regarding the Gaumont film will apply equally to this, and many
coming from the Pathe studio. The reason for the
weakness seems to lie in the acceptance i>i -cenarios from cheap,
or poorly paid, writers. The motion picture will never progress
when such method- are followed in producing them.
"The Funeral of Count Tolstoi" 1
cord film,
which in years to come will have a historic value. According
to his request he was buried in a deep wood. Perhaps this film
will not attracts the attention it deserves from the people. Comparatively few understand his life-Ions; battle for the people.
In the future, however, when this picture is seen, a fuller realization of his work for humanity will leave permeated the body
politic and to see the film will be almost like visiting a -hrin<
"The Old Water Jar" (Vitagraph) \n old Indian forsaken by all his friends, spends his time fashioning and decorating a water jar. Suddenly he realizes what a bad Indian he
has been. Scenes of his early life are reproduced, and pass in
review before him. Realizing his sinfulness he adds one more
declaration ami passes on to the happy hunting grounds of his
people.

INDEPENDENT.

"How They Tricked Father" (Lux) He- was an actor.
and he loved the girl. She reciprocated, but her stern father
objected. But making up as a burglar, the actor demonstrate- hi- ability as an actor, and the father consents to
the union The Story i- simple, but well and clearly told.
It ha- no -pecial claim to dramatic quality, but is sufficiently lively to hold the intere-t of the audience.
"The Rival Engine Drivers" (Lux). — A tale of rivalry, between two engine drivers for a girl, which results in a fight
while the tram i- moving, ending in a collision in which the
rivals are killed, and their bodies are found among the
wreckage, locked in each other- arm- The picture is
realistic enough, but seems rather improbable, in that two
men would scarcely permit anything of this sort to interfere with their duties to the firm which employed them, or
the public whose live*, for the time, were in their hand-.
Real life might have an occasional abnormal case of thisort, but they are uncommon
"The
Night-cap"
(Solax).
individual'.cap taketire. He iaroused \byrestless
the smell
of smoke,nightand
turns in an alarm, without finding the fire. The fire department arrives, and fail- to find the tire as well. Then
ensues a scene of wrecking the entire place. When they
are done with the house, the inside 1- a ma-s of kindling
wood. Suddenly one discovers the burning night-cap, and
tin- unfortunate man i- taken to the front of the house, where
the tire i- put out SO vigorously that he l- almost drowned
"Salmon Fishing in Canada" (Solax). — An industrial
which is attractive, in that it -how- some excellent view- of
Canadian scenery, all well photographed, and illustrating the
salmon
fishing
industryi- awell. One
of the are
scenes,
the rapidin a canoe,
thrilling,
and there
others,shooting
which '
are of more than passing intere-t The salmon leaping the
- unusual enough to be attt
"The Misses Finch and Their Little Nephew, Bill" (Vitagraph).—Four old maid-, and one litt'e boy. seems unfair,
yet the youngster manage- to outdo them each tinfe. supplying no end of amusement for the audience. There is
nothing especially noteworthy about the picture, except,
that it i- an excellent illustration of a live boy's trick-.
"Mother's Portrait" (Eclair).— Forced by untoward circumstances, afather leaves h\< wife and child, and goes to
America.
The mother fall> ill, and it 1- necessary that -he
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have expensive medicine. To procure it, the child selR
the family
mother'sgone.
portrait.
the gentleman
his
WhileReturning
wanderinghome,
aimlessly
about, he finds
sees
the portrait, and buys it, but the dealer is unable to supply
any information regarding it, except that a child brought
it. The child, returning to the window to look at it, discovers it gone, but this proves the basis of all their future
happiness, because she finds that the man who bought the
picture was her own father, and the little family i- reunited, with all poverty and suffering gone. The story is
clearly told, and the photography is excellent.

and hubby ha- been in bed a long time. ■•
The horn:'
to promise never t" interfere with his plan-.
"Everybody Loves Father" (Thanhousei
laughable comedy, presenting the predican
had four s
her father, by rc-cuing him
hear, and decide I
*.hing. and
a motor boat wins.
The I
they are all chagrined when they find I
up^et their plans by marrying
the mat.

"Their First Misunderstanding" (Imp). — A long story of
jealousy on the part of a newly-married couple. After noing
through all sorts of difficulties, and trying various means of
getting away from each other, they make up and livehappily ever after. Whether the picture is intended as a
type of what actually occurs in many instance, it i- impossible to say, but unquestionably, the producer had hit
perilously close to facts, in making up his picture. A good
many domestic misunderstandings are quite as silly as this.
The story has the merit of being clearly told, and of being
sufficiently attractive to hold the interest of the audince
from beginning to end.

tention
father.

"An Erring Son's Awakening" (Yankee). — The story of
one of those boys — there's a good many of him — who drift into evil ways and associations, solely through indifference.
Brought to a realizing sense of his position by being arrested, charged with robbing his own father, he i- given a
new start
a -ergeant,
who time
permits
him find
twelve
erty, on theby plea
that in that
he will
the hours'
thief liblie
does, and recovers the money. The rest is a r<
and a different aspect of affairs. The audiem
sympathetic thrill, when the boy makes good, and mentally,
at least, wishes him well on his journey.
"As the Master Orders" (Reliance). \ case of jealousy,
based upon the supposed perfidy of a wife. A jealous woman
steals the portrait an artist is painting of her, after informing the husband that -he i- in the artist's studio. Divorce proceedings, ending in legal separation, and the re
tirement of the unfortunate woman, in a convent follow
S' me time after the portrait is found, which clears up the
Hurrying to the convent, the husband seeks
• the woman to return. At first refusing, a kindly
monk intercede-, and joing their hand-, marries them over.
While the acting in this i- quite a- good a- the piece per
mits, the Story i- not up to the standard of ino-t Former
Reliance releases. It must be admitted that most husbands,
when their wives protested their innocence, would have
It doe- not seem natural that a real man would
go to -uch length- without further investigation; and in
tin- direction, at least, there i- distortion. Such haste i-eldom noted in real lite, and it mars a picture. The courtthetic. In truth, it i- extremely realistic.
The excellent acting fn the Reliance film- make- -uch inconsistent ■ ! more prominent than they would
l>e with indifferent acting.
"An of Arizona
Romance"
(American)
\ clearly-told
itory
the Arizona
dc-ert, with
a love theme
a- a basis,
and the wild section of that desolate land a- a background.
the film will be looked upon as
an important feature, and many audience- will acquire a
new and accurate impression of tin desert, when tins see
thi- picture
"The District Attorney"
district attorney
and not
knowing whose invitation t.. accept t" a ball, she
\i!l accept, th one best versed in rhyme, hei Father t.> be
judge.
While
tune; in his library, a ruffian ei
demandi the withdrawal of a -nit, under threat "i dynamite
in i ,,i tin
jum ture, I
"Dynamite!"
One plunges through the window, while the
the bag ami throws M out trdedI he > oward ii
"A

Tip

Husbands"
(Powers)
\fter .. subterfuge,
plaj p'.ker.
he d,,e-u't
letlllll.
iiiin
Hearing but herwhen coming,
h<
hw n. .1 . M . mes
of a w indow ami .1
starts home in an automobile, hut th, mat hint 1.1.

I 1"

the

:

didn't

"The Only Girl in Camp"
(Thanh* user
of how some -harper- got the entii
town to a hall, on pretense of hearing a
held situation,
them up. thwart
A girl, the only one in ca
the
the
steps, and
crowdhallcovered,
the) ai- new. and no Ol

the

-harp'

"A Letter to the Stork" I Mas)
\ chil
ing the effort- of a little gil
hearted mother by writing t<> the stork. Th<
a weary way inquiring about the
at, but drop- the letter, and it 1- found
mother on her way to drown herself and b<
seeking the place named n
rings the bell, and gOtS "ii In r w
it wa- the -tork. and arrai j
Rut the baby 1- k<
a- a nurse ami all
but a pretty stor) well told, and
comprehended.
"Bill's Widow" it ham]
Rill, after answering the a.herti-ei.
to marry.
The cowboys play a joke up 1
upon him a spurious widow, ami for a tin
and furious.
In the midst ^i it the real wid
ing the parson with her. Almost
spliced, and to stop the uproar about him .
the saloon-keeper that effectually
"Queen of the Prairies" (< oluml
the Southwest in tho-e da\ s which made i.< :
heroines of women.
All the characti
community are there. The cabins, the cowb
early scouts and hunters, and otht r
are naturally associated with the place and the
slatting has been done with discretion, and I
ducer has crowded his canvas .1 bit in som* ;
no more than often occurs under similar ei
the photography is good and clear, and the
only
It wouldn't
take Ions
them minor
The consequence.
picture is a fair
representation

tune

west as n v.
"The Red Light" (Great Northern).
\ -t 1
Japanese war, abounding in dramatic and thrilling
,md depicting graphically intrigues winch mght
prevoui to and during that conflict
skill, and the acting is of the -ort that mak<
duct h.i- worked it out Wltl
cloae attention to the uniti<
actors to do some excellent woik
"A
-mli

■ -111.111Without
1- som< thit
Woman
a Heart" (Powers)
llus represents a woman in ent

return to her life in a dance bail 1 \
ways with.
arti-t
whom she dot - love and WO!
1 ,.d informed bet ! u bat A

to

WE HAVE
See Pa«e

to her,lilt:. and
The

eads her

last

what

it
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SOME

NOTABLE

ECLAIR

FILMS.

with .1 special view of a number of new film 1>> tin*
tirm, it was .i pleasure to notice .i distinct advance in the highest branches of cinematography; it would appear that a special,
determined, and worthy effort bad been made to excel in a
commend
id in thai advance now demanded of
film manufacturers.
The Eclair firm has not
rts to an) one par
ticular branch
of work, or to an)
producing some admirable ph ttographic effects of a nature and
quality it would seem difficult to surpass; the) haw
an impetus to an upward move in scenic, comedy, dramatic and
historical films, in a way which will be appreciated when these
new productions reach the public Among the scenic
views of Jerusalem are ■ ver> interesting and will command at
tention. A traged) entitled "Cain," a scene in French peasant
unusual play, carefull) toned so that the most tragic
part is made acceptable to even rigid censorship.
Their new corned) is full of sparkle and light humor, giving
the best of that vivacity for which our French friend- an so
particularly capable; making a distinct addition to the present
somewhat tame list of comedy now continued with a monoto
ous sameness I lieir newest historical play in the tunc of King
Philip of the fifteenth century is a notable production, the
splendid photographic effects being as admirable as the setting
Of the play.
In the educational field a series illustrative of a French home
and hospital for animals in extremely interesting, as besides its
educative value they form a series of pictures of a kind calculated to both interest and instruct young people. The Eclair
firm is to be congratulated upon tbi- scries and there can be no
doubt that a continuance of productions of this kind will soon
have its effect in the much sought for advance in moving picture
work
SALES CO. EMPLOYEES'
RECEPTION
AND BALL.
The Sales Co., employees are busy with the details of their
first annual reception, ball and picture exhibition, which will
be held on the evening of Februar) 3d at the Alhambra Hall,
126th Street and Seventh Avenue, Manhattan. This reception
will be unique as one of the most representative gatherings in
the moving picture industry. The various Independent manufacturers have each taken boxes and will be present to take
part in the festivities. Every department from the manufacturers down to the supers will be on hand. The principal actors
and actresses of all the Independent studios in New York and
vicinity will lend their interesting personalities to the general
jollification. The Hall is to be decorated with pennants representng each of the film manufacturing concerns. A special feature of the evening will be the music. The committee has
engaged Ferguson's famous military band of Stauch's pavilion,
Coney
Island,that
andit towill
anyone
who dance
has ever
dancedTheat trade
Stauch'sin
this means
be some
music.
general is invited. Admission including lady and gentleman will
be one dollar. Handsome souvenirs in the form of miniature
nickel-plated film reel fob- will be distributed during the
evening.
THE "IMP" COMPANY
INVADES CUBA.
Local color is the order of the day in moving picture making
The Revier Company out in Utah are giving us local color.
The Selig and Biograph plants are working in Los Angeles, and
other companies are seeking "fresh woods and pastures new"
for the purpose of obtaining variegated subjects for the gratification of the ever growing moving picture public.
To our mind this is one more proof, if proof be needed, of
the stability of the moving picture business as a whole. Shrewd
business men have satisfied themselves that the demand for the
picture instead of disminishing is likely to expand with the
growth of the population. Here and there, perhaps, vaudeville
may check its career, as in certain parts of New York City.
But generally speaking, it may be taken that the demand for
moving pictures by the general public is advancing, if not by
leaps and bounds, at least steadily.
Amongst the companies to take advantage of an opportunity
for making pictures with local color is the Imp Company who
this week are transporting their producing staff and plant to
Cuba. Nearly the entire personnel of the company's staff goes
to Cuba, where the negatives will be made and probably sent
on to New York to be printed and the positives distributed
through the Sales Company as usual.
Whatever other construction may be put upon this move of
the Imp, it at any rate evinces great enterprise on the part of
Carl Laemmle and, will, of course, lend diversity to the Imp
output.
There is talk in moving picture circles of other plants being
moved to other parts of this hemisphere.
Some
makers con-
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template moving to Canada; Bermuda 1- talked of; Havana is
.1 possibilit) Anybody who take- .1 map of North America m
his hand will perceive
that Newfoundland,
Nova
Scotia in the
North, besides Canada, aUo offer
Hire plain- One alread> exists m Mexico, 50 that in course
of time we ma) expect North and South America to he pretty
well "lotted with moving picture plants.
Of course tin re 1- nothing remarkable in this fact of manufacturers being located hundreds of thousands of miles from
New \..ik Cit) The apple that we ate this morning was
probabl)
from Oregon;
there 1- no reason
why the moving
picture that we looked at last night should not also have been
made in the -.one distant State. The telephone, the telegraph,
th. aeroplane, as well as the fast railroad are. in modern business
economics, rapidU annihilating time and space; besides there
are many point- on tin- hemisphere where one does not have
to live over a cvdone cellar.
THE FRIESE GREENE
COLOR PROCESS.
\t th« room- of the American
Science on
Tuesday, January 10th, 1911, a demonstration of the Friese
Greene process of moving picture- in natural colors was given
by the investor, who i- at present a sojourner in New York City,
on matters pertaining to current litigation in the moving picture
field.
The Friese Greene process was twice described in the volume
of the Moving Picture World for January to June, 1909. The
reader who is interested in its practical details is therefore referred to that volume for any technical data that he may reWith regard to the results shown: One of the films included
a picture of a little girl waving the English Union Jack which
quire.
we saw in England in the month of July. 1907. We are of the
opinion to-day, as we were then, that this method of making
moving picture in the colors of nature contains the germs of
some really good ideas, which, to be rendered practicable and
commercial, require to be carefully worked out in the laboratory.
Besides this historical picture, the first to be made and shown
by Mr. Friese Greene, there were other specimens exhibited, including adish of fruit, a very short length, which revealed the
colors of nature to our eyes accurately. The large audience
present evinced great interest in what was shown.
ACCEPTABLE

SHORT

COMEDIES.

As a departure from the "rut" or "beaten track" so long trod
by the comedy writers is a welcome change that is introduced
by "A Family of Vegetarians" (Edison) and "Art and the
Legacy" (Lubin). Both are light and sprightly, free from many
former conditions and make at least a distinct change from the
kind now no longer welcome on the screen. May we look for a
continuance along these newer and better lines.
Dreamland Theater, Peekskill, N. Y.— Messrs. Cuff & Anderson who have two photoplay theaters in Paterson, N. J., will
open their new Dreamland Theater in Peekskill, N. Y., Saturday, January 14th. Mr. J. H. Hallberg has equipped them with
a new Motiograph with extra mechanism, a Standard Economizer and 300 Opera Chairs. These progressive young men have
for a long time been very successful in their business enterprises
at Paterson, N. J., and have the best wishes of their many
friends for continued success and prosperity.
The Palace Theater, of Joliet, 111., has been re-opened by
the Levy Brothers and is now enjoying its fifth week of prosperity
under the management of Phil Levy, who, until recently has
been operating throughout the New England States. The Palace is showing three reels of licensed releases, and with the aid
of some good vocalists, is providing a, very good show. The
Levy Brothers expect to operate a chain of Moving Picture
houses throughout the middle west, their main offices to be
located at 823 North Hoyne Avenue, Chicago.
Theater robbery, in Atlantic Highlands. N. J., on January
9th. at the Lyric. Picture machine and all the movables
in the booth were taken. Across the street from the Lyric,
are kenneled the famous Snedeker bloodhounds, that have
done police work all over the state. Perhaps the thieves
didn't know that, but anyhow, the dogs were put on the
trail. The owner of the bloodhounds gets a free pass to
the Lyric for life, if the dogs make good.
Jacksonville, Fla., is to have a film rental agency. The
Seminole Film Company has been organized by the Messrs.
W. K Haile, president; H. J. Palmer, vice-president; R.
■ H. treasurer and manager, and A. G. Martin, secretary The new exchange will fill a long-felt want in
Florida, as the exhibitors there have heretofore been obliged
to depend upon agencies at a great distance. The sponsors
for the new concern, are all reputable business men of
Jacksonville.
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NEW ENGLAND NOTES.
.Mr. Harry C. Howard, mayor of Brockton, has
Statement to the effect that no more "-acred concerts" or
moving picture shows will be allowed Sunday nights. Brockton has always had considerable trouble as regards Sunday
shows, and has, from time to time, been without any Sunday
night entertainments. As these show- are always packed, the
Bouses will feel thi- edict severely. It is hoped that the exhibitors will be able to convince Mayor Howard that these
■hows are perfectly proper, and often keeps folks from indulging in less reputable pursuits.
Sheedy's Theater, Brockton, will reopen very shortly. Mike
Sheedy, the proprietor, leased the house to Mr
Owen-, but has now taken the house back again.
Mr. Charlie
Cook, formerly manager of the Savoy Theater, Fall River,
will be the resident manager.
Acker's Theater, Bangor, Me., was closed tin
January 2, owing to some mixup regarding the vaudeville
bookings.
The house will reopen Monday, January 8. under the same policy of moving pictures and vaudeville.
Mr. William Stecker, formerly manager and lessee of the
Scenic and Palace Theaters, Fall River, lias riled a petition in
bankruptcy. His assets are very small, and liabilities not
over large. The W. E. Greene Film Exchange, of Boston, is
one of the largest creditors.
The Orpheum Theater, Brockton, has been closed owing
to the installation of new heating apparatus.
'ace Theater, Northampton, Mass., has recently
been purchased by ftiessr6. Le Due & Goddard, from Bishop
& Torpey. The former are well known in the moving picture business, as they operate several theaters.
HENRY.
BOSTON.
The Pastime Theater, Washington Street, owned by the
American Automatic Amusement Company. Felix Alland.
President, was closed Thursday. January 5, by the order of
Mayor Fitzgerald. M. J. Hamellburg. the complainant, stated
that on a certain day he bought a ticket for the Pastime, but
owing to the packed bouse, could rind no seat. Hamellburg
did not wish to wait, and asked In- admission fee back. This
was refused. After some arguments, he was removed by
the management. Mr. Alland stated that the man should
have had patience to wait until he could find a seat, which
would have been in a very few minutes. The mayor heard
both sides, represented by counsel, and then ordered the
license suspended for 24 hour-. His Honor also gave warning that on the first complaint that any Boston moving picture theater had refused to refund money, after it was found
that there was no room inside, he would suspend the license.
Upon second or third complaint, he would order the license
revoked.
A notice to that effect will be sent all mat
! -e- and duties of
the State Police, judging from their recent report, in which
they make requests for more money for their work a- regards the general o\er looking and liccn-e- for the moving
picture theater-. They also recommend that a larger license
lired for moving picture theaters
The Olympic Theater, Bowdoin Square, which wa- recently taken over by the Realistic Moving Picture Company,
baa mad.
admission prices. Men are charged
while l.idie- and children may enter for half that
amount
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"MONTY."
Last week Mr. E. LUCKY
H. Montague,
who is well known to our
readers in all parts of the United States, was the guest at a
complimentary dinner tendered to him on the occasion of his
imminent departure for Europe. Mr. Montague was for several
years associated with the Chicago branch of Pathe and more
recently has been connected with the same firm in New York
City. Having terminated his connection with Pathe he has accepted an important position as European representative for Selig
of Chicago, and purposes shortly starting for London to take up
the duties of his new position. The complimentary dinner was
organized by Mr. W. Wright of the Kalem Company, and besides
the guests of the evening there were present many personal
friends of Mr. Montague assembled for the purpose of wishing
him success in his new sphere. An excellent dinner
and in the course of the evening many complimentary speeches
were exchanged Mr Montague, we understand, will be 111 London at the end of this month.
The A. Dewes Company, located at 249 ( enter street New
York, manufacturers and agents tor all kinds of b<
light machinery,
wish to announce
to the moving picture
manufacturerthey have completed
a department
lor the
repairing of all make- of pen'. .rating and printing machines
oi foreign and dot
■'• have made special arplete facilities at hand, the Dewes I
le to fur
ni-h new die- an
the repair woik the
..n comper
rorating and prim
1 nominal cost, I
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WASHINGTON.
I) C
picture business has been indifferently prosperous
the holiday season.
The downtown
houses have

ose in the r t- - i has changed its hour of opening, from ti V M
to i P.M., and n . ■ diminution in receipts has been Irylawski's
observed
The weekly announcements, in Btorj form, ol the Alhambra,
ha^ provei
si advertising schemes of moving
picture houses
Manager Avierj takes the public into his
them what he will tm- them, and he keeps
his promises.
He also invites suggestions, and often his
uested" films. ■ : Manager
anhouser
of tli<- firsl
"t~ notedt"
fiction and plays <m the dramatic
stageappearances
today, reduced
the photoplay atmosphere, are seen in this theater.
The White Poster Service lia~ opened a new department,
rm of the Banner Service, which consists of large
the full Front of a

OBEY
"" WOO

HYPOZONE

YVOOLF CHEMICAL
3

l|ri t„,

Sirrrt

PRODUCTS.

'Phon.

SLIDE

Inc..

•

N.

Y.

CITY

ARTIST

Announcement a Advertising Slides

includesMr vitalWhite
pictures
the film, a lettering,
fancy I'liidisplay.
has ofcontrived
scheme
n have the use of these banners
tninal sum.
This i- the day of fancy and condvertising, in all business, and the moving picture
man can not afford to neglecl attractive display before liihouse

Can Cartoon an) song, ot prepare copy
tor class) ad. My Slides are repeaters.
References \\ith sample work furnished
reliable p:i rt \ . Address,

The word "photoplay" ha- come into general use in tincity, supplanting, t" a certain extent, all the other epithets
that have been used t<> characterize the silent drama Somehow, the manager and the public like it. terseness.

NED CLEAVELAND,

Cartoonist

WASHINGTON

C. H., OHIO

The

Independent Film Exchange
of Pittsburg, Pa.

The Pioneer Independent Exchange ofWestern Pennsylvania
buying the output of the Sales
Company.

DETROIT TO BE CENTRAL POINT OF BIG NEW
MOVING PICTURE
CORPORATION.
A new corporation is going into the field For business, and
Detroit i- regarded a- the mo-t advantageous
location.
Lincoln J tarter. Lou M. Houseman and Otto Melcher,
of Chicago, are interested in the Motion Picture Production Company, as the new corporation i- known. Some
Detroit people are connected, but their names are withheld
for the time, as the matter of picking out a location is up to
them.
IN THE MISSISSIPPI VALLEY.
William Stephenson of Jerseyville, 111., has purchased of H. V.
Porter the moving picture outfit and opened a moving picture
theater on Mam Street. White Hall. 111.
The Ottawa Amusement Company of Ottowa, 111., has been
incorporated with a capital stock of $2,500 to do a general amustment business.
E H. Morrell has purchased a half interest in the Royal Theater at Watseka, III. from William Class.
The Alcazar at Pontiac, 111., will be known in the future as the
Photoplay. The place has been remodeled, with improved ventilating facilities, new fireproof operating room and inclined floor
containing 254 comfortable seats.
The Lyric Theater Company of Carthage, Mo., has been incorporated with a capital stock of $}.20o. The incorporators are
A. L. Turner. William Hyde and B. F. Tull.
A moving picture show was conducted in an old barn in Milwaukee six weeks before the building inspector discovered it,
according to the press of that city. Neither the interior nor
the building had been changed to attract and hold patronage. F. H. M.
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Under the new management of Mr Walker, of Philadelphia, the Paramount
Film Exchange,
of the Independent
continuing it- work in this section, and keeping
busy.
W. 1! Bradley and J. Boyd Dexter, former managers
of the Paramount Film Service, are co-operating in their
own establishment. They are operating poster, rilm. repair,
and general equipment department-, and report a large
fust at present they are in rather close quarters,
but they will soon be located m their new offices, where
each branch of the establishment will have ample -pace
tion. Both Mr. Breadley and Mr. Dexter have
been long identified in the moving picture business.
Tom Moore, manager of the Moore Film Exchange, reid opening for the new year. His recent trips
thern territory, proved very beneficial, financially,
and he gained new patrons for the licensed companies. He
wa- instrumental in cutting out vaudeville acts in small
houses, and substantially proved to the local manager that
moving picture-, and a good signer, was a more profitable
proposition.
\Y II

\\< 1RLD

We have a few choice runs that
we can let out at reasonable
prices.

Write us.

INDEPENDENT

FILM EXCHANGE,

A. S. DAVIS,
415

Ferry

Street,

Inc.

Manager
PITTSBURG.

PA.

E. W. LAVEZZI,
3042 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago, III.
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she ha* not forgot t
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try to bully Ned, wbtch
Ned Mini Jack grow

SLEEP.
GENTLE
SLEEP.— A young
married
man receives an Invitation to a smoker.
It Is bis
desire to accept
smoker, bnt bis yo
•keep Mm at borne. After pootlnj
eelves the iiiea of patting n sleeping powder Into
bis table wine, hoping Unit he will fall asleep and
thus to prevented from going to tbe smoker. By
a strange coincidence the young liusbaml bits
upon tbe same plan and puts a Bleeping powder
Into her tea. so that be may lie sure to attend
the smoker without Interference. The result Is
that tbey both fall sound asleep.
During tbe night a hungry tramp gains access
to the bouse through a window. While searching
tbe larder for something to eat he finds tbe bottle
of table wine containing the sleeping powder. It
looks good to him and be helps himself to a goodly
portion, and Is soon fast asleep In tbe dining
room. The following morning when tbe housemaid enters the dining room to perform her duties
she almost stumbles over the sleeping tramp and
Is nearly frightened out of her wits. She screams
loudly for help, which brings a policeman on tbe
run. Arousing the young husband and bis wife.
She promptly faints. Amidst great contusion the
policeman arrives and arrests the tramp for trespassing. The young couple now see the funny side
sleeping
powder Joke

CHANGING
dashing past?
And If be is privileged to i
work of the firemen at close range, has ne not
something to talk about and tblnk of for a long
see In tbe picture,

besides

Ned

COOKS.— Hie

cook

has

been

the

ring up a western ranch and getting the goats
of the cowpunchers there is going to be something
doing, and the doing of tbe something is full of
interest, to wit: The cook Is not satisfactory and
the theboys
for promises
a new them
"chef."
Tbeyandappeal
to
Lossstrike
and be
relief,
It Is
not long in coming from Sun Antonio in the per
son of a \>
". -ii guy. whom tbey
a hug
|UBt one
lulsb I
it with
The next applicant
is a s.
who falls in love to the eban
cowboy, with whom she elopes
of tbe night.
full list of appllIt seems they have gone the
tl
ui the horizon of decants,
but ii John
I ■ ■ China
puts in an appearance.

t

Jumping into life nets. Most Interesting of
are the views of the fire boats In operation ai
the close of the picture. One of these boats, with
all streams In operation. Is like a gigantic flower
pot. tbe sight being wonderfully beautiful and impressive.
New
York city is Justly proud of its efficient
Fire Department,
and people In all parts of the

VITAGRAPH.
WATER LILIES— "Albertlna" Is filled With the
rhythm and poetry of grace ami motion
Celebrated dancer whose
r ■■ Is widespread.
She
has overtaxed her strength, i- forbidden to appear
in public and is obliged
to seek ijul.-t
iful country
ml comfort.
Next door to Aunt Mary there lives a very
handsome fellow win. has often admired Aunt
Mary's niece and to tell the truth she admires him.
Growing
i
.-n forced
retirement.
Albeit ina si rolls down down the lake where
the water-lilies grow. She pulls a number of the
delicate flowers from tbe water and entwines them
Into a garland which she holds bewltcbingly above
her head. Tbey give her an Inspiration and Involuntarily she pin
lithe and Willowy
form like a nymph of cili

■

She trips lightly away
from
him.
tie zephyr.
thistle-down wafted by s
s arms and from that
Follow ing. he takes her In I '
? held by
bonds.
Fates are sometimes
kind Cupid's
and sometimes
harsh:
In this Instance
fate has decreed
that Maurice
sufTer blindness
from
a lightning
stroke,
which
flashes into his eyes as be stands enchanted, razing
window at a gathering storm.
Albertlna

1 while

Tbe result is thai lack always v
aggreelveneaa
Is needed;
even
at love Jack Is
ihe victor offered
In the conipiest
linrt. he Is
a Job In fortheMary's
coal mines;
fearful of working In the depths of the earth snd
refuses to take it. Jack comes along and accepts
it without hesitation and Ned Is obliged to Beek
etnplo.Miient
In the less hazardous
occupation
of
and Jack 1b
gardener.
An explosion
own Is In a
WhoTbewill
Jack ? Some
volunteer, but hesitate at the mouth of tbe shaft
others are dissuaded by the pleadings of wlveB and
children not to risk their lives. Ned Is told of
Jack's peril and rushes to the scene of the disaster, goes forward, declares his will.
rescue Ills friend. Mary grasps his hands and tries
to thank him. Ned pats her bead and says, "For
bisNed
sakeis and
yours. Into
I will
lowered
the save
mine him."
and finds his companiou injure, I and helpless, ties Ihe hoisting rope
about his body and soon he Is lifted out of the
tunnel and drawn to safety. Another explosion
occurs in the mine and Ned finds himself Im
prisoned In the dark pasageway, a victim to tbe
gradual rise of the water which Is flooding tbe
mine.
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THE
FLUE
DEPARTMENT
OF NEW
YORK
CITY.— Nothing Is more interesting to all of
than the fighters of fire in a great city. Who
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The buggy
approaches and a veiled woman
of fair proportions
... ii ••heiuale" on the place is bow bug
rig like a parcel of mashers.
She lifts

her veil :i
Of appetites.

Her

face

is

the

limit— a

regular

When she get! dinner ready and the bunch sit
down to grub, they kick at the his.n
fuse to eat the stuff she has prepared. She beats
them tn It. and it is not long before she lias them
all eating out of ber band, and she holds the Job
:m.l runs tbe e.-.k shop with neatness and dispatch.
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rith the
It is with

boys and also bUmll
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THE
fath
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GIRL
OF THE
WEST.—
.. a Dick
small Graham's
Western
Betty, Ids sister, assists ber father
sto
attending to tbe
..I in ii inotlierlj sort of way, looking
after Di.k.
The store nets the family
a fairly
and old Graham,
bllndlj
proud or
gives the boy a good allowance and bis
leisure time with the result that Dick falls into
llis games
finally break
him i
g dug

to wor

with an easy opportunity to reestablish
ir without either work or a confession. Dick
* to Join blm In tbe enterprise,
ez knows of a fine string of horses wblcb
might
._ tbe alertness of the
they have
upon tbem and succeeds In
capturing Pedro, although Dick gets swsy. The
Mexican Is turned over to the sherlfT and a warrant Is sworn out for tbe arrest of Dick Grshsm.
It is timely to say here that Betty has for some
time entertained a young deputy, Dan Mnrrfs by
name, and It is Morris who regretfully receives
the warrant and is told to serve It. Duty bound,
lie mounts his horse and rides to t lie Graham store.
but just too late, as Dick has confessed to his
sister and has begged ber to save blm. Tbe girl
iliinks fast and finally. In desperation, dons a
suit of her brother's clothes, and while the father
has detained the young deputy In tbe store, baa
lie will have young Graham If he must demolish
slipped
out door
ai " between the store and the llTlng
the locked
quarters.rides
Just
Betty.
In seen
her brother's
clothes,
by then
the store
and is
Be Of course thinks she is Dick, and after a
scuttle with the old man. dashes out of tbe place,
II- and Is soon in hot pursuit.
Dick joyously listens to the retreat
then after writing a note of good-bye to his father
and sister, in which
be makes promis. his ways, slips from the house, mounts and rides
in the opposite direction.
Morris follows the supposed Dick and after an
exhaustive chase on foot, the girls drops, faint
from
sheer fatigue,
it is then that M
. identity of the rider In I
Is deeplv
grateful
he carries
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horse, andhe asthanks
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ESSANAY.
THE SOPHMORES ROMANCE.— little Flora
Wiggins is stage struck and Is offered a position
with the College life Company,
a musical comedy.
Three months slip by snd Flora, who
with many
hardships
as well as pleasures,
lias
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In Qroaae'a demijohn.
[>lg. goose, turkey ami donkey
-■■ s headache.
Vwailfrom the night befi
He Is In lit
miud to further Ii
prospects
uf
bis rival. When til manuscript of I
effort lias returned
to aau to his agitated feeli i.:s
miicement
in the morning paper of the ••Inking drama
• v alter de Kostrand the hero of
rage knows no bounds and in
fury he demand!
red ink — red as blood — to
ey a telegram of death,
le challenge given Is accepted and the French
difficulty
style.

WILL

IT

EVER

COME

TO

THIS?— Mrs.

and

MARGUERITE 8 BIRTHDAY. — II. fore going out
■ shopping
Marguerite Vandall reminds
her husband,
Arthur
a young artist, that It is
her birthday by writing the fact across the calenbaateni out to pun
Meantime
a
burglar,
who bai looted tbe banker's flat below,
take- refuge In the Vmnlall's store-room,
leaving
part of his booty on their studio table. Marguerite returns and Imagines
that Ibis is her busArthur's return, however,
be
i from the banker
ii gathering op the articles In
• banker's fiat Just bb the latter
the detectives details of his loss.
Subpoint
to Arthur
as the culprit and all
to his flat. Tblnga are looking bad. but
happening to knock over some cases in
I I. and everything
is
slly explained.

are paid off and dismissed by the ranch owner,
Jack Crawley Biding off. they come across Jack's
lltili- daughter, and tying a note to the collar of
tier pel dot- that .lack will never see his daughter
again, they ride off with bei
turn, the note |» found, and an Indian volunteers
to trail the cowboys and bring back the little girl.
.try Is seen as tbe
Indian follows the two horsemen In a long pursuit. Ultimate!] a) tbe top of a hill.
have baited
gel a< their horses
ami drive them awaj
Oi
r the cowboys be then
tackles In the middle or the lake, and manages to
I he other takes the girl, and II Inot until nis last cartridge baa been expanded,
and the Imlian has vanquished Mm in a hand to• all] gives |„ and allows tbe

little
Id sold
BuUd

BIRDS

D

IN

THEIR
HAUNTS — M
WblCh
are all taken
at

gal
clOM

irnlng btrda have to alight on the
Black Backed

. obtain wbieb the
eel il.mn „ rope an. I
having a di
f :;...

-

raited r..r three
I

the

WORLD.

daughter,

the

latter

cattle

bad company,
bad turn
his wallet
"with had
the
the Colonel
*•"■"'
nis little
that blew on" and was rewarded. thisby was
blm
up a cowwhere
she had marked for her dad. She - quietly

they have tbe contents of the
Old trunk.
Waiting till they

wallet hidden In an
are gone away
return she
it
el. tier story soon
and he la
>n his promising to give

Independent Film Stories.
THANHOUSER.

them, and
ior a tune it seems mat their troubles are over.
But the old fascination holds tbe old man. He robe
his granddaughter of the tiny money she has. and
gamble*
it away, hoping to return it tenfold.
f eourae.
Then the men who have robbed the helplaaa old man
urge his to steal from
his benefactress. He finally consents but Is saved
from that crime by Little Nell, who sees that tbe
only way to save him Is to fly with blm from
temptation So the feeble old man and the delicate
child become wanderers again.
When Neils strength is exhausted she meets a
kindly schoolmaster and appeals to him for aid.
Then Bhe falls unconscious at his feet. The schoolmuster. although poor himself, takes tbe pair to
his own home. But It Is too late to
Wan. lei lugs and privations have sap|ied ber vitality, and she dies. Her grandfather, broken
hearted. Is found Ufeleaa on her grave a few days
The
lesson that Dickens
teaches
lu this
.i —
n-ted thai
for thegambling
I
t noble of purposes.
BERTIE'S BRAINSTORM— Bertie Fawcett la a
dudiah chap, who believes that he has won the
heart of May Vernon, the belle of the co-eds.
I f»T, regards Bertie as very much of
a Joke and is In love with Jack Mace, who is
her Meal of manly beauty. May's father has no
objection to Jack, personally, but does not propose that the daughter he Idolizes Bball wed a
weakling or a ne'er do-well. Therefore, be tells
May In a letter that If "that young man wants
) marry you. be must show his ability by earning
living during i
I'nfortunately for Bertie, be sees the letter, and
egotistically
lumps
lo the conclusion
that he la
the |,,-is..fi referred
Blake's
accepts
Blake
youth

house, tells the surprised
that be
May out oldt.. man
the offer, and starts
.
uralh
bj
.»er
hav
Ms auger
has

Bertie
easy
as
• table

Jumped

al

lat
tfinds
aoiim t

earning

s

lit lug

1.

a, partlculai i

a id

a

a fop
1- I.
W,
a bill
|
1 ling
target
lu

falls
at

May

baa

a

bawba

Bj

LOVER S TRIALS— As the result o fa game of
beautiful Mabel, whose Pa la
..n.i until he finds Fred be• 1 into a ginuiill by two friends who
Pa. er breaks
the lore
euroom, but
Pith the aid of a ladder Mabel
poleenian
cbas?s
the couple
le. are i married
and
thinks they
a hile,
•al burglars bare
ber

Jewels.

1'a

The tramps are captured.
Pa I
Is nothing left for blm to do but

THE OLD CURIOSITY SHOP— An old man.
keeper of a quaint curiosity shop in London, lavi is love upou his granddaughter. Little
Nell, tbe only persou in the world for whom be
really carea and who really cares for blm. Poverty
galls blm, not because of himself, as his tastes
are simple, but he wishes to see Nell surrounded
by every luxury. And be finally believes be has
found a way to make her wealthy.
His few acquaintances wonder what it is, for
he talks mysteriously yet happily of his plans, hut
his secret Is only found out by accident. He Is
alwuys with his darling's name upon
his lips, for be cannot see how the blind Goddess
can withhold ber favors from one so lovable as
Little Nell.
But the result of bis gambling la the usual
■ — n loses all. and is finally left wltbout

t
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married couple .,f 1920. They first appear I
Brown dli
the kitchen with
table. One of (
Brown boys, a timid creature of 13, and makes
the p'*ir dear cry Mrs. Brown, dressed lu a very
masculine costume, comes In. sits down at the
table and pours her coffee. Mr. Brown waits on
ber. tremblingly Site tries to cut the meat, but
It Is too tougb. She declares the coffee Is cold,
gets angry and scolds Mr. Brown. That poor man
bursts into tears and flees to the kitchen. Mrs.
Brown rises angrily, takes her overcoat and Derby
■nd goes out. slamming the door. We next see
Mrs. Brown at her office, where she is very attentive
to a lady-like young man. her stenographer. We
tee her at the club, smoking and playing cards
with others of her kind. We see Mr. Brown at
borne making beds, sweeping, washing the clothes,
banging them out and gossiping over the back fence
with another man who is similarly employed. We
see Mr. Brown "up against" a problem that
some present-day women. He stops his
wife, one morning. Just as she Is leaving for the
clothes and i
bis i
■ for money
I
and plead! with
Mrs. Brown laughs and snaps her fingers
get i
out, slamming the door and leaving |s>or Mr. liro
["hen, d.-ar. sweet,
Willie Brown
d won by a handsome
young
worn;
whom bis mother brings home and Introduces, and

MOVING

THE
GOOSCREEK
CLAIM
John Price, an obi
miner and I. Is daughter Bessie, run ujion a rich
placer.
One day. while panuiug
for the precious
metal,
he slips, resulting
In Ids Injury.
Draw
lug a map of tbe surroundings on bat handkerchief at his dictation,
they pack
up andthey start
■'..•a roads
betaaj campPierreof and
two
. aaadlan
named
the Other
Dawaoo,
they
are
given
Pierre's
unsociability
Is noticeable,
but Dawaoo
offers Ms pack horse to the limping old man.
in
departing,
tbe handkerchief,
wltb
the map
la
• I Plane finding It. steals his fellow
- the pair.
Ills opportunity
. :« left alone a moment, but bis advances
are repelled.
The handkerchief Is shown
her
whereuiwn
she offers to
shoot,
but
Is orerpowered
and
taken
prisoner.
Bound
and gagged
she is absolutely
within
Ids
power.
However,
while being frri-.i long enough
e seizes s firebrand
and lashing
ber
captor across tie ey.-s. temporarily blinding blm.
makes her cs.-a|ie.
Pursuit
follows, however,
sod
Miner Price returns, and finding bl* daughter
missing, retraces Ids steps to the camp of Ibos*
that befriended blm and learns of the steal of tbe
Canadian, l-.th taking up tbe bunt. Tbey come
Upon tbl rtUtaa
reaches
the
brink of i' ■
the i
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staring
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has
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HIS FAITHFUL
- Inablllt]

!■
in- l.aili.

number,

in

-

calls np Hiram at thi

brought down
the 'phone and
1 of tolUll.ll
Fred aud the balance of Itolil. end nf tin' wire In their Lath costumes mul Elbe.
Hiram and tbe t.al.y at tba other, .ill In .lis
hat. Hie. Then Ralph Is brought to the 'phone, be
lie mid lln' baby lalk to bin.
,]n to come home.
Willi.- iui|iii 1- .1
- 1 collection for the baby, uhlrb
pi ■■■■•
mul enclosing the bUli with the lockel In en
llier-ted to tbe I'bild. I bey band ll to
Ralph and wish lilin "Godspeed."
raining his wife's lore snd
■porting life
tl|i bj "Ire. lie
THE DREAM.— Will Herbert bus an effect
wife, Nell, bill be lias crown weary of ber '
ways and lout's f..r excitement.
A typ.wrl
his employ named Hess, finally catches hi
to the extent that he not only flirts with he
one evening askes her to have dinner wltl
at a famous road bouse ami eufe.
tpta
the
iiiTltatlon.
Will
ilrin
great deal more champagne
than

l.v

Wokl.D.

till i r v

ad, and begs
s.| IiiT father

ll..- 11 rrl\ .1 1 ..f lu-r

FURNITURE.— Owing

■

I..V.T.

1
..ff with

1 in his ■1own .aipels.
r.«uii bill
when biir.ilthe articles
r.nis.- theinsehis
up and beat
a hasty
retreat
through theand .ii*.r.
Tbej ar.. joined by the other
1
..f their old h.nne.
Meantime, Harold has arrived
ai his empty attic, and prepan
leea night, with bis boy aa ■ bedfellow.
At that
moment
■ broom entera, sweeps the floor clean,
and the carpets, tables, chain, etc., fall into
their respective positions. Harold wakes up. and
for a moment believes he is dreaming, but eventually convinced, repturonsly kisses a chair. In re
ward for the faithful nnliir.' of his furniture.

lately ■

PAINLESS
EXTRACTION. — Poor Jack is 1 niles-. and wondering
bo*
he can make
a little
money, when he OTerhean the con?eraation of two
gentlemen, which gives lilin an idea: '■
Is telling of a new discovery
by
listens Intently:
He learns that the nami
new narcotic Is "Rapid," and lie also notes
address of the dentist who Is using I' '

In spite of all Jacks
off the track, he is r
wverel]
punished for I

ast

captured,

girl

whom
il. and

pre

I a message t
Ilera
Lord Kllgi
ship reacln room at the headquarters
of n
1.
to the boose of Alice, who net
awaiting
tbe arrival of Lord
reck
il. however,
without
the
lord Kllgori
•■ wonderful
lakes advantage of Villlers absence from the r
iter a pencil and paper, upon w;
1 lalnl Ing Alice of his pll
Ihe dog. with human
Intelllgi
Alice,

having

been

car

happily.
tbe

Just as the dentist la .-iIh.ui to administer tbe
Rapid."
Jackthetakes
the Instrument
hand,
and
forces
doctor
to receive from
the his
narcotic.
Jack then waits for a customer: soon one makes
his appearance, and Jack administers the sleeping
draught, and then gently relieves the dentist and
his patient of their pocketbook and other belongings, and makes his escape.
Soon afterw > thief.

■ him.
" She waits patiently t
il at last falls
asleep.
u in and Been at last leave the cefe. H.
me.
Nell greets
him
affectionately.
I
ats her cruelly.
He shoves
the cake

ihe

A REPORTER S ROMANCE— I
magazine
writer.
lroiu 1 be Managing
Editor requesting her to sec
a story depicting Hie life of the Underworld,
it
Itriiwnsoi) determine- i" get the necessary data
tlcle by disguising herself 1
She begins by entering a cheap saloon
lower East Side.
While there she discloses
-111
' money, which attract* the attention
-sop. a habitue of the place.
Gessop persuades
troduces tbe daring Editha
young tov go with her.

on the
a large
of old
Mother
and In-

and
while Editha enters the place.
v- she Is about to rifle th
fe she is lnt<
Surprised
rnpted by Bert King, tbe
engaged in such an .*•, upatlon. Kin

is table,
tired she lights i
cigarette and tells 1
and removing her weddlnK ring.
1 rises and leaves tbe 1
blindly 1 lows. Out-iii. . she i- Ji
lanilsouie man who helps her into an
mobile, and away they go.
Will follows in another machine and sees
enter the same cafe and sit at tbe same
he had occupied with Hess. Will stands near
and tears his hair in impotent rage, but
notice him not aud grow more and more hilar
Finally, he can stand It no longer nn.l rush,.
home. Placing a revolver against his heart,
the trigger and frills upon the couch.
awakens
lying < tbe floor 1

generously

leart Is filled wl
Is own misdeeds.
■allzing her tru«
pardons

! neglected

cake

LUX.
A DREADFUL DILEMMA.— Jaeh is much In love
with Julie. She Is very fond of her sweetheart,
but cannot resist tbe temptation to enjoy a mild
flirtation with I gamekeeper. Julie's father is
not averse to poaching, nor Is Jack, and the two
men take their guns and wander off. Separating
In the forest. Jack Is stealthily eret
when he perceives his sweetheart talking to tbe
keeper. Tack follows him. unaware thai Julie
has seen lilin mid stands, with hlan.-hc.l
trembling,
waiting for the tragedy she Is [ion-

sign ..f life, "hen suddenly a heavy band is laid
on his shoulder, and turning, he finds that two
keepers have arrived upon the scene. They at
once accuse him of murder, producing his gun.
with one barrel discharged, as ample proof. The
old man Is dragged away. Just as Julie appears.
and though her father appeals to her she keeps
silent for the sake of her lover. It is a terrible

Col.. In a 111 of rage, calls one ,.f his soldiers.
and orders him to kill that fly or serve four
days in a cell. Plt.ni. the soldier, sets to work
with alacrity, determining to kill the fly or kill
himself in the attempt. In mid out. up and
down, here and there, the By leads a merry chase,
but at last. aha. he has alighted on the Fire
Alarm Box. I'll. m realises that be must use great
capturing a fly upon such a precarious
refully taking off his slipper, he
I slap at the offending
'
' 1 enough willi all his gentles. -111.- glass is In.. 1 they And out Thatthe Pltou
flreand take their
pounce
I'
gentle upon
-manner.
Hut
what
ci
Pltou?
He lias the fly : Proudly be returns to
uniir-i-' ■-■
illle way. In let the Colonel 1 p at the captive
Oli. Horrible Fate! The fly lias escaped before
their very eves: The fury ..f the Colonel Is not
to be imagined and four days on bread and water
awaits our faithful friend'

GREAT
THE

TRUNK

NORTHERN.

MYSTERY.— The

Count

Teleim

he drugs his L
placeslegacy.
bim i He keeps
- , the
the
c it bound in the trunk but gives bim sufficient
food to keep him alive. The Countess lias a
vision of her husband being 111 used and forced
Into the trunk by the servant. She visit* a detective and tells him of her vision. He takes up
the case, and traces the false Count to hi- hotel,
follows him on hoard ship and by a ruse obtains
access to the cabin. The detective finds the imprisoned Count, and gets Into the trunk himself.
The villain drags the trunk to the side of the
rrsnrl. and Is jURt pushing it into the sea. when
the detective Jumps oat, arrests the swindler, and

1 discloses
to him
it.
11. sidetracks
the police
and Edltha's
allows Ed:
and live happily
10 depart.
Hen
subsequently
sees Editha '
and thro*
md
the burglars ire arrested
uome:
they man~

AMERICAN.

demented by Indignation and a
wife and his Eastern home si
Fe. Tbe their
cowboys
aWlther's
mark ofranch
him atuntilSante
he learned
tricks, made
and
then, they all bore his marks.
After several months, a telegram came to him
from home. Its contents was startling, and be
started The
away
for thought
the train
Billy thief,
Wlther's
horse.
sheriff
him on
a borse
but
the telegram was a passport and he was allowed
to ride afler the limited, which was Jusl palling
.lit He leaped from his saddle to the back
platform of the train and was met 1
ductor. The telegram again secured his passport and he arrived at his home In all his Western
regalia.
Bounding
up the front steps, he burst
Tbe nurse entered, bearing
and
up to an
his Infant,
wife's bedro
happy
tenderfoot's little family was rounded
with

, and In ohserv

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD.

tod Dave, who is full of red Western blood, is a
I worthy representative of tbe type. He takes tLt
.law Into bis own bands and tbe girl at the samt
I time.
Thej
are
married
and
la
due
time
per
•Bade
tbe old gentleman
tbat
it is up to bim
tc
grant
bis blessing.

I,

bring*
old

a

letter

addressed

, finds it is a plan whereby
oung
folks
will
elope.
In anger,
he
to kill
tbe
lover
If be
comes
near
The lover comes to see tbe sweetheart
0 prevent
it. but
is won

i
of
the
tells
tbe
and
over

:,
bidding
._
When
tbe him"
girl comes
on Henry passes his
• .f the lover and tbe girl be
Indignant and leaves. The father comes
:o see bow
his plan
has worked
and
is told
> lover
tbat
lie is going
away.
They
shake
and
the Squire
is given
a rude
shake-up.
•cepts
an
apology.
Meanwhile,
offering
the
> pinch of snuff, Henry knocks the box from
ind and
be leaves
in anger.
The
lover
is
Henry
tells
of a plan
to
s.r. him
will tell the
re a stor
it. Tbe
and
e story,
in «
n tl

<,)l\"u ;'.?

.

proceed tell
ter 'orga.,d
Ives t

marriage.

i1

tbe

li-

Ornamental
Theatres

NESTOR.
THEIB NEW MINISTER.— I.Ike Peter Pan, Jack
absolutely refused to grow up. His six feet and
five and twenty years made not tbe slightest difference! In spirit be remained tbe same mischievous
boy aB of yon-. Small wonder then that when he
arrived at L'nclc Jim's, whom lie had not seen for
ten years, and waB mistaken for their new min,< he should have instantly decided to
have a little fun with the dignified church com
mlttee
who met
him
at the station.
With much pomp, they escorted blra to John
8cott'B. tbe minister's boarding place. So the next
day when that worthy returned borne with Just a
drop too much, .Jack read the old man a severe
bctnre on the evllB of drink, then demanded the
bottle and calmly drank its entire contents before
the eyes of the astonished John. Tbe pack of
nnls which the bewildered man dropped as be
pulled out bis handkerchief caused Jack to follow
hit boat that evening, even without Betty Scott's
advice. And great was his glee In beholding the
Maid committee quietly enjoying a Utile game of
poker. To their amazement tbe young man Joined
the game, and proved such an apt pupil that not
only did he win everything In sight, but also secured an I. 0. IT. from
Hiram
Jones.
It was by waving this I. O. U. over tbe grouchy
old I, art, .dor's head tbat Induced that Individual to
hnv
Amanda
BnlgglDI
a ticket
for the Tripe
sup> benefit t
ked antipathy
to
Miss
Bnfggini
ingaw- his tormentor an idea. So writing tbe lady
a note In which he congratulated her upon a
mythical inheritance, he handed It to Hiram to post
and calmly awaited results. Nor had be long to
wait, for scarcely bad he and Hetty seated them
gglna and her DOW
ardent Bdn
-elves to be married. Hardly aide to keep his face straight, Jack
put them through the most ridiculous of mock ceremonies; then fled Into the
*,.. ,„,!>
•
fronted
by
the
real
minister
and
an
Indignant
mlttee.
Jack's
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If vou are In the Market for

to toil bli »if.- aboot II
John .lid not rcallaa
oat,

"hand*
rob

up," nor maid
did
telephi

b<In -

•

ilng l
boldl

. . John

-

Hanee cried like ■ baby when na beard the little
one tell her father be irai nol ■ bnrglu bnl the
mini irho had tared her life that l>.i \"ii think John went
back t" :i cold nml
.11' Not ,.n v..iir life. The kl.l'a mother
hhl him a«5)' until the |M.|lre eanie and went,
without
their limn
><■ him a

| is the Keynote of TRUST existence.
E Slander and ahuse through under- strappers, their stock in trade.
(Treachery is rewarded while
■J honesty of purpose is condemned.
K The
unlawful
Combin
D if j

BE

rill

INDEPENDENT
TRY

SVVAAB

THE

FILM
SERVICE
338 SPRUCE STREET
Philadelphia, Pa.

CO.

Oaorge Ouprec
John A. Mac!
'Phone 114 Bryant
Gaiety Amusement Enterprises
Theatres Operated, Leased, Rented, Sharec
Attractions Furnished
IS47 Broadwa> (iaietj Theatre Bldg

ADVERTISING

:

ANNOUNCEMENT

SLIDES

Genre"
Transparency
507
N. Clark
Street Company
Chicago

"SILVERLICHT"

LIGHT
EFFECTS

SECOND
HAND
FILMS

UNIVERSAL
ELECTRIC
STAGE
LIGHTING
CO.

Write to the largest and most nS
liable Dialers and Importers of
these goods in the U. S.

International Film Traders
German Savings Bank Building
I 47 Fourth Avenue,

INDIANA

EXHIBITORS

.M.inv other tenure Hlnis Cot rem
Royal Amusement

YORK CITY

FILMS
FOR

Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

SLIDES
ers. Men ton tats paper, and we will mail you
five Anne uncement Slides for $1.
Send for
catilog if
haven't one.
Plain advertising
Slides 50c you
. each, artistically colcred.

NIAGARA

NEW

SLIDE CO

LOCKPORT,

N.

RENT

New Films High Glass Service
The Pioneer House, With 8 Years'
Experience and $250,000.00
Back Of It

Y.

It'rire To-day for Terms

EUGENE

CLINE

57 and 59 Dearborn St., Chicago
Insure yourself against burned off lead wires
by installing a pair of Stirling terminals.
Positively the best terminal ever devised for
motion picture arc lights, guaranteed to prevent
burned off wires.
We claim this to be the simplest
B|yinand most " practical

T

Little Giant Carbon Sharpener

$3.50
bon expense.

Extraordinary Features An: iSla^nSbuitJ:

New principle— Twibe
removed instantly for sharpening.
which ci '
SPECIAL
H x 12 Pink Label Electra carbons MOO per 100.
Moving Picture Machines. Dissolving Stereopticons M5.00 up. Oxy Hydro. Gas. Gas Making;
Outfits; all Supplies and repairs.

RALPH J. GOLSEN SUPPLY CO.

ERHER'S

ALUMINUM MOTION PICTURE CURTAIN
84 Wabash Are., Chicago

MANUFACTURERS

St. Louit, Mo.

40 Dearborn Street, Chicago

THE

LICENSED

BIOGRAPH.

The Cowpuncher's
Glove (Dr.)
1000
The Winning of Miss Langdon (Dr.).. 995
The Life of a Salmon
(Ind.)
440
Amateur
Night
(Com.)
550
The Captains
Bride
(Dr.)
10O0
An Old Silver Mine In Peru (Ind.).. 250
A Mountain
Maid
(Dr.)
750
Pigs la I'lgs (Com.)
1000
The Red Cross Seal (Dr.)
The
Police Force of New York City
Scenic
995
. 21 — The Joke they Played on Bumptious
(Com.)
990
. 23— A Christmas Carol (Dr.)
1000
. 27— Flora, the Fruit Girl (Dr.)
1000
. 28— A Family of Vegetarlana
(Com.)
990
. 80— The Romance of Hefty Burke (Dr.).. 1000
. 3— In the Daya of Chivalry
(Dr.)
. 4 — Sleep, Gentle Sleep
(Com.)
. 6— Fire Dept. of New York City (Sc.)....
. 6— A Western
Night
(Dr.)
. 10— The Test of Friendship (Dr.)
. 11— The Home of the Seal (Scenic)
.11 — The Gardener's
Ladder
(Com.)
. 13— The Link That
Held
(Dr.)
. 17— With Inn
1000
. 18— Unda's Birthday
<;ift (Com.)
995
. 20— Mike the Miser (Dr.)
99«
. 24— An Eventful Droning
(Dr.)
1000
. 25— The Lover and th- '
. 27— The Bin. I
[Dr.)
lOoo
. 31— The Try Out (Dr.)
995
E8SANAY FILM CO.
'. 3— "Circle C" Ranch's
Wedding
Present
(Com.)
1000
>. 6— Love's Awakening
■ I'r )
1000
. 10— A Cowboy's
Viudkntion
(Dr.)
950
. 13— A Tangled
Masquerade
(Com)
1000
. 17— The Tenderfoot Messenger
(Dr.)
997
. 20— The Greater Call (Dr.)
'. 20— Hank
and Lank
(Coin.)
. 24— The Bad Man's Christinas Gift (Dr.) 1000
■. 27— Girls will be Bora (Com.)
1000
. 31— A Gambler
of the W.-t
(Dr.)
looo
. 3— The Redeemed
Criminal
(Dr.)
looo
. 7 — The Count and the Cowboys
(Com.).. 1000
i,,.... - Hon ,, . :

. I I The '•id •■' 'I- W< D
i

Alliens

.

Ih.ll.m

• si

. 7— The Billy.
Old

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

20—
24—
24—
27—

The
The
Cain
The

Old Home
I
and Abel (Biblical)
Adventureas
(Dr.) (Dr.)....
Wins

I
■

14—
21—
21—
28—
28 —
4—
11—
11—
18—

A Lock of Hair (Dr.)
Washed
Ashore
(Dr.)
Wood Carving at Brieni (Ind.)
By The King's Order (Dr.)
G. MELIE8.
1— Pala
(Dr.)
8— What Great Bear Learned (Dr.)
15 — Old Norrls' Gal (Dr.)
22— A Weatern
Welcome
(Dr.)
29— In the Tall Grass Country (Dr.)
5— The Crimson Scars (Dr.)
12— The Owner of the "L L" Ranch (Dr.).

\\

992
749
253
676
332
650
S48
978
670
320

16.

Tuesday,

January

17.

January

It.

D

Patbe— Trail.

'

•-

:
Thursday.

January

19.

II

Friday.

■dim MDfl

January

00.

■

PATHE.
21— The Runaway
Motor Car (Com.)
555
21 -Mai
(Joes Skiing (Com. I
430
23— The Luckv Charm (Fairy Tale)
607
IS— Betty's Fireworks
(Com.)
394
24— Sunshine In Poverty Row (Dr.)
1000
26 — The
Atonement
(Dr.)
656
2«— The Bowline Fiend
344
2S— Running Away From a Fortune (Com.) 540
28 — The American Fleet In French Waters 125
2S— In Full I
881
30— Catalan, the Minstrel ll>r.)
768
30 — Carnival of Japanese Firemen lo Toklo
280
1000
vill.-oat (Dr.)
2— Dutch
Kids
(Be.) iiii'f (Dr.)
Inti Igtui

January

Wednesday.

Bi. .graph-

980
980
980
980

Monday.

■

168

Death of Admiral Collgny
(Dr.)
On the Mexican Border (Dr.)
Reggie's
Engagement
(Dr.)
The
Little
Matchseller's
Christmas
(Dr.)
Scenes In British India (Sc.)
The Tyrant of Florence (Dr.)
A Chamois
Hunt
A Mexican
Romance
(Dr.)
Coaching
In
Devonshire,
England

(Di

270
995

URBAN-ECLIPSE.
(G* Kleine.)
7—
5—
8—
14—

J,

- :■

(Com.)

I— A Simple Bustle Tale (Dr.).
'—The Sealed Letter (Dr.)
r— A Water
Contest
(Scenic)

Water
i
Hero

--

(i -An

D

KALEM

II.t

WORLD

001
«™
410
57e
998
998
994
558
410
994
682
311
992
998
993
392
005
996
089

2—
6—
7—
7—
9—
13—
13—
14—
16—
20—

Elder

PICTURE

. ao— Crasy
A. ; ■ . 31— Where the Winds ISkiw (...
. 3— All Is Fair In Love and Wa.

.
1— Effecting a Cure (Dr.)
5— A Child's
Stratagem
(Dr.)
8 — Turning
the Tables
8— Happy
Jack, a Hero (Com.)
12— The Golden
Supper
(Dr.)
10— His Slster-in-Law
(Dr.)
19— The Lesson
(Dr.)
22— White
Koses
(Dr.)
22— The Recreation of an Heiress (Com)..
26— Winning Back His Love (Dr.)
29— Ilia Wife's
Sweethearts
29— After the Ball (Com.)
2— The Two I'aths (Dr.)
5— When
a Man Lores (Dr.)
9— The Italian Barber (Dr.)
12— The Midnight Marauder
(Com.)
12— Help
Wanted
(Com.)
)•;— His Trust
(Dr.)
1!)— His Trust
Fulfilled (Dr.)
EDISON.
I
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

MOVING

RELEASES

Saturday.

[Dr.]

January

•'

21.

Tiisodsj

CO.

■ I•

India

M..II..I

ivald

Ward

(Dr.)

Maiden

I

.1000
.1001
. . 1155

•

.

I

(Dr.)

I .stlrri
29 — Justinian
0

lt.im.na '.

I

VITAGHA1MI
111

I'l.ih.*

aud lbs Man
.1 l'l<"' I M
irruallonal

'

I

siaki

I
(Di I
r

I

mi-.
by

NEW

SllbM i iI'iimi

Y\ m<
to

rielOYINI PICTUUWOIIJ
1. 1 i

$2.00

PI A 1 1 A,<

|2«00

THE

PICTURE

YORK

MOTION

WORLD

PICTURE

THANHOUSER.

CO.

(Dr.)
i

■ ■in.)
|

■
hi

MOVING
NEW

Independent Release Dates

Jan. "I o — The

j

the

iri of the Sterna

(Dr.)

YANKEE.
. 16— The
Old
Miner's
Doll
(Dr.)
. 1!)— A Ward
of InchSam
(Dr.)
. 23 — The Terror
of the Plains
(Com.)
(By

N.

Y.

M.

P.

Co.)

7 — Nature's

-

Dr.)

.3'! — The
. ft— The

Missing
Bridegroom
(Dr.)
Royal
Wishl-me
(Dr.)
Diinver's
Divorce
Erring
Son's
Awakening
(Dr.)..
i
Dr.)
Folks
Back Home
(Dr.)

(Dr. i...
tbe

I

20—
.11—
31—
r.—
7—

ATLAS

81— The

Nobleman

< 1 >r. i

Arm
m..ii
Kide
.Dr. i
Stork

(Com.)...

ther
(Com.)..
Camp
(Com.)...
•IT.)

000

tDr.)
i

■

In

Terror. .

i
Kins

Bloomera

Ctrl

Dr.)
Bomanca

mu

(Inly

Culprit?

(Com).

maa
(Coin, i
Tbe
Rustic
Norwlegan
Water
Falls
A Jealous
Wife's
New
Year
Antonio
Toacartno
Foolabead
As
Inapector
of

. Id — The

900
Chrlat- 500
Day.... 500
900
Hygiene

(Dr.)

0<>O

(Dr.)

Cnvlcfs
in of Old

Last Chance
Glory
(Dr.)

(Dr.)....

Classified Advertisements

-ash with <>,„.■,.

A..

CHAMPION.
7 — Hearts
0
14— The
Sheriff and
<lio
21 — His
Mother
(Dr.)
1— Rill's
II— Why

Detective
iDr.l

950
(Dr.).. .050
050
950

Widow
(Dr.)
• ■ Early
Weal
(Dr.)
!•■«
HIM
He
Went
Weal
(Dr.)

050
950
950
950

1 1- Dido
Forsaken
by
21 — Little
Peters
Christmas
4 — Trials
of
Tweedledum
4— The

i SPBBIBMOBD
of

S— Grandfather's
Pipe
28 — Drama
of the Engine

500
500

Driver

COLUMBIA.
29— In tbe Web
(Dr.)
12— Tlie Heroine of Htl Ranch
(Dr.)
19— Oklohoma
Bill
(Dr.)
26— Stage
Coach
Tom
(Dr.)
24 — The
Cattlemen's
Feud
(Dr.)
31— Trapped
(Dr.)
7— Quen
of the
Prairies
(Dr.)

1000
1000

ECLAIR.
10—
10 —
26—
26—
2—
2—
9—
16—

The Child of Two
Mothers
(Dr.)
The
Museum
of Sovereigns
(Dr.)
The
Look Keeper
(Dr.).
The
Fear of Fire
(Com.)
The
Great
Medal
Competition
(Com.)
A Well
Matched
Marriage
(Com.)
Mother's
Portrait
(Dr.)
The
Jealousy
of
Sosthenes
Ramnlot
'Com.)

16— Mj
Wife's
nat
(Com.)
23— Painless
Extraction
(Com.)
SB— Kill
The
Fly
(Com.)

10 — The
17—
24—
31 —
31—
7—
14 —
21—

GREAT

NORTHERN.

Poacher
mas

(Dr.)
letter

545
400
537
390
485
480
030
478
4S2
50S
442

NESTOR.
23 — A Deal
in Indians
30— Valley
Folks
(Dr.)
r— The
Conquering
Hero
(Dr.)
14— The
Pilgrim
(Dr.)
21 — A Desperate
Remedy
(Com.)
28— Blda
of
the
Mountains
(Dr.)
4 — At
Cedar
Ridge
(Dr.)
11 — Sleepy
Hollow
(Dr.)
IS— Their
New
Minister
(Dr.)
25— The
Man
In 23

POWERS
3—
3—
7—
10—
10—
14—
17 —

PICTURE

'

PLAYS.

town.
Street.

17— The
Thin
Dark
Line...
. 24 — The Refuge
.
21—
Sacrifice — and Then (Dr.)..
—as the Master Orders (Dr.)...
—The
Hour of Fate
(Dr.)..

IMP.

LUX.
Bill Plays
Bowls
(Com.)
423
Rosalie's
Dowry
(Com. )
492
Aunt
Julia's
Portrait
(Com.)
547
Tim
Writes
a Poem
(Com. )
373
How
They
Tricked
Father
(Com.) . . . .49S
The
Rival
Engine
Drivers
(Dr.)
367
BU]
Aa A Jockey
(Cm.)
MO
m
Name
(Com.)
488
20
A
Dreadful
Dilemma
iDr i
20— His
Faithful
Furniture
fCbm,

EAGLE

Dec. 28 — Thought fulness Remembered by the Ute
(Dr.)
95
Jan.
4 — For
Better
Or
Worse
(Dr.)
Jan. 11 — The
Goosecreek
Claim
(Dr.)
.Tan. is— For
the
Child's
Sake
(Dr.)
50
Jan. 18— Yon
Try
It (Com. )
50
SOLAX
COMPANY.
16 — Two
Suits
23— The
Pawnshop
(Dr.)
3')— Mrs.
Richard
Dare
(Com.)
6— The
Nightcap
(Com.)
0— Salmon
Fishing
In Canada
(Se.)
1.3— The
Girl and
the Burglar
(Dr.)
20 — A Reporter's Friend
Romance
(Dr.) (Dr.)
3 -Ring

Lore

BALE.— Moving

CON

N

Picture Theater

in

NORTH

EIGHTH

Day

STREET,

a

GMINEK.

'.17

West

Fulton

St..

ton

Waupaca

Wis.
EQUIPMENT
FOR
SALE.
FOR
SALE. — A Gaumont
Moving
Plctt
positively
new,
\ bargain
for cash
b
N. Y
DI.oov.
('..''. Jackson
Avenue.
I,ong
Island
SALE.— Complete

chairs,
electrical
plete. Haselton,
a building,

Picture

appliance
at

and

Theai

-

City

mirrors
Post
office

FOR
BALE— Bargain
a
brand
new
Pov
No.
■ ', ma.hine.
Complete
except
table
and
and
upper
and
lower
magaalne.
I. JACQBY,
New

(Dr.)..

SALE.

FOR SALE— One of the largest Moving Plctun
and Vaudeville Theater In Washington, D. C. P
0. Box 270. Washington.
D. C.
FOR
SALE
OR
RENT— Moving
pier
and
outfit.
Good
location
and
bUaJni

FOR

(Com. )

,'akefleld

FOR

. .'lOOO

Vot-k

City.

Tin ..iter

FILM EXCHANGE
Prompt service.

143

of

THEATERS

selling. Parkersnu'
A
mom
maker
for a hustler.
THE
LYRIC.
W. Va.
FOR
SALE. — Vaudeville
Picture
Thea
luipment,
private
electric
pis
scenery
and
curtains.
Good
lease,
cent
tion. open
s.in.l.iv s.
Population
7O.00O.
For
quid
,.,: v .
Care of General Delivery. Toledo. Ohio.

RELIANCE.

19 — The
Crippled
Teddv
Bear
22— Little
Nell's
Tobacco
(Dr.)
26
t'nexpeoted Jealousy
HoneymoonH>r
(Dr.)
995
29 —
— The
Unreasonable
2— The
Wise
Druggist
(Dr.)
995
.r>— Reunited
(Dr.)
095
9— Their
First
Misunderstanding
(Dr.)... 998
12— The
Empty
Shell
(Dr.)
995
1!<— His
First
Patient
(Dr.)
500
■:
Ileich's Courtship
(Dr.). .500
16— Melody
905
23— The
Dream
(Dr.)
loon
26— 'Phone
1707
Chester
(Dr.)
997

World.

Fine
business.
G
Weston.
W.
Va.

FOR

Dickey's
Courtship
(Com.)
Necklace
of the Dead
(Dr.)
The
Scarecrow
(Dr.)
Bear
Hunting
(Seel
The
Red
Light
(Dr.)
A Homeless
Bov
(Dr.)
The
Trunk
Mystery
(Dr.)

Picture

FOR
SALE.— Best equipped Moving Picture
Theater in Ohio. Electric light plant, mirror
screen, leather upholstered opera chairs
no improvement known that is not Included in
tills equipment. Business established four years
and is netting fron
>
180.00
..f reasons
for
selling.
Price.
$4,000.00
seen
to he
appreciated.
Address.
OHM

The
Pinkerton
Man
(Dr.)
Beaux
Not
Wanted
(Com.)
A Woman
Without
a Heart
(Dr.)..
The
District
Attorney
(Dr.)
A Tip
to Husbands
(Com.)
Monte
Cristo
(Dr.)
A Montana Love Story
(Com.)

(Dr.)

28—
28 —
3fV—
30—
6—
6—
18—

Moving

ELECTRICAL MACHINIST— of ten years' prac
tlcal experience in Hie moving picture business
i .air and operate the
electrical and mechanical equipments of a moving
picture studio, an exchange, or as cameraman. Address
D
S
Care of Moving Picture World.
EXPERIENCED
BARITONE
AND
PIANIST—
Man
and
wile -.Musicians
of
ability
with
repertoire for working
up
pictures.
Want
positions
with
reliable
moving
picture
house.
MuBoi
721. Blackwell,
Okla.

and night service

Write, wire or phone

PHILADELPHIA,

PA

IYING

WE ARE ALMOST

PICTURE

\V(.»RI.D

Eex

READY!

THEThe

"STANDARD"

Machine That Gives Results
FULLY GUARANTEED

REMEMBER
After

Feb.

1st, 1911

$225.00

The Standard is the only machine passed by the New
of Fire Underwriters on which a motor Is used.

AMERICAN
101

BEEKMAN

FILMS

MOVING

PICTURE

MACHINE

STREET

FOR

MANUFACTURERS

SALE

— NOTICE !

Guaranteed work by my own process.
M.
YS5EL
973 N. 7th Street, Philadelphia,

i ai i> nn ii
si BTTBB
2728 W. l>i»i~i.... Si..
C !..<-«*... III.

Pa.

W. E. GREENE FILM
EXCHANGE, Inc.
The

Oldest and Largest Independent
Film Exchange in New England

The House of Quality and Satisfaction
MR. EXHIBITOR

:

If you are de*ir<

i ban to improve

your present service and increase your Juilv ullcndarn e

(.,|| hkI have a confidential dial with in ll you an
unabli- to ( all. drop u- .1 line

York

Board

COMPANY
NEW

YORK

C1T\

Moving Picture Exhibitors. *,lur

atn.1 MldreM an J \\ c ■
mailing list, and >ou
lists for supplies that
and
will put money

ill place it on ou
will recel\e prk
will interest you
in your
pockets

The Cincinnati-Buckeye
Film Company
$100,000.00 incorporation, operatiiui the
CINCINNATI FILM EXCHANGE.
M5 W. 4th Stn 1 1. Cincinnati, Ohm. and
the BUCKEYE FILM PROJECTING
COMPANY, *09 Arcade Building,
Dayton, Ohio. Biggest Independent
Film Renting Concern in the UNITI I}
Si \ 1 1 S today, Bl ^ INC abnoel the
entire [ndependenl Output
SALES ( OMPANY, Ml I. Nth
Street, Ne%» ^ "i^ li you are looking !"■
a real Film Senrk <-. drop ui .« line.

W. E. Greene Film Exchange
INCORPORATED

228 Trcmoiit Street

BcetOU, Mass.

The Cincinnati-Buckeye Film to.
M

Telephone

37-.I0 Oxlord

ONI

I .....il. 14

INNAII.ulllo

PI( I URE

ILLUSTRATED SONG SLIDES
made of cast iron wouldn't be sufficient proof
that they were complete if furnished by a Film
Exchange. Why put up with these conditions
any longer? Put in an exclusive service that
will be the talk of your town.
Our price is -5i a sot per week, your week's supply
ol sets m one consignment. Time lost in transportation
not charged for.
CHICAGO

SONG
SLIDE
EXCHANGE
6th floor. Portland Block
107 Dearborn St.
Chicago, 111.

Coming

The
A

MONDAY,

JAN.

Convict'sWONDER
Last

23

Chance

A YANKEE

FILM

FRIDAY,
JAN.
27
The biggest feature of the year

Son

of

Old

Glory

VV< >R1

WHY

SEND

TO EUROPE

FILM
PERFORATING
DIES
When we can make them for you ?
High-Class repairing and alterations
on Foreign Machines.

THE
249 Centre

A. DEWES

344 East 32d Street

NEW

COMING
WEDNESDAY
AN ATLAS

YORK.

'"SI

TAVT
^)C
J ^Vl^- ^->

MASTER

FILM

Irish Hearts
ORDER

FILMS

COMPANY

Street,

Massive Egyptian. Spectacular Drama
POSTERS
BULLETINS OUT NOW.

YANKEE

FOR

Superb Phcto-Tale of Old Erin
YOURS
EARLY

New York

Atlas Film Co. 10>^
All Advertising Copy must be in hand not later than Wednesday Noon

JONES

DUPLEX

CHECK

GATE

POSITIVELY

*
f
i
[

w.

I5
■')
«™

4J

the only way to

CHECK
YOUR
PUBLIC
H^*^

P*P
'

A

The Jones Check Gate has been in operation
at different stations in the HUDSON TUNNELS,
and found to give a perfect count, with a smooth
and noiseless operation.
Many of the large Theatres in New York and
elsewhere have installed THE JONES DUPLEX
CHECK GATE, and they have favorably satisfied
those purchasers.
ASK YOUR EXCHANGE MAN
TO GET YOU ONE

by

Manufactured

JONES CHANGE REGISTER COMPANY, Inc.,

18 BROADWAY
NEW YORK
CITY

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Moving Picture
Suppl ies
Tickets, roll of 2.000

.

United States Film Brokers
and Importers
1 NEW YORK CI TV

$ I6

Bio Carbons 6x5-8 per I 00
Electra Carbons 6x5-8 per I 00
Announcement Slides, Col.
Extra Heavy Carbon Holders
Imported Condensers
Rewinders Complete
Metal Slide Carriers

2.15
2.10
.25
.75
.75
3.50
.50

SECOND-HAND FILM
$5.00 per reel upwards
NEW FILM
4c. per foot upwards
CAMERAPMONE
FILM
new, with two sets records

S^ndf&r I.

American Moving Picture
Supply Company

Complete lists sent free upon request

D
q We your
makei mechanical attractions,
Elect'ic signs, or anything special in
the theatrical line. <] Ideas developed—
Low Prices — Best Work — DON'T
DELAY but write to-day.

THE

NEWMAN

THE ENTERPRISE

MODEL

Only

is the

only

Motion

i

Substitute

for

Electricity

Satisfactory

Portable

Outfit

MFG. CO.
II patented.
"OXONE"
..i SQUARE
CAKES
the production Of Oxygen
Gas.

717-719 Sycamore St., Cincinnati, 0.

Annual Subscription ^,0 ftn

Cnlornriro
CnicipiISc

Moving Picture World <P^«UU

flntiml
UpilCal

Mfrt
lYIljJ,

h moit

Satisfactory

SI0.00

the£ largest licensed and independent exchanges
M.nui.ctur.d by The
Mortimer
Main

SPECIAL

Film

Offio*. Fidelity Bldg . Sulla

ROLL
Get the Samples

TICKET

foi

manufacturers and sales acents
Pn
UU.
504 and 572 W. Randolph Street. CHICAGO

It Has Come to Stay

NATIONAL

B

Portable Calcium Gas Outfit

Cleaning

TICKETS

COMPANY

Co.,

703-4, Portland, Main*

The

Big

TicKet.
Any

Any
Colors

ShivmoKin,

Pnntmj;

Pa.

J 111-: MOVING

FOLDING
CHAIRS

PICTURE

WORLD

0PERA»CHAIRS

For Moving Picture
Showt.Grand Stand.,
A.»embly Hall., etc.

l o it

h\ Mtv

Pl BFOSE

in i a BLISHBS
* it I i i

I.OOO Mills
Write for Catalog No. 2
O

Andrews

The A

The Kauffman Manufacturing Co.

FOB

CAT.

The Automatic Theatre Cha

ir
> the public.
it
advertises your theatre and
mawes your
i frii business grow.
It folds automatically and can
righting.
be
revolving, stationary or self

Opera and Assembly Chairs

T
^h(.« nse.
Prompt Shipments
Write for Catalogue
PEABODY SCHOOL FURNITURE CO.
North
Mmirlir.lrr
• Indiana
New York A/rents-. ROBERT J EHLERS ( O.
I.cxiniiton Ave. and ■!.<•! -

STEEL FURNITURE CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.
New York Office; 150 Fifth Avenue
Boston Office ; 224 Congress Street, Boston, Mass.

See tO hat They Say About

SILVO
KURTAIN KOAT
Pottsville, Pa., Dec. 8, '10.
Please ship C. O. D. one can of Kurtain Koat, as I
have used the other can and found it to be the greatest
thing I ever saw.

FILMS

\^sm<
r AL1FE

LOVE {£

i-, ^nKMUlGRUT

,.,

Kansas City, Mo., Dec. 17, '10
We have examined Mr.
's curtain and ha
nothing but praise for the results in comparison toother
curtains.

6.00
KOAT

STREET

CO

CHICAGO,

ILL

SALE.

50 Reel, of Film.

FOR

DOLL

YOUR

LOBBY

Lithographed in colors
Program Sheets 10c. Size, 36x62 inches
Film Title Strips 2c. Size,
5x27 .nehes
For All Assn. Releases.

[.We.

B.

^

C.

and All Other
Powers. 10c.

Makes

of

T. H, PLAMPIN

p MlKE;f}OUSEMnlD

105 EAST

14th ST., NEW

Top Floor,

YORK

Rooms 6. 7. 8 and 9

]^^>i.MVrrp^

FILMS
FIRST

and following directions will give you the same
results as above. One can covers 350 square
feet. Order from your exchange or C. O. D.

FOR

PROGRAM SHEET

A.
y gjrOKEN

J:

chair.

USE
AN
ATTRACTIVE

lEaHfe?-^-—. I

It is the only sanitary

and It money-saver.
is a space-saver, ' life-saver
Chair.
latest
jrld's greatest rtheatre'
model;
If v

$8 to $16 per Reel
Second-hand
$100.00
Mayer Silverman. 105 4th Ave., Pittsburg, Pa.

9 Illustrated Songs <•

2109 W. LAKE

31

n all leading c

CHEAP

KURTAIN

No.

Co.

174-176 Wabash Ave.. Chicago. 111.

$

isi;:.

for RENT
CLASS

SERVICE

Write Us for Terms

T. A. MACK EXCHANGE
70

Dearborn Street
Chicago, III.

THE

HALLBERG
THE

ECONOMIZER

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

WURUTZER

Automatic Musical
Instruments
erating expenses.
Wurlitzer is the world's largest
manufacturer.
V c supply the
L'.S. Government with musical

&5E.

84-pagc catalogue showing the
only complete line o! self-playen, from a small electric piano
toresenting
an automatic orchestra rep-

Concert Kanorchestra
36 East 23d St-

J. H. HALLBERG

^6

Exhibitors
of Imp, Bison, Powers, Thanhouser,
Challenge, Nestor, Atlas, Yankee,
n Champion makes cheaper
■ exchange.
mil Po

J. FranK

THE RUDOLPH

WURLITZER

CO.

CINCINNATI. 117 to 121 E. 4tl,: NEW YORK, 25
and 27 W. 32d (bet. B'way and 5th Ave). CHICAGO.
266 and 268 Wabash Ave.; PHILADELPHIA. 1835
Chestnut: ST. LOUIS. 912 Pice: CLEVE1
I Main.

rs— YF.S

Hatch Building;

Uniforms
Nobby
Stylish
Cheap

109 Fourth Ave., Pittsburg, Pa.

i 1 1

The Gl i "i R PRU ES The
Best
Before '•You
Buy
Latest
:iricty
in
in
Seats
- Pricei
Seats
GEO.

W.

BENNETT
OHIO

Moonlight. Dear.
We've
Kept the Golden Rule.
If Your Heart knew a Heart Like Mtne.
Be My Sweetheart.
I'm
Man. (or *1 ou.
1 Geta Married
So Lonesome
Ill be Right Here in the Same Old Place.
The Vale of Dreams.
I'd Give the World to Call You M.ne.
Dougherty.
In My Dreams of You.
They've
Batdes
Their Won
Own. Every Nations
Get a Girl to Love You.
My Rose From the Garden of Love.
You Are the Light of Mv Life.
Where the Desert Meets the Nile.

Bui

Take Me Back ToDea. OH D.x.e
Put Your Arms Around Me.
Winter.

120

W. 31st St.

New

York

City

EXCHANGES!
Save time and mom
films redeveloped
and renovated by
Hochstetfer rrotess.
Endorsed
and
commended byleading exchanges.

the
re-

We are now prepared to install renovating
plants in exchanges at very reasonable rate?.
Specimen work
done at our plant at bO
cents a reel.
Agents wanted.
Ortho Film Co.. 2726 W.Divil M M
CHIC

Coat
and
Pants
like cut S 11* as
low

as

ill

STEEL

$7.50.

BOOTHS

Caps, $1.00.

S.
R.

744 West 5th Street

CINClNr 4ATI

SLIDES

De WITT C. WHEELER
Announcement Slides
Advertising Slides
Songs Illustrated
THREE STAR SLIDE CO.

Hatch Film Co.

OPERA
CHAIRS

NEW

For the following Stngs-JIST OUT

W.

STOCK LEY

810 \Y. \\ .ilnul SI
Mfrs.
of
Uniforms

&

B.

CO.

LELAND

MOM

l PI i II K

IMi.I.kI, Iphla, I'a
and
Equipments

\ l

//
/mum
yJMix

UNIFORMS

■•,,•

CAPS
FOR
i

i

MtAGAN

Moving Picture
Theatres
Catalogue!,
Sample
and Prices lar tbe

OUS

ELECT

PATEN1

it. % 1 ..... i .1 .i

,

DlO

J. c.

IK

1

3800-3810 N. C

irda, S7S.00.

DEAGAN
nrk St

Moving

Picture

Pianists

Aikinr

n ii

( HICAGO, il l

James H.Hirsch& Co
208 East Jackson Boule»a

cmicmio.

( I \WI \(l

I.

MNN

I Hi.

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Sound

DON'T WORRY

I CAN POSITIVELY IMPROVE YOUR PICTURES
BY SUPPLYING YOU WITH AN OPERATOR
WHO KNOWS HOW
THE SECRET HAS ONLY BEEN KNOWN A
FEW WEEKS AND MY OPERATORS ARE
THE ONLY ONES WHO KNOW IV
TEL 1405 MAD. 8Q.

F.C.Taylor.

4-9- WEST 28™ ST N .Y.C.

(/O YEARS IN THE MOVING

production

Effects

Ol the

• •riKinal.

Wc

a

LEEOY MANUFACTURING COMPANY
1055 E. Palmer St..

INDIANAPOLIS,

ToTrap Drummers

Q

A Limited

Films For Rent
ACME FILM CO., Inc., 12 E. 15th Street, New York

^ the Operator
IjooKs at it

DRUM

CO.

De

K

CLEVELAND.

We teach you and
Send for par-

in ....
Managers" and ...uperators"
Handbook

F. H. RICHARDSON
Price $ 1 .50
Postage Prepaid

Any of the following Announcements
sent
by mall upon receipt of price:
Will the Ladies Please Remove
Their Hats so Others Can See?
20 ft.
Hand Colored
$3.00
(Same Black and White)
2.00
Just a moment; Show only half
over.
15 ft. Hand Colored
2.00
(Same Black and White)
1.50
Those who have seen the entire
performance will kindly pass out,
20 ft. Hand Colored
3.00
(Same Black and White
2.00
New Pictures every day, 10 ft.
Hand Colored
1.50
(Same Black and White)
I. (10
Any Announcement you wish made to Order.

Looks at It

jtice how easy this operator takes it. He doesn't \
i dangerous juice consuming rheostat at furnace he

Fort Wayne Compensarc
control the machine perfectly now with one hand--gets a clearer, white
adjust it to any of the three intensities without even the faintest flicker,
^old this machine we guaranteed it would absolutely

Your money back if you say so.

Cut 2-3 from the Monthly Lighting Bill
That sounded almost too good to be Hue. but they put on<
on our 30 day free trial plan.
Didthethebill
machine
"make togood?"
Well,theytheoperated
first month
it
duced
from $22.70
$9.24 and
more h<
and got better light than ever before.
Wc can do |u« a> w-ll [01 you rcHRflM of what voltagr you arc using and
if you will *r,d for our hole Ifr booklet, we'll explain ho~ we do it.
Remember you are paying trie Lighting Company 662-3 per cent mort

Electric Works

1402 Broadway

Fort Wayne,

OHIO

NEW .FIELD SfieSttyfe

Film Announcement
Titles

fiS As the Operator

fcr

Offer

Solid Maple, Rosewood
rods.
Kangaroo.
.*<
•:rew
alnul.
10 fine
plated /t'-ui
r Slunk Call Dru n Head*.

Demand unlimited.

We ship on rental basis anywhere. Special care taken of
Foreign trade. We can furnish you with any grade service
you desire. We can also sell you films, am age, any
make, at reasonable prices.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Fort Wayne

Time

PICTURE BUSINESS I1EANS SOMETHING)
E. P. ZEIDLER

work ove
Just

IND.

Indiana

The F. A.11 STIC&S
Film Cement
Positively guaranteed tt
film
It don't crack, dry up. or leave any any
coating
on the emulsion:
is fire-proof, and only requires about one-half as much as others.
Ask your Exchange for It.

Single bottle
Six bottles h> express

-

25 cents
- $1.00

French American Producing

8?

and Manufacturing Co.
918 Madison Street CHICAGO

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

At Last
it is possible to secure comfortable, even
illumination throughout a theatre withoit a
brilliant light in range of vision.

AH
Licensed
Exhibitors
'Vk> are thinking of taking steps
jSprove to their own satisfaction
that Independent films are the
Kit money-bringers in the busiKss, are herewith asked to send
JtJr my Loose-Leaf Supplemen■py list of films. Judging from
^■record number of Power, EdBon and Motiograph machines I
Kve sold during the past two
Seeks to Licensed exhibitors, the
ndence
townard Indepe n
ler tha
ate
ta
grewav
it has bee in
past year. Slip me a line and
s get busy building up that
iiness of yours!
ARL LAKMMLt, President

The Laemmle Him Service
196-198 Lake St.
Chicago
OTHr.k OPI IC1
Omaha,

Neb.

Minn.

Opt'Kraph

andard.

Model I
M \i HIN I

II flv

Nu. -

I for •MIlM.I.-iu. 1.1 . 1 ..t li ,r_; .1.,-,
HARBACH
A
•III
ICO.
\
I I' I I

TO

THE

TRADE

I CARRY A STOCK OF INDEPENDENT FILMS, BOTH AMERICAN
AND EUROPEAN
MAKES, ALSO
ASSOCIATION FILMS. BOTH OF
WHICH ARE IN EXCELLENTSHAPE.
BANNERS AND POSTERS FREE.
TOM

UNIVERSAL
1325

BIBLE.

FILM

made

for a weekly program

EXCHANGE

of

twelve reels weekly independent
to include

2 Reviers Weekly
making

we

are

negatives of our usual
ex-

REMEMBER

Q

\ o j

are

undoubted

I\

interested

in

this

f\ Write M lor lull information. Our engineer-

1 Reviers Weekly

ing department, on re.rii>t of i.uluulaii. will
furnish, her ol e\>en»r

Sold

by

ukin
Electrical
\-Ruv

rrpoit ami i

rooM
Tr*de

Cwml]

included in an independent program of twelve reels weekly
about 1st of March and not

National

Reflector

Co.

controlled by a trust.

So Show
Souvenirs

M kamMill. l»..ulc»«rd
cMIc
II I

Revier Motion Picture Co.
SALT

LAKE

CITY, UTAH

Arch Street

PHILADELPHIA.
BELL

res
thenueplan
leasing until
onti
will disc
for an independent program, not controlled by a trust,
are perfected.
Arrangements now being
WE

MACHINES

cograph. MS;

Edison

<J The-tirs in all sections of the country installing this inexpensive and very desirable
electric lighting system.

quality and will have some
cellent features to release.

In the world

PICTURE

of Moving Picture Houses.

In the meantime

Minneapolis,

The biggest and best film renter

MOTION

tj The Eye Comfort Sy.tem of Indirect
llluminction is a notable success in the lighting

'PHONE.

WALNUT

-

PA.
402.

A. J. CUPHAM, Exclusive Agent
1 2 East 1 5th St ,

NEW

YORK

u
Tim miCm*

rirwiii Cltcb Mil li CitHfiM

NaUVM H *»»■• *«> •

i'-4

THE

Mu\ ING

PICTURE

\\'« iRLD

MOVING PpfeWORLDl
THE ORGAN OP THB PHO WpLffiT J5ND JOXIBD INTBP^5T6

~NBlW^

YOI^K^

Powers Picture Plays
Don't Miss This Great Tuesday
SPLIT HEEL for January 24th

Little

A Wife's Love
A

D'RAMA

1

Full of heart-stirring incidents that will
make you glad you saw this "Hit."

Dorothy
A

Full

of

howls

COME.T>y
and

-(-reams.

Saturday Feature, January

THE

great

28

MASQUERADERS
A

COMEVy

WRAMA

J low an heiress proves"Bob" loves her for herself and not for her money.
scenes, with enough pathos to just touch the human chord in all.

Get

It !

Demand

It !

You

Need

Ha*)e you Featured Monte Cristo ?
A

A

subject to finish this "split."

Few

THE

Lobby

Display

Frames

and

POWERS
241st

Street

and

Easels

Full of comedy

It !

Do So

Left at $5

COMPANY

Richardson

^Saf
SOLD THROUGH
THE
^**^— ■
Git Our Tholo Framts tvi1h "REAL

Avenue,

New

SALES
CO,
Tholographj for Lobby

York

Vol.

8,

No.

4

January

28,

Price,

1911

lO

Cents

MOVING MpfeWORLD
THB ORGAN OF THE PHOTOPLAY

BY

VIRTUE

AND AIMED

OF ITS SUPERIOR

INTERESTS

QUALITIES

Power's Cameragraph No. 6
The Perfect Motion Picture Machine

is in demand all over the world.
Its price puts it within reach of all.
Why buy any other?
Read
what
our
Australian
Greater J. D. Williams Amusement

■gents,
The
Co. Ltd., I a> :

The Nichoi \- Poweh Company,
11^-117 Nassau S
Gentlemen New
: Your
Y..i-k.lettei
I
advertise your machines.
>sured we will d
am sure you will find our firm a livewire.
I might add that we have ilreadj taken orders for fifteen P
are now usin^ at the Colonial Theater, and wi
possession.
In addition to the fifty (so) machines Mr. Morgan ordei
us at once the following
4X Powers mechanisms, to be shipped as I
rs mechanisms, to be shipped t" our Sydn>
hanisins f- be shipped to our Melbourne
12

I'ow.i-

iiu-chaui-ins,

I., be shipped

now building a new theater in
make a special feature <.f the operating r
.graphs and will make
derfully sin
rti .1 using your

■

tu

Melbourne, which •■■
n and will spend
a big feature of them.
n

in the WOI

1 n

truly,

Imain,

.

NICHOLAS
For thirteen

years tfaC UmUnf

115-117 Nassau Street

POWER
inaiiufat t mors

COMPANY
of motion

picture

machines

New

York

THE

Ask

Ask

Ask

MOVING

Ask

PICTURE

Ask

Ask

WORLD.

Ask

Ask

Ask

Ask

FOR

Thanhouser
I

WO

A

WEEK

"Release
of Uttesday, Jan. 31
With "The Thanhouser Kid" at Her Best!

ONLY

IN THE WAY

[f this is only in YOUR way you'll ha\ e an enthusiastic "house" upon that occasion, and
maybe a crowded one. And if it isn't in your way, make it COME your way, because a
good thing is always worth fighting for. But, two to one, it's likely thai you won't HAVE
to kick much for this reel, for it's one of the best cards in your exchange man's pack, and he's
only wise to spring it on you. At that, you might invite him to spring it .u his very earliest
opportunity. You need this hunch of heart interest in your
programme and you need it quick.No. [81. Code Word: Way.

"Release A of
Friday \ Feb. 3
Picture With a Lesson !

ADRIFT

is a useful film with a big, simple moral that would do much
to reconcile the Church to the Motion Picture — if the former
knew that this sort of film was so much in evidence. Therefore, in billing and announcing this reel, make appeal to the
church folk in your district and see if it doesn't goto change
the picture views of even the "mosl conservative." For the
American church-goer is always open to conviction, and will
concede the motion picture an influence for morality and honest
living just as soon AS III-; KNOWS THAT IT IS. No. 182.
Code Word : Adrift.

The Thanhouser News
HOUSER

NEWS,

NEW

the "Exhibitor's Guide," sent FREE OF CHARGE to all who can show connection with the Moving Picture business.
Drop a card to EDITOR, THANNEW YORK.

ROCHELLE,

the famous Thanhouser "Stock," framed in solid
portraits34 ofinches
PhflfnffSlltIO consisting
TfiQ
I HO ThanhftllCOr
I liailllUUdCI rilUIUIiailie
oak misslonof fimsh,
in width and 44 inches in depth, with glass
and easel (6 feet high) complete, GOES TO YOU FOR $3.50 with order. This is the prize outfit that tickled-todeatfa exhibitors the country over are calling THE GREATEST LOBBY-DISPLAY BARGAIN EVER KNOWN.

THANHOUSER
NEW

ROCHELLE

COMPANY
NEW

YORK

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

IMPETUS
^TT A -.now ball rolling down hill gathers momentum and weight.
The first
^11 big rock it strikes usually retards the former and greatly reduces the latter
jj The .^ales Company, rolling steadily up hill, has acquired an impetus, ami
imparted to all branches of the industry not dominated by the 1 rust, this same
impetus to such an extent that no obstacle has been able to retard its progress
There is that indescribable something which dominates every member and
every factor of the Independent fraternity in the Mo\ing
Picture business
.vhich enables them to ride over what in other lines might seem insurmount, able difficulties.
Our attention was called last week to the case of an exhibitor owning
six
houses \\ bo desired to take Independent ser\ ice in five of them.
He \\ a^ mformed t
0 ulil be unable ever alter to secure -" licensed " service.
1 his is pure bluff and
buncombe
exhibitor
whobusiness
has nottaken
enough
the in" indescribable
something originally
" to tell planned
these people
to,
deserves and
to beanscrushed
and bis
from ofhim
the way that monoply
to do t>> go
Buck up. tell these people where they get off and you will soon have them eating out of >our hand. I he>
want that one house as badly as we want the live and it thej could not get the six the> would take one.
Select your service from the follow ing programme and sa\ e S104. Oil in rovalties next \e.ir. 11 > ou have experienced any difficulty in the past in securing a satisfactory Independent service, write us and tell us about it.
All coi respondence is treated as strictlv confidential.

OUR

PROGRAM

EVERY MONDAY
AMERICAN — American Film Manufacturing Company
ECLAIR— Eclair Film Company
IMP — Independent Moving Pictures Company
YANKEE— Yankee Film Company
EVERY
TUESDAY
BISON— New York Motion Picture Company
EVERY
WEDNESDAY
AMBROSIO— New York Motion Picture Company
ATLAS — Atlas Film Company
CHAMPION— The Champion Film Company
NESTOR— David Horsley
RELIANCE— Carlton Laboratories

EVERY
THURSDAY
AMERICAN — American Film Manufacturing Company
IMP — Independent Moving Pictures Company
ITALA— New York Motion Picture Company
EVERY
FRIDAY
BISON — New York Motion Picture Company
LUX— R. Pneur
SOLAX— Solax Company
THANHOUSER— Thanhouser Company
YANKEE— Yankee Film Co.
EVERY
SATURDAY
CAPITAL— Capital Film Co.
GREAT NORTHERN— Great Northern Film Co.
ITALA — New York Motion Picture Company
POWERS— The Powers Company
RELIANCE— Carlton Laboratories

List of BUYING
EXCHANGES,
January 24th, 1911
Ail others offering thete brands foi rent can supplj onlj dupes 01 MINNESOTA.
worn-oul subjects
Bldg.,
California Him
illlea Brother*.
WeKeru

I'ilui Company,
I..

Oraat

CALIFORNIA.
Exchange,
luus Miaaiou St..
7i*J Turk St.. San Fraudaco.

Weateru

614 South

Loa Augelei

BlrtnlDgbai

Sao
St..

Laemmle

J.

11 Exchange,
Calgary, Albcria.
pany,
1'.4 si. Catherine St.. Muntreal.
Him
Co.. Kennedy
Bldg..
Winnipeg,

Que
U>u.

II.

A

ILLINOIS.
Co . T9 S-.nh
I lark St.. Chicago.
OT Kaat
M.,11.1], St.. Chicago.
I i:
.wo
Bird..
Chicago.
Him

II.

Central
Wichita

Film
Film
Film

Albany
Victor

Film
Film
Film

Service.
Exchange.
Service.
S»

Ureal
Ea.tem
Hudson
I
IVerlesa
Film
Win.
Steluer
Cincinnati 1
Incluuatl Hud

Mlauta.

Standard

Grand

A<e..

Kansaa

I

Lot Angcle

DISTRICT
OF
COLUMBIA.
128 Mi, Ui St.. N. \V.
Washington.
. Film Exchange.
4110 Mntl, It., N. W..
Washington.

Antl-Truat

MISSOURI.
Flhu aud
Auiuaeuient
OB., 1321
. Morgan,
131U
Walnu:
Bl
>ou Crawford
Film
Co.. Ceutur>

Francisco.

Victor

FI

1 ulled

Uotlou

Him

1M7
Faruain
S!..
■1 W
YORK
STATE.
41s Brusdosy.
a
Church
St.. Buffalo.

Exchange,

Exchange.
HI
Him
Exchange.

, ., !

-1

Kaat

14::

I HI
'
OHIO.

■

OKLAHOMA.
OREGON.

EichankService Co.,
aod Supply

IND1
118 North
Ulluola St..
KANSAS.
Co.. liEi North
Market
LOUISIANA.

Indlinipoll*.
->.na.
St . Wichita.

MARYLAND.

l!. & w. Film Izehanga, 4rj Baal Ballln
Consolidate!
Boston

Ml.-Mgnn

I

Film
Itcntal
■MM
Film
Film

and

SfStl
I ^-a t mc t ■ -l St
MASSACHUSETTS.
«'..
Kl.hii „•'
Mil HIOAN.
Supply

•'<•

IMS

Dates

i

' —'<»■
TtMl

I

Motion Picture Distributing 4 Sates Co.. Ill E. 14th St.. \. Y. City

THE

I

MPS

IN

MOVING

PICTURE

CUBA!

WORLD

Both "Imp "stock companies are now in
Cuba producing films that will once more
clinch the fact that the Imp
the most enk! isy<^^.
Watch for the Cuban Imps, the Florida Imps,

ergetic and enterprising film-maker in the business
the Mexican Imps.
Meanwhile get after these next Imp releases — every

By the time you reach
this scene in " Maid
or Man," the Imp release
Monday, Jan. 30, you will have
laughed till your sides ache.
It
is a farce comedy of the best
type with a series of dead funny situations,
each following swiftly on the heels of the
other, and winding up with a happy finish.
Please make it a point to tell your exchange you want "Maid or Man". It is
another of the " Little Mary" series and
you must not miss a single blessed one of
these ! Get busy !

You have been begging us to
produce some high-class slapstick comedy on split reels.
Very well ! We give you a corking good
dose of it in " The Mix-up," released
Thursday, Feb. 2, and "An Imaginary
Elopement " on the same reel. The
picture shown herewith is a climax in one
of the funniest chains of silly horse-play
you ever saw and we'll guarantee it will
bring down your house with roars of
delight. Were giving you what you demand. Now see that you GET
IT
FROM YOUR EXCHANGE!
Independent Moving Pictures Co. of America,
102 IV. \o\st St., New York. Carl Laemmle, Prcs.
All "Imp" Films Sold Through
the Sales Co.

THE

EVEry Fr,day

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD'S

BEST— BAR

LUX
Fair

««* '»"»«

IBITORS

Field

IS ALL WE

NONE

FILMS

EXH
A

WORLD

ASK AND

and,
IS WHAT

YOU

No

Favor

SHOULD

HAVE

If you have any difficulty in getting a first, second, third or any run you want
of Lux Films, kindly write at once to our 111 East
15th Street address
Release, Friday, January 27th, 1911

Little Willie

Goes

Comedy — 236

GET
lO

LUX
East

Cycling

>

Feet

An Infamous

Son

Drama — 652 Feet

Riding up and down wal
nd ceilings, )
The mis-spent life of a son, the sorrow
it causes his old parents, performance oi
between people's legs, etc. are some of
his duty by the father when he arrests his
Willie's stunts, which result in uproariously funny catastrophes when his parents
Wayward son. create situations that are
trv to follow him.
For fun get it.
intensely dramatic.

FREE COLORKI) L1THOS.

15tK

Street

R.

SKK OTIIKIt PAGBS FOR STOOPS] § AM. t*AS1 ■ I II vs| «.

PRIEUR

Phone, 3427 Stuyreni*

New

York

City

"i"
t\i£^l

THE

ONE OF
MM

Kl

THE
\M>

MOVING

PICTURE

See XOhat

MANY

I III- Ml

K

I

WORLD

l>

They

Say

About

SILVO
KURTAIN KOAT

V

I • ■ -. . i ■

Pottsvillc, Pa., Dec. B, 10.
Please ship C. O. D. one can of [Curtain
have used the other can and found it to Ik- tin- greatest
tiling 1 ever saw.
Kansas City, Mo., Dec. 17, 10
We have examined Mr.
's curtain and hav
nothing but praise for the results in comparison toothc
curtains.
fear and all i
\\uni>i:ki. v
.Nil

25c. a set per week.

$

fHEAt"'

Our method of

shipping your week's suppl7 of sets in
one consignment enables you to advertise, programme and rehearse all songs.
The largest slide exchange in the world.

GHICACO

SONG
SIXTH

FLOOR

107 Dearborn

SLIDE
PORTLAND

6.00

and following directions will give you the same
results as above. One can covers 350 square
feet.
Order
from your exchange or C. O. D.

EXCHANGE

KURTAIN

BLOCK

Street, Chicago, 111.

2109

W.

LAKE

KOAT

STREET

CO.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

"Arco-B"

Carbons

Biograph

Manufactured Expressly for Motion
Picture Machines

Long Burning at High Amperage, Brilliant and Steady Light
None Genuine Unless Stamped "Arco=B"
WRITE

FOR

PRICES

L. E. FRORUP

BEFORE

ORDERING

ELSEWHERE

& CO., Sole Importers

232-234 Greenwich Street, New York

THE

ONE

OF

OUR

MOVING

SPECIALTIES

Portable Box Offices
For
WIRED

Theaters and Picture Houses
COMPLETE
CATHEDRAL

Marble or Wood

READY
GLASS

Base

IOK
DOM

Any Size

LIGHTING

PICTURE

WORLD

ENTERTAIN

YOUR PATRONS WITH
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"Judged by Higher Power"
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The Educational Aspect of the Moving Picture.
The educational aspect of the moving picture within the past
few months has taken on such large proportions that it bids
fair to rival the amusement held of the ever popular film. During these feu months past motion picture has hern discussed
in the general press as it never was before. Destructive criticism gave way to curious speculation when it was found that
destructive criticism could not destroy. Curious speculation in
.< way to mild interest, and mild interest at last has
; been supplanted by enthusiasm, on the part of those who were
ioiig the bitterest enemies of the picture.
The general trend of these belated amends is that the men who
ized as leading lights in the educational
field have
eded the value of the moving picture as an adjunct
to the business of teaching.
Not only have these men recognized
the picture, but they are installing projection apparatus in their
a certain air of triumph around this
office when the news came that the first projection apparatus
had been installed in a public school.
The news was printed in
full, together with editorial comment
and other indications of
editorial
satisfaction.
Since
that time so many
schools
have
bought
picture
mechanisms
that editorial comment
upon
each
Id be impossible.
To-day
when
a school
puts m a
moving picture outfit it is oniy an item, not an event.
All

this

is very

interesting
the maker

to the maker
of films and
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the man
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them, but the exhibitor saysgo"what
is to
become of
me"-" the
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into the
exhibiting
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exhibitor thinks they will draw away bis patronage
Well that
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As might
be expected,
there already
ha, >
critics who oppose moving pictures in the schools wh
object to them
as an amusement.
One
..i them
d«
"You cannot insert learning hypodernucallv" meaning
learn only by taking thought."
According to that Wi
of us be blind for all the good our i .
education.
All you have to do is think.
The harder
.
the more you will know.
When you
it is not necessary to have any ptctui
child will
find out by "taking
thought."
whatever
thai
critic closes a long-winded ei
by concluding, "tlu
human mind and
not going to receive their highest ministry
through th
cent quivering of a visible picture on the rel
less observer.'
Even we did not suppose the three
R •
ever be taught
by moving
picture-, but wh(
"thoughtless
observer."
according
I
observe without thinking.
As Bui Deverj
would say, the two
words are "salon;!
Claim that inov it g
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Decline of the House

MOYIXil

Organ.

ders article.
will, we Ittrust,
"I told since
you the
so" advent
.it the
this
is not pardon
so maman moons
up on glazed paper,
\ sixteen pages, more or less, of film synopsis, interliginal won Id-be- funny quipa
budding
Needless
to any
say, but
the
film synopsis
was "Mark
generallyI'wicc
too Dickens."
much overdone
to fool
the matter, after the novelty of the
t"n>t few else
issues,
by all that
except
have
nothing
to dowasbutdiscarded
read anything
maythebe few
lyingwhoaround.
final" soon had manv imitators and with a shining exception
strikinglv
so muchor sotwothatthe it"family
Beemed resemblance"
as if a copy was
of one
of the apparent,
first had
hern laid down as a model for all the others.
It is now a matter of record that the originators have long
since discarded alt
ind Style of their tirst love.
They are now putting very mnch less of a weekly expenditure
in this direction and their present form of single sheet is much
more likely to achii
us desired object
simply because every particle of extraneous and irrelevant matter is eliminated That a number of the original style of eight
or more pages is still issued weekly only proves that those responsible for them commenced the experiment later and have
not vet had time to figure the cost and net results.
The MOVING Picture World has .harped on this string in former issues and the writer of this is hettmg with himself (a very
safe way to gamble, by the way) that a good manv readers will
have said before they pet this far that this is simply another
plea for the greater efficiency of the trade paper as the proper
medium for the publicity which the house organ tries to get, and
those who have reached this conclusion are "dead right." Edited
by outside interests who have an outlook over the wdiole field
from much the same viewpoint as the buying public, the trade
paper in any field is read with a degree of confidence in its news
columns that its readers cannot be expected to give to any house
organ. Another advantage of the trade paper is that it places
before its readers all the news under one cover, so that comparisons are easily made and decisions arrived at much more
readily than by going through a score or so of different booklets,
all advocating their particular brand.
We might go on and cite several more arguments in support
of our contention, but to what purpose? The most convincing
argument of all is the decline of the house organ and its gradual
elimination by those who have had the longest experience with
it, which we have noted for several months past. Theories may
sound well, ideals may seem practical, but experience teaches in
the long run. We are indebted to an excellent short editorial in
the current number of "Printer's Ink" for our inspiration at
this time. This quotation from said editorial of our esteemed
contemporary puts the matter in a nutshell: "Long experience
with
has it.
"convinced
me that
it doesn't
pay for the
timeI ought
spent
going itover
The really
interesting
propositions
which
not
to miss
are invariably
advertised
the trade
This
is from
a dealer
in Milwaukee
and weinimagine
thatpapers."
it expresses
the feelings of a great majority of dealers and buyers, whether
of films or any other marketable commodity.
The manager of a Milwaukee theater, whose complaint that he
had not received his paper we had been investigating, tells the
following joke on himself. He had become so used to the pink
cover which was used by the World last vear that he was misled
by the change in color and had thrown the Moving Picture
World into the waste basket without removing the wrapper,
thinking it was another paper which also uses a buff color cover.
We mention this because several people have suggested that we
adhere to the pink cover. While this was distinctive it did not,
in our opinion, please the eye so well as the color now being
used.

The Clergyman

in the Picture.

That the clergyman has a place in the picture is only
natural: indeed, it would seem impossible to do without
him, if true life in all its phases should be depicted; as he,
perhaps, more than any other professional man enters more
thoroughly and frequently into the everyday life of people
of all classes. Under these circumstances it becomes imperative that any presentation in which a minister of religion
is called into requisition, the same should be given with a
faithfulness to the ideal of his ministerial calling and functions, and in no wise should he be the subject of contempt,
ridicule, burlesque, or even of manufactured scandal. In
the "Street Preacher." it was pleasant to notice this truthful delineation of the minister, which drew words of appreciation inthese columns: unfortunately, however, this particular instance seems to have proved the exception and not
the rule.

l'KTURE

WORLD

In the "Preacher's Wife," the minister is falsely reprd
sented as of ultra-Puritanical ideas, and an almost brutl
nature. Again, another instance has come under the writer's
notice, in which a minister is represented as "flirting" with
a young wife, whose child is almost drowned, as a result of
the lack of parental oversight; it was all right for |
matron to invite her \isitmg pastor to take tea with her,
hut to represent them as holding hands, with endearing
looks, is a brutal abuse of the privilege given the scenario
writer.
To deliberately manufacture the foundation ol
in this way, can only be harmful to the moving picture profession, and will alienate a great body of worthy men, whose
approbation should be sought, rather than that thej should
be held as victims ,,f a false contempt; which such presentations must naturally produce in the minds of those who]
see these unkind pictures.
It has occurred to the writer that no other profession is
thus outraged; why then the minister? [a it possible that
some authors ,,f such playlets believe that the public, generally, "rejoices in iniquity?" If so, it is time to tell them
that they are mistaken Not only do the ministers themselves look for a truthful representation of their calling, but
an intelligent public desires that a class of men whom they
respect, shall be accorded a proper place on the stage and
in the picture; as a rule they get it on the stage, therefore,
they must have it in the picture. The place of the clergyman in the picture is that which his high office di
and which is faithfully adhered to. almost universally, by
those who fill that office, Scenario writers and manufacturers will find it to'ther profit to remember
W. these
II JAIthings.

"Jackass

Music"

Dear Sirs — I have just seen the article on "Jackass Music,"
by Louis Reeves Harrison, in the issue of January 21, toil,
and I am sure Mr. Harrison has not exaggerated his views,
as far as music in moving picture
i rned.
For
I, also, have heard some jackass music, as he describes it,
and wonder how on earth managers can expect anyone to
come into their theaters, and sit down, and listen to such
unappropriate music, as 1 was obliged to listen to while there.
The week commencing January 2, 191 1, I had business in
Allentown, Pa., and on the evening of the same day. with
another traveling man, I went to see some picture plays.
The first house we entered was a small one. in which there
was only a piano to furnish music, and I will say the music
at that house was quite fair. The young girl presiding,
played music in harmony with the picture, in fact, it suite!
the pictures quite well, and she kept the piano going from
the time the picture started until it was ended, when she
took a short rest, or until the next picture was shown on
the screen, when she again started to play, which is more than
I can say for the larger house, to which we went afterward,
and where we found they had a six-piece orchestra. Rut
oh! such torture as we were obliged to suffer while in that
place was indescribable. The orchestra was there all right,
but very little music was rendered, for they never started to
play to a picture until it was almost over, and when the
end of the picture appeared they shut off the music abruptly,
not even waiting to get to the end of a line, and worse still,
we noticed that when a comic picture was on the screen,
they did not play at all, not a sound of music during the
entire reel, instead of that, they got up and scattered through
the audience. When the next picture appeared, which was
dramatic, entitled "The Refuge," the musicians reappeared,
and by the time this picture was almost, or more than half
over, the leader of the orchestra had at last found some
music, which, no doubt, she thought was appropriate for
this particular picture (judging from the length of time it
took her to find it), imagine our surprise and disgust, when
they struck up the strain of "John Took Me Home to See
II is Mother." when the scene appeared in which the
drunkard's
child iswasleftdying,
and the
the battle
poor mother,
herself with grief,
to light
against beside
the world
without the only treasure that had given her strength to
go forward. Then, they switched off to the strain of "Meet
Me Tonight in Dreamland," and it seemed as if the pianist
was trying to race with the rest of the orchestra. Finally,
we could stand the torture no longer, so we left the theater
in disgust, vowing we would never enter it again, to be made
to endure such torture — for torture it certainly was to be
obliged to sit and look at pictures to which there was no
music. One might as well listen to a singer unaccompanied
by music as to look at pictures without music, for it would
detract all the beauty from the song and singer, same as it
did from the pictures which would otherwise have been
good.
— WM. H. McCRACKEX.
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The Advent of the "Talking" Picture, and its Effects
on the Theatrical Map.
By Robert Grau.
It wa- my pleasure and province to be present, in the
audience which crowded Keith's Union Square Theater,- in
New York, one evening in July, 1894. This was the eventful night when the motion picture was first revealed to
American
theater-goers.
It is true, that an inferior device, under the name of
Eidoloscope, had made a feeble effort to introduce, also in
a Keith theater (in Philadelphia), the effects which were
destined ultimately to change the theatrical map, and to
create the most lucrative field of endeavor in the history of
public entertaining.
The advent of Lumiere's cinematograph was announced
with much advance advertising, but public interest was not
aroused instanter. The theater was only fairly filled on the
opening night, but an idea may be had of the success from
the fact that the theater which had, up to this time, played
to average weekly receipts of about $3,000, found its "takings"
inci eased within a single month, to the unprecedented
average of $7,000 a week, though the cost to the management was probably not over $100 a week for the machine
itself.
Inside of a year, the cinematograph was installed in every
vaudeville theater in America, and hundreds of new establishments came into being. Thus, was inaugurated the
vaudeville craze, which, as it progressed, brought into
being, many new devices, such as the Biograph and the
Vitagraph, while, in a few years, no theater was without
device.
In iooj, "the -tore" theater came into existence, and of
these there were, at one time, nearly 30,000 in this country.
New York City had more than 600 of this class alone.
An illustration of the vogue of the motion picture is
best shown by the statement that one of the earlie-t enm this field — Marcus Loew — started in the Harlem district, about five years ago.
Today
this man is
immensely ricl
He has about forty theaters of his own;
the majority of which are of the first-class, such as the
Yorkville, and Lincoln Square Theaters, in New
York,
Hardly a week goes by that Mr
Loew does not
add a theater to bis h-t. while he has now. in the course
i!. two magnificent amusement palace--, involving
nearly a million dollars.
About four year- ago, William Fox, a man yet in his
early thirties, opened the first "-tore" theater in Brooklyn
0 great that within a year he had a dozen
similar resort-, where moving pictures were th«
traction in 1007 this man bought the lease of the Dewey
Theater, on East ijth street, paying a rental of $50,000
itham Theater, in Harlem,
the Star Theater, on Lexington avenue, the Family Theater,
on 125th
1 ral theater- in
rentals, and the low pri
mission, Mr
'-■ h
made a fortune in the short -pace
of four year . and last year .una -.
lying a rental of $100 ■•
for a building which cost it- ownen
but three times as
Although Messrs

concerned in this vast industry.
Some of the world's greatest players have posed for the
film makers, many of whom have stock companies, under
the direction of famous stage directors and producers.
For several years, efforts have been made to create a
perfect synchonism between the moving picture and the
phonograph, in order that stage presentations of plays and
operas could be reproduced.
The spectacle has already been presented of a famous
stage idol, appearing in a theater of high prices of admission, while but a stone's-throw away a perfect counterfeit
presentation, both as to voice and action could be seen
for five cents.
Three of the greate-t factors in the field of motion photography, including Thomas A. Edison, who invented also
the phonograph, have announced recently, that all of the
problems for an absolute synchronism were eitlu 1
or near solution, and this surely is the most notable
achievement of this generation, as far as the art of entertaining is concerned.
Mr. Edison has prophesied that the day is near when the
workingman will present himself in front of a moving picture theater, deposit his dime, and witness a re; of -cenes from grand opera, such as are presented at the
Metropolitan Opera House, in New York.
Thi- writer has already been privileged to he;:almost an entire act of Donizetti's "Lucia de Lama:
including the famous
sextette, as sung by Car;
hrick, I'lancon and others.
Although perfection h .-.
been achieved, no great wrench of the imagination
sary, in order to predict that anotl
will witness a state of perfection, thr<
chronism, which will revolutionize the art
over the world
The serious side of this situation lies in the ultil
of the player and singer, and by a quite similar 1
that of tin- manager and producer.
We know that Caruso has earned almost as mod
from the presentation of his vocal records as has been
accorded to him from In- grand
there are those who have deplored the fad I
1- being paid in a slight
Italian's voice.
I yield to no one, in my appreciation
be derived from the phonograph,
an.! ! .
that i! had cine into being in til
which
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rder that the tremendous barrier . re.
of inc.
trans-

1- quite similar; while in the -mailer cities, a very unique
state of affairs has come about
In what are call*

mies an- capitalized in the millions, and
. ' :i -t indication that any retrograde
:n this field will Ik- permitted.
em wlncli presents itself i- the effect that
modernism may have on the actual player and singer, but
alter all. it i- the latter element which lias made possible
progress in the moving picture industry, for they
are induced to accept the liberal payments offered.
Recently $50,000 was "tiered to Caruso, for the to take In- vocal record-, and this -tun was ju-t a bonus
for exclusive privileges. Madame Adelina Patti, when in
tin- country on her last tour, refused an offer of $100,000
for a similar privilege, and this, too, at a period in her
career when -he was no longer the Patti of old.
The writer believes that the motion picture theater of
the future will be on a far more important basis than that
of the present. Already the "store" theater is passing away,
and the tendency 1- to secure regular theater-. In all the
larger cities, large and commodious establishments are being
erected, and mil i
of invested capital is available at every turn. The effect on the regular theater- has
alread) been appalling. Two year- ago the vast chain
of theater-, devoted to melodrama, found their position untenable, and there are today, less than a dozen of this clcSs
of amusement temples in operation. All have reverted to
what i- known as "pop" vaudeville, or else they are lying
dormant.

night stand-." the moving picture ha- solved the problem
of the local managers, who have not hesitated to cast the
legitimate attractions to oblivion, and turned their "opry"
houses into the money-getting policy which prevails in these
day-. Heretofore, the local manager would get one or two

In Philadelphia, there are two score of handsome theaters,
newly built, some costing as high as $500,000 each, and all
created through the really tremendous expansion in the field
whereof I write. The attendance is simply enormous. It
much to assert that 100,000 persons attend these
theater- daily, in the Quaker City. In Boston, the situation

companies
week,to for
he
had
a hard a time
payhishi-public's
way entertainment,
Today, by the and
simple
process of installing a moving picture machine, and engaging a few minor act- of vaudeville, he is able to entertain from two to three thousand persons each day, at an
average price of admission of ten cent-. The expenses are
nil; the profits are huge. I have in mind a little town, near
New York, with a popul . •
ago. it was impossible to attract a paying audience with any
attraction. Today, the one theater available, gives three
performance- daily. No week goes by, that less than Oo
per cent, of the town- population doe- not enter this theater at least once: while it i- an absolutely normal condition to find as many as [,OO0 persons waiting in the lobbies
and on the sidewalk-, at 9 P. M., for an exodus of the seated
audience. SO that they may enter and witness the -how.
The public, created by all this procedure, is constantly
being educated, and gradually become- more exacting in
its demands, hence the advent of the "talking" picture, with
all the enhancement which it promises to bring, should
result in a general uplift, together with much benefit to the
masses who must naturally aprreciate any effort which will
make possible for them to see and hear for ten cents, that
which has heretofore cost from fifty cents to two dollars.
It remains yet to be seen, how nearly science and artifice have served to duplicate the original interpretations in
music and the drama. Mr. Edison has promised that the
counterfeit will be almost perfect.

The TechniqueBy George
ol Rockhill
the Craw.
Picture
Play— Structure.
(
Article
What

is a Drama?

To write a good scenario for, or to produce a good picture
play, one must know what it is he is trying to create.
"We all know that," I hear someone say. "A picture
playEvenis aso. drama."
but what then is a drama?
"It has a beginning, a middle, and an end."
True enough! Aristotle said that hundreds of years ago,
and it has been said in a different way by the later writers
on technique, who say that a drama has: first, an Introduction;
second, a Climax or a ("lash; and third, a Denouement or a
Catastrophe, But thi- doe- not answer my question. I did
not a-k what has a drama?
but what is a drama?
"A drama is "make believe.' "
Ah. now we are getting to the heart of the thing! A
drama is an illusion, and the more perfect the illusion, the
better the drama.
To create a perfect illusion, the creation must be logical to
the minds of the audience, which means that its events
must proceed rationally.
Now, nothing can be built rationally, unless it has a
definite framework, or structure. The architectural de-mner
may have a conception of an inspiring church tower, but to
create it effectually, he must build a rational structure, consisting of. first, the Foundation; second, the Walls; and third,
the Tower.
One i- of no value without the others.
In building a perfect drama (good dramas are always
"built" 1. we must have a structure consisting of three parts:
First
The Beginning, which is the Itroudction;
: The Middle, which is the Climax;
Third The End, which may be a Catastrophe or a happy
Denouement.
This i- true of all dramas, whether in one, two. three,
four, or five acts.
The picture plays, as at present presented, may be classed
as "one-acters," a thousand-foot reel taking up about the

-ame time as the usual 20-minute, one-act spoken plays,
presented in the circ lit vaudeville houses. We may soon
see picture plays in from one to five acts, with a thousandfoot reel to each act, the time between the acts being taken
up by rewinding, which will correspond to the time given
to the setting of the stage in the spoken drama. But enough
of polyreel prophecies! Let us first perfect the technique
of our monoreel plays!
Building a Comedy.
Now, that we know the structural elements of the drama,
let us apply them.
Let us say, we have an idea for a picture play — a comedy.*
It i.- about a shiftless, worthless, fat negro character, named
Sam. who reads in a newspaper a comic paragraph that
the left hind foot of a graveyard rabbit, caught in a country
churchyard, in the full of the moon, at midnight, by a redheaded, double-jointed, knock-kneed, cro-s-eyed nigger, riding a white mule, will bring good luck to whoever possesses
ir.
"But" — someone interrupt — "most comedies go in a
straight
no definite
structure."
Ah. butline.
they They
would have
be better
comedies
if they were more
structurally dramatic, as witness the loosely constructed
"Becky Sharp." to u>e a well-known example from the
speaking stage.
The Introduction.
So we will give our comedy a structure. The Introduction shall consist of the establishing of the existence of a
theory that the left hind foot of a graveyard rabbit, caught
according to the circumstances given above, will bring good
luck to its possessor We establish this bv- having the
poverty-stricken negro, Sam, read the paragraph in a daily
paper. Our scene is laid in a big. busy city. We develop the
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by having the comedy character, Sam. prepare himself to prove the correctness of thetheory. First, he convinces
himself that he is cross-eyed, using a -mall pocket mirror
for the purpose, making cross-eyes at himself in it. Next,
hat he is knock-kneed and double-jointed. He is
dubious about his black, kinky hair, but comedy develops
in his making his hair red by stealing a bottle of red hair
dye from a hairdresser's shop, which dye, after an escape
from liis pretty pursuers, he empties upon his head. Now. he
is almost prepared to put the theory to the test, and he
leaves the large city to tind a country churchyard. So much
for the Beginning, or Introduction.
The
Middle, <>r Climax, shall consist of the catching of
the graveyard rabbit.
[
Sam reaches the country, and steal- a white mule, comedy
developing in the discovery of the theft by the farmers, and
their chase after Sam, who eludes them
Midnight approaches
and Sam near- a country churchyard, riding the white mule.
full moon.
Comedy develops in Sam's fear of the
he rides in among them, and in the appearance of
ghosts
and
skeletons
here and there,
with
Sam
paralyzed
with
fright.
Suddenly
one
of them
hurls
a white
object,
which Sam dodges.
It is a graveyard rabbit.
Other
spook
take up the bombardment and the air i- Tilled with rabbitSam i- almost knocked off the mule and hangs stricken with
fear about its neck,
lie regains hi- -eat and ride- frantically,
warding off the rabbitwith his right arm
and hand
He
accidentally catches one of them by it- left hind foot, am!
with eye- a- big a- saucers, escapes with hi- prize.
The Denouement.
The

End, "r Denouement,

shall be devoted

the introduction.

in

Sam return- to the city very poor and very hum."
edy i- developed in the fact that hi- rabbit's foot has done him
no good. But suddenly, he finds a pocketbook with money
in it. He goe- mt. i a negro cite to buy a meal, but finding
that there is a pool-room in connection, in which bet- are
being made
on Jeffries and Johnson,
lie put- all hi- money
on Johnson and forgets that he is hungry. He goe- out painfully realizing the mistake he has made. Several other lucky
thing- happen p. Sam by which he get- money, and each
time it I- all bet on the irresistible Johnson.
This all happens
the day of tin big
gtli
Suddenly
the oddare wiped
eft
the blackboard in the pool-room and the light returns
begin
in, Sam being
the mo-t
interested and excited
in. in
in the crowded room,
\t last it is announced that Johnson
win-, after much painful uncertainty and delirious hope a- Unrounds are read Sam 1- made rub .1- hi cashes in. and
then buy- a big dinner of chicken. p..rk chop-, watermelon,
and Other things dear to a darky'- heart The play i- finished.
The
theory
is proved
\ rabbitfool is lucky.
It 1- onlj a lntle ■ riginal, bla< k fa< ■ pi. ture comedy, built
on the structural
line- of .1 the-i-. and using many
conventional picture play 'prop-'
and situations
The evidence of
re is eliminated
'I he play goes smoothly on with
out any markings of the structural divisions upon
which
we
havi bmit 11 lb. ■..!<. . oiber. in. e to structural rules hides
the evidence ol the author's craftsmanship, and the illusion
with the proper u-e of them
The object
of rational
structure
111 the writing
of a play
•• r the illusion
Thus in l
. Rabbit'i
1'oot." the Inn advanct tin plaj along the line- of its -Inn
ture
It .
that
the
play and tin mi, 1 progn in.' along di nite lines I hui the
mtei.
1 , , nhj
ill lead
it ter might i om<
out and merely make

funny i ros

entertainmuch detached

' ■■

int. ml-

to

test

'I In- 1 Umax, in win. hr.
hard.--! test on tin credulit) ..t the audience
but l,\ till- time
the lib! ,

■

a

drama

be.

This

m

drama ha- this f. •^-'0***,*"~^~~~^m
like iln
It .
sents the Climax » is in the
The dearest cut
te event
W e often
a family, but did you ever
People

may

brought

to

simple

remark
your

incident

■

that

mind
that

hear

"the

funn

The
Mr

thing

Join-'

party given by his wife.

But tragedy
i- structural
It .
second, the Deed; third, the deed "Ed
Smith
has killed i
"No!" you exclaim, breathless.
thenhe a docomplete
drama
WhyAnd did'
it'"
having a beginning, a middle,
business reverses made Smith
self through the heart, and

insane.

"What

a

1- recited t<
and an end
despondent, that he shot himthat the shock made hi- wife

Let US write a play ..n tin- StructUI
in writing
it is to have it produced
Our object in having it pr
to create the illusion that the actors pre- •
the persons about whom our play 1- written
The
tin- illusion, the better our play
\..w it 1- not -o hard to create an illusion a- it
froin spoiling it in trying to strengthen the play b>

stronger

it- "interest" qualities, and thus getting off the structure
We -tart our drama by -bowing that Ed
5l
cial -traitBut why
should
he kill himself?
There
mu-t
be a logical rea-011 or the illusion of the ..inliciut
and it 1- illusion we are -trning for
Main
men .11.
ally in financial -trait-, but they do not kill them-.
t<« make the suicide plausible
we mu-t
-h..w that Smith
is
used
to high
living. 1- getting
.1.1
and
thought of poverty; or we may -how thai
win. ha- appropriated the funds of Others I
1- about 1,, i,«- discovered
\-

we

have

prepared

I.,

the

1 l'ii,.i\

-•■ mUSl

for the Denouement before completing oui
or.br that w hen thi
• ;t. and thus, at tl

■

'

bad healtl
conditions

would

make

sho< k ol her husband's

1

in thi

may

Building a Tragedy.
But

• that the
the

the in. i, producing qualitiei ol .. rabbit
The Climax.

they

01 an z . in

eyes and walk knot k km . d .... |

when tin- 1- done to further the pi
i- enhani .••! and an illusioi
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■
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of the theory that the rabbit's foot is lucky as advanced
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would -how the wife as a reckless spendthrift in the lntroduction, and thus in the Denouement, the cause of her insanity would be complex — shocking grief and remorse, and
i gain the moral effect of retribution.
The untrained dramatist, being versatile, might liven his
introduction with a comedy character having no bearing on
the structural progress of the play,
He might bring in a
• oughtless and extravagant girl as a friend
otherwise the play might be too
But the trained dramatist, using the complex
method)
really simplest in it> dramatic economy, would get
the comedy and lightness out of the wife in the Introduction, making her a thoughtless, healthy, high spirited and
nit woman.
This comedy work, unlike that of the
girl in the other method, would be structurally a part of
the drama, a part <*i it- progress, tor it organically brings
Iter husband nearer to ruin and death, and herself to shockivement, remorse and insanity — her retribution.
In the tir-t method, the girl's comedy line.- not being organic, divert the mind of the audience from the structural
of the play. Anything that does this tends to spoil
the illusion, the end sought in all plays.
The method of the untrained dramatist would produce a
simple, artificial melodrama, such as are too many of our
picture plays; thai of the trained dramatist, a strong, purposeful play, every element of which is organic, taking its
place a- a part of the play's str ictural progress to the end.
It is the latter kind of picture plays that hold their audience- and cause the plays to be discussed and talked about
after the people have left the theater.
The Cherry Pits.
Proper structure causes the interest to go up and up, cumulatively, unflaggingly. As an example of cumulative interest
I will cite the picture drama, "The Cherry Pits," whose
structure is. on the whole, excellent, with some minor errors
of technique. As in most picture plays the causes and effect- are simple and not complex, the play owing its strength
to it- splendid portrayal of the character of Colonel Rey,
strong characterization being a treat in the picture field.
The play opens with the conferring of the cross of the
Legion of Honor upon Colonel Rey when he is a young
man, Napoleon himself officiating. This is a prelude to the
real drama. The latter commences with a garden scene in
France. Three young men are seated at a table. They are
eating cherries and are flushed with wine. Colonel Rey, now
gray and advanced in years with old fashioned and threadhare, but neatly brushed, clothes, stalks in, in proud dignity,
taking a seat at the table next the young men, and sitting
down facing the other way. As he comes in the young
nun -tare at his proud military bearing and nudge each other.
After lie l- -eated. one of them tlips a cherry pit at him.
which strikes his arm. lie turns round, sees them laughing,
picks up the cherry pit with dignity and ties it in his handkerchief. The prank i- repeated by a second of the young men
and this time the cherry pit strikes the Colonel's ear. Incen-ed. but with quiet dignity, the Colonel ties this pit also
in his handkerchief, and then gets up and faces them. -As
-" the third young man has thrown a pit, which
strikes the Colonel over the heart. He looks at them, control- hi- anger, pick- up the pit, adds it to the others tied
in his handkerchief, and leaves the garden.
In this scene we have had an admirable introduction and
a fine character study in Colonel Rey. The introduction
is further developed and the drama rises when the three
voting men come face to face with the Colonel at a state
hall, and it ri-e- -till further when he is introduced as the
it duellist in France and refuses to greet them.
Finding that the young men are his equals socially, the Colonel challenges one of them to a duel. It is the who who
ca-t the first cherry pit, striking him on the arm.
The day of the duel arrives and the two men meet on the
field of honor. The young man misses, but the Colonel's
bullet strikes him in the arm. The Colonel then returns his
cherry pit to him,, taking it from the hankerchief in which
he had wrapped it the day of the insult. This is a clever piece
of technique, some say, for it suggests to the audience that
as the Colonel has three pits to return, there are yet two
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duels to come, and the interest 1- kept at a tension.
It may
he contended also th.it the literal returning of the cherry
pit retard- the action, ha- no real value in the drama, and
should have been hit out. a- the audience probata
that the Colonel figuratively returned the young man'.- cherry
pit when hi- bullet penetrated hi- arm.
It may be contended
that the caption used, "I return your cherry pit!"
cient and that it alone would suggest the two coming duels.
At any rate, the drama i- -till rising
The I
nd young man, whose cherry pit ha- struck him on
the ear, and in the duel that follow- the younger man mises,
hut the Colonel unerringly pierces his ear, thus returning his
cherry pit.
The interest now ri-e- to a tragic climax when the turn of
the third young man. the one whose pit struck th(
o\ er the heart, i
The three friend- are together in their bachelor quarters,
two wounded, the third with certain death hoverin.
head The ( olonel's messenger appears, with the third challenge, it i- thought, but no. it is a message from the Colonel,
who is ill, asking the young man who struck him over the
heart to call at his rooms.
The three friend- leave with th<
niter the
sick room of the Colonel, where the third of them is forgiven. Then the Colonel, who is very much worse than he
ha- believed, is fatally stricken and dies as the cross of the
Honor, given him by his beloved Emperor forty
year- before, i- laid upon hi- noble old '"'
The prelude would have been be-t used a- a retrospective
vision of the Colonel's, after he had returned home from the
garden where the insults took place A chasm of forty years
between a prelude and an introduction, is a long jump for
an audience to span, and the illusion would have been best
conserved by -bowing what happened in the past after the
audience is familiar with and interested in the old Colonel,
rather than before it i- aware of his existence.
In the spoken drama, a prelude is the only means available in a case of this kind, as for instance in the "Prisoner of
Zenda." but with the motion picture it is possible to show
things as passing in the mind of a character in evidence, by
mean- of the dream, or vision technique of the picture screen,
and it i- be-t to show retrospective scenes in this way.
They then become contemporary with the action of the
drama proper, and are organically a part of the structure,
instead of a detached happening of many years gone by.
| Editor's Note. Further articles by Mr. Craw on technique,
illustrated by constructive criticism of current picture plays
will appear from time to time.l
PENNSYLVANIA LAW.
Editors Moving Picture World :
Gentlemen — We wish to call your urgent attention to the
theater law No. 233 P. I... 1000, now in force in Pennsylvania.
This law can be complied with by the smaller theaters with the
exception of the three four-foot aisle clause, as most of the
photo playhouses are but fifteen to thirty feet in width. The
Legislature of Pennsylvania now being in session, immediate action should be taken. We would suggest that you take it up with
each individual exhibitor in this State, asking them to write to
or to see. if possible, the representatives to the legislature from
their districts looking toward a plan to modify that part of the
law which it is impossible for the smaller size houses to comply
with. This law. as it now stands, states that theaters must have
three four-foot aisles, and as this is a proposition which is impossihle for the small theaters to comply with, we feel that it is
unjust and should he modified so as to leave the aisle question
open to the discretion of the factory inspector, in all cases where
the width i- not sufficient to permit of three four-foot aisles.
We wish you would make a strong appeal to the Pennsylvania
exhibitors by mail and through the trade pournab and film exchanges asking them to take immediate action while the legislature is in session. We arc now taking up the matter with our
representative, Mr. Geo W. Sassnman, of the P>erks district, and
will have him frame a bill and present it before the legislature
at the earliest date.
We trust that you will give this matter immediate attention,
as this is not only for the interest of the exhibitors alone, but
for all concerned.
Awaiting an early replv. I remain.
Very trulv vours.
Geo. W. P.en-nethum.
For Reading, Pa., Exhibitors.
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First Article.
I Although an acknowledged fact that the cinematograph
(Jias made possible many advantages in various fields of
■knowledge, it is probably most interesting to note the
■efinite and new schools which have resulted absolutely
Jjnd solely from and for it
The Commercial School.
I The first of these may be designated the commercial
■chool, wherein
commercial
establishments
of t;
(
using the moving
picture to educate their em1
in every branch of their own manufacture.
In
I issue of System — a commercial
monthly — there
n illustrated article showing
a most elaborate
cinematograph in making each branch ■
[uainted with every other branch, and especially
training salesmen in a thorough knowledge of the intricacies
of the business they are to represent.
Others are preparing pictures for public exhibition, to supersede the older
■nethods of advertising, by giving entire exhibitions of the
fcrocess of manufacturing all kinds of goods in which people are interested, and whereby
an intelligent knowledge
will be mutually beneficial to buyer and seller.
Municipal School.
Another i thi municipal school, in which the governing
Bodies of large cities are training the city empl
h and systematic course in the various new ad]mii to them; the taxpayer-, also,
i -ned as to methods
of civic rule, and young
i
are taught by illustrati
actual life, the most modern methods of civil government,
with the double advantage of a more extensive course in
time
Military and Naval School.
Military and Naval Schools of Instruction
t
i ountry, for th<
soldier and sailor, giving a mai
tion in the arl
that could never have been deem
r

■

i

'

■
pear in d
first arti,

School of Cinematography.

Cinemal
-and-, an
dustrial
school of
from its

schools.
ulu
a universal university
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tter of philanthropy and of
municipal good-will in helping the wage-earning millions to
use their leisure constructively and pleasurably. Has not
the time come when the school, endowed with a conscious
public ideal, should be expected to equip itself with that
powerful magnet, the motion picture, which has given to the
commercial show-house its great advantage? As yd in
America pictures
neither has
the demand
nor the organized.
supply t"<>r educational
motion
been effectively
"The likelihood that all well equipped schools will Boon
use motion pictures does not threaten the life of the commercial theater. The great public patronizes drama for enjoyment rather than instruction. The school will always be
limited in the purely amusing element it can provide, and
here the theater will retain its place. The school center
which will combine motion pictures with other attractions
such a- the dance, the gymnasium, the amateur theatrical.
will menace the prosperity of the commercial show house
just as u will menace the prosperity of the questionable
dance hall or poolroom. The development of the school on
Mich lines a- these will force all places oi commercial amusement to improve enormousy or to go out of business. The
extensive use of motion picture- by the school will elevate
the character ai films shown in the theaters. If the school
meets the responsibility here described, the place- of cheap
entertainment will all be vastly different, morally and artistically, ten year- from now. It is by constructive competition, much more than by restrictive legal measures, that
the amusements of the people are going to lie improved."

In contra-distinction to those schools which have been
brought with existence by the cinematograph, there are other
schools which were already in existence, to which the coming of the cinematograph has been a great benefit, indeed
in many instances it seems as if they had long been waiting
for the advent of this new power, to enable them properly
to fulfil the educational mission which made them neces.-ary. In the schools of the deaf and dumb the new sightteacher is able to impart a ten-fold degree of knowledge, the
limitation of the simple illustration or stationary picture,
has been replaced by the moving, living, knowledge-giving
picture, so that besides a more thorough education, a
quicker one has been made possible to these afflicted children.
In the schools for the feeble minded the cinematograph
has come as a great enlightener, proving itself a value long
considered improbable in the education of these unfortunate
people, it having been found that the combined influences of
the increased use of the faculties, with the larger powers of
imparting knowledge, has shown a decided tendency to
quicken the otherwise hindered powers of these people,
young and old.
In all kinds of technical instruction whether in schools or
institutions, the possibility of illustrating the trades from
actual manufacturing centers, has proved of inestimable
benefit; more especially in those institutions of a state, charity, or reform character; in which the inhabitants are unable
to see and know from any actual experience, any of those
features of trade in which they were interested, beyond the
limitations of an instructor and their books. Whole industries from beginning to end can now be presented, giving a
complete conception of the full purposes of those things
which previously could at best only be learned in part. As
an illustration it may be mentioned that by the aid of pictures and mode!- the construction and working of automobile is now easily taught; showing the possibilities in other
line- when so successful in this particular one.
Y. W. C. A. Finds Photoplay Valuable.— A moving-picture
machine was the gift of the board of director- of the Mechanics-American Hank, of St. Louis, to the Young Women's
Christian Association, of that city. It will be installed in
the gymnasium of the association building and used for the
entertainment of girl- and young women who like pictures.
film- suitable for the Sunday afternoon vesper services will
be secured. The St. Louis Y. \V. C. A. will also recognize
the value of the moving picture -lmw by having a space in
the foyer of its new building at Fourteenth and Locust
Street- for -imilar entertainment-. An outdoor moving picture exhibit in the summer also will promote the idea.
New Haven, Conn. — The question of introducing moving
pictures as a part of the night school curriculum after being
strongly recommended by some of the teachers has been teken.
under advisement by the Board of Education.
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FAKE OUTSIDE ADVERTISING.
The attention of the exhibitors, in .New York City and
elsewhere, should be drawn to this fact: that to put th(
moving picture business on a sound basis, it is high time that
the use of fake posters should be eliminated. In passing
one of the well-known houses, within a block of Broadway,
not long ago, 1 noticed, a- I had on several other
quite a string of vividly-colored posters of the four-sheet
si/e strung aero-- the entrance, and leaving just enough
m for one to pa-- under, depicting murderous
Indians in the act of scalping their captors, who were on
their knee-, seemingly, pleading for mercy; then, on an adjoining -beet, a young hero, in the act of rescuing an ui
fortunate girl, who had been cast into the waters of
canal by a Desperate Desmond, and in reward for h
bravery, received a knife through his heart, the blood -tains
clearly showing on hi- -hirt. There were, at least, eight
or ten of these posters, each one of a more blood-curdling
nature than the other Bearing no name of any manufacturer, 1was curious to know who was the maker, and after
sitting for an hour of so in this theater, and being treated
to a first-class show, 1 looked up the manager, and inquired
of him the object of the deceiving pictures, and received
this answer.: "Oh, 1 find tin- a good way of drawing the
attention of the passing crowd; you know, we have so much
competition, that we are compelled to fake it to get them
inside, and when once there, we are sure they will remain,
and if they do get up and go out, it makes no difference, for
we The
are managers
not after aofsteady
patronage
all transient."
this house
have— ours
been iswarned
by the
police to exhibit more subdued lithographs for advertising
purposes, but have displayed very little interest in the warning. This i- just the opportunity some cranks are looking
for, with the view ui rapping the picture, good and hard, in
the columns of the daily papers. As there are more readers
of the daily papers than patrons to the moving picture show
houses, it is through the eagerness of such men as are at
the head of this, and other horses of its kind, ot make all
they can today, and hang out the to-let sign tomorrow, that
the picture business, in time, will suffer, unless something
is done to prevent them from advertising pictures which
any manufacturer would refuse to produce and attach his
name. This same string of pictures can be seen daily, without change, until some one gets torn with long use, then it
is replaced with another of the same type. It is a wonder
that some of the manufacturers have not taken steps to
prevent the association of their film titles with thes<
MAC ARTHUR.
posters.
THE DREAM
(Imp).

The title and plot of this picture are not new. The theme
is the familiar one of a husband who has at home a charming
though unsophisticated young wife. It also contains that well
known love-pirate, the female stenographer. The husband falls
for the wiles of said stenographer, and they have a wine supper,
while the simple wife waits at home beside the empty chair. The
husband returns home and does a little house-wrecking by way
of expressing his feelings, while the timid wife shrinks away to
some other part of the flat. The erring husband falls into a
stupor on the sofa, and proceeds to dream. He has the usual
erring husband's dream that his wife is out repeating the same
performance that he has just gone through himself.
We are shown the external contortions that always go with
such a dream, and from these facts we gather that he is having
a verv horrible dream, as he sees his wife in company with a
handsome stranger. The dreamer finally finds himself on the
door and wakes up with what appears to be the worst headache
you ever saw in your life. But the headache is quickly cured
by the appearance of the demure little wife, who has not been ]
out sporting at all. The end is pleasant. He sees the
his ways, and is duly forgiven, and from all appearances he
will never do it again.
Xo doubt this film will have a hard time getting over to certain
ladies in every audience who have gone through that same
drama themselves several tunes, only to find that the case is
chronic. But as we said before the principal charm of the picture is the young wife. Our feelings, however, were somewhat
sentimental when we saw "our Mary" as a wife, arrayed in evening gown, and dining with swells. We felt the same misgivings
that a father must feel when be observes his daughter as sbe
stands upon the threshold of womanhood gazing into the new
life
come. It Inhasother
we have
considered
"Mary"
as atochild.
neverwords,
occurred
to usalways
that she
might grow
up
and be a woman some day; but, judging from her delineation of
the matron, we have every reason to expect that her past extol portraying ingenue roles will be merely an epoch
in her advancement and her final success as a leading woman.
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in our house and oik- of my "wrinkles"
the melody on the organ with tin- right hand and the accomn tin- piano with the other" (an interesting stunt,
Brother Dunn,
I suppose you have them standing at right
. u can turn from one to the other without chang• at. otherwise it would take a pretty long reach.
But doesn't it cover up your drummer so that you cannot
lee S.each other. I'd like to know just how you do it). — C.
E.

time and i
- enes and quite a bunch
comedy.
A Dirge and the
;' different
Nationalitj
lire-.
'Western,'
and
all I country
kindof pictun
mel
if manufacturers
inclosed ten cent- to pay for mailii I have complied with this request
• me kind- of m<

He further says, "Let me quote an example about the use
of
the organ.
We had
'Sunshine
Poverty
Row' Ifor
week.
I he picture
depicts
povertyin and
sickness.
usedXmas
sad
music from the -tart until the time that it -how- 'Posl
Master's home.' then 1 till in with a light waltz using 1' minor
all the way through — you can work out some beautiful -tuff
in minor- (some people can't. Brother D.), and fall hack
to sad whin the poor people's home i- shown. When Santa
Claus appears I play very softly, with three stops, on the
organ 'Adeste
idele-.'
and Iwhen
thegradually
children pulling
of the oul
rich one
and poor are

l- "mighty slim pickings."
The storm scenes
Tell" and "Flying Dutchm
i
separate them from the roll in som<
a number
of u
1 things
concealed
in standard
selections and symphonies if then
telling you how to find them and yet thei
I tried it oil a few.
Let me know how t;

shown with their joyful parents, I play, 'Holy. God, We
Praise Thy Name.' the drummer playing chime- all through.
We go( a hand every performance."
And you deserved a hand every performance If you
work up your picture- generally a- well a- the one you give
Us, you are to be complimented. Let u- hear from you again,
your letter- are interesting.
M,
dith W. Tross, of Rochester, X. Y.. write-: "Have
read your interesting
article- on music
for the picture- and
would lie very glad if you could give me a li-t of -..me of
omething
on the style of
Graces.'
We run the Independant film- and the
also mo-t all the foreign make- of film, man} >"
which
are dramawhich
that kind of music
would
go well
with.
1 should be very glad of any other suggestions that
I., make
If you have any sneaky music,
1 could use that al-o to good advantage."
Your li-t has been sent, though I mus( apologize for the
delay.
1 have
been
trying
to yet the late-t cat;
the publishers are a Kit -low in -en. Imy these t"
. \cr. I think the li-t of numbers sent, i- what you
require thought
not -o complete a- I would like to make it.
1 append

suggestions

for the

following

picture-:

"HIS TRUST" (Biograph).
inarch containing
Southern air-, til! change,
through
three
-cetle-.
,\ Lighi neutral till battle scene, then,
4 I I mr>
tdl • i
5 Lively and light music till change, then.
rj through all battle scenes until interior is shown
with mother and child
I — Any

enter
9

10
i

,i
l

oldier's death, "The Vacant (hair.'' until after interior i- show i: again I till
- m the ( old Ground, till soldiers (guerrillas)
llurrv

till

Plaintive

lio, knowing
w rite"V\
>ome
time,
thaiI
answering the inquiries of other exhibitors
not up on the music proposition as
and will help us I
> in tin- line, we at last hr< ..
sted to know
everything
more
than important
feature of tl ,
the 'World' ever since we have been in the busine:
three years now. ami ha..
epartments,
watching
with
ii o
progress ami our own while rea<
tiny
down
In the
hu-iiic-of i .
music that you think, most
Hire linn-.
.:-<.
We have a verj good 'reader' of m i
player and we use nothing hut sheet or note n
m .n of a few instant <
icponents
of the music
befor<
l
player rather than the fake
player
W<
musical
prograi
during the intermission, hut not for the pi
that the proper
mu-ie
cannot
he put on hut bj
orchestras
We relj upon the piano and drums
obtained the best in their line that
will thank
you in advance
for your
favor ami
v\ :
-tampfor reply
If there are
your
hill ofanddramawe will
the li-t
ami remit
otherspromptly
of that

till end

wish a- we

feel that

TIC

..-pel

A

(Lubin).
hv mil

till

-he

to

the

Li\ civ
p and f till fliyht
) mi.' hum,
Hurry till ena of flight
rch) till finish.

.sell, of Redkey,
fnd .
■ 29th, and musi thank you for I
you have taken
in my
communication
in regard
Pianola musi< for
ving pictui

w<

your li-t of title- satisfactory

of picture
GULCH'

Don't
natun

'hurries,
mysteries,
combats,'
et<
letter for publication mile-- name- ami pla
You
are
h

tl

"TAG DAY AT SILVER
\\ alt/ or Other neutral
\\ hen w •■'

I

PA

CAR

HUFFS
n of
KE.T
EVERY

I ws

fail I
use

tin-
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The lighting of theaters has long been a serious problem:
Heretofore it has been almost impossible to illuminate same
in a manner at all satisfactory to either owners or to the
public. This because of the lack of a proper system, correct appliances and correct illuminating engineering.
The Moving Picture World, particularly, are aware of the
agitation in New York City, and recent ordinances compelling the owners of theaters to illuminate their theaters at
all times. The managers and owners are only too anxious
to make their places as satisfactory as possible in every respect.
The old methods of illumination by direct lighting units
of great brilliancy, with their harsh glare, has been entirely
wrong in principle. Since the advent of the Tungsten lamp,
giving three times the illumination with the same amount of
current as the old carbon filament lamp, a system of indirect
illumination has been perfected, that is one of the successes
of the lighting field.
Only recently has this very desirable method of illumination been called to the attention of theater owners. It is
particularly desirable for use in moving picture theaters.
The brilliant source of light is covered from view in a onepiece corrugated silver-plated reflector, which is of correct
scientific design. This reflector encased in a brass or composition bowl, containing the Tungsten lamp, throws the
light at the correct angle to the ceiling, from whence it is
diffused throughout the room in a soft even distribution.
The first impression upon entering a space illuminated by
this eye-comfort system of indirect illumination — as it is
called — is that the room is not very well illuminated, but a
person can see to read with a distinctness that is surprising.
This method of illumination seems to have solved the
problem that the theater owners have to contend with. If
•lire- are hung at the proper distance from the ceiling, the major part of the light rays strike the ceiling and
reflect hack into the auditorium without spreading on to the
wall and screen. These fixtures containing the lighting units

PICTURE

\\<>ki I ).

can be had at almost any price, from expensive art
of special design, containing many lamps, down to Bpi
brass fixtures of pleasing design, but very inexpei
The illustration (Fig. i) shows an artistic metal I
price.
ture, that costs about $20.00.
Illustration Fig. 2 show- a lighting fixture also of brass
containing the reflector that costs approximately $10.00.
These fixtures can he used in connection with
60-watt or a 100-watt Tungsten lamp as i- required.
Figure .} -hows a lar.ye metal fixture to use a
Tuny -ten lamp.
This fixture i- oftentimes used for
and auditoriums where one fixture of large power is preferable to several containing -mailer wattage lamps.
More elaborate fixture- of -pecial design, to harmonize
with any
the architecture
can be
made. in The'-e
take
metal finish of
andanyareinterior
reasonable
in price
comparison with -.'lid metal fixtures.
The beauty of tin- system of indirect illumination for
moving picture theaters is that it interferes in no way with
the pictures and does not have to be changed in any way
while the pictures are being shown.
In the last installation, The Rome Moving Picture Theater, Rome, X. Y.. but two of the inexpensive fixtures are
Used.
is statedto inread
regard
to this illumination
"theinplace
is
lightItenough
a newspaper
with comfort
any
part of the auditorium The lights are not turned out during
the running of the pictures and in no way detract from the
brilliancy of the results on the screen. During the past
week owners of moving picture shows in Utica, Syracuse
and Rochester have visited Rome to look over this installaThe Plaza Theater, of Chicago, shows the effect of good
lighting on the success of a theater. This amusement house
is less than one year old. This building was errected as
nearly fire proof as possible, conforming to the strict retion."
quirements of the city's
to
theaters. However,
it wasbuilding
lacking ordinances
in several relating
features to
make it a cosy, popular house. After several changes in the
management it was made evident that extensive changes
were necessary to improve the house, and particularly the
lighting. Since the remodeling of the theater it has enjoyed
much greater patronage, credit for a large part of which
is evidently due to improved lighting. In rearranging the
lighting of this auditor! m it was felt that in this Eye-Comfort -y-tem of Indirect Illumination there were favorable
ing.
feature- that made it particularly suitable for theater lightThe indirect lighting system was patented in 1909, by the
inventors., Mr. A. D. Curtis and Mr. A. .1. Morgan, of the
X-Ray Reflector ('". of Chicago, of which Mr. Curtis is
president.
In view of the fact that their system is particularly adapted
to theatrical houses, they have installed a special theatrical
department at 227 Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, where theater
owners and managers may obtain, free of charge to them,
any engineering reports, advice or recommendation- which
they may de-ire.
We understand that Mr. John J. Ryan, of the Syndicate
Theater Company has ordered indirect lighting features for
his new St. Louis Theater. "The Colonial."
REDUCTION

IN NEW

ENGLAND
RATE.

FIRE INSURANCE

At the recent annual meeting of the New England Insurance
Exchange,
the executive
report reviews the improvements effected
during the committee's
year, as follows:
"The rules governing moving picture machine installations
were amended, reducing the charge for an approved equipment
from twenty-five to ten cents, and also providing for a permit at
a charge of ten cents per annum, allowing the installation of a
moving picture machine for not over thirty nights in any one
policy year, when such nights were not consecutive.

tup: -moving picture world.
THE NEW "PARK THEATER,"
BROOK.
One of the most recent additi
. Brooklyn
is the "Park
at the corner
of Fifteenth
Street. Theater"
A large onhallFifth
ond floor has beep converted into a most acce]
being decorated and equipped in the latest
proved
- a most elaborate ticket
At theartistic
entrance
evidence of the presence of this new theater I
ever, i- in itself at once, an attraction ..
mem. on account of its bright and
unusually
electric bulbs make a sup<
upper hall, on the wall- of thi- hallway
d a bas-relief re] i
arti-tic nature
of the whole.
I
eourteou- in their reception of patron>: tl
•!m- inten.. r are also elaborate J
consisting of imitation tapestry with pi
trimmings.
The electric lights are shaded
•
globes, so that t
pleasing. hisThe
proprietor,
Germain, !• ..- de-ire
to mak< Mr
I
attractive moving picture houcs ii
The ready response shown by tl
shows that a genuine ap;
desire to cater according to the highest pr i
main
censors than
and -•.:■
music, personalty
so that nothing
can • possibly
fastidious 1- allowed; a- .1 recull
■ aphic order of the bi st

offen I

ANSBACHS
MONTICELLO
THEATER.
We reproduce herewith a cut from the plans
1 heater which opened in \
takes its name from its
of Harrison and Nil
felt want f..r a high-grade I
thai thoroughly
has | • | equipped theater.
and
11
is inlines
the pvery heart and center of I
car

THE

LUBIN

THEATER,

PHILADELPHIA.

■ Mt a picture of one of Lubin's Philadelphia houses as
an example of the ornate style of architecture. There are a
number oi
icated in Philadelphia. Baltimore and
Cincinnati, and the originality of their design and imposing
decoration make them noticeable by day, while the multitude and
arrangement of the electric lights attract the pedestrian at night.
ne architect. Mi
.lie. Philadelphia, and ln.ork has been manifested in the continued
to the Lubin interests.
Mr. Koenig

andThe(listthe tt
:i..n To begin with, it is
building that was
it t.. keep anyone warm if il
-miction is entirel]

The ft
panying cut. is nil
theater

i'

: as much attention as the larger one; while the larg< r
the public by its proportions,
so much the smaller one be laid out in such a
way that it will impress it- patrons with the
dimensions and at the same tii
i ce i- the surest guide to
ire hundreds of little details which are
important as the constn
e will f i ■ -l make
'a
photoplay house.'
["he publi
the modern
l..
furnish them with a hi
Lawmakers
foi pa

agi

Attack

Sunday

Bhowi

in thi

fine ii' i
fiicturi
Moving pictun
nl.lt ..I theat < Iklahoma nn

in. m

:■

' h, .lil.i.

l he si\ o) I i"-.ii< i I omp mj
In. I . ha be< n in< orporated witl
A

ii I. ..,i,, .,„.! Edward h
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.1 fine and expensive uniform of uav) blue, trimmed

Ilic Monticello I
iting capacity of 1,100 and
1 miii: entertainment -'it j
mission.
The vaudei
procured from th<
. and the film service is Independent pictures, which art- giving the best of satis• iblishment represents an investment of $50,000, and is
owned by the Ansbach Improvement Company, a Mock company which was formed l>> Mr. Ansbach
after much
per• I hard work in i< >m\ iiu-inj; tin- stockholders that the
location was the keystone of the Ihll Section and thai
there would improve their property on all
As a manager Mr. Ansbach has proved himself no less capable than as a pn
financier He has
nected with the amusement profession for thirty years Prior
to his entry into the moving picture field. Mr. Ansbach ha- been
well known in lycetim work as a remarkable conjuror and magiler the auspices of the late Major Pond. h< has appeared before royalty in Europe and at private entertainments
anion- the first families of New
York's 400.
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BLANC TALKS ABOUT
PICTURES.

TALKING

For
three
years
| have
studied
the art of talking
to
pictures,
noting
each
detail, and
seeking
to cultivate
that
particular vocal method combining flexibility and adaptability,
which is essential, in order to make the figures on the screen
ly true to life.
Iking Picture Play, correctly portrayed, is the most
realistic form
of the drama
in existence.
When
the Hero
saves
the Heroine
he doesn't
jump
two or three
F<
net. while a super at fifty-cents -a-night throws up a handful of
sawdust to represent a splash.
In the up-to-date moving picture
drama the young man dives into real water, becomes thoroughly
immersed, and the young woman is for the time being
beneath
the waves.
Can you wonder then that the mi
fer to pay only rive cents to see the actual reproduct
real thing on the moving picture screen instead of parting with
a quarter to witness the make-believe on the meladramal
Hear in mind that the utterances of the actor behind the
screen must be limited to the lip movements of the figure
on the sheet. If the "talker" should be too loquacious, he
or -he is liable to be "left" a scene behind. For example,
he may lie repeating a marriage service, and delay too long, and
find that the picture has jumped to "twenty years after."
Hue's articulation must be clear and incisive and the voice
sufficiently flexible to get the light and shade effects, while
it must be able to penetrate the sheet which contains the
picture and conceals
the speaker.
Two senses must be exercised simultaneously — the eye
and the ear. You must watch your picture and listen at
the s.,me time to what the other characters are saying. There
is no doubt that "talking to the pictures" and the working
Up of realistic effects will be developed to a much more
considerable extent in the near future.
I me idealist exi-ts today in the Moving Picture business,
Mr. Alfred West, 'of Portsmouth, England. He .utilizes 'be
service of a full orchestra, consisting of ten pieces, and in several
cases has the music specially written
for the pictun
Tps of skilled anis:s to talk his pictures as will a- a
lecturer to introduce them
I would suggest that all popular and standard successes
should be photographed from start to finish and preserved for
future reference, lust fancy what an assistance it would be
for the producer twenty years hence to be able to refer to a
film, say of Mme X. He would see at the glance the business and situations after which he would call for the phonographic records, and he would hear it reproduced exactly as it
sounded twenty years previously.
For the extra expense of a few hundred dollars he would be
able to make an ample income and have the satisfaction of
knowing that be obtains the highest price of admission in
the world for a purely moving picture show. It seel
a pity that so many managers in this country cannot realize
that a piano player and a trap-drummer are not sufficient to
display a moving picture to the best advantage.
A word to the manufacturer. It is to your interest, gentlemen, to advocate the selection of competent interpreters
for talking pictures Today your supply is limited to those
whose story can only be adequately expressed in dumb show.
How much more extensive would your repetoire be, had
you the opportunity of producing pictures which would
mainly be talked by competent
performers'
I saw Hamlet in Moving Pictures the other day. It was a
five-cent audience, and
few. if any. were
familiar with
the

text
of
Hamlet

Shakespeare's
moralizes on

I overheard

earnest

spectators

the

play.
It v.
the fate of "Poor Yorick."

following

conversation

ene

between

where

two

She — "Say. what's the guy talking about'"
He — "Gee. can't you see be wants to buy a burial lot."
Another phase of the Talking Picture business is that it
can be utilized as a stepping stone to dramatic instruction.
Nowadays what is known as the "business" of a play is
usually evolved from the brain of the stage manager or. to be
more accurate his recollection of the play. In future years, to
estimate its chanc< s
- vival, a try-out in a Talking
Picture Theater would determine whether or not to produce it
in a regular theater should there be any in existence twenty
■ears fnJm today.
Again think of the ease with which the student for the
stage would acquire the rudiments of dramatic art. Mr.
Daniel Frohman, in a recent interview in the New York
Herald, advocates the creation of a dramatic department at
our
there.universities, and he believes that acting should be taught
By adopting my suggestion each university would preserve
film cases containing standard reproductions of the best
plays
by has
the been
world's
best inactors.
Afterenacted
the film
placed
the machine the dramatic
professor would apportion the cast, the lights would be lowered, and a preliminary run would be made in order that
the members of the class might become familiar with the
appearances of their respective characters. Presuming that
each student was letter-perfect, the next item would be
talking to the picture-, the speed of which would be regulated in accordance
with the nature of the play.
The "business" and situations of a play would be thus acquired in a very brief space of time, and the instructor would
be saved much energy.
In course of time the ambition
of every actor would
be
to attain to the giddy
height
of being
sufficiently good
to
be photographed
in animated
photography,
as a standard
record, just as an aviator desires to fly higher than his rivals.
ELIZABETH
BLANC.
Next week we will add eight pages to the text section of
this paper. This will give World subscribers twice as much
reading matter as i~ given in any other paper in this field.
The "Trouble Department" and other permanent features
have made such inroad- on our space that this extension is
and will be permanent.
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Carbon Jaws. — An unsigned postal card dated New \ ork
City reads: "Will you kindly give me the following information: I- there any place in New York where I can get a
pair of carbon jaws made: What is the best metal to have
them made of lor A. C? About what would they cost? Is
it a violation to thread the machine while the arc i- burning,
provided it 1- over on the -tereo side? I received a card
of rule- th<- other day from the Department of Water Supply,
(ja- and Electricity and there seeing to be nothing forbid\ ouding it"can have a pair of carbon jaw- made a'.
blacksmith shop. Malleable iron, or a piece of the leaf of
a heavy truck spring are both good material. The cost will
depend upon the blacksmith. 1 would suggest the purchase
of a pair of jaws per offer of Mr M A McGrath, page 21,
January ;th i-sue. There is nothing, so far a- 1 know, presenting the threading of the machine while the lamp is
burning on the stereo side. Forbidding threading under
ditions would be nothing short ol
Canadian Projection Best. — Sault Ste Maria. Mich., says:
find money order for Handbook
There are three
and a- a rule projection is very poor.
In
the Canadian Soo there are three more and condition- over
there are much better, from every standpoint"
Sorry to hear 50 poor a report from the "City of Locks"
What is the matter with the boys up there? Don't let those
Canadians put it over you like that. Cet busy! Uphold the
honor of the -tar- and stripe-, i;r-t, last, and all the time
Thus shall the patron- of Sault Ste Marie (American side)
moving pictun I eaten arise and call ye blessed!
Heavy Light Bills.— Mr R 1' Borden, Tunkhannock, Pa.,
makes the following inquiry
"Can we pr<
tures with calcium light a- we get with electricit) by using
■ aking outfit advertised in The WorldMy electric light bill i- enormous, Si flat per night of two hours
They refusi I put us on a meter, so 1 am to •
substitute
\\ <• JUSt built a moving picture house in Tunkhannock. capacity 300, and have a Powers No 5 machine.
Would the lamp house do for calcium light?
From machine
to curtain 1- 34 feet: the voltage of our -> -tem 1- 110, and
t . - What would you ad\ ise us I
Borden, you cannot produce as
calcium light a- with electricity
In fact, taking
one film after another, you would have difficult) in pro
ir film .Hid :i pi
• wide, it is po
good picture with calcium and the outfits advertised are
i than that, however, will be very
dim and :
■'■ •'< all
You do
what otlur ligl ;
ur projec
not judge whether or no your light
l am afraid 1 cannot advise >•
unless \ou wish !•• b
outfit
Lookii
back through the Trouble Department you
of -mall
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-pond with the M<.\ing

Direct

Current

ation ..1 mi< h .. plant is the
thing 1: '
I 1- onlj
current,

Wants to
Wish to I,.

Form

a

Union.

V.

Union here, though then

and

be. OltlC

I

I , annol
i) fi ■■■ mei
,, t,, 1 • in. n to
• uti 1 charter!

Ma

Indiana

name

bill

.•: town sup
meI current
device

good
ste.>
How man)
with an Edison
improved lampIf we put our -crccn in the cei
room 34 feet wide and install the machine on the side with
a 45 foot throw, can we g
No, Indiana. I am sorn
reducing direct current tl
I here are
some direct curr.
market, but 1 have no
personal th<knowledge • •! their efficiency and durability and.
cannot
through rh(
and 220 \ olts, or appr..\:175 which, if you are on metered lingly expensive
The make of lamp has nothing whatever I
the number of amperes you use, that being entirclj
by the ohm- resistance in your arc and rl ■
the number of amperes you are using it would b<
to know what pressure your rheosl
anil the number of ampinthey would each deliver on that
pressure when connected
sumingfigure
your what
rheostats
both deliver,
be 110 \>when
•
may
tlie> !•■would
connected
in
the arc) from no and divide the result :
the number ol .dim- resistance in the rheostat which, multiplied by 1 gives the total .dim- offered by both v
nected in series
Next subtract ;
vide the
result

by the number

of ohms

in

result will be the number
of ampereprovided: that, if the rheostats ! a,
t.. the

you

are

|

fai

time
their resistance be,
not think 1
side throw
the picture will I
from t"p to bottom 1. than the other and
1 reduce
your light bill- 1
and I would, with that kil
written guarantee from the sellii .

electric

I

owatl hour, win

■

Reducer.

to reduce
our light
and
are usinf

be highly pleased with their per

plant, foi

l'icturc

Washington Street
them you can secure all the necessary data, which I have not at hand at the
moment. Should you be unable to form a union through
lack of material you no doubt can secure membership in the
al, provided.
.
of their acceptance,
as you
no c

1 went ■

■
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eply, which has been transmitted to Dundas:
"There arc
about
in very
this city
using
25rent;
sometenoftheater-;
them get
goodwhich
resultsareand
others
1 find one can get a light bright enough for song
slides by the use of one rheostat, hut by using two in multiple
giving a double amperage of 75. the result is fairlv After considerable experiment and study I figured out a coil
resistance which proves to be a pr<
light on 25eycle current as good as that produced by D C Several of
these coils are m use on 25 cycle current in Buffalo and they
are all proving satisfactory There are some ordinary transformers in use but they arc not giving satisfaction. Twentyis very hard to handle with rheostats or transformers
for resistance."
1 have given this for what it is worth. Evidently, from the
letter at least a fair degree of projection light may be had
through the use of 25-cycle current, a thing I had not believed
possible. I am indeed, glad to learn this fact and would adcontemplating the use of 25-cycle current to communicate with Mr. E. C. Winegar. 1 ?o East Delevan avenue,
Buffalo, N Y. Secretary Op
Measuring Condensers.— Sterling.
correctness of a recent statement made
condenser should be placed towards
This
issue. has been fully answered on pages

Colo., inquires as to
that the convex side of
the wall in measuring.
70 and 79, January 14th

German Operator. — I have the application of a German
operator, for whose ability I cannot personally vouch, hut who
writes a most excellent letter and offers references. This gentleman wishes a steady position outside of Greater New York.
Address Mr. B. Weiss, 352 St. Paul's Avenue, Tompkinsville,
Staten Island, N. Y. Mr. Weiss is German by birth and presumably speaks the language.
Film Weld. — From Cleveland, O.. comes six bottles of a
new film cement with request that I test same. It is the invention of a couple of operators belonging to Moving Picture
Machine Operators' Local 160, I. A. T. S. E., Cleveland. O
The sending of six bottles is evidence of their own belief in
their product. I shall place this cement with competent operators and exchanges in Xew York City for test, and will report
ning it in the near future.
Song Slides. — Chicago. 111., writer "Kindly inform me
through the Trouble Department as to exact size of illustrated
song slides and how they are made, etc. Also, what are the
North
Slidemore
Company's
of?"
Song American
slides are Song
nothing
nor lessslides
than made
a photograph
on
a piece of glass 3% by 4 inches. The negative is usually made
on a plate somewhat larger than this, say 4 by 5 inches, and
either reduced or the best pa*rt of the original negative only is
used. The printing from the negative is done on a glass positive, the latter being colored by hand with water-colors. That
is all there is to it, except that, of course, the slides are made
far as possible, the words of a song, where they are
to be used for that purpose. I am not acquainted with the
North
American
Slide Company's
andmade
I cannot,
therefore, answer Song
your question
as to whatproduct,
they are
of.
South Africa. — Mr. H. C. Muller, Claremont, South Africa,
writes : "The Trouble Department has been very valuable to
me. Cape Town is absolutely flooded with Bioscope shows, the
majority of which are on a very small scale, employing crank
turners, at a salary ranging from two to three pounds per
week 1 $10 to $15). You can well imagine the class of shows
put
up by men
had twohere
or three
operators
The who
fewhave
real only
operators
seem weeks'
to be tuition
afraid as
to
exchange information. All their energies seem bent to the
running down of other shows and bragging up of their own.
I claim to be one of the pioneers out here and have tried sevto form
an operators'
union,
but tohave
failed.
So test
far
as I eral
cantimessee,
the men
seem to be
afraid
be put
to the
of an examination. I do not say this is the fact, but that is the
way it looks. I believe no man should be allowed to join a
union except after passing a satisfactory examination and proving himself to be a real operator. I am using a Motiograph
machine and have occasionally been troubled with unsteady
pictures.
I have overcome this in the following way:
"I accomplish this by riveting a shoe of steel on each of the
tension springs, being careful to counter-sink the rivet well and
using soft rivets to prevent scratching the film."
We are glad to hear from you, Neighbor Muller, but sorry
to note that projection is in such a sad state in that far-off city.
I sincerely trust that there will be material improvement in the
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immediate future. The operator who is afraid to exchange
ideas, or lets any opportunity slip to exchange ideas with his
fellow operator is acting very, ver) foolish. My advice to
operators is to exchange ideas whenever and wherever possible.
Never let an opportunity slip to gain knowledge yourself, and
never be afraid of telling the other fellow anything you may
happen to know. On behalf of our readers I thank you for
the tension spring idea, which personally I believe to be most
excellent.
Lower Loop.- Mr. Calvert V. V. Turner, IT...n~
orders a Handbook and inquires as to the advisability of trying
to catch the lower loop while the machine is running. That is
to say. when the lower loop pulls out, is it advisable to raise the
idler and try to re-loop the machine while it is running. I
have only one answer to that which is that the thing can be
done, and it is the common practice with many operators to
do it, but it is almost invariably at the expense of injuring the
film. It is a practice by no means to be commended.
A Useful Suggestion. — Mr. A. L. Blivcn, Audbon, la.
contributes
the projection
following:of "As
Rock atIsland's
queryit
concerning the
a 35regards
foot picture
fifty feet,
would require a lens of about il/$ inch E. F. If such a lens
can be had, I do not think it would work on all machines. I
see you did not print my letter as regards projecting the photograph of the arc on the wall of the operating room through a
small hole in the lamp house opposite the arc, using a white
paper on the wall for a screen. I know it works and have
used it for years. A handy tool for oiling the machine is
made as follows : Take an embroidery needle and stick the
point in a small round stick something like a pen holder; break
off the top end of the eye. If made right it holds one drop of
oil whicb can be placed anywhere you desire, a thing you cannot always do with an oil can. A little oil should be placed on
a piece of glass or in a jeweler's oil cup and the broken eye is
Neighbor
Blivcn's idea of projecting the arc through a pin
dipped
hole
cutin init."
the lamp house opposite the arc is entirely practical
and works very well. Just why the idea was not published, I
do not know ; it probably got mislaid. The broken needle stunt
looks exceedingly good to yours truly; in fact, it looks so good
that I recommend it most earnestly to all operators for a trial,
and I want them to report on it, if they will be so kind.
Ghosts. — Moosejaw, Sask., Canada, writes: "My trouble is
as follows: I have a dark spot in the curtain. My throw is 82
feet and the picture 10x12. The features of the actors do not
come out clearly. 1 have used different condensers from 4'/2 to
7'4 and have tried them in different ways. I have an Edison
You have about a 6'A inch E. F. projection lens, Moosejaw,
and
for this you should have two 7l/2 inch condensers. It
machine."
may
be that this blue spot in the curtain is due to the fact
that your lamp house is too close to the machine head. Try
setting it hack farther. With two ~Y2 inch condensers and
the face of your condensing lens somewhere between 12 and
18 inches from the aperture, you should be able to eliminate
dark spot. As to the lack of definition in the picture, that
probably i- the fault of the projection lens. I think if you will
take the lens apart you will probably find somewhere on the
inside or outside of the lens a finger print. Take the lens
apart and wash it thoroughly with alcohol, polishing afterwards. Be sure, however, you get it together right again. If
this does not remedy matters, have your film exchange send
you another lens to try and that will show whether or not the
trouble lies in the projection lens. If same fault shows up
with the other lens, it is evident the trouble lies elsewhere. I
believe, however, you will find the prcjection lens is the culprit.
Wire Size. — Maplewood, O., who is located in a small
town, but running a very nice show, on Saturday nights only,
speaks many kind words for this Department and the World
in general and then asks: "I use a No. 10 wire from the
generator to lamp, but gather from the Department it should
he a No. 4 or No. 6. I have a Standard machine which I have
been running since April. J910, and have never blown a fuse
or broken a condenser.
1 have had them tell me my pictures
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were better than thosi of theaters in large towns.
I use 25
ampere
wire fuse-.
Do you think I could get a better light
with larger wire, say No. 4? I have a non-adjustable rheostat of
35 amperes capacity.
Enclosed find check 1" :
book."
' amperes
The necessary
size of wire
is governed
the number
flowing through
it. No.
6 wire is by
advised
because ofit
has a capacity of 46 amperes.
The amount of current you get
I is regulated by the resistance used.
You say you have a 35
1 ampere rheostat, but the fact that you are u-ing a 25 ampere
. ide-nce that your
rheostat
is not deliverii
peres of current.
A No. 10 wire is only rated by thi
Board of Fire Underwriters at 24 ampere-.
You are probably
: pulling somewhat more than this and, therefore, have your No.
overloaded.
I would
advice
you to increase
them
Electric

Light

Outfit.— Wisconsin

(name

of

town

sup-

pressed) writes
as follows: is one
"Enclosed
The Trouble
Department
of tl find $I.§0 for
in a moving picture magazine.
We would like some ad
iplating putting out a road show in connection with
our regular attractions. We desire to make a circuit of the
smaller town1- around here, playing them either every week or
as may seem best. We wish to run pictures
mostly, and most of the towns have no electricity. What kind
of an equipment would you recommend for the best n
would like to know what kind of a machine, whether to use calcium and carry a power plant. If the latter, how much does one
weigh, and is it very bulky? Also, which equipment would be
irry as to running expenses, etc.? It may be necessary
to make some drives or use an auto. Could this be carried in
one reasonably large machine?"
What I would advise, Wisconsin, would depend altogether on
how you propose going into this thing. First, I shall tell you
what 1 have had in mind fur a long tune and have on two or
me verj near doing, and then I
various makers of portable electric light outfits -end von data
concerning their machines. What I would do, or rather what
I intended doing, is as follows: Get a <*>
truck similar to the automobile moving vans used in cities, havtnade with an extra large body entirely closed in. Such
a truck should be capable of making at least 20 miles per h<>ur on
ordinary roads and when fully loaded climb any hill that is
climbable. In this truck I would mount a general electric direct
current dynamo capable of delivering ample current for incandescent lights and moving picture machine, say a total of not
less than 5 k.w. Such an outfit as this would cost considerable
money.
I had figun it at one time, but I forget just what the
amount was. V"! 1 >uld, however, carry practically even thing
needed in one truck When you arrived at the show
would, of course, switch your truck engine over to the dynamo,
and you would have all kinds of powei and plentj of current for
projection and put out plenty of incandescent lights. This latter
would be a noveltj in rtself in a town having no current
' this matter -trikes you favorably, that you run down to

Chicago and consult some builder of automobile truck

main cost will be the into and the dynamo.
Such an outfit properly cared
■ g time, and, in my humble
opinion, if right
tker.
Gives it Up.

From

swer to I-'
picture at 50- fool

Stockton

throw.
I have
. in which year

l

following:

been m the piovi
I learned what thei
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I I shall now e
bit more into detail. A moving picture lens of such exceedingly
-hort focal length would be |

■

carefully ground and would probably
could be had for less than, say, $ioo
am merely guessing; so far ai I km
made.
The curvature of the glass would be ordinary cheap lens would not do at all; or, at
view of the matter.
Then, too, there enters the problem of a
machine capable of accommodating such a !i
such an extreme case as this the Ede:._
which could be used, the lens of that machine being hung clear
of everythi: s
-raphon inside
shutter
machine
commodate such1 a lens
account
of its
strikingcou'.:
the
The other machines, I believe, would not allow of spreading
inside
the nof the light ray. since the whole lens woul^
■. ing picture 35 feet wide
say impossible.
To sura
that kind of a ; :
d either a mad.
lens holder insta
r could not, I believe, be
used at all, though in this latter I may possibly be mist

at 50-foot throw
is impractical, not to
the whole matter up. in my judgment,
would requii
the front plate removed and a special

Similar to the Above.
Akron, Olu

that

be

nifcation •.
1

the photograph itself would I
spoil •
awould
of physical
thin cellimpossibilil

'
containing
concentrated

light

would

tire
Assuming
tin
picture when
distributing
tribute

your

light

1

This

diimv

■

the amount
dim

indeed

but lit! 1
my individu
nd the

illumin it

■
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In doubt "
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. projected, so far
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: the first place, the mag-

learn of the trad, fl
an operator in three months' t •
then I haw
picked up th
tudy, ami reading
'liable pomt- which could not have been acquired in
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and his name is legion, does not go gunning after his
Exchange; he does not let said Exchange shoot him any
old film — NO ! he can't be bamboozled — he knows what he
wants-ONE NESTOR A WEEK-and gets it because
he asks for it, demands it, roughhouses for it, if need be,
and because he well knows that

"IF IT'S A NESTOR

IT'S GOOD"

Any Exhibitor can be wise, if he will only take the
trouble to look around and see for himself. Why wait ?
Begin right now with "THE MAN IN 23", an ultrafunny-film that will put you wise to the whys and wherefores every Exhibitor in the land should always demand
and ^-NESTOR

FILMS.

For Bulletins Write To "NESTORLIST

1008" 147 Fourth Avenue, N. Y.

BOOK NOW! -THE BRIDAL TRAIL" „,d^;trC ,,
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"Week
in Chicago

■n of Virtue.

A.

I

Titles'.'

What Is a Good Picture?
What I Know and
Ii
Whv Vaudeville Wai
I
Whv
Whv

I Favor the Moving Pictures.
Vaudeville
Was
Called
l/pon

Bj

510
803
1548
147

. .,„

.lies N.

Sims

Jam

BUlotl

Vaudeville Is Discarded
i rror Screen
Will Do foi the Exhibitor
Whv
So
Much
Drama?
! What It Stands For
When Doctors Disagree
Whv Vandi villi is Detrimental
win?
F. ii. Richardson
What the Nlcki 1 Th( iter 1 iocs
What
Becomes
of the
Titles
"What Becomes of the Titles?" Almost Answered
What It Cost to Produce
With the Music Makers
Wordless Play and the Silent Drama
"Word
for the Hack "
Bv Charles N. Sims
Workingman's
College.
The
Word for the Foreign Manufacturer. A
"Wordless Plav
and the Silent
Drama.
The.
Bv Thos.
Writing on the Wall. The

242

Snow

Whv

Bedding.

1233
23
75
528
77
135
697
742
75"
140
1182
1340
1 350
"83
1365
92..
1122
1412
1541
1411
342
1483
458
H"3
565
14

Y
Yellow Journalism
Yet Another Knocker

**'
'-33

Z

V
Vaudeville

l>.n

' ■! the M<. % Ink' Pief •

Variety and \v.»r.-e
« trlginallty.
\'.
Vaudeville
than
thenv Moving

I

1631
93

Zenith
Sisn
Zoology in Kinemaeolor

JM'
«•!

Index to Stories of the Films.

. ■. .

Licensed Releases.

Onerous

Child's
Change
Across
Russian
Poland— Gaumont
Actor'sof Fund
Vitagraph
Ace
Hearts. Field
The —Day—
Gaiiinont
Adopted Daughter, The— I.ul.in
Advertising for a Wife— Pathe
Advertisement
Answered — Easanay.
Aeroplanes
In Flight and Constroctloi
Affair of an Egg, The— Biograph
After the Ball— Biograph
Ail on Account of a Lie— Banana?
Almighty Dollar, The— Lubln
Algerian
Stud— Pathe
Almost
a Hero— Edison
Alice's Adventures In Wonderlai
Alpine
Hetreat— Urban-Eclipse
American
Count,
An — Lubin
Amateur
Night— Edison
Amazon,
The — Gaumont
Anglers
Dream— Gaumont
Anarchistic Grip, The— Lubln
Ancient .Mariner — Gaumont
Another's Ghost— Pathe
Ancient Castles of Austria— Gaumont .. .
An 1'nfalr Game— Vitagraph
An Early
Way— Gaumont
An Indian's Gratitude— Pathe
An Old Story with .
Animated
Armchair— Pathe ..
' Luck — Hi. .graph
Appeal of the Prairie, An— Pathe
Apache Gold — Lubln
Arcadian Maid— Blograpl
Art borer's strategy, The — Qanmont....
Arms and the Woman— Edison
Artisan.
The -Urban l.< i pse
Arizona Iloiuance — Pathe
Archies
Archery— Lubln
Art and the Legacy — Lubin
As the Bells Bang Out— Biograph
Attack on the Mill. The
Edison
Attack on Fort Kidgely. The— KaletD
Attacked bv Arapaboes— Kalem
Atonement.
The — Pathe
Auid Etobln Grey— Vitagraph...
Awful Symphony— Pathe
Bad Man's Christmas Gift. 'II
Barnacle's Chaperoue, Capt.
\
Banquet, The — Essanay
Banker's Daughter, The— Biograph
Baggage Smashers, The — Lubln
Bachelor and the Baby— Vitagraph
Baseball,
That's All—
l
I Melles
Mature
Vitagraph
Back to Life After Bargain
Day's Baby.
Mrs.— Mi
I
Bertie's Elopement— Selle
Beard d Bandit, The— Eftanay
Mask -Urban Eclipse
Betty Is Still at Her Old T. . ;.
Betty's Fireworks— Pathe
Betty
is Punished— Pathe
Betty as an Errand Qlrl— Patbe
Beautiful Margaret, The — Gaumont....
Belgian Army. The— Pathe
Becket— Vitagraph
Between l-ove and Honor— .Vitagraph.
ted Mary — Pathe...
Big Scoop, The— Edison
Billy's Sister— Melles
Birthday Cigars— Melles
Blasted Hopes— Sellg
.rt— Pathe
Bothers— Lubin
Both
\\. '• Btoi -■ Oanmonl

.

Boy Scouts of America
Boarding

>

In Camp

at Slh.

421

Impulse.
el i

Chamois
Cheyenne

A— B

-

Lawyer— I.
—e Essanay

Champi.
...
Child's Faith
A l .
Cheat, The — Gaun. • I
Child's
A— Blot
Chunebo Strategem.
Indians. The—]
Children's
Revolt
Clink of Gold, The— GannMDl

154C
820
155
155

-1 Loser.
-3
.;
M

Golden

1

Cold Fiend. The—
Greenhorn and t!

I I mestlc— Pathe
Close
Clown Shave.
and t A — K-Closed Gate. The— <ij

1186
1005

Consplra
Country

479

1.

Corporal Truman's
W
Cowboy Chivalry— Lubln
Cowboy Justice—
Cowboys
and the Pat
B le
Cowboy's Mother-ln-Law.
Tl
Cowboy's Vindication. A— Ess:,:

1006

*ui

L*0*"

*:.d Lanki.d Lank591
39
309

Count thai
College (
Colonial I
Caring
a Masher

1*20
045
703
944

II

11
-Essauay.

D
Daughter of Dixie, A— Kalem.

■ ■

205
419
1128
99

Daughter V. ' |
Daisies—
Darling Confusion. A— Esaana)
Desperado.
The— Essanay
...
Detective's I
Death
of >
Dead Letti
District ,\
Diver's 1!
Dixie Mot I ■

II
11

II
H11
i:

■

Dog's Instinct.
A— Pathe
Double
El
Dough and the Ch< rub
Dora Tho:
Drifts of ■Sdob- In Chanson:
Drumsticks — Vitagraph
Duck Hall
Farm I
Dumb
Dummy
In I

1006
1004
824
589
481

706
820
1344

Early

Kdlaea

Bettlen

Edelk's Avo.
Effecting
a I.

1488
868

- Indian
Emigrant,

591

Estrange
Escape
of
Examination

631

Wai

i

Day

at

1066
1007
IU1
305

886
1007

Rtf

■

Bumplh i •
Bnmptloua an a I'll.

Bun, nr i ■
I

Caglloatro — I'alhe
Catalan, tl..
Oalu and Abel
Captain's by I
Caught
I •
Callno
Tak. Castaway's
i•
Canadian
M->in»hlner»
Kalem
Call of the Blood, The— Kalem
Camel and BOTM
Baclng In I

A— I

Supper.

■ . A — Pathe

' n— Vitagraph
Belgium
Path* .
a or ii .
Broncho Billy's Bj I I
Bridge's
I
Breaking i

Bruges,

Custom!

_

11
Bran

3

'

'

i 181

iM. I Glorj
CI, I Silver
Uld Home.

Ij\w

anil

t lie Man,

I■
Leap

f..r

i

The
K.,1, i i
pb
ipb
Africa
Gam
i

Life r,,r ■ I, if,-. A Vitagraph
In Sim-gal.

.

i .

I -K.ii.i ,.f Scar Faff,
LUC

I.s

other

ih,- Burglar,

,.r.

'

the

Ziiyder

09

:,it
/

.loi

P ithc
Outwilte.l
I'
out of (h,
Overland
I
Overland Cos : Itobbi | me
Pathe

- ::il
I im:

Llslxui Before anil After the K.-volul it.n Gau.. 1120
Little Mother,
The— Kalem
DM
Little Snowdrop -Pathe
1421
l.lttle Matchsoller's Christmas.
II,.- I I
Little Boj Sells
on
Little by Little Handa
Sella
591
Little Snrecwald Maiden. Tinb ■
1 IsT
Little Prospector, Tin- -Kssanaj
1210
Little Si .
. . . .list!
Life of Mollere, The -Urban-Eclipse
1006
Life of a Salmon. The
Edison
i 186
Ufe
for Love.
A -Pathe
822
Lincoln's Clemency, Ahraluini
I'aiho
Light In the Win, low. The
V i I iiKl':i|ih
154S
Ida's Career— Lubin
864
Lore *e <
Another
Pa be
101
Lord's Prayer.
The
Cauinont
ix.st in the Sondan
Sellg
. ... 128
Lore al First Sight -Essimn.i
1240
Love Laughs nt Locksmiths
Pathe . .
l/ove in Quarantine
Biograph
11S6
Love ami the Law— Kdison
473
Lotb, Lock and Gasoline
Vltngraph
1308
! Sweet Sons:
l.i.hiu
7t>3
love's
Awakening - Kssanai
K'.Gtj
Lover's Will. The -Pathe
471)
Lover's
Will. The
(iaiiuioni
ss|
Lucy at Bonding
School -I'athe
Lunnlie at Large,
A -Vitagraph
70.1
l.uekv
Toothache.
A - Biograph
882
I.nreil hy a Phantom
-Gaiiinoui
l.".0U
M
Masher, The— Blograph
S22
Mai.l of Niagara, The
Pathe
i::ns
Mai. in a Dilemma— Pathe
1127
Max in the Alps — Pathe
1006
Max is Abaent-Minded— Pathe
702
Max in a Dilemma
Pathe
70:t
Mux Has Trouble With
His Lyes
Pail
Mai lias to Change— Pathe
12:1
M.iv
■- Ski lug Pathe
lis?
Max Foils the Police -Pathe
41
Mamma's
5S9
Man
Who Illrth.lay
Died. ThePresent
Luliin Kalem
Man
Who
Learned.
The -Kdison
5:11
Mad
Dog Scare. A Sellg
Making
Wooden
Shoes
Cauinont
Pathe
209
Mazeppa
Sellg
195
Mexican Domain
Gauuinnt
Memento
of the Past
I'athe
535
Mexican legend.
A— Palhe
1127
Merrv
Wives of Windsor.
The
Selig
1247
Men
Hater's
t'lul. -Vitagraph
IM
Micro
Cinematography;
Hecurrent lever
Palhe. 1127
Midnight
Cupid.
A -Bi-graph
07
Mirtli and Sorrow
Pathe
S22
Military Kite-Plying at Hlie.inis
Frban Kclipse . 58!)
Millionaire and the Ranch Girl, The
Kssanay 533
Identity— Pathe
209
Mike the Housemaid
Lubln
lor.i;
Miscalculation.
A Pathe
470
Moonlight
Klltting.
The
Frban Kclipse
153
More Than His Duty
Kd.son
Mountain
Wife.
A M-lies
1120
Mountain
Maid.
A -Kdison
1510
Modern Fiend
Prodigal.
Blograph
5.-.1
Motor
-Palhe The
P»>0
Modern Knight
Krrant.
A Vliagraph
703
Modern Courtship,
A Vilagrnph
12 IS
Mohawk's
Wav.
A Biograph
More ofand Betty's
Pranks The-PatheI
201
Moths
the Flame.
Motoring Among the Cliffs and Gorges <•( France
— Gaumont
50
Mugg's
First
Sweetheart
Diograph
57
Muggsy
Becomes
a Her.,
p.iograph
551
Musical Panel,. The
Lnbln
1 127
Mulcahy's Bald— Kssanay
Buffalo Fight -Pathe
1000
Mystery of Lonely Gulch
Pathe
''II
Mystery of the Torn Note. The
Lubln
1120
N
Nantes and Its Surroundings
Frl.an Kclipse. .. 1217
Napoleon
Pathe
41
Nellie's Farm— Vitagraph
108
New
Slvle
Inkwell
Palhe
H>07
Nine of Diamonds,
The
Vitagraph
1 1 S7
NO Man's Land— Pathe
361
Not So B
No Tlace Like Home— Sells
1248
Oath of the Man. The— Blograph. . .
Ole Swimming
Hole. i
Old Longshoreman. The— i'athe

of

il

944

the

un

in, l from Old Ireland,
i
* lllrtli.l:i>
and

" v Pathe
Mexican Border
Luldu
Vitagraph , .
the Threshold
Gaumont

un

I

Vitagraph
Mine In F. ru ICiIImhi
The
G Million I

tis:
oil
15]
1488
. 168
700

P
Pals

of

•s
the

Path

of

Duly.

Range

UO847

Luliin

Papa's First Outing
Kssanaj
Patricia ,'f the Plains
Kssanaj
ie,l from the Kind Tower
Pat and the loo Kssanaj
IVrvel'silj
of Fate. The
Kalem
G
1 Time
Palhe
'> Kssanaj
Peg Wollitigton
Kdison
Pekln.
the Walled
City -Gaumont
Phoenix, The
Selig
Phaedra
Palhe

"I
701
I , Kclipse 477
37
421
281

Phantom
Rider. The ■Gaumont
Pharaoh, or Israel in Kgypt
Gam, cut
Pictures,, ...
, . iniuont
Picturesipie
Majorca
Gai
I
on
Phase Take One -Pathe
Plain Song.
A —Blograph
Playing at Diiono
Vitagrai.h
Plucky American Girl, A Melies
Postal
Substitute.
A -Melies
Political Discission.
A Palhe
Powerful
Vo
A Gaumont
i
(iao
i
Popular
T , Kider.
! - :i The
Ponv i:\press
Gaumont
i ■.
,
W fe, The Vitagraph
Pn a >l 1 r, The Little Mi lies
Pnncess and the Fishbone
Gaumont
Purgative. The
P.iograph
Pure Gold
Kalem
Q
Quarrel. The -Frban Kclipse
Queen of Hearts, The— Selig
Rachel- -Kalem
Ransomed,
or a Prisoner
Gaumont
Betty
Pathe
Molly

Finney

of

257
2U7
lol
Iis7
llnC
410
154G
13O0
1518
702
155
845
701
043
112s
. 89
250
07
250

150S

War

Kal.iu

Vila-

13C7
09
41
1367

Peggie's Engagement— Lubin
13G7
I:,,,, ale, of an lioness .Blograph
1480
Kellirn of Ta \\ ■, \\
Melies
421
Keturn
M
ght. -Gaumont
The -Iirl
!■:, Iipse li'.oT
Rescind at Shot.
The
702
ltenuneiation
Vitagraph
1910 I Eclipse S22
I Robert — Melies
- 708
Mansion -Gam
t
. 177
Bed Girl and the Child. The
Path,-. ..
425
Bed
The— toSeligBengon.
41
Rhine Man's
from Way.
Cologne
The
Palhe. lol
Hiding School in Belgium— Pathe, . . - Pride. Mrs.— Lnbln
Riders of the Plains -Kdison
1125
Rival P.al'ons. The -Frban-Kolipso
11 SO
Right In Front of Father
Lubin
lis,;
Roosevelt Reviewing I lie French Troops
Palhe. 101
Roses of the Virgin.
The— Kalem
1240
Rosemary: For Remembrance
Lubln,
207
Romance on the Lazy K Lubin
i- it
Romance of Circle Ranch. The
Melies
535
Romance of a Necklace. The
Gaumonl
884
Romance
in Hie Rockies -Lnbln
1006
Rough
Ridel's
Romance.
Th,
Romany
Wife. The— Kalem
477
700
s Vitagraph
4S1
Road to Richmond,
The Sellg
Rough Weather
Courtship
Vilagn
501
Robert, the Devil Cauinont
045
Mediaeval
Fort ilie.it ions in France Runaway
Motor Car. The
Palhe
.1487
Running
From a Fortune
Palhe
1517
Runaway
Dog.
A— Pathe
101
Russian Spy. A Frban Kclipse
Oti
Russia,, Wolf Hunt
Pathe
1187
S
Friends
-Palhe
41
\ itagraph
II
Saied
fr
Ruin
Pathe
Siio-il hi Divine Providence
Paihe
1127
Savod ill the Nick of Time
Pathe...
Sage, the Client and the Widow, The
\
Sanitarium. The Sellg
885
Sail on the Bird's Tail. The -Melies
703
Salutary
Lesson.
A Blograph
300
Sculptor's
Ideal. The— Gaumont
British India -Frban-Kelipse
1427
Scenes in the Celestial Empire— Frban-Kelipse. . 702
-ter of Mareposa. The — Selig
047
Serious Sixteen— Blograph
Settled Out of Court— Sellg
1067
Secret of the Cellar— Urban-Eclipse
112G
Save

Is

From

Our

|421
it

Shepherd Selig
and the Maid. The
Caunioiil.
Shrimps
Shorty
nt the Shore
Lubln
un I, The
Kdison
Shepherd's Dog. The
Palhe
ShadOWl
and Sunshine
Lubin
Shadow of i
Simple
Mistake.
A Pathe
Silent
Witness.
The
Frban Kclipse
Silver Clouds Sacrltlee
Kal.-iu
I'athe
Simple Charity
Blograph
Silent

Kssanaj

The

Seth's Tempi:
, Kalem
Sepoj's Wile, The
Vitagraph
Sergeant.
The Sellg
Sheriff. 'The iSelig
ire Lubln

Mcs-ago

Kss.,,,.,1

121
11SC
U87
708
IJ1
702
1007

,

Sleep Wall. ,
\
Slippery
Jim
p.cl .
, 822
Sorrows of the l nfalthful, The
Blograph
475
, Wi'.,lw.»„l
Flute.
lbs
II ._•:.,] i 12 10
Southern
Tunis
Pathe
sjj
Song that Beached
His Heart,
The
Ed
ilty -Gaumont
1120
Spoony
Sam —Lubln
1307
St. Paul and
Stars and Stripes. The
Kdison
07
Stepdaughter. The — Lnbln
259
Stepmother— Sellg
1308
Stolen Claim.
The
Kdison
1306
Strongest Tie. The
Kalem
Stronger
Sex. The
Lubln
533
Stranger.
The
Kalem
1547
Stigma, The— Pathe
884
Lubin
11S0
PI J
Summer
idyl, The -Blograph
Summer
Tras.
S, in oner Flirtation,
A Pathe
Sunset
Cauinont
'. 701
Sunken Submarine,
The Gaiiinont
702
Sunshine
ill Fnvorlj
Ron
Palhe
l|s«
Suspicion
Vitagraph
'■'■"*
Sunshine
Sue
Blograph
H2!S
I,. The
Kdison
10C5
T
Tangled Masquerade.
A Kssanay
Tale of the Sea. A Sellg
Tale the Mirror Told
Chi
Path!
Talc of a Hat. A Vitagraph

1 ISO
142S
.. 1807
US7

Talc

,..07

of

'Iw,.

c.,,.s

I. ■■

I ■:

■ •

Tarasoon on the Rhone Gau
nl
Taming of Wild Bill. The
Lubin
Tactics of Cupid
Gauinont
Take Me Out to I lie Rail G:
■ Kssanay
Tcnerifie. the Gem of the Canaries
Gaumont.
Tenderfoot Messenger. The- -Kssanay
Telephone, The— Vitagraph
Thief. The -Kssanay
'■
Three of Them. The -Vitagraph
Through the Kncinj's Line Gaumonl
Through
the
Clouds
Kdison
The Vow
or Jephthah's Daughter -Gau
That

Clunk

, I

,i

I ■ ■ 'oinn '
A Vitagraph

1,1

ih

i

1307
1126
701
479
311
I486
1127
205
<sl
047

.

Tin I
Romance.
Too
Much
Water
Gaumonl
Tovmaker
the Doll ind tl e Di I II Edison
Touch' ofi;
'a Child's, i
I ee Kssanay
Tramps
Tue
Frban Kclipse
Tropical

Tr„c

i
Trip

.1 ..-, ,

■

. .

-

Sea

Islands

to Hit
1 l ban Eclipse
ie
iph
to the Kb. ,,r Jcrsei
Pathe

Trip

Through

Trip

to tl;, p.

207
1300
555

nt...

Biogiapl,

702
ssj

1428
C2
1306
1307
701
045
F.

K.

00

*2'
1005
423
1186
703

'■"
' ' l'1'1 " ...1126?~
.,.-"•
c , I' i I : aninotit.il SO
Ceylon

Frban Kclipse

1307

Trailed to thi Wei
Bssanaj
Turning
tl„
Turn of the Balance.
ThVitagraph
Twa Hieland lads
Vitagraph
Two
Si si,
i
Two Waifs and a Stray
Vitagraph

lr'3
1306
4,0
201
*28
01,
705

Two Little Waifs
Tyrant of Florence.

P.iograph
The
Frban Kclipse

1004
14SC

Hie Old Apple Tree
Vitagraph
the Stars and Bars
Melies

4S1
1006

Under
Fnder

i

Love

u

M4

Gaumont

Fnsellish Love
F.dison
Fneonseiolis
Heroism
Pathe
Unlimited Claim,
Train. The The Kssanay
Gaumont
Fliknown
I Help
P.iograph
Fnexpeeted
Reward
Kdison
Pari T Vitagraph
[ \ Itagraph
Fuel,. Tom's Cabin
Parr III
Vliagraph
Fnder
Both
Flags
Pathe
FptoDate
Service— Kssanay
Usurer, The -P.iograph
V. S. Submarine
"Salmon" — Edison
Vacation In Havana, A— Edison
Valet's
Vindication.
The— Edison. .
Vagaries of Love— Pathe
Vampire, The— Sellg

043
,"3
00'■<
2.)7
.,00
13
313
313
307
363
415
88

. na

w
Way
of Life, The
Kalem
Way
of the Trai
grease
[J
Waiter
No. 5
Blograpta
Water
Cure,
Tin:
Cuuinoiit
Westerner's
Way.
A
I;— , . , - ■ >
Wedding
Tri[.
ir..f,
M ■•
,| Through
and
Hone
Kong
Edison
Pathe
Who
is Boss?— Pathe
Who
Own*
the
!:.:_-■I - .- ■
Wben
We Wen- In 0
When
Lovers
Part— Kaleui
What
a Dinner— Pathe
What
Great
Bear
learned
M.lies
What
the Daisy
Said— Biograph
White Han'i Mom 1 , the tU 1 1
- 1
White
Roses— Biograph
Whist— Kssanay
Willie— Sellg

imuot..

Canada

Wilful Peggy
Biograpb ....'.
Wilson's
Wife's
Countenance
-Vitagraph
Winning of Miss Langdon.
The— Edison
Winning
Back
His
Love— Biograph
Widow
of Mill Creek
Flat.
The— Sellg
Wireless
Romance,
A — Edison
Wicked Baron and 1
r Wine's
Mamma- -Lubln
Witch
of CarabosM- -L'rban -E« - 1 j 1 .—«With
Bridges
Burned
-Edison

Woman

1125
1004

419
1308
151

...

:;11
363

261

and

the

41

Arthur— Powei
Mill

1

Arm

of the

Law

Ml 1-

QUI

i>> 1

-

1

o •

Bewitched

I in

Beecbworfd Gh..,t,

1

1

Bebli

1 II.

B

1

B
1

Ca»e of t ■
■
■

■

Bat..

890

The — Imp

Conquering Hero, The
Count
of N

S'eatoi

Colmna,
.1
Convict,
The — Thanhouser
C/>unt
of
Montibell ..
Copper
and
the Cm
Crooked
Trail.
The
Meal

Sacrifice.
I': anhouserA

...110O

'

-

...
Indian

Land a Grab.
S.|u,
-

Tl
a

In

■.

the

Bla.-k

Inconsittent
Irony

of

I
Fate — Imp..

.
I '..nl.ous.-r

Dainty Politician. A— 1
Dan. the Arizona Bcool
Deal In Indians. A -N<
Devil.

The

N

The— p.-w-s
Dtlly-

Thai
d'Art

I :.ilr

*

L

of

Attempted
Elopi
Aunt
Tabetha'i
M
Auntie
In I'.iAunt
Jolla'i
1

Ye

His

1

Mln

I' ..•

Aspirations

Bear

■

llm

ilr

Acrobat's
Son.
The— Lax
All the World's a Btagi
In ■
All's Fair In Lore and War
Capitol
Almost
a Hero
Powera
Among
the
Boscs
Imp
American
and
I haiilmuser
Animated
Bean crow,
1 ■
11

AnllnatH.il

-

Husband's
Boarder,

Delightful

a

i

of

-

Curing

Independent Releases.
Abernath.v
K
Abaent-Mlnded
Adventure of

• ■:

A — Bison...
!:•

1548
535
703

of

Heart

:

. „

Crippled

Widow— Lubln

Heart

Murphy— I'
Generosity — D- '•

■

.

1432
1432

653

Country

1246

I. TW;— Pathe
Sacrifice — Gaumont
Z

Zeke

&

473
43
1428
1546
1368
151

Y

Zeb,

Cohen
Cohen's

Cowboy
for Love.
Cowboy's
Daring

In 1

Yvonne's

Charles
the Fifth— Lux
Chemist's
Mistake-- L
Christmas
Letter— Nordlak
Child
of Two
MotherChild's
Sacrifice.
A — Solsi.
Child's
Judgment,
AChlldbood of Jack
Harkawav.
.
City of Her Dreams,
The— Thai
Clown
and His Dog.
T
Clergyman
Clause in the Will. \
Clever Ruse, A — Imp .
Clever
Boat
Converted Deacon — Tha

423

Woman's
Wit,
A- Gauraont
Woman's
Vanity— Lubln
Woman's
Love,
A— Vltagri
Woman
of San.,!,,
1
Wooing
O't,
The — Vitagraph
Won
In the Ninth
-Melles
Wrong
Box,
The
Vitagraph

11^8
643
1004

', of

the

lilac

-

1

■ <:

Model's Redemption, The— Imp
Molly at the Reglm,
Money Lender's Son. The
Lux....
Mother

anil

Dmngbtl -

Moonshiner's Daughter
I
Monkeyshlnes— Atlas
Monkey Showman of DJIbah— Koluir
Music Teacher, The— Powers
Muaettc's Caprice— Eclair
Must Be without Encumbrance -Lux .
Medal
Competition.
The— Eclair
Mental Science — rowers
Medicine Mnn. The— Powers
Millionaire Milkman. The— Thanhouser.
Missing Bridegroom, The — Yankee
Museum of Sovereigns. The — Eclair

,.1551

■ ■-■

1.-70

N
Nntnre's K
Necklace of the Head. The— Nordisk
Necessity Is the Mother of Invention
New Butler. The — Imp
N>w Magdalene, The
Powers
Mcht Bustlers, The
nison
Nothing P.ut Money— American
Not Culltv— Thanhouser
Nurse's Trunk, The— Eclair

Lux

1112
1 mi
1.110
05.1
r_\-.o
r.u
1310
71.1
101

Oh: What a Ktilght— Thanhouser
Ohaml Troupe of Acrobats, The— Nordisk
Old Miner's Poll. The— Yankee
Old Heads and Young Hearts— Imp
Our Dear Uncle From America— Eclair
On the Border— Powers
One Man's Confession — Centaur
One Touch of Nature — Sola*
Once Upon a Time — Imp
Only a Bunch of Flowers — Lux
Only a nobo — Atlas
Order Is to March — Eclair
Ordeal of Helen Gray. The— Powers
Outcast's Salvation. The — Atlas
Our Housemaid — rowers

or,2
1.112
14.12
109
1372
47
107
1252
.117
.17.1
lfil
Rio
1102
1402
215

P
Paul and Virginia— Thanhouser
pawnshop, The— Solas
Pet that Speaks. The — Ambroslo
Pilgrim.
The— Nestor
Pirate's Dover, The— Yankee
Plucky Western Kid. A— Powers
Playwright's Love, The — Bison
Poacher, The — Nordisk
Poor Student. The — Las
Pocahontas— Thanhouser
Pressed Roses — Imp
Prospector's Treasure. The — Atlas
Prodigal
Son, The— Nordisk
Prairie Postmistress, The — Bison
Prayer of a Miner's Child— BiSOE
Pretty Dairymaid,
The— Cines
Price of a Sacrifice, The— Eclair
Pugilist's Child, The— Powers

1 100
14S1
R12
1 1.12
109
1480
218
1170
1170
BBS
711
21.1
211
373
R90
mio
1.112
035

Quiet Pipe. A— Lux
Queen of the Nihilists-Yankee
Queen of the Prairies— Columbia

47
1.110
1552

Ranchman and the Music — Champion
Ranchman's
Bride. The— Nestor
Ranch Raiders. The — American
Ranchman's Simple
Son, The—
The— Eclair
Bison
Resurrection
of Lazarus.
Religious Fetes at Tibet— Eclair
Revolving Doors. The — Imp
Regeneration. The — American
Rehearsal, The— Powers
Reunited — Imp
Red Fern and the Kid— Bison

Pev. John
'
Pest
Cure —Wright
Atlas
Restoration.
The — Thanhouser
Redman'i I
Ulght
to Labor— Yankee
Itlght Girl. The— Imp
nip Van
Winkle— Thanhouser
Hide to Death.
The— Powers
Pound
Trip, Jr. OS -Capitol
Romance
of an Anvil- Champion
Romany
Star — Nestor
Itomantic
Rcd-Uns
American
Royal Wishbone. The — Yankee
Howry— Lux

1071
...1101
770
In71".1
1072
1 252
1-170
1170
1550
101

Saloon Next Dwr-imp
Sally's P.eimx— Powers
Sacking of Home. The— Eclair
Saved
Saved by
by Itosco— Nordisk

100

Tontollne In Love — Clno
True Country Heart. A— Bison
True Indian Brave. A— Bison
Trailing the Black Hand— Atlas
Tramp Bicyclist. Hie— Powers
Truth Revealed. The— Lux
Turning
of theImp Worm— Atlas
Two Maids—
Two
Pals. A— Nestor
Two Lucky Jims— American
Two Suits — Solax
Two Daughters. The— Imp
•Twlvt I/>valty and Dntv— Imp
Tweedledum's Forged Banknote— Ambroslo
Tweedledum1* Duel— Amhroslo
Tweedledum
on Ills First Bicycle- Ambroslo. .

541

Saved by n Vision— Atlas
Saved from Himself -Defender
Scarecrow.
The — Nordisk
Schoolmann's
Ride for Life -Defender
Sergeant's Daughter, The
Solas
Selfish Man's Lesson. A— Lux
Senator's Double. The— Imp
Sewing Girl, The— Powers
Shot In the Night— Capitol
Sheriff and "Miss Jones," The
Powers
Sheriff and the Detective. The
Champion
Sheriff am] His Son. The
Champion
Sheriff of Black Gulch, The— Bison
Shanghaied— Defender
She Would he a Business Man
Nestor
She Surveys Her Son in-Law — Atlas
She Required Strength nnd Got It -Lux
She Stoops to Pompier— Thanhouser
Silversmith to King Louis XL, The— Kclalr
Silver Plume Mine— Nestor
Sinner's Sacrifice, A — Bison
Sister's Sacrifice, A— Imp
Simpson's Skate — Powers
Sleepy Jones — Powers
Snorer. The— Atlas
Soldier's Honor. The— Eclair
7
Sons of the Minister— Nordisk
Sons of the West — Nestor
Society Sinner.
A— Film d'Art
Soldier's
Sacrifice,
A— Nestor
Solving the Band Theft— Yankee
Spirit of the West— Yankee
Straw Ride, A— Atlas
Starlight's
Devotion— American
Street Arab of Paris. The— Eclair
>r

Storms o'f
Life. The-.1:- , .'
Stolen
invention,
The V -Thanhouser
Story of the Spitfire, The— Champion
Summer
Time— Imp

51
l .-,-,2
770
1012
:::i
.173
loio
1072
1372
4.13
107
431
49
205
1012
429
213
892
107
545
832
892
543
205
109
319
4S7
107
950
1070
1552
1250
770
'. 71.1

.'. 665
s::l'
207
161

T
Tale a Camera Told. The — Defender
898
Tale of a Dot Dog. The— Atlas
429
Tangled Lives— Thanhouser
055
Taming of Jane. The — Imp
431
Tattler. The— Powers
161
Taft for a Day— Motograph
49
Temnest
and Sunshine -Thanhouser
47
Tell Tale Perfume. The — Powers
509
Terror of the Plains. A— Yankee
1192
Temptation
Sam Bottler.
The— Film d'Art.. 371
597
That
Typist ofAgain—
Lux
That Letter from Teddy— Defender
545
Tin, ngi. trainee Remembered by the 1'te Revier.1110
Their Day of Thanks— Imp
1100
Thou Shall No! Kill—
1250
e. Powers
A — Thanhouser
1250
That Dog Gone Dog— Atlas
1010
Their child — Thanhouser
952
Through the Ruins of Carthage— Eclair
770
Tim Writes a Poem— Lux
1550
Touching
Mystery,
A— Atlas
R50
Touching Affair, A — American
1431

Uncle Tom's Cabin— Thanhouser
Unexpected
Unreasonable Servant—
Jealousy Eclair
— Imp
^ted Honeymoon,
The
imp

Valley Folks— Nestor
Value — Beyond Price — Thanhouser
Vera, the Gypsy Girl — American
Viking. The— Powers
Virgin of Babylon- -Ambroslo
Vicar of Wakefield, The— Thanhouser. .

207

Ws r— Powers
Way of the West. The — Champion
Wanted:
A Baby— Powers
Ward of Uncle Sam — Yankee
Well Matched Marriage, A— Eclair
Western Justice— Yankee
Western Justice— Bison
Western Girl's Sacrifice. A — Champion
What Will It Be?— LUX
When the World Sleeps— Powers
Who Wins the Widow?— Powers
What Is to Be. Will Be— Solax
Why Dad Was neld Up— Nestor
Where Yon P.0. I Co— Lux
White Princess of the Tribe, The
Champion..
Wlite Sqaaw, The— Yankee
Who Is She?— Nordisk
Who Killed John Dal! ?— Powers
Who Killed John Dare?— Yankee
When Cupid Sleeps— Atlas
Where the Sun Sets— Nestor
Wise Druggist— Imp
Willie Visits a Moving Picture Show— Nordisk.
Winning a Husband — Powers
Wild Flower and the Rose. The— Thanhouser.
Widow and Her Child. A— Solax
Witehs'
Spectacle.
The— Lux
WiM
Bill's Defeat— Defender
Within nn Inch of His Life— Powers
Widow. The— Imp
Willie— Imp
Wild Goose Chase. A— Champion
Woman's Better Nature. A— Bison
Women
of the West — Yankee
Woman
Hater. The— Powers
Woman's
Wit— Powers
Woman
Lawyer.
A — Powers
Woodman.
The— Nestor
Wooden
Sword. A— Cines
Wreck.
The—
Eclair
Wrong Pag. The— Atlas
Wrong Trail, The— Bison
V

772
11.11
1110
1482
1550
1172
6DT
711
1172
1.170
1.110
1.110
4.11
1012
05.1
055
pun
411
497
770
770
1550
R92
.171
.1250
1110
47
812
S.12
4R7
1010
597
411
770
1810
R92
1192
11.10
1072
12.-.R
371
952

Yankee Girl's Reward, The— Yankee
Yankeeanna — Imp
You Saved My Life— Imp
Young Deer's Return— Bison
Young Lord Stanley — Thanhouser

711
205
545
R.10
1012
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FILHS
rpassed- Often
of NESTOR'S
LITY GALORE
ANUARY

Imitated"

many virtues.
in the

IT PAYS

GET
Nestor Films!

25th, 1911

2 3"

IN

)Y—980 FEET.
GET IT!!

TO

-EXCHANGES

BUYING

NESTOR

FILMS-

Albany Film Exchange
.418 Broadway, Albany, N V
Anti-Trust Film Exchange
79 South Clark Street, Chicago, 111.
B. & W. Film Exchange
412 East Baltimore Street, Baltimore, Md.
California Film Exchange
1065 Mission Street. San Francisco, Cal
Central Film Service Co
119 N. Illinois Strert, Indianapolis, Ind.
ati-Buckeye Fill
tog Arcade Building
Consolidated Amusement Co
Rhodes Building, Atlanl
Co-operative Film Exchangi
Atlas Block, Sal: 1
Eagle Film Exchange
#-u North Ninth Street, Philadel]
Gaumont Co
Great Eastern Film Exchange
\V. E. Greene Film Exch
H. & H. Film Service
Independent Film Exchange
Independent Western Film Exch
Laemmle Film Scr\.
Laemmlt
Film Service
Michigan Film and Supply Co
Paramount
Film Co
Philadelphia Film Exchange
Standard Film 1\ I ing
Swaab Film Servi. e
Swanson-Crawford Film Co
Swanson, W. H, Film Exchange
Texas Film Exchange
Toledo Film Exchange....
United Film Co...
Service

NESTOR

. 111.
415 Ferry Street
/

Jci Sti

t, G

CtgO, 111.

Neb

1 106 I

7-.V7J4 Century Buildini
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ence. In general, however, •
is only to be considered where electric light is unavailable. The "Model B" is
of which 1 have personal knowledge
. : ience.
A

Suggestion.-- Mr J, T. May. Hardin. Mo., writ..
"1
uggestion to make concerning the Edison machine, as
I ake a rubber (old style) tension roller, such as was
Sprocket idler, and trim same down to fit over the
top of the Kate, fastening the roller to the upper film
guide, as shown in sketch. This does away with f
of changing upper film guides, which is made necessary from
time to time by by reason of the ears wearing off at the top. It
is a very easy matter to snider a tin holder on the guide and it
: of bother. We are in a small town, but while using
junk we give the best projection that can possibly be given with
our equipment Something like a month ago I noticed a red-hot
roast on projection at the Majestic Theater, of Chicago. In December J4th issue appears a complimentary notice of one of the
'roctor houses in New York City. thoiyfi of my own
knowledge, the projection at the Cafcwihia Theater,
Kansas
City They
(a Keith
Proctorprofessional
enterprise")Ijlflt'iine,
Jp about projecting
as bad as
the
worst.
use a& Pathe
from the top of the balcony. Their picture JjKry much broader
at the bottom than at the top and it is neve/Wtocus. On January
2d, I was in that theater and the projection was, if such a thing is
possible, worse than usual. The shutter was out of time and
the picture jumped all over the curtain. The) run
day independent films. This same description applies in every
detail to the Globe Theater in Kansas City, in each of which
houses three reels of film and three acts of vaudeville constitute
theThanks
program;
10 cents."
for admission,
your suggestion.
Friend May. The sketch is not
quite plain enough to understand, therefore did not use it. but
no doubt users of Edison machines will see what von mean and
adopt the scheme without further instructions
I am pinting your descriptions of the slip-shod performances in
two of the Kansas City houses because it reads as though it were
correct. One can usually tell by reading a letter whether it is
righthe orhaswrong;
that isorto' not.
say, whether
man is describing
as
seen them
If I am a mistaken
in this Ithings
shall
probably get a horrible calling down from Kansas City. If, on
the other hand, your statement is correct, it would seem that
the Keith & Proctor house and the Globe Theater of Kansas
City need considerable "fixing." and a good hard jolt may possibly do them good.
Another
Carbon
Holder.
Mr
F. L. Wolcott, Syracuse,
N. ¥., writes:
"As Ieverybody
a 'jaw,'
T willWhile
contribute mine, which
have had seems
in use to
forhave
several
months.
I am the inventor of this jaw, the boys are all welcome to use
it, provided they remember me in their dreams. The terminal
lug gives perfect contact and is very easy of manipulation.
E.A.WALC01TS
MOTION

CARBON HOLDER

PICTURE, RR.C LIGHT

Friend Wolcott. you have a fine jaw. and I am sure tin boys
will let you "jaw" them all you want to; but joking aside, given
a little larger thumb screw, I should say that it is as good a
looking proposition, on the face of it, as anything of the kind
I have viewed to date, with the single exception that the terminal
lug ought to be made considerably longer to remove the wire
contact farther from the arc to prevent excessive oxidation of
the wire, with consequent liability to burn off. On behalf of our
readers, I thank you for submitting the excellent sketch and allowing the free use of the device.
A Matter of Salary. — Indiana (name of town suppressed),
writes as follows : "Dear Sir : I am a most interested reader
of the Moving Picture World and have been connected with the
photoplay business for seven years past. This communication,
however, is in regard to a friend of mine, an operator and young
man, nineteen years of age. He produces excellent pictures, sharp
and clear, with perfect light ; keeps the machine in the best of
condition, is always on time, and, in fact, comes as near possessing all the attributes of a first-class operator as one would be

PICTURE

\Y< IRLD.

likely to find. The theater in which he i> employed is
to be one of the best in the city. They have the mirror screen,
chime bells, orchestra, and all up-to-date modern conveniences.
Ilie house pays union wag< :s to all the musicians employed. Now,
here is the trouble: My friend, the operator, looks much younger
than hi- real age of to. He was employed when his former manager consolidated with this company, and was receiving in his
former
place manager
$12.50 perarranged
week forwith
_>' \ the
hours'new work
each evening.
His former
compa
charge their operator, who was receiving $iS per week, and employ my friend at the same amount, namely $12.50, fo nine hours'
work per day. Of course, he kicked and asked for higher salary,
but was told he was too young to get more — that he 'had a
luiating room, the best n
He likes
the place and is pleased with everything except the v.
repeatedly for an inerca-e. but to no avail. There is
no union of operators here. He is licensed, has excellent recommendation from the city electrical inspector, but is 'too easy.' He
should tell them to go straight to ?'&%$7') ('???. But I have
often heard him say that he would like to have your advice. The
main
question*
is this: appearance,
Should an operator's
be governed
by his age or personal
as it seems wages
I
All other employees of the house receive excellent wages. Please
withhold my name and the name of the city"
Well. Indiana, when I first read your letter I was of two minds.
I really haven't much sympathy with a man, young or old. who
will consent to work nine hours a day for $12.50. The thing is
ridiculous. It is an outrage for an employer to ask such a thing
and it is an outrage for an employee to consent to it The item
of age has absolutely nothing whatever to do with the matter,
and the manager who takes advantage of the young looks of the
man in question — well, I should just like to have the opportunity
of talking to him face to face for about two minutes. I certainly
would tell him his right name and address. // this young wan
is delivering the goods, he is entitled to full pay, whether lie is 50
years old or 15. It is the work that counts. ,\s a matter of fact,
however, the man has nobody to blame but himself. Because he
has a job he likes he is holding it down at half pay rather than
quit. If all operators took that view it would be a verj short
time before all operators would lie working at $12.50 per week.
Do you realize that a man could make more than that in the
penitentiary. You tell your friend who wishes my advice to
march up to that manager and tell him that if he doesn't want
to pay for the service he is delivering he can go plumb to the
place you mentioned in your letter, and quit. My advice t" that
young man is to not only do that, but do it quick. He certainly
won't be losing much, and as long as be sticks around there at
$12.50 per week he is depriving himself of any opportunity of
advancement and he is also depriving any other man of the position at a decent salary and injuring hi- brother operator- in general. It may hurt to give up the job, but it is his duty to do
it. nevertheless. Twelve dollars and a half for nine hours per
day! Huh! If that "manager" isn't careful he will die of enlargement ofthe heart— I don't think!
Tension Springs.— Washington. D. C, writes: "1- there
a top or bottom to the Edison tension spring? That is to say,
does it make any difference which end up you put them? Also
please tell me if Nicholas Power is related to the Pow
Powers Picture Play Company. The Trouble Department is
certainly appreciated by the Washington operators."
Yes, Washington, you will find that there is a trifle of difference in the length from the screw hole of the Model B Edison tension spring to one end than to the screw hole to the
other end, and if you get them in wrong the lower end will strike
on the gate. I do not remember whether the long end goes up or
down, but you can tell by trying them. No, Mr. Nicholas Power
is not, so far as I know, in any way related to the people of the
Powers Film Company. His name is Power — theirs
two different breeds of cats. Glad the men in Washington like
the Department, of course. By the way, I expect to be in Washington Saturday morning, January 28, possiblv accompanied by
Mrs. Richardson, and remain until Sunday night. Am to run
a set of films taken in the active circle before one of the big
clubs of Washington. Saturday evening; would be glad to meet
some of the men while there.
Grand Ball.— "Lawrence-Haverhill. Mas-. Moving Picture
Operators' Protective Union No. 6. T. A. T. S. E.. of Lawrence
and Haverhill, Mass., indulged in a grand ball Thursday evening, December 22, 1910. The ball was a huge success, and from
8 p.m. until the early hours of the morning it was the operator
instead of the picture who was dancing. The hall was decorated
with electric streamers, carrying Japanese lanterns and colored
bulbs, from corner to corner. In the center was a huge emblem
of the I. A. T. S. E., worked out in electric lights. Around the
hall were suspended Japanese fans and parasols, all of which
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combined to produce a very pleasing effect indeed, the like of
which had not been witnessed in those cities before. A dimmer
was run in connection with the streamers and during several of
the popular numbers the lights were turned down and the chorus
slide thrown on a screen, the dancers singing as they danced. This
feature made a tremendous hit and was encored time after time.
The Grand March was led by President Frank J. Dowd, followed by the other officials and members." The correspondent,
after describing the ball continues: "If you ever take a trip to
these parts, Friend Richardson, kindly let us know and we will
give you
of your
be bashful,
for World,
we willand
be
I\ there
withthethetime
goods.
We life.
take Don't
the Moving
Picture
i the first thing locked for is the Trouble Department, in which
find something interesting, and I might add, also,
something to learn, for the motto of our local is 'Live, learn,
and let live.' "
Well, I do not know when I shall get up in that neck of the
woods, but if I ever do you will have the opportunity to make
good.
I should like very much indeed to meet you boys and I
am certainly glad that your ball was successful.
Th<
you sent is very neat, indeed.
It hangs in my parlor
Several Questions. — New York City propounds tin
"First, what is the best material to use on
screen'
It now has two coats of wl
d, what ithe best materia! to use on machine gear:,'
Where can 1 buy it
and what is the cost?
Third, why is it that while framing picture down the gears bind very much
and when
frai
up they do the same — bind and make a noisi
No. 5 machine Fourth, is there any remedy for a picture out
of focus on the left side?''
My opcr i
ited in the
right-hand corner. I know the picture is ordinarily out of focus
in such ca-e, but do you know if it can be focused clear by
adjusting the lens in any way"
If I were in your place, I would go
Macey'*
because I know they have it), and get bleached muslin bed -heeling 9 feet wide and stretch it ovei I
in.
You
can coat the old curtain with English whiting, mix it I
as you would calcimine, adding a little white glue to make it
stick.
My own preference, however, would lie the dot]
ne cylinder oil.
h is a very heavy oil, which can laobtained of any dealer in lubricants, and a quarter's
A
will last yi
fair lubricant for yearI bird, your gears bind for tin- re
that your toggli
■ out is worn or the set collar holditl
loose.
You can easilj take thi machine down to i
factory and havi il b\ed n you cannot ovei
i ourth, you might overcome
might make

the "out of fo<

of the si/e you use and
inch that would

tr> then
very nearly,

tin holder and fasten it at an angle just
in the lamp house door.
The carb: :
ruby
No, glass
such perfectly."
an outfit as you describe would n
for the projection of pictures.
Your ten 16 c.p. lamps
you 25 amperes.

The

too small. You would have to pul':
anything like a good picture
. ild be pulling your dynamo righ:
all the tune
arc there would be a sudden drop of about
capacity of the dynamo.
I doubt it a •
would not advise the pure!.
Neither would I >:■.;.

Keith

&

Proctor

Project:

what is thi

various thii ;

as 1 Ii.im

■ the auditorium I .

it

But

■•

■

■

if not

■

•iderable side throw and still give sharp definition,
one side.

engine would

But the margin

that the

it woi
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is a little trick I have used :

CHRIS

CLINTON.

You

I find an trticli dealing with that
,!h issue
The article cow
you might try out and report result!
Picture Jumps.
< >rvill<
for Ham!1
- ular reader of tl
m'ent and

■
your intermittent

■
film whi ii th

Light

Plant

■

■

int< rmitti nt ceases

I he following

l< I

ight plant, .1 li p i
rod about ten US

■ ■ ■ •'

l lie R

up the scheme has

mi:
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licensed.
"When a Man Loves" (Biograph).— A bachelor falls in
love with a pretty country girl, the daughter of an old friend,
but later, when he discovers that she has a lover, he crushes
his own sentiments and lielps them to elope, carrying them
awaj in his automobile. The father oi the girl arrives in time
ratulate the newly wedded couple The film is interesting because it depicts what actual people would do under
similar circumstances
"His Last Parade" (Lubin). A pathetic story of
who rose from a sick bed, joined in a parade, fell
from the effort and died shortly afterward. The
intensely human in its appeal, and present- a phase of
which appeals irresistibly to almost all who see it.

a veteran
exhausted
picture is
patriotism

"A Mix in Masks" (Lubin).— A humorous story of a
masquerade, representing the father and mother of a girl dress• like she and her sweetheart and the complications
that followed at the hall When eventually the four got together and unmasked, the young people admitted the joke was
<m them.
"Ramona's Father" (Selig).— An Indian story of California.
based upon a misunderstanding which arouses the jealousy of a
Mexican. First, a young man i- stabbed, after he recovers,
nursed hack to life by an Indian girl, he is lassoed by the same
jealous Mexican, but is rescued by the Indian girl, and she in
turn is -tabbed. Finally the young man and Indian girl are
i though the setting of this picture is unusually attractive and the acting is all that could be desired, it
is too murderous in its conception. It is scarcely necessary to
have so much
Such produced.
unpleasantOnescenes
be
suggested
rather stabbing.
than actually
mightshould'
do, perhaps, but the jealousy and the murderous assaults are too
pronounced, and should be materially toned down if it is
make this picture as attractive a- its technical qualities
warrant.
"The Crimson Scars" (Melies). — A story that grips the
heart with its appeal to the human in the audience. A poor
girl, with dreams of becoming a great actress, helps in saving
a popular star from a fire. Befriended by the actress, she
eventually becomes a great actress herself, but she carries all
her life the crimson scars which were the result of her experience in saving the actress. The hopes of the child, ultimately realized and the life-long gratitude of the actress, are
the moving sentiments in the picture and appeal very strongly
to the audience.
"Fire! Fire! Fire!" (Melies).— A comedy, presenting a
band of suffragettes calling upon the mayor of a city and demanding charge of a department. The firemen having struck,
the fire department having struck, the fire department is turned
over to the women. The first fire alarm and its disastrous result- convince the women that charge of a city department is
not all their fancy painted it, and they return to their homes
both wetter and wiser.
"The

Midnight Marauder" (Biograph). A comedy, presenting the actions of a gentleman who waxes eloquent over his
wonderful exploits, including the killing of a bear unarmed and
single-handed. When a burglar enters his house it is a question
of which can run the faster, and they fall from the window
with the chesty gentleman on top. But his cup of enjoyment
does not overflow, since the morning papers for some reason,
insist upon
giving credit where
credit is due.
"Help Wanted" (Biograph). — Because his uncle cut- oft
his allowance, a young man threatens suicide in a letter. Engaged in other matters, the uncle forgets the threat, but remembering itsuddenly, he tears furiously to his nephew's home,
only to discover the hoax. Instead of the money, the young
man git- the "help wanted" page of the morning paper.
"The Widow's Choice" (Lubin). — Two young men. very
much in love with a widow, are sent away on business for a
month,
bearing one will obtain some advantage, they sign an

agreement,
putting
the sprightly
widow
in tin- can
father, a widower.
He mu-t
of necessity call upon
d to him and he does to her.
The end of the matter
is, that when the boys return, ready to renew the contest, their
father
introducethe erstwhile
widow
as their
step omther.
This is a chic love comedy, lull of bright acting and
situations.
"The Owner of the 'L. L.' Ranch" (Melies) \ Western
comedy, detailing with some success, the adventures
who contests a claim for a ranch with a woman, popular with
all the cowboys and wins. Through some of those strange
events in tin waj of fate, her favorite cowboy, and her abject
slave, comes into possession of money and buys back the ranch.
Before it is known, however, the irate cowboys have decided
to make a shining example of the lord, and the new owner
arrives at the ranch to find the lord fitted out with
necktie, traveling the road that leads toward eternity. He is
released and makes a getaway that fs surprising in it- celerity.
I lun the new owner and the former proprietor conclude a
bargain which makes them joint proprietors f"r life. A lively
and well-acted picture, telling a straight forw. n
"The
Rival
Dramatists"
(Selig).- A
burlesque
on
the
famous
Chanticler
dramaof M. Rostand,
which
■
novelty in the costuming and the acting.
The story it tells is
not as clear a- it might
be. but the comical appearance of the
characters m a measure overcome- that objection.
The closing
scene, a pair of roosters fighting in a barnyard, is very funny.
"A Girl of the West" (Essanay). — A thrilling story of the
way a girl saves her brother from arrest by donning a -nit of
his clothes, mounting his horse and leading the officer a merry
chase. The officer is her lover and starts to make the arrest
of the erring brother reluctantly and because his oath compels
him to do it. The sheriff gets the girl with her father's Consent,
and tin- brother give- them assurance that he will reform.
"A Simple Rustic Tale" (Gaumont). — The graphic story
of a quarrel between two neighboring families, which
card-.
The acting in it is admirable and the diffi- I
cult i e- under which the lovers meet add immensely to the inter- I
esl of the picture.
By a ruse, which leaves the young man's
father
virtually
alone, the
mother
succeeds
in reuniting
the
severed
families.
The beauty of this picture lies in the clever
reproduction
of the principal characteristics
of country people
under such circumstances, supplemented by clear photography.
"The Battle at Redwood"
(Pathe). — A Western drama by
the American Company, graphically portraying the attack of the
Indians upon some white settlers.
The thrills include an onset
of Indians, a burning
wagon train and other features typically
and wild enough to -uit almost anyone.
Not many
films of recent production have been any more exciting.
"Coward or Hero" (Vitagraph). — The story of a timid boy,
who developed into a young man with sufficient courage to go
down into a mine where there had been an explosion, to save
his life-long friend. The closing scene shows him after a
second explosion in the mine, with the water rising around him,
bul unpleasant subject. Xot much of passion makes
it interesting. But it tell- a story in a straightforward way
and because it depicts life with some fidelity to the facts, it
holds the interest of the audience from beginning to end.
"His Trust" (Biograph).- Depict- a negro servant left by
hi- master t" care for hi- wife and child when he goes to
war. and how he proved his faithfulness to the trust reposed
in him. The master is killed, which causes the servant to
redouble hi- watchfulness. Shortly afterward the Union
soldiers come and plunder and burn the house. Into the
flames rushes the servant and brings out the child, and then
once more to get his master's sword. Taking the two he
has protected with his own life he leads them to hi- own
cabin and offers them all he has. The Biograph players have
told a story graphically and with dramatic force. They have
reproduced
accurately conditions which
actually
existed
in
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••Will It Ever Come to This?" (Lubin). A comedy purporting to depict conditions in 1920, when women have ursurped the places of men in all pursuits and apply much the
same course of reasoning regarding nun and boys that some
men do now regarding women and girls \\ hether it i- funny
or pathetic depends upon the point of view. At any rate, it
is sufficiently interesting to keep an audience laughing
throughout u> length.
"Marguerite's Birthday"
Ij mix-up caused
by a burglar conveying the article- he had stolen in one Hat
into another where a woman supposes them to he birthday
. nd the husband is jealous because he believes his
wife has been receiving attention from another. The discovery of the burglar end- the controversy. But after all,
why -poll -o much good material in telling a story of so
little consequence?
"Easy Coin" fLubin). — He offered to shovel the snow
from the -idewalk, hut that was too hard, so by working on
the sympathies of the neighbors he succeeds in getting help
and they also take up a collection. When they discover him
collecting money for the work done there is some rough
house and the last seen of the gentleman he is rolling down
a snow bank.
"Buddy,nd the
Little Guardian"
(Silig).
— A story
of human
suffering.
It tells of the
cruelties
of a father
that
drive the mother away. Then the father mends his ways,
and to help him the boy obtains work. He is hurt by an
automobile and taken to a hospital where his mother is a
nur.-e. The father, once more the victim of drink is hurt and
takenand
to is
thesurprised
same hospital.
follows the
boy
to find The
in theboy's
nurseemployer
his old sweetheart,
the boy's mother. The father dies from his injuries. The
rest of the story can be guessed.
"His Mother's Son" (Essanay). — A story beginning in
slavery days, and ending in a wheat-pit contest in which a
young man is driven to the wall and likely to lose his
fortune, and also the girl he wants. Just at this juncture,
when his money is gone, his old negro servant loans him
a considerable sum and presumably because of the pleadings
of the girl, her father goes in and buys, with the result that
the young man comes out a winner. The film tells a story
of real tlesh-and-blood people, but offers nothing especially
dramatic.
fact that
the will
negro's
$1,000
used know
as a
basis
of theTherestored
fortune
strike
thoseis who
the wheat pit, and its manipulations as closely akin to child's
play. It wouldn't take long to swallow up $1,000 in wheat.
"The Sealed Letter" (Gaumont). — A girl deserts her old
sweetheart and goes away with a rich yachtsman, leaving a
letter for the unfortunate young man to read when out at
sea. Broken-hearted, he goes through life, and years after,
a vision of the girl still haunts him. Photography and acting, such as is required, are both good, but like others released by this firm of late, the story has no claim to strength
or dramatic power. It is scarcely too much to say that
whatever material was used in its producetion wa- wasted.
"Three byMentheir
and cousin
a Maid"that(Vitagraph).
— Twohisbachelors
notified
he is >ending
daughter are
to
them to be cared for. Assuming she is a child, they supply
all sorts of toys and are greatly chagrined when they discover she is a young woman. She falls in love with their
secretary, which lead- to his discharge. Ultimately, however,
the bachelors relent, and the dove of peace coos melodiously
again. This idea was used about a year ago by another
manufacturer, the difference being the girl married the
man who was to care for her, instead of the secretary.
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the war
well that
Empty

Shell"

(Imp).— A dramatic story, detailing
in the case
of Jean. .-.
: • solver was j
the only one with an empty shell in a room where a niai
murdered.
Later, the real murderer, overcome with
ifter an arduous snow-shoe jouneyJ
arrives just in time to prevent the execution of the
The real murderer w.i- never found,
lie wandered away and f
was lost in the snow
Tin- storj 1- dramatic because it shows
what serious mistakes can <asily he made.
Moreover, it tells
1 learly and graphically, holding the attention of the
"For Better or Worse" (Revier).
Arrested for something 1
which occurred in his younger days the man leaves his wife I
without an explanation and i- wife
takenwhoawayconceals
to prison.
Later the!
he J
him while
rch for him. Then together they escapt across the
l>ordcr.
It 1- not quite clear what the producer was attempting
to convey in this film. It has few claim- to interest.
The ar- I
'nee is not a feature, and the story it tells is hardly!
sufficient to hold an audience spellbound.
While there i- noth1 K had ah. 'in it, one may say with equal truth that it |
possesses nothing positively good.
"The Borrowed Flat" (American). — A comedy, presenting
what happened in a borrowed flat. It fulfills its pur]
raises a laugh.
"The Tenderfoot's Roundup" (American).— A Western picture made just on the outskirts of Santa Fe, possessing in its
scenery, at least, the true Western flavor. The story concerns
a young married man in the East who is virtually diven out
by his mother-in-law and lands upon this ranch where the cowboys have fun with him while inducting him into the mysteries
of the avocation, but later he returns the compliment.
All goes
well until he receives a telegram from home and the way he
rushes for the limited and jumps from his horse to the rear
platform while the train is moving is a hair raising scene. The
telegram takes him through and he rushes into his house and
bounds up-stairs, in all his Western regalia, just in time to
meet the nurse with an infant in her arms.
The little family is
rounded up and promises to be happy ever afterwards.
"Re-united" (Imp). — The tale of a little girl, lo.-t wl
a child, or carried away by the Gypsies.
Fifteen years later her
former playmate stops at a Gypsy encampment to get water for
his automobile, sees the girl, falls in love with her and later
they are married.
After misfortunes they discover that they
were former playmates and both families are rejoiced at the
discovery of the daughter lost so many years ago. The interest in the picture is principally in the scenic effects. The
story has no claim to strength.
The acting and photography
are quite up to the standard of the Imp pictures, consequently
the audience enjoys it, though they are not called upon to
consider any great tragedy.
"Monte Cristo" (Powers). — Duma-' familiar story
graphically presented in motion pictures. The producer has followed the narrative as closely as the exigencies of the case permit. It is a long story and requires great condensation to get
it on the films at all. But here are the principal scenes. Dantes'
arrival, his meeting with Mercedes, Fcrnando's plot and the arrest of Dantes at his betrothal. The Chateau d'lf, the Abbe
I-'aria, Dantes' escape, and the other familiar seem all produced with fidelity to the original and with appreciation
of the requirements of the narration. The producer ha; done
his work well and has given the public an interesting picture
of one of the most popular stories in the world.
"A Homeless Boy" (Great Northern). — A -tor;.
whose mother dies and leaves him alone, forced through ill
treatment to wander through the world homeless. Breaking
into a house to obtain food he is startled to discover a picture
that was familiar. It proves to be a picture of his old home
with himself and mother at the door. The artist entering is at
first disposed to be hard with him, but after hearing his story
adopts him as his son.
A Classy Gathering. Above i- shown the first annual
banquet
of the
Picture
Machine Operators'
Local Union
No. Toronto
173, I. A.Moving
T. S. E.,
held December
1, 1910, at
11 p. m. A few of the more prominent guests were Mr. Robert
Newman,
President
of
the
Theatrical
Stage
Employees'
Union,
and Mr. John Cohen, Manager Toronto office of Kleine Optical
Company. Look carefully at the above splendid photograph.
The faces are those of bright, keen, intelligent men — men who
are, if looks count for anything, a distinct credit to the profession. This photograph placed side by side with photographs
of banquets held by the leaders of moving picturedom — film exchange men and manufacturers loses nothing by the compari-
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son. The Union has elected the following officers to serve
during 1911 : President, Geo. Mehl ; Vice-President, Clarence
McMahon; Secretary, Walter D. Shank; Treasurer, Philip
Wilson.
"The is Jealously
Sosthenes
(Eclaii
name
enough toofmake
a man Ramwtal"
jealous if he
had
provocation.
But here was the girl he loved persir-tently refusing to love him in return and lavishing her affect
an army officer. When the officer visits Sostheni
lishment out of curiosity, he is sold a dose of poi?on that
would kill a horse. Then the unfortunate Sostheru •
with remorse, so bad, indeed, that he becomes frightened at
his own shadow and when summoned to Daisy's home to
behold his work he almost gets heart disease.
But nothing
happened and in the exuberant joy he feels when he finds he
hasn't poisoned anybody he easily falls in love with the English governess. Thus all ends well and everybody is satisfied.
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"The Melody" (Imp). — This film was reviewed in last
week's i.sue of The Moving Picture World so well that nothing further i- required. The film is all that the review made
it appear. The part of the old man is admirably acted indeed. The film tells a simple story so clearly that it cannot
be misunderstood. Thus the first requisite of a motion picture is fulfilled. Everything about it helps to tell the story
and make it strong.
"The Folks Back Home" (Yankee).— A homely story,
showing how a young man went to a city and ultimately forgot his sweetheart and his mother, until suddenly restored to
by a telegram informing him his mother is dying.
It reaches him at a revel at a gilded cafe, but so forcibly does
it restore his former good sense that he immediately starts
home. His arrival helps restore his mother to health. The
attachment is renewed with the old sweetheart, and the ending is a happy one for everybody. The story is well told
and some of the causes of forgetfulness are made plainly
apparent. It might be said that the firm in producing this
film has preached a sermon, but maybe that would be putting
the case too strong. Nevertheless, the story is good, well
told and will linger in the memory.
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singing to 60.000 people in the ol 1the '
Francisco on Christmas Eve. 1910. and ong-bird
her Christmas Red Cross
work, beautifully colored. $4.50.
#■.- . ■

"The Battered Bridegrooms" (American).— A comedy
which presents the misadventures •>! some unfortunate- so
graphically thai the audience is kept 111 exceedingly good
humor throughout
"On Kentucky
Soil" (Reliance).— A Union spy kills a
Confederate soldier and is hidden from the searching party
by the dead soldier's father. The body "i the dead soldier is
brought in and the father realizes that he is protecting Intorn by conflicting impulses, but finally
01 vengeance triumphs and he sets tire 1- 1
basket in which the spy is hidden,
Shortly the whole house
is ablaze, tin funeral pyre "i tin- unfortunate spy
I
cessful repr< entation "i" conflicting
emotions
ide what 1.1human
.!.. i- one
of the when
best
of its kind ,-vi-r put "ii 1 1
ly -ei- the house "ii fire is horrifying, yet it i- one
01 those ci ii' v. Li. Ii poss< - .1 p. 1 uliar I 1 • ination. h
would be diffii ull
ny more
dr.iiii.iti
interpretation bj l
11..1 bin
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Wife's Hat"of (Eclair).
— A snappy
the"My
misadventures
a gentleman
who goescomedy
out to showing
buy his
wife a hat. When he arrives with it the fusillade to which
it has been subjected makes it resemble anything but a hat.
But with a few deft touches it assumes the bewitching form
of a fa-hionable creation and the mollified wife warmly congratulate-, him upon his success.
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New England Notes.
Not Ions ago we noted in these columns that thi
rheater, Wakefield, Mass., was making .1 good record for itself
under the ownership and management of Mr. Charles Hodgton.
The house recently increased its seating capacity and is to abandon the use of vaudeville. Mr Hodgton feels thai he has built
up a solid patronage under hi* polio i>i "your money's worth all
the time." and that lie can dispense with llis acts. Plenty of
tlie best illustrated songs, musical features, besides the films, will
make up the new program
The Scenic Theater. Hartford, Conn., which is owned and
managed bj H. C. Young, is now changing its films tri-weekly.
Illustrated SOngS complete the program The Scenic draws excent patronage at all times, and is considered an excellent proposition.
Morewood
lake, winch is adjacent to Pittsfield. Mass., was
of a holler explosion at which much damage was done.
The local moving picture managers showed their generosity b>
holding a benefit performance for those incapacitated by the
explosion
Mr. John 1. Owens, who. in company with Mr. CI
controls Sheedy's Theater. Brockton, i- going to take a trip to
Florida for the benefit of Mrs
Owen's health.
The theater
will be cared for by Mr. Cook in the meantime.
In the annual report of J. F. Downey, superintendent of
buildings in Cambridge. Mass.. the permits for building operations include the Cambridge Theater l'.uilding, with $100,000 as
the figure of its estimated cost. Every indication points to pictures and vaudeville as the attraction- that will be offered when
the theater is completed.
flu- Central Square Theater, Lynn, Mass.. which was opened
to the public last month, has made a change of managers. Mr.
Frank Davidson will succeed Mr. Burke. Davidson has had
varied and expert experience in this line of business, and will
no doubt make good
in his new
position.
-ie Hall, Paw tucket. R. [., which is managed by Mr.
David Biifnngton. reports unusually brisk business with moving
pictures and vaudeville.
— HENRY.
BOSTON.
One of our local dailies recently printed a rather lengthy article regarding a local young man who had been arrested and
sentenced to jail because of his leanings toward a bandit's career. The reason- -et forth as the cause were the yellow 5-cent
periodicals. "Nick Carter." etc. No mention at all was made of
moving pictures. The incident was well worth recording, owing
to its novelty
Local independent theaters have hailed with the gt
delight the acquisition by the "Imp Co." of little Mary Pickford.
Several local houses clipped the photograph of the young lady
from the pages of the Moving Picture World and pasted the
picture in the lobby. The sentence, "Formerly with the Biograph Co." was given a prominent place in the billboard. Licensed exhibitors are viewing the strengthening of the independent manufacturers' stock companies with more or less seriousness— and
qu<
The World's New England representative was cornered by a
local moving picture operator and was persuaded into buying
a ticket for the First Grand Smoke Talk of the Moving Picture
Operators. Local 182, I A. T. S. E. The event will take place
Mbnday evening. January 16. at America Hall. Washington
street. The regular meeting of the union will be held before
the blowout. As this feast is not scheduled to close until 1 a.
m.. it will not be too much to expect some rather punk projection the "morning after" Vaudeville and pictures will make up
the major portion of the entertainment, with a luncheon to top
it off.
The Beacon Theater. Tremont street, is now charging 20 cents
admission on Sunday evenings. The management has decided
that it is better to run only two complete programs with the
20-cent admission rate than to run four or more shows at 10
cents Although less people enter the house under this policy,
they go away much better satisfied
The Theater Comique, Tremont Row. is now using eight illustrated songs and six reels of independent films from the W.
E. Greene Film Exchange. Manager Sam La Yangie has issued
an edict that all female singers must appear before the audience
clad in pure white dresses.
Advertisements in the lobbies of local houses no longer read,
"We show five reels of films." and in their place are printed
''5,000 feet of films " One house even states that vou may see
"one mile of pictures" if you will but pass the box-office.
The New York Dramatic Mirror, through its Boston correspondent, states that Mayor Fitzgerald wrote "a sharp letter" to
local moving picture theaters regarding the action he would take
should another case similar to that "of the Pastime Theater's
arise
The
Mirror's
correspondent
is mixed
on his

PR NJRE

\\ ( >RLD

DO such letter was sent from the mayor'.- office.
The World's New England representative had the pleasure
of a long chat with Mr I. \Y Atwater, of the Nicholas Power
Company, last week
Mr
Itwater informed the writer that he
had just placed a No
<> Cameragraph
at tl •
a strenuous
competition
with other projecting
machinelb
Statehouse has great need of moving picture machines, as every
film released is exhibited for the benefit of Chief Whitney, who
passes judgment as to whether the films are suitable for Sunday night show- It might be stated that it is extremely difficult to procure good Sunday night shows, as the ch
exacting and impartial
when using his blue pencil.
Mr
Jacob Loui i
l heater.
I remonl
now dividing his time between that house and his new Nashua.
V If. theater
Mr. l.ourie remarks that the new h0U
standing

room
only.
During
Mr. Lourie's
absence
from
Mr
("has Heath is in charge.
Mr. Prank L. Browne, formerly general manager ■

the

South and New Washington theater-, i- very bu.-i'
trying to have his Roxbury, Mass, theater opened as soon as
possible. fbe new house is to be called "Browne's Roxbury
Theater," and will be large and first class in every way Browne
'lie ablest moving picture managers in Boston, a- was
evidenced by bis results at the houses be formerly managed, and
will no doubt make good when bis own boss.
A bill was introduced into the State Legislature. Saturday.
January 15, by which power of revoking or suspending all theatrical licenses should lie invested m the mayor alone At pre-ent the mayor and the state police must agree before any steps
of this nature are taken. The bill will be watched by local
moving picture managers, who are curious to see if it will be
enacted as a law.
— HENRY.
IN
011

THE

MISSISSIPPI

VALLEY.

The city council of Le Mar-. Iowa, has passed an ordinance which forbid- the operation of moving picture shows
Sunday.

A E. Long, of Galena, may open a moving picture and
vaudeville theater in the Yirden building. Princeton. [H.,
it is reported.
Water-,
of Girard,
111., has opened
a moving
picture
theater
in that place.
G, W. Park- ha- purchased the interests of In- partners
Ellis D. Robb and Loui- I. Stout in the Bijou, at Eldora,
Iowa.
flu Crystal Theater. Paxton, ha- ordered 250 new opera
chairs and the place will be redecorated before they are
installed.
The Cozy Theater Company,
of Houston. Tex., ha- beer,
incorporated
with
capital
stock
of $5,000.
The
in
tor- are Maurice.
Harry
and Jules
II Wolf
Loui- Ruben- is now giving two reel- of picture- with
hi- vaudeville -bow at the Fox. Aurora. 111.
Vernon Seaver and Dee Robinson, of Peoria, who have
made a little mark in middle-we-t amusement- have been
prospecting at Sterling. III., with a view of opening a
picture house and vaudeville theater. This city ha- an
ordinance forbidding Sunday shows that may h
removed
to entice
photoplay
magnate-.
P. H. M.
Pictures
e-t
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Tin
International
Harvester
farm
implement
concerntained wonderful results
from

This
shown

company
ha- a film
of tin
Reaper."
in black-top
tent-.

them
to the
exhibit,
thus

Implements.

Company,
one
of the largin the United
Stateha- atthe use of moving
pictures

which
it feature-,
entitled.
"The
At state and
county
fair- it iYisjtors
get a ticket admitting

entertainment
by applying
at the company's
killing two
buying
birds
with
one
advertisIn the winter
thi- remarkable
demonstration

r the farmer-'
institute
meeting
circuits
and
because of its agricultural
educational
value
is generally accorded a place on the program, when
it has the undivided
of the
farmers
and
land-owners
present.
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WRITERS?

"'fbe writer who i- ambitious to succeed in -1
writing can receive no better training than that involved
in turning out a certain number of scenarios each month."
say- Robert Saunders Dowst. in an article on "Scenario
Writing." in the January number of "The Editor." He
declare- what the magazines want is plot and that practice in building these will develop a symmetrical framework for the weight of dialogue and other adornments
of the author. He also advises writers that few offeringcommand the $100 figure advertised by many producer-.
F. H. M.
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Notes From Los Angeles.
By

Richard

V.
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They mo

Spencer

They must

ast Correspondent of the World.)
Mr. P. L Howland, President of the California Motion Picture Company, has recently returned from San Fran :he had gone to purchase apparatus and supplier A carload of
supplies are expected on January 15th, on which date the company expects to begin daily work on their pictures. Recently,
upon the authority of the Long Beach Board of Fire Commissioners, the entire apparatus at fire headquarter- Xo. 1 was taken
out and runs were made on Pine and Ocean Avenues, the runs
realistic that many citizens began to look for the fire.
Pictures were taken of the firemen in action, representing the
.ding to alarms, hurricdi .
g down the
poles, hitching the harness, etc. When the film is finished it will
receive a private hearing before the city officials and newspaper
men. At this date it is not known whether the picture- will be
marketed through the Sales Company, or marketed independently.
A company of professional actors and
and they will soon be put to work interpreting com<
the company intends to specialize upon.
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1] direction 01 Mr. James Young Deer, is being sub

stantiallv improved as fast as a corps of arti-ans can perform the
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that killed tin famous broncho buster, Dick Stanley,
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Appearing with the
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bii-ter-. trick rider-, and general all around 1 I
ertl ..i them hold international
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("tun's Broadwaj
Fire Commission

.f the canon in their natural colors, although it will
prove -hi impressive bit of photography even in black and white
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The pranks of little Willie:
We'll watch tin microl ,
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design and will be surrounded by a ten-foot wall of concrete be
the arches of which
will be hung mission
•he most
famous
death-dealing,
cow puncher-delving
> r saddled art kept near the Kdendalc StudioThese

form a trinity of bronchos that
ride at all. let alone break them
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Company
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added
t.. tin:;
Studio holdings until they now occupy a full block, which, under

are "Grave
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million doll
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River in the Panhandle district.
Vfter the fight a woman carrying a baby was captured.
This woman, it was discovered, was
Cynthia Ann Parker, the missing child that had hem stolen
from Parker's Fort long years before,
It was learned that she
idopted into the tribe and when -die grew to womanmarried tlu chief,
he chief was killed
during the Pease River battle, and Cynthia, his white squaw,
I back to civilization. Cynthia Ann Parker is described
by the historians to have been a very handsome young woman,
with large gray eyes and regular features, weighing about 135
pounds and splendidly proportioned.
Indian trader- and SCOUtS
B rl and had tried in vain
her from the tribe After returning to civilization, it is said that
For her former HI
edom and tribal life
that -he had grown to love, Several years after her recapture
nd was buried near what is now the town 1
Station. Texas. Quanah Parker, her son, removed the body to
Mis-ion. near Cache, where she was relumed with
tribal honors. Recently Congress made an appropriation of
$1,000 for the erection of a suitable monument to mark her rest1'headapted
above story
has been
told byin several
prose, verse,
and
lastly has been
to moving
pictures
companies
producing Indian stories.
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The

Independent Film Exchange
of Pittsburg, Pa.

western picture, entitled "The Mission in the Desert," which
will be released February 2nd. From a photographic standpoint, the reel was a revelation. The action takes place within
a few miles of Tucson, Arizona, on the great American desert,
and the story is built around an old Spanish mission. The
acting is fully in keeping with the photography— the characters
in the depiction of the parts alloted to them show an ability
and knowledge of their medium, which will undoubtedly place
the American Co. and their western releases right up with the
top-notchers along these lines. "The Mission in the Desert"
can be consistently called a western classic, and no doubt the
exhibitors will be clamoring for an early booking on this feature
film when it is released.
At the same time I also viewed with satisfaction the release
booked for January 30th, entitled "The Genius." If I remember
correctly, this comedy drama is written along the same lines asthe
play the
called
"A Poor
Relation,"
which actors
was made
all over
country
by such
well known
as Sol popular
Smith
Russell and Ezra Kendall. In this release. Mr. Warren Kerrigan, the popular
"lead" of had
the American
Co.,toagain
displays for
his
versatility,
but Kerrigan
better look
his laurels,
the clever work of the American's child actors (Miss Baby
Griff en and Master Clarence Johnson) is something remarkable. Little Clarence is certainly a born comedian, and it is
safe to predict that he will do much to increase the popularity
of American releases with those who witness his work in
"The Genius."
From the quality of the American films evidenced by my
inspection, this company is undoubtedly destined for great things
in the Independent ranks, and the exhibitors are surely making
a mistake if they do not include American releases in their
bookings.
The "Exhibitors'
Club,"thethat
jolly licensed
bunch of
theater
owners
and managersCritic
that visits
various
exhibition
rooms every week and good naturedly tell Goblc and Nehls and
Linn and Gordon that their releases are "likened unto Roquefort," and call every bulletin a "bunk sheet." yes, that very
bunch, where do you suppose I saw them Tuesday afternoon?
I can't hardly believe it myself, but it's true nevertheless. They
were all down in Laemmle's exhibition room looking over Independent releases, everything from Imps to Solax, and from
their remarks I concluded that they were satisfied with what
they
saw. "Irish
Sam" and
(youalthough
know him),
was licensed
lecturing(?)
the different
releases,
he runs
films onin
his theater, his lecture showed that he is well posted on the
independent subjects. It was pleasing to note that the exhibitors
are becoming broad minded enough to realize that "the other
fellow"he can
makeAllgood
pictures,
and to give
creditthatfortheit
when
does.
of which
strengthens
my him
opinion
open market is looming up in the distance. J. C. K.

N. V. CITY

Lecturer of Special Releases
New York ( it> ami Vicinity
Care MOVING PICTURE WORLD

NOTES.

The American Film Mfg. Co. has surprised the most
sanguine by the rapid progress they are making toward perfection, which becomes more noticeable in each new release put out
under the trade-mark of the "Flying A." Of course we all
admit that the personnel of this company had the advantage of
years of experience when they entered the field, nevertheless
our expectations of what they would be able to accomplish has
been more than realized. In looking over some of the American
Co.'s advance
releases
1 was company
impressedin bya the
excellence of the work
of recently.
their western
wonderful

Inc.,

The Pioneer Independent Exchange ofWestern Pennsylvania
buying the output of the Sales
Company.
We have a few choice runs that
we can let out at reasonable
prices.

Write us.

INDEPENDENT

FILM

A. S. DAVIS,
415

Ferry

Street,

EXCHANGE,

Inc.

Manager
PITTSBURG,

PA

LAVEZZI'S OPERATORS' NECESSITIES
Milled Block to support arbors to keep
from sprinsinn out of true while
pins arc- being driven in or out. Two Pin M_ac .

E. W. LAVEZZI, 3042 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago, 111.
I WANT

"PATHE'S

TO

BUY

FOR

PASSION

CASH

PLAY"

FRANK L. BROWNE, 1 1 16 Carney Bldg., Boston
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over
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leu apiho\ relate
and a re,- Villon.
ti„. Marquis
angry
cou-

denunciation

,,f

the

•,,,-s b, the Marquis,
and ci ,
dispute with his father after the Marquis
■ ■! lie leaves his home In I Ig
i young girl lying prostrate by her horse!
lie rushes id dor ai.l
scloiisness. finds thai rown by her
mount.
Then
he
,.
Then
!]<■ n-i-is
assists
her
I., walk
towards
home.
Inknowt, to J;i<i»t. the young la.ly is none
,,f Hie Marquis ,,f
St. Leo namiLucy, only daughter
lirst
cousin.
As
apbe they
Marquis
proach
the St. Leu
his
lie sh,,»s deep
- "It ion. She explains, ami dwells
daughter's
lie
timely
service
of
t|„.
stranger
'who'
res,
u','d
her. recognising
Th,- Marquis Jasper
turns to thank him the withyoungmarked
man
and.
coldness.
He orders his daughter
and bids Jasper be off. The latter
father
and
his
daughter and walks rapidly awaj
Following
thistheseene.
succession,
another
showing
arrivalinat close'
St. Lea
castle of iss
squad of soldiers In charge of an officer The
latter presents a letter to the Marquis It commands him in the King's name to seize, dead or
alive. Jean Villon on charge of rebellio
the royal authority.
Lucy has heard her father read the King's let">' and fearing for the safety of Jasper,
whom

I very fond of the girl and falls In
'"*'-■ "'"
("inl of him
but
cannot
undersiatnl
»
, , , lou an(J
I ding should show l„-r s
ucii atteei
eourlshlp
Is noticed
by her people
and thev do
not bealtate to tell her that bit
i quandary
be honorable, and the | r chile
w his,,, ring
"
promptings
,.r her
distrust; slie refuses to listen to his p
amiThepro,,,,little Usher maid
> her own
class,
a coarse
fellow
,.t v i
,,..,
she Is a widow
with a child
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is surrounded by the soldiers. .las,,, ,
spring In the masonry of the stairway and a'
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lovers closes.
disappear and the entrance to tije passage
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Just as they emerge from the door——
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ground floor of the structure,
thev i
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and
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blm and disarm him.
It Is the thought of both men tbat Jasper is the
guilty one. but the latter angrily assert,
eence and is overcome
by the condition
of his
he espies his father's hat
lying~'"--rt.
over theSuddenly
s
t exit.
He lifts it and point
. it t
criminal

is taken
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sints the private secretary; there is
Immediate mutual admiration and It is not
before
it l„
and the old gentlemen I. ,•,-..,,„ Misplcious and ...
cide tliut the secretary must be discharged.
This
,1 f,r Vivian to assert herself and s
does It, convincing her guardians
flairs. that she Is w ,r,i
lakes his dismissal I __
sick ami reduced to want.
The young v
goes to see him and sh,- is followed bj toe
hi r to the clerk's
l,„lg.
Ing.
When ih,
he young man together they haven't the heart to find fault: tlieit
feelings
gradually
subside
and thl
the pleadings of their ward,
give tin -iand reengage
ihe young fellow with ni
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THE GIRL IN THE FILM.— Charlie, who is a
camera Bend, goes out to the park to take a few
snapshots for his collection of photographs. He
scouts around and gets some 'dandies." Tired
out. lie sits down on a bench in the warm sunuinlight and falls asleep. In this position he is seen
,een
- -Duple
of young
ladies. ".Nan"
and her
her
picneb
friend snaps the shutter and that is how she her
in the film. The girls put the camera bacl got
on
1 "'al away. Charlie wakes
photographs and starts to up,
takes a fewshopm,
developing
the
have the films developed.
In the course
inch surprised to see the strange
f a young believe
girl on it one
of bis
films.
At first
belongs
to
him, but the photographer
does.
He Is attracted and charmed „.,
face and determines upon finding the original

tting-ln of the poli'-e and the majority
the playen
Wilson and his
1-ln-law
elude are
the "pinched."
cops I
not. however, n rent losing I ■
and hats which
they left In their hurried decamping.
Coming back to the room they find the
entrance still guarded, so a disguise is their only
hope, as they um-t
resort to desperate
means.
Climbing up the fire-escape,
the son-in-law e
rs
a room above and pilfers a small boy's suit which
when donned makes him look lik- a ten-year-old.
Father
to kitchen
get a policeman's
belt
and hat manages
from a flat
where Biddy coat,
la enter-

duction
home.

as

he

rith his i
and secures
an invitation
t,
He accepts and the longer he s

going to the theater with the ladles. Steeped with
abject sympathy,
they consent
to g
up against
another
Wils.ni problem.
i
that Is. how to avoid each other.
first to make
the getaway
and
tracks for the club room where b
grossed
in
the
gam.
Consternation
besets
both
at tb

■ is dcepl:

when

Wilson exclaims:

"what are >

talnlng to
herget'copper"
sweetheart.
This trouble
waj they
manage
by the guards,
but their
has
only just begun for the father is taken
a real
cornerforand
the
and placed to guard
i
-In-law",
mistaken
for
a
"mamma's
pet."
upon by a gang of hoodlums. However, they ist set
for the poor sick
men who had t
their Illness, while they enjoyed! and suffer from
age theater.
t- —
the
You may imagine tbat the episr
proved a lasting lesson.
FATE'S
TURNING. — John
Law-son.
Jr.. OWl
to his father's illness has borne the burden
business,
and unaccustomed
to the absolute
sponsibility.
suffers a nervous
breakdown.
after
affairs si1

con-

King and carries a pardon for Jasper. The latter
is Jealous because Mr. Minion is an aspirant for
Lucy's hand, and when the parchment Is handed
him be tears it up. throwing it at Minion's feet,
innonncing his refusal of the pardon. Then he rushes awav to the old lower
Lucy Induces > her
to ;
the father
Villon and ne. Mr.In Minion
order to sa
As they approach.
her lover from any rash a
the
elder
Villon
is
seen
to
discharge
a
pistol'.
bullet is intended for the Marquis, but It InflictsThe
glancing wound on Lucy's shoulder.
When Villon tires his last shot he again seeks
refuge through
the secret opening.
On that In. Ignorant of the shot

~»d

to

It a thorough

is wont
to call her. lie tries to
i and resorts to the
ol society, and this summer
finds him
will, the smart set. cruising in a .m,,-I,i along the
sh
s "here he lirsl met the "child Of th
He is thinking of her; "half in fun and whole
he writes a note to ber, places it in
an empty champagne
bottle, corks it and throws
it overboard, hoping that It mat drill to her and
let her know that lie is still walling for her.
Sitting on the jetty, she is looking pensively
dreaming of the hap,,\ ,h,\s ,,f pravton's wooing. she is starlh-d by the approach of
another wooer who declares his love As she again
looks listlessly into 1 lie deep she espies the bottle; she asks her suitor i,, get ;,. ]|,. v, ades into
the water, gels the bottle, breaks it and cuts
Ins linger trying to extract the note. s
sympathy. forgets the note and lolls him lo
throw the hoi tie hack into the sea: thus It Is
decided by the fates that she and Pravton remain
apart, she happy in the thought of his love, he
in rtie ho,
f hers, rather than a life of incompatibility in marrying above or beneatli one's
social station.

maid."

the bodies of the
But that of Jean
!!•• lias taken refuge
the secret
Lucy

giving

Pearl, each expect
.
other lisli to fry. both having a weakness, each
unknown to the other, for the green baize covered table, a quiet game Of draw, so when they
learn of the plan of their
scheme to avoid what would now be an ordeal.
The subterfuge is illness. Mr Wilson pretends
to s,uffer rheumatism of the foot, while son in-law

h

underneath.

ncmselves
conditions, and Vivian
hauling.up the house and
eiilng

The next morning. What a difference. Nan lies
In bed until 10 o'clock and poor Charlie has to
get to work at S o'clock. Both are tired and
sleepy: be gets very little sympathy from his
f-llow- workers, who have evidently gotten wise
to the girl in the film.
THBEE MEN AND A MAID.— Two brothers,
jolly old bachelors, receive a letter from their
cousin stating that he is dying and will leave his
only child, Vivian, and her large inheritance to
their guardianship and care.
Recovering from their surprise they call the
housekeeper and Immediately begin preparations
for her reception -buy all sorts of toys and comforts to make a child happy and welcome.
They have in their employ a good looking young
fellow
as their
private and.
secretary,
in whom"
they
place great
confidence
indeed,
thev have
■ very reason to. for he Is attentive to his business
and theirs.
Vivian is expected and her two guardians are
very happy In their expectations of entertaining
the child — one is beating a drum, the other work-

elapsing, we find him deeply
it'ten
the girl
to the neglect
his girl
fianrreto
whom with
he falls
to write.
Escortingof the
t home,
they become betrothed,
he presenting
g igi ment ring, promising to many
- immediately. This, of course. Is a most dan
rous step, and after a week or two. John is
led hurriedly to his home as his father's health
ne to see Ihe girl before his departur
(her dies and he in the excitement of the ocen
s almost forgotten the little waitress, wbe
i comes from her. John now tal
; father's place in society and business, rea
it an alliaie-e with the waitress is out of
estion, and writes to her to that "Poll
effect.Par'
ter is a crushing blow- and >ii,- -• ■
, deter
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termil root of opposition
once, end Id the meantime a-ks mat she lend !
In hiding his lady love in her hoi
urml the ml
be arranged with.
She an iws and
requestedlslnly
a id
his
immediately
followed
hy
.lark,
who
show
ea in good c
appreciation
: 1 eae marks ol endi
and of course misunderstood by Kitty's intended.
Jealousy is invariably unreasonable and his is no
exception to the general rule. Without waiting
for explanations,
- Jack, who. surprised,
etaliatos. and tli
. disappear from view.
o their excited and almost hysterlvery much the worse for wear,
are repaired and bandaged by loving hands, and
after a few necessary explanations, are' glad to he
friends and to give the minister an opportunity of
eariiinu a double
marriage
fee.

THANHOUSER.
bears her affliction
is ont of the house
! building catcbes lire. The cowardly
servants forget May and run out of the house.
The blind girl, unable 10 help herself,
carries
May
into the street.
Hut in so doing
Frank is disfigured for life.
The young couple fall in love and the mother
consents to Heir marriage, as Frank, outside of
his physical affliction, is an eligible man. Two
years later, when the couple are possessed of a
child, their family physician finds that he can
sight. Frank consents to the
operation, although he fears that, when vi
the sight of liis scarred face will lose him her love.
After the operation, which is successful, the
doctor warns May not to remove the bandages, as
it may mean that her sight will tie lost again.
But the desire to see her baby and her husband
had
are too strong;. Mid
May Is removes
the bandage.
~~*
as beautiful
1
clanoes
I
It blinds her, and
is standing 1 " 2 strong light.
sees again.
But she knows that her
baby
is all s;
'
her husband
thoroughly
despite
her great
affliction, she
happy.
PROMPT PAYMENT. Tack wanted to practice
law. he was eager to plead in court: but all tbe
pleading I
were almost
Invariably overruled.
Matters
reached
a crisis
when
the
creditors
called in a body to demand what they called their
rights.
Jack was In the inside office when they
t.ut did not care to come out.
Also
cards, and tin
For with the cards he was an expert.
If legal
preferment
were
based
on ability as a poker
plaver. Jack would be the Chief Justice of the
l'. S. Supreme Court.
looking
he sat
amount

Judith

like a perfectly
unhappy
creditor.
in that poker game, and won a surprising
of money to tbe sorrow of the others.

instill, tly denies
all
got
Into her hat
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STEALING

A RIDE.
Two
little
i ml Johnny
F.ddy. are OUl I
the

hitch

■ i .n his rival with malicious
bumps
into him, with the result that his
' lal fai i:il a. I. .run,putting him completely
ire found In due t'
■ m In tbe in
Falnstaklug Inquiries fail t
in order to ascertain to whom
the)
b] auction.
The sale Is an
animated conflict between the rivals, but the preferred suitor outbids hi> friend, recovers the Inoth-•I and once more Is able to Mnllc without embarrassment.
The
widow
falls Into his
arms when re.piesied to <|., so. and when she disreason for his past reticence,
surprises
htm by ac.pialntiiig Mm with the fact that she, too|
i> familiar
terms
with her dentist.
THE
BATTERED
BRIDEGROOMS.
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THE
MASQUERADERS.—
Fdith
St.\ Clair.
a
beautiful
orphan girl.
informed l.y her lawyer
Robert Uptown, the
young man whom tier deceased parent
i returned from Furope and will call ..n
her. The girl wishing to make sure that the man
she Is to marry loves her for herself and not for
her money pretends to be n maid and has her
maid pretend to be the mistress.
A similar idea
places. Dramatic and humorous situations arise
when the two woman fall in love with the sapposed valet and the butler who Is In love with
the real maid takes a hand in the game.
A WIFE'S LOVE.— Mary Crosby is the daughter
of a well-to-do villager who dislikes her sweet
heart, Jobn Howard and refuses his consent to
their
The couple
elope and
Mary's
swearsmarriage.
thai be will
never forgive
her.
John father
loses
his position and becomes seriously ill. V
to her father to plead for help for her husband
who the ''.-tor says cannot recover unless he i*
taken to a .variner climate. The old man refu.--s
and drives her out. Later the distressed girl wife
re-enters her own home and takes from her father's
desk a sum of money needed to help her husband.
Her father enters and in the midst of cursing
her he falls dead of apoplexy. Horror stricken tingirl puts back tbe money just as her mother enshe
returns ters.
to Imagine
her the
homepoor
andgirl's
finds remorse
that herwhen
mother
has left money to help them." John recovers and
when
the father's will Is read it is found that
Little she
Dorothy**
1ms
th/s sister
sist,
twoLITTLF.
beaux. DOROTHY.—
Mr. Fresh whom
dislikes
and Mr.
I'.ackward, a bashful fellow, whom she decides it
the man for her sister. The pranks the little
girl plays on Mr. Fresh bring his courtship '
her sister.
Finally
writes to Mr. Backward
that her sister loves him
hing awful and talks about him in her sleep.
Itackwnrd encouraged
by

CHAMPION.
BY

HIGHER

POWER.— Judging

from

in love with ber. whereas the true object of his
attendance Is her elder sister. Judith. This Is
sadly made known to her when Howard purposes
to present a diamond ring to bis
In holding out her finger for the ring, as be
shows It to her. Josie receives a severe shock
when the young man laughingly informs her that
it is meant for Judith. She retires hysterically to
her room, beset with bewildered and suffering
spirits, which arouse thoughts of vengeance toward
Howards
home,
object

parents are in full accord with their
Od a visit
Judith's
bringing their family jewels
along to with
the
of offering Judith the privilege of a choice

Shortly after their departure, the loss of the
jewel Is noted and Howard Is dispatched In haste
to his sweetheart's home in search of It. Apprising the girls of his errand, he is met with a
verbal attack from Josle for his supposed insinuation, but which was far from Howard's mind.
Further declaring that she and her sister will go
to his parents to denounce them as well for sending

awaiting

Josle answ
unnatural i
I
On the word. ., Hash of light
sky. strikes the telephone wire, and will.
blows It to atoms, showering the guilty
girl with flame ami fragments.
Hastily
summoning a physician to aid the suffering child, meanwhile employing all available means for relief, t'
is pronounced
Incurably
blind.
Judged b] a High i Power r-T her it
h.-r family .-■ Josle
., .. two families,
of the
and
the ring on her sister's finger, she gently place*
Howard's hand In that of Judith's am!
her own
suffering gives happiness to others.
tbe

tbe

r bold .
her little sled and
falls off with D anher.un-- '
lime the little ones
somnific
to their feet, the big sleigh Is a long
0 and tbej an- unable to oTertake it.
The children wander into a nearby wood. bop.
lessly lost, anil s|„-m| a,, anxious afternoon together.
-. Ca> discover the two empty sleds
when they arc some distance from '
((cognizing Susie's sled, they turn back, fearing
seine harm has befallen their little ■■
track the children
by their footprints
Into the
■ they find them asleep I
The children have h
' 1 fright. '
- High.
wise no worse off r..r their experience.
This t
they get their wish, and arc driven back tbeh •

JUDGED

Josle.
Impatiently

. ..-. men I rim.-, to i

call,

and

In her

DOCTOR
AGAINST
HIS
WILL; hermarrying
father Horace
to marry young
Include pretends to have become dumb.
The whole
household
Is thrown
Into confusion:
Lucas
and
Dorace go In search of a doctor who (
su.h a strange Illness. Tbey happen to pass the
bouse of Sganarelle, a woodcutter, who bat
been ill-treating Ms wife. Marline, in order
venge herself, tells the strangers that her I

will

■

be is a skillful

I

and
Aft.r
great
Upon
andre,
sents
turns
taking

hat and accompanies
the home ,.f I.u.-imie.
doubts
the woi

one
a man.
leaving
the house. Sganarelle
the beloved of Lnclnde, and t-,.
ind
a
little
to carry out the di bribery,
to tbe house, disguised
I.eandre with him t lo-as his pupil.
This learnrecommenda
that the patient
take the
air In the • garden
pupil, with
whilst
merits with
of thehis case
b he dlsLnclnde is delighted to recognize b.-r lover! Ho*
ever, through a misadventure the whole plot I
■ i dr.-. expelled from the house, an
Sganarelle doomed to be hanged for "misrepn
scntation!"
At tbe cm
ceives word that he has Inherited a large sum <
money — he is no longer a poor man! I'
once moil- to present to Ceronte his suit for tbe
hand of bis daughter. Lucinde.

objection has been
Thanks to the kindness ..r I.eandre. Sganarelle Is
pardoned and released, having overcome old Mr.
Oeronte's anger, and all ends happily as could be

Willie, a
tiny cycle, ami starts gaily on his way
His fond
father
and
mother.
mount
their cycles
and
follow.
But
whereas
Willi,-, by reason of bis dim!
complish such feats as riding between two people,
Ider rid.-rs can! devoted parents actually
the wall of a shop In tbelr anxiety
little son. Finally, at home, little
a most wonderful fashion, up the
ing and down again. The film is
most popular item in tbe program.

1, ringing down
to follow their
Willie rides in
walls and cellsure to be the

AN INFAMOUS SON.— The only son of a gendarme is found guilty of stealing and consequently
is driven from home. This sorrow finally leads
to tbe death of his mother, while his father
lingers on broken hearted. Later a man Is dlsiously w. .un. l.d and taken to the hospital, where he informs the gendarmes that he
has been robbed by a man who he left for dead.
'He- assailant proves to be the wayward son. Despite this overwhelming calamity, the old father
does not shirk Ins duty, but goes to arrest
Offspring. Kvery proof of bis crime Is found
upon
tbe
and hetheIs father,
condemned
to *—
prisonment.prisoner
Meanwhile,
brooding
his home, determines to commit suicide. In t
however, be is prevented by the entrance of his
chief, who. reminding him of his duty to the
service, bads him to the prison cell. Entering, the
chief
shows <>r
himcommitting
the prisoner,
and or
offers
him s ""
alternative
suicide
being
With the courage of despair, the prisoner grapples
with the chief, but the latter throwing him off.
Shoots him. The father enters at this denouement
and thus closes the career of an Infamous soi
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23.— Mrs

thai
father
and
son
would
reto play
a game
of cards,
went
In ber tour
of Inspection,
until
sou., .1.-1 In tl„. hall.
With
a
succeeded
In tfi- 1 1 1ii^r into

downstalrs
rly forward
Nell

all

so

I

finding

herself

had Intended making ber escape through
oward's room. but. as she looked through the
», she beheld the young man comfortably
g a cigar. So donning
a coat and hat
she found
in the closet, the girl waited
he old gentleman had turned out his light.
ftlj out. she made a dash for
• . ded In gaining her own room
priced.
Glendon attempted to follow suit, but her

adopted Nell's method of escape.
ii'. t dropped a coat-banger, In ber
t Bob scurrying to the office to tell

"burglar"

■ •■

usly

up

t., Mr.

In their closet.

weapons,

the

party

crept
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they
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bre

Howard's

:. absolutely
: that
be

door
until
It down.

Ornamental
Theatres

This
reluctance
on
Mr.
Howard*!
part was taken
.; lei, don
from the .1. .set in a fainting eonditlon: and It was
only his Dlmbleneu of f.s.t. which enabled him
to keep ale .-.. I ..f i,i- pursuers, as down the stairs
ami
around
the bote!
they
ran.
At last lie sueeee.ied
in dodging
.hem.
ami

only

to

under

i lie bed.

Hut

mistake
iwever,

Nell s r.-.m for his own.
It
to be Kali, "bo. seeing a man

lied

down

-lairs

and

brought

up

the

no

sooner
bad
'hey
dragged
him
out. than
>. .1 Hi. ..I.I gentleman
and
hurriedly
Informed her mother
that
they
moil
now
make
a
matter.
And.
although
somewhat uncomfortable
for
all
concerned.
It proved
an excellent
I.
ii f..r the proprietress
Nothing
COUld
again
IndOCC
l.-r t.. In. -.Idle
will.
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men, ami the Dowlng win* tod
lam.
wnii bitter arraignment
away, and In a blghl) dram

"handsomer
nl his luhas

the
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the Mill creator misfortune to have It picked tip
by Cyril Per.> who returns It to her in a most
gushing manner. Alter she has thanked him anil
turned u, walk away, he sazes at her receding
form, enraptured l.j her appearance and straightway follows her.
-no reaches her homo,
he ncain accoata
her,
hut she eseapos
him by running
into tlie
1 slamming tlie door in his faee. Cyril,
however, belongs to the persistent and Irrepressible
order .if mashers, and so running around tbe house
and .limbing up onto a snowbank, lie peers Into
a window, ami
troubles to Molly.
and entering the room, rushes to her side and declares his undying
affection
for her. She beats
hasty retreat, ordering Molly to show blm the
e him somewhere until he has the opportunity
looting his inamorata again.
Molly puts him
largo closet and then, looking out of the
second-rate
heavy
vitos him In and explain! the situation to him
and asks him to throw the unwelcome visitor out
of the house Before, however, she can tell hlin
where Cyril Is concealed, she Is called from the
Then Harry Hawkins, the husband, who has
been away on a trip, arrives home and as he
answers to the description of Cyril. Mike "gets
bosy"
a mighty
lift,snow
shoots
Hawkins
through and
the with
window
onto the
bank.
Mrs.
Hawkins and Molly then enter and Mike tells them
that he has done what he was requested to do.
Mrs. Hawkins is delighted and thanking him
heartily, she rewards him by giving bim a bill of
a large denomination. The three of them leave
the room.
Poor Hawkins lias by this time gathered himself
together and returned to the house, where he
meets Cyril, who has come from the closet. Cyril
it imsj explaining that be has called on business.
when Mike re-enters the room, and while Cyril
again returns to his closet, seizes Hawkins and
once more fires him from the window.
Hawkins Is again entering the front door when
he meets the expressman with his tmnk and
quickly unpacking it. he gets into it and orders
the man to deliver blm inside. His orders are
obeyed and be once more finds himself back In
the room. As he starts to raise the lid. he hears
someone coming and lets it fall back Into place.
Mrs. Hawkins. Molly and Mike are entering the
room just as the lid falls and thinking the
nblqnltoas Cyril is concealed In the trunk. Mike
picks it up and hurls it from the window and
Hawkins again lands on the snow bank. Then
Mike recalls the expressman
and orders him to

\\ • »RLD

ribaldry

appall

liuits for
s Mill, anil the Impetuous youth iniiin-dlnio|\ plans f.ir l he wedding.
rushing "iT i.' toll the good monk.
Cbi
knows the pure hearted t>oj would he happier iu
I he liosoiu of the church, ami Ihat the marriage
will bring dialllnalonmeDt ami woo. ami plea'
«'""■

"r

"'0

priest,

ami

"hen

Walton

call!

hravelj
«

an,

tale of

TEXAS TED'S DEFENSE.— Texas Ted loves the
sheriff's He
daughter,
and inisa favored
by ami
her
father.
becomesTlllle,
Involved
card game
catches B sharp cheating. In the fight that ensues
he wounds his opponent and e~eai.es. pursued by
the sheriff and his ]».sse. who arrest him. Ted,
balking at being led to prison, grabs the sheriffs
- the drop on the entire crowd, and holding them at bay secures a written confession from
the wounded man that he alone was to blame, having cheated
his gun first. This exonerates Tedand
ami pulled
n
n-in-law.
sheriff from
ineareeraling his prospective
by the

settler

ami

eiraving

his

his \

feelings.

Grown

seeks the re-ting place (' ""
destroys himself.'
HIS GREAT SACRIFICE.— A demonstration of
modern surgery forms one of the strongest situations in this novel picture story. Tlie story deals
with a young girl who possessed a wonderful voice
and rose to fame almost over night. She was one
of those who lost her head when success came
forgot her dearest friend, listening to flattery
l admiring throng.
But after the explosion in her dressing room and
the doctors had declared s
vas
mirershorribly
droppingdisflgoff
with pride
Joy, was still the same true and devoted
:e. Even when a great surgeon told him she
Id only be restored to her former beauty by
l grafting, he proved his great love by offering

■> shake the life out of hiin. when Mrs. Hawkins
rashes to the rescue and explains matters.
Then Cyril
the Dnsuppresslble,
peers curiously

YANKEE.

THE COUNTING HOUSE MYSTERY.— Yes. the
money disappeared while every man in tlie counting room was present. Where that ten thousand
dollars went was plainly a mystery for the police
to fathom, and the only clue was a clerk who had
THE VOWS.— Walton,
religiously inclined, sti
les for the priesthood, and becomes a novice in
been slightly wild at times, therefore suspicion
•• - vows he thinks
fell to his door and the bungling law considered
old monk gives
the ease practically solved.
> the world, and
consent,
believing
It is a harmless whii
Nell Pierce did not accept the popular verdict,
employment
unerringly hit upon
a solution of
to Interview a famous acttreporter
the problem, which proved her wonderful power
ter.
Her beauty and assumed air of domesticity
astounding theory and prove
and Innocence infatuate him.
Calling at her apart- To nrnrfc
ments unannounced,
however, ho surprises her it
a wild gathering of stage people and fast yoonj

THE

of gas

friends

unusual

to escape.

as

departure
from
those usually
seen In
Miles.
Tlie part of Petroslo, detective,
l.j Mr. Krohner, who Is familiar to our
"The
Italian
Sherlock
Holl
supports Mr. Krohner. including May me
' "Death Valley." and other

AMONG

THE

EXHIBITORS.

Salt Lake City. Utah.— The I* Vista Theater
Company. Capital. Jo.OoO. Directors. John B. Ashton. D. E. Hemphill and C. P. Stanley.
New York City.— The Carlfrled Amusement Company. Capital Ji.5000. Directors, Nathan Friedman. Abraham Carlos, Isaac Dobrocsynskl.
Chicago, 111. — The Sherman Amusement Company,
Capital $l.r.(M>. Directors, S. Kuhstadt, J. Kaplln.
D. Jetzlnger.
St. Louis. Mo.— The St. Louis Motion Picture
Company. Capital $S5.0(K>. Directors. Anthony C.
Wagner. J. N. Arens and O. E. Goebel.
St Louis, Mo. — The I.yrlc Vaudeville Company.
Capital S5.0O i. Directors. M. B. Wunder, B. F.
Sapp and C. A. Naylor.
Chicago. 111. — The Milwaukee Avenue Theater
Company.
Capital ?l,Ouo.
Directors. Fred D. SilCompany.
Capital
J2,0
Pollack and Martin L. May.
Cincinnati, Ohio. — The Vic
Capita

there being nothing left for I

the Hawkinses.

tells a
t at all times leaves
altlng for the clever

she

he kneels before the abrlnC she places the hal.lt
oi his calling upon his shoulders, and with tears
streaming from her eyes passes out Into the world
again, followed by the benediction of the monks.
while Walton, with bow.-, I head, communes wltb
Hod
a most touching and beautiful tableau.

> health

on mil
t>. »ar
victor;vet. ran, then i
e anil there,
1 Irish serubthen a Mrt.i
the difficult guise i

T. Rugg,
Phillip
Theater Company.

some time, on North Broad Street, have leased the
Rudy Ball and will convert It Into a moving picOakland. Nebr. — Arrangement have been filed
for the erection of an up-to-date moving picture
theater which will be established at the corner of
Oakland Avenue and Fourth Street, which will be
under the proprietorship of Messrs. M. C. Freed and
Mr. Beck.
Haxrisburg.
Penn. — Two moving picture
theater
proprietors
have
consolidated
here
and
will do
\ the name of the Majestic Theater Com-

ANNOUNCEMENT SLIDES
EACH.

i CENT

Up-to-date theaters use them for announcing future programmes, tor song
chorus slides when the chorus slide i<
missing, for business advertising slides
— in fact, for anything you desire to say
to the audience. They are written on
colored gelatin with a pen and ink or
typewriter. They look well. Anyone
can make them. Takes three minutes to
make a slide. For three dollarcash with order. I send by express
(charges not prepaid) as follows: 24
coVer glass, 1 package binder strips. I
dozen mats, 1 instruction sheet, 1 form
sheet and 50 strips assorted colors gelatin— enough for from 300 to 400 slides.
Order now. F. H. RICHARDSON, Xo.
6 Bradhurst Avenue, New York City.

ONE

SOUVENIR
5c.
EACH
$5.00
Per
Hundred

UNITED

STATES

FACTORIES

CO.

MANUFACTURERS

40 Dearborn Street, Chicago
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. 13— The Heart of Ar. Indian Mother (Dr.) 1000
i. 18— Her Cbnm'i Brother (Dr.)
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i. 20— Robbie and the Redskins (Dr.)
850
21

978
984

(Dr.)

PROGRAMME
FILMS.
Monday.

(Dr.)

. 10— A Child's
Plea
(Dr.)
u 10— The
Hills of Corsica
(8c.)
i. 14— A Simple
Rustic
Tale
(Dr.)
I 17— The
Sealed
Letter
(Dr.)
(Scenic)..

Jar

110 Fourth Ave.

THIS

1000

I

(Com.)
Water

Gl

i Mai

Day

largest jobbers of "Bio" and
"Electra Pink Label" Carbons, and always carry a

By Tlie
Did p Look
Soap1

n

GAUMONT.
G. Kleine.
8— Tbe

lint

large
Billy.
Old

. 20— The

tbe

We are the largest dealers in
Moving Picture Supplies and.
Machine Parts in the United
States. We are also the

VITAGRAPH.

—The

of

Moving Picture Supplies

Knells

Sleep.
Gentle
Sleep
(Cum.)
lire Dept. of New
Vork City
(Sc.)
A
Western
Nlgut
(Dr.)
Tbe
Test
of Friendship
(Dr.)
'
■ • Seal
(Scenic)..

B.— The

WORLD

. 2 — The
Argonauts
(Dr.).
5— Ramona's
Father
(Dr.
. 9 — Shadows
of the
Past
. 12— Tbe
RUal
Dramatist
. 18.— Buddy
(Dr.)

2— Tlie
Two
Paths
iL>r.)
5— Wbeu
a Man
Loves
(Dr.)
""
Italian
Barber
(Dr.)
Mi.inii.-t
Marauder
(Com.)
-Help
Wanted
(Cum.)
i Trust
Fulnlled
••'s Turning

PICTURE
SEL1G.

BIOGEAPH.
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New Films High Class Service

-

The Pioneer House, With 8 Year*'
Experience and S250.000.00
Back Ol It
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57 and 59 Dearborn
If vou arc In UM
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Independent Release Dates
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J«n. 16— The
liner.-. i
Jsn. 16— A Dental
DU
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Bridegrooms

(COED

1. 12— Joanna

|

18— A

fin

( Dr. I
Stork

\

.VIM

>. i (P

Gates

Feb.

..I M
Won
Hi
COLUMBIA.

12—
19—
26—
24 —
31—

The Heroine of Ml Ran.
Oklohoina lull (Dr. I...
Stage Ooacb Ton (Dr.)
The Cattlemen'! Feud (]
Trapped
(Dr. I

.

Matched

GREAT

Marriage

(Com.)

28— Mr.

NEW

Tricked
Engine

Father
Drivers

I .,-. 11, ,11.. 1,

(Com.)

21

\

\.«

Kln.lof

Kri.n.l
an Arm

1 hi
YOUNG

. 14—
.21 —
. 28—
. 4—
. 11—
. IS—

NESTOR.
The
Pilgrim
(Dr.)
A De8|>erat..
Remedy
(Coin.)
Klda
of
the
Mountains
(Dr.)
At
Cedar
Ridge
(Dr.)
Sleepy
Hollow
(Dr.)
Their
New
Minister
(Dr.)

500
500
500
500
500
500
BOO
500

Falls

$2.00

Per Year
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r.
furnish best r.f.-r.

SALE.

. Sellg

Polyscope

Insure yourself against burned off lead wires
by installing a pair of Sterling terminals.
Positively the best terminal ever devised for

950

motion picture arc lights, guaranteed to prevent
burned off wires.

500
500

and most practical terminal on the
market. Merely i

claim this to be the simplest

] the

Send

nut.
e like a
$1

today

for a pair postpaid.
State size wire used.

1000
1000
1000

Admission Tickets
Reading 5c, 10c. and ADMIT ONE
Correctly Numbered.
Good Paper
Per Roll of 2,000
$ .20
10 Rolls
1.90
20 Rolls
3.75
IIImmI. inn Sl,.|..,.„li,„ii» ii nd Sfoi iim
oil Mo.

ERKER

II l.o,

BROS. OPTICAL

604 Olive Street

CO.

St. Louis, Mo.

$2.00

, pho.

EIGHTH

STREET,

'

In Answering Advertisers
Kindly Mention
Moving Picture World

FILM EXCHANGE
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i.iikU'KB
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C
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The
Royal
Wishbone
(Dr.)
Mrs.
Danver'a
Divorce
An
Erring
Son's
Awakening
(Dr.)....
The
Folks
Back
Home
(Dr.)
Returned To The Fold (Dr.)
The
Convict's
Last Chsnce
(Dr.)
A Son
of Old
Glory
(Dr.)
The
Taxlcab
Mystery
(Dr.)
Ing House
Mysterj

:

WANTED

EQUIPMENT

Ihr Representative Trade Paper
500

Wlllln
for
of

FOR
SALE.— A Gaiiinoiit
positively
new.
A bargain

The Moving Picture World
Co. 1
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ept
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nil

postage
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.
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3— The
Pasha's
Daughter
(Dr.)
6— Baseball
and
Bloomers
(Com.)
10 — F.vervbody
Saves
Father
(Com.)
io_The
Only Girl In Camp
(Com.)
13— The
Vote That
Counts
(Dr.)
17 — Bertie's
Brainstorm
(Com.)
20 — The
Old Curiosity
Shop
(Dr.)
24— When
Love
Was
Blind
(Dr.)
27— Prompt
Payment
(Com.)
27
Stealing
:YANKEE.
6—
2—
9—
16 —
20—
23 —
27—
30
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1
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repair
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. 25— The
Man
1
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POWERS
PICTURE
PLAYS.
. 3— The
Plnkerton
Man
(Dr.)
. 3— Beaux
Not
Wanted
(Com.)
7— A Woman
Without
a Heart
(Dr.)....
. 10— The
District
Attorney
(Dr.)
. 10— A Tip
to Husbands Di (Com.)
. 14— Monte
Crlsto
(Dr.)
. 17 — A Montana
Love Story
(Com. )
. 17 — Lovers'
Trials
(Com. )
. 21— A Noble
Heart
(Dr.)
. 24
\ w ife's Loye
(Dr.)
. 24- Little
Porollo
1C0111. 1
. ".•»
I'll.- Masipi -la.lers
il'r. .
BELIANCE.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

(Com.)
(Dr.).. . . 166

13— The
Creek
Claitr
17— Texas
Ted's
Defense

EAGLE

I
..f

4— Trlala

SOLAX
COMPANY.
. 23— The
Pawnshop
(Dr.)
.30 — Mrs.
Richard
Dare
(Com.)
. 6 — The
Nightcap
(Com.)
. 6— Salmon
Fishing
In Canada
(Sc.)
. 13— The
Girl and
the
Burglar
(Dr.)
.20 — A Reporter's
Romance
(Dr.)
. 27— His
Best
Friend
(Dr.)
. 3 -Ring
Of
Love
(Com.)

MOTION
PICTUBE
CO.
("Bison.")
23— The
Pale
Faced
Princess
27 — An
Indian's
Elopement
30— Taming
the
Terror
3— In the Heart of the Sierras
(Dr.)...
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ITALA.
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900
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They
Rival
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. 21— Love's
Sorrow
(Dr.)
. 2S — Thoughtfulness Remembered by
(Dr.)
4 — For
Better
Or
Worse
(Dr.)
.11 — The
Goosecreek
Claim
(Dr.)
. 18— For
the
Child's
Sake
(Dr.)
. IS— You
Try
It (Com.)

2— The
Wise
Druggist
(Dr.)
995
5— Reunited
(Dr.)
995
- 9— Their
First
Misunderstanding
(Dr.)... 998
Jan. 12— The
Emptv
Shell
(Dr.)
995
Jan. 19— His
First
Patient
(Dr.)
500
Jan. 19— The Rev.
Goodleigh's Courtship
(Dr.).. 500
T—
16— Melody
995
23— The
Dream
(Dr.)
1000
26 — 'Phone
'" - Chester
(Dr.)
997
80— Maid '
2— An
tall
Blopenienl
(Com. 1 - .
2— The
Mi\-1 1
m
LUX.
6— How
6— The

V

NORTHERN.

Com. i
Muggins, Has His Sewing Done
IMP.

Day
Hygiene

. 17— The
Thin
Dark
Line
. 24 — The
Refuge
i. 81— A
Sacrifice— and
Then
(Dr.)
. 7— As the
Master
Orders
(Dr.)
. 11— The
Hour of Fate
(Dr.)
.14 — On
Kentucky
Soil
. 18— A
Country
Girl
. 21— The
v.ms
. 25— For
Remembrance

-ISO

24— Necklace
of the Dead
(Dr.)..
31— The
Scarecrow
(Dr.)
31 —Bear
Hunting
(Sec. )
—The
Red
Light
(Dr.)..
21— The

]'•

(Dr.»
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Tweedledum
Aa
a
Policeman (Com.)
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Partition
(Dr.)
(Irandfather'B
Pipe
Drama
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Lnglne
Driver
How Tweedledum
Pay« Hi- Hills
Clouds
and
Ice Fields
\ Tailor's
Qnaar
Advertisement
ri„. Bine Domino
Disguise

.

Ride

:.■,!!..

(Com. i
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18— The
Onl
4— A Straw

PICTURE

:. 31— A Jealous
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New
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1. 7— Foolahead
Aa
Inspector

and night s<

PHILADELPHIA,

PA
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THE

The
KOCH

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD.

Daylight Screen
& 5TACKH0USE,

Pa.

StrOUdsburg,

THEThe

It has every essential feature of
all other screens and

"STANDARD"
AT

CALL

THE

After
Only machine
101

BEEKMAN

FILMS

STREET, NEW

FOR

YORK

MOVING

approved by
motor Is used.

PICTURE

OLD

LIST

Feb.

1st,

$225:00
New York

Fire Underwriters
Absolutely Ulckerless.

MACHINE

— NOTICE !

after - \ty Of ninety days of release.

973 N. 7th Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Oldest
and
Largest
Independent
Film Exchange in New England

The House ot Quality and Satisfaction
MR. EXHIBITOR

where

COMPANY

H.

Guaranteed work by my own process.
Interior work by X-ray filter system a specialty.
I RKIK
W. IIOCIISTETTER
2T26 W. l)i%i»i..,, St..
Chi««rj«. III.

W. E. GREENE FILM
EXCHANGE, Inc.
The

PRICE

1911

Licensed by the Motion Picture Patents Co.

MANUFACTURERS

SALE

special

Machine That Gives Results
FULLY GUARANTEED

LAST
AMERICAN

many

features of its own.

:

If you are desirous of finding out hoM> lo improve
your present service and increase your daily attendance
call and have a confidential chat with us. If you are
unable to I all, drop us a line.

F.

HOFFMAN

Lecturer of special Releases
New York City ami Vicinity
Care MOVING

PICTURE-: WORI I)

The Cincinnati-Buckeye
Film Company
$100,000.00 incorporation, operating the
CINCINNATI
FILM EXCHANGE.
315 W. 4th Street, Cincinnati, Ohio, and
the BUCKEYE FILM PROJECTING
COMPANY, 309 Arcade Building,
Dayton, Ohio. Biggest Independent
Film Renting Concern in the UNITED
STATES today. BUYING almost the
entire Independent Output. Reference;
SALES COMPANY. Ill I 14th
Street, New York, ll \ou .nr looking l"i
a real Film Service, <li"p Ul .i Imr.

W. E. Greene Film Exchange
INCORPORATED

228 Trcmont

Street,

Boston, Mass.

Telephone 37»a Oxford

The Cincinnati-Buckeye Film Co.
315-317 W I ..mtl, M
C1NCINNAI I OHIO

THE

MOVING

Great Novelty of

MONEY!

MONEY!!

MONEY!!!

i! ilr.(\v ins i .ml Kir
THEATERS,

ill l
Terms reasonable

Operator lurnishnl when ik-sirod
. p.iiiitcil posters .mil si

LOUISE

M.MARION

21 West 23d St.

New York City

OUT

POEMS

IS

FEBRUARY

WORLD

WHY

LOUISE M. MARION'S
ILLUSTRATED

PICTURE

SEND

TO EUROPE

FOR

FILM
PERFORATING
DIES
When we can make them for you ?
High-class repairing and alterations
on Foreign Machines.

THE
249 Centre

1

A. DEWES

COMPANY

Street,

SPECIAL
DETECTIVE
MONDAY,
JAN.

A Big Surgical Sensation

NEW

YORK

WEEK
M\

'TheWith the
Taxicab
Italian SherlockMystery"
Holmes

His Great Sacrifice

Coming

FRIDAY,

FEB.

3

'The Counting
House
With Nell Pierce,
Detective Mystery"
One
Atlas Rims

of the Year's
Big Films

/fffiSBBf
^0&™|*Ll

Atlas Film Co/^Jv^1

Hold the World

BULLETINS-POSTERS

J5T
^P*l

YANKEE

FREE

FILM CO.

344 East 32d Street

All Advertising Copy must be in hand not later than Wednesday

JONES

DUPLEX
^^

CHECK

New York

Noon

GATE

POSITIVELY
the only way to

T~i

llCi
[

m
, fm

i

by
Manufactured

CHECK
YOUR
PUBLIC
The Jones Check Gate has been in operation
at different stations in the HUDSON TUNNELS,
and found to give a perfect count, with a smooth
and noiseless operation.
Many of the large Theatres in New York and
elsewhere have installed THE JONES DUPLEX
CHECK GATE, and they have favorably satisfied
those purchasers.
ASK YOUR EXCHANGE MAN
TO GET YOU ONE

JONES CHANGE REGISTER COMPANY, Inc.,

18 BROADWAY
NEW YORK
CITY

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

LIGHT
EFFECTS

Laited States Film Brokers
and Importers
NEl VOtKCiTY
Second-hand

YOUR

Independent Films all irakes 60 and
90 dart old
I

UNIVERSAL
ELECTRIC
STAGE
LIGHTING
CO.

SECOND-HAND FILM
$5.00 MAS
per reel
upwards
I II JM
4c. per toot upwards

c" UKERAPHONE
In M
new, with two sets records

r/?AME YOUI?
POSTERS
BRASS EASELS AND
BRASS RA/L/NC
J BRASS POSEER Eft AMES
EOR EASELS AND WALLS iM

i

Complete lists seat free upon request

E

THE

is

mechanical
attractions,
as, or anything special in
the theatrical line. <J Ideas developed—

DELAY

the

Only

make

only

Substitute

for

Electricity

Satisfactory

because it operates in WATER

— Ben Work — DON'T
but write to-dajr.

THE NEWMAN

MODEL

B

Portable Calcium Gas Outfit

q Put in our Easels and
Poster Frames and watch |
j your attendance grow.
•J We

ENTERPRISE

REGULAR

AND RELIABLE

I

Portable
PRESSURE,

valve* to vorrode, choke up ,md otherwise gel

MFG. CO.

Outfit

IS CONSTANT.

and hai no complicate
out

.

[l patented.
"OXONE"
in SQUARE
CAKES is most
Satisfa* t
the production
ol Oxygen
Gas.
Send for pan

717-719 Sycamore St., Cincinnati, 0.

Annual Subscription ^,0 nft
Moving Picture World ^•UU

Eni6rpriS6

OpIlCdl

Mfg.

GO.

564 and 572 W. Randolph Street. CHICAGO

1
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Thii week, a Trade Paper wanted to know

So ilu

l\ex
Eex

wl

I III

SPECIAL
NATIONAL

ROLL
Get the Samples

TICKET

SALES COMPANY

TICKETS

COMPANY

will

»l I I

\l I "I

I III \l

Th* B"t VST%J^ "r

S4.S0
60.000
S&.B0
100.000
M.iK
TuKrts. b tents

Shumokin,

Pa.

THE

FOLDING
CHAIRS

MO\ [NG

PICTURE

W< >RLD

operauchairs

For Moving Picti
Show»,GrandStan
>bly Hall., c

OH

EVER1

I 1 1:1 <si

ESTABLISHED
vim
K FOB
CAT.

l.OOO snnv

l No.
st;.". :ti

Write for Catalog No. 2

The Kauffman
Manufacturing Co.
ASHLAND, OHIO

The A. H. Andrews

Co.
Branches in all leading c

174-176 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

The Automatic Theatre Chair
J the public.
It advertises your theatre I
makes your business grow.
It folds automatically and
righting.
be revolving, stationary or i
It

i the only sanitary
chair.
er, life-savt

Chair.
If you have not seen our latest
Write

today for circular

THE HARDESTY
Canal Dover,
STEEL FURNITURE CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Prompt Shipments.
Write for Catalogue
PEABODY SCHOOL FURNITURE CO.

New York Office; 150 Fifth Avenue

FILMS

FOR

SALE.

A.

MFC. CO.
Ohio, U. S. A.

50 Reeli of Films

$8 to $16 per Reel
Second-hand one pin Edison machine. $100.00
Mayer Silverman, 105 4th Ave., Pittsburg. Pa

Boston Office ; 224 Congress Street, Boston, Mass.

Exhibitors in N. Mexico, Arizona and Nevada
We have secured the rights for the above States for the Exclusive Motion
Pictures of the Cowboy and Indian Frontier Celebration held at
Cheyenne, Wyoming.
Three reels of the greatest Western Pictures ever produced. An exact
reproduction of an event that amazed and delighted 50,000 people at
Cheyenne, Wyo.
Give your patrons a genuine treat and make some money, too. Get busy
and book this big feature.
Address,

THE

TOURNAMENT

Box 34

MM

C^JSS^PJ^AjCY
is the keynote of TRUST existence.
Slander and abuse through understrappers, their stock in trade.
Treachery is rewarded while
honesty of purpose is condemned.
The unlawful Combinations will
come into their own if you will

*>SV

FOR **LE_ ' •""" fcet late

FOR SALE

Watertown,

Wis.

CHEAP

1 Powers machine. $80.
I Edison machine, $75.
TRY

SWAAB

FILM

THE

SERVICE

338 SPRUCE STREET
Philadelphia, Pa.

CO.

300 reels of films at $5 per reel.
100 sets of song slides.

J. WILSON
138 East 14th St.

New

COMPANY
Silver City, New

m| 1 JfM rjb a i ;
1'$00 ; Pow-' • 'i
i"""
"'•"' machines.
!i lit8 • NraLtl*
Iioo;
Motiosraph,
$125;
~&^=*jB»im!**&mkL
Kort sets.
Wayne$1; odd
reducers.
^^^^^^^^^^^^
song
slides,$30;
sc.
Moving Picture Theatres cheap; will buy same.
For
Kent — S. 00. 1 reeN til in. 5 i per reel. Will buy machines.
film. Passion Play.
H. DAVIS

FILM

York, N. Y.

Mexico

Operators and Managers
Hand-book $1.50

C0MPENSARC
That's the device that saves Moving Picture
men two-thirds on their electric light bills,
and yet gives better light. Did you see our
ad. last week .' Well, don't look it up. Just

BooKlet

15Q1S

Fort Wayne
Electric Works
1402 Broadway
FORT WAYNE,

INDIANA

733

THE

HALLBERG
THE

ECONOMIZER

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

\VURUTZER

Automatic Musical
Instruments
Wurlitier is the world's largest
manufacturer.
We supply the
U.S. Government w,th musical
tc for big. new

Concert Plan

J. H. HALLBERG

g*&

OPERA
CHAIRS
The GE1
Latest
Seats

OUR

PRICE!

W.

•Aa.
WiliMh
UiVu,

Seats

744 We.t 5th Street
OHIO

Announcement Slides
Advertising Slides
Songs Illustrated
THREE STAR SLIDE CO.

Xylophones. Orchestra
Bells, Chime..
Send (or Iree illustrated catalogue.
J. C. DEAGAN

Forks, <

3800-3810 N. Clark St.. Chicago. 111.

ADVERTISING
:
ANNOUNCEMENT

:: Chicago, Ills

SLIDES

Genre Transparency Company
517 N. Clark Street

e for Yo.
I Get So Lone
Married Ma
III be Right Here
e Old Plac
The Vale of Dreams.
I'd
Give the World to Call You .Mine.
Dougherty.
..ties
In My Dreams of You.
They've
Won
Every Ni
Their Own.
Get a Girl to Love You.
My Rose From the Garden of Lo*e.

De WITT C. WHEELER

Moving

' your
Picture

Pianists

I "Orplicutn Collection of
Moving Picture btoilc." Now
ijood being used and praised
by many of the best houses in the country.
I'kK k 75 CKNT8
Also latest cue music (series 1910 for It) parts and
piano. J1.00. 1-4 discount on both numbers.
CLARENCE
1501 Sedgwick St

E. SINN
CHICAGO.

New

York City

qperat1hi
Taylor S Mt
51 W 28- Si

•hf

tfoom. 523-4

225 Dearborn Street

Dolores.
The Best Place of All.
The Moon Swings Low
Springtime Brings Roses and You.
You're the Sweetest Git! in A
To Me.
Moonlight. Dear.
We've Kept the Colden Rule.
rr,l,.

WHY NOT LEARN
moving:

BENNETT

CINCINNATI

SLIDES

120 W. Slat St.

The
Best

Lo

GEO.

THE RUDOLPH WIRUTZER CO.
CINCINNATI, 117 to 121 K. 4th: NEW YORK, 25
and 27 W. 32d (bet. B'way and 5th Ave); CHICAGO,
266 and 268 Wabash Ave.; PHILADELPHIA, 1835
Chestnut; ST. LOUIS, 912 Pine; CLEVELAND, 206
Prospect Ave. S. E.; COLUMBUS. O.. 57 E. Main.

NEW

For the following Songs— JtST OIT

ILL.

Correspondence
[rated
catalogue.
Special
ratal to
the trade. Send for tree illuslr*
School class meets e\rrv mor
noon, with F. H. Richardson of Chicago as
chief instructor.
Lyeniny classes meeleyeiy
Monday. Wednesday and FricL |
lively i|u.ir.uiier you j > I i pMUMM
j Power*'
,n W«
A I tune
condition
lot « l. -inu
Exhibition Model Machia* I. . i Large liac of eiecti
and furnish evervlhing for the thealie

F. C. TAYLOR

<• Weil 2811 Street

Chicago

U NIFORMS
AND

CAPS
FOR

Moving
Picture
Theatres
Catalogue!.
Aakiof Samples
and Price-, far the

James H. Hirsch 8c Co
J. C.

DEAGAN

»soo 3810 N. Clark Si

'• HM IGO

U I

206 Eitl Jic»icnBoi'fUfd
CMICAUO.

THE

Want Chairs Quick?
Stafford cbairs excell
other*. We use a*

M( >\ ING

PICTURE

So Show
Souvenirs
TRICK
MAT<
Wv
11911
AM \lV RIAL
WOOD l'l Will

three-ply veneers. Why?
Not£»od enough! Five
ply Is best, tod tbat Is
use them.

WOR1 D

1 iti it Novelty, Per Gro.

Sound
i 50

I I R II)1 Kl1 1 \IT t k\
'. I \ -I •
I WW COI.OR1
I1DKS1.SIIOK MIRK' ■!
ski II ION A( Km; ••
1 KI.M II 1.11'
A1K \\IkIIISI'I.KS.
t INCH
w.s. Pei Per
. . Gross.
IMPOR I I.I) STONl
M i in- i
Dl ci-.l'lluN WINE GLASS, Pet Gro .
Terms Cash
Personal Checks must be Certified
NEWMAN
MFG. CO..
641 and 647 Woodland Ave.. Cleveland. Ohio

Cbairs like cut
IN STOCK
an*
QUARANTEED

Effect

Item it is very «
ions
and upon.
sound We main onli i
pended
: will give the i

■
LEEDY MANUFACTURING GOMPAI
1055 E. Palmer St.,

INDIANAPOLIS,

IN

To Trap Drummer*
A

Limited

Tirr

Ask far Catalot; Na. 3*5

E. H. STAFFORD
CHICAGO.

MFC. CO.

ILLINOIS

Opera Chairs
The Strongest Made
Most Attractive
Designs

EXHIBITORS

PERMANENTLY
NOISELESS

B E W A 1* E !

CHICAGO

FILM

Write

lor Catalog

V

BY ....
and....Operators'
Handboi
American Seating Comparrv Managers'
F. H. RICHARDSON
215 Wabash Avenue (fjCo! 19 West 18th Street
CHICAGO
\$§y
NEW
YORK
BOSTON PHILADELPHIA PITTSBURGH

EXCHANGE

Chicago.

Omaha.

FOR

SALE

OR

TO

RENT

Gem I heater, Little Falls, N.Y.

FILMS
svsaacs WANTED

The COSIEST and HANDSOMEST theater
in the country, located in the hrart of the
i..n. (.Kol NT) l-l OOK, MM A
EOlTI'l'KI).
( an
*t.i«. am
attract. on.
VAUDEVILLE ... REPERTOIRE
Sea tine
».. Owners now engaged in other

REARDON
P. O. Box 575

& SHULTS
Little Falls, N. Y.

E. Johnson, Post Restante. Plainfleld, N. J.

CL1

VN \OlR

FILMS

WITH

THE

Mortimer Film Cleaner. BB
clear picture. Send for our BOOKLET
gninij a full description of the LITTLE
WONDER of the Moving Picture World.
THE MORTIMER FILMCLFANING CO.
Home Office, Fidelity Bide.. Portland, Me.

H.

F. HOFFMAN
Lecturer of Special Releases
New York City and Vicinity
Care MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Telephone 1344 Grarnercy

FIELD ZXtZ^^Z^

DIP
UAIirV
plays?a w< f*
DlU
M UN EY tor
easy..Motion
pay. 1upulure
to $50
CHOI
If Unit women. We teach you l
FACY
UtfllDlf lor 8ood workMen a
help sell plots. Demand unlimited. Send for p
ticulars.
ASS'D M. P. SCHOOLS
908 Chicago Opera House Bldg., CHlCAt

DON'T run rainstorm and scratched
films in your theatre when vou can get
first-class fi'ms for the same money. We have
equipped a speciil plant where all slightly
scratched films are renovated, and all our films
are as good as new . We have several
openings for late service.
Write or wire
We have the following feature films:
Frontier-Days In Cheyenne
Original Woigast-Nelson Fight
OriKinal Nelson-Oans Fight
Custer's Last Stand
I . S. Military Tournament
knichts Templar Conclaxe
Reproduction Johnson-Jeffries Fight
Drop us a line.

i. P. ZEIDLER DRUM CO.

NEW

EXCHANGES!
Save time and money by having your
films redeveloped and renovated by the
Hochstetter process. Endorsed and recommended byleading exchanges.
We are now prepared to install renovating
plants in exchanges at very reasonable rates.
Specimen work done at our plant at 60
cents a reel. Agents wanted.
Ortho Film Co., 2726 W. Division St.
CHICAGO,
ILL.

Price $1.50

Postage PrepjU

Film Announcement
Titles
Any of the following Announcements
sen
by mail upon receipt of price:
Will the Ladies Please Remove
Their Hats so Others Can See?
20 ft.
Hand Colored, Trick Film
$3.00
(Same Black and White)
2.00
Just a moment; Show only half
over.
15 ft. Hand Colored
2.00
(Same Black and White)
1.50
Ladies' and Children's Matinee
every Saturday, 10 ft., Hand
Colored
1.50
(Same Black and Whitei
1.00
New Pictures every day, 10 ft.
Hand Colored
1.50
(Same Black and White)
1.00
Send for Complete List
Any Announcement you wish made to Order.
Send us an order.
Your money back If you say so.

The F. A. Film Cement
IT STICKS

quires about one-half as much as others.
Ask your Exchange for It.

INDIANA

EXHIBITORS

Barney Oldfield-Jack Johnson Auto Race
Belgian Cavalry • J 104 per
per day
Dieppe Auto Circuit 4 per dasday
Many other feature films for rent
Royal Amusement

Co., ladianapolis, lad.

Single bottle
Six bottles by express
-

25 cents
- $1.00

French American Producing
and Manufacturing Co.
918

Madison

Street

CHICAGO

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

BIO CARBONS
Let us show you how to get better results
In nine theatres out oi ten. better result? may be obtained without increased co-^t simply by a careful
selecti >n of Carbons.
It is a well-known fact
among Electrical Engineers
that a different size of Carbon should be used for
MOVINGPICTUREMACHINES
every different current,
"SILVERLIGHT"
and a different grade for
Aluminum
Motion
Pi
c
t
u
reCurtain
CHAS. M. STEBBINS
each voltage, if the best
1028 .Mai.. Si.
results are to be obtained.
Extraordinary Features Are.
* KANSAS iiiv, MO.
-In moving picture work
Raloh I. Golsen Suooly Co.
84 Wabash Ave.. Chicago
the range of voltage at the
arc is from 26 to 55 and
the range of current is
from 15 amperes to 65 amBefore the in;
of
the BI< > Carbon practiperes.
cally only <>ne size and
grade was used. Consequently only those exhibitor^ who happened to have
the
suitedparticular
to this condition-.
size and
grade were getting perfect
results. I he rest — a big
a ere simply petting results because
that seemed
thej
never had the opportunity
to see anything ;
Thousands of exhibitors
have availed the::
our services ami are now

getting better results than

Everybody Works but Father
, FUmco'a foxj plan,

it s a Boftanap r<> "buy

film cm banges with promises and then •■fine" the pom UJCkf
until tin OWOC is paid for in fines.
How in hla/es some ..I \ OH

poor exhibitor! > in be attiafied to deal with thefoxj Plimco, I
Can't uiuleist.uul. Hut you're waking up m.m\ <.l JTOU. Anil
as fust as \<.u COtneont of your nan. \oull hook up witn me
and Kit a film service that w ill tiikle JTOU tO piCCCe. Mj « utom.rs an making more mone\ than > on an making. I. I
that roll around in your think tank lot a feu ila> I and then
CARL

LAEMMLE.

President

The Laemmle Film Service
Headquarters:

196-198 Lake Street
Other Olllees:

OMAHA.

M it.

burning

and we will make
te report on their
for your pui

suitability

poses and send samples of

Charles LKiewert
Company
39 Cortland!

CHICAGO
MINNEAPOLIS,

the)
everus lul
sible hadSend
th< .

MINN.

The biggest and best film renter In the world

St.. New

York

rill-

M

\ [NG

l'li i URE

\v< >RLD

LOCAL 162 INTERNATIONAL ALLIANCE THEATRICAL STAGE EMPLOYEES

dO)pratnB

San Francisco, Cal.

Jan.

12th,

1911.

Mr. F. H. Richardson,
New York
Dear

City.

Sir! I am in receipt

Operators

and after

a careful

you on its production,
appeared

which

they serve

are now being

its careful

Board

study

I can readily
who has not had

with

the protection

that

there

of its kind

ordered

and

to compliment

which

has yet

by the members

who has charge

by them

of

of the apprentices

as a part of the apprenticeship

be of great

I beg

see of what

great

the advantage

that an organization

is no operator
Thanking

wishes,

I wish

in this Union.

the operator

undoubtedly

for Managers

work,

of the name.

and the Executive

has prescribed

of your

as the only book

is worthy

Many copies
this Union,

of your Handbook
study

who cannot

assistance

brings,

derive

you in the name

value

this book

of association
while

benefit

of the craft

to better

will

with

I venture

from

be to

others
to assert

its study.

for what

projection,

will

and with

best

to remain,
Sincerely

Prest.

yours,

Local

162 M.P.

Operators

of S.F.

Vol.

8,

No. 5

February

4.

Price,

1911

lO Cents

MOVING PMWORLD
THE OJ*6cSN OF TH& PHoffpUQT

^NE^T
The

Old

7SND JSLL3ED INT£I®\ST6

YOIe*K^

StOry— (about picture machines)

You have heard it a thousand times — flickerless, bright, steady pictures, noiseless operation.
Every maker of picture machines has told you his machine
is the only one for these.

But You Want More
You want long service.
You want insurance against breakdowns.
You want freedom from repair bills.
You want satisfied operators.
You want a machine
that
never causes worry, that
require! no attention bul
oiling and cleaning, and
does not demand a thought
except

when

sour show

is on.

You Can Get All These
in one machine only —

graph No. 6
CameraPo
wer's
The

Perfect

Motion

Picture Machine.

// you are going to buy a Ph ture Machine, don'i fail to s< nd fot ( atalog C.

NICHOLAS

POWER

COMPANY

lor thirteen years the leading makers <>f motion picture merhiim

115-117 Nassau Street

New

York

THE

Call

Call

MOVING

Call Call

PICTURE

Call

\.

Call

Call

Call

Call

T HANHOUSER
FOR

H E

WO-A-WEEK

"2 4 U-AJVV

'Release of ZSaesday, Feb.
How

a "Belted"

Earl Was

"Belted"!

GOOD

OJVES, TOOT

7

THE
WESTERNER
AND THE
EARL
deals with thai phase of the Foreign Nobleman Question that is
best known to America — the exchange of a title for Yankee dollars.
A certain English earl tried to exchange his forsuchof wealthy Mrs.
Montague's shekels as came with the hand of her daughter. Mrs.
Montague was willing. Bui her daughter wasn't. The scraggylooking specimen of nobility didn't appeal to her at all, at all ; the
healthy,
husky schemes
Americanoultypea scheme
<>!' man was
moreherto admiration,
her liking. and,
But
the nobleman
to win
learning <>i ii. the certain American-type-of-man schemes out a
counter-scheme — and the pictures bring pleasing order out of the
chaos that follow.-.
\'o. 1N3.
Code-word: Codnkc.

THE

'Release
of Friday, Feb. 10
Another Adventure of Violet Gray, Detective

NORWOOD

NECKLACE

and its mysterious disappearance give Miss (nay fresh food for reflection and solution. Reflecting on the freeing from custody of a pretty female suspect, Violet decides that the police error
was made in the release — and NOT in the detention — of the suspect; and the aftermath of her
decision i- formed in a solution of the whole necklace puzzle. The case of the Norwood Necklace
easily shows bright Violet at her best, and you will admit that though her methods are odd they
certainly get the results.
No. i<S_j.. Code-word: Norwood.
Tka
NOWC
tne
"Exhibitor's Guide," sent FREE OF CHARGE to all who can show con1116 ThanhftllCOr
IliailllUUaci
llClfd
nection
with the Moving Picture business.
Drop a card to EDITOR, THANHOUSER NEWS, NEW ROCHELLE, NEVS YORK.
Th
0
Thanh
AHCOr
Phntnfraitta
consisting
of
portraits
of
the
famous
Thanhouser "Stock," framed in solid
■ no iiidiinuu*cr rnuiuirdme oak> miSMon finishi 34 inches m wiJth
and 44mches indepth,with glass
and easel (6 feet high). GOES TO YOU FOR $3.50 with order. This is the prize outfit that tickled-todeath exhibitors die country over are calling THE GREATEST LOBBY-DISPLAY BARGAIN EVER KNOWN.
s'sakc address ART DEPT.

THANHOUSER
WR NEW
COMPANY
YORK
NEW ROCHELLE
ysss,\
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ENTHUSIASM
mtt A brainy man without enthusiasm is like a fine locomotive without
^J steam, neither one gets anywhere. We have the brains, we have
jJ the films and we have the steam to make the Independents the
dominant factor in the Moving Picture Industry. That we are succeeding is shown by the fact that we have half of the business of the
country, after an enthusiastic campaign covering the past eight months.

EXHIBITORS BEWARE! When one of the Trust's exchanges offers
to extend you credit in consideration of your taking a higher priced service than you can afford, or for any other consideration, that is the entering wedge of ousting you from your business. After you are hopelessly in debt to one of these man-traps,
they will close In on you and take from you a business that has cost you an expenditure of many times the
amount of the credit allowed you, and much of your valuable time and effort to build up.
If any of you i : thus involved at the present time, communicate with us confidentially at once.
Select your service now from the following :

=

UNEXCELLED

EVERY MONDAY
AMERICAN— American Film Manufacturing Company
ECLAIR— Eclair Film Company
IMP— Independent Moving Pictures Company
YANKEE— Yankee Film Company
EVERY
TUESDAY
BISON— New York Motion Picture Company
POWERS— The Powers Company
THANHOUSER— Thanhouser Company
EVERY

WEDNESDAY

AMBROSIO— New York Motion Picture Company
ATLAS— Atlas Film Company
CHAMPION— The Champion Film Company
NESTOR— David Horsley
RELIANCE— Carlton Laboratories

List of BUYING

PROGRAMME
EVERY
THURSDAY
AMERICAN — American Film Manufacturing Company
IMP — Independent Moving Pictures Company
ITALA— New YorK Motion Picture Company
REX— RexleaseMoving
(First reFeb. 16.) Picture Mfg. Company
EVERY
FRIDAY
BISON— New York Motion Picture Company
LUX— R. Prieur
SOLAX — Solax Company
THANHOUSER— Thanhouser Company
YANKEE— Yankee Film Co.
EVERY
SATURDAY
CAPITAL— Capital Film Co.
GREAT NORTHERN— Great Northern Film Co.
ITALA— New York Motion Picture Company
POWERS— The Powers Company
RELIANCE— Carlton Laboratories

EXCHANGES,

All others offering these brands for ren

January 24th, 1911

can supply only dupes or worn-out Bubjec
MINNESOTA.
lflNUTJlnTA

Dixie

Him

Laeuiiule Film

Co..

allies Brothers,
71X) Turk St., San Fru
Western Him Company.
514 South Loa Augelea
Applegath,

L. J. A Sous,
™"-| Exchange.

St.,

lx>s Angeles

CANADA.
143 Youge
St.. Toronto.
Calgary, Alberta.

COLORADO.
Exchange,
301 Railroad Bldg.,
Denver,
Co.. Barclay Block, Denver.
DISTRICT
OF
COLUMBIA,
mount
Film
Exchange,
428 Ninth
St., N. \V., Washington.
A W.
Film Exchar
GEORGIA.
Rhodes
BMg..
ILLIN0I8.

Exchange,
tl-Trust
Film Co.. 79
Globe Film
II. A II. Film Mrrlca.
I m-inmle
Him
Servl.-r

South

Atlanta.

TUrk
St.. Chicago.
Chicago.
Jackson
Blvd
kc St.. Chicago.
F.ast Washington
fit..

INDIANA.
North
1)1
St..
Ill,,,,
KANSAS.
Co.. LSI North
Market
LOUISIANA.
Utile Film
Co., 72<> bUlaon
Blanche
UI.Ik- . Ne>»
MARYLAND.
It. A W. Film
Exchange.
411! East
llalllmore St..
consolidated
Amusement
< ., . If We.t
Lexington
MASSACHUSETTS.
Roaton
Film Rental
r.,.. nil:, Wa.hlngtOO
Bl
■ntral

Film

Service C

i and

. Ut1

8upply

BracM Tttm Buttanf*, M
l Ho,

.mi

' ••,.,.!,

> ■■

Indlanapolla.
St..

Wichita.

Orleans
Baltimore
St.. Bsltlwon

Traaoal st , Boston.
no,,

i „i.„,

i,„.t

Film
Service,
1517 i
NEW
YORK 8TATE.
Albany Film Exchange. 418 Broadway. Albany.
Victor Film Service,
3» Church
St., Buffalo.
NEW
YORK
CITY.
Huplre
Film
Exchange.
150 East
14th St., City
Great
Eastern
Film
Exchauge.
21 East
14th St.. City.
Hudson
Film
Exchsnge.
13S East
14th St.. City.
Peerlesa
Film
Exchsnge,
04 Fifth
Ave..
City.
Win.
Steluer
Film
Exchsnge,
110 Fourth
Ave . City.
OHIO.
Clnclnustl Buckete
Him
Co.. 3<t» Arcade
Bldg..
Dayton.
, ■lncliinat! 1
kl I I
' We.t
4th St.. Cincinnati.
Toledo
Him
Exchange,
310 Superior
St
Victor Film Bervlce,
Prospect
and
Huron
fits . Cleveland.
I nlted

Chicago.

MICHIOAN.
Mlctilgan

BjkW
St.. Uluueapolle.
MISSOURI.

l.aemmle

Ont.

!. II. Swanson
Film
o-operatlve Jml. Him

II.

Service,

BIJou Film and
Amusement
Co., LSI Urand
Ave.,
a
W.
Morgan,
1310 Walnut St., Kansas City.
n Crawford
Film I
Bldg..
St. Ix>ul
. Ceutur

Bldj

Doll

Ind.

Motion
Weatern

OKLAHOMA.
IV
112 Main
St., Oklahoma
City
OREGON.
Ei,-I,.i,[f.
S«et!»i,d
Bldg . Portland
PENNSYLVANIA
Eicha,„Bl
Philadelphia
Picture

Him

F.agle Film
hid. Film
Phlla.
Flln
Philadelphia
Film
and
I
I'lttahurg
I
Swaab
I'll,, I'ei.a

Hliu

Ind

Po. Iflc

1 ,

I tin,

Philadelphia
- tit, Uth 8t . Philadelphia.
i ".burg
lAelphla

TEXAS.
*., 1'alla.

1 |

coper. the

St .

UTAH.
WASHINGTON

I III
•

Settle
WISCONSIN
rUdg

UIKiuim

Motion Picture Distributing & Sales Co.. Ill E. 14th St.. N. Y. City
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To Trap Drummers
A Limited Time Offer
flO.OO

1 Siw

Shell 3x15

Solid Maple, Rosewood or
A'alnut. 10 fine plated thumb
crew rods. Kangaroo. Angora
>r Slunk Calf Drum Heads.

E. P. ZEIDLER

DRUM

CO.

The F. A.IT STICKS
Film Cement
Positively guaranteed to work on any film.
It don't crack, dry up. or leave any coating
on the emulsion; Is fire-proof, and only requires about one- half as much as others.
Ask your Exchange for it.

Single bottle
25 cents
Six bottles by express
- $1.00
.send for <,ur complete list of Film
Announcemsni Ttth
French American Producing
and Manufacturing Co.
918 Madison St.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

A distinct and radical departure from the beaten
path will be found by moving picture exhibitors in the
Imp release of Monday, Feb. 6th, entitled:

"At the Duke's Command"
It is one of the most richly Staged and elaborately
costumed efforts in the history of moving pictures and
will make many new friends for your tbeai.
story is laid in England in the sixteenth century. The
plot is wonderfully strong with human interest, and
the acting will arouse the most hardened onlooker.
See that you get this and feature it big!

Then a Split Reel !
( )u Thursday, Feb. 9th, we release a split reel containing two dandy little playlets, "The Mirror" and
"When the Cat'- Away." Soon after these we will
release some of the Imp pictures staged in Cuba and
we will simply compel you by their merit to write t<>
us and congratulate us over and over again. If you
care to get the benefit of all the coin we arc spending
to produce the best films in the world, see that you
^vt two Imps every week!

Are*} on one of the easy marks
wIki are pulling on the rope
while ('.en. Flimco sits on his
sled and grins ? Are you as
easy as those exchanges that he
"bought" and then fined whenever he could create an excuse ?
Aren't you getting sick of the
game ? Why don't you show
your independence, give Independent films a real try-out and
find out for yourself how much
bigger your receipts will be?
Whenever you're ready for good
stuff, come to the biggest and
best film renter- the one who
will give you a cracking good
program every week of the year!
CARL LAEMMLE, President

The Laemmle Film Service
196-198 Lake Street
Chicago

Independent Moving Pictures Co. of America
102 W. Wist St., N. Y. Carl Laemmle, Pre..
All ••Imp" Films Sold Through the Sales Co.

OTHER

OFFICES

Omaha, Neb.
Minneapolis, Minn
The biggest and best film renter
in the world
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THURSDAY
Was named after "THOR" the " GOD of THUNDERBOLTS"
We have therefore selected THURSDAY as very,
VERY APPROPRIATE
FOR

OUR

RELEASE

On that day (the day of thunderbolts),
with the proper spirit.

A HEROINE

In those
EXCHANGE

stirring
MEN.

days

when

DAY

THURSDAY,

principals

were

EXCHANGE

FEB.

16th,

we will hurl our first,

OF '76

exchanged

with

shots,

thev

were

all

MEN, ENLIST!
WITH

REX MOTION PICTURE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
573-579
WE

WILL

FORCE

Eleventh Avenue,

THE

SALES

CO.

TO

eve.y fr,day the WORLD'S

NEW

YORK

INCREASE

ITS

BEST— BAR

CITY
SHIPPING

FORCE

NONE

«E»* """"

LUX
FILMS
INDEPENDENT
EXHIBITORS
ARE

YOU
SHOWING
THE
Luxurious release in your weekly program ?

If not it must
hi- hei .ium
\ on ha\e lionhle
la getting
you
cannot
net .i I I I e\«r>
time
> on
\\ .nil one.
to our
10 I ast I.Sth Street, New
^ oik ( ity. \.t.luss

Release,

BACK

TO

THE

Friday,

OLD

February

HOMESTEAD.

the
«nlf

3rd,

beat
U
.it once

1011

Drama, 944

An excellent one subject reel in usual Ll I dramatic Quality,
son, who

tires <>f work

on tin home

Feet

taaUoi

farm, gets into bad compan] . but

proves the worth of his early training
at a critical moment and returns witli a
new appreciation of THE HOME TIES.

The Kind of Dramatic Portrayal You are Looking For and Should Get
GET

LUX.

i ki-:k <:oi.oiu-:i> i.i i nos.

R.
lO

East

15tH

Street

sii

<>i n i it ru.is

i ok SYNOPSES

PRIEUR

i

irouuh thr Motion

I'u tine Dot

New

York

LND

PA81

City

it i i i v«»i >»

m

*S&1
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"LASSOING WILD ANIMALS"
In Africa by the

FAMOUS BUFFALO JONES
AND

WESTERN

COWBOYS

A Unique and Sensational Picture, Showing the Capture of Lions,
Giraffes, Rhinoceroses, Cheetahs, Zebras and other Wild and Dan
gerous Animals of the African Jungle, without the use of Deadly Weapons

NOTHING

USED

BUT

THE

LASSO

Rights
to Exhibit
this Picture Have Been Acquired by the Licensed
Manufacturers.
The Pictures are Made and Marketed by Pathe Freres.

LENGTH,

2,000

FEET.

RELEASED

SUNDAY,

FEBRUARY

12,

1911

MISS

IT

Place Your Order at Once With Any Licensed Exchange

THIS

IS

A

GREAT

FEATURE

DON'T

"ALABASTRA*
Artificial human beings
Plastic
A

moving
Novelty
DAILY

picture

revolutionizing
DEMONSTRATIONS

without

Moving

TO THE

TRADE

Picture

screen !
business

COMMENCING

Wednesday, February 1st, 10=1 A. M. 3-5 P. M.

at 10 East 15th Street, New York City
THE VITASCOPE
10 East

COMPANY

OF AMERICA

15th St., New York, and at

THE

ONE

OF

OUR

MOVING

SPECIALTIES

Portable Box Offices
For

Theaters and Picture Houses

WIRED

COMPLETE
CATHEDRAL
Marble or Wood Hase

READY FOR LIGHTING
GLASS DOME
Any Size Any Style

PICTURE

WORLD

ENTERTAIN

The

Mandolin

YOUR

PATRONS

WITH

Regina

Orchestrion

THE music
furnished
instrument is alone
worth by
the this
pricewonderful
of admission
to
your show. It will draw the crowds and hold
them as no other musical attraction can do. It
is operated by spring motor or by electric motor,
as desired, and plays upon piano strings by means
of vibrating hammers, making most delightful music
which combines the effects of piano, mandolin, violin and organ.
It is furnished either with or without a nickelin-the-slot attachment and when equipped to play
on the insertion of a coin has proved to be a most
successful and profitable investment for use in public places.

The Begin?
Orchestrion ia fnl
anteed
and is Mandolin
*
1 1 yo u
instrument, send
Mandolin 0
id terms.
i iu- Urge*

ELECTRIC

BuUden ol

SIGNS IN THE WORLD

THE

REGINA

Broadway and 17th St.. New York

STRAUSS

&

COMPANY

ilncorpurntr.l

440-442

West

42d

Street,

New

York

COMPANY
215 Wabash k\t . Chicago

I HE

M< >\ ING

I'll I l RE

\\ < >kl.l>

Champion
COMEDY

WEEK

QRIGINALITY in comedy
\* is rare, very rare. A distinctive comedy idea is an innovation. The words SOLA X
and DISTISCTION are synonymous. Therefore, in the
Ring of Love you will get an
innovation in comedy.
RELEASE

SI I M. I ROM

Films

Peering
into the ho
film features, the eye

of

approaching

comic photo-sketch, eclipsing the galaxy
of kindred subjects, by its wealth of qualitative parts. Let your eye advise your
hand to reach for our CHAMPFILM of
Feb. 8th, 1911

'At Double Trouble Ranch"
A tei ial

one.
1 he disruption of
peace by like causes, will furnish1

FEB. 3rd

THE KIN*. OF LOVE.

Among old relics Professor Gink finds a magic
ring. Whoever shall wear this ring shall be loved.
The many intensely funny maneuvers made to
gain possession of this ring by the beau-less maids
and the maid-less beaux will make this picture one
long to be remembered in the annals of comedy.
RELEASE

PUT OUT

FEB.

10th

(Comedy)

It is indeed hard lines when a man is not permitted to enter his own house. The burly guardian, mistaking the owner of the house for an
intruder, throws him out on his head. At his
every attempt to effect an entrance he gets the
"bounce". The series of laughable complications
will keep the house in an uproar.
RELEASE FEB. 17th

MIXED PETS (Comedy)
Two young couples,
pel dk % the other with
the dog and baby mixed
amusing and laughable

one with a
a baby, get
in a highly
manner.

Don't forget CHAMPS

on Wednesday

Don't take our word for it. investigate for yourself.
Seeing is believing.
We guarantee every CHAMP
with a bank roll to be as steady as Gibraltar.
See Release Dates for Champ

Features

CHAMPION
FILM CO.
M:irk

M. IHnf -,,f . —

1 2 East
15th
Street
NEW
YORK,
U. S. A.

THE CHAMP

STAMP

Sold only through the Motion Picture Distributing and

147 4th AVE., N.Y. CITY

111 EAST 14th STREET, NEW

YORK

CITY

Live Men Are On Our Mailing Li.t-Are Too?

THE

MOVING

GREAT

PICTURE

WORLD

NORTHERN
RELEASE

FOR SATURDAY.

JAM

AlO

Mr. Muggins Has His Sewing Done
A smashing hit corned} — bound to get many lau^h^
AND

Triumph of Intelligence
A hilarious trick comedy of how brain conquers muscle.
By all means get this reel of genuine fun.
RELEASE

FOR SATURDAY,

FEBRUARY

4th

The Criminal Chief's Capture
A meritorious detective story with many exciting and thrilling situations.
A story full of real action.
Book this feature now.

ALL FIRST CLASS

$|£? GREAT
VxSESrl

INDEPENDENT

NORTHERN

EXCHANGES

HANDLE

OUR

PRODI

( I

FILM CO., 7 East 14th St., New York

Sold only through the Motion Picture Distributing and Saks (.omn.ui>

FILMS

ECLAIR
THE

FILMS

OF

PICTORIAL

RELEASE

OF FEBRUARY

Mr. Faddleaway
is on Strike
522 FEET
A Vivacious Little Comic, which "Hits the
Nail on the Head."

QUALITY
13th

2

The Elixir of Bravery

on
One

424 FEET
A very Gem of the Comic Order, one th.i
will be found Irresistible to all!

THE FILMS of PICTORIAL QUALITY, Combining PERFECT PHOTOGRAPHY fritt POPULAR PLAYS
NEW

YORK:

ECLAIR

31 East 27th

St.

FILM COMPANYCHICAGO:

35 Ea.t

Randolph

St.
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Mi )\ [NG
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Moving Picture Theaters
ATTENTION!
WE

ARE

NOW

MANUFACTURING

THE

Acme Penny Candy Machine
FOR

THEATER

CHAIRS

The ACME is all that the name implies. It is mechanically perfect.
Simple Construction, requiring minimum repairs and
attention.
Sells Standard Brands, Standard Sizes, of Chocolates*
Gum Caramels and Assorted Candy.
The ACME is 90 per cent, slug proof, compact and ornamental. Slots are on top, EASILY SEEN,
EASILY OPERATED.
Licensed under U. S. Coin Lock Company's basic patents, insuring against suit for infringement of
patent rights.
Backed by resources of over a Million Dollars and over
20 years' experience.
Terms, etc. on application.

N.Y. Coin Operated Machine Co.
'Largest Operators of Theater Chair Machines in the World I

Franco-Swiss Building, 220 WEST

47th STREET,

NEW

YORK,

N.

Y.

Moving Picture World
THE WORLD

PHOTOGRAPHIC

PUBLISHING

COMPANY

ADVERTISING

125 E. 23d Street, NEW

YORK

Telephone call, 1344 Gramero

Beach Building)

RATES:
Whole page, $6o.oo; half page, $30.00; quarter page, $1500; eighth page, $7-50; one inch (3H in.
wide), $3.00; one inch (2}A in. wide), $2.00; classified (no display), 3 cents per word.
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OFFICE : 160 Washington Street, (Post Building, Chicago).
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Main

3145.
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Simplicity oi Theme— A Contrast and a Lesson.
One of the dramatic events of the New

York season,

is the production of Rostand's "Chantecler." This is a
play in which the characters are supposed to be the inhabitants of a poultry yard. There is the cock, the hen,
the dog, and the like. The teaching of the play is symbolical, as the readers of newspapers well know by the
constant references to it since its production in Paris
over a year ago, and the spectacular clement is very
much in evidence. You may call it a crowded symbolical
spectacle. Expensive to produce, gorgeous to witness,
interesting and perhaps instructive to listen to.
Nevertheless with all this gorgeousness and worldwide reputation, it is questionable, good judges think,
whether the play will be a financial success. Its artistic
success was assured in Paris. Artistic successes, however, are not wanted by American theatrical managers ;
there must be dollars and cents in their productions, or
they will ver\ soon go by the board.
By way of unconscious contrast t" tin- splendid spectacle, for such "Chantecler" is, there was produced, the
other day at the Bijou Theater on Broadway, a little play
which has set all New York talking, is pleasing the
critics and i- attracting the public. This play has just
four characters, one of whom has very little t" <l". So
it is virtually a three-part play, in which the actor. Henry
Miller, has made a great success. The story, perhaps, is
not of the most pleasing kind, but it is strong. There is
a woman and two men.
No, 1 man i- divorced from the
woman, and lives with the newly married couple as their
friend. Bui husband No. -• turn- oul a bad one, and the
woman becomes the stenographer of the man from whom
-he was divorced in order that she mighl pay off Mo. 2*s
debts. To repeat ourselves, it is not a particularly savory story, but it is unquestionabl)
trong.
thai it is holding the attention of Broad
now, .mil will no doubt have a triumph through
"in the ("unt!..
So there ii the contrast. A well popu
lated pectacle at the Knickerbocker, a four-part play at
tlu BijOU,
The latter will probably Ik- played, when the
"ther has bei ome a curiosity.
\\h\ ? Be au
dramatic.
It hold the
attention of the audience from the n ' of the curtain to
Its fall.
\ik1 all it needs is four characters and some

very ordinary interiors. Is this not a lesson for the film
maker-? Is it necessary for them to give us so much
Cowboy and Indian subjects ; so much scenic effect ;
so many people ; so much in the way of rich costumes,
accessories, and the like: Would it not be well for them
to take a leaf out of the hook of Henry Miller and give
US something more tense, dramatic, than we are accustomed t<
It has been pointed out over and over again in these
pages that scenic magnificence on the crowded stage is
by no means, essential to success in getting a film subject over. Of course, we must have variety of theme,
and we must have novelty of theme. The latter it is told
us is difficult to get
i
as this man Mr.
Sheldon, the author of The Havoc ready and waiting
with his little play. Somebody snatched it up ami produced it. The result: Success. The probabilities are
that in the moving picture field today, there are many
"Havocs" only waiting production. The thing which
seems lacking, however, is -ome perspicacity on the part
of those responsible tor these subject-.
The editors of the Moving
Picture World would
like to hear from even
exhibitor what they cou-ider
was the greatest picture they have shown during the
year [910.
They may qualify their opinions bj citing the picture
which received the most applause and also stating which
pit ture seemed to en ate the most profound b |
\ppl.m-e alone should not be taken a- the CI I
greatness, a- some of the drama- of the year h...
received with a silence which was equall) apt
if less demonstrative
We would al-o like t" hear from tin
to what particular film they had
desirable
the publicto know what kind of film 1- d
All letters will be held confidential mile-- pet

thank

the write 1-

the) '•in

I lu-e

will be pub'

which wc
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On another page the editor of the " I rouble Department" pokes
fun at the so-called "electrical expert" of .1 contemp
presumes to criticise li is instructions for the Betting of the carbons. It is amusing to note how the editor (,in name only) of
the "Films Index" has tried to imitate every feature of the Moving Picture World: It is pathetic to observe tin.- progress made
in his attempts. In lus eager quest for an opportunity to discredit this paper he lias nol only displayed his own ignorance
but also hold up to ridicule his "expert" on electrical matters Imprinting a page oi nonsense which should insult the intelligence
of
any projecting machine operator. How is this for "expert"
knowledge?
"The projector lamp i<. however, provided with a
condensing lens, the purpose of which is to gather the
light rays from the arc. (Illustrated by diagram.). You
will please take note that the arc no longer stays in the
center of the carbon point-; it is pushed toward- the condensing lenses l>y the slight draught of air created when
the condenser pulls the light ray- and consequent heat
toward- itself. The arrow- indicate the direction of
the air circulation (through the condensers). This
valuable discovery, which I made several year
not applicable to its fulle-t extent, unless the arc is
under the control of especially designed and constructed
controlling devices, such, for instance, as the
"
But in mercy we will not couple the name of the writer of the
above bon mot with the name of the apparatus he so
vertises. Is he joking? Is he trying to pull one over on the
editor, or are both trying to gull the reader? No. a whole page
of the licensed manufacturer's illustrated circular is taken up to
tell of this "valuable discovery," so they are evidently both serious.
The propounder of this new theory has the nerve to couple
his name with that of Lord Kelvin and Thomas A. Edison, whom
he pretends to honor but intimates that his fifteen years' experience as expert on arc lamps and lighting, qualifies him "to make
a reply which can be depended upon as being corect." We would
like to hear from our readers as to the "correctness" of his
diagnosis.
Meanwhile we will inform the budding editors of the "Index"
that the disposition of the arc to form on the sides of the carbon points facing the condenser is because wiser heads than
theirs designed the projector lamphouse. This is why the lamphouse is open at the back where the carbon set screws protrude,
when it would have been just as convenient to have this opening on the near side. Heat ascends. A strong current of hot
air passes up through the ventilator at the top of the lamphouse.
This air (cold) is drawn in through the opening at the back
and impinges on the sides of the carbons farthest from the condenser, thereby causing them to volatilize less rapidly on that
side. Careful operators will not allow the side door of a lamphouse to remain open as the side draught affects the position
of the crater. But the condenser does not "pull" anything; it
merely collects the rays of light that strike it on one side and
bend or converge them to a focal point on the other side.
Any of our readers who want to demonstrate to themselves
the value of "expert" theory or our own humble opinion can do
so very readily by placing a lighted candle in a draught : then
with a condenser or strong magnifying glass try to "pull" the
flame. They will find that the candle will gutter on the side
opposite to the draught, irrespective of where the condenser is
placed.
MONOCHROMATIC
LANTERN
SLIDES IN MOVING
PICTURE HOUSES.
More properly we should call them "plain" lantern slides,
for as such, they are generally known in the trade, or we
might call them uncolored slides; but although "monochromatic" is a big word, and may repel many of our readers,
yet, nevertheless, it has a certain meaning which we could
not convey in any other way.
In all the moving picture theaters that we have visited,
in this country, colored lantern slides are shown. Strictly
speaking, these are "polychromatic" or "many colored," as
opposed to monochromatic, which simply implies one color,
tint, or tone. Now, it cannot be pretended that these colored
lantern slides meet with universal favor, although they are
mostly very good, occasionally soaring to high artistic ex-

W< >RLD

cellence Hut when you come to colored lantern slides,
mile-- the thing is extraordinarily well done, there are always two
- a- to whether they are really
good or really bad. The fact of the matter is, that a really
high-class colored lantern slide is difficult to turn out at
the current commercial rates. On the other hand, those
that are shown at the moving picture theaters, give good
value for the money, and are pleasing, as a rule, to look at.
. e the audiences.
Let it be clearly understood that we are not depreciating
the use of the colored slide in moving picture theaters. On
the contrary, used a- gong slides, and being of high-class
quality, very naturally, add to the attractiveness of a moving
picture entertainment, especially if the singer be a good
singer.
We want to consider the lantern slide by itself, irrespective
of song slides, or even lectures, and we want to know why
the monchromatic, or plain lantern slide, that is the ordinary
photograph on glass, is so seldom shown. Why is it? We
believe the public would welcome a good plain lantern
slide just as it welcomes good plain films. There is a
restfulness, after all, in monochrome. If things were the
other way about, and films were mostly colored, we believe, that the average audience would welcome the plain
film as a positive relief; just as the colored film is occasionally
welcomed
by way
01' contrast.
The object
of this
article is to encourage the making,
and the projection of plain slides in the moving picture
theater. We mean slides of high artistic pictorial quality,
specially made slides from high-class negatives, no matter
what the subject may be. The lantern slide has often been
"killed." but we observe, wherever we go, that it seems to be
as popular as ever.
This question, of the use of plain slides in moving picture
theaters, has suggested to us that there are other branches
of projection work which might very well be adopted in the
moving picture theater. To these matters, we shall refer
in subsequent numbers. To our thinking, not enough is
made of the lantern slide end of matters in the moving picture house. Much may be done with the single lantern,
besides simply projecting slides, as we shall see on future
occasions.
THE MOTION PICTURE STORY MAGAZINE.
A new magazine, the dream of many minds, has at last
been launched, principally through the energy of that versatile man, Mr. J. Stuart Blackton. It is a symposium of film
scenario-, as its name implies, but these have been amplified
by competent writers into really interesting storiettes of the
approved magazine style. The first number, of over 100
pages, is sumptuously illustrated with enlarged reproductions
of scenes in the film. With such a source to draw upon the
"Motion Picture Story Magazine" can provide its readers
with vivid and realistic illustrations beyond the reach of any
other periodical. It is expected that this magazine will attain
a phenomenal circulation and be well patronized by the general advertiser. Thousands who see the pictures on the screen
will be glad of the opportunity to refresh their memory with
the complete story, and it is to be hoped that readers of the
magazine will be likewise inspired to see the stories enacted
on the screen. Many exhibitors have ordered quantities of
the magazine to be sold to the patrons of their theaters, and
from our own experience we know that the public will be
pleased to have this opportunity of reading the stories at
their leisure. The magazine is published monthly, yearly
subscription price, $1.50; single copies, 15 cents. Address
Motion Picture Story Publishing Company, 26 Court Street,
Brooklyn, X. V.
NEW THEATER FOR ROCHESTER, N. Y.
A World representative attended the opening of the Victoria Theater, Rochester, on Monday night. The Victoria
1- owned by Maurice H. Kuhn, and will be operated by
S. Lubin. A brilliant gathering attended the initial performance, which was followed by a banquet, at which addresses were made by the Mayor of Rochester, Mr. Kuhn,
Mr. Lubin, and others. Further details are unavoidably held
over until next week.
A correspondent of the Kansas City, Mo., Star asks that fivecent theaters have separate rows of seats for girls and women
unattended. She declares she is frequently annoyed by the conduct of men who sit next to her.
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The Technique of the Picture Play— III.
By George Rockhill
Art and Business.
If you have ever been connected with the publishing business,
you must know of the continuous warfare that is waged between the business department, representing a publication's commercial end, and the editorial department, representing its artistic
end.
The cause of this antagonism is the enterprise of the business
department, which sees things largely from the standpoint of
immediate gain, and which is always demanding sacrifices on the
part of the artistic editorial policy.
The business end speaks contemptuously of its rival contingent
as "long hairs," and the artistic end gets back at it- by referring
to the business personnel as "low brows."
Trade-marks on Scenery.
In a film-producing establishment the same conflict of ruthless
business prowess and artistic conservation must maintain, and
to reduce this inevitable internecine strife to a minimum, a proper
knowledge of the needs and aims of each department by the
other is necessary to the best interests of the establishment as
a whole.
an example of the inroads of commercialism wrought
upon art in motion picture dramas, I will cite the painting or
tacking of trade marks upon scenery. We all know how it is
done. If the scene is a drawing room, we are pretty apt to find
a plaque, (jr. an arbitrary design upon the wall paper, embodying
the film producers' trade mark, such as a geometric design, a
monogram, a buffalo or Indian head, the dome of a building, or
what
not.
Usually it sticks out like a sore thumb, to the delight of the
film

company's

advertising

is a 'Bison,' or a 1

Advertising

department,

for

it -cream-..

"This

ssanay,' or a 'Thanhauser.'"

Department

Responsible.

The advertising department, the business end's right arm,
doesn't realize that the trade mark also screams, "This drama is
only "make believe.' It isn't life, but just the carpentry of a picture show shop!"
Xow, as I have said in my last article, the technical tic plus ultra of picture drama of all drama, in fact — is to form an illusion, to make the audience believe that the thing really has
happened as a matter of life. ,,r is happening as such. Otherwise., why do producers go to such pains to have costumes and
scenery ami characters conform to the manners and customs of
the time and environment of the plaj ' It i- t.. prevent jarring
incongruities that may divert the mind of the audience from its
interest m the thematic progress of the play. That is the vital
t artistic perfection in the drama, a perfection that
will create the illusion of actual life.
Trade-mark

Spoils

the

Illusion.

Hut now, after our high salaried, artistic, and experienced producer has pm In- brains mi" creating the height of illusion, a
tecnique designed t<. keep the mind 01 the audience away from
all raesoning a- t.. ways and means, and whys and wherefores,
but t" simply accept the drama he is producii
come- iiu- advertising department with its "sore thumb" its
trade mark or letter . a monogram, and -ticks it on a wall, or cuts
it in the hark of 1 tree il the scene be laid in the w
Is, and
that little commercial trade mark undoes all the expense and w>rk
that art

■ ,, illusion, and
not life; it 1- 'make believe.'
Our studio is
this'"
• it foolish fi r on to trj to "make believe," and at
the same time t.. cry, "This 1- only 'make believe?'"
doing

h

all

Bad

Practice

Result

of

Enterprise.

ittle the men whos,- commercial instimt and prowess has developed the trade mark in the ph. .to
play 1 he same energj ind the tame shrewd knowledge of the
e
oi publii if that 1 r« ponsible for it, musi
credited with the wonderful growth ol the motion picture busi

trade 1
ind thought

But

like 10

Craw.

much business thought, which is mostly formed on th«
cial exigencies of the moment, such as meeting the competition
of rival firms, etc., it is superficial, and at base tremendously
harmful,
eventually
defeating
its own
purpose,
and
resulting
merely
in a temporary
individual
gain for its originator and
his immediate followers, and in the end resulting in a general
weakening of all photoplays.
The

Better the Illusion, the Better the Box

Office Receipts.

Imagine such thoroughly enterprising producing
lasco, the Shuberts, Frohman, Mrs. Fi-ke, Liebler,
a trade mark on their scenery, and yet in what
sought by any of these differ from that sought by
the silent drama?
They realize simply this:

artists as Beet al., putting
does the end
producers of

The better the illusion, the better the box-office receipts.
That is the reason they cultivate their playwrights, giving them
both nominal credit and large compensation for their
it takes work to build an illusion — work not only by the producer and the actors, but by the author as well— not mere immediate work, but the unrecompensed years of study and prepart.
aration that must always precede the doing of good work in any
Improvement

in Stage Setting.

Producers should try to relieve the cramped appearance of indoor scenes.
Instead of the single room, wherever it is comformable with
the requirements of the play, vistas should be shown beyond,
either through doors or windows at the rear, opening into other
rooms or upon out-of-door prospects.
This policy gives a freer atmosphere to the setting of the
stage and results in a relief of the sameness of indoor scenes,
a thing that is a deterrent in dramatic illusion, for the minute
dramas are branded as such by their sameness, the audience
fails to regard them as life.
Thus, sameness in scene has the same capacity f< r blighting
the illusion as has the trade mark on
Haste

a Bad

Factor.

The tremendous pressure that is put upon the stage manager
to meet the demand for films is resulting in a haste of production that result- 111 incongruities ol
Especially is this
ican drama-. Here
as compared with
largely a- to time
"prop-" are entirely

true of firms putting out contemporary Amerthe difference in scenic requirements
the producing
of historical dramas differing
and place.
In the latter new
scenery
and
necessary.

In the former case, the same material, somewhat
'
is often made to answer for a number of dramas.
It is here thai
we find the furnishings
of a millionaire
much the same as to quality as those of the
bookkeeper, who was the hero oi the drama
before the wealthy manufacturer was put

manufacturer's home
home of an ordinary
l
on

Deadly Assassins.
The window
curtains that looked appropriate lit •
keeper's home are cheap when associated with the home of the
wealthy manufacturer, hut the pro,:.
.: d had to
make them do.
Now, here is the illusion spoiled when thl
manufacturer

is

•

"What cheap curtains for a man like him1'
It- mind is specifically Upon the cm: ,
It 1- taken off the play. wl. •
keeping, the mind of the audience
tains without
argument
a- I

ganic w ith the id<

I i..w then d.> tie
M}

" I hese

show

■

I nil)

.1 gi

Well,

It is dead

w

I
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The Comedy of the Future.
By Louis Reevks Haksison.
The first symptom of <crtbblitis is a sensation of i
such as disturbs .1 spectator while sitting tlirouvili the presentation
of a meaningless or unentertaining photoplay accompanied by
"that tired feeling" ami sometimes headache. Ibis sickening disgust becomes positive resentment when the play is an alleged
comedy, ami the only ones who can set tin |oke >>r who seem
it are the performers themselves. When the actors in
a pictural corned] slap one another on the back with a bestthing-you-ever-heard familiarity and laugh lkc a display ad for
■ r, we common people in the auduuee feel as though
we were a lot of r.mk outsiders. Our ease is that of the deaf
man in the country store when the village cut-up is telling one
of the best stories ever handed down from Pharaoh's court jester.
When we see humor miscarry in that abortive way, we not only
it a fever enters our veins — the hot desire t.> write
something better and show the world what a real play should be.
After a period <^i brooding we conclude to try it; buy a lot
of writing materials at the Semitic cigar store around the corner
and sit down at a desk of budding immortality. Great thoughts
come surging through the imagination, like rolling waves from
the Infinite; we eliminate the non-essentials and ink begins to
flow like black fluid from a darting cuttle-fish.
General Synopsis; Man found dead; last seen in company
with hero. Hero has an empty cartridge shell in his revolver,
proving conclusively that he committed the murder as murderers
never reload. He is convicted of crime and about to be lynched
when heroine lures villain to lonely spot and extorts confession
at pistol point. Suspense consists of heroine riding horse over
western roads that have a strong family resemblance to those of
;ey, arriving at the lynching scene as the vigilance committee are hoisting the hero by the neck; heroine shoots and
cuts rope; dashes up waving the extorted confession; dismounts
gracefully and throws herself on the hero's bosom, and the
rest give three cheers because they have not hung the wrong
man. That is the result of the amateurish struggle with the
picture-play problem. Thousands of these arc poured out every
month
and ofshoveled
to the
sanctum
along
with plays
genuine inmerit,
veryscenario
much toeditor's
the injury
of capable
authors and to the detriment of the moving picture business. It
is a relief, therefore, to see a photoplay bearing the unmistakable marks of the professional writer, produced in a masterly
way, as in
the case
"Will It Come to This?" a farce-comedy
recently
released
by of
Lubin.
"Will It Come to This?" is a gem.
It is a burst of sunshine on a foggy day,
Author, director, and company combined to make the comedy
one of the best I have ever seen, and the audience liked it just
as well as I did, laughing from beginning to end. There is not
the faintest trace of a plot, versimilitude is scattered to the four
cardinal points of the compass ; struggle, there is none ; there is
no attempt to follow rules and regulations; but it is plain to
the initiated that an old hand wrote the play with a vigor and
originality absolutely refreshing. There is nothing particularly
new about the idea — that of showing what will come to us when
women take our places and we take theirs — and there is nothing
remarkable about the scenes as presented, though there is a
laugh in each one. The essence of the thing is not obvious to
the ordinary spectator, but it is there. The motif escapes the
audience as it often does the overworked and down-trodden
scenario editor, but we feel it, some of us with a thrill of apprehension running down our respective spinal columns. The
great trouble about the scenario reader is '"themitis." If he recognizes the theme, it is old; if he does not. it is new. We have
had 4.000 variations of the "chase," including those of cowboys
and Indians, and some producers grind out one a week. It is
largely a question of skilled construction, such as enforces an
idea.
There is a big idea back of 'Will It Come to This?"
We men are a lot of strutting roosters, so vain that we cannot
bear to have our sex weaknesses ridiculed. We scratch gravel in
the barnyard, sometimes giving a choice worm to a favorite hen ;
we eat enough to keep alive and wear a few feathers— but what
else do we do? Every time a lady chicken lays an egg, the
rooster crows. The man with a new baby grabs the hand of
every man he knows and invites him to drink as though it was
an occasion for rejoicing, though the one who formed the little
human being, who fed the new creature from her own blood,
who will watch that child through trial and suffering, who will
form its mind as she did its body, who will love it from the
cradle to the grave, is lying white and still on the bed, exhausted
from her tremendous effort. Papa goes around and does all
the crowing.
He is not thinking of his wife. He is eternally

thinking of HIMSELF, the most egotistical animal in all creation, included in his self satisfaction are his suppos<
sums, this means Ins wile, cspecialh 1! she inherits, earns ,,r
saves money. Man is verj faithful to self -betterment; other men
are
other.of no interest unUss' he can use them in one way or an"Will It Conn to This?" with all its farcial improbability, reduces man to his proper level. IN - no longer a Captain of
Industry oppressing the wag. -earners . he is no longi r the family
sourface who spends most of his tune in tin-horn despotism,
giving advice and trying to raise himself by pushing others down;
he has
scrub,
and while
mind women
the baby.
attire lookto like
— yousew.
know—
lookMen
fine inin woman's
OUl
This
is a shock
sCli -.,-is)"ied
sensibilities
realizecomedy
that woman
gives tous our
everything,
including
life, and We
we
are so mean that we refuse her a vote We would make a poor
shewing in her place, and we know it. while she makes a fine
one in ours, and that is what makes the tin-horn, sourfaced. family despot
nervous.
The
richest
field for farce comedy is not the must]
the inglorious present, but the gloriously uncertain future.
The
Lubin playlet strikes the keynote of farce-comedy success.
I am. glad to congratulate the producer and author.
A WORD

TO

THE

MAKERS

OF

SONG

SLIDES.

By Henry.
The World's New England representative is not entirely
satisfied with the illustrated song slides that are being produced by the manufacturers. The maker of song slides
has, as we view it. a distinctly important mission in this
industry; apart from the pecuniary gain that is. of course,
involved, the illustrated song i- the most formidable opponent of vaudeville in the moving picture theater. If the
illustrated slides are good, vaudeville is being successfully
combated from gaining a foothold in the regular moving
picture theaters; and vice versa. It seems that the market
is teeming with ballads, march songs, etc. Every week
res of new ones in the field. For the great majority of these songs (?) illustrated slides- are quickly produced. That is where the trouble is. We feel assured that
there are too many — far too many — of these new
the illustrated slide market.
There are two drawbacks to this state of things: firstly,
r.y.iny of these songs are punk— the same old sickly sentimental words, with "moon," "spoon." etc.. as the main points
and having no conception of tune or melody secondly, the
words and tune are unknown to the very great percentage
of the audiences. These two points are the reason- why
many illustrated songs are flat in many moving picture theaters. Not so long ago we visited a moving picture theater
that practically never uses either a picture or a song over
three days. We noted with much interest that a certain
illustrated song was held over the entire week — because the
audiences showed appreciation by frequent and repeated encores. The song in question was •'Silver Threads Among the
Gold."
When
tin
vas flashed on the screen,
the audience sang the refrain: because they were familiar
with it. We ask the manufacturers to consider the question
of making slides for the old-time song successes. If a song
had quality some years ago. it still retains that feature. In
other words, an old. good song is vastly to be preferred
to a new, poor one. Several moving picture houses that the
World's New England representative has visited from time
to time, have used some of these old songs — without the
aid of any slides, since none were to be found. In order
to keep any one from thinking that the writer is making
a plea for these old-time songs from sentimental reasons,
such as having heard them when they were in popular favor
years ago, we hasten to state that when these song- first
made their appearance, our age precluded interest in such
music. The plea, therefore. i~ made in the hope that it may
be of some aid to song slide makers, and, by the same token,
to the exhibitors in general. Apart from this, it is of little
or no consequence to the writer whether the slides are made
for new, or for "Id songs, provided only they are artistic
and beautiful. The illustrated song, which has a real place
in the moving picture theater, can be brought to a much
higher plane of efficiency and usefulness by the adoption
of this suggestion. Exhibitors should voice their ideas on
this innovation through the correspondence columns of the
World, which are always wide open for all expressions
from the exhibitors.
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It "Went Over."
By C. H. Claudy.
About the highest meed of praise one can give a film is the
title of this tale.
It "went over."
It "got across."
It "took."
Now, just what is meant by the term? What is "getting over"
or "going across ?"
Any theater manager will tell you — it is the success of the
play in catching and holding the interest of the audience. If
it catches them, holds their attention, keeps them still and attentive, ithas "gone over." It makes no difference whether it
pleases or not— the most horribly unattractive tragedy, one of the
dark-brown-taste-in-the-mouth kind, which you wish you hadn't
seen, may still "get over" — its success is measured in the attention itcreated and held, and the approval of it as a piece
of work, as a play, as a plot, as a drama, comedy, tragedy, what
you will, but not in the mere pleasure it may give.
About this "going over," producers are frequently in despair
— not only motion picture play producers, either. The greatest
care is given details, the best actors obtainable are drilled,
drilled, drilled, yet, when the play is presented, it falls flat. And,
naturally enough, the producer wants to know why?
Now, there are several distinctions between a photoplay and
a speaking drama, and a good many different things enter into
these several differences. So what prevents a photoplay from
going over may not affect the same thing, acted and spoken
on a stage. The present scribe would not attempt to say that
he, and he alone, knew why all plays fail in getting across, but
he does unhesitatingly say that he knows why a great many
picture plays fail of this one thing, and that, judging by the
errors they make, a good many photoplay producers or their
stage managers don't know! How it happens that they don't
know is one of the seven mysteries, like, how old Ann is, of the
sensations of Wellman's cat, or whether T. R. can get a third
term or not, and such things. But the fact remains, these producers and stage managers either don't know why their playlets
fail, or else they are grossly incompetent. And, as they so often
hit the mark, they can hardly be charged with the latter.
I he reason so many photoplays fail utterly in getting across
is due to one thing — unnaturalness. It may be unnaturalness of
the vehicle, it may be unnaturalness of the plot, it may be unnaturalnes of the acting, it may be — frequently is — unnaturalness of scenery, and it may be some minute detail which stands
out in the spectator's n.ind as utterly unnatural
Motion picture audiences are getting educated Producer! are
producing better and better plays, and giving more and more
Ittention to details. Hut tiny are going to improve more In
the next three years than in the last ten — or many of them
are going out of business— for what the public stood for last
year it won't have this, and what it accepts now it will laugh
at — unpleasantl> — a short time hence. So the producer, inItead "f reviling me as a knocker, will please say "thank you,"
prettily, and believe — which is a fact— that this story is not
written with any other idea than to show him where he has
fallen down, and the renting public, why some films didn't "pull"
K'lit to. And I make no claims to being an authority
— I am just on of the mass of people who pay my little nickel
—and what I see and criticise, the other people are apt to see
ise, also.
Kalem hai produced an Indian drama called Winona.
It is
the familiar thing-— white woman, prisoner, lover r<
■■in-, cm ape, hap]
formula, but verj
well don.
i beautifully photographed
Hut about the middle, the produi inf
error, whuh ab olutely ruined the |
was concerned
from there on, it wasn't Winona and Strong
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But Kalem isn't half as bad an offender as was Bison, in
that utterly idiotic playlet called the "Girl Cowboy!" It run>
this-a-way : Girl and man, in love, engaged. Girl wants to make
man jealous — reason not stated. Method— get another girl to
dress up as a boy, and have man catch them in tender attitude.
Man, expected to take this as joke, retires to ranch. Girl,
heart-broken,
follows him and becomes a "cowboy" on his
ranch.
Now, then, any fair-minded person will admit that one doesn't,
even if a broken-hearted girl, travel out West, get a cowboy
outfit, and secure employment on a ranch while asleep. One
would think about this thing rather carefully.
We will cheerfully grant that girls have been, with nerve enough to do this.
One refuses absolutely, however, to believe that a girl with nerve
enough to do such a thing, would faint with terr
sound of a pistol shot— yet the whole absurd action of the whole
absurd show, is based on this "bravc-to-recklessness" girl, being
terror-stricken at the cowboys, and falling from her i
fainting at the sound of a shot. By the same token
the lover doesn't recognize her as long as sh<
though her face is not disguised, but when she cries, then he
know s her !
And
people,

they wonder why their pl.v.
r"— these
when they get out such hideously false to-life things

a* A this'
little reflection

will tell anyone who sees many
m the plot which decidi
The slimmest, slenderest |
solved and complicated plots tall flat, not
beautiful costumes, handsome girls, and wonderful so
save them.
What
which held audiences spellbound, and brought forth I
ping?
Wa
the usual ruses of l
the police, the final
been done before, and will be again
But rhil

photoplay.

picture
all the
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cause, there was some attet Hon I
dramas '"
acting, almost all the way through
the man in the ::
covered and
hid. like a lamb 01
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natural
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tin,
Winona has been captured by Indians when a little k"1
She iii grown up an Indian maid
Strong pursued*
;

Now I submit (i) that a trapper doesn't mind getting his
feet wet ; (2) that if he did mind it, he wouldn't mind it enough
te delay an escape from Indians, by taking off his shoes and
stockings; (3) that if he was going to carry the lady, either
across or down-stream, he knew he would have extra weight
on his feet; (4) that speed was an essential (though you
wouldn't think it); (5) that no one can walk the bed of a
stream as fast barefooted as shod — on account of stones; try
it if you disbelieve— and (6) that Winona, an Indian maid in
education, would have jumped in that water as readily as her
preserver should have done, and that for him to carry her, to
saveabsurdity.
a foot wetting, while pursued by Indians, was the height
of

thrOW

the

Indian-.

the action doesn't mal

in it, that absurd t r .1 1»i p. r taktt oH hit thot
the while •
• pursuit, remember I and then puks
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It was perfectly idiotic, to see the kidnapper rowing away with
the little girl, and make no attempt to prevent her from lifting
the dog in the boat. He might so easily have hit him over the
head with an oar. Hut he didn't. The stage manager wouldn't
let him Xor had the stage manager brains enough to make him
either paddle, pole, or row backwards, any one of which would
have kept his face away from the pursuing dog. But, there you
are. The dog, and the good photography of the water scene,
carried the play.
Melies
put forthr
there.thatIt had
got
there
withrecently
both feet.
It got "Uncle
there inJim."
spite It
of got
a beard

WORLD
THE

"PEERLESS"

IN

BROOKLYN.

1 he new theater on Fifth avenue, near Fifty-sixth street, Brooklyn, named the Peerless — the fourth in a chain of theaters owned
by Mackenzie & Lane — is a valuable amusement addition to that
part of South Brooklyn. The building is a typical moving picture place, well suited to its purpose, tastefully decorated, and in
all a most attractive interior. The entertainment consists of

half vaudeville and half pictures, much to the credit of the latter, as the pictures measured up to a higher standard than did
the vaudeville. The redeeming feature of a combination of this
kind lies in the fact that the vaudeville provides more humorous incidents. There are times in which human nature must
"false" written all over it, and the fact that the little lady who
laugh. Amusements, besides pleasing, must exhilarate, and as
played Jim's pal's wife, passed through eight years— in the film
laughing is so exhilarating and healthy besides being a great re— and didn't age a single day ! It got there because it was a
liever from the burdens of daily toil and care, people seek laughheart story — simple, probable, unaffected, and because the little
ter, and if the pictures do not give it the vaudeville must; hence
lady played her part so well, so simply, so naturally, that one is the combination ; but for genuine interest the pictures easily win.
From the standpoint of a moving picture place, the Peerless
inclined to wonder whether or not she hadn't had some such
must be commended for its musical accompaniment to the pictrouble of her own? I wish I knew whom I was writing of.
tures. With a piano and violin (and no military drum) and
She isn't a statuesque beauty — like some of the leading ladies • sympathic players, the music was most agreeable and acceptable,
of the various companies — she isn't tall, or commanding, or
adding much to the value of the entertainment as showing what
dashing or sprightly. But she has a charm which "gets across"
a good moving
picture place should be when proper musical instruments are used.
every time — because she allows herself to be natural.
Errors? Of course they made errors. Who ever saw a perPATENTS
CO. TRY TO REPLEVIN FILMS.
fect play? Evidently, the man who produced that, never stood
by the mouth of a mine pit and saw women go insane over the
On Wednesday last, a Patents Company lawyer, accombodies of their men. If he had, he'd have known it isn't a sight
panied by deputy sheriffs and a wagon, swooped down on
men like to see. He wouldn't have allowed the other miners to
the Swaab Film Exchange, in Philadelphia, armed with a
gaze at the little lady, with curiosity written large all over them,
writ of replevin for about 300 reels. Mr. Swaab ;- some
to see how she did it, when she was first brought to her dead
fighter, also he is convinced that he has some equity in the
films he paid for, even if on a license agreement. He lost
father and husband. It was a jarring note. It only remained
no time in getting his lawyer on the scene, and a lively
for her to rant a little to make the audience laugh. But they
>et-to resulted, which ended in Swaab retaining possession of
didn't laugh. Some of 'em cried. I saw, too, women at it—
the
reels until the case is argued before a judge.
and that shows you it had gotten over, for some at least. Nor
do I, personally, think it artistic to reward Uncle Jim for eight
OUR CHICAGO OFFICE.
years of faithful love because he went over a cliff in a ropesling to get his little daughter. But that is, by the way, probably
We extend to exhibitors a cordial invitation to visit our
only done to string it out, anyway. The point is, the story got
Western display room: 160 Washington street. Chicago, 111.,
where they will find the following demonstrations:
across, because mostly it was intensely natural, possible, human —
Miniature Theaters — These two theaters are equipped with
where it failed, the sincerity of the acting carried it along.
the same kind of a screen, yet while one screen looks a
And then — Oh, the host of little things. A play goes from
perfect white, and shows out the picture in full details, the
outdoors, where everything is natural, to an interior that they'd
other
has a cream-like appearance, and is dull. The diflaugh out of a Bowery playhouse. Rich society people have their
ference between the two screens is due to the colors of the
habitat in rooms so small they can barely turn round, and furwalls and of the ornaments. These miniature theaters
nished with ten-dollar-a-week taste. Half a dozen prominent
have been a great revelation to many exhibitors and archifirms show their trade mark in the room. How would you
tects and builders, who had no idea that the colors of the
like to see a Belasco play with a great big B in the middle
decorations could play such an important part on the picture.
of the backdrop of every scene? If it is necessary to mark
Mirror Screen — A specimen of the well-known mirror
every picture to avoid piracy, let that trade-mark be inconscreen is also on exhibition, and will be fully demonstrated
spicuous, down in one corner — we don't thank you, Mr. Prowith films and slides.
ducer, we motion picture audiences, for forcing down our
Wall Papers — Specimens of the Robert Graves Co., of
throats, the knowledge that this is only a screen and a picture —
Xew York, are displayed on the walls, and show at a glance,
we want to think its the real thing.
what fine decorative effects can be obtained with these
When a character writes a letter, he qualifies, always, for a
artistic wall papers.
speed-penmanship contest. They can write a whole page in
Safety Exit Door — A sample of the celebrated Van Duprin
self-releasing, exit door is also on exhibition, and will fully
two seconds. It isn't natural. I would like to fall upon the neck
demonstrate how, in case of fire or a panic, a mere child
of the producer who managed to show a letter in a real handcan release the exit door, and save many lives. These doors
writing— I saw it the other day in some Independent house or
are becoming so popular that in the state of Indiana, they
other — so often "for the sake of clearness" they are almost
have been officially adopted for the school buildings and
printed. They can have character, you know, Mr. Producer,
many factories and amusement halls have placed orders.
these handwritings, and still look like handwriting!
Film-washing Machines — We have in operation, one of
From the beginning of the Irish drama, there has been one
these machines from the National Water-proof Film Co., and
standard gesture to denote intense amusement. You first raise
exhibitors, who have watched the film unroll from a lower
both hands to Heaven, follow them with your eyes, then bring
reel, pass through a tank of water and soap, between brushes,
and around many reels covered with absorbent cotton, to rethem both down — hands, not eyes !— on your knees, which you
wind itself on the upper reel, are fully satisfied that if all the
bend for the purpose, while you open your mouth and roar.
films were water-proofed and washed once in a while by the
I confess I never see men laugh that way, but it has good old
exchanges, we would have better screen projection.
stage tradition behind it.
Brass Frames and Easels— The McKenna Bros, have placed
Now, translate this to a motion picture play, and watch the
on exhibition, one of their most attractive brass frames, with
clever little Vitagraph boy do the same thing! I tell you, it easel of same, and they are certainly a great ornament to
hurts; actually hurts, to see a fine play, a fine plot, a fine comany theater.
pany, and fine scenery, all run by a fine concern, make such
Indirect Light — The latest addition to our Western disfine, such very fine, mistakes ! And not until the public insist
play room, is the indirect light, and it is considered by everyone, the most desirable method of lighting a hall. The light
on more naturalness will we have it, I suppose ; but, take
is
so well diffused and soft, that no one would think it was
notice, Mr. Producer, and Mr. Exhibitor, too; the public is
artificial light, unless they look at the ceiling to see the
going to demand it, its going to demand naturalness, its going to
fixture. With this indirect light, the rays cannot strike the
demand nothing but plays which "get over," just as it demanded,
screen, consequently the auditorium can be lighted without
and got, clean plays, without morbid or salacious interest; just
injuring the picture.
as it has demanded clean, new modern, up-to-date playhouses,
To these important features, we have on exhibition, cataand got them; just as it has begun to demand decent music, and
logs and samples of many other goods pertaining to motion
is getting it!
pictures.
— J. M. B.
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Probably one of the greatest steps ever taken in modern advance along social and educational lines, is the unique "Child
Welfare Exhibit" now being held in the great Seventy-first Kegi
ment Armory in New York.
The problems of the millions of children all over the world,
who, because of the lack of all the normal conditions of child
life, are growing up in ignorance and vice, while surrounded by
all the advantage', of this enlightened ages, are rapidly being
solved by the great army of social, religious, "settlement" and
other great moral agencies now at work in all the leading citieLondon and New York have made great strides in dealing in a
thorough and systematic manner with the many and various
the exhibit in New York show-, what a marvelous
success has resulted from these efforts, revealing a veritable
transformation in the life, homes, and cultun
much neglected class of young
Opportunely at thi< time th< Cinematograph has proved the
most valued assistant in this great movement, in the first place
"■ne the agent long needed by the workers who al
. Ink of power, to both illustrate and explain in a
sufficiently clear, and emphatic manner that know!
-.ought to import Differences of language, that lack of ordinary
education which made it difficult for the majority to understand
many ord
nical terms 1. has
now been overcome, as the reproduction in the living picture- of
chose things whereby instruction could best be given by the
living example
is now
a common
feature
In the next place the people
(parents and children 1
abled more quickly to grasp the full purpose of the teaching,
often being instant]
and, what is perhaps of equal!) great importance larger numbers
can be instructed
Jd only be
shown to a small numbei
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Smco I last toured on this page, 1 have, something like
- t old, seen "many cities and strange men."
Bui
1 have not been far afield My journeys have not extended
beyond a radius of twenty-live miles of New York City. If
I have not been exactly in search of adventure, I, at any
rate, have been in search of opinions about the picture, mixing with all sorts and condition- of men. women, and children.
1 (ne afternoon 1 sat amongst a large group of children from
a High School in a- New Jersey city; then, later in the day
1 sat amongst a very large audience, drawn chiefly from
the industrial class. And yet again I have sat several times
amongst superior persons members of the "hupper succles."
For there are "hupper succles" in the democratic United
States We have in fact the same strata of society here as
exist under monarchial regimes.
What I wanted to find out particularly was the feeling of
the public, or of a public, towards the classes of picture
chiefly shown. I exclude from my public small children
under thirteen or fourteen; those who have not arrived at
the age of reasoning. Much is made by some writers of
childish preferences for the picture, but I think we can
ignore this sort of thing as a serious factor in the picture
situation. I prefer the opinion of those of whom I wrote of
in On The Screen last week; those who have reached adolescence, or those who. like myself, are within sight of distance of middle age. for though small children unquestionably do spend (far too) many nickels in the theater, it is
the adult who, after all. has to be chiefly considered in this
connection.
Audiences vary. The audiences of the Bijou Dream, Fourteenth Street, New York, is something of a curiosity. It is
composed of daily transients and is probably never exactly
alike two days in succession. So probably is the audience of
Mr. Gane's Manhattan Theater, or indeed of any theater in
the great arteries of a metropolitan city. The very varied
and casual nature of this audience, then, rather depreciates
the value of any data that you might build on your experience of it.
So with the purpose of satisfying myself as to the attitude
of what I will call the middle class element in the community
towards the pictures, I spent one whole day in and about
the picture houses of a highly respectable New Jersey town;
studying the audiences, and individual members thereof, and
questioning intelligent people in the community as to their
attitudes towards the picture. I am bound to say that I
got very valuable pointers from what I was told.
We, who live in large cities, are rather apt to be working
in ignorance of the hearts and minds of those at a distance.
too near the center of things. When you get near
the center of things, and see all the machinery that is at
work, you are apt, consciously or not, to become satiated by
them. Satiety we know produces a reaction, if not a revulsion, of feeling which is easily converted into pessimism.
Ju-t as it is good for us occasionally to get away from ourselves and look at ourselves as we are away from our daily
grove; so it is good to get out and mix with our fellow man
and learn his views of things. I was surprised at the very
high opinion which my suburban audiences seemed to entertain of the industrial and scenic pictures that were shown.
! saw Swiss views, Canadian views, Italian views. 1 saw
some of Pathe's expuisite industrial subjects. All these were
received not merely with applause, but with interest, showing as I said last week that people who have done with their
school days are still desirous of learning something about
the manner.-, habits and customs of people at a distance.
The film of late King Edward's funeral, beautiful
posing though ft is. went without a hand, showing
this country, at any rate, out-of-date events are not
on the moving picture screen. Americans have no
"back numbers" even in such
pageant.
* * a * gorgeous affair as
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theaters. 1 mean by "cultured classes," those people who
hesty" to pay ten or fifteen cents in an ordinary
moving picture house. In the theater where the experiment
is being tried, it is carried out by the agency of well selected
moving
tion canpicture-:
be made. well selected, that is, in so far as any selecUnquestionably, then, the evidence that I gathered on the
occasion of this little tour of investigation was this: That
there is a growing and appreciable demand for pictures of
an educative agency. The good scenics are always welcomed
amongst high class picture audiences. The good industrials,
namely, those which convey information on technical, scientific or manufacturing topics, are always welcome; films, in
short, which impart information, which teach and instruct
primarily, while entertaining in a secondary sense.
I discussed with a prominent theater man in the particular
town that I visited, an exhibitor's lament that he was unable to appeal to his public in his own way by exercising
his own choice. His public is a cultured one. It will not
stand for the vapid, the inane, the chase or the melodrama.
It wants informative films; yet by present political exigencies this exhibitor is unable to fill his bill in the manner in
which he wishes.

* * *

Incidentally my experiences point to the desirability in
film manufacture of an open market, of the elimination of
the incompetent manufacturer. By the incompetent manufacturer Imean the one who is unable to rise above the
melancholy level of the cheap drama or the comic chase.
All these pathetically stupid subjects which I have time and
again denounced in these pages. These people have little
or no right in the business.
If the moving picture business is ever to be properly uplifted, it will only be done by the erection of very lofty
ideals. We must have done, once and for all. with the
prurient, the inane, the stupid and the vapid, and while giving
the public good comedies, dramas and the like, to also give
them good and accurate history and other branches of
science. These themes have been asked for in these pages
over and over again. I, for one, do not ask for religion on
the screen; my personal opinion is that this sort of thing
can be best dispensed from the church, but I do think
we can do without many of the inanities that at present disfigure the moving picture screen. By all means let us have
humor, sentiment, pathos. But do also let us have cleanness, perspicacity and common sense. These attributes can
very well come in the form of educative pictures.
Denver, Colo.— The Chateau Lafayette, Denver, Colo., v
the scene on January _> of an enjoyable banquet given by the
management of the Princess Amusement Company, of that city,
as a slight token of their appreciation of the efforts and assistance of their employees and friends in the successful results obtained in the new Princess venture, launched October n, ioio.
The managers of their various other theaters were also present.
Mjr. Arch Gifford represented the Theatorium, Denver; Mr.
Frank Kelley represented the Bijou, Denver; Mr. M. C. Farnsworth represented the Lyric. Cheyenne. Wyo. Owing to the
distance, the managers of Colorado Springs and Wichita. Kan.,
houses were unable to be present. Mr. Greaves was unanimously
chosen as toastmaster. This selection proved him to be the right
man in the right place. Among the others present were H. T.
Nolan, G. H. Greaves, E. A. Shields, J. Gerbose, Bud Graham, C.
E. Merter, G. H. Clark, G. S. Stewart, B. Pepper, J. L. Durkee,
S. O. Erickson, Arch Gifford. Frank Kelley. A. P. Markey. A ,
very enjoyable evening was spent, and good fellowship prevailed
until the last word was spoken. A vote of thanks was given to
the Princess Amusement Company by those present, which was
responded to in a few well-chosen words by Mr. Greaves. A
vote of thanks was also given to the William H. Swanson Film
Company for their efforts in providing the service, which in no
.small measure brought about the results obtained. This was re- I
sponded to by Mr. Nolan in an appropriate manner in behalf of I
the William H. Swanson Film Company.
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P. C. H. Hummel writes:
"With great interest I read your
article dealing with the motive question.
The innovations in
harmony peculiar to Wagner are due to the free use of chromat: chromatics and enharmonic progressions, he
employs chomatic anticipatory changing and passing
lich have a melodic significance only.
With the first
n of the characters and situations at every early stage
in the growth of the work, certain musical pi i
ese are the 'leading motives.'
■Germs' and main prinvVagner may he found in Peri,' 'Gluck,'
Weber,* and
'Montverde.'
* * * Wagner has made of these leading movery framework of his music dramas.
He developed
and applied
them—
'leading
the
characteristic
harmonies
whichmotives,'
accompany

typical
each of mel
the dramatic

adopted :
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r*s 'King of the Niblungen' there are ninety distinct
Rheingold'
has thirty-five, Walkure' twenty-two, and
twenty.

ready written on thi

bring

forth, but

, , >r though) and di* ussio

■ <r Hummel's -ugleit-motif" theory as applied t>> mov-

.

illustration
•• Brother

than
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a. is w rutin
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when
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Id thai

un.l. r present

is still in the

I

different places that

■

•

I presu

should be continuous, "r m
stop is effective.
The plan yi u follow is all i - I
develop it as far as you wish
In ai
certainly believe in playing
the mui
whether
it be doleful or otherwis

idea.

plaintives and >i nal playlets thai
If you should attempt to "brig I

would probably hear something uii| ■'•
a manager
"books"
sentimental
pii
should not object I i Uieir proper working up
siime
adapt
J

tinhimself to circumsl
Whitely (Minn.) says:
"In your antwei
: say, \\ hen a picture is filled m

making i pause between each number' How about tin-"-"
1 should have added
"\\ l
in mm- " It w.is my fault, so 1 can't Mat •
In "Cast Up bj th<
"i with a
ething like "Symphia") till "He tells his mother he is
going t" marrj Katie," then " ^pple B
..-t two numbers
nnr»l\
I
.bout the picture
It a<b

.

to the main idea, the tension "i pitch
throughout
A slight pause at the pi
■ the picture, though it shot

■

t the I
• dramatists

minutes

for cue-in.
thing, but is it be-t to nun; :

'Guardian of the Sword.' twice re• 1 by the motive of
.■ ularly extended,
which
0CBrunnhilde, his fir-t love.
So much
have much more interesting
will wait till I hear frori
there is much promising material
W ■ :i

■

For an ordinary

on the screen, and inserting cue mus
a bright child pictui
lodious
four-four
i
marches, working them up
this way 1 do not think, as
is a contii:
of it. I also understand tl
would be a grind
than the ;
with that fault
A

.roughout the score
* » * with Mich n
tion calls for. To those interested I will mention that

an example of how Wagner applied the leading moll give 'Siegfried's
Funeral March' from
Gotterdammerung.'
First grave ami
solemn
comes
the motive of the
which
we heard when
Siegmund at
Walkure sadly tells his misfortui
motive of 'Compassion' representing the unhappy Sieg,)■ inde, and the motive -i 'Love,' the love of Siegmund and Siegt wide, which was to give birth to Siegfried
Then we have the
«' in its entirety, which in a rapid movement
K A the basses joins the funeral cortege in th(
i the deceased are laid upon his coffin. Tl
notive is still there, jittering and flaming, having
eraldic in the lun
major, which only appearilly mines the one motive above all
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LETTER FROM THE PHILIPPINES.
At a distance of 10.000 miles from the principal base of
operation of the cinematograph, the writer haa been studying, chiefly, through the medium
of the Moving
Picture
World, the progress oi the moving picture, particularly as
to the part taken by the manufacturers and exchanges in
the United States.
With the Utmosl interest, the writings,
pro and con, relative to the subjects presented, have been
followed- censure and praise, present status and the future
outlook — in fact nearly everything treated in the journals
covering the field There is Mich a depth to the subject
that it is impossible t<> cover it. not that it is the intention
t" even try The moving picture has moved so rapidly,
and ha- encircled Mich an area of unlor-ecn conditions, has
brought up questions on social conditions and is still burying itself into our social life — to Mich an extent, that we
know not where the end will be. The subject at first, and
until even recently, was looked upon a- a fad; people said
that it would soon die, and pass out of our lives, as many
another such had done: but thanks to the foresight of strong,
earnest nun. this idea is fading away, and we are now looking forward to the picture as a future educator and moral
guide.
For the good of the order, there will be shown a case
where this idea prevails among exhibitors, very strongly.
We have heard from the African and Japanese promoters,
but it is doubtful if there is any place in the world where this
stand has been taken more firmly than in the Philippine
Islands. In the city of Manila, there are, at present, some
25 cinematograph shows. The exhibitors are, in nearly
every case, Americans, and their tendency is toward the
American makers and exchanges. These exhibitors have
taken this stand — a stand for strong and educational subjects— because the people, mostly Filipinos, demand such.
These people love a good comic, and a good laugh, as well as
any other, but they also require that they shall be shown
subjects teaching them the manners and customs of other
nations, their industries, etc. They also love to see a good
strong drama. The name of Toribio (Itala). on a film,
means to them a good healthy laugh; the human nature, as
expressed in "Sweet Sixteen" (Biograph). appeals to them
strongly;
the isdepth
of passion
artistic
(Ambrosio).
a chapter
from and
history
thatsettings
is real ofto "Nero"
them;
glimpses
nature from
Kearton's
scenics by
the
daringof fieldmen
of Pathe,
appeal camera,
to themtheeducationally
and artistically; the "Life of Christ" (Pathe). and the "Life
of
(Vitagraph),
appealthey
strongly
to their
for Moses"
the religious.
In short,
want the
best, reverence
and they
know what it is. Their cinematograph is their playhouse,
the actors to them, are real; the plot is the truth, and a
poor subject, or a rainy film, will be received with howls
from the gallery gods — woe be to the operator who loses
a good clear light — the whistles and cat-calls of those gallery gods leave no need for the manager to call his attention to his work.
Now, how successful have these exhibitors been in their
dealings with the American manufacturers, or rather, exchanges? In the vast majority of cases, they have been
handed the worst junk that was ever handed to anyone in
any line of business. The exchanges have said that it was
in "fine condition." and from their point of view, it might
have been good enough to use in the theaters in the United
States It certainly did not come up to the standard required in the Philippine Islands. Take a single instance of
a shipment of 30.000 feet, comprising about 50 subjects, one
among
others
thatwere
camefiveunder
the that
writer's
In this many
shipment,
there
subjects
had notice.
titles,
40 subjects without endings. Ninety per cent, of all so badly
cut to repair damage (what on earth do you call operators
there?) as to necessitate the omission of entire scenes, to
say nothing of the most careless splicing, and every subject taken on a very, very "rainy" day. This caused the exhibitor to look for films elsewhere, but he had to pay for the
shipment, nevertheless, as the exchange said it was in fine
condition. This was probably the worst shipment that ever
came to the islands, but all the films received from the
United States exchanucs. have been far from what they
should be. Tt is well to state, yet it is a fact not known or
understood by the general public, that the subjects that
have been received are those made years ago. even a year
ago. The impression, therefore, has gone abroad, in this
field, that the American film is not to be compared with the
European.
There are two sides to every story, and while the Philippine exhibitor has been cursing his luck, and making con-
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nections wherever he could, and at the same time driving
at the American exchanges and manufacturers, to get their
late goods, because he believed in them, the position of the
exchange and factory connot be overlooked. Every exchange and factory of repute in the United States has been
s.i rushed with business that the former could not consider
the question of rentals until their own circuits had been
supplied, while the latter, appearcntly, were too busy to
consider the sales, owing to the points of policy and territory not having been looked into. The exhibitor, therefore, did his best by offering higher prices, by having agents
on the ground in the United States, in every way possible
within his means to get the best possible. The showing
has only been fair For the past year, the struggle has
been on, the struggle for the presentation of American
ideas on the fitness of things. During this struggle the exhibitor has been pushed into a great many markets and. as
a result, nearly every make of film in the world has been
shown, being obtained from every conceivable source, the
junk-dealer, the exchange, the jobber and the factory, yet
the one goal is aimed for.
Not wishing to particularize any one manufacturer, much
les> on any one film, a single instance cannot be foregone
which did much to encourage the exhibitor and uphold him
in his belief in the supremacy of the American manufacturers
in these islands. This was the presentation of the "Life
of Moses" (Vitagraph). These films were run in the Majestic Theater, owned by A. W. Yearsley, for two consecutive
weeks, and were seen by not less than 50,000 people. The
capacity of this theater is 2,500, and is used solely for Cinematograph purposes. It was jammed full every night. The
adverse criticisms meted out to this production, as regards
certain details, by a number of writers, are well known. The
defects were seen just as plainly by these people as by those
at home. The picture, as a whole, cannot be viewed as a masterpiece, yet as such, the populace looked upon it.
As a sample of how films are handled in this country,
let us see how this particular one was presented to the
public. In the first place, circular letters were sent to the
leading people of the city, giving a description of the subject, telling of its author, an idea of its cost, etc.; next
came half-page ads in the English, Spanish and Tagalog
papers; an electric sign over the theater, and to incr<
the interest, a 16-page program, publishing all data, etc.
Spanish and English; then a church organ, accompanied by a
16-piece
and Perhaps
violin orchestra
believe
is,
good flute
music.
there is —nowe new
idea inin music,
this; ht"
ever, it is presented for what it is worth.
The success of this production caused Mr. Yearsley to
place orders for new releases, and it is understood ths
some of the manufacturers have accepted his orders; if s<
it is a step onward.
It may be true that this field, at the present time, i
hardly worth considering; it is true that it has no equi
as to difficulties as to opening it up, but it can, and will, b
opened up by these same pioneers who are peculiarly we
fitted for the work, and the makers who are on the groun
at the first turning of the sod, will be the ones to be preset
at the harvest. The point is. worth considering.
It was intended to present only the difference in
a Cinematograph is viewed in this country, as compare
with that at home, and in doing so, we have been carrie
afield along the lines of film-makers, but it leads to tbi
end. Our people here, will not stand for a poor subject ai
more than they will a poor show, as said before, the actoi
to them are real; their acting must be natural to the part, ai
the entire execution must be of the best. Enough has bei
said to show the standard required here, and it is believi
that human nature is pretty much the same all over
world, and that if this standard was required by the peop
at home, the manufacturers would pay more attention
the details of their productions.
The Orient is now about to be opened up, and as is tl
case with many other enterprises, it will be the future mark
for our goods, but the Oriental will not stand for a stup
representation of his customs and, in saying this, v
in mind several Chinese and Japanese productions.
the case of "Momotaro" (the Japanese peach boy). Th«
is not a Japanese on earth, it is believed, who doe:
know the story from "Mukaski jiji to baba ga arimash^t
down to
kiji ni mo
wakete
yarimash'ta."
story
for"inu
themsarucontains
strong
principles
moral
patriotic. These were all omitted, and we see a "Nip]
ichi
an birth,
actress picked
taking upthethepart
of the g'
who. no"
on kissing,
the day and
of his
washbasin
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dashed it to the ground. This is only a single case of many
such, in treating of things Oriental, and where the people at
home have been misled, and a good subject turned into a
farce in this part of the world. Why not stay within our
limitations? At this stage we cannot afford to let this
field go to others. Some day we will need it, it may then be
too late. When the Orient moves, it moves rapidly. Two
months ago it was rare to see a Chinaman without a queue,
today thousands are without them.
There may be points in this article which hurt, but as
headed, it is for the good of the order, and it sums itself into
this, whether the American manufacturer wants this field
or not, whether or not he is prepared to study the Asiatic
enough to cater to him, those who are in the field here,
are striving for the best. Will they be supported? Can
they be given good subjects? In spite of journalistic knocks,
they believe so. The one film mentioned above, which ran
for two consecutive weeks in the one playhouse would, it
would seem, be sufficient to tell some people that their
fellow creatures have just as great a tendency toward the
moral, and even the religious, as they have to the dime novel;
that they have a greater tendency toward the clean, than
toward the immoral, and that a greater number may be
reached by things educational through the Cinematograph
than otherwise would be possible.
Our manufacturers, we believe, are with us along these
lines, and we are backing them in our belief.

—J. J. ROBINSON,

AUSTRALIAN

LETTER.

Sydney, X. S. \\\, December 25. [Qio.
With a capital of $500,000, and a controlling chain of
theater- throughout Australasia, the J. D. Williams Company (Ltd.), of Sydney. New South Wale-, i» one of the
largest, if not the largest, amusement enterprises operating
in the antipodes. Mr. Williams lias just purchased a plot of
ground in the city of Melbourne, at a cost of $125,000, on
which to erect one of the finest moving picture theaters in
the Southern hemisphere. The company has also begun operation- i.n a new theater in the city of Brisbane, Queensland,
and they are, at the present time, putting up a very fine
theater in Sydney, on a plot of ground, immediately opposite
their present theater, to be known a- "The New Colonial
Theater No, 2."
This theater will be 65 feet from the ground lloor to the
to]) of the roof, and will contain all the finest improvements
known to theatrical art in building. This company 1- -bowing now to more people than any moving picture enterprise
Visit the Colonial
at any time, you will find the
bouse full, and m the evening it 1- a matter of impossibility
r nose inside the place, the attendance i- so great.
Moving picture- have c
<• to stay on tin- side of the world,
and at the present tune, there are no less than four large
1. the Course
of erection,
to he devoted
to this
class of entertainment.
Mr. William- will, in the course of
weeks, commence the alteration- to the front of
hi- present theater in tin- city, making the main entrance
twice the width of the pre-ent one, and giving it an up-to-date
r in appearance
I hi company own- the International Film Service, a- well
■ itrical -ide of the business, and they havi
• employees in this branch kept hard at work from
morning
til! night, to serve then
ever-increasing clientele.
and all I have conversed with, that are being supplied with
'oiid 111 their praise..i the cl.i-of himsen)
out
10 th.
various
suburban
1
William
confining hi- films to the Motion
Picture Patents
output
been a meeting called of the film buyer- in this
■ world, hut Mr
Williams declined to bi
iving a- .. reason, that it would place t
nany
•In. 1- on the
Australian
market,
and right here.
1I1. it there 1- no better part of the world
for a
h. and with capital, to
iod thing
the Australian publit
some of the [nde
d infilms
the
pendent product
\i tin- presenl time, most of .the
M. r
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The new King's Theater, on George street, is a very pretty
and cosy picture theater, with dress circle and orchestra
chairs entrance on George street, and the pit entrance on
Harris street, just round the corner from the front of the
theater. They have their own generating plant for supplying
all their light for the- theater; billiard room, and also their
tobacconist'- and hair-dressing room-, and are now running
as a continuous show on the -ame lines as the Colonial.
West's Picture- Limited have purchased a site ju-t on the
edge of the suburbs, and started work on their new Olympia
Theater, which will be absolutely the finest theater for moving
pictures south of the Equator. The cost of land and buildings will be $375,000, and the theater will contain a lot of
features new to this side of the world, in the heating, lighting and cooling. Messrs. West expect to have the theater
portion ready for the opening on February 28th. It will
make an ideal site for a theater, being on the main line to
the best and wealthiest suburbs of this city, but I myself
confess that 1 am somewhat of a pessimist a- regards the
wisdom of the choice of tin- site, but the time- change, and
so do the people, and who can tell what tin- enterprising
firm of moving picture entrepeneurs will do; and. as their
work from the beginning ha- -pelt success from the start.
I am the last person in the world to advise them, or to offer
them any in any form whatsoever I wa- very pessimistic
a- regard- the venture of Mr I. D. Williams, and would
have bet him twenty to one. when he started, that he would
fall down, but 1 confess, that 1 was wrong and that he was
right, and he was an optimist from the start. Me-sf- Wests'
new Olympia Theater will have a grand site for its location,
with plenty of exits, and the house can be emptied in less
than three minutes, so it will succeed, I think, all right.
There is no doubt in the world but that this is the most
gigantic combination in the world, when it comes to moving
pictures, and I think that I voice the whole trade, when 1
soy. that all who have come into contact with Mr. T. J
West, or any member- of his company, will acknowledge that
they pay not the slightest heed to what others are doing in
the business, but pursue the even tenor of their way. and
get there all the time. I think that it i~ sufficient evidence
of what they are doing, when I say that in Australasia they
have no less than thirty-four places of amusement in this
line, open nightly, in Australia and New Zealand, as well as
ten in the British Isles, and -bowing to over 200,000 people
weekly, so if that i* not going some, and some, then I do not
know.
Wests' new Olympia Theater, in this city, will not only
comprise a moving picture theater, but it will ha'. •
-tore- f,r rental, and also a building devoted to flats, for residential purposes, and will have frontage, to Oxford street.
of [80 feet, so that will give you some idea of what an
enterprise they bave on hand They are al-o the owners
of the Bijou Theater. 111 this city, that is open nightly and
Sundays, as well, but they do not let tin- fact be known to
the Australian public, a- it 1- right alongside of their other
hall, in the ( ilaciarium. the summer home k<\ Wests' picture-;
but as this place i- devoted to ice -k.ituiu. tor foUl months in
the year, it makes them have to shift just when their business
is in its very height of attendance. 10 I presume that 1ieration that ha- induced them to build. SO there
may
be no break,
or no shifting
about
in their entertain
ments.
They have also companies on tour doing the -mall-.
and
I do not
count
them
in giving
the number
of placeopen, but only those that are permanently located and open
nightly to the ainu-enient loving public
\- there 1plan, and al-o a general outside view, and .1 full d
of their new
theater, in the paper-ent you, I leal
extract
such matter
from
them
a- you
may
deem
of tuf
ficient interest to > our 1 .
Tonight the \nnandale Open \ir Picture Palace will be
official!) opened bj the mayor of that burg, and 1 1
fe-s. that
it is one
oi the finest
placefor -mi
tainineiilthat 1 ha\e
seen, ami it 1- mv purpos,to attend
1 aph
the opening tonight, and see how the entertainment comes
all be M
P P I
the International
Film Exchange, -how 11 bj
Tin-.
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Operators. The editor of this Department has the names
of ;i number of operators in various part- of the country
who send in excellent references and whom he believes to
be good men. The names and addresses of these men will
be sent employers upon application
Insulted. Mr C C. Lee, Bartlesville, Okla., submits the
following: "In January 14th issue, Mr. William May makes
the statement
is only turner,
one crank
Bartlesville. Well, 1that
am there
the crank
and turner'
1 think inMr
May
illicit a- ca-i'.y haw -aid that there is Inn one operator in
Bartlesville running by hand. By common usage the term
'crank turner1 signifies an incompetent operator. 1 believe
there are just as good men running their machines by hand
a> Really.
by motor."
Neighbor Lee. I had to laugh when I read your
letter. 1 think Friend May had no intention ni slurring you
when
he do
spoke
of thehe crank
I didn't
take say,
it that
way and
not think
meant turner
it SO, though,
as you
the
term 1- commonly used to designate the incompetent operator. Personally, 1 am opposed to the motor and am a firm
believer in the operator running his machine by hand, mainly for the reason that high class work is not usually found
where motor, are in use. It is quite possible to do as good
work with a motor ad by hand, but the temptation to "let
the motor do it (all)" is ever present.
Stereo Slides.— Park City, Utah, writes: "I am an interested reader of the Trouble Department and am at present
making slides for our local merchants. Have been very successful with black and white, but have been unable to secure suitable tints with colors. Any information as to where
I can secure colors suitable for this purpose will be appreciated. Ienclose $1.50 for Handbook."
Any dealer in photographic supplies can furnish you with
lantern slide colors. Elmendorf's aniline tints, Dunne's
water colors or Revoli's tints are all good for the purpose.
Two-Wing Shutter. — Mr. Walter Turnpaugh, Fort Worth,
Tex., writes that his father has purchased the Colonial Theater, Wichita Falls, also a Powers No. 6, with both of which
purchases Friend Turnpaugh is hugely pleased. He consumes two pages saying kind things about his new machine
and then says that he is having trouble with his three-wing
shutter getting in synchronism with the alternating current
and asks for dimensions of a two-wing shutter; says he is
having trouble with his current controller and that it does
not deliver more than 30 amperes of current from the highest contact. Friend Turnpaugh then consumes considerable
space in roasting one of our esteemed contemporaries who
recently took a slap at me. Among other things in this connection, he says: "A paper that will descend so low as to
knock the best friend the operator and manager have ever
had in this business has most certainly ceased to work for
the good
windsbunch
up by
"I
would
like ofto the
knowbusiness."
who wroteHe that
of saying:
rot in the
, anyway.
T believe if he were to alight in Fort
Worth his wings would be scorched by some real show
men, and that in a hurry, too."
Friend Turnpaugh. I would like to quote your letter in
full, but it- terms are too strong. I have shown your letter
to the Nicholas Power Company and they have notified me
thev will send you a two-wing shutter. As to the compensarc. I think you had better take that matter up with the
manufacturer. The compensarc is a very good transformer
and. if I remember right, should deliver 60 amperes on high
contact. Perhaps you have one wound for a higher voltage
than you are using, in which ca^e you would, of course, get
a reduced amperage. I am sure the Fort Wayne people will
be glad to make anything riyht that is wrong. As to the
paper you refer to. while I thank you for your loyalty, still
at the same time men who push ahead and try to improve
conditions have got to expect things of that sort, and I
have long since learned to pay no attention to them. You
may have noticed that until the Moving Picture World led
the"
not on,' of the
trade pages.
publications
the operator
any way
representation
in their
The gave
Moving
Picture
World is now devoting four to five pages every week to
projection, otherwise, the operator.
This has forced the

Ftl.l^tlAKI>50H^|

other trade publications
to attempt a similar department.
The fact that tluv do nol wi-'h lo do this, and only did it
when forced by the World t". taken in connection with the
further fact that their efforts have not met with an>
gree of success probably accounts for their overweening
desire to discredit the editor of this Department. Rut, as I
said before, the thing i- not worth bothering with, much
less wasting valuable space owr.
Several Things. Mr. Geo. II. clay, Caney, Kan., compliments a recent article in the Department concerning exchanges and machine companies selling machines t" men
with no knowledge of projection, telling the customer, "anybody can sees
run them."
Friend Clay
then ;i-k~ papers
how about
the
.ids cue
in the different
amusement
making
statement that through a correspondence course operating
may be learned and a salary of $25 to $50 weekly secured.
AN,, Neighbor Clay takes a erack at the operator who
teaches a fifteen-year-old boy to be an "operator" through a
couple of weeks' tuition in the operating room. Continuing.
he says "And now I shall tell you how I take care of
my cement bottle. I take two pieces of heavy -crap tin, the
first piece about \l/i inches wide by 3 inches long, bent in
the center so as to make a little shelf; the second piece I
cut about 2 inches wide by long enough to go around the
cement bottle and tack it to the wall on both sides. I then
get a glass stopper suitable for the cement bottle and with
a drill and some turpentine I drill a hole in the bottom of
the stopper for the brush, using plaster of Paris to hold the
brush
the stopper."
The inthings
you speak of, Friend Clay, that is to say, the
advertising that a man can become an operator through a
correspondence course and the teaching of boys or men,
either one, through a two-weeks' course in an operating room,
is reprehensible in the extreme. Operating cannot be taught
by correspondence courses, though the operator himself may,
with benefit, take such a course. As to the cement bottle
stunt, it is all right, particularly the glass stopper part, provided it won't stick fast in the neck of the bottle.
Condensers Again.— Mr. Alfred S. Cory, SomerviHe, N. J ,
writes: "I believe most operators agree that one 6l/2 and
one 7J<2 condenser make the best combination. They seem,
however, to disagree as to which should be used in front.
In a recent issue you very wisely said that it mattered not,
inasmuch as the focal length of the combination remained
the same. That works all right for moving pictures, but
when showing slides the 7^2 inch lens should be placed in
front, for the reason that the longer length lens has the
greater covering power of the two and insures the slide
being illuminated clear to its edges. This was explained to
me by a professional photographer known for his fine work
on enlargements and I pass it on for the benefit of my
fellow
operators."this sounds plausible, Friend Cory, but pracTheoretically
tically the covering power is governed by the equivalent
focus — not that of any one of the combinations. However,
like you, I pass it on to our readers for their consideration.
A 6]/2 and 7]/2 combination is only best for certain lengths of
objective lenses.
Pleases Him. — Boston. Mass.. orders the Handbook and
writes: "1 have read the Trouble Department right along and
only regret we did not have it six or seven years ago. I
hope
you Boston,
will be we
ableshall
to keep
it up make
in the an
years
to come."
Well,
certainly
awful
struggle,
and as those years go by we hope the Department will improve and its readers improve in knowledge along with it.
Various Things. — San Francisco contributes the following:
"I recently tried setting my condensers with the convex
sides towards the screen — that is to say, the convex of both
ler.scs towards the curtain — and 1 believe my light is much
better and the spot at the aperture plate much sharper. One
of my machines gave a picture which was blurry on the
left side. After several unsuccessful experiments I followed
the advice given in the Trouble Department, put my machine
in line from arc to the frone end of the lens and the picture
is. in consequence, much improved. My throw is 40 feet, picture 17. Do you believe it possible to obtain a sharp picture
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all over the screen with a 3-inch E. F. len;.? I have tried my
best, but am unable to obtain the same results, as with the
longer focu- lenses. 1- it good practice to belt a motor to
the fly-wheel of a machine.' I have seen several machines
run this way and they did not seem to be in bad shape,
either."
Glad to know that the advice given in the Department has
been of benefit to you. Frisco. It is difficult to get a lens
o\ that short a focal length which will give sharp definition
all over the screen. The Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Co.
can furnish you with such a lens, but they cost more than
the ordinary, because they are more difficult to grind. No, I
would not attach my motor belt to the fly-wheel, though I
dn not mean by this that there will be any serious results
from so doing. I prefer attaching it elsewhere, however,
since the pull of the belt is hard on the light shaft and
bearing which carries the ordinary fly-wheel.
Some Good Drawings.— Mr C. W. Bennett, Crystal Falls,
Mich., sends in some excellent drawings and writes: "I submit these drawing* as a help to operators, but do not wi3h
to have you or them think I am a 'wise guy.' I trust I shall
not
be
considered
a 'dope.'
I have
to realize
that I have
morebut to> till
learn
thanknowledge
I already enough
know,
which, I think, is true with all of us. I am always glad to
accept as well as to give suggestions that might be of benefit
to the business. I have been a reader of the 'Moving Picture World' ever since I knew it existed and can compliment
it on the work of all of its Departments, especially the
Trouble Department. I know that the latter had helped
many a struggling apprentice and has also opened the eyes
of many of those who profess to be operators as well as a
great many who really arc operators. 1 am a firm believer
in unionism. I do not believe, however, that the union card
is always evidence of competency, though I do believe
it should be. On my visits t<> Chicago J was astonished at
some oi the projection viewed in that city. One man in particular Iremember had the petrified gal! to project his own
picture on the screen when he started the show
with the information that he would entertain the audience
with first clas- projection. My word' you ought to have
■ceo it! I -at in misery for at least half an hour, hoping and
expecting from moment t" moment to see some improvement, but— nothing doing! 1 wish to compliment those
men who. through the Department, have set forth ideas thai
have been of benefit to operator- all over tin- United States
and, tor that matter, all over the world"
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indefinite, so I will trouble you with diagram of three-wire,
balanced circuit in theater referred to. You say 'the rheostats will be overloaded, delivering about 33 amperes.' Nuff
ced! By the 'Little Drive,' I meant the grove pulley on end
of lower sprocket shaft. I did not try to be sarcastic.
What part (fraction) of the light does the Edengraph machine cut off? I have in mind a theater using 45 amperes
with first class lenses but not getting a clear, white picture,
while another, using a cheap lens, a rectifier and thirty amperes gets the better picture. Size of picture and throw
about the same. The latter shutter cuts off half the light.
Carbons burn as per sketch."
The "balanced circuit" matter was clearly a case of misunderstanding.referred
I
to one lamp working between the
two out-ide wires, hence on 220 volts. In small
towns they frequently compel one to use the two outside
wires from the fact that both dynamos are already overloaded and they wish to distribute the arc lamp load between
the two machines. Of course when two lamps and two
rheostats are connected to a three-wire system, one on either
side, they really do burn in series the same as though connected to the two outside wires, but. nevertheli
Angeles, the two propositions are materially different in
practice. Moreover, ordinarily there would be but one
lamp on the 220 connection and two on the "balanced circuit"
you -peak of. The Edengraph cuts practically fifty per cent.
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high grade lenses looks white and brilliant. It
look- white even when you look through the lens sidewise.
Cheap, poor grade lenses have a decided greenish tinge,
The high grade lens is a better finished, better polished and
in every way better looking article.
Letter Mislaid. Rochester, \. Y. writes al considerable
length setting forth various experiences and then continues:
"The reason I write all this 1- that 1 notice a party in Ken
tucky wishes to secure a first class operator al a salary of
$18.00 per week. I don't believe a really reliable, experienced,
first class man can be had at that figure. 1 would like to
get in touch with a Board of Kxaminers somewhere near
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parently
in theofcent'
be by rcas.m
tin
carbon and upper ei
that portion
of tin
show
in the photOgT
halo of light.

iving in thai h shows the crater ap1 of the upper carbon. This I take to
fact that tile lower end of the upper
d of the lower carbon that
111 which was incandescent — does not
tph, being included in the white central

Rochester. We have an Edison grid rheostat winch was
out of commission when 1 came here 1 took it apart and
found four of the ^rids broken. 1 removed them, put the
thing together again and h works all right, giving a little
brighter light. Am n-inn between 50 and 60 amp
volt D. C Did 1 do right?"
This letter was dated January S. and somehow was mislaid. I,too. don't think Kentucky will gel a good man for
that figure. Rochester, and 1 told them SO. It takes BR UN'S
to produce high class projection and brains are not ordinarilly
purchasable at that figure. Removing the four grids was all
right, but if the rheostat now gets red hot you should order
four new grids and install them at once or the whole tiling
will soon burn out.
That Frisco Letter.— On the back page of last week's
paper appeared a photographic reproduction of a letter from
San Francisco
Operators'
IPresident
am proudWoods,
of thatof letter
from the MfactIV that
it showsUnion,
that
the one operators' union in these United States which has
secured a salary scale of thirty-five dollars per week for its
members has prescribed the study of my Handbook as a
necessary part of its apprentices' curriculum. And right here
let me say that, if I am correctly informed as to the Frisco
apprenticeship rules, the Frisco union has absolutely the
RIGHT DOPE. My information is that an apprentice is
placed on a salary of $20.00 per week and is given six
months in which to qualify for a position as regular operator
at $35.00 per week. By that time he must either qualify or
get out! I would like to ask the Frisco union to furnish
us with full details as to their practice in these respects,
also as to their demonstration room practice, etc., all for
publication in this Department.
Lens Trouble.— Onaway, Mich., sets forth the following:
"When a lens is near its termination of focus (for example,
a 60 ft. lens being used for a 63 ft. space), should the object
seem to emerge from one point and should they seem to be
emerging from something which made them look as if they
were being shown on a large globe and not on a flat curtain?".
I do not understand what you mean, Onaway, by "termination of focus" and a 60 ft. lens being used for a 63 ft. space.
Lenses are not figured that way. A lens will project a picture at any distance beyond a certain point called its optical
center. For instance, an ordinary objective lens of any focal
length would project a picture at. say 30 feet. 40 feet, 60
feet, 100 feet, and so on. a perfect picture being projected at
each distance, but the picture gradually increasing in size
with the distance from the lens. From the last sentence of
your letter, however, I take it that the picture is not in proper
definition on your screen. This might be and probably is
due to one of the combinations of the lens being misplaced.
Take out the front factor and if they be not cemented together see to it that the greatest convex of both lenses is
towards the screen. If the two be cemented together then
the one lens thus obtained should be placed with the greatest
convex towards the screen. Next take out the back factor
of the lens and see that the greatest convex of both lenses
is towards the screen. Examine carefully and see that
there are no finger prints, oil or anything of that sort on the
lenses. Wfesh them carefully in alcohol and polish afterwards
with a clean white cloth or chamois. If this doesn't remedy
the trouble, please try to describe it more in detail.
Interesting Photo.— Mr. Alfred S. Cory, Somerville, N. J..
writes: "Looking over some old kodak negatives recently I
discovered one which was rather odd, which, however, might
interest you. I do not know of many attempts having been
made to photograph the electric arc. This picture, however,
is quite vivid. I am using 40 amperes of D. C, with the
carbons set quite accurately, as you will notice, although not
at the angle you most highly approve. I have, however,
always secured the best results with the set here shown;
but I am always careful to get them very exact."
On behalf of our readers. Friend Cory. I thank you for
the photograph, which is. indeed, interesting, though I be-

Wiring Diagram. -Toronto. Can., crosses the line with the
following:
•Kindly
give meoutlets
your in
advice
as regardsroom,
the one
following Ihave
two conduit
my operating
220 A. C. and one 250 volt D. C. If possible, I should like
to continue using 1). C. current for operating the moving
picture machine and dissolving stereo, outfit; also another
machine in the same booth. Would appreciate a wiring diaYou have got a tough proposition there, Toronto, if you
wish to use D. C. The use of 250 volts through rheostats
would be exceedingly expensive, whereas 220 volt A. C.
through a reformer would be quite cheap. There are some
direct current >avers on the market, but I have no personal
gram."
acquaintance
with them and absolutely will not recommend
articles with which 1 am not acquainted. For alternating
current there are a number of good transformers such as
the Mercury Arc Rectifier, sold by the General Electric Comthe Powers' 115
Inductor,
the City;
Nicholas
Power pany,Company.
Nassau manufactured
Street, New by
York
the
Compensate, made by the Fort Wayne Electric Company, Ft.
Wayne, Ind.; the Kosmic, sold by the Kleine Optical Company, 52 State Street, Chicago, 111., and others. D. C. is, of
course, much the best for projection, and I think in your
case I would look into the matter of installing a mercury arc
rectifier thus turning the alternating into direct current, securing the advantage of D. C. at a minimum operating expense. The mercury arc rectifier is made by the General
Electric Company. Schenectady, N. Y. It is an excellent appliance and the reports from users are satisfactory. So far
as the wiring is concerned, I should be very glad to show
diagram, but it is hardly worth while until you decide what
you intend to do. since the wiring diagram designed for the
use of rheostats would be of no use if you use transformers
and neither the wiring diagram for rheostats or transformers would be of use if you Use a rectifier. As soon as you
decide what to do you send me a diagram of your operating
room showing the position of the different machines and the
conduit outlets and I will fix up wiring diagrams for you.
Or, if you want them without waiting for publication through
the Department. I will for a fee prepare them and forward
by mail immediately upon receipt of your letter. In general,
however, I may say, you should have a cut-out block for
each machine. You will, of course, attach the wires coming
from the conduit outlets to one end of each cut-out block
and from the other end of each cut-out block you will run
a circuit to the various lamps as follows: Run both wires
directly from the cut-out blocks to the operating switch.
Then, when using reostats, from the other end of the operating switch run one wire to one binding post of the lamp,
using No. 6 asbestos cord for the purpose. The other wire
you will run from the operating switch to one binding post
of the rheostat and from the other binding post to the
rheostat run directly to the other binding post of the lamp.
The dissolver lamps should be connected in the same way,
using separate rheostat switches and wires for each lamp just
the same as though the other lamp were not in existence.
There must be a separate cut-out block for each lamp.
The
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wires coming from the conduit outlet should be large enough
to carry the current consumed by all of your lamps when they
are all burning at once. If you use transformers, then you
will have to have a special wiring diagram, since you will
use one transformer for two machines, or possibly one transformer for all of your lamps. If you use a mercury arc
rectifier, diagrams will accompany it.
Small light
Light outfits
Plants. —forBowling
asks:
"In 50
smallto
electric
moving Green,
pictureKy.,
work
where
60 volt generators are used, is any rheostat or resistance required? Also would it be an infringement of patent to use
on a certain talking machine a sound box of different make,
or one made by a different company from that originally
supplied with the machine?"
With a 60 volt dynamo, there would be some slight resistance required, but not very much. I do not know whether
a 50 ft. dynamo would work successfully on a moving picture arc or not, but if it did there would be no resistance required. Icannot answer your second request authoritatively.
But I do not think anybody would try to interfere with
your using a different sound box on your phonograph even
if they could. The patent laws are something fearfully and
wonderfully constructed and I do not propose to undertake
their interpretation on any question whatever, but if I
wanted to use a different sound box on my phonograph, I
would use it and take chances on having any trouble about
it.
Good Dope. — Mr. James Goff, Secretary-Treasurer, I. A. T.
S. E. No. 156, Danville, 111., writes: "Find enclosed money
order for Handbook. I have been experimenting on the
carrying capacity and amperage of two % or a y% cored and
a y2 inch solid carbons on no volt D. C. If it will be of any
benefit to the Department readers I shall be only too glad
to submit my experimental dope."
We shall be very glad, indeed, Neighbor Goff, to have you
set forth the result of your experiments and they will no
doubt be both interesting and instructive.
Motor Drives. — Mr. Geo. Cox, President L. U. No. 176,
I. A. T. S.theE., Trouble
Joplin, Mo.,
writes asforfollows:
"Havea year.
been
watching
Department
more than
Have seen some mighty line sketches, but none concerning
running a machine with a motor. I am sending you a rough
sketch of the way I have my motor connected to an Edison
machine, which I trust will be of some benefit to the Department readers. The outfit as shown costs about $40 complete, with a ^-horsepower motor. I specify % horsepower
because
smaller Neighbor
one is tooCox,
lightforto submitting
carry the load."
Many athanks,
the sketch.
The subject is a good one and your intent was all right.
The sketch, however, was not quite complete enough to
use. Please draw another showing as well as you can the
reducing gear. Also is the rheostat connected in a shuntfield circuit or is it in scries with the same a- would appear
from the sketch 1 general proposition, 1 am opposed
to driving a moving picture machine with a motor, but inasmuch as it is a quite common practice the thing might
as well be done right as wrong. Therefore, your sketch is
of value.
Thanks. - 1. A
\ Y., encloses check for
Handbool
ind
[J von put as much rime and thought
into it as you must put into the Trouble Department each
week, the Handbook will surely be worth much more than
the pro 1
Many
thanks
for your compliment, try words,
Neighbor
Davis, but 1 like the wind-up of your letter best of all
It
Follows
"Yours for good pictures and good ope
rating ," that'* the dope.
The Editor Takes a Turn at the Crank.— The editoi of
the pa 1 two weeV
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day School teacher many years ago;, and the Hotel P!aza,
here in New York City. The audiences for the most part,
consisted of wealthy clubmen, many of whom were men of
national reputation. On Thursday, January 19, we went to
Albany and showed these films in the Executive Mansion
before Governor Dix, and 200 invited guests, the projection
being done in the large double parlors, a picture 10 feet
wide being all we could manage. On Saturday, as this paper
goes to press, we will be in Washington, D. C, showing the
films to President Taft. and Washington notables. The
editor of this Department is rather proud of the fact that,
while he has worked under great difficulties, part:,
the Executive Mansion, the films, dense as they are, have
been shown with a fair degree of brilliancy, and at no time
has any part of the film been too dim to be clearly distinguishable. The films were of intense and exceeding interest, consisting for the most part in showing the peculiarities of the Eskimo, the spearing of walrus from small
boats, the hunting of musk oxen, and, most interesting of
all, a lengthy chase of three polar bear cubs. This latter picture was taken while the steamship plowed through the pan
ice, the cubs swimming from one pan to the other and running across the pans themselves, of course A:.
ceedingly interesting, though very dense scene, was an
enormous polar bear running across the ice. With each -how
I also exposed something like 100 stereopticon arctic scenes showing icebergs, scenes in Greenland, scenes
of polar bears while being captured and enmeshed in the
ropes, and various scenes of Eskimo life. Mr. Rainey lectured in conjunction with the films and slides, his talk being
of absorbing interest.
Troubles. — Ohio (name of town suppressed), writ
closed find $1.50 for Handbook. My carbons appear to be
in line, but the light spot makes two distinct circles unless
it is exceedingly strong. This causes a ghost on the screen.
I use one 7l/2 and one 6l/2 condenser, the 71. being next the
light. My picture is g by 13 and my throw i- 68)4 feet. Are
the condensers right? Although in the experiment
I have a plan which I think will stop condenser breakage
1 believe more lenses break in the cooling than in the heating. 1 have, therefore bad a large tin box made I
over my lamp house This keeps out cold air and currents
and allows the lamp to cool down slowly. 1 u-c a Port
Wayne compensarc and after trimming my lamp 1 let it
burn a few minutes on low amperage, which gradually heats
the lenses. I do not advise anyone to try this and then blame
me
does notat work
is merely
an experiment.
Whenif itthrough
night right,
1 put"asonit the
tin cover
and it has
worked line so far."
As regards the two circles of light. Ohio, it would. I think,
indicate a reflection from each one of the craters; that is to
-ay, from the crater of each carbon
The fact that the one
a lutle to the side of the other doesn't • 1
indicate anything more than that the two craters
burning precisely in line with each other
1 would advise
you to look carefully at the diagrams of carbon
the Handbook
and read the matter on !
86, 87, 88, So. go, ami 01. which will an-.\ ei
far more completely than 1 can take space to do U
umn.
\s to the condensers, they are all right. ::
getting the best possible result.
1 should say, however, that
in all probability two r1. condensers would work b
to the lamp house over, it might work all right if \ery
carefully handle.!
My own preference hat
ever, to have the lamp house open $USt as much as p
all times, where that method is not prohib
matter, however, is passed on to our read
lideration ami our thanks are returned I I
A Bundle from Toronto.
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meriting trying
you tell me what >- the cause oi picture seeming to jump
out of the frame d mean the moulding frame on
surrounding the picture), everj time a splice in the film goes
through? rhe film does not climb the sprockets, bul seems
to jump out of focus for the fraction of a second. Can you
enlighten me .1- to why the film buckles in the trout of the
aperture plate
I noticed one week you gave several reasons
for this. 1 promptly put in a new aperture plate ami Spring,
but it still buckle- a little sometimes;
especially are the
Kalem films troublesome in this respeci
rds the ghost, Toronto, two 8 or s- .. inch condensers would probably fix you up in the ghost matter,
but they are higher in price and rather hard to get. Moreover, two r'j inch condensers ought to work all right, since
you have only about -:, inch equivalent focus lens,* and 1
have used two r'-' inch condensers with good effect on lenses
considerably longer than that 1 would suggesl that you
can make the spot as large as you want to by moving the
lamp closer to the condensers. If the sliding ways of
your lamp will not allow tin-, then the ways should be fixed
so that they will. As to the film jumping out of focus when
. ies through, I should say this would only occur
when it was a heavy, thick splice. I do not think you would
have trouble with an ordinary splice. The only way you
could Stop it would be to (JO OVCJ the film and cut out all
the thick joints, which, of course, involves a lot of labor.
A- to the picture apparently jumping out of the frame when
the splice goes through, it i-. 1 think, for the reason that
the thick splice, striking the tension springs, pull- them down
slightly, thus letting the film slip a trifle lower than it should
be. When the springs return to their normal position the
film return- also. From what you -ay. it would seem that
the cause of the film buckling over the aperture lies more
in the film than in the machine, since if it were the fault of
the machine one make of film should not buckle more than
another. You might examine your tension springs, however,
and see that there is no possibility of their moving from side
to side a little. This would cau-e the film to buckle, and it
is a fault which may possibly be present, thojgh I hardly
think so. From what you say, I take it the fault lies in the
splice and not in the machine.
Well, I'll Be Squelched!— In the late.-t issue of that illustrated circular, otherwise known a- the "Films Index," an
attempt i- made to discredit the work of the editor of this
department. The editor (m name only) of the "Index" not
only holds himself Up to ridicule in so doing, but he allows
a gentleman for whom I have hitherto had a high regard
to rush into print and proclaim his ignorance of projection
matter- in a way that must di-credit the value of the weekly
dope he furnishes to that paper Space is too valuable
for me to quote in full his lengthy harangue, but, for the
fun of it, it will pay readers of the World who may get
that free circular to fish it out of the waste basket and
tell me what they think of page 3 of the "Index" dated
Jan. 28, 1911.
Mr. J. H. Hallberg, criticising my instructions on carbon
setting, says in part:
"To one who has not mastered the details of arc projection,
it would seem that if an arc lamp be trimmed with carbons
in perfect vertical alignment, the craters, when operating on
alternating current, would be flat and at right angles to the
vertical line (barring side draughts) as ilu-trated in Fig. 1.
which is a correct representation of the light distribution
from -uch an open arc lamp.
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rhe projector lamp 1-. however, provided with a condensing lense, the purpose of which 1- to gather the light
rays from the arc, a- shown in Fig, 2, You will please take
note that tlu- are no longer stays in the center of tin- carbon
points; it 1- pushed towards the condensing lenses by the
slight draught of air created when the condenser pull- the
light raystheanddirection
consequent
heat air
towards
itself, The
Tlu- arrows
indicate
,,f the
circulation.
carbon
point- are no longer llat or at right angles l<> the center
line of the carbon
They are open or slanting toward- the
condensers.
This valuable discovery, which I made several
year- ago, is not applicable to it- fullest extern for projector
arc lamp- unless the arc is under the control of specially
designed and constructed controlling device-, -uch, for instance, a- the Hallberg Economizer."
The above 1- the meat of the article in question, the other
half being eon-umed in setting forth the information that,
while I (F. II. Richardson 1, do not know enough to come
in when it rain-, he (J. II. Hallberg), i- really the true source
of all real electrical knowledge! We live to learn, it is -aid.
and surely here is a bundle of information to be locked away
in a -ale Ilepo-it vault, le-t it be in. -laid and lo-t. THE CONDENSER "DRAWS" THE LIGHT. DRAWS THE HEAT
AND THUS CREATES A GENTLE ZEPHYR WHICH
WAFTS THE CRATER OVER IN FRONT, RIGHT
WHERE IT WILL DO THE MOST GOOD! Now don't
you laugh!
Don't you DARE laugh. <>r Mr. Hallberg will
slap you on the wri-t with one of those deadly hot-air
draughts You just set your carbon- central with each
other, and straight up and down, and the "draught" will
do the rest — dear me, no! I nearly made another "1111-take!" Not so. Nothing doing unless you have a Hallberg transformer. Mr. Hallberg ha- the left hind foot of
a rabbit, killed at midnight in the dark of the moon, in a
country g-r-a-v-c y-a-r-d, concealed in each of his- transformers (Economizers},
and that's with
what thedoes
the trick.
Only condensers
used in connection
Hallberg
rabbit- foot transformer will draw the crater! Other condensers are mere imitation-, and not at all capable of creating
the
mysterious
hot
air
(nothing
personal
in
the
"hot
reference, dear Hallberg) draught. Moral is, of course, air"
get
atheHallberg
None genuine
hot air rabbit's
flue. It foot
is totransformer.
laugh! Seriously,
however, without
if Mr.
Hallberg can produce one scintilla of evidence from any
authoritative source, in support of his somewhat startling
assertions,
will apologize.
His condenser
cut show- lens.
the "hot-air"
draught a- Ipassing
through the
Imagine
air passing through about two inches of glass! Mr. Hallhis "Electrical Talk-" will be issued in book form.
The book ought to be worth any reasonable price, I take it.
as a joke book — judging from the -ample herewith presented.
In direct contradiction to Mr. Hallberg's theories, Mr.
Henry Phelps Gage, who conducted an exhaustive series
of te-t- for the Physical Laboratory of Cornell University,
and for the General Electric Company, at Schenectady, in
the year mho (the te-t- were to determine the candle-power
obtained from projection lamp- with various amperages
and with the electrodes — carbons — set in various ways),
say-, the most favorable condition was found to be when the
lamp wa- angled, the same a- we use it for D. C. But
Mr. Cage probably did not have a Hallberg rabbit-foot
transformer to "draw" the light and heat and create a
gentle "draft" through the condenser lenses, thus drawing
Hie arc out in front where it belong-.
ADDRESS WANTED.
Would some reader of the World send me the address
of (ha-. I). Cutter, of Springfield. Mass. We had a check
for $18 returned from the Third National Hank of Springeffort- field,toon March
locate 18,him1910,havemarked
failed."not sufficient fund-" All
W e previously accepted a check from him, which was
O K We desire hi- present address that we may inform
him of the fact.
The American Film Exchange,
630 Halsey street.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
COOL HEADS AND BRAVE HEARTS.
By addressing the crowd and playing a march, until the patrons
left the place, Lewis Cummings. proprietor of the Orpheum
moving picture show, Fort Worth, Texas, prevented a panic
when a kerosene stove in the box office exploded and ignited the
skirts of Miss Bird Perry, cashier, and spread to the floor above.
The los< was $600, three reels and the machine being saved.
The
burnedcashier lost her hat, purse and set of furs and was slightly
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"With Interest to Date" (Edison).— A Rex Beach story,
which contains vigorous elements that should make it popular. It relates the story of a young engineer, beaten by
a prominent hrm, and his method of securing a large contract, by having one man impersonate the head of the house
giving out the contract, and ask ,for a large sum of graft.
This, of course, advances the price, and the young engineer
is enabled to underbid his rival, secure the contract, and incidentally the hand of the girl he wanted. The story is
clearly told, the acting is all that could be desired, but
whether the inlluence of the picture is all it should be, depends upon the point of view the audience accepts regarding that graft proposition. The picture apparently
teaches that such a method of obtaining a contract is
honorable; but, of course, that is open to question. Reputable business men would scarcely tolerate anything of that
sort, and the moral influence of the film may therefore
be on the wrong side. If it is intended as an illustration of
how things are sometimes done, that is another proposition; but the story does not emphasize that fact. If this
point were made a trifle clearer, there would be no criticism
of this him.
"A Water Contest" (Gaumont). — A picti.re of some lively
water -ports in the south of France, including what is trmed
tilting, in which one man attempts to push another from the
bow of a boat by means of a padded spead.
"Uncle's Birthday Gift" (Edison).- \n eccentric uncle
send- his niece a birthday glfl of a ruber plant in the pot
of which is concealed a valuable necklace. The messenger
plant, and before he finds it. the uncle's arrival is
announced. '1 he messenger boy buys a fern. The uncle's
note thai comes with it indicate- something else, and there
l- a hurry and skuri
imething to take it- place.
. the difficulty is settled and the niece get- her
necklace.
•Her Chum's
Brother"
love story
the
d in Florida
and (Kalem).( uba The A brother
of a with
girl falls
in love with her college chum. The scheming sister straightway begins a matchmaking proposition in which she is sue
cessful. Some of the scenery i- exceptionally wood, both
Florida and Cuba being represented in the picture It is
well told for a love story, but after all possesses no marked
feature.
"Trailed by an Indian" i Pat he).- A Western drama by the
' company, representing a child stolen by two discharged cowboys, trailed by an Indian, who kill- them both.
The picture has one feature of merit, the typical Western
through which th>- chase leadStealing children
i- not to be commended and the bloody work of killing men
can scarcely be condoned,
The picture has scenic merit, but
... commend il
"Sea Birds in Their Haunts" (Pathe) \ series of photograph- of shy sea bird- obtained under extreme difficulty
in their almost inaccessible haunt-. The photographers
were in peril all the time th
i es, either
from danger ol falling from precipitous cliffs or because of
exposure to evere weather While tin pictures are interesting, thej al o erve to how the intrepidity of the cinematograph) i
"By the King's Order"
(Urban-Eclipse)
\ pi
Medieval
France, With the men at arm-, the retainer-, the
castles, wiih
ecn
rigUC the king's order for
.in .on i. followed bj a pardon, a battle around
a beautiful girl in love with a man tuppo ed to be a villain,
and all the romantit glamor win.ii surrounds and permeates
i tin- »on
\\ h\ ii v t" ■ ritii i ■
whethei il i accurati "< nol
it hat action
There is a
love t"i \ running throui
of arm- and the
thnll of onset.
What doe il matter how the elements are
m e t h i n u thai
plea i ' pre enl
\nd ii i made all the more notable by
\\ hat 'Imore
i an the i exhibitor
enlnd photogi aphy
he combinati
"His
Bui

Trust

Fulfilled" (Biograph)
\
i continuation ■ ; j
lit. i , ending hi i to chool until all
he i happilj wt ddt tl r< lit in ■ him of tl
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of caring for her any longer.
The last scene r
him
his master'sword,
happy Ain ithe conthat fondling
he has faithfully
fulfilled
his trust.
portrayed.
"A Brother's Redemption" (Lubin). — A home drama, which
touches th
- few motion pictures are able to
do. Two brothers are conducting a prosperous bus
gether.
One does his work as he should; the other d
resulting in the wreck of the hrm.
One saves enough to
start in business for him-'
becomes
a tramp.
Year- after, the older brotl I
sweetheart. The tramp arrive- at her house, and while eating
the food she has given him, hears his brother tell her hehas been drafted to go to the war. Realizing that
opportunity to redeem himself, he gets hold of th<
and
accepted upin his
the life
brother's
place,forultimately
battle,is yielding
a sacrifice
his broth dying in
As he close- In- eye- for the la-t time, he sees
of his mother, his brother and wife, all happy ami
Such a picture need- no criticism.
It goes deeper than
mere word-.
Each person will feel it- subtle influi
each person will interpret it according to hi- own <
But the heart interest is there, and its influence is plainly
manifest in any audience.
Whether the dramatic ui
maintained
or not, this picture will appeal strongly to a
majority of those who see it.
"Changing
Cooks"
(Melies).
Cowboys
are a
hard on cook-. After they made n so uncomfortable on this,
ranch that a number
left, often without much pri
a woman came who was received with a cordiality that surprised her. At her first meal the trouble began, b
from being disturbed by the boys, she subdued them so
effectively
that they ate out of her hand, and si
"ii
indefinitely.
"An Englishman's Honor"
(Selig). — Tells of an Englishman who, supposing he had money, drew liberally, but when
gambling
debts overwhelmed
him, and the truth
he departed for America, made a fortune in the n
returned to England
in time to prevent his
marrying an unscrupulous
rival
The storj
the characters perform their parts well, and the photography
l- clear.
It i- a plea-ant narrative, but lack- strong dramatic
interest
"Mike, the Miser" (Edison).— The story of a i
boy. who turns miser, SO hi- sister can be cure.!
illness
Hi- fellow messengers revile him, and ■
a burden for him, until one day he is hurt, and the letter
In- writes to the superintendent, asking him to hold the
place, and saying why. is seen by one of the bo)
come- a rever-ion of feeling, and they contribute the sum
required, march up to Mike'- home, and mt\ solemnly and
very formally present the pur-e The sister rises to the
occasion, ami presents each boy with a ki-- The picture
I- full of pathos and humor, well expressed and sympathetically acted.
"Robbie and the Redskins"
|K
umoroui
film, detailing the advent
clock ami trap- a party of IndianThe
which makes it extreme!) interesting for tie Indians when
it arriveAnd the boy i- discovei
. ■! in the
big"A clock
Modern Light Battery in Acti. n"
representation of one of the important arm- of tl
service,
Considering
the
rapid movement, the pictui
a "The
good idea
-mh
Tablesof the
Are wav
Turned
her practi
wouldthework
with
maid,quite
and

word"ThewillGirl■

in the
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"The

Boidcr Ranger"
a ranger, capture- the leader of a band of Mexican smugglers. The
smuggler.- retaliate by capturing Joe's sweetheart. They
declare they will never give her up until Bud gives up Joe.
Bud refuse.-,
and goesto after
captured
himself,
"and
subjected
to torture
make her,
him but
giveis up
The girl
escapes,
inform- a posse where the smuggler.-' rendezvous, and they
arrive jusl in time to -a\e Hud's life. The picture is intensely
melodramatic, but n<'t impossible, consequently carries more
interest than some of thi
"The Kleptomaniac's Repentance" (Gaumont). — A lady
a valuable ring Another pick- it up. A housemaid l- accused, but protests her innocence, but the thief,
fearing
ring When
in the her
unfortunate'pocket,
and she detection,
i- led awayslipto the
prison,
term expire-,
she
is rejected by her husband. Eventually her innocence is
proved, and the now repentant husband loses no time in
taking her back
Not much to be -aid in favor of this film.
Dollar" the
(Pathe).Through
dollar,
a "The
little Marked
girl di-covers
man who
took aa marked
large sum
of
money from her father, traces it to the man's house and induces his wife to give it up. Her father is restored to his
place on the ranch, after being admonished to mend his
ways and choose more desirable associates.
"Casta Up
by fisher
the Deep"
(Vitagraph).
Wooed by
wealthy
lover,
poor
maiden,
married —another,
but a the
first
one remained true. Years after, when she was a widow,
and he -till a bachelor, he wrote a note to her, and putting
it in a champagne bottle consigns it to the waves. It is
ca-t up at her feet, even a- she was dreaming of him. Her
companion gets the bottle, breaks it. and in doing so cuts
his linger Full of sympathy, because of the injury, the
girl fails to read the note — destiny is too strong. Some of
the scenic effects in this are particularly good, and the
graphic presentation that even so -light a thing as a cut
finger can prevent the dc-ired working out of one of life's
problems. The suggestion." in the picture are, perhaps, more
dramatic than what is shown.
"The Link That Held" I Edison).— A domc-tic story, telling
how a young wife i- almost led astray by her husband's
employer, but i- saved by their child from actually commit ing a wrong. It is a film difficult to describe, because
so much of it i- in the facial expression and the acting.
It is dramatic, in the deepest sense, because it touches those
springs "! human nature which lie far below the surface,
and are only occasionally ,-tirred by what may go on
around one. The finale, where the little family i- reunited and happy in each other's affections, is a pleasant
close to what promised t" be a disagreeable story.
"The Heart of an Indian Mother" (Kalemi— An Indian
mother is befriended by some white people, and when the
Indians plan a raid upon the settlement, -he -how- her
gratitude by warning them in time. -<> they can secure aid
and save the settlement. An Indian funeral is reproduced,
with close fidelity to the original, and other scenes depict
Indian life, with care in the detail"Max is Almost Married" (Pathe). lie would have been
quite, only
fiancee's
dogs
broke fromUndoubtedly
their kennel,thisandis
chased
him his
to the
roof of
a building.
funny. It must be, else it would not have been released
as a comedy, but some of the actions of the characters are
so improbable that they cease to be humorous.
"So Near, But Not Quite" (Pathe).— A comedy of the
chase variety, with bicycles performing all sorts of stunts.
Eventually the thief if permitted to help in carrying a policeman he warded
has withput
"horsfordu his
combat''
into the
station
and is but
remoney
kindness.
It may
be funny,
it i- wildly improbable.
"Water Lilies" (Vitagraph). — A love story among the
water lilies, tender and pathetic enough to satisfy the most
exacting critic. It tells how a girl -bowed her love for a
man -tricken by blindness, and how their love, begun before the affliction, among the water lilies, was afterward continued there when -he came, dc-pite hi- .refusal to allow it.
to reclaim him. It is very sentimental, but not improbable,
consequently
it possesses an unusually strong appeal.
Turning"
(Biograph).
Not often
i- a aspicture
put
on "Fate's
the screen
as bald
in its exhibition
of facts
this one.
Often enough it ha- been hinted that a girl has loved, not
wisely, but too well, but this is the first time the visible
result of such loving has appeared to the responsible man
at his wedding to another. This is an intensely dramatic
scene, and -o out of the ordinary that it will attract, perhaps, more than the due share of attention. The bride-to-be,
naturally, departs, and the man, suddenly confronted with
unmistable evidence of bis perfidy, has a revulsion of feeling and marries the unfortunate girl. Perhaps the fact that
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in modern parlano
tiled by its name. i- sufficient ju-tiiication for tin- presentation of this subject in
tin- way, bin undoubtedly many will look askance at the
picture and express their doubt- of the advisability of presenting such unpleasant truths in such an altogether vigorous
manner.
the screen.Deftly portrayed, it is another Biograph Sermon on
"Father Makes Himself Useful" (Lubin).— Often, motherin-law has been called in to settle disagreeable or fancied
differences between fond young couples, but probably this
picture is the first on record where father-in-law has been
summoned to niak.
elty of the combination is irresistible, and the complications that follow,
while father is endeavoring to soothe the disturbed young
wife, will keep any audience in rare good humor. The
climax, when the young man tells his father what he thinks
of such outrageous conduct, i- very funny. In truth, there
i- plenty of fun all through the film.
"How Max Went Around the World" (Pathe).— A comedy,
liaa some claim- to consideration in it- presentation of a
novel scheme to yet away from home for a time. But
the fun i- based upon the old. worn-out assertion that men
spend most of their time thinking up schemes to deceive
their wives. Thi- i- so ancient that whatever it might have
been at one time, it has long ago ceased to possess humor.
"Gasoline for a Tonic" (Pathe). — The best that can be
-aid of thi- i- that it is short. It is pure drivel and does not
even amuse. When a producer makes sport of a cripple, even
by representing him a- cured, the picture deserves no attention.
"A Robust Patient" (Selig). — A travesty, upon sanitariums,
which will undoubtedly appeal to a large number.
The exof thi- robust patient are humorous, at any rate,
and the vigorous way he take- of escaping from hi- thralldom will add zest to any program.
"An Eventful Evening" (Edison). — Adapted from Richard
Harding Davis' story "Miss Civilization." Telephoning for a
special train, while burglars are entering the house, is a
novelty which would be possible only in modern times. That
much l- certain. The way the girl takes to hold the burglars
m the room where they will not disturb her mother until the
men arrive is quite as distinctly feminine as any of the oldtime girl- could have done. Here are the two types strangely
contrasted in the same picture, yet it must be confessed that
the author has only depicted the modern woman. The Edison
player- have caught the spirit of the piece and have interpreted it in a way which will have a strong appeal for any
audience. The lighting effect- are to be especially commended. In short, all the features of the film are such that
they add materially to the strength of the story.
"A Sin Unpardonable" i Essanay). — The scene of this play
is laid in the Canadian lumber wilds where primitive passions -way nun'- live- and where each man is strongly di —
posed to be a law unto himself. This fact must be clearly
understood to make the meaning of the picture clear. It is
only natural that when the friend makes loves to hi- wife
that Jim should go out with the avowed purpo-e of killing
the false one That he doesn't was not his fault. The novelty
in the play i- in the fact that the supposed dead man stagger- into the cabin and ask- forgiveness for the wrong he hacommitted. The exhibition of honesty and manliness is ex
tremely pleasing when the forgiveness is granted and the man
is allowed to go in peace As an exhibition of the elemental
passions of human nature in their purity, this picture is one
of the strongest that has appeared in months. The players
show a dramatic earnestness which help- wonderfully in making the picture attractive.
"Twilight of a Soldier's Life" (Gaumont).— It is quite
within the province of possibility that a daughter-in-law
might make life uncomfortable for an old veteran, but the
picture represents her a- repenting afterward and allowing
the old man to come back The first part of the picture is
true to life. Bui it is to be feared that the last part is added
as a sort of Sunday school idea, merely to make the picture
attractive to the growing cla-s of moralists. It has little
strength and almost no interest
"It Did Look Suspicious" (Vitagraph). — A mixup over a
diamond ring which is supposed to be humorous, but after
all only succeeds in being slightly funny in places. Its most
striking characteristic is it- illustration of the forgetfulness
of a man and the dire consequences that followed. Aside
from this it possesses no strength.
"The Firemen's Parade" (Vitagraph). — The immortalizing
of the volunteer fire department of Freeport, L. I. It shows
ody of men and the photography is excellent, while
the stunts they perform would do credit to a trained depart-
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Frank
Frank Lanning, "the Indian Mar of the moving picture
drama," it oni of the few male acton who, by sheer merit,
bai found a warm place in the hearts of the motion picture
public. He baa probablj successfullj portrayed more Indian
than an) other man. notably in "The Call of the
Blood,"
I
Winona."
"Black Foot'f Vindication," "Indi
tude," etc
Irish extraction, l>n t when seen in Indian regalia
it i-. hard to distinguish him from 1 1• «- real article
In fact
..ml .iihl.ti. build arc -■• 1 hara< l
tin-

I mil. in rai ■ that

<mt any

h<
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Lanning
also in "The Girl ..1 the Golden West."
While hit
i> Indian characterization, of winch In has
study, In- repertorj 1- b) no means limited
1- an expert horseman and a valuable mei
( ompan) . which is now • •
studious nature, hi 1- deepl) in lov< « itl
lieves in iln pow< 1 ol th< sib nl

.

acting

hi

11

hooting." he takes 1 11 «- pai to! S|
«n.' "i make up whatevei
Mi Lanning had th<
•ling with Belasco, having
■ 1 .1 pi . .mini in pari in I he 1 • bi ling of 1

\\ illi

-in li prm. n
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Executioner."

Some Typical lllustatlons ol the Dramatic Prowess ol the Great Northern Film Company

tion for the picture fan, like ourselves. There is such a
wealth of detail visible in the beautiful photography, so
much evident care is given to the settings, the plots are
worked can so methodically, the sturdy-looking Danish actors
and plump and pretty actresses perform their parts so
naturally, that one feel- wholly satisfied. Especially is this
-n when they present a story that i- intelligible without the
aid of tho>e funny sub-titles, as is the case with th<- "Son
of the Executioner." The branded son of a public executioner decides that the job 1- not to his liking, and run-

away to seek In- fortune. He finds it, and a wife into the
bargain, by performing the thrilling rescue of a princess.
The scenes provide ample opportunity for the display of the
gorgeous settings for which the Great Northern Film Company are famous, and enough action and thrilling escapades
to please any audience. With a large and competent stock
company, and unlimited facilities, thi- concern i- now turning out much excellent work, that 1- not -ecu here by the
single-weekly release, and as soon as the demand for Great
Northern warrants a double release, they will be forthtvhich we trust will be soon.
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COMMENTS ON THE FILMS.— INDEPENDENT.
"A City Wolf" (Atlas,;.— Deals with the adventures of a
young and unsophisticated Canadian-French country girl
in the hands of a city libertine, who sought to ruin her.
There are many country characters who seem familiar, so
natural are they. There i- some country scenery of surpassingthan
beauty,'
and merit.
there are
property reproductions
more
ordinary
Dramatically,
the picture runsof
the whole gamut of human emotion, revealing almost the
very soul in some of its presentations. The actors have
seized upon the salient facts m the drama, and have interpreted itwith an appreciation which cannot but please.
This picture will take rank with one of the best of the
month. It tells a story that will appeal with irresistible
all who -ee it. The emotions are aroused and
played upon until they re-pond unconsciously to the appeal
and the vicissitude- of the characters are followed almost
as though they were watching friend-.
"Why He Went West" (Champion;.— Believing the girl he
loved, false, he went West. There he found another one
who at lea-t loved him. In some way. the rir-i one found
him, and they are all brought together in a group on ( hn-t
ma- Day. a year afterward. When the time come- to make
the choice, he -elect- the newer and the younger love, leaving
she, whose perfidy seemed apparent, to go back to her home
broken-hearted and alone. The story is clearly told, a
merit worth considering, but it i- pointless. Photographically, it leave- little to be desired, and the actor- have performed their parts with sympathy and discretion.
"The Bonanza King" (American). — A Western drama, full
of the dash and spirit of the breezy country it purport- to
represent. The actor- di-pla> a -ympathy 111 their work, and
an appreciation of the possibilities of the story, which makes
the film exceptionally interesting. The work of the American
Company has improved in a marked degree of late, and
promises even better things in the future. To correctly
interpret the life of the West, require- a minute knowledge
of the land and it- people, which can be obtained only by
first-hand study. The actors are to be congratulated upon
their good work.
'His First Patient" (Imp).— The young doctor fall- in love
with a nurse, but his lather objects to the marriage. However, when the father break- hi- leg. and the young man
it -o well, a- to win commendation, the wished-for
con-ent to the wedding i- not long in coming. \ pleasant
story, clearly told, and developing a degree of human interest, which will make it popular.
"A Dreadful Dilemma" 1 Lux) A girl's lover kill- a gamekeeper, because of jealousy, and her father i- accused of the
crime \iter trying in vain to induce her lover to tell the
truth, ami save her father, -he tell- it herself, releasing her
father, and sending her lover to prison. The strength of this
picture lie- in the mental anguish, graphically portrayed, by
•.hen she 1- trying to decide what to do The inters there, and it 1- indeed good acting on her
part
"His Faithful
Furniture"
A trickwhose
picture,
repre
senting
the furniture
of an (Lux).
unfortunate,
belongings
had been sold for debt, marching back t<> take their place in
Some
surpri
produced
in the
march of the furniture back to ita old place.
"A Reporter's Romance"
(Solax).
A jirl reporter, sent
..ut to describe life in the under-world, i- discovered in the
mpting to open a safe
Bui when the proprietor
■ identity, he side tracks the police, and allow- her
1- well told, and contains interest, because of its
■in. the habitue! ol the underworld.
"The Trunk
Mystery"
(Great a-Northern)
\ detective
-tors I ti.it holdl the interest, even
the printed story, with
t.. go
Eventually a love affair develops, and they raarrj
the inapp)
' lit. in . , hold
the int. 1. I I In hi
man 111 the trunk, i- nol novel It i- the keeping him alive
after he ha- been hidden tin re. th.it introduce! .1 inu eh in. i.t
in a common enough itorj; Theih detective1!
is ef
no elementw..rk
of uncer
taint] in it, when the
pirator 1 captured by the de
1 to hurl the trunk into the -e.i
"The Visit of a Friend" (Itala)
In the crowd thai law

mountain-,

or

tin

e <!■.■.

tunity to produce striking effects
\nd
this is done
ire-, standing out bold j fron
thi
around them, constitute a series of unusual pictori
"The Girl and the Burglar" (Solax)
\ burglai
the upper hand of a man. who holds tin;
with a revolver while hi
the police, but is
in turn handed over is the burglar when the omcei
But the young
man'- n.im
entrusted
with .1 neck
Vt r. paired,
and eewhenhad later
the ie.ilhmi burgl
love to her. and pie-enther with tin- ne.U.ue
her -11. .1 and It lead- to the unfoi tun. He 111.111'111 prison, and the apprehension ••! the real burglar
"Bill, as aram.
Jockey"
m. . but (Luj
a pl.ui-i1 ■'■,
but a stipulation BCCOmp
b leads to
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this, mure than one person expressed very forcibly the one
word — silly. And that is about all that can be said. The
senselessness and unliklihood of blowing up a house because
the friend didn"t happen to be at home, is too much for
even a motion picture audience to swallow. It is -uch pictures a- this, that bore an audience.
"An Animated Arm-chair" (Itala). -Not a new subject.
Whether it 1- likely, may be passed, -nice it is supposed to
be a fool comedy, anyway. What little effect it might have,
i- spoiled by the obvious way the mistress of the house sets
on tiic supposed chair. Then, follows a rough-and-tumble
chase, in which the only really humorous feature is the
drubbing the man of the house gets, when the crowd, seeing
the chair cover on him, mistake him for the real culprit.
"A Noble Heart" 1 Powers). — Nobleness 1- a state of being
which is differently manifested by different persons. There
are dramatic scene-, but by far the best is where the country
girl implore- the city woman to give back her sweetheart,
and she. having suffered from desertion herself, sympathizes,
apparently deserts him, and he goes back to his first love.
The acting i- sympathetic enough to appear convincing.
"The Vows" 1 Reliance;. — Sometimes it seems as though
any picture in which Marion Leonard appears is certain to be
gOod. There are degrees of goodness, however, and the
Reliance Company, while it has made a good average record,
release- uneven reels. "The Refuge," for example, was unworthy the company. "A Sacrifice — and Then." was remarkably good. "On Kentucky Soil" was uneven. "The
Vows" has scarcely an instant from the time the young
man leaves the kindly monks to go out into the world "to
do men good," as he expressed, to the closing scene, when
the girl he love-, and who loves him. put- the habit of the
monk ab<. ut him, and goes out into the world, leaving him
kneeling enraptured before the altar. The development of
the plot from the time when the young reporter, the
novitiate, goes to interview the actress and 1- attracted by
her as.-umed domesticity and infatuated by her beauty, both
the girl and the man do what seem- wholly natural The
scene where he enter- and find- a rival in progress, and
drive- them out of the house, impresses with the man's
masterful personality. The dramatic unities have been well
maintained, and the two stars have risen to the opportunity
presented in each instance, producing a film well worth the
attention of those who want to -ee a film drama above the
ordinary.
Undoubtedly this can be safely called the strongest
independent
release of the week.
"Their New Minister" (Nestor).— Much
subtle
gether different humor 1- depicted by the young reprobate,
who i- mistaken for the new minister, and ha- wit enough
to seize the advantage offered for a lark, and make the
most of it
The SUCCI
n of -crape- winch follow, are
sufficiently apparent to keep the audience in good humor
\ iid even when the real minister arri\e-. the young reprobate'- fortune doe- not forsake him lie h ■- been, and i-.
such a jolly companion that he is forgiven The photograph)
in the Nestor films deserves more than passing notice The
operator 1- an arti-t in producing what may be termed, bold
effects.
He suppresses detail in many instances, but he has
a knack of emphasizing
his character- which stamp the
lilm- with an individuality not attained by any othei opera
Some of the action taking place on the top- of
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A sensation.
A reel you will
Made in Arizona.
Length approx. 985 feet

Release Monday, February 6th.

"A Pittsburg Millionaire"

A dramatic film intense in its appeal.
An exceedingly interesting story. A decided feature.
Length approx. 985 feet

Re/ease Thursday, February gth.

"On The Installment Plan"
"Too Much Aunt"
Split reel comedy.
Both hilariously funny.
A laugh-making
reel from the first foot to the last.
Lengths respectively 560 feet and 430 feet.

ALL Independent Exchanges Bny AMERICAN FILMS

AMERICAN

FILM MANUFACTURING

CO.

Bank Floor, Ashland Block, Chicago, III.
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How About the Slides that Move?

MOTION

SLIDES

Made under A. S. Spiegel's patents.
" Skeptics are everywhere, and we can expect a general laugh at the title 'Motion
Slides.'
Many will say ' impossible.'
We have seen them." — (From M. P. World.)
GENRE TRANSPARENCY
CO., Sole Mfgrs. for U. S.
507 North Clark Street Chicago, Illinois
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My are,
Name"in reality
i Lux). —a lAlargecomedy,
upon the
fact"That
that isthere
number based
of people
of
the same name.
It shows the comical complications which
How.
"Painless Extraction"
( Hclairj. — A questionable comedy.
Time and again it baa been pointed out that the representaImost any method of thievery might cause some
w<-d person to undertake the same thing, or something .-imilar to it. Just where the fun is in a film of this
sort, it is hard to say.
"Kill the Fly" (Eclair;. — A lively comedy, presenting the
difficulties of an irascible old colonel, who cannot enjoy his
siesta because of a fly. The ungainly soldier'.- awkward attempt- to catch it, are funny enough, and the end i- even
more so, when it escapes and he goe- to the guardhouse
after all.
"When a Man's Single" (American). — A comedy, with a
good deal of -nap. detailing at some length, and with much
lion of humor
the adventureof a man who had
r married life, at first, but eventually decided, after
a sufficient number of moving incidents, that it wa- quite
the proper thing.
"The Dream" (Imp). — Maybe, if some means could be devised for making erring hu.-band- to see this ^ort of vision,
after drinking too much champagne, there would be fewer
divorce- At any rate, the proposition appeared differently,
when he dreamed his wife tried it, and the end wa- a
contrite man and plenty of lovey-dovey business, a- recomr the past mi-behavior.
"The Convict's Last" (Yankee).— A drama that will appeal strongly to very many, becau-e of the clever acting of
a child and her interposition ju-t in time t< . save a burglar
from arrest. The sugge-tive character of picture- like this,
cause each one to read something different into them, yet in
each instance touching something in their own experience
or that of some one of whom they have heard. Incidentally,
the picture graphically presents the utter hopelessness of
the future of an ex-convict, under ordinary conditions. That
this man was given a chance wa- due to favorable circumstance-. The picture will, however, lead to a consideration
of the fate of the other- whose fortune wa- less favorable.
"A Wife's Love" (Powers).— A strongly dramatic piece,
albeit rather
a motion
picture, the since
amuse,too norgloomy
instruct i""r The
scene where
youngit
wife, driven m totliedesepration,
father'-him,house,
act of taking\1-1t-moneyher from
would and
be
Strong if the father wa- not allowed to die. That
.. and leaves the impression that the girl
- carry the fe ling that -he wa- responsible for
death.
And tin- impression 1- intensified when
his will discloses the fact that he ha- left a substantial
•urn t" the young couple, even though he did not like the
husband
The main thread of the -fry make- a good picture, but if the lather could '"• restored to cons
ami relent, the effect would be much better
The unreason: the present form is somwhat intensified when it is
found that the mother ha- hi Iped while the daughter wa"Little
principal
isn't

: dull

■.

Dorothy"
p played
part
acceptable
moment

comedy,
with girl.
the
bjprettj
a win-.
.me little
ttg tin- film, that
ter a- v. i-e a- tin- girlie. There
in the picture, and •theend.audience follow -

"Red to Man's
\nof an
Indianlndianpictun
laled
afford Wrath"
a (Bi on)
of the film, the red manwrath, iearried oul
There i- an impressivenesa to it which cannot

■
tin- othi
"When

Love Was

WORLD

diction wa- alleviated.
And it i:
her
producers have added mat
:ramatic -:ned
interest
of the film in leaving that question unanswered
The baby
partially-formed
ii
ked like.
She had pictured her has
realizing the disriguremeir
baby and catching only a
naturally think that the m
baby, and thus live on in blissful ignorance of the rJ
A simple subject, clearly understood, has been handled in a
mystery which adds intei
-cene- of thi- or any other character, ha- been :.
and there is little question that the audience joins in this
-peculation 3s soon as the film lease- the FREE POSTERS WITH REELS
Ha- to be done away with in I
exchange-,
i- the popular verdict of the inUepen
manufacturer-, for the reas

that an
exhibitor running a thirty-day reel, or older, is unable to
secure posters
ent instance, the
manager
of a for
largihi-- si,' ..
• boy in an exchange for the pril
athatweek's
of posters
tin- supply
same
ran ina advance.
three-reel When
-how. itv
week, house
and insist
bvious that tin- 111 itself wa- quite an item. Sixtythree posters a week for one theater, and no return-.
The
idea at present, entertained by the manufacturers. ;
the exchanges charge every exhibitor ten cents per poster,
and allow
turned in
such condition a- to warrant it- being u-ed again, thus
eliminating the shortage, at present felt in that department,
i nabling the exhibitor with the ninety-da]
or anyone desiring to run a reel from one to three months

■

Arthur W.

ARTHUR
MARVIN
DEAD.
Marvin, for many year- a tru-ted en.;

'■rothcr ,,i H. X. Marvin, vice-president of the
company. flu body wa- -ent East tor interment at his
birthplace at Warner-, X. Y. His
REX.
I- Rex t.i be thi
have wondered
what l- behind tin- monosyllabic title which ha- been advertised tor several week- m the trade papers Well, behind it
i- a strong company who have adopted th< mystic word athe trade-mark on a new brand of ulni- that will
market very shortly. They have i--ued an announcement that
Mr Edwin S. Porter, for man) •
with the
the Rex pictureIn the
circular a li-t of Mr. Portei
Company i- given, w huh, by w ■
-peak- well for the Coin-dcncc th(
quality of their pr<
the i hampion
I llm ( on ,
York.
Tin- 1- not 10 and casts an unjust
i hampion.
it i- the former studios of the defunct i
phone <■ onipaliv which th. I
igh for them t
week wit!

and this
ha-
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The accompanying cut of the 1'rinees- Theater represents
an investment of $-'5,000 shouldered by the Messrs. Harding
and Goldberg sixteen months ago. and declared by them to
be one of the safest and most profitable ventures they have
ever entered into, which proves beyond a doubt the popularity of the moving picture in the West. The Princess, a
large, well ventilated house under systematic management,
seats 500 very comfortably, has standing room for 100 person- and give- a straight picture entertainment with one admission price of (ice cents. The show conists of three reels
and an illustrated son, changed daily, viz.: two first run and
one commercial picture with the song between shows, same
being run from 12 o'clock noon until 11 p.m. The equipment
of the Prince-- consists of two No. 6 Powers cameragraphs, one Beseler dissolver and a mirror screen. According to the report of Mr. H. A Van fiousman, manager of
the Lacmmle Film Service, in Omaha. Neb., from whom the
Princess receive- its service, the Powers cameragraph is
meeting with unlimited success, he himself having sold an
average of one No. 6 per day for the past two or three
months. All the large houses throughout the western portion of the country are selling or exchanging their old machines and installing this latest model of Powers' creation.
That Mr. Van Hou.-man po>>e--es hustling ability and salesmanship and has the interest of his firm at heart is evident
from the volume of rental- and -ale- consummated in his
office daily.
LOCAL ADVERTISING.
Excellent missionary work is being done by some exhibitor- in drawing to their theater- a class of people who have
hitherto looked upon these places as merely providers of
amusement. One man who deserves credit for what he has
done to advance the photoplay is Montgomery "the moving
picture
of Memphis,
Tenn., sent
and us
nowa of
lack-onville,man,"
Fla. formerly
Mr Montgomery
recently
copy
of
the Jacksonville "Evening Metropolis," in which he had a
four-column advertisement, equal to a half page of that
paper. It was an impressive advertisement, giving many interesting facts of the growth of the business and quoting
largely from the Moving Picture World in calling attention
to the quality of the modern picture anl the large percentage
of films of a highly educational nature. Costly advertising
like this can hardly have immediate return- in gate receipts,

WORLD

OMAHA,

NEBRASKA.

but it carried into every home in which the "Evening Metropolis" Was read a convincing argument that Montgomery's
theater was a lit place to send the children to and a profitable place for the adult members of the family.
How He Got Them Coming.
Original methods, or those method- which are original in
the place of their adoption, are quite likely to catch the
populace. Sometime- these method- will supply a hint for
other- elsewhere, requiring modification, it may be, to suit
the exigencies of local conditions, yet none the less valuable
for that reason.
1). C. llayden. proprietor of the Royal Theater, in Hackensack, N. J., is an astute young gentleman. He :
evidence of this in two ways. His was the second theater
in the town, which has about 15.000 inhabitant-. In-tead of
following the first one and using licensed films of uncertain
age, he adopted Independent pictures and his -how is kept
closely up to date. Moreover, he studies his public and has
his exchange send him the films he thinks his public wants.
So insistent 1- he upon having what he want- that he is
called the worst kicker his exchange has. It may be noted,
however, as an illuminating comment upon this declaration,
that the patrons of the theater do not kick. They come
back the next day and bring their friends. Perhaps this
observation may indicate a course worth while considering
by other managers.
Not long ago he put on a special show. It cosl him some
extra money and naturally he wanted extra money in return.
Accordingly he devised a scheme for taking advertising in
the local daily. Possibly he was favored by circumstances,
one important one being that the daily ha- an unusually
large circulation in it- home town. The result was he
packed his theater to overflowing from the time it opened
until it closed. Bright advertising of this character paid
him.
It will pay others.
The next week he ran specials all the week and used extra
advertising of thi- character each day. and his theater was
filled all the time. Now he is negotiating for a -peciried
number of line- a day for a year. It might be proper to
add that he carries a small display advertisement regularly
and changes it twice a week, advertising hi- Wednesday
program for three day- and hi- Saturday program for three
days.
The success he i- meeting can be had by other-.
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Little Bebe Daniels, the well known professional child actress,
lately appearing in Bison Stock, has given up picture work
for the present, and is now attending the Dominican Sacred
Heart School. Those who have observed the child's work in
the pictures concede for her a brilliant future when -he leaves
the school and again takes up dramatic work.
Miss Phyllis Griffin, of Bison Stock, has written a vaudeville
playlet, entitled : '"The Bells of Jaurez." The sketch is to have
an Orpheum hearing, and will probably be booked over the
Orpheum circuit as a headliner.
Mr. Ben Turpin, representative of the Imp Company, who had
spent several weeks in the city looking for a studio site, has
gone back East. While here .Mr. Turpin began the erection of a
studio at the corner of Lake Shore Drive and Temple Street,
about a mile from the Edendale studios. Shortly afterward, for
some unknown reason, work was called off, and Mr. Turpin went
back East.
Miss West, lately with the Biograph company, has joined the
Pathe forces and will soon be seen in Pathe pictures.
Mr Joseph De Grass, formerly stage director with the Belasco
Theater, and also with the Girton Stock Company, has signed
with the local Pathe studio to play character leads. Mr. De Grass
is a well known figure on the local Rialto, and his work in the
pictures will be watched with interest by his many professional
friends.
The

Essanay

Western

company,

under

the management

of

John B. O'Brien, have left San Jo-e with their private cars,
stage paraphernalia, and company of thirty people and are now
in Redlands, some sixty miles away from this city. A temporary
studio is now being erected in the Santa Ana "wash," between
the city of Redlands and the mountains, where the company intend to stay three months taking ranch and western pictures.
The Selig company are soon to release a remarkable scenic reel
of pictures taken in Los Angeles and vicinity. The reel will
show among other scenes, the recent Pasadena Rose Tournament with the tremendous rush of spectators to the Crown City;
the Roman chariot races at Tournament Park; a trip up the
scenic Mount Lowe railway; San Pedro harbor activity; midwinter scenes at the beach resorts; a trip to Catalina. jewel of
the Pacific, and midwinter street scenes in Los Angeles. Several
of Los Angeles' many scenic attractions have been shown
screen before, among which may be mentioned tl e

on the

views of "The Pigeon Farm;" the Selig view of "Tl
Farm," and the "Alligator Farm." These scenes are visited by
approximatelj
ioo,<**) tourists annually, and when seen on the
■ them will revive memories of past winter- -pent in a
• m city with a climate not excelled and rarely equalled
on earth
I he days the scenes were taken were cloudless, and
the film should he an example of perfect photography.
Mi V 1.. Duben, a director of the California company, has armed in the city after a trip to San Francisco on business.
I le
nl that the recent industrial film taken by the comI he picture- have been expressed from San
hi. I when received will he exhibited privat

the Fire Commissioners and citj officials of Long B

Fire recently destroyed Fisher's Pasadena theater.
.
believed to have been incendiary, since it started at three o'clock
in the morning.
The fire department resp- :.
by herculean efforts succeeded in saving part of the building.
The loss will approximate $5,000.
The fir-:
beneath the stage, all of which, together with
ings and dressing
rooms
and contents,
wei
-troyed.
So far no one is able to give a plausible cat
fire. The Plumbing Inspector states that defective wiring could
not have been the cause, and no explosives or combustible material was stored
about
the place.
The
building was
entirely
vacated at ten o'clock the night before the fire, and the watchman
statesbuilding.
that he turned out every light and that there was no fire in
the
Mr. li-her. the lessee, and McDonald & Co.. the agents of the
building, bay that repair work will begin at once and rushed to
early completion. Tlie theater was a ten-cent house, featuring
moving
pictures
ing to very
good and
b several vaudeville acts, and has been playW. II. Clune, owner of Clune's Broadway, has had his sign
limit petition denied.
The
legislation
committee
.. :
Council has denied his request to have the Clune ek
stand as erected.
The sign is thirty feet high, ten feet in execsof the city ordinances.
Chief Eley, of the Los Angeles Fire Department, registered strenuous objection on the ground that the
tall electric signs were hazardous to firemen during fires.
Building Inspector Backus declares that the sign must be chopped off
by at least ten feet, or that he will order the arres:
fender- who maintain law-breaking electric
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\\ II Marple, of Aurora, HI. will be the leading light,
it 1- -aid. in the Palace
Theater
Company,
win.:
..1 i..r the purpose of forming a moving picture
vaudeville circuit
Marple
already
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The Gem, at Ka-ton. 111., is oow using electricity, the town
having
attained the dignity of a lighting plant.
< :11c. at Manteno.
111. recently
held a c
icring
a prize to the person who drew
the best picture
of
a house.
It is pre-umed the winning -sketch was shown 011
Manteno.
it may be noted. 1- a small
town.
The George K. Benton Company, of Indianapolis. Ind., has
been incorporated, with a capital

Will..!:!
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J. E. Ploughe, of Chicago, ha- leased the Bijou, a:

ville, 111. from u-..r^- I Nunn.
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three-piece orche-tra.
Pair
here.
The Hermann Theater, another five-cent moving pic: ..:
located at 550 South Spring St., is being torn down to make way
for a modern twelve story office building.
The theatc:
dependent films, and before its destruction used to
time the S. R. O. sign.

• Fifth Si ,
fi'i rent
1 hi-

taunt,

hut

it

ha-

been

|

:he.it, r ran both Independent and Licensed film, but
.•. iih neither.

( '. .uipet in. ■< \

thi in, there being ti n ■!.■ .1'. • ■.•. ithii
l he 1 ibexty th< ater, wh 1
• ■ mi Independent film, hav<
films
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Parade" coming toward you to the accompaniment of a fail
representation ot martial music by the four-piece orchestra.
This part of the film was creditably handled l>y the quartet,
and at other times they were silent, rather tlian playing
something inappropriate. When the veteran quietly went to
sleep, u seemed that there was an attempt upon the part of
the violin and piano t'> play upon the emotions, and they
no doubt would have succeeded with a little more study of
cue music. The drummer occupied spare moments in the
course of the pictures, with practice on the xylophone, and
what appeared to Ik- a nervous idle clashing of Mick-.
Just to show how the Powers Six is instilled into the minds
of the public 1 quote the following from the Areola, 111., RecordHerald:
"The new
No. is6 truly
Towersa wonderful
Cimerograph
picture and
machine
at
the Olympia
theater
invention
does
away with the flicker so common among many moving picture
machines ."
Holding that selling theater tickets, ushering people to their
seats and operating moving picture machinery is "labor" and
within
the meaning
of the oflaw,
Judgepicture
McN'amara
Keokuk,
Iowa, found
ten employees
moving
shows of
in that
city
guilty of laboring on Sunday, and assessed nominal fines of $i.oo
and costs each. The defendants gave notice of appeal to the
Iowa Supreme Court.
The ordinance committee of the Kewanee, 111., City Council,
tabled an ordinance, presented by the Kewanee Ministerial Association requiring the closing of theaters on Sunday, and recommended that the question be left to a referendum vote of
the people.
Herman Strimont has purchased from Henry Myers, the moving picture show at St. Anne, Illinois.
— F. II. M.
NOTES
FROM
WASHINGTON,
D. C.
The
year was ushered in by a delightful gathering of
moving picture people at the home of Mr. Maurice Davis,
proprietor of the M Street Theater. Congeniality and good
fellowship was the spirit of the evening, while songs, jokes,
and a delightful rendition of "Ostler Joe" by the genial
hostess helped to make the hours speed on. Of course
"shop talk" had to come in somewhere, but it was talk in
which betterment and assistance held sway. As autos were
in free use on this occasion, the dispersing of the company
in the early hours held no inconvenience to the guests, even
for those living at a distance. Manager Davis is one of
the most up-to-date moving picture men in the Capital City.
Some have called him "nervy" in attempting to carry into
effect new orders of things or in clinging to set rules (such
as pictures only); but Mr. Davis has always come one victorious. He is a stickler for refinement and courtesy both ■
to and from his patrons and this is one of the chief reasons
why he has succeeded.
The change of the Moore Film Exchange to the General
Film Exchange, under the licensed organization management, has consolidated and assisted the distribution of reels
in this vicinity greatly. Mr. Moore was retained as manager
of the local office when the transfer of hands took place,
for the asso iation realized that it would be no easy matter
to secure another man so well informed of the needs of the
trade in this section and through the South as Mr. Moore.
Besides, the personality of the man meant something to be
retained in the business. The General Film Exchange has
opened its new career most auspiciously. Xew customers
have been added, the territory has been better systematized,
and there has been but little adjustment necessary in the
change of hands of ownership. Mr. Moore has grown up
in the moving picture business and was the first to venture
in exchange work in the capital. He has in his time had a
finger in every branch of the work, from delivering the
films, running the reel-, helping in the vaudeville act, to general manager of his own concern. He has been burned out
twice with heavy losses, but he has risen above all circumstances and difficulties and this has all been accomplished
by work—honest, hard, stick-to-it-ness work. Mr. Mack.
who has been Mr. Moore's associate for some time, has also
been retained in the office here and things are running on
just the same— only better.
It i- a noticeable fact that the general tone of the pictures
being presented in Washington has vastly improved within
the past two months. There are not so many of the aimlessly silly pictures and an entire ab-ence of those in which
crime is triumphant. Even the drama-, in which vengeance
is the keynote end with tin- passion being conquered or
softened. The dramatic and wholesome comedy predominate. The Washington theaters have made a stand to weed
out the trash and they have about succeeded
Manager
Walker, of the Paramount
Film Exchange
is

WORLD

very busy — o busy thai we can't get much new- from him,
but business i- more important than new-, we know
The Baltimore and Washington Film Fxchange, mid t
the management of \Y. 11. Bradley and J. Boys l'
manager-, have outgrown their temporary quarters to -ucli
an extent that some customers have to wail on the outside
while other- are being served. This will never do, for nobody like- to wait on the out-idc. The managers fully realize this state of affair- and have selected more commodious
apartments and just a- SOOI1 a- they are put in readiness
there will be a big change and everyone can come inside,
even if thej do have to wait their turn. Personality in a
business
a "whole
tin- i- a large factor in
the
successhelps
of the
11. and lot"
W. and
concern.
Tom Moore provided the inmate- of the U. S. Prison, at
roth and I! street-, with .■ three-reel -bow on Wednesday,
flu- i- the first moving picture -how t.
inside a jail s,, far a- we know
It wa- highly appreciated by
the inmates, who registered a vote of thanks to the donor.
W. II.
PENNSYLVANIA

NOTES.

I spent
a very
enjoyable
the J."In-,"
new
moving
picture
theater evening
erected inspecting
by Mr. M.
Walsha
at Kensington street and Allegheny avenue, Philalelphia, 1'a
It i- a very large house with an extensive balcony, giving a
stating capacity of some 1.600 chair-.
flic Iris" is the new type of fireproof theater and when
the State of Pennsylvania will have more of such houses,
the legislators at Harrisburg will have to find something
else to divert the attention of the public than to enact
arbitrary laws against the motion picture theaters. Because
the legislator- have been bored to death with the scandal
of graft on the New Capitol, they had to attack the moving
pictures to make believe that they were attending to State
business. With theaters built of concrete like the iri-" the
legislators and fire underwriter- will be at a los- to find
something at fault. The floors are concrete, the balcony is
solid concrete, so is the operating booth, and the stairs
are of -tone. Although the "Iris" has been opened for a
couple of weeks and is doing a good business, we will have
to wait until the exterior i- completed, to give a better description of the house.

Mr. M. T. WALSH

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

Lancaster, Pa., has a new moving picture theater, the new
Hippodrome theater, which opened a week or so ago. It
would be a credit to New York, as I do not know in the
great metropolis of a more commodious theater devoted exclusively to motion picture>. The lobby is simple in decorations, yet very tasteful, no cheap ornaments, but something artistic and attractive. The posters are neatly framed
on brass easels. A feature of the new Hippodi
have between the lobby and the auditorium a very large
waiting room handsomely decorated with palm tr<
railings and a fountain in the center. The auditorium is
high of ceiling with an inclined floor and over ooo chairs
and everything as neat and clean as possible. Another
feature of the Hippodrome of Lancaster is to have the
operating booth on the outside ui the building, a perfect
safety in case of lire. Mr. Howard E. Doan is proud of his
Hippodrome theater and he should be, as it is the. best
looking house of Lancaster, and is a great atir
the main street.
J. M. B.

WORLD

Mayor

Charles A. Burns, of Somerville, Mass., has announced his decision not to grant a license for a moving picture show in the building formerly occupied by the West
Somerville Congregational Church. This property was sold
about two years ago, and remodeled for a moving picture
and vaudeville house. Ex-Mayor John M. Woods had also
refused a license, after a protest had been made against
such an action by nearby residents. It was thought that
the new mayor would gTant the license. Now that all idea
of a license has been put aside, a negro congregation has installed itself in the church. The same people who kicked
against the license are now trying to draw the color line
against the negroes. Seems as if those Somerville people
were a pretty fussy bunch!
M. T. Lucus, proprietor of the Star Theater, Newport.
R. I., has presented the local Board of Aldermen with a
petition to run Sunday shows at his house. The clergy have
immediately taken the matter up as against the idea, and
the question has not as yet been definitely decided.

PHILADELPHIA.

BOSTON.

The Bijou Amusement Company, of Philadelphia, gives
notice that it will on February 13 apply to Governor Tener
for a charter incorporating the company to conduct a general theatrical business — mainly the operation of motion
picture theaters and vaudeville. The applying incorporators
are Ernest E. Prevost, A. E. Moore and Edward J. Kirchner,
all 01 wnom are credited with being "captains of industry."
Benjamin F. Keith. Walter J. Donovan and Joseph H.
Taulane, through counsel, have given notice that on February 13 they will apply for a charier incorporating the

In the issue of January 7, the World's New England representative, when speaking of the acquisition of the Olympic
Theater by the Realistic Moving Picture Company, who
control the Jolliette Theater, stated that, inasmuch as the
Olympic was a licensed house, and the Jolliette on the Independent side, some change of service would be required.
Both houses are now Independent, receiving service from the
Boston Film Rental Company.

B. 1". Keith Theater Company, of Philadelphia, which will
conduct a general theatrical business. Mr. Keith, as known,
is getting on in years and is placing some of his responsibilities and cares upon the shoulders of others — hence the
above
incorporation move.
t of $12,000 B. F. Miller will have the Hall building, at 747-753 South street — in the heart of the "Ghetto,"
remodeled into an up-to-date moving picture theater. Mr.
Miller is now interested in several such houses.
City councils of Philadelphia want experienced and capable-to-do-it members of the lire department to inspect local
The Bureau of Building want additional building
inspectors appointed, asserting that there are hardly enough
firemen now to do the work of that department and that
none can be spared to inspect buildings, etC So far it has
been decided to appoint additional inspectors. A new schedule of fees for inspecting theaters, etc., has practically been
decided upon and the rates are higher than under the present ordinance.
NEW

ENGLAND

NOTES.

John J Cahill, of McCue & Cahill, is no doubt New England's most prominent
popular
concern
is connectedand with
many "picture
houses personality."
hereabouts,
which are: The Ward Street Theater, the City, and

The

Sheedy's Theater, all of Brockton, Ma-v; the New
Bedford
lord, and the Newport Opera
House, Newport. K I. Some of the theaters arc associated with W. B.
I local theatrical
man.
Mr. Cahill personally BUpern of all pictures used m his houses, while
Mr
BdcCue
attends
to the vaudeville,
(ahill
holds
the
unique position
1
. manager
booking films
from the General
Film Co., who uses the entin
output.
The
Ward
Uting
110 vaudeville,

Street
'I heater,
being
usually
receives
the

■ hill is commonly held 1

the
pick

only
house
of the re-

judge of

pictures in New
England, and i- often asked
o|
mi .i- io the merits of a picture by rival mat
whi. h a truthful
and
impartial
answer
is alv< ■
Such thii
ni d Mr
Cahill the nan •
as

well

when

M.

as

on--

hi

I d picture
man"
of the ablest.
Mr. Cahill
the World, win. h

1

■

• 11 inerlv

1 he

both

i'

hou

his

The World's New
England representative submit!
of a letter received by Boston
and
New
England
moving
picture managers, from the Vitagraph Company.
- rs: — We have received many complaints lately obtain
fi
■ :rVitagraph
patrons
land
inability ofOnetheaters
reels regarding
for their the
exhibitions.
theater in \ " ""
are constantly inquiring why we do not show Vitagraphs and the populai
call for Vitagraph productions exceeds that for any other make."
manager
says:
had Another
but one Vitagraph
reel in-It tl may interest you to know that —
ved by him
Mill another states that only seven Vitagraph 6io
during eleven weeks.
We are now investigating this matter and would like to have you
write us d Utter by return matt if you think you are not getting your
share of Vitagraph films. As you arc aware, wc release three reels per
week and there should be thro:
- ibjects.
vita
Yours trulv,
The Viugraph

General

Film

We
find that the very
great
majority
of those
who
received the above letter answered
the same, and advised the
company
that the General
Film
Compan]
were
at all times
very
willing
to hand
out the
The great majority even went -,, far ;i> to offer the unaskedfor information,
that the main
trouble
with the Vitagraph
was
that the recent
releases
had
been
far from
the usu.d
standard
This
is all the more noticeable, some wrote, because, prior to this slump,
the Vitagraphs
bad been
really
excellent.
As a side light, the World's New
England representative will add that the Vitagraph 'Three
M
Maid," released Tuesday, Jan. 17. was refused by every first
run house in Boston.
Seems as if the questions should ha\ e
been altered.
The General Film Company expects to enlarge its precut quitters in order to add a larger ro,.m in which exhibitors choose thnr programs.
As tin- General Film Com
panv has t\\,. Boston offices, the liinis have been shown
to the managers m both places, henceforth the pictures will
be run only in the on.
A bill introduced into the Stat.- Legislature inti
I
picture theaters
attendance
.it all

among
the trade,
is a linn believer
paniea bun

The petition
th. atei

__

CHICAGO
Mr

rue, who are running mo
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A Little Sunshine
..\\:.. :
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at that -h..w
We all hope we will see you again before very
cuse more, but m\ arm aches, a- I have two ab: it ami it i- my left arm to.,
"Again thanking you, your old time friend,
"Maude Excell."
This letter was written l>> a lad} paralyzed on the right
side, minus her right leg and forced to write with her left
hand
This lady ha- been an inmate tor 10 year- at the
the Incurable-. 56th -treet and Ellis avenue, Chicago Mr Rirck. believing in practical charity, gave a mo>
ing
at the claim
above-named
home"
Mr
Rirckpicture
and Mr-howSchwartz
that while
the ami
poor both
cripplegreatly enjoyed the -how. themselves had -till more pleasure
m realizing how they hail brought a little -un-liine ill this
honie of pain- and ache- We heartily thank Mr Rirck and
his able manager for having arranged a moving picture show
at the Home of the Incurable-, a- we have always advocated
that a little amusement given in the hospitals would benefit
the patients. A little sunshine like this doe- more than the
best medicine- We are not of the class that believe that
-iekne-- can be cured by mental power, but at the -aim- time
we believe that if we could find enough rick persons to donate
a motion picture outfit to every hospital or home, they would
help the work of the doctor- and accomplish more good
than in donating for fountain-, organ-, libraries, etc Messrs
Rirck and Schwartz tell us that they had tear- in their eyes
at the sight of the great enjoyment of these poor cripples
and that the pleasure experienced by them had fully rewarded them for their time anl the co-t of the show. Let
us hope that other exhibitor- will imitate Mr. Rirck and
that these individual show- will prove to the rich supporters
of hospital-, the possiblity of motion picture- to help the
cure of many poor suffi I
— J. M, B
"THE

CHRISTIAN

MARTYR:" ANOTHER
CLASSIC.

GAUMONT

Mr. Geo. Kleine is -till pursuing his ideal to bring up the
Gaumont films to the head of the list of artistic merit. "The
Christian Martyr," to be released in the near future, is another masterpiece of Gaumont, in which the splendid setting- give to the picture the artistic effects so much lacking
in everyday production- In thi- age of education and of
progress, the poor, like the rich, want the detail- and the
finishing touches and the Gaumont picture- supply such
want-.
In a previous article on "Scenarios" I said that the scenario writer is not always the one to be blamed, as too many
producers can ruin the very best scenario, while others can
make a master production from a simple story. Thi- i- the
case simple
in "The toChristian
a very simple
story,
too
interest aMartyr";
manufacturer.
Albanus.
the perhaps
-on of
the Prefect, is lonesome, is sad and cannot be amused with
the pleasures provided by his fond father. This sadness is
a love affair and a love affair that will be condemned by
his father, as hi- love i- for Fabiolo, a Christian girl. Love
converts Albanu- to Christianity; he is happy, but his happiness is to be of very short duration, as a potter, also in
love with Fabiolo, revenge- himself by denouncing the hiding
place of the Christians. The Christian- are captured, brought
before the Prefect and sentenced to death, even Albanus is
not spared, although it is a terrible duty for the stern father
to condemn his own son.
Such a simple story, treated by most of our present producer-, would fall flat: but. in the hand- of the Gaumont
people, it has been made a success and will not only call
for much admiration, but will help to uplift the motion picture to the place it demands in the realm of art.
The film of 'The Christian Martyr" is colored in the Gaumont Style, which means the best. The settings are distinctive of Gaumont: they are rich and correct in every
respect. The acting; i- natural and perfect and while the
action is sustained all through the film, there is no lacking
of intere-t. no over stretching of scenes, nothing languishing.
It i- a beautiful film; a picture that should be shown in
every church, to show how men should have the courage
of their conviction-. The condemnation scene, where we
are shown the early Christians sentenced to be thrown to
the lion-, i- a sermon in itself. They do not fear death, they
frankly confess that they are Christians and go to their
doom fortified in their faith. "The Christian Martyr" is
a notable addition to the already large collection of historical
and religion- picture- of Mr Geo. Kleine for educational
and church pur;.
1 M ]>
Motion

Picture Handbook 160 pages, $1.50 postpaid.

W< iRLD
ON

THE

ROAD.

South
Bend,
Ind. — A day -pent among
the theaterin
South Bend, inspired the wish that one of your critic- would
\1-1t the town It 1- an elegant -how town, but cannot
boast of one real moving picture -how There are about
seven SO called theater-. A live man will drop ill there
some day and put one over on them all. The vaudeville
business was on a par with the moving picture end of
matter-, when Chas. Allardt. from Terre Haute, came along,
and lea-ed a building on \ Michigan -treet. about three
squares out of the business district, ami opened up a vaudeville hou-e. with the be-t act- obtainable While hi- hou-e
was in course of construction, hi- competitor- had gnat
-port, and talked of a "fool and hi- money." but now their
tune ha- changed, a- Allardt ha- practically taken all their
trade. I got a up that Brentlinger ami English, also of
Terre Haute, have secured an option on a location in South
Bend, 30 by 110 feet, on which they intend to erect a $20,
cxio strictly moving picture theater They have the money,
and have made a great stccess 111 Terre Haute. Mr. E.
Rhodes, a wealthy lumberman of South Bend, who has
been buying up a string of theater-, ha- lea-ed the place
occupied by the Surprise Clothing Store, and will remodel
ii into what he will call the Surprise Theater He expects
to open about the end of February. Robert (odd has
lea-ed a portion of the new Keller Block, in which he is
installing a moving picture theater with 350 -eat- Win.
Johnhon ha- also leased a -tore, and will convert it into a
moving
picture theater by February
t-t.
Kalamazoo, Mich. — Win Johnson ha- leased a store, and
will convert it into a first-class moving picture theater by
February i-t. The theater business ha- never bei
done in Kalamazoo, on account of the difficulty in securing
locations. There are only two theaters, the Colonial, managed by Mr. Johnson, and the Gem Vaudette. owned and
controlled by C. Barnes, and they have always done a lucrative business. The Gem 1- now independent. — F.P.B.
Calgary, Alta, Canada.— < )ur friends across the border are
evidently fully awake to the possibilities of the high-class
moving picture theater. In November last the Majestic
Theater was opened in Calgary' by Charles Engebrit, who
has ten years' experience in the picture line. This house
seats 700, has a seven-piece orchestra, and is equipped with
the latest of everything. Showing the newest and best
pictures, the Majestic has been enjoying big business, and
easily rank- as one of the best moving picture theaters in
Western
Canada.
Bloomington, Illinois. Manager J. G. Cesell, of the Nickeldome Theater, was a Chicago visitor, and made arrangements
for improved film -ervice. Mr. Gesell is the pioneer in the
picture business of Bloomington; he also reports good busiPekin, Illinois. A. I. Sinclair, manager of the Dreamland,
is making arrangements for the remodeling of his theater, but
he states that he don't know when the work can be done, for
as he 1- -bowing to capacity daily, he dislikes clo-ing down
for anya short
lengthlength
of time.
"Tonie"
been in well
the picture
game
of time,
yet hehasis only
surprisingly
posted
as to the detail- of the business, and the success of the
ality.
Dreamland is due in a great measure to his pleasing personFort Wayne, Indiana. Sprague Green, manager of the
Lyric, has installed a decided innovation in the shape of a
huge electric sign 8 x 1 1 feet, which contains only the wording
"5c." This sign can be read from a great distance, and lookvery attractive at night with it- hundreds of lights blazing
out in the darkness.
Mansfield, Ohio. — The Mansfield Amusement Company, of
tin- city, was incorporated for $10,000, under the Ohio State
Law. October ioth. by Fred. I. Spellman. former owner and
manager of the Star; D. Spellman, James Hilton, recent
partner of Mr. Spellman, and Assistant Manager A. Hilton.
and Joseph Hilton. Mr. Spellman was elected president
and general manager, and no doubt, with his years of experience in the amusement business, will make a good
one. Since their incorporation, they have added many newstockholders — all of Mansfield. They now own the Star
Theater, of this city: Star, at Shelby; Mansfield Film Exchange and Prize Shooting Gallery, Mr. Spellman reports
he has several new theaters in view, and while so young,
they were able to declare a dividend of 3 per cent, the first
of the year. Mr. Spellman reports a very successful season.
and hopes to soon have a chain of shows all around Mansfield. Everything run on the square-deal principle is their
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The Editor, the Moving Picture World.
Sir: In your capacity .1* reflector and reci rder of the moving
picture bus
rth American continent 1 b .
before your notice .1 few facta that have impressed themselves
upon me during the past three years, during which time 1 have
ind owning theaters in this
city. I take this course <:•
rd for the welfare
of tlie picture business, believing that you are actuated by the
same interest, and if my observation-; find any endorsation
through your medium they will have achieved the object I have
in view.
In this fir^t place, then, the general complaint I have to make
is embraced i-i the headmj
leterioration.
This
applies not only to the photography, but also to the class of subjects and the method of production. Of course, there are exthis rule, and 1 have every reason to congratulate the
I impany for the excellence of their Mibicct-, the dramatic representations of Rex Beach. Richard Harding Davis,
Dickenscredit
and on
others'
works management.
being highly praiseworthy,
reflecting
great
the state
The same remarks
are
also applicable to the \ itagraph Company and Rathe Company's
productions, which are always characterized by careful attention
to details and clue regard to the natural limitations of the plot
involved.
When it comes to the former prominent film makers, however,
there is a different story to tell. I have handled a very large
number of the Biograph, Lubin, and Selig reels, and have no
hesitation in saying that what they are now putting out is inferior in every way to their former efforts. Included in this
category also is the Essanay Company. The Selig Company SO
long as they portrayed Western subjects were in their proper
element, but I consider their entry into the civilized field as exemplified in"Queen of Hearts" and "Widow of Mill Creek
Flats" was a failure, both from an artistic and photographic
standpoint. The Essanay Company in serving an intelligent pubwith "A obfuscation
Honeymoon ifforthevThree"
mustsuch
havean been
suffering
fromlic mental
expected
unnatural
and
far-fetched idea to meet with appreciation. The absurdity of this
subject was only exceeded by the imagination of the author of
"The Mhrked
the pill
The Biograph CompanyTrail"
seem with
to have
trieddropping
all sorts episode.
and conditions
of
drama, the predominant note of which is more or less morbidity.
Take, for instance, "The Broken Doll," which carries no conviction with it; the grotesqueness of "The Chink of Golden Pass,"
the maudlin sentiment bordering on burlesque of "Song of the
Woodland Flute," and the impossible situation and morbid influence depicted in "The Banker's Daughter." The list could be
extended ad nauseam, but the above will give an indication of
what is intended to be conveyed. As one of the worst, I should
not forget to mention "The Love of Lady Irma," with the faceslashing scene as depicited by the Biograph, and which was absolutely repulsive.
Now, I have been a loyal supporter of the General Film Company business for three years past and have three theaters in
operation in Vancouver today, but I protest against having to
accept a lot of second-rate film which can only be described adequately byone word— rotten. The make-up and acting in some of
this stuff is so poor that it actually makes the audience smile.
It may go in the Bowery of Xew York, but it certainly won't
go out here. Of course, the "trust" may argue that they control
the situation and can afford to dump a lot of "punk" stuff in with
the good, but they are fooling themselves. The public cannot
be fooled all the time, and evidence is not wanting today that unless the film business is placed on a superior level and the intelligence of the audience studied, there is going to be a reaction
against the moving picture business which will compel the producers to sit up and take notice or else go to the wall. There
has been far too much morbid element introduced and not enough
sanity. People arc Renin? tired of the everlasting Wild West cum
Indian drama, with its false ideals, holdups, shootings, rescues,
and other foolishness. A little goes a long way. As for the
maudlin sentimentality, it is too crude for words.
stated the General Film Company may have the belief that they are indispensable, and perhaps it is better to let
them so believe. If any evidence were wanted to the contrary, however, it can be furnished right in this town where more
than one theater is doing well and using Independent film. The
same applies to Seattle, where two big theaters I know of are
making as much money as any using the Trust output. Tn conclusion, Imay say that I heartily endorse the recent article in
the Moving Picture World bv "Lux Graphicus," and am glad
to see that there are influences at work which have for their object the elevation of the moving picture business. As a matter
of fact, it will have to be elevated or else go to the wall under
pressure of public sentiment.
Vancouver. E. C. Tan 7. tott.
JOHN CHUNE.

WORLD

"JACKASS MUSIC."
Allentown,
I'.i, Jan. 23, 1911.
Editors Moving Picture World.
Sir- I would like to -ay a word or two in answer to the
letter entitled, "Jackass Music," winch appeared in your
paper, the Moving Picture World. January 28, 1911,
The person who wrote that article i-> entirely in error
a- regards the music which he says he heard played in the
ture theater in Allentown. Pa. 1 am th(
that orchestra, and in justice to myself and the other musicians, 1must contradict his statement.
Firstly — he say.- that 1 do not -tart the music until the
picture 1- nearly over, and that I end abruptly when the
picture is through, not even ending the strain; both of which
are absolutely untrue. I. a- a professional pianist, would not
be guilty of such gross carelessness, and as to not playing
the comic pictures, that 1- the rule of the house, a- those
picture- have a better effect without music. As to his remark- about the length of lime in finding suitable music, the
picture he referred to was a sad one. entitled "The Refuge;"
the house was dark, the music plaintive, and the only conclusion 1 can come to, is that he must have fallen asleep,
and woke up in time to see the end of the picture.
The selection in which the song occurs, "John I
Home to See His Mother," was played for a Thanhou-er
comedy, called "Looking Forward." and "Meet Me Tonight
ni Dreamland," was played along with "You Taught Me
How to Love, You Now Teach Me How to Forget," for a
Relianceonpicture,
"A Woman's
was not
shown
the daycalled
mentioned,
which Way,"
proves which
the traveling
man must have been in the theater more than once.
When a man writes an article to a popular ,and reliable
paper, he should take lessons before posing as a critic. He
has unwittingly paid me a compliment, when he praised
the young lady who played the piano at the small picture
house
says he paper,
went to.
like piano
him toplayers
knowthroughwhich
your hevaluable
thatI would
the lady
at the two picture houses were my pupils, and were taught
the business by me.
—MRS. BUTTERY.
THE SLOGAN OF QUALITY.
Seattle, Wash., Jan. 5, ion.
Editor Moving Picture Vvbrld:
Dear Sir — I wish to congratulate you on the persi.-tency
with which you keep up the good fight for quality in the
film production. I have installed and opened ten picture
and vaudeville theaters in the past three and a half years
and have paid thousands of good dollars for miles and miles
of poorly conceived anl badly produced junk. It seems to
me incredible that the manufacturers do not more fully
realize that quality and quality alone must win and nothing
can prevent the manufacturer of quality film from winning
out. Since the advent of the press agent the producer is
frequently hypnotized by his own bunk, but the exhibitor
is not; he looks to his audience for criticism and they know
a rotten picture when they see it and have no hesitancy in
saying so in this part of the country. Hoping that there
will be no let up in your quality warfare. I remain, sincerely yours,
— H. J. BROW.X.
"THE TRAGEDY OF COMEDY."
Washington, D. C, January 9, 191 1.
Editor, The Moving Picture World.
Dear Sir: Having read with interest Mr. Claudy's article
on "The Tragedy of Comedy," in a recent issue of The
Moving Picture World, I wish, if possible, to say a good
word for the brighter side. Although I am not commercially
interested in the photoplay, I have been following its growth
for some time, and have felt greatly encouraged by the constant improvement shown by the films. It is undoubtedly
true that, for some time, real comedies have been, to say the
least, rare a condition which the manufacturers explain by
saying that genuinely humorous scenarios are almost impossible to obtain. Yet while this state i- as -ad as it i- true.
T am sure that the clouds are not all dark, but that here and
there the light shines through.
In the past two weeks I have seen three comedies, each a
recent release, which belong, in my opinion, to the first class.
These are "A Family of Vegetarians," "Sleep, Gentle Sleep"
(Edison), and "The Artist's Ray Day" (Gaumont). The two
Edison films were marked by an abundance of genuine, refined humor, their many clever points being well brought
out by the excellent cast. Our old friend. Bumptious, was a-trong as ever in facial expre--ion. winning the usual laughs.
And in both films there was a complete absence of horse-
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play and cheap wit. The Gaumont subject came a- a welcome surprise, for the Gallic idea of a joke seems often
widely different from ours. But here there was no buffoonery,
only brisk, snappy comedy, with a sustained story which held
one's interest clear to the end
Vive la Gaumont!
In conclusion, 1 would say that I heartily agree with Mr.
Gaudy in his denunciation
of slap-stick comedy, and hope
to see the day when its place will be comp.letely taken by
films like those mentioned above.
Yours very truly.
SHIPLEY \Y. RICKER.
CREDIT WHERE CREDIT IS DUE.
Cincinnati, Ohio, January 13, IQII.
Editors Moving Picture World.
Dear Sirs — In your issue of January 14, 191 1, in reference
to the Alhambra Theater, on page 82: You .-peak of the
Ornamental flatter Company ai designers of this hou-e. I
wish to correct that error, and place the credit where it
belongs. Every part of detail in this theater was constructed from original designs, made in our office from fullsize working drawings, which were furnished to the Ornamental Plaster Company, who had the contract to get out
this part of the work I made a special effort as to the
design of this particular theater, as 1 am interested as
part owner.
Yours sincerely,
— C. C. TAYLOR,
PRIVATE

PUBLIC INTERESTS AT STAKE.
Cincinnati. Ohio, January 19. IQII.
Editors Moving
1'icture World.
Gentlemen — I am advised by a reliable source, that it is
proposed to introduce into the legislature of Ohio, a bill
which will eliminate all films and manufacturers who do
not print on non-inflammable stock. Of course, you understand fully the situation, but the public in general, I am
sorry to say, are especially. ignorant in regard to the manufacturing, sale and rental of films; also the using of films
by the exhibitors. They do not take into consideration, that
it is almost impossible to have a lire in a picture show, when
it is properly wired. In ca-e a law of this kind should
be passed, it would work a hardship <>n every exhibitor in
the United State-, not only those using Independent, but
also those who are using licensed films.
The General Film • ompany now own nearly all of the
licensed exchanges, and if they could possibly, through
legislation, eliminate the independent manufacturer, they
would then absolutely control the situation, and every exhibitor throughout the world would be at their mercy, and
that means that no one, only General Film Company would
operate moving picture shows. I have, and am. urging the
exhibitors throughout the country to organize.
It seems
that a great many of them cannot, or will not, grasp the
situation
Through the connivance and scheming
of the manufacturers and some of the film exchanges and
their interests, they have been able to mislead the exhibitors
and keep them quiet; and whenever a man realize- the conditions and protests against it, and work- lor ai
tion, they immediately, through misrepresentation, seek to
-. his influence.
.tion of the exhibitor- ha- hern
through a mysterious
influence, the exhibitors
the leaden misrepresented, and ■
failure to organize ha- been tin- result
Now. it i- up to the
exhibitor whether be i- intelligent enough to pn ;
duel a business along business lines, or whether he will
again listen to ih<- siren voice of those who an
fat and rich at In- expense
The
Sherman
law, in reMr. nut of trade, should be applied to every tru-t
Mottimed the tru-t 1- trying to hide' behind a few
withstanding that
This letter i- not intended a- a fight upon envoi
company,
but if possible to arouse the exhibitor
.■ t
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to evade the anti-trust law. what incentive will there be
to progress?
The competition
on lines of qua
cease, inventive geniu> will not be welcomed
and
the
monopolists will serve the public with anything th<
To maintain and promote quality. J
— not only among the manufacturer^ but
bitors.
Therefore exhibitors and I
should watch out for and fru-iratc any attem] I
through the legislature any law that would jeopardise their
Yerv truly yours,
rights.
If. A. NEFF.

NO HEADACHE
" WOOLPS

HYPOZONE

the modern
.critic
ho. th.
gent
it liberate,
will iermic.de.
suceienand Te,t(rc>Un
the OZON
lir. DiluteE M\POZUNE
100 times with »»ter and get the right disinfectant it ONI
GALLON.
WOOLF CHEMICAL PRODUCTS, Inc.,
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The Fragrant and Powerful Perfumed
Disinfectant for the Theatre

AROMA

FOAM

Aroma Foam is mantii fa.
most effective and agreeable metho I
ufactured in tour perfume*— Geranium,
Lux
Send 40 cents in stam;.- i..r Sample Quart frith
$1.06 for four quarts and you can then order 111 quantity ttie i>etlum.
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SERVICE
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Independent Film Exchange
of Pittsburg, Pa.

The Pioneer Independent Exchange ofWestern Pennsylvania
buying the output of the Sales
Company.
We have a few choice runs that
we can let out at reasonable
prices.

Write us.

HOtl

about
his own
business, ami all of
those who continue to remain so -tupi.l as to h<- controlled
■ ing manipulator-,
it will onh be .. short time
until they will he out of business entirely.
[ have learned that the licensed interests are bringing pres
sure to bear on the owners of the best tl
the country to compel them to -ell out
They own the
a 11
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th« ■.,;. |

th< public stand for this, even if the exhibitors will? Once
the) have the complete control In their hand-, with only such
competition left in the field as they may deci I-
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A. 9. DAVIS.
415

Ferry
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EXCHANGE,
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f^oi^^-p^
dren. are happy
In their home, i'ihi though it la
a rough babltrntlon, In .1 country when I
i^ii'iin- Is hard and trying. One evening, Jnu runs a. toss un old friend In Joe Taylor,
who l- working »< * nearby lumber camp, and
Jim, on bis way borne, hospitably Invites hH
frleud tu bis cabin for supper. Joe accepts, and
the two wend their way through the woods to
.11ms home When Joe Is left alone wltb Martha
and the children, while Jim Is looking after
duties outside, Ji>e makes lore to his friend's
wife, but Is repulsed
by her, who begs blm to
bis friend.
The scene Is Interrupted by
Jim.
«lni returns,
and the family
seat themthe table
The next morning, alter Jim
has gone to1 fer
work.a eup
Joe ofpasess
Jim'syoung
eabin.woman
and
water. by The
brings it for blm, and after Joe has drank,
he
■ 111:111 in hi
r that
a love
smarting
under
the Insult, sends him away.
That
when Jim learns of the state of affairs be
his friend and bis wife, his rage is impotent.
1
ed to kill 1 be man who bad r
apparently dead An bout later the fearstrh'ken survivor ..1 the combat, bavin,; arranged
to tlee from the country, opens the door to Joe,
a battered, broken wreck, who has gained con.inil dragged himself to Jim's shack.
I'ponwho
Martha's
the apology
of
Joe.
miirmnisplea,
his Jim
thanksaccepts
and leaves
the house
forever.
THE
TWO
REFORMATIONS.- -Young
Frank
Mel.ain loses his position in the East, and resolves
to prospect for gold.
Arrangements arc
made that he leave his wife at home, and send
for her later, as soon as he has found a position.
prospecting
proves
a failure, and
will. nut 1
when letier^o
his plight Is made
stating tliat she also is out of money, and la
threatened with expulsion from their home by
the landlord. It is at this moment of despair that
an escaping bandit, one "Bad" White, as he Is
known, enters Frank's cabin, begging protection
from the sheriff and posse, who are in hot pursuit, promising Frank a bag of gold if he will
tates
Frank
prospector's
) strong to resist,
yields.
finding t
The sheriff enters, and asks Frank if he has
seen White, and then leaves when Frank says he
has not. Later. Mrs. Mel.ain receives money from
her husband, and decides to go West without
notifying Frank. She arrives, and tages the stagecoach to Snaketown. a mining town, unaware that
her
husband
and very
"Bad"
to bold
np the
stageWhite
upon have
whichmade plans
passenger. White, however, learns of he
In time to forestall the holdup, and later, wnen
Frank and his wife meet, the two resolve to give
up the game of outlawry, happy at baving escaped the disastrous end of Frank's romance, which
would surely have occurred had the hold-up bap-

Black,
clrcns.

a city chap,
Jim Is sent

calls to take
by her father

Reglnald
her to the big
to keep an eye

it-rsuaded to leave with Black for the
eity. She leaves a note for her father, telling
him that she and Black are to be married when
they reach the city. Upon arriving, she finds the
Insincerity
of Black's
promise,
and. torealizing
her
mistake, slips
away and
applies
the circus
manager for work. She is given a chanee. Jim
secures a |>osltii>n ns hostler with the same showthat he may look after Bertha. I'pon making her
entranee to the ring, she is hurt in a fall — picked
up and eared for by Jim. who takes her home
where she is nursed back to health.
THE SPY. — C.enernl I#e finds it necessary to dispatch one of his trustworthy young officers into
the enable
enemy's
to gain the
valuable
information
to
him lines,
to anticipate
movements
of his
wily foe. Gerald Haines, a scion of one of the
aristocratic families of the South, is the man selected for the perilous undertaking. The opening
of the story shows blm returning from his mission.
He has papers upon his person that would hang
him as a spy. should he be raptured. Snddenly
he Is brought down by the enemy's fire and
wounded — rescued by little Joe Wheelock. a boy
too young to participate In aetual warfare, but
whose heart and soul is wrapped np in the cause
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' nlifederate

by

the

who ministers
the during spy
The escape
as him conveyed to the old
...in this bouse is made la ■
tlirillng 1
it. and after tinny perilous adventures, Gerald
lalnes stands before bis beloved General,
and re
elves the warm praise ,,f Unit grand old man for
A ROBUST
ies is sick
to a sanitarium
anil
letreat.
Accordingly

- notified

of an old negro mammy,
niinil
until the family of
b]

and is off for his
bj Dr. thai
ft.." be whois
assured

1 the t
breakfasand t
The police

writes

the

[loetor

the

this
bui

following

Bug
is a dippy
they
won't

le.i

- Mr.

pretty maid.
All
the ....
ol the ring I he
ring 1- identified.
the M
is a:
the ring, and the
The
ashman
Is
milkman
and the

1 >ins; 1.
forgetfulness
MiDlugley
her ring,
honorably
discharges
the
ng and happy.
the courtE MOUNTAINS. -Harold

HOW MARY MET THE PUNCHERS.— Mary Is
from Boston, and she doesn't just take to the
..ov the
punchers
she who
wouldis to
the "rah-rah
of
Hub. asBill,
a fellow
of no boys"
small
caliber, is looked upon by self;his Icompanions as a
sort of leader, feels a little miffed, but acknowledges sbe is the real goods and
1 to feel proud of t
stand for her snubs.
punehers await developments the s
cured
must
mind
what

Owy

I

plies the funds. Finding himself loser both at
rtr'ls and on the Derby, lie continues his requests
for money , sir Reginald, having become enamored with the ia ir Gwendolln, makes it possible
on to lean, the scret source of the
1. in. I he thought
was his. and upon realizing this.
his maul
v -a!
lakes
passage
lor America, lie
1- Itlodsoe. an old prostime to save him from ill treatment at
the hand of the miners and cowboys. The old
h i. pocket and Nigal is reuanleil for his manly protection in time of need
— given half interest. Things go well and DrayIon becomes comfortable and sets sail for England, lie arrives just in time to Intercept the
proposed
w eihling of Gwendolln
to Sir Reginald.

be

The Captain, a classy chap, from a neighboring
ranch, puts in his apearanee. and asks Mary to
go riding with him. She agrees, and they start
on a wild ride across country. Some distance from
habitation, they are attacked by Indians. The
Captain and Mary stand them off for a long
time. The Captain takes Mary's skirt, hat and
• •oat. n. akes a dummy of them, fastens It on her
torse's back, and starts the animal on a run.
The trick works and the Indians start In pursuit.
The Captain goes for help, but the cow punchers.
led by Bill, see the Indians, get after tbem, and
soon capture the band.
for her.
They find her behind a hill, and. after
■ little communicating
h ack and forth, she gets
herTheyskirt— and comes ov r to the punchers with
outstretched
hands, and tl anks them with apologies
for her coldness
to then
warmly
and blm
adlonestShe fare
and tells
mirlngly
he
Is her looks
hero into
and Bill's
a mar after her own heart.

VITAGRAPH.
IT DID LOOK SUSPICIOUS.— Circumstances
■ li.l l.w.k suspicious; this is the explanation: Mrs.
Dlngley's
diamond
is tooto large
her finger
and
she asks
her ring
husband
have for
It fixed.
He
takes it and lays it beside his plate on the
breakfast table until he finishes his meal: the
ma hi brings In the morning mall and. after looking at his letters. Mr. ningley suddenly realized
that the hour Is late, puts on his hat and coat.
hastily picks up the ring, puts it In his coat
pocket, and hurriedly leaves the house. On his
way to business he pulls his handkerchief from
his pocket
and drops the ring.
A few minutes afterwards the milkman who
Dlngleys happens by on his rounds.
back
ring, shows it to the ashman, and goes
and gives the ring
Iiii.ghy's

■

poll. en. :i
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touching

Your
institution
is a wonderful
benefit to
mankind.
If ever 1 have an enemy
who is
seeking health. I will take great pleasure in
recommending
him to try Affectionately,
your nut college.
JONES.
AN
ENGLISHMAN'S
HONOR.
-Nigal
Drayton

The
their

notified;
the

by the way. is crushed on the
the servants aie summoned
Into
and questioned.
The cook tells
maid showed
her
at once the
and the maid
with
the rest of
taken
to court.
The
milkman
-olved.
i.lls the Judge that he found
ashman
s:iw
him pick it up.
brought
in. he corrolHirates the
judge

i>r. Crow's
•11. is is no place for me
factory.
I tried to leave
see my linlsh

are

with

fond of ei
she accompanies
him in l
strolls, and whenever his -•
at his side in administer to him !!•■ grows
stronger every day. and at the end of three or
four months he returns home -physically a strong
>.ie Gwymeth,
but the fact
s engaged to a girl in the >
fair
the mouutalus and all I
forgets the girl .
promises.
later Harold
n
girl. A friend of his wife extends an invitation
lo her and Harold to spend part of their honeymoon at her mountain
home.
Harold
told his wife about
Gwyinetli.
They
visit the
mountain
home of their friend,
located
In the
- on as the l.ewellyns
Harold
and his
wife, taking a long rumble through the
ken by a siorm
and lose their way.
- approaching, he goes In search of help.
ih. to whom
he appe
ami begs her to save his wife.
Notwithstanding
her .1..1. gnai ion. Gwymeth
goes out and brings his
wife
safely
to her home
and shelters
them
for
the night.
allowing day she directs them to their

KALEM.
THE SHERIFF'S SISTER.— On the death of his
mother, Sheriff Bob promised to watch ovet and
■ are lor his orphan sister. In carrying out this
promise he forbids his sister Elsie to see and
accept the attention of Burice, ■ Mexican, whose
had reputation Is known to Bob. aud who has been
posing In the neighborhood as a bachl
afternoon, while Bob is absent the M\
Elsie, and on Bob's unexpected
ltereation
takes
place
and
the
Mexican
is
knocked <
to his feet he
ordheStruggling
house
immediately
and is never
next day Enrico intercepts Elsie
"
keepsakes
partly to revenge himself upon the Sheriff
persuades the infatuated girl
placing a few clothes and a numner
in a grip, writes a note and leave
dining room table for her brother; then goes lo
meet Enrico who is hiding In a nearby road with
two horses. They mount and ride to the home
of a clergyman In a nearby town As the ceremony Is about to take place the minister calls
In his wife and another woman to act as witnesses. The second
witness
when
entering
the
casually glances at the couple <
husband
married
and r gnizes
Enrico
aV hi
who abandoned her some three or foil. . „
fore. The deserted wife, fortunately f..r Elsie, had
been taken in an. I protected by the kindly old
minister and his wife. The wedding is stopped
an. I Enrico confronted with his guilt. Elsie dnrabfoiinded and almost prostrated on the exposure of
the
despicable
conduct
rushesback
fromborne.
the
houseMexican's
and takes
her way
on foot
The Mexican attempting to foflow is stopped by
the Indignant old clergyman and compelled to
delay his departure until Elsie has reached her
home. In the meant ime Sheriff Bob returning to
his house, after hunting about for ITsie. finds her
noie. In desperation he searches the neighborhood and tries to learn of the direction taken by
the eloping couple. His search being unrewarded
-•'- broken-hearted.
He opens
the door
goes t.. ber bed room and stands looking within,
then goes to his own room a tired and forlorn
man. He scarcely enters his room when he hears
tie sound of an opening door. Returning to the
dining room he confronts his sister, who has
just entered the house. She staresseverity
at him leaves
wltb
of

tenderness

which
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SCREEN

Screen now being demonstrated at the
Greater New York Film Rental Company
116-118 East 14th Street, New York

Noted for i

i has>atisfactory
been thorou^-and has proven
in every way.
For prices, ad
KOCH & STACKHOUSE, Stroudsburg, Pa.

"STANDARD"

Machine That Gives Results
FULLY GUARANTEED

LAST
AT

CALL

THE

After
Only machine
101 BEEKMAN

FILMS

AMERICAN

STREET, NEW
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approved by
motor Is used.
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SALE

OLD

LIST

Feb.

1st,

New
York Fire Underwriter*, \vh«r«
Absolutely tllckerleea.

Extraordinary Features Are:

W. E. GREENE FILM
EXCHANGE, Inc.
The

Oldest
and
Largest
Independent
Film Exchange in New England

The House of Quality and Satisfaction
MR. EXHIBITOR

:

If you are desirous of finding out hon> to improve
your present service and increase your daily attendance
call and have a confidential chat with us. If you are
BDlblc to call, drop us a line.

COMPANY

Licensed by the Motion Picture Patents Co.

"SILVERLIGHT"
Ralph J. Golsen Supply Co.

PRICE

1911

$225:00

MACHINE

Aluminum MotionPictureCurtain
M.
YS5IL
973 N. 7th Street. Philadelphia,

•; non-cracking; flexible; cuts

light bill.

City
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84 Wabash lie.. Chicago

Hand Colored Slides
«.,rk narantead
Cllppll -

at

half

regular
»

or

Photo Specialty Co.. keesoille. Y V

The Cincinnati-Buckeye
Film Company
$100,000.00 incorporation, operating the
CINCINNATI FILM EXCHANGE.
315 W. 4th Street, Cincinnati, Ohio, and
the BUCKEYE FILM PROJECTING
COMPANY. 309 Arcade Build.ng.
Dayton, Ohio. Biggest Independent
Film Renting Concern in the UNITED
STATES today.
BUYING alm.»t the
entire Independent Output.
Rrlrrciur
SALES COMPANY. Ill I 14th
Street. New York. It vmt mc looking tor
a real Film Service, drop us a line.

W. E. Greene Film Exchange
INCORPORATED

228 Tremont Street,
Telephone

Boston, Mass.
3709 Oxlord

The Cincinnati-Buckeye Film Co.
315-317 W I ...ml.
t INCINNA t I. OH
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whow protection i Isle qalekl) accepts, bursts into
tesrs and lolls lilm of her unfortunate experience
and tliat slip has 'it— overed Bnrioo'i duplicity and
his real character ami asks Hob If lie can forgive bet and tnk.- her back Into Ills heart.
THE THAIL OF THE POMOS
OHARM
in. Ion on nigh. All
ass.nil.loU bow tlu'lr head*. Tlie chief throws the
melon down and all ont
brokati
parts.
daughter.
Drooplnf Eyes, the chief
• usy, an Indian bravo, looks
aftor her o.igerlj.
Approaching
the chief lie tolls
daughter.
The Obtef

■r tbe melon teas! a wandering
family.
tn.ln.lin>;
(ho
beautiful
maiden
.Ins the tribe.
'1 no Indian
chief hid*
them
welcome.
Bine Day, who Is In a group
an. nn. I the chief, stares eagerly nt the sight of
\
Is near at hand.
i: no n:i> with Jealous eyes. A tew days
later.
while roaming
over the nearby
hills anil
plains. Nawona
moots Pick, an unsuccessful min
lng prospector. Botb are nnconsclotuly drawn toother. Dnrlng their friendly chat Dlek
informs Nawona of his 111 slices*. She attempts
to cheer him up when suddenly remembering the
pomos chnriu thn
wigwam,
she tell* Pick >
the Big
help
him. Chief's
Eetnn

. In. linn

i BigstealsChiefs
ner. she
up to wigthe
and quickly
takes her
•k is working.
Handing
the charm I
.tor she tells him It will
surely
bring him
good luck. Nawona.
however,
did not get away with the charm unseen.
The
aroused jealousy of Drooping Eyes.
itlon of the girl, caused
Blue loDay's
open adm
ner
constantly
which Nawona. Drooping Eyes
Mouses Bine Day who Is still in camp and he
follow* afi.r Nawona and sees her give the charm
to Dick. Returning to camp he tells the Indians
who have returned from their hunting expedition
that Nawona has stolen their charm. A number of
Indians are immediately sent out to attack Dick
and recover the charm. Nawona. who, in the meanhas returned
camp, cattle
learnsranch,
of Dick's
dangertimeand
goes to tothethenearest
tells
her story and urges a company of cowboys to attempt Dick's rescue. Coming upon the prospector
as he is sorely pressed by the attacking Indians, a sharp and short fight takes place. The

cowboys evenraallj sn ieding In driving the Indians off. Dick thanks the ranchmen for their
aid and asks them how they knew of tils trouble.
They ingtold
girl's they
warning.
Mountbehindhim
oneof ofthetheIndian
cowboys,
ride to
find
Nawona. The Indian girl, afraid to return to
the camp, has awaited the cowboys at the ranch.
Riding up t" the corral. Pick dismounts, runs to
the Indian girl, and taking both her hands in
tells I
the charm did Indeed bring good

THE ESCAPE FROM THE TUILERIES.— The
Count do Chsmpceneta is the Governor of the
Tnllerles at the lime of Hie Reign of Terror.. He
is warned by his friend. Madame Elliott, that
the palace is to he sacked by the mob. but he
will not leave his post. In the riotous scenes
which follow, he escapes In the dress of a dead
Republican and is hidden by a kind-hearted
woman of the people. Later he makes his way
to Madame Elliott's, and when her house is
searched by the police and the Committee from
the National Assembly, she hides hira under the
mattress of her bed. and disrobing pretends to
he asleep. When the searching party has gone,
the Court don* the garbs of a postilion, .and
thus disguised drives Madame in her carriage
across the frontier to safety.
HEARTS. HUNGER. HAPPINESS.— Billy Is In
loTe. but he thinks he's sick, so he calls In the
doctor who quickly recognizes what Is the matter
with the lad. Thinking that It will not do any
harm to scare him a little, the doctor tells him
that he must fast for three days. This Hilly
does faithfully and growes hungrier by the minute. On the third day he gets a note from his
sweetheart asking him to attend a birthday party.
He goes, and
to find a groat
big dii
cannot eat. Rather than alarm his friends, he
pots his food In his pocket*, and. when these are
full. Into the pockets of his neighbors. How he
gets In trouble with the dog Donley and Is found
out and pardoned Is too good to tell. See the
picture and learn for yourself.
THE SLAVE'S REVOLT. —Ellssa. a Syrian maid,
the sweetheart of Gurzyl, attracts by her beauty
the attentions of Rameses. the King of Egypt,
who has her carried off to his palace by bis
slaves. Gurzyl interferes but is cast over a cliff.
When he recovers, he vows to be avenged, and
finding a way Into the palace, he takes his place
among
the slaves. Inciting them to a revolt at
the repulsed
proper
time.
do,
i- of Rameses.
until
has
all theFie advi
the day of t
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among
thein, weM
tin- 1. nn. nipt Imll.
When, aftor the meal. Ramose* amused himself
killing slaves. Ellssa begs a dart from him. and
turning quickly buries It in the heart of the
monster. This Is the signal for the revolt, which
ends in the reunion of the two hearts so •vlileully
Intended
for each other.
A COWBOYS DEVOTEDNESS. Itu.l May learns
that his sister has boon Insulted h\ a c..» puncher
nn. I socks him to make hlin Kpologlie. Tailing to
nml him. ho scud* him a note tolling him that
If be doesn't do this before Hud meet! him, he'll
put daylight
through him.
On receiving this the
girl struggles with him to get it away.
In the
Struggle
the gun goes off and
the man
falls
dead at her feet
With Bud's note in the dead
man's
pocket
suspicion
naturally
falls
on
and rather than have his sister implicated, him.
he
assumes the guilt, but make* his escape, mid in a
distant town marries and settles down.
After five
years he Is discovered and tried, and Is about to
bo convicted, when his sister, having hoard of the
trial, arises from her sick bed and goes to court.
where
in a drama i
.tosses
her
share In the matter,
and Bad Is freed just in
conscious

to the

ground.

GAUMONT.
TWILIGHT
OF at
A his
SOLDIER'S
LIFE.—
An
oldTHE
veteran
who lives
sous home
is not
only neglected hut made very uncomfortable by
ills daughter in-law. Enable to endure her continued scoldings and Insults lie prepares to leave
and find shelter in a public home for retired
soldiers.
Through bis grandchild's winsome Intervention
i is forced to see the pain her i " '
ailed
upon to remain.
TWILIGHT OF A SOLDIER'S LIFE.— An
soldier,
who his
livessonat toa the
veteran's
receive
letter from
effect home,
that he
has
turned to his native country with his wife
lilldren, and is coming to see his fathei
i visit is made, ana the young man. seeing
iverty of his father, prevails upon him to leave
le home, and come to his home, but the daugh-in-law- does not view fills plan with approval.
i old fellow is subjected t
being rather crude.
When his sou finds out
is treated, he upbraids his wife, thus causing a
breach between them. Seeing this, father resolves
to leave the house and writes a letter explaining
why he has done this. But before he has been
away long the woman sees the unjustness of her
actions, and the film ends with the family united.
THE BABY FORTUNE HUNTERS.— It is morning—just before the father and mother go into the
fields to dig and rake
• toil.and hoe — when we first
catch slghl of the two tots. They are seated at a
table in front of the farm house.
father speak to the children before leaving for t
• youngsters left alone than
their dispositions are changed. They talk hurriedly between smiles, jump from their seats, and hastily enter the farm house. Articles of apparel and
food for a journey are packed into two tiny bundles and these are hidden away, all ready for use
the following morning.
They wander until a farm house is reached. The
farmer Is brought to the door by the boy's knoeking and quest ions them. "We want work" Is the
response. The farmer .tills his wife to the scene
and both enjoy the novelty of the Incident so much
that they laugh unrest rai lly and end it by engaging both children.
Early the following morning, wltn all traces of
their journey w..rn off by refreshing sleep, the children, the farmer
and his wife, and a yoke of
"- Iii reauin.
i-ard.
Everything plough ;t
worth as ploughboy and i

Now. Just
maybewatchyou him.
think The
that heavy
the youngster
can'.t
plow.
work, however.
tells and the lad stops his team amid field, mops
brow, and helps I '
fellow, too. as well as a manful one: for we
him pat the oxen during tbe rest, knowing
they also are weary.
The parents of the runaways.
surlng the country far and wi
and the police have been instructed I
■ day. while the youthful worke
? forms

the closing

glad
tainlng the money earned by himself
and sister,
and as he counts the coins his father and mother as
proudly look on.
GORGES OF THE BOURNE. FRANCE.— Abont
two and a quarter miles beyond the town of narrow
Villard
we enter the ' Gorges
of tb
great beaut;
through which tbe
Bourne dashes. The road is sometimes high above
the torrent, and In places is hewn out of the rock.
In others supported on projecting galleries, and In

Others Carried over bridges, through tunnels.
Wo next lake the .III .-. t roiiie to Pont eu-Hoysns.
descending
a ■Qoule-Nolre
id gorge the
beyond. \\e the
now ralley,
...mo topassing
Pont de
second bridges in the Gorges of the Hourne. and
from hero arc led to the Gorges of the Voriials.ni,
which are fully as fine as those of the Bourne.
gorge is known as the Orandi

.

i
FATHER MAKES HIMSELFeatsUSEFUL.
Erltz
reushaw was an ideal husband and very iinn-h
how many of
inch that I
position
attentions and .nrcsses which women
youngIrene' decided t
love. After awhile.
neglected wife. She wrote to her husband's
father complaining of Fritz's neglect. Ills father
thought hut the problem and then had a bright
a.-ked Ids grip and In due time arThere rivedbeat thetoldI, OHIOIre ' '
and daughter-in-law.
tered heartily Into it. When Frits c
found his father very attentive to Irene
he took no notice of tills, but father's _
: an alarming rate. Finally Fritz reThen
be became
then father
busaloiis. angry,
He told
serious when
father and In
sche
with the result that Fritz and his
"lived happily ever afterwards."
FATHER
LOVE. — A young
musician
who had
i reception.
been hired I
and fell In love with Marion Hayes, the daughter
of a millionaire. Hi* love was returned and
when her father tried to separate them, they decided to elope. About one year after their marriage, the mother died leaving the father with a
little girl baby. Then the fnther became paralyzed. Though It cost hlin the keenest pang, he
sent hi* child to her grandfather, preferring to
tread the path of poverty alone. Sixteen years
later the child, now a beautiful young girl, happened to be In a umstc store when an old and
decrepit man came in to sell some of bis compositions. They wore rejected and the old man
was leaving .'.impositions
the store whenherself
the girl
and stopped
giving t '
i would buy any that he
her card, told
might write In the future. The musician looked
at the card, noticed the name, questioned the girl
bought
and found' ' she was bis own father
daughter.
She was
she nao
equally and
delighted
made complete
their delight
known
their
her grandfather
gladly
recei

OGRAF

Bd, accepts.

This I

and receive
_.
In-law.
The girl, comli g from her humble
rounding*, is dazzled by her new experience

and.

family.
One In particular is rather more direct
than the others and loses no opportunity to plsce
himself in her way.
The simple girl is. of course.
pleased with these little attentions, particularly
this and becomes assiduous In his advances,
are more mildly repulsed by the wife who feels
that her husband Is neglecting her. At length the
crash comes, and the husband Is ruined. Everything lost, they are forced to move to cheaper
ouarters. This is decidedly Irksome to the wife
hen the
tempter again appears and she becomes an spoiled
easy
the wreath of orange blossoms she wore when
line was married. The sight of these blossoms
awakens memories of the past and Impresses her
with tbe enormity of the step she Is thinking of
taking.rayed In
mind's attire,
eye she
sees herself
arIn her herwedding
standing
beside the
_ __J leap with. This decides her and
she dismisses the tempter and all thoughts of
him. Meanwhile, the husband has been down town
where he gets a chance to recoup. Promise of
sunshine now hovers over the little home, where
a few hours before all was gloom.
THREE
SISTERS.— Mary
Is the youngest
of
She I
turns

from

the

i theatrical company.
road

every

night,

Adelc

and

what

t

Is
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Effects new field
arras big money

Machine Theate
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that can be depended u
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LEEDY MANUFACTURING COMPANY
1055 E. Palmer St.,

Annual
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WORLD

Why don't you think up plot*

Bll»"
b IU

If U
ft MTV
Picture
plays?
It".
M
N £ I for
f«y.Motion
P>y» work.
up to $30
a week
Men
and
We teach you and
help sell plots. Demand unlimited. Send for particulars.

EASY WORK
ASS'D

Moving Picture Supplies
We are the largest dealers i
Moving Picture Supplies an
Machine Parts in the Unite
States. We are also th

M. P. SCHOOLS

908 Chicago Opera House Bldg,

CHICAGO

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

largest
"Bio" Cai
an
"Electra jobbers
Pink of
Label"
always
carry
,nd
alw
boa*
large
stock
for
immediat

Subscription to Moving Picture: World, S2.00

WRITE

Up to the Minute
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LIST

Every Minute
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American Moving Picture Supply Co.
110 Fourth Ave.

Automaticall
plaj 9 20 slides .
Works day and
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FILMS
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night if used with

our special screen.

RENT

New Films High Class Service
The Pioneer House, With 8 Years'
Eisperience and S250.000.00
Back 01 It
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57 and 59 Dearborn

CLINE
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H. A. MACKIE
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Machine

Cor. 14th Street
Repair*
All
Edison Kinetoscopea in stuck

NEW
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If vou arc In Um Harks* for
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furnished
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Ulthe beal ["nisi md In. I.
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older and more experienced, -i
wairli over then
ro bettei
hires a ball am] opens a dancing ani
nv. thercbv
■ 1
ij..v their fuv

■ ARCHITECT

-•■ ntt«Mitl.<iis ..r one
of the moat worthless scoundrels thai frequents
the place. The only reaeon for Ma p
1- to lore In 'enl girls to their de
struct
>.-t, m tl
adeinv
■"»« ll"
b resthjatlng r
,11
- enriite 1,,t the partv
Lte an attachment
foi •■
appreciating
the danger of her preset, i
- >.• her from
the Impending
- ripened
Into love
However. despite all of Alleles urging Mar*
will
"">
"'''"•• '•• '1" »llh the inlulstci
is the young good- f01 nothing, uho s.-,
them,
becomes
,,.
' •■ nltli him Mar\,
of course
consents
for he has onlv
It Adele, npon her return from 11
dancing
academy,
is amazed
l.. tin, I l
paring to leave with the contemptible
subterfuge
Allele gets M.irv into her room
at
■ ml
1 to s..iv,. her
bul how':
An
She proper
lures
1 amiIdea.ai the
the f.iiow
sister r.l.
time
the
an unconscionable dog her ■•!
moment
transferred
his attentions
to Allele
The
s. heme
works
and
Allele
then
BhO
griintled
scapegrace
i

We

not only make Plans and build

Theatres

and

Vaudeville
We

thai 1
_..„„t prevei.v ...
vi. ling well for his little family.
His employei
a man aliout town,
meets the young
becomes
attracted
by her beauty.
He takes her
for a ride in his automobile and brings her to
the office, where her husband
is at work.
(In another day when she comes with the bahv
be lakes her into the inner
paintings and statuary and to a. lvalue his flirtation a little further.
The Utile girl. wl,.
"The
Link that Held."
seen ..
ferlng
without
and
into the
Inner office to summon
I he little mother.
T
ntrance of the child in the midst of their flirtation
suddenly brings sanity to the two people. The
young wife leaves the room in tears, and the bahv.
remaining, si,,,. ,l(.r hand into that of the possible
destroyer of their home. The touch of the Childish
hand is too much for the man and makes him
realize what harm he might have done.
Of course when the husband returns to his
home, which he believes is home no longer in
the true sense of the word, he finds his little wife
carrying out new resolutions and quite willing to
be held
by -The Little Link" and bv her love
for
her husband.
WITH INTEREST TO DATE.— Hanford. a young
engineer
on construction
work,
is ambitious
to
sine
1 in business ami also to many the daughter
of his employer.
A big contract
comes
up and
he feels that if he can land it. his chances w
h- decide, ||> good with
the fat h.
" in advance.
The big contra
order
lie goes to work and spends much of
valuable
time in study and research
and finally
lays his plans before their force.
When
lie has
finished
his exposition
the
Wileys
thank
him
genially
and bid him good-ilay.
He is given to
understand
thai he does not get m
they simply wanted
to have their for,,
a really good salesman
went
to work
(and Inpoints
given

MOVING
PICTURE
THEATRES
We have built 1 ver 60 Theatres the last 5 years which are all ORIGINAL
in Construction, Design and Decorations

be
lis

prospect i

examined,

all

the

for the Englishman
Of cour - •
awarded

Is that

the

characters

he is 1
addition t

family, and everything
UNCLE'S BIRTHDAY
bachelor
! ■ idea of s
valuable necklac
conceives v, the
to bis nice concealed In the pot of a rubber plant.
-. -tiger boy to whom
the old gentleman
entrusts the plant, through
an unfortun
■• - it. The boy realizes the importance
of delivering a plant and buys one. but as he has
only a quarter and all plants look alike to him.
he buys a small fern and delivers it. The niece
sees from the contents of the note thai she has
not received the proper plant, and she and her
husband question the messenger boy r ""
The uncle arrives at an unexpected r
is In
diateh taken to another part of the house.
while the niece and her mother hurry to a neighboring florist to purchase a rubber plant so as
not to acquired
incur the plant
old gentleman's
is quickly displeasure.
placed
upon The
pedestal In the drawing
fetch the uncle t
dow. after which they
show him the olace of
meantime
the plant falls to the
eineni neiow.
The case now
reaches
a point
• ss, but I ' "
skill as a detective,
iluable necklace
rubber plant and tl
intended recipient.

way
■ Hanford.
Then Hanford sees
beat Wiley
Jr. and get square
with
Wiley
In the office of the English syndicate
It a clerk
clerk who Btrongly
having the contract to give Is
resembles Sir Thomas Drununond. the Chief of
Syndicate. Hanford makes a friend of this man
and sends him to America, where he meets Wiley,
Sr.. and Impersonates the Englishman ..f affairs
■ sfnlly that Wiley. Sr.. takes his tip and
cables his son to add fifty thousand
pounds
to

Houses

also build

reaches

Its

soubriquet by his closeness, and the
deals with the reasons for his closeness and
with the trials which the title bestowed upon
to his young life.
! him first In the office of n hospital
'
ti operation which

askshall

also
him

authorities, telling
' s willboy bewhose
i led.
is a islarge
sum mean
for I
small
littleThisIncome
the only
of support for his widowed mother and the afore
said little sister. But he goes bravely to worl
re the money and keeps It a secret. Till,
y he refiis.-s to spend hit money as the otliei
boys do; to play craps, or to buy pop-corn or pea

|

"Mike,
the Miser."
They
pin a placard on his
back which
reads: -Mike,
tl
sp.-ii. is :, penny.
Pou'i give him a tip. he ain't
wnth
enny."
It is very badly
mis-spelled,
but
it serves its purpose
in the resultant
discomfort
totells poorhim little
dl> policeman
of theMike.sign A ami fiici,takes
il off. Mike'finally
retains the placard and meeting two of the boys
later, discusses l lie subject wilh them
ri|
the result being a light In the snow
in which
Mike
despite his valor, g.-is decidedly the worst
of it, the other boys considering that they have
hero. treatment
given
only -the our proper
to anyone
as
And

then

rearing

follows an accident:
stepping
off a
Mike sprains lis ankle and is laid up.
to lose his job and thereby lose the chance
_ for the much
desired
operation,
he

I he Is away from \
he wants so much to retain the position. This
letter falls under the notice of the largest boy
in the office and creates in him a sudden change
gets

a brilliant

Idea

and

productaj

and make up the balance needed for the
operation, which balance is now only a few dollars And then, forming themselves Into a committee of the whole, they wait upon our disabled
little hero and with Immense formality and boyish stiffness tender him a letter of apology KUfl
the purse of money. It Is too much for little
Mike's stubbornness and lie breaks down and hides
his eyes thnt the boys mar not see the tears.
But little sister rewards them as they should be
rewarded — by a hug and a kiss for each boy —
lili receiving
and the picture ends with their
Mike

again.

AMONG

THE

EXHIBITORS.

Buffalo, N. Y.— Mr. Robert Selbert bas purchased
from J. M. Blendinger the moving picture theater
known as the Caze, at 2110. for $8,000.
Elizabeth, N. J.— A new moving picture theater
Is being planned to be erected In East Jersey street,
between Fifth and Sixth streets. Th building will
be of cement block construction and will measure
about 50 x 100 feet, to have a seating capacity
from 400 to 500.
Shenandoah, Penn. — The New Family Theater has
opened here under the management
of Mr. Chris-

THE
CLASSIFIED
rendition.
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Cornet Only 15 Cents a Day
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SAVES

ECONOMIZER

two-thirds 1

Edlsou machine.
don to twin OOT
MfTJSEMENl
COMPANY,
i-j
East Seventh Street, St. Paul. Minn.
FOR SALE.— r; >d as new, Sellg Polyscope movlog picture machi e complete with fllm box, $63.00.
BDW.
MAXMIIJ AN, 880 Suuth
Morgan Street,
Chicago, 111.

IYON & HEALY.

FOL
ami Va

At Last
J. £ HALLBERG
In Answering

♦J The Eye Comfort System of Indirect
Illumination is a notable success in the l.ghung
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Advertisers Kindly

of Moving Picture Houses.

Mention

Moving Picture World

■'.:-' -'■ D '

FOR LEASE.— Mown- Picture Theater, fully
Hempstead Roads,
equipped,
lia.m GBI8, Par
I.ynhpxik.
N. Y.
THEATERS
WANTED.
WANTED— To buy, rent or build.
Picture lli'-atlou, eompetltlon, population,
price,
lease, capacli-,
■ \|,enses.
Must
be g.x.d proposition Live full particulars and facts
In lirst lettei Address 1:1 Vl.lt, Moving Picture
World. 1 Oil
WANTED
Pi '
stlOD must
be
ii particulars,
Boi LBS, mi. Pleas

THE

Adams Street. CHICAGO, ILL

it is possible to secure comfortable, even
illumination throughout a theatre without a
brilliant light in tange of vision.

Inthe Staunton,
Va.. one" of newthe census,
1
State.
Population,
over lli.oo-i.
Seating capacity.
200.
New piano, opera chairs
19 machine.
Now running dally and doing

town of 100. Olio to 111.000. liest location
in the town, on the main street and at an lin[Hjrtant
transfer point. .Scats 7i»i. all on ground tlooi .
T. \ D. l(., care Moving Picture World.
FOR
SALE— Theater
in Massachusetts
city of
■•ipiipped for playGood locatli
_ pictures and vaudeville.
e low.
Must sell at once.
Addres
• are of Moving Picture World.
FOR
SALE — A profitable
moving
picture
ai
vaudeville theater In the busiest
York
City.
Reason
for selling: other buslnes
Long lease.
Inquire II. I HATES,
Crown M. i
.. , 138 Third
Avenue,
New
Yoi
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<J Theatres in all sections of the country installing this inexpensive and very desirable
electric lighting system.

LIGHT
EFFECTS
UNIVERSAL
ELECTRIC
STAGE
LIGHTING
CO.

KODOGRAPH
A "STANDARD MOVING
PICTURE
MACHINE"

The onI\ machine in 1 11 * - world showing a picture bj a drj
battery. \ n<u system ofy reflection, and a special!} made
4 c/p Tungsten Lamp, in conjunction with .1 patented
reflector, projecting a clear five feet, [00 c/p picture. Price
$7.50, iii< luding film.
Send for 1 in ular.

HOME

MOTION

PICTURE

Hartford Bldg., 41 Union
NEW YORK CITY

CO.
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Independent Film Stories.
AMERICAN.

' April.
He
looks and finds a "PImm Kick ste"
back,
iir
is flowi
hands him a letter from his aunt,
the contents telling bin
thai she would
not forget
him
lu
her will
Percy is overjoyed
at the
n<
around
the room
ami
decides
It would
nerer
do
for the aunt
t.' we
te i '
the pictures of two women very much decollette.
Ha MM Idea to Change them. He tak. s them down
and reverses them. (Jetting a paint brush, he
writes on the hack of one. "What Is Home Without
au Aunty
And ou the opposite one, 1

by

Instead.

Bobby

wants

the

use of

goes

hurriedly

Percy's

room

t the calendar
- addressed
envelope,
glan
and
laughs.
He
remove*
the letter from t
relope
and
addresses
another
one.
sending
It to
the washwoman.
He gives the letter to the janitor.
Percy
then leaves
Bobb\
to moot
his admit;nione.
heard
and
Rohhy.
thinking
It is his
stretched to receive her. but is horrified to have
Bridget fall Into his arms, who tells him she came
to marry him and shows the letter. Bobby tries to
explain to her. She stumbles and falls Into a
trunk. Bobby doses the lid. lie looks around
for some place to put the trunk, and decides to
throw
It from
the window.
Bobby, vowing vengeance, goes to the table,
spies letter, reads it. and decides he will Impersonate Percy's aunt. He timls an old masquerade costume, makes a quick getaway just as
Percy enters very much relieved that his aunt has
bred.
He
has
bought
a present
for her.

Percy crawls from under the table and begins
disrobe. He hears someone coming and goes to
the door, when, instead of the psendo, the real
aunt appears. Percy begins a decided rough house
play with her. Bobby enters. Percy turns and
sees him. nnd is astounded to see that he has been
abusing his real aunt. He drops on his knees, imploring her pardon, but she refuses to listen.
Bobby bas removed his female wardrobe and proceeds to take the Aunt's part. He offers her his
arm and starts toward the door. Percy pleads.
Bobby turns and kisses his hand to Percy. Percy
turns to signs, tears one down and smashes it and
Is about to smash the other one. when the poor
washwoman enters and gets It full force over her
head. She falls to the floor. She holds her hands
ont to him imploringly and Percy seeing no way
of escape, throws up his hands in despair and dives
out of the window.
THE
BONANZA
KING.— Lillian Randolph, the
daughter of an old New England family, has two
suitors for her hand. Arthur Neville and Chester
llawi.y. Neville ithe favored one), is addicted
to the use of liquor, and Is frequently seen under
its baleful Influence. The other one (Hawieyl,
while of excellent character. Is Anally rejected In
favor
of Neville.
Smarting under the sting. Hawiey devotes his
time to spying upon Neville, who. despite his
sacred promise to reform, still continues in his
downward course, after his marriage to Lillian.
While on a prolonged debauch. Neville Is seen
by Hawiey. helplessly Intoxicated, in a public
'
to Lillian,
apprising
her of the fact, and
Lillian hastily
fortunate husband can
! him. She Is
dons
a wrap
and
goes
pleading with her husband to return with
her to their home and little child, when Hawiey
comes Into the scene and brutally reproaches her
with rejecting him In favor of such a drunken,
worthless wretch. Neville, in his half-crazed condition through his long debauch, sees his old
rival sneeringly calling his wife's attention to his
helpless condition. He draws 3 revolver from his
pocket,
rushes
from
the scene.
In pursuit
of Hawley,
i tauntingly
left the place.
He
folblm
"
*1 Into
the
library,
revolver In hand, only
t by three burglars.
who are at work looting the home of Hawiey.
he appears through the door, he is seized, chloroformed and placed upon the floor. The burglars
again resume their work, when another interruption comes,
Hawiey appears upon the scene. He discovers
the Intruders at work upon bis safe, interrupts
them, and Is shot with the revolver, which was
taken

from

Neville's

nis rival,
imagining

hand

sees
he

his
did

and
placed finds
upon
sciousness.
own
revolver
on
it. rushes
from
Hawiey,

suffering

untold

agony

ani

and

a

flees

WORLD

fortune

through

mining

guest

under an assumed name.
i search for his wife and child, whom
living
In abject
poverty
and
about
to be

he

Janitor

Relations."
Percy
bears someone
at the door,
to meet
his aunt,
throw |ng i

PICTURE
Urge

had been domlcl

home

for

had

won

the aged.
inline, the sweet-faced old woman
a firm friend In the person of her little

murder, which he believed himself guilty of. An
accident brings him in contact with one of the
trio of burglars,
who
were engaged
In the looting
of Haw ley's safe,
and
an ace
BtSJ
kindness
to
the man causes the latter to relent, and he tells

granddaughter
who found
"Granny"
be
Just
the friend Marie,
slie needed,
and when
the old tolady
was sent away, Marie refused to be comforted.
"GramnV
only fault seemed to be that she wss
snd little Marie was a cripple.

the story of Haw ley's murder, and discloses the
rendezvous
of the crooks.
ill- wife and child have been
rescued from their
direful
poverty,
fo Nevllle'i
every ami
luxury are i transformer
i purchase.
Neville is taken
to the er

that

the

Her childish note of farewell tombed the hearta
of her parents. Their selfishness was brought home
to them and when they found the two helpless

principal offender, the murderer of II.
part In the crime.
He
Is arrested,
and
Neville
is reunite, 1 at last
with
his wife,
child,
anil his old
family
retainer,
.lames, the servant,
who
lias remained
loyal
through
all their
trouble
WHEN
A
MAN'S
SINGLE.— One particular
morning, of a particular kind familiar to most,
or at least some men, he quarreled with his
spouse at breakfast, for no other reason than that
he was feeling out of sorts with himself; she
-nlerate, as all wives are. until
sweetness ceased to be a virtue, and she decided
"gang

his

gait

alone"

and

somewhat nonplussed on his return from the offce
the same evening, to discover that his wife had
made good her threat of leaving him for good
and all. but manlike, thought for a brief spell,
that freedom tasted good. He commenced operations In the kitchen, led in that direction by the
gnawings
of an
empty
stomach,
he succeeded
up housekeeping
i

> of miens
the

employment
the;

little
S

fear

embryonic

BANDIT.-

flowers in
his dreams.

admires
lal man

ones, together and
the

He does not observe the disappearance of the
burro, and eventually is forced to desert Nell
while he goes In pursuit of the wayward animal.
Instinctively, the burro wanders into the hiding
place of "Tiger Jack." and. a moment later,
Bertie encounters the bad man. Bertie Is timid
Until "Tiger Jack" contemptuously destroys Nell's
hat. which Is on the burro's pack saddle. Then,
temper
and
wallops
the
bandit. He is putting the finishing touches upon
the bandit, when Nell comes up. She is amazed
at the powers of her lover, and lavishes congratulations upon him.
He
takes
it In a mattcr-

Bertie

happy

sh.

In each other's love, they
desire

v

to

separa'

feel
I
ADRIFT.
-Jack Thome, a young artist, finds his
efforts unappreciated, and he and his wife and
little daughter are on tiie verge of starvation. The
final blow comes when his last painting, on which
he had
built
much
I...
i.y a rich
man. whom an artist chum kindly brought to the
impoverished
studio.
.lack
decides
that
he
can
struggle
no
longer.
Wile.
I
I b> 1
pocket
:lll,i -,.es
out.
intending
I put
er,
everything. But his little daughter had watched
him; she follows him and stays his band. Her
prayers and entreaties bring him to a realization
picks mean to the two helpof what his rash act would
less ones that would be left behind. Penitent and
remorseful,
lie accompanies
his child back to their.

it all. The mother drops ou her knees ber child, and clasping ber In her arms, raises
i

that

he

Is entitled

..

the $."..nciO reward offered for the capture of the
outlaw, and the story closes with the botanist enriched by a bank
roll and
a bride.

THANHOUSER.
ONLY IN THE WAY.— When Mrs. Gage's little
savings were swept away and she found herself
penniless, she naturally turned to her only son for
support. Unfortunately for her. the son married
and his wife objected to the Introduction of a
mother-in-law Into the household. At first her obvere
overruled,
but
after
the unwelcome

prayer

of

thankful-

froni Heaven U|>on them. Realizing that
the inspiration and subject for which he has sought
in vain, he calls for them not to move, and at
once begins his great . painting of them, which
brings him fame and wealth.
But with wealth, the artist becomes dissatisfied
with his wife, and Infatuated with a beautiful society woman whose portrait he is painting. The
couple, happy in poverty, are now rapidly drifting
on the shoals of matrlm
Child saves them. She is
Miss
Itrent,
the society
woman.

her. The child tells her. and Julia's heart is
touched. Though she has contemptuously Ignored
the wife,
she feels that she can not ruin the life
of the helpless child,
On the spur of the

himself a man. accompanies them. At Tucson
the stage is late, and growing impatient. Nell
and Bertie start out for Red Cloud on foot. Bertie
purchases a burro to pack their baggage, and it
happens to he a burro formerly in the employ of
•Tiger Jack." the lone bandit, who has caused
the community
to quake with
fear.
The Tucson. Red (loud stage is held up by
"Tiger Jack." and with the property of the passengers, he makes
off into
the hills.
and
Nell
and
the
burro
are
plodding

sheriff Informs

woman
like "Granny"
could be treated
the child argued,
what
could she expect?
" ■ little one decided
to run away;
and
i that,

lives

The

■ pels.

agency.

did
than
anything
else to for
bring l 1 approval,
lal condition of mind,
and
In despair
he begs
wife
to return.
She
does
so.
but
disguised
nigger wench.
On viewing
ber orderly
household in the state of disorder
it happens
to be in,
very naturally faints.
lives, to his astonishment, he discovers that her
complexion is adjustable, and comes off. Under
the black he sees the wife of his pplylng
bosom, i who'
is
as well pleased as he is to fall Into his open
anus,
leaving
most
of
her
complexion
on
his

BERTIE

way.

forever.

even

to win the artist's love.
i the child, saying
t
s out of their

ways lover her. had selfishly forgotten his duty.
Remorsefully he tears up the letter, and destroys
the painting, not angrily, but as a symbol that he
has cast the original out of his life. Then be
makes peace with his wife and daughter, who are
loyfuHy ready to forgive, and tells them that their
love will keep him in the right path for the rest
of his life, and that the lesson he has been taught

family.

When

the

novelty

of

his

surroundings

has

brother. Tills is a cruel blow to the old fanner.
Jack, after bidding a tender farewell to his
mother, sets off for the town, and the next day
for employment.
Bat he finds
at heart, wanders down
placid surface of the water attracts him. and he is
about to end his troubles forever when a man drags
him hack. The new arrival endeavors to cheer
him up and Introduces him to a friend. Then, for
the first time. Jack learns that his rescuer is a
thief, and he Is asked to Join In a proposed robbery. At first he refuses,
but yielding to his n
a large house the burglars, together with Jack,
enter, but at that moment the owner enters the
room. Stealing behind him one of the burglars is
about to plunge a knife Into the unsuspecting man
when Jack, springing forward, receives the wound
himself. Startled, the two thieves make their escape, while the owner has Jack carried to a room.
At length he Is convalescent and confides his story
to the kindly owner.
The latter assures him that

THE
everything

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

will

be all right. (
first Jack r
bis benefactor,
at length consents.
The latter
accompanies
o tbe old farm, and entering, lnfamily
of aJack'B
return,
wani in. For
time the
old and
farmertbe stands
those of th

quiet spot C
>n promlee
hisl Jack,
1 linking c
bis old home,
remain true
bis wander
knees, kisses
bis homestead
father's hand
to
from the
again.anc
AT THE DUKES COMMAND.— Tbe scene
opens at the termination of a dance where the
Duke of Chatmoss is supported by his nepbew and
bis daughter to tbe throne, the daughter occupyand the
One of the
rd. falls i
Duke's neph(
; is reciprocated.
The aged
tbe beautiful maiden and Is also suntinfatuation be sends

bonor by t ' -'■

ing her immediate appearance before bim. 1
cunning hunchback discovers that bis master I
been forestalled by the nephew, who Is tbe
eepted lorer of Irma, the maid. His master,
Duke. Is apprised of this -fact, and when the t
appears before tbe Duke the old gallant lmme
Italy overwhelms her with his attentions, but s
In her righteous Indignation,
repulses him.
The Duke Is wrathy, and in his rage tows
win tbe frightened girl. She runs Immediately
Kdward and tells bim of ""-i Indignant and strides
of bis
uncle, tbe Duke, demanding
ai

Ornamental
Theatres

la a war of words, tbe nepbew
the Duke growing excited, the hunchback
fearing
self stands aside with a drawn swe
,ard

pear

In

by

the

PLASTER

I

Angered to desperation.
EdThe Duke summons
commands them to disarm bis
. .1 take bim to the dungeon and torture
bim. To add to tbe cruelty of his purpose, the
Duke lias Irma seized, and taken to tbe cell wber.Edward is confined, and there a mock trial Is held,
and the nepbew ordered to tbe torture chamber.
During the time of the torture the hunchback is
l>a< Ink' quickly to and fro between the dungeon,
■•■..in and the girl's chamber.
Duke Informs Irma that the price of the
lover's life Is herself. She refuses, and the trapdor is opened, showing the agonized girl her
lover on the rack, being seared and tortured. She
conaets to sacrifice herself and the torture ceases.
The linke Is satisfied at tin- result of bis diabolical
method of winning tbe girl.
The hunchback
Is commanded
to bring tbe girl
■ i, ami. it of the Duke.
Irma left alone
in a fit of desperation, sears her face with a red
hot |M,ker. horribly disfiguring her beautiful face.
,anlee the hunchback
Into the presence
• rous old Duke,
wearing
a veil
The
• face of the
Duke
lifting the veil Is horrll
prevented

audience

chamber,

where

Impartial
In her favors,
her for an answer
.bilking
alone

he

I

i

Into

the

d.lv.-r

• rest

• puss

when

past
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proceeds to do.
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Ami-to turn a pen
ne resolves
apartments In t lie ibeenc
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for Illustrated Theatre Catalog.

t attentions of that
r marches off with t
a pretty scene In I

WHEN

Irma

aside by Kdward
when he
her once beautiful face.
Kdward
is all
too willing, and raising the veil Is allocked at tbe
' t draws her towards bim
and leads her away; loving her III spite BI I.T hlellll- |
THE
MIRROR. -I'
by Dlek
ami Paul, who are im.iii peralatanl in their alienrothy Is apparently unable to decide beam! Is quite perplexed,
she has beeu
• •' • young men press
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. • tl Interest
In tin- girl end Clifton
: iliy rhal in the 1. billing.
A
ii.-an Mood was up and he forced
i under iir.- of hied over to Clifton
property.
upstart an Oriental trick he did not know. While
we Die led Leota was
fin walking with Miss Ahercrombto,
g in. n ami hurried
Hut

his

nephew

frantic
and

missionary
tnld him
w

her
lor With
happened.
Clifton
Ible

he

and
k. beginning to feel the Inring, throws her arms around
■ - lilui. Willi much
- from the house, but no sooner
when the girls surround him and
fond demonstrations.
In the crowd that surrounds the policeman is an
old maid,
she decides that she must have this
her life. If It Is simply wearring that will
vMIl
lot this opportunity
pass i.y. in the
the |k>1 iceman
Is pushed
Into
undismayed,
jumps
- Iiini nut tltiils to bei (1
ring baa slipped from bis finger.
the

iniigie

-neei

ATLAS.
KELLY.
U. S. A.— Now. Kellv was a sol
I'nclegaveSam. 1 He thought 1
I.I.- i itJ IIor they
and i

the llmt> of a friendly i
If Widow
Morgan had only left her mom
the hank, the hungry tramp would have falU
hiding place and the theft would i
he com ii
bought all the booze he cot lid carry and wen
Kelly

made

another

get ■away

and

this

the
1

from

her

girl's

'

and
Christian Co. I.
in the palace, noticing the cross,
slips to her side and whispers that he too is
secretly of the same faith and that he will help
her. Keys are stolen from the eunuch in charge
of the dungeon
and Cllftou
Is released.
While
ble spirits LeotS away,
the young
American literally tights his way out of ttal
through
the streets
and down
to the harbor.
where the women
have preceded bim. and there
he finally secures protection on hoard a
steamship bound
for the fniied !•'

gun.

He

likes

to be

a soldier

now.

YANKEE.
A SON OF OLD GLORY.— Margaret Luther
Abercomble. inlslonary to Egypt for the American
Tract Society, Is accompanied by her nephew, a
handsome young man of twenty-five. Among her
converts. Miss Abercrombie shows more than
common liking for a young orphan girl, beautiful
of face and figure, whose mercenary guardian
Is negotiating with a soulless Jewish slave-trader
for the sale of the girl.
Clifton meets the girl when he calls to escort
his aunt to their lodgings and is struck with her
wondrous beauty. An old duenna, Leota's faithful friend and companion, has overheard the guardian and the slave-trader bargaining for the girl
1 has warned
Leota. overcome with i
precaution, to dispatch a note to the American,
giving him the name of the slave-trader and asking him to search for her should she suddenly disappear. Ayhasa delivers the note returning just
In time to see Leota hurried away by the Jew
and his men.

J Leota Is to bid the highest and buy
her himself. A wealthy Nabob In the crowd
surlng permanent peine at Double Trouble
Itanch.

, life Of misery and I
FOILING THE CAMOREA.— It remained for the
fearless '•Italian Sherlock Holmes" to run down
the boldest and inosi merciless band of kidnappers
ever recorded In the annals of the Black Han 1.
Headed by a Sicilian Camorrlst, who had escaped
from Italy and later became a small Danker In
New York; this gang of terrorists had been levying blackmail on the small Italian merchant who
L-,,s ol prosperity until the police were
thrown Into confusion by the succession of bomb
outrages and kidnapping which followed when a
victim failed to respond.
Finally, a young Italian police Ueuteunut, Victor I'etrosio, begged for a chance to break up the
gang. He was given the opportunity and the story
of bis wonderful experiences and the dangers he
encountered, we have told in pictures.
Not only do we show "the Italian Sher'ock
Holmes"
fighting
against
terrible
odds

WAS SHE JUSTIFIED?— A waif of the poorer
class is secretly adopted by a well-to-do woman
who longs for a baby. Her husband, a physician,
returns from a sojourn abroad and is told the
child is his own, which Information he receives
joyfully.
At the age of seventeen, the girl has grown to
lovable girlhood and Is much adored by those
whom
she believes to be her rightful parents.
Her real father, a depraved and dissolute sot,
suddenlymandsappears
nnd dethe return inof the
his doctor's
child. absence
In an effort
to
rid herself of the wretch. Mrs. Van Sant otters
him money. Increasing the amounts again and
again but he Is obstinate and clearly indicates be
toil, then
innocence which he
the by
girl I to support and
'
igliest bidder.
The distracted woman,
thinking only of saving
Millicent from a fate worse than death, and fearing her husband might learn of the deception she
practiced so many years, mixes a drug with
brandy and giv
the brutal father, appademands, even to guiding
rently cons
young girl !s sleeping peacefully
in her bed-chamber,
then advising I
the following day.

I
who. In gain, ling roots and herbs has si pp. . I upon
hidden traps.
II,- releases the girl and
to i.er rlliage, Incurring th<
Knee,
a suitor of Swanfoot.
who alia, k- Swlftwater
and is ordered arrested by Ixme
f of the tribe and father of Swanfoot.
little romance
ends In the wedding

l by tiling the papers with the I
. but her decrepit hors.
to take «•.
her to town,
by Hie' t.rgamblers
■ gambler's plot.

everything
for forgive and rely
t off. much

on

her husband's good
r surprise, Instead of
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R
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ONE

CHAMPION.
AT THE DOUBLE TROUBLE RANCH.— Rattier
unenviable is I'eter Foster's existence at the BunkHouse because of the turbulent and aggressive
disposition of his elder son, Bob. The
of an equally meek and obedient son SI
might tend to alleviate conditions, but Bob Is un.ind thus old Peter rejoices In the opportunity to present bis two sons to WidowWalker.
Strangely enough, the same situation prevails
in the household of Widow Walker. The elder of
the two daughters is the mistress of a terrible
temper whicli is quite a troublesome factor In the
maintenance of a peaceful home, and the preof Peter Foster's
sons Is a Godsend
towards thesentationriddance
of the girls.
It Is generally conceded that opposite natures
are more likely to meet. Therefore this is upheld when Blossom, the elder and shrew, permits
her affections to be gained by Charles, aud Bob
selects Sally, the younger and compliant
sister
The unions are effected shortly at one and the
same time, following which they Install themselves at the Foster's, the household having been
partitioned in twain. Being now free from cares
and quarrels. Peter concludes that the widow is s
welcome prize. He pops the question, is delightedly accepted, and his happiness Is attained.
Three happy couples — but — well, after a year's
acquaintance, one isn't extra careful of one's
choice of language or line of action In the conjugal state; and the ferocity of a risible temperament cannot be composed■e.by Bob
the and
possessor
Blossomof

of

BEST

EVERY
NICHT

..V r
ver Pla
UNITED

STATES

CO.

Inendeavors
the government
of
to direct
jwnthrowpitfall.
off the yoke
s she. Blossom, does.
nd
ince. the Bobuprising
couni a cyclonic outbreak
between
husband
Astounded by the surprise and suddenthe upheaval,
the erstwhile
aggressive
home become
humble
supplicants
f..r

SOUVENI
5c.
$5.00

Per Hundred

rench Gray Finish
today lor sample an
FACTORIES

an

in an inkpot I. he Includes the carpet in the patch.
As his progress does not seem very satisfa. i..ry,
be cogitates upon some better means of getting
his sewing done. An idea strikes him, and he puts
the following advertisement in a newspaper:
"Wanted, a wife; must be able to do sewing, and
give proof of her abilities." There are a great
many applicants for the position, furnishing
numerous amusing complications that will not fail
to produce Just us manv laughs.
THE TRIUMPH OF INTELLIGENCE.— Mr. Smith
has extraordinary
strength, and shows it off to bis
r friend,
rather a rough time.
The
ingenuity:
brain
conquers
friend
exercises
muscle, and Mr.
has to give in.

On his way out the man reels and falls before reaching the door and Mrs. Van Sant. fearful
that her crime will be detected If he dies in the
house, summons a physician friend of her husband's and they succeed in reviving him Just
as Doctor Van Sant returns.
The drug is recogfess

drugs.

lavsom

sleeper-thief.
Kelly was shrewd enough
his uniform must be discarded.
He changed clothing with the tramp and went away.
The sheriff had a good description of the thief
and his deputies owned good horses. They .-aught
Kelly and found some of the Widow Morgan's
money in his clothes. Kelly cried and confessed
I to jail as
sunset

eadly
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l destined to become THE MACHINE OF THE FUTURE.
SEIZE THIS OPPORTUNITY!
Some choice territory open. Write us.
YOU
KNOW our sales for 1910 were 2 j times greater than in previous years

DEALERS
DO

THERE
IS A REASON
FOR this wonderful increase.
THIS
GREAT INCREASE IN SALES OF THE
MOTIOGRAPH is a result of our policy of giving value received, als > it is due to our infinite capacity for taking p&IDt, iad
produce THE MACHINE OF THE FUTURE.
THE MOTIOGRAPH .dea comb«n« a thousand dttuU i
thinking.
The design is remarkable for its beauty and strength, simplicity of operation, accessibility of parts.
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IT HAS
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FOREIGN SPEAKING
MOVING PICTURE MEN
our
REALIZING that among
readers are man) \\ ho speak one
or more European language and
who would undoubtedly find much of
interesl in some of the foreign Moving
Picture Papers, the MOVING
I'M TURE WORLD will be glad to
forward the subscriptions of any of its
readers for any of the following weekly
publications. Yearly ran- is given and
applies to either new or renewal
subscriptions in United States.

01

CO., \sctii
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Faithful

(Dr.)

995

4—
6—
11—
13—
IS—
20—
25—
27—
1—
3—

KALEM.
The
Bolted
Door
(Dr.)
975
The
Runaway
Engine
(Dr.)
955
For
Love
Of An
Enemy
(Dr.)
995
The Heart of An Indian Mother (Dr.) 1000
Her
Chum's
Brother
(Dr.)
990
Robbie
and
the Redskins
(Dr.)
850
The
Secret
of the Still
(Dr.)
950
Puritans
and
Indians
(Dr.)
970
The
Sheriffs
Sister
(Dr.)
The Trail of the Pomas Charm
(Dr.). 1005

Can.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

16—
19 —
5—
9—
12—
16—
1«—
19 —
23—
26—
30—
2—
6—
9—

LUBIN.
Will
It Ever Come
To This
(Com.)... 715
A Brother's
Redemption
(Dr.)
1000
A Mix
In Masks
(Com.)
Tag Day at Silver Gulch
(Dr.)
950
The
Widow's
Choice
(Com.)
950
Will
It Ever Come
To This
(Com.).. 715
Easy
Coin
(Com)
250
A Brother's
Redemption
(Dr.)
1000
Father Makes
Himself
Useful
(Com.).. 975
Father
Love
(Dr.)
1000
His
Bogus
Uncle
(Com.)
1000
Age
vs.
Youth
(Dr.)
1000
A
Double
Elopement
(Dr.)..
The
Petticoat
Sheriff
(Com.)
1000
MELIES.
980
980
(Dr.). 980
980
(Dr.). 980

PATHE.
Jan. 23— now
Mai
Went
Around
the
World
(Com.)
633
Jan. 23— Gasoline
for a Tonic
(Com.)
361
Jan. 25— Saved
By
Telegraphy
(Dr.)
720
Whiffles'
New
Sleeve
(Com.)
282
Jan. 27— II .Trovadore
(Dr.)
964
lather
Against
His
Will
(Dr.)
720
Betty
Rolls
Along
(Com.)
289
Jato. :;■«— The
Escape
from
the Tullerles
(Dr.). 1000
Bearte,
Hanger,
Happiness
(Com.). ..722
Fejb.
1 — Practical
Brook
Trout
Breeding
(Did.). 279
Revolt
(Dr.)
722
Rice
Industry
in Japan
(Ind.)
256
s Devotedness
(Dr.)
922
SELIG.
2— The
Argonauts
(Dr.)
5— Ramona's
Father
(Dr.)
9— Shadows
of the
Past
(Dr.)
12— The
Rival
Dramatist
(Dr.)
16.— Buddy
(Dr.)
19— An
Englishman's
Honor
(Dr.)
23— A Robost
Patient
(Com.).....
I he Spy
i Dr.)
Hie
Little
Circus
Rider
(Dr.)

URBAN-ECLIPSE.
(G. Kleine.)
Jan.
4— A Lock
of Hair
(Dr.)
Jan. 11— Washed
Ashore
(Dr.)
Jan. 11— Wood
Carving
at Brlenz
Jan. IS— By The King's
Order
-Tin. 25— The
Sailor's
Return
Scenes
in Jersey
of
(Scenic)

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

Feb.

0— A

IV,

'..

978
670
320
Isles

Pittsburg

I-.

50(
50(

COMPANY.

l. 20— A Reporter's
Romance
(Dr.)
i. 27— His
Best
Friend
ipr.i
u. 3— Ring
Of
Love
(Com.)
om. i
I.. 1"
Pill
(Hit
iCoin.l
n .

n. 17—
a. 20—
n. 24—
n. 27 —
n. 27—
i.. 81
b. S

Mill

M.i.l,

689
296

n.
n.
n.
n.
b.
b.
•h.

Jan.
11— Hill's
Widow
(Dr.)
Jan. 18— The Will of a Western
Maid
(Dr.)....
Jan. 25— Why
He Went
West
(Dr. )
"
"udged by Higher Power
Ranch (Dr.)..
(Dr.).
S— At
Double

Bertie's
Brainstorm
(Com.)
The Old Curiosity Soon
uir.)
When
Love
Wns
Blind
(Dr.)
Prompt
Payment
(Com.)
Stealing
a Ride
(Com.)
Only
i
Adrift
(Dr.)
YANKEE.

20— Returned To The Fold (Dr.)
23— The
Convict's
Last Chance
(Dr.)
27— A Son
of Old
Glory
(Dr.)
30— The
j'axlcab
Mystery
(Dr.)
3— The
Counting
House
Mystery
(Dr.)...
0 — Foiling
the
Camorra
iDr.)
10— Was
She
Justified
(Dr.)

COLUMBIA.
Dec. 24 — The

Cattlemen's

Dec. 31 — Trapped

™

Feud
Prairies

(Dr.)
(Dr.)

THIS

ECLAIR.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
1 .I..
Feb.

23—
23—
30 —
30—
6—
18—
13—

Painless
Extraction
(Com.)
Kill
The
Fly
(Com.)
The
Emperor's
Lunch
(Com.)
The
Elusive
Robber
Doctor Against
His
Will
(Dr.)
Mr.
Faddleaway
is on Strike
(Com.)..
The
Elixir
of Bravery

Jan. 21 — The
Trunk
Mystery
(Dr.)
Jan. 28 — Triumph
of
Intelligence
(Com.)
Jan. 28— Mr. Muggins Has ills Sewing Done
Feb.

Jan.

4— The

Criminal

Chief's
IMP.

508
442
603
373
984
522
424

(Com.)

Capture

16— Melody
23— The
Dream
(Dr.)
26— 'Phone
1707
Chester
(Dr.)
30— Maid
or Man
(Dr.)
2 — An
Imaginary
Elopement
(Com.)
2— The
Mix-Up
(Com.)

995
1000
997
995
500
500

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

6— At the Duke's
Command
(Dr.)
looo
9— The
Mirror
(Com.)
500
9 — When
the Cat's
Away
(Com.)
500
LUX.
13— That
Is My
Name
(Com.)
438
20 — A
Dreadful
Dilemma
(Dr.)
20— His
Faithful
Furniture
(Com.)
27— Little
Willie
Goes
Cycling
(Dr.)....: ::.vi
27 — An
Infamous
Son
(Dr.)
<
mi
3 — Back to the Old Homestead

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

17 —
20—
24 —
27—

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

(By N. Y. M. P. Co.)
12^Joanna
of Braganza
14 — The
Recall
IP— A Sad
Fascination
21— The
Visit
of a Friend
21— A New
Kind of an Arm
Cuair
26— The
Revenging
Picture
28— My
Son
Is Guilty
AMBROSIO.

NEW

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

11—
18 —
18—
IT.—
25 —

YORK

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

(By

PICTURE

N.

Hollow
(Dr.)
New
Minister
(Dr.)
i In 23..
Bridal
Trail
(Dr.)
Trangressor
(Dr.)

POWERS
PICTURE
PLAYS.
Monte
Cristo
(Dr.)
A Montana Love Story (Com.)..
Lovers'
Trials
(Com.)
A Noble
Heart
(Dr.)
A Wife's
Love
(Dr.)
Little Dorothy
(Com.)
The Masqueraders
(Dr.)

WEEK'S

PROGRAM
OF
Monday,
January

LICENSED
30.

FILMS.

Blograph— A Wreath
of Orange Blossoms
(Dr.). 993
Lnbln— His
Bogus
Uncle
K'oni )
1000
I pom
the Tullerles
(Dr.).. 1000
Sellg— The
Little
Circus
Rider
(Dr.)
Tuesday,
January
31.
Edison— The
Try
Out
(Dr.)
995
Essanay — The Jilted
Joker
(Com.)
640
Essauay — Hank
and
Lank
(Com.)
336
Qanmont— (Title nol Vitagraph — Jean
Rescues
(Dr.)
Wednesday. February I.
Edison— Bumptious
A~ It
-o (Com.)
ie Sheriff's
Sister
(Dr.)
1000
Patbi
Hearts
Bunger,
Happiness
'(Com.)
Pathe—
Practical
Brook
Trout
Breeding
(Ind.).. 722
279
Urban— (Title not given).
Thursday.
February 2.
Blograph— Three
Sisters
iDr.)
997
1. nl. in -Age
vs.
Youth
(Dr.)
1000
. inly
a
Sister
(Dr.)
Sellg— (Title

not giyi
Friday,
February
3.
Edison— Selling
Old
Master
(Dr.)
Pathe— The
slaves
Revolt
(Dr.)
722
Pathe — Rice
Industry
In Japan
(Ind.)
256
Kalem— The Trail
of the I'.. mas
Charm
(Dr.). 1005
Vitagraph — Society
and
the Man
(Dr.)
Saturday, February 4.
The
Faithful
(Dr.)
995
Gaumout — (Title
not given i.
Pathe — A Oo
- iDr.)
Vitagraph — A Queen
for a Day
(Com.)

CO.

Y. M. P. Co.)
Clouds
and
Ice Fields
A Tailor's
Queer
Advertisement
The
Blue
Domino
Disguise
A
Wife's
Calvary
Tweedledum
Within
a Cask
NESTOR.

1— The
8— The
14—
17—
17 —
21—
24 —
24—
28 —

MOTION

("Bison.")
Texas
Ted's
Defense
The
Redskin's
Secret
The
Red" Man's
Wrath
Trials
of Bud
Browu
ITALA.

Jan. 11— Sleepy
Jan. 18—
:
Jan.
Their
Feb.
Feb.

(Ind.)

(Dr.)
(Dr.)
the British

525
45(1
99(]
10OC

ATLAS.
the In*' "
Jan. 18— A
City
Wolf
(Dr.)
Jan. 25— Irish
Hearts
(Dr.)
Feb.
1— His
Great
Sacrifice
(Dr.)
Feb.
B— Kelly,
U. S. A.
(Dr.)
CHAMPION

1000
960
1000
985
1000
1000

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

The
Battered
Bridegrooms
(Com.)
I n.iital
Disaster
(Com.)
The
Bonanza
King
(Dr.)
When
A
Man's
Single
(Com.)
Bertie's
Bandit

(Dr.)
(Dr.)
(Dr.)

THANHOUSER.

looo
993

GAUMONT.
G. Kleine.
A Simple
Rustic
Tale
(Dr.)
958
The
Sealed
Letter
(Dr.)
837
A
Water
Contest
(Scenic)
168
The
Kleptomaniac's
Repentance
(Dr.).. 963
The Twilight of a Soldier's Life (Dr.). 945
I. .mine
Hunters
.1'
i he Gorges of the Bourne, France (Sc.)293

Dec. 29— In the Tall Grass Country (Dr.)
Jan.
5— The Crimson
Scars
(Dr.)
Jan. 12— The Owner of the "L L" Ranch
Jan. 19— Changing
Cooks
(Com.)
Jan. 26— How Mary Met the Cowpunchers
Feb.
2— Duly
a Sister
(Dr.)

10—
16
19—
2.:—
20—

Better
Or
Worse
Goose, reek
Claim
t (-hll.l's
Sake
Try
It (Com.)
SOLAX

AMERICAN.

Master
(Dr.)
ESSANAY.

10 —
14—
17—
21—
24—

l. IS— You

Independent Release Dates
1000

90C
90(
90C
90(
«x
i*K

REVIER.
l. 4— For
i. 11— The

EDISON.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

Kentucky
Soil
Country
Girl
BWl
ambrence
i Laugh
1
\
|lrn»s
Ilntl..,,
4— The
Command
i

900
900
000
900

900
900
900
500
500
900
900

500
500
500
J...500
500
950

THIS

WEEK'S

PROGRAM
FILMS.

OF

INDEPENDENT

Monday,
January
30.
American— The
licnliis
illr.)
Eclair— The
Emperor's
Lunch
(Com.)
Eclair— The
Elusive
l:..i.l..-i
(Com.)

1000
603
373

Yaukee
— The or Taxlcab
Mystery
(Dr.)
Imp— Maid
Man
(Dr.)
Tuesday,
January
31.
Bison — A
Tough
Tenderfoot
(Com.)
Powers— (Title
not given).
Thanhouser— Only
In The
Way
(Dr.)
Wednesday.
February
1.
Ambroslo — The
Return
from
Seaside
Bathing..
Ambroslo— Tweedledum
Tries
Winter
Sports. . .
Atlas
Hie
On
Champlon^Judged
bj
Higher
Power
Nestor— The
Bridal
Trail
(Dr.)
Reliance — A
Brass
Button

(Dr.)

Thursday,
February 2.
American — The
Mission
in the Desert
(Dr.)...
Imp— An
Imaginary
Elopement
(Com.)
Imp— The
Mix-Up
(Com.)
Itnla— The
Coachman
of the Village
Friday.
February
3.
Bison
A Squlr's
Lux — —Back
to the Bravery
Old Homestead
(Dr.)
Solas — King
of Love
(Com.)
Thanhonser— Adrift
Yankee — The
Counting
House
Mystery
(Dr.)..
Saturday.
February 4.
Great
North'n— The
Criminal
Chief's Capture
Itala — The
Feast
of Foolsliead
Powers— (Title
not given).
Reliance— The
Command
from
Galilee

oou
500

944

(Dr.)
900

THE

^■^^

Coming

3fit-

<&

Wed.

MOVING

February

PICTURE

WHY

8th

U.S. A:

The story of a soldier's life

ATLAS

FILM

COMPANY

344 East 32nd Street,

The

Repairs

When

New York, N. Y.

that are TALKED

SEND

TO

EUROPE

FOR

FILM
PERFORATING
DIES

An Irish Comedy

KELLY

WORLD

we can make

them

for you i

High-class repairing and alteration-,
on Foreign Machines.

THE

About

249 Centre

A. DEWES

COMPANY

Street,

M

R

YORK

it Sprockets

i ■WW33fff?f>i j
^■i:i»J*-1|:*'l««ll-H^

tempered Punche:

H.

Block to support arbors to keep
m springing out of true while
s are being driven in or out. n Mai..1 ,ncs channel to One Pin.

F. HOFFMAN
Lecturer of Special
Releases
New York City and Vicinity
Care MOVING PICTURE WORLD
Telephone 1344 Grumercy

E. W. UYEZZ1, 3t42 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago, 111.

EXHIBITORS
BEWARE

United States Film Brokers
and Importers

!

DON'T run rainstorm and scratched
films in your theatre when you can get
first-class films in good condition. We have
equipped a special plant where all our films
are renovated as soon as scratched, and films
come
out as good as new. We
have
several openings for very late service,
and if you are interested write or wire at
1,1m,
*'e have the following featur<
ntler-Dayi In Chayenne
Kin. 1 Wolgast-Nelaon Fight

CHICAGO

IDd

:

IDC

SECOND-HAND FILM
$5.00 per reel upwards

NEW

I ILM

4c. por foot upwards
CAMERAPHONi:
I II N
new, with two seti records
All guuds shipped sublet! I
aod imiIijI aCCaptaac* ea n.

FILM EXCHANGE

covering eiinc-

Chicago, Omaha, Denver, Salt Lake City

THE

ENTERPRISE

MODEL

B

Portable Calcium Gas Outfit
ia

Only

ii>, or anything special in
the tbmtrii j! lin«. *4 M. i developed—
Work - DON' I
Dl I AY but prrit. ■■

THE

NEWMAN

717-719 Sycamore

only

Subatitute

for

Elntn.it>

Satisfactory

REGULAR

AND

Portable

W \ 1 1 k i-ki 1SURI

RELIABLE

11

Outfit

IS CONS1 IN 1

MFG. CO.

St., Cincinnati, 0.

•OXONE"

Annual Subscription €<) nn
Moving Picture World «P^.UU

SPECIAL

hnt6rpriS6

ROLL
Get

NATIONAL

the

the

TICKET

OP 11Cd I Mlg.

11, SQUARE
CAKES
I , v * . |«- ,, < .(>•

GO.

It ate*

liliefiil

564 and S72 W. Randolph

Mreel.

CHICAGO

TICKETS

Samples

COMPANY

ShumoKin,

P«*.

THE

M< >\ IXC

FOLDING
CHAIRS

PICTURE

W< >RLD

OPERAdiCHAIRS

For Movinq Picture
Shows, Grand Stands,
Assembly Halls, etc.
In sections if wanted.

1 o it
i

h.\ BB1
PI RFOSE
STYLES

is i a in i sin i> is«j.-.
HTBIT1
i on
i at.
No. 81

Write for Catalog No. 2

The A. H. Andrews

The Kauftman
Manufacturing Co.
ASHLAND, OHIO

1 74- 1 76 Wabash Ave.. Chicago. 111.

CHEAP

Opera and Assembly Chairs

Co.
Branches in all leading cit.es

The Automatic Theatre Chair

*MW!>

Most popular priced chairs on the market (or

STEEL FURNITURE

CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.

New York Office; 150 Fifth Avenue
Boston Office ; 224 Congress Street, Boston, Mass.

Prompt Shipments.
Write for Catalogue
PEABODY SCHOOL FURNITURE CO.
North
Manchester
■
■
Indiana
New York Agents. ROBERT J.EHLERS CO.
New York. N. Y.
d I id S

Write today "for circular A.
THE HARDESTY MFC. CO.
Canal Dover,
Ohio, U. S. A.
FILMS

FOR

SALE.

50 Reels of Films

$8 to $16 per Reel
Second-hand one pin Edison machine. $100.00
Mayer Silverman, 105 4th Ave., Pittsburg. Pa.

"Arco" Biograph
CARBONS
None Genuine Unless Stamped "Arco=B"

The Leading Carbon for Motion Picture Machines
Made Expressly for the Purpose
Flame Carbons — Enclosed Carbons — Carbons
of All Kinds
for All Makes
of Lamps
WRITE

FOR

PRICES

L. E. FRORUP

BEFORE

ORDERING

ELSEWHERE

& CO., Sole Importers

232-234 Greenwich Street, New York

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

WuRLlTZER

Automatic Musical
Instruments
catalogue showing the
ily complete line of self-playII electric piano

R. W.
810 West
Mfrs.
of

STOCKLEY

&

CO

Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Uniforms
and
Equipments

OPERA
CHAIRS

THE RUDOLPH

WURLITZER

CO.

CINCINNATI, 117 to 121 E. 4th; NEW YORK, 25
and 27 \V. 32d (bet. B'way and 5th Ave); CHICAGO.
266 and 268 Wabash Ave.: PHILADELPHIA. 1838
Chestnut; ST. LOUIS. 912 Pine; CLEVELAND. 206
Prospect Ave. S. E.; COLUMBUS, O.. 57 E. Main.

NEW

SLIDES

For the lollowiog Songs-JLST

YoS...

stGirl in All Thus World
theSw
To Me.
onlight. Dear.
We've Kept the Golden Rule.
If Your Heart knew a Heart Like Mine.
Be My Sweetheart.
I Get So Lonesome for You.
I'm a Married Man.
Ill be Right Here in the Same Old Place.
The Yale of Dreams.
I'd Give the World to Call You Mine.
Dougherty.
In My Dreams of You.

De WITT C. WHEELER
120 W. 31.t St.

The
Latest

0LT

For Killarney and You.
Mv Country Has First Call.
Mandy Lou.
Dolores.
The Best Place of All.
The Moon Swings Low

New

York Cil

The
Best
Seats

Seats
GEO.

W.

wmxivx

BENNETT

744 West 5th Street
CINCINNATI

OHIO

Announcement Slides
Advertising Slides
Songs Illustrated
THREE STAR SLIDE CO.
225 Dearborn

Room. 523-4
Street
:: ( hicago, Ills.

T* Aoawei

III NDRED

1 an

Xylophones, Orchestra
Bells. Chimes.
Send for free illustrated catalogue.
J. C. DEAGAN

\. < .

' >oi

Moving

51 W. Z&? ST #■„

Picture

Pianists
icl. drj

»} If
ee sample page of "Orpheum Collection
cture Music." Now being used and prais<
f the best houses in the country.
PRICE
75 CENTS
itest cue music (series 1910 for 10 parts ai

kill S i I ll MS
■ 1 foi list, n< luding

Box 1
•■!

Forks

3800-3810 N. Clark St.. Chicago. 111.

1-4 discount on both numbers.

CLARENCE
ick St
0.

, World.

Correspondence Col
the trade. Send for free illustrated catalogue
School class meets every morning and alteinoon, with F. H. Richardson of Chicago t:
chief instructor. Evening classes meete\ei>
Monday. Wednesday and Frida |
lively guarantee you a- $15
position. No. !
Camei.giaph
in A- 1 condition lot M
Exhibition Model Machine lor 160.00.
. .i !aii|eline ol eleitucal »ui>l>liei
and furnish evervlhinc) for >he theaiie.

F. C. TAYLOR

E. SINN
CHIC AGO

III

«• Well |M Slrrrt

Vi

\«k

UNIFORMS

f UNIFORMS

AND

CAPS
row
Moving
Picture
Theatres

ffl

lffcta|
Cataloguri,
Sample*
and Prlcea (at (be

RUSSELL
UNIFORM
COMPANY

James H. Hirsch 8c Co

128 W, .ioih Slrccl
M ft MlKk

J. C.
1900

itlQ N

?08 list Jackson Boulevard
CtlKAOO.

DEAGAN

i kit it

I mi

\<«'

ii i

OH

I'HE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

BIO CARBONS
Let us show you how to get better results
In nine theatres out of ten, better results may be obtained without increased cost simply by a careful
selection of Carbons.
It is a well-known fact
among Electrical Engineers
PERFECT
that a different size of CarDISSOLVING
ERK-O-SCOPE STBREOPTICON
bon should be used for
Has been used for five years by the most successful Moving Picture Theatres in
every different current,
and a different grade for
>, high l;ght-tght lamp houses, large doors, new centering
each voltage, if the best
)on feed, place it beyond competition.
Price Complete with Rheosuti, $95.00
results are to be obtained.
In moving picture work
the range of voltage at the
arc is from 26 to 55 and
the range of current is
from 15 amperes to 65 am-

All advertising copy must be in hand
not later than Wednesday noon

From the
atronsView
Point

Before the introduction
of the BIO Carbon practiperes. cally only one size and
grade was used. Conseonly those toexhibitors whoquently
happened
have
the particular conditions
suited to this size and
grade were getting perfect
results. The rest — a big
majority — were simply getting results that seemed
satisfactory because they
never had the opportunity
to see anything better.
Thousands of exhibitors
have availed themselves of
our services and are now
getting better results than
they had ever believed possible. Send us the stubs of
the carbons you are now
burning and we will make
a complete report on their
suitability for your purposes and send samples of
charge.
proper carbons free of

Charles
LKiewerl
Company
39 Cortlandt St., New York
Largest importers oi Flaming Arc Lamps and Carbons
in America

THE

MOVING

Save Tickets
AND

PICTURE

WORLD

/

WE OFFER YOU

Eliminate Choppers
at the entrance
to every
Theatre and Amusement Place
GET THE

COUNT

the cleanest, newest, best and most
satisfying

PROGRAM

WITH

JONES DUPLEX
CHECK GATE

in America and

WE CAN PROVE IT

14

and you GET all the money r-

Reels a Week
and each one

A

feature; !
CLASSY

POSTERS
FREE

!

WASHINGTON
Ask u> u tend f$tt further deteuh

JONES CHANGE REGISTER CO.
HCOtPORATl l)

18 BROADWAY

NEW YORK CITY

Paramount Film Co.
G. H

WALK]

\l\ Niiilh.Slrrrl. \

H

ft, M
Hasliioglou. 1 (

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Our Machine Helps Pay Your Rent
WE are NOW installing the "Inter-State" THREE
slot PENNY vending machine, the most simple,
perfect, and efficient slot machine on the market

BEFORE

BEHIND

THE

THE

CHAIR

PUBLIC

Three Kinds of
Merchandise in
each Machine

Gum, Chocolate
and Confections
65 Pieces in all

The ONLY slot machine operating on a three chute
system that PROTECTS
the PUBLIC by
refusing to accept coins when empty
:-: :-: :-:
SIMPLE to operate, and allows absolutely NO cause for BOX-OFFICE COMPLAINTS
COIN
SLOTS
on the FACE of machine, directly in FRONT of the EYE

We operate under, our OWN patents, and offer thorough LEGAL
PROTECTION to our customers. We particularly invite your inspection
for purposes of comparison regarding
EARNING CAPACITY
SIMPLICITY OF CONSTRUCTION
EXCELLENCE and PURITY of CONFECTIONS
OUR

OFFER

\ We are Willin8f t0 make a" c°ntracts for installation 1 jjjjj
(
subject to test and approval.
I

INTERSTATE
Marquette Bldg.
Chicago, 111.

VENDING

SpEAKS

p0R ITSELF

COMPANY
Columbia Theater Bldg.
701 7th Ave., New York City

Vol.

8,

No. 6

February

11,

1911

Price,

lO Cents

MWIN6 PlflUfeWORLD
-NB1

THD OJ}GAN OF- THE* PHOWPL^T

JM)

JSTLTTO INTELLECTS

YOI^K^

Power's
Cameragraph
THE PERFECT MOVING PICTURE
When

No.

6

MACHINE

you buy a moving picture machine, you want to get your money's worth.
movis the inbi^€St
Power's No. 6 value
ing picture machines

ever

offered,

BECAUSE
It projects perfect pictures :
It never breaks down :
It will OUTLAST TWO
machines of any other
make :
We replace free
any parts that
wear out in one
date of purchase

of charge
break or
year from
:

We guarantee complete satisfaction:
Fifteen hundred purcbaeen «>t tinNo. (> in the past war \n ill indorse all we sa\ iboul it
Send

NICHOLAS

POWER

at

oik e fol

( \ I \l OG

(.

COMPANY

For thirteen years the lending mtken of moving picture machine!

115-117 Nassau Street
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York
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T HANHOUSER
ON

H E

WO-A-WEEK

"2 4 U-AJVV

GOOD

OJVES, TOO!"

"Release of Uuesday, Feb. 14
A "War Story" with a STORY!

FOR

HER

SAKE

IN this you have the best kind of war subject, that which
passes over pretty effects long enough to play up a plot. Certainly, brilliant settings don't make a good war story, although
they help a whole lot. But, after all, a stirring theme is the main
thing, and it may be worked out in spectacular settings. The beauty
of the present theme lies largely in its simplicity. Is there anything
simpler to imagine than that the death of a mutual loved one should
bring together enemies ? With this as the central idea, the picture
tells a moral that is worth something.
No. 185. Code-word, Sake.

"Release of Friday, Feb. 17

if

"CIRCUMSTANTIAL

EVIDENCE

EXPOSED"

CHECKMATE"

carries a message and a lesson to those who value the " circumstantial evidence " process by which
so many convictions are obtained in our criminal courts. The reel demonstrates how easily evidence of this sort may be made to entangle and ensnare a totally innocent man, and how it may
leave him without a jot of hope for the vindication that should be his — that will drag his good
name, and that of all who claim relationship to him, down into the mire of calumny. So the
worth of "circumstantial evidence" is to be carefully weighed and considered by all fair-minded
people, and we are glad thai this reel will bring some attention to it. No. 186. Code-word, .Check.
THft
inB ThanhftllQOr

indnilDUSer

PhntflframO

mOlUirdme

consisting of portraits of the famous Thanhouser "Stock," framed in solid

oaktmission finishi 34 inches in width and 44 inches in depth, with

glass
and easel (6 feet high), GOES TO YOU FOR $3.50 with order. This is the prize outfit that tickled-todeath exhibitors the country over are calling THE GREATEST LOBBY-DISPLAY BARGAIN EVER IKNOWN.
For System's sakeladdress ART DEPT.

THANHOUSER
MB
NEW ROCHELLE
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CALCULATION
UNEXCELLED

The man in business calculates from the
time he's up in the morning until he closes his
eyes in slumber.

PROGRAM

The calculation
exhibitor isfora him
sharp: calculator. Here's
a little

EVERY
MONDAY
AMERICAN— American
Film Manufacturing
Company

If each one of you feeds the infant monopoly
the financial nourishment for which it is wholly
dependent on you, how long will it be before the
monopoly outgrows your combined power and
makes YOU dependent on IT?
As a matter of cold business calculation the
solution is that you must seek means of escape
from the menace NOW.
THE SOLUTION

YANKEE— Yankee Film
EVERY TUESDAY
BISON— New York Motion Picture Company
POWERS— The Powers Company
THANHOUSER— Thanhouser Company
EVERY
WEDNESDAY
AMBROSIO— New York Motion Picture Co.
ATLAS— Atlas Film Company
CHAMPION— The Champion
Film Company
NESTOR— David Horsley
RELIANCE— Carlton Laboratories
EVERY THURSDAY
AMERICAN— American
Film Manufacturing
IMP— Independent
(First

release

SOLAX— Solax

Moving

Pictures

Feb.

Co.

16.)

Motion Picture Distributing & Sales Company

Company

HIE.

GREAT NORTHERN— Great Northern Film Co.
ITALA — New York Motion Picture Company
POWERS — The Powers Company
RELIANCE— Carlton Laboratories

GREAT

NORTHERN
RELEASE

The

Uth St., New York City

FOR SATURDAY,

Criminal

FEBRI

MO

Chief's

Ml

Capture

A meritorioui date* tiveeton with mans exciting and exceeding!) thrilling •ituatioai
A story full to the brim <>f real m don. Photograph] un< \. elk I
R] I I \s|

i ok

s \ I I RD X1!

Found

ii BR1

mo

mil

Again

\ well a* ted dramatic itorj ol tbaatrfc tl ttfi

Mi.- Bear-on ih. Kglotx
All

S

I lus i CLASS

GREAT

lojigS

trade mark i- the emblani ->i high qualltj

INDEPENDEN1

NORTHERN
Bold "i.i> throogfa tbt M

EXCHANGES

HANDU

OUR

PRODUI

I

111 M CO, 7 East 1 1th St ., New York
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Now

Get These Two

IMPS

JJ

13) *
EST Feb.HOUR
DARKMonday,
HER(Released
Those exhibitors who know the drawing power
of "Little Mary" will be delighted to learn
thai she appears in almost everj fool of this
splendid reel ! Ii is .1 story of a girl, her
efforts to make a living, her troubles and her
final happiness
a story so very simple, so
direct and so human that it will strike a responsive chord in the heart of every man,
woman and child; Make a note of the release date and begin right now to make arrangements togel "Her Darkest Hour."

4t

(Released CO
Thursday,
Feb. T"
16)
NVER
THE
Tin- i- great! It i- intensely dramatic. It
deals with a young lieutenant and his sweetheart; the lieutenant is sent to the Philippines
and is erroneously reported dead. His broken
hearted fiancee enters a convent and takethevows. The lover returns. And from that
point onward the action will simply enthrall
the most calloused moving picture "fan."
Imp films are supreme in every point. See
that you get them, not occasionally, but every
blessed week — and twice each week.
Independent Moling Pictures Co. of America.
ioi W. \oisl St., Neiv York. Carl Laenwilc, Pres.
.-Ill "Imp" Films Sold Through the Sales Co.
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Sol ax
GET

THE

BEST
NEXT

AND
FAR

RELEASED

ILL
GUARANTEE
YOU
THE
BEST AND FUNNIEST
PICTURE
RELEASED
SO
THIS YEAR.
WE HAVE DECIDED TO RELEASE THIS EXTRAORDINARY PICTURE

FEB

(IIXED PETS" Feb. 10th £&£

17th

CORINNE IN DOLLYLAND
Little < orinnc Tails asleep over
her wooden toys. In her dream
thoe toys are brought to life.
She sees the little dolls and
animals in the circus ring doing
all sorts of acrobatic stunts.
This unique picture is characeristicallj SOLAX— something
1, interesting and laughable.

SOLAX

MADE

FILM

FRIDAY

COMPANY,

RELEASED

P

To test her love ior him he
tells her he has lost all and will
not be able to keep her in
luxury. She proves to be trueblue, however, and they take up
their abode in Poverty Row.
Alter proving i" hi> entire satisfaction her love for him they
again take up the life of luxury
and ease, happy in the knowD Other's true love.

1
147

FEB. 24th

LOVE'S TEST

Fourth

Avenue,

every fr.day THE WORLD'S

LUX

Cor.

14th

BEST— BAR

Street,

New

NONE

York City

every ™|DAY

FILMS

INDEPENDENT

EXHIBITORS

GEORGE W ^SHINGTON THOl GHT INDEPEND1 NCI
WORTH FIGHTTNl i I I >k. II YOl annot get it otherwise, we want you to fight for this week's Lux and we
believe you ought to fighl for Lux even week. It will paj you,
Release,

Friday,

February

10th,

1911

The Orphan's
A patlu-tu
ii\ one
allj the
i.tn's

Friend.
Drama
711 feel
That Horse Did Run.
I
little
little dran
drama thai will please
A trick comic with action, thrilli and
in youi audience, bui cspclaughs that will
Iia-r b
children and all loveri <>t
ire t"i t he blue*.
dumb friend, 1 he dog.

-

m

thi-

A Split Reel of Quality and Variety for the Best Programs.

GET LUX

si 1 ; o 1 11 1 it i- \<. 1 B

R.
IO

East

15tK

Street

>>it x^ NOPSI

N AND

PAST

It I I I \

PRIEUR
New
r Motion

PlCtU

York

City

I'lIK

HAVE

MOVING

PICTURE

YOU

WORLD

BOOKED

IT?

The Famous Buffalo Jones Pictures

Lassoing Wild Animals
IN AFRICA

A Unique and Sensational Picture, Showing the Capture of Lions,
Giraffes, Rhinoceroses, Cheetahs, Zebras and other Wild and Dangerous Animals of the African Jungle, without the use of Deadly Weapons

NOTHING

USED

BUT

THE

LASSO

Rights
to Exhibit
this Picture Have Been Acquired by the Licensed
Manufacturers.
The Pictures are Made and Marketed by Pathe Freres.

LENGTH,

2,000
GET

DON'T

MISS

FEET.
IN

RELEASED

TOUCH

WITH

THIS, THE

SUNDAY,

YOUR

GREATEST

1911

of the YEAR

FILMS

FILMS

OF

PICTORIAL

RELEASE

"The Heart683 ofFEETa

12,

TODAY

FEATURE

ECLAIR
THE

FEBRUARY

EXCHANGE

OF

A Stirring Tale ol a Great Love, Triumphant over
all Despair— Every Scene a He art Throb—As
Tender as it is Strong! ! .

Warrior"

FEBRUARY
2
on
One

A

QUALITY
20th

286 Small
FEET
Animals"
l for
Hospita
Most
Interesting
Subject — Something
Quite Out of the Ordinary ! ! !

THE FILMS of PICTORIAL QUALITY, Combining PERFECT PHOTOGRAPHY with POPULAR PLAYS

ECLAIR
NEW

YORK:

31

East 27th St.

FILM COMPANY
CHICAGO:

35 East

Randolph

St.

THE

Film Announcement
Titles
Any of the following Announcements
sent
by mall upon receipt of price:
That's Colored
All, Good-Night—
Hand
Trick Film15 ft.
J2.00
'Same Black and White)
1.50
Entire
Change of Program To-morrow — 10 1.50
ft.
Hand Colored
(Same
Black and White)
1.00
We thank you for your patronage and ask
you to call again — 20 ft.
Hand Colored
. . 3.00
(Same Black and White)
2.00
Next Show in Five Minutes— 10 ft.
Hand Colored
1.50
(Same Black and White)
• . . 1.00
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The Who
SpiritWasof '76
Not Overthrew
A NOBLE the
MANYohe of a King
"A Heroine

Of '76

[Our First Release, Thurs. Feb. 16th]

Marks the Coronation of A Real Blue-Blooded

King of Film— %?x

Will the Ladies Please Remove
Their Hats so Others Can See? 20 ft.
Hand Colored, Trick Film
- $3.00
(Same Black and White)
2.00
French American Producing
and Manufacturing Co.
918 Madison St.,
CHICAGO, ILL.
In Answering Advertisers Kindly Mention

Moving Picture World

The Perfecto

) Light is
1 the Light lor You

A REPROD1

I

the Cheapest and Best
$25.00 Complete with Burner

About « tin: 00 1
Bat that li not all
the Um co I "i maintaining it. It costs far less to
maintain tin- Rrf.clo III. m any
mi light on the market, and it produces a steadier
an. 1 brtghtei ll^ht. If you must
use a calcium liijlit, \
a < all nun < ...^ making outfit will
You,
lit Ij.ttii i.ili/.ij in tin1". il.-cto
uth.-r.
light fo.

.■■■li ibl. IlKlltv

"A HEROINE

of '76

There are 909 feet and 11 inches more

of the same

If it doesn't make

we'll eat the Keel.

Order now

you enthusiastic

in order to get

MR. EXHIBITOR:

it, or you're out

calibre.

of order.

Jusl say "&rx" to the Exchangeman and
he'll pass the password to the Sales Co. linn
you'll get it, and the business.

r,„/ ,,

./...,. 1 •■» the co>t of other..

Will.- I., 1 ...or.- pal li. ul.w.01 will • i.il.l. te with

1 111
I.

11111I1

■■iirlllliillillMK.

(

IiIiiko,

Rex Motion Picture Manufacturing Company
573-579

P. * W. sviis COMPAN1
<

Eleventh Avenue

NEW

YORK

THEThe

"STANDARD"

Machine That Gives Results
FULLY GUARANTEED

Our entire output told in thr Umtr.l state,
(ir.ln. I.., ..,.r l,„.,d.rd
and thirty machine* from one loiurrn in pint two »rrki
|),.n I l.r
mitguided
by flaring mlvrilnniirnli
\S r mr
n..l l,n ...ll,iM, |.la>
tin...,.
Ju.t a big, .olid, durahlr ..... hmr
W,.lrl,M.I.I
giving full partu ulan
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Moving PictureWorld
THE WORLD

PHOTOGRAPHIC

PUBLISHING

COMPANY

Beach Building)
$2.00 per year.

ADVERTISING

- 125 E. 23d Street, NEW

YORI

Telephone call. 1344 Gramerci

Post free in the United States, Mexico, Hawaii, Porto Rico
Canada $2.50. Foreign Countries, $3.00. Post Paid.

and the Philippine Islands

RATES:
Whole page, $60.00; half page, $3000; quarter page, $15.00; eighth page, $7.50; one inch (3H in
wide), $300; one inch (2^ in. wide), $2.00; classified (no display), 3 cents per word.
Time Discounts:
10% one months order, 15% six months, 20% twelve months.
WESTERN

OFFICE 1 160 Wathington Street. (Poit Building, Chicago).

Telephone.

Entered at the General Post Office in New York City as Second-Class
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Reform the Individual
us indignation moves to
action the numerous ( ivic Betterment Societies of all
sorts against the moving picture. The moving picture is
a standby of the reformer. Somebody will write a
scourging article in some magazine that has a wide circulation and immediately upon the heels of it come a thousand echoes in the shape of articles by persons who have
read the original one, and have used it as their evidence.
'I ben moving pictures are denounced roundly and soundly. We are told again with wearisome infinity how the
moving picture is debauching the child mind; how children are made thieves; how they are made immoral, and
all the rest of the horrid things that can happen to a child.
the measles,. tlie scarlet fever and the whoopingCOUgh.
Moving pictures are to blame for all these, and,
■ . should be abolished, i- the cry. ( )r if •
ished, regulated, Censored or tinkered in some way to
render them "antiseptic."

* *

*

In all this cry against moving pictures, we hear very
little direct, specific complaint against any one person in
the business.
< riticism is usually general. They seldom
mention names in denouncing this dangerous pastime.
neralize
In speaking to reformers on this topic,
• m, \\e have asked these guardians of public
morals why, if such a terrible Mate of things exi-t. they
do not ii
• and attack the problem from an
individual standpoint.
Meaning by that, that there may
be lOme exhibitors who are not lit to be in the
moving picture business, but that there arc many more
in the business who are gentlemen and perfect!

♦ *

*

The u ual reply from these moral brethren is thafthe
moving picture is tOO great, I
hope to
lie individual in the hu i
'i'
We ire reminded by them that in every city there
an- many moving' picture theatres, and thai tl
the nali. .u tlin .■
- , moving |.i. tut
wbi. h would render it prai ti< all) impo - ibfe (
treat uitb tbeindividu.il a iuch and theref '• they are
obliged t" attai k the '
hole, while they
leprecate the fad that the innoa nl n
with the guilty, whii h, .i\a . i no fault ..f th< i

\\ e have been thinking a little about that matter of individual regulation of theatres or their managers, and to
us it does not appear that the individual regula
theatres would be such a monumental task
at first glance.
For instance: There are infinitely more
saloons in even city than there are moving pictu
These, while not strictly regulated in ever) community,
come nearer to being treated individually than thl
picture shows.
In -cine communities onl) a certain number of saloons are allowed, and the character of the
proprietor must be well vouched for before be can secuie
a license.
I'.ut saloons are not a fair criterion to judge by.
Let us take the matter of divorce,
in our COU1
case must be heard specially, and its merits and demerits
gone over thoroughly by a high salaried judge who is
retained by the community for that purpose.
In the cit)
of New
York there is a court known as the I
Domestic Relations that has been created for the sole
purpose
are heard

Of regulating
per week have been adjusted in this court, and
that during a year at least 2,5
at length 111 lb:

*

»

*

Mow, there is no cit) on tin i.uc of the earth that haas many a- 2,500 moving picture shows.
\eu J
a very liberal estimate, hi
to investigate tl •
Would

t.li

children where each child's
ll length, and 1:
sent to an institution which is built

. child is
' individ-
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pear upon a stage in the city or State of New York, and
at once an agent from the Children's Society puts in his
appearance, arrests the manager, and takes the child into
his custody, paying its board, etc., making each case an
individual matter.
These cases cited above are so numerous and require
such a vast amount of money to carry on, that it is surprising how it is ever done so well as it is. Yet, when
it comes to weeding out the undesirable showman, it
seems an appaling job to every community. There are
only a handful of picture makers in America. They
could be easily prosecuted if they were such a menace as
people are led to believe. But they are not arrested and
prosecuted for a very good reason which will appear
later in this article. The United States Government is
relentless in its pursuit of counterfeiters and bank
wreckers. They will send detectives to any corner of the
earth to bring back the man they are after. The Federal authorities never tire in their determined pursuit of
a postal thief. There are always state police and city
police from our different cities in America on the high
seas, some bound to foreign countries after fugitives
( Detective Petrosino for instance) or returning from far
off lands with prisoners.
All of these cases which are here touched upon are individual matters. A thief is pursued around the world.
They make an individual case of each one and there are
thousands of them, yet when it is found that there is a
man running a picture show who is a menace to the community and in league with the white slave traffic, it does
not seem possible to arrest him as an individual and close
up his place as a disorderly house. This is because of
the exaggerated idea that there are too many picture
houses to regulate. So, instead of that, they condemn
them all, the good with the bad; the fit with the unfit.

* *

*

Every operator, to run a moving picture machine must
be examined individually by the city. This is a very easy
matter. They examine him for his character and his
knowledge and if he looks like a "degenerate," he will
certainly not get a license. Logically then, there must be
one manager to every operator, and yet it seems utterly
impossible for the authorities or the Civic Society to
investigate the personality of a manager, the same as
they do with an operator. We are sure that the reader
will agree with us that there is a great deal of "poppycock" about the whole thing.

* *

*

We spoke a paragraph or two back about a very good
reason why the exhibitor is not examined as an individual.
The reason is analogous, in a way, to a true story as to
why the North Pole was not discovered for so many
years. We knew an exploring gentleman who went several times with a well-known Arctic explorer in quest of
the North Pole. He said they made several trips without
success, and then with a sly twinkle in his eye admitted
that there were many fishing smacks that went further
north every year than they did with their expedition. We
ventured if that was the case, why should not the North
Pole have been discovered long ago. In reply he said,
"We don't want to discover the North Pole. It is too
good a graft. The minute we discover the North Pole,
there will be no more money in going up north exploring." Thus with moving picture reformers. It is too
good a graft. Just as soon as moving pictures are regulated to the satisfaction of everybody, there will be no
more money in it for certain parties.

WORLD

Hunting With the Camera.
In our issue of September ioth we printed an article
on "Cherry Kearton and His Work," the mighty hunter
with the camera who trailed the Roosevelt party and also
the Buffalo Jones party through the wilds of South
Africa. The Roosevelt pictures have had their day. It
was lucky for the purchasers of the negative that the
Roosevelt series was released while the Colonel was in
the heyday of his popularity. With the Buffalo Jones
series it is different. Buffalo Jones is as popular today
as he ever was, only more so. lie is besieged on all
hands by offers from wealthy globe-trotters to organize
hunting expeditions, and he informs us that it is very
likely that he will soon start out again at the head of a
hunting expedition. The Roosevelt pictures showed a
mighty hunter in his exploits of bagging game. Nothing remarkable, nothing particularly interesting. The
Buffalo Jones pictures have, however, a value peculiar to
themselves alone. They show the mastery of the wildest
four-footed animals of the forest by man, unarmed.
We were present as the guests of the Press Club on
Friday evening, September 16, 1910, when an exhibition of the complete pictures he had obtained was given
by Mr. Kearton to Colonel Roosevelt, who was the special
guest at the Club. Following the exhibition of the
Roosevelt pictures, Mr. Kearton showed on the screen,
at the request of Mr. Roosevelt, a section of the Buffalo Jones pictures. It is to the credit of the ex-President that, when the Buffalo Jones pictures flashed off the
screen, Roosevelt arose, and, going over to where Buffalo Jones was sitting, slapped him on the shoulder and
said, "Great ; I did not believe it was possible that a man
could tackle these wild animals with nothing but the
lasso in truly wild Western style." He then addressed
the assemblage as follows, which is a notable commendation of the Buffalo Jones pictures:
"I think I can say that I am acquainted with all notable lion
hunts from the days of Tiglath-Pileser to the present time, and
I speak with absolute accuracy when I say that in all that period
there has been so much feat as that, the portrayal of which we
have witnessed to-night, and, above all, no such feat as the portrayal itself. To tackle those beasts with the rifle is one thing,
but to tackle them with the rope the way that Buffalo Jones and
those two cow-punchers — those two New Mexican cow-punchers —
did it, is a perfectly marvelous feat.
"I was out in Africa when word was brought to us that
Buffalo Jones and the two cow-punchers were coming out
there to rope the animals. Everybody laughed at the thought.
They didn't believe that there was any seriousness in the proposal. Isaid, 'You don't know those cow-punchers, and there is
nothing they will not try to rope.' I did not believe they could
accomplish the feat. I didn't believe it possible to rope a lion
or a rhinoceros as they did, and to have caught their pictures
with a cinematograph is a thing that has never before begun to
be approaced. You have witnessed a really phenomenal record
of a really phenomenal feat, and I congratulate Mr. Kearton
with all my heart on what he has done, and I congratulate Buffalo
Jones and the cowpunchers."
The negative has been very largely improved upon in
the laboratory of Pathe Freres at Bound Brook, N. J.,
where the work of printing has been going on for some
time, and the whole has been cut down to 2,000 feet of
the most interesting, entrancing and exciting pictures ever
thrown upon the screen.
Sacramento, Cal.— Local exhibitors have agreed to donate
the receipts of several performances to aid the City Mission
in clearing a debt of $600 which has been hanging over the
institution for a long time.
Marquette, Mich.— For the second time a jury disagreed in
the case of C. S. Sullivan, proprietor of the Royal Moving
Picture Theater, who is under indictment for giving Sunday
shows in violation of the law. The people of the town want
Sunday shows, but two of the local ministers do not. A
case of "Simon says thumbs up." It is not believed that a
jury can be secured that will convict.
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Cutting Off the Heat Rays.

Aerial Projection.

Those of our older readers, who are familiar with
optical lantern slide projection, will remember that in
the earlier days, there was devised a simple method
for cutting out that part of the light which heated the
slide. Formerly it was known that the spectrum was
divisible into two parts, the actinic part, and the heat
rays. The actinic end of the spectrum, of course, is the
blue violet; the heat rays so called, are the orange, red
and infra-red rays. Of course in modern times, different views of the properties of various parts of the
spectrum prevail, and chemists and physicists no longer
talk of heat rays.
But, at any rate, the phenomenon exists, and the result
is that even the rays from the electric arc produce a
considerable amount of heat. Years ago when oil. gas or
lime-light were employed in projecting slides — of course
we write before the era of the moving picture — a trough
containing a solution of potash alum was often placed
in the path of the light. This alum solution absorbed
the heat rays, so that, when the light had gone through
this solution, it was cooler in temperature. This idea
was first put forth by the Rev. J. B. Reade in the year
1838. Some such idea may be worth attention in these
days of moving picture projection, if it is found desirable
to diminish the heat from the arc that impinges on the
film.

Ever since the lantern slide was made popular by
optical projection on a plain white surface, such as a
whitened wall, or the familiar fabric screen, attempts
have been made to improve the roundness, the relief, or
the stereoscopic effect of the picture. For this purpose,
metal surfaces consisting of silver or other substances
have been used.

This article is suggested by an article in the "Literary
Digest" for January the 28th, which gives a translation
from an article in La Nature. Paris, in which a French
inventor is credited with devising a means of projecting
pictures by "cold" light. Tn drawing our attention to it.
a correspondent asks for further particulars. No doubt
if the device is made commercial, it will find its way on
the market. Meanwhile, the inventor is said I
light that flickers so rapidly a- to be steady to the eye,
ins dark enough between its luminous periods
to cool off completely." According to the description:
with the projecting lantern, simply placing a double lens hct'ore and behind the positive slide.
Back of this lie put- In- 'cold light box,' which contains a
metallic-filament bulb operated by a small strong battery
with a commutator that break- the current periodically. This
discontinuous current determine- in the filament 'pulsations,'
during each of which it Inc.. me- luminous. The periods of
brightness succeed one another so rapidly that this 'puNative light, appears absolutely steady to the observer's eye.
is a con-cquence not less important, the lamp filaduring each interruption of the current, and according to tie inventor's theory, the slight heat that it has
acquired during tin- working period has time to disappear.
Thu-, a curr<-m of lower than normal tension m ■.
through the lamp without causing continued heating that
would volatilize the filament."
ription i- applicable to lantern slides
In iisin"; tin- idea for moving pictures, "two
pictures arc used, containing alernate views; while one
is on the screen, tin other u dark, thus keeping the
! while the pictures appear s, , rapidly as to
ntinuous."
The invention, it is said, has also
nificance in connection with color photography,
■w tlii- ran |>
further interested in this ide
'ars.
The I iterai j l Hg< • of fanuary 28th i"i fullei
• all for such an invent
lighl it allowed to impinge on the picture for such a
short space of time 'liit it can rural]
use it much
■ n of a real du< '

What applies to the ordinary lantern slide in this connection, applies, in greater or less degree, to the moving
picture. Hence it is that we have the Mirror Screen
and the Simpson Solar Screen, both of which are designed to heighten the effect obtainable. It is probable
that much remains to be done in experimental work of
this nature. It is not generally known that even the
clouds themselves, may be. and indeed have been, used
for the purpose of projecting a lantern image at night.
Of course the clouds, or the vapor of which they are
composed, must be tolerably near the earth, and it is
plain that a good long throw is necessary. This is merely an experiment of curiosity, hardly practicable for
moving picture purposes. Nevertheless, it may interest
the reader to know that it has been done.
What the effect would he like in an ordinary theater,
however, is open to conjecture. We believe that -impended strands of fibrous fabric have been used, the
image being received on a series of lines. so to speak,
which add relief to the picture. Indeed, this very idea
was sug^<
ntly for the purpose of getting a
stereoscopic-like effect in moving picture- on tl
Black and white line threads it was argued ga^
relief.
There is no doubt that b) projecting a picture on an
intaglio surface, that is. a surface not dead smooth, hut
broken up. much like the cross line screen, used in photo
engraving, heightens the effect of relief, and d
with the flatness complained of in the moving picture.
Of course this flatness depends very largely upon tinnature of the film. If the scene photographed
paratively distant from the lens a- well a- the characters
in the scene, then you would get comparative flatness
If. however, as is mostl) the case, figun
tolerably near the camera, then the project in.? picture impart- a sense of appan ■ •
With subjects like that you do not need am special thing

in the wa)

heightening the illusion

Let us illustrate what we mean by reft
of the World for la-t week
'1 I
illustrating a Great Northern film, entitled
0f the I
Note the composition

pictures.
-round

You have figures right in the immedi I
'I'll.- Stage, in fact,

standing out so markedly
It will he seen, then, that

i- well filli

provided

U will
1 pfctun

composition
ficial aid I are satisfactory, you do not need ■
a useful office in heightening up the pi<
We w rite thi- article without

hundred

fl
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Too Much Acting.
By C. H. Claudy.
There is a growing ci\ against poor acting before the
camera. I he motion picture is unquestionably in the process of a swift evolution. It has changed so much for the
better in the last tVw years, producers have striven so
hard and so successfully to improve scenes, plots, stories
and pantomime that it is fair to believe the ultimate result will be as far beyond the results of today, as a welltold story delineated by Pathe. Edison, \ itagraph, Biograph, Kalem, etc., today is beyond those earliest dramas
of a dee I
But — and
it's a big
— no with
one the
evercriticism
gets anywhere
without
criticism.
The But
trouble
of moving picture dramas is not that there isn't plenty of it (the
Lord forbid!) But that it isn't always intelligent criticism. As in Washington, I). C., where half a dozen
prominent men have undertaken to give their views to a
daily paper about the motion picture houses and their
shows, many rush in to criticism who know absolutely
nothing about the game at all. These worthy gentlemen,
educated, clever, holding positions of trust and responsibility, have, nevertheless, no knowledge of photography,
little of acting and less, apparently, of plot. Health officers and Directors of schools may be expert in their
lines and still not know a good picture from a poor one.
But this is by the way.
Much unintelligent criticism is directed towards the socalled "poor acting."
"We want better character work — give us actors and
actresses who are not sticks — who can display human
feeling — who act their parts" say these.
With perhaps no more license to criticise than any one
else, it yet seems to the present scribe that what is wanted
is not so much better acting and better actresses and
actors, as less of it! Many a picture play is spoiled for
the man who really knows good acting when he sees it,
b\ thi- overdoing of a part in the picture. Producers have
argued to themselves — "we have everything but color
and speech. Color we can disregard, having good photography and plenty of tonal value, as well as infinite pains
in details to make the scenes lifelike. Speech we can
make up with pantomime. And the result is that in the
effort to "get the plot over" — push it off the screen and
ram it down the throats of the members of the audience,
we have pantomime done to death.
To particularize. And no offense is meant to any one,
and let me say that for these criticisms T went to the
nearest picture shows several days running and made
notes of what happened to be shown. No film here
named is picked out above any other film for criticism
save for the sole reason that I happened upon it.
Kalem recently released "Big Elk's Turn Down." It
is a simple story of an Indian. Big Elk, who first tries
to buy Mabel, a trapper's daughter, and, after being refused, raids her home, and carries her off. He leaves
her guarded in a tepee, she is sentenced to death and
tied to a stake to be burned in Big Elk's absence, he returns and rescues her and again puts her in the tepee
whither she escapes. She gets in a canoe, is pursued and
finally rescued by father and lover.
These may have been French Indians. But no other
kind of Indians that the popular mind conceives, ever
gesticulated so violently, so rapidly, so much. They
lose all dignity, all realism, when they spend most of their
time with their arms in the air! The unreality of any
Indians condemning a young and lovely girl to death, is
obvious, and needs no criticism.
It was a part of the

story, apparently, simply to lengthen the reel, and a such,
perhaps, necessary.
Put, why do Indians never guard the
hack of their tepees?
I don't know how man) I
have seen under, through and around the backs of unMabel guarde ;was well done, mostly. But Mabel, like every
other character in every moving picture play ever staged,
who has to run across or through the scene, pursued or
pursuing, stops, after she has made her escape, sways
back and forth about a tree, then dashes on. The father
and lover, when starting for the rescue from their cabin
door, exhibt the same characteristic. Lover examines
tracks, raises hands to heaven and dies. Father shakes
gun in air, waves arms violently about head, loses sevonds in, apparently, calling heaven to witness
what he's going to do to 'em and then, he flies. The
Indians, who, of course, discover Mabel's escape the
instant she makes it, though she had time to get away '
safely enough, also gather together, point, raise arms to
heaven, and then run ! They do too much acting. They
try too hard with pantomime to "get it over." They
don't leave anything for the intelligence of the audience,
although what, in the name of Thespis, the producers
intend the audience to understand by this never neglected
pause, hands in the air, and slight stagger, followed by
a swift crouching run, no one knows. Desperate Desmond barnstorming fifty years ago had the same motion!
Well, when Mabel gets the canoe, she finds no paddles. She doesn't step into the canoe and push off, as
any normal human being would, if she wanted to get
away, she falls in and snuggles down. Leaves on the
water and bubbles, show it to be a stationary pool. But
the
obligingly
whirls
the "current" which
is socanoe
evidently
a string
as away
to be infunny.
The Indians have no trouble finding paddles for the
Other canoe, nor of catching up with Mabel. Indians art'
supposed, usually to be pretty fair with the paddle. But
the way those three mismanage their paddles and the
canoe would do credit to a beginner. To a canoeist, "it
is to laugh." They are in so much of a hurry they
forget that any one in the audience may have ever seen
a canoe before . Finally, to cap the climax, the lover,
from the shore, shoots all three Indians with one shot —
at least the canoe tips over and they all disappear,
whereupon he swims out to Mabel and tows her back
again! I'm not quite sure whether this is altogether too
much acting, now that I've written it— it seems as if it
might be just a bit too little common sense on the producer's part !
Not infrequently the producing company is badly at
fault in putting up to their often very capable companies,
situations so unnatural, that no matter how hard they
try, pathos is the result. Take, for instance, Pathe's
"The Stigma" a playlet so full of contradictions and
nonsense that one is more than surprised to see the yellow rooster tacked onto it. A burglar who burgles in a
room so light that every object is plainly visible, a room
light enough to make a photograph, and one which is
indicated to be dark only by a blue-green dye, can hardly
be excused for crashing into the furniture or for staggering around at express-train speed. If it's dark, he would
feel his way cautiously. It it isn't dark, he wouldn't
blunder into everything, thus bringing back the ocupants
of the room to discover him.
The poor devil of a paroled convict who cannot get
work because of being a jail-bird is intended as a pathetic
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figure. His discouragement is so great that he shrugs
his shoulders and uses a tragedian's walk with every step
he takes. No wonder he is discouraged, when the same
police who have liberated him for good behavior, inform his employers that he is a jail-bird! So contradictory a course would discourage anyone !

so that she looked twent)
iich is a mighty
hard thing to do, and get away with.
If the ad
aged the make-up is visible— if the make-up is good
the passing years have, apparently, not affected walk,
gesture or actions, all too often.
In this Selig mother
both have been done far and away ahead of the average.

Again, Lubin's recent Clown and Minister production,
not only strains, but absolutely busts wide open the audience's credulity ! It is very lovable and nice of him to
take the clown's place on the boards because otherwise
the
cowboys
place" but,
name, why dowould
either"shoot
clownuportheminister
care inif heaven's
they do

case in point
Yitagraph's
"Her Adopted
Tarents"
an A unusually
well is
acted,
clever, simple,
prett) little
play,
of the "homey" variety. The little old lady— frail to the
point of blowing away, acted her part.
But
who see Vitagraph plays often — and they are a
ways worth seeing— the little lad) wh<
girl in so many plays, was too plainly evident under her
wig and make up.
She acted old and looked the little
girl dressed like Grandma.
Failure to have Letitia a young and extraordinarily
handsome young woman was c!
either the age or appearance of Letitia are inti
she looked the part she took, of a well-along spinster
and her actions were as good as her looks.
I:
the present scribe as if producers are arriving at the
point where they recognize that there can be toe) much
beauty on the stage — that some characters are I
a human homeliness.
When they also find out that the
ludience is about ten times as intelligent as it

shoot up the place? Both are concerned with the child
sick at the minister's house, yet both care so much for
the manager's despairing message that the minister dons
the clowns rig and — makes a failure of the part.
As for the sick baby — who ever heard of putting a
child, ill unto death with fever, into bed, with all her
clothes, even her shoes on, and covering her up with
quilts? Who, furthermore, ever heard of a doctor, able
to bring so ill a baby through so dangerous a crisis as
this is intended to be, who, five minutes later, would allow a horde of cowboys to come into the room, and
present her with money, pistols, and such?
It is but another attempt to get something out of
nothing — to manufacture a story, out of material which
won't hold the water of possibility, let alone probability.
\s for the fights which take place on the screen, the
high-priced actors which some of the best producers
seem a little too careful of their skins. One
much 'punching him in the jaw" which is
obviously only a punch in the shoulder and much, much
too sudden droppings to the floor in a cold knockout,
from a blow that would merely irritate a good healthy
mosquito. In this I must take off my hat to the Champion
Film Company in "How the Tenderfoot Made Good"
thc\ put Up one- of the' loveliest scraps any one would
want to see.
\ COwbO)
pours sonic water down
the
tenderfoot's back and he- goes for him, z
1 and hard.
The resulting fight is so full of realism that it brings
the audience righl up on its feet. They really fought,
men, and there wasn't the immediate, "virtuetriumphant, vice laid in the dust" result which
offends the eye and taste.
\' 0, it'- a great comfort to
1 which i- a fight with nature'- wea|
in a while instead of this everlasting pistol popping, with
the guns carefullj elevated to the upper air bo the
flame won't hurt air.
There is entirely too much Bameness in heroes on
• away with it a lot better — the
feminine star-, of the Florence Lawrence calib
much more DUmeTOUS than their male- \ i> a vi-. It is
seldom that any male actor puts enough character into
his interpretation t" in- remembered \ striking exception must be noted here; the man who was "Little
mi up. in Seng's production Of that name was
rial and clever. There was nothing particularly
about hi- nervousness, or the wa) h<
ally jerked at his collar and "perked" his chin, but he
did manage to "get a<
jroung man of a highly organized nervous system, one
who would take .1 disaster calmly and go all I
Ine who WOUld be- COOl and calm under
! give wa) to choking passion, afterwards
which was exactly what he did dol The poim to innoted is that be gave his charactei with ni actions,
before he had tl
perform.
Bj the same
token, l< t us rue praise where praise la du< and
a-,
tint bis mother
in this lame production
was veiv mi
usual
She locked like a mother, not I
ip and she aged her necessary
tWI I I

is supposed to be, and that it isn't necessary for a lover
to grab his vitals and grin like a Cheshire cat to show
he is in love, or a woman to tie her face into a vapid
smile and suck her diamond to show she is pleased at
getting a ring, and all the rest of the timeworn, workedto-death pantomime,
laid down
by rul<
certain things, the sooner they will get to the real picture
play, which looks like the real thing.
Yes, they do it sometimes — No, most emphatically no.
they don't do it often.
The picture plays which
stand critical examination of acting, of
soi ji s of plot and of photography, all fh
few and far between.
Audiences,
like prod

will

in a chrysalistic stage, But the) arc- 1< irning, and learn
lust as the tank drama is less and less a moncs
making proposition as the years roll by and bi
• is the tankilv• ire pla) . if I ma) coin such a word
less and less approval
The much simpler production,
with a much h-s> involved plot, but with thai
ned out with force, feeling and natui
growing in popularity.
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We reproduce here an excellent photograph of the Imp Stock Company, which was taken expressly for the purpose
of giving the trade a glimpse of this well known company of players in their every day habilements. They are all wellknown to thousands of lovers of moving pictures all over the world for their excellent work, whether in character or
straight part. There is little need of much comment as this excellent picture speaks for itself and there is little else for
us to do except add their names: First row— Geo. L. Tucker, David Miles, Mrs. Smith, W. R. Dailey, T. Gaudio; Second
row— W. E. Shea, Mrs. David Miles, F. MacDonald, H. S. Mack, Mrs. F. MacDonald, W. Harvey; Third row— Thos.
Ince, Owen Moore, Mary Pickford, King Baggot, Jos. Smiley, Isabel Rae, John Pickford, Lottie Smith.
EXPLORATION

AND

THE

PICTURE.

Mr. Paul Rainey, the multi-millionaire traveler, leaves this
week for a trip through the far East. He will be accompanied
by Mr. J. C. Hemment, the well-known photographer, of New
York City, who will have charge of the making of moving
pictures illustrating the trip.
It will be remembered that Mr Rainey, recently returned
from a trip to the Arctic regions, <>n which occasion moving
pictures of Arctic life and incidents were made by Mr Hemment, Jr. These pictures have been recently shown at Washington and New York City, Mr. Rainey having lectured to them.
It is worthy of note that 110 great traveler nowadays ventures on a distant journey without being accompanied by the
moving picture camera. This is a fact that is all to the credit
of moving picture photography. Ignorant people ascribe to
the moving picture camera the reputation of being only a means
of providing cheap amusement for small children. The moving
picture, as we are constantly pointing out in these pages, has
far higher uses, and the spreading of a knowledge of remote
parts of the earth is one of them.

The Mayor of Indianapolis on Sunday Opening.
"I can go to church in the morning and attend a moving
picture
show committed
in the afternoon,"
that
I have
no moral said
wrong.the mayor, "and feel
"As long as I am mayor I do not intend to insist on
the enforcement of the usual vocation law. Why, I know
poor devils who get up before daylight and get home after
night. The only chance they have to get on a starched
shirt is f'n Sunday, and they want some amusement. You
rant legislate those fellows into church, and I am in favor
of them having a little amusement."
The mayor was reminded that the employees of moving
picture theaters must work on Sunday so that others may
have enjoyment.
"Well," said the mayor. "I guess those fellows knew what
they were doing when they accepted the jobs. Street car
and railroad men have to work on Sunday, and so do many
others. A delegation not long ago insisted that Superintendent of Police Hyland stop the milk wagons on Sunday.
I would sooner step down and out of my office than attempt
the enforcement of any blue laws or the usual vocation act."
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IN FUTURE

EDUCATION.

"I am 50 tired of those pictures!"
This complaint
by an invalid boy concerning the pictures hanging on the walls
n. When asked why he was tired, he replied, "because
they don't ymove;
they are alwaof -thethe pictures
iame." with
To relieve
a manipulation
lights such
and
brought about the magic lantern ai
developments.
What a truth i- revealed in this child •
ence; how the growing mind seeks a greater development of
those things around it. No matter in what age of pi
child is born, as a man he dies in a much more advanced age.
tiring always if things do not move along and upwards to a higher
and better sphere. Pygmalion longing for Galatea to move into
life was but a type of the normal mind seeking for a perfecting
of those imperfect things around.
"I am tired of those slow methods!" will soon be the plaint
of the schoolboy when he realizes the powers and possibilities
of the new and increased facilities for learning broui
by the (cinematograph ; n<> longer will "crowdii
"coaching" be the means of "topping off" an education, but
enlightenment and inductive possibilities will take the place
of "cram."
At thi- season of the year the city school- are graduating
their mid-year pupils and much note is made of th<
spicuously successful ones, giving various causes for their distinct advance beyond the great average of their associates. In
a study of some of these cases it reveal- the fact that the use of
certain faculties is responsible for any particular success rather
than any other or unusual cause, also that some special cause
aroused these "certain faculties."
1 argument for and illustration of the sugfmous u-e of a- main faculties as is
possili
Lack <>f concentration is often given as a common cause for
what is lack of concentration hut the evil
of many and vari
Ahich diversifv the faculties
a large surface with much waste
ted would prod
\n illustration of this given in th
• was able to crowd two
]-. it is argued, proves th- :
the

full possession

primary uses
- • deemed suffiaei I
learned to focus the expe:

quiremen^
centrate a:
51 :>h, and while here and there it .
as an occasional 1
'ildren and
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who has passed through
stationary
photography, from wet collodion or, as it is known in this country, the tin type, to the folding pocket kodak. I have often won(k'trtl whether th< same parallel would be preserved in moving
picture work. Whether, in other words, we should reach the
hand camera, or kodak stage. It is clear thai a moving picture
hand camera, it it could be made really practicable, would be of
enormous value. Just consider the convenience of following your
prey, whether it be a procession, or any moving object on terrarirma. with a moving picture hand camera, just .1- you do with a
kodak
>r any other type oi hand camera.
Of 0.1:1-1 the practical difficulties are enormou — at first sight
they look almost insurmountable.
The very idea of having a
1 of film, saj 200 feet, held in a hand camera, and so
actuated as not to show movement or tremor in the resulting
- it well
?
image might
give an inventor pause. It hardly seems feaYet Mr. I'.irt Acres and others identified with moving picture
work, about the year- [895-96 went a step on the «
making a moving picture hand camera.
They made very small
cameras, taking short lengths of film, one-half the width of the
present film, and giving smaller pictures. These cameras were
very light tripod- and were for amateur use. Nothing
much came of the idea, although no doubt in course of time, it
will be made more practicable.
This subject was in my mind when recently turning over the
that come my way. It seems that Mr. Prosynski has patented both in this country and in others, a moving
picture camera which is operated in the hand just like an ordinary hand camera. In The Ki>ic»iatograf>/i of January 5. 101 1.
there are given three photographs of Mr. Prosvnski at work.
In one he is pointing the camera towards the sky; in another he
stands in a carriage, while he holds the camera at his chin ; in a
third he is on horseback.
So far as can he learned from the brief description available,
two main principles are calied into operation in the camera. The
exposure of the film is actuated by a motor on the compressed
air principle which revolves the mechanism automatically, developingIngreatorder
energyto inovercome
spite of vibrations
its light weight
and camera
small di-is
when the
held in the band, the gyroscopic principle is said to be made use
of in the instrument. This avoids any shaking and consequent
imperfection in the pictures. Mr. Prosvnski is said to have photographed birds in the branches of trees, and to have followed
the flight of birds. He seems, according to this verv brief description, to carry an air pump which fills the camera*s reservoir.
This is called an automatic Kinematograph camera. If it is a
really practicable instrument, and the description points to the
fact that it is. inasmuch as the camera was presented to the
French Academy of Sciences, and approved by that august body.
we are clearly on the eve of a revolution in moving picture negative making."A Atmanonein stroke
it removes
the presumably
necessity ofbyturning
the handle.
the studio
can work
pressing a bulb. If he works in the open air again presumably he
presses a bulb, just as he does with an ordinary kodak.
The use of such a camera opens up a wide vista of practicable
applications. An automatic moving picture camera will do for
moving picture work what a hand camera or the kodak does for
stationary work. We all know what that means. We all knowthat the illustrated papers to-day could not very well exist without the co-operation of the press photographer with his reflex or
other instrument. We have to wait further particulars of Mr.
Prosynski's invention before pronouncing a final opinion upon
it To me. at any rate, the description of it and especially the
fact that it seems to be vouched for bv Profess, r Gabriel Lippman, the eminent worker in natural color photography, carries
great weight.
Novelty in moving picture camera construction is in the air.
People are asking for something new. Probably this camera will
fill, not the long-felt want, but the very much-felt want.
Does
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it read too much like the dreams of a dreamer to look forward
to the time when we shall all be carrying moving picture hand
cameras just the same as we carry the kodak to-da\ ? That we
shall make . oir exposures at home or abroad, and bring them
honie t.. have them developed and then turned into positives and
projected on our own domestic moving picture sen . ■
leisure- The trend of invention seems to point in that direction.
Those of us who have passed through most • I
tionary photograph} will recall the time when, if anyb dj said
that Tollable film in the cartage form would have been used in
small folding pocket cameras which were loaded and unloaded
ui daylight, he would have been smiled at. Similarly I am risking the smiles of my readers by predicating the time when moving picture hand cameras will be, if not quite, .
dinary hand cameras, at least fairlv common. Mr. Prosynki's
invention points the way. Meanwhile, if any of mv reader- want
to know more about his invention, let them refer to the Kineii and Lantern Weekly for January the ;th.
FLICKERS.
marries a girl who got into a film by happening to cross the street at the psychological moment.
Without any personal reflection, we are reminded that for
many years the camera has been a party to matrimonial
bunko.
A moving picture manufacturer is sued for breach of
contract, by an actress, whom he discharged. He testifies
thatershesafe.hypnotized him into signing the papers. A man is
ne\
Demand for cowboys, in moving pictures, is driving
Western ranchers into raising wheat, instead of cattle. The
spectacle of a ranchman paying ten cents to see cowboys
killing valuable time, doing stunts and making love, shows
bow great has been the fall of the mighty.
With the German government showing battle scenes, in
moving pictures, to stimulate patriotism, it becomes quite
clear that Andrew- Carnegie must look elsewhere for -upport for his peace ideals.
Citizens of Wilmington, Del., are peeved becau-e the
Pennsylvania Railroad has decided not to install a moving
picture show in their station waiting-room. Wilmingtonians
should be consoled, by reflecting that the P. R. R. in-talls
them for people who want to get out of a town; not for
those who want to stay there.
After all, this talk about moving pictures being a steppingstone to the reform school, we elevate our eyebrow- in
surprise, as we read that the State Reform School, of Greendale. Ky.. i- entertaining the children there with the selfsame moving picture.
Lincoln J. Carter, the "Unlimited Male," is going to manufacture moving pictures. There is no need of any advance
dope on the kind of subjects he will provide.
Lady, reading a paper on moving pictures, before a meeting of Sunday school teachers in Stroudsburg. Pa. was
heard to remark: "It is here, in the dark, that the white
slave agent spots his victim." We wish she had explained
whether
operator
turns his
spot-light
on spol
the "victim,"
or
whetherthe the
white slavers
carry
their own
Mayor of P.rockton, Mass., delivers himself in statement
as follows: "There will be no more 'sacred concerts' or
moving picture shows open Sunday night, while Harry C.
Howard
mayor."
L'etat, is
e'est
moi; or, in plain English "I am the State."
Harry, we wish you "Mai de Tete."
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From Mgr. X E C, ( >hio
1
closing a list of names of music for the different character of
pictureI can't use words or
of to
sufficient
in thanking you
me t<i praise
ha\

WORLD

nature, and if in a rough comedy th<

elevating
the picture business,
especially
my
own.
We have
made the music and sound
effects by the trap drummer
the
features of our show, and we are making a hit with it. In the
first place I have a good pianist and trap drummer — the best I
could get in thi -~ vicinity.
My piano player has been with me
almost three years.
Still I find I have so much to learn yet
and always will have so long as I remain in the busim
in a small
we tohaven't
the our
facil bu
I
what
musiccity,
we however,
would like
have for
the mailing list of Witmark. Haviland. Remick and others
for
professional
copies of the latest stuff thev have.
I am
this
dav writing to Witmark for quotations on the music you mention.
already.
I will surely appreciate
in the future on the music or any other matter pertaining to
my busines-.
1 read your columns in the Moving Pl< n
every week and enjoy them very much.
I then give the number
to my piano player and drummer, then to the operator.
We
use nothing but licensed
stuff here
Again thanking

tlu-y arc intended I

• mirth

-

ling to its

'itional in certain lines of the busiby their absurdity, and that is all

-

iarize then
her to number
I:
collection to have
in stock
music full •
(which
a:
at a glance.
The
the compiler knew
1

up occa-

the titles

Here
•
1. Open with a fi

rest in my behalf I am, very truly yours."
■ progressive manager.
One who not on!.
active interest in his music and sound effects
material available for procuring the same.
I:
ally particular in regard to his operator and projection,
which means he is trying to give a good show.
I •
that I am not confining my lists to any one particular publisher,
11 numbers
which
in nu
I am trying to
• the picture game.
I am sending a few n
Let us hear from j

number, then a lig' I
To Plav?" Then:
2. Light
neutral
| Laces

Dream."
of a plain,

solo,

and

and

«^

stop

pause until she strikes 1! 1
which iThen:

Another
from
'
' read an
article in the Mo\
ld which criticised a drumnaking a roll and crash in a picture of a man sliding
I don't know
what the

•

a vaudeville drummer
and

pictun

iidit
why

1I
. ng l>oth vaudeville
vaudeville
it
In fact it is a 1
will

not

tli.

of

dning

this and
'. reply I
. not print

nature, but in the straight dramatic

■

1 think it should

h i h would

naturally be heard
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Scenario Construction.
'1 he

v.
presentative \\ isl■ he■ plot of
ige moving picture has nol improved in the < 11 r c- c t
■ d technical qualities of the films.
prehensive
viewth( professional
nds to show that the fault
rio writers', as it i- the fault of
makers' attitude toward scenario writers

I he technique of scenario construction is in itself a disintricate and painstaking a- the technique
tack to the
beginning of the moving picture scenario, we find tliat it
- ago that the directors wrote and
narios, week in and week out. Then came
which has much to do with
the
changing of the system, inasmuch as it overtaxed the directive ability, and took from him time neci
I his in turn, necessitated the advertising
tor moving piciture plots, and employment of scenario edimsider the ream- of manuscripts that began to
pour into their offices from unsuccessful playwrights and
short story writers, who, in many instances, sent not scenarios, but complete novels, plays, and short stories, most of
them no more adapted to moving picture production than
five wheel- would l>e on a wagon. Out of these has
the modern scenario. "How should a scenario be written,"
is a question that has been asked many times, and has received little attention. livery writer entertains his own
opinion- of tin-, interesting question. First of all in importance, in the writer's opinion, is the theme. It may be
of love, self sacrifice, honor, or any of a score of others.
Many scenario writer- think of, or have suggested to them,
a strong climax, and using that as a base, work out the
business of the scenes leading up to it, writing the ending
last The scene business should be concise, and brief as
possible to tell the story clearly. Be careful in characterization and analyze carefully every action and motive. The
number of scenes in full reel films vary anywhere from ten
to as high as thirty-five. The average is about fourteen.
Use great care in the selection of themes, and remember that
the Board of Censors and most of the scenario editors refuse to consider scenarios dealing with brutal or wilful
murder, highway robbery, suicide, kidnapping, theft, or kindred crimes, though at times, some of the above are suggested, but the crime it-elf rarely shown on the screen.
Other classes of scenarios tabooed are those containing
scenes of an immoral or suggestive nature, inconsistent melodramas, heavy tragedies (except in rare .instances), trick
picture.-, risque farces, and most costume plays, unless the
plot is clean cut and original. The scenarios most in demand are those containing bright, snappy, original comedies
of modern life, high class Western comedies and dramas,
high class Indian stories, and occasionally a clever consistent
war story, society dramas, and refined dramas despicting
modern American middle class life. Sub-titles should be
avoided except where it is absolutely essential to the understanding ofaction to follow. Always bear in mind the limitation- of the camera and do not expect it to perform impossibilities. The manuscript should be double spaced, typewritten on one side of the paper only, leaving margin space
for notation, with scenes numbered in rotation. The manuscript should be prefaced with a brief synopsis of the scenario, and on the title page should be placed the author's
name and address. Slowly, but surely the amateur and the
novice are being weeded out of the scenario competition
game through the medium of discarded manuscripts, their
exeunt giving place to the modern newspaperman and magazine writer, who, when paid an honest price for his work.
does not hesitate to submit it for moving picture production.
More would enter the field if their names appeared on the
film-. The only companies to comply with their aspirations
have been the Edison, and the Paris studio of the Pathe
Frere-. Of the better-known writers writing for moving
pictures may he mentioned: Richard Harding Davis (a
novelist and <hort story writer of international reputation),
Rex Beach, John Luther Long, Carolyn Wells, Elbert Hubbard, Roy Norton, Opie Reid. Hal Reid. and a score of
lesser-known literary lights. Does anyone for an instant
imagine that the-e experienced novelists, playwrights, and
short story writers of national and international reputation,
write for the "10-20-30"' prices paid by some of the film

companies (Licensed included)? Hardly, considering that
good moving picture plot 1- worth to them anywhi
one tii five Hundred dollars when written up in sfa
or novelette form, or when elaborated into a play may pal
a royalty of thousands monthly. We will now consider the
editor ot scenarios.
\\ hat are his qualifications for holdiilfj
tin- very important position? How many scen.u
he review daily? What proportion of the-e receive his approval and are forwarded on to the director for his final
approval or rejection- The qualifications and abilities of
scenario editor- vary. Many disgruntled scenario writer^
believe they have neither. They are recruited from varioul
Many of them are men and women who have
had many years of theatrical experience. Not a few are retired newspapermen, but all of them may be said t
and women of high intelligence, and long training, who arequick to recognize true theatrical values, whether they he
written by a shining literary light or the veriest novioej
Several of the larger Independent companies n
excess of one thousand manuscripts monthly, while several
Licensed companies receive double and treble that number.
Allotting one editor to every two thousand scripts, we di-cover that every day, Sundays and holidays included, he
must pass upon the merit- or demerits of more than -ixty
scenarios daily. Many of them are illiterate. A big percentage do not even contain a synopsis. Of these a big
percentage i- seen to be unavailable at a glance. Those
that possess possible merit are read and laid aside for further
consideration, and eventually are considered by the director
whose judgment is final. The scenarios that are accepted,
according
authority
of the various
editors,
not
exceed
one toperthecent.!
A percentage
even less
than does
in playwrighting and short story writing. In order to successfully
market scenarios more depends upon the judgment of the
writer than upon the editor to whom the work is submitted.
The writer should be thoroughly familiar with the production policy of the company to whom the scenario is sent.
Many companies specializing upon Indian, comedy, and
other special theme-, oftimes find themselves deluged with
domestic drama and costume scenarios. The result is good
for the postal deficit, but hard on the author. Much has
been written lately concerning pirating and plagiaiizing.
Certain magazine writers have declared that many scenarios
are mere dramatizations of published short stories, while
the scenario writers have hurled back the defi by claiming a
reversal of the process whereby they claim that recent short
stories have for their plots material culled from produced
moving pictures. There is no doubt that both have reason
to complain. The production of moving pictures has reached
a stage where originality is almost impossible. The ground
has been thoroughly worked by playwrights before the
moving picture camera was created, and with the latter opening up a new field, it is forced to use the same material
in dramatic situations. Originality is at a premium, but
when the dramatist does discover an original theme or situation, if it passes the editors and is accepted, he only gets a
beggarly five, ten, or fifteen dollar check to compensate
him for his week's hard work. At the prices paid now the
professional scenario writer could not live if it were not
for his magazine contributions to help out. The professional scenario writer is often unjustly accused of plagiarizing. Coincidences have happened to the author to see
scenarios that he had written produced almost character for
character and scene for scene, although be it understood that
the producing company had never had the script submitted
to them. Other instances may be mentioned of scenarios
submitted to producers only to be returned with a letter
explaining that the scenario was acceptable were it not for
it- similarity to releases then pending production. Amusing
experiences are common. Not long ago the writer submitted a scenario to six Licensed companies in rotation,
each time the script came back promptly. In despair it was
sent to a seventh Licensed company who promptly accepted
it and remitted a generous check in payment.
Ellensburg, Wash. -This hustling little town of 7,000 has
the Cort Theater (a vaudeville house), and two picture houses.
The newest venture is the Queen Theater, a modern and sanitarv playhouse, exhibiting Independent films exclusively, and
tinder the owner-hip and management of Mr. W. A. Chambers,
of Tacoma. Wash. The house opened the middle of December
and has been playing to good business. The seating capacity
is about 400.
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In the weekly notes which in future it is to be mv privilege to
! contribute to the pages of the Moving Picture World, I shall endive manufacturers, exhibitors and operators in the
"New Country'' a pen picture of matters appertaining to the indus1 try in all its branches in the "Old Country," in the hope that
what I am able to tell them will make for that goal which we all
have at heart, the uplifting of the picture and the cementing of
friendly relations between those whose lot it is to be connected
with film producing or picture projection in England and America
Nor
will my remarks be confined to doings
in Great
Britain
hope to be able to help the Moving Picture World to
gi\c its readers first hand and exclusive information of doings
in the domain of moving pictures in other parts of Europe, beside^ our own little island.
And first let me say
dustry have things here
the opening of the new
are more harmonious

that never in the historv of the film inlooked more promising than they do with
year. The relations between all branches
than ever before, thanks to the work of

our (Cinematograph Manufacturers' Association, which looks
alter the interests of producers; the Cinematograph
League, which watches over the affairs of the exhibiting section,
and ihe N. A. C. O., which is the operators' trade
rdial co-operation is concerned, there is not a cloud on
the horizon.
Even
the question
of price, which has
been the bugbear, has -link into oblivion, and there i< a mutual
that 4<J. per foot is the minimum to which manufacturer! can go n they are to make a living.
Cut-throat competition in the renting business has also had its day. and il
realized that present exchange
rate- must be maintained.
For
ees in the electric theater- — as we call them here — we
are

not

troubled
with "photoplay"a better arewage
prevail, conditions
of employment
beingStandard
improvedis

and
a six-day
week is is
being
'Ihe operating
all our
new
theaters
beingrecognized.
made
a healthy
and © booth in
tment.
troubled

with neither trusts nor combines,
nor with
rican, French and Italian films rind an open
!i open market
They are accorded a fair field and no
favor.
I am bound t.. ad nit that at present the American article
i- hard to beat, but still your manufacturers whilst lavish in their
i their actors and
and fortunate in the possession of just that environment which
lends beauty and charm to their Wild Western or Cowboy subn t always pay that attention to little points
which the captious critic- auiong-t Knglish audiences keenlj look
for.
Only last week
I -aw one picture pull) I
English audience
who
laughed
sarcastically
as a wounded
man
ii was hitched to .1
spirited horse and dragged over some bumpty country t" a wa)
- in not even beim* lashed to the pate, This
1- the kind 1 f thing which (joes aga nsl tin American film. Mam
. 1-I1 audiences show
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\nieruan
111 ■
■ |. r 1- tin- American

A subject which is agitating the trade in England
for a school for buj
not allowed to officiate wit
their capa'
gauge the tastes of the pub
films have been turned down by the-- .
son other than that the picl
great loss on the m
unable to view the picture from tlu
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Picture," we gave the reader the vi«
of public entertainments on the position of the moving
public esteem.
This weik we have sought ai
gentleman
Mr. R. G. of
1 even more lei . '
York City.
The Eden Muse.
tainment.
It is the Madam.

.
crowned heads
contempor;
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and

and
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■ lifelikefigure- are

the

like, together

placed

with
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The-.

Here in New York at t
practically the same
featui
present are represented in ■
of attracti
too, Kinemacolor together
with two reels
tures.
The Ed?n Musce
and probably
the

of careful!)

shows the large-; picture

I the r. suit is that the
patronage.
Those who come
for t!
take in the picture
Mr
Ilollonian. tl
tleman who has been identified with
this city for .1 f-reat many

n Play, and l<
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Clime's
Theatre— Los Angeles, Cal.
One of the Handsomest Theatres in the West
betw
Angel
streets, on Broadway,
in the bean of the
I.
claimed by the owner and manager, Mr.
be, without exception, the finest and best
picture theater in the country.
.1 two-storj structure of brick and steel
construction 70 x [40, and has a seating capacity ol
front of the theater is of tile construction, topping which
is the most elaborate and largest moving picture electric
sign in tin- world This sign contains -•<><><> Tungsten lamps.
The lights in the ellipse, and columns, are colored globes of
different colors harmoniouslj arranged so as to give the
sign the appearance of an immense jewel, whose man)
facets at night flash forth in a dazzling burst of light.
Topping the columns are red globes arranged in the form
*>>' a torch Entwining the two columns* and outlined in
Btr<
Sixth
retail district, iW Hi lune i"
equipped moving

colored lights are the word-: "Comedy;" •'History;" "Zoo\< 1 •! ■.nun s ;" "Drama:" "Naval;" "Military;" and

"Agriculture." Within
slowly spelled in fire,
"Broadway" is flashed
moment, then go dark

the ellipse the word "Chine's" is
and reaching the end of the word,
forth. The two word- glow for a
only to repeat the pro<

lining the front of the building, and on the upper cornice.
are several hundred small lights in frosted globes. Mr.
11 1) Brown, with the Clune Company, is the designer and
builder oi the sign.
The lobby i- flanked by two store room-, extending to the
theater auditorium, and containing offices on the second
floor. The lobby and the box office is wainscoted in white
marble to a height of ten feet. On the sides of the lobby
are panel mirrors. The floor of the lobby i- of colored
tile, with a colored
fleur-de-lis
design
inlaid
I In

of the wainscoting
is a ten inch -trip ol black D)
celling of the lobby is decorated with cream colored stucco,
with white and gold trimming.
The spacious auditorium seats 900.
The chairs are of the
best, being upholstered in leather, and of comfortable proportions The ceding is beamed in stucco and decorated in

ral color schema of whit

["he ceiling

skylight is :t beautiful art glass. \t the rear of the audi
torium are six row- of loge -eat- The woodwork of the
auditorium is of stained oak with green burlap paneling At
the rear of the auditorium between the entrance and exit
lobbyi- a ladies retiring room with a maid
111 attendance
I he proscenium
arch of the stage i- tweutv-feur
feet w
and flanking
it on both sides are singing
I
tbThe
chestra 1- of eight puce-, including violin, piano. hast-. time.
cornet,
drums,
clarinet
and 'cello
An
orchestral
featun
a $10,000 set of chimes.
The operator's room is equipped with the latest apparatus,
including three Edengraph projectoscopes, and two St<
opticons. The theater is warmed in winter by a hot air
system, and cooled in summer by a cold air system using
the same apparatus.
The program consists of five full reels nf first run Licensed
pictures, two illustrated songs, and one song specialty, making a program
la-ting one hour
and thirty minutes.
The
theater
employyoung
lady
ushers
to seal
their
patrons.
Shaded
floor lights are placed at intervals
about
the auditorium.
The
prices
of admission
range
from
centfor the front
section
to the tweim
the rear.
The loge seats are of a special design of tufted
leather bodies
and
back-,
and of Steel
standards
ins
wood.
The
loge
seats
are enclose!
in brasrail-, hung
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Theater,

feet from the auditorium
proper, the arrangement-•.:igc.
permitting of an unobstructed view
R ■■
the architect, and
superintended the construction <>:' the b
daily per
run from I -1trpting Saturdays and Sunday-, when tlic run is
P M
10, and has plaj
, lent ii-c of the "S K O."
■ ■ night perforn
fornia held a meeting here February it :•■ form a permanAlbany, N. Y.— A bill has been introduced in th<
i Rep
Manhatt

■

Newark,

N. J., will hereaftei require all operal
' pplu ants mutt Ik- ji y\
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Boston, Mass.
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Oily Film.— Chadron, Neb., writes as follows: "Enclosed find
$1.50 for Handbook. I am using a Powers No. 6 and am having
considerable trouble with the front end of films setting oily, although Iwipe the machine carefully after oiling. 1 have Searched
very carefully for the source of tins annoyance and cannot find it.
I start at the top magazine and go to t lie bottom, carefully examining everything along the path of the film, but have nol discovered the difficulty We are usinR three reels of the [nde
pendent product and it is giving excellent satisfaction."
I think. Chadron. you have one oi the older types of the No 6
framing carriage- with the oil cup near the top. This type of oil
casing was discarded by the Powers people for the reason that
operators, having no means of knowing how much oil there was
in the casing, would get it too full and the oil would run out1
along the cam spindle and in mam instances would ih off on
to the film. I would suggest that you try tying a string around
the shaft close to the oil box to act as a wiper. What I
this is to make a loop in one end of the string so that it cannot draw tight on the spindle, and then fasten the other end to
some fixed point below the spindle. This. T think, will prevent
the oil from following out along the spindle and flying off, because it naturally would run down the string instead
of wire wrapped with candle wick would be better. This is only
offered as a temporary make-shift to find out where the trouble
really is. If it works, that locates the trouble You can then try
using less oil in the oil casing. If you still have trouble, it will
be up to the Powers Company to remedy the difficulty in some
effective manner.
Lens Table.— Mr. Fred Rupert. South Rend. Tnd.. writes:
"Friend Richardson: Enclosed find table of projection lenses,
which I have used for four or five vears and found it to be pretty
accurate. It is handy to have, since it saves a lot of figuring.
Keep up the good work through the Trouble Department and
you will be thanked many times for it later on by the very people
who now have their little hammers in operation."
Friend Rupert evidentlv went to considerable trouble in making the table submitted It is the same identical table as is found
on pace 10; of the Handbook. Its reproduction in The Column
would occupy a great deal of space, as it would either have to be
double column or else very much reduced in size. We nevertheless thank Neighbor Rupert for submitting it. As to the people
with hammers. I am not losing any sleep over their antics Sensible men are more concerned in securing better projection than
in paying attention to those who neither wish to advance nor let
anybody else. Doubtless, as you say. they will see the error of
their way in time. In fact, eventually they will either have to
see it or get out of the business.
Wants to go West.— Mr. W. H. Mayhew, g8 Grove Street,
South Chicopee Falls, Mass., writes that he has been operating
six vears, now holding Mass-u-hnsetts license No. -'.<>.^. belongs
to Operators' Union No. 186V Springfield, Mass. : savs he can
furnish excellent references and wishes to go somewhere west of
the Rockies Neighbor Mayhew writes a good letter and prcsumablv can deliver the goods. He is a married man and docs
not wish to make a move without being fairlv sure of landing a
position. The publication of such matters as this is a little outside the province of the department and I think it must be discontinued. Iam very frequently tempted to help out in things
of this kind, but space is so valuable that much of it cannot be
individual matters, and where I help one man the
other fellow feels that if I do not do likewise for him he has
been unjustly dealt with, and there you are. For this reason,
save in exceptional cases, I shall keep a list of operators who
send in their names and supply them to employers who make inquiry, without publishing individual cases.
Shutters.— Mr. Win. II. Wood. Glcndora. Cal.. writes: "As
a regular reader of the Trouble Department, I arise to make a
few remarks. In the first place, I wish some information concerning the three-wing shutter. In a recent article in the Department a contributor told the readers he was going to put a
three-wing shutter on his Edison Exhibition Model and asked
you how you thought it would work. You replied you were
afraid the scheme would rot work out. because the shutter
would be tro «mall to get the right effect. The Edison Exhibition Model shutter is 5 inches in diameter. Now. suppose we
make a three-wing shutter 5 inches in diameter, extended out on
the same shaft in front of the lens.
What difference would there

WORLD

be in effect between the 5-inch and the 8-inch shutter? Of
course, the spindle of the 8 inch shutter would be set i'j inches
over away from the lens center than would the spindle of the
5-inch shutter. I fully understand that the parts of the 8-inch
shutter which cover the lens would be making a greater circumferential speed than the same parts on the 5-inch shutter. I also
know that this greater circumferential speed on the larger shutter does cause a different effect. I have thought that many have
supposed the fact of the shutter having three wings was the
wdiole cause of flicker being reduced, but after reading your
answer to Richford, I have concluded that others have the same
theory as have I in regard to the larger diameter shutter reducing
the nicker. 1 would thank the editor or any contributor who
would give their theory as to why and how the greater circumferential speed reduces the flicker. In Vol. 7, No. 24. is a communication headed 'An Excellent General Letter,' in which the
writer says he will help any poor but aspiring operator who has
a practical improvement. I have a couple of ideas I would like
to get someone interested in, one being for a lamp house. The
editor and all of us are aware of the trouble we have at times
with lamps and lamp houses. I would be glad to receive the address of the author of the above-named article. I would like to
give my views as to why so many pictures are not clear; that is
to say, do not have sharp definition. First, dirty lenses; second,
the operator having his spot too large. One can always tell from
the picture when the operator is carrying an excessively large
spot, since the sharpness of definition suffers under this condition. Another all too frequent trouble is the carbons not being
set in line sidewisc. I will now close, with a formula for making
lenses chemically clean: Pure distilled water, one ounce: pure
alcohol,
• ounce; chemically pure nitric acid, 2 drops.
Besides
using this once a week,
I clean the condenser
lens n
lamp and the outside parts of the projecting lamp every day."

The above drawing, Neighbor Wood, will convey the accurate
idea of the effective difference in shutter blades of small diameter, and other shutter blades of larger diameter. In the sketch
"X" aperture opening is 11-1O by 15-16 inch. With the small
shutter shown, the lines a b indicate the necessary width of
shutter blade to cover the opening, without providing for travel;
whiles the lines b c indicate the additional width of shutter blade
necessary to provide for the covering of the opening during the
travel of the film. You will thus see that with a shutter of very
small diameter a blade of more than one-half the entire circumference of the circle is required to cover the opening from the
time the film starts until it stops. It would, therefore, be impossible to add a second blade of any effective width, since altogether too great a percentage of light would then be cut. On the
other hand, take the shutter of the radius (radius means onehalf the diameter) indicated by 1, 2 and 3, and it will be observed that lines A, B form a blade covering the aperture,
whereas lines A C form a blade capable of covering the aperture
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during the entire movement of the film. You will observe, too,
that this width blade instead of filling half of the circle fills
only a trifle more than one-fourth. We can now put in two more
blades of a substantial width and still get as large a percentage
of light as we would with the smaller shutter. Study these
drawings carefully, since they contain the meat of the whole
shutter matter, particularly as applied to shutters of different
diameters. Circumferential or peripheral speed is merely an

point
wher to be ii
of
machines
alternating or direct current and w!

incident. What we call "flicker" is in reality the change from
absolute darkness to brilliant illumination on the screen. With
the three-wing outside shutter the screen is dark 48 times each
second and 4X times inch second it is light, when running at
normal speed. This brings the alterations of light and darkness
so close together that the optic nerve does not receive the sensation of darkness at all. With the two-wing shutter the alterations of light and darkness come 32 times each second and this
brings them far enough apart that the eye receives a minute im?f
the dark screen ; and this is what we call a "flicker."
f the =hutter had but one blade then the screen would only be
dark but 16 times each second, and the alterations of light and
darkness would be so far apart that the dark portions would be-

ence whether alternating or direct ■
that a transformer
difference.
The necessary size of wil
number of amperes the lair; Neighbor !

come visible in a very pronounced "flicker." Jack a wagon up
and set its wheels rapidly revolving with all the spoken in and
you won't see any spokes at all — just a blur. You can look right
through the wheel and read a newspaper held on the opposite
side. Take out all the spokes but two, however, and vou will see
both of those spokes very distinctly. The proposition of the
flicker is analagous to the spokes in the wagon wheel. The more
spokes you put in, up to a certain point, the less number of
he more blades you put in a shuttei
say, the more flashes of darkness you cause to appear on the
screen each second, up to a certain limit, the less impi
darkness the eye receives, which amounts to saying the less
flicker there will be. As to the address requested, I will try to
look the matter up and forward same to you by mail Many
thanks for the formula, but I would caution operators to be very
careful in using acid on lenses. I do not believe a very weak
solution of nitric acid would injure the polish of the lens, but it
a ith caution along I
-'lit add t"
by saying that tin- eye reallv does receive the imprcs
1 matter how many shutter blades may be used.
-. ing it in tlu- form "f a flicker
n a dimminition of
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More
Drawings. — Mr
C
W
Bennett,
1 1
tributes two more excellent sketches showing wiring
Drawing No
1 shows one proper way in which to
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Urbana, and set vour lamp house
back far enough to eliminate the ghost. It is. however, possible
that the ghost (dark ring) is due to the wroi
carbon tip. Study
carefully the mattei
., inclusive
in the Handbook.
With tw
your lamp house set
clear back and your carbons set right, the ghost should disappear. It
micate further. As to the
other inquiry, 1 will attend to it by mail.
Angling Throw.
Minedosa, Manitoba, writes:
"Can I get
:ture with the machine sot at an angle?
Hall is ?< feet
t wide, curtain in the center; machine to Ik- at one
side of hall. Edison Model "B"; picture S by 10. What size condensers should we use?"
I believe, Minedosa, you would be able to got a fair''.
hire of that small size by sotting to one side of the hall, provided you communicate directly with a lens manufacturer and
¥;t a lense of extra quality, explaining what it is
he picture will be somewhat distorted, however: thai
one side will be higher from top to bottom than the other. Tlie
lens will be about a 5-inch E. F. and with that you m
754-inch condensers.
It will bo much better, however, if you are
able to set your operating room directly in the center of the
house and have a straight throw.
You might got a fairly good
picture with an ordinary lens, but the chance^ are against it. It
would probably be somewhat out of focus on one side.
South America.— From Arthur Salton. Palm Beach, Fla.,
comes a communication of considerable length marked personal.
It. therefore, cannot be published, though I would like
space. Neighbor Salton has just returned from two and onehalf years in the West Indies and South America, traveling with
a Powers No. 5, the Patho Passion Play and other things. I
would like Friend Salton to send a letter describing his experiences in South America, giving such data as he thinks will be of
interest to moving picture fans. We shall await the letter with
interest.

lected films. In considering this proposition you must remember
that Mr. Lyman Howe fills the biggest opera house in the country at 50 cents to $1.00 a throw, and nothing but moving pictures.
As to Mr. Hallborg's "Induced air 1
have had
$9-65 worth of laugh out of that proposition myself. .Mr. Hallberg may be a competent electrician, but what he does not know
about operating in general would till quite a muni.,
umes. This I will venture, however, that he is competent as an
advertising man, particularly when it comes to getting free advertising; which statement, I think, will be vouched for by the
editors of the Moving Picture World. Such foolish statements
at this last attempt of Mr. Hallberg are not, however, worth taking seriously. As a joke, they are par excellence.

Various Things.— Mr. A. E. Siebert, E. E., Norfolk. Va.,
writes: "The Trouble Department is what takes my first attention when I get the paper. I must compliment vou on the way
you answer all inquiries. I am an electrical engineer, but of late
years have had charge of several theaters and have naturally
followed things very closely. For the benefit of the Trouble
Department readers I will give you my idea of running a moving picture show. To begin with, we must have an operating
room of ample size and well ventilated. Machine ma
standard make. It must be set absolutely rigid and as nearly as
possible square with the curtain, so that the light rays will strike
the curtain evenly all around. The best test for this latter point
is to focus the opening of the aperture plate on the screen. It
must appear sharp and clear cut on all four sides. L'nlo-- it 1sharp and clear cut on all four sides the definition of the picture
will not be good all over, and it is up to the operator to discover
and remedy the fault. If he is an operator he will know what to
do and do it. The machine should be as near level and central
with the screen as possible and the lamp, lens and aperture plate
opening in perfect line; tension springs barely tight enough to
perform their office of stopping the film, aperture plates not
worn, and everything else in first-class condition. There will
then be no question as to results on the screen, provided a real
operator is in charge. The light I use is no volt D. C. 31 amCement Bottle.— From Thomas Wi-.c. San Franciico,
peres; ?s Elcctra cored above and x/2 inch solid below. I set my
comes a cement bottle having a glass stopper with a brush fixed
carbons so that the top one is parallel with the rack bars and the
in same with plaster of paris. I have tried this bottle out and it bottom one projecting a trifle forward. I give the entire lamp a
seems to work very well. My first impression was that the cork
rake
bad<
of about 35 degrees. I use two 6'/2 condensers fitting
would stick in the neck of the bottle, but it does not seem to.
loosely in their rack, keep the rack ventilation holes open and
have broken no condensers in two vears. As to the matter of
Auto Engine.- From Homer, 111., comes the following: "In
speed,
you
may say it is anywhere from 40 to 75 or 80, but that
January 28th issue I see on page i8g under the title 'Electric
is not the answer. The only answer is. run your machine at the
Light
idea against
that I thought
trying
speed that is necessary to produce action, the same as though
found Outfit'
many an
things
it besidesof the
costoutof this
the winter,
outfit. but
To
what you are looking at is not a picture, but the real thing. You
begin with, I could not get an engine on an auto with a governor,
cannot set any fixed speed at which to run the machine. It deso as to get the necessary speed regulation to produce good light.
pends altogether upon the film action. There are some subjects
Also, I believe any city large enough to get an audience that
which should be run at, say. 40. while others on the same reel
would pay would have a light plant. Anyhow, that is the case
may be run at 85. The real answer lies in a good operator who
in this locality. Two years ago I operated six towns along the
knows his business and when to go fast or slow. (That is preWabash Railroad, all having light plants. I made each town
cisely the advice I have been giving. Neighbor Siebert, all along:
once a week and by the time expense^ were paid there was not
and that is what I meant by running 40 to 80 feet per minute. —
much left for myself: perhaps I averaged $25 a week for the
Ed.) Now, as regards the machine head. I overhauled mine two
season. But what made even this possible was that T put on the
Passion Play at all the places and it took immensely. T found
weeks ago after eight months' run. That is to say, I stripped it
down to the bare frame, went over everything carefully and where
it necessary to pay the newspapers at each city about $250, give
new parts were needed they were put in. And now, right here. T
all the time
city I'dads'
or seven
at eachT smile
place
want to say something which I believe you are broadmindec!
every
went six
there.
It surecomps
made each
me night
some sore.
enough. Friend Richardson, to take no offense at. In a recent
to think what some of the operators or managers who kick at
issue T note an answer of yours as regards a three-wing inside
S1.00 a night for light would do if they were told by local companies itwould cost $5 per night to get light from their wires,
shutter, in which you say that you do not believe a three-wing
the customer doing all his own work, such as running wires a inside shutter will work successfully. In this you are
block or two. putting up a larger transformer, etc., and wiring
have had a three-wing inside shutter in practical operation nearly
inside the building. Then about the first time you struck an arc
a year on my Powers No. 5 and the results were the same as those
had with the new Powers No. 6. For the benefit of the readers
you would blow the fuse at the power plant and put the whole
town on the bum, with everybody cussing the moving picture
who have a Powers No. 5 and wish to bring it up to date. I enclose a full size outlined sketch of the shutter which may be cut
show. It would take a whole bundle of dollars for my experifrom the pattern from any sheet metal. In setting, go by the
ence that winter. And say ! The free advice I got as to how to
large wing and put your framing lever exactly midway. Turn
run picture shows has sure been a big help. I see Mr. Hallberg
the machine in the direction it runs until the pin is fast leaving
has took a whack at your scalp in the 'Film Index.' Well, maybe
he knows a whole lot about the arc and how to advise, but it the star. At that point set your shutter so that the least motion
seems what he does know he is a long time getting out with.
will begin to open the aperture.* This is not an experiment, and
anyone who has a Powers No. 5 will be amply repaid by putting
And I, for one. don't carc if he never comes out with it. Looks
in this shutter. My machine is wired so that bv throwing a
to me as if the "induced air currents' are working overtime to
1) P. I) T. switch T can switch from one rheostat I
get the results he has pictured. How do you keep those sheets
should anything go wrong with the rheostat. I have fixed up my
you use to make slides with from curling up when you expose
them any length of time. Last election I used thorn to typewrite
booth
my operator
electrical
engineer'sof point
of
view forforconvenience
and from
safety,an and
an intermission
over 30
on and after leaving them for a short time they curled up. Of
seconds is unknown in my house. I give nothing but pictures;
course, when I cut down the amperage it didn't do it so badly."
no illustrated songs, as thev are a thing of the past with me. A
Well, Homer. I was amused on reading your experience. An
auto-truck engine, however, can be equipped with an effective
poor singer is worse than none, and a good one couldn't
governor. I looked into that matter myself. The governor will
not be used when the engine is pulling the truck, of course. I
Many thanks. Friend Siebert. for the cut and for your excelhave had a few of the experiences you relate myself in the days
letter. I may be wrong about that three-wing shutter propostandlentit."
sition, but I am perfectly willing to ho set right. Your letter. T
gone by. However, my idea of that kind of a proposition is to
charge .'0 cents admission and run the show from 8 p. m. until
think,
doesn't
require I much
and most
of the
set
forth
are
excellent.
do notcomment
know where
you got
the things
idea that
10:30 or 11 o'clock, with high-class projection and carefully se-
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Condensers
Again.— Mr
Wm
II Hepburn,
Los
Angeles,
ibutes the following:
"Through the kindm
Trouble Department tin- writer wishes to thank Brother F. W.
Freeland for Ins formula for making film cement
(P
17th issue).
I have tried Bame and find it 1
Glad to see my re-wind mel your approval, as it is an especial
Concerning the matter of condenser bi
found mj trouble and its remedy.
Am using an Edison outfit.
Have two condenser tubes and had the same trouble with each
lens -om\ then would break them ail them in. As you know, the Edison tube is flanged
and has a screw collar at the other end.
I discovered
thai the flange was not quite wide enough, consequently when
the lens contracted the condenser would tilt a trifle, the top pro
truding beyong the flange, as shown in sketch.
Now. when the
lens would expand under the action of heat
it would be cramped and the result was a
broken condenser.
I remedied this by cutting a tin washer
JUS1 to lit in tile tube,
but extending 1-16 of an inch beyond the
flange. Since putting these washers in
three month- ago 1 have not broken a condenser. may
1
say that it looks as though
tills fault would
be eaSJ to see, but, as a
matter of fact, the tilt is so slight that it
is hardly perceptible, though I hav
gerated it in my drawing to bring out the
meaning. Thanking you for past favors ami
wishing you every success. 1 shall lay down
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By Richard V. Spencer.
Coast Correspondent of the World.
Miss Daniels, a member of the Bison Company, h
short
vacation.
She is expected

to

Since the amending
of park ordinances having a bearing I
upon moving picture manufacturing, the different companies
operating
in local park•,. register
their
names, and
receive
the park
foreman's approval
of scene
locations.
In the past, some of the companies
have
left
the scene
location
scattered
with
waste
paper at
rubbish.
The other day, Brown, the park foreman, il
Park, called
Mr
Balshofer,
the Bison
din
complimented
him upon the orderliness and cleanliness of
the Bison Company
in leaving the scenes in as good condition as they found them before taking pictures.
The recent
unpleasantness
resulting
from
park
complaints
habeen
dealt with leniently by the Park Commissioners, and good
will ha- been restored to all parties concerned.

* * *

Mr. Francis
Boggs,
the Selig director, and the members
of the company have returned from their recent trip to Santa

my poor pen and not bother you again."
indebted to you, Neighbor Hepburn, for the condenser
idea, which speaks for itself and requires no commenl
\- to
not hearing from you again, 1 won't stand for that.
1 shall hope
and expect to hear from you whenever you have anything of inommunicate, which, let us hope, will be frequently.
A Mistake Somewhere.— Mr.
Fred
R. Wolcott,
Syracuse.
N. Y.. makes a strenuous kick because the name E. A. Walcott
appears on the cut of a carbon jaw on page IQ2, January 28th
issue, whereas Mr. Fred R. W.olcott is really the inventor and
owner.
He says that Mr. E. A. Walcott's name being attached
ell as the benefit of any possible stray
orders which might come.
All 1 can say, Friend Wolcott, is that it is up to you. You
sent in the original drawing and on it appears tin- nam. E \
Walcott. just exactly as it appears in the drawing, with the
name spelt "Wal" instead of "Wol." Now, old man. the thing is
up to you. I am sorry, however, that the mistake has been made
and hereby do the besl I can to remedv it. Friend Walcott says
that the screws which look quite small in the drawing are really
5-16. and the terminal lugs are 4' > inches long. This, of course,
renders my commenl as to a larger thumb screw and a longer
terminal unnecessary. I was deceived by the appearance of the
drawing.
NEWS

BRIEFS.

A Busy City Block. — One block on Main street, Los
Angeles, between Second and Third streets, boasts of five
moving picture theaters. They vary in size from a "hole
in the wall" to a big modern theater. Four of the theaters
are five-cent shows, and the fifth, a ten-cent house. All
of the houses are playing to excellent business, despite the
competition of two penny arcades and a "Wild West" exhibition in the same block. This busy street is getting to
be a regular Coney Island thoroughfare, there being nineteen theaters in a space of four blocks.
Pictures for the Insane. — The supervisors of San Bernardino County are making arrangements with local film exchanges for a projectoscope and films, that are to be shown
at the County Asylum for the Insane, near the city of San
Bernardino. It is the intention of the supervisors to have
weekly shows which will be shown in one of the buildings.
How the films will affect patients is, as yet, mere conjecture, and the experiment will be watched with interest.
Pictures on Trains. — It is rumored that several overland
railway companies contemplate equipping limited trains with
projectoscopes, films, and an operator, to while away the
tedious hours with the latest thing in photoplay. The experiment would doubtless be a welcome one to travelers
in the West. The pictures, when shown at night, would in
no way interefere with the travelers' enjoyment of the
scenery. Why not carry the experiment to sea, and show
the films aboard the big ocean liners? Projectoscopes could
be installed in the dining salons for temporary use, and when
the entertainment was concluded, could be stored away out
of the way. The suggestion should be taken up by enterprising producers,
and made a reality.

Pathe

Studio, Los Angeles.

Mr. James Young Deer, the Pathe director, has discovered
a new photographic process for taking moonlight and firelight effects. By his method the negatives show a clearness
of outline and background that could not be obtained by
the old method. Mr. Young Deer discovered the process
by accident, and is, of course, keeping the secret to himself
on how it i- accomplished. The new discovery will be demonstrated with startling effect in a forthcoming Western
release, which Mr. Young Deer claims is the best all around
picture that he has so far taken. This release will be watched
with special interest by the moving picture manufacturers.
The photograph
reproduced
herewith shows the exterior
of the Pathe
West
Coast
Studio,
located
in Edendale.
a
surburb of Los Angeles.
The studio covers a whole city
block.
One block further up the same side of the street can
be seen the wall surrounding the Selig Studio.
The interior
of the Pathe
studio
i- beginning
to resemble
a "wild
and
rontier town of the early '70s.
Here may be found
a reproduction of the old frontier towns.
Main street containing tin ■ • ;" "Dance Halls;" several varieties
Hotel;"
'Stage
and
Express
Office:"
'CamMing
Halls," etc., too numerous to mention.
Fill th
with cowboys, and different characters in costume, and you
are .nice again
transported to the West of long ago — yet
outside the wall modern electric trains whiz by at intervals,
the tourist and commuter
occupants
staring in amazement
at the cowboys,
Indians, and posses in costume, galloping

A

the studio after a hard day's work on ext.
A Mixup in Names.
local tangle has come to light where two producing

companies have been working under the name of "The California Motion Picture Company " It appears that two separate and distinct companies have, by a singular coincidence,
adopted the same name. The California Motion Picture
Manufacturing Company of Long Beach and Los Angeles
ha- been mentioned in these columns before. As told in
previous is-ues of the World, the company has been incorporated under the state laws of California in the name of

THE

MOVING

the California Motion Picture Manufacturing Company, and
have established a studio at Long Beach, a beach resort
near Los Angeles. Recently there appeared at the company's Los Angeles office. Mr ! red Siegert, who told the
astonished officials of the above corporation that he had
already appropriated the name
California for his own use.
rt, a former Los Angeles exhibitor has recently retired to take up moving picture manufacturing. Little is
known of him among local moving picture men, but I am
informed that Mr. Siegert ha^ established a studio on the
West Side, and that he has cho-en part of his company of
actor- and extra people, and that lie is making arrangements
r:ter the producing field.
The

Passing

of

the

Range.

"Plumb gone" are the day- of the open range. Cowpunchers from the French Ranch in New Mexico drove the
last nail in the coffin when they piled into a 60 horse-power
touring ear and -tarted in pursuit of a couple of horse thieves
who had stolen a bunch of cayti-e- from the French Ranch.
They trailed the horse thieves and caught up with them at
Trinidad, Colorado, where the thie\e- were trying to dispose
of the stolen cayuses, and tamely turned them over to the
Trinidad police officer-, without even the suggestion of an
old time "lynching bee." Then, according to the newspaper report*-: "They cranked up the automobile for the
return trip and the New Mexican prairie heaved as a thousand of more 'old timer-' turned in their graves."
Among

Los

Angeles

Exhibitors.

Mr. Arthur S. Hyman.
local amusement
promoter,
is to
erect the finest moving picture theater in America, at Venice,
a seaside resort 1 ■
The building will exceed
in size and luxuriousne-- the Hyman and College theaters in
this city. The building, which will be erected on the ocean
front at Zepher avenue, Venice, will cn-t with the land investment, $125,000. The building will be two stories high
and will cover a lot 60 x 100 feet. The entire building will
be devoted to theatrical purposes. The plans for the theater
are now being drawn by B. Cooper Corbett, of Los Angeles,
after idea- and suggestions n ade by Mr. Hyman. Mr
Hyman has already named the theater the Mermaid The
theater in its construction will include boxes, loges and a
balcony, with a total 'eating capacity of 1.000. Back of the
balcony, on the second lloor. will be the managerwill be fitted up as living quarter- lor the
rooms
will front on the beach.
NEW

JERSEY

NEWS

JOTTINGS.
•lie moving

picture

and law and order folkln the Senate of the New
I
lan - i. Mi
I eavitl introduced a bill to "
f children uinl. 1
e to any .lance house
show w ithout tin- consent
in d h\ parent, guardian or an adult
I more than $hh> or imprisonment 1
e a the head of the
and brick moving picture
iden
Mk- tin. iter is already up to
', .in in Camden buill expressly for
lie and moving picture amusement place
and w HI be handsomely equipped
• Linden Baptist Chun h will give a
Thursday evening
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Film F.\
Street. Philadelphia. i> "fighting the so-called :.
the middle of January three deputv sheriffs entered M:
and demanded that
to whom
Mi
declined to turn ov< 1
nd the latter, in J
regularities in the
clared that Mr. Swaab should hold the films and that
ten companies should appeal
January 30th, to have the merits of t!
is a complicated one. involving a nun
writ- of replevin
v.
?raph,
Lubin, G
Jem, Essanay,
Mr
Swaab
corporation
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subsi.h
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which he alleges is "a moving
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Generaltrust'
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NOTES.

i mint Theater, Dover, \. 11.. until last week under
the management ol Mi A I Willis, has been taken over
l he house will offer Independent
1 he I
\ er, X. 11 . i- plaj ing t"
the management of Messrs I h
Independent films and vaudeville are offered.
Alderman Donahue, by hi- excellent speech in favor of
Suud.iv shows, had much t.> do with the granting of licenses
for Sunday concerts at Gloucester, Mass. 1 <>r the la>t
month, three of the Gloucester theater- had su<
obtaining Sundaj night licenses. Then the Christian Endeavor Society, Church organizations, and individual-, rose
.mi opposition. After a hot wrangle the licenses were granted
M tyor. Uderman Donahue stated in hi- speech that
the workingmen have on Sunday their only opportunity to
attend such theater.-, while the objectors, a- a class, are
wealthy, and can go to theater- week days
- I'lie. iter. Brockton, ha- been forced to cut out
vaudeville tor an odd reason the Brockton Mu-ician-' I'nion
has decreed that any theater playing vaudeville musl install
■ being willing t" do tin-. Sheedy's
Theater cut out the act-, and now -how- Licensed pictures
and songs only. The chance- seem to point to more of this
matter in the near future. M. R. Sheedy has leased the
Savoy Theater. Fall River, Mass., from Marcus Loew, and
will run the house to moving pictures and vaudeville -Mr
Sheedy had control of tin- house some time ago. and .uave
it up. The chances are that Mr. Charles Cook, now managockton moving picture theater for Messrs. McCae
and Cahill, will be placed at the head of the Savoy.
The Palace Theater, Fall River, which was recently -acquired by Mr. Georse Graham from William Stecker, has
added vaudeville to its program of pictures and It seems that "Richardson" is a name which this business
rinds to its liking. Mr. George E. Richardson, one of S. Z.
■Poli's electrician>, is making an extended trip in the interests
•of the Poli theaters, and is superintending the installation of
moving picture machines in the string of houses controlled
by Poli.
Mr. Thomas Walsh, manager of the Pastime Theater,
Pawtucket, R. I., tried a few weeks of musical comedies in
the theater, and soon found that moving pictures and vaudeville show much better box office results. Accordingly, the
Pastime is playing pictures and vaudeville once more.
HENRY.
BOSTON.
The Realistic Moving Picture Co., who control both the
Jolliette and Olympic Theaters, Bowdoin Square, have made
■ a change in the booking of their film service. The William
E. Greene Film Exchange, the largest renter of Independent
films in New England, will handle the two- houses in the
future.
Mr Chas. Heath has severed his connection with the
Beacon Theater, Tremont Street, as assistant to Mr. Jacob
Lowrie, president and general manager for the company.
Mr. Lowrie has not quite decided whom he will place in
Heath's job.
The Star Theater, Tremont Row, has replaced vaudeville.
after running without any acts for nine weeks. It was
stated in these columns at that time, the idea was to try and
ascertain just how the audiences feel on the subject of
vaudeville in the photoplay theater. Manager Appleby
told the World's New England representative, that a close
investigation, carried on by himself, and his assistant, Mr.
Charles Cherry, had made the fact plain that vaudeville wawhat the people wished, and not illustrated songs. Both the
managers state that they inquired of many of the audience
day by day. Henceforth the Star will -how four reels of
tlr^t-run Association films and three acts of high-class
vaudeville.
The demonstration of Kinemacolor in Boston, which was
Riven December 16. evidently failed to satisfy the demand
for the process. Kinemacolor wa- exploited at Tremont
Temple, with two performances on January 31, and one exhibition February 1. The films shown were different in subject from those exhibited at the private exhibition. A trip
Through Northern Wales, and the launching of the "Olympic." the large-t steamship in the world, were among the
tilms shown. Reserved seats were 50 cents and 25 cents,
with the second balcony at 15 cents. Vocal and violin number- were interspersed. The exhibition wa- unusually well
received by large and appreciative audience-
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Burton Holmes, also at Tremont Temple, 1- entertaining large audiences, with moving picture- at hi- chief
drawing card. Mr. II. .line- exhibited some unusually interesting ami educational films, among which were pictures of
a Bohemian glass factory, and another depicted the family
of Jan Kubelik, the famous violinist.
B. F. Keith'- Theater was the first one t" exhibit "Daylight" moving picture- in i
Although it was a Boston moving picture house, the Pastime, that was taken to task by Mayor Fitzgerald for crowding, etc.. no notification wa- -em to Boston theaters on this
matter from the Mayor's office. Many out-of-town moving
picture theater- did. however, receive notices, in which they
were warned ii"t to allow any Standing in the
lobby; and to sell no ticket- in excess of seating capacity.
Evidently the crowding, and consequent breaking of the
tire law-, can be laid to the moving picture houses outside of
Boston, rather than to those in the city,
HENRY
BALTIMORE NOTES.
A new feature in the moving picture business of Baltimore
was inaugurated several weeks ago, when Lcn Spencer, the wellknown song slide man of New York, dropped in and opened a
local branch of his famous Lyceum. The Lyceum, although entirely new to the moving picture exhibitors of this city, is fast
making
is in than
charge
G. Skillman.
of NewYork, andgood.
carriesIt more
600 ofsetsRobert
of slides
for the latest
song
hits.
Mr. Skillman has secured the services of a first-class piano
player who runs over the music for the singers who are not familiar with the new songs. In connection with the song slide
agency there is also a musical and booking agency, which furnishes the majority of the moving picture and combination
houses with first-class talent.
Mr. Edward l'rice, manager of the Blue Mouse, one of the.
largest exclusive moving picture houses in the city, has discovered a new scheme to run pictures with the house lights on.
Mr. Price says he installed a mirror screen, and reduced his
house lights from eight to four candle power. The lights have
no effect upon the picture. Several other houses are carrying
out Mr. Price's plan.
The Spurrier Amusement Company, which during the past
few months have taken ^over several moving picture theaters in
Baltimore and the surrounding territory, have taken over the
Alhambra
Theaterby onMr.West
Lexington
was
formerly owned
James
Hooper, "Street.
of this The
city,house
who was
forced to sell out his interests in the house and go abroad for
his health. The name of the theater will be changed to the
Lemmon and will be managed by Mr. I. J. Dawes, who will discontinue Association service and put on first run Independent.
Many of the moving picture theaters are running stock companies composed of four or five people, who also talk pictures.
Amony the leaders in the line are the Columbia, on Columbia
Avenue, and Pearce & Sheck's Leader, on South Rroadway. The
new idea seems to meet with the public approval.
George O. Williams
CHICAGO

NOTES.

Mr. Joseph Hopp, president of the Standard Film Exchange,
has returned after a brief sojourn in the State of Florida,
whither
in search
of search,
the "fountain
of in
youth."
Althoughhe hehadwasjourneyed
unsuccessful
in his
his stay
that
sunny climate greatly improved his general health, and he is
again possessed with that vigor and energy which characterized
"J. S." as the hustling film man of Chicago.
Mr A. M. Gollos. proprietor of the Royal and Jefferson
Theaters. Chicago, has just closed negotiations for the erection
of a new exclusive picture theater to he erected at Kedzie and
Twelfth Streets. The building will be 75 x 140 feet, with a seating capacity of 1,000, all on one floor. Plans are now being
made for the building, which will be a model of architectural
beauty, and strictly modern in everv detail. This new theater
will be completed about the first of September.
REX

POSTERS.

We have just seen a poster for the first Rex R< ;■
Heroine of '76." The border or frame design used is original
and adds much to the attractiveness of this poster. We believe
this design is to lie retained, which will give the appearance
of simply inserting the new illustration in a frame from week
to week and will also give the Rex poster quite a distinctive
touch.
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Metal Covered Entrance for Open
Air Picture Show
Summer is near at hand, and the open-air picture -howman will soon get busy. Herewith is shown an entrance
furnished with fancy stamped metal, especially designed to
meet the requirements composed of two towers, connected
by a neat arch. One tower can be used for a coat room, the
other a box office.
The framing should be done by a first-class carpenter.
Cover all studding and roof rafters with K-inch wood
sheathing, all exposed surfaces to be true and evei
the roof with a good quality roofing tin. Use a u-inch cornice with about a 9-inch projection.
Select one with a nice
bold pattern, with a neat profile, finished as shown in detail.
The moulding used at the base of cornice should be about
10 inches deep.
Cover the walls with some nice block or
; attern.
Use a nosing at the corners.
Provide a
6-inch or 8-inch wood baseboard.
Care should be taken v>
finish arch as shown on plan.
Top member
of arch is
curved, leaving an open space in the form of a semi-circle
1 arc light. All material specified is regular stock
size and patterns, and can be secured from any manufac-tamped metals.
An entrance finished as above

-ire tu meet with appr
and the finished work cannot be equaled by any
terial.
:hird less than any oti.
due to the low cost of the metal as compare .
terial. There i- a great saving in labor also.
It would be advisable to employ a metal wor!least a good practical man to apply the metal, as this
important.
The cornice mouldings and plates should be applied with care, keeping them true to line. All Uppti
should be
color.
The metal -hould be kept well painted to protect
same from the weather.
If the sat material
.-ketch.

according

to

not be equalled by any other material, except marble
Staff, at a prohibitive advance i:;
The author will be p'.eased to give any further inl
to tlie reader- of the Moving Picture World or. I
paratively new use for stock matei

and

METAL COVERED
ENTRANCE
-a/ For Open Aik Picture. Shov

i? -elected

and

erected
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NE5T0
"Rarely

Equalled — Neverr
I

IF ITS A
NESTOR

A

MIT!!

Nestor's Release of Wiy

TRAn

t t

IT'S GOOD!

An Extraordinary Fotav
For Bulletins WrrD

The Query —

147

Fo

A prominent Exchangeman recently remarked:
"It beats me how Nestor manages to put out one
good picture after another, when most manufacturers make occasional slips !"

The Answer —

We could not make a poor picture if we would,
and we would not make it if we could.

That's Right!
Keep up that constant, insistent, persistent, strenuous, imperative all-compelling demand for Nestor Films, and your success will be as rugged and as enduring as the Rock of Gibraltar.
Shun wildcat Exchanges; steer clear of junk dealers and beware
of the "duping brotherhood". Deal with reputable Exchanges
only — there are quite a few of them, and they all have the "real
goods" — genuine Nestors — which you can always get
if you always demand them.

Scene

from 1

There's but ONE NESTOR A WEEK, released every
Wednesday. You can't afford to miss it— you can get it — Get It!

"The Light Beyond'
DAVID

For Release
Wednesday, Feb. 15th, 1911
The Very Essence of Pathos

HORSLEY,

German Savings Bi
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) FiLns
Massed — Often

Imitated"
?!
IT PAYS

l> February 8th, 1911

-GRES

J 3

TO

GET
Nestor Films!

ST3RLIST
1010"
.. Y.

Exhibitors!

Exchangemen!

I'

'owe Feast in 998 Feet.

Nestor Enthusiasts know that we neither make idle statements
nor indulge in pyrotechnic displays; so, when we say,
"IF IT'S A NESTOR IT'S GOOD" we know whereof we
speak. Good Nestors, however, are not good enough for us,
hence our redoubled efforts to make Better Xcstors — the ones
we are now releasing and which are earning us sfwift'rs ot
praise. Even this does not satisfy us — we want to do the ht st
and we are doing the best to release the Best Pictures that
human mind, experience, skill and money can produce.
Many of you have been so kind as to eulogize our product; but
we would like to have all of you write us, telling of the faulb
rather than the virtues of Xestor Films.
We are broad-minded enough to know that we do not know
everything; moreover neither we nor any other mortal will vwt

F%

corner
know
bound
of the

the "Know everything" market. But we know enough to
that, with your timely and helpful
w ire
to improve all the time and thus pletSC the »|ieat majority
people.

For Release
Wednesday, Feb. 22nd, 1911
A Nestor Winner

HisFalher'sHouse" $M

iuilding, 4th Avenue and 14th Street, New York
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MELIES IN TEXAS.
The San Antonio Daily Express, dated January
tains an interesting feature story, occupying more than one
reading matter, with illustrations dealing with the
Star Film Ranch
ving picture people know
th.n tin- ranch refers to the Melies Stock Company, now
in San Antonio, where the popular Western pictures are now
luced
The players are all described and a lucid
: is given of incident- connected with the taking;
of moving picture-.
In part, the San Antonio Daily Express

all Film
people,
who accomplish
things,
the members
of "Like
the Star
Company
are thoroughly
in sympathy
with
eacli other, and their surroundings, and comfortably above
or below, the little conventionalities of living that occupy
the time and attention of ordinary mortal-. Individually,
they have reached a certain eminence in their professions,
and"
they are
willing
to take this
the
strenuous
business
of creating
a life,little
and holidaj
spend a from
working
lark in this winter m sunny Texas. \fter working hours.
they employ their time in \arioiis cultural and recreational
pursuit-.
"Tlie cowboy-, unofficially known as Big Hill. Spence, Joe
Mores. Hettinger, the two Cooper-, and McNooe, are hearty,
fun-loving fellow-, with -oft Western drawl- to their voices,
and absolute unpretense to their appearance to 'put
the chap-' on every other good fellow that comes among
them. They are ail exceptional rider.-. Joe Flores in particular, having worked in the Buffalo Bill Show, and they
•mine a- the free distances of their own rugged
prairies.
"Their boon outdoor companion, little Miss Storey, has
gained their sincere good will by her ability to "ride anything with hair on it." They have even called one of their
favorite ponies by her nickname — Billy. Miss Storey rides
and frolics with them day after day. under the chaperonage
of her mother Mrs. Storey, of New York, and is achieving
a really wonderful suppleness and beauty of physical development. Flying about on her intelligent-faced little cow
pony, in red-banded sweater and feathered cap, she is as
picturesque a little figure as will be found anywhere in this
land of the unusual.
"William F. Haddock, the manager, really has no time for
play, for his duties call for night as well as day hours. He
reads all the scenario- submitted for the consideration of the
company, plan- out the scenes, makes up the casts, digs
around in the capacious wardrobe room's in search of costumes, aids Mr. Ford in the selection of settings and helps
criticise the films when they are run off in the projecting
room.
"Mr. Clifford is the scholar and gentleman of the party,
for he spends his leisure time working out new themes,
and planning for the production of outdoor plays. William
Paley hasesting.a Oneunique
like inmost
of the "past,"
striking which,
incidents
it, ispasts,
that is
he interwent
through the Spanish-American War with his cinematograph
and
moving And
picture
Cervera's
the
harbortookat aHavana
the ofrest
of them fleet
haveleaving
had lives
as individually interesting."
THE
"NEW
THEATER,"
BALTIMORE.
With every seat filled and many standing, the initial performance at the "New Theater," Baltimore's new vaudeville
and moving picture theater, took place Saturday night, December 17.
An exceptionally good bill was presented and a series of
first-run Biograph picture- were also shown.
The "New Theater" will be conducted by the "NewTheater" Company, which i- headed by the Whitehurst
Brothers, who have for the past few years successfully conducted the "Red Moon," a popular moving picture theater,
in this city. Beyond a doubt it is the largest and prettiest
playhouse devoted exclusively to pictures and vaudeville
south of New York and seats 2.000 people.
The manner in which the building has been constructed
is excellent. There are two galleries, each seating 600
people. The floors are covered with a deep red Brussels carpet: lobby 1- decorated with large mirrors and ferns. Beautiful paintings by Oskar Gross, the well-known artist, are
prominent on the dome and the panels.
The "New Theater" will be devoted exclusively to con,::-.uous vaudeville and pictures. The price of admission will
be 10 and 20 cents
CHRIS

CLINTON.

Iimmunicate
linton ("stage
Wilson),
with name.
H. A. Chris
Fischbeck,
Jerseylecturer
City, N.andJ.
Business opportunity.
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STATIC
ELECTRICITY
IN THE
CAMERA.
Remedy Devised by Mr. Leon Ardouin, of the Carlton
Motion Picture Laboratories.

Film manufacturers
have always had trouble with the
static effects or electrical markings in the negative.
Especially in cold, dry temperaturehave these tree formations
■'ii-picuou- in some negatives a- t- compel them
to be discarded
To the layman even it must be apparent
thai these markings are due to the friction of thi
moving film in contact with the metallic part- of the camera
or the printing apparatus.
After many experiments I have discovered a reme.lv which
seems to be effectual.
First, 1 would suggest the covering
frictional parts with an insulating substance—
ebonite or other.
AN... in order t.. minimize the

A-DRY BATTERIES.
&-COIL. O-FELT
C-GLASS VASE WITH WATER AND ALCOHOL
of frictional electricity, it is necessary to have a certain
amount of moisture always in the interior of the camera. I
have devised a very simple device for this purpose which
answers admirably, and the cost of installation is infinitesimal.
A, A, in the sketch is a small dry battery consisting of two
cells which send a current through a coil (B). The heat produced by the resistance warms, in a glass vessel (C), a mixture of equal parts of water and alcohol, on the surface of
which rests a piece of felt (D), which also acts as a wick.
The whole device is placed inside the camera box and the
slight warmth and humidity created has been found to prevent electric markings in the negative even under the most
trying conditions. I trust that it will prove as useful to
others as it has to me.
SCENARIO
WRITING.
F. H. Richardson.
A gentleman in St. Paul, Minn., writes at considerable length
as regards the matter of scenario writing. St. Paul says he has
sent in forty different scenarios, which have each been kept from
three to four weeks and finally returned. St. Paul says he has
put in much time on these scenarios, besides paying stenographers'
services to copy them, and intimates that it is his belief that companies have professional writers who read the scenarios, change
the nanus, work over the plot and thus get their scenario- for
nothing, the real inventor of the plot losing out.
I do not think, St. Paul, that your suspicions are well founded.
In the first place, if the companies tried anything of that sort
they would, I believe, very soon get caught. In the second plncr.
scenarios are, at this stage of the game, too cheap to be worth
stealing. The editor of this department writes, to some extent,
for magazines. He would hate to tell you how many manuscripts were returned
available"
his "first
one
was accepted.
He feltmarked
highly "not
indignant,
too, before
at times,
believing
the manuscripts to be at least passably good, but now from added
experience and knowledge that comes with vears. he can look
over the work he once believed excellent and realize how crude
it really was. I do not mean by this. St. Paul, that your work is
crude, but you must come to a realization of the fact that the
ing companies receive hundreds of scenarios each week
and naturally they select only those which seem of exceptional
merit and which best suit their needs. Naturally, too, the readers
are not able to read all manuscripts the day they are received,
or even for several days after they are received. I should consider a return in two weeks, or even three weeks, as quite reasonable. St. Paul advises all scenario writer- to have their workcopyrighted before sending it in. That is all right, and not at
ali a bad idea. St. Paul promises an article soon on another
topic, which we shall be very tjlad to receive.
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The World's New England representative greatly deplores the
fact that the methods in use at the present time, by several
Boston moving picture houses, as regards posters, painting, and
billboards, are extremely low grade. A recent able editorial
in the World, made a detatiled analysis as to whether the industry was progressing or going backwards — and cited instances
to uphold both views.
The abuse of lobby advertising might well have had a promie in the "going backwards" section. The writer will
cite a few phrases that recently adorned, or rather, disgraced,
one of Eoston's best moving picture houses.
'The greatest, grandest, wildest exhibition of blood-curdling
buffalo, Indians and cowboys." "Hair-raising feats of risk and
daring." "See the savage war dance of the Indian braves."
"Frenzied, snorting horses," etc. It is useless to dwell further
on this, as the foregoing is ample to give the reader the idea
we wish to convey. The lettering was of great size, and coloring
of the letters very poor. To every exhibitor, having the slightest real desire to help the business along, such an outrageous
exhibition of advertising must be extremely humiliating. Five
huge paintings, plastered in the lobby, on every available inch of
space, added to a plethora of such written work as has been
pointed out, utterly killed what, by itself, is a beautiful, artistic
front. The worst of all this is, that we can never, successfully
at least, compete for the trade of the upper classes as long as
such absolutely rotten methods are employed. Such advertisements can only be calculated to catch the interest of the lower
classes.
The particular house we have in mind, may do a good business
by catering to this class. That is all very well, but what of the
other moving picture houses scattered throughout Boston? The
absolutely sure that such lobby displays will wreak
much harm in houses presenting only refined and high-class
work. It is only fair to assume, that everyone not familiar
with the trade, will place all moving picture houses in the selfsame category as this one. That means the business is coining
a new batch of knockers of the photoplay — not 1
ought to be the case — an extremely bad state of afl
though the instance we have just made note of is, perhaps,
somewh;it more flagrant than usual, yet conditions have been
practically the same for months. To be candid, we would be
leased to see either the license authorities or the
Watch-Ward take hold of this matter. Such a proceeding is,
without doubt, severe, but the end justifies the means. This
would be better than to allow a small proportion of the moving
picture th<
much damage to everyone concerned
Exhibitor^ should not be allowed to do just as they please with
their houses.
If the public receives poor value for their money at, let us
say, a shoe ttore, it does not mean all other shoe stores are doing
With this line it is different. All houses seem to be
judged
alike — especially on unfavorable
points.
The good
tier for the evils of the poor ones. The un justness
Hiite evident
However, that does not help in the
least. The writer is willing to predict that summary pumshmeru
these bouses in the not-distant futun
nt in this city, the
t- will din up an incident
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were only granted a license again when they had pul
cused their misconduct by large a
papers, in which they promised, "never t
In conclusion, we must regretfully state that
is, beyond, any doubt, the crying evi! of this bus:i.
as Boston is concerned, and far overshadows ,..
Will the exhibitors at fault change th<
;hev keep
at it until forced to quit, and be i
sf the gods srind s'. m
case of last winter.
"The mills of"
they grind exceeding fine." Verbum sap"
IN

THE

COMMISSIONED

RANKS.

Nestor .

"In the Commissioned Ranks" is n
sad one, however, and contain- a lesbands, who should see it bv all mear
are sure that they will never neglect
Ihe picture in this instance ha- to do with an unnatura
who is frivolous and given I
domestic duties. She not only neglects her child, bat
dislike it more than otherwise.
It may be :
mother to the child, which would account for her atl
wards the youngster, but this is not made ent
picture.
The father of the child is of the opposite
the little one and seems to love the child; b
his time and attention because his mi.::
deal of his time. While hi
child in a very heartless mam
strengthens the impression that she is a step-:,
child's real mother.
Once, while the father is
dangerously ill. and when tl
enjoying herself at a military ball. The burn haste finds his little daughter at t:
from the army surgeon and the maid
herself at the bal!
into the brightly lighted hall
to offend the old general, :i;.
while the dance yes merril)
Alter the child's
ories that
ory of their child.
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THE

AUDIENCE

MOVING
LIKES.

By the World Reviewer.
Theater audiences in New York, at least, are not v;nen to
violent demonstration. They will liberally applaud an indifferent
vaudeville act, and let a much better picture disappear amid
absolute silence— to wit: At Keith's, Union Square, on Saturday, the Gaumont masterpiece of photography and acting,
"Herod and the New Horn Knijz," was received in impressive
silence, while a ridiculous vaudeville stunt, which followed, was
applauded.
Managers have argued from this, that an audience prefers
vaudeville to pictures, and accordingly have .put vaudeville into
the program.
The writer of this, has seen practically every licensed release
for more than two years, and every independent release since
the independent producers became factors in the motion picture
world. And he does not agree with the managers. Comments,
heard over and over again, in all the principal theaters of New
York, do not justify this assumption. It is, no doubt, true that
some in every audience do prefer the vaudeville, but they are
in a minority and form an inconsiderable part of the people who
attend the shows.
The attitude of the audiences is much like that of most persons after finishing a book or looking at some picture. They
do not lay down the book, or turn away from the picture with
vigorous hand-clapping. They are in a more thoughtful mood,
and their enjoyment and appreciation cannot be translated into'
applause. If goes deeper than that, and is more pleasurable than
what causes a noisy demonstration of appreciation.
After setting in literally hundreds of audiences, sometimes
as many as a dozen a week, the writer is prepared to lay down
two rules producers must follow to make a picture popular.
First, it must tell a story so plainly it can be followed and
understood without too great mental effort. The plot, if there
is a plot, must be simple, and every move made by the actors
must be concentrated upon the development of that plot. Probably the best is where the picture ends with the climax, though
where the climax calls for the exhibition of some great sorrow
or emotional effect, an anti-climax, showing some relief, or some
change from the conditions required in the climax, is helpful.
Occasionally a picture leaving an audience with their emotions
aroused to the utmost, will be considered favorably, but one
in a program is sufficient.
The second requisite is mechanical perfection. This means
not only good photography, but proper staging. One otherwise
excellent cowboy picture was spoiled by the men greeting each
other with a kiss on each cheek. The cowboy greets you with
a slap on the back so vigorous it would raise most men off their
feet, and a grasp of the hand that would remind one of the
grip of a vise.
Pictures supposed to represent the interior of millionaires'
residences are often ruined by showing the same rooms as have
appeared in pictures of common dwellings. For example, a
party is seen alighting from a limousine car in all the glory of
full dress, and disappearing into a brown-stone front. The
next scene shows only a poorly-furnished room, showing that
the same interior has done duty again that appeared, perhaps,
in an earlier picture. Not all producers are guilty of these
lapses, but a good many are, and all have been, at one time
or another.
The audience sees this incongruity, and it often spoils the
whole program. A frequent failing is to have a character wear
the same costume through successive scenes, representing, perhaps, the lapse of days, or even weeks. The writer has heard
many a woman wonder if the one shown in the pictures didn't
have but one dress. It is a small thing perhaps, but like one
false note, in an otherwise correct musical selection, it creates
a discord which mars the entire piece.
The public will shortly demand that these incongruities be
overcome. They will require that pictures shall present life as
it actually is, not as it might be, or as some producer has an
impression it is. The comments heard in two years' time will be
.reproduced from time to time, and will, perhaps, indicate to producers where slight changes can be made which will go far
toward popularizing the picture and insuring the commendation
of the public.
The manufacturers sometimesp disagree with the criticisms
which appear in these columns, but in no instance has a film
been criticised which did not contain some defect which appeared
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to the audience as more or less of an imperfection. From the
standpoint of those who pay their money to be amused or instructed, the films criticised, have contained all the imperfections pointed out. Often suggestions have been given for improvement, and in not a few instances these suggestions have
been the repetition of what one or more in the audience has
said N'"t many have seen an average of perhaps forty films a
week for two years and more, consequently, perhaps, the suggestions made, or the criticisms offered, are more likely to be
considered.

Those of us who are inclined to swell out our che~t-, and
point to the supremacy of American prestige, would be
decidedly shocked, if we really knew how far behind the
times some American moving picture manufacturers are in
pushing their products beyond the borders of their own
country. What is known to the picture trade as the "foreign
market,"
is, generally
speaking,
The
American
manufacturers
seemGreat
to be Britain
unawareandthatFrance.
there
are thriving, teeming, countless millions of people in other
centers besides the countries mentioned, who must have
amusement as well as their white-skinned brethren.
We have been going over the Consular Reports, that are
received by the government at Washington from their agents
in every land. It is a regular trade magazine, outlining the
conditions of trade in general, in the different localities, and
suggesting what American manufacturers might do to get
their share of the business in each particular locality. From
these reports, it appears that it is the Germans, the French
and the English, who get the bulk of foreign trade in any
line, whether it be moving pictures or railroad material,
clothing, leather goods, or most anything else. Perhaps,
by instinct, these gentlemen of German, of French and
English birth, are of a roving disposition; or, perhaps, it is
that their own home conditions are so overcrowded that
they are forced to migrate, and nose around in the far-off
corners of the earth. But at any rate they are there, and
they are getting the business.
America is the land of comfort, comparatively speaking,
and the American is very well satisfied to stay at home.
It is difficult to get a competent man who will go to a foreign
country to act as agent; therefore, the foreign market is
allowed to go to the other fellow, because the American is
too busy and contented with the home market. The American is a traveler; you will find him in all parts of the world.
But,
as Markafter
Twain
he is his
an money
"uncommercial
traveler."
He travels
he put
has it,made
out of the
home
market. While traveling, he writes lengthy letters back
to the trade journal of whatever trade he may be identified
with. His letters are read by his trade brothers, who agree
with his views, and that is the end of it.
The recent Consular Reports, published in Washington,
are very interesting. From them we learn, that in Moscow
there are 80 theaters, and in St. Petersburg a like amount.
All running with a general admission of twenty cents, and,
according to the consuls, who are very good authority, and
not given to exaggeration, the theaters in Russia are doing
a land-office business, especially on Sundays and holidays,
when police are sometimes required to keep order.
Now, with all this activity in moving pictures in Russia,
American
only have
seen the
once call.
in a As"blue
French andpictures
Italian are
pictures
the moon."
consul
explains, this is not because the .French and Italian pictures
are greatly superior to American, but for the reason that the
American has neglected the Russian market. He goes no
to tell how the Russians are interested in pictures of American life, the same as Americans are in pictures of Russian
life. The consul says, that in order to compete successfully,
it would be necessary for an American firm to open a branch
in one of the principal cities, and carry a large stock, the
same as the French and the Italian manufacturers do. This
is a very simple matter, involving nothing more than printing the titles and sub-titles in Russian, and the use of a
reasonable amount of judgment in selecting films that would
interest the Russian people. For instance, the Russian
people like heavy drama. Their lives are probably so interwoven with tragedy that they understand its depths far
more than an American can. But on the other hand, the
Russian
people
are known
the a world
"good
They love
a horse
race and
prize over
fight,as just
as sports."
well as
anyone on earth, anl no doubt would like pictures of that
nature.
With all that we have heard about Russia being the land
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SIGN OF THE FLYING AM

Release Monday, February 6th.

" A Pittsburg Millionaire "

A Dramatic film intense in its appeal. An exceedingly interesting story. A decided feature.
Length appru\

Re/ease Thursday, February Qth.

"On The Installment Plan"
"Too Much Aunt"
Split Reel Comedy. Both hilariously funn\. A lau»h-making
reel from the first foot to the last.
Length respectively 560 ft. and

Re$ ease Monday, February \1 3 th.

a s

"A Quiet Evening AtNotHome"
a dull foot in

A full reel comedy of exceptional merit.
the reel. Vcr\ funny.

Release Thursday.

February I6th.

m

"In TheRealistic
Land
Of Cactus"
and abounding in tin II

\ W esteru Drama.
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that country moves at a pretty
much money is spent on amuseich for Russia.
I.ikmu a long jump from Russia to Uruguay, in South
letter from the United
nsul at Montevideo, and his letter from there indicates tl '
ai the Equator are just a- much in
love with the picture a- people near the pole, and this only
further emphasizes the tact that human nature is human
nature the world over, and has not changed one iota since
the world began.
This Uruguay report is very much similar to that of the
Russian Consul, except that he pays more attention to
;cture supplies. From his report we learn that
there i- only one lar.ue importer of moving picture supplier in Montevideo. He has the whole field to himself,
and has been making some beautiful blunders This importer buys all of his supplies from Europe, because he
does not know much about the American market consequently the Montcvidean people know more about Europe
than America, so far as films are concerned. Some French
concern got in there and .-old them a lot of abominable
French moving picture machines, that stood service for about
three months, and then began to give trouble. Then an
enterpri.-ing German came along and loaded them up with
a lot of German machines, for which it is impossible to
get any parts, and which are a nuisance in every way. It
is quite certain that brand-new, up-to-date American machine woull be a revelation to those people, both from
point of service anl improvement in projection. But, of
course, they do not know, and never will know, if somebody
does not go down there and show them.
There is another communication from the United States
Vice-consul at Bogota, Colombia, in which he says that
there are no machines of American manufacture in the State.
The four cinematographs now in use in Bogota, being of an
European make. If the United States can build a canal
through the Isthmus of Panama and send workmen down
there by the thousand, it is very strange that an American
moving picture machine has never found its way to the
Isthmus.
We would advise those of our readers, who are at all
interested in foreign moving picture matters, to send for
the Daily Consular and Trade Reports, issued by the Bureau
of Manufacturers, Department of Commerce and Labor, at
Washington, D. C The issue we have been quoting from,
is dated January 14, 191 1. It is sent free of charge to any
citizen of the United States.
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Detroit, Mich. — The members of the newly-formed Moving Picture Exhibitors' Association held their first annual banquet at the Burns Hotel, January 4th. Addresses were made by
Thomas Lynch, president; Thomas Scott, booking agent; E. F.
Sefton and F. F. Fisher. About fifty guests were served.
Valparaiso, Ind., for the second time in its history, saw
moving pictures on Sunday. On January 8th the three houses
opened simultaneously and did a big business without anv interference.
Apparently
Valparaiso
want "Sunday
shows. The
clergy
are the
not people
strong of
in their
opposition.
Montreal Exhibitors are still putting up a stiff fight for
their rights. The World wishes them all success in their determined stand against the $500 license ordinance.
Hopkinsville, Ky. — Moving picture- have made an awful
hit with the patients of the Western Kentucky Asylum for the
Insane. The superintendent is of the opinion that the pictures
are the greatest thing that ever happened for keeping these poor
unfortunates happy. Diversion of mind is to insanity what fresh
air is to tuberculosis.
Paterson, N. J. — New and more stringent regulations will
be in force hereafter regarding the operation of picture shows in
theaters, halls and schools. Operators must be over 18 and will
have to pass an examination and carrv a license card. No motor
will be allowed for turning machines. One of the provisions in
the ordinance is a freak. It stipulates that during all the time a
cinematograph is in operation it shall be the dutv of a special
employee to stand ready in the booth with a three-gallon fire
cxtinquisher.
Rochester, N. Y. — An application for a building permit has
been filed for the erection of power house and factory at the
corner of Dewey. Ridgeway and Knickerbocker Avenues for the
manufacture of fireproof films. This will be the factory that
was at first intended to be built in St. Louis by the Cramers, of
dry-plate fame.

IN

THE

SILENT

What do the actor- saj in the silent pictures? Why, of
course, exactly that which their parts suggest! Peril;*;
perhaps not always. Admitted that in the majority of instances
it does appear as if "action suited word," or more important that
"word suited actum," the synchronized phonograph has
appeared in perfection and use, but even if it had there would
be no proof that in the play the actors were saying just what
the phonograph repeated; it seems to be a case where the mechanical voice might be more truthful than the human voice.
It is not surprising to imagine that in the monotony of rehearsals, or even if in the final acting before the camera, the
actors, too conscious of the fact that they are playing to the
eye and not to the ear, may not always be suiting the words
to the action; if we may rightly reverse the Shakespearian injunction to good actors. It may be asked, even if they do not,
what does it matter? Nobody will be any the wiser. Stop a
moment, a new issue has arisen, and, paradoxical as it may seem,
we have among the patrons of the moving picture a class of
people — a wonderful class distinct by themselves, of whom none
of us may have given any thought — who can hear what the silent actors are saying. Again another and more strange paradox;
who lies
can the
hearsecret
the "silent
selvesthese
deaf;people
yet, herein
of their actors"
hearing,areforthemthey
both see and hear through the eye— they are lip readers Able
to synchronize word with action, they are also able to harmonize
them, and is it a surprise or not? They tell us that often the
words suggested by the moving lips of the actors do not harmonize with the actions, and often do not even asrree with the
parts What a revelation is here! Faithfulness in diction, as
well as in action, must now rule, and our "old teacher Shakespeare, although ignorant of the cinematograph taught welleven better than he expected— when he laid down the imperative injunction of suiting words and actions. In a recent issue
of a New York daily there appeared an account of how some
deaf "lip readers" had been surprised at some moving pictures
in which the actors were saying things entirely inappropriate
with either the occasion or their parts.
The days of mutterings and useless speeches has now gone by,
synchronization and harmony must prevail, even with only the
camera as an audience, as under this new discovery the camera
has become the eye and ear of countless thousands. A further
benefit must accrue, as a thorough and faithful acting will tend
to give more life and spirit, driving away much of the inertness
of many of the earlier pictures. We owe a debt to the lip
readers.
— W. H. J.

OF THE PHOTOPLAY.

A great many so-called reformers, who are generally persons'of narrow views and poor judgment, are raising various
objections to the cheap moving picture 'how.-. All this
indicates misdirected zeal. The agents of the various societies who are placing the picture theaters under the ban
appear to be proceeding on the theory that the th •
is the evil, and that all such places are pernicious in their
influence. There was a time when the film manufacturers
turned out occasional pictures of a suggestive or improper
character, but that time has passed. The view- now projected on the canvas in nearly all the cheap theater- otter
no menace to the morals of either child or adult. They are
generally clean, wholesome and entertaining, and particularly
interesting to the young.
If girls arc started on the downward path through the
moving picture theaters, it is not the fault of the pictures.
There may be some theaters which are not properly conducted. If they exi-t. they should he weeded I I
fectioneries. cafes, drug stores, or any e-tabli.-hment in
which the youth of opposite sexes meet, if they are not
properly conducted, are open to the same objections as are
being urged against the motion picture houses. The thing
most needed is more parental supervision and restraint.
If young girl- are permitted to go out alone, they are in as
much danger elsewhere as they are in the picture theaters,
but it is wrong to place severe restrictions upon the theaters
becau-e a few managers are careless. Go after the manager-, and if neces-ary. put them out of business, but do not
take away from the people of limited means, one of their
most popular forms of amusement. — Editorial in Wheeling,
\\ \".i . Register
Plymouth, Mass. — Moving picture- of thi- city have been
taken by a local exhibitor, and are a great drawing card at
the local house. The views were taken from a moving
automobile. The fire department clones the picture with a
lively sprint.
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Linton, Md. — Mr. John I. Wright purchased the
ale (jtm Theater ou West Viuceunea street frotn
Hllam Haw, who bas conducted this place of
uiugeuieut for tne past two years. Mr. Ilaiii will
•vote bis time to the management of the Mcklo
ueater, bis other theater on North Main street.
Holyoke, Man.— Mr. William (J. < .

r tbe closing of this

Norfolk,
building

theater.

.- at the corner of Third

and

1

Columbus, Ohio. — W. L. Jamison has
h] the contract for the erection of i
Mile and moving picture theater i
lligu street for the Pastime Company.
Dayton, Ohio.— W. Edward Hanley has decided to
rect a new vaudeville and moving picture meter at the corner of Fifth and Ludlow streets.
Shannon, 111. — Clyde Getteny la making arrange. W.

rhlrty-alzth
Hamilton,

theater

Wood ley Is makraudevllle and

at

ford,

111.— Frank

Wai

■s opened

a new

i has opened

a new

■

Fairbury, Nebr. — Falrbury now bas two
picture theaters, the M
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modeling of tbe building at I
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by the I. . Capt. T. Bland,
another moving pict . ■
who at present operate* tLe Iirea:i.;aL>d a Picture Theater ou High si:conduct the new b.,u^e. which will have a seating
capacity of about 300, and will be) known as the
Olympic.
N. Y for
— ' Mr. Jau.
is Brooklyn,
being planned
Island compli
A\.
when
Bed Bluff, Cal—
■ireenwell.
: a lease
with Mai-.
Opera Hots*
j a hlgbclaas moving ,
le theater.
Carthage, N. Y . — I
.radically
completed
• .v moving
picture theatei In the I onlej Block, In lower Main
0 hundred chairs have been placed In
tbe room and a stage built. This tbmtai
primarily for Italians.
Macon, Ga. — A lease bas been taken on tbe
building al 890 Cherry Street, by Mr. John B.
Melton, who will convert it Into a moving picture
theater, which will be worth about ST. OOO. This
will be tbe fifth Nickelodeon erected In this town.
The I'alace, a picture house which has recently
burned out. Is being rebuilt. It will be conducted
by Mr. Edward A H
Brenham, Texas. — Brenbam Is to have a new
moving picture palace, which will be established
in tbe Healy Building. In addition to moving
pictures the management will also put in firstclass vaudeville performances.
Columbus, Ohio. — I
-re theater
West Broad S

tbe Savannah l'ool Uoom parlors, at lJZi
itreet, which will be under tbe rnau1 proprietorship of Mr. M. C. Ebersteln,
on Nickelodeon.

picture

PICTURE

aaea street,
I.. ls.'.,wn bas severed his
connection with the
Theater.
Mr. Win. E. Dougherty bas taken charge
of it temporarily.
Eugene, Ore. — A new a
tbe management
oi au
Los Angeles Cal U

ind Theater, In Chics •
; Fairbury, Neb.— The Lyric Moving Picture Show,
Lai has been running iu the building south of the
Hercbauts Hotel for several weeks past, baa closed.
be proprietors claim they were compelled to
loM owlug to the lack of patronage.
Atlanta, Ga.— L. A. Mitchell has .lour of the store at U2i) Cherry street, from
\ lillugbauj Loan and Trust Company, for a period
if four years, to be operated as a moving picture
beater. Ibe place at present Is being fitted up
.nd will net the owner $1,800 a year.
Warerly, N. Y.— Mr. C. L. Kaud, the local maniger of tbe .Star Theater, bas closed that theater
md
will ship the picture machine

>ving

MOVING

EXHIBITORS.

ruuulug
will

»
lad
I

wude

Bioux City
Iowa.— Mr
lsljou Theater a
into a modern ■»♦».eater.
Maquoket*.
Iowa —
iter
has
changed hands again.
Messrs
Roberts ai
have sold out to Mr. J. P. Borderaoo.
CuttmiW. Iowa— Mr 0 R. Dickenson has purchased the Star Theater from Mr. O. E. Morrow.
Fond
c.
formerly
Mitchell,
bas
beeb Tb* r~—
management
are putting ^<
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Letters to the Editor.
Moving Picture w
nary 4th, you printed a letter
sin J. was sent by the writer to the New
England I
tare managers, and with the letter some statements
by your
in. who
hides his liKht tind'er' the
m oi "Henry."
I think
that in justice to the theater
managers
who
so
promptly and courteously answered my communication
, it might
be well it youpubliah this letter, which gives the true aspect
of
the matter.
1 he portion of "Henry's" statement which I wish
to flatly contradict is thai relating to the answers to my letter,
as
I he great majority even went
SO far as to offer the
unasked-for information that the main' trouble with
the Vitastandard"'
"^^ ^ """ **** ****" *" ir0W "ie USual
Here are the facts; you maj judge for yourself. The
writer
nty-five letters and received up to date thirtyOne answers. Five out of the thirty-one complained of not
getI Vitagraph red. Twenty-five expressed the greatest satisfaction with the General Film Company's service
wrote a very insulting and scurrilous letter, which, I and one
am convinced, could not have been written by the proprietor of a moving picture establishment, but must have been penned
by some
employee who had a grudge against the Vitagraph Company
and
the world in general. It was so ridiculous as „, be
unworthy of
writer
the
sake."
Henry's
comn,ent
^rtIrT(lht°r
of that scrawl
was not 'a,rur'friend"for
of his
Outside
of that
this one
manaKe,rs sP°ke very n'cely about Vitagraph films,
« ie»iJ• L

tracts will |as'howy

''" *"*

enthusiastic- »» *e following ex-

voSi^g^rj^^rsA^*"1
;;l find the \ na reels gaining in favor each week." x gct qui,e a few- and

good."

mC

C VltagraPh fiIms at the present time are unusually

naa sixteen \ itagraphs inm°fe
seven°f weeks."
had%sieXtee°n1Vi,,i^ri0|,8ety°U,r £,mS' but we cannot kickT ,„ y.i.e , ia,?ge g";'cs mc very 8°od service on Vitagraph reels
LS2"S£!',fi

oes7 rnade^ m3ke

* Ut Wi,h ^ ^

graph films among th ve
hest fa ,he ^jcensed service
inability to get more of them
."

We have
for which

"fcr, onaTlyjl

and "egret
>=«'«

our

cJul °T"a's of ?" th«e letters are in my possession and I
? u-° PIeased '" show ,hcm to you if you desire.
I
think you will admit that the statements contained in this
letterI do not
exactlyJ agree
unwarranted
IT.
. . wih "Henry's"
i. *...._. o very
III)
UllWdl IrfllLVU
IVmarks and I trust that both you and "Henry" will accept this retaliation asbeing made not in a spirit of hostility, but in fairIrfrt."*. Vu
Y- one,who *s ahva>'s ready to fight at the drop
ot the hat when his beloved Vitagraph is in questipn
I would say in conclusion that the answers received prove
conclusively first: that the General Film Company's service in
New tngland is most satisfactory and a great improvement over
the old service, and second: that Vitagraph films stand ace
high in the estimation of New
YoursEngland
truly, managers and audiences.
The

Vitagraph

WORLD

we had made a landing and the advance sale
u.is almost
always
the same,
not from
an.

Company of \.meri< \.
T. Stuart
Blackton,
Vice-Pres.
and Secretary.

To the Editor of the World:
Some time ago there appeared in your publication a most bitter
and scathing attack upon COWBOY and INDTAN PICTURES
under the name of One Who Does Not Like Them, the writer
evidently not having the courage to append his handle to such
an article However, I watched carefully the following editions
in hopes that I might discover the author whose identity I suspicioned, and sure enough in a later copy appeared another slap
at these same pictures under the name of the writer of one of
your departments, whose principal contributions consists of giving advice to be kind to animals, or that he saw such and such
an animal do so and so, very interesting indeed, but entirely
foreign to the matter which your valued paper is intended to convey
to the moving picture industry, as I fail to see where cruelty to
animals has anything to do with the trade, unless it be that some
one should start a crusade againsl the cruelty of certain manufacturers inkilling horses, lions, bears, etc., to get realistic results.
1 take the opposite side of the fence in the argument concerning Western pictures of every description, especially Indian and
Cowboy subjects. I covered ten thousand miles of territory on
the great rivers of the Middle West. ,,„ my floating theater seating 1.000, this summer. A different town or citv was played
every day and almost every nationality was plaved to in widely
diversified parts of the country.
I claim to he in as good a position as any man in the United
cause in addition to the musical comedv show that I presented I
gave moving pictures, and usually the first questions asked after
States today to say what kind of pictures these people want
be-

was started were,

"have you got an> Wild West pictures this tune:The question
from the darky of the South to the solid business man of the
North, whose curiosity laid in the same channel
W ,
the stan of one seas,,,, a brand new copj of Pathe's Witches
Cave and The Vengeance of the Algerine, one a beautifully colored trick file, the other a very good dramatic subji
time and they wouldn't sit through it. 1 paid $125 for this reel,
but it only took me a lew days to see that I had to invest in a
new subject.
I secured a fine Western and they litei
• 1 season.
These same conditions exist at mv
Zanesville theater, where all I have to do is to advertise a West
era subject
and
I do capacity.
Without
them
the
here would soon go to the bad.
Taking all into con
our esteemed
friend from over the pond will have to show me
where he gets his idea that because he. like most Englishmen,
thoroughly dislikes anything American, that the public is in accord with his expressed opinion that he. for
the dirty, unromantic, uninteresting
American Indian 01
Most truly yours,
Zanesville, Ohio, Jan.

10.

W. C. QuiMBV.

The

Editor, Moving Picture World.
125 East 23d
Sir. — Far be it from me to rush into print in a
or trifling mood, but when
1 hear the calumnies h
the poor ostrich for hiding his head
in the sand, and
considering
himself
invisible,
I am
tempted
to speak

then
out

and invite attention to certain scenes in our 'films that put
the ostrich to blush.
I refer to the naive way in which our Moving Picture Indians "take cover" and imagine themselves hidden Sonuj
time ago I saw "Ononko's Vow" in one scene of which we
have a bunch of "war-whoops" making their way across I
snow-covered field. In doing this, they ever and anon
would flop flat on the snow, presumably for the purpose of
concealment.
The veriest schoolboj would know better.
This same fault has been observed in many films with
Indian subjects. Soon we shall see Lo surprising the hero
by creeping down the middle of a state highway on his
stomach.
Is there no help?
Yours sincerely,
"ROOKY"
INVESTIGATION
IN

OF PICTURE
NEW
YORK

SHOW
CITY.

CONDITIONS

"Yes, there is an investigation of the moving picture shows
at present going on, but the Board of Censorship has no
part in it. Other civic bodies working in connection with
the Board have this matter in hand."
The Board of Censorship is not a prosecuting agency, and
it- work is the censorship of pictures for the national market. But we are interested in the movement for local reform as well. There is a great deal of misunderstanding
about the law which limits the seating capacity of motion
picture shows to 300. It is assumed that this law is beneficial to the moving picture men, as they can put in less than
300 chairs and thereby evade the theater law. Just the contrary is the truth. The moving picture men are most anxious
of all to have the law changed, and to have the seating capacity enlarged above 300, so that the business will be large
enough to justify a first-class performance in a safe and
sanitary hall. But at present the law governing the construction of theaters is so stringent that it puts almost a
prohibitive expense on the construction of small theaters,
seating six or seven hundred, in the congested districts.
The building code should be amended to provide for moving
picture shows built as moving picture shows. If the enlarged seating capacity can be secured, the small and undesirable places will be killed by competition in short order.
This is one of the reforms the Conference on Motion Pictures is urging. There are a number of other reforms, such
as improved ventilation, improved lighting, and some kind of
control over the cheap and undesirable vaudeville seen in
many
picture shows.
We have heard that the Commissioner of Accounts is
carrying on an investigation of the picture shows, and it is
possible that bis recommendations will be so complete as
to make an aldermanic investigation unnecessary. Any investigation ismerely preliminary to constructive law-making on this subject. There is nothing sensational in the present motion picture situation. It is better than it has ever
been in New York. The evils that exist are the product
simply of inadequate laws and lack of co-ordination between
the city departments that have to regulate picture shows.
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"The Poor, Sick Men" (Biograph).— A comedy. ba>ed upon
I the old theory that men are obliged to deceive their wives
i to get out evenings. These men have all kinds of trouble,
chiefly of the impossible sort; arriving at home just ahead
of their wive-, whose commiseration is liberal. Whether
Of Dot t li i — i- a representative comedy, may be left to the
judgment of those who -ee it. Probably it would be more
I popular in a city or large town than in a country district,
since in the latter locality, such illusions arc i.
understood.
"Father Love" (Lubin). — A touching domestic drama,
which has both weak and strong places. Moreover, it inparalysis, which seems hardly the proper thing for
dramatic presentation. Men do have paralysis. They are
left -tranded like the hero of this drama, but after all. it
isn't quite pleasant to look at picture- of this character. The
girl's part, after she finds her father, is pleasing, and the
fact that the grandfather take- the unfortunate man home,
i makes a good ending for what is otherwise a rathi
picture.
"How Mary Met the Cow Punchers" (Melies).- A Western
drama, with cowboys and a girl from Boston, who rather
■ r their head- until they rescue herself and a companion from a tiekli-h position, with a band of Indian-.
Then -he frankly acknowledge- that -he has been at fault,
and accept- them as friends. The interest lies in the reproduction of Western scenery and types, rather than in the
action. The chase i- somewhat thrilling, but aside from
that, the picture develop- comparatively little interest.
"The Spy" (Selig).— A war drama, well presented and containing a man-hunt
that i- thrilling.
The audience i- disapplaud when the spy finally makes a thrilling
■ in th<: soldiers, and ultimately deliver- In- important message to tin- commanding general.
N
introduced, Inn a picture of tin- character i- alpular with practically all audiences. No matter where
•.ill invariably atrorable attention, and n successful, will r<
"The

Lover and the Count"

I
'v. which
i i..\ ers, though it cannot
rial tin- introduction of a trunk for carrying someone away, i- a m
ei that maj In-, it i- well
done in tin- instance, and the audience watches with growing
the methods adopted by the lo\<-r to secure his
ii married t" the count by hei
in.. thcr
It i- undoubtedly
true, that they
all rejoice
with him when, in their flight, they meet the minister, and
iln- count and the mother arn
■v funny, and the
mat k- n- apprei iation of them.
"The
Secret
of the Still"
dramati<
i.nilt up around .1
turpentine -nil, with a deep-dyed villain, in full

■

■■

inch the word

■
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will create intei
coming late into the held, the maker- need not feel surpr;-ed if the pic u
an it might do otherwise.
"WhiffePs New Sleeve" I Pathe).— A comedy that may cause
a laugh in some audience-, though where the writ*
. a ripple of merriment
the audience, but I
.tured that the
had something to do with it.
'The Sailor's Return"
I rban (.—Excellent in phi
eminently satisfactory in acting, but lack:plot and interest of storj
It 1- the same
son returning with a fortune, just in time to -ave the old
people from being drnen from their home, and releasing
the unfortunate girl from attentions the r<
forced upon her. It is a .
and a waste of time to look at it.
"Scenes in Jersey
Picturesque an.;
scene- m th.- Island of Jer-ey in the English chani
operator .-elected hi- view points with discretion, and
mechanical work of the picture ha- been ■
It will hold the attention ..! any audience
include- pictures of scenery and
lite, acceptal
mixed
value. and forming a -erics of educatioi a
"The Two Reformations
toldit. Perhaps
it 1- not .- the merit of >iir<
but
at
are common enough. ..r have been commoi
parts ■>: the West, Inn probably no lioldup
by the presence of the wife of one ••! th<
that respect the picture presents a
and the setting of the picture, ar.
photography 1- excellent
"The Baby
Hunters"
children
should Fortune
he tent "lit
in a picture to pel

the

why two

ently impossible work 1- difficult t.. underst
will declare that there 1- sufficient justi
the fact that the picture it scarcely appears natural, and fi
strength.
The farm scenes ire interesting, and the
cal portion of the film i- all that could be
"Gorges of the Bourne" (Gaumoi
picture, presenting well
. Bourne in Frai
1 view points, and hi- • ■
..1' the beauties inherent m such
"Father Against His Will"
porting 1
father 01 • 1
has little merit
"Betty Rolls Along"
P
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itted in a detective story and the produe advantage i.f th.it In the
main the photograph] is good, while the actors have performed their pan- satisfa

"Puritan and Indians"
a scene
from New England life in(Kalem).
the early-Supposed
tunc-.
( to'be
ost
re declared to be historically accurate,
["he love
little more than a motive for putting together a
picture-, that
some theof Puritan
which father
arc sensational".
scarcely conceivable
would relent Iteveniatter the young man saved his daughter.
The dice throwing incident is a clever bit of character sketching.
"The Girl of the Mountains" (Vitagraph).— Nothing especially important about this picture.
A mix up of a love story,
with the so-called perfidy of a man a- a basis. Some of the
mountain
scenery i- good and the acting is as good as the
opportunity- afforded by the film allow.
Duplicity in love
utiles- -omethiiiH novel can he introduced, is scarcely a suffiptivatmg topic np,,n which to waste 099 feet of good
in, to say nothing about the rest of the material.
"II Trovatore" i Pathe I.— An ambitious production, present■ the most popular operas of past years.
Undoubtedly the plot i- known to a larger proportion of those who
frequent motion picture theatre-, hence it scarcely requires
repetition here
Suffice it to say that the actors have performed their parts in full sympathy with the piece and with
an appreciatu.n
of the opportunities
that makethe work
exceptionally good for such a complicated drama.
Of course
only a part 1- possible in a film, but the main thread of the
storj i- well maintained and those who are not wholly familiar with the opera will be able to understand it from the
picture.
The staging deserves commendation.
It has been
done with a sumptuous di-regard for expense that makes it
In short, the entire film will please with the evidence of liberality in production which is plainly apparent
I his picture should be popular in any theater.
A Wreath of Orange Blossoms" (Biograph).— The plot of
this him turns upon the sight of an orange blossom wreath and
a bridal veil worn by a young woman at her wedding. The
difficulty leading up to her attempted elopement", staved*
by these remembrances, is one which might be common enough
and could be easily understood by almost any audi.
fortunes come, and there are certain differences which may
an-e m every home Elopements do not always follow but
sometimes the tempter is present. The biograph companv has
depicted this phase oi life with much discretion and with a
appreciation of the requirements. The audience was
clearly pleased with it and apparently it is of the tvpe that will
be understood and liked by almost any audience.
Bogus ofUncle"
(Lubin).—
A lively
comedy,
the"His
adventures
two young
men whose
affections
for detailing
a certain
girl are pronounced. She doesn't favor either, and when one
appears with a rich uncle and the aforesaid uncle leaves
half his fortune to each of the young men, even though he possessed no money, there is surprise in the denouement when the
plotter discovers the girl has married his rival. The scenes
are all lively and a good deal of humor is scattered along
through the picture.
"The history
Escape made
from thrilling
the Tuilleries"
A scene
French
and real(Pathe).—
bv the work
of thefrom
excellent Pathe company. This house never fails to make good
pictures of events in the history of France and this one is no
exception to the general rule. The staging is upon an elaborate scale, even for Pathe, and the actors perform their parts
with fidelity to what may reasonably be supposed to be historic
accuracy. The costuming alone is well worth seeing. Whether
or not any such episode as is here depicted actually occurred,
it might easily have done so and the characterization which accompanies the story is altogether interesting. An accurate impression of th< story times which accompanied the events depicted is shown and the film acquires historic value because
of this fact The story serves to hold the interest by running
a connecting thread through it all. The film is worthy of commendation for it- many excellencies.
"The Little Circus Rider" (Selig).— A story beginning in
the oft told
by a citv man, and"
ending in a circus tent The principal points of interest will
probably be found in the reproduction*! of circus scenes. There
is some humor, too. scattered through which will have its influence upon some.
"The Tryout" (Edison). — Chiefly interesting because it
gives a peep behind the scene- in that glamorous world, the
theater. The story is of no particular interest aside from showing what happens to young actors who are trying to get ahead
in the world and depicting in a graphic way what happens to
the unfortunates when thev fail.

"The Jilted Joker"
Intl. patience with an>

(Essanay)
erson has
one who joke- with anvthiiiR a- solemn
.red that the joker in tli •
funny picture has gone too far and has succeeded only in makirhole picture appear ridiculous to the audience.
"Hank and Lank" Essanaj I Tin- -trangely a-->rted
omedians appear again in a comedj which afford them
both opportunity to perform some amusing stum- Oni
succeeds in corralling something worth while, but the other,
with his customary misfortune is stung. And therein lies the
laugh.
"The Last Curtain" (Gaumont).— A little interest is injected into an otherwise weak film where the old actor returns
to hi- dressing room to find how soon he has been I
The last scene- arc somewhat pathetic representing ■
filling the place of one in a barn -Storming company taken suddenly ill. Aside from these two points the tilm is of almost
no interest t.. an
"At Eventide" (Gaumont). — A picture of evening which
has much artistic interest and presents an example of excellent
photography which it would be hard to equal. Some of the
water views are as good as have ever been shown upon the
screen
"Jean Rescues" (Vitagraph). — Once again this popular dog
performs some interesting stunts. The rescue of a man from
drowning seems a little far fetched, still it is not impossible
and is a good example of canine intelligence. The dog is the
only interest in the picture.
INDEPENDENT.
"Phone 707 Chester" (Imp).- \ graphic story of how a
young married man was cured of a sporting life. It 1- the
familiar story of going to the city to collect winning-, a
dashing company at supper and the sudden appearance of the
wife. It is a dramatic scene when she turns away and he
leaves the room convinced that he has lost her forever. The
novelty in the situation develops when the company of sports
in the Turkish bath make up a purse to send to the baby and
open negotiations with the wife to allow the man to return.
In the city this will all be understood and will prove an
interesting film, but for country districts remote from cities
and their enviroment it is doubtful whether this would be
altogether intelligible. Xo fault is to be found with the
-t.ry. or theonly.
acting; it is a question of locality and worldlyknowledge
"A Triumph of Intelligence" (Great Northern). — When
mind defeats muscle in this picture the audience is readyenough to applaud the victory. A considerable majority in
any audience will see the humor in this and will laugh
heartily at its production. The actors have developed some
extremely funny situations and the entire picture is made
up of a combination of comical fancies which cannot fail
to please.
"Mr. Muggins Has His Sewing Done" (Great Northern). —
A comedy which introduces sufficient novel situations to interest any audience and keep them in good humor from
beginning to end. Some novel situations are introduced
which add to the enjoyment of the spectators.
"The Masqueraders" (Powers). — Curious situations are
sure to result when both the gentleman and lady interested
in a love affair seek to learn the other's real intentions bymasquerading as some one else. This picture tells a story
of that kind, and the denouement, when the parties to the
deception learn the real truth, is a laughable conclusion of a
humorously mixed story.
"My Son is Guilty" (Itala). — A humorous skit, showing
the mental disturbance of a gentleman who is made to believe that his son is guilty of a horrible offence. The close
is inexpressibly funny when the tangle is all straightened
out.
"Little Willie Goes Cycling" (Lux).— Great disaster follows
Willie's cycling exploits because his elders insist upon accompanying him on his trip. A knockabout comedy in which
the tumbles and the smashes quite make one dizzy. The
film will rai-c a laugh, however, because of the absurdity of some
of the stunts.
"Bertie's Bandit" 1 American). — Recently the releases of this
house have improved in photographic quality. Earlier releases were frequently criticised by managers as well as
patrons because the photography was hardly what it should
be. This picture is a comedy, one of those lively Western
comedies that appeal directly to very many people. It was
made in Arizona and has the typical setting of that region.
This in itself is an attraction, but the story of the bandit, or
the supposed bandit, is sufficient to make any audience laugh.
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music furnished by this wonderful instrument is alone worth the price of admission to
your show. It will draw the crowds and hold
them as no other musical attraction can do. It
is operated by spring motor or by electric motor,
as desired, and plays upon piano strings by means
of vibrating hammers, making most delightful music
which combines the effects of piano, mandolin, violin and organ.
It is furnished either with or without a nickelin-the-slot attachment and when equipped to play
on the insertion of a coin has proved to be a most
successful and profitable investment for use in public places.
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And the comic ~iiu.mi.n~
<' from the beginning to the end oi
the reel. It should be popular in any
luntry.
"The Revenging Picture" (Itala I A Btrongly dramatic film
which worki out to an interesting denouement.
The question of whether it will be popular everywhere '>r not is hardly
decided as it is in some instances, but the story is
clear and cretion.the
actors
have where
performed
with t.cad
disItshould
attract
drama their
with apartpeculiar
is wanted. As a rule the Itala pictures are popular with all
audiences. Their plot- are clear and the detail- are generally
well worked out Sometimes the photography tail- in place-,
iun Managers sav they find tin- film's releases
satisf) by tar the larger portion of their patrons.
"Irish
Hearts"
A strongly
recitaland
of
some
stirring
event-(Atlas).—
in Ireland
between dramatic
British soldiers
their greed on one side, ami loyal Irish heart- on the other.
While tin- sort of picture i- new to the Atla- company.
there is little question aboul its complete success. The principal parts are played by well known actor-. The old gentleman is a well known actor now seventy years old and
Mi-- Bainbridge, whose work with Chauncey Olcott 1- well
known, successfully portrays the colleen. The situations are
dramatic and the producer ha- worked them out to the best
advantage, assisted by excellent staging. Indeed, the friends
of tin- firm will he disposed to extend warm congratulation- upon the excellence of this production.
"A Wife's Calvary" (Ambrosio). — A picture which perhaps
ha- it- merit-, but 1- nol up to the standard which characterizes most of the releases of tin- house
"Tweedledum in a Case" (Ambrosio). — A comedy in which
this popular funmaker performs his usual successful stunts
in making the audience laugh. He has been in numerous
ilways with a degree of fun which is highly appreciated by the audience and this one is quite up to the standard previously set.
"The Man in 23" (Xestor). — A comedy of this character
is something of an innovation for the Nestor people, yet
they have succeeded admirably in producing it. The mixjp
affords opportunity for the actors to develop some amusing
situations and as the complications increase the audience
become- more and more interested. Reference has been
made to the excellence of the photography of this
house, which embodies some striking features. While it is
impossible to make those features prominent in a film photographed inside, the operator has done his work well and the
mechanical portion could scarcely be improved. The effects
of dun light are successfully produced, which i- not always
the case. In short, managers will make no mistake in including: this in their program.
"For Remembrance" 1 Reliance). — While the Reliance films
are always interesting, no matter what the subject may be,
tin- one will, perhaps, appeal to many who would not be
interested in other- The dramatic unities are carefully
observed and the actors have performed their parts to perfection, while the stars are. as usual, particularly good. In
Miss Leonard the Reliance people have an actre-- who attract- by her excellent work. Numberless patrons have been
heard to commend her work over and over again and this
film wa- no exception. Even though they do not always
like the picture they have nothing but prais-e for the actress.
"The Last Laugh" (Reliance). — A case of jealousy with a
divorce to follow. Later all parties to the transaction meet
again in the wild- of Alaska. The story is good, but probably
the principal intere-t in the film will re-t with the change
in locality. The picturesque element- which are contained in
the Alaska picture will afford an occasion of more than ordinary intere-t and for this reason, perhaps, the film will be
considered good. It must be admitted, however, that it is
not up to the average of releases of recent date that have
come from this company. Mechanically, some of the defect- which have hitherto been pointed out have been overcome, but the story admits of no dramatic situations such
as are characteristic of a majority of the Reliance films.
The actor- have done a- well as they could under the cirCUmstances, but the opportunity was not there, con-cquently
it was impossible to produce the picture.
"An Infamous Son" < Lux).-— A drama presenting the end of a
son who departed from the straight and narrow way. His
mother dead of grief, his father a broken man. himself in
a cell. Thai's the situation at' the close when the chief of
police hands him a revolver. He is executed and thus endeth
a film of sorrow.
"His Best Friend" 1 Solax).— The Solax people, in this film,
have not covered themselves with any great slathers of
glory. It i- a scenario that 1- obviously written to exploit
the performing ability of a very smart fox terrier. The act-
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ing of the dog 1- Ear superior to the acting of the people in
tin- picture, and the excellent work of this well-trained canine, may carry the picture over to the average audience.
But, as was said before, the plot is so obviously written
around
the five
dog'scents
trick-,in that
dog, Ithe story would
not bring
the without
scenariothemarki
raphy in the -tudio scene- is out of focus. One of the Solax
Company, was present when we reviewed this film, and he
himself admitted that it was not quite up to snuff.
"Prompt Payment" (Thanhouser). — A comedy detailing the
adventure- of an iinpecunioii- lawyer in devising a n
secure money to pay hi- debts. The clever way in which
he performs tin- highly interesting operation, thorough the
medium of a game of poker with his creditors, is one
scarcely to be commended. It is amusing to see him pay
them their own money.
"Stealing a Ride" (Thanhouser). — This will inti
children Since it detail- the adventures of two tots who hitch
behind, art- thrown off and wander away in the -now. It
1- true to life. Xo one will deny that, and for that reason
will excite intere-t. Maybe mother- will want to point to
this a- a horrible example of what will happen if the little
chap- hook behind.
"A Son of Old Glory" (Yankee).— A picture that will interest with its lively acting and its well worked 0111 situations. The subject will attract at the beginning, and the
working out of the theme fulfils whatever promise the subject may contain.
"Trials
of Bub Brown" (Bison).— A live tale which details
some interesting experiences of an unfortunate individual
with fidelity to fact-. The photography and the acting are
good and the picture will attract in most theaters. The improvement inthe photography of the Bison films is a marked
feature of all their recent releases.
The Man in 23 (Nestor). — A comedy from start to finish,
illustrating the evil of curiosity. Rather and son go to the
country to enjoy a quiet vacation. The landlady becomes
curiou.-. very curious; and, assisted by her daughter, -tarts
investigating
the rooms
guests' and
baggage.
The men
pectedly to their
the women
hide return
as best unexthey
may. A burglar alarm 1- sounded and chaos reigns supreme.
base" 1- shown in this picture, but, being
quite different from the "usual thing." we enjoyed it immensely. The acting i- good and the photography equal to
Nestor's best. More comedies of this kind would be appreciated.
The Bridal Trail (Xestor).— A love story that could have
been told in less than 1,000 feet of film, for the action is
tame and often drags. The acting is good and at times excellent. The picture is unquestionably a beautiful one,
abounding in magnificent pictorial views and photographed
without a blemish.
"Only in the Way" (Thanhouser). — Sometimes a motion
picture arou-i- recollection- that are anything but pleasant
Here, for instance, is a development of a domestic tragedy
which has its counterpart in numerous homes and probably
more than one in every audience will recall similar instances
within the circle of their own acquaintance. When this is the
fact it will be recognized that the producer ha- reproduced actual
situation- with singular accuracy. The part played by the grandmother and the one played by the child are lxith pathetic and
cannot fail to touch the heart. The person who can sit through
this and not feel the tears welling up to his eyes is strangely
callous to human grief and emotion.
"For My Pal" (Rower-). — It is not that these people are
miner- that the audience will feel an interest in them, but
because they depict the various phases of human nature with
a fidelity to facts which will make the picture appeal to almost
\iio sees it. The unfortunate accident, blinding one
man, the mistake which causes the blind man to strike his best
friend and the manly way in which this insult is ace ;
ml working out of the wholc storv will appeal to
like a good story, clearly told in a good picture.
"A Tough Tenderfoot" (Bison).— Another of this lively
western tale- which affords considerable play to the imagination,
but perhaps is a bit overdrawn in some places. The tenderfoot
surprised those who had to do with him and they discovered
what was in him before they finished.
"The Taxicab Mystery" (Yankee).— A good, healthy detective story is not half bad. but the audience must accept it as
a detective story and it is well known that most of them are more
or less improbable. The chief novelty in this one lies, perhaps,
in the fact that the audience has no means of guessing what the
solution of the mystery may be until the film closes. Often they
are tooto transparent
be really
It isn't
particularly
good
watch a plot toworked
out interesting.
after it has been
guessed.
This
company has succeeded in leaving the denouement to the last, a
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feature which has added materially to its interest. The audience
liked it. That was plainly evident.
"Rev. Goodleigh's Courtship" (Imp). — Supposing you were
going to see the girl you expected to marry, and your
clothes were appropriated by a rival, while you were left
awaiting their return from the tailor, attired in a blanket.
Suppose a lunatic, dressed as an Indian, flourishing a tomahawk, suddenly appeared to you, and compelled you to join
in an Indian war dance, how would you feel:' If you can
imagine a situation of this character, then you can appreciate the feelings of the inoffensive Brother Goodleigh.
Eventually, however, comes the denouement, and the rival
is discovered masquerading in the minister's clothes. But
he doesn't get the girl. The rival wins her, and the disappointed lover goes sadly home, his short, but exciting
courtship at an end. Some of the scenes are improbable,
but they are so novel that they please the audience and
keep them in good humor.
"At Cedar Ridge" i Nestor).— The general excellence of this
film is marred by a rather tame story. The actorplay spiritedly all throughout and deserve great pr.r
nificent scenic views and photographic excellence place this
picture in a class by itself.
"Sleepy Holow" i Nestor). — 'A powerful, convincing and alluring picture of mountain life with rugged scenery, rugged
action and ragged sentiment. The advent of an amateur
photographer caused a good, but jealous, husband to dream a
fearful dream, which effectively cures him of his malady and
all ends very happily.
"Their New Minister" (Nestor.) — A clever comedy, full of
wholesome merriment. A young man goes West to visit his
uncle — the uncle and the church committee mistake him for
their new minister — the young fellow impersonates the "good
man" and the fun begin-. Humorous complications follow
one another with kaleidoscopic rapidity, keeping the spectator amused to the end. Acting and photography are good.
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SAILOR S
RETURN
La
. Id
farmer,
ruined h\
meet the
daughter
attracts
the attention
,.f the landlord.
and be, having neither youth nor personal attractlona to recommend
lam. uugallautly takes advan- to further bis suit.
• the farmer from his obllgaIf the daughter
will consent
to marriage.
r nlil. II y undertaking
Hi rfoondland.
able to raise

e girl still looks on him with dlsfavc
this Junctlre
the voiinV
sound: the wretched old
eserts, and the true IJivers

Appropriately enough, the spectator arrivi
steamer, and has first ■ general view from the
Channel. After landing he finds much to Interest
him. the picturesque and the mediaeval being
skillfully combined.
St. Hellers, the docks, a well built town. The
famous Jersey cattle, some prize-winners. A panorama of land and sea.
Mount Orgeull Castle, a curious contrast, modern
houses nestle beneath the shade of a mediaeval
ruin. Some general views, an artist at work, embarrassing Interest. Corblere lighthouse, a treacITDISINHERITED
Rohert. the son of a wealthy
factory owner, falls In love with Lillian, one of
his father's
employees.
UN parents, having already chosen a wife for
hint from among their circle of wealthy acqualnui alliance with the poor girl.
Dd

mother's fortune,
help Rohert
enabledfatherto
establish
a i private
while is his
suffers greatly of lonesomeness, until an accidental
ds to reconciliation.

THE
Indian

CURSE
OF THE
RED
MAN.— Ternpal. a
In the
Sol 1. Ho is bright and a cleverIp athlete.
at football, and gl
with high honors.
A return
to the reservation
soon follows
and
ranch to his surprise and grief he finds that he
la ostracised by his tribe.
His heart is broken;
• ■-; the Ioyb and respect of his people.
the 'ail of the wild comes strongly upon
him. He angrily throws aside the garb of clvili- downward oareer Is started.
Whiskey (the curse of the Ked Man) Is imbibed freely, until Terapai becomes a degenerate
vagabond.
last when,
through
The fatal day arrives
revenge he kills a brutal
Bees
to the desert to escape the sheriff'

nis

friend

encounter.
itaorant they put on
the gloves and for nl- ,11 1 mi ,,
other unmercifully.
Ureal eiunedj
suitT Is Intro
duced because the two men both wear roller skat..
Ifdre stunt.
LEGALLY
DEAD. — Arthur
Stanley
marries
a

t.-

her

ii

I he

Vol

to ■ pugilistic

and I
) the quarry which he «
beneath hundreds of tons ,,f r...-k by a premat
blast.
Ills foreman
sends a telegrai Stanley,
telling her of the tragic death,
for he
doesn't
know
that
oil by a
great mass of rock and that when
be
consciousness he finds a way out to the opposite
side of the mountain.
The awful shock, however.
1 lin of his memory and he doesn't know
who he is. Rescued by kind-hearted .folks be
dually marries a lovely girl and lives happily
until a snatch of mush- his present wife plays
brings back all his past with a rush
that be must go home but when he arrives be
finds his first wife married again and higetting
a lawyer on the |i
Stanley
has been absent
over seven years and is
legally
dead,
thus making
his wife's
marriage
legal
He returns t>, hi- second wife and all live
happily ever after.
THE
MISSING
BRIDE.
-The tale opens
with
riage after which,
gnosis play -aines j„ and out of the ru
old castle.
The bride,
hiding plar
' and seeking
finally some
through
shut behind
her.
She looks
around
her terrified
and
:
. clothed In garments
Skeleton I She tries
ill vain. Calming herself she seeks t
of this mystery and finds It in an old book beside the skeleton. What the mystery is and now
the bride escapes by the aid of a kitten Is best
told in the film itself.
SILVER
LEAF'S
HFfRT.— Silver Leaf, a little
Indian maid is saved from a cruel heating at the
hands of one of her tribesmen bv P.oh ranchman.
Angered
.-it bis humiliation
the disgruntled Indian .-tills on his tribe to :.•■
insult and in consequence
the Stevens
cavalcade
is ambushed
and Stevens'
little daugl t.
is carried oft* while Stevens himself Is badly stunned
by a blow on the head.
Cowlioys ride both- in
pursuit
of the Indians
but lose the trail and
Stevens
reeovering
consciousness
rides alone
in
search of bis child.
Finally he comes upon Silver
Loaf whom
he questions.
She tells him where
his child is but warns him not to go near the
camp
and that she will bring him Annette that
night.
He consents to wait and later Sliver Leaf
appears With the little girl.
She cannot return
again to lier people however so the horsi
carry three up In the mad ride to outdistance fhe

MOTHER-IN-LAW.— A young man
bride to be that
they would
make
good mamma.

young husband packs
reiving iolts-and anally t
• I retires peacefully
turp"ntlne camp to work and
forget
- him
borne hisqt
a new arrival. In his anxiety to reach the tnrt,_
nlent home, be encounters obstacles at every fnrn
hut finally succeeds — where we see him a mppy
fond father.
THELMA.
Thelma Is sitting on the cliffs 0Ter.
sea. Suddenly of i Sir- Philip F-rrlngton,
> Olaf

Qnlldmar's

home.

fellow

with

evtravagant

l

who enters

■ -'heart
v and taking
it trader, the |

her

In

a

father

i. !■:■the

laughing stock

of

lover's danger in the airtight
sic surprised
by tI
key. andrtempl

the

en'

make

finds
the

: realizes

closet and

makes

oft whom

she has called to break open t
respect his orders
ced In charge by the master.
Latter
the master of the house returns and the
nobleman tells the story to him. and sure that the
imprisoned
lover has met his fate by this time.
r
Hi- anticipation v

lot ■ I
PRISCTLLAS
ENGAGEMENT
KISS.— Prlsrilla
i* ill with throat trouble and Paul Is much concorned about this and
inpathythatfor heherproposes.
Intenslthe lif
Priscilla. of course.
i- willing,
but papa
in
joke dei hiskers
lares Paul
young in. to.re marry.
~
and too1 ome
manly
Priscilla for her
point the doctor
rank on germs and
microbes, arguing thai bacteria lurks In everything
and tl nigh and fn-queiit disinfection
is our on• .scape disease.
Paul Is introduced to
the doctor,
but before
taking
Paul's
hi
i
Maybe
Paul isn't sore, but the
- when
the disciple of germicides in
Ptiseilla's pulse lingers.
Paul for leaves
the
Prisclllr
pleased
with arrives
the do.i
when Paul
is met by her mother
to the
■ ■ Paul or receives his
il tributes If she hopes to recover. It is a
■ of "Heart- and Flowers vs. Germs and MlPaol is now furious and determines to
s.-illa.
away with himself by smoking himself to death.
1 asing all the "weeds" at the club for the
This is rather Furthermore.
a slow and disagreeable
. hands

him

a note

. ■ lieklo-

■ Paul, but her pride preve
-ic ling for blin.
Mother, however, sends a note: —
There Is a little girl who would like to see you."
.. this Paul -end- the answer: — "Let the little
m doctor." It Is now Prlscllla's
and through pique she accepts
1 of the Ormlst.
inviting the engage-

- -■

: but she is wild and chat
Mother now sends a second note:— "Priscilla
ends
The germs and microbes'— are everything
gone for good.'
■ victorious while
kiss
ceiveth a fall.
I and microbes I

Idle

GAUMONT.
gambling and dissipation. Molly loves her brother
and tries to induce him to mend his ways and
make
himself.
Molly'sa man
father,of who
Is editor of the local paper,
starts a Journalistic campaign against the gamblers,
and they decide to get s.piare with the him by mining his son John.
They draw the boy Into n game,
win his nioiiev and get him to forge a check on

They

Sir Philip asks Olaf for the hand of
Thelma and Is accepted. They are married and
sail for England.
I and Thelma Is very unhappy.
I.ady Wilfred, who Is In love with Sir Philip
unknown to him. places a letter where Thelma
can see It. The letter pretends to be In answer
to Sir Philip. Thelma finds the letter, reads It
and goes to her room. Her heart Is breaking and
she makes up her mind to go back to her father,
home she finds her father dying. She tells him
She writes a note and leaves at once.
Arriving

young

the

member

- .1 would

the fori.
nobleman

ONLY A SISTER. — If John was half the man
that Molly is. she and h'-r father would have been
a great deal better off. Molly by her Industry
and ambition
has saved up five hundred dollars
iplete her education: she
Is very proud of her achievement.
i

the

anl I ipatinK

... ..ii. to an]

in favor of the nobleman to more .
w atoli, an, | going Into the corridor

MELIES
TOO
MUCH
promised
his

lather,

finding

moment
w.uks

t

t morning

Her

brother

i

to get the check cashed.
John
' ' i remorse attempts to kill I "~

se ,of his smalli Molly his note
I at work again
an of himself.

THE

LAST

CURTAIN.— St. Leon, an old actor,
state life, but finds the days of inHe makes
his home
all country town, where there Is ample
opportunity to rest.
On the occasion of a Road Show's visit to the
villagepla, he Is requested to play the leading part.
bnt
accept! of thehis opporL-reatest hetriumph
life.
e dies within
tew
with AT EVENTIDE.- Twilight In the mountains, on
the river, over the fields, on the ocean, and In
the village
dissolving Into moonlight
views
of the gradually
same
scenes.
JIGGERS LOOKS FOR A JOB.— Jiggers makes
a record as a most rapid worker, when his sweetking on
He builds walls, digs holes,
■ I by roan: he easily breaks all records.
KRIMMEL
WATERFALLS
IN THE AUSTRIAN
TYROL.
\
1" ! natural show places,
wild mountain
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LUBIN.
HIB
BOGUS
UNCLE.— John
Burns
ere rivals for the band of M
John wan merry and frank while Byron
and taciturn.
Now Mary believed Jn havlnc as
many strings to her bow a* possible,
bo she
•I gbt
<I,e didn't
might
favor blin more If be bad a rich relative, so he
a sailors' Boardlne b.
found a Jolly-looking, old "1
persuaded
the old "Tar"
play theByron
part of
wealthy
ancle.
In due to time,
Introdi
i Mary and told I

-

Byron s money.
... all
.11 Z"
<-„r,e
none
Eron^

lue time came wnen tue money
»r„i^ then
thenti'meByron
F'.vron
Insisted
that
and
iun the
SE. Insisted
^^^
: itoi and dlaappea
..«u such a liking to John that
™««
I this bogus wlU ■

ZXtt^°
£&£*"!»*%«£•
Mary and her family
congratulated
1 fortune.

Mary

Tnd on Set
his

John

John

T. Stewart

bad died,

and

AGE vs. YOUTH. -A

■

Discontent

•iltb

■-

In

*'"

and

learThe cr.-, •
nd U ruined
an.l
the old
Sfn'imuTedla'tViv'driharged
e^oSoerfaithful
oVtlTSS
'*«»$"
"
",8 2" '"^
employees.
Including
his father's
t.ry.
The
old
secretary
didn't
know
where
to
turn
™n>'orts
blm
pleading
for
the
sake
of
I
to make a living, when he was notified that bis
employer had left him $20,000
He Immediately
started buslm*- or his own
whim was quite sue- %«•»»! nrccnri:
-•■van. ,J*AN RL> lrE1E
-hake t
ined
further the
attentions
Soon any
afterward
young
ruined.
daughter

The
of

old

man

alight*

! man was atbuying
Stewart"long."
sraa
rushed
borne to tell hi-

itlng

that

he

';

had

: V

J I aii^i eeiae"*" la jr"-^

.

THE
r Joint
ri

tlmn

Irlali

M» >\ [NG
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I
Nell was turned a
h.-r home disgraced.
A kindly neighbor
In and reduced to an outcast
a Mihje<
I cbarli
tine her :
After a week
of terrible suffering.
• .king a seel

girl

»n<l t
tbelc

one.

-

when

KALEM.
THE

BROKEN

i

. •

- ■ '•
. - ■■

in',-'

I

carrv
tolls

so certain
re an error

I U thei Superior
suffering
world.
Then It of wasthe that
Joe returned, and !<
• i> „f his young companion,

around the
lack. Hick
. Indian ami through fright
LI far as Ml little legs will
him,
cabin of a
■ ■•tier's family, who take Mm in.
Dick
them
of the attach
bj Indians
and the
- adopted
by
kind-hearted

'

■

• the night

the

i ader the

• I., plunge a knife Into her hi
■ red before her the "Shrl
if
spirit entered her heart, and h

TRAII

.

i

would

Her tirst clue
doll.
The final
Of hair: ■
1 to
an to
let was
being

he

tinned

was a little girl.
Haton the sublinks were I hand and a head
trifle, but
form
the chain
thai
prison.
The captain admitted he

too diplomatic to tease him alwut It. but
for a new ring so that her
i. reminded of his
lodgement, and yet unable to complain of
"nagged"
about It.

the brother!
combinationsameof ell
|
later,

lenrnii
he

wanders

mil a mean action ami
mcceeafnl
rival Is his
off In the mountains bereft
■ of

where\ounger
live two
daughters
of the
South.to
The
>rirl typical'
Is a regular
tomboy,
devoied
her liorse and ;o outdoor sports. The older Is of
a different tvpe. In fact, has long since reached
the marriageable age and Is looking for a husband at every turn. The hero arrives In a young
chap
the
North
who
Is tournlg with
the
South from
to
p convalesces from his
1 of course there Is ample opportunity
become him
acquainted
with the * — ) girls,
The older 5 marks
for
particular
prize,
but he naturally prefers the young r~"
his
ends thei gin" iuua uy uC< uuuu >— .- -"
but visit
the younger
older sister has won out.
•__■*_.
A vear passes and the young chap Is Invited
back again to attend a house party. A big dance
is given in his honor. While the ball Is in prolooks about for the younger sister, who
has not been allowed to attend as she Is so badly
tanned, her big sister pronounces her a fright.
Little sister determines to watch the guests
from the veranda, where the young man find her.
This offers nn opportunity for a proper climax of
the storv. There Is a tender love scene and when
It Is over the vnunger sister finds that although
cast off from the party she has won the great
prize after all.

Independent Film Stories.
THANHOUSER.

THE

WESTERNER

ANTJ

THE

EARL.— Mrs.

great^rogard
'"' So"
an ''EnglishIn Earl
promised
to "of
pay'Vllles'
a visit
to when"
her t'unsalow
the
Western mountain region, she was del, -hied In he,
mind's eve. she could see herself the mother in law
of an Karl — for tl •• Karl was poor and the Montagues werecharming.
rich, while the woman's daughter was
decidedly
Probably there would have been another International marriage, had It not been for the girl In
the case. She had an American sweetheart and
frowned upon the foreign nobleman, much to her
mother's sorrow So Mr«. Montague, driven to
desperation, finally evolved a plot which she believed would win the Earl the success he sought.
V Wild West show was giving performances near
her summer home, and the Earl, advised by Mrs.
sought out the proprietor and hired his
band of performing Indians. They were to capture
the Farl and the heiress. Then the Earl was to
be allowed to escape and free the woman whose
hand he sought.
But the voung American suitor heard of the plot
and decided to pay back the Earl In his own coim
The show also had cowboys, and Jack engaged
them and the proprietor Rattlesnake Bill to capture
the Indians after .they had captured the Earl. The
counterplot worked successfully, and so. Instead
of being regarded as a hero, the poor Earl aetralred unite a different reputation. He was figuraand literally
a "belted
Earl"
he
finished,tivelyand
Mrs. Montague
found
thatbefore
the real
hero was the man her daughter loved, and she
was willing to have him marry her. Rattlesnake
Bill who courteously helped both sides, as he
agreed, was well satisfied. In fact, the only unhappy person was the Farl.
THE NORWOOD NECKLACE.— The disappearance of the famous Norwood Necklace gave Violet

abject

poverty,

but

i

up her seclusion

_ rewarded and Howard Livingston.
a wealthy civil engineer. Is Interested to the extent of granting him an Interview. He has adopted
a family of waifs, as happy and hungry as he
himself Is and shares with them his "Chambers
near the roof" and the few crusts he manages to
absorb. He takes them with him when he goes
to the rich man's house to expiate on the wonders of his life's work. He Is kindly received by
the daughter of the house, who. womanlike, at
once recognizes the nobility of the character the
so much needs. His pride won't allow bin
cept any well-meant hospitality, but the close
proximity of
real
food and
Is lie
too collapses
much forin his
Impoverished
constitution
a dead
faint. In this unconscious condition tils would-be
benefactor's
partner
robs daughter
lim of bis
plans.
He Is discovered
by the
andprecious
duly revived,
but when asked hy her father to produce his
doenments. finds that they have vanished. He Is
denounced as an lmposter and leaves the house
dazed and heartbroken.
He wanders the streets all night and Is found
by a friendly policeman early the next morning
Park bench. He Is taken to what he Is
pleased to call his home. In the meantime, bowever, the kind fates have not neglected him. The
unscrupulous partner was s 'en taking the plans
from the unfortunate
fellow's pockets
Is denounced. They are returned
to their and
owner
by
I h ingston. who. realizing their value. Is pleased
to offer Smith employment and a Just share In the
PrTHE MISSION IN THE DESERT.— Nell, the
Mexican girl, trusted Ned. the young prospector.
She trusted hltn with her honor and all that a
woman holds sacred. She loved him. He was
young and rash, hut not had at heart and he. did
not weigh sufficiently the seriousness of his relalionshlp
with
Nell.
partner, loved Nell, '
1 in a spirit of nohle-

. He bade her
take her back to his people In the Fast.
, lis brother,
overheard
the girls plea
and challenged Ned for an explanation. They
could

blow was terrible to Ned. for be loved Joe better
than a brother, but bis plea was in vain. Joe left
all the gold to Ned, save one nugget and went
No sooner had Joe gone than Jose stole in upon
Ned and killed lilm. When Nell learned of her
lover's death, she ran distractedly to his side and
hysterically pleaded with him to come back to
life and save her honor.
A Ranger found 1 • heslde the body and took
i her home.
Jose confessed his crime t

\

.1 suicide, but Jim prevents him from doing so. I
Then Jim persuades Nora to go with a minister
to Bill's cabin to marry Bill and save him from
despair.
Bill, thinking that Jim intends to marry
the girl, kicks
him senseless,
and believes lie
has killed him. Then Bill learns the truth '
girl.
Bill Is happy when he finds that he has not J
killed his chum,
who presides at tbe
Later
Bill
brings
about
Jim's
marriage
THE
CATTLE
KING
OF ARIZONA to Kale
Holmes,

Day after day he makes the weary round, hugging close to his breast Ills precious plans and
each day getting nearer and nearer to the Jumpreturn each night to 1

and come

hearted. Joe turned back to I
rtruggle on alone In the world.
FOR MY PAL.— Jim and Bill are chums and!
partners In a mine. Both are In love with pretty 1
Nora Martin, who accepts Bill.
An exp
■ mine destroys Bill's eyesight.

the

"Cattle

King

of

Arizona

reality in love with Jack nam
young eowpunclier.
They are Invited to a
warming
hy Romero.
As Jack arrives
a
Jack
Jack also Is Inyonng
love cowgirl
afraid to let her know and
questions him Jack
and becomes
he tells very
her downcast.
of a home"Billy"
made
desolate,
n father's
and meet,
of hisa vain
for the one
man he mnrder
wants to
man search
whose
hand Is marked with a blood red cross Ruth
promenading with Don Romero discovers Jack.
"Billy" pretending to sprain her ankle asks Romero to assist her to the honse. This
leaves the
Ruth's
young people alone. Romero reminds Ruth of
her promise to dance with blm and she accepts
his proffered
on nolmes"
band
the red arm.
cross heJack
has discovers
been seeking
and Is
about to kill him when he hears Ruth's voice calling "Father." Jack realizes that Holmes Is the
father of the girl he worships, drops his gnn and
rushes from the scene. Holmes demands that Ruth
marry Romero, she refuses. Romero plans to
kidnap Ruth but "Bowie" Bob. before he commits
the acts insists on a written agreement from Romero Involving him. Roth sends Jack a note.
but on his way to the house, he Is knocked unconscious and Ruth Is carried away. !
most exciting scenes ever shown In a picture. Jack
finally wins the consent of Ruth's father.
trlflln.

CHAMPION.

HER THREE
PROPOSALS.— Through a series
strangers in her far-off Western town. ner father
being a properons
Ranchman,
entrusted
heeducation
to an Eastern
Boardinghad
School,
and from
which she had now been at home but one week,
when the ranch life monotony Is broken by this
all-important
turn of events.
In descending the slippery stairs of the general
store, she acldentally trips and falls, sliding to
the bottom with marked celerity, where she Is
helped to her feet hy Samuel Stuart, a traveling
salesman. Thanking him for his assistance. sh»
also tenders her card upon his request for permission to call and ascertain her state of health.
He had scarcely left her when up strides I.
Rutherford Ford. Banker from the East, and picks
up her fallen packages and hands them to her.
A few verbal courtesies are exchanged and he also r-celves her card. Turning the corner, she Is
saved from n snowball attack of an urchin by the
timely Interference of William Hoadley. cowpuncher and faddist. A third card Is then presented with the proverbial
Invitation.
In each instance, the man avails himself of the
opportunity, and all three call and present their
cards the same evening. Kate Is equal to the o,-.
easlon.
their departure
considershowever,
himself andtbe■ atfavored
one. A each
week manof
calling and receiving serves to embolden the three
suitors, and on this particular snowy afternoon,
while lounging In her window. Kate becomes .the
recipient of three proposals of marriage. To each
is appended a request for an immediate answer.
Smiling and happy, and
this gay
young her
woman
falls
fondling
proposals
toy. She dreams — married In
asleep crowing
— - r admirers, her experiences are

THE
theD
driven
forth
ii. l nncared for! She awakes,
but
startling are the after effects,
tbat she destroys
-lis with
a solemn
tow
to ever
remain
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uctantly,
Jim
to find that

is only softened by the words of comfort
from the Holy Father. The story closes
Howard
receiving
comfort
and
consolation
from
the
kind
priest,

his

ippai
disgrace; . t holiday
Is proclaimed,
1 Ruth
is alone
in her sorof her
failure
as a teacher.
lly she
dons
her
wraps
and
haves
the
kiiii with
Its disappointing
memories.
.11 her straggle f..r her liveliklng application for the position of stenoIn an office. Her beauty is remarked by
? Clerical force ami she is subjected to
BBS II' struggles are not unlike those
g woman who must
ilty earn a living by being associated with

he

s ushered
into the presence
of the head
- her face
is perhaps
her best
idatlou.
she is immediately
engaged.
She
her duties,
only
to be called by telephone
• .I the
Impetuous
and
designto take
dictation.
They
are alone,
and
i he blase man of
smarting
tened,

under
the
cruel
I be clerical force surmising
i

" i girl

for

resisting

what
temp-

rj

shifts to the home of William Lawrence
and Ills little daughter Dorothy, Dorothy
i child and
It Is quite beyond
the power
of her father
to control
her
Sections
He
realizes
n.eds the care of a mother
Ituth, unable to find employment,
feels the pangs
of hunger,
and
walking
on the street
Bl
milk
wagon
standing
In
front
of
the
Lawrence
She
I- Impelled
to steal
as the
milkman Is ten, i
- ,.- take.
puts a
humiliation.

further

interested
In
1 1 1 v . hungry for a woman's
affection,
loves
her.
Ruth
Is retained
as a member
of the household
and learns to love her benefactor.
She Is
by Dorothy
kissing
the photograph
of her father,
and an avowal of love is fon-ed
from
the widower
b] the declaration
of Dorothy
that
she desires
a
The

foray
nurses
ii.
the

He

story
ends
with
■ fulfilled,
and

is

at

the
prayer
Ruth
flm!

of

the

child

regiment
la the Philippines to head a
a hostile
territory.
During
a raid, he Is
::. wounded,
he wanders
about
weak
from
lood. until he Is found
by a native,
who
him
back
to health,
|| reported
dead
at military
headquarters,

In

of a
I /sluing
his

ill Is un.oliscluus
Rcnllr.lt, g
to
sml
desires
the
..ii. ml.
bringing
Agnes
wltb

^()k

asleep
on
the
gras
: this strange behavior

on

the

'he sight of the poor little lad. sleeping peacefully.
(inches the grandfather's heart, and he himself
enderly brings his small charge back. The next
■' - old nurse brings
" e dog Is finally adopted as a member of the
family,
and
surreptlously
oe
fril lowed by
the
him
so
has
been
grandfat
hiding
place
watching
and
springing
lasped
in the old man's
arms,
while
t
"••rhpan'B
friend"
looks
on,
imeusely
proud
and
Phased
with
himself.
THAT HORSE DID RUN.— Giles has Just driven
from the country to town, and halting at a cafe,
leaves his sober horse and enters for a drink.
Here his appearance causes one of the customers
to Indulge in a few rough Jokes, and Giles, suddenly turning, quickly throws the Jester
his
feed, re
to drl -—
latter.
(iiles. quite unused to his steed's accelerated speed,
cannot pull him up. with the natural result that
the horse creates orach damage. S.»m a crowd
follows In pursuit of the runaway, and their numbers are augmented as Giles, In his wild flight.
bears down upon a hand harrow, a cart with rhlna,
a fruit store, etc
Finally, r*wr Giles ends bis
career by smashing In the walls of a house, and
bis pursuers entering, make things lively for the
countryman, who Is certainly more sinned against
than
sinning.

NESTOR.
THE TRANSGRESSOR.
The wav of the Transgressor Is bard, and Indeed, none felt this more
keenly than Jim Collins, the only survivlr of the
Collins-Clayton feud
lone. | to flee with, but a
hurried farewell to Mary and the baby, the marked
iiciii had remained In hiding for four years. Then,
prevailed upon by the pleadings of bis sick wife,
he ventured home only to be captured almost upon the threshhold of his cabin. Bevond the closed
door, Mary Collins lay dying, while little Reglna
was being given to Colonel and Mrs. Clark for
adoption.
Ilfteen years passed lim Collins had become a
trusty in the prison, while his daughter, now
known as Reglna Clark, had refused her various
suitors, among them, the family )»-.Mills, for the Jolly young Lieutenant Walter Warping to obtain some valuable Information
for a case which was to be reopened. Victor
Mills .ailed at the State Priam. Here, he was
taken In charge of by a trusty and later turned
-•uard. As the lawyer returned to the
office, however, he discovered that his hat and
.oat
were
inlslng:
for Jim
Collins,
taking
advi

3*3

'..er husband,

Then with one last look at the girl, he stole silently from the room, and ere sundowi
1 warden's
office, content1 presented
to finish I (
a rather than disobey bis dying wlf

ECLAIR.
KB.

FADDLEAWAY

addleaway
pay
for

has

IS

ON

STRIKE

— Mr

enough
of work;
***
hard,
and
the
and
take It easy
is too small— why
not
awhl -• ir homes.
By continually giTlng expression
ntiment. Mr. Faddleaway at last prevails

bad

comrades to go on "Strike:" Accordtoe given time, they all walk < "
>ith restl
dusty
workshops
they

part

once

strength
returns
home,
and
brother
John
with
open
arins
OW makes
Inquiries
for Agues.
John
Informs him that she Ii not married,
but lias eutsred
a ..invent
Howard
then
rn
to the convent,
and
arrives
Just In time
to witness
Agues
volunteering to ►-., to the lepei
unfortunate! I ai
Howard.
■ ii.l the
young
mini
Is In conversation
with
the
priest when
Agnes
appears
cbnl
In the habiliments
Howard
and
the girl meet
other.
Howard
eitends
his
arms
and
Agues
falls
unconscloua
Int..

III

falls

himself

Reglna's ■— "—
your father— I have lied tc

Years after — again we look In tliat window
and
nee her with her only companions,
her dog. her cat.
parrot;
also the sole connection
with
tb»
»
containing
the torn-np
propaai.
» lcb is a box
THE ORPHAN'S FRIEND.— Little Jack's mother
has Just died, and confided ber son to the care
of his grandfather, from whom she has ben estranged for many years. The grandfather regards
this adoption In the light of an unpleasant dotv.
and the little boy is left much alone. One day
he makes friends with a stray dog. and, braving
r scholars over whom she apparently has no
his grandfather's wrath, leads the animal indoors,
)1. being a novice in pedagogy. Her failure
only to be scolded, while his friend is shut out.
jvldently readied the ears of the members
During
the night
Jack
hears
the dog
bark.
» board of Kducatiou. and a committee of the
dressing
himself
stepB <
i bouse.
Accomians of public
instruction
visits
the instltupanie.i
by
the animal,
Jack
sets ou
lug.
ami
shortcomings
i
mother,
but
baa
not
gone
far,
wh«
i in

forced

td been written by bis own
imploring him
keep their child in ignorance
past.
Glancing
1

0 dine with him. How<
. _j strikers
_ .. t find all things as pleasant
pated.
There
Is a lot of 1
5 they
antifland
some
of It— the most
uupleasant
It be
apportioned
to
an
Idle
husband.

f all evil, and.
bad
better
their
work.
breery friend,
they all go back to
..ne of tbem
agreed
that
tbat
-Mr.
Coward
U
THE ELIXIR OF BRAVERY
_
wife Is bellicose.
Being
JosUi
pedestrian,
Mrs.
of as peaceful a disposition ipered
" '
and
insists
1 duel
with
the impolite
■••••I put-•>•<*. u
therefore,

they
__r

.

ludicrous

_„
::

THE

HEART

some.

.t Is effective.
OF

vanquishes

A

WARRIOR

-

him

his

foe

is

too

idle,

and

lacking

Jack
set of ii to win
Army
Insure and
for him
the the
love "fame
and
accordingly enlists,
and
at
their
parting.
Daisy
gives
Jack
a locket
as a token
of her fidelity,
assurlug
him
that she
will
wait
until
he returns,
with
honor,
to claim
his bride.
l/rged
on by his great
love
for the
girl
at
home.
Jack
fights
valiantly,
and
distinguishes himself.
A
few
years
later,
he returns
home
having
attained
the
rank
of officer,
and
wearing
the insignia of the Legion of lb
at once makes his way to the home of bis beloved
Daisy,
but.
alas,
only
to find the
house
empty;
Daisy has moved
away,
and
no one can give blm
to her whereabouts
Years
pass
by— Jack
has
never
married;
be
cherishes
In his heart
bis love
for the long
lost
Ha
has
become
a Colonel,
and
is scouthead
of a IkkIt of soldiers
sea
a
carriage
being
attacked
by
a
party
of
the enemy. As the carriage da
and

honor

him.
loved

that

...
will

Jack recognises, within, the fare '
Daisy.
The
carriage
also contains

•cues
the
cltement

, had

Daisy's

occupants
of the carrlaf*
U
over.
Jack
hauda
the
• 1 proved
unfaithful
t»

Mills
pissed
a
elapsed:
then.
store,
he came
face
to face
with
Jim Collins, the trusty who had shown him around.
and later gotten away with the aid of bis coat.
Mills' first Impulse was to Inform the authorities.
n. e„ „ picture of Reglna nn.i the su. .ess.

him,
lis Is taken
I I ■„:., r Ann n.
bin. I

this week's CHAMP
day is CHAA.P
DAY.
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SOLAX.
MIXED

TETS
VI nuts ii badly.
'''•■»«

"i.

"'

his

OWIl

Mr. Bom
Oil

tl„.

bowerar,

HUl.j.vl

and

PICTURE

WORLD

THEATRICAL

has

• ARCHITECT

will

i ii. i- miiy.
irba i« rutting n„.
sympathizing with I.N i,|,..-... ,1. -t.-n ..In, s
' l"i. "ml will.. ..ii Hi.. husband's know-

n.flr

■

anion

they
have tli.-lr
loft p.In .mithe,..„, custody
a friend"
fear for
should oft lit-ir
m.
tiio exlstane of the infant be
1 nele Hilly depart* o
s i..l--.|,.t, 1„ ,,110*1 „f „
well and thai
• the baby is
Annie
breakthe nous
James, nml lliey IkKIi decld
bom*.
returns nliont Hie
Dncle Hilly arrives
with the dog.
A string of amusing complicsUom
results In the servanls being pernil
Ihfir baby, and the young r "

■ r frl.-n.l totlint

GREAT

NORTHERN.

THE
CRIMINAL
CHIEFS
CAPTURE.-Bob
a former
erlmlnnl
who hns reformed and
atoned for
Ml
of his former pals telling him that In
their gang or else stand the .-oi.s.-.j.km,
'.■ send his answer to a eerlaii
onee. Havlntr made a successful new start In life,
and being determined to continue, he eonsults a
detective. Tlie latter advises him to tear up
some paper and send It In an envelope as an answer
to the appointed spot In order that he mav follow
them up. The detective follows his client's messenger, and afterwnrds trails the recipient of the
envelope noticing where he poos. The chief and his
gang discover the trick which has heen played
upon them, whereupon they go to their victim's
house, gag him and take him away. The detective goes to the gang's haunt, and allows himself
to be captured, and is put In a cell with his client
When one of the bandits brings them food, the
prisoners bind his hands and take the key from
him. The detective's little helper gets nwav with
the client, but the detective himself Is recaptured
and placed In a room with a bomb operated by a
clock. The boy helper climbs to the roof and goes
down a chimney to his master's rescue. The detective's l~.hds arc cut. and the bomb thrown out
of the window- just in time before the explosion.
The detective has hce,, able to secure proof that
the leader of the gang Is a noted chat
Is wanted by the police,e.l. and In a final scene he

OF nCE.5T(JDI0. MID 5H0P5 4912 TO 20 PRRK51DE ME. PHlLfi.
We

Theatres

not only

and

make Plans and build

Vaudeville
We

MOVING
THI

THE RED MANS WRATH. To avenge bis
squaw the Indian pursues the desperado, and slicks
to the trail of his quarry with savage persistence.
Wounded, lie tumbles off his horse. I.i.i again lakes
up the relentless chase. His efforts are rewarded.
and the men become engaged In mortal combat.
In Which the White man Is vanquished.
irtman Is a dissolute
A WIFE'S CALVARY,
o reform him proving
scamp, and she
his wife's
unavailing,
leaves effo
hln
employment
banker's
family.
proves a happy r
.elf and child. Hartind a slight
man plans to loot the banker'
noise awakens his wife. She gives the alarm, and
the hanker fires a gnn at the marauders, wounding Hartman, who Is captured.
Thus the woman whom he so grievously wronged
Is unwittingly made the Instrument of his pun-

RELIANCE.
THE
LAST
LAUGH.— George
Waring
becomes
Infatuated with Miss Lowe and his wife divorces
While dr
and she Is heroically rescued by Dick Watts,
handsome youth who falls In love with her. Miss
Lowe, attired In bridal gown. Is about to marry
Waring when Watts rushes in and tempestuously
exhorts her not to marry Waring, and as she has
really learned to love Watts she accedes to his
wishes. Waring Is furious at having his bride
snatched from his hands at the very altar, but resigns himself to his fate. Watts marries Miss
Lowe. and. alone, seeks his fortune In Alaska.
Meantime Mrs. Waring has met a childhood sweetheart, Paul Dnrkln. a soldier of fortune and a
gambler, marries him and drifts to the Alaskan
gr.ld fields. Watts makes a rich strike and prepares to return home, but meets Durkln who fleeces
found badly
He attempts
him
lei,],..

THE

wounded

by

Mrs.

Dur

***+

If you are in the Market for

befriended the husband of the girl who wrecked
her home, and struck by the humor of I he situation bursts Into hysterical laughter. In wINch she
Is gradually joined by the moUej
crowd of plcluresqiiely attired men from main lands, forming
a tableau of irresistible humor.

YANKEE.
CONDEMNED
TO DEATH.— When (he stern old
judge was notified that twelve decided
men had
a verdict
and were
waiting
to deliver same to the court, a hush fel over the crowd
ed room.
The prisoner, pale but hopeful, took his
' "l front of the Jury and searched their faces
encouragement
long and bitterly fought murder I
*- take place.
The only evidence against the
circumstantial.
convicted himpurely
and he
was sentenced Yet
to deathe '
The story lending up to this point
tails of the midnight I
reader through a maze of conflicting i tells
to the concluding scenes when Justlc
meted out to the guilty one.
Nothing has been so well and carefully told In
pictures before. There are twenty-five distinctive
scenes In which upwards of fifty acting people are

ATLAS.
COALS
OF FIRE — Tom
Stuart left wife and
daughter
to join the Nome
gold rush.
In his
daughter eloped vvi
Meantime.
no,, un.i ...cy also started for
for Nome.
Tom Stuart was faring badly,
roustabout.
The
quietly
robbed
by a sheltered
Mexican themselves
„_
Wk

the

PHILADELPHIA
Jl
North

Ninth

Let us g
St.

thirtv
c fc.i
vc >..

ICTURI

We have built o er 60 Theatres the last 5 years which are all ORIGINAL
in Construction, Design and Decorations

Is dec

BISON.

Houses

also build

gold.

SECOND
HAND
FILMS

Write to the largest and most reliable Dealers and Importers of
these goods in the U. S.

International Film Traders
vings Bank Building
147 Fourth Av<

ue,

NEW

YORK CITY

when
the appearance of the young couple put I
stop to It.
Father and daughter met for the first time ii
ms and Tom accepted his new son
in law in good faith. In spite of his innocent es
capade which almost caused a tragedy.
happy and prosperous couple
Just in time to save a ruined
returned
i.
broker from suicide.
A father's forgiveness fol-

Staart

PROJECTION

COMPANY

(30) n w reels every week (ask the Sales Co.. and double copies of
ice that will insure your box office receipts.
s.

PHILADELPHIA,

F>A.

THE
A

MARVELOUS

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

32S

PRODUCTION
befitting WASHINGTON'S
be released Feb. 22nd, entitled, "THE OLD MAN

BIRTHDAY,
JIM."

will

DO .NOT KAIL TO (iKT Tills ■ BAD LI \ I K AND
THE

CHAMPION

Distributed thro' The Sales Co.

W I l_ »S/I

CO.,

12 East 15th Street, New

H.

F.

York.

HOFFMAN

Lecturer of Special K.
New York City and Vicinity

Sound

Effects
ol the kind

e depended upon.

manufacture

LEEDY MANUFACTURING COMPANY
1055 E. Palmer St..

INDIANAPOLIS. 1ND.

For Rent
1000 Reels of Film

With tears streaming down his
frontispiece, old Gen. Flimco
has gone
to law and
begged

$1.00 per day Each
WRITS

LAEMM

New Orleans, La.
You pay eiprr-> efcftlCM lioili «:»>»•

Opera Chairs

I.E. President

The Laemmle Film Service
Heiidquiirtt-rs:

196-198 Lake Street
Other Olllces:

OMAHA.

NEB.

Write

CHICAGO
MINNEAPOLIS.

FILM EXCHANGE

Po.t.r. free.

143

NORTH

Prompt irrvu r

EIGHTH

lor Catalog

V

American Seating Company
MINN.

The blqncsl and best film renter In the world

EAGLE

V

Maison Blanche Building.
Canal
and Oauphine
Streets

the Court to make me quil picking on him. He de< lares I have busted his toys, taken all the joys oul
of the world for him, caused him greal mental anguish
and given him a case ol aggravated pip. He says I
am a dangerous man. And, by golly, / AM! I'm a
as dangerous as Roosevelt, or as Hene} of 'Frisco, or
.is Loeb "i Wu York or any pther man who throws the sean hlighl of publicity on dark places and exposes crookedness, graft
and thievery, [ am a regular rip-snorter for dangei I'm .1
hen. .11 for exposures! I've built mj bucccss on .1 foundation ol
truth. It the truth hurts Flimmyboy, it's because there's some
thing rotten in Denmark. It the truth hurts him, isn'l ii about
time for you to quit doing business with him? Wouldn't ii be
better for you to hook up with the biggest and best film renter
in the world .Hid gel .1 film service that will actually boost youi
in eipts sky high? < !ome to Papa !
CARL

IMMEDIATE!

Alamo Film Exchange

w mv"

19 Will 18th Stffit
IS Wibish Aionus (£.
: M I C A C O V
MEW
YORK
PHILADELPHIA PITTSBURCH

fcrHULHECl

[)ay all,| ,,„,!,, .rIVI,r

STREET.

Walt, wfa« ST phoM

PHILADELPHIA,

PA

THE

3*
Jin.
Jan.

MOVING

Licensed Release Dates

16— Ills
19— lll»

BIOGRAPH.
Tni-i
|.
Tru«t
lulu
1 iHr.i

WORLD
RELIANCE.
Jan. 2JS — For
P a

M
It Did
Look
Suspicious
(Dr.)...
L'l Firemen'l
Parade
(Scenic)
. 27— C.lrl of the
Mountalna
(Dr.)
i. 28 — Davy
Jones
in the Sonth
Seaa...

096
099

J«n. 2.1— Fnte-fi Taming
(Dr.)
Jan. 2rt— Tli*. Poor
Sick
Men
iPr.)
Jan. 30— A Wr.-.,i
D
I VI..
r. i

PICTURE
VITAGBAPH.

■The

Dr.)

908
991
Hr.)..99.1
097

i.

4— A

Queen

Feb.

IDd
the
Man
(Dr.)
for a Day
(Com.)
Of*
I Dr.)
M rcy
(Pr.)
\\ i. lie

Man's

P.H.r

Feb.

17— With
Interest
To
Unto
iPr.
18— Indus
IllrilHliiy
(lift
K\mi >
20— Mike
the Miser
(Dr.)
24— An
Kventful
Fvenlng
(Dr.l
9S— The
Lover and
the fount
(Com.)
27— Tlie Rlark
Rnrdored
letter
(Dr.)
31— The
Try
Out
(Or.)
1— BnmptlOUK
ns
Rumen
(Com.)
8— Selling
(>:.;■
7— The
Pootor
(Dr.l
tinea
(Com.)
Hla
11.-st Dominion
(Dr.)..
1l
The Rajah
(Dr.)

905
1000
995

1000

ES6ANAY.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Ken.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

10— The
Bophomore'l
Romance
(Dr.)
24 — A
Sin
Unpardonable
(Dr.)
28— The
Two
Reformat Ions
(Dr.)
30— The
Jllteil Joker
ii'om.l
.in— Hunk
and
Lank
(Com.)
..
4 — Carmenlta.
The
Faithful
(Dr.)
7— A
Woman's
Voire
iCm.i
I
i wnty-flve
Cents
(Com.)
11

-The

Bad

Man's
Downfall
GATJMONT.

1000
1000
1000
040
995

lan. 23— When
A
Man's
Single
(Com.)
Ian. 26— Rertle's
Randlt
(Dr.)
....1000
Tan. BO — The
Genius
(Dr.)
IOOO
2— The
Mlrslon
In the Desert
(Dr.)
6— A
Pittsburg
Millionaire
(Dr.)
985
On the Installment
Plan
(Com.)
560
Fob.
0— Too
Much
Aunt
(Com.)
430
\ Quiet
Brenlng
at Home
(Com.)
1000
Feb, 16
in the land of Oaetna
(Dr.)
1000
ATLAS.

(Dr.). .1000

24—
'of a Soldier's
(Dr.). 045
28— The
The Twilight
Rah.v
Fortune
Hunters Mfe(Pr.)
(ls.2
2.8— The
dirges of the Hour,,,., nance fSe.)2!i:t
31— The
Last
Curtain
(Dr.)
.11— .\t Eventide
(8c.)
178
4— Jiggers
l..^,ks for a Job
(Com.)
537
4-Krlmmel
Water
Fall
in the
Austrian
Tyrol (Scenic)
4.-,KALEM.

Ian.
Tan.
Tan.
Ian.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

11—
13—
18—
20—
25—
27—
1—
3—
8—
10—

For
I-ove Of An
Enemy
(Dr.)
995
The Heart of An Indian Mother (Dr.) 1000
Her
Cham's
Rrother
(Dr.)
980
Robbie
and
the Redskins
(Dr.)
850
The
Secret
of the Still
(Dr.)
950
Puritans
and
Indians
(Dr.)
970
The
Sheriff's
Sister
(Dr.l
1000
The Trail of the Pomas
Charm
(Dr.) .1005
Little
Sister
(Dr.)
070
The Broken Trail
(Dr.)
iooo
LTJBIN.

Tan.
Tan.
Tan.
Tan.
Tan.
Tan
Tan.
Tan.
Tan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

B—
9—
12—
1ft—
1«—
19 —
23—
2«—
30—
2—
ft—
9—

A Mix
In Masks
(Com.)
Tag
Day
at Silver
Gulch
(Dr.)
050
The
Widow's
Cholre
(Com.)
950
Will
It Ever
Come
To This
(Com.).. 715
Easy
Coin
(Com)
250
A Rrother's
Redemption
(Pr.)
1000
Father Makes
Himself
T'seful
(Com.)..f>7r.
Father
love
(Dr.)
1000
His
Rogus
Uncle
(Com.)
1000
Age
vs.
Youth
(Dr.)
1000
A
Donble
Elopement
(Dr.)
000
The
Petticoat
Sheriff
(Com.)
1000
MELIES.

Tan.
5— The Crimson
Scars
(Dr.l
Tan. 12— The Owner of the "L L" Ranch
Tan. 19 — Changing
Cooks
(Com.)
Tan. 2ft— now Marv Met the Cowpunchers
Feh.
2— Onlv
a Sister
(Dr.)
Feb.
9— Tony
the Greaser
(Dr.)
PATHE.
Jan.
Jan.
Feh.
Peh.
Feh.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feh.
Feh
Feh.
Feb.
Feb.
Tan.
Tan.
Tan.
Ton.
Ton
Feb.
Feh.
Feb.
Feb.

Tan.
Jon.
Tan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

28—
30—
1—
1—
3—
3—
4—
6—
6—
8—
10—
10—
11—

980
(Dr.). 980
080
(Dr.). 980

Pec. 24 — The
Cattlemen's
Fend
Dec. .11— Trapped
(Dr. )
Jan.
7 — Queen
of the
Prairies
ECLAIR.
Jan.
Jan.
Feh.
Fob.
Feb.
Feb
Feb.

30—
.10—
6—
11—
1.1—
20—
2(»

.
.
i.
i.
i.
.
.

950
950
950

Feb. 4— The Criminal
Feb. 11— Found
Again

Feb
Tan
Jon.
Jon.
Feb.
Feh.
Feb.

6— At the Puke's
Command
(Dr.)
0— The
Mirror
(Com.)
0— When
the Cat's
Away
(Com.)
Her Darkest nour
(Dr.)
10
The Convert
(Dr.)
LTJX.
2o—
27 —
27 —
3—
10 —
10 —

His
Little
An
Rock
The
That

Ton.
.Ton.
Jon.
Jon.
Feb.
Feb.
Feh.

Jon.
Jon
Jon.
Feh.
Feb.
T„n.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
J»n
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

•

A Son of Old
Glory
(Dr.)
The
/axloali
Mystery
(Dr.)
The
Counting
House
Mystery
Foiling
the
Camorra
(Dr.)
Was
She
Justified
(Dr.)
Condemned
to Death (Dr.)
Her Birthday Surprise (Com.)

(Dr.)...

997
995
500
1000
500
500
1000
1000

Ten

ii_sien,,v
Hollow
(Pr.)
18— Their \'ew Minister (Com 1
25— The Mi>n In 23 (Com.)
1— The Bridal Trail (Dr.)
s — The Transgressor
(Dr.)
POWERB
PICTURE
PLAYS.
28— The
Xfasonerad»rs
(Dr.)
31— For
Mv
Pal
(Dr.)
4— The Cattle King of Arizona
(Dr.)
7— Freddie's
New
Shoes
lCom.1
Through
Mexico
(So.)
:

Voice
for

(Coin)
Twenty-five

Cents

566

Vitagraph— The
Deluge
(Dr.)
978
Wednesday,
February
8.
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. '.
Xot'oiveiij
- (Title
Cuuiiiont Two
F.lison
Valentines
(Com.)
1000
Kalem— Little Sister
(Dr.)
970
I than

R00
Con
500
900
900
Ooo
900

500
) . . . 500
500
5oo
.500
905
IOOO
08O
1000
1000

gaily NotDeadGiven)
(Dr.)
(Title
Thursday,
February

iooo
9.

Hi.Hi..graph
Kis1.
in
The Priscilhi's
Petticoat Engagement
Sheriff (Com.)...

•'

i.uij
Selig— Thelma

the Greaser (Dr.)
nso
( Dr. )
Friday, February 10.
Edison— His
First
Commission
(Dr.)
990
■ Missing Itride (Dr.)
800
Pathe — Review of the Chilian Troops tScenle) . . ISO
Kalem -The Broken Trail
(Dr.)
100(1
Vitagraph — The League of Mercy
(Dr.)
Saturday, February 11.
Essanay— The
Bad
Man's
Downfall
(Dr.)
Ganmonl
(Title Not Given)
ier Leafs
Heart
(Dr.)
Vitagraph — At the White
Man's
Door
(Dr.)
THIS

Half
Rreed's
Plan .
Salted Mine (Dr.)
TTALA.
(Bv N. Y. M. P. Co.)

21— The
Visit
of a Friend
?i_.v
NVw
Kind
of an Arm
Chair
7ft— The
Revenging
Picture
21— Mv
Son
Is Gnlltv
?_roachman of the Village
4— The Feost of Foolshead
0 John
Milton
(Dr.)
AMBBOSIO.
.By N. Y. M. P. Co.)
18— The
Bine
Domino
Disguise
?5— A
Wife's
Colvarv
25— Tween-l.rfnm
Within
a Cask
1— TweecMcdnm Tries Winter Snorts
1 — The
Return
from
Sea Side Rattling
NESTOR.

THIS
WEEKS
PROGRAMME
OF
LICENSED
FILMS.
Monday,
February
6.
BlOgrapb
Heart
Heats
of Long
Ago
(Dr..)
007
Lnbln — \ Double
Elopement
(Dr.)
990
Pnthe— Max
Has
the
Rosing
Fever
(Com.) .. .561
Pathe— An Imitator of Blondln
(Com.)
400
Selig
-Too" Much
Mother-in-I-nw
(Com.)
Tuesday,
February
7.
F.dison
The Doctor (Pr.)
MOO
F.ssanay— A
Woman's
l-Nsnnay— Two
Words

Faithful
Furniture
(Com.)
S«0
Willie
Ones
Cvcllng
(Dr.)....23fl
Infamous
Son
(Dr.)
652
to the Old Homestead
(Dr.)
944
Orphan's
Friend
(Dr.)
711
Horse Did Rnn
(Com.)
272

ingh
Peb. i. .117 The
Feb. 10— The

(Dr.)

Maid of '76 (Dr ).
YANKEE.

(Com.)

Capture

Jan. 2fi — 'Phone
1707
Chester
(Dr.)
Jon.
30— Maid
or Man
(Dr.)
Feh.
2 — An
Imaginary
Elopement
(Com.)
2— The
Mix-Dp
(Com.).
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

60,1
37.1
984
522
424
683
2S6

NORTHERN.

Chief's
(Dr.)
IMP.

(Dr.)
the Earl

(Dr.)

Jan. 21— The
Trunk
Mvstery
(Dr.)
Jan. 28 — Triumph
of
Intelligence
(Com.)
Ton. 28— MY. Muggins Has His Sewing Done

OSO

Retty
Rolls
Along
(Com.)
289
The Escane from the Tullerles (Dr.). 1000
nearts. Hunger. Happiness (Com.)... 722
Practical
Rrook Trout
Breeding
(Ind.).279
The
Slave's
Revolt
(Dr.)
722
Rice
Industry
In .Tnpan
(Ind.)
256
A
Cowboy's
Devotedness
(Dr.)
022
Max
nas
The
Boxing
Fever
(Com.).. 561
An
Imitator
of Rlondln
(Com.)
400
Tegallv
Dead
(Dr.)
1000
The
Missing
Rrlde
(Dr.)
800
Review
of the Chilian
Troops
(SO.. ISO
Silver
Leaf's
Heart
(Dr.)
1000
SELIG.
1«.— Rnrtdv
(Dr.)
1000
10— An
Fnellshman's
Honor
(Dr.)
1OO0
23— A Robnst
Patient
(Com.)
1000
2ft— The
Snv
(Pr.)
SO— Tl,e Tittle
Circus
Rider
(Dr.l
2-The
Curse of the Red
Man
(Dr.)
....
ft— Too
Much
Mother-In-Law
(Com.)
9— Thelma
(Dr.)
12— The Survival of the Fittest
(Dr.)
....
TJBBAN-ECLIPSE.
(G.
Kleine.i
11— Washed
Ashore
(Dr.)
670
11— Wood
Carving
at Rrleni
(Ind.)
820
18— Ry
The
King's
Order
(Dr.)
25 — The
Sailor's
Return
(Dr.)
689
25 — Scenes
in Jersey
of the British
Isles
(Scenic)
206
1— Disinherited
(Dr.)
990

(Dr.)

27—
80 —
3—
6—
10—
1.1—
17—

Way
and

i Necklace

Sake
(Dr.)
(Dr.)

i. 21— The Patriot

The
Emperor's
Lunch
(Com.)
The
Elusive
Robber
Doctor
Against
His
Will
(Dr.)
Mr.
Foddleaway
Is on Strike
(Com.)..
The
Fllxlr
of Rrovery
The
neart
of a Warrior
(Pr .1
n.ispital
for Small
Animals
(Spec.) . . .
GREAT

Nora

i. 14 — For
Her
i. 17 — Checkmate

COLUMBIA.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

910

THANH0TJ8ER.

i. 10— The

Why
He
Went
West
(Dr.)
Judged
by Higher Power
(Dr.)
At
Double
Trouble
Ranch
(Dr.)
Her Three
Proposals
(Com.)
. Old Man
and Jim
(Dr.)

500
800

'76 i l>r 1
COMPANY.

i. 31— Only
In
The
i. 3— Adrift
(Dr.)
i, 7— The Westerner

CHAMPION
25—
1—
8—
1"

(Dr.)
(Dr.)
(Dr.)

i. 3— Ring
Of
Ixive
(Com.)
>. I — Ring
of Ixive
(Com.)
,. lo— Mixed
Pets
(Coin.)
i. 17 — Corinne In Dollyland
(Com.)

Jan. 25— Irish
Hearts
(Dr.)
Feb.
1— His
Great
Sacrifice
(Dr.)
Fob.
S— Kelly.
0. B. A.
(Dr.)

Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
I-

Retter
Or
Worse
Gooaecreek
Claim
the
Child's
REX.Sake
Try
It (Com.)
• Ol
SOLAX

KPD.

woo

Calllee..

REVIER.
i. 4— For
l. 11 — The
i. IS— For
i. 18— Yon

Independent Release Dates

000

Command
From
s.-hiv.i Ma'am'
Little
Aveng

978
iPr.)

EDISON.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jiin.
Inn.
Jan.
Jan.
I eh.
Ken.
Feb.

11— The

Remembrance
Last
Laugh

1000
iooo

WEEKS
PROGRAMME
OF
INDEPENDENT
FILMS.
Monday, February 6.
American— A Pittsburg
Millionaire
(Dr.)
985
Eclair— Doctor Against His Will
(Dr.)
984
Imp — At the Duke's Command
(Dr.)
1000
Yankee — Foiling the Camorra
(Dr.)
Tuesday, February 7.
Rlson— The
Half
Breed's
Plan
(Dr.)
Powers — Fro. Mies New Shoes
(Com.)
Thanhouser— The Westerner and the Earl (Dr.)..
Wednesday,
February 8.
Ambrosio — Tweedledum as a Detective (Com.)
Ambroslo — Savoy
Cavalry
(Sc.)
Atlas— Kelly. U. S. A. (Dr.)
Champion — At Double
Trouble
Ranch
(Dr.)
950
Nestor — The
Transgressor
(Dr.)
1000
Reliance — The School Ma'am's Courage
(Dr.)
900
Thursday,
February 9.
American — On
the Installment
Plan
(Com.)
560
American— Too Much
Aunt
(Com.)
430
Imp.— The
Mirror
(Com.)
BOO
Imp— When
the Cat's Away
(Com.)
500
Itala -John Milton
(Dr.)
Friday, February 10.
Bison— The Salted Mine (Dr.)
Lux— The Orphan's Friend
(Dr.)
711
Lnx — That Horse Did Run
(Com.)
272
Solax— Mixed Pets
(Com.)
Thanhouser— The Norwood
Necklace
(Dr.)
YaDkee— Was She Justified? (Dr.)
Saturday,
February
11.
Great Northern— Found Again (Dr.)
Itala — Foolshead at the Cinematograph
(Com.)..
Powers— A Trip Through
Mexico
(Sc.)
Reliance— The Little Avenger
(Dr.)
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Classified Advertisements
three cents

[Classlneu aili
cssn with order
stamps accepted.]

per word,

T. & D. M., c
FOB SALE — Theater In Massachusetts city of
110,(X)U. Seatlug capacity 600, equipped for playlug pictures and vaudeville. Good location and
business, price low. Must sell at once. Address,
Tie "S" Co., cure of Moving Picture World.
FOE SALE— One of the largest Moving Picture
and Vaudeville Theaters la Washington, D. C. P.
O. Box 279, Washington, D. C.
EQUIPMENT
FOE SALE.
FOE SALE— $25.00 takes new Edison gas genN. J. erator with burner. Dr. A. O'Neill, Rldgewood,
FOE
Never
Street.

SALE— I will sell my
new
hibition Style Machine
been used.
T.
Chicago, 111.
HELP
WANTED.

Edison

Ex-

WANTED — First Class Trap Drummer for picture
theatre, able to handle effects properly. Steady
employment. State salary and experience. Address Box 263, Michigan City, Ind.
WANTED — Lecturer for road show, sober and reliable. State all In first letter. Address E. V. H.,
care of Moving Picture World,
New
York City.
EQUIPMENT
WANTED.
WANTED — Good second hand exhaust fan for A.
0. current.
Must be a 15 or 24 inch fan and in sending state price.
J. D. Waintrnp,
5l S Main
iafleld, o.
MISCELLANEOUS.

Ornamental
Theatres
PLASTER

corresponding
with
The Moving Picture

RELIEF
Theatres

FOR SALE — Cheap for cash, the only Independent Film Exchange in city of 120.000.
Exclusive
territory of two States.
Address Alb. Smith, Hoom
326, Dickson Bldg., Norfolk, Va.

DECORATIONS

Designed

Everywhere

r Special

adve
Wot

'Che Decorators

Designs

Supply Co

WE CAN HURRY
York ORDEB Oi "I
STAFFORD I
excell all others.
HEAVY FIVE PLY
seats and
Th«
th.ii

Moving Picture Supplies

STEEL
CHAIRS TOO

We are the largest dealers in
Moving Picture Supplies and
Machine Parts in the United
States. We are also the

E. H. STAFFORD
MF(i.
CHICAGO, ILL.

CO.

Solid
,.
alum. Maple,
10 line plated
thumb
cw rods. K j: ...
SIuiA Call Ilium He*.i».

■ KflMBNUH

largest jobbers of "Bio" and
"Electra Pink Label" Carbons, and always carry a
large
delivery.stock for immediate

Mining

Picture

1'-' '

l:\hibi1ors

!:■!.. .i ,'.•
. He ■

be convini e.l.

Attenlio0

WRITE

FOR

KOI

*l

Ameucan Moving Picture Supply Co.

M(»MN(.

II,

|| Id

■hipped i '

t

Will be

. . . \ ^( OMPAN1

I I \di R

it.., i,,.

New

NEW FIELD
BIG MONEY
EASY WORK

LIGHT
EFFECTS

York ( ,tv

UNIVERSAL
ELECTRIC
STAGE
LIGHTING
CO.

.( Ml 1 , o .

■ l .l l . .I. Il

II V l>l Rfi
Ulie,„..l ,,.,. 1 «• rolls ol
D
I'l Kl \ «

LIST

111 lie. I. lei .,1,(1
110 Fourth Ave.

To Trap Drummers
A Limited Time Otter

Ml I VOU llunli

hi. i.

ioa Picture pUys;
|.«V«

ll|i lii *. 'II a

m.

'. SCHOOLS
• Bldg .

CHICAGO

THE

MOVING
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Atlas Disinfectant

FOREIGN SPEAKING
MOVING PICTURE MEN

IS MADE
IN TWO
FORMS
ODORLESS OR PERFUMED
Your exchange will :<i\c you prices on it,
or write to us direct.

our
anionthat
ZING
REALI
readers are man) who speak one
or more European language and
who would undoubtedly find much of
interest in some of the foreign Moving
Picture Tapers, the MOVING
PICTURE WORLD will be glad to
forward the subscriptions of any of its
readers for any of the following weekly
publications. Yearly rate is given and
applies to either new or renewal
subscriptions in United States.
Canadian Exhibitors will add 50c- for Postage when ordering
Moving Picture World with either of the foreign Papers.

Moving Picture World and Cine-Journal [French]
Cine-Journal [only]
Moving Picture World and either The
Kinematograph and Lantern Weekly
or The Bioscope
[British]
Either of the British Papers [only]
Moving Picture World and La Cinematografia Italiana
[Italian]
La Cinematografia [only]
Moving Picture World and Nordisk Film
Tidning
[Swedish]
Nordisk Film Tidning [only]
The Moving
Picture World and Der
Kinematograph
[German]
Der Kinematograph
[only]
KINDLY

NOTE

FOR

FUTURE

$4.40
2.50
$4.00
2.10
$3.60
1.70
$3.10
1.20
$5.00
3.15

REFERENCE

Moving Picture World

W< »kl D

ATLAS

THE DAYLIGHT

SCREEN.

SLIDES

L

Non-inflammable

I
D
j£,

l\on-Breakablc

L

Colored Song and
Slides
Patent Announcement
Applied For
Just the kind of a slide you have all been waiting for.
Guaranteed against breaking from heat or the careless
operator.
Send for list. Made and sold only by the
original inventon

•»•
■ V
II

NORTH AMERICAN SLIDE CO., V£E5&££i2*?3! J£,

SONG

SLIDES

WRITE FOR
PROPOSITION.

OUR LATEST CIRCUIT
It means money to you.

Our 1911 Catalog is just from the press

Get one

The Largest Slide Exchange in the World
CHICAGO

EACH, $2.00

PA.

SONG

SONG
Sixth

READY FOR DELIVERY— Moving Pictire World
BOUND VOLUME No. 7
July to December, 1910
DOLLARS,

CO.

Noted for its Brilliancy ; Non-Cracking, Flexible ; cuts
lignt bill.
This screen has been thoroughly
tested for a
year and has proven satisfactory in every way.
For Price* Address KOCH A STA< KIIOI \SK, StroudsburK, Pa.

Box 226 Madison Square P. 0., N. Y. City

TWO

SUPPLY

MANAYUNK
PHILADELPHIA,

SLIDE

Floor,

Portland

107 Dearborn

EXCHANGE
Block

St., Chicago, 111.
Dept. 1

Express charges collect

$5.00

Per Hundred
d 3 plans that will fill your house t(

UNITED STATES FACTORIES CO.

manufacturers

40 Dearborn Street, Chicago

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

50,000 feet of fogged film, excellent for
leaders.
Some
unexposed
and good for
regular work.
Not guaranteed.
Price lj-c.
per foot.
A. M., Moving Picture World.

ATLAS

WESTERN

Out Wednesday,

Feb.

FILM
15

Coals of Fire
DON'T

MISS

IT

Atlas Film Co. ,,C§£7
10 East Fifteenth Street
New York ( !irj

W. E. GREENE FILM
EXCHANGE, Inc.
The

Oldest and Largest Independent
Film Exchange in New England

The House ol Quality and Satisfaction
MR. EXHIBITOR

:

If you are desirous of finding out bow to improve
your present service and increase your daih attendance
call and have a confidential chat with us. If you are
unable to call, drop us a line.

OIT

TWO— YANKS— YOU-NEED
MONDAY,
FEBRUARY
13th

CONDEMNED
COMING

HER

JB
L^i^Ll

FRIDAY,

INCORPORATED

228 Tremont Streel,
Telephone

Boston, Mass.
379* Oxford

FEBRUARY

1

17th

BIRTHDAY
SURPRISE'
A Delightful Comedy.

YANKEE

FILM CO.

344 East 32d Street

New York

"ARCOB"
BIOCRAPH
CARBONS
Made
Moving

Express!}
for
Picture
Machines

THAT'S
WRITE

W. E. Greene Film Exchange

TO DEATH

A Tale of the Bridge of Sigh*.

ALL
TO

US

L. E. FRORUP

&

CO.

^<m i IMP0G i ik^

2,u 234 Greenwich St.
NEW

YORK
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The

Independent Film Exchange
of Pittsburg, Pa.
GUNDLACH PROJECTION LENSES HAVE PUT
THE MOTION PICTURE BUSINESS ON A
HIGHER PLANE by improving the quality of the picture,
increasing the illumination and fitting the picture to the screen. No
other optical concern in the world has attempted to make projection lenses so carefully corrected and graded so closely in focal

The Pioneer Independent Exchange ofWestern Pennsylvania
buying the output of the Sales
Company.

lengths that the right lenses for each exhibitor's conditions can be
shipped as soon as the order is received.

Order Gundlach Lenses if You Want the
Best Picture it is Possible to Produce

We have a few choice runs that
we can let out at reasonable
prices.

A complete stock of our lenses is carried by
NICHOLAS

Write us.

THE

POWER CO., 115 Nassau Street,
New York, N. Y.

ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MFG. CO., Chicago, III.
Makers of the Motiograph

Every Film Exchange sells them subject to approval.
TO ORDER,
state the size of the screen, the size

of the

INDEPENDENT FILM EXCHANGE,
A. S. DAVIS. Manager

Inc.

picture wanted and the distance from the lens to the center of the

415 Ferry Street,

PA.

828 Clinton Avenue

PITTSBURG.

The Cincinnati-Buckeye
Film Company

GUNDLACH-MANHATTAN OPTICAL CO.
So.

Rochester, N. Y.

WE WANT
ONE THOUSAND

Moving Picture Men
$100,000.00 incorporation, operating the
CINCINNATI FILM EXCHANGE,
3 15 W. 4th Street, Cincinnati, Ohio, and
the BUCKEYE FILM PROJECTING
COMPANY, 309 Arcade Building,
Dayton, Ohio. Biggest Independent
Film Renting Concern in the UNITED
STATES today. BUYING almost the
entire Independent Output. Reference;
SALES COMPANY, 111 E. 14th
Street, New York. If you are looking for
a real Film Service, drop us a line.

to operate PREMIUM pin
machines
and get rich,
if already so, to get mc
wealth.
Why not you?
have
become an
PREMIUM
pin institution
machines*
in every candy store. By placing a machine in your
retailer's store you will monopolize
his trade and
squeeze out competition.
Mr. Flint of Mo. writes :
troducing me to a gold mine."
Ten machines will support
will prove a mortgage lifter to
We make them out of Oak

The CiQcinnati-Bmekeye Film Co.
309-321 Arcade Building
DAYTON,

OHIO

accept thanks for in-

Fifty machines operated

or Metal.

Percentage of winners arranged so that from every twenty
dollars deposited in the machine twelve dollars will be your
profit.
If so advised, will make it still more.

J,
315-317 W. Fourth St.
CINCINNATI, OHIO

"Kindly

you.
**you.

PREMIUM
56-58

WALNUT

Write to-day for exclusive
territory to

*'jM»

VENDING
ST.

COMPANY
PITTSBURG,

PA.

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD
WHY

READY FOR DELIVERY
VOLUME,

No. 7.

July to December,
TWO

DOLLARS

1910
EACH, $2.00

THE

A. DEWES

249 Centre

BRASS
BRASS

EASELS AND

CHICAGO

RA/L/NC
AND

r propotitiot

FILM

EXCHANGE

Chicago, 111.

Omaha,

Complete lists seat free upon request

Nebr.

WALLS

THE ENTERPRISE

is

q w, „,ake mechanical atl
II.-. r,. lignt. 01 anything special
«] I.I.-;,

!.

NEWMAN

MFG. CO.

Annual Subscription ^,0 ftn

ROLL
Get the Samples

TICKET

only

Substitute

for

Electricity

•

Portable

Outfit

Enterprise Optical Mfg. Go.

Moving Picture World *P*-UU

NATIONAL

B

because it opera tea bj WATER PRESSURE. IS CONSTANT.
REGULAR AND RELIABLE and bai no
corrode, 1 hoke up and otherwise .
1 patented)
"OXONE" in SQUARE
CAKES i. .,,.<. 1
the production Ol Oxygen
Gas.

717-719 Sycamore St., Cincinnati, 0.

SPECIAL

the

Only Satisfactory

in

Low I',,.. 1
Beat Work— DON'T
DELAY but writ* ti

THE

MODEL

Portable Calcium Gas Outfit

q Put in our Easels and
Potter Frames and watch
y.ur attendance grow.

the theatihal line.

tsj

SECOND-HAND FILM
$5.00 per reel upwards
NEW FILM
4c. por foot upwards
CAMERAPHONE
FILM
new, with two seta records

I'rontlcr-Davs In Cheyenne
Original Wolgast-Nelson right
Nelson-Clans right
Custer's Last Stand
I . S. Military Tournament
Knights Templar Conclave
Reproduction Johnson-Jeffries

I B/PASS ROSEER FRAMES
\ fOR EASELS

Films

We are Headquarters for Moving Picture
Machines of all makes, such as. Powers, Edison,
-Milliard, etc.
We also handle all
supplies
pertaining to the Moving

parts and

FRAME YOUR
POSTERS

YORK.

United States Film Brokers
and Importers

DON'T PAY FOR POSTERS
No doubt you have been notified by your
Independent exchanges that you must pay (or
Potters commencing Feb. 10th. and we advise
you not to pay for Posters as we can furnish
you with all the Posters you want, free of

e lur o

M W

F. HOFFMAN

York City!

Vi'n,

33i

Lecturer of Special
EtaleMM
New York City aiul Vicinity
C«e MOVING PICTURE WORLD
Telephone 13*4 Gramercy

EXHIBITORS

YOUR,

FOR

COMPANY

Street,

H.

SECOND
HAND
MUTOSCOPES
Store, New

EUROPE

When we can make them for you ?
High-class repairing and alterations
on Foreign Machines.

Express charges collect

Alvord, Grocery Dept., 14th Stree

TO

FILM
PERFORATING
DIES

Moving Picture World
BOUND

SEND

TICKETS

COMPANY

Th' B" ^iSTiJSZ Pr ' B

14.60
• 6.60
Mod

50.OOO
ioo,oeo

TtcKeti. 6 Cents

Shftmokin,

Pa.

THE

FOLDING
CHAIRS
For Moving Picture
Showt.Grand Stand.,
Ai.embly Hall., etc.
In tectiont if wanted.

Write for Catalog No. 2

The Kauffman
Manufacturing Co.
ASHLAND, OHIO

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

OPERA tM CHAIRS
ion

Kvkiiv

PURPOSE

l.OOO sivi.ks

i si \m
RITE

FOB

isiii;i>
< v I

lsc,.-,
v.,.

The A. H. Andrews Co.
74- 1 76 W.baih Ave.. Chicago, III.

Branches in all leading c

THE

SAVES

PICTURE

WORLD

WURUTZER

HALLBERG
THE

MOVING

Automatic Musical
Instruments

ECONOMIZER

two-thirds on

and makes BIO CUT

They do the w jrk of expert
erating expenses. uce your opWurlitzeris the vorld's largest
manufacturer.
V>
U.S. Governmen with musical

all mmhem M. I*
>|H.lii...-. Open
( ,,„,,, a. ..I s„„

84-page catalogue
only complete line of self-play
ers, from a small electric piano
to an automatic
resenting 35 mus
time payments.
Concert Pianorchestra

J. H. HALLBERG

THE RUDOLPH WURUTZER

£,*££

OPERA
CHAIRS
The
Latest

La

Seats

PRICES
u Buy
Y< iety

rgest Va

GEO.

W.

f¥f*eu

Seats

Prices

OHIO

Announcement Slides
Advertising Slides
Songs Illustrated
THREE STAR SLIDE CO.
225 Dearborn

The

Room, 523-4
Street :: Chicago,

Mortimer

Moving

Picture

Pianists

by .,

y of the best houses in the c
PRICE
75 CENTS
o latest cue music (series 1910) fc

10 parts and

a both numbers.
CLARENCE E. SINN
1501 Sedgwick St
CHICAGO

MS

FOR

It ;

Hi
12]

Catalogues,
Samples
and Prices far the
Asking

1

City

Correspondence Course. Speual rales to
the trade. Send for free illustrated catalogue.
School class meets every morning and afternoon, with F. H. Richardson ol Chicago as
chief instructor. Evening classes meet every
Monday, Wednesday and Fridai
lively guarantee you a $13 position.i ffar
a Powers'
Camei...
in We
A- 1 have
condition
for $85.00
an
Exhibition Model Machine for $60.00.
We cany, lartpliae of electrical Mppliai
and furnish everything for the theatre.
to Weil 2stk Street

RENT

New Films High Class Service
The Pioneer House. With 8 Ye.ira'
Experience .ind S2S0.000.00
Back

JamasH.Hirsch&Co.

c llrll..

208 Easl Jackson Boulevard
CH1CAQO.

York

FILMS
FOR

-

Moving Picture
Theatres

New

F. C. TAYLOR

II 1

AND

CAPS

W. 31st St.

0-3810 N. Clark St., Chicago. 111.

,, 11.00.

UNIFOR

De WITT C. WHEELER

OL
Taylors
wwaasrte

free illustrated catalogue.
J. C. DEAGAN

Ills.

Film Cleaner

I'll be Right
Same Old Place.
The Here
Vale inofthe
Dreams.

MOVING

74 \ West 5th Street
CINCINNATI

OUT

rWHY NOT LEARN

muui

BENNETT

SLIDES

Killarney.
my Home
o'er the Sea.
Dancing
Starligh.
Broncho Nell.
For Killarney and You.
My Country
First Call.
MandvHasLou.
Dolores
The Best Place of All.
The Moon Swings Low
Spnnglime Brings Roses and You.
You're the Sweetest Girl in
All This World To Me.
Moonlight, Dear.
We've Kept the Golden Rule.
If Your Heart knew a Heart Like Mine.
Be My Sweetheart.
1 Get So Lonesome for You.
I'm a Married Man.

120

The
Best

r oi k
B efore

CO.

CINCINNATI. 117 to 121 E. 4th. NEW YORK, 25
and 27 W. 32d (bet. B'way and 5th Ave); CHICAGO,
266 and 268 Wabash Ave.; PHILADELPHIA, 1835
Chestnut; ST. LOUIS, 912 Pine; CLEVELAND, 206
Prospect Ave. S. E.; COLUMBUS. O., 57 E. Main.

NEW

For Ihe follow lag Songs-JIST

*

J. C.

I.,, oca

DEAGAN

isoo saw N Ckifj St

I HH HGO

Ot

EUGENE
U I

57 and 59

Dearborn

It

CLINE
St.

Chicaga
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BIC CARBONS
ARE USED IN PRODUCING THE FINEST PICTURES IN AMERICA
Whenever you see pictures that impr
BIO Carbons in the lamp house.

quality, you will nearly always find
'this recognition of the

A

RELIABLE

superiority of the BI< )
i ailinn is a high tribute to

HOUSE

WHERE EVERY PROMISE IS
FAITHFULLY CARRIED OUT
Whenever
we agree to furnish a certain grade service
refund your money
An immense stock to select from. All the best Trust
pendent reels in our stock. Banner and poster service
only real independent Film Exchange in New York.
line and we will have our representative call on you.

you

get

the intelligence and prohind the machine.
gressiveness
of the man beBKIfI (your
arbons,operator
you mayuses
be
sure that he is making an
earnest, intelligent effort
to produce the very best

it or we

and Indefree. The
Drop us a

pictures possible.
Do not hamper him by

ACME FILM CO., Inc., 12 E. 15th Street, New York
FOR

"SILVERLICHT"
Aluminum Motion PictureCurtain
Extraordinary Features Are: F-TnoTy?Vi«ibimlr
Ralph J. Golsen Supply Co,

FILMS

lil.n. J.S

and $10
per machines.
reel; new $100;
Power's. Edison
Model Bsas machines. $2s;
used Motiographs, $ioo.
Theatres cheap; will buy
same. Condensers, soc:
sprocket wheels. Ji ; tickets, 7c. per i ooo; carbons.

84 Wabash Ave., Chicago

FOR

SALE

MOVINGPICTUREMACHINES
Slid)
CHAS.M. STEBB1NS
1028 Main St.
KANSAS CITY. MO.

M.
YS5EL
973 N. 7th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

THE

SALE-I.atr

attempting to save a few
cents in price by the use of
inferior carbons.

KODAGRAPH

A "STANDARD" MOVING
MACHINE
FOR
THE

PICTURE
HOME

The only machine in the -world showing a picture by a dry
battery. A new system of reflection, and a specially made
4 c/p Tungsten Lamp, in conjunction with a patented
reflector, projecting a clear five feet, ioo c/p picture. Price
$7.50, including film.
Send for circular.

HOME

MOTION

PICTURE

Hartford Bldg., 41 Union Sq. West
NEW YORK CITY

CO.

BIO Carbons cost us a
great deal more, your Film
Exchange and you a little
more than other carbons,
because it takes money to
put the quality into them,
but this quality is worth
twice as much as it costs
Insist on obtaining genuine BIO Carbons (branded BTO on each Carbon).
you.
All progressive Film Exchanges
and dealers handle
them.

Charles
L.Kiewert
Company
Largest importers ol Flame
Arc Lamps and Carbons
in America

39 Cortlandt St., New York
114 Huron St. Milwaukee,
Wis.
309 Carson
St., Pittsburg, Pa.
111.
58 Plymouth Court, Chicago,
cisco, Cal. St., San Fran195 Fremont
15th & Pine Sts.. St. Louis,

THE

MOVING

Save Tickets
AND

Eliminate Choppers

PICTURE

335

WORLD

\

/

Investigate
At Once!

at the entrance
to every
Theatre and Amusement Place
GET THE

COUNT

WITH

JONES DUPLEX
CHECK GATE
and you GET all the money

YJL7E
INVITE
YOUR
VV I M M E D, 1 A T 1
INVESTIGATION
OF
OUR SQUARE BUSIN1 METHODS,
UP-TODATE
SERVICE
AND
MOSTCOMPREHENSH 1

Program
(11

1

VII

-1

.n,l

lll^l

Independent Films
CHOICE

RUNS

Only a few left
Write, wire or call
for the in

WASHINGTON
Paramount Film Co.
(i. II \\ \l kl R, M

JONES CHANGE
REGISTER CO.
NCOWtATI D
18 BROADWAY

NEW YORK CITY

I'.'S Ninth Slrerl. I I.

H;isbioyl»n. II l
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THE O^GAN OF TtiB PHOWPLffiT J5ND J5LLIED INTERESTS

Saturday

Tuesday

INSIST
TWO

ON

BOTH

EVERY

WEEK

Powers Picture Plays
Released,

Tuesday,

February

AN UNFORESEEN
A

RIP

14th

COMPLICATION

ROARING

COMEDY

An old Professor mesmerizes a student.
Their souls commune
in the air, get mixed
and
locate
in the wrong
bodies.

Can you

GUESS what happens ?
Released,

UNDER

:: TRY, and then see this " HIT."

Saturday,

February

SOUTHERN
A

18th

SKIES

DRAMA

A Southern Romance which makes your blood tingle. The settings are superb.
A real Mississippi Steamer. Plantation scenes. Wharf with the darkies piling cotton.
I'ts so real you can almost hear them singing as they work.

Feature this and watch your bojc office receipts pile up
Have

you one of our Lobby

THE
241st

Display Frames.

POWERS
Street

and
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Project Perfect Pictures
By using only "the perfect moving picture machine" — POWER'S
You can make a steady picture as if
PAINTED ON THE SCREEN
and the only kind of machine that
does project pictures of perfect
steadiness is

Power's No. 6
That is one reason whs its
sales exceed those of an\
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IS READY
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THURSDAY,

FEBRUARY

FOR YOU!

OJVES, TOOT

21st

FOR WASHINGTON

We all know of Washington's remarkable feat in crossing
mand, surprising the Hessians and making them his prisoners
reached the great general has ever been a mystery. The bearer
portrayed, who, with her American scout sweetheart severely

ONE of the BEST
"THANHOUSER
PATRIOTICS.5

the Delaware River at Trenton with half of his com
; but how advance word of helplessness of his enemy
of the message was the very Patriot .Maid here
wounded, cleverly disguises herself and takes her

lover's message to Washington. Through her aid, the latter reaches the Hessian headquarters, is admitted by the
wounded scout, and the enemy awake to find the American flag flying over them and the American army in full
possession of their camp, the victors in one of the most bloodless yet decisive struggles of the Revolution. No. 187.
Code word, Patriot.

RELEASED

"And

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY

24th

A Child Shall Lead Them"

A NEWSBOY

HERO

was one of those remarkable youngsters that poverty could not down nor misery sour. For deep in his heart of hearts
was a spring of goodness, of strength, and even of charity, that betokened brighter days and an honorable position
in the important life that was to come. Small wonder, therefore, that at the first test of his manhood, he aquitted
himself with rare distinction. He merely acted according to his lights — and they were strong with the flame of
righteousness. He had been weighed and not found wanting, as may have been expected. The weighing is what
the reel takes up.
No. 188.
Code Word, Hero.
For System's Sake address Art Dept.
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Josh Billings once said :
UNEXCELLED

"Konsider the postage stamp. It-* I SB'
FULNESS (consists in its abilin to ".tick
to one thing till it gets there."

PROGRAM

EVERY
MONDAY
AMERICAN — Amerkan
Film Manufacturing

Now, a stamp does not stick out of principle— it
has none. But YOU have, and you must stick to
what's going to butter your bread.
WE'RE TENACIOUS, we're battling for you, and
TENACITY on your part means joint pro$perity.
Today the exhibitor has the most logical reason in
the world for sticking to our

ECLAIR — Eclair Film Company
IMP— Independent Moving Picture! Company
YANKEE— Yankee Film Company
EVERY TUESDAY
BISON— New Yerk Motion Picture Company
POV/tRS— The Powera Company
THANHOUSER— Thanhouaer Company
EVERY
WEDNESDAY
AMBROSIO— New York Motion Picture Co.
ATLAS— Atlaa Film Company
CHAMPION— The Champion
Film Company
NE8T0R— David Horaley
RELIANCE— Carlton Laboratoriei
EVERY THTJRSDAY
AMERICAN— American
Film Manufacturing
Company
IMP — Independent Moving Pictures Co.
ITALA — New York Motion Picture Company
REX— Rex Moving Picture Mfg. Company
(Fint release Feb. 16.)

PROGRAM

Motion Picture Distributing & Sales Company

THANHOUSER — Thanhouser
Company
YANKEE— Yankee Film Co.
EVERY SATURDAY
CAPITAL— Capital Film Co.
GREAT NORTHERN— Great Northern Film Co.
ITALA— New York Motion Picture Company
POWERS— The Poweri Company
1 Labora
RELIANCE— Car
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A well acted and appealing dramatic production
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IMP ANNOUNCEMENT EXTRAORDINARY

"SILVERLICHT"
Aluminum Motion PictureCurtain
Extraordinary Features ire:
Ralph J. Golun Suao'T Co.

<JThe first two "IMP" releases filmed in Cuba are certainly
excellent moving picture productions. An innovation that
will be welcomed by Independent exhibitors everywhere —
and there are more to follow.

i i- v DBRS

I

ThebanFirst Imp
nc
reela
iantl
tur
PicTu
iiu Cu
Re|ease
is"PICTURELAND''
the title of the initial Cuban release,
February 20th If
the excellency of this
picture is any criterion by which to
judge, the expense of
sending two producing companies to a
clime where exterior
scenes can be filmed
in the dead of winter
has been justified.

perfet I condition, in

oiiwiikiI DEI kuHQ rolls ot about

shipped CO.
PERFECT

<Jlf you are not showing two "IMPS" a week you are
knocking your own game. Demand two a week from your
exchange — and see that you get them.

• Je,

84 Wtbith It*., Chicire

150 fc.-l .

Will lie

D. subject to ewnlnatlon .it Unit. I18; j 000 it. J.'.;
LEADER
COMPANY
Koohe.ter. N. V.

At Last
it is possible to secure comfortable, even
illumination throughout a theatre without a
brilliant light in range of vision.
t} The Eye Comfort System of Indirect
Illumination is a notable success in the lighting
of Moving Picture Houses.
•J The.tres in all sections of the country installing this inexpensive and vfry desirable
electric lighting system.

"PICTURELAND"
is a beautiful and elaborate production,
with a pretty love
story told in an intensely dramatic manner, interpreted by
the stars of the
"IMP" Stock Comlove.

pany. The settings are gorgeous, and the picture has for a plot a romance of
Be sure you get this first Cuban release.

FILMED AMID TROPICAL SETTINGS
"ARTFUL KATE," the release of February 23rd, in which "Little Mary"
appears, is a romantic little comedy of a Cuban-American love affair, in which
a handsome soldier and his fiancee figure as the principals. It is a rich production, set in a background of tropical scenery, bewildering in its loveliness,
the locale being tastefully selected in which to portray the action. "Little
Mary" appears at her best as a Spanish beauty, handsomely gowned in habiliments of that country. It is refined comedy such as has made the "IMP"
Company famous. "ARTFUL KATE" is a film you can feature and make j

Independent Moving Pictures Co. of America

*} You are undoubtedly interested in this
mportant matter.
*] Write us for full inform ition. Our engineering department on receipt of particulars, will
furnish, free of expense, report and recommendations.

102 West 101st S ., N.Y.

Sold

by

Electrical
Trade
WRITE TODAY

All "IMP" Sales
FilmsCompany
sold through the

National

Generally

X-Ray Reflector Co.

227 Jackson Boulevard
CHICAQO, ILL.
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BEGINNING
WEDNESDAY,
MARCH
WE

WILL

8th

RELEASE

2-S©W-2

EVERY
WEDNESDAY

WEEK
and FRIDAY

Solax films have been on the market three months and have become
so popular we cannot longer withold our second release.
FRIDAY, FEB. 17th
CORINNE IN DOLLYLAND
'Comedy)

FRIDAY, FEB. 24th
LOVE'S
i Drama;TEST

Little Corinne's toys give her
a Moving Picture Show.

A most interesting and rea woman's
affection formarkable
hertest of
husband.

FRIDAY, MARCH 3rd
A COSTLY PLEDGE
Comedy i
John Martin signs the pledge.
Wait until you see what happens
tto him.

3©la*f Company
NEW

147 Fourth Avenue

every

FR.DAY

LUX

THE

WORLD'S

FILMS
EXHIBITORS

BEST—

INDEPENDENT

GET LUX

East

BAR

NONE

™"

"■»"

GEORGE WASHINGTON THOl GHT INDEPENDENCE
WORTH FIGHTING FOR IF YOU cannot get it otherwise, we want you to fight for \\u-> week's Lux and we
believe you ought to fight for Lux every week. It will pa} you.
Release,
Friday,
February
17th, 1911
Matilda Lovestruck
Bronco Bill, the Brave Cowboy
DRAMA 630.
( 0M1 DY -•
A Cowboj Picture bj .t foreign proThis is .i rare little corned) . in which
dui ei You ought to Bee it . and youi
the woman is the ardent lover and does
audiences will thank you for showing it.
t in- wooing.
It is guaranteed to proIi has the ri^ht atmosphere and we will
duce roars ol laughtei
I' m\ e i he ■!' i His and riding i<> your
nssaf
judgment.
A Split Reel of Quality and Variety for the Best Programs.
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HAVE YOU BOOKED

IT?

The Famous Buffalo Jones Pictures

Lassoing Wild Animals
IN

AFRICA

A Unique and Sensational Picture, Showing the Capture of Lions,
Giraffes, Rhinoceroses, Cheetahs, Zebras and other Wild and Dangerous Animals of the African Jungle, without the use of Deadly Weapons

NOTHING

USED

BUT

THE

LASSO

Rights to Exhibit this Picture Have Been Acquired by the Licensed
Manufacturers.
The Pictures are Made and Marketed by Pathe Freres.
LENGTH,

2,000
GET

DON'T

MISS

FEET.
IN

RELEASED

TOUCH

WITH

THIS, THE

YOUR

SUNDAY,

GREATEST

12,

1911

TODAY

FEATURE
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FILMS

ECLAIR
THE

FEBRUARY

EXCHANGE

FILMS

OF
RELEASE

QUALITY

27th

Two

"Punch"
595 FEET
A sweet story of mother-love.
Beautiful.
tic in every respect.

PICTORIAL
OF FEBRUARY

"Beware 'of the Bomb"
Artis-

on
One

370 FEET
A cleverly acted comic. First class in every detail.
A film that excites laughter throughout!!!

THE FILMS of PICTORIAL QUALITY, Combining PERFECT PHOTOGRAPHY with POPULAR PLAYS
NEW

YORK:

ECLAIR FILM COMPANY

31 East 27th St.

CHICAGO:

35 East Randolph St.
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Washington

Saved

BY

"A Heroine of '76."
We tell all about it in a picture which you must see, released on
Thursday, February 16th.
If this courageous girl had not acted as she did, Washington could
not have crossed the Delaware, probably Cornwallis would never have surrendered atYorktown, and maybe there would' nt be any United States at
all — but the fact is, his life was saved, so all this unpleasant contemplation
is eliminated, and all these "its" of history can be better
appreciated if you see " A HEROINE OF '76."
•THE STORY OF A PRAYER RUG," released Thursday, Feb. 23rd

REX MOTION

PICTURE

573-579 Eleventh Avenue

Oldest
and
Largest
Independent
Film Exchange in New England

The House ol Quality and Satisfaction
MR. EXHIBITOR

:

If you are desirous of finding out />on> to improve
your present service and increase your Jail\ attendance
call and have .1 confidential chal with us.
unable to call, drop us a line.

II rou u<-

W. E. Greene Film Exchange
INCOItPORATKD

22S Tremont Street,
Telephone

Boston, Mass.
3V.to Oxford

COMPANY
New YorK City

W. E. GREENE FILM
EXCHANGE, Inc.
The

Amithrr SEX
MANUFACTURING

I CtltV So is Hot Air
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Cheaeither,
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Lrw.mt
T\\butae 1don'1
we want
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Samples of

"Arco = B"
Biograph Carbons
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••ARCO - B ••
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232-234 Qreenwich St., New York
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Andrew Carnegie $10,000,000
In the Cause of Universal Peace
The Greatest Argument Against War is

"The Old Man and Jim"
James
War.
where
Mars,

Whitcomb Riley's Great War Poem, showing vividly the horrors of
The Rattle and Din and Hellish Pandemonium of tin- Battlefield,
young and old Life-Blood is sacrificed to the Fiendish Doctrine of
and the false machinations of Men.

This lalm i- .1 Historical and Educational Masterpiece, in which Humanity's
Greatest Cause is espoused in a Combination of DRAMATIC and SCENIC
effort, unparalleled.

Over 140 Men
Horses
Cannons
Fire

&
e
Jyf4
ifeu

f

An Accurate Historical Representation

\ wwpt^
i^rffj^^ffiw^wSltti!

-T 'I

j,«5?V

l^^ljgH
PATRIOTIC

SCENE

FROM

THIS

( HAMP.

MASTERPIEI

that includes impersonations of AMERICA'S GREATEST
HEROES.

l

"Re leaded Feb. 22d~¥Ocishingtoris 'Birthday
Exchanges — This is a feature film that will positively lie a leader in Independent
product.
Order your copies at once as the Exhibitors will demand it.
Exhibitors — This will he for you a money-maker, a business-bringer, a patriotismproducer. Order from your Exchange .it once and write now for advertising
matter to the

Champion
MARK

^s?
Distributed

Film
M. DINTENFESS,

Company

General

Manager

12 East 15th Street, New York City
through the

Motion

Picture

Distributing

and

Sales

Company

Moving PictureWorld
THE WORLD

PHOTOGRAPHIC

PUBLISHING

125 E. 23d Street, NEW

COMPANY

SUBSCRIPTION:

$2.00 per year.

ADVERTISING

YORE

Telephone call, 1344 Gramercj

Beach Building)

Post free in the United States, Mexico, Hawaii, Porto Rico
Canada $2.50. Foreign Countries, $3.00. Post Paid.

and the Philippine Islands.

RATES:
Whole page, $60.00; half page, $30.00; quarter page, $1500; eighth page, $7-50; one inch (3H »n.
wide), $300; one inch (2^ in. wide), $2.00; classified (no display), 3 cents per word.
,
Time Discounts:
10% one months order, 15% six months, 20% twelve months.
WESTERN

OFFICE:

160 Washington Street, (Post Building, Chicago).

Telephone,

Main 3145.

Entered at the General Post Office in New York City as Second-Class Matter.
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Is "Kid Business" Worth Bidding For?
The fifth annual wave of moving picture law-making
is about to sweep the country everywhere. The Legislators in Los Angeles and in Pennsylvania have been particularly obnoxious in the hair-splitting laws that they
have recently enacted. Again we get word from Ohio
by telegraph as we go to press that the State Legislature
there is about to pass more drastic legislation, and so on
from all points. Dispatches indicate that the wave of
law-making is about to break over the business in all its
fury. Now there must be a reason for all this. There is
BOmething that has put the so-called better element down
on moving pictures, and simmered down to the marrow
of the subject, "kid business" is the cause of it all.
The first rumbling of opposition to moving pictures
came in the form of i hildrens' Society agents who
claimed that the picture- were not tit for children to see.
They also claimed that the picture houses were conducive
to immorality, crime, etc. Perhaps that was so at one
time, but it i- not so now. instead of trying to eliminate
crime from their programmes in the early days, the exhibitors in most ca es adopted the opposite course of
trying to prevent or repeal what are known as "sixteen
\ear" law-. < >f course the more they bucked the child
welfare people, the harder they came back and the more
laws they passed. Therefore u would seem that the betin the beginning for the exhibitor would have
beer to let them pas- their child laws and then ..hey them.
Managers differ in regard to the value of "kid bitsi
•me are of the opinion that tOO man) children in
the house are harmful, while thi
ho claim
that they are entitled b) ever) right to do business with
children, the am< .i the candy store man and other
caterers to th< child's fancy.
It i- nol our intention to
these Child laws that have been
• in i or unju I
I'h' re an .
DOth sid( 9 of thai case, a all right minded men will admit.
Bui with all of the accompanying and extraneous law
making thai followed the
i . a que tion w nether "kid busine
vorth bid
ding for.
I

nan) children, in an aud i

dl ive away

adult

trade,

and

i dene) to

il is n, ,t .,'

a good thing for a hou e b i ha\ e i r< putal
dim's theatre.

large numbei

Mo manage i can den,

<■■

H

lhai

•

fact that they stay as long as possible in a theatre, yetting their money's worth, keeping others out of a
oftimes getting the manager into trouble.
No manager
can deny also that youngsters are very destructr.
niture, and often wantonly cut and destroy seats and fittings without the slightest provocation.
( mr loyalty to the picture and the picture bush
not permit lb to entertain for a moment the idea that a
moving picture theatre is a dangerous place for the child.
And it is our opinion that there are very few picture
houses in America that are not lit for any ch
into.
But "lancing hack over the situation it appears to
US that, after all, if the child laws that have been
were allowed to be passed without interference by the
exhibitors and obeyed by then when passed, there never
would have been any hue and cry about crime pictures,
and all the succeeding array of laws against (TO
hires that are the outcome of the original child a{
The surest wa\ to repeal an unjust law is to enforce
it with a vengeance and let public opinion do the :*
is law ; and when a law barring children was ;
should never have been circumvented by the man ...
kept always a "guardian" who was rea
child into a theatre.
Such things do more harm than
good, and are not worth the nioiie\ that is m.e\
< In the other side of the question one of the
of such laws is that a theatre manager i- always
arrest even though he be trying to folio
very best of his abilit)
;
in those law-, more especially injustice to the
than to the man.
Muu
are s, , main
laws •
children from doing things tliat in oin citii
].la\ ball an) where . .1 tK a kile without
a policeman.
In fact tl
large cit) is vei ) much circum:
■ our intention to dis< u
hut it is a question thai we would lik< I
both wa\ s .,n tins point, and w i
been troubled with tin unpleasai

thorough
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view
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Aerial Projection

Exposing Moving Pictures Indoors.

Since the publication of the first article under thiheading, we have been apprised that the subject of the
projection of moving pictures on surfaces other than the
usual sheet or screen, is engaging widespread attention.
As we note elsewhere there are several devices of a novel
kind which arc being brought to the attention of the exhibitor.

Progress in the optical side of picture making is not so
rapid as could he wished. I >ne result of this i-^that during the past, or we should say, closing winter season, we
have heard expressions from film makers as to the difficulty of taking moving pictures ind >ors, notwithstanding
the high actinic value of the artificial light employed. In
other words the studio substitute for daylight was not
powerful enough. There is a limit even to the power of
artificial light in enclosed places. We have heard it said
that some pictures are made under a candle power of 200,000. We have seen pictures made with (his alleged power
^>i light, and they were under exposed, giving soot and
whitewash, or black and white effects on the screen which
indicates had photography.

It will be interesting to recall in addition to those mentioned last week, yet another device differing from the
screen or sheet in project ion work, which though applicable to lantern slides, can also on occasion no doubt be
used for moving picture projection. We refer to the invention of Mr. Eric Stuart Bruce, an English scientist,
which was put on the market some years ago. I le called
it.
it' we remember
by some
Radioscope.
We are aright,
not quite
sure ofsuch
the name
whole as
of The
the
title, but at any rate, it was a "scope" of some kind.
Mince's idea was t<> dispense with the screen, or wall,
and substitute for it something in the nature of an aerial
Mil face, if we may SO term it.
Tin's he did in the following manner: lie constructed
a piece of apparatus which consisted roughlj of two
flat boards with smooth surfaces secured at their common
center, so as to form a cross piece resembling a maltese
cross. This was set up in the position that the screen
would occupy, and revolved at a verj great rate of speed.
'The effect
on the
of the spectator
that like
of ana
intangible
screen
or eye
surl
ed, was
indeed,
curtain of homogeneous vapor. Even so, it admitted of
the projection of a lantern slide positive. The total
effect of the projected image was that of a picture suspended in the air. You were oblivious of the fact that
the image was being received on a screen of any kind.
Bruce's idea we can hardly dignify by the name of invention. Itwas prett) well exploited at the time, and
attracted much attention, if not a commercial success.
It was something of a novelt) and embodied an idea that
was present in many minds, namely, that it is possible to
provide some Other surface beside a whitened screen, or
wall which shall heighten the effect of the picture, giving it greater brilliancy, depth and richness without detracting from any other qualities it ma\ possess.
Though not strictly coming under the head of aerial
projection, it appears to be overlooked that there are
other ways of increasing the brilliancy of a projected
picture, whether stationary or moving. It is b) tl
essential that the picture should he projected from the
front, as everybody knows. It can he projected fro n the
hack of a stage. When this i-, done, a translucent fabric
— or a partly translucent fabric— heightens the effects.
Then, again, as old lantemists and others are aware, if
your sheet is moistened or wet. the image which is projected upon it, seems to acquire increased brilliancy.
Also germane to the subject is the idea in many minds
that a white surface is not aesthetically the best for projection purposes. We have seen pictures produced on
neutral surfaces — very light grays, blues and the like —
which had a pleasingly subdued effect. < me thing is
tolerably certain, there should not lie am "whites" in
the picture on the screen. Thev indicate poor photography or infidelity to nature. We hope that these ideas
in regard to variety of surface for projection will stimulate attention and invention in connection with the sub-

We are moved to write this article because we perceive
that one of the most icimw ued European opticians has
brought out a moving picture lens which is adw I
allow of the successful taking of indoor moving pictures.
In other words, in the winter, when one is forced to work
in a studio by artificial light, this lens admits of approximately correct exposures being given.
The working aperture of the lens which is made by
Dallmeyer of London i- F. [.9, approximately F. 2. In
other words, the largesl aperture of this lens is equivalent
to ]/i of its focal length. Say the focal length of the lens
is three inches. 'Then, this opening. F. 1.9, would be
roughly an inch in diameter.
What is the practical value of all this? Merely that the
larger the working aperture of the lens, the greater the
volume of light that passes through it. and then
longer the exposure on the film. By length of exposure
we do not mean length of time, hut volume of light. In
other words more light from the subject reaches the film,
and consequently the subject is Tetter or more fully exThe value of a lens working at F. 1.0 will he more apposed.
parent to the reader when we say that the largest working
aperture of most of the kinematographic lenses in use is
approximately F. 3 or F. 4. 'The F. 4 lens, for 1
has an aperture only half the size of the F. 2: consequently itis only half as quick. It is a well know 1
law that the ratio of aperture to focal length determines
the rapidity of the lens. Consequently th(
ing, the more light the lens passes, and the more quickly
does the lens act.
Let us imagine two photographs of an indoor scene
being taken. ( me has the lens working at F. 2: the other
lens works at F. 4. Then, if the picture taken with the
lens working at F. 2 was correctl) exposed, that taken
with the lens at F. 4. would he under or only half exposed.
The result in the latter case would be a negative giving
an under-exposed positive on the screen.

ject.

'This article will primarily interest the optical readers of
the Moving Picture World, although it should also interest everybody concerned in the making, particularly
the exposing, of moving pictures. At the moment of writing we are in some doubt as to whether a lens of this
great rapidity h\ 2 is made by the \nurican opticians. If
it is not. we feel sure that the enterprise of the optical
industry in this country will produce such an instrument.
It clearly has very great value in the practical making of
the picture.

Moving pictures of a recent fight between 17.000 London
police and a half dozen burglars will be shown in New
York. They will not be shown in London. Why? Never
mind.
Fight pictures are against the law.

Portugal police have adopted a plan to exhibit in cinematograph theaters moving pictures of fugitive criminals.
There are onl / two drawbacks at present. The difficulty of
getting the negatives, and getting the public to stand for it.
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The Film and the Play.
The filming of stage plays in this country has hardly,
if at all, commenced. Some time ago. it was said that an
Her was made to Miss Maude Adams or Mr. Charles
I'roliman. her manager, or both, of $50,000 if the lad)
would allow a moving picture to be taken of her in the
part of Joan of Arc. The offer, it is said, was refused.
$50,000 is a lot of money. We cannot imagine any theatrical manager or any actress refusing such a sum for a
couple of hours' work. Perhaps the story wa- a mere
canard designed to advertise Miss Maude Adams. Perhaps, after all, it was the mere jeu d' esprit of a Broadway
new-paper press agent. Sweet are the uses of advertiseanyhow, the fact that $50,000 was mentioned in
connection with the possible filming of an American stage
play, indicates, we think, what is in people's minds, namely, that they would like to see films of great stage production-. Why shouldn't they? Let us, for the sake of argument, suppose that a moving picture was made of Hamlet, as i- being played just now by Mr. Sothern and Mi-Marlowe. This picture would form either a licensed or
an Independent ordinary release. It would go the rounds
of thousands of theaters for several weeks, if not month-.
What would happen? People would be interested to see
tograph of an actual stage play made on a theatrical stage. But would they be satisfied with it? Would
their curiosity be appeased ? We doubt it. We think that,
appreciating the film as a film, people would be desirous
more than ever of seeing the original actors and a<
In other words, Mr. Sothern and Miss Marlowe and their
company would be profited by a magnificent advertisement. Is it not so with the performers in a moving picBye studio? Has it not been proved out that the public
at large is interested in the personalities of Miss Turner.
Miss Lawrence, MPs White and the other handsome
ladies of the various moving picture making companies?
unquestionably this is so. These ladies receive bold advertisement, and we hope that their salaries rise in proportion to their popularity. For popularity without moneyis not worth a rap.
I thai the American film makers
ihould take a leaf OUl of the book of friend Parker and
to make film- of notable stage plays. We think
the moving picture public would be interested in these pictures. We think, too. that if the theatrical man
properly approached, they will see the thing in a proper
light and CO operate with the film maker-, instead
of, as at I'll ent, antagonizing them.

Propagandry and the Picture House
l:-.

lii-

■■•

Bi

ddi

■■

1,

F.

R.

P.

S.

Rather a formidable title for an article, is it not?
It
i- one of which I have long wanted to deliver myself.
Considering the known enterprise of the American ad
nd propagandist, I am surprised that, so far, he
has allowed the moving picture house to escape hi- atten
Hon. There are, as we are constantly told, between to.ooo
and [2,000 moving picture houses in this country.
This
fad open- up an interesting vista of possibilities which
I propose to hi ieflj glan
\- to the American advertiser: Nothing is sacred to
him. Not even the Egyptian pyramids; a beautiful land
scape; the -id.- of a house, the top of the house With
him no considerations of aesthetic beauty ever weigh,
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the screen

for the purpose of bringing h
f the daily 5,000,000 visitors who we are told
visit these house-. ] am merely mentioning and commenting upon this fact and expressing surprise that Mr.
Postum, Mr. Moxie, Mr. Munyon or Mr. Anybody else
( it doe- not matter who), ha- not put hi- advertising man
on to these picture houses. He will probably do so when
the fact is brought to hi- notice that this is a cheap and
easy way of reaching a large body of people through the
optical lantern.
Whether the exhibitor and whether the public w ill
stand for this sort of thing is another matter. In many
ordinary theatre- and vaudeville houses there are. of
•course, advertising sheets. They seem to be tolerated
by audiences there ; so why not in a moving picture house?
If the advertisement is artistic and effective, why not?
I do not want to say unkind things about films any more
than I can help, but frankly, there are some picture- that
are produced that are less interesting than clever advertisements.
Advertising on the -crecn of proprietary article- i- oim
of the minor uses to which the moving picture house
might be put. The Tuberculosis people are using the
picture house for spreading their anti-white plague campaign. 1- this, I wonder, the beginning
other campaigns? Suffragettes, or suffragists are becoming busj in tin- country. Will they. too. seek the aid "i
the
lantern
-lide in demanding votes for wo
wonder
!
Then you have the Prohibitionists, a very powerful
factor in the community. Think of it! They can bring
their propaganda before 5.000.000 of people— mostly
young people. They could make an effective appeal to
these nillion- by mean- of the lantern slide in the theatre.
A- to contending political faction-: What they might do
in the moving picture theatre makes one -pcculai.
coul 1 at least piovnh amusement b) their mutual criti
cisnis of each other, if even they did nothing I
Mind! I do not want to -ee the moving picture theatre
deflected from it- proper uses, namely, the adequate ex
hibition of the moving picture; I am only drawing atten
tion to possibilities,
The American advertiser has no
soul; 1101. a- a rule, ha- the individual who -ell- hi 11 advertising -pace. It i- a question of supph and demand.
I only doubt whether the ordinal) exhibitor will
enough to resisl the inducement of the almight) dollar
ill exchange
for the exhibition ,4 a numher <>i
ing lantern slides.
In drawing attention to possible dan
gels in this respect, I must not he undei
ing the conversion of the moving picture theatn
advertising medium.
Seriously, a mo> ing picture hou
for a daril
it be true that all these millions
daily gather in those houses.
This mean- 1 tughly that
iple a week could be thuI
rather more than a thu.l of the entire •
I nited States.

3

ably neither the churches of the count I
tie- of the counti \ . 1
country reach a- mam
appeal to them through Hut m •
in attracting the understanding, the hun
Some greal Mark I [anna, wh< •
h\ foi presidential cai
hv
ap through the ■
il <•this
neople
picture cre< n he

of a probable buyer of his l;
Is he would. | '.
iwed to, advertise on 1 funeral hearse
1 1<
far. to have left tin- picture hoUSe alone . ihat

1 11 to have tal

possibilities of the pi> tui
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7\^ Louis Reeves Harrison

me has said thai the man who turns the crank of
a projector is the whole thing. He is while he is turning it. The photographer is important while regulating
the speed of his machine's handle, attending to questions
of light, and adjusting his instrument to gel sharp emphasis, to say nothing of scenic selection and exposure of
film. Any man of common sense knows that each is a
cog-wheel in an intricate
piece i if mechanism, form-

T{ »\ nfvjB

Mary. V. Cowboys hanging Joe. VI. .Mary to the rescue, dreadful suspense during several scenes. Mary arrives in time to shoot the lariat with which Joe is being
hung, down comes Joe, cowboys chase the villain, Mary
and Joe embrace. Gradually rising in quality, the drama
on the screen began to rival imitatively and competitively
the play on the stage in presenting phases of the eternal
human struggle as it is going on before our eyes. In
an effort to equal or excel the older art. it has been found
that character portrayal is necessary to enforce an idea, and the
idea is the starting point of every
serious effort to enlist the attention
of an audience. "What is the
point of your article?" the editor
inquires of the writer. "What is
the point of your play?" the pro'ucer should ask of the playwright.
What is the motif. Tin

ing neces.->ary parts
of the whole delivery
of an idea from the

of a play is the motif, it is what
carries across the apron of the
stage into the hearts of the audience, and it can never be satisfactorily portrayed by sub-title- in too
great profusion.

playwright's
imagination to the comprehension
of the spectator. The actor
must be considered, and an
entirely new art is coming
into existence
th r o u g h
facial
expression
in the
photoplay.
An instructor
of deaf mutes, in a letter
to '"The New York Times."
says that her pupils can
read the phrases and sentences uttered by movingpicture actors easier than
they can the exaggerated
labial movements of their instructor
latter have only recently adopted the method
of reading speech from the lips in preference
to the laborious sign method, according to the
writer of the article, and what actors in the photo play
say is perfectly intelligible to deaf mutes in the audience.
In primitive exhibitions, the movement of human beings in a picture was
enough to enlist interest for a while,
then it became necessary to provide a
framework of incident for a dramatic situation.
The
scenario
icad : Scene 1. John and |be love
■Mary, married to Jim.
Scene 11.
John shoots Jim through the window. Joe i- suspected,
TIT. Incriminating evidence against Toe.
Cowboys
prepare
to hang him.
[V. John confesses the crime to

In carrying
the
thought
from the
screen to the audience,
the actor is the essential medium of transmission. lie
must be fitted to the situation by costume, show his relation to the other characters by his attitude— it is the attitude towards other characters which suggests love, jealousy, hatred or other emotional tendency, but the obvious
emotional attitude is easy to portray compared to the
masked one. We all wear masks in our daily intercourse,
but while this can be imparted by other means, the eyes
and the lips are most effective in facial expression of any
kind, whether the emotion be open or subdued. Nearly
all the varieties of emotion find outlet through the eyes
and lips, they center all attention when a woman

of in-
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teresting personality is on the stage, possibly for reasons
explained by the poet :
"Here's to your eyes, sweetheart.
Here's to jour eyes!
Many a man has iost his way,
Many a man has gone astray,
Following, following, all the day —
Some woman's eyes."
"Here's to your lips, sweetheart,
Here's to your lips!
What if a man should die unshriven,
Unrepentant and unforgiven;
His dream of bliss is two
links riven —
Some womai
We are not permitted to see the
sealing of love in the final scenes
because actors and actresses have
the microbe scare and only pretend, but they can really talk to us
if they will. Language forms the
readiest instrument of thought and
words may be suggested by labial
expression when freed of sentiment as well as when incumbered
by emotion, whether in cynical
comment or outburst of heartburning, they carry the effect to
the close observer. Why take
such pains ? The balance between
failure and success in a picture
play is very delicate, the audience is sensitive to details
infinitely small. I have seen them laugh at a tragic presentation and sit unmoved while the actors in the photoplay split their cheeks and slapped one another on the
back in extravagant delight, every detail of the picture is
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closely scrutinized by those who sit in the dark with
attention concentrated on the one light spot in the auditorium, so the highest development of the photo-play
may come when the performers speak all the way
through as on the actual stage. This is being done in a
way, but the lines to be spoken may, eventually, become
a part of the written scenario.
As fur the eyes. I have seen an accomplished young
actrc-- portray the vanishing of human reason so vividly
that it> light seemed to die out as we watched her. In
another, more difficult and subtle
role, she conveyed clearly the fact
that she was exhibiting concealment and caution by her wistful
scrutiny of a suspected husband.
Only recently another young and
accomplished actress carried one
of the most difficult parts ever assigned to a woman, one of high
emotional intensity, suppressed by
the splendid fortitude of the character, clear to the end, only to show
mental dissolution in the first stage
and restoration by a timely incident, almost entirely by intelligent
use of wonderfully e\eyes, fixing the characterization so
strongly in the minds of the spectators that it will long be remembered as one of the most remarkable portrayals on the screen. Every actor and actress
should study the use of these potent influences. Their
characterizations seem real or unreal, rich or impoverished, according to our susceptibility and their powers of
suggestion.

The Open Market
By John M. Bradlet.
he out of business if the public had any voice in the matter.
An open market would prove the salvation of motion picThis i- the -eat of the trouble.
The public, like the extures, and not, as some persons claim, the future ruin of
hibitor-, are at the mercy of the manufacturers, who, after
this popular amusement. Two years ago an open market
dividing themselves into two camps, had each faction bound
would have meant complete demoralization of the cinemahand and toot to arbitary corporations, viz.: General Film
tographic art. Two year- ago most of the exhibitors were
of the uncultured class — men who had no taste, no education,
Company and Sales Company.
The-e two corporations accept the work of their privileged manufacturers,
bad or
and not even good principles, men who thought that sensagood alike, they push the>e goods on the rentertional and BUggestive picture- were the only ones to please
poor
renter
hato
put
them
out
to the theatres an
the public. The manufacturers, also, at that time were not
the
kicks.
These
two
corporations
have
no
eon
encouraging the better work; they were fighting to copy each
for the public or the exhibitor-; they arc in
other in suggestive picture-; their motto was the Same amere purpose of making money, to run the indu-t:
to-day: "Quantity, no matter what the quality ."
Under such condition, an open market would have been a ground; they ate like the farmer with the
calamity; a slashing of prii
willing to kill thi
They have no ambition and n
Conditions have changed. To-day, while we still encounter
then-the oppn
of
morrow, and when their arbitrary •
bad characters among the purveyors and patrons of the
shows, we must admit that the better cla-sc- have also become ]q|;ci - ..i the pit
Tln^'eict cannot be denied when we see the moving picthe old stands they were occupying,
of With
our manufacturers
Th<
-;
thorougictires, to invade the best ^li< iim»'"k districts, and
each per week I
Ltshionable resid< ntial district
"i our | i
■ t fronts disappi
amanufacturer.
tloll the
to best
i|"
uncultured and unprincipled exhibitors leave the field, disen by tlie honest, educati
perienced show mi I
enl in the
production
and in th« manm i i f how ins the pi I
k
1 music, i" ay nothti
••
that tlii

■

exhibit. •:

in picture- and the

thing in their powei to build com

■ ■\ wm I., it i- only natural

rided the
by improving the

produi
With • il.
w ■■ h.i\ e in. u ■ i"i infei i"t and I
iome "i "in in en ed ami independent mnnufacturei
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tie when .u\ exh
i pi any sort
was cheap.
These palmy days .ire no
xhibitors spent
\-o,ooo on a
.Hid displease their
y showing inferior pictures, because they arc cheap.
Tin- public has been educated to better things, and will not
r bad pictures, and the exhiibtor who thinks that he
• money by accepting a cheap service will soon find
himself >l>K1 out by the sheriff.
- ami that an open market would encour: v new manufacturer.-, to enter the field. This argument would have been reasonable some years ago, when
any old thing was good enough a- long a- it would move
on the screen. It was the palnry days when all that a man
needed was to have a camera. This man is .-till making picture.-, because he is either supported by the General Film
Company or by the Sales Company, while talented men, able
to produce the very best, cannot enter the market because
they cannot be recognized by either of the two corporations.
This L- why I advocate an open market. An open market
will give a chance to talent to enter the held, while the same
open market will ruin the manufacturer who is doing busiply because he is supported by one of the abovenamed corporations.
An open market is no real danger, because any new manufacturer has to meet hard competition. When, in the old
days, the manufacturers were nothing else than camera crank
turners, it was easy for new manufacturers to also buy a
camera and turn the crank. To-day, it is a different proposition. The new manufacturer must enter in direct competition with men that have years of experience, big plants and
everything at their disposition, to turn out the very best
work. Capitalists are conservative fellows. Some years
ago they were willing to invest, because there was no real
competition, but to-day you cannot ask a capitalist to put
some $50,000 in a new manufacturing plant, when he knows
that plants are already in existence, involving perhaps millions of dolars. The capitalist of to-day will say to any new
manufacturer: "Yes, your proposition sounds O. K., but
have you the experience and the facilities to produce, if not
better, at least as good as Jones, who has been in the business for ten years, and has a fully equipped plant worth
$500,000?"
we in
willa always
find abutfewthey
foolsareready
to invest a Evidently
little money
new plant,
not
dangerous. When a man is so thoughtless he has not much
money to invest; he merely squanders what he has on some
"dreamers." I am sure that many are ready to bear out my
statement; they have invested, they have lost and they are
sorry.
A closed market is more dangerous than an open market,
as with a closed market the work is left with the few manufacturers protected by either the General Film Company or
the Sales Company, who have only one ambition — to produce queer stories running on the usual themes of an elopement, of a man abandoning his wife, of a woman running
away from her husband, etc. An open market would eliminate the cheap man, and the natural competition would force
the manufacturers to exert themselves to produce only the
best. Give us an open market, and we will soon see pictures
that can be shown over and over again, and make money
for the manufacturers, like "Italian Cavalry," "Last Days of
Pompeii," "Nero," etc. When our manufacturers will
abandon all their foolish stories of personal jealousies, divorces, unfaithfulness, etc., they will increase the interest in
motion pictures and bring them to the plane they should occupy, not only in the theatres but in the schools and the
churches, and when the manufacturers will follow this legitimate course of producing masterpieces, at the cost of several
thousands of dollars for the negative alone, the foolish little
manufacturer will find out that he is not in the game, and
the sooner he drops off the better for him. Thus the open
market will naturally and gradually eliminate the manufacturers who have no reason to be in the game. Competition
will force good pictures and good work will win each time,
as the exhibitor of to-day, with so much money invested in
his theatre, will call for the best and will not be so foolish
as to ruin his enterprise by showing inferior pictures for the
sake of savin? a few dollars on his service. While an open
market will close many manufacturers, a closed market will
encourage more manufacturers to enter the field. If the
General Film Company on one side and the Sales Company
on the other side, try their very best to restrict the manufacturing field to a few, they cannot stop the ambition of all
the newcomers, who are determined to get a piece of the
cake. They are starting a third movement. This third movement is not yet baptized, but will not stop the overgrowing
crop of manufacturers, and unless we have an open market
we will see a fourth, a fifth, and, perhaps, more movements.
The only way to stop the crop of new manufacturers is to
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improve the work t.. -uch a degree as to make it unprofitable
to produce cheap or ordinary picture-. When our good manufacturers will devote their time to the production 01 masterpieces thev will protect themselves more efficiently than by
any known or unknown patents. The cost of production will
be -uch that the little man will not be 111 it.
With the j to 4 release per week system the manufacturer
cannot improve; he cannot waste time nor money; the factory, a- well a- the camera man, must turn out so many feet
per day. regardless of atmospheric
and other conditions.
When we watch the pictures on the screen it 1- easy t" see
that no consideration
is taken of the atmosphi •
lion-. We are shown what should be a fim
yet the photography 1- weak and dull; in other woi
-ee that it was not a clear day, but a day with an atmosphere laden with mi-t.
If the manufacturer waper week tiend, if he was not compelled to turn
out so many feet per week, he would, when the atmosphere
is not clear enough, postpone to another day the taking of
the picture.
W e are told that Ambrosio consumed several months to
produce his "Nero," or the Burning of Rome. Thi- film was
and is still a great success. A year after its release Nero washown again to enthusiastic crowds. If we have not been
misrepresented, Ambrosio sold some 800 copies of his Nero.
This leads us to a little arithmetic:
Suppose that a manufacturer takes six weeks to produce a.
masterpiece, at a cost of $5,000 for the negative, and that he
disposes of 500 copies.
Sales of 500 copies at $100
Cost of the negative
Cost of 500 copies and expenses

$5,000
25,000

$50,000.00
30.000.0O'

His profit
$20,000.00
The manufacturer of to-day cannot spare six weeks on a.
negative, but to maintain his reputation of releasing two
reels per week he will make twelve negatives during these five
weeks
at a negative.
cost of $500 per negative, and sell only 40 copies
from each
Sales of 40 copies from 12 negatives,
or 480 copies
$48,000.00
Cost of 12 negatives at $500 each
$6,000
Cost of 480 copies (40 from each negative)
24,000 30,000.00
His profit

$18,000.00-

A masterpiece taking six weeks to produce will net the
manufacturer $20,000, while his two releases for six weeks
will net him $18,000. I do not give the above figures as being
strictly correct they are merely to illustrate and show that
there is more money in high-class work.
Masterpieces would stop this stupid fad of daily changes.
With good pictures we do not need to change every day.
Nero and other such productions have advertised themselves, while "Heart Hunger for Happiness" disgusts any
one. "The Italian Cavalry," although an old thing, is still
the talk of every one. and every time it is shown it is a sure
or the exhibitor. Your neighbors tell you of it,
and you tell your friends that they shouid not miss such a
treat. "Heart Hunger for Happiness" is a different -fry.
When you see this foolish lover pulling out hi- tongue, then
fed like a hog, you have enough of it. You will not advise
your friends to spend a nickel to see it. Same with that absurd picture. "A Queen for a Day." What art can you -ee in
this film? Certainly it is not in the breaking of the dishes,
smashing of the furniture, drinking of whiskey, et No art
whatever, but a lot of vulgarity. Both the Pathe .. d Vitagraph Companies, producers of the two above-- ,.-d films,
have proven that they have the experience and the facilities to produce high-class work, both have prest. .ed us with
masterpieces. Why, then, should they devote their time to
such foolish pictures, such vulgar and out-of-place productions? Because they have recognized that with the stupid
fad of daily changes and the workings of the General Film
Company they cannot dispose of more copies of their masterpieces than they can of their inferior picture- Why
should they work hard to better their work when they are
not rewarded, when their sales are the same for bad picutres
as for good ones? An open market would establish a genuine
competition, and would put an end to stupid fad of daily
change*.
How is it that an opera or a good play can remain for
months and months on the boards, and that the finest motion
pictures cannot stand more than one day?
It is high time that the trade should have a national convention and that such matters should be discussed.
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The day that we will have an open market Pathe Lreres
will not waste their time to show u- a foolish lover pulling
and allowing himself to be fed like a hog, nor will
the Vitagraph Company waste their time to show us an Irish
cook breaking the dishes, drinking whiskey and pulling a
noney from under her skin.
No, these
panies, who can and have produced high-class work, will endeavor to be in the lead and abandon
such foolish and
stupid pictures to the numerous new manufacturers, who ha\c
a few hundreds of dollars to lose in the game.
Our first pictures were much like the nickel books. You
know what they are. Badly printed on very shoddy paper,
poorly written, sensational stone-, but devoured by the readclasses) to reach the climax. We know that our
cultured classes want better literature, they want a better
looking cover, good paper, fine printing, artistic illustrations, good composition and clean stories. When -ome of
our manufacturers started to improve the pictures we got a
better class of patrons, and this new class of lovers of motion
pictures induced many exhibitors to build tine houses in better districts. Hut since the apparition of the General Film
Co. and of the Sales Co. our manufacturers seem to have
returned to the old style of the cheap 5-cent novels.
The best argument that I can offer for an open market is
the well known fact that when the Biograph was supreme, a
mere sign of "Biograph To-day" would draw the crowd.
Yes, folks would rather pay a 10-cent admission and be satisfied with only two reels, as long a- there was a Biograph than
to visit the neighbor house with three reels and four vaudeville acts and no Biograph. Everybody knows what a magnet was the word Biograph. Let us return to thi
Let us have some drawing names, and this will kill the crop
of embryo manufacturers unless they have talent also.
We have many good subject- for masterpiec<
Pathes have made a fortune with their Passion Play. How
old 1- it? Perhaps eight or ten years; yet it is still on the
boards, and it is still such a drawing card that there
for a still better and more correct Passion Play. Gaumont
has produced many of these Biblical subjects, most of them
masterpiece- in every sense of the word, but, as all manufacturers, Mr. Gaumont is discouraged because with tne
present renting system
ilm Co. and the
stupid
daily
changes,
"Herod ofof Gaumont,
the S'ew Horn
King," and
other such high
productions
are clas
: for Happiness" of Pathe, the "Queen of
a Day," of the Vitagraph, etc. Yes, these admirable 1
films arc classed with the regular, two, three and iour per
week releases. When "The < hristian Martyr." of Gaumont
will have worked the same circuit as "Bertie's Elopement," oi
Selig, both films will join the ^nat ami)
Allow me to repeat, the public has been educated, the
i pictures, and a- the exhibitor has spent,
and is -till spending, much money to build line thi
capture the patronage of the bettei classes, the exhibitor 1the -.ike
.1 few dollars oil his
l( nt'v,
the
manufacturers must realize that there 1- no danger in an open
market.
Granted that an open mark, t will induce an army
of new manufacturers t>. enter the field. What cm they do?
that an open market i- declared
Pathes, I
Amino,,
• Northern,
Vitafi-Mimi
the high 1 class
nown, productions
and what
coul 1 1 Jones I •■ . Black < •>.. Brown < " . etc . do in I
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I us have .1 litl
that if in certain low di trii
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PERSONALITIES.
Arthur Johnson.
1 lure 1
■ i uth in the ldc.i I
get
a stationary
of a moving
Arthur
Johnson, picture
I
when he 1- n. t acting
'
herewith m
; animated pic! II
artist wa- taking a moving picture, and found it \ < ■■
We rounded up
the talk end of it, -

Johnson d<
haps "Lil' Artha"

did not
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BRAINS.
In these days of wonderful, a- well as universal
it U generally acknowledged
that brains will play a more
important part than muscle, no matter how necessary the latter may be.
Labor--aving devices are in constant demand, and the
laborer oi the future will be an intelligent rather than a
mere physical agent; physical power, plus brain-. phis mechanical devices, will revolutionize all kind- of labor. It
has often been .-aid that one great difference between the past
and
the inpresent
is "brain-."
Not that
forefathers
lacking
intelligence,
by no means
but, our
rather,
that we, were
their
descendants, have built upon their foundation; each succeeding generation as occasion presented and demanded, meeting
new conditions with a use of the highe.-t and be-t powers of
which man stands pos-c
Using the Brains.
A famous artist, whose colorings cau.-ed universal admiration, when asked "what do you mix with your paint to produce such wonderful effects?" replied: "Brains, simply
brains." thereby giving a grand proof to the truth that brains
make a wonderful "pin-" to whatever cau-e they may be
added.
lecturer
of A the
brain upon
as a educational
mighty and subjects
valuable included
addition theto "using
every
spheresame
of life,"
of special
importance,
illustrating
the
with asthea subject
fact that
a ton of
crude steel
may be
■worth, say. $10. A ton of steel, plus brains to make it into
steel rails! made it worth $20; giving a number of other valuable u^es which constantly increased in value, until, finally,
he came to the steel spring of a watch, which showed that a
ton of steel plus brains to make it into watch springs made it
■worth thousands of dollar-.
The Cinematograph a Stimulus to the Use of the Brain.
While last week attention was drawn to the fact that the
cinematograph would become helpful in an educational manner by concentrating the faculties, we are able now further to
speak of it as a help to the use of the brains. Professor G.
P. Baker, Professor of Literature in Harvard University, in
a lecture recently said: "Moving pictures are good for the
brain and stimulate the imagination; one is compelled to
u«e his brain to fill out the parts not given on the film, and
the fact that the brain must be so used is an argument in the
picture's
favor."of this article has made it a special practice to
The writer
take several intelligent children with him. for the e-pecial
purpose of Studying their receptive attitude when viewing
the picture- To say that the results were interesting would
not fully describe them: they were positively extraordinary;
very often the young people could see points almost obscure
to their elder-: and occa-ionally could predict the forthcoming effects. Nowhere else can it be found that such rapid
comprehension exists, making the cinematograph a marvel
in its powers of concentration, imagination and comprehensiveness.
Applied Educationally.
The old method of telling a boy to "use his brains" (if he
unfortunately showed any dullness) too often failed through
lack of being taught how to use his brains." Pedagogy
seldom went far enough in applying education to do any more
than impart the knowledge; the use of the knowledge
nal with the scholar; making the wide difference
between the studious pupil and the indolent one a source of
annoyance and dissatisfaction to the teacher; besides producing unsatisfactory results.
With what joy the teacher will hail any power which proves
at once an incentive and a stimulant, equalizes the capabilities
of the scholars, quickens the perceptive powers, concentrates
the faculties and makes indelible impressions upon the memory, so that the work of both teacher and scholar shall be at
once made easier and more thorough! If cinematography is
going to be the new power Professor Baker predicts (and
there is no reason to belittle the prediction, but, rather, to the
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contrary, it must be confirmed), there is cause for congrifl
lation that in the immediate future there will be rapid -trid<
in educational work.
SCHOOL
AUTHORITIES
AND
THE
PICTURES.
The Board of Education of an important town in Englaal
recently appointed a sub-committee to consider the relatio I
of moving pictures to education.
After due con.-ideratio |
this committee recommended "that scholars should occasifl
ally be allowed to leave school an hour earlier in order to a I
tend cinematograph
exhibitions
of educational
pictures.
While by this action this board has joined scores of othersi|
indorsing
the
value
of
the
"picture
teacher."
they
fered from those who have considered the question have
ping their schools with a moving picture outfit.
In this pai
ticular case there is the suggestion of working in conjunctiol
with an established moving picture place.
The suggestfl
seems a good one. bringing out the further idea of it beiaJ
worth while for the moving picture people to offer to war
with and for the schools.
In the thousands of small tows!
throughout
the United States a system of cobetween the various educational authorities would nol ofl
be helpful, but would eliminate opposition or even friction!
making such a combination
of interests mutual;.
geous in many way-.
A NEW ATTITUDE.
It is not very long since there was a hue and cry again$|
the moving picture- a- a demoralizing agency; this was foil
lowed by the suggestion that they would gradually die otBj
To-day this is all changed: thinking people, business peopiJ
and others have found in the cinematograph an in-trumen'
of great possibiiltie- Xow that the educators and educa
tional authorities are using the cinematograph, it has got intc
the best hand-, plainly showing that in its evil days it was
because of those whose usage was not of a proper order
Within the last few days a New York Supreme Court Judgt
lamented the fact that "ghouls and vultures" had so mi-usec
the moving pictures for their own evil purposes, wisely placing the blame where it belongs.
THE CLERGY AND THE PICTURE.
It i- interesting to note and record that clergymen
everywhere becoming rightly interested in the moving pi©J
ture. Having wisely seen that causes for previous criticisi
were removable, and that it was not necessary to "smaB
the organ because it was out of tune," all that was needed
being a properly attuned instrument and a good playei
prod.ice harmony and inspiring mu-ic. So with the cinematograph; in proper hands it is both educational and inspiruB
even from the point of view of the most exacting clergyman,
or any religious body. It is now a common item of news ■
read of churches using the moving picture, whether it be to
secure proper exhibitions or to illustrate their own work and
themes; the action i- equally laudable. Individual clergfl
men, too, are now using the moving picture as they used (S
use the stereopticon. but in a larger way, and with more satisfactory results. Clergymen lecturers are now advertise!
and it argues well for the future of this line of cinematB
graphy to have in the hands and mouths of this religiousHI
educated profession this helpful and valuable means of inrl
parting knowledge be-ides giving a new and pleasing fonfcl
of church entertainment.
Professor Baker, of Harvard, lecturing on "The Signs of II
the Time- in the Drama," says: "Moving pictures are taking!
the place of the melodrama; there is less tendency towardli
immoralit-- and crime in the picture show.
Drama is having
a far-reaching effect on the people of this country, and is
improving wonderfully.
Public censorship will prevent the'
production of immoral
plays."
This new attitude toward,
the moving picture is not by any means local or individual.
A wide reading of the public press shows that it is universaijij
also, that it is con-tantly growing.
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Everett, Wash.: -What do other people use for Western
lietures? There is only so much Western stuff written. I
.von't fake if 1 can help it, because my own compositions
:an stand improvement, to bay the least. At present we have
i picture that I can make nothing of. (We are using Indejendent service.) Well, this particular one is entitled 'An
Unreasonable Jealousy.' Looks well in the synopsis. Tell
me whether it is my fault or the picture's. I love pictures
and work hard in them. I have been in dramatic work myself and appreciate them from a dramatic standpoint. In
inswering this, please do not use my name in full. Use M.
M."
There is no music which is purely typical of our Western
country. The "cowboy"' songs so popular in the past (like
Idaho," 'Pony boy" and the like) are the only things we
have which are at all suggestive of the "cow puncher." The
mumber, as you say, is limited — there being probably half a
f such — a matter which is sufficiently known to
the average audience to answer the purpose. All are lively
tune-, and are useful in most of the "wild west" pictures.
For Indian music, -Belstedt's "War Dance" and the "Sun
Dance" are good characteristic numbers, and the second
movement in "Trailing the Trail" is also a good little bit,
especially in pathetic Indian scenes. For other pathetic,

sentimental and melo-dramatic music generally, work out
the same as in ordinary melodrama. I do not now recall the
picture you mention, so cannot offer any further suggestions
in the matter. You having been, as you say, in dramatic
work, will remember that music is used to accent or bring
out the more important features of the play. Where the
runs along evenly, with no suggestion of action,
music is rarely employed. The same holds good in picture
work to this degree only. The more important features are
forked up with appropriate music (which may be melodrama! ir or other descriptive music), while the quiet or
1 "neutral" portions are filled with something non-committal —
usually a waltz, intermezzo or anything not particularly sug., I do not, as a general rule, like waltz
1 "fill-ins" for either cowboy or soldier pictures.
To me they
I seem to suggest the ballroom or drawing-room rather than
scene-; in which (by comparison)
rough men predominate.
: I prefer two-four intermezzos when you can't otherwise find
anything applicable.
The argument
will be used against
i me that as this form of "intermezzo" is played in ballroom
for a two-step, it ought to carry the same suggestiveness as
I the waltz.
I only offer it as a personal opinion.
You will
I use your own judgment in these inconsequential matters, any| way.
I From Defiance, Ohio: "Would be very much obliged to you
I if you would give me a small li^t of music (popular and
classic) suitable for moving picture and the parts (li^ht nr
heavy, mysterious, plaintive, etc.). As you probabh
from the tenor ol this letter, I am new to the moving picture
t-ame In fact I am only an operator at present, bul hope
■ manager of a house in a -h..rt while, and wish to

■ ii the way to the correspondent
From Milford, Conn.: "1 am playing in a moving picture
in reading your articles on music in th< M
'ch have been of great help t<i me.
I have
k, ,i- a favor, il
te list for a l kinds of pictures, and

■

for your kindly apprei iat
more than delighted to near that i
to make them so if 1 can
firepared for you, and v. il

re helpful.
A li-t is being

Iced for. I have a great many re.,
I you will be patient vou will
II. A. Dunn again
Men inc Pictubi World foi Januai j i.j. also [anuat
wh.it I- \ Dunn
regarding the use of the organ in moving
for

thrm
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al-o the and
cue best
music,'
and you ofcanmusic
quoteI ever
me .
neatest
collection
much more — a whole page of it— to the same effect, but modesty
forbidany
further
quotation,
i
"In
la--. piano and
The World you asked me about the position the
of my
organ.
The piano and organ are at right angles to each
other.
The
organ
is
a
low
affair
and
the
drummer's
visible above the top. As to the programme we play: head
I toldis
you in one of my former epistles that we do not go on before
2 p. m. The show start- at 10.30 a. m. The
Wednesdays
and Sunday-.
( )n these days
10.30. watch every picture (sometimes twice), and then pick
our programme.
I have just made a new piano stool — took
an old piano stool, unscrewed the top from the
took the legs from a high-backed chair, and -crew.
piano screw to the bottom of the chair, and ;
back in the
the old me
stool's
legs, making
a very
com-to
fortablegroove
seat, whichin enables
to switch
from the
piano
the organ without breaking the melody I am playing
Do
you getcause 1 used
me?" the (1same
am giving
scheme this
somedescription
years ago atandlength
found be-it
a good one. — C. E. S.) "A word about our trap drummer.
Bill Judd.
He is one of the best in the business bar no one,
and I know what I am talking about.
He has about $300
worth of traps, and about one-half of them he made himself.
I can only think of one of contraptions he has.
Awhile
ago we had a picture depicting a ru-tic seem
comes along and starts to pump water, and the no out of some home-made affair brought down the I
sounded exactly like the noise of a pump hand e Another
thing, he keeps both drums going while he 1- working efhad a picture not long ago called "A Popular
Tune," and he whistled, played a violin, a mouth
alto horn and sang.
What do you think of that!il think
we have heard so much about bad drummers and their offenses that it 1- a positive relief to hear about the
Good for Bill. Long may he live!)
I would like to quote a little example of t In
lar songs in working out comedies
We had "Mi
rauders" (Biograph) and I played it as follows
Going toappears,
Get Something
That You Don't
When
burglar
staccato mysterious
\\ henExpect.'
wife X\
husband awake, "Don't Wake Me L'p, I'm Dl
- -/"Please Go 'Way and Let Me Sl<
buried by now.) Husband walk- down steps, -"trami>. tramp, tramp." Burglar ru-her ar<
to get out, "I Don't Know
Where
I'm Goinj
My Way."
Husband falls out of window
minute, but I've < I
tells wife all about it. "I ie Your Little Bul ■
do you like it? That i- the usual
far a- I have observed.
Ml these
worth while providing your audit :
playing.
In
i . ttythiswell know n,
greatly in that way
it is a relief fr< m ■
march."
B
view of their application l>v the 1
pretty
sure
I
Mr Dunn is fortunate I I
assistant in his trap dl umi

1

cases inn. i
Mr. Sinn:.'. e Dear
am
have -irDO "Idi ummer,
.. anti me to pal
and plaj . too
l think thi |
I don't mind doin.
man dying oi consumpti n
I think

:

it
1 think

Don't ; ■
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Sales Company
Employees'
Ball
At Alhambra Hall, New
York, February 3.
I he picture that we publish herewith does very scant justice to the Sales Company employees' ball, February 3, at
Alhambra Hall, New York City, It being impossible to photograph all four sides of a room at one time, we get a glimpse
of only one-fourth of those present, and only for the brief
moment of the taking of a photograph, arranged as you see
them 111 the picture. All the rest of the time they were a
very lively bunch of picture people. Each one a moving picture m himself. Everybody who was anybody (with a few
unavoidable exceptions) was there with bells on. And it certainly was a very lively evening, except for one thing.
The one thing that proved an exception to a lively time
was the introduction of moving pictures between dances.
There is nothing wrong about moving pictures between
dance-, if they do not hand out "weepers." But, unfortunately, the guests were handed the choicest collection of
tragedies that were ever projected on a screen in one single
evening. It seems that every manufacturer deliberately dug
up the most doleful -ubject that he could lay his hands on
to contribute to the gayety of the occasion. Not a comedy in
the lot, out of perhaps a dozen reel- that were shown. This
is a good indication of the forgetfulness on the part of manufacturers in general that comedy is the thing and drama is
"aus gerspiel."
There was everything shown at the ball, from the dying
child to the young lady who was put through all the horrors
of a torture chamber, and later dutifully burned her pretty
face with a red-hot iron, showing the ghastly scars as an evidence of good faith. Weep! Weep! Weep! Weepers!
Weepers! Weepers! Weep and the world weeps with you;
laugh, and you laugh alone!
Outside of that it wa- tine. Everybody was bright and
happy, and had a good time. Nobody over-danced, because
the pictures made good rests between the dances. Those who
did not like the "weeper-" talked business.
One of the features of the evening was a round-up of popular New York -inger-. and while the dances were going on
they were singing the late-t hits from the various music publishing houses which they represent The list included Mr.
Leo Edwards, Harry Collins, Bolsford ( > >fF>. Frank McFarland, Edward Doerr. William Mac \rthur. Joseph McCarthy
Rockwell.
The band was a dream.
They came

from Stauch's Pavilion, Coney I -land, where they play dance
music the year round. They are certainly some kiddoes at
playing dance music. The hall was tastefully decorated, as
will be seen in the picture, with specially made pennant- representing the various makers, draped from the boxes, which
were occupied by the well-known Independent manufacturers.
There were also boxes reserved for various other departments of the trade, which were occupied to their capacities.
When the guests had finished throwing their paper streamers the hall looked like a garland, and it was neces
stop the dancing and clean off the floor a number of time.-.
At daylight some of the guests were still in the hall, without
the disposition or ability to go home.
The ball was successfully conducted by Charles Abrams j
and Joe Miles, and they did their parts in a masterful manner,
which, no doubt, will earn them a reputation all over the
world as "bear cat-" in getting up moving picture dances and
promoting good fellowship in the business generally.
COMMITTEE.
Chas, Fearing, President; J. R. Niles, Treasurer; Miss I G
Brown, Secretary; John V. Wood. F.E. Gribbon, James T.
Gilmartin, Herbert I. Taylor, G. C. Ryan, I. Lewis, M Piver,
W. Moore, R. E. Bevins.
GUESTS.
Reliance and N. Y. Motion Picture Co.'s box — Chas. O.
Bauman and wife, Miss M. Kenney, H. J. Stryckmans, Miss
Marion Leonard. Mr Gausman and the full cast of the Reliance Stock Companv
AtlasMiss
Co.'s
"II L.Miss
Miles
and wife,
J. R. Harris,
Miles and
wife,
F. box—
Gribbon-.
Former
and Miss
Mr.
Brulatour.
Powers Picture Co P \ Powers, Thomas Evans and
wife. Pearl White and Mr. Carrigean.
Imp. Co. — Carl Laemmle and wife, with party of friends.
Rex Co.— Messrs. Porter and Engle, Miss Hoelfell and
Miss Goldman.
ie and daughter.
Moving Picture Worid box.— Mr. W. H. Coles and Miss
Kathryn Eggleston, F. II Richardson and wife. Mrs. J. H.
Saunders and daughter. Miss Edna Ellaby. H. A. Fi.-chbeck.
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ley and wife and Mr. SimNestor Film Co.— David
mone.
Great Northern Film Co. — I. C. Oes and party.
Lux Film Co.— Messrs. Prieur and Professor Houdim.
Champion Film Co. — Mark M. Dintenfass and wife.
rhanhouser Co. — Bert Adler chaperoned the Thanhouser
Company, with Mr. Gregory as an assistant.

WORLD

Eclair Fiim Co — Mr. Offeman.
• Besides the above box-holder
«
.mber of
exchange
men and exhibitors, many of whom
we did not
have the pleasure of meeting
The Press was represented by Mr. Greenland for the Billboard. Mr. Cooke for the Nickelodeon. L. J. Rubenstein. of
Film Reports, and H. F Hoffman and A. MacArthur for the
'icture World.
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London Letter
By

A. E. Taylor.

We in London are rather amused at the controversy that
has been waging your side as to the selection of the word
"Photoplay" as the cognomen
of Moving
Picture Houses.
In England we have "Electric Theater," "Cinema," "Theater
de Luxe," "Palais Cinema"
"Picture Theater," "Animated
Pictures," "Picturedrome,"
"White
Palace." "Myriorama,"
Biograph,"
Kinetoscope," and various others.
ertainly need for some universal name by which
ictures might be known amongst all English speaking people-, but if it is to become the recognized term it
must be something
better than "Photoplay."
Years of
close intercourse with the people who patronize this class of
entertainment has convinced me that any name to become
popular must not be too high faint in . There is one phrase
which i- used by all classes in England and that is, "The
Pictures."
Men women
and children alike say they are
the pictures. Why not use that term for the moving
picture 1.
There are now very few moving
picture houses in thicountry, where chimerical gloom prevails during the performanci
ighted and it is
• without the uniformed attendant
and Inandelectrii
["he anything
1 nglish people
are ainsuspicious
race,
have antore!idea that
conducted
the dark
must pander to impropriety and indecency
in consequence
• to have their halls as well lighted during
m istent with a good view of the
pictun
Man) daylight
el with a qualified
are -till diligently devoting their
attention to this matter, the time ma) no) be iar distant when
mdition ol thing
•I
! a
• ■i the moving picture houses only those who have
had a thorough grounding in all the technicality
i in- consequence i . ■ notable improvement in the
m i. .1, and in the ' la "i entet tain
in. nt pro\ ided
i 'ntil qui!
good enough to direct tne front oi the houi •• and tl
proved disastrous to man) private individuals ind limited
companie
Now not only ha i candidate i..r a i
position •
in ai know ledge ol the pr<
to mattei -

Whilst the moving picture is gradually but surely ousting
the variety hall and the theater from popularity, it has also
sounded the death knell of the evening concert in suburban
London. This admission has been made by an authority on
concert- in the metropolis. Personally I do not wonder
at this for many of the so-called evening concerts were simply
caterwauling
whereas well
at "the
picture-"
always
certain displays,
of a programme
worth
seeing.oneByis the
way, too, the English people have a dislike tor those picture
-hows which run variety turn-, and do not care for the combination of the music hall and pictures at a picture theater.
And yet they like pictures at the variety theater Verily
there l- no acCOUl '
There i- a movement on foot in France for I
i inn of the kinematograph industry which
tract attention
Inaugurated
with the oh
overproduction and the lowering of prici
being formed
Producers are not to issue mote than three
thousand f<
or indirect and to sell only under certain restriction!
are not to sell films, or to effect the whole ol then purchases, with the exception oi ten per cent, with members
of
low the
pricesyndicate,
Rentersandan arcto not
maketo up; the whole ol their pro
films
I should think there w ill b< I
are forbidden t" deal with 1
tinn-to join
•
alimitation
ol output

■
■

it with

in

run
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Withdrawal of Injunction Against
Gaumont Type of Camera

On January
Henry
Lacomoe,
Unil
dependent
Moving
Pictui
I D. Cochrane,
ita general manager, and Carl Laemmle. it! president, called upon them
to show cause on January jo. i«n, why they should noti be adjudged in
contempt of court ai for disoln
heretofore issued
. — e and served on tin
That injunction
of March .•!, 1910, bad bet n Issued because of the use ot Warwick
and
Pathe cameras prior to that time.
The order to show cause was based
upon the affidavits of Edwin I. Standlah, losenh 1
1 the 1 affidavit .
ise of Gaumont
cameras in Jul
1 infringement of the Ediso
patcnt and a violation of the injunction.
alleged use of a Warwick camera in Jur
infringement of the patent and a violatioi
The return of the order to show cause
;cl for the defendants, Hon. Wil' inuary 20, ion.
On that day
ippearcd before the Court prepared with affidavits, upwards
01 sixty in number, setting out the long and extensive and general use of
Gaumont cameras and other similar cameras of the beater type to t lie
knowledge of the complainant and its emissaries; also setting out that no
suit had ever been brought against any such camera as an infringement or
any claim made or notice given that it was an infringement until the episode in the case against the Champion Film Co.. in December last- also
that the beater camera had not been really defended in that case and that
its construction and mode of operation and the results obtained by its
use had been misrepresented by the complainant to the Court in that case;
that the Gaumont and other cameras of the beater type, when properly
understood in their true construction and mode of operation and results, do
not belong to the Edison or Warwick tyj}< of positive feed devices operating
by theintermittent
interlocking1 of a pin or stud with perforations in the film to produce
• ■ motion, but belong rather to the Biograph type, where
■ less possibility of slip and which the Circuit Court of
... _J either of the former cases against the
American Mutoscope and Biograph Co., and which disclose the Edison
positive intermittent feed device in which a pin or stud interlocks with
perforations
in &a tape.
Complainant's
Edgarof Bull,
Esq.,of ofDyer,
the
firm of Gifford
Bull, and
John Robertcounsel,
Tayl< J.
, Esq.,
the firm
lonement of the hearing,
Dyer & Taylor, pleaded with the Court for
jreat number of the defendants affidavits, and for leave to
file replying affidavits. The Court granted a postponement to Wednesday,
February
I, at 11 A. M.
At that time defendants' counsel presented their defense in a printed
volume of 295 pages, including 62 affidavits; but complainant's counsel read
a typewritten statement to the Court withdrawing the motion for attachment for contempt in s
The significance of this

thi
>v the Motion
New York.
_
or similar cameras.
The defendants, in December,
• id feed
c
davits in which
they referred
tothc Gaur
and
denied
the affiuse
. filed
replying
llii- was before the decision in the case
ampion Film Co.. which latter
Subsequently,
and
uiary 7th t
buttal affidavits fully describing the Gaumont
aphs of it and alleging its use by the dein July, ioio~(aoriginal
use' which
had not
referred28,to.1910).
it is to On
be
noted, in fendantscomplainant's
affidavits
of been
November
January
25th,
defendants'
counsel
notified complainant's
would be asked to file affidavits defending
the Gaumont counsel
camera that
from leave
the
charge
of infringement,
and on substantially
to be used
for that purpose

the same affidavits that >

iter those
affidavits
had been served in the latter case. This motii
Independent
F' Kessel
junctionMoving
against
and others would, therefore, have giv
unant an opportunity to try out the question of infringement on
1 for preliminary injunction. But late in the afternoon of Febru
in in all its counsel,
branches. 3- -"
implainant's
for
again
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PATENTS

KESSEL,

COMPANY,

JR., et al,

On Reissue Patent

) Messrs. Kenyon & Kenyon,
Of Counsel for Defendant,
49 Wall Street, New York Citv.
Sir*: Takeheretofore
Notice that
we '
junction
noticed
1 Friday, February 10, 1911.

l full as follows:
IN

THE
CIRCUIT COURT
FOR THE
SOUTHERN

MOTION

PICTURE

OF THE
DISTRICT

PATENTS

UNITED
OF NEW

STATES,
YORK.
5 accompanied by the
DYER
unsellors
1 Nassau

COMPANY,

following letter:
& TAY1
at Law
Street.
New York, reoruary

srs. Kr n-yon & Kenvon,
40 Wall Street, New York City.
STATEMENT
OF COMPLAINANT'S
COUNSEL.
The complainant hereby formally withdraws so much of its motion to
punish the defendant for contempt as relates to, or in anv way bears upon,
the
defendants'
use motion
of the papers,
Gaumont,andorconfines
so-calleditself
"Beater'"
of camera,of
referred
to in the
in thetype
prosecution
the motion to those violations which involve the use of the Warwick type
of camera. We take this action because it is evident from the character
of the reply affidavits, coupled with the fact, announced in open court, that
• 1-- fi
'■—
:- -,.i, ,1, iu „„,»c.;™ „r ;r,fr;nn»m«. • * -■ "t the Court
proceedings, and not <
vith tli-- views of defendants' senior counsel
motion to punish for contempt is not the
proceeding in which to try out a question of infringemi it. It counsi
'
3 havetheythe may
findings
of this Court withappeal
respect
to the
Gaumont camera
reviewed,
<
in the
Champion
February, 1
s counsel
Commentin
1 these

contempt

■y; .•;

who is under
general in5J Gaumont
cameras,
junction v
The statement
might be regarded
ing that, in the judgment
of complainant, the question of i rinu< mi nt could pi op< H\ lx ■
a motion for preliminary injuncti , although in the case of a
preliminary injunction just is in the case of a motion for attachment for
contempt,
'it is well
law thatButthe later
infringement
be clear,1st,otherwise the motion
mustsettled
be denied.
in the day.mustFebruary
complainants' counsel, Messrs.
Dyer,
Dyer & Taylor,
formally withdrew
a
motion for pn
n pending in the Eastern District of NewYork, and which stood for hearing on February
10th. and which would
have brought up the question of infringement
by the Gaumont
motion for preliminary
t for contempt, but 0
of that withdrawal were these:
for preliminary injunction was
Bauman and Louis Burstcin in

Motion

Picture

Patents

Company

vs. Adam Kessel,

Jr.,

:e there have
been so many postponements
motion for preliminary
• '-. rcforc. v of the hearing 0
effect.
injunction, we have decided to withdraw that e'to this
)n, temporarily
at least.
injunction.
DYER.

DYER

& TAYLOR.

Enc— Notice.
The

situation,
enl

therefore, is that defendants' counsel in the case again;
Moving Pictures Company of America and Carl Laemmli
ifringement
fully and franklv in open
complainant's own motion for attachment
by the Gaumontfor camera,
the -^ and^
of that camera,
and onthethatcomplainant's
■«• studv of defendants'
affidavits
issue, have declined
in that way, and have withdrawn the motion; and defendin the rase against
Vlam Kessel, Jr._, and others,
1. have tendered tin
[• complainant has 1declined
for such prclin
I way,
the I and has
n films, because,
shown in the case against ,v Independent Moving Pictures Company of
America, a very large proportion of the entire production of the Independent manufacturers is made In- the use of Gaumont cameras. Comcourse nigh
in yielding
question
without
a struggle
to
confirm theplainant's
well
universaltheexpert
opinion
of the
trade andseems
_of its
advisers, that the Gaumont ca—- patent, as the same has been
ufac-
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"The Old Man and Jim "—Champion
The Old Man and Jim is a picture play from the wellknown dialect poem of James Whitcomb Riley, which many
of our readers will remember by the familiar line
by, Jim,
Take story,
keer yourself."
There
a great
deal of
ment in that
and the poem
is a isgreat
favorite
of sentimany
business men who have a great fondness for the Hoosier poet.
The Champion Film Company in this film has a good foundation, as every good picture play must have upon which to construct its picture. Given the foundation, the story is in the
hands of the picture story teller, and upon him depends the
interpretation.
They may have a new producer at the Champion studio, or
it may be the old one, we hope it is the latter, bat in
this film the Champion Company have produced a picture
play that will stand side by side with any film of the past
year and hold its own with ease. This article is not paid for
in any way, and we are inspired by no other reason than to
give credit where credit is due. We were surprised at t hegood quality of this picture.
In the very first scene of this Civil War drama, it \sa- noticed at first glance that the producer is thoroughly familiar
with the costuming of the period. Also the furniture and general ensemble of a family gathering at the time of the Civil
War is perfect. There is a softness of quality and harmony
of detail about that first scene that makes it the most restful
picture you could wish to look upon.
The succeeding scenes are worked out with the same intelligent consistency as the first, leading up to the climax, which
is a battle scene that, in a moving picture, may be called a
model. One could imagine the cheers of the audience as Old
Glory came waving through the clouds of smoke and told
that the battle was won. We can imagine the general pandemonium of applause when this picture i- shown to it- first
audience on Washington's Birthday. We do not know what
the producer's name is, but our hat is off to him.
The story of "The Old Man and Jim" is about an old

hoosier character who had a large family of nine
perhaps a few girls sprinkled in for good measure.
He loved
them all. but especially his eldest son, Jim, and from
of the old man for his son, the poem took its name. "The
Old orMangetting
and Jim."
Jim into
was trouble.
a wayward Helad,
alwa;.he- smoked
ble
his father
drank,
and he played unplea-ant pranks upon other people. But, after
all, he had a good, winning way and a human side that drew
folks to him and made them love him.
With all his faults.
the old man loved Jim, and to him the sun rose and set upon
his head.
One of Jim's escapades was a flirtation with a young married woman who came with her husband to visit Jim's family. It later proved that Jim and this lady, who was unfortunately married to a mean man, were really deeply in love
with each other, and remained so until death.
The loving
couple were caught by the jealous husband in loving embrace and an unpleasant scene took place which
brought to a final settlement, because at that moment the
other boys came bursting into the room with news that the
Civil War had broken out. and the quarrel
the excitement.
Jim went to the war and his fail I
in The
parting
were: "Good
y< in
succeeding
scenes bye.
-how Jim,
Jim take
with keer
the arm)
ally the old man writes him, and he always closes his letterwith his homely benediction: "Good bye. Jim, take ;
self." The battle scenes that follow are exciting and arti-tic. We see Jim in the thick of the light, we see him wounded
and dying, and our heart- go out to tin- good-for-nothing
boy him
who inproved
himself stages
a hero offorhishisearly
country's
see
succeeding
demise. sake. He Weis
brought home to die. It is on his death bed that the true
love
of
Jim
and
the
other
fellow's
wife
for
other is
really revealed.
All the rest of the family and each
the neighbors
then realize what a good boy they have lost, and
passes away he hears the words of the old man saying "Go a
bye, Jim, take keer yourself."
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THE MIRROR SCREEN LECTURED.
The K.
n West Hoboken, X. J., has in-;
stalled th<
their side of the
Hudson, in order to impress their audiences with the value
of the Mirror Screen, the Keystone management has secured th<
H. F. Hoffman, of tl
lecponWoridthe toMirror
before the
picture I- shown.
A very
good
way
of (kni'>nstrating is employed
the
Mirror
Screen
by
Hoffman
in the
He
folia nng nianr
begins with a few remarks explaining the
Mirror screen, outlining a short history of
tion scr e ens.
Then, that the audience
may judge
for for
themhe calls
the
old curtain to be lowered and the picture
started upon that.
. After a moment the old
curtain is ordered to be slowly raised and stopped in the middle for a few moments, and linally rolled up out of sight, at
the same time calling the attention of the audience to the contract, which is really very marked, and amounts to 100 per
cent, difference in light improvement. In lecturing the Mirror Screen, Mr. Hoffman also calls attention to the lighted
condition of the house, which has been installed also with the
Mirror Screen. He calls attention to the fact that the picture
and the house are both bright, which is not lost upon the
audience.
The Keystone Theatre is owned by Mr. Charles Rabe.
who has been an exhibitor for a number of years, and any
one who knows him knows also that there is nothing good
in new moving-picture improvements coming along
does not buy. The house seats about 700. using first and
second-run Association pictures, and one commercial, besides live acts of vaudeville.
WORLD
OFFICE
VISITORS.
Mr William H. Harbeck. the well-known moving picture
photographer of scenic subjects, called upon us this week
en route for Europe. He left New York by the Lusitania,
on Wednesday last so by the time this issue of the Moving
Picture World is published, he will be pretty well across
the Atlantic.
Mr. Harbeck proposes visiting London, Paris, and Berlin
for the purpose of acquainting himself with moving picture
progress in those cities and the countries of which they
are the capitals.
Mr. Harbeck's work in filming the country, traversed by
the Canadian-Pacific Railroad, is well known. He showed
us on his visit, some specimens of his films which are of the
very highest technical and pictorial qualities. We especially
commend Mr. Harbeck. as a high type of maker of moving
pictures
who thoroughly understands the technique of his
work.
Th< A. J Cbfcoran Company, Inc., manufacturers nf tanks
for film-developing purposes, with offices at 11 John street,
acquainted us with the fact that they have installed the Corcoran system in several of the film-manufacturers' laboratories, but until recently treated this business only as a side
line. Having observed with what strides this industry has
advanced within the past twelve to eighteen months, and
"winK to the volume of orders now on their books, the Corcoran Company has been obliged to increase its facilities to
handle this trade, and is now in a position to dispatch any
and all orders within a reasonable time.
On another page will be found a cut of the Corcoran developing tank.
A p"stal card to the company will bring a descriptive catalogue and price list of their product.
This week we had a visit from C. C. Spinks, president of
the Auto Foto Independent Animated Picture Manufacturing Company, of Chicago and St. Louis. Mr Spinks is inn the making of educational, industrial and scenic
films. Moreover, his company is laying itself out for the
production of films for advertising ;
A non-infringing camera, on a novel principle, is one of
Mr. Spinks' objects of work at the present time. This camera
may possibly see light at an early date. Moreover, the subject of the film in natural colors is engaging his attention.
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A JUMBLE WORD PUZZLE.
From each of the following 100 words take one letter to
form a sentence of ioo Utters.
This sentence, referring to
an event that should be of interest to persons connected with
motion pictures, ami that will convey a good deal of
tion.
lir-t prize- ?-'.s 00 m cash.
Si cond prize- $10 00 m cash.
World.
Third prize— Two years' subscription t.Fourth prize — Motion picture handbook.
The sentence forming the solution of this puzzi.
in a jar at the offices ..1 tin- Moving Picture World, i
All answers must contain the key to the puzzle. All answers
to be mailed in sealed envelopes, as the prizes will be awarded
according to the post marks.
Address all as
ST, cue Moving
Picture Worid, 100 W
At the closC of the contest the Moving Picture World will
111. portrait of the originator.
publish the name o,and
\ < -r\
in -sent while — hoping — has — in — after — all — j
move — and — in — on — very — ever — reason — into
— drives — daily — had — in — earnest — your — run — the
— and — 1 — hope — life's — hopeful — in — seeking — the
— good — intelligently — everywhere — ruling — lessons —
reaching — 1 a — reading — operators — every — edit — line
notations — circulation — king — hurried — lessons —
base — projection — endeavor — electricians — another —
always — noted — innumerably — natural — operators — Illinois — first — matters — usually — likewise — come — intelligent — learned — noting — very — relieving — year —
noting — royal — appeals — having — some — circulation
— all — you — word — earnestly — with — and — gate —
do — long — constant — listens — variety — volumes — that
— responded — persons — practical — searching — doings —
pictures — order — everywhere.
SEEN

AT THE

BALL.

I'ai Powers imitating the figure 7 while dancing with a
young lady under the four-foot mark.
From a half to a dozen and a half tall green bottles outside
of the boxes of each manufacturer.
Carl Laemmle with his usual smile and a glad hand for
everybody.
Miss Kenny, of the Bison Co., in her first "real" low neck
gown. She was observed making her get-away while trying
to save her new gown from the falling rain, and, believe
The boys reported the pastoral scenes were great, with all
the ■ little■ calves showing themselves to good advantage.
me
Tommie Evans and his wife.
Dittenfass had his frau along, too.
• Herbert Miles leading the grand march with Miss Former.
Bert Adler with his new BROWN suit.
The editor of the Moving Picture World Trouble Department, but lj£ was not needed with such orderly company.
Mr. Laemmle journeyed to Chicago the next afternoon,
presumably
Century train.to get eighteen hours' sleep on the Twentieth
A general feeling of good fellowship among all present.
Mac.
DEPARTURE OF MONSIEUR VANDAL.
Mr. Marcel Vandal, the Dircctoire Generale of the Eclair
Company, of Paris, returned home last Thursday on the
steamship La Savoie. Mr. Vandal, during his sojourn in
America, having purchased the ground where the Eclair
American Film Factory is to be built, and having also completed, with the assistance of the architects, the plans for a
most modern, up-to-date and complete film factory, has returned to Paris in order to expedite the shipping from there
of the printing machines, perforators, etc., etc. In the
next few months the Eclair American factory will be in full
operation and turning out films, the quality of which will
be above reproach and not easily duplicated.
During hn stay in America Mr. Vandal has made a great
many friends and business acquaintances who will be most
happy to have him back, and in the meantime they wish him
"bon voyage."
Ellis Cohen has been made the agent for the famous Cellit
non-inflammable film, also Edinol Hydro, the best developer
for moving picture films, both products of the Farbenfabri's ew York
City. office is now located at 117 Hudken. of Elberfeld
Co. His
Mr

Cohen was formerly manager of the Moving Picture Department of the Morning Telegraph.
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onstruction page is not an advertising scheme, but
a page published in the interest- of the exhibitor to point
out to him anything new of any real merit, so as to enable
him to maintain his house in an up-to-date condition.
In our issue of January 28, we gave a description of a new
indirect light, and we did so because this new style of lighting
appealed to us as the most proper manner to light a moving
picture theatre, without blurring the picture on the screen,
and without having lights to shine in the eyes of the spectators.
Following our policy to investigate everything new pertaining to motion pictures, we decided to experiment with this
new lighting system, and had one of the lights placed in our
Chicago offices. The results have been so satisfactory and
the comments from the many exhibitor-, who have visited us
during the past week, have been so encouraging, that we
deem it our duty to say a few more words on this new
lighting system.

Ti.
An exhibitor write-: "If the electric bulb 1- set in the suspended basket, the ray- must go to the ceiling and a heavy
shadow must float over the seats." Illustration No. 1 is made
from the observations of our correspondent, and it is true
that if the light fixture was suspended in the open air the
rays would snoot skyward and the basket, a c tine .
of eclipse between the light and the seat-, would throw a
hadow under the fixture.
rrespondent did not realize that the rays of light
hit against the ceiling, and falling back downward, they then
till the whole room with a diffused soft light, eliminating all
shallow-, as illustration No. 2 show-. We do not criticize
our correspondent,
tion is the general verdict
oi persons who have not seen the light in operation, and cannot understand from a mere description why a light placed
ni .1 suspended ba kel does not -how .1 shadow 01 said basargue
you onplace
a lamp on a table. .1
shadow oi. the
tablethat
will it'show
the Boor.
We hopi thai the two above illustrations will explain the
1 this1 new lighting
j tem, yel to remove any
doubt on Hi, pai to
took the follow ing
fiicture to fully demonstrate the claims made for tins new
ighl
photo was taken at 8 30 p m, with no other
light in the office, no flashlight, but with the onlj
urning in the suspended baski t
W hil< 1
M.,1 ■ ti ong al th< cei ing, h 1- eat j
to see how said light is well diffused all over the room, and
Bo hadow
can b< dete< ted on the two desks, p
under the lighl I
ng on the desks can bi
da) lighl : .• •
glatss, the
read th< in word
■ the desk at th<
ny Bhadow, the key* of the type
I ii. picture on the wall of the
harper, no < barer, than the lower picture, -how
ing uittle Mary, the new 1 n
inn< r thai
diffu ed and thai an)
eithei th
V> inie ii,. raj ol the el< ctrii
ing oi .1 moving picture th< I
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• n; consequently, they cannot injure the picture.
The light shown in the above picture would be entirely t< o
strong tor a moving picture theatre The ordinal
for lighted houses do not require a light strong enough to
read small print, but merely a light sufficient to -how the
vacant seats, aisles and persons sitting next to you. There
could be no ordinance asking for too much light, as the regular play and opera houses have recognized that a dim light
i- preferable to a strongly-illuminated auditorium. In the
indirect lighting system the electric bulb can be changed to
give more or less light.
The main drawback with the pre-ent side lights is that they
make a number of seats very uncomfortable, while they keep
other -eats in total darkness. If the side lights are too high
the rays fall on the heads of some spectators, and if they are
low they shine in the eye- of other spectators
As we have installed the new indirect lighting system in
our Western offices, we cordially invite every person passing
through Chicago to call at room- 307-309 l'o-t Building. 160
Washington Street. Chicago, to judge by themselves, and
our representative will be only too pleased to demonstrate
the new system and experiment with bulb- of different candle
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Exceptional!) bad weather has delayed the work of the
local studios tor tin- past three weeks, scarcely a day of
which permitted good photography, Up to January 5th, less
than three inches of ram had fallen, but since that date
tlie downpour has been steady, a condition most unusual.
The Biograph Companj and the local Pathe studio have been
nvenienced of the companies working here owing
to the fact that they have not had tune to lay 111 a reserve
supply
of
I In-stories
Bison to
anddraw
Seligfrom.
companies
both have finished
plenty pictureof finished
Mr.
the Bison direct"!, informed me that he had
fourteen in reserve, and the Selig company has probaly
a -miliar number.
California Co.
lew local enterprises have been pushed
forward to productive operation more rapidly, and with
romise of a successful business career, than the
Motion
Picture Manufacturing
Company.
Or. nd incorporated
last December,
the company
remarkable progress.
They have erected a large
studio at 1. 01114 Beach.
No expense has been spared in the
arrangement
of the different
working
departments,
and
the equipment therein
Mr Duhem, the general manager
of the new concern. is a man who had had years practical
experience in moving picture work.
The company is being
assembled
and drilled under his personal direction.
Rei now in progress for the company's
first reich has been delayed owing to bad local weather
i photography.
The new concern
will not market through the Sales Company.
It is their
jntention to sell direct to the different exchanges, who will
in
turn
supply
the
exhibitors
with
the
company's
film. The
company has had many inquires from exchanges throughout
the United States and Canada, and even from abroad in
England, and far off Sweden.
Bison. Art Acord, a local cowboy broncho-buster of wide
repute, and a member of the Bison Stock Company, recently
subdued the broncho "Cyclone" after a terrific fight. Acord
is the first man that has ever rode old "Cyclone" to the
finish and conquered him. While the fight was at its
height, Monty Montgomery, hurriedly put the Bison camera
in action, getting a good picture of the fight. The film
will be watched with interest by the local moving picture
men, the cowboys especially.
Pathe. — January has proved to be a hoodoo for local
moving picture men owning automobiles. On the first,
Fred J Balshofer, the Bison director, while on a trip to
Santa Monica, wrecked his machine and put it into the
auto hospital for repairs. Now comes James Young Deer,
the rathe director While driving down town the other
night in his sixty horse-power Thomas Racer, the car
skidded on the wet asphalt and tried to climb a lamp post
at Eighth and Broadway. The shock threw Young Deer
and several friends in the car. out into the muddy street,
but none of them were injured.
Bison Girl in Vaudeville. — Marguerite Favor, who formerly played leads with the Bison company, is now appearing
in vaudeville at the Hyman.
Miss Favor demonstrates convincingly that she is just as good in vaudeville as
in the more difficult work of acting for the pictures.
Another New Theater.— Frank L. Stiff, a local architect,
i~ drawing plans for a moving pictures theater to be established at No. .340 South Spring St., by Messrs. Quinn &
McLean The present three story building which adjoins the
I. os Angeles Theater on the south, will be torn down to
make way for the new structure.
Broncho Busting Exhibition. — To demonstrate that women a- well as men are fitted for the more severe tests of
life. Mr- Dell Blancett. champion woman rider of the
world will ride bucking bronchos at the exhibitions to be
given by the Out West Club, a local Equestrienne Association, at Fiesta Park. February 4th. and 5th. Mrs Blancett
use tied stirrups or any of the many little protective measures frequently adopted by men rider- Mr-.
Blancett rides wild bronchos with all the freedom and grace
of the expert cowpuncher born on a saddle. Capt. J. S.
Henderson, who ha- the arrangements in charge, states
that the performances will entail all the details of the early
Western sports. The old Banning stage will be resurrected
and again held up and shot full of holes, as frequently happened in the old days of Road Agentry.
Eight,
count
'em
eight of the most ferocious bucking broncos possible to secure have been rounded up and on the opening
date will match their wits against the expert riders that

picture would
will try to Mibdue them. Dell Blancett, M
Acord, all champion
riders, and others from the local picture .studios will take part in the performances.
To Catch Lions for Camera. — A dispatch from Kalispell,
Mont., states that negotiations have been entered into behunter of the Flathead Valley country, for the production
of a film showing him capturing a lion with his dogs and
helpers. Ordish has caught many mountain lions alive, having taken four alread) this winter. He holds a record of
seventy-four shot and lassoed in the four winters which he
has spent m the Flathead country. The name of the moving picture company was not mentioned in the dispatch.
NEW ENGLAND NOTES.
Pawtucket,
R. I . is soon to have a new scein>
which will add one more moving picture theater I
ready very large string owned by Mr. William Brad-treet.
Mr. Fred Lovett, of Providence, will be resident manager.
Mr. Lovett is considered an excellent executive.
'l"he World's -New England representative has written of
the controversy between the owner of the Day Stre<
dist Church, West Somerville, Mass., and vox populi
The
people agitated against a moving picture show in the church.
Then they also spoke against allowing a negro church to be
established there.
Mr. W. R. Hale, of We,t Somerville,
purchased the church last summer
and had it n
into a moving picture theater at a cost of $6,000.
Mr. Hale
has now asked West Somerville to decide between •
ing picture theater and the negro congregation,
through
Mayor Burns.
It is understood that a license will be granted,
as a petition was sent to Mayor Burns, signed by 200 business 1
men, praying that the moving picture show be allowed, rather
than the congregation permitted to occupy the premises
The Portsmouth Theater, Portsmouth, N. H., plays high]
class, legitimate shows, but often has open date>, which are
filled with moving pictures and vaudeville.
It is rumored that the Portland Convention Rink. Portland, Me., is to be converted into a moving picture theater.
If so, the rink will make one of the largest theaters in that
State.
Mr. H. I. Dillenback, manager Nelson Theater, Springfield, Mass., is also the New England agent for the
Process
Pictures."at The
Herbst
Process
"fullLynn.
light" M pictures
are
on exhibition
the new
Central
Theater.
and after Monday, February 6. Mr. Dillenback states that
this process is a special machine which greatly betters the
picture when projected on the screen.
HENRY.
BOSTON.
Although the W. E. Greene Film Exchange and the BostonH
Film Rental Co., the two New England independent film ex-*:
changes, have succeeded in acquiring a considerable percent-B
age of the business of New England moving picture houses,
yet old General Film Co. shows the same spirit as of old, I
which spirit might be defined as independent and autocratic.
It has come to the notice of the World's New England representative that General Film Co.'s Boston office has only
one class of service for sale to the moving pictures of Bos-1
ton proper.
"Either all new, first-run reels or nothing." is
the way th°y put it. Houses using four reels of picture- cannot purchase two first run and two commercial reels; nor
can any other combination of service be made.
This stand
was taken recently by General Film Co. against a local mov- 1
ing picture theater, which was investigating the matter.
An- I
other moving picture house located in a Massachusetts city,
outside of Boston, was handed a similar argument by the
"trust" exchange, when inquiring concerning a change of service. As one exhibitor puts it: "Oh, for a good, live, open
When speaking with moving picture managers regarding
the respective qualities of the films released by the two facmarket!"
the World's areNewfar England
noticed
that thetions, answers
from thoserepresentative
given a year haor so
ago.
The majority of managers
sCcm perfectly willing to state
that the difference in the average quality of the films of the
Patents and Sales Co.'s is not very marked.
Exhibitors
showing
"trust" waspictures
told the
the reason the house
on thehave
licensed
side writer
was notthatbecause
of
great superiority of quality.
Independent
exhibitor- have
expre-sed the same opinions in many cases. The great majority of moving picture theaters in Boston and throughout
the whole of .New England are now running the film service
which is the least in evidence in their immediate
locality,
In other words, it is becoming more and more unusual to see
two moving picture theaters in immediate competition with
each other, both of which are using films from the same
faction.
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riority of the licenced programme over that of the
independent output is not of sufficient magnitude to make any
difference. The question now asked by New England moving picture theatres is: "Which service is shown the most
around me; I will take the one the least in evidence." In
order to show just how much this line of procedure is in evidence, the World's New England representative will enumerate the principal moving picture theatres of Boston proper, taking them from one end of the city to the other in their
geographical order, and mention which class of film service
each uses: the new Washington Theater, independent; the
Unique Theater, licensed, the Premier Theatre, independent; the Savoy Theater, licensed, the Pastime and Bijou
Dream, both licensed, the Old South Theatre, independent.
The houses just enumerated lie in one continuous string along
Washington Street. The houses next mentioned lie off Tremont Street. Tremont Row and Bowdoin Square, all of
which thoroughfares directly connect with each other and
make one long street to all practical purposes: the Beacon
Theater, licensed, the Theater Comique, independent; the
Star Theater, licensed; Austin & Stones, independent; the
New Palace Theater, independent; the Bowdoin Square
Theater, licensed; the Olympic and Jolliette Theaters, both
independent. This review clearly shows how the two classes
-ice are broken up, and proves the statement that
the reason wherefor the moving picture theaters use licensed
or independent films is not so much a question of quality as a
que-tion of competition.
G. L. Whalen. who has gained considerable success "talking the picture-," has completed a lengthy engagement at
the Park Theater, Worcester. Mass., one of the houses making up deville
the Gordon
Bros.' isstring
of moving
houses. Whalen
considered
to be picture
one of and
the vaubest
picture talkers in the New England States.
Frank L. Browne, formerly general manager of the Old
South and new Washington Theaters, is now connected with
the Warren Church booking office.
Mike R. Sheedy, J. J. Flynn and Jeff Davis, all connected
with the moving picture business, are about to open a vaudeville booking office. Owing to the steadily increasing number of New England moving picture theaters, which are adding vaudeville to the programme, it has been difficult for
these theaters to obtain their vaudeville. This new office
will cater to moving picture theaters running vaudeville,
besides the regular vaudeville houses.
The World's New England representative has read the
open letter of Mr. J. Stuart Blackton for the Vitagraph Co.,
in the World of January 11. Henry has no wish to misstate or to attempt to abuse any one or anything. Therefore, if after noting and answering the question below, Mr.
Blackton shows the writer to have published incorrect statements, Henry is only too glad to offer his apologies openly to
Mr. Blackton and the Vitagraph Co.
Mr. Blackton, no doubt, noticed that the writer's article
on this question was placed under the caption "Boston." This
is to clearly state that anything appearing under Boston has
nothing whatsoever to do with New England, as the space
to news from that section. Therefore, reference was made to replies made by Boston moving picture
( tnly Boston moving picture managers remarked
to the writer that their replies had been as stated in these
columns of February 4.
N«.w. if Mr Blackton will offer for publication the replies
in full of all the Boston moving picture theater- that anquestion, and those replies slmw that
. d the Vitagraph
will be quick to extend his apolo•' what they said
has been
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WASHINGTON, D. C.
The Empress has been running recently a number of reels
of a religious character, which ha\c been both uplifting and
entertaining. Manager Notes is always aiming toward the
refining and educational in the motion picture business.
"There are sufficient good reels made by the independent
manufacturers," says Manager Notes, "and neither my
patrons nor myself will have anything but what is worth
spending their time and money for, and worth wishing to
The Paramount Film Exchange continues to be rushed.
see again."
Manager Walker has taken over the business of the "B. and
W." and W. H. Bradley and J. Boyd Dexter are again associated with the Paramount. Two new houses have turned
Independent recently — The Star and the Foraker. With
the
systemprinciples,
that Manager
upon, which
that can
1" good
business
and a Walker
weekly works
programme
be
absolutely relied upon, theatre managers and their patrons
find no cause for complaint.
No word of discord has been heard among the managers
here for lack of audiences, and there is always a good house
no matter what hour one drops in, and no matter what theatel it may be. One might think that people would hurry
home after their day's work, but not so in Washington. As
the departments of government close at 4.30, and most of
the private offices at 5 o'clock, many of these employees stop
in a motion picture play before leaving the business district
for their homes. The Arcade has an exceptionally fine
patronage. All the Brylawski houses are doing excellent
business. Manager LaMott, of the Hippodrome, is always
in the best of spirits, because his house is always full. The
addition of an instrumental number and a song is a feature
at this theatre. The Leader, Plaza, Maryland, Virginia and
Crystal are other down-town houses always filled.
The recent change of proprietorship of the Alhambra from
Pearce & Scheck, of Baltimore, to C. A. Cassanova, of this
city, has not been noticed by the patrons of that establishment, for the management of William Airey has proceeded
along the same course as before. With a daily programme of
three reels of the latest films, uninterrupted by songs or vaudeville, but accompanied by good music, Manager Airey secures excellent patronage, which has not been decreased by
the springing up of other near-by houses. Mr. Airey is a
pioneer in the moving-picture business, having had a show
on the road before the 5-cent theatre was thought of. He
econd man to open a 5-cent show in
and one of the first in Washington.
Hi- lilmacterized for their mirror-like clearness.
He makes a specialty of advertising in advance
his programme,
which
pleases his patron-.
W. H.
San Francisco, Cal. — According to latest reports, the busine>- in this city is about equally divided betwi
and the Independent can.;
the in theatre building, the Police Commission*
a resolution stopping the granting of any liei
picture theatres, which mean- that several now in
of construction will be Unable to open until such :.
police Commissioners rescind this resolution.
Lessor iV Kalin. propril
Film Exchange,
are among
those negotiating for
for a first-class hi
Among
the theatres that ha\e been opened during the pa-t thirty
days
are
the
"Garrick,"
the
"Premium"
and
the
"PI
ill belonging to M
. of them
A 1 houses,
Palestine, Texas, writes that hi
feet long,
as feel wide and l6 feet high, and runs through :•
He says that they operate 8 14-inch fanj during
the summer, but rind that
cool, and he w .11 i
do 1- to ke. p cii
Palestint !
..ut the foul air Then, il
placi d al ■
pure
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rwo weeks ago, when Mr J II. Hallberg issued a -tatement that heat current- through the condenser attracted the
he put it. "pushed the arc out in front toward the
condenser," I simply laughed, the matter being too utterly
ab-urvl for serious consideration. Winn, a week later, he
made the further statement that the current, entering the
lamphouse, passing through the carbons and out again formed
ainfluenced
magnet which
conjunction
"heat to.current"
the arc.also,
the inmatter
was not with
even the
replied
tt \vaSO sill} (that's the only word that fits). But now come- the
Index, in an editorial, setting forth the fact that there is
an unexplained, unknown force which seems to attract the arc
toward the condenser, citing the alleged fact that when the
arc i- -truck with carbons straight up and down and central
with each other, the flame -hoots upward and forward only.
I am willing to seriously consider a proposition of this kind,
no matter by whom made, -nice it make- no absurd, hysterical claim-, hut merely sets forth a propo.-ition entirely susceptible of proof one way "r the other, and free from attempt- to advertise some special appliance by making claims
for it that are absurd and which insult intelligence.
As t" the flame shooting forward, I am neither in position
to affirm or deny this, as 1 have not noted it in experiments
of the past. Possibly it doe-. 1 have not A C available just
now to try it out. If it i- the fact. I would attribute it to a
slight
possible
static
charge
the condenser.
I don't
know that
a lens
would
retainin such
a change, but
1 do really
know
that heat and friction would produce it. Whether or not heat
alone would do it I cannot -ay. not being an "electrical expert." but this I do know, that even allowing such a force to
be present, it is not sufficient to materially influence the
position of the crater. This I can say positively, based upon
experience.
Several letters have been received from readers of the
department saying that their experience is that good light is
impossible with carbons set straight up and down and central
with each other. Some of these will appear next week. That
has been the experience of the Editor also. Had the hotair expert confined his remarks to common sense, refrained
from attempting to advertise his transformer by making
ridiculous claims for it, and evinced the slightest knowledge
of the action of light, heat and air currents in lamphouses,
I would not have poked fun at him. Mr. Hallberg may be
apresume,
competent
electrician,
or is.
he may
not asbe;it Imay,
don'tone
know.
however,
that he
Be that
of theI
department correspondents pertinently inquires, in a letter
just received: "What does Mr. Hallberg know about projection: When and where did he ever run a projection machine" Let him set forth his experience in actual projection
practice and we will then listen to him with more respect
when it comes to projection matters or matters dealing with
practical
projection."
And now.
will some of our reader- who are using A C, and
who are able to set the lamp perpendicular, kindly (with carbon- set exactly central with each other) experiment and report what they find?
A Caller. — Mr. John Cooper, of the Sterling Economizer
Company, Warren, O., manufacturers of electric economizers
(transformers) for moving picture machines, called on the
Trouble Department editor last week. Mr. Cooper was
about to -ail f..r Europe in the interest of his company, and
on his return he has agreed to place a Sterling Economizer
in any theater in this city which we may select, in order that
we may observe its action and pass judgment upon its efficiency and general performance.
Washington. — On Saturday. January 28th, and Sunday the
20th, the editor wa- in Washington. Saturday night he ran
the Paul J. Rainey Arctic Circle film- at the Metropolitan
Clubvisited
and Sunday
the Players'theaters
Club. and
Between
he
a few ofnight
the at
Washington
spoke times
to a
gathering of operators and managers in the Circle Theater or
Penny<dvania Avenue. Altogether four houses were vi-ited
while the show was on. namely, the Colonial, Cosmo-. Pickwick and Lafayette. The first three named arc underthe general management of Mr. Julian Brylawski. The projection in these three houses was excellent. The screen was
evenlv illuminated, and at no time during my stay in these
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houses did 1 see a perceptible shadow on the curtains. I
have every reason to believe that none of the operator- knew
1 wa- present until Mr. Brylawski took me up t<. the operating room. The operating room- were all well 1
well ventilated and ..; g
I size. Perhaps in the matter ,>f
-peed there might he some improvement, though I 1
-lay long enough in any one house to be able to
lively that tin- 1- trm At any rate, the projection was far
and away ahead of that usually ,-een in New York City. Mr.
Brylawski i- himself very well posted on projection machinery, and, while I could not coincide with som
view-, idea- and opinions, -till I believe he i- in position to intelligently criticise the projection in hi- houses, a
thing the great majority of managers are not capable of dong The auditorium lighting in these theater.-, particularly
the Cosmos, wa- a matter of surprise. The ceiling light- and
side light- were white incandescent globes, entirely covered
with a tolerablj lighl green glass shade. This gave -ufficient light for one to read ordinary newspaper print and the
effect was pleasing, yet it did not seem to materially affect
the brilliancy of the picture. Mr. Rrylawski has his operating rooms equipped, as has also Mr. Herbst, of the Circle
Theater, with the best re-winding device I have seen to date.
The re-winder, stands and reels are encased in a narrow
metal box and the re-winder is run by a motor also encased in a box The -witch is handily placed within the
operator's reach and the thing is semi-automatic in operation. Mr. Brylaw.-ki ha- promised us a photograph of the
device, which 1 trust he will send along at his very earliest
convenience. ( )n Sunday afternoon I visited the Lafayette
Theater. On the front hung a bunch of circulars setting
forth eleven different points of excellence wherein the Lafayette Theater excelled, or was supposed to excell. The
sixth reason related that, "Our pictures are changed daily
and properly run. 7th. — "Our pictures are noted for their
clearness and absence of flicker." oth. — "We take great care
that our music lit- the pictures and is well rendered." 10th.
— "There are always polite attendants to look after your
comfort and maintain perfect order." This was. of course,
most encouraging, and, purchasing a ticket I entered, but
looked in vain for the polite attendants. They were conspicuous by their absence. I sat through one entire show and
there wa- hardly a time during the hour that the screen was
entirely free from ihadows. At times they were very, very
bad,
the picture
light was
quite yellow.
to the ofmusic,
it did "»
not also
fit the
particularly
at anyAs stage
the game,
so far as I could sec. Taking it altogether the Lafayette
projection is decidedly in need of improvement.
At noon, Sunday, the writer spoke to a gathering of operators and manager- in the Circle Theater, after which Mr.
Frank Egan, operator of the Circle Theater, and president
of the Wa-hington ( iterators' Union, ran a film. Of course,
this was no test of Friend Egan's work.
That i- to say, it
was no test of his regular every-day performance
He certainly did. however, demonstrate the fact that he know- how
to project a picture, for his work was perfect. The light wabrilliant, white and very well handled indeed
There was
nothing to criticise in the matter of speed. If Neighl
projects that kind of a picture all the time, and I have no •
reason to suppose he does not, the Circle ought to do a
land office business
Mr. Herbst, owner of the Circle, is another wide-awake, up-to-date moving picture man who i- a
credit to the business.
1 wish we had more like him.
The
Circle is a neat, ta-tily decorated house with a slopii if
Moor.
Its appointments arc strictly up-to-date.
The Motiograph machine
i- u-ed. and. as before intimated, a mirror
screen occupie- the place of honor in front of the audience.
Small Town Location.— Messrs. Gwinn Bros. & Co., Harrington. Wash., write that they are conducting a family theater in a town of 1.000 population.
They say it is a family
theater in more than one sen-e.
It caters to a family trade
and i- run entirely
by members
of the family.
The
letter continues:
"We read carefully the Trouble Department and benefit materially by its advice.
Though we take
advantage of many of it- -ingestion-, we are too new to
offer any. In a -mall town of this kind our patrons are our
neighborThey demand clean, moral and as nearly pure
picture- a- can be had. Yet we firmly believe there is little
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or no real demand for anything else. We believe that cheap
vaudeville is destined to continue to furnish entertainment
to those who demand short skirts and questionable phrases.
We began business with licensed service, but have been
usinging Independent
three months.
said! Inweorderour Association forexchange
service 'Xuff
discontinued,
said
to their manager: 'We know that the Association puts out
good service, but our experience leads us to believe that the
country exhibitor does not get it, and it is what WE get that
most concerns US.' "
I have printed a portion of this letter because it comes
from a man operating, and operating successfully, in a town
of 1,000 Also, because the remarks he makes are of interest.
No comment, however, is necessary more than to say that it
is a fact that in our large cities there is, in certain sections,
an apparent preference for the impure picture, though I believe that were such pictures unavailable the box office
receipt.- would not be at all affected.
Richardson Theater. New York City write- as follows:
"On behalf of my employe-, as well a- myself, I beg to ask
your advice through the Trouble Department. During the
coming summer we have in view the installation of an open
air show, which we hope to make up-to-date in every particular. We, provided you respond, intend to follow your
suggestions to the letter. When finished it will be a 'Richardson' theater; that i- to say. a theater after your own
ideas. We tru-t you will favor us through the 'World,' and
whether you do or not, our sincere good wishes are yours.
Kindly suppress name and location of theater. Enclosed
findWhile
moneythe order
yourflattered
Handbook."
editorforfeels
at the confidence shown,
he must decline to accept the responsibility of offering advice
under these circumstances for the following reasons: He has
very definite ideas of how these things should be done and
what he would do were the theater his own. Now, should
he advise and the advice be followed and the theater, for any
rea-on. prove a failure, it would be human nature for the man
who owned it to -ay: "Well, if 1 had done it my way things
would have been different." In other words, I would get
the blame without any benefit whatever, except the knowledge that I had tried to help some one. Then, too, in
order t" offer intelligent advice I would have too look over
the ground and the neighborhood and know all about the
thing from start to finish. If the writer will call on me per■ my home any evening, except Tuesday or Friday
-ending a card, in advance, I will be glad to talk
r over with him and offer such advice as I may.
after a thorough understanding of the situation; but I would
only do even thi- with the distinct understanding that the
recipient of the advice proceed entirely upon his own rebi it y
Mistaken Ideas. — Rhode Island (I suppress name of city so
as not to embarrass the writer) writes as follows: "Friend
Richardson : I address you thus for the reason that you are a
friend to the experienced and unexperienced operator. Your
timely suggestions in the Trouble Department have been of immense help to many of us, and even experienced operators
usually glance that way once in a while. While wiring an operating room a while back an idea occurred to me concerning which
I wish your advice. This idea is shown in the accompanying
sketh.
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took to light the other the
to go out. This by reason of the fact that the lamp having the
shortest arc, consequently the least arc resistance, would take
practically all the current. As to the rheostat shown by dotted
lines, why, my dear boy, it simply amounts to connecting two
rheostats in series across 220 volts when neither arc is burning,
without any arc in series. When one of the arcs is struck you
then have both rheostats working in series on 220 volts, while
one of them is also working on 110 in series with the arc. The
one rheostat would be carrying double load and would get very
hot. The whole connection is impossible.

Handbook Complimented.— Mr. Milt C. Hagan. L'tica, N.
Y.. write-: "The Handbook arrived sometime ago. I do not
think there is an operator in the business who could not pick
out some subject in the book which would benefit him more
than ten times the amount of its cost. I certainly wish you
all the success in the world and hope in the near future to
see another and even more complete edition of the HandWe are, of course, glad you like the book, Neighb
and
assure are
you enthusiastic
that "there and
are though
others." moreManythanoi2.000
the
letterscanreceived
book." have been -old. there has not been a single criticism
copies
offered by a purchaser up to date.
Machine Trouble.— Temple. Tex., has a new Powers. No. 6.
If I published his letter in full I should probably be accused
of partiality and favoring the Powers Company. He is, however, having troube with the film jumping and says that the
intermittent sprocket seem- to have a tendency to grip the
film and carry it on past the apron. Says that the jumping
and gripping occur- with all makes of film.
1 do not know, Temple, just what the trouble i-. but it
seems plain that the intermittent sprocket is at fault. It is
possible that in milling the -procket some rough edg
left on the teeth; that i- to say, kind of a wire edge.
Take a condensing lens and look carefully at the back side
of the sprocket teeth. If you find any of them with a kind
of a rough metal edge at one corner, take a very fine file —
very fine, mind you — or a piece of very fine emery cloth bent
over the edge of the file and carefully smooth this roughness
away.
It is quite possible this is all there is wrong.
If you
do not find this condition present, then I cannot imagine why
the film should grip the sprocket teeth, except that some
blunder has been made in the milling of the teeth and they
have been left too large. If the jumping is rhythmical, that
is to say, occurs four times every turn of the crank
indicate that either the intermittent sprocket 1- out
the shaft is sprung; in all probability the iorni:
advise me immediately as to what you are able I
and I will take the matter up with the Power- ^ Ompany for
Outside Shutter Is the Real Thing. Mr C. Henningsen,
Stillwater, Minn., contributes the following: "I have changed
my Edison 5-inch inside -butter to a o-inch outside -butter at
you.
a cost of $4 for materials u-ed 1 removed the old shutter
and put in it- place a i)4 mch cog wheel, fastened with a
set screw Next I fitted to the iron frame of the machine
I mch iron rod. I used two -ma!! brackets and the
plate -crew- on the machine.
I thenin made
a brass
bub with a •"• s inch
-crew
the mi.
I
h re-enforced bras- tubing 6 inch.
Then I made an arbor OJ
a wheel on the end. the
wheel
1 put the arbor m bra-- tubing
Hun
-lot 111 the WOOd frame, p
rod so that tin- tw.. wheels fitted in 1
smoothly, put on the >) mch -but:.
I may -ay
it flickerless,
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Generous and Judicious Use of Money,— Hard anc
Form The Solid Basis of Nestor's Exceller
Release of Wed

IF ITS A
NESTOR
ITS GOOD!
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-"The Light Beyond"Lights up the pathway to success for the Exchangeman,
Exhibitor and Nestor. The story deals with the eternal
triangle, in which Fate plays an important part. A devilish
pretty maiden is devotedly and unselfishly loved by two
good men, one of whom locks up his burning secret within
his throbbing bosom that the girl might be happy. She is,
and so is the other fellow, who becomes her husband. For
a time things go smooth; then Fate takes a hand, and a
myriad of stirring and pathetic incidents follow one another
thick and fast. A chain of heart-appealing circumstances,
sweetly marshalled by a cute baby girl, leads to a second
marriage — this time the silent lover comes into his own,
and all concerned are happy.
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FILflS
-passed — Often

Imitated"

Vork,— Honest and Unremitting Efforts— All These
n Which Grows In Magnitude Every Week
ruary 15th, 1911

IT PAYS TO
GET
Nestor Films!

BEYOND"

j Pathos
50RLIST
1 <f. Y.

1011"

-"In The Commissioned
the wondrous

military

WEDNESDAY,

picture
MARCH

Ranks" to be

released

8th, 1911

was recently shown before the Board of Censors and a
goodly sprinkling of Critics, Ministers, and Press Representatives. Itreceived unanimous and spontaneous
approval. At the Sales Company Ball, February 3rd, it
was again shown, this time before a large and select gathering of moving picture people. A number of distinctly
high class pictures, the best productions of leading
makes, were also shown, but "In The Commissioned
Ranks" easily won the honors of the evening.
POSITIVELY
I Beyond"

fi£*v

COMING

no cold copies of this picture will be obtainable— Avoid
disappointment and

ORDER
ORDER NOW!

NOW!

ORDER NOW!

ORDER NOW!

Wednesday, March 1st, 1911 "? Prof P3<fir\ 3 Rftlliailf
AUllldlllt:P*'
'IlUiraaUI
A Delicious Comedy-Drama

^^l

kulding, 4th Avenue and 14th Street, New York
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the blade. 1 would like yum help in the folio wing: Suppose
I am scut out to run a show in a certain business block where
there is a bowling allej in the basement, stores on the tir.-t
;. and I was to show "ii the third,
all four floors using the same system. What would 1 be
obliged
to
do
to
be
sure
would
not put
everybody
else's
lights out? What other 1way
is there
besides
looking
at
the main fuses to ascertain the maximum quantity (amperes)
used in a building of that description? How can one tell
alternating from direct current without lighting the arc
lamp?"
You would have to know that the wire- running to the
third floor were large enough to carry your current, plus all
the other current they would he loaded with. The only way
to tell the amount of current being consumed in the building i- to either hook in an ammeter or else count the number
of incandescent lights and estimate the current consumed
in the motor-, heating apparatus, arc lamps, etc., it any there
be. !t would be well to install fuse- a- much larger than
those you find in place as the current you are going to use
in your lamp. That i- to say, if the fuses already in are ioo
ampere, ami you propose using 30, then you should install
130 ampere fuses, If the wires running up to the third floor
are not lar.ee enough you can run temporary win
own, using No. 0 rubber covered for the purpose, unless you
will use more than 35 amperes, in which case use
can tell alternating from direct in several way- The quickest and easiest, however, 1- to moisten your thumb and linger
and touch the opposite poles of the live switch; if the current
is alternating you can feel the alternation in a series of
quick little jerks. You can also tell that it i- alternating
if there is a transformer out on the pole though the absence
of the transformer does ii"t prove that the c.irrent is not
alternating; also if there be a meter it will be marked A. C.
or D. C. My way is to take a slight -hock and "feel" your
alteration-. If you run temporary wire-, have a city inspectator examine and approve of the work when it
That Alien Law Again. — New York City write-: "As
everybody in trouble seems to go to you for consolation and
help, 1 will join the procession. 1 operated in New York
City for four years, three of which were put in in one house.
Of late. I have been working in Jersey City, but a week ago
the house went oat of business. As I am- not a citizen 1 cannot go back to New York, since my license soon expires. I
would like to get a job somewhere in New Jersey; can furrrish A No. 1 references from every house I ever worked in
and will undertake to give satisfaction, if given the opportunity."
I have quoted this letter for the reason that this gentleman is deprived of earning his daily bread within the bounds
of the State of New York through the effect of alleged law.
I say "alleged" law, because I do not think it i- law at all
in any true sense of the word, law being supposed to be
synonymous with justice. I firmly believe that any man
who behaves himself like a gentleman has a right to earn his
bread by the sweat of his brow in any old corner of this
earth that he wants to, and it is nobody's confounded business whether he happens to have been born in that particular
corner of the earth or not, or whether he has the right to
vote there or not. In the humble opinion of the editor of
this Department, that particular "law" is an outrage on
decency, common sense and justice. If there is any theater
manager or owner (outside New York) who may wish to
give this gentleman a trial, will write him in care of the
Trouble Department, I will promptly forward the same.
Certain Things Denied. — Mr. F. W. Marquard, Secretary
I. A. T. S. E . No, 181, Baltimore, Md . writes in part as follows: "We wish to -ay that some of the statements contained in the letter the party wrote you. which was published
in the Department, were false. As regards the statement that
one man went up and found out what the examination questions were and then told others, that is false, since the questions are verbal and different to each applicant examined. Another statement that the law was passed for the benefit of
operators is also wrong, as it was passed to protect the public in general, as too many children were getting into the
The letter complained of was published on page 1467 of
December 24, 1010, issue, and I am glad to know that the
statements therein contained were not true. Tt is a matter
of surpri-e that the writer made them, he claiming to be a
member of the Baltimore Union. Neighbor Marquard asks
for the writer's name. This I cannot give without violating
all ethics of journali-m. except the writer consent
tor, in publishing a letter of that kind accepts the responsibility himself, and I guess Friend Marquard, it is up to me.
I will, however, agree to thi-: That no more letters from
Baltimore that can in any possible way affect the Union
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there will be published without first being submit- •
Baltimore Union for their approval. You will haw I
me for the publication of the former letter, sinc< I
pcarances the thing was correct.
1 scanned the i.
closely and it wa- written so circumstantially that 1 believed
11- statements.
However, it ha- caused me to decide that letters of that kind will 111 future be lirst referred to the operator-' union of the city whence it come-, where tt:.before publication.
Light Plant. — Washington write-: "In the last >
World 1 find several partial answers to my letter oi inquiry
which lead- me to think 1 might not have been explicit in
my queries.
All of the plants described in the World arc
fixed plant-, or those to be used on a short circuit, and none
of them would till the bill for my work.
What I though!
might be possible is thi-: That with a 2 or 2>.. 1
dynamo, about 60 volt, by using
> carboi
a 7 by 9 picture 30 feet and have enough current left for
liveWell,
or six
incandescentI dolights."
Washington,
not know that I can add anything
to what has already been said. A 3 k.w. (x> volt dynamo
would be plenty large enough to furnish current 1
projection arc. Also, I presume you could burn a few incandescent light-, since 30 amperes at 60 volt- is only 1,800
witt- The engine must, of course, have an effii
ernor to maintain steady speed, and the question come- up of
the -hock- t<> both the engine and dynamo when you close
your carbon- and throw in a load of say 30 ampere- 111Stantly, and when you cut it out again. However, with that
-mall a picture you could get good light with considerable
U-- than 30 amperes — probably with 20. 1 would -ugge-t
that you submit thi- problem to some manufacturer of
dynamos, the General Electric Company, for instance. The
Toledo outfit adverti-ed in these pages has high indorsement
by some of its users.
New York City. — Mr. K. Schultz writes: "To the few -igns
of appreciation you get from the crank turners, let me add
my -hare, with the hope that some day the know-it-alls who
are 'ten years in the business,' went to school with Edison
and look at the stars when you mention the Trouble Department, will recognize what you are doing for the business,
However, to get back to the bread and butter era, what has
been done about that alien operator law? My card 1- up in
May — what then? Can you enlighten me? Another thing:
You have doubtless heard of the motor drive the Powers
Company is putting on the market. The writer is the one
who got them busy — woke them up to the fact that many
-ale- were lost through lack of a motor drive. Exhibitors
cannot get men to turn a crank ten hours a day at any price.
I understand now that the motor drive is up before the
Department for approval, and it gets my goat to think that
after waiting patiently for nearly four months twisting a
crank for ten hours every day, now that a motor i> just in
sight I am called away to Europe on business. As the saying
is, 'Can you beat it?' I am booked to sail February 4th, to
be gone six weeks, and if there is anything I can do or find
out for you on the other side of the pond just say the word
andYour
I will
there with
the goods."
kindbe words.
Neighbor
Schultz, are appreciated. It is
a fact that many of those who turn their noses up at the
mention of the Trouble Department are at the same time
slyly
digging
everything
they tocanbe out
of it. They
This are
I happen
to
know
in many
instances
a fact.
more than welcome to any information they can get from the
Department, whether they give this paper credit for it
or not. As to the alien operators' law, I am afraid, old man,
you are up against it. It is said to be law, and also law 1said to be justice. Is there any justice in depriving a
human being of the opportunity to earn his daily bread in
his chosen profession? It would seem that America is
tremendously
afraid
that the "foreigner"
will deported
become aonpublic*
charge
upon the
community,
and many are
this
account. Then we turn around and enact a law which says
to the foreign operator: "You cannot work!" I will heartily
agree that the foreigner who comes to America with intent
to make it his home should of right become naturalized. I
will, however, agree that the fact of his non-naturalization
should have no effect whatsoever on his right to work at
any calling, trade or profession which he may choose. More
than thi-. 1 will asserl that a law of that kind is nothing
outrage, enacted by those wdio misrepre-ent the
people 1 -hall be glad indeed to have any items of interest
concerning projection procedure across the water.
Other Corkscrews. Mr. J. B. Quesinberry. Yale, Ore.,
writes: "Enclosed find check for Handbook. The World ia welcome visitor with me and the Trouble Department gets
my lir-t attention, as I am not one of the operators who
know it all, though I have been complimented by visiting film
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"THE SIGN OF THE FLYING AM

MERICAN
TWO

RELEASES

REELS
Monday

EACH
WEEK
Thursday

and

Release Monday, February 13th

"A Quiet Evening at Home"

A full reel Comedy of exceptional merit.
N01 a dull foot in
the reel. Very funny.
Length, approximately, 985 feel

f

Release Thursday, February 16th

"In the Realistic
Landand of
Cactus' p
abounding in thrilling
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nun several times on my light. We ran Association pictures lure for a year, but arc now running Independent. The
Association Stufl i- superior in quality, to my way of thinking, but 1 could not .-tand for their game. Toe General Film
seem to think they have the picture business bottled up and that they have the only corkscrew that will open
the bottle,"
You have come very near stating the thing in a nutshell,
.Neighbor Quesinberry, but there never yet has been in all
the history of the world an individual corporation or trust
which succeeded for any length of time in bottling up anything, though it must admitted that the Standard Oil Company came pretty close to it. The Motion Picture Patent *
Company and the General Film Company are pursuing a policy that probably seems good to them. The editor of this
Department i- not a prophet, nor the son of a prophet, but
he makes the prediction nevertheless that in the long run
that policy will prove a failure. The Patents Company has
done a great deal of good in certain directions, not, perhaps.
directly through its own efforts, hut the moral effect of the
formation of the company was to correct some very flagrant.
glaring abuses previously existent. The Patents Company also has done a great deal of harm in other directions and, if
allowed to have its way. would, in my judgment, eventually
ruin the business.
Another Idea from Bennett. — Our good friend, C. VV. Bennett. Crystal Falls, Mich., sends in a third sketch illustrating how a telephone may be used to enable the operator
to hear the singer. This idea should be of considerable use
to operators where alternating current of high amperage is
used, since it would enable them to hear the singer and run
slides correctly. The top diagram illustrates this idea, RR
being the receiver in the operating room similar, to those used
in the central office of the telephone companies. The box
marked "Phone" can be any ordinary telephone, so long as
it is in good condition. BZ is a buzzer used to call the
singer before time to expose the title side of song. Transmitter "T-i" can be installed near singer, and the 'phone itself be located in a convenient place out of sight of the audience. In using this contrivance a few minutes before the
time for the illustrated song, the operator should press the
buzzer button, thus calling the singer, notifying her that the
song is about to go on. The same buzzer will also give the
piano player notice that the illustrated song title is about to
be thrown on the curtain. The operator now places the head
receiver KR in place, to which enough flexible wire is attached to allow him to move about at will. The head
piece is, of course, removed and hung up as soon as the song
is
over.
The face
transmitter,
or and
'phone
box,nearly
can level
be placed
so that it will
the singer
be as
with
his
possible; but the 'phone should be kept
out or
of her
viewmouth
of theasaudience.

fl^
The lower diagram shows a method of connecting bells,
known as the three-wire system. We are indebted to Neighbor Rennett for the excellent drawings he has submitted and
we trust we shall be still further favored.
Natural Gas. — Mr. Chas. R. Smith, proprietor Mystic Theater. Columbus, Kan-., whose letterhead proclaims the fact,
"In pictures we challenge the world to surpass our production." writes: "I ofseeothers
I must I get
'nib' anxious
into this to
some
Like hundreds
am my
always
get way.
the
World, and there is little in it, particularly in the Trouble
Department, that gets past me. To my way of thinking the
most important thing to the exhibitor is the house lighting
system. We have our own power plant as follows: A 6
k.w. Westinghou.se generator running 1.675 per minute, 125
volts. We run this generator with a 10 h.p. gas engine (we
are blessed with natural gas). We use no volt lamps and
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reduce the -pied ol the generator to produce that voltage.
Twenty-live cent. (25c) per 1,000 cubic feet 1- tin
gas and the heaviest lull we have had for an entire month's
run was two dollar- anil seventy-five cents (,$2.75). We use
for the most part 4 or 8 C.p. globes, hut the number is such
as to furnish illumination equal to about 76 16 c.p. lamps.
Our throw
our picture 12 by iK; 25 amperes is
used in projection. You will discover our letterhi
'We challenge the world for quality in pictures.' That goes,
for we mean just what we say. We use a patent screen that
looks a purplish blue in daylight, but when the light is on
the wry whitest card cannot be seen when held against the
screen Some 'tourist' put it up for us and we do not know
what the preparation is. We have received many letter- asking how we do this or that. The correspondent invariably
states, 'A friend of mine saw your -how and told me of it.'
We were born, as the saying i-. natural machinists.' and in
1903 made our one-pin movement for tlu- Edison machine by
removing one of the pins from the cam wheel and putting
the mainspring of a watch around the cam, filling the wheel
with clay and casting in a Babbitt lug to fill in the opening
of the cam on that side. It was then neces-ary to ch
wing of the shutter, which we did by taking ordinary mica,
putting gold leaf between and glueing the edges down, making a flicker blade out of tin from a sardine box. This 1-.
of course, ancient history, but I hope before long to >how
you a machine without cam or star, but using a much improved sprocket. In this machine the film will be moved in
about half the time required by the present machines and
with less than half the strain, thus giving more time for exposure, consequently utilizing a greater percentage of light."
I hesitated about publishing that natural gas story, Friend
Smith. I am afraid when some of our readers who are paying $50 and upwards a month for light, cast their optics over
it they will experience a severe case of heart failure. Let us
trust the new machine you speak of will materialize, though
frankly, I am skeptical about those things for the reason that
it seems as though about everything under the sun in the
shape of an intermittent movement has been tried and retried. Still there is always the possibility that you will evolve
something new and valuable. Let us hope this will prove to
be the fact.
A Few Questions. — New York City, N. Y, writes:
"Kindly solve the following puzzles: 1. What are the standard sizes of aperture plates of the Powers Nos. 5 and 6,
Edison, Standard, and Motiograph? 2. Can you figure lenses
according to millimeter? 3. What do you mean by V\ or
l/2 size lenses — is it the E. F. or diameter of len>? 4. Does
the lens focus differ at different throws, or is it only sharp at
one point? That is, if I use the lens at 50 feet throw and then
want to use it at 80 feet. I know it will project a larger picbut does
the focus
fail?" plate is supposed to be 15/16
1. ture,
The
standard
aperture
inch in width, while 11/16 of an inch high, but they vary
slightly from this. All aperture plates are supposed to be the
same width, namely 11/16 inch. To get closer to it than
this you
havemarkings.
to use a pair
of so
calipers.
2. I don't
bother
with
m.m.willlens
It is
much more
convenient
to measure them and figure on the E. F. 3. The lA and V2
size refers to the diameter of the lens. The ordinary moving
picture lens is a % size lens, while the ordinary steropticon
lens is l/2 size, though % size lenses are also used for stereo.
I forget the exact diameter of the two lenses and have not
the data at hand, but if my recollection serves me right, the
l/2 size lens is 2% inches in diameter. 4. A projection lens
focuses at any distance. You can project a clear, sharp picture within an inch of the lens, but the closer the curtain
is brought to the lens, the farther away the lens must be removed from the aperture, and when you would get the lens
right up against the curtain the lens would have to be quite
a long distance from the film. In other words, if you are
projecting a picture at 50 feet and you change your curtain
20 feet farther away, you could still focus the picture, but
the lens would be a little further in the jacket than it was
before.
Licensed Exchanges. — Delhi, N. Y., asks the name of NewYork exchanges handling licensed film. I have requested the
Motion Picture Patents Company to supply Delhi with a
full list of New York licensed exchanges.
A Dissolver. — Cincinnati. O., contributes the following:
"Though I have been a reader of the Moving Picture World
for a long time, I have just mustered courage to write a line.
The Trouble Department is immense and deserves all the
praise possible, for in it is more sound sense and knowledge
than any other publication nn\v printed. I like your straightfrom-the-shoulder talk which one doesn't have to have a
Webster to understand. Enclosed you will find a rough
sketch of a dissolver which I made and am using.
It cer-
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tainlv does

fade one picture into the other nicely.
If this
not reach the -crap basket I will send you someelse." has not reached the -crap basket. Cincinnati, but
The thing
idea
though I studied your sketch for nearly an hour I could not
quite make out what you meant. Moreover, there are so
many, many types of dissolvers, any one of which will produce excellent results, that publication of dissolver sketches
would. I believe, hardly be profitable.
Any device which
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jection, I mean. He had the idea that he could move back
the lamp and save condenser breakage, and he was perfectly
right in that idea. Where he fell down was lack of knowledge
as to what other difficulties he would encounter in putting
such a scheme in practice, namely, the enormous waste of
light, for one. The Gaumont Company, of Paris, France,
makes the only beater type machine sold in this country,
and the Selig Company, Chicago, makes a finger feed or dog
and claw movement machine. Why the Viascope did not
send you
a catalogue
I cannot made
say. The
only "gripper"
ment Iknow
of is a machine
in Germany.
I havemovenot
the address of the maker and I believe it is no longer in
, use. Only a few were sold. The Viascope Co. made such
a machine, but. so far as I know, it was never marketed.
One of the Early Projectors. — Herewith appears a photograph of the first No. 1 Powers machine. Before this machine was placed on the market, Mr. Powers had made and
sold a few machines called the Peerlesscope. The photograph,The
however,automatic
shows thefirefirst
whollywas"Powers"
put out.
shutter
a later machine
addition
which was not added until the machine had been on the
market for some time. A study of this little mechanism will
show how litle real change there has been in projectors, except in appearance and mechanical excellence. It is worthy
of note that this machine gave a very excellent picture and
that with modern film the performance is almost equal to'
that of the latest type of two-wing shutter mechanism
THE

DAYLIGHT

SCREEN.

This week our representative made a journey to Fourteenth Street and investigated the new daylight screen manufactured by Koch & Stackhouse, Stroudsburg, Pa., and can
testify in all truth and sincerity that it certainly 1- a daylight screen. In other words, moving pictures were being
shown upon it in an office that was as light by da
any office in Manhattan. The picture was a very brilliant reflection, and this screen is bound to make its mark in the
market. We felt of it and we smelt of it, and we

time turning on the light of the other, will do the trick, and
• nearly a- well as another, provided, of course, they
rly proportioned and properly handled.
So far as
the first form of dissolver for electric work was
merely a -traight board pointed at one end and notched like
the tail end of an arrow at the other, with a lever to raise
it in front of the len-es.
It gave excellent results;
perfect dissolving as anything I have ever
seen
Don't let this di-courage you, Cincinnati.
Send in
anything you may think will prove of interest and value.
Ghost.1 10 volt
Shawnee,
Oka., A.C.
come-current,
in withPowers
the folowing:
"We
have
60 cycle
No. 6 lamp,
Hallberg economizer and we get bad light. 1 have tried all
irbons and condensers of various focal length. Our
uble is I get a double spot, one being about !< above the other, the spol on the outside shutter
showing the tips of the carbons, and the final outcome of
is a straight streak horizontally across the screen
1 an you tell me what to do to eliminate
ulty? There 1- no Union out here and wages are
■ ns show the result. What do you
think ol . lanager who want- you to put an extension on
the lamp house to keep from breaking condensei
ivanted me to tighten the hoi carbon clamp- with
•finally twi-tn .
■ Handl
1 Havi written the Via-cope people for
W of their ma. bine-, but they have Ignored my
machines using the
. and claw movement; also a frictions! gripper?"
iur light, frankly, I do not know what the
but 1 am inclined to think you are usin|
an .ui.|" r;
i/er 1- working on ■ lower
u must understand that to
mating you have go1 t.. use heavy
• m ill appeal on the gate
I can
than you will find in the
■ the type
.sting up the im
n put <m the back of thr
. would doubtlesi have been hugely and deeply
insulted had anyone undertaken the contract of telling him
■ mce he w 1 di |

and put it to every test that a screen could be put to, an.:
we found out that it was something more than the mere idea
of applying aluminum to a curtain. There >eem- to be a principle about this screen which has been in existence ..
the world has been. It seems to be that of increasing the surface by a conical method. That i> to -ay. as though there
were millions of microscopic chocolate creams spread over
a surface. The light striking each chocolate cream would
spread over more surface than it would upon a round spot abig as the bottom of said chocolate cream Another analogous illustration
familiarAs"Sapolio"
sign that
is reads
made
of slats
and readsis the
threeold ways.
you approach
it, it
one thing as you pass it, looking straight at it, it reads another, and when you get by it, and look back, there are still
other words to be seen.
Looking at the picture on the daylight screen from the
side it is scarcely possible to distinguish what is going on
in the picture, yet when one holds a piece of cardboard on
the sheet, as seen at thi- side angle, the action is plainly
visible on the cardboard, but lost on the daylight screen.
When viewed from the front the picture is as brig:
light on the daylight screen, and the -ame piece of cardm the front appear.- like a piece of dirty window
re the curtain.
That is the te-t. There is a difference of 100 per cent, between the Daylight Screen and a piece
..f white cardboard held before it. in favor of the former.
{Con limit- J from
You are certainly up agam-t it
the contention ihat the ICd I
wants in- pictures worked up, but don't k
up" a picture m<
-light
ome one beside tl >
, want- them made
!
SUGGESTIONS FOR
thi: >i \\ 1
llll
Light

I
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LICENSED.
"Bumptious as Romeo" (Edison). — The rotund figure of
Bumptious is -carccly the replica of the slight form with
which Romeo is usually associated, but nevertheless Bumpys the difficult role of the love-sick swain. His
coaching IS funny, his own acting is funny and there is generally a yell of delight when in the balcony scene the entire
castle falls upon the hero. The march of the audience from
the theater is funnier yet. The entire film is a good travesty
upon Romeo and Juliet.
'"The Sheriff's Sister" I Kaleni). — A melodrama of the most
arrant type, but containing some features which hold the interest. There is nothing new in the deception of a girl by a
Mexican, nor is there much new in the way it is worked out.
She discovers his duplicity before it is too late by the revelation of one of the witnesses that the man is her husband.
This little denouement is cleverly managed, and the reconciliation with the brother is fervent enough to be real. The
audience seemed to like it, and it surely has sufficient action
to hold the interest from beginning to end.
"Hearts, Hunger and Happiness" (Rathe). — A rather lively
comedy, presenting the adventures of a love-lorn youth for
whom fasting
is prescribed
as the
a cure.
The isyoung
indication of mental
distress at
banquet
quite man's
as funny
as one might wish. The rest of the picture is scarcely above
commonplace.
"Disinherited" (Urban). — Not a particularly strong plot,
yet it tells the story of a domestic trouble graphically enough
and the part played by the child in inducing the grandfather
to accept his mother again is touching. In fact, the best
acting, and the most interesting part of the picture is that
of the acting of the child. The others do not rise above the
usual thing.
"Three Sisters" (Biograph). — One of the company's famous sermons in pictures. Not always is it possible to induce a girl to leave a lover and take up with another, particularly a minister, but in this instance it was successfully
done by a clever sister. The film teaches that immorality
of various sorts is rife everywhere, especially lying in wait
for girls. It has no other interest.
"Age vs. Youth" (Lubin). — Not an impossible reversal in
fortune, but rather improbable. Maybe, however, the possibility creates an interest that makes the picture worth while.
The principal interest will center in the love story and the
fact that the young people finally succeed in obtaining their
desire.
"Only a Sister" (Melies). — Some sort of symposium of
the kindliness of sisters with reference to their erring brothers seems to have been produced of late. It is always interesting to see a scapegrace reform after ruining his father and
breaking the hearts of his mother and sisters. Fortunes may
be regained and broken hearts will heal under proper care,
while hitherto unconscionable scamps can ultimately become
men. If the kindly offices of a sister are interesting and are
done in a sufficiently picturesque section of the country the
resulting picture has some claims to attention. All these
features are present in this one, hence it is moderately
pleasing.
"Curse of the Red Man" (Selig). — Sermons seem to be
plentiful of late. This pictured story of the results to an
Indian from his undue indulgence in whiskey may be included in the category. Probably the tribe would refuse to
accept him as one of them after he was educated, though this
is not the first time that this phase of the return of an Indian
to his own after attending school has been emphasized. The
chase through the desert, and the death scene are realistic. There is plenty of action and the audience seemed attracted by the picture.
"Carmenita, the Faithful" (Es^anay).— A Mexican love tale
filled with melodramatic thrills and carrying more than the
usual share of Mexican jealousy and dirty work. The character drawing is excellent and the story has much merit as a
lurid tale. But in the end all difficulties disappear as the bad
Mexican is led away to prison.
"Jiggers Looks for a Job" (GaumontV— A comedy in which
the fun rests upon the absurdity of the presentations. Exag eration is made to supply the humor
and the stunts
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Jiggers drawndoes
to be under
funny. the influence of love are sufficiently over"Krimmel Waterfalls" (Gaumont). — An excellent picture
made in the Austrian Tyrol. The night scene deserves special
commendation. The operator selected his viewpoints with the
eye of an artist and did his work extraordinarily well.
"The Cowboy's Devotion" (Pathe).- A Western picture by
the American company, with a killing with a pistol, and a
woman falling dead as she gives testimony that freed a
man of a murder charge. Most of these Western pictures
have a sameness to them that becomes monotonous with
much repetition. They are interesting in a way, but unless
some striking novelty is introduced they do not rise above the
mass which has come from the studios in the past few
months. The Pathes are masters of some subjects and would
consult their own interests and conserve their reputation by
devoting their efforts to the reproduction of some other variety of subject. Let the Western pictures go, and bring out
those individual films which so often in the past have ranked
among the masterpieces.
'A Queen for a Day" (Vitagraph). — A funny picture though
perhaps the real humor of it rests in the scene where Heiny
gets his for successfully making the wealthy Bridget believe
he is a prince long enough to marry her. There are laughs
scattered along through the picture, and at the close any audience will agreed it has seen something really humorous, albeit
the fun in places descends to coarseness.
"Selling Old Master" (Edison). — A picture filled with the
pathos of humanity and depicting graphically the loyalty of
the Southern darkey to his master and the family. The
pathos is relieved by a number of humorous situations, quite
the most toattractive
one slaves.
being the
of the ending
aged master's
portrait
the former
Thesalepleasant
of the
story is that of faithfulness rewarded. Nothing about the
play seems improbable. Even the marriage of the young
Southern girl to the wealthy young man is a repetition of
what has happened many times over. The actors have interpreted both the pathos and the humoir with unusual skill,
and
the audience showed its appreciation by applauding vigorously.
"The Slaves' Revolt" (Pathe). — This is an Egyptian picture, and so far as mechanical and dramatic construction is
concerned, it is a worthy addition to the Egyptian series.
But no slaves revolted and killed Pharaoh. It is not, therefore, historically accurate. The action is spirited and the
burning of the palace and the uprising of the oppressed
Syrians are admirably managed. Probably any andience will
be interested, largely because of the action and the setting.
"Rice Industry in Japan" (Pathe). — An industrial illustrating a little-known business. The pictures were all made outdoors, and like this firm's out-door work, leave nothing to be
desired. The audience that sees this picture will understand
the production and harvesting of rice in Japan quite as well
as they would if they went over the ground.
"The Trail of the Pomas Charm" (Kalem).— An Indian
story, based upon the veneration of the Indians for a
charm. Jealousy is interwoven, and a fight between Indians
and cowboys enliven the scene. It is neither better nor
worse than the usual Indian pictures. The principal interest is in the action and the fight.
"Society and the Man" (Vitagraph). — Almost like an illustration of an old-time Sunday-school story, in which a writer
asserted that city life ruined both men and women. Perthis family's*
is a typeall.
of Aan good
occasional
wreck,hapsbut
it by noexperience
means represents
many
may agree that they were wise to leave the rush of the city
and seek for contentment rather than money. It will do no
harm to disseminate that impression, but it is to be hoped
that uninformed audiences will not accept the story this film
tells as accurately representing life in the city.
"Heart Beats of Long ago" (Biograph) — A dramatic story,
or, at least, some parts of it are dramatic, of an old Italian
love story between families who cultivated a feud. Of course,
it is apparent to whoever has followed the intricacies of an
Italian drama of about six or seven centuries age that a feud
is necessary to the daily life of those people. When a love
affair developed between two families who had been jealously
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nursing a feud for a number of year.-, it meant death for
-omebody. In this instance the unfortunate lover wa- put
in an air-tight clo-ct by his sweetheart, and before she could
release him he smothered. A very uncomfortable death to
die. and a very tearful situation when the closet was opened
and his dead body fell out. Staging and costuming are
but the story has no more than a modicum of
interest.
It seems too improbable.
"A Double Elopement" i Lubin) — A single elopement in a
family is common even in motion pictures, but a double one,
where mother and daughter manage to get away from oppoof the same house, is sufficiently novel to relieve
the tedium of the usual love tale. And then, when both proceed with all due speed to the same minister, the fun breaks
out afresh. The Lubin snap has been freely utilized in the
development of the plot, and the picture is really funny.
"Max Has the Boxing Fever" (Pathe) — A good deal of fun
could be developed from Max's enthusiasm for boxing, but
when the producer puts the two people on roller skates,
something which no boxer would ever attempt, the fun disappear? and mere silliness appear? in its place. Nothing else
need be said of this film.
"An Imitator of Blondin" (Pathe). — Amusing stunts could
be developed from the atempts of an amateur to practice on a
slack wire, but whoever saw an amateur attempt such fool
things as are shown here? Even fun ought to be made true
to life, else it loses a considerable proportion of its humor.
"Too MuchMother-in-Law" (Selig).— An incident like this
ha? been used before, the receipt of a telegram from home,
which acted as a free pass to the man who received it. Even
the doors of banks and the severity of judges melted before
its influence. And he arrives at home and the cause of the
telegram i- put into his arms. There is a touch about this
picture which will appeal to every one who has never been
there, even though it is so improbable as to be untrue. The
advent of the little one will remove obstacles which nothing
else can t<>uch.
"The Doctor" ( Edison). — If detractors of the photoplay
could see this beautiful drama their objections must speedvanish. N'o subject
better, is
sweeter
thing
be has
devised,
no
moreilyennobling
possible.
Thecould
doctor
summed
up all the tenderness of the human heart, and has depicted
it to graphically that no one can misunderstand it. The
reproduction of the famous painting, "The Doctor," which
so much admired, is an excellent piece of work.
The love -tory which runs through it is improved by the
ending, which -hows the girl noble enough and good enough
understand the motives which prompted her fiance
her on the eve of their wedding and attend the poor
child. The simple story, touching the heart from the beginping, i- so well told that it cannot be mistaken or misunderstood, will touch the hearts of any audience in the land, and
the moisture will well up in the eyes. In short, it would be
difficult to conceive a picture more ennobling or purer in its
influence. It represents what the photoplay is c.
doing. It will rank with one of the great picture- of the
month.
"A

Woman's
Voice"
(Essanay).— That a woman's
voice*
telephone from an unexpected quarter might cause
consternation is plainly evident from this picture
Whether
all W
en would
acl hastily and return
their engagement
ringi without asking an explanation is a question. Apart
from tin- somewhat questionable proceeding the picture is
: somewhat humorous. Fortunately for the bewildered artist, the young woman proves amenable to reason
and the misunderstanding
is satisfactorily adjusted.
"Ten Words for Twenty-five Cents
\ humorbility -how 11 wherein a teh
is the offending part) I be cutting off of three word- i
inside the cosi limil i reated some distui
n
family, bm the chiel sufferer w;
found In- people :ill right, after many moving in.:
Mid ;ind ll
1 ..n Ins way h
e.
"The

Strongest
Tie" (Gaumont)
conception
of peod to the extremitj
ol i
iblyTheselling
their children,
.i p.. -in.. n u i
-in. i not pleasant and should scarcely be made
for a motion picture,
it teaches nothing of importance. Itdoes not edu< .it.
It m ■
it ha- n- ri
h morbid
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"The Deluge" (Vitagraph). — Probably everybody has
formed a conception of the deluge, which is a mental picture
of a huge house-boat, a crowd of curious people lounging
about and making fun of the hoary-headed old man and his
=ons who have been for years constructing this boat Then
comes the procession of animals into the boat and the burst
of waters, which overwhelms the scoffing peopi
while the ark rides to safety with all its motley
of animals and people. They will not be disappointed in this
picture. It is all here, just as the fancy has pictured it. The
staging is as elaborate as anything undertaken in a long
time, and the reproduction of the scenes which I
indellibly impressed upon the minds of the pe
their childhood are so faithful that the audience sits almost
spellbound as the scenes follow each other in quick succession. The scene of the drowning of the multitude is one
of the most realistic ever put on the screen. And there is a
holy calm falls over the .-en5e> as the ark is seen floating
serenely upon the water- which have overwhelmed the world.
You live the whole story. You see it actually transpiring before you. You actually see the waste of waters, and you
wonder whether they will ever subside. Then comes the
episodes of the raven and the dove — both reproduced as described. And finally the grounding of the ark and the return
of the animals to the world — now a dead world — to be repeopled. The entire picture is a marvelous rendition of one
of the most dramatic stories in all history. The producer
has looked carefully after costuming and surroundings, and
he has displayed a marvelous breadth of Biblical knowledge
to reproduce a scene of this character -o faithfuly and so
realistically.
INDEPENDENT.
"The Westerner and the Earl" (Thanhouser). — Of course,
thi- play might be true to life, but it seems improbable
enough to be only a -tory. This i- not -axing that it is not
interesting or that it lacks humor. It is merely placing the
story itself in the proper category. The working out of the
plot, by which the foreign nobleman was di-po--e-sed of the
idea that he wanted that particular American girl, and how
her ambition- mother learned that an American son-in-law
enough after all, furnishes much entertainment and
keep- the audience in good humor, and makes them appreciate the fake capture of the girl and her noble lover.
"Doctor Against His Will" ^Eclair,).- A reproduction of
a comedy by Moliere which is certain to please, though perhaps the -tory i- somewhat complicated for a motion picuire. This may be due to the character of the subject, or
it may be due to the fact that a considerable proportion has
to be eliminated to get it in the film. However, what is left
is amusing, even sparkling in*places. and the actors have
succeeded admirably in interpreting the work.
"Freddie's Shoes" (Towers). —A story which i- told with
the life and careful attention to reproduction which characterize- the work- of this company. It i- quite up to the
usual run of the Powers plays, though it does not by any
means rank with the best tin- house has turned
"The
Command
From
Galilee"
(Reliance)
\ dramatic
-tory which ha- the effect ol creating mingled feelings in the
one who sees it. Whether the impression is altogether pleasing 'T not may, perhaps, be beside the mark.
Through most
..f the scenes
the quality
of the acting
must
be admitted,
while the fanatical portion is more than ordinarily well rendered. The sensational feature- are admirably ma:
admitting
all this, the picture
is not altogether
Certain features of it, while they may be truthful reproduction-, leave a sense of unrest in the mind.
Perhapi
-on they teach
is sufficient justification
for their
but they are not the -ott that lea-.
humor.
It the object
was t,, make them think, thai
comphshed,
If it was to amuse, ;t hs
l i it w a- t.. instruct) the insti

with considerable unpleasantness.
upon

the

Day"

(Gaumont),— A

him sweat with hi- extn

rough h.

The ii

v lew point

"The Cattle King of Arizona" | I
ture photoplay
cut. nun:.. 8
ending with the
action.
Unexpected,
but
apparent!.
tion-, acting beyond criticism in •
mbined in a thri
light alm<
ter and detail- h..
-mall thing-. H Inch d

muh
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everyone likes detective Stories, and here is a remarkably
good one.

"The Feast of Foolshead" (Itala).— This popular comedian
inimitable stunts, and raises
appears again in some of his
many a laugh before the film runs its course.
"Hia Great Sacrifice" (Atlas).— Whether it is desirable to
depict a surgical operation in such minute details is a question which probably each one who sees this picture will be
able to settle for themselves. If it is looked upon as an
educational film, perhaps there is no ground for criticism,
but it it is merely to gratify the morbid curiosity of the
sated throng always looking for something exciting, then it
is not to be commended. These things are known in a general way. but there are some things in life that are better
known to each one individually, not shown like this to the
morbidly curious and those who are honestly interested alike
I he implied tale of love running through it, leading the devoted one to otter himself as the sacrifice for the skin
gratters instruments is tender enough to be touching But
the bald representation of all the paraphernalia for a surgical
operation is rather chilling and could quite as well have been
left to the imagination.
"Judged rt.ing
by a enough
Higher Power"
One advocate
scene in
to satisfy(Champion).—
the most ardent
of exciting scenes. To see a girl struck blind at the telephone by a well simulated flash of lightning is thrilling, and
novel. To imply that it is the judgment of a higher power
as a punishment for her misdeeds is equally startling. But
the incident, so unusual to photoplays, is well handled and
seems convincing. The appearance of the lightning stroke is
rather too real for complete satisfaction. The remainder
ot the picture tells its story in a straightforward way, however, and leaving nothing obscure. The passion of jealousy is
well enough acted and the motive for the girl's action is
made apparent. Some details may have been left unfinished,
but thethemain
features have been managed cleverly enough to
make
picture.
"The Return From Seaside Bathing" (Ambrosio).— A comedy with much life and considerable claim to recognition,
the acting is up to the Ambrosio standard, while the story
told is sufficiently clear to be easily followed.
"Tweedledum Tries Winter Sports" (Ambrosio).— This
which affords him opporfavorite comedian appears in a role
tunity to perform a wide variety of stunts, all of which are
intensely amusing. The difficulties encountered and the troubles from which he escapes after hair raising and funny ex. would tax the ingenuity of the most fertile brain
to conceiveperiences

"A Brass Button" (Reliance).—
detectiveine clue to the thief, the fhiprintA ofclever
a brass
button,story.
is a
point which is sufficiently novel to arouse interest The
stealing of a necklace is not a novelty, nor can it be said
to be novel to charge the servants with the theft. That is
too common in real life, but to locate the thief in that altogether new way makes the picture more interesting than the
average detective story.
"An Imaginary Elopement" (Imp).— The producer has
man, or
taken the old story about gone with a handsomer
something to that effect and has based a lively comedy upon
it. The principal feature of the film is the travesty upon
detective work which is done by the fake detective, ending
up with a rough house that leaves little of the unfortunate
individual to be taken to the police station. Explanations
and laughs follow and the difficulty which threatened to disrupt the peaceable family is satisfactorily adjusted.
"The his
Mix-Up"
(Imp).—
Imagine
of a manof who
enters
home only
to be
thrown theoutfeelings
in a number
different ways because he is mistaken for an importunate
masher. The various styles of ejectment supply most of the
interest in this film and while it is somewhat rough, it is
lively and pleases the audience immensely. Criticism is unit s a knockabout subject admirably developed.
"Mission in the Desert" (American). — Made in the Arizona
desert thi- picture presents phases of life there well worth
seeing and calculated to hold the attention of the audience
without lagging from beginning to end. The actors perform
their part- with discretion, while the photography is satisfactory.
"The Coachman of the Village" (Itala).^A story of village life which will interest those whose memory, perhaps,
runs back to some such scenes. It is well photographed,
while the actors perform their parts as satisfactorily as circumstances permit.
"Adrift" (Thanhouser). — A domestic picture, filled with the
tear? of grief and the heart thirsts of joy and thanksgiving.
It is a picture that carries a moral lesson not likelv to be
forgotten once it is seen. The story is told so directly and
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with Mich convincing sincerity that it holds an audience
spellbound. While not all families come so near wreck, -till
every family's way consequences.
is beset with pathetic
difficultieOften little
enough,
as in tint
tinfilm, a child ultimately brings about changes that -w
the clouds. Acted in the satisfactory manner of the Thanhouser company and clearly photographed, this picture is
-ure to please any audience.
"Back to the Old Homestead" (Lux). — Some dramatic situations enter into the telling of this story, yet it is simple
enough and probably many families have had similar experience-. Not all boys require the experience of being
wounded while engaged in a robbery to send them back
home, but many have felt some forceful influence compelling
them to return. Each actor does his part reasonably well,
and the photographer has not been remiss.
"The Ring of Love" (Solax). — A lively comedy, presenting
with considerable fidelity to the truth what happened when
a love-charmed ring was passed from one person to another.
After the general mix-up most members of an audience will
agree with the unfortunate policeman, driven into the river
by the old maid, "it is a good thing the ring was lost."
"The Counting House Mystery" (Yankee). — A detective
story, with many thrills scattered through it, each one more
nerve-racking than the one before it. Nell, the young woman detective, already a favorite with photoplay audiences once
morefame.
demonstrates
her ability
addssame
further
laurels the
to'
her
As in previous
films and
of this
character,
acting is quite in keeping with the subject and the interest
is never permitted to lag for an instant.
"At The Duke's Command" (Imp). — An elaborately staged
subject, containing thrilling moments and situations that
make the audience almost gasp so realistically are they done.
It is the first time that the old time torture chamber and
its horrors have been utilized in compelling a girl to -acrifice herself for the benefit of her lover, but the dramatic
way in which
she her
succeeds
in discouraging
attentions win for
the lasting
regard of the
the duke's
audience.
And then her lover, released from his tortures, does what
the duke did not expect him to do, leads the girl away
despite the disfigurement of her once beautiful face. This
picture made a deep impression upon the audience. It is
so clear and the story is made so plain that it cannot be
misunderstood. The Imp company has achieved a success
which will continue as long as this picture is shown. Even
though
the torturethechamber
is grewsome
and the
girl's
sacrifice is horrible,
effect upon
the audience
is to
increase
their interest and when the young man leads the girl away
they are quite ready to applaud.
"Foiling The Camorra" (Yankee). — A lively detective
story, dealing with the Black Hand and the child kidnappers. It purports to tell the story of the capture of the
ringleader and the release of the children and like all detective stories, if they are reasonably well told, it holds
the interest of the audience throughout.
"A Pittsburg Millionaire" (American). — An interesting subject and the details of the play have been work out with
care by the actors. The situations are sufficiently strong to
hold the interest of the audience and keep them looking for
what is coming next.
"Maid or Man" (Imp). — If this is accepted as a more or
less funny story it is interesting, but if it is looked upon as probable disappointment will follow. It is scarcely possible that any
such scrapes as these could be successfully escaped by the unfortunates who became involved. The situations are funny, even
though they are somewhat improbable. And the Imp players
have seized upon the salient points and have developed them
in a logical way. The horror of the deacon's wife when she discovers him with the supposed young woman in his arms supplies a good ending to what may be termed an exceptionally
lively picture. It may be improbable, but it performs its mis- ,
uon of entertaining.
SOLAX QUALITY.
Although the Solax films have only been on the market j
three months they have proven so popular that it is decided
by the company to release a second weekly picture forthwith. \Yc have noted with satisfaction the steady improvement in quality which the Solax pictures manifest. Moreover,
we had evidence only this week that the efforts of this company are appreciated by the exchanges, as in our hearing a
prominent exchange man, when he heard that a second Solax
release was imminent, stated that he would give it preference
over another make of film.— In an early issue of The
World we propose giving a lengthy illustrated account of the
Solax works, especially with reference to the technical and the
arti-tic end of their method of production.
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HEROINE of OFall '76.
The Rex. Co. areA deserving
the compliments that
are certain to swamp them from every exchange and exhibitor in the country upon their first release, "A Heroine of
*76."
This story written around Geo. Washington during revolutionary days, portrays the patriot riding horseback through
the wooded country unaccompanied, when overtaken by a
severe snow storm. Desirous of obtaining shelter for himself
and horse from the storm, he puts in at a tavern and expresses his wish to remain until morning. The British
Governor General having put a price on Washington's head,
taken dead or alive, created a feeling of ill will towards him
among a certain class. The result was that immediately upon entering the tavern he was recognized by a party of
men including the landlord, who were enjoying their ale
before an open grate. Washington having made known his
wish and being directed to his room, the drinking party lost
no time in planning his death; the executioner to be the man
unfortunate enough to draw the first black card, and it so
happened that to the landlord fell the task.
landlord's
after below
havinginshown
to
hisThe
room,
returneddaughter,
to the floor
time toWashington
overhear the
murderous plot, and, unobserved, retraced her steps to the
upper story, and upon some pretext moved Washington and
his effects to another room, and herself occupied the bed.
After many "bracers" and much persuasion the landlord
was finally started on his errand of murder. Climbing stealthily up the stairs and along the hall to the room he supposed
was the one occupied by Washington, he slowly opened the
door, and with knife drawn rushed to the side of the bed and
plunged the blade into the breast of its sleeping occupant,
and retired to the floor below to await developments.
At the break of day Washington is up and ready to continue his ride. He looks up the landlord, pays for his lodging
and is off before the dazed father and murderer has time to
pull himself together and ask a question; but upon investigation the truth comes to him in a flash, and the picture closes
with the bereaved and terror-stricken parent mourning the
loss of his daughter through his own murderous greed for
riches.
The story throughout is dramatically interesting, well
staged, acted and photographed. If this first Rex is to be a
sample of the work to be regularly released by this company,
we predict a glowing fufre for them.
MacArthur.

Letters to the Editor
BIT THE HAND
THAT
FED HIM.
Editors Moving Picture World:
Gentlemen — One E. Howard, claiming to be from Chicago,
accompanied by his wife, drifted into this city. I concluded to
' retain him as electrician in my large house and he agreed to
remain all winter. He worked ten days and drew quite a
lot of money ahead he needed badly to get down to housekeeping and left town, leaving me to hold my opening Sunday matinee performance without an operator. He took the
keys to the M. P. booth along with him and never left word
of any kind that he was going. All loose tools were gone
from the booth upon examination after his departure. I do
not care for the money end of it, but this is something that
should be told other managers, so they can be on the lookout.
You are at liberty to publish anything you like over my
Mf.Mi.ttur.- regarding the matter, and I hope he will be exposed
.1 In["hanking
and truly
wishing
I remain,youvery
J you continued
. Iowa, Jan. 30, i.jii.

'.THAI..

Fton, January 28, ion.
Dear Sirs
two World.
dollars ($2.00)
on — toEnclosed
Moving find
Pn ruitE
Would forlil one year's
ue. The one con;
''.
E.
Sinn's
"Music
for
Picture"
artiin interested r< ader of the the
World
tor some
rrowing our manager's copies; hut• 1.he and
doesn't
always
sometime:
the World
eems to have slipped its orbit, and fails to
5inn
articles have
;
feel as if I want them all 'I !.. ■
mly are ■
hel|i to u piani l and I think every moving picture pianist
■bould read them and benefit by them
I'm sure our audienr. s think
0, too
Then your "Storiei "t tin- Films" department 1 a great help
I like to think- out th< n
read the "stories." Then, when the picturei come I know
lometime:
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Hoping you can supply all the numbers conta
Sinn's talks, I am, sincerely your well wisher,
(Miss) Mary C. Lelbs,
Pianist Brinkman Opera House,
Grafton. \\ . \ a.
San Francisco, Cal., Jan. 16, 1011.
To the Editors of the Moving Picture World.
Dear Sirs — I wish to call your attention to the enterprise
displayed by Mr. Wm. Osterfeldt, picture operator at the
Orpheum Theater, this city, who is arranging to take the
motion picture of Aviator Ely, who will ascend an J
on a specially-arranged platform, on the Battleship Pennand whichtheis permission
to be a government
test -•' to take
feldt has sylvania,
secured
of the government
this picture, and if weather conditions permit, it will be one
of the greatest pictures of the present age. Ely is to make
an ascension from Tanforan (aviation ground), is to fly
over this city, and descend on the Pennsylvania, then make
an ascension from the boat. This idea is original with Mr
Osterfeldt, who also conceived the idea of taking the picture of Madame Tetiazzini when she was singing in evening
dress in this city Christmas eve, in the open air. and
was listened to by at least 100,000 persons. The picture was
not taken, however, on account of it being at night, but
it is to be hoped that theVery
Ely truly,
picture will be a success.
644 Broadway, San Francisco, Cal.

B.

MICHEL.

Editors Moving Picture World:
Gentlemen. — I again request you to make another appeal in
your next issue to the exhibitors of Penna. asking them to
get busy while the present Legislature is in Session. Quick
action is necessary by the exhibitors of Penns. who have
small photoplay houses if they wish to continue in b
Every exchange both Independent and Association in this
State should urge the exhibitors dealing with them to take
up the matter with the members of the Legislature from
their District and ask them to vote for the passing of this
amendment. Without a doubt 75% of the picture theaters
in this State could not comply with the three four
clause of said law.
It seems that some of the owners of these theaters do not
realize what the present law would do if enforced and
upheld by the Court, and are slow to act.
Trusting that you will make the appeal as
possible in your next issue and thanking you in advance for
this favor as well as for past, I remain,
Yours very truly.
Reading, Pa., Feb. 1, 191 1 .
Geo V\
Chicago, 111., Feb. 11. 1911.
Editor Moving Picture World.
Dear Sir — In your last issue, Mr. F. H. Richardi
what is a ^rave insult to all scenario writer-.
"Scenarios are at this -tage of the ganu- I
eating."
He is wrong.
Manufacturers have been,
and are still, paying high prices for scenarios, and ii he wants
to inspect my hooks, he will find that 1 ha. worth of scenarios, and many of them I 1
as high as $->5 apiece.
1 believe that an article worth $.\>
or even $10 is worth stealing.
1 know thai
writers In
d money
for their manuscripts
Also it Mr
Ri< hards* n v. ■ aid 1
find that some unscrupulous manufacturer- (in tl e
jority, I ai.
ite) ha\ e appropi •
manuscripts
lint is. kept them, but nevei
while others have returned the manuscript,
priatedbeen
the r< id< as.
Rave

Tin- 1

I do not claim •■
r granted that Richard soi
of the Trouble Department, hut

■ iy truly,
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nil. Ural

drams

per-

plctnrs
t
He
Instructs
Noah
to t
or boat.
In which
he and
Ida time I
and
their
wives
Ink.
> of each
of i
take
Into tl.o ark
■ loos as lie 18
u;M>n the earth,
covering
I
people are destroyed,
bat Nouh.
Ids sons and
ttielr
families arc
After
forty
days
of Inundation
the
w
. rk.and it I"re
turns
with
nn olive branch
In Its mouth.
After a Ibort period the ark rests
Ararat; Noah releases all the Inmates from the
ark: he and his sons and their wives build an
altar unto the Lord, make sacrifice and offer up
prayer and thanksgiving for their deliverance. The
•> rainbow In the sky as a promise that
be
will
never
destroy
the
world
again
with
a

observing

THE LEAGUE OF MEHCY.— nelen. an heiress
and the wtrl of Martin T»IbOt, Is Interested In
charity and rescue work: she Is vice-president of
the League of Mercy. Talbot's son makes love
to her and her riches. In her visitations among
the sick and poor she finds a young girl with a
child.
She
takes
the young
mother
to her home,
aids
and
comforts
health. While she Is thus engaged young Talbot,
to whom she becomes affianced, enters. The youngto
mother recognise! him as the father of her child
Helen gives back her engagement ring, denounces
him
and orders
him
from
B~~
The sick woman falls ba
the child and brings it up a
household.

the
by

.•.I previous
to sailing
of tne snow
lor America.
lhi' undaunted
lover Tony
howeverftakes
an opportune
• •: the States
and
finally
Wbill
performance

as

a

spectator,

saves

A QUEEN FOR A DAY.— As a rook Bridget
feels very ranch discontent
a sneaking regard for Ileinrlch Vondlddlehach, the
grocer, who is very much In love with her.
Bridget conies into the possession of a fortune
from an uncle who died In Australia: she decides to live ns becomes one of her vast wealth.
She buys a home, makes a bid for society, and
attracts many elegant gentlemen of pretension and
title, who lay siege to her heart in hope of gaining
ber fortune.
nelnrlch does not give up his conquest for
Bridget's love: to win her he surrounds himself
with a following of colored warriors and decks
himself out as "The King of Cooney Island." ne
presents himself to the fair Bridget, who immediately falls to his royal magnificence. They
are married and soon she discovers that she has
lieen duped
and
captured
by her old friend
Heln-

ECLIPSE.

ON THE BORDER OF THE FOREST— The age
ehlvah
this
tine
romance.
Prince Othbert receives complaints that Count
Harold
Is robbing
travellers.

of

In the garb of n monk Othbert visits Harold's
castles and finds the charges true. He denounces
the Count,
who promises amendment.
The Count now follows and attacks the Prince.
I. ady Isalx-lla finds Othbert lying wounded. Harold
captures the father of Lady Isabella, and later
the Lady herself.
Harolds

The Duke of Norfolk, friend of "Bluff King
Hal."
marries
Catherine
secretly.
The King sees Catherine, loves her. swears she
shall be his wife, at the same time requests Norfolk to marry
Margaret.
Henry's sister.
Norfolk, to avoid marrying, pretends death and
Is placed In the tombs, expecting to be released
by Catherine. She. however, deserts liliu and
marries the King: Margaret saves Norfolk: Helry
finds Catherine
unfaithful
and
she Is punished.

his

cowboys,

A

DOUBLE

keep
such
a
mother
gets

wild
Hetty

and
an

pranks.

How

she

poor cl
> sell It. Is tin. funny en
for the
descrlptioi
A WESTERN
COURTSHIP. — A cowpuncher Is
deeply in love with the daughter of the ranchman for whom he works, and the course of true
love runs smooth until a tenderfoot from Boston
makes
his appearance
In all
tlnery
produced
tailor.
The susceptible girl falls in
I. .v.. with
the easterner,
much
"
dlsgust
of
the rough
son of tt ■
finds
himself
left
decidedly
alone
and
to take
desperate

to defend

of a single

horse

t

sued,
however,
summated
th
the girl

. pistols,
the
thoroughly
ceremony,
and

and

before
the
marriage
is
Into the room. When
lover about to be ill-treated at
outraged
crowd,
her old regard

they
hold
t
frightened
minister
all ends
happily.

performs

WHIFFLES
DOUBLE.— Whiffles is in love. I
being a bashful and timid youth, he does
make great progress at the home of his inai
In
hismake
passion
' ' ivowing
hopes to
M
breaks a valuable
st, -mat Ion he takes his leave to replace it. Immediately after bis departure, there enters Whiffles
dressed in the clothing of a shoemaker with a
pair
for Mademoiselle's
The
family ofis shoes
astonished,
then angry, thenmother.
they think
it a great Joke, and when the shoemaker protests
thai be is nothing hut a shoemaker, their humor
turns again to wrath, and they throw the gentleman out of the window, much to his great discomfiture. Scarcely could he have touched the
ground when Whiffles returns with the vase which
lie had broken, and is immediately seized and
thrown out after the manner of his former exit.
of course Whiffles is not Whiffles, and yet Whiffles
is Whiillos. and Just bow Whiffles Is both Whiffles
and not Whiffles is best explained by seeing the
film, which
would
be spoiled
by the telling.
LIEUT. SCOTT'S NARROW
ESCAPE.— Lieut.
Scott Is watering his horse at ■ stream, when he
is approached by a beautiful Indian maid. It is
love at first sight, and leaving his horse, the young
officer strolls off with Yellow- Moon. A voting
Indian brave seeing the hors? untethered and alone,
approaches,
and saddle,
finding examines
the officer's
army
hanging
on the
it. It
goes Colt
off
unexpectedly and the Indian is killed. The shot
recalls Scott and the balance of the Indian tribe,
who. of course, blame the Lieutenant for the
death Of their tribesman. There Is a general uprising among the Indians, but Scott makes his
lieailqnarti'rs. Thoroughly aroused, the
Indians take to the warpath and completely annihilate a detachment of cavalry. Scott Is sent
with reinforcements and is captured. Yellow
.vcr. rides for help and arrives just in
time to save the young officer's life, as the Indians have him bound to a stake and are building
a fire about him.

in persuading Mrs. Brown to cm.
his father
to Intercede
for him.
Father
widower
and
ought
to have
known
better,
i.elp his goo and he readily
agr
Lilly's

mother
subject
middleon agedthe widow
Idle

rying

"
the

with the American ranchman's daughter, and
while she appreciates his sincerity, she does not
return his affection for her. Tony not only loves,
he respects her. and will not inflict his attentions
upon her, hut never loses an opportunity of serving her. neither seeking
recognition
nor reward.
- C-irs a conspiracy among a gang of
dissolute Mexicans to attack the American ranch,
and when they Insult the stars and stripes he
defends the flag, makes away with it. and a bold
dash for the ranch to warn Helen of the approaching danger. She Jumps upon his horse and makes
a daring
ride
at break neck
speed
to reach
ber

:

the
i
were carrying on an ardent courtship Th<
.hied to get married, but oh, not fur the
would they let the children know of it.
goodtime, the children had made a similar d
and oh, not for the world would they let
parents know
Both
Walter
. the house

of It. Both parteand
his father
brought
their 1
same
night.
Both
r
waiting,
one
at
| rea
a front
room
Both •edidfound
t
each
met. t. lushed,
double

wed-

THE PETTICOAT SHERIFF— Bill Jenkins was
candidate for sheriff of Luckv Gulch. One ds»,
his wife, Molly, saw an article describing how s
woman was elected Mayor of a small lawn la
Colorado. Molly determined to run against bar
busband for sheriff and the boys elected hat,
Then Bud Evans, "a bad man" of the town, cot>
milled a murder and, of course. It was up to Molly
to arrest him. Her husband wanted to help bat,
but Molly refused assistance. Arriving at tat
cabin where Evans was hiding, she boldly enteral
Evans promptly took her gun away, put her owt
handcuffs on her. then" locked
the petticoat
sheriff
? meantime.
Bill becoming

I
1
I
I
!
'
i
'

anxious
about
bis wife,
followed
I
Molly
and
released
ber. told her to go borne SgBi
remain in her place. When Evans returned to the
hut. Bill captured him and brought him safely
home where Molly was. Then he gave Molly to*
revolver and she marched Evans through tht
streets of the town to the jail. Everybody thought
Molly was an all right sheriff, but Molly kenw
she wasn't, so after Evans was behind t tie bars,
she came home, "had n good cry." took off bar
sheriff's badge and pinned It on her husband. V
THE

SHOW-GIRL'S

than
in
a young

STRATAGEM.— Ethel

herself,
sought
artist who was

diversion
painting

In
her

lane

t he studio of
portrait.
H«

the Lanes.
Being
very frie
"w
ithdiscovered
rather
morea than
sting
between
the
artist
and
studio. Instantly be was converUW
Into a mad man. He loaded his revolver S^H
prepared to follow his wife. The show-girl sfli
all this, rushed from the house, arrived at OB^
studio, warned Mrs. Lane, helped her to lean
by a back door and remained in her place. Whet
John Lane arrived, he found the artist and tlB
Bhow-girl sitting down to dinner. Of course, a*
"' ved
that
lie had
suspect. -.1 his wife
unjustly.
to

forgive

him

for

his

suspicions

and

his pttjai

neglect. The show-girl entered later and Lew'l
In righteous wrath ordered her from the house, tm
she was going. Mrs. Lane tried to thank her. bat
I he show-girl merely smiled, shrugged her shoulders and left the home win r.
recognized heroine.

MELIES.
TONY. THE GREASER.— From force of habit,
some might call him a "Greaser." true, be is a
he Is no more, a man of noble Instinct and chivalrous nature. He falls in love

Thmnpass

weredaughter
In love, to bnl
Lilly's r- "*—
her
he married
be left alone.
Being
ansae

other out. However, as it
ding.
apologized, laughed. Then
i the back

t

LUBIN.

see

r clever

hasten

ELOPEMENT.— Walter

ind Lillyto Brown
refused
allow
didn't
want
to

poor
|ilace to
tnrl.nl. hi
spirit
The
fond
tlceahlp
in

who

baa made
a brave fight against t
devils,
Is captured
and
shot
ns
his lips a handkerchief
that
..n • i
the idol of his undying love.
The
ranchman,
his daughter
and
his men
arrl
In time to save the home and rout the daapatsfl
Helenher. finds the lifeless
form
of |
..f
Ing the evidence
that shows
bis last thought a
to

Mile.

*

AT THE
WHITE
MAN'S DOOR.— An Indian
tries to cheat the white man in a barter for some
furs. The Indian Is detected and defeated In his
game: the redman arouses his tribe against the
white man: they waylay him and wound him with
a poisoned arrow, take him to their camp, where
he Is saved from death and released by nn Indian
Princess, who has fallen In love with him. When
she withdraws the arrow from his wound she
places It In the bosom of her dress.
Following the white man to his home, she discovers he has a wife and child. In Jealous rage
she takes the arrow from her breast and plunges
It Into the arm of the wife, who falls prostrate
and unconscious. The white man compels her to
administer to his wife as she did to him. The
wife lives, the Indian Princess goes to the base of
the rapids, where she pierces her own arm and
cries to the Great Spirit to receive her soul, dying
a victim of her own vengeance.

URBAN

ire suitors
for the hand of
• Is arena.
ll favored
contraryP*4ro

which

VITAGRAPH.

and

presses

KALEM.
THE LOST RIBBON — .Jennie,
' ' -ielf,the r pretty daufjN
ter of a hardy pioneer cattleman is admired by tjjj
of her father's cowboys, but she smiles only upsHl
one.
Dick,
the best
cowpuncher
in the bunch, aaaal
r favorite.
Seeing a pretty piece o

other. The same morning on which
this ribbon episode occurred the father and mother
of

Jennie
are called
away
to see a sick relative? •
ug her father started on the trail Jennie
while returning to the house loses her share of the
ribbon, which was picked up by Frank, a rejected
suitor. Knowing that Dick Is favored by Jennie,
Frank shows him the piece of ribbon and tells

him

that

Jennie

gave

I'

being

separated

THE
thai the party of boys
Tincb boss, who
lie to tne rr.ich cabin and learn from Jennie
Whether
or not she gave tbe ribbon f Frank.
> ribbon is going on a
I While the qua
1 Snake Indians have attacked tbe cabin.
• young brother
have broken down the door. A short and sharp
•battle takes place. The Indians are driven away
and Jennie and her brother rescued. As the rescued and rescuers are gathered together Frank.
realizing his false position, confesses to Dick
e ribbon and bands It o
GBANDMOTHEES
WAR t STOEY.— ^'Before
t biin, your grandfather
•Secret Service. Helng an expert telegraph ope1 rator. he was detailed to tap the wires that connected two Union headquarters and secure what
advance information It was possible to obtain. The
Beers were greatly worried about the leaktl.e
Important orders and detailed a squad
u, Um
I 1-graph Hi
lanned a decoy message the i
i wires with a view of holding
operator who
reptitiously obtaining lnforma
tended
only for
Union forces. The message
important
dispatch
' read:
'Be ready
late this
evening
grand1'< father
returned
to 'Ins r'nsu-pcctingly
post to await your
the passing
wire of the Important message referred
ill of a sudden a detachment
of Union
iwooped down upon him and he certainly
■ narrow escape.
He got away, howcape

> secret servie.

•

GAUMONT.
iPOLEON

IN

1814.— laid
The sopening I
the La pie

, this

i only support of his mother, is drafted
army of the French. On January 6. 1814,
iess the sad leave-taking of Pere from bis
oken mother for the recruiting camp of

MOVING

From
people,

PICTURE

WORLD

a poor couple have an opportunity
Ittle daughter for a large sum of
the standpoint of tbe lonesome
who would make tbe purchase.
It slews

J1GGEESMOVING
DAY.— With
an amateur
drummer
in the apartment on bis right, a trombone player in that on his left, and a shoemaker
in the ro<
i blm. Jiggers grows nervous and
He hires two loungers to help
l steep hill; tbe helpers lose control
ind the weight forces him into the

of the lo
liveliest t

ESSANAY.
SELLING OLD MASTEE.— A mortgage upon the
old place is being foreclosed, and the lawyer for
the estate tells tbe -01d Master" that tbe home
so long occupied by his family is theirs no more.
"Old Master" is not very strong, and the news
results in his death, a death which leaves
bis
• lessons
young daughter in charge of two old dark;
girl is sent to New York and gives musi
to the child of a wealthy family, and
a young man in tbe family. Then we
old darkles in New York, without work : I with
very little money left.
One day, in passing an auction room, they see
an announcement of the sale of the Southern furniture from an old Virginia home. They enter and
And
the a portrait
of "OldThey
Master"
about
to be
sold to
saloon keeper.
succeed
in buying
it from him, although he outbids them, and they
Bud themselves upon the street, without money and
without means of sup|»ort. The pathetic side of
it strikes them very strongly as they realize their
"Old an officer of the law
particularly when
invites t em
to move on. as they are attracting a
At this moment two young people In an at
mobile see something transpiring upon the si
walk about a portrait. In another instant
automobile has stopped and in a few seconds m
the girl kneels, clasping the portrait in her an
astonishment
of its dusky her
possessors.
I

ie battle of Fere Champenolse. we enPen wounded and unable to accompany
rades in their retreat before the advancing
H>n on his forced marches to aid Generals
and Marmont in the defense of Paris,
through Tonnere and takes possession of
iere home for a much needed rest. This
me. Lapiere the opportunity she seeks to
upOD
tbe man
she bellev<
• tor i
■ of whose
r of tbe fate
ivlously advi
a large knife, she Is about to attack
ping Emperor
but fortunately
Is inter
by the awakened
guard and hastily overnotion
rouses
Napoleon
and
i woman
was about to attack
liliu, he orders her liberated
and confronting
her
bids h
i slop forward and execute the deed she
inputted
The
■.
' h,.r thirst for .
venge
unsatisfied,
she rushes
forward
with
upcepted

to strike

the

the

gleaming

fatal

blow,

Bteel

but

hlade

the

in

majesty

her

hand.

of Nalook of

\ictloii

her

to

very

soul that she is wrong.
A moment
of
follows,
the knife falls to tbe floor,
the arm drops limp to her side and il
faced I.V hows
and oil he, hen. led knees
implores
pardon.
ie wounds da no)

painting

e firelight glow when
Cray, bends lovingly

i their union.
Though there is quite a .lirhetweeu
their ages, yet the sweet
little
nows.
when
she looks into his eyes, that
r life in strong, tender hands and
well with her.
is confronted
with
Suddenly thi
sharp contrast to this tender scene of love ;
happiness, in t view of one in which sorrow i
anguish prevail
We are shown a simple,
lit:
father and mother
from their darling child. Ivlng
i a poor,
in
them. * In

led
or faux
hut pu
bumble

I OH

IN U14.-A

dramatic
tiny"

which

... , ,

,„ from
-Im.^s

and

i Mrs.
had

Blxby

t
and

g| *1 tele

tells

• rator,
with
off the InM

cut

noble

diameter-

will

b

lug

111*

and

a generally

the wisdom
of Solomon
three words
the ten word limit

as

fate

nt\

of

a

in

Ida

■-

,'..

board
the
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■
Hut

of •

.-

man

ad
.,,,1
br.v

-

to Iwti
• I for a Id

nationality
• Ihli particular

principal

pathetic i
infer*
I.e.. h.rd.l.lp.
■plrll
drlvlnn
rlBf, suffering
■ g danger* will, his soldier* and |.„.
THE
8TR0N0E8T
TIE -s|
r parental lore, even wbi

of

'

f

be

the

to bis fiancee's

home

gnat,

lllm '

Is

him

"TEN
WORDS
FOE
TWENTY-FIVE
CENTS."
— Blxby, a traveling salesman. Is out on the road
when ii- receives a telegram from his wife, stating that she is dying. The Information Is both
startling and puzzling. Inasmuch as when be had
left bome a few days before his wife had appeared iii the best of health. Blxby makes a
dash for home and after encountering all sorts
of obstac'.
Hives at his domicile, his attire a wreck Furthermore, he finds
his wife just as hale and hearty

mlly
I wedding

'
of

"A WOMAN'S VOICE."— Perry Wells, au artist falls in love with Grace Allison, a young
society debutante, the romance originating with
the painting of a portrait of tbe young lady.
Perry's portrait also wins the approval of Miss
Allison's mother and the match is agreed to.
Perry Is thoroughly devoted to his prospective
bride, but at certain periods of the time be is
pressed
with
work
that it .appears
•neglecting her. In
thoughtless girl that
all the time possible Perry moves
into his studio and works late at night, often not
arriving In the mornings until a late hour.
Perrv emplovs a negro jauitress to keep his
studio tidy, the woman calling, as a rule, early
In the morning before the artist arises. One
morning while the negress Is busy dusting and
sweeping and Perrv is still in dreamland. ktlaa
Allison calls up on the telephone. Imagine her
dismav when a woman's voice informs her that
•this is Mr. Wells' studio" — and at that hour of
the morning! Furthermore, tbe voice says that
Mr Wells is not up yet. Miss Allison bangs
up tbe receiver with a bang, thoroughly enraged.
for she is confident that Perry is a contemptible
deceiver. In a moment she snatches off the ring
calls a messenger boy and dispatches the ring
and a curt note to the luckless artist. It Is
some time before Perry can fathom it out, until
the negro maid confesses, when be makes her
accompany

of "Old Master.
THE DOCTOE.— "The Doctor," is a famous
oil painting by Mr. Luke Fields. R. A., of England In the latter part of this silent drama Is
shown to the smallest detail tbe exact reproduc
of that famous painting, which is now hung
won
Gallery.
London. and wbicb
in Tate'

money
duty,

perverted by angulah
Iriiws in.- curtain upo,
n„
^ '
"'"r '» 'be rnjoyi

t'pon receiving tbe valentines each Is under the
impression that the valentine has been returned
md tbe tender overture of affection rejected.
them,can bear and tbey sadly
This Is more' "ier
thanofthey
leave the boarding house,
find themsel
Coming face to face suddenly, a
jolt of the car causes both valentines to drop and
an explanation follows, with the result that they
come to an understanding and joyfully return to
the boarding bouse, where tbey are greeted vociferously and discreetly left alone. Tbe two heads,
very close together, are finally obscured by a
vision of tbe two valentines coming from the
side and joining as one.
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with
Hie
Corn,

111.-
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her
the

,w

-•11-

her.

object

,'f

ber

young

form
swains

I, • pa
i .

doing
lil-

nd

until

affection.

Cora.

thOM

nullattentions,
par- always
loved
the
young
fiaherman.
Core,
though,
iml lier choice of I
delight
) ridicule,
ami
"ii I- ii,, exception.
f,>r '
to iittcnil
tinPair
ami
|in
luin.li .,f v. ildtlowcrs,
she
pokes
fun
nt

-

tloM.ii
from
her
' lug her
for
for
she
thinks

and
crushes
tliein miller
good.
This
nt I
herself
irreslslll.le
nn.l

for

-

u

he

again

his
he

daihee

the

little

their
way
to
the
Fair
grounds,
much
to
the
' Core,
who
has
from
a distance
witnessed their meeting.
Bow,
an Indifferent mien, feeling that Steve's action
i- Induced by a spirit of revenge. This la at
in st true, but Steves association with Bertha
Dg more serious. He now realizes the worth of an affection born of a pure soul.
and they become betrothed, their marriage following shortly after. Cora Is now the one to
-uffer
noun. led
pride.
She
reali7.es
she
has
lost
in the village, and to <„„ „
-lie regards :.- so inferior. Obsessed bv n desire
for revenge, she determines at anv cost to wreak
it. Some time later she visits the young couple's
"ttage. ostensibly to congratulate them, but upon
leaving slips a note to Steve to meet her at
the old trystlng place. More than mere curiosity
mpeU him to see her. and on the eve of his
departure on a long .in.se he Is there to bid
ner an adieu. More than a year passes and no
~—»i from the fishing crew, until late one
afternoon
their
vessel
Is seen
in
the
distance
■ «

U

e.\i iiemenr.

fiihJ"1 tlm ?f tbe
fisher crew
and
she

Kindly

tlshi

"IM'roach of the long a
takes
up
her
little cl

nay as fast as possible to the landing
place,
ner heart Is almost bursting with inv In the
wbei
surprise
.., gtere's
anticipation
jn bis arms their little son. But what grief .waits
her for Cora arriving first Inn- hi,,, „rr ,,. her
'-ot^ge Bertha arriving jus, ,,,
time to see
hem going
Tiedly
„
„
,
,
-le

Xknenar", ";;,",;"•,;";•, ;',"•" ^'™"&£i£.
izes
aS'eT"
contemptible
brute
be 'nTnovTrea,.
is :,,„
fv« wlia
Jh",'
_m«*
aThock:
*';
*•«
*
face her.
Bertha.
how-v,,.
, u, e n„ °rSlVeneoS
in
,"
ro,,,"Pnnnce.
so
Steve nn" takes'"V" thel>»'-'"'ve,l
Utile
.„,.■

iZl

foreman

SHALL
carpenter

^
starts

DOoff

Is put OM in """
-barge.'»'
" ,Vlf"

upon
, I an

inf'i^r
'''f'^ion

WITH
OLD?-at
for work OUR leivin-

A<

n,„l

;,

UllK „f ,,„,
«'»'„ -li'i!i«

' '''" blood
""' '■""•'"■"•'
young
among
his"'*'«'"
em'',i"J'-~'■"'
the
old
man
with
others
suffers
the penalty
of being
„i,i -,ii-,,,:ir-,-,,.
Vl ;,,..',.'.„
he finds if impossible
,„ ,.,„.•,;,, ,.„„,,,„
„,; ;]ml
having
been
active
and
Independent
all
his
litv

",'
of

ees

having

been

exhausted

charity.

Later.

and

his

„ if,.

I

,

veri

IZI
"V ;
s,nrv",,i""
Promises
he their
lot.
f,es 0I"
Hto for
work
and ' He
on
liis way
passes
a r.-ldenee
before
v,hlch
stons
»
nt. mobile.
Two
1...1I...
„„.....
.'
"B

Weary

The
The

WORLD

and 'hungry

he

is driven" to

make

officer
riffle returns
.'
SemlS
'"ves.igale.
with *hPthe °ffiCer
report ,0 that
tbe old
has not exaggerated the case. The judge

man
then releases the old fellow and sends the officer
borne with him with aid— financial, medical and
material. But It Is too late, for the poor woman's
has gone out during her husband's forced
life
absence.

NORTHERN.

FOUND
AGAIN.— Two
vol
Ime
live• ■ver,
happily
love
rotbed and
married, and
for
people
are
beOgether.
With
the lapse
husband,
to get
rid of bis
the
marriage
was
not
abgrlef.
the young
woman Ml,seeks
ber
I
The
■ . Inking
w llll her
he I
' er a cordial
welcome.
• mi
bear to think tb
on the family name, and he will not
1 being
fOI hi- unhappy daughter. She lias
for -on,,- means
of gaining
11 "
I agent
her
lafactory tlm
ipilckly
hers,
and
she has a no
One of them,
a baron,
annoys
her by bis
and
at a supper
party
after
the the■ ie blow
In front of
the assembled
company.
At Ibis public
rebuff
the
n, ,1,1, ■man
is
greatly
Incensed,
and
sets
about
himself
on
the
prima
donna.
In
an
interlude
we
are shown
the theatrical
star's
little
home,
where
a nurse
keeps
charge
during
her absence of her pretty
chid.
The mother
brings home
a doll
for
the
Mule
one.
an, I snatches
a few
moments
relaxation
Horn
her
innliltudliious
enla n she is hurried
buck
to Ihe
theater,
and
in an
excellent
scene
on
the
stage
ami
run,,.

attentions,

i

ineta

from

admirers.

The

scene
quickly
changes
t ) one of tragedy;
la iii, mis baron
is seated
In one
of t
tires at the heroine— his unsuspecting
victim.
forward,
the Inanimate
form
is
from
the
stage,
and

THE

LIFE

OF A MUSCHIK.— A film that, with
i excellent
plot, gives
a very
clear
of the
,
oppressed Russlai
peasant. A typical example Is seen, with his
wife and child, partaking of his frugal morning
the
meal. In the corner is a little shrine, and before going out to the labors of the day the devout
workman crosses himself before tbe emblem of
eliglon.
At
mid day.
the
wife
gets
ready
On
ber
i„ Id-.
official.
Her
husband
to the spot,
knocking
down
the cowardly
The
official, enraged
at being
thwarted,
husband
arrested
and
horsewhipped.

, take

YANKEE.
HER
BIRTHDAY
SURPRISE. -.Inst how she
happened fo marry on ber birthday, she could only
attribute to an accident because the coincidence
oc. in red to ber only after the happy event. However, her artist-husband kept this thought in mind
when the time arrived for the celebration of their
lirst wedding anniversary and pinned a little surprise for bis
dear
little
spouse.
Hubby decided the most |, leasing present he
c.nld bestow on
his lovely wife would be a
beautiful portrait of her. painted by himself. How
(he work without a suitable model was
\t last be took the
housemaid In his confidence and secretly used her
as a model, fitted out in his wife's apparel. After
a time, people began to gossip about a strange
woman who posed in the artist's studio, behind
l.»k and key. Tbe wife began to hear these comments and her father, mother and sister and
brother joined tbe village mob In denouncing tbe
disloyal
and
erring
husband.
The portrait was nearly finished, but to divert
suspicion, a change of models must be made.
so the cook was pressed Into service and the work
continued
In a small
house
in tbe
outskirts
of
But the family tracked him there and through
tbe key-bole saw him kissing the picture be was
working on. Then they burst In the room and
confronted him with his guilt. Of course you
,au
imagine
what
happened
when
they
saw
the
A

LIFETIME PENANCE.— Tales are numerous
the miscarriage
of Justice.
Many
crimes
have

goes

through

broker,
who
and
told accidentally
the
world
i likeness
ol

suicide.
Still,

If

the

It killed
was

ii

ii),was
piled notfOI

his parent
worked.
,
old
broker
would
h
rears
previous,
tbi
to bl«
doubt carried his ev r haunting secret
bring
alKiut
proper
tion
to tbe sorrowing
family
■
.,f circumstances
served
to ad ,
to the unfolding
of the plot.
WOMAN
WHO
til in
detective
Of

DARED.— N,
the
motion

picture

kl

suspired'
-atlon seemed nothing short of marvellouf
Sell Is something of a marvel In herself am:
ly suffers
di I
Perhaps
the story do.not tin:
do;
but
tbe
mystery
is not
explained
uut
very

last

which

keeps

,,,„.

"keyed

up"

wl

THANHOUSER.
FOR

HER

SAKE.—

<in

the

eve of

the

a young
soul hern girl chooses
between
• •
The
man
of her choice
goes
to tight
under
the
Stars and Bars:
tbe one who Is rejected
his heart
full of bitterness,
throws bis fortunes
in with
the

turns out to be bis old rival. But tbe man In blue
is lacking in chivalry. He taunts his helpless
foe. puts him In a cell, and by harsh treatment
tries to break
his spirit.
The girl, hearing of ber lovers plight, determines to rescue him. She eludes the -entries,
reaches tbe outside of his prison, and
man a file with which be cuts away the bars.
Then the two flee, but at the last moment are dle\ sentry tires one sh,,t aimed at the
man,
but the fugitives
reach
their horse
and
ride
The
Union officer, enraged
at the escape
enemy, takes up the pursuit himself. He

fellow.
lias the

"nn-t" his assistance,
a
peasant's
Is more disposed
her
father, child
who. however.
vengeance
on hi s enemy
than
to help
hit._. Tbe
Child's entreaties prevail, and the official Is carefully tended at the peasant's borne. Tbe kindness
shown to him brings about repentance, and he
appoints
ihe peasant
to a position
as bailiff.
THE
FALSE
ALARM.— This
Is a rattling
good
comic,
in which
a man
passes
through
all
of adventures
in order
to dodge
1

of

'wealthy
f

gay
Stage
borne

there is mutual
recognition,
hush
1 am] wife have
met
again.
tlroatly
affected
the
man
sinks
on
beside her. and as he does so, her spirit

^l";™,
1,,,n,,'I,
"age.
Cora
trans.
*,n"
:ir,nson leaving
■rage
,,;;„""r,rr,"
goJ° towith'
fixed
suppressed
the sands
,nW^
f"
old
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with
wind,
en
tiii- ,i.n

Sad

MOVING

of bis
tracks

the pair to the girl's home, which i- just outside
the Federal lines. Whatever faults the I'nionist has. he is not a coward. He stations bis
men
around
tbe house
to prevent
any
attempted
escape,
and.
pistol
In
hand,
enters
al
He
wants the eclat of making his foe a prisoner
singlehnnded.
In
his search
he finds
the
door
of the parlor
locked.
He
pushes
aside
a
feeble
old
servant,
doors,
and
finds
the
man
be

extinguished the light of his loved one's life.
CHECKMATE.— A young heiress had two sultl'reneh nobleman, with a long line of
ancestors and wealth, and the other. i bright,
young American business
man. The girls aunt,
, ance
with visions of society in her mind's eye, favors
the nobleman and is hurt and grieved when the
girl selects the American. The baron, who never
thought

for

a

moment

that

hi-

. Ming
man waits for her in t
5 finds she is
out and
where the baron and the aunt ait. A few moments later, the servant, attracted by
In to find the baron lying wounded on the floor
with his rival bending over him. a knife in his
baron ami the aunt both -war that
.lack did the stabbing. The servant and a policeman
see him
with
the knife.
to the jury,
and
Jack
i- sen!
to prison
for ten years.
tbe
But
his sweetheart
is faithful
to him
and
deto prove
hi■ me
favors
She
will give him the food and abelti
find himself. Tbe girl makes a bargain with him.
He is to take the convict's place in prison and to
be paid liberal!? regardless of the length of time
The

Ind plans
the man
•
heiress
the glad
substitution

In

such

a

clever way that the suspicions ., •;,.- .uthoritles
are not aroused. The aunt, confronted with the
< wronged,
believes
he is a ghost
and
wounds were self-inflicted. ._.
? policeman, though they swore to the truth,
a wrong const met Ion on what they saw, and
was
punished
for a crime
he never
comeonvlct

is

promptly

pardoned,

without

the

THE
aubstitution

being

I after

known,

_Jal
formalities"
French
baron
of
for perjury and

the
State's
distinguished

the
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ARCHITECT

THEATRICAL

necessary

Prison
lineage,

L-K0EMIG

AMERICAN.
A PITTSBUEG
MILLIONAIRE.— Philip Nash,
who advances rapidly from the position of a com-■* -' general manager of one
lost Important of our steel
manufacturing interests; the marriage of this

WiNZ-<

young man to hi* boyhood sweetheart; his wife's
contentment with her lot: and then the final dlsruptlon of their happy bi
condition*
attendant
U|K>n
commercial
world.
The
depletion
of
Nash'
eventual
downfall,
after
be
bas
shown
conelu•iTely bis preference for a singer of note, a young
woman
famous
in the
light
opera
charms
and
fascinations
lead
to his
doing,
Is Tery
strong.
ON
THE
INSTALLMENT
PLAN— Two
chaps
from
the
country
arrive
in New
York
in their
search
for
fame
and
fortune.
On
their
; in money
which
they
Is dependent
a large
-*- —

fore find i t
lector.
The collector c
mOTe
all the
furniture
from
the young
fellow
flat leaving
the boys
nothing
but tbelr bath
and pajamas.
Co-Incident with this occurring
The boys are In an awful predicament as tbey
have been writing their relations that tbey
getting along fine in the city. They have to keep
up an appearance of prosperity. They discover
that tbelr neighbor in the next Hat bas left the
city for the day and decide to appropriate his belongings temporarily. This
they
do and
likewise
ntage
of his
well
stocked
larder
some extra suits of bis clothes.
The aunt and uncle arrive anc
neighbor
turns to find the empty flat,
can better be imagined than described. Investigation leads him to the boys' room. He Indignantly takes back bis possessions, the uncle and
aunt leave In high dudgeon and the boys are left
I tbey started— with an empty flat and a salt of
i ipie
pajan

We

the

lad's complaint
a simple case of "Hookyltes."
iplte of the tearful protests of Clarence's
the father
takes
the matter
Into bla
• tod
administers
the
slipper
with
well
applied
onslaughts
The
yonng
man
Is completely
nil no great
anxiety
ly convinced that the old man
A
who
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AT
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from
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home
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■ spouse

HOME.— The
reel deala
a commercial
traveler,
rather
long and
arduous
wife
is delighted
In bis request
for a
renlng
at home.
After
with
slippers
and
comfortal
log and
tbey
Hut It
'
happen
Immediately.
wife
of an
engagement
Nut
to please
her

tbe
■
!■,.:...,

but.

i

arrive

and

and

hat. when coupled with tbe logical and
story It tells, It will undoubtedly; prove
Of
the
funniest
reels
released
during

CHAMPION.
THE
OLD MAN
AND JIM— The "old man"
never had much to say, excepting to Jim. and Jim
was the wildest !>oy he had. The old man knew,
and so did evcryliody
In the town, Including the
husband,
■ at Jim
loved
mid the his old neighr
wife. npletely
But
.llin wrapped
didn't
In blm
that
closed
I

forth between

' ■
and
light

private
Of

a

„iT..lr.
pair

of

l» D|
orgg
Imd
Inl-bni d
Ida
wife
promising
opportunity.
mother
and
the

feel

nn. I, r

the
good

old man's
bye.
Jim.

voice rings In bis
and
take
care
a

ear-

moving

picture

withal
takes

with Bona
wi.
tbe

-

l

ia throw i, Uke a bomb upon ■
crowd
In the
r.
"The
war
lias brokenslaughter
out!"
The
war,
that
terrible
of brave men
was
begun
and Jim
we
go.
Some
wagging
I
t he bad
to go t" aecape
the result of his terrlbl
However,
rap"
nigier
soon
wrote
beet
that
Jim
was
the bravest
man
In the whole
regiment.
black.
Hint
his fighting
was
al

It

to

was
the

deal

of

9*m n

i
to

Jim

and

Jim

DO]

and

DO)

1 .■! . 0 .lp'

ally

mowed

men

rlk-i.i

i ml
down

the

liter

lads

■

to
She
spin

in line friend'.
|
from
n

III

a, catenas
II

sight
of
apartment

and Booth.

•r

In
the
mm
■ heart
icliirii
masculine

North

-:.>usly waving the tattered flag, be falls back into the arms
of General llysses S. Grant acd s. me of bis aides.
Think of a private like Jim. who bas climbed
up to the shoulder straps. Think of blm with tbe
war all through and a glorious old red. white aod
blue covering him. The "old man" standing over
blm. Everybody turning away with tears, and as
tbe band of the dying boy clings to t

COHINNE
IN
sitting
quietly
I

And the Inevitable happened. The lady's busband saw Jim attempt to kiss bla wife and she
hermit ted blm
to try.
A row
that
resulted
In a
dlagraeefol
light
«a~
precipitated
and
while
the
husband
lay stunned
and
bleeding
upon
I

farming

it
•

Houses

also build

We have built over 60 Theatres the last 5 years which are all ORIGINAL
in Construction, Design and Decorations

read
fort

Vaudeville

moving picture:
the: at res

Tbi

' the lionse
wait
I

make Plans and build

and

We

believes that "to spare the rod Is to spoil
child." In tbe family, however, there Is a doting
aunt and a loving mother who are Inclined to spoil
tbe youth by excess of cuddling. The youngster
takes every advantage of their weakness and on
one occasion to remain away from the bated school.
be bas only to pretend to be suddenly affected
wltb a violent "tuinmyaehe." He la successful
as far as his mother and aunt are concerned and
be U assured of a day at home, until the father
takes a hand. He has every reason to suspect
tbe young man is blurting ami to make sure calls
In a doctor, who on arriving, at once pronounces

not only
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rentiy prospering In bit lore nffuir when ■ stranger
appears
■
> food, an
American
tourist, who evidently
finds lime hanging hcnvllv (in his ti:ii>.lCrawford
n.l< - U|> to
for u drink.
Be Is
quick '" note tini curve*
<.f iii.- Cuban girl ai
tiiii.-li i-Mii.-i ru after the
■ in- guitar m<
the girl, who.

• raw ford, who Is an
adept In the art of charming unsophisticated
wouien.
1
!■«• '» repulsed. Knowing the longing
of women
for Huhe pn
She
which
la won and Is In his linns.
The pair move :iwny.
Crawfonl
leading
Clandestine
Iun
aking by Pablo,
who
her parents.
Kosiia
In her Innocence
s honorably by her and she
m to the church mid asks the priest
in marriage.
Crawford
had not
lis phase of Ills — to him — harmless
love affair and he declines.
He Is attacked
by
of the holy
Pablo
- (he life of t lie faithless American.
During the struggle Kosita awakens to And It Is
all a dream.
She is COOtrltl . and the drama closes
and Palilo In n
ery,

BISON.
"THE HALF-BREED'S PLAN."— Hick, the husband of the rancher's daughter. Daisy, is coining
home with the money from the sale of cattle.
Daisy and her father go to meet him. he is in a
backboard and she on horseback. The half-breed
plans to waylay them with his pals and secure
the money. His plans go awry, however, for Daisy,
mounted on a fleet horse, gallops home and secures
aid, and the cowboys by desperate riding rescue
Dick and the old man. who are engaged in a
running fight with their pursuers One by one
the desperadoes are, picked off until they are all
captured or wounded.
i mine
"THE
SALTED
MINE." — Hums "salts'
hoping t
t is scared away
.... shot and carries
The wallet drops oat of Davis
pocket and the prospector tosses it in the wagon.
The prospector strikes a rich claim and tells his
wife. Davis overhears him and files claim
paper
hitches
first, driving the prospector off.
e decides to keep
and finds the lost v.
In payment
of his stolen mine.
Davis
rs u* mine and discovers that it Is "salted"—
the one faked up by Burns for Hacker's benefit.
TRIALS OF BUD BROWN.— Bud soon demonstrates his ability to protect himself and wins the
,,f ,i,e cowboys excepting Luke, the
. loves the boss' daughter and resents her
preference for Bud. Bud takes Luke s gun away
and thrashes him. but nearly loses his life when
later attacked by Luke and bis companions. ^ He Js
Bavedi by the sirand
PUNCH.— Peter has been out of work for some
time and distress has fallen upon his family.
His wife, Jane, endeavors to get work, but in
vain. Their little boy George, of course, does not
understand the •■'""ble of his parents, and. havng
seen a tine Mr. Punch In the window of a toy
store begs his mother to buy the doll for him.
Thl. 'mother is penniless, and Is obliged to resist
the child's pleadings. A little later, however,
little George falls iU— deprivation has o
hie health, and in his delirium, the child dreams
of Mr Tunch. and calls continually for him. 1 he
mother Is heartbroken, and in her crazed anguish
she rushes out of the house, and entering a toy
shop,
her shawl.
opportunity
to hide
"Mr.
Punch" watches
under her
She leaves
the store
hurriedly but she has lieen observed by the proprietor who quickly follows her. Jane rushes
home and places the longed-for toy In the arms
of the child, and is beside herself wl
she sees that the possession of his one desire,
seems to restore the child to the normal the
fever seems to have disappeared!
mpanled by
I Toy Dealer
licemen.
Jane returns,
u- -'- bringthe place
husband
for theft. who Justimmediately
f
.._ -iat he has found work; when
ing the good l"
he" learns what has happened, he is very angry
with his wife, for he cannot undersiand 1- — •
could bring herself to
this
sake. The Merchant , s been looking on ;nil
child's
understands the whole situation;
while. and
and. pitying
mother, "kind-hearted
he orders the man.
policeman
to free the
her. poor
and
leave the premises. At this great and unexpected
wife falls, weeping.
kindness,
"
Tov Merchant then tells the
„,,.e"fell"ow~
may keep
the an"Mr.
Punch,"
and
departs, that
after hehaving
received
affectionate
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THE BOMB.— The poor Janitor
-.- do notis
to death:
.lust olll.-ide his di«>r Is a
box, iii appearance units alarming.
t incut "i»

at uii relish u>« ir work, ami it Is With a High
.if relief that they watch the cart of the Municipal
Laboratories
,lrl\c ..II with the ominous
article.
i he others
Arrived
at the l.-il
.fully
the
i. ..in. I In awed
sil.
tonlahmenl of all. when the u.x is at last
■
-t lactone pine-apple, of so tempti mien, I
.a. ling t '
a

similar

about
such boxes
t|1P pine apple. this
greedy

friends

now;
,

Ikix

is brought
Into
the Bxperta know
no stupid
precaution
the quicker they get
nun. "
•r; their-taut.mouths

'

"ARTFUL KATE." — The story opens with a
pretty love scene between the lieutenant and his
betrothed, Kate Stanley. Hammond is ordered
to joiu hisbroken.regiment
Cuba must
and Kate
He tells herIn they
part Is
andheartthe
girl decides to be brave. She exacts from him
I promise that he will be true to her and not
indulge in any flirtations with the dark-eyed senorltas she has been told lure men from their
vows of constancy in the lnnd of flowers.
Ham-

Hi,- Unly of the Professor and the Prof,
the
tors young
the iMidy of Jack.
lion. •
ner of the Professor and the dignified
i|. polling create a tremendous
howl.
At
last the Pi
Jai k and rights the
wrong by again
mii.-i Izlng Jack ami himself and
the natural spirits return lo their respectUNDER
SOUTHERN
SKIES
Jacob
V
holds a mi
slaves.
As be is about to fort■ of ui
(an*. n girl.
named Hoe. with whom he Is in love.
Dora Sunny-side is dosperat.
is the octaroon girl
claims his entire attention.
Mr. Peyton, expecting
Important
mail fr..
the slaves, to the landing.
U
ing this, determines to get the bag. Hi
too late and tin, Is the l...y Bitting mi the bag having his picture taken.
At the foreclosm.
i-u.vs tin- octaroon
girl, outbidding
Dora
Suniiyslde.
In the meantime,
Paul, the
been killed and the mail bag rilled. Tt .
has been witnessed by an Indian.
Met ■
the octaroon
are , about
to board
thi
Packet when McCloskey
Is accused of the murder
Of the hoy. Pete, a negro, r
hand,
standing
over theshowing
boy.
McCloaki
with the
photograph
•;
and
In irons
the put
Indian
who and
saw eventuallhim attnek Paul ami B terrific struggle and duel ensues between
and the most realistic combat ever wit
(wei-ti two strong men takes place. The Indiar.
eventually overpowers McCloskey and leaves Mil.
for dead and takes the glad tidings to the octaroon and George.

LUX.
Kate,

mond arrives and Is Impressed
having
relative

cepts.

thinking

she

with

t

will

apprised of his r~ '~ itilla and Spanish cosle. she goes out i
street and is immediately descried by her tickle lover, who is looking forher
adventure.
does anotviolent
recognize
"— anger, he Heattempts
flirtation.
tated. and is
. obsessed by an
i to accede to his advances.
Hammond
seeks
introduction
to the girl through
her friends
the enamored
young man is persistent in bis
He labors under a handicap of not
being, able to converse in the Spanish language.
obtains possession of her portrait from his wa
pretense of being Jealous of the origii
and Hammond
I
ten
There is a pretty
soldier pressing Ills
fervor, and Kate
highly enjoying the situation.
The scene
then reverts back
to the States.
Hammond
has returned, a Spanish-/
hero,
resplendent
versally admired.
Kate, who has preceded mm nome. ue rases ner
In his arms. She questions him closely and
playfully accuses him of flirting with the sirens
of Cuca. He Indignantly denies It, hurt and reproachful. Kate opens his watch and finds her
picture gone and inquires the renson. He Is nonplaased, but, like b gentleman, he proceeds to He
artistically. Be tells her of a fierce fight In
which, although outnumbered, he won by wielding
his sword, but the portrait was lost from his
watch. Kate playfully bids him close his eyes
and she will spring a surprise. He does so and
she retires to reappear in Spanish cosiume doing
the dance that charmed him. She accuses him
of his perfidy and Hammond
can only stare.
He

affright.
soldier turns the tables
right there Is
by unexpectedly returning st the opportune time
to read her thoughts sin-, of course, forgives
him and. he being a man of impulses, takes her
in his arms, thankful that women are prone to
change their minds very suddenly In affairs of
the heart.

POWERS.
AN
UNFORESEEN
COMPLICATION.— Professor
Schmaltz,
a professor ..f physiology,
is about to
He calls on Jack Dalton. who Is In love with his
daughter, to assist him. Jack consents, providing
the professor consents to the marriage of himself
and May. The professor agrees to this arrangement. The great day is at hand and before the
faculty of the college the Professor states he will
mesmerize
Jack and then himself,
claiming

BRONCO
BILL.
THE
BRAVE
COWBOY.— One
of our beloved rovers of the western plains, falls
In love with the pretty daughter of a miner ne
Is handsome and daring, so of course the course
is clear and Bill proceeds to sail merrily into the
sea of matrimony. There is, however, an adage
whose threadbare condition clearly proves its
truth concerning love and a path that does not
run smooth. This Bill soon finds out to his chaJim Jackson,
father,withproves
to
be an grin.
uncouth
fellow,the
whogirl's
interferes
Bill in
a saloon. Bill Is not aware that his opponent is
the fnther of the girl he loves and soon succeeds
In knocking Jackson out. Later, Grade brings her
cowboy lover home and then Jackson, recognising
Bill, does not give him a warm welcome. In fact
Bill is ordered to leave Grade alone and things
look very black indeed. A few weeks later Jackson organizes a strike among the miners, the plan
being to raid the engineers' hut. and make off
with the money. The scheme succeeds and Jackson makes off with the cash box while the engineer seeks to attract attention by firing his
revolver. By this means he enlists the aid of Bill
and another cowboy and Bill rides off in chase
of the thief. He succeeds, after an exciting
chase, in lassoing the man. He Is very much surprised to find it Is the father of Grace and I finally.
into
snatching the cash box, he■areful
releases
trap his
f prisoner
• two later Cupid s
fall Bill, his sweetheart, and her possible.
father.
MATILDA
LOVESTRUCK— Matilda is a
"pufflct lady," In fact, of the backstairs,
falls in love with
' beloved and the film deals with her ad?s in search of her coy adored.
Poor MaLady Jane and the fireman Is
I proverbial Bunthorne.

NESTOR.
THE LIGHT BEYOND.— So studious and retiring In disposition was Dave Randal, that no one,
not even Annie Rodney, dreamed of his love.
They had grown up together, and now that he
worked for his father, she as frankly accepted his
books and candy as of yore.
Then, like a bolt from the clear sky, came the
announcement
Hubert Summers.of ber engagement to the sailor,
Quietly Dave packed up his few belongings, then,
leaving a letter of congratulation for Robert, in
which he also acknowledged his love for the girl,
the young man bade the Rodney family a hasty
adieu, and departed for the city.
two short
against the
experienced
better JudgInduced this
son-in-lawseaman's
to accompany
him
across the bay. Scarcely were they half way
across, however, than a violent storm arose, and
although Annie, with baby Rosie in her arms,
.•atched and waited on the shore that night, and
day, the tide t : brought I
eir overturned boat, and a broken o
years
passed,
four of which
Annie
and
little Rosle spent in the city, and although at
> child seemed

happier

than e
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This, Annie learned from the landlady, »as due
new friend, tlie rising young contractor
on the floor below. So, when tired of watching
her mother sew, the tiny girl would slip downto "help"
her admirer
usually by cuddling
in his stairs
arms
and falling
fast —asleep.
One day, however, the child failed to appear.
He called Mr-. Watklns, who told him the little
sick c and pointedas < stopped
'
the door the
by the doctor;
In a couple c
e might come. Sorrowfully
ed to his room, but when
the young i
?xt he called,
Bosie's voice that bade him
Hearing voices, Annie hurried from the back
room, and what was her surprise in discovering
that the young contractor was none other than
Dave Randal.
.'.as delighted. Clasping a cbuhbv arm
about the neck of each, she stoutly declared that
Dave was to he her new papa a prophe. \ which,
happily, later on came true.

Allen
cllnes

Is favored with her affections,
to marry him until he has prove
from drink.
At the Yellow
Dog
3 pocket picked by a gambler
and the Indian exposes the thief. Nell draws ..
revolver, championing the Indian in his stand and
the money is returned to its rightful owner. Allen
having satisfied her that he has lost his appetite
for liquor, wins her hand, but after the marriage
he relapses into his old ways, and his shiftless- Nell destitute.
A former admirer of
Iro, a handsome, thrifty Mexican, Is furl■• conduct of Alien.
The Indian forces
cept a hag of gold nuggets which he has
found, and Allen take it away from her and loses
it gambling and drinking.
The Indian tells the
reproaches, set attacks
Interferesfuriously
upon by her.Allen. PedroIn Belf-defi
Is compelled to kill Allen, and accompanied

Ornamental
Theatres
PLASTER

RELIEF
Theatree

DECORATIONS

Designed

Everywhere

by

the Mexican
"J camp will
will avenge
"and "that
shown Allen's
neitherdeathJustice
nor
i the body
mercy.
He hides In t
of Allen is discovered the Indian is accused of
the crime,
and stoically
mat..
solved to sacrifice his life for the happiness of Nell
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Columbus, Ohio.— The Pastime Theater Company
let a contract to Mr. W. 1. .lames.,,, to construct
a moving picture theater at 17 Booth High Street,
whirl,
will he ready for business within a couple
of
weeks.
Xew&nee,
Wise. — K™«.,»»
h.« . n*,„ ..,„.„„
1 in the building <
corner
'of
Kills and"
about 110 patrons.
The admission Is 5
Cleveland,
Ohio.— The Isis Theater at Superior
reet has thrown open Its doors
receiving patrons.
Harvard, Wi»c.— M. J. It. Kelly has rented the
ding here and will have It remodeled
Into a moving picture theater.
West Bend, Wise— The Colonial Theater has
mis and hereafter will he known as the
eater under the management of Messrs.

negotiating

Oskaloosa,

Canon City, Colo.— Robert
W. Fobs tl
I.udwlg have purchased the moving picture theater
here Hon, Mess,-,
lloyle A: SchullZ.
New Albany, Ind.— Mr. Switow has opened a
new moving picture theater on Kast Market Street.
It is known as the Victoria.
Brazil. Ind.— Hugh MeGurty and Martin Murphy
are making arrangements to start a new moving
picture C " •
Gibsonburg, Ohio.— (I. I.. Donnels is making arrangements to open a moving p|. -lure theater here.
■
, Texas.— Mr. Henry Qnenten has openmoving picture

\

Head baa »oid the iiu-

Mr

DunTap h«s a spleudld" voice and

Theater
newPrinceton.
moving
Corunna,

iI.
M

Millard
Bioux Falls. B. Dak. John Bigger bai
theConcordia.
Maje-i
Kaus. Mr II, r! Auiei, bai
Neltsel bulldini and arUI convert II In)
picture
' ■
Woonsockct.
B. Dak.
Q
9
I

Cheboygan.

ha*
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Jack. the Bungs-
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ne, i by ihe Prince

on, Iowa.— a
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MW exits, three
i i rout.
Charles beand ba> installed a three-piece
I aura
Bll
br*i,
■pera.
°lnce i.ave
the
An,or. Installed, under the
the year Mr. A.
• r. has *e• best vaudeville c
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\ venue
Baldwin
A Skate
a
for tin- purchase
,,( the property
.
College Avenue Is located,
moving picture theater.
purchased
Iowa.— Oskaloosa Is I

DOraer of l-|mt
Avenue
Building.
Milwaukee,
Wise.
The Atlas Amusement
Company has purchased
two lots at I ,vec,l
i u,> and win ere.-t a large
moving picture and vaudeville theater.
Melt,,,, Is onMderliig the ad
rlaablllty of establishing
a new
moving picture
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Licensed Release Dates

J«n. 30— A Wreath of Orange
Itb. 2— Three Slslers (Dr.)

.
i.

Blossoms
rot

(Dr.).. 903
997
Ago (Dr.)
997
Kiss (Com.).. 997

i.
Feb.

.
.

ESSANAY.
28— The Two Reformations
(Dr.)
30— The Jilted Joker (Com.)
30— Hank
and Lank
(Com.)
The Faithful (Dr.)
(Com.)
i i Man's Downfall
(Dr.)..
rrled (Com.)
IS— Cattleman s Daughter
(Dr.)
GATJMONT.
O. Kleins.
7— The Strongest Tie (Dr.)
7— Jigger's
Moving
Day
(Com.)
11— Napoleon
In 1814
(Dr.)
Leaves
(Scenic)
The Reformation
of the Suffragettes

990
1000
998
1000
996
.1000
.1000

1000
640
366
995
566
1000

605
395
797
185

ooo
11—
14 — Land
Marks
of
Avignon,
France
(Scenic)
338
IS— Saul and David
(Bib.)
128
l$_At the End of the Road (Dr.)
838
KALEM.
IS— Her Chum's Brother (Dr.)
980
20— Robbie and the Redskins (Dr.)
850
25— The Secret of the Still (Dr. )
950
27— Puritans and Indians (Dr.)
970
1— The Sheriffs Sister (Dr.)
1000
3_The Trail of the Pomas Charm (Dr.). 1005
8— Little Sister (Dr.)
970
10— The Broken Trail (Dr.)
1000
15— Grandmother's
War Story (Dr.)
975
17_Tbe
Lost Ribbon (Dr.)
1000
LTJBIN.
16— Easy Coin (Com)
250
19 — a Brother's Redemption
(Dr.)
1000
23— Father Makes Himself Useful (Com.).. 975
26— Father
Love
(Dr.)
1000
SO— His Bogus Dncle
(Com.)
1000
2— Age vs. Youth
(Dr.)
1000
6— A Donble Elopement
(Dr.)
990
9— The Petticoat Sheriff (Com.)
1000
13— The Show-Girl's Stratagem
(Dr.)
1000
lfi— Getting
Even
(Com.)
600
10_Sehultz Has the Smallpox (Com.)
400
20— The
Test
(Dr.)
1000
ME LIES.
12— The Owner of the "L L" Ranch (Dr.). 980
19— Changing
Cooks
(Com.)
980
20— How Mary Met the Cowpnnchers (Dr.). 980
2— Only a Sister (Dr.)
n_Tonv
the Greaser (Dr.)
980
16— Billy and His Pal (Dr.)
1000
PATHE.
f— Mas Has The Boxing Fever (Com.).. 561
6 — An Imitator of Blondln
(Com.)
400
8— Legally Dead
(Dr.)
1000
in— The Missing Bride
(Dr.)
800
10— Review of the Chilian Troops (Sc.)..180
U_Sllver
Leaf's Heart (Dr.)
1000
13_Betty'8
Apprenticeship
(Com.)
689
13— Pineapple Cannery in China (Scenic) 315
16—A
Western Courtship
(Dr.)
715
15— The Axolotl
(Indus.)
266
17— Whiffle's Double
(Com.)
499
17— A Boy's wit (Dr.)
462
18— Lieut. Scott's Narrow Escape (Dr.).. 984
SELIO.
23— A Robust Patient (Com.)
1000
26 — The Spy ( Dr. )
30— The Little Circus Rider (Dr.)
2 — The Curse of the Red Man (Dr.)
6— Too Much
Mother-In-Law
(Com.)
9— Thelma
(Dr.)
13—Tbe
Survival of the Fittest (Dr.)
1000
16— The Buccaneers
(Dr.)
1000
URBAN-ECLIPSE.
(G. Kleine.)
28 — Scenes In Jersey of the British Isle*
(Scenic)
298
8— On the Border of the Forest (Dr.).. 895
8— Canadian
Iron Center,
Port Arthur,
Ontario
(Scenic)
110
15— Catherine
Howard
(Dr.)
1005

PICTURE

WORLD

VITAORAPH.
28 — Davy Jones to the South Se»i..
31— Jenn
Rescues
(Dr.)
and the Man
(Dr.)....
4"—The
— A Queen
■ Day (Com. ) . . . .
Delugefor (Dr.)
M-rcy
(Dr.)
10— The 1
li— At ma White Man's Door Pr.l
ms Love (Dr.)
17— When
the Light Waned
(Dr.

rrmpbat (Com.
PROGRAMME
OF
LICENSED
FILMS.
Monday, February 13.
Blograph— What Shall We Do With on.
(Dr.)
994
I.iibln— The Show-Girl's Stratagem
(Hr.l
1000
Path! — Betty's
Apprenticeship
(Com.)
689
■ apple Cannery
In China
i Scenic).. 315
Sellg— The Survival of the Fittest (Dr. )
1000
Tuesday, February 14.
Edison— The Rajah (Dr.)
loOO
Essanay— (Jetting Sister Married
(Com. I
Gaumont — The Reformation of the Suffragettes
(Com.)
G65
(Jaumont — Land
Marks
of Avignon.
France
(Scenic)
338
Vltagraph — Consuming
Love (Dr.)
Wednesday, February 15.
Edison
The Ransom of Red Chief (Dr.)
Kalem — Grandmother's
War Story (Dr.)
975
Pattat — The Axolotl
(Indus.)
266
l'ath. — A Western
Courtship
I Dr.)
71."
Urban— Catherine Howard
(Dr.)
1000
Thursday, February 16.
Blograpb— Fisher
Folks
(Dr.)
998
Lubln — Getting
Even
(Com. )
600
Lubiu (Schultz Has the Smallpox (Com.)
400
Melles— Billy and His Pal (Dr.)
1000
Selig— The
Buccaneers
(Dr. )
1000
Friday, February 17.
Edison — A Stage Romance
(Dr. )
Pa I lie— Whiffle's
Double
(Com.)
499
Pathe— A Boys Wit (Dr.)
462
Kalem— The Lost Ribbon
(Dr.)
1000
Vltagraph — When the Light Waned
(Dr.)
Saturday, February 18.
Essanay — Cattleman's Daughter (Dr.)
Gaumont — Saul and David (Bib.)
128
Gaumont— At the End of the Road (Dr.)
838
Pathe— Lieut. Soi.tt's Narrow
Escape
(Dr.)... 984
Vitagraph— The New Stenographer
(Com.)
THIS

Eventful
livening
(Dr.)
25— The Lover and the Count (Com.)
27— The Black Bordered Letter (Dr.)
31— The Try Out (Dr.)
1— Bumptious
ns Romeo
(Com.)
3— Selling Old Msster
(Dr.).
(Dr.)

MOVING

WEEKS

AMONG

THE

EXHIBITORS.

is having plans
Dayton,
— E. x ofHanly
drawn
for Ohio.
the erectior
a new moving picture
theater, to be located
: the corner of Fifth and
Ludlow streets.
Galveston, Texas. — Breham is to have a new
moving picture theater which will be situated In
the Healy Building. Moving pictures and vaudeville will be the feature here.
De Kalb. 111. — A new moving picture theater
Is being built In the big store room at one time
occupied by the Economy
Brothers.
Pougheepsie. N. Y. — Messrs. Antonakas and Papas, who recently purchased the Leonard Carpenter
property at 320 Main street, wil open a moving
picture theater there which will have a seating
capacity of about 400.
Opera House every Wednesday
Night.
Denver,
Col. — The
Iris
Amusement
Company
Old Curtis
Street Theater,
purchased
moving picture
show '. three
lots at 1716-26
Curtii
of erecting
moving picture and
udevllle theater which wil cost about $100,000.
Iowa City. Iowa. — Mr. W. H. Englers purchased
the BIJou Theater here and will convert It into
a moving picture theater.
Sioux City, Iowa. — Mr. Walter Beckwlth, has
purchased the theater at Ocheyedan and will
operate It as a liisli class moving picture theater.
' Amusement Comt Twentieth street
ill build a moving

Falls, ' Iowa.— The Majestic Theater, has
lid
Joe
who towillMessrs.
convert Charles
It into O'Connel
a moving and
picture
Saturday night.
Wilkes-Baxre,
Benu.—
theatre has been erected
occupied hv the Wyoming
Wagertown,
Md.— Mr.
moving picture shows to

A new
moving
picture
on the property formerly
Valley Trust Company.
James Maddern
is giving
the inhabitants at Sharps-

Highland. N. Y.— The Hadley's moving picture
Company made a lilt when they gave a show here.
Indianola, Iowa. — Mr. Vat Lorlng sold the Crystal Theater to Messrs. Barr and Simmerman.
Schuylkill Haven,
Perm. — Mr. Charles Drummer
has purchased
the Lyric r Motion
Pictr~ " 1 the
of Improvement

e

and

. Free
Warerly, N. Y.— Mr.
proprietor of the Snyders
ture show In the building
C. Norfelk,
Cowell. Va.— A No. 6
graph has been Installed

will

conduct

of Duluth,

la

I*wls H. Bowers, the
Hotel, will open a pieformerly occupied by A.
Model Powers Camerain the Palace Theater

Laniford, Penn. — Refined vaudeville and latest
moving pictures are being shown at the local
theater owned by Mr. John McTague.
St. Louis, Mo. — An elaborate moving picture
theater Is being constructed by Frank Talbot,
owner of several large film theaters here. The
new theater, It Is said, will surpass InIt beauty
Is I
and art any other theater In the city,
have a seating capacity of 1.600 person
and balcony.
The location <
is at 15-17 South Cth street.
New YoTk City.— Plans have been tiled for mak.
Ing over the (He-story furniture house on Uie east
side of Third avenue, north of 59th street, into
a moving picture house, at a cost of $5,000.
Cliftondate. Mass. — The New Dream Theater
here has opened to the public and are receiving
a large business.
Seaford,
Del
Jesse A. Wright
has completed
the alterations to the theater on High street and
will open
It as a first class moving
picture
i Brenbai
— Mr. Thomas
Quanne and Mrs.
making arrangements
to opea

Classified Advertisements
[Classified advertisements, three cents per word,
cash with order; 50 cents minimum: postage
stamps accepted.]
SITUATION
WANTED.
WANTED.— Position by lady pianist In orchestra
for picture
show.
First-class
sight reader,
can
play any class of music.
Large western city preferred. MRS. EMILY
BUTTON.
Box 7S4. Billings,
HELP
WANTED.
WANTED. — Scenario editor to select and write
scenarios.
Must have A-l ability and experience.
MARK
M DINTENFESS.
Champion
Film Co., IS
East 15th St., N. Y. City.
EQUIPMENT
WANTED.
WANTED.— Moving
picture
and colored
illustrations suitable for lecture on Paris. Flrst-claas,
cheap.
A.M.."
SPENCER,
2010 Chestnut Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
THEATER FOR SALE.
FOR SALE.— A profitable Moving Picture and
Vaudeville Theater In Grand Forks. North Dakota.
Reason for selling, death In family. Write for
particulars. Manager. UNIQUE THEATER BEAUTIIi'L. Grand Forks. N. Dak.
EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE.
FOR SALE.— Electric sign, lettered on 1-oth sides.
5c Vaudette 5c continuous show. For dlmeuslons
and price, address. H. F. FOWSER, Vaudette
Theater, Lansing. Mich.
FOR SALE. — Good as new. Columbia Graphophone,
type B.
C. with
four-minute
and repeating
attachments.
54-lneh
hammered
brass horn
and horn,
crane. Will sell cheap. For full particulars, write
HARRY
SCHWIER
CO.. Batesvllle. Indiana.
FOR SALE.— Folding Chairs (Staffords). At*
bestos
Booth.
Powers Machine
No. ,"., Mirrors,
Electric
FansNewEverything
to complete
house.
ilIAS
II HUNKS.
Elite Theater. Haaleton. Pa*
FOR
SALE.— Powers'
and
American
machine.
Machine
parts.
Repairing.
Supplies.
The "R"
Broadway, Albany. N. Y.
FOR SALE.— 200 Folding Chairs, 2 Excello Are
Lamps,
cost JtiO.OO each. Can be connected
In
W. DILLON,
Danville, 111.
FOR SALE—
Moving
theater Best
In a locatloi
Massachusetts town of
100. 000picture
to 125.000.
In the town, on the malnstreet
transfer
point.
Seats 700." all on ground floor.
T. & D. St"., care Moving Picture World.
FOR SALE— Theater In Massachusetts city ol
110,000. Seating capacity 600. Kjulpped for plar
lng pictures and vaudeville. Good location ana
business, price low. Must sell at once. Addree*
The "S" Co.. care of Moving Picture World.
FOR SALE— One of the largest Moving Plctun
and Vaudeville Theaters In Washington. D. C. P
0. Box 279. Washington.
D. C.
FOR SALE— I will sell my new Edison Ex
hlbltlon
Style
Machine
complete
Street, Chicago, 111.

THE

Experienced
PROFESSIONAL TALENT ft™*
Hcst Siiiu-i 1 -. Pianists, Tr.i 1 1 I ):

Let us book your house for the
The agency with the system.
AMERICAN THEATRICAL SI>GERS AGENCY
S9 Deirborn Street
Chlcito. III.
H1I.UAKD ( \ M 1-P.II.I-. MKr.
E. B. BIGELOW. Special Agent.

IICW PI PI n Why don't you think up plot!
US WW rlbblf (or Motion Picture plays? It's
BIG MONEY
easy, pays up to $30 a week
CMCV UfflDLf for g°°d work. Men and
LAO I If IMA women. We teach you and
help sell plots. Demand unlimited. Send for particulars.
ASS'D M. P. SCHOOLS
908 Chicago Opera House Bldg.,
CHICAGO

Incandescent Lamps
For Theatres, Parks an.] Show I
Clear, 6 Cents
Colored, 7 Cents

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

I WANT

7 uesday Release
Feb. 21

[What
You Would
Do?
GET IT! HOWL

pay a good
same-.t<»
Send
lists price
with for
prices
38i

2

Fill your house and
please yourMEpatrons
CO DY
Sed. Do
It.
On the same Reel

Could You Want

More?

2 Every Week

Operators and Managers
Hand-book $1.50

I Sound

The Mexican
Centennial

SAI lit H .I.C'IKIC CO.

' 15 Michigan Ave.. Chicago, III.

BUY

J. W., care Moving Pictnre World

'Nuf
2

1

TO

some 30 to 60 da) - old
Independent films. Will

Effects

LEEDY MANUFACTURING COMPANY
1055 E. Palmer St.,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

2

Powers Picture Plays
TUESDAY2
IT

fc
H.

F.

DRAWS

THE

It I I. II 11 It N

CROWD

II It OS.

HOFFMAN

Let turei ol Spe< ial Releases
New York City and Vi< inity
Care MOVING I'K fURE VfORl D

Film Titles, 3 feet, 25 cents
Announcements, 10c per foot

CUNBY
199

BROS.

Third Ave.

•\,/, ,

New

York

AY*

SATURD
Every Week
2
Saturday Re/ease
Feb. 25

Across The
Mexican Border
DR w\ \
Intense Dramatii
Situation
w i1 11 ex< i ll< hi .u ting .mil mi

Mr,

v>

"""!»

••v^Ban

-Hr

«^^^^

s|„||;,m,
Waloui
"

-

with C.O.D

^■xai^^Br
i . ». /mil ik NH ICS

.inn

»m>

equaled photograph} ,

Feature this. ,':,;,;;,!;,,

Commence i<> Ding Dong youi
exchange for

Conic

Back

to

Powers Company
New York ( llv

COMPENSARC

Erin

211st SI. and Richardson Ave.
I KuulU

Moving Picture World

rummers
■ (0 \.>ll I ■: |

BooKlet

1 5Q1»

Fort Wayne Electric Works
I UK I \S \<i Nl

INDIANA

unm

THE

MO\

tNG

PICTURE

Independent Release Dates

'

AMERICAN.
aim
King
(Dr.)
Itan'l
Single
(Com.)

n>
30— The
I The

OiMilim
kftahw

(Dr.)
In the

ne»erl

ft— A
Pltttburg
M'llll.Mi.iIre
B <>,i Um
iii.-i.iiini.-Tii Plan

i:i

A Quiet

Bvenlng it Home

(Oom.)

ltt
In the
I. mi. I of Cn.-tiis
(IT. »
20— The
College
Sfx>n<lt lirlf t (Dr )
•J.-; BtnUg)
d>r i
ATLAS.

»

irisi, Bearta
(Dr.)
1 — Ilia Great
SiicrllVe

BOO

In
. ii>"o
1000
090
»so

1— Judged

by

The
The

is

S..11I-

.

— The

.1(1

Higher

Mini

B
I1

. 18— For
. 18— Yon

Bebool
Little
Km
1

Tower

and Jim

Ma'am's
Avenger
ii>r.)

Qooeecreek
the
Try

Olaun

...

Child's
Sake
It (Com.)
REX.

(Dr

(Dr.)..

A

(Dr.)..
(Dr.)..

6— Doctor
Against
Ills Will
(Dr.)..
Strike
(Com.)..
13— Mr.
Faddleaway
13— The
Kllxlr
of 1
2"
The
Henri
of a Warrior
(Dr )
2(V-Hospltal
for Small Animals
(Spec.)
27 — "Punch"
(Dr. )
■J7
Beware of the Bomb (Oom.)
OREAT
NORTHERN.
28—
4—
11—
18—
18—

Mr. Muggins Has HIa Sewing Done
The
Criminal
Chief's Capture
Found
Again
(Dr.)
The
Life of a Musehlk
The
False
Alarm

2—
6—
9—
9—
13—
IB—
20—

The
Mix-Up
(Com.).
At the Duke's
Command
(Dr.)
The
Mirror
(Com.)
When
the Cat's
Away
(Com.)
Her Darkest Hour
(Dr.)
The Convert
(Dr.)
Plctnreland

522
6S3
2SR
595
370

(Com.)

1000
500
500
1000
1000
loon

LTJX.
27 — An
Infamous
Son
(Dr.)
3— Back
to the Old nomestead
(Dr.)
10
The
Orphan's
Friend
(Dr.)
1"
That
Ilor-p
Did Hun
(Com.)
17— Bronco Bill, the Hrave Cowboy
( l>r .)..
it -Matilda
Loveetrock
(Com.)
NEW
YORK
MOTION
PICTURE
CO.
("Bison.")

652
944
711
272
689
272

1. 6 —
1. 10—
1. 13—
. 17 —
. 20—

Foiling
the
Camorra
....
Was
She
Justlfled
(Dr.)
Condemned
to Death
(Dr.)
Her Birthday Surprise (C01
A Life-Time
Penance
1 Dr

M.

P.

—Who

Co.)

Will

. 18— Their New Minister (Com.)
1. 25— The Man In 23 (Com.)
,. l_The Bridal Trail (Dr.)
1. 8_The
Transgressor
(Dr.)
>. 15— The
Light
Beyond
(Dr.)
P0WER8
PICTURE
PLATB.
>. 4— The Cattle
King of Arizona
(Dr.)
1. 7 — Freddie's
New
Shoes
(Com.)
). 11— A Trip
Through
Mexico
(Scenic)

EAGLE

Wednesday,
February
15.
Anil.ii.-io
The
Demon
Vtlaf
Coals
of
Fire
Champion
Her
Three
Proimsnls
(Cm
-The
Light Men Beyond
~
(Dr.)..
February

500
. 500

1000
990
1000
1000
1000

(Com.)
(Oom.)..

irrno
522
i.'l
1000

THE

The Laemmle Film Service
196-198 Lake Street, Chicago
OTHER OFFICES
Omaha, Neb.
Minneapolis,

(Com.)...

1

•i:,n

Minn.

The biggest and best film renter
in the world

16.

If you are in the Market for

(Dr.)..

Thanhouser — Checkmate
(Dr.)
Yankee — Her
Birthday
Surprise
(Com.)
Saturday,
February
18.
Great
Northern— The
Life
of 11 Musehlk
Great
Northern— The
False
Alarm
Itala— Who
Will
Eat
The Turkey
Powers— Under
Southern
Skies
(Dr.)
Reliance— Souls
Courageous

AMONG

together,
and pretty
soon you'll
be
a well-satisfied
customer
of
CARL LAEMMLE, President

EXHIBITORS

Trenton, N. J. — Trenton Is to have a new vaudeville and moving picture theater, and It Is planned
to have the place modern In every respect and to
give such productions only as will please the
most critical audience. This theater Is under the
proprietorship of a large theatrical syndicate
which Is composed of Mr. Harry naveson and
M. Glllnsky and Is located at 181 and IV! South
Broad street, opposite Livingston. It will he
fashioned after Luhln's Philadelphia Houses and
will be able
to seat
about
1.000
patrons.
Bowling Green, Ky. — The Columbia Theater Company. Is planning to establish a new moving picture theater in the
Robold
Building.

SECOND
HAND
FILMS

Write to the largest and most reliable Dealers and Importers of
these goods in the U. S.

International Film Traders
German
147 Fourth

Savings Bank Building

Avenue,

NEW

YORK

CITY

FILM EXCHANGE

Potters free.

143

900
900
900

Eat
the Turkey?
AMBROSIO.

(By N. T. M. P. Co.)
T\. . •..!!. ,1. ,m Trl.-s Winter Sports
-The Ttetnrn
from Sea Side Bathing.
8— The
Savoy
Cavalry.
8— Tweedledom as a Detective.
1 .".— The
Demon
NESTOR.

13.

EJclalr— The
I".li\lr of
Bravery
Imp
-Her
Darkest
Hour
(Dr.)
Yankee — Condemned
to Death
(Dr.)
Tuesday.
February
14.
Itlson -A
Deputy's
Honor
PowerAn
I'nf.iiseen
Complication
Thanhouser— For
Her
Sake
(Dr.)

Thursday.

ITALA.
My
Son
Is Gnllty
Coachman of the Village
The Feast of Foolshead
John
Milton
i Dr.)
Poolahead
at the Kinematograph

February

American — A Quiet
Evening
At Home
Kclalr— Mr. Faddleaway
Is On Strike

Itala — Fatal
Charm
Rex — A Heroine
of '76 (Dr.)
Friday,
February
17.
Bison— A
Warrior's
S.piaw
(Dr.)...
I.n\
Bn.neo
Bill. The
Brave
Cowboy

7— The
Half
Breed's
Plan
10— The Salted Mine (Dr.)
14— A Deputy's
Honor.
Feb. 17— A Wai

paraiso, Ind.,.ill
writes.
that's
uli.it the)
saj ! And
Machines
arc selling rapidly. I >id 5 ou get
.1 cop) of ni\ Latesl Supplement
I ,ist .J You had better write for
one. Tell me li"\\ man) reels of
film you are using every week,
how often you change and the
amount of films you are putting
on to each and every change;
then let me submit to you a
proposition whereby we can gel

. 3— Adrift
(Dr.)
. 7— The Westerner and the Lurl
(Dr.
. 10— The
Norwood
Necklace
(Dr.)...
— For
Her
Sake
(Dr.)..
" -kmate
(Dr.)
Washington
(Dr *
m-u-N.v
Hero
(Dr.)..
fet

Monday,

T.

ances; that *s going some."
That's whal A. F. Heineman,
Memorial Opera House, Val-

THANHOUBER.

COLUMBIA.

(By N.

"Want to congratulate you on
the excellent sen ice you have
been gh ing me it has certain!)
been fine. The Independent
Films arc gel ting better .ill the
time. We played to-night to
1,450 people in two perform-

(Dr.)

24 — The
Cattlemen'a
Fend
31 — Trapped
(Dr.)
7— Queen
of
the
Prairie
ECLAIR.

28—
2—
4—
B—
11—

Calllee . .
Ooorage

Heroine of '7(t (Dr.)
SOLAX
COMPANY.
1 Of
3—-Ring
Rln?
Ix>ve
(Com.)
Lets (Oom.)..
(Com.)

8— At Doable Troabla Kaiich (Dr.)
IB— Het Three Proposal! (Com.)
Old

i.h.

(Dr.)

8— Kelly. of- Fire

SS— The

. 28— The
Last
I.angh
1— A
Brass
Button
4— The
Command
From

1000
1000

(I)r.)
(Dl
(Oom.)

WORLD

NORTH

Prompt service.

EIGHTH

STREET,

: service

Write, wire or phone

PHILADELPHIA,

PA

THE

6. W. BRADENBURGH
CINEMATOGRAPH
233 North 8th Street
PHONE,

FILMS

:::

Philadelphia, Pa.

MARKET

Cabli.- Brad-Films Phila.,

Code -A

iC,. Northern)

1 (Ambrosio)
Powers) $35.$35.

DO

New

WRITE

110 Fourth Ave.

CROWD

1 ribe.
(( hampion)
I) $20.

Be .1 Live Wire

G ET

$20.

'

LIGHT
EFFECTS
UNIVERSAL
ELECTRIC
STAGE
LIGHTING
CO.

I \M"i S

Schenk Trial

loll |>;i> express CfcafgCS both H

THE

MON

BEST

''

York City

BUSY

I'M ll RES OF

Maison Blanche Building,
Canal and Dauphine Streets
New Orleans, La.

(Hep.

New

YOUR HOUSE

GET

VI ELY

Alamo Film Exchange

• '■

LIST

American Moving Picture Supply Co.

1000 Reels of Film
IMMEDI

FOR

York City

$1.00 per day Each

(Italia) $zo.
•
(Italia) $io.
r. Safe.
(Imp.) $.0.
an Indian ('!,,■ I
Bill.

large stock for immediate
delivery.

For Rent

(Yankee) $35.
reels poster- I REE.
Rome.
(Ambrosio) $.
Can't Stop. 1 Kdairi

liaby' Boy— Butcher's

largest jobbers of "Bio" and
"Electra Pink Label" Carbons, and always carry a

make of machine, length of throw, size of
picture and make- of carbons. If you have
a current saver, state make- I will do the
re»t. Address Department \V.

WRITE

of

We are the largest dealers in
Moving Picture Supplies and
Machine Parts in the United
States. We are also the

I

Write Me for Particulars atOnce

36 East 23d Street

$3

& Percy.
(Imp.) $
• ident.
(Imp.) $35.
(American)
$35.
1 Bison) $35.
ier. (ItalU
an.
(Nestor) $?;.
.'.••-'. rn Kid.
(Powers) $33.
•■d i'rice.
(Thanliouser)
$35.
Halifax.
(Thanhouser)
$35.
tinkle.
(Thanhouser)
$3e.
He Left Hehind Him-The
Ir.

Millions.
All the above
Nero, The Burning of
n.
S ,rry,

Moving Picture Supplies

J. H. HALLBERG

and the K ■

Regeneration.

iohn

VV< IRLD

You Want to Mahe Some
Extra Money
SO

B C 5th Edit on

Bargain List A- 1 Condition

Clmp.)

I'M TURE

MR. OPERATOR

334

Kcan or Ihi I'rinci aini the Actor.
Igment.
(Imp.) $35.
Qfjud's Ave Hater.
Maria.

MOVING

I u. ntj five

Dollars

11 Dollars
l'i< 1.tun-.

E Y

EVER
Rental

foi

refunded on return ..l

I ithographs, Posters, Banners, An
nouncement Slides and other Advet
tiMiin matter
Our Corps of VltistS and PhotOg
raphers, right <>n the groun I
all interesting features ol the trial
I lis- will not conflict srith \"ur
present sat vice, approved b) all
Immediate shipment on receipt of

- II. r

'■" POS 1 KRS.

Pittsburg; Film Exchange
Amend

■ •

i:.k.

s li'Risl Film Rtattrs

332 Third Ave.,

Pittsburg, Pa.

?* Chautauqua Film Exchange
Get
mil the

Ml ■

Lieutenant.

Ready to Use the BEST Service,
Releases Begin Soon
Write to-day for cur list Ulcf (tflM

356 Dearborn Street

-

CHICAGO, ILL.

THE

MOVING

PHILADELPHIA

FILM

384

THE

Baltimore Office

PICTURE

W< )R1 D

EXCHANGE,

610 East Baltimore Street

Great Novelty of

POEMS

BOUND

MONEY!!!

is a great drawing
THEATERS.

FOR DELIVERY

Moving Picture World

Also her attractive co;nedy play

MONEY!!

Baltimore, Md.

READY

LOUISE M. MARION'S
ILLUSTRATED
MONEY!

934 Arch St., Philadelphia

VOLUME, No. 7.

card for

CLUBS.

ETC.

July to December,
TWO

LOUISE M. MARION
321 West 23d St.

ANNUAL

DOLLARS

1910
EACH, $2.00

Express charges collect

New York City

SUBSCRIPTION
JOPERATORS

TO

MOVING

WORLD,

WANTED

1. arbot and sprocket.? 1 2
make

PICTURE

any

eh. Lubin)
two-pin mo

$2.00

SAVE MONEY

ainMiiiinnn

and use our

Program Board

rTi*J!i**i'ro

with

Interchangeable
celain Letters

NO HEADACHE

Itllnul
You

cannot

afford to be -v.

Announcements

WOOLPS
iuu times with
GALLON.

HYPOZONE

Prices

de. Test how the OZONE
(.nascent oxynand freshen the air.
Dilute HYPOZONB
water and get the right disinfectant
at ONE
CENT
PER

WOOLF
2 Rector

CHEMICAL

Street

A L \\ A V 9

HENRY

I \

BELMAR,

POWERS

PRODUCTS,

Inc..

'Phone 6 Rector

T II r.

N.

Y.

CITT

Author of the following
(attic King or Arizona
Angel

of His Dream*.

I'ndrr Southern

HENRY BELMAR,

FRIDAY,

recent releases:
Come Bark to Erin

l"THE

to Riches

KY.

FEBRUARY

20,

344 East 32d St.

ONE

FEBRUARY

24,

WOMAN
WHO
DARED"
A new Nell Pierce
sleuth film

YANKEE
THE

on

"A Heart
LIFE-TIME
PENANCE"
throbs and thrills run rampant

Skies

2779 Webster Ave., New YorK City

paiticulars

Wanted.

FILMS

MONDAY,

PLAYS

Rags

full

COVINCTON,

YANKEE

I. B A I) .

From

quickly changed.

THE CAMBRIDGE TILE MFG. CO.

HnanHTiHiTnaa

Writer, Originator, Producer
The
The

and

Agents
application.

Dramatic Director.

PICTURE

Por-

Make your own Progi

FILM CO.

JB

New York City

^«S=1

BEST

SOUVENIR
5c.

EACH

•ench Gray Finish and the
oday for sample and 3 plans that will fill your house t(

UNITED STATES FACTORIES CO.

manufacturers

$5.00

Per Hundred

40 Dearborn Street, Chicago

iVING

PICTURE

WORLD
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WELL-KNOWN

AND

EXPERIENCED

PRODUCER
With a splendid record of successes that have won the highest approval
of Exchanges, Exhibitors, Press and Public, and who has built up several
profitable businesses, desires to connect with an alert and progressive
moving picture plant. Advertiser could take entire control of the producing end, including the writing, revision and editing of scenarios. He also
holds the right- of a non-infringing camera, and could, if required, introduce capital.
W.
B.
L.,
care
of
Moving
Picture
World

WHY

DON'T BLAME

YOUR

SINGER

SONG
Sixth

Floor,

SLIDE
Portland

EXCHANGE
Block

107 Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

THE

"The ArtBy WILLIAM
of Writing
Scenarios"
LORD WRIGHT
BOOK

FOR

BEGINNERS

Price SI Postpaid
GILES
K. WARREN,
well-known Scenario Editor
with several prominent concerns, says: "1 recommend ii*
use to all beg
- By far the best work ol i\> kiml 1
hav< '".' 1
Another Scenario Editoi saj . "Shall cheerfully recommend it whenever opportunity offers."
I'M I 1 RE 1'I.W M Wi S( RIP! < Rl I K l/l D
.Hid available- markets suggested by .1 successful author.
m l..r m . 1 11 1 1 -. 1 i 1. r up to and including 1,000

Scenario Instruction Publishing Company
BELLEFONTAINE,

OHIO

THEThe

MOVING

FOR

When we can make them for you ?
High-class repairing and alterations
on Foreign Machines.
249 Centre

A TEXT

TO EUROPE

FILM
PERFORATING
DIES

How can you expect them to do a song justice,
when it arrives each evening from your film
exchange, just in time for your opening programme ?We will shipthusan enabling
entire week's
in one consignment,
your supply
singer
to rehearse each song thoroughly. Time lost
in transit not charged for. Rate, 25c. per set.

CHICAGO

SEND

A.

DEWES

COMPANY

Street,

GENRE

MOTION

M W

YORK

SLIDES

We cannot convince you we have a
Motion Slide l)\- writing or talking

BUT

We have boW every theatre man
we have shown ir to.
A -\« »\ II IV NOV)
A NECESSI I V SHOR I I V

GENRE

TRANSPARENCY

507 North Clark Street

CO.

Chicago, 111.

"STANDARD"

Machine That Gives Results
FULLY GUARANTEED

I i.i\ c \ ou 1 \ er seen .1 machine \\ ith .1
cil\l\ DRI\ I I \K I IT
Hie "Standard" hai it. Adjusl the locknul .ui<l you
have .hi even stead) tension at .ill tiiiu
No befta to slip.
PICT II HE
MAC II INF
COMPANY
NEW

VOHK

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD
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See tOhat They Say About

SILVO
KURTAIN KOAT
Pottsville, Pa., Dec. 8, '10.
Please ship C. O. 1). one can of (Curtain Koat, as I
have used the other can and found it to be the greatest
thing 1 c\ cr saw.

Kansas City, Mo., Dec. 17, 10
We have examined Mr.
's curtain and bav<
nothing but praise for the results in comparison toothe
curtains.

$

6.00

ENTERTAIN

YOUR

The

PATRONS

WITH

Regina

Mandolin

Orchestrion

THE music
furnished
instru-to
ment is alone
worth bythe this
pricewonderful
of admission
your show. It will draw the crowds and hold
them as no other musical attraction can do. It
is operated by spring motor or by electric motor,
as desired, and plays upon piano strings by means
of vibrating hammers, making most delightful music
which
lin andcombines
organ. the effects of piano, mandolin, vioIt is furnished either with or without a nickelin-the-slot attachment and when equipped to play
on the insertion of a coin has proved to be a most
successful and profitable investment for use in public places.

and following directions will give you the same
results as above. One can covers 350 square
feet. Order from your exchange or C. O. D.

KURTAIN
2109 W. LAKE

KOAT

STREET

CO.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

The Cincinnati-Buckeye
Film Company
$100,000.00 incorporation, operating the
CINCINNATI FILM EXCHANGE,
315 W. 4th Street, Cincinnati, Ohio, and
the BUCKEYE FILM PROJECTING
COMPANY, 309 Arcade Building,
Dayton, Ohio. Biggest Independent
Film Renting Concern in the UNITED
STATES today. BUYING almost the
entire Independent Output. Reference;
SALES COMPANY, 111 E. 14th
Street, New York. If you are looking for
a real Film Service, drop us a line.

The Regina Mandolin Orchestrion is fully guaranteed and is sold at a reasonable price. Easy
terms of payment can be arranged.
If you are contemplating the purchase of a musical
instrument, send for full description of the Regina
Mandolin Orchestrion with prices and terms.

THE

REGINA

COMPANY
215 Wabash Ave., Chicago

Broadway and 17th St.. New York
M \M

The Cincinnati-Buckeye Film Co.
315-317 W. Fourth St.
CINCINNATI, OHIO

309-321 Arcade Building
DAYTON. OHIO

I U

I I Kl

REGINA MUSIC BOXES
REQINA MANDOLIN ORCHESTRIONS
REGINA HEXAPHONES
REGINA PNEUMATIC CLEANERS
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Corcoran Moving
Picture
Tanks
Develop your films to perfection. Save
Time and Reduce Your Expenses by
using a "Corcoran Film Development
Tank." All up-to-date houses are now installing the "Corcoran System."
SEND

JOB PHTCE LIST No. «.

A. J. CORCORAN,
No. 15 John Street

H.

READY FOR DELIVERY— Moving Pictire Wtrld
BOUND VOLUME No. 7
July to December,
TWO

DOLLARS,

EACH, $2.00

United States Film Brokers
and Importers

DON'T PAY FOR POSTERS

BRASS

EASELS

■h

CHICAGO

AND

Omaha,

make

|j}

(J*

is

Only

^A~
^fc-jP

Complete litis sent free upon request

Nsjbr.

only

Substitute

for

Satisfactory
,: operate* bj WATER

"OXONE"
in
1 1 it- production

MODEL

B

Electricity

fol

BfoflCthNJ

Portable

Outfit

PRESSURE. IS CONSTANT.

RELIABLE and bai .... complicati
ilmkc
u;i and otherwise t.n QUI

SQUARE
CAKES
"' Oiygen
tias.

is most
Send

Sat.alac tory
tor
loi l'jiluuljis

Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co. * ^^^^l^V^^^o

ROLL
Get the Samples

TICKET

the

REGULAR AND
intrude,

MFG. CO.

Annual Subscription ^0 ft.
Moving Picture World «fr^.UU

NATIONAL

NEW FILM
CAMERAPMONE
FILM
new, with two seta records
All goods shipped subject to examination
and partial acceptance on rtu,
covering express charges.

Sf Portable Calcium Gas Outfit

717-719 Sycamore St., Cincinnati, 0.

SPECIAL

riTV

SECOND-HAND FILM
$5.00 per reel upwards

THE ENTERPRISE

mechanical

NEWMAN

vODf

'*
u end
ncwill ruKK
17th St.Films,
Second-hand
Independent
likes, 60
Broadway aid
90 din eld
1 he Ijtscsl dealers In new and second-hand
Association
and Independent
Films ia the
United States.

EXCHANGE

T

attraction!,
ipecial in
llic tl,-:un.al I,,,,-. «I Ideas developedL.u Prices
Best Work - DON' I
Dl LAY but writeto day.

THE

FILM

Chicago, 111.

«J Put in our Easels an
Poster Frames and watc
your attendance grow.

*l W.

41 I nioo Square West npw

doubt you have been notified

by your Chicago exchange that you
must pay (or Posters.
We furnish all
Potters absolutely free of charge.
We an
Headquarters for Moving Picture
Machines of all makes, such as. Powers. Edison.
Mutiograph. Standard. <•(> . We also handle all
parts and supplies pertaining to the Moving
Picture business.
Writ* for our proportion on r/i« following
f.ature film.:
Frontier-Days In Chayenne
Original Wolgast-Nelson Fight
Original Nelson-Clans Fight
Custar'a Last Stand
U. S. Military Tournament
Knights Tamplar Conclave
Reproduction Johnson
Jeltrlss 1 Ight

BRASS RA/L/NC
BRASS POSrER FRAMES
rOR EASELS AND WALLS

N. Y. City

Telephone 1344 Gramexcy

EXHIBITORS

FJ?AM£ YOl/J?
JPOSTE&S

Inc.
-

F. HOFFMAN

Express charges collect

YOUR,

-

Lecturer of Special Releases
New York City and Vicinity
G»e MOVING PICTURE WORLD

1910

No

-

»'" *£?%*£: """""'
Th* loo.oeo
TICKETS•8,00

COMPANY

»4.00

Stock

BO.OOO

Tickets. 6 Cents

ShivmoKin,

l*r\.
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FOLDING
CHAIRS

OPERA iJCHAIRS

For Moving Picture
Showi.Grand Stands,
Assembly Halls, etc.
In sections if wanted.

FOB

i:m:hy
|| 1,000

PURPOSE

ESTABLISHED
WHITE

STY1.KS

FOB

CAT.

1865
No.

31

Write lor Catalog No. 2

The A. H. Andrews

The Kauffman
Manufacturing Go.
ASHLAND, OHIO
I 74- 1 76 Wabash

CHEAP
STEEL
__

The Automatic Theatre Chair

THEATRE

CHAIRS

ABSOLUTELY
NON- BREAKABLE

If money-"
you have —not seen our latest
models, investigate.
Write

today

THE HARDESTY
Canal Dover,
FILMS

Dept. W.

in all leading c.

It is the only sanitary chair.
- space-saver,
life-saver

Suitable for small
Theatres and MovinK Picture Shows.

Second Hand Chairs

Branches

Opera and Assembly Chairs

It is a friend to the public.
It advertises your theatre and
makes your business grow.
It folds automatically and can
be
revolving, stationary or self
righting.

FRAME

Co.

Ave., Chicago. 111.

.

STEEL

FURNITURE CO.,
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
New York Office:
150 Fifth Avenue
sfon Olflce: 224 Conrresi Street, Boston, Mass.

FOR

SALE.

for

circular

A.

MFC. CO
Ohio, U. S. A.
50 Reel, of Films

Prompt Shipments.
Write (or Catalogue
;. N.Y.
PEABODY SCHOOL FURNITURE CO.
North
Manchester
Indiana

$8 to $16Viper
." * Reel
Second-hand one pin Ch
Edison machine. $100.00
Mayer Silverman, 105 4th Ave., Pittsburg, P"

The

Independent Film Exchange

■ Agents-. ROBERT J. EHLERS CO.
ind 43d St.

WE WANT

of Pittsburg, Pa.
to operate PREMI
machines
and |
if already so, to get .mort
wealth.
Why not you?

The Pioneer Independent Exchange ofWestern Pennsylvania
buying the output of the Sales
Company.

have
become an
PREMIUM
pin institution
machines*"

We have a few choice runs that
we can let out at reasonable
prices.

V*m

in every candy store. By placing a machine in your
retailer's out
storecompetition.
you will monopolize
his trade and
squeeze
Mr. Flint of Mo. writes:
troducing me to a gold mine."
will lifter
support
will Ten
provemachines
a mortgage
to
We make them out of Oak

Write us.

"Kindly

accept thanks for in-

you. Fifty machines operated
you.
or Metal.

Percentage of winners arranged so that from every twenty
dollars deposited in the machine twelve dollars will be your
profit.
If so ;id\ i^eil, will make it still more.

■JTTITP

INDEPENDENT FILM EXCHANGE,
A. S. DAVIS. Manager

Inc.

415 Ferry Street.

PA.

PITTSBURG.

Write to-day for exclusive
territory to

PREMIUM
56-58

WALNUT

VENDING
ST.

COMPANY
PITTSBURG,

PA.
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\VURUTZER

Automatic Musical
Instruments

NEW

SLIDES

For the following Songs -JUST OUT
When the trees are dressed to crimson
and in gold.
King Chanticleer.
Killaroey.
my Home
o"er the Sea.
Dancing
Starlight.
Broncho Nell.
For Ktllarney and You.

R. W.

STOCKLEY

&

CO.

810 West Walnut St., Philadelphia. Pa.
Mfrs.
of
Uniforms
and
Equipments

OPERA
CHAIRS
The
Latest

JET OUR
PRICES
Before You Buy
Largest Variety

Seats
GEO.

W.

THE RUDOLPH

WIRLITZER

CO.

CINCINNATI. 117 to 121 E. 4th; NEW YORK, 25
and 27 W. 32d (bet. B'way and 5th Ave.). CHICAGO.
266 and 268 Wabash Ave., PHILADELPHIA. 1835
Chestnut; ST. LOUIS. 912 Pine; CLEVELAND. 206
Prospect Ave. S. E.; COLUMBUS. O., 57 E. Main.

«■,.
f/miuu

BENNETT

Announcement Slides
Advertising Slides
Songs Illustrated
THREE STAR SLIDE CO.
Room. 523-4

\io\ l\i,

I'K

:: Chicago, Ills,

I 1 |.:l

WHY NOT LEARN
0L_

Taylor's Method

ll<

3800-3810

Moving

N. Clark

St.. Chicago.

5..W.28BSTJ&
fmrnSmm

Picture

111.

Pianists

Are you "working up" your pictures? If not. why
not? If so. you want some good melodramatic music.
Send for free sample page of "Orpheum Collection of
Moving Picture Music." Now being used and praised
by many of the best houses in the country.
PRICE 75 CENTS
Also latest cue music (series 191U) for 10 parts and

Mini I mill
1 II \l Gl KAN Kit
The Opera 1 11
... this little
wonder «f the Moving Picture World.
Send foi thi

Mortimer
Fidelity

Portland.

the trade. Sem
School class meets every morning and alternoon. with F. H. Richardson ol Chicago as
chief instructor. Evening classes mrelr\et\
Meaday, Wednesday and Friday. We positivrlv nujiantrr \ou a $ I "> position.
., PoW«n' Came, .graph No. 5
,n \ I uaxKtioa lor $8500 sad
, Modal Machine for $60.00.
. ■ ksroeauwafalaetrical lafaKii
Bid luimsh rvnvilung lor the ihealre.

F. C. TAYLOR

«♦ Vitsl ISlkStrttf

Film Cleaning Co.

111.1k.

York City

MOVING EifaTURE
OHIO
J. C. DEAGAN

111k

New

WMii

74* West 5th Street

225 Dearborn Street

De WITT C. WHEELER
120 W. Slat St.

The
Best
Seats

CINCINNATI

My Country
Finl Call.
MandvHasLou.
Dolores
The Best Place of All.
The Moon Swing. Low
Springtime Brings Roses and You.
You're the Sweetest Girl iaa
All This World To Me.
Moonlight. Dear.
We've Kept the Golden Rule.
If Your Heart knew a Heart Like Mine.
Be My Sweetheart.
1 GetI'mSoa Lonesome
for You.
Married Mao.

V"

ivwk

Clfy

Maine

FILMS
FOR

UNIFORMS
CA PS
FOP.

Moving Picture
Theatres

RENT

New Films High Class Service

Catalogues,
Samples
and Prices far the
Asking

James H. Hirsch & Go.
208 Eist Jackson Boulevard
CHICAGO.

The Pioneer House, With 8 Yeara'
Experience and
S250.000.00
Back

{SOU

J. C. DEAGAN

M10

N

C. bit M.

I Hit AGO,

Ol

EUGENE

ti> iuro
rwaatj n*i Hrii». ■ i
including re ■ Mton . ■Mara ta I

57 ...id 59
11 I

Dearborn

It

CLINE
St.,

Chicago
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BIO eARB0NS
INSIST

ON

GETTING

THEM.

Nearly every important Film E xchange and Supply Dealer can furnish them.
Most of them are glad to do so, because BIO Carbons invariably convince the user of their superiority.
If your dealer tries to
palm off something "just as
good," remember, "there's
As the BIO Carbon is
made and sold with a single
IT STICKS
a reason."
Compressed in drums ready for operPositively guaranteed
eye
to quality, we cannot
e any coating
ation for Moving Picture Shows where
It don't crack, dry up, <
hope tiontoof the
obtain
the tocooperaon the emulsion; Is fire-proof, and only ..
electricity cannot be had. Absolutely
dealer
whom
quires about one- half as much as others.
pure gas. Prompt shipments,
Ask your Exchange for it.
price is everything.
freight or express.
Single bottle
25 cents
Look up the BIO dealers
WRITE FOK OUB TEKMS
Six bottles by express
- $1.00
in your town. You will
Send for our complete list of Film
Complete stock or repair parts for
find them the straightest,
machines and supplies.
squarest men in the busiFrench
American
Producing
ERKER BROS. OPTICAL CO.
ness— not because they hanand Manufacturing Go.
604 Oliv* St.. St. Louis, Mo.
dle BIO Carbons, but be918 Madison St.,
CHICAGO, ILL.
cause it takes a straight,
square man to resist the
lure of price and stand for
The
Day
Metalo
Screen
Increases brilliancy 30 to so per cent.
quality
— first, last, and all
the time.
Waterproof and rollable. The latest
GET YOUR FILM SERVICE

CALCIUM

GAS

discovery. Inexpensive. Complete instructions and formula by mail, $2.00.

J. W. WALLINGFORD
"The GabUs,"

FILMS

Eureka Springs, Ark.

FOR

The F. A. Film Cement

FROM A HOUSE
THAT
IS
BUYING
THE OUTPUT OF
THE SALES COMPANY.
WE DO. WRITE US FOR
TERMS,
STATING
WHAT
YOU
NEED.

SALE
HUDSON

M.
YSSKL
973 N. 7th Street, Philadelphia. Pa.

THE

FILM

CO.

138 East 14th St.
New York, N. Y.
Tel. 3812 Stuyvesant

"NEVER

CLOSED"

KODAGRAPH

A "STANDARD" MOVING
MACHINE
FOR
THE

PICTURE
HOME

Buy a sample package of
BIO Carbons today. Give
them every test you know
of. Test them for burning
life especially. You will
find that they last from
25% to 40% longer than
any other carbons.
You can pay 10% wore
for BIO Carbons and still
save 15% to 25%, besides
getting a whiter, steadier
light.
You will remember the
quality long after you forget the price.

Charles
LKiewert
Company

The only machine in the world showing a picture by a dry
battery. A new system of reflection, and a specially made
4 c/p VTungsten Lamp, in conjunction with a patented
reflector, projecting a clear five feet, ioo c/p picture. Price
$7.50, including film. Send for circular.

Largest importers ol Flaming
Arc Lamps and Carbons
in America

HOME

114 Huron
St.. Milwaukee,
Wis.
Mo.
309 Carson
St., Pittsburg, Pa.
15th & Pine Sts., St Louis,

MOTION

PICTURE

Hartford Bldg., 41 Union Sq. West
NEW YORK CITY

CO.

39 Cortland. St., New York
190

Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.
58 Plymouth Court, Chicago,

THE

MOVING

Save Tickets
AND

Eliminate Choppers
at the entrance
to every
Theatre and Amusement Place

PICTURE

WORLD

'

S9P

\

WASHINGTON
Father of the U. S. A.
Paramount Patriot
Paramount General
Paramount Stickler
lor

GET THE

COUNT

WITH

JONES DUPLEX
CHECK GATE
and you GET

Truth, Honesty, Integrity
SQUAREmade DEALS
INDEPENDENCE
the
PARAMOUNT

all the money

We

ISSUE

bear

WASHINGTON'S
great name and emulate
WASHINGTON'S
shining virtues

III

1 iiaHyVM

We give
A SQUARE

DEAL
to all

So wire,
write or give
us a call
Bhip

. {i

WASHINGTON

Aii in to imil \>m furthtr dtttuls

JONES CHANGE REGISTER CO.
INCORPORATED

|g RRHAnWAY

NEW

viiul riTV

Paramount Film Co.
(i. H

W Al.kl K, M,

]M Ninth Slreel, N. W.

Ha^laglon. It (

THE

Mi <\ [NG

I'H Tl RE

UP TO THE MINUTE

WOR1

D

EVERY MINUTE

THE ADVERTOGRAPH
FOR YOUR BUSINESS
An automatic window
advertising machine,
carrying twenty slides,
and requires no operator or attention.
Write for full details and
territorial privileges.

The Home Moving Picture
Machine
no toy, operates with three dry batteries,
or 110 volts. Uses STANDARD FILM
and is the only practical moving
picture
machine for HOME use.
Nothing dangerous in
its construction or operation. Afree demonstration any time you're
in the neighborhood.
OUR PRICE $6.25
Write

853

for descriptive

catalogue

HARRY

A.

MACKIE

Broadway

New

York

City

Vol.

8.

No.

8

February

25,

Price,

1911

lO Cents

MOVING WMfWORLD
THE O^GSN OF TEE PHoWpLflX" JMD SLUED

INTERESTS

SATISFACTION
That is what the purchaser of a moving picture machine
right to expect and what he ought to demand:

has a

To give SATISFACTION a moving
picture machine MUST Project steady,
bright and flickerless pictures;
Run easily and quietly, and
stand the grind of long service without breakdowns.
r^

There is ONE— and ONLY
one machine that is guaranteed to give this sort of
satisfaction —

Power's No. 6
The Perfect Motion Picture Machine. '

Any dealer can eupplj jrou with one
if he wants to.

If ho recommends anothei

machine,

w rite to us.

Catalog

NICHOLAS

POWER

(•, tolls all about

our m>(ul>.

COMPANY

lor thirteen yean tin- leading meken <>f motion picture machines

$

115-117 Nassau Street

New

York

THE

MOVING

STILL Demanding

PICTURE

WORLD

STILL Demanding

STILL Demanding

Thanhouser?
I

WO-A-WEEK

RELEASED
Hail

THE

TUESDAY,

FEBRUARY

"The]Thanhouser}Kid,"

LITTLE

28th

Detective!

MOTHER

is the very latest "Thanhouser Kid" feature and all the
picture-going kids in town will implore their parents to take
'em to your show if you show your "Thanhouser Kid To-day"
sign the day you show this reel. The boys and girls of to-day
are the men and women of to-morrow. With the youth of
to-day favorably disposed toward the moving picture, look to
a long life for the business. Get the kids impressed RIGHT
by giving them PICTURES THAT ARE RIGHT. Especially strive to convince them that justice wins out in the end,
and
that
well bringsknavery
out. doesn't go for'much these days, as this reel
No. 189.
Code Word, Lither.
Released

Friday,

A Heart-To-Heart"

March

3rd

Reel-Talk

Stage Struck
Is another Thanhouser moral-pointer — you
see we constantly BACK UP our belief
that the motion picture can send forth a
reforming message as effectively as the
pulpit. Here you have a frail, tenderlyreared little girl, who attempts the stage by
a devious route — the runaway route. Understand that she is upripht in thought and

"STAGE

conduct,a that
is not aBut"little
wild''not
—
merely
little she
ambitious.
she was
intended for the hardships that were sure
to be her's. and are sure to be the others
you have your moral at its best.
The reel may

STRUCK"

v connection with the Moving Pio-

The
The

Thanhauser
Thanhouser
FOR $3.50 with
PLAY

BARGAIN

News
&*E3!E2,,,d£?1
% X^AX^^X^0^
order.Photoframe
This is the prize outfitrtfi!
that tickled-to-death
exhibitors the country over a
EVER

NEW inROCHELLE,
framed
solid oak, r M

KNOWN.

For System's Sake address Art Dept.

THANHOUSER
NEW

ROCHELLE

J§§? COMPANY

'
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MOVING
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"The Die Is Cast."
Mr. Exhibitor, did you ever hear of a scaramouch. :
You certainly have met him.
In business he is known as a "four-flusher." The trouble with his
kind is that you RESPECT
him until you finally see his bluff called,
then you realize how
are

foolish you were

The

gigantic bluff of some

the

only ones

to pay him homage.

people who

entitled to make

tried to tell you

Moving

that they

Pfctures has been called.

Sei Moving Picture World, Feb. 18th, page 356, showing withdrawal of Injunction against " Gaumont
of Camera,"
By sticking together the Independents have met, beaten and exposed their bluff.
Now, do they still command your respect as they did before you knew that they
didn't
stand on .J There is only one answer you can give, and that is, to call at once for this

■

EVERY

UNEXCELLED

EVERY

EVERY

TUESDAY

THURSDAY

AMERICAN — American Film Manufacturing Company
IMP— Independent Moving Pictures Company
ITALA — New York Motion Picture Company
REX — Rex Moving
Picture Mfg. Company
EVERY
FRIDAY

WEDNESDAY

EVERY

AMBROSIO— New
York Motion Picture Company
ATLAS— Atlas Film Company
CHAMPION— The Champion Film Company
NESTOR— David Horsley
RELIANCE— Carlton Laboratories

List of BUYING

to

BISON — New
York Motion Picture Company
LUX— R. Prieur
SOLAX — Solax Company
THANHOUSER— Thanhouser Company
YANKEE— Yankee Film Co.

BISON— New York Motion Picture Company
POWERS— The Powers Company
THANHOUSER— Thanhouser Company
EVERY

a leg

PROGRAM

MONDAY

AMERICAN — American Film Manufacturing Company
ECLAIR— Eclair Film Company
IMP — Independent Moving Pictures Company
YANKEE— Yankee Film Company

have

Type

SATURDAY

CAPITAL— Capital Film Co.
GREAT NORTHERN— Great Northern Film Co.
ITALA — New York Motion Picture Company
POWERS— The Powers Company
RELIANCE— Carlton Laboratories

EXCHANGES,

February 25th, 1911
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A GOOD

THING, LIKE A GOOD STORY,
IS WORTH REPEATING.

l^

^
f ZZ^lj ween.

"A

MANLY

(RELEASED

MONDAY,

hvfJrJ£

-

MAN."
FEBRUARY

27.

"All the world loves a lover," and a manly man appeals to all that
is good in the most of us. A young civil engineer leaves his
heart in the States and goes to the Philippines on duty. He is loved
by a Filipino maiden, who nurses him hack to life and health when
he is stricken with a fever and is deserted by his American comrades. Out of gratitude he marries the native girl and when his
sweetheart arrives from America he chooses between love and duty
and is loyal to the faithful woman who has borne him a child — a
manly man of the right sort. The tropical settings are beautiful.
A strong drama with heart appeal, in which "Little Mary" appears
at her best in the role of the Filipino girl. By all means get this one.

"THE

**Salt Lake.

and be happy.

DYNAMITERS."

RELEASED

THURSDAY,

MARCH

2.)

A talking jag involves Jenkins, a clubman, in all sorts <>f difficulties. He becomes a labor agitator and is initiated into the
of a society of avengers. By lot he is chosen as the instrument td
right their wrongs by the bomb route. He staggers home with the
infernal machine and, sleeping off the debauch, finds himself with a
dangerous mission to perform. He tries to lnsc the annihilator, but
is unsuccessful, until an intelligent dog comes to his aid and solves
the difficulty in an unique manner. Here is a comedy your patrons
will surely enjoy.

S. P. Mace, Gem Theatre, Park
Rapids, Minn., Writes:"/ was up against it all the
time, but since I started with you
my business has almost doubled
and have a good hope to be a
These are the kind of letters I am
winner
this time."

"ARMY

MANEUVERS
(RELEASED

THURSDAY,

IN CUBA."
MARCH

2.)

This is an elaborate picture photographing the Cuban army in
holiday array in celebrating a fete-day anniversary. The native
soldiery passes in review before the superior officers and heads of
the administration, regiment after regiment, cavalry and artillery
wheeling into line, an imposing pageant, taken at Camp Columbia.
The picture is an intensely interesting one from a scenic as well as
an educational standpoint. Secure the "Army Maneuvers" by applying to your exchange early. It is a picture you can feature.

Independent Moving Pictures Co. of America
102 W. Wist St., N. Y. Carl Laemmle, Pres.
All "Imp" Films Sold Through the Sales Co.

getting
day after
day — —week
after
week — month
after month
for nearly
five years. Here's the reason. No
other concern in the film-renting
business delivers films in as GOOD
and CLEAN a condition as 1 do.
None lives up to promises as I do.
None are as painstaking. None as
prompt. None as ready to right a
wrong. In addition to all this, 1 am
the largest buyer of films. Is it any
wonder then that I am
The blegest and best film renter
In the world
SLIP

CARL

ME

A

LAEMMLE,

LKTTKIt

President

The Laemmle Film Service
196-198 Lake Street, Chicago
OTHER

Omaha, Neb.

OFFICES

Minneapolis, Minn.
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BEGINNING
WEDNESDAY,
MARCH
WE
WILL
RELEASE

.

I

8th

2-S©W-2
EVERY

WEEK

WEDNESDAY

and FRIDAY

You

Them— WHY

Eventually

Will

FRIDAY, FEB. 24th

Get

FRIDAY, MARCH

3rd

LOVE'S TEST
Drama

A COSTLY
PLEDQE
Comedy)

A most interesting and remarkable test of a woman'-,
■flection for her husband.

John Martin signs the pledge.
Waithim.
until you see what happens
to

NOT

NOW

WED., MARCH
OUT

OF THE

8th

ARCTIC

Drama

A

thrilling story of adventure in the far north.

S^laxf Company
147 Fourth Avenue

every fr,day

THE

NEW

WORLD'S

LUX

BEST— BAR

NONE

YORK

EVERY FR,DAY

FILMS

INDEPENDENT

EXHIBITORS

GEORGl WASHIN( i h>\" I HOI GH l" [NDEPEND1 NCI
WORTH FIGHTING FOR II- YOl cannot get it otherwise, we believe you ouj lit to fight for Lux every week. It will
l>.r you.
Released,

A CHILD'S

February

PRAYER

si i m iii it i- \(.i x ronracorsBfl uidvah

R.
East

A short, bustling corned)
change
the tean to laughtei
louslj funny.

thai will
Ridi* n-

A Split Reel of Quality and Variety for the Best Programs.

GETjLUX
lO

1911

MATILDA
CHASED
( OMIC
354

DRAMA
•\ hoi i dramatic, touching in its siiu«
plidty and directni
Will reach the
mnei mo i heai t i hords.

24th,

15tH

bbli um i

PRIEUR

Street

New

YorK

.City

11 IK
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GREAT

NORTHERN

SUPREME

IN ITS FIELD

Release for Saturday, February 18th,

THE LIFE OF A MUSCH1K
This film with the aid of an excellent plot gives a very clear conception of the
daily life of the oppressed Russian peasant.

THE FALSE ALARM
A Rattling Good Comedy

Film

Release for Saturday, February

25th,

His Great Duty
(Enacted by Actors of the Royal Theatre of Copenhagen)

A Magnificent Feature Production!
Gorgeous
Exquisite Tinting and Toning
Photography Clear as Crystal

SOLD ONLY THROUGH
SCENE

FROM

"HIS GREAT

SALES CO.

DUTY"

FILMS

ECLAIR
THE

Scene*!

FILMS

OF
RELEASE

PICTORIAL
OF MARCH

QUALITY

6th

"King Philip the 975FairFEETand the Templars"
A striking Drama of genuine interest. Perfectlj adapted, thoroughly well
interpreted and of unexcelled pictorial quality.

THE FILMS of PICTORIAL QUALITY, Combining PERFECT PHOTOGRAPHY with POPULAR PLAYS
NEW

YORK:

ECLAIR FILM COMPANY—

31 East 27th St.

CHICAGO:

35 East

Randolph St.
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"The Old Man and Jim"
Released,
Feb. 22nd,
Jas. Whitcomb Riley.

191 1.

WORLD

Author

your

"Stick
around"
exhibitors,
keep
fingers itchy for this reel of March

"A Western Girl's

"The Talk of the
Continent"

It is only occasionally that

Don't leave your exchangeman until you see his written

Choice"

you will see one of those noted
true western productions of
Frederic Remington, but this
reel contains dozens of them.

order for that film. By all
means
trons.

show it to your pa-

MARK

M. DINTENFASS,

Champion
Cen'l Mgr.

W. E. GREENE FILM
EXCHANGE, Inc.
The

Film Co.
12 East 15th St., New York City

1 itliS. So is Mot Air

p
Cheaeither,
)twantr ist<» give
7WebutVidon't
we want to give you
Samples of

Oldest
and
Largest
Independent
Film Exchange in New England

The House of Quality and Satisfaction
MR. EXHIBITOR :
If you are desirous o( finding out hotv to improve
your present service and increase your daily attendance
call and have a confidential cli. it with us. If you artunable to call, drop us a line.

W. E. Greene Film Exchange

Biographco-Carbons
Ar B"
If you are not already a user
you

become
one.
nd each Carbon
to In' genuine niii-^t be marked

Street,

Telephone

Boston, Mass.
37'.it Oxford

then

"ARCO-

B "

L. E. IRORUP

& CO.

.<»i t: iMi'nkiik's

INCORPORATED

228 Tremont

will

Hf.uK|u.ir t. 1 I t..i .ill kuul-

2.U-2J4

OreenWiCh

St..

.-t >. .11 km

New

York
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The Truth About the Pole
A SUPERB picture of thrilling dramatic
^^ interest, revealing heretofore undisclosed facts regarding the World Famous
Controversy, presented by a cast of
competent artists, with

Dr. Frederick A. Cooh
Himself

Playing

the

Leading

Role

Dr. Cook Says:
"The Moving Picture you
have made is a magnificent representation of accurate facts shown
in dramatic form, I consented
to personally appear in the picture
because it tells a story I want
every American to see. "
This picture has been the headliner this week at Hammerstein's Manhattan Opera House, the leading vaudeville theatre of the country and
has set New York agog.
Now Booking State Rights and Special Engagements
Magnificent Posters, Lobby Displays, and Literature Liberally Distributed
For Terms and Further Information Write or Wire

NORTH

POLE PICTURE CO.,

Flushing, New York

Moving' Picture World

THE WORLD

PHOTOGRAPHIC

PUBLISHING

COMPANY

- 125 E. 23d Street, NEW

(Beach Building)
SUBSCRIPTION:
ADVERTISING

$2.00 per year.

YORK

Telephone call. 1344 Gramercy

Post free in the United States, Mexico, Hawaii, Porto Rico
Canada $2.50. Foreign Countries, $3.00. Post Paid.

and the Philippine Islands

RATES:
Whole page, $60.00; half page, $3000; quarter page, $1500; eighth page, $7-50; one inch (3H »n.
wide), $300; one inch (2% in. wide), $2.00; classified (no display), 3 cents per word.
Time Discounts:
10% one months order, 15% six months, 20% twelve months.
WESTERN

OFFICE:

ISO Wa.hington Street, (Po.t Building, Chicago).

Telephone,

Main 3145.

Entered at the General Post Office in New York City as Second-Class Matter.
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Clouds in the Picture
We were talking moving picture making this week with
several men interested in the use of the camera out of
doors for scenic purposes. One of them showed us some
strips of films of open landscapes, with trees, cattle, rivers, etc. A noticeable quality in these films was the presence of strongly marked clouds. It is so rargly that we
see clouds in a moving picture, that we are moved to devote a short article to the subject.
Casting our memories back over the inspection of a
very large number of outdoor moving pictures, we hnd
that it is rarely, indeed that clouds are visible. There are,
of course, two reasons for this. First of them is, that the
clouds were not present in the sky when the pictures were
taken; the other is, of course, that if the clouds were present, they were not developed out of the negative film,
and therefore do not show in the positive.
Yet, how wonderfully beautiful clouds look in a moving picture when they are present! Let us consider the
analogous case of the still photograph. At one time, the
landscape photographer was content to have the sky part
of his photograph, represented by white paper. Nowaphotographer worth his salt takes or rather
prints a photograph from which the clouds are absent. If
he does not get the clouds in the negative, he prints them
in. Cloud negatives, we may say, are articles of commerce. The amateur photographer, especially, delights
in getting cloud effects in his photographs.
Now, you cannot very well print in clouds in a moving
:iicture. But if they are present in the sky, when the negitive is being exposed, there arc ways of making it tolertbly certain that clouds will develop up. The use of a
■ cry small stop in the lens is one way. This, as it were,
'rings the clouds into focus, and if a very small stop is
■ louds will probably develop up in the picture.
Then, there is another way.
You ran u <■ a yellow
creen in front of the lens. '1 he u e of the yell
■ to depre
the action of the blue of the sky on the film,
ind to let the yellow clouds affect the film,
1 he result in
levdoping being to make the picture in the cloud part
like bare white by introducing clouds in the
'roper place.
A third way is to use orthochromatic film an '
creen. This brings nut all the tone value in I

and the clouds, therefore, will be rendered in the negative. But the use of orthochromatized film and the yellow
screen, is not yet general in this country ; nor is it always
practicable, simply because the exposure is thereby slowed.
Again, if a screen be used on the plain Sim, it must be of
a very light tint otherwise it again will make the picture
underexposed. But it is probably done in parts of Europe, where the light is so actinic.
Then, again, a small stop is not always practical. Moving pictures require to be taken at comparatively great
rapidity. But there are times and circumstances when
either of these methods can be adopted. Anyhow they
are perfectly practicable. Above all things there are the
clouds in the sky and they look better in the picture than
bare film. Indeed, they go to make up a part of the picture.
have over and over again pleaded for the presentation of moving pictures in the most pictorial form,
we put in a plea to the photographers who are responsible for the [legal
ndeavor, when practicable, while taking outdoor scenes, to secure clouds in the
i studies by themselves in photographs
ting. Many of the great painters make the
clouds in their pictures almost the dominant
those pictures. They are things of beauty, and
ever. If they were more frequently present in moving
pictures, the latter, we think would still further progress
in public I
We believe that the French makers. •.!
pany and the GftUmont, use orthochromatijed films, and
• their cloud pictures.
those pictures are of Mich high

•

hronutic films,

look to v
In mai

. diluted
they

■

have

in

'.he film.
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"The Arctic Trust"

Dr. Cook in the Moving Picture
By Thomas Bedding, F. R. P. S.
This week at the Manhattan Opera House, West 34th
Street, New York City, Dr. F. A. Cook, whose name is
associated with polar exploration, is addressing large
vaudeville audiences. It is the fashion nowadays for
everybody who is anybody, or who has done things, or
nearly done things, to go into vaudeville. Mr. Morris,
of the American Music Hall, secured the Wellman Crew.
Mr. llammerstein has secured Dr. Cook. Wellman and
his party nearly crossed the Atlantic in their airship; Dr.
Cook, according to his unfriendly critics, nearly, but not
quite, got to the north polar axis.

J-$Li F i, .* i
Getting Possession of the Records.
The Doctor, when he made his appearance on the Manhattan stage, delivered a written address which might be
summed up as a somewhat caustic attack upon Mr. Peary
and his assistants in polar exploration, and the reiteration of his own belief and conviction that he discovered
the Pole. But of evidence and proofs, I am bound to say
the address was entirely deficient. It struck me, as a disinterested listener, that it has been the utterance of a
man who was laboring under some real or imaginary persecution, and who appealed to his audience to take his
word and to treat him with fair play. The Doctor was
applauded. He is not a particularly good or convincing
speaker; were it not that his name was associated with
polar discovery, alleged or otherwise, he would hardly
prove a drawing card in a vaudeville house.

Murphy is placed in possession of them. Mr. Whitney is
inclined to stand by Cook, but the wicked Commander of
the "Roosevelt" gets Whitney out of the way. And so
there, to this day, are the records of Dr. Cook in the hands
of his enemies. Still, virtue triumphs, for the concluding
part of the picture shows Dr. Cook actually at the Pole,
waving the Stars and Stripes, and surrounded by some of
his faithful esquimaux.
Of tory,
course
everybody
familiar
Dr. Cook's
after his
return tois the
UnitedwithStates
by way hisof
Copenhagen. Nothing was said, however, about this part
of the history by Dr. Cook in his address; nor was it
suggested in any of the pictures. The latter only concern us of the Moving Picture World. Certainly the
film is a very cleverly made-up one, well acted by the
wicked members of the trust, by Mr. Whitney, by Mr.
Murphy, by the Commander of the "Roosevelt" and by
the subordinate characters. One scene shows the interior of a bank at Tacoma, where Barril is bribed by a
handful of dollar bills to swear that Dr. Cook never
scaled Mt. McKinley. As I have said, the pictures are
very well made, though the rapidity with which some of
the photographs waltzed about the screen was a trifle
disconcerting.
Leaving the question whether Dr. Cook is or is not an
injured man and viewing the act, simply as an act, I
should say that it would vastly interest any audience. For
example: You have the picturesque personality of Dr.
Cook telling his own story, or just so much of it as he
could condense into a short address, and then you have
these pictures claiming to have historical accuracy.
Whether there is such a thing as an Arctic trust remains
to be proved. Whether the Commander of the "Roosevelt" and Mr. Murphy were the nefarious persons they
are represented to be is also open to discussion. In short,
whether this story of the Arctic trust and its misdoings
is true wholly or in part, is legitimately open to speculation. The fact remains that the audience at the Manhattan Opera House was much interested in Dr. Cook

But the principal part of Dr. Cook's act, if I may so
call it, consisted in the pictures — the moving pictures.
These, it is to be inferred, were made somewhere in the
neighborhood of New York City. They illustrated the
somewhat nefarious doings of a mysterious body, called
The Arctic Trust. Here is the story briefly told: The
Arctic Trust, consisting of a number of wise old gentlemen, gather that their little game is being menaced by Dr.
Cook. The trust's man, presumably Peary, hold a monopoly of polar exploration, and the credit and profit arising
therefrom. When the trust learns that Dr. Cook is about
to spoil that game, the trust — wicked person — resolves to
thwart him. So what does the trust do? By the instrumentality ofthe "Roosevelt," it obtains possession of
Dr. Cook's records in the hut at Etah. Cook is deprived
of the possession of these, and a minion of the trust called

The Arctic Trust in Session.
and the pictures illustrating his adventures and that
probably other audiences will show an equal amount of
interest in both the Doctor and the pictures.
The subject was well introduced by a brief address by
Wilbert Melville.
I note that the daily papers hardly
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treat Dr. Cook's appearance in vaudeville quite seriously. One of them unkindly refers to the pictures as depicting Dr. Cook's "alleged" adventures. Another paper,
the "New York Times," refers to Dr. Cook's claim as
the discoverer of the North Pole as having been found
to be "baseless." Nevertheless, with all this, after the
reception given to the Doctor and his pictures at the
Manhattan Opera House, there is still a great deal of
money in Dr. Cook, and I should think, a great deal of
money in these very cleverly made moving pictures of
his adventures.

Dr.

Cook

in Polar

Costume.

The pictures, it may be said were made by Mr. Wilbert
Melville, the well-known producer of the Solax Company. They are to be put on the market by the North Pole
Picture Company. Presumably at first, they will be
shown on the vaudeville circuit of the country, after which
State rights of them will be sold, so that they will find
their way into the ordinary moving picture houses, not
only of the United States, but all parts of the world.
In justice to Dr. Cook, it should be noted on his own
authority (1) : That he is not receiving payment for his
lectures at the Manhattan Opera House; (2) : That he,
himself, chooses the medium of the moving picture for
presenting his story to the public. It is his opinion that
the moving picture offers the best possible way of offsetting what he alleges to be his unfair treatment in the
newspapers. In conclusion from the point of view of the
moving picture theatre exhibitor, this film of the Arctic
Trust that has been woven around Dr. Cook's adventures,
will, in our opinion, prove a powerful attraction for a
long time to come.

The

Open Market

On all sides we hear just now remarks as to the imminent opening of the market in the business of moving picture making. Under present conditions, as the
intelligent reader 1 aware, the market on both sides of
it, is virtually closed to any would be new entrant into
t. Ordinarily speaking, there is no room on either the
Licensed or the Independent ide 1' n any new manufacturer. We say ordinarily peaking advisedly. And bj
that we mean that admission to either side can only be
obtained by means that are in th
lordinary.
I hat is to say, there mu 1 be pre; it weight of n ■ ■
p.reat ability in respect of the business, artistic ml tcchnditions to insun
feral articles have
"t late appeared both in our own pages and el
dealing with the bu ini
1 peel of the starting of a moving picture plant.
To cope with existing competition, a
greal deal of capital is required
l he bu in<

WORLD.
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rived at that pitch that it is quite useless for anybody,
unless having at command hundreds of thousands cf dollars, to think of starting in. Of course, we mean in respect of gaining a footing in the manufacturing field. At
a guess, we should say that it would cost an ambitious
manufacturer to-day, starting in afresh, at least $150,000 before he got his first picture on the screen. And
we assume that the quality of the latter would be in
quality equal to the best that has been up to the present
shown in the moving picture theatres in this country.
Economically, therefore, the open market is closed to
all, but those with well-lined wallets. Granting that man
and money are ready to enter the moving picture field,
what are the arguments for or against their admission?
Taking the latter first, the only objections that can be
urged against new competition are, namely, that the field
is already well equipped by existing manufacturers.
Qualitatively the existing manufacturers are quite competent to supply the demand ; therefore the admission of
new manufacturers would diminish the output of those
already in the game. The laws of supply and demand
govern this aspect of the situation.
So far, so good. But this aspect of the matter, in our
opinion, and in the opinion of many well-wishers of the
picture is of lesser importance. The arguments for the
admission of new manufacturers into the field are few,
but unanswerable. There are not enough good manufacturers ofmoving pictures to-day. We wish to discuss
this question in the broad, rather than in the partisan
spirit. The Moving Picture World, as we have said
times out of number, is not a partisan publication. If
we take the entire list of manufacturers of moving pictures in the United States and examine their claims to
presence in the business on the score of quality of product, we are forced to the conclusion that many of them
are not doing the picture justice. There are manufacturers on the Licensed side who, if they had to depend
upon quality alone, for the sale of their films, would be
out of business in a very few weeks. Everybody knows
this ; everybody is saying so. The same observation applies to the Independent side. On that side of the business, there are even a greater number of manufacturers
whose products are so mediocre that they do not, can not
and could not, make their way onto the moving picture
screen by sheer force of merit. On the one side, the organization of the Patents Company ; on the other, that
of the Sales Company, assures sales for pictures which
are notoriously not good enough for public exhibition in
the present stage of iu«>ving picture manufacturing.
Here then, to our minds, lies the Iti
argument for the opening of the market t
tures by whomsoever made.
It is, in fact, as the Moving
Pi< ruKE World poiute I out ovei
tion of quality.
If, the:'
market by the ad
'• manufacture!
pictures are of a quality I
that are offered through the two
1 us that the gi •
ened.
'1 lie open market
the business as a whole.
I 1(!C

V.

indicate, if not exactly th

■

gence and . ith existing manufai tut
fore, that
.irkct for the n
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Lassoing Wild Animals in Africa
The Famous

Buffalo Jones Pictures

WHEN
the Roosevelt pictures were released, the demand
for them, the reader will perhaps remember, was very
great indeed. It amounted to a wild clamor for that
popular subject. But it seems that alter the clamor was over
and the exhibitors had been given their chance to exhibit those
reels, there was great disappointment felt by many exhibitors
throughout the land. Many oi them frankly expressed their
disappointment through these columns, and some went so far as
to call the Roosevelt series a lemon of very choice vintage. The
Moving Picture World, and numbers of exhibitors, held the opposite view; that the Roosevelt pictures were a remarkable series
of pictures, all things considered, by which we mean, of course,
the difficulty of making negatives in the heart of Africa
under the most adverse conditions, but what the moving
picture man sees in a picture
the audience sometimes does
not.
Ever since the Roosevelt
pictures (and the imitation
Roosevelt pictures) were
shown, exhibitors all over the
land have been very skeptical
about hunting pictures; especially anything that claims to
be an African hunting picture.
They were so disappointed
with the Roosevelt pictures
that they have looked with
suspicion ever since upon anything of the kind pertaining to
Africa. This is a very regretable state of affairs, because itis responsible for putting adamper upon the efforts
of a very worthy man, and one
of the greatest hunters the
world has ever known. In
other words. Buffalo Jones is
really the man to suffer for the
disappointment caused by the
Roosevelt reels. Exhibitors
have been very backward in
booking the Buffalo Jones
reels, and in so doing they are
missing, without exception, the
greatest hunting pictures that
the world has ever seen.
Between the Roosevelt pictures and the Buffalo Jones
pictures, there is as much difference as there is between day
and night, the difference being
in favor of the latter. Or.
better still, to use Colonel
Roosevelt's own words, the exploits of Buffalo Jones make his
own efforts look like "thirty cents," and we, who write this article,
do not
see least.
where we can improve upon Colonel Roosevelt's opinion in the
We journeyed one evening this week to the Pastime Theater
at no Fifth Avenue, New York City, which was the first house
in New York City to show the pictures. The manager, Mr.
Samuel H. Tngter, was the first exhibitor who had the courage
to book the reels without seeing them. His pleased face at the
end of the evening was the best indication of their merit. As
Mr. Tngter remarked to us: "I took the picture on that long
chance. Sunday was the release day, and nobody wanted it uniil
I came along and took it the following Wednesday. I can only
say that it is the most remarkable picture that I ever saw in my
life, I can scarcely believe even now that such a thing is possible. Anything that I can say further in praise of the Buffalo
Jones pictures, I would gladly say it. The pictures are better in
every way than the Roosevelt pictures.
The photography,

onThetheexcitement
whole, at
is times
excellent,
clear,
distinct."
is almost
hair bright
raising, and
as these
three
American cowboys perform their wonderful stunts with the
lasso; especially the taking of the lioness and the rhino. Those
of our readers who exhibited the Roosevelt pictures realized that
in that series the Colonel himself was the only real feature. We
never got a glimpse of the Colonel shooting an animal; nor did
we get a look at any of his animals until they were dead. Roosevelt himself was really the only attraction to the picture. Without him, there would have been a riot if any one had dared to
show the picture. But in this picture of Buffalo Jones, we see
the animals captured right out in the open in good sunlight, and
there is absolutely no chance of
a fake.
These reels have been condensed into 2,000 feet of interesting film from the original
9,000 feet that were developed
and brought to this country.
The best parts only have been
taken to make up the picture,
and, on the whole, it is very
satisfactory and the photograa hundred
per Roosevelt
cent, betterphy isthan
that of the
series, which was taken by the
same
photographer,
Mr.
Cherry
Kearton.
For the benefit of our readers who are interested in showing this picture, we will give
the scenes in detail, describing
them impartially and exactly
ever.they appeared, without any
as
attempt at exaggeration whatPart I.
Scene 1. — Expedition Starting from Narobi, British East
Africa, for the March to the
wB
I| \vV«^

ParHunting
AfricanBullock
Several
ties;
Several
Wagons,
ing
boys,
ColonelCoun
Charles
Jones
try, J.Show
CowAmerican
an(* ^e
GameThree
and
the
Messrs. Means and
Loveless. Loveless was the
lariat expert of the three;
Means was the man of iron
nerve who stalked the game,
and Buffalo Jones, the brains
of the expedition, and who laid
out the plan of attack and dicompletion.rectedWeit through
see these tothree
men
in the first scene riding abreast through the streets of Narobi on
their trusted American horses, eeading into the big game counAmerican dogs. They ride directly by the camera in close focus,
and this first scene received genuine cheers of enthusiasm from
young Americans and red-blooded adults present, who dearly
love the American cowboy.
Scene 2. — Ox Team Crossing a Drift, or a dried river bed.
Much of the paraphernalia was carried in bullock wagons, drawn
by zebus. Much of the paraphernalia used by Colonel Jones in
this expedition was the same as that used by Colonel Roosevelt
before him. There are no roads ldventurers sitting down to their
try, and get a good idea in this second scene of the difficulty of
transporting baggage overland to the interior.
Scene 3. — Camp scenes in the big-game country, showing the
dinner table, and the American a scorted by their large pack of
dinner.

IvVi^^H
!Big

Scene 4—7 Lassoing a Wart-Hog or Wild Boar. This animal is
about the size of a large pig, but a very dangerous animal, with
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tusks as sharp as bayonets and capable of disemboweling a horse
at one stroke. We see a good clean piece of rope work in this
picture, and also see Mr. Wart-Hog dragged along and thoroughly roped before being turned loose.
Scene 5. — Capturing Hartebeests, an old one and a young one.
The Hartebeest is supposed to be the swiftest animal in the
world, but, according to Buffalo Jones, there is no animal that
can outrun a fleet American race horse. At the beginning of the
picture we see the Hartebeests running, and they go so fast that,
they look like a lot of rubber balls bouncing along. The roping
of these two antelopes is a clean, scientific piece of work that
shows very clearly.
Scene 6. — Bucking Broncho and Eland. This scene furnishes
a little comedy. After the Eland had been roped and tied to the
saddle of the broncho, the broncho got frightened and began to
buck. The way Mr. Broncho bucks is certainly refreshing, but
it is not enjoyed by the poor Eland, who is helpless at the other
end of the rope and is being jerked about by the bucking broncho
in a very uncomfortable
Scene 7 —Giraffe Lassoed
for the First Time. We see
the giraffe trying to make
a get-away before he is
roped. Then we see him
roped and tied to a tre£.
Later he is turned loose, as
are all the animals caught
Jones, and makes
another very fast get-away.
Scene 8. — L a s s 0 i n g a
Rhinoceros.
This
picture
is more exciting than any
bull-fight scene that ever occur ed. Itmay be that an
angry bull can kill a man
or horse just as dead as a
rhino can do it. but it
« ms possible.
There is something so fearful about a charging rhinoceros on
that itend
makes
hair stand
whenone's
he
- ning at full speed.
Our good American
cowboys in this scene resemble
loi in a bull-fight,
in their hair-breadth
es•n the onrushes of
1 rhino.
Little
by little we see .his legs
tangled in ropes, and the
ling by the tree hauling in the -lack as the
I his is one of the most thrill
in the picture.
Sctne 9.— Sports In Camp to Celebrate the Capture of the
Rhinoceros.
In this picture we see the n
and showing oth< 1
brate the prowess of the great Buffalo Jones, who by this time
has become an immortal in their eyes By thil '
has gone far and wide amongst the natives of the darl
and he is indeed looked upon as a superman
There is some
comedy in this picture, as we observe the 1 iwboys riding the
African
oxen, towhich
someAmerican
"buck< rs"hunters,
them* and w<
natives like
imitatearc the
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-fit *
Scene 1. — Zebras lassoed and ridden by a cowboy two minutes
after capture, a very clever piece of work, plainly visible and well
photographed.
Scene 2. — Capture of a Serval Cat, a large and dangerous sort
of wildcat. This is perhaps the cleanest exhibition of roping in
the series. We get an excellent view of pursuer and animal We
see the rope plainly as it goes through the air, settling directly
over Mr. Serval Cat We see him when he gets at his rope's
end, and his hind feet go up in the air, tied together with infallable accuracy by Mr. Loveless, one of the truest lariat
throwers the world has ever known. You may talk about your
Christy Mathewsons and Russel Fords, and others whose reputations are based upon accuracy of throwing, but if you do not say
that saw
the lariat
of Mr.'
is the
greatest
thing you
ever
in the work
throwing
line,Loveless
we are very
much
mistaken.
. ;:ne. We see the
Cbeeta roped first by one
leg and
then
another until he is allby snarled
up.
showing
how witho
a wildI animal
is handled
Mr. Cheeta is can
.liter the
line.
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'•
:rs until
she finally loses her nerve
:t." and

never for one moment <Joes
she get a chance I
one— but she comes mighty
.1 couple of times.
One
lariat- of a tree,
over ofthethebranch
when the time comes for
landing.
Thev enter the tall grass and catch her by one of the
•1 the other end of the lasso then pull her
o\er the tl
- «nll be seen in the
D at her. until all
of her feet are ICCUI
iv of muzzling a I
Scene 6— Sledy:

of them trying to ride the bucking zebus and the manner in
which some of them hit the ground is
Scene 10— The reel ends with a camp fire at night
dance by the natives. They dance all night round this fire single endless melancholy chant, which must be put in
drink, but •■

.
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Philadelphia Review
By G. P. Von Harleman.

The Nixon Theater, 5-id and Market Streets, is without
comparison the most elaborate ten, twenty, and thirty-cent
house in Philadelphia. The Nixon was opened Nov. 21, at an
approximate cost of a quarter of a million dollars. The
theater is operated by the Greater Philadelphia Amusement
Company, Fred G. Nixon-Nirdlinger and Thomas M. Love,
managers. The Nixon is an imposing structure of a real
pleasing design built by John D. Allen, architect, and Raymond Raft, contractor. The house has a seating capacity of
nineteen hundred and is absolutely fireproof. The equipment
is most luxurious all through, and no cost seems to have
been spared in making the theater as attractive, commodious,
and modernized as possible.
A most distinguishing feature

I didn't have the opportunity to see the pictures, but 1
was informed by other parties that it would be an insult to the
moving picture business to call the Nixon a moving picture
theater. Kindly remember, Mr. ten, twenty, and thirty-cent
vaudeville manager, that the moving picture was the creator of the ten, twenty-cent house, and that the low-priced
vaudeville of old was a very shabby affair. There is absolutely no decline in the public's interest in the moving pictures, for the time present, and the silent drama is just as
popular as ever, and a very large majority of theatergoing
people will favor the vaudeville theater that shows the best
pictures. The exhibitors in the neighborhood are very much
pleased
the attitude of the Nixon in regard to the pickilling.tureswith
and profit by a competition that otherwise should be
Across the street from the Nixon is a curious little playhouse— "The Midget Bijou." J. A. Shoneman is proprietor
and manager. Mr. Shoneman does not like strangers that
come in and ask particulars in regard to his place. Even
under the cloak of the Moving Picture World might hide
the pestering agent for a film service, that always will offer
tu cut his competitors' rate, no matter how many times it has
been cut before. This practice is the curse of the business
for exchanges as well as exhibitor. Sometimes a film renter
will almost give his service away for the satisfaction of "cutting the throat" of a competitor, but generally the exchange
will try to get even on the commercial run with a customer
that won'tmercial pay
a fairrenter
price makes
for his his
service.
the quite
comrun a film
money.It isIt ontakes
a few trips for the first run reel before it pays expenses, but
when it gets a few months old and down on the 50 cent scale
every round it makes with a few hundred other brothers in
toil is all velvet to the film renter. There are many kinds
of commercial stuff; from the youngster of four weeks to
the patriarch of so many years — reels that used to be all
rainstorms but now in the days of expert film renovating
are merely faded photographs of irregular relation to the
supposed subject. This kind of junk generally is the bargain
for the exhibitor that's only looking out for a cheap film service. His patrons usually don't appreciate any bargains and
sooner or later it will be the "to rent" sign on the battlefield
of misplaced economy. If other exhibitors would follow Mr.
Shoneman's suit, and stick to the exchange that is trying
to give them a fair service, at a fair price they would do
much better than fall for every solicitor that comes along
and bids for a "two-spot" less.
When Mr. Shoneman perceived that the humble representative ofthe World had no design whatever on his film service, he became the most engaging and accomodating gentleman. We walked all over the place and had quite a little talk —
Mr. Shoneman and I. Mr. Shoneman is quite a picture enthusiast and strong believer in the value of the motion pictures
as an attraction. "Couldn't pay me a thousand dollars to put
on any vaudeville," he said. "Five-cent theatres can't afford it.
If I was going to make any alterations at all in my program
it would be more pictures. I used to run vaudeville, though,
when I first opened this place three years ago, and I declare
it was something unique — midgets, all kinds of midgets,
and midget vaudeville. People were crazy about it at first
and I kept it up as long as they wo lid stand for it;
now I do not even run an illustrated song, pictures and
pictures
and want
as good
obtainable.
That's
what
my only,
patrons
and pictures
I have asmy arelittle
place crowded

Exterior

Nixon's

Theatre,

Philadelphia.

is the arrangement of the amphitheater, which has considerable incline, giving full justice to any seat in the house.
There is also an exceptionally large and attractive lobby. I
had the pleasure to meet Mr. J. J. Leopold, business manager,
a very pleasant gentleman who showed me all over the place
and also gave me a few facts in regard to the management
of the house. The Nixon features the vaudeville and the
attractions are booked on their own circuit. The NixonNirdlinger Circuit — embracing a number of theaters, four of
which are in the city of Philadelphia. "We run six acts of
vaudeville," said Mr. Leopold, "and open and close with pictures." Many of our attractions are from the American
Music Hal, of New York City, and we pay as high as a thousand dollars for a feature act. This week we have among
other attractions 'Nana' — the famous dancer — and next week
we have other acts of international prominence. We don't
feature the picture, and don't call our place a picture theater."

allThe
the Midget
time." Bijou is a solid brick and concreate buildiing
absolutely fireproof, with iron beams across the ceiling strong
enough to hold a ten-story building. The little theatre costs
about $12,000 and is very neat and thoroughly equipped,
having a seating capacity of 277. The ushers were dressed
in gold-braided uniforms, and the general appearance and
management of the place gave the most favorable impression. The pictures were well projected and accompanied
by suitable music.
There was one thing I missed however, and I told Mr.
Shoneman so — the sound effects to the pictures. To get a full
set of appropriate sound effects is only a small item of
expense, and it certainly gives a realistic touch to the
photoplay if intelligently manipulated. A feature of the
Midget Bijou, I think, is the double lighting system for the
auditorium: should a fuse blow and the lamps on the lighting
circuit go out, all the manager has to do is to turn a switch
that will instantly light a reserve set of gas burners mounted ;
in the same fixtures.
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My next house of inquisitive pursuit was the Fifty-second
Street Theatre. The building is of unfinished brick, with
white trimmings, and outside of the theatre also embracing
a dance hall and pool room. The auditorium seats a thousand
and i- a very barn-like affair of absolutely no design. A very
peculiar arrangement was the asbestos operating booth, that
«a, -u-pended in the air, presumably fastened to the ceiling
and the wall behind. The auditorium is well inclined, giving
full advantage to every seat and no posts to obstruct the
view. There was a first run Biograph on and it was admiringly projected. The machine used was a Motiograph and I
was informed by the management that particular -tres- was
laid on exhibiting a good picture. The film service is furnished by the Electric Theatre Supply Company, and five
vaudeville by Chas. G. Krauss, local representative for the United Booking Offices. The Fifty-second
Street Theatre was opened on June, 1910, and is operated by
the Fifty-second Street Theatre Company. Mr. John L.
Barrett is the president. The theatre has fifteen exits which
should be appreciated in case of panic.
The Lincoln Theater at Forty-ninth and Woodland avenue
is the latest amusement
enterprise in West
Philadelphia.
The theater was opened Monday, February 6th. at a cost of
. iie house ha- a seating capacity of 1,000 and quite
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France <<r Switzerland.
The pic
projected
and supported by appropriate music and sound effects.
Mr
Bradfield told me the hou-e was catering to the
of patronage, and the big majority were steady cusl
friends of the moving picture-, mi the office buildings around.
The Family runs twi
licensed films furnished by The Electric Theater Sup]
pany; also illustrated songs. Xo vaudeville whatever. In fact,
none of the rive-cent theaters on Market Street. I am glad to
state, u-es any vaudeville; some houses not even illustrated
songs.
The Bijou Dream is an Independent house, a :
from The Family, and operated by Mes-rs. Beavers
and son). I had the pleasure to meet Mr. Beavers. Jr. — a very
plea-ant and congenial young fellow.
Mr Beavei
autoimatic safety theater of Philadelphia.
In case of accident
in the operating booth, or panic of any kind, there are a
number of switches all along the walls of the auditorium in
reach of anybody.
A turn of a switch will instantly throw off
the projecting current, turn on the house lights and automatically open the exit door-.
The projecting machine cannot be
started before the switch i- turned on again. It is unnece-sary to comment on the merits of such an invention, and exhibitors will be glad to hear that Mr. Beaver intends to in-
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From a study of the position of the moving picture in the educational world to-day, as far as particulars may be gleaned from
newspapers and magazines, it is apparent that the cinematograph has already become an established factor as an instrument
of necessary value in teaching. In the Western parts of the
United States and in Australia, there is (judging from their
newspapers) already a well defined plan for using the illustrative film in every department of study to which it is applicable.
It is interesting to note that in these sections, where the cinematograph isthus leading the way, there is great proof of its
peculiar adaptability in supplying many of the features of educational work, possible only in the more populous portions of
the country, where a larger number of teachers and a more
varied curriculum is obtainable. In exactly the same way in
which many of these extensive communities have been able to
jump privilege
from* the ofoil gas,
lamp soto the
light, never
havingprimitive
known
the
theyelectric
pass from
the more
country school methods to the use of the greatest scientific
agency of the age.
It is very interesting when reading the opinions of the press
and the published reports of school authorities, to note the many
and varied ideas as to just where and how the moving picture
can best be applied in general school work. In some instances
a beginning in the kindergarten stages is advocated, in others
the fourth grade is considered early enough ; while others would
defer its uses to the manual training and high schools. If,
judging from these suggestions, the moving picture is adaptable
to each grade, why debate where to begin its use? The cinematograph istoo important to be a "pet scheme" or "hobby"
of any particular man or men. There is no doubt it will begin
at the bottom, or very foundation of all educational work, and,
continuing through all stages to the topmost heights, will know
no stopping place, but will be universal in its scope of illustrative advantages.
Another interesting discussion is going on as to the subjects
for which the cinematograph is most immediately adaptive, history, geography, mechanical and scientific subjects are each
given preference: here, again, it should be protested that time is
wasted in localizing the scope and application of the moving picture. The cinematograph is too big to be either specialized or
classified, it holds within itself the power to cover any range
and will be able to do anything usually done by blackboard, stereopticon or any other method or combination of methods.
It is not prophesying to predict the effect of any cause any
more than to say that nature will flourish under the sun's
power, knowledge will increase and grow wherever the light of
the cinematograph carries upon its rays that which the human
eye can receive irrespective of age or subject.
AN ENGLISH

TRIBUTE TO THE CINEMATOGRAPH
IN-THE UNITED STATES.

The "Bioscope," one of the leading English papers devoted to
the moving picture, is weekly publishing a series of articles entitled "Education by Cinematograph." While these articles are
ably written and very thorough, thev ;ire. nerhaps, too minute
in detail, covering more ground than is actually necessary, unless
intended as a "course of instruction" to educational authorities,
in which case they may be very useful. It is especially worthy
of note, that the writer of these articles, in advocating a more
thorough use of ehe cinematograph in the English schools,
declares it a? neces-arv if they intend "to keep pace with our
enlightened neighbors on the other side of the water," meaning, of course, the United States. It is interesting to note
that The Moving Picture World seems to have been the first
devoted t" cinematography to press the claim of education upon
its readers, and through them to the world at large; there is
no doubt we are hut on the fringe of a great work in thisparticular branch of learning.

EDUCATION BY MACHINE.
Machinery is going to do everything except think. It seems
as though the time was rapidly drawing near when the mind
of man will alone be left to him free from mechanical harness.
In a recent publication there appears the suggestion that "as
long as new apparatuses are being invented every day those who
like to imagine what the future will bring forth can finish the
imaginary picture of machine education!" Another authority
that "it begins to look as if the schools of the future
may change their text books into machines." That these
views are not too extreme may be gathered from the fact that
music and languages are often taught by aid of the phonograph,
and while it is unreasonable to suppose the passing of the
human teacher, it is, nevertheless, true we are rapidly passing
into an age when teaching will be largely aided by the splendid
inventions of the times, of which, perhaps, the last and greatest of them all is the cinematograph.
DIFFICULTIES.
Already difficulties are appearing in the path of progress, educational demands are ahead of the supplies, school authorities,
wishing to use the moving pictures, are already complaining
both of the lack of films of those subjects already advertised,
as also the lack of proper films in subjects supposedly ready for
school work. Difficulties exist only to be overcome: it seems,
however, that educational cinematography will have to be a
special branch of the film manufacturer's are. Large firm> exist
for the sole purpose of supplying schools with all the necessary
present-day text books and appliances. In New York a large
and prosperous firm has for years devoted itself to educational
stereopticon work, but at present no firm has come to the front
to fill this great demand for educational films. Almost all film
makers are "dabbling" in the required films: some might with
advantage continue, and others, with equal advantage, might
stop just where they are; there is no doubt that this is a field
in itself, deserving to he well and worthily filled. Any firm
devoting
itself to profitable,
these requirement*
will." whileto provinar
the
same
commercially
become benefactors
the coming
generation.
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The world moves! The world is a picture, therefore every
portion of the world is a moving, living picture, people travel
about and around the world to see its great changes, its scenery
and its people. In like manner people are now going to the
moving pictures: not aimlessly as of yore, but with a definite
purpose and with positive expectations. The public at large
has been educated and there are few indeed who do not now
understand many of the intricacies of the new art of cinematography even to the extent of a fair and capable criticism : one
has only to listen to the comments audible in any moving picture
theater to become convinced that people have an intelligent
conception of that which is brought before them, and a former
state of open-mouthed wonder has become the present state
of practical and artistic comprehension. This argues well for
the future, as people ask for what thev want and usually get
whatactual
they and
ask thorough
for. At experience
the presentthat
timethethedemand
writer isfinds
an
greatfrom'
for
solid non-frivolous plays, an entire elimination of the dime
novel series or the penny dreadfuls: religious and serious subjects are eagerly anticipated and well received; intelligent comics, funny without being foolish, lively without being ridiculous,
as genuine amusement given. Another interesting feature lies
with the children and young people who are true and interesting
gauges of any exhibition, so that exhibition can learn much
from the opinion of their young patrons. The writer contended
through these columns some months ago, that a moral crusade
or manufactured censorship was not necessary to derive out
anything objectionable among moving pictures ; believing that
a cultured public would prove equal to the task ; that this has
proved to he the case is now an established fact, so that "all
along the line" there is a decided advance in the "taste and
fancy" of a liberal public patronage.
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A. D. R, Philadelphia, Pa., says: "Kindly send me list of
dramatic and other music. I am thinking of getting a player
piano and want to look up about music first. Any advice you
can offer will be thankfully received."
al instruments are advertised in these pages. A
letter to the manufacturers would undoubtedly bring you all the
information you want in regard to the matter. Perhaps some of
the many managers who are using player pianos or other kinds of
mechanical music can give you some pointers out of their own
experience
A list of the required music has been sent.
Miss G. B., Neenah, Wis.: "I have been reading your articles
in the Moving Picture World with much interest. Will you
kindly send me a list of 'Hurries' and other dramatic music?"
The request has been complied with.
A breezy letter, signed J. R. Westgate (no address given) says
in part : "1 have been traveling around considerably of late,
and never fail to take in the musing pictures when the opportu
nity offers itself. The different methods of playing to the pictures used in houses employing good and passable music is interesting, to say the least. Some (especially orchestras) play a
programme regardless of the pictures. Others try to
fit the picture only in spots— that is, where the dramatic situations are very pronounced Others, again, work up the dramatic
pictures only and play nothing in the comedies. (I should think
the picture would fall rather flat. C. E. S.) Although I like
orchestra music in pictures when it is played as it should be, I
found that on the average the best 'working up' of pictures was
done in houses employing piano, or piano and drums only. Now,
I am an orchestra musician, though not a professional, and
though I have never played in a picture house I don't see why
an orchestra should not give as satisfactory a performance as
the piano player, providing the members thereof will only take
the same pains as the aforesaid piano player. Can'l
something to stir them up?"
I think our correspondent has hit the nail right on the head
when he said: "If they will only take the same pains as the
aforesaid piano player."
This is not the first report I have heard
in substantiation of the above complaint.
It is very evident that
the "aforesaids" are taking the mosl pains and getting the results.
too. This emphatically is not as it should be.
I am also an advocate of the orchestra in the picture house when "it
should."
There is no question
that a pianist, if be knows his
business, can follow all the movements ><i a pictun
than can an orchestra.
It is more flexible, in that lie has only
his own mood to follow, and is not handicapped by having t« >
drag around
the weight of a number of others
who depend
on the leader for every
change
or shade.
This often entails
Stops and "breaks" in the music which the piano playei i
guilty of
Definite
in the music are apt to let
ill down in the particular spot where it should be
nd it is probably to avoid this that some work up their
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experience.
And there is a "routine" burn only of which is just as essential in this business as in any other
Heretofore, the better class of orchestral players have regarded picture work as a rather trivial affair— something quite
dignity— and
when
an occasional
engagement
did come
their
way thought a concert programme the only t!
talents.
They are waking up to the fact here and there that it
really requires some talent to properly accompany a picture, and
that it is worth all the care and thought the>
However, the game hasn't reached its full developu..
and there is no telling what the future has u
am optimistic enough to believe that the next few years will
bring some remarkable changes for the better— and "the aforesaid piano player" is going to be largely instrumental in bringing it about.
The "themetic" proposition again. Roy C. writes: "]
reading your letters with much more interest,
word regarding the themetic system, as proposed b\ P. C. H.
Hummel.
My experience is that you cannot often work up a picture in that way.
Maybe I am at fault, but it seems that most of
the pictures
I get do not permit of anv one recurrent theme
which you can give to each character and pi...
she appears, as the situations are apt to vary so mr.
not tit. in nine cases out of ten
situations instead of to the characters, and n
satisfactorily.
At least, it does so in my case.
Perh^
not got the right idea in this matter, and if so I should be glad
to have you show me where I am wrong."
Candidly, that is about my experience, too. I have I
mg along the "central theme" idea, which 1 believe is
the same thing; that is, it differs in details. The s:
gives the idea of the char
Sometimes the leading character may furnish the ke%.
then it is their situations which real
are following along the lines which I have advocated
beginning
First, find the motive, or central idea of the storv.
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The Mercury
Arc Rectifier
Henry Phelps Gage, Ithaca, N. Y.
often ask, "Why does direct current
better current
light than
alternating
or "They
have only nch
alternating
m our
city, I amcurrent?"
not satisfied
with
the results and the current bills are very high, what is the best
I can do with it?" Recently I went to Schenectady to watch
some tests the General Electric Company were making on their
new mercury arc rectifier to answer these questions.
Everybody knows that in showing moving pictures it is necessary to have a very bright light, and that the arc lamp is the only
one which is bright enough to give good results in a large hall.
In general, to get a 15-foot picture, which would do for a 75-foot
room, would require about 3.000 candle power. Our problem
then is to get this 3,000 candle power as cheaply as possible.
Using alternating current in the usual type of lamp it would take
40 amperes, but if we could have direct current it would take
only 12 amperes to get the same light. Now, as far as the light
goes, it does not make much difference whether we get this direct
current from a dynamo or whether we get it from a mercury
arc rectifier.
Without saying more in a general way, I will tell what tests
were made by the General Electric Company and what they show.
The candle power of various arc lamps was measured in the direction of the axis of the lantern; that is, towards the screen.
First, an alternating current lamp with 5^-inch cored carbons,
such as are used in most moving picture outfits, was tested with
currents from 20 to 60 amperes (Fig. 1).

In Fig. 7 the bottom curve shows the power drawn from the
line with alternating current and resistance. The next, when
using direct current 110 volts and resistance. The third alternating current and an economy transformer. The fourth alternating supply and the mercury arc rectifier. The top curve
shows the power consumed at the arc with direct current and
shows what might be done if we had apparatus which was 100
per cent, efficient.
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Figs. 1-2-3-4- Arrangement of lamp electrodes.
Second, the same kind of lamp except that direct current was
used. The upper carbon was positive. Great care was used to
hold the position of the carbons as is shown (in Fig. 2), so the
crater or bright spot faced in the direction of the screen. This
is the best way to operate a direct current lamp because it gives
the most light. If the arc is too short the lower carbon shades
part of the crater and a good deal of light is lost.
Third, the same as 2, except that direct current was supplied
by a mercury arc rectifier.
Measurements were also made on a "right angle
arc lamp.
The lamp shown in Fig. 4 is often used for alternating current,
but no tests were made with it.
Results.
The results of these experiments are given in the tables below
and also in the form of curves. The tables show the current
used, the kilowatts drawn from a no-volt line, and the candle
power of the arc. The curves show the same thing graphically.
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Fig. 5 — Relation between Current and
Light in Inclined Electrode Lamp.
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Fig. 6— Relation
between Current and
Light in Right Angle Lamp.

Fig. 5 shows the candle power with different currents and the
usual arrangement of inclined carbons. Fig. 6 is the same thing
for the from
"righttheangle"
lamp.
Figs.candle
6 and powers.
7 show the kilowatts
drawn
line for
different

The cost of operating the lamp depends not upon the current
(amperes) used, but on the power (kilowatts) drawn from the
line. Let us look at Fig. 7 and see how much it will cost to get
the 3,000 candle power necessary for a good picture, supposing
the price of electricity to be 10 cents *a* kilowatt-hour. If we use
alternating current and a resistance
+ % frame, it will take 5 kilowatts and cost 50 cents an hour. If we use alternating current
with an economy transformer, it will take 1.4 kilowatts and cost
14 cents an hour. Direct current will cost the same. If we use
a mercury arc rectifier connected to an alternating current supply we will need only 1.1 kilowatts and it will cost II cents an
hour, a saving of 3 cents an hour or 25 per cent, over any other
kind of device.
Watching the behavior of the arc while making these tests
showed that the direct current arc
J* (using rectifier or dynamo)
gave a much steadier light than the alternating current arc.
With alternating current the carbons are held close together and
the lower carbon often casts a shadow.
With direct current the
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Fig. 8-Relation between power
and light in right
angle consumption
lamp.
carbons can be held apart as in Fig. 2, so the lower carbon casts
no shadow at all. Moreover, as is seen in Fig. 5, one can get
more light from direct current than from alternating. An arc
lamp will not work well on more thanji40 amperes, so if we push
the lamp to its limit we can get 12.000 candle power with direct
current and only about 4,000 candle power with alternating
current.
The General Electric Company has been to considerable trouble
and expense to make these tests, a fuller account of which will
be found in the Electrical World, October 13, igio, under "Arc
Lamps
World. for Projection." The cuts were loaned by the Electrical
Summary.
Direct current gives a much steadier light than alternating
current.
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When only alternating current is to be had, direct current can
be gotten from it by the use of a mercury arc rectifier.
The cost of current may be reduced by using an economy transformer in place of resistance, or, better yet, by using a mercury
arc rectifier.
Table

I

Amperes.
20

Alternating Current, Inclined Carbons.
Line kilowatts with
.83
Transformer
Resistance. 96% 1.13
efficient.
Candle Power.
620
2.2
.58
44
6.6

1330
1,700

2.00

30 volts at the arc.

4,650
Carbons.

50 volts at the arc.
Table II.
Direct Clkkent, I clined Carbon.
Candle Power.
Amperes.
Line Kilowatts.
3.490
8,750
12,350
4,000
volts at the arc.
Right-Angle

Carboi

56 volts at the arc.
Table III.

Rectifier, Inclined Carbons.
Candle
Power.
Amperes at Arc. Line Kilowatts.
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A> a member
of the Kansas
Legislature
I have had an
"pportunity
to observe
one of these bills and en<
a copy of the bill as it wa- presented and a- it was finally
passed, after 1 had succeeded in getting it amended, and it
may pa-- the other body in this way.
The trouble is that the moving picture i- not ui
by the public in general and sometimes not by the manager
of the picture -how. Few of them realize that whei
moral lesson 1- produced right and wrong must
tra-ted. that the stronger the wrong 1- depicted tl •
411
the
right was
will but
stand
out argument
in contrast
herewith.
There
little
on the
floor of' the House
during the passage 01 the bill. I make a good, strong plea
for the working
man'- theatre,
poor ofman'-how,
succeeded
in convincing
even the the
author
the bill
that and
he
was working serious mju-tice upon those who wanted to be
fair with the public, and wanted to do good rather than
injury to the children who patronized their -how- A- the
bill now stands any burden that it may bear i- shifted from
the little operator of the show to the film manufacturer
through his rental agency where any blame, if blame there
be, belongs. The enforcement of the law is placed in the
hand- of the city mayor where he can meet local conditions
as he may see tit, as there are occasional managers who do
need suppression on general principles, and tlie law cue- the
mayor of the town sufficient authority to close a -how that
is not properly operated.
1 hope to see the day when moving picture- will be in every
Bchoolhouse and every church in the land, and that day can
be hastened by such people as Pathe Freres, who should
-eparate the high class scenic productions, the tine educational subjects and the «ra.id classics that they are
producing from the dull comedies and foolish French dramas.
whichcountry.
are based Upon ideas of morals absolutely unknown in
this
The following is the act referred to and which will shortly
be enforced in the State of Kansas.
It will be noticed that
the
bill holds
the
manufacturer
or renter
liable
to the
exhibitor for damages if films are furnished wine1.

12,150
3,ioo
8,600
4,720

Arc voltage, 55 volts.
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Right Angle Carbons.

permitted

to

-h>

1,900
To prohibit
Arc voltage, 57 volts.
Table IV.
Power Dr
Lights, Using

5,600
).\i tiik Line 9.450
for Different
Inclined Carbon Lamp.
Kilowatts

Direct
Current.
1-3
14
11
19

5-8

2,200

3,000
4.300
11,000
7,300

3.400
4.800

13

3,200
11,000
6,900
4.800
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of 70 per cent and
a "power factor" of 80 per cent.
As a rough approximation one can assume that the inclined
carbon lamp will give 200 candle power per ampere with direct
current, and 60 candle power with alternating current This
value will not hold except for about 2,500 candle power.
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The "G E. Economy Arc" transformer has an efficiency of 96
per rent. and 1 reasonably good "power factor."
Using direct curcnt no volts, with resistance, the efficiency is
■bout JO per 1 enl 55 volts are used at the arc and the other 55
volts are wasted in the rheostat.
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Why have controversie on technical questions? As a matter
of common sense what does the 'arc" amount to in the eyes
of tlu exhibitor, or an audience? All the patrons of a picture
house want is a good reproduction of a picture. The successful
manager has that point of view, to gain it he employs an
OPERATOR, If he engages anything else he loses money. The
man who employs an operator who first starts to run a machine
and then corresponds with the trade journals for points as to
how t<> run the machine is a fool. May I add that the operator
is a knave?
Why all this discussion about the "arc?" The brains of the
men engaged in it are needed in other quarters. Every hour
of their time is in demand. Why should they be required to
delve into authorities, rack their experience, and put pages upon
pages through the press for the enlightenment of some people
who know nothing about the business, will not spend money,
but hope to qualify themselves by a subscription of a dollar
or two a year?
I have read and studied the discussion, and I feel that already
the combatant theorists have given gratis what it has cost each
of them much time and money to learn. I will not attempt to
intimate which of the theorists is correct, because neither have
been to see me and I believe a decision would be worth something. Xor do I invite a visit. Let those who seek the information pluck the fruit as they select the tree.
My point is this: A trade journal is devoted to that trade —
or should be. It is not a correspondence school. All, or most,
operators will in time run up against a problem. The best of
them have done it. I know of many. But if left to their own
resource — and they know their business— they will give the
show and hold their job. I do not think that experts should
be drawn into controversies for the benefit of novices — and the
country is full of them.
I know of a case of a man who was a motorman on a trolley
service in a remote town. He mingled with moving picture
machine operators to get points on the projecting machine.
The operators were naturally jealous of new comers. They
shielded the apparatus. But they talked, and the seeker got
the benefit of it. Would you believe me? That motorman is
now an authority on projecting machines! He can tell one
from the other blindfolded. Give him a chance to "pass his
hand over"
will tell you, in an instant, the make of the
machine
and and
the hetrouble.
Why these schools for perfection of operators? Take some
of the professors and find out where they started and what
they have done. Good fellows, to be sure, hut whence comes
their knowledge? Not from experience! They know, as you
and I know, that there are thousands of young men who, enchanted by the moving picture business, will give up a high
school course, yea! a college education to learn to run a machine and get in the limelight.
I was interested the other day by reading the comments of a
Brooklyn. X. V.. Judge of the Supreme Court. I believe it was,
wherein he stated that he would not attempt to condemn moving pictures : that they had come to stay and he believed thev
were the product of thought that would be almost everlasting
source of entertainment and instruction to the people. I think
I recall now the name of the Tudge. Dike. I believe it was.
but any reader of the Moving Picture World can easily verify
my quotation. "But." said the Judge. "I condemn any methods,
such as are used by cheap houses to lead young girls astray."
Amen ! say I. The purification of the motion picture business
has been, and is. the most difficult task of those most interested
in it. It was this aim that brought about the organization
and operation of the National Board of Censors. I take my
hat off. Tt is upon this sheet that Licensed and Independent
pictures are reflected without prejudice, the strongest evidence
of an effort to conform with the laws of the land and decency.
The remarks of the Judge I referred to were not uncalled
for. There are too many places of the kind he points out in
existence, and yet it is not the fault of the places. The managers
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of them bring on the disrepute by employing youths to whose
character thej are indifferent. The one exception I take to the
whole thing is that the vigilance exercised over the moving
picture theater is not applied to the regular theaters. Ushers
are promoters of crime and in such places to as great an extent as door tenders and others in picture houses; stage hands
are none the less culcable. I could go higher up, but it would
be no justification. The fact is plain and clear. The manager
of every picture house should be held personally responsible
for the help he employs. If a bank clerk makes a mistake the
bank is held responsible. While a picture houses may not be a
bank, the conditions are the same. Too many managers wink
at flirtations for the nickels or dimes that come in at the door,
and they should pay for the winks.
And this brings me to the recent articles I was sorry to see
in my favorite moving picture publication, wherein it was stated
that the pictures were losing their hold upon the public. Let
me say right here that the pictures are stronger today than
ever, and are growing every day where they are properly
handled. Poor pictures are like a bad play; poor reproductions
are synonymous with poor productions. The fault is not with
the pictures, but with the places, the managements and the
handling.
And at this point I recall the "arc" discussion. The audience
knows and cares nothing about the arc. It wants its money's
worth.
TheWhat
care is
of wanted
the manager
is his audience.
The "arc"
all right.
is a proper
man to handle
it, andis
if the right money is paid the handling will be looked after.
The trouble is that too many men think they are smart. They
engage a good operator and then have one of their smart sons
watch him. In the course of three or four weeks the young
hopeful goes to his sire and says "Fadder, it's easy." The
father enthusiastically asks "Can you do it, Issy?" Of course,
you know the answer, and the good man loses his job. Issy
starts in and somehow^ he fails to produce the goods his predecessor handed out. He teHs his father-manager the trouble
and, as a result, a letter is written to the two dollar per annum
benefactor. Then Hallberg and Richardson grind out what
they would not give privately for $50.00, get on bad terms with
each other, and create havoc generally.
Anybody who knows anything about the moving picture business must know that the pictures reflect the cardinal principle.
The figures in the pictures do not speak — at least they cannot be
heard by the audience, all tributaries to their interest should be
guided on the same lines. Many inquiries sent in are not bona
fide. By this I mean they are sent in by outsiders who seek to
get a line and not assistance, therefore, the more prolonged the
discussion on any particular subject, the more somebody who
is really not entitled to it is getting for nothing.
"IMP'S" BALL

A BIG SUCCESS.

The ball given by the employees of the Independent Moving
Pictures Company of America, at the Leslie rooms Saturday
night, February 11, was one of those pleasurable affairs that
go to engender a better feeling among coworkers. Edward Roskam, Jack Cohn, Doretta McDonald and Daisy Pollack had
charge of the arrangements, ably assisted by others. The music
was by MacArthur's orchestra, from the music house of Laemmle
and
during
the and
intermissions
the latestincluding
song hitsthewere
sungprize
byEdward
Doer
William Arthur,
$2,000
song, "I'll Change the Thorns to Roses." Jack Cohn was floor
manager,
a dull
moment.and The
was
led byandMr.there
and wasn't
Mrs. Carl
Laemmle,
the grand
rays ofmarch
spot
lights heightened the effect. The ball was largely attended,
quite a number being present from the Thanhauser Company.
A great many moving picture celebrities mingled with the crowd
and the first effort of the "Imps" in the way of a ball was a
pronounced success.
The "Imp" employees present were: Edward Roskam, Doretta
McDonald. Harrv Zellar, Jack Cohn. Rene Bardet, Eugene
Gaudio. I. Sober. Bert Siebcl, Henrv Klotz, Harvev Willstumpf,
Ed Williams. Daisy Pollack. Irene Brogan. Mvra Callahan,
Julius Bernheim, Harold Wilkin s, Robert De Vide.
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DINNER.

Raub's Restaurant, Brooklyn, was the scene of the dinner
given on Saturday evening, February II, by the Vitagraph
Company of America to its employees. Last year this function
was held in the studio, at Elm avenue, but it was found that
the interception of the kind of festival in the well-ordered Vitabusiness, because too much time was taken up in getting things
graph studio meant some interruption to the resumption of
into order again "after the ball." So, businesslike as ever, ap.d
in all things, the company decided this year to select a public
restaurant a? the scene of the reunion.
Certainly last Saturday's reunion was unique in one respect.
Making ourselves
our way a tosolitary
Raub's unit
at oralmost
about submerged
the time specified,
we
found
in a perfect
. /.agraph personalities and individualities. The company numbered hundreds. Raub's seem<d to be besieged by
hordes of enthusiastic picture people. We use the phrase "picture people"
Herethewere
all classesstage
engaged
in the
making
of theadvisedly.
picture, from
omnipotent
director,
or
producer, down to the humble girl engaged in the cleaning of
the completed negative.
The principal personalities of the Vitagraph Company took
their places at the head of the table of honor. There were
present Mr. \V. T. Rock, President, and Mrs. Rock, and Mr.
and Mrs. Blackton. "W. T. R." looked, as he always does — in
the pink of health and happiness. But the responsibilities of
the great Vitagraph undertaking seemed to us to have reduced
Mr. Blackton to that interesting stage, when a little rest is
needed. We gathered that he is about to take this much needed
rest and change in Florida. Mr. Per contra A. E. Smith, treasurer of the company, lately returned from Europe, was full of
Vitagraph energy. He and his co-directors were indefatigable
in looking after the comfort of their guests.
Of all the famous Vitagraph personalities present we can
hardly afford place to give a list. Suffice it to say, that we
met such well known and commanding figures as Florence Turtor Thompson, Charles Kent and representatives of
the office, producing and technical staffs. When Mr. Blackton
took his seat the entire assemblage broke out into a frantic
display r.{ headgears, illustrated in the accompanying photograph, whilst the air of the banquet hall shrieked with whistles.
The great gathering just let themselves go in pure 1
After the dinner there follower an entertainment contributed to
by many well-known artists. This was interspersed by the ex-
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hibition of current Vitagraph releases, amongst which, "A Tale
of Two Cities," a recent masterpiece, was prominent.
A popular guest at the dinner was the great Vitagraph dog
Jean. The press was represented bv Mr. Thomas Bedding, F.
R. P. S. (Moving Picture World) and Mr. Dore Hoffman (Film
Index), little brother of our own H. F.
The banquet room was prettily decorated with flags and the
entertainment and dance was watched from the galleries by
many visitors, amongst whom ladies were conspicuous.
A stranger being present at this banquet would have had
cause to feel legitimate astonishment. Subsequent to the dinner we mentioned to some friends that we had been present at
a dinner given by a moving picture company to its several hundred employees. The astonishment of our friend was great,
that there was in existence a moving picture manufacturing
concern which numbered its employees by the hundreds. But
even so, the fact that the Vitagraph Company has such a large,
prosperous and enthusiastic staff working for it, is indicative 01
two things : One, the success and prosperity of the company
itself; and, two. the enormous extent of the moving picture
business.
We desire to congratulate the Vitagraph Company and it?
staff upon the success of the dinner, and the success which the
company itself has won by sheer hard work
and merit
BALTIMORE

BRIEFS.

When asked what picture he considered the greatest picture
ever shown during the year of 1910, Mr. Philip Sheck, of the
Pearce and Sheck Enterprises, said that he saw so many good
ones that he could not tell which was the greatest, but said
that the "Home of the Seal." released by the Edison Company
January 11, 1911, was the greatest, in his estimation, of the
new year.
To relieve the monotony of the long wait between the acts
of the regular stage drama, Manager Charles S. Anderson, who
recently took charge of the Savoy Theater, in this city, has
introduced motion pictures and illustrated songs. The idea,
which is new and novel to the theater-going public of this city,
meets with tlu-ir sincere approval
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LETTER.

London, Kngl.md. Jamiarj
London producers do nol take kindly to exhibitions. There
have been Several attempts here to organize, such undertaking:-,
but the responses have nol been sufficient to warrant expenditure on the project This is t]\w ■
to the fact
that "Film Land," as il is known here, consists of a very limarea in the
of theexceptions
most accessible
position
the" great
city, itedWith
one heart
or two
a visitor
could of make
the
round of the principal manufacturers Of tilms and cinematographic appliances in a day comfortably. Hence, very little
purpose would be served by getting all connected with the
trade under one roof for Say, a week.
I say this, assuming, of
: any exhibition here would be a purely British, and
not an international one in its character.
On the other hand, I should say that if American houses connected with this growing industry were to assure anyone here
of their interest in such a matter, in a practical manner, that is,
by taking space at an exhibition to be held during some__month
when Americans usually cross the "herring pond" for their
holidays, they would make enough to pav their expenses and
take a bit back with them.
The Englishman is nol nearly so conservative as he is painted.
Free trade has caused him to look with favor upon the productions of other countries, provided, they are better than
those of his own. or equally good at a cheaper rate. And why
should the cinematograph trade have to go to Turin for an exhibition on international lines? Surely London, which boasts
of being the market-place of the world, is good enough fyr
the purpose, especially when one considers that evervone comes
to the
Englishor capital
at some time or other, either "on pleasure
or
business,
both combined.
And. speaking of the Turin exhibition, reminds me that the
function will be inaugurated on April 29. and that among the
attractions is to be an international competition of moving pictures, with prizes of 25,000 francs for artistic and 5,000 and 3,000
francs, respectively, for educational and scientific pictures, respectively, together with an international conference of cinematograph traders. Readers of vour paper desiring further information should write to the Commission Execution dell 'Esposisione di Turin
So keen has become the craze for motion pictures in this
country that some of the seaside hotels are installing complete
equipments for their display. Of course, this is all for the good
of the industry, from a manufacturing point of view, but howexhibitors in the localities affected will take this new form of
competition I do not know. I hold the opinion, however, that
the more the public appetite is whetted the greater will be their
enthusiasm for the moving picture, and after witnessing this
kind of entertainment during their vacation— provided, of course,
the pictures are projected by a skilled operator— thev will probably become patrons of the electric theater.
I would warn buyers and renters in America to be very careful in placing orders for films depicting the coronation of King
George V. When the late King Edward was crowned complaints as to faked pictures were numerous and bitter. I learn
that elaborate arrangements are being made for faking coronation films again this year. The whole thing, is to be produced
very carefully, but, of course, it will be like Hamlet without the
ghost. The film of the actual ceremonv will be very easy to
obtain, and the American section have the remedy against imposition in their own hands, by placing their orders with reliable
firms in London. Forewarned is forearmed, and now that I
have exposed this trickery there is no reason why your readers
should fall into the trap. Protests against this faking of current events cannot be too emphatic. Once let the public imagine
that this kind of film is not genuine and vou breed in them a
spirit of distrust that will do incalculable harm to the picture
industry. In this country the patrons of the picture theater
like to think that they are witnessing actual representations of
events. They are induced to visit the theater on that assumption and they ought not to be defrauded.
They say you must go abroad to hear news concerning vour
own country, therefore T may be pardoned for giving vou a
little bit of information from the United States Consul General
at Moscow who reports that the cinematograph is so popular
in Russia that the most insignificanl towns and villagi
the most remote districts are well provided with them, and new
electrical theaters are being opened daily in the provinces. In
Moscow alone there are about eightv cinematograph theaters
and approximately the same number in St. Petersburg. After
this who shall say that even darkest Russia is coming into the
van of civilization.
A. E. Taylor.
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A GREAT HELP TO THE OPERATOR.
One of the greatest difficulties encountered in the ;
of moving pictures is in the management of the arc.
the greatest
that the
squarely
facingimportance
the condenser,
and '"crater"
that the 1tip 01 the
lower carbon never be permitted to get in the way of the light
from the upper. A ver\ slight difference m the sen
carbons will make an enormous difference in the behaviour of
the arc. especially on alternating current.
It is utterly useless to attempt to improve the performance of
the arc through the use of transformers or current-saving devices. These can onh, 1'. dtice the amount of current wasted,
and under equal conditions as regards arc voltage and current.
have absolutely no effect whatever on the quality of the light.
It is true, that if a poorly-designed rheostat be replaced by a
nd transformer, a better light will be secured, but
the .same result would have been obtained by the use of a properly designed rheostat.
A properly-designed transformer will effect on alternating
current, a great saving in current, and is very valuable for this
purpose, but cannot influence in any way the behaviour of the
arc.
To obtain the best results from the projection arc lamp, it is
necessary,
all, that in
thea position
of the "crater"
on the
upper
carbonfirstbe ofmaintained
proper position
with relation
to
the tip (if the lower carbon, and the condenser.
operator
be sure
at all timesandthethat
"crater"
of
theTin
upper
carbon should
squarely
faces that
the condenser
no portion of the lower carbon stands in the way of the light from the
upper. This is just as necessary on alternating as on direct current. Some operators attempt to obtain light from both the upper and lower carbons on the condenser, but it is easily seen
that getting light from two sources is bound to produce a double
picture on the screen, the edges of which will slightly overlap
and produce poor "definition." While this plan produces a
greater amount of light, its effect on the clearness of the picture
is so injurious that the best authorities now agree that only one
"crater" should be exposed toward the condenser.
Perhaps the most difficult part of handling the arc is in keeping the tip of the lower carbon out of the way of the light from
the upper. This is especially troublesome when a very short,
low voltage arc is used, such as is necessary with extremely soft
cartons. Under these circumstances the carbons are very apt
to "freeze," by the building up of a "teat" between them. This
trouble is so frequent that hundreds of operators believe that the
occasional
the carbons
remove
"teats" ofis aa teat
neces-is
sary evil. filing
This isof entirely
wrong.to The
formation
absolutely positive indication that the arc voltage furnished by
the rheostat or transformer is entirely too low.
In case the carbons cannot be continuously operated without
filing, the rheostat or economizer should be replaced by properly
designed apparatus. This trouble may occasionally be obviated
by the use of very soft carbons, which however are so inferior
in efficiency and color of light as compared to the high voltage
carbon that their use cannot be considered economical under any
circumstances.
The greatest difficulty in
brilliancy. It is impossible
into it for any appreciable
juries which, while not at
themselves in the course of

managing the arc lies in its intense
for the human eye to look directly
length of time without suffering inonce apparent, will surely manifest
time.

The ruby glass in the door of the lamp house is meant to
obviate this trouble, but is open to several objections. In the
it shows only those parts of the arc in which red
rays are plentiful. The view of the arc thus obtained is not
sharply defined or accurate, and bv no means clear
enable the operator to really judge intelligently of what is
going on in the arc.
It is quite necessary that the operator be able to distinguish
clearly the outlines of the "crater" and the hot carbon tips
without
discomfort
to the popular
eyes. For
purposealltheover
"BIO"
Arc
Screen
is becoming
with this
operators
the
country.
This device of the Kiewert Co. gives a clear and accurate
image of the arc showing all parts in their true relations, and
enables the operator to obtain an accurate control over the arc
which is impossible by any other means now available.
The device is small and easily attached to any lamp-house
and the makers state that all operators who have tried this
Screen express themselves as very highly pleased with the results.
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By Richard V. Spencer.
The first annual convention of the Southern California Exhibitor-' Association, for both Association and Independent
exhibitors, was recently held in Long Beach, Cal., on Jan.
31 and Feb. I. Poor weather conditions and a lack of proper
preliminary advertising kept many of the local exhibitors
from attending the meeting. This, coupled with the fact that
many of the Los Angeles exhibitors could not spare the time
to journey to Long Beach and attend sessions, limited the
attendance somewhat. Mr. S. F. DuRee, a Long Beach
exhibitor, through whose efforts the convention movement
was launched, was unanimously elected the permanent chairman of the association, and Mr. Jerry Ewers, a Glendora exhibitor, was elected secretary. Informal addresses were made
by many of the exhibitors present urging a permanent organization. Many of the Southern California exhibitors are
I with their film service, Licensed as well as Independent, and many of the addresses dwelt upon the neces-ity
of the correction of the evil.
Exchanges.
Many of the suburban exhibitors criticised the method-, of
the Los Angeles exchanges in holding certain reels of desirable films at auction instead of having a stated rental value
regardless of subject or producer. Suburban exhibitors running old releases also complained of the lack of subject titles
of certain old run films.
Posters.
Poor poster service was discussed with various suggestions
for improvement along that line. The exhibitors speaking
upon the subject said that money is often turned away from
the box office by posters dealing with crime subjects, deathbed scenes, and other illustrations of a gruesome nature.
Adverse
Legislation.
The local exhibitors are beginning to realize the importance
of co-operating to fight legislation against picture theater-.
when such ordinances and laws become unduly restrictive,
and unwarranted by conditions. Recently there wa
an ordinance by the Los Angeles City Council ordering all
seats and seat rows to be screwed or hooked to I
This ordinance was criticised by some of the exhibitors
on the ground that it prevented proper sweeping of
which in turn created an unsanitary condition of
the theater. The Pasadena Censorship rules were cited as an
example. In Pasadena the chief of police acts as official censor. It 1- his duty to \1-1t every picture show and view the
films before they are shown to the public. Pasadena absolutely refuses to allow a moving picture "drama" of any kind
to be shown, although the censor graciously permits the exhibitor! to
industrials, and certain comedies!
And tins in a modern city of 30,00
I people!
The exhibitors were informed that similar restrictions obtained m many other parts of the United States, though fewregulations were so stringent. Is it any wonder, then, that
ction among
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listened closely to the suggestions affecting producers.
The
exhibitors have decided to make the organization permanent.
A publicity committee was appointed and the chairman has
ordered an important meeting, to be held in Lc>March 1. In the meantime the publicity committee will agitate the matter and corral all exhibitors that were absent at
the Long Beach
Convention, and
will try and have
them
present at the Los Angeles meeting, as well as local producers
and exchange men.
Those exhibitors who are interested in
the movement
to better their condition and protection are
urged to get into communication
with S. F. DuR
Theater, Long Beach, or Jerry Ewers, Glendora, ( ..
Licensed
and
Independent
exhibitors
are urged
to act, as
this movement
is do way
sectional, but is a movement
to
better the condition of all exhibitors, irrespecmc of
affiliations.
LOS

ANGELES

NOTES.

By Richard V. Spencer.
Coast Correspondent of the "World."
California. — The California Motion Picture Man
Company have adopted an arrowhead trademark similar to
the one
made
famous by the Salt Lake
R. R. Co.
Some
eighty miles from Los Angeles, near the city of San Bernardino, there exists an odd rock formation in a mountain ra\ ine
This
formation
is in the shape
of a perfect
arrowhead
in
white, and against the dark mountainside the landmark
can
r miles.
In the copyrighted trademark, the arrowhead will be surrounded by a double circle with the lettering
"Arrowhead
Film-."
The
arrowhead
wil! appear
in white
with
a dark
background,
and
white
lettering
in the outer
circle.
The company
is located on the ocean front.
They
have bought a large launch and a:
trip.
Whale- are plentiful off the Southen

and are comparatively

tame,

permitting

d

Later the company
intend to take local sea bird li
educational film that will be among the first released by the
new
company
The
recent
bad
weather
has delayed
the
company's work in making picture-, but now that the skies
have
cleared
they will work overtime to lay in I
will be relea-ed weekly after a number
.. nearby
Biograph. — Mr
Power-, and twenty members of the Bio-

production-, which
nave
been comp

beach resort, tor the past week
a to be
relea-ed. entitled, "Cured " Redoodo 1- one of tl.i
beach resorts on the South coast Appearing in the film will
be the famous tropica! garden- oi the Hotel Redondo, and
terfront One member of the company will undergo a trying experience, in which he will be
pushed Although
off the pleasure
pier while
chair.
he will alight
00 the in
-an a ; wheeled invalid's
the ocean, a- will appear in the picture, even at that, to make
the drop and escape without breaking any bones would be
almost impossible to any but an experienced moving picture
of the beach town turned
out 111 force to watch tin- frt
I the exterior -> .
Dorothy Bernard, well known in the local theatn.
on l'.i
tCI 11 legitilt the
Ilio-t t.i
motion
pi<
n the world.
V
: :ig with
the BiO|
v and
1-

and

referred t
■< world."

upreme pantomit
Mi-- Bernard is the da

splendid dramatic
that Min
Bernard 11• led her in the portrayal of child
passed in'

.

maudlin)
■I m.lii trial
Mr
DuK< ■ th< 11 addn
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Bison To Build Large Plant —Mr. A. Kessell, an official of
the New York Motion Picture Company, o! New York City,
recently arrived in the city accompanied by his wife. Mr.
Kessell will remain until Spring m the hope that the mild
climate will benefit his health and that of hi- wife. While
here he i> looking over the interests of his company. The
present Bison studio is inadequate and it is the intention of
the company to build a large plant to take care of their
growing business.
Pathe.— Mr. Young Deer, the local Pathc director, has
turned to acting for a change from directing. He is soon
to be seen on the screen in the leading role of The Kid in
"The Kid," a thrilling Pathc Western soon to be released.
To Take War Pictures.— Manager Duhein, of The California Motion Picture Manufacturing Company, accompanied
by a Spanish interpreter, left on the 7th for Jaurez, Mexico.
where he will take moving pictures of the Mexican Revolution being fought out in the vicinity. He will take camp life
scenes, and actual battle scenes if they can be secured. He
will leave Jaurez with the Federal troops in their march
across Northern Mexico to Mexicalli, and thence to Tia
Juana, near the American city of San Diego. As quickly as
the films are taken they will be returned here, developed,
printed, and placed with the exchanges for exhibition locally.
BOSTON.
The Back Bay Theater, 102 Dartmouth Street, corner Columbus Avenue, will reopen Thursday, February 16, at 2 p. m., after
being "dark" for twp months. As was previously noted in
these columns under the name of the "New Back Bay Theater,"
the house will present the triangle of moving pictures, illustrated songs and vaudeville. The performances will be: Afternoons, 1.30 to 5 p. m. ; evenings, 7 to 10.30 p. m. Admission,
10 cents.
The Palace Theatre, H. I. Mosher, general manager, has
again placed advertisements in the theatrical columns of the
daily papers. The Palace plays Independent pictures and vaudeville.
The Passion Play, given by Burton Holmes at Trement Temple proved unusually successful, and an added performance
was presented.
The new National Theater, which was supposed to be ready
for the initial opening in October is still dark. This house,
seating 4,000 people, and costing approximately $200,000, has
been unfortunate in having serious trouble with the rear wall.
Water is also said to be flowing into the house. The Gordon
Bros. Amusement Company, of Worcester, Mass., originally
started the house, but before the theater was built the lease was
taken over by Mr. B. F. Keith. Now that the National has
had so much trouble with its rear wall, it is not known whether
Mr. Keith will continue in possession or not. At present, a day
and a night watchman are about the only people on the premises. Seats, booths and every auxiliary to the show were in
their places in October. No intimation has been given as to
when the house will be ready, and great silence prevails as regards any particulars of the house.
The Theater,
World's Washington
New EnglandStreet,
representative
droppedTheinto
the
Savoy
not long ago.
young
lady selling the tickets was so busy reading that we were forced
to speak to gain her attention. However, as the ticket-seller
was reading The Moving Picture World the incident was somewhat excusable.
HENRY.
NEW

ENGLAND

NOTES.

The World's
attended theStreet,
performance given New
at theEngland
Premierrepresentative
Theater. Washington
Boston, Friday evening, February 10. A liberal show of Independent pictures and illustrated songs was offered to a fairly
large audience. The operator throws a spotlight on the singer
as the final chorus is being sung, and the effect is pleasing.
Both pianist and drummer did their share in working up
the effects, and made a creditable exhibition. The whole show
ran smoothly, with everything quiet and as it should be. The
projection, we are glad to note, was excellent. The whole programme of pictures was good, and the performance was a credit
to both the Premier and the Sales Company. The photography
of some of the American-made films might have been clearer
and more clean-cut. The abundance of good comedy matter
was highly pleasing.
The Mirror Screen has been installed in the Casino Theatter, Providence, R. I., by Manager Royce. One reel of pictures
is exhibited on the screen as a feature, while the remainder of
the films are flashed on the ordinary screen. The Mirror
Screen is on rollers and can be removed as desired. Manager
Royce reports the innovation to be a big success.
The new 'Scenic Temple, Pawtucket. R. I., the latest acquisi-

WORLD

tion of Mr. William Bradstreet, the moving picture magnate,
which was due to be opened February 11, was not quite completed on that day. The opening will be announced shortly.
Delmore & 1 rue, of Boston, opened their new moving picture and vaudeville house Saturday, February 11. The
house will show licensed pictures, and vaudeville. This house
makes the second one to be opened this season by these men,
as they also operate the opera house, Rockland, Mass. The
Dover'theater will be operated daily, with one matinee and two
evening performances. Messrs. Delmore & True have constructed a spot light called the "Trudell," which is in use in
many New England picture theaters.
Mr. Nathan Brown, the popular manager of the Broadway
Theater, Everett, Mass., met with an accident while adjusting
some advertising matter in his lobby, and is now about with his
arm in a sling. The Broadway plays independent pictures and
vaudeville to packed houses. The house has no immediate comThe Princess Theater, Marlboro, Mass., has obtained a license
petition.
for Sunday night concerts owing to the efforts of Manager
Harry Campbell.
Unionville, Conn., has a new moving picture theater run by
Mr. Harry Gale of Winsted, Conn.
Mr. Thomas Lucas, proprietor and manager of the Star Theater, Newport, R. I., is still agitating for Sunday night performances. The Star, on and after February 13, charges 5 cents to
matinee performances, with the evening show at the usual 10
cent rate.
The Cambridge Theater, Cambridge, Mass., had its initial
performance Monday, February 6. Mr. M. D. Flattery succeeded in obtaining a license for the house, although some of
the local clergy put up protests. The house is presenting moving pictures and vaudeville, with an entire change of programme
Monday and Thursday. The house will give two performances
daily — one matinee and one evening show. Saturday and holidays the shows will be run continuously. Admission prices are
10, 20 and 30 cents. Marcus Loew, who is running the Orpheum,
Boston, has charge of the vaudeville end of the house
HENRY.
IN THE MISSISSIPPI VALLEY.
The Bright Light Motion Picture Company of Chi
been incorporated with capital stock of $2,000 to deal in and
operate moving picture machines.
The incorporators are M.
Cortelyou, J. C. Elias and H. A. Robinson.
LaGrill & Middlelon, who operate a photoplay theater at Muscatine, Iowa, will open a theater in Sterling, 111.
Frank Logan of Macomb, 111., has sold the Gem Theater in
that city to Joseph Blume of that city. Blume also owns a
photoplay house at Monmouth, 111.
The International Exhibit Company of Chicago, has been incorporated with a capital stock of $2,500, as a general amusement and theatrical business. The incorporators are Robert L.
Hunter, George F. R. Cummerow and Thomas A. Hogan.
The Columbia Opera House of Clinton, 111., has been incorporated with capital stock of $25,000. The incorporators are,
B. F. Wasson. Arthur F. Miller and Warren S. Savely.
The Texas Film Exchange of Dallas, Tex., has increased its
capital stock from $5,000 to $50,000.
Dreamland, Bushnell, 111., has removed from the Russler
Building to the Korn Block.
William Frohwitter used a five piece orchestra in opening his
moving picture shows at the Grand Opera House, Beardstown,
111.
Taking their cue from the successful musical show, Ellis
& Lough, proprietors of the Electric Theater at Fairbury, 111.,
featured their performance on the 1001st night.
A handsome oak and leather seat around the lobby is a
feature of the Majestic Theater at Belvidere, 111., which has
opened
decorated.after a general remodeling. The lobby has been reWill F.nglert, owner of the Bijou Theater, at Iowa City. Iowa,
will build a new vaudeville house to cost $30,000. Including the
gallery, it will seat 1,500 persons.
Martin Moran, of Lockport, 111., will open a ten-cent moving picture show at Plainfield, 111.
E. L. Reel is building a two story building at Fremont, Tex.,
the upper part to be used for an opera house. The structure
will be of concrete, enhancing its safety for moving pictures.
Ray Taylor, of Galesburg, 111., has purchased the Grand
^Theater, a photoplay house at 425 East Main Street, in that city.
The Advance Motion Picture Company has been incorporated
at Chicago, with capital stock of $2,000, to own and operate
moving picture shows.
Officials of the State Hospital for Insane at Fulton, Mo., have
asked the Missouri State Legislature for an appropriation of
$500 to allow the installation of a moving picture outfit for the
benefit of the patients.
F. H. M.
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Letters to the Editor
The World Photographic Publishing Co.,
125 East 23d Street, New York, X. Y.
Gentlemen: —
Enclosed you will find a photo showing how we display
the descriptive circulars sent us by the manufacturer-. This
is a bra-s show case fastened on the pilasters, the card with
the words "Now Being Shown, Admission 5c," is a stock
card, and all that it is necessary to do is to change the circulars. Ifind that these cases stop quite a few people, who
de after reading same.
Yours truly,
MAX
STEARN.
Brass

Poster

Showcase

Used

By

Max

Stern.
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approved, protect both the patrons and the owners of a
picture theater. It will, however, forbid for such purpoless than twenty feet in width, a provision which, we think, will
commend itself to your good judgment.
answers
your Reading, Pa., correspondent's
letter
in The
your above
February
18 issue.
C. V. Hartzell
Department of Factory Inspection — Harrisburg. I':.
PHILADELPHIA

REVIEW.

(Continued f'\
did imagine that a cow could act the broncho so natural.
business Theater
in Philadelphia
good," said Mr. Schwalbe,
of "The
the Electric
Supply is
Company
in the case of Mr. Schwalbe.
The Electric Supply Company has always been a model conducted exchange, and Mr.
Schwalbe. a popular and capable manager.
The Independents are getting a substantial share of the
business in Philadelphia. It looks that way to me by the
number of theaters that are running Independent
Eagle Film Exchange is the pioneer of the Independent
cause in this town, and conducts a considerable business.
1 generally make my headquarters at the Eagle, the;
friends of mine — Graff and Sachsenmeier.
Leu:- M. Swaab and the General Film Company had a
few rounds last week, and the Independents were quite
elated at the plucky light of Mr. Swaab and the good impression his cau-e had made upon the court. The final decision is not at hand so far, but each side is confident of a
successful issue.
Geo W. Bradenburg
did some .advertising
(not in the
Musing Picture World), and the campaign
sive, ii not expensive. It was in a daily papei
to stimulate local trade — j6 insertions at a dollar a throw.
The result was one letter (.one), and the party wanted to buy
slightly used film, 1,000 feet (one thousand 1. for th<
eration of 1 cent per foot. George does not think he will
patronize the daily papers any mon
lis advertisement in the Moving Picture World.
Tom heBible
in the andQuaker
City.
What
does is not"Manknow About
about Town"
everything
e
would not till a vest pocket library. Tom 1cyclopedia of useful information in the city of Philadelphia
and vicinity, and a rare treasure for an inquisitive scribe like
myself.
There seems to be no limit to the activities in the picture
and vaudeville business in uld Quaker Tov
over a dozen theaters recent!) opened worth abou
a piece, and several more under construction.
The Liberty Theater is a magnificent new house on Broad
and Columbia Avenue, recently opened, seating 2,100 Pictures
and vaudeville. Admission 10 and 20 cent- The Jumbo,
Front and Gerard Avenue is another large theater of the
10 and 20 cent variety. The house
opened a few weeks ag.>. The Manheim Palace is another
new house on ( iernianiown
Avenue
Th<
Theater
Company
Kensington
Avenue
and
Lehigh. will The openMovinga house
Pictui on
America will erect .mother sphndid house
-eating 1,200.theater;
On Thirteenth
and Millgren
[*<
Hopkins and
ai 1

PENNSYLVANIA
EXHIBITORS
READ THIS.
MovinR Picture W01 Id
1 pei iodical, and a "pn*" rather than
n theater, permit me to correi I wh.it
ition (as to the attitude 1
towards moving
picturesnui and th<- "kid busiin the < urrent
that "the m legislators
the hail ofpintPennsylvania
iiik laws that hav<
thi .
a i' guluting the "kid bu
fording proper .. utilation I

to moving
nstruction, and at

ity of the provi ion 1 1 quit ing thn
th, as per the law now in force, regardless
lil
lion had a bill introduced which providei
number and width ai cording t" the width
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The Moving Picture Play
As Distinctive from the One Reel Drama.
H. F. Hoffma:

The picture play, as distinctive from the one-reel playlet, v
is bound to come, because it is logical and possible,
We
have already passed through the tir>t .stages of it in the
production of Pathe's Passion Play and Jean Valjean, and
Uncle Tom's Cabin These, while complete in themselves,
however, are not what could be called picture plays in the
fullest sense f the word. The Passion Play is the most complete story of any length that has ever been made on film.
L'Arlesienne was one of the first fiction subjects to be done
in two reels, and latterly we have had Jean Valjean in four
and Uncle Tom's Cabin in three reels.
These are a beginning; a start in the right direction, but
they are wordless plays and therefore do not come up to
the fullest conception of the subject in hand. The complete
play in moving pictures would be an amplification of the
present practice of living people talking behind the screen.
By this means it will be readily seen that two men and two
women behind a screen would be able to take the place of
the entire troupe of actors which at present it is necessary to
transport from city to city in order to render a theatrical
play. The picture plays that we know as such are purely
pantomimic. They do not rely on words of any kind, and
for that reason must always remain limited. In order, then,
for the picture to expand to its utmost limits, it will be
necessary to overstep the bounds of pantomime and enter
into the field of elocution.
I know exactly how this idea strikes the average exhibitor
who has had his experience with the so-called "talking pictures."
If he feels as I do about it, there will be a cold chill run
up and down his spine at the very mention of "talking pictures." But is this the fault of the main idea or is it the
fault of the talker behind the screen? In my time I have listened to many picture talkers and the principal objection to
them can be summed up in one word — ignorance.
As a rule, the picture talkers have been persons who are
more conspicuous for their nerve than for their talent. They
are mostly of a class who are willing to "take a crack at
anything" so long as there is a little ready money in it.
I do not blame them in the least for getting whatever they
can out of it; they are more to be pitied than censured. However, the majority lack every requirement for the position
they fill. Their language is a mixture of the pavement and
mock heroics. They know little of the rules of grammar and
less of the laws of elocution or voice culture. The salary
they get for it would be an insult to any well-trained elocutionist. Add to this the fact that the pictures .they talk
nol adapted to that work and you have the reasons
why the talking picture has missed its mark. But put a few
real elocutionists behind the screen and give them a decent salary
and you will see the talking picture come to the front with a
new vigor.
Now as to the picture play proper. My idea is a four or
five-act play, following the manuscript word for word. Take
the play of Uncle Tom's Cabin as an example, because it is
the one play that never seems to lose its perennial vitality.
It has the opportunity for local color that no theater could
give. To do it right, the whole troupe should be sent to
Shelbyville, Ky., where the first acts would be taken to
show the world the very spot that Mrs. Stowe had in mind

hen she wrote the hook
This would stamp the production
with authority and realism.
The play should be acted there, word for word, according
to the script, with the direct object in view of having those
words repeated as the picture appeared Upon the screen.
This would involve certain periods of comparative inaction
during the long speeches, but if the words were spoken with
the proper dramatic effect and by competent elocutionists
they would hold the audience well enough.
When we have finished with Shelbyville, we take Uncle
Tom "down the river," and here is the chance to present to
the world with vivid reality the levee scenes, dancing darkies,
negro life, and the broad Mississippi itself. Arriving at New
Orleans we would give the audience a glimpse of that city
and then proceed with the second part of the play in graphic
detail.
The more I think of it the more I see the possibilities and
theatrical economy of it all. I can see the art of playwriting
revolutionized and freed from the limitations of stage requirements. Ican see famous authors entering the field of
moving pictures unhampered by stage mechanism. I can
see John Drew, William Gillette, Dorothy Donnelly or Sarah
Bernhart working at their art while they sit at home, done
forever with one-night stands, while they still receive royalties for their work, just the same as does the author of a
famous book that is read everywhere. The famous actor
need not appear night after night to do the same thing over.
While age and ills or even death come on apace the money
would still come inarching home.
Good plays and good stars are not sufficient in number to
supply the demands of the country. It it were not for moving
pictures a lot of theaters in this country would be closed for a
week or more at a time very frequently. With the repertoire
craze practically dead there are not sufficient taveling companies
ntly supply any theaters except those in the large
cities The latter of course must be supplied, and the suburban
cities and towns have t owait.
People who have read about successful plays want to see them
with thi' well known stars who act the plays in the large cities.
They are no longer content with the assurance that a play will
be competently acted by people whose names are not announced
by the press agents. These second companies oftentimes are
just about as good as the No. i companies, but the public cannot
be induced to believe it. The consequence is that they largely
stay away from No. 2 and No. 3 troupes, and only a percentage
of these traveling companies make much money for themselves
or for local managers. With the big stars ordered to remain
most of the time in the large cities, with only a limited annual output of successful plays, and a still smaller yearly addition to the list of successful star players, the suburban playgoer finds in the pictures and vaudeville his best and only chance
for theatrical entertainment on a majority of the nights of the
theatrical season.
To film such a play, presented by real actors, and rehearse
the speaking parts might mean an outlay of $10,000 for the
first production; but if done right and three or four companies started out with it to tour the country, it would keep
the promoter busy counting money for the rest of his life. The
big profits of course would come from the No. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
and 0 companies that could be put out by simply making another
print from the original negative and rehearsing four more actors.

THE YELLOW PERIL.
Some of the exhibitors were unfamiliar with this question.
On East First street, Los Angeles, the Japanese are already
in control of three five-cent moving-picture theatres. Several times they have tried to buy leases in the business district, and also on the Strand at Long Beach, and other suburban cities. The Japanese, as every Westerner knows, are
cooperative to extremes. They now control more than half
the pool halls in Los Angeles, and now that they have entered the moving-picture field their appearance in this business has been viewed with alarm by local American exhibitors.

AMERICAN FILM MANUFACTURING CO.
The American Film Exchange, of Chicago, insituted prosome time ago to obtain temporary injunction prohibiting the use of the incorporated name, "American Film
Manufacturing Co." In a hearing this week before Judge
Cooper, we understand the motion for a temporary injunction
was quashed, and the judge refused the complainant's request.
This
decision confirms
now well-known
name. the right of the "Flying A" to their
MISSIONARY WORK SHOWN BY FILMS.
The West Side Christian Church, Springfield. 111., recently
used motion pictures to show the work done by missionaries
in Thibet.
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PICTURE PERSONALITIES.
Henry Belmar.
We reproduce herewith portrait of Mr. Henry Belmar, the new
producer of the Powers Company, manufacturers of the Powers
Picture Plays. Mr. Belmar comes to his new position well qualified by long experience in the dramatic field in all its branches.
He has had experience as
an actor, author and manager, covering a period of
thirty years.
Mr. Belmar
starred for several seasons
in the well-known
drama,
"The Pavements of Paris."
He
has also been
the
owner
and
manager
of
theaters in New York, Chicago. Detroit, Boston and
Philadelphia.
He
is the
author of over 150 dramas,
comedies and short sketches
for vaudeville.
At one
time he toured the United
States and Great Britain,
supporting
the late Ada
Grey, one of the best emotional actresses on the stage
during her time.
Mr. Belmar starred in the
moving picture business when it first came into vogue, and has
kept in touch with it ever since. Surely a man who has put in
thirty years' time in the various branches of dramatic work, is
fitted by every known right, to be a producer of moving pictures. The trouble has been that there are not more men responsible for film production who have had the same wide exIn fact, it is difficult to understand how any man can
set up claims for himself as a producer of moving picture plays
who has not bad previous experience in the dramatic field. Thereare many men, however, who never had any connection with
ork in their lives before they began directing moving
The World wishes Mr Belmar every success in his new environment and work. There is every reason why he should succeed and (mt. reason why we wish he should succeed. A great
pity oi it all, is, thai there are not more men like him in the producing end of the moving picture business.
THE ART OF WRITING

SCENARIOS.

By William L< rd Wright.
Author of "Twixt Loyalty and
Love,"
"SimonPubliKenton,"
etc., Published
Instruction
hing Co.,etc.,Bellefontaine,
Ohio. by The
Price Scenario
$1.
In a verj inten >l ng
ries of articles published in
•v told the aspiring scenario author
rticles have been favorably
upon as being of great practical value
N'ow comes
Mr U Lord Wright with a little book of about 30 pages which
still furthi
bject that h.is per. nj would-be moving picture authors, nan 11 .
work; bow to acquire its technique; how, in fact, to
litablc for the market.
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phrase : Poeta nascitur non fit : The poet is born, not made. So
we believe is the scenario writer. Still, for the benefit of those
who
not born
who value.
think they
can sell
be made,
Wright'sof
book are
should
be ofand
great
It will
well onMraccount
that. It may have a negative value, too, in that it may possibly
act as a deterrent to many people who think thev can write
scenarios and cannot realize their unfitness for the work. There
are two or three books extant, and they have run through numerous editions on how to write plays. It is not on record that
any playwright who succeeded during the last quarter of a century', traces any of his success to these manuals, which, perhaps, have been instrumental in diminishing the output of unsuitable plays. It is no easy thing to write a good play ; it is no
easy thing to write a good scenario. So we hope that Mr.
Wright's book will encourage the aspirant who aspires to some
reasonable hope of success, will discourage those who have no
fitness for this form of work. There are too many of the latter kind in the moving picture field to-day.
THE ALABASTRA THEATER.
A New Thing in Moving Pictures,
\Y,e witnessed a demonstration late this week 1 :
tra, the latest thing in moving pictures to conic to
Germany, where several of the very best ideas in moving pictures have come from. We should like to have had more
.space to devote to extolling Alabastra, but our inspection
was made at the very latest moment before going to press,
and we fear that what is said here will scarcely cover the
matter, as it really should be noticed.
Briefly stated, Alabastra
is a combination
oi
graph and theater, or in other word>, moving picture actors
and painted scenery working in combination.
It is being
marketed in America by the Vitascope Co. 01 to
St., Xew York.
We were Ushered before a miniatU]
a tiny stage, with full scenic effects, resembling a finished
model for some large pantomimic scenic effect
The scenery
is in proportion to the theater, and is hand painted by scenic
artists, and it is before this scenery that th<
do their work.
They also appear in miniature and are about
a foot high, which is in proportion to the rest of tin
inent. They are projected from behind, but what the picture
rests upon, we do not know; for therein lies the
Alabastra.
There is absolutely no screen to be seen upon which a picture could be projected either from behind or in :
yet we see tilc»e tiny ftCl
well-lighted, lath
had us guessing.
At present, the pictures are plas:
they appear as animated white statues.
1 1
whitened
•.cry pleasing, but for those who would rather have
colored to harmonize with the scenery, it is only a
matter of detail to have the iilms ,
It is the intention of thl •
le to install these
miniature theaters 111 moving picture bouses, and on \audc^ picture
curtain, which is iaiscd while tlu
ach different play will ..*

Mr. \\ right, w h
points .,nt whal is in demand by moving picture makers
I ben
- what is not wanted.
\fter reviewing the function
uario editor, h< k»m
1 I
own experiences.
'I hen, we cuiiii
the author how to lm-i ideas; where to market
1; how it should be written and presented,
■'lit the

value of action in this branch
view that tb. mub unlionored,

We

it

hould

predict

i with the hand oi a ti Dl
.1 gl
I this new 11111 \ ..
I
I :..!il any more t! I
atkm
I the beginning, wc reviewed the Alabastra

oj dramatic
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A Correction. — Have you ever felt like murdering some
one? That feeling is no stranger to the man who writes for
publication, usually in connection with the man who makes the
paper up. (,Hoffman is the guilty man in this case and he
admits it.)
Week before last I replied to Rhode Island, heading same,
"Mistaken Ideas" (see page 363, Feb. 18 issue). When I came
to look the drawing over carefully, at proof reading time, however, I discovered that I had been careless and had answered
worng. I marked the item to be held over one week (which
was done), and proceeded to correct it by scratching out everything after the first sentence of the answer, inserting the following instead: "The connection would not work at all since the
instant you brought the carbons of either lamp together you
would establish a dead short-circuit between the two outside
wires. But anyhow, even were this not so your lamps would
not burn together. As soon as you lighted one the other would
go out, due to the fact that the one having least arc resistance
(shortest arc") would take all the current."

,
SKETCH
l£HS)

!

.rfj>

,*&*

\
j

But alas and alack ! The correction was set in type all right —
BUT the type was not put in, and the article ran as first written. Hence the dark, deadly thoughts which, inasmuch as the
paper goes through the mails, cannot be expressed. I know
my readers will condone a mistake and accept an honest apology,
but in these days of professional mud-slinging, the mistake in
last week's issue will no doubt be lit upon by a certain "electrical
expert" like a bee lights on a posey.
Condenser Lenses. — Peoria, 111., writes: "My equipment
consists of a Powers No. 5, Kleine Optical lens, Motiograph
lamp, Ft. Wayne 220 volt, 60-cycle compensarc, 8l/2 condensers
front and rear, 56 feet throw, picture 13^ feet, No. 4 asbestos
wires to lamp, No. 5 stranded rubber covered lead wires. Volt
test at arc 37 and ampere test at arc 60. I have used all
combinations of condensers from 6T/2 to gJ/2 and find I get
the best light and spot with two Sl/2 lenses, but cannot get a
clear white"light on the picture. I have used Bio, Arco, Electra
andReally,
Projector
Whatanswer
is my your
trouble?"
Peoria,carbons.
I can only
question in one way;
and that is: I do not know. If you are throwing only 56 feet
with a 13 foot picture it would seem that you might get better
results with shorter focal length condensers. However, you
sav you have tried them, and apparently about everything else.
Possibly you are not setting your carbons right. I would suggest you angle your lamp the same as for direct current and set
carbons practically the same, giving the lower carbon a little
less advancement. With this set you must be very careful not
to get the lower carbon too far ahead or its tip will form in such
a way as to be in front of the upper creator. Please describe just
what the effect is on the screen and how you have set your
carbons. It may be then I can offer you some suggestion, but
until vou do this I am afraid I cannot. If any of our readers
can offer anything of value to Peoria, let them come forward.
A Dispute.— Massachusetts (name of town suppressed by
request),
the following:
"I am projecting
16x10, 85 submits
feet throw,
with a perpendicular
drop of a32 picture
feet 6
inches. The assertion has been made that I should get as
good a picture as is projected in another, smaller theater where
the throw is 45 feet and the picture 8x10, the machine setting
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level and square with the screen. The small house in question
is using 60 amperes through a coil, while I am only getting 45
on the 60 ampere notch of a Ft. Wayne compensarc. I use a
4]/2 in. Gunlach lens. What condenser should I use for my
throw? I claim it to be impractical to throw as good picture
under conditions in this house as can be projected in the smaller
theater. Kindly inform me if I am wrong."
You should use two ~x/2 in. condensers of a good grade.
With a very carefully selected lens, it would be possible to get a
fairly isgood
picture,
of the
"keystone"
variety;
that
to say,
widerthough
at theit would
bottom bethan
at the
top. With
the
ordinary stock lens you would not be likely to have as sharp
definition all over the picture as could be had with the machine
set level with and an equal distance from the screen. On the other
hand, the man with the 45 feet throw would not be likely to
have as good a grade lens as yours if his picture was the same
size. His picture, however, is much smaller than yours, and as
a matter of fact, if they are both stock lenses, there is not, or
should not be much difference in the two lenses, so far as
quality goes, each being of about the same focal length. There
fore, the man in the small house should (other things being
equal and taking into consideration the fact that you are using
45 amperes and he 60, and the further fact that you are covering 304 sq. ft. with light whereas he is covering only 80 sq. ft.)
have a fair picture, more brilliant, and in every way better
than you can get under the conditions in your theater. I
would suggest, however, that you can materially improve matters by securing a specially selected high grade objective lens
and boosting your amperage. In considering the above let it
be understood that a long focal length lens is usually of much
higher quality than is a short one.
Bad Sprocket Teeth.— Mr. Chas. Catt, proprietor Electric
Theater. Niles, Mich., writes: "I notice considerable trouble
in condensing lens breakage. I have been running more than
two years with the same condenser lenses I started with. Am
using rheostat and get a good light. My light bill is about
the same as where they have compensarcs. I use $i in. cored
carbons below and s/2 in. above; Powers No. 5 machine. I
put in a new star and sprocket recently and the film seems to
snap and catch in passing over the sprocket. The machine
runs perfectly quiet without the film, and with it if I leave the
gate
open.
Iyouam areunable
the trouble."
Evidently
using toa locate
very weak
current, or you could
not use the same condenser two years, since with heavy amperage its surface would long since have been roughened, even
though the lens remained unbroken. This probably accounts
for the fact that your light bills are little more than where a
transformer is used. I presume you are projecting rather a
small picture and handle your light very carefully. It is a
fact that some men are able to get the same curtain brilliancy
with a considerably less current consumption than others, even
though all be first class, experienced operators whose work
is, in other respects, above criticism. As to the sprocket, if
you will examine its teeth with a magnifying glass (a condenser lens will do), you will probably find that one corner
of them is rough, due to failure to buff off the wire edges
turned by the milling machine. Either this, or the teeth are
under-cut (which certainly could not be with a new sprocket),
or else through some blunder the teeth have been milled too
large. Unquestionably there is something wrong with that
sprocket, and I would suggest that you take the matter up
with the party from whom it was purchased, demanding a new
one in its place; returning the old one, of course, for inspection.
Editor Bumped.— Mr. A. E. Kirk, Galveston, Tex., writes:
"On page 133. January 2lst issue, Washington, D. C, introduces
himself
originator
of the for
'Light
In
one way ashe the
cannot
be forgiven
that,Ray
but Argument.'
in another we
should all be thankful to him because the argument brought
forth a promise from the Bosch & Lomb people of an article
on lenses, which I personally have been anxiously awaiting.
Hope they have not forgotten about it. There is one statement
in particular in his letter, referring to the 'Torn Title' being
caused by too rapid starting of the machine, that looks reasonable to me. In your answer you say he is entirely mistaken,
citing the fact that the film 'stops dead still and starts again
sixteen times every second when running at normal speed.' It
is now your turn to be 'entirely mistaken,' for are not the
tension springs and upper loop designed to accomplish that

-,
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very thing? All the intermittent sprocket does when it pulls
the film sixteen times every second is to pull down the slacked
loop past the tension springs, resulting in practically no strain
whatever on the film. But when the crank is suddenly started
the upper sprocket has to suddenly start the upper reel, revolving and the film between the lower reel and the lower
take-up sprocket is brought under a great strain, the two spindles almost working against each other. I trust you will take
thisAs correction
good spirit."
regards thein article
referred to, I understand it is in the
course of preparation. As to the other matter, I am always
willing to be corrected if I am wrong, and I am willing to say
that you are partly right — to the extent at least that there is
a little jerk when the upper reel is started. I do not think
though, Friend Kirk, that it would make any material difference either below and above whether the machine was started
slowly or fast, since in any event the strain on the upper film
would not amount to much and the slack should all be taken
out of the film leading into the take-up when threading. You
would be surprised to know the number of pounds strain there
is on the teeth of the intermittent sprocket when it starts the
film. That strain is sufficient to cut away the teeth of the
sprocket, which are made of steel, in a comparatively short time,
although the strain is distributed over about eight teeth. The
purpose of the tension spring is merely to stop the piece of
film between the two loops and hold it stationary. Space forbids an extended dissertation on this subject, though I would
like to go into it at some length. I think, however, Mr. Kirk,
if you study that proposition a little more you will conclude
that my statement in reply to Washington was not very far
from right after all.
Several Things. — Iowa (name of town suppressed by request), writes: "This is my first year as a subscriber to the
Moving Picture World and I am certainly satisfied with what
I am getting for my money. We run licensed films, three changes
of three films a night; no vaudeville. I spend from four to
five hours each change patching the films and have but few
stops during the shows. I have run as much as three months
without a single stop. Our pictures are clear and steady. We
use a Standard American machine. Can you tell me the reason a cracked condenser shows in the stereo and not in the
moving picture? I have discovered that by placing a ruby
glass with a purple, or between purple and blue glasses, I can look
at my carbons without straining the eyes. Before starting the
show I get my film exactly in focus by turning on the light and
snapping the fire shutter up and down. There is no danger in
this, as it is only open the fraction of a second, while throwing
the title on the screen."
I think, Iowa, you must mean three changes of three films
per week instead of per night. The careful work in repairing
the films is highly creditable. .Did your exchange do its duty,
there would be no necessity for that four or five hours' labor,
but exchanges do not, or at least they very seldom perform
their duty in keeping films in condition. The condenser crack
shows in the stereo, and not in the motion picture because in
the former the slide is right up against the condenser, while
in the latter the film is a foot or more away. The object
illuminated is known as the "focal plane" and when the focal
plane is right up against the condenser lens any imperfection
such as a crack will show But when the focal plane is some
distance away, it does not. A ruby and grass green glass
serve the same purpose as does the ruby and purple. Snapping
the fire shutter to focus the film is
Minded.
It
would be all right with a very careful man, but with a man
anyway inclined to be careless, it might easily lead to serious
trouble
From Northland.— Mr. F. C. Rice, Granby, Quebec, writes.
"A few lines of appreciation for tin- v<"<<\ work accomplished
by the Tr< uble Department ami '1 he World
My connection with
which period it was a hobby,
• vears it has become my busini - I have
eing a piece of black paper over the perforated shutter on an Edison one-pin machine the picture is much Inland lias been in constant use every day sine*, with
r repairs.
[ pul
• ullers en my mahad trouble losing lower loop
I promptly put the
1 ami the trouble
id difficulty with the picture OUt

or oil. '.'.
runnintr a 11;. k.w.

no volt dynamo

•

Our

pictun

■ mide that we cm switch
rent by mrrelv throwing a double thi
■hould our engine break down, a thing thai has only happened
! ngine and dynamo give us little I
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run without attention in a small building attached to the theater.
I take great care to have the engine and dynamo i:
condition before starting up, however."
Friend Rice's letter contains other interesting things and I
should like to have published it in full. The week is only half
over, however, and there are thirty letters at hand, so that I
am perforce
obliged
to will
"boil be'emof down."
The information
concerning the light
plant
much interest
to our readers.
I am sure. The letter, however, speaks for itself and requires
little comment.
Likes Handbook.— Mr. J. L. Fraser, Maricopa, Calif., orders
a Handbook sent to Tim O'Connor, Bakersfield, Calif., 421
and
writes: "I taught this young man to operate and told him of
your valuable Handbook and he has had me order this copy.
I have played the picture game eight years. I like your work
in the Trouble Department and read it carefully every week.
Perhaps sometime I will tell you some of my experiences and
views
Glad onto operating."
have your experiences and views at any time, Neighbor Fraser. The sooner the better. We, of course, feel pleased
that you like the work of the Department.
Lining the Machine.— Mr. Albert E. Kirk, Galveston, Tex.,
contributes the following: "Here is an arrangement for bringing the arc lamp, condensers, aperture plate and objective lens
in one accurate straight line with respect to each other. It is,
or should be, a well known fact, that the very best results can
only be obtained with any projection apparatus when the various parts composing its optical system are in one direct line
or
axis. Many
of the complaints
by operators
"ghosts,"
unevenly
.illuminated
screens, made
shadows,
blurrs, ofdistortions,
etc., can be traced to this cause. The method here given is
purely a mechanical one, and is infallible.
"In the drawing A is the arc lamp, B the circular opening in
the lamp house for supporting the condensers, but with the
condensers removed. D the aperture plate of the machine, E
the front plate with the objective removed, F opening in wall
of booth, C shows method of applying calipers.

"To line up the machine, remove the condensers from the hood
and objective from machine head. Procure about four or five
feet of rather fine spring steel or brass wire, and make a loop
at one end. Hook this loop over the carbons exactly where crater on positive carbon is formed, closing the carbons sufficiently
to prevent wire from slipping off. Pass wire through
opening, aperture and objective opening, on through opening in
wall and draw up tight winding the free end as ihowfl .a F 1 he
wire can be made still more tense by backing
a little by meant
rew provided (01
pose. Now.
by atmeans
of rule or calipers, center wire in objective opening
E, sliding
accomplished.
The tension on the wire should | I
stick F from slipping out of place
Next, centre the

■
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"Rarely

Equalled— Neveri

Celebrate the Birthday of the)
IF IT'S A
NESTOR
ITS GOOD!
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HIS FATHIS

Released Wednesday, February 2A -

-"Always A Feature!"Read This Letter!
February 5th, 191 1
Dear Sirs:—
I write to compliment you on your recent
releases. Nestor stands first in the production of
western pictures, for the workmanship is fine, the
parts are acted by great professional players, and
the scenery is gorgeous and in keeping with the
story. I have heard lots of praise bestowed upon
Nestor Films, and it is well deserved, for your pictures never have silly chases nor other foolish
tommyrot; are without a flicker, steady and clear
and always a feature wherever shown. My advice
to Exhibitors is, "Fight for Nestor Films and get
every release. They are the guiding star and boxoffice-receipts-producer of the picture business.
Yours truly, JOHN POTTER,
13 S. Race St., Springfield, Ohio

™™ "In The Commissioned Ranks"
DAVID

HORSLEY,

Wednesday,
For Release

Just one of the many »cen«
Father's House." A pictur,
satisfying that you will be'
Get "His Father's House"*
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Prole
C(C

March 8th, 1911
A Delicious I

German Savings 1
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FILflS
rpassed — Often Imitated"
<r of Our Country by Getting

S H©USE"

—A

IT PAYS

TO

GET
Nestor Films!

Celebration 998 Feet Long

-"TWO PRESS COMMENTS""IN THE COMMISSIONED RANKS" is not
a tragic picture. It is a sad one, however, and contains alesson to army wives and husbands, who
should see it by all means. And having seen it, we
are sure that they will never neglect their children
thereafter.
The picture is exceedingly well acted. It is the
best-acted picture of the Nestor brand that we
have ever seen. It is nicely toned and tinted,
tastefully arranged, interesting, logical and dignified
all the way through. — Moving Picture World,
Feb. nth, 191 1.

U o-<am»tic jewel "His
Jutland to delightfully
- ••

th planted patrons.

IJ

"IN THE COMMISSIONED RANKS" is a
very good picture, showing up and disclosing arm}
life and customs. The story is heart -touching, but
the end is such as will please the audience.
A
noticeable feature of this film i> tin- good work accomplished bythe ( General, the new leading man for
the Nestor Company.
The Billboard, Feb. 4th, [911

e»lst1911

fitonance"

I, tiy-»rama

For Release
Wednesday,
March 8th, 1911

GET

In The Commissioned Ranks"

IT!

Gliding, 4th Avenue and 14th Street, New YorK
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Careless Camera Operators. Mr. Geo. Brennan, Shenandoah, Pa., writes:
Handbook
with
u. Consider
it north"Received
more than
the moneyand 1 am
paidwell
for pleased
it, a> 1 have
already gained valuable information from its pages. 1 am u =
ing an Edison one-pin machine and always had trouble with my
carbons until 1 received the Handbook, and found the right
way to set them. 1 have noticed in one of your late releases
a letter from Washington, D. C, complaining of carelessness
on the part of camera operators. I also wish to enter a protest in this respect. The camera operator should be yen careful, since carelessness on his part makes it impossible for the
operator to do good work. Particularly are several of the independent manufacturers at fault in this matter. Will you
kindly inform me as to whether a short arc or a long one consumes the most 'juice?' I find the arc 1 am now using, a rather
long one, to give the best li ght; but an out-of-town electrician
claims a short arc to be the most economical. I differ with him.
whoI am,
is right:''
of course, glad you have found the Handbook of value,
Friend Brennan. I agree with you that camera operators should
be very, very careful in their work, since, as you say, earelsssness on their part will largely neutralize any effort the operator
may make to secure good results on the screen. As to the arc,
the shorter it is the greater number of amperes will be consumed, since shortening the arc has the effect of lessening the
resistance. If your arc is too long it will cause an undue flaming of the carbons. If it is short enough to cause the arc to
"sing''rent(Iconsumption
speak of without
D. C. now)
there willincrease
be a largely
added curany material
of light.
Condenser Mounts. — Mr. Percy Payment, Motion Picture
Commission Agent, Edmonton, Alta, Can., crosses the line with
the following :"I have noticed frequent complaints of condenser
breakage and the many remedies suggested. In my opinion
much of it is caused by the use of a common or cheap quality
of condenser, which will not withstand the extremely rapid
and uneven contraction and expansion. Also, the construction
of the regular condenser mount itself does not allow sufficient
room for expansion, and at the same time hold the condensing
lenses parallel. I enclose pictures and explanation of the condenser mount which will do much to improve matters; and,
further, since it has no thread, but, instead, a spring clip, when
a lens does break, it can be replaced much more quickly than in
the old style, where it is sometimes necessary to make file cuts
in the ring in order to unscrew it. I believe that while such a
mount is here shown would not entirely obviate the trouble, it
would, in conjunction with Ai quality lenses, do much toward
lessening it. I have used the mount myself and found it most
satisfactory, and have yet to receive my first complaint from the
exhibitor to whom I have supplied them."

The mount spoken of appears to very closely resemble the
round holder used by the Powers people and others, except that
the lenses are held apart by two rings and a peculiar form of
spring shown in the cut. Aside from the fact that there is no
screw to remove to get the lens out, the mount seems to be
about the same thing as has been used by a number of manufacturers in this country. The spacing spring, however, appears to be a distinct improvement. These forms of condenser
mount have, however, largely given way to the square box arrangement with a door on one side. This latter has been found
to be more convenient and to serve every purpose as well or better than the round metal holder. I thoroughly agree with
Friend Rice as regards the quality of lens having considerable
to do with excessive breakage.
Telephone. — Mr. H. A. Mover, Waverly, la., contributes
the following:
have devoted
read Theto Moving
Picture World and"For
abovetwoall,years
the Ipages
the Trouble
Department. The operator's Handbook is fine. I have been
asked by operators in near-by towns if a telephone could be installed in such manner as to allow the operator to better hear
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sketch of one I made myself. It is cheap, gives perfect satisfaction and any one can make it."
We thank you cordially, Friend Mover, for your words of appreciation as well as for the telephone sketch. I would suggest,
however, that you might add considerably to it by giving the
number of turns and size of wire used on primary and secondary
coils. Is the secondary wound tight over the primary? Also,
what kind of a core? The sketch is excellent, and with the additional information suggested I am sure will be of great value.
Some Questions.— Mr. T. A. Kimmel, Cairo, III., orders
Handbook and writes: "Will you please tell me what size condensing lenses will give the best results for a 13 foot picture on
a 57-foot throw? What is the right size wire for terminals for
from 35 to ss amperes? Can you recommend the H. & H.
bronze sheel carbons (flat side) for A. C. ? Also, please give
me the proper angle to set carbons in Powers lamp for A. C
current. I saw an article on 'Jackass Music' It was most excellent, and it has been my experience that music of that variety
is dished up in a great many 5-cent shows."
I will answer your condenser query in this way, Neighbor
Kimmel : Get two 7^ and one 6]/2 condensers. Trv the two
7' j first and then one 6J4 and one 7J/2, and use whichever gives
the best results. For 55 amperes, you will require a No. 5 wire
It is rated at 54 amperes, but the one additional ampere would
do no damage. Of course, you might use No. 6 asbestos covered to your lamps, since No. 6 is rated at 65 amperes, weather
proof. But I believe it would pay you to install No. 5 if you
can procure it readily. You will find the wire table on Page
15, of the Handbook. I am not acquainted with the H. & H.
bronze sheel carbons. As a general proposition, however, I am
not a believer in flat side carbons. I have never been able to
observe any material benefit derived from their use. On pages
82 to 91, inclusive, of the Handbook, you will find full instructions on carbon setting, both A. C. and D. C, with illustrations
on Pages 87 and 88.
Lamps in Series.— Mr. Jesse C. Long, Rochester. N. Y.,
write- again and says: "We now operate two 100 watt Tungsten
lights while the picture runs. Instead of this, could we not
run the two wires of the circuit down opposite sides of the
room and connect them with five series of three 35 volt 8 c. p.
lamps to the series, the five series beine: in multiple with each
other, thus covering the whole room? How would the current
consumption now on these lamps, compare with the two 100 watt
lights now in use? An electrician here, who is supposed to
know his business tells me that one 8 c. p. lamp consumes as
much current as one 100 watt lamp. I should like to know your
verdict in this matter."
Five series of these lamps would make a total of 15 lamps.
One 100 watt Tungsten consumes approximately one ampere,
hence, two would consume two amperes. One 8 c. p. lamp consumes approximately one- fourth ampere (I speak of 110 volt
lamps), and 15 would consume % x 15, or about twice the current used by the two Tungstens. These figures are not exact,
but are correct enough for practical purposes. You could run
the series and run them in multiple, as you propose, but it
would require more current than you now use. as shown above.
You would get a much better light distribution with the small
lamps.
current. In the above I have assumed that you have 110 volt
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'Strategy* '

1 thrilling
A film] that tells a tragic story leading to a thrilling climax and ending in a
situation that is truly laughable
funny.
lughable and
«
Length, approximately, 980 feet

Release* Monday, February 27th

"The Sheriff's Sweetheart"
"The Silence System"
"The Sheriff's Sweetheart" is real Western, dramatic and intensely interesting.
The Arizona backgrounds are beautiful.
"The Silence System"
[a short comedy replete with funny situations.
Length respectively 800 feet and 200 feet
Mb

Release Thursday, March 2nd

Art

"College

I
CZIZ3

CX L_

Chums"

A dramatic story of a college love affair and it-; sequel. A clean,
original, well-acted picture.
Length, approximately, 975 feel
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Two Wing Shutter. — Washington, I) C, writes: "1 Bee
Mr. Turnpaugh, Ft. Worth, rex., has trouble with hi> threewing shutter. I enclose sketch showing how 1 made a twowing shutter for m> No. <>. thus nMTconiinn the same trouble.
I cut the shutter out of a sheet of thin copper S'.j inches long
by 41.- wide, soldered an extra piece around the hub to
strengthen it Both blades are the same size I have used il
for about two months and get a clear, Bickerless picture."

THIN
COPPER

WORLD

font picture 35 foot throw. I fee two 7.. inch condensers.
-t 111 picture as follows: Small dark spot in centre and
entire lower portion of screen shadowy up to almost its centre
on edges, but not so high in centre, fhere 1- clear space
central spot and upper edye of lower shadow. Have
tried moving lamp house back and forward, and have carefully
inspected the projection lens. Can you help
dry two (>; { condensers, also on< ;'_■ and one bYi. You have
a very short focal length objective lens
lie sure the center of
your condensing lens is level with the center of your aperture.
1 am inclined to think you are using a lamp house made for
a machine with an aperture located at different height than that
of the Edison Model B. Be sure your lenses (condensing and
are square with each other, ami in exact line with
each other, lie sure the lighl dees not strike on the edge of
the opening in the operating room wall. In one of these things
1 think you will find your trouble.
If not, write again.
Will Write.
Mr. Chas. Laillaw, Toronto, Can., writes:
Hi!.- is a photo of our theater, the 'Queen's Palace.'
Note
Yours
Truly Picture
standing World.
by the 'income
window'
holding
a copy
of MOVING
Will write
for the
Department

I

inn— p— — r

^,

soon."

Remembrance]
-?'k

We are obliged to you, Washington, for shutter sketch, which
is passed on to our readers, including Friend Turnpaugh, for
consideration and experiment.
Curtain Coating.— Mr. P. Buraker, Havana, 111., writes:
"Can tain,anyone
me screen
a metallic
formula
for two
the curas near agive
mirror
as cancoating
be made?
I have
formulas on the curtain 1 am now using, put on over white oilcloth; neither is what I want. It is not smooth enough, and
seems to be spotted or dappled."
If Neighbor Buraker will look back through the Department for the past sixty days he will find several curtain coatings. Page 77, of January 14 issue, will give him two. Anyone
who feels able to help in this matter will kindly send the receipt through the Department or to Brother Buraker direct, or
both.
Curtain Coating Again. — Chicopee Falls, Mass., encloses
check for Handbook and writes: "I read every word of the
Trouble Department and find many very helpful ideas. Can
you tell me a coating for a curtain 'which will not crack or fall
off when it is lifted- up. By that I mean gathered by ropes and
pulled up to the top of the stage for vaudeville acts."
I am afraid I do not know such a preparation. That js to
say, a preparation elastic enough to allow of a curtain being all
crumpled up, as I take it you means yours will be. I refer the
matter, however, to our readers, in case anyone feels able to
offer advice on the subject. Flat white paint would be as near
as I could come to it.
Special Films.— From Mr. E. E. Claytor. Para, Brazil,
comes the following: "I am a subscriber to The World, and
certainly appreciate the Trouble Department. Through it I
have learned many things. I wish to know if there have ever
been films made of the following comic operas, etc.? If so, can
you secure a copy or reel of each? The desired subjects are
as follows: Merry Widow (Viuda Alegre) ; Dream Waltz (Sueno
de un Valz) ; The Dollar Princess (Princesa de los Dollars);
Nina Mimida, La Viuda mas Alegra, Chantecler, Geisha, The
Chocolate Soldier (Soldado de Chocolate) ; Count of Luxenburg (Conde de Luxenburgo) ; Republica del Amor; Metodo
Gonite.
Please answer as soon as possible."
I shall do the best I can for you in this matter, Neighbor
Claytor. but I am afraid I won't have time to give it the personal attention it deserves. I will, however, immediately refer
it to various film makers.
Likes The World.— Mr. Harris N. Ensign. Los Angeles.
Cal., writes ordering a Handbook, and says: "I am a constant
reader of The Moving Picture World, as I also am of other
papers pertaining to the moving picture business, but in niv estimation The World has got it over them all."
Many thanks. Neighbor Ensign.
Comments
unnecessary.
Doing WelL— Mr. E. H. Hill. Winnipeg, Man.. Canada,
writes, ordering a Handbook, and says: "Trouble Department
is very helpful. Moving picture business is certainly on the
increase here.
We have some very nice houses, all doing well."
Please let us have a little more detailed information concerning moving picture affairs in your city, Neighbor Hill.
Trouble. — King's Mill. Ohio, orders a handbook and writes:
"Am using Edison Improved Ex. Mod. machine.
Have 8 x 10

Br1 „.»v ii
\t this time of year you should have had a few icicles draped
around t< make things look natural. Neighbor Laidlaw. As {o
writing for the Department, why — come on in, the water's fine.
Film Cement. — On page 188, January 28th issue. I made
not< of
receipt of
six bottlesI of
"Film Weld,"
two
Cleveland
operators
distributed
some the
of invention
this cementof
among operators in whose judgment I have confidence. Here
is the first report: "As to your request for test of cement, I find
it to be very good. It does not curl the film, patches very
quickly and does not pull apart. I wish its makers success.
Raymond Phillips, operator Keith & Proctor's Bijou Dream, New
York City. P. S. — The other operator (we have two) tried it
andMany
reports
the for
same."
thanks
your trouble, gentlemen. Will have other
reports soon.
A Bundle of Them.— Princeton, X. J., asks the fol"(1) divided
On Page
of thegives
Handbook,
when
you say lowing
thatquestions:
no volts
by 8,
3 ohms
36^ amperes,
is that the amperage at the arc? (2) Also the one, same page,
about the 220 volts: Isn't that the ohms of the arc and rheostat both
aboutat the
Isn'tAlso,
the
00 the
linetogether?
voltage, 3)or Also
is it the
the one
voltage
the 30x3:
arc? (4)
where is says that 30x110 equals 3.300 watts; is that the way
to find the wattage consumed from line and at arc together? (5)
1 would like to know how to find the voltage across the arc

and the voltage wasted? (6) Would like to know how to find
the amperes taken from line and at arc?" (7) Would like to
know how to get wattage taken from line and at arc separate?
(8) Would like to know how to get resistance of arc and rheostat separate? (9) How may I find the c. p. of an arc lamp?
do) Do you think it necessary to operate in glasses? Can a
ight be produced in very dense, smoked glasses?
"Enclosed find sketch of screwdriver which, if made heavy
enough, will be found convenient in handling small machine
screws, such as those in the aperture plate. I am much pleased
with the Handbook.
I have read it through and through."
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I am very glad you have sprung tins, Princeton. Shortlyafter the hanuoook was out i saw tnere was need of correction
on pages 8 and Q. Like every new work, the Handbook contains
some 1errors,
for not
a hrst'
and the
a pioneer
work of
its
kind,
believe but,
1 need
blushedition,
lor what
book contains.
Your
questions— 1, 2 and 3— may be disposed of as follows: The
way it is stated on page 8, of the Handbook, contemplates combining the resistance of the arc and rheostat. The formula on
page y should read

and all those having Handbooks will please add the -45 to the
formula, as above indicated. 1 he 45 represents the voltage drop
at the arc, or the arc resistance. 1 he problem contained in your
first question is wrong. It is wrong in the Handbook in that it
should have read "3 ohms in the rheostat and arc combined."
The arc resistance varies with the length of the arc, but for
figuring we take a resistance equal to a drop of 45 volts. This
will be approximately correct tor D. C, but will be somewhat
too high for A. C, owing to the fact that a much shorter
arc is carried with A. C. tnan with I) C. The rules are, on
this account, only approximate, but they will be close enough
for ordinary practice. (4; Means wattage consumed from the
line, including both arc and resistance consumption. (5) You
may find the voltage across the arc by attaching one pole of a
voltmeter of known correctness to one binding post of the lamp
and the other pole to the other lamp binding post. The difference between the arc voltage
and the line voltagt
wasted in the resistance. (6) With rheostatic resistance cut one of the wires and hook
in an ammeter
anyilie lamp circuit. If a transformer is used, hook in
the ammeter ahead of the transformer for line amperage and
the other side for arc ampi
understand, unless
you mean to separate the arc consumption and rheostat consumption. If so, multiply the arc voltage by the amperage and
then multiply the amperage again by the difference between the
arc and line voltage. (8) You can only do this accurately when
the exact arc voltage is known. Taking 45 as the constant, it
simple problem, provided you know the exact em
perage. Suppose you are pulling 25 amperes on a 45 volt arc
drop, line voltage 110. What is the resistance of the rheos 65, which, divided by the amperage (.'5)
ohms in the rheostat The total resistance (not
taking the line resistance into account) is no divided by 25, or
4^ ohms; therefore, the arc resistance would be the difference
between 4fi and _< | -, ohms, or 1 '• - ohms (9) Look back
through back numbers oi the Department. You will find this
matter dealt with. 1 have a long article on this subject, written
by a California correspondent, awaiting space for publication.
(10; I don't think I quite understand what you are driving at.
Many
thankfor the si n wdriver
sketch, though
ma
. screwdriver is, I believe, better.
Machine Trouble.
Attica,
hid,
orders
a Handbook
and
writes: "I have a new Powers \'o 6 on my old No
5 stand, in
same position as No. 5 head
t
1 Cannot
get clear picture.
I am using the same
lenses, etc
I !u- picture 1- out of focus,
principally on the left, though 1 can change this to either side
1, by adjusting three screws
holding the threaded ring in which
screws
60 foot throw; picture, g by 13. What condei
best?
What effect have the little pitts burned in the condensing
lens by Hying particles fro mthe arc
effect on the picture, 1
mean ?"
1 ondensing lenses, whichthe best result'I he little pitts binned
in
by the incandescent particles of carbon roughen the lens and injure the illumination of the picture, to some , xtenl
1 uighened the effect is quite noticeable in loss if 1II11
nd will -ho«
plainly in clear stereo slidi
I aven't got the ring which bold- the obji
ight In this week 01 nexi week's paper will appear a
skct h illustrating the method oi lining up the lens, aperature,
Approved
Lamps — New
York
inquiring
whether or not the Bureau of Water Suppl)
(]
i arc lamps Having a knuckle in ';
! which
the arm
• various
1 know of no such action by the department, nor do I
of the limps now
Low

' Ih s city
Wages.
In, liana

in use to be discarded

helped

along

a
a as $1 a day, or

I-, from the

rather, nighl

the

-

g

machines

1 have suppressed the name of the town because it is a small
Handbook."
place.
Naming the town would probably identif) I
which might cause him annoyance. Sorry to hear that conditions are such over in Hoosierdom. Let's hope they 11 improve
in the very near future. But before they do, the schoolboy
game will have to be eliminated, as will also the dollar-a-night
operator.
'three Wing Shutter— Mr Jos. Sirrani, Gem Th<
bondale,
Pa., writes: "1 am trying to make a three-wing
ter for a Powers No. 5 machine.
Please give me thi
of shutter and din
15 picture.
What sue condensers should
You should use two 7,.. 1:1. or ore ;
ever gives the best results.
On
1" .
issue, you will tind photograph of a Powers three
installed by Mr
U. H. Craig, operator Lyceum The.:

shut-

by

in., which-

Wash.
If you haven't thi- copy of The Wok
same by sending 10 cents in stamp- :
ing Picture World
with the necessary
dimensions
of the shutter
if you enclose
stamps.
In fact, I would stlf
I the reader- who
know
what
the proper
dimensions
of the desired
should
send same directly to Mr. Siranni
If I am not mistaken, the same
shutter used on tin
purpose on the L
Letters Laid Over. — Owing to lack of space, several letters
are unavoidably
laid over until next week
but it cannot be helped.
Vitagraph
Play.
Important
to Managers
-'3 and _>5 respectively the Vitagraph Company
••
■ film, the three together making a complete dramitization of Charles Dickens' great work A Tale of Two
Cities." The reels will be 1.014, 1.013 and <x>4 feet in length,
or a total of 3,921 feet.
1 have
not seen
this I
rather these releases but taking the uniform excellence of
raph product into consideration
iphicallv and otherwise
Now
Mr. Manager
for the love of Mike Don't
;
itely.
Wait until all are released and run them
together as a complete play
Make a feature of it and advcrti-c a few days
m advance
that those
read or re-reaed the book, thus adding largely to :i;
of the -how.
In your
advertises
trons
to
glance
through
the book and refresh
their men
In this I believe you are given a slight
will be the niuttire of tin
not tar ofl w hen complete
plav ~
will be the regular
thing,
rather
than
the novelty.
The
\ itagraph Company have done a commendable act in making

the releasi

together

time.
of COmn

a matter

DR.
ture

and

Company,

Hampton's
< )vvn St,r>." that
!.i-t
Poll of II,hi :

•

In other

Memphis
w 1

by

nights and Saturdays.
'1 hey work d
.:r>e. their
work am is a cheap.
been
in W.
e'.c
ten years
and
member 1 ofhave
the I.
B. E.
(.International Brotherhood
of Electrical Workers,).
Allow me
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MARCH
OF
PROGRESS.
Some old fogies claim that the coming of the machine has
mined many industries and is still putting many men out of
work. Their argument is that even on the farm they have
thrashing machines doing the work of three men.
All this is true in one sense, but these men who want to oppose the march of progress should use a little common sense and
realize that while a thrashing machine can do the work of three
men, the manufacture of said thrashing machines give employment to many more men.
This is the same in every line. Many persons who pay a
nickel per day to see motion pictures do not realize how many
men, women and children are employed in the making of the
little pictures that move on the screen, and surely the moving
pictures have given more employment to men and women than
the thrashing machine has taken away from the farm.
While no one can say exactly how many persons are now employed by this new cinematographic invention, we can state that
motion pictures are giving work and the daily bread to many men
working on buildings, decorations, theater chairs and supplies,
cameras, perforators, printers, projective machines, raw materials,
chemicals, costumes, scenarios, etc.
The above list is a very small one, as many other industries
are profiting by the motion pictures and by manufacturing goods
for the theaters they give more work to the men chased from
the farm by the apparition of the thrashing machine. The musical instrument manufacturers are included in this list, as the request for good music and sound effects to show the pictures has
given a new boom to the manufacturers and. as the work is progressing, many of these manufacturers use their brains to invent
new and more compact instruments to occupy less room in the
orchestra pit.
The Leedy Manufacturing Company, of Indianapolis, Ind., have
recognized this new agent called motion pictures, and are working on several new musical instruments to help the trap drummer in his work of giving life to the picture. As these improvements are not yet placed on the market, we will be pleased to
describe them in course of time.
The following cut shows the folding stand of the Leedy Manufacturing Company for their concert grand xylophone.

The Leedy Manufacturing Company have just completed a new
re-enforced concrete addition to their factory on Palmer Street
for the purpose of adding a very important department, the one
of making their own drum heads. It is a known fact that the
drummers have experienced considerable trouble in securing a
first-class drum head, and to overcome these troubles the Leedy
Manufacturing Company decided to spare no money to provide
the
best plant, employ experienced help and secure the very best
material.
Mr. J. C. Deagan, of Chicago, has not been slow to recognize
this new factor; his electric bells and his church chimes have
made a great hit and are in great demand, as no well-equipped
moving picture theater would be without these accessories to
good music for the pictures.
The Rudolph Wurlitzer Company, of Cincinnati. Ohio, is another illustration of the fact that motion pictures have created a
great demand for musical instruments and consequently have
given work to many men and women. The Wurlitzer
Company employ an army of good mechanics to manufacture
their automatic musical instruments. When we consider the
large sums of money paid for these very popular automatic musical instruments, we come to the conclusion that motion pictures
are here to stay and give employment to many men who have
been driven away from the farm bv the terrible thrashing
machine.
The same can be said of many 6"ther industries, and of late we
have seen several manufacturers of office chairs go into the making of opera chairs, a line heretofore left to only a few manufacturers. The Superior Manufacturing Company, of Muskegon,
Mich., well known for their church and lodge furniture, are now
offering a fine line of opera chairs.
If we wish to consider still more industries, we will find that
men in general have no reason to kick, as, while the machines
have been taking away the daily bread of a few. on another hand
the advent of the machine has created new industries and is giving
good employment to many others. Let us keep an eye on the
march of progress and not look backward at what our grandfathers were doing.
I. M. B.
OPEN LETTER TO OHIO EXHIBITORS.
Gentlemen:
I have secured for you a copy of the bill that
is to be presented to the Ohio Legislature.
You will notice

the wording
"Picture shows
or exhibition
using
films
composedof ofthisanybill:
inflammable,
combustible,
or explosive
substance or material for the projection of such moving
pictures, shall be fined not less than $50.00 and not more than
five hundred dollars, etc." Now this is the meat in the
cocoanut. Every exhibitor knows that there have been more
lire-, from licensed films than from those of the Independent
organization. Furthermore, the big fire in Cincinnati and
the big film fire in Pittsburg were both licensed film exchanges, and if there ever has been a lire in the Independent
film exchanges I have not heard of it.
The fact in my opinion is that if they could get this bill
passed through the Legislature in Ohio it wouKi
railroaded through in other States. Consequently th<
simply run behind what they claim they have a patent on,
and force every picture exhibitor in the United Si
use licensed films. It would seem that the Licensed Film
Trust's main object now is to force every licensed exchange
in the United States to sell out to them for a small amount
of money to be paid in instalments and a small at
stock in their large trust stock company. In other word*
they force licensed film exchanges to sell to them and take
money in installments as they make it in the business, and
by this means in a few months they will own all of the
licensed exchanges, and it has not cost them a dollar, and
they have simply given the former owners of the exchanges
a small amount of stock in a great big trust stock company.
As soon as they accomplish this, the plan I am led to believe, is that they will proceed then to force the exhibitors
who own the best picture shows throughout the country to
sell to them at their own price, as the exhibitor will be at
their mercy, and they will pay them in installments and give
them a little of their great big Trust Company's stock. In
other words, it would seem that their plan is to absorb all
of the film exchanges by force through State legislation that
will drive all competitors out of the business and absorb all
leading picture houses and control the business absolutely.
Not satisfied with the $2.00 a week unjust license from
every exhibitor in the United States using their films, they
want to take everything away from the exhibitor and his
employees, and leave them without a business
and without a cent if possible. If the exhibitors
throughout the United States do not rouse themselves to the necessity of a strong and vigorous
national organization they will find that their
commercial freedom has been entirely absorbed
by the Picture Trust. The only thing that now
stands between the exhibitors and absolute financial destruction
is the Independent picture people that the Trust is trying to put
out of tion.
business
unjust,
unfair
and bill.
underhanded legislaHerewith through
is attached
a draft
of the
Yours very truly,M. A. Neff,
President, Ohio
Cincinnati, February 8th.

Exhibitors

League.

A Bill
To Amend Sec. 4652 of the General Code. Relating to tiie Use
of Buildings for Public Assemblage, and Penalties against
Owner or Person Having Control of Same.
Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Ohio:
Section 1. That Sec. 4652 of the General Code be amended
to read as follows:
Section 4652: Whoever, being the owner or having control as an officer, agent, or otherwise, of any opera house,
hall, theatre, church school house, college, academy, seminary,
home,forhospital,
medical
institute,infirmary,
asylum,sanitarium,
or other children's
building used
the assemblage
or betterment of people, in a municipal corporation, county
or township in this State, permits it to be used when any door
affording exit therefrom is locked or barred, or opens inwardly, when the place is not provided with ample means
for the safe and speedy egress of the persons who may be
there assembled, when sufficient water and proper means to
extinguish any fire which may occur therein, or when the
proper certificate provided for in this chapter has not been
issued, or is not in full force, or whoever conducts or permits
to be conducted therein any moving picture show or exhibition using films composed of any inflammable, combustible,
or explosive substance or material for the projection of
such moving pictures, shall be fined not less than fifty dollars, and not more than five hundred dollars, and ten dollars
additional for each day or night such b.'ilding is permitted to
be used after such conviction is had and until changes, alterations or additions have been made sufficient to warrant the
issuing of a certificate by the chief inspector of workshops
and factories.
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National Film Mfg. & Leasing Co.
INCORPORATED

12 East 15th Street

New York, U. S. A.
OFFICERS

A. S. Royal, President A. J. Clapham, Treasurer
J. S. Young, Vice-President L. J. Rosett, Secretary
DIRECTORS
A. G, Whyte
H. Revier
I. W. Ullmann
A. S. Royal
J. S. Young
L, J. Rosett

A. J. Clapham

Controlling

patents
covering
every
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LICENSED.
"Two Valentines" (Edison).- A rather unique film,
presenting a curious mixup when Valentines exactly alike produce the wrong impression when received. But Cupid understands how to arrange these tangled love affairs and straightens
this out SO happily that all idea of difficulty vanishes. There are
many laughs, some pathos and many tugs at the heart Strings
all of which tend to make the picture interesting. Acting and
photography arc alike satisfactory and the audience testified
warmly to their appreciation of the story.
"The Sister" (Kalem). — A rather pretty story from
the Southern Stock Company which brings Cinderella down to
date. And. as in the old story, Cinderella is favored by the
fairies and wins the great prize. It is clearly told, Miss Gautier,
putting much real feeling into her delineation of the ill-fated
girl, mourning because she was banished from the ball, but i<
rewarded by winning the young man she wanted. Not much
drama, but an interesting story.
"Legally Dead" (rathe).— Probably true under the
law, but yet the Story does no particular good in the telling,
with the marital mixup that will be certain to create a false impression. Moreover, the improbability of the man finding his
way through a mountain after being buried by a premature blast
is too much for the average audience to swallow. It seems too
unlikely to be considered as anything like fact. To be sure, the
ending is pleasant enough, but it is through a too devious way
to reach it.
"On the Border of the Forest" (Urban).— An admirable piece of work mechanically, but the story is no better, or,
perhaps, no worse, than the average tale of this character. It
deals with the old swashbuckling days, when they stole women
and imprisoned them in out-of-the-way castles for a pastime.
The freebooter meets his just deserts, which is the most pleasing part of the story. Pictorially, the film is beyond the average.
"Canadian Iron Center, Port Arthur" (Urban). — A wellexecuted picture of an industrial character, representing this
well-known iron center and giving a fair impression of the town's
importance.
"His First Commission" (Edison). — A touching story
of Lincoln, somewhat out of the ordinary, emphasizing a side
of his character but little understood, or even known. It is not
dramatic, but because it forcibly illustrates a characteristic of
his which everyone appreciates, it is more than ordinarily attractive. As a release suitable for the season of his birthday,
it could not be improved. The characterizations are reasonably
accurate and they are of the kind that touches the heart, making
one feel as tender as it is possible to be.
"The Broken Trail" (Kalem). — A subject which starts
with an Indian raid and the wiping out of a settler's family, excepting two baby boys. Years afterward they meet again, and
a love attachment causes jealousy which almost leads to murder and does cause the loss of reason in one. It i- melodramatic in the extreme. The deception about the trail could be
condoned, but the allowing one brother to wander away bereft
of reason is scarcely the proper ending for a story of that character. It would be much better to send him away in full mental
power-, and the film would be improved by making that change.
"The Missing Bride" (Pathe). — A well-prepared picture, giving a good idea of the efficiency of the Chilian Army.
It is exactly what its name indicates.
"The League of Mercy" (Vitagraph). — A sermon on
the screen in which one dispicable scamp who ruined a girl and
deserted her is afterward confronted by the evidence of his own
perfidy and receives his just deserts. The pathos in pictures of
this character is real. The film is much too truthful for the
comfort of the average person. And perhaps in il
plainness lies its chief strength.
"The Bad Man's Downfall" (Essanay).— Another Western drama, with the bad man, the winsome girl and the avengingcome
gentleman
the gets
girl from
the bad Itman's
attentions,who
and rescues
ultimately
her himself.
is theunwelsame
Western idea, developed in a different way, perhaps, only monotonous because so many others have carried out substantially the
same thing. Nothing can be said against the actors, and the
staging is satisfactory, but it is a repetition of what has been
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done before which becomes, in time, uninteresting.
this type of Westerner has disappeared, and in his p
come a prosperous individual whose opulence precludes
possibility of his reverting
old cow-punching d;
I is tonottherough.

any

"Napoleon
in 1814" (Gaumont). — Like all of this firm's
rig with French history, this one is attractive and affords a pleasant view of the character of Napoleon.
It is a detailed account of a scene in which he pardoned a mother for at• kill him because she thought her son had b
in the wars. The principal interest centers around the army,
and the battle scenes, together with the figure of Napoleon]
which is always interesting. The workmanship on the film is
admirable and it deserves commendation for this glimpse of a
phase of character not often accorded to the first Napoleon.
"Autumn
Leaves"
(Gaumont). — A delightful
si
views of the parti-colored foliage of autumn, including the
leaves which annually assume the richest and most varied tints.
It is a bit of nature, seen in her most gorgeous decorations.
"Silver Leaf's Heart'' (Pathe). — Another Indian subject, in which the gratitude of an Indian girl is made the basis
for a lively and somewhat interesting conflict between the Indians and the white settler. Tin. re is a thrilling running fight,
with one horse carrying three, and while the reproduction is as
good as might be, the difficulty lies in the selection of the subject. The time has passed when these things occur in America,
though a few of them are interesting and even instructive, because they are, in a sense, historical.
"At the White Man's Door" ( Yitagraph). — An Indian
picture, affording opportunity for the development of the elemental passions of revenge, cruelty, rage and jealousy. The
story is well told. The use of the poisoned arrow, with the administering ofthe antidote, is well worked out, even to the last
-cine, where the Indian maiden uses the arrow upon herself.
type of Indian picture different from the wild-west
type, which is apparently the most popular thing in many localities throughout the country: There is much of pathos here and
the dramatic impulses which are associated with unrequited
love. It is better than the average and deserves commendation
for its departure from the usual thing in Indian pictures.
"Priscilla's Engagement Kiss" (Biograph). — A bright comedy telling the story of how hearts and flowers finally won in
a contest with doctors and germs, though at one time it
looked very much as though the latter would be successful.
The love tale is lively, not improbable and the action of the
persons interested is quite in harmony with the subject. The
green-eyed-god. Jealousy plays a somewhat important part in
the drama and there are other incidents which will amuse.
For example, the scene where the crank doctor disinfects
the man's hand before shaking hands and that other where
he prepares to disinfect the girl's lips before he kisses her.
This act of his is the turning point of the play and after that
the former lover has a look in. It is all lively and interesting
and holds the attention of the audience without a break.
"The Petticoat Sheriff" (Lubin). — A comedy in which the
possibility of a woman's election as sheriff is dealt with. Perhaps the suffragettes will declare that this is a travesty upon
the possibility, but whether it is or not, it is interesting and
lively enough to keep the audience interested. Surely some
of the suffragettes would not give up so easily, but all women
are not suffragettes, even though they may believe in suffrage,
and it may be assumed that the producer selected one of that
sort as the heroine of his play. The conception is good and
much fun i- scattered through the film.
"Tony, the Greaser" (Melies). — A Mexican love story, with
a good fight as a part of it. The principal interest will lie
in the scenery, which is good, and well photographed. The
acting is in harmony with the subject, but the picture is only
another of a long line of Western films, few of which have
contained distinctive features.
"Thelma" (Selig). — A love story, the scene of which is
laid in the Norse country and is made distinctive by two
typical characters, the old man and his daughter, Thelma.
The scenery will attract because it is out of the ordinary,
including the midnight sun and other novel features of that
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latitude. The actors have caught the spirit of the piece and
the people it represents, and have produced them with sympathy and fidelity.
"What Shall We Do With Our Old?" (Biography.— It
would be well if all those state legislotures which are struggling
with the question of old age pensions could see this picture. It
tells the story of the neglect and cold hearted indifference with
which the aged worker is treated more graphically than could
be put
in words.
old instance.
carpenter'sQuite
lot the
is not
exaggerated,
nor,
indeed,
is it aThe
single
contrary.
It is
the common experience of those unfortunate enough to arrive
at old age without sufficient savings to carry them through to
the end. A realization of what is here illustrated has caused
England to pass an old age pension law which distributes
$30,000,000 annually to the aged men and women who have
borne the heat and burden of the day and now require assistance. This picture should be shown from one end of
the land to the other. Its graphic story should be told to
the million that they may understand what actually occurs
over and over again. This film needs no criticism. It is
too near the truth for that. It tells its own story and it
bringis to mind numerous similar instances within the
limited range of every individual.
"The Show Girl's Stratagem" (Lubin). — A rather interesting story of the clever way a show girl averted a domestic
tragedy, was herself adjudged guilty and turned away from the
house where she was visiting. It is one of those simple little
tales that carry much of heart interest, without being" essentially
dramatic. The parts are well played and the photography is
clear and the picture runs smooth. It is satisfactory without
rising to heights which will make a lasting impression upon an
audience.
"Betty's Apprenticeship"
(Pathe). — Undoubtedly
almost
any audience will laugh heartily at this picture. It consists of
the madcap pranks of this girl comedian and develops some
funny situations.
The disposition to make a rough house of
0 be commended.
"Pineapple Cannery in China" (Pathe). — A beautifully colored industrial picture, representing an industry not well understood in this country. The best picture is the first, showing the
pineapples in all their rich colorings. The whole picture is informative, however, and it a desirable addition to the list of
industrials, not numerous recently.
"The Survival of the Fittest" (Selig.)— The story of a circus A show girl with two lovers, and a dancing bear. It
begins in Italy, with one lover cast off and the other accepted
against the girl's will, and ends in New York, with the accepted
lover thrown out and the old one accepted. There is a thrill
when the girl is attacked by lions, from which she is bravely
rescued by her former lover. And then all is peace and happiness with them. Apparently the audience liked it. They plainly
■bowed their liking and a faint murmur of applause ran around
the audience when the young man rescued his sweetheart from
her dangerous pred
"The
Rajah"
— Founded
upon the
popular
lish drama
of the (Edison).
same name.
The interest
centers
aboutEngftie
young man, apparently languid, but in reality a lion. This is
proved "ii two dramatic occasions, and tin- girl, who at fir-t repudiated her guardian, finds al tin- end ili.it Ik- is a remarkable
man, and that under In- -• emingly indiffen nl exterior lies
. which exciter admiration in all who come in contact
with him
1 ious strike and then fa
trrmer ii.. loaded revi ..1 of a man who has sworn to kill
him, ultimately ending the man away. Tin- photoplay 1- a
ebaractei wortl
r, no expense has been
taging and settings.
It would be
'.<■ anything more sumptuous
than some
of tin
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"The Transgressor" (Nestor). — The good book says: "The
way of the lustrtransgressor
is hard."The This
picture is suffers
a dramatic 43i
ilation of this assertion.
transgressor
thing a man can, even to renouncing his own daughter, after
which he returns to prison and gives himself up. The storyis well told. The photography as usual with the N
striking, while the acting is satisfactory.
Altogethei
good film and one that is certain to hold the attention of any
audience. The sympathy is with the unfortunate man who turns
away from his own daughter and return- I
that he will wreck her happiness if he does othc
"At Double Trouble Ranch" t Champion 1. — A family mixup,
somewhat humorous, based upon the terrible tempers which two
of the family possess. The inter-marrying is the res
determination to prevent difficulty of this sort by mating different tempers, but when the explosion comes i:
change. The men afterward become humble and obedient and
pre-iimably all live happily ever after.
"Tweedledum as a Detective" iAmbrosio). — A lively comedy showing the comedian in a variety of amusing situations
and not- a few difficulties. His escape from them also furnishes
amusement. The picture is funny and does not fail in its purpose to make the audience laugh.
"The Savoy Cavalry" < AmbrosioV — An excellent outdoor
illustration of these well known troops. The work is well done
and the maneuvers are interesting.
"Kelly, U. S. A." (Atlas) —He liked the army well enough.
only the appointment of official corrector ol
not exactly the consummation of the ennobling imphad of the army's work But two attempts to escape from this
thralldom were frustrated and after the last one. the alternative was so severe that he conceived a sudden affection for the
army and it would be impossible to entice him away from it
now. This story is admirably worked out and keeps the audihumor throughout the length of the film.
"The School Ma'am Courage" (Reliance).— A homely subject, but the picture is worked out dramatically and with a
fidelity to the truth which maintains the interest without flagging. The play is worked up carefully, and the requirements
..f such a drama are followed with the close atten:
is lacking in some instances. The Reliance :
another success in this, making a simple, but
• nalally attracts
rVJnile there may be
weak merit
places, the whole picture is kept up to a hit:':
of
'A Trip Through Mexico'
value, presenting varied m i

"Landmarks of Avignon, France" (Gau

"Consuming

Love"

(Vil

■

it)

(Powers).— A scenii

Imirable, while t
of viewpoints bi I
"Found Again" .<ireat Northern) — A well acted and dracurate matipresentatu
1
c -I- ■ .
glamour at)
which in..
the lifi there ui
III tile .
"The Orphan's Friend
grand fathi

"Getting Sister Married"
domestic comedy
.■:n tin young p. ..pi.
. .1 nn
And • an. r i<
■ . • .1 through the arousing ■
• he man'- heart that -h<- has been mai 1 1.
\s ;i \ alentine reh .. e it i a '. ui
humor mixed up in it. and the absurdities which
devolop .1 thi
Ii run
iffn ient t>> keep tin
laughing all tl.
"The Reformation of the Suffragettes" (Gaumoni
in attempting to get along without men. but,
ultimately, are compelled In admii that the unfortui
outdoor pi. line, illn 11. .in •.■ ll .
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the consuming passion which is frequently avowed bisons. The avowal here is genuine in one instance, but the
other two permit their appetites to get the ben
generosity
their
love. and they are punished for their failur.

"That Horse Did Run"

"Mixed Pets"
"The
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"Was
She from
Justifed?"
smk<morbid
e I A unpleasantness
story which might
been
taken
BOme of| \the
of Poehave
or
De Maupassant. Maybe the logical thing to do was for the
woman to kill herself after her years of deception was unveiled.
But there are some things which seem incomplete What became of the girl whom she was undeavoring to save from a
terrible fate? Was she, too, cast off by the irate husband, or
was she allowed to remain while the foster mother was sent out
into the world and probably to her death? The answer to the
question asked in the title might well be that she was jusitied
if <he had such a husband as that. There is strength to it, and
because it is out of the ordinary it cannot fail to attract, but a
majority of those who see it will be likely to ask these same
questions.
"A Half Breed's Plan" (Bison).— A lively Western play,
based upon the attempt of a half-breed to rob a young man of
$10,000. The photography in the first part is poor. In some of
the scenes, the blacks and whites are so strong that all detail is
lost and the two colors stand out with a glare like snow and
absolute blackness. The riding is sensational and gives evidence
of a degree of perfection in plains horsemanship that is thrilling
in its movement and apparent danger. The riding of the girl
would be hard to equal. Toward the middle of the film the
photography is better and the pictures possess some semblance
of tonal quality and a number of picturesque scenes are shown.
But this is supposed to happen on the plains, apparently a considerable distance from any important settlement, yet one scene
represents a park-like roadway, so hard and well-cared for that
the horses' hoofs raise no dust as they gallop. Later, the return is made to roads more typically Western in their characteristics. The running fight between the cowboys and Indians,
in which the money is discovered, is thrilling enough to satisfy
the most ardent wild-west fans. If the poor photography in
the first portion of the film were made better, the picure would
be attractive all through.
"Clouds and Ice Fields" (Ambrosio). — This is one of the
most striking mountain views seen in years. The clouds drifting over the summits of the Alps; the climbs up their snowy
sides, and the sensational places in which the picture was taken,
make it a remarkable film. Yet it seemed poor and somewhat
weak when first seen. Few mountain pictures have ever expressed the grandeur and rugged beauty of snow-covered peaks,
from which jagged rocks project better than this. Even the
pictures in which the drifting clouds obscure the mountains are
clear and convey the impression of majesty and gigantic size.
But the public is supposed not to like ths kind of a picture. So
we are told by men who make wild-west pictures and "mellow"Holland Cheese" (Hepwex).— A well photographed picture
representing the handling of Holland cheese, preparing and
shipping to market, with a view of the market day. The principal interest will gather around the interesting Dutch scenes
which seem odd to American eyes. Most of the photography is
clear, but there are places where rapid movement caused some
blurring. Otherwise the film is worthy praise as a short, but
interesting industrial.
"Nature Studies" (Williamson).— A series of views of different species of water and moorland fowl, which are clearly photographed andare
represent
of many
weeks'
oi the birds
so shy the
it ispatient
almost labor
impossible
to get
withinSome
gun
shot of them, making it all the more marvelous that a camera
man could get them within range of his machine.
"The Little Avenger" (Reliance).— A story of the police,
with all the oft-repeated and (when acted) dramatic scenes connected with the receipt of hush money from disorderly houses.
There is an episode of breaking an officer and sending him home
disgraced. It affords Miss Marion Leonard, in the character
of an unfortunate girl, whom the policeman's wife befriended
and took her home when arrested, an opportunity to do some
clever acting, even for her. In a series of dramatic scenes she
succeeds in obtaining the evidence which exposes a politician
and his policeman tool, but is shot herself in the melee and
dies soon after being carried home, while the chief of police
comes and restores the badge to the disgraced officer. All this
is admirably worked out, with a directness in the story and
clarity in the acting which leave nothing to be desired. The
photography suffers in some scenes, though not enough to
seriously impair the picture. Probably the exigencies of dramatic art require the death of the heroine of this play, but it
would please the audience much better if the requirements were
set aside temporarily and the young woman was permitted to
live. She might have been wounded and carried home and
the fact that she was willing to give her life for those who befriended her, would be plainly apparent without the necessity of
her death. It would complete a circle of happiness which would
compensate for any disturbance of artistic necessities if she
were allowed to live after risking and accomplishing so much.
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"Foolshead at the Cinematograph" (Itala). — If one may
judge from some of the films now being turned out by this
house the principal actor in these so-called comedies must be
in the producing end. This picture, with its fake destruction of
property and all the foolishness which leads up to it, is too nonsensical to be accorded a place on a program. The comments
around the writer in a New York audience were all so emphatic against it that managers should be careful about including such senseless productions in their programs.
"The Mirror" (Imp). — A love story filled with amusing
complications, but the contest is won by Dick because he
believes that all is fair in love and manages to circumvent
the fates which often decree otherwise. The fortune teller
prescribed the mirror test for the girl and Dick saw to it
that the test was in his favor. There are other complications, but they have little influence upon the main theme of
the play. The idea is a good one and admirably worked out,
offering opportunities for some good acting and artistic
scenes. No manager will make a mistake if he includes this
in his program.
"When the Cat's Away" (Imp). — The idea of this film is not
new, but it is worked out somewhat differently and ends
rather boisterously. For a servant to let the apartment when
the owners are away has been done before, but to have a
hair-pulling match result is a different ending that is altogether humorous. And the servant? He gets his in being
compelled to return the month's rent and also departs with
a good deal of celerity.
"On the Instalment Plan" (American). — A comedy presenting in somewhat graphic form the difficulties which beset individuals who purchase upon this plan. There is a good degree of fun in it and the audience laughs more than heartily
most of the way through.
"Too Much Aunt" (American). — Apparently one may have
too much of anything and in this instance the individual is
afflicted with too much aunt, a difficulty apparently as disturbing as too much of anything might be.
"John Milton" (Itala). — Wrhat its name indicates and reproduced to good advantage by the actors and the operator.
One may acquire a more graphic knowledge of the subject
than could be obtained by reading. The picture somehow
seems to bring the man before one and show him as he was
something which is impossible in reading.
"A Quiet Evening at Home" (American). — A lively comedy, somewhat permeated with the slap stick brand of fun, but
sufficiently interesting to keep the audience laughing throughout.
Probably not many men ever had such an unusual and perhaps
impossible experience as befell George, but nevertheless the telling of his experiences creates a good deal of laughter and affords opportunity for the development of numerous very funny
situations.
"Mr. Faddleaway is on Strike" (Eclair).— While this film
is supposed to be a comedy, it must be admitted that it is something more than that. There is a suggestion in the fun which
indicates the other side of the strike question and might, if
sufficiently developed, exert a considerable influence upon the
men who are so frequently responsible for strikes. The funny
part shows Mr. Faddleaway objecting to pi_~iortmng the tasks
which were allotted to him about the house ynd proclaiming in
a loud voice that striking is bad business. The climax is
reached when they all return to work.
"The Elixir of Bravery" (Eclair). — Mr. Coward is a funny
character, but he reaches his limit when, under the influence of
an elixir prepared by a friendly chemist he challenges a man
to a duel. The way he wins it constitutes the most humorous
portion o* the narrative.
"Her Darkest Hour" (Imp). — Details at some length the
trials of a girl forced to seek her own living and the insults to
which she may be subjected. Not all girls have this experience,
but many have, and this film tells the story only too graphically.
The ending is better, since it shows the girl rewarded with the
love of a noble man. Not all are thus satisfactorily treated,
however, and therein lies the suggestion which may go out
and assist in creating a beneficial sentiment against this sort of
thing. The acting is well done and there is a realism about
the entire picture which lifts it out of the rut in which the
ordinary picture moves forward.
"Condemned to Death" (Yankee). — The picture opens with
a damatic scene, when a jury renders its verdict of murder
upon circumstantial evidence alone. Then comes the working
out of the remainder of the story by which the real murderer
is brought to justice. It requires twenty-five scenes and upwards of fifty people to tell this story. It must be admitted
that this crowds the stage somewhat and there are times when
the narrative could be improved by the elimination of some of
the people who help to tell it; yet this weakness is not so ap-
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it has been in some instances. In the main the story
is dirit: and the actors perform only necessary parts in the
telling of it.
"For Her Sake" (Thanhouser). — A war story that is different, in that it has a simple and direct theme and is without
much of the panoply and show of war. The central thought is
the change it makes when two enemies are brought together
over the dead body of a mutually loved one. This is what happens in the picture, and it displays the fact of war in its true
colors. Assisting her lover to escape the girl is hit by the shot of
the sentry, and when the men go to arrest the fugitive they desist. They find him bending over the dead body of his fiancee.
This is the simple story, yet it is told with a directness and
strength that is irresistible, and develops a feeling of pity, as
•crest, in the minds of the audience.
The acting and
setting are in harmony with the subject.
It would be hard to
thing better' of the type.
"An Unforeseen
Complication"
(Powers). — A humorous
story' depicting the curious results when two mesmerized spirits
• the bodies get mixed upon the return. This misirrts for the peculiar actions of the dignified professor
and the equally absurd dignity of the previously wild-cat student. Itis not only humorous, but offers interesting suggestions of occult character which are startling when followed to
their logical conclusion.
"A Deputy's Honor" (Bison). — A western story which has
much of the life and atmosphere of the plains. A picture which
will attract those who like Western films. The photography is
clear and the acting is convincing. The story is wrought out
with care as to details and presents in some ways a distinct
advance over some the same firm has put out heretofore.
LASSOING WILD
ANIMALS.
(Continued from page 404.)
-Arrival of Cage and Start for Narobi. 100 miles distant. We see the shifting cage dumped off the ox wagon alongLion, who is tied to a stump. She is then pulled inside of the cage by a rope that govs through it and out of the
back into the hands of many natives
Scene Q— Placing cage upon the train about to start for Xarobi.
-Triumphal procession through the streets of Narobi.
■ the fame of the mighty hunter has gone broadcast
:hroughout the land. Colonel Jones received a proclamation from
inviting him to come and be their king and promising
him. if he will do so. all the camels in Abyssinia.
But the Colonel could not see the proposition with a spyglass.
The reverence of the African natives for Colonel Jones, after
his capture of the lion, was that with which savages would reverence a son of the Almighty
He will go down for vears in their
•he Great White Hunter, who conquered the dreaded
lion and demonstrated the superiority of man o\.
'nes was present at tlii- exhibition and received an
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of
Pastime
Theater,
"Lassoing
in Africa*'
the the
greatest
cowboy
picture
that hasWild
ever Animals
been produced.
It is
is
genuine, absolutely devoid of fake of any kind, and will be one
of the most impressive series ever exhibited, if it is handled in
the right way. Pictures like these need working up, no matter
how good they are, and if managers will take our tip. they will
find the Buffalo Jones series well worth whatever it
GENRE
MOTION
SLIDES.
Genre Motion Slides are the talk of the town. On Thursday
and Friday these slides were shown at the Boston Theater and
greatly amused the audience, as they are decidedly a novelty.
The young lady with her big merry widow hat, bowing and
smiling at the antics of the poor little men, sitting behind her,
did more to induce the ladies of the audience to remove their
display of millinery than any other announcement slide ever
did. The young girl and the young man sitting on the same
bench and stealing a kiss caused a lot of merriment.
The well known H. & H. Film Service have secured the
exclusive rights for Chicago and according to rumors, they
cannot get the new slides quick enough to fill all their orders.
The Genre Motion Slides will prove the greatest advertising
medium, as the public likes to see something move. Th<
ment of the "Dutch Cleanser" would fall flat if the arm of
the old woman was not shown in the action of beating the
carpet. The Genre Motion Slides will show these very actions
and give life to the advertisement.
J. M. B.
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Realising Mi lore tor oil artta
mi.. I appreciating Ids own .-...i t .-n . i . 1 11,1,. actions, be
Is t •■rn u "
.ill, ,. 1„. cannot wurk.
f..r la- mind is over on his apparent]]
aWIImiii
null- apartments
girl next d.«..r. having the run of tba
tin- illuinunil

BIOGRAPH.
have

been

i eveinplary.

■

tba father of a girl of laeta fine o
miner,
ho hail B
purchasing
■ future
r.ir himself
and
ehlld. Mary.
pr,. u
un.leslral.le
s a worthless
friends
1'
drunkard.
aslte In the Tillage.
On the other deaplcabla
hand, his parold
nalgbbor, John Whit tier, haa 1 d more provldent and saved his earnings to provide a future
for his son William. William and Mary have
grown up together and have heen sweethearts from
earliest childhood: although not really engage. 1.
there Is a tacit understanding between the two.
William Is leaving for college, where lie
his last year in his medical similes, to return at
the end of this season a full fledged medical doc
tor. It Is at this parting that their betrothal takes
place, he promising to return and make her Ids
wife. This Is the happiest moment of her life,
despite the thought that they arc to be separated
for a long school session.
This dream of happiness
rude awakening
at the appearance of bet
celves a letter from William Informing
early return, she Is beside herself with
tenlng
to William's
father
findsthat
he has
letter stating
that the hoy
willshereturn
same a day.
The old man Is counting his savings, figuring that
the money will start his boy up in business in
good shape. The letter received by the father
contained a photograph of the boy in his graduation clothes. (If this the old man is very prond
and hastens out to show it to Ids friends In the
Tillage. In his haste lie falls and injures himThis accident
occurs
so she self.
takes
him in and
caresoutside
for himMary's
there. home
The
old man's first thought is the money and he In
slsts U|>on going back, but Mary, realizing that It
would prove disastrous for him to make the Journey In his condition, volunteers to get it and
bring It to him. To this he consents, and she
leaves, at the same time sending for medical aid
for the Injured man. On her way hack with the
money she meets her father, who guessing the eontents of the hag. his cupidity is aroused and he
plans to get It. Following her at a safe distance
he peers through the window and sees her hide
it under the mattress in her bedroom. Here he
Securing the coat and hat
his loot when surprised by his daughter
with a pistol. She secures the hag and forces him
out at the point of the gun. intending to take him
to the lock-up, of course imagining him to be her
father's
chum.
On just
the alighted
way theyfrom
are the
mettrain
by
William, who has
and he. tearing the mask off. discovers the Identity
of the thief. What a blow tills is to the poor
girl, and seeing the money safe in the old man's
hand. she. broken by the disgrace, makes a desperate attempt to leave the place. William, however, will not blame her for her father's deed and
hastens after her to renew and put into effect the
promises he made before leaving for college.
1 she needs his prot
THE
DIAMOND
STAR
John Wilson's growing
indifference towards his wife is brought to a climax when he arrives home on this particular
evening, after an afternoon with the boys. In an
Intoxicated condition. A serious quarrel ensues
and they separate, but to avoid scandal decide to
reside In the same house, occupying different
apartments. Practically free to do as he pleases,
and suffering somewhat fr..m the result of his
hasty step, for he really loves his wife, he goes
Into the circle of the smart set and is fascinated
by the belle. This fair charmer being possessed
of a host of admirers, he is flattered by her special
attentions to him, making him the favored one.
He Is destined to become a regular attendant
' 1 up this
by
parties.
while f ' ouse
l pitiful
secretMrs.
visitWilson
to ills learns
rooms ofduring
; and hears t
telephone, she picking up t
■ days later he Is especially
honored by a dinner given to him by the lady, but
falling Into his habitual Indifference he forgets
all about It. The lady In a huff calls blm up by
'phone
reprimanding
him
neglect.to To
reparation for this slight for
he his
promises
givemake
her
the most beautiful diamond star obtainable, for
which he has beard her express a wish. He gets
the star and prepares to send it, enclosing a card
reading: "Accept this little peace offering and
let
friends toagain
He places
tills in
his us
deskbe drawer
send Jack."
to the lady
that evening.
Meanwhile, she alone and heart-crushed Is proffered dangerous diversion by an oldtlme suitor, who
on this day calls to take her auto riding. Wilson
from
his apartment
the man
leaving
which Jealousy
wife's

Mar wIill.- 1 . 1 : 1 > f 1 1 11 > rummaging
al.iint
mil innocently takes 11 to M
Shi- ii|>on reading tin- .anl natnriilly thinks It Is
Int. nil. '.I for hi-r ami plus It to her corsage, hurrying t.. her husband's apart
tit to thank him.
lie
htiTltiK Just arrived is. of rourae, astounded hut
happy that tin- star. a 1 1 hough misgiven. Is the re
anil ..f a reconciliation.
GETTING

SISTER

MARRIED.— Paul

Harvey

11 love
with
pretty
Margaret
Cameron,
bill
match
Is objected
to by
Margoret's
father,

SAUL AND DAVID.— :> And Saul eyed David
f 1 that day and forward.
in. And It came to pass on the morrow that
the evil spirit from Cod cat
' ' •
And wasSaul■ Javelin
east the
Javelin;hand.
for he said.
and 11 there
In Saul's
I will smite David even to the wall with tt.
And David avoided out of Ids
AT THE END OF THE HOAD.— In which two I
sister.
The)
p. pass some of their CtBd
upon a young
now
a 1.
spending
the money.
While he 1- in custody.
■apluird
and

is
the
who

a spinster and ai t ten years behind the style
' dress, so to Paul and Margaret
it seems little
likely of their ever getting
married.
However
..1. s.i\e. I that Senor
Vaeher.
. unerona la sweet on
iff the unlucky
.lane
and
Paul,
hoping
.lane ..11 .n
f his bachelor clnb friends,
■ sider the Senor
in the running
at all. Paul
first tries out a young friend of his. but as soon
as this 1
old fashlonedneas, be
makes haste to get away. Paul then enlists three
id after all have failed the young people
give up in despair. Kut as t lie last pleading his ease the music teacher returns and
In his Jealousy makes the revelation that Jane and
he have been secretly wedded for the past six
months and the only reason for the secret was the
fear of disapproval of Jane's father. Of course,
this makes the road clear for Margaret and Paul,
and the happy quartette seek the parental blessing. Needless to say. father congratulates them
and If there Is any one nuhnppy It Is the one
poor suitor who had made the Senor jealous.
THE CATTLEMAN'S DAUGHTER.— Old Jim
Brown, a western ranchman, has a pretty daughter Gladys, who is loved by young Frank Carpenter, then foreman of the ranch. Brown objects
to the match because lie has an opportunity to
marry Gladys off to a rich mine owner, seeing In
this alliance
for Young
social advancement for the the
girlopportunity
and himself.
Brocton.
the miner, makes Ills plea, but is rejected by
Gladys, despite the insistence of Brown. Carpenter, entering at this time, makes a confession < >f
liis love for his employer's daughter and after a
dramatic scene he dismisses his daughter and tells
her that for her ungratefulness never to call him
father again. The girl, with all confidence in her
big. robust love
sweetheart,
father's house,In
preferring
In the leaves
hovel her
to unhapplness
the millionaire's mansion. A year goes by and
Gladys falls ill with a raging fever. To

giving her services gratis,
informs tne young man that unless help is obtained Gladys will surely die. In desperation
Carpenter goes to see his father-in-law. but before
even having an opportunity to explain what he
wants is thrust from the heartless man's office.
Heartily
discouraged
and determined
to obtain
money by any means. Carpente"
rifles on thethesafe.
office
and, finding
.. nlurklly
leaves' one of hisOUt,gloves
top
of the strong box. Brown returns and identifies
the robber by the lost glove, whereat he summons the sheriff and a posse and all ride out to
Carpenter's house. Carpenter is arrested, but before he Is taken away, Gladys, who has heard
the noise, arises from her bed and staggers out
Into the room. The old man looks upon this pale
ghost .,f his daughter and remorse and pity strike
• ' '} bitter heart.
In " -

THE PLOT
THAT
FAILED.
Sd with
the "Fleur
lis
was
branded
upon thede shoulder
of
. French
), making his way incognito through
the
1 by his sister, is royally 1
1 love t
rival In her affect
He 1 fails. He then arranges a duel with the
scheme
man he would have assassinated. His sister is so
hurt by his evil plans that Bbe reveals his true
social position and makes it Impossible for him
to accomplish his designs.
PICTURES IN CHEMISTRY.— Showing in full
detail the formation of numerous products Into
crystals. Processes which really require hours are
ahown wltbtn a few moments' time.
THE REFORMATION OF THE SUFFRAGETTES.— Because their husbands enjoy the gentle
II la go vvow venget fishing, the women of the village
ance and ostracize all their husbands.
After many ludicrous experiences attempting to
do without the tyrant men, tbey find it impossible
and rejoice In the return of their erstwhile hated
op] ■■

-alary in which
At
taut
a fashiondevoted to the suppurt of herself and her — ~"
mirers, Hairy and Dick whom she had me
library. Neither of them knew where s
as she was afraid thej might despise hoi
—
I le 'me i|a.\, her mother came
to the library
witli the aged
father
of one ..f Flo's charity
charges,
anand invalid
girl. mother
The girl
was
Id neadj^^
medicine
as
Flo'a
bad
no
money.
rary.
Flo
id brought
the
. a-k in advance from the head librarian. J
was returning, she saw Id. k, who took tli
people for beggars, ordering them from the
Flo Immediately came to their rescue and inf
Dick that one of the supposed beggars wa
■ libra r> . Harrj . seeing that they
nihiloflered
i
M folksways — did
"1 girl and in other

alike

no effect whatever on his adm
her. They
soon became engaged.
Harry
insisted
that she ofresign
from hertne resignation
library and 1 '
pleasure
allowing
ing their engagement
to Dick when
man called to apologize to Flo for I
her mother.
GETTING
EVEN.^Ioe
Clayton found his"Getting
start fl
like sole leather and refused to pay for It. H^^
ever, the proprietor with the aid of a couple
waiters, persuaded him to give up the price.
had a large sandwich sign painted, reading. "Free
Meals
I. ..lay at Guy's l.uneli ltooin" and hired a
man to carry It through
the streets
Guys restaurant was soon doing a rushing
business ant •
tin proprietor
was figuring on renting
a larger
led

building,

when he v '

? bad

i

s

SCHULTZ HAS THE SMALLPOX.— There wit
plenty of trouble when the teutonic expressman
got A his
and of "b's"
whole"p's"barrel
fun Inmixed
this one. Poor Sehultl
didn't know what made everylmdy dodge and rot
because he had the small box. but Schultz TO
pronoun, ing It "schmall pox" all the time. Mrs.
Jones, Mr. Jones, clerks, customers. pod. -• nanJ.
poll, enian
all give
a wide berth.
Finally
raileds.-hultz

MELIES.
BILLY AND HIS PAL.— Boys will be boys aid
everv boy has his hero as a model of what manner
of iiian he would like to be when he grows up.
Jim. the cowpuncher is Billy's Idea of what •
man ought
to be and he becomes bis faithful admirer and pal.
Ma.lgo is the "angel" of the ranch and there It
not .me of the ranchers who would not lay doWB
his life for her. Jim loves her and she is not
bis attentions. This arouses the Jealous] of a presumptous Mexican who attempts to
embrace Madge and Is quickly knocked down anl
The Mexican plots revenge and his villainy It
overheard by Billy. He notifies Madge and tht
rallies the cowboy8 together and leads them t
Madge and her friends arrive in the knlel of
1 in from being crushed t.. death by
a rock which the fiends are about to hurl upon
blm from the precipice above.
A running battle between the . ■• h
- place and soon the would-be «t»>
derers are captured.
Madge

helps

unloosen

Jim's

bonds.

When

he It

■ ..,„. a. ,a,„e.
Sebastian,
trudging
his way OS
foot from the Mission,
his attention
is attracted
to the wail of an Infant coming from the crest of
Mi funis the body of a Spanish woman,
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just

tting beside Its dead
e Padres gaze.
Lifting
f
Journey,
accompanied
om he fins Intrusted

by
the ca
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as

Tommy
and
Jimmy
have
given
ber
i the
gingerbread
their
gift,
accept*
Joe's
and.
triumphantly,
walks
away
wltb
the fair Dolly,
leaving Tom
Jim
disgruntled
and
rebuked
tor their
greed

the

|

he
and
and
him

ears pass by and we see the Infant
grown
to
lliood strong.
handsome
and
a true
worshipper;
f a pretty
Spanish
maiden
turn
bead of our Jose,
causing
blm
to forget
bis
low,

after

the
Padre
has
warned
blm
of his
?ards the advice of the Father and
_ i with
his
inamorata:
how,
in
I the trails, they
wander out Into
and almost die from
thirst and
how
they
are found
by some

id

i delirium

In

of

-on,

fever

and
Paplr
I- pa tic
Is rewarded

which

last by finding him.
The aettings are real and beautiful, the locaen from In and about San Gabriel
—a coast.
Ins and the great des<
THE BUCCANEERS.— In the early seventies
pt. Halns. his wife and a score of trusty tars
: sail for the West Indies. The fifth day out
'da them encountering a heavy sea and the
litlng of a strange vessel that afterward proved
• be

flying

the

black

THE
NEW
STENOGRAPHER
—
son
advertise
for a stenographer
and
The next morning
an applicant
pnta In an appearance. The clerk
greets
her,
bat
prhi
her
face
he
is paralyzed
She
is very
capable.
but
extremely
homely.
When
the
beads
of
thc
eoncern
arm.at
the office they
are
introduced
to the lady,
and
theiy
are pained
when
her
"phiz
i c Is all
to hold down her position with credit
to herself and profit to her concern. At the
end of s few months she becomes Indisposed and
asks for two weeks' leave of absence, which is
granted, with the understanding that she will
provide a substitute. She sends ber cousin to take
her

funny
I

"

looking,

"sawed-ofT

■•honey,"
and introduces Oihim i
Robinson
as
her
husband.
s they
declare
I ■

a
from

URBAN

ECLIPSE.

- Jealous
for the dignity of the
isgressors.
The oracles are conuufavorable
to Ito,
who
Is adliaed guilty of sacrilege and condemned
to death.
ruse Velleda
saves Ito from death,
:i,"» away
her
fiji,
and seeks

golden
safety

sickle,
In
Ulgbt. the

symbol

of

her

ELLLNQ A SMOKESTACK.— This picture was
t:'-n at Brockbam Brick Works. In England.
B'ks and inortar having been removed from a
[x'lon of the base of a lofty chimney, lengths of
Itt wood are substituted. These are saturated
» . oil and Ignited. The chimney smokes furiosi time; then in one unbroken
e tb measures itself along the ground.

VITAGRAPH.
r THE

LIGHT
WANED.— Ann
and Gordon
unacquainted
with
each
other.
the open
to paint.
They
are
each
other.
Gordon
• dog.
Having
i
eye
attracted to Ann and
ie her acquaintance, but with poor
ean." his dog, helps blm out by
master's card to Ann. and In this
Is broken
They
heroine
fast
friends,
mutual
Interests
and
tastes
their

WHO
KILLED
MAXI-Mai
has been
off on a
terrible
toot and
when
he gets
home
be
to break
up
housekeeping
in a most
efficacious

Ann

hastens

to

his

I.CIOM-.I

they thought dead, and who i
come to life and started out <j
sasure Is difficult

-

LOVE.— Tommy
love
with
I.

and

Jimmy
i

ly's

I

le

•■ ■ ■

I

arm

about

her

dainty

Commit titralghteu

things

out.

to shoot
forehand.

himself,

Ih-lr

i
appetite

Vlll.-llt In.gel.

the

A
this

BTAOB
picture

manager,

the

jealousy
night of

A

waist.

Hubhy

'

SOLDIER.— A

How
all

private

he
to

persoadeo

his

officer
In •
love tor blOf duty,
i■
r.l : cl I a-l

■

fleer has a kind

former

In

II

I

1 •

of

the

barrack

heart

to

the

bin i

of

hlS

Wlf

boy

off

BOMANCE.— At
the very
opening
of
— - the rehearsal of a new
leading

lady,

the

heavy

and
that
the
•
Ung
b"ld
Of
the
r.-achi-s
lis
climax
upon
the play. when,
spurred on
I
I play

mi

the
opening
to hatred and

ta the leading lady's
lady's
i

Hut

the
warp
SI :
. than when the Intended victim, .luring the action of the play, sprains bis
an.!
■,:,,,,,. his part,
the
.i:er assigns
It to the culprit.
After
nastily
el
| the disabled man, he rushes
to the star's
dr, •-■
ink
Hit

'

fan

the

ankle,

THE
Is

are

nffcitlons.

vn 111.
this
world's
hi
i with chlval

a

take

ezer
Tightwad."
and
Jim
come
to the conclusion
that
It is
the cheapest
way
to rid themselves
of such
When
the
boy
finds
that
BUI
and
Jim
have
blm
at home
be sets
howl
like a calliope
and
kicks
like a mule.
■in all the strength
old Tightwad
can
old the boy and keep him from
followKill and
Jim.

fallty.
HUBBY'S
TROUBLES. — "Hubby"
with a beautiful wife also with some mother-inlaw! Said mother-In law makes things hot for
Friend Hubby. F.verythlng the poor in
misinterpreted b\ this Inquisitive and Imperious
• II he attempts to smoke -nothing doing. When he attempts to have a drink — still
nothing doing. When he puts his foot on one of
the 'lining room chairs he is quickly brought to
the knowledge that this Is thundering bad form.
In desperation
he bikes
for the
open
wl
cts with
numerous
adventures,
among
which
is
the meeting with a young lady who has Just fallen
and sprained her ankle. When the poor chap attempts to aid ber. mother-in-law and wlfey appear
on
the scene just
in time
to sea him
with
his

II

o i» bountifully

Bill
• ally
i boy.

ing
murdered.
His
parents
rush
In
and
find
thus
and
grief-stricken
send
for the
police.
-■•arclicin,
the
prize
pupil
..r
eta on the job, and
• assassin and
tremely
clever
ilcdm
takes
Hi in to bis office and
summon*
ti.
parents
to see this awful
criminal.
What
the dei the parents
discover
»l<OI

ls pardons
null

-

ip

been
him

I
tS

EDISON.
THE
RANSOM
OF
ItED
CHIEF— After
reading
■ newspaper
article
regarding old Tightwad's
rise
in the world.
Bill and Jim hit upon a plan to get
!*■ easy money
by holding young
• Inigly
I
i rig. take
the boy
and
conceal him
in a cave.
The boy.
lug and
walling
for borne
and
mother,
proclaims
himBelf
"Red
Chief"
snd
makes
it uncomfortable

I'll

i
irks bard at Ills profession, and
ant application at bis easel, he overeslght
ami
becomes
blind.
Ann
has
and
does
not know
elves
a note
from
him,
n his affliction.
■ faithful
companion
nnd
comforter
to express her

boy
he calls his own
Is .. Norman
tells
the
music
rjnyed.
but at the moment
of
• •■triplications
arise:
the boy
has learnboth.
There
is but one
way
out of It
the
youngster
sees
It quicker
thsn
anyone
- ■ ion the
two
lonesome mortals agree
that
to marry
each
other
Is

and

the

to Messrs.
Brown
With
crestfallen

,t this moment

m:

a seaman
rushes Into the cabin
- sighted— one look and the chiefs
e foresaw
capture
of the pirate
.
man-of-war,
who
ere
gnaled
a request
of surrender.
A
it
shells
were
bursting
around
treacherous
shell
rends
the
reeking
tub
the floating masts
(apt.
Halns and
wife
board the man-of-war.

place, and she is a '-Want." who wins over
- and the clerk. They in every way try
lake
themselves
agreeable.
She accepts
their
■ Invitations
1
but
with
t day 8
a night at the show.

and

that
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Independent Film Stories.

Kivit ai Trenton with half of his oonunand, surprUlnf 11. r Hessian* ami maklug Humh his prisoner-. Im. bow mlvaneo Wort Of Mlples
enemj
rMebed
the (real general has
a natter of much i
urt severely
ununited,
eleverlj
disguises
herself,
her lover's tonu-":u.
■,. Washington
and leads take*
her countrymen
the house
When
the
h vrs. whom
she had before this piled
shin headquarters,
Is ndmltted
hy the wounded
■eonti and the enemy awake to find the J
Hag (lying over them and the American
ar
full poseomton of their camp, the victors
of the most bloodless yet decisive struggles
■ reception of the Hesslai
ers when they enter Trenton and select her home
for their lu-adquai lers. Hating bitterly the very
sight of a red coat, she nevertheless treats their
attentions with diplomacy, showing merely reserve
and not resentment.
By her conduct she completely disarms any
suspicions the Hessians may have entertained as
to her loyalty, and they willingly allow her to
set before them the Intoxicating cup — and even
compliment her on the superior brew as they drain
it. Certainly, If woman is senseless, there are
exceptions to the rule, and the Patriot Maid Is an

fore proposing marriage and the gratification of
ii.i- young
people's i..ve depends
tbe Job.
potakf
bility
of i
, i ry ofupon
a good
A railroad magnate visits Ked Cloud strolling
to Ions of running a road through
the town, Duke 1 Isher, the outlaw, plans to ab•Iw.l the magnate ami hold him forplan
a bigwhiie
ransom.
tbe
He Is enabled to carry out I
magnate is being entertained i
Kit*
Duke

Released
Tuesday y Feb. 28

The Call of
the Heart
Comedy

watching
his sweetheaafl
through a pair of field glasses, sees the abduction.
hidingand . spreads the alarm.
He rules back to th<- picnic
The men are unarmed, so It Is necessary to ride
back to town to form a posse.
iiff. The
The Duke has bidden In the hills. The young
engineer dlacorei
the guard and
body falls Into
camp which
of thethe outlai
clpil
during
magi
freed. The young engineer 1
ed In a hand to hand fight with the Duke and ■
saved from death by the girl, who threatens tags.
Iiuke with n forty four. The wlndup Is fast and
exciting and the conclusion is the magnate's choosing tbe young engineer to build the new road sod
the union of the lovers.
Tills story al*unds in thrilling situations. The
grandeur of the natural setting coupled with the
action and Interest In the story will no doubt mark
this ill iii as being something unusual.
<mr western films have already attained a repatation Beeoudi y topredict
none forin this
the 1'nlted
and
feature States
exceptional

Drama

"Cast thy bread upon
the water" is the foundation of this play. Action
to make your blood tingle
and enough comedy to
change that lump in your
throat to a chuckle. The
kind of a story that pleases

In the seen
popularity.
hiding place I
n situation tu
competitors to

w here the guard of the bandlfa
thrown from the cliff, we depict
It will be hard for our esteemed

your patrons.

2 Each Week

2

Powers Picture Plays
TUESDAY

EVE^Y
Released

of
His conduct
Is long
wife,
1 in: y the dim
John
evening and
a
turns home one» evening
is so much under the
inttuence of liquor that he strikes bis wife. Believing that life Is unbearable, tbe woman takes
ber child and goes out Into the world, preferring
even death to further mistreatment and humiliation.
The woman and helpless child, with no refuge
iu sight, wander around In the snow, and finally
fall exhausted Into the sleep that precedes death.
Fortunately for them. Jim Sands, a crippled news• their plight, goes to their assistance
and takes them Into his poor little borne. When
they prepare to start out again, Jim offers to share
his all with them and they remain until the
mother can obtain some other refuge.
John. In the meantime has hunted vainly for
his wife and child, and a newspaper story of the
death of a woman and child In the storm convinces uini that May and Marie are the victims.
Remorseful, he decides that he has no right to
live, and plans to drown himself. He Is saved
from this crime by Jim, and a Salvation Army
band, that Is holding services nearby, offer to
that the one thing to
do to atone for"" hisrealizes
fault, is i live
useful life r
> seek suicide, the refuge
accident learns of the relationship that
ptween May and Jack and brings tbem
They are reunited
and Jack
promise
above

everything

else In the

world.

» daughter of the msyor of Red

Saturday, March

Home.
Sweet Home

SATURDAY
4

DRAMA
You cm imagine the beautiful
theme of a story written around
this expression. The Director and
Stock Co. have done their besl
in tlii> Play as they fell every
move. Synopsis elsewhere.
Have you requested your exchange

book Come Back to Erin
Do so and drop us a line for extra
posters. FEATURE IT BIG.

The Powers Co.
241st St. and Richardson Ave.
New York City

Cloud.

He

has

THE
COLLEGE
SPENDTHRIFT.— "He was tht
jnly son of bis mother and she was a widow." The
on him the majority of tt*>
her command, and has (OS
ortgaglng
her home
to pay
struggle
und tlie sacrifices she is making for him. He Is
a "prince of good fellows" and squanders tht
money she Is scraping for In riotous living. After
graduation, he needs more money to enable hhx
to take a position offered him In the west. Th»
home being mortgaged to its limit, the wide*
raises the necessary funds by realizing on what
Jewelry sbe has left and thus equipped, he got*
west, promising bis mother as be says goodhy, that
he will write often. In new scenes and with new
Interests, he 60on forgets his promise, and the
memory. mother at home Is only an occaloving, sional
praying
alone, struggles for s
:ier home
and as other
year, Is turned
aftei
and finally
poorer en*
sat,
many
heart? dayrending poorer
struggles,
t ue poor house.
Meanwhile,
t lie son, having
prospered
greatly
mother

and Is brought

to a startling realization »

duct, he starts east and commences a sesreb tM
his mother. After many failures and much suBerlng of mind, he finds and rescues her from the
poor house, and tbe two of tbem start for tM
new home In the west, never to part agsln.

POWERS.
WHAT

WOULD

YOU

Jim Wilson
i DO?—
reception
and t receive*

THE

MOVING

evening trousers which
bnve been pressed and at the same time the flowers
arrive. Jim calls a messenger and Instructs blm
to deliver the flowers at Bessie's home. The boy
mistakes
the
tailor's
box
for
the florist'sBessie
packageto
and Jim pens a short note requesting
wear these when
at theupon
affair.
Imagine
dlgnatloo
opening
the ' package she finds
Jim's trousers. Jim iu the meantime discovers the
mistake and endeavors to catch tbe messenger but
of course luck Is against him. He arrives at
Bessie's house, tries to explain and, well, funnier
things happen.
ACROSS THE MEXICAN BOEDER.— Ruls. an
old Mexican greaser wishes to sell his daughter
In marriage to Jose, a young Mexican who Is
deeply In love with her. She repulses his advances and defies ber father, refusing to have
anything to do with Jose as sbe Is deeply In love
wltb Jack Armstrong, an American soldier. Jose,
noticing tbe Infatuation of the girl for tbe American, tries In various ways to do away wltb blm
bnt he Is outwitted at every turn and caught In
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± ARCHITECT

REX.
A HEROINE
OF
"76". — General
Washington,
riding snowstorm
towards headquarters,
overtaken
severe
and forced toIs seek
sbelti '
wayside
tavern.
Shortly
before
bis arrl
party of British soldiers had visited tbe
and posted a placard offerlni.
for tbe capture of Washington,
dead or alive.
I'pon his
Is recognized
by tbe blm.
description andentrance,
a plot is be
arranged
to assassinate
It falls to the lot of tbe tavern keeper to do the
deed. His daughter, a staunch and loyal patriot,
overbears their conversation and determines to
save Washington's
rnae,takes
she
i change life.
his Through
room and aherself
possession of the one be vacates, and after a silent
prayer, sbe retires.
\t midnight, the plotters urge the tavern keeper
begin the murderous assault, and climbing tbe
Irs, he enters tbe room occupied by bis daugb, and after a moment that Is like an eternity,
leaves the room, trembling, penitent, afraid to
think, fearful of memories. He sits brooding by
the fireplace all night. Remorse — remorse — it tugs
beart strings.
It points an accusing finger
He suffers on until weary and exhausted,
falls asleep.
At daybreak,
Washington
dethe stairs and arouses the sleeper,
terrible
i Washington
a spirit. ~
jient of murder Is the memory or it. washdeparts and the tavern keeper begins to
i the happenings of the night were but a
—
butwith a glance
tbe knifehim upon
blood, atconvinces
of the
the
i of the events — convinces blm, ami aronsea
n a feeling of horror.
At this moment.
ter, clinging
to tbe banisters,
staggers
stairs, totters und fulls dying In ber
ran. A glance at her breast discloses
In and be realizes be has anwittlngl]
own child.
Me heroine
sacrificed
her life at tbe
liberty end as inch her memory
Is hal-

NESTOR.
FATHERS

HOUSE.— Being
thrown
upon
without a practical education,
ad gladly
accepted
Mrs. Allen's offer to
M In her duties as housekeeper for Carter
and his son Jack. She felt sorry for the
tea girl, and knew that under her care
ild at leant be safe and sound.
also pitied the orphan, and pity ripened
until I
Morn,

the

father

remained
firm. Jack
must
i Jack chose — Nina!
Ince her marriage when
ken with yellow terer, and fearul lest little Clarice should catch It, tbe mother
i-nt i.<t child to Mi
Olden, a friend of the
ur*e. Bui tbe whole
town
was placed under
uaraiiiine. and long are Nina hail recovered or
»ck reiur
i to ''are for the little one, Nance
irantlne; and though they searched
i iro years, no trace of either bad
Muring

these

two years.

•till

cherished
Id turn up
•he »
i have tbrnal tbe child
. i. i. hi as ii was
ra, or lending tbe "hateful brat"
ipprrh-H i.
rer, bad made
frlendi
« lib an
: -I on bla way
business, and finding I he child so unhappy, and
Nanci-

handsomely,

then

We

not only

make Plans and

and

Vaudeville

Theatres

MOVING
THE

We

build

Houses

also build

ICTURI

We have built over 60 Theatres the last 5 years which are all ORIGINAL
in Construction, Design and Decorations

learned that bis child had been ad
opted
Sheldon.
Impatiently
he hurried to bis
where, tbls time be did not ask

h

v Carter
for

bis

father'

SOLAX.

LOVES TEST.— Margaret Golden, a winsome
and wealthy maid, Is sought by many suitors.
but has given her heart and the promise of her
hand to Harold. Edith, who Is herself In love
with Harold, and consequently jealous of tbe
existing Mendllneaa between be and I
contrives
raise a doubt ofIn Harold
Margaret's mind
as
to the t.disinterestedness
her and sbe decidea to pnl him to the test. Sbe
writes a letter t. Harold telling him she baa
■omething
important
to tell htm.
ten bj bei Aunt, with whom
dissuade
regards
as a very
has
told
her
that
she Intends
to tell Haroi.1
that she has lost
her fortune
tailing to cbai.ge Marfan
tbe Aunt
wnylavliar.. Id ami tells him of Mar
(-•in.
Harold
la at t.-»t Indignant,
hut
finally regards
the matter
as a good Joke and
to

pay

Margaret

back

la

■is to her sad tale
and tl.r
to tell her that he too ban lost his fortune
As
they are now both poor be ran see no reason
garet Is hardly
In a
d as Maramid
garet

novel

and strange surroundings.
Italy unfamiliar with hulls*

In tl

!

I
riork,failures.
tries
. to Instruct Mar
| give rise
- V<\r

bidding
ntttad

at

a table

: :. r t for their
aI

a hr.rty
gfanlug

"I

as

hum

Cuba, the soldiery appearing in army i
a glittering, bewildering spectacle.
The soldiers
graphed 01 tbe drill gl
,1 at Camp
Columbia, a beautiful stretch of sward, wl
ual settings,
tbe barracks plainly tiafl
'
I
t'.>r military
precisionafterthe regiment,
pageant
artillery
. regiment
the

manoeuvres
battle,

demonstrate

Is cavalry
a beautiful
and

that

tblv of

. field
I

man

has

ahi |.lng « Itli

After

-

'
THE

DYNAMITERS.— Jenkins,

a humor...
ing from a
Jenkins

a club
' a.

night el It wit] dlscuasl: i
Men
lal-orlug .
baa i
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langlemeiit,

i- ■

.•-,,'-

• stairway
and

they

leading

to
to

the

hah

Ing territory,
Ing rout, i.in otherwti
MANLY

MAN

mem.

loves

Kllnor

Idle
- le.
eati'lies

leader

William*

Mil
ami

the)

are

en-

tllda

by

the

the
sandwlehmen,
fellow
en
I, -hind
up to the couple,
arm.

woman

Petro
t ami the love affair is progressing beyond 1
lest e\|>eet!i1lolis.
ctiirning
from
his foray
Into the
stricken
with
the
deadly
fever,
companions
desert
him,

and

her

faithful
In her
whom

lover

will

fcotll

to back
to life and
In
her
duties
as
a nurse,
and
latla
the life of
Bhe loves
with
all the passion of

strength

and

of doors,
aee hlra

when
Petro
appears
and
i
alive.
Stung
to desperation
steals up and is about

supported by
I
to plunge

a

knife Into Duncan's hack, when the girl throws
herself
upon
him.
wrests
the knife
from
his grasp
it spinning Into the foliage. Petro and
Duncan grapple, when a priest providently makes
his appearance and Petro desists with an abject
apology. In a few words, the situation is explained to the man
of God, who with a keen dist right,
inquires of the young
engineer
> his intentions
t

sents to a marriage. The ceremony Is performed.
Later. Duncan, In the garb of a Filipino, is
seated in his yard. His boy, the result of the
marriage, comes to him. An American appears
and questions Petro. who is standing near. The
stranger inquires for Duncan and Petro, alert, his
Jealousy having not abated by the marriage of
Duncan and Lola, points to Duncan. There is a
recognition. Duncan Is pleased to welcome his
friend. He is informed that Elinor, the sweetheart whom he left in the states, is outside the
gate. Duncan is overjoyed. Elinor runs to him
and there is a happy reunion. He is holding her
in his arms when Lola approaches, terrified at the
• e understands and humbly makes her
way to Duncan's side. He sees her and is racked
with
conflicting

cherish holds out her arms to him. The girl, to
whom he plighted his troth, assumes the same attitude, less demonstrative. Elinor sorrowfully
walks away,
and
Duncan
seats himself
In anguish

KING

PHILIP THE FAIR AND
THE TEMPLARS.—King I'hillp the Fair Is much annoyed;
he has received a writing from Jacques Morlny.
I. land Master of the Order of I he Knights Templar,
stating that the Supreme Council of ihe Templars
has
rejected
his
request
to he admitted
Into
the
order.
The Kljig
lalns to the Chief
Inquisitor
that
he
has
l.een
insulted
l>y the
Or,b
id also, In a spirit ol
I'opi who issues n hull
giving King Phillip the Pair authority to tninisB
the Templars. If It Is true that they I
guilty of such crimes. .Inclines Morlay, accordingly, is arrested, and being tortured confesses to
.limes
lie has
never
committed on
fesslons
lie is e
lemned
to lie burned
alive.
On
tl
ve of his death. Jacques Worlay sends word to
ire this year Is ended
mighty!
we
two
shall
meet
lu "
presence
of God
Al-

the

dying

words
inially.
decides
to

King

i consciousness
of Ids
victim
-they
ring
in his
In
order
to
forget
them,
the
go off on a hunting
trip.
But

avail: suddenly, his horse stumbles and throws the
King, mortally wounding his majesty. The King
i< overtaken by some noblemen and carried to a
nearby castle, and as he lies there dying, the
King sees the majestic figure of the dead Morlay
appear
before
the tribunal
of God.
preclus metal, among them Tom Stuart, who
left a wife and young daughter behind, back
East.
The
girl
fell
In love
with
the
son
of a rich
il when lie Informed his father that be
i'pp>
intended to wed the girl a storm of protest followed and the hoy was warned never to see the
girl.
However,
love
inows
no obstacles,
and
the
ed.
They
departed
for
the
shortly
after,
the girl writing
her father
In
advance
of tlu-fr coming.
Meanwhile, there was trouble in the gold mining camp and Tom Stuart was dally missing small
portions of his hoardings of dust. Where it went
he could not guess, hut suspicion |x»inted strongly
to
a. Mexican
Tom's
partner
was Jose.
unmindful
of the roustabout.
loss and led
a care-free,
When life.
the
newly-married
couple
from
the
East
happy
reached the Nome
region they were tired and worn
out.
They
sought
shelter
In the very
cave
where
i Cs gold
was
concealed
and
accidentally
i lie treasure.
Of course, they filled their
pockets
and
journeyed
to the camp.
Tom
Stuart
discovered
his loss the next
day
oud
arov
camp
to action.
Jose,
the suspeeL,
was dragged to
I was about to lose his life, for
son
the

he

child with

lean i i
scene
In time

.11

theft,,

to

e.x ,lain

i

when
and
away

the broker's
appeared
on
the guilt
of

lather and daughter met for the first time In
•epted Ills new sonIn good talt) , In spite of Ids Innocent escapade, which almost
caused
a tragedy.
Some time later the happy and prosperous couple
returned to the ';.ist. just in time to save a ruined
broker
from
suicide.
A
father's
forgiveness
fol-

dees fteiso,wards
In spile
tus
she Is ,,ftakes

her child,
and
on her death
• i toi ruer admirer
to corns
hesitation
and
a terrible

much

,r eyes, their
he bears
commends
child tot
to

ha-

wronged

every

his hi l.le.
She
forgives
kindness.

to whom
all. and

he tells the
treats
tagl

CHAMPION.
A

Mtlnatlon,
and
take
In the tropica]
surroundings.
The
young
engineer
Is red blooded and human,
lie Dnda tin
heavily
on
bis
bandi
and
seeks
dlvei
finds
It In Loll,
■ beautiful
Filipino
girl.
Willi
Jnno-llke
form
ami
handsome
fa.-,She
glance
ami
In
an
i- Interi
seeks
the girl,
and
she
la not
averse
to the at
■f the
liuii,|s«iiie
voting
man
from
the

health,
glorious
the man

and

with

pulls
round.
'1 hen
he col- tint herli i>
the wrong
girl
he
w Idle
Matilda
and
i■
-lake
It out"
of Jj I 111 in II Very

. basing,
enee
lo

happy

„nearly
their dropping
At
I,
Ml

and

leave
i dtbfol.

heart

hospital

Uler

i,

A

the

WESTERN

GIRL'S

CHOICE.—
Dora
Maxwell
,,n
their extensive
ranol,

in the west,
and
her sweetheart
Is Milton
Logan,
the ranch foreman.
Iteturuing
In, in a brisk canter,
Dora
Is confronted
with
n great
surprise
In the
li. ,in the east of her uncle
and a Strang*
g n letter
from
her
aunt,
through
Its
presentation
by her uncle.
Dm
young stranger I- Intended to be her future husband, and her aunt also Invites her to come eeafi
with
the
two
men
when
I hey
return.
In accord-

Tho attractiveness of the young eastern mlUk
aire
Is evident,
ami
Dora
for thi
poor
Milton
and
spends
her time
in the comps
of Richard
U
e,
si..- eoon
meets
with
sa <
portunlty to compare the worth of the two mi
and that of the westerner Is so undoubtedly I
perlor to the other, she dares no longer hesitate

nillatlon
suffered
through
the cowardice of Moore, compared
with the
bravery
of Logan,
ends
the
false
infatuation
-lit
experienced.
Her
undesirable
suitor
returns,
chagrined and discomfited,
without
having
remained
at the ranch over a day.
Writing
a courteous
letter
of
refusal
to her
aunt.
Ilora
placed
It in the hands
of her astonished
uncle,
and
leaving
them,
she hurries
to net
room,
gets
Into
her
riding
habit,
and
meeting
Milton at the front door, they both canter off with
laughter

and

love

in

the

winter's

and escort her home. This Is done, and the child's
prayer turns
sorrow
into gladness.
MATILDA
CHASED.— A
party
of
sandwlchmen
commence
their
dally
task,
and
wander
through
seta,
bearing
their
boards.
Suddenly
one

YANKEE.
THE
ABDUCTION
OF
PARSON
JONES.— Who
klduiippe.l
low ii was
thrown
Into
udden
disappearance
of
Rev.
multiplied
until one
'

air.

RELIANCE.

caresses

Bradford cabin and attempt to force
upon Isabel. Capt. Burton, a British

officer,
and hurlsasthem
heart
Butters arrives
with emotion
she aside.
thanks Isabel's
the dashing
officer, and he in turn is smitten with her charms.
Later another detachment of soldiers make an ]
attack and Isabel barricades the heavy door and 'I
fires the guns which her tiny sister loads. A log '
is used as a battering rain and the door torn down,
instant
Capt.
Burton
arrives
hand,
holds
at bay
and
upbraids

in

s his sword to Isabel In t
nt she declines
it.
He
then
asks
her to tnal
im. but she refuses because he Is fighting agali
Dr flag.
He
will
not
turn
agalnsl
i a compromise
Is effected
by which
he agn
i light neither
for nor against
the American III

BISON.
THE
WARRIORS
SQUAW.— A purely Indl
story, with two battle scenes between Sionx a
Pawnees. A Sioux warrior Is badly wounded a
discovered bj an Indian maiden, who, as 9
customary among the red men, contemplates e«
-ind she inhandag.
log bis life. His'— bravery
the face
of del
■ape.
The
two
fall in lot
. _ _j Informed
by a disai
int
i has
spied
upon
them.
The
lovers I
e Sioux camp
and the pursuing Pawns

AMBROSIO.
hound

for

the

West
Indies, you would
on
Jones,
even
though
warned you be was on
It would ■ be film.
a shame
to expose
the

GREAT
HIS

GREAT

DUTY

something
plot

before

NORTHERN.
He

decides

s entangled
I

in a

i
I
i

SOULS CORAGEOUS.— Isabel Bradford, an orphan, keeps house for her grandfather, her sisters
Ina and Marie. 18 and ID years old, respectively,
and her brother Harry, aged Hi. Harry und his
grandfather answer the call to arms. Ina meets
a wounded volunteer carrying a message to the •
eneiu)
American general that the British are preparing
to attack. She undertakes to carry the messajfll
and
alter
a trying
experier
soldiers
advance
meant line the British t
drunken soldiea
settlement
and

in-law

notice from Ids landlord, to th.
he can pay his rent be will have to go. With n
sigh, the composer takes up bis latest score, and,
Lidding farewell to his wife and child.
hoping that at last Fortune will smile upon him.
He attempts to Interview a well-known , lire-tor
of music, hut without success, and at length returns home. Hopelessly he tosses his score on
the table, and. resting his head on his arm, falls
His little girl enters, carrying her doll,
and. falling on her knees, prays for help. Then,
catching up the score, she bastena out. Entering
the director's office, she Is at first refused admittance, hut the great D
and listens
to her story. So touched is he by her appeals that
be instructs his secretary to give the girl a cheek,

■
i

THE
DEMON.— The
Spirit of Kvil. driven o
Heaven,
tib-s to the mountains
of Caucasus, ^^
determines
to conquer the soul of Tamara,
a beBI
t if ul
princess.
The
Demon
causes
the
death Ml
her lover
and
soon
begins
to exert
an lrreslstH
influence
on Tamara,
who
hides
in a co
escape him.
The Demon
descends in the night I
forcing
his way
past
an Angel
who Becks
to S
Tamara.
powerless
to
resist,
> kisses her the touch of his polsoodsul
er to fall lifeless,
and
the Demon I
him,
"
lips < tal*
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and Dewlgbt.
Aebury Park, N. J.— The Music Hall on Tenth
•venne will open under the management of a
large theatrical syndicate as a moving picture
md vaudeville theater.
Keithsburg, HI. — Mr. George Frick, purchased
:be Gem Motion Picture Theater here.
Bait Lake City, Utah.— The Orpheus said to be
?alt
Lake's
moving
picture
neatre,
has newest
opened. and
The largest
new bouse
Is located
it 241 Main street In the heart of the business
llstrtct. and Is said to be a model from all
itandpolnts. The seating capacity Is 650.
, 8. D.—
„ ._tereet
of "
Fort Worth, Texas. — Improvements amounting
o S15.000 are being made on the building formery occupied by the Wells Fargo Express Company
it 708-710 Main street where a modern moving
.Ictore abow wll open in six weeks under the
oanagement of Mr. Edward H. Phillips.
Ossining, N. Y.— Mr. Vastis Nafpllotls, who conlucted a moving picture theater here for the past
oar years has sold out and will erect another
n Greenwich, Conn.
BpringfleM,
_I11.—arrangements
A Jacksonville Theatrical
Cornopen a moving
ny la making
picture theatre
in the Hlrsc
of the Brunswick
Cigar J

Ornamental
Theatres

Brenham, Tex**.— Mr. Clark, who has tx-en
unnlng a moving picture show in the Graber
'.ulldlng has moved Into the Dwyer Block on
lain street. Mr. H. C. Quentin wll open a new
bow In the building formerly occupied by Mr.
Philadelphia, Penn.— Permits were issued to Mr.
amoel Schultz, contractor, to transform the bulldig at 747 and 753 South 3rd street for Mr. B.
. Miller which will cost about f.12,000.
Wheeling, W. Va.— The Nickelodeon established on
Cain street. Mr. II. C. Quentin wll open a new
jrced to close due to the lack of patronage.
Brattleboro, Vt.— Mr. August Gunzlnger, sold the
yrlc Motion Picture Theater to Messrs. Arthur
lood and Frank Main.
Pittslleld, Mm —Mr. George H. Blssell has been
ranted a license to operate a moving picture

PLASTER

Utica, N. T.— The Lyric Moving Picture Tommy has taken over the Lyric Theater in Catlettajrg and are having It remodeled and enlarged.
Brooklyn, N. Y.— Plana have been arranged for
on of a blgb class moving picture palace
i DeKalb avenue, between Broadway
and Busb-

jght, and was crowded from the time of Its open|g
until It
closed.
la located
"at and
the
.rtheast
corner
of Tbls
Muln theater
and Forayth
afreets
is a large seating capacity.
The Savoy AmuseManchester N. H avlng picture theater
a opened In the Columbia Hall.
Chicago, II..— Tl.e Motorgraphlc Supply Company,
pltal $25,000. Dlrectora Ix>uls A. Boenlng. Victor
. Thomas and Samuel Block.
3t. Louis. Mo.— The Carraglen Amusement Co.
I<ltal 1100.000. Dlrectora James B. Carragien,
•mas (' M'.iit(jomery,
and Chamberlain
John H. Boogher.
Wabasha,
Minn.— W R.
has deled to open a new moving picture theater here.
BaUvia, Ohio.— Mr. G. Tallman baa leased the
•.nderlinrl Theater here.
Clartavllle, Mo.— Charles
Fern
Is making
arngements to open a new moving picture theater
Balam. Ill— C. Morrow baa purchased the mov.• picture theater of J. II. lirlnkerhoff.
Altoona,
Pa— Mr. J C. Keith
la making
«rngements to atart a new moving picture abow

RELIEF
Theatres

DECORATIONS

Designed

6/>e Decorators
2549

Cleveland,
Ohio.erectl<
— C.
drawn
for the
located at 7700 Lake
Milwaukee, Wis.— A
la preparing plans for

the

.

Archer Avenue

P.

M.

Chrlstlanson

lng picture __" Eleventh avenues.
Denver, Col. — The Iris Amusement Company I
purchased the property at 1716 Curtis street, ai
•lte for a new moving picture theater.
"New York
City—
The ami
Old Broom*
Clinton street
Douse,
between
Grand
streets.Co I
been converted into a moving picture and vau

Everywhere

Supply Co
::

CHICAGO,

' moving plct
Bellaire, W. Va.— A i
I theater
Is belug planned
for the Humbacb
Building on I'niou Street for M. Hall.
New York City.— Plans ha>.
Of the building on 5iitli Street, near
Third ATtnue, into a 10,000 moving picture theater
for W. BOWkt
Cockrau.
Boston,
Mass. — Three
pctltkius
for a license to
operate a moving picture oud vaudetilie show U
'' building formerly occupied
.

uiov!

Grove. aN. ujo<J -log
- > picture the!
$15 Ocean
for ruuulng
tic Highlands without a license
Beverly. Meaa — Work has already cv

picture

theater

Ran Joee. ( baa itlaailM
Chieed a half llitrlr.I
lu

of a new

uio»lug

Dayton, Ohio. — Mr. Henry A. I
arrangements
for the erection of
picture

a

new

:rted
Hamilton, Ohio.— William Gordon Is making ar,igement» to erect a f.Vi.OOO theater at the cor' nnd Broadway.
Jletur. Oity, Iowa.— <>. E. Dunn la preparing to
WO 0 new vaudeville and moving picture theater
» 810 Jeckwm
St.
Dakland, Cal.— The ld..ra Park Co., hat secured
iMMll
for the erection »r a moving picture

jvlng

NorTolk.
Adrian,

It. Louis,
"expend
■rial

Mo— The Mlddleton
aln.ut 155.000
for

!,.« „

•

000

Mi.h.-Mr

and

rr

Jefferoou
BOOM
■
II

D

fl

Cincinnati,
Ohio. — Mr.
Iiaac Frankel
haa
chased the pr..pern
.'
will reanodel It Into n moving 1. 1, lure theater. »

The.
lni|i

Haclne,
Wis — - 1 he iryatal
Theater.
uudrT
management
irg, has ren
to Ita new charters lu a t.uil.i
Pine Btreete.
ku.,.lit,»
low*.— Ml
«
M Ki.glrrt. Ir.«
the 111)....

plctur

)chey.dan,

Va— Mr

ILL

I.,

purchased

• I'.i).,
ill. I

■.
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DoOf With
Ago
Fl-hei (Dr.)Folks
Daughter

Old?

i Dr.)

WOnd

23-Hls

Our
f"~

sur
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(Dr.)

tor

for
Iga

(Dr.)

Part

(Dr.)

■I
THIS

"W"
before
the words
Idea that it la a Western
WEEK'S

PROGRAM
Monday,

17— A

Stage

Roma oc

—

,1000
..1000

(Dr.)..
ESSANAY.

MISS
978

-■••'.1
1.)
mil
1018
3.)

drama
or a comedy
drama or a conicdv.
OF

Tuesday,

LICENSED

February

Blograph— The
Diamond
Star
I. ul. In -The
Test
(Dr. i
Patlie — A Soldier
(Dr.)
Pa I he— A Buffalo
Hunt
(So.)
Sellg— The
Padre
(Dr.)

FILMS.

20.
(Dr.)

February

BERTHA

KOCKWaflK

r...\ ih.hi. Watering
•
SITUATION
WANTED.— Sign
painter,
used
to
1 position
en In with
employa
■
advertising,
wants
• •i one
,Ttni
Strictly
FOR

A

Valentine*
(Com.)
First
('omission
(Dr.)

21— Mr.
The
22—

WORLD

a Day
(Com.)
(Dr.)
(Dr.)M'-rcy

White
Man's
Door
(Dr.)
14 — Consuming
I-ove
(Dr.)
. l.lghl
Waned
(Dr.)
IS — The
New
Stenographer
(Coin.)
Of
Two
Cities.
(Pari
(Dr.)

(Dr.)
EDISOX.

31— The
Try
Out
(Or.)
1 — ltmnptlou*
as
Komco
(Com.)...
3 -Selling
Old
Master
(Dr.)
8— Two
10— HIb

PICTURE
VITAORAPH.

4— A

niuvliig

picture

moving

i '

no-.

l'i:. .roughly

pl.-iure lmu-e
World.

i

TKEATEH

FOR

SALE.— Moving

the

theater,

of 5.000
location,
M.,
care

profitable
in Grand

expert.

last six yean.

SALE.

picture

picture house
In a town
'">>' capacity,
400. S. Good
uUlox,
Address,
A.
"""
World.
FOR
SALE. — A
Vaudeville Theater

for

the

only

population,
sestbeat
of M reasons for

Moving
Forks,

Picture
tad
North
Dakota,

900
Reason
for
selling,
death
In
family.
Write
for
l'«"i particulars.
Manager.
1NIQCK
THEATER
BEAD781
T1FUL,
Grand Forks.
N. Dak.
286
FOR
SALE— Moving
picture
theater
In a Maui
chusetts town
of 100,000
to 125.000.
Best
location

21.

ln ,ue town, on the main

street and at an Important

4— t'arnieiilta.
The
Faithful
(Dr.)
995
7— A
Woman's
Voice
(Com.)
566
7 — Ten
Worda
For
Tweuty-flve
Cents
(Com.)
425
■The
Had
Downfall
(Dr.).. 1000
14— Getting
Sister
Married
(Com.).
Daughter
(Dr.)
18 — Cattleman'
ft— Their
We
Ing
Gifts
(Com.)
5SO
21— Just as the Clock Struck Nine
(Com.) 412
25— The Outlaw and the Child
(W. Dr.).. 1000
GAtTMONT.
O. Klelno.
18 — Saul
and
David
(Bib.)
128
18— At the End of the Road
(Dr.)
838
1 Failed
(Dr.)
815

Edlson-The
Sculptors
(Dr.)
"'-ft
^^re ^.ng7' p'.ctur'e wUT*
^
ChoirRival\\ adding
QU bj
(I Nine
om, I (Conn 990
■ 's"
Essanav— Just as the Clock Struck
412
FOR
SALE— One
of the largest
Moving
Picture
Gaumont— The
Plot that Failed
(Dr.)
815
and
Vaudeville Theaters ln Washington,
D. C.
P.
Gaumont— Pictures
ln ChcmMry
(Sc i
IT;, u. Box 279, Washington,
D. C.
Vltagraph— A
Tale
of Two
Cities.
(Part
1).

25 — Paganlnt

Blograph — His
Lubln— Dobbs

28— Lafont

and

the

Beatrice

M'elles— My
Sellg— The

t

4 — The
Tramp's
Fli
4— Forbidden
Clgare

8— Little
Sister
_
10— The Broken Trail

2—
6—
9—
13—

Countess

£*2

(Com.)

(Dr.)
Story

335

(Dr.)..

Age
vs.
Youth
(Dr.)
A
Double
Elopement
(Dr.)
The
Petticoat
Sheriff
(Com.)
The
Show-Girl's
Stratagem
(Dr.)

20— The
Test
(Dr.)..
23— Dobbs
the
Dauber
27— Man's
Diplomacy
2— Woman's
Curiosity

1000
1000
990
1000
1000

1000
1000
4iKi

•"'_'.

'"

10M

Wednesday,
February
22.
Bdison — Mr.
Bumptious.
Detective
(Com.)
990
Kalem— The
Open
Road
(Dr.)
995
Pathe— Hubby's
Troubles
(Com.)
671!
I-a t lie — Iodo-Cblna — Pra-rlnce
of Laos
iSc.)....3H
trban-The
Golden
Sickle
(Dr.)..
882
Lrban-Felllug
a Smokestack
(Sc.)
113
Thursday,
February
23.
Daughter
the
Dauber

(Dr.)
(Com.)

Prairie
Flower
(W.
Seminole's
Sarcifice

OUT
N- Y1000
FOR
Com.)
(Dr.)

980

EQUIPMENT

FOR

SALE.

FOR
SALE. — Bargain,
new
Edison
moving
picture
outfit.
HUTCHEXS,
Jeweler,
Yadkluvllle,
N. C.
F0R
8ALE._Power8
Rheostat,
$5.00.
Current
ga
$25 w
ros( $r>0 M
Q
d fl|
m M
reel.
Woul(1
ouy
a plcture
houge
where
thereq,
no
opposition.
Address,
CHAS.
RAY,
Qreenport,

hlbltlon
Never

SALE — I

will

sell

Style
Machine
been
used.
T.

my

new

complete
Mitchell,

Edison

Ex-

for
$100.00.
4024
Lexington

Friday,
February
24.
Street.
Chicago.
111.
Edison— The
Price
of Vlctorv
(Dr.)
1000
FOR 8ALE.— Electric sign, lettered on both sides.
I'Mtlic — Who
Killed
Max
(Com.)
689
°c Vandette
5c continuous
show.
For
dimensions
Pathe— An
Escape
of Gas
(Com.)
302
and
price,
address,
H.
F.
FOWSBB,
Vaudette
Kalem— Prlscllla
and
the Pequot
(Dr.)
925
Theater, Lansing. Mich.
Vltagraph— A Tale
of Two
Cities.
(Part
2.1
FOE
SALE.— Powers'
and
American
machine.
(Dr.)
1013 Machine
parts.
Repairing.
Supplies.
The
"B"
Saturday,
February
25.
Co., 396
Broadway,
Albany,
N. Y.
Essnnay— The Outlaw and the Child (W. Dr.).. 1000
Gaumont— Paganlnl
and
the
Countess
Beatrice
MISCELLANEOUS.
(Dr.)
998
Pathe— The
Changeling
(Dr.)
1000
WANTED.— To
bny.
Pathe
Passion
Play;
Sellg
Vltagraph— A
Tale
of Two
Cities.
(Part
3.)
or Nestor
reel
"On
the Little
Big
Horn";
Sell*
(Dr.)
994
reel
"Hunting
Big
Game
In Africa."
and
"James
Boys
ln Missouri."
Will
buy
other
feature
westi pictures.
Address.
X. care of Moving
Picture

Classified Advertisements
[Classified advertisements, three cents per word,
cash with order; 50 cents minimum; postage
stamps
accepted.]
SITUATIONS
WANTED.
SITUATION
WANTED.— Singer
of
ability
and
experience,
wants
a position
at once.
Will
make
good
and
go
anvwhere.
Best
of
reference.
Address, R. P.
FOURNIER,
Dreamland
Theater,

1,000 . H.
letter.

CLOW,

Potsdam.

PROPERTY
OWNER
In desirable Bronx location has fair proposition for experienced moving
picture man with some cash. Address, T. C. J.,
care
of Moving
Picture
World.
good.
HAND COLORED SLIDES made from any clipphoto
negative. _ Finest
fifty cents, excellent for vaudeville
guaranteed.
showlettering Included. Photo Specialty
ville, N. Y.

2— Only
Feb.
9— Tony
the Greaser
(Dr.)
Feb. 16— Billy
and
His
Pal
(Dr.)
Feb. 23— My
Tarlrle
Flower
(W.
Com.)

980
1000
980

ADVERTISING

Have
9—
13—
16 —
20—
23—
27 —

Thelma
(Dr.)
The Survival
of the Fittest
(Dr.)..
The
Buccaneers
(Dr.)
The Padre
(Dr. )
The Seminole's Sacrifice (Dr.)
The Eye of Conscience
(Dr.)
UBBAN-ECLTPSE.
(O. Klelno.)

Feb.
Feb.

8 — On the Border of the Forest
8— Canadian
Iron
Center,
Port
Ontario
(Scenic)
Feb. 15 — Catherine
Howard
(Dr.)
Feb. 22— The
Golden
Sickle
(Dr.)
Feb. 22— Felling
a Smokestack
(Sc.)

(Dr.).. 895
Arthur.
110
1005
882
113

SLIDES AS A SOURCE

OF REVENUEKeese-

We are placing slides for large National Advertisers
and would
like to add
your house
to our list.
INDEPENDENT
ADVERTISING
COMPANY,
141 West 45th Street, New York

You

Tried

the

Inc.

Acme?

IT S the only place in New
York where
you get a square
deal and get -what you pay for.
We can furnish any class or service
you desire ana ship
anywhere
Send tor prices.

ACME

FILM CO., Inc.

12 East 15th Street

New York

THE
Experienced
TALENT K!ng
Best Singers,PROFESSIONAL
Pianists, Trap Drummers,
etc.
Let us book your house for the season.
The agency with the system.

AMERICAN THEATRICAL SI>0ERS
J9 Dearborn Street

HILL1AKD

CAMPBELL. M-r
E. B. BIGELOW,

AGENCY
Chicafo. 111.

Special Agent.

Pl«u
lAJADV (or good work. Men and
BIG'
EAOI MONEY
If UK K F^^
women. V0^
We teach you
^and
belp sell plots.

Demand unlimited.

Send for par-

ASS'D M. P. SCHOOLS
«08 Chicago Opera House Bldg...

CHICAGO

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

! IT DRAWS
THE
CROWD
M.i-i. .- \\ hut You Wmn
•»,a,;Jr>
midget, yet powerful
w3S^
1 folding organ, adaptable to any
^Hj^^M
occasion, sweet, rich and full
^^B,-flB^L
tone- Bullt strong and durable.
■1 R^S
It is a big helper.
• m Pt ' * J Mil^"d IM»
for fu"
15 Ndescription.
BROS.
V K^l^iip
1 52 Lake Si., Chicago, III.

For

Sale,

Cheap

Two comp
ete N
Machines
I condition
o.PA.5 Power's
C AR R READING
in& A- SC H A D

Want

to save

MONEY?

Send for Cut Rate Bat

National M. P. Supply Co.
1W 3rd A»e.. K

Y.

Great Reduction

Motion Picture Machines J35 up.
Accessories, Supplies etc.
Pathe' Passion Play (as new) L ■
Send for Supplement 33 containing many
Bargains.
Harbach S Co. 809 Filbert St.. Phils. Pa

THE

Independent Release Dates
Feb. 9— On tlie Inst
Feb. »— Too Much Annt
Feb. 13— A Quiet Evening

(Oom.)
at Home

(Com.)
(Dr.)

1000
1000

Feb. 27— Tbe Silence System (Com)..
M«r.
2— College Chuma
( Dr. )
Mir.
6— Hypnotizing
«" Hypnotist
(Com.).,
liar. "
War.
ATLAS.
Jan. 25— Iriata Hearti (Dr.)
Feb. 1— His Great Sacrifice (Dr.)
Feb. 8— Kelly. U. S. A. (Dr.)
Feb. 15— Coals of Fire
CHAMPION.
Feb. 1— Jndged by Higher Power (Dr.)
Feb. 8 — At Double Trouble Kancb (Dr.)
Feb. 15 — Her Three Proposals (Com.)
Feb. 22— The Old Man and Jim (Dr.)
Mar.
1— A Western Girl's Choice (Dr.)
COLUMBIA.
Dec. 24 — The Cattlemen'! Fend (Dr.)

Feb. 13— The

Elixir

of

950
950
950
950

Bravery
~ Tlor (Dr.)
nlmals (Spec). .

Feb. 27 — "Punch"
Feb. 27 — Beware o_ _
Mar.
C— King Phillip The
plars (Dr.)
GREAT
NORTHERN.
Feb. 4— The

Criminal

Chiefs

975

(Com. )
9— Tbe Mirror
(Com.)
(Com.)..
9— When
the Cat's Away
(Com.)
13— Her Darkest Hour (Dr.)
1ft— The Convert (Dr.)
20— PIctureland
23— Artful Kate
(Dr.)
27— A Manly Man (Dr.)
2— Army Manoeuvres
In Cuba (Edc.)
(Com.)..
2— -The
The Dynamiters (Com.)
LUX.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

(Dr.)..
3— Back to the Old Homestead
(Dr.)
944
10 — The Orphan's Friend (Dr.)..
10— That Horse Did Run (Com.)
*tz
17 — Bronco Bill, the Brave Cowboy (Dr.).. 639
17— Matilda Lovestruck (Com.)..'.
272
24— A Child's
Prayer
(Dr.)
634
24— Matilda Chased (Com.)
854
NEW
YORK
MOTION
PICTURE
CO.
(Bison.)
7— The Half Breed's Plan
10— The Salted Mine (Dr.)
14 — A Deputy's Honor
17— A Warrior's Squaw (T)r.)
" 1 Red Man (Dr.)

YANKEE.
10— Was
She Justified
(Dr.)
13 — Condemned to Death (Dr.)
17 — Her Birthday Surprise (Com.)
20— A Llfe-Tlmc Penance (Dr.)
24 — The Woman
Who Dared (Dr.)
27— All for Gold (Dr.)
3 — The Abduction of Parson Jones

500
500
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
500
500

ITALA.
(By N. Y. M. P. Co.)
Feb. 9— John Milton (Dr.)
Feb. 11 — Foolshead at the Kinematograph. .
Feb. 23— Little Souls
Feb. 25— Foolahead Present
Feb. 25— Havana
Cigar
AMBROSIO.
(By N. Y.
Feb.
Feb.
8— The Savoy
Feb. 8— Tweedledom as a Detective
Feb. 15 — The Demon
(By N. Y. M. P. Co.)
Feb. 22 — Redeeming
Angel
NESTOR.
Jan. 25— The Man In 23 (Com.)
• " —The Bridal Trail (Dr. )

FOR SALE «
film, He. tc. »c. ft. Moving picture theatres cheap:
will buy same.
Edison.
Power's. Lubin new machines 1J 00: used Motiograph, $100: Model B. gas outfits, J25: J65 electric reducers, J30: song sets, $1. Will trade new machinesfor
old ones: will buy films, machines, Passion Play.
II. DAVIS.
W.trrtoKn, Wi..

FOR A

980
1000

CHEAP

and a Mercury Arc Rectifier; al-j
a handsome lobby. Well located

MB. M. P. MAN

EVERY

:

DAY A BIG DAY

When you adopt the "Big
Four" Receipt Plan. Hundreds of shows in all parts
of the country are now using
it MAKING GOOD with
everybody. NOT a costly
gift or bungling contest
scheme, but a LIVE, unique
Ticket Manipulating Plan
that will STIR THEM UP
and keep them interested in
YOUR Show. Let us tell

(Com.)

you about the "Big Four"
Crowd-Getter. Get "BusyNess." Write now. Address Dept. M-5.
Business
Manufacturing
Co.
FORT
WAYNE. IND.
Eclair— The Heart of
Eclair— Hospital for Small
Imp — PIctureland
Yankee — A Lifetime Penance

als
(Dr. )

(Spec.)... 1000
286

If you are in the Market for

SECOND
HAND
FILMS

Wednesday, February 22.
Ambroslo — Redeeming Angel
Champion— The Old Man and Jim (Dr.)..
Nestor — His Father's House (Dr.)
Reliance— A Plain Tale
Thursday, February 23.
American — Strategy (Dr.)
Imp— Artful Kate
(Dr.)

500

SALE,

good combination Picture and
Vaudeville Show in a booming
Oklahoma
city of 12,000 people.

Lux— A Child's Prayer (Dr.)
Lux— Matilda Chased (Com.)
Solax — Love's Test iDr.)
Thnnhouser— A Newsboy
Hero (Dr. )
Yankee— The Woman Who Dared (Dr.)

534
354
1000

Write to the largest and most reliable Dealers and Importers of
these goods in the U. S.

International Film Traders
German Savines Bank Building

Powers — Across
Reliance — Eve

The

Mexican

Border

(Dr.)..

147 Fourth Avenue,

NEW

YORK CITY

FILM EXCHANGE

Potters free.

143

WORLD

Capture

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.

EAGLE

PICTURE

. 16— A Heroine of '76 (Dr.)..
Feb. 23— The Story of a Prayer Rug (Dr.)..
BOLAX COMPANY.
Feb. 3— Ring of Love (Com.)
~ ' 10— Mixed Pets (Com.)..
Feb. 17 — Corlnne In Dolly land (Com.)..
24 — Love's
Test
(Dr.)
3— A Costly Pledge (Com.)
8— Out of the Arctic (Dr.)
THANHOUSER.
10— The Norwood
Necklace (Dr.)..
14 — For Her Sake (Dr.)
17— Checkmate
(Dr. )

IMP.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

MOVING

1. 22.— nis rather*! House (Dr.)
998
r. 1— Tbe Professor's Romance
(Com-Dr.) . .990
POWERS
PICTURE
PLAYB.
1. 11— A Trip Through Mexico (Scenic)....
i.l4 — An Unforeseen Complication (Com.)..
1. 18— Beneath Southern SkleB (Dr.)
1. 81— What Would You Do (Com.)
>■ 2.T — Across the Mexican Border (Dr.)
<. 28— The Call of the neart (Dr.)
950
r. 4— Home Sweet Home
(Dr.)
950
RELIANCE.
1. 1— A Brass
Button
900
1. 4 — Tbe Command
From Galilee
900
8 — The School Ma'am's Courage
900
Feb. 11— The Little Avenger..
. 15— Three Men (Dr.)..
1. 1H — Souls Courageous
1. 22— A Plain Tale
1. 2o— Ever The Accuser
REVEER.
. 4— For Better Or Worse
(Dr.)..
.11 — Tbe Gooaecreek Claim (Dr.)..
. 18— For tbe Child's Sake (Dr.)..
. 18— Ton Try It (Com.)
REX.

NORTH

Prompt service.

EIGHTH

Da

nd night service

STREET,

Write, wire or phone

PHILADELPHIA,

PA

443
THE

G. W. BRADENBURGH

CiiU:-

MARKET

Brad-Films Phila.,

334

Code:-*.

Cheyenne's Love for Sio
Gounad's
Maria. (P(J
The WomanAve Hater.
So Runs the Way.
(Reli
The Wild Flower and the

B. C. 5th Edition

(G. Northern)

(Yankee)

Rose.

(Thanhouser)

Fighting Parson.
(Nestor) $20.
Necklace
(Eclair) of $20.the Holy Virgin— A Beggar's Ride.
AGoodDaughter's
$20.
for Evil.Devotion.
(Eclair) (Cines)
$20.
The White Lie.
(Italia) $20.
The C nvicting Shawl.
(Duske) $20.
White princes-, ;( the Tribe.
(Champion)
$20.
Legally Dead.
(Powers) $20.
After the Fall of the Eagle.— Theater of PhenomeI-'roin Kidnapper
(Italia) $20.
The Bubhle.
(Italia) $20.
Lieutenant Ros
: ( laven __
A Game for Two.
(Imp.) $20.
Hit Second Wife.
(Imp.) $20.
Count of Monte Cristo.
(Ambrosio)
$20.
The Black Han.!.
(p.,tbe) $.-.,.
Man in the Iron Mask.
(Cines) $20.
D k hess of Guisa.
(Italia) $20.

Sunshine.

36 East 23d Street

(Hepworth)

New

largett jobbers of "Bio" and
"Electra Pink Label" Carbont, and alwayt carry a
large

ttock

deliv

$20.

For Rent

Ken, lev

1>rant'i

Dream
-An New
Knteriniiing
Ilareelona—
Burglar Florin.
Alarm.
■ Rattle.
With Mercy— In Love With a I
Cowboy and the Lieutenant.

UST

1000 Reels of Film
$1.00 per day Each

110 Fourth Ave.

New

York City

CROWD YOUR HOUSE
GET BUSY

IMMEDIATELY

Alaison Blanche Building,
Canal and Dauphlne Streets
New Orleans, La.
You pay express charges both ways.

PH H RES 01

IV .1 Li\ e Wire

Gi

r

rill
BEST

LIGHT
EFFECTS
UNIVERSAL
ELECTRIC
STAGE
LIGHTING
CO.

I AJd

Schenk Trial
Twenty-five

MONE>
EVER

Dollar-

Ten Dollar- refunded

Rental

lor

on return

of

Pictures.
nouncement Slides and

other Adver-

ti-ing matter.

Our Corp* 1. 1 Arti-i- U
raphers, right on the gratia
all interesting feat urea oi the trial.
1 hi- will not conflict with jrovr
ipprovedonb) all.
Immediate ihipjnenl

Pittsburg Film Exchange

(NO POSTERS.)

-Interrui.ted

immediate

FOR

American Moving Picture Supply Co.

latnci $ Lir{iti File Reefers

ntlefactor.
at Last— The Would Be Champion,
' base for a Bike.
with
oolihead It Curious.
A'oinan..nor Bold.

I Int.

for

WRITE

York City

Imp.) $20.
Daughter.
(Thanhouser) iser)$20. $20.
id as Hero.
(Italia)

Films at Ten Dollars per Reel.

Sheep

Give mc your exact voltage, cycles,
make of machine, length of throw, size of
picture and make of carbons. If you have
a current saver, state make I will do the
rest. Address Department VY.

Alamo Film Exchange

(Ambrosio) $20.

The Last of the Stuarts.
(Cines) $;
The
Farmer's
Delights
of the Son.
Shoot. (Italia)
(Italia)$20.$20.
The Time Lock Safe.
(Imp.) $20.
Colonel's Boot.
Generosity of an Indian I'.)
"
Chi ':•'
1Father
> Bill.
(Hepworth)

ernor'l

We are the largett dealert in
Moving Picture Suppliet and
Machine Parta in the United
Statet. We are alto the

I

Write Me for Particulars at Once

WRITE

$35.

Nero, The Burning of Rome.

rni Comes

DO

Moving Picture Supplies

J. H. HALLBERG

(Italia)
Windy
Day—
Aspirations of Gerald & Percy.
(Imp.) $33.
The Poor Student.
(Imp.) $35.
Regeneration.
(American)
$35.
A Brave Western Girl.
(Bison) $35.
The Big Drum— The Dog Keeper.
(Italia) $35.
The Woodsman.
(Nestor) $35.
A Plucky Western Kid.
(Powers) $35.
Value Beyond Price.
(Thanhouser)
$35.
John Halifax.
(Thanhouser)
$35.
Rip Van Winkle.
(Thanhouser)
$35.
The Girl He Left Behind Hin
The Iron-Clad
In the Czar's
Western Jus
A Fight for

WORLD

You Want to Make Some
Extra Money
SO

Bargain List A- 1 Condition

Kean or the Prince arid the Actor.

PICTURE

MR. OPERATOR

CINEMATOGRAPH FILMS
233 North 8th Street ::: Philadelphia, Pa.
PHONE,

MOVING

332 Third Ave.,

Pittsburg. Pa.

f** Chautauqua Film Exchange
Gel Ready to Use the BEST Service,
Releases Begin Soon
Write to- Jay for cur list and terms

All nlmi
»<••".«'■

Q

I',

1,. i re releated, no
Ml him-.
with iharget.
privilege Agentt
of examination
on
wanted
for

356 Dearborn Street

-

CHICAGO, ILL.

THE

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

PHILADELPHIA
FILM EXCHANGE,
The largest Independent Exchange In thi
the entire oatputoi

the Seiee Company,

Baltimore Office

A trial will convince you.

GUNDLACH

SONG

Projection Lenses
Will Improve Your Picture

934 Arch St., Philadelphia

and a squaredeal.
We buy
I 01. write or phone.

Op

610 East Baltimore Street

Tm,

*

L

ereaae theUhiminatioa
TO ORDER. Ktve the heiKht and
width of the screen, width ol picture
wanted and distance from lens to
center of screen.
State make of

I

A complete stock is carried[by

SLIDES

Non-Ureakable -Non-inflammable J^
Colored Song and
Patent Announcement
Applied Kor

Slides

•_•

Just the kind of a slide vou have all been waiting for. *
Guaranteed against breaking from heat or the careless ^T^
operator. Send for list. Made and sold only by the
II

D

NICHOLAS
POWER
COMPANY, New York
ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MFG. CO., Chicago

Baltimore, Md.

original inventors.

None others genuine.

*^

1*11 ii. aim. i rut

Every lens is sold subject to approval

Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Company
808 Clinton Ave., So.
Rochester, N. Y.

SONG

SLIDES

NORTH AMERICAN SLIDE CO, 14^"'ll8'hs"

JT

Annual Subscription to Moving Picture World
in <

PjgOPERATORS

WANTED

EI5JffiEUIiITia*j

Improve your pictures.
UUt Improved star, cam, arbor and sprocket.fi 2.00
|.j4.-|i.i«i>Hi-l<-^L
■§»*«Mn*»A#aa»ia-Bpj
Above outfit will make any two-pin move-

SAVE

J

Program Board

-aaw* E. VI. LAVEZZI, - - 3042 N. Ashland An. Chicago

with

Moving"* Picture

MONEY

and use our

-j

r.lJINMa.*.
HUiflK-i

Exhibitors

Por-

You cannot afford to be without
Announcements quickly changed.
Prices and full particulars on

flJrH.lJf.V'IS
[COH3ID

Keel Carrylnc faiM.
Heavy nut
■ leaihet hindle and
StrapsSpot
; 2 rrels
- I reels We
- lr"lv
I.lrhts.
susm..;.* I r..(."..
iMs tl.?.*>.
.,ni. le 10*-'t* -'II
-r. ., .,1, 1I, to,rs,,r,
none.lively.
Suits all locuses.
Price complete. |3 1.00.
DolOI
Wheel
lit, »4.00.
Import..A. I soI 'ondPnaora,
PurecryVil
white. oM, Holler*,
In. and 7% etc.
in. focus.
Inc.
l. <10 ctH. do7rD
Mncuzlnc

Interchangeable
celain Letters

Make your own Program

Agents Wanted.
application.

THE CAMBRIDGE TILE MFG. CO.
COVINGTON,

KY.

R0^^Md0VmQ,,, pTcfuRrsUPPLY1 CO. J>h1,6a5e?p0nTa8"

HENRY

^YANKEE
FILMS
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 27,
♦All for Gold"

BELMAR
Dramatic

POWERS

Director

PICTURE

A Western Drama

PLAYS

FRIDAY, MARCH
3,
The
first of the World-Tour Series

Author and Producer of the following Photoplays :
The Cattle King or Arizona The Call of the Heart
The Angel or His Dreams
A Gamble with Lore
Beneath Southern Skies
Come Back to Erin
Can use shot

HENRY BELMAR,

'The Abduction of Parson Jones"
A Comedy on Land and Sea

YANKEE

>s of every description.

2779 Webster Ave., New York City

THE

344 East 32d St.

ONE

BEST

FILM CO.

$B

New

^Sl

York City

SOUVENIR
5c.
EACH

guaranteed
ih and the

$5.00

Per Hundred

and 3 plans that will fill

UNITED STATES FACTORIES CO.

MANUFACTURERS

40 Dearborn Street, Chlcajo

445

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Corcoran Moving
Picture
Tanks
Develop your films to perfection.
Save
Time and Reduce Your Expenses by
using a "Corcoran Film Development
— , Tank."
All up-to-date houses are now intailing the "Corcoran System."
Mil

FOB PBK'E LIST Xo. 4.

A. J. CORCORAN,
No. 15 John Street

-

-

Inc.
-

N. Y.City

Imitators will always trade on the reputation of the best

"AGFA

METOL"

has many imitations, but none near enough to warrant your discarding "AGFA."
of a guaranteed chemical purity.

Quality uniform and

BERLIN

New

ANILINE

WORKS,

LOUISE M. MARION'S
Great Novelty of

ILLUSTRATED
MONEY!

MONEY!!

POEMS

MONEY!!!

a great drawing card f<
>r furnished when desired

GENRE

GENRE
I West 23d St.

MOTION

TRANSPARENCY

North Clark Street

CO.

Chicago,

III.

"STANDARD"

Machine That Gives Results
FULLY GUARANTEED

Anothci big aoVantaga ii ouf laaop and Uaap hoota,
more ail)uslmriih tli.tn . D]

AMERICAN

till KM AN

SLIDES

New York City

THEThe

101

Water
Street
YopK

bnical World and Popular Mechanics
have Been tit to go thoroughly into details of the
Genre Motion Slide and in the coming issues will
be found unpaid, unbiased and explu it details of
the mo- 1 Wonderful slide ever made. The aforesaid magazines appreciate the invention, consequently they do not want anything in return for
their efforts to ai quaint the public with the latest
great discovery.
507

LOUISE M. MARION

2 13-215

STREET

MOVING

[m footer hat

« 1 11 « r I D tbfl iii«iLh. h -uni ., ■ perfect l»|hl

at all timt-N. I he lattei u larger, hhimi.i, sad, with • doer oa akhaf
tide, top sad !• " k, "» re m i awbU
li
aad
roplai ed i 001 aaaut< •
PICTURE
MACHINE
COMPANY

...

-

M.«

>"'»»
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H.F.HOFFMAN

Model 1911
Lense
Lamp

Lecturer of
Special Releases
New York City
and Vicinity

IT CAN NEVER
BIND

• 1344 Ora merry

Lecturing Buffalo Jones Pictures Now

READY

For spot

BOUND

or Flood
instantly
THE

FOR DELIVERY

Moving Picture World

GLOBE

July to December,
ELECTRIC

SPECIALTY

TWO

COMPANY

363 West 42nd Street, New York City
Everything

Electrical

for

the

DOLLARS

CORRESPONDING
WITH
ADVERTISERS,
KINDLY
MENTION
MOVING
PICTURE
WORLD

MOVINGPICTUREMACHINES
sua.
CHAS.M. STEBBINS
1028 Main St.
KANSAS CITY. MO.
Large Line of Edison Goods
Established 1899

Mr.
Manager

i 110 or 220
volt circuit and you are using a I
r rheostat to reduce the voltage tc

"SILVERLICHT"

' at the arc in your lamp, you are pay- |

Aluminum Motion PlctureCurtain

3 more "juice" than y
actually using. Can you afford to waste
all this energy supplied from the line, over
and above what you really need?

Extraordinary Features Are: £Tnm™V°«"blwJ
Ralph J. Golsen Supply Co.

The Fort VYay*ne Compensarc

■ saves all this waste by reducing the voltage without losing any:
whiter, steadier light, and eliminates all danger of fires caused
frheostats.

makes
by

a

WAYNE ELECTRIC
1402 Broadway

WORKS,

.Fort Wayne, Indiana^^
— "^^ Send TODAY Jor out*
FREE dejcrJptive bookltl

84 Wabash Its., Chlcip

St. Patricks Day
SOUVENIRS

clearei

overheated^

have a little 22 page booklet "Compensarc
vs. Rheostat
that we
yQinpenurc u
send you.
It will tell you plainly how you can make a_b^ /^fj^^rff
and a better light. Send us your name and addre:

FORT

1910
EACH, $2.00

IN

This Machine cols i

I We

No. 7.

Express charges collect

Theatre

COMPENSARC
c3 Light/
%
Bills

VOLUME,

(W Sera...
(Jilt Harp.
..
V fin. fane,..5 -.--T5
2 Colore
1'.-I'mit ton
5/0
... Silk
dRosettes,
Rose
andI shoe
1.15
Laid- P.iney
How Center
and
Hots*
Pin 3.01

■ Spun Silk. 2.00

NEWMAN

MFC.

CO., Cleveland, Ohio

THE

DON'T BLAME

YOUR

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

WHY

SINGER

to rehearse each song thoroughly. Time lost
in transit not charged for.
Kate, 25c. per set.

SLIDE

SONG
ixth

Floor,

Portland

EXCHANGE

When

THE
249 Centre

H.

READY FOR DELIVERY— Moving Pictire Wtrld
BOUND VOLUME No. 7
EACH, $2.00

we can make

them

for you t

A. DEWES

COMPANY

Street,

\ I \\

\()!<k

F. HOFFMAN
Lecturer of Special
ReteMM
New York (.ity ami Vicinity

July to December, 1910
DOLLARS,

FOR

High-cla>>s repairing and alt. ration*
OH FOKtgn Machine:,.

Block

107 Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

TWO

TO EUROPE

FILM
PERFORATING
DIES

How ran you expect them to do a song justice,
when it arrives each evening from your film
exchange, just in time for your opening programme ?We will ship
an enabling
entire week's
in one consignment,
thus
your supply
singer

CHICAGO

SEND

Cue MOVING PICTURE WORLD
Telephone 1344 Gramercy

Express charges collect

The J. C. Cog Wan
Company

NEW

ENGLAND

EXHIBITORS

THE
PARK
I II M COMPANY
Main Street,
Bridgeport, Conn.

IIM

Drummers
SECOND-HAND FILM
$5.00 per reel upwards
NEW FILM
CAMERAPMONE
FILM
new, with two seta records

H

1 ler. It vou

triad C.O.D
Complete lists seat free upon request

I. H.

/IlltllU

IIHIM

THE ENTERPRISE

'

HI

MODEL

1IIMUM1

onto

B

Portable Calcium Gas Outfit
il

Only

inj thing ipe< i»l in
tlic tliratii. al line. «J [deai developed—
■ .s — Bett Work — DON" I
Dl LAY but wriu to day.

THE

NEWMAN

the

only

Substitute

Hr.lii.il>

Satisfactory

■

Portable

Outfit

MFG. CO.
"OXONE"
the prods*

717-719 Sycamore St., Cincinnati, 0.

mm. » tm—mm I »|i_ n. MANUF ACTUHIHS AMU Ml t S tj t ■.
Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co. ». .»<■ m m. >•.»«.■,». %
«■ m*

Annual Subscription ^^ ~~
Moving Picture World »P^«UU

SPECIAL

ROLL

TICKETS

Blsi

•e&.oo
4. SO

NATIONAL

f.,r

Get the Samples

TICKET

COMPANY

Mod

IliK.ti.

Tichot.
Anr

Any
Colors

PrintlnH

100.000
6 Irnts

ShamoKin,

Pe*.
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4-lS

FOLDING

OPERA «CHAIRS
l on

i:vi:itv
1.000

The A. H. Andrews

The Kauffman
Manufacturing Co.
ASHLAND, OHIO

CHEAP

i:si Aiti.isini)
Will IK I OK
CAT.

PURPOSE

Co.

1 74- 1 76 Wabash Ave.. Chicago. III.

Branches in all leading ciues

The Automatic Theatre Chair

Assembly Chairs

.. iend to the public,
ertises your theatre and
makes_ your
,->ur busin
business grow.
It folds automatically and can
revolving,
stationary
or self

STEEL
FRAME
THEATRR CHAIRS

ABSOLUTELY
-BREAKABLE

1 so:,
No.

STYI.KS

the world's greatest theatre
l.H--;latest
u have not seen our
investigate.
: today for circular A.
THE HARDESTY MFC. CO
Canal Dover,
Ohio, U. S. A.
FILMS

FOR

SALE.

50 Reels of Films

$8 to $16 per Reel
Second-hand one pin Edison machine, $100.00
Mayer Silverman, 105 4th Ave., Pittsburg. Pa.

Boston Office: 224 Coniresi Sire

WE WANT

The

Independent Film Exchange
of Pittsburg, Pa.

ONE

THOUSAND

Moving Picture Men
to operate PREMIUM pin
machines
and get rich, or
if already so, to get more
wealth.
Why not you?

The Pioneer Independent Exchange ofWestern Pennsylvania
buying the output of the Sales
Company.

have
become an
PREMIUM
pin institution
machines^
in every candy store.
By placing a machine in your
retailer's out
storecompetition.
you will monopolize
his trade and
squeeze
Mr. Flint of Mo. writes: "Kindly accept thanks for introducing me to a gold mine."
will lifter
support
you. Fitly machines operated
will Ten
provemachines
a mortgage
to you.
We make them out of Oak or Metal.

We have a few choice runs that
we can let out at reasonable
prices.

Prompt
Shipments."
Write for Catalogue
PEABODY
SCHOOL FURNITURE
CO.
North
Manchester
Indiana
New Kor>fc/te*«rj: ROBERT J.EHLERSCO.
Lexington Ave. and 43d St. • New York. N. Y.

Write us.

Percentage of winners arranged so that from every twenty
dollars deposited in the machine twelve dollars will be your
profit.
If so advised, will make it still more.

INDEPENDENT FILM EXCHANGE,
A. S. DAVIS. Manager

Inc.

415 Ferry Street.

PA.

PITTSBURG.

Write to-day for exclusive
territory to

PREMIUM
56-58

WALNUT

VENDING
ST.

COMPANY
PITTSBURG,

PA.

THE

WE CAN HURRY
VOI.K ORDER OUT.
.si \l I (>«I) Chain
HEAVY

FIVE PLY

CHAIRS TOO

E. H. STAFFORD

ILL.

\VURLlTzER

1.

The
Latest

GET OUR
PRICES
Before You Buy

The
Best

Seats

Largest Variety
Lowest Prices

ly complet

Seats

SLIDES

Mv

I What

a Funnv

Little Wo

Concert Piinorchntra

CINCINNATI. 117 to 121 E. 4th; NEW YORK. 25
and 27 W. 32d (bet. B'way and 5th Ave); CHICAGO,
266 and 268 Wabash Ave.; PHILADELPHIA. US
Chestnut; ST. LOUIS. 912 Pine; CLEVELAND. 206
Prospect Ave. S. E.; COLUMBUS. O.. 57 E. Main.

rid This Is!

In Winter.
WJien the trees are dressed in crimson
and in gold.
king Chanticleer.
Killainey.
my Home
o'er the Sea.
Dancing
Starlight
Broncho Nell.
For Killarney and You.
My Country Has Fmt Call.
Lou.

Dolores.
The Best Place of All.
The Moon Swings Low
Springtime Brings Roses and You.
You"re the Sweetest Girl in
All This World To Me.
Moonlight. Dear.
We've Kept the Golden Rule.
If Your Heart knew a Heart Like M.ne.
Be My Sweetheart.

De WITT C. WHEELER
120 W. 3Ut St.

New

York City

7/arVnA*

»lauiu

MOVING^

WHY NOT LEARN'

SLIDE CO.

OPERATING
ophone.. Orchestra Bells. Chimes.
d for free illustrated catalogue.
J. C. DEAGAN
3800-3810

Moving
Moving P.

by

< i.k wi it

N. Clark

Forks.

St.. Chicago.

Tauous. Mi
5lwWsTY0il

III.
Correspondence Course.
Special rales to
the trade. Send for free illustrated catalogue.

Arc
y.u 'working
"'.'!„) t... i'.'

him

ne of self-play-

NEW

For the following Songs -JUST OUT

Mandy

OHIO

Announcement Slides
Advertising Slides
Songs Illustrated

i in miiki mm

'

v.

BENNETT

I HREE STAR

Wurlitzeris d e world's largest
Wc supply the
S. Govern
nt with musical
rhetor big. new

THE RUDOLPH WIRLITZER CO.

OPERA
CHAIRS

741 We«t 5th Street
CINCINNATI

WORLD

Automatic Musical
Instruments

l/l
m •
Jl

MFG. CO.

CHICAGO,

W.

PICTURE

iTr!

We carry several kinds * i,
of good chairs in stock.
J
all guaranteed. 41
ask MB i »Ttl(ii. IOS

GEO.

MOVING

many

of the b

Picture
up"

your

Pianists
picture*)

II

not, why

in A- I condition for

classei nieele\eiv

and Fiuii ■
a $15 pOMllcn

an Edison
' m$85.00
Kine forand$60.00.

. i large line of elrcttical tupphet
and furnish everything for ihe theatte.

Also latest cue Bilk (-.crie, I
piano. tl.UU. 14 diMount on both numbers.
E. SINN
CHH

Evening

Monday, Wednesday
tlVrU
.|llilantrr
you

■ PowatV C aaaei .

|c pag« Now
ot "< being
In
usic."
u-rd and i
.'. houses io the country.

CLARENCE
1901 Badgwlca St

School class meets every morning and afternoon, vsith F. H. Richardson ol i
chief instructor.

F. C. TAYLOR

«• Will J»tb Street

400

New

Uk

City

FILM5
FOR

UNIFORMS
AND

CA PS
FOR

Moving Picture
Theatres

RENT

New Films High Class Service

Catilocuci,
Samples
and Prices far the

Tt.r Pioneer
House, Willi 8 Ycjra'
E.prncnce and
$250,000 00

Aakini

Back

Jamas H. Hirsch & Go
208 Eitl Jackson Boulevard

CHICAQO.

Ol

EUGENE
J. C. DEAGAN
ISQQ 1*10 N I lut U

I UK Ai.u

57 and 59

n i

Dr.irbom

It

CLINE
St.,

Chicago

THE

MUUXG
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BIO CARBONS
INSIST

ON

GETTING

THEM.

Nearly every important Film Exchange and Supply Dealer can furnish them.
Most of them are glad to do so, because BIO Carbons invariably convince the user of their superiority.
If your dealer tries to

CALCIUM

GAS

Film Announcement
Titles

Compressed in drums ready for operation for Moving Picture Shows where
electricity cannot be had. Absolutely
pure gas. Prompt shipments,
freight or express.

Any of the following Announcements sent
by mail upon receipt of price:
That's Colored
All, Good-Night—
Hand
Trick Film15 ft.
$2.00
(Same Black and White)
•• 1.60
Entire Change of Program To-morrow — 10 ft.
Hand Colored
■•
1.50
(Same
Black
and White)
•■ 1.00
We thank you for your patronage and ask
you to call again — 20 ft.
Hand Colored
• • . . 3.00
(Same Black and White)
2.00
Next Show in Five Minutes— 10 ft.
Hand Colored
1. 50
(Same Black and White)
•-.. 1.00

WRITE FOB OUR TERMS
Complete stock of repair parts for
machines and supplies.

ERKER

BROS.

604 Ollv« St., St

OPTICAL

CO.

Louis. Mo.

Will
Their
Hand
(Same

" TRANSPLENDENCY '

the Ladies Please Remove
Hats so Others Can See? 20 ft.
Colored, Trick Film
- $3.00
Black and White)
2.00

French American Producing
and Manufacturing Go.
918 Madison St.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

10 Cent Show Souvenir
Full-Sized Tea Cup and Saucer

CUP. 3ft v 2 ■■•. SAUCER, 5X in.

nese decoration.
Give the
Thin transparent clii
that the saucer to match
cup at one show and
will be Riven at soi
future show.
This keeps them
eoiniiiK. The beal al
Full Size. Ji.oo per dozen.
Small size. 70c. per dozen

palm off something "just as
good," remember, "there's
As the BIO Carbon is
made and sold with a single
a reason."
eye to quality, we cannot
hope tiontoof the
obtain
the to
cooperadealer
whom
price is everything.
Look up the BIO dealers
in your town. You will
find them the straightest,
squarest men in the business— not because they handle BIO Carbons, but because it takes a straight,
square man to resist the
lure of price and stand for
quality
— first, last, and all
the
time.
Buy a sample package of
BIO Carbons today. Give
them every test you know
of. Test them for burning
life especially. You will
find that they last from
25%
to 40%
longer than
anv other
carbons.
You can pay 10% more
for BIO Carbons and still
save 15% to 25%, besides
getting a whiter, steadier
light.
You will remember

TaKitO, Ogawa

$ Co., 166 E. LaKe St., Chicago

3363 SECOND HAND

OPERA
CHAIRS
M? m? GOOD AS NEW ^ ^
SOME
WRITE

FULL UPHOLSTERED; SOME PART UPHOLSTERED; SOME \ ENEER AND SOME PORTABLES
AT

ONCE

j~

j»

LOCK

BOX

332

Builders & Traders Exchange, Chamber of Commerce Building, Chicago, III,

the

quality long after you forget the price.

Charles LKiewert
Company
Largest importers ol Flaming
Arc Lamps and Carbons
in America
39 Cortlandt St., New York
190 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.
114 Wis.
Huron

St., Milwaukee,

Mo
309 Carson
St., Pittsburg, Pa.
15th & Pine Sts.. St. Louis,
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Save iiiheis
1^*

1

A.

AND

Eliminate Choppers
at the entrance
to every
Theatre and Amusement Place
GET THE

COUNT

WITH

JONES DUPLEX
CHECK GATE
and you GET^all the money

■J| - JH

You May

Get

REEL GOODS
At ,Any

Film Exchange
BUT
For The

Real
Reel
Goods
Deal With

[

The

Hi 1

WASHINGTON

1

ML

WtL

wt rjJ^
1

Ask us to strut \ou further ittailt

JONES CHANGE
REGISTER CO.
MCORPOIATBO
18 BROADWAY

NEW YORK CITY

Paramount Film Co.
G. H

w Al kl R

III Ninth Sired, ft W.

Waskiigloi. D. ( .
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"Mirror Screens" Glass Curtains "TransparentAre Screens"
you required
Daylight

Pictures

to throw your picture from the rear?

Perspective and
Clearness.

Our new
TRANSPARENT SCREEN
has the world beat.

Rests the Eyes
New Process of
Man uf acturi ng
makes them more
perfect and more
wonderful. than
ever.
We can tell you
how to pay for one
in two weeks by increased receipts.

Nothing like it
on the market.
Be the first in
your city.
CURTAIN

OR WHITE

WALL

GLASS

cAddress all communications

CURTAIN

to

Like theit "Mirror
Screen"
is a Joy
and Money Getter

MOTION PICTURE SCREEN
SHELBYVILLE,

COME

CO.

INDIANA

AND

SEE

You are invited to visit my very modern
demonstration room, equipped with an asbestos
booth and mirror screen, where all apparatus
is shown in actual use.
Asbestos Booths, Mirror Screens, Post Card
Projectors, Home Moving Picture Machines,
Edison Kinetoscopes, Single Stereopticon and
dissolving Advertigraph Automatic Stereopticon, carrying 21 slides for window advertising, requires no operator or attention.
REPAIR

HARRY

A.

DHPT.— GENUINE

MACKIE

853 BROADWAY

NEW
CORNER

PARTS

14th STREET

YORK

CITY

Vol.

8.

March

No. 9

4, 1911

Price,

IO Cents

THE OiyiSN OP~1THE
ST PHOmPLffiT iSND JSIUBD INTERESTS

B1

YOI^K^

POWER'S—
The Magic Name
Real, hard, practical advantages for the exhibitor are revealed in
Powers Cameragraph

No. 6.

This may sound like fiction but the
experience of fifteen hundred
exhibitors proves beyond contradiction that Power's No. 6;—
Projects an absolutely steady picture
without a trace of flicker.

Is the most substantially
constructed projecting
machine in the world (the
only one absolutely guaranteed).
It runs smoother, quieter
and longer than any other
machine.
There are other reasons \\h\ >ou
should use it, hut aren't these enough?

Just think it OV6f and you'll
agree with us that it "l\i\s to
Purchase a Power's." lull information cheerfully given.
Write us for Catalogue G.

NICHOLAS

POWER

For thirteen years the leading

115-117 Nassau Street

COMPANY

makers of moving

picture

machines

New

York

THE

'ROI

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

:iviiviE-r" is ooiviiimo

STILL Asking

STILL Asking

STILL Asking

STILL Asking

HANHOUSER?
for

E
TH
WO-A-WEEK
RELEASED

TUESDAY,

MARCH

7

An Oddity That IS

THE MUMMY
will afford you about fifteen minutes of as brisk
entertainment as anyone could wish for. It's
something new in the line of trick film — it's a
novelty in the way OF NOVELTIES. From the
time the mummy pops out, alive, from her coffin,
to her appearance at the altar as the "Egyptologist's" blushing bride you are given a series of
funny surprises that will leave you in laughing
bewilderment. But laugh your loudest! Don't
you know one of the first missions of the motion
picture is to GET YOU TO LAUGH ? Then
help the picture's mission !
No. 191.

Code Word, Mum.

RELEASED

FRIDAY

The Best "Bunco

MARCH

10

Story1' in a Long While

THE SPIRIT HAND
had a grasp that was guaranteed to get the money i> <v the >harpers
behind it. Certainly it was the shrewdest get-rich-quick device
that bunco steerers ever employed and you'll think it a pity that
said steerers didn't put their brains to better use. The evoiverof
such a scheme as theirs, working on lawful and legitimate lines.
would be a Morgan or a Rockefeller in the natural order of
things. But we are not advertising the get-rich-quick busing
If the sharpers hadn't met Nemesis in the form of a mere pretty
girl we shouldn't have made this mighty entertaining story public.
No. 192.
Code Word, Spand.

The
The

Thanhouser

News

Thanhouser
Photoframe
FOR $3.
SO with order.
is the
PLAY
BARGAIN
EVER This
KNOWN.

the "Exhibi.-. -s Guide," sent FREE OF CHARGE to all who c..... show connection with the Moving Bird to PUBLISHER, THANHOUSER NEWS. NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.
ture business. Drop
artraits of the famous Thanhouser "Stock," framed in solid oak, mission fid*.
idth and 44 inches in depth, with glass and easel (6 feet high) GOES TO \0V
exhibitors the country over are calling THE GREATEST
L0BBY-D1Sprize outfit thi ' tickled-todeath
**

^"1

°f '

For System's Sake address Art Dept,

THANHOUSER
NEW

RT

COMPANY

ROCHELLE

IVIIVil

IVIIIM©

|
'
j
1
I
■
I
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THE FALL OF THE "MIGHTY
UNEXCELLED

is an interesting chapter in the history of progress. These fallen
"mighties" are usually self-constituted, self-appointed. They
never consider that they must ultimately be subjected to the workings of the inexorable law of Rise and Fall, Growth and Decay.
The courts of America are powerful influences, and they have
told the self-appointed "mighties" of the picture business that
they have shaped the destinies of the industry to the benefit of
their own pockets long enough. It means INDEPENDENCE
for the exhibitor. The bugaboo of patents has been given a severe
jolt by the judiciary and we now again pursue our peaceful task
of striving for still better quality. We have several more body
blows for the tottering old Scarecrow, which we shall deliver if
occasion demands.

PROGRAM

EVEHY
MONDAY
VMEHICAN — American
Film
Manufacturing
LATH— Ecla.
JP— Independ
I'AJfKJEE — Yanke* Film Company
EVEHY TUESDAY
iISOM— New York Motion Picture Company
j v^tHS— The Fowera
Company
HANHOU8EH— Thanhouser
Company
EVEHY
WEDNESDAY
1MBHO8IO— New
York
Motion Picture
Co.
IT LAS — Atlaa Film Company
HAMPION — The
Champion
Film
Company
<£8T0H— Darid
Hortley
tELIAMCE — Carlton
Laboratoriea
EVEHY THURSDAY
1ME8ICAN— Amerioan
Film
Manufacturing
Company
MoTinf
Picture
Mfg.
Company
EVEHY
FRIDAY
1I80H— New York Motion Picture Company
UX— R. Prieur
OLAX — Bolax Company
HANHOUBER— Thanhouier
Company
ANKEE— Yankee Film Co.
EVERY
SATURDAY
APITAL— Capital
Film Co.
HEAT NORTHERN— Great Northern Film Co.
7ALA— New York Motion Picture Company
JWERS— The Powere Company
ELIANCE— Carlton
Laboratorioe

M

To enjoy real INDEPENDENCE you must get this
Unexcelled Program

IEX— Rex

OUR

Motion Picture Distributing & Sales Company
111 E. 14th St., New York City

FILMS

REACH EVERY PART
OF THE WORLD!- \KE
THEY REACHING YOU?
tFNOT-TELL IS WHY.

r
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HIS GREAT DUTY
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THE RIVAL SERVANTS

A Magnificent feature production. Gorgeoui
quiaite tinting and toning Photography clear as crystal.
Ur<l< r this film from your exchange NOW.

ALL

Release

A strong plot, good acting an
istics of this subject

character-

Hy using Great Northern productions, you arc sure to oJatM JTOUf patrons
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MR. EXHIBITOR
You've Got To
Use Your Power !
You sure
haven't
you really
areldealing
You simply
you can the
bringslightest
to bear idea
uponhowanypowerful
film exchange
you are
with. cannot imagine how much pres-

FOR

INSTANCE:

Suppose you are dealing with an exchange that does not give you TWO IMPS EVERY WEEK. You
know in your heart that the Imp is head and shoulders above all other brands of films. You know you
make more money with Imps than with any other kind. Very well, thenl Instead of taking any old
thing your exchange wants to hand you, why in the name of heaven don't you

Write To Your
Exchange and
Demand Two Imps
Every Week

Cp^jand^plrrips^
^very-Week.

Yes, "demand" is the word ! After getting half a dozen such letters from you— AND FROM SCORES
OF OTHER EXHIBITORS— your exchange will be COMPELLED to give you what you are paying
for! Don'tWrite
forgettomorrow,
to do yournextpart.
is easy
and what
demand
WEEK.
day, Itnext
day enough.
and next Write
day tilltoday
you get
you TWO
demand.IMPS EVERY

Is There Any Reason
Why You Should'nt Have ¥&£%?
Two Imps Every Week?
Find out!

Investigate!
(C

Use your thinking apparatus!

Use your power!

The (Release
Message
in the Bottle"
of March 9th) — "Made in Cuba"

Take our word for it — and do as we tell you — book this picture right off
— book.it for at least TWO days — impossible, for THREE — '« nuff ced."
Message placed in bottle by Shipwrecked officer and cast into the sea — his capture by Cannibals — made chief of the
tribe — battle of the black hordes ajid the victorious return — finding of message floating in the sea by friends — wedding
with Cannibal princess interrupted by arrival of rescuing party — officer mourned as dead restored to his sweetheart —
departure from the island and grief of the dusky princess — thrilling story of land and sea — faithful scenic effects — with
a tribe of genuine savages in cast.

cc

TRACKED
(Release of March

99

6th)

Another Cuban story that you cannot afford to miss — A highly fascinating and interesting picture with tropical coloring. Forger from the States, is cared for by Cuban tobacco planter, while ill, and betrays his benefactor by abducting his wife, leaving a forged 'letter for the husband compromising the wife. The magnanimous manner in which the
indignant planter gives the craven coward satisfaction — the sensational chase through the canebrakes and the subsequent
intervention of the detective who rights the wrong — the reconciliation of husband and wife — combine to make a strong
and gripping drama with unique situations. Make a note of the date of the release on your calendar
and fo How this up with a letter to your exchange ordering "Tracked."

Independent Moving
Pictures
Co. of America
CARL LAEMMLE,
President
102 West 101st Street, New York
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Selax'

TWOPERWEEk

WEDNESDAY
Released

£. EMDAY

Friday, March

"A COSTLY

PLEDGE"

(COMEDY— See

Synopsis)

The First Wednesday
U

3d

Release

is

OUT OF THE ARCTIC
(Drama

A WONDERFUL

55

FILM)

The first attempt at the portrayal of the much talked-of
subject of ARCTIC EXPLORATION. Vividly showing the dangers and privations endured by explorers in the Far North

Released

March

8th

Characteristically Solax. Something different. Novel, Original and Interesting. You
cannot afford to miss this Masterpiece and
remember All Our Films Are Tinted And
Toned Throughout.

Solax!' Company

147 Fourth Avenue

NEW

YORK
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Carbons

Pink Label

"Ele
Whyare used
by ctra
95 per" cent,
THE

COLUMBIA

of the operators.

COMPANY
o.Jan'y

10th. 1911.

Hu,-o Reislnger,
New York.

400^

Dear Sir:.

Please

quot a me your best

price o

"Electra" pink label carbons in lots of 100 also 500;we find that
get better results with "Elect raa'than other carbor.s.ar.d if any ii
sient to buy in quantity, we will be glad to buy that way.
Respectfully Y
illy Yam's

SOLE IMPORTER

Hugo Reisinger,

11 Broadway,

FILMS

ECLAIR
THE

New York

FILMS

OF
RELEASE

PICTORIAL
OF MARCH

QUALITY

6th

"King Philip the 975FairFEETand the Templars"
One of the Greatest Features of the year— A Forceful Drama of
Thrilling Interest ! ! ! Positively you can't afford to miss it ! ! !

THE FILMS of PICTORIAL QUALITY, Combining PERFECT PHOTOGRAPHY with POPULAR PLAYS

ECLAIR FILM COMPANY—
NEW

YORK:

31 East 27th St.

CHICAGO:

35 East Randolph St.
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NOTICE

FILM EXCHANGES
24 Hour Service

Our plant is now complete and equipped to renovate two hundred reels a day.
We absolutely guarantee our process to remove scratches, eliminate
dirt, preserves
resurfaces dull photography, leaving films moist and flexible.
TRIAL

New

IS

ALL

York Film Renovating Co.
(WE

I>0

NOT

IBX1

WE

and

A S K

12 Union Square, E., N. Y.
111 ..MS)

>q BYTHELIGHTOFTHE MOON
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So
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A DISTINCT NOVELTY
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I FORM
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Champion
Evidence of
Favor Towards Champs
A Filmed Episode

"THE

This evidence was
evinced in the mass of

VINDICATION
OF JOHN"

Released March

8th,

commendatory matter
in our hands at present.
You will read it shortly
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You will heave a sigh at the
last foot of this reel for more
of the same product.

HI
MARK

in our

Champion
M. DINTENFASS,

every FR.DAY THE

Cen'l Mgr.

WORLD'S

12 East 15th St., New York City

«-» ™°»

EXHIBITORS

Perfect Photography
Popular Programs
Pleased Patrons
Released,
LUCKY

NONE

FILMS

INDEPENDENT

JACK'S

new

Film Co.
::

BEST— BAR

LUX

coming
booklet.

Increased Income
Special Subjects
Variety and Value
March

HORSESHOE

DRAMA— 530 Feet
A gem that will win your audience by
its very simplicity and rustic beauty.

3rd,

1911

ON THEIR

HONEYMOON

COMEDY— 440 Feet
A mean trick on the newly-weds, but
your audience will be tickled just the same
— that is— if you let them see it.

A Split Reel of Quality and Variety for the Best Programs.

GET LUX

SEE OTHER

R.
lO

East

15tK Sold only
Street
through
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The Technique of the Picture
i Improvements in the scientific side, or, as we prefer to
call it, the technical aspect of moving picture making refeivc, as our readers are aware, the closest attention from
he Moving Picture World. In the first editorial in the
paper on January the 7th last, we briefly outlined our
]H)licy for the year. It was there stated that the paper
stands for "the picture, its progress and its improvement."
in pursuance of this policy, the reader will perceive that
<;ur editorial pages these last few weeks have dealt more
largely than hitherto with the technical side of picturemaking. It is to this branch of the work that we look
for continuous improvement, and therefore we take every
opportunity of publishing all the information on the subject that is available. For example: Amongst the subjects coming under this heading are, "Orthochromatic
lilnis," "Multi-Focal Cameras," the very valuable articles on "The Technique of the Picture Play," "Cutting
)ff the Meat Rays," "Aerial Projection," "Exposing Moving Pictures Indoors," "Clouds in the Picture," etc., etc.
We think we are right in saying that these subjects have
been dealt with for the first time in any moving picture
publication. They evince, we hope, a distinct desire on
■iir part to promote the technical progress of the picton. And by the technical progress we mean its photographic quality, both in respect of means for the 1
>f the negative and it- development, and the development
ind treatment of the positive.
tonishing to observe what little regard is paid,
specially by the newer moving picture makers, to tins
iiic of the matter,
[n man) re pects the parallel between
tationary photograph) and moving picture photography
id The former branch of work, some •• 1
to the well known gibe, "The fatal facility of
lie hand camera.'
Tins meant, roughly, that a great deal
>f had wi
ed, simply because of the ease
with which a button might be pn
ed, an exposure made.
ind a strip of film developed.
Nowadays youi snap-shot
er. or hand camera wi »rk< i endea> n to do the work
arefully, and the result is that amateur photographs
ue. at the topresent
time, peneralh
speaking, better than
be.
W have noticed the same kind of thing in mo
me making
It 1
and turn

the handle. It looks so easy to wind the eoq
round a drum, or a rectangular frame, and pass it through
a developer. It is all, in a manner of speaking, mi fatally
easy. That is why so much inferior work is produced.
Questions of accurate exposure, proper selection of subject, careful development and careful printing are subordinated to a desire to get out the picture and have something to release.
Jt is with a desire to instill into the minds ol those responsible for the output of these pictures a keener regard
for technical quality, that in this present volume we are
manifesting every desire to assist in its improvement, by
publishing anything which tends to simplify, and at the
same time improve, moving picture apparatus, accessories,
methods, and procedure.
It is still a reproach against American manufacturers
that the French makers show a degree of care and finish
in their work which is not seen in the work of the native
manufacturers. We an doing oar best in these pages to
remove that reproach.
Unquestionably
attention is paid to the
technical side "f moving picture making than was paid
a year or two ago.
Still there is room for improvement
titude in
manipulation, are not pt
much as
they might be.
The public is beginning to distinguish
good from had photograph) in the pictures,
We can
quote
s^iue makes of film that are "always m had"
••ier with
the publi<
»phy
thaAn
as we have remarked l>< !

■

'

H photo-

graph ol

It is these whom
■• "i this
article
It ii th<
value .•!' care m all the manipulation! through

■
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The Croaker and the Picture.
V I SET-BACK

IN QUALITY.

Much has been said in these pages and elsewhere by
recent writers as to an alleged decadence in quality of
picture by some of the leading manufacturers on the associated side. In tact, during the past few weeks our
ears have been assailed by quite a storm of deprecatory
criticism running something like this: "Biograph is not
what it was;" "Selig is falling down;" "5omel
is putting out punk," etc., etc.. etc. Moreover, several
writers have practically committed themselves to the
statement that the pictures oi today, generally speaking,
are inferior to what they were two years
Disproof of opinions or allegations of this kind is not
easy. We desire, however, to place the fact on record
that in our opinion there has been no such falling down
in quality as is alleged. ( hie afternoon recently, we went
deliberately to a well-known moving picture house here
in New York City for the purpose of looking at the day's
releases, with as far as possible a mind detached from any
ssion whatsoever in respect of the qualitative
position of the various manufacturers. We studied the
Selig •'Thelma," the Lubin "The Petticoat Sheriff," the
Vitagraph "Society and the Man/' the Kalem "The Trail
of the Pomas Charm." The latter company possibly does
not make so great an advance in respect of photographic
quality as could be wished, but the Selig, Lubin and \ itagraph pictures could, in the general sense, hardly be improved upon. And that seemed to be the opinion of a
large broad,
audience.
"Thelma" wastender
well, humor
but quietly
received.
The
but nevertheless
of the
Lubin
"The Petticoat Sheriff" fairly dragged applause out of a
somewhat unimpressionable house, while the actor in "Society and the Man" scored a great personal triumph.
The photographic qualities of these three pictures are
unquestionably good. On the whole, we are inclined to
think that, as compared with two years ago, the quality
of the moving picture that has been put out by the associated manufacturers today has wonderfully improved.
Two years ago we can recall the fact that an Edison picture was practically a very feeble piece of narrative work.
The film was full of chemico-photographic defects, light
and dark marks, irregularity of developing action, weak
and ineffective tone, reminding one of nothing so much as
the first efforts of an amateur photographer. But look at
the Edison picture now! Under the careful guidance of
Mr. Plimpton, it has sprung into a leading position in respect of its fine dramatic and photographic qualities. Similarly the Lubin picture has made an equally great advance. The puerilities of "Green Apples" no longer mar
the Vitagraphic work, while the Biograph still keeps the
position that it made for itself eighteen months ago, and,
generally speaking, marks of improvement are visible in
the Gaumont and Pathe work.
Here and there we see a temporary setback or a fluctuation of quality. Here and there perhaps the story may
not be all that can be desired. Now and then we touch
banality. But on the whole, progress and advance are to
be distinctly noted.
We write this short article for the purpose of offsetting
much that has been written in condemnation of the present quality of the licensed product. There is a character
in one of Dickens' books who is constantly lamenting
"The goo*5 old times, the grand old times, the great old
times," but this man never specified how or why the
times that were, are better than the times that are. He
was a croaker. They are croakers in the moving picture
field. Some of them have pins in their hands. They have
croaked ; they are croaking over the qualitative decadence
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of the American-made moving picture.
We hope that
after this article we shall not hear an) more of their
(■makings. ; . mgs
We from
shall these
try as
far as possible to exclude
pages.

The Picture as a Clvillzer.
A common topic of conversation amongst American
film men at the present time is the approaching Coronation of King George the 5th of England. English coronations are comparatively rare. That of Edward the 7th,
who died last year, took place in August, 1902. That of
Victoria, who died in 1901, took place in the year 1838.
William the 4th's Coronation took place earlier in the
century. In all, therefore, there were only about four
English Coronations in the 19th Century. So it will be
seen that the event of which American film men are
already talking, and which takes place in June next, is
of not frequent occurrence.
It is curious to reflect that here in democratic or republican America, whatever you like to call it, interest
in the approaching English Coronation is quite as great
as it is in England itself. Wealthy Americans are ahead)
booking seats to view the procession. They are leasing
houses, and even taking boxes for the Coronation Oper*
performances. Clearly, therefore, the approaching eveni
is universally regarded as of first-rate significance frorr
a spectacular point of view.
We have not the space to describe, nor have oui
readers the time to read, all that might be written in this
paper about an English Coronation. Suffice it to say thai
outside the actual ceremony itself, of crowning the Kinj
in Westminister Abbey, a majestic church, known to al
traveled Americans, the coronation year is made th<
occasion of a series of public festivities of indescribable
magnificence. There are profuse public decorations
illuminations ; processions ; banquets ; great ceremonies
individual celebrations in every city, town, village, no
only throughout the British Isles, but throughout th<
British Empire. These, it may be said, extend over several weeks, thus giving fine opportunities for the making
of both stationary photographs and moving picture pho
tographs.
Of course supreme interest for the public is focalizec
on Coronation Day itself. The King and Queen, at
tended by their courtiers, go in procession from theii
Palace to Westminister Abbey, the scene of the Corona
tion, a distance according to the route selected, of perhaps two miles. Advantageous situations for the making
of pictures can be had at reasonable rates. The leadinj
British film makers will have their locations along th<
line of route, and so no doubt will most of the America)
film makers. Should the weather be fine there will b«
opportunities for making very interesting records of thi
unique event.
The actual Coronation itself takes place in the Grea
Abbey Church. There are 7,000 seats for persons to viev
the Coronation ceremony. If precedent be adhered tc
no photographer will be admitted to the Abbey, so tha
the probabilities are that a moving picture of the actua
Coronation will not be made unless, of course, subter
fuge, bribery or trickery be resorted to. But since ever
seat in the Abbey is numbered and allotted to a responsi
ble individual drawn from the aristocracy or the man;
classes of those who have a right to be present, it wil
be seen that to smuggle in a moving picture camera, an(
to get near enough to the dimly lighted altar to make :
photograph of what is taking place, will be a difficult thinj
to achieve even for a smart and daring American camera
man.
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What will probably happen is, that besides the artists
and painters officially admitted to the Abbey to get
sketches for projected oil paintings of the ceremony, a
photographer or two will be allotted seats. Probably too,
if the proper representations be made, a moving picture
photographer may obtain a special permit. This is not
impossible to obtain. All you want is a little "pull" with
the English Court officers and you can do anything you
like with them.
We are writing this article in the interests of the American moving picture business as a whole, because we
would like to see this interesting Coronation Ceremony
adequately represented on the moving picture screen in
this country. As we have said it is within our knowledge
that in London preparations have already been made to
make moving pictures of the Coronation which takes
place on June the 21st, next; that is, five months hence.
There is, therefore, plenty of time for the alert American
film maker to get busy and make his own arrangements
for himself.
We may say that we are writing with personal knowledge of great Royal English processions. We took photographs of Queen Victoria's Jubilee in the year 1887;
of her Diamond Jubilee in the year 1897 and of other
Royal gatherings ; so that we know something of the difficulties and possibilities of the work.
If any of our man, ufacturing readers contemplate going to London and photographing the Coronation festivities, we will be very
pleased to give them all the personal advice and assistance
in our power.
! Even so, the title of our article has hardly yet been
realized in what we have so far written, namely, The
Picture as a Civilizer. Civilization, of course, is a vast
subject to treat of in respect of the picture, and we shall
not attempt so onerous a task. We had in mind when
wiiting of the imminent Coronation, the Diamond Jubilee
festivities of the late Queen Victoria in London in the
year 1897, when the moving picture was just beginning to
be talked about. We witnessed that procession, being
given a seat by Mr. Birt Acres, a pioneer in moving picture work, who took moving pictures of the procession;
while we took ordinary still photographs. There were
many moving pictures made that day, and inasmuch as
London at that time was crowded with men of all nationalities, conditions and costumes, the distribution and the
exhibition of the pictures then made diffused a wide
knowledge of men and their habits in various parts of
the world.
In the month of June in London peoples from all parts
of the earth will be gathered to celebrate King George's
Coronation. If the moving picture camera is, as of course
it will be, generously used on that occasion, there will be
obtained a wonderful series of pictures of International
and Inter-communal life which will be of priceless value
in disseminating that knowledge of each other which is
'the best basis of peace between individuals and communi-

The Rex First Release.
\1 \\i

1 m

I NDEI'I M>l
11 u\ ... ( OlfPANY.

N 1

; ie wi ;ome fii 1 relca es b) manufacturers of
picture
who have come int.. the business these.
,-ears, would form tragic reading.
And l>v the
we do not mean the
iround which the pictures are made, but rather the inci
knta attending the publication of the pictures them
I ooh rush in where \ngels feat to tread."
To
|ttOte the immortal
fack fUinsby, "The bearing <>f this
tii u lie in the appli< ation of il " Some manu
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facturers have succeeded, notwithstanding the mediocre
quality of their first releases; other.-, have struggled to a
second, or even a third or fourth release, and then have
vanished or gone out of business. They have failed in
the task of making moving pictures which the exchangeman would buy, and the exhibitor would put in his house.
If we amplified this theme, we would print some very interesting narrative matter regarding the disappearance of
over-ambitious film-makers. To us the failure of some of
these people was apparent on their first releases. Charity,
and a desire to stimulate them to do better work, impelled us to conceal our thoughts. But all this had better
be relegated to the limbo of things that were. Let it be
said, however, that there are still in the Independent manufacturing field more than one concern struggling against
the inevitable,, as revealed by the qualities of their first
releases. They are never destined to arrive.
Far different from the fate of these people who have
mistaken their vocations, is that, we are convinced, of
the Rex Motion Picture Company. To hasten to our
point: this company strike- the note of permanent success in its first release, that of February i6th, "A Heroine
of '76." For the benefit of others let us give our reasons
for this opinion. In the first place, the company wisely
restricted its initial outlay to what was really necessary
without starving the picture. As we have many times
pointed out. to make a moving picture which shall succeed with the exchanges, the exhibitors and the public.
it is not necessary to out-Pathe or out-Selig. Where the
scenery and photographic facilities are adequate, where
you have a competent producer, it is really astonishing
what highly attractive films you can make with comparatively simple accessories, and quite a limited company of
performers.
We are not going to tell the reader what the outlay
involved in the first Rex release was | this would not be
fair to the guiding spirits of the concern), but it was
comparatively small. The clever minds behind the company, determined that the plant should be put in order
and the first picture releases for a given sum. a very moderate sum indeed, as modern moving picture making goes.
And these astute people WOU out. They produced a remarkably good picture, of Ainbrosio-like quality, which
lias captured the suffrages of the exchanges, and is bound
in respect of its patriotic theme, to be popular all over
the I nited States.
Who did the work?1 Probably the most efficient and
proficient man in the moving picture making industry today. We allude to that Mr. Edward Porter, who was for
years identified with the EdisOU Studio 111 the BrOttX,
more
recently
with the Defender Company, and 1- now
with the
Rex Company.
Mr Porter is that rare quantity in moving picture circles. ;i picture man by instinct ; he thinks, lives, talks, and,
we believe, dreams about pictures. He titled up his plant,
w rites ,,r rather invents his own scenarios and here, as to
Scenario writing, let US for a moment put a finger on our
own phrase, •'invent."
Porter has the dramatic instinct
He probably writes very little in the academic sense, hut
be "invents"
situations
"actor
proof
situat
1 11. \ were called ni our hearing one da) this week.
The
result is that bis pictures are crammed full of action and
movement.
They are the work, not of a hietateur, but
" Mian
In passing we !n.i\ .0 that Mich master
dramatists a- Sardou, Pinero, Belasco, we believe, and
others, work out then plays, as it were, diagramatkally
by models, etc.. before writing anything. Porter, besides
producing bis own pictures, supervises the de>
Of the negatives, the development ><i the positive and its
tinting The result of this devotedness, tenacity and ap
plication, is apparent in the elegantl) made Res tost re
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lease which was referred to in our pages two weeks ago.
the storj : Hen-, though we who wrote this are
alien-, we can both appreciate and understand what was
shown on the screen, absolute!) without having to read
a lino. The "Father of this country" i- staying at an Inn.
Three gamblers discover his identity, and one of them is
appointed to assa^-inate him. But this man's daughter
gets wind of the plot, and in order to save Washington,
assures that he .-hall occupy an apartment other than that
originally assigned to him. She takes his place in the bed.
and so poor Molly is stabbed. She survives her wound
some hours. In the morning, Washington appears, pays
his score to the man who thinks he has murdered him.
and peacefully disappears. Then Molly drags herself
downstairs and dies a tragic death in the arms of her
father, who has killed her in mistake for George Washington. Pure tragedy ! Acted all through with decision
and conviction ! Just five characters in this little play ;
Molly perfect in her action ; Washington dignified in the
little lie has to do; the three gamblers realistically life-like
in their passions. A series of admirably photographed
interiors supply the background for this story — interiors
showing the very perfection of photography in respect of
light and shade and adequate contrast. Unquestionably,
therefore, the Rex picture starts out well. If we are any
judges of such matters this picture is the first of many
successes by the company.
The company has been quietly working for several
weeks, and occupy a large part of the old Cameraphone
Building, where we, who write this article, formerly
earned our daily bread. There is room for expansion,
as the building has five stories. The stage remains pretty
well as it was two years ago, though the light is given by
shaded arc lamps instead of Cooper Hewitt tubes. A
stock of negatives has been accumulated. On the occasion of our visit, a silhouette trick picture was being
prepared.
Rex quality will, in our opinion, lead before long to a
second release. The Moving Picture World is not in the
habit of indulging in irrational superlatives, but it singles
out the Rex picture as embodying the finest possible photographic technique, allied with a clear, convincing, dramatic story, perfectly acted. This is the kind of thing
that is popular with moving picture audience all over the
world.
COMMERCIALIZING THE EDUCATIONAL FILM.
The interest evinced in all parts of the world in educational
films i- distinctly on the increase. On the one hand we have
evidence of a demand for the film for educational purposes; on
the other there is a desire, we believe, to supply that demand ;
but, as a recent writer remarked, neither the demand nor the
method of supplv has as vet been properly organized. The latter
condition of thines. however, is in process of being remedied^
Here in \'ew York City, we are told that a well-known firm ot
film dealers is busilv engaged in adding to their business a new
produced
department which will handle all the educational films
in various parts of the world and will shortly be in a position
give further particulars in
to supply that demand. We hope toWorld.
no doubt
have
We
future issues of the Moving Picture
of the success of this company in its new venture. We. ourselves.
are often asked for information as to where such and such a him.
But we have been
not of the regular releases, can be obtained. reasons.
I here _ are
unable to give the information for the above
nlms
a very large number of educational, scientific and industrial
made out the ordinarv License and Independent manufacturers.
for discenter
be brought to a commonbe provided.
If all thc^e pictures could
J he
would
convenience
tribution an important public
on a large scale is demarketing of educational films, therefore,
sirable on many grounds, and will shortly be an accomplished
fact.

Moving pictures the principal attraction at the New York
"Child Welfare" Exhibit. First they kicked us in the slats,
then they stole our thunder.
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A DISASTROUS

THEATRICAL

SEASON.

By Robert Grau
Although the optimists are holding out encouragement
from the viewpoint that the last half of the theatrical season
1010-191 1 will atone for what has been encountered up to now,
the season will in its entirety go down in history as the most
disastrous since the days when the field of the theater was
regarded as the most precarious calling with which men of
business could tempt fate.
All of the Herculean efforts made by a few intrepid and
industrious managers twenty years ago, and which year by
year had slowly removed the stigma which attached to theatrical-, -eeni to have been obliterated as a result of a few 4
months of senseless procedure on the part of those gentlemen
who were openly proclaiming themselves as the only >ource
of remedy
by which
to be res-'»
cued
from the
paws ofthethetheatrical
so-calledprofession
theatrical was
syndicate.
The writer being far removed from all participation in the
scene of turmoil, Is at least without prejudice in his impressions, hence the recital here of his observations may be taken
as representative of the conditions prevailing in the second
decade of the twentieth century in this great land of ours,
j
Never — even in the days of pavement-offices and "rialto"
methods of booking — have there been recorded so many failures, or as large a nUmber of interrupted tours, as the first
half of the present season has shown. In New York, where
an effort is made to congregate in the theaters, the successes
of a season, the situation is not so palpable, yet it is a fact
that six theaters of a reputable character and considered to
be of the very highest standing, have not had one paying
house with the exception of New Year's eve, and possibly,
not probably, on holiday nights.
The most important producer of plays in this country,
Charles Frohman, although his operations have been on the
most extensive scale of his entire career, had not achieved
a single success up to Jan. 15, while the number of his new
offerings that have been sent to the storehouse, is so large,
that space is not available to record the list here.
Almost every week, since the season was inaugurated, two,
or three leading Broadway theaters have been closed for
want of an attraction, worthy of opening their doors, and at
the present writing, the Broadway Theater, the Knickerbocker and the Circle are without an attraction, while the
Garden Theater has been open only two weeks in all. The
Savoy, on 34th Street, remains a moving picture resort, and
its manager, Frank McKee, an erstwhile pillar of the socalledrial theatrical
syndicate, is wholly removed from manageactivity.
The week between Christmas and New Year is generally
regarded as the best for theaters in the year, yet, a visit to a
half dozen of the most prominent of these, failed to disclose
one-half filled auditorium, while in two of the six the spectacle of less than one hundred persons present, was on view.
The New Theater, now in its second season, has not only
not scored with any of its new offerings, but has had to
depend
on last year's repertoire in order to pretend that it is
in the running.
The successes of the season are all in New York for long
runs, and these represent the following: "Madame Sherry,"
"The Spring Maid," "Get Rich Quick Wallingford," "The
Gamblers," "Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm," and "The Concert." The failures on tour have been in the hundreds; theaters have been transformed either into moving picture resorts, or else stock companies have been organized in an
effort to provide theatergoers with some sort of attraction.
Even the gold laden field of vaudeville has "come a
cropper"
the first in
timeGreater
this year,
one magnate
half
dozenfor theaters
NewandYork
confesses with
to aa 1
loss of $200,000 up to Jan. 1; the others are now confronted
with problems and seem to be unable to present programmes,
more compelling than those available at the "Pop" houses,
where the admission scale runs from five to twenty-five cents.
An amazing illustration of the conditions in vaudeville is
shown in the appearance of such stars as Amelia Bingham
and the Four Mortons in the ten-cent theaters, where they
must appear three and four times a day.
Two of the most active of our producing managers have
already announced a decided curtailment of their output for
next season; another has abandoned the field altogether,
while the solvency of a worldwide entrepreneur is questioned
to an extent that an announcement of his assignment is expected almost any day.
Almost every week a revival of an old play of other days
is resorted to in desperation as one new offering after the
other is sent to the storehouses. Even such tremendous New
York successes as "The Midnight Sons" and "The Summer
Widowers" have had their tours discontinued becau-e the
losses were so prodigious.
The failures this year have not
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been made by irresponsible managers, this class has long
since been cast into oblivion; a dozen large firms now constitute the source of activity, and the number is growing
smaller all the time.
Conditions in the territory known as the "one night stands"
are simply unbelievable, cities of a population of 50,000 are
without a single legitimate place of amusement, the regular
theaters all being used for moving pictures, or what is called
"pop" vaudeville, and these have prospered at least
temporarily.
Grand opera to all appearances has been free from financial
troubles. In New York one opera house is conciliating the
patronage which last year was divided among three establishments, and the subscription was so large as to assure in
advance a successful season, but in Boston, where the prices
were raised to the New York schedule, without a corresponding uplift in the performances, the results have not been
of a constructive character.
One cannot say that managers have not been lavish in
their offerings, for where in all the world can one find such
stars as Bernhardt, Possart, Spthern and Marlowe, appearing simultaneously, save in New York? The trouble undoubtedly lies in the lack of an understanding between the
important interests who control the theatrical output.
The upheaval was bound to come when system and rectitude which prevailed only after a struggle, were followed
by a return to the undignified and misdisciplined methods of
the days when pavement offices were in vogue!
SOUVENIRS.
Some exhibitors desirous to offer souvenirs as a means
of drawing more patronage told us that while the cheap
souvenirs tilled the wants in many cases, they wanted a better class of souvenirs to call the attention of ladies to the
matinees.
We wish to call their attention to a very ingenious proposition advertised by Takito, Ogawa & Co., of Chicago.
These gentlemen offer real hand-painted Japanese cups and
saucers at the very low price of 70 cents per dozen, or less
than 6 cents per set. The proposition is to offer one afternoon the cup and announce that the saucer will be given
free at some future show. As a lady will have no real use
for the cup alone, she will make it her business to go another day to get the saucer. Another ingenious plan would
be for the exhibitor to place the cups and saucers on exhibition in his lobby, and announce that one set will be given
free on five admissions. A lady anxious to get a set will
find some of her friends to accompany her to the show to
make up the five required admissions.
If you have to keep your show going in the afternoon to
please certain patrons, it does not cost you anything more
to play to a full house than to a few, consequently, you can
offer valuable souvenirs for the sake of filling your seats, if
even by so doing you do not get the full admission price.
A house well filled, even at cut rates, is more cheerful than
a house with a small patronage.
A FEW

WHYS.

In our personal visitations among the theaters it is not
infrequent to find in the operating booth the real brains
Of the show.
Operators
are indeed of a varying class.
Within a stone's throw of each other we have found two
I shows, one run by a mere crank turner, the other by a
man who uses his brains to give always the best possible
v very intelligent men occupying
>oth ami u 1- a pleasure to meet them.
also are the letter- which reach the editor's desk
from operators; letters which show an evident desire to im. letters wIikIi show an intelligence above
nary, and which contain hints tint could be passed
on to tin- manufacturers
with profit
We will quote from
eived from J. \\ . Russell, an operator on
lie coast:
■ blame "t a poor show
win n it is nol ..hi 1 nli
lli. publii - always ready to
about tli.
, , the Maine w lure
ometime
the themes of the picture
that the photoplay will "go over" in -|>ite
thrown tor. 1I1. 1 in such a hurry that the
els Hat no matter how well
we are blamed
ui tli.- photography and
Why .!■■

it properly beare so good
ol defects;
have beenat
climax is lost
it may be pro-

for | r light when the fault lies
not in tin- projecting machine.
in- have such dense backgrounds?
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Why do others jump around on the screen and often out
of focus?
Why do we have to be always framing up when running
the films of one of the oldest manufacturers?
Why do the foreign makers use such deep green and blue
tints?
Why do the colored films fade so much?
Why are titles of two or three words as long as others of
long sentences?
Why are some long messages or letters written so badly
that it is impossible to read them even if run slowly?
Why do not the actors say short but appropriate sentences
instead of Bow-wow-wow-bah?
Why are not better titles chosen for many of the pictures?
It is rather discouraging to hang out a poster that is ?o
inane as to actually drive away patrons. What is needed
is something bright and catchy — and an illustration chosen
from the most pleasant and cheery scene.
I hope that these fault findings will not be considered impertinent, coming from an operator; but we and the managers have so much to contend with that it is annoying when
we see these faults with unfailing regularity. You have often
said in your columns that the manufacturers have passed the
experimental stage, therefore, why cannot we have these
minor faults rectified? They can be overcome, I know, and
that is the reason why I have been emboldened to call attention to them.
J. W. R.
WHO WANTS THIS POSITION?
In our advertising columns of this issue, an advertisement will
be
found
headed
"Wanted
— A Real isMoving
Picture Man."
The
man who sent in :this
advertisement
a firm believer
in the moving picture above everything else in connection with his theaters,
having demonstrated that it is possible to get satisfactory financial
results by catering to the lovers of good moving pictures without
any outside attractions other than good music and singing to accompany the same. The advertisement offers an opportunity to
some brainy man with the necessary executive ability to supervise
the managers of a line of shows now in operation and he must
be sufficiently talented in this respect to outline the policy of each
show to produce results. Having to do this, he will be given full
authority as supervisor over each establishment. To a man who is
ambitious to show what he knows about the value of the moving
picture — supplemented by stereo slides — as an educator, this advertisement offers a fine opportunity. Ordinary moving picture
and travelogue "lecturers" in the hands of such a man can be
"coached" and developed to a degree where they will be able to
provide
a very please
satisfactory
"twentv
minute
travel
talk," which
will immensely
the patrons
of the
picture
theater.
The man filling this position will be in direct touch with school
and church officials and also educational bodies and Chatauqua
circles who generally furnish their own lectures, but need just
such a man with the material at hand from which to choose suitable subjects. It is gratifying to know that some one is preparing to meet a condition that already exists in a great many -ections of the United States.
SAN ANTONIO, TEX.
This citiy i- to have on
ment resorts in the Southwest, to he known as Exposition
Park. A large number of prominent business men are on the
Advisory lioard and Board of Governors, which will insure
high-class management. It 1- expected to have the park ready
for Opening about April 1. Mr. W. Hallulay. of I
wood Court, is to have the moving picture theater, is to put
in a lir-t class equipment, ami expect- t.> use first run films.
DEATH

OF A REAL

MOVING
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•v. N. .1 .
MAN.

died in that city Febi uarj 1
expert electrician and an intelligent student of the moving
picture 1.1
iL His leanings were toward the
mechanical side, beginning
.1 talent f..r a lOCUting cause with effect were tWO ot the lactors that made linn a wonder at projection \\..ik
man ..f rehiuincnt. education and good taste; hut, better still.
He left the world «
and withoutgentleman.
an 1

11. F. Hoffman,

.ut
on Tuesday from iniui iei • 1
on Saturday,
\\ <■ deepl) sympathise

with Mr. Nash

in this
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Los Angeles
By Richard v. Spencer.
'j" HE
picturi
1 duced herewith
- Virginiais
i (tester,
I
the Pathe
company,
Miss Ches-to
i<i
was engaged
in
of her work so
playmost
[ngenm
far with the Pathe Studio her parts have been
straight leai
vious to her appearance with the Pathe
she
played
ids for
Revi
npany, of Salt Lake
* ity. Some of her best
work has been in the
recent Pathe western
pictures, among winch
may be mentioned
"The Yaqui
which
Mi^ Girl,"
( hesterin

played the Spanish girl
lead, and Ingenue leads
in the following:
"Trailed by an Indian"; "The Cowboy's
Sacrifice." and "ConSquaw."of Miss
Chester nor's
is one
the
few actresses appearing in moving-picture
work that has a special talent for Ingenue
parts, and under the careful training and direction of Mr.
Young Deer, the director, her future work in the pictures
will help to maintain the high-class productions of the Pathe
Frere's Studio-, As will be seen from her picture, Mi-s
Chester i- still very young, and those who have watched her
work predict for her a splendid future in the moving-picture
drama
California. — V. L. Duhem, general manager of The California Motion Picture Manufacturing Company, is now in San
Arrangements have been made with the Chamber
of ( ommerce of the Southern city to take points of interest in
San Diego and vicinity in connection with the war films Mr.
Duhem is taking of the Mexican revolution at Campo and Tia
Juana. That he is finding plenty o fmaterial for photography
i- evidenced by the fact that his telegraphing home for more
film. P. L. Rowland, the president of the company, left <>n
the 14th for San Diego, where he will join Mr. Duhem. The
pictures, when finished, will be shown at the. local exchanges
only, for no arrangements have as yet been made for an
interstate market.
Selig. — Tin Lo> Angeles Board of Fire Commissioiners recently received a certified check from the Selig Polyscope
Company for $1,000, in accordance with a contract to make
moving pictures of the Los Angeles Fire Department and the
newly built -ix-story Fire Department drill tower. Chief
Eley has asked the City Council to make a $100 appropriation to send a representative to San Francisco to get ideas
"ii drills. The appropriation will probably be allowed, and if
so. the Selig company will proceed to take pictures of the
different ladder and other life-saving drills of the firemen in
action.
Bad Weather Delays Work.— Los Angeles has suffered
another week of cloudy and rainy weather, preventing the
various studios from doing any active work. This condition
is most unusual for Los Angeles, and as a result of the bad
weather, the different companies arc drawing heavily on their
re erved -tuck- of finished films. At this writing the weather
is clearing, and with the coming of the sun work will be
rushed from daylight to dark. The recent heavy rains have
clarified the air of dust motes and clothed the hills and plains
with a carpet of green, and the photography of future local
studio productions should be faultless.
Selig. — Iva Slieppard. formerly leading woman with the
Selig Company, has rejoined the company, and will be seen
in future Selig productions.
Col. William F. Cody.— ("Ruffalo Bill") Who recently obtained a permanent injunction against the Yankee Film Company to restrain them from using his name, and restrain the
distribution of a film entitled "The Terror of the Plains: or,
Buffalo Bill'- Downfall." recently beat death in a terrible
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ride. .Mis. Helen Cody Wetmore, si-ter of the fa:.
tiersman, and widow of the late Hugh A. YVetmore,
writer and editor, died recently at a Pasadena ho-; i:
( tidy was -nine 300 miles inland from Tucson. Ari
mining property, when he received word that his
sister lay dying 111 a Pasadena hospital.
Three minute- later
he had leaped int.. .1 -.nidi, and started for the nearest railroad
station, more than 100 miles away.
For more than 100 miles
he rode through a desert sandstorm.
The desert ti
obliterated with shifting -and and rain. Twice lie f;
fording swollen river-, finally reaching Tu
there the trip was made by train, and he arrived at the bed-ide of hi- dying sister eight hours before the death angel.
AMONG LOS ANGELES EXHIBITORS.
Mi 1. M. Dull ha- recently purchased the lea-.
Theater.
Main
Street, between
fifth and Sixth
ide E. Hal-ell. The house is using Licensed pictures
and is doing excellent business.
A new suburban moving picture theater opened recently
at .--4th and Moneta
Streets under the managem< 1
O'Keefe
The house has a seating capacity of 50
using a three-piece orchestra, consisting of violin, piano and
drums.
Second run Licensed pictures are being shown.
Burbank, a town near Los Angeles, opened the first moving
picture theater under the management of (i. H. Wood, .,1 that
place, and Mr. Bush, of Clendale. The introductory performance witnes -ed a packed house.
fhe Metropolitan Theater opened recently at the Plaza.
This is one of the better class moving picture thea-ti rs, and
one of the latest to be erected. It will be reviewed in detail in
The World at a later date. The theater is under the management of Kaiser, Sturm & Hughes, the proprietor- of the
Liberty and other houses. Licensed pictures are being -hown
to good business.
The Star Theater, which has been dark for the last month.
has reopened under new management. Licensed pictures
are being shown.
Recently, an East Side moving picture theater proprietor
was forced to apply at the East Side Police Station for an
officer to arrest three unruly boys who persisted in raising a
disturbance in his theater by hooting during the progress of
the -how. The officer arrived and placed the boys under arrest. When the case came to trial in the police court half
the neighbors of the district thronged the court-room. According to the parents of the boys, who asserted that they
were innocent, charges will be filed against the am
ficer, and a civil suit will be started against the th<
prietor.
Louis Bixby, a 19-year-old Pasadena boy, tried to work a
free berth to one of the Pasadena moving picture show- by
exhibiting a private detective's star, at the same time stating thatofhe landing
was an inofficer.
However,
the bluff
didn't work.
Instead
the theater
he landed
in jail.
P. A. Merriam, chief electrician. U. S. N., is giving a series
of stereopticon lectures in local theaters under the management of the local navy recruiting station. Last week he appeared at Clune's Broadway in a lecture on the recent aroundthe-world cruise of the battleship fleet. He began his lecture course with the tleet at Hampton Roads and continued
with them around the Horn and on to Asiatic waters. These
lectures have proven a valuable asset to the navy in attracting
new enlistments to the service. The local recruitinj
reports that his work has increased local applications, and for
that reason
Merriam's
leave
granted an additional twoMr.
months.
The shore
lectures
willhasbe been
continued
weeks longer, after which Mr. Merriam will take In- hews
to Pasadena for two weeks.
E. C. Miles and wife, of San Francisco, are visiting in Los
Angeles.
Mr. Miles is one of the pioneer exchange nun on
nd is the owner of a large San Franciscan exchange
handling Independent films.
Clune's Main Street Theater is featuring the Edison and
Kalem lobby display photo fames. The pictures of members
of the two popular stock companies are attracting the interest of patrons who have long admired their work in the pictures, but did not previously know their names. Both frames
are artistic and would be a credit to any foyer.
A complaint charging felony embezzlement was Isued recently by Deputy District Attorney Doran for J. K. Bruce,
who is charged by local moving picture men with obtaining
several reels of films and leaving the city with them. Bruce
1- -aid to have gone to Mexico.
The Isis Theater, on South Spring Street, has changed
its -crvice from Independent to Licensed.
Messrs. Hogafl
& Jen-en. the proprietors, have made arrangement
second run Licensed pictures, four of the best of which will
be shown twice weekly.
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Long Beach exhibitors are worried over the attitude of the
Long Beach church authorities. Recently they were made
the subject of a ministerial sermon by Rev. Walter C. Loomis,
during the course of which he denounced the picture shows
from a moral standpoint. The Long Beach exhibitors are
awaiting further developments. Meantime they are agitating the Exhibitors'
League
movement,assaults.
in order to help protect
themselves
from such
unwarranted
Mr. Hyman has leased for three years the Walker Theater
on Grand Avenue, near Seventh, and will open it on the
2:7th as a first class moving picture theater. This theater in
the past has been a hoodoo to all who attempted to manage
it. The theater is located about five blocks from the business
section. The building is new, the seating and decorations
good, but its distance from the business section has caused it
to be dark most of the time. Mr. Hyman, knowing the facts,
has determined to remove the hoodoo and restore the house
to popularity. Whether he will be able to do so or not,
will be watched by local exhibitors with interest. The
theater will show selected vaudeville and first run independent films.
The Royal, another Hyman enterprise has reduced its admission price from ten cents to five, and substituted second
run Independent films for first runs. The heater is located
on Broadway in the heart of the retail district and the fivecent admission should keep it packed to the doors.
Theater Being Torn Down. — The old Exposition Theater,
opposite the Belasco Theater, is being torn down to make
way for a big modern theater.
The Exposition Theater was
one of the three houses in the city featuring an equal number of motion pictures and vaudeville acts.
Exhibitor 111. — Mr. Hogan, of the firm of Jensen & Hogan,
rs of the Isis, has been very ill recently.
The Isis
one "f the most popular and prosperous of the five-cent
theaters in the city. Under the careful progressive management of the firm the theater is doing very well.
Beach Theater To Be Fine.— Architect B. C. Corbett is receiving bids for the new Hyman Theater at Venice. The
specifications call for the Italian style of architecture with
B white artificial stone, marble and tile vestibule, plate and
-taff ornamentation, opera chairs, plumbing, electric
wiring, heating and ventilating, and composition roof. The
•nain floor will seat six hundred, and above it will be a balting two hundred. The stage will be arranged for
.audeville as well as motion pictures.
Emulates Moving Picture Plot. — A recent dispatch from
Portland, Ore , states that Mrs. Julia Strand, wife of Adolphus
Mrand, of No. .340^ Front Street, is at the St. Vincent's
Hospital in a critical condition, as the result of being shot
'. ith a bullet from a 22-caliber rifle in the hands of her
on, Frank Strand, aged 11. The shooting occurred at 10:30
night. atReturning
advance
of his
parents from
I 'clock
pictureat show,
which he inbad
seen the
adventurous
life
rangers depicted, the boy loaded his recently purchased rifle, and imagined himself in the role of a border
anger. Forgetting, he explained afterward, that the gun
ivas loaded, he pointed it at hi- father and mother a- they
•titered the door of the family apartments, cocked the ham1 The bullet struck Mrs Strand
n tin- neck near the base of the skull The hospital authori■ that the cham ■ an in fa or ol rei .very. The
taken to the police
tat
, but was latei
■!>' of his father
New Picture Theater for Fullerton.— Work was commenced
• ti on

Feb.

1 on a modern

■ n trui tion to cost $6,1
t on Spadra
\venue,

moving

picture theater

1 It wi
erected on the
immediately
adjoining the
Ith and Spadra
Wenues,
Vdele Browning,
win. 1- having the work
theater ol Moori
I he front will be of white plasti 1

'Mi. stage will be arranged tor both nn
I vaudeville
I hi tin .it. 1 v. I'
idy for occupancy by Match 10
Clune To Enlarge His Beach Theater.— Word romes from
.1. thai • lune, V\
nil win. bold the
n -n tin- new million dollar Fra <r pleasure
nit of lb.- upward
■ mo\ ing picture theater
■
■ntcniplatcd Work will be comn tl..- iructur. on March to. and will be rushed in
omplete the th< itci fot tin- annual opening of the
Mi 1,1. .rial

New Theaters for Ontario. — \ new
in the hi ,.i 1 id the
■mi.II.,,. n Mi in
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a small city in the Orange Grove district, some 60 miles from
Los Angeles.
Baby Show. — As a result of a spirited beauty contest engaging the attention of patrons of the Cupid Theater, Santa
Barbara and Moneta Avenues, for the past two weeks, little
Mi-tre-s Hazel Geer carried off the first prize honors, winning $5. The contestants were 200 baby girls, all closely approximating the age of 2 years, and it was from this aggregation of infant loveliness that the prize winner was selected
by popular vote. Incidentally it may be mentioned that the
Geer family have nearly cornered the beauty market, for two
years atago,
Hazel's
prize
another
babyolder
show.sister, Ruby, carried off a similar

New England Notes
G. E. Holbrook, New Boston, Conn., was stabbed with a
hat pin on February 11, while attending a performance of
moving pictures at Music Hall, Webster. Owing to the lack
of light in the auditorium, a woman sitting beside Holbrook accidentally jabbed him. as she was removing her
hat. Holbrook was placed under medical treatment. It is
time that every moving picture theater provided some means
for lighting the house, as such occurrence- as these are
avoidable with a partially lighted house.
William M. Sistare, manager of the New Orpheum, New
London, Conn, reports unusually brisk trade with moving
pictures and vaudeville.
The Globe theater, Springfield, Mass., was opened for its
initial performance by J. C. Burke & Son. The house was
built to conform to all the best ideas in moving picture construction, and should prove itself a winner. Moving pictures
and vaudeville are the attractions.
Mr. Moe Mark, proprietor of the Comique theater, Lynn,
Mass., has bought a large lot of land on the corner of Central Avenue and Liberty St.. Lynn. Mr. Mark will build a
large theater on the ground which totals 15,000 feet. The
house will have a frontage of 140 feet, and a depth of 00
feet. Mr. David Basker, also of Lynn, will be affiliated
with Mr Mark on this project. Mr. Mark is the brother of
Michael Mark, win. built the first real moving picture theater
The Comique, Lynn, is under the management
of Mr. Al Newhall and shows good results with moving
pictures and vaudeville.
The Pastime theater, Quincy, Mass.. opened Monday.
February jo after having been entirely remodelled and
renovated. This house is now 111 a position to do a large
business, having a seating capacity of 500. with plenty of
standing room to help out. The management has been
taken over by Mr. Thifodeaw. The house is u-ing Independent films from the Boston Film Rental Co.. and vaudeville secured from the Merrill Amusement Co., who look
after the vaudeville for many New England moving picture
houses.
As was previously stated in these columns the Convention
Hall Rink, Portland, Maine, is to in remodelled inl
ing picture and vaudeville house.
The date set lor the change
1- February 27, when the bouse will close pending the alterThe Bijou theater. Newton,
M.
to the public, with a seating capacity
Keen altered, and is now 1

movinR picti

of !

PasquiHne,
retiredhouseact, In
e
the
house. a The
iidepcndent films
from thenil]W Amusement
E Greene Film Exchange .01.1 vaudi
The W'orl.r- New England repn
restaurant, Wednesday,
February, 15
While there, three
the -auie table
It tin
gentlemen
I with the moving pictun
Man No I -aid. "Say, boys, that fellow
\rthur I.
gone with Lubin
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> releases of the Rex Motion Picture ( <». came to
Boston at once, and were shown at several local independent
Mr. Horsman, proprietor of the Olympic theater, Lynn,
featured the "Buffalo Jones" pictures in his large popular
\audeville and picture house, to very pleasing results. The
Olympic i- always looking for novelties, whether moving
picture- or vaudeville.
HENRY.
BOSTON.
The pictures of Buffalo .lone-, which were released by the
Patents Co. Sunday, February i-\ were noi exhibited on
the first 3 days of that week by any Boston moving picture
theater. There were -' reasons which accounted for this fact.
Several exhibitors expressed themselves as willing to ex$35 for1000thefeet
use long.
of the The
reel- price
for 3 asked
'days, was
had $50,
the picture
been pend
only
as the
picture- were 2000 feet. The other reason working against
the pictures was the fact that Buffalo Jones himself had
exhibited and personally lectured on his films in several local
houses in 19a) and 1010. Buffalo Jones has appeared twice
at the Star theater, Tremont Row, the Theater Comique,
an 1 at other local theaters.
The Rev. Herbert S. John-on, pastor of the Warren Avenue Baptist Church in the course of his sermon on "Moving
Picture Show-" stated that he had no reason to condemn
either the pictures themselves or the men who conducted
the houses. The pictures, were, according to his opinion,
of no objectionable character as a general rule. The Rev.
Johnson is one of the most quoted and progressive of Boston clergy, and his stamp of approval on the moving picture
shows i- an excellent point for the trade.
As was ,-tated above the licensed houses of Boston did not
exhibit the Buffalo Jones pictures, but, the Theater Comique, an independent theater on Tremont Row, exhibited a
substitute. The World's New England representative will
quote verbation from the advertising lobby — work of the
Comique — "Look Look Look, — startling stamping stupendous—Buffalo Bill and his death defying Riders of the
plains. Savage Indians. Screetching Cowboys, bucking Broncos and everything Wild and Western. The entire lobby was
full with such written work, and augmented by posters and
paintings of similar nature. As can be seen from the quotation, the intent, of the wording was to give the impression
that Buffalo Bill was inside the theater in connection with
the picture. Across the lobby was a rope, over which were
hung Cowboy and Indian clothing, giving the house a cheap
and low-grade appearance. The cowboy apparel thrown
over the rope slung across the lobby looked more like a
clothes line than most anything else. Taking in view the
featuring of the name of Buffalo Bill, with its ambiguous
meaning and the general work of the whole advertising display, it can not be gainsaid that the Comique took on a
thoroughly disreputable appearance, and one detrimental to
the moving picture theater throughout the city. The film
exhibited was that of the Buffalo Bill and Pawnee Film Co.
A bill was presented to the Massachusetts legislature on
Tuesday, February 14, which has as its aim the exclusion of
children under 16 years of age to moving picture shows,
unless with adults. At present the age limit is 14 years.
The bill is being watched with the greatest interest by all
Massachusetts exhibitors. At the present writing, no report has been made by the Committee in charge.
Mr. George E. Lothrop of Boston, who is connected with
the moving picture business, was heard by the Massachusetts legislature in favor of a bill requiring all theaters and
other places of amusement and "all theatrical, legal or judicialin
officersexcess
or talent
"to pay
into the
receipts
of 10%
received
overstate
andtreasury
above their
their
-expenses and incomes of $50 a day, week or performance.
Mr. Lothrop presented his petition in written form. Mr.
J. Albert Brackett, representing the Theater Owners' Association thought it unnecessary to argue against it. It is
thought the bill has small chance of passing the committee
in charge.
The Theater Premier, Washington St., is giving away free
admission tickets, good for women only, between the hours
of 9 and 12 V M.
HENRY.
CONNECTICUT ITEMS.
Bridgeport. — Walter Victory and Henry Woods, of the
Park City Theater, corner Stratford and New-field Avenues,
have dissolved partnership. Mr. Victory has purchased the
sole interest, and expects to make extensive alterations both
in the theater and the Air Dome.
Ansonia. — Maclntyre
& Kimberly, of Ansonia. have sold
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their interest in the Pastime Theater to Mr. ( larkson, of
Bethel, who will leave out vaudeville and run four reel- of
pictures, changed every day. Maclntyre & Kimberly have
taken over the Bijou, in Derby, and are doing well.
South Norwalk. — The Music Hall Stock Company have
tried running pictures between the acts and find it help- to
break the long waits while changing scenery.
Waterbury. — The Italian church 1- now running four reels
pf selected picture- every Sunday evening alter the service,
and the pastor, Rev. Karam, expressed himself as well please!
with the idea.
Milford is still running three nights a week, and it i- reported that there will be a theater built this summer.
M. W. L.

Pennsylvania

PHILADELPHIA

IOTTINGS.

The hearing of a motion for preliminary injunction in the
case of the Independent Moving Picture Company vs. Saulter
will come before Judge Holland in the United State- Circ3
Court here Wednesday,
February 15.
William B. Heidinger will have an electric sign installed at
his $300.
motion picture theater, 151-155 Levering Street, at a cost
of
In a trade chat with the Moving Picture World, Edward A.
Jeffries, owner and manager of a successful theater at
Ridge Avenue, said: "I call my theater the Royal Phot,, l'lay
House — do not use the words theater or motion picture- at all.
My play house seats 250 persons and admission is 5 cents. It
is in the Wissahickon district, and I have found tltft my patrons
like the
the rest
Vitagraph
like "Jim
Slim Mr.
at Coney
I -land'
and
of that films.
series They
of pictures
in which
Costello
and
Miss Turner appear. This coming Friday I will run ' I'rti-t and
True to His Trust,' and believe it will prove popular. I insist
upon the best of order at my play house, and I am for the uplifting of the motion picture business. While many exhibitors
charge a small entrance fee they should run their houses of
amusement right and maintain good order, as well as run clean
subjects." Mr. Jeffries runs a licensed service, which is furnished by Messrs. Schwalbe and MtCaffrey. trading as the Electric Theater Supply Company. 44 North Tenth Street.
William Cohen, 4038 Parkside Avenue, Philadelphia, is treasurer of the new Model Amusement Company, which has just
incorporated with a capital stock of $15,000. Max and Morris
Katzman are also identified with the company.
McCarthy Redmond has sold the Drury Theater, vaudeville
and motion pictures, Thirteenth Street and Germantown Avenue,
to Conway & Cullen. It is said the new proprietors will make
several improvements.
Inclement weather had a somewhat depressing effect upon
theatrical attendance during the ten days ending February 10,
but upon the whole, pretty good business was done by most of
the moving picture and vaudeville houses. Lincoln and Washington pictures have received approval wherever shown.
The Exhibitors' League of Pennsylvania, composed of moving picture theater owners and managers, holds meetings every
Friday at 11 o'clock a. m., in the Parkway Building, at the
Southeast corner of Broad and Cherry Streets. Philadelphia.
Walter Stuempfig is president, and Charles F. Kelley secretary
of the league. It has for its object the general uplifting of the
movingests, picture
of members'
etc. The theatrical
dues are: industry,
A house protection
of over 400
capacity. inter$345
per month in advance, $40 per year: a house of less than 400
capacity, $1.67 per month in advance. $20 per year. Said a .
member of the league: "We will be pleased to have Moving
Picture World notice our meetings. As probably you know, I
many of the exhiibtors feel that they should keep an eye on
legislation inimical to their interests as well as to secure favorable legislation if any is needed or desired. There are many
things of interest to exhibitors which they can discuss with
interest and profit, and that is one of the reasons for the forma- •
tion of our organization. Subjects said to be under consideration by the League at present are the building regulations, license
fees, etc. There has been, so far. a good attendance at the meetings of the organization, which is little more than an infant—
but destined to grow and thrive, members and officers assert If
In the New Jersey Legislature February 6 Asscmblvman Martin introduced a bill prohibiting the admission of a child under 14
years of age to amusement places after sunset utiles- accompanied by an adult.
Joseph
Harding's
new ismoving
theater,
at Fifth
and
Vine
Streets,
Camden,
expectedpicture
to open
Saturday
evening,
February 18. The theater will have a seating capacil
The stage will be of circular design, and the decorations and furnishings neat and attractive. Independent picture films will be
used and changed daily.
Prominent business men of South Bethlehem, Pa., have decided to build a new modern opera house at a cost of $40,000.
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Construction work is to start next month and will be rushed to
completion.
The Reading (Pa.) Amusement Company has increased its
capital stock from $15,000 to $20,000.
Camden's (N. J.), new brick moving picture and vaudeville
theater, on Broadway, near Stevens Street, is rapidly nearing
Completion. It will have a handsome lobby and facade and
excellent electric illumination. It will probably open about
March 1.
W H. Prescott.
PHILADELPHIA

AND

PENNSYLVANIA.

New municipal and State Legislation is giving the photoplay fraternity more or less concern in several Pennsylvania
cities and towns. In the Legislature January 30th, Representative Ehrhardt, of Lackawanna county, introduced three newbills bearing upon motion picture theaters — viz — to empower the State Factory Department with authority to compel owners of M. I'. theaters in first, second and third class
surround the projecting machines with fire-proof
booths. Representative Schmidt introduced three bills covering boroughs of the three classes. Repre-entative Gray,
later on, introduced a bill stipulating the width of aislein theaters — that they be in accordance with the number of
1 I11-, mea-ure is practically a "relief one," from the
law of 1909, which provides three four foot wide aisles for
theaters and which theater owners vigorously contend
against. The law, however, ha- been declared constitutional
by the higher court-. January 31st Senator lame- P. Mc
Nichol, Philadelphia, introduced a bill as follows:
mlawful for any person or persons to give or par1 said building
•ny play, exhibition, opera or perforforiuauce or any other theatrical,
operatic, dramatic or vaudeville exhibition or performance of a lascivious.
Mcrillgious, indecent, immoral or Impure nature or such as might tend
to corrupt morals.
"Any such person who shall be guilty of violation or any provision
of the first section of this Act shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and,
ni-n conviction thereof, shall be sentenced to pay a tine not exceeding
I
undergo
an imprisonment
for a period not exceeding one year
or both, at the discretion of the court."

The bill, of course, covers vaudeville and M. P. theaters
and, according to Senator McNichol, was presented as the
result of much agitation in Philadelphia over the proposed
introduction of "La Samaritane," by Bernhardt — which wanted. As a rule the M. P. industry has no objection to the passage of Senator McNichol's bill, but the question "what constitutes an immoral, etc., play and film," and
be judge, is one that they ponder over.
Temperance
Hall, the oldest assembly building in Manayunk, Philadelphia, is being altered into a M. P. theater.
J. Fred Zimmerman's new 2 story M. 1'. theater on Eleventh
ear Lehigh avenue, will be 160 by 81 feel in dimen
sions and cost $.5-',ooo.
Preliminary construction work has
vaab vs. the alleged Motion Pictare Trust, came before < ommon
Pleas Court, No. 2. January 31st, and after hearing was taken under advisement,
ited the suit is over the recovery of films, which
Mr. Swaab says he paid $30,000 for several years
\V II" I'KKSl n'l T
A NEW

MOVING
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THEATER
Messrs. Silverman
BrOS. have opened B
new
moving
picture
theater
called
the
"PHOTOPLAY"
al
221 Market

Street, llar-

from

1

risburg, Pa., just opposite the ( ourt House
and a -hort distance
the

Pennsylvani 1
The house was built
for
a l.u .
capacity but
of the ridiculous Penn*
: 1 laws, requirthree
four
foot
ly can be ustil
•>
with a well inclined floor, hand
o,d furnished
I he side lighl
I ht \ are on the prim iplc of the indirect li^luitiK
to fall back in .1
no bright bulb to shinr
in the eve, no din
1 'mi ft itun nl tin in m I'hotoplaj
Housi
i .1 waiting
room !•• Iwei n th. lobby ami th. auditorium

This room handsomely finished is heated and offers a
comfortable refuge for the person- waiting a chance to
get a seat.
The lobby is simple but tastefully decorated, 1- very attractive with its great oil paintings on local historical subjects and marks a great improvement on the mam shopping
-treet, of llarri-burg.
A woman's re-ting room in charge of .1 matron
acts as a nurse for the children of the patron-, is a notable
feature.
A perfect ventilation and polite attendant- make the patrons
very comfortable, while picture- from the besl independent
manufacturer- are shown on a remarkably clear screen
Messrs. Silverman
Bros, own already the Pastime at Alt 1a and will soon head a syndicate formed under the laws
of Pennsylvania,
to operate a chain of motion
picture
theater-

J. M.

B.

FLICKERS.
The hardest thi

0 understand

i- yoursi

Theatre Whether
in Baltimore
Theatre.
tin- i-will
donebe inre-christened
honor of the the
new "Lemmon"
or the old
manager is not clearly stated
Blood i- thicker than water
llt.it- wl |
thick head- in charge of department
the -Inn- fits put it on.
pie.
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ticket-, twi
'iis being good at a grocer's for i
loaf of bread
Two building permit- were issued the past week at Camden for new M. P. theaters. One was gTanted to M. J.
McGuire, who will have the building at 456 Kaighn avenue,
changed into a parlor for pictures. The second permit was
to Powell & Snyder, who will alter the building at 1731
Broadway into a M. P. parlor. It will be the first M P.
theater in tin- Centerville section of Camden.
Haddonfield, with 4 .142 population, is supporting a M P.
entertainment every Saturday night. There is hope — that
in time a daily performance can be given.
Having purchased Duncan's Hall, 907 North Fifth -treet,
Joseph Hardy, former sea captain, has plans to alter the
hall into a M. P. theater. It will occupy the ground floor
and have seats for about 300 persons. It will be the only
M P. house in North Camden.
Millville business men have selected a site upon which,
the coming spring, a new vaudeville and M. P. theater will
be erected.
More particulars later.
W. H. PRESCOTT.
IN THE MISSISSIPPI VALLEY.
The Eagle, East St. Louis, has found that vaudeville does
not pay and has gone back to the photoplay exclusively.
Manager Forrester is quoted as saying that his patron- want
the picture with just enough singing to vary the entertainment.
"We would hate to be so great or so dignified that we
couldn't go to a moving picture show," says George Fitch,
of Peoria, 111., the humorist whose name is in all the leading

The above cut of the attractive front of tl
tre. in Allentown, Pa., Mr. D. E Knurr, manager, is of interest to the Moving Picture World and its numerous readers
because of the history of this successfully conducted moving
picture house. The manager reports that he opened the
show three year- ago with a capacity of one hundred, since
which time he has had to enlarge six different times. The
house ha- lately been completely remodeled inside,
is provided with thirteen large exits and the stage is walled
off with a brick wall and asbestos certain, making it one of
the large-t and be-t equipped theatre- in the State. The following ideas of Mr. Knorr as to the conduct of his house will
give a pretty good idea of the primary cause of this success:
His highe-t aim is to -how nothing in the least questionable,
and he. therefore, gets the ladies and children and finds that
the men so< n follow. Absolute honesty with the patrons in
living up to every advertisement results in crowds waiting
thirty and forty minutes to gain admission. In this way the
show advertises itself, and with a very little additional adverthe programmes in the local press, the popularity of
the theatre i- kept continually in the public mind. The picture* are changed three times and the vaudeville twice each
week. The house i- well lighted and ventilated; ladies are
obliged to remove their hat-, and. in fact, nothifl
looked in order to give a refined, wholesome and interesting
entertainment and to make the patrons feel comfortable and
happy and safe. "Be honest with your patrons, give them
all you can for a nickel and they will give you all the nickels
they can." i- Mr. Knorr- summing up. and is a policy leading to success that we would recommend to all managers.
JERSEY

JOTTINGS.

H. O.andHuber
& Son
havingCamden,
leased are
Siegle's
Twentyfourth
Federal
streets.
havingHall.
it equipped
for a motion picture and vaudeville theater. Fire escapes are
being erected by the landlord. The theater occupies the
the building.
Rivalry ha become so keen in M. P. theater circles at
Gloucester City, that exhibitors and owners are offering
poultry as prizes. A five-cent ticket entitles each patron
to
for a coupons
plump chicken
turkey.
One participate
theater in
trieda "drawing"
giving bread
with or
admission

magazines. It is nothing unusual to see Lieutenant-Governor
of Illinois, in any of the Springfield pictun
X. Clark and Peter Campbell, of Macomb, 111., have leased
the Airdrome at Macomb of J. D. Blume, of Monmouth, and
will open a picture show and vaudeville house May 1.
The F. & H. Aumsement Company may build a vaudeville
house at Bloomington, 111.
Arthur & Heffner will open the Princess, a vaudeville
house, at Mason City, Iowa.
Lester Linton, of Areola. 111., have purchased the Crystal
at Tuscola, 111., and will give pictures and vaudeville.
George Salyer will open a picture show in the Link Building at Oakwood, Mo.
The Precision Camera Company of Chicago has been incorporated with a capital stock of $100,000 to manufacture
and deal in motion pictures and cameras and films and
operate theaters. The incorporators are J. P. Grier, M D.
Cross and W. H. Tuttle.
Robinson & Zahler, owners of the Liberty, 329 South
Adams Street, Peoria, 111., have closed the place for two
weeks to make improvements consisting of a French plate
glass mirror front with an ante-lobby of Moorish design,
hung in rich tapestries, and the interior of the theater to be
done in Old Mission.
C. E. Hutchinson has opened a moving picture theater at
Galveston, 111., charging ten cents admission.
The St. Clair Amusement Company of Chicago has been
incorporated
with a capital stock of $6,000 to conduct a '
general theatrical and amusement company.
The incorporators are Karl Hoblitzelle, Ashby A. Chouteau, Jr., and E. J.
Selon.
The X-Ray, Lincoln, 111., has changed its location. James
Chase is the new vocalist.
C. A. Robbins, proprietor of the moving picture theater at
Saybrook. 111., has installed his own electric light plant.
The Lyric Theater, of Freeport, 111., it is announced, will
put on a road picture show making six northern Illinois and
Southern
will
furnishWisconsin
music. towns each week. A six-piece orche-tra
W. H. Robbins and W. G. Hunt, of Brighton, 111., have
opened a picture show to operate on Wednesday and Saturday evenings.
The Grand Opera House. Freeport, 111., will run pictures
nightly with Saturday and Sunday matinees.
Wouldn't you rub your eyes and look again if you were
pas.-ing a moving picture show and see licensed and independent posters side by side, inviting you to an unusual performance? This is not uncommon at the Royal, SpringI saw a Gaumont in the midst of an inlobby. field, 111. Recently
dependent program there, but it was not announced in the
Edward Chamberless, of Dexter, Iowa, has purcha-ed the
Lyric moving picture show at Iowa Falls, Iowa.
Producers who aspire to records as matchmakers may take
heart from this: Joseph Hewitt, proprietor of the Star Moving Picture Theater, at Sparta, 111., and Miss Minnie Livingston,ried.
for the
lastprominent
three years
his cashier,
were recently marBoth are
in their
home city.
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Manager Marple, of the Palace, Aurora, 111., admited free
old soldiers who wished to see Lubin's "His Last Parade."
Quite a number of Aurora veterans were identified in the
film and the production got some deserved publicity. Along
the line of advertising the Palace is one of the best newspaper advertisers among Mississippi Valley Theaters. Its
ads. are always well written. Some cut cyndicate which is
writing ads. for moving picture houses recently had one with
aof display
line "The
Danger."
with the this
nameis
the theater
and the
cry of Standing
buncombe outreformers
sure to a-sure the patrons of a feeling of safety?
Moton P. Harvey, who has been manager of the Colonial
and Colonnade Theaters at Decatur, 111. has resigned his position and will open up the Nasewan picture show in the building which has been occupied by the Colonade. The lease of
the Colonial syndicate on the structure was not renewed.
J. W. Smith is now manager of the Central Opera House
at McHenry, 111.
An ordinance regulating moving picture shows in Milwaukee, Wis., now under consideration, has the following provisions:
"Mill or wooden construction will be allowed only in onestory buildings; buildings of more than one story or whether
where other industries or stores are housed, must be constructed of non-combustible material; booth for machine
must be of non-combustible material and must have a vent;
I shows must have three exits with three-foot aisles leading
directly to them; all electric wires must be in conduits; opermachines must be twenty-one years old; no mir1 rors or draperies allowed in room; only ten seats can be
1 placed in a row; there must be no dressing rooms back of
the curtain and no heating apparatus directly under the audit torium.
As recognition for an advertising film there is no equal to
the introduction into the program of the Short Course in
; Agriculture at the University of Illinois at Urbana of the
reel "The Romance of the Reaper," which exploits the prod1 found in the home of a youth who had a toy moving picture
A reel of film stolen from the Bijou at Decatur, 111., was
uct of the International Harvester Company,
machine.
F H M
CLEVELAND.
lure and Projecting Machine
Operators,
Local No
!■:, Cleveland, O., have elected the
( following officer-, for the ensuing year: Presdent, Joe Scheiver; vice-president. C. Gleichmann; financial secretary, Joseph
, Swartz; recording and corresponding secretary, Howard W.
Codding; business agent, Harland
Holmden;
delegates to
convention, S. M Hulbert, R. \V. Mullen; delegates t<> central
' body, H. W. Codding, Harland Holmden; sergeant-ar-arms,
Ern-t \\ idler: trustees, 11. \V. Codding, Raymond
Kay, A.
tive board, A. Jay Smith. Elmer Cox, 11 VV.
Dsenfeild,
Harland
Holmden;
examining
aymonil Kay, K.
MulSteinhoff
Address all communications
to \V.
Howard
rding and corresponding secretary, 300 East
( le\ eland, < >.

Chicago
orner of Fiftieth street and Madison avenue, oik- of the Smith side Independent 1
ek by MrDavid Keder from the former
! and
Roshlom.
The
Madison
under the new management
i- continuing under I
ind 1- providing
itertainment.
erscheim, who disposed of his Lyric thea\ ter at Streator, 111., .1 few montl
ago, has purchased the
'.rt Wayne, Indiana, from Messrs. Hayes
.it om e. Mr. Bommerrprising young man, and the u
! certainty that I
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THEATER IS RAZED IN $100,000 FIRE.
"Good
Night" On Screen Saves North Avenue
Audience
As Adjoining Buildings Burn — Children Are Rescued.
The ordinary reader would naturally think from reading the
head lines in the Tribune that the fire originated in the theater,
and that the children were rescued from the burning theater,
and even when you read the text of the story', you have to read
very carefully to learn that it was otherwise. Funny how "the
press" likes to take a "poke" at the picture theaters whenever
471
they get a chance, isn't it?
LOBBY DISPLAY.
The advantages accruing to the exhibitor who is original
and enterprising in connection with the decorations and advertising inhis lobby, are many and well know. A
centage of the attendance in a goodly number of moving picture theaters can consistently be termed transient; in other
words, are individuals who drop into the theater when they
have a few moments to spare, to while away these few moments in contemplation of the moving pictures exhibited
therein. The appearance of the lobby to this transient trade
signifies the worth of the exhibition, for which they will pay
their money. The importance, therefore, of arranging proper
and attractive lobby displays cannot be overestimated.
From reports that we have received from Chicago, it appears that the American Film Manufacturing Company of
that
manufacturers
of thein"American
Films." haveforgone
their city,
competitors,
one better
point of advertising
the
benefit of the exhibitor.
They have completed four distinct sets and styles of lobby
display depicting the leading players in the American films.
The first and least expensive of these, but by no means of
the smallest moment, is a highly colored poster containing
five colors, something unusual in moving picture posters, of
an exceedingly artistic design, and on extra heavy calendered
paper. These posters will be furnished exhibitors principally
through the exchange, although they can be obtained by application direct to the American Company, in Chicago. They
likewise have a set of five original photographs, unmounted,
each photograph showing a characteristic pose of one of their
leading player-. This set they will supply the exhibitor direct
or through the exchange, at a price of 50 cents per set. or to
cents for each photograph. The photographs can be obtained
neatly mounted at a price of 60 cent-.
Another idea, and one that will undoubtedly ap]
goodly number of exhibitors, is a neatly framed sen<
tographs of the leading actors in this company, to be hung
in the lobbies of the various theater- featuring American
films, which they tender exhibitors, at a price of $1.50 F. O. B.
( hicago Their
offer,price,
and i-ina the
writer's
undoubtedly the bestfinal
at the
photo
frame opinion
that would
do justice to the finest legitimatae theater in he land. This
photo frame is a stanch oaken easel made >>i real oak. not
imitation, together with a large frame containing the photoof every li rin\ propose to furnish these I
tasteful graphs
manner.
hibitors at a reasonable price
ALL NIGHT PICTURE SHOW FOR CHICAGO.
From a reliable source of information, we learn that beMonday streets,
evening, will
the run
Lyrica continuous
["heal
and Van ginning
Buren
performance,
lasting all day and all night. 'mies
Thi will be u
states that il this arrangement proves successful, tl
r will run their other I
Dream and the Orpheum, under the
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Black.
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Mr
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It is due me who, for the last two year- have been writing
under the pseudonym at the heading of this page, to say that
last week, by some of those accidents that occur in the best
regulated household, another hand was responsible for what
appeared on the screen. It was, in fact. OUT Man About
Town who was made to pose as Lux Graphicus. Enough
said on this point.
Readers of this page will notice that this year it has been
severely practical. It is the practical side of moving picture
making in which I am chiefly interested. I have helped make
pictures both in Great Britain and the United States. Nothing is at present of such great interest to me as the practical
side of a branch oi work which is in process of development—
or, I should say. in process of evolution. For the making of
the picture is like the making of the business — still in the
making. Picture-making, in fine, has not yet been reduced to
the state of a definite formula. The reason for this is that at
present it reposes very largely upon impractical or inexact
knowledge.
My readers know that I am very fond of the parallel between stationary photography and moving picture photography. Ithink we in the moving picture held can learn from
of the stationary photographic field. Let us take
the manufacturing end of matters. I am old enough to remember the time when the great photographic manufacturers
started in. This was about the time of the gelatine era, that
is in the early eighties. They began tentatively and amidst
very humble surroundings. Thep ivot of modern photography
§is the gelatine process, that is the incorporation of bromide
of silver in dry gelatine. Before the gelatine era you had
to immerse a film in wet collodion and nitrate of silver and
expose and develop the wet sensitized film. This, as the reader knows, is termed the Wet process, and is still extant. It
was
slow. a personal process — troublesome, messy, awkward and
Then came the incorporation of the sensitized silver salt
in gelatine. The mixture was coated on glass; then dried.
So you exposed the dry plate and developed it far more readily than the wet plate. And the dry gelatine process made
photography practicable in the commercial sense, and as it
exists to-day. But for years after the dried gelatine process
became popular, exact knowledge on the technical and manufacturing ends was difficult to obtain.
Manufacturers started especially in the old world, in a
very small way. Technical difficulties were encountered.
The films fogged; they would not stay on the glass; they
were spotty; they would not keep, etc, etc. I have many old
photographic readers, both in this country and across the
Atlantic, and I know that they will bear me out in what I
say, namely, that between the years 1880 and 1885, modern
photography was in the experimental stage just as moving
picture work to-day is largely experimental. Definite and
exact information was difficult to obtain. Manufacturers and
others groped their way along just as they are groping their
way to-day.
Of course some of my friendly critics will take exception
to what I am saying, but I claim to know what I am writing
about. To repeat, I made moving pictures a dozen years ago,
so whatever I say is based upon actual experience. Speaking generally, we have not got down to proper methods of
exposure in moving picture negative making. We have not
got down to the best methods of development, either of the
negative or of the positive. Tinting and toning are not perfectly understood. Optically, too, we have still far to go.
In short, the entire photographic technique of the picture is
still only dimly comprehended by the great majority of picture makers. Of course there are exceptions to this rule
both in this country and abroad. I am speaking generally.
I am taking the trade as I know it here and abroad.
One thing, in particular, has caused me almost to weep
when going through American film factories — for I have not
seen an English factory for four or five years — that is, the
enormous waste of raw stock by incorrect exposure and
faulty development. The waste that goes on in some of
these establishments if prevented would have very largely
added to the profits of these concerns. It is possible
by proper exposure and development of both negative and
positive film to stop the ruinous waste that goes on in many
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moving picture factories.
But this can only be done by
proper knowledge
of technique, by the application of the
edge.
scientific
method which is, after all, only common sense knowl- '
1 write this page this week by way of a plea for closer
attention to what I will call picture economics and the making of the picture in its photographic aspects. In these and
other pages recently, a vast deal of attention has been paid
to the scenario end. As to the scenario we hav<
of writers, authorities and self-constituted authorities. Sons]
people have written about the scenario who have no mom
idea of how a scenario should be written than the man in
the moon.
Then again,
we have
"authorities,"
tuted and otherwise,
on acting.
Much
of this stuffself-constihas made
me smile. Nobody seems to have especially addressed himself to the technique of the photography of the film. When
the average critic criticizes a picture he merely says that the
photography is good or is bad, as the case may be. This
remark applies to nearly every writer in every journal, trade
and theatrical. X-ot one of them tries to help the manufacturers by pointing out that the picture may be over or
under exposed, improperly developed, tinted or toned. Is
this because these people do not know? I maintain that no
man has a right to sit down and criticise a moving picture
unless he has something more than a superficial knowledge
of the entire work of the making of the picture. Your ideal
critic should be at any rate, a photographer, both theoretically and practically. Most of the critics I have met have
never taken a photograph in their lives. The form of criticism they write is not at all helpful to picture progress,
simply because they are ignorant of the essentials and fundamentals of what they are criticising. Let us have increased
attention to the technique of the picture and technically
qualified writers writing about what they understand.
"PROPAGANDARY IN THE PICTURE HOUSE."
In The Moving Picture World two or three weeks ago
there was a semi-humorous article with this heading. It predicted the time when the moving picture theater might be
seized upon by propagandists of any and every kind for the
purpose of furthering the causes they have at heart. Well,
this state of things has come to pass. We read in our "New
York Times" one day last week that an enthusiastic lndy
suffragist has captured a downtown moving picture theater.
where she is showing lantern slides and talking the virtues of
suffragism to large audiences. We are not goinj
whether this is a step in the right direction, but it is a straw
which shows the direction of the wind. Consider, now, the
enormous power which might be wielded in these house*
Five million people attend them daily; 30,000,000 to 35.000.00O
people visit them every week; that is, roughly, one-third of the
population of the United States. Every propagandist. suffragistic or otherwise might achieve great results by getting his
cause illustrated by means of lantern slides, etc., before this
mighty public. We have seen what the tuberculosis exterminators have done in the matter. Now come the suffragists; after this, in all probability, other social reformers
will avail themselves of the moving picture theater for d"ing
their best, according to their lights, to advance the cause of
humanity.
MEMORY
RESTORED
BY MOVING
PICTURES.
Mervin Hitchcock, son of the principal of a military
academy at San Rafael, Cal., near San Francisco, says that
the sight of a moving picture actress making a feigned fall
from a horse at a San Francisco moving picture theater,
restored his memory which he had lost in a similar accident.
A week preceding his view of the picture he had been
thrown from his horse. He was treated for concussion of
the brain and quickly dismissed from the hospital a^ cured.
He continued in a half dazed condition, however. Telling
of his restoration at the theater, he said: "The whole performance appeared as of a dream. Then came the part
where the girl is supposed to fall from her horse. In an
instant everything came back to me. It was like waking
from a deep sleep. I feel sure that the similarity between
the girl's accident and my own restored my memory."
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UNWRITTEN HISTORY AND HOW TO READ IT.
Year- ago the above title was frequently used in school
readers" to direct the young mind to those things in history
which, while never recorded in books, or upon the written or
printed pages, were, nevertheless, valuable as being the only
f many things of which it was ntcessary the world
,hould have knowledge.
Centuries ago, the primitive farmer, when ploughing with
lis oxen, would turn up pieces of hard stone, which, upon
'.ination, would prove to be flintstone — one, shaped
:o a point, showing him that his forefathers tipped their arthese hard, sharp points to make them more eftctive in' either hunting or warfare.
Another
would be
.sedge-shaped, with a long, sharp edge, revealing the axe
lead of ancient usage.
Thus are we able to read that which

:ou!d not be written.
In other places, rude pictures drawn
tone, and allowed to harden into the "hieroglypics,"
A-hich became the historians of their days — possessing a
alue so inestimable that without them even to-day we should
lotIn be a able
to record
world's
and development.
higher
degreethe this
same history
process
continues.
The
ind history of to-day is not confined to books. Genyet to come will learn much from that which was
Lever written.
Education is developed in many ways other
has that of language, and in many instances language takes
place in the impartation of knowledge.
The picare, whether scratched in Assyrian clay, or cut into Egyptin stone, served its worthy and noble purpose.
It matured not if the library was housed in pyramid or catacomb,
ts illustrative records proved well-nigh eternal.
In merieval
*nd modern times the picture has filled an all-important
>art, sometimes supplementing, and at other times being supilemented by the library.
In this connection it is interesting
o note that the leading incidents of the Bible are recorded
n the picture galleries of the world; so that (says an authorty) if all the books in the world were destroyed the Bible
ncidents could be reproduced from painting and sculpture.
«luch of the history of almost every nation is found in the
rather than the written account.
Indeed, poor
ndeed would our civilized humanity be without its unwritten
ecords. The living picture, with its life portrayals, speakng with that new language which at once appeals to all the
the reader, is the marvel of all these things.
, Sublime, indeed, is the contemplation of the history to be
.ecorded without words, and yet, in a language that speaks to
yes. ears, head and and heart, the living picture is the crown
i the ages, the greatest recorder of the past, and the greatof the future.
It is said that in degradation there
t Surely, then, in cultude, there
, in the climbing of which the picture i- of inuluablc aid. If it is possible that the future holds a period
n which the- usefulness of the picture will be transcended, it
■••uld rein that such a state is beyond present comprehenlon. But even then, in that marvellous age, they will still
■ I it which has never been written,
having been the medium of their educa-
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1 looks on and yawns."
und at the end of an article writiphy, describing
in ether countries, in contrast t.. the lack
in In- own country.
It may he that the writer
il nigh conservatlll re." wli re i tin
mmended for it ■
and yawning "
hoard of Education decided t!
h "'Id f«»rni a part of the ordinary education
ivtd by tin- , hildn
itli the pi

morning, when lectures are given on the films shown. This
is repeated daily, until all the children of the city schools
have attended, when a new subject is selected and the attendance repeated.
pertinent
questionagencies
is being that
askedwere
as to
has become
of A the
many moral
to "what
condemn
moving
pictures by the wholesale?" The answer is a two-fold one;
first, they died through lack of that necessary immorality on
which alone they could feed to live. In the second place the
many boards of education now becoming interested, together
with the higher standards required by the public, have combined to make the picture more valuable not matter to what
branch of art is is applied. It is almost impossible to read
a daily newspaper now without finding a reference to the fact
that either some notable scholar or lecturer, or some board
of trustees or education, are giving cinematography serious
consideration. Under these circumstances it is not surprising that censorship is becoming a thing of the past. Education is culture and culture is its own censor.
A NEW PROFESSOR.
A few months ago there appeared in these pages an article
entitled "A New Profession." It was therein shown that the
oeprator of the future would be a man of education and
ability, rather than a mere user of an instrument. A striking
fulfilment of this prediction has recently occurred, when in
Brooklyn
Burton
Holmes,
of "Travelogue"
fame,
was the
notassociate
permittedof to
operate
the machine
through
"technical inability." It seemed an unnecessary hardship
for this man, himself an inventor of attachments to moving
picture machines, to be disqualified because of the lack oi
certain knowledge in applied electricity. It goe*
however, that a "Professor of Cinematography" is a title in
the near future. The abilit*' to use, lecture upon, and to lecture with the cinematograph, is becoming one of DO mean
order. With such a striking example as that given above it
is apparent that a future of importance i< coming to this applied science.
THE "MAKE-BELIEVE" INDIAN.
Children revel in the "make believe." but only when the
real is impossible. In generations to come, long ...
the real American Indian has passe. 1 into history, pictures
of this most interesting race of people will be enjoyed It
will be as easy iii the distant future M it is to day to produce
the "make-believe " Indian. But the question arises, should
not the
Indianssaw of some
to dayot bethesereal"'
A company most
of Indians
who
recently
reproductions
justly
resented the untrue, unreal and unfair representations of
themselves
and their habits Truthfulness
in picture has
previously been advocated in these columns, and •
that this timely and autlioutatn e protest should come While
we still have the re.it Indians with US, why cannot t'\
live films be produced, making them at once illustrative and historic recorders <'t this noble race of people,
with their splendid physique and physical powersIt is to
be hoped >!
will yet
■ • Ims of R I'M. Ind'. in
the distinct object i" \ lew that th( J
value, both for pie « tit and future use
Sui h
will be of great value
I ilarity of the motion picture in i •'
b8
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tober, when I criticised the moving picture theaters
m Freeport, 111. it had a curious effect on the several managers
in that city. The Lyric manager "got sore," the Superba manager "raved, hut the Majestic manager said nothing, smiled
primly, and started to make the improvements as suggested in
the write-up Last Saturday I had occasion to stop off in Freeport again, and the changes made on "picture row" were indeed
The Superba is in charge oi a new manager, Mr.
Malone, who is endeavoring to give his patrons the very best
in the picture line. Besides the regular Independent releases,
he is also giving his patrons an added attraction in the shape of
Travelogue slides, and his full house on Saturday showed plainly
that the public appreciated that sort of entertainment. The
Lyric was showing the best of the licensed makes, the music
has been greatly improved, and the interior enhanced with
added decorations; lure too, the house was playing to good
business. Hut the Majestic surprised me. Here, just a few
months ago, was a store front theater, poorly lighted, sans
decorations, and equipped with a graphophone to furnish the
music. On Saturday I saw a "New Majestic" — a new front with
a spacious lobby has been put in, and the interior has been very
prettily decorated and lighted.
"IL TROVATORE" BEGINS LYRIC REFORM.
It has been commonly remarked among Springfield, 111.,
patrons of the photoplay that if any musician could give
a satisfactory accompaniment of the picture it probably
would be the pianist at the Lyric, commonly known as
Loper's. Lovers on the film who have been hoping for appropriate settings have been cheered by the melodies which
rippled forth for comedy reels but they resented the intrusion
of light music upon pathos and tensity. At a production of
Essanay's "The Unpardonable Sin" the girl at the piano helped interest the audience in the thrilling struggle and played
fairly well at other times. This was encouraging enough
to bring people next day when the bills tacked in the lobby,
announced that "II Trovatore" would be given. This was
one of the best performances given in Springfield. I saw
the film at one of the first runs in the afternoon when the
crowd is smallest, but it could not be said that the Pathe
version of the story went unappreciated even by the younger
folk, who seemed inclined to more frothy music. Musical
criticism with the World representative is non-technical and
he believes that he is as easily satisfied as the average attendant at moving picture shows. The score of the opera
as given at Loper's is in harmony with the pictures, and greatly enjoyed by the patrons. The drummer however failed to
get the clash of the swords with his attempts upon the
triangle.
Just why the Lyric has installed the male singer of
coarse songs, that have been frowned upon by the censors
is a puzzle. Not a word of commendation for this feature
has been heard while, on the contrary, considerable criticism
is offered by the public. Droves of high school girls have
the Lyric habit which is reason enough for a non-objectionable entertainment. The projection here has never been
the least bit weak and with this good film service and more
care on the music the proprietor apparently could command
a clientele from the best circles of society. F. H. M.
SUCCESS OF THE PARK THEATER IN BROOKLYN.
The policy adopted by Mr. Germain, proprietor of the Park
Theater, of Fifth Avenue and Fifteenth Street, Brooklyn, to
conduct a thorough moving picture house at once attractive,
clean and satisfying to the best families of the community, has
proved eminently successful. Seldom can one find such crowds
nightly thronging a moving picture place as one finds here, and
to the credit of the management it must be noted that there is
no shortening of the programme or hurrying of the pictures. A
wise trust to the honor of the people to pass out at the end,
making room for those waiting, !•• extremely creditable. Monday night of this week was a Vitagraph night. A representative from the Vitagraph Company gave an interesting talk on
the objects of that company in its desire to produce and present
mot acceptable entertainments Mr Maurice Costello, long a
favorite in the picture, appeared in person, and gave a brief
talk on his experiences, to the delight of the audience. Another
most interesting feature was a timely observance of the Lincoln
holiday, by show:ne up->n the screen epigrams of the strong
moral value from Lincoln s speeches; the audience was especially appreciative of this innovation, and the proprietor is to be
commended for his thought fulness. There can be no doubt
that his weli deserved success is largely due to this desire to
give his patrons the best possible evening's entertainment.
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Kokomo, Ind. — Mr. (i. Schwenger has secured a lease on
a very desirable location in the city of Kokomo, and has let
the contract for the building of a modern moving picture theater. Mr. Bohman, an old road man and an exper:
erator, is associated with Mr. Schwenger in this enterprise.
The equipment as well as the building will be modern in every
respect, the very latest machines, indirect lighting system, and
a Mirror Screen will he installed.
Church in a Picture Theater. — For some time past, the
pastor of the First Methodist Episcopal Church, of Los
Angeles, has been conducting noon meetings in Clune's
Broadway Theater. These services have been instr lmcntal
in attracting the busy business man to church. The program consists of several selected films of religious interest,
choir selections, and a short address by the pastor These
impromptu talks have been popular, and, it is understood,
will be conducted throughout the season. Admission is
free.
Buffalo, N. Y.— Addressing the National M tnicipal League,
of this city, Mr. John Collier, of the National Board of Censorship of New York City, pointed out, not only the immediate benefit of moving pictures, but the wider beneficial
effect upon the whole motion picture world, of using the
school buildings as moving picture theaters.
St. Paul, Minn. — Board of Health is getting ready to start
its spring crusade against the house-fly, by using the "Fly
Pest" film, as a means of education.
Marion, Indiana. Thomas Ladd, manager of the Starette
Theater, states that with twelve first-run Independent releases a week, and the combination of good projection and •
tastefully decorated lobby, he is getting the business, despite
the fact that the season is backward.
San Antonio, Texas. — Gaston Melies and the Melies Stock
Company are canning many "Western dramas" hereabouts for
spring and summer consumption. The Melies Company, unlike
other dealers in canned goods, are not ashamed to print the contents on the label, and their output is guaranteed under the pure
brain-food act of umpty-six.
Macomb, 111.— The Family Theatre (Independent) has been
enjoying a good run of business.
Manager M. J. Myers is
gold and silver trimmings. Special attention has been given
to the system of ventilation, an important point overlooked
by too many theatre managers.
Yonkers, N. Y.— Mr. Hamilton opened his beautiful newly
built theatre, the "Palace," on Tuesday the 7th. The "Palace" is a model for all moving picture exhibitors to follow.
It is as fireproof as any theatre can be made, the decorations
are most beautiful. The ceiling represents a sky with cloud
and star effects. Moving pictures and illustrated songs are
the attractions, no vaudeville. On the opening night all
those present marveled at the beautiful dissolving effects proKleine. duced by The "Monarch Dissolver" furnished by C. B.
Muskegon, Mich. — By the purchase of the Temple Theater
in Muskegon, Mr. Carl Ray has practically secured entire control of the show business in that city. Plans are being drawn
for the enlargement of the Temple, which will give it a seating
capacity of 1,200. Work will be started in the near future.
Besides the Temple, Mr. Ray owns three of the remaining four
theaters in the city, two of which use Independent releases.
One of these is called the Theater Beautiful, and it is certainly
in keeping with its name. The interior is a work of art with
the exception of the ceiling, which is a bit out of harmony with
the rest of the surroundings. The side walls are paneled off,
and in each of the panels hangs a beautiful oil painting, over
which is attached an incandescent lamp, arranged in such a
manner that the light gives a good effect to the picture and at
the same time lights up the theater with a soft mellow light
One of the pictures which especially attracts the art lover is
the "Spring Idol." This painting was formerly the property of
a Russian ambassador and was secured at a cost of $2,700.
Another
of special
the Mrs.
"Tragedy
of theField
Desert";
this was one
formerly
the interest
propertyis of
Marshall
and
cost $2,200.
F. P. B.
FIGHT

PICTURES

COMMON

NUISANCE?

Upon the plea of County Attorney Venable, that exhibition of the Johnson-Jeffries' fight pictures was a violation
of the state law, and the exhibition itself was a common
nuisance, District Judge Frank M. Bailey, at Chickasha,
city.
Okla., granted an injunction against the production in that
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are timely.
Your letter speaks for itself, however, and relittle c
Ghost Elimination.— Mr. Harry
contributes the following: "Noting sf\eral queries regarding
ghost on the screen. I write to set forth my own remedy for
quiri
that spot
trouble,
understanding
what isI one
meanNo.by10'ghost'
is a
blue
in the
picture. My that
remedy
condenser
used with a No. 7 or No. 6. I had trouble on a throw of So
feet, picture 11 by 15. D. C. ->->o volt, 40 amperes, :s Electra
carbons. I can now place a carbon 3' j inches long in the bottom of the Edison B lamp and get a spot 2 inches across.
These condensers can be bought from Mr. Redpath. manager
of Charles Potter's Opticians. 84 Yonge Street. I
a cost of about $1.50, and I will guarantee that with their use
the ghost will disappear. Try them yourself and be convinced. Iam the tall one standing third from the end on
the right side of that photo on Page 301. February 11 issUe.
The union is doing very well, having been established about
fourteen months. We have about 25 members, in the best
picture and vaudeville houses here. The scale for an eighthour day, six days a week, is $15 — rather lower, I think, than
it You
shouldcertainly
be for have
good, sprung
reliablea men."
new one on me, friend Dobson. I do not know just what to say about the condenser
stunt, but pass it along to those who are having ghost troubles, with the recommendation that it be tried out. You did
not say which lens you used in he front and which behind,
but experimenters can readily determine this point by trying
it out. I thoroughly agree with you that $15 for an eighthour day is altogether to,, low. However, you will no doubt
be able to gradually increase the scale a little at a time, provided you establish the fact that your members are reliable,
painstaking, competent operators, and to this end I would
heartily recommend t>> your organization the establishment
of demonstration and study rooms in which should be kept all
books and periodicals bearing upon the art of projection,
as well as -uch mechanical and electrical appliances a- you
are able to procure. The editor of this department has had
much experience 111 the organized labor field, and offers this advice: In building up your wage scale, build slowly, but always
be building. Let excellence of performance go hand 111 hand
with the demand for increased salary. Remember that a labor
organization is nothing more or less than a business organization, and to meet with the greatest ,1, , •
must be conducted strictly along business lines Do nut
Stand for injustice from your employers, and on the other
aand, never seek t,, work injustice on them.
Arc Projector. — From Carl W. Rumsey,
Lafayette, lnd.
comes the following: "Enclosed find money order for Handbook. The attached photo- show an apparatus which permit- the operator to adjust his carbons accurately without eye
•train The idea is superior to that advanced some time ago
in the Trouble Department
Simplicity it

*l

Oral Examinations. — Mr. Fred. W. Gregory, St. Louis, Mo.,
write- "I would like to have your opinion as regards the mat; examinations.
I understand that practically all the
moving picture operator examiners in various cities conduct oral examinations only.
Do you think this kind
of an examination is right, proper or fair?"
Well, Neighbor Gregory, 1 .suppose I will get myself in
trouble answering your query.
No, I do not think an oral
examination right or fair. Licensing of operators or any
other craftsmen presumes in advance the authority to refuse
the applicant the privilege of working at his trade, profession
or calling, if he be found incompetent, or if there is question
as regards his competency.
Withholding the right to work is
a very serious matter — a very serious matter, indeed — and
:■ guard should be thrown around that kind of authority. The trouble with the oral examination
is that it
places the applicant in an absolutely helpless position.
He
may claim his examination
was not fair, but he has no
method of proving what the examination was.
He may say
that certain questions were unfair, or that he answered certain questions correctly.
He has no method of proving his
assertion. It is simply his word against that of the examiner,
, ■; cases out of 1,000 the word of the examiner would
be taken. To sum this whole matter up briefly, I very much
doubt if an oral examination would stand the test of the
-ourt.-. That is to say, I doubt if any Supreme Court would
hold that a municipality or State had the right to refuse the
citizen opportuniity to earn his living at his chosen profession
'or calling unless his incompetency be shown by written examination of which there could and would be competent record. The holding of written examinations,
however, would
very largely increase- the labor of the examinations, and very
lately increase the inconvenience both to the examiners and
plicants.
As a rule. I think the examiners intend to
Ido the right thing and conduct examinations fairly.
Injustice may be, and doubtless is, occasionally done, but where
this 1- the case I believe it is seldom or never intentional.
Generally, the examination of operators has been foisted upon
the electrical department of the various cities, almost invariaI the will of the department, and it is really surit they have managed
as well as they have and
uch a small amount of friction.
Up-to-Date House.— Mr 1. G. Henson, the "Rex Theater,"
.■.11, W. Va . writi • "Tuesday, February 15, will see
ur new $-'7,(xh> modern house r and balcony, latest style opera chairs, decoration
scheme in green and mahogany.
Programme of three reels
and illustrated song.
live nights a week we will show pictures only and the -ixt h night will be filled by a first-class
duction.
No vaudeville at all; therefore, the ones
who predict failure ior picture shows will have to talk differently. Iftheaters costing real money an- being built for the
• . it stands to reason 1l1.1t the said game is
not the
'urkey at
■ r the wave-' kind, but real niiisipla> the ]>n t urt- s Those who know have paid us
the complimcnl of -aying 0111 show 1- just a wee bit better
than most of the photoplays,
Our employees are uniformed
the public amusement
they never would
Of coiilrl have nil.. >ed 11 tlu- picture plays had not come into
lison machine-. So foot throw and
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recently
seem an article
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do not look right
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line, when we mal
have the
the music suit the in, turc, and to
tl all that it should be, a trade mark keeponstantly in the mind of the public that alter all they
It seems to me
'hat tin- one l>< 1 bet foi the film manufacturer just now 1, Mention
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hougn perhaps light, tend most decidedly t,, mat the picture
■ hole "
hear, Ncighbni Henson, tint you have such .1 beau
tiful little theatet .ill 1, ad ,
Moving Picture World" go with you
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"The people -imply flocked to the place. We had closed a
four weeks' engagement at the West End, a -mm
-even mile- from New Orleans. We opened to over 8,000
people, and the next Sunday u.o<x>. All I have -aid can be
verified by Mr. Rock or James H. White. I have nearly all
the data in my >crap book. After being in the bu-iiu-- -ince
1896, I have not learned it all. and the Trouble Departmeil

First 10c. Moving

about 4 feet away. The thing that struck me, however, was
that some one had traced on the paper an outline of the two
carbon points and crater when the light on the screen was
perfect. It naturally followed that at any time the carbon
points conformed to the tracing on the paper the arc would
be in the right position, and barring flaws in the carbon, the
light perfect. It was the best thing of the kind I had ever
seen. Neighbor Rumsey's scheme, however, will be of distinct value in operating rooms where there are more than
one machine, because in such cases it will be impossible to
use the condenser lens idea, for both machines at least.
Ancient History. — Mr. W. A Reid, Atlantic City, N. J.,
writes
as follows:
"I sixth
have or
beenseventh
in themachine
businessto since
and believe
I had the
leave 1896
the
Edison works. On page 177, January 28 issue, I see where
Mr. Robert Grau says he saw the first moving pictures that
were revealed to American theater-goers at Keith's, one evening in July, 1894. I presume he meant luly. 1896, as Koster & Bial's, at Thirty-fourth street, had the New York City
rights, paying, I believe, $500 per week to Messrs. Raff &
Gammon, of 43 Wot Twenty-eighth Street, wdio had the selling of State rights. If my memory serves me right, the first
public exhibition of moving pictures projected on a curtain in
American
was down
'Edison inVitascope.'
the date,
April
23, 1896,
if I amnearnotthemi-taken
this matter.
Mr.
James H. White, of the Edison Company, can set you right,
as
he
operated
one
of
the
two
machine-,
which
"were
the
spool-bank beater type. Mr. Keith had machines in his Providence, Philadelphia and Boston hou-cs, which were called the
Edison Vitascope, and I saw the first performance at Boston,
Mass., early in May, 1896. I wa- in New Orleans wdien Mr.
Keith imported the first Lumiere Cinematograph, and I be-
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lieve the operators who came with them were receiving $75
for their work. 1 left for New Orleans with .\lc--r-.
Wainwright and Ruck, the present Win. T., of the Vitagrapfl
and 1 think the above linn (meaning Wainwright & Rock)
should be given the credit for being the first to open
moving picture show. Fir>t, they opened up a place, calling
it the 'Vltascope,' doors opened at 10 a. 111 to ,< p. in . and at
0 p. m. to 10 p. m., located at 623 (anal Street, New Orleans.
We opened this place Sunday. July 28, 1896. I say 'we;' well,
by this I mean 1 was the operator. Our fir-t performance
consisted of five films, a- follows: (1) Brooklyn Bicycle Parade, by Edison; (2) The Duel, Lumiere; (.?) The Kiss, May
Irwin and John .C. Rice, by Edison; (4) White Wings PaEdison.rade, by Edison; (5) Trilby Dance, by the Sisters Leigh, by

feature-.
It- working; part
round glass plate
on which i- projected an image oi the carbons, a small rectangular-shaped tube of gla-s with one end enclosed, a convenient bracket mr fastening to lamp house door. The ground
gla->s plate is la-temd to the open end of the tube at an angle
of 45 decrees, and at the other. or closed end. is a very small
hole, thrdpgh the lamp-house door, in direct line with the
crater. This hole project- an inverted image of the carbons
on the ground glass."
We are indebted to you, Neighbor Ruinsey, for submitting
the idea, accompanied by such excellent photographs. The
photograph- of the lamp-house and the arc projection are in
themselves unique and altogether out of the ordinary. The
idea i-, a- you -ay, very simple and of unquestioned value.
In this connection, 1 would like to -ay that while in Washington 1saw the condenser lens arc projection stunt, mention in the Department some tune since, exemplified. A pinhole wa- punched in the hack side of the lamp-hou-e. and at
proper distance (dependent in distance to wain away was
placed a condensing iens, which, in conjunction with the pinhole, projected a perfect image of the arc and carbon points
on a white sheet of paper placed, in tin- instance, on the wall

Picture Theater.

has been a great help to me.
I had trouble enough to fill
a whole paper in the early days; nothing like it now.''
This is not near all of Neighbor Reid's letter. There is
much more of it that is intensely interesting, and which I
should like to print, but what is a man to do with letters
stacked up all around him' We all thank you, Friend Reid,
for the interest reminiscenses of the old days, and I am sure
they will be of great interest to our readers everywhere. I
may add that the above was verified by Mr. W. T. Rock, of
the Vitagraph Company. There was a 25-cent house in New
York City which antedated the above by about one year. It
used an "Idolascope," or "Idaloscope." Herewith is a picture
of the first 10-cent house in America. The man at extreme
right is Mr. Rock; next him is Mr. Wainwright. while leaning again the wall is Mr. Reid. The films named were each
supposed to be 50 feet long, but only measured jo.
Circuit Breaker.— Mr. Chas. W. Mitchell, Brooklyn. X. Y.
writes: "It occurs to me that an entirely practical and proper protection to moving picture arc lamp would be a circuit
breaker in addition to fuses. The breaker should be adjusted to operate sooner than the fuse. For the protection
of motors, generators and other electrical appliances, the
circuit breaker is rapidly replacing the fuse. With a breaker,
there is no question as to 'which fuse is blown.' The breaker
springs open the same as a knife switch and may be closed
again instantly, the arcing being eve less than is at present
in switch action. Delays in moving picture theaters are
often caused by blown fuses. The-e delays would be largely
obviated through the use of a circuit breaker. True, the
breaker costs considerable, but it would soon pay for it -el f
in the saving of fuses. Electrical departments having jurisdiction would have to be consulted. I feel, however, they
would favor the installation of circuit breakers."
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same size as the carbon, otherwise, the carbons will not line

I would have to think that matter over a little, Friend
Mitchell. Certainly, the circuit breaker is a very valuable
safety appliance for use under certain conditions. I would
like to hear from our readers as to what they think of this
proposition. Personally I am at first glance inclined to
think the circuit breaker would not be very satisfactory for
use on projection arc lights, but that is merely a first impres ion. Iwill think the matter over in detail. Meanwhile, let us hear from our readers.
PoorforOperator.
— Denison,
check
Handbook.
We haveTex.,
just writes:
opened a"Enclosed
new place find
and
have an operator who claims eleven years' experience, but
he is not producing the goods by any means, though we are
paying him $5.50 per week over the local scale. I know a
good picture when I see it, but can not tell a man how to
make it, and think the Handbook ought to help some. I
am writing the Powers people (as we have a new Powers
No. 6) regarding projection lenses. The ones with the
machines seem blurred in spots. Any information you can
give will be thankfuly received.
Would also like to know
your personal opinion on the
in comparison with others.
Would prefer you do not publish this letter, but answer
personally, if possible. Our picture seems unsteady. No
flicker, but moves about two inches up and down on the
screen; throw, 85 feet; 9 by 12 picture. Success to the
Trouble
the toMoving
In this Department
connection Iandwish
say thatPicture
I haveWorld."
the names of
many operators located all over the country, all of whom
claim to be, and I believe, are, first-class men. Managers
desiring a good operator will be furnished addresses upon
application. As to the lenses, possibly they are spotted with
oil on the inner end. Are you sure they are perfectly
clean? Do not take any one's word, but remove them and
see. That "burred in spots" sounds to me like oil. As to
the articles you wish my personal opinion upon, I would
prefer not to express it more than to say that they are very
expensive, and while some have invested and are hugely
pleased with the investment, others who have purchased
have regretted it. As to the movement of the film, you
will have to describe it a little more definitely. Does it move
up and down two inches systematically four times every
revoltion of the crank? If so, the intermittent sprocket shaft
g, or the intermitten sprocket itself is not true.
Possibly, also, the head of the machine rocks slightly under
pressure of the crank. Be sure you have it fastened very
.solidly. Describe the movement more carefully, and I can
then offer you intelligent advice. Letters are only replied to
. when a fee of from $1 to $10 is enclosed, the necessary amount varying with the amount of time and labor
involved
Another Carbon Holder.— Mr. L. A. Davis, Perry, N. Y.,
write Enclosed find drawing of a contrivance of my own
invention which I think may be of use to others. It is a
carbon holder, in which stubs of carbons may be used. I
had perhaps 200 stubs from two to three inches long. They
had been accumulating for some time, and I devised this
BMthod of using them. I have been lining stubs for my
lower carbons for some time, and I get about three-quarters
of an hour more light from each stub, burning them down to
about one inch, or ju t <> 1 could get hold of them with the
pliers. In a large house, doing a big business, the saving
would possibl) not be enough to make it worth while, but

WD GrboT.
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Many thanks to you, Neighbor Perry, for the idea and
up properly."
the
sketch. Your argument, however, that things would not
be noticed in a large house is not good. A leak is a leak,
regardless of whether the house be large or small, and the
idea can be applied in the big theater as well as in a small
one. The part marked "stem" is clamped in the carbon jaw
of the lamp, the same as a carbon. The sketch shows a top
and a side view.
"From an Old-Timer. — From a city more than a mile
above New York (although 1,500 miles west) comes the following: "I have found innumerable 'tips' in the Department,
but
just thought
that Imyam little
'wrinkles' might
be ofhave
use only
to brother
operators.
an Englishman,
and
was the fourth man to exhibit pictures publicly in England.
(This certainly is our week for old-timers — sort of ancient
history review. — Editor.) So I can fairly say I am an oldtimer. However, it is wonderful how much even the oldtimer may learn from your Department, if he is only willing. Well, here goes for my chunk of knowledge. To tie
a machine down solid use two turn-buckles from an oldfashioned 'buck-saw.' To hold an arc in front of carbons on
A. C, adopt the flaming arc principle by making a horseshoe
core, which should be large enough to go outside the lamp;

fasten it in such a manner that the ends of the two poles
with be about 'A inch behind the carbons when set for use.
Run the lamp feed wire about three times around the core
at it- baak end, and then on to carbon holder in the usual
way.
This will create a magnet which will repel the arc
il out in front. To hitch motor to Pou
set the motor in front of the machine just low
miss the light from both lenses. By using a belt made of
one-inch elastic to fly-wheel it will be found to pull epually
well with the framing carriage in any position, thus saving counter-shafting. Enclosed find rough sketch of wiring which I have found very BUCCC
ting two
lamps for dissolver from one compensate 01 transformer
You will notice that by throwing the single pi
throw switch to "A," the upper lamp i- cut out, while by
throwing it to "H" the lower lamp is cut
ning the -witch the carbons oi the lamp not burnto morrow, and if you think it will be of any u-c ! .
you my opinion of it in a week or IO. \\ by not print ■ list
I which ■ manager
can tell the difference
the operator and the crank turner
the Handbook."
i
Your letter can e almost
from home, for I
certainly
|
r- in your tl ■•■
still
can\ 1

where every leak i^ noticed, it counts up
n the com 1 ol time. The holder i made of steel, but I
lUppo e bra
or copper would be as good or better
It is
idc, and cheap,
I leave
i in the lowci carl
jaw all the time, changing the stub
loldei is ma
rsc, it < an particular
be made
01 tub end, should be mad,- the

■ition

•

iment carefully with thai
1 have used it, and H dor. the >■.

like it
\
: -Hint.
you on that
Vou certainlj
one of the lampe\ciy
tifl •

I do

not

think

!
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what ■•!
it looks
like. 1 1' you I can
get any
dissolving
kind
;m arrangement
do not
exactly
see howout of that
do it. but pass the thing "ii to our readers for investigation
and comment.
Editor Corrected.— Mi
New Rochelle, X
V.. writesay in inswer
to A Pew
Questions,'
ary 18 issue,"You
A projection
lens focuses
at any
distance Februand a
clear picture may be projected within an inch >>.i the lens.'
No lens, projection or otherwise, will focus at a distance less
than it- focal length, in r will any projection lens give a -harp
fOCUS will. in a inch "I a lens unless under the two following
extremely probable condition-., namely: That the projection lens i- of less than one-inch focus, i. c. throws a picture
greater in length than the distance from machine t" screen,
or that the distance from the optical center of the lens to
exterior lens surface, plus i inch, he greater than the focal
length oi that lens. Having been an appreciative reader of
your Department since its inception, I trust you will pardon
my kicking about so small a matter, yet one likely to add to
the confusion oi the operators who are struggling with their
first
optics."
Mr lessons
dear Mr.in Gregory
If you will keep moving the screen
toward the machine as far as you can get a sharp definition,
and then remove the lens from the machine head, and while
moving the screen closer move the lens farther away from
the aperture, you will find that you can focus the picture
when the screen is within any distance greater than its back
focus; but when the screen is right up close to the lens the
lens may be quite a long distance from the aperture, say 10
to [2 inches, with a j'l back focus lens. I have performed
this little stunt and found it to be the fact, and what one
sees with his own eyes "iie is very apt to believe. 1 should
not have said one inch, however; you are right there.
Short Range Projection. — Hudson, N. Y., writes: "In a new
theater having a stage depth of 35 feet, would it be practical
to set at the rear of the stage and throw through the curtain
hung at the proscenium? In other words, could we get
sharp definition that way? With a 14 by 18 picture, thrown
60 feet from the front of the house, we have good, sharp,
clear projection. The picture would remain the same size,
projecting from the rear. If the stunt is practical, what
kind
a curtain
we get'"
The ofthing
couldshould
be done,
Hudson, but I do not think the
results would prove very satisfactory. In the first place, I
know of no available screen other than ground glass through
which the audience would not see the bright lens spot. You
might tilt the machine so that the orchestra audience would
not get it, but the people in the balcony would. If you only
have a stage depth of 35 feet, then you would have to take
off at least 4 feet from the rear wall to the lens front, leaving you actually 31 feet projection. This would require a
lens but little more than 2 inches E. F. With such a lens,
unless it be a specially made article, ground with great care,
it would be almost impossible to get sharp definition As a
matter of fact, I would not advise you to try it. Stick to
the front of the house and get as long a throw as you
can, is my advice.
Shutters. — Londonville, O., writes: "Will you kindly tell me
why the shutter is off when the framing lever is. clear up?
When it is down the shutter time is perfect."
Presumably you have a machine, the shutter of which travels with the carriage, which places it in different relation to
the aperture every time the framing lever is moved. Set
your shutter exactly right when the framing lever is midway
of its travel and then the ghost will scarcely be noticeable at
either extreme of the framing carriage travel.
Unique Question. — Mr. S. J. Bowers, Nevada, la., writes:
"I am a reader of The Wrorld, and simply could not get along
without it. I find the Trouble Department very instructive.
I now have a bunch of trouble of my own, as follows; 1 am
going to move my theater into a room having a [2-foot
ceiling. I wanted to drop the floor into the basement at the
rear instead of making an elevated floor, but the owner refuses to let me do it. Can I have a special lens made to
project a picture only 6 feet high and about 10 or 12 feet
wide? From the curtain to the back row of chairs will be
about 75 feet. Will have about twenty-five rows of chairs and
15 feet between the front row and the curtain. Would a
picture 6 feet high bring out the same effects? How wide 0 'ght
it to be when 6 feet high? Could people see the picture well
from a level floor at a distance of 75 feet from the curtain? In case you advise elevated floor, how much elevation
would you have. Also, size and height of picture you would
run"
Aisles will be on both sides and none jn the center."
No, Friend Bowers, you cannot get a lens to throw a picture such as you suggest. The relative height of the picture,
as compared with its width, is governed entirely by the aperture plate, and that could not be materially changed, because the film picture itself is H by 1 inch. There is no
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practical way to accomplish what you desire. You can, however, project a picture 0 feet in height, and the width of the
(> foot picture would be approximately S feet. It is figured
out a- follows: As 11 1- t<> 15 s(, ,.. tbe height of the picture
to it- width. The only really practical thii
however, would be to drop front (screen) end of the floor
down into the basement, getting all the slope you can; 5 feet
in 75 would not be any too much. I am afraid if you build
up the rear end of that floor it will be pretty hot in there in
summer.
If you run a 6 by 8 picture you could leave the
25 feet, and then make a
between
3 and 4 feet
111 the but
nextit 50
feet,
'flu- picture
will
be
in proportion
all right,
will,
of course,
be small
for that si/e room. On the other hand, that small a picture
can be made very brilliant, and, if properly done, might prove
fairly satisfactory. A 75-foot level floor would not do at all,
in my judgment.
Wire Guages. — St. Louis, Mo., ask-: "Dear Mr. Richardson
— An« 'ther operator and 1 have had an argument concerning
wire-guages. He claims that none of the standard guages
are accurate.
I claim they are. Who is right?"
It depends, St. Louis, on what you mean by accurate. Any
standard guage is reliable enough for use by the operatflfc
None of the guages are accurate when it cine- down to
close measurements, however. This by reason of the fact
that they are affected by change of temperature and by wear
and erosion. Large companies in buying wire do n
a standard guage, but order by actual diameter, measuring
with a micrometer caliper. With these people wire 1- tested
down to the thousandth part of an inch — a thing impractical
to do with anything except some form of micrometer.
Inspection. — Florida (name of town suppressed to not embarrass writer) writes; "In the house where I am running we
have seven four-bladed ceiling fans, two 16-inch desk fans,
one J4 h. p. motor, 29 16 c. p. lamps and 4 60-watt Tungstens
and the projection arc all fed by a No. 6 wire, and A. C, at
that. The plant was inspected recently by a S. E. Tariff
man, and the only fault found was that the transformers was
tooTheclose
to theused,
wall."aside from the projection arc, will probcurrent
ably be a little in excess of 20 amperes. The arc probably
don't consume to exceed 20 amperes from the line, though it
may be more than double that at the arc (you use a transformer, Isee). I believe you have made an error in your
figures, Florida, as, according to this, the No. 6 is not overloaded. Ihave not figured it closely — merely a rough, mental calculation; but it is not far from right. If you were I
using a rheostat it would be another story. Sixty amperes
through a 35 volt arc (taking from no through a transformer)
is only about 20 amperes from the line. In figuring, you must
remember that the A. C. arc voltage is considerably lower
than the D. C, since the arc is much shorter. Remember,
also, that the arc wattage must equal the wattage taken from
the line, plus some -light loss in the transformer. Taking
the arc voltage at even 40, then 40x60 amperes equals 2.400
watts at the arc. The line voltage is 110, therefore, 2,400
divided by 110 (neglecting transformer loss, which should not
exceed from 2 to 3 r'<) gives the amperage taken from the
line, or, approximately, 22. In proof the amperes on line
and lamp sides, when multiplied by the line and arc voltage,
respectively, must give the same re-ult.
Scenarios. — New York City writes: "Every scenario writer
should give you credit for starting a needed discussion anent
the plagiarism or outright theft of manuscript and ideas from
scenario writers. 1 read your reply to St. Paul with much
interest. You may think him wrong, but I most emphatically do not. I am a German, and have written several successful scenarios for old country manufacturers, and supposed
I might do the same for American companies. I wrote a certain h"iise. supposed to be one of the best, and was requested
to submit work for consideration. I did so, and the first
was returned. That was all right, as any house most certainly has the right to purchase or to return MSS. Shortly
thereafter, however, in the Moving Picture World I found the
same house advertising a picture, to be released in two weeks,
the closing scene of which was almost exactly a duplicate of I
one of the scenes of a scenarios I had submitted to that.'
house two weeks before. I wrote them concerning it, but
received no satisfaction at all. they claiming the film to be
from a scenario by an author living in a small town in England. Another time I read in the Moving Picture World of
a new release of the same concern, the title of which was
almost a duplicate of one attached to one of my submitted
scenarios. The plot was built around an idea I used in the
said scenario. The MSS. had been returned. Now, what is
your
opinion
of this,
Mr. toRichardson?
Don't
that
if
an idea
is good
enough
be built around
it isyou
goodthink
enough
Yes. New York City. I mo-t decidedly do!
to be paid for?"

But that merely
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brings
up the proposition,
they steal
the idea?'
It must
be remembered
that where 'Did
so many
scenarios
are submitted
there is naturally much duplication of ideas. I don't propose
to say that the companies are innocent. I do say, however,
that for a large company to deliberately steal a scenario,
which they could purchase for from $10 to $25, seems ridiculous on the face of it. At least,, that is the way it appeals to
me. If scenarios brought a couple of hundred dollars, or
even, one hundred, I could understand there might be temptation to plagiarize, or even steal them outright.
Elects Officers. — Moving picture operators, L. U. 154. IA. T. cers:
S. E.,
Seattle,
has elected
the following'Harry
offiPresident,
H. Wash.,
E. Cawthorn;
vice-president,
Clark; treasurer, C. C. Farmer; recording and financial secretary. Thos. Kennedy;
business agent, Chas. Doyle; ser1 geant-at-arms, G. A. Smith; press agent, L. L. Goldsmith;
trustees, Jay Haas and Harry Clark; examining board,
Harry Bennett, C. C. Farmer, Thos. Kennedy and Harry
, Clark. The union expects to give a ball in the near future.
We wish the new officers success, at the same time reminding the members at large that officers can only succeed in
their work through and by the co-operation and assistance
of the members themselves. Send us a programme of your
ball.
Operators May Join. — Mr. F. P. Stephens, Clifton, N, J.,
Km not operating at present, but read the Department as closely as though I were in trouble myself. I
took to operating five years ago, but found the business all
-hot to pieces by the incompetents, who worked for next to
nothing, though claiming to be experts. I finally gave it up
as a bad job and went back to electrical work.
Operators
1 should get the idea out of their heads that they cannot join
a union unless there is one in the town they happen to be
working in. Join the operator's union nearest to you, even
though hundreds of miles away, and the other union crafts• men in your town will then stand by you. Let us see, now,
I how many isolated operators can say to Mr. Richardson T
am a union man.' Mr. Richardson will be glad to see that in
your letters and it will induce others now outside the pale of
' organization to get in. Let us see how many will be able
to, within the next six months, post in their operating room a
; card reading, 'I am a union operator.'"
Richardson will be glad to see you in the operaunion, from
for hebank
believes
in organization.
It is the
c/ thetor'sday,
president
to ditch digger.
Get order
into
1 the band-wagon, gentlemen, and move with the crowd. Join
the union nearest to you, is my advice.
Asbestos Mill Board. — Morton W. Dennis, Norwich, N.
V.. writes: "What is abestos mill-board?
Where can it be
* procured? What is its cost? Will it pass inspection by the
1 Board of Fire Underwriters of New York State for the conitruction of moving picture booths?"
tos mill-board is an asbestos preparation
in the
il.it sheets of varying thickness — %, %, fjj inches,
both fireproof and non-conducting (insulating).
It
may be head from the Johns-Manville Company, whom I have
had Bend you description and price lists. Your fourth query
I I now have up with the National Board of Fire Underwriters
1 for a ruling, which will be published as soon as received.
Resistance Wire. — Birmingham,
Ala., writes: "Dear Mr.
"ii— Will you kindly give me the composition
of
uid oblige?"
C. I'ii line, in "Conductors
for Electrical Distribu"Intermediate between the alloys of a constant
; (patent nickel) which may be used for resistance
and those only valuable for very high resistance
ilver, platinoid, rheotan, etc.) lie a series of nickelIteel alloys
Po ibly when the properties of thi
tigated with sufficient care, and tl
1 permanence determined with exactness, it will be
found that they may be used in standard resistance where
i the other materials as thoroughly as they
ady supplanted German silver as a simple absorber
: these alloys nor formula for their
n 1 al hand, and it is probable that tli
■ ally made for use as wire, but that the wir.- b.irrom furnace heats run primarily for the manufacture
old under
upp Wire,' 'Supei ior," "Iaia,1 '( li1- A

You will ilm
i-c, Birmingham, tl
md other
less
than
prai tii ally the same as thai 1 ast foi armor plate.
Various Things.— Washington.
D. C, writ.-,
"Will you
furnish m<- the following information?
1 1 ee that
the Edi on 1
1 blueprint
ol tli. 11 films. Is this done by blue coloring, or in
the printing oul proa
2. In .1 British catalogue a 'Mal-
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cross projector'
spokencameras
of. What
is meant? and
3. What
firmstesemake
moving is
picture
in America,
what
are their addresses?"
I am not very familiar with the processes of film manufacturing, but as I understand it, the color referred to is produced by a bath of analine coloring through which the film
is run. It is not done in the printing. 2. When the Britisher
speaks of a Maltese cross projector, he means a cam and star
type of intermittent, the same as is used on the Edison, Monograph, Powers No. 5, Standard, etc. 3. C. W. Jenkins,
Washington, D. C; Bianchi-Columbia Phonograph Co., Tribune Building, New York; Mapes-Jones Co., Park and Tremont Avenue, The Bronx, New York.
Low Salaries. — South Bethlehem, Pa., write: "In this part
of the State the maximum wage to experienced operators is
$12. I note in your Handbook, recently purchased, you state
that operators can be had for as little as $10. Ten dollars
is a big — indeed, a very big — price to be paid for operators
in this neck of the woods. Very few receive $12, and
they, as well as the lower-priced men, clean the theater, distribute circulars, keep the fires going, run errands and perform other duties too numerous to mention. The operators' above referred to work six days a week, from 1 to 11
p. m. Evening jobs only pay from $4 to $6 a week. A married man of large family who worked as machinist for seventeen years on government work accepted a position as
'operator' for $5 a week evenings. Can you beat that? I
write this that brother operators may know the conditions
prevailing
in and around
this are
partas ofstated,
the country."
If the conditions
set forth
then it is nothing
less than disgraceful. There is not much use, however, in
commenting on such a state of affairs more than to say that
expecting to get good projection on any such basis as that
is nothing more nor less than foolish. You can not buy
brains for $10 a week, or $12, either, and the real operator
not only must possess brains, but also the ability to use
them. The sooner managers wake up to this fact the better for themselves and the business at large. I would suggest
to managers down there that they insist on their operators
wearing whiskers. In addition to the duties above enumerated, they could then be made to serve as a scrub rag or
door mot.
Large Spot. — "I am using a Powers No. 5 machine with
compressed gas for light. The spot at the gate is 3 inches
in diameter. Whether I move machine backwards or forwards seems to make no difference. I believe I am losing
a lot of light which ought to go through the lenses. 1 am
using 4J/2-inch condensers. Is there no way of condensing
light
a smaller
Yes.to Move
your spot?"
light farther back from the condensers.
The spot is made large by moving the light nearer the condenser and smalled by pulling it back. 1 am inclined to believe, however, you are using only one condenser lens. [f
you must install another len-.
EVERY MANAGER SHOULD BE AN OPERATOR.
A theatre manager, all the way from Missouri, writes that
he is very much interested in the Moving Picture World and
its various departments. He says that the Trouble Department receives his closest attention, but he wonders at the
patience of the Editor in answering numerous simple questions which the writers could solve for themselves with ■
little effort. He says that he is not an operator, but he tOOK
a course of study in an operating booth, so as to qualify
himself to relieve the operator in case of emergency, and
partly so that he could be certain at all times that his operator w.in doing hi- best with the material at his command
He says that managers and operators would be re
fifty per cent of their troubles if they would renew their
machine
headsis once
in aadvice
while, as they do not la •
all of which
sensible
touches upon another subject, which i
to at greater length on another page ol the World this week.
"The « 'pen Market."
He sayi ins motto
is, "Pay for what you want, and you can get it." which he
finds hardest to apply to the film lei
- that he
frequently boosts the pictures in advance from the manufacturers' announcement, an. I when he get- them he finds
that Ins crowd- .ire disappointed
ludes, he
the besl machine, be-t light, the best
but it i- all of no avail, unlets he can have pici
f
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01.I. the government
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Scene from "The Professor's Romance"

No matter how good your program
may be, you can make it better by
getting this well conceived, artistically
produced, magnificently staged, splendidly acted and perfectly photographed
comedy-drama.
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"The Ransom of Red Chief (Edison).— A boy story that
mako the audience laugh with, not at, the boy from begind. The order of things relating to a ransom is reind the father of the kidnapped boy asks $25 for taking the boy back, instead of paying money to get him, as most
father^ would do. All the complications which arise are
quite as humorous as that, and before the him ends the people who see it will be ready to declare that it is one qf the
most interesting and funny boy films they have yet seen.
"Grandmother's War Story" (Kalem). — A narrative of the
civil war winch affords Miss G«ne Gautier ample opportunity
to display her versatile powers. The story is simply told of
the work"stood.
of Witha it
spy,is and
is so plain
that itstory,
cannotwhich
be misunderinterwoven
a love
is really
the basis of grandmother's tale. The setting is picturesque
— in fact, it is typical of the South, where the scenes are laid.
The audience retains its interest from beginning to end.
. A Western Courtship" | Pathe). — A picture by the American Company purporting to represent a Western courtship and
marriage. It is such a travesty upon anything of that character that could possibly have happened that it almost ceases
to be interesting. Perhaps it may be said that picturesque
characters are always interesting, but when they perform such
absurdities as are here repeated, they cease to be interesting
and become merely silly.
"The Axolotl" (Pathe). — A valuable educational film, representing the life history of an axolotl — a frog-like animal of
peculiar structure. The development from the egg is clearly
shown and forms a marvelously attractive biography of a little
known animal. The photography is good, and the different
stages of growth and development are so plainly shown that
it can be understood without explanation.
"Catherine Howard" (Urban).— A picture which is really
the reproduction of an old drama based upon the marriage
of King Henry VIII. to Catherine Howard. Various complications are shown, which end in her punishment. It requires a good knowledge of English history to comprehend
this story.
"Fisher Folks" (Biograph). — A love story told of the fisher
folks in a picturesque village near the sea. It is the tale of a
love that is born of coquetry and the love that is born of a
true heart, and clearly points out the difference between
them. The coquette loses, though there are lapses on the
part of the man that almost break the heart of his wife. The
ending of the story is pleasant, showing the little family
united and free from the machinations of the flirt. It is one
of those domestic stories, filled with dramatic interest, because
it depicts what actually occurs in human hearts. The setting
"is picturesque and affords numerous glimpses of an interesting fishing village.
"Getting Even" CLubin). — How a man succeeded in getting
even with a restaurant keeper. The fun begins when the proprietor discovers that his place has been advertised as a free
lunch establishment and the guests file out without paying.
"Schultz Has Smallpox" (Lubin). — He really has a small
box, but because he pronounces it wrongly. the people flee
from him as from the plague. Some amusing complications
occur before the difficulty is finallv cleared up.
"Billy
and Hisis, Pal"
< Melies).—
has hisselected
ideal ofa
what
manhood
and this
one, likeEvery
many boy
another,
cowboy. But unlike many, he is enabled to do his pal. as he
proudly terms him, a very great service. The result is that
the cowboy which
graspsmakes
the little
fellow's
and youngster
thanks himin
personally,
him quite
the hand
happiest
all that region. Filled with delightful touches and some situations that are sternly realistic.
"The Buccaneers" (Selig).— «A thrilling sea tale of the time
of pirates and the way they ravaged the seas. The captain
and his wife are bound and carried away in the conventional
way. but before the pirates can accomplish their purpose a
man-of-war heaves in sight and the tables are turned in a
thrilling way. The pirates are punished in summary fashion,
while the unfortunate man and woman are freed from their
unfortunate and dangerous predicament. There are plenty
of thrills and plenty of situations that will remind the audience of the stirring tales of the old Spanish Main. Clearly
they liked it, too.

"A excite
Stage the
Romance"
A playto within
a play pitch.
that
will
interest (.Edison)
^\ the audience
the highest
it tin-. As the love story slowly
unfolds, the villain lays his trap for his rival and then falls
into it himself, to use homely parlance, the interest of the
audience becomes intense. Happily, however, the tragic result does not follow. But the dramatic strength of the picture is maintained throughout. Then there are peeps into
that romantic world of the stage with which very few are
acquainted, with some scenes representing the first rehearsal
in progress with all the staff busy. It is all attractive and
niterest from beginning to end.
"The Lost Ribbon" (Kalem). — A Western love story, bearing with it some of the atmosphere of the plains and mountains. The difficulty is to realize that some parts of it are
not real, so well is the photography done. The love story
that runs through it. the cowboys careering like mad to the
cabin which the Indians have attacked, and the fight that
follows, are excitement enough for one film. It is all well
staged and well acted, with an appreciation of the verities
that has made the picture well worth while, even though
somewhat melodramatic in temper.
"Whiffles' Double" (Pathe). — A somewhat rough comedy
based upon a very striking resemblance. Poor Whiffles
loses everything — girl and all — in the melee, and all because
another turned up in his absence who looked like him.
"A Boy's Vest" (Pathe). — While this picture is well enough
acted to tell its story, some in the audience might question
whether it represents an event which might really have occurred. That is coming to be more than ever before a point
of consideration with the audience. They like to see pictures that reproduce scenes and incidents which might
really have happened, and frequently in direct proportion
as this done does the interest of the audience develop. This
might have occurred; but the whole proposition seems
somewhat questionable. In a way, the material appears
wasted.
"When the Light Waned" (Vitagraph).— A love story, in
which the principal interest is supposed to center around an
artist who goes blind at his work, and is cared for by his
sweetheart, but is really developed in the acting of Jean, a
very intelligent dog. Some of the outdoor scenes are good,
but the impression of the entire picture is somewhat commonplace.
"The Cattleman's Daughter" (Essanay). — A love story with
a rival mixed up in it and a daughter turned out because she
dared love a poor man instead of accepting the rich man her
father favored. Then come reverses, with the young wife
almost at death's door and the young man out of work. A
safe robbery, discovery of the young man as the thief, his
arrest, but before he is taken away the sick woman comes
from
room. TheNotsight
heart story
and
all is another
peace afterward.
muchsoftens
drama,herbutfather's
a straight
which can be easily understood. It will appeal to the hearts
of most people in the audience.
"Saul and David" (Gaumont). — A Biblical picture, showingSaul and David at the time the evil spirit came upon Saul and
he hurled his javelin at David with the intention of killing
him. The characters illustrate the Bible text, following the
original very closely and affording a concrete interpretation of the narrative. It will help materially in making the
story as seen in the Bible real.
"At the End of the Road" (Gaumont). — A detective story,
depicting how a girl followed some counterfeiters to their lair
and succeeded in securing information which led to their
arrest and release of her brother from custody. Some of the
scenery
some
the girl's
work, butis attractive,
the picture and
doesthere
not isrise
to interest
dramatic inheights
in
any instance.
"Lieut. Scott's Narrow Escape" (Pathe).— A Western story
with some thrilling riding and other acts which will hold the
audience from beginning to end. The interpretation of plains
life, representing cowboys and Indians, is, perhaps, quite satisfactory, and probably will allow many to acquire fresh impressions of what ha< become heretofore rather hazy. The
picture contains nothing really new, even though it tells the
Western story in a different way from what some of the
others have done.
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"The New Stenographer" (Vitagraph).— A comedy based
upon the liking which three men developed for a certain
stenographer. Of course, they got a rather severe lesson
before they finished, but there is much humor in it. Stenographers may resent the allusion to certain phases of their
profession, which are much talked about in the funny paper-,
at least. It contains no especially interesting features. It
merely tells an amusing story.
"The Diamond Star" (Biograph ).— A story of a domestic
tragedy which separated two people, and for a time seemed
likely to cause even more trouble, but the fates were kind,
and a beautiful diamond star, intended for an inamorata is
given to the wife by a little girl, and reconciliation follows.
Like all domestic stories of this character, this picture has a
considerable degree of interest, but there is something of a
sameness which in a way has the effect of creating a feeling
that possibly the subject has been overworked.
"The Test" (Lubin). — Tells the story of how a girl discovers that her two lovers hold quite opposite views regarding
the treatment to be accorded to the poor. The kindly disposed young man gets the girl, and the gentleman who ordered them away is forgotten in the happiness of the newly
engaged pair.
"A Soldier" (Pathe). — Tells in a graphic way how a soldier
goes to see his sick mother, even though leave of absence is
refused, and how she is nursed back to life and health by
physicians provided by the kind-hearted officer. Then the
young man is pardoned because of the tearful pleadings of
hi-, fully-recovered mother. The last scene is one of the most
pathetic which has been seen on the screen in weeks, and represents the highest type of silent emotional acting.
"A Buffalo Hunt" (Pathe).— A graphic illustration of a
buffalo hunt in India. The wild buffalo is a dangerous antago;ii-t and makes his strength felt upon all occasioins where
self-protection makes it necessary. This is a good picture
of the methods adopted to secure the buffalos.
"The Padre" (Selig). — The life story of a baby found by a
kind-hearted priest and brought up at the mission as his own
son. Interesting and picturesque California scenery, which
includes a mission, mountain
scenery, a desert and other
features which are characteri-tic.
The story is worked out
with care. The actors have performed their share with fidelity and graphic strength, while the photographer has chosen
his scenes with skill and discretion.
"The Rival Sculptors"
(Edison).— One of the most ar■ tistically conceived and beautifully staged productions of the
month. It is a story of ancient Greece in which love and sculpture are acceptably interwoven, making a picture which tells a
ry well and at the same time maintains the highest
Itandard of pictorial art. One of the most attractive scenes is
1 where the girl, discovering the ruin of the statue takes its place
, herself, afterward shi wing the wicked sculptor that she knows
what he has done. This is a dramatic climax which makes the
heart interest strong and allows the development of the pleasant
ending. With all the mechanical features admirably cared for the
picture will please any audience, not alone by it- excellence as a
pictorial features.
"Their Wedding Gifts" 1 Essanay). — A warning couched in
the form of a humorous story, for the benefit of those who have
many duplicate wedding gifts and desire to exchange
them.
Not everybody would run into the clotches of the law.
unfortunates did and the film tells the story of their
in a humorous fashion.
"Just as the Clock Struck Nine" (Essanay).— A humorous
film, illustrating the adventures of a wife afraid to sta\ alone and
. her husband of all sorts of treachery. Dressed in her
husband's clothes she is taken by him for her lover, while be is
1 burglar when be returns and attempts to enter by a
window.
Ultimately .til th tangles
ending. are straightened out and the
"The Plot That Failed" (Gaumont).— A story ol
outlaw, marked on the shoulder with the tleur de lis 'a-condition
u ed to
ittempts to make love to an heiress and meditates asimmate bis plans
ires in Chemistry"
(Gaumont)
\ series of handshowing bow certain substances form tin
of motion pictin
loped,
What actually requires hours to perform is
lllpleted

ill a few
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Bastile and the consequent sufferings in a dungeon. The Story
is complete in itself, but the other two reels which go with it
complete the story as Dickens wrote it. Probably most readers
have formed some conception of the appearance of the different
characters. In this picture they undoubtedly have an adequate
reproduction of the story, with the principal personages faithfully depicted. The staging is little short of sumptuous. Thereis shown a care in the attention to details which stamps the picture as an unusually faithful reproduction and affords opportunity for those who have read and loved Dickens in the books
to see his story move before them, much, perhaps, as it moved
before him during its composition. Without being an expert upon
Dickens, it seems safe to say that this production of one of his
most famous stories will go down in motion picture history as
one of the most notable of photoplay productions of the beginning of the year.
"Mr. Bumptious, Detective" (Edison). — A travesty on detective work which shows this capable humorist to the best
and the mistakes he makes in locating a young woman who
wasn'tter.missing
all are showing
sufficient Bumptious
to supply with
food his
for feet
laugh-in
The closingat scene,
hot water endeavoring to kill the effects of a cold, is funny
in its absurdity.
"The Open Road" (Kalem). — A story of a Gypsy girl who,
after years in the home of a man who brought her up as his
own daughter, finds the call of the wild is too strong and she
choosesotheraformGypsy
the isopen
road again.
It is the
anof the love'r
story and
which
frequently
told about
call of the blood, and is interesting as showing what certain
traits in human nature will do, even though they are apparently overcome with other influences.
"Hubby's Troubles" (Pathe). — Another version of the ofttold tale of too much mother-in-law. Hubby has a variety
of troubles and gets led home by the ear by his Nemesis.
Then comes a series of funny scenes, then he develops a tendency to suicide.
Tndo-China, Province of Laos" (Pathe). — An interesting
picture of the land and the people, showing many of their
customs and manners and depicting some of their most picturesque scenery.
"The Golden Sickle" (Urban). — An excellently photographed film showing the result of a love match between a
hunter and a Druid priestess. The oracles are consulted and
the young man is sentenced to death. But the priestess
cleverly' prevents the execution of the sentence, and they go
away together, much as lovers have done since the beginning
of time.
"Felling a Smokestack" (Urban). — A graphic illustration of
how a huge chimney was thrown down in England. It 1- a
thrilling moment just as the tall structure topples ready to
fail Bat along the ground.

INDEPENDENT.
"The Three Proposals"
(Champion) —Not every girl has
three proposals.
And all in one afternoon, too. So the picture pre-eiits this as a novelty.
After -he receive- them the
fortunate young woman
falls asleep and dreams, and that
dream was her undoing.
It frightened her so that she decided
to remain single, and years afterward she is shown with her
cats and her parrot, ruefully examining the fragments of the
torn-up proposal-.
This is a good comedy,
witl
about it which attract because of the keenness of the satire.
The photography is clear, too, winch help- in the interpretation and increases the enjoyment of the picture.
.."Coals some
of Fire"
(Atlas).—
iA story inofthe
an Nome
elopement
winch
containsituations
developed
The mix-up of elopement, hidden and found g- •:.
with the climax of saving the young man'- lather from suicide
must be accepted a- the
"The Light Beyond" (Nestor).— Interesting as a hue tale
The author disposes of the two men very summarily, however But the mam point i- the husband ol tl
does not return, and sb,-, aftei soi
covered by her foi mer
n in gloom
1 be little - 1
ing tor
andfilms,w 1il
and w ill help to hold tl.
of the audience,
l he phi l
I the Nes-

III

{ive

mm h com 1 ption id I
II explain it to them vei \ plainly
"A Tale of two Cities"
(Vitagraph)
I '■

"Three Men"
ting, depictina the wav< 1
10 will see
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Nell i- an attractve character, and received applause where
the film was seen. There are weak points in the photography,
rious enough to injure the film materially.
"A Hero of "76" (Rex). — The first release of any producer
1- always awaited with much interest It may be interesting
to know that from a business standpoint this release has been
one of the marked successes of the year. Long before the
the exchanges were receiving premiums for booking
it and any manager who booked it early, could have
sold out at a good profit any time previous to the
release. Moreover, these premium bookings extend
some time into the future. Undoubtedly tin- interest is justified. The picture is all the producers claimed it would be before it was released. It 1- one of the best historical pictures
ever put on the screen, and while it may not be based upon an
actual occurrence, it i- something which might have happened,
and, therefore, does not transcend the probabilities. That a
girl should voluntarily offer her life in the manner shown to
save that of Washington, gives the picture a strong dramatic
and romantic interest, and the acting is quite up to the standard required to maintain the unities. Staging has been attended to with great care and costuming, and settings are historically accurate. It would be difficult to offer suggestions
for
improvement.
releasewhile
previous
to Washington's
Birthday,
but during The
the season
the thoughts
of a large
number of people are turned toward him, adds interest to the
film and assists in making it of more than ordinary importance. The photography is clear most of the length of the
film, only here and there a weak spot is noted, and possibly
that is due to an uneven current. As a whole, the picture is
satisfactory. It tells a dramatic story clearly, its setting is
historically accurate, and the actors have become imbued
with the spirit which is plainly manifested in the film. Managers have evidently made no mistake in bidding up the
price. They will find it a superior attraction.
"In the Land of Cactus" (American). — A Western drama
abounding in thrilling situations and good photographic reproductions of Western scenery and settings. There is a
swing to some parts of it which is thrilling, and carries the
audience forward with a rush of the life the picture represents.
The photography of American films has improved of late,
and is all things considered, among the best of them now.
Recent releases have all been particularly clear and artistic.
"The Convert" (Imp). — A sad story, well told and filled
with dramatic situations, which are interpreted by sympathetic actors. It is the old story of a girl going to a convent because she believes her lover dead, and his return after
it is too late for her to return to the world. There is a
pathetic impression rendered by this picture which lingers
long after the picture itself has disappeared from the screen.
Disappointment of this kind appeals directly to the heart, and
so well is the interpretation done in this picture that the eyes
of the audience involuntarily fill with tears. It must be said,
however, that while it may be dramatic to harrow up the feelings in this way, it is better to alleviate it somehow before the
picture closes. Otherwise the memory is not altogether
pleasant.
"Her Birthday Surprise" (Yankee).— Tells the story of
the jealousy of a wife when her artist-husband was reported
to be closeted with a strange woman all day. Ultimately,

the door of his studio is broken down, when they find to
their chagrin that it is a portrait of his wife he was painting, and the woman was one of the domestics whom he
pressed into service as a model. As an exhibition of unreasoning jealousy the picture is a success.
"A Warrior's Squaw" (Bison). — A picture representing
some phases of life upon the plains, and indicating in interesting glimpses the life of the Indians. The photography
is clear, and the acting of the Indians is well executed.
"Pictureland" (Imp). — Dreams, as shown in this instance,
may exert a beneficial influence. The girl was fortunate to
dream what would happen to her rather than be compelled to
go on and experience it. Perhaps the young man was equally
fortunate that something occurred which changed the current
of hi- sweetheart's thoughts and sent her back to him. The
scene of the wedding supplies a pleasant ending to this heart
picture.
"A Lifetime Penance" (Yankee). — A graphic relation of
what a man felt when he killed an employee and carried the
secret pearsforand asks
years.
dead man's
son and
apfor The
work scene
in his where
office isthestrongly
dramatic,
the murderer displays all the characteristics of fear in his
countenance and his acting. Then comes the expiation, so
far as that is possible. The whole picture appeals to the audience quite as interestingly as any the company has offered
in some time.
. "The Heart of a Warrior" (Eclair).— A well-told tale, but
without much dramatic strength. The last scene, where the
man gallantly charges a company of the enemy to save his
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false love and her family. 1- exciting. It i- a bit dramatic
when he return- the locket he ha- carried for years as evi
dence of hi- constancy. The story i- clear, the acting is gooc
ami tin- sceneic effects were well cared for.
"A Hospital for Small Animals"
(Eclair). — Good illustration- of a hospital for the treatment of small animals in Pant! I
All the feature- which go with a hospital are present, and the
picture
tellthe
entire
story.
It
iinteresting because it is'
quite out of the ordinary.
"The College Spendthrift" (American).— A story of a nut-'
-pent youth and a -inking illustration of what come- afterward. The picture i- dramatic in its appeal and hold- the attention of the audience from beginning to end
"His Father's House" (Nestor)
\ well pictured story olA
every-day life, with its -mile- and tears, its light and shade.
Rather than give up the girl he loves he quits his father's^
house and marries her. Later his happiness is made com- >
plete by the advent of a baby girl, who, through a chain of
interesting circumstances, finally meets her grandfather and
brings about forgiveness and reunion.
The child-actress in 1
this film is clever and winsome, while the player impersonating the old man does some excellent acting.
•Broncho Bill, the Brave Cowboy" (Lux).— A drama sup-|
posed to represent occurences in that wild and wooly por-|:
tion of the country known
as the West.
The love stojwl
-tart- well, but runs against strong opposition when Bui,
trouncesthe cowboy
the girl'scatches
father, this
but same
afterward
there money
i- a change
when
father with
which
he has stolen.
However, these are only incidents.
The love
story ends well after a more or less exciting course, which (.1
seemed at times to threaten shipwreck.
"Matilda Lovestruck" (Lux). — A comedy pre-enting a condition of affairs which should appeal irresistibly to love- 1
sick maids and youths. Not every man is as coy as this one, I
but perhaps he might be under the same provocation. It is
an admirable travesty upon the actions of some lovesick
couples.
"Corinne in Dollyland" (Solax). — A pretty child's pic- !
ture, telling a clear story of the adventures of a little girl
that wasn't allowed in the moving pictures and helped a little boy she saw crying -by eiving him her coin. Then she |
trudged home and played with pretty toys until she fell
asleep and dreamed of Dollyland. It is a reproduction of
what a little girl would be likely to do under similar circumstances, and is, therefore, unusually interesting. The
nearer the producer can get to life in these pictures the more |
popular the films will become, and this little girl is an excellent reproduction.
"Checkmate" (Thanhouser). — A somewhat complicated
love story, filled with exciting instances. Self-inflicted
wounds send a rival to prison for a long term, but the girl
works two clever ruses and succeeds in convincing the
baron, and also in securing the release of the impri.-oned
"The Life of a Muschik" (Great Northecn). — Apart from
the story contained in this film it is instructive because it
graphically depicts the life of the oppressed Russian peasant
The home life is shown, and some of the barbarisms to which
they are subjected are represented. It gives a clearer insight into what actually occurs in Russia than many books
could do.
. j
"The False Alarm"
(Great Northern).— A lively comedy, '
showing how the unfortunate individual attempted to escape
from his mother-in-law, who announced her intention of paying them a visit. The many funny situations developed will
afford amusement enough for the time.
"Beneath Southern Skies" (Powers). — A complication of
events represented as occurring in the South during slavery
times, with one or two love stories interwoven, an auction
sale, which included a number of slaves, and a murder to
make it more thrilling. A photograph furnishes the proof
which convicts the murderer. There is no particular dramatic
feature in the story, but it has so many thrills that it is interesting. The Powers Company has interpreted it well,
which will insure for it success with the public.
"The Way of the Red Man" (Bison).— An Indian story
which, while it has some effusion of blood, is interesting because
it exhibits graphically the way of the Red Man under certain
conditions. The elemental passion of jealousy influences one man,
but he expiates his crime at the hands of the executioner. The
scene with the girl, holding her dead lover, is more pathetic than
is usual with Indians. The Indian burial is interesting and
shows how they dispose of their dead, with the accompanying
ceremonials.
"What Would You Do?" (Powers).— Illustration of an
embarrassing situation in which a young man was placed by the
mistake of a messenger boy who delivered a pair of trousers to
a young woman instead of the flowers that were intended. The
close of the picture is a very lively bit of comedy.
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Release of Thursday, March 2nd.

"College Chums"

A college story of friendship, love and
jealousy. Original in plot, treatment,
and production. Photography that is
clear— flawless— perfect. A Feature film
in all that the name implies.

$200

\t\ Cold

Cash

There is still time for every Independent exhibitor in America to extend to his patrons an opportunity ofwinning this $200.
The biggest advertising proposition for the
exhibitor ever promulgated. Write the Contest
Editor at address below for particulars.
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"For Washington" (Thanhouser). — A suitable picture for
Washington's Birthday, proposing in nil the storj of who informed Washington that the Hessians were in condition to be
easih
captured
["renton. episode
The patriot
is well
acted that
and
her part
in thisat interesting
is so maid
clearly
portrayed
there .-.m be no misunderstanding. She is represented as plying
them with drink and then informing the Americans that they could
be captured. Whether the storj is true or not, and it might be,
it has an element of plausibility which adds to its interest and
serves to emphasize the intense patriotism which influenced people of both sexes and all station.- in life during the Revolution
There can be no mistake about this The storj is so well told
that the audience is held almost spell-bound in places a- the reel
moves through the changing scenes. It is admirably done, staging, acting and photography combining to make an
ally attractive picture of this patriotic subject.
"Redeeming Angel" (Ambrosio).- The story of a little girl
who pleads so successfully for the release of a thief that he
i- given food and afterward work. The acting of the child
when she is making her appeal is the principal feature of the
drama.
"Tweedledum Is Shy" (Ambrosio). — A comic showing the
results of Tweedledum attempting to tlirt with a handsome
young woman. The difficulty he gets into will serve as a
funny warning for others similarly inclined.
"The Old Man and Jim" (Champion). — James Whitcomb
Riley's famous
into pictures.
scenes described in the poem
verses rendered
are reproduced
with aThe
succession
of
thrills which hold the- interest of the audience at the highest
pitch. There are the resistless charges, w«th Jim leading,
and the waving of the flag while standing on the pile of slain,
and then the death scene, with the vision of Washington and
Lincoln and Liberty standing between. All is worked out
with such an appreciation of the spirit of the piece that it
would be difficult to conceive anything more interesting or
thrilling. Almost every one admires an exhibition of bravery, and here the picture shows it in remarkably clear scenes.
The work has been well done by the actors and equally well
done by the photographer.
"His Father's House" (Nestor).— The story of domestic
difficulties, beginning with the separation of a daughter from
her father, then the separation of her daughter from her,
and the adoption of her own grandfather, ultimately resulting
in the reunion of the whole family. The picture is well acted
and there has been an attempt to develop pictorial effects
well worth seeing, while the story is clearly told and develops interesting situations. The reputation of the house
for a good grade of work will not suffer by this film.
"Souls Courageous" (Reliance).— A war story which will
attract attention because it has mixed with it that eternal
triangle, the men and the woman. The love tale is quite the
most absorbing and develops some interesting and rather unexpected complications before it ends. But the girl succeeds
in preventing the man from fighting against his country and
promises to marry him as he breaks his sword across his
knee in a dramatic scene. The photography is fairly well
done, though there are weak places, which might have been
due to the projection apparatus.
FIGHT PICTURES.
An Interesting Gaumont Release.
The Jeffries-Johnson fight pictures, are, we read, still being
shown to enthusiastic audiences in Paris. Now and again we
have tidings that in other countries, interest in this film has
not entirely waned. This is all the more surprising now
that, after cool reflection, everybody has agreed that the
fight itself, fake or not, counted for very little, and, moreover that the pictures as such were of no particular order
of merit.
There is no doubt that good fight pictures will always be
popular with the majority of us just as good fights themselves are and will be. By good fights, we mean contests in
which the combatants are evenly matched and the fight is well
and fairly fought to a finish, or at least, a definite conclusion.
Fighting is a primal instinct with the human race. Most
of us are fighting all our lives, and have to fight to live, one
way or another.
We -aw a very fine fight picture this last week. It is so
good that we hope many thousands of our readers and the
general public will see it. It is a Gaumont picture of a contest between two Rritish lads, Welch and Driscoll, who fought
at Cardiff, in the West of England, for a purse of £2,500, say
$25,000. We are not experts in this matter hut the men belonged itseemed to us, to the light-weight class. The Gaumont Company secured pictures illustrative of the whole of
the contest. The pictures are on two reels, and they supply
a very good and exciting little entertainment. Five rounds are
on one reel and five on the other.
You are taken through the
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preliminaries of the contest at the ringside.
Then the men
enter the ring and light scientilicially, not brutally,
and evenly-contested round.-, before the eye- ol thousands of
spectators.
The second 'eel depicts the second seri<
So evenly matched were these fighters that the is*
double right up to the conclusion, and then tin
only decided on a foul. Driscoll, in the last few
of the light, lost his head and fouled his opponent.
The referee, thereupon, jumped into the ring, stopped the fight and
This line light picture is being handled by the Solax Comgave itpany, to
of 147Welch.
Fourth' Avenue. New York City, who are disposand otherwise.
It shi
asi/e.popular picture wherever
shown, because, as we have
-aid, it illustrates a good fight by means of clever photography, winch, in parts, shows the contestants of very great
It is commonly supposed in this country that prize tight!
of the better kind have gone out of favor in the British Islei
This is not the case although the old country of recent year
has not produced any champions of international standinj
mainly, we think, from lack of inclination. Still, with suff
cient encouragement, we have no doubt that Mr. Johnsc
might attract an opponent from the British Lies who coul
put the colored man out of business.
PICTURE INSTRUCTION IN CANADA.
Not long ago the Maryland, (Man.,) Sunday school installed a moving picture machine at a cost of nearly $300.
If there was ever any doubt as to the wisdom of this undertaking that doubt has been completely dispelled. The interest
in the school, as well as attendance is increasing, which is
partly attributable to the popularity of the machinie.
One Sunday, toward the close of the school, the first of
three sections of the Passion Play, covering the childhood
days of Christ, was thoroughly enjoyed by all pr<
new record of attendance was also established, the number
present being 515. It is the plan to run the famous play in
sections.
During the week a moving picture entertainment is held,
when the church is crowded to the doors, chiefly with children.— Winnipeg, Man. "Free Press."
Marquette, Mich. — Manager L. T. Dorsey, of the Bijou
took his entire staff out to the Penitentiary one Sunday |
recently and treated the inmates to an excellent program of
three songs and three reels of carefully selected pictures.
The entire audience and the management voted it the best
entertainment they ever had. Such thoughtful consideration
of the unfortunate or misguided brother man deserves the
highest commendation.
PROVISIONS OF DALLAS LAW.
The ordinance introduced in Dallas, Tex., providing for
the regulation of moving pictures has the following provisions:
Sec. 1. For a license fee to be listed in numerical order
with the full name or names of the person or persons conducting, operating or maintaining the show.
Sec. 2. The license to be granted upon the condition:
(a) That all pictures shown shall first have been approved
by a consor committee, whose decision will be final, and who
may exclude any "calculated to corrupt the morals of youth,
indecent, low or vulgar, calculated to provoke racial prejudice
or create disorder or reasonably calculated to cause disturbance of the peace."
.(b) That the places of exhibit shall be kept well ventilated
and in sanitary condition, approved by the City Health Officer.(c) That the show places shall be maintained in strict compliance with the building code and subject to the examination at any time of the building inspector, the city electrician
or the chief of the Fire Department, or their agents.
d) That no immoral, indecent or vulgar conduct is to be
permitted in the place, nor persons of low moral character
permitted to enter. If, in the judgment of the 'ensor lornmittee a policeman is neces-ary to keep order, such policeman shall be kept at the expense of the proprietors of the
establishment.
(e) Notoriously immoral or drunken persons shall not be
allowed to enter or remain in the place.
(f) All laws of the State and ordinances of the city are to
be rigorously obeyed.
Sec. 3. The term "picture show" is defined to mean "a place
devoted exclusively to the displaying and exhibiting of moving pictures" with a second definition to include such places
also "giving vaudeville or theatrical performances in connection therewith."
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Seci. 4. All such shows shall be subject to the criticism of
the Censor Committee at any time, and upon condemnation
shall be immediately stopped by the proprietor.
Sec. 5. The .Mayor may appoint three citizens, one of
whom shall be the Police and Fire Commissioner, as ex. officio chairman, to be the Censor Committee, the two citizens
besides the commissioner to hold office during the pleasure
of the Mayer, serving without compensation.
Sec. 6. Violation of the ordinance subjects to a penalty
1 of fine not to exceed $joo.
Sec. 7. Creating an emergency.
ntion is made in this act of the plan for maintaining
well-lighted places. This is to be urged by the ladies in another
act.
F. H. M.
EDISON CELEBRATES SILVER WEDDING.
Thomas A. Edison and his wife celebrated their silver wedding at Llewellyn Park, X. J., on the evening of February 23.
The gathering was informal, and was limited to members of
the family and a few personal friends. Mr. Edison, as usual,
worked in his laboratory until his friends came and carried
him off to the affair, that was gotten up to remind him of the
days when his heart was tender but his work was tough. Mr.
Edi-nii 1- only 64 year- old, but don't say we told you.
The Bonita Theater, Tampa, Fla.— The accompanying cut
shows how well the design succeeds in giving a tropical and
inviting appearance to this popular house. The Bonita is
one of a chain of seven theaters in the South, which, through
competent management and the high-class character of the
programs, are meeting with increasing popularity and a
steady advance in patronage.
A. X. Waters, manager, is well

qualified for his duties, having been connected with theater
and amusement enterprises on the road and in Denver,
Colo., and has built and operated theaters in Greensboro,
N. C, and Greenville, S. C. The second theater of the chain
is in Ybor City, Fla., and the third at Xorfolk, Va.
THE SCENARIO; THE PRODUCER.
' M late, much has been said on the question of scenarios,
and the poor writers, who try to make a living by preparing
the producers, have been blamed for the mediocre
hown .111 the creen.
When
I say "poor writers,"
I do no! mean the brainless ones, but the men and women,
who, with bright and clever ideas, try to make a livng. The
king literary men, who command high figures, to
write for the motion pictures, is ridiculous, as the producers
arc in, t looking foi correct
English
no! even
spelling — they are looking for an original idea on which
they can build a good picture
The producer is really the guilty party, the one re ponsible
For the poor productions He may make a masterpiece from
rank picture from
i high-priced manuscript Producei vary in theii ability
'" give mute 1 <pr. - to the words, just ^ pianists vary
'■1 their ability to interpret the sentiment of a piece of
As .in illustration, I wish to relate a personal experience:
while boarding with a private family, the
"ly "i the hou e decided that it was time for her daughter
to learn music, and, alter taking lessons, ihe put
''•"'" The in t day that the piano was installed in the
•trior, the neighbors were invited, and .
M.
\'elli. ,
from Fau P'ai
t 1 all..met I
1,1 tlie nervt
ol the vi itors !>y butchering Goum
s"rl<. she, ... lea I proved, by her hammering on I
:hat the piano wa
a olid instrument,
the strain ol the most violent raR tune n 1
She wai applaud,, l. She had to be applauded
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Other persons were invited to the piano, and, I myself,
could not refuse testing the qualities of the instrument.
I don't
knowbutwhy
I started
to play expression.
the very same
selection of Faust,
I gave
it the proper
Although
I wasandapplauded,
me
asked for the
the joke
name is,ofthat
the Xellie's
selection,mother
as she came
wantedto
her daughter to study "such a fine piece," as she called it.
I was badly embarrassed, and I had to confess that what
I had executed on the piano, was the same selection of
Faust rendered by Miss Xellie. Xeedless to say, that I
was rewarded
with a stony stare.
It is the same with the scenarios. If the producer does
not know how to bring out the proper effects from the
lines of the writer, he will ruin the reputation of the very
best writer, while another producer can make a masterpicture from a very crude idea.
I formerly wrote and sold many scenarios, yet in many
cases I was very thankful to the manufacturers to conceal
my name, as I would have been ashamed to see myself
advertised on a screen with a poorly produced picture. A
producer should not be a mere clerk, but an artist, in his
line of work. He should be like the sculptor, who, when
given an idea, takes his clay and models his subject. The
producer should not require good English phrases, nor small
details. It is for the scenario writer to say how many
spoons and forks are to be required in a scene.
A manufacturer returned one of my manuscripts once,
with a note that he would not consider it, unless I gave a
correct list of the props, including forks and spoons, and his
offer was $5 for the scenario with the list of props. As
I could not consider such a generous offer, I mailed the
said scenario to another manufacturer, and received in return, a check for $15, and this, without his asking for a
list of spoons and forks.
If a producer must be told the props needed in a picture,
if he has to be told of every small detail, he is not an
artist, he is not a man with the necessary qualifications to
work from the scenarios of the most popular authors.
Words do not count in motion pictures.
On December 20th, the Edison Company released "The
Police Force
City."
I did that
not the
readwriter
the
scenario,
but I ofhaveXewgoodYork
reason
to believe
of the scenario never said that the man working in the
warehouse should jump in the water, nor that the burglar
should stop and wait for the dog to come for him. l&OSl
likely the scenario writer said: "Through the open door of
a warehouse, on the pier, we see a man lifting bags
of flour. He is weak, tired and, while lifting a bag, he loses
his balance and falls in the water. We see the Policeboat coming
rescue."
the
man
droppingto a his
sack,
walkingTheto producer
the edge shows
of theus pier,
spring up, and jump backward in the water. We also see
many persons on the pier, but they all remain still, not the
least excitement, no one ready to rescue the poor fellow,
as if the producer was raising his hand and voice, "Stay there,
fellow, do not move; do not spoil the action of the policeboat." In another scene we see a policeman and his dog
hiding themselves behind some bushes The burglar drops
from the window, he looks around and waits for the dog
to come to him. Surely, the scenario writer never gave
such details, and no scenario writer would like to see his
name on the film, or be accused of such blunder-I M
B

ot John."— Champi
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SEEING IS BELIEVING.
By .1 vnf. Elliott Snow.
"I feel so disturbed and troubled,'' said Mrs. Brown, as her
neighbor, Mrs. Jones, stepped in for a morning call.
"And why disturbed and troubled?" asked Mrs. Jones.
"Oh, it's all on account of so many moving picture shows—
'photoplays' they call them now. They seem to be everywhere,
and the children are crazy to go to them."
"Is that all?"
"Yes; but isn't that enough?"
"I don't think they are suitable places for anyone to visit, let
alone the children."
"Have you ever visited one?"
"No, 1 never have, and I don't intend to."
"How about the children?"
"They have been a few times, but they teased so hard I juit
had to let them go."
"That's strange. Why there are the Fields, they let the children go to the photoplay every little while as a reward for
well doing, both at home and in the school.
"The Hayses have just returned from Mount Clemens, and
they said about all the amusement the town afforded was the
photoplay, a new play every day and all pretty good."
"Is that so, and did respectable people go to them?"
"Certainly; what kind of people do you think go to Mount
Clemens"
"Oh, invalids, I suppose! People with rheumatism and other
diseases. And some say that hard drinkers go there to get their
systems cleared of alcohol."
"What folks say is not always reliable, but the Hayses thought
they met some pretty nice people there. Then another thing I've
learned, and that is that the photoplay is an excellent amusement for the deaf. Why, you know Cousin Lide? For years
she has been shut out of all sources of amusement because of
her deafness. If there was a concert, it did her no good, because she couldn't
It washerthenosame
with the
theater,
the church
serviceshear.
afforded
comfort
because
of and
her
affliction. But one day she happened to go to a motion picture show, and since then she goes often and finds great pleasure in so doing. As an amusement for the deaf, there is nothing can excel the photoplay.
"There was old Mr. Ely, who, you remember, was quite deaf
for years. He wrote to his son, who was living in Denver, that
he was so lonesome since he had become deaf; couldn't converse
with
his family,
and didn't like to go out in company at all. The
son wrote
and said:
"'Father,
you just
go toyourself.
the moving
make
you forget
all about
You picture
may be shows;
deaf, butthey'll
you
are not blind, and you can enjoy the photoplays quite as well as
though you could hear.'
%
"Well, the father went, and since then he goes often and his
family are all pleased that he has found something to make life
pass
Mrs.pleasantly."
Rrown listened in amazement to all this talk. This was
a new phase of the question. The moving pictures a deversion
for invalids, for the deaf — 'twas all so strange.
She had thought of the places where the photoplays were
given as close, stuffy, dark places ; places where only bad boys
and girls gathered ; where the plays themselves were silly, questionable. Then the very cheapness of the plays made her fear
them. Nothing good surely could come out of them. No five
or ten cent show could be worth anything.
But Mrs. Brown was not devoid of good sense, and after listening to Mrs. Jones's edifying talk, she concluded she had better go and see for herself. So the two neighbors set a time and
place to visit the photoplay.
Fortunately, for both concerned, they chose a good place,
where the air was good ; where the room was partially lighted
and where the plays, three in number, represented the scenic,
the educational and the humorous. In the latter there was much
running, jumping, and scrambling, all of which caused the
grave Mlrs. Brown to indulge in a smile.
The entire process of wheat growing and harvesting and its
transformation into flour and bread were thrown upon the screen,
and lastly, there was a fine trip throucrh the Swiss Alps.
It was a great treat, all for five cents, and Mrs. Brown returned home with views very much altered about the business
of the photoplay.
FIVE CENT THEATER TEACHER.
Indiana. Educator Says It Is A Great Institution.
A feature„of the Indiana state conference of charities was
a discussion*., of The Child and the 5-Cent Theater.
This took
place at thajtivenile charities round table.
John A."Lapp, legislative reference librarian at Indianapolis,
told of an investigation .made of the theaters in Indianapolis
by the agents of the Children's Aid Society.
On the night the
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11 was made the attendance of children was about
three thousand live hundred. It is estimated that about ten
thousand children visit these shows in the course of a week.
Mr. Lapp was opposed to abolishing the moving picture show.
He regarded it as one of the greatest institutions ever pro^ood, and he believed that it should be regulated so
as to produce educational pictures instead of sensation. He said
he hoped the day would come when every church, every club,
every institution for the betterment of the child and the adult
would have a moving picture show, and he thought the matter
should be taken up by the schools and these pictures used for
educational purposes. — Indianapolis News.

Letters to the Editor
Cleveland, February 17, 191 1.
Editor Moving Picture World:
125 East 23d Street, New York, N. Y.
On Monday evening, February 13, we, in co-operation with
the local Anti-Tuberculosis League, under whose auspices
the exhibition was given, exhibited the five reels of the "Life
of Moses," a vitagraph issue, at the Euclid Avenue Christian
Church, this city. The projection was accompanied by a
well-prepared Biblical lecture, delivered by the Rev. Dr. H. M.
The performance was well attended, there being approximately 450 persons present, a goodly number of whom were
clergymen and ministers of this city. All told, 270 ministers
were invited. To say that the entire audience was enthusiastic does by no means express their appreciation in the superlative degree. A prominent layman, after witnessing the exhibition, made the remark that in his estimation this subject,
shown to both children and adults, would do more in a spiritual way than a whole year of sermons.
Although no one derived any special benefit, either monetary or otherwise, from this exhibition, it, nevertheless, had
its object, and the results will ultimately be that the men of
the cloth are going to take a different stand toward motion
pictures, at least in this city. It will remove, to a great degree, the narrow-minded, parched and prejudiced opinion held
by a good man clergymen toward motion pictures and moving
picture theaters.
Yours very truly
THE LAKE SHORE FILM & SUPPLY CO.,
E. MANDELBAUM, President.
Eureka Springs, Ark., February 12, 191 1.
Editor Moving Picture World:
In looking over The World, I notice that the producers are
"enjoying" the rainy season in Southern California. Now,
while not posing as "authority," I think some of them have
overlooked a good bet in not investigating this little city,
located in the heart of the Ozark Mountains (hills). Most
every variety of picturesque scenery is offered within a radius
of twenty miles. The atmosphere is very clear — in fact, our
average of clear days per year is 209, against Los Angeles
with 171. As to climate, there has not been over five days
this "winter" when "shirt sleeves" were not the prevailing
mode. As I write, at 10 a. m., the sky is void of clouds, and
the thermometer registers 72 degrees in the shade. We are
not troubled with mud; one-half hour after the heaviest rain
it is dry under foot. Our water is the purest on the face of
the globe; we are one-half nearer civilization (meaning New
York) than Southern California, besides having other advantages. Iam of the opinion that it would be a wise plan for
some enterprising producer to look us over and see what
we have to offer in the lines mentioned. I shall be glad to
answer any questions relative to Eureka Springs that I am
able to. I must congratulate you on the strides The World
is making. Looking over my files of two years ago I can
hardly realize it is the same paper. More success to you.
Yours.
WILL CARLETON,
No. 3 Howell Avenue.
Sandusky, Ohio, Feb. 1, 191 1.
Editors, Moving Picture World.
Dear Sirs: I would like space in your paper to comment on
Reliance and Bison films. The pictures of both are goo3 and
clear, and they have capable actors, but there are so many defects in the running of the films that an operator has to have his
hand on the frame lever from the time the picture starts until
it is finished, framing up and down 12 to 15 times in each reel.
I have refused to run any more of them and think every exhibitor using Independent films should do the same until they put
their pictures in first-class
Yourscondition.
very truly,
Charles Reark.
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CATERS TO THE CHILDREN.
Brooklyn, N. Y., February
12, 191 1.
Editor Moving Picture World:
Dear sir: — In reply to your editorial, "Is Kid Business
Worth Bidding for?" I can say positively that it is. During
my career as manager of a moving picture theater I have entertained many children in my place, and do not believe that
they have a tendency to drive away adults. Most of the
children who patronize my place come in the afternoon, when
there are mostly women and children. About 85 per cent.
of my audiences during the daytime consist of women and
children. The noise of children does not then drive away
adults; nor does it in the evening.
I run a ten-cent house in a refined neighborhood, and cater
to refined people. I do not see how a manager can turn away
children, as their money materially helps to defray the expenses of the house. Can you tell me why we should not
admit "the kids?" When a youngster in my house becomes
boisterous I tell him to keep quiet. If this has not the desired effect, I gently take him to the street.
I think that it is an injustice to the children not to let
them attend a moving picture show, where an entertainment
of innocuous subjects are projected. I think that justice to
the moving picture business and to the children is done when
they are admitted into a good theater.
The laws restricting children under a certain age from attending picture shows ought to be repealed, or modified considerably. trust
I
that you will give this letter space in your
valuable paper, as I want every manager of picture houses
to know my views toward letting children see moving pictures.. Yours very truly,
D. KEIZER,
Washington
Street Theater.
THE
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handles his subject.
Under the sub-head of "Few Scenarios
Worthy," he hits the nail squarely on the head.
There are
-everal others of us who believe that the author should be
recognition.
The fact that recognition
is given
only to those writers whose places in the literary world are
■ are, has a tendency to keep many a clever scenario
under lock and key.
It 's all right to give recognition to Rex
Reach and Emile Zola, and others of like caliber, but how
I Jones down at Bird Center?
A certain war drama (motion picture) came to a certain
Indiana theater and proved a hit.
The plot was good, the
action brisk and the producing company had given it a good
tion.
The house manager
was especially pleased
with the piece, and for his own satisfaction wrote the producers, asking the names of certain actors, and, incidentally,
asked who was the author.
His surprise was genuine and
pleasureable when
the answer
came that the actors were
■ "The author, we find, is a fellow-trw 1
dr. So-and-So."
This
fellow-townsman,
"Mr.
Soproved to be the drummer in this particular theater, ¥011 can imagine
the manager's
surprise.
His drummer had sat there ami drummed his own picture, put the shots
just where
they belonged,
worked
the "long
roll" at just
•n! made the "noise" : t exactly as it should
iid to open his mouth that he was the father of
; authorship to it bis friends (?)
nd looked at him
p, Mich a pity hi
full of embryonic scenario artist I lu v
1 clothe their plat in a dress of
hat
will
1
1 ' ey nt;ed
>n
It i make
their 11 due.
And
when
I
iniver al there will be a boost in scenarios, both in
■ author
he doe

hav inp 1

[f ii

In. ed il

rotten stuff we'll know who
od, lu- 1- entitled to the
\ ei y truly,
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MAN.
Yorkof
1 line

Must be a man who recognizes the value of the pictures above
everything else. Must understand vaudeville without regard to
what the booking agent wants to hand him. and must work with
the ultimate object in view of dispensing with this feature.
We will provide an unlimited supply of educational, industrial and
: films to draw from and will procure anything he needs in
Must have the ability to catalogue same for church. Chautauqua
and school exhibitions. The catalogue of the largest travelogue and
lecture slide firm in the world is his to draw from as auxiliary to
the films. Will have full control over every manager and other help
in connection with, seven shows now running and he r •
sarily be a practical man in this line.
Show me you can handle this proposition and I won'
your financial recompen-

HENRY

BELM
Dramatic

POWERS

AR

Director

PICTURE

PLAYS

Author and Producer of the following Photoplays :
The Call or the Heart
A Gamble with Love
Come Back to Erin

The Cattle King or Arizona
The Angel of His Dreams
Beneath Southern Skies

HENRY

Can use shoi
BELMAR.

2779 Webster

Ave., New

§ YANKEE

YorK City

MONDAY,

FILMS

March

Repaired

6,

"AngelA SalviOf The Bowery"
FRIDAY,

MARCH

10,

" The Senorita's Sacrifice "

YANKEE
344 East 32d St.

Spanish World-Tour Film

FILM CO.

1 York City

FILM
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EXCHANGES

THE
109 North

$3?

Ne

Tenth

STERN
St.

MFG. CO.
Philadelphia

H.F.HOFFMAN
Lecturer of
Special
Releases
New York
Ckj
and

Machines
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REAL
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PLAY.

344 Fifth Avenue, Brooklyn, X. Y.
Gentlemen — A few days ago I picked up at random
the
issue of January 21 last.
The article, "The Technique of the
Picture Play," by George Rockhill Craw, appealed to me,
particularly for the common sense way in which the author
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. i..-.i. Than it was up t

lltt. his nephew.
Kiliiu dislikes z.kc ami appeals
to her inn ill. t. She N fenrfu
ond boiband, but irrltet ta ancle Peter for advice,
i captain and win
Iila sister's letter he derides ii|ion n plan which
be feels will prove honem-liil In the mural cducalinn of his brother In-law. Wherein, his young
; Hastings. I- dispatched with a
vim. t.-. I t.i Inform
her s.Mi by ber lirsi husband, whom she has not seen for fifteen years.
The scheme works beautifully. Dobba, Instead of
being the muster of his house. I- cowed by the
•trapping, big llrst mate and
menial house u..rk. niiieb to t
wife and daughter. Zeke. nnwelcome suitor t"
Edna. Is given a lesson In the art of making love
and. then told to make himself sraree. After a
few days of this when sailor .lack deeldes that his
supposed step-father lias had enough of the hitter
medicine, be proposes to marry Bdna and she accepts. The phetoplav ends with the confession
and father.
that
Jack suImIuc.1.
"
thoroughly
is c idemned to ■ life of
lightei
usefulness in making t • house-work
his truly worthy spouse.
ON
THE
DESERT'S
EDGE.—
Rata
Western
girl,
when

Sawyer

gets

gency Ralph didn't find much comfort in the ti
that she could play the piano and convert*
brilliantly. Nan seemed to get worse. She wot
chase her husband out of the room with every >
peurance of wild frenzy. Finally Nuu, In one
her wild fits, chased Mae from the house. Thi
Kulph sought menus to restore her sanity, fc
brought her knitting to her— something rofafter.
trhli
she had always been very fond. It had a wonde
ful effect. Nan was restored to sanltr. Bali
waa overjoyed and they lived happily c

burglar, down
he thinks
her and
Ids enters
wlfe'a
lover lie Dually> breaks
the door
to kill the betrayer of Ida home, but It Is not
long after that the mystery Is cleared.
THE OUTLAW AND THE CHILD.— Dan Warrington, an outlaw, is captured by the sheriff,
after the former had held up a stage coach, and
I- NDl to Jail. After the sheriff lias placed his
captive
under
guard
he goea home
and Is w.lcot
I by his little daughter, a child of live. Not
Jong after the sheriff Is DO titled of the escape of
Warrington,
which
was effected
through
the aid
of s
ft lend of the outlaw.
The si„riff leaves
the little girl at home asleep, but an hour later
the little one. awakening,
finds ln-r fat
and in anxiety f..r bis welfare determines to l-o
out and hunt for him. With her dolly In her arms
she wanders out of town and into the desert, unmindful of the dangers In her path. In the meantime the sheriff and the posse are shown in a
splrltd pursuit of the escaped bad man, who succeeds In .biding them. The officers of the lawgive up the hunt and the sheriff returning home
tinds ids little daughter gone. The alarm is soon
spread and a search party, headed .by the sheriff,
starts out to seek the lost baby. The little girl
by this time lias become lost In the desert and is

VITAGRAPH.
A TALE OF TWO CITIES (Part Ii.— In Frtr,
in the Year 1T57, there was a great conflict t>
tween wealth and poverty— In oilier words, t>
tween the aristocracy and the people. The Mtrqu
St. Kvremond was a leader of the privileged fei
with no respects or consideration for the rifb
people."
The r Marquis
seliet
hrotho
i attei
I girl a
I kills

under the torrid sun, she sinks into the burning
hot sands, where she Is found by Warrington, who
anies her back t
lite, lie thai
r father's door,
has been too much f
an unconsciousness
1

Into

Sawyer
has taken.
Lariat
reposes
of the Mojave desert and it I '
that Sawyer
endeavors
'
the had man when he
is at a serious disadvantage. Sawyer sees the
young deputy's affliction and after a light, knocks
Morley on
'"
leaving
him the - head
dead. with
Morley
>verS and in an
stumbles over a
endeavor
l
. the i
i severely Injured.
1 for Morley and tinds
at the lxittoin of the cliff. She. conducts him
home, bandages his eyes and goes aut to prepare
food for him when she hears Sawyer returning.
lie disc, vers Morley in the house and endeavors
Kate to death, but is shot down by Hal.
who has recovered slightly from the blltnln >ss.
Realizing that they owe each other their lives,
Kate and Morley become engaged.
THE LITTLE DRUDGE.— Ipon the death of
his father. Ray Davis, a young country boy. decides to seek his fortune in the city and tenderly bidding his mother and little sister. Mary.
goodby, he leaves the bouse. Some time later.
having met with some success in the city. Ray
proposes to the daughter of his boarding house
keeper and Is eagerly
accepted.
They
are marIt Is then that he discovers the
? of his wife, who puts all of the
i the little girl and gives her tasks
little one.Is
-in-law.
through
the
nearly
by '--a escaping from the kitchen
range.asphlxlated
The Incident
I unfitness and alter a stormy
scene she leaves the house, while Ray takes his
little sister to his heart, promising that in the
future no one will come between them.
THEIR WEDDING GIFTS. — Jack and Jennie
are married. Examining their presents, they are
surprised when they lind that the gifts run chiefly
ii and all
Of the same pattern. After the last guest Is
gone a messenger boy leaves another package,
which, upon being opened, reveals another clock,
to their friends to have them exonlv like annoying
these latter.
of lamps and clocks they drive to
where they make known their desire
the
•who has just entered, points out a olomn a Indown
morlng's paper regarding
the description
ailing a tKill
I having them t
hatilthe pollen station, followed r bybeing
a Jeering
moo. Jennie's
the the
rescue,
unable
to effectfather
their comes
release tountil
real but
crooksis
are captured and brought In.
JUST AS THE CLOCK STRUCK NINE.— Tony
Costello. an Italian fruit dealer, has just married.
For three mouths nothing blots their existence
until one nlglrt Tony Is detained at Ills shop
past
to (
his usual hour of .efthome-coming
t
lally ■
i Ingenious and
hurglars.
Maria

man-about-town, self-willed
his father's patience and
generosity by going the limit, Is called to a
sudden halt by the old gentleman and sent out
West with his valet to work on Jones' ranch fn
Texas and• negade.
prove to his father that be Is not a
while he. Itob, will pretend t
Jones has a very pretty daughter, Flora, for whom
her father feels some anxiety about coming In
contact witli a young citv fellow, college bred like
Bob, fearing that she will fall In love With him.
Jenkins,
noteIs from
Bob'sas
father to the
Mr. valet,
Jones, presents
and the the
valet
received
Mr. Ford's son. while Rob is treated as the valet.
The "Hoys" about the ranch lay plans to put
Jenkins through a course of sprouts and the way
they
do itagainst
would a dosnagcredit
"hazing
bee."
Hob runs
when tohea meets
Langdon.
who has the reputation of being a "bad man." In
af.Kit.
tightlh.h
and is tries
put tells
it "all
over" Ifthehe tendergame toand
Langdon,
wants
to fight like a man. to put down Ids gun and put
up his fists. They get busy. I.angdon is put "down
and out" and loses his reputation as a terror.
Prom that time on, Boh is one of the most popular
men on the ranch. lie falls in love with Flora,
andFrom
Flora thisdoesn't
point object.
on. Bob has easy sailing and,
when his father comes to visit him at file ranch,
he is delighted to find his boy in good shape and
a man among men, and just as happy when he
learns that Bob is engaged to Flora Jones.

1 beholds the <
death lie refuses to conceal the crimi
hurried to t lie Bastille and Is imprisoned wlthoi
trial. During his imprisonment his home It wrecl
ed by order of the Marquis, and his Infant dtBfl
ter. Lucy, is taken to London by his faithful ter
aut, Defarge, who places her under the gutrtlit
ship of Mr. Lorry, and she becomes a ward ■
Tellson's
Bunk. during his Imprisonment In tl
lir. Manette.
Bastille, writes a document denouncing the lit
quis and all bis family, calling upon the ptop
to avenge his wrongs. He is set to work it
shoemaker In his cell: his imprisonment is a llvlr
death and he soon loses bis reason and hit o»
Identity.
A TALE OF TWO CITIES (Part II).— Elgbte.
years after the events depicted in Part I. Lm
Manette has grown to young womanhood and, oi
known to her. she is very much admired by Side
Carton,
a dissolute young attorney for r
Through 1
urity of soul I
height of 1
I
weakness
and he
deficiencies
and insplr*
with a desire to gain her respect and friendtbli
' aade Defarge,
c— Through a letter from Earnest
U
former servant of Dr. Manette, Lucy learnt thi
her father is still alive. She loses no tine I
going to Paris with Mr. I-orry, to find her fttbe
Lucy finds him in the garret of Defrage'i wit
shop, changed in mind and body. At first he den
not remember bis daughter, but gradually Mro •
lects.
Charles Damay. grown to manhood, Is filled wit
disgust at the deeds of Evremond and the oi
pression of the pople. renounces his title and girt
his estate for the benefit of the i pie.
Lucy,
returning
to England
with ber fttb'
becomes acquainted with yoiint I>
Darnay is "" arrested
and acqnitte
passenger
*
emissary cannot distinguish Panu
the
two engaged
so closelyto resemble
bceoiiies
Lucy: her eachfatherother.learntD»nvtill
his intended son-in-law
Is of the family of II
Marquis, but does not reveal this knowledge. U
Lorry tells Carton of I
young
attorney
at will remain
declares
that he ever
band's his
friend,
to prove
he would gladly U
down
life for
their which
happiness,

in a studio and having pi
and palettes
thrown
after him. lie immediately
started
on a paint-fest.
On automobiles,
store
windows,
pianos,
any old place. Dobbs
painted.
; quite satisfied \
•ehimself,
windows but

A TALE OF TWO CITIES (Part III).— Tb
Revolution in France is kindling. A child it UDe
they the Marquis Evremond's carriage. The fatlK
by
swears
vengeance and f
> night
stealsis 1st
' ; this
tb
the
Marquis'
chamber and kills
beginning
fury.
Withof the end. The people

before they were all on his trail. Then the police
joined them. Dobbs saw them coming and ran.
The automobile Police Patrol was catching up with
him when he discovered a bicycle and on that continued his flight. Still they gained on him. So
over a fence went Dobbs, followed soon by the
people and the police. Dobbs darted Into a box
factory, wrecking almost everything in his path.
His
were dropped
close behind.
had wim
a r "
llantpursuers
idea. He
from Dobbs
a rear
But alas for Dobbs! The police were there too °"';
aud
he dropped right into their arms.
NANS DIPLOMACY.— Ralph Thurston liked
citement. His wife liked to stay at borne,
Ralph was very much delighted when

written
Ids kin. by Dr. Manette against Evremond I
In London, living In peace and happlnea
his wife Lucy, Darnay received r '""

accomplished

pianist

and

t

til Nan heca
angry at being neglected and playi fiddle" as it were. Then Nan's cousin,
Hob Jones arrived to pay them a visit. Between
them Rob and Nan batched a plot to get rid of

and known
Lucy follow
the theDoctor
makei
self
as the Darnay;
prisoner of
Bastille
and Bin
tel

bribes

t
. gains access t
his f
co .o persuade Darnay to change clothes wit
him and let him take his place. Darnay refWM
but rarton. who has provided himself with cnlor'
form, applies it to the prisoner's nortrlls and wnU
he is theunconscious,
garments
calls
jailers, haschanges
them carry
Darnajwith b.
'nrrlage. whlc
. Cart
railing.
Jai

Soo
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red t.> Lucy and her fatlx
feljr make their way to London, while C
ken to the guillotine and suffers
jty, a willing sacrifice for the lo
Ep he hore Lacy and her hushand.

* ARCHITECT

KALEM.
PHIBCILLA

AND

THE

PE&TJOT.— Pri

1 door.
Stepping
t Indian,
who
hi
Helping
him
Int
dly injured
hy a
unds.
The Indian,
use, the blnda up I
day
repi
] depart,
tells Prlscllla
\ month
later
Ponus
Jl that King Philip has again Incited the
ao uprising
against
the
whites.
This
irnlng permits
the settlers
to reach
the
bet house,
where,
after a sharp conflict,
the hirk of the Indians
is repulsed.
THE
OPEN
ROAD.Wack
Darwin,
a wealthy
oaelor.
find*
Zora,
a pretty
little
gipsy
girl.
Imp and become lost.
rme and adopts her. As the pretty gipsy girl
ows to womanhood Darwin falls in love with
,r. One day Zora visits a local gipsy camp and
a b*r fortune told. While being paid for ber
rrleea the gipsy fortune teller recognizes a
rtbmark on Zora's arm and declares her to be
r daughter. Darwin, when called
planatlon, tells how be found the 1!
iBecomlng fascinated with the gipsy lit
■clllM to Join them, anil despite the pleadl „
r adopted father chooses the "Open Road."
MEXICAN FILBUSTEEEES. — Our story opens
the Mexican Junta in a Texas
nrn not many miles from the border, presided
rerez. supposedly the agent for the
•ilcan -Anierh in Fruit Co. Pedro, a young Mexlii attached to the .Innta, is in love with Blanca,
* agent's

We

and

Vaudeville
We

Houses

also build

MOVING
PICTURE
-THEATRES

di

rryooe
working
but
Monte,
uph
Ilow and threatens
to strike
hi
revengeful
spirit of Monte.

We have built over 60 Theatres the last 5 years which are all ORIGINAL
in Construction, Design and Decorations

Although
• «>i 1 1 1 .« - 1 1 < -. 1 to art on
» Information furnished by him tin- Secret Service
ted with
the traitor
and
look upon
in with contempt.
In the meantime
Blanca.
who
hery,
watches
■ f the 1'nStod
Qui. kly
returning
to
the
t

not only make Plans and build

Theatres

s.v mp.illilzing wilh hlill in his struggle for fortune.
The Superl
ndent Is dangerously sirk and la lying on a ool In the office.
Burton
be li
dead,
is tempted
lo steal
the contents
ot the sate.
lie- pay-roll,
and
go back
to civilization, - but
the
in him

llll

■

the

» train
is leaving
the
I of
uncoupling
tin*
ammunition
and
the transport
•i c border
make
a thrlll-

Jack
Sailor
1 Hielr money

REFORMATION.

IIAILORJACKS

about
Wandering
sailors
the
and
olleeted
Army.
it Ion
.• of lh|iior,
1 i|itnln Agnes.

■ '...

■i

Is

I lie hitter
paDgS
Of i'i
-e and finally guides
him.
In his ambitions
for a purer
and
nobler
manhood
made,
and
Harold
Burton
is happy
in t
atlons.

Imltleeil
to

t.i
be

go
to
held.

-
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THE
flud u

man

love with
the
:i month
later

LILY
OF
THE
TENEMENTS.youthful
toller at a sewing
nine
: her poor old moll . i
mere
pittance
for her
lal»>i
. - them
plain food
or

>ili
unconacloi
of
ameliorating
not

'■

einpill.

her

pu

tor
her

but
two
.wounded
rcdmcii
Is
driven
through
fear further away
from
the Indian
village
and
falls
•
- de
of
a
spring,
tin
tinbrow
of
the
hill
th.-r.
and his family of a wife and small
girl
child.
n ■
departed
for
bla
claim.
Um
rprtnf
for water
and

payment,

-

wounded
ami
told

siifTciiiig

Indian

and

la

-

condition

• | .Is him ■

■

: i

SELIG.
KAfltll
1

.

OF

n„

OONB

Hi

EDISON.
1. -Ilt. Il ,..,

of

I ii and
realltlug
in which
them.
i.-ike hiI

■

promising

lei,,

need

MK

BTfKPT]

aid

which

I

village

baa

the
to

danger
warn

THE
s
to gain ai
find* It difficult to set out. However, lie finallyy
escapes In tils shirt sleeves and contracts a severe
told <•■! In- w.it home, Hastily he dons another i
coat ami rushes I., the boarding house to report
the wherenlxmls of the mi.-ini; lady, only to llml
that the stout lady was tun the missing one after
all and, Incidentally, that the young hxly reported
to !*■ utilising «us none other than I
hoodoo, the chewing. guru girl, who i
herself for n fen days and litis nun,, I Dp lib,
sounil and aarcutlc H8 usual.
THE
PRICE
OF VICTORY— In the South
of
France lived old Daudct. the keeper of an Inn, and
young
man
at
eighteen
father a
-tic patriot.
tine day Jemi Daudct I
weeks later the lad returns t., the v. I .in allof the
trapping) of ■ drummer bo.\ .
full
life « Ii.-rnii
patriotism;
bids him farewell.
The news of the battle reaches the Tillage, the
old gray-haired father goes forth to search for
his eon. Back to the Inn the heartbroken father
brings all dear dead and simply and humbly lays
the silent while figure u|
the table, anil placing
two candles at his head, sits alone in the silent
watches of the night beside his dead one.
The Emperor and his staff stop at the Inn for
a few moments to write the dispatch heralding
the news of the victory. Small wonder when the
man of destiny calls for candles, so that he may
the old father refuses to give
mperor
and the
By this means
miner boy are brought together. The
father, tilled with hatred, springs upon Napoleon
with an upraised knife, hut the Emperor almost
abstractedly brushes It away as well as the sword
which Hashes to his defense. Quietly places the
Of Honor
breast and silently covers
the upon
figure the
withdeadthe boy's
flag
for which he died, thus doing all that lay, even
in the power of the Emperor, to pay reverence
to this simple little drummer boy.
THE IRON MASTER.— The story Is laid in
France and deals with high society. The principal
character, the Iron Master. Is a strong, true character of sterling worth who Is deeply in love with
Claire De Beaulieu. the daughter of a noble family
living near to his estate,
fondly
devoted to Gaston.
and also engaged to him. He, however, is a
gentleman of wild habits and eventually loses all
his fortune at the gambling table. This fact soon
becomes known to Moulinet. a "financier," who
has more money than manners and whose one desire is to mnrry his daughter into swell society.
Being in a position to know of Claire's financial
state, he acquaints the Duke of her entire loss of
fortune, and then offers to pay off all his debts
If he will marry his daughter. This trie Duke
consents to do, and Claire, becoming acquainted
with the fact, Is so deeply humiliated that she.
npon the spur of the moment, accepts the hand of
the Iron Master in marriage.
On the wedding night he learns of the true state
of her heart. He Is crashed and broken hut still
the Iron Master, and he decides that they shall
live side by side hut that she shall be his wife in
t last realizes the strength and

> and

Iron

that

he married

ber

knowing

Master wins ber love.

URBAN
COMRADES.— A

i comrade's

ECLIPSE.

thrilling

story of the devotion
r until one loses his

father.

PAGANINI AND THE COUNTESS BEATRICE.—
A story of the life of Paganinl, the famous violinist. He is secretly loved by the Princess Beatrice,
whom Count Luigl courts in vain. The musician
prefers his violin to the Countess. Beatrice learns
of
Papaninl's
for the
gaming
she
supplies
moneyweakness
to be nsed
against
him table;
in order
to win his violin from him; Paganinl loses to her
messenger, who brings the Instrument to the
Paganinl, following him. arrives to find
Beatrice in possession of his precious instrument.
Enraged, he attacks her. is arrested and thrown
into prison. The Countess sen. Is his violin to him
and plans his escape. In a series of exciting incidents we watch her plans materialize.
MATRIMONIAL
EPIDEMIC— In
which
old
m pressed by the ardent
love of a young couple that they too
and become i
spirit
spring-time
ceedlnglyto the
coquettish
and flito" ""
The love germ finds lodgment and develops to
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LAFONT
AND
POLA'S
LAST
FLIGHT— Hie
as. -ending
inc. •hiinleiil l.lril majestically
wends
Its
wiiy through the air currents and Is seen a- bat
In the lieiiM-iis. when a mishap causes the
machine
to drop. The uuhroken fall allows
the
in, -lease until thei.
streak
i
; descending from the sk
ichlue and human cargo

PATHE.
JEALOUSY
FOILED.— Wuldron, who iler in I bank, gets a note from un old friend
asking hun as u great favor
ill the next morning,
is, and Carleton, who Is bookkeeper and has ie grudge
againai
sees
steals the
letterWaldron.
and accuses
the act. Later
Waldron of belni a thief. Things look black for
Wuldron
and
president of the hank has him
Ten years elapse and Carleton has become a wealthy man and has fallen in love with
his stenographer, not knowing that she is the
daughter of the man he scut to Jail. This girl
k Lawton, who Is playing the stock
market. Stocks are ou the rise and f.awton can
make a large amount of money if he has J2.<hk)
Is margins. In order to get this from
theLawton
amount.forges
Carl f" '
and when Lawton returns to pay bis Indebtedness,
Carleton refuses to give up the note and tells him
that the next day he will swear out a warrant
for his arrest, thus opening a way to win the
girl he loves. Alone in his room Lawton contemplaies suicide, but when he Is about to shoot
himself he discovers Waldron. who. recently released from prison, has become a thief In earnest.
Tills man Waldron fern
saves him from disgrace . .
this is done is best left for I
ii would spoil In the telling here.
MAX
MAKES
MUSIC— Our old friend Max
seen ambling down the street on pleasure ben
■topped
by an old fellow who sel
i magic flute. All i
Max

rather unsteady condition. On h
- the note. Its ,-ontci
ii|h)ii his liquor benumbed brain, a
at last lis full import, big grle
control. Alice Becretly observes I
the portieres and feeling that I'
he asks. Baby points to the bedrc
and you have been playing a little ,
eh? Yes. Well, you go and tellhis n mind and
to see her."
l'.aby runs out of the
the tables. He fires the
alls to die Hour.
Alice
In the air
his side at
loved one.
gains
her poln
complete.
gathers
his
and home IsHehome
at last.

A PLAIN TALE.Iiavlng n hard struggle,
editors.
She slories
is followed
home by
wife writes
-■
who feigns sympathy and offers hi
dentally dropping his card), and
of the house by the indignant woi
ing of the money was overheard
i tbelosetl
pant of the tenement, and ■ he
forming the husband, who meanv
the card. The wife sells a story i
prise for her husband by laying
whosuspicious,
dropped
groceries
buying
him
a newmakes tbeand
husband
an
secured
the t

good description.
In
o the publishing efflce,
wife waiting, and is overjoyed to 1
and contemptuously arraign the
trouble he has caused. Ashamed
he hurries home and finds a chec
for an accepted opera. He. in tui
prise for his wife and prepares a repasl

■ had i

i

the sailors' hornpipe, and a group of sweel girl
graduates who are posing for a photographer fall
under On
the he
mystic
and —sorrow
do theyto dance'.'
Well.
yes!
goes spell
turning
Joy, making
every one happy, Including the spectators of this
vhich ends with Max
In bed piping away
on his flute while th
3 and bed do a
can-can around the room.
OH! YOU CLUBMAN.— Mr. Clubman, who
: charming wife, many,
doesn't many
appreciate
evenings bis f
Clubman
remonstrates
each
'
Hubby f makes
many promises, but — well,
a clubman!
One fine night he has a
a friend announcing a session at the club, and be
goes, but promises to be back in one hour. This
\1., and at 2 A. It*, lie Is seen making
his unsteady way home sadly the worse for wear.
In the mean time Mrs. Clubman has doped out
hopes to cure her spouse
tendency.
Clothing herself quickly !
old
Of
i suit of I
coming In mask and old slouch hat and a big revolver In her hand. He comes in and promptly
throws up What
his hands
at the
command.
happened
t lien supposed
and how burglar's
he was
cured of his bad habits is best left to be told by
the film itself.
SATAN
DEFEATED.— Hubert of Duke
Normandy
is in
of
Messina
love with the daughti
and they are secretly betrothed. Satan, however,
wants the soul of Robert, and causes him much
sorrow and trouble. When Robert fights
• horrible masks
Satan when
changes
his face
into many
liorri' ' Finally.
and
playing
at dice
the dice
formed into frogs, lizards and tbe like
as the price of freedom from such I
Satan tries to bargain for Robert's soul, but lie
refuses. The marriage occurs, and as the couple
leave the Church Satan again appears and attempts
to drag Robert down with him to eternal darkness, but the fearless fellow- seizes and waves aloft
the crucifix and Satan disappears forever.

Independent Film Stories.
setting sin was selfishness. The home which
should have been beautiful and attractive to Jack
did not mean to him what borne Implies to tbe
well regulated mind.
The club, with its poker game and convivial
highball, occupied the evenings that should have
brought
happiness
to the wife and baby,
wl

vith her husband's neglect, the v
reaorta to strategy in the hope of regaining her
loved one. She writes a brief note.

the
myst
there a
in the eyes of occidentals.
■prayer
rug"
upon
which
the b
when conducting Its prayers.
Old Hamld has Just finished wet
rug" and Elmas, bis daughter, t
heart of the event.
In tbe shade c
the warm sun and liloss
a ol the
•m. ■ they
plight c their
the world

Accidentally, one da] while gett
well, Elmas is discovered by the
sires to make her que
her home and offers to buy her
but the offer Is refused.
Several
days
later,
Elmas
t
pieiously

the

father

.-,

sortment he 1
rug"
which i
sight 1
departed
from
back he hud coi

THANHOUSER.
er home
tally offered
small career
par' of her Bafather
to follow a the
rons away and Joins tbe company,
inmenl
aeon follov
satisfiedand with
her
at • soon taj
work
bad the
hotelsattempts
playing a one-night stand in a little t<
company
is treated to a square meal by
porous
young
drummer
who is greatly
by Tl the onip.-in.v
country L-et
girl's Intoyouth
finam :,i
their baggage seized.
Entirely without B
start to walk
to the next I
ties" is a new form of exi r
and half way on the Jounw
sick to continue. Sitting i
terly on the steps of a forlorn II
On without
her, a-to-*~sei
tion. the girl
is surprised
train, her new- acquaintance, the 4
si-ts ni>on buying her a ticket for
ing ber off at once. The girl Is
home by her father and when a
an offer of

THE
an offer of marriage from the young
decides to accept the latter, and to
in the future as — JUBt a wife.
fE
LITTLE
MOTHER.— A
poor
widow
who
arts ber two
children,
one
a baby
and
the
i flrl of six, by scrubbing,
weakens
under
Jiard
work,
and
Anally
dies.
Marie,
the
le mother,"
anxious
that
her
home
may
not
rokea
up, calls on one
of her mother's
empiers and requests that she be given a chance to
ia; the
dead
woman's
place.
The
artist,
a
wetby, good-hearted man,
pleased with the child's
plu, laughiDgly employs
her, and makes
her belle that she Is really doing all the "chores."
'e artist's kindness, much to his surprise, brings
bli recompense one thousand fold. One of his
mall plots to fleece him. She calls at his studio,
fas In his arms, and when ber confederate
ra?s In with a policeman, she makes charges
th. lead to the arrest of the Innocent artist.
,st as the policeman is leading her benefactor
an.-, the little scrubwoman sees what is happenIdi She follows the party to the police station,
bo Is afraid to enter. When the "complainant"
m her husband come out, the child Is Impressed
art the fact that they seem to be on the best of
teis. Her suspicions are aroused, and she "shodo< tbem like a regular detective.
bat crook would ever imagine that a little girl,

MOVING
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John
Robins,
who
is Infatuated
her
duces her to elope with him to New
York
clerk In the office, ;
9 and secretly loi

Tuesday, Mar. 7th.

When
Masons Meet
A Comedy

Imagine the comedy when
a real Mason meets two who
think they are masons because they wear the emblem.
It is one continuous roar for
450 feet.

The Bandits
Surprise

■*HlDg a baby carriage was a "Sleuth;'' This
pa certainly did not, for when they meet a
(rid In the park, they stopped to tell him how
tb bad successfully arranged to "trim" a rich
art, never doubting that lie would pay liberally
to ave the case dropped.
ie little girl, from her place In hiding heard
th, story. So the girl found a policeman, and
to him about It. And the policeman went with
beto her hiding place, and heard enough to warra. him In making
what
lie jifterwards
described

A WESTERN
that
good

has

COMEDY-DRAMA
twelve

scenes

of

acting.

s Mary,
Bob, i
and
In-

prompted by jealousy, 'phones Mrs. Robins
lng her of the deception of her husband. She
makes an appointment with Bob and they follow
the runaway couple, catching them and confronting the husband in the corridor of one of New
York's leading hotels. The wife entreats Robins
to go home with her. which he finally does, leaving the girl alone In a strange city. Mary, on
-' that she is being deserted, and learning that Robins Is a husband, is heart-broken, realizing the mistake she has made and she is miles
from home without a friend. She Is heard crying
by the girl 1
the adoining
It brings back a memory of her own home and
they who are waiting for her. She starts from the
room and is met by Bob. who at last has found
her and who is just about to knock entreating her
to come back to the arms of ber mother once more
in the dear old Home Sweet Home.
A
now

GAMBLE WITH LOVE.— This intensely interesting drama Is laid in the region of the town
known as Goldheld,
Nevada.
Mary, the daugh-

She 1
i is t
The
miner
dies
and
is that
the gambler
take
care
of Mary.
In the
meantime
the easterner has been summoned
home,
Month
gambler
has
intercepted
the
■s to father's
make
ardent
love
to
and
they
are
Mary and eventually
married, although he is twice ber age. Several
years elapse. A sweet-faced child blesses their
union. Prosperity? No. The gambler never wins.
It Is nearly midnight and Mary's husband has not
returned from the game. She Is seen sitting beside the cradle gazing earnestly at the photograph
of her first love. Suddenly a bearded stranger
opens the door, removes his false beard and the
one who
had
occupied
her thoughts
stands
before

Synopsis elsewhere
in this paper

Powers Picture Plays
Saturday

Tuesday

Released

Saturday, Mar. 11th
LL OF THE HEART.— The name of
a very large figure In the working art
loplay. Jam- Smith, a alum worker, and
, a blind street singer, corning in for
of troubles. The will of itobort Smith
Terr peculiar clause, offering Five Mllto his daughter Jane who has been
great many years, providing she mar—
month
after
she
Is found.
A

■ plain

accident
in- iniH'in
th..
to lean that
pot .
Is June Smith. Meanwhile Jane, the
r, has ban deluged »lth offers of mariinh-nt admirer* laklug It for granted
i the advertise. I for belreaa. The blind
t.-d by a couple of li,
01 the pair falls madly
Ith her.
Many
attempts
are
made
to
■ »y from bar eompao
rlea of thrilling
scenes
foil
It unstudied
•UdUCllig
of II Hovel
men
lc
Through
lbs mIiiih worker's
efforti
sight
and
Incidentally
'i consistency
Lj re

! 8WEET

HOME

-

A Gamble
with Love

A straggle
ls fetal ™
within
the bosom of
init.ler's wife. The man she loves urges her
■ with him. The baby in the cradle holds
ick. Suddenly the door op«Oa and the bus
l.ars the exit The dramatic scenes betweeu
people will surely please the spectator.
M:, l.v
.le, ides to remain steadfast. The young
better mi turo shows itself and with a
You."
mi
his lips be
passes
EN

MASONS
which

A Comedy-Drama
he

A Western
story without i h.isi-s
and t\ civ fool full of tense dra
malic action.

mid

will

busily

rfll: K\i ban get fui niah two
Power, a week
I),, ,, u

,

MEET— l'.cttv
Kimble
has
■ uliciiliy
In trying
to
chis.se
for
a partner
for
life.
larry
from i her
uncle
tolling
ber

•■

to
Ignore

her

111

his

I

i adgiM.
They
shortly
mid with
great
pride
and
humor

BOI li?

The Powers Co.
241st SI. and Richardson Ave.
New York City
Good
Stories
Wanted

Mil

11 A SPIT

I

Mason
and
luip|>ena - to
favorite,
nut
sue
is
■ "hat
excuse
to offer the other
decides
to show
them
the
letter
icd
from
her uncle.
Hoth
the
. aril] lose her unless
they
be

S
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THE
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'

tttT

i

«t

liberty.

Tii-

hill)

!

K'sheVlf?'
sheriff
.n.l

. . ..

i i■
■

Ii

supremely

happj
BnrJo

"■

llndlng

the

WORLD

elaborate

affair. The warin their wild, fanugly and war like In their
e with Sliiiuuon ami the dusky

t

■

| it before t
■ treasurer

and

John.

■ ; t'

Spencer,

who

• dusky maiden,
who
immovable.
lid. I. id. ling him a

ranch

Helen,

hand

the

■

daughti I

S

he admires
the w .
- /...I witli I devilish Idea tO ■
■ nip. any him on a horseDta and be then COrf
her husband,
saying
the wife no longer
Islng
gall-

PICTURE
nn

ager

his la^^^^H

I U-itiT.

Barret

mill Barret appears in h.. ...
ami throwing
net across bis
-mi. ire fluds the note
and summons Denamore by servant. Densmore Is
shown tbe note and Is furious. In company with
a servant be sols out to be avenged. They flnd
Barret at bay and he is attacked hy the servant
and disarmed by Densmore. The planter will not
listen to his wife. The compromising situation
explains. He gives the cur a chance for ills life
by extracting all the cartridges in his revolver
but one. Then spinning the cylinder around commands the destroyer of his happiness to shoot. In
turn each snaps the hammer until It Is Densmore's turn to try the fifth shot with a certainty
of the death of Barret.
Barret
flinches, proves
horse

N

if 'I
maiden
k
Interrupted by tbe arrival of
of a gun |...iit together with Louise
5
bearing

TRACKLIi
Balfour.
■ detective.

MOVING

her

Densmore allows him five minutes" start and then
with bis servant gives chase. Barret runs, but
finally falls exhausted just as the faithful servant
la abput to run him through with Ills machete.
Balfour, the detective, who has followed Barret
to Cuba, providentially appears on the scene and
saves the lif of Barrt. He explains Barret Is a
forger. The detective Is shown the note and, to
the satisfaction of the husband shows the note to
Densmore as a forgery. Barret, brought to a sense
of realization conft-II i turns to
the wife he has wronged and Is forgiven.
Barret is led away, and the story rinses with the
planter taking his faithful wife in his arms: begging tier forgiveness for ever doubting her fidelity.
THE MESSAGE IN THE BOTTLE.— lieutenant Shannon. a handsome young officer
of the United States army, bids farewell to his
sweethart. Louise Spencer, and takes passage on
battle ship to Join his regiment.
We see
i deck of the ship 1
i as the craft steams
boat is shipwrecked
drifts ashore on a raft on the southern
Africa. Kxhausted ami almost famished, he manages to beach his frail craft and then, stripping
a cloth from the Improvised mast which be has
used as a signal, he writes on tbe canvas, puts
--age In a bottle and corking the reit into the sea. breathing a
prayer that It may be found by friends and that
he may be reseued. Staggering ashore with
strength alu.
oslty and hostile demonstration,
but
spared and his coming Is hailed with oengui.
Later, recognizing his prowess in battle, he is
crowned as a leader. At the head of the tribe,
he engages an invading faction In battle and
disttngnisbea himself, returning to the king with
a report of victory, carried on the shoulders of
admiring members of the tribe, the fight having
been a decisive struggle In which many natives
participated.
Tbe young lieutenant has so Ingratiated himself
Into the affections of the ruler that the dignitary
wishes to reward him. and offers Shannon the hand
of his daughter In marriage The young white
man la averse to any sneb arrangement, hut he
the request
Is accompanied
by
been
friends out
bathing,foundand hytheysomelose of no Shannon's
time In fitting
expedition
to search
for him. They
arrive

an
on

THE
PROFESSORS
ROMANCE.— Br..',
kins remembered
his college
chum.
John
Ilam• ;ih a deep and abiding affection, and while he highly appreciated
the honor
the .lodge conferred
In appointing
him guardian
Hammond,
It was with dismay
that the
earned
his friend Intended
having Kva
with him until his return from abroad.
Dismay became actual panic w lien a voting Miss
ii arrived with her maid. Instead of the
little girl of live Professor Wilklns had expected.
the signal for an outburst
of merriment
on
part of his friends, Tom.
Kick. Harry and t
housekeeper, who bad pains
takingly
transformed
bis sitting
child's playhouse.
weetheart.
George Bedlow,
had pocketed
several

love.
Rudolph."
after working
Into
n Jealous
rage, Then,
stole softly
out to him
awaitup their
friend's appearance.
Indeed, so effectively did they do their work that,
upon Eva's return George absolutely refused to
listen to an explanation until she Indignantly sent
for the Professor.
Delightedly that gentleman hurried down, only
to find the young people so busily engrossed that
they did not even notice his ap
Hurriedly the learned man retreated to his room,
snatched np the half-finished letter to Judge Hammond, asking his permission to marry Eva. and
tore it into shreds. Then, with one glance in the
mirror, be ripped off his high collar, angry and
i guilty of such

GREAT

NORTHERN.

THE RIVAL SERVANTS.— A young girl leaves
home to take a situation in a big city as domestic
servant. She receives advances from the son of
tbe family, who turns out to be an inveterate
gambler. In a gambling olnb which lie frequents.
he one night loses all he has. Reaching home in
the small hours of the morning, he sees on the
sideboard a valuable
piece of jewelry.
left
re. The temptation
it besets him and he succumbs. The t
performs the usual household duties
the next morning, and when the family arrive
the i and
the jewelry Is missed, she Is naturally accused of
the theft. The son. though present, allows her to
be arrested for the crime of which s|,e is Innocent. About tills time the gambling den Is raided.
Here there was a maid who has pawned the Jewel
on behalf of the young man: the police have
i the pawnbroker
and I
• description.
He is summoned,
and
• as the girl who pawned the Jewel.
whom

Judgment

is speedy.

CHAMPION.
THE VINDICATION OF JOHN.— Pressing creditors and liiii ng table are greatly depressing to Harold Brown, the bank clerk,
but none pay any attention to his troubled mien.
The great new bank vault had been newly installed and its combination was known only to
John, who copies It In Ink. blots It. and gives It
Harold notes the blotting of the
opportune moment he

Do You Need Money ?
No. 44 North Ninth St.

ing

along,

He

the barreejj^^^^H
rapidly sinks t«sK]

of which he Is iKidily ejected
Suggersick and returning
drunken. body of COIt^gf^gfH

Dg in the road
S
gallop off for >
doctor while others carry him to :, deserted shack
John arrives from the ranch with the doctor «d
I- surprised
to find■ i ding
his old
over desk
the mateform, In be seekla
thrilled wlili happiness at the stricken i.
rben comes the removal ,r stigma to bis
naiiie with the necessary explanation
all la-

ye;

take.
A few- loweeks, however, found Professor Rudolph
Wilklns not only reconciled to the addition in his
household, but also altering his appearance at his
ward's suggestions, and actually vicing with the
boys for her favor.
One evening, after the Professor had presented
Kva with a big bouquet, greatly t
of his friends, and triumphantly
marched I

lnal,
rally upon
'

— ■ to

Wiards a train for t! •
In having a good time.

A COSTLY PLEDGE.— Lucy Martiu waits Id her
•osy home wearily for her husband. Finally
John arrives. He has Imbibed not wisely bat too
well. Lucy upbraids him for ids weakness bat
tit. ally breaks
down
Into a burst of PUes^^H
writes
u. repentant and anxious to siuare ulrn
self, tells her that he will never do It Mils.
Finally John offers to sign a pledge.
dictation.
Thi
John never
that should he do so, be will pa
forfeit, the sum of five hundred
- iioor John,
thirsty
.. _ . » she is leaving
her folks and Immediately
ats It to the nearest Lawyer
salon
Bobbins,
i longed for drink.
In the meantlr
John's friends,
vitation t i ofmasquerade
ball and receh
decides
cept. He meets John,
who tells him of his wife's absence and
plan to take in the ball together.
John Lirea a
ming out
'
bell-boy outfit and bis friend
the costume
of •
urse. John invites Robbins to make bis
house
their headquarters
during
the stopping
at i il there,
00
' found

THE SENORITAS SACRIFICE.— From n
Spainstory
comes
story
of awent
Senorita's
derol i
The
of the
a love
which
for naught,
could only be shown In silence.
to do ,with a young Am. him back to life. The story then
citing. We leave the film to tell what followed.
Suffice it to say. there's a surprise in store aot
only from the standpoint of a story but photography as well.
ANGEL forOF good
THE dramas
BOWERY.—
material
in theThere's
Sal vat
Almost every soldier In this vast organization ooeli
tell n storv of heart-throbs, of hopes and ambitions, of storms and distress, which would softer
to make a drama dramatic. "The Angel of tbe
Bowery." is famous In 6ong and 6tory all orer
America.
Salvation SheArmyloved lassa chap
w>
hadShe diedwas a adrunkard.

That Gets It

THEN GET ON OIR
LOCKED-REEL
SERVICE

PHILADELPHIA

and work in the corner

PROJECTION
WE

BUY'

attired

well. formed resolutions to '
ring at the door bell attracts their attention—
they look out of the window— horrors, the wife is
there, vigorously ringing the bell and w
mlttance. Consternation reigns. Finally John bit
an Idea. His friend Is attired as a nurse, he mill
Kol.bli sick and thus gain his wife's
play
sympathy.
• supposed i
Fun fast and furious folhc
finally detects the Imposltb
■ash fine of five hundre
: wife

CO.
30

REELS

Philadelphia, Pa.
EACH

WEEK

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

not counD but tbe boy's motber would
and a drunkYork
igbter: so tbe girl went to New
Ittle did sbe know she would later meet ber
. sweetheart In a low Bowery dive, where be
] nnally
drifted
after
leaving
bis motber
in
■r and started on tbe downward path. But
tered when her duty called.
bt wbat transpired afterward must not be
0 Tbat there was a wedding at tbe Barracks
a be admitted, however, and It was attended
j3be rank and file of tbe army.

LUX.
.CX'S

LUCKY

HORSESHOE.— Within

the

syl-

roadslde
earily Finally be. In turning
learted from a farmboUBe where lie
mployment, his foot strikes against
■bleb be picks
up and
places
in biB
r at

: Incident

•

and

she

draws
bead

._ love with Mary

and does not like

protege. His many cunning tricks
. tbe oew hand, however, fail. One

to dlsday be

tbe girth* of Jack's borse and places a thorn
r its saddle. This leads to the villain's unJack Is thrown from his borBe, a
• .rward and exposes the plotter.
tter enemy is now removed from Jack's path
-on bis lucky horseshoe brings bim a bride
• •! ai a good situation.
TKEJH
HONEYMOON. -^Jones
has
Just got
led and •l-jiarts for the honeymoon
on spoon~nt.
A kind
friend
telegraph*
Hie proprietor
1,-h they
will
slay,
that
tliey
In alarm
the hotel people ini then
every
effort
Is made
to
rnt tbelr being
alone.
Things
get worked
up
I Itch

AMONG

t " -

THE

EXHIBITORS

Ijnath
Falls,
Oregon.— Mrs.
Grant
iris Moving
Picture
Theater
irM. F. Lorenx.
rjuoketa, Iowa.— Mr. J. P. Brodeerson

• moving

Lin
ber
fc

picture

tbea-

.uel Bchalt* has been
tract for a new moving picture tbeSouth
Third
Street
for
tbe
B.
■*.

contract for a moving picture
Avendale,
has
h] Dr.
W.
K. Edmlston,

HI

no.000
K.
Butterfleld.

owner

of

moving

picture

theater

here.

Boston, Mass. — Work on the new theater, which
Is to be manage. 1 Ly l.i, her A; Companv. of New
York, and with the main entrance in Eilot Street.
el
neari Tremo.it Street, has already been begun, and
according to the contract the house should be
-"■uplete by August 80. The proriertv Is num'
through
to
herd
tae
l.liot
Street.

■.

width

Byxantine

ityle
of
architecture
and
I v 125
feet deep.
Tbe
gated
at 111
laid, Mass.— The
8tar
Theati
lay ago and drew
a ful
for
gentlemen
and
10
omen
and
children.
The
location
of
I i, I. >n Church
Ilullillng
Irons.
The
proprietor,
ime, claims
that
his bouse
la one
of
estimating
at
H.OiHJ.
three
tlmei
a week,
imoad. Te.— The
Victoria
Moving
Pie
r here
baa
opened
under
tbe
mantir
i
\
Kendler,
formerly
of tbe
Itesvllle,
Va.
This
theater
has
a
city of 100 and
la running
Imlepetid

Ttie

adiulsalui

01 ■. t. be
..i.

•r. to

Mr

< hi

vaadertlla
•n

■

sold

at

t.. j

hundred

' n«

sold

• i.t

linen

tbe

North
Main
Strict
which
will
I
Lyric
Theater.
Dixon. 111.— Messrs. Henry ( 'lupine and Arthur
Angelmler are making arrangements to open a
new
moving
picture
theater
here.
Lima, Ohio. — Mr. I.. <;. li.iger i- making arrangements to open a new moving picture the
ater
on
North
Main
Street
which
will
be known

i

1 of

|0I

WANTED
Experienced men lo book p
attractions.
Answer itai

Theater.

S.

I

Street.
City,
Pa.— Mr.
Oscar
AltofT.
the
new
r the
picture
show
former I
by J. J. Quirk,
linn installed
a brand
new
liodal
B Edison
machine.
Iowa Falls, Iowa. — The I.yrlc Theater here has
been
Bold
by
<;.
li.
Ohle
t.,
Ddward
Chaiiiberless
for
11,000,

\

I

,

111.1...

I It

V<

I ION
.

III.

V<.«>

III

4V.S llraily
Mahanoy

Lockport,

N,

management
of i •
infurated
a policy
of Ugh
riflg
picture*,
latest
ami
most
popular
illustrate. I Kagi
and
fanned
musical
Dumber*,
Is'th
>"cal
iiinl
lnsli u
i.,l 1 lie
Simpson
Anniseiiieot
Company,
who
has
taken
over
the
h a*.- ..f i be Opera --fill
1
• -* in pr*.
f this
character
and
prom
t,g public of LockThis
operating
large
in
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ORTHO
2726
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FILM CO.
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t
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i ,c „u, ADVERTISING

SLIDE

PROPOSITION

i nlqua

which

has
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Licensed Release Dates

>. 25— The
i. 27— Max

BIOGRAPH.
eb.
eb.

2— Three
8— Heart

Slater*
(Dr.)
Beats
of l.ong

i. 16— Fisher Folks
. 20 — The Diamond

. n— ills

Mar.

I

The

Danghta
lle'ai

Ago

r.
r.
r.

(Dr.)

• Tenement*

(Dr.) .

EDISON.

' '

the

i.
>.
i.
'.
i.
i,
i.
i.

i. 24—
i. 25—
i. 28 —
r. 3—
r. 4 —
THIS

WEEK'S

PROGRAM

Beatrice

(Com.).,

Ite::

Jan. 19—
Jan. 26—
Feb.
2—
Feb.
9—
Feb. 16—

15— A Western
Courtship
(Dr.)
15— The
Axolotl
(Indus.)
17— Whiffle'* Double
(Com.)
20—
20—
22—
22—
24—
24—

A Soldier (Dr..
A Buffalo
Hunt
(Sc.)
Hubby's
Troubles
(Com.)
Indo-Cblna— Province
of
Laoe
Who
Killed
Max
(Com.)
An
Escape of Gaa
(Com.)

THE

895
110
1005
882
113

1000
400
600
980
(Dr.). 980
980
1000
980

FILMS.

27.
(Dr.)... 996
1000
403
531

28.

Wednesday,
March
1.
Edison — The
Rival
Candidates
(Com.)
Kalem— Sailor
Jack's
Reformation
(Dr.)
Pathe— Oh!
You
Clubman
(Com.)
Urban— (Title
Not
Given)
March

Blograph— The Heart of a Savage
(Dr.)
Lubln — Woman's
Curiosity
(Com.)
Lubln— Father's
Birthday
Ring
Melies— In The
not
Lands
(W.
Dr.)
Selig— The
Outbreak
(Dr.)
March

991
400
600
960
1000

3.

Ghost

8ALE.— A

profitable

aa

FOR
SALE.— Moving Picture and VandevUl
Theater. Good location and business. Addreai
t. Fresno,
Cal.
EQUIPMENT
FOR
htbltlon
Never
Street.

FOR

SALE.

SALE— I will
sell
my
new
Edlaon
El
Style
Machine
complete
for
$100.01
been
used.
T.
Mitchell,
4024
Lexlncta
Chicago,
111.

FOR SALE.— Excela Soundograph, good aa at*
Have no use for It. Cost $150.00, will sell fo
$50.00.
S. G. SMITH,
New
Lexington,
Ohio.
FOR

SALE. — Underwriters

Model

American

Pr»

jectograph, only used five weeks, outside shntte.
$85.00 cash. Write quick. Manager, Comet Theatc.
Pembroke,
St., Bridgeport, Conn.
FOR
SALE.— One
Reglna
Corlna Large
Mail
Box,
suitable
for
Moving
Picture Show.
Play
twelve
pieces
(Automatic
Change). I use one I
my
Theatorlum
instead of piano i
business.
Will sell one at a bargain or trad* fo
Opera Chairs.
The above
Instrument
can bewortC
without.
EDWARD
SAKS,
by

Mansfield,
Inserting

Pa
I"
MISCELLANEOUS.

WANTED.— Three
.pera
chairs.
Must
1
Windsor Hotel, Phoenix,

N.

V.

WANTED. — 330 second-hand opera chairs la totl
class condition. State price and condition. Fatal
Opera
House,
Fernie,
B. 0., Canada.
WANTED.— To buy, five-cent show. Must bit
good location. Or will buy fixtures separate. J
R. KOENIG, 419 Madtoon Street, Fort Wayne, Ibc
HAND

COLORED

SLIDES

made

from

any eUl

ping, photo negative. Finest work guaranteed
fifty cents, excellent for vaudeville artUta, aa
lettering Included. Photo Specialty Co., Keen
ville, N. Y.

AMONG
Philadelphia,

680
335
1000

(Dr.)

Classified Advertisements
WANTED.

WANTED.— Good
operator
would
like
position
anywhere
In
Vermont.
Non-drinker
and
reliable.
Pathe and
"Pow< rs machines.
Reasonable
offer acable people.
F. A. ANTONIOTTI,
Box 138, Montpeller, Vt.

the entire output of the Sales Company.

Picture

FOR SALE— One of tbe largest Moving Ptetor
and Vaudeville Theaters In Washington, D. C. F
O. Box 279, Washington,
D. C.

cosi

anoui

THE

EXCHANGE,

EXHIBITORS.

Penn.-

$12,000.

Burlington, Wis. — The Fenn Building, recenti
vacated by the Crystal Theater, has been Keel
to J. T. Converse, of the Pastime Theater, wo

Duluth,

PHILADELPHIA
FILM
The largest Independent Exchange in the East.

Moving

FOR SALE— Moving picture theater In a Uaau
cbusetta town of 100.000 to 126.000. Best locate
In tbe town, on the main street and at an lmportao
transfer point. Seats 700. all on ground teat
T. & D. M., care Moving Picture World.

expects to open_for
to Brill,
.._

SITUATIONS

Baltimore Office

FOR

750
200
1005

715
266
499

236
672
(Sc.)..321
689
302

SALE.

(Dr.)
(Sc.)

Essanay — On The
Desert's
Edge
(W.
Dr.)
Gaumont— The
Tramp's
Find
(Dr.)
Gaumont — Forbidden
Cigarettes
(Com.)
Pathe^Tealousy
Foiled
(Dr.)
Vitagraph— Mammy's

1005
905

2.

Edison— The
Writing
On
The
Blotter
Pathe— Satan
Defeated
(Dr.)
Pathe— Around
Constantlna,
Algeria
Kalem— Mexican
Filbusterers
(Dr.)
Vitagraph— Bertha's
Mission
(Dr.)
Saturday,
March
4.

(Dr.)..
Dauber.

Ring

(Dr.)..
Artbnr,

LICENSED

February

Friday,

wpt.ttts
Changing
Cooks
(Com.)
How Mary Met the Oowpuncber*
Only
a Sister
(Dr.)
Tony
the Greaser
(Dr.)
Billy
and
His
Pal
(Dr.)
(W.
Com.)

1000
1000

Edison— The
Iron
Master
(Dr.)
1000
Essanay — Taming
A Tyrant
(Com.)
1000
Gaumont — Matrimonial
Epidemic
(Com.)
813
Gaumont — Lafont
and
Pola's Last
Fight
(Sc.)..185
Vitagraph — Captain Barnacle's Courtship
(Com.)

Thursday,

A-l pianist. Peaoi
Comet Theater, Pw

FOR

1000

February

Tuesday,

Jan. 25— The
Secret
of the Still
(Dr.)
950
Jan. 27— Puritans
and
Indians
(Dr.)
970
1 — The Sheriff's Sister
(Dr.)
looo
3— The Trail of the Pomas Charm
(Dr.). 1005
8— Little
Sister
(Dr.)
970
10— The Broken Trail (Dr.)
1000
15— Grandmother's
War
Story
(Dr.)
975
17— The
Lost
Ribbon
(Dr.)
1000
22— The
Open
Road
(Dr.)
995
24— Prlscllla
and
the
Pequot
(Dr.)
925
Reformation
(Dr.)
1005
..1005

27— Man's
Diplomacy
2— Woman's
Curiosity
2— Father's
Birthday

(Dr.)

liiograph— The
Lily of the Tenements
1. Ml. in— Man's
Diplomacy
rathe— Max
Makes
Music
(Com.)
1'athe — Pots.
Pans
&
Poetry
(Com.)
Selig— The
Eye
of Conscience
(Dr. )

•olas' Last "™"
4— The
Tramp's
Find
(Di
4 — Forbidden
Cigarette

20— The
Test
23 — Dobbs
the

OF

THEATER

(Dr.)
(Dr.)

A Queen
for a Day
(Com.)
The
Deluge
(Dr.)
978
The
League
of Mercy
(Dr.)
At the White
Man's
Door
(Dr.)
Consuming
Love
(Dr.)
When
the
Light
Waned
(Dr.)
The
New
Stenographer
(Com.)
A
Tale
of
Two
Cities.
(Part
1.)
(Dr.)
1014
A
Tale
of
Two
Cities.
(Part
2.)
(Dr.)
1013
A
Tale
ot
Two
Cities.
(Part
3.)
(Dr.)
994
Captain
Barnacle's Courtship
(Com.)..
Bertha's
Mission
(Dr.)
Mammy's
Ghost
(Dr.)

Monday,
(Dr.)..

Countess

Epidemic

4—
7—
10—
11—
14 —
17—
IS —
21—

i. ill edge r.i. r.n.,> Wife
preferred. Address, Manager,
broke St., Bridgeport,
Conn.

FOR SALE.— Moving picture theater, the on)
picture bouse In a town of 6,000 population. Mat
lug capacity, 400. Good location, best reason* fi
selling. Address, S. A. M.. care of Moving Pk
ture World.

(Dr.)
(Com.)

V1TAGRAPH.
loot)

GAUMONT.
G. Klelne.

__
and

531

750

URBAN-ECLIPSE.
(O.
Klelne.)
8— On
the Border of the Forest
8 — Canadian
Iron
Center,
Port
Ontario
(Scenic)
). IB — Catherine
Howard
(Dr.)
i.22 — The
Golden
Sickle
(Dr.)
'.22 — Felling
a Smokestack
(Sc.)

4 — Carmenlta.
The
Faithful
(Dr.)
995
7— A
Woman's
Voice
(Com.)
586
7 — Ten
Words
For
Twenty-five
Cents
(Com.)
425
11
The
Bad
Man's
Downfall
(Dr.)..10oO
14 — Getting
Sister
Married
(Com.)
18— Cattlemnn's
Daughter
(Dr.)
21— Their
Wedding
Gifts
(Com.)
580
21— Just as the Clock Struck Nine (Com.) 412
25— The Outlaw
and the Child
(W. Dr.).. 1000
28— Taming
A Tyrant
(Com
1000
Edge
(W.
Dr.)

. Pictures
25 — Paganlnl
(Dr.)

Seminole's Sacrifice
Eye of Conscience
Outbreak
(Dr.)

looo
108

ltXKi

>.
i.

__
Price
of Victory
Iron
Master
(Dr.)
Rival
Candidates
(Com. )
Writing
Oa the Blotter
(Dr.)
ESSANAY.

18— Saul
and
Dayid
(Bib.)
18— At the End of the Road

(Own. i

The Curse of the Red Man
Too
Much
Motner-InLaw
Tlielma
(Dr.)
The Survival
of the Fittest
The
Buccaneers
(Dr.)
The
Padre
(Dr.)

i. 23— The
i. 27 — The
r. 2— The

31— The
Try
Out
(Dr.)
1 — Bumptious
aa
ltoineu
(Com.)
8— Selling
Old
Master
(Dr.)
7— The
Doctor
8— Two
Valeiitinea
(Com.)
10— His
First
Comlsslon
(Dr.)
14 — The
It ajah
( Dr. )
15 — The Ransom of Red Chief (Dr.)..
17 — A Stage
Romance
(Dr.)..
23— Mr.
24 — The
28— The
1— The
3— The

mi a Poetry

1— Oh!
Von
Clubman
fOoi
3— Satan
Defeated
(Dr.)
3— Around
Constantlna.
Algen I
■ Foiled
(Dr.)
8ELIG.

i. 2—
p. 6—
>. 9—
i. 13—
1.16 —
i. 20—

(Dr.).
Star

Changeling
(Dr.)
Makes
Music
(Own.)..

Minn. — Tbe

business
Elco

wl " "

Theater,

Islip,
N.
Y. — The
management
show
In tbe
Opera
House
has
installed
Wayne
Compensarc.
ColTille, Waah.— Mr. George
soon open a moving picture th
nolds
Building on Main
Street.
r In the B«
Biddeford, Me,— Mr. Frank X. C. Cote
ha* tatt
Bartlett
wl
a five years'
lease
on
Hardy's
Hall
on Ad*"
Sturgis, Mich.— Mr. C. J. Crosby has complete
the Crystal Theater, which has a seating capaclt
of 500, and will put on moving pictures and van*
vllle.
The Paris Theater
Is also being remodeto

934 Arch St., Philadelphia

The house where you can get quality and a square deal.
We buy
A trial will convince you.
Open day and night.
Call, write or phone.

610 East Baltimore Street

Baltimore, Md.

THE

National Film
factory,

the

Exchange

Mfg. &
and

MOVING

Leasing

PICTURE

WORLD

Company

• of the many difficult
have been conceived w
the Exhibitor.
We belie

riting any effort to break in upon conditions e>
i of establishing
an equitable
relation
betw
t of the public in pictures needs protei
itallylr-\Vt
and byL training

t

ting in the business

imbued

with

1 for the publi
hich quality
have a program
n shall win .„..
pictures.
This program
n . ognitiOfl <
intual nth that of ourselves.
of our Exchanges
will be
of that program, as the
We prODO
that Exchange
in our cause.
We propose that ou
territory
and wher
: hna a competent
Exchange,
hibitors shall handle our
that the public interest, which is the support of all I
upon
efforts, shall be conserved. program
We are ready to start with a complete program.
, quickly
We will contract with existing Exchanges 01 establish
We are amply protected with patents, thus assuring the necessary protection
The Exhibitor, whose business has suffered so largely in the past because of bli
facturers, will find in our organization a department
devoted t
gestions, and counter suggestions, will be accepted and given.
Negotiations are under way for contribution from some of the hading 1
ment will be in the hands of a man of recognized literary and dramatic abi
We have in ront< mplation the presentation in pictures of some o: the leading Sta
can m.iki . .m.l !i.i\
! tome -t" ctacular
A'ith the best produced ii
We

National Film Mfg.& Leasing Co.
INCORPORATED

12 East 15th Street

New York City, U. S. A.

Controlling patents covering
every branch of the industry
EXCHANGES
and Program,
Address Dept.
\
EXHIBITORS
Send in your name for our mailing list. Address Dept. li
Write

for

our Plans

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

498

(By N.
Feb.

.. 9— On (
i. fl— Too
Much
.. 13— A Quiet
Kvc
'. 16— In ih.

Spendthrift

1— Tweedledum

Y.

M.

P.

Co.)

Tries Winter
< rivalry

Ill

Sports

r.'iO
BOO

Feb.
B Ttveedledom at i Detective
Feb. in— The
1
ion
1 ••'•- -"Redeeming:
Anne]
reedle
Dam,
Aviator
Mar.
1 — War
of
the
Cossacks
NESTOR.

: li. urn' (Com.)..

litre

WORLD

AMBROSIO.

Independent Release Dates
(Dr.)

500

Monday,
B

F.lnir

"Punch"
ee

aii

February

Sheriff')

(Dr.)

for

Gold

Fob.
Miir.
Jan. 2.%— Irian
nearta
(Dr.)
Pert,
1 — H1«
Great
Sacrifice
(Dr.)
KeU»,
r. s. A.
(Dr.)
Feb. IS— Ooali of Fire

POWERS

Feb.
liar.

PICTURE

1000
1000
Hum
nils
Hr. > . ,990
(Dr.)

4— The
Command
From
S— Tiro School
Ma'am's
11 -The Little Avenger
'I i ree Men
(Dr.)
Feb. is— Sonis
Conrag
is
Feb. 22— A I'lnln Tale
Feb. 25 — Ever
The
Accuser
Mar.
1— The
Trump
Card
Mar.
4 — From
tire Valley
of
REVIER.

i. 18— The
i. 20— The
Heart
of .■
. 2it — Hospital
f..r Sir

Jan.
4— For
.Ian. 11 — The
Ian. IS— For
Ian. 18— You

(Dr.)

GREAT

NORTHERN.

Criminal
Chiefs
Captui
Again
(Or.)
Life
of n Miisehlk
False
Alarm
Oreat
Duty
(Dr.)
Rival
Servants
(Dr.)..

Feb.
Feb.
Mar.

Feb.
i. 13— ner Darkest llour
(Dr.)
. 16— The Convert
(Dr.)
.20 — Pletnreland
r. 28— Artful
Kate
(Dr.)
—A
Manly Man
(Dr.)

r.

!i

Th.-

Message

in the
LUX.

loot)
inno
lrrrio

Rottle

(Dr.)

1000

>. 3— Back
to the Old Homestead
(Dr.)
(.10 — The
Orphan's
Friend
(Dr.)
>. 10— That Horse Did Run
(Com.)
i. 17— Bronco Bill, the Brave Cowboy
(Dr.)..
i. 17— Matilda
I.ovestruck
(Com.)
». 24— A
Child's
Prayer
(Dr.)
i.24 — Matilda
Chased
(Com.)
r. 3 — Jack's
I.nckv
nnrseshoo
(Dr.)
r. 3— On
Their
Honeymoon
(Com.)
r. 6— AoM
of the Bowery
(Dr.)
r. 10— The
Senoritn's
Sacrifice
(Dr.)
NEW
YORK
MOTION
PICTURE
CO.
(Biion.)
..
i.
i.
I.
i.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.

944
711
272
639
272
534
854
530
440

(By N.

ITALA.
Y. M. P.

3—
10—
17 —
24—
3—
8—

900
900

Feb. in —
Feb. 14—
Feb. IT—
Feb. 21—
Feb. 24—
Feb. 28—
Mar.
3—
Mar.
7—
Mar.
10—

Western
Trump

10—
13—
17—
20—
24—
27—
3—

Shadow

500
500

(Dr.)

1000
1000
1000
1000

604 Olive St., St. Louis , Mo

the Flag..
More
than

Light

..f

their

March
In

CnDl

the

m

March

Honeymoon

riser
Stage
Struck
Tire Abduct

2.
1

3.

1C..1
1 In

Saturday. March 4.
Sweet
Home
iDr. I

From
0 and

the
Valley
t lie Flag

of

Shadow..

:

In Corresponding
Advertisers

with

Can you afford to ruin that new
machine for which you paid a good
price, by using cheap oils. Take no
chances and oil vour machine with
ONE DROP OIL
One Drop Oil is scientifically compounded and has a heavy rich lubricating body, is fireproof, will not
burn, smoke or smell.
Ask your Exchange for One Drop
Oil
and
Bull
Dog
Cement

(Com.)

GAS

OPTICAL

uvres

Important to Exhibitors and Operators

Complete stock of repair parte for
machines and supplies.

BKOS.

the

1

Kindly Mention
Moving Picture World.

The
Norwood
Necklace
(Dr.)
For
Her
Sake
(Dr.)
Checkmate
(Dr.)
For
Washington
(Dr.)
A Neuslroy
Hero
(Dr.)
The
Little
Mother
(Dr.)
Stage
struck
(Dr.)
The
Mummy
(Dr.)
The
Spirit
Hand
(Dr.)
Was
She
Justified
(Dr.)
Condemned
to Death
(Dr.)
Her Birthday Surprise (Com.)
A Life-Time
Penance
(Dr.)
The Woman
Who Dared
(Dr.)
All for Gold
(Dr.)
The Abduction of Parson Jones

Olrl'i

Itala — Foolshead
More
than
I'sual
A
"W"
before
the
words
drama
am
specifies that It is a Western drama or a 1

910

Ring
of Love
(Com.)
Mixed
Rets
(Com.)
Corinne
in Dollyland
(Com.)
Love's
Test
(Dr.)
A
Costly
Pledge
(Com.)
Out of the Arctic
(Dr.)

ERKER

Lux — On

28.

Ida

Card
I' 1111. Aviator

Friday.

lielliince

(Dr.)
(Dr.)
(Dr.)

Compressed in drums ready foroperation for Moving Picture Shows where
electricity cannot be had. Absolutely
pure eas. Prompt shipments,
freight or express.
WHITE FOR OUR TERMS

Co.)

I'.y

COMPANY.

CALCIUM

(Dr.)
the Kinematograph. .

Rex

Mai

I lire

YANKEE.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.

-Armj

I'har
Yankee

THANHOUSER.

Feb. 23— Little
Souls..
Feb. 25 — Foolshead
Present
.
Feb. 25— Havana
Cigar
...
— Cato
and
—Foolshead

Galilee
Courage

IK— A Heroine of '70 (Dr.)
23— The
Slorv
of a 1'raver Rng
2— By
the Light
of the Moon

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.

7— The Half Breed's
Plan
10— The Salted Mine (Dr.)
14 — A Deputy's Honor
17 — A Warrior's Squaw
(Dr.)
21— The Way of a Red Man
(Dr.)
24— Fate of Joe Dorr
(Dr.).
28— A Warrior's
Faith
3— Owanee's
Great
Love

Feb.
9— John
Milton
Feb. 11 — Foolshead
at

\
i he

I

Better
Or
Worse
Coosecreek
Claim
the
Child's
Sake
Try
It (Com.)
REX.

SOLAX

Imp

- .

RELIANCE.

Feb. 4— The
Feb. 11— Found
Feb. IS— The
Feb. IS— The
Feb. 25 — His
Mar.
4— The

Wednesday,

Thursday,
950
950

.'..
Bandit's
Surprise
Mar. 11 — a Gamble
Willi
Love

Feb.
Feb.
Feb

February

Warrior'

PLAYS.

11 — A Trip
Through
Mexico
(Scenic)
14— An
I'nforesei-n
Ciuiipllt'ntlon
(Com.)..
is— itoneath
Southern
Skies
(Dr.)
What
Would
Von
Do
(Coin.)
Feb. 25— Across
(he Mexican
Border
(Dr.)
Feb. 28— The
(all of the Heart
(Dr.)
Mnr.
4— Home
Sweet
Home
(Dr.)

1— Judged
by Higher Tower
(Or.)
• i'.. mi:.. -i,, ,„).],. Ranch
(Or.)...
lei n. i.. Proposals (Com.)
22— The Did Midi and .lljn (Dr.)
Western Olrl'a Obnlee
ilir.i ..
.
8— The
Vindication of John
(Or.)

plars

— A

Feb.
I i'h.
Feb.

CHAMPION.
Fob.

1— The Bridal Trail
(Dr.)
be Transgressor
ilir.i
i 1 ■■ LIgnl
Beyond
(Dr.)
22.— Ills Father's
11. ruse
, pr. 1
1- -'I I
i Ranks

(

(Dr.)

Tuesday,
Feb.

27.

Sweetheart

CO.

1 f you want to make patches that
will never come apart
UseBULL DOG FILM CEMENT
Sticks any kind or Alms

To introduce our goods to exhibitors we make the following offer,
good until April ist:
6 — 25c. Bottles Bull Dog]
Cement
I $2.00,
6 — 2sc. Bottles One Drop I prepaid.
THE OKI DROP OIL
4059OilNorth 47th Ave.

Co.
Chicago, ID.

To Exchanges : We furnish Bull
Dog Film Cement
in films.
gallons for inflammable and X. I.

EAGLE FILM EXCHANGE
Poster* free.

143

NORTH

Prompt service.

EIGHTH

Da

nd night service

STREET,

Write, wire or phone

PHILADELPHIA,

PA

THE

MOVIXG

PICTURE

WORLD

;.W. Bradenburgh
CINEMATOGRAPH

Zl N. 8i h St.

NEW ENGLAND EXHIBITORS
Can furnish nice Independen

FILMS

Prompt personal
THE
PARK
TILM . Prop
COMPANY
1188 .Main Street,
\V. M. Ldghto Bridgeport, Conn.

Philadelphia, Pa

Ph
SALES

LIST

L beaonlalagsui
una.

T: Travel. E: Educationa
TR: Trick. J
EN
DOLLARS
PER
KEEL,
achery (Eclair).
Rescuer (Eclair).

tly Suspected (Lux),
trv
Girl's IVril (Rathe).
Fricnd-T-Trolhattan.
r Enemy
(Lux;.
C— Interrupted

- (Hepworth).
nant ( Eclair i.
sster's DaughterEclair).
(Eclair

Rendez

(M

I Benefactor

Father
Minded
■ ■rtli I • C— How
I pworth). C— Cupboard CourtNT $20 PER REEL.
I -lair),
mliro-i,,).
(Itala).
Bill (Hepworth)

■

Ride
-s..ds

i Lux).

(Clarendon).

The Bubble (Itala).
iH.usrr).
: I'henomON

- Doon

I $35 !"•■> ■

Willi

Incandescent Lamps
For Theatres. Parks and Shows
lor. 6 Cents
Colored. 7 Cents

I honestly believe thai
I have the BEST, the
VERY BEST film service

SAFE I Y ELLCIRIC CO.

'jp.u .i- steadily as I do.
I have given the problem
how to please exhibitors
closer study than anyone
else 1 know of. Everybody
in t lie Laemmle offices,
from the office boy up, is
working with me hand in
hand to make this business
still more successful.

iSoTL'

Buying more than others
— giving
closer attention
than others— being absolutely on the square with each
and everyone of you — looking after the little details as
much as the big ones all
the

time — wouldn't

it be

_„
BIG

MONEY

help sell plots.

for Motion Picture plays?
easy. pay. up to $5(

Demand unlimhed.

Send for pai-

COMPENSARC
15Q1S

Fort Wayne Electric Works
FORT

WAYNE,

INDIANA

Sound
In Picture

Effects

Machine Thej

mighty
strange if I weren't
The biggest and best film renter
in the world

POST
M.IP

(Imp)

CARL

ME

THAT

LETTKK.

LAEMMLE,

r j

President

LEEDY MANUFACIUhlNG COMPANY
1055 E. Palmer St.,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

The Laemmle Film Service
Headquarters;

. (Ambrotio).

UH98
• (G. N.)
isman

It's

ASS'D M. P. SCHOOLS
908 Chicago Opera House Bldg..
CHICAGO

BooKlet

Lake Street. Chicago

4th I loor,

(Itala).

MR. OPERATOR
You Want to Make Some
Extra Money

Sykes Block

Minneapolis,

Minn.

SO

DO

I

Write Me for Particulars atOnce
1517 l:arnnm Street
Omaha,
Nab.

!•< >K S \l I
\ numbei ol |ood
moving picture houaef ai bargain
pin i •

Write

ilim t in

neapolii offk t.

m\

worn saei roll i
main o< machine, length ol
piit tin . mil makeoi carboaa. Ii you have
a currenl -..\. i itati make
I will do the
rast Ail. in- Departmeei W.

Mm

J. H. HALLBERG
36

East

2nd

Slr»et

New

York City

n

esstha

' 15 Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.

organization today in existence. KNOW
I
that no
other concern continues to

C — Din

ul Schleswig.
C — Diversions
iolins (G. N.).
I (Walturdaw).

Here's the Truth
In a Nut Shell:

THE

M( '\ 1N>.
H!

ik ol tii«- pei i
laloK

No. J4

1 I \D1.K, ANY

UTILIZATION

W< >RLD

At Last

KIM

CO.

comfortJ>le. «
it is possible to secure
illumination throughout i theatre withoi

227 E. 150th St., New York

W*&

brilliant light in range of vision.

"SILVERLIGHT"
Aluminum

Wis

WASTE

PICTURE

For Rent

Motion PictureCurtain

Extraordinary Features Are:
lilgh J. Golun Suod't Co.

of Indirect

q The Eye Comfort Sy.te
Illumination is a notable success in the lighting
of Moving Picture Houses.
q Theatres in all sections o( the country installing this inexpensive and very desirable

1000 Reels of Film
84 Wibaih »»«., Chicago

$1.00 per day Each

Dr

WRITE

direct from factory to you for $10.00
Shell-3xi4-Solid Maple
Shell
-3x15- Rosewood or
Walnut
10 Rods, Kangaroo
Heads Send U.S. Money
or Express order. If you
wish C.O.D. send sufficient to guaranteeExpress charges.
E. P. ZEIDLER DRUM CO. Dept. K. CLEVELAND. OHIO.

IMMEDIATELY

Alamo Film Exchange
Maison
Canal

Blanche Building,

and Dauphine Streets
New Orleans, La.

Tou par express charges both ways.

,St.SOUVENIRS
Patrick's Day
No. 1. Metal Shamrock, longpin
$.75
5°- ?•
S'!.k Bow
;Spun Shamrock.
Shamrock! /Fancy
1.50
No.
3. Silk
Gilt HarpGilt
Pin.Harp..
fancy 2.00
No. 4. Satin Ribbon Rosettes, 2 Colored Button. 5.00
No. 5. Shamrock. Red Rose Center and Pin.... 1.15
No. 7. Large Fancy Silk Bow and Horseshoe Pin 3.00
No 11. Cupid Bisque Doll. Shamrock Spun Silk. 2.00
Cel.lu oid Button & Green Hat Any One Seen
Kelly?
2 00
L*nre Catalogue F
No goods C. O. D. Money order must be in full.

NEWMAN

MFC. CO., Cleveland, Ohio

THIS

IS

IT

PRICE'S
MIRROR
CURTAIN
IT

ROLLS

q You are undoubtedly interested in this
mportant matter.
q Write us for full information. Our engineering department, on receipt of particulars, will
furnish, free of expense, report and recommendations.
Sold

MIRROR
ELGIN,

Electrical
WRITE

CURTAIN
ILL.

National

Potter Frame* 1
qPut
your attend*

Clears the picture
Gives greater depth
The price is reasonable
Sent on approval

ELGIN

by

UP

GO.

q We make mechanical
Elecfic signs, or anything special in
the theatrical line. q Ideas developed —
Low Prices — Best Work— DON'T
DELAY but write to-day.

THE

NEWMAN

MFG. CO.

717-719 Sycamore St., Cincinnati, 0;

THE

ONE

Trade
TODAY

Generally

X-Ray Reflector Co.

227 Jackson Boulevard
CHICAQO, ILL.

Annual Subscription

»

^

Moving Picture World *P*«W

BEST

SOUVENIR

d 3 plans that will fill your b

UNITED STATES FACTORIES CO.

manufacturers

40 Dearborn Street, Chicafo

THE

MOVING

PICTL^RE

WORLD

Corcoran Moving
Picture
Tanks

^
1

Develop your films to perfection.
Save
Time and Reduce Your Expenses by
using a "Corcoran Film Development
Tank." All up-to-date houses are now installing the "Corcoran System."
SEND

FOR PBICE LIST No. 4.

A. J. CORCORAN,
No. 15 John Street

-

-

Inc.
-

N. Y.CIty

Imitators will always trade on the reputation of the best

"AGFA

METOL"

has many imitations, but none near enough to warrant your discarding "AGFA."
of a guaranteed chemical purity.

Quality uniform and

-ASK-

BERLIN

ANILINE

W. E. GREENE FILM
EXCHANGE, Inc.
The

Oldest
and
Largest
Independent
Film Exchange in New England

WORKS,

GENRE MOTION SLIDES
THE
SLIDES
THAT
MOVE
GENRE

The House ol Quality and Satisfaction

»,MJ?.,r;Sr.a

TRANSPARENCY

507 North Clark Street

CO.

Chicago, III.

MR. EXHIBITOR :
If you are desirous of finding out oon» to improve
your present service and increase your daily attendance
call and have a confidential chat with us. If you are
unable to call, drop us a line.

SAVE

HiDamoinwi

MONEY

and use our

Program Board
Interchangeable
■ • In 1 .< ti< i- Por-

with

W. E. Greene Film Exchange

cnanmE

Make your own Program
Ye«cuMlaftMdte 1- wife*

INCORPORATED

228 Tremont

Street,

Telephone

Boston, Mass.

Antiouni rinrnl" . | ui «
lull paracolon

(LlilldiU

Agent.

379* Oxford

anacmnuuns

;

on

Want, J.

THE CAMBRIDGE TILE MFG. CO.

THE

.Mo\ ING

THEThe

PICT1 RE

W< IRLD

"STANDARD"

Machine That Gives Results
FULLY GUARANTEED

The complete intermittent movement can be taken out and adjusted
by loosening (our screws. All parts are interchangeable, and if
any parts should prove defective during the life of the machine
we will replace them at our expense. Why take a chance on
some old-time machine ?

AMERICAN
101

BEEKMAN

MOVING

STREET

PICTURE

Atlas Disinfectant
^otorms
Odorless
or Perfumed
1 gallon cans $1.50 per gallon
5
"
"
1.40
"
10
"
"
1.30 "
F.O.B. PHILA.,

MACHINE

COMPANY

....

.

NEW

We'll Make Every Night Saturday Night
Our " BIG FOUR " RECEIPT PLAN
PACK your house every performance, give
a la-tine, advertisement and make a friend
patron
of EVERY
show-going person in

PA.

YORK

will
you
and
your

Superior in quality to any
disinfectant on the market
Ask your exchange for a circular or write us direct.

ATLAS

SUPPLY

Manayunh,

CO.

Philadelphia,

Pa.

Ornamental : : Indestructible
\\ ; Fire Resisting

irar

BUSINESS
MFG.
Fort Wayne, Ind.

CO.

See tO hat They Say About

SILVO
KURTAIN KOAT
Pottsville, Pa., Dec. 8, '10.
Please ship C. O. D. one can of Kurtain Koat, as I
have used the other can and found it to be the greatest
thing I ever saw.

Kansas City, Mo., Dec. 17, '10
We have examined Mr.
's curtain and have
nothing but praise for the results in comparison toother
curtains.

$
THEATRE
AND
ARTISTIC

STAGE
FRONTS
CEILINGS

Designs Suitable to Any Building.
Blue Prints, Suggestions and Estimates Free. Ask for Our Design
Book M.

The Kanneberg Roofing and Ceiling Company, c0hTon

6.00

and following directions will give you the same
results as above. One can covers 350 square
feet.
Order from your exchange or C. O. D.

KURTAIN
2109 W. LAKE

KOAT

STREET

CO.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WHY

Were YOU One of the Many
IMMEDIATELY. Don't let your competitor
"slip one over on you." Full, detailed particular^ and latest 1911 catalogue on receipt of
post.il. Take the initiative and boom your
business.
Yours for a perfect service,

SONG
Sixth

SLIDE

Floor,

When

EXCHANGE

Portland

THE

TWO

DOLLARS,

EACH, $2.00

Street,

MOVING

READY FOR DELIVERY— Moving Picture W.rld

VOLUME

No. 7

AMERICAN

Express charges collect

COMPANY
NEW

PICTURE
MOVING

of All

YORK

SUPPLIES
Kinds

PICTURE

SUPPLY
New

CO.

York City

If you are in the Market for

SECOND
HAND
FILMS

Second-hand Independent Films, all makes, I
90 days old

$5.00 per reel upwards

Write to the largest and most reliable Dealers and Importers of

CAMERAPHONE
FILM
new, with two sets records
All goods shipped subject to eijmin.ii

International Film Traders

SECOND-HAND

Write for particulars
Demonstrations free of charge

Educational Mov. Picture
Mfg. and Adv. Co.

FOR

for you ?

UP Fourth Avenue

Ihej.CCoghlan
Company

We are now prepared to
manufacture films for educational and advertising
purposes. We go anywhere
: on request. Printing and
developing
our
specialty.

them

'Phone, 23SI Spring

and Accessories

1910

To the Trade

we can make

A. DEWES

249 Centre

Dept. 1

July to December,

TO EUROPE

High-class repairing and alterations
on Foreign Machines.

Block

107 Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

BOUND

SEND

FILM
PERFORATING
DIES

who realized that our "circuit proposition" was
a winner for the country exhibitors ? If you
have delayed answering, get in touch with us

CHICAGO

WORLD

FILM

these goods in the U. S.

147 Fourth A»tnut.

Complete lists seat free upon request

NBw

VOkk CITY

Mr. Exhibitor- Do You Cater to Both Sides of the Street?
To catch the eve of the passerby on cither side j ou need a finishing touch to \ our outside displa]

SKSS«

3 x 12 FU DISPLAY

BANNERS

\\ e offer oui

m'^..

As the best and cheapest waj to get Mr. and M's- Passerby's trade.
m ki

\u\

i in

6 WS& »5.75 fflfilL

R| Di CI D PRIC4 I
r. (or SO. SO PrcpaiJ t..

i< \S . if "1 I In

•INQI i BANNI RSi poetpaM tin I
SPI c i m s n> <>ki>i u (|

MaStl

IJSl.ll ctai

-u..ii 13 ti si 70. || it s-' 0

I The B. B. SIGN CO., Cleveland I S5

SPECIAL
NATIONAL

ROLL
Get

the

TICKET

Samples

TICKETS

COMPANY

Moth

Th" mg *££•£.£? Pr'"""*
TlcKets, 6 Cents

ShamoKin,

Pt».

THE

MOVING

FOLDING
CHAIRS

WORLD

OPERA m CHAIRS

For Movinq Picture
Showi.Crand Stand.,
Assembly Halls, etc.
In sections if wanted.
Write tor Catalog No. 2

FOR

EVERY
l.OOO

ESTABLISH KI>
WRITE FOR
CAT.

PURPOSE

186S
Na. 31

STYLES

The A. H. Andrews

The Kauffman
Manufacturing Co.
ASHLAND, OHIO

CHEAP

PICTURE

Co.

1 74- 176 Wabash Ave.. Chicago. III.

The Automatic Theatre Chair
i friend to the public.
, — 'automat
business
folds

(

Branches in all leading cites

Opera and Assembly Chairs;

^n,
world's greatest theatre
live not seen our litest
Write "today for circular A.
THE HARDESTY MFC. CO
Canal Dover,
Ohio, U. S. A.
FILMS

FOR

SALE.

50 Reel, of Film.

$8 to $16 per Reel
Second-hand one pin Edison machine. $100.00
Mayer Silverman, 105 4th Ave. .Pittsburg. Pa.

The

Independent Film Exchange
of Pittsburg. Pa.

WE WANT
ONE

THOUSAND

Moving Picture Men
to operate PREMIUM pin
machines
and get rich, or
if already so, to get more
wealth.
Why not you?
PREMIUM
pin machines
have become an institution

The Pioneer Independent Exchange ofWestern Pennsylvania
buying the output of the Sales
Company.

in every candy store.
By placing a machine in your
retailer's out
storecompetition.
you will monopolize
his trade and
squeeze
Mr. Flint of Mo. writes: "Kindly accept thanks for in-i
troducing me to a gold mine."
will lifter
support
you. Fifty machines operated
will Ten
provemachines
a mortgage
to you.
We make them out of Oak or Metal.

We have a few choice runs that
we can let out at reasonable
prices.

Prompt Shipment.. Writ* for
PEABODY SCHOOL FURNITURE CO.
North
Manchester
laalaas
Xew York Agtnts ROBERT J. EHLERS CO
Lexington Ave. and 43d St. • New York. NY

Write us.

Percentage of winners arranged so that from every twenty
dollars deposited in the machine twelve dollars will be jvm\
profit.
If so advised, will make it still more.

INDEPENDENT FILM EXCHANGE,
A. S. DAVIS. Manager

Inc.

415 Ferry Street.

PA.

PITTSBURG.

* -PREMIUM
56-58

WALNUT

Write
3-day for exclusive

VENDING
ST.

COMPANY
PITTSBURG.

PA

THE

Uniforms
Stylish
Nobby
Cheap

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD
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WURUTZER

Automatic Musical
Instruments

NEW

SLIDES

For the lollowiig Songs- JIM OUT
Myl

Take Me Back to Baby-land.
Going Back to My Old GirL
What a Funnv
Utile World This bl
In Winer.

When the trees are dressed in crimson
and in gold.
U.S. Gov
instruments. Write tor big. n
84-page catalogue showing t

R. W.

STOCKLEY

&

CO.

810 West Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Mfr«.

of

Uniforms

and

Equipments

OPERA
CHAIRS

Coactrt riinorchiirn

THE RUDOLPH WURLITZER

CO.

CINCINNATI. 117 to 121 E. 4th; NEW YORK. 25
and 27 W. 32d (bet. B'way and 5th Ave .); CHICAGO.
266 and 268 Wabash Ave.; PHILADELPHIA. 1835
Chestnut; ST. LOUIS. 912 Pine; CLEVELAND. 206
Prospect Ave. S. E.; COLUMBUS. O.. 57 E. Main.

King Chanticleer.
Killarney.Dancing
my Home
o'er the Sea.
Starlight.
Broncho Nell.
For Killarney and You.
My Country
First Call.
MandvHasLou.
Dolores.
The Bert Place of All.
The Moon Swings Low
Springtime Brings Roses and You.
You're the Sweetest Girl in
All This World To Me.
Moonlight. Dear.
We've Kept the Golden Rule.

De WITT C. WHEELER
120 W. 31 at St.

The
Latest
in
Seats

GET

OUR

PRICES

Before You

Buy

Largest Variety
Lowest Prices

GEO.

W.

The
Best
in
Seats

New

York City

#jV,<

Mmuu

WHY NOT LEARN

BENNETT

MOVING BiCTURE

744 Weit 5th Street
CINCINNATI

HAVE GOOD

OHIO

AMEKICAN THEATRICAL SINOERS AOCY.
$♦ Dearborn St..
LUICAOO, ILL.
Milliard Campbell, Mur.

CLEAN

YOUR

Taylors Method
51. W. 28= ST ^!

operctiihE '

MUSIC

Singers. Pianists, Trap Drummers and Orches-

The MORTIMER

Xylophones. Orchestra Bells. Chime*. Forks.
Send for free illustrated catalogue.
J. C. DEAGAN
3800-3810 N. Clark St.. Chicago, 111.

FILMS WITH

FILM CLEANER

It doei the work while the operator is rewinding the film. Send for the Ilooklct.

Moving

Picture

Pianists

i If so,

lelodiu
n Colli
r being used and praised
by many of the best houses in the country.
PRICE
75 CENTS
Also' latest cue music (series 1910) for 10 parti and
piano. 11.00. 1-4 discount on both numbers.

CLARENCE
1501 Sedgwick St

E. SINN
CHICAGO.

ILL.

F. C. TAYLOR

FILMS
FOR

MISFIT
UNIFORMS
SO Per Cent. Leas (Inn
MANUFACTUBER.S'

Correspondence Course. Special rates to
the trade. Send for free illustrated catalogue.
School class meets every morning and afternoon, with F. H. Richardson of Chicago as
chief instructor. Evening classes meet every
Monday. Wednesday and Friday. We positively guarantee you a $15 position.
We have a Powers' Cameragraph No. 5
in A- 1 condition for $85.00 and an Edison
Exhibition Model Machine for $60.00.
We carry a large line of electrical supplies
and furnish everything for the theatre.

COST

Blue Coal, Pails and
Cap lor $0.00
In a large Uniform business there is a small percentage of Misfit*. These become
dead stock, and wr now intend
to force them into cash; by
taking one half our cost or
less. We have Braided Blue
and Gray Dress Coata
■• rll which
them
us in the ahop as much
Let ul
r w'i'l'l\

The Geo. B. Donatio Co.
Columbua.Ohio.U.S.A.

RENT

New Films High Class Service
' OUR PATSM1 IXaXTI IC HULLS ..rtitc ricii
enthusiasm la Mlvhll PfclSJM ll>'U.rs. play Iroiu a
keyboard
lanlmr.t
to
SOCI> as as olo BM
Including resonators, magnets and kryboar .1-

J. C. DCAGAN
CHICAGO,

3800 3810 N.CUrk St.

The Pioneer House, With 8 Years'
Eiperienoe and S250.000.00
Baok Ol It

EUGENE

CLINE

67 and 59 Dearborn St.,
ICE.

Chicago

THE
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PICTURE
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BIO eARBONS
Let us show you how to get better results
In nine theatres out of ten, better results may be obtained without increased cost simply by a careful
selection of Carbons.
It is a well-known fact
among Electrical Engineers
that a different size of Carbon should be used for
every different current,
and a different grade for
York where you get a square
TT'S the or ly place in New
each voltage, if the best
results are to be obtained.
■*- deal and get what you pay for.
We can furnish any class of service
In moving picture work
you desire and ship
the
range of voltage at the
anywhere.
arc is from 26 to 55 and
Send for
the range of current is
Inc.
prices.
ACME FILM CO.,
from 15 amperes to 65 am12 East 15th Street
New York
Before the introduction
of the BIO Carbon practiperes. cally only one size and
grade was used. Conseonly those toexhibitors whoquently
happened
have
the particular conditions
suited to this size and
grade were getting perfect
results. The rest — a big
majority — were simply getting results that seemed
satisfactory because they
Write to-day for our list and terms
never had the opportunity
to see anything better.
Thousands of exhibitors
have availed themselves of
our services and are now
getting better results than
they hadsible.ever
Annual Subscription to Moving Picture World, $2.00
Send us believed
the stubsposof
the carbons you are now
burning and we will make
a complete report on their
THE ENTERPRISE
MODEL B
suitability for your purcharge.poses and send samples of
proper carbons free of

Have

You

Tried

th e Acme?

f* Chautauqua Film Exchange
Get Ready to Use the BEST Service.
Releases Begin Soon

356 Dearborn Street

•

CHICAGO, ILL.

Portable Calcium Gas Outfit
it the only Substitute for Electricity
Motion Picture or Stereopticon Views

Only

Satisfactory

for projecting
and is the

Portable Outfit

because it operates by WATER PRESSURE, IS CONSTANT,
REGULAR AND RELIABLE and has no complicated spring
valves to corrode, choke up and otherwise get out of order.
Is patented.
"OXONE" in SQUARE CAKES is most Satisfactory for
the production of Oxygen
Gas. Send for particulars.
For Sale by Dealers.

Enterprise Optical Mfg. Go. nJESFFSUSfiZZSlu*

Charles
LKiewert
Company
39 Gortlandt St., New York
Largest
importers
ol Flaming Arc Lamps
and Carbons
in America

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD
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Save Tickets
AND

H. A. Mackie
Asbestos Booths
All Sizes.

Eliminate Choppers
at the entrance
to every
Theatre and Amusement Place
GET

THE

COUNT

Mackie s Home
Moving
Picture Machine.

WITH

JONES DUPLEX
CHECK GATE
and you GET

Mackie s Automatic
Stereopticon
Advertising
Machine.

Mackie s Post

Card

all the money

DEALER

MACHINES

AND

ALL MODI LS.

PARTS.

Mackie s
Repairs
Mackie
Ask us to send you fur/hfi ilflails

JONES CHANGE
REGISTER CO.
hcmpmuh 1
NEW YORK CITY

IN

EDISON
Mackie, Agent

18 BROADWAY

Projector.

for

Mirror

Screen*.

Repair
Department
on Premises.

to

all

makes

or

machines

promptly
executed.
leUl and Bfa
fenUUM
only lor .ill HMCOUlCfi

HARRY

A.

6S3 Bradwty,
QORNI

MACKIE
New

k CM

p&ltl

v<»ik cit>

Mil. s 1 ki 1 1

TITR

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD
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"Mirror Screens" Glass Curtains "TransparentAre Screens"
you required
Daylight

Pictures

to throw your picture from the rear?

Perspective and
Clearness.

Our new
TRANSPARENT SCREEN
has the world beat.

Rests the Eyes
New Process of
Manufacturing
makes them more
perfect and more
wonderful than
ever.
We can tell you
how to pay for one
in two weeks by increased receipts.

Nothing like
on the market.
Be

the

it

first in

your city.

CURTAIN

OR WHITE WALL
GLASS CURTAIN
cAddrtss all communications
to

Like theit "Mirror
Screen"
is a Joy
and Money Getter

MOTION PICTURE SCREEN
SHELBYVILLE,

CO.

INDIANA

"ARCO-B"
BIOGRAPH
CARBONS
ARE

made expressly for Motion Picture Work.
Are of the Highest Grade.
Are Sold at right prices, commensurate with High Quality. Are Carried
in stock by the leading Film Exchanges of the Country, and are Imported
Exclusively by us.

f^ "Just as good as Arco-B" is the statement frequently made.
acknowledgment of the High merit of

ARCO

BIOGRAPH

<I Insist upon getting the
trade mark. - ■

genuine

L. E. FRORUP
232-234 GREENWICH

article.

A complimentary

CARBONS
Each individual Carbon bears our

& COMPANY,

STREET

Importers
NEW

YORK

March

Vol. a. No. 10

II, 1911

Price,

lO Cents

MOVING Iff EWORLD
THE O^GSN OP THE PHoWpLffiT JO© .SLUED INTENTS

i.yi . —una™.

THE

,

■iW— miff

PROOF

Fifteen Hundred users have sent us enthusiastic endorsements
of our No. 6 Cameragraph.
What better evidence can you ask
that it "Pays
to Purchase a
Power's."
Every user is a "rooter" for
the most
reliable moving-picture machine on the
market— Power's No. 6.
Why ? Because :
It gives an absolutely
steady picture.
Is the most substantially constructed projecting machine made.
It runs smoother, quieter and
longer than any other machine.
And a few other good whys.
Send for Catalog (,, which
tolls all about our picture machines and current savors.

NICHOLAS

POWER

lor thirteen fern the leading

115-117 Nassau Street

COMPANY

makers of moving picture

machines

New

York

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

STILL Insisting

STILL Insisting

STILL Insisting

Than ho user?
WO- A- WEEK
WO-A-WEEK
RELEASED

HIS

TUESDAY,

See the "Thanhouser

YOUNGER

MARCH

14

Twist!"

BROTHER

is the story of the artifice of a girl employed in her brother's behalf,
and the twist comes when you find that her efforts weren't needed.
For the brother was not the spotless man his sister presumed him
to be, but the discovery came at the windup of her struggle to place
the blame elsewhere. Her sense of devotion to him leads her to try
hard to fasten the guilt on a man of stainless character and when
she learns how mistaken and misguided was the effort, she mak^s
reparation by taking the man's name for her own and joining with
him to save the erring brother from further sin.
No. 193.
Code Word, Hither.

RELEASED

ROBERT

A Splendid

FRIDAY,

MARCH

"Thanhouser

17

EMMET
Classic"

makes a subject of actual historical importance,
one that stamps the motion picture as an absolute
educational force. As such it will add tone to
your place and go far to refute the local Picture
Pounders. You have in this a reel that will
teach more about the momentous Emmet period
in Irish history than hours among the text books.
This fifteen-minutes-of-film really describes
Emmet's part in Ireland's great fight better than
all the lengthy discourses of the Patrick's Day
orators. It is remarkable for its wide appeal.
Not only will the Irish-American enthuse over
the stirring tale it tells, but the lover of liberty
everywhere will feel its appeal, the student of
history (we all are. nowadays) will like it for
the history in it, and the lover of love stories will
like it for the entrancing love story that it is.
No. 194.

The
The

Thanhouser
Thanhouser

News
Photoframe

FOR $3.50 with order.
This is the
PLAY BARGAIN EVER KNOWN.

For System's Sake address Art Dept.

THANHOUSER
NEW

Code Word, Emmet.

FREE OF CHARGE to all who can show connection with the Moving Ptorop a card to PUBLISHER, THANHOUSER NEWS, NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.
ng of portraits of the famous Thanhouser "Stock," framed in solid oak,
les
in
width
and
44 inches the
in de--"tickledto-death exhibitors
co

ROCHELLE

COMPANY

THE
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WORLD

CONSEQUENCES
UNEXCELLED

They are the final result, the last analysis.
In our battle for the right to trade, we have
stood by our guns, and each well aimed, carefullyplanned shot has brought — consequences.
At this moment we are feeling these consequences in the good, healthy condition of the
Sales Company. We invite exhibitors to share in
it— there's sunshine enough for all, no toll exacted. The portal to real independence is through
this
Unexcelled Program

PROGRAM

EVEBY
MONDAY
AMERICAS — American Film Kaaufacturis*
Company
MT1— w*'*
P— Independ
YANKEE — Yankea Film Company
EVEEY TTJE8DAY
BIBOJf— Now York Motion Picturo Company
POWERS — The Powori Company
THANH0U8ER — Thanhouser Company
EVEEY
WEDNESDAY
aMBROBIO— Now York Motion Picturo Co.
ATLAS— Atlas Film Company
CHAMPION— The Champion Film Company
NE8T0R— DaTid Eorilsy
RELIANCE — Carlton Laboratorloa
SOLAS — Solax Company.
EVEBY THTJB8DAY
AMERICAN— Amorican
FUm
Manufacturlnf
Co
Company
REX— Rex

Morlnf Picture Mff. Company
EVEEY FEIDAY
BISON— New York Motion Picturo Company
.01— R. Prieur
iOLAX — Bolax Company
rHANHOUBER— Thanhouaer
Company
YANKEE— Yankee FUm Co.
EVEEY BATTJRDAY
.'APITAL— Capital Film Co.
iREAT NORTHERN— Great Northern Film Co.
'.'ALA— New York Motion Picture Company
'OWERS— The Power* Company
tL .IAN CE — Carlton Laboratories

Motion Picture Distributing & Sales Company
1 1 1 E. 14th St., New York City

_

ALWAYS
Forg'ing
Ahead
WITH A HIGH STANDARD
OF QUALITY

THE

ONE

FILMS

BEST

BET

Release for Saturday, March 4th

The

Rival

Servants

Release for Saturday, March 11th

The Son of the Executioner

A strong, dramatic production that will not
I
fail to make a vivid impre ion because <>( \

\ beUttfol fc.ituir 1 1 1 ill . with .« wr.ilth

itA-ilc-vcraiul rc.ili-.tie p<mr,i> ,>l.
I
EVU
; V» laMala . toll caHBOl |mmsII)I) air.ml

xmoitors:
AM,

HBSI-(

rsis in ruis isst »:.

»«•»>■* im- <»r<i». -»"■> »n

l.lss

IMU.I'I SKIN r I \( I

Sold

Tbrouuh

Sales
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Put This
in Your

It's Neither Bull-headed
Luck Nor Accident

1"^ HERE arc several film exchanges which would rather
drink poison than patronize the "Imp" Company.
It
i- a matter of personal spite, envy, bitterness, jealousy,
hatred.
Your exchange may be one of those.
If it is not giving

TWO

Imps

EVERY

Week

there's a nigger in the woodpile somewhere. Find out! If your
exchange is not giving you TWO IMPS EVERY WEEK, do
one of two things:
(i) — Write to them every day till you get what you want. Or —
(2) — Try another exchange.

"THE

SECRET

OF THE

PALM"

(IMP Release of March 13) "Made in Cuba"
Here's a thriller — full of action — exciting from start to finish
— get it for your next "IMP night" and notice results.
A Spaniard, goaded to desperation, attempts to ruin a rival
on account of unrequited love.
He fastens a crime on the ranch foreman, and then brings
about his own death in a sensational manner by a fall from the
topmost branches of a palm tree.
The wrong is righted — but — see the film.

"THE

FISHER-MAID"

(IMP Release of March 16) "Made in Cuba"
Mr. Exhibitor: —
Nine hundred and ninety-six feet of thrilling drama with
"Littlenow).
Mary" in nearly every foot of it. (Do your booking
right
One of the greatest fishermen's stories ever attempted.
The Fishermaid, jealous of the sister of her sweetheart, drifts
away to the open sea seeking to end her life in solitude.
Her lover discovers the mistake and goes to the rescue,
finding her body tossed by the waves. The thrilling rescue, the
resuscitation of the girl, and the subsequent reconciliation, has
heart gripping interest all the way through.
But what's the
Cold

type can never begin to tell this story— get the picture.
Independent Moving Pictures Co.
of America
102 W. Wist St.
New York
Carl Laemmle,
Pres.

WORLD

That I am doing tin
SUCCESSFUL film rental
business of the day. \'<>,
sirce!! It's because I have
gained the absolute confidence of you exhibitors.
It's because my square,
honest, upright dealing with
you for the past five years
is bearing fruit. It's because I'm " doing things"
all the time — doing them
for you — the exhibitor —
and for the betterment of
the whole moving picture
industry, and lastly, it's
because I have al ways gi\ en
you your
money's more.
worth — I
and
sometimes
don't want your business
unless you honestly believe
I "deserve it. I don't want
it if you are doubting my
sincerity. If, on the other
hand, you believe in me —
if my word carries any
weight with you — then, and
then only, do I ask you to
give me a chance to figure

with you on your film service—and onthe basis of

qualify only.
CARL

LAEMMLE,

President

The Laemmle Film Service
Headquarters;
196-198 Lake Street, Chicago, 111.
4th Floor, Sykes Block
Minneapolis, Minn.
1517 Farnam Street
Omaha, Neb.
The hiege»t and best film renter
In the world
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Wonderful Jumlp to Popularity
Everybody is Talking About Them

Wednesday and Friday
OUT OF THE ARCTIC
ft

JJ

RELEASED

S.E^rS

MARCH

8th

A HOUSE

JAMMER

The crying demand from all parts of the country is for

COMEDY

dolciX

and SPLIT

REELS

Scifrfrlies the Demand
In their Release

of

FRIDAY,

MARCH

10th,

"Put Out" ^ "Caribou Hunting in Canada"
(Comedy)

Split Reel

The SOLAX comedians appear at their best in this screaming,
rib-cracking, original comedy, while our picture of "Caribou
Hunting" has
never been surpassed for scenic beauty and general
educational
value.

Remember ! All Our

Films Are Tinted

and

Toned

Throughout.

S©iaxf Company
147 Fourth Avenue

NEW

YORK
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you will be convinced of the superiority of

"Electra" L:BKEL Carbons
tVy*

H

TENDER

A)

SAR1COSTAS

^>

ALLIANCE OHIO . ■

(ps*JL X

j

.- CC *f~~<, fct*S~~ *£*-**-%-

SOLE

HUGO

11 BROADWAY

Combining

FILMS

Perfect

Not Now?

^

4

- -..- ^C
*~-^+--i

41^-

<Z—

+VT^£~f,

IMPORTER

REISINGER

NEW.YORKj.CITY

FILMS

ECLAIR
THE

Why

OF

^flSf

Photography

PICTORIAL

with

QUALITY

Popular

RELEASE

Plays

OF MARCH

13th

"An Unforseen
A Graceful Comedy
Introduction"
Vivacious and Mirth-Provoking

"A Day
of Storms"
A Real Joker
One You Can't Afford to Miss

NEW

YORK:

=ECLAIR FILM COMPANY^

31 East 27th St.

CHICAGO:

35 East Randolph St.
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EXHIBITORS
Exchange

for

Philadelphia

1. We wish to announce to the trade that we have opened an Independent fiilm exchange at 23 N. 9th Street, Philadelphia, Pa., and that we offer exhibitors of the
city and surrounding territory an

EXCEPTIONAL

UP-TO-DATE

FILM

«s£»&

SERVICE

2. We are buying the output of the Motion Picture Distributing and Sales Co., and
we can guarantee for every week the entire output of the Imp, Thanhouser, Reliance,
Bison and Ameiican manufacturers.
3. We have absolutely no dead stock on hand. All our films are new. Think of
the great advantage of dealing with a new exchange, to be able to secure clean,
new films of almost any subject desired.
4. We have a triplicate checking system and we furnish you with a typewritten
list of your daily program so you can file same and at all times have a record of
your past exhibitions.
5.

We can book you on a definite date from date of release.

6.

We

furnish posters with every reel, also a ten-foot banner for the feature reel.

7. We

invite you to our offices to inspect our system and our examining department. We thoroughly examine and put in first-class condition every reel before
leaving our place and therefore assure you of no broken sprocket holes which
tend to wrench your machine and spoil your show.
8. Come and see us and let us quote you our price, or write, wire or 'phone.

Exhibitors Film Service Co.

23
North
Ninth
Philadelphia,

St.
Pa.

Champion Films Must

BE
ON
YOUR
PROGRAM
PartaKe from Your Exchange
List this
CHAMP
to-day.

"The Girl an the Oath"
It is purely

and

Released

March

/Vote:

S
MARK

simply
15th,

Great
1911

Gel our '"Photos"

Champion
M. DINTENFASS,

Cen'l Mgr.

Film Co.
::

12 East 15th St., New York City
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XHE WORLD'S BEST— BAR NONE
™™» "»•«
INDEPENDENT EXHIBITORS
AND EXCHANGES
IF YOU WANT Quality and Variety, Artistic Productions, Clean and Clever
Comedies, Stirring Dramatics, Popular Programs, Pleased Patrons, Perfect Pictures, BE SURE YOU specify and take no substitute for the weekly release of

LUX

FILMS
-524

Released,

10th,

1911
REMEDY
Keet
COMEDY
n your
send all the ladies
s enough con edy in thi 5 split ree to JONES'
Th
s.
Do
lr
seat
aud tdiet
and to make the men
roll off the
.'. k e into hysterics
March

BILL

IN LOVE AGAIN
-re i
COMEDY— 432 Feet

not

our word for it, howeve r, but see

SEE OTHER

PAGES

t for yourself.

FOR SYNOPSES

AND

PAST RELEASES

The World's Best— Bar None
lO

East

15tH

PRIEUR

pi>< , 3427 stuyvesam

R.

Street

Sold only throuflh the Mo

GET LUX

New

YorK

City

-. Picture Distributing and Sales Company

What Expert Operators

=^

Think of

Bio Carbons
We

extract

the

following

from

a letter

from

R. C. Groh,

330

Wyoming

Street,

St.

Paul, Minn.;

"The Gaiety Theatre of St. Paul has been using the 'BIO' since last summer. They
do a tremendous business because their pictures are so bright and clear. WITH 'BIO'
CARBONS YOU DONT NEED A MIRROR SCREEN. You can print that in
any

paper

and

sign my name

to

it."

You notice that users of BIO Carbons don't express
up to the neck with enthusiasm.

themselves in milk

and

water

language.

They

are

We value the "BIO'S" reputation for superlative excellence far more than the few extra dollars we might
make by selling a "just-as-good" or "just-a-little-better" carbon.
Send us $1.50
for them
a sample
Carbons, prepaid to your door.
You'll be as
enthusiastic
about
as we 50are. 5-8x6 Cored "BIO"

CHARLES
LARGEST

IMPORTERS

L. KIEWERT
OF FLAMING

39 Cortlandt Street, New York
114 Huron Street, Milwaukee, Wis.
15th and Pine Streets, St. Louis, Mo.

ARC

LAMPS

AND

COMPANY,
CARBONS

IN AMERICA.

309 Carson St., Pittsburg, Pa.
195 Fremont Street, San Francisco,
58 Plymouth
Court, Chicago, 111.

Cal.

Moving PictureWorld
THE WORLF)
(Reach

PHOTOGRAPHIC

PUBLISHING

COMPANY

Building)

ADVERTISING

- 125 E. 23d Street, NEW

RATES:
Whole page, $60.00; half page, $30.00; quarter page, $15 .00; eighth page, $750; one inch (3H »*wide), $3.00; one inch (254 in. wide), $2.00; classified (no display), 3 cents per word.
Time Discounts:
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The Open Market-II
Our article of two weeks ago on the subject of "The
Open Market," has attracted, we learn, considerable attention. We have not heard any single one of our arguments in favor of an open market seriously controverted.
Everything ranges itself on the side of opening the market to the high grade quality moving pictures, whether
made in this country or abroad. It is axiomatic that the
court of last appeal in this, as all other matters, has an
indestructible right to select that which it desires to buy.
In other words, the freedom of the public, the purchaser,
is or should be inviolable.
We -aid in our former article that the present system
of restricting the market also restricted quality. So it
does. Here is an instance which we have deduced only
this very week. Mr. W. G. Barker, of the Barker Motion Picture Company, Ltd., sends us an illustrated pamphlet descriptive of one of the most remarkable films ever
made. This is a film of the Shakespearean play: "Henry
the VIII," especially enacted by probably the finest dramatic company just now in England, or indeed in any part
of the world, Sir II. B. Tree's His Majesty's theater
company. "Henry the VI II" was produced by Tree on a
scale of unparalleled magnificence. Tree is doing
stage today what Irving used to do; so that the American
reader can probably locate his position in modern
histrionics.
Barker is making a great success of this film play 111
England. There arc thousands, probabh hundreds of
thousands, if not million: of people in this country who
would be glad to see this film in this country, but under
present conditions, it is impossible for the
Patent I ompanj liceno have to he reckoned with on
the one hand ; the Sales I ompany on the other, It is the
policy of thi e tv.
ti( ems t<
i exclude
the imported pn "in. •
nnt i.ii- the e two tint, then, Mr Barker musl twid
die his thumb
1 1 < ■ innot find a market.
So, metaphorically speaking, he stand down at the Cunard Pier with
ell which the people in this countrj want to buy,
inn between him and hi- would be pui
barrier stretched along Fourteenth Street.

Xow let us apply the tu quoque argument. Supposing
Mr. Selig or Mr. Laemmle made a very fine film; is there
anything to prevent him getting that film on the English
market? Absolutely nothing! As we write this paragraph we take up the Kinematograph Weekly for February 9th. What do we find in it ? Advertisements of
Vitagraph, Biograph, Lubin, Imp, Powers, Nestor and
other films. And among the manufacturers we name are
those who are opposed to the open market in this country.
They do not want an open market here, but they want it
across the Atlantic. Is this consistent ? We do not think
it is. Sauce for the Goose is sauce for the Gander.
This question of the open market which is of considerable interest in the film world, is also, it seems, of equal,
if not greater, interest outside. As we hinted in our first
article on this .subject, capital has its eye upon the moving
picture field. By capital, we mean money in the large
sense. It has hitherto been possible for the man of comparatively small capital to gain admission into the Independent moving picture field. So far. however, the larger
capitalist with control of hundreds of thou
millions, has not come into the field. But DO*
privy to the fact that he is prepared tO ^\o so. There has
been talk in our pages and elsewhere for some time past
of a third party.
The third party, m a sense, has made
its appearance
but it is chiefly on paper. It ha
tacked the problem in the only possible business-like way.
that of the manufacturing end on i grai
is. however, probable that in i short time there will be
one, if not two, Is
mmencing operations in
the making of moving pictures
tie
The
best available plants, acting talent, ted.'
nario writing talent will be employed,
With all this, the
problem ^i getting well made moving |
closed market
will remain
for solution.
\'o doubt the
problem will be solved in
money.
it is difficult in these t::
I 1 on the one hand
certain adjudicated patent rights, ..in
and pretend,
^n the ofJi
that either of th<

| g enough

to v.
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the strain of competition oi quality. It would be by
quality, ami quality only that any new entrants into the
American moving picture field would make headway.
The time has gone by when we, or anybody else with
knowledge oi the business, would welcome the small, but
ambitious capitalist into the moving picture field. He
would harm himself, as well as the trade, by his abortive
s le has done so m the past, he would do so again.
We have a double duty to perform in this respect. One
is to point out the desirability of the open market. We
think that the grounds we have alleged are sufficient to
uphold our contention in this respect. Then, again, there
is the broad matter of welcoming healthy competition.
We certainly are of the opinion that the best made moving pictures of the world, be those pictures made here or
in any other country, have a moral right to be present on
this market. As we have pointed out before, by the present policy of exclusion, some of the best pictures that are
made do not find their way on to the American moving
picture screen. We think they should be there. When
we learn of the probability of capital, brains and ability
entering the manufacturing field, we consider it our duty
to encourage it. We are decidedly of the opinion that
there is plenty of room in the American moving picture
field for all these, and we desire to invite and welcome
them into the American moving picture business.

KK

WORLD

light effects appear in this Kex release, which is called:
"By the Light of the Moon." We are not sure whether
other makers have adopted this plan of making moving
pictures. If they have not, probably they will, as many
quaint effects can be obtained by silhouetting the
characters.
We refer to this little variation of moving picture technique for the purpose of emphasizing a point often made
in these pages, that moving picture makers have at hand
greater opportunities for varying the kind of picture they
produce, than they seem to be aware of. An occasional
release en silhouette, offers scope for the cultivation of
the comic side of moving picture making. So far as we
can judge, in making silhouetted moving pictures, the
same principles are availed of, as in making silhouette
still photographs. You expose against a translucent matted surface, and shut off all light from the front and sides
of the picture. But we do not pretend to speak with certainty on this point. Possibly some of the Independent
manufacturers who sadly need the element of novelty in
their releases, will make one or two of these silhouette or
shadow pictures. If cleverly done, the exchanges would,
no doubt, welcome them, and we are sure that the public
in the moving picture theaters would like them.

Silhouetted Moving Pictures
Probably not 2 per cent, of our readers could tell offhand what we have in mind when referring to silhouetted
moving pictures. Fewer still no doubt could tell the origin of the word "silhouette." Let us give it. "Silhouette"
was the name of an ingenious Frenchman, who many
years ago, by the aid of a pair of scissors and a sheet of
black paper, immortalized his name. For a few cents, or
rather we should say, sous, he cut out profile portraits of
sitters. These pictures were soon called after the originator's name, Silhouette. The name silhouette survives
today in various forms of graphic art, where you get a
black outline against a light ground. The word silhouette, in fact, has passed into literary currency. For example: Coming up New York Bay towards evening we
speak of the "silhouetted outlines of the New York skyscrapers," etc., etc. Then, again, the draughtsmen who
illustrate the popular press, are said, in some senses, to
make silhouette pictures when they produce those amusing black bodied caricatures in outline.
The silhouette photograph was, and is, fairly popular
among many amateurs and a few professionals. We can
recall at least one professional studio where silhouette
photographs are made for business purposes. The modus
operandi of making silhouette photographs is roughly
this : You pose your sitter against a translucent background with a matted surface. A stippled, or a frosted
window, one of ground glass in fact, answers very well
as the background. Only diffused light is supposed to pass
through the window. You must exclude all front and
side lights from the sitter. He must, in fact, be seen by
the lens to be just a dark shadow. The object of the photographer ismerely to impress his outline on a sensitized
plate, the main part of the figure being unrelieved black.
These silhouette photographs, however, are chiefly objects of curiosity and interest. There is no great demand
for them, they merely excite the interest of novelty among
those who do not realize what a number of interesting variants are produced by photography.
The silhouette moving picture may probably receive
some impetus from a recent release of the Rex Company.
Here many of the figures are shown just as detailless
shadows with sharp outlines.
Some interesting moon-

WILLIAM

('BILL")

STEINER

IN

BERMUDA.

This little cit shows William Steiner, of Yankee film
fame, disporting himself amongst the bananas in Bermuda,
accompanied by Mrs. Steiner. It will be seen that they
hardly wear a worried look. We are informed that some very
excellent Yankee pictures have been made in Bermuda. Two
companies are at work there, and the pictures will shortly
be released. Mr. Steiner returns to Xew York in the course
of a few weeks.
"OLD

ED HOWE"

ON PICTURES.

"Old Ed Howe," the philosopher of the Atchison, Kan.,
Globe whose Sunflower Philosophy has given him a national
reputation remarks:
"Our theory is that any one who is misled by a picture
show is too easily led to make much of a stand on any-

thing."
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Value ol the Moving Pictures tor Advertising
By Horatio F. Stoll.
It is doubtful if any form of entertainment has ever taken
possession of the general public as quickly and as completely
as have the motion pictures. In every city, practically, of
the civilized world, moving pictures are being shown to
crowds of spectators daily, and every one, large and small,
rich and poor, alike, seem to enjoy them thoroughly.
A few years ago, imperfect films, showing foreign scenes,
famous people and elaborate street pageants and festivals
were projected at the leading vaudeville theaters, and were
looked upon as something truly wonderful. Today, the
protographing process has been perfected, the art of throwing the pictures on the screen has been simplified, and the
cost of projecting them has been so minimized that every
little hamlet in the United States, no matter how remote,
is able to boast of its moving picture shows.
From a financial standpoint, the success of the moving
pictures has also been remarkable. A writer in the American
Review of Reviews, estimates that the chief combination
of manufacturers produce 20,000 feet a week of new films,
of which, perhaps, an average of eighty copies apiece are
made.
The middlemen or "exchanges" pay manufacturers $9,000,000 for films, while the former rent at about $18,000,000 a
year to the actual exhibitors or show-men. They, in turn,
collected nickels and dimes in 1909 at their 10,000 ticket
windows, amounting to $57,500,000. And these audiences
unmbered more than 2,250,000 souls per day — three times the
audiences of all the regular theaters in America put together.
The enterprise of the moving picture men is marvelous.
Nothing seems to be too difficult for them to accomplish,
and expense is apparently a side issue. They are constantly on the alert for something novel, that will amuse and
attract, and as a result, when a nickelodeon or moving
picture theater is entered, the spectator never knows just
what surprise is in store for him. One day you are "deelighted" with Colonel Roosevelt's hunting experiences in the
jugles of Africa, another time you are amazed at the daring
flights of the birdmen at Los Angeles or Rheims; while on
still another evening you behold the solemn funeral procession of King Edward VII.
We are only just beginning to realize the many uses
to which the moving picture can be put, for example:
Some months ago, in Paris. Dr. Doyen, the famous French
surgeon, whose methods sometimes have been criticised
as flamboyant, but whose skill as an operator never has
been questioned, created a sensation by introducing in his
lecture, a series of moving pictures, showing an operation
for appendicitis. Each successive detail of the delicate
operation was vividly depicted, and as the pictures were
flashed on the screen, Dr. Doyen kept up a running commentary which left nothing to the imagination of the French
student--. These pictures will no doubt Boon be shown in
colleges in the United States and other countries, since the
films can be multiplied indefinitely.
pictures have also been
used in crusades
of
various kinds to influence public opinion.
The other evening I saw a very effective storjr picture, intended to iming pure milk for
their children.
Scenes reproducing
unsanitary and filthy
ring milk for city onwnnptio.
traduced and a strong dramatic plol worked up
it told
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red by milk obtained from the dairy
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The
examination,
by
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they have since been elaborated into a very interesting film
called "Southern California Industries." It opens with a.
glimpse of thousands of fluttering pigeons on the great
pigeon ranch, located in the outskirts of Los Angeles. Then
comes a novel tropical alligator garden, and finally the
famous Cawston ostriches. You see them feeding, resting,
having their feathers plucked, and being ridden by daring
caretakers. The film closes with a close-range picture of a
charming Southern California belle, smiling coquettishly
over a large fan made of rich feathers. Her huge picture
hat is covered with costly willow plumes, and about her
shoulders is carelessly thrown a fluffy boa, made of specially selected feathers. The combination appeals strongly to
the women who gasp with envy as they behold the beautiful array of costly feathers.
Many of the subjects handled by the picture men seem
to be especially intended for the gentle sex. A few days
ago,
Emporium,
Sandisplay
Francisco's
largest styles
department
store, atI the
witnessed
a novel
of Parisian
which
were breathlessly followed by the women who filled the
darkened room. The picture showed the entrance to a Paris
racetrack, the arrival of motor parties, and splendidly
equipped vehicles of every kind. The grand dames, the
demi monde, the hoi polloi were all trailing their skirts
over the sweeping lawn, or watching the races from the
grandstand. The gowns and hats were chic and bewilderingly beautiful. I heard one woman exclaim, as she hurriedly departed: "I am going to run over to the art department for a few minutes, and then I'm coming back to
see theI pictures
again, the
after
the more
intermission.
great.
want to study
gowns
carefully, They're
for one
can
scarcely
for pointers, grasp
and Ithesawdetails
half in
a one
dozensitting.
gowns I'm
thatlooking
were
There are many subjects of this kind that have a worldwide interest, and that is the value of the moving pictures —
dreams."
they speak no individual tongue, but a universal language,
and can be appreciated as much in Rio Janeiro, Cairo or
Pekin, as they are in Berlin, Paris or New York.
America and England exchange films on a large scale,
while Italy, France and Germany have especially enjoyed
those dealing with our beauty spots, notable people and the
Wild West life or Indian pictures. Germany also welcomes
many of our humorous films, for they seem to be singularly
lacking in creating comic pictures. Of course, all our light,
fluffy material is not suited to them, for conditions and
customs are so different that in many cases they are unable
to understand or appreciate our humor.
Consul-General Robert P. Skinner tells of a very amusing
American picture recently exhibited in Hamburg, which
failed to draw forth even a smile. The subject dealt with
was the typcial American noon-day slice of pie, but nobody
knew what pie was, nobody knew the American habit, very
few understood the various signs exhibited in the picture,
all in English, and the humor of a chase across tl
a piece of fresh pie. failed to touch anyone.
Much has been written about the mechanical side of the
picture production; how the camera take- the lit!
stamp picture- at the rate of id to the second; how the films
ped, the scenes fastened J igether and finally made
up into a 1. 000 -fo.it reel, which will take about M minutes
to be shown; how the different scene- arc taken at different
timeand
we'. led
plete whole: differeiri
how theplace-,
end and
of each
topictogether
i- man ■•if<'
by the dropping oi a curtain, but by the Baal
*
printed announcement of the new -i-mr upon the
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usually u
then stop and await instructions.
If you >.lu>ut at them u> keep going they often act as if they
had been struck with a bullet, and begin to work furiously.
One stupid person will often spoil the whole exc<
achieved by a dozen intelligent employees who know what
is expected of them.
Uf were very anxious to get some pictures at A-ti, showing the Italians picking grapes, but we happened to arrive
there when they were scattered in small numbers throughout
the large vineyard, and it was necessary, therefore, to be content with Japanese, who were working near at hand. It was
explained to the Jap foreman that at a given signal the pickers w-ere to carry their boxes to the end of each row of
vines and pile them one on top of another. The foreman,
who had spent many a leisure hour in nickelodeons, was intuitive and quick, and grasped the idea in a moment. All
the men and women seemed delighted to have pictures taken
and after stationing each one in his proper place so as to be
within range of the camera he announced that we could
proceed.
The machine was properly adjusted and focused, and when
the signal was given the Japanese went about their picking,
working hurriedly, but acting naturally, as if no pictures were
being taken. They were asked not to look at the machine,
and they followed their instructions to the letter.
Down in Fresno county, at the Wahtoke vineyard, it was
planned to snap a number of Chinese laborers, as they looked
very picturesque with their large, flat, sun hats and their

PATHE STOCK COMPANY— OPERATING

WORLD

peculiar gourd water bottles slung over their shoulders. The
foreman refused absolutely to help. "My boys get paid
by the box;andthey
no want
waste
he
remarked,
.is his
decision
was time
final,taking
there pictures,"
was no use
parleying with him longer. \ close-range view was needed
to show how heavily the vines bear, the dexterity of the
pickers'
handsfrom
and the
the peculiar
little cutter used in separating
the bunches
vines.
'All right," the foreman was told, "we won't bother you
about the other boys, but will you let us take a picture of
The Chinaman
yourself
picking'" agreed. He cut away the leaves, exposing
to view the full bunches of grapes and knelt in position
ready to pick as soon as the signal was given.
he was told
likegrapes
h
1"
worked
as if
hisWhen
life depended
upon toit, "pick
and the
fellheinto
the basket
with such rapidity that it was soon filled to the brim. One
of
the
operators
bemoaned
the
fact
that
the
Chinaman's
sun
hat covered his face, and suggested that he be asked to push
it back. But the Chinaman intended that the picture should
be natural and showed his good judgment by remarking:
"You heap big fool. No can pick grapes quick and look at
you. I no want to cut my fingers off. This knife plentyThere are often little incidents that occur in the taking of
pictures that are purely accidental, but help out the atmosphere wonderfully. Following the picking we phosharp."
tographed the hauling and showed two sturdy men lifting

AT LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA.

Peters. Toseph De
Left to right back row:
Willis, Hou*e, Snow, Hart Hoxie, 'Curly," Davis, Pockets Second Row:
Grasse. Characters. Irvin Hay, Characters, Frank Biggy, Ridgay, K. Breed. Third Row:
Red Wing.
Indian leads,
Virginia Chester. Ingenue. Bessie Eyton, leads, Miss Austin; Front row:
Chas K. French, character leads, assistant
manager.
James Young Deer, manager and producer.
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the boxes from the ground upon the wagon which was to
carry the grapes to the winery. With the regularity of machines they grasped the boxes, gave them a good swing and
landed them on the wagon without the least apparent effort.
The driver in turn piled them on top of one another so
as to get as many boxes on the wagon as possible. As he
lifted one of these boxes, the bottom gave way and there
was a perfect shower of white berries, which clung to the
wagon and dropped over the side on the ground. This little
accident proved very effective when reproduced on the screen,
for it gave the eye something to consider besides the boxes,
which followed one another in rapid succession.
In photographing a large cooperage plant at Fresno an
amusing bit of side business was also unconsciously introduced. It was arranged to take a panoramic view of the
immense yard showing about 5,000 barrels. In the foreground, the various departments were to be represented
by workmen so that the spectator might get a good idea
of the different stages in the manufacture of a barrel from
the time it is a bunch of staves until it comes out a finished
barrel. As the camera swung around from the warehouse
across the railroad tracks to the manufacturing plant, it
was planned that several heads of the department should
come into the picture, instruct the various employees, point
to novel features and wind up in front of the steaming plant
and engage in conversation.
Inasmuch as they were not familiar with the working of
the machine, they walked too rapidly. The operator did not
notice this until two-thirds of the amount of film allotted to
the subject was exhausted. Then he called to one of the men
to get into the picture. It so happened that he was at the
farthest end of the yard with about 200 barrels between him
and the other men who had arrived at the steaming plant.
Quick as a flash, the anxious foreman jumped on the nearest
barrel and hastened to reach the others. But the barrels
were wobbly and his progress reminded one of Eliza crossing
the ice in "Uncle Tom's Cabin." Presently as he neared his
goal he lost his balance, and after a struggle to save himself,
went down and out of sight between two barrels. The expression on his face and the oath he let loose as he gathered
himself together and brushed off his clothes, as well as the
mirth of his amused friends, who roared with laughter, are
plainly discernible in the picture. This accident invariably
gets a laugh when it is shown, for somehow people are always amused when a person slips awkwardly, even if the
resultant fall ends seriously.
A pathetic incident, on the other hand, was the photographing of the plant wizard, Luther Burbank, and his aged
mother, Mrs. Olive Burbank, who only the other day died
at Santa Kosa at the age of 98 years. In order to attract
attention to Santa Rosa it was arranged to have a series
of moving pictures taken of the famous botanist, who kindly
agreed to walk about his garden pointing out the unusual
flowers and trees that grew there. Incidentally it was
planned to have his aged mother, assisted by her faithful
nurse, Miss Swanson, come out into the garden, seat herself
in a rocker and admire a bouquet of flowers created by her
gifted son. The kindly old lady was very gracious about
posing for the photographer and entered into the spirit of
the thing with great enthusiasm. She followed the instructions carefully and upon being seated took the flowers from
the nurse, handled them fondly, breathed in their fragrance
and then, looking straight into the camera, smiled sweetly.
The little scene ended when she placed the flowers on her
lap and engaged in conversation with her nurse.
Mr Burbank expressed a keen desire to see the pictures,
but unfortunately her strength failed rapidly after they were
taken and she was unable to have her wish gratified.
Industrial views of this kind are considered the best kind
of advertising, for it enables prospective colonists 111 the
Eastern cities to see exactly what the Pacific Slope has to
Offer 01 COUrte, the camera can be made to lie and the
pictures can be faked to I certain extent, but tl ■
truths and tacts are all there. A San Franciscan, who recently visited the enterprising little tOWU of A-hlar
bad .1 rathei imu ing experience in this connection
when
he flighted tr.'in the train, hr found thr depot deserted and
as he walked t.> nil hotel, he wwt surprised to find everything quiet and lifele
"However,"
he mid, •'when I
turned Into the main business
treet, I saw a strange spectacle. The street was deserted |utl i tie ,r idei
had been, except for a itretch of two hi
the itreet compri ed In tl
would mike ,,ur
bej leal tie. • look lone om<
ons, delivery wagon . horsemen, perambulators and wheelbarrows mad. two 1 mge ted line • traffic in the -trret
Half the packed thoroughfare was moving in one direction;
the other half was headed the opp0 Ite *«} 1 he sidewalks
were crowded
lv.i|.ie icooted into and out •■! stores, mer-
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chants bowed at their doorways, even babies and dogs caught
the enthusiasm and added to the general activity. Children,
enough to fill a schoolhouse, were hurrying along the sidewalks of those two blocks. Then I bumped into a fellow
I knew.
"Why, what in the name of all that's funny is happening
in this town?" I yelled. "What's the whole country trying
to do a footrace on that two blocks of street for?"
"Why, the good people are simply doing their patriotic
duty," replied my friend. "The Chamber of Commerce is
having a moving picture of the main business street made
to be used in showing the world what sort of a town we
521
have here, and every man. woman, child, dog and cat that
calls this place home is doing his best to help the picture."
Good industrial films are welcomed at conventions, fairs
and public meetings, for they add interest and variety to
any program. But if advertisers or Chambers of Commerce
desire to have their pictures run over a definite circuit of
nickelodeons, they must pay for them according to the manner in which they are treated. Five hundred feet are usually
used. The company that handles the California district gives
one hundred feet of film to you gratis and the other four
hundred feet are photographed at the rate of $1.25 per foot.
It takes about ten minutes to project the pictures, for which
you must pay at the following rate: Story film, in which your
industry or business is casually introduced in a story, which
has a distinct plot, $25 per month; industrial film, treated
broadly and devoted entirely to the workings of a large
manufacturing plant, or the life and resources of a particular
section or community, $50 per month; pure advertising film.
where you come out boldly and make your announcement
so plain that all who run may read, $75 per month. The
minimum contract is usually for six months and during that
period, the pictures are shown for from three to seven days
in every city and town in California.
There are similar circuits throughout the East and I am
firmly convinced that before long, a large advertiser will be
able to have his goods brought before the American people
through moving pictures more thoroughly and in a shorter
time than through any other medium.

A NEW FILM EXCHANGE IN PHILADELPHIA.
The Exhibitors Film Service Company is the name of a
new independent film exchange in Philadelphia. J. E.
Moyer is the general manager. Mr. Moyer is well known
among the trade, having for a umber of vears been connected with the Lubin Film Service. The Exhibitors Film
Service Company was opened the 6th of March, and is centrally located a few doors from Market Street, occupying
a suit of commodious and spacious offices at 23 North Ninth
Street.
In an interview with a representative of the Moving Picture
World Mr. Moyer emphasized the intentions of his firm to
spuie no expense and to use every effort in making the Exhibitors Film Service Company the model and up-to-date
film exchange of Philadelphia. "We are buying the output
of the Sa'es Company," said Mr. Moyer, "and we can satisfv
any demand, even the most pretentious, in a tir>t-run film
service. Exhibitors should appreciate the fact that we haven't
an old reel in the bouse, and all our stock ia brand new. Fur
thermore, we shall take special pains to keep our films in the
most perfect condition
Our examining
departmi
. ry inch of film is thoroughly inspected and put in
befi Te being -hipped OUt tO our customer-.
which means time and money saved for the man that runs
B show We have also a triplicate checking system, and
none ,.1 OUT Customers will have to sutler with 1 1 • ■,■ ■
we furnish a typewritten list of his daily programme for bun
to file, SO as at all times to have a record of hi
hibitions
There are many other feature
p. .rated to operate tin- exchange on modern business principles, an. I, " concluded Mr Mover, "we are here to do hu-iing Picture World congratulati
: enterprise and the very high standard oi business
mpany on the programme oi the Exhibitors 1 ilm
policy outlined
h to call the exhibitors' attention
of the At!..
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The Operator's Dream
By H. F. Hoffman.
fixing salt
: I-de-rol, planked
slapsticks,
fireSHE appeared to him as a purple ghost,
proof croquettes and scalloped films. The dish of the day was
ce lump out of the coop. A
dim, ill-focused image with filmy
censored frog's legs en drape, served on Agfa dry plates.
lor desert they had leading-lady-fingers, served with first-run
eyes advanced from the depths of the
peaches and dynamo juice en tasse.
istant screen. A woe-begone, suThe service fluctuated, but the food touched the spot. She
pernatural creature without much insulation and as slim as a number
was beginning to expand and she no longer looked to be the
twelve wire. Haggard she was,
emaciated creature she had been. He noticed the close connection she was making with the Swiss cheese with sprocket
though young, with hair of stranded
holes. The amount of stewed current she consumed caused
copper, and her body, though underhim to vibrate, and he admitted to himself that she was no
developed, was sadly over-exposed.
He saw, by the sadness of her
economizer, although he was willing to take a chance. She
had eaten more than her carrying capacity and was so swelled
pleading look, and her outstretched
arms, that she was begging for a
up that they had to give her some mica wafers to cond< 1
there was a great change for the better. One who had
helping hand. He had a soft-cored
known her an hour before would never have recognized her.
heart. As he gazed at her a high,
potential wave of pity swept over him, and his brain was all
"Now," he exclaimed in admiration, "you look like a new
a-reel. He was aware that some strong magnet was drawing
creature, but you need some better clothes." She was
them together, but, struggle as he might, he did not have the
changed, indeed, and now, instead of the ghost-like figure
resistance to offset the wonderful power.
that she once had been, she had become a radiant beauty.
At length, yielding to this strange influence, he threw her
She really did need clothes, for she had come to him, as said
before, without much insulation.
a wire juniper and she shunted across to where he stood aimlessly waiting to meter. She looked so wan and thin it seemed
"Dearest," he ventured, quite timidly, "pray accept this
as though he could wind her around his finger, and then again retrifling token of my esteem. It will gladden my heart if you
winder. But her pretty smile was the magic that changed
will take this money from me and buy yourself a costume beher from a shadow to a ray of sunshine. He at once became
fitting your great beauty.
It will please me, and I know it
gallant in his manner. Bowing low, he brushed the flies off
will
" He hesitated, for she gave him a look of scorn that
the fly-wheel and bade her be
would have withered an obeseated upon it.
lisk. He had made the mistake
Then he thought to himself:
of
life. She wasn't that kind
of his
a girl.
"Perhaps the Fates have sent
her to me. Has it come my
"I am sorry I came in contime to take-up the single
tact with you," she cried, sudman's burden, or shall I shutdenly, with
contempt.
dare you
offer
me your "How
filthy
ter out of my heart? Her voltage is low, but she does not
money?
I may need clothes,
seem to be grounded in the
but I don't need them so badly
ways of the world. 1 know I
that I have to accept gifts of
can help her. I would like to
money
from men, although
developer and put her on my
you may loan me some if you
like." She would accept nothcircuit," so he began to plier
ing from him as a gift.
He
with questions. "Tell me, wan
even reversed the Bible in her
maid, who are you and whence
favor by pointing out that it is
have you come?" She smiled HO VOLTS WENT BY ON 60 CYCLES,
more blessed to receive than
R/DIN6- TANDEW
as he gazed, and spoke to
him with
a sweet
metallic
to give. She remained true to
her early teaching, so he lens her a thousand dollars to transvoice: "I am the ghost of a Nickelodeon that died from a
former into a lady.
short circuit in the bank-roll, but now I have come to you and
I am at your service."
"Oh, thank you, kind sir," she said, "how good you are!-'
"Ah!" said he. " 'Tis well, fair maid, and I'll protect you;
"Tut, tut," he replies, "a mere bagatelle."
come, will you trust in me?" For answer she nestled into his
"Now," she smiled, "you stay here and read your Upper
arms and lifted her pleased face to his, as he left a positive
Magazine
while I go shopping. Since you insist upon my
print of a kiss upon her facial aperture.
having better clothes I will do the best I can with the small
"Lead and I will follow," said she, "even to the end of the
sum
you
have
loanedallowed
me. Don't
I come,"
she
said, and departing,
him toyou
kiss goher'till
facial
receptacle
line."
"But wait," said he, "you are weak. You need a tonic. I once more. Ah, that kiss; that fatal kiss! Ooey Mich a
kiss, for it made him her slave!
will go and fetch you a toning solution, after which we will go
After a wait that seemed like ages to him, she returned, a
and eat, drink and be merry, for to-morrow we may dye."
Our hero made his exit, and in an hour he returned with a resplendent and wonderful creature. She had changed from
a ghost to an angel. Bedecked in her new finery she was
normal loa'' and a bottle of Eastman's emulsion. She drank
more
divine than when he saw her last. As he gazed at her
this to g;v. her strength, while he stood by, gallantly waiting
he realized that his heart was lost. He was in love.
to conductor to the feed wire.
They were a happy pair as they sauntered forth from the
"Darling, I love you," he cried,at falling
knees.
once andupon
buy his
a little
ohm"Say
out
gloomy auditorium. Together they followed the street main
that you'll be mine and I
to the Main Street. As they walked along no Volts went
in Ampere, N. J. There we can
live happily ever after. If you
by on 60 cycles, riding tandem, on their way to an outing.
will
be
the
light
of
my
life
I
"Those are friends of mine," he explained. "Some time I'll
will be your power-house, and
introduce you; I'm sure you will — oh, my, what's the matter?
I promise to keep you always
Are you ill?" he cried in alarm, for she was getting very limp.
"No, I'm not ill," she smiled, "only a little faint, that's all." "Are
She did not seem to hear him.
you hungry, dear?" he asked. "Well, not exactly." she replied,
Instead, she stood admiring her
"but I'm dying for something to eat." "Very well," he answered,
reflection in a mirror, and he
lit-up."
"here we are now ; this is the place." They turned into a fashionwas out of her thoughts. She
able rathskeller known as Noah's Arc.
was attired in a yellow pine
With the taste of food the poor creature appeared to take on
dress with asbestos trimmings,
a new life. It gratified him to be the one to rescue her from
lined throughout with sheet iron
a death by starvation. He watched her in silence as they
and padded with hot air. It was
ate, and he noticed that she grew more beautiful with every
mouthful. They enjoyed a delightful meal of comedy cuta pretty justable
design,
non-ad-in
buttonswith
arranged
lets, non-inflammable celluloid eggs, kosher scenarios with
series, and neatly stuck on with
soubrette sauce, pate-de-foyer-grass, scrambeled plots with
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ses on you. I will have my revenge! You must die! You
shall not leave this place alive!" He dragged her back to
the operating room, threw her upon the switchboard and
prepared to cut-out her lights. He stood poised with murderous knife raised aloft, ready to make the fatal plunge.
Just then somebody pulled the main switch and he felt himself falling — falling — in darkness. Downward — downward —
he knew not where, until he struck upon a corrugated wooden
floor. At the same time he heard a husky, satanic voice
calling out:
film cement. She had bought herself some switches to match
her stranded copper hair, that hung in pretty inducing coils
about her shoulders. From her neck hung an incandescent necklace, tucked into an electric belt, the whole effect being topped
off with a multiple hat and rubber gloves.
"You look so pretty," he exclaimed, with pride. "Let me kiss
you again on the face plate." She looked at him coldly through
her finder, but made no reply. She sat cam and fanned herself
with a gently oscillating fan, as though she had never met him.
"What means this coldness, fair one? 1 love you madly,"
he breathed, looking earnestly into her large push-button
eyes, but all he got was a stony stare. "I was hoping you
would be my wife," he faltered, throwing himself in despair
at her feet. "Give me some hope, I beg of you, dearest onel
Will you marry me?"
"You have asked a positive question," she answered, "to
which 1 must make a negative reply."
Watt had he done to extinguisher love? He was froze by
her North polarity and he did not understand.
"You will not even kiss me," he lamented, "after all I have
done for you?
Do you consider that a fair exchange?"
.ud she, "a fair exchange is one where they do not
soak you first-run price for second-hand junk."
"Have a care, woman! Do not tritle with my feelingsl
Remember, that you were nut such a Tungsten when I first
met you."
"You need not insult 1110 sir. even if that is true. I
wouldn't marry you because you are nothing but a crank."
"Then why have you ground me like this? You have allowed me to love you forty horse-power, and after getting
what you wanted, you return it with this four-candle-power
efficiency.
Woman, you have deceived me!"
"You wrong me. I have not deceived you, and now that
you have accused me. 1 will tell the truth. I loved you up
'till the moment I left to buy the clothes. I had barely left
:c when I realized that I was being followed. I
was being followed by a MAN — a man who had always had
a strange electrical power over me. He came up and spoke
to me .and in that instant I realized that I had always loved
him. I am sorry, for you have been so good, but 1 can be
only neutral to you now. Even the pretty things I am wearing Ibought to please him. He
went with me and made me buy
the outfit I have on."
"Aha !" screamed the dupe.
"I see it all clearly now. You
have a false altern.:'
You have been alternating between that man and me ! By
your own words you have
told me who you love. You are
in love with Peeko, the fire
inspector! Now I know why
en hanging around.
He selected your clothes, did
he? It is for his eyes that my
good coin has gone to buy yoo
tty things you have
11, mark my word,
false woman, you will suffer!
Now that you are hi
will not see him
much.
He
only about once a year, and
thru he will look you over with
contempt He will walk away
without a word of praii e, while
you weep bitter tears. Nay,
he will even find fault with you
and tell you your pine die — .
lebestoa trimming* and multiple iiat are oul oi date \\ hal
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By Richard V. Spencer.
(Pacific Coast Correspondent of The World.)
Selig. — Mr. Boggs (director;, Mr. Boswortb, and several
members of the company have gone to the Yosemite Valley
to take a series of pictures. They expect to return in about
a week. Last year the company spent several n
the same vicinity, getting what was afterward declared to
be, the finest pictures of American scenery ever taken in
connection with dramatic work.
Selig Gets Fire Pictures. — Los Angeles was rece:.
by a disastrous $250,000 fire. The fire broke out at 8 o'clock
in the morning in the Byrne Building, Third and Broadway,
in the heart of the business district. The fire was a three
alarm one calling out the entire available city fire righting
equipment, there being eighteen engines at work at the worst
stage of the fire. The Selig Company were notified early
and were soon on the scene with a camera and several members of the company. Excellent views were secured of the
arrival of the apparatus, pictures of the big crowds before
the police succeeded in forming fire lines, firemen at work,
etc. During the progress of the fire, Miss Hart a member
of the Selig company mounted to the third -tory of the
burning building and was "rescued" by another member of
the company in a dramatic manner. A fitting story will
probably be written around the fire scenes, or on the other
hand, the scenes may prove one of a series that the Selig
company have made arrangements with the city officials to
take of the city lire department 111 drill and action. Whichever way is chosen, the film should be of interest to firemen
all over the country.
Essanay. — The
Essanay company
are putting on several
Indian plays.
Several of the Banning
k.
have been
summoned
to the Essanay studio near
I
to take part in the pictures.
Mr. Gilbert Anderson, producer of the Essanay Wc-tern
Company at present working near KedlamK m t red down
to Los Angeles recently and visited the Selig, Pathe, Biograph, Kalem studios, reviving old friendships and making
new ones.
Bison.— Mrs. Bertha
Blancett, member of the Bis
pany, and champion
woman
broncho
bu-t<.
added
new
laurels
to her enviable
record
at |
broncho
busting exhibition
held
here
Side-win
fishing, plunging
broncos, ridden with grace am!
the bucking bull, was led out and there n
laughable attempts to ride him.
A pri/!e of a hundred
■I to any outside
ruler who
had I
to ride the club's pri/e bucking bn
a hundred
bucking
battle-, went
unclaiim d
race-, horseback
quadrilli
races,
and
numerous
other
interesting
eveni
■ interesting .vents wen
I
pany in motion pictures.
California. — Mr Duhern, director, has rr
Hugo without his war pictures, Mr. Duhei
the time he reached the boundary the h<
Comic Opera Revolution had shifted some one 1
fifty miles to the southward, and with ant
dollars per day, and none to be had. he '••■
up the case and return to civilisation.
Among Los Angeles Exhibitors,
Clune's Pasadena Theater.
Mr
W
theater
will open
March
1st, instes
had the
beenheal1 > 1.1 1 1 1 1 1 .;
of
the third m a chain
is creeling thrOUgl
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she replied with a hiss, like the sputter of 1 carbon
into a high tension
hi
brain wa
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■ of Selig Polyscope Company's
Studio at Edendale,
ment of $45-000. In the remarkably short time of THREE
Startling Statistics. — A local theatrical statistician with a
WEEKS, the investment paid for itself and how many times
penchant for figures has figured out that 22,000,000 paid admissions are received at Los Angeles theaters annually. Los
it has paid for itself since, nobody but the managers know.
Suffice it to say that four more similar enterprises are under
Angeles has a permanent population at this writing of approxway f'>r the coming season.
imately 350,000 and added to this in the winter are some 150,000 tourists. Added to this are 150,000 in suburban towns
W. H. Clune is manufacturing his own flashers for his
electric signs on his various houses. The sign that he now
and cities within a radius of thirty miles. A big percentage
of these people, it must be remembered, are of the wealthy
has building by his own men for his Pasadena house will
contain double flashers and is being manufactured in a private
and well-to-do middle classes who are the best patrons
workroom in the rear of the Clune exchange. Mr. Clune a elecof the drama in any city. There are ninety-five moving
tricians are said to be the only electricians west of Chicago
picture houses in the city. These vary from a "hole in the
that are capable of doing this kind of work.
wall" to the modern picture palace, such as the Clune BroadSomething Big Coming? — Mr. Clune has lately been in
way, or the Hyman. Of the ninety-five, sixty-five are suburconsultation
with Oliver Morosco and John Cort, coast
ban and the other thirty in the business districts. Vaudeville
theatrical men of international note. If these men decide to
and the legitimate report packed houses and investigation
enter the moving picture field, money will flow like water in
verifies their claims. Many of the downtown picture theathe race for exhibiting supremacy. Mr. Clune and Mr. Hyman
ters are packed to the doors every night, rain or shine. Among
the stock houses, three, four, five, eight and even ten week
are both spending hundreds of thousands of dollars trying
to outdo each other in erecting picture palaces.
runs are given to worthy plays. Last year, Broadhurst's,
Woodsley. — The theater being erected for Mr. Woodsley,
"The Dollar Mark" ran for ten weeks to packed houses.
formerly proprietor of the Optic, is rapidly approaching comLee Arthur's new play, "The Fox", has just completed a
pletion. The house will be first class in every particular.
five weeks' run in Burbank stock. "The Campus," a musical
The theater is located at 533 South Main Street, and makes
comedy local premiere, is now in the middle of its eighth
week and is still running strong. If Philadelphia, Boston,
the fourth moving picture theater to be erected in that block.
or Pittsburgh gives a stock combination of three weeks it
is a miracle in the dramatic world. "Why?" Mr. Otheman
Stevens. Dramatic Critic on the staff of the Los Angeles
Examiner, gives the following reasons:
"First: Los Angeles is a pleasure loving city, in that it
loves pleasure of the right type. The citizens are an out-of•dcors people. There are summer days when hundreds cf
thousands are at the beaches. Also because the weather
permits theaters to keep open the year round.
Secondly: Because the theaters are clean and respectable,
and because
the educated,
major portion
Los Angeles' population
•consists
of well
refinedof people.
Thirdly: And by some considered the most important
reason of all, because Los Angeles through its clean form of
entertainment has wiped out the "Hoodoo" of city disgrace
without knowing it. When Los Angeles was carefully
combed a few years ago, the submerged tenth eradicated,
and the noisy wine halls forced out of commission, people,
who had frequented such places, turned to some other form
of rnterfainment. They wanted to go somewhere to spend
the evening. It was not long until they found pleasure in
visiting the theaters. The result was that hundreds of young
men and women, who had found enjoyment in visiting wine
nails, found greater enjoyment in theaters, a forrr of entertainment kept clean by the city authorities. But whatever
the cause, Los Angeles is enjoyinig the greatest theatrical
prosperity of its history, and ranks first in the world in
proportion to its size in patronizing clean forms of entertainment. Nearly every week sees a new theater permit
taken out, and in spite of it the public cannot get enough
Scene from a picture soon to be released, entitle
amusement. To quote an incident. Last year the Fred
tures."
Left Bosworth.
to right: George Hernandez, Robert Leonard, Eugenic
Thomson Scenic Railway Co. built a roller coaster at Venice,
serer, Hobart
a local seaside resort.
The structure represented an invest-
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Manager F. H. Deering, of the new Back Bay Theater,
Dartmouth Street, corner of Columbus Avenue, states that
his house is doing extremely well since its reopening. The
house is drawing a considerable number of ladies and children, especially at the afternoon performance. The house
is in better condition now than when it was closed some
months ago, as many needed alterations have been made.
Local moving picture theaters all reported the very best of
business on Washington's Birthday. The Beacon and Old
South Theaters advanced admission rates from ten to twenty
cents, with a corresponding increase in the length of the
performance.
The Back Bay, Bowdoin Square and Scenic Temple all
ran continuous performances on the twenty-third.
Local licensed exhibitors remarked the fact that their releases showed no picture especially adapted for the holiday,
while their independent competitors were featuring the Thanhouser picture, "For Washington," to the limit.
The Bowdoin Square Theater will show the Buffalo Jones
picture on Monday, March 6. At present none of the local
Boston houses have exhibited this film.
The Tremont Temple has become a regular mecca for
lecturers, professors and others who deliver special lectures on foreign countries accompanied by motion pictures.
Practically every day some lecturer comes along with a
travel talk aided by ''beautiful illustrated slides and fascinating moving pictures." As these engagements are often
lengthened owing to good box office reports, the public evidently is acquiring a taste for this special moving picture
work. And the admission prices usually range from ten to
fifty cents.
"Silver
Satin inScreens"
and of
"Light
are
.being featured
the lobbies
some House
of the Pictures"
local houses.
However, the nearest that these houses come to showing
mirror scenes, etc., is a coat of aluminum paint on the screens.
Several exhibitors, both of licensed and of independent
films, were seen about town with serious faces. The cause
for this unusual fact seemed to be due to the advertisement
in The World of February 25, in which the Natonal Film
Manufacturing and Leasing Company announced their incorporation. As one New England exhibitor stated: "It
looks like a third party— ah— hum!" Exhibitors with grievances, either real or fancied, with their present film service
(of which there are many, it seems) are now awaiting with
some eagerness more complete details of this company. Local
exchanges looked wise, but said nothing, when asked what
they might know of the matter. In consequence, The World
will be opened with unusual interest by certain exhibitors on
Monday mornings.
HENRY.
NEW ENGLAND NOTES.
On Thursday, Februay 23, a meeting of the directors of
the Worcester Amusement Company was held, at which a
reorganization of this corporation was effected. Edward W.
Lynch, president of the company, will resign from his office,
and will also tender to the remaining directors his shares in
the corporation, which was a controlling interest. In return
for the stock, Mr. Lynch is to receive three theaters devoted
to moving pictures and vaudeville, which have been operated
by the company. Walter M. Leslie, of New York, is both
vice-president and general manager for the Worcester
(Ml lorporation, which is a large operator of theaters of
all descriptions.
In a recent issue of The Moving Picture World the World's
New England representative wrote of a moving picture and
vaudeville house erected in Brighton, Mass. which was unable to procure a license, owing to considerable local opposition by the church.
Alderman
William II W(
was principally interested in this house, went before the Committee on Mercantile Affairs m Boston on February 24.
Mr.
Woods charged thai
lOving picture theaters in
the Brighton di trict of Bo ton are issued as rewards for
political service.
Alderman
Wood
also argued for ■ bill
permitting appeals 1., the district police from the
of tlie Mayor in the matter of such
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IN THE MISSISSIPPI VALLEY.
The William Foster estate has told the Grand Opera
House, Des Moines, la., to Elbert Getchell, owner of the
Princess and two other theaters, for $100,000.
A. G. Miller, of Guard, who operates a moving picture
show in the opera house in thai eitjr, ha- purchased an interest in the amusement company of Gardner & Leonard, which
operates a number of photoplay tl
<- 11 Miller, f. .rmer proprietor
HI., has leased the Gebharl block. Decatur, ill, and will
open a moving picture and vaudeville show
The
being remodeled at an expense of $i,joo. and when finished
will si at
Walter
:
R with the Star Photoplay
Thca-

ton would

targe portion of her money in tl
• rrmittrd
a hem e
Mr
\,tlmr I. Spring, I
1 matter of polil v: lie -t M.-,| thai
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reason for the refusal of the license by Mayor John H. Fitzgerald was due to the insistent efforts of certain Brightin
clergymen against it, rather than from any political reasons.
This matter was carried to the Mayor's office some months
ago by both the clergy and the promoters of the Brighton
moving picture theater. Although an executive may personally have no objections to a theatrical license being allowed,
yet, as an executive, he cannot act adverse to the clergy,
who are politically important, as they often can influence
their parish to vote for the candidate favorably viewed by
them.
Messrs. Cooney & Wallson, of Pittsfield, Mass., have completed their plans for the erection of a picture and vaudeville
theatertions to
be erected
by early
spring. in that city, and expect to start operaGeorge W. Graham, the new manager of the Palace Theater, Fall River, Mass., was the first to introduce daylight pictures in Fall River. The innovation has been successful, according to reports.
The Sheedy-Donovan Theater Company has been incorporated to own and lease theaters, and to engage in a general
amusement business, with a capital of $5,000. M. R. Sheedy,
A. L. Smith and J. H. Donovan, of Woonsocket, R. I., were
the,
"Mike"NewSheedy,
he isincorporators.
generally known,Mr.is M.
one R.of Sheedy,
the most oractive
Englandas
theatrical men engaged in operating moving picture and
vaudeville houses. "Mike" Sheedy operates several "pop"
vaudeville and picture houses, and is also identified with vaudeville known
booking agencies.
of his best
houses. Sheedy's Brockton theater i> one
Providence, R. I., in its present legislative sitting, has
introduced a bill, which, if enacted as a law, will forbid the
proprietor of any theater not on the ground floor, whose
seating capacity exceeds 400, to permit a greater number of
persons than that for which there is seating capacity to enter
the theater. The bill has been referred to the Committee on
Special Legislation for consideration.
The new Lawrence theater, Lawrence, Mass., was burned
on February 18. with a loss of about $8,000. This house has
been playing pictures and vaudeville, but on February 16
changed its policy to a stock company. The change evidently ca-t a "hoodoo" over the house, as it burned two
days later. The cause of the fire has not been ascertained.
The Colonial Theater, Lowell, Mass., will open Monday,
March 6, playing moving pictures and vaudeville.
Plymouth, Mass., has a new theater devoted to licensed pictures and illustrated songs. The theater is using three reels
of new pictures and two commercial reels.
Edward Morrill, general manager of the Bradley Theater.
Putnam, Conn., presented the proceeds of his performances
of moving pictures and vaudeville on February 23 to the
Firemen's Association of that city.
After some minor delays the new Scenic Temple, Pawtucket, R. I., was opened to the public February 18. Mr.
William Brad-treet, who operates a -core of moving picture
theaters throughout New England, is backing this house.
The Scenic opened to packed houses with five reels of
licensed pictures, a six-piece orchestra, and four acts of vaudeville. The house is large and first-class in every way, and
should be a winner
HENRY.
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The North Shore Theater Company, Chicago, has been incorporated with a capital stock of $r,ooo, to do a general
theatrical am! amusement business. I ncorporators— 'Charles
A. Selleck, Fred D. Silber and F. O. Havens.
The \<Tk theaters Company, of Chicago, has been incorporated with a capital stock of $-'.500, to do a general
theatrical ami amusement business. Incorporators — William
Henry, Moak.
H. 11 ruggle, who was manager of the Colonial Theater
at Springfield for a short time preceding its closing, has
ck [sland, 111., where he will manage the Colonial.
Mrs. Tuggle accompanies him as musician. Mrs. Tuggle is
a graduate of the Wesleyan College of Music and is a capable
pianist.
"The Midland Electric Theater wishes to secure a good
vaudeville troupe of prank players ami singers," says an advertisement from Midland, Tex. Certain trap-drummes
under our observation are recommended as masters of the
T. C. Cerman, of Springfield. 111., owner of several small
town shows, was forced to suspend his weekly exhibition at
Athens because of an epidemic of scarlet fever. German is
now operating several nights each week at Riverton, Delavan. and has announced that he will open at Greenview.
A balcony for singers and electrical chiming bells operated
from a key boat d are features of the remodeled Liberty Theater at Peoria, 111.
Moving picture shows at Dunlap, 111., it is announced, will
be suspended while a revival at the Methodist Church is in
progress.
The Family Theater, Macomb, 111., will raise the side walls
and roof to allow the addition of a large balcony.
John Vance, of Streator, 111., has purchased the Orpheum,
a picture show, at 616 Hampshire Street, Quincy, 111., ot W.
O. McMahan, and having secured a five-year lease on the
Urban Building, will remodel the entire structure.
The V'audette,
Springfield,
111., has
water in
sanitary
looking outfit
conveniently
near running
the entrance.
Thisa
place has r. tendency to run its fans every now and then,
even it it is winter — something that is much appreciated by
many of the patrons. There was an improvement in the class
of songs sung here at the last visit of the World representative.
of Loper's
Lyric, the
in Springfield.TheThe same
laliadsthing
herewas
weretruecleaner
than some
Capital
City has been enduring, and they were as well, if not better
received by the audience.
Green walls with red panels and other decorations, and
ceiling of tan, are announced as features of the renovation of
the Crystal Theater, at Paxton, 111., in addition to the instal ation of 275 mahogany opera chairs.
Harold Crosby, formerly of Keokuk, la., succeeds Mrs.
Archie Powell as singer at the Collonade Theater, Quincy,
"Do you attend these shows on Wednesday and Saturday
nights? sertion
Then
what(111.)
realTribune,
life is," which
is the latest
asof the you
New know
Berlin
likes the
Wall Street Theater, of that village.
H. Van Gestel has opened a moving picture show in the
Tripp Building, Belvidere. 111.
Ten business men at Fort Dodge, la., are said to be behind
a movement to build a handsome theater devoted to motion
pictures and vaudeville.
Option on a site has been secured.
The Columbia Theater, St. Louis, Mo., is now showing
films in a lighted theiter.
unicn employees"
is the
plan of toManager
Harvey, of
the"All
Nasawan,
Decatur, HI.,
according
his announcement.
The public is informed that any song desired will be sung on
two days' notice.
The military parade, upon the occasion of President Taft's
visit to Springfield, February 11, was the only occasion requiring the attendance of the majority of the visitors, and the
photoplay houses reaped the benefit. A tour of the theaters
in the afternoon showed most of them lining up the patrons
outside.
Cannon and Freeze are giving a picture show Wednesday
and Friday nights of each week at Edinburg, 111.
Winkler's theTheater,
MainHurStreet,
Fort Worth,
advertised
pictures 1404
of Ben
simultaneously
withTex.,
the
performance of the big spectacle in a theater of that city.
Miss Anna Lannan, of Lincoln, has purchased the half interest of A. Marcucci in the Star Photoplay Theater at Lincoln, 111. Eiler Jones, who owns the other half, will continue as manager.
The Virginia Amusement Company of Evansville, Ind.
has been incorporated with capital stock of $3,000 to conduct
theaters. The incorporators are J. Hamburg, Phillip Skora
and Phillip Raphael.
Operators in Springfield, 111. are talking of a union as the
city is not organized.
A scale of $18 a week will be de-
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manded In most of the theaters the projection apparently is
worth tin-, amount.
The Film Advertising Company of St. Louis has been incorporated with capital stock of $4,500. The incorporators
arc A 1 Rupenthal. Frank M. White and Fred A. Etroback.
F. K. Kiiiiur of Terre Haute, Ind. has purchased the
Orpheum Theater at Casey, 111. from George Spencer.
.1 Blanca Amusement Company of St. Louis has
been incorporated with a capital of $100,000. The incorporators are W. H. Richardson, John F. Albers and W. A.

Fortner.

It has always impressed me that The Grand, Springfield.
111. would be a good place to show plaintive pictures exclusively. There is a wonderful whir from the operating
room not unlike the wailing of the wind on a cheerless
day. This exponent of the Independents, still made at the last
visit, a feature of the girl who whistled the chorous of the
song. This house apparently would profit very much by
appropriate music.
F. 11. M
FUNERAL

OF ARCHBISHOP

RYAN.

Interesting Film By Lubin.
Dr. Ryan, the Roman Catholic Archbishop of Philadelphia,
who recently died was extremely popular throughout the
world. Had he lived it was thought by many, that he would
have received the Cardinal's hat. His funeral gave the
opportunity for an extraordinary display of ritual. All Catholic ceremonies are marked by great solemnity. The passing of a Prince of the church affords opportunity for great
magnificence of ceremony. To do honor to Dr. Ryan in
his obsequies, there was present a wonderful gathering of
Catholic dignitaries. There were six Archbishops, led by
Cardinal Gibbons of Baltimore, and the Apostolic Delegate,
Dr. Falconio, who represents the Pope in the United States.
Thirty American Roman Catholic Archbishops and more than
700 priests from various parts of the country also attended.
The Cathedral was crowded with laymen of every creed
assembled to pay tribute to the memory of a great churchman, a great citizen and a great man. It is estimated that
round the four sides of Logan Square, where the Cathedral
is situated, 25,000 people waited for hours to witness the
passing of the procession.
The film gives a good idea of the appearance of the various
grades of the Catholic Hierarchy in their official robes. To
quote from a sympathetic newspaper account:
"There were the archbishops, whose flowing purple robes
stood out in rich contrast with the deep crimson of the
monsignori. In a temporary throne, opposite the vacant
draped throne of Archbishop Ryan, sat Archbishop Falconio,
dressed in the picturesque, fur-trimmed gray robe of the
Franciscans of high rank, attended on either side by Monsignori Kiernan and McCort, as chaplains."
"The last of the distinguished prelates to enter was Cardinal Gibbons, clad in the brilliant red silk robe of his station, preceded by acolytes and followed by trainbearers, and
by his two chaplains, Monsignori McDevitt and Sinnott."
"As priests and prelates wound their way, two abreast,
out of the main doorway of the edifice and around Logan
Square, the face of the dead Archbishop was revealed to
thousands through the glass sides of a hearse as it was drawn
slowly past them by four black horses. Heads were uncovered as the hearse encircled the square, with the van of the
procession keeping pace with it. From the windows and
roofs of the houses overlooking the scene hundreds of other
persons caught a parting glimpse of the familiar features
of the Archbishop whose death had filled all with profound
'When the hearse finally returned to the front of the
Cathedral the remains of the Archbishop were carried back
sorrow."
into
the Cathedral and lowered into the crypt beneath the
main altar, where his predecessors, Arshbishop Wood and
Bishops
Egan funeral
and Conwell,
already Archbishop
repose."
The solemn
of a Catholic
is, of course,
a rare occurrence, as a number of these exalted dignataries
is not great. Consequently, this film may fairly be regarded
as one of extraordinary interest, especially when we come to
consider the high personal esteem in which the late Dr. Ryan
was held.
The picture is, we understand, of great photographic excellence. There arc something like 12,000,000 Roman Catholics in the United States. To this large body the picture,
therefore, makes a direct appeal. Even so, it also appeals to
other sections of the community, because Dr. Ryan was a
great American. It is fitting that the passing of a great
American should be illustrated by means of suitable moving
pictures. Such an event as the fuaeral of Dr. Ryan forms
part of American history.
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ENGLAND
PICTURE
PERSONALITIES— No.
GEORGE
IRVING APPLEBY.

2.

By Henry.
The World's New England representative has chosen Mr.
George Irving Appleby, general manager of the Star Theater, Boston, as the second exhibitor to be written of under
the heading -NEW ENGLAND
PICTURE PERSONALITIES," as he is well and favorably known to the trade hereabouts, and stands for the advancement of the picture.
Manager
Appleby
broke
into the theatrical
business
in
1898, when he connected himself with Mr. H. Price Webber,
proprietor of the Boston Comedy Company.
To quote Mr.
Appleby: "I played 'lit parts' in that company,
a-, it was
almost my first bow to the stage."
In 1900, after two years
with
the comedy
company,
Mr.
Appleby
went
with
Mr.
Charle- Atkinson, a Boston producer, who at that time was
offering
"Mi-s
Petticoats."
Mr.
Appleby
remained
two
years with this organization, the first of which found him
playing a role in the show, and the second year saw him a
for the
stage manager
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quite an important role
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Mr-

Francis

Wilson.

These
engagements
took Mr. Appleby down
to 1905, when
he became affiliated with the
J. J. Flynn Amusement
Company as g e n e r a 1
stage manager for the
productions of this con-

G.org. Irving Appleby,
""nedtit
hlt during
Flynn
three years,
which time he drew considerable favorable comment
toward himself by the able way in which he managed
and

staged the "Vision of Venus,"
tremely successful at that time.

a play which was exIn 1908 Mr. Appleby

became general manager of Sheedy's Brockton Theater, a
large house devoted to "pop" vaudeville and pictures, and remained there one and one-half years. In 1909 Mr. Appleby
was induced to return to the J. J. Flynn Amusement Company to manage and superintend Sabtra Park, Taunton, Mass.
After a trip with the "Broken Idol" and with the Boston
Opera Company, Mr. Appleby accepted the offer to take
charge of the Stai
n, succeeding H. F. Campbell. Mr. Appleby has proven himself an exceptionally able
and astute manager while at the Star, and has proven that
ml moving
picture
theater
manager
must
have
perience before undertaking his duties.
r Appleby was the first moving picture manager in
Boston to contract for a film service from the General Fill)
Company, which called for eight first-run reels weekly, with a
Monday and Thursday change.
Mr. Appleby stands for clean
arding lobby advertising, is discriminating in hi«
pictures
and
generally
believes
in a
glorious
future"
for the business.
Under his management
the Star
has been unusually successful, and has a name for being a
clean, high-class picture and vaudeville house.
JACK BINNS VS. VITAGRAPH
COMPANY.
Just as we vrer<
the jury announced

THE SIZE OF THE PICTURE.
As far back as we can remember theatrical managers tried
to present the players and the scenic effects in their natural
sizes and shapes, and as correctly as possible. It remained
for the motion pictures to upset all the old traditions and to
present the plays in a distorted manner. Why? Because
the exhibitors do not know any better they do not seem to
have any thinking power and they always shield themselves

behind this stupid answer:
"The public demand it."
One exhibtor, who inquired the price of a mirror screen,
gave such ridiculous measurements for a short throw that I
asked him why he wanted such a large picture — a picture to
show the figures one-third over their natural sizes. His
answer was the same old story: "The public demands a large
picture." No, Mr. Exhibitor, the public does not ask for
a large picture, as the films have already enough defects
without having to magnify them with a large picture. Perhaps an old man or an old woman, sitting in a rear seat,
and with weak eyes, may have said: "Why don't they show
a larger picture?" and Mr. Exhibitor, taking this remark as
a general demand of the public, is willing to displease a
whole audience.
I believe that the distance between the last seats of the
galleries of the Grand Opera of Paris, of Covent Garden or
London, of the La Scale of Milan, of the Metropolitan Opera
House of New York, and of many more theaters, is longer
than the longest throw of any moving picture show; yet in
Paris, London, Milan, New York, etc., they do not add three
or four feet to each actor to make them appear larger on
the stage to please a few persons with weak eyes. Why
should the moving picture show us actors from one-fourth
to one-third larger than life size, when the opera and play
have satisfied the public for generations with actors lifesize?
There is no reason for large pictures, except to magnify
the defects. If persons with weak eyes would do as when
they go to the opera house, viz., take a pair of opera glasses
with them, the moving picture managers would not tell us
that the public demands large pictures. My own experience
is that I enjoy much better a picture when seen at one of
the manufacturer's show rooms, because there the short
throw and small screen show the pictures under life size.
Well, the exhibitor is not the only one to blame, as the
manufacturer is also guilty. There is nothing more absurd
on the part of a manufacturer, nothing which destroys the
art and beauty of a scene more than showing us greatly enlarged faces of the leading actors. The manufacturer does
not care if he shows us the leading lady wearing the same
dress for five years. No, such details do not concern him;
all that he wants is to show us how she can twist her mouth
and roll her eyes. In too many cases these enlarged pictures
show all the defects of the make-up; but the manufacturer
does not worry at such small details, as his ambition is to
show us how his actors can roll their eyes.
Many beautiful scenes are marred by showing these enlarged figures, with the head touching the very upper part
of the frame, and the feet missing. Some pathetic scenes,
some love scenes, etc., would be far better without enlarged
figures, as the surroundings, either in furniture or natural
scenery, would give depth to the picture and add some charm,
some closer resemblance
to the natural.
With so many of our managers wishing to give a big
show in a few minutes, the operators often have to run a full
reel in ten minutes, and you know what this means. Bad
action on the icreen. If to this you add a large p
naturally magnify these bad actions and make the actors appear as if they were mechanical
The greatest success of motion pictures over the regular
playhouse ia that they show natural scenery, real water falls,
SCei
..in.lens, etc, instead of painted

all these advantages to 1

are willing to ruin the effects to -how
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THE MAIDEN IN THE PICTURE.
It is quite time that attention should be drawn to the
maiden as she appears in all the pictures of to-day. When
.11 the picture-" we mean ALL for there is no difference in any make. One of the beautiful characteristic- of
the true maiden is her natural bashfulness, her genuine coy
nature and retiring disposition. In love-making, nature with
all its passion and fire is governed by laws, the true lover
is a man and a gentleman, never in his life is his conduct
more decorous than when trying to win the young lady of
his choice; the maiden, while coyly receiving these attentions,
even encouraging them, loses both self-respect and becoming dignity if she appears eager or in any degree bold; the
kiss of plighted troth is almost sacred in its tenderness, and
cannot be desecrated by rudeness and vulgarity; this hour
of true love is one surrounding itself by all the highest and
best laws of true and natural refinement. In the picture all
this is changed; the lovers are free and bold; the maiden is
too often too forward and plays her part with many advancements; the tender embrace becomes a hug, and the
gentle
changed to experience
one of the vulgar
variety,
showingkissanis unhealthy
rather "soul
than kiss"
an innocent
one.
Often when the lovers meet they rush at each other with
outstretched arms, hug and kiss in a most unseemly manner, only pardonable in the meeting of a long-parted and
well-related couple. The educational effect of this is extremely unwholesome; this is a place where a board of censors cannot comment; neither can education or culture direct;
but truth and purity must be real. To the credit of the French
makers it must be said that this outrage does not exist; the
kiss on the hand or the forehead are the forerunners of a
more ardent affection and intimate relationship.
Are the Americans more bold or vulgar than the French?
Are these portrayals evidences of a national nature? We
hope not; as if so, American customs suffer in the comparison. When it is remembered that the class of picture
in which these scenes occur are most popular, and that they
are seen by millions of young people, it is a matter of serious
regret that they should be looked upon and probably imitated
by them.
Education is not only in the realm of the technical and
moral, but it reaches into all that is highest and best in life;
actors and film-makers must be told, and they must remember, that they are teachers of a varied and wide order; if
they teach that which is wrong they are responsible for
much mischief, and deserving not only of criticism but censure; if they teach that which is right they shall receive both
praise and commendation.
NOT YET GOOD ENOUGH.
Because of the many complaints from educational authorities to the effect that they have found the films of the moving pictures inadequate for true and thorough educational
purposes, the writer determined by as wide and thorough
examination as possible, to ascertain the real cause of this
complaint. In the first place, evidence was sought as to the
possibility of finding any pictures or subjects which had
proved satisfactory. It is interesting to note that there are
such, but at present they are limited to two or three classes —
the scenic, those of natural history and the scientific. In
each of these both satisfaction and pleasuer are found.
Looking for the causes why these subjects fill their educational requirements, it is found in the fact that they are in
every case undisturbed by the scenario writer, stage manager
or actor. In the scenic it is impossible to do otherwise than
picture the real and the actual: this also may truthfully
apply to the natural history series, where, no matter how
varied or in what country, the fact that they are real is itself
apparent; and by the addition of a few names or a few descriptive words, their whole objective is most satisfactorily
fulfilled. In the scientific also, the illustrations are of facts
and realities, and if any errors or faults exist they are to be
found in the science itself and not in the reproductions.
As the above-mentioned subjects are self-satisfactory there
is every warrant and encouragement for manufacturers to

safdy produce them in as large numbers as possible, knowing that there is both a market and a school waiting for
them free from criticism.
In all other subjects there are evidences of weakness, inefficiency and insufficiency which it is hoped this article may
prove effectual in causing their removal, or a great blow
will be dealt to the future of educational films, as there can be
no doubt (and the subject must be dealt with plainly) there
is not at present a truly satisfactory series at the disposition
of those who wish to use them. The writer has tried and
tested all that came within his reach and found them absolutely unsuitable for any purpose other than tfao
ordinary exhibitive nature, especially when applied to teaching or truthful lecture or explanatory purposes. If an expletive word is necessary the writer has tried to use and
follow in a didactic manner everything in the way of an educational film, and finds them unequal to the demands legitimately required of them.
The most conspicuous and glaring inefficiencies are in
those of a Biblical and religious nature, probably because
this is the largest and most difficult field; consequently, requiring the greater care and thoroughness. As it is manifestly wrong to point out an error without suggesting a
remedy, where one is possible, so it would be wrong to declare the failure of the educational picture without showing
wherein it fails, and wherein it may succeed. It is no disparagement ofany firm to say that as at present constituted
they are not large enough, neither have they scope enough to
deal with such large problems; in a word, the subjects are
too big for them. They have been trying to squeeze down
and into their own limitations that which would admit of
no such pressure, and in undertaking them they are attempting that which is beyond them in their present environment.
America itself it. not big enough to reproduce scenes which
alone can be taken in Palestine. No scenario writer can improve upon the history already written, any departure from
which spoils it and renders it untruthful. No actors or their
supporters, if of Western and modern ideas, can expect to
cope with the characteristics of an ancient and Oriental people. The life, manners and customs of the Saxons. Latins and
Greeks are as diverse as the Poles, and no one can try to
imitate the other without producing a burlesque or a farce.
It is a painful experience to view the presentation of any
Biblical picture now before the world. Some of these pictures may have been produced under the supervision of competent advisers, but the crudities of the scenes are excruciating to the last degree. It will be far better from the standard of truth and the pleasure of seeing an approximation of
the real, that the pictures now before us should die out rather
than that any reproduction should cause them to carry their
burlesque imitations into the minds of the rising generation.
It is worth while making it clear that this applies to every
subject appearing up to this date, so that no maker shall
feels that this criticism is for "the other fellow;" at the time
of writing there is no Biblical picture worth anything more
than the passing pleasure which may be derived from a look
at anything that appears on the screen. From the standpoint
of that which comes under the heading of this department of
the Educational Field, they are worse than useless.
In other subjects these crudities are not SO manifest.
their chief fault being incompleteness and lack of truthful
detail. The remedy alone lies in larger scope, greater thoroughness, more competent instruction and supervision; evidently capable authorities are not used in sufficient force in
preparation.
The "making
pictures" seemsIntoconchi-ion,
be the domi-it
nant characteristic
of the ofmanufacturer.
may be well to suggest to the makers of films of the class
and nature of those referred to in this article, that they remember that their "factories" must become universities,
their scenario writers must be professors of the highest order, their "plants" are seats of learning, and above all their
students are numbered by the millions, and the instruction
must be of the highest and most perfect order; and any filmmaker who does not aim to fulfil these requirements should
not adulterate the world with productions not only valueless
but harmful and misleading; we are looking for and impatiently expecting a new and worthy type of educational film.
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"In the spring the young man's fancy lightly turns to
thoughts
of love."
This is
such a byvery
familiar quotation
that
the first
three words,
if printed
themselves,
would be
sufficient to identify it. In the spring we all, whether young
or old, do many things besides turning to love. We wake
from our period of hibernation and look forward to the future
with renewed hope, vigor and enterprise. Just as the flowers
bloom in the sping, so do we mortals, in a sense, bloom, and
become fragrant with new ideas. Chiefly for the annexation and accumulation of that elusive integer known as the $.
For yea, verily, are we not all out for that same $ ?
Spring being here, or nearly here, may account, I suppose,
for the prolificality, not to say, the fecundity of the moving
picture mind in giving off ideas with regard to the future
of the business. These last few weeks I have listened to so
many schemes with the moving picture as a business basis,
that, frankly, my mind occaionally whirls with the magnitude of interests involved.
For instance: There are my friends down there on Fifteenth Street. I mean the National Film Manufacturing and
Leasing Company. They have certainly succeeded in one
thing, namely, getting themselves talked about. I hope that
neither they nor anybody else will think me unfriendly or
hostile in hazarding the remark that their intentions are bold
aiul picturesque. I wish them success. So far we have no
really national conern in the moving picture business. There
is room for one if it is carried out on NATIONAL lines.
There is always room at the top, and on broad general principles, Messrs. Clapham & Company have a right to try and
get at the top. Distinctly so!
But what is this merely "National" Company compared
with
jr.t in course of inception, of which I am apprised?
This is said to be international in its scope. It proposes to
be not merely content with the moving picture trade of the
t.'nited Slates, but to make an effort to get that of the remaining parts of the world. I quote literally from my information. It is a scheme of international importance and
scope, and behind it there are all the fabled millions of
Wall Street.
Oh, those fabled millions of Wall Street! When I was
a humble dark-room worker at the ill-fated Cameraphone
Company, the guiding spirits of that concern gently talked
to me of the io, 20, 30 and even 40 millions, if requ;red.
In the innocence of my heart (for 700 days ago I was vastly
more ignorant of the moving picture business than I am now)
I believed all this stuff. But alas and alack! Those same
fabled millions never materialized. Desolation has reigned
on Eleventh Avenue, though I hope and believe Friend Porter
will lighten the gloom.
And there is more to tell about these March visions of
moving picture Eldorados. Kinemacolor, according to the
Allentown formula, has hardly caught on. But it again is to
be taken in hand by the distributors of superfluous millions.
Wall Street is said to be at the back of the new condition
of affairs. I write tin- paragraph in no unfriendly or carping
spirit, i want to see Kinemacolor, as I said many months
ago, successful in this country, and if Wall Street finance
can make it successful, I mean in the scientific sense, then
my blessings be on Wall Street.
Do you think I have completed my catalogue of March
phenomena? Oh, dear no! Within the last few days at
least seven separate individuals have solemnly assured me
hav«- invented the only practical non-infringing
cameras in existence, which will put the Patent! Company
out of business. Think of it! Count 'cm! Seven of them!
One inventor gently mIm for the trilling sum of a half million
dollars for his non-infringing camera I
Then comes my friend, William I
nil lingering in the land oi the ,|
. millionsIdeas,
of them.
Here'shimGreene
withwere,
the color
pi
other
.Hid round
ire, <>r
capitalists
having
the potentiality of profiting by his Inventions.
I hope they
Now, reader, I am quite serious in writing this. I hire
not my tongue in mv Hie, ill
IBC of the IchtmeS
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I have heard of right here in New York City these last few
weeks, designed for the extraction of the dollar out of the
moving picture business. I suppose the sucker is not extinct in this country. He was not extinct when the Cameraphone Company was about, when the Film Import & Trading Company made its bow, when the Cinephone Company
was here in the land.
I suppose he is still extant in this very month of March,
and I suppose he will again lose his money in that cheerful
American fashion, which is the admiration of the world.
Commend me to the denizens of this country for taking
chances! One of the most successful business men I ever
knew was an American man who was never happy unless h«
was taking chances, i. e., gambling. He was known to many
of the Atlantic liner captains as a man who would bet on
almost anything that was mentioned. He distinguished himself on one trip by backing a flea that he caught to jump
further than a flea which a fellow passenger caught. I do
not know how this bet was settled, but I do know that my
friend made two or three fortunes in London. Then he returned to this, his native country, and lost every cent
in land somewhere out West or Southwest. Had he
been living he would surely have gambled on the moving
picture. Which brings me to the point of this page of
gossip. This: That it looks to me as if the picture had
reached that stage of development when it is likely to become
ablers.
mere counter in the hands of Wall Street and other gam-

THE ELDER AND THE DEACON.
Said the Elder to the Deacon:

Have

Have you noticed

how our

Are less rapt in their devotion
youth Since those pictures set in motion
distracted their attention from the everlasting truth?

Said the Deacon to the Elder: I have noticed that our kids
Are now talking less of ball games,
And much less, in fact of all games.
Since the all-alluring picture to their infant fancy bids.
same,
While it's true all games are sinful, all diversion just the
Leading downward to perdition,
Closing ears to admonition,
And thus offering obstruction to our own religious game;
Should the pictures be anathema, in this, our holy ire?
Have you never thought of fighting
The horn'd
person
we're the
indicting
With an element
he thrives
in, which
scientists call fire?
I take notice, said the Elder,
I'll be with you
And religiously
Your "homoeopathatic" very

of your learned hint, and say
in unfolding
upholding
practicable way.

So the Elder and the Deacon gave the subject gravest heed,
And they ordered up an outfit
Which could not with any doubt fit
The hitherto unthought of adolescent pressing need.
er\
Bringing i thcrs that had never,
: furthest, hardly ever.
Seen the inside of a show, or of a church, the more alack!
Hut the most surprising feature of the rkl
And backsliding glory winners
Came back to former gr.-w

H

v- run.
1 Hoffman.
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Fusewire Alloys.— Mr. John S. Gorham, St. Louis, Mo.,
write-: Down here wo think a lot of the Trouble Department and its editor. Projection in this city, as 1 believe is
the case everywhere, might be considerably improved. The
difficulty has heretofore been that we have had absolutely
no avenue of knowledge open. What little projection lore
there was in existence was widely scattered and so deeply
buried that to the average man it was unavailable. Knowledge of electricity as applied to projection was in the same
boat. I firmly believe, Mr. Richardson, that it is largely,
ifr'
not
due such
to the
articles and
books youknowlhave
written entirely
that we owe
advancement
in projection
edge as has been made. Your answers have been almost
uniformly excellent, and in a remarkably large percentage
absolutely correct. Personally I have no use whatever for
the man who says he never makes a mistake. I have even less
use for the critter who, while unwilling or unable to do a
thing himself (some of them are trying to do something now,
but NOT until long after you set the ball rolling and practically forced the issue upon them) is eternally looking for
errors in and trying to belittle the work of those who were
first to come forward and do their best. I notice you are
being subjected to this sort of annoyance and regret to see
it. Pay no attention to it, Friend R., you are doing a splenwork. handbook
Don't be switched
off itby contains
the biting
of fleas.
have didyour
and, while
a few
errors,I
such as might be expected in a new work, as a whole I
consider it worth ten times its cost. I believe any manager
or operator would be the gainer by purchasing the handbook were the price ten dollars instead of one and a half.
Those who criticise your book should mend their own fences
for I have tabulated more than fifty mistakes and misstatements inthe series of articles on electricity now running in the paper so industriously engaged in slandering
your work. And now will you please give me an alloy
suitable for fuse wires. If possible give melting temperature
I certainly appreciate your kind words and your loyalty,
also."
neighbor Gorham. You have expressed a great deal in a few
words. Your statements and inferences are correct. The
editor of this department does not, and never has laid
claim to "Knowing it All." He has never made the least
claim to perfection. To the best of his ability he has set
forth, for the benefit of others, such things as he believes
he does know. He is absolutely the first one in the projection field to have done so. He has opened up a channel for
the exchange of ideas by and between operators and managers, scattered hundreds and even thousands of miles
apart, which, principally, constitutes the value of the Trouble
Department. He has forced others to attempt the same
thing, apperently very much against their will. I have told
you what Richardson has NOT claimed I will now tell you
what he DOES claim: That he is absolutely the FIRST
one to give any intelligent instruction in projection as applied to motion pictures. That he is a PRACTICAL OPERATOR who has largely tested out his theories in practice.
That while he has made mistakes (who would not in so new
a field) he has at least not hidden his light under a bushel,
occupying a dog-in-a-manger attitude. Moreover (whisper)
some he,alleged
made justtheas average
many errors
has
while "experts"
others talkhave
in language
operatoras
can no more understand than he can understand Greek.
In certain quarters the editor of this department has been
criticised because he frankly admits he does not know it
all and is sometimes mistaken. He has also been criticised because he does not try out everything, but submits
many problems to his readers for experiment instead. He
does this, not for the reason that he does not wish to make
the experiments, for he would really enjoy it, but for the
very simple reason that the day is not long enough to allow
it. He works now on the average from 8 A. M. till nearly
midnight and even then is unable to keep up with the work
which demands his personal attention. Please understand
that these explanations are most decidedly NOT MADE IN
ANY SPIRIT OF APOLOGY. The editor of this department has nothing whatever to apologize for. The proof of
the pudding is in the eating and although thousands of the
handbooks have been sold, there has not yet one single pur-
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chaser intimated dissatisfaction with the book. On the other
hand more than a hundred enthusiastic letters have been
received as well as many hundreds of others commending
tin- work. The Department readers are satisfied, if their
letters count for anything, so of what account are the "flea
l)ite>?" One other thing I must speak of, and I am done,
viz: one letter from an old operator (published in this paper
during the illness of its owner as sub-editorial by mistake)
informs us that all operators who seek information from
a "trade paper" are either fools or knaves. This is mere
drivel and nonsense. The man who penned those lines is
the fool and knave, if any there be in that connection.
What IS a "trade paper?" It is a paper which SERVES
ALL BRANCHES OF THE TRADE, isn't it? Isn't improving projection "serving the trade?" Isn't it helping the
manufacturer to popularize his product? Isn't it helping the
actor? Isn't it helping the film exchange, the exhibitor,
the Motion Picture Patents Company and the Sales Company? Doesn't the doctor, the lawyer, the architect, the
mason, the carpenter, the electrician and every other craftsman and professional man discuss matters pertaining to their
trade or profession through the columns of cheir trade or
professional magazine? Are they fools or knaves for so
doing? This same writer says "let the exhibitor pay the
price
will statement
be properlymerely
attended
to." the
or
words and
to his
that projection
effect. This
shows
writer to be ignorant of the situation. Only a very limited
number of REALLY HIGH-CLASS MEN, WELL AND
THOROUGHLY VERSED IN EVEN THE LIMITED
AVAILABLE KNOWLEDGE OF PROJECTION, ARE TO
BE HAD. Taking the 10,000 more or less motion picture theaters now in existence, together with probably half as many
more places where films are shown, I very much doubt if to
exceed one in every ten houses could be supplied with such an
operator as described above. More than this, under present
conditions were the exhibitor to be obliged to pay $35.CO
to $50.00 per week for such a man (they cannot be had for
loss) it would force out of business several thousand small
town theaters, thus depriving the people in those small
communities of the photoplay form of amusement. Of
course raising salaries would improve matters very much —
that we freely concede. In fact we have said that long ago.
And now, St. Louis. I must apoligize for using your letter
as the excuse for all this, but one thing just naturally led to
another until the whole thing is set forth.
As to fuse wire alloys: there are several, three of which
are as follows: Bismuth and lead 20 parts cacn and mercury 60 parts. Melts at 20 degrees C. Tin and bismuth 50
parts each. Melts at 160 degrees C. . Tin 80 parts, Bismuth
20 parts, melts at 200 degrees C. Others are available but
I believe these v/ould serve.
Outside Shutters. — Mr. C. Henningsen, Stillwater, Minn.,
writes as follows: "It is with pleasure that I comply with your
suggestion (page 363, Vol. 8). I am always glad to give the
'boys' the benefit of what little observation I may have made
in the line of improvement of the ART of the business. The
nine-inch outside shutter I attached to my Edison is a threewing shutter, made of stiff cardboard painted black, and it
works fine. I inclose a full-size sketch thereof. Anyone
wishing can make one of a piece 01 iron, using a sharp chisel,
a hammer and a wooden block. We put it on the new shaft,
using the hub and set screw of the old shutter, as well as the
plate thereto. We used three little brass bolts from old electric light fixtures to fasten the shutter to the plate. Mr.
Hardinge did that job in five minutes. It cost nothing but our
time; the satisfaction was ample payment. It was so simple
that I quite forgot to menion it in my description last week.
The old shutter traveled 15 inches each revolution, while the
new makes 30 in the same time, and, as one old-timer said:
'It forgets to leave a flicker on the curtain.' It runs so fast
that the eyes cannot detect any flicker. My old Edison lamp
used to break from two to five condensers per week. It has
reformed, and has not broken one in three years, though used
every night at the Gem by Mr. Hardinge. This is how I
changed it: I took a school ruler, put a piece of thin wood
on the end with two small nails, went where the sun shone
freely, put the flat of the new condensers (one at a time) on
the ruler, in line with the sun's rays, to measure the focus;
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inches, the other s'A- I put the 7-inch one next the
carbons, so that the rays would meet at a point and travel
in conjunction, then I set them in the frame and turned them
until the rays came to the same point, right in focus; in that
way I cut out the ghost on the curtain; in other words, the
condensers must be adjusted so they send a single spot
through the object lenses, or there will be trouble on the curtain. Do not take this as a scientific discourse. I have attempted to make my idea as plain as possible, and give it for
what it may be worth, to the neighbors."

One thing I want to correct you on, Stillwater, and that is,
that the fast peripheral speed of the shutter is not what
eliminates the flicker. The elimination of the flicker is
caused by the substitution of three wings instead of two,
which brings the alternations of light and darkness so close
together that the eye does not detect the change except in a
general diminution of brilliancy. As to the condenser idea,
I think you have some idea that you have not made quite
plain, and I wish you would by sketch, illustrate what you
have in mind when you say "so that the rays would meet at
I pi inl and travel in conjunction, then I set them in the frame
and turned them until the rays came to the same point, right
in
1 think
quitesetprobably
idea,focus."
provided
you can
it forth you
in ahave
littlesome
more valuable
underform. To make working pattern of the shutter just
enlarge it in proportion to 9 inches in diameter. It runs with
belly side of blades cutting the light.
Another Answer. — Delaware (name of town suppressed by
request) contributes
the following:
ago I on
had page
presame trouble
Mi. Charles"Some
Catt time
describes
iruary 25th issue. I found the trouble lay between
the intermittent tension roller and apron.
Should the roller
extend too far back on the sprocket it will cause the film to
eatch on the teeth when leaving the sprocket.
Again,
■hould the apron incl.ine backward at the sprocket it will
ctically the same trouble.
I would suggest that
Mi 1 ait adjust these parts carefully, and I feel sure that it
will remedy tin- trouble.
I have di covered a metallic curtain
.Inch has gn.-n surprising results.
If Brother Bural<<i. or othei partie
are inten ted, and it is not too much
trouble, you may give my addre
to anyone asking for the
r your explanation
. receiving youi
hive examined the make of machine in question and find that
de .hi.. ...ul. I very well take place, though 1 do
n.t remembei having encountered that particulai •■
A hew Remarks.— \li Eugem
Cook, Adrian. Mich, writes:
"l have been operating for something like ten years in sP\
eral Statet and many hou e . • ; anging 1
turn merely for the added 1
have been in trouble many time . bul always managed to wiggle through with
Hi. a 1 1. in. e ..t Other Opi
■• calling for help.
though, 1 alwayi tried t.> (i^urc things oui f..r 1 .
nav< nevei .. ked \ ou 1 n advice, though I may some time,
ti 1 do not know it all and do n I
Glad t.. bear from you, Friend Cook
Yen are wisC m
realizing that neithei you not anyone else knows it all. It
[hat a little knowledge 1 ■ dangerous thing, and it is
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true, but it is, perhaps, even more dangerous t© imagine one
knows it all. The man who is well posted, but is aware of
the fact that he has yet many things to learn, is in position
to advance, while the man who imagines he has reached
perfection will never get any further. Talking things over
with other operators and exchanging views and ideas through
the Trouble Department, adds to one's knowledge and to
the knowledge of the profession in general. Therefore, the
value of such intercourse is beyond dispute.
Film Exchange Practice. — Iowa (name of town suppressed
by request) writes: "I would like a little information through
the Trouble Department as regards the relation between an
exhibitor and his exchange. Is it necessary for an exhibitor to take any films which the exchange happens to send?
531
Shouldn't an exchange be able to supply certain films a»ked
for? sired
Thatsubjects
is toandsay,have
couldn't
an exhibitor
list of dethe exchange
sendmake
them a instead
of
the first thing that comes to hand? Also, could an exchange
book a certain film for an exhibitor on a definite date? I
would not be without the World and the Trouble Department for most anything 1 could mention."
As regards your inquiry concerning film exchanges. Iowa,
the items named depend largely on two things: First, the
kind of service you have contracted for: second, the spirit of
accommodation on the part of the exchange.
So far as the
booking of films for definite dates is concerned, it is an exceedingly difficult thing to do. You must take into consideration the fact that the films are shipped from exchanges all
over the surrounding territory.
Now, supposing this to be
March 1 and you want to run three reels of the new Vitagraph "Tale of Two Cities" on March
15. The exchange
agrees to let you have them on that date.
You proceed to
advertise.
Now, supposing on March 10 the exchange ships
those films to a customer 200 miles away to be used one day.
The customer, however, after he sees the films, wi-hes to
and does retain them two or three days instead of returning
them as he should.
The exchange has acted in good faith,
so far as it could, but you cannot get the films on the 15th.
You curse the exchange for it, whereas the fault lies m another exhibitor, who has not done the right thing.
The exchange, in order to make certain of your getting those tilms,
would ha\e to hold them in anywhere from two or three days
to a week prior to your date, to avoid any possibility oi disappointing you. This would mean either the loss of the
rental on those films for all of that time, or that you would
have to pay the rental for the time they were idle, a- well as
for
the time
you usedproposition
the films. ofDofilmyouservice,
see thethere
point"- As
regards
the general
one way to buy service, and that is according I
dates
You no doubt keep all copies of the Moving Picture
World on file. If you do not, you most certainly ought to.
If you do, you are in position to know on what date any
given film was released.
Now, supposing you
four films, changing three times a week.
Von go I
change and say that you want one film not more I
days old, one film not to exceed ten day- old, one
to exceed fifteen days old, and one film not to 0..
days old
Draw up a contract setting forth that at any time
a film is found to be older than the time ...
shall only pay half rate for that particular film
kind of a contract you will probably ha'.
what higher rate I
exhibitor has with his
Y.ni will, however, be in a position not onlj I
youa common
pay for. sense,
hut to businesslike
get it, or else
'
That
is
waj1
I
and it is the only ciiini
a
The wirier has managed a film exchange d
of business
per
week,
and
lie kn
air and the downright
trickiness th.re i- in l
exhibitor
buys his s,-r..
second
run, third
run
and
COmt
in. ans anything under Is to go .lays old; third
and coininerci.il i- .1 \. 1 v lad |ok
t>> buying film service, and while \
dentally,

vance

r

will
i! Will, ne\ lh.it
el lb.yotl
'

1 ..

if rou insist on a businesslike agr<
1 nbefore -<t forth, informing the exchange

that it is either thai kind of an
Send
Them
In— Mi
I

I

rui

1 work

let

1 the 1 1 ouble 1 '■ r irtuu at •
n some diagrams that 1 will so

|.i"\ al 111 th< ii< ar lutuie
I am ..
411. 1 may have an interesting Irttri 1
All riKl't. old man
1 will expect
near future, and will be via. I indeed
and rrsult ,,f v OUT rxpr' fi

(0 he..:
(0 tr
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Why,
Indeed? — A certain publication recently asked, edi53-'
torially the question, "Why, in the name of common sense, if
operators wish to know simething about their machine, don't
they write to the machine manufacturer?" For the benefit
of the questioner, let it be known that operators have discovered the fact that through the Movine Picture World
their questions are answered in such manner that they can
be understood, whereas, the usual answer from the manufacturer expends ten lines in trying to convince the operator
that there really isn't anything at all the matter, and that
nothing could possibly be the matter with "their machine,"
and two lines to an alleged answer to the operator's question,
the said two lines being couched in language it would require that one be a civil engineer to understand.
Travel
Ghost.
— Princeton,
writes:
am running
latest
model
Edison
machine N.withJ., two
wing"I shutter.
Whena
I frame clear up there is travel ghost in the right-hand bottom corner, as you look at the picture from the audience.
When I frame clear down the travel ghost changes to the top
left-hand corner. I have tried moving shutter blade both
ways, but when I get it out at the bottom it is worse at the
top, and vice versa. I do not think it can be gotten out at
all; the shutter must not be large enough. The picture is
fine with the framing lever central. I have a 4-inch E. F.
projecting lens on a 58-foot throw, D. C. no, pulling 40
amperes, one ~Y2 and one 6J4 condenser. What condenser
would you advise me to use, and how may I tell what size
condenser is best? Is there any table for finding the required focal length. I certainly should like to know, as with
the two I am using it is necessary to keep a very large spot
to get a good picture. My projection lens is perfectly clean,
as are also the condensers. The lenses are the ones which
came with the mahine."
You are right, Princeton. If you have correctly described
the effect then the blade of your shutter is not wide enough.
You can remedy this by riveting on a piece of metal, making
the blade somewhat wider; say ]/A inch or so. I would suggest, however, that you make an outlined sketch of your
shutter and send same to the Edison Company, Orange, N.
J., describing the effect, and asking for a shutter with wider
blade. You might try two 7JA-inch condensers with that 4inch lens. They possibly would give better results than the
6l/2 and 4^ you are now using; before doing that, however,
try pulling your lamp-house back as far as it will go; also
be sure that everything is in perfect line from the arc to the
front lens of the objective. No, so far as I know there is no
table such as you ask for. Theoretically the E. F. of condenser and objective should be the same, but that is impracticable.
..Galvanized
Mo., galvanized
inquires: "Will
you
please
tell me Wire.
what— St.
size Joseph,
of ordinary
wire will
carry the following amperages: 16, 26, 30, 35 and 45? Also,
can you tell me the number of watts that will be absorbed
perThemeter
a given size
best ofauthorities
I canwire?"
find, St. Joe, give the diameters
of the wires you require as follows: An ordinary galvanized
wire 120 mills in diameter will carry 16 amperes of current;
162 nvlls in diameter, 26 amperes; 175 mills in diameter, 30
amperes; 193 mills in diameter, 35 amperes; 205 mills in diameter, 45 amperes. But it must be understood that there
will be considerable heat produced in forcing these amperages
over the above-named sizes of wire. It will be observed in
the above that the result does not depend on the material
of which the wire is composed, on account of the fact that
the absorption of energy is inversely in proportion to the
square root of the specific resistance, though the resistance
of one foot of any given wire will vary directly as the square
root of the specific resistance. For instance, it will require
y/2 times as many amperes to heat a copper wire of given
diameter as will be required to heat an iron wire of equal
size, this being due to the difference in the resistance of the
wires, the energy used in overcoming the resistance being the
same in each instance. The above is by authority of Mr. D.
K. Morris in an article on "Construction of Resistances," written for "The Electrician," London, Vol. 33, page 107. As to
your second question, I do not think I quite understand
it. However, the authorities say that any given wire 20 mills
in diameter will absorb one watt per meter; 40 mills in diameter, 2 watts per meter; 54 mills in diameter, 3 watts per
metier; 80 mills in diameter, 4 watts per meter; 104 mills in
diameter, 5 watts per meter. I do not know whether this is
what you want or not, but if it is not you will have to make
your question more clear.
Several Things.— Mr. M. M. Maddern, Willows, Cal.. writes
as follows: "Although this is my first letter to the Department, Ihave my troubles. By the assistance of the Department and the Handbook, together with personal application
on my own part, I have so far been able to master the situation. Following the sketch of Friend Hepburn's motor re-
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wind, published in the Department recently, I built one, and
must say it works fine. Have added a circuit breaker which
starts motor when brake shoe is applied to reel, and stops
motor when released. Thanks to all parties concerned. Am
submitting for your inspection and criticism a sketch of the
way I have my no volt alternating current hooked up. I believe this would be prohibited by the underwriters in some
places. However, the scheme works fine. I have no trouble with poor contact, as is so common when using adjustable rheostats. By the use of the jumper knife switches I
am able to work my amperage up or down, as circumstances
demand, while sitting in operating position, as the switchboard is bracketed to the ceiling directly above the machine,
lamp leads falling direct to lamps.
It was impossible to get
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knife switches here to answer the purpose, so I took parts
of other switches and made one. You will note the contact
end of each knife is mounted on a contact blade, so that no
matter which division is cut in the current will pass over this
blade
lamp." Friend Maddern, why your device should
I seeto nothereason,
not be approved by the underwriters, provided, of course,
the rheostat, coils, switches, etc., were properly protected.
The thing really amounts to an adjustable rheostat in a very
excellent form. So far as I am concerned, I would not hesitate to recommend it, provided, as I have said, it be properly
installed. By properly installed, I mean that the rheostat
switches, etc., be of such capacity and design that when
switches No. 4 and No. 1 are closed, thus giving the maximum
supply of current, neither the coils or anything else would be
overloaded. I do not know, of course, whether you mean to
use two long coils of resistance wire, as shown, or merely use
that as an illustration, intending to really use regular rheostats connected in multiple. But whichever way it might be
be done, the thing is all right if, as I have before said, properly done. It might, of course, in some cities be prohibited
by local rules or laws.
Carbon Setting.— Mr. Fred. L. Sineral, Clarksburg, W. Va.,
writes: "Enclosed find check for Handbook. I have read
what others have had to say about setting carbons straight
up and down, but I find I can get the best results by setting
them as per sketch. (Sketh shows practically the D. C.
setting. — Ed.) I tried setting them straight up and down, but
light wasn't good and the picture was full of ghosts with black
and blue streaks across it. With the lamp angled as shown
and the bottom carbon a trifle advanced over the top one, I
get a good, clear light. I have a few questions to ask, but
will wait for the Handbook, and probably will find them answered therein. If not, will write again. I thank you cordially for all the information received through the Moving
Picture
W)orld."Friend Sineral, requires little or no comment.
Your letter,
As far as the carbon setting is concerned, I have a great
many letters saying practically the same thing. I have tried
the up-and-down set myself long ago, and have never been
able to get good light with it, nor do I know of anyone who
Operators.— Fort Smith, Ark., writes: "I wish to know if
you furnish operators to theaters?"
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I do not, Fort Smith; but 1 can furnish you the names of a
number of operators who I believe to be first-class men.
Some of them are located not far from your neck of the
woods.
Poor Light.— Nebraska (name of town suppressed by request) writes: "Being a constant reader of the Trouble Department, Ifeel privileged to ask for information. We have
our own lighting plant and are doing our best to please the
people. Up to date we have succeeded. Of late, however,
we have been bothered to some extent with our light. Although our dynamo is run at the same speed every night,
some nights the light is poor and we cannot get a clear
field. Sometimes I think probably the carbons are to blame
for the poor light, but whether this is so or not I do not
know. We have a Motiograph No. 2, 65-foot throw, picture
8 by
locate runs
the trouble
and suggest
a remedy?"
You11.say Can
youryoudynamo
at the same
speed all
the time.
How do you know this? Have you a reliable volt meter, or
have you tested your armature shaft with a speed tester? If
your volt meter is reliable and it registers the same all the
time, then the trouble is not in the dynamo. This is the
first thing for you to find out. The trouble does not lie in
the carbons, unless the difference is caused by setting them
wrong. I am inclined to believe from what you say that
the voltage is not held up uniformly all the time. You must
remember that a drop of even 3 or 4 volts will seriously affect your light. Possibly the dynamo belt is slipping. But
until I know that the voltage is constant, there is no use in
speculating as to what might be. If you positively know
the voltage remains constant, write me again and I will go
more deeply into the matter.
Has Ideas.— Mr. C. J. Riley, Burlington, Vt., writes, submitting sketch of a Powers No. 5, to which he wishes to atoutside shutter.
says:give
"This
a veryidea
poorof diagram
of a tach
Powers
No. 5, butHe will
you issome
what I
wish to try. I am one of the boys who have a lot of ideas
and have tried some of them out successfully. For instance, Ihave a new carbon jaw which I have used three
months seven hours every day, and have had no trouble of
any kind. If you wish I will send you a sketh of it."
We will, of course, be glad to receive sketch of your carbon jaw, Neighbor Riley. On page 809, October 8, 1910, issue, you will see a photograph of the Powers No. 5, to which
Neighbor Craig, Operator Lyceum Theater, Seattle, Wash.,
shown quite clearly and is practically the same as your sketch
illustrates. There is no doubt but what the shutter will
work all right, but it will be more or less in the way on that
tide of the machine.
Resistance. — One who signs himself "Electro Resisto"
(New York City) contributes the following: "Noting that
there is considerable inquiry as regards the action of resistance on A. C. and D. C. circuits, I take the liberty of using
your space for the enlightenment of those who are in the
dark on this subject. First, let us treat the subject from
the D. C. end by finding why a rheostat is used in conjunction with the arc lamp. If we were to take a D. C. arc, the
resistance of which is about i^i ohms, and connect the same
to no volt D. C. supply wires, we would have, according to
no
l*i
ohms law
which equals 61 amperes flowing across the
arc at no volts' drop. Now, with an arc having no volts'
drop across it, we would have a light that would be spluttering and spitting and hard to control. Also, an arc baying
61 amperes flowing across it would, in most cases, be a violation of the underwriters' rule (not if the wires and appliances
are big enough. — Ed).
I
f the voltage oi
how it to be it it be 1 between 45 and I
•.■■It If
l.'-mg
arc
we the better, with 25 amperes Bowing through the
the supplied •■
r^\ volts in
• that required
To get rid of this excess v< »lti >g<we shall have to cut in series 65with the arc ■ suitable re
sistance to give U
I Its, winch
is the uael
find out,
according to ohms law, what the resistance of th
should have 1
< >hmi
law says to find the resist
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sistance in the circuit of 2}i plus 1^, or 47^ ohms.
Ohms
law says to find the current, divide voltage by resistance,

or 25 amperes across the arc
no
,

anything
el-e
1 do notthatagree
the spirally,
writer's
deductions.
Conceding
wherewith
wiressome
are Off
wound
using A. C, there is self-induction set up, still, practical rheostat men — manufacturers- claim the magnetic kick in a 25
ampere spiral coil rheostat is only sufficient to cause about
Yi volt drop. As to the proposition of burning a projection
arc on no volts with only the arc resistance, the
thing is not impractical, as the writer intimates, it is impossible from the fact that during the time the carbons are
in actual contact in striking the arc there would be (aside
from the slight line resistance) no resistance at all; hence a
dead short circuit During tin- time there would be, supposing the fu-cs to be large enough, sufficient ami
enormously overload the wires-a thing not allowable under
the code.
GUd 10 have the I I
Turning Sprocket.— Si. u\ t uy, I.i . askl
1 he teeth of the
intermittei
all three of my machines are somewhat undercut
Is a permiaaablc to turn them around, thus
present
ide of the teeth to the I
'ix City, you may prolong the u-eful life of your
by reversing ends, bat he -ure the old pin-holes
bring the Sprocket teeth in ev.ict line with aperture tracks
else drill new holes.
The undercutting is
the pull of the film against the teeth
the "friction*^
insteadhe <>f
WOOld
the friction
but thelorpull
the which
pull? did the dai: ....
• to install a n
New Theater — "
and VaudeVlUs thr.itei here m JohnStOWn \ic
proprietor >>f the Stadium Moving
Pictn
sidered best In the city
iilm supplj

1 n<

: ,. doubt, recch
we hav

i •

find

gives25 4JS
To find voltage, multiply amperes by resistance,
timesohms.
4^
equals no. Now, let us turn to the A. C. end. We will
still require a 45-volt drop across the arc at 25 amperes on
connecting up our rheostat and arc lamp to no volt 60 cycle
A. C. circuit and striking the arc (if our rheostat has its resistance units wound inductively, that is to say, spiral-shaped,
like a door spring, as in the Powers, Edison and Underwriters' rheostats), we do not get as good a light as
on the D. C, for the following reasons, which I shall endeavor to explain in non-technical terms. In all A. C. circuits (of which the rheostat is part) that are wound inductively, or spiral-shaped, we have self-induction or inductive
resistance set up which hampers the flow of current and prevents itfrom rising to the same value as would direct current
wth the same voltage. That is, they act, with A. C, as additional resistance in the circuit by setting up a counter E. M.
F., or voltage, in the opposite direction, thereby causing a
choking or bucking effect in the rheostat. By cutting out one
or two coils in the rheostat you will secure a current of 25
amperes across the arc, the same as on D. C. The reason for
cutting out one or two resistance coils is this: The rheostat
has a given ohmic resistance of 2$f ohms when used on D. C.
but when used on A. C. it has this ohmic resistance plus an
inductive resistance (set up by counter E. M. F. — of about >i
ohm). As this inductive resistance cannot be cut out. we shall
have to cut out its equivalent in ohmic resistance, which is
one or two coils, according to the type»of rheostat used. If
you should happen to get a non-inductive rheostat (such as
the Standard or Ward Leonard) with the coils wound noninductively, that is to say, zig-zag, not spirally, it will work
the same regardless of the kind of current or frequency used.
I trust I have made myself clear, and it my slight knowledge
of the electric arc will enlighten those who desire further
information regarding the use of transformers, economizers,
compensarcs
at your service.'
1 have givenandthechoke
abovecoils,
more1 am
to promote
discussion than

sjorrenl required, w ;

■ ■i th« an

To

resistance, divide voltage by amperage,
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any number of the people you wish to get in touch
with. Mr. Panagotacos* address is 505 main Street, Johnstown, l'a.
Transformer. — California (.name of town suppressed)
writes:
are (no)
thinking
in volts,
a transformer,
stepping the"U't
voltage
downof topatting
about 40
using no rheo. OU think it would work: Would it blow a fuse if
there wen- no resistance in Beries with the arc? What would
rmer like that cost? VVe also have trouble with our
stereo, slides being out of focus in the lower right-hand corre a number of transformers made for the purpose
you descibe. I shall have two or three of them send you
literature concerning their product. These transformers are
work without resistance, except that offered by
the arc itself. Their cost is from $50 to $75. They last almost indefinitely, but, of course, can only be used on alternating current. As to the stereo, slide trouble, it might be
■ ral things. First, see that your condensing lenses
are perfectly clean and that they set square with each other.
Second, see that your slide carrier is square with the condensers. Third, examine your objective lens carefully and
see that there is no trouble there. Fourth, see that the
your objective lens is level with the center of the
condenser> and that the objective and condenser lenses set
approximately square with each other.
Three Wing Shutter.— Mr. B. H. White, Manager Newport Opera House, Newport, Ark., writes: "Enclosed find
check for Handbook. To say 1 am an interested reader of the
Trouble Department is expressing it mildly. With its assistance Ipride myself that the Newport Opera House puts
d a picture as could be expected with the class of
fijfiis we run, namely: 60-day Association reels. I have
an Edison machine and am thinking of attempting the instal ation ofa three wing shutter, as outlined by some of the
operators in the Department. Would you advise the attempt?
And do you think it to be an improvement over the old two
wing
Mostshutter?"
certainly the three wing shutter is a distinct and
decided improvement over the two wing, provided the shutter be properly proportioned. You do not say what model
your Edison machine is. If it is the late Model "B", I
believe the Edison Company will be able to supply you with
a three wing shutter which can be put on without sending the
machine to the factory. I am not sure df this, but I
believe it is the fact. If you have an exhibition model maa three wing shutter which can be put on without sending
the machine to the factory. I am not sure of this, but I
believe is is the fact. If you have an exhibition model machine, then I believe you would have to put on your own
shutter. I could not offer advice in this matter without
knowing something of your ingenuity and ability as a mechanic. Ithink, however, before attempting that particular
stunt I would write one of the operators who have installed
these .shutters, asking that they send outlined sketch of the
shutter, which I am sure they will be glad to do if you will
enclose postage. Later, you will find sketch of a three wing
shutter such as you want in another part of this week's
department.
A Newsy Letter. — Mr. James Martin, Spencer, la., writes:
"Enclosed find money order for Handbook. I am a constant
reader of the World, having received therefrom much valuable advice and information. I have been operating in this
state and Minnesota for the past four years, but am continually learning something new in regard to projection.
Salaries around here are very low and very few card men are
to be found, though we hope for betterment in the not far
distant future. I have been experiencing considerable trouble
with condensing lenses. I trust the Handbook will put me
right, but if not you will hear from me shortly, with request for information through the Department. Now, for a
little news as regards exhibitors. Deaver & Sheehan have
purchased the Unique Theater of this city from Mr. Wm.
Cornish and have rearranged the house, making it the neatest
in this locality. The Lyric Theater, of Estherville, Mr. C.
Steddman proprietor and manager, has just installed a new
Standard machine. The Magic, at Algong. Mr. Fargo proprietor and manager, has just put in a new Motiograph. Mr.
Angle, of Cedar Rapids, is to open a picture theater in Ft.
Dodge, using the equipment from the Princess Theater,
Cedar Rapids, the front of which was recently destroyed by
fire. The operating booth and front of the Gem Theater at
Forest City, la., was destroyed by fire a week ago; no one
seriously hurt, though the operator received a few slight
burns. The booth of the theater at Alden, Minn., was destroyed by fire, February 4th; loss unknown. If room can
be given me in the Trouble Department I will send complete instructions for making a type slide for advertising
purposes, one that I have never seen made by any other
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operator or manager. They are very simple and make an
attractive slide, far more so than those made with pen."
Many thanks lor the news notes you have sent in, Neighbor Martm. We shall, of course, be glad to have more at
any time; also the description of the slide you speak of.
Square Deal. I Iskaloi ;a, la, writes; "Find enclosed money
order tor Handbook. 1 am trying to learn to be a first class
operator, but do not believe 1 can learn it from the operator
here, as he either cannot or will not explain how he does
anything. He i- one of the kind that do not believe in
schools for the operator, or anything of that sort. Would
you please tell me what a course at the Taylor School
would cost? I take great pleasure in the Moving Picture
World each week.
It is, of course, very discouraging to the young man who
is trying to learn a trade or profession to be up against the
managerthing sort
in learning
himself,ofanda man
does who
not doesn't
believe believe
in telling
anybody anyelse
anything
he may happen
to know;
also one
who kind.
doesn'tIf
believe inthat
instruction
books or
instruction
of any
he is correct, then we might as well throw our libraries in
the Atlantic Ocean and drive all the school teachers out of
the
country.
As tohethecharges
correspondence
Taylor'sis
school,
I believe
only $5 fo course
rit, andin itMr.
certainly
worth that amount of money. You must understand, however that a regular complete correspondence course, such
as for instance one of the ourses of the International Correspondence School gives, costs anywhere from $40 to $75
or $80. You cannot expect anything very complete for $5.
All I would care to say is that I would consider it well
worth that amount of money to the man seeking to learn.
Doesn't Explain. — Mr. Geo. Proux, Saginaw, W. S., Mich.,
writes: "Enclosed find sketch of a scheme which I thought
might be of service to operators, assisting them to thread
up more quickly, especially with a dark film, or during a
I hold the sketch and description for further information,
Friend Proux. What I cannot make out is where you intend
locating the lamp. Is it to be in front of the lens so as to
throw light through to enable the operator to frame his picsong."
ture properly? Or, is it simply a scheme to illuminate the
operating room without bothering to turn on the lights with
ones hand? Your description and sketch is quite clear, but
I could not judge of its value without first knowing in just
what way you propose using it.
Pittsburg. — From Pittsburg, Pa., comes a letter signed
"Pittsburgh Operator," which certainly does hand the moving
picture game of that city a terrific wallop; also, the License
Board of Pittsburgh is lambasted. If the charges contained in
the letter are true, there is certainly urgent need for a whole
lot of fixing in the smoky city. Unsigned letters of this kind
will not be printed. Moreover, I will not print that kind of
a letter without proof of the facts. I should like to hear
from Pittsburg, and if conditions are as described in the letter at hand, they will most certainly be given publicity in
the Department. All I want to know is, does that letter
contain absolute facts? If Pittsburg has an operator's mion
Ification.
will be glad to forward the letter to its president for veriCHICAGO

FOR THE

CONVENTION.

Chicago, the home of conventions, is starting to wake up
at the prospect of a moving picture convention. If Chicago cannot offer the ocean waves and the boardwalk of Atlantic City, it is the most convenient city, being a great center easily reached from the East, West, North and South, and
Chicago has a reputation for big things. Though Chicago can
offer the best hospitality, big hotels, etc. — in fact, everything to make a convention a grand success — Chicago does
not seem to be the ideal city for a reunion of moving picture
men, unless the Chicago exhibitors decide to make quick
improvements to their theaters. We have not in Chicago a
single theater that can be called an ideal moving picture
house, to be taken as a model. Sure, we have the Orpheum,
the very best house to show first run pictures, with the most
appropriate music and sound effects; but as the Orpheum
was not built for moving pictures the picture can never be
shown there at its best. The Lyric is good, but it is small
and no better than what we find in other cities. Madison
Street, in the loop district, offers us four houses with no
special attraction, except poor music, bad curtains and a lot
of cheap vaudeville. Another house in the loop is the Mathe well-known
moving
picture
and of
if the
we
should jestic,
invite
the convention
to visit
the "chaser,"
Majestic 95%
members would run away and give up motion pictures for
good. Let us hope that if the film men and exhibitors have
the coming convetion in Chicago that the Chicago exhibitors
do something to impress the visitors. J. M. B.
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HERBST FULL LIGHT SCREEN.
Our representative was present at a demonstration, a day
or so ago, of the Herbst Full Light Picture Screen. This
took place at the New York Root Garden, New York City,
at about 2 P. M., when the afternoon sun was coming in
strong at the southwest corner of the roof garden. This sun,
coming through the windows, made a very strong factor
against the projection of any picture. In fact, it was one of
those sun glares that causes one to turn the eyes away from
it. Through the north windows there came the usual soft
north light, which, while not as strong as the sun glare
from the south, was sufficient to enable anyone to read a
newspaper in any part of the roof garden.
With this obstruction, or sunlight opposition, a picture was
projected on a white screen, through the new Herbst machine,
the throw being 93 feet from the machine to the curtain. We
were looking at it with a very critical eye. Possibly, if we
had not come there for critical purposes we would have
watched the pictures and gone away with the idea that they
were just as good as any pictures we ever saw projected.
By this is meant that most people, when they look at a moving picture, do not take into consideration anything about
extraneous light that may be diffused about an auditorium.
The public, as a whole, knows very little about projection, as
a fine art or a science. They judge only by the results, and,
therefore, it is our intention to judge the Herbst Full Light
Screen only by the result.
The result, as stated above, is that the Herbst apparatus
projects a picture which equals, in a lighted auditorium, most
pictures which you see in a thoroughly darkened auditorium.
Tim re-ult is brought about by definite principles of projection and with special machinery. There is no buncome or
scientific secrecy about the Herbst process; it is a machine
which you can see sitting in the operator's booth, alongside
the regular projection machinery. There Is no mysterious
way of shading the house lights or of painting the screen, nor
is it necessary for one man to install it alone. It is a simple
proposition. The exhibitor buys the machine and installs it
himself. It is not necessary to have a special wizard come
on from New York with the magic "know how" and a lot of
other occult stuff that attaches to some of these -ecret installations of daylight screens.
The Herbst Full Light Screen is just exactly what it claims
to be — a full-light picture screen that is not affected by
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house lights or diffused daylight in any way. Everything is
in plain sight. There are no great secrets visible to the eye,
at least. It is something tangible and which no doubt will be
an immediate success.
'HENRY VIII." ON THE SCREEN.
La-t week we referred in tones of commendation to a British made motion picture which we think will be popular with
this public. It was a fight picture. The Solax Company are,
we understand, likely to put this fight picture on the United
States market. We would like, to write even more approvingly of a recently made English film, illustrated particulars
of which we have just received from W. G. Barker, of the
Barker Motion Picture Photography, Ltd., London. This
is a film of "Henry VIII."— not a made-up studio picture,
but a film photograph of the actual play as it is being staged
at the present time at His Majesty's Theater, London, by
Sir Herbert B. Tree and his company. In this play there
are four great scenes, including Cardinal Wolsey's palace
and Westminster Abbey. The principal speaking parts are
enacted by thirty of the leading actors and actresses in Great
Britain to-day. Mr. Bourchier played Henry VIII.; Sir Herbert Tree played Cardinal Wolsey; Miss Vanburgh, Queen
Katharine, and Anne Boleyn is played by Miss Laura Cowie.
The cast is full of names well known on both sides of the
Atlantic.
Mr. Barker was successful in getting Sir Herbert Tree and
his company, scenery, effects down to his studio; in fact,
the entire production was shipped from theater to studio.
So the film was made. We gather from our trans-Atlantic
contemporaries that the picture is a great success It is
unique in the fact that it is good for all time, for the stage
characteristics of the leading British actors and actresses are
preserved in a moving picture.
We refer to this film in another article headed, "The Open
Market," published elsewhere in this week's paper. We
would like to see the picture here, and we hope we shall.
We might mention that Mr. W. G. Barker himself will
shortly come from England to the United States probably
on business connected with this film and other matters. Such
a picture, of course, is of great dramatic value, and also of
some educational interest, for it teaches by means of the
film some momentous periods of English history preceding
the great reformation.

Airdrome and Picture Theatre Managers
make new patrons for your Theatre, increase
your business by offering them a brilliantly
lighted theatre, and be the first one to install
in your City the

Herbst Full Light Picture Machine
not a curtain, not a sizing on a curtain, not a
glass screen,
but an Independent
machine

Demonstrated on the N. Y. Theatre Roof Garden
the best money getter tor (he moving picture
man, and absolute safeguard against loss ot lite
through tire, stampede or other causes, and
endorsed bj Press ami Clergy.
HOR

write, wire or call
Putnam
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NE5T0
"Rarely
IF

Equalled — Never

IT'S A NESTOR
IT'S GOOD

TREAT

YOUR

PATRONS

By Treating \ our self To
BIGGEST MONEY=GATHERER
and
Greatest
foto= Military =Drama
Ever Produced

IhE
The

"IN THE
COMMISSIONED
S"
RANK
RELEASED
WEDNESDAY
March 8th, 1911
LENGTH.

975

FEET

ORDER IMMEDIATELY! FIGHT FOR
IT, if you must, BUT GET IT! GET IT!

COMING!
Wednesday, March 15th, 1911

"WAS

IT

WORTH

WHILE?"

A Film with a question mark,
But Absolutely Unquestionable.

IT PAYS TO GET
NESTOR FILMS
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FILH5
tarpassed— Often

Imitated"
"IN THE COMMISSIONED

RANKS"

is a vivid, faithful portrayal of military life
as found in America to-day. The plot is
clearly and concisely brought out ini a succession of soul-stirring scenes, which hold
the onlooker breathless from beginning to
end. Critics everywhere have sung the
praise' of this military picture, apostrophizing it as the best-acted and finest photographed film ever made.
The story deals with an army officer
and his wife, and last, but not least, a bighearted, festive colonel. The couple have
an only child, a winsome little girl, whom
the father worships. The mother, howe\ er,
seems to lack the mother instincts, for she
gives more time to parties, receptions and
balls than to her babe. Of course the colonel
is
hand toill;play
gallant's worse
part.
Thealways
child on
becomes
growsthe rapidly
and dies, while the lather is away on duty
and the mother enjoying herself at a ball.
The bereaved father, mad with grief,
blames his wife for the irreparable 1«»»; and
a tragedy is about to be enacted between
the sorrow -laden pair, when the inanK

old

colonel takes a hand. So diplomatically
does he manage the situation that, after a
scene pregnant with ineffable pathos well.
the climax is capped, and— Get the Picture
and Sec for Yourself!
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147 4th Avenue, New York
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The required list will reach the brother before he reads this.
A. L_fiveW.,or Washington.
have to
onlytellbeen
for pictures
about
six weeks and"I want
you playing
how helpful
I find
Carl Fischer's catalogue contains some very fine standard
your page in the Moving Picture World. I think the work is religiouso music for orchestra, which is effective with violin and
fascinating, but am handicapped by lack of music to fit certain
piano. They include "March Pontificale," "Lord, God of Abrapictures. I have obtained all the selections you have mentioned
ham,"' "Priests March," "Ave Marie." "Hearken Unto Me,"
from time to time, and as I notice others ask you for a list of
"Sanctus," "To God On High," "Love Not The World," "Funeral
names, I am going to do the same and I will gladly pay you
March from Saul," "Holy City," "The King Of Love My Shepherd Is," and others ; the catalogue numbers are respectively 258,
whatever you ask." (There is no charge whatsoever for this
290. 502 and $()0. I do not know of any music especially arranged
service.patient Just
enclose
for postage,
and asdon't
imifyou do
not geta stamp
an immediate
response,
I havegetmany
for the "Passion Play," but I would suggest that in accompanying these pictures you avoid all suggestion of the lighter forms
requests of this kind to answer. — C. E. S.) "I have no music
suitable for heavy drama where there is agitation, despair and
of religious music, such as "Gospel Hymns" and Salvation Army
songs. While not wishing to discredit these songs, I believe they
frantic haste all through the picture. Short passages are not so
difficult. Stealthy, pursuit, mystery, hurries, good Indian music,
are not severe enough for the story of the "Passion." "The
heavy marches and music descriptive of different nationalities,
Palms" and "Holy City." although modern in character, are dignautical and Rube scenes I am in need of. Other needs will no
nified, and may be used as a relief from the more classic numbers.
I would also earnestly advise Wellsville and others who condoubt come to my mind later, but for the present I will be glad
template showing these pictures to procure a cabinet organ, unof suggestions along the foregoing lines. We run the Indepen- '
less
they are already provided. The small cost is amply offset
dent and Ambrosio films. What in your opinion is the best colby the added value of your music.
lection of patriotic songs of the different nations? I have a few,
but, for instance, I needed something to fit a Japanese soldier
Indiana. (Mgr. E. B.) "I take the liberty to write for a little
information. We have started a little theater here with a seating
kissing the flag and swearing allegiance to his ruler, and had
capacity of 275. Our front is all white, made by the Chicago
nothing to play that was suitable."
Decorative Company, and presents a beautiful appearance when
In the first place, for one who has been playing the pictures
lit up at night. We have strong competition, there being three
for only five or six weeks, you seem to have a very comprehensive idea of music required. I have sent a brief list, which I hope
other houses here running Licensed films. We are using Independent films and we and our patrons are well pleased. We have
will be of some service to you. The Japanese Triumphant March
a new Powers No. 6 and our light and projection are well nigh
mentioned therein might have been useful in the last mentioned
perfect. The other shows run one new reel each day and carry
picture. As to collections of national and patriotic songs, there
one over, while we run two new reels each day. We have a
are many on the market all pretty much alike. I do not care to
very capable singer, Miss Frances Worth, of Indianapolis, and a
recommend any one in particular.
fine pianist, Miss Ethel Kolmorgan, of this city. Miss KolAlabama. "I have been reading your page each week with a
morgan is a pianist of great ability and improvises music for the
great deal of interest. Beg to state that I am using music with
pictures with taste. On last Saturday we had the great Reliance
my pictures, and the musicians I employ are very good, but they
have one fault; that is, they are not capable of selecting appropripicture 'The Vows,' and during the last scene where the young
man is brought back to the church by his sweetheart. Miss Worth
ate music for the pictures. I would like to have you send me a
list of music. If there are any charges, just mention them and I
sang 'The Rosary' (Nevins) behind the screen, accompanied by
Miss Kolmorgan on the organ, and Mr. Karl Kurtz (an efficient
will forward a check without delay. Don't you think you could
drummer) on the chimes, and the effect was beautiful and very
work up a profitable business among the musicians or managers
much appreciated. We are very particular about trying to put
of theaters by selecting each week appropriate music for each
on the effects at our place and we spare no trouble nor expense
picture released. As I understand it, you see the pictures several
to prepare for them. For church chimes we have hung up bedays or weeks before they are released, which would give you amhind the screen various sizes of seamless steel tubing, siz feet
ple time to prepare your list and mail it. I myself would be will;
in length, suspended by heavy gut, and the tones are deep and
ing to pay $i, $1.50, or even $2 per week for appropriate music
sonorous and very appropriate for church scenes ; and this brings
to fit each release. I don't mean for you to furnish the music,
me to the purpose of this letter. Will you kindly send me a
just state what music to use and when to use it. Think this matshort list of organ music of more or less andante movement that
ter over and let me have your views on same. In case you use
would be appropriate to use on like occasions? Of course, we
this letter,
please
my name
or evenhate
city,foras them
my mu-to
sicians read
your don't
page mention
every week.
I would
have many beautiful themes for the piano — 'Shubert's Sereknow the contents of this letter, as they are doing the best they
nade.' 'Traumerei,' 'Gottschalk's Last Hope,' 'Morris' Meditaknow how. As I said before, they are good musicians, but they
tion,' 'Blumenlied,' etc., but what we want is some short highclass little melodies that can be used in the ordinary church
haven't had the experience in playing for the pictures. We use
scenes
that are occasionally depicted on the screen. On last
Association films."
I have prepared a small list of various numbers selected
Saturday we showed to over one-sixth of the entire population
of the town, and that in the face of the fact that there are three
from different catalogues, which will be found useful in
other picture shows here, and the church people with a special
picture work. It will be mailed to anyone enclosing postage,
without further charge. It must be understood that this list
production of 'Esther' were playing at the opera house."
does not purport to cover the entire field of music necessary to
I don't happen to have the particular music asked for in my
this line of work, as that is almost unlimited. It embraces novelcatalogues, but I will look for something to meet the correettes, sentimental and pathetic, national, characteristic, comedy,
pondent's needs and forward it. He evidently knows what he
grotesque, etc. These have been tried, and proved satisfactory if
wants, and judging by his letter he goes after it and gets it—
used intelligently, and can be ordered through your local dealer.
including business. Speaking of chimes, I once experimented
with the steel tubes; but with indifferent success, as they are
As to the last part of your letter, I take it for granted that a
exceedingly difficult to tune properly. I had better luck with
correspondent has no objection to the publication of his communibrass tubes, but they are expensive and I found that, considering
cation unless he stipulates it, when, of course, it shall be regarded
time, trouble and the waste in experimenting, it was about as
as confidential. What interests one is very apt to interest others,
and for that reason I like to insert the most essential parts of
cheap in the long run to buy them ready made; that is, if you
want a good set of chimes in tune with the orchestra. One
letters received. Your list will be forwarded in its turn. Many
thanks for your kind appreciation.
doesn't have to buy a whole octave — two or three will be very
effective. Have you tuned yours, or do you just produce a gen"I take
the of
liberty
writing Picture
you fromWorld,
being
a Wellsville,
regular andOhi6.
careful
reader
the ofMoving
eral big-toned bell effect? The writer says he is located in a
town of about 1.200 inhabitants; yet apparently he is able to find
which paper I admire very much in the position it takes. Along
competent musicians. Is he unusually fortunate, or does he just
about Easter season we contemplate showing the best make of
go
after
them and get them?
the 'Passion Play,' and I would like to know if I could secure
appropriate music to run through the entire three reels. We ex"Drummer," New York, says: "In February nth Moving Picpect to have violin and piano. I would also appreciate any inture
World
you tosay,imitate
'in straight
dramatic
picturesthesound
effects
should be made
as nearly
as possible
real sounds
formation upon this subject and would thank you for a list of
which would naturally be heard in a real scene such as the picmusic sent to correspondents as per World of Feb. 18, ion."
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ture portrays.' And in the same issue you give suggestions for
music to the picture 'Father Love' and say 'Do not introduce
baby cries in this picture.' The picture shows a crying baby in
several scenes. Now, if you are supposed to 'imitate as nearly as
possible
real sounds
suchbaby
as would
heard, one?
etc,'
why not theimitate
a crying
when naturally
the picturebe shows
Don't
think
inconsistent?"
Not you
at all.
It isyoutrueareI did
say both of the things you mention.
I also said in one or two previous issues "don]t try to get a laugh
where none is intended." The average audience nearly always
contains one or two who will laugh at a baby cry, and this will
be enough to spoil a serious scene. If you used this effect in the
picture
Love/' to
it's ordollars
to doughnuts
you gotserves
a laugh
whether "Father
you intended
not, and
if my memory
me
right, the scenes in which this occurred were anything but hilarious. Use a little judgment.
Mrs. A. P. D., Nevada City, in the course of her letter
says: "I would also like to add a few words of praise for
your articles on 'Play for the Pictures.' You cannot imagine
how they have already helped me. I followed to a dot your suggestions for playing
to my
the music
picturefrom
'Theevery
Golden
and
have received
praise for
one. Supper,'
I hope your
articles are continued, for I know they are appreciated by every
reader of the Moving Picture World."
This letter reads good to me just as it stands, so I won't add
any comments.
Come again; I like to hear it.
ALL FOR GOLD. (Yankee).
i. Agitato till thrown out; subdue till change.
2. Mysterious till change.
3. Intermezzo or waltz till letter is shown.
4. Agitato till change.
5. Neutral till change.
6. Pathetic till title "Robbed."
7. Agitato softly (through four scenes) till title, "Frank
Tells About Handkerchief."
8. Light allegretto till "The Panic."
9. Semi-agitato bordering on the mysterious till son enters
office.
"Heart's Ease," "Spring Dreams" or any semi-plaintive
till10.end.
THE OPEN ROAD. (Kalem).
1. "Come with the Gipsy Bride" (6/8 chorus from "Bohemian Girl") till Gipsies stop to make camp.
Then
2. "In the Gipsy's Life You Read" (same opera) till
young man (Darwin) is -een coming down road. Gradually
diminish till change.
3. In a Shady Nook (light allegretto; till "14 Years Later."
4. Waltz till change, "Zora Meets Some of Her Own
People."
5. Gipsy Love Song (from the "Fortune Teller") till camp
scene.
6. Moments Musical (or some gipsy march) till gipsy and
girl enter.
In the Gipsy Life (same as No. 2) till change.
8: Gipsy Love Song till camp scene.
9. Same as No. 2 till fortune teller discovers markN on
girl's arm.
10. Agitato till girl turn- from Darwin to gipsy.
11. Gipsy Love Song till title, "Zora Chooses the Open
Road." Then "In the • .i|> >•' I .ife," etc . t 1 end 1 if picture.
MAX MAKES MUSIC (Pathe).
1. Lively till after handbill is shown. When merchant
plays flute:
2. About four bars of reel for dance.
3. When Max plays For soldiers "La Sorella" till all off.

4.
time,
5.
6.
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When
same. he plays for girls, first time, "break;" second
Third time, slow cake walk till all off.
Eccentric for drunken men till Max enters; when he

plays:
7. "Waltz Me Around Again Willie" till all off. Then:
8. Mysterious-pizzacato (staccato).
9. Short agitato for knockdown.
10. When Max plays, slow reel till both exit.
11. When he plays for dog, slow reel. (Any old reels or
dances will answer, such as "Turkey in the Straw," "Chicken
Reel,"
or "Arkansaw Traveler." Play them rather slowly
and
marked.)
I.'. When he plays while in the bed, lively "Rag Marc':"
till finish. "Fill-in" ad libitum.
THE SANITARY THEATER.
Of most essential importance in the management of a
theater is the absolutely sanitary' condition of the auditorium—this with special regard to the average five-cent theater, with its continuous flow of people and generally insufficient system of ventilation.
The five-cent theater is a breeder of crime, according to
the "societies" and certain picture inimical newspapers; the
bachteriologist probably would say a breeder of microbes, and
of the two camps fighting for the welfare of the people, the
doctor is no doubt the more justified.
The -unitary condition of the average five-cent theater
certainly could be vastly improved, especially so in New
York City. Taking in some of the tenement districts on the
lower Ea-t Side, the picture show is by no means an improvement to the surroundings. Some of these places are perfectly filthy, with an air so foul and thick that you can almost
cut it with a knife. The floor is generally covered with peanut shells, and as there is no stove to spit on everybody spits
on the floor. Imagine this in the summer time, and epidemics
o fvarious kinds raging in the crowded districts. No wonder
the societies and health authorities try to bar children from
the moving picture shows!
There is no excuse whatever for such conditions, and to
permit a constant exposure of the public to disease. The
justfied criticism of the health authorities may prove disastrous one of these days. Should a malignant epidemic strike
New York City, and these conditions prevail, the result might
be a wholesale closing down of theses germ factories. Then, as
usual, everybody would have to suffer, as our reformers very
seldom discriminate, particularly so in case of the five-cent
theater, which institution always has been a nail in the eyes
of some people.
The only way to overcome tin- evil i- the employment of
a reliable disinfectant. Every theater should be tl
disinfected every day either with a sweeping compound or a
spraying solution There are many of these preparations
in the market, and some of them are advertised in the columns of this paper. The odorless disinfectant is generally
the most effective, but the perfumed is preferred by many
exhibitor- on account of its aromatic odor. I have heard
mplain, though, on account of the
strongduce a"<lor
which, no doubt, with
headache,
fume
Butwillthispro-is

■

The majority "f people will like a refreshing disinfectant sprayed around tl
1 the Iter-

the curtain that the auditorium i- thoroughly disinfl
golicitudt

rnent.

All over the world there is nightfall.
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"A Talc of Two Cities" (Vitagraph).— The second part of
the three reel release o( this great story. This film introduces Lucy, Sidney Carton, the hero of the tale, De Farge
and Darnay. The scene changes from the turbulence of
Paris to the quiet, homelike attractions of London. The
complications which beset these characters are faithfully reproduced. Of course, it must be understood that it is impossible to reproduce everything that is described in the
book, but the selections have been made with care, and are
indicative of a thorough understanding of the necessities of
the story. The main features are. sufficiently emphasized to
serve as a guide in carrying the audience along, and their
knowledge of the story itself will supply any deficiencies.
Toward the last there are rumblings from Paris, with its
unrest and turbulence, but the main feature of the picture is
the quiet of the homes of London and the development of a
portion of the love story which is included. It seems safe
to say that those who see this film, in conjunction with the
one which was released before, and the one to follow, will
acquire a new impression of Dickens and will appreciate
more fully than ever before the importance of the motion
picture as showing the beauties of a good story. Managers
will do well if they use these films together, though each
one tells a story by itself, which has its interest.
"Tale of Two Cities" (.Vitagraph). — The third and closing
film in this series of remarkable reproductions. This picture takes the audience to Paris and shows them the mob at
work destroying property and murdering Royalists and all
suspected of being in sympathy with them. The story is
followed closely in the main, the principal scenes being
shown ip strong contrast to the quiet, homelike scenes of
the former film. It is here that Carton displays the act of
heroism which will forever make him one of the greatest
characters in fiction, the sacrifice of his life to save Darnay,
who has been arrested and imprisoned because he is a relative of a Royalist, and will ultimately suffer upon the guillotine. The scene when the condemned prisoners are going to
the guillotine in the tumbril cart, and Carton comforts the
poor little seamstress condemned to die with him, is dramatic,
and holds the attention so closely that the audience sits with
tense nerves throughout the scene. But, after all, even
though the turbulence of the murderous mob constitutes
the theme of the picture, the closing scenes, where Carton
dies for his friend lifts it above the ordinary level and makes
it one of the greatest pictures of the month. The three should
be shown in conjunction. In that way the story unfolds
itself in consecutive order, and the connection is clearly perceived. The Vitagraph people have performed a notable
achievement in presenting this story in such excellent form.
It is a year when Dickens is being studied and considered
more than for a long time, and such a contribution as this
is a help, not alone to students of Dickens, but to the thousands who have, for one reason or another, perhaps, lost
sight of his marvelous faculty for story telling.
"The Outlaw and the Child" (Essanay). — A story which
has for a background the great Mojave desert of California.
The principal character is a little girl, scarcely more than
a baby, daughter of the sheriff. She is found by an outlaw
whom
the sheriff
is pursuing
taken are
to her
home.
The terrible
sufferings
of theanddesert
too father's
much for
the
man and he succumbs before he can be aided. The ending
is commended. It never seems quite right for a sheriff to
break the laws by allowing an outlaw to escape, as has been
represented in some cases, merely because he performed
some service for which the official might have felt indebted
to him. This ending is more satisfactory. The sheriff is
left under no obligation and the outlaw is removed from
society which he menaces.
— The
a child
with
a "The
nurse, Changeling"
replaced by (Pathe)
another.
The story
end of
shows
the left
mother
of the substituted child marrying the father of the child that
died. There isn't much in it to make it even interesting let
alone holding the attention in any important degree.
The
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mechanical work is good, but that is about all that can be
said for the picture.
"Paganini and the Countess" (Gaumont).— A tale of the
great violinist and some complications that arose through the
passion which a Countess had for him. The latter part of the
film is taken up with telling, in a rather interesting way, her
endeavors to assist him in escaping from prison. It is one
of
those old-time love tales, with some adventure and much
intrigue.
"His Daughter" (Biograph).— This picture has something
of the spirit and character of the old Biograph stock company's work. It is a story of love which did not have to be
thwarted to make it flow true. The girl's father is depicted
as a despicable wretch, which he undoubtedly was, but the
steadfast honesty of the young man in not only remembering his sweetheart, but in accepting her after he discovers
that her father is a villain, is an episode that increases the
interest of the film considerably. It is, perhaps, as good a
love story as has been told by this company in some time,
and the actors have caught the spirit of it so that it is interpreted with a clarity which leaves no room for misunderstanding. The staging is up to requirements and the photography could scarcely be improved.
"Dobbs, the Dauber" (Lubin). — A comedy representing the
fool work of a janitor who has painting thrust upon him.
The principal objection to his work is that he selects automobiles, pianos and similar things upon which to give evidence of his genius. This leads to a slap-stick ending which
is both fast and furious, with the unfortunate individual
tumbling eventually into the hands of the police as he jumps
from a window.
"My Prairie Flower" (Melies).— The lively story of a young
college scapegrace who is sent West to make a man of him.
The interest centers in the rough work among the cowboys
and others around the ranch. A little deception in impersonation ispracticed at the start, but this helps, not alone in
the telling of the first part of the story, but in the love tale
which develops afterward. The scene where the young college
man whips the terror is characteristic and cannot fail to
thrill the audience.
"The Seminole's Sacrifice" (Selig).— An Indian story beginning with the sale of an unfortunate squaw as a slave to
a white trader, developing through an Indian uprising and
ending with a marked display of the nobility of character of
a chief, who, scorning the fetters of the officers, appears before the commanding general, free and unattended, to offer
up his life as a sacrifice to save his people. The display of
nobility of character on the part of the white general is quite
as marked. He accepts the chief's hand and bids him go
back to his people and lead them in the right way. It is a
picture which arouses the emotions and causes unusual interest.
"The Price of Victory" (Edison).— A film that Carnegie
should secure to assist in disseminating his peace propaganda. It represents an episode supposed to have occurred
in the Napoleonic wars. And it gives in dramatic fashion
the horrible side of war. The young man torn away from
his old father and sent to battle to be killed. Then the
search of the old man for his son's body. The weary struggle to get it home and the lone vigil by the dead. The Emperor appears, seeking rest and light with which to write
the message of his victory to be sent to Paris. The old man
attempts to kill him, but is prevented, and the climax — the
Emperor placing the cross of the Legion of Honor upon the
dead boy's breast. It is difficult to describe a picture of this
character so as to convey the information intended, but it
is perhaps sufficient to say that few pictures of recent months
have been better conceived and rendered. The actors have
interpreted the idea with precision, while the staging has
been done with careful attention to details, and the photography issuperior in every way.
"Priscilla and the Pequot" (Kalem).— A story of Colonial
times, which derives its principal interest from the represen-
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tation of the character and manners of early days in the colonics. A Puritan maiden befriends an Indian, and he in turn
warns her of an impending attack upon the settlement. The
Indian method of fighting is clearly shown, and there is
animation to the scenes in which the stockade is attacked.
The whole story is redolent of the characteristics of both
Puritans and [ndians.

"WhotheKilled
(Pathe).—
A slap-stickis comedy
in
which
house Max?"
is wrecked
and disturbance
created all
along the line. As a rough house it is a success, but otherwise it has few claims to >erious consideration.
'An Escape of Gas" (.Pathe). — A comedy which represents
more destruction than even the ordinary slap-stick variety
is usually credited with. The house is wrecked and water is
allowed to flow all over it from the bath-room. These
pictures do not appeal to the public as they did formerly. In
the theater where this was seen there was scarcely a laugh
throughout.
"The Lily of the Tenements" (Biograph). — A story of what
befalls some of the girls unfortunate enough to live in the
tenements. Often they are forced, as was almost the case
in this instance, to sacrifice themselves to secure the wherewithal to live. The graphic way in which this is represented
here made a deep impression upon an audience, even in New
York, where the thing is so common that a considerable proportion of the population wink at it as a necessity, and let it
pass. The happy ending for the poor girl, following the denunciation of his father by the young man, is dramatic, but,
unfortunately, few instances of this sort actually occur. The
value of this picture will be in depicting the life history of
some of the poor whose meed of trouble is too much sometimes for them to bear.
"Nan's Diplomacy" (Lubin). — A comedy which is bailt
around a domestic misunderstanding that might have led to
serious consequences. Perhaps other wives could bring
wandering husbands to their senses in the same vigorous
way. The insanity dodge has been worked in about everything else. It worked well in this, according to the picture.
And the acting is excellent.
"Max
Makesupon
Music"
(Pathe).
A comedy
representing
Max
playing
a magic
flute —which
sets everybody
and
everything within hearing to dancing, and the dances are as
varied as the individuals who perform them.
humorous
storyand
of
an "Pots,
Irish Pans
cook and
who Poetry"
believed(Pathe).—
she had The
the divine
afflatus
could make poetry <>r music at will. Some fun is extracted
from the experience through which she goes in discovering
her mistake.
"The Eye of Conscience" (Selig). — A simple story of a robbery. The dramatic strength lies in the gradual awakening
of the conscience and the effect it has upon the thief. As
the enormity of his crime is borne in upon him stronger and
stronger he becomes a nervous wreck, startled at every little
noise, and nearly going insane when he discovers an eye
looking at him from the transom. Investigation discloses
that it is only the eye of a mask, but the effect was quite the
same as though it had been the eye of a person. It was
the eye of conscience. The closing scene is different from
some of these stories, showing the thief returning the money
without detection. It is a film of unusual power and contains some of the best acting of the week.
"The Ironmaster" (Edison). — The famous French society drama, "The Ironmaster," transferred to the screen
with no loss of its original strength. The Edison players
have interpreted the various scenes quite as effectively as
they have ever been interpreted upon the stage. All the
original beauty of the play has been retained, while the
silent drama affords opportunity for certain delicate touches
in working out details impossible when upon the stage.
The character of the young woman is admirably developed
and the Ironmaster is a man of whom almost anyone
might be proud. The staging and costuming have been
supervised with care and are accurate even to the details
and the work of the actors is performed with discretion.
Altogether it forms an excellent picture which will be
thoroughly enjoyed by almost any audience before whom it
is presented.
"Taminig AtheTyrant"
(Essanay).was
— An
interesting
comedy
representing
way a husband
tamed
into submission
and taught to treat his wife and daughter correctly. The
young man who conducted the taming operation made love
to the daughter successfully, but even though it was ultimately disclosed that the tamer was not what he pretended
to be, the effects of his work remained. The tyrant husband was gone forever.
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"A Matrimonial Epidemic" (Gaumont). — A lively comedy
representing the effect of the love making of a young couple
upon the sensibilities of several couples well along in years.
The influence was so potent that they all go away and get
married. The fun is in the scenes which lead up to this
altogether desirable ending.
"Lafont and Pola's Last Flight" (Gaumont).— A sensational aviation film representing the crash of a flying machine
with its passengers. The scene makes the audience catch
ites breath, so realistic does it appear.
'Capt. Barnacle's Courtship" (Yitagraph). — A comedy pre-eting Capt. Barnacle in the role of love maker with a
pretty girl as the object. The girl objects and the brilliant way she adopts to outwit the captain and her designing Ma and get the man of her own choice supplies sufficient
comedy
to and
consume
film.
It end
doesn't
any
of
the way,
there ais long
a laugh
at the
whengetthedull
captain
discovers that he is attempting to marry the desired bride's
brother. The piece is well staged, well acted and in most
of the scenes the photography is good. Some of the interiors appear to be a trifle underexposed. The vagaries
of an uneven current are sometimes responsible for apparent underexposure, and perhaps that was true in this case.
INDEPENDENT.
"Artful
Kate"and,(Imp).
second
of the comparisons,
company's Cu-is
ban releases,
not —toThemake
invidious
probably considerably better than the first. There is the
dash and spirit of the soldier, combined with the lively flirtation which is popularly supposed to be a part of the life of
the Spanish or Cuban girl. The young soldier is later nonplussed with the indisputable evidence of his perfidy in the
hands of his fiancee. But after the storm subsides a bit they
make up and are unmindful of the rocks upon which their
bark was almost wrecked. The picture is interesting in that
it depicts Cuban manners and customs with close attention to
the real truth, and there is a spirit shown by the actors which
helps wonderfully in the development of the picture. Sometimes the pictures seem to almost talk in their strength and
the excellence of the acting. The photography, too, leaves
little to be desired. The company deserves congratulations
upon producing such a good film.
"The Fate of Joe Dorr" (Bison). — The story of a young
man who went wrong in the wild country of the West and
was shot by a spring gun set by his father. The delineation
of the rough character of the Western people is accurate,
and the story is filled with the rough pathos which often
accompanies the lives of those who make the frontier of
civilization their home.
"A Child's Prayer" (Lux). — A touching story, representing
a family in abject poverty, requiring the necessities of life,
which is helped by the prayer and action of a winsome child.
The pictures of children are always interesting, and in this
instance the acting of the little one is unusually good, principally because it is so natural and unaffected.
"Matilda Chased" (Lux). — A comedy which includes a
chase made funny by the presence of a considerable number
of sandwich men. The picture is lively enough and numerous amusing situations are developed, but it is a bit rough
to suit some patrons.
"Love's Test" (Solax). — A change from the ordinary run
of pictures which show a young man or woman representing
themselves as losing their fortunes to test the affections of
their lovers or sweethearts. Both conceive the same thing
here, and the beauty develops in the bluff both put up in
attempting to live in Poverty Row. As may be imagined,
there is a good deal of fun in this, though its development
requires considerable space. It would be better if it were
condensed somewhat. It is difficult to stretch a comedy
through a long film without having it thin in places, and that
condition prevails here to some extent.
"The Woman Who Dared" (Yankee.)— An excellent detective story, showing the famous girl detective in one of
her most fascinating unraveling acts. It is mysterious up to
the last scenes, when the solution is given. It is one of
the best of this series and cannot fail to interest a large
number who enjoy good detective stories. There is an interest which never flags from the time the picture begins
until the last scene has disappeared from the screen. Acting, staging and photography have been maintained at a high
standard of excellence.
"Strategy"
A story
tragically,
works
out in (American).
a dramatic —manner
and that
ends begins
with humor
and
laughter. The tale is told with directness that is worth emulating, and is interesting enough to hold the attention of the
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audience, while there is sufficient heart interest to keep the
audience watching for the developments of the next scene.
The stage manager and photographer both did their work
well.
"Little Souls" (Itala). — A story acted by children which
possesses dramatic qualities of a high order and develops a
strong degree of interest among the audience.
"Across the Mexican Border" (Powers). — A love story of
the Mexican border, in which the triangle includes a Mexican who intends to buy a girl who is already in love with
an American soldier. The story is concerned with detailing
the complications which arise before the young couple escape across the border into America. The acting and scenery are both good, while the mechanical work has been well
done.
"Foolshead's Presents" (Itala). — Another of those Foolshead films which have made so many people laugh in the
past. The trouble lately has been the pictures have been far
too silly to please. This is better than some of its predecessors and need not suffer for the same reason as the others
have done.
"Havana
(Itala). — A work
well has
photographed
esting film.Cigar"
The mechanical
been done and
with intercare
and the result is a pleasing picture.
"His Great Duty" (Great Northern). — A strongly dramatic story, cleverly and sympathetically acted by players
from the Royal Theater at Copenhagen. The work is so well
done that criticism is unnecessary. As the story unfolds
the audience becomes more and more absorbed in its narration, and this attention never flags throughout the running
of the film. The photography is remarkably clear, offering
a satisfactory improvement over some films which have been
shown earlier in the season. The entire composition and the
way it has been carried out cannot fail to please any audience.
"Ever the Accuser" (Reliance.)— A well-balanced and welltold story of the effects of an accusing conscience. The
sympathy of the audience is early enlisted for the girl so
hopelessly and unjustly entangled in the net of circumstantial evidence. The climax, when, as she tells her story in
court, the real murderer rushes in and dramatically confesses, telling the story of his visions, supplies a fitting ending to this excellent production. The appearance of the
spirit of the uncle and the death of the murderer constitute
a scene which will never be forgotten. The acting is unusually good, even for the Reliance Company, and the photography isan improvement over some of the former films
produced by the same company. A steady improvement, indeed, isnoted in all departments of this company's work.
"Checkmate" (Thanhouser). — A somewhat complicated
love story filled with exciting romances. Self-inflicted
wounds send a rival to prison for a long term, but the girl
works two clever ruses and succeeds in convicting the baron
and also in securing the release of the imprisoned man.
"Her Birthday
Tells was
the story
of the
jealousy
of a wifeSurprise"
when her(Yankee).—
artist husband
reported
to
be closeted with a strange woman all day. Ultimately the
door of his studio is broken down, when they find to their
chagrin that it is a portrait of his wife he was painting, and
the woman was one of the domestics whom he pressed into
a model. As an exhibition of unreasoning jealousy the picture is a success.
"A phases
Warrior's
Squaw"
(Bison).—
representing
some
of life
upon the
plains, Aandpicture
indicating
in interesting glimpsei the life of the Indians. The photography is
d the acting of the Indians is well done.
"Story
of Awith
Prayer
| Rex).—
worked Itoutis
play,
dealing
that Rug"
mysterious
landA Ofwell
Turkey.
a love story and detail-, bow a young man rescued his
sweetheart from ■ harem and spirited her away. The fact
that it is difficult t-. escape in Turkey doesn't particularly
injure tin- interest of the Story itself, though it may raise
a question of probability in the minds of those who con-ider
Conditions in that country,
However,
as a lovi
rid altogether interesting surroundings it has its
uses and the audience plainly liked it. Perhaps ,|,at j.. after
all, the vital test if tin- audienci
can allow
any dis< :•
unnoticed
Bui the probabilities
should be maintained.
All will agree with that postulate
"A Plain
(Reliance).woman
— A simple,
homely by I a rake,
pictmg
how Tale"
an unfortunate
was bothered
l>ut maintained her dignity. Then
ami bei husband, which allowed ■•! a complete reconciliati n
and a return to happier cii
lit not a strongly
dramatic production, but it illustrate
OCCUr m almost any household and -plainly Indi
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might happen under certain circumstances. The meddling
busybody is in evidence and the result indicates what possibilities there are in the detailing of petty gossip of the
character shown here.
"The Sheriff's Sweetheart" (Amerjcan).— A realistic Western picture with a background that will give a new idea of
the West, or of some parts^n it and will develop fresh
impressions of what the sct-&c effects in certain localities
are like. The acting is of the best, in harmony with the
subject and depicting faithfully the characteristics of the
people leases
represented.
with the
best sheriff
Westernis reof the month.It will
The rank
character
of the
an
admirable piece of acting and deserves commendation. The
other characters fill their respective parts with ability.
"The Silence System" (American). — A short, snappy comedy which tells an interesting story and at the same time gives
the audience something to laugh about. It is worked out in
the best manner of the company.
'Punch" (Eclair). — A story of poverty, detailing how a
mother stole a Punch to gratify a sick child and how the
: of the toy made the little fellow better. But even
though the proprietor of the toy store from which the
Punch was taken sends policemen, when he understands the
situation he fails to prosecute and allows the child to keep
the Punch. It is a tender story of mother love and is acted
with discretion. It is in Marcel Lauras' best vein and should
not fail to satisfy any audience. The photography is unusually good, even for an Eclair.
"Beware The Bomb" (Eclair).— A snappy comedy illustrating how some officials were deceived twice, the first time
without injury, but the second time to their undoing. The
play is well acted and develops a number of laughable situations.
"A Manly Man" (Imp). — Another rendering of the eternal
triangle developing interesting situations, and closing with a
dramatic scene when the young man leaves his sweetheart
and clings to his semi-savage wife. The old problems which
have beset human hearts since the beginning of time are retold and in the telling they develop a strength not always
noticeable in subjects of this type. The question will rise
in one's mind regarding the advisability of the young man
leaving his sweetheart and taking a wife in the wilderness,
but having done it he closed the incident in the right way
by sticking to her. The real problems of life are quite like
the problems in this film therefore the picture should prove
interesting to every audience who sees it.
"A Warrior's Faith" (Bison). — An excellent picture giving
views of Indian life and customs not often seen. Further,
it illustrates gome of the dangers to which missionaries
to Indians have been subjected in times past. There are
some thrills when the stake is prepared and it
though a few were to be burned. The tight between two
Indian warriors is realistic and well carried out The
setting is admirable and the photography is clear and even.
The audience plainly liked it.
'The Call of the Great" (Powers i.— A rather complicated
narrative which deals extensively with the name of Smith.
The principle factor is a will to a missing heir of $5,000,000
provided she marries within a month
after she is found.
The terms of the testament are complied with, th
not without tribulations and disturbances .
while somewhat
complicated, as intimateunderexpo
printer can overcome that defect.
"The Little Mother"
(Thanhouser).— While this
possesses
elements
interesting some
because
it repiof improbability it is. in •-. •
umphing
over difficulties.
The kind h<
befriended her and was rewarded
with
ignominy
and shame through the machinations
of an adventuress did quite right •
vide for lu-r comfort
The am
in the matter very plain
The a<
t and the
>h) is in
clearthe in film.
tl
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South where the balmy i_ _
terment of his condition. Acting upon this advice,
be leavee bla club friends after a little good-bye
•pread and Is soon In New Orleans, where be expects to find accommodations with an old-time
frleud of bis mother. The old lsdy receive* the
son of her dear friend with open arms, but her
two convent-bred nieces. Mary and Kdlth, are horrified at the thought of a man In the bouse.
Howhe
I
It Isn't long i
. .J the two
res most for. as tbey are both so gentle and art
as. Still, be feels that alary likes him for h
ads ber more clearly than Edith.
Still he 1
Impartial In bis attitude towards them.
Some tlm
later, while out for a stroll, be Is The
caughto In i
and drenched t
minister
I bis life I
despaired of. The two girls
treme of anxiety and when '"
: of the crisis
arrives,
Mary's
she goes and I disquietude
' before the little shrine of the
Blessed Virgin 1
■ room and prays for
eoTery, rowing to consecrste herself to the c
If ber prayers are answered. While she prays
there Is a turn for the better in Kenneth's condition, and the doctor assures them that he will recover. A few days later finds blm convalescent,
and realizing that Mary's solicitude Is Induced by
recoils.

This

episode

I

neth. Well, the outcome Is that two weddings
take place, tbe spiritual and the material. Mary
la wedded to tbe church In a scene showing the
beautiful ceremony of a postulant receiving the
veil, while Edith Is wedded to Kenneth. The receiving of the veil is presented with absolute authenticity.
CONSCIENCE.— Howard Raymond with his wife
and little child are spending the season at their
hunting lodge.
The bad coffee furnished for the

ami Alice out of danger. Tbe girl, learning that
her rescuer la out of employment, persuades her
father to give blm a position. Farson greets tbe
m-w , -ow puncher with a surly nod. A few daya
later one Of the cowpunchers Is discharged for
whipping Alices pal horse, young Wells being Instrumental In obtaining the release of the brutal
puncher.
Farson now sees an opportunity for i
atlng tbe discharged man, unfolds
valuable horse Is stolen from the,
tables and taken to Wells' shack. Farplan. the alarm and accuses Wells of having
i and
found evidence
i Wells' points
shack. that In —the
real thlevea are and Informs
She i
o Wells' shack, arriving Jnst In
or time
to save
the of
new the
cowpuncher's
life. nica:
Farson
Is then
accused
crime by
Alice, and Is dragged off by tbe other cowpunchers to receive bis just deserts.
OH YOTJ TEACHES. — Upon the resignation of
Bom Dated, who elopes with John Green, a young
farmer, there la a meeting of the school board of
the Tumpklnvllle school, where It Is decided that
the next teacher selected will be the homellst applicant who appears. An advertisement Is sent to
the county papers and tbe next day a half doieu
Alice.

president

of

the

b
InsistHenryupon £
visibly much

en(j'

The request Is blushlngly accepted, but young
Snow has not figured on Eva Jenkins, a girl of
fifteen, who, despite her tender years. Is very
much In love with the young school director. In
her efforts to make her way clear with Henry,
Eva writes an anonymous note to Mlsa Brown, informing her that Mr. Snow selected her because
be thought she was tbe homeliest one. Serious
complications
follow,
little
brother
confides
to Snow,
that until
it was Eva's
Eva who
wrote
the
letter. The nuhappy circumstances have brought
the young teacher and her beau more closely together and they resolve to go to the city Immediately and be married. They had barely left the
house when Mrs. Jenkins discovers the note left
by Miss Brown and young Snow, informing her
of their Intentions. Eva Is Justly humiliated, but
has learned a valuable lesson which she Is not
likely ever to forget.

VITAGRAPH.
cates her and In a joke points his gun at her exor you
this
point the claiming
maid "Better
andcoffee,
the child
enter die!"
and InAt alarm
think him In earnest In the threat, to the amusement of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond. Laughingly he
starts off on bis hunting trip, but he has hardly
departed when the maid discovers he has forgotten
his game-bag. so the wife hastens after him with
It. arriving at his side just as he has shot his
first charge at a deer. The wife giving
go back, when she Is shot and killed
l bullet from
hidden hunter who
has mistaken he
brush for game.
Her cry startles the hunter together
[ the woods, all c
a fired the shot,
horrified at the
for be .-_
Hence, panlc-strlckf
and hides. The other two. however,
feel It
moral duty to stay and Investigate, they havl__
charge of Raymond's
gun discharged
semed strange and together with the story of bis
threat In the morning, as related by the maid and
child, sums up circumstantial evldeniee whfeh
most convincingly points to the husband. In the
face of this be Is accused by the detective who Is
summoned to work on the case. Raymond, however. Is adamant In his declaration of Innocence
and he Is subjected to the terrible ordeal of the
Third Degree In order to wring a confession from
him, for the fscts of the case seem logically conclusive. For a long time he holds out, but at
length, tortured beyond endurance, he In desperation accuses himself of the deed he did not commit. Meanwhile, conscience is preying upon the
real perpetrator and unable to resist Its urging
longer, bursts Into tbe midst of the Inquisitors and
confesses that he shot the bullet that killed MrsRaymond, mistaking her through tbe bushes for
game, thus exonerating the poor heart-sick hnsband, wbo i r finds consolation In bis child.

THE ROMANCE ON "BAR 0."— Young Jack
Farson. the foreman on the "Bar O" ranch, Is In
love with Alice Wslton, daughter of his employer.
Alice rejects the yonng cowpuncher, but
s good friends and
kindly way that they <
nothing else. One day, while c
, the
spirited horse stubbornly refuses to ford a
and becoming
angry endeavors to throw I

CAPTAIN BARNACLE'S COURTSHIP. — Old
Captain Barnacle, a widower, contemplates a second marriage. He takes his old friend Captain
Bnnce Into bis confidence and Bunce tells him of
a very attractive young lady, recommending Miss
Ivy Leacb, a daughter of a widow, who keeps a
stationery and cigar store. Ivy Is very much In
love with Sam Morton, a young clerk, notwithmother's
comes to standing
see her Mrs.
Leacbobjections.
and makesWhen
knownBunce
his
mission, Mrs. Leach, on account of Captain Barbank account,
la delighted.
Barnaclenacle's
call on
Mrs. Leacb
with his Captain
friend Bunce
for an Introduction to Ivy and her Ma. Ivy wants
nothing to do with the old Csptaln. Her mother
i that she shall marry blm and to get rid
' entreaties she consents1 *I i marry the old
The anxious Csptaln makes prepar
I for r
second matrimonial
venture.
Ivy makes L ,_
tlons to foil her mother and disappoint the Captain: she gets her brother Billy to dress In her
wedding
and
ng gown
gown
she pnts
on waiting
Billy's for
clothes.
She
meets
Sam and
Morton,
who Is
ber
horse and buggy, they drive directly to
he Parson's.
While this Is going on, Billy lmIn to the Parson's by a different
leter has Just tied the knot for Ivy and Sam
when the Captain and the bridal party come upon
the scene, Billy lifts his veil, removes his wig
with grand asplr
reform.
She attends a lecture on the "ethics" of
life and Is Inspired with the lecturer's ideas.
of an opportunity to do
She starts
who molest
good. She <
Ilk. Bertha
a little girl and spill her pall
comforts the Utte girl. The
girl's mother rushes from the house, whips her
daughter for the mlsbap to the milk. Bertha
lectures the woman and hands her a leaflet, the
woman turn* on Bertha, abuses her and tells her
she IsIn notbelady.
Theandwoman's
husband
takesshe>
hand
matter
tells his
wife that
Is wrong, the wife and the husband get Into a
squabble
blows.
Bertha's
first at-Is
tempt at and
reformcome
Is a torank
failure.
Her second
a worse one; entering a pawnshop she tries to
Interest the pawnbroker in her mission, while she
":lng i toIn him
the police
tbe shop
and whoi ' has jnst offered
msn i
which

Is found

there

by

the

police

and

abe

:

sendi
intended

and

useful and successful.
MAMMY'S
GHOST— Mr.
Berkley,
a sout
gentleman, enlists In the Confederate Army i

. The
Onion to m
■ ' i way
i and Col. Berk
obliged
to ru

the

Confederal

under cover. Tbe Colonel
borne, wblcb la soon surrounded by the Cnlon soldiers. Mammy happens
to think of a aecret pasaage which leads to the
garret of the house, she turns the panel back and
tells ber master and his little boy to esc*P*
through It and make their way t
Colonel, having I
severely wounded,
la moanlng with pain.
my gives tbe child a piece
of chain and tells him to shake and clank It while
bla father la moaning and groaning. She will
tell the enemy the bouse Is haunted by a ghost
and that evil will befall them. She closes the
panel and has no sooner done so. than the Northern force comes In and takes possession of the
house after searching It without avail. They command Mammy to bring food and serve them. She
provides them plentifully with strong punch of
her own Bpeclal brew, which gets the soldiers well
drunken. While they are in this maudlin state,
the little fellow upstairs rattles the chain while
his father groans and moans. Mammy calls attention to this noise and tells the invaders that
they are produced by tbe ghost.
** '
their and
.upenrtltlons are aroused and „_:
get gradually
on their nerves
thoy
rush pell mell from tbe place.
Mammy notifies Mr. Berkley and the boy of the
departure of the men. Col. Berkley now makes
his way to his regiment disguised as an old
darkey. He Is welcomed by his officers and men
and continues In the service until the close of
When bis regiment Is disbanded he returns to
his little son and Mammy, she prepares a very
Inviting feast In honor of his home-coming and
as they sit at the table talking over events of the

KALEM.
THE MISSION CARRIER.— The carrier from old
Mexico arrives at tbe mission. A girl in the
•rowd outside the mission goes I

meeting they exchange rings. Paqulte, who has
long admired the handsome carrier, seeing the exchange of rings, through jealousy
vowa to eepthe attention of the carrier by throwing him a
rose. He carelessly picks It up, but Delores, who
has seen tbe action, takes It from blm and stamp*
Paqulta comes t
his finger and pots It <— —
demands
tbe ring back, but Paqulta laughs
goes away.
In the afternoon of the same

and
day

by

gave It to her. Delores, believing she has been
deceived by the carrier, decides to have nothing
further to do with him. Next day while Delores
Is talking to the priest tbe carrier comes up for
Delores turns her bead as he approaches, then
takes her way to a wayside shrine, where she
weeps end kneels in prayer. The priest approaching tries to comfort her. She tells blm the story.
The good father suggests that she ride after tbe
csrrler and wish htm Godspeed, telling ber of tbe
danger that threatens him as he rides on his
long Journey. At first abe refuses, then carried
away by her love for the carrier, she rldee after
The ride over the mountains, the I
Cahullloe Indians upon the carrier and the danger
Into vrtlch Delores rides and the gallant rescue
by mission people are all thrllllngly portrayed by
the Kalera players.
THE
IRISH
HONEYMOON.— A
bridal
tour
through the beautiful scenic sections of the Emerald Isle. A little comedy mingled '
I Shamrock famous.
that have made the land of I*"" "'

PATHE.

MAX EMBARRASSED.— Max makes a great hit
with two sisters, but is undecided as to which
> gives up
one he likes the best, and when he attempts
to
ascertain what the feelings are of the two young
ladles, his embarrassment Ii n f
despair.
Finally he prepares a little i
drops two copies where the glrle t
little thinking that they would show mem
io
ether.
This they do, however, and decide i

THE
avenged.

lta aide, give
landing g finally
ipldly along,

tway It goes,
Here It floats
top

off and
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Tbey

looks

la and falls,
breaks tbe
by

tbe

girls

be fastens 1
borne. Here the girls read tbe letter which tbanks
ttem
their
to
be for
rid of
bothcourtesy
of them.and says that he's glad
BED DEEH'S DEVOTION.— The Station Agent
at Coyote Junction has a charming daughter. May,
wbo baa her own troubles keeping the cowboya
and loafers In their place. Once, when accosted
big fellow, she Is saved from bis company
1 Indian living i : by. He t
by I
falls In
tbe girl 1
i tbe "paleface Illy." The next day May
gives Bed Deer ber photograph, and following
tbe coatom of bla people, to give gift for gift.
Bed blankets
Deer appears
— '
and
I
be offers tbe latter Red Deer makes a quick exl
tbrongb the window
with May's daddy and
shotgun as
a •'' and
~ • second,
decides 1
amored,
taowevi
she attempts i
ventures, falls Into tbe bands of a bunch of desperadoes, chief of whom Is the man Bed Deer
Interfered with In tbe opening of tbe story. Red
Deer also Is captured. By a ruse botb captlvea
manage to escape.
UNDYING LOVE. — Folchetto, a troubadour attached to tbe castle of Count Raymond of Toulouse, falls deeply In love with Nelda, the niece
of Count Baymond, who In turn baa ber own little
love affair with tbe chevalier Brldonne. Nelda.
however, obeys ber uncle wbo desires ber marriage wltb Folchetto, whom be raises to tbe rank
poor little romance with the
aller Brldonne
ar breaks
Count Baymond
has a great i stle and his deBaymond delegates
Ich be performs faithfully.
a bis return, however, he
i found tbe attentions of
he challenges him to a
It tbe chevalier. Nelda,
f tbe man abe loved, lings
herself from :
Folcb
: day c bla death was
baunted by tbe vision of I
A LONELY
LITTLE OIBL.— Mr. a
•ball, having lost their only child.
Maryoungsters in an orphan asylum marching
and_ calling ber husband, abe plans to adopt
Tbey hurry away"~ ' the "Home"
and find
a beautiful little girl < i appeals to their very
souls and tbey take li
■rue. The parting Bcene
between tbe little gl
also In tbe asylum, is very pathetic.
Some days
later tbe foster parenf"
rled.
In her own
old rag dolly and la
Ing aalde from ber new and costly toys. Finally.
pining for her little playfellow of other days.
•he steals out of the house and starts for tbe
orphanage, but loses ber nay. She is found
•sleep by ■ mounted officer and returned to ber
adopted parents and put to bed. A big hearted
physician, wbo Is called In. diagnoses her rate
■■ one of lonesouieness and the little brother la
brought.
recovery
rapid and
and
In the finalNow
sceneMargaret'a
we see the
h»ppy lachildren
their happier new parents,
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emptied In Bellsslre's fsce
lie pretanda be h»* really been
for an opiHirtunlty
to leave the
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army and enjoy wedded happiness with
Dark
days
fall upon
the State, and
greatly misses tbe sage counsel of Helisa
people clamor
for his return, lie comes
the court, tad danooacej n
ton for in
ery.
Tbe wretched
woman
la hurried
BUBlahment,
and Ilellsalre I

irRDEBa -Karl,

the

ECLIPSE.

THE FUHY OF A WOMAN BCOBNED— A finely
ttsged story of the days of ancient Rome. lo
the Opening scene tbe Emperor Justinian receive*
the rlctoHoni general, Ilellsalre. with Imperial
favor Ilellsalre makes his escape from tbe gay
court, and hasten* to hi* beloved Antonlna. who Is walling for him. The impress Theodora falls passionately In love with the hand
.re and lets him know that she looks
upon blm with fm
proffered
love, anil this rebuff tutus the passionate empress's hive to bate Bbe blree
hrsv..«
-.filltwoadd.
Antet..
nlna bears of the plot, tad while the brtTOO aleep.
as they lie In wait fur llellsnlre. she substitute*
while he sleep*,
blinded, waiting
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man Is
are set

OUTBHF.AK —I"..
rO*JI|
Vfaat ' .
ranch are riding. wl.rn. seeing a roan lying
road, one of them dismounts and finds the
desd. As she turn* to
upon by the Indiana i
carried off.
dlans. rides
lo arouse t.lls
bis neighbor*.
OoaUaf
to the
the news.
Boh
snd Bill
ride girls'
aw«y
and come serosa the man the girls had them.
Tbey
ride frantlcalh
ha. k to the ranch,
where
cowlniya
ami
The two Imya cbangi
marauding

I and gold. '
Indian
Indiana. s. They

of

Maria

■

-

Antonio arrl.
to aave her from an u .
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THE
GAUMONT.

THE TRAMPS FIND.— Because of bit honesty
la returning a lust necklace to Its owner, the hero
wins a comfortable borne tor himself and two little
walfa tbat be tlnja HaWp
In the street.
FORBIDDEN
CIGARETTES.— II • incidents tbat
make a very Interesting dim Involve i
•ter». a boy aud bla sister, who "san
daddy's cigarettes.
Tbat awful sickness, the result of a flrat attempt at smoking Is their punishment.
THE
BARBER'S
DAUGHTER.— Maurice, a vll
lage gallant,
after being
properly
snubbed
by
will ' t ''* Impudence, wagers with the
i of gaining
He
hit goal. Si i
first allowa her to cut bis hair, and remove his
beard and mustache. Maurice agrees, but decides
ere long that he will gladly lose the wager.
THE
AMBITIOUS
BOOTBLACK.— WANTED— A
negro
page
boy.
Apply
to Madame
Blume.
This
eides to mak
.
i dnrky and get t i position.
Hla troubles
and Joys will prove
tremendously
entertaining.
HIS FIRST SWEETHEART.— Visit yonr youthdays by upon
seeing young
this clever
first fuleffects
hearts. euactment of Cupid's
The clever swain of our story Is fortunately enabled to of
savetwo bis
home from the
vandalism
boldsweetheart's
robbers.
THE BEAUTIFUL GORGES OF TARN.— A trip
along this famous tributary of the Garonne river
in southwestern France. We ride about forty
miles by boat, between wonderful cliffs and forest covered slopes.
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.■ Willie found the letter and returned
it to bis mother, who had almoat reached a hysterical condition. When mother Opened the enrelope she found thut It contained only a gas bill.
Then she had to be resuscitated.

the girl seized bis _
i , clamped the handcuffs on
n nun wu neis and bade her father run. The
d man got away safely, aud the sheriff, realms he had been outwitted, turned to the girl
id folding her In his arms, said, "You win."

REX.

FATHER'S
BIRTHDAY
RING.— Sllaa
Scruggs
■ uieil with a diamond ring by bis wife.
blaanddaug
called with some
photographs of !>ffSam
»blle'
she showed to her father.
After she bad gone. Mr.
Scruggs ulso weni out. When be returned, be surenograpber,
Ma.vl.elle, Martin,
looking
I Sam's
photograph.
Maybclle bad a feeling
ber heart
for ! Now
and she didn't want M
mining the photograph,
Scruggs to see ber
later, Mr. Scruggs missed bis diamond ring aud
n -nil- inhering that bla stenographer bad concealed
something when he came In, he Jumped to the
i, ;ii ii was the ring. He demanded that
him the contents of her handbag. The
young woman was about to do so when Sam sudil.iih handbag
entered the otllce.
When Then she refused to open
had
concealed
Scruggs
went Sam's
home
photograpb In
of the loss of hla ring and of
night he t
ins suspicious of the stenographer. A few moments later, he found the ring In bis glove. Now,
Sam bad a feeling In bis heart for Maybelle too.
and he immediately went to her home. He exbis father'sengaged
mistakeright
so well
and
Maybelleplainedbecame
there.thatThebe next

' BY of THE
THE they
MOON."—
By the
gbt
the LIGHT
old, old OFmoon,
are spooning,
ben their biisstul occupation is interrupted
, ■sslbllltles by
of
SCkmali,

murrlage.

and the strength of her will to fulfil It, she starts
In the face of many obstacles, dangers and the distance to complete the Journey on foot.
Dragging what remains of the Ice and toiling
nnder the burden, she reaches the door of her
borne with enough remaining strength to make
her presence known, falling unconscious across the
door step.
The door is opened and Nell with her precious
burden is lifted Into the bouse. The Ice Is apmother's and
bead goes
and soon
she recovers
from plied
herto her
prostration
to Nell,
wbo is
suffering from the efforts she made to save her
mother's life.

LUBIN.
VANITY
AND
ITS CURE.— John Hart and his
wife Etfle, _ were a fairly happy young couple,
i somewhat
peevish
and exer, Mrs. Jenkins, to whom she told her troubles.
Now Mrs. Jenkins realized tbat there are always
two sides to a question, so Bhe called on her sonin-law and asked to have bis side explained. After
hearing it all, her sympathy was with John. She
decided to cure her daughter. She told Effle that
she could remain home as long as she liked. Then
she discharged her hired girl and told Effle to do
the work to pay for her board. The result to Effle
was weariness of body and soul and blistered hands.
She finally telegraphed her husband to come and
get her, but bark
John wanted the cure to be complete
and wired
that heher wasgood' tooclothing,
ol,!
busy." buEffle's
mother bat
ealed
so desperate that she determined
o her husband anyw
and
the necessary railroad fare
teapot, she
the trip in her old clothes.
John
vlth a Joy
got which he tried hard to conceal and
vas again reinstated as mistress of bis bouse
little Willie 8
to lose. Then be went and told his mother, who
• to know what letter It might have
been, bo a search was started.
A Chinaman <
tostoop outside the house and pick up something. ' > He
' — i promptly
rei fould overhauled,
that be had but
onlywaspicked
np
a
laundry
check.
An
old
gentleman,"
In
the
park, stooped to pick up something and was almost driven to distraction by the time the searchers bad satisfied themselves that It was not the
missing letter. Other false scents were followed
and many
people Inconvenienced
and questioned

tribute

They

is demanded — and

determine

awarded,

■ I him.

The lovers decide to elope. In no less startling
a manner thau by an aeroplane,
which they do.
,.nly in be seen by the Irate parent, who pursues
of the air in bis automobile.
Straight,
;he aeroplane proceeds c
and gets there long enough 1 opporival of the father to receive the marital
.'. and afford the old geut a healthy exir bis wrath. A year or so goes by aud we
• young husband phoning the doctor that —
re know what It is about when we glluip*
face.
The doctor at once gets

morning Sam brought Maybelle to bis father's office,
where Mr. Scruggs had the double pleasure of
apologizing aud giving the young folks his bless-

THANHOUSER.

MELIES.
IN THE
HOT
LANDS.— Nell, an Independent
and somewhat
obstinate girl, receives an Invitation to attend a dance.
She aski
r motber for
money to buy a new dress. Her
working woman,
who has to toll from morn
night, feels tbat ber request Involves an unnece
sary extravagance
and she denies it. Nell While working
mother Is overcome with the heat. The doctor
called and says that unless Ice is produced
two
hours, the
determines
to mn " '
9 her pony aud takes another horse as a relay. She i
i thirty miles away, she
rides like mnd.
he Ice and returns upon
her Journey bomi
She 1

A

a
other wrong.
Hubby laughs at bis better half, when
she tells him if women voted much of the graft
city
what politics,
she knowslmmedlabout
iir committees, police and fire boards, taxes,
When the time comes for choosing a candidate
for Mayor, hubby is nominated by bis party. All
seems to be smooth sailing and victory Is sure,
.mil wifey is nominated on the opposition ticket,
Election day comes, and you can see the admirers of each candidate working hard for votes.
Hubby is popular, but wifey is pretty aud stylish.
When she
— with
women
her smiles
gowns atwina man.
more that's
votes. enough
It would
not the
be
right to tell wbo wins out. That would spoil the
interest of the film.
THE
WRITING
ON THE
BLOTTER
Through
the thieving schemes of a manager, a young man is
falsely accused aud sent to Jail. His wife, who believes him innocent, secures employment as a stenographer, and becomes well acquainted with her
husband's manager.
One day she becomes quite Interested In a conversation he Is having and thus finds out be Is the
criminal. She then lets It become known who she
is, and the real thief Is brought to Justice.

Independent Film Stories.
AMERICAN.

THE SHERIFF'S SWEETHEART.— Out In the
desolate desert towns of New Mexico, there Is
many an honorable citizen whose life Is haunted
by a rash deed of youth or early manhood.
Some
deed that made 1
fugitive from
heath and drove him Into the frontier wilderness
of the far West. Even there, sometimes the law
ferrets him our and drives him further and further from civilization with
never a chance of
So it was with Dad Roulter, the much beloved
old Justice of Crazy Gulch. For years he has
lived there with his daughter, the pride of the
gulch, and then one day there came to him a
letter from the East, warning him that the next
mail would carry a letter appraising the community of his folly. Disgrace and ruin were approaching the little western home, so acting upon
an Impulse of self-preservation, the old Justice
buckled on bis pistol and rode to the outskirts of
the town, held up the stage and confiscated the
mall bag. The fatal letter was destroyed and
the Justice fled before the pursuit of the young
sheriff and his posse.

It happened that the sheriff was betrothed to
Nell, the daughter of the Justice, and the strong
struggle
between
love and duty.
ized
bis fugitive was, makes
situation.
The Justice was wounded In fhe
chase and staggering Into bis but, he bade bis
daughter bind bis wound and bide him from the

The loyal girl bid her father under a bundle
of clothing and admitted the sheriff. Her ruse
was a failure and the presence of the old man
was discovered. It was apparently all up when
the clever girl proposed that the father be allowed to marry her to the sheriff before being
away.
With a little persuasion.
Iff consented.
For want of a wedding ring, the
girl
the use ofsheriff
the was
sheriff's
handcuffs.
When proposed
the unsuspecting
off bis
guard,

THE MUMMY.— Professor Dlx has won fame
scientist,
and has collected
many objects
..are, centuries old, that i

as
of

H rested
fhe professor's"
home, hut
although
1
tries
to in
pretend
it is Egyptology
which
attracts
him, the professor's fair young daughter Is really
the loadstone. Jack decides to win the old man's
respect, by posing as an Egyptologist himself.
To start bis collection, be purchases a mummy at
an auction sale, and takes it home expecting that
later he can make a great hit with his sweetheart's father, by presenting it to him as a gift.
While wire
the mummy
is in Jack's
a live
electric
is by accident
broughtroom,
In contact
with

It.

The

Iwdy

has

been so perfectly

I

i the <
ractive rags aud
iHines. a beauitul Egyptian princess. As soon as
she Is released, the mummy makes violent love to
Jack, and causes his sweetheart to quarrel with
him (for how can a plain business man explain
the presence in his room of a beautiful barbarian J)
When her love Is spurned, the visitor from the
from being "cut up" by the professor, who with
a sharp knife, starts to Investigate the contents
of the mummy
case.
But mentall
happily impossible
when Jack's
stateof theends
seemingly
facts plain
are proved
true by the professor. Jack is re-united to his
sweetheart, and the professor, being a widower,
also an ardent admirer of everything antique,
leads the recreated Egyptian lady to the altar, In
spite of the fact tbat there Is a difference of
several thousand years In their ages.
THE SPIRIT HAND.— Mrs. Gray, a wealthy
widow, mourns continually for I"
to the wiles of a pair of sharpers.
posed as ai spiritualistic medium. Sue, the maid,
ployment
stole a photo of Mr. Gray, his seal ring and a
love letter that he bad written his wife. Then
the two laid the plans to separate the grief
stricken woman
from her money.
The medium
"made up" to look like Gray, and
nided by his woman
accomplice, appeared t
Then the maid induced her
l ber home
nedium," as she put It, who
Interpret
for ber the message from the
spirit
Mrs. worm.
Gray called on the charlatan, and saw
the hand of her dead husband pen a message.
She thought it was his band because It wore his
signet ring and wrote In his handwriting — a clever
forgery process. The spirit ordered ber to turn
over her fortune to be disposed of by a mandate
from the other world, and she meekly obeyed.
She brought to the medium all her cash, and saw
It w-blsked away by the band she thought to be
tbat of her husband.
Fortunately for the poor woman, she had two
daughters. One, the elder, took a practical way
to cure her mother and save the fortune. Sue
failed. The other adopted a method all ber own,
and succeeded.
And the swindlers, wbo thonght tbat the widow's fortune was safely in their bands, bad their
hopes dashed
at the last moment,
and
were
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IN THE COMMISSIONED BANKS.— Jolly Col.
.Anderson was a big manly cbap, but for all that
be was something of a •spooney." and bad never
lost an opportunity of "dragging a feminine to a
bop." Nor bad gay, pleasure-loving Mildred Dentnare ever lost an opportunity of attending one.
Still bad sbe but dreamed tbat tbe captain spoke
be insisted tbat their little Editb
tbe t
nothing would

f ARCHITECT

■ examined
the
little one, however, than be sent Private Wells in
search of Captain Denmare,
who was officer of
tbe day, and Instructed him to bring Mr6. DenBut so infuriated was the captain at
considered
the mother's
that wore
between himself
and Col.neglect,
Anderson,
and
the interference of Captain Woods,
mij
resulted in blows.
Instantly the colonel s
Seargent Kirby, his orderly, and the unhappy father
was placed under arrest.
Without a moment's
delay, kind-hearted Major
bad breathed
Shocked at the tragedy, for which he felt In
manner
responsible, Col. Anderson
sent tbe ca
tain, under guard, to bis wife.
Instead
log her the consolation of which she stood so
sadly in need, however,
tbe husband
upbraided
her so harshly that a separation seemed inevitable.
Indeed, as soon as tbe little one was laid to
reBt, Mrs. Denmare
packed her trunks and pre> leave.
Their mutual friends pleaded
vain; even on tbe day set for her departure. Col
Anderson called to bring about a reconciliation,
Here, he found the couple I
heated dlsputi
'"•■ little frocks and toys.
ceeded, nevertheles
getting them t .
that each would take talf; then wisely promise
slipped
Into the next room to _ _
With streaming eyes and loving hands, husband
and wife grudgingly divided their little darling's
things. Each held a memory of its own; each was
so dear, so precious In the eyes of the bereaved
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We

Theatres

GREAT

NORTHERN.

SON

OF THE
EXECUTIONEB.— The old
nevertheless, feels a professional pride
• ration, and designs that his son shall
.m.
Accordingly on the crown of bis
bead Ik branded a cross such as bis father wears.
The young man, however, has a strong antipathy
to tills grim occupation, and he runs away to seek
his fortune.
However, no one will have anything
to do with the man who bears the hated brand
• id, and the young man Is at his wit's
end to know what to do until a witch, to whom
with «i
rescues ■ |
and made much of.
A devastating Are occurs there, accompanied by
many
thrilling scenes.
The queen,
deserted
by

■

■ emerges
i i unconscious
ofT amibetrlng
the hideous
Immediately
cries of execration at tim thought that tM* "unclean" person
has been In the confidence of the king, and the
young
In danger
princess man's
plead lifefor is him.
The until
king the
g, i- queen and

and

We have built over 60 Theatres the last 5 years which are all ORIGINAL
in Construction, Design and Decorations

and. seating herself In the boat, is washed
to sea.
Her father
noting
her
?utes a search, aided by the vlll;..
over the missing boat and tbe oars on the i-a
Ambrose,
missing bis sweetheart, calls at
liome of her father.
He finally gathers
ft
them that I'aula, thinking him false, has gone
-in to end her life. He explains to the fail
who falls unconsclou
cessful.
Stumbling ant find rockj 00 an Island,
the spray dashing over him. he finds I'aula lying
at
He takes
her atIn the
his home
arms
iii.il theswimswater's
for theedge.mainland,
arriving
offae the of father,
I'aulaone is sherevived.
Tbe
Ambrose exhausted.
is the first
sees when
regaining i
Is overjoyed.
The finale II :i ir.ii. -cue.
with Ami
Paula on tl I
transformed I
I. rose draws her to
u .1 "My
"THE
SECBET
Is tin- foreman of
ami also a favorite

her
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the mall pouch fl
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and taunts
killing him. a

A WABBIOB'S

I

|

secreted 1
. to look down and
Be loses his hold and
the bag.
He is found.
ing

- crime,

ra
Of

lay

w - ni mi

In the sack

Dim ami with her parasol write
Wife."
OF THE PALM
tbe Canby frull ranch In Cub
suitor for tin

I

:

Houses

also build

MOVING
THI

plUUtj

i consents,
and tells
fisherman Is doubtful
ml his IQipl
daughter's
lover In
Iiunleillv ~.lii.n. ..i.e. I ami 1cm. king
'lose i.iam the girl.
. ".I hi-i lite an. I staggers to

build

Vaudeville
We

At las' .
childish Joys and b
they reached for the cherished t
bands met. For an InBtant the couple gazed into
each
the arms
barrier about
was
swept other's
away!eyes.
The Then
wife suddenly
clasped her
i neck, while he gently and tenderly

THE

not only make Plans and

fellov

from all blame.
Cec.
. -. t'ant.y, and Edna
i >»rei dies, and the
. : moled from ranch

LOVE ."
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RELIANCE.
••TANGLED LINES."— Rosalind, a beautiful
gypsy girl, la being baited by the town rowdies,
and In trying to escape falls and Injures her arm.
Dick Walte. appearing upon tbc scene. tbraBhea
the girl's tormentors aud takes her home to his
matter, where she is tenderly cared for. Dick
falls In lore with Kosallnd and she marries him,
his aged parents approving of their new daughterin-law. Some time later Dick, dabbling In chemistry, losesTolce
bis sight
by an explosion.
wonderful
has caused
widespread Rosalind's
comment,
and she Is Tlslted by an operatic Impresario, who
develops her talents and presents her to the public. She makes au Instantaneous hit, and Is soon
besieged by admirers. Her triumph In the metropolis aud the wealth and luxury of her surroundings work a revulsion of feeling agalnat her
simple-hearted, stricken husband and his bnmble
borne, and listening to the fervid wooing of a
wealthy young man, sne_ decides to divorce Dick,
memories, and she i
at ber brutal actl on. Hoping to Intercept
si receipt by Dick, she

fast train to tl
mightier band tb
ber bonds, for tin
poor
Dick'stheheart
Resllxlng
loss
■he falls at his

tbe lettakes a

n tbe law has freed her from
shock of ber perfidy has broken
and his lifeless form awaits ber.
of Dick and his true, loyal lore.
feet In a storm of tears and

BILL IN LOVE AGAIN.— Bill, the comedian, ba:omes a sailor. He leaves bis fond parents and
goes In search of adventure and other species of

TUESDAY
MARCH

14th, 1911

Come Back
To Erin
A Real IRISH .Picture
full of COMEDY that
will make you roar and
laugh 'till you ache.
DON'T

which

brought

about

an

almost

tragedy.

at the rlak of her <
she contrf" * forms a
furJust
bat how
Spanish
sweetheart
which has been conveyed to film In ■ striking

Released

MISS

IT

HIS DOUBLE
i Injured i

Interesting

plot

and

TREASURE.— Imagine befriending
I bearing from bis lips the
"~~l which had l"*~
Tben you begin to see an
possibilities for many novel

with

I' pon the death of the seaman, the map was carefully gone over and sent to the nepbcV of tbe
man, to whom It waa bequeathed by tbe dead seaman, with mluute Instructions how to proceed with
The nephew, fresh from college, waa cruising
about for bis health, finally stopping off at Bermuda, where, fortunately, the map Indicated the
treasure
be found.
Receiving
letter nndmight
Instructions,
he entered
Intohis
the uncle's
spirit
of the quest for the excitement of the venture
rsther than In the belief that he would really find
the hidden gold; but be little dreamed that a
pretty girl and two murderoua brigands would add
to the excitement.
Hla experiences before locating tbe treasures
were rather thrlllng for a young college chap and
the film Is made to show them. That he lost the
treasure tbe moment It reached hla hands Is also
a psrt of the nsrratlve, but the pretty girl through
cleverness and bravery, not only saved his life
but restored the tressure to him and you caa
guess what followed.

ECLAIR.
AN TJNFORSEEN INTRODUCTION.— The young
young Viscount la not anxious to marry; be Is bored
because tonight he Is to meet the young woman
bis parents have chosen to be his wife!
Whlla oat

Synopsis elsewhere

Powers Picture Plays
Saturday

Tuesday

Released
trouble In disguise. One night, smld a terrible
Btorm, bis ship strikes a rock and Bill manages to
save himself and reach an Island. Before be is
rescued from this Island, be manages to fall. In
love with Princess Ohyouklddo, a lady with a
weakness for glass beads snd a cannibal by profession. BUI pursuades the iroyal
personage
to acFlatbusb
and become
company blm to his bo
bis better fifty per cent.
He then advl
Intended,
His parents are overjoyed
tbe tle
prospect
Beedown, butof they
ing their "Little Willie"
change tbelr mind
. -rives with a parrot,
speaks excellent English and possesses a large
vocabulary, a monkey, possessed of an Insatiable
thirst for knowledge, and a wife, with canlballstlc tendencies. Then the sport commenced and
things reach a climax on tbe wedding day. BUI Is
Intended i
finally prevailed noon
Instead
of marrying
hi
travelling
1 that's what poor patro
will do If you only give them this c
JONES' REMEDY.-^Iones wanta to get married.
He's got tbe time, he's got the place, and he's
got
girl, but himself
her pop in
won't
her, havinggame.
bad
some tbeexperience
the let
matrimonial
Jones, however, pays no heed to this friendly action, but determines to go still deeper Into the
realms of trouble and get married. How he does
It Is a secret, but still If I tell yon keep It to
yourself. He secures a powder and It makes everybody bustle who takes a dose. Papa and the whole
Wbat's-the-name family get on the hustle, and
Jones gets married amid tbe condolences of hla
bachelor friends.

free daughter of Spain, fair of face and with vol
tons form: the favorite dancer of Madrid's w
gardens, was fascinated by an American ton
and Just to tease her lover, kept up a contlnu
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HiTrs agMiedndy's
A

DRAMA

Full of intense situations and
dramatic happenings that will
soften the hardest heart.

Get

Ready

To

Advertise

a beautiful girl who
id mediately follows t
I means for making his addresses t
■ for bis experience,
That evening, much the i
he presents himself at the house of his biide-tc
— imagine his surprise when, by some odd chance,
the young girl, just home from school, to whom
he Is forthwith presented, Is none other than the
young maiden whose beauty had attracted him earlier in the day and caused blm so much agitation!
A DAY OF STORMS.— Jack has gone out wltbinake. In bis dilemma, Jack seeks shelter under
the umbrella of a passerby, but soon discovers that
his company Is violently objected to. Next be endeavors to take refuge under a shed, bnt there are
already too many people there, and he cannot keep
dry. Shoved out again Into the storm. Jack rushes
under a window hoping there to gain some protection from tbe elements. Alas! He leans too heavily against the sash, the window yields to his
weight, snd next moment
Jack lands In t
mighty splash.
Being pursued by
to take
I ilry. >re
whence
be refugeemerge
dry — perhaps , little

CHAMPION.

OgallalahdTanep£y

The Powers Co.
241st St. and Richardson Ave.
New York City

THE GIRL AND THE OATH— Amy and
Ilelene are sisters. The boys on tbelr fsther's ranch
are about to commence tbe regular round-up, and
are to be gone for almost a half year, for the
boundaries of tbe old ranchman's lands are far
between and his cattle number hundreds of thousands. Favorite among the boys Is Tom, and this
tht ;
by,

Tom

is

upstal

■ day. are bidding all goodbeing secretly
wedded
to

THE
Heiene

by

the

parson,

who

bad

entered

through

MOVING

PICTURE

window,

Not Ions after tbe boys bad left tbe ranchman
la mortally stricken. Before passing away be coa-

where,

xes me iuve of Tom for
Heiene. Amy enters tbe festooned room alone, destroying everything ber bands clutches and cursing aloud the sister who bad succeeded, and proTom then acknowledges bis secret marriage,
whereupon Amy utters a shriek and falls Into the
arms of tbe boys.

COME BACK TO ERIN.— An American lawyer
arrives on a scene of a party of merry-makers
assembled
for the purpose of crowning
Molly Bawn

1

> for s,

> aid the American
lawyer t
Informed
by
And Molly Bawn. The squire realizing If tue ueiress la found he will have to give up possession of
tbe estate. Knowing there Is a will be connives
to get the document. He hires Marty Regan to
waylay tbe post boy who has been entrusted with
tbe will with instruction to deliver It to Judge
Banister. Itegan attacks the boy and secures the
"*"" squire
he
meets

accused of committing the attack. He Is arrested
and by the strategy on the part of tbe American
lawyer, tbe cousin escapes. Regan meets tbe
and
becomes
very
frightened
s sees a ghost.
The lawyer s

itle,

who

I

OUT
OF
THE
ARCTIC— Helen
Morris
Is lored
by Dr. Hartley,
and
while
she does
not care
for
the
Doc-tor,,
sbe
is so urgently
begged
by
ber
father
to accept
blin
that
sbe
frankly
consents
to do fo.
Later she meets Walter
Hughes
and the
pie
fall
In love.
The
doctor
surprises
them
during
■ scene
where
the young
lovers
are
oblivion-Idberallfaithlessness.
tbe world
and
starts
to upbraid
Helen

promptly
tells the doctor that sbe cannot
wife,
and
returns
bis ring.
An
arctic
Is being
quietly
organized
of wblcb
the
doctor Is the head, and be contrives so that Walter
Is cajoled
Into signing on for the voyage.
When
Hi
sbe begs Walter not
Iter tells ber that It would be Impossible
for aim
to back
out now.
Helen
then
seeks
Dr.
Hartly
and
beg*
him
to release
her
lover.
Tbe
doctor
consents.
Helen
Anally
swears
him
upon
The doctor takes t
l by
•
II Hon departs.
We next
Mud
the membe
their ship in the Arctic,
■ ship
Is <
the Ice and
an explosion
<
Walter
the
only
time.
Finally
they
|
• .1 along
by the doctor
until
■ I
within
which
thrv
k shelter
Far south a fete U In progress
Among
the fair
we
see Helen.
Suddenly
she -•
wilds
Is before her gaze.
Wildly
the
tarns
to her father
and
requests
him
to take
her
away.
Tbe
family,
a.-tlng upon
Helen's
depart
fOI tb«
north,
mnl We see
tl.em
In the h.»T
■ard from
the mta
Ibe
f, inner
having

-

tow*

his

lie

and

fall,

a

little

1

"knight-fall."
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Wilkes-Barre,
Pa
The
Empire
Moving
Picture
Theater, on East Market Street, has been purchased by H. W.
Clonser.
Weatherly, Pa, — Mr. John McCollns bas opened
a moving picture show at Park View. He has
fitted up Holly's Hall, wblcb bas a seating capacity of 400, and
Is now doing
a good business.
Youngstown, Ohio. — Announcement baa been
made here that Messrs. Walter Hanltcb and Paul
Fitch have sold the Princess Theater, In South
Champion Street, to Messrs. Feiber and Shea, the
present lessees of tbe Park Theater. The new
management will convert the theater Into s moving picture and vaudeville bouse.
New York City. — A new moving picture theater
bas been erected on Grand
Street,
near
Allen.
Cleveland, Ohio.— J. J. Klein will erect a new
moving
picture theater at Euclid i
seating
capacity
55th
be $10.0
Bellows Failt, Vt.— Mr. James Pickett has sold
his Union Hall Picture Theater to the Rosenberg
Theater and Amusement Company. This company
operates two picture shows In Rockland. Me., one
In Rochester,
N. II., and one In Swat Reading, Pa. — Mr. Emll Anderson bas purchased
the Parlor Motion Picture Theater, at -137 Penn
Street,
from
George
W.
Bennethun
for $1,000.
Chambersburg,
Pa. — J. W.
Knaussen
Is making
arrangements
to open
a moving
pic''
at 519 Locust
Street,
to be known as tbe Pastime.
Oakwood, Mo. — W. Z. Link can give Information regarding tbe establishment
new plans
toOT"-- ofhasa bad
lng picture
theater
In his building.
moving picture theater, at
2640
Kensington
Avenue.
lows City, Iowa, — Fred Dever Is preparing to
open a new moving picture theater at 14 S.
Dubuque
Street.
Johnstown, Pa. — George Panagotacos Is planning
the erection of a new
theater
here.
New York, N. Y.— The Ke-ler Lyric Theater
Company
will open
a new
theater
at Fifth
Ave-

Mason City. Iowa. — Messrs. Arthur A Heffner
are Baking arrangementa to open a new vaudeville and moviug picture theater here. It will
be known
as the
Pi
Montgomery, Pa. — Frank Kelly has purchased
the Interest of his partner, Benjamin Shelly. In
the
moving
picture
theater
here.
Portland.
Ore.— II.
'Allison'' Hill,1 Pa'.-

Venica,

Cal. — Davis

Evans
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Directors:
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Company.
ver T. turns
and
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D. Reeve. Theater
St. Louis
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Amusement
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Directors:
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E
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Ruler
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Sllbersteln.
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D. Smith
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J. Dawning.
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New
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Bedford, Masa.— Announcement bas been
"">'

"
'
■ will erect
a new
- city which will have a seating capacity
™„ «,8 .l,^? ""* :T»uJ"'»e
the enter
nortb
e locationtheater
of thisfornew
prise la on Acushnet Avenue between Coffin and
Phillips
Avenues.
Omaha,
Neb—Mr.
Charles
Busb
bas
rented
for
Ave years the building recently occupied bv Farley a
restaurant
and
will
convert
It Into
a Llgh-class
Fairbury, Nebr— Tbe Majestic Moving Plctars
ire Street
Heater.
* c""
Theater
on ' D
bas added vaudeville features
to
Its program.
New Haven. Conn— Theater managers In Waterbury and Hartford have written letters to the lrgls«—
permit
to exhibit
moving
picture

Heenah,
Wis— V
, and
H.
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>:.!.. la h.n.
;
as, ^,rn
Fllm
Company, of Milwaukee, tbe Majestic Theater at
Applcton. one ,,f the largest In the State, and will
high class
moving
vaudeville
theater.
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Emmett,
Idahomoving
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theplot.:
regular
performances
0.

F. Hall
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Knlty is planning tbs
Rbineiander Wu— Harvey Hanson
is pUnnlng
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moving
picture
tbrtter
here.
Chicago.
111.— Tie
NoribweMern
Film
and
Snnth* erection of s new
theater
here
P-uning
Apfel.
«. W.
Mackcy
and
F. C. Evert

Helena.
Mont picture theater.
V

on
Liberty
Company,
B
Dak. — Joseph
i

Lashner

—The Olympic, a new moving plct? snow, will open In Portsmouth this week unr tbe management of Mr. Cbarlea T. Bland, who
■ recently
managed
the Dreamland
Theater
for

Avenue
and Ocean Front.
Portage,
Wis. — The
Peerless
Amusement
pany
la planning
to establish
moving
pleturi
aters throughout
ComPrsirio du Chien, Wia — J. McWllllam has purchased tbe moving
picture
theater
here.
Brighton, 111— W. II. ltohins and W. G. Hunt
are making arrangementa to open s new moving
thepicture
the.- Minn— 11. J. Ixivejny
Hastings,
bas sold bis InBold
I
Ill.— Willi.
moving picture
eight- to Harry llaskervllle.
Portlsnd,
Ore.— Architects
Hennea
A
Hendricks
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completed
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plans
ami for specifications
the Keating for
A

lng
picture
theater
Central
Conatructlon
teres!
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Grand
Forks,
N.
ll, bas

iessrs.

picture
theaterN. atY— 1332
S.
Fifth
"streVi.
Liverpool.
George
L. Gramer
of <Jvr-*
scuse. Is preparing to open a new moving picture theater In the
Hand
block
EsthervUle,
Iowa
Charles
Howe
Is msklng
arrangements to open
a new
moving
picture
the-

KNIOHT.

' 'here
is olfhtfsll,
but never
a night
like this.
Manv
times
since
knighthood «„. in flower
and even after II
many arrant and erring knights have ft Ilea from the
I I climb
down
to the
•

her

Topeks,
Kan.plctnre
theater
here.
Buffalo, N. Y.— Louts Becker will erect s new
moving
picture
theater
at 900 Jefferson
Street
Martinez, Cal— Mr. Joseph A. Kelly Is planning the erection of a new vaudevllla and moving
picture
theater
here.
Longmont, Colo— A. H. Buckley la preparing
to_start
a new
moving
picture theater here.
■ City, Iowa. — L. H. Zanders
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Licensed Release Dates

Mar.

Feb. 9— Prlscllla's
Engagement
Kiss (Com.)..
Feb. 13— What Slu.ll We Do With Our Old?
....4
•
' 'mil
•■,'„•Feb. 23— Ida Daughter
(Dr.)..
".'.'..'•.
I
••;•"
••«»
Mar.
9 — Conscience (Dr.)
Couilsslon

.1000

(Dr.)

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mir.

15— T i ■
i of Red Chief (Dr.)..
17— A Stage Romance
(Dr.)
21— The
Rival Sculptors
U'r.)
..900
22 — Mr. Bumptious.
Detective
(Com.).. ..900
.1000
24— The I'rlce of Victor?
iDr.)
.1000
28— The
Iron Master
(Dr.)
1— The Rival Candidates (Com.)
3— The Writing On the Rlotter (Dr.)..
7— Love and The Stock Market (Dr.)...
Mght of Terror (Com.)
Mar.
8— The Old Family Bible (Dr.)
Mar. 10— How Bella Was Won
(Com.)

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.

GAUMONT.
O. Kleins.
and the Countess

lixm
403

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

1— The Sheriff's Sister (Dr. )
3— The Trail of the Pomas Charm
8— Little Sister (Dr.) ...

1000
(Dr.). 1005

1 — Sailor Jack's Reformation
(Dr.)
3 — Mexican
Fllbnsterers
(Dr.)
8 — The Irish Honeymoon
(Com.)
Mar. 10— The Mis
5r (Dr.)

10O5
1005
950
1000

Do.-,
750

Survival of the Fittest (Dr.).. ..1000
Buccaneers
1000
Padre
(Dr.) (Dr.)
Seminole's Sacrllice (Dr.)
Eye of Conscience (Dr.)
Outbreak
(Dr.)
10O0
Little Shepherdess
(Dr.)
Medallion (Dr.)
Code of llouor (Dr.)
URBAN-ECLIPSE.
(G. Klein*.)
15— Catherine
Howard
(Dr.)
1005
22— The Golden Sickle
(Dr.)
8.x:;
22— Felling
a Smokestack
(Sc.)
113
1 — Comrades
(Dr.)
638
1— Beauties of Sans Soucl (Sc.)
362
8— The Fury of a Woman Scorned (Dr.). .720
8— Beautiful Wye Valley, England (Sc.)..3O0
15— Redemption
(Dr.)
508
10 — The
Thames
from
Oxford
to Richmond (Sc.)
472
VITAGRAPH.

11—
the WhiteLoveMan's
14 — AtConsuming
(Dr.) Door (Dr.)
17— When
the Light Waned
(Dr.)
18— The New
Stenographer
(Com.)
21— A Tale of Two
Cities.
(Part
1.)
(Dr.)
1014
24— A Tale
of Two
Cities.
(Part 2.)
(Dr.)
1013
25— A Tale
of Two
Cities.
(Part
3.)
(Dr.)
994
28— Captain Barnacle's Courtship (Com.)..
3— Bertha's
Mission
(Dr.)
4— Mammy's
Ghost (Dr.)

(Sc.)..185

7— The Barber's Daughter (Com.)
505
7— The Ambitious Bootblack (Com.)
450
Jtheart (Com.)
560
} of Tarn (Sc.)..415
KALEM.

B31

1— Ob! You Clubman!
(Com.)
• ated (Dr.)
\round
Constnutlna.
Algeria

Feb. 13— The
Feb. 16— The
The
- -The
Feb. 27— The
Mar.
2— The
Mar.
f— The
Mar.
it Ihe
Mar. 13— The

Beatrice

. 28— Lafont
I Tolas' Last Flight
'. 4— The Tramp'sCigarettes
Kind (Dr.)
(Com.).

Feb.

WORLD

Mur'
4 — J<'"l<uiKy lulled
(Dr.)
mx)
Mar.
MUl
Embarrassed
(Com.)
600
M"r'
,;-Af>'''' the Boxing Bout (Com.)
37.'.
Mar.
8 Red Deer's Devotion (Dr.)
low
u,r- ''
IDr.)
740
Mar. K. -liegattn .... the Mekong Itlver (Sc.)...22U
Mar. 11 — A Lonelj I.lttle
t;irl (Dr.)
1000
SELIG.

11
The Bad Man's Downfall
(Dr.)..10uO
14 — Getting
Sister Married
(Com.)
18— Cattleman's
Daughter
(Dr.)
21— Their
Wedding
Gifts
(Com.)
580
21— Just a
'"
i
Struck
Nine
412
25— The Outla .• and the Child (W. (Com.)
Dr.)..
2S — Taming
A Tyrant
(Com..
4— On The Desert's Edge (W. Dr.)
7— The Little Drudge (Dr.) ' (W. Dr.) K

. 25— Paganlnl

PICTURE

Changeling (Dr.)
Makes
Mn>l.- iC„m.)

1 >'''• W—

BIOGRAPH.

First

MOVING

Fnt
I eb. 8T— Max

Classified Advertisements
[Classified advertisements, three cent* per word,
cash with
order; 50 cents minimum; postage
stamps
accepted.]
SITUATIONS

AT
LIBERTY— A-l High
Baritone
singer.
IIinatnted or spot. Ten years' experience.
Sober
table. Reference
exchanged.
Address.
BAB1TON1
e World.

.Ircss,

WEEKS

PROGRAM
OF LICENSED
Monday, March 6th.
Blograph — A Decree of Destiny (Dr.)
Lubin— Vanity and its Cure (Dr.)
" ' irrassed (Com.)
Pathc — Mi
Boxing Bout (Com. )
Selig— The Little Shepherdess (Dr.)..
PatheTuesday, March 7th.
Edison — Love and the Stock Market..
Essanay — The Little Drudge (Dr.)..
Vitagraph— The

Wild Cat Well

TILLOTSON,

1032

THEATER
FOR

SALE.— Moving

995
1000
600
375

Street,

Brooklyn,

SALE.

picture
theater,
the only
' 5,000 population, seat-

FOR

SALE— Moving picture theater In a Massachusetts town of 100.000 to 126.000.
Best locstlon
main street snd st an Important
; Moving
eats 700,Picture
all onWorld.
grou---

0. Box 279,

Washington,

"

D. C.

FOR SALE — Moving Picture Theater seating 250.
Fine business. Must sell account sickness. Town
12,000.
Near
Detroit.
Address,
M. L. FISHER,
EQUIPMENT

FILMS.

71st
FOR

FOR SALE.— A profitable Moving Picture and
Vaudeville Theater In Graud Forks, North Dakota.
Reason
for selling, death
In family.
Write
for
Manager,
theater beautiful. Grand
Forks, N.unique
Dak.

7— The Wild Cat Well (Dr.)
10
— Bridegroom's
Dilemma
(Com.)...
11—
Red Eagle (Dr.)

THIS

WANTED.

WANTED.— Good
operator
would
like position,
1 Vermont.
Non-drinker
and reliable.
l'athe ami Dowers machines.
Reasonable offer ac•■ej.lcd with reliable people.
F. A. ANTONIOTTI,
Box 138, Montpeller, Vt.

FOR
Never

FOR

SALE.

SALE— I will sell my new
Edison Exhibition Style Machine
complete
for
$100.00.
been used.
T. Mitchell,
4024 Lexington
EQUIPMENT

WANTED.

WANTED— 2O0 second hand theater seats, American Seating Company's
preferred.
Please
state
width
F. RUPERT,
702'
Portage andAve.,cash So. price.
Bend, Address,
Ind.
Gem Theater, South Bend, Ind.
WANTED— New Model Motograph lamp anc
complete. Must be cheap for cash. Address
RATOR,
Gem Theater, South Bend, Ind.

(Dr.)..

MISCELLANEOUS.
Feb. 16 — Getting

Even
(Com.)..
! Has the Smallpox (Com.)
Test (Dr.)
Dauber
Feb. 23— Dobbs
27—
Man'a Diplomacy
2— W01
2 — Father's Birthday Ring. .
6— Vanity and Its Cure (Dr.)..
e Burglar (Com.)
1 The Singer (Dr.). ..

400
1000
1000
1000

THE

4

North

Friday, March 10th.
Edison — How Bella Was Won (Com.)
Pathe— Undying Love (Dr.)
740
Pathe— Regatta on the Mekong River (Sc.)....220
Kalem— The Mission Carrier (Dr.)
1000
Vitagraph — Bridegroom's Dilemma
(Com.)

672
(Sc.)..321
689
802

Essanay—
Gaumout — His First Sweetheart
(Com.)
Gaumont— The Beautiful Gorges of Tarn
Pathe— A Lonelv Little Girl (Dr.)
Vitagraph— Red Eagle (Dr.)

PHILADELPHIA

Ninth

picMoving vingPicture

1000
.1000

Feb. 2 — Only a Sister
Feb. 9 — Tony the Greaser (Dr.)
Feb. 16— Billy and His Pal (Dr.)
Feb. 23— My Parirle Flower (W. Com.)..

Feb. 22— Hubby's Troubles
(Com.)
Feb. 22 — Indo-Chlna — Province
of Lao*
Feb. 24— Who
Killed
Max
(Com.)
Feb. 24— An Escape of Gas (Com.)

Edison—
The Old Family Bible (Dr.)
Edison
Kaleui
—— The Irish Honeymoon
(Com.)
950
l'athe— Red Deer's Devotion (Dr.)
1000
Urban — The Fury of a Woman Scorned (Dr.)... 720
Urban— Beautiful Wye Valley, England (Sc.)...300
Thursday, March 9th.
Blograph — Conscience (Dr.)
995
Lubin— Ills Friend the Burglar (Com.)
1090

na

v thirt

St.

he fe-

560
(Sc.)..415
1000

PROJECTION

"Ecx"
Learn to say it.
To the Exchange Man

COMPANY

y week (ask the Sales Co.) and double copies of
els.
ll i30. vice that will insure your box office receipts.
PHILADELPHIA,

F»A.

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Anr
Get the Samples

NATIONAL

TICKET

CALCIUM

GAS

COMPANY

Ticket*, 6 Cents

MOVING PICTURE MACHINES

Compressed in drums ready for
operation for Moving Picture
Shows where electricity cannot
be had. Absolutely pure gas.
Prompt shipments, freight or
express.
WHITE FOE OLE TEBMS
Complete stock of repair parts
for machines and supplies.

1028

Kansas

Main

FOR BLANK

St.

crrr, mo

ofEdi
Establisl

KIND

UTILIZATION

CO.

ShamoKin,

"■ ■ _ - -

i im

LEADER, ANY
Write to

Colors

Pa..

St. Patricks Day
SOUVENIRS

CHAS. M.STEBBINS

WASTE

Erker Bros. Optical Co.

' I' :

t Harp.. 1.
No. i. Mlk Bow Shamrock. Gilt Har,
No. 4. Satin Ribbon Rosette*, 2 Colored Buti
No. 5. Shamrock, Red Rose Center and Pin.... i.
V" 7. Large Fane? Silk Bow and Horseshoe Pin 3.(1
•-'J Button & Green Hat Any One Seen
V. Ulr.id

]

227 E. 150th St., New York
TO EXCHANGES:
Send for sample bottle

ooi Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

Electric Light Plant Complete

W. E. GREENE FILM
EXCHANGE, Inc.
The

StocK

$210.35

Oldest and
Largest
Independent
Film Exchange in New England

The House of Quality and Satisfaction
MR. EXHIBITOR

:

If you are desirous of finding out hov> to improve
your present service and increase your daily attendance
call and have a confidential chat with us. If you are
unable to call, drop us a line.

Larger Plants at Proportionately Low Prices.
Incluilin
ROIT KEROSENE
DYNAMO
"l SUFFICIENT
CAPACITY
l" FURNISH
■ i FOR YOUR ARC AND 1" 16 c. p. Tl
LAMPS foi illon i

W. E. Greene Film Exchange
INCORPORATED

228 Trillion! Street,
Telephone

better light than yon uii

Boston, Mass.
S7»« Oxford

buy.

CCatl trie
prr same
day. light
i . .. in the
Gives you

afternooa
can I UCfl IMMI MATE SMPMBN1

I child

DETROIT ENGINE WORKS. $&Xi

Vm-ihk
.1
S.A. .

ItrllrwuMich

THE

ONE

BEST

SOUVENIR
5c
EACH

$5.00

Per Hundred
I,., MB| Uj «nd I plw thai «ill |

united status ruukiis CO

mAMWAenmmm

40 Dearborn

Street,

Cakara

Illi:

MOVING

MR. OPERATOR
DO

\

Give me your exact voltage, cycles,
make of machine, length of throw, size of
picture and make of carbons. If you have
a current saver, state make I will do the
rest. Address Department W.

Lubricant, ,ind have

it work

easy.

Colored, 7 Couti

SAFE1Y ELECTRIC CO.

"

W. A. RE ID, 3V

York City

TRANSPLENDEIVCY

d be depended
tion of the orig
!, Tympani.
Bell

M-.WK

io ceius a uuy

LYON & HtALY,

Adan

1055 E. Palmer St.,

To the Trade

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

We are now prepared Jto
manufacture films for educational and advertising

"SILVERLIGHT"

Aluminum Motion PictureCurtain

W»

purposes. We go anywhere
on request. Printing and
developing
our specialty.

Extraordinary Features Are: ', ',"„„", 'ir'xV ;
Ralph J. Golsen Supplr Co.
84 Wabash Am., Chicago

CO.

28-67

Xylophon

LEEDY MANUFACTURING COMPANY

FOR MGVINC
PICTURE
*"'
It produces
the brightest
. dearestCURTAINS
and absolutely
periect picture
Theatre fully illuminated during projection
One-third >avinK in your electric bill
Strictly KUaranteed brilliancy
Permanent, cannot crack or peel
Operators andWrite
Managers
wanted aa agents.
for circular

BENJAM1N-GENTER

Cornet Oniy

Sound
Effects ^«£2
1. Pi.,.,. «..K,.. Th__ I. 1. .„. „
WESS?

J. H. HALLBERG

THE

iura.
Attention
Operators.
Does your lamp work stiff ? Use my

Lamps

' 15 Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111

Write Me for Particulars atOnce

New

Claar. 6 Cents

\

I

36 Eait 23d Street

WORLD

Incandescent

You Want to Make Some
Extra Money
SO

PICTURE

Write for particulars
Demonstrations free of charge

READY

FOR

DELIVERY

MOVINC PICTURE WORLD
Bound
Volume
No
JULY TO DECEMBER,
1910
TWO DOLLARS, Each, $2.00

N FW
BIG
n7A

F I F I n Wh? don'' y°u ,hmk up p|oU
It'.
play,?
Picture
a week
to $50
pays up
easy,
MONEY
for Motion
unEtS

help sell plots.
ticulars.

Express charges collect

Demand unlimited.

Send for

F.tW'.'Ilochstetter S. Boblnson, Prop.
■•;-.'««. nhMoii

ASS'D M. P. SCHOOLS
908 Chicago Opera Houao Bldg.,

45TII YKAR

Educational Mov. Picture
Mfg. and Adv. Co.__i

7

=WuRLjTZE^

( IIK

CHICACO

V(.(>, |

si."

4"n

s nlthrieldj;st:

ILL.^PITTSBIBGII,

PA.

INDEPENDENT
Exclusive

PROGRAM
FIRST RELEASE
MARCH 13th

The Leading Picture I heaters are Installing

Wurlitzer Automatic Musical

Instruments

They furnish better music than musicians and cut out that
great expense.
50 different styles.
Call at nearest
branch or write for big 84-page catalog

THE RUDOLPH
ST.

LOUIS

WURLITZER

CLEVELAND

BUFFALO

Communicate

COMPANY
COLUMBUS.

COLUMBIA
CAPITAL
UNITED
FILM DE ART
COLONIAL
REVIER
COMERIO
CINES
MANHATTAN
immediately with

A. G. WHYTE, Sales Agent
O.

127 East 23d St.

New

York

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

\\'< >kI.D

The Film Triumphant
Greatest success ever recorded in the annals of
Pictupedom marhs the enthusiastic reception of
The

International Sensati n

"The Truth
About the Pole"
An Absorbing Story of
the Arctics Enacted by

Dr. Frederick A. CooK
and a notable supporting cast

Coming direct from its recordbreaking New York engagement at
HAMMERS!
EIN'S HOUSE
MANHATTAN
OPERA
where 42,000 spectators saw in motographic drama the hitherto untold story ot
the world's

biggest

conspiracy,

about

A

Remarkable

Truly

which

the

Nation

is mm

talking.

Film

whose value is multiplied by the appearance in the production o\ Dr. (look
himself, the most talked about and best advertised man in all the icorld.
A film which both friends and enemies of the explorer will flock to see.

Now

Selling State Rights and
llciiant line of Lithographs,
Heralds. Cots and Lobby

Booking

Big

Events

Window
Cards.
Pbotos
ready

Rids for State Rights and other mail matter should be addressed

North

Pole

Picture Co.

Mosler
CHICAGO.

Building
ILL.

THE

Independent Release Dates
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
alar.
Mar.

AXEBICAN.
»— On the Installment Plan (Com.)
560
»— Too Much
Aunt
(Com.)
430
13— A Quiet Erenlng at Home (Com.) ... .1000
16— In the Land of Cactus (Dr.)
1000
20— The folleee
Spendthrift
(Dr.)
9©0
23— Strategy
(Dr.)
980
27— The Sheriff's Sweetheart
(W. Dr.)... 800
27— The Silence System (Com.)
200
2— College
Chums
(Dr.)
975
6— Hypnotising
a Hypnotist
(Com.)
615
6— Memories
(Dr.)
375
9— The Klch and The 1'oor (Dr.)
1000

Jan. 25— Irish Hearts
(Dr.)
Feb. 1— Hla Great Sacrifice (Dr.)..
Feb. 8— Kelly. U. S. A. (Dr.)
Feb. 15— Coals of Fire
CHAJCPIOH.
Teb. 1— Jndged by Higher Power (Dr.)
Feb. 8— At Double Trouble Ranch (Dr.)
Feb. 15— Her Three Proposals (Com.)
Feb. 22— The Old Wan and Jim (Dr.)
Mar.
1— A Western Girl's Choice (Dr.)
Mar.
8— The Vindication of John (Dr.)

950
950
950
950
950

COLUMBIA.
Dec. 24— The Cattlemen's Fend (Dr.)...
Dec. *1— Trapped
(Dr.)
Jan. 7— Queen of the Prairies
(Dr.)..
ECLAIR.
13— Mr. Faddleaway is on Strike (Com.).. 522
13 — The Elixir of BraTery
424

MOVING
Feb. 1 —
Feb. 8—
Feb. 8—
i >h. 15—
Feb. 22 —

PICTURE

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Unforeseen Complication (Com.)..
.. 18 — Beneath Southern Skies (Dr.)..
21— What Would You Do (Com.)
25— Across the Mexican Border (Dr.)
28— The Call of the Heart (Dr.)
S
4— Home Sweet Home
(Dr.)
I
7 — When Masons Meet
7— The Bandit's Surprise
11 — A Gamble
With Love
RELIANCE.
Feb. 11— The Little Avenger
Feb. 15— Three Men (Dr. )
Feb. 18 — Souls Courageous
Feb. 22— A Plain Tale
Feb. 25 — Ever The Accuser
Mar.
1 — The Trump
Card
Mar.
4 — From the Valley of Shadow..
March
8— A Trick of Fortune
March 11— Ever the Accuser
REVIER.
Jan. 4— For Better Or Worse
(Dr.)..
Jan. 11 — The Gooaecreek Claim
(Dr.)..
Jan. 18— For the Child's Sake (Dr.)..
Jan. 18— Yon Try It (Com.)
REX.

Mar.

(Dr.)..

2— The Dynamiters (Com.)..

March 16— The Fisher Maid

Lirx.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

10—
17—
17—
24—
24
—

1TEW
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

(Dr.;

That Horse Did Run (Com.)
Bronco Bill, the Brave Cowboy
Matilda Lovestruck (Com.)
A Child's Chased
Prayer (Com.)..
(Dr.)
Matilda

YORK

MOTION

PICTURE

14 — A Deputy's Honor
17 — A Warrior's Sqnaw (Dr.)
21 — The Way of a Red Man (Dr.)
24— Fate of Joe Dorr (Dr.)
28— A Warrior's Faith
3 — Owanee's
Great Love

16—
18—
23 —
25 —
25 —

(Dr.)..
IT ALA.
(By N. Y. M. P. Co.)
Fatal Charm
Who Will Eat the Turkey?..
Little Souls
Foolshead Present
Havana
Cigar

Mar.
4 — Foolshead More than Usual..
March
9— Nobility (Dr.)
March 11 — Foolshead Shooting (Com.)..

EAGLE
143

272
(Dr.).. 639
272
534

NORTH

OF

INDEPENDENT

Tuesday, March 7.
Bison
Powers— —Dick
When Farrell's
Masons Prize
Meet
Powers— The Handit'B Surprise
Thauhouser— The
Mummy
tDr.)

1000

Wednesday,
March 8.
Ambroslo — Prisoner of Caucasus
(Dr.)
Champion— The Vindication of John (Dr.)
Nestor — In the Commissioned
Ranks (Dr.)
Reliance— A Trick of Fortune

960

1000
1000
958
I

Friday, March 10.
Bison — Her
prisoner
(Dr.)
Lux— Bill in Love Again (Com.)
Lux — Jone's
Solax—
Put OutRemedy
(Dr.) (Com.)
Solax— Caribou
Hunting
(Sc.)
. Thanhouser— The Spirit Hand (Dr.)
Yankee— The Senorita's Sacrifice (Dr.)

432
524
1000

Saturday, March 11.
Great Northern— The Son of the Executioner
(Dr.)
Itala— Foolshead Shooting (Com.)
Reliance — Ever the Accuser
A "W"
before the words drama and comedy
specifies that It Is a Western drama or > comedy.

THEATRE

1<
1(

•fef

(Com.)

NEW

ENGLAND

EXHIBITORS

in furnish nice Independent service of less than
twenty-five day and commercial.
Prompt personal attention.
THE
PARK
FILM
COMPANY
88 Main Street,
Bridgeport, Conn.
\Y. M. Leighton, Prop.

any film

Positively guaranteed ti

H.

quires about
Ask your Exchange for It.

Single bottle
Six bottles by express
-

25 cents
- $1.00

bend for our complete list of Film
Announcement Titles

French American Producing
and Manufacturing Co.
918 Madison St.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

EIGHTH

FORSALE^

$25 ; film, $5 to $25 per
Jioo;
gas outfits'.
reel. IfModel
you B.rent
filmtof

1(
1(

The F. A.IT STICKS
Film Cement

Prompt service.

SALES CO.

217 Dearborn Street,
Bank Floor
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Lone Dl.t.ncs Phona, Harrison 341
Dealers in Theatres anywhere in the United
States and especially Chicago. Write or Call.

CO.

FILM EXCHANGE

Poster, free.

PROGRAM
FILMS.

Monday, March 6.
American— Hypnotizing a Hynotist iCom)
81s
American— M. ni.ii i.s il>r. i
370
Eclair—
lars King
ilir.i Phillip the Kulr and the Temp- 975
Imp— Tracked
(Dr. )...-.
1000
Yankee— Angel of the Bowery
(Dr.)

Thursday, March 9.
American— The Rich and the Poor (Dr.)
Imp— The Message In the Bottle (Dr.)
Itala— Nobility
( Dr. )
Rex— The Fall of a Knight (Dr.)

(Dr.)..

2— By f
_
SOLAX COMPANY.
Feb. 17— Corlnne In Dollyland (Com.)..
Feb. 24 — Love's
Test
(Dr.)
Mar.
3— A Costly Pledge
(Com.)
(Dr.)..
March 10— Caribou Hunting
THANHOUSER.
Feb. 10 — The Norwood
Necklace (Dr.)
Feb. 14— For Her Sake (Dr.)
Feb. 17— Checkmate
(Dr. )
Feb. 21 — For Washington
(Dr.)
Feb. 24— A Newsboy
Hero (Dr.)
Feb. 28— The Little Mother (Dr.)
Mar.
3 — Stage
struck
(Dr.)
Mar.
7— The Mummy
(Dr.)
Mar. 10— The Spirit Hand (Dr.)
YANKEE.
Feb. 17 — Her Birthday Surprise (Com.)
Feb. 20— A Life-Time Penance (Dr.)
Feb. 24— The Woman
Who Dared (Dr.)
Feb. 27— All for Gold (Dr.)
Mar.
3 — The Abduction of Parson Jones
Mar.
6— Angel of the Bowery (Dr. )
Mar. 10— The Senorita's Sacrifice (Dr.)
March 13 — The Test of Love (Dr.)
March 17 — His Double Treasure (Dr.)

WEEKS

Mar.

Life of a Moschlk
False Alarm
Great Duty
(Dr.)

Feb. 16— The Convert

THIS
500
600
St mi

1— The Professor's Romance
(Com-Dr.) . .990
8— In the Commissioned
Ranka (Dr.)
15— Was It Worth While? (Dr.)

Feb. 23— The Story of a Prayer Rug
Feb. 18— The
Feb. 18— The
Feb. 25— His

WORLD

AMBHOSIO.
(By N. Y. M. P. Co.)
The Return from Sea Side Bathing
The Shtov
Cavalry
Tweedledum as a Detective
The Demon
Redeeming
Angel

WE BUY the <

Care MOVING

PICTURE WORLD

Telephone 1344 Gramercy

re output of the Independent
manufacture
bout our Three-locked reel system.

Day and night si rvice

STREET,

F. HOFFMAN
Lecturer of Special Releases
New York City and Vicinity

Write, wire or phone

PHILADELPHIA,

PA

THE

MOVING

G.W. Bradenburgh
CINEMATOGRAPH

AT

TEN

DOLLARS

PER

Second-hand Independent Films, all Bikes 60 and
90 dart eld

REEL.

D— A Woman's Treachery (Eclair).
D— From Kidnapper to Rescuer (Eclair).
D— The Buffoon (Eclair).
C — Temptation
(Cines).
C-A — Capricious monument
(G. N.).
D — Innocently Suspected (Lux).
D— A Country Girl's Peril (Pathe).
D— A False Friend-T-Trolhattan.
C— A Bitter Enemy
(Lux).
C— Interrupted Rendez-

SECOND-HAND FILM
$5.00 per reel upwards
CAMERAPMONE
FILM
new, with two sets records
All goods shipped

D— In the Prehistoric Age (Hepworth).
C— Din
Lieutenant (Eclair).
D— The Jester's Daughter (Eclair).
D — Fatal Imprudence (Eclair).
ard (Eclair
D— Bet!
C — Jockey's Bad
Dream (Cosmo).
T— Beautiful Schleswig.
(Hepworth).
D— Two Violins (G. N.).
D— Unfaithful Servant (Walturdaw)
D— Horrors of a Strike (Lux).
D— Faithful Unto Death (Bioscope).
D— Child as Benefactor (G. N.).
D — End of the Terror (Cosmo).
_
(Eclair).
D — Nick Carter— The Kidnappe " *
C— Lazy Dick-D-Threr
Friends for Life (Hepworth).
(Eclair).
D — Legend of the Erring Je
(C. & M.)
T— In Peru. C . v Sign of the Globe Hotel (Itala).
C— Youthful Treasure Seekers.
C— Bear
(G. N.).
C— Love
of His Youth.
C— How
Father
Min
Baby (Hepworth).
E— Stone Industry (Hepworth).
C— Cupboard Co<
ship (Hepworth).
VERY GOOD FILMS AT $20 PER REEL.
The Carmelite— Sorry Can't Stop (Eclair).
Last of the Stuarts (Cines).
The Farmer's Son (Itala).
Delights of the Shoots (Itala).

MAKE

D— John Halifax
—the Revolvi
D— A Brasr V.
D— The Woodsman
D— Value

B«

Gentleman

YOUR

LOBBY
BRIGHT
AND
ATTRACTIVE
BY USING

SHOWPAYNE'S
CARDS
PAYNE SHOW CARD CO.
17 Dwight St. Springfield, Mi

).

..

Phenom-

: 1 ION— WITH

POST-

(Eclair).

subject to examinat

Complete lists sent free upon request

Write for circular

The Fighting Parson (Nesto
The Honest Coachman- * T eggar's Ride (Lux).
A Daughter's
The
Tenderfoot Deyqtic
(Nestor).
Legally Dead (Powers).
Lieut. Rose & The Brigands (Clarendon).
The White Lie (Itala).
The Convicting Shawl (Duske).
Faithful.
The Heir of Cloven Curt Castle (Eclair).
Monte Cristo (Ambrosio).
Man in the Iron Mask (Cines).
I (Itala).
The Bubble (Itala).
" .nd Wife (Imp).
A Game for Two (Imp).
enena

WORLD

IhcJ.CCoghlan
Company

FILMS

233 N. 8«h SIPhone Market 334 Philadelphia, Pa
Cable: Brad-films Phila. Code: A.B.C. 5th Edition
SALES
LIST

FILMS

PICTURE

To Exchanges
your film s redeveloped and renovated
Endorsed and
Hockstet
Also soften
nc n-inflammable nges.
proe him
now and
prepared
long the life of th
to install plants
rs
write fur
prices. Work dor
by

Have
the

-

ORTHO
2726 W

FILM CO.
Chicago

Diviti on St.

III

(Thanhouser).

• ■ Imp)

LIGHT
EFFECTS

I

. , tot

(G. N.)

UNIVERSAL
ELECTRIC
STAGE
LIGHTING
CO.

: : I ■•

\l \1H

III'!

<>-.

Annual Subscription

^~ ~~

Moving Picture World #*«W

THE

The Light That
Never Fails

M(>\ [NG

PICTURE

\A/E

W( >R1 D

M A V
NATIONAL

PROGRAM

for \' n V <>rk C it > and adjacent territory beginning March
13th. We will buy their entire output. You can't obtain
the National Program anywhere in New York except al the

ACME

FILM CO.

12 East 15th St., New
AT

LIBERTY!

HENRY

CINCINNATI CALCIUM LIGHT CO.
Established 1876.

LATE

wOxy«en"\ind HydroKcn Gm furnished in tanks
for Stereoptic.m and Mnvini; I'irturo Machines.
All orders to any part of the I'nited States filled.
4Agents for all makes
of Moving Picture
Machines

York

BELMAR

DRAMATIC

DIRECTOS

Powers Picture Plays
Reliable!

Energetic !

Resourceful !

'CINCINNATI
CALCIUM
LIGHT CO.
-4th St.,
CINCINNATI. O.

103 W.

first;money

HENRY

ordf.r for $150

BELMAR,

2779
Webster Avenue.
Phone 3444 Tremont.
NEW
YORK

ndard (never used).

E. M. P. FILM

SERVICE,

Rooms

523-4-5-6, 225 Dearborn

THE ENTERPRISE

MODEL

<;ITY.

St., Chicago

B

Portable Calcium Gas Outfit
i* the
Motion

YOUR,

Only

q We make mechanical attractions,
Elecfic signs, or anything special in
the theatrical line, q Ideas developed—
Low Prices — Best Work— DON'T
DELAY hut writeto-day.

THE

NEWMAN

MFG. CO.

717-719 Sycamore St., Cincinnati, 0.

projecting
is the

Portable

Outfit

"OXONE"
in SQUARE
CAKES u mott
Sati.factory
for
the production of Oxygen
Ga».
Send for particulars.
For Sale by Dealers.

tni6rpriS6

ZSht
q Put in our Easel* and
Potter Frame* and watch |
your attendance grow.

Satisfactory

tor
and

because it operates by WATER PRESSURE. IS CONSTANT.
REGULAR AND RELIABLE and has no complicated spring
valves to corrode, choke up and otherwise get out of order.
Is patented.

FPAME YOU&
POSTEES
BRASS EASELS AND
BRASS RA/L/NC
BRASS POSEER FRAMES I,
FOR EASELS AND WAILS

only Substitute
for Electricity
Picture or Stereopticon
Views

OptlCdl

Ml£,

GO.

564 and 572 W. Randolph Street, CHICAGO

Chautauqua Film Exchange

Get Ready to Use the BEST Service.
Releases Begin Soon
Write to-day for our list and terms

356 Dearborn Street

•

CHICAGO, ILL.

THE

MOVING

Atlas Disinfectant
twotorms Odorless or Perfumed
1 gallon cans $1.50 per gallon
5 "
"
1.40 "
10
"
"
1.30 "
F.O.B. PH1LA.,

PA.

PICTURE

WORLD

WHY

SUPPLY

When

CO.

Philadelphia,

Pa.

Floroda— The
Perfumed Disinfectant
(5 year* the standard)
1 gallon can, $1.45
5 gallon can, $1.40
10 gall
n can, SI. 20

FOR

we can make

them

for you ?

High-class repairing and alterations
on Foreign Machines.

Ask your exchange for a circular or write us direct.

ATLAS

TO EUROPE

FILM
PERFORATING
DIES

Superior in quality to any
disinfectant on the market

Mtnayunk,

SEND

THE

A.

249 Centre

DEWES

COMPANY

Street,
'Phone, 2J5i Spring

FILM

NEW

EXCHANGES

i.i'.ueed ti
The Stern Rew
der made. All exhibitors
the demand _ _
Price is so reasonable
not afford to be without them. Send in a
We also have ready for shipping 25.000 reels
Price cant be beat.

THE
109 North

YORK

STERN

Tenth

like them and
that yoi
sample order.
knocked down.

MFG. CO.

St.

Philadelphia,

Anil
l»u-l •""•'•iiiiik
<,
I'iii.- OH l>Mn
Uutrolene
Kucaljptu

FLORODA
km MAIDED

MANUFACTURING

H\K

FOR
On

NIR

CO.
VORK

CITY

LEASE

Easy Weekly

Original PICTURES

Terms

Copyrighted

k's
w Yor
own
natNe
Chi
Bowery
and
A complete work on the famous East Side,

That Second andThird Reel Problem
Any exhibitor will accept a new reel of
film, but how about a second and third reel:
If \our older reels are full of ram. what
then? Our remedy cures films of that awful
rainy habit.
Notify your customers that you are having

your films renovated by

The New York Film Renovating Co.
24

HOUR

SERVICE)

12 Union Square, East

New

York

with its peculiar types, narrow streets,
bustling throngs, crowded tenements,
Squalid lodging houses, tiresome
sweat
tnops and all its
lights and shadows.
Special
Paper,
Posters,
Banners,
Photographs, street Advertising, etc.
A complete Picture liuatre Attraction

Don't Miss This Bargain

It will

$37.50,

bear

to pun li.i-r a inn:
\. \n
Imported
9 hour
Flaming
Arc
Lamp*.
D. C. and A C.
lit foi
WilU-l..^- thej

investigation

CHINATOWN
601 Schiller Bid",.

PICTURE
-

-

FULLY

GUARANTEED

Til.- lam -t .!. alei in tl i

For terms and further information wire or write ....

try in M
and Mi
WRITE

CO.

- Chicago, 111.

1 OR PRN 1 1 ISTS

Motion Picture! Supply & Specialty Co.
AC haat

llll> Sir.

M

\\

M>Kk

(in

THE

TAYLORS

MOVING

PICTURE

THEATRICAL

THEATRICAL
IWI.I \ r
l\ ALL LINES
FURNISHED
ON SHORT
NOTICE

FREDERICK
49 West

READY

WORLD

28tK

AGENCY.

SINGERS, PIANO PLAYERS
DRUMMERS, LECTURERS,
CASHIERS, DOORMEN.
MANAGERS AND
OPERATORS

C.TAYLOR, PROPRIETOR
New

St.,

FOR DELIVERY

Moving
TAKE

Moving Picture World
BOUND

VOLUME,

July to December,
TWO

DOLLARS

York

I-; HAVE

City.

Picture
Men
NOTICE
A NUMBER

OK

TIIK

WELL

D.C
KNOWN

"STAVE"

No. 7.

FLAMING
ARC
LAMPS
which we will close out at from $38 to $35 each.
These lamps have been rebuilt, and look and are equally

1910

F.C.B N.« York M.i Cash, or 28 p.r c.nt. Cash, balanos COD,
the:i largest
the a retailers and jobbers of Moving Picture

EACH, $2.00

Express charges collect

-- —

SAVE

and use our

HfflHOinill

Program Board

U-4HM»iM1V1
HEELffi

with

1ATH£LETICSlgM

Interchangeable
Porcelain Letters
Make your own Program
You cannot afford to be without

Announcementsquickly changed.
Prices and full particulars on

HJ:MilJU.<lti
[LTilHID

NEW CRYSTAL
'" THF ARK
THE PALACE*

MONEY

application.
Agents Wanted.

THE CAMBRIDGE TILE MFG. CO.
COVINGTON,

KY.

c=PALACE=

Of Picture Shows
Are Getting

rrHTtLicnnc Thousands
lcGLOBE
HEATRE
5

QC»CM[ THEATRE flj>|(

HUNDREDS

>c NICKELC

Of Extra Nickels each
month Crowd
with the
"Big
Four"
- Getter.
WHY NOT YOU?
Let us tell you about it

DREAMLANC
VAUDETTE

jTARTHEATW
— PALACE THEATBE
10, PCARI IHEMj

Business Mfg. Co.,
Fort Wayne, Ind.
Dept. M5

felJOU THEATRE II
DREAMLAND
THEI0LA~55

AIR- DOME

ARCADE
5
THEATRE 5

^K

THEORPHEUMIO

PALACE
THEATRE ic THE
VAUDETTE
50 BIJOU THEATRE 105c DREAMLAND I!

Mr. Exhibitor- Do You Cater to Both Sides of the Street?
To catch the eye of the passerby on either side you need a finishing touch to your outside display.

S™"™

3 x 12 Ft; DISPLAY

BANNERS

Weofferour

™

As the best and cheapest way to get Mr. and Mrs. Passerby's trade.
BANNERS
PER WEEK

$c
75
^O./a

HERE

ARE THE REDUCED

PRICES:

PREPAID
FAST
MISS. OF
RIVER

(Formerly $6.00 plus
in excess of 6

SPECIALS

TO ORDER

(prepaid) 12 ft. $l.7«. IS ft. S2-©«, 18 ft. 12.19
I SPECIAL PRICES IN QUANTITIES
I TERMS: C»h with of..r

I The B. Bi SIGN CO., Cleveland

t

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Corcoran Moving
Picture
Tanks
Develop your films to perfection. Save
Time and Reduce Your Expenses by
using a "Corcoran Film Development
Tank." All up-to-date houses are now installing the "Corcoran System."
BOB

I OR PBICK LIST No. 4.

A. J. CORCORAN,
No. IS John Street

SONG
L,

Non-Breakable

D

Just the kind of a sl.de you have all been waiting for.
Guaranteed against breaking from heat or the careless
operator.
Send for list. Made and sold only by the
al inventor*.

NORTH AMERICAN SLIDE CO.,

SONG

GUNDLACH

Projection Lenses
Will Improve Y.
[make it sharpei
crease the ill un
TO ORDER, give the height and
width of the screen, width of picture
wanted and distance from lens to
center
machine.^of screen. State' .make of

CHICAGO

143 North Hth Sir

Your

SONG
Sixth

N. Y. City

Location

PHONOGRAPH

89

Genre

SLIDE

Floor,

107 Dearborn

Portland

EXCHANGE
Block

i). ft i

St., Chicago, 111.

RECORDS

FURNISHED

Motion

Slides

Novelty Slides (10 subjects) $1.25 Ea.
Double
Metal Carrier with
Genre Motion
Slide attachment (good for any slides) . $1.50 Ea.
Motion Advertising
Slides will be ready
soon.
You will need a carrier all the time.

A complete stock Is carried.by

NICHOLAS
POWER:. COMPANY,
ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MFG. CO., Chicago
Every lens is sold subject to approval.

Gundlach-Manhattan
808 Clinton Ave., So.

Inc.
-

We will stand all loss in transit, and furnish the
same service that we do the large theatres in
this city. Bill and feature your songs, and then
note results in your box office. Week's supply
in one shipment.
Write to-day
Yours lor a better service.

I
D
E
SLIDES

Colored Song and Announcement Slides

Matter

-

From Maine to California, Gulf to Canada

Non-Inflammable

Y

JT

No

SLIDESL,

-

GENRE TRANSPARENCY CO.
507 N. Clark St.
Chicago, 111.

Optical Company
Rochester, N.Y.

THEThe

"STANDARD"

Machine That Gives Results
FULLY GUARANTEED

Von do no! take anj chances when you install
one of our machines. It n i~> not exactly as wt
represent it, youi monej will be refunded in full,
Should any defe< I EVER develop, it is 01 R
»t YO\ RS
AMERICAN
101

BEEKIUAN

STREET

MOVING

PICTURE

MACHINE

COMPANY
NEW

YOUh

HTY

THE

MOVING

FOLDING
CHAIRS

PICTURE

WOR1 D

OPERA m CHAIRS

For Moving Picture
Shows.Grand Stand.,
Assembly Hall*, etc.
In lectioni if wanted.
Write lor Catalog No. 2

FOR

EVERY
l.OOO

ESTAHLISHED

PURPOSE

WRITE

STYLES

The A. H. Andrews

The Kauffman
Manufacturing Co,
ASHLAND, OHIO

CHEAP

The Automatic Theatre Chair

It is a friend to the public.
It advertises vour theatre and
nakes your business grow.
It folds automatically and can
revolving,
stationary or self

1865
No.

31

Branches in all leading otie,

Opera and Assembly Chairs

ie

ABSOLUTELY

It

NUN- BREAKABLE

I

If you I
nodels,
Chair
J have not seen our latest
models, investigate.
Write today for circular A.
THE HARDESTY MFC. CO
Canal Dover,
Ohio, U. S. A.
FILMS

FOR

SALE.

50 Reels of Films

$8 to $16 per Reel
Second-hand one pin Edison machine. $100.00
Mayer Silverman, 105 4th Ave., Pittsburg, Pa.

The

Independent Film Exchange
of Pittsburg, Pa.

Prompt Shipments.
Write for Catalogue
PEABODY SCHOOL FURNITURE CO.
North
Manchester
Indiana
A'ew York Agtnts: ROBERT J. EHLERS CO.

WE WANT
ONE THOUSAND

Moving Picture Men
machines
and get rich, or
|
to operate PREMIUM pin
f^^
**MHI^
if already so, to get more
fI
wealth.
Why not you: f«£iSr: -

The Pioneer Independent Exchange ofWestern Pennsylvania
buying the output of the Sales
Company.

PREMIUM
pin institution
machines ^==~^S5=|§=^
have
become an
in every candy store. By placing a machine in your
retailer's out
store
you will monopolize his trade and
squeeze
competition.

We have a few choice runs that
we can let out at reasonable
prices.

CAT.

Co.

1 74- 1 76 Wabash Ave.. Chicago. 111.

STEEL
FRAME
THEATRE CHAIRS

FOR

Mr. Flint of Mo. writes :
troducing me to a gold mine."
will lifter
support
will Ten
provemachines
a mortgage
to
We make them out of Oak

Write us.

"Kindly

accept thanks for in-

you. Fifty machines operated
you.
or Metal.

*******

Percentage of winners arranged so that from every twenty
dollars deposited in the machine twelve dollars will be your
profit.
If so advised
will make it still more.

• '+ ::■—.,

INDEPENDENT FILM EXCHANGE,
A. S. DAVIS, Manag.r

Inc.

415 Ferry Str.et.

PA.

PITTSBURG.

J_
*

PREMIUM
56-58 WALNUT

territory
to
Write to-day
for exclusive

VENDING
ST.

COMPANY
PITTSBURG,

PA.

THE

WE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

UNIFORMS

CAN HURRY

NEW

SLIDES

For the following
Songs-JUST OUT
Yearning
I'd Love to be Lored by a Girl Like You

HEAVY FIVE PLY
seats and backs.
The last-forever kind ,
that you are using long
after you have forgot-

Take Me Back to Baby-land.
Going Back to My Old GirL
My I What a Funny Utile World This Is!

VS

"If E
EL TO
CH
AIRS

O

We carry severa
of good chairs in
all guaranteed.

Oil CATALOG

H.

When the trees are dressed in crimson
and in gold.
King Chanticleer.

3

STAFFORD
CHICAGO,

MFG.
ILL.

CO.

RUSSELL
UNIFORM
COMPANY
128 W. 36th Street
NEW YORK
Flu door* will of Bwdii*

Killarney,
my Home
o'er the Sea.
Dancing
Starlight.
Broncho Nell.
For Killarney and You.
My Country Has First Call.
Mandy Lou.
Dolores.
The Best Place of All.
The Moon Swings Low
Springtime Brings Roses and You.
You're the Sweelest Girl in
All This World To Me.

De WITT C. WHEELER
120 W. 31tt St.

New

York City

If you are In the Market for

Xylophones. Orchestra Bells, Chimes.
Send for free illustrated catalogue.
J. C. DEAGAN

Forks, etc.

3800-3810 N. Clark St.. Chicago. 111.

Moving

k;htf

Picture
good

CLEAN YOUR FILMS WITH
The MORTIMER FILM CLEANER
It does the work while the operator Is rewinding the film.
Send for the Booklet.
MOBTIMEB FILM CLEANING CO.
fidelity Building
Portland. Maine

Pianists
If 1

i

1

Send for free sample page ol "Orpheum Collection of
Moving Picture Music."
Now being used and praised
by many of the best houses in the country.
PRICE
75 CENTS
Also latest cne music (series 1910) for 10 parts and
piano, fl.00. 1-4 discount on botb numbers.
CLARENCE
1501 Sedgwick St

E. SINN
CHICAGO.

SECOND
HAND
FILMS
Write to the largest and most reliable Dealers and Importers of
these goods in the U. S.

International Film Traders

ILL.

FILMS
FOR

Opera Chairs
The Strongest Made

RENT

New Films High Class Service
'.Write

for Catalog

Th. Plonssr House, With 8 Years'
Experience «nd
S2S0.000.00
Baok Ol It

V

American Seating Company
216 Wibish Aienue (fltS) 19 Wist ISIh Street
C H I C A C O
O*^7 N E W YORK
BOSTON PHILADELPHIA PITTSBURGH

Includini MMtM,

J. C.

EUGENE

BABSM ..J kr,t>.... •• |

DEAGAN

3800 3810 N. I UrW St.

CHICAGO,

67 and 59
IU

96i

Dearborn

CLINE
St..

Chicago
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Operating manufacturing plants in the following cities:
WASHINGTON
NEW YORK
MILAN
PARIS
i§^

SALT LAKE CITY
ROME
LONDON

To Exchanges: —
You are entitled to a reasonable profit.
Have you been making it ?
Our plans insure it, by granting exclusive territory, thus eliminating destructive competition.
Contracts now being executed with desirable connections.
Address Exchange Department.

To Exhibitor:—
We advocate 10c. admission to picture shows.
Our program and plans make this possible.
We would appreciate the views of Exhibitors on this matter.
Fill in the coupon on this page and mail to us.

National Film Mfg. & Leasing Co.

^^^=^^^^^^^==^=

INCORPORATED

12 East 15th Street
T K A II

National Film
Exhibitors Department

Mfg. &

OF F

H E K E

Leasing Company
12 East 15th St., New

5c.

Signed.
Name of Theatre .

^==^^===^^=^^==

New York City, U. S. A.
York
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Save Tickets
AND

Eliminate Choppers

Mackie's
Asbestos
Booths

SI

1

** ^«

ALL SIZES

f~

J

at the entrance
to every
Theatre and Amusement Place
GET THE

COUNT

Post Card
Mackie's
Protector

WITH

JONES DUPLEX
CHECK GATE

tic
Au
ie's
ckma
Mato
ing
is
rt
Adve
Machine

and you GET all the money

Edison
Machines
ALL MODELS
AND
PARTS

Home
Mackie's
Moving
Picture
Machine
MACKIE, Agent for the "MIRROR SCIEEN"

Asi us to tend you furtlitr details

YOU ARE INVITED
to visit my demonstrating room, and inspect
all home
and professional
apparatus,
in
actual use.
ALL Kt r MRs

JONES CHANGE REGISTER CO.
MCOtPOtATI I)

18 BROADWAY

NEW YORK CITY

I \tc Lit I) <>\

Ml W/1*/ 9

Harry A. Mackie
853 Broadway
PHONI

247K

IF

New York
J

nil-:
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"Mirror Screens" Glass Curtains
"TransparentAre Screens"
\
you required
Daylight

Clearness.

Pictures

to throw your picture from the rear?

Perspective and

i tym
z nv^Ja
■F^r'JW 'f#-\s<VJi

Rests the Eyes
New
Process of
Manufacturing
makes them more
perfect
and
more
wonderful
than
ever.
We can tell you
how to pay for one
in two weeks by increased receipts.

ii^J

^^^■K>

m'T*
X B

fflS
r* ^t^P^- ^h^^b

m^B

1 Mm

Wi&
• rvTATi

^H t

1 « tCtf Miii i
\

'*

I
curtain or white
wall
c/lddress all

glassto curtain
communications

Our new
TRANSPARENT SCREEN
has the world beat.
Nothing like
on the market.
Be the
your city.

first in

Like theit "Mirror
Screen"
is a Joy
an" Money

MOTION PICTURE SCREEN
SHELBYVILLE,

uetter

CO.

INDIANA

"ARCO-B"
BIOGRAPH
CARBONS
ARE

made expressly for Motion Picture Work.
Are of the Highest Grade.
Are Sold at right prices, commensurate with High Quality. Are Carried
in stock by the leading Film Exchanges of the Country, and are Imported
Exclusively by us.

fl "Just as good as Arco-B" is the statement frequently made.
acknowledgment of the High merit of

ARCO

BIOGRAPH

C| Insist upon getting the
trade mark.
-

genuine

L. E. FRORUP
232-234

GREENWICH

article.

A complimentary

CARBONS
Each individual Carbon bears our

& COMPANY,

STREET

it

Importers
NEW

YORK

Vol.

8,

No.

March

11

POWERS

18,

191 1

Price,

CAMERAGRAPH

lO Cents

No.6

The Success of the Year
ard
against
inj
ing t he- eyes of your patrons
Gears
Insun
I iu> k Spindles chine which will stand a stead)
Wide Bearings d of many hours daily.
I)., away with roui
.i 1 1 1 1 pin wheel which reRllgged
lull i Milium

III

justment

and

of the features tha

w<

115 NASSAU

I

i

An

tribute to its popularitj
and enable us to
pvew.theach machine

NICHOLAS

llaMIIK

ism where

Hcavj

Unconditional
(or on.
UK(H

;..r from
|ul. n| R

POWER

d.t.

Guarantee
of purch....

COMPANY,

STREET

/or thirteen \'tai ^ the IciJin;

NEW

YORK
fctB."

THE
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MARNER"

COMING

I

STILL Asking

STILL Asking

STILL Asking

HANHOUSER?
™r

THE

!

^

WO-A-WEEK

RELEASED

TUESDAY,

Another

"Thanhouser

MARCH

21

2-on-l."

DIVORCE

Is a well-plotted picture and a well-directed blow at the divorce evil.
You will be gratified and surprised when you see how the home was
saved. A doll did it! This may not sound reasonable, but it all looks
logical on the screen and, indeed, the incident is taken from real life.
AND

ON

THE

SAME

REEL

Waiting at the Cburch
As a humorous description of a man's efforts to find the right wife,
this will command laughs aplenty when it hits your screen. Especially
will this "go" on a bill strong in drama. It depicts the wife-hunting
experiences of a delightful dude and shows how he won out in the end —
to lose out. How could he win out to lose out? Sounds queer, no doubt,
but that's just what he did! And the picture proves it.
No. 195.
Code Word, Vorce.

RELEASED
A Noble

FRIDAY,

Heart Beat

Under

MARCH
His Ragged

24
Shirt !

THE TRAMP
is a new thing in "Hobo" stories, one that throws aside the theory
stamping him an out-and-out marauder, and shows him a man of
honor who likes to rove but hasn't the money to do it in Pullmans.
At least this holds good of one-half the knights of the road.
Favored with wealth, they would be called globe-trotters. Minus
gold (often because of motives that were too pure and too lofty
to sanction the illicit, worldly ways of getting it) they are "bums,"
"hobos," outcasts whom "honest" men must shun, as, indeed, our
hero was shunned.
Xo. 196.
Code Word, Kniad.

The
The

Thanhouser
Thanhouser
FOR

News
Photoframe

the "Exhibitor's Guide," sent FREE OF CHARGE to all who can show connection with the Moving Piature business. Drop a card to PUBLISHER. THANHOUSER NEWS, NEW ROCHELLE. N. Y.
sting of portraits of the famous Thanhouser "Stock," framed in solid oak, mission finish,
-*-" in depth, with glass and easeMc^ feet _high^ GOES TOYOV
t calling THE GREATEST LOBBY-DIS$3.50 with order.
This ii the prize outfit that tickled-to-death ex
■ " BARGAIN EVER KNOWN.
\Tk.V
For System's Sake addreaa Art Dept.

THANHOUSER
NEW

SILAS

COMPANY

ROCHELLE

MARNI

COMING!
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RETRENCHMENT
UNEXCELLED

\i the beginning of the struggle our adversaries gaine<l
temporary < ktorics. They shouted these from the hou>etops and published them from one end of the land to the
other.

PROGRAM

EVZHT
MONDAY
AMERICAN — America*
Film
Haaufacturinf
Company
Tf ill
TtV
._□»— Independ.-. _
YANKEE— Yankea Film Company
EVERY TTJE8DAY
■IBON— Naw Yark Motion Pictnra Company
PuWtR8— Tha Fowera Company
THANHOUSER— Tbanhou.or
Company
EVERY
WEDNE8DAY
AMBB08IO— Naw
York
Motion
Picture
Co.
ATLAS— Atlaa Film Company
CHAMPION— Tka
Champion
Film
Company
NESTOR— David
Honley
RELIANCE — Carlton
Laboratoriea
•OLAI— Sola*
Company.
EVERY THTJR8DAY
AMERICAN— American
Film
Manufacturtnf
Oampany
IP — Inaepend
..ALA— New '
BEX— Rex
MoTlnc
Picture
Mfg.
Company
EVERY
FRIDAY
BISON— Naw York Motion Picture
Company
LBX— R. Prieur
•OLAX— Solax Company
THANHOUSER— Thanhouaor
Company
YANKEE— Yankee Film Co.
EVERY
SATURDAY
GREAT NORTHERN— Great Northern Film Co.
ITALA— New York Motion Picture Company
POWERS— The
Fowera Company
RELIANCE— Carlton
Laboratoriea

BUT NOW
They are frantically importuning the exhibitor not to give
attention to the most recent events in the patent litigation !
The shoe is on the other foot! They meekly acknowledge
that it is they who are on the defensive.
The SALES
COMPANY, however, pursues the even
tenor of its way. Instead of neglecting quality in a 1
quest for monopoly, we are pleasing our customers more
and more every day with this

Unexcelled Program

Motion Picture Distributing & Sales Company
111 E. 14th St., New York City

ReJease

SECOND
TO NONE
IN

I III. FILM

QUALITY RACE
44 Supreme in its Field"

for

Saturday,

March

11

The Son ol the Executioner
A beautiful feature film with a wealth ol
detail that will win the admiration
ol
audience.
Main thrilling icenet— magnificent
costumes
perfect photograph]
and effective
tinting and toning.

Release

for

Saturday,

March

IS

Between Love and Duty
ful dramatii

film -splendid!] e

Life and People Below the Equator
A charming travel picture ol nomadk
the torrid /one
EXHIBITORS
G
n> miss
draw i
in

tribes in

Vou cannot oostibl) afford
x

Great Northern Film Co.
7 East 14th Street

PARIS* LONDON

All

I BUM

Sol.l

New

York

I liroii||at Snl. » t ...

THE

FIRST— If you
you

PICTURE

Paste This
in Your
Hat

fpelMndTirolnilMJ

TWO

MOVING

arc not getting

Imps

EVERY

Week

are not getting what you pay for.

NEXT— If you

are not getting

any IMPS
you

FILMS

at all

are THE EASIEST MARK
THE BUSINESS. '

"Get TWO IMPS A WEEK
Quit Your Exchange!"
"IN

OLD

IN
or

MADRID"

Release of March

20

Impetuous Spanish lover finds his affection returned. The mother
establishes an espionage over the daughter. True love finds a way
and girl companion disguised assists in clever deception. Lover
carries sweetheart to rocks in roaring torrent and consent and blessings of parents is obtained in unique manner. A pretty love story
of old Spain in which "Little Mary" appears in nearly every scene.
Gorgeous settings and splendid photography — the Imp sort.

"THE

PENNILESS

Release of March

PRINCE"
23

A young German nobleman, reduced to poverty, seeks employment on Cuban tobacco ranch. Is loved by planter's daughter, whom
he repulses, and is humiliated in revenge. Lowly sweetheart sacrifices luxuriant hair to provide him funds. Expected letter arrives
announcing he has fallen heir to vast estates. He rewards girl, who
has been faithful, by announcing her as his bethrothed. Cuban
scenery that has made Imp films the talk of moving picturedom.

WORLD

is is not an
Advertisement.
Mr. Man:
I'm too busy this
week to write ads. —
too busy putting on
new customers.
Seems as though
several dozen of you
exhibitors had conspired—yes, conspired
to "try me out/' All
right, gentlemen, suits
me to aT. The more,
the merrier. I confess like
I
this sort of
surprise. I'm prepared to Itake
— this
but
hold on,
said
wasn't going to be an
advertisement, and
you know me. Slip
me that letter soon.
Carl Laemmle,
The biggest and best film renter
in the world

PRESIDENT

The Laemmle Film Service

Independent Moving Pictures Co.
of America

102 W. Wist St.
Carl Laemmle,

New York
Pres.

P. S.— Don't forget that
I carry in stock, ready for
instant delivery, Powers,
Edison and Motiograph
Projecting Machines.
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olax'Solax'SolaySolaxrSolax'Solax'SoWSoWSoWSoIa*

TWO
EVERY

WEEK

s©W

TWO

^^^^A^*-*^

WHY— is Solax

EVERY

WEEK

BOOMING

-AND-

EXHIBITORS

WILD

WEDNESDAY
THE FUNNY

OVER

FRIDAY

DAY

THE FEATURE

DAY

—QUALITYGOOD

COMEDY

on WEDNESDAYS

We beg to annouce that in future our Wednesday release
will be Fine Comedy. We have tour splendid comedies
already prepared which are going to make a stir among
the theatres.
We want you to feature them.
WRITE

US

FOR

LOBBY
GRAPHS OF OUR

DISPLAYS
AND
PHOTOSTOCK
COMPANY.
•tOY)

=

Wednesday March 15
"A MIDNIGHT

VISITOR'

(COMEDY)

RELEASES

=

Wednesday March 22

Friday March 17
"THE

HINDOO

PRINCE'

"CUPID'S

VICTORY"

(DRAMA)

S^lax' Company

147 Fourth Avenue

NEW

YORK

5«1ax'5Jax'SuW5«WS©lax'S©laxrS©1axr5Jaxr5»WS«laV
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ECLAIR
THE
Combining

FILMS
Perfect

WORLD

OF
Wr
Photography

PICTORIAL QUALITY
with
Popular
Plays

"CAOFIMARCH
N

RELEASE

20th

A Forceful Drama Superb in every Phase Handling a Most Vital Problem with Infinite
Skill.

"The Rock Climbers"

An Educational Production of the highest
Order A film that envelopes one in the Magic
Spell of Travel.

NEW

YORK:

=ECLAIR FILM COMPANY^
CHICAGO:

31 East 27th St.

35 East Randolph St.

Very Much

THE CHAMP

"The
And

STAMP

Payroll"
Course

March

JVo1e:—'Ready, Champ

HI

BRISTLE WITH
HERE'S ONE

every 7 days

Its RocK-lined

Released

MARK

CHAMPS'
ACTIVITY.
On the way
=TWO=

Alive

22nd,

1911

'"Photos"

Champion
M. DINTENFASS,

Cen'l Mgr.

Film Co.
::

12 East 15th St., New York City
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ShamrocK

Gr otvs

EVERYBODY HERE'S SEEN KELLY,
He with the Bonny Smile;
NOBODY YET HAS SEEN DANNYDanny from the Emerald Isle.

57*

In the land "WHERE
THE SHAMROCK
GROWS," where
hearts are as pure as the snows; where are romance and love, with the
bright stars above, and the song of the bird can be heard.
In the land "WHERE THE SHAMROCK
GROWS," and the river
Shannon flows, is the scene of this film, and it certainly will fill-em, for
Danny is the fellow who knows.
A Great Drama, well enacted
and admirably executed, for it

saRGX

See the SCE^/E
Greai'^^
FOUGE

RELEASED
THURSDAY,
MARCH
16,
P. S.-Aik the Sales Co. about the S. R. O. film.

SgJBSBSfc?^
n«v

fr,day

THE

WORLD'S

INDEPENDENT

QUALITY

LUX
DOCS

NOT

Released
ADMITTED

RUN

EveryWeek

««™

"■•"

EXCHANGES

"^

QUALITY

FILMS

M arch

7th, 1911
HAS
KLEPTOMANIA

• all BILL
the

( < >\11 \)\
COM1 in
380 1 cr:
A nli tins pail ol omediei j ou maj
lux i. The
.grant the
1 id <>t dramatu
jruv in th i nd educational >-ultji
«.
i
m\ every audit BCC " just good, i lean
will appeal to ill
fun that
mi
oiiiik
m.is
FOBSYNOMn
vm> PAS1 hi i i v»i *.

GET LUX

The World's Best— Bar None

R.
East

Best"

NONE
AND

WINS
IN THE
LONC
GOOD— BETTER— BEST

Get the "World

lO

BEST— BAR
EXHIBITORS

15tK

Street

GET LlIX

PRIEUR
New
YorK
Citr

m

Moving' PictureWorld

THE WORLD
Rracb

PHOTOGRAPHIC

PUBLISHING

COMPANY

- 125 E. 23d Street, NEH

Building)

SUBSCRIPTION :
ADVERTISING

$2.00 per year.

Telephone call. Ittl

Post free in the United States, Mexico, Hawaii, Porto Rico
Canada $2.50. Foreign Countries, $3.00. Post Paid.

YORfc

i<ram<>rc)

and the Philippine Islands.

RATES:
Whole page, $60.00; half page, $30.00; quarter page, $15 .00; eighth page, $750; one inch (3H inwide), $300; one inch (2^ in. wide), $2.00; classified (no display), 3 cents per word.
Time Discounts:
10% one months order, 15% six months, 20% twelve months.
WESTERN

OFFICE : 160 Washington Street, (Post Building, Chicago).

Telephone,

Main 3145.

Entered at the General Post Office in New York City as Second-Class Matter.

Vol. 8

MARCH
The Scenario School.

A -chool for scenario writers or rather for the teaching of the writers of scenarios, was inevitable. It has
come and naturally we wish it success. In an article
published last Fall we dealt editorially with this little
problem, being instigated thereto by the receipt of many
scenarios by writers who were unable to place them, and
who asked our advise and guidance in the matter. We
pointed out that the demand for scenarios is not so great
as might have been imagined. We entered into a rough
calculation which showed that in this country at any rate
only about 60 or 70 scenario-, a week were really required.
In other words, the demand, the actual demand, for
scenarios was no greater than that of two or three magazine which require short stories.
Our pages in late numbers and in our la-t volume were
full of complaints as to the difficulty on the one hand of
obtaining good scenarios, and on the other of placing
Exhibitors and others complain that the accepted scenarios or rather the stories of the films were
lacking in freshness, originalit) and other features always
to he desired in tin- kind of literary work.
The "cry of the rejected" i- one which has been familiar
for years in all kinds of newspaper and magazine work.
you cannot please everybody in that business anj more
than jrou can in any other business.
Mr. Louis Parker.
'i li dramatist
who i- meeting, just now. with
such success in New York, i- reported i>> have -aid that it
ilt enough for him to write a play ; but far more
difficult for him to sell it. If that applies to a man with
a well established reputation in hi- branch of work, how
much more closely must it apply to the people who write
for the purpose of selling them to film makers?
There always will be a greal deal of disappointment in
tin and other kinds of literary work.
"Each of us thinkhi- own Swan the whitest."
The difficult) i- to persuade
the other fellow to entertain the Same "pinion.
If we
could all do that, life would be very different to what it is.
Bui we cannol ; and we n'\ ei w ill.
Be id< a school f< n • . nai 1 w riting you h.o. 1
for novelists, dramatists, newspapei men and the like in
Fad anybody who take up the pen wherewith to make
mone) b) filling new-paper- and magazines, bj writing
■ w riting plays, or bj acting, can find a
school for teaching them how I
1 thing
Whether tin- school succeeds or not, depend- upon the

No. 11

18, 1911

aptitude of the individuals requiring the necessary instruction. Not everybody who thinks that he or she can
write for a publication can really do so. Disillusion is
hound t" cine sooner or later, ilut nobody will be convinced or persuaded to the contrary until this disillusion
e. The ranks of the disappointed and the rejected are therefore Idled with people who would be more
useful m taking up other kinds of work. The school to
which we have given mention may accomplish some practical good if it will teach its students the formula or the
technique of scenario writing. To a person of
intelligence it would not he a difficult matter to acquire
these things; hut even so, when the technique or the formula for the writing of a scenario has been acquired, it
by no means follow- the
>ured.
The film
maker ha- to he reckoned with. The film maker is just
a plain man of business who buys what he want- or thinks
he want-. He doe- not buy the best and produce the
best according to many opinions; he just buys what will
sell, what the public wants, or what he thinks the public
wants. The measure of his success in this direction is
the measure of hi- business success. He buys
or plots that will help him to sell his films. 1 hat i< what,
he 1- in the business for.
We have looked
rejected scenarios
buy them
If we
our own scenarios

through a \er> large numb*
and if we made picture- we would not
made picture- we should eitl
01 keep a tame scenario writer on the
1 nplesl wa\
liiv .!,
really high class scenarios is limited. R (Stand's
deer" might look .1 wi\ tine ston in scenario 1
possibly n might nol suit the pi. idu
an important factor in tin- mattei . I [<
lm\ en matei ials and must tit his
rials.
iriginalit) the:,

i- limited

w it li over and ovei aga
i- obvious

1 a!t<

1 he mo\ ing pi< tun
ducated up t. ■
inything unconvi
[j "an) thing unconvent

something like I
given tin formula

\e think,
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us repeat it: A simple story, plainly told, well acted and
well photographed The scenario writer should bear in
mind the tir.st part of tln> formula, lli^ scenario should
embod) a simple, easil) actable story, which can be easily
handled by a producer and his staff of ai
If the school for scenario writing teaches its
students tlii> elementary truth then some good will have
been achieved.

some very finely toned and tinted subjects which have
greatly helped to establish a new standard of quality for
the Lubin product. Thanhouser, Xestor and others have
shown that they have the knowledge and the facilities for
this work and no doubt they have had pleasing comments
from their customers when they, if seldom, departed from
the black and white.

Tin Edison Compan) alone amongst manufacturers
into the open market and paid well known
novelists and story writer- to tender them scenarios.
Whether the experiment was a
iks of the
company alone can tell. The other film manufacturers
i\o not appear to have followed suit in this matter. There
i- no doubt that in the cost of the film only a relatively
small sum can he afforded for the scenario at present, so
that the time looks at present very distant when more than
a hundred dollars will he paid for film scenarios. People
who do work which commands anything like one hundred
dollars for a moving picture scenario can probably earn
more money at newspaper hackwork. In conclusion, it
appears to us that there is no real demand for high class
unconventional scenarios, because, first of all, the makers
cannot afford to pay the prices, and then, the public
would not appreciate the stories when they are presented
to them.

We were prompted to draw attention at this time to
the advisability of varying the tones of the photograph
by reading a letter which was received by the Rex Company fro n an exhibitor who said that he would always
demand Rex films if they were as beautifully toned as the
one he had just run. Without in the least detracting from
the literary or histrionic quality of the Rex product, we
have no doubt that the great and sudden popularity that
this film has already achieved is largely due to the careful toning and tinting which, of itself alone, was enough
to stamp this new product as the work of an old master
hand.

Toning and Tinting as an adjunct
to the Picture;
The high pressure under which some film manufacturers have to work to keep up their regular releases prevents them from giving to their product many artistic
touches that would otherwise be done if there was an
open market and the competition was on the lines of
quality instead of quantity. Occasionally a reel is seen
that is appropriately toned or tinted or both, and it is a
relief to the eye and frequently brings applause to a picture that would have been passed in silence if in cold
black and white. We have heard manufacturers remark
when this subject was mentioned that the people were
already getting enough' for their money. Rather a narrow-minded attitude, is it not?
Toning, of course, is a considerable added expense, as
the photograph has to be developed in black and white,
carefully washed and then treated with other chemicals
which alter the color of the silver deposit ; also the wrork
has to be done by skilled labor. Tinting alone is both
simple and inexpensive. Where both are used together
and in colors appropriate to the subject the result is
almost as satisfying as hand coloring or natural color
photography. We have in mind some Great Northern
subjects that were double toned and tinted, and the impression conveyed was that we w ere looking at the actual
scene. The same can be said of some of the Gaumont
scenic films and an occasional Eclair.
Pathe, of course, leads the world in artificial coloring,
and some of their mechanically colored films d'art rival
the hues of Kinemacolor, although, judging from the records of the patent office, we expect soon to see stencil
colored films from an American manufacturer. But pigment coloring is of course vastly more expensive than
toning and the latter suffices in most cases. Tinting is
sometimes used as a cloak for poor photography but the
photograph must he perfect if it is to be toned.
Of the American manufacturers, Selig. Edison and
Vitagraph occasionally send out toned pictures, in some
of which the various scenes were different toned, appropriate to the subject.
Lubin has also, lately, sent out

So it is evident that the exhibitor and the public like a
change from the black and white and will ask for the
brand of film that gives them the colors; therefore the
manufacturer who hides behind the excuse that "the people are already getting enough for their money" may
wake up some day and find his patronage gone. As we
have said before, toning is not a great expense, and if it
is done right it does not lessen the brilliancy of the picture, but in the tinting process, in which the dye is applied to the whole surface of the film, it is advisable, nay
compulsory, to dilute it to such an extent that there is
just the mere suggestion of color.

The Color Question
Our London correspondent sends us a communication
with regard to a new method of making moving pictures
in natural colors, which, on the face of it, deserves more
than passing notice. The inventor. Mr. Fulton, is a man
whom we know to be experienced in photography, and
that is why we pay particular attention to what our London correspondent says.
If we understand our correspondent aright, Fulton has
applied the principles of reflection to the projection of
moving pictures in natural colors. Xo practical details
are forthcoming, but at the same time, we do not entirely
discredit what has been said as to the possibility of such
a process.
It is not generally known that some of the earliest
photographs were made by reflection. Daguerrotype
cameras were made over 6o years ago in which a reflected
image of the original was finally received on a sensitive
plate. The well known camera obscura is an instance
of the viewing of reflected images of nature. Mr. Fulton's process, therefore, has some basis of reason in it.
Obscure though it necessarily looks to us at present without details, one thing is tolerably certain, the exposure
and development of the negative must be made in the
usual way. It is possible, we presume, to make a very
thin positive, and then transmit color through that posi- to get some sort of harmonious color effect on
the screen.
This looks to be. at first blush, a rough outline of the
Fulton process. While waiting more particulars, we wish
it to be understood that we neither applaud nor condemn
the little information that has been sent us. As we have
said over and over again, there are many minds at work
on this natural color problem and when the problem is
finally solved, we shall probably be saying "Who'd
thought it,'' or some similar remark.
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The Open Market— HI.
Readers of the two preceding articles under this caption will have perceived that we have based our advocacy
of an open market in the making and marketing of moving pictures, chiefly upon qualitative grounds. On
grounds of quality, we recognize that a majority of the
licensed makers have a moral right to their presence in
the market. Their pictures are of a uniform average of
excellence, which entitle them to respect on technical and
artistic grounds. And they please the public. Judged
by results, they are what the public or a majority of the
public wants.
But frankly, while we concede, as we conceded two or
three weeks ago, that the licensed product as a whole had
not gone back in quality, yet we think that these photographs are susceptible, speaking generally, of great improvement in several respects. Many of the licensed
manufacturers are intelligent enough themselves to know
this. They know that they have not yet given the public
the very best they could. They know that constant progress isessential and that is why they are always putting
out new features and redoubling their enterprise. On
broad general grounds these manufacturers are worthy
of a place in the moving pictue market, irrespective of
the protection they enjoy by their association with Xo.
80 Fifth Avenue.
But what of the Independent manufacturers? We
are only quoting the exhibitor in saving that several Independent manufacturers of moving picture films are hardly
entitled to a place in the market in respect of quality of
picture. We could specifically mention these pictures.
Everybody is mentioning them. We, and the reader
know, who the people are that we have in mind.
But we do not want "to knock" these people. We
do not want to "destroy" them or any other manufacturer of inferior moving picture films, but we do want to
bring them to a realization of their position. One way
of doing this, and we think a just way, is to drive home
an open market, especially on the Independent side of the business. On the score of quality
some of the Independent manufacturers have no right in
the market. They are making bad pictures, very bad
pictures, indeed. They are harming the Independent side
of the business ; they are harming the business generally.
We think these people should either make better films, or
go out of the market into some other business. If they
cannot or will not make better pictures, then the market
should be open so that these people do not act as a handicap to their business associates. This is why we want
to '.pen the market. We want to open it to pictures of
quality, whether those pictures come
from the newly
National Film Manufacturing and Lea 1
pany or the Associated Motion Picture Patents Company
iere, or from the licensed, or from an)
other side.
We do not want a restricted market,
market, divided
two factions, or even united in one faction,
the public by promulgating p
inferior qualitj , To reitei ate
l he e are j
which have no right to equal
privilege which the r< stricted program invests them with.
Equally so there are pictun
on the [ndepei
which have no right to a place on the ;
are qualitatively bad, and being bad they haw a bad in
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profitable to the American moving picture maker, than
the home markets. In other words, that he can sell outside the United States more copies of his pictures than he
sells in them. The Yitagraph-Biograph-Selig picture is
selling, we are told, more largely in Europe than in this
country. We are very glad to hear this. We should
like all the manufacturers to be equally successful abroad.
But this they can not if they can't or won't make good
pictures. Hence they stand in their own light and degrade the business in the eyes of the world.
We are not going to let this question of the open market
end with this article. Some of our friends may not be
pleased with what we are writing. We are this, but we consider it a matter of duty to write what
we write. We have refrained in mercy from stating why
certain pictures we have in mind have no right on this
market, or any market. We hope that we may not be
called upon to do so. Still we are prepared to speak out,
if it is necessary. Meanwhile we insist that the attitude
we take up in advocating an open market is for the good
of the business as a whole. Opening the market to
qualitative competition would be to the advantage of the
public. And if the public is not advantaged, then, by the
law of reflex action, the manufacturers will not be advantaged. So that, on the whole, our advocacy of an
open market is in the interest of manufacturers themselves, afact which we hope they will recognize.

The Associated Motion Picture Patents
Company.
A New Film Manufacturing Concern
Just at the moment of writing, when widespread interest is being evinced in the moving picture field over the
desire, expressed in our pages, for an open market in the
business of making and selling moving picture
comes along quietly and unannounced a new
which we are sure is destined to figure largely in the new
condition of things, that the open market, when it comes
and it is bound to come, will bring about
This is the
Associated
Motion Picture Patents Company,
York State Million Dollar corporation with office
Broadway, and a manufacturing plant in
tion.
What is the A
panj ? Briefly, it is a combination of su
men. that is, men
who haw
!
branches of business, who have entere I
hire field fortified by their succef
apply the
to the bus
and selling moving pictures,
assured th<
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say that we have personalh satisfied ourselves that these
ma fide nature.
Here we will say that we think the formation of the
Companj is to the advantage of the business
as a whole. That is why we welcome it. The operations
of the company include the erection of a special plant for
printing from manufacturer-.' own negatives. I he A.SSO
mpany intends to be a high class firm of trade
printer-, with a perfectly appointed factory of the newest
and latest machinery and appliances, and the best technical help m printing, tuning, tinting, etc.. etc. The Associated Company lay themselves out tii print for moving
picture manufacturers, cheaper and better than these men
can print for themselves. They invite printing from both
and independent manufacturers. They will print
advertising pictures; educational pictures. They will
print for individual persons, for-anybody and for everybody. Their scheme is to produce perfect positives from
whatever negatives are supplied.
Equally so, the Company intend entering the business
of producing and releasing. With the enormous capital
at their command they are in a position to engage the best
available talent in the way of producers, actors, photographers. They propose sending out companies to various
parts of the country, having the negatives made and releasing the positives in the ordinary way of business.
They propose making industrial, educational, scientific
pictures.
Biblical subjects will also receive attention.
All their pictures will be carefully censored and nothing
will leave the Associated Works, which is not of the highest excellence. If it is necessary in order to carry out
this project to have half a dozen plants in various parts
of the country, those plants will be erected. If it is necessary to further capitalize the company over and above
the million dollar mark, the money will be forthcoming.
This is an important point which we desire in the interests of the business to emphasize. The Associated Company is no small mushroom concern, with a few thousand
dollars at its command. It is, we have to again state, a
solidly financed concern, backed up by business men of
great reputation, determined to succeed in the making and
marketing of the highest class moving picture which it is
possible to prepare in the United States or any part of the
world to-day.
The Associated Company is not entering the moving
picture field tentatively or by way of experiment. It has
some to stay and intends to stay. It has been quietly perfecting its organization for several months past. It not
merely intends to have a share of the American market ;
it intends to have a share of the markets of the world. It
is its object to secure this trade by one means, and one
means only, that is by means of quality. The Associated
Company releases will challenge comparison with the
best made moving picture in the world, because they will
be produced by the highest class talent available in the
photographic, technical and producing ends. Quality,
quality, quality is the slogan of the Associated Company.
The Associated Company has no politics ; it is not out
to antagonize any combination of individuals or any single
individual at present in the moving picture business. The
men at the back of the Associated Company have studied
the field quietly and diligently for a long time. They
have convinced themselves that there is room for the
Associated Company's pictures. They have put down
their money ; they intend to succeed in their object, antagonizing none, interfering with none. The Associated
Company has come into the business in response to a
widespread desire for an open market.
They intend to
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do their share in sustaining an open market by the only
possible way, namely, by putting out none hut the highest
class picture.- and by hacking up their venture with plenty
of money, experience, brain- and enterprise. We have
no doubt of the success of the Associated Company in
this programme.

Sea Pictures.
The above is the title of an article that we have long
had in mind. Just as we are about to write it, we find at
our hand the March number of "American Photography,"
which, as many of our readers know, is devoted to stationary photography in its artistic and amateur aspects.
The first article in this publication gives an account of the
marine photography of F. J. .Mortimer. Mr. Mortimer
is
a well publication
known amateur
of an '
English
of thatphotographer
name. This and
is theEditor
peculiarity
and the distinction of his work. For years he has devoted himself to the photography of the sea. He is not
the first to make a specialty of this kind of work, but he
is, we think, the most successful. His field of work is in
the southwest corner of England, that part of the British
Isles first seen by the voyager from this side of the world.
The coast is rocky and stormy, and gives opportunity for
the making of not merely very fine photographs, but very
fine paintings.
Mr. Mortimer's photographic life work deals with a
tremendous subject. The sea, especially on the coast, is j
a thing of moods. It has infinite variety of form and
aspect. As a subject it is popular with us all, whether in
book, in poetry, in painting, in photography. We all love
the sea. We love sea stories, sea adventures. The mysteries of the deep enthral us. The sea always interests
us. In fact, to paraphrase an old saying, "If there were
no sea, it would be necessary to invent one."
The enormous popularity of still photographs of the
sea suggests to us that the makers of moving pictures
might give us more sea subjects than they do. Now and
again we get a drama enacted by the sea shore, but seldom, indeed, studies of the sea itself. Yet the subject is
always fascinating. We observe that when a sea picture
is shown on the moving picture screen, it vastly interests
an audience. The sea tells its own stories. When it is
placid, we know that calm sets upon its breast. When it
is stormy, the imagination is excited by possibilities that
beyond the dark scurry of the waves ships may be struggling and lives may be in danger. There is an infinite
variety of waves, and wave forms. There are swells,
combers, rollers. Sea spray, sea mist, sea fog are interesting to look at. The relationship between the sky and
the sea is also an interesting subject for photography, for
the sky is almost as varied in its effects as the sea.
Individual reputations in ordinary photography are
many and varied. Here is a man whose reputation for
sea photographs is world wide. Reputations in the production of moving pictures, that is. in the individualistic
sense, are still in the making. If some clever moving
picture photographer would take up the study of the sea
with the moving picture camera, as Mortimer has done
with the stationary camera, he would make a great reputation and he would make much money. Moreover, his
pictures when shown on the screen would gratify many
millions. As we have said before, we all love the sea
and like to look at the sea itself, though mostly we must
be satisfied by studying pictures of it. We hope this hint
will be taken by the makers, and that we shall have more
pictures of the sea than we have had so far.
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A Unique Situation.
By Robert Grau.
]\IO greater illustration of the potency of the motion
^
picture can be pointed to than to make observation
of the meteoric rise and persistent uplift which characterizes the careers of the men who entered that field a
few years ago.
The practically definite announcement that Marcus
Loew is to absorb the William Mlorris theaters is perhaps the most important news of the last few years, and
it is not to be doubted that the after effect will be momentous, ifindeed it does not create a complete upheaval
in the vaudeville and moving picture world. It must
first be understood that William Morris has for more
than ten years maintained, alone and unaided, a warfare
against the allied vaudeville interests, better known as the
United Booking Offices. Moreover, he
has been their greatest menace, and during the last three
years has been the
only opponent with
which the larger concern had to contend.
It has always been
conceded in important vaudeville circles
that the day when
William Morris ceased to wage his battle, whether from
defeat or compromise, the last vestige
of what is known as
"opposition''
have been castwill
into
oblivion, and the eyes
of the entire amusement world have always been intently
William Morris.
fixed on the movements of this remarkable young man of whom Mr. Keith on
not 1" he counted out while he has a roll-top
■ me house to book for."
The "Moving Picture World" readers are, however,
rested in the new situation from a vaudeville
viewpoint than from a desire to know what will he the
effect on the moving picture industry, and, ii
degree, on what is known as "Pop" vaudeville.
Mr,
up to this period, that while he is ambitious, and aims to raise the level of his theaters and
is in no hurrj to gratify the wishes of
• nt which is constantly predicting that he will
turn all of his higher grade theatres into what is gen
erally known as "Big tunc."
He realizes that the great
ccumulated has come from his grasping
n time the opportunity offered by the great
moving pictures.
It is true that the addition of
vaudeville acl became a nece it} , but
I
tat the motion picture must be a vital, even a
feature of his programmes, if he \i to retain the
tremendi
adually, for it cannot be
moving pictures and p. rhaps li
Idition of minor vaudeville ad
But the -ei ious phase in .ill these pro< i eding

the nature of the "deal" by which Mr. Loew is to absorb
the Morris theaters, for while it seems certain that the
United Booking Offices are factors therein, it is not believed that either Mr. Morris or Mr. Loew have removed
from their possession the privilege of turning their houses
into high grade vaudeville establishments.
Thus the situation is unique in that it brings about
universal peace for some time to come and what is even
more important, the utter abolition of the famous "black
list," ansitionembargo
to make
Mr. ofMorris'
potenable, andwhich
also served
has caused
some
the most
celebrated stars to appear in the low-priced theaters, for
after they had appeared for a few weeks for Mr. Morris
and were unwelcome with the U. B. O. people, they were
forced to accept whatever engagements offered.
The entrance of William Morris, into the moving picture and "Pop" vaudeville field, is an event of vast importance, for he is the type of man who makes his presence felt in any surroundings, and he will prove an asset
of very large dimenm fact his operations are extremely likely to be spectacular.
The accession of
such theaters as the
American and the
Plaza to Mr. I
already formidable
in itself a rement. In fiv<markable achievethis man'. enormously
has
rich but his h
are perhaps tl
dividual operating
:iiy single
inin the amusement
world. If Mr
ran control his amand refrain
from activities
which
may
meannewhi —and uning into
then
Marcus Loew.
the distuu
field of vaudeville combinedin with
movii l'
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Carbon Setting tor Projection Purposes.
\'UY PHELPS

GAGE!

Here the upward air currents
the craters nearly to
the top of the carbons (Fig 3),

J T had always been my supposition that when using
alternating
current
the best
carbon setting would
be the
same
as when
using direct
current; that is with the carbons tipped back from
the
vertical about 300. The alternating arc when in operation
usually looks like Fig. 1, which
is a photograph natural size,
of an arc using 35 amperes
alternating
current
under
a
pressure of 35 volts.
Fig. 2
is a front view of the same.
By a study of these pictures
one would expect that as most
of the light comes from the
craters, some
from the hot
carbon ends, and but very little from the arc itself, most*
of the light would be thrown
up or down and but little horizontally. Actual photometric
measurements have shown a
distribution of light as in Fig.
pS, where the distance of the
line from the center represents
the
candle power when measured in that
direction from the center.
The same
thing may be shown
by holding a
paper in front of the arc. There will
be two bright spots separated by a
shadow.
Fig. 4 is a photograph of
this, the arc is just behind the cross.
If the carbons are vertical the least
light will go along the axis of the lantern, that is towards the screen, and
the result is apt to be a shadow in the
middle of the picture. If the carbons
are tipped back 300 the brightest light
is in the direction of the axis of the
lantern where it is wanted.
What I have said so far refers to
an arc lamp trimmed with carbons in
perfect alignment, the craters when
operated on alternating current
being flat and at right angles to
the axis of the carbons, side
drafts barred.
If the carbons are set vertical the natural drafts of air do
not tend to push the crater to
one side or the other. A condenser or other piece of glass
put up near the arc will not
disturb these air currents.
Thinking that a side draft
might change the position of
the crater as it does when using
a long direct current arc I tried
placing the carbons horizontal.

A.M.. Corni i i. University.

but they were still parallel to
each other. That the craters
are not at right angles to the
axis of tHe carbons is merely
an accident.
I know of no possible effect
an alternating current transformer can have on the shape
or position of the arc. A well
designed choke coil will greatly reduce the power consumption, but that is another matter.
The ciple"Blow
magnet'' prinused on flamming
arcs,
mentioned on page 427 of the
March 4th number of this
magazine can be used to hold
the craters to the front of the
carbons. This has three
other effects. It raises the arc
voltage, makes the arc noisy,
and renders the arc delicate
and hard to handle. If some
enterprising manufacturer will take
the trouble to make such a device and
adjust it very carefully it might be
made to work.
Now that the matter of carbon setting is being discussed I would like to
say a few words about the best arrangement for direct current. With
direct current practically all the available light comes from the positive
crater ; hence great care must be taken
to hold the crater so it faces the condenser and to keep the arc long enough
so the negative carbon does not cast
a shadow. This is a perfectly general rule and applies to any type of
direct current projection lamp.
The usual type of projection arc
lamp holds the two carbons in alignment and tipped back about 300
as is shown in Fig. 1. When
using direct current it is better
to u^e a longer arc than this,
which will enable the rising
currents of air to carry the
crater to the forward side of
the upper carbon. This is illustrated inFig. 2 of the article
which appeared February 25,

Arc lamp with the

carbons horizontal.

page 410. If the crater has a
tendency to form anywhere else
it will be necessary to "juggle
things around" until it forms
where it is wanted. A little experiment will show much quick-
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er than many words can tell just how this is done ; but the
point is, to make the crater burn so as to face the condenser.

i

i

t
Fig. 4. Paper held in front of arc lamp.
The dotted lines
show the position of the carbons behind the paper. Note
the shadow between the two spots of light from
the two craters.

Another type of lamp, much used in stereopticon work
but not often seen in moving picture equipment, is one
which holds the carbons at right angle? to each other.
For many purposes, such as for use with a projection
microscope, it is the only kind of lamp which does satisfactory work. With the right-angle lamp the positive
crater can be made to form on the tip of the upper electrode. As the carbon burns back or feeds forward the
arc always remains in the axis of the lamp and never
needs centering. The right-angle lamp gives about 15%
more light in the horizontal direction for the same current
than does the inclined carbon lamp. It can be used with
currents up to about 25 amperes before the "magnetic
blow"
becomes
blow"
acts as effect
if there
were atroublesome.
strong blast ofThis
air "magnetic
blowing through
the lamp. Practically, 25 amperes as an upper limit is not
too low for good projection. Twenty-five amperes with
a right-angle lamp should furnish 8,000 candle-power,
more than one could get with 80 amperes alternating current. If8,000 candle-power will not give good projection
there is something wrong somewhere. That right-angle
lamps are not used wherever there is direct current available is due mainly to the conservatism of the manufacturers.
The question of arc voltage as such need not cause
much trouble. The arc voltage depends on the arc length,
and it is the arc length that should be carefully watched.
In every case where resistance is used, either with alternating or direct current, hold the arc length so that as
much as possible of the crater or craters shows in the
forward direction. This can be seen by looking at the
are with a colored ,t;lass or other device. The power taken
from the line depends only upon the amperage. The
power which is not used in the arc is wasted in the rheostat, so it is better to use a fair arc strength and let the
voltage come to what it will.
When using alternating current with a choke coil or
an alternating current transformer the case is different.
Here the power taken from the line is (practically) the
product of the arc amperes time< the arc volts. Now.
while an increase in the arc length will increase the light,
it will increase the arc voltage in greater proportion :
hence under these conditions for the sake of economy it
i- better to use a short
THE
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Panic and lis Prevention.
The newspapers this week have had lengthy accounts
of an unfortunate disaster in a Russian moving picture
theatre
An explosion, a fire and a panic, led to the
death of a hundred persons and the injur) of man) more.
The true details oi this unfortunate occurrence will probably never be known. We are sorry to perceive that the
New York papers, with their usual alarmist tendencies,
seem to have deliberate^ set about frightening the public
by printing more or less unnecessarily sensational accounts of this regrettable affair, which everybody having
the best interests of the moving picture business at heart.
strongly deplores.
: our contemporaries, saner than the rest, recalls
the interesting fact that since 1896, when the picture first
became popular (that is fifteen years ago), only two disasters of magnitude have occurred, a comparatively
small percentage. One was the Charity Bazaar fire in
Paris ; the other that at Boyertown, Pa. Of course there
have been many minor accidents in moving picture theatres, and other buildings, but on the whole we think that,
as compared with other forms of entertainment, the moving picture is not very dangerous or danger-provoking.
With regard to the Russian disaster, it is permissible to
assume that it may have been caused by the readily inflammable nature of some junk films. Here, on the assumption that this theory is tenable, we would like to
warn all exhibitors throughout the world from incurring
similar risks. Film of this nature, which has been in long
practical use, is more readily inflammable than other films.
There is a general aspect of this matter, suggested by
the Russian disaster, which we have long had in mind
and to which we think it desirable to defer. It is this:
Exhibitors cannot be too careful in exercising all care
in taking means to avoid any explosions, fires or panics,
in their theatres. Primarily, of course, in the protection
of the lives of the people who frequent their theatres ;
secondarily, for the due conservation of the business.
Disasters of the Russian and Boyertown nature frighten
people and work harm to the business. The moving picture business has reached such a condition of stapleness
and stability that it would be a thousand pities if by carelessness, or other cause, the occurrence of preventable accidents should repel the public at a time when it is desirable the public should be attracted to the moving picture.
"THE PRIESTESS OF CARTHAGE."
I have talked "Open Market No. 2;" many persons have
opposed my views on the ground that an open market
would open the doors to too many would-be manufacturers,
and that an extra crop of new manufacturers would bring
a slump in the prices.
I am readv to wage that Mr. Gaumont is not afraid of an
open market. Why should he be? He holds the market.
. Some manufacturers, very few of them, they can be counted
on the five fingers of the hand, can produce some good work
but certainly none of them can excell, at least at this time,
"The Priestess of Carthage" of Gaumont.
With such work on record, the capitalist who, approached
by a new prospective manufacturer, can say to his borrower:
"Have you the nerve to tell me that you can produce a better 'Priestess of Carthage' and this with a meagre capital
at your disposition? Such work requires a great experience,
a little fortune to produce and a lot of time and hard work.
You will have to show me what you can do before I invest
any money in a moving picture manufacturing plant, as I
am not going to risk my capital unless you can prove me
that you can do better than Gaumont."
Xo words can be found strong enough to express the
agreeable impression left after the exhibition of such a wonderful production. The acting surpasses the most sanguine
expectations, the gorgeous settings and costumes are correct
to the epoch, the colors are admirably distributed.
The s,ory is a- follows:
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The ( uy ..i Carthage is at war with Rome In the Temple
of Eschmoun, the priests and thi
iiered together to pray for victory.
Bent on the immolated victims,
ih
Ii '\\ ihl; oracle
" Arizath, I
ess of Ian it . must come; she is the only one who can
Airzath comes The oracle promises \ict"ry if she will
obtain from the barbarian chief, Gersaken, the moon-tone
that
save he
us " carries in his turban. Ari/ath dresses herself most
beautifully and preceded by a slave goets to see Gersakenu
who falls in love with her and promises to give her the talismen,
but after
nextof day's
battle. but in her wa>
Arizath
takes the
leave
Gersaken,
young and rich suitor, who makes her remember that she
promised to marry him.
"Too late.'' she said. "1 am betrothed." The lmer swears revenge and at night introduces
himself to Gersaken's tent to steal the precious talisman.
Arizath is on her house's terrace when Gersaken brings
her the severed .head of her former lover. Th<
at first feels disgust, but she consults Tanit and taking the
e, she throws the head into the void. Then she
warrior's sword to the purifying flames, and, in
company with Gersaken, she goes to the temple to bring
the
famous moonstone, talisman of the future victories of
Carthage.
It is a masterpiece if any film can be called by this name.
It is art in every sense of the word.
I am sorry to say that while the best classes clamor for
better statures, our exhibitors, .several of them do not seem
to understand art, do not appreciate good work but have
still in themselves, the uncultured tastes of the pu.sh-cart
•men. They do not think that a pcture can be a good comedy, unless there is a woman lifting her skirts, when in the I
act of falling. Cannot consider a drama a good one, unless
there is a repulsive sensational scene or climax. These men
are the ones retarding the uplifting of the business and discouraging the manufacturers.
We find them everywhere. At Mr. Geo. Kleine's exhibition
room they were there. While "The Priestess of Carthage"
was on the screen, they were passing some absurd comments, ina loud voice, without any consideration for the persons wishing to enjoy such a rare master-piece. It would be
too long to enumerate some of these foolish comments. I
will mention one of them, to give an idea of how silly some
of our exhibitors can be. A certain exhibitor thought that
he would show his high intelligence by making the following remark: "I see no cowboys in this picture." Other exhibitors thought that it was proper to laugh at such a stupid
joke. Such men should have been asked to leave the room.
They could not appreciate art and good work.
Mr. Gaumont can feel safe, no matter if we have 200 new
manufacturers willing to cut the prices to five cents per foot.
Mr. Gaumont will always find enough lovers of good art to
pay him his price. High art pictures will make money for
the few manufacturers able to produce them and will ruin
the manufacturers that cannot produce the quality. An
open market means quality and not quantity.
Mr. Kleine cannot deny that quality talks louder than
quantity. He remembers that a year ago, we had the hardest time to show the "Penitent of Florence" at the Orpheum
Theater, because the owners of said theater, were opposed
to Gaumont pictures, but as during the past year, Mr. Gaumont released so many master-pieces, the Orpheum had no
more objection and the Gaumont films are shown there
week after week. Excellent quality won the Orpheum
Theater to the Gaumont productions as will eventually be
the case, when quality rules over quantity.
J. M. BRADLET.
Casper, Wyo— The Temple Theater here has just completed extensive alterations including the installation of a
Mirror Screen and a Motiograph machine. Now using Independent service through Wm. 11. Swanson Film Co. Denver
office One of the best five piece orchestras in the State
has been secured and a program of pictures and music
equal to the best is the standard now set by the management
of the Temple Company.
Creston, Iowa— The Comet Theater of this city was lately
opened under the management of Mr. II. L. Tucker. The
building is new and the location is all that could be wished
for. The seating capacity is 600 and all of the seats are
needed most of the time. The Motiograph is the machine
used, in conjunction with the Mercury Arc Rectifier. The
nrojection is first class and the music is just what it ought
to be for moving picture purposes, with special attention to
proper sound effects. The house is doing verv well in the
face of strong opposition.
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INDIANS WAR ON FILMS.
Delegation at Washington to Protest Against Alleged Libels
in Moving Pictures.
Washington, Feb. 17. — Members of the two Chippewa
delegations from Minnesota and Indians from other sections have joined in an "uprising" again-t the moving pictures. They charge that the moving picture promoters, in
order to get thrilling pictures of wild western life, have
used white men costumed as Indians, in depicting scenes
that are not true pictures of the Indians, and are in fact
grossly libelous. The Indians are contemplating a call at
the White House tomorrow to lay the case before President
Taft. and may ask for congressional action looking to the
regulation of moving pictures in which Indians are shown.
One of the protesting Indians said to-day that he had
gone into one of the motion picture theaters here, where
a picture was shown in which a young Indian graduate of
one of the non-reservation schools was the chief figure. He
was shunned by the members of his tribe upon his return
to them, took to drink, killed a man and fled, but was killed
after a long chase. This was denounced as an untrue portrayal of the Indian.
Among those who have signed the protest against presenting these pictures to be shown are: Rev. lohn Eastman,
Eves Tall Chief, Benjamin Casswell, George Walters, A. H.
Bow, E. Shig, John Ottoby, Red Bird, Scott Big Buck, John
Washee, Bird Chief, Jr., Big Billy, John W. Carl, B. L.
Fairbanks, Joe Critt, Thomas Swan, Rev. Chas. T. Wright,
James Bassett, Jay Dugeg Won, A. Y. Oush, Big Chietf,
Thomas Bell, Walton Arnold, Woodworth Sage. Jesse Rouledge Gustave H. Beaulieu, Julius Brown, William Potter,
Big Ben and Captain Joseph Rouleau.
THE UNUSUAL THING.
New film manufacturing concerns have flitted aero-- the
horizon with such meteoric effect that when a new light apquestion
"How
long of
willthese
it last?"
As
we havepears thesaid
before,first
the arises,
brief life
of most
aspirants
was due to the fact that they set out to do "the usual thing."
and that in a very perfunctory manner. It was. therefore,
to look at the third release of the Rex Company,
"By the Light of the Moon," and see how an ordinary theme
could be adeptly handled with such daring originality a- to
give it absorbing interest. The silhouette style of picture runs
the entire length of the film, which is beautifully tinted, as all
Rex film-; are. It is taking as well in the theaters as the iw"
previous Rex issues, "A Heroine of '76" and "The Story of a
Prayer Rug," which means they are meeting with succe-s.
which is phenomena to a new concern.
MORE
COMEDIES.
Wisely reasoning that the superfluity of Western
films
proclaimed a dearth of that other feature line, good comedy,
the Solax people have laid themselves out to shine in this
capacity.
Producer Melville informs u- that they now have
■ .medies ready for early release, and Advance Agent
I hack from a two weeks' trip among the
a broad smile.
Solax films are evidently
not hard l
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NEW COURT THEATER. KANKAKEE. OPENED.
Opening of the New Court Theater. Kankakee, 111. which
apparently bids fair to be one of the most successful photoplay houses in the Mississippi Valley was an event for nearly
3,000 persons Saturday afternoon and evening February 18.
Frank M. Howell, formerly of Springfield. 111. but now representing the Baldwin Piano Company on the Pac
who is a gifted pianist gave several solo number- but featured
the accompaniment
of the ofpictures.
In addition
orchestra
gave a program
twelve numberwith Bruner's
William
Dwyer of Chicago as baritone soloist. The paneled ceiling
of the vestibule is studded with tungsten lights and the
woodwork is of golden oak with Lincru-ta Walton panels,
heraldic design and in ivory colors. The auditorium proper
ha- heavy beamed ceiling of Louis XIV. design and is
colored in ivory white and decorated in gold. The ends of
the beams are supported by capped Corinthian pilaster? finished in the same decorations as the ceiling. The wails are
paneled, in colors of light buff, with light blue-grey fields
and decorated in gold and brown with heavy cornered Romanesque design. The curtain screen is -uspended in a
heavy frame finished in maroon, gold and white and hung
between pedestals on which rest beautiful Sago palms.
All wiring 1- in electric conduits insuring safety. The lamphou-e 1- lined throughout with five-ply asbe-tos and covered
with twenty guage galvanized iron, lapped one and one-half
inches and nailed every half inch complying with tl
rules of the underwriters. The ceiling is lighted with holoplane disk lights with ioo-watt tungstens. The side lights
are ordinary carb<>n lights with fancy -hades to which arc
hung three inch gold fringe.
Frve sixteenth inch fans and an exhaust tan capable of
throwing
small n out 8,000 cubic feet of air per minute are run by
Mi--

urt will be handled by Zef LaRocque,
Lillian Tanner ca-hier and . .pcrator Van D
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iw card wherever
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They say that prosperity or adversity comes in bunches.
I know
it." That Up
is, 1to know
far asdate
the the
moving
are
concerned.
a veryit so
recent
Publicpictures
Press
(the daily, weekly and Sunday newspapers) ignored moving
pictures and. like the vaudevillian of about six years ago,
laughed at them. It would be my delight to dwell upon the
subject and tell of what I heard. The pictures were always
the tailenders." Some people used to call them "the driveout" And.■ strange
it mayon seem
to mosttheof stage
us, the
stood inasfront,
and about
at very
that
time, are now the proprietors or managers of some of the
largest moving picture houses in the country. Why is it?
■ \ery people. If you believe all you may hear you
may be misled.
I met a friend one day and he said he had been studying
a case all the previous day and night; finally he took up a
pen, but his thoughts failed. Step by step he pushed on,
and finally the manuscript was put in the hands of the
proper party. When the curtain rose there was vociferous
applause, and upon the close of the performance the author
of the piece was called before the curtain and forced to "bow
acknowledgments." The production was an immense success. Eventually it went "on the road." Of course the
author did not go with it. He remained with the white
lights and commenced, in spare moments, writing another
play.
"The
road" ofhasourmany
and unpleasant
and the first-born
authorrugged
suffered.
He was not spaces
there
with his influence and affluence to help make the path an
easy one — and the poor thing died.
That is history in repeated form. The author with influence and money has been able to stage his product in the
city, but when the same influence and affluence deserted the
"succe-s"
it went
upon cases
the road
in and
played heraspart.
In both
the failure
Public steped
Press had
its
hands. In the first it appplauded; in the second it condemned. But how much more fortunate was that poor (?)
author than the deserving one who wrote a good manuscript
for a good moving picture play. Poor thing! The press
was against the moving picture business on general principles. If fault could not be found with the story, then some
fault would be found with the photography, the management
or the operator of the projecting machine. At last the moving pictures are dignified by the Public Press; at least they
are receiving dignified, if not intelligent, consideration.
Some of the editors and reporters still persist in stating that
a certain number of lives have been sacrificed by the exploding of a stereopticon, or that the over-heated celluloid
in a moving picture machine ignited the films with dire result- Investigation has shown that the parties responsible
for such reports are new acquisitions from New Jersey cranberry bogs or Xew Hampshire maple forests. The reporters
are gradually becoming educated to the real conditions and
will soon be able to give the public the news as it should
be served. We have confident hopes that when a torch is
dropped acidentally into a bundle of tinsel on the stage the
moving picture machine innocently reclining in the front of
the house will not be blamed for the damage.
The latest report is that almost a hundred children perished in the destruction of a moving picture theater by fire
in St. Petersburg, Russia, a few days ago. Eighty per cent
of the papers stated that the catastrophe was caused by
"an
explosion
.the the
moving
machine."
Thetheother
papers,
among ofthem
New picture
York Sun,
state that
fire
originated from a can of petroleum which was ignited in
some unknown manner, presumably by a carelessly thrown
match. Whether or not this be true, there is a standing
offer of a fortune to anyone who can prove that a moving
picture machine ever "exploded."
Be that as it may. Let us come nearer home. One of
the most remarkable scenes in a court house was that enacted a few days ago in New York City. The incident may
be classed as the most expensive moving picture exhibition
ever given since the birth of motion photography.
The case
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on trial was that of John R. Binns, better known to fame
as "lack" Binns (the hero wireless operator on the steamship Republic, sunk off Nantucket by the steamship Florida)
against the Vitagraph Company of America. Soon after the
event ocurred, the well known moving picture manufacturing
concern about
issued March,
a picture1909.
entitled
"C.Q.D."
was issued
In July
of the The
samepicture
year
Binns sued for $25,000 damages, claiming that his reputation had been injured by a fake representation of the accident showing what was purported to be his personal participation. At the time the suit w^as brought Binns was employed in connection with a side show at Luna Park, Coney
Island, N. Y.. under the management of Thompson & Dundy.
The show was called "Saved by Wireless." Binns won on
the first trial, but on appeal a new trial was ordered. The
second trial took place in the Supreme Court of New York
before Justice Greenbaum and at the opening of the case the
lawyer- for limn- increased the claim for damages from $25.000 to $50,000. The trial occupied about two days and the
jury returned a verdict for Binns for $12,500 after deliberating
about four hours. The Vitagraph Company will appeal.
During the trial it was decided to have the "C.Q.D." film
produced before the court and jury, and for the first time to
my knowledge in this or any other country a moving pictun- exhibition was given in a court house. See how prophetic moving pictures are! I remember seeing a moving
picture subject a year or two ago depicting a robery. The
opening scene, or one of them, was an exterior showing an
Italian organ-grinder, with a monkey, stopping in front of
a mansion. As the Italian played the organ, the monkey
climbed to an open window and entered the mansion. At
the same time some moving picture people entered upon
the scene to get material for a play. This was a sort of prologue. Later scenes of the film told of a young man being
accused of robbery. Conviction meant the loss of a bride.
But some thoughtful angel brought forth the organ-grinder,
his "monk" and the moving picture people. The picture
taken at the time was reproduced in court and showed how
the monkey committed the theft and turned over the proceeds to its master. Of course the hero was cut loose, only
to be tied up again, but in a much more pleasant manner.
If I am not mistaken this was the first moving picture production showing a moving picture within a moving picture,
and if I am not again mistaken, the Vitagraph Company was
the maker of it. I should be pleased to be informed on this.
Oh! by the way, I said the Binns trial afforded the most
expensive moving picture exhibition on record. Perhaps I
have not qualified this declaration. To cinch the matter I will
say that after the verdict was rendered Mr. Albert E. Smith,
the treasurer of the Vitagraph Company, was asked what
he thought of the outcome. Mr. Smith, I might say, is a
condensed wit. He says little but speaks much, if the expression may be permitted. Replying to the interviewer he
said: "I have nothing to say at the present time about the
verdict, except that it is the most expensive moving picture
show I ever atended."
In reply to many inquiriers. the address of the makers of
the F 1.9 moving picture camera lens, referred to in our artiFebruary 18,Limited,
"Exposing
Moving Pictures
Indoors,"
J. H.cle of Dallmeyer,
25 Newman
Street, W.,
London,is
__ Mr. Ludwig G. B. Erb, formerly treasurer of the Powers
Company informs us that he has perfected a non-infringing
camera, which will be seen on the market in due course. Mr.
Erb's plans for the future are, at present, indefinite, but he
proposes,
business. we understand, to continue in the moving picture
Mr. Charles Fuller, formerly associated with the Film Import & Trading Company, starts this week on a business trip
through the entire moving picture field of the country. He
is to proceed as far as the coast, visiting exchanges, etc.,
en route. Mr. Fuller is popular in the moving picture field;
he is a very good salesman, and is liked. We have no doubt
that his business trip, which is undertaken in the interest of
a new concern in the business, will be successful.
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CONVENTION.

Convention time approaches. "J. M. B.," in Chicago, is
talking and writing about the subject. We, here in New
York City, also have our eyes upon it. The American moving picture trade is, as the Irishman might remark, a collection of wandering atoms; there is no union, no unanimity;
no common purpose animating the trade as a whole. The
two factions of which it is composed at present bid fair to
be increased by a third faction, a fourth faction, a fifth faction and possibly others. Factionism is rife; factionism
is rampant. It is time this state of things was ended. The
convention to be held next July at Chicago will probably
be a valuable step toward erecting a representative body
of the American moving picture trade.
At present there is no really representative body in the
United States competent to deal with the situation as it at
present exists. While I am writing these paragraphs the
Kinematograph & Lantern Weekly lies before me. It contains a lengthy account of the second annual dinner of the
Kinematograph trade held in London on February 22. There
were over 300 film men at that dinner, representing all
branches of the industry. It has taken two or three years to
get the film men of the British Isles together. This dinner
will probably precede an annual convention which is talked
of on the other side.
Something of the same sort seems to be desirable in this
country. Dinners, as such, count for very little, though we
know that they are often the means of smoothing the path
of business. What is needed is a business gathering of all
the constituents of the American film trade.
It seems to me desirable that the convention should primarily be organized by the principal exhibitors of the country; that they should meet, discuss their needs and requirements; that they should exchange business views, and that
thousands of men who have sunk so much money in the
business, should have some say about the way in which that
business is conducted.
At present the exhibitor is voiceless.
If Chicago is a suitable centre for a great gathering of exhibitors, then let Chicago be chosen. For the same reason,
if St. Louis or New York City, or any other place, be preferable, let that place be chosen. But do, please, this summer,
let us have a really representative gathering of exhibitors
drawn from all over the country. Then the first step will
have been taken toward forming a really national body of
representative men of the American moving picture trade.
Where the exhibitor will go the exchange man will surclv
follow. So will the film maker. So will the makers of
machines. So will the makers of all accessories which the
moving picture man uses in his business. But the
should be taken, I am convinced, by, for and on behalf ol
the exhibitors, who are the backbone of the business.
The convention should not primarily be a manufacturers'
tion; it should I"*
wherever it 1- held
Hitherto, al
have been held hav<
the exchange and manufai
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that of the open market.
I have :.
if a canvass was made of the exhibitors throughout
Stales, it would be for the open market Ikithem a greater choice of films than they have a:
time. So probably would the exchange mar..
would be benefited by being able to buy
stead of under present circumstam
choice of market.

the United
would give
the present
He clearly

The moving picture trade is the only trade of any magnitude in the country, which, at th<
is without
a representative trade body.
This body t
formed at the first convention.
Thei
why both
licensed and independent
manufacturershould
vited to attend, and show their film-; why all the manufacturers should not also be invited to exhibit their goods There
is no reason why the freedom of the exhibitor shoi
ering.
made, at the first convention, the dominant note of the gathAt the London gathering to which I have previou-ly alluded, there were several members
of Parliament present,
and they discussed legislation as it affects the industry across
the Atlantic.
Probably at the first moving pictur.
tion in this country, State Senators or Repre-entau
be present, and some unanimity of state leg
agreed upon.
Al
moving picture busine-- are diverse, and in man) cases contradictory. It ib surely de-irable that thej
I am advocating a moving picture conventi
interests of the busines- as a whole.
Beside- Great Britain,
France has a representative body; in Eur. ;
movable congress formed to deal with moving picture matters. Progressive United States alone lags behind in this
important matter.
I perceive that out in Chicago n
casionally get together in an informal man:
picture convention you could discuss these and Otl I
subjects for the general good.
But
could a-k conundrums.
|
license not
a license?"
and "1indepei
picture
necessarily
inferior
to aan lie*
1
ture?" and "What 1- the
The con
n-infringing cam<
dozen of these at the convei
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Educational
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REMEMBERING
VERSUS
FORGETTING.
There are many people who bemoan the tact that 1
ing is hard, poor memories, treacherous memories, mixed
what a host of difficulties surge about that precious
memory! Young children find their earliest difficulties lie
in memorizing; teachers find the course of tuition a hard one,
tracing the hindrances of the uphill climb to those stumbling
blocks various causes have placed in the pathway of the
scholar's memory. "It is so hard to remember" has been the
sigh of thousands in every walk of life. What a benefactor to the human mind would be the one who could reverse
the old order — or disorder — and make forgetting hard and
memorizing
Theas picture's
Years ago theeasy!
pictureThewaspicture!
discovered
an aid to the
the thing!
memory, as well as an illustrator and illuminator of the word, so
that now one would be just as ready to blot out the memory
as a human factor as to eradicate the picture from the books
and walls of time. There is an old and evidently true saying that "in making many books there is no end, and much
study is wearisome." How true! And the more the books
the more wearisome the study; but, "lest we forget," not
only have the books grown and grown beyond the memory —
but the picture has grown and grown, growing ahead of the
memory, until it has become the "living picture" unending,
eternal. No longer is the picture confined to the page or
the frame. It is continuous, running parallel with life and
time, and as such it is doing in a surprising manner a twofold work.
In the first place, the new picture is supplanting the book in
a very large degree, and where it is not taking the place of
the book it is supplementing it in an unlimited manner.
This in the second place has revealed the welcome fact that
as an aid to the memory it is supreme. Forgetting is rapidly
becoming as difficult as remembering used to be. The picture and the memory are co-incident and co-eternal.
Words are hard to remember, pictures are hard to forget.
What a wealth of learning and logic is stored in the uses of
the picture. It is a strange truth that the eye is a more
powerful aid to the memory than the ear, even as sight is
more penetrating than sound. Thus added to its many and
marvellous educational features this value as a memorizer is
in itself one of the greatest blessings which the cinematograph has brought, making the picture with its teachings
hard to forget.
A gentleman of some position in the educational world
who recently saw some of the Pathe films illustrative of
simple, eyery-day, scientific subjects, declared that "he had
in five minutes seen and learned more than in the previous
half century of his life." It should be noted that in this state
ment the films shown were upon subjects of which whole
books had been written, only to be painfully read, soon forgotten and, consequently, valueless. The picture gave an instantaneous revelation, making a volume of explanatory
words unnnecessary. and producing a non-forgettable impression.
A CONTRAST.
In a certain part of Brooklyn there are two moving picture
places less than two blocks apart, owned by separate parties;
they are. if anything, competitive, if not antagonistic. One is
run upon the common plan of "anything goes that attracts
the crowds," while advertising the "best films made" and
"choicest illustrated songs," making it the "best moving picture place in the neighborhood." The writer thought a study
of the situation might be interesting. The pictures selected
are invariably of the more sensational or thrilling kind, a
cla = s so well known as to make special description unnecessary. The songs are always of the very "lovey-lovey" kind,
"please repeat the chorus." etc. etc. There is a notable and
conspicuous absence of any other class of film. It must,
therefore, be concluded that these are evidently deliberately
and carefully excluded. Doubtless the proprietor believes he
knows his business and the public taste, also he knows (or
thinks he knowst how to make the most dollars.

In the other moving picture house there is evidence of a
careful discrimination of subjects, the "thrillers" are excluded, violent love scenes are few and far between— there
would be still fewer if fewer were made — the most intelligent
subjects are carefullly selected. Those to which good music
can be given are preferable. Scenic, scientific, educational
films are given a proper place and part. Little lectures or
"talks" are occasionally given, or, if these are not so necessary, a few explanatory words are written on a slide and
thrown upon the screen, the proprietor being obsessed of the
strange idea (strange to some people) that that which is
ambiguous to him may possibly be ambiguous to others, and
believing that people enjoy intelligent pleasures he does his
utmost to make them so. The illustrated songs are the best
on the market — a very poor market — but such as at least do
not offend or become questionably suggestive. What are
the results and how are they measured? In the former place
there is always "sitting room," and plenty of it. The class
of people are the more morbid, listless type, incapable of
showing any enthusiasm when that which is intelligent is
before them, but aroused and alert with pistol shot, flashing lightning and roaring thunder or guns of battle, blood,
thunder, tragedy and violent love accompanied by loud mu-ic.
noise and excitement make a "good show." But those few
empty seats and ample standing room show that the
"crowds" are NOT there and the cash box knows its own
secrets and keeps them.
In the other place, what a bright, alert class of people are
present! Whole families of them; not a seat to be had — not
even standing room. With positive truth born of necessity
the screen periodically suggests that "for the sake of others
will those who have seen all please pass out." With what
results? Bright, intelligent pleasure. Not only have the
people been entertained and pleased, they have learned something; they come and come again; they show the proprietor
their appreciation, and he — his cash box has a dark secret
to hide — says, "it pays me," and as long as you thus encourage me I am going to continue this way. What a testimony
to the value of educational methods when applied to the
moving picture business.
FILMS TO SHOW CANNING.
The moving picture film as an aid to the publicity campaigns of the National Canner's Association will be a fact
if the recommendations made by Secretary Frank A. Gorrell, of Baltimore, at the convention in Milwaukee are
adopted. So many cases of ptomaine poisoning are attributed
to the use of canned goods that Mr. Gorrell urged the use
of films showing in details the process of canning.
FILMS WITH
A PURPOSE.
The great interest which the public displayed in the films.
"The Man Who Learned" and "The Red Cross Seal." has
shown the educational value of the picture in the care of
health. Following these two successes the Edison Company announces another on the same lies, "The Wedding
Bell," in which the danger of using articles of sweatshop
maufacture is clearly brought out, together with a dramatic
story becontrasting
will
issued on riches
March and
17. poverty. "The Wedding Bell"
Germany has for many years been considered as leading
in all kinds of educational advances. We learn from a foreign exchange that at a recent meeting of educational authorities a series of cinematograph films especially prepared
for school purposes by the well-known firm of Ernemann. of
Dresden, were exhibited. The science director of this firm. Dr.
Julius Ane. gave an explanatory lecture with each film The
subjects shown included Agriculture. Poultry, Microscopy,
the Silk Industry. Uses of Bamboo. Silver Mining, the Rise
of Barbarini and certain biological films especially ordered by
the Minister of Education for Saxony. The exhibition met
with the warm approbation of those present, and similar ones
are contemplated to be given in the immediate future in
other larcre towns
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Du Quoin, 111., says:
i have been reading your articles in
ng Picture World with much interest, have found
them very profitable to me in my work and only wish there
was more -pace devoted to the subject.
I wish you would
send me a list of melo-dramatic
music, especially
d for -truggles, etc. I would also like to ask your
opinion a- to which is better for motion pictures, an orchestra that has to strictly stick to their music and render a
selection, then stop awhile and render another, or the piano
.ing the pictures in their action."
The required information regarding melo-dramatic music
has been sent. As to the last part of your letter, I fear you
haven't read my letters with so much interest, or you would
have found your answer there. I am in favor of "working
up the picture" always, whether the music be piano alone or
orchestra. And working up the picture doe- not refer to the
musical part alone; the sound effects are equally valuable in
my opinion. As to the proposition advanced by Du Quoin
there can be but one answer (if an answer i- really necessary), and that is that an orchestra playing in the manner
described is not working up the picture at all and therefore
its product has no value a- "Moving Picture Music." As
given by the correspondent, the piano would be not only the
Better of the two — it would be the only one worth considering in the -en-e of moving picture music.
N. A. says: — "I have been reading your articles and find
them very helpful.
I am pianist at the V
Theater (name
of town withheld) and have been in the business just one
year. We have a three-piece orchestra; violin, clarinet and
piano. We change pictures daily so it keep-* me busy as I
select all the music. Of course I have a great deal to learn
about playing pictures, but it is a very interesting study and
one which to me never becomes tiresome. I do not have an
opportunity to -ee the pictures before we play them, but I
always read a -ynopsis of each one which helps me a great
deal. We have quite a library, as working in the same place
a year and changing pictures daily we must have, but there
is "ne class of music of which we have very little. Now
what I want to a-k you is to give me an idea what kind of
•ntable for heavy French dramas lik( "The Escape
from
usually you
released
Now the
I doTuilleries."
not want etc.
to trouble
for a by
list th<
ol titles as I
u have enough of that to do, but it you
kind as to mention one or two I can then judge foi
I do not -eem to find much difficulty with ordinary dramatic
pictures, but the-e French and other foreign dran
me.
However,
1 feel certain that after .
from you I will n<»t have any further trouble
[1
already given titles of san •
I ire World I hope
you will pardon me for asking, a- I did nol see them
I
ii there is any very heavy musi
pictures a- The Deluge" (Vitagraph), and what u
-cene of same."
It is certainly flattering; to intimate thai
from me will eliminate all future troubleI am
ibility. However, I will do the
al type, whether pertaini;
••ire mentioned, t1

are the bi M

'1

'Bonheui

p

my other
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fix" and Sullivan's "Love Not The World," beside organ
music (the latter principally for "fill-in") and for the storm
scene, the storm from "Wiliam Tell" overture, omitting the
first part and beginning where the chromatic scales set in
forte. Repeat ad lib. Same publisher issues all numbers
here mentioned.
ARTISTIC POSTERS.
Great improvement has certainly been made in the postd by the various film manufacturers, and some of
them are expending much money in this direction. In keeping with their films, the Rex Company have adopted a style
of poster that is both novel and attractive. But the greatest
novelty in this line is a po-ter just sent out by George Kleine
for a scenic film, "The Beautiful
arn " A
scenic picture gives the litho artist much more latitude than
a dramatic scene, and the very novelty and pictori
of a scenic poster i- such that we hope the resp i
encourage Mr. Kleine to adhere to his bold innovation.
BUFFALO
BILL PICTURES
IN PHILADELPHIA.
Zerr, proprietor of the Crescent Theater, Read
ing, Pa., had a- a special feature all last week the moving
picture- of the Buffalo Bill Wild West and Pawnee Bill Far
East.
Mr. H. B. Reynolds, who is managing
the picture
iked a return date at the Crescent for another week
later in the season
The Buffalo Bill pictUl
been exhibited in Philadelphia, or in that vicinity, and will
not be released in that section until the advance I
the
West showwhichbill openthe Quaker
City for
Bill's
final Wild
engagement,
the middle
of Buffalo
April
The
film will then be exhibited in the Philadelphia theater-, and
no doubt the pictures will be a special drawing card at that
time on account of the announcement of the Wild V\
playing in that city for it- final engaj
THE
TRUTH
ABOUT
THE
PO!
Much interest continue- to center in the North Pole Picture
Company's
special film, "The Truth About the i
which Dr. Frederick A. Cook appears a- the principal acting
character
en its premiere at
Hammerstein's Manhattan Opera House and excited theatergoer- as perhaps no other moving picture has done previously, should prove an immense drawing card elsewhere if
for no other reason than that Dr Cook i- without doubt the
and now that he offers in
dramatic form, by mean- of the picture, the exposure of the
piracy" interest will be aroused. I nothing
his friend!
els,-, their curio-ity, and tin- will mean n
hibitor of these films
Dr. Cook is now filling lecture en«ai?ement^ wl id
serve to prepare the vari
production
when
way for acquiring
and other large
auditoriun
each
1 h I look « ill hin i
with the film, gi> ing a I
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MORE
ON THE OPEN
MARKET.
Whether we want an open market or not, it is coming just
the same. In fact, it is already in its first stages. The
present market is partly an open one, not on the part of individual manufacturers trying to gain the favor of the public
I work, but on the part of several organizations
fighting each other.
We nave already four established organizations, with a
fifth one on the eve of exploding their bomb, and several
other* looming up in the distance rhose already in the
open are:
First — The Motion Picture Patents Company.
Second — The Motion Picture Distributing and Sales Company.
Third — National Film Manufacturing and Leasing Company.
Fourth — Associated Moving Ficture Patents Company.
The fifth one is a surprise in store for many persons, and
if the rumors prove correct, we will see a new organization
composed of men of money and influence with a long experience in the service of the licensed ranks.
With four organizations in the field and several others
looming up, we have practically an open market, with the
difference that the exhibitors cannot deal with the manufacturers directly, but have to transact their business through
various organizations. A real open market would permit the
exhibitor to show Biograph with a Rex and a Cines, selecting his programme to suit his patrons, and not be forced to
show an inferior trio from the manufacturers under one organization. So the moment we have a sort of open market,
we may as well work to have a real open market and do the
thing right and not in a sort of half-way measure.
The licensed manufacturers tried to capture the lion's
share of the market, and for the last two years they have
fought the independents on a question of patents. This litigation has been very annoying to the industry in general, and
has taken from the manufacturers vast sums of money to pay
the lawyers' fees — money that, if properly invested in the
manufacturing plants, would have greatly helped to improve
the productions and would have placed the cinematographic
art in the place it should occupy to-day, in leading instead of
following the great improvements made in the construction
of theaters.
It is a fact that cannot be denied that while the exhibitors
have done their very best to replace all of the old little
dumps with first-class houses, while they have done all that
ingenuity could suggest for the comfort and the safeguard
of the spectators, the manufacturers have not followed the
same pace, and, consequently, the manufacturers may be said
to have retarded the progress of the industry by still producing films of mediaeval quality.
So, without a real open market, we are getting there just the
same, and the only way to stop so many new manufacturers
and capitalists from entering the field is for our present
manufacturers (licensed and independent) to stop fighting on
points that they cannot settle, put all their energy in their
work, and use all the advantages they have at their disposal,
viz., experience, capital and well-equipped plants, to produce
the very best pictures, to declare an open market and to sell
the pictures on their merits alone. An open market does not
necessarily mean unrestricted and unlimited bidders for trade.
When capitalists realize that the present manufacturers
are producing pictures that cannot be surpassed, they will not
be so willing to sink their money in new manufacturing plants.
To-day it is an easy matter for a new manufacturer to get
any capital he needs, as the capitalist is easily convinced of
the fact that the present-day pictures can be greatly improved
upon; but this would be a different story if the capitalist
had the conviction that the present manufacturers are producing the highest class work
The details are not watched. The manufacturer* are guilty
of much carelessness. They show us a man lighting a lamp
to hunt something in the yard or in the woods, yet the scenes
in the yard or in the woods are taken in bright sunlight — no
night effect. Let me cite an example:
"Oh, you Clubman." The whole story is supposed to take
place during the night. The first scene is correct. The clubman returns at a late hour, the street is dark. Although the
bedroom is unusually bright for a night scene, we will pass it
over, as no window, no lamps are in evidence to show whence
the light comes from. The parlor scenes are wrong. We
know that it is night, as the lady point* twice to the clock;
first time it is 12.30 A. M., the second time it is 2 A. M There
is a lamp on the table, yet it is not lighted, as from under the
shade we fail to detect the glow of light, but, on the contrary.
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everything is dark, a proof that the lamp is not lighted. The
whole room is bathed in a bright daylight, coming through
the window. This is a fact, as everything close to the window is brighter than in the remote corners. Same with the
scenes in the vestibule and on the staircase. No lamps are in
evidence, yet everything is as bright as in daylight, and the
light -terns to come through the glass panes of the entrance
door, so as to indicate that while Mr. Clubman returns at 2
A. M. it is daylight outside. The worst is still to come.
\\ hen Mr. Clubman runs out of his house to look for a policeman the street is dark; it is night; but when he falls into the
hands of two rogues the street is shown in a bright sunlight,
throwing heavy shadows on the sidewalk. Same when the
clubman runs down the street and walks into a pool of
water; but when Mr. Clubman wants to enter a cab the street
is dark, once more it is night. Sunshine is once more in
order when the clubman falls into the arms of an officer.
Is it not laughable? And with this work the manufacturers
hope to maintain a closed market.
I could cite innumerable other discrepancies, but why particularize? Isit not reasonable to believe that the capitalist
who is approached by a bluffer, who tells him that he will not
make such blunders, that he will not fool his time turning a
man into a dog after eating a dog biscuit, that he will paint
better clouds and better golden gates of heaven than the ones
shown in the film where a divorced couple is refused admittance— would a capitalist be willing, after such arguments, to
invest his money? The capitalist is no fool; he knows that
better work can be done, so, when he is approached by a man
with a smooth tongue, the capitalist does not see why his
borrower should not make good, and he opens the strings of
his purse.
Iff the productions were better it would be another story,
as the capitalist would say to the prospective manufacturer:
"I do not doubt your ability to do good work, but the pictures
of to-day are high class, they are masterpieces, and I do not
see that you could improve much on them. If it is a question of entering into competition, I fear that the odds will
be against you, as it will take a long time and much money
to beat the manufacturers of to-day, and the market is fully
supplied." Capitalists are not fools, they are keen, they are
willing to invest when they see a possibility, but when they
realize that the ground is already well covered they are not
so willing, and then want real profits, not mere proofs.
Although I do not like to mention personalities, I wish to
use the name of Mr. Selig to illustrate the point. Any newmanufacturer can produce an "O, You Skeleton" — a cheap
affair, poorly acted, etc. — but it is not every one that can
produce a "Thelma." Now, if Mr. Selig wanted to stick to
his high-class work (and he can do it. because he has done
it in the past, and because he is admirably equipped to do if),
instead of falling into the vulgarities of the obscure new
manufacturer, Mr. Selig would discourage the capitalists from
throwing their money away.
Competition is the life of business, and when there is no
genuine competition, the energy of the manufacturer is dulled.
This has been proven. When some eighty licensed exchanges
were in existence we had some competition, as the licensed
manufacturers, to sell to the eighty exchanges, were trying
their best to beat each other. But when the eighty exchanges
were consolidated in one General Film Company the competition disappeared, and as long as the General Film Company
was ready to take an adequate number of copies, good or bad,
the licensed manufacturers had no more reason to work hard
to make good productions.
Mr. Selig has recognized his error, and to judge by his
latest releases, he has started to resume the good quality
that had made a name for him. I sincerely hope that he will
persevere in this direction.
What I have said of Mr. Selig is merely as an illustration
and can be applied to all the licensed and inaependent manufacturers alike. All the manufacturers fail to see the future
of motion pictures the capitalists can see what money can be
made in the near future, and they are only too willing to
invest as soon as they can find a man able to bluff them that
he can do much better. If the present manufacturers want
to avoid a forced open market all that they have to do is to
open the doors willingly before these doors are opened by
force.
As stated in my first article, an open market will stop the
crop of new manufacturers and reduce the present number of
producing plants. It will not be long before the exhibitors
will tire of the present state of affairs, will put their heads
together and claim their rights to be at liberty to show what
films they think best for their patrons, and not be forced to
show anything that is passed out to them.
J. M. BRADLET.
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By Richard V. Spencer.
(Pacific Coast Correspondent of the World.)
Biograph— H. A. Anderson,
manager
of the Biograph
Company, is stopping at the Hollenbeck.
Local Romance. — A romance of interest to local picture
folk has just come to light which sets at naught the modern
theory that every feminine heart has its commercial value,
in the annnouncement of the engagement of Sara Quinn
Mack,Artknown
the theatrical
profession
Mack,
and
Acord,to champion
broncho
busteras of"Queenie"
the Southwest,
and a member of the Bison Stock Company. Involved in the
romance was the usual "eternal triangle" with the third angle
in the person of a real count — Count Albert Von Freye
The count is, of course, a wealthy man, and by reason of
this showered Mi-'- Mack with costly tokens of affection and
attentions unending. A rival to the ardent count was Art
Acord, known all over the Southwest for his dare-devil riding, and all over the film world by his work in the pictures,
k when the time came to choose between them,
thrust aside the glitter of a title and wealth and gave her
heart to a man.
According to Miss Mack, the count could not be brought
to realize that his rival had outplayed him and won the
prize. Finally, she allege-, the count procured a revolver
and threatened her life unless she would marry him Miss
Mack informed Acord of the state of affairs, and when the
two rivals met harsh words and threats of gun play followed.
In the end the count retired a- gracefully as circumstances
would permit. The young couple have not yet decided on
the date of their wedding. They plan to spend their honeymoon on a ranch in North Dakota, where the two may settle down to ranch life, until such a time as the lure of the
footlights or moving picture camera becomes too strong to
be resisted
California. — Mr. Duhem,
manager of the California Motion Picture Manufacturing
Company,
recently made arrangements with the San Diego Chamber of Commerce for
an advertising film advertising the southern city.
He will
take a series of pictures of points of interest in San Diego
and vicinity, including the recent acquatic sports held on
San Diego Bay showing the yacht, power boat and other
of the regatta.
Indians Protest Against Indian Pictures. — A recent dispatch from the Northwest announces the fact that the reservation Indians of tin- West and Northwest are registering
strenuous objections with the Indian Bureau at Washington
regarding the portrayal of Indian life in the films. President
been appealed to and urged to help the redmen in
their fight against the moving picture theaters and the alleged misrepresentation of Indian life as shown in the moving picture films. Indian Commissioner Robert <1 Valentine
been displeased by the popular Indian pictures and
i<d t., aid the Indian- in every wa« possible to
eliminate the objectionable feature- of Indian life portrayals
ns from the Shoshone,
Cheyenne
and Arrapahoe
Washington to take the matter up
with the government authorities.
Selig
It i- reported locally that the Selig Polyscope Company have in t signed a contract with Street & Smith, the
publisher-, for the exclusive scenario rights of all the stories
& Smith publications, of which the
.'.ell known
mat
Smith'-, etc.
Local Indians are Tame.
MrM I Lynch of Elmford,
written the local U. S. Land Hure.ni lor information, apparent^ picturing in fancy Southern
California as
d and woolly" place. whi< h i- to b<
only m tear an 1 trepidat
Hei letter follows:
send some information regarding land, catl
soil, rainfall, crops, cold and heat
Also if the land
or hilly, and ii it i- Verj rocky
Krt the Indian- unfriendly,
i any time?
And
information."
'• he local rcgi tci .01,1 receive! will inform her that the
lady will be in pi
(hat at
buffalo are brow ing .ou.mil: the city's t
donj . that there are no Indian,
those working foi the n
.md thrrr

Cupid Busy Again
mpany,
\ ,. '
nip. mv. .,n,\
Kent:.

with the
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the secret four days before the marriage became public. The
bride's home is in Berkeley, Cal. She is the daughter of J.
Stitt Wilson, a prominent Socialist politician, and candidate
rnor at the la-t state election. Miss Barry began
her dramatic career in England playing leads in Shakespearian roles in the English metropolis. On coming to Los
Angeles several months ago she joined the Belasco Stock
Company, and lately the Burbank Stock Company. The
week of the elopement Miss Barry was playing the ingenue
role in "Is Matrimony a Failure?" When asked whether
it were or not. she replied: "So far I should say that matrimony was not a failure."
AMONG THE LOS ANGELES EXHIBITORS.
Tally. — has
T. T.
Tally,
of Tally's New Broadway
Theater,
gone
Eastproprietor
on business.
Isis. — Messrs. Hogan & Jensen, proprietors of the Isis,
have long been di-satisfied with their music They have
previously employed a pianist to accompany the pictures.
Recently they have decided to install an automatic piano
The piano has been purchased and is now on the way from
the Chicago factory.
New Theater. — H L Suydam. a local real estate agent.
has lea-ed for Harry Gray to P. F. Henry
in the three-story building to be erected on the northeast
corner of Fifth and Ruth streets. The exterior of the
building will be of white glazed brick. Opera chairs will
he installed, and the building made into one of the mo>t
comfortable and progressive of the East Side playl
Moral Wave Hits Long Beach.- A -udden wave of ultramorality has struck Long Beach, bringing with it consternation lor the moving picture exhibitors and other concessionaire- 01 the Long Beach boardwalk.
Among the
two mu-ical comedy companies.
The Long Beach '
Association
1on
the
rampage
and
threatens
to c' appear in
show in town.
No longer can the pony ballet
-hort tkirtP, let alone tights, and hosiery displays and high
kicking are tabooed.
To -ay that the show mat:...
astonished, would be to put it mildly.
Chief of Pol
tice that hereafter ankle skirts must he v.
threatened, unless these orders wfere obeyed, that I
have a Iappointed who would pa*s upon
every musical comedy
and moving picture ihow in town
Notice was also served on the moving picture all bar room, murder, suicide and other scenes which might
he considered as having a bad influence on the j
;ch, This,would
not be declare,
permitted willunder
stance-.
the exhibitors
cause and'
themcircuma lot
of trouble, as many of the films presented, whie
some of thi
red by the
National Censorship
Committee
before being put on the
market.
The Long Beach exhihi:
try and make a -ati-factory arrangement with the '
Association, and, failing a peaceful settlement of the matter.
may take it into the courts
Visiting Exhibitors.— Mr and Mrs
lames B Clark and
Mr. and Mr- R A. Rowland are staying at a 1
The party are from
Pittsburg
r and and
NEW

ENGLAND
NOTES.
A New One Sprung.

\ certain New England evhihn
..line imbued with the idea that hi
need ••! 1
change, the General Fill
know n In- complaint
It
of hi- u u
mote,

it

fully

t..

.•.
1
thi
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It has been noticed in the advertisements (sometimes in
tin- very journal) inserted by independent manufacturers
that, in their opinion, tlie day wa- approaching when the
"hated octopus" would seize the most flourishing of the
moving pictures throughout the country, and thus b
trol ot three branches of the trade It SO, surely there can
be no more easy and accurate way of finding OUt just which
theater- are those tO be taken, than by having their exchange- take occasional "Stock," as it were, of the theater- in
their district, by the mean- which were employed by the
Boston office of the General Flm Company in the incident
just related. However, such a proceeding seems very distant just now, and the above was written by The World's
New England representative more as an index to modern
business method- of ascertaining correel data, etc., than as a
grim shadow of what may be. However, the incident is
unique, and -how- how carefully thing- are watched by those
who need to be informed a- to true condition-.
The Pastime Theater, Quincy Adam-, Mas-., was closed
last week for using vaudeville, which was contrary to the
license issued to this house.
The Gundlach Manhattan Optical Company, of Rochester,
N. Y., are doing considerable advertising work throughout
the New England State-, and as a re-ult, are installing quite
a number of the projection lenses in the moving picture theater- hereabout-.
The Colonial Theater, Lowell. Mass., formerly operated
by
Mr. A.
Marcus
has National
been takenbaseball
over by team.
John Dovey,
owner
of I'..the
Boston
This former
house
has a seating capacity of 1,000, and has the name of being
prosperous. Mr. Dovey i- using licensed pictures from the
Boston office of the General Film Company and vaudeville
booked from the Merrill Amusement Company, of Boston.
The opening picture attraction under the new management
was the Buffalo Jones reels. The picture proved itself to be
a good opener for the Colonial.
Louis M. Boas, general manager of the Bijou Theater, Fall
River, Mass., has installed daylight moving pictures. The
Palace Theater, also of Fall River, has had the daylight pictures installed. Both houses report as pleased with the results of this innovation.
Several theaters at Pittsrield, Mass., devoted to moving pictures have raised their admission rates on Sunday evenings
to 10 cents, owing to the large business on hand for these
"concerts." All houses report that business well justified this
advance.
Mr. McDonald, formerly manager of the Opera House,
Holyoke, Mass., has left that theater and taken a position
with the Nelson Theater, Springfield, Mass. Mr. Grossman, of Chicago, is to succeed McDonald at the Opera House.
In these columns of February II, The World's New England
that Sheedy's
Brockton, representative
Mass.. was wrote
forced oftothe
cut fact
out their
vaudeville,theater,
which
was used in addition to their picture programme, because the
Brockton Musicians' Union declared that any theater using
vaudeville must install a five-piece orchestra. The union
has now decided that a three-piece orchestra will do, instead
of live musicians. Accordingly, the house has placed vaudeville in the theater again. It can be stated that the house is
finding patronage better with the return of the vaudeville, as
Mr. J. J. Cahill is -ponsor for that statement.
Lynch's
Theater,
Woonsocket,
R. I., closed Saturday,
March 4, and will remain dark for two weeks for alterations.
Mr. L. Earlier is no longer at this house as manager, and
Mr. Lynch has not as yet chosen his successor.
BOSTON.
Bill to Suppress "Crime" Pictures.
On Monday, February 27 Boston was treated to a "little
more of the same," when the Committee on Legal Affairs
heard a petition of the Federation of Catholic Societies of
the Archdiocese of Boston for legislation to further regulate
theatrical advertising and production, so as to suppress picture- of the commission of crime on bill boards and in moving picture theaters. Henry V. Cunningham, who drafted
this bill, claimed that the intent behind the production was
what the court would have to pass upon. While the suppression of obscene matter had been properly regulated, it
was believed to be advisable to eliminate making crime
scenes prominent features. There was no opposition, as the
bill was introduced without the knowledge of any of the trade.
The World's New England representative in these columns has
more than once given detailed attention to the fact that the
posters and general advertising methods of several Boston moving picture houses were extremely low-grade, and liable to be
productive of such bills a- the one mentioned above. The
nucleus of the matter is that the-e picture houses SO misrepresent the story and general make-up of the pictures they
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exhibit, that, when judged by their lobby work, it is thought
that the pictures themselves are obscene and immoral. In
other words, perfectly proper and moral pictures are deliberately advertised and painted on banner- in such a way to
form the impression which was evidently on the minds of
those framing the above-mentioned bill. If such measures
a- the-e are the only mean- to make these theaters reform, it
is
thatct.they -hould come, and that Boston clean house in
thisbestre-pi
Buffalo Jones a Personality.
Anent the attention centered upon Buffalo Jones, because
of the pictures released by the Patents Company, of which
he 1- the chief performer, it may be of interest to write a few
words of this man, as he is personally known to The
World's New England representative. Buffalo Jones appeared in Boston in 1909 and 1910 and exhibited two reels of
pictures, besides a quantity of illustrated slides, on which he
lectured. This product of our Western life, even at
his ripe age, has the vigor and vitality necessary to lecture
for twenty to twenty-five minutes on his pictures. This he
did in Boston for two weeks steady, and repeated his story
seven times daily. As Buffalo Jones himself states, "I'm
not a born lecturer, but I interest my audience because they
know I'm telling them the TRUTH." And the audiences
did believe Buffalo Jones, because the note of absolute sincerity was always his predominating characteristic while lecturing. To show just how much he loved his plains and the
great West, the following incident will make the fact plain:
While lecturing on his pictures in 1908 at the Star Theater,
Boston, an illustrated song was sung immediately following
Buffalo Jones' lecture, named "In the Land of the Buffalo."
Although tired from his recent discourse, the plainsman,
nine times out of ten, would join in the chorus with the illustrated singer and greatly aid the song. As he stated: "I
just can't help it— I love it all so much." Buffalo Jones is
one of the finest products of the West, and his personality
will be a great aid to all exhibitors using the reels just issued.
Buffalo Jones was largely instrumental in keeping the buffalo from total extinction in America, and the animal will keep
Buffalo Jones' name remembered in after years. At just
about the same time that he appeared in Boston, Buffalo
Jones had lectured with his pictures before Yale University.
The letter of the President of Yale, congratulating him on his
personal accomplishments in general, and his pictures and
lecture in particular,
are onealso
of landed
Buffalo the
Jones'
most prized
mementos.
Col. Roosevelt
plainsman
after
viewing his pictures.
The World's New England representative, in the issue of
this journal of January 28, noted that Mayor John F. Fitzgerald, of Boston, had introduced a bill into the Massachusetts legislature requesting that the power of revoking or
suspending all theatrical licenses should be invested in the
Mayor alone. On Thursday, February 2, the Committee on
Legal Affairs gave this bill "leave to withdraw." Therefore,
the matter of revoking or suspending these licenses will remain jointly in the hands of the mayor and the state police.
Under these conditions, both parties must agree on the step
before such action is taken. Local exhibitors take the point
well that the bill has been "killed," as they feel more at ease
under this condition than as if the power were vested in the
mayor alone.
The Olympia Theater, Bowdoin Square, featured the Vitagraph's "A Tale of Two Cities" March 6, 7 and 8. The three
reels were shown in their order, and were well received.
Manager Joe Ruthe stated that the pictures were "good for
the_TheboxBoston
office."office of the General Film Company has opened
a "toy theater," as it is called, at 657 Washington Street,
room 19. Licensed exhibitors throughout the state congregate in this hall on Tuesday and Friday mornings to view
current releases and to choose their picture programme. The
new exhibiting room has seats for 50 exhibitors, telephone
connection and all needed accessories. It is a distinct improvement over the former exhibiting rooms of the film
company, who are to be commended for this move. (Whisper
to New England exhibitors who commute: Be at 657 Washington Street on time if you do not wish to sit close up to the
screen.) It seems that there is a great scramble for the back
rows, in order to lessen the strain on the eyes arising from
viewing ten or twelve reels of film run in quick succession.
F. Eugene Farnsworth has completed his lectures at Tremont Temple. Aided by moving pictures, Mr. Farnsworth
gave some unusually instructive travel talks, which were very
well attended, with a range of price from 25 cents to $1. The
Boston press were unusually kind to these lectures, as can be
-een from the following: "Pictures best ever presented at a
travel talk in Boston." — Globe. "Wonderfully colored pictures."— Herald.
"Remarkable photographs." — Post.
HENRY.
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Frank L. Talbot, head of the Craw.ford-Talbot Theater
Company, of St. Louis, announces that he cannot at this time
state the policy of the new theater, which is to be erected at
Sixth and Walnut Streets. It may be a monstrous picture
show house or a strictly vaudeville theater. Twenty-year
rights have been taken on two lots, and upon thi~ site it is
said a theater with a seating capacity of 3,000 will be erected
this summer. The building, according to the plans announced, will be four stories high, designed mainly to furnish
an auditorium, while the extra stories will be used for stores
and offices. It will cost about $100,000. The CrawfordTalbot Company is also said to have taken a sixteen-year
lease on the site at 1517 South Sixth Street, now occupied by
the Lyceum Theater. The company already has a lease on
this ground, which has about four years to run, the new lease
making a twenty-year term.
The Cornelius Amu-ement Company has been incorporated
with a captial stock of $60,000, to take over the lease on the
site occupied by the Lyric Theater, on the east side of Sixth
between Pine and Chestnut Streets. John W. Cornelius,
who built the theater last fall, and has held the lease, is the
principal stockholder. Other incorporators are Rose Cornelius and Claude 15. Ricketts.
The White City Park Company of Springfield, Mo., has
been incorporated with a capital stock of $27,500. The incorporator- are L. S. .Meyer, C. R. Fulbright and E. J. Robinson.
St. Louis firemen are u-ing moving picture theaters in their
campaign for shorter hours. In various photoplay houses
throughout
city the
slide isevery
shown:
"St. Other
Louis
firemen workthe 6,000
hoursfollowing
out of 8,000
year.
cities work 2,000 hours and get more pay. Boost your city
firemen!"
The Washington Amusement Company, of St. Louis, has
been incorporated with capital stock of $6,000. The incorporators are S. L., Louis and Bertha Solomon.
IN THE MISSISSIPPI VALLEY.
\\ interwood & Wood, of Oelwein, la., plan a moving picture show for that place, it is announced.
Weiser & Schuster have opened a moving picture theater
in
thatCorzine's
village. Opera House, Stonington, 111., making two for
H. A. Ford, who has been appointed manager of the new
auditorium in North Chicago, 111., will open a moving picture
theater, giving matinee and evening performances daily.
Peter Jacobs, formerly chief of the Fire Department in
Springfield, 111., has opened a second moving picture show in
Quincy, 111., which is to be known as the Gem. The place
contains 400 seats and a feature of the decorations is the
mural paintings, sixteen in number. One of them reproduces
the entrance to the Illinois Soldiers' and Sailors' Home in
Quincy
C. C. Stofer of Fremont, Ohio, ha- purchased the Orpheum,
I moving picture show at Elkhart, Ind., from A. D.
Jacoby.
I. V Martin, of Bloomington, 111, ha- purchased the Ma■ iiir picture theater on Vermilion Street, Danville.
III., from A. L. Willis.
The place will be remodeled
and
enlarged
Gary Theater Company, of Gary, Ind., has been incorporated with capital stock of $16,000, to operate a theater.
Ili' directors are Marcus Hieman. J. M. Finn and V. U.
pictures were thi
Guild (enter in Minneapolis, Minn,
the lit-t time films were Used m a social Center
.■ 111 that city.
Ill, school authorities are so impressed by the
fact thai 2,000,000 i" r 1 ns attend moving
picture ihows
■ be something meritoi ions in them
ami are already considering
their introduction
Into the
the study of history and other subjects
Thi u.i thi tatemenl ol Superintendent II B. Wilson of
I
tional chunh
brother!
Is, at which a symposium
on
" Amusement
I he auditoi•"iunw as a feature
mended for the exhibition;
I aking 1 bildi 1 1
oi winning

them away

from

Otto Meister and 1

harmful and mediocre exhibiI

sd moving

The incorporators are J. M. Dubbs, W. L. Denham and E.
E. Huff.
The recently incorporated Casa Blanca Amusement Company of St. Louis has secured a permit to build a one-story
building to cost $30,000 at 3626-3634 Olive Street, that city,
on a lot 94x150 feet. The building is to be u-ed for a moving
picture and vaudeville show with bowling alleys in basement.
Trustees and the pastor, Rev. J. H. Sowerby, of the Bapti-t Church of Canton, 111., have announced the discontinuance of the motion picture feature at the Sunday evening
services of the church. The pa-tor state- the action is not
due to the agitation for the Sunday opening of the photoplay
theaters, but it might assist the aldermen in deciding that
it would be unwise to rescind the penalty clause in the
Sunday amusement ordinance. The situation appears to be
one of the most fertile for arguments as to the value of
motion pictures and the reputation of the moving picture
theater.
J. H. Wiiburn and Dave S. Hexter of Ashland. 111., have
purcha-ed the old Holiness church building in Ashland, 111.,
and will remodel it into a theater, to be known as the Lyric.
The Berkson Theater Company of Indiana Harbor, Ind.,
has been incorporated with a capital stock of $3,000, to conduct a moving picture and vaudeville show. The incorporator- are Isaac, Gus and Fannie Berkson.
John Ber-cheidt and Edward Brick of Aurora, 111., will
open a moving picture show at 28 X. Broadway, in that city.
The Vaudeville Theater Construction Company ha- purcha-ed four irregularly shaped lot- at Fifteenth and Montgomery Street-. St. Louis. Mo., and will erect a vaudeville
and moving picture theater. With balcony, it will have a
capacity of 1.500 and will be a part of the O. T. Crawford
cirt nit.
Assemblyman C. F. Viebahn of Watertown, Wis., formerly
a school teacher, is active in a movement in the Wisconsin
legislature to urge the use of moving pictures for the education and amusement of pupils in the rural districts. The innovation probably will be recommended by the joint committee on education.
G. Melies, the producer who recently has been in San
Antonio, Tex., visited Kerryville, Tex. It is reported that
he was looking for a camp ground for the Star Film Company, now located near Hot Wells. He did not -ay. however,
that it was purposed to remove the ranch soon. William F.
Haddock, director of the company, is quo:,
Melies has been looking about tor a location in ca-e it hecome- necessary to move the Star Film ranch, but no move
will be made this -ea-ou. \\'e have a lease on our present
quarters and being pleased with the place, are quite likely
to remain here 11 we can renew the lea-e at its expiration.
Tin- i- not at all certain, however, so we will have a place
selected to which we can remove if it becomes nee
us to leave our present ranch."
Apropos of the current topic of misrepresenting the Indian,
Mr Haddock -ay- it 1- shown that when the Indian is
portrayed a- had whiskey i- blamed for his downfall and no
attempt is made at deceit.
F H M
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Moving picture- and slides of the trip of the Abernathy
boys, who rode on horseback from Guthi 1
Mexico, and from Guthrit
tty, will be the
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Plimpton, -tudi" manager of the
i< nefit to i In- individual as
visited the various moving picture houses, the General Film Exchange, and mingled
among those interested in this industry.
He exchanged ideas
with these as well a* with the man on the street in reference
luHs and praises erf the Edison films
The general
i of the photoplay ol this
bu1 there was one rather general discordant note
and that w
nptious reel-. It has almost
much Bumptious" for both manmpton expre sed himself as havii an I appreciated the courte ies tendered.
Sydnej

Julian Jac< bson, well known in many cities for his
with the moving picture business during the past
i- now general manager of the Crystal, where he
into use the first crystal screen to be seen
m the Capital i ity.
This screen makes the pictures much
d i- not affected by any conflicting light-.
This
ilie Crystal has already increased the popularity
of tin- house, winch has the reputation of being one of the
leading Independents.
Mr. Jacobson will be remembered as
being with tfie Edison
Company
from
1900 to 1905; then
with the Shepard's road shows, and for some time past as
a much
interested man
in the moving
picture business in
Washing
Mr. Jacobson has as his assistant of the Crystal Mrs. Marie
Jacobson, who holds the reputation of being the only lady
manager in the local moving picture houses. She can be
seen about this theater every evening conducting the busi- ably as her husband has done during the day.
During the recent conclave of the Boy Scouts in this city,
Tom Moore, manager of the General Film Exchange, contributed to the entertainment of this body of young American- by -bowing the film of the Roy Scouts of America. This
wa- displayed while the boys were enjoying their banquet at
the New Willard, and wa- thoroughly appreciated and
aroused much cntbu-iasm.
The National Insane Asylum, of this city, St. Elizabeth's,
i- now using moving pictures for the entertainment of the
I In doctor- find that it in no way tends to excite
their patients, but provides them with a pleasure about which
they do not nave to think Many of the films shown are of
a geographic nature or comedy. These are being furnished
by the General Film Exchange.
W. H.
CHICAGO

NOTES.

Mr. Julius Singer is absent from his desk at the Laemmle
Film Service, but he is not gone neither forgotten, as his
friend- are in daily correspondence with him. Mr. Singer is
now located in Ues Moines, la., where he has opened a new
film exchange under the banner of the Laemmle Film Service, and is preparing to open a number of other film exchanges under the same banner.

WORLD

No. 160 Washington Street ha- another great attraction for
the exhibitor- \i-itniK Uncago. In the display rooms of The
Moving Picture World Mr J ( Deagan has placed one set
of his electric bells, worked by a piano keyboard. The
twenty-six bells are placed all around the room, and when
the keys are operated by a person with some knowledge of
music the effects are so wonderful that the tenants of the
building have to leave their desks and listen to the charming music. Mr. 1 E Sinn, of the Orpheum Theater, and
the author of the music article- of The Moving Picture
World, will gladly work the keys when visiting our display
room-, and the visitors present will realize how they can increase their gate receipts by purchasing one set of J. C.
bells. When worked properly by the drummer
thee bell- will render better results than an expensive organ.
The Illinois Moving Picture Supply Company will open
offices at H>J \\ a-hinuton Street, room- 309 and 310, and
will handle everything pertaining to a well equipped motion
picture theater.
The Fla-hagraph Co 1- opening a well equipped plant and
office- at 507 North ( lark Street, Chicago, where under the
able management of Mr. Ben. . Miami, so well known in the
slide business, the new company will place on the market
a high grade of advertising, announcement and special slides.
Our best wishes to the new Flashagraph Company and its
manager.
CINCINNATI.
The Auditorium Theater of Cincinnati has changed hands.
It ha- been bought by the Queen Theater Company. They
gave their first -how la-t Saturday night under the management of Mr. M. A Neff Tin- popular play house has been
running a- a ten cent vaudeville and picture show. It has
been the policy of the large theater.- in Cincinnati to lease
their theater- during the summer months for the purpose of
running pictures and vaudeville, making them five and ten
cent houses. This policy has been persued persistently, regardless of the injury of the business to the regular moving
picture theaterMr. Neff has taken time by the forelock and has bought
the big Auditorium Theater located at Seventh and Elm
Streets in Cincinnati, O., and has changed the policy of that
theater from a ten-cent vaudeville bouse to a five-cent vaudeville and picture theater, giving special attractions on Sundaw Wednesday and all legal holidays. Mr. Neff proposes
to give these big theaters, so-called live and ten cent vaudeville houses, a fight, and he has started in early in the season
to show them that he means business. Three vaudeville
act- and 3.000 feet of picture- for five cents is the biggest
show hi Cincinnati, and this is wdiat the Auditorium is giving
now for live cents with a change of pictures every day, and
four changes of vaudeville a week. The policy adopted by
the Queen Theater Co., managed by Mr. Neff, is for the
sole purpose of trying to protect the regular picture shows,
and to discourage the big theaters from opening, and any
time that the big theaters will keep their doors closed and
run only in their season, vaudeville and 3,000 feet of pictures
will be stopped at the Auditorium at the price of five cents,
but until then the fight will go on against the big interests.
Mr V F. Reck, of the Central Film Service Co., of Indian1 . was in Cincinnati this week, made many friends,
had a pleasant visit and secured several houses for his company. We understand Mr. Reek's company is now buying
twenty-one reels a week The weather has been very disagreeable the past week, and the attendance not nearly so
good as desired
CONNECTICUT.
Bridgeport is getting to be quite a center for moving pictures. There are eighteen places in this city of 100,000. Some
of the exhibitors get their pictures from the local exchange
and a number commute to New York every day.

J U LICS

SlN'GER.

There is no need to wish success to Julius Singer, as he is
a man who makes friends wherever he goes, and is one of
these progressive film men who know of no failure, but who
work for a success and always win. Mr. Singer is badly
missed in Chicago, as no matter under what circumstances
you would visit the Laemmle offices you would always find
Mr. Singer ready to greet you with a kindly -mile.

The Comet Theater i- now under the management of Mr.
Merion Rundy, of Pennsylvania, and is doing a fine business
The Scenic has been sold by Mr. Flannery to Charles Hoffman, of New York.
The San Carolina Amusement Company, on Grand Avenue. New Haven, have opened with pictures and vaudeville.
Plans are being made here for a number
around the State the coming season.

of open-air shows

New Haven picture houses are watched very closely by
Chief Coles, and if a poster is displayed showing a gun or
knife he orders it covered.
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have said over and over again, the moving picture business is
still a very youthful one. and it can do with many more men
of the type of Joe Engel
MR. ROBERT BOSWORTH,
The popular leading man for the Selig Companj
author and producer for a change. Mr. Bo-wurth is the
author of the recent Selig Indian lrama. "Willie Boy."
Willie Boy is a dramatization of a recent Southwest episode. Several years ago the original Willie Boy terrorized a county and led a small army of deputy sheriffs
and type-writer carrying newspaper men a long, hard chase
over some of the worst deserts and mountains of the
southwest. The beginning of the story, in which Mr. Bosworth played the lead, showing the government Indian training school at Sherman Cal. Willie Boy is educated at the
institution and returns to the tribe to accomph-h what he
believes to be needed reforms of tribal customs and ceremonies. One of the tribe falls ill and Willie Boy turns down
the tribal medicine men for the modern medicine school.
For this offence he is ostracised by the tribe. He falls in
with bad companions and takes to drink to drown his troubles.
In a burst of alcholic fury he commits a murder and is
forced to flee to the desert mountains tracked by his own
kind. There he is hemmed in and forced to commit ,-uicide
to avoid capture. Mr. Bosworth's death scene is a bit of
photographic ghastliness rarely equalled in moving picture
work. Mr. Bosworth, previous to his joining the Selig company, was known as one of the foremost legitimate actors
of the Coast. Had it not been for his ill health, necessitating
his choosing outdoor work, the moving picture world would
never have known of him.

JOE" ENGEL, OF THE REX.
It i- one thing nowadays to make a good moving picture,
another to sell it. Offhand, we should say that the latter
task is the more difficult of the two, especially having regard
to the present condition of the market. But once in the
market, the task is simplified, though all difficulties are not
removed. Moving picture manufacturers have two sets of
competitive conditions to deal, with: The competition of
quality and the competition of selling ability.
Tin- Rex Company, as we made plain in our article two
weeks ago, have overcome the first of these difficulties at
the outset.
They have made a good picture, and are making good pictures, which compete
very well with existing
I independent products.
to tli' telling "i the Rex pictures.
Along comes
genial, breezy Joe Engel with a satisfactory solution of
I) m, Joe, who was christened Joseph some thirty
i Dta the business side of the Rex enterprise,
as Edwin I
i tin producing side. Joe is succeeding as well in his branch of the work as Porter in his.
I, for such we must sometimes formally style him,
in the Rim business ior about three year- He
knows the exchange end of matters from A t.. /. He has
bcin in the manufacturing end about a year, a very large
part "i whi< h has been devoted to the organizing
of the side
Rex
commercial
<.; tin- Rex concern, take charge "f the office end of matters.
■ • adv( rti-niK and postei
and does
all tins v., successfully that within
releasing,
making it- way int.. th<
i ,.....! foi .
Hitherto, Mi
Engel ha! been in the background
as republican . lie ha been
to the initiated, as b. inn identified with tl i
our pleasure to turn the full limelight o( the Moving Picture
World publicity upon him, so thai he may be made known
througl
t the length and breadth of the American moving
picture
Had.We
he
will achieve
il wish I
it i nol improbable that in the near futuri
ndon in the interest of the Rex films. He
man that he will be sure of S ordi.il re
ception aero
thi Atlantic
Meanwhile, we want
out of ii 1 1 ii we i an i ight her.- in this i itj
■ isiul foi inpany, and for the lake oi the '■

MME
PILAR
MORIN.
Is it not a reproach against American moving picture makers that that fine artiste, Mme. Pilar Morin, is not now posing
before the moving picture camera? She had a brilliant career
with the Edison Company, which terminated, we believe, by
mutual consent. Yet, in seeking other opportunities for
the display of her wonderful talent, the admittedly finest artist in moving picture making is passed over. We think this
is a slur upon the intelligence of American moving picture
makers. Were Mme. Pilar Morin a resident in France, Italy,
Spain or Portugal, she would surely be appearing in the
pictures. It i= only modern, ultra-progresM\ e America that
ignores the best available talent.
We write this apropos of certain reference* we have recently heard as to the wonderful success of the pictures in
which Mme. Pilar Morin has appeared. These references
come from all parts of the Old and New Worlds That being
the case, what are the American manufacturers about that
they are leaving this fine artist out of their pictures at a time
when all the talk is about the uplift of the dramatic quality
of moving pictures?
PIERO CALZABINI.
Mr. Calzabini, whose clever work is attracting attention
in the early Rex releases, has had a varied career in moving
picture making. He is by turns cameraman and I
the latter respect, we believe, if given sufficient opportunity
in the United States, he might rival the rem
Linder or Mr. Foolshead and other moving picture acting
humorists. Mr. Calzabini figures prominently in the Rex
"By the Light of the Id
Incidentally, we learn that Calzabini i- 8 C >unt — an Italian Count. Now, lure i- an opportunity for moving picture
makers to engage the services of a real live Italian Count.
Enterprising Carl Lacmmle, the other day. traded with
(mint de Beaufort) but at the n-k of being accused of punning, this Count did not count for much
Wc will back
Calzabini any day against
od workman and
ring picture plant, whereas Beaufi n «
'he new
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Two-wing

Shutter.— Mr

Howard
Johnson, Marissa, 111.
r for Handbook.
A- th^
! shall trouble you with but one question:
iany make and advise the use of the
shutter on their No. 6 mechanism where no-volt
currenl is used?
I am a constant reader of The

rnipany make- a two-wing shutter for use
with 6o-Cycle current, and you can pmcure one from them.
At high speed, the three-wing shutter sometimes gets in
synchronism with one side of the alternations of 6o-cycle current. Tlii- is avoided with the use of the two-wing shutter.
Unique Question. — Mr. Leander L. Carr, Baker City, Ore.,
e time -ince I wrote you, but I am as ardent a reader of the Department as ever. I notice Lux
Graphicus took a -lam at you recently, and. while there are
some thing- he says that will hold water, all right, at the
samesuchtime"
there is can
a lotdo ofnoroom
as
argument
good for
to argument.
operators orHowever,
anyone
else, as far as 1 can see, I am not going to take up your
time in a lengthy harangue. 1 only wish to say that I
think your endeavors are fully understood by all of those
who have been following your articles during the past two
year-, and while there may be a few who benefit from the
perusal of the Department who have no license to, there are
thousands of others deriving genuine benefit therefrom at a
minimum cost, and anything that outsiders or incompetents
have learned I do not think will be counted against you
when the last roll is called.
But what I really started to write about is this: Is a 50-foot
volt D. C. generator a practical machine to use for projection purposes? If so, would any resistance be necessary?
On 110-volt D. C, would it be practical to use the outside
illumination of the theater for resistance, provided you use
50-volt lamps? How many 8 c. p. lights would be required
for resistance, provided you use 30 amperes at the arc?"
So far as the first part of your letter is concerned, Neighbor Carr. it speaks for itself, requiring little comment. I
might say. however, that there are thousands of manageroperators in the small towns to whom the employment of a
really first-class operator, even though one could be obtained
for all the thousands of such houses, would be entirely
out of the question. It would be a financial impossibility,
since the available possible business is strictly limited.
These manager-owner-operators have had absolutely no opportunity to" secure
in the
of projec-I
tion machinery
and training
that which
goesmanipulation
with it. Certainly
do not consider it a crime to have taught these men to improve their projection. But, as you say, there is not much
use in arguing these propositions. I have no apologies or
excuses to offer for anything I have done, and those who
care to side with the destructive faction that offers nothing
better, are entirely at liberty to do so. As to the 50-volt
dynamo, it is not practical for projection work. A 60-volt
dynamo, however, is practical, since there will then be a sufficient resistance cushion to enable you to handle the arc.
As to the use of incandescent lamps for resistance, you
have sprung a unique question in that. It would not be practical to use the regular outside illumination, for the reason
that it would be extingushed every time you shut off your
arc. I believe, however, it would be possible, and might
even be practical, to install an auxiliary illumination system
on the front of the theater, where, while acting as a rheostat
or resistance for the arc, would furnish added brilliancy to
the theater front at no expense whatever during the time
the arc was burning. The only drawback to this would be
that all the lamps would have to be wired in multiple, and
that it would be necessary to use about 65-volt lamps, and I
am not sure you could procure these. Given the 65-volt
globes — 16 c. p. — they would, I believe (I could not say certainly without looking the matter up) let through something
like three-quarters of an ampere of current to the lamp, so
that you would have to wire about 40 of them in multiple
to get 30 amperes at the arc. The illumination furnished
by these lamps would cost you nothing at all, since the
energy would otherwise be consumed in the rheostat which
they would displace. There would, however, of course, be
considerable fluctuation in the brilliancy of the lamps, unless
you held your arc very close to the same length al the time.

WOULD

1 should very much like to see this scheme tried out. I
really believe it is quite possible you have hit upon an idea
that will put the wa-te energy heretofore expended in the
rlieo-tat
Follows to -.nie practical use. The wiring would be as

tJTTTTrTTTTTtrftHi
f>£>
Notes from Dixieland. — A correspondent of the Department who is an operator, and who has been traveling through
Dixie, sends in the following notes. In an accompanying
letter he says he was in each theater named at least twice
each day, and was in each city two or more days. He remarks, also, that the projection in the South seems to be
pretty good.
"Knoxville, Tenn. — The Bonita Theater seems to be doing
a good business. The pictures run very steadily, the light
was good, but poorly handled. The Majestic is a large house
with ample seating capacity; projection in this house is
very good. The Crystal is one of the most popular houses
in the city; projection is good; independent films are used in
this house.
"Savannah, Ga. — In the Odeon the projection is very bad;
travel ghosts galore; the bottom of the picture off the curtain
about 4 inches. Projection in the Folly Theater is excellent;
theater
isn't yet completed, but when it is it will be the best
in
the city.
"Macon, Ga. — The Theatorium is one of the oldest houses
in the city; projection very good.
"Athens, Ga. — This place has a population of about 20,000,
with four picture theaters to its credit. The Lyric is a
straight moving picture house; does a good business; projection is excellent. The Elite is a cozy little theater, enjoying good patronage; projection very good. The Majestic
is the largest house in the city; uses a Powers No. 6 projector and the picture runs very steady, but the light is bad.
The Crystal is the most popular house of that city; projection good.
"Jacksonville,
Fla. —business
The best
theater
is the Grand,
which
does a fine
under
the here
management
of F.
Montgomery, the 'Moving Picture Man;' projection pretty
"Miami, Fla., can boast of one of the best photoplay theaters south of Jacksonville, the Arcade. It is a large house,
and
good. the pictures are well projected. The light is excellent
and well handled.
"Atlanta, Ga. — The largest house here is the Alcazar, in
which the projection is very good. The Elite is a very large
house, and the pictures are very well displayed. The Majestic, a small house, is always crowded; the pictures here are
run very steady, but the light is bad; plenty of finger prints
on the song slides. The Princess is one of the dirtiest and
most unkempt houses I ever entered. The projection is simply awful, and the picture dances all over the screen; light
very poor. The Alamo is the latest addition to Atlanta's
photoplay theaters; the projection here was above the average; excellent light, well handled. In the Vaudette the projector has a hum similar to that of an electric fan. I do not
know whether the fault lies with the manager or operator,
but even when the house was only half filled the pictures
were run at excessive speed — about 80 feet per minute.
This, apparently, was the regular performance in that house,
so, of course, the projection could not, by any stretch of the
imagination, be said to be good. In the American the projection isgood and the picture very steady; good light, well
handled.
"West Palm Beach, Fla.— This place has a very nice little
theater, the Bijou, in which the projection was excellent.
The Dixie is doing a big business and the projection is to be
commended.
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"St.
house,
We
notes,

Augustine, Fla., has a combined vaudeville and picture
the Jefferson,
whichNeighbor,
the projection
is excellent."
are
obliged to inyou,
for sending
in these
which, while very brief, cover a good deal of territory. I am glad to know that in so large a percentage of
cases you could pronounce "projection excellent."
Telephone Again. — Mr. H. A. Mover. Waverly, la., writes:
"On page 4-M. February 25 issue, 1 see a sketch of the telephone Isent in, and note that you ask for direction for making induction coil for same. All right, I'll do the best I can.
Take soft iron wires, 30 gauge, if possible, though a little
larger
doesn't
matter.
theminchzYaininches
long; cut
to make a bundle
aboutCut5/16
size; make
the enough
bundle
as round and compact as possible. Then, take a piece of
thin cardboard the thickness of an ordinary blotter, and cut
it so its edges will come together around the core thus
made. Shellac it and put it over the core, leaving it to dry,
or else bake in an oven until dry. Next, have blocks cut as
shown in sketch, and insert each end of the core in one of
the blocks, the core ends to be flush with the outside edge
of the blocks. It is now ready for wiring. The primary
wire should be 32 B. & S. gauge, single, silk-covered. It is
sold by weight, and it takes Yi-oz., or 40 feet, for primary
winding. Start at the left-hand end by inserting one end
through hole marked 'P' and wind to right, winding it close
and tight, so that the next layer will not slip down between
the one underneath. The 40 feet of wire should make three
layers on the primary. When through, the finishing end
goes out of hole marked 'P' on the right-hand end for making
connection. (As I understand this, Neighbor Moyer, you
mean that the first end of the wire goes through 'the lefthand block and the last end through the> right-hand. — Editor.)

Next, take a piece of waxed paper, such as comes in caiu of
smoking tobacco, and drap it around the primary, winding
so as to have three layers of paper, and then glue the edge
low, we are ready for the secondary
winding.
Start the ^ame as with the primary, with end of wire out of
small hole marked
'S.' For secondary winding use single
-ered wire, No. 36, 1',. & S. gauge.
The secondary requires about 2^ ounces, or 200 feet, winding left to
right, and close so that the next layer will not slip between
neath. When six or seven layers have been wound,
take a piece of common writing paper and wrap three layers
iround and then finish winding the rest of the wire.
nishing end to protrude through hole marked 'S.'
1 hand Mock.
Next, cover the hole with a piece
of heavy paper and glue it fast, and the job is done.
The
done on a turning lathe, or similar machine.
iny company that handles
■ame
A •1 inductio
il omewhat -miliar to the above
can be bought of tin- We om
Electric people of Chicago
for about 50 cuts'*
tainly are Indebted t- v. 11, Friend Moyer, for your
'i"n
ot in, [I,,,, 1 of making
induction
lied knowledge
I believe
any. me can construct
the 1 1- 11 j ■1.
hown in the -ketch is 1 inch square, by ^-inch
1'' hole in centre for core, and
n. • in ea< li block.
lb.
both end
A New idea— Mr. Jesse C Long, Rock
tnl. til,- the I'll. .whip. "1 have an |i
• |e of tenD ed on the 1'owcrs machine, and I desire
to lay iii>
bard

1 he e hoe
houl
h wide.
In each of the v!,,,rs have n pil
ed that the* will come
lea in the

door where the original springs came through. Next, put
two flat straight springs of considerable strength on the back
of the door, with ccrew holes in the middle to screw them
fast in the same hole in which the screw went which fastened
the original springs. Have screw holes in the end of the
springs opposite the pins in the shoes and threads cut in
the pins so as to screw the spring fast to the shoe. The
-hoe- might be tapered from about J/s-inch above the aperture on the side next to the film track to the top; also the
shoes might be bracketed together with a light bar. thus
holding them more rigid. I installed a three-wing shutter
on Powers No. 5, getting the pattern from the Department.
It cuts off considerable of the flicker. If the spring idea is
worth anything I would be glad to have you work it out and
patent
not,idea
it may
be published
in the Long,
Department."
So farit. as Ifthe
is concerned,
Neighbor
I do not
think it would be worth while trying to patent it. I happen
to know that the Powers Company are just about ready to
equip the No. 6 with a new style spring very similar to the
one you have described, and even better, because it will allow
the operator to adjust the tension by merely tightening or
loosening two screws. The idea, however, shows decided
cleverne-- on your part, and I have no doubt that such a
spring will work very well indeed. I would favor the bridge
across from one shoe to the other. There is no reason why
this spring would not work equally as well on the Edison
51 other machines, and I believe those using flexible
springs will do exceedingly well to try this proposition out,
no matter what their make of machine may be. The Department is indebted to you for the description of this- spring.
Oil Trouble.— Mr. H. M. Boykin. Montgomery, Ala., sends
in the following: "Enclosed herewith find check for Handbook. In looking over the Department, I notice where some
operator was having trouble by reason of oil petting on his
film. Will say that I had this same difficulty with my Powers No. 6. and after considerable experimenting I remedied
the evil by taking off the prongs that keep the film from
scratching on the apron and putting in its place a guide
roller, which I made of sheet Metal. I trust this will be of
value to operators using the Powers No. 6 with the old style
Many thanks of you. Friend Boykin, for the idea. What
carriage."
you
mean, I suppose, is that you removed the stripper plate
and in it- place put on a guide roller. I wish, however, you
would -end a 'ketch of what you did. if possible. I do not
what difference the substitution of a roller for
er plate would make as far as petting oil on the
film i- concerned. Possibly I have not grasped your idea.
We await further explanations. The late model Powers No.
6 has a roller instead of a stripper plate.
Switch Installation. — Laredo. Tex., ask«: "I had an argument here with an operator regarding the right way to place
single and double throw knife switches. What are the underwriter-' rules as regards the setting of switches:"
submits two rough sketches illustrating his idea.
What he wants to know is, should the switch be placed on
the wall so that the bars when pulled open will d
or be raised up. I do not know, Laredo, that the *
ers this point, and I cannot take time to look the matter
up, since it i- not nece<-ary.
Switches should always be installed either so that the
down when opened.
They should
d so that
in pulling them open you rai-e the bar-, since it the bars
Or, in other word-, work easily,
the -witch is then liable to fall shut, thus accidentally closing the circuit Tin- i-- i
ether the
iM.mt 1- covered by tlii code or not.
From
Northland
,• i. on- set properly. AJth
in peta- they will stand, they l.
a shadow; light .o->> jumps frequently. The picture will be
as bright as might
uddenly
withouttl,
retit. about ery30 dull
amperes
it, which
e inch from the

have
much1:
current.
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history has nothing to do with "Was It Worth
While?" Unless it be that the hero of this story
happens to be inoculated with the germ of ambition,
which causes him to do things that will interest and
please you.
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Get this well-rounded picture, for you are sure to
find it worth while.
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; sure that
the preesi
01 fluctuate? That would
account,
down.
However,
not knowing what kind ol currenl you have, anything I may
write again, telling me whether the current is A. C or D. C., ami whether
tl en may be abli
: Sunday 1 had Captain
Henshaw
■ hails from your
city, at the house f"r ilmncr.
Oil Trouble Remedied.— Mr. C. I-c> Smeltzer, San Francept thanks for your kind letter.
And now for a helpful suggestion to users of the Powers No.
6 old style carriage, with which some trouble was experienced through leaking oil casing. 1 had that trouble myself and made up a special lubricant for the oil ca-ing. I
combined a s-cent can of vaseline with the same quantity
of Auto- Transmission grease, and a like bulk of Monogram
cylinder oil. melting the whole together in a large oil can
with short, thick -pout, using the lamp-house heat. When
cold, the c >mbination was a thick, creamy substance, but not
I a little heat will help it run from the can. The
oil ca>in- full to the top will last several days, doesn't
leak, and has effectually stopped the 'too much oil' trouble.
I drilled a 1/16-inch hole in the top of the oil casing toward
the front, which lets the lubricant enter easily. For grease,
I use the Monogram oil straight. Later, if you care for it,
I shall be glad to go into details as to how I get D. C. light
from A. C. straight, using 35 amperes. My best regards to
yourself and the boys of the craft."
Many thanks to you. Neighbor Smeltzer, for the oil tip,
which will be of benefit to those experiencing trouble with
the Powers old style oil casing. I have no doubt but what
such a lubricant would be very good also in Pathe or any
other intermittent oil casing, though it might make the
machine run just a little bit heavy at the start of the day's
run until it got warmed up. We shall, of course, be only
too glad to receive details of the method of securing good
A. C. light.
Send it iton,is not
"after a for
while,"
butdoright
provided,
of course,
convenient
you to
so. away,
The
party of whom I wrote you says that while everything is
taken at this time, he will keep the matter in mind, and I
have no doubt but what they will hear from him in time.
A Unique Wiring Scheme.— Mr. David Nagorsky, New
York City, submits the following: "In some of the drawings
submitted to the Department, I have observed that operators
have two machines hooked up on a single service controlled
by a double throw stitch, while still others have two rheostats on a single line also controlled by a doube throw

® ®
$>*n

M M'

77/7V/.Z7 NRWRSKY
J HE SfiOlfX
MY.CY.
switch. Why not combine both rheostats and lamps, using
a single No. 6 two-wire feed and controlling them with two
double throw switches so as to be able to change current
from one lamp to the other and from one rheostat to the
other?
I would also suggest as an extra precaution that
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At firsi glance 1 said
run a pencil around

the lines 1 saw that 1 was mistaken.

I

submit it to the readers of the Department for their consideration, with the comment that 1 personally do not favor
double-throw switches between machines, Mj
preference is that each machine be wired entirely separate
from and independent of the others. This for several reasons. In the first place, if you have two machines controlled
by a double throw switch you are running a film with one
machine, while your helper puts in a new set of carbons in
the other. He should be able to light that lamp and burn
a crater on the carbons while you are finishing up the reel in
machine No. I. He cannot do so, however, and you are
obliged to start the second reel with new carbons, which
means poor light until you get a crater burned. However, while the wiring scheme you submit is an oddity, it is
entirely practical.
A Few Figures. — San Francisco submits the following:
"Enclosed please find a few figures regarding variation of amperage with new carbons burning, and where the ammeter
registers on a s;eady arc. I have an ammeter connected to
my lamp switch and note the variations with changes of my
rheostats. This may be of help to some of the boys and aid
them to understand why their fuses blow after a few days'
use, they being fused to the amperage ordinarily used. With
two green carbons, 20 amperes normal, 48 amperes maximum; 45 amperes normal, 58 amperes maximum; 48 amperes
normal, 61 amperes maximum. With upper carbons burned
and lower carbons filed to a point, amperage goes up from
2 to 10 amperes, and if burning properly settles back to a v
normal
pull." Frisco, you have some valuable data here, but I
I imagine,
must confess myself unable to follow it; that is to say, I am
not sure I understand just what you mean. Presumably,
you wish to convey the idea that where 20 amperes is the
normal pull, after the carbons have been heated and a crater
burned, 48 amperes will be consumed when the arc is first
struck with new carbons. If this is really what you mean,
it is something that I certainly did not know. Where D C 45
amperes is the normal pull with the arc burning just barely
long enough so that it does not "sing," the amperage will
jump up to considerably above 50, if the arc is shortened
enough to make it sing. That I have demonstrated several
times with an ammeter. I wish you would come across with
a little more detailed explanation. The data you submit, I
believe, is of value, but you do not explain it enough. Please
get busy with your pen again and go into this matter fully.
Information Wanted. — Shawnee, Okla, requests the following information: "Can the Edison Exhibition two-pin,
remodeled to a one-pin mechanism, be removed from the
regular wooden cabinet and placed in the latest cast-iron
frame, making use of the outside shutter in the change? I
thoroughly understand that the old take-up would have to
be changed
making
use of
the state
'under-the-table'
zine. If thisalso,
cannot
be done,
kindly
why. Our magatown
contains about 13,000 population, and we have six shows,
one under construction. Two run stock, two pictures and vaudeville, and two straight motion pictures. The
new one intends running vaudeville and pictures, we understand. With one exception, projection here cannot be surpassed, ifit can be equaled, in the new state, this exception
using a Hot Air Rabbit's Foot Transformer. Wages here
do not strike the $35 mark, nor do they go to the $8 figure.
The exhibition model mechanism can be changed into the
Model B iron casing. You can buy one of the casings
and do it yourself, providing the company will sell you the
casing; also, the transfer being made, the company can
readily install the outside shutter, but that would have to be
done at the factory, I think. For a town of 13,000, you certainly are well supplied with amusement. The wonder is
that they can all live and prosper. You made some reference
to an article of page 369, February 18 issue, but I could not
quite make out what you were driving at in this connection.
It might be only fair to warn you that the Edison Company
is, I understand, not at all favorable to changing the exhibition mechanism into the iron casting. Whether they carry
this to the extent of refusing to sell iron casings to those
desiring to change their mechanism, I cannot say.
Bad Business Policy. — Long Island (name of town suppressed) writes: "Kindly inform me whether it is against
the law to run a moving picture machine on the main floor,
locating it among the audience. The case in point is located
outside of Greater New York, and is my competitor. If
there is a way to prevent him operating under these condi-
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tions kindly inform me. To whom should I apply to stop
such procedure?"
1 do not think, Long Island, there is any law to prevent
the operation of a moving picture machine located as your
letter indicate?, providing it is inside an approved booth.
At any rate, that is hardly the way to go about getting your
competitor'.It iswould
a linein of
which you
the
editor of this "goat."
Department
no procedure
wise recommend
to follow. If there is only sufficient business to maintain
one house, and you cannot get that business legitimately,
you had better close up and give your competitor the field.
By "legitimately," I mean giving a better show than the
other fellow. Attacking a competitor along the lines you
suggest savors of —well, it isn't the thing to do, to say the
least. My advice to you is, don't bother about your competitor, but get busy improving your own house and your
own programme to such an extent that business naturally
comes to you instead of to your competitor, if, as I said,
there is only business enough to maintain one house. Ordinarily, however, you are taking the wrong view entirely.
As a genera! proposition, where there are two 5 or io-cent
houses, each house will do practically the same amount of
business, as though the other were not in existence, proshows
are the
really
worth
Those vided,
whoo'f course,
go to both
one also
attend
other,
and the
vice money.
versa.
In fact, in hundreds upon hundreds of instances, showmen
who have been frightened by the advent of a competitor have
been hugely astonished to find that after the opening of the
competing house their own business was actually improved,
notwithstanding the fact that the other fellow did an excellent business also.
Trouble With Film.— Mr. John Weiss, Pottsville, Pa.,
writes:
"I notice
in your
of March
carbonI wish
holder,
the invention
of Mr.
L. A.issue
Davis,
Perry, 4X.a Y.
to
say that thi- idea is not new, as Friend Davis seems to think
I have been using the same article for two years past, but,
nevertheless, new or old, it is a good thing, and I can run
two or three reel shows with some of the carbon stubs
which were waste before. I made the holder I am using
myself. I am having quite a lot of trouble with making
patches in Bison and Reliance films. The cross lines on the
films are at different places, in relation to the sprocket
holes, in different scenes. In one scene the line is at the
bottom of the sprocket hole, and perhaps in the next it is at
the top. which makes the difference of one hole where the
two scenes are joined, causing a jump of from 12 to 14
inches on the screen, which, of course, is a very bad showing
on the part of the operator, who. naturally, is blamed bv
the audience, although he is not at fault. If you know how
this can be overcome, I would certainly like to have the
information."
Neighbor l).i\i- -end- in a piece of film illustrating the
trouble. I have had a great many complaints on this score,
and will proceed at once to take the matter up with the
companies at fault and see if something cannot be done. The
fault i- due. I believe, to either carelessness or ignorance on
the part of the printer or camera man. As to the holder, it
doesn't really matter who invented it if it does the work, as
it evidently does. LATER: I am assured by the Bison and
Reliance people that the fault complained of positively will
not occur again, the cause of the trouble having been eliminated.
Good Advertising— Mr. E. Graefnecker, San Francisco,
closed find copy of dodger we put out about twice
a month. It certainly has proven a drawing card and a
llent advertising stunt. Enclosed also find a small
cartoon gotten up by me on the rabbit's foot hot air transformer. Itmight do some people good."
ugh over your cartoon, Frisco, but, really,
The rabbit's foot transformer has already
had sufficient advertising through the columns of the Department. <>ne part of the cartoon, though. I will have to
print.
Ir. one corner of the draw r .
. ■<•! violet
rays, secure some violets, scrape 1
lay them
across the carbons.
Use any old kind of hot air current."
The cartoon certainly i^ a hot one, but we will lei
Spoken Of begins: "\\'e employ I union
tn hour
t and best in the city; that
the
of, flickerless pictures, etc. down
• programme is given
In fact. 11 i- a .
gotten-up ban. Hull, about 10 inches long by 5 inchc
Fireproofing Booth
nit, Norwii b, N
be procured, whal il
will it pan inspection by the it. .aid ..f hue Underwriters
tion I was nnable to a-i-wer
'

I

Fire I'n-
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derwriters, asking them if there was any ruling in this connection, and asking, furthermore, if there was no ruling that
one be made. I am just in receipt of the following reply:
"Mr. F. H. Richardson, Editor, Trouble Department
Picture World, 125 East 23d Street, X. Y.: Dear sir— Due acknowledgment ofyour valued inquiry of the 14th instant has
been delayed, as we have found it difficult to furnish the desired information owing to the proximity of the meeting of
the Electrical Committee having in charge the discussion
and settlement of all question- pertaining to Xational Electrical Code amendments. In view of the possibility of more
definite specifications for the construction of moving picture
machine booths which may, perhaps, be formulated at the
approaching meeting above-mentioned, we feel that it might
be well to avoid giving any decision upon the question raised
in your letter at this time. Yours very truly, G. E. Bruen,
Engineer and Superintendent Electrical Department."
The letter is self:explanatory, but the editor of this Department isnow taking certain steps in this connection which
he hopes will be to the lasting benefit, at least to some extent, of moving picture theater men all over the country.
Ventilation Scheme. — Mr. Chas. Wood, Dayton. O.. write*:
"Enclosed find sketch of the way I have my lamp-house fixed.
I trust the idea will be of benefit to the Department readers.
I haven't broken a condenser since I made this change. I
simply placed iJ/2-inch elbow in the center of the top of the
lamp-house."

A/or/HR l/£NT

HRft)NN BY
THE
Friend

CONTldUTORj

The i.Ka.
Wood, is all right. In fact, it is more
than all right; it is excellent. Rut its use would not be allowed m large cilie-. A- a matter ol tact, there would be
about as much danger of lire through any spark- w hich
might issue from such a vent as there would be of setting
Ocean on tire with a box of matches. 1 haven't
the slightest doubt but what the installation of -uch a vent
would very largely decrc.i-e condenser breakage, and I
would recommend its installation in any town where its use
would he allowed by the authorities It must be understood in this connection that simply because the authorities
is not safe it doesn't at all follow that 1:
uei.il proposition, those who make the
laws and rules governing operating looms know very little
about the subject with which they are attempting to deal.
except in 10 far a- concerns the electric wi
of this has been the promulgation ol a vast mini!
■ ule-" which base added largelj to th(
Likes The World — l'hillipsbui g. K.m .
fOI the Handbook, which I would like to have an
soon as possible
1 am •
and like 11 vei y much, as I find it I
Many thanks
for your mod opinion, Philllpaburf
'he
past.
trust The World win continue t.> marh jroui approval la
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Resistance.— Mr John Houston, Dea Moines, la. writes:
"Can you give some simple method
of ascertaining the
re-.i~t.mcc of copper win
I would not expect
such a rule to be absolutely accurate, since I know the purity
of the copper, temperature, etc., enter into the question. It
i~ With
some the
general
rule approximately
thatonly
I amapproxiafter."
understanding
that such correct
rules are
mately accurate, though near enough for small work. 1 gUeSS
1 can lis you up, Friend Houston. Measure the diameter of
the wire in mills (one mill is i/iooo of an inch") and multiply
the diameter by itself, which gives the circular mills the
wire contains. Now, multiply the length of the wire in feet
by tO.8 and divide tlie re-ult by the circular mills. The final
result will be the number of ohms resistance the wire will
offer at ordinary temperatures. The above l- by authority
of Victor II. Tousley and Henry C. Horstman in "Modern
Electrical Construction."
A Good Letter. — From Mr. W. B. Hamblen, Colfax,
Wash. (New Ridge way Theater), comes the following:
"Would like to make a suggestion in behalf of Peoria, 111.
(page 420, Feb _>5 i"iici, a- regards bis condenser trouble
and light. A new No. 6 Tower's machine was installed in
the New Ridgeway Theater January 30, and I was placed
in charge. I had the same trouble Peoria complains of.
The manager was somewhat disappointed with results at the
start, but as I had operated for more than a year in another
house in this town, he left it all to me. The machine was
installed in a gallery with a 55-foot throw, the current coming direct from the main switchboard. A. C. 60-cyce, through
a coil rheostat. The lenses sent with the machine were a 4^4inch projection lens and an 18-inch stereo.; condensers 6l/i
anl 71... The first trouble I discovered was that the springs
in the condenser case did not hold the second condenser
back in its proper place. Having remedied this, I lined up
my machine as per the description furnished by Brother
Kirk, of Galveston (page 421, Feb. 25 issue), except that I
used a straight steel rod 3^-inch in diameter, removing the
lenses from both ends of the lens barrel. I found the front
of
board was
"warped"
a trifle,I thus
throwing
the themachine
out sprung,
of line, or
which,
of course,
proceeded
to
remedy. I then got my old set of lenses, No. 2 and No. 2-A,
making the picture 13 feet zlA inches, but couldn't take out
the travel ghost, or rainbow color. I began to change carbons, using Bio, Arco and Electra. Also used several focal
length condensers, finally deciding jY2 back and front was
best,carbons
thoughas Iper
didn't
get my inlight
finally
set
my
instructions
figurecorrect.
33, pageI 88,
of your
Handbook, and now the only trouble is they must be correct
as to the crater points all hitting squarely with each other.
I trust this may assist Peoria and perhaps others. I should
like to hear from Peoria personally, if he cares to write."
I do not think your letter requires much comment, Neighbor Hamblen. I have published it in full for the reason that
there are things therein contained which may be of benefit
to other operators in encountering similar experiences. Your
shutter will have to be set very close with that short focal
length projection lens. I think, however, that you will be
able to eliminate all the travel ghost by close attention to
the shutter setting. The Power Company has found it necessary, in a very few cases where a projection lens of exceedingly short focal length were used, to furnish a special type
of shutter.
This. I think, will not be necessary in your case.
Handbook a Help.— Mr. M. P. Williamson (the stenographer inquires if it is Moving Picture Williamson), Attica,
Ind., writes:
the Handbook
a great help.
It explainsin
many
things "I
for find
which
I have heretofore
been groping
the dark. I am using a Power's rheostat as per Figure 20.
page 43, of the Handbook, on no volt D. C. If I cut in all
resistance the rheostat doesn't heat to any great extent, but
the light is weak. If I cut the resistance down I get a better light, but the coils get a bright cherry red. Could I get
better light by connnecting the feed wire to both the binding
post on the left of the adjustment lever and the outer binding po-t on the opposite side, connecting the arc with the inside binding post? Would this put the two divisions of the
rheostat in multiple? If so, would the unequal number of
coils on each side cause a greater amount of current to flow
through the two-coil connection, eventually burning the
coils. Could I get a better light by procuring another rheostat and connecting it and the one I have in multiple?"
The connection you propose would not work at all, Neighbor Williamson. Therefore, it is not necessary to take up
space telling you why. The only thing for you to do is get
another rheostat and connect it in multiple. I would suggest, however, that instead of another 25 ampere rheostat
you get an 18 ampere rheostat, connecting it in multiple
with the 25. which will give you an actual amperage of
somewhere in the neighborhood of 33, since rheostats do
not, as a rule, deliver their rated capacity after they have
been used a short time.
1 al
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OPERATORS TAKE NOTICE —San Francisco is overrun with operator-. I have already warned operators against
piling into Frisco -imply because conditions there are good.
now in Frisco about three men to every job and,
a- President Woods says, about one operator gets off every
train or out from underneath it. This is pure unadulterated
foolishness. The union control-, absolutely, in San Francisco and naturally, while they are willing to do everything
they can. they are not uoin^; to throw their own men out of
jobs to furnish position- to strangers. Take this warning.
Every job in Frisco is taken and there are now operators
enough in that city to fill every job two or three times oyer.
You cannot work in that city except by consent of the union.
regardless of what you may offer to work for. Under these
conditions, only a very, very foolish operator would head
toward- the "Golden Gate
Advice Wanted. — Texas (name of town suppressed)
writes: "I will open an electrical theater in a park near this
city about the first of April and would like to have a copy of
your Handbook. I am not well posted in the business,
though I hope to be, and my firends have got me rattled
through a surplus of advice. One says buy one outfit, another insists that some other outfit is better and so it goes.
Does it pay to have inductors, compensarcs and such things?
I see mirror screens and others advertised. Which is best,
cost not to exceed $25?
My throw will be 65 feet, curtain,
II by 15, or 12 by 16, the house being 32 by 70. I wish you
would kindly advise me, since by doing so I could make
proper selection without giving offense to my friends."
Well, yours is rather a queer letter, Texas, and only a general answer can be given. As to machines, the only thing to
do, if you cannot inspect each make, is to study the manufacturers' catalogues. See wrhich is the best constructed; that
is to say, which shows greatest mechanical excellence;
which looks, taking all things into consideration, as if it
would wear the best. Obviously I cannot recommend any
make of machine. As to screens, I think you will hardly be
able to get any of the patent screens for $25. If your appropriation for a screen is positively limited to that amount,
I would suggest that you put up either a white plaster curtain or else use bleached bed-sheeting stretched perfectly
tight. If you use sheeting make two curtains, putting up a
clean one every two or three weeks and sending the dirty
one to the laundry.
If the screen will be exposed to the weather you might
use sheet metal, being careful to get the joints very smooth,
painted with white lead, mixed 1/3 boiled linseed oil and 2/3
turpentine, to which just enough ultamarine blue should be
aded to whiten it.
Union Wanted.— Superior, Neb., writes: "In the Tronble
Department there is always something an operator can learn.
I read it carefully every week. I have the Handbook and am
here to say that it is a thing every operator should have.
The prime reason of this letter, however, is that I wish to
join some moving picture operators' union, but do not know
where there is one I could get into. I can furnish best of
references and have been in the business for four years, besides having run an electric plant for over a year. If you can
tell me how to go about joining I shall be obliged."
I do not know exactly where Superior is, but presume
the Moving Picture Operators' Union nearest to you would
be Kansas City. I have the address of this union somewhere,
but it is buried in a mass of letters from which it might require hours to dig it. I would suggest you send a special delivery letter addressing it to the president of the Kansas City
Moving Picture Operators' Union, Labor Headquarters,
Kansas City, Mo., which may or may not reach its destination. This is the best advice I am able to offer.
Mercury Arc Rectifyer. — Mr. N. H. Gibbons, Lawrence,
Kan., sets forth his troubles as follows: "I have a new Powers No. 6 machine; our current is A. C, 60 cycle. I also
have a mirror screen and am troubled with flicker when the
machine is run at just the right speed, using a two-blade
shutter. When using the three-blade shutter there is considerable 'flaring' of the light. On a calcimined curtain the
flicker caused by the two-blade isn't so noticeable, but on an
aluminum screen, and also on my new mirror screen, the
flicker is quite marked. Tf a mercury arc rectifier were
used would the pulsating current give it the same effect? I
am endeavoring to put up a flickerless picture and as the rectifier is said to be practical and costs less than a generating
outfit, I would like to hear from you on the above question."
It is a fact, Neighbor Gibbons, that all two-wing shutters
have a more or less objectionable "flicker" when projecting
on a mirror screen. It is also a fact that all three-wing shutters will, at certain speeds, get into synchroni>m with one
side ofyouthe
alternations,
thus producing
the will
"flaring"
which
complain.
The mercury
arc rectifier
obviateof
all of this difficulty, since it changes the alternating into di-
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rect, and you can then u-e your three-wing shutter, producing
a flickcrless picture on the mirror screen. The rectirier is
beyond question a practicable machine. Its utility has been
demonstrated and it i- giving universal satisfaction whereever used.
Variable Fuse Contacts.— Boise City, Idaho, write-: "Will
you inform as to whether or no fuse blocks for cartridge
fuses can be had in which fuse- for various voltage may be
used? What are the Underwriters' requirements as to dimensions for 45 ampere cartridge fuses?"
As to your first query. Boise, such
an appliance may be had as is shown
by sketch.
It is not, however, ap>ved. As to the dimensions, the 45ampere
no-volt fuse must have the
Length over all. 3 inches;
diameter of paper barrel. Vx inch: diameter of bra-.- end-pieces
I, 13-16 of an inch: length of bra-- end-piece- 1 contacts), y$ of an inch.

Letters to the Editor
lack-on, Mich., Feb. 25, 191 1.
Editor. Moving Picture World:
I would like to write a few lines concerning some of the
manufactured now that do an injustice to the
picture they represent I do not say all for there are some
that are taken from the scene- proper and are business getter-, but there seems to be a good many excellent pictures
coming out lately with posters representing actually the
nes, such a- death -cenes, etc., which I find to be
very poor drawing card-. I find a poster of such a scene or
title to the same effect doe- not fa-cinate the passerby but
turn- away a good many when there is really an excellent
show inside. I think there is a good chance for perfection
■ manufacturing. I have been in the picture business
for a number of year-, and for the past two years an exhibitor of Jack-on, using posters -ince they came into vogue,
and I think this matter of poorly represented picture- should
be taken care of for the welfare of the exhibitor. When we
are helped to progress SO 1- the manufacturer Yours respectful y, I. H. GARDNER.
DETROIT
LIGHTING
PLANT
MAKING GOOD.
Beeville, Tex., February 14, 191 1.
Editors, Moving Picture World:
I j i-t read Washington's inquiry concerning light plants
ami wi-h to say: I purchased from the Detroil Engine Worka three borse-power engine and 60-volt, 30-ampere dynamo;
have been u-ing same for three or four weeks. I have
given it all the hard service and long run- possible, and can
-ay during my continuous service of the past six years with
all kind-, of electrical and engine equipments, this 1- the best
of them all. Engine regulation as perfect as any -team en■ ■ handled It simply is a marvel. Dynamo- never
utfit has never given me a moment's trouble. Simply start it and run two or three -how- with no attention. throw
I
a 10 x 12 picture 48 feet.
I run nine ihowfl
on five gallons of gasoline, a little less than 10 cent- per
-how
A- to -bock to engine generator, it I1.1- never at'
idea on any kind 01 equipment
RrOtlld be to use a hand controlled rlieo-tat or place .1 COUple
under tb. base oi machine and cm
Mil! you get proper ..mpere- llou-e lighting
1
have noi in,-, 1 \\iii give it > •• -t in a few dayi
results.
I intend to illuminate tin- house when are
1oil; uiii, arc on don't need house light
Youi
fully,

EXHIBITORS,

TAKE

NOTICE!

n.-unr

;

riding he wo, ,1,1 r< turn the portion ol
had not worked out
Not '•■ I . 1 ontent with that
-how Saturday night \«- d
the machine and lamp: b<- even, low dow n
k. v I- 11
with him, leavii
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"NOTHING
BUT
TRUST
PICTURES."
To the Editor, Moving Picture World, Sir: I clip the
following from your 'esteemed contemporary" "The Film
Index" of February 2-th:
PICTURES AT GRAND OPERA HOUSE.
"The Grand Opera House, Carterville. Ga., opened Monday
night, February 6th, with moving pictures, which will run
every night except when a show is in the city. Manager
McLendon will run nothing but trust pictures, such as the
Biograph, Yitagraph, Selig, Lubin, Pathe Freres and others.
"1- it really the ca-e then, that the various companies
named are. after all. merely members of a 'trust'? I thought
they were members of anYours,
'A
eiation
of Manufacturer-.'"
etc
Exhibitor.
[Of course
is no According
such thingto a-Mr.
a "trust"
in theis
moving
picturethere
business.
Hoff there
only a "dominant interest." (sic.) The Independent Manufacturer- represent, we a-sume. the sub-dominant interests.
But— "trust!"
Perish the thought!
Ed. M. P. XV.]
'THE TALKING PICTURE."
Editor Moving Picture World:
Just a few lines from the man who has entertained the
greate-t amount of people with talking pictures, as you will
remember the personal conversation we had, which must
be more than a year ago, and I have been keeping at it for
the Gaumont Company, with always the same result — making
a great hit with the Chronophone, and the same ha
been a financial success from the manager's box-office point
of view
1 have been up here in Canada since last November and exhibited the Chronophone (.talking plctun
time- to between 30,000 and .?.-.. Otx> people per week
Unfortunately, 1 was taken sick three weeks ago. and that
wa- the only thing that interrupted me in that work, and I
wish you would report it in your page-, a- 1 am unable to
correspond, and am not able to do so to-day, a- 1 am removing gradually from a severe attack of pneumonia and pleurisy Wa- it not tor the fact that 1 am to,, weak 1 would
have some quite interesting news to relate, which would be
of interest to your readers, but 1 hope to be able to do to
when I will be well again
I am inducing, whenever I find some manager of a theater
who i- not subscribing to The Moving Picture World, to become a subscriber at once, and the last whom I SO in getting wa- the manager
of the tiem Theater lure m
Frederickton, N, B.
Enclosed you will find a newspaper clipping fron
and if you
any purpose 1 « ill be .
will do -o. a- the -.one are bona tide, and I can I
.oe not written by the house manager, a- the rep
that Cltj come to the Audit. , nun
i i- the
usement place m Quebec, and pi i
vaudeville,
to,, Let me tell you that while the talking
pictures were there vaudeville fell into an i
iphen . and they want thei
them
I might also tell you the reason whj tl ■
meeting n ith iu< I
ha- made quite some improvements win,!, i
liability in operation, and the sound qualitiei

of

n e. M bo
foi .. railroad tii ket, and ti" n •
1.0 0.1 I advanced bun ., ■ 1
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If Mr. Maisch will communicate with the undersigned he
may have the pleasure of getting another free trip to Rock
Springs, Wyo. It is a strange thing that an operator who
is HONEST has not enough money to pay his railroad fare
to a job nor his board and room when he gets there, can pay
$32.00 for a railroad ticket three days later, to get away.
A little free advertising like this may help get such lazy,
good-for-nothing men as this out of the way of worthy men.
For further information apply to, yours truly,
NATHAN OFFER.
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CRITICISM

OF AN INDIAN PORTRAYAL.
Rochester, N. Y.
Editor-, Moving Picture World:
1 am a lover
Kalemaway
product-,
do you
believewith
that guns
five
pioneers
could ot"drive
ten or but
twelve
Indians
without the latter offering any resistance, and occasionally,
dodging the butts of, their enemies' guns? Well! I don't
— 1 think it quite improbable. 1 know the way of my people,
and am sure they would resist. The picture 1 have in mind
is "Robby and the Redskins." 1 have had several years
of Indian life with my tribe in Colorado. Outside of this
1 find their portrayals of Indian life very accurate, and I
doubt whether 1 have ever seen better acting than that of
Elsie Joyce and another man who takes so many of their
part>.
Very truly your.-,
I. LEE.
SCARCITY

OF

EDUCATIONAL

FILMS.

Moving
Dear Sir:
li is 1'ieture
generallyWorld:
conceded by the church and State
that the pictorial method of instruction i- the most successful
method of any ever introduced. Many boards of education in
almost every State of the union are now introducing the
moving picture, or life motion pictorial method, in schools.
In parochial schools the management have likewise been
convinced of the importance of introducing this superior
method of instruction. The only serious objection raised
against this popular demand for instruction, in all schools
and churches, a- a means of educational, as well as religious
instruction, i- that film manufacturers do not respond to the
demand made by the public for a larger percentage of educational subjects adapted for such purposes.
Surely no board of education would be justified in presenting many of the subjects now being manufactured and
placed on the general market for school or church instruction. The important question is, how shall this difficulty
be overcome? There is a demand by the baser element for
subjects which are brutal and most demoralizing in appearance and most degrading in effect. Subjects such as depict
bank robberies, train robberies, human brutalities, bull and
dog fights, duels and innumerable kindred subjects are unfit
for public, or even private use. The question naturally arises
in the minds of the film manufacturers as to which class they
can best afford to cater to.
The writer is quite convinced that it will be greatly to
the benefit of all manufacturers to end their catering to the
lower element, and to supply the demand of the large majority of those whose object and ambition in life is to educate
and elevate humanity rather than to degrade and destroy.
The writer is convinced that whatever disrepute into which
moving pictures may have been brought is by such improper
subjects as have been placed on the market for the last ten
years. They have destroyed perhaps half of the demand
which otherwise would have been the result. The proper
make and sale of subjects for which there is such a popular
demand would more than regain the decrease of 50 per cent,
caused by the manufacturing of demoralizing subjects.
The writer makes a specialty of furnishing the Passion
Play and Life of Our Saviour, together with many other
educational subjects, including the Life of Moses, lecturing
with the same in churches, schools and moving picture
houses, and is daily confronted with the following statement:
"We are fully convinced, as never before, that the pictorial
method of instruction surpasses all others, and that this method should everywhere be introduced in churches and schools;
but the trouble is, we cannot obtain a sufficient number of
fit
subjects
on." and
Theya few
say others
that, for
barring
the
Passion
Play, to
Lifeput
of Moses
churches,
we are at our wits' end. How, then, shall we introduce this
method of instruction in all schools of the entire country,
when only a few subjects adapted for school use are manufactured.
Respectfully, S. C. FREED,
46 East 14th Street, N. Y.
WHAT
DO THEY WANT— FIRST RUN?
San Franci-co, Cal., February 3, iqii.
Editors, The Moving Picture World :
Dear Sirs. — Please allow me space in your esteemed paper
to answer some of the absurd statements that J. J.
Robinson has written in hi- "Letter from the Philippines,"
where he criticises American film exchanges for untrustworthy business method-. Perhaps he is not aware
that when Philippine exhibitors come or send to the
State- for film that the most they will pay in rentals.
and even to buy, is $12.50 to $15 per reel, and to be
out three months and over — that is, one month to go, one month
to be used in Manila, and one month returning — and then some
to get through the customs, the exchange to pay expenses one
way, out of that price, as well as packing, bills of lading, certifi-
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cates of origin, which all takes time and labor. There are several exchanges here as well a* one I know of in Chicago that
are sending film to the islands by every steamer, and not one
of them has been paid a price that would pay them to send
anything but junk. 1 will refrain from names, but will take
one exhibitor in Manila. Nearly two years ago he came here
to rent film, to be sent to his brother there, he to remain here,
and the most he wanted to pay was $12.50. After the reels
were there he wanted to keep them over the Stipulated time,
and was quoted a price— a very cheap one. This firm kept sending every month as they were ordered, and the rentals were not
kept paid up, nor the reels returned. When the amount got near
the $1,000 mark the firm asked to have the amount settled, and
finally was compelled to tell the party unless the bill for overrental- was paid they could not send any more reel-. However, the party went to another exchange (trust, by the way),
and they are sending the reels. This same party has not returned the film nor paid the over-rentals. Consequently, the
firm sending the reels will have to resort to the law to get what
belongs to them. Now tell me, how can the Manila exhibitors
expect brand new film to be sent to them?
they get
do them
as thein exchange
man doesI am
here?
forWhy
the don't
reels ami
good condition.
surePAY
the
manufacturer, will sell the new film in Manila as well as any
other place, provided he gets the money.
I think if J. J. Robinson was to turn his pen at the ones that
are responsible for the class of film that is going into Manila
and get them to pay the price for it, he would not have any
cause to write to the Moving Picture World, or any other
paper here, as I am told the same parties that get the film from
here to send to Manila, get about seven times for it as what
they pay here. I am sure if the exchanges here could do that
they would all be manufacturers in a little while.
Of course, these films were made years ago — what you could
rent here for, say $12.50 for three months — junk and film that
is without title and without ending. I wonder what they would
do if they paid the price they do in the States for first-class
film. At least, they w ould not be without endings ; but I have
been in theaters here that are getting first run pictures and they
had rainy pictures as well as some without titles and endings.
I am afraid your correspondent does not read all the moving
picture papers or he would see that Manila is not the only place
where they run JUNK. There are two sides to every story,
and this is the other to his.
E. J. C.

POWER'S CAMERAGRAPH

MAKING

GOOD.

Springfield, Mass., Jan. 27, 1911.
Nicholas Power Co., New York.
Gentlemen: I received your two No. 6 Cameragraphs in
good condition. This latest machine is certainly a marvel
in every detail of technical ingenuity, strength, smoothness
of operation and mechanical construction.
In combination with the Herbst Process "Full-Light'' and
"Mellowstone" pictures, as exhibited exclusively in this city
at the Nelson Theater, your No. 6 machines are producing
marvelous results and a picture not only absolutely free from
flicker but so steady that it appears like a photograph
framed upon the wall.Yours very truly.
CHAS. E. SCHNEIDER,
LONG LIFE RECTIFIER TUBE
The serviceability of the mercury arc rectifiers now being
extensively used for changing alternating current into direct
current, for use in moving picture lamps, largely depends
upon the length of life of the rectifier tubes. Mr. Sweeney,
chief operator of tin- Photo Play House, Market Street, San
Francisco, Cal., reports an example which i- of interest to
managers of motion picture theaters. He ha- been using a
mercury arc rectifier for nearly a year, running it thirteen
hours a day. beginning at 10 o'clock every morning. Up
to the la-t report the rectifier tube has been operated for 4,290
hour- without showing any deterioration in the quality of
the service. Mr. Sweeney hopes to break the record with
this tube and does nol expect to use the extra tube he received with the apparatus, for some time to come.
CONEY ISLAND WAKING UP.
The old Imperial Theater at Coney Island i- being transformed into an up-to-date moving picture theater by Mr.
Henry Connors. The mechanical department will be furnished by J. II Eiallberg and will consi-t of one Motiograph
;;nd one I'nwcr. C'ameragraph No. 6 with double dissolver
attachment. A specially built direct current economizer will
take care of the current.
Halsted has opened a theater in Oswego, N. Y.
which 1- equipped by Mr. Hallberg with Powers No. 6, and
a Hallberg economizer
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, sweet, rich and full
one. Built strong and durable,
t is a big helper.
Send for full description.
BILHOBM
BROS.
153 Lake St.. I hicago, 1)1.

LKADKKS
for Sale, perfect cone
original package rolls of about 150 feet, Will be
•hipped C. O. D. subject to ejeaminatic n at the
following prices: 1,000 ft. $18; s.ooo ft. $ 16;
10,000 ft. J 14. per 1,000.
Send for samples.
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Illumination is a notable success in the lighting
of Moving
•J The

Picture Houses.

CALCIUM

tres in all sections of the country installing this inexpensive

and

very desirable

electric lighting system.

Carbon Holder

GAS

Compressed in drums ready tor
operation for Moving Picture
Shows where electricity cannot
be had. Absolutely pure gas.
Prompt shipments, freight or
white for oik nun
express.
Complete stock of repair parts
for machines
and supplies.

APPROVED
MARCH
1st, 191 1
By the Department of Water Supply,
Gas and Electricity of New York City
Manufactured by

Erker

Bros. Optical Co.

604 Olive SI., si. Louis, Mo.
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LICENSED.
"On the Desert's Edge"
iphic scenes in and
about the great Mojave desert make this film notable. The
i-> oi the bad man, gives it a heart
touch which helps in the attraction, but it is undoubtedly
true that the principal interest is in the desert scenes. The
actors
lent. perform their parts well and the photography is excel"The Tramp's Find" (Gaumont). — A pleasant story of a
tramp who found a lost article and arranged it so two waifs
received the reward.
The story seems improbable, but is not
■ unpleasant
In fact, there is always something
interesting
. about seeing children relieved of their distress.
This picture performs that to good advantage, and is, therefore, at: tractive.
"Forbidden
Cigarettes" (Gaumont).— A humorous
story,
telling what two boys got for smoking cigarettes.
The last
/ scene, showing the father administering just punishment, will
arouse unpleasant memories
of similar experiences in the
past.
"Jealousy Foiled" (Pathe).— A love tale which also involves
a bank robbery and imprisonment for the crime. The complications which follow are almost reproductions of the original crime, and are acted with much sympathy and discretion.
The heart interest is well developed, and the way the villain
is ultimately foiled serves to make a thrilling denouement.
"Mammy's Ghost" (Vitagraph).
A war story based upon
the way a colored mammy drove away the Union soldiers
seeking her master.
Her strategem of working upon their
• superstitious fears while they were under the influence of
drink worked admirably and accomplished her purpose.
"The detective
Writing work
on theby Blotter"
A story wasof
clever
a woman (Edison).
whose —husband
: falsely imprisoned for a crime he did not commit.
The
■ story is clearly told and there is a convincing quality to the
work of the actors. The wife of the wrongly accused man
does some clever work in bringing the real criminals to
justice and wins the applause of the audience.
"Mexican Filibusters" (Kalem). — A picture representing
scenes in the late Mexican uprising. It is built around an attempt to run arms and other contraband across the border.
. Tove and jealousy fill an important part in the play. The
heroine, to help the man she loves, undertakes a very perilous
bit of work in uncoupling the car containing the contraband and getting it across the border. The picture is somewhat melo-dramatic, but, nevertheless, holds the attention of
the audience. It attracts more than ordinary attention because it depicts possible scenes in a disturbance actually in
•progress.
"Satan Defeated" (Pathe). — A picture with something of
the flavor of Faust in that it tells the story of a man whose
soul Satan wanted. It is worked out with care, and the
man does not succumb to the temptation. At last he holds
Up the crucifix and Satan disappears forever.
"Around Constantin, Algeria" (Pathe). — Interesting scenes
of a city founded by Constantine the Great, and still retaining much of its Moorish splendor. The viewpoints were

chosen with excellent discretion, and the mechanical work
was done better than with some of this class of pictures. It
is a good addition to the list of travelogues which the Pathes
have on their shelves
"Bertha's Mission" (Vitagraph). — A humorous story dealing with the adventures of a society girl who thought she was
chosen to reform the world. Her experience in making the
attempt is, perhaps, a bit more strenuous than the average
worker, but there is considerable truth in it, nevertheless. It
emphasizes the fact that often these society workers fail
utterly to get the viewpoint of the people they expect, and
want, to help. This girl faithfully reproduces a type which has
attempted much and has often failed in accomplishing what
they undertook because of misunderstanding of the position
of the party they expected to assist.
"The Rival
(Edison).
comedy
lustrating theCandidates"
possibilities of
politics— Awhen
womendrama
take il-a
hand. The fun in this arises from the fact that a husband
and wife are nominated for mayor upon opposing tickets.
The exigencies of the canvas allow opportunit> for some de-
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lightfully humorous situations. And the denouement, when
it is finally determined who is elected, is best of all. The
play is worked out m the best style of the Edison players,
while the photographer has performed his part to perfecitica is a subject in which all are interested, and
the theme of this picture insures a cordial reception lor it
r very where.
"Sailor Jack's Reformation" i Kalem). — A photoplay with
a moral purpose.
It telN
graphically
the story
a sailor's
us desertion
of his
wile through
the of
influence
of
ing jealousy, and his return to his sense-. The
acting is in harmony with the subject. The story is simple
and directly told, while the accessories are illustrative of
the subject.
"Oh, You Clubman!" (Pathe). — humorous skit detailing
the story of a clubman who insisted upon leaving his wife
alone evenings, and how she cured him of the habit A
supposed burglar gave him an awful shock, but it was sufficiently powerful to make him change his ways.
"Comrades" (Urban).— >-A picture cfetailing some of the
horros of war. It is scarcely necessary to describe it. The
subject is too disagreeable to be made more of than is necessary. Undoubtedly these grewsome occurrences are common in war, but why inflict reproductions of them upon
motion picture audiences who want most of all to be amused?
If the film has some moral purpose Mich representations are
permissible; but for amusement alone few would select such
scenes. The peace propaganda might profitably employ
such pictures.
They seem to have little use otherwise.
"Beauties of San Souci" (Urban). — Glimpses in one of the
most famous and beautiful of the European parks. The photography isas good as Urban usually puts out in his outdoor
pictures, and the selections of the viewpoints were made by
an artist.
"The Heart of a Savage" (Biograph). — A story based upon
the oft-repeated declaration that an Indian always fulfils his
moral obligations, particularly those which are influenced
by gratitude. In doing this, the Indian here represented
gives his life. The picture of the uprising, the attempted
warning and the misunderstood action of the Indian, ending
with his tragic death, are events in a good Indian tale. The
characterization seems to be good and there is a naturalness
about the entire picture which appeals to an audience because
it depicts what seems to be true human emotions.
"Father's Birthday Ring" (Lubin). — A comedy representing
some of the interesting complications which arose through
father losing his ring. He really pulled it off with his glove,
but he thought the stenographer took it, because of her
peculiar actions when he entered the office. That was for
another reason, which developed later and supplies the heart
interest in the picture. The story is well told, and there is
much humor concealed about it, some of which escapes.
"Woman's Curiosity" (Lubin). — A comedy of the slapstock order, which is based upon the fact that a woman
wanted to know what was in a lost letter. After all sorts
of disturbances -he discovers that it is only a gas bill.
"The Outbreak" (Selig). — An Indian picture developed in
Selig's best style. It represents an Indian uprising and bears
the marks of being correct. Like Selig's ranch and Western pictures, it has the atmosphere of reality and the characters perform their parts as they might be expected to
perform them in real life. The picture is rather sanguinary,
but maybe an occasional one like this will not be amiss. The
scenic effects are natural and the photography has been
cared for by a a
"Love and the Stock Market" (Edison).— A story of the
fashionable part of New York in conjunction with the Wall
Street stock market. It concerns the love affairs of a woman
and two men, both of whom wanted her. The young man
could not have won in any other game than that directed by
Cupid, but in his winning, his sweetheart taught him a lesson
in stock deals which prevented his continuing in the business. The story i- clearly told, there is a close connection
between the scenes, which carry the spectator along logically,
and when at the end the young man wins, the audience does
not hesitate to express its satisfaction. Staging and acting
are both good, while the photographer has performed his part
with ability.
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'The Little Drudge" (Essanay).— A domestic story representing the ill temper of a sister-in-law and her abuse of an
unfortunate motherless girl. But eventually her perfidy is
dissolved and the little girl is restored to her place in her
brother's affections.
"The Barber's Daughter" (Gaumont).— A comedy purporting to represent the result of a wager that a young man
would kiss a certain girl. It is hard to understand how a
firm of such high standing would waste good material in preparing afilm of this character. If it is funny at all, it descends of silliness, and that is never desirable in a motion picture. Good comedies are always desirable, but films of sillines- like this have no place in the programmes of to-day.
• An Ambitious Bootblack" (Gaumont).— Purporting to be a
comedy showing how a young man obtained work, namely,
by blacking his face. The fun is supposed to appear when
the black begins to run and it is discovered what the fellowhas done. The audience didn't seem to consider it as especially funny.
"The Wild Cat Well" (Vitagraph).— The story of a clever
villain who was foiled in his nefarious schemes and finally
brought to justice. The principal interest in the picture lies
in the settings, since the story is woven around an oil well
and the scenes are laid in the oil regions.
"Hypnotizing a Hypnotist" (American). — A funny film
which shows how a hypnotist was badly beaten by an old
maid. The picture is funny and creates a good deal of sport
before it is finished. The character of the old maid is admirably done, while the hypnotist will keep the audience in
good humor throughout. The photography has been well
done. Only slight under-exposure appears 111 one or two
places.
The setting is in harmony with the subject.
'Memories" (American). — A short film presenting a novel
subject in a satisfactory manner. The actors interpret their
parts with sympathy and the picture holds the interest of the
audience without trouble.
"Tracked" (Imp). — A Cuban subject, whose interest is
heightened by the admirable reproductions of tropical scenery. It is a story of villainy, which involves the apparent
perfidy of a wife. While the tale unfolds with considerable
claims to dramatic force in telling, the fact that the husband
condemned the wife without a hearing seems unlike what
actually occurs in real life. In isolated instances this might
be true, but in a majority of cases the husband would at least
hear the story without condemning first. The story is a bit
mixed in places, but otherwise it moves forward without interruption. Photography is good and the actors perform
their part- with credit.
"Angel of the Bowt ry" (Yankee). — A story of a Salvation
Army la-sie which begins unpleasantly, depicting the difficulties of a united
drunkard's
daughter,
it endsshewithhasthebecome
girl anda
her lover
on the
Bowery,butwhere
Salvation Army worker and he has fallen under the influence
of drink. There is a wedding at the barracks. Perhaps this
tells the story plainly enough. Those unfamiliar with such
surroundings will acquire a reasonably accurate idea of the
Bowery and some of its dives as it used to be. Such resorts
have almost wholly disappeared these later years, but they
have not lost their intere-t, and this picture will be a factor
in' shown
• ..f New York as they exist.
"A Decree of Destiny" (Biograph)
\ love story woven
around t\\" girls and a man, and told with admirable clearer vows to devote her life to the
church if the man recovers from a severe illness, fulfills her
vow. The principal point of interest is the reproduction oi
iy when a postulant takes the veil.
I
here represented 1- authentic in every detail. Many
will
question tin- advisibility of placing it on the screen for the
curious i" ie< and criticize
It is considerel by such persons

I for public pr< ■

Vanity and Its Cure" < l.ubin).— An intere-ting domestic
story "f how a voung wife was cured of extravagant habits
through the assistance of her mother.
It has no dramatic
1 t«ll- .1 homely tale in clearly undent
1 -cene"Max Kmbarrassed" (P
but when they roll him down a mountain into a
Ition I" thrm thai he is well rid ol both.
"After the Boxing Bout"
illustration of what happened aftw tin
"The
tempted

little Shepardess"
•
work, hui the

I

WORLD
INDEPENDENT.

"A Western Girl's Choice" (Champion).— A lively We-tern
comedy, having for its subject the difference between a
Western man and an Eastern man, in a matter where bravery was required. The girl forgot her rough sweetheart for
a time, but later learned the difference between the men and
accepted the one with the noblest qualities, regardless of
the money involved. It is a smiple tale, clearly told, and
abounding
with those touches of human nature which make
it interesting.
"The Professor's Romance" (Nestor).— Sometimes the man
of books breaks away from hi- environment and attempts
to make love. The professor did in this instance, but eventually he woke up. The telling of the story is well done and
involves numerous little human touches that add to its interest and reveal the fact that those who represent the characters are human, too. The staging and photography are
both of the quality that characterize Xestor films.
"Tweedledum — Aviator" (Ambrosio). — He succeeded in
rising, all right, but he descended much too suddenly for
comfort. The telling of the story of hi- mishaps forms an
interesting story. There is much of humor in it, too.
"Escort of the Viceroy of Caucasus" (Ambrosio).— An interesting film showing the manoeuvre- of a band
-ack.-. with their wonderful riding and their marvelous evolutions on horseback. The photography has been well done,
excepting in one or two particulars, when
permitted to come too near the camera and too straight
toward it. The background 1- quite 111 keeping with the subject and the entire picture i- of the sort that will appeal to
those who are interested in the curious life of some distant
country.
"Tangled Lines" (Reliance).- The story of a G;
befriended by a young man who afterward marries her. and
she deserts him when he i- blinded by an explosion and -he
has gained'
triumphs
Too dead
late remorse
affectsheart.
her
and
she returns
onlyin tomusic.
find him
of a broken
The picture close- with her sobbing at hi- feet This 1- an
intensely emotional
picturi
v\eral interesting
phases of character which are admirably reproduced. The
part taken by Mi-- Marion Leonard give- her opportunity
to
her emotional
acting,
highdisplay
.order toandadvantage
never better
than in this
film.a '.-.•.Indeed, it
would be hard to suggest any improvement in this direction.
While
Leonard's
1- the
principal
one.it the others
do
well Miss
and are
careful part
in their
work.
In fact,
conceive of any improvement in the acting. The photography is not quite clear in some 0! the scenes, or. to be more
accurate, in the part- of some scene-, hut tin- is due to unit, probably, and maybe might be remedied in the
printing.
It 1- not sufficient to cause any -eriou- d
but the film 1- -o near perfection otherwise that it -hows
more prominently than it otherwise would. The picture is
excellent of its type, and the producer 1- to he congratulated
upon
it- Manoeuvers in Cuba" (Imp). — An excellently pho"Army
tographed picture oi the Cuban army in review The picture
gives the audience a pleasant thrill a« the well disciplined
and well uniformed bodj ol men go through tiler
before the superior officer-. The picture i<
ical surroundings, which add to u- attractiveness, and the
operations of the •
1 llent that tin scenes bring
applause
(Im|
drama which tells
how"Thean Dynamiters"
unfortunati
lodge and cho-ei I
He turn- the t.»
atvastation
their <!• in w hich Jenkii
College Chums"
The'Nobility
pictui

(American) — A

well-worked out drama
to inter

d of the audience iron, |

■
beginning

■ • rtunity

for

-
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readied when lh<
received with open arm- by hei

ces her liome and she is
family.
It is a bit strange
eting, -till
this may be done to empl
i the mother
and
sister to have her home again safe The ae-ting seems to bein harmony with the subject, but the photography is scarcely
up to the standard.
'From the Valley of the Shadows" (Reliance). — A strong
temperance drama acted by the -tars of this company. Miss
Leonard appears in calico as a drunkard's wife and plays the
part quit,
as she has played other emotional
role- before. The drunkard i- well acted, though there is
a lack of vigor, perhaps, in some "t the -cenes where he is
represented a- being under the influence of drink. The wife's
appeal to the saloonkeeper is a dramatic bit of work. He
think- of his own dead baby and induces the husband to
go with him. There the scene worked out over the dead
child'- follow-,
bur leaves
scarcely
dry eye
in smile
the house.
The
pledge
and there
1- a areward
in the
of the poor
wii\ when she hears of the change. The picture is meritorious and deserves the applause it receive-. There is, howm for improvement in the mechanical department.
and the Toto
Flag" undergoing
(Itala). — A trick
picture,
representing
the"Toto
unfortunate
all sorts
of troubles
and
creating many serious disturbances in his endeavors to hang
out a Hag. It is of a slapstick comedy order, and there is
rather too much of the rough-house before it ends. The
audience did not receive it very vociferously.
'Foolshead More Than Ever" (Itala).— The difference
between this and other Foolshead pictures is the fact that
Foolshead himself does more indescribable and altogether
foolish things than he has in some of the others. It is
about the -ame. with that exception, as many which have gone
before.
"The Rival
Servants"
(Great
Northern).
— Theandstory
servant
wrongfully
accused
of theft
vindicated
the of
reala
thief brought to justice through the discovery of a servant
elsewhere. The picture is not particularly dramatic, but
the story has a human interest which will make it popular
with any audience.
"Owanee's Great Love" (Bison). — An Indian story which
contains a number of thrills that will appeal to the average
audience as unusually good. The chief objection, if it is
considered an objection, is that there is too much death in
it. To kill both lovers and allow the girl to commit suicide
is pushing it to the limit.
Jack's Lucky Horseshoe" (Lux). — Not often does a horseshoe, however lucky it may be, have the beneficial effect
shown in this comedy drama. Jack not only secures work
after finding the shoe, but after a time he also secures a
bride. The -tory i- well told and the photography is clear
and of good tonal values in most of the scenes.
"On Their Honeymoon" (Lux). — A new idea in honeymoons. The young people were heralded as wishing to commit
suicide. Consequently, they were not alone for a minute.
The effect of a combination of circumstances like this affords opportunity for a good deal of fun.
"Stage Struck" (Thanhouser). — What happened to a girl
who got stage struck would not ordinarily interest an audience, but the little love story which is interwoven with this
one saves the picture and makes it really interesting. The
representation of the standard theatrical company is said by
those who have been similarly situated to be extremely good.
'Thewhich
Abduction
Parson Jones"
(Yankee).
— A Whether
roaring
farce
has someof elements
of unusual
interest.
it was an elopement or an abduction does not appear until
almost the final scene. The working out is ingenious and
holds the attention of the audience throughout.
— John
signed well
the until
pledgehe with
a "A
$500Costly
dollar Pledge"
penalty (Solax).
attached.
All went
fell
from grace. Then his wife made him pay in full. The
manner of the working out is interesting, and affords a full reel
of fun. The subterfuge of the nurse and the sick man goes
well for a time, but eventually the wife di-covers the realdifficulty and exacts the full amount.
"When Masons Meet" (Powers). — A humorou- skit depicting what happened when two young men. to gain the hand
of a woman, masquerade as Masons. The real Mason, already favored by the girl, speedily prove5! them imposters
and walks away with the young lady. The peculiar signs
they make supply considerable humor to real Masons
"The Bandit's Surprise" (Powers). — A bandit starts nut to
capture a railroad president and -ucceeds only in getting a
rather common-place individual. The aforesaid commonplace individual gets a very desirable Western girl, however,
and the bandit gets left.
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"The Mummy" (Thanhouser).- A picture that i> funny because of it- novelty,
lo see a mummy walk fin
■mil Egyptian Princess 1- sufficiently unusual to
create interest, aiui tin- interest 1- increased when, after the
young man ha- spurned her love, she forces him into the ca-e
.Hid 1h- become- a mummy. The love tale ill it 1- well -11-tameil, and when the professor marries the princess and Jack
marries tl 1
filler, it 1- quite e\ideiit that the
happiness of the future is destined to surpass that "i the
past

FILM
MANUFACTURERS.
FOR SALE — Equipped manufacturing plant within New
York City limits, consisting of 3 printer-. 2 perforators,

drums and tank- and power equipment, all ready to start up;
rent and electric light. $100 per month; will -ell to quick

cash
buyerAddress
for $2,500
Don'tof write
jrouWorld
mean
business.
F. M.cash.
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We have a Lubin 1908 complete machine, as good
as new. We guarantee this to be in perfect running
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FILM TITLES IAnnouncements

That Second andThird Reel Problem

3 Ft. Lengths. 25c. |MadeT07d0eurr8c.perft.

Any but
exhibitor
will aaccept
"new
of
film,
how about
second a and
thirdreelreel?
If your older reels are full of rain, what
then ? Our remedy cures films of that awful
rainy habit.
Notify your customers that you are having
your films renovated by

[Printing, Developing, Etc., for the Trade
LOW

RATES

Too Small

GUNBY

Too Large

YANKEE

199 3d Ave.
New York

FILMS

MONDAY,

The New York Film Renovating Co.
(24 HOUR

MARCH

24,
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National Chlorides- Odorless Disinfectant.
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507 North Clark Street

CO.

Chicago, 111.
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CO.
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SILVO
KURTAIN KOAT

Theatre will have to have a
Carrier sooner or later
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1 gallon can, $1.45
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How an abused wife finds the Harbor of Love

344 East 32d St.

New
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Perfumed Disinfectant
(5 years the standard)

March 20,
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Gate
A story Open
of land and
sea '
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SERVICE)

12 Union Square, East
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Pottsville, P..
Please ship C. O. D. one can of Kuru:
used the other can and found it to be tlu
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's curtain and ha\e
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URBAN.
REDEMPTION.—

voim-img
I moral
iu hu In
n iiuiikiit.il' for u i.iv pretu

trios* « i
grand-daughter
1 he Utile
• r»ril> '■■
kteallng ji low l. l|,e owner
girl v

i.g iu

•

-■

urchin lie has found
lecture* tbe youngster
title
inning
•

" handsome

toy.

He

tin. is

■■inch Impressed, he takes
the doll home again, and the Utile girl dries her
tears.
THE THAMES FROM OXFORD TO RICHMOND— Along ihe banks of the I pper Thames
there Is so much to charm the eve that the ditliculty is to know what to Include and what to
omit. An excellent selection of the most characteristic scenes la given in this picture In less
•'■-11 oi*. feet
beginning with the principal sights
the the
broadUniversity City of Oxford, we gb.de "along
of
old father
delight the new *beauties
that Thames,
meet ,_.noting with
eTery bend.
We call at Henley and Windsor.

perately In love with Elsie. He is a
lete — was captain of the football team at coll.
When he was ^eventen years old bis father 1
west.
One of
1 cowboys took a liking to
1 taught
lariat.
So, him bow to shoot, ride and thru.. ..
" t tiff with Elsie,
Jackis given
hikes
for the west — heralded
" ot, he
a royal reception by the cowboys — but proves^tha
a man'sfrom
courage
and daring
can not
be
Judged
the clothes
he wears.
Elsiealways
and her
father visit the ranch. Jack saves her from insult
— culminating In a revival of their childhood love.
THE CODE OF HONOR.— The Code of Honor is
ariou8
forms
■ concerning itself wit
All the details were carefully worked out and
superintended by Lieutenant Wrana and Count Alberti. both of the German army, and great attention was paid to correctness of costuming as well
as the prescribed forms of code. Uniforms in every
case absolutely authentic.
A young nobleman whose eyes become strained
through too .lose application to his books. Seated
before one of the typical cafes that line Unter den
Linden, he saves a young lady from Insult at the
hands of a military swaggerer, and purposely Insults him by spilling wine upon him. Cards are
and he calls upn bis friend, Col. von

Nenhoff, to act as his second.
effort to save his friend's life,
by slapping his face, and the
tion in Affairs of Honor gives

Von Neuhoff, in an
challenges the bullv
Board of Adjudicahis duel the prefer-

PATHE.
MAX'S FEET ARE PINCHED.— Max is Invited
to the home of his sweetheart for dinner, and as
he dresses he finds that his shoes are scarcelv all
that they should be. so he decides to Invest In
a new pair. Slipping out of the house In a pair
of carpet slippers, he makes his way to the nearest
shoe store, and after considerable time, gets a
pair of shoes which the shoemaker assures him
are a perfect fit. Although they are a trifle tight.
Max decides to accept them and proceeds on his
way. Every step brings Its quota of pain, and
finally In desperation Max takes off the shoe that
hurts the worst and ambles along In his stocking
feet. Arriving at his sweetheart's house, he slips
■s so much that it Is necessarv
While at the dinner table.
his sweethearts pot .log runs off with It and Max
is in a dilemma. Finally he fits a wine basket
on his foot and gets along very favorably until the
gu.sts commence to dance. Just how Max accomplishes -ills sfnnt and how he regains posses-
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dig up their own excitement, wblcb the)
do most successfully. After harassing the cook,
on a bright cold day when the ground ta covered
with snow, until the poor domestic la wild with
rug,-, thai take their sleds and heat l! for the bill.
On their way they manage to get * Chinaman and
ji Negn. involved In ji magnificent dispute, which
.-nils out the entire police force. Both of the policemen BlX't '
lov Their
of the f ol hill.
lethod
i of the way on their backs.
The officers
finally catch the boys by a clever ruse, in whicli
■ couple of enormous snowmen
are used, and administer a well deserved spanking to both boys.
THE
INVENTOR'S
RIGHTS.— After
years
of
Highlytbongh
elated,in hedestitute
calls
and child, who,
circumstances,
are happy in his great success. Hurrying away to
the nearest manufacturer of any size, he offers
lis patent for sale, and being In desperate financial
straits he accepts a mere trifle for the labor of
Later, discovering how he has been duped,
he attempts the life of the manufacturer, but falls
and is arrested and brought to trial. In a dramatic scene the whole story of bis labor Is brought
out and vindication and final success come to him
rapidly.
THE SHERIFF'S DAUGHTER.— Ramirez, the
bandit, is in love with Lillian, the daughter of the
Sheriff, though neither knows the identity of f"
other.
Finally
Lillian lnsls"" —
her house
or discontinuing
ings altogether.
This
Rar
make his escape, but hears the sheriff c
.
hides in a closet. A search leads to his discovery,
but the daughter attempts to save him by struggling with her father and he succeeds in getting
out of the door but is badly wounded from the
sheriff's
Lillian
findsIn him
wounded revolver.
and alone,That
and night
disguising
herself
his
SOea to get food and medicine for him.
She Is seen by tbe sheriff and mistaken for Ramirez and shot. When the sheriff gets her home he
Is heartbroken and In a mood to grant her anything. Lillian sends for Ramirez and in a most
touching scene begs her father to let him go. The
, unpins

the bsdge of

BIOGRAPH
WAS
HE A COWARD?— Norris
novelist,
is suffering
from a ner
amuses the foreman
the spirit of a joke
sight.

This

upsets

) In need of

and he is engaged l
than anything else; bi
the

forem

in the effort to force him
combat is not his Idea of bravery, and he refuses
to fight although the foreman goes to the extreme
In his provocations.
The girl, with her Western
Hilton possesses that
— ih into
smallpox,
a dltc '
and taken the poor fellow in his arms and carried
he cares for him.
step beyond the
• the gang I
ind guarded. The
j the father of the girl is afflicted with the
dread .lisejise. and the boys are just as merciless
with him as they were with the Indian— afraid to
go near him — forcing him at the points of pitchforks and revolvers across the dead-line, where
he is picked up and tenderly cared for by Hilton,1*
who is now himself showing symptoms of the disease. Hilton, with the assistance of a doctor who
has come from town, nurses the victims back to
perfect health, but lie has neglected himself In the
1 them
and. although
The
1
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EXCHANGE,

The housewhere yoi
A trial will convince you.

ests
him.
It glvea
the intelligence
of Parliament
I* expected
to be the tha'guest. of Mr.
Franklin.
.link Impersonate*
this gentleman
and
■ k In his makeup
bis little
difficulty in making the p.-, .pie believe he Is the
daughter in view. Jack sees this and Immediately
makes up to the fair young lady. A splendid dinner is Indulged in. a stroll In the park, the finest
cigars, etc., fall to Jack, while poor Mack Is allowed to play the part of Tantalus In the distance.
Mack's chagrin is becoming overwhelming and be
loses control of bis good nature when Jack Is
shown to bis bedroom leaving Mack to shiver outside. Mack revolts. So getting a ladder lie climb*
up to the window, and notwithstanding tbe objections evinced by Jack he cr*wls Inside. Jack,
however, denies him a place In the bed. At this
moment the real member of Parliament arrive*,
and Mack bearing some one approaching sneak*
under the bed. Jack is unceremoniously bounced
before he has a chance to clothe himself. Mack
waits until they have left the room before coming
Jack is forced to pass the same t
low the window, clothed only In a high
suit of pajamas.

and

THE PRIVATEER'S TREASURE.— Ou the death
of Daniel Hardy. Robert aud Lillian, his son and
daughter, face financial ruin, when a messenger
arrives with a letter, reading:
"I, Thomas Wood, Privateer, declare that I
killed Daniel Hardy and sold his ship. I am strick" hereby bequeath to bis son
and
Island daughter
of Loos. the treasure buried _.
"Read tbe document enclosed which will direct
you to the spot.
"Thomasmoney
Wood, withthe which
Red Privateer."
Robert borrows
he equips ■
yacht and starts in search of the treasure. Daring the voyage the captain, an adventurer, form*
a plot to capture the riches.
The plan is frustrated through the Intervention
of an honest sailor, who not only warns them of
their danger, but aids them Iu the thrilling adhonest ventures
officer. which come about because of the disROCKY film CAVES
of

OF
-'-"

FRANCE
(Colored).—
photographic
quality.
ItA
lsit to the Historic Grotto

Albanu*. tbe
loves Fablola. a beautiful
Christian
Prefect
would i
hantis, who seems ill and melancholy. The nobleman sends many entertainers to the youth. Albanus again meets Fablola and declares his love
for
her. She Insists upon his becoming a ChrisPrefect'
declares his love. He Is rejected. Lyceus betray*
the Christians In order to avenue the attitude of
Fablola toward him. The cave in the hills, where
the Christians are wont to bold their services. Tbe
last Hymn. Tbe Roman soldiers, led by the betrayer Lyceus, surround and capture the little
group of worshipers.
Dungeon of the Amphitheatre.
though maltreated.
The
their priso
belief. Condemned.
The Pre
the trial In which he is forced to condemn his o
son.
The
father's
visit.
Heartbroken, the old n
goes to the amphltl
has been crucified,

•an
111 afford,
.hap whose
is passion
for
stock gambling, i
Another suitor of
the world, of
wealth almost equal I
worldly experience would naturally give him a
pretty solid advantage over the boy In any game.
Early in the story we see the girl warn the
boy against his propensity and try to elicit from
him the promise to stop his operations with the
stock market.
A little later the older man I
• buying of !
for
n made
traction
8. v ,\ l. He conceives the idea of pnt-

934 Arch St., Philadelphia

Open day and night.

610 East Baltimore Street
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t vauit? herself, and going
buy S. Y. 4 D. until
iln. H.
He does
1 again.
thus rescued i
. .. confusion.
Ine la able to tell her young
friend that fail stock speculations
were
not so
fact that be Is
wisely managed as he thoughtentirely to her own bandlIndebted t -market
"
for hlin, by which manipulation
baa acquired tbo title of the "great bull." although her transactions 1 and without any<
BlM
. _. bull" was.
In tl
•he core* the boy of his Infatuation, and of
when
'great bull"
the
was andthe hoolder man learn- -"- been defeated,
to gracefully wltbA NIGHT
Or TERROR.— Twc
the East, while —
whlch
■ady country
It la
Ibat rongh-a
looking but harmless
■ondueted
tidy wife. The tenderfeet are re-

Hi wife

nderfoot

In the
dlngv
frlehtened
<

■It

• attic

for

Ornamental
Theatres

of
timid one
■
tha 1
r,ervno« and apprehensive
Mgbt
k In the morning the landlord and
arlw and kill two chickens for breakfast
, ill them
■bleb r^th1''
his wife rei>lle« In t
bam

knife comlnr

nr

The

ntt

PLASTER

landlord grw
trembling
tenderf.
lndlrldnal with a hr

np the attic ladder.

tl:.-

Jumps

RELIEF
Theatre*

elusion that his last moment on earth ha*
m his bunk
and pulling the
...1. awaits the slaughter of

Write

DECORATIONS

Designed

Everywhere

for Illustrated Theatre Catalog.

Send u» Sizes oi

«llce of ham. the landlord
• the attic and shortly after
I -.:ikfast. Still trembling with
• go to the room below,
- — where
1 Innpon

THE

them
that
•■ down

their fears
to enjoy
1

M after "a night of terror."
FAMILY
BIBLE— Mary Brash
and
■ married.
Just be1 » ball with Mary.
forgotten to remove
- i<M-ket and being
go back to his room.
>■ papers In the most available place —
Bible — and hurries
ball 1

OLD

attent

t the Carroll
it he Is sellplan--- he will take the old
lyment for a new one. The
a remarkable bargain, buys
explains his plan, sbowli
has taken
in exchange
the old bible
• Tom's fan. 1

nr

wonderful

bargain

and

ex-

for th>- old family
■ recalls that be had put bis
rantlfally
fi

■

rent

has

already

gone

to make

eared through
lan servant. The Indian
o their shack and rides to town for
VTien the latter arrives he finds that
ot only suffered severe face burns,
have also lost all knowledge of his
species of Insanity occasionally the
The doctor
bits of shock.
stone and
powder ■ - picking
the ■iolent
, when to bis surprise he flu
patleut's fact nicies
a few grains of golddust.
lade a strike! The scheming doctor
t the stricken miner OOI
s Inquiries from the Indian result In
lug of town bnlitaf who endeavor t
fesslou from the Indian through 101
down by a stiff bio*
rolTt* be rises again. I
•tOr«d.
Single ban. led. be tights
I
i.ie elatn
g 11, c faltbi .
partnership In the vain
HANS'
JflLLIONB.tbe audacity to
and dell.a'..--s

-

daughter

II

us is a relatln II reads

■aradal wai

patting

,Mr.
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MAN

til to AMBURE AMUSEMENT F»REMIUM CO.,
141 to 147West 45th Street, New York (it j .
th.,t will triple you
without i prnnj - expente on yoi

then I
s la apprised of
■1 is necessary
for 1 1
claim bis share of the fortune.
Schmidt ind w'rltea
give*
Hans steamer tickets for Lena and himself
A
and ratbc
tin- f.li.iMlug
letter from their soo-la-laa
the

fact

that

VITAGRAPH.
THE
WILD
trying to wl

CAT

WELL—

Ttt

THE
.!
his

Tight.

frock

bnrcb,

ivui

anil

is married,

looks

all

end

potting

boi during
- bride, the

w Itfa Ms bride, hi* father in
■ - father. In Whom
i
■ i l.i- discomfiture, the old gentlemen
loans linn a pair of trousers, enabling bhn t" re
turn to his wife and to continue tlie festivities
with Ills friends and guests.
RED
EAGLE.— Onlts. an Indian prii
• .1 eagle and tills her (atbei
■ - lover.
The chief declares thai the
i kills tbe red eagle
shall marry
his
law

MOVING

> mm:-'

Smith, a half breed, ndmlres Onlta.
She
m and he tries to overpower
her.
Heart, taking his bow and arr,
cut to kill the bird. He fees it perched

on

cUmba
ide with Onlta. tied hands and feet. In his amis,
asking :i most perilous descent, until he reaches
projecting ledge and lays the helpless princess
startled, loses his balance and falls in
mass on the rocks below, beside the gurgling
rapide. BraTe Heart looks over the cliff, sees
Onlta. makes his way down tbe steep side of the
precipice, and when be reaches her, removes her
bonds, clasps her to his arms and raises his eyes
toward Heaven in gratitude and thanksgiving to
the Great Father.

„ __j tall Texas grass, but she di
realize that there are people who. like si
conceal themselves until they are ready to
Consequently,
when
a sleek-looking
tenderfoot
i the stranger,

much

t get ugly over the matter, but keeps his
,ves open.
He knows that the sheriff is out for
l.i." a desperado, and he soon observes
that the sleek tenderfoot keeps
plv of hardware under his bed tick.
■ day for cattle shipping <
liberal supply of

The tenderfoot, who sits up late
to read .in Innnocent novel, observes this, and, is
soon giving
mysterious
signals
from
a certain
just ashelda desleand ranch
up,
tbe Job with big
_ noments the tendererealed
as
"Texas
Ed,"
tbe
bandit,
and
snake in the grass.
It is needless to say that Margie has learned
her lesson and takes immediate
steps to 6quare
iih Foreman Jack.
pcrate

gang

KALEM.
A WAS

TIME ESCAPE.— At a party Mrs. Alllincea
daughter
Millie'swar engagement
rner. herA few
days later
breaks out
between the North and the South.
Richard, Mil. r. casts his lot with the Confederacy.
while
her sweetheart.
Jim Turner,
believes
his
duty lies with the North.
Three years later Richard is ordered to thei asenemy's
camp Union
to secure
inan escaped
prisoner
he gains admission to the camp and secures im
portant documents.
The loss is discovered bj the
I'nlon officers.
Jim Turner,
in charge of a detachment, is detailed to pursue the unknown spy.
The next night, Richard, who bas been wounded
while running the lines, seeks protection in his
in e. which happens to be within the
field of action.
Jim. pursuing the fleeing Con
federate, recognizes Millie's
.who through
i of brother,
the household.
essfnlly escapes.

WORLD
Intereetlng
u,

Ua

and making
fast the metal and glass
■ iiltiul. of the nil pump
win. h
to the dlvei while under

• •

to the river's bottom,
and the method b\ which
dynamite Is planted an, I the spectacular ' feat of
blowing up :. wreck lii St. John's Ulver.
The lite
of a professional diver is one of great ,1
.piirli.g a cool head and btcady nerve at all hums
ttlm win proTa oi .
teres! to all patrons of the motion picture theater
THE
HUNTER'S
DREAM.— Itosenfeld, about to
ting trip, takes a nap and bas a dream.
What occurs durlug this dream causes Boaenfeld
;ii he will be a better num.
eachewlng all liquors and Welsh rarebits.

LUBIN.

Jim

with the dead eagle i
and clain
wife.ia s father
A week after their marriage, they a
their own
wigwam,
when^ she spies

PICTURE

the diver.— This remaritaM]
—
1 fc-raphle Insight into the

THE

ACTRESS

AND

THE

SINGER— A

young

better. He had forgotten a piece
of music which she found and took home with
her. The prima donna was not able to forget the
young tenor, and finally she and her woman companion secured apartments at the bouse where
dnances
and
friend worse
lived. and
The worse.
young men's
-— his
growing
One
morning
they
-' nothing with which to buy
breakfast.
The two lu-lrls that
ruing but
had ordered breakfast brought
• by mistake took
the young
Of course,
' voung
man
pounced
uponmen.
the breakfast
aud thefairly
devoured
it The waiter, who had discovered his mi-iake.
pounded in vain upon their door. Before long the
lilina donna heard what had l»ccome of hci break
fast.
She suspected
that the young
men
were
very poor and longed
them.
She notified her i nager that she
new opera. There was rejoicing
when re-the young
.dinghimtenor
man received a letter asking
to call on the
great manager. There be met the prima donna
and she confessed everything to him. There he
signed a contract not only to Join his voice with
life.
hers In opera, but to Join his heart with hers in
HIS FRIEND, THE BURGLAR.— Tom Dayton
was very anxious to get away to the club, but
Mrs. Tom Dayton refused to let him go out that
night. He sent a note to his friends at the club
telling them how be was held a prisoner, by his
better half, and asking them to maneuver in some
way to secure his release. It so happened that
shortly after the arrival of this note, a burglar
was caught In one of the club rooms. He pleaded
hard not to be arrested, and then one of tbe memberslease.
thought
of a planwith
for this
securing
reIn accordance
plan, Dayton's
one of the
clubmen dressed up In the burglar's clothes, masked
and armed with a Jimmy, repaired to the Dayton
home, where he climbed In the window and gave
— ■" club signal that Dayton
recognized
at
of flowers into the burglar's arm and told
i to beat It. Then he proceeded to do the
ro" act. yelling "stop thief) Halt, or I
!" and similar commands. He ran after the
' ~i great courage and absolute fearlessness.
led his pursuer qnickly to the clubhouse.
When the detectives took up the trail they had
no difficulty in following them thither, where the
Joke was explained to them and tfce anxious Mrs.
Dayton was notified that her busband bad captured the burglar.
MANDY'S SOCIAL WHIRL.— Mandy Hawkins
received a letter from an employment office in her
home town notifying her that her application for
aandposition
as maid
all 'work
been received
that she
shouldof report
to ahadcertain
address
in the city where she would be employed. Mandy
put onroad station.
her best clothes and departed for the railV parents, who also lived In the
city. It also happened that Miss Jordan was to
take the same train as Mandy, but on the way
to the station Miss Jordan lost the letter of introduction which Joe had given her to his parents.
waiting in a large touring
car. Bv mistake she gave them the letter which
Miss Jordan had lost instead of the one from tbe
emplovment office.
The folks could hardly believe that their son had
been attracted bv such a crude girl as Mandy. bnt
thev knew that Joe would arrive In the evening.
Md decide. 1 to make tbe best of things until he
arrived. Mandv was entertained royally with automobile rides, a big dinner and so on. She was
Just about deciding that being a maid of all work

Independent Film Stories.
THANHOUSER.
HIS YOUNGER
BROTHER I'M'ed
l.J i. weal..., ,..„kl.
Melds somaanm
to M
leuiptati.
. mb.-ziiea
tbe money entrust.,
, found aaB
of Course, and is uboiit t„ fly when an officer ^B

a daring
'

ph

believes bim, 'as sisters will, and for
in to save him. Sheemployment
decides to w^
crels.
Then I

the broker,
discover
will
free her and
darling

.—
is BUCCCtbe■ Job,
broker's
win. and
she wins
day the
by day
finds <•■ it harder to kj
on hating him.
He Is kind hearted,
cbarlta
and considerate, not at all what she had expec
I he broker even got
free tbe young embezzler.
He plei
? Judge, urges him t
he accompanj
' the listens.
■■)«
clerk"
[eaves prison.' retrieve
Full of his
gratlttfolly, and
mlts all
his wrongdoing.
np'oyer
to his office, Theand there frankly ~al
with horror.
She realizes that tue
Justly accused and that her broti
her.
Overpowered by emotion, her
attracts tbe gnllty man.
He looks
rioter lie loves gazing sorrowfully
...
realizes the sacrifice she has made in a
effort to "clear" a name that deserved t
The brother's cry of recognition gives I
his first inkling of tbe truth.
He realizes that
bright boy who has recently come into bis I
ploy, was no other than the sister of his for*.
clerk.
Too astonished for words, rbe broker I
after them a note informing the b
he is to have a fresh start as the broker'a agaAl
in Brazil, and that if his "younger r
consent
she can fill his old position.
For tat
broker realized that the supposed boy had found
a place In tbe heart he never thought would qt i
pierced by cupid's arrow.
ROBERT EMMET.— Robert Emmet, although at,
died at the age of 25. made a record that TBI
always keep his memory green among his countrjK'
men. From bis boyhood his heart was set OKI
freeing Ireland from English rule. He enteraVl
Trinity College and made a brilliant name f«V<
himself there, but was expelled through tbe dlS<
covery of his affiliation with the United Irishmen.
He spent several years in exile, during whlcKi
period he was received by Napoleon,
whom
ha
tried unsuccessfully to Interest In the Irish caussK
Returning to his native land, he beaded an traaat
rising that failed.
He escaped with several of his followers, boflf
despite their protests returned to see bis sweetSarah Curran,
and was raptured
by the
British heart.
soldiers.
While in prison he shielded Sarah from the pryA
ing authorities, and offered to plead guilty If she
was not subject to official annoyance.
Despite aajfl
efforts to save bim, he was executed in Dublin.
Tbe pathetic love story of Emmet
and Sarsh
Curran Is a page in history that will never baS
forgotten by their countrymen.

ECLAIR.
CAIN. — Jack and Peter are both employed, afl
the farm of a widow, whose daughter, Nellie, iaV
In love wltb Jack, and has obtained the consenS
of her mother to their marriage. Peter become^H
risk
Jealous when he learns of the betrothal, and wonnA^H
Nellie becomes prostrate wltb grieflk
Time passes and Peter thinks I
.j much to bear, and
to leave the place. It chances that the widow and*
her daughter see Peter on the snot of the tragedy J
and are horrified at his ghastly face and mad
demeanor. Upon seeing them, he falls on hiaj
knees, confessing and Imploring forgiveness: tbejfl
bid him flee if he would have freedom. He turna
toward the lake and in another moment he la lafl
THE
ROCK
CLIMBERS.— Tliis film affords jj
wonderful appreciation of the Pyrenees; we vlsltfl
the most
famous
peaks of this world-renowned
range of mountains, following the guides as tbejB
clamber up hazardous cliffs, and down deep, seem-flj
ingly bottomless chasms.
We are afforded ample
opportunity to observe the dangers bravely undertaken by the guides, and the skillful and praiseworthy manner In which they handle their charges.
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b of Dr. Edwards in
wife
and
daughter

• ARCHITECT

• their savings
are taken in by frlen
strange
co-incident
Big
Frank,
the
burglai
and
starts
ii.tu\lr
Williams
has
the night
and
hearing
In search
of the same.
1
, the burglar,
and
In the struggle
llsarms
him
and
strikes
the burgl;
Big
Frank

blm.
tome

. but Big Frank merely stands
forth Mr«. Edwards
Hid standing the little girl in
i she recognizes blm and patting
him "Papa." This brings back
regains
his
complete
memory.
1

•mazed. Mr. \\
and tbelr child
front of Big Vr.
His

wife

comes

SOLAX.
PUT

OUT. — Going

away

upon

business

Scroggln

bids wife a fond good-bye.
Returning
'
'
after her husband's departure,
Mrs.
Scr
Mary,
the maid,
engaged
In a flirtation from
the
window.
The
masher,
with
whom
Mary baa been
flirting determines
to see
the fair lady wbo
has
taTlted
his attentions,
and
bo securing - "
" 1 through
llBS 1
intruder li
and alarmed
to nnn 1
Mrs.
Serogglns
Is the
masher,
supposing
thi

gii

• n tuning,
begins
'
lore to her.
Beating a hasty
retreat,
M
gins runs
frantically
through
lag Anally
to the kitchen,
tin. Is Mary
engaged
iusky
pin:
_ . fix the pipes.
Tbe
plumber
readily
consents
to con
assistance
of
Mrs.
Serogglns.
The
tw
remain
In the kitchen
while
the plumber
goes
Intruder
gins,
who
has
missed
his
train,
returns
to nis
masher
hearing
lus approach,
secretes
nd the plumber
entering
the
the
same
time,
collide.
The
plumber,
thinking that
Serogglns
Is the one
to be evicted,
■r. seeds to throw him out of the window.
CARIBOU
HUNTING.— This film shows tbe great
northern wilderness
In all Its autumn
beauty.
The
scenic
Tlews
In this tlltn are absolutely
without
a
peer, tbe tinting and
toning
Is wonderful,
and
tbe
1 ted
give
an
accurate
portrayal of tbe grandeur
and
beauty
of the
virgin

THICK
OF FORTUNE.— Discouraged and
indent over his failure to secure employment,
without
funds,
Harry
Wilson
decides
to end
.
ticket
hotel.

A

capitalist

expected
In
la suspected
Incog.
This

coincide
with
those
of the
moneyed
narry
has a royal
time and
Is wined
■ land
agents,
At first he tries
of their error,
but
they
refuse
lleve blm
and wink
knowingly.
In the mesntbe real capitalist
has arrived,
and
to avoid
v to carry
oot
tbe
itlnn
further.
While
the
eager
agents
are
ellng
among
themselves
and
nearly
driving
■i Hon

■list quietly lectin

then ti
wrath of the land sharks and the quick change
leglanee of the hotel employees from Harry
ie new
Idol
Is most
laughable
It
Barry
li
eratad,
and
of life and
reanlraat
bu.k

tn

OLD
ttlng
e
ge

the

city

MADRID—
his

arrives
that

Inability
and
Is

to
Don
to

manfully

tight

1» Immediately
smitten
by
Zelda
Indulges
In s little
. r Inaugurate!
a ayal
\"i
luenna-llka
mother

Vaudeville

ICTURI

We have built over 60 Theatres the last 5 years which are all ORIGINAL
in Construction, Design and Decorations

' office

aembles her and Is attired to represent a clever
counterpart of Zelda. Tbe mother walks in the
garden accompanied by Zelda. Seating herself
on a bench, she commands tbe girl to repose beside her. Finding tbe vigil rather tiresome, the
elder woman lapses Into a state of ilr
and
tbe companions
of Zelda
beckon
her
to Join
So clever la tbe disguise of Uobb that Jose Is
deceived and be kisses ber. The father of Zelda
discovers the act and hastens to the D
Inform her only to see Zelda yawning beside his
wife on tbe bench. Exhausted, the guardian falls
asleep,
and
Rosa
exchanges
places
with
Zelda,
lie

accompany

gather!

and

him
they

take

lie

quickly

Jose

Is

a

Imparti
firm

and

th

to th.-lr
Immedlute
rents iti.ii
relent.by thi 'I he
i.mu

Zelda
the

and

she

her

i

;:ks.

There

I,

that
I on
Iljes

PENNILE88
PRINCE— I'rliicman
nobleman,
slights
from
■ aba,
to e„rn
■ Un

t.i

Is

bis

brrs»t

al

him

*
I
a

away,

tadleaving
the

In
girl

vessel
THE

• Is

U

.

and

SLIDES

Independent Ad. Co., i r»i 17 Weal ,5th Si

and

er
parents

I

soqnloar—

walk
THE

pnt

man)

daugliti

marrUfc
obdurate

and

|

'
row
fully an.:tells
prince

brother,

the
fllr-
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Houses

also build

MOVING
THI

life's

OOBM
writes
ti let
I young Spanish
girl.
pay
them
a visit,
hut

make Plans and build

and
We

which
Idnal.

i

not only

tbe

-

hi-

We
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Walter"! arrival vowed the seel Of discord, for
Era's prefereuee for Hay's handsome ehuni aoon
became apparent and a serious breach occurred.
which was gradually widened beyond hope of repair, by Esther Williams, a '
sends ao anonymous
communlcailon
to Hay, appraising him mi.
of I the
that Walter had pro»ns fact
accepted
Walter,
her. Ills
iimmeroliil
Wall Street

PICTURE

WORLD

Released

Just Kids

loyal to his promise 10 BT«, marries
trend and desires did not point to a
or professional life, so he drifted Into
with a fortune left bin hy his parents.

AND
the lash of n disappointed love, after engaging in
various ventures, finally purchased some mining
Interests,
which
developed
Into fabulous
dlmennewspaper
from l
its columns.
An expression of
by sadness,
diffused his cou
graph he had read divulged I

surprise

'king ^ood Comedy and enough scenic
and educational to be
interesting.

He Immediately sought his broker and Investigation discloses the fact that Walter holds large
Interests In a mining property with great possibilities, but lack of funds had retarded Its development.

1 state of being,

and finding themselves

Hundreds of Exhibitors have requested Comedy and Scenic.

HERE

IT IS

12 minutes of laughter and 7 minutes in foreign climes.
Synopsis

k' wins ber.thi
for rescuing

AMBROSIO.
THE PRISONER OF THE CAUCASUS— A
Russian officer i- captured by the Circassians, tod
'» brougli: b are being
elng held,
pere feats of prowess a
landsome

ATrip About
Christiana

followed

Inclined to resent his Interference.
his sense of duty by Eva, his wife.
HYPNOTIZING
A
HYPNOTIST
learned professor
study of hypnotism,
he found ■ lot of likely subjects.
>lr knowledge
or consent,
placed

'. vanqulsl..
the girl as.
a reward

TUESDAY, March 2 1st.

him,

officer,

and

when

she finds

back
the ranch with the payroll for tl
THE to PAYROLL—'
Is suddenly stopped by highwaymen. Tl
tioys of circle C ranch, returning from i
dash

down

upon

the

i

'

gang Is mortally wounded
by
Wilson's gun.
Feeling that he Is Indirectly

a shot

fired

responsible

fn
for 1

starting out for a canter through the woods. Is
kidnapped.
T'pon thehour.
failure
of Kate's
at her accustomed
Wilson
goes Inreturn home
her. Discovering her horse riderless, he follows
the trail that soon leads him to the kidnapper's
cabin.
Stealing Into the place, he Is horrified Id

Page

SATURDAY

TUESDAY

Powers Picture Plays
2=EACH

WEEK==2

Released
In many undignified positions, fall on the profeesor and almost beat him to a pulp. They leave
him helpless and an easy prey for his landlady,
an unattractive spinster. She found the volume
on hypnotism which he has been studying, and as
soon as she spies the helpless professor, resolves
to try an experiment on her own account. She
place/ him In an hypnotic trance and to make assurance doubly sure, leads him to a justice of the
peace. She takes her newly wed spouse to their
home, where she tries to bring him back to his
original condition, but Is unable to. so she defies
all the ethics of the code and resorts to a bed
slat.
She beats him back to life again, shows him
make

the

best

of

SATURDAY, March 25th.

OGALLALAH
The Greatest Indian Play ever
made.
A broad assertion but
we mean every word.
We stake
our reputation on this picture.

Feature, Advertise and
Yell OGALLALAH
The Tale of an Indian's Love
Demand Demand Demand

OGALLALAH

Ned, thrashes
Bad. In revenge he waylays and shoots Ned, who
k to the boose. As he Is being cared
for by Kittle and her folks Bud peeks In the window. The girl grabs Neds gun. and Jumping on
i horse pursues Hud, captur "
olver.
l-. -titleat " '

Special Music for the Picture

DICK FARRELL'S PRIZE— Dick Farrell and
Ills chum. Frank, camp in the west on a vacation.
They are treated as a Joke at first by the hardy
cowpnncbers. but make friends after showing their
mettle. Dick Incurs the enmity of Slick Pete
after besting him In a physical encounter, and,
liter. Slick Pete escaping after successfully holding up a stage coach surprises Dick and captures

241st St. and Richardson Ave.
New York City

WRITE

US

The Powers Co.

discovering that the man Is Kate's own t
He makes known the truth to both of them
gives the girl her privilege of choice be
himself who has taken care of her, and the
who had deserted her. Without a second's
tation, the girl leaves the cabin under thi
tectlon of Wilson.

WAS IT WORTH WHILE!— Since the hour he
entered the law firm of Robert Eldrldge as a
junior clerk. Ned Foster's dream had been to one
day become a partner of the old gentleman.
Partly through his own industry, and partly
through Helen F.ldrldge's influence over :■
Ned had progressed step by step: and now that the
young
man hehadfeltwon
an early
marriage,
thatthehisgirl's
dreamconsent
to be totaken
into
the firm would soon be realized.
Ills country sweetheart, Lucy Abbott, was forgotten, and within a few weeks Helen might have
become his wife, had not his brother. J
the announcement of their engagement,
ened to the city In the hope of recalling Ned to
bis senses. But the young man stubbornly declared he had now gone too far to withdraw; so,
in anger and desperation. John hastened to the
Eldrldge home, to be told by Helen that she would
gire Ned up at once, were she sure that he really
Immediately he

THE
YANKEE.
GATE.— A seafaring man of
paying attention to a you;
of years, and finally runs
i to propose.
This Is accept*
the stipulat I that 1- ~'
his pipe and tobacco. These conditions seem difficult to fulfill. Armed with the
best set of resolutions ever adopted, he sallies
forth to prepare for a six month'
Meeting a number of cronies, who c<
him upon bis successful wooing, he Is enticed Into
fiancee: they
load I
Idea i
dltlon.

the

captain

returns

GREAT
BETWEEN

wn Into dally companionship t\ 1 1 ti the son
benefactors, there could be but one oatlove — and he very soon told her of his
>n and asked her to become his wife. Mav
lot confess her terrible secret
„,„] allowed

Mill May's bnsband apI suitor for the hand of
illy In which
his wife
husband
he takes

and
his

threat
depart

bin

• the timely arrival of her admirer.
•, May's hnal
t meets his |t
infamtltar
■ neighborhood, he losa - - Is ■• «y in the
1 falls over a cliff where his ! ■■.
next mom'
e reward
he so long waited
for.

she

marry

the
up

within

six

girl nn.I the sturdy
young
blackto him
to intrude
upon
■ of
the
two

the

girl,

and

feeling
the role of thi

Kannv

the

slaying

-•

faithful

behind

In

■ mined
to
i Danny

WORLD.

They

AND
DUTY i for
llilal

■ .suiting. , The doctor,
ered by his wife. In bis remorse,
but Is saved by his wife, and at
I patient,
the doctor
wife
■ ■ lastund scene
LIFE AND PEOPLE
tribes

say

SOUTH

In

THE

..

EXHIBITORS

vllle and moving
picture
theater,
which
Under the management
of J. 1). Klce.
New Albany, Ind.— The Victoria Moving

and

Picture

Brysn, Texas. — Messrs lalrmau * I.ong have
lesaed the Barrlaon Building and will open It as s
moving picture theater.
) Thlr
Milwaukee,
n of a Wise— J. Wasnelwskl is planning the

Wife,

ami

s llvolj
•tall-keeper,
urn hiM i.
Stolen

KI.I.I'TOMANIA. — Poor
even In hw ..»

goods

accordingly

sin-

follows

il In pursuit.
a bird
III

dealer,

Finally.
bis

Hill,

lllll la n
and In eon• ,.
hi
tit of
I '■ steals,

i|ultr
well ki

a nar...
who

with

n child,

England States,

moving plot
Albany, N.I ed Y—
for .\Arbor Hall
under

the

management

Cortland.
N.
moving
picture

' ,lle middle west.
: will be
»hl. u will
i Brlen.be the
an. I proprietorship
of

Is to have a third
I. II. Hewitt
I
the Star
it. Mr. Dunn has a store in
k and Clinton Avenue sud will convert
it into a moving
picture theater,
which will be
ready to open about February 1st.
Columbus.
Ohio. — Mr.
W.
I.. Jai.
I
awarded the contract for the erection of a mOTIng plctu i
"> High ' the
Sireet
for
moving

Y. — Cortland
theater.
Mr.

having tbelr
d enlarged.
A besutlpicture palm
front Is being fitted to It.
Hsrelton. Pa.— A new moving picture
r Mr. Jo
New York Citv— The Alwold Realty
will alter the two story brick stable al
23d Street Int.
Shenandoah.
Pa — i
' ster, un'
der the managen enl • f Cbrtai t Bits
here and are now ih Ellswertg. Wis— Manager Wolff of
moving
p
has
closed
bis show
ami is moving It to Klver Falls.
Waterford. N. T.— The moving picture and vandevllle theater wn' ' '

Point Pleaaant. N. J.— The Star Moving I'lctUTS
Theater here I
- unknown.
a Dayton.
moving Ohio.—
pb I Mr. Harry A. I.lmbert
Richard si
•
Streets.
B
. It vaudeville fromi

■ the Bijou

pictures

and

llluetratt

..

> ludevtDe theater
Lewiaton
v.
Rockland. in Mass.
— An InImportant
conItockland
which thedealDavidwasH.Torrey
and
( Boston.

Boston, Maas. — The Olympic '1 heater. No. 8 Bowdoln Square
t>J a large theatrical
syndicate, who will convert II Into a
ture and vaudeville theater, which will be sbls to
sestDsyton,
sbout Ohio.
t'. 10 — Mr. OeorgS II EwUsjf Is completing ixrangatnei fa new
moving pi '
r.et.
r in
which

Will

he

known

- -.

■

Wa'erloo,
Iowa
I
ami took i
Darby, Pa.— Architect Chsrlei
Philadelphia,
has
test
Ions f

Water

f has

"

Keep
in condition .milj our
. in mat
do« nine
ii \<»ur
repair
expenses bj using

pnr-

K. Orlscbslger.

Qarby Amu*
Flndlsy,
Ohio.- Ml
making
srri
•
turr tneatet

Exhibitors Take Notice
Stay On Oil

of

for tba
-

• •

.

251 i>i<
\otpaid.
< .hi
1pound,
.hi postage

Hill
ban

possession.

Norfolk,
Va.— Captain
C
making arrangements
to sti
lure theater at 819 High f

C ou

1 •• roh« hlm-.-ir.
Ix-lng
on.
III. aim, Hon
l>

taken

Is . ■

Red Bank, N. J.— The Geran llulldlng on Front
11 been leased to a moving picture comtheater.pany who will convert It into a moving pioturs
Salem, N. J. — A new moving picture theater la
being erected In Bwedesboro, which "111 be under
the direction of Aaron I.. Mifflin.
Cleveland, Ohio. — Cleveland now has 240 moving

Street,

ill! I HAS
kleptomania.,

and

operating

i

on being discovattem;
the sick bed of
are brought
tosees

OF THE EQUATOR.
depleting the ate of

Switow,

Helena, Mont.— W. J. Hartwlg la planning the
erection of a new vaudeville and moving picture
theater on Main Street, near Grand.
Camden, N. J. — The Camden Amusement Company Is planning the erection of a new vaudeville
and moving picture theater at 2u9 Broadway.
Bowman, N. Dak.— The Dreamland Opera House.
owned by Mr. Shaw, was completely destroyed by

San Diego. Cal.— Seth Hartley Is making srrsngeII roe Street.
c
Joliet, 111.— The
I
■.-rate i
opened
by the lev- I
of Phillip
has been
Its fifth w*
tier the management

Chicago, 111.— Mr. P. P. House bus sold his moving picture theater in Forest I'ark to Mr. Kobert
Uoth.
Burlington, Wis. — The management of the Crystal
Moving Picture Theater bine moved from their old
quarters to the Brehn Building.
Waverly, N. Y — Mr. Lewis K. Rowers, proprietor of the Snyder House, has purchased the old
Theatorlum formerly occupied by 0. 11. Cowles, and
will convert it Into a moving picture theater.
Stevena Point, Wis. — A new picture theater
Is being planned for this section wblcb will run
moving pictures only.
Centralis, Wash. — The Washington
Hotel, one of

In the Fall cities by M.
as one of the handsome
Hire palaces
III this

Ave.
a new moving picture theater at 2107 Chattuck

\

NORTHERN.

LOVE

t

AMONG

fate had other designs for her future and
by the son and daughter of a
y planter. In this family she Is eared All
rter a long convalesence Is induced to reIS a companion and governess to the eldest
er. Her past was forgotten, care and lendrestored the girlish twautv that she posat the time of ber marriage,

n
Is

ing

tnadic

EBB AND
her husband,
■ indignities li

waylays
her
posnre unless

i piece of string.
God sends 1

Is lonely

t

raid to venture near the
makes himself known to bis nephew,
avors to adjust matters, and assures Dim
■weetbeart of yore Is only longing to
ilm. After several laughable Incidents
;ouple are seen coming from church, as
: couple are about to enter upon the sea
LOVE'S

PICTURE

DOGS NOT ADMITTED.— Jones finds a stray dog
and takes It home. His landlord is a grouch and
objects to animals, and Jones baa to leave his
comfortable apartment and search for a new
home where dogs are tolerated. He finds a new
retreat and with It a good idea to make the dogbater yell "stung." He gets a regular army of
dogs and places collars round their necks bearing
the address of bis late landlord. Several gentlea need of a dollar, find the clogs and then

His little
betrothed were wlth makes his regret

depicted
upon
jew and the nice <>
les of the betrothal.
5 later

MOVING

tectlTes, and steals the pocketbook from the tall
man. The Jobs is quickly discovered, and Bill Is
captured and dragged to the station. Here he Is
searched, and a huge number of articles are
brought to light. To add to Bill's misery, his
wife appears, and proceeds to give her erring bus-

Ord. pi'
N. lun
moving
Bt. ton I. II
I
B.rkl.y,

0t-— Poll

I

STAY
I

-

•Ilil

ON

UlliSl.

OIL CO.
New

York City

THE

Licensed Release Dates
BIOGRAPH.
Feb.
10 — Fisher
Folks
Feb. 20— The
Diamond

iDr.)
Star

098
(Dr.)

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Feb.
Feb
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

10— Was

lie

a

(toward 1
EDISON.

906
991
095
lint

(Dr.)..

17 — A Stage
Romance
(Dr.)
21— The
nival
Sculpfora
il)r.)
22 — Mr.
Bumptious.
Detective
u
2-1 — The
Price
of Victory
(Dr.)
2*— The
Iron
Master
(Dr.)
1— The
Rival
Candidates
(Com.)
3— The
WritingOn the Blotter
(Dr.)
7— Uive and The Stock Market
(Dr.)
S— A Night
of Terror
(Com.)
8— The Old Family Bible
(Dr.)
10 — How
Bella
Was
Won
(Com.)
14 — All For the Ix>ve of a Lady
(Dr.)
IS — The
Department
Store
(Coin
15— Baby's
Bull
(Com.)
17— The Wedding
Bell (Dr.)
ESSANAY.
14— Getting
Sister
Married
(Com.)
18— Cattleman's
Daughter
(Dr.)
21— Their
Wedding
Gifts
(Com.)
21— Just as the Clock
Strnck Nine
(Com.)
25— The Outlaw
and the Child (W. Dr.)..
28— Taming
A
Tyrant
(Com
4— On The
Desert's
Edge
(W.
Dr.)
7— The
Little
Drudge
(Dr.)
11— The Romance On "Bar 0."
(W. Dr.)
14 — Ob
You
Teacher
(Com.)
18— The
Fntiliful
Indian
(W.
Dr.)
21— Hans'
Millions
(Com.)
GAUMONT.
O. Kleine.

kfter t in- Boxing

990

r.
r.

15— The
17— The

(Oam.)

Sheriff's
Daughter
SELIO.

580
412
1000
1000

1000
1000
1000
1000

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

10— The Broken Trail
(Dr.)
10 — Grandmother's
War
Story
(Dr.)
17— The
Lost
Ribbon
(Dr.)
22— The
Open
Road
(Dr.)
24 — Priscllla
and
the
Pequot
(Dr.)
1— Sailor
Jack's
Reformation
(Dr.)
3 — Mexican
Fllbusterers
(Dr.)
8 — The
Irish
Honeymoon
(Com.)
10— The
Mission
Carrier
(Dr.)
15— The
Diver
(Scenic)
15— The
Hunter's
Dream
(Com.)
17— A War
Time
Escape
(Dr.)

KALEM.

Moun-

LUBIN.
13— The
Show-Glrl's
Stratagem
(Dr.). .. .1000
16 — Getting
Even
(Com.)
600
16 — Schults Has
the Smallpox
(Com.)
400
20— The
Test
(Dr.)
1000
23— Dobbs
the
Dauber
1000
27 — Man's
Diplomacy
1000
2 — Woman's
Curiosity
400
2— Father's
Birthday
Ring
600
6— Vanity
and
Its Cure
(Dr.)
1000
9— His Friend the Burglar (Com.)
1000
13— The Actress and The Singer (Dr.)
1000
1C— Mandy's
Social
Whirl
(Com.)
1000
20— Her
Artistic
Temperament
(Dr.) . . . .1000
MELIES.
980
10O0
080
060
980
County
9S0

PATHE.
Feb. 27— Pots,
Pans A Poetry
(Com.)
Mar.
1— Oh!
You
Clubman!
(Com.)
Mar.
8— Satan
Defeated
(Dr.)

531
905
750

1000

HELP

...472

VITAGBAPH.

PROGRAMME
FILMS.

Blograpb — Comrades'
Actress

OF

March

(Coin.)
and
the

Pathe— Max's
Feet
Are
Pathe— Whiffles'
Courtship
Selig— The
Code of Honor

LICENSED

13.
Singer

Pinched
(Com.)
(Dr.)

(Dr.)

90S
1000

(Com.)

489
500

Tuesday,
March
14.
Edison -All
for the Love of a Lady
(Dr.)
990
Essanay — Oh
You
Teacher!
(Com.)
1000
Gaumont — The
Sword
and
the
Cross
(Dr.) . . . .S4>
Gaumont — Breakers
In the
Clouds
(Scenic)
153
Vltagraph — Betty
Becomes
a Maid
(Com.)
Wednesday,

March

Selig— The

Man

from

tbe

East

16.
(Dr.)
(Com.)
Coyote

Mo!

artls

standing "Standard" and Powers' \<>. (i machines.
No drinker or cigarette fiend need apply. Advise
salary expected, experience, etc. Address, B. U
& Co.,
P. O.
Box
267,
Omaha,
Neb.
WANTED— Strictly
high
class
operator
(a*
era, or chasers)
for evening
work la
New
York
City,
for coming
Summer.
Must ha
reliable
and
licensed.
Also
ore],.
violin
and
drummer
for
sound
effects.
Prefer
World. of the very
people
highest
abllil and wh«
of Mori:
perlence In picture v
working.
Address,
"Ql AI ITT,"
SITUATIONS
AT
like

WANTED.

LIBERTY— Experienced
piano player.
Would
position
iii first-class
moving
picture
show.
Miss
kathryn
rice. Pratt,
Kansas.

AT

LIBERTY — March
20.
First
class operator.
iii.v place.
New
England
or
Now
York
Address,
P. O. Box 048, Providence, B, ■
THEATER

FOR

SALE.

FOR SALE— Moving Ticture Theater, seating 200;
paying
business.
Write
tor
particulars.
Othem
business
repines
owner's
time and
attention.
AM
362, Ooshen,
N. Y.
eater
seating 250.
FOR
SALE— Moving
Picture Tl
sell nccoun
M
L.
FISHER,
11'. <>nfi.
Near
Detroit.
Address.
Mich.
Wyandotte
Theater.
Wyandotte.
Picture
Theater.
profit dally,
$15.
FOR
SALE— Quick.
UoTlng
Population
20,000.
Average
net
Run
seven days
weekly.
Owner desires to go on
It.
Licensed
set*
road.
Quick,
$6.00o E. J. UTBIOK,
la, Prettiest
Mont.
FOR
SALE—
moving
picture
theater la
the State of Wisconsin;
In thriving city of 11,000;
doing good business.
Good reason
for selling.
AdFilm
Exchange.
309
Enterprise
Building.
Milwaukee,
Wis.
EQUIPMENT

WANTED.

WANTED — Powers'
Number
Five
plete. 14 reels
of film
for sale,
Acme
Motion
Picture

machine,
comor trade
(tor
Co.,
Calumet?

machine).
Mlch.

EQUIPMENT

FOB

SALE.

FOR
SALE— Sixty
cycle
hundred
Ft. Wayne
Coinpensarc.
used
three
son Amusement Co., Piqua, Ohio.

and
ten
Tolt
weeks.
John-

472

994
1000
Countv
980

(Dr.)

Friday,
March
17.
Edison— The
Wedding
Bell
(Dr.)
Pathe— The
Inventor's
Rights
(Dr.)
Pathe — Pepper Industry In the Malay
(Ind.)
Kalem— A War
Time
Escape
(Dr.)
Vltagraph — An
Aching
Void
(Dr.)

PHILADELPHIA

625
375
565
365
600
295
508

• of

d scenic

Ing Picture
World.
WANTED— First
class,
absolutely
experience*
motion picture photographer with very best motion
picture machine tripod, and complete equipment
to take motion pictures, to travel western A meg}
lea,
May
and
June.
None
but
of years
of e3
perlence
win
1
onsidered.
Address. F. R. b2
care
of Thorpe
Brothers,
Minneapolis,
Minn.
WANTED— \ No. 1 moving
picture operator,
In electricity,
under.

15.

Edison — The
Department
Store
(Com.)
Edison -Baby's
Ball
iCom.)
Salem— The
Diver
(Scenic)
Kalem— The
Hunter's
Dream
(Com.)
Pathe— Oh,
You
Kids!
(Com.)
Patbe— The
Paoll
Brothers
(Scenic)
Drban — Redemption
(Dr.)
Urban — The
Thames
from
Oxford
to Richmond
iSeenlc)
Thursday,
March
Blograph— Was
He
a Coward?
1 niiin
Mandy's
Social
whirl
Melles — The
"Schoolmarm"
of

<

WANTED.

WANTED— A

1000

(Sc.)

drama

[Classified advertisements, three e
rash with order; 60 cents mln!
stamps accepted.]

Feb. 18 — The
New
Stenographer
(Com.)
Feb. 21— A
Tale
of
Two
Cities.
(Part
1.)
(Dr.)
1014
Feb. 24— A
Tale
of
Two
Cities.
(Part
2.)
(Dr.)
1013
Feb. 25— A
Tale
of
Two
Cities.
(Part
3.)
(Dr.)
094
Feb. 28 — Captain
Barnacle's Courtship
(Com.)
Mar.
3— Bertha's
Mission
(Dr.)
Mar.
4 — Mammy's
Ghost
(Dr.)
Mar.
7— The
Wild
Cat
Well
(Dr.)
Mar. 10 — Bridegroom's
Dilemma
(Com.)
Mar. 11— Red
Eagle
(Dr.)
Mar.
14 — Betty
Becomes
a Maid
(Com.)
Mar.
17— An
Aching
Void
(Dr.)
Mar.
IS— Davy
Jones,
or His
Wife's
Husband
(Com.)

Monday,

1 Western

Classified Advertisements

ion

URBAN-ECLIPSE.
(O.
Kleins.)

WEEKS

France
(Scenic) ... ,1M
wife's
ii»r.) Musi.

- ins
Sheriff'!
Daughter
Jones;

Vltagraph — Davy

205

>. 15— Catherine
Howard
(Dr.)
1005
>. 22— The
Golden
Sickle
(Dr.)
882
.. 22— Felling
a Smokestack
(Sc.)
113
r. 1 — Comrades
(Dr.)
638
r. 1— Beauties
of Sans
Soucl
(Sc.)
362
r. 8 — The Fury of a Woman
Scorned
(Dr.). .720
r. 8— Beautiful
Wye
Valley,
England
(Sc.)..300
r. 15 — Redemption
(Dr.)
508
. 15— The
Thames
from
Oxford
to
Rlch-

Do You Need Money ?
No. 44 North Ninth St.

(Dr.)

i. 23— The Seminole's Sacrifice
(Dr.)
i. 27— The Eye of Conscience
(Dr.)
r. 2 — The
Outbreak
(Dr.)
r. 6— The
Little
Shepherdess
(Dr.)
r. 0— The
Medallion
(Dr.)
r. 13— The (ode of Honor (Dr.)
Prom
the East
(Dr.)
r 20— Her
Words
Came
True
(Com.)
r. 20— One
Hundred
Years
After
(Dr.)

THIS
1000
975
1000
995
925
1005
1005
950
1000
565
365
980

Saturday.
March
IS.
; Indian
(W.
Dr.)

375

l'aoll Brothers
(Scenic)
Inventor's
Rights
(Dl
Industry
In the Malay
(Ind.)

375

7— The
Barber's
Daughter
(Com.)
605
7—1
black
(Com.)
450
11— His
First
Sweetheart
(Com.)
560
11— The
Beautiful
Gorges
of Tarn
(Sc.)..415
14 — The
Sword
and
the Cross
(Dr.)
840
14 — Breakers
In the
Clouds
(Scenic) ... .155
IS— The
Privateer's
Treasure
(Com.)
860
IS— Rocky
Caves
of France
(Scenic)
110

and work in the corner

Bcnl

> Devotion
(Dr.)
KHxi
r. 10— Undying
I-ove
(Dr.)
740
r. 10— Regatta on the Mekong
River
(Sc.) . . .220
r. 11— A Lonely
Little Girl (Dr.)
1000
i setCourtship
Arc
Pinched
480
(Com.) (Com.)
Kl.ls!
(Com.)
BOO

090
1000
loot)

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Feb.
2— Only
a Sister
(Dr.)
Feb.
9 — Tony
the Greaser
(Dr.)
Feb. 16— Billy
and
His
Pal
(Dr.)
Feb. 23— My
Parlrle Flower
(W.
Com.)
Mar.
2— In the Hot
Lands
(W.
Dr.)
Mar.
9— The Snake
In tbe Grass
(Dr.)
Mar.
16 — The
"Schoolmarm"
of Coyote
(Dr.)

WORLD
(Sc.)...200
luOO
tvxi

tains

Feb. 25 — Paganinl
and
the
Countess
Beatrice
(Dr.)
998
Feb. 28— Matrimonial
Epidemic
(Com.)
813
reb. 28— Lafont
and
Polas'
Last
Flight
(Sc.)..185
Mar.
4 — The
Tramp's
Find
(Dr.)
680
Mar.
4— Forbidden
Cigarettes
(Com. )
335

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

PICTURE

3— Around
Constantlna.
Algeria
4— jealousy
Foiled
(Dr.)
6— Max
Embarrassed
(Com.)

!. a

Feb. 27— The
Illy „f tin- Tenements
(Dr.)
Mar.
2— Tbe
Heart
of a Savage
(Dr.)
Mar.
0— A Decree
of Deatlny
(Dr.)
Mar.
o— Conscience
(Dr.)
it
olll.l
Mar.

MOVING
r.
r.
r.

MISCELLANEOUS.
d
Address,
HAND
ping,

Mountains

of

B. V.
COLC
photo

Moving

or
fight,
and
length
and
price.
Picture World.

negative.

784
190
980
Moving

PROJECTION
WE

BUY

Picture

That Gets It

.THEN GET ON OURl
LOCKED-REEL
SERVICE

Philadelphia, Pa.

CO.
30

REELS

EACH

WEEK

'

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Trust Not Him That Hath Once Broken Faith -^r
We solicit a trial order on our unparalleled service. If wedon t fulfill
every promise we make, we won t expect your continued patronage.
\A^e Have the films, system and everything else that goes with
high grade service. J&
J&
J&
J&
&
Write for prices and catalogue.

ACME

FILM

COMPANY.

Drummers
direct from factory to you for $10.00
She.l-3xi4-S0.id Maple
Shell
-3x15- Rosewood or
Walnut

Inc.

12 EAST
15th STREET
Exclusive licencees of the National Program for New

cient to
NEW
YORK
York City

10 Rods. Kangaroo
Heads Send
or Express order. If vou
wish C.O.D. send suffiguaranteeExpress charges.

E. P. ZEIDLER DRUM CO.

Sound
E. M. P. FILM
NEW

SERVICE,

ENGLAND

Rooms

523-4-5-6, 225 Dearborn

St., Chicago

EXHIBITORS

Dert

F.

CLEVELAND. OHIO.

Effects

Id Picture Machine Theaters it is very essential
that the imitations and sound eltects are of the kind
that can be depended upon. We make only practical
and serviceable imitations thai will give the exact reCh'ln"eV.'UTjmpan!:. Bclis.
Xylophones.
D-ums and

LEEDY MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Can furnish n

WASTE

THE
PARK
FILM
COMPANY
1188 Main Street,
Bridgeport, Conn.
\V. M. Leighton, Prop.

UTILIZATION

227 E. 150th St.,
TO EXC1IANG

New

CO.

1055 E. Palmer St..

INDIANAPOLIS,

IND.

York
.. 1 or Slooon Picture plpys?

AT

l_ 1 b

e: p? -r y -

HENRY
LATE

BELMAR

DRAMATIC

BIG
EASY MONEY
WORK ->• .p.v.«p.o$5o. w,
Demand unlimited.
help sell plot
ASS'D
M. P. SCHOOLS
808 Chicago Open Hous* Bldg,
CHICACO

DIRECTOR

Powers Picture Plays
Reliable!

Energetic !

HENRY

BELMAR,

WcI.-.t

I'lu. in- t.m Trciiion

THEATRE

SALES

Resourceful!

\>r,.ur.

M«

rORK

CITY.

"SILVERLICHT"

CO.

Aluminum Motion PictureCurtain
Extraordinary Features Are:
I. Golun tupplr Co

THE ENTERPRISE

MODEL

BRASS EASELS AND
BRASS RA/L/NC
I BRASS POSrER FRAMES
EOR EASELS AND WAILS

B

Portable Calcium Gas Outfit
it

Only

the

Motion

only

Substitute

I'i- tun 01

Electricity

Satisfactory

RECULAR

.,,..-. .n.-. I. v WATER
AND RELIABLE

It patented.
"OXONE"
in SQUARE
the

for

Statoopticoa

produCtioO

Enterprise Optical Mfg. Go.

(.1

Oxygen

* lorn

fol

BrofeCtlM

tod

Li the

Portable

Outfit

PRESSURE. IS CONSTANT,
and I . ,„ complicated -priaf

CAKES

i. mo.t

G»a.

Dhu

S« n.l

T

'

q Put .1. our baali .
IV.tr 1 \ rjtmet slid w *l
I » our attendant r ,ir..».

WlHlhlUl
(oi

1

I

pat!

7i: m Ira
THE
NEWMAN

MFG. CO.

p M . I iiuliui.ili, 0.

6i4

THE

Independent Release Dates
AXXBICAN.
Feb.
ffb.

18— In the I.nn.l
20— Toe
College

of c»rtn»
Spendthrift

(Dr.)
(Dr.)

Ml

1000
900

(Com.)

ATLAS.

CHAMPION.
15— Her

Three

PICTURE

WORLD
THIS
£

(By N. Y. U, P. Co.)
Feb.
1— The
Return
from Sea Side Bathlnf
Feb.
8— The
Savoy
Cavalry
Feb.
8— T«..
tin
Feb. 15— The
Damon
Feb. 22 — Redeeming
Angel
Mar.
1— Tweedledum.
Avlutor
Mar.
1— War
of
the
Cossacks
ICarcb ft— Prisoner of Caucasus
(Dr.)
Mar.
15— A
Coward
(Dr.)
NESTOR.

1
f
t

Fch. ir,-The
Light
Beyond
(Dr.)
K
Feb.
22.— His Father's
House
(Pr.)
i
Mar.
1 — The
Professor's
Romance
(Com-Pr.)..!
Mar.
8 — In the Commissioned
Ranks
(Dr.)
March
15— Wu
It Worth
While 1 (Pr.)
Mar.
22— Could
You
Blame
Bin

Jan. 25— Irish
nesrts
il>r.)
Feb.
1— III* Groat
Sacrifice
(Dr.)..
Feb.
8— Kellv.
T. S. A.
(Pr. t
Feb. 15— Coals of Fire

Feb.

MOVING

March
9— Nobility
(Pr.)
March 11 — Foolshead Shooting
(Com.)
Mar.
16 — A Dog
ami
Two
Mistresses
-head
In Soiree
(Com.)
I ■ in.)
AMBR08I0.

Proposals
(Com.)
>
ami Jim
(Pr )
n Olrl's Choice
(Pr.)
.if John
(Pr.)

950
950
950
950

Feb. 2R— The Call of
4— Home
Sweet

7 — When

POWERS.
the Heart
(Pr.)
Home
(Pr.)

Masons

American— Tbe

liar. 20— Tl.e

Bock

Climbers

GREAT

870

(Scenic)..

NORTHERN.

Feb. IS— Tl.e
False
Alarm
reb. 2.-V— Ills Crent
putv
iPr.)
Mar.
4— The
Rlyal
Servants
(Dr.)
March 11— The
Son of the Executioner
(Dr.)..
een I.ove and Duty
(Dr.)
Mar. IS — Life and People South of the Equator

Feb. 23— Artful
Kn
Feb. 27— A Manly Man
(Dr.)
Mar.
2 — Army
Manoeuvres
In Cuba
Mar.
2 — The Dynamiters (Com.)
Mar.
6— Tracked
(Dr.)
Mar.
9— The Message in the Bottle

1000
500
500
1000
1000

(Edc.)

Mar.

8— Out

of

24_A

Child's

Prayer

YORK

MOTION
(Bison.)

PICTURE

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
March
March
Mnr.
Mar.

14 — A Deputy's
Honor
17— A Warrior's Squaw
(Pr.)
21— The Way of a Red Man (Dr.)
24— Fate of Joe Dorr
(Dr.)
28— A Warrior's
Faith
3 — Owanee's
Great
Love..
7— Pick
Fnrrclls
Prize
10— Her
Prisoner
(Dr.)
14— StnrlieM
the Squaw
(Dr.)
17— Sacrifice of Sliver Cloud
(Dr.)..

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.

IT ALA.
(By N. Y. M. P. Co.)
16— Fatal
Charm
18— Who
Will
Eat
the
Turkey?....
23— Little
Souls
25 — Foolshead
Present
25— Havana
Cigar
2— Ninl's
Doll
4— Cato
and
the Flag..
—Foolshead
More t
i Usual..

Mat.

EAGLE
Posters

143

Washington

5J
38
CO.

in—
II
17—
21—
21—
24 —

Newsboy

NORTH

A

March

lOOO
986
950

17.
584
880
1000

"W"

before

the

words

drama
drams

and

comedy

or a comedy.

To Exchanges
Have your films redeveloped and renovated
by the Hockstetter Process. Endorsed and
recommended
by leading Exchanges.
Also soften non-inflammable film and pro... ? long..IIthe life
.U.I.
„n„r We
nrrintcM
for
of theJ., reel.
are now Write
prepared

(Dr.)

ORTHO

FILM CO.

2726 W. Division St.

Chicago, III.

(Dr.)...

(Pr.)...

The
Spirit
Hand
(Dr.)
His
Younger
Brother
(Pr.)
Robert
Emmet
(Dr.)
Plvorce
(Dr.)
Waiting
at the Church
(Com.)
The
Tramp
(Pr.)

To the Trade

K
11
li

YANKEE.
17— Her Birthday Surprise (Com.)
20— A Life-Time
Penance
(Dr.)
24 — The Woman
Who Pared
(Pr.)
27— AM
for Gold
(Dr.)
3 — The Abduction of Parson JoneB
6— Angel
of the Bowery
(Dr.)
10— The
Senorlta's
Sacrifice
(Dr.)
■eh 13— Tbe Test of Love
(Dr.)
7 — His Double Treasure
(Dr.)

We are now prepared to
manufacture films for educational and advertising
purposes. We go anywhere
on request. Printing and
developing
our specialty.

(Com.)

Write for particulars
Demonstrations free of charge

READY

FOR

TWO DOLLARS, Each, S2.00

Prompt service

EIGHTH

Educational Mo v. Picture
Mfg. and Adv. Co.

DELIVERY

MOVINC PICTURE WORLD
Bound
Volume
No.
JULY TO DECEMBER,
1910

FILM EXCHANGE
free.

Hero

March 16.
tbe Girl
(Com.

specifies that It Is a Western

(Dr.)
(Dr.)
(Dr.)

28— The
Little
Mother
(Dr.)..
3 — Stage
Rtruek
(Dr.)
-The
Mummy
(Dr.)

(Dr.)..

March 10 — Jones's
Remedy
(Com.)
Mar.
17— Dors
Not
Admitted
(Com.)
Mar. 17— Bill
Has
Kleptomania
(Com.)
NEW

Arctic

950
900

Saturday,
Mirch
18.
Northern— Between
Love
ami
Duty
<Rr.)
Northern— Life
and
People
South
of the
Equator
(Scenic)
Itala— Foolshead
in
Soiree
(Com.)
Itala— Toto
on the State
(Com.)
Vowers— His
Mind's
Tragedy
(Pr.)
Reliance — At
Sword's
Points
(Dr.)

Mar.
15— _ _
Mar. 17— The
Hindu
Prince
(Dr.)..
Mar. 22— Cupid's
Victory
(Com.)...
THANHOTJSEK.
21— For

Feb. 24— A

the

1000

Great
Great

Feb. 2."!— The Story of a Prayer Rug
(Dr.)
Mar.
2— Bv
the Light
of the Moon
March 0— The Fall of a Knight
(Dr.)
Mar. 1G— Where
the
Shamrock
Grows
(Dr.)..
SOLAX
COMPANY.

(Dr.)

Thursday,
Job
and

Friday,

RELIANCE.
11— The Little Avenger
15— Three
Men
(Dr.)
is— Souls
Courageous
21—
22— A Plain Tale
-The
Trump
Card
.
—From
the Valley
of Shadow
March
8 — A Trick
of Fortune
March 11— Ever
the
Accuser
15 — Come
I'nto
Mo
(Pr.)
3 ports'
Points
(Dr.)
22— When
Red
Turned
Gray
(Dr.)
REVIER.
Better
Or
Worse
Goosecreek
Claim
the
Child's
Sake
Try
It (Com.)
REX.

(Pr.l

Bison — Sacrifice
of Silver
Cloud
(Dr.'i
Lux— Dogs
Not
Admitted
(Com.)
Lux— Hill Has
Kleptomania
(Com.)
Solax— Tbe
Hindu
Prince
(Pr.)
Thanbouser— Robert
Emmet
(Dr.)
Yankee — His
Double
Treasure
(Pr.)

About
Christiana..
(Pr.)

Feb.
Mai

Jan.
4— For
Jan. 11— The
Jan. 18— For
Jan. 18— You

INDEPENDENT

American— P.. Y..11 Know
This
Woman'
Imp— The
Fisher
Maid
(Dr.)
Itala— A
Pog
and
Two
Mistresses
Rex— Where
the Shamrock
Grows
(Dr. )

Mai

> (Com.)

OF

Wednesday,
March 16.
Ambroslo — A Coward
(Dr.)
Champion— Tbe
Girl
and
tbe Oath
iDr.)
rth While?
(Dr.l
Reliance— (...!••
Unto
Me
(Dr.)
Solax— A Midnight
Visitor
(Com.)

7 — The
Bandit's
Surprise
11— A Gamble
With
Love
14— Come
Back
To F.rln
(Pr.)
Trip

PROGRAMME
FILMS.

Tuesday,
March
14.
Bison— Starlight
the Squaw
(Pr.)
I i me
Bnck
To
Erin
iPr.)
Tbanhouser — Ills
Younger
Brother

I
.(

Meet

WEEK'S

Monday.
March
18.
American— The
Penalty
(Dr.)
Eclair — An
t'nforeseon
Introduction
(Com.) . . . .470
Eclair — A Daj
of Storms
•Coin.)
480
Imp— Tbe
Secret
of
the
Palm
(Pr i
1000
Yaukee— The
Teat
of
Love
(Dr.)

7

WE

BUY

K. W.

Hnchsfeiter

8726W.

Division St.

CHICAGO,

Express charges collect

the entire output

of

the

Independent

about our Three-locked

Day and night s

STREET,

rvice

S. Bobliitoii,
MS

ILL.

Prop.

s nithrield

PITTSUlKt.II,

ma

reel system.

Write, wire or phone

PHILADELPHIA,

PA

St.
PA.

THE

G.W. Bradenburgh

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Used Extensively

THE J. C, COGHLAN GO,
Broadway and 17th Street

BY THE

Cinematograph Films

New York City,

UNITED STATES
GOVERNMENT

233 NORTH EIGHTH STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

SECOND-HAND FILM
The

Code: A. B. C.

Bargain List

NEW FILM

CAMERAPHONE FILM WITH NEW RECORDS
Largest Dealers in New and Second-Hand
Film in the United States.
Association and Independent.

5th Editio

■r2 Condition
Al
. »3S.

„..e Milkm—.
of the Plains.
«.-,.., UJJ.
er's Doll. Yankee, $35.
nd U*.
Than, $3 = .
and the Detective. Champion, $33.
lgrim. Nestor, $35\ccu-ation. American, $35.
n Winkle. Than, $35.

acher. G. N., $35
us Letter. G. N., $35•ark Line. Reliance, $35.
Sweetheart.
American, $35.
d Teddy Bear. Imp, $35.
ital Mistake.
American, $35.
t Forward.
Than, $35.
's Daughter. Bison, $35.
t Remedy.
««iui, *j
•ll's Tobacco. Imp, $3,
America$35-

THE

Royal

The following Reels at the Rate
of $30 per Reel:

Standard
Typewriter
The Simplest , Strongest and
Mosl
Practical Typewriter

ax. Than.
m. American.

Quo Vadis
$25.00
Johnson-Burns Fight. Australia
3S-oo
Jack Johnson. Training
25.00
The Celebrated Case Reel, 1
2000
The Celebrated Case Red. 2
Saved from the Tide, 1,000 ft
The Suicide Club, 1.000 ft
10.00
Capital vs. Labor, Yit., 1,000 ft
15.00
Jolly Sports — Maid and Million* 1
The Hand of Uncle Sam, 1,000 ft
15.00
The Livingston Case, 1,000 ft..
In the Serpent's Power.
1,000 ft
Great Train Robbery, 1,000 ft
2000
The Call, Hiograph. 1.000 ft
15.00
Fulton's Adopted Daughter, 1.01
A Hundred Dollar Bill, 1.000 ft.,
Mystery of a Diamond Necklace, 1,000
ft
10.00
Running
After a Helmit— Juggins Motor Skates
12.50
Miraculous Fluid— The Prodigal Son..
10.00
Championship
of England
Won
on a
Foul, 1,000 ft
10.00
Romance of Old Madrid, 1,000 ft
15.00
Artful Art— The Miser
10.00
Love Girl
of a and
Gypsey,
1,000 ft
10.00
The
the Outlaw
Quick Change Mesmerists. Magic, 1,000
ft

. .

The Orphan, 1,000 ft
Bridal
Couple
Dodging
TheStamboul
Paris
The

the

Camera.

Fire Brigade — Burning

Burglar-Zulu',

,0 00

10.00

of

Heart

The
1 lie Great
Trouhlr EggK Race— Hunk's Toreador
A Run for the Money, 1,000 ft.
Queen of the Arena. 1Clean a Servant..
Dolly, the Circui Queen, 1,000 fi

■ •: u

No
Appetite foi Dinnei
Misadventure

The following Reels at the Rate
of $20 per Reel:

be Kail
1 Baby

.

$65.00

Hooligan

TH Will

of the Eagle— Theatre of Phe
Boy— Butcher'i Bill Hepworth.

ROYAL TYPEWRITER CO.
loyal Typewriter BUi!.

I

n Nor-

I,.

~

l\(,
—

SHOWM

w

-

J|

REf T*U

tl Monroe St., Chicago, III.
FILM HIRING DEPARTMENT
• trade rates.
«crk with poster*.
tolepartment
buy.

no

f*|| Chautauqua Film Exchange
Get Readj to Use the BEST Service,
Releases Begin Soon
Write to- day for our list and term*

356 Dearborn Street

- CHICAGO, ILL.

8.00
8.00

THE

MOVING

TAYLORS

PICTURE

WORLD

THEATRICAL

THEATRICAL TALENT
IX ALL LINES
FURNISHED
ON SHORT
NOTICE

FREDERICK

AGENCY

SINGERS, PIANO PLAYERS
DRUMMERS, LECTURERS,
CASHIERS, DOORMLV
MANAGERS AND
OPERATORS

C.TAYLOR, PROPRIETOR
New York City.

49 West 28tK St..
TBUPHOm

SPECIAL
NATIONAL

ROLL

u<>"> MADISON >0i Uih

TICKET

Th° B * ^Tco.t" Pr,",ln'

TICKETS

Get the Samples

COMPANY

S4.60
60,000
SS.50
100,000
StocK Tickets, 6 Cents

Shamokin,

Pa.

=WURU]ZER=

BANNERS
BRING BUSINESS
AND

WE CAN PROVE

IT

CUTOUTTHIS AD AND MAIL IT WITH A DOLLAR ANY TIME BEFORE APRIL 1st, AND WE'LL
SEND, POSTPAID, ONE OF OUR 3 x 12 FT.
BANNERS FOR ANY SUBJECT, LICENSED OR
INDEPENDENT. GIVE MAKER'S NAME, REDATE, TIME YOU WANT IT—WE'LL
DO THE LEASEREST.

This offer good till April 1st only.
CJ Remember that our banners are not cheap printed affairs but
durable, attractive, hand-made signs, with air-brush (raised effect)
work such as you would pay $2.00 to $3.00 for elsewhere. Can
be mailed or packed with the film and have eyelets in the corners
to facilitate hanging.
SINGLE BANNERS. $1.15, POSTPAID (IN U. S.). formerly J1.35
ON STANDING ORDER .E «c PREPAID EAST »£ EA WEST OF
OF 6 PER WEEK
$3./9 OF MISS. RIVER $0.9U MISS. RIV.
(Formerly $6.00 plus charges)
90c. extra for each banner in excess of 6. Terms: Cash with orde

zer Piano Orchestra built in the front of the Gaither Theater. Cincinnati
The Leading Picture Theaters are Installing

Wurlitzer Automatic Musical Instruments
They furnish better music than musicians and cut out that
great expense.
50 different styles.
Call at nearest
branch or write for big 84-page catalog

THE RUDOLPH

WURLITZFK

CINCINNATI
117 to 121 E. 4th

CHICAGO
266 & 268 Wabash

ONE

BEST

NEW
YORK
2S&27V\.32nd

COMPANY
PHI1.ADI LI'HIA
10.15
chestnut

B. B. SIGN CO, Cleveland, Ohio
THE

SOUVENIR
5c.
EACH

This beautiful Souvenir Spoon is guaranteed
Solid Silver Plated French Gray Finish and the
latest design
Write today for sample and 3 plans that will fill your house t
MANUFACTURERS
UNITED STATES FACTORIES CO.

$5.00

Per Hundred

40 Dearborn Street, Chicago

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Corcoran Moving
Picture
Tanks
Develop your films to perfection. Save
Time and Reduce Your Expenses by
using a "Corcoran Film Development
Tank." All up-to-date houses are now installing the "Corcoran System."
BBID K>B PRICE LIST No.

A. J. CORCORAN,
No. 15 John Street

WHY

Atlas Disinfectant
F.O.B. PHILA., PA.

Ask your exchange for a circular or write us direct.

SUPPLY

CO.

Philadelphin,

Write

Inc.
-

N. Y. City

TO EUROPE

FOR

When we can make them for you ?
High-class repairing and alterations
on Foreign Machines.

Superior in quality to any
disinfectant on the market

ATLAS

-

FILM
PERFORATING
DIES

two torms Odorless or Perfumed
1 gallon cans $1.50 per gallon
5 "
"
1.40 "
10
"
"
1.30 "

Manayunh,

SEND

•

THE

lor Catalogues

and

DECORATIONS
ILLINOIS M. P. SUPPLY CO.

THEThe

Street,

COMPANY

'Phone, 3351 Spring

M W

YORK

Prices

OPERA
CHAIRS
MACHINES
CURTAINS
SUPPLIES

162 Washington

A. DEWES

249 Centre

Pa.

^
* or
Motion
Picture
Theatres
CHICAGO,

ILL.

Street, Suite 309-310

"STANDARD"

Machine That Gives Results
FULLY GUARANTEED

When \"U pul .1 "Standard" in youi booth you
do .iw.i\ with trouble, al least .i~> fai as youi
machine is concerned
Nevei lose the loop, and
1 In- pi< 1 111 c 11 proje< I- i .iiiii"i be i quailed
AMERICAN
101

BFKKMAN

STRKfcT

MOVING

PICTURE

M A C II I N E

....

COMPANY
NE\V

H)Kh

(IM

THE

MOVING

t(ELECTRA]
PINK

PICTURE

WORLD

National Exclusive

LABEL

CARBONS

Program

KNOWN

WEEK

OF MARCH

13th

REVIER

Madame

Cherry

ROYAL

Missing Heiress

TUrSDAY

COLUMBIA

A Terror of the Plains
CINES
THE

^^^^^^^
Sole Imfprtet

HUGO

WEDNESDAY

REISINGER

11 Broadway

New

York

City

W. E. GREENE FILM
EXCHANGE, Inc.
The

Tears

WORLD

Oldest and
Largest
Independent
Film Exchange in New England

UNITED

Faded Violets
FILM

D' ART

Death of Barbarossa
THURSDAY

COLONIAL

The Federalist
REVIER

The Breach
FRIDAY

ARROWHEAD

The House ol Quality and Satisfaction ,
MR. EXHIBITOR

With the Aztecs
COLUMBIA

The White Mustang

:

If you are desirous of finding out bow to improve
your present service and increase your daily attendance
call and have a confidential chat with us. If you are
unable to call, drop us a line.

SATURDAY
by

CAPITAL

On the Potomac
COMERIO

W. E. Greene Film

Exchange

INCORPORATED

228 Tremont

Street,

Telephone

Boston, Mass.
379" Oxford

Peter the Hermit
Distributed

A. G. WHYTE

36 East 23d Street

New

York City

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

l—

Dreams and Realization
We Have Crossed the Bridge
Exclusive Service an Accomplised Fact.
The

details of organization have been accomplished and we
are prepared to begin releasing March 13th.

The work of launching a new program is a big task ; the flood of correspondence calling for information lias been, and i being answered just as rapidly as possible.
We are mindful of your right to know the whole story, and are appreciative of youi
request for it. To those entitled to know (the exchanges and exhibitors) the answer is
being given. < >ur pictures will best answer your questions, however, and we feel that the
pa age of each week, will more firmly mark the strength and purpose of the movement
The exclu tve program as shown bj out correspondence is endorsed as the logical
oration to your trouM.
Exhibitors, semi in your name fui our mailing list Address Depl B.

National Film Mfg. & Leasing Co.
INCOK»'()W\

12 East 15th Street

I II)

New York City, U. S. A.

620

THE

MOVING

FOLDING
CHAIRS

WORLD

OPERA M CHAIRS

For Movinfl Picture
Show.,Crand Stand.,
A.»embly Hall., etc.
In lections if wanted.
Write for Catalog No. 2

FUH

KVKltY

KS1 ABI.ISIIKI)

PURPOSE

WRITE

l.OOO STYLES

The A. H. Andrews

The Kauffman
Manufacturing Co.
ASHLAND, OHIO

CHEAP

PICTURE

CAT.

1865
No.

31

Co.
Branches in all leading c

174-176 Waba.h Ave., Chicago, III.

The Automatic Theatre Chair
It is a friend to the public.
It advertises your theatre and
makes your business grow.
It folds automatically and can
be revolving, stationary or self
It is the only sanitary

FOR

Opera and Assembly Chairs

chair.

It is the woi Id's greatest theatre
Chair.
If you have
itigate.
Write today for circular A.

THE HARDESTY
Canal Dover,

MFC. CO
Ohio, U. S. A.
Most popular priced chairs on the market lor

FILMS

FOR

Dept. W.
(IRAND
MICHISO
Filth RAPIDS,
Avenue

The

Independent Film Exchange
of Pittsburg,

Pa.

415

WE WANT
ONE THOUSAND

Mr. Flint of Mo. writes : "Kindly accept thanks for in-:
troducing me to a gold mine."
will lifter
support
you. Fitty machines operated!
will Ten
provemachines
a mortgage
to you.
We make them out of Oak or Metal.
Percentage of winners arranged so that from every twenty;
dollars deposited in the machine twelve dollars will he your
profit.
If so advised
will make it still more.

FILM EXCHANGE,

Ferry Street,

PEABODY SCHOOL FURNITURE CO.

North
Manchester
•
•
Indian*
New York Artnts. ROBERT J. EHLERS CO.
Lexington Ave. and 43d St. • New York. N. Y/

have
become an
PREMIUM
pin institution
machines4"
in every candy store. By placing a machine in your
retailer's
store
you
will monopolize
his trade and
squeeze out competition.

Write us.

A. S. DAVIS.

picture show use.
Prompt Shipment..
Writ! lor Cllllogui

Moving Picture Men

We have a few choice runs that
we can let out at reasonable

INDEPENDENT

50 Reel, of Film.

to operate PREMIUM pin
machines
and get rich, or
if already so, to get more
wealth.
Why not you?

The Pioneer Independent Exchange ofWestern Pennsylvania
buying the output of the Sales
Company.

prices.

SALE.

$8 to $16 per Reel
Second-hand one pin Edison machine, $100.00
Mayor Silverman. 105 4th Ave.,Pltt.burg,Pa.

PITTSBURG.

Write to-day for exclusive
territory to

Inc.

Manager

PA.

o~
PREMIUM
56-58 WALNUT

****** COMPANY
VENDING
ST.

PITTSBURG,

PA.

HIE
Uniforms
Stylish
Nobby
Cheap

MOVING

PICTURE

St

WORLD

The Best
Uniforms
Natty Lp-to-Date
Styles

For Employees of
Moving Picture Theatres
R. W.

STOCKLEY

&

Write for illustrated
catalog and samples of
cloth.
Free on application.

CO.

810 West Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Mfrs. of
Uniforms
and
Equipments

D.KLEIN&BRO.
927 Market Street
PHILADELPHIA . Pi.

NEW

SLIDES

For the lollowlag
Songs -JCST OUT
Yearning
I d Love to be Loved by a Girl Like You

Take Me Back to Baby-land.
Going Back to My Old Girl.
What a Funny Utile World This Is I
In Winter.
When the trees are dressed in crimson
and in gold.

My!

King Chanticleer.
rvillarney.
my Home
o'er the Sea.
Dancing
Starlight.
Broncho Nell.
For Killarney and You.
My Country Has First Call.
Maody Lou.
Dolores.
The Beat Place of All.
The Moon Swings Low
Springtime Brings Roses and You.
You're the Sweetest Girl in
All This World To Me.

De WITT C. WHEELER
120 W. 31at St.

New

York City

If you are in the Market (or

SECOND
HAND
FILMS

J. C. DEAGAN

HAVE

GOOD

3800-3810 N. Clark St.. Chicago. 111.

MUSIC

Singers. Pianists, Trap Drummers and Orchestras. Guaranteed Artists Always on the Wire.
AMERICAN THEATRIC
L SINOERS AUCY.
19 Deirbora St .
CBICAOO. ILL.
Milliard Campbell, Mgr.

TIIK

MOK limit

III M

Moving
yon "working

Picture
a!
Hi
' your pic Pianists
t

Send (or free sample page of "Orpheum Collection ol
Moving Picture Music."
Now being used and praised
by many of the best bouses in the country.
PRICE
7S CENTS
Also latest cue music (series 1910) for 10 parts and
piano. II 00. 14 discount on both numbers

< It \NMt

CLARENCE
LSI Sedgwick St

E. SINN
CHICAGO.

FILMS
FOR

Any ol the following Announcements
sent
by mall upon receipt of price:
That's Colored
All. Oood-Night—
Hand
Trick
Film16 ft.
12 00
(lama Black and White)
l.»0
Entire Chang* of Program Tomorrow — 10 ft.
Hand Colored
1.10
(lam*
Black
and White)
...
1 00
W* thank you for your patronag* and aak
you to call again— 80 ft.
Hand Colored
1.00
(Sam*
Black
and White)
...8.00
Halt Show In Five Minute*— 10 ft.
Hand Colored
1 M)
(Same Black and Whit*)
loo
Their Huts so Othn

s ( .m Sec

ll.iii. I ( olored, ["rick Film

fS.m.r Blast k .....I \\ Int. )

-

-

RENT

New Films High Glass Service
The Pionaer
Houae, With 8 Yatri1
Experience and
8260,000.00
Back Ol It
.-. Jag far Trraw

M li

$3.00

2.00

French American Producing
and Manufacturing Co.
918 Madison St.,
CHICACO, ILL.

International Film Traders

ILL

Film Announcement
Titles

Will tin- Ladle* pit mm Removi

Write to the largest and most reliable Dealers and Importers of
these goods in the U. S.

OUR
PAT KM
Kill 1 Rll
enthuilasro la Moving Platan
lluuiot. p
keyboard as a solo laiirumtai. M || " Ml

EUGENE
J. C. DEAGAN

3800 M10

N. Clark St.

CHICAGO.

87 and 88
ILL.

Dearborn

CLINE
St.,

Chicago
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Time is Money
There is no way you can employ your time to better advantage than in finding out how to get more
for your money.
A few moments spent in testing Bio Carbons will go a long way toward improving your present
results without spending more money — in fact, you can save money at the same time, because Bio
Carbons last from 25% to 40% longer than the ordinary sort.
Buying Carbons without insisting on the Bio is just like selling gold dollars for seventy-five cents
— just 25% thrown away.
Bio Carbons are sold, not for the highest price we think the customer will stand for, but for the
lowest price consistent with quality.
We wish especially to call attention to the fact that, on account of the wholesale nature of our
business, we are unable to handle retail business as economically and satisfactorily as local dealers, and
users of Bio Carbons will be able to buy to better advantage from their film exchanges than direct from
us. YYe will, however, sell direct to all customers who cannot obtain P>io Carbons otherwise.

CHARLES
LARGEST

L. KIEWERT

IMPORTERS

OF FLAME

ARC

39 Cortlandt Street, New York
114 Huron Street, Milwaukee, Wis.
309 Carson St., Pittsburg, Pa.

ATTENTION!
WE

LAMPS

AND

COMPANY,
CARBONS

IN AMERICA.

58 Plymouth Court, Chicago, 111.
195 Fremont Street, San Francisco, Cal.
15th and Pine Streets, St. Louis, Mo.

EXHIBITORS

Stop — LooKr-Listen
ARE BUYING EIGHTEEN
REELS
PER WEEK FROM THE START

The cream of the Independent output as Handled
by
The Motion Picture Distributing (EL Sales Company.
Mr. Exhibitor.
We want your business.
We need your help. You need ours. We arc in a position to furnish
you any service you may desire. Look at the following service from which you can select:
3 reels first day from release
3 reels sixth day from release
3 reels second day from release 3 reels seventh day from release
3 reels third day from release
3 reels eighth day from release
3 reels fourth day from release 3 reels ninth day from release
3 reels fifth day from release
3 reels tenth day from release
And so on to thirty days and thereafter.
Don't hoitatc. but write, wire, 'phone or call immediately, as these bookings arc rapidly being taken up by the
wide-awake exhibitor, who can readily see what the Future has in store for him. Beware of any monopoly which
may cause \<>ur rum. He independent and be youf own boss, Book the service needed bj you. Remember the dollar
is your best friend, and it is up to you to see that you get w bat your dollar pays for.
A Word to the Wise 1- Sufficient.

Open for Business March
MR. J. C. MAYER,

6th, 1911

Mgr., Formerly with Lubin Film Service Co.

THE EXHIBITORS FILM SERVICE CO.
23 NORTH

9th ST., PHILADELPHIA

THE

MOVING

Save Tickets
AND

PICTURE

WORLD

EDISON
©
KINETOSCOPES

Eliminate Choppers
at the entrance
to every
Theatre and Amusement Place
GET THE COUNT

WITH

JONES DUPLEX
CHECK GATE
and you GET all the money
Get

my

prices

before

purchasing elsewhere

Expert Repair Department
under the management of Otto Brautigam
ALL REPAIRS GUARANTEED

Opaque Projectors %£ZJ$„
Asbestos Booths ^rir;:;;
Automatic Projectors wJzlZZ
lrrOT
M'

Ati ui to itnd you furihtr <lttails

JONES CHANGE REGISTER CO.
MCOtPORATl

18 BROADWAY

it

NEW YORK CITY

jCreeil
C — /%/%

Brilliancy of
Superior
Picture Demonstrated

YOU ARE INVITED
to visit my demonstrating room and inspect
all home
and professional
apparatus
in
actual use.

Harry A. Mackie
853 Broadway
PHOMI -M7.s RUY>

New York
1 IAICI

THE

"Mirror Screens"
Daylight

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Glass Curtains "TransparentAre Screens"
you required

Pictures

to throw your picture from the rear?

Perspective and
Clearness.

Our new
TRANSPARENT SCREEN
has the world beat.

Rests the Eyes
New Process of
Manuf acturi ng
makes them more
perfect and more
wonderful Lt h a n
ever.
We can tell you
how to pay for one
in two weeks by increased receipts.

Nothing like it
on the market.
Be the first in
your city.

CURTAIN

OR WHITE WALL
GLASS CURTAIN
cAddress all communications
to

Like theit "Mirror
Screen"
is a Joy
and Money Getter

MOTION PICTURE SCREEN
SHELBYVILLE,

CO.

INDIANA

"ARCO-B"
CARBONS

BIOGRAPH
ARE

made expressly for Motion Picture Work.
Are of the Highest Grade.
Are Sold at right prices, commensurate with High Quality. Are Carried
in stock by the leading Film Exchanges of the Country, and are Imported
Exclusively by us.

^ "Just as good as Arco-B" is the statement frequently made.
acknowledgment of the High merit of

ARCO

^ Insist upon
trade mark.

BIOGRAPH

getting the

genuine

L. E. FRORUP
232-234 GREENWICH

article.

A complimentary

CARBONS

Each individual Carbon bears our

& COMPANY,

STREET

Importers
NEW

YORK

Vol.

8,

No.

12

March

25,

1911

Price,

10 Cents

REMEMBER
Send for
Catalogue
When You
Want to Buy
A MOVING PICTURE
A DISSOLVER
A CURRENT SAVER
A RHEOSTAT
AN ARC LAMP

NICHOLAS

115 NASSAU

POWER

STREET

"For thirteen years the lending maker* <•/ .'~\(tnmx

MACHINE

COMPANY,
NEW

Piilure ^Cachmei

YORK

III1'
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THANHOUSER

WORLD

LOBBY- DECORATOR

with two new decorations for your lobby every week, is now a regular feature of
The Thanhouser

News £22*1

THANHOUSER
WO-A-WEEK
W 0 - A - W E E K
Released Tuesday,

Anot her Thanhouser War Story
is just such a
ducers of "For
thinkful and
thelifelike
great

"2-4-U and GOOD

ONRS

TOO!"

March 28.

The

Impostor

Civil War subject as you'd expect the proHer Sake" to turn out. It presents so faithaBrady
portraittook
of athemoving
days it picture
deals with,
that South
you'll
camera

with him and we discovered his long-lost reel. Certainly, all
the re-discovered Brady Collection of war photos will not
surpass this motion film as an accurate picture of Rebellion
time. Only the knowledge that moving pictures are a late invention will convince you that the reel wasn't done in the
actual battle days of '61. The story it tells is a very gem of
ingenuity, with a perfect "Thanhouser twist."
No. j <jj.
Code Word, Postor.

THE THANHOUSER

LOBBY- DECORATOR

with two new decorations for your lobby every week, is now a regular feature of

Released Friday, March 31.

The Thanhouser Classic

SilaS

MameF

is a reel for which you must "Say Thanhouser to the Exchange Man" QUICK. There is no hamlet so small but that
the wonderful tale of Silas Marner is read and revered there,
and all exhibitors who have shown "Thanhouser Classics" to
big business, are taking extra pains to grab this one. So
fire your order at your exchange man before he gets everybody else's. Get up near the head of the line ! Apropos the
story the picture tells, let us tell you that it has enough heart
interest to supply any THREE ordinary-subjects.
No. 198.
Code Word, Marner.

THANHOUSER
NEW

THE

COMPANY

ROCHELLE

THANHOUSER

LOBBY- DECORATOR

with two new decorations for your lobby every week, is now a regular feature of
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CHICANERY
THAT'S
what
Sophistry and
trade" of those
to entirely eliminate

the exhibitor must
avoid.
artifice are the "stock in
whose object in business is
competition.

COMPETITION is STIMULUS. We value it
because it has spurred us on in effort— better
quality.
To prove it, review our productions for the
past year, Messrs. Exhibitors, then ask yourselves whether it is not necessary for the
preservation of your business that you go
INDEPENDENT— clean, straight, open business methods and this

¥

Unexcelled Program
List of BUYING

EXCHANGES,

All others offering these brands for rent c
ALABAMA.
lxle Film Co., BOS Chamber of Commerce Bldf., Birmingham.
CALIFORNIA,
ellfornla Film Eichange. 1003 MUalon St., San FraueUeo.
) St.. Los Angeles.
CANADA.
Applegstb. U J. A Sods, 143 Yonge St.. Toronto, Out
Cauadlan Film Exchange, Calgary, Alberta.
Canmont Company. 134 St. Catherine St.. Montreal. Que.
Great Western Film Co., 613 Ashdowo
Block, Winnipeg. Man.
COLORADO.
W. H. Bwsnson Film Exchange, 301 Railroad Bldg., Dearer.
<•<> operative Ind. Film Co.. Barclay Block, Denver.
DIBTRICT
OF COLUMBIA.
Paramount
Film Exchange, 42H Ninth St.. N. W., Washington.
11. A W. Film Exchange, 22 !.<• lln.lt Building, Wellington.
GEORGIA.
Consolidated: Film Exchange. Rhodes Bldg.. Atlanta.
ILLINOIS.
Anti-Trust rilm Co.. 79 South Clsrk St.. Chicago.
m St., Chicago,
son lilrd.. Chicago.
I.aemml* Film Hervlce, 106 Lake St., Chicago.
Standard Film Exchange, 155 East Washington St.. Chicago.
INDIANA.
Ontral Film Berries Co.. 119 North Illinois St.. Indlsnapolls.
KAN8A8.
Wlchlts Film and Supply Co.. 122 North Market 8t . Wichita.
LOUISIANA.
Dixie Film Co.. 720 Mai. ..11 Hlancl.e Bldg., New Orleans
MARYLAND.
I». A W. Film Exchange, 412 K.at Baltimore St.. Baltimore.
Consolidated Amusement
Co . U Wsat Islington St., Baltlmors.
MASSACHUSETTS.
Boston Film Rental Co.. ftno Washington
St.. Boston.
W. B. Qreene Film Exchange. 228 Trenton t St., Boatoa.
MICHIOAN.
Michigan Film snd Supply Co.. 1100 I'nloo Trost Bldg . OriP.1t
MINNESOTA.
l.ni'Kin.l.- Film S.r% I .- . IK) Hyket Ht., M1»nes|K>lts.

EVERY
MONDAY
Company American
AMERICAN—
Film Manufacturing
Ecla
?LAIR—
— Independ
YANKEE— Yankee Film Company
EVEEY TUESDAY
BISON— New York Motion Picture Company
» >w'tSS — The Powers Company
THANHOUSER— Tnanhoueer Company
EVEEY
WEDNESDAY
AMBROSIO— New York Motion Picture Co.
ATLAS— Atlaa Film Company
CHAMPION— The Champion
Film Company
NESTOR— David Eoraley
RELIANCE— Carlton Laboratories
SOLAX — Solax Company.

REX— Bex
BISON— New

Moving Picture Mfg.
EVEEY
FRIDAY
York Motion Picture

Company
Company

YANKEE— Yankee Film Co.
EVEEY SATURDAY
GREAT NORTHERN— Great Northern Tilm Co.
ITALA— New York Motion Picture Company

February 25th, 1911

t Mihjii ts
dllpM
MISSOURI.
J. W. Morgan. 1310 Walnut St., Kansas City.
Su-HiiM.ii-Crav.ford Film Co.. Century Bldg.. St. Ix)t
I Ua Kxcliui.g.'. 21T Miners' Bank Bldg..
NEBRASKA.
Laemmle Film Service. 1517 Far nam St., Omaha.
NEW
YORK
STATE.
Albsny Film Exchange. 418 Broadway. Albany.
upply onl>

1 St.. City.
__! 14tb 8t.. City.
in Film Exchange. 138 Eaist 14th 8t.. City.
MM I llin Exchange, 5 East 14th St.. City.
■tolas* Film Exchange. 110 Fourth Aye.. City.
Buckeye Film Co.. 309OHIO.
Arcade Bldg.. Dayton.
Cincinnati -Buckeye Film Oft., 815 West 4tn St.. Cincinnati.
Lake Shore Film A B
n. Ki.l.ai.ge. 31U Su|*rlor St.. Toledo
Victor Film Service, Prospect sud Huron Sis., Cleveland.
OKLAHOMA.
United Motion Picture Co.. 112 Msln St., Oklahoma City
'I. Ill
OREGON.
Ind. Western Film Exchange. Swetland Bldg., Portland.
PENNSYLVANIA.
Kagle Film Exchange.
U
t Hadelidtli
I l|,f

•!

.

■M - '

I

Phlladelp

, St . PMIadrlptla

"to

Exchange

r St..

Pitts

, UNTEXAB.
Spruce St..
Texas Film Kicbsngs. 811 Kim St.. Dsllss
UTAH.
Cooperative
Ind. Film <V> . 8JO AttM Willi.
WASHINGTON
Pacific I Urn Exchange
tllutw Bldg.. Brattle

Phllsdrlpl.la

S.lt

lake

lit

IIHIIIHllsti

Motion Picture Distributing & Sales Co., Ill E. 14th St.. N. Y. City
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Wake Up,

for theWe"Steenth"
Say lime

Mr. Licensed Exhibitor

You Can't Go Wrong
By demanding as regularly as clock work Two Imps Each Week.
Don't let your exchange feed you any longer with promises — make
it either "put up" or "shut up." And if you succeed in getting
what you're paying for— then work your "Imp Day" for all it is
worth.

Release of Monday,

"SWEET

March

27

MEMORIES"

One of the most fascinating pictures you have yet seen. Announcement of plighted troth recalls life story of mother, who
lapses into a reverie, and her past is vividly portrayed from the
cradle to old age. A pretty romance is enacted with all its attendant features. The painting of the portrait — the betrothal — the dancing of the minuet — the duel — the marriage — happy motherhood—
illness and death, and love and devotion of dutiful -son — all combine to tell a story replete with pathos and incidents. It is a romance that appeals and your patrons will like it.

Release of Thursday,' March

"SO

SHALL

YE

30

REAP"

Unnatural mother abandons her child in its infancy. It is cared
for by a kind priest, its identity being unknown. Later, the foundling
develops into beautiful womanhood. She is loved by a worthy young
man who takes her photograph. The mother is dissipating with
gay companions and discovers the picture. She finds the child. The
just priest insists that the mother's identity be kept secret from the
daughter. The mother is commanded to seek solace in solitude and
is led away by nuns to the seclusion of the convent to pay the
penalty of her sins. A strong story, with the daughter happily
mated to the man of her choice, ignorant of her parentage.

Don't play Rip Van Winkle
any longer.
See what's
doing
on the Independent
side of the fence. Quit feeding Gen. Flimco at $2 per,
Look around you. Open
your eyes. Wake up, wake
up! I hope you are not like
the fellow who once said,
" I can be convinced all
right, but you bring me the
man who can do it." I,
( arl Laemmle, want to convince you that I can give
you better films for the
same money than you ever
had in your life. I MEAN
IT. And I'm dead anxious
to "show you." I have the
most perfect looking system
in America to-day. And the
most perfect shipping system. The best repair department. And the only
cleaning department. All
this is the result ot live
years' experience — hard
work — constant study how
to improve. And with all
these advantages to begin
with, I am acknowledged
the heaviest buyer in the
market to-day. After all
this, doesn't it stand to reason that I am your man ?
Yours for business,

Carl Laemmle,
The biggest and best film renter

In the world

i^9-7~^A>v

Independent

Moving Pictures Co.

102 W. Wist St.
Carl Laemmle,

New York
Pres.

PRESIDENT

The Laemmle Film Service
HEADQUARTERS:
196-198 Lake Street, Chicago, III.
Fourth Floor, Sykes Block,
Minneapolis, Minn.
15J7 Farnam Street, Omaha, Nebraska
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SONG

GUNDLACH

Projection Lenses

SLIDES

Will Improve Your Picture

L

Non-Breakable -Non-inflammable

I
D

crease the illumination
TO ORDER, give the height
width of the screen, width of pici
wanted and distance from lens
center
State' make of
machine. of screen.
A complete'stock'Is carried by

NICHOLAS
POWER
COMPANY, New /ork
ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MFG. CO., Chicago

Colored Song and
Announcement Slides
Patent Applied For
Just the kind of a slide you have all been waiting (or.
Guaranteed against breaking from heat or the careless
operator. Send for list. Made and sold only by the
original inventor*.
None others genuine.

SONG
!£,

Every lens is sold subject to approval.

Gundlach-Manhattan
Optical Company
808 Clinton Ave., So.
Rochester, N. Y.

L
I
D
jE

SLIDES

NORTH AMERICAN SLIDE CO.

olax'SJaxrSo1aVS©laxrS©lax'Selax'5©Ia*S©1ax'5©lax'S©W

TWO

SoW

TWO

EVERY

^0^*

EVERY

WEEK

^^

WEEK

IT always takes a certain length of time before a winner in any line
receives its due recognition, but once its superiority is recognized
NOTHING
CAN KEEP IT DOWN

For four months SOLAX
AWAKENING

SOLAX
NOW

HAS
FOR

has been waiting quietly, confident in its
strength, for the
THAT

MADE
A

LONG

WAS

BOUND

BOOMING

STRING
OF BEAUTIFUL

PICTURES

for our releases of

FRIDAY

WEDNESDAY
THEIFUNNYJDAY

REMEMBER!

TO COME

GOOD
IT IS NOW

THE

FEATURE

DAY

All our Films are Tinted and Toned throughout
RELEASES

Wednesday,

March 22d

Friday,

March 24th

Wednesday,

March

20th

Friday, March 31st

fl
"Cupid'S Victory"
"Out Of the Depth""* Package of( (IMI
Trouble'
"The Mill of the Gods"
(comedy)
(dhama)
r
"She Was Not Afraid"
m*au

Sol^xf Company
147 Fourth Avenue

NEW

YORK

SolaxrSJaVSwlaVSolaVSoWSoWSoWSoWSoWSoW
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FILMS

ECLAIR
THE

Combining

FILMS

WORLD

OF

Perfect

W^

PICTORIAL

Photography

QUALITY

with ^Popular
RELEASE

* Hurrah!

Plays

OF MARCH

27th

Let Us Marry"

The Comedy of the Year — every
inch charged with humor such as is
to be enjoyed at intervals few and
far between!!

NEW

YORK:

=ECLAIR FILM COMPANY^
CHICAGO:

31 East 27th St.

Comical

A Masterpiece as to

35 East Randolph St.

"Western Champ

The Bachelor's
Old 29th,
Maid"
Wednesday March
1911

Released

It's as vigorous as the March Wind.
So hilariously boisterous as to fatten the lean.

TWO

CHAMPS
Our initial Monday

EVERY

7

DAYS

release

"WithReleased
'Stonewall'
Monday April 17Jackson"
th, 1911
A tale of historic Virginian valor.
This is a subject you can and should feature.
Special Advertising matter
will be forwarded freely.

B
MARK

Champion
M. DINTENFASS,

Gen'l Mgr.

Film Co.
::

12 East 15th St., New York City
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IT WON'T

TARE

YOU

Five Hours:

Or

Five

Minutes

To

Realize

"FIVE

What

A

Good

Picture

HOURS"

is. The time is less than a fourth of a day, but it affords ample time for
lack Hazard to make a wager and win it with the co-operation of the
"Sinned Against."
No matter how long it takes you to make up your program, be sure
and take "Five Hours", and make it a good one.

It's a Comedy-Drama
It's a BH~X
REX MOTION PICTURE MANUFACTURING

CO.

573-579 Eleventh Avenue, New YorK City
Every

ev«y fK,o«

Sales Co. will sell them all in "FIVE HOURS"
Independent Exchange
is buying REX except

"5"

THE WORLD'S BEST— BAR NONE
E«" ™»»
INDEPENDENT EXHIBITORS: Are you in the same boat?
A Minnesota Exhibitor writes : " Can you tell me where I can
secure Lux Films ? I have written to my Exchange (or them but
(ail to get them. I have never run but a few and they were tine."
If you are having the same trouble, drop a line to our New York City address t)n<ct

LUX
We

FILMS

want you to get the World's

COWBOY

best every week.

Released,
March
24th,
1911
FRIENDSHIP
EDITH HAS
SOME

DRW! \ 6
< ( 'Ml D"\
A (svo-vuhjci! reel ol the kind ire like to live rem.
\
thai trill latiifj and .1 >imifd\ thai ia really funny.

SPORT
inuuw

A Split Reel that will add Quality and Variety to the Best Program*
mi

GET LUX

R.
IO

East

niiiiii

iv«.i^

FOB

STMOPSM

tMB

PAB1

GET LUX

The World's Best— Bar None
15tK

Street

PRIEUR
New

YorK

*
City

V.S*

THE

63a
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SUPREME

W^
LD'RN
FIE
IN ITSNOR
THE
GREAT
FILMS
THE

FILM
CONNOISSEUR'S
FAVORITE BRAND

Release for Saturday,
March
25th
Release
for
Saturday, March
18th
THE FAKIR'S NEW SERVANT
BETWEEN LOVE AND DUTY
A trick film of novel and amusing character
A meritorious dramatic production of
absorbing interest
Troubles of a Trip
Life and People Below the Equator
A very laughable comedy film
A charming travel picture of nomadic tribes
in the torrid zone
It will eclipse everything to
EXHIBITORS:
Watch for our next great detective picti
date.
That's
going
some!!
ALL
FIRST-CLASS
INDEPENDENT
EXCHANGES
HANDLE
OUR
PRODUCT

GREAT NORTHERN

ATTENTION!
WE

FILM CO., h^^V^*^^™^.

EXHIBITORS

Stop — LooKr- Listen
ARE BUYING EIGHTEEN
REELS
PER WEEK FROM THE START

The cream of the Independent output as Handled
by
The Motion Picture Distributing (si Sales Company.
Mr. Exhibitor.
We want your business.
We need yo
you any service you may desire. Look at the following se
3 reels first day from release
3 reels second day from release
3 reels third day from release
3 reels fourth day from release
3 reels f.fth day from release
And so on to thirty days and thereafter.
Don't hesitate, but write, wire, 'phone or call immed:
wide-awake exhibitor, who can readily see what the futu
ma) cause your ruin. Be independent and be your own bo
is your best friend, and it is up to vou to see that you get w
A Word to the Wise is Sufficient.

ur help. You need ours. We are in a position to furnish
rvice from which you can select:
3 reels sixth day from release
3 reels seventh day from release
3 reels eighth day from release
3 reels ninth day from release
3 reels tenth day from release
tely, as these bookings are rapidly being taken up by the
re has in store for him. Beware of any monopoly which
ss. Book the service needed by you. Remember the dollar
hat your dollar pays for.

Open for Business March
MR. J. E. MOYER,

6th, 1911

Mgr., Formerly with Lubin Film Service Co.

THE EXHIBITORS FILM SERVICE CO.
23 NORTH

9th ST., PHILADELPHIA

Moving Picture World
THE WORLD

PHOTOGRAPHIC

PUBLISHING

125 E. 23d Street. NEW

COMPANY

SUBSCRIPTION :
ADVERTISING

$2.00 per year.

VORi

Telephone call. 1344 Gramercy

<l*eacb Bollding)

Post free in the United States. Mexico. Hawaii. Porto Rico
Canada $2.50. Foreign Countries. $3.00
Post Paid

and the Philippine Islands.

RATES:
Whole page. $6000; half page, $3000; quarter page, $15 .00; eighth page, $7-50; one inch (3H iowide), $300; one inch (2% in. wide}, $2.00; classified (no display), 3 cents per word.
Time Discounts:
10% one months order, 15% six months, 20% twelve months.
WESTERN

OFFICE :

Washington Street, (Post Building, Chicago).

Telephone.

Entered at the General Post Office in New York City as Second-Class
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'. been in the business recently, to the
vhich may be obtained b\ the use of -nit
the picture.
1 lnis. besides the
u have the dome, the oval; wn have the upright
you have the absolutely square; \"ii have the
rectangle, etc.; in fact, you can treat the moving
the same manner as the lantern slide is
Nigh class lantern slide makers take advantage
ks for getting g
the picture throw n "ii th<
ttle things count in moving picture makinj
•ui.- piece, plei
subtitle.
hapc to the pictun
is would
•tin- little extra labor on the subject of printing,
F.xchange p<
King more criti< al than i
they \\ ill not buy pictures which are in
fprinr in merii
\n\ ingenious film-i
embellishing his

Matter.

No. 12

25, 1911
Too Near the Camera:

Masking the Picture.
In recent times the film manufacturers ha . •
great taste ami most progressive artistry, if we may usc
the phrase to convey our meaning, in titling and subtitling their pictures.
With few exceptions, nowadays
the characteristic trade-mark
of the picture-maker apthe design of the title piece, the latter being of a
specially executed and distinctive character.
We have
only to mention the Vitagraph, Pathe, the Biograph, the
■ convej our meaning.
But makers show a singular reluctance to depart from
the u-ual rectangular shape of the picture.
Yet what
pleasing variet) of effect can be imparted to the picture
ible masking!
What
we mean 1- this: A little
■ we were looking at a full reel subject, part of
which appeared in circular form; that i- to say. in the
printing of one of the pie* • - of the til n, or rat!
»ns, .i circular mask had been used in the printing; consequently the picture on the screen was circular
. and we are bound 1 1 sa) that the i
g as well as popular.
Tin- effeel suggested to us that one daj we would draw
the mention of the film makers, particularly those who

Main 3145.

nsidcrable time each week in reading the criticisms of the pictures that are printed in our
la\ or non-technical contemporaries, vVe need not name
these; the) are tolerably well-known to our readers.
Frankly, we never fail to be eddied, and we are bound
to say interested and instructed, by what we read. The
limited in those publication- are eminently
theatrical: that is to say, if we went into the geneses of
the writers, we should find that they have learned their
business of criticising moving pictures in the theatre. In
other words, that up to within a period of two or three
years back, when these publications began to deal with the
moving pictures, these self-appointed authorities used to
write about plays, vaudeville sketches and the like. We
do ii"t underestimate the value vi this kind of criticism,
our chiei regret a that it does not go far enough. For
example: In one of these criticisms this week, we read
this phii •
;>hotograph. "The figures
tic should, when pointing out
especially a technical del
lion to supply a
remedy for that defect.
This the writer in question is
manifestly unable to do: he knows nothing about the
photography of the subject.
There are verj many moving picture- made n
near the camera : that is to say. they assume BUM
manifold.
quently, I

Film makei

i that the
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tance from his actors. The result is that he avoids abnormality ofsize, and when you see the pictures on the
screen,
they express the proper sensuous impression of
size.
In the Moving Picture World of January 14th we
printed an article on ''The Multi-Focal Camera." This
is a camera which, by means of a revolving lens board,
enables a series of lenses of varying foci to be used. In
other words, the lens is adjusted for both near and distant objects. Such a camera as this should be invaluable
in the hands of moving picture makers. Of course the
fundamental rule to be observed in this matter is that no
figure should appear larger than life-size to the eye.

The Picture as an Aid to Industry .
The Bureau of National Industries, whose offices are
at No. 11 Broadway, New York City, is one of several
associations having for its object the extension of American trade both at home and abroad. The Bureau, it appears, has many representative men on its Advisory Committee, Board of Publication and Press Committee. It
disseminates useful literature on the subject. We have
some of this literature before us. The promotion of an
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But this subject hardly lies within our province. „
we are -interested in, and. deeply interested in, is that fac
that the Bureau' in this country has cast a favorable ey
on the moving picture. In other words, we learn that th
director, Mr. J. D. Gluck, has completed arrangement
for covering an exhaustive campaign of goods of Ameri
can manufacture at home and in foreign countries, jj
this campaign they will show moving pictures illustrating
the various stages of manufacture from raw stock to fin]
ished product of each trade in turn.
Mr. Gluck proposes, we learn, to have films made illustrating the steel, woolen, thread, shipping and machinery
industries, besides other pictures. These pictures will be
demonstrated throughout the United States and South
America before Boards of Trade, Chambers of Commerce,
Business Men's Associations, Manufacturers' Associations and at the Bureau of National Industries' machinery
show at the Bush terminal from September first to December first of this year.
The pictures are to be used in conjunction with special
lectures to demonstrate the heavy traffic congestion in
New York with a view to starting a campaign to draw
aua\ from Manhattan much of this congested traffic. To
this end the lectures will be given in Brooklyn, New York
City, Jersey City and Hoboken.
It will be seen, therefore, that the scheme of the Bureau 1
of National Industries is of a twofold nature : national !
and local. There is no doubt that if handled in a businesslike way, the films of American industries will largely
promote the Bureau's objects. Especially in South America, we are convinced, this plan will work well. As regards the decentralization of New York's congested traffic, much useful work can also be done by the use of illustrative films. To make a personal reference: If the
Bureau, by the aid of moving pictures, would illustrate
the horrors and iniquities of the New York Subway and
can be instrumental in relieving the really horrible conBureau. gestion of this line, we, in particular, would bless the
In commending the Bureau's work and its resolution to
further that work by the aid of moving pictures, we conclude by stating that the Bureau invites correspondence
from film-makers on this subject. It is prepared to place
orders for 150,000 feet of film.

Radiographic

John D. Gluck.
American National Marine, An

International Tribunal

for World Peace, The Employers' Liability Act, The
Extension of American Trade Abroad ; these are some
of the subjects dealt with by the Bureau's corps of
speakers. So it will be seen that the Bureau is a live organization with a wide field of activity to cover. If it
is instrumental in removing the reproach that the United
States is practically without a merchant marine, it will do
a lot of good to this country. Some people think that the
money spent on the cutting of the Isthmus of Panama
might very well have been spent on filling the slips between Twenty-third Street and Battery Place with American-made ocean-going steamers, instead of allowing these
slips to be filled with British. French. Italian and other
ships of foreign origins.

Moving Pictures.

Radiography, or X-ray work as it is popularly known,
has been before the world now for about fifteen years.
Roughly speaking, it is, in a sense, just about as old as y
the moving picture. It was in the year 1896 that, as has
been frequently pointed out in these pages, the Lumieres
of Paris startled the world with their very fine moving
pictures. Similarly it was at or about the year 1896 that
Prof. William Carl Roentgen announced to the world
that the rays from an excited vacuum tube had the power
of penetrating solid bodies. Very quickly thereafter,
photographic advantage was taken of this discovery.
Early in 1896, the writer of this article had his hand
radiographed. That is to say, his hand having been
placed upon a sensitive plate encased in an opaque envelope exposure was made to the excited tube, and when
the plate was developed, the familiar spectacle of a view
of the bones of the hand was obtained. Of course, this
sort of thing is very common today. You can take a
radiographic negative of a charming lady dressed in the
height of fashion, and the chiefest things that will show
in the print from the plate are the steels of her corset.
The fundamental fact of radiography is that the light
travels through the most opaque bodies. The consequence
is you get a negative which records the opaque things
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hat you wear, such as the nails in your boots, the buttons
>n your clothes, the money in your pockets, the pin in
'our tie, our bones, etc., etc. Radiography ignores such
comparatively transparent subjects as flesh, linen and
Whatever other fabrics you wear.
1 If we were to glance at the entire field of X-ray work
n the course of this article, we should take up more space
han the subject allows. Our immediate concern, of
:Ourse, is to briefly consider how far the moving picture
:an be used in X-ray work. A moment's reflection will
ell the reader that the limits of the camera's usefulness
!n this respect are narrow ; so narrow, indeed, that we
nay say offhand that moving picture radiography can
)nly manifest itself in respect of the treatment and healng of the human body. It is in the latter respect that
-adiography has been of chiefest use. Radiography enibles -hadow pictures of the diseased body or part of
1 body to be taken and thus it is of value to the physician
or surgeon in respect of diagnosis or treatment. Before
X-ray work became practicable diagnosis was very largely a matter of guesswork, but now in most cases it can be
reduced to a matter of certainty.
, In the course of a recent interview we had with Dr.
E. H. Caldwell, of New York City, that gentleman discussed with us the possibilities of utilizing the moving
picture camera, or rather its principle, for showing what
we would call radiographic movement. Before explaining what is precisely meant by this, let us introduce Dr.
Caldwell to the reader by saying that he enjoys a worldwide reputation in a somewhat unique position. Originally, an engineer, Dr. Caldwell some years ago qualified
in medicine, although at the present he does not practise.
Subsequently he turned his attention to the diagnostic
value of the X-ray. The result is that today he occupies
a unique position as consulting surgeon-radiographer in
New York City, if not the world. He has invented his
own apparatus used in radiographing the body and, generally speaking, has specialized in this difficult branch of
work in a thoroughly scientific manner. Supposing you
consult your doctor on some bodily trouble, the cause
of which may be obscure, he will send you to Dr. Caldwell, who will radiograph you and thus get a shadow
photograph of the trouble, in organs or the limb, or whatever it is that demands treatment. This picture is then
handed to your doctor, who will know how to act in the
matter.
In making these radiographs, of course, no lens or camera is employed.
The lighl penetrates through the body
to the protected plate and impresses a shadow picture of
the opaque parts of the body.
In the print, therefore,
yqn simpl) get a not particularly well defined shadow
graph, " to ipeal oi the part of the body radiographed.
1. question with which we are vitally
concerned:
I- it possible to exhibit radiographs
in
■ take them?
Dr. Caldwell lias
idering this matter recent!) and is working out
a lenticular system wherehj the iw of large plates will
be obviated.
\ ven small plate with a high speed lens
will all".
tb rapid exposure to be made.
This w Ml diminish the size of the plate necessary and
iiiiin nil nt. Will it be p
hadowgraph on
I film so that the
ving pari of the bod) ma
in motion on a
We think so
Dr. Caldwell is
• thai end.
It would be premal
in detail, but we
ulv dale to app

'•

I m 1 . J ! .\ 1 "
to interest in the scicntifi

mind,
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dustry in the United States that comparatively little attention is paid to the making of pictures for scientific
and educational purposes. In France, Germany and England, as the reader is aware, the moving picture camera
is largely used for recording the results of scientific observation. Dr. Caldwell's position and attainments are
such that if, as we believe will be the case, we have succeeded in enlisting the interest of a man of his eminence
in scientific moving picture making, a very valuable addition to the ranks of investigators who use the moving picture camera in their work will have been made.

Carbon Setting lor Projection Purposes.
Supplementing the article under this heading in our
last issue by Mr. Henry Phelps Gage, Cornell University,
we quote the following from the "Kinetogram," by permission. Itwill be noted that the electrical expert of the
Edison Manufacturing Company and also Mr. Gage both
confirm the views of our Mr. F. H. Richardson on this
subject :

For Direct Current
When using Direct Current, the Upper Carbon should
always be the positive pole, while the lower should be the
negative pole, and the latter m •
e of the
thai a crater will form in a position towards the
Condensers as shown in sketch. With Carbons of the
same diameter, the positive burns twice as rapidly as the
negative, thereby requiring more or less adjusting downward- to keep the crater in the
I >r this
reason some operators pre!
• cored upper or
positive Carbon with '.*" core, ana a '/' hard Carbon in
the lower or negative * arbon Holder. This difference in
( linear consumption, and the crater is kept in it- proper place with less
dift'n ult)
liotild hurn at all time
to 3 r6 apart .1- can be kept. Ilosl latisfactoi
are obtained fron
1 I when using from 20 to
_>5 am] ■

■

' \\ here Alternating Current is used, tl 1
l.iini to get better results b) |
lightlj in advance of th
is ;i matti
in a position m

" nauaUy

,,-,.
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picture theaters the Pastime at this time shows the re-i
painstaking
supervision
Alland i'«>r althof
the ti
-> years fulplaced
the house
in charge Mr
of managers,
even then, he himself was often at the house. At the <
of that time, Mr Alland found that no one could have
best interests of his house so much t<> heart as himself, ;

For Alternating Current.

the Upper Carbon about 8% more rapidly than the lower,
owing- to the upper tendency of the flame. The most satisfactory results are obtained on Alternating Current,
using from 35 to 50 amperes.

Pastime Theater, Boston.
• Written Expressly for the World by Henrv.
The World's Xew England representative is fortunate to be
able to present readers of the World with a photograph and
detailed story of the Pastime Theater, corner Washington
and Avery Streets, Boston, as the house is one of the most
elegant and up-to-date in the Hub. The Pastime was first
opened to the public on Saturday, February 1, '08, and has
shown itself to be a huge success ever since its inception.
The house has a width of twenty-six feet, with a depth
of one hunderd and thirty feet, and a height of 28 feet.
Both inside and out. it can justly be called one of the
most artistic and beautiful theaters of its kind in the New
England States. In design and construction it follows the
German style, which was adopted by its architects, Clarence
H. Blackall and Frank Chouteau Brown, the two foremost
theatrical designers of Boston. The house is the result
of a special study of theater construction and decoration
made
just The
prior'construction
to the erection
the Pastime,
by and
Mr.
Blackall.
of theoftheater
is of steel
concrete. The exterior decorations are of the same character
as that found on many modern German playhouses. There
is a large representative painting depicting music, a second
one representing mirth, and still a third showing conventional scene>. Thousands of lights form various designs on
the front and Avery St. side of the house. A striking feature
is the name "Pastime" in mammoth letters on the entire
front of the building. The entrance is worthy of attention.
The walls in the vestibule are decorated with marble pilasters and brackets, and. directly over the marble ticket office,
and the projecting stained glass balcony, are some concrete
brackets of unique and original design. The exterior is
new and modern, with an eye more toward artistic results
than toward gilt and a flashy appearance.
The Pastime, which stands at the corner of Washington
and Avery St?., has electric lights on both sides. The total
number of lights burning every evening on the front of the
house amounts
to 2.800 bulbs.
The Pastime theater has a seating capacity of approximately 375. including 25 box seats. Owing to its long and narrow
shape the house has a single center aisle. The operating
room is 10 x 12. and is strictly fire-proof in every way. The
throw from booth to screen is 85 feet, with the Powers Cameragraph machines doing the projecting. Exhaust fans and
motors keep the house well ventilated at all times.
The shows at the Pastime usually consist of 4 reels of
Licensed film, and vaudeville, with illustrated songs also
used. The length of a performance is usually about 2
hours, although the duration is sometimes varied to meet requirements. The house uses a pianist and trap drummer to
play the pictures.
The Pastime was erected by the American Automatic
Amusement Co.. of which Mr. Felix Alland is both president
and sole general manager.
Perhaps better than the very great majority of moving

Pastime Theater, Boston,

Mass.

decided in personally direct the theater. This personal attention is easily noticable in the house. The Pastime is
always in tip-top -hape. with everything and everybody worksmoothly Mr.
with Alland
the onepersonally
idea of "Pastime
always
with ingthem.
picks histheater"
film program
every Tuesday and Friday at the General Film Co., and
stated to the World's New England representative that he
had made a special study of his particular audiences as regards their preferences of pictures. Mr. Alland is one of the
few men who find much display lobby advertising needless.
The house is in the heart of the shopping district, and has
a very large number of women among the audience. Ample
exits are a feature of the house, as six means of exit were
provided for. The Pastime runs from 9.30 A. M. to 11 P. M.,
11-111- 2 complete shifts of employees.
The Pastime theater is a model in every way. and a credit
to both Mr. Alland and to the moving picture industry. The
house is clean, refined and orderly, with nothing objectionable ever allowed. Good management, good films well porjected, and good vaudeville have all contributed to make
the Pastime a successful moving picture theater.
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Star Fiction Writers in the Field of the Photoplay.
Why the Magazine Favorites Have

Produced

Only

Mediocre Work

in the Writing

of Sc

and

Something

About

the Advantage of Being an "Unknown."
JJv George Rockhill Craw.
A number of American star novelists and short-story
writer- have written the scenarios for photoplays. The
result has been little, if any, better than that of the efforts
of the "unknowns" whose work has been produced upon
the screen. Surely such a state of affairs must be very
discouraging, you will perhaps say. If the star fiction
writers fail to tell their screen stories effectively, what
can be expected of the other scenario men?
"Unknowks"

to the: I

JJut there is no occasion for pessimism.
The "unknowns,'' not having to combat a training of years that
is wholly unfit for scenario writing, will, if they persevere, leave the fiction -tars far behind.
"The reason, no
hy so many distinguished poets and novelists —
like Tennyson
and Dickens critic
—fail and
in the
drama."
says W.
the well-known
writer
on dramatic
subject-, "is because their habits of thought and methods
>ion become fixed, and their genius cannot bring
ield to the unyielding domination of dramatic
rule."

The Writhing

Dramatists.

There you have it. The tyranny of dramatic rule!
And in the photoplay the elimination of speech draws the
chains -till tighter about the writhing dramatist, resulting
in elementary, primitive drama, or, if the playwright tries
to soar above this, something that in most cases is very
bad indeed.
But why have the short-story writers failed
as scenario writers, you may ask? Surely, you
say. Brander Matthew- in his work on the short story has
made it plain that the best -hort stories are structurally
n a dramatic -tandpoint.
My answer is that
: short stories
ood, and that that
famous
"bromidiom"
of popular
conversation.
"Why
aren't there any good stories in the magazines nowadays?"
is as pat today as when Gelett Burgees listed it in his
clever work on the "Sulphitic Theory," a clever research
into the psychology of boredom, published in [906. Perquerv might be answered 1>\ a question put by
Bert Leston Taylor in the Chicago Tribune, under his
olumn, "A Line o' Type or Two," in which he
'ine editor'-*'
M V.\/I\l. ■ 1

n NT.

1 know
of magazines
thai impress religiously upon
ntributors that what i- wanted in short stories is
strength of pint, logii of construction and situai
'vie. (Hid quickness of action, but who continuous- publish stories Inking in these particulars, which
are written l.\ nun of reputation.
Here, policy and priniiame w it li a reputation, that the
magazine ma> be able to -a\ in it- advertiser!
. m St. .1 \ b\ thai Star Fiction Writer,
• 1 ge• him.
' thing about which !
telling a magnate's fragile wife thai she hasn't
\ "S • ■ [PI " 1 ROM
I, part
ing which when
ni the
b idilj

I'im i<"

■ \ in which the
learned
here, and pan there, was like a puzzle.
.li pieces in the biography might be miss
found ••
life belonged
I his idea was undoubtedly
from Mr. Pinei
ible pla) ,

"Sweet Lavender." the situation and dialogue in the last
act expressing the same idea almost to a tee.
I have seen the same magazine, referred to above, refuse the short stories of an author who
dent of Pinero's best constructed dramas, and who had
evolved a clever short story method from him and other
For the expression of his own original plots,
ideas and action.
"She Shivered Away from Him."
A few weeks ago a well-known writer, whose work is
much sought after by the magazine-, wrote al
methods employed to create it. The principal method
seemed to be the collection of tours de phrase, picked up
or originated here and there, and tiled fur use in future
-torie-. One of these phrases was ,"She shivered away
from him." which not only creates a new predicative
thrill, but suggests a unique and more or less fascinating
tion. Iteditor
should
a loud
from the first magazine
whobring
eyeballs
it. "Eureka!"
Little was
said about the author's methods of forming the structure
of a story, but these significant word- appeared:
each sentence I labor as hard as I did in my I
It is just as hard for me to move the story on — to get
from one point to another — as it was in the beginning."
Why Siar Writers Fail.
It seems that the above statement by the author referred to. show- the lack of a technical knowli
structural progress — of the building of a logical framework, which it seems to me should always be reared before the ornaments, the tours de phrase, are carved on the
pillars and entablature of a tale. It ought not to be hard
to "move" a story if the rough framework of
ture has been properly reared.
It seems that more importance 1- given to clever trickof phrase, by editor- and authors, than to construction
and logical situations, and that for that reason the question, "Why aren't there
es in the magazines nowadays?" "bromidiom," and that it
explains why our popular author; fail as dramatists, and
are mediocre in the field of the picture play.
I think we must grant that much of the fan 1
star writers lie* in the newspaper publicity, both in the
advertising and reading columns, thai enterprising an I
merit-exaggerating publishers of their work hav<
them, and in the ahilit\ oft
to make unique
and unusual combination!
• 1-. in the orna
mentation rather than in the for:
I their situatii '
g hidden in the for the w riter's I
use in the photopla) . w I
form and logic, and that
nothing excepti 'ii. i! in ,;

■
It Woll'
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ven symphony. There we find the master of form ami
structurally logical ornamentation, just as we find such
masters in the few good short stories which stand <mt like
diamonds uncovered in a basket of waste paper. To be
sure, our fiction writers work up to climaxes, but the
stones usually are not convincing, through lack of proper
structural development leading to the climax, which lack
is made up for by scintillations oi dictum. Such writers
cloud the issue, as is Said of lawyers whose floral verbiage
really
"nothingoftothe
do picture
with therobcase."
The has
limitations
the fiction writer of
his word-play, and the result is a lack of brilliancy and a
distressful showing up of his ability, both as a literary and
dramatic constructionist. For his tours de phrase the
star story writer is forgiven his illogical situations, but
when these come to light in his photoplay, they are
stripped clean and there is no reason for forgiveness.
The handwriting is on the screen. It is then that he is
"weighed inFalse
the balance
Scents and
andfound
Bundwanting."
V
In the detective and mystery stories we find false
scents, non-structural trick-, and blind technical alleys
that serve their purpose of befuddling the reader of the
printed page, but which would never do on the stage or
screen, and thus the writers of such stories are deprived of
their best weapons when it comes to the combat of the
photoplay scenario.
After all, art is only common sense, but it is amazing
how some writers can cover the lack of it by the literary
tricks of syllabic charlatans. Thus, if the photoplay shall
develop in our literary artists, both well known and obscure, an improved sense of form and logic, which I believe itwill, the magazines and the "six best sellers" will
owe it a lasting debt.

London Letter.
I was privileged to have a private view this week of an
invention of which, whatever others may say about it, the
inventor holds a very high opinion. It is nothing more nor
less than the projection of pictures in their natural colors, as
well as in black and white without the use of celluloid films.
The patentee is Captain Otto Fulton, who ha* crowded into
thirty-five years of life as many stirring incidents as fall to
the lot of the average man. A Fellow of the Royal Photographic
Society, he has served on the Bechuana Police Force and
the Diamond Field Horse at Kimberley. He is the inventor
of the Otto Fulton process, which, with stereoscopic effects,
depicts colored advertisements in the front of theaters. He
was awarded a gold medal at St. Louis Exhibition.
"film understood
cinematography,"
he Heusescalls
no his
film new
in thesystem
generally
meaning because
of the
world "film," which in this country denotes a preparation of
celluloid through which light is transmitted, showing a picture. The method of projection is that the pictures are
shown by the action of reflected light. The picture to be
shown is first thrown on to a mirror which, In turn, reflects it
back through the lens on to the screen in the same way as
by transmitted light. It will thus be seen that the whole
process of animated photography is reversed. Captain Fulton holds that in studying the natural law of light and darkness, light should be extracted from darkness, and he can
extract from a dark screen — through the medium of photography— natural colors as seen by the naked eye.
How is it done? Metallic shades, such as gold and silver,
have been hitherto impossible to produce. That test was
placed before me at the demonstration. Ordinary colored
picture postcards were submitted and were reproduced on
the screen in the actual colors of the postcard. It was
shown that stereoscopic effect* could be reproduced on the
Bioscope screen, thus bringing out the realism of the subject
photographed.
The material used for the pictures is composed of a specially treated opaque paper. It is non-inflammable, and it
is certainly everlasting. This latter point brings out the fact
that the desire of Central authorities to preserve records of
historical events can, at last, be attained. It has also been
found possible to secure a sharper picture with greater illuminosity than at present obtains.
In Captain Fulton's in-
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vention, a step forward in the art of cinematography has
been taken, and one which may revolutionize the industry,
though as yet the finished article is not before us. A short
period
elapse before the pictures can be
submittedm'usl
for necessarily
public criticism.
The new idea certainly means an advance over the lantern
-lnle- Any article can be immediately thrown on the screen by
reflection, and thus no preparation is needed. The merits
of the invention, particularly for medical work and demonstration of the medical science, cannot be over-estimated, and
it lias the greatest possibilities before it, especially in the direct, enlarged and instantaneous portrayal of normal and
pathological material. Even crude sections cut by hand
with the knife, were immediately delineated on the screen,
giving images enlarged at will, and in their natural colors
witlmut any previous preparation. Stained, injected or prepared specimens save the same magnified sharply defined
pictures, with all the wealth of minute detail and in the
colors empl' •> ed.
One small section used in a more simple manner than even
an ordinary lentern slide gave a picture the detail of which
could be seen in the largest hall or class-room, and hearing
in mind that the quickly-cut section was itself immediately
used to give the picture, the saving of time and preparation
will be at once manifest to medical men.
In teaching, its highest utility will be at once recognized,
inasmuch as normal and morbid sections were thrown on the
screen at the same time. This graphic and vivid method of
putting into parallel columns for comparison and noting the
difference, together with the rapidity with which it is accomplished, would enable both lecturer and student to get
through much more work, make the description much more
easily understood, and be infinitely more interesting than a
lantetrn slide, and it would replace micro-photographic work
and micro-slides in a vast number of cases. The points to
which I draw attention in this respect and reiterate are that
such sections may be fresh or prepared, can be cut and
immediately depicted, and they give a perfect picture in their
exact colors, whether natural or artificial. This alone will
be a boon to teacher and student alike.
In reference to the introductory general and medical sciences, the application of the apparatus is original and new,
both in direct results and in economy of time, inasmuch as
any object in the mineral, animal and vegetable kingdoms
can be made to give an enlarged image in natural colors
without any preparation of any kind.
Of the popular aspect of the invention there is no need
to dwell upon. So far as colored animated pictures are concerned, the only drawback that appears to me is that delay
would necessarily occur in the presentation of topical subjects, which the public like to have hot. There is, of course,
the great immunity from fire danger. There is no celluloid
employed, and what inflammable material is used is -o far
removed from the heat rays of the arc that fire is an impossibility. await
I
further developments, of which I shall keep
your readers informed as soon as possible.
A. E. TAYLOR.

The Moving Picture Convention.
With the turn of the year, we beg to inform the reader
that the subject of the approaching moving picture convention is engaging our attention. It will be remembered that
last fall we wrote several articles on the subject, which were
appreciated by our readers. The vital necessity of holding
a moving picture convention has not diminished since we
addressed ourselves to the task of dealing with the subject.
On the contrary, the condition of the industry, as a whole,
the unsatisfactory position of the exchanges, and the exhibitors, patent litigation imminent and to be apprehended — <
all these things point to the urgency of moving picture men
getting together in a representative gathering for the purpose
of arriving at a common basis of action.
We desire in this article specially to apprise the exhibitor
of our intention to take the preliminary steps in bringing
about the first meeting of the moving picture convention
next July. This meeting will probably take place at Chicago,
111. We want to see a large gathering of exhibitors from
all parts of the United States present at that convention.
Incidentally, though this is of secondary importance, we desire to see all manufacturers of films and apparatus represented at that convention, which should be of mutual interest. The exhibitor, not the exchange, not the manufacturer,
is the pivot of the moving picture business, not only in this
country but in other countries of the world. He it is whose
voice is or should be the most effective. Let him make his
voice heard in the first convention which will be held in his
behalf.
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Beginners "Uplifting"
F. H Richardson.the Business.
The writer wa, considerably amused, recently, to hear an
embryo exhibitor assert that he was entering the business
with
view was
to "uplift
Thisa man
iri soberit."earnest. He even went the length
of
asserting
care whether
he made
out
of the
venturethat
or he
not.didn't
He cited
the fact that
there money
was room
for va-t improvement all along the line, which no one with
sen-e and the slightest knowledge of animated pictures as
projected today will deny, both a- regards the projection and
the whole mass of detail work preceding and connected
therewith.
Beyond question the whole business might well be raised
to a distinctly and decidedly higher level; also beyond ques:!i be, in the not distant future. These things are
merely analogous to the fact that one and one make two.
They are conceded by all picturedom and are prayed for by
a very large portion of those connected with the shadow
world.
But for the beginner — the novice — to conclude the "uplift"
of the photoplay and it- theater is to in any measure be accomplished bv him i- very nearly the acme of egotism.
Fools rush in where angels fear to tread. Hundreds upon
hundreds of embryo exhibitors have entered the business
with a firm determination to improve upon all that has been
done before, only to find their entire energies ab-orbed in
the task of keeping their heads above the flood waters of
keen competition by experienced showmen who know every
crook and turn of the game, as against their complete lack of
knowledge. The show business look- "easy." Its appearance of "picking dollar- oft bushes" has fooled many an
eager novice and will fool many more. As a matter-of-fact
grubbing money from the amusement business is a near relation to squeezing blood irom a turnip. Every dollar the
gets he EARNS, and earns it good and plenty,
too. Of course in the early day- of the picture game there
reilly was a lot of "velvet." But those days have forever
departed. The man who inters the game now may make
up his mind to earn what In- makes by the sweat of his
e he will not get it at all. True, if rightly managed, the returns arc ample, but no more so than in other
line- of business invo king -imilar outlay, similar risks and
calling for equally shrewd, close management. "But," say
you, 'what ha- all this to do with the uplift?'" Just this:
However excellent the intention of the novice may be he
mplish little or nothing in the way ..i uplift. It inot in the nature of things that he should. If those of wide
. who have had tin- welfare of the business at
mnot accomplish it- elevation to a higher
plain, whai earthly show has tin- novice?
1 ue tyro will not accomplish his aim in any appreciable degree, but he may, like thousands of equally
ambitious novices who have gone before, acquire valuable,
albeit somewhat
He may steer past the
shoaK of financial ruin which threaten every beginner, and
of knowledge; but he will learn one thing,
uplift so sadly needed will only come by slow,
gradual process, in which the survival of the fiftest will be
Three Reel Pictures a Success.
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Important to Ohio Exhibitors.
1 wish to advise the exhibitors that Mr. C. M \
traveling in the interest of the Exhibitors' League and all
exhibitors arc perfectly safe in paying the amount of their
membership to him. and we would ask all of our members
to extend t" bin
new members,
and building up the organization.
new bill, which certain mnot intended to protect the public, or to bring about a
better conditioin to safeguard anyone, or anything In my
opinion the bill is for the sole purpose of frightening the
manufacturers and others. We all know what films are made
of, hence the desire on the part of somebody in Columbus
to frighten the manufacturers If this bill is introduced
and the one introducing it can show ten letters from responsible people who have asked for this bill, we will be very
much mistaken in our opinion. No one want- this bill, it
mean- nothing, it help- :
ts no one. ad for
what purpo-e it i- offered, only those back of it know. It ithis kind of hill that disgusts the public, and bring- discredit upon hone-t legislators. Everyone know- that the
picture sh
ighly protected from fire,
and that the inspections of picture shows are made by competent, painstaking officials, and e\ery exhibition man is complying with the law. and why such a bill should be presented
in any legislative body i- beyond the comprehension of any
man familiar with the amusement business in the
Ohio.
This
: t<> a man who under-tand- anything about the picture business ..r legislation. 1 hope those
interested in the passing of a bill like tin- will not succeed
in deluding any representative int.. offering it before the
Your- truly,
M A NEFF.
A BILL.
Prohibiting the use of motion ..r moving picture films or
-lides containing gun cotton ..r any highly inflammable or
explosive material
ON
l. Whoever being the owner. le-se
..r in control of any opera house, theater, moving picture
rdome, tent. hall. -t..re room ..r .>ther building or
structure, wherein any performance,
-how. concert
or exhibition i- given, and where the general public are admitted, permits, -utfer- «,r allow- any motion or moving picture, film or slide containing gun cotton <>r any explosive
••r highly inflammable material to l<e shown .'i exhibited or
transposed by being thrown upon a screen, curtain
..tlier -tructure -hall, upon conviction thereof, be fined not
less than fifty dollar- nor more than .me hundr.
and for a second ami subsequent offense -hall be fined not
Ie-- than two hundred dollar- nor more than live hundred
dolars

Manager Bertini's Experiment.

At the Castle Theater, 152 Bleecker Street, N
City, recently, Manager Bertini added one more victory to
his long list of deserving triumph-, and showed that the
moving
picture business 1- still
future power and influence upon the public mind
The occasion was that of introducing the "Ineffable Suffragette" to his stage.
She had fortified the operator with a
winning smile, sixteen slides for the screen and -a tip What
•■he did to the audience wa- a cauti .n
from first to last by a personality as clever a- it ,-,
Women"AssemblJ
are perfectly "at home" henceforth in
the famousr Third
doubt.
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The moving picture trade or industry is in its infancy. It
is m its infancy in the manufacturing end and in the exhibiting end Especially in the exhibiting end, otherwise,
you would not see 6 or 8 columns of this very publication
every week devoted to telling the moving picture operator
how to go about his work. The law of supply and demand
comes in lure. Trade papers are imperatively necessary in
the moving picture trade. How many I am not going to
discuss Competition must -ettle this point. But the trade
in its unwisdom did not want the Nickelodeon, so the
Nickelodeon has gone.
known man in the moving picture field was talking
to me the other day and expressing his satisfaction that the
Moving Picture World made it its business to help both
licensed and Independent manufacturers produce pictures by
supplying technical information and criticising their technique, which resulted indistinct advantage to the business as
a whole The functions of a trade paper are many and
varied. During my short career I have been connected with
many publications and have found that what one writes in
the paper- is often the lesser part of one's duties. You can
take it from me that a large advertiser in a trade publication
gets his money- worth in more ways than one. For, beside- the circulation of his advertisements, and his write-ups,
he generally get- a lots of other information of a personal
kind which puts money into his pockets and which he can
only find in the offices of a trade paper.
Trade paper-. I may tell "Spectator" of the Dramatic Mirror, are mostly conducted by people who have some practical knowledge of the trade, and who. having that practical
knowledge, set up in business to sell it at so much a copy.
For example: I who write this began my association with
the moving picture trade as far back as the year 1896. That
association has continued more or less unbroken ever since.
It would surprise the "Spectator" and the readers of this
page how much in the strictly personal sense, I am of use
to members of the moving picture trade all over the world.
So it is with all trade papers. The publications, and those
who conduct them, supply information not otherwise obtainable. There are no such sources in the offices of mere
amusement journals. These people seldom have anything
but a superficial knowledge of their subject.
Still they have their uses by writing in a light, airy and
agreeable fashion about moving pictures which possibly
interest actors, actresses and some exhibitors. Yet, wonderful to relate, while disdaining the title of trade paper, they
themselves are not too proud to make money out of the
trade and give some trade information. Here, for example,
is The Spectator, who, having told the Nickelodeon that it
was not wanted, proceeds to demonstrate by its own writings that, to be consistent, that excellent publication, the
New York Dramatic
Mirror, should forthwith cease publiThe Spectator asks the question: "Why the trade paper
anyhow?"
goes onin tothesaymoving
in effectpicture
that afield,
trade simply
paper
is absolutelyThen
not it
wanted
because — well, because (though the Spectator does not -ay
so, it is what he means) because the Spectator knows it
all!!! There is no other construction to be placed upon the
unfortunate article in the March 15th issue of the Dramatic
Mirror. T call this article unfortunate, because therein the
Spectator proceeds to stutify himself. Premising that all that
need be printed about the moving picture business simply
concerns the acting and exhibiting branches. The Spectator,
immediately under this uncalled for diatribe, prints a very
large advertisement of the Edison Projecting Kinetoscope,
a distinctly trady article in all conscience. On the next page
you have large ads from Vitagraph and Pathe. Over leaf
are Biograph, Selig and Lubin. Following them come utterances from Melies and Kalem, whilst on the back page the
gentle Essanay figures.
There is nothing about acting or exhibiting in these ad-
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vertisements, -till 1 imagine the New York Dramatic Mirror
Company are not above taking payment for them. There is
a write-up of Mr. Porter in the text portion, a reference to
the newest entrant into the business, the Associated Motion
Picture I'atents Company and other trade items. In fact,
not to cut any more words to waste, the New York Dramaitc
Mirror in its moving picture section is just about as trady
as a trade paper can be.
Yet with all this Spectator asks what eartly excuse has
this limited field for even one trade paper? Apparently the
only excuse which Spectator and the New York Dramatic
Mirror have are the advertisements of a group of manufacturer- Let those be taken away, and Mr. Spectator would
have no excuse at all for butting into the moving picture
field.
The worst of it all is that the New York Dramatic Mirror
is only half a trade paper. It writes pleasantly, agreeably,
but not informatively about the moving picture. It- critici-ms from the theatrical point of view are good, though they
are no better than those which appear in the Moving Picture
World. It prints a lot of effervescent stuff about the identities of those players, but we have watched in vain for two
or three
for any knowledge
trace in Theabout
Spectators'
writings
for
any
real years
fundamental
the moving
picture
as a technical, scientific product, aside from the mere writing about acting ability.
The Spectator clearly knows nothing about the scientific
or the educational side of the moving picture. He does not
concern himself with either the optics or the chemistry of
the subject, in fact, he just glides over it as though the subject were very thin ice. This is all well and good. No
doubt the readers of the Dramatic Mirror do not want serious writing. The readers of the Dramatic Mirror are chiefly
members of the acting profession. Possibly an occasional
exhibitor may read the paper. I very much doubt it. The
licensed manufacturers do not allow Independent advertising
to appear in the Mirror which places the Mirror in its proper
place amongst trade papers.
It would have been better for its reputation, I think, if the
Mirror had been silent on the subject of trade papers. Round
here in New York City people are saying that it is merely the
mouthpiece of a trust. When I look at its reviews of pictures, its bias is painfully in evidence. It says nice things
about trust pictures and very unpleasant things, indeed, about
the Independent pictures. It clearly derives its inspiration
from trust sources.
It leans distinctly in one direction.
I do not blame the Mirror or any other trade paper for
running these advertisements, but I do blame it for its somewhat Pecksniffian attitude. It assumes in its stupidity to
look down upon the other trade papers, while it demonstrates
that it is itself nothing but a trade paper and a very indifferent one at that, depending upon trade advertisment for its
support. Let us clear our minds of cant in this connection.
We are all trade paper directors, out for the money, presumably, in a legitimate, straightforward way and our success
should be the measure of our consideration one for another.
The Spectator thinks there is no room for a moving picture
trade paper. Very well, then, let the New York Dramatic
Mirror go out of business. If, however, it does not choose
this path, let Mr. Spectator be more consistent and selfrestrained and not in deriding its fellow newspaper men
absolutely demonstrate its own unfitness to further consideration Now, Mr. Spectator, you are in a cleft stick. As a
well-wisher and appreciator of you I should advise you to
make your escape from the predicament as quickly as possible, otherwise some of us connected with the real trade
papers won't let you off so easily the next time you disparage the knowledge and claims of others who have forgotten more about the moving picture than you in all probability will learn in this life.
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SOME REVIEWS.
It i- interesting to note the influence of the Moving Picture
World- efforts to raise the moral and educational value of
moving picture-. There is no doubt that both man ifacturers
and exhibitors arc becoming more and more imbued with
the spirit of these columns, as manifested in the newer
film- and in the nature and conduct of the exhibitions.
In a recent article the New York Tribune (a safe and sane
paper) in commenting upon the present status of the moving
picture, warmly commends its usefulness and wisely observes
that its weak spots are— as wt- ourselves so . ,iten pointed
out- due to abuse and misuse, rather than any inherent fault.
In advocating fireproof operating: booths and safe or noncombustible films, the "Tribune" is a little late, as these
• mmon to all qualified picture places.
An inter* sting feature growing in many places is the demand for a repetition of many of the more satisfactory subject-; this appreciation by the public is a good guide as to
the class and standard of public requirements, it is also of
great interest to note that when special attention is thus
centered upon any picture it- value lies in some value additional to the one which ordinarily only amuseA short series of experimental "Cinematograph Educational
are being given in London during the month of
March, the first report- of these is of an exceedingly gratifying nature; when the final report of this innovation reaches
us it will without doubt be read with interest
In the large hull of < ooper Union, New York, that great
Centre of popular education; a meeting was recently held in
which the moving picture was the topic under consideration.
The Rev. Herbert A. Jump compared the motion picture to
the printing press, also that on account of the small charge
for admission it had made dramatic art popular; adding that
under the present rigid censorship it was by far the cleanest
form of individual amusement available to the American
people to-day. Dr. Knox also spoke, calling attention to the
educational surroundingof the picture, and of the picture
ffor
sanitary buildings and proper
' children could enjoy the privileges of the
pictures free from contamination.
As a result of some disducational advantage of the
pictures were such that special provision should be made for
notion picture place for boys and girls.
Speaking in Denver. Prof. Libby of the chair of philosophy
at the State University, said that the moving picture had
I an "amusement food" for the multitude
"It i< no I
.'i!."
said Prof Libby,
"when people
spendmore
so much
1 amusement
Man requires
something
than
food, and the -pending of money on artistic imp
e grown-upi "
to the effect that
■ ■ v.-.i; but rathei
!- into that which

■

de iti

comments o| tin- minister,
everywhere are now in com
use, and the criticallis alike
now
the ^exception rather than the ruie. It seems almost as if the
cinematograph has educated the ed;
CULTURE
The Standard dictionary says: Culture means "to educate
or refine, to cultivate" It seems well to begin with an
authority when attempting to write upon a great theme. In
these days of prosperity deterioration is easy, advance is
hard; it is ea-ier to roll down hill than to climb up hill; it is
easier to remain ignorant than to labor to become educated;
it 1- also easier to remain vulgar than to become refined.
There is also ? distinction between education and culture;
the one deals with knowledge the other with morals.
It is
especially of that education in morals which comes under
tin- head of culture that these words are penned.
While these
columns have frequently called attention to the fact that the
moving picture conveys to the beholders a moral standard
which will find its echo in their own lives; it ha- sometimes
>sarj V note very plainly those defects which under
: portraying life have detracted from the cultural
value of the occasion
In the other direction a life portrayal,
which, while holding the mirror to nature, seizes upon the
occasion tq develop any Strong moral purpose, certainly fulfil- it- mission in an aid to that increa-e of culture so much
d valued in these day-.
\ recent Biograph relea
■ d illustration of
this
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everywhere present tempter Financial ruin despoiling their
beautiful home, the young wife is persuaded by the richer
tempter to leave her husband
and elope with him.
One
• the reluctant though positive
consent;
when and
she
departure,
desertion
sin; a feeling of depression makes one wi-h that such -cciies
were impossible in life. Happily there is a bright scene
coming, while looking in the old trunk for more clothe-, the
finds the bridal wreath; placing it upon her head
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when he want- a really big climax he hasn't got it. for the
Virginia writes:
"I have been following
reason that he ha- been giving all. or nearly all the volume
Moving
Picture World with much intei
* 1 of
sound at hi- command at a time when the scene did not
notice you give titles of the same pieces a number of times.
1 have often thought it would be better if you gave us ;i require it. Yoii can't eat your cake anil save n too
I presume some will demur to this on the ground that
greater variety, but it happened to come in handy in my
their manager insists on having the music going all the
case I ordered some of the pieces through our lo<
me manager- undoubtedly do, but judging from
but he was so -low that before the music arrived the picture
the numerous letter- received I am led to believe that a
had come and gone. However, the music was useful in anlarge number of them are anxious to have their pictures
other picture. tThe numbers mentioned in tlii- page are all
proper1) worked up. It i- told of an eccentric manager
standard and good to keep in -took as they are useful at
0, that be walked down the aisle one morning and
all times. C.E.S.) I have been playing the picture- for a
little over a year, with no previous theatrical experience,
topped the rehear al. "Why isn't that drummer playing?"
and I want to a>k for a point of information. The leader
he demanded of the leader. "1 have twenty bar> rest," explained the drummer. "Well I don't pay you for resting]
in i ne of our theater- tells me I play my 'hurries' too slow.
Can you give me any idea as to how fa-t a hurry should be
I pay you ridforoneplaying."
was the
retort.
of the same
mindangry
today,
but 1 Occasionally
believe they
played? And what is the difference between a hurry and
are in the minority. Drummer- who have had the advantage
Allegro Agitato?"
of a theatrical experience know that the working up of a
Tlu- term "hurry" i- a slang phrase nr colloquialism aphurry depend- not so much on watching the notes as it does
plied by musicians to the Allegro Agitato. Some make a
upon watching the action. It is all a matter of judgment
distinction by using the name "hurry" for the rougher and
and it requires a- much discernment to >tay out at the right
heavier forms, and "agitato" for the lighter cla-s. Of all
melo-dramatic music this is probably the most important,
place as it doe- to play. The old rule of "piano and forte
ace rding to action" holds good in the picture drama as well
a- its descriptive scope is the widest Agitation can be
mental a- well as physical — tense as well as violent, and as
a- that of the stage. So much for the "working up" of
these numbers. A- t" the tempo, the novice used to be
depicted upon the -tage (and in pictures) will run the emotional gamut from intense quiet to intense action. In actold, "play
as fast
as you
can play
distinctly."
could
hardlyit call
yourself
a novice,
but itthis
may give You
you
companying these scenes your music will run all the way
from pianissimo to fortissimo, according as the action is an idea. Why don't you get the leader you speak of to give
you a few pointers? Being right there on the ground he
quiet or otherwise. (In theatrical music these numbers are
could advise you properly.
usually marked "p and f." according to action.) As the
A. & W.. managers, write for a list of effects that a trapterm "hurry" would indicate, they mu-t be played fast. I
drummer should have in a motion picture theater. A list of
once heard the name "excited music" jokingly applied to
numbers of this cla>s. and the term de-cribes them very well.
drummer-' trap.- will be sent by mail as it is too long to
They are used to indicate scenes of "excitement." and must
include here. Any catalogue of drummers' supplies will conbe played fast to convey that idea. Such scenes u-ually
tain a complete list of "traps" to be had at music dealers.
begin quietly and work up to a climax and the music in
They include all the effects and imitations ordinarily used.
Many drummer- make a part of their own sound effects for
these ca-e- will begin softly and gradually work up crethe reason that the manutfactured articles do not include
scendo to fortissimo There are scenes, of course, which
are full of violent action from -tart to finish, and the music
every noise made by art or nature, while the moving picture
is apt to call for anything or everything.
i> loud all the way through: other- may be fast yet subdued
all through and the music likewise (drums very soft I When
the scene is agitated with little or no action the drums of
M. (name and state withheld) says: "I am a subscriber
course will remain silent until the scene works up sufficiently
to the Moving Picture World commencing with your defor them to begin the crescendo which is started with a roll
partment Dec. 3. Let me tell you that you have been a
on the small drum pianissimo and swelling to forte, when
great help tome not only in suggesting, but I have been able
both drum- come in. A- an illustration let us suppose a
to see -ome of my own fault- I wa- .glad to >ee that I had been
picture has shown a number of incidents which we can see
doing some of the things that you suggested, particularly in
will lead to serious consequences when they become known
regard to style for certain pictures. One of my faults was
to a certain one of the characters. He enters the scene and
"playing Itoagree
costume-."
that as soon
I sawplayed
your
some one calls him and begins telling him a story which the
article.
with youI noticed
about popular
song- a-being
only when they are well known to the audience. The prinaudience know- relate- to the incidents that have pa-ssed.
The listener turns to the speaker and as the story progresses
cipal function of moving picture music lies in its suggestiveshows, first indifference, then interest, astonishment, indignc-- A popular song is used generallly because the title or
nation and anger. He rushes out, finds his opponent, words
refrain i- applicable to the scene. If unknown to the maarc exchanged, then blows and a teriffiic fight ensues. Here
jority of the audience, your suggestion is lost to that degree.
we have an episode which runs an emotional scale from subThe operator at our house telephones me every morning
dued and tense excitement (without action) to a high pitch
what our show will be for the day; then I read the "Stories
with violent action. Your music (Agitato) will begin with
of the Films' " column in the "World" and make a rough
the story, very softly at first as there is no action; one of
sketch of the music I think appropriate, but it generally
the characters i- merely telling the other one a story. As
works out all right. I've been enjoying all the "slams" the
it progresses your music increases a little in volume. When
moving picture musicians (?) have been getting, and somehe starts out is the place where the action really begins, and
times thought they were a little too severe. I couldn't unhere is where the drummer starts a roll pianissimo on the
derstand how anybody could play "Kelly" in a death scene,
small drum, beginning his crescendo when the men meet,
but I believe it all now. I went into a house recently when
then coming in forte with both drums all through the fight.
the Biograph "Fate's Turning" was on and the piano player
He thus saves his big climactic effect until the time when
rattled off a lively waltz through the whole beautiful piche needs it most. Had he played all through these scenes
ture. When the "Dixie Mother" was shown she played a
march in jig time from beginning to end. I wished the manhis climax would have been lost through anticipation. I am
led to this rather lengthy argument through the inquiries of
ager would follow your suggestion of "ear muffs with every
several drummers who have written me concerning points
ticket." (The credit of that suggestion is due to Mr. H. F.
or this nature. The drums are primarily instruments of
Hoffman, the clever cartoonist of the Moving Picture World.)
effect, and effect is largely a matter of contrast. It is up to
the drummer to make these contrasts (viz: piano, forte, or
AT LAST THE WORLD ADMITS IT
silent as the scene requires). Indeed it is not too much to
say that the proper working up of a hurry depends almost
The problem of making the moving picture shows safe
entirely upon the drummer, especially in the small orchesboth a- respects morals and fire risks is a complicated one.
But they have become a modern amusement necessity and
tra- of the picture theater. But if he is over-generous in
must be dealt with as such.— N. Y. World.
the employment of his instruments, he is apt to find that
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So the Children's Aid Society, the District Attorney of
New York County, the Governor of New York State and —
well all the thrill givers of the law arc at work at last against
the moving pictures. So says the New York World. 1
cannot imagine where the New York World get- all it ^ information. Perhaps the oilier newspapers are on the same
wire, but treat the ticking- more conservatively. At all
events there is something doing and the small exhibitor is on
the lo-ing end.
While 1 am inclined to accept all the statement- of the
New York World complacently and ta-te it- iruits only with
a grain of salt, I must admit that some of it- reports are
not without good foundation. The public pre-s, of which
the New York World is an important factor, is supposed to
be for and of tin people. But since the advent of the popularity of moving picture- the public press has lost some
money and as a result of this it ha- not been in warm symwith the theatrical
pictures. advertisements
As a matter of fact,
revenuepathy from
has the
beennewspaper-'
cut down
by combinations, but the responsibility for this has been
placed upon the shoulders of the pictures. There \\a- a
time when the vaudeville people were charged, quite properly, with unreasonably using their hammers on the pictures.
Re-ults have shown that these people, from a personal standpoint were justified in making their attacks At that time
papers were satisfied to insidiously -lap at the pictures. Since then legitimate houses that paid fat sum- each
week to the newspapers for advertising space have fallen
into the picture line and advertising expenses have been
correspondingly decreased. The comment- of the current
daily press snow very clearly the incentive, but they cannot
beat down the popular choice of amusement.

* * *

But, with all this, many of the current criticisms cannot be
treated lightly. There is cause for complaint and the causes
should be wiped out. There is a law against admitting
children under sixteen years of age to shows unless they are
accompanied by guardians. I have personal declaration- of
exhibitor- to the effect that they cannot make their places
pay and observe the law I have referred to. The law must
be respected and those who cannot respect it have but one
alternative, and that is to put their capital into some other
ally, I do not think the answer to the law
is a good one.
I can recall several place- in the upper part of if'
of Manhattan, prett) near touching the Borough of Bronx
by the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty t
namely: that while the money i- taken at tin box office from
children under the prescril
not given tickets.
but they gel pa t the ticket taker
Such ■
of the law and a detriment to the moving picture bu
a \\ hole
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children. The ca-e fell rlat. I mention these details for the
reason that the house in question was not one of the small
ones and 1 think the big fish should be looked after as well
as the others.
Now that the District Attorney is being urged to act let
all thing- be con-idered and let the big house- be watched as
the -mailer one-.
What 1 have stated here is a
matter
the facts.of record and there should be no difficulty in tracing
1 would suggest that, if a serious movement i- to be made.
the Hoard ..f Aldermen, or some higher authority make a
provision placing upon the proprietor, or proprietors, of each
moving picture hou-e responsibility for the conduct and
act- of hi- or their employee- in -.. far as -uch acts are
connected with the hou-e. By this I mean that every proprietor of every moving picture house -hould be held accountable for the acts of any ticket taker, u-her, piano player
<.r singer in relation to their conduct towards the patrons
of that hou-e. Too many of them are too careles- in employing people. Cheapness figures equally with neglect in
tin- respect. Too often rowdie- are clothed in uniforms.
Picture house-, like other place- of amusement, are sought
a- sources of employment by many of the worst characters
at liberty, and if the greater percentage of them are not
crook- or rowdie-, they are libertines.
For months and months the respectable
the criticisms of a biased press. They
reason
developments
months and
have justice.
shown, The
nevertheless,
that

people have fought
have appealed for
of the
fewthe
dirty past
element

ha- taken advantage of these appeal- and gradually strengthened the argument- of those who, in the initiative, were
biased and fought the picture from an ulterior standpoint.
It i- with the greatest pleasure I note that two damnable
vagabonds are to be placed on trial for doing what is now
publicly charged I sincerely trust they will get the full
penalty for their crime. At the same time 1 do not think
the proprietor of the place in which they were employed
should be exempted. I fed that where such di-c
made a place becomes a disorderly house and all licen-es
attached to it -hould be cancelled. That i-. to my mind,
the only way in which the desired re-ult- can be reached.
There are too many people in the business who think more
receipts than they do of the character of
their employ..- or the treatment an<l protection of their
The new .-paper
patrons
men
they pri p
that the current
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Take another branch of the business. There is the William Fox Amusement ( ompany. Go a little deeper and see
lely "Big Tim" Sullivan .md "Dave" Krouse are
allied with Fox, and 1 have reason to believe that Sullivan's
interest in the moving picture field is not confine*
hattan, n<
• York.
What i- the answer?
It i- -imply this: The man with
hundreds most give waj t" the man with thousands, and it
i> quite natural to expect that the small exhibitors must
eventually make his final bow to the public as an amusement
promulgator. To many this will be a result devoutly sought.
The man who abandoned his peanut and frankfurter stand
to essay the role of a theatrical manager must eventually
give way to him who better understands the desires of the
amusement public and has a keener sense as to the catering
and protection it expects and deserves.
There are many deserving small exhibitors in the business
and I hope that neither capital nor influence will be allowed
to work an injustice upon them. At the same time there
are a number of small exhibitors in the field who should
ne\er have been tolerated. They went into it for the Almighty Dollar and they are responsible for the stain that has
been brought upon the business. The sooner capital and
influence wipes out this class so much sooner will the exhibitor, large or small, reap what he should receive, and the
business as a whole will improve and command the respect
which the business in a legitimate sphere deserves.
A friend suggested (he is a licensed exhibitor, by the way)
that the Motion Picture Patents Company has an excellent
opportunity. He says that if that company would give more
attention to investigation of the character and general reputation of applicants for licenses some good results would be
attained. I cannot withhold my endorsement of the suggestion.

Los Angeles Notes.
By Richard V. Spencer.
Pathe.— James Young Deer, the Pathe West Coast Producer, and some twenty members of the company have gone
to Santa Monica Canyon to take several Indian pictures.
The party expect to be gone about a week.
Selig. — The Selig Company have purchased an old Concord stage coach of the type made famous by the West of
fifty years ago. Part of the body has been rebuilt and the
interior redecorated and repaired. The exterior has been repainted and now bears the Selig monogram. The coach will
be used in the production of Western and Indian pictures.
Bison's New Studio. — On April i the Bison Company plan
to break ground for their new studio. A block of ground has
been secured between Effie and Aaron streets, fronting on
Allesandro Street. The company intend to spend about $30,000 on new studio buildings. A glass studio will be erected
and when completed will be fitted with Cooper-Hewitt light
batteries and equipped for rapid work on interiors.
Snow Pictures Within Sight of Roses. — Mr. Boggs, director; Mr. McGce, business manager, and Miss Hart, Mr.
Hernandez, Mr. Rawlinson, members of the Selig Company,
recently took a trolley ride up Mount Lowe and on to Mount
Wilson, where they took a series of Arctic pictures. The
recent heavy valley rains had clothed the upper part of the
mountains with a two-foot mantle of snow, among which
the actors worked in taking the pictures. Although the
mountains were white with snow, five miles away the winter
roses of Pasadena were blooming among green lawnes.
Stormbound.— Mr. Hobart Bosworth and several other
members of the Selig Company are at this writing stormbound in Yosemite Valley, where they had gone to take
several pictures. The recent heavy up-state rains have
washed out the Southern Pacific tracks, delaying traffic.
Essanay. — Twenty cowboys employed by the Essanay
Company, and brought from Los Angeles to their Redlands
studio to act in Western pictures, have gone on strike for
higher pay. The cowboys allege that in riding for the company they are endangering their lives, and that the pay is
not sufficient where so much risk is involved. The Essanay
Company officials have denied the increase in pay and are
trying to employ new men to take their places. The strike
developed the fact that last week, while working on a cowboy picture, one of the cowboys was bucked from his horse,
the animal trampling him and injuring one arm and a leg.
The accident happened during the taking of a scene and the
camera recorded the accident.
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Los Angeles Exhibitors.

Clune Fined
-\Y. H. Clune, proprietor of Clune's Broad.. chain "t local moving picture theaters, who has
been having trouble over the height of the flasher electric
sign "\er Ins Broadway property, was recently fined $5 in
link. 1 hamber's police court.
The fine was the result ofl
having violated the city m^h ordinance, wln.se provisions
state that no sign exceeding twenty feel in height may be
erected in the business district As soon as the conn imposed the ime, t lime's attorneys gave notice that an appeal
will be tiled to :< higher curt It i- probable that the \alidtj of the ordinance will be tested before tin- State Supreme
Court immediately, as the attorney, for Clune intimated that
the appeal might be filed with that tribunal instead of the
local Superior Courts.
New Theater. — The theater soon t" b< elected al
fifth Street will be run as a vaudeville and moving picture
house, and will have a seating capacity of 500 It will be
called the "Bell Theater," and an electircal representation
of a bell will adorn the front, and there will be a set of
chimes installed in the foyer. Ground has been broken and
the building is well under way.
Incorporation. — Under the name of The New York Theatrical Company, articles of incorporation have been filed for
a theatrical concern, the principal place of business of which
is to be Los Angeles. The incorporation papers read that
the company may acquire, operate, lease, sell, mortgage
moving picture theaters and theatrical products. The new
corporatioin has a capital stock of $50,000. The directors
are: Wm. S. Rolfes, M. Spazier and F. Ham.
Los Angeles Censorship. — An advisory committee to inspect and consor all moving picture films before they are
exhibited in Los Angeles, is the draft of a proposed ordinance which the Los Angeles Civic Association asks the city
council to pass in a communication filed recently with the
city clerk. The proposed ordinance is designed to cover all
nickelodeons, penny arcades, and all places where moving
pictures are exhibited. The petition is signed by Mrs. Oliver
C. Bryant, president of the Civic Association; Mrs. C. S.
Ward, secretary; members of a committee appointed to investigate the subject of moving picture theaters; Ernest J.
Lickley, president of the Juvenile Improvement Association,
and others. The draft of the proposed ordinance contains
the provision that permits to conduct such exhibitions are
to be given by the police commission. These permits are
made revocable for violation of the terms of the ordinance
by the police commission, provided five days notice is given
the holder of the permit, who will be accorded a hearing if
he desires. At present moving picture theater permits are
issued by the board of public works, and are designed to
protect the public from poor exits, etc. Films containing
reproductions of murders, suicides, robberies, holdups, stabbings, or other objectionable scenes will be prohibited the
same as in the present ordinance. According to the proposed ordinance the duties of the advisory committee shall
be to inspect all motion picture shows before their releases
are shown on the screen, and to prosecute all violations of
the ordinance. It is also provided that the members of the
committees shall have, upon demand, right of free access to
any place or room or building where any moving picture exhibition is held, and the holder of the permit must exhibit
any set of films, which he proposes to exhibit, for the purpos) of censorship. If the ordinance is passed by the council, it will contain a provision appointing a board of censorship composed of five members, one each to be appointed
by the mayor, the city board of education, the police commission, the Moving Picture Exhibitors' Association, and
the Los Angeles Civic Association. The ordinance also provides that enough lights must be maintained in the theaters
so that the features of every patron can be distinguished
from a distance of ten feet. Los Angeles exhibitors will, in
all probability, fight the ordinance when it comes before the
council for argument.
Clune's Pasadena Theater Opens.— Clune's Pasadena Theater was formally opened last week with an interesting bill
of Licensed pictures to a crowded house. The new theater
is located on Colorado and Delacey Streets, Pasadena. The
new theater is centrally located on Pasadena's main business
thoroughfare. In addition to the theater the building contains a number of store rooms, the Pasadena Athletic Club,
End other rooms. The theater itself is one of the finest on
the coast. The theater has a seating capacity of 1.400, and
every seat was taken on the opening performance. It is the
intention of the management to give first-class theatrical
attractions as often as possible and to fill in the space with
the best of moving picture attractions The moving pictures
will he the best Licensed films obtainable. The theatrical
attraction
will be the road shows of John Cort and Klaw
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ger, similar to the The
-hows'scale
givenof admission
at the U charged
wili be 'he -am.: a- the Los Angeles moving picture and
dramatic theaters. The theater building was built by l'a-adenoa capitalists and has been leased to Mr. Clune for a
term of years.
El Centro Bars Fight Pictures. — El Centro, an Imperial
Valley town, has barred the exhibition of fight pictures. This
action wa- taken at a recent meeting of the town trustees.
The board adopted an ordinance prohibiting boxing contests
and pri^t tight-, and al-o prohibiting their exhibition on
moving picture tilms. The ordinance goes into force at once.
Long Beach Censorship. -It is rumored
that the Long
Beach city council is framing a set of Blue Law
regulation of its picture theaters and musical comedy houses,
rst believed that Police Chief Mover was acting on
initiative, but the fact has come to !i«lit that his
the result of order- of Mayor Windham, and the
ach police commission.
The chorus girls performing in the beach city will, hereafter, be forced to wear ankle
length dresses, and off-color mu-ical comedy lin<
cut "lit i i the -cripts
The matter of picture regulations will
nown until a later date.
Daylight Pictures. — Beginning the week of March 6th, the
Orpheum will show a moving picture novelty that will prove
.Teat interest to local picture -hows patrons and
exhibitorIt is what the management calls the "daylight"
l he picture received a tryout before a number of
newspaper men and wa- voted an entire success.
The picture
is run with all the house lights on, and you see it just as
completely as though the auditorium
were perfectly dark.
At the special matinee, in order to make the test more
live, the footlights were turned up, too. This, of
be done at the usual performances.
The
daylight pictures is a secret one, and is the inMr. S. L. Rothapfel.
The Orpheum Circuit, controlling the largest chain of vaudeville houses in the country.
have purchased the exclusive American rights to
the invent
will not tru-t anybody but himself
; oaratus. The secret of the clearness of the picture- lies in the coat applied to the screen.
and the con-tmction of a special lens used in the projectoscope. The screen the inventor prepares himself secretly.
The len- is taken off and kept in the house safe between performance-, and i- intrusted to the care of a responsible employee of the management. Little is known of the curtain
preparation The principal ingredient is said to be a chemical substance found in the Dry Tortugas, and is of a phosphorescent nature.
Fire Protection Device. — T. C. Jensen, of the firm of
Hogan & Jensen, proprietors of the I sis Theater, i- the inventor of a lire protection device that should he of interest
lack protection in their operating rooms.
iver, is .1 new and praisethe operating room of the Isis. are seven
!;t and ventilation.
Over each are fire
tin running in the usual grooves.
Attached to the
i otton string, the seven
I iocus at a point directly over the
machine.
By an ingenius arrangement
of the
ring of any one
which clo-e promptly confining the fire to
m with no chance to escape into the auditorium and create a panic
The string- verge at a point
t. < n inches abo\ e the pi
ad ia order
• p of til 111
has been •
meet, and where
all exhibroomi as
I "lice.
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Mais., on
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Mr. W. M. Leighton, the proprietor of the Park Film Company. Bridgeport, Conn., has taken over the bookings of
-e\eral moving picture theaters lately, to whom he i- furnishing independent film service of good quality.
It has become a general habit lately for moving picture
-et a-ide one night each week for amateurs.
The
number of New England hou-es taking this idea up has been
steadily increa-ing, and the managers
concerned
evidently
tind it worth while, as it becomes a regular fixture in these
Mr. Frank L. Browne, who will be general manager of the
Blue Hill Theater, Roxbury, Mass.. upon its completion, is at
present located at the Carney Building, Boston, where he is
completing the plans for the theater which is nearly ready
for it- opening.
HENRY.

Boston.
Mr. Jo-eph Mack, resident manager of the Hub Theater,
devoted to moving pictures and vaudeville, was presented
with a diamond studded watch charm by his friend- a* a part
of the celebration of the Hub's fourth anniversary. Mr.
Mack himself had planned an extra big bill of pictures and
vaudeville for the event, but was most surprised himself
when the watch charm was handed to him by Mr J. J.
Gartland. The audience in the theater at that tune showed
their appreciation of the good bills always presented in the
Hub by Manager Mack, by cheering him as he received the
gift Mr Mack adequately thanked Mr. Gartland and the
audience- tor their expression of good will, and stated that
it would continue to be his policy to always gi\e hi- patrons
the best in the market. Bouquets and other minor gifts were
presented al-" Mr Mack i- very popular with the local
trade, and has built up a very pleasing business in the Hub,
which duceprior
mud to hi- coming there, had never been able to proIt ha- been noticed that the li(
theaters
using the product of the I
are not renewed
when they expire.
Sever.!
:ru-t pictures have licenses from the Patents Company which are a
year or so old.
re returned fr I
where he had gone to attend a moving picture convention.
but Ljcea
renamed there a
that the men received valuable in!
mg
and censorship of moving picture theaters
whiletheatsupervision
the convention.
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Mr
H. C Yuung. proprietor and manager of tl
Theater, Hartford, Conn., has innovated amateur night on
Fridays, and reports that the idea is being very well taken
up by his :
Mr. George X. Conture. of the King Edward Theater,
Halifax, N. S . has sent Mr. Theodore Gainer as his repre-entative. to look over the New England field. It is rumored
thai Mr. Conture is willing to open a large moving picture
theater in New England, should a location suitable to his
wants be found.
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mure deadly than the benefits which would accrue to children
by the use of the cinematograph. It is to be deplored that
tlii- recommendation has passed the school committee, and
that, for the present at least, all moving picture exhibitions
are t" be barred from Boston public schools. It seems
strange that Mr. Brock who himself states that the moving
picture- has so many good educational qualities, can bring
himself to advocate ilu- exclusion of the pictures in the
public schools of Boston For such plainly absurd reasons as
he has advanced. No doubt Mr. Brock would change his
attitude towards the moving picture theaters, with their
effect <ui.mychildren
he would
a couple
almost
of our iflocal
housesbut Asmake
to the
dangers"t" oftrips
tire t"why. it might also be argued t" exclude furnaces and boilers
from lire.our schools, because of the remote chance of explosion
HENRY.

Good news for the licensed exhibitors:
The General Film
to. is moving to their new quarters "ii Wabash Avenue, and
there, with the increased facilities and the most complete inspecting tables, there will be in. more reasons to complain
of films sent out without being inspected or of titles missing.
The service of tin past has been the worst for many months,
ami we congratulate Mr. \iken for having spared no expense
to tit the nio-t complete inspecting room with special commodious table-, plenty of light. th< best rewinders, rewinding motor-, etc.
The employees will have no excuse to let
out etc.
with bad sprocket bole-,
title- missing,

Chicago Notes.

Manager
Tom Moore of the General Film Exchange and
his "little wife" have gone on a trip to the South and will
be in the land of palms for some time. They will visit tuba
and nearby islands and southern Florida and if not called
back to the office, Mr Moore anticipates remaining away
for several week- Tin-, he states, will be his hr-t real holiday in five years The recent consolidation of force- of the
Moore Film Exchange with the Association exchange- in
this vicinity has 50 systematized matters that it i- possible
for Manager Moore to take this pleasure trip. Since both
Mr. and Mrs. Moore have been ill with the grippe, their proposed sojourn in the South will be very beneficial to them.

A Novelty at the Orpheum.
The Orpheum Theater is experimenting with a novelty
and we hope that the good musical taste of the managers
will show them that all novelties are not judicious, when
some one has to hold his reputation
We have novelties am] novelties, some are good, some are
bad.
The Dcagan bells are a novelty, but as they are tuned like
the piano and are so constructed to give long and short
-tops, they do not impair the value of a good orchestra, but
on the contrary, they enable the drummer to add some
charming effects. The Deagan bells do not kill good music,
but add to the harmony.
The novelty, now tried at the Orpheum consists in a number of phonograph horns distributed in the house and connected with a sort of telephone, placed on the stage behind
the curtain.
A singer comes to the front of the stage, sings his song
and chorus and, if his effects have been such as to call for
some applause he does not gratify the audience with his
presence, but from behind the curtain, he repeats his chorus
through the special telephone and horns.
What is the effect? Something like after hearing a good
pianist execute the overture of William Tell, you hear the
same overture butchered by a discordant or shrieky phonograph. Something like the old cameraphone talking picture- You remember them and you know how quickly they
tired the public.
The other day Miss M. Quinn was charming in her song,
"Dreams,
Dreams," itbut
she repeated
chorus
in
this newJust
attachment,
was when
no more
her sweet the
melodious
voice.
Such a novelty would be a good attraction for a cheap
theater with a $1 or $4 singer, as the telephone and horns
would perhaps silence some of the quack notes; on the other
hand, it seems a shame to spoil the melodious voice of a good
singer for the mere sake of a novelty.
The Orpheum has not the best projection; far from it, and
even with their experiments of new metallic curtains, they
seem unable to solve the question of good lighted pictures.
The new curtain was so bright as to injure the eye, but in a
couple of weeks it became so dull that the picture is far from
what it should be. Some claim that it is the fault of the curtain, others say it is the fault of the lens, etc. Let it be one
or the other, we know that the Orpheum is showing to
packed houses, because the lovers of motion pictures prefer
to pay the 10-cent admission where they get good music, than
the 5 cents of other theaters with bad music. The Orpheum
has made a name for good music and has been the leader,
but if the managers of the Orpheum indulge in effect-destroying novelties they will soon lose their musical reputation.
A- so many theaters are adopting the idea of good music
and are placing orchestras of several pieces, the Orpheum
should try to maintain the lead by adding a few pieces to its
own orchestra. Good music has made the reputation of the
Orpheum and the reputation is well deserved, as the orchestra of the Orpheum is doing everything to give the best interpretation to the pictures.
J. M. B
Mr. Joseph Hopp is a proud man. as the sole owner of the
"Standard Film Exchange" of Chicago. This little item
means a good deal, as when the "Standard" went independent, many sore bead- predicted that the business would go
down and that Mr. Hopp would have to do some very hard
work to keep afloat. On the contrary. Mr. Hopp had better
times with the independent pictures and has placed his exchange on such a solid foundation that he has been able to
buy the interests of his partners, and since March 1st Mr
Hopp is the sole owner of the Standard Film Exchange

I'be elaborate
new quarters
of theand
General
Filmconsidered
Co. are fitted
the
most
manner
will be
the inmost
luxurious film exchange in the West, not to say the most
complete and up-to-date exchange.

Washington, D. C.

The recent union of the "B. & W." film service and the
Paramount
Film Exchange
lias given all
riseIndependent
to the "Washington Film Exchange,
which combines
forces.
The offices of the Paramount on Ninth Street have become
the borne of the new concern and business has run along
without a hitch or a break. Mr. Walker, the former manager, and J. Boyd Dexter have remained with the Washington Film Exchange, with Arthur Lucas at the head They
are all very busy indeed, and soon we hope to see the letterings on the windows changed to a name more appropriate to the locality.
Orders are already being filed for that elaborate, historical
photoplay,
"The Fall of Troy" — soon to be released by the
Itala.
The Savoy is a recent recruit of the Independent ranks,
with Manager Cutts at the head.
The Virginian is coming to the fore in many ways. Under
the management of Harry A. thick, himself a discriminating
musician, there ha- been engaged some of our finest musical
talent for this bouse. The pictures are accompanied with
duets by Geo. W . Vail, pianist, and Claude V. Burrows, violinist, (luring certain portions of the day's run and by another combination consisting of Mi-- Strmer. pianist, and
Master George Mo-key. violinist, for the remainder of the
performance. Young Moskey will be remembered as the
boy who ran away from Washington to go to Germany to
study music and was found by the New York police on
board otu- of the big liners ready to -ail. He is expected to
have this wish to continue his studies on the violin in Europe
gratified next fall Both Mr Burrows and Mr. Vail have
been identified in the most classical musical circle- in the
National Capitol. Mr. Chick, who possesses a sympathetic
voice and i- a good interpreter of ballads, is heard in songs
during six hour- of the day'- performances
and artist this young man has hi- hands full, but he is always
on the spot, and always pleasant. Mr. Chick holds the reputation of being the youngest general manager in our local
moving
business.arrangements
The \ "irginian
runstwoIndependent
films andpicture
has completed
to run
new reels
a day ad always using one educational picture. What more
can a public expect for Uvc cents?
The Niagara, with Manager |oV at the head, is an excellently appointed theater, which gives piano music during the
day and piano and violin 111 the evenings. "We must give
the public
music,"it said
Joy. "It the
has house
reachedwhere
the
point
when good
it demands
and Mr.
will patronize
good music is found." Mr. Joy himself was quite a -m^er
lure in hi- younger days, so be can discriminate on this
point. I wa- looking at a film in the Niagara which was over
a year old and noted how absolutely clear and steady it was.
There is no doubt much of the poor display of pictures is
due
it -elf.more to the operator and the machine than to the reel
Under the new management of Mr. and Mrs. Sydney Jacobson the Crystal is gaming an audience during the "dinner
hours." which were heretofore almost devoii
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singer will be the next step in the progress of this house and
a little later some improvements will be made for the better
accommodations of its patrons.
The Alhambra continues to cater to the school element
of
the Saturday
city, usingisatquite
least aonematinee
educational
its day's
run.
day atfilm
theduring
Alhambra
for
students.
The recent run of Dickens' "Tale of Two Cities" at the
Pickwick (a name made famous by that same Dickens) created quite a stampede before this house. For four days this
film was eagerly sought by the public, who viewed the dramatization of the great novel with educational and enterIt is so
always
Manager
Brylawski's
intention
to uplifttaining
theinterest.
masses,
the usual
price
of five cents
was
maintained during the display of this costly film.
Now that the minds of the public are turned towards Mexico, the moving picture managers are giving their patrons
into that country and its people. Plays and scenic
'...-ing put upon the screens with the result of interesting the patrons. The Maryland has been running a series
of pictures of Mexico which were truly educational.
THE CINES FILMS.
A recent arrival in New York is Mr. E. Barry of 18 CharRoad, London, E. C, who in that city directs the
agency of the Cines films, which are well known in the
American moving picture field. Mr. Barry has come to New
York for the purpose of marketing the Cines films. He is
thoroughly aware of the condition here, and is confident of
being able to get his films a showing in the American moving picture theaters.
THE PRESS AND THE PICTURE.
From now on the opposition to moving pictures will have
to be specific and not indiscriminately condemnatory.
The
picture* have come to stay. Make the best of them. — Argus
Leader, Sioux Falls, N D.
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CHAMPION EDUCATIONAL FILM
We have just seen several of the letters from exhibitors
all over the country that the Champion Film Company have
been receiving since their recent patriotic release "The Old
Man and Jim." They are highly gratified,, and justly so, at
the reception this feature reel has been acorded. Every one
of the letters refers to the increased business done when
this picture was shown, the inteligent appreciation of the
audiences of this class of subjects and the exhibitors, without exception, express a desire for more such portrayals.
Mr. Dintenfass, general manager of the Champion Film
Co., has been noting lor some time the growing interest in
educational and historical films and the fact that so many
of the foremost educators are calling attention to the possibilities of the moving picture as an educational factor in the
immediate future. He believes this demand for films of educational value is one that should be met as rapidly a- possible
and has decided that the Champion Film Co. will issue a
second weekly release on Mondays, commencing April 17th.
Their Monday release is to be an educational film dealing
with some event in American history, such as "Famous Battles." "Great Men," "National Events and Celebrations." Some
of the subjects already in mind are "Famous Naval Engagements." 'Decisive Military Battles," "Historical Celebrations." "Incidents in the Lives of Famous American Men and
That this departure of the Champion Company will meet
with the hearty approval and co-operation of the exhibitor
Women."
is evident from the letters referred to above. To insure success in this line it will be necessary to have the pictures as
historically correct as possible, so that the impressions received from the films will be such as to add to one's accurate
knowledge of the event portrayed. We understand that no
expense nor trouble will be spared to obtain a truthful representation in every detail.
The Wednesday release of this company will continue to
feature Western subjects, which appeal so clearly to the
majority of all American audiences, and which they have
been so sucessfu! in producing.
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Reel Jerk. Mr John K. ('..Lin. Minneapolis, Minn., writes:
"I noticed in a recent issue where a correspondenl speaks
of the jerk of the reel injuring the film when the machine
i-, started quickly.
I not*
u say this is not
the case;
that no injury is done in this manner, but that the injury I
- due to the fact
that the film starts ami stops approximately 16 times per
second, which cau-e- excessive wear, especially when the
tension is tight. 1 think you are correct, so far as concerns
the reel when it is full, but when the top reel is almost
emptied it frequently occurs that the jerk from sudden
Starting will be very heavy, due to the fact that when the
machine is stopped if the upper reel tension i- not set right
the reel will continue to run until considerable film is unwound in the magazine. Now, when the machine starts, the
reel, of course, stands still until this slack film is all taken
up. Then, the reel is started with a jerk, and inasmuch as
it must start instantly at comparatively high speed, the jerk
is very heavy and there is liability of injury to the sprocket
holes. I do not wi>h to be understood as criticising you in
this, but 1 believe my statement is correct."
I accept your correction, Neighbor Cobin, and am willing
to admit that what you say is true. When the upper reel is
almost empty it must, as you say, start instanly at high
speed, thus making a very heavy jerk. The pull on the film
when the reel is full amounts to practically nothing, unless
the upper reel tension is set very tight, and even then it
would not amount to much, since the leverage is all in
favor of the sprocket.
Condensers. — Denver, Colo., writes as follows: "Does it
make any difference whether the two condenser lenses are
rther or considerable distance apart.. I notice that
when I use 6)4 lenses in my lamp house the convex surfaces
very nearly touch each other, but when 7J/2 lenses are used
they are quite a little distance apart."
Yes, Denver, it is a difference and it frequently mani[ in the form of a dark blue ghost on the screen.
Condenser lenses should be set with their surfaces almost in
contact and, as a matter of fact, the holder should be collapsible; that is to say, the holder should be made so that
the two lenses could be brought almost into contact, regardless of their thickness. And right here, I may say that
where operators are using thin lenses and have trouble with
ghost, they may be able to remedy the trouble by changing
the lens holder so that the two lenses will be within, say, 1/16
of an inch of each other at the thickest part of the convex.
A Bunch of Questions. — New York City writes as follows:
"Will you kindly answer the following questions through
the department? (i) Do you know of a first-class union
operator who could be engaged for night work only in New
York City during the coming summer season? (2) What is
the best screen for open air show, metal or cloth?
If metal,
how painted?
(3) Do you consider the
machine
good for airdome work? (4) Can I get independent film
service that is as good as licensed and which will be acceptable to New York audiences? (5) What size pictures
can I get with a 60 or 70 foot throw? (6) What size screen
would you suggest? (7) What size picture would you suggest!' Your replies will be greatly appreciated and will be
carried out to the letter."
(1) I know of a first-class man who, I believe, you can
secure, although I believe he is not at this time a member

of the union. If you will send me your street address I
will place you in touch with him. He is a man who would
have my highest recommendation. (2) For open air work
I think I would use a metal screen, put up with very
smooth joints and painted with white lead, mixed with onethird oil and two-thirds turpentine, to which should be
added a little ultramarine blue, just enough to whiten it
thoroughly. In giving this advice, I am assuming that the
screen will be liable to get wet every shower of rain there
may be, which, of course, would make the use of a cloth curtain hardly practicable. The metal can be given a light coat
of paint every two or three weeks, if necessary, to keep it
perfectly white. If you use nothing but moving pictures,
then I would outline the picture with dry black paint; that
is to say, lampblack mixed with half-boiled linseed oil and
half turpentine. If, however, you propose running illustrated
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songs, then you cannot do this, since the slide projection
will be larger than the moving picture. Your screen should
have a hood of black cloth to ward off the moonlight. (3)
onsider the machine named as most excellent for
iny other kind of work. (4) I do not see how 1 can
answer your question, New York, without getting hung,
drawn, quartered and shot to death and possibly being
killed besides. The service question is one that you must
decide for yourself. There are a goodly number of independent houses in New York City, many of them doing a
good business. I would advise you to look the two classes
of service over carefully before deciding, and use your own
judgment. You may do this by visiting several independent
theaters where different classes of independent ser\ice are
run and then visit several houses running licensed. (5) Any
size, within reason, you may wish. (6) Depends Altogether
on the size of the auditorium. (7) Same answer as 6. I
might say, however, that unless you have a very large place
I would not favor running too excessive size. Other
things being equal, the smaller picture is the better. You
get a better illumination from a given amperage with a -mall
picture than you do with a larger one. Faults of photography
in a small picture are not so hugely magnified, and even the
jumping of the film is not magnified so much. Except in a
very large airdome I would hesitate, particularly on moonlight nights, about projecting a picture more than 14 or, at
the outside, 16 feet wide. You understand, of course, that
the size of the picture is governed by the lens you use, and
you can get a lens to project any size picture at any given
distance, except where your throw is a very short one, in the
latter case the size would be limited to some extent, provided
you wanted a good picture.
Unique Idea. — Pittsburg, Kas., writes ordering a Handbook
and sending a cut of his scheme for stopping condenser
breakage.
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Pittsburg's scheme is to place a cloth, or oilcloth, hood
over a 12-inch fan as shown. The hood is connected to the
condenser casing by means of a rubber tube and metal pipe.
The fan is started before the arc is lighted and kept going
until the close of the day. I certainly would like to see it
tried out once and hear the reports. If it works it will be a
surprise to the editor of this Department.
Important Question. — Toronto, Can., writes: I am at present using no-volt, 60-cycle A. C. Government power has now
arrived in Toronto and will probably be ready for distribution
in about one month. Except in the immediate downtown
district the power will all be 25 cycle A. C. I should like to
get D. C, if possible, at the same time keeping my present
supply as an auxiliary. Will you give me the benefit of your
experience as regards the various devices on the market for
changing A. C. to D. C? In other words, would you advise
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me to invest in a motor generator set or not? Do you think
an arc rectifier such as the General Electric people put out
would be more satisfactory, or would some other machine
with which you are acquainted be best? All I need is sufficient current to run one projection lamp. The cost of
installation is a secondary consideration, as we have a long
throw with a big picture and must have a good strong light;
besides, power is going to be very cheap here. We use
100 K. \V. per week at 8 cents, which price will undoubtedly
be cut in half and probably even more than that, so that the
cost of power can be eliminated from our calculation- and
the money so saved be invested in some suitable appliance
that will insure us a clear, white, steady light at all times.
What would you recommend us to purchase?
Unfortunately you did not say, Toronto, what the size of
your picture will be and I, therefore, cannot judge as to the
necessary amperage. Some operators claim to get good light
on a large picture with a- little as 25 ampere-, but I have
never .seen a 25 ampere light which I considered good when
spread around over a picture 18 feet wide, or even 16 feet, or
even 12 feet. You see there may be a wide difference of
opinion
as tohowever,
what constitutes
a "good Electric
light." Ipeople
think, can
on
the
whole,
that the General
supply you with a mercury arc rectifier which will give you
heavy enough amperage, and if so I think I should recommend its purchase instead of a motor generator set. The
motor generator set is, of course, ideal, but very costly. I
have talked with a great many mercury arc rectifier users
and they have universally expressed satisfaction with the
machine. I have also observed them in operation and the
light produced is excellent. Taking all things into consideration, Iwould recommend you to buy one of these machines
rather than a motor generator, provided, as I said before,
they can supply you with one capable of sufficient amperage
for your needs.
A Queer Question — Ware, Mass., writes: "Supposing the
mains of a 3-wire system enter a three-story building through
the basement where they are fused at 80 amperes, the voltage
being 110-220. On the first floor the neutral and right-hand
wire supplies 15 amperes, and on the third floor the same two
wires supply 60 amperes. In the second floor the neutral
and left-hand wire supply 35 amperes. The question is how
to hitch up a 40 ampere moving picture machine on the second floor. The Massachusetts inspectors claim that to hitch
up directly on the two left-hand wires is wrong, or incorrect
I think, however, it balances the circuit perfectly, as we are
then using 75 amperes of current on eitlu 1
I could not see any room for argument on that particular
!i, Ware, and viewed it exactly as did you, that the
arc would properly be hitched t" the neutral and left-hand wire.
Still, inasmuch as the inspectors had decided otherwise, 1
consulted one of the best electrical engineers in
City. He looked it over and merely replied that the Massachusetts inspectors must be crazy, which of course wai
answer in plenty, and to spare.
The connection is not incorrect. It is, however, objectionablearcfrom
the forms
power a company's
pointsince,
of view.
The projection
lamp
variable load
when burning,
the
amperage fluctuates with each change of arc-length and jumps
from nothing at all to full load instantly when the arc is
struck, and vice versa.
I 1
.'.lien one is using
a transformer it is better to get one wound for 230 volts and
connect to the two outer wires of the circuit. You can then
balance the incandescent load of the house and there will be
ts felt from the arc lamp, or lamps, at the power-
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however, this would -be altogether 1
A Few Puzzles. — New York City expends one whole postal
card on the fol 1 v. ing
puzzles:
(1) I an
20 feet of film always run oil the 1
The tension o„ t!
Standard
any
motionmachine
pictut 1by motoi in ."•■ .
Bronx?
(4) I was told that the i
. will not
allow one to hook up a moving picture lamp except on the
( 1 ) Fri im what

me that after the I
■ further trouble.

tight. '1!
harely
\\ ing untilshould
all thehe film
1 tight (
Anything 1
• that JTOUI h'\vt 1
see that t!:.
up on t!"
--t. Re -lire 1
away from the
the thlcknetl -f tlie film
He sure that J
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sets in such position that the film enters it without touching
either side of the fire trap and see to it that the magazine sets
square with the table board lengthwise. Also see to it that
the
straight
up andto down
and doesn't
lean lower
over tomagazine
one side.sets
Attend
carefully
all of these
things
and if there is any further trouble it must certainly be found
in the film and not in the machine, though I might add that
you should not use a take-up sprocket until the teeth are
practically all worn off. I do not know that you are guilty
of this, but a surprising number of exhibitors are.
13.) I do not know. (4) The Edison Company has made a
ruling that moving picture machines must be connected
across the two outside wires on all their A. C. lines in Greater
New York. I would suggest you call up the Edison Company and secure full information concerning this matter. I
am not certain as to their Manhattan D. C. lines. The A. C.
in Manhattan is not furnished by tl
Operating Booths. — Connecticut (name of town suppressed
by request j writes: "Kindly answer the following questions
through the Trouble Department, suppressing my name and
that of the town. (1) Is it necessary to have an operating
booth in the State of New York when playing only one night
in a place? (2) What kind of a booth is required for permanent shows by the authorities in New York State- Is a
booth made of iron or steel allowed? (3) Is the American
Projectograph made at the present time? If so, who is its
manufacturer?"
(1) This is governed entirely by local ordinance and laws.
(2) Governed entirely by local ordinance, thoug:
tional Board of Fire Underwriters have rules governing this
matter.
These rules, however, are in a somewhat chaotic
condition at this tr
Mr. J. P, Chalmers
.ture World, has one (second-hand, good condition) he wishes to dispose of.
Carbon Setting — lio-ton, Mass, writes:
"I was looking
over
paper in the film exchange the other day awherea instruction!
The instructions were to set the
and down with the top one angled out to meet it I tried
that out that evening and
from my
bum.
I
couldn't get good light I
what you think about that I
1 think that others who follow that kind
land right where you did
theory, hut any practical
•' eat usetheyin

•

tii what 1 consider
nothing h
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temporary mount, the proper distance from the condenser.
Vou can
picture by using a planoconvex lens instead of an objective, but the picture will be
tical, unless
the throw is a very long one.
Union Wanted.— Wa-L:: .
Kindly let
me know the name ;md address <>i the nearest Union to
Washington.
[ 1
Picture World,' Vol IV,
r^il 3. 1909, which 1 will I
numbers
of Vol. V
The nearest Union to you 1- Washington, D, C. and you
will find the President of the Union at the ( irele Amusement
Theater, 2105 Pennsylvania
Avenue, N. W.
Washington's
trill be furnished anyone wishing to trade papers a»
above.
Postcard Projector.— Mr 11. .1. Ward, Halifax. X. S, writes:
! believe this is the first tunc you have heard from
this part of the world, nevertheless your good work is appreciated in Nova Scotia. 1 should like your aid a> regards
which 1 shall briefly explain. After considerable
experimenting, 1 found 1 could project any ordinary photograph, postcard, etc., in the natural colors, as per sketch.
The trouble is, however, that although the placing of the
card wrong side up makes it right Side up on the screen,
still the reading matter reads backward-, just the same as an
impression on a blotter. I am unable to get a good clear
image on the screen at even 7 ft. from the condenser. Would
it be possible to get the reading matter so it would be read
right? Also how could I increase the light on the screen?
Do you think an objective lens would help things?"

/
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I am sorry to have to tell you, Friend Ward, that very
excellent postcard projectors are and have been on the
market in New York for some considerable time. I shall
have catalogues descriptive of the same mailed to you. Your
idea is all right, but you should use an objective lens. Yes,
the reading matter may be re-reversed by proper use of
mirrors. The catalogues and descriptive matter sent you
will doubtless give you a very good idea of the whole proposition.
Interior Decoration.— Mr. Dave M. Allen, Orpheum The"Kindly inform
me aswillto insure
what
colors ater,
areHavana,
best 111.,
for writes:
interior decoration
and which
the best light on the screen. To say the least, I thoroughly
enjoy the benefits derived from your articles and wish you
all success."
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ing pictures and stereopticon slides — that is to say, no vaudeville— it would be better to have your walls not too light a
shade. That is to say, not dark enough to be oppressive or
gloomy, neither light enough so that the light will reflect too
muchj thus striking the screen and injuring the brilliancy of
the picture. With walls decorated along the lines* suggested
you may keep your ceiling lights burning all the time by
using a metahc screen shade similar to those shown in cut.
The editor of this Department is positive that he can, and
in fact he has, lighted a moving picture theater so that one
could read ordinary newspaper print, with perfect comfort,
within ten or fifteen feet of the curtain, and that without injuring the brilliancy of the picture practically at all, merely
by the use of medium, dark, non-reflecting walls and light
inilar to those shown. These shades may be of
metal, or they may be of semi-opaque cathedral glass; but
they should be so designed and so distributed that the light
rays from one lamp will meet the light rays from the next
lamp within anywhere from 2 to 4 feet of the floor, and the
• the wall should be so made that the light will
not strike the wall itself. I think without further explanation
you will readily grasp the idea. On page 989, Oct. 29, 1910,
issue you will find an article dealing with the lighting problem as above set forth.
The Handbook. — Indianapolis, Ind., writes: "Will you
d me description and price of your Handbook for
The priceandof managers?"
the Handbook, Indianapolis, is $1.50. postage
operators
paid. As to description, it is designed as an instruction book
for operators, and moving picture theater managers. As
to what others think of it, I would refer you to letter titled
"Circuit-Breaker" in this week's department. I have hundred- of other letters commending the book in equally
strong terms.
Licensed Film Description. — Mr. Wm. A. Cochrane, Nova
Scot ia, writes as follows: "I have been taking the 'Moving
Picture World' for some time and have received many helpful hints. I am perfectly satisfied with it, but would like to
know where I can receive more detail descriptive matter as
to the projection of licensed films. If you can give me any
advice
as tosuggest,
the above,
I shouldCochrane,
be very grateful."
1 would
Neighbor
that you write the
various film manufacturers requesting them to send their
weekly or monthly bulletins stating that you are an exhibitor
using licensed film. These bulletins will give you advanced
information and full description of the licensed product, and
I think the best information you can possibly get.
Some of the addresses are: Selig Poloscope Co., Chicago,
111 : lli. Vitagraph Co., 116 Nassau St., New York City;
i'athe Freres, 41 W. 25th St., New York City; Kalem Co.,
225 W. 23rd St., New York City; Biograph Co., 11 E. 14th
St.; The Essanay Co., Chicago, 111.; The Edison Co., Orange,
X. J.; The Lubin Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Trouble.
— Arlington,
N. J.,runwrites:
"Thestreet
following
is Wire
a sketch
showing
how the wires
from the
to my
moving
picture machine.
Please tell me why fuse No. 4,

em

Switch No. 5 and wire from Switch No. 4 to Switch No. 5 get
so hot that I am unable to touch them. The fuses at No. 4
blow out after being in about a week. Does the difference
in the size of wires have this effect? I am unable to state
what number of amperes I use at the arc. as I have no
ammeter. I wish to thank you for the information I have
received from time to time through the Department."
Your diagram shows No. 4 wire as far as fuse-block No. 4,
with Xo. 6 stranded beyond that. How do you know it is
really Xo. 6? Measure one of the strands with micrometer
calliper, in thousandths of an inch. Square the diameter in
thousandths of an inch (multiply it by itself) which gives
you the area of that strand, in circular mills. On page 19 of
the handbook you will find table of areas of different wires
in circular mills. If the square of the diameter of the one
strand, multiplied by the number of strands the wire contains, does not equal the area of a No. 6 wire in c m, then it
is less than a No. 6. On page 15 of the Handbook will be
found table of carrying capacities, in amperes, of various
size wires; information you should by all means have. I
note you use a "current saver," though the make does not
appear.
From the fact that your 50 ampere switch heats it
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seems evident this device is delivering very large amperage. I
would suggest that you either cut down the amperage or else
install No. 5 wire (capacity 54 amperes, rubbed covered, 77
weatherproof) and a larger switch.
Independent Light Plant. — Mr. B. Marx, Empire Theater,
Rockaway Beach, N. Y., writes as follows: "Will you kindly
inform me through your most interesting Department how I
can make electricity on the premises? We have very poor
and uncertain electric seivice here and the worst of it all is,
we pay more than anywhere else that I know of, viz: 15
cents
per k. w. IPretty
isn'tin it?
have seen exactly
the information
seek, Isteep,
believe,
the IDepartment,
but at
the time didn't think I would have occasion to use it, so of
course didn't note your reply."
My dear boy, I have time and again cautioned readers to
keep
all copies
of the
on file,
so that they
be
referred
to. You
will "World"
find in the
advertising
pagescould
of the
"World" a small light plant advertised by the Detroit Engine
Works, 406 Bellevue Ave., Detroit, Mich. This outfit has
some very excellent recommendations from users. It seems
to be entirely practical and the company will be glad to send
you copies of letters of recommendations, together with the
address of the writers; also full information concerning the
outfit. Fifteen cents per k. w. is indeed an awful price to
pay for current. I do not blame you for contemplating a
change. On page 599, March 18 issue, you will find a letter
concerning the Detroit Light Plant, from an exhibitor in
Beeville. Tex.
Machine Trouble. — So. Bethlehem, Pa., writes: "I am running a Lubin 1907 model machine and the picture rocks on
the curtain, like a ship in a storm, when run at slowest possible speed Machine is securely anchored to the floor, rock
steady, and the intermittent movement is in perfect adjustment. Sprockets and rollers are new, but the gate is nonadjustable and although not very tight, wears out an aperture
plate
a week's
timeOutside
so badlyof that
is no signruns
of the
tracks inleft
upon it.
this,there
the machine
all
right. Is there any remedy for the jumping? I have tried
about everything I am positively sure it is not the fault of
the film, as we use 20 day service."
Your description of the trouble is rather vague. "Like a
ship inyou
a storm"
might atmean
almost
but a I slight
presume
what
are driving
is that
the anything,
picture has
up
and down movement on the screen. If this is the fact and
the movement occurs once every time the intermitten
sprocket goes around (four times each turn of the rank) it
would indicate the intermittent sprocket to be out of round,
or the intermittent shaft sprung,— one of the two. I do not
remember what kind of a. tension arrangement the Lubin
machine has. I would, therefore, suggest that you take that
matter up with the Lubin factory, describing the trouble fully
and carfully. They will, no doubt, be able to remedy it.
Wearing an aperture plate out in a week is ridiculous. It
indicates unduly heavy tension with consequent heavy wear
on the sprocket holes of the film, the intermittent movement,
and, in fact, the whole machine. If the rocking you speak of
is sidewise, it would indicate end motion in your intermittent
sprocket, or the film guide at top of gate, which you should
immediately eliminate. There certainly must be something
wrong with your aperture plates. You could not possibly
wear a plate out in a week unless the metal were very, very
soft.
Camera Procedure.— Nashville, Tenn ., writes: "Wo xld
you please inform me as to whether a camera operator, when
desiring characters in a moving picture to move fast, turns
the crank slow or fast? Has the moving picture camera a
shutter or not?
If SO, give a brief description."
The slower the crank of the camera is turned, within certain limits, of course, the faster the characters will move
when projected at normal speed. To get a maximum of
movement, the camera should be run slow and tfl<
machine fast. As a matter pi fact, however, the camera man
|| luppo id to run his machine at a steady speed of about 60
per minute, except when making tnck filmi
The camera
has a ihutter which closes the aperture while the intermittent
pulls the l:lin down JUS1 a- dOCI tl •
nie shutter, except that there are no linker blades, the shutter h .1 \ inn
hut
• wing and that blade must close the aperture prac
tically light
el the \\i,,\ mg Pit ture w orlcV when bound, make
or more than on<
1 hould like ! I ive it, but it might be
h>" big 1
'I
be
I'H..
"Movin|
P 1 1 v.
about three ln< ' 1
aj)pr .\1111. it. |v Q lbs
I hev are \
•nitiallly bound,
Lenses, Etc.— Pi
1 kindly
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give me a little information on the projection lens? The
lens nearest the condenser has a convex side and the other
side is a flat surface. Should the convex side face the condenser and the flat surface the carbon? Next comes a spacing ring and a convex lens. Does the convex side of the lens
face the condenser or the screen? In front are two lenses
glued together. Which way should these lenses go in?
(One side is flat and the other convex 1 Here is a little cam
pin stunt: When the pin wears flat, take out the cam and
shaft and drive the pin out. Put the worn part in the place
wherever the other part came. To catch the lower loop, I
raise the idler with the thumb; hold it just barely off the
sprocket and with the midle finger and the finger next the
little finger I am able to pick up the lower loop. To do this,
however, one must be very careful, or the film will be torn.
The most prolific cause of losing the lower loop is. not
enough tension on the intermittent sprocket idler and too
much on the take-up, either or both together.
As regards the lens, Princeton, your whole question may be
replied to by saying that the convex side of all factors of a
projection lens should face towards the screen and the flat or
concave side towards the condenser. As regards the cam pin
stunt, frankly, I do not think very much of it I am afraid
it would be more bother that it is worth. What I suppose
you mean is that you take the cam pin out and turn it one
quarter around. In my judgment, it would be better to get
a new pin.
Circuit Breaker— Mr H. A Mover. Waverly. la., writes:
"Here I come again with experience as regards circuit breakers. Since my last letter I've tried them out thor,
M. P. arcs. They are practical on circuits where an adjustable resistance or transformer is used, so that you can cut
your amperage down until you start the arc. On a nonadjustable resistance, they do not work well, since in striking
the arc a dead short-circuit is created for an instant, which
causes a heavy flow of current and pulls the breaker, unless
it is set 15 to 20 amperes above normal load; that
if you are pulling 60 amperes normal, we would ha
the breaker at about 80. I use 60 amperes through compensarc and have breaker set at 65. It works all right, but
I cut the amperage down when striking the arc. 1 have installed a circuit breaker here on account of peculiar local
conditions which render it practically necessary. 1 have concluded that, since giving it a try-out. 1 would not advise its
use, as it is quite a bother at times. In sending in sketch of
induction coil for telephone recently. I fori.
is better to buy the coil where the transmitter and receiver
are purchased, as they will then be wound to work with same.
The one described is the kind used with transmitter and
receiver ot Western Electric Company, the numbers of which
I gave. I enclose $1.50 for another copy of Handbook, as I
gave away the one 1 purchased when it first came out. and I
would not be without one if it e
I am very glad you sent in the information concerning the
circuit breaker. I should have recognized the fact that >t
would kick open every time one -tarted the arc I did not
think of that at the time, however, and neither. 1 .
you. But at the oversight has been correct!
has probably been no harm done
Many thanks for your
kind wordl concerning
the Handbook.
There are a very
great many who feel fust a- VOU do about it, it their letters
COOBt for anything
Ventilation.
— Harrisburi
"I amlike about
erect
■ • motion
and would
to knowto
w.tv to 1
i entilat
not furnish sufficient data tQ enable 1
more then
Harris burg
II
thr.iter building, ventilation may
be had in excellent toriii by m-!.illing vent
lite in thi
exclude the light
tell at least
a twenty tour inch pipe from the operatini
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in a former communication of mine, concerning our monthly
gas bill of $2.7$. 1 will admit it does seem almost unbelievably low, considering the amount of illumination we use.
To give you an idea: when we used city current our bills
ranged fi
|.oo per month, paying 12 cents per
K. \Y 1 current) and at that the owner of
the light plant claimed to be loosing money on us. I failed,
however, to mention one pertinent point in my other letter,
nly run evening — no matinees at all. We turn on
the lights promptly at -even p. 111. and, rain or shine, Start
the show at 7.30. Our town i- small but in two years there
has never been weather bad enough to keep our patrons
away. We always have enough to open to. I have all my
receipted gas bills and will gladly submit them. Since cold
weather started we have been using four gas stoves and four
gas lamps, besides the engine. The heaviest bill for engine,
Stoves and lamp- ha- been $775 for one month. We never
run less than two show-; sometimes three, and a half of the
fourth. We seat 4S0 and can easily handle our patrons,
except Saturday and Sunday nights when we often are
obliged to turn them away. One reason we feel able to
challange all and sundry to surpass our projection is that
such men as Lyman H. Howe have failed to pull our patrons
from us. Also, since we came here four different -hows have
attempted
the feat
us of
out.'
run! theIf
futrher evidence
of of
the'running
excellence
our We
workhaven't
is needed,
opera house manager here ran an airdome two summers before we came. He had to close up just three weeks after we
opened! They fought us with some of the best stock companies on the road at 10 cents admission, but we are still in
evidence. We have never given a prize or any inducements
whatsoever, except our regular programme, to hold our patronage. I would like, in closing, to offer a suggestion to
A. C. users. The blue spot (ghost) may often be removed
by bringing the condenser lenses closer together. I had
this trouble and instead of buying condensing lenses of
different focal length we removed the spaceing band from
our condensing lens holder (an Edison), and had it made
considerable narrower, bringing the lenses close enough together so that they almost touch. We then made some rings
out of ordinary, smooth steel wire, to act as gauges. By
getting the condensing lenses just the right distance apart
both the blue ghost and the red fringe (present when the
lamp is pulled back far enough to remove the ghost) disappear. But don't try to get good light with less than 35
amperes of A. C. Forty or forty-five is better. This may be
old to many but I got it by experience."
The letter referred to by Neighbor Smith appears on page
368, Feb. 18 issue, under the title "Natural Gas." You are
mistaken in supposing I intentionally cast doubt on the correctness ofyour gas bill figures. I only meant to convey the
idea that they would prove startling to theater owners and
managers who every month feed many times that sum into
the maw of the insatiable purveyors of electric light and
power. As regards your challange. if you were able to hold
patrons against the Lyman Howe Shows, you most certainly
are entitled to boast of the feat. I note with much satisfaction that your pictures were able to hold their own, and
even defeat high class stock work. Time and again have I
made the assertion that properly staged and properly projected pictures formed an all-sufficient bill. Every single
time when the shadow actors get a square deal they win out.
It has never been known to fail. As to the condenser stunt,
it is merely one of those funny things which happen but, before receiving your letter, I (last Monday) dictated to the
stenograoher the very same thing. You will find it in the
Department, this week, in answer to Denver's letter. Many
thanks for the idea, however. I can't quite catch what you
mean by the steel wire "gauges."
Explain further, please.
Carbon Setting. — Los Angeles, Cal., lands on the Editor as
follows:
againnever
trouble
but until
if younextwilltime.
forgive
me
this time "I
I shall
do ityou,
again,
I tried
out your
method
of setting
and itlittle
doesn't
right.
The
arc kept
moving
aroundcarbons
and every
whilework
I had
to
re-set the lower carbon holder. Enclosed is a sketch of my
way of setting; also yours. The difference is quite evident.
Your way gave a very bright light, but it rendered the pictures in a monotone; in other words, it injured the contrasting effect of the photographer, in which some films are poor
enough at best. Possibly 30 amperes is not enough for that
kind of setting. Will some other operators try out the two
methods and express an opinion. I would like to ask you
if the rectifyer tube were to fail to work, is there any way
of using the transformer safely so as not to 'start anything?'
Our meter is good for only 25 amperes and I have no rheostat.
I overheard an operator tell a subordinate not to focus the
picture on a title, that the different foci of the cameras
affected the focus of the machine. What is your opinion on
this subject?"
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As regards the carbon setting, your sketch shows that you
are using D. C; also, if your sketch is correct, you have set
the lower carbon a little too far ahead, thus forming in a
modified degree the condition shown at "B", Fig. 32, Page 88,

of the Handbook (which you will note I say is wrong), to
which I presume you refer in having followed my setting.
If you followed my setting, as you say, there should be no
need to change the lower carbon arm at all. If the carbons
are properly aligned sidewise, I consume the whole carbon
without making any change whatever in the set. The only
difference you have made in your set seems to be to have
given the lower carbon less angular advancement. There
seems to be little room or need for argument in this matter,
since, as you have intimated, the amount of advancement
will depend, within certain limits, upon the number of amperes used. I shall be only too glad, however, to receive
the ideas and views of different operators as well as the result of any experiments they may make, and to publish same.
If I am in error there is no one who wants to have that fact
demonstrated more than do I. It is the truth we are all
after and it doesn't matter who is right or wrong so long
as we find out what is best. As to your question concerning
the rectifier, I have written the rectifier people concerning
this matter and here is their reply. The figures refer to
wiring
diagram of rectifier, of which you have, or should
have a copy:
Schenectady, N. Y., March 13..
Mr. F. H. Richardson, Editor Trouble Department.
Dear Sir:— It is possible, although rather complicated, to
use a rectifier in case of emergency as an A. C. inductor. If
no V. 60 cycles is the alternating current supply, the A. C.
line should be connected across Nos. 1 and 7 (see wiring
diagram in your possession), and the arc lamp across Nos.
6 and 12, with the regulating reactance connected in series.
Such an arrangement would go with proper adjustment on
the regulating reactance for 40 or 50 amperes A. C, but
would overload the apparatus, as of course it is not designed
for such a high current. However, in an emergency, perhaps the operator would be willing to take the risk. If the
line voltage is 220, 60 cycles, the connection above can be
used, although of course more of the choke coil would have
to be connected in series. There are so many varying conditions, such as big drop in the supply circuit and low or
high voltage, that it is hard to make any definite statement.
If the operator desires it, I would suggest that he try it out
at some leisure time, and then be sure he knows how to do
it again in case he is called upon to make such a connection
He should be sure that the coils do not get too hot, which
can, from time to time, be tested with his hand for temperature.
This is the second inquiry we have received of this kind,
and probably operators do not ask for it oftener because they
have so little trouble in actual service. The tubes are Riving
long life, but the best thing to do to prepare for a breakdown is to always have one or more tubes in reserve.
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
As to focusing on the title, while it is quite true that it is
frequently necessary to change the focus of the projecting
lens on the different scenes of the film taken by different
cameras,
all follow
be
focused orit doesn't
that theat focus
shouldthatnotthebetitle
set should
on thenottitle.
Where the title is focused sharp, nine times out of ten, you
will find the scene following will be in focus also, or very
nearly so.
Condenser. — Thomas. W. Va., writes: "Will you please advise me what focal length condensers to use for a 6 by S
picture with 52^-foot throw. Am using one 6^3 and one
7]/i\
7]/2 next
to the arc?"
Youthe have
practically
a 6-inch equivalent focus lens and
should use not less than two 7^-inch condensing
lenses.
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> advertises this week a new imure machines, is not a newcomer
or a man with mere
ideas, he is a skilled
workmen with much
experience in delicate
machinery and he does
his work thoroughly.
Mr., Lavezzi worked
with the firm- that
turn out the best moving picture machines
and the best tools in
the country and has
had without a doubt a
better chance to go to
the front as an expert
in moving picture machine repairing than any other person.
Mr. Lavezzi had charge of the watch machinery manufacturing department of Harding Bros., of Chicago, the largest
place of its kind in the country and a tool and jig maker
for the past twelve years. Such a valuable experience is the
key to the succe-s enjoyed by Mr. Lavezzi in his enterprise.
- method of putting thi- movement into shape, to
cau-e the picture- to overlap on the screen, is something
novel. Anyone know- that if the pictures don't overlap there
is wasted energy in the light. You may save a few dimes
on cheap repairs but you will lose dollars on wasted light.

!*■£

Suggested by "The Priestess of Carthage."

Our Defective Renting System.
Our present renting system must be modified as it is working against the interests of the exhibitors and discourages
the manufacturers.
Let us illustrate:

"Oh! You Clubman" is a production of which the negative
did not involve much work and did not cost much money.
It is one of these negatives that can be turned out at the rate
of 3 and 4 per week, with so little attention that the producer
did not -aop to light the lamp shown on the table.
"The Priestess of Carthage" is a negative that called for
much work and weeks of study, the cost of such a negative
mu t have been at least 10 times more than the c
of "Oh! You Clubman."
Id to the General Film Co.
and these copies are rented out in the same order. They
work side by side
II
shown more than Oh! You Clubman and Oh! You Clubman
will not be shown
■
! : ■ Pri >tess of Carthage.
In other words, the General Film Co has so well sv-temized the renting, that everything is scheduled in
On Monday they buy so many copies from Pathe, graph, Lubin. < hi Tuesdaj
ont.Vitagraph. On Wednesday, so many copies from
Pathe, Urban, Ka 1
lition, like a familj orders so much bread :
milk, a morning paper, an evening • iper etc. The quality
of the pre
I the em-

■

their judgment "ii what they read from the prospectus of the manulacturers and from the n
I with orders for The
1
. will not order n
for thi- masterp
II politely inform them I
exhibitor will get it in turn and will not be able I
n a day, as the production I ike 1
n advance for t! 1
An exhil itoi w hi
ild like to nuke ■
ls booked morning,
•
following
to til! tl
With thi
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can make any real money out of feature films, is when the
manufacturer makes a special release of the >aid feature films
and puts them out with some flouirshing titles, like: "Roosevelt in Africa" — "Jeffries and Johnson" — etc. As these films
are rented at a greatly advanced price, the renters are then
willing to purchase extra e
the great demand.
There is no doubt that
e were to make a
special relea-e of "The Priestess of Carthage," he w
more copies even at an advanced price and the exhibitors
would be willing to pay $50 per day and double their admission. If Mr. Kleine releases this Gaumont masterpiece in
the usual routine, the General Film Co. will not buy many
extra copies, the exhibitor will not pay more than his regular
-ervice, the public will not pay a double admission and the
Priestess of Carthage will follow the ordinary circuit to wind
up on some shelves, with so ma:
1 productions. This would be a calamity because "The Pr
Carthage"
should be able to hold the boards for several
years, although it is not a religious production, it is as much
if not a better production than the Passk in
Mr. Gaumont can afford to give us such remarkable production-, because if Mr. Kleine cannot ->
Film Co. more copies than the regular number. Mr. Gaumont
has another market, not a closed market, but a wide open
market, called the European market. The argument of our
manufacturers against an open market, falls flat in the presof "The means
Priestessan ofincrease
Carthage."
It. as the)
open encemarket
of manufacturers
and a
slashing of prices, Mr. Gaumont would not spend the money
he is spending on such productions. No. he could not, because the Ameircan market, limited as it is with the General
Film Co., could not buy enough copies to pay the cost of
such ma-:
equently, to be able to produce,
Mr. Gaumont must find another market and he has that
market in Europe. The European market is so favorable to
Mr. Gaumont that he can still improve the quality and
grandeur of his productions. Mr. Gaumont must have a
good European
market to justify him in spending so much
money
on his negatives.
It is true that they have in Europe, like we have in this
country, a lot of would-be
manufacturers
that should be
wiped out and who sla-h the prices, to try to keep themselves
afloat
What saves the good European manufacturers i- that
t n the lovers of the Great Comedie Fran•ion pictures and in Paris they have, what
we should have in this country, different grades of moving
picture houses.
They have the common
nickel shows, for
the common classes and they have the 1 franc, the 2 franc
r better classes, where the manufacturers of high
notions find an outlet for their pictures.
We have made some improvements, and we have noticed
the better
mewhat reconciled to motion picture-, but we have not done enough to capture entirely the
better element and we will not succeed until we have a new
renting system.
V
drawback with oUr present
renting system, is the poor judgment of the exchanges and
the fact that the) do not know the pictures they are renting
I would ii' 1
-ee the
General Film Co. r
to one of
our best theaters and to give a- a second r<

-

dining room table and smear his face with ■ dish of cream

■

The other day, with
"Pagmnini
Countess
l'.eatrice"
nd reel,
such aand
bailthepicture
that the
audi■ iaumont mastei :
In an in

■

tramp

turn

■ hen right on top of it, I

■

ust return it the
not make

making

up the 1

the numb.
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"Rarely
Equalled — Never
Release
of Wednesd;
IF IT'S A
NESTOR
IT'S GOOD!
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COULD

YOU

ORII

A Photo-Comedy of Rarest Excellence

"Could You Blame Him"
Old Colonel Bailey has money to burn, and has made
up his mind to let his nephew, Tom, burn it; but Uncle
must have the say as to whom Tom shall marry and—
here's the rub.
Now, it so happens that Bess is an uncommonly pretty
girl, which fact causes Tom to temporarily forget his
uncle's riches.
The honeymoon scarcely over when the colonel
decides to pay Tom a visit. Here the trouble begins.
How to fool Uncle is the question. Debonair Dick,
Tom's old chum, kindly consents to pose as Bess's
husband and a bedlam of choice fun breaks loose. The
Colonel gets completely muddled up in a tangled maze
of puzzling events. Dick has a great time at his friend's
expense, while unhappy Tom, assisted by the green-eyed
monster, spends many uncomfortable moments. The
fun is fast and furious all the way through, and the end
comes amid a roar of laughter.
JOIN OUR

MAILING

LIST!
Scene from "COll

COMING!
DAVID

Wednesday, March 29th,
HORSLEY,

"THI

German Savings Banl
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FILflS
Imitated"
19 11

jrpassed — Often
March
22nd,

3LAME

NOW!

HIM?"

883 Feet of Inimitable Film Fun

Mr.
i^VJ

'

1

\1

TO

GET
Nestor Films!

Exchangeman !

Whether you are the biggest or the smallest in the
business, you must have this typical Nestor comedy,
which is not to be confounded with the usual run of so
called comedies that are such a drug on the market
There are comedies and comedies. Real comedies do not
grow on every bush. Whenever we come across the
genuine article, we promptly film it to the delight ol
hundreds of thousands. "Could You Blame Him?" is a
comedy of purest humor. It is but 883 feet in length— you
know that brevity is the soul of wit Incidental!} it will
begin earning you money the very instant you order it.

L
m'

,i5|

IT PAYS

Mr. Exhibitor!

Don't blame the Exchangeman if you fail t<
"Could You Blame Him?" Blame Yourself, for, if you

ask for it, if you make your demand strong, he will have

to give it to you. Your program needs a comtdy that's
every
inch a of
comedy.
"Could senseless
You Blamerot;Him?"
is not a
concoction
far-fetched,
it contains

tt

naught but sane, sound and solid fun. GET

IT I

If He is a Real Exchangeman, he'll give you
ONE
NESTOR
A
WEEK
» BLAME

JOIN

HIM'

I RUTH"

nilding, 4th

OUR

MAILING

LIST!

A Big Foto-Dramatic Event!

Avenue

and 14th Street, New York
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LICENSED.
"The

Romance of Bar O"

(Essanay).— A i n Western
drama
with a girl
bemore than another.
The scenes
urn in character, with settings to correspond.
The
the villain led away to hi- fate, much to the
joy of the audience.
"His First Sweetheart" (Gaumont).— This delightful little
comedy will bring hack the young day- of every man who
ever had a sweetheart. There is a hit of adventure in it and
delightful comedy which please- the audience and
cause- them to look backward with pleasant memories upon
their own experience.
"The Beautiful Gorges of Tarn" (Gaumont). — An interestof views snowing the picturesque gorges of this
tributary of the Garonne river in Southwestern France. The
trip i- upposed to he about 40 miles through these gorges
and the work is remarkably well done.
"A Lonely Little Girl" (Pathe). — A touching child picture
representing how Margery, a winsome little maiden, pined
for her brother when -he was adopted by some wealthy people and taken away from the asylum. Then the foster parents get the little boy, too. Margery gets well and the
closing -how- an extraordinarily happy family. As a child
picture this film has unusual mi
"Red
basedomen.
upon the Eagle"
Indian (Yitngraph).
legend that —a AnRedexcellent
Eagle picture
is an evil
Brave I lean kills the bird, breaks the spell and is satisfactorily rewarded.
" Night of Terror" (Edison). — A comedy representing the
terror- of two tenderfeet traveling in the West who expected
from conversation overheard to be murdered by their ho<ts.
The absurdity of their unreasoning fear is shown in the fact
that the people were talking about killing chickens for these
same individuals to eat. The story is well told and the views
of the Western shack, with its peculiar ideas of storing eatable- assists materially in the illusion.
"The Old Family Bible" (Edison).— A domestic drama
based upon a combination of jealousy and the sale of the old
family Bible, which contained some valuable papers. Through
tracing the Bible the man is brought face to face with his
sweetheart and their differences are speedily settled. The
setting is admirable. The acting all that could be desired,
while the photography is quite up to the standard of the
impany.
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intrigues of princes and princesses are forcibly
and one is graphically depicted.
That the wo, nan w
punished for Ikt nefariou- work is accepted by the audience
as quite in the way of justice,
Tin- -tagiiiL: and acting are
•4
1. representing Roman life of that period plainly
The development
of the love story add- a heart interest
which
and theof restoration
with thei- pleasing
denunciation
the woman of the
whosegenera'
wicked1
plana
failed furnishes a satisfactory ending.
"Beautiful Wye Valley, England" (Urban). — Scene- in this
picturesque locality in England. Some of the mot famous
points are clearly and artistically photographed, affording a
good idea of what the country is like.
"How Bella was Won" (Edison). — A story adapted from
Dickens' "Our Mutual Friend" and containing the well known
characters of John Harmon, Bella and the Boffins. The
story is concerned principally with the hue affair- of Harmon and Bella, and is worked out with care to the
happy conclusion where Bella decides to leave Harmon, even though he is the heir to a fortune. Interest in
the Dickens' stories has been strong this year and the reproductions of hi- novel- has been a happy thought. This
one is worked out with careful attentioin to details and the
selection of situations has been such as have materially
added to the attractiveness. The player- have |
their parts well, while the staging and costuming have been
attended to by one who thoroughly understands what is
necessary in that direction. It is a welcome addition to the
seriesyear.
of Dickens' films which have come from the ! tudios
this
"The Mission Carrier" (Kalem). — The only redeeming feature of this reel is the excellent photography of some California scenery. The story is vague and rapid, in fact, there
is no story unfolded upon the screen, nothing but a jumble
of incidents which aparently have no connection. \ mission
carrier loves a girl who is also loved by a Mexican — hence
jealousy and attempted r-r-revenge. Such is the -lender
thread by which we are supposed to connect a number of
exploit- which are so impossible and ridiculous that they
provoked laughter in two theaters where this film v
In one scene where the girl is riding to the rescu
lover she is surprised by a band of "Indians" in ambush. She
jump off her horse and runs and actually outdi-tance- these
pursuers (laugh one). No doubt it is economical to buy costumes wholesale which is probably the reason why these
"Indian-" were all dressed exactly alike in new garments
(laugh two). Not being used to these new togs these men
of the mountains could not run faster than a girl. But the
laughter only really began when the "hero." who is armed
with a other
single
rifle, picks
off firstandoneturn
"Indian"
and toes.
then anwho promptly
lie down
up their
By
actual count he kills six before his rescuers put tb
flight. But the impossibility of his feat is so apparent that
every time an "Indian" keeled over a titter was heard all
over the house. This kind of drama has no place in the program of today.
It i- an insult to intelligent audiences.

"The Irish Honeymoon" ( Kalem).— A, series of excellent
picture-, showing what Ireland is like in its most picturesque
portion-. It closes with a visit to the estate of Richard
Croker, giving a view of that gentleman himself in the act
of receiving the honeymooncrs. This photography has been
admirably done, the viewpoints having been selected by an
arti-t of ability.
"Red Deer's Devotion" (Pathe).— A Western picture which
has some merit a- depicting scenes which might actually have
occurred there under some conditions, but marred by the de- '
feet of showing desperados kidnapping a girl. This dis"Undying Love" (Pathe). — A marital mixup which has a
agreeable scene is not often placed in motion pictures now,
number of deaths scattered through it. There is, too, a conand the sooner it is left out entirely the better it will be for
siderable proportion of disappointed love, the retirement to
the business. The average audience doesn't care for the
a mona tery of one man. whose life i- made a torment ever
production of such primitive feature- of swashbuckling cusafterward by continuous visions of his dead wife. The film
tom- and would much prefer to have this portion of any
is not pleasant and even though the work is well done it
drama suggested rather than openly illustrated. Another
does not leave a favorable impression upon the audience.
feature of this film will not please a good many. It represents a white girl and an Indian falling in love with each
"Regatta Along the River Mekong" (Pathe).— An attractive yachting picture which seems to have more of the true
other. While such a thing is possible, and undoubtedly has
atmosphere of this exhilarating sport than most of these picbeen done many times, still there is a feeling of disgust
tures do. The scenery is attractive and there is plenty of
which cannot be overcome when this sort of thing is deexcitement
shown which holds the interest throughout.
picted as plainly as it is here, even to the point where the
Moreover there are some novelties in yachting which will
girl decides to run away and- join her Indian lover. The
appeal to one who understands and loves the sport. Films
fact that the girl's father shows the Indian from the house
of this character are too few. Pathe makes them extraorrather hurriedly at the muzzle of a gun is, in a way. a modidinarily well and should turn out more of them.
fier of the tense situation which develops, but it will be admitted by most who see the film that it is not the sort that
"The Bridegroom's
Dilemma"
(Vitagraph).— A roaring
pleases the average audience.
"The Fury
of a Woman
Scorned"
A dramatic
episode
purporting
to be taken
from (Urban).—
ancient Rome.
The
of what is left and gets married anyhow.
The situations de-
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"Conscience" (Biographj. — A graphic illustration of the
possible injustice of circumstantial evidence and the chance
of extorting a pos-ible confession from an innocent man under the cruelties of the third degree. It is not particularly
dramatic, but it tells a useful story clearly and offers suggestions well worth the serious consideration of thoughtful
people. The horrors of the third degree are graphically
shown. It will afford those who see it some conception of
this inquisition of the twentieth century.
"His Friend, the Burglar" (Lubin). — Another rendering of
the time-honored joke concerning the difficulties men have
getting away from their wives. The burglar scare is used in
this instance and according to the picture works quite as
planned. A considerable number of laughs are concealed in
this picture.
"The Snake in the Grass" (Melies).— A Western tale telling
the story of the way a young Texas girl discovered that there
are other snakes besides those that crawl in the grass. It is
a story of attempted robbery by a bandit in the guise of a
tenderfoot, who gains entrance to the house by making love
to a simple-hearted girl. Fortunately the cowboys make
short work of the robbers. The little girl learns her le->on
and is glad to make up with the big-hearted ranch foreman
who has been her devoted admirer.
"The Medallion" (Selig). — A pathetic story, the scene of
which is laid in Italy in the seventeenth century and concerns the disappointment in love of David, a great painter.
Why repeat the tale? When the young people at last come
together and understand each other, the man dies, and the
girl has only regrets for her portion. There are some
dramatic scenes, the climax coming when the girl finds that
David has gone to a monastery. The acting is smooth and
even throughout, and correctly interprets the author's
thought. The staging is interesting because it illustrates the
life and customs of that remote time.
"Comrades" 1 Biograph) — A comedy dealing with the adventures of a pair of those people who never do any work.
The round of pleasure to which one was subjected until his
identity is discovered affords opportunity for considerable
amusement. The play is well acted and there is much humor
in it lie-Hie-, the -tory is simply and clearly told.
"The Actress and the Singer" (Lubin).— A pretty enough
love story, detailing the methods by which a prima donno
succeeded in helping a young tenor singer with whose voice
she fell in love. He is engaged as the principal tenor in her
company and the close clearly indicates that a wedding is in
prospect.
It is a plea-ant story, simply told, but hasn't much
claim to dramatic
"Max's Feet are Pinched" (Pathe). — Such comedies as
this scarcely have a place in modern motion picture work.
ible that a man might purchase shoes that pinched
his feet. It is altogether improbable that he would keep
those shoes, much less wear them to a reception when it had
already been nee
ertain degree of fun connected with such pictures,
maybe
larj
I their improbability, but it must
be confe
probable subjects ought to be available. 'hi
1
I work upon improbabilities which they denomI cturcs.

•

The apart
attention- showered upon him are quite overwhelming,
but
: ion and

■

"Whiffle's Courtship"
U'athe).—
the theory
'he direct
road Accepting
to the funny
house that
this
probabilities than the one previously men
tensed int.. tin- picture might be
ascribed to a tingle couple, but it is at least sufficient to
satisfy the requirements
of several.
Maybe
a film based
upon pur.
the others appear better I
pure silliness and the audit
u thus.
Code
of Honor"
(Selig).— A picture. ofwhich
will dere than
ordinar\
the accurate
duello among the German
miliected with it is clearly told and
excellent impression of what actually
fore and during one of these duels.
I( u,;;
of that mysterious thing called honor an:
The mechanical work is well done and mu
to make the d< I
"All For the Love of a Lady" 1 I
■ '-nc of which is laid in old England when knights
individuals play prominent
pari
n to keep up the i
the sword duel between the lord and the \

:le there

:I Would
the

film
I

'The Vindication of Jehu'

■
. to the

tary men

.■

■

which -h

"The

interesting
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of the most thrilling and realistic pieces of work ever seen
upon the screen. So honestly is it done that the duel appears real. It seems as though the actors were in earnest
in their endeavors to kill each other. The young man vanquishes both the lord and his lackey, winning the lady, which
the audience agrees is quite as it should be.
"Oh, You Teacher" (Essanay). — A comedy laid among the
homely scenes of school and everyday people. They did not
succeed in obviating the difficulty of losing teachers because
they got married. That has been a habit with teac
time immemorial. But they succeeded in getting some fun
out of it and the young trustee obtained a good wife. So
what's the use of attempting to divert Cupid from his rightful
prey?
'The Sword and the Cross" (Gaumontt. — A picture representing the trials and sufferings of Christians of the early
days. It tells the story of a love among the Christians,
shows them subjected to maltreatement and represents a
crucifixion
as a penalty
imposed these
upon pictures
the prefect's
son.
There
is question
as to whether
are worth
while or not. Those times are past. It is now more in order
to represent some of the injustice of the present day.
"Breakers in the Clouds" (Gaumont).— A triumph of art
and
the Mt
photographer's
represents
clouds of
rolling
around
Blanc and isskill.
one ofIt the
most beautiful
this
variety ever placed upon the screen. It seems as the masses
of cloud tumble about the mountain, and break into all sorts
of fantastic shapes, that the audience has been transported
to the summit and was looking upon actual cloud masses.
It would be difficult to make this any better.
"Betty Becomes a Maid" (Vitagraph). — A lively comedy
in which the millionaire young man is represented as falling
h the pseudo maid instead of the girl he was supfavor. They perform numerous
interesting and
-tunts before the play closes, all of which are
usly received by the audience.
INDEPENDENT.
"By the Light of the Moon" (Rex). — A comedy that holds
the interest and leaves the audience in good humor
The
elopement in an aeroplane and thi
with the
automobile suggest interesting mo
But the
father i~ just as irate as fathers used to be when they followed eloping couples on horseback or in wagons. The doctor's hurried
trip, acompanied
by the
stork is some
an interesting
i. which
amuses, while
conveying
touch of
excitement. And then at the end, when the father discovers
that the stork carried a double burden his rueful countenance
■ a hearty laugh The mechanical
portion of this production has been worked out with care
and close attention to details and in most of the scenes the
photgraphy is good.
"A Trick of Fortune"
(Relianci
spirit and developing numerous humorous
situati
( man,lie pursued by late until he i
suicide, when

-

■
wresting
it
I he
well
told
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cape of the prisoner, with the love itorj interwoven with it.
are good, but it does not appear why the girl was moved to
commit suicide because tl e man
B»°.ne- Not
the slightest intimation i- given that he does not intend to
return, which makes the suicide seem altogether useless, or
unfounded
The excelU nt pictorial qualities save this film.
"In the Commissioned Ranks" (Nestor).— The well told
story of a domestic tragedy settled over the toys and belongings of a dead child. The parents couldn't divide them
and they come together again over the doll. The scene is
very pathetic and leaves scarcely a dry eye in the audience.
Photographically the film is pleasing, and the sudden plunge
from gayety to the biir of the child affords sufficient change
to create a mild sensation which adds to the interest.
"Bill in Love Again" (Lux). — Once more Bill falls a victim to the charms of a beauty, only this time she is a cannibal by profession and a dusky one for color. His parents
are horror-stricken when they discover what their new
daughter-in-law is like and as an ending to a somewhat painful situation induce him to sell her to a traveling showman.
"Jones' Remedy" (Lux). — A comedy detailing the fact that
in spite of friendly advice to the contrary from those who
had made the experiment Jones was determined to get married. And he did, receiving his bride and the commisseration of his bachelor friends upon the same day. There is fun
enough in this one to keep your audience good-natured.
"Put Out" (Solax). — A farce that has considerable of the
rough-house, but is nevertheless enjoyed by the audience.
What happened develops a series of comical situations calculated to keep the people in your house good humored.
"Caribou Hunting" (Solax). — A scenic film made in Canada and ilustrating caribou hunting as practiced in the wilderne-- there. The photography is excellent, the locality selected is picturesque while the whole film affords interesting
information of a little known sport.
"The Spirit Hand" (Thanhouser). — A film depicting an
original method of sharpers to get rich quick. They would
have accomplished their purpose effectually only a handsome
girl interfered with their schemes and their plans were frustrated. The spirit hand possesses a grip which is calculated
to be continuous where gold is concerned. The play is interesting since it is something out of the ordinary and the
way the schemers were foiled is worked out to good advantage.
"Her Prisoner" (Bison).— An excellent film depicting an
occurrence in the West and developing interesting situations.
The scenery is well selected and the characters perform their
parts well. The improvement in photography as compared
with some previous films is marked.
"The Rich and the Poor" (American).— A graphic representation of one phase of the disputes that so often rise between capital and labor. The overbearing tyranny of the
capitalist in this case perhaps has its counter in some instance that some of the audience knows. The triumph of
the young foreman is a fitting, close to what begins as a disagreeable picture.
"The Message in the Bottle" (Imp). — A striking story of
what happens to a young lieutenant wrecked upon an island.
His prowess wins the recognition of the savages and the
king offers the hand of his daughter in marriage. Just as the
weding ceremony is in progress the rescue party, including
his sweetheart, arrive. The touching note is the figure of
the dusky maiden standing upon a rock, like a statue, watching the boat sail away, heart-broken because of the loss of
the man she loved.
"The Fall of a Knight" (Rex).— A comedy dealing with
the fortunes of a waiter who impersonated a knight in attempting to win a girl's hand and was summarily cast out.
The amusing complications are numerous and the picture
affords opportunity for enough of slap-stick work to furnish
variety.
"The Penalty" (American). — A sensational picture, illustrating the evils of gambling. It has one especially surprising situation and the whole story is well and clearly told.
The photography is clear and the actors have caught the
spirit of the play and have reproduced it to good advantage.
Unforeseen
Introduction"
A lovefactor
story inthatit
is "An
somewhat
different
from what(Eclair).—
the principal
intended it should be, but all ends happily, hence there is
little cause for commiseration. The unexpected meeting,
with its denouement forms the basis of the film and affords
whatever of interest it may possess.
"A Day of Storms" (Eclair). — A comedy representing the
difficulties encountered by Jack when he forgets his umbrella and is caught in a rain storm.
He gets into several
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uncomfortable
eventually in a baker's oven
where
he gets situations,
thoroughly landing
dried out
The Secret of the Palm" (Imp). Another Cuban production, detailing the love and jealousy of a Spaniard whose
machinations nearly cause the ruin of a young American.
The principal dramatic interest is contained in the death scene
where the Spaniard confesses his complicity in the exciting
events and falls dead afterward. The wedding bells are then
i for ringing.
"The Test of Love" (Yankee).— A Spanish story, representingfatuation
the changebleness
a younghowSpanish
girl, his
her life
infor an American oftourist,
she saves
when he is pursued by her Spanish lover and the way she
returns to her former love after the American is safe. It is
a love tale of considerable interest and has numerous interesting complicatii
"The Son of the Executioner" (Great Northern).— A feature film of merit, introducing thrilling and dramatic scenes,
which are heightened by the magnificent costuming and stage
setting.
The isphotography,
too,tinting
is clear
its
effectiveness
heightened by
and and'distinct
toning. In and
scenic
qualities this film will rank very high.
"Foolshead Shooting" (Itala). — This favorite with a large
number of audiences displays some more of his nonsensical
acting, this time using a shooting trip as a basis. What
funny things he does can scarcely be imagined.
"The Senorita's Sacrifice" (Yankee). — A love story of
Spain which contains unexpected developments in both the
story and the photography. The scenery selected as background is picturesque, the girl is pretty and the love affair
furnishes sufficient heart interest to hold the attention of the
audience.
"A Gamble With Love" (Powers). — A love story with a
Nevada scene for a background. It's principal feature is the
re-appearance
woman'sto first
lovewith
at a her
critical
moment
in
her life and ofherthedecision
remain
husband
and
child, even though her heart is elsewhere. The acting is
good, the scene when the husband appears while the former
lover is pleading with the wife to go away is unusually
dramatic. The audience plainly commends the wife's decision, even though pity for her situation rouses their emotions.
"Come Back to Erin" (Powers).— A spirited and interesting story of love and intrigue in which a young heiress was
in danger of losing a valuable patrimony in Ireland through
the machinations of a wicked squire. Through several scenes
there are thrills as the plot proceeds, but eventually all is
well. The young heiress gets her estate and the young man
gets both the heiress and the estate. It is a pleasant picture,
one calculated
to keep the audience interested and in excellent humor.
"His Younger Brother" (Thanhouser). — A story of more
than usual power, worked out through a number of rather
complicated, though perfectly clear, situations. That a girl
should
don in
boy's
her brother's
place by
is not
novel, but
this clothes
instanceandthetake
interest
is increased
the
fact that instead of discovering that the employer was a
villain she soon learns that the brother is to blame. Then
a love affair follows, the sinning brother is given another
opportunity and the picture closes with a good feeling everywhere.
"Starlight,
— An interesting
Western
film
in which thetheSquaw"
Indian (Bison).
characteristics
are produced
with
some fidelity to facts.
"Was it Worth While?" (Nestor).— Deals with the rather
commonplace story of the country lad, who leaves home,
mother, sweetheart — all, to win fame and gold out in the
great world. This particular young man meets with unprecedented success, and, fired with ambition, is soon able to
win the hand of a millionaire's only daughter. After the
manner of men, he conveniently forgets the simple farm-girl,
who remains true to him. His brother, back in the sleepy,
old village, learns of the imminent wedding, and hastens to
the city to fight the cause of the forgotten lass. He manages the affair so skillfully that the society belle returns the
engagement ring, and the early romance comes to flower.
We seldom find fault with the Nestor productions, and the
only complaint we now have is that the scenairo lacks
strength. "Was It Worth While?" is made worth while
through the splendid work of the players, perfect and lavish
staging and the always excellent Nestorian photography.
"Under the Stars and Bars." — A civil war photoplay, and
the film depicting the work of the Red Cross Society in
fighting disease were used by the Milwaukee Journal in its
free moving picture entertainment at the South Division
High School building. Comedy subjects, a travelogue and
musical numbers also were added.
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Letters to the Editor
FOK

OF THE SERVICE,
ou were- buckinj
in independent exbtution teleram,
youtwoadvertise
ol but
ol the
the < xchange>n fromothers
being "undethe exchange,
and
arated by hundreds
of iiuU-. you cannot readily switch to another. What's to
licensed

THE

BENEFIT

pictun

Don'l exhibitors return their reels promptly? Is the exchange man slow
ople behind
schedule time on shipments? The public is the party for
whom these playographs are made, so he is the fellow who
ntire film business. Then, why not
th with him and gi\e him that for which he is willing
to pay, I
disgusted with unfulfilled promises
ami quits the screen form of entertainment? The exhibitor
is helpless. It appears to he up to someone between him
and the producer.
Who i~ it?
ss being the order of the age, why cannot your
splendid and impartial journal, invaluable to every branch of
the motographic industry, bring this matter forcibly to the
minds of your readers and start something that- will result
in a- marked improvement in film service as there constantly
is in quality of stories, number and class of players employed
and lavishness of staging and costuming?
Respectfully,
ONE WESTERN EXHIBITOR.
PROPAGANDRY
AND
THE
PICTURE.
Shawnee, Okla., March 9, 1911.
Editor Moving Picture World.
Dear Sir: — I should like to say a few words regarding the
article
"Propagandry and the Picture House" in the
issue ofheaded
Feb. 18th.
The article is interesting, and for the up-to-date exhibitor,— he who would keep up with the times, project good
pictures and endeavor to make, rather than lose money on
picture propaganda — it offers good information for study
and serious consideration.
Prior to the appearance of the article we had given some
attention to adv. slides, running several for different firms in
town and also by contract with T. R. Woodburn & Co., of
Chicago for two of their advertisers.
Now to get at the purpose of this letter. Last night a
representative of the Lee Lash Co., of New York, came upon
the erstwhile clear horizon of our little city offering a
"queer" contract, to wit, "to exclude all other advertising,"
etc., offering from one to six slides of "Post Toasties," "Hair
tonic" and etc., and willing — absolutely willing and anxious —
to pay $6.25 (six dollars and twenty-five cents) for quarter
(three months) viz., $25.00 per year for each slide. Oh!
generous mortal!
Oh! poor, poor exhibitor!
Now we are out in the "sticks" in a clean little town in
Oklahoma. We run a 5-cent picture house, and project as
good a picture as is to be seen in the southwest, and our
house is clean and sanitary, and Mr. Rep. of L. L. Co. was
very much surprised that we did so much business in the
two hours he was in the proximity of our P. H. with its
store front and Peerless piano and peerless pictures and one
minute intermission (5 slides) and continuous performance
and! and! and he finally offered $35.00 yearly, $8.75 per
quarter, and we told him that, though we are in the business
for the nickles, and get some of them and are business people, that even that large amount was not tempting enough,
but that he should have no trouble in signing up the rest of
the houses at $6.25, but our rental price was $5.00 per month
monthly, quarterly or yearly. Yes, he signed for three of
the other houses.
Now fo rthe "propaganda" part of the business: if we
wanted to cut the price of our advertising rates, we could
run 40 slides for merchants here in town at that rate, $2.08 1/3.
As it is we run twelve to fourteen slides regularly, without bother to us, giving satisfaction to the advertiser by
proper projection, and not tiring the people with too long
showing or worn out slides. If propaganda in the picture
house is to 'be continued, why should not it be profitable?
And if exhibitors are going to "cut" and "slash" the price of
exhibiting slides of outside advertisers, how can they reasonably expect the town merchant to pay double?, and if he
cuts the
the gives
"towner"
also satisfaction
he receives heless
money,
runs
more price
slidesto and
half the
previously
did. It is far better to run four slides at $5.00 per month
than ten slides at $2.08 1/3.
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By all means let us have "Propaganda," but let it be sensible and businesslike on a business basis and unless profitable "what's the use?"
[f you cut to extremes for the big agents why not for
your home merchant? and when you do that — cut for either —
"Propaganda" 18 dead. If agents want your curtain for
their slides, why should they not pay a price within reason?
1 should like to have your opinion with this letter, and
should be pleased to ha\e exhibitors from different parts of
the country tell their opinions. Yours for the betterment
of the moving picture industry, 1 remain, sincerely,
C. EDGAR
Odeon Theater, Shawnee, Okla.

MOMAND,

JR. '

BUTTE, MONT, NOTES.
Mr. A. B. L. Gellerman, president of the Western Independent Film Co., whose main office is at Portland, Ore.,
has just finished establishing an independent exchange at
102 Hamilton Street, and installed Mr. Charles Malloy as
manager. Since establishing his fourth exchange at Boise,
Ida., recently (Butte being the fifth). Mr. Gellerman has
done considerable missionary work and has recruited several
Montana houses for the independent ranks, so prospects
seem to be promising for the local concern, their reels already being furnished to the Orion picture theater here.
According to Mr. Gellerman, conditions have never been
more favorable to the motion picture industry throughout
the "Treasure State" than at present and he expects to give
the opposition a run for their money in the country tributary
to the big copper camp.
The Montana Amusement Co., of which Frank T. Bailey
is president, is now operating eleven picture houses and theaters in Montana, including two or three picture-vaudeville
combinations. Among the locations of this company's enterprises are Butte (4), Anaconda, Great Falls and Missoula.
WANTS EXCHANGES TO DEAL FAIRLY.
Peoria, 111., March 3, 191 1.
Editor Moving Picture World.
Dear Sir: — I am very glad to read the articles advocating
an open market, but would also like to see you advocate
that the exchanges keep their word with the exhibitors, better at least than they are doing now in Chicago. It is worse
than ever now with the independent exchanges and you
cannot leave one without being raised in price by the others.
I am paying $50 per week for 7th run and one reel 12th run
— at least that is what I am supposed to get according to
agreement. But I don't get it and it is no use to kick as all
I get is promises which are never fulfilled. I would be
pleased to see you advocate a better business system between
the exchanges and the exhibitors.
Yours truly, L. B.
ABOUT SCENARIO SCHOOLS.
Rutherford, N. J., March 13, 191 1.
Editor Moving Picture World.
Dear Sir: — Anent the Scenario School. Let me voice my
belief that the only good it performs, is to separate the
almighty dollar from the foolish, would-be writers, who never
have, and never will be able to make even a three-line anecdote interesting or cohesive. Mathematics may be taught.
So may other branches of knowledge. But literary construction is a matter of brain-fitness; a gift if you choose; and no
amount of schooling will produce a writer, if it is not "in
him." On the other hand, some of our best writers in the
varied literary fields, admit their utter ignorance of the socalled technique of the trade — the only thing that can be
taught.
You. yourself. Mr. Editor; on page 574 of the March 18
issue; in a half dozen lines, gave the whole course in scenario
writing in a nutshell. No school, no matter how elaborate
their lessons, or how costly their tuition, could do more. In
the drama, "the play's the thing;" and in scenarios it is the
idea. Now. the person who sets himself up as a teacher of
how to evolve ideas, is either a fool or a knave.
Will you pardon a personal experience as a case in point?
For some years I had been doing general literary work, including dramatic, but I frankly confessed to an absolute
ignorance of the modus operandi of motion picture writing.
One evening, in company with many other unhappy victims,
I sat through as atrocious a set of films as it has ever been
my misfortune to witness. I do not speak of their artistic
elements, but the plots were so incoherent, so inane, so disjointed as to be utterly meaningless.
Commenting on them, I asserted that I believed I could
do better, when an acquaintance, one of those many who
believe they can write, but who have never been able to convince anyone else of it, assured me that I was all wrong.
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That the field was a sort of close corporation, that merit did
not count— in short, the regular whine of his kind
II]- jeremiade did not deter me, however, and I determined
to have a try. Now, did I go to some school, or take a
course in correspondence? No, sir. I did just two things.
I gave up a week to attending every motion picture theater
I could find, and I subscribed to .Moving Picture World.
(This la'-t is not a puff. It i.-> a logical fact. When a man
enter- a trade, he wants first of all, the tools of that trade.
il in the scenario writing trade i-> the trade
paper, that will make him conversant with the various buyers
of his handicraft, and give him an accurate knowledge of
their needs.)
Armed with this knowledge, I set myself to write a scenario, and, to make a long story short, 1 sent it to the manufacturer with whose policy it seemed to tit in, and received a
■ratifying check in le-s than a week.
Since that time, I have been as successful as the limited
field and my more limited time could reasonably warrant.
And all without even the catalog of a scenario writing school
in my possession. One word more, and this to the carpers;
md the Scenario Editors almost uniformly considerate and courteous. Much more so than like officials in
any other line of literary work.
Many times when some change in their plans has compelled the return of a manuscript, they have taken the trouble
to explain the reason of such return; and on more than one
lave gone so far as to recommend some other firm
whom they thought would be likely to accept the scenario.
Of cour-e there are those editors who have never made the
acquaintance of "Common Politeness," who return your
manuscript soiled and worthless; or worse still, keep your
return postage, and never send the script back at all. But
they are so few, that I am willing to cover their faults with
the mantle of silence, and let them
"reck-que-scat
in pace."
Sincerely
yours,
G. V. MAY.
"A BLUE NOTE," BY THE PIANIST.
Clifton,
M. P. World, New York
City. Ariz., March 5,' 191 1.
I notice in a March number the series of
"Whys" from J. W. Russell" and your evident interest in irnthe service. Let me unload, not a bunch of "Whys,"
but one great big one on you and implore you, for the "love
of Mike," to put in a good word for it. I am not an operator,
only a "measley" musician, but we have feelings most like
human beings, and our trouble- in connection with playing
the pictures are like the sands of the sea shore. My hair is
getting whiter each evening trying to select a program that
will fit in with any conceivable thing that happens.. Once
out of ten time- perhaps I hit it. As Russell -ay-, "The titles
1 of pictures are in many cases so obscure that no one has any
idea what is going to happen." Like the pianist who was
serenely
playingsuddenly
away one Mabel
eveningliesto down
a "Mi-clm
picture when
and dies to the
strains blame
of "dotheEasy
Mabel," She
we all
about that
it, yetMabel
who
could
musician?
didheard
not know
was doomed to die Nothing indicated it Of course, there
• are a few musicians who play by "ear." It is pickings for
them to -it and watch the picturi
character
of their music to suit the picture, but an orchestra cannot do
that. In fact, I cannot myself, nor any of the members of
our orchestra, play anything unless we havi the paper in
front of us. The only way we can do is arrange the best
il all out with the hope that
something may lit something.
..ucli better for all concerned
could hand u
hat is going to
Editor

we could give her a pr<
married.
1 her, etc..
etc. If the musicians knew the detail ol the pictures they
could in. rea
of them
That iproved where programs do not change daily; tl
-how being far I
u can spare a little off the end of
the reel \\ nidi 1
chance, the operators win., either through having run a pic. or, having read a syi
with a reel to ,
tillable up
Well,
enough of youi tune, thank
JACK FAIRFAX
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RESTRICT THE CHILDREN.
Westfield, Mass., March 3rd, 191 1.
Editor Moving Picture World:
Dear Sir:— Being a subscriber of the Moving Picture World
I have been taking a great interest in the educational field.
I have been reading of different States not allowing children
under 14 and 16 years of age in theaters in the evening, without guardian. Now which is the worst, letting children in
the theaters or letting them run the streets? In most of the
picture houses the admission is only five or ten cents, where
they could go and be learning something, now that the picture houses may have a good many educational pictures.
There they can't be smoking cigarettes, and getting into
mischief, while on the streets they cannot be watched and
nobody knows what they are doing.
I think it is a shame that children are allowed to stay on
the streets until eight and nine o'clock and yet are not allowed to go to the picture plays when the chances are that
they would go straight home after the pictures. Now, in
Massachusetts, children are not allawed to go to the picture
plays into the
The mothers
and their
fathers
can't always
afford
go evening.
to the pictures
and take
children,
while
they could afford to give them the price alone in order to
keep
themsix off
the old
streets.
Of course
mean children
five and
years
but those
of ten Ior don't
twelve.
A FATHER.
THE OPEN MARKET.
Beardstown, 111., March 6, 191 1.
Editor M. P. World, New York City.
Dear sir: — If the Moving Picture World in the next year
or so obtains an open market, it is entitled to its reward,
would have earned its crown and, among exhibitors, it would
be greeted
with,
and picture
faithful business
servant, rests
etc."
The
secret of
the "Well
future done
of thegood
moving
upon the proposition of an open market. If the film companies or manufacturers would advance and improve let them
join hands for the open market. If they would see the business retrograde, let them remain stolidly indifferent.
Being a subscriber I am much intere-ted in the business
from any standpoint. But being editor of a newspaper I
know how much letters of encouragement regarding an
editorial policy are appreciated and how industriously the
editor seek,s to have his editorial suggestion put into practice once he becomes absolutely convinced that his suggestion 1- unbiased and for the best interests of his city or
his clientele, as the case may be.
Yours very trulv,

■

Editor
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STORIES

of Ihe FILMS

VITAGRAPH.
DAVY JONES— Mm.
from her nu.tli.-r that

Davy Jones receives ■ letter
the ladles' card .Int. meets
like to have her in,. I
for It. Poor
Mrs. JODM
r-ln li
If.- 8
: his t
■! rumpus
19 thrown
off and
llnntlon.
Tlio ladies'
card club holds session In the parlor, while Davy
naa to mi
w. Ha is called to
tlie cluh •
, „ j It! the several
canine
|*ts of the members
of the card party.
bitten by one of the pets and
feigns hydroph.
taker and
I pleasure of being
measured f..r his COffln, while
undertaker make love to each other, this is more
than Davy can stand, lie gets madder and madder,
lamps op and throws the undertaker ont of the
window. His wife Is surprised at his sudden recovery and when she collects her nerves, she
makes him Ret busy at home.
THE ACHING VOID.— Mrs. Martin tries to forget her lonlim-ss by minding In the diversions of
Society. Mr. Martin for the same reason finds no
comfort In his home and gives himself entirely
to business snd his club. They do not have even
the consolation of each other's society, while one
Is engaged in her or his pursuits, the other Is
occupied elsewhere, they yearn for that pact of
human love and family unity which makes the
home a place of happiness and a Joy at all times,
the influence of the child and the affections of
one common
Interest.
BETTY BECOMES A MAID.— Margaret Is the
older and Betty the younger of two sisters. Their
brother Jack brings a young unmarried millionaire
friend to spend a few days with them. Margaret
gets In line for the young visitor and warns Betty
not to be too presumptuous, for Betty has the advantage In winsomeness. In order to give her sister
every chance, Betty plays waitress.
Jack's friend Is so smitten with the pretty maid,
that he can see nothing else. Margaret loees,
Betty wins. Iter identity Is made known and the
young fellow proposes there and then, the father's
consent is gained and Margaret Joins In with all

ia what the boys at the glnch said when Mary
came t town; and, from "Big Bill" down to Hop
Lee, the Chink, they all took to study — and to
courtship. The rivalry is friendly until the new
foreman blows la and takes the Inside track, then
"Hig tion
Bill"
gets Jealous.
At out
the and
swellBill
(?) decides
recepthe foreman
cuts Bill
to "lay for him."
The foreman soon discharges a
to fix the blame on the foreman. A lynchlng-bee,
led by Big Bill Is well started when the School
"Mann" Interferes and demands a fair trial for
the foreman. She herself holds court In the schoolhouse, and acts as Jndge, while the boys as Jury,
hear the testimony.
Now, Hop Lee, the Chink, knows the facts and
has the real testimony, but Big BUI kicks him
oat
of own
Court.
Lee loves
School
In bis
way,Hophowever,
and the
rounds
up "Marm"
the real
criminal and delivers him Into court Just as the
■verdict of guilty comes In against the foreman.
Big Bill now feels ashamed of himself. The
School "Marm" decides to marry the foreman, and
Hop Lee Is satisfied to do their family wash.
THE MONEY LENDER.— The fishing fleet departs and Its return Is anxiously awaited by the
woman-folk on the quay. Alas! the harvest of
the sea Is scanty and the fisher-folk are seriously
Impoverished to meet the demands of the village
shy lock. One little household — that of Jean and
his wife and son — Is broken up. but the moneylender In hiB bouse Is counting his gains, careless
of the human suffering they have cost. Suddenly
he sees a vision of Jean gazing at him wlthh accusing face. He rushes from the house, turning his
steps towards the cliffs. To his disordered Imagination the villagers seem to be pursuing him
with menaces. He steps back affrighted, falls over
the cliffs and meets his doom.
HEM0UR8 AND THE BANKS OF THE BIVER
LOING, FRANCE. — Charming riverside scenes make
- " i. The Picturesque archl-
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tbe villages passed as we travel down
ii'.' ancient weirs, the cattle grating
they stand placidly knee-deep In the
stream, and the simple country-folk washing their
linen by
the water's
edge, all convey a refraining
sense
of rural
simplicity.
■addled,

PATHE.
MAX
IS STUCK
UP.— Max Is Invited to a dinner party. On his way he stops at the baker's to
i choice
confections,
and while
there
steps on a' piece
of sticky
flv paper.
With great
solicitude the baker asks Max to sit down while
he removes the offending bit of paper. This Max
does, hut unfortunately deposits himself upon a
similar piece of paper which Is on the chair. Tills,
too. Is removed by the now excited baker, but
- ' carry off with him a nice large
? It, he gets it fastened to both hands
and both feet. Nobody but a contortionist cculd
ever get rid of those terrible pieces of paper, and
to add to Max's misery, when he gets to the table
he finds that having picked up his fork he cannot get loose of It. His glass, too, sticks to bis
hands and when his future father-in-law passes
him a platter. Max cannot let loose and the entire party gets embroiled over who shall have the
platter.
THE CATTLE RUSTLERS.— Bob Straters. foreman of Colonel Damby's ranch, discharges a couple
>f cowpunchera, who swear to be avenged. These
two rustle some of the cattle belonging to Mr.
Morgan, the father of the girl Bob loves, and so
arrange things that Bob is suspected
of thefor crime.
" bad
Bob
Mthough
Innocent,
things
: he decides to leave that s
try and writes a letter to his sweetheart, asking
that she elope with him. She consents to do
this, but when she and Bob are out talking things
over, the real culprits enter his house and steal
the little money he has been able to save. They
are seen and followed by Myrtle Morgan's little
sister, who discovers where the money is hidden
by the two cattle rustlers, and securing It she
rides for her life toward Bob's bouse. She arrives Just in time, and Bob, who has In the meantime discovered his loss, swings out of the door
and drops one man In his tracks. The other
succeeds In escaping, but the wounded
man lives
LIEUTENANTSLIEBE.— A lieutenant in the
German army is completely Infatuated with the
daughter of a noncommissioned officer and she
reciprocates his tender feeling, though she Is engaged to a young fellow who Is away at school.
She Is greatly surprised and somewhat at a loss
to know what course to pursue when she receives
word from her fiance that he Is about to return,
having completed his course at the military academy, and she decides that a course of deception

shield the name of the girl they love. The situation Is tense and the court has reached the
point where It has about decided to punish both
men when a letter Is received from the girl herself asking to be heard. She tells her story and
saves the young men from disgrace, but her reward Is only to find that the man she loves can
never marry her because of her father's rank.
THE KID FROM ARIZONA.— The hero of this
story arrives at a local saloon Just In time to
prevent a half drunken bully from teasing a pretty
Indian maid. Of course, the bully resent* his
Interference and blusters about the fact that the
kid has a gun and he has none: so the kid
promptly leads the man outside and handing his
gun to a bystander promptly beats him to a
pulp with his fists. The Indian girl, In her anxiety
to show her gratitude In some gift to her hero,
steals some money from the general store In the
village and, wrapping It In her handkerchief,
presents it to him. This handkerchief is one
that the kid had given her some time previous,
and when the officers of the law on a search for
the stolen money find It, suspicion naturally falls
on the kid. Bather than allow the girl to suffer,
he admits a guilt which is really not his and
makes a wild dash for liberty, bnt Is Anally
caught and about to be swung up In real Western style, when the Indian maid arrives and tells
her story Just In time to save him from the noose.

THE LIEUTENANT'S WILD RIDE.— Lieutenant Manvllle arrives at the village of X. His letters from army headquarters make It possible for
him to secure shelter at the home of a wealthy
lady, Madame Brann. They become sweethearts,
and the Lady Braun looks forward with dread to

and

corned,
and
Dorante
:.-k- th.- ...i. 1 for hli
daughter's
band, statue
hut i-of Cnpld come* to life, and!
Now a little
by bringing fromto the
old soldier's
memory persuades!
numer-1
his own
youthful days,
the officer to allow the wedding.
THE
PEOPLE
OF THE
ARABIAN
DESERT
Scenes
In Tunis.
The
Hey Hud
It-

BIOGRAPH
TEACHING
DAD TO LIKE HER.— liar
fatuated
with Dolly,
and knowing
well
him. proposes
of the future with
Dolly with the tin.
governor's sanction to tbelr
union.
Dad stoutly refuses, considering the
chorus
girl.
The boy hits
fact of her 1
havi
the

Dad
meet
Dollj
and
i ome
Impressed
with
The boy Induces Dad to take a stroll through
grounds
around
their
mansion
and
Dollv
Is
nppen
by as If by accident.
All goes
as It
programmed
and
the bov
leaves
Dollv
and
together.
Dad
at first refuses
to even
speak

weaker

> girl; bnt the i
his determination.
The t>ov all
i hiding hoping that Dad will like

tion as to Dad's conduct, which discouragement
is emphasized by Dad's positive refusal to talk
on the matter. The boy. however, notices that
Dad takes on quite a different air: hi
gay and debonair In both dress and manners.
On the other hand. Dolly Is less effusive and
seems to have other engagements
He asks him-

to find that Dad likes Dolly and Doll.
unusually — so much so that the cards will Ik> out
In a Dolly.
few days announcing
ihe nuptials
of Dad
and
THE LONEDALE OPERATOR.— The station at
Lonedale is In charge of an old operator and bis
daughter. The young engineer who makes the
run between Lonedale and civilization is the
sweetheart of the operator's daughter, and upon
this particular day lie esr the key after bidding adieu
neer sweetheart as he mounts Into
his engine and rolls away. As her
he discovers that Ids revolver Is out
takes it with him to fix it. The old
forgotten,
however,
that this is the

t
the cabin of
father leaves
of order and
operator has
first of the

presseil to the station from the city ..:'
Lonedale
Mining
Company
for thethe pay-roll
-'■- receives
express The
bag
train pulls in and i
of money. Two tramps who are riding 1
see this delivery and assuming that the girl Is
in charge get off to take tlielr chances of securing the money. The windows all being heavily
barred they make for the back door, which the
girl, hearing an unusual noise, hastens to lock.
They find It an easy matter to break through this.
After locking the doors she rushes to the telegraph key and sends a call for help to the next
station, some miles np the road, where she knows
the train will stop. The locomotive driven by
the
despatched.
M'eanwhlle,
the girl's
tramps sweetheart
are slowlyIs but
surely making
their
way through the harriers to the room where the
money Is guarded by the girl. She keeps her
wits and when the thieves finally break Into
the room they find It In darkness, as the girl has
turned out the light and by the gleam of the
moonlight that penetrates the window they see
the girl's outstretched arm and hand holding a
streak of dangerous looking steel directed full In
their faces which forces them In the corner.
On, on,
rushes
the engine
until
Lonedale
la

• tramps

in the

_'l-plated monkey wrench wh
dark mistook for a pistol.

PHILADELPHIA
FILM EXCHANGE, 934 Arch St.. Philadelphia
The largest Independent Exchange In the East. The house where you can get quality and a square deal. We buy
— -'-e output of the Sales Company.

Baltimore Office

A trial will convince you.

Open day and night.

610 East Baltimore Street

Call, write or phone

Baltimore, Md.
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iltlng

for tier.
The
police,
lenl by
this
arrived
almost
at
II,.same
time.
thai she had not made
a great
l.ainting
and
her
lovet
t.-.k
her baek
happiness.
THE
SPINSTERS
LEGACY.— Prlscilla
was
- an old
maid
in Hie
village,
and.
as
grocery
store
loafer*
narl
lo make
fun of her.
Si was
not
as really
in love with
I'rts.-Ilia, but
"as
ijulte i.s, hashful
to let lier know
■bout
It.
One
day
I'riscilla
received
., letter -tat
log
thai
sl.e had
l-e. i, lefl
fllilMKt
l,v
the
will
Of an
uncle.
Short l> after
11, at
she
had
|,lenty

at
this
a second
prohal.ly
1 It was

ami

aim-

Ornamental

'..ishflll
t
time
came
another
letter
"111
I, ad
I
n discovered
deprive
Prlscilla
of
the
wonderful
how
the feelings

cooled.

But

Theatres

81 comforted

e

actually
got
Dp
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W. E. GREENE FILM
EXCHANGE, Inc.
The

Oldest and
Largest
Independent
Film Exchange in New England

The House of Quality and Satisfaction
MR. EXHIBITOR

:

If you are desirous of finding out bov> to improve
your present service and increase your daily attendance
call and have a confidential chat with us. If you are
unable to call, drop us a line.

Larger Plants at Proportionately Low Prices.
Including the celebrated DETROIT KEROSENE ENGINE and
DYNAMO OF SUFFICIENT CAPACITY TO FURNISH
CURRENT FOR YOUR ARC AND 10-16 c. p. TUNGSTEN
LAMPS for illumination.
Total cost of operation from 5 to 25 cents per day. Gives you
better light than you can buy. Gives you the same light in the
afternoon as at night. Can be operated by a ten-year-old child.
CAN MAKE IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT.
406 Bellevue Avenue,
Detroit, Mich., U.S.A.

W. L Greene Film Exchange
INCORPORATED

228 Tremont

Street,

Boston, Mass.

Telephone 3790 Oxford

DETROIT ENGINE WORKS,

NATIONAL
EXCLUSIVE
Released
MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY

REVIER
ROYAL
COLUMBIA
CINES
UNITED
FILM D'ART
COLONIAL
REVIER
ARROW HEAD
COLUMBIA
CAPITAL
.
COMERIO

Distributed
36 East

23d

PROGRAM

week

by

A.

beginning

March

20th

The Utes Defiance
The Senator — The Dubonet Fiend
Jim the Rustler
Doge and Dogeress
Roses and Thorns
. Thomas a Becket
The Tory — In the Everglades
Spotted
Arrow
RomanceTail's
of Sonora
The Ranch Mystery
The Virginia Colonel
Duke of Paris — Electric Shoes

G.

WHYTE

Street,

NEW

YORK
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SPECIAL
Mexican Revolution

_ iving spent 30 days as guest of both President Diaz and General Lorenxo Torres,
while Mr. H. Revier has been, and is at the present time, at the front as guest of the Rebel
General, Pasquel Orozco. We will shortly place on the market a series of authentic films which, for historic and graphic value, hive probably
never been equalled. The Columbia Film Company, having been under contract with the Mexican Government for the past six months, was
enabled to obtain the United States Rights to the use of those negatives made by Mr. Ullman.

New York

Washington

Salt Lake City
Philadelphia
Milan, Rome

Los Angeles
London

Any article of merit properly advertised c
will reap the profits.

MR.

Paris

made

ihe

basi

; the

party controlling

the

: »o tdv

EXHIBITOR:—

t.sed
The ba.^is of an amusement enterprise is controlled novelty. Viewed from any standpoint, the success 01 your
enterprise is dependent upon the method of putting the novelty before the public; in plain English, you cannot rob
the novelty of its novelty and sell the carcass to the public as entertainment. We are talking to thousands of Exhibitors
who are buying film service daily.
If it were possible for us to meet you face to face and talk this thing over, we should never select the pages
rade Journal for the purpose.
From the very instant you
recognized that novelty
was
the mainspring
of your
«nt«
clamoring for a protected program, in this hopeless quest you have been lured by promise- from one Exchange to
you have been clamoring, complaining, contending, knocking, always seeking, but never
disappointment,
you
have
gauged
the
public
protest which
i- shown
by smaller
i ■•
irgeable
to everything and
everybody.
blame it on the cold, another day you
Maine it on t i1 c rain, still ftnotfa
t it on
another daj you blame it on the heat, then you blame it on the operator,
then the singer, and
piano-player, then the cashier, then the ticket- taker, tlu-n the usher and finally after rui
.. conceivable
impossibility,
you
wake
up to the tact that your
real trouble is the impractical
featuring your program;
that is to say, forcible illumined,
comprehensive,
ir that your competitor will rob
you ol th<
fruits ol youi
a
1 continue your business on the hit and miss
principle, 'hoping that the publii
ind trusting
that these
stumblings will be so numerous,
that
i
therefrom
Yo\
•■ running behind, neither you nor your c i
iering from the same condition, attempting to exhibit i novelty, while in reality j
■ von need nov<
■ National Film Mfg.
nj comes into th<
It 1- the only pro-ram which makes the featurm.

■ •

.. 01 turning an inanimate

mUt

up

-

thing

National Film Mfg. & Leasing Co.,
12 East

15th

Street,

INCORPORATED

New YorK City, U. S. A.

Exhibitors send your name tor our mailing Lift, jddmtl
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lady

• table,
the

Boor

-■>•■'

a,
u

fi

iger

retnrnlDg

additional

hnlle.1
fnllp.l

and
Into 1.1-

>n

-..mil

troth, and
earnings, i... slip*

it Into

:

amount

with hills with more than c.pinl tl„.
ortonlty.
..t n„. -tat.-.l I.,—, because thi< hull'
girl
-tarts to

" ,he s,n'1
»•• for nn ••\plnnatloa.
Then
'>>" '»»•
> confess mil i Katie realizes the
lamtwr of her Mends.
When nt last
tarn
with Max's
confusion.
Katie
augmented
of gratitude for I
Deity.

finds amusement
by thrown the "pen window. In trying to recover the tors
she climhs ii|...n the window sill, loses her milnn.-e and tninhles out. hut fortunatelv falls Into
half opened window awning of the floor below.
The mother, returning. .
staggers
baby falls ,,nt. Horror
fraiiti.-allj to the telephone and having
1,1 telling her husband's office hoy who she Is.
faints. The maid, unaware of baby's accident
and
for aseeing
doctor.the prostrate young mother, telephones
Meanwhile the baby's father has left his office
making straight for home with all possible speed
and attracting a great crowd of people on the
way. This brings out the police patrol, the office boy calls an ambulance and all tear madlv
to the scene of the accident. Arriving home lust
as his wife revives and tells her terrible tale
he is overjoyed to find his little child nllve and
well In the awning directly below his window
and having the time of her life plaving
The task of rescuing the bnhv is ,,,,,•■
dims undertaking, but with the help of his office
" -bom he lowers out of the window, holding
ratith a

as

well

.
msias

KALEM.
RESCUED FROM THE DESERT.— Nod. a newcomer In the mining camp, protects Tushaquinot.
a poor Indian, from an attack of the camp hnllv
After the fight Dick, one of the miners, glvea Net
bis hand and InTltes him to his home where he
Introduces him to his sister. A month later Xed
finds pay dirt and makes a double strike. While
visiting Pick's sister, little brother Joe mischievously places a bag containing Dick's gold dust in
a pocket of NCI's coat, where it Is later found.
causing Ned to he aeon-,.,] of theft. As punishment Ned Is driven Into the desert with one day's
provisions. Rose. Dick's sister,
who believes
Tushaquinot
and begsIn

? trick, thereby clearing

Ned's

to college.
time, but flunked in his studies,
nis father" displeased with Jim's college experience, decided to
send him to a lumber camp in order to develop
the manhood he believed there was In him. Arriving at the camp Jim pulled oft* his coat and
entered^
to
'chip off the
prove to with
his spirit
father Into
that the
he work, determined
the camp
old block."
Shortly
after
he the
bad camp
a falling
with thebig acknowledge!
Tom Granger."bully
-..of
bosses,out and
of that section of the country.
A few days later
big Tom led a mob of lumbermen bent on turning
of the boai
pitched battle, bravely defended and saved the
mill from destrnction by the maddened Incendiaries. The next day Jim's father arrived at
camp and was told of his son's heroic deed. This
filled
gentleman'sthatheart
made the
him old
acknowledge
Jim with
was pride
Indeedanda
"chip on" the old block."

SELIG
HER WORDS COME TRUE.— John Hudson Is
skeptical as regards the truth of foretelling the
future, while the olive skinned gypsy pulls, rubs
and twists his hand. No sooner has his hand
landed In madam's Jeweled fingers, than a regular
circuit of blood-curdling prophecies tend to produce a frosty temperature.

.
t

Tin- boy
|etl
per*
fortr away.
The theilnrk
washing on her heml
Itll.Mlltl

This I

his grandfather, who In October, 1S10. while gainMing with some friends, became involved, ending
with the sinking of his body In the river, Just
outside the Hoyul George Inn.
THE WAY OF THE TRANSGRESSOR.— Bill
Kronson marries a Western girl and takes her to
an Eastern city, where they make their home.
Bill soon tires of the bonds of matrimony and
begins to neglect the little woman who has given
np all to share his lot. A child Is horn to them,
but Instead of softening Dill's nature, it seems
only to Irritate him. and he takes op with evil
associates. Dissipation soon loses him his position
and he sinks lower and lower until he is persuaded to become a thief In order to live without

manual toll (a thing that he abhors).
The complications that arise from now on are
Intensely Interesting, holding the spectator spellbound until the climax is readied, in which Bill is
removed from the path of those whose happiness
he would blight.
HER ADOPTED FATHERS.— Bill Bolen and Jed
Spray, two old fishermen, had been cronies for
y-five years, batching
It together
In their
One evening as they sat engrossed over their
game of checkers, snug and cozy, while the wind
whistled outside, a girl struggled Into the cabin,
exhausted and fainting, telling them how she and
her father had been washed ashore from a wreck,
and begging for help.
One day while mussel-gathering on the rocks
she met a young artist, who, fascinated by her
beauty and romantic story, wooed and wed her.
But she had cause to repent her hasty marriage,
for. the glamour gone after a year of married life,
he left her with a young baby, and the brokenhearted girl returned to the faithful, warm-hearted
old fishermen, never to leave them again.

ESSANAY.
A THWARTED VENGEANCE.— Nell Ollcott, a
pretty Western girl, is the proprietress of a bar
little Western
Tillage.
! has many admirers among the
big unconi h cow punchers and miners, who respect
In r wishes that none of them become drunk at
her bar or gamble away all their money at her
table-.
One day she Is annoyed by a Mexican, who
Is in
iliately ejected by Bob Grlswold. a miner,
whom she favors. The Mexican swears revenge
and in a note to Grlswold threatens to take his
life. Later that day Grlswold rescues an injured
ind takes him to his shack, where, like
miner and
like the Good
r.oo Samaritan, he attends to her injuries.
That night
i
Mexican visits Nell Olcott'e bar. gags
and binds her and takes her to Griswold's shack,
lashing
a post
fullshack,
view binds
of Grlswold's
window. herHe tothen
entersIn the
bis victim, whom he finds slumbering on a couch i
window, and after flashing the steel blade before
Grlswold's
face I- about
to plunge
it Into his
and overcomes the would be murderer. The Mexican is driven from the shack, where he again attempts to take the life of Nell, but is shot down
by Grlswold..
GETTING HIS OWN BACK.— Reggy \
a thoroughly harmless young man of wealth and
fashion, Is In lo>e with I.ola Gilbert, nn actress.
but the prospect of a match between the two Is
darkened by the objections of Reggy's father.
We find Reggy, at the opening of the story, preparing to call on his beloved Lola. A tailor enters, carrying
him Lola,
Reggy's
creased
trousers.
Reggywith
visits
but newly
while waiting
for her tn come down, an escaped convict enters
and forces Reggy to change trousers with him.
The convict then leaves and Reggy and Lola are
engaged at love making when the maid
' i her.
The young

tils father and conducting _
forces him to exchange trousers. Reggy then
leaves, but comes across the escaped convict and
covering
him with
gun drags
back to
Lola's
apartments.
Here a things
have him
reached
a crisis,
as two prison guards have entered and arrested
Van Astor. thinking him the escaped convict. The
« then made and Van
his
decides
proper exchange
" '
the
LOST— A BABY— A

and

that
carriage.soin, She asks the clerk
and she runs out after the yo
time arrives and the clerk
expecting
hived
by the proprietor of the store, hlds the
baby under
the counter.
In the meantime
the
mother has run down the boys and returning to
the store with the baby carriage askprletur for the baby.
lie knows nothing
and she, thinking the Imby has I n kidnapped,
has the proprietor arrested. This latter Is taken
to the station, continuing to plead Innocent, and
Is In danger of being mobbed when the clerk Is
dragged In
Tl
lerk recalls now win

Independent Film Stories.
HURRAH! HURRAH: LET US MARRY I
Sermslne Anbry and George Humont are In k>»
with each other, but Loth being exceedingly hast
f his age. has a tender spot In his
for the charming Germalne, while Mrs. Auhry Imthat she George.
herself Is the center of attraction agines
for young
Fanehette. the adroit lady's maid, however, bis
grasped
the situation.
She determines
that by
clever stratagem she will succeed In arranging
things to please all concerned. She confides this
much to the young people, and asks that : they
slmplv write, each of them, a letter at her will
dieother
and i
that the letters I
parents of the young people, and advises both the
gentleman and the widow to frustrate the
plan by Impersonating the children, and keeping
the appointment made In the letter. Mr. Homont, Sr.. and Mrs. Anbry arrive at the rendezvous at the designated time, and as they have
donned the children's clothes. Mr. Humont Imagines that he is In the presence of Germalne.
while Mrs. Aubry expects to be greeted by young

old
at

It is an embarrassing moment when the mistake Is discovered, bnt both being endowed with
plenty of good nature, they Join In a hearty laugh
_ . Jungtoxicated
people,
they are still
Inwith mirthand
at while
the ridiculousness
of the
situation, they clasp hands and then and there
vow to wed each other!

its down with his little family B
>een quarreling with his sister, slyly throws
at ball at her, but It slips and hits the Imfront of father's shirt. He angrily
orders them to bed, but they cannot sleep, so
they continue their pranks. Bobbie endeavors to
drive the tacks deeper Into the carpet and eventually knocks the plaster and chandelier on the
father's head who Is In the room below. Father
Investigates and In the meantime the youngsters
have taken the feather pillows and have turned
the bedroom
a snow
scene. under
On father's
approach they into
conceal
themselves
the bed.
Daddy Is rather stout and this prevents him from
crawling under after them. They eventually crawl
out on the other side, dash through the door with
father In pursuit. The children lead him a merry
case about the house, ending with the exhaustion
of father and the mocking of the kids.
OGALLALAH.— Jim Anderson, a notorious Western gambler,
the daughter"
and offers
the admires
father money
for her. of
The Ogallalah
old man
Is about to accept when a look from the squaw
girl -tops his band. Jim then offers him whiskey.
Another look and he refuses to drink. The gambler then plans to win her by fair means or
foul and follows them to their home in the wilderness. He offers the old man a drink while the
daughter and his young son are off In the woods.
The Indian becomes intoxicated. Jim follows the
girl and is about to carry her away bodily when
the young Indian child calls for his father. The
gambler becomes alarmed and grabs the child and
starts
through the woods with the squaw girl
child
In pursuit. The old man awakens from bis
drunken sleep, misses his children and follows
them by their tracks In the mud. The gambler
i become tired of carrying
I"
n chief
ps upon the scene of bis daughter sobbing on
body of her young brother.
He swears vengepursult of Jim. He
and eventually s i him come Into the <
climbs IttoInthe
a *~"snoots.
takes an arrow, places
tnetopnowof ami
Jim Is wounded, but still crawls on. The chief
eventually catches him and a deadly c
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THE TRAMP.— The hol*j did not care for uioiiej
ted was a chance
to live happily,
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lly and
without
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was
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when
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THE
ADVENTURES OF A COUNTRYMAN IN TOWN.
— Jones. ■ country l>uw|>kin
motion In tow 11 It I ' i odd appearance i
i anally windl«k«-n_
In hand
inflate*
1: by i
whirling
poor Ji>i
\gorlcal whirl.

censed at being repalned bj the pretty Indian maid,
StarllKht. tries to klaa her by force. Lieut. Sterling appears unexpectedly, tear* Morgan away
from the girl and orders him arrested. Morgan
la cuiiri martlaled and reduced to the rank*. He
later attacks the lieutenant, shooting him In the
leg. and esoa|>es. Starlight purauea him and la
Injured by the des]>erate man. Her tribe takea
up the chase and after a spectacular tight Morgan Is overcome ami bound. Just as tbi
come up. The Indians refuse to surrender the
prisoner and a sharp battle ensues. Starlight persuades the chief, her father, to deliver Morgan to
the white men. to he dealt with according to
civilised laws.
THE
SACRIFICE
OF SILVER
CLOUD— Silver

vlngthe
t
j the death to
rhlch she Is condemned, and the pursuing soldiers find her lifeless form — a sacrifice to her
unrequited
love.
SO SHALL YE REAP.— Alda Travis, a mother
but not a wife, finds her child a burden and abandon- the Infant by secretly placing It on the steps
of the dwelling of a wealthy
man.
The butler
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Released

TUESDAY, March 28th.

ThcPanta I
loon Skirt
2

COMEDY
A Scream. A side splitting burlesque on the Harem
Skirt. It will make you howl
till you ache.

2

Ruse r,"
TIA Western
A DRAMA
Full of intense dramatic
situations. Real cowboys,
real broncos.
A REAL

REEL'

mind reverts
eating, and «
drama. Mrs. JiuImiii awakens from her rcverft,
saddened by the memories. Her face la tearstained and her l>ody convulsed wltb sobs. Edward and Polly approach and she turni to them
Joyfully. She again takes the young girl In bar
arms and clings lo her, admonishing Edward to
cherish and protect her. F.dward la embraced and
extolled as a dutiful son. The young people ra.
Ingl

of '!"• parent.

bands,
the
Brandywlne
get even

mortgage
being held by old Colonel
who has loved and lost, Cynthia, the
i«-r. Colonel Brandy wine determines to
with Cyntbla by marrying her niece.
oung girl has engaged herself to Fltihuga.

Colonel's Intentions. The young
proceeds to call upon the Colonel. Their interflow
la Interrupted by the arrival of Cynthia. The la*
lerview between the Colonel and Cynthia results
In a reconciliation, and they determine to help the
young l«.\.is ..nt The next problem Is »n ■-*
to give

hi

the Major. -* I done, the old Major i
to what he believes to
face of
! marriage he finds
lifts thethe laughing
'
He is so relieved to find that
Tied bis daughter that ha

Powe
rs
Pictu
re
Play
s
TUESDAY and SATURDAY
Released
lapel door of Father
Sixteen years elapse and Vera Is a beautiful
-'-1, companions.
budding into Alda
womanhood
Is beloved
by
revisits and
the scenes
of ber
attired in the height
fashion.
Ellsworth, who
At a gay party she meets_ Hi
ow leaves the party
Is touring the country
Vera as she emerges
to go on a Jaunt and
from the chapel.
He
her politely and she
leant attentions.
He
and she poses at the
to the collection of
i an Implied onderwlll meet again.
Harlow and
9 her the proof of h
halt near
Fath
iffalr. She does so and
he is satisfied that the attentions of the young
honorable.
Harlow
again
meets
Alda wit
party of companions and be accidently
drops the photograph of Vera
She Immediately recognizes the likeness of her
child snd questions Harlow, who does not reply.
She follows him, leaving her companions abruptly,
as he goes to Join his sweetheart.
He finds Father

She intuitively divines ""that young
Vera
The girl approaches and is sent
i is called and presented to
s her. She bows
her head
The priest emphatically refuses to
disclose her identity and tells
ig. turns to Harlow,
Father Jules enters
■owing mother.
the chapel follow)

SATURDAY, April 1st.

Cupid's Monkey
Wrench
A Comedy

Drama

A high-class comedy. Settings are beautiful. Acting fine.
Photography superb.
See the Ball Room and Balcony scenes, beautifully tinted
and toned.

It's a Scream
Don't Miss It

The Powers Co.
241st St. and Richardson Ave.
New York City

his wife that he Is bringing home Prince Seika,
Hindu
hypnotist.
At thebecomes
entranceInfatuated
of the Jones'
household
the Prince
with
Mrs. Jones.
It falls
the hypnotist's
lot to and
pot
Mrs.
Jones under
the toInfluence
of hypnotism,
plans to poison her husband. After the husband
becomes Insane the Prince advises Mrs. Jones that
he be placed In an asylum. He arranges with a
clergyman to marry them, the ceremony is aboat
to be performed,
by
husband but Is intercepted saved
for

months.
the Prlnc
he commands the Prlnc
terrible spell. The Prince refuses.
Struggle i
sion and compels h
it,
does. c1--"--t of
submitsues.whichMr. beJones
A MIDNIGHT VISITOR.— John Brown and his
wife are asleep In bed. Mrs. Brown hears a noise
in the next room. She endeavors to awaken Mr.
Brown, but Brown fears burglars and feigns
sleep,
adjoining
terrific
crash In the next room. Frighte
I he t
break for the door, but on the way out he spies a
bottle of old rye and takes a good nip at the bottle.
This over, he again advances determinedly toward
the fatal door, when lo! from out of the chaos of
crashing dishes he bears the soft strains of a
melody pnj.-'i
Issuing from the dining room. Arrlvlnf
at the door he no longer sees one but several, and
making for the one nearest him he enters (so be
thinks), and slips comfortably Into an easy position on the floor, the Dottle clasped tightly to bis
bosom. Meantime Mrs. Brown starts for the scene
of battle. She bears crashes, and calls the police
captain and his assistants. They tiptoe toward
the door, but do not find a burglar In operation

THE
but Instead Wabbles
(their dogj, asleep on tt
table and Brown doing the same on the floor.
OUT OF THE DEPTHS.— Harrr, left alone !
the world, with a brut-'
furred to participate
It
tbelr escape except Har

r of the banker.
Coming into a
Harry overhears
step-father's
role 1
of
the gang are

that

the

members

they escape,
are caught,
to
shoots batthe Harry's
banker. step-fatbe
Harry
and he received the shot In his own breai
Later we find Harry convalescent.
G
ier father, goes to see hln

MOVING
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and pacify his wil.:
by giving her au agreement, upon her taunt, that
if he only bad the
too. ihat
should Mary ever catch him in a loTe affair. h«would
grant
marriage.
Soon the miuds of the '
work planning arltb
who resides in an adjoining town, has a naaJdM
thetlcallyof \ ,.
toward gaining
appealsthe girl of t
acquiesces.

-s a-*urcd of s
'he ring,

appropriately

and

make*
when

she

manages

1

be becoj

auu

r Anger
"

with

u
.- wedding

A Ith 'he full kLOWlbid
is eu route. nowat the

LUX.
HAS

SOME

SPOBT.- at stout individual
which he event»I„ allow
I..-I to a.-i-ouipany
hill Kdith skips along,
ally does.
Armed with a gun, . who rest* in the
rifle to ber
the girl, raising b
slioulder, tires at some harmless 1
her astonishment, the birds alight

little party 0 partake of same, wh
doing.
On the return
partnient, our hero decides t
glclai
.- once more the damsel who so
danced and disappeared.
With
the wand
he manages
produce
ber. but she
slaps his face.
Our friend
then thinks be would like to see some boxing, bnt
cracks him on the head, and then the magician
appears He dismisses him In wrath for Inter
ferlng with bis mysteries after first magically
adorning him with a set of donkey ears.
TROUBLES
OF A TRIP.— The Jovial Jones and
but

NESTOR.
COULD YOU BLAME HIM »— Col. Bailey de
•■tared that his nepbew, Tom, should be his heir,
providing, of course, that the young man consulted his uncle In selecting a wife. This, however, was Just what Tom neglected to do; for
when be married Bess Oakley, be Intended that
his bride should win out Uncle Joe before the
old gentleman
Learned
of their secret.
Bat no sooner had they returned from tbelr
honeymoon than Col. Ualley announced bis intention of paying Tom a visit, throwing the young
couple Into a lively state of panic. At last, after
■ gi*Ml deal of persuading upon Tom's part, Bess
chur
la his wife until t'nele Joe's
blessing eonld be assured.
client opportunity
which
It offered of
teasing ber husbaod was not to be overlooked, so
i.levously assured hla school frle
ly, the pair ma.le poor Tom's life miser-

■1

It wasTom ■!
evenings"
when
was telling his wife pleaaant
good night
that
of his room, end stood aghast
> maid

to bed,

Beaa called I

rough
however,

>irk

the

embracing «
his thoughts

were
interunhappy
hustled Dlel
threw
himself
I
n attack of heart trouble,
plorlug the aurui
I man not to leave h
• vigorously
for hU
The In.'m.i
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downstair-.

■
nick

and
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OF
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■111 11 inmit. be ninal give bda ouient to her engagement to John This he is Anally prevailed
glee, and peace 1- sovereign once- -trongly
more.
.nster reluctantly
returns
Peter's
ring.

.THE comes
FAKIH'B
Our hero and
bethe servantNEW
of a SERVANT.—
wonderful magician,
helps him In his entertainments. The magtciar
produces
all kinds
of astonishing
magic waud.
He transforms
a rose ' Into a beaml
ful damsel: he places on the floor two dummy fig
area which, at his nommand, become auimatei
and Indulge
In a boxing
and wrestling
match

bwband

- LT

on to

NORTHERN.

. accordingly,

.

1 dreadful state when the Old
maid ..alio and he attempts a denial of having
ever seen her before, but she displays the ring
he
her. whi.-h
she stillinwears
and theofproof
Is gave
conclusive.
Therefore,
fulfillment
tola

EDITH

falls for t
tack. The affair is capped
get his ring before b-

GREAT

I'eter

WORLD.

argument
why . i_J should _,
so,
opines Mary.
So she holds a clandestine meeting
) John, 1 dashing young cowboy.
1 the i
On coming home unexpectedly,
Peter surprises
the young couple together,
and aftc:
John and forewarning him _.
offense on pain of

t'C. 0.
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I*. lilts
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AMONG
Newark,

i arrival, the widow had prepared a
garden fete to Introdm-e her proapectlTe husband
to her friends
mid
Intimates.
The
step • .1 from
..nly glrlby
head.

long drenaoi
I
or on top of the

. Idow

tirsi me ( the Count
her daughgirl
in
boarding
school
wllli her long skirls.
attrnctlTe young
woman,
which
the
mother
with
her
worldlv
experience
was
ipilek
to realize
A woman
may
be ns old u
she looks
hut
nut
bo when
she has
a grown -np daughter
in evidence,
therefore,
the daughter
"ns
re.|iiesled
• >rt skirts
for the
.as also
Informed
Count's
benefit,
but
wl
that
little girls could
i
I the garden
fete
she rebelled,
but
the mother
was
obdurate.
The
daughter
met
the
Count
as
a
little
girl
and
part, tor abe played man;
upon the two lovers, much to their embarrassment
The night of the fete arrived and so ,11.1 the
Imt in her proper garb, where she niel
the Count and where that observant person real
lied that the daughter mis even more attractive
than
the mother
Moonlight on the water has been the result of
many a romance. That was the result of the
Dlng

fr

v.-r>

Count's and his prospective stepdaughter's IhhiI
ride on the bay. The Count was a poor oarsman he lost both oars ami the wind and tide di.l the
rest the couple were marooned on a barren island
far from shore and not rescued until the next
in. lining. The night was cold. The Count lirst
protected
Ins charge
with
his coat -then
his arms
- ■ '

wa-

In

he

c\|

tell;

the

\. i.

Tom
and
Jerry,
have
f..r years,
and the affection
evistlng
between
them
is something
remarkable.
Through
the
wife.
Tom
is given
to
melancholy
and
shows
sign
of a menial
breakdown.
This
culminates
In
a
complete
alierration
when
his
only
daughter
elopes* with
a young
man
from
the G
who
has
been
visiting
relatives
in the vicinity.
letter
from
his
niece
in her
would

beneficial
to Tom's
are discovered
in
having
brought
family
jewels,
proceeds
of the sale of their
An
adventuress
known
as
desperado,

Ladj

be

condition.
They
go
their
Weal
heirlooms
and
the
Eastern property.
''The
Badger
Queen"
has
l*en
doing
I

Raffles'

adopt
to secure
hush
i
(.y
i ranches and t
disappears. Her paramour
and is usually bought off.
They
play
the
game
upon
the unsuspecting
brothers
and
make
their
'getaway."
They
however,
under
suspicion
and
the
sheriff
soon
rounds
them
up
and
recovers
the
loot,
bringing

stored

I

REX.
FIVE HOURS.— .lack Hnzatd remarks thai il is
a simple ihing to break Into a house and plunder.
A heated argument ensues, during the .-nurse of
which a wager of five hundred dollars is made
that Hazard cannot steal anything worth taking
within Ave hours.
Hazard departs npnn his mission and pauses at
a house close to which an officer Is snoozing.
.Tack decides to make that particular bouse the
scene of his operations, but he finds It' 'dlfflciili
wife
to gain entrance. So he feigns drunkenness and
ring
the bell.
Jack
comthe policeman
<"
lieen

left open.
Jack
goes
upstairs
where a girl Is slumbering
and

He attempts to convince her that
bet and shows her the agreement
and
his fellow-clubmen
and
at Inst

escaped

ami

N.

I

EXHIBITORS.

J.— Contracts

will

soon

be

the
management's
lease.
Osage, Iowa. — Mr
A. Praemer. who recently
' into
purchased
the motion picture theater here, has
removed
the theater
to the Cleveland
Building.
Hall
Ayer.
Mass. — The
will
he
under
L__
Moving
Picture
Company.
Syracuse. N. Y. — The New Empire Theater, In
Gurney Building, will be ready to open for business about March
20th.
Birmington. Ala. — Messrs Harvey & Tnggle are
making arrangements for* the erection of a new
moving
picture
theater
near
the
Union
Depot.
$30,001) moving picture and
vaudeville theater on Main Street. Darby, for the
Darby Amusement Company, which will be able
Ore.— Mrs patrons.
i: If. Lowell,
who
rehe Goode
estate
a 30 by
l the
east
aide of Sixth
between
Burnside
and
Couch
Streets,
ha*
commissioned
'get
up
plans
for
i will 1
a one-story
building,
moving
picti
Portland.

Pueblo, Colo. — tine r. „
lng picture theaters In Colorado Is now a
course of construction on North tnlon Av«
near
Santa
Fe
stone
depot.
The
new
th<

the pictures may be viewed from ever
the theater. It will be completed the !
of
this
month.
Oshkosn, Wi».— The Taudette Theater b
-nder
the ownership
of
Messrs.
Earl
i
Hill.

Michigan
-A

will tie under th
Silverman.
The

alterations

will

Scranton.
Pa. — The
property
of Messrs.
John
L.
KM.ii and
.1
\
OMalley
Is being
conveiled
I
a moving
picture
and
vaudeville
thenter
to be under
the ownership
of the proprietor '
■ r ii..- property.
It Is situated
on Susqaaha3|
Avenue,
opposite
the
Knights
of
Columbus
new
Muhhouse.
It will be known
ndaa tbi
in
the
largest

Birmingham, Ala. — The Orpbeum Theater Is the
i. mm- ..f ii new vaudeville and moving pii
ater that opened Its doors to the public Isst week
with a packed house. The new theater la In every
respect an up to dale one. It Is located on Grant
This now gives tbe two
Decatur*
four
Philadelphia,

picture
theaters
Pa. — The
Drury

In

all.
Moving

Picture

Redmond to Messrs. Conway & Cullen.
iter A.
fromDobson
the Row
Yorkville, S. C. — Manager .Jno.
ha*
Ituildiiig to the Moore Building, and is now doing
an excellent business, showing bis pictures twice
daily,
afternoon
and
evening.
Scranton.
Pa. — Architect
P.
J.
Morris
Is pieparing
plans
for a nickelette
to be built on Mala
by John
Lewis.
The
building

BOO

lilted

r

tiding is $6,000. The nickelette will be
named the Savoy and nil be ready for occupancy
in a few month*.
Hackettstown, N. J. — A moving picture show
under
local management
will open
in Luse's Opera
Ashland,
Wis.— Mr. Guy
Brown,
who
has beea
running
the
Princess Theater
at Bayfield
for th*
past few
months,
has sold out to H. Weaver,
who
will continue
runnllg It as a high
class
picture
St. Louis, Mo. — A nickelodeon at the corner of
Arlington and Lillian Avenues, has gone out of
business
to make
way
for a church.
The
tent
formerly
upied
by
this
amusement
enterprise,which
was known
as the Lillian
Nickelodeon
Tent,
leased
by the Baptists
of this city for
New York City.— Messrs. H. C. Senior & Company have leased to Martin & DcBow the property situated at 3470 Broadway at 141st Street.
on which they plan to erect a moving picture and
vaudeville theater.
York. Pa. — The Wizard Moving Plcluri' Theater which lias been under course of construction
for the past week, has at last been completed and
is ready
to receive
patronage.
Philadelphia, Pa. — A permit has been granted
to Mr, .1. Fred Zimmerman for the erection of a
moving picture theater at the southeast corner of
Eleventh Street and Leigh Avenue, which will
coal
aboul
$32,000:
Delavan,
Wis. — Mr.
J. T.
Converse,
proprietor

I.andall,

• past weeks.
Jo-es * B
another
Toledo,
Ohio.— Toledo
:
theater
the Empress,
at 406 Summit Street.
This
one will be <.ne of the largest
theaters on Summit
Street,
seating
nearly
400
people.
Contractors
een at work
remodeling
for some
time
and
— "' open
in about
three
weeks.
r South

has
tiled plans
for the altering
of the foar
n-rsblp
of Meter*.
building
<>n l he north
side loving
"1 Giamt
picture Street,
theter which
lull. In &

awai

v.. Ian. It will have a seating capacity
, plavboi
i-l tuthree
..f
hundred. The fr..nt Is of galvanised
Iron the
and . limestone, with a marble finish. Two
other
theaters
are
also
being
planned.
New York City. — The llolyrood Protestant Episcopal Church, erected less than ten years ago
on Washington Heights, and now surrounded by
apartment atores, Is to be converted Into a moving
picture and vaudeville theater. The trustees of
th church sold it for $200,000 to Adolph Lewlsobn.
The property has a frontage of 133.3 feet on
Broadway
and
218.5
on
181st
Street.
Montreal, due.. Can. — The Mount Royal Theater has been closed by tbe building Inspector for
not complying
with
the laws.
Jacksonville. Fla.— The Lyric Motion Picture
Theater here has closed, due to the expiration of

HER
MOTHERS
FIANCEE— U
wealth,
widow,
li.i.i been encaged
tor some rea
to a titled
foreigner
Tbej
plighted
tbelr
tro
while
the
widow
ere* abroad
educating
her on
daughter
ami
the prospective
bridegroom
«a» e
' ' ' i DOptUl
pceted
dally
I

and
back
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the
dire. I
when
kIii- gets
back
to tlu<
...mulled
h.-r
mill r.«un
taken finds
the
i. mi.
in the meai I
• Jewels and
wins
the
ueii da] be ram na tbe Jewels to the

I girl.

YANKEE.

burglar

Street,
new mr -'-

. Main Street. It
i handsomely dec..rated. Over the main entrance Is a large gallery, and this, with the auditorium, give the place
a seating capacity of more than three hundred.
A patent ventilating apparatus gives fresh air to
nil parts of the building, and in the summer, fifteen oscillating electric
fans will be used.
Ansonia, Conn. — Messrs i \i i :irkson & Dibble
have sold their lease on the Pastime Thester
here,
to Mr. J. P. Mclntyre.
Bangor,
Me. — A
new
moving
picture
theater
lias been erected
in the Grange
Hall
which
will be
lanagenieiit
of the Dufour
Moving
Picture
Company.
• moving
picture
theBirmingham,
Ala.—."
ater
Is being
planned
Allegan. Mich.— Mr. Wiliam McClelland, proprietor of He Star Theater, has taken a lease
the
Variety
Theater
and
will convert
it into

on

Norfolk, Va. — A new moving picture show will be
started at 1270 Market Street as soon as the building there can be built. This amusement enterprise will be under the proprietorship of Miss Tlllie

model
it Into
a high
class
picture
palace.
Kewaunee, Wis. — The Royal Theater will hereafter be known as the Crystal, the former owners having disposed of their Interests to a local
theatrical syndicate. The new management will
make several changes. Better pictures will be
shown
and
the
prices
of admission
will be ad-

months. They have sold the Ideal Theater to Mr.
E. J. McBrlde.
Little Falls, N. Y. — After several years of ownership and successful management of the Gem
Theater. Messrs. Iteadon and Shults have dlaCarey.
posed of their interests to Messrs. Hstch and
Cambridge. N. Y.— The Lake Building Is being
converted
Into
a moving
picture
theater.
Pittston, Pa.— Plans have been filed for the
erection of a high class moving picture and
vaudeville theater In the Old Forge Borough on
Main Street. It is a business venture of Nicholas
Peloso. The theater will have a seating capacity
of 500 and
will cost about $8,000.
Olens Falls, N. Y.— Plans have been filed for
-.ill erection
c
the
of a high class moving picture snd
vaudeville theater which will have a seating capacity of 1,000,
to be built on Park
t
completed,
about $22,000.
Johnson
is msklng
Ba.lt Lake City, Utah.— Mr. H.ringB. picture
Calder theand
associates are making arrangements to erect a
moving
picture
theater
at Vennal.
Alexandria, La- — A new moving picture thester
Is being erected at the corner of Second and
Washington
Streets.
Calumet, Mich.— Plans are being made for the
erection
of a high
class
moving
picture
theater
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gaaoutiits. >2S. Will tradenew machines for old ones.

ENGLAND

EXHIBITORS

Can furnish nice Independent service of less than
twenty-five day and commercial.
Prompt personal attention.
THE
PARK
FILM
COMPANY
1188 Main Street,
Bridgeport, Conn.
\Y. M. Leightort. Prop.

5c.

Anything pertaining to the picture business.
■ ran films. < ; per reel and up,
subject to examinat on. I ilrnj to trade. $2 per
reel. f.EXERAI. FILM KKNEWING SYS
TEM. 91 i

The Wisconsin Lumber
and Veneer Co.

SUPERIOR

Port Wtshingion.- Wis.
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CO.
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Opera
Chairs

Will Buy Second-hand Film,
M. P. Machines and song Slides

Fort Wayne
Electric Works
1402 Broadway
FORT WAYNE.
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'ih Tra
Terms:
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d 647

MFC. CO.

Woodland

Ave.

Cleveland.

Ohio

Cornet Only 15 Cents a Day

Moving Picture Theatre in one
of the best Show Towns in New
England. Population, 25,000.
Theatre will seat 700 ; can be
enlarged to seat 1,700; has a
fully equipped stage. Address
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The Motion Picture Supply & Spec. Co,
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(I>r.)
Feb. 27— The
Lily of the Tenement • (Dr.)
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(Com.)
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(Dr.)
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Social
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Temperament
(Dr.) . . .
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(W.
Com.)
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(W.
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In the Oraaa
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16 — The
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23— Sir
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WORLD

Breaking' All

Records

Greatest success ever recorded in the annals of
Pictupedom marks the enthusiastic reception 0!

The International Sensation

"The Truth
<r?~

Y*jB*

i

About the Pole"
An
the

Absorbing
Story of
Arctics
Enacted
by

Dr. Frederick A. Cook
and a notable supporting cast, coming direct
from its record-breaking New York
engagement

1*38
jfey

_,^ ■■

-.3
Now

HAMMERSTEIN'S
MANHATTAN,
OPERA HOUSE
where +2,000 spectators saw in motographic drama the
hitherto untold story of the -world's biggest conspiracy,
about which the Nation is now talking. A truly remarkable film, whose value is multiplied by the appearance in
the production of Dr. Cook himself, the most talked about
and best advertised man in all the xcorld. A film which
both friends and enemies of the explorer will flock to see.
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Independent Release Dates
Fab.
"*•
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
April

AJaXBIOAJT
»— Strategy
(Dr.)
080
2T— The Sberlffe Sweetheart
(W. Dr.). ..800
J7— Tbe Silence Svstem (Com.)
300
2— College Chums
(Dr.)
976
»— Hypnotising
a Hypnotist
(Com.)
615
tt— Memories
il>r.)
375
8— The llli-h and Tlie Poor (Dr.)
1000
13— The Penalty
iDr.l
16— The Job and the C.lrl (Com.)
16— Do You Know
Thla Woman?
(Com.)
»— Tbe Field of Honor
(Com.)
986
23— The Harem
Skirt (Com.)
ATLAB.
25— Irian Hearta (Dr.)
1— Hla Great SacrlOce (Dr.)
8— Kelly. D. S. A. (Dr.)
15— Coala of Fire
CHAMPION.

(Dr.)

April

Feb. 27 — Ren-are of the Bomb (Com.)
870
Mar.
«— Klnf Phillip The Fair and the TernPl»ra (Dr.)
975
Mar. 13— An Unforeseen
Introduction
(Com.).. 470
Mar. 13— A Day of Storms
(Com.)
430
Mar. 20— Cain
(Dr.)
'
7^
Mar. 27-Hurrah!
20— The Rock Hurrah:
Climbers
(Scenic)
Mar.
Let
Us ...'.'.'.'.'.
Marry! !l95
(Com.)
975
GREAT

NORTHERN.

Mar.
4— The
Rival
SerTants
(Dr.)
March 11— The Son of the Executioner
(Dr.)..
Mar. 18— Between
Love and Duty
(Dr.)
Mar. 18— Life and People South of the Equator
(Scenic)
Mar. 25— The
Fakir's
Mar. 25— Troubles
of

New
Servant
(Com.)...
a Trip
(Com.)
IMP.

Feb. 27— A Manly
Man
(Dr.)
Mar.
2— Army
Manoeuvres
In Cuba
Mar.
2 — The Dynamiters (Com.)
Mar.
6 — Trscked
(Dr.)

(Edc.)

100O
500
600
1000

Mar.
In tbe
the Bottle
(Dt.)'.'.'.'.'.IOOO
March 9—
13—The
The Message
Secret of
Palm
(Dr.)
1000
March 16— The Fisher Maid (Dr.)
1000
Mar.
20— In
Old
Madrid
(Dr.)
lOOO
Mar. 23— The
Penniless
Prince
(Dr.)
1000
Mar. 27— Sweet
Memories
(Dr.)
1000
Mar. 30— So Shall
Ye
Reap
(Dr.)
1000
LUX.
Feb. 24— Matilda Chased
(Com.)
Mar.
8— Jacks
Lucky
Horseshoe
(Dr.)
Mar.
8— On
Their
Honeymoon
(Com.)
March 10— Bill In Love Again (Com.)
March 10— Jones's
Remedy
(Com.)
Mar.
17— Dogs
Not
Admitted
(Com.)
Mar. 17— Bill
Has
Kleptomania
(Com.)
Mar. 24— Cowboy
Friendship
(Dr.)
Mar. 24 — Kdlth
Has
Some
Sport
(Com.)
NEW
YORK
MOTION
PICTURE
CO.
(Bison.)
Feb.
Mar.
March
March
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

864
6*0
440
4S2
524
534
880
636
322

28— A Warrler's
Faith
3 — Owanee's
Great
Love
7— Dick
Farrell's
Prize
10 — Her
Prisoner
(Dr.)
14— Starlight
the Squaw
(Dr.)
17— Sacrifice
of Silver Cloud
(Dr.)
21— Was
ne
Justified?
(Dr.)
24— The
Cowboy's
Waif
(Dr.)
IN
An
Indian
Nemesis
(Dr.)
31— The
Red
Avenger
(Dr.)
IT ALA.
(By N. T. M. P. Co.)

143

28—
4—
7—
7—
11—
14 —
18—
21—
21—
25—
28—

NORTH

WEEK'S

FILMS.
FROORAMME

OF

INDEPENDENT

Monday,
March
80.
Aiuertrmh—irb*
Field
of Honor
(Com.)
Eclair— Cain
(Dr.)
Eclair— The
Rock
Climbere
(Scenic)
Imp— In
Old
Madrid
(Dr.)
Yankee— The
Open
Gate
(Dr.)

!Vm
Powers — Just

Tuesday,
March
21.
He
Justified ? (Dr.)
Klda
(Com.)

Powers — A Trip
About
Chrlstlanla
Thanhoiiser — Divorce
(Dr.)
Thanbouser — Waiting

At

(Scenic)....

tbe Church

(Com.)

Wednesday,
March
22.
Ambrosio— Tweedledum's April Fool Joke
(Com.)
Champion— The
I>nv
(D
960
Nestor— Could
Y..11
Blame
llmr
(Com.)
Reliance — When
Red
Turned
Gray
(Dr.)
Solax— Cupid's
Victory
(Com.)

960
950

Thursday,

March

23.

American— The
Harem
Skirt
a'oiu.
Imp— The
Penniless
I
liala— Waiting
for
the
Midnight
Express
Rex— Five
Hours
(Dr.)
Friday,

March

24.

..1000

..

Lux— Cowboy
Friendship
(Dr.)
I.ux— Edith
Ha* Some
Sport (Coiu.i
Solax— Out "i tbe Depth! (Dr.)
Tliaiihouser— The Tramp
(Dr.)
Yankee— Love'- Ebb and Flood (Dr.)

1 — Cupid's

Mar.
2— By
the Light of the Moon
March 9— The Fall of a Knight
(Dr.)
Mar. 16 — Where
the
Shamrock
Grows
Mar. 23 — Five
Hours
(Dr.)
SOLAX
COMPANY.

MB
790
196
lOOO

In

The Call of the Heart
(Dr.)
Home
Sweet
Home
(Dr.)
When
Masons
Meet
Tbe
Bandit's
Surprise
A Gamble
With
Love
Come
Back
To Erin
(Dr.)
His
Mind's
Tragedy
(Dr.)
Just
Kids
(Com.)
A Trip
About
Christiana
Ogallalah
(Dr.)
Tinl'antiilcmn
Skirt
(Com.)
Dr.)

686
82S

Saturday,
March
25.
Great
Northern— The
Fakir's
New
Servant
(Com.)
Great Northern — Troubles of a Trip iCom.)
Itala— Toto Wants To Get Thinner (Com.)
Itala— Queen of the Sea (Dr.)
Powers— Ogallalah (Dr.)
Reliance— If It Ever Were Thus (Dr. 1

900

500
800

To Exchanges
Have your films redeveloped and renov^
by the Hockstetter
Process.
Endorsed
and
recommended by leading Exchanges.
Also soften non-inflammable film and prolong the life of the reel. We are now prepared
to install plants in your premises. Write for
prices. Work done at our plant at 60c per reeL

958
(Dr.).. 950

March 10— Put
Out
March 10 — Caribou
Hunting
Mar.
15— A Midnight
Visitor
(Com.)
Mar. 17— The
Hindu
Prince
(Dr.)
Mar. 22— Cupid's
Victory
(Com.)
Mar. 24— Out
of the
Depths
(Dr.)

ORTHO

FILM CO.

2726 W. Division St.

Chicago, III.

THANHOUSEB.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

28— The
Little
Mother
(Dr.)
3 — Stage
struck
(Dn)
7— The
Mummy
(Dr.)
10— The
Spirit
Hand
(Dr.)
14— His
Younger
Brother
(Dr.)
17— Robert
Emmet
(Dr.)
21— Divorce
(Dr.)
21— Waiting
at tbe Church
(Com.)
24 — The
Tramp
(Dr.)
28— The
Impostor
(Dr.)
31— Silas
Warner
(Dr.)
YANKEE.
Feb. 24 — The Woman
Who Dared
(Dr.)
Feb. 27— All for Gold
(Dr.)
Mar.
8 — The Abduction of Parson Jones
Mar.
6 — Angel of the Bowery
(Dr.)
Mar. \0— The
SenOrita's
Sacrifice
(Dr.)
March 13 — The Test of Love
(Dr.)
March 17— His Double Treasure
(Dr.)
Mar.
20— The
Open
Gate
(Dr.)
Mar. 24 — Love's
Ebb
and
Flood
(Dr.)
Mar.
27 — Tom
and
Jerry
(Dr.)
Mar.

31— Her

Mother's

READY

FOR

TWO OOLLARS, Each, $2.00

Prompt service.

EIGHTH

Fiancee

1000
1000
1000
1000

1000
1000

(Com.)

.

To the Trade
We are now prepared to
• foi
manufacture
films for educational and advertising
purposes. We go anywhere
on request. Printing and
developing our specialty.
icul:us
Demonstrations free of charge

(Dr.)

DELIVERY

MOVINC PICTURE WORLD
Bound
Volume
No
JULY TO DECEMBER,
1910

FILM EXCHANGE

Posters free.

THI8

Monkey
Wrench
(Com.)
RELIANCE.
Mar.
4— From
the Valley
of Shadow
March
8— A Trick
of Fortune
March 11 — Ever
the
Accuser
Mar. 15— Come
Unto
Me
(Dr.)
Mar.
18— At
Swords'
Points
(Dr.)
Mar. 22— When
Red Turned
Gray
(Dr.)
Mar.
25— If It Ever
Were
Thus
(Dr.)
Mar. 29— Pallid
Hues
In Clouded
Skies
April 1— Till
Death
Do
Part
April 5— Rickshaw
the
Detective
April 5 — Summer
Skies
REVXEK.
Jan.
4 — For
Better
Or
Worse
(Dr.)
Jan. 11— The
Gooaecreek
Claim
(Dr.)
Jan. 18— For
the
Child's
Sake
(Dr.)
Jan. 18— Yon
Try
It (Com.)
REX.

Feb. 25 — Havana
Cigar
Mar.
2— Nlnl's
Doll
Mar.
4— Cato
and
the Flag
Mar.
4— Foolshead
More
than
Usual
March
9— Nobility
(Dr.)
March 11— Foolshead Shooting (Com.)
Mar.
16- ^A Dog
and
Two
Mistresses
986
Mar. 18— Foolshead
in Soiree
(Com.)
Mar. 18— Toto
On
the
State
(Com.)
Mar. 23— Waltinc
for the Ml.lnltlit
F. x press. .. .
Mar. 25 — Toto Wants
To Get Thinner
(Com.)..

EAGLE

WORLD
Ooekflght. .

Mar. 22— Tweedledum'a
April
Fool joke
(Com.)
Mar. 29 — A Glimpse
of Neapolitan
Camorra...
NESTOR.
Feb. 15— Tbe
Light
Beyond
(Dr.)
1000
Feb.
22.— Hla
Father's
House
(Dr.)
998
Mar.
1 — The
Professor's
Romance
(Com-Dr.) . .990
Mar.
8— In the Commissioned
Ranks
(Dr.)
March 15— Was
It Worth
WblleT
(Dr.)
Mar.
22— Could
You
Blame
Him?
(Com,
POWERS.

(Dr.)...

960
960
960
950

PICTURE

(By N. Y. M. P. Co.)
Feb. 22 — Redeeming
Angel
Mar.
1 — Tweedledum.
Aviator
Mar.
1— War
of the
Coaaacks
Marcb 8— Prisoner of Caucasus
(Dr.)
Mar.
16— A Coward
(Dr.)
Mar. 15 — Adventures
of
a
Countryman

Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

1— A Weatern Girl's Choice (Dr.)
8— The Vindication of John (Dr.)
15— The Girl and the Oath (Dr.)
22— The
Pay Roll (Dr.)
29— The Bachelor's Old Maid
5— The Price He Paid (Dr.)
COLUMBIA.

Dee. 24— The Cattlemen's Fend
Dee. «— Trapped
(Dr.)
Jan. 7— <Jueen of the Prairies
ECLAIR.

MOVING

Mar. 25— gueen
of the Sea
(Dr.)
April 1— Foolshead
Goes
To
Bee
a
AMBSOSIO.

7

Express charges collect

Educational Mo v. Picture
Mfg. and Adv. Co.
F. W. Hochstetter
tVMW.DMatonSt.
CHICAGO,
ILL.

8. Boblnson, Prop.
408 S nithfleld St.
PITTSBCBGH,
PA.

*EBU™Day and night ■ rvice

STREET,

Write, wire or phone

PHILADELPHIA,

PA

THE

G- W. Bradenburgh

MOVING

PICTURE

MOVING PICTURFMACHINFS

Phone

Market

,
Holiday

... Slide.

CHAS. M.STEBBINS

1028 Main St.
" KANSAS CITT, MO.
re Line of Edison Goods
Established 1899

Cinematograph Films
233 NORTH EIGHTH STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

WORLD

THE

lf^fllEC

BRIGHT
AND
ATTRACTI
VE
BY USING

MflTlNJE
To Day

RLEINE

334-

YOUR
lobby

MAKE

SHOWPAYNE'S
CARDS

Bargain List AI Condition
ii. nui«iii.s, «3.
Millionaire Milkman.
Than, $35A Girl of the Plains.
Bison, $35.
A Miner's Doll. Yankee, $35.
Love and Law. Than, $3?.
Sheriff and the Detective. Champion, $35The Pilgrim.
Nestor, $35False Accusation. American, $35.
Rip Van Winkle. Than, $35The Poacher. G. N., $35Crippled Teddy Bear. Imp, $35Her Fatal Mistake.
American, $33.
Looking Forward.
Than, $35.
Cattle Baron's Daughter. Bison, $35Desperate Remedy.
Nestor, $35.
Little Nell's Tobacco. Imp, $35.
Vera, the Gyiisy Girl. American, $35.
Jack Johnson in Training. Special make, $35.

The following; Reels at the Rate
of $30 per Reel:
AThe Child's
Imp.
Woman Judgment.
Hater.
Powers.
So Runs the Way. Relia
A Fight f. 1
iohn Halifax.
Than,
tegeneration.
American.
Value Beyond Price. Than.
Western Justice.
A- Brave Western Girl. Bison.

The following Reels at the Rate
of $20 per Reel:
The Carmelite.
Eclair.
A lerncss.
Ambrofio.
Ilolidsy— Foolshead a* Hero.
Italia.
Man in the Iron Mask. Cinea.
ill of the Eagle — Theatre of Phe

CALCIUM

Carbon Holdor
APPROVED MARCH
1st. ton
By the Department of Water Supply,
Gaa and Electricity of New York City
Manufactured by

Complete stock of repair parts
for machines and supplies.

C. B. KLE1NE
19 Ea»t 21st Street

New

York

Erker
Bros. Optical Co.
604 <»li w St., St. Louis, Mo.

CANADA

IheJ.CCoghlan
Company

Yoor picture machine should
run smoothly and give fine re»ults on the screen. Your audience will appreciate it and come
back with friends.
We can help you if you are in
any difficulty. If your machine
is out of order, we have expert
men to repair it. Can replace missing: or broken parts.
Can advise you how to correct
faults. New machines, all supplies, Announcement Slides,
Song Slide exchange, largest
stock in Canada, oxy-hydrogen
gas, oxone.
CHA».

GAS

Compressed in drum-- read] for
operation for Moving Picture
Shows u here electricity cannot
be bad. Absolutely pure gas.
Prompt shipments, freight or
hbitk roa 01 a nan
express.

Second-hand Indipeiujint Flint, all Baits
90 (in (Id
The tartest deilers to new and second-hand
\ssocutioD
and Independent
Films la ibt

SECOND-HAND FILM
$5.00 per reel upwards
CAMLRAPHONE
FILM
new, with two seta records
All |OOSll

POTTER

Complete Hals teat tree upon request

85 Yonge Street, Toronto, Canada

Game
Rural

: Less of Guesa.
... of Holland.
f..r Two,
Imp.
R.imro.
Imp.

Italia.
Than.

FILM HIRING DEPARTMENT

THE

Titles made at the rate of nine cents per
oot
Any films not listed please make in
inlriea for, ai the above is only a small part of
iur stock. All films inspected by us before reworn out films offered.
I
• i . O. I), with privilege of exam.•|jresi charges.
Agents
.. India and

MODEL

B

Portable Calcium Gas Outfit
is

the

Morioi

Three Shipments Weekly.

ENTERPRISE

Only

only

Substitute

for

llc.tn.it>

Pletttn 01 Btsmoptlcoa

Satisfactory

\ kmt

|

Is patented.
"OXONE"
in SQUARE
CAMS
,. ,„...t
the predtJCUOl
»1 Oaygen
G*s.
bad

tctjsj|

sad b the

Portable

Outfit

>«t,.i.. t..r,
for nattuulai.

Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co. a* ^nm^£ilS!S!^SrSaun%

THE

TAYLORS

MOVING

PICTURE

THEATRICAL

THEATRICAL TALENT
IN ALL LINES
FURNISHED
ON SHORT
NOTICE
To

Performers

WORLD

:

We want acts of every description.

FREDERICK

49 West 28tH St..

AGENCY

SINGERS, PIANO PLAYERS
DRUMMERS, LECTURERS.
CASHIERS, DOORMEN,
MANAGERS AND
OPERATORS
Send in your open time.

Write or phone.

C.TAYLOR, PROPRIETOR
TELEPHONIC

1*05 MADISON

BQUABI

BIO CARBONS

Advertised by the man

New York City.

who uses them

=WURUJZER=

55TH YEAB

BANNERS
BRING BUSINESS
AND

WE CAN PROVE

IT

CUT OUT THIS AD AND MAIL IT WITH A DOI,
LARANY TIME BEFORE APRIL 1st, ANDWELL
S1ND. POSTPAID, ONE OF OUR 3 x 12 FT.
BANNERS FOR ANY SUBJECT, LICENSED OR
INDEPENDENT.
GIVE MAKER'S NAME, RELEASE DATE, TIME YOU WANT
IT — WE'LL
DO THE REST.

This offer good till April 1st only.
<J Remember that our banners are not cheap printed affairs but
durable, attractive, hand-made signs, with air-brush (raised effect)
work such as you would pay $2.00 to $3.00 for elsewher . Can
be mailed or packed with the film and have eyelets in the corners
to facilitate hanging.
SINGLE BANNERS. $1.15, POSTPAID (IN U. S.). formerly $1.35
ON STANDING ORDER C; me PREPAID EAST -• cfl WEST OF
OF 6 PER WEEK
*3. /3 OK MISS. RIVER *0.3U MISS. RIV.
(Formerly $6 00 plus charges)
90c. extra for each banner in excess of 6. Terms: Cash with orde

in the front of the Gaither Theater. Cincinnati
The Leading Picture 1 heaters are Installing

Wurlitzer Automatic Musical Instruments
They furnish better music than musicians and cut out that
great expense.
50 different styles.
Call at nearest
branch or write for big 84-page catalog

THE RUDOLPH

WURLITZFR
COMPANY
NEW
YORK
PHILADELPHIA

B. B. SIGN CO., Cleveland, Ohio
THE

M D

ONE

BEST

25 & 27 W. 32nd

183 5

B U F F A L ()

COLL MBUS.

Chestnut
O.

SOUVENIR
5c.
EACH

MANUFACTURERS

40 Dearborn Street. Chicago

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Corcoran Moving
Picture
Tanks
Develop your films to perfection. Save
Time and Reduce Your Expenses byusing a "Corcoran Film Development
Tank." All up-to-date houses are now installing the "Corcoran System."
*L>D

tUK

PBKt I.I>T No.

A. J. CORCORAN,
No. 15 John Street

Genre Motion Slides
See tne "Technical World

WHY

or

THE
249 Centre

Floor,

Portland

FOR

A. DEWES

COMPANY

Street,

Nl W

YORK

F.O.B. PHILA.. PA.

Superior in quality to any
disinfectant on the market
A^k y.ur UClM^t to .1 cife-JM »r write H Jiiect.

Block

ATLAS

SUPPLY

MiiuyunK.

lor Catalogues

OPERA
CHAIRS
MACHINES
CURTAINS
SUPPLIES
UNIFORMS
DECORATIONS
ILLINOIS M. P. SUPPLY
162 Washington

EUROPE

rVro^oiuits Odorless or Perfumed
1 gallon cans $1.50 per gallon
5 M
"
1.40 "
10
*
u
1.30 "

St.. Chicago, 111.

Write

N. Y. City

Atlas Disinfectant

COMPETITOR

continue in the old way. ( ietting
illustrated song slides from his Firm
Exchange. YOU gel yours from us,
and see who has the grouch.
Write for our immense 191 i catalogue, and further particulars.
Yours lor an exclush «■ sen Ice,
CHICAGO
SONG
SLIDE
EXCHANGE
Sixth

Inc.
-

When we can make them for you ?
High-class repairing and alterations
on Foreign Machines.

Genre Transparency
Company:
507 N. Clark Street,
:: CHICAGO, ILL.

107 Dearborn

TO

-

FILM
PERFORATING
DIES

" Popular Mechanics Magazines
tor April and read about the
Genre
Motion
Slide.

hE YOUR

SEND

-

and

CO.

I'hilndclphia,

Pa.

Prlc

For
Motion
Picture
Theatres
CO.

CHICAGO,

Street. Suite 309-310

ILL.

C78

THE

AROMA

MOVING

PICTURE

FOAM
i'owtr-

fill Per:
Haw
TOT

tried

ir lault if vol

it ?

•

OUR

Mr.

for our trial offer.
SANITARY

WORLD

Do it NOW
SERVICE CORPORATION

M Wall Street

\<» 1 ..rk ut>

Evcrythinu in (he Disinfectant and
Sanitary Supply Line

Musical Electrical Bells

LIGHT
EFFECTS

(which are played from a Key-board,
the bells being mounted in various
parts of the house) have been a great
success all over the country and no

UNIVERSAL
ELECTRIC
STAGE
LIGHTING
CO.

Picture-house is complete without a
set of them, We can supply 25 Bells,
2 octaves chromatic, C to C, correctly tuned to your Piano, complete
with Resonators, Keyboard, Magnets,

FILMS
FOR
RENT
New Films High Class Service

and boards, complete ready to install
for $75.00.

The above is a special offer and holds
good for a limited tim; only, so ORDER
NOW and be the first} in yonr locality.

J. C. DEAGAN
3800 to 3810 North Clark Street

The Pioneer House, With 8 Years'
Experience and $250,000.00
Back Ol It

CHICAGO, U. S. A.

Write To-day for Term*

EUGENE

CLINE

57 and 59 Dearborn St., Chicago

THEThe

"STANDARD"

Machine That Gives Results
FULLY GUARANTEED

The framing device is simple and positive, and on adjustment will remain in position indefinitely without shifting.
The takeup has a capacity of 2000 feet of film, and is driven
by chain instead of the belt used on other machines.

AMERICAN
101 BEEKMAN

STREET

MOVING

PICTURE

MACHINE

COMPANY
NEW

YORK

CITY

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Drummers

S3JSKS

direct from factory to you for $10.00

Sheboygan,

Shell -3x1 4 -Solid Maple
Shell -3x15- Rosewood or
Walnut
10 Rods, Kangaroo
Heads Send U.S. Money
or Express order. If you
wish C.O.D. send sufficient to guaranteeExpress charges.

Wis., 12-15-10.

Mr. J. C. Deagan, Chicago, 111.

E. P. ZEIDLER

Dear Sir: — The Electric Saucer Bells arrived all
O. K. last Friday. We had them installed in our theatre and started them on Sunday following, and it is our
pleasure to inform you that they have given the utmost
satisfaction. Our audience wa« wild witli enthusiasm.
Each selection rendered by the orchestra, in which they
used the Bells, was greeted with a round of applause.
The installing of the Bells increased our patronage at
once. People hearing of them wanted to come and
hear them, and all expressed their great delight with
tin-, latest novelty. They are classy, and add quality
to any theatre. In consideration of our appreciation,
we most heartily give you our unsolicited testimonial
as to their merits, and hope it may induce other theatres
to install them, which will surely result in a pleased
customer and a paying addition to any up-to-date
theatre.
Yours very truly,

DRUM

CO.

Dept.

Sound

F.

CLEVELAND.

OHIO

Effects

■ v 1
eaters it
ssential
h
ma
Machine Th d Weeffects
at 1
We a
M kind
imitations that will
manufacture
no
MR c ns and
production ol the origina Xylophon
Chimes. Tyrnpam.
Bells.

.

Id Picture
that can be de

LEEDY MANUFACTURING COMPANY
D-u

1055 E. Palmer St.,

11 FW
BIG
Bin

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

PIFI I. Why don't you think up plou
V,
for Morion P.cturepl.ys
MONEY
to $30. ? week
UAUFV eMy.p.y.up

EASY WORK l:j^

JACOBI & FLETCHER,
(Proprietors) Idle Hour Theatre.

See Our Ad.
On Opposite Page
J.

C.

D E AG

3808 North

A N

Clark

CHICAGO,

Street

U. S. A.

feiil^rjfc
Pleasant Prairie Powder Disaster
15

Slides

with Reading

PRICE,

S5.00

Chautauqua Film Exchange
356 Dearborn Street

-

CHICAGO, ILL.

*1 M

<

I

■

thtih««ul

THE

I l-.rl.

vour attm.1 |

«

NEWMAN

MFG. CO.

717 7l9Src«n>or«M..

( itu In.i.tl, 0.

68o

THE

MOVING

FOLDING
CHAIRS

PICTURE

WORLD

OPERA M CHAIRS

For Moving Picture
Shows.Grand Stands,
Assembly Halls, etc.
In sections if wanted.

FOR

EVERY

ESTABLISHED

PURPOSE

WRITE

l.OOO STYLES

FOR

1865

CAT.

No.

31

Write for Catalog No. 2

The A. H. Andrews Co.

The Kauffman
Manufacturing Co,
ASHLAND, OHIO

CHEAP

174- 176 Wabash Ave.. Chicago, 111.

The Automatic Theatre Chair
It is a friend to the public.
It advertises your theatre and
makes your business grow.
It folds automatically and can
be
revolving, stationary or self
righting.
It is the only sanitary chair.
It U a space-saver, life-saver
and money-saver.
Chair.
It is the world's greatest theatre

STEEL
FRAME
THEATRE CHAIRS

ABSOLUTELY
-BREAKABLE

If you investigate.
have not seen our latest
models,
Write today for circular A.

THE HARDESTY
Canal Dover,
FILMS

FOR

SALE.

MFC. CO
Ohio, U. S. A.

50 Reels of Films

$8 to $16 per Reel
Secondhand one pin Edison machine. $100.00
Mayer Silverman, 105 4th Avc.Plttsburg.Pa.

Good

Pictures

Opera and Assembly Chairs

M II

Most popular priced chairs on the market lor
picture show use.
Prompt Shipments.
Write for CltllOgul

PEABODY SCHOOL FURNITURE CO.

North
Manchester
New York Agents. ROBERT

ONE THOUSAND

Good Carbons

Moving Picture Men

The genuine article bears our
Trade Mark, "Arco-B."

Indiana
J. EHLERS
CO.
» York. N.Y.

WE WANT

Are largely dependent upon

Uso "Arco-B"
Biograph Carbons

l all leading c

Branches

to operate PREMIUM pin
machines
and get rich, or
if already so, to get more
wealth.
Why not you?

■w

PREMIUM
pin institution
machines c
have
become an
in every candy store. By placing a machine in your
retailer's out
storecompetition.
you will monopolize
his trade and
squeeze

*»,

Mr. Flint of Mo. writes : "Kindly accept thanks for introducing me to a gold mine."
will lifter
support
you. Fifty machines operated
will Ten
provemachines
a mortgage
to you.
We make them out of Oak or Metal.
Percentage of winners arranged so that from every twenty
dollars deposited in the machine twelve dollars will be your
profit.
If so advised
will make it still more.
Write

L. E. FRORUP
Sole Importers
232-234 Greenwich St.

to-day for exclusive
territory to

& CO.
New York

PREMIUM
56-58 WALNUT

VENDING
ST.

COMPANY
PITTSBURG,

PA.

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Sr

The Best
Uniforms

NEW

SLIDES

For the lollowlig Songs-JCST OUT
Emmalina Lee
Who Are You With To-night?
Ill Meet You When the Sun Goes Down
Look Out lor Jimmy Valentine
I'd Love to be Loved by a Curl Like You
Take Me Bad^BabyOand.
Going Back to My Old Girl
My I What a Funny Little World This Is!
In W.n.er.
When the tree, are dressed ■ crimson
and in gold.
King Chanticleer.
Killarney.
my Home
o'er the Sea.
Dancing
Starlight
Broncho Nell.
For Killarney and You.
My Country Ha. Fir* Call.
Mandy Lou.
DolorThe Beat Place ol All.

De WITT C. WHEELER
120 W. 31at St.

New

York City

If you are In the Market for

^CINCINNATI

HAVE

OHIO ^

GOOD

MUSIC

Singers. Pianists, Trap Drummers and Orchestras. Guaranteed Artists Always on the Wire.
AMERICAN THEATRIC L SINOERS AQCY.
59 Dearborn St..
CHICAOO. ILL.
Milliard Campbell, Mgr.

Xylophone.. Orchestra Bell.. Chim
Send (or free illustrated catalogue.
J. C. DEAGAN
3800-3810 N. Clark St.. Chicago. III.

Moving

Picture

Pianists

SECOND
HAND
FILMS
Write tO the largest and mo>t reliable Dealers and Importers of
these goods in : I

TIIK MOKTIMKB

FILM

CLEAN EB

International Film Traders

14 discount on both numbers.
CLARENCE
1S)1 Sedfwlck St

E. SINN
CHICAOO

I

MISFIT
UNIFORMS
M Frr Cent. Lea* (ban
1

M 1M r U

1

Blur

11 BBBV

(oil. Pails

( t»*l

and

Cap lor $6.00

128 W. J6th Street

new ton

keyb..»rd •• • nil io.t.»m.Dl. ■ •• .. ■
to ...,(. I. .m, tlvt Htlls. two ...
Includes MNUMi n,.,»"« sad M|

J. C. DEAGAN
380O.3810 N. CUrfc St.

till'

1

I

The 6eo. B. Donarii Co.
1
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BIO CARBONS
Advertised by the man who uses them
THE

RECINA

When

CO.

Broadway and 17th St.,

New York

215 W \bash Ave., Chicago
MaMfhetann i r Bcgbia Music Koies. Automatic
Mnsi,.,l l.i.trm. fills.
KfKlna Pneumatic Clemen.

Annus! Sub. Moving Picture World: SJP,%i

SAVE MONEY
and use our

Program Board
with

Interchangeable
celain Letters

Por-

Make your own Program
You cannot afford to be without

[LJLilldlli

Moving Picture
vnu we can d<> just
CARBON
JAWS
knuckles complete,
Is your name on

THE CAMBRID6E TILE MFG. CO.
COVINGTON,

KY.

t mi your Supplies
- we mean mst wliat we
say. not HOT AIR for
.C.ivo us a trial .md let us convince
what we sav : send us your inquiriea.
for Power's
Arc Lamp
No. 5, witli
90c; without knuckles, 50c.
our mailing list ?

THE ROYAL M. P. SUPPLY CO.

No. 1346 Moore St., Philadelphia, Pi,

Motion Picture Theatre
Handbook
For
Managers and Operators
PRICE $1.50

Announcements quickly changed.
Prices and full particulars on
application.
Agents Wanted.

Kxliihii

POSTAGE

Moving
125

East

23rd

PREPAID

Picture
Street

World
YORK

NEW

"Mirror Screens" Glass Curtains "TransparentAre Screens"
you required
Daylight

Pictures

to throw your picture from the rear?

Perspective and
Clearness.

Our new
TRANSPARENT SCREEN
has the world beat.

Rests the Eyes
New Process of
Man uf actu ring
makes them more
perfect and more
wonderful than
ever.
We can tell you
how to pay for one
in two weeks by increased receipts.

Nothing like
on the market.
Be

the

it

first in

your city.

CURTAIN

OR WHITE WALL
GLASS CURTAIN
cAddress all communica.tions to

Like theit "Mirror
Screen"
is a Joy
and Money Getter

MOTION PICTURE SCREEN
SHELBYVILLE,

INDIANA

CO.
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WHITEST
LIGHT

SOLE

IMPORTER

11

BR
BROADWAY.

'

STEADIEST
LIGHT

MEW
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EDISON
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KINETOSCOPES
NONE
GENUINE
WITHOUT
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Save Tickets
AND

Eliminate Choppers
at the entrance
to every
Theatre and Amusement Place
GET THE

Holds the
Record for
Durability
Beware of
Imitations
Supplies and parts in stock for ' Edison
wmmK^
/all other machines fV
Get'fmy

and

COUNT

WITH

JONES DUPLEX
CHECK GATE
and you GET all the money

prices before purchasing elsewhere

Expert Repair Department
under the management of Otto Brautigam
ALL REPAIRS GUARANTEED

Opaque Projectors ¥$2Z£L
Asbestos Booths

Approved by{National Board
of Fire Underwriters

Aatomatic Projectors SLTSK
IllilTOf

jCfCCO

Picture Demonstrated

YOU ARE INVITED
to visit my demonstrating room andj inspect
all home
and professional
apparatus
in
actual use.

Harry A. Maclrie
853 Broadway
PHONE

New York

2478 STUYVESANT

Ask us ti send ytu furthir details

JONES CHANGE REGISTER CO.
INCORPORATED

18 BROADWAY

NEW YORK CITY

Vol.

8,

No.

13

April

1, 1911

Price,

10 Cents

M0VIN6 PiptEWORLD
THE OI^GAN OF THE PHOWPLffiT iMD igl.JBD INTERESTS

WARNING
To All Moving Picture Exhibitors and
Dealers in Moving Picture Machines
Please take notice that various parties are marketing goods in imitation of
products of this company, and in infringement of its patents.
selling such apparatus, and exhibitors using it, are equally liable
with the users for damages for infringement, and we therefore warn all
dealers and exhibitors against selling or using moving picture apparatu
ilar to ours and not of our manufacture.
'1Maga
li is warning
particularly
ines, andapplies
Take-up
Devices. to Movmg Picture Machine Hauls. Film
We are the owners of U. S. Letters Patent 809,981, 8181O47, 8a6,i u. g
will he instituted a:

and will be vig

NICHOLAS
115-117 NASSAU

ted to the full extent of the law.

POWER
STREET

-

COMPANY,
-

NEW

"For thirtcc, vruM the leading mentrfottunm <>/ AC»4hf Plctan

YORK
I

CITY
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Thanhouser
WO-A-

WEEK

Released Tuesday, Apr. 4
A

Drama

of the

Heart

The Charity
of the Poor
is a story with a striking theme and moral, for
it tells of the reformation of a rich old codger
with a heart so steely you'll vow at the o

Cord Word, Char.

Released Friday, Apr. 7
Weighed and Found Not Wanting

Vindicated
is the story of an odd assertion of honesty— odd because totally unexpected,
considering the time, the conditions, and
the man. It is one of the better-class
subjects that give genuine entertainment
and still point a moral that is worth
something. It helps you by adding tone
to your place. It helps us by making
you glad
week.there are two Thanhousers
No. ioo.

Code Word, Vindi.

The Thanhouser Lobby- Decorator
with two

new decorations for
is now a regular
The Thanhouser News £^S

your lobby
feature of

every week,

Guide." sent FREE OF CHARGE
jth the Moving Picture business.
Publisher, Thanhouser News. New Rochelle, N. Y.

Thanhouser /$§3T Company
NEW

ROCHELLE

*0&£^1

NEW

YORK

to all who can
Drop a card to
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ADVERSITY
That's the true test of friends, it is said. In
business, however, it is a test of the belief in
ultimate success.
The loyal ones are now being repaid for their
steadfastness through the gruelling storm which
the Sales Company has so successfully weathered. Every day the Sales Company is demonstrating its enormous power for benefiting its
customers.

Company EVEBY MONDAT
AMERICAN— Americas
Film 1
~ ' i Company
ECLAia— Eclair Film Company
Independent Morinc Picture* Company
YANKEE— Yankee Film
EVEHY TUESDAY
BISON— New
MotionCompany
Picture Company
PuWfcRS
— The York
Powers
THANHOUSEH— Thashouaer Compasy
EVEHY
WEDNESDAY
AMBROSIO— New York Motion Picture Co.
ATLAS— Atlas Film Compasy film Compasy
CHAMPION— The Champi
NESTOR— Darid
Horaley
RELIANCE— Carlton Laboratories
60LAX — Solax Company.

It is to-day the most solid institution in the
industry, standing for and soliciting trade on a
pure business basis of "value received" quality.
Compare this with patent bullyrag, clique
strategy, intrigue and organized deceit there's
a difference.
It is represented in this

IMP— Independent
Moris*Pictures
Co.
ITALA— New York Motion Picture Company
REX— Rex Morisf Picture Mf». Compasy

Unexcelled Program

Motion Picture Distributing & Sales Company
111 E. 14th St., New York City

Champi

fatter*

lean

BISON— __
LUX— R. Prieu_
60LAX— Solaz Compasy
EVERY BATURDAY
GREAT NORTHERN— Great Northers Film Co.
ITALA— New York Motion Picture Compasy
POWERS — Ths Power* Compasy
RELIANCE— Carltos Laboratories

receipts

Enter on Your Wednesday

Program

thi> Champ true to life Western

"THE
HE Wednesday
PAID"
WednesdayPRICE
April 5th, 1911
Mow

life's e\olution dispenses full \aluc

lot it-, ropcaivc

TWO

CHAMPS

EVERY

7

DAYS

"With 'Stonewall' Jackson"

i V

The Last Heroic Stand at Winchester vs. Sheridan

Monday

April

17th,

1911

Monday

^

M.iki tin necessary arrangement
For positively getting the
reel nam and then tai I idvi i ti ing it foi yotu theatre
I >m beautiful lynop is dtspla) will help you do thii
Bel
in than " Mi« Old Man and fin "

Champion
MARK

nuiii-.

Wednesday Western «* Monday military

M. DINTENFASS,

Cen'l Mgr.

4>

m

\

\ /^J

Film Co.
::

12 East 15th St., New York City
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nrars a good up
FREE of charge

^"gS^S^

You can take it or leave
It alone!

Get Two Imps Every Blessed Week
And if one exchange won't give you what you inu>t have to be
successful, another will. Our Cuban releases are taking like wildfire with the public and you are positively standing in your own light
if you do not heed our advice.
Take for instance

"THE

LOVER'S

SIGNAL"

Monday "Imp" Release off April 3,1911
APPROX.

LENGTH

980

FT.

A pretty love story with the Cuban individuality. Obstacles are
thrown in the way of true love and the stern parent is circumvented
by means of a whistle, which is the signal agreed upon by the lovers
to meet. The girl reads a newspaper account of the supposed death
of her sweetheart. She is stricken and loses her reason. The well
remembered whistle of her lover restores her sanity in a unique
manner. The exacting parent now gladly removes all objections
to the marriage. This is the sort of a story which has made "Imp"
films famous all over the world.

"MAZE

OF FATE"

Release of April 6th
The sensational plunge over the falls by the victim of the wrath
of plotting villians furnishes one of the most thrilling pictures ever
thrown on a screen. A young lawyer sets about it to prove the innocence of an old drunkard and succeeds in an original way. He
also wins the love of the daughter, who is doomed to disappointment by the death of the hero in a highly dramatic manner. A
story of the West, with a strong plot and heart interest. See "Maze
of Fate" and then tell us if it isn't one of the grandest pictures you
ever laid your eyes on. Advertise it at least one week in advance.

It Doesn't Make
Any Difference
how much
concerning
deep down
know that

of a crank you arc
your film
in your heart yen
I can satisfy you,

But how in the world am I going to do it unless you let me?
Isn't it about time that you call
my bluff? AV ,-<•;• have I been
in a better position to give you
what you want than now.
■cr have I bought as many
reels. c: cr has Independent
service been as uniformly good.
Js there anything on the licensed side one iota better than
Imp, Reliance, Thanhouser,
Rex. Xestor, Powers, Bison,
Great Northern, etc., etc.? Bet
your
thereonisn't!
Are that
you
reallylife
stuck
paying
$2.00see,per
you
Man.indefinitely?
that bye andCan't
bye
General
Flimco
will'
hatch
out
some
scheme
to get
hold
of your
theatre just as he managed to
.yet the licensed exchanges?
Will you do with your theatre
a- a certain e\chan-eman did
travel all the way to \c\v York
and beg the General "Please do
take to
my frighten
exchange?"
I don't
want
you — hut
why
should you take any chance at
all? Become Independent -he
your own boss, take the bull by
the horns and do it right now.
And to be absolutely on the safe
side, hook up with the Biggest
and Best Film Renter in the
world. That's me.
that letter soon.

Slip me

Carl Laemmle,
PRESIDENT
Independent Moving Pictures
of America

102 W. 101st St.
Carl

Laemmle,

Co_

New York
Pres.

The Laemmle Film Service
196-198 Lake St., Chicago
Sykes Block, Minneapolis, Minn.
J517 Farnam Street, Omaha, Nebraska
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SoW

WEEK

•

TWO

^^^*^^*^

EVERY

WEEK

BOOMING!!
OUR

WEDNESDAY
HAS

DOUBLED

COMEDY

OUR

ORDERS

The theaters want special features— something they can talk about and swear by. Already
hundreds of theaters are having special Solax comedy days and are now watching for our

COMING— For FRIDAY

Spectacular
Military Picture*
HORSES

- SOLDIERS - CAMPS - SAILORS
BATTLESHIPS - BATTLES

A wonderful collection of specially prepared pictures produced at tremendous expense rod which
you can feature every Fridaj
RELEASES
Wednesday,

March 29th

Friday/March 31 st

"A Package of Trouble" "The Mill of the Gods"
"She Was(oosfssnrj
Not Afraid"
tmma

Wednesday, April 5th

Friday, April

7th

"AMiM'a lirssp." "lose of the Circus"
oosns»i
s*amj

S^laxf Company
147 Fourth Avenue

-

-

M -:\\ VORK
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ROME

2,000,000
3,750,000
Lire

j Preferred Stock,
( Ordinary Stock,

CAPITAL

Fully

Paid-up

5,750,000

Studios and Factories, Rome

Lire
Lire

and Padova

Branches at the Following Cities
LONDON
1 8 Char ins Cross Road
PARIS
ii Rue St. Augustin
BERLIN
238 Fried Richstrasse
MOSCOW
3 Glenischewsky Pereul
BARCELONA
50 Paseo de Gracia
RIO DE JANEIRO
A. Sestini
BUENOS AY RES
A. Sestini
CARACAS
Levy & Co.
And the Following Agencies
Milan
St. Petersburg
Vienna
Keif/
Turin
Amsterdam
Oddessa
Genoa
Copenhagen
Stockholm
Vladivostpck
Naples
Marseilles
Buda Pesth
Bologna
Brussels
Frankfort
Venice
Lille
Dresden
Leipsic
Lisbon
Zurich
Tokio
Sydney
Johannesburg
Capetown
Lin
Havana

Branch for the United States of America
TEMPORARY

445 Broome

ADDRESS:

St., Broadway,

New York City
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ADAM was the first of us mortals to discover the truism, "AS YE SOW,
SO SHALL YE REAP," and ever since his early day down the long vista
of years to March, 191 1, men have reaped as they have sown.

"As YeReleased
Sow, March
So Shall
Ye Reap"
30th, 1911
is a photographed

sermon

on

the

fraility

of youth

and

the

penitence

of maturity.

It shows the planting of a wild seed and the inevitable harvest of regret and remorse.
In the first chapter — Sin!
In the second — Remorse!
And then — Retribution — All's well that end- well.
It's a great dramatic subject, full of heart interest — it's a n»t?€, and it's bound to
be good. '

Don't

REX MOTION

Miss

It

PICTURE MANUFACTURING

CO.

573 Eleventh Avenue, New YorK City
SALES

«■**

fr,d*y

THE

CO. CONGRATULATES

WORLD'S

INDEPENDENT

BEST—

YOU

BAR

EXHIBITORS:

AND

NONE

E«-»

Are you GettingLui

"-»»

Films?

A Minnesota Exhibitor writes: " Can you tell me \%heir 1 can
secure Lux Films ? 1 have written to mv Exchange l'>r them but
fail to get them. 1 have never run but a few and they were fine."
If you are having the fame trouble, drop a line to our New
l oik City MMfeM ilurct.

We

want you to get the

LUX
THE

CREED
DRAMA

World's

best every

week.

FILMS

Released,
March
OF CAIN

31st,
HE

1911
WANTED

A

HOOP

652 PEE!
COMEDY- 251 FEET
Trie first half of this reel is something altogether out d
the ordinary, a bit too tfftgk m fa. t ftnd tOO reali Ik.
Not one In your fttld

A Split Reel that will add Quality and Variety to the Be»t Programs
. KQH

GET LUX

R.
lO

East

NYNOPhKN

SI

v m>

The World's Best — Bar None

15tH

Street

III

I I

»S|

s

GET LUX

PRIEUR
"
• Motion

Hlrturt liltirl

New

YorK

City
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NORTHERN

FOR SATURDAY,

The

MARCH

25th

Fakir's

New
Servant
A trick film of novel and

Troubles
RELEASE

WORLD

FOR SATURDAY,

APRIL

of

amusing character

a Trip
A very laughable comedy film

1st

A Victim of His Double
Season's greatest detective
story.automobile.
A film of exceptional
merit. inSee
the exciting race between
train and
Book this picture
advance

ANOTHER

BIG DETECT! VE~FILM
ii

WATCH
FOR
SHAKESPEAREAN
<*>«£**

GREAT

will be RELEASED

NORTHERN

FILM

OUR
GREAT
MASTERPIECE ! !
CO., 7 East 14th St., New York

FILMS

ECLAIR
THE

Combining

orTAPRIL 8th

All FirsCCIass Independent Exchanges
Handle Our Product

FILMS

Perfect

OF

Photography

PICTORIAL

with

QUALITY

Popular

RELEASE

Plays

OF APRIL

3rd

Two Features on One Reel
A Strike in Business
the "Make

w

JzfsL

'?^t^\ — ^U 1ml

Young"

A pathetic tale blithely told. A real troth
ridiculously expressed — one that promotes
the ever merry ha! ha! all through.
LENGTH, 534 FEET

Mr. Nearsight's Marriage
A charming- little comic. Delightful, enteraudience !taining,
!! novel. A real treat 'for any
LENGTH, 426 FEET

NEW

YORK:

=ECLAIR FILM COMPANY^

31 East 27th St.

CHICAGO:

35 East Randolph St.

Moving' PictureWorld

THE WORLD

PHOTOGRAPHIC

PUBLISHING

125 E. 23d Street, NEW

COMPANY

SUBSCRIPTION:
ADVERTISING

$2.00 per year.

YORI

Telephone call. 1344 Oramercj

(fteack Building*)

Post free in the United States, Mexico. Hawaii, Porto Rico
Canada $2.50. Foreign Countries, $3.00. Post Paid.

and the Philippine Islands.

RATES:
Whole page. $60.00; half page, $3000; quarter page. $1500; eighth page, $7 50; one inch (3>f im.
wide), $3.00; one inch (2*4 in. wide), $2.00; classified (no display), 3 cents per word.
Time Discounts:
10% one months order, 15% six months, 20% twelve months.
WESTERN

OFFICE :

Washington Street, (Poit Building, Chicago).

Telephone.

Main 3145.

Entered at the General Post Office in New York City as Second-Class Matter.
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APRIL
Work for the Convention.

The call of the Moving Picture World for a
tion of Exhibitors, to be held in Chicago this summer on
some date yet to be decided upon-, has struck such a responsive chord that we already feel enthusiastic as to its
success. Exhibitors from Maine to California have written to us commending- the project and assuring us of their
presence if such a convention takes place. < >thers have
written suggesting subjects that could be discussed with
profit at such a gathering, and again others have written
asking for further particulars. Some have inquired if it
is to be dominated by the film manufacturers or the exchanges or any trade organization.
To the latter we reply that the First National Convention of Exhibitors, as projected, will be for exhibitors only.
The manufacturers, or their representatives, will be invited to be present, as also the exchange owners and man-enting their respective interests.
These interests have their own periodica! gatherings to
discuss matters of importance to their welfare. Hitherto
the exhibitors have not convened, except as local bodies,
and the necessity for a strong National organization, such
nvention, is apparent.
Win!.
n is sufficient reason for the formation of a National organization, progress should be the
watchword
of the l onventii m
I ii gan . • d
n better pi< tui
arrangement* , better methods of obtaining and sustaining
the patronage of the publii ; bet!
I handling
I that do attend well regulated moving picture
I qmpeteni
pi .
bje< ts will come
forward and the mi. rchai
rill be beneficial.
in. .11 whit li .iii. . 1 the industry \\ ill l>. d
and v.. 1 and mi
to prote< t th< ii I
tin- exhibitoi
i
pie the attempt
I
being madi b) Ohio^ legislators to i tablish .1 law pro
bibitJng '
in N, I. film in tin St it<
.11 arbitrary and un< all
forced, hundn ds of exhibit
... would
!><• ruined ; and if iu< h .1 law h.
othei would fi II
With 1
.,ii, n of Exh
h tlu .it. 1 wouli
fund t.. enga| e the be t legal I i

No. 13
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fend their rights. State associations are all very well, and
■ .late minor matter- ; hut to combat powerful adversaries it is oecessar) t.> engage the most influential legal talent, an expense which could only be met
by a National organization.
\ls.. at this great gathering of exhibitors, which should
fill the largest convention hall in Chicago, they would be
able to inspect all the latest dev
dd be reserved in the convention hall for manufacturers' exhibits.
All the projecting machines would be on exhibition, patent
screens and substances for screen eating would be demonStrated, chair manufacturer- would have their displays,
builders and decorators would have models or photograph- of their designs, ticket choppers, booths, gate cluck
de\ice-. lobb) displays, advertising signs; in fa I
thing pertaining to the business, and every manufacturer
would gladly avail themselves ^>i the opportunity.
The
impetus t<> tile business and the educative effect
display cannot l>e comprehended.
The statement ha- been made t-> US that -uch
tic.n would n<'t he agreeable to the power- that
:rse. the film manufacturers.
This
Every film manufacturer t.. whom we have br.viched the
subject has given it Iii- approval.
All will realize the
benefits of bringing the exhibitors together for interchange 1
Friends and t i
to believe

that

the

Patl I

represent
t..waid- tlu placing "f tin- business npon a firn i
If the exhibit..: ther and talk bu
have bad in the
ended in dis|
.•us in th<
credit up
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The Exchange and the Business
More than a year ago we were taken to task by a competing publication for hazarding the theory that the
middle man, or the exchange, was an essential factor in
the moving picture business. At that time some people
were rash enough to affirm that in the new condition of
things in the business that wore coning into force, the
middle man, or exchange, was superfluous. The proposition was absurd on the face of it, and we said so. Events,
of course, have shown that we were perfectly right. The
film business, like any other business, must conform to
the needs of distribution. It is no more possible for the
exhibitor to deal direct with his manufacturer than it is
for any other tradesman. The distribution of manufactured goods can only be properly handled by distributors.
This is axiomatic.
Our recent articles on The Open Market have won
commendation throughout the entire American moving
picture field. We have said enough, we think, for the
time being. We do not intend, however, to let the matter
rest there. At the proper time and on the proper occasion, we shall revert to the topic, because it is our firm
conviction that it is of vital importance to the business as
a whole that there should be an open market. Events are
supporting us in our attitude. Things are happening in
the film world which it would be neither fair nor judicious
to speak of at this juncture. There is likely to be a readjustment ofprimary conditions. Parties as they exist
today are likely to be changed in their inter-relationship
in the near future. As our readers know, we are not
alarmists ; we have never played the role, and never will.
All we have to state at the moment is that the Open Market in the not-distant future will probably be an assured
fact. Moreover, the Open Market, when it comes, will
not disadvantage any reputable elements in the business.
But before the open market is lined up, something will
have to be done towards bringing about a new condition
of affairs at the exchange end of matters. In the last
number of the Moving Picture World, two exhibitors
voiced what is a general dissatisfaction with the present
condition of affairs in respect of exchanges and their
methods. There are, as the reader knows, two groups of
exchanges, one operating under the aegis of the General
Film Company, the other under that of the Sales Company. We offer no opinion as to how these people conduct their business, but we do think, speaking generally,
that there is room for improvement in the middle section
of the industry.
We have complaints both verbal and written from exhibitors of the "take it or leave it" policy, which the exchanges at present are constrained to follow. In an ideal
condition of things, the exchange should be to some, if
not to a large extent, a free agent, competent to pick and
choose for the benefit of his service — otherwise the exhibitor, otherwise the public. At present he may be competent to do so, but he is not free to do so. The result is
that being without any selective option, exhibitors and the
public have to be content with the "take it or leave it"
policy.
Is this for the general good of the business? We think
not. Our ideal exchange man should be as thoroughly informed at all ends of the business as any other man in it.

His buying power should not be limited or restricted. He
should be so well equipped as to turn down unsuitable
films and push those of quality, and quality only. By
well equipped we mean that he should make a study of
public needs, know a good film from a bad one, be a discriminating buyer, and therefore do his part towards helping the manufacturers on the one hand to uplift quality
and the exhibitors and the public on the other, to be supplied with the best in the qualitative sense.
There is too little discrimination amongst exchanges:
They are so deficient in individuality and independent
that we write this article for pointing out that herein lies
one of the obstacles for the betterment of the business.
At present the exchange man is more or less a passive
cipher. The time, however, is coming when, we think,
new types of men will be called for in the exchange end
of matters. It is not sufficient that a renter should compete in service rates, that he should be amendable to rebates and favor one manufacturer over another, but that
he should take his stand on quality, and only encourage
the production of those pictures which the exhibitor and
the public demand and that is the very best.
As we know and as we have been told over and over
again, the moving picture business of this country is very
largely an exchange proposition. The exhibitor is practically the pivot of the business ; the exchange in a measure
the fulcrum, and a very powerful fulcrum, indeed. With
a chain of intelligent independent and enterprising exchanges throughout the entire country, the business would,
we think, receive a much-needed stimulus: something
would be done towards assuring the much-desiderated
open market. The future of the business rests very
largely in the hands of the exchanges. They have it in
their power to largely influence manufacturers for the
better order of things.
It is worthy of note that in the present condition of
things, the exchanges are largely under the control of
manufacturers. It is a moot point as to whether this is to
the advantage of the business as a whole. We should be
glad to hear from our exhibiting readers on this subject.
CINES OF ROME.
This European film manufacturing concern, whose announcement will be found upon another page, ask us to say
that they have not as yet affiliated themselves with any American distributing agency, although their name has been coupled
with that of the National Film Manufacturing & Leasing Co.
The Cines films have a great vogue in Europe as will be seen
from the large list of distributing branches mentioned in their
advertisement. Occasional subjects have been released in this
country and the quality of the photography, subject and acting
has invariably been of a high order. We are informed that
the Cines organization is prepared to make six releases per
week and ten would not overtax their facilities. Six regular
stock companies are employed, one of which specializes in
big spectacular historical productions. In some of these as
many as 400 people are employed. A notable Cines film of
historical value, and which was secured at great expense,
was a pictorial record of the private life of the late Count
Leo Tolstoi. It is to be hoped that arrangements will
soon be completed whereby a selection of the Cines films
will be exhibited in this country, many of them being really
masterpieces of the motographic art.
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The Rejected Manuscript
By Louis Reeves Harrison.
The editor of this paper has received a number of
complaints from authors concerning the treatment of their
scenarios by producers, few of them justified, many of
them based on rejection alone, but all containing the
pathetic note of the writer who has put forth an honest
effort with no reward, immediate or prospective.
Each house engaged in the production of photoplays
contains individuals in authority who have individual likes
and dislikes, exactly as in the publishing business. The
most experienced writers have AISS returned one or
more times, and it is not a bad plan to revise stories sent
back with a view to their improvement before launching
them again. In a large majority of cases they simply
fail to meet certain established requirements or contain
serious faults of construction. A common fault is that
of merging the scenes. An inexperienced author showed
me such a scenario involving a court scene where the
photograph of a much-wanted woman was in evidence.
A messenger was sent for her and brought her in during
the scene, though he had to hunt up the photographer to
obtain her address, go from the photographer to her
house, put her under arrest and bring her to the court.
He could not have done it in the few elapsing seconds if
he had used an airship. It never occurred to the writer
of that scenario that it was his business to clarify the
situation, not to confuse it. In the case of another author,
several scenes were merged in one depicting a fox hunt
through roads, fields and forests in story form. No
author need expect either editor or director to do the
hours of work necessary to separate and rightly arrange
the
various
scenes of
photoplay.
It is
author's
business
to relieve
the his
director,
and n<>t
to the
burden
him
with unnecessary labor. The director may change the
arrangement of scenes, but he can not be expected to construct the entire play.
The plain truth about these little plays is that the
amount paid for the best of them is all out of proportion to the knowledge and effort required to write them.
A great many qualifications must be possessed by an
author before lie can successfully embody in
all the essentials to a dramatic presentation of life. There
ihould be an idea conveyed in every play whether for the
for the screen.
Intense characterization is a
: both, but extremely difficult to portray
where no words are used.
Then the characters should
than the situations, and woven in and out
thrilling, or at least interesting, incidents,
th.K- must be a plot. To write a really great photoplay
an author musl have the powei
g charac
to nature, and must possess an elevation of
thought that will drive his ideas home to the heart- of
1 mixed audience in spite of all the imi 1
exhibition.
In view of the trifling su
for tli. '
narios the won |<
submitted.
»f the

best

plays

I lis • In r i
bad and i1 1 • 1 •. 1 1 ■ rent
•nan in anv producing

submitted

involv<

imagination to that of the writer, try to see with the same
eyes what must be pictured on the mental screen before
it can be arranged for the actual one, and he can never
be blamed for not seeing what is not written, nor can any
author reasonably expect him to be attracted by what is
badly written. Even when the idea is good and the
scenario is a clear portrayal of the story to be told, it
may be unsuited to the cast obtainable or prohibitive in
other respects. Many of the most successful plays have
been rejected more than once before they reached the
notice of someone equipped to produce them. The gentleman who sent in a play involving a fox hunt did not
give due consideration to the difficulty of pulling off such
an event. Private affairs of that kind, held rarely, at
places remote from the producer's base of operations, not
interesting to the great mass of Americans, are prohibitive in more than one sense. The difficulty of sending
an entire troup of actors to the scene, rehearsing and acting the play, are too numerous to make the incident worth
while.
A weak spot in many otherwise strong producing concerns is the lack of a competent art director, one who is
a good judge of plays and can co-operate with the stage
director in their production. Such men do not grow on
every bush, and the present need of them is not fully
appreciated.
They are absolutely essential in every growrn, but hard to find. Bernard Shaw says those
best qualified to judge of the quality of plays are too
upied writing them. "For after all," tin
greatest dramatist says, "the play's the thing." It is. NTo
director can do himself justice unless he has the right
kind of material to work on as well as work witl
amount of time, money and patience are wasted in trying
to putmany
over of
playlets
which, inwhich
spu" count in the -harp
lack
the essentials
silhouette' of a picture play.
The director may cloak the
■i ample folds of splendid drapery, but the bare
structural bones will "out" like murder.
The easily-pleased part of an audien
guide in selecting scenarios.
Time was when
adaptation would do, but that time has pa
i gularly to the little tl
and demand that the average shall be raised to something
like it. I directors Of earnestness realize this and are wearing their lives ,,ut to meet the higher demand. |
stantlv increasing demand
for what is original
OIOUS in this
trons,el..heard through the bettei
.f the highest rank
no such thing as writing
charactt

There is
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Moving Pictures in Advertising
No Longer an Experlmenl— Used by Largest Advertisers in America
Value of the Descriptive
Style— Inexpensive and Easily Transported
By Watterson R. Rothacker, General Manager,

(Republished by c irtesy of The Con

HOW

great an advance has been made in moving pictures
a? they concern advertising will be realized by anyone
studying the issue. The advertisers at present using
this method
of illustration are all getting results.
As a
matter of fact, however, while moving pictures enjo
wide popularity, their adverti-ing possibilities have not been
investigated thoroughly.
That they are apparent to the
many, and receiving just now much notice from the advertising fraternity may be attributed to the sheer merit they
possess and their superiority over ordinary photographic
advertising which is of acknowledged value.
As An Advertising Medium.
Moving pictures as an advertising medium are reliable,
efficient and practical.
They are no longer an experiment.
Their cost is made reasonable by reason of mechanical multiplication. Their introduction to the public has been accomplished, their power of illustration is obvious, and while the
surface of this great field has been merely scratched it has
made good its promises so far and is
rich in possibilities which will fulfill the
most extravagant claims as to further
development.
More Attractive.
The effect of well-illustrated advertising is known.
Photographically
illustrated advertisements are decidedly
more attractive than the advertisements
presented by words alone.
The better
the photographs the more powerful is
its advertising appeal and beyond all
question and doubt animated photography is the superlative descriptive force.
Ultimate Users Business Men.
The ultimate users of moving pictures
for advertising purposes will come from
every walk of business.
At the present
moment a number of firms that manufacture heavy machinery, such as steam
excavators, log-loaders, and machines
: ;ng and irrigairig, are giving
a real demonstration
which has all the advantages and effects
of the original from which the negative
\tra adniently portable
of the a
gle part
Success Already Demonstrated.
ing picture out >>i the amusement category have found that their t!..
worked out in ; •
their
most
enthusiastic
anticipation
ing told
on the
nothinig which

irtlalal

1

Industrial Moving

Picture Co., Cbicago.

bring
mountain
to the the
public
posing ofas "commercial
Mahomet. and agricultural
Easily Transported.
A reel of moving pictures weighs about eight pounds. It
may be easilv carried and expressed to any part of the
country. There is hardly a hamlet where a projecting
machine is not available. Moving pictures are of standard
size. Thus it will be seen how easily a salesman can carry
with him the actual records, operations and scenes which by
mere words are insufficiently suggested to the prospect.
How many advertising campaigns are founded on the idea
that the customer is interested in where an article comes from
and how it is made? How many people are attracted to an
article of product because of the fascinating story which is
many. around it? The answers to both these questions are
woven
The Descriptive Style.
Take the story of automobile tires and show this industry
from trt-e to boulevard. Show how the gTain is taken from
the fields, made into rlour and prepared for the pv
ture the construction of an automobile and the exciting tests
it must undergo before it is put on sale. Disclose intensely
interesting scenes of industrial activity in any line and identify
the name or trade mark of the maker, and you have at your
disposal a wonderful advertising force.
Then there is the moving picture play which entertains the
consumer while his buying instinct is being aroused. This
plan is the most subtle advertising ever conceived Adver1 1 -iiiK apparently without advertising i- decidedly more potent
than a direct commercial announcement. One- will remember a name connected with an incident long after the memory
of printed - words
has faded.
and produce
lasl Moving pictures make definite
Advertising
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du-trial subject depicts business and manufacturing operations
as they daily exist; con>equently, the camera man has but to
take care that he realizes on his opportunity and chooses
his scenes with a regard for their value to the advertiser.
It is advisable in using a moving picture film that a specialist direct the work. The negative corresponds to the ordinary "copy" and quite as much depends on its pulling
power.
Exhibiting the Picture.
The circulation, of course, should be laid out along logical
lines. That is to say, the pictures, to secure best results,
should be exhibited before the class of people most likely
to respond to the advertising. Manufacturers of farm implements, irrigating machinery, etc., seek the State and county

WORLD

fairs and agricultural communities. Moving pictures of mining machinery find their public accordingly, while movingj
picture plays, which give general publicity to a name, trade
mark or product, have an unlimited range and widest latitude.
Their Place as Advertising Mediums.
Moving pictures have a substantial place as an advertising medium. They are recognized by boards of education all
over the world for their power to illustrate. They are distinctly superior as a supplementary advertising force, are
sufficient unto themselves when used independently, and will
only be supplanted in their sphere of usefulness by improvements on their own mechanical construction.

A Box Office Viewpoint of the Motion Picture
By Robert Grau.
Perhaps the greatest and most constructive achievement
of the motion picture has been the remarkable increase of
theater goers — permanently created through the natural desire of the patrons of the picture theater to see in the flesh
stage presentations to which hundreds of thousands of their
patrons were wholly unfamiliar with.
It is not too much to say that in the United States alone
the potency of the moving picture has resulted in the creation
of fifteen million new theater-goers. Of this number perhaps one-half had never been inside of a regular theater,
while the other half have repeatedly been provided with the
incentive for theater-going which heretofore had been regarded as an annual luxury. This is so true that it is difficult
to find a theatrical manager who does not regard the vogue
of motion pictures as an asset. Moreover, the phonograph
has been a vast influence in the same direction and it will
perhaps surprise many to know that even the Metropolitan
Opera House has been materially benefited, and the problem of presenting grand opera at a profit has been solved to
a great extent through a desire on the part of thousands of
persons, who had never heard a grand opera, but having
heard the arias artificially reproduced as sung by the world's
greatest vocal stars, have gradually found their way to the
box office of the majestic Opera House at 40th Street and
Broadway.
In Europe the evolution has been even more pronounced,
especially in the Latin countries. An illustration is afforded
in the City of Moscow, in Russia. Five years ago only the
subsidized theater and opera house could attract an audience,
whereas to-day there are sixty-five moving picture theaters,
and these entertain each day in excess of 40,000 persons.
This has resulted in a half dozen legitimate theaters finding
a public created for them.
In New York City more than a quarter of a million persons
enter daily, theaters where the motion picture is the compelling attraction. It is true that vaudeville is added in some
of these, but the patronage was wholly created by the moving
picture, and can only be maintained by retaining it as a vital
part of the entertainment provided.
A careful observation of conditions prevailing throughout
the country indicates that the vogue of the moving picture
has the element of longevity to an extent one may well
marvel at. A visit to a city not forty miles from the Grand
Central Depot, having a population of fifty thousand persons,
uncovered a most extraordinary status. This community
five years ago had only three thousand less inhabitants, yet
at that period there were but two places of amusement, and
these offered serious problems for the managers who were
intrepid enough to tempt fate with their management. Today this city has five newly erected theaters — large and commodious, devoted to moving pictures, and these draw a
combined daily attendance of twelve thousand persons, despite that there are a half dozen smaller houses wholly
devoted to the camera man and which attract an additional
daily attendance of at least 5.000. One would imagine then
that the regular theater, if such could indeed be maintained,
would fare ill — but it is a fact that two establishments where
the scale of admission prices ranges from 25 cents to $1.50 —
are open nearly every night, large audiences are the rule, and
the most amazing part of it all is that the galleries which
would be mostly affected by the vogue of the cheaper houses
are invariably crowded.
There are at least fifty cities between New York and Boston, where five years ago the one theater they each boasted
of would be opened perhaps one day a week. The men who
conducted these were content if they could pay the local

expenses. Practically all of them are to-day moving picture
theaters open every day, giving three or more performances,
each twenty-four hours and paying an annual profit to each
of their owners of from $8,000 to $20,000. But in this class
of city the regular theater has disappeared. The public
which was wont to patronize one day a week the visiting
stars, now has to be content with the entertainment provided
in the picture theater or else it must journey to the larger
cities, such as Hartford, New Haven, Springfield, Worcester,
etc., where the picture vogue has not yet resulted in a total
obliteration of the higher priced playhouses.
In the city, where I happen to reside, Mount Vernon, N. Y.,
up to three years ago the one theater there available could
not attract a paying house for any kind of stage offering.
One manager after the other failed disastrously; the house
was often dark for months at a time, and the thirty-five
thousand persons who live there were compelled to go to the
metropolis for their amusements. Three years ago Keith
and Proctor leased a theater in Mount Vernon, N. Y., made
it attractive in their own peculiar way and installed therein a
picture machine, and invited the public to enter. It is no
exaggeration to state that no week passes that two-thirds of
the
population
not visit'this
leasttoonce.
necessary
to godoes
as early
as 6.30 p.theater
m. in at
order
get a It
seatis
in the house, which has capacity for 1,700 persons. At
9 p. m. it is a common sight for more than one thousand persons to be seen standing in the lobbies and on the sidewalk,
waiting for a chance to enter through an exodus of the
seated audience. But the strangest thing of all is that in
this city where three years ago there were no theater-goers,
and despite the tremendous attendance at this and other picture theaters, there is now a well-equipped dramatic stock
company presenting the best plays, the very latest New York
successes and charging high prices of admission, yet playing
to splendid audiences, although the same play is given
throughout each week. Surely this is an amazing illustration
of a condition created by the potency of the moving picture,
for no one can deny that this patronage for fine plays is due
to "the theater habit" contracted by families in the suburban
city. Now they are confirmed theater-goers; want to see all
that is going on in theaterdom. I would never have believed
that such an evolution could take place in three years — if I
were not a witness of the spectacle.
On East 14th Street where William Fox has made a fortune in the Dewey Theater, despite the almost prohibitive
rental of $50,000 a year, it does not seem possible to maintain
a theater in which the motion picture is not a vital part.
Here we have the veritable stomach of the Greater City.
Moreover, there is no indication that time or progress will
ever change the character of this thoroughfare. Mr. Fox
has two other theaters on 14th Street, the Academy of
Music and the City Theater. The latter was built with a
view to provide a modern playhouse for the best attractions.
It did not prosper. Then Mr. Fox, not desiring to compete
with his own (the Dewey) Theater, tried to present what is
called high class vaudeville there, charging uptown prices,
but the public would not go. In desperation, perhaps, because he had no alternative, Mr. Fox decided to run the City
Theater along the same lines as that which is so successful
at the Dewey. The two theaters practically adjoin each
other, but what do you suppose happened? The beautiful
and costly City Theater has had its problem solved. With
moving pictures and minor vaudeville the tremendous pat1 the Dewey left an overflow great enough to fill
to capacity another and still larger theater. Truly it is a
wonderful illustration of a public knowing what it wants.
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"Five Hours"

A "Rex" Gem.
Here is a charming little play, with clean-cut characters,
carried through an ingenious intrigue and many interesting
situations by an art that is beyond artificiality. A lot of
young gentlemen of the leisure class get together at a Bohemian club in search of amusement, and one daring spirit
among them furnishes it by falling headlong into a very
bad scrape. It is pure comedy. No noble sorrow is depicted, no grand self-sacrifice, and there is no splendid sweep
of emotion — just a sense of delight provoked by some captivating situations in a burglar play. There are one or two
delicious
the scenes incidents,
in a woman's
here
and pastels
there among
some ludicrous
and bedchamber,
one cannot
help feeling a sense of satisfaction throughout the performance because it is consistently good from beginning to end.
There may upon
be flaws
"Five Hours," but they do not thrust
themselves
the inspectator.
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asleep at a lamp post directly in front. This happens to be
the house in which the disrobing society lady and her maid
are scheming to hide the former's jewels The escort hides
and the amateur, a gentlemanly looking Raffles in evening
dress, starts in to open the front door with a skeleton key.
Trouble begins, for the cop wakes up and catches him at the
job. Raffles comes down the stairs with uncertain step and
explains that there is something the matter with the keyhole. The cop understands, or thinks he does, and suggests
ringing the bell. Raffles, feigning intoxication, indicates
that he is not courting disaster by arousing the family. He
must sneak in, but is so befuddled that he can not devise a
way The kind-hearted cop helps him out. "Try the window " Raffles congratulates the cop and actually climbs on
the balcony with the policeman's assistance, thanking him
profusely when he lifts the window. He enters and the cop
returns to his nap.
We now see Raffles in cautious progress through the
house and the society woman retiring in the usual series of
scenes made attractive rather than thrilling, with no inkling
of the comedy situations to come. The lady finally hides
her magnificent jewels on the floor of a clotheamines her revolver and goes to bed The light is turned
out and the bedroom is in total darkness Aha! A round
light appears on the blank scene, revealing bits of the inns wayward course It comes from the
of Raffles. He is indeed an amateur. He turns up the light.
awakens the sleeping beauty and tind- himself looking into
the dark little hole of a pistol. Both hands up, and unmasked,
he is forced to turn his back to the bed while the lady makes
some changes ir. her attire. To her lace-trimmed nightie
she is adding a robe de chambre. He looks over Ins shoulder
to see if she still has the
she is putting on her slippers.
The little comedy reminds
one of those written by Eugene Scribe
The lady drives the
• burglar at the point of the pistol t- the hall and
compels him to telephone for the police
outside, and the sleeping
the fact that he
has assisted a burglar to enter the house
While
ttside, the suave burglar uses a
his command to save himself from the c
• xplaining the bet and the whole situation.
The
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Enthusiastic Meeting of New York
Operators.
Gompers Addresses
New York Operators.
At the fateful hour when graveyards yawn, Monday,
March 21, Local Union No. 35, Auxiliary, Electric Moving
Picture Operators, New York, did not come to order, but,
instead, proceeded to have the time of its life. Beethoven
Hall held something like 500 operators, the officers, members and guests of the union. Refreshments were served
and the following splendid talent entertained the assemblage
for an hour and a half: Ben Bernard, singer; Jack Gilbert,
pianist; M. Krauss, pianist, and S. Gotzler, zylophone
soloist.
The meeting was addressed by Samuel Gompers, president American Federation of Labor; Mr. Herman Robinson,
commissioner of licenses for the City of New York; Mr. F.
H. Richardson, editor Trouble Department, Moving Picture
World; El De Costa and Robert Goldblatt, officers of the
union, as well as by William D. Lang, president of the local.
Many applications for membership were received and the
meeting was in every way a decided success. It marks the
entry into the city of New York of a powerful and potent
factor for good as concerns the profession of operating. It
is to be hoped that the organization, in its efforts to better
projection, and those who do the projecting, will be met in
friendly spirit by the exhibitors meeting this new factor in
any other way would be something else than wisdom. Organization isthe order of the day. The operators intend
asking nothing unreasonable. In fact, their demands, when
made, will be conservative to a fault. Auxiliary Local
Union No. 35 has been in existence for something like three
years, but has, up to this time, been of questionable value.
That state of affairs has passed. So thoroughly was Mr.
Richardson impressed with the sudden change for the better
that he heartily endorsed the movement in his address, announced his intention of severing all connection with the
opeartors' school, of which he has been instructor, and amid
demonstrations of approval made application for membership in the union. His advice to all operators is to get into
the organization without delay. The meeting was pervaded
by a spirit of harmony and on every hand the sentiment was
voiced that all past differences be not only dropped but also
forgotten. For two weeks the initiation fee is reduced to
two dollars, after which it will be restored to five. It is your
last chance to get in on reduced entrance fee. Call up Bryant 1915 for further information.
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For moving pictures, opaque paper, specially prepared and
rendered non-inflammable is used, and this is of such a texture as to be practically indestructible. That the invention
had reached the commercial stage was not claimed by the
inventor, and the demonstration clearly proved this, but
there is a great deal in the discovery of a practical nature.
That Captain Fulton is on the right road was never in doubt,
and it will be surprising if, in a short space of time, the gallant captain's discovery does not find a place in the picture
theater.
We have said it means the death knell to the lantern slide
as we now know it, for who would be encumbered with a
mass of glass slides, easily damaged, when printed postcards or views will suffice, to say nothing of the saving of
labor in preparation and reduction in weight and consequent
cost of carriage.
Nor i- this all, for from a scientific point of view, Captain
Futon's
systemenlarged
opens up
greatest possibilities,
especially
in
the direct,
and the
instantaneous
portrayal of
normal
and pathological material, for crude sections cut by hand
with the knife are able to be immediately delineated on the
screen, giving images enlarged at will, and in their natural
colors without any previous preparation.
More than this we do not feel called upon to say at this
juncture, but it certainly seems to us that Captain Fulton's
invention is the germ of a great idea, and one which should
ultimately win for him both fame and fortune.

Fllmless Animated Photography.
(From the Kinematograph & Lantern Weekly.)
In inviting a number of medical and moving picture experts to witness what the admission card described as "Filmless Kinematography," Captain Otto Fulton probably made
his one mistake, for by it he led those who attended the
demonstration of his invention to believe that they were to
seen animated pictures projected without the aid of any film.
Still, even this mistake may have had its compensating influences by arousing curiosity and inducing many who would
not otherwise have gone, to visit his exhibition. True, films
in the ordinarily understood meaning of the term, so far as
the word can be taken to mean only the celluloid article,
were not used, but no other description can be fitly applied
to the strips used. Be that as it may, those who journeyed
to Saville Row on Friday last were rewarded for their
trouble by witnessing a really marvellous display, and one
in which the results achieved would certainly seem to warrant the assertion that at any rate, the death knell of the
magic lantern slide has at last been sounded.
Capt. Fulton, F.R.P.S., is better known in this country,
perhaps, as the inventor of the Otto Fulton Process which,
with stereoscopic effects depicting colored advertisements,
has considerably added to the attractiveness of the front display at theater-.
His system of projection is not to throw the light through
the picture to be projected, but at it, and by using reflectors,
to thus throw the image through the lens, and on to the
screen. By this means, colored picture-postcards were faithfully reproduced, and metallic shades, such as gold and silver,
which have hitherto been impossible to depict on a screen,
were reproduced for the first time.
The guests inserted in the machine sovereigns, bunches of
keys, miniature photographs, butterflies, a bowl of living
goldfish,
and form.
watches, all of which appeared on
the screenmatch-boxes
in a magnified

The Pioneer Lobby Display
Imitation is the Sincerest Form of Flattery.
The above is a fac-simile of a beautifully engraved, twocolor Lobby-Display Poster which the Solax Company is
mailing, freetheofcountry.
charge, to exhibitors and exchange men
throughout
Since inaugurating this idea, the Solax Company, we are
informed, have received numerous compliments from exchange men and exhibitors; the exhibitor being especially
pleased with the idea, as he finds that these free displays
are every bit as effective as the expensive one-sheet poster.
The Solax people are deserving of the hearty support of
the exhibitor and exchange man for their enterprise in creating this exceedingly practical and attractive mode of mutual advertising in line with the marked increase in the
quality of their films. If you have not received a Solax Display, send them your address.
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teen clear-globed eight-candle power
lights. The ceiling is decoarted in
cream, the ribs being of light orange.
The inner lobby leading to the
auditorium is 15x20 feet in size. The
floor is of white tile, with a six-inch
baseboard
of marble.
The lobby is
paneled
in oak
to a height
of 30
inches, above which it is covered with
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an imitation leather fabric.
On each
of the lobby are spacious mirrors four by ten feet in size. The
lobby is lighted by two ceiling dome
lights in frosted globes. The lobby
ceiling is decorated in cream, with a
stenciled border in green. Opening
off the lobby are retiring rooms for
both men and women, the rooms also
being finished in tile and marble. A
narrow stairway opening off the
lobby leads to the office, operators'
room and organ loft.
The operators' booth is roomy and
is equipped with the latent apparatus,
including two Edengraph projectoscopes, and a stereoptico;
organ
a large pipe
right ofloft,
the containing
operator's ba'.
organ, a valuable addition to the oraccompanying religious
and special films.
The auditorium seats 540. The seats
are of wood, with iron standards. The
side walls of the auditorium are paneled to a heighth of three feet in oak,
above which are a series of five landscape paintings on each side, the borders of which are outlined with stenciled designs of a darker shade than
the light green color scheme
of the
The
height of the auditorium is twenty-four
feet, and
the
teen feet square.
Flankon each
-idc ai
ing booths.
The auditorium
is illumined by ceiling lights, and ten pairs

sign with green globes.
The ceiling
,
-V deis of white plaster
with cream trim,
and from
it are suspended five elec\
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The "Liberty
Theatre," Los Angeles.
By Richard V. Spencer,
Coast Correspondent of the "World."
'I be ' I
moving
pictun
tlh.it. i
I he selection
of th<- theater
site was
'h exceptional!)
c
I judgment
rhe theatei
i
the hearl of the business district at 266-68 South
Main Street, at the intersection of Third and M
The theater is of brick and plaster construction.
The from
rick, tli<- paneling
ts at night
The
in height,
bolizing
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Picture Personalities.
Ebcrhard Schneider.

One of the most interesting personalities in the moving picture business to-day is Eberhard Schneider. We publish his
photograph herewith in the uniform of a Captain of the
Naval Reserve. He began his career as a sailor, enlisting in
the German navy, and was assigned to the gunboat Adler,
which was detailed to Samoan waters, and remained there
six years until the great typhoon of 1888 brought about an
ending of an international quarrel then pending about the
ownership of some islands of the Indian Archipi
this time Mr. Schneider was a consulting engineer on gun
machinery. He fought in the battle of Vailele as a marine,
against Mataafa, the rebel King of Samoa. Mr. Schneider is
the sole living survivor of the great typhoon, and the experiences he went through during that awful week are
enough to make one's hair stand on end. Nearly all of the
men who were swept overboard in that storm, were immediately devoured by sharks, that infested the bay in thousands. He floated three days upon a yardarm, and, by keeping his feet out of water, escaped being devoured by the
sharks.
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and we counted
twenty
of them at the \
On all sides are moving
picture machines
in the
process
of construction,
and it was not until we
reached this machine shop
that we realized what a
n is moving
Every
thorough -on
going
thing is made on the
premises, and very little
1 1111 - in from the out. pt raw stock.
There is a wo.nl working shop, and further
down into the sub-cellar,
there is a nickel-plating
plant, as well as gold and
silver-plating apparatus.
All the powertablishmentfor
the esis generated

on the premises and there
1- every kind of current
But these experiences form a small part in the career of
from 10 to 500 volts scatthis very wonerful man. For he can truly be set down as a
teerd about the premises.
genius and the moving picture industry may be proud of havThere is also a steam
ing such a remarkable votary. Above all else Mr Schneider
is a scientist in the full sense of the word. He lias qualified
heating and
planta insystematic
the siibcellar
first of all as an optician. He is also an electrical engineer
stock
room which rewith the proper certifications. Besides these, he has passed
quires
the
services
of a
as a chemist, but above all he is a mechanic, par excellence.
special employee to look
alter that branch alone.
When we last visited Mr. Shneider, he had a small workshop and laboratory on Twelfth Street, New York City,
To
give
the
reader
an
therefore the surprise of our representative was very great
idea of the thoroughness
when in going for an interview he found himself face to face
of this plant, we will
with a live-story building, owned and occupied solely by Mr.
touch upon a few of the
Eberhard Schneider. From the moment of entering the
Eberhard Schneider.
articles which
areFirst
manu-of
doorway of this remarkable establishment, there were on all
factured there.
sides, evidences of the strong individuality of this industrious
the Mirror Vitac projection
German. Whatever the eye rested upon was of the very
machine,
which
is now
built
ibination with
the
best that money can buy. The polished brasswork, the clean
single illuminant double dissolving stereopticon; this means
floors, the tasty show cases, denoted that cleanliness for
a moving picture machine and dissolving stereopticon operwhich the German people are noted. There we found Mr.
ated with bul one arc light, and in view of the great saving
Schneider attired in a very unconventional sweater, as he
of current thereby, the machine is worth any price Mr.
came forward with his broad smile of greeting. But the surSchneider might choose to ask for it. Besides the Mirror Vitae
prise of the exterior aspect, immediately faded into nothingthere is also manufactured the Mirror Vitae nonness when compared with the surprises within. We were
infringing camera, also tripods, film printers, perforators,
conducted to an upper floor, and first visited the projection
measures, rewinders, rheostats, star wheels, film developing
room, which in itself is as large as some nickelodeons, and
tanks, film drying drums and in short every device from
there was witnessed a demonstration of Mr. Schneider's sinthe making of a film to its projection on a screen. The
gle illuminant double dissolving stereopticon, or in other
amount of things to be seen on every hand is positively bewords, a dissolver with only one arc light, for both lenses.
wildering. Besides all of these, on the roof there is a studio,
This is one of the most ingenious pieces of machinery that
for the taking of moving pictures. The halls and stairways
has ever been adapted to stereopticon work, and is absolutely
are heavily carpeted. There is an atmosphere of elegance
practical in every way. It is an apparatus that every exeverywhere. On each floor there are lavatories for guests
hibitor should investigate without delay.
and employees. Beyond a doubt this is a most remarkable
From the exhibition room a visit was made to the chemical
moving picture supply house in the world,- and its guilding
laboratory, where Mr. Schneider does his experimental work
spirit is a true genius. It has been said that a genius is a
in that branch of physics. Here, again, was cleanliness on
man who finds out new ways of doing things, and this deevery hand, which is also true of the entire establishment.
scription exactly tits Mr. Schneider. He has been established
From the laboratory we went into the developing room,
in his new place since last October and the greater part of
which is a thoroughly equipped laboratory for the developing
that time has been spent in putting the building into the condition in which we found it. But now that it is done, or
of trade films, constructed entirely along Mr. Schneider's
own original plans. Passing down to the show-room floor
nearly done, we may expect the Mirror Vitae products to
there was to be seen on all sides moving picture supplies of
come to the front with rapid strides and quickly gain the
every kind and description. There is nothing known to the
reputation that their merits deserv«.
moving picture industry that Mr. Schneider does not carry
CHANGE
OF ADDRESS.
in stock. I'ut the greater part of these are his own ingenious
devices, and a very casual glance at any one of them, reveals
tli Sireet continues to increase in popularity as
the hand of the master mechanic. Back of the large show1 of the film exchange and song slide business.
The Novelty Film Exchange, C. B. Purdy, manager, is just
room are Mr. Schneider's
private
are the
light,offices
airy
and sumptuously
furnished.
Andoffices,
then which
back of
moving into new quarters at 20 East Fourteenth Street, New
is a large conservatory or private flower garden, which Mr.
York City. Mr. Purdy moves down from East Twenty-Third
Schneider maintains for his own personal pleasure.
Street, where he was located for a considerable time, and
Passing below stairs to the mechanical department one is his old friends will be pleased to find him at a more central
locatioin.
bewildered by the profusion of machinery. Machines of every
The Novelty Slide Company are also locating at the same
kind and description. At one end we see the lens grinding
department, for Mr. Schneider grinds his own lenses and ' address, in tine, large new quarters.
condensers, and there are several hundred dies of all sizes
CHAMPION TO USE EASTMAN FILM.
and shapes in evidence. A few moments conversation with
Mr. Schneider on the subject of lenses is enough to convince
Mr. Dintenfass, of the Champion Film Company, advisel
the ordinary interviewer that he has a lot to learn on the
that, commencing March 20th, they will positively make all
subject of optics. It is evident that Mr. Schneider knows this
releases on Eastman tilin exclusively. He has ju
subject from the ground up. Then, as we turn away from
ahare
year's
contract the
and above
feels asannouncement,
frisky as the proverbial
in making
as it meansMarch
that
the Optical Work Shop, we pass by all kinds of other mathere will be no further cause for complaint in regard to
chinery, and all of them the very best that money can buy.
"Champ" films in this respect.
Each one of these machines has its own individual motor,
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Letter.

in England
what the Vitagraph
Company
Look out for their stuff, it is good.

The great event in the Moving Picture World this week
has been the production of Henry VIII with Sir H. Beerbohn Tree as Cardinal Wolseley. Mr. Arthur Bourchier in
the name part, and Miss Violet Vanbrugh as Queen Katherine, and Miss Laura Cowie as Anne Boleyn. Words fail
one to adequately describe this great triumph of the kinematographers'
art.been
The attempted
picture isinwithout
doubt the
est that has ever
this country,
and greatI am
almost tempted to say in any other. As a histrionic subject
it i> an artistic triumph. In it we have the best of dramatic
talent, and consequently the acting passes anything ever seen
in moving pictures before. Mr. Will Barker, in inducing Sir
H. Tree to allow his company from His Majesty's Theater
to be filmed, has placed kinematography under an obligation,
to him which it will be hard to repay. The effect on the
moving picture industry here will be enormous.
The picture was presented at a special matinee at the
Palace Theater on Friday at which the whole of Sir Henry
Tree's company were present. Aided by the orchestra of
His
Majesty's
well and
as by
chorus, asadditional
beauty
was lentTheater
to the aseffort
the the
audience,
vast in
numbers as it was representative of all phases of the industry, went into raptures. The cost of production was, I
understand, nothing short of three thousand pounds and, as
only ten films are to be released for London and a similar
number for the provinces with a few for abroad, the return
to Friend Barker will not be very great, especially as the
films at the end of five weeks are to be returned to Sir H.
Tree, together with the negative. Still Barker in filming
the picture had another motive than money-making. His
chief aim was to enable him to hand down to posterity a
faithful, silent and permanent record of the wonderful lifelike portrayal and representation of some of the most important personages and incidents in the eventful history of
England. It is the first permanent record of the great English actors' art. Garrick, Kean, Phelps, Kemble and Mrs.
Siddons, to mention only a few, are but names, even in the
minds of the English people. Tree, Bourchier and Vanbrugh will, by means of kinematography, live for all time in
this wonderful representation of their art.
I learn that America will have an early opportunity of
seeing this fine picture and I venture to predict for it a
success in your country As an example of what the English
producer is capable of turning out, it should <1" us a bit of
good, whilst as an educator for picture performers its value
cannot be over-estimated. I am quite aware that in your
own country the silent drama actors have made great headway in recent years, but without being considered to favor
my own land unduly, I think I can say that none of your
films, even those of the best known dramatic producers can
hold a candle to the acting to be found in this film. But
then, in the words of a celebrated parliamentarian, perhaps
Wait and see "
'I'll.- annual
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came evidence
"ti last
gave strong
in this country
Whereas three
when the hrst trade dinner was held barely torn
U two hundred
over three hundred and fifty wen
and if the trade grows in the future as it has done in the
Mat, a difficulty will •• n bi • cperienced in findini
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is in America.

From Berlin comes news of a new development in the
trade. Berlin's millionaires who throng the leafy Tiergarten quarter, have found in the cinematograph, a new consolation for the miseries of wealth. The latest fashion is to have
one's domestic joys, such as marriages and christenings, cinematographed, and the films presented to friends. This
implies the possession of a projector, and they are being
sold in enormous numbers. Cinematograph parties are given
in smart salons, and surprises are a prominent feature. A
guest sees on the screen a secretly taken record of himself
walking in the park and inten-e amusement is caused by
this movement
studywas
of one's
A wedding that took for
placeleisured
last week
filmed friends.
from beginning
to
end including
drive
to were
church sent
and tobackrelatives
to the of
bride's
house.
Copies ofthethe
films
the
family in China, Australia. India, Japan and elsewhere
There is no doubt that oral explanations help the picture
immensely. Some of the plots employed are far too involved to be readily followed by the average picture habituee. For, after all, the moving picture being a cheap form
of amusement, has hitherto appealed more to the lower or
middle classes than to the upper crust, although, thanks to
the great uplifting and the establishment of theaters where
higher -charges of admission prevail, the aristocracy are now
being interested, as witness the fact that at one theater in
the West End last week three royalties were present at one
time.
» » »
And this leads me to another point. Over here charges
of admission vary from one penny to a shilling, and there are
some who are even thinking that the modest nickel is too
much and are introducing half-price admission at half-time
where the "two-houses-a-night" system is in vogue What
would your exhibitors say to admission at one half-penny?
The moving picture is slowly hut sur,
on the regular stage here. In the new revue. "By George,"
produced at the Lnipire the other night, it plays an important part After the audience has been diverted with some
clever impersonations of popular :
the stage
e Odoleum, the scene suddenly changes to a well
kn iwn Turkish hath in Jerniyn Street, where an artist who
is having a wann time, realizing that he ought to be making
up lor his part instead of COObng down on a divan, swathes
himself in a huge wrap am! rushes out and to the Empire Theater, round the promenade down to the stalls and over the orchestra and footlights and
his dressing room,
reappearing without a moment's wait • I mthethi whole proceeding
elicits thunders of applause, though few Empire patrons have
an inkling that they are merely looking at animated pictures.
This js. of course, not the tirst time that the kinematograph has been Utilized on the |ta|
ere was
quite an epidemic in that direction and tl
good that it is a wonder that more have not followed the
example then set. Still the moving picture is coming into
its own
It certainly make- possible in the limit
disposal of some of the smaller theaters such
without it. they would he incapable of introducing,
ami,
! the industry, none will
cavil asat this
that all maJ
Picture theatir proprietors who conduct lottrr
inducement
to patrons to visit their ih< •
warm time in England
All ovei •
are being instituted and fines ranging from
downward are imposed
The gai
ar,- so trained that nothing approaching
wl
your land would b<
land if the moving
picture exhibit
through its own 1:
to whom "something for nothii g
Pathe'i "E lephant

Hunting,"
it depictedtheth< ;
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England Notes.

Representative Quiitn of Swampscott, Mass., presented
a bill for the consideration of the Mas tchusetts legislature
on Thursday, March i<> The proposed bill is to prohibit
managers of theaters, moving picture houses and all other
places of amusement from discriminating in any way against
the uniforms of the United States navy or
army. The bill i- now being considered by the committee
on rules. Moving picture nous* 5 formerly had some difficulty en
tin-* question, arising from the fact that soldiers and sailors
would arise from their seats during the playing of our
national airs and remain standing until this patriotic music
had ceased This would obstruct the view of those behind,
and, consequently, some trouble and annoyance would arise.
have gotten around this difficulty by not
playing the national anthems in full. Instead they play bits
of the airs. In this way patriotic pictures arc handled in a
satisfactory manner, and soldiers and sailors happening to
be present do not feel called upon to arise out of respect,
as the national anthems are not being given, strictly speaking.
the statement that the theater managers do not
welcome Uncle Sam's soldiers and sailors while in uniform,
it can easily be stated that any M. P. house is happy to
secure their patronage, and considers them just as they do
civilians.
Mr. Walter Preston was called to Yarmouth, N. S., on
Tuesday, March 14, to attend the funeral of his mother,
who died suddenly in that city. Mr. Preston is well known
m M I', circles through his connection with the firm of
S Cahill and the W. B. Cross enterprises of Brockton. New Bedford and Newport.
The Pastime Theater, Quincy Adams, Mass., which was
recently closed for using vaudeville contrary to its license,
will reopen on i
if present plans are perfected.
It has been rumored lately that Mr. Frank Howard, who
formerly owned one of the largest licensed film exchanges
in the Xew England States which he sold to the General
Film Company, is going to return to the M. P. business
again. Whether these rumors are correct cannot be ascertained. Should Mr. Howard return to the business, he will
be an important factor. The fact that two new organizations have announced themselves recently in the World, as
about to produce and rent pictures, may account for the
rumors. Without any exceptions, Mr. Howard was the
most popular film exchange man in the New England
States, and, at any time can command a large following to
whatever organization he connects himself.
The Palace Theater, Fall River, Mass., exhibited the
"Passion
Play'' the
during
of March attraction
13, and Manager
Graham found
reelsthetoweek
be excellent
for use
during Lent. Although it has been under the control of Mr.
George Graham less than two months, the Palace is showing
the results of the new hand at the wheel. Since the house
was taken over by Mr. Graham from its former owner, Mr.
William Stecker, improvements have been noticed, and business at the Palace is considerably more brisk under Mr.
Graham than ever before in its history.
The Penny Arcade, Lynn, Mass., is doing a nice business
with M. P. and illustrated songs.
No vaudeville being used.

Boston.
Mr. Frank L. Browne, who in the past has managed four
Boston M. P. theaters, the Pastime, Beacon, Old South and
Xew Washington, is now managing vaudeville acts playing
the M. P. theaters rather than the theaters themselves, and
has established an office at 74 Boylston Street, Boston.
The bursting of a water pipe delayed the opening of the
Star Theater, Tremont Row, almost an hour on St. Patrick's
day, March 17. The damage was slight, and no very serious
inconvenience arose.
Buffalo Jones (Col. C. J. Jones) will deliver his lecture on
"Lassoing Wild Animals in Africa," in Jordan Hall, Boston,
Monday, March 27, at 3:30 p. m., for the benefit of the Dedham Temporary Home. This lecture by Buffalo Jones, in
connection with his M. P., will probably be one of the most
expensive M. P. entertainments ever offered in Boston, as
the prices are $1 and $1.50. As it is given for a charitable
purpose a high class and wealthy audience is expected. Such
an interesting speaker as Buffalo Jones, together with such
fine moving pictures as are the reels on which he will lecture, will no doubt make an excellent impression on the
audiences, and should be a point in favor of M. P. for local
purposes.
Lent is having practically no effect on the business of the
local M. P. theaters, and managers are reporting trade
"about the same as usual."
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Los Angeles Notes.
By Richard V. Spencer.
Going East.— Mr. Adam Kessel, president of the New York
Motion Picture Company, and Mr. Fred J. Balshofer, director of the Bison Company, have left for the
business. They will not go direct, but will make brief visits
to San Francisco, Denver and Chicago, where they will
exchange situations having a bearing on independent films. Mr. Balshofer expects to be gone about a
month. During his absence the local studio will be under
the management of Mr. Montgomery, the assistant director.
Upon the return of Mr. Balshofer active work is scheduled
to begin on the new Bison studio buildings. When finally
completed the Di-on studio will be one of the largest and
most complete on the Pacific Coast. With the completion
of the new studio, the company will put two stock companies to work, one to continue with the popular Bi on
Indian and Western films, and the other to produce modern
drama and comedy.
Selig.— Mr. Hobart Bosworth, leading man and assistant
director of the Selig Company, has returned from a trip to
the Yosemite Valley. The return trip proved a hazardous
journey. While in the valley Mr. Bosworth encountered a
teriffic blizzard, which before it ended, succeeded in doing
considerable damage. The big snow fall put the valley railroad out of commission and left the director and the members of the company with him, snowbound and stranded
when they were needed at home. With the aid of a handcar
the company made their way out of the valley over ruined
bridges to the Southern Pacific main line where they caught
a train for Los Angeles.
Three a Week. — The recent unusual weather conditions
have caused the companies working here to throw on the
high speed clutch and produce three films a week. Perfect
photography weather is now the rule and not the exception,
and this happy state of affairs will continue until next
December. Last week the Biograph Company took several
scenes in the rain. The Malibu Mountains near Santa Monica are beginning to rival Griffith Park as a rendezvous for
local producers. The Biograph had one of their companies there
working last week, and this week the Pathe Company are there
in force working on Indian and Western pictures. This beautiful stretch of broken foothill and mountain land has al-o
been photographed by the Bison Company. Part of it faces
the ocean and it is here that such famous pictures as "The
Unchanging Sea" (Biograph), "The Padre," "A Tale of the
Sea," "The Buccaneers" (Selig), were produced.
New Producer. — The California Motion Picture Company
is soon to enter the independent producing field. This company must not be confused with the California Motion Picture Manufacturing Company, which is a separate and distinct corporation. The new company is under the direction
and ownership of Mr. Fred Siegert. Mr. Siegert was the
owner and organizer of the Los Angeles Film Exchange,
later selling out the exchange to engage in the exhibiting
field. He then purchased the lease of the American Theater
at Fifth and Broadway, and afterward sold out to turn his
attention to the producing end of the motion picture field.
Mr. Siegert's representative informed the writer that he
already has a number of completed negatives on hand, produced at his temporary studio on West Jefferson Street, and
that he has a market for twenty prints. The director of the
new company is Major McGuire, who is said to have directed
for Eastern companies. Around him he has gathered a competent stock company for the production of straight dramatic
and comedy subjects. A block of ground has been secured
at Third and Figueroa streets,, and the studio is now in
course of erection. When the studio is completed it is the
intention of Mr. Siegert to place two stock companies in
the field and to release two reels weekly. Mr. Siegert has
not, as yet, announced whether he will market through the
Sales Company, or through the new company, the National
Film Manufacturers' Association.
Local Producers Censorship? — The recent Kalem film,
"The Filibusters," has stirred up a local hornets' nest. The
film was a forerunner of a series planned of the Mexican
Revolution. Objections to the film have been pouring into
the district attorney's office ever since its release. Most of
the objections, it is hinted, have come through the influence
of the Mexican Consul. Another rumor is to the effect that
the distirct attorney is acting upon secret orders from
Washington to discourage the making of films having for a
subject the Mexican Revolution on the ground that the film
stories are seditious to the interests of the Mexican government. The International Labor Agency, at 419 North Main
Street, had twenty-five Mexicans at Glendale last week posing
for the Kalem Company, and the Pathe Company at Santa
Monica Canyon are said to be using a greater number in the
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production of war films. District Attorney Fredericks yesterday said that rigid censorship will be exercised on all
moving picture films dealing with the Mexican Revolution.
Labor agencies have been requested to discontinue supplying
men for this work. The writer saw the film in question and
in it caw nothing objectionable and much that was commendable. In the first place there was no bloodshed and
brutality as alleged. The story was unusual and interesting
and very well acted and directed. At this writing the local
government court officials and attorneys have taken no action
in the matter. If objections are to be raised to such films,
the objections should come from government officials, who
are most concerned, and not from county officials, who are
exceeding their authority in interfering with a legitimate
industry the individuals composing which have broken no
laws.

Among the Exhibitors.
Bijou Goes Independent — The Bijou Theater, Main Street,
between Fifth and Sixth streets, under the management of
L. M. Dull, has changed from licensed service to independent. The house has been u-ing licensed service ever since it
was built, and the sudden change has occasioned much surprise among local exhibitors. The theater is now using four
first-run independent releases secured from Miles Brothers'
new local exchange.
Policemen Exonerated.— Following a trial, the charges of
misconduct preferred against Patrolmen A. F. Pfahler and
L. N. Edwards of the East Side Police Station, were dismissed by the police commission who heard the evidence
recently. The officers were accused of using undue force in
ejecting three unruly boys from a North Broadway moving
picture theater. The affair caused much bitterness and
threatened to turn the neighborhood into hostile camps as
a result of the controversy.
State Censorship. — The California Senate at Sacramento on
March 8th passed the Strowbridge bill for the regulation of
moving picture shows, 23 to 10. The chief provision of the
bill is to protect children and young girls from alleged evils
that abound in some of the nickelodeons.
It provides that
enough light shall be maintained while the show is running
so that the face of everyone in the auditorium can be plainly
seen.
Also, that children under sixteen, unaccompanied,
cannot attend shows after 8 p. m., in the winter months, and
9 p. m. in the summer months.
It is said that the bill will
work a hardship on exhibitors, it being necessary in most
to replace the present screens with those of a mir.'ure.
New Independent
Exchange. — Miles Brothers, operators
of the big San Francisco independent exchange of that name,
- eles exchange at 411 West Eighth
Street, where they announce to exhibitors, the latest independent releases may be had, also projection machines and
oeal branch of .Miles Brothers is under tinit of Mr. Fred C. Dawes, an old-time exchange man,
erly ran a Los Angeles exchange.
Mr. Dawes
organized the
Operators' Union, and is the
I of Los
that Angeles
body.
Chinese Protest.— The Chinese of the coast are much dis• le film, entitled:
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tures before they are shown, by an advisory committee selected by different city officials, boards and civic bodies,
appeared before the committee on the nth and presented
their arguments. Before taking any action, however, the
legislative committee of the council wanted to hear the exhibitors'
question
postponed
further
considerationsideuntilofthethemorning
of and
the 18th,
where the
question
will be thrashed out in open session, allowing the picture
men to be heard. Meantime the council committee will confer with the police department and endeavor to obtain more
light on the subject. Many local exhibitors and exchange
men will be present to combat any prejudicial action, and
will try and interest the local producers and have them and
their attorneys present at the session.
Operators' Schools. — Los Angeles boasts three schools for
moving picture operators. Each has a good membership
of students. Each school is under the management and instruction of capable and experienced men. Different makes
of projection machines and parts are explained and used
and the embryo operator is trained to project steady pictures and repair promptly any of the many kinds of breakdowns liable to occur in the progress of his duty. Los
Angeles projection among the cheaper houses has progressed
wonderfully within the past year, but whether it is due to
the schools, or not, is problematical.

In the Mississippi Valley.
Moving Pictures as Evidence. — Court evidence in the form
of moving pictures was introduced into the court of Judge
Homer at St. Louis in order that a jury might determine the
liability of the St. Louis & San Francisco Railroad for the
death of a man named Powell. The machine was operated
from near
the sheriff's
desk ofandthea accident
quarter ofwas
a mile
of right-ofway
the scene
thrown
on the
screen before the jurors. The picture was taken by the
Commercial Film Manufacturing Company at the instance
of the railroad which contends that Powell could have
walked at either side of the track instead of in the middle
when he was killed. The views were taken from the front
end of a moving Sat car.
Theater has Ball Team.— The Main Street Theater, Edwardsville,
ball team. 111., a picture house, supports a uniformed baseWell Known Operator Dead. — Harvey J. Guppy, 27 years
old, operator at the Cozy moving picture theater in Lincoln,
111., died Ma ch 11 at his home.
Afraid of Helping Trust. — Clauses prohibiting moving picture theater- m one-Story frame buildings and requiring
operators to procure licenses from the state board
tricity were stricken from the revision- in the build
of Minneapolis, Minn.
"1 don't know whether I'm a tru-tiid Alderman Maurice P. fcfclnerj
the elimination-, "but I understand there 1- a moving picture
organization that is making trouble for the -mall independent
theater-. I -aw a theater closed one night hecau-e a 'spunky'
operator refused to work and learned afterward he had been
influenced by a film renter who had trouble with the manager. 1 don't believe m giving such Operal
through .1
Peoria, 111.— Quiet green- relieve
>•>-, goldembroidered velour draperies, deep, soft cup t- in I
aisles, with cement floor-, cement stage and firepn
are announced
a- feature- of the new
l.veeun:
Pulton Street, Peoria. Ill
Dr Rex Sholl. cay health commissionei
every n.. w and then connected with a cru-ade of '
volume 1- making a sweeping investigation ••! movii 1
In- avowalNew Corporations. The Empress Amusement I
has been incorporated w ith can 1
of $50,000 •
ters, moving picture -b
\\ 1 kiciy and II R, Fisher.
The I olumbia Amusement
torn;
has been
Theater Proprietor Dead
oprietor
ot the Mar moving picture theater at Rockford, 111, died
March i.i at hi- home in ';
\\ I nfcKinnej
ha-Changes
-old tlin the Field.
rater at
Gardner, of Pet
1
IM . which
Ella Smith ■
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yet to be solved; the law excluding minors unaccompanied
by guardians is ;i crude necessity, born nf conditions brought
abouteffectually
l>y the early
of the
"showand " a Time
radically
and
alterabuses
all these
things
properwill
adjustment
will result, it i» conceded by all kind- of authorities that
the interests of children will dominate the future of the cinematograph; while older people will appreciate and enjoy it >
educational aspects, it will to them he more a source of
pleasure than anything else. With the children, however,
the cinematograph is going to be an everlasting companion,
instructor and pleasure-giver; entering into their lives so
thoroughly that all laws relating thereto will be for the purpose 01 bringing them closer together in a proper manner,
with conditions and environments of such a nature that shall
make them sane and safe.
That father who writes to the Moving Picture World
expressing his willingness to allow his children to go unaccompanied to the moving picture, is not alone by many
thousands. To all such there should come this assurance
that irksome conditions will soon be outgrown. The moving
pictures are passing into the hands of people whose future
interests are bound up in everything that is best. While, on
the other side, laws and by-laws everywhere are being made
in the interest (not of the grown-ups but) of the children.
The most perfect freedom and highest objectives are the
children's
these willthatbe the
met more
by all
further a legislation. Let demands;
it be remembered
civilized
people
become the greater number of laws are necessary to govern
them; likewise as the moving picture becomes more powerful more and better regulations shall control it. In these
the interests of the children will predominate.
THE VOICE WITH THE PICTURE.
No mechanical contrivance or synchronized phonograph,
but the human voice: that is the voice to have with the
picture.
The writer has recently been able to attend a number of
picture lectures; to say that they were successful is but
feebly to describe the results. A phonograph might be
successful, and yet fall short of doing that good and producing those results, which alone can follow the vitality of
the living voice. The first, the most important, indeed, the
most noticeable result, was the almost electrifying effects
upon the audience; attention was close, interest was intense,
applause was constant and emphatic.
It was especially interesting to note the possibility of the
lecturer to synchronize his words with the picture where
occasion required; while much of the lecture must necessarily
be descriptive, there were many occasions when the words
of the speaker and the lips of the actor were in agreement;
so that it almost seemed as if the very words were photographed. Upon a test it has been proved that upon those
nights when the lecturer has been advertised to appear, the
crowds have been greater; making it possible to pay the
lecturer a respectable fee as well as increasing the profits;
to say nothing of that to which in these columns we are
most desirous, i. e., the greater development and higher
and better uses of the moving picture.
THE GOOD OF THE PICTURE.
Much has been written at various times concerning the
evil of the picture, and, while much has also been written
defending and protecting the picture from its calumniators,
yet it appears that a positive review of the good of the picture needs to be forthcoming. No one who is well acquainted with the work and surroundings of the picture,
whether in city, suburbs or town, can fail to have noticed its
effects, as contrasted with the effects which result, or would
have resulted from some other form of public amusement.
The average theater brings with it the bar and the cigar, or
at least it is planned that the hotel, saloon and cigar store
shall not be "a mile away."

The moving picture place, however, can be installed in the
most select residential neighborh
I without any thought.
suggestion or need for either the bar or tin- ciynr I gain,
the attitude of the public mind towards the picture is a
correct guage as to its value The other day a prominent
authority compared the picture to the public press, referring
.>' course, ;■■ its powerful facilities for imparting knowledge.
I'lir writer of the u-rcU takes that comparison for the purpose of showing that then is a "yellow" picture which is
parallel
withthatthesection
"yellowof journal,"
only
because of
the public and
mindthat
thatboth
can exist
fed upon
such tainted food. Upon the whole, however, the respectable public, the respectable press and the respectable picture
go
together;majority.
it is believable, also, that they are in the everincreasing
The attitude of moral teachers and authorities has undergone a great change towards the value of the "good of the
picture." No religious body has a prohibition against the
picture, as it has even against the dance hall or the theater;
and (while avoiding the ethics of Sunday amusements) it
must be acknowledged that the picture place is less productive of evil than the theater and music hall on the Sabbath day; further, there is no doubt that time will develop
a great moral advance in Sunday moving picture work.
The moving picture has done much good in driving out
the cheap theater, the noisy music hall and the vicious, cheap
attractions of various kinds, which always infested the
crowded parts of the cities and the holiday resorts. In the
great advantage thus gained, it is incumbent upon the "man
behind the picture," in that he has got possession of the
ground, to use it and hold it to the best advantage, with a
view to permanency. In another aspect the picture has improved the theater of the better class, by taking away from
it the need to cheapen itself at the cost of moral strength.
In taking the place of the cheap and poor theater, the moving picture has provided a clean entertainment for the poorer
classes and left the real theater free to do its own larger and
artistic work; it may also be said that in this latter realm the
moving picture will run its prototype a close race.
The only voice of complaint to be heard in the land is the
howl of a small crowd of mediocre actors, capable only of
filling questionable parts in pandering to a formerly vicious
taste; who are now thrown out of employment.
The greatest "good of the picture" is its unlimited usefulness, applied in any direction it responds accordingly. There
is no human or natural resource in all the universe in which
it cannot penetrate; bringing any length, depth or height
within the range of one room and one vision.
FILM.
Early in January we were favored with an advance view
of a very remarkable scientific film in the Pathe exhibition
room, due notice of which was given on page 86 of our
issue of January 14th. This week we were again invited to
view the completed film in company with several members
of the medical fraternity. The film shows, in a most convincing manner, the danger in drinking water from stagnant
pools. The Pathe people have purposely postponed the release until the middle of April so that its great educational
value will be turned to good account. The millions who see
the magnified bacilli on the screen between now and vacation time will go with parched throats rather than quench
their thirst at any pool, no matter how clear the water may
appear to the eye. "Perfectly splendid" was the verdict of
the doctors present. "We hope to see many more subjects
of this nature taught through the medium of the motion
We learn that one of the studios of the Pathe plant in Paris
has been especially equipped for microscopical and medical
work, and that the most eminent surgeons in France are
performing operations under the eye of the camera. The
picture."
films will be used for clinical lectures.
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"Puget Sound" wants to know if I can suggest anything
appropriate for "Puritan films." She says she knows of
nothing
applieseither.
to the To
daystheof best
the of
Puritans.
I don't
know of that
anything
my belief,
the
music of our Pilgrim father's (and mother's) was limited to
the singing of psalms; cheerful old dirges like "Broad Is The
Road That Leads To Death" and things of that order. I
have one or two of those peculiar old hymns written in the

rather pathetic nature till finish of the picture. I suspect
your
manager
wantsDear
his sir:
pictures
"worked
From
"Iowa."
"I love
my up."
wife, but oh you
Moving Picture World." Very little in this splendid and instructive book escapes my notice. It's first to the 'Trouble
Department' and then to the music page. This is my first
letter of any description submitted to any of the various departments. Ifind that good music is essential for picture

ancient "Dorian Mode" with it's odd minor scale. They are
probably valuable in an archaic sense, but if you undertook
to use them in a picture show I doubt if anyone would know
what you were trying to suggest. They could only be used
in religious
scenes anyway,
any Now,
good I "religioso"
would
answer
the purpose
in such and
cases.
have had neither
time nor opportunity to look this matter up, but I am under
the impression that the Puritans did not countenance instrumental music of any kind nor any tunes that were not of a
religious character. I may be wrong in this, but even so, the
purpose of picture music is purely suggestive in its nature
and though one might go to endless pains in procuring
music which is chronologically correct, unless it conveys a
definite idea to his audience he has had his trouble for nothing. I speak of course of the audience of average intelligence. Idon't believe one person in a thousand would know
a Puritan tune if he heard it. The correspondent is evidently of a painstaking nature and I wish I could give her a
BOre latisfactory answer. My plan would be to work such
picture^ as you would any drama, that is, play to the situations and characters. Avoid waltzes, as they are too modern
tion, and are not in keeping with the character of
the Puritan who abhorred dancing. The waltz lento does not
convey an idea of dancing, if it be played in a slow swinging
style, and may be used where the scene permits. Many
are neutral in character (unless the rhythm is very
pronounced, like a schottish) The f'uirtan pictures I have
seen were of a tragic nature and called for much agitato,
. and plaintive music. Sometimes Indians
are introdui ed which gives you a chance to vary your melodic

accompaniment, but find the proper kind is very limited, unless a player is very apt. I have a splendid player who
dishes out splendid and appropriate music for different scenes
and characters, although the music is all selected with her
own judgment, with just a pointer as to the kind of picture
to be shown. I see by reading the music department that
you are sending out lists and samples of picture music. Am
going
ask will
pleaseI send
a few inselections."
The towriter
is inyouerror.
have me
offered
this page a list
of titles of various standard numbers which have been found
useful in playing the pictures. A copy will be forwarded to
the correspondent who will probably receive it before he
reads this. Many thanks for your kind expressions. (As I
happen to have the floor, the Moving Picture World will
permit me to speak in its behalf.)
"Connecticut." . "Being a subscriber to the Picture
World I have become interested in your notes on cue music
and effects for the pictures. Noticing a reply from a NewYork drummer to your statement in Feb. nth issue 'of playing effects tothis.
dramatic
pictures';
me the
reason
for writing
Few people
givethis
the gives
drummer
credit
for
what he does and very few realize the conditions under
which he has to work. Of course there are good and bad
ones just the same as piano players, hut those who are
capable should receive some recognition My idea is exactly
as yours; that it is better to leave out an effect than to use
the same and spoil the effect of a strong dramatic climax by
me half-witted or giddy person (who as you know
are always in the audience) to hurst out with a laugh, which
is the cue for the rest Of his type to follow. Naturally, I
am a drummer, playing in one of the finest picture hou-es in
on, with an orchestra of four puces. It has the
reputation of being one of the best, as they play to the pictures. Iuse from the -mallest to the large-t effect regardless of what it i-. my paraphernalia occupying about onehalf the pit The house uses the best films, and there are
people who come just to hear the music and effects played."
.uid musicians kindly take note of tin-, the same
thing ha- happened
ID other pla<
When
a
drummer is obliged to use an effect against his judgment
and wishes, as in many instances he i-. it i- he wl
laugh and not the person who insists upon hit:
For instai
Yickshurg.'
The girl locates the ammunition tr.i"
-•■me distance awaj
lie m \t scene ii the tram

Mrs. F
write"It would be a great favor to me
if you would let me know who is in the right, my manager
' He saya In- does not like my music to the picplay as follow-:
Waltzes, to drama.
Opera, to
Marches and two-steps, to comedy.
Indian
Indian picture.
Rag time, to comic. .Of course I
shade Ills:
I thought I had fairly covered this ground long ago, but
I have not mad-- myself sufficiently I l(
1 foremost, I advocate playing appropriate music,
whatever the nature of the picture.
A dramatic picture calls
for dram
. music of a descriptive character
■ tic. play pathetic
music
';
]>iav something lively. :
mysterious.
For combats.
ted nature require music of a like
Waltzes, mi. ; ■
i- neutraluseful
in chatfor "fill-in"
■ call for pronounced dei criptive mu ie
pitnrei often work up like the dramatic; indeed, t: ■
them are dramatic, so far a- I have observed
Comi
u.it. d in thi
inarch

and

In.li.m danci

:

two

I

ire lively

snappy music and the
I admirably
The

. though n r an Indian picture

I or the open. thing of
; time until seen.- changes.
ntil the medicine man .1 u
it should change (■• fa lei Indiai
ng like a

■ ■
and here you want
loud until he carrii
total her at the fool ..i the cliff, then Indiai

tinued
IW, until

until the

not reproduce tin- sound of thl
he mtUt
B in full
blow a dozen boat whistles; il cows appear, he mt
hall d../<
the picture M ith a
.in. he must hang
doors
In -■•me of the W'e-tern pictures he I- ■
perform wonderl.y imitating galli .pun.- :. I
sighted at a long ■
\sh.r.- ■ drummei ii obliged t" use a -our-.
wishes, and ■ drun
n
the
bettei if he did not have so much ad
him. pntureKill
(All 1 can Sty i- that i kl
much
tlie above i- iru.
think aot drummei
phone, tvmpannii and a hundred other1 t>some the-

i,.-r, then
her

chief

than

the

drummri

Whj
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house should receive more than the drummer. The piano
is furnished and the player simply cornea to the theater and
plays, and occasionally buys a sheet of mu-ic, while a drummer muM buy from two to three hundred dollars worth of
goods and watch the pictures from start to finish. (And
few people realize how fast Ins mind and hands must work
when he is seeing the picture for the first time.) He must
buy some trap or effect nearly every week, or perhaps a drum
head. He must pay insurance on his outfit, or run the risk
of losing it by fire. I think if any one. the drummer should
receive more. Please don't think me conceited in any way.
I write in the interest of drummers who can 'till the bill,' as
there
evenin ifyour
they articles
are few and
and hope
far between.'
I take must
quite beansome,
interest
you will
continue them as they are bound to help."
.necticut" seems to have established a case for the
drummers' side of the question, I have nothing further to add.
"Indiana"
letter containing
query: "Will
you
please
suggestwrites
somea music
suitable forthis
Independent
pictures,
as our house does not run Licen-cd films?" As I have had this
request before I will say to "Indiana" and others that the
manufacturers'
on aA picture
makeandno though
essentialit
difference in thelabel
music.
story isneed
a story
may differ in treatment by different producers, the dramatic
elements are substantially the same so far as the musical
accompaniment is concerned. Any good stock of dramatic
and descriptive music will apply with equal fitness to the
average run of pictures, no matter who makes them. For
an idea of the music most apt to be needed see Moving Picture World of Dec. 3, 1910.

"Fewer If Better" Quality vs. Quantity.
"Of making many books
there is no end, and —
much study is a weariness
of the flesh." — Solomon.
This saying of many centuries ago by the wisest of wise
men will, it appears, always be true; the making of books
continues with increasing vigor and the study of them increases wearisomeness. Paraphrasing this wisdom perhaps
we may justly say: —
In making many pictures
there is no end, and
the constant study of them
is trying to the nerves.
As with books, so with pictures; they wil increase more
and more. There is no doubt about the quantity;
neither will there be much doubt about the quality. In books
and pictures, while there will always be the poorer kinds,
there must also be the better kinds; but wisdom lays emphasis on the "fewer and better" as being not only
less wearisome from bewildering numbers, but restful in the reward of value and quality. The output of picture subjects is startling in its profusion; to make a selection is a "wearisome" task to read their description is a
labor, even to traverse the labyrinth of titles is a task not
to be lightly undertaken. The making of more continues
until there is "no end," but it is pleasing to note that quality
is asserting itself. Those that do not elevate are eliminated,
as if by a living inherent natural law the process of reducing
quantity to quality is going on all the time, quietly and
unseen. This law also seems to be applying itself to the
making of the pictures. Makers are no doubt producing as
much volume as before but perhaps numerically "fewer" and
qualitatively "better." May the good work go on and the
question in all theaters will be not "how many," but "how
good;" better advertise six good subjects, known, tried and
proved, than nine indifferent ones to disappoint. The better the subject the longer will it live, the poorer the subject
the sooner shall it die. There is a study that is not "wearisome to the flesh" and that is the study of those books and
pictures which last the longest; the tribunal of the people's
good taste is always an interesting study. The name of a
good author becomes the power which commands his future
writings; the name of the good picture-maker becomes both
a synonym for sucesss, and assurance in the future; thus the
good is its own best advertisement.
In further pursuance of the wisdom included in the saying
at the head of this article it would seem that the wise man
would teach also that it is less "wearisome" to make quality
than quantity. On mature thought this seems doubtlessly
true; surely in everything there is more labor in the bustle
of the quantity irrespective of value, than in the quieter dignity of the quality which satisfies. Why multiply words?
It is enough to know that the sayings of wisdom are wise
and — "A word to the wise is sufficient."
W. H. J.
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Travel Aid Not a Substitute.
The moving picture not as a substitute for, but as an
a-xiliary to travel. This impression which the educational
film has made upon J. H. Collins, superintendent of city
schools, Springfield, 111., was revealed in a recent talk with
a representative of the Moving Picture World. As no movement has been made to introduce the moving pictures in the
schools of Springfield it was a pleasing surprise to learn the
esteem in which they were held. Mr. Collins' viewpoint
was projected in relating an experience while touring Holland. While more or less conversant with the importance of
the dikes in The Netherlands, and having a vague conception of how the work was carried on, there were certain
features he did not understand. On his travels it was not
always practical to ask questions and many operations in
the continual battle against the sea which were viewed from
his conveyance fostered a curiosity which at that time could
not be appeased. His kindly feeling toward the moving
picture, therefore, grew when one day at a show he was
permitted to witness a reel which not only detailed every
process of the levee-building but recalled pleasant memories
of his journey abroad. All the little, "Why are the men
doing that?" irritations in his mind were relieved as he retraced his jaunt through the busy little country. Mr.
Collins has had more or less of an opportunity to see the
good side of the moving picture output, that which is utilized by chautauqua and educational workers, but is not
necessarily severe upon the product of some of the leading
manufacturers. In fact, his occasional visits to the photoplay theaters have revealed little that is derogatory to the
picture in general. (Parenthetically it might be well to say,
however, that his Springfield houses have been well chosen.)
The first entertainment, since the advent of the five-cent
theater, is indelibly impressed upon him. It was the film
upon which war was declared as it chronicled the career
of Mrs. Gunness, of La Porte, Ind., and introduced that
Hoosier village to the Associated Press. Credit is given
the members of the stock company but the devotee of the
photoplay who invited him is still apologizing. Illustration
of standard literature is one of the best and most profitable
fields which should help the young people. He has found
many portrayals of recognized works which were valuable,
citing one to which others might object — Stevenson's
"Treasure Island."
Apropos of the picture in the schools Mr. Collins quoted
a leading Springfield banker and business man to the effect
that their use in education would be universal at no distant
time. The stereopticon already is in use in Springfield and
little added equipment would be needed. Apparently the
bugaboos have been in danger of fire and reported complications of machines.
F. H. M.
"WITH
STONEWALL
JACKSON."
In our last week's issue our readers will remember an
illustration from the first Champion Monday release of
April 17th. Early this week we had an unexpected opportunity to see this film on the screen and had our expectations
of a grand picture fully realized. Very wisely, we think, this
picture is not all fighting, but the two scenes where the
Southern troops lose their position and again where it is retaken are about as realistic as it is possible to make them.
One can almost hear the ping of the bullets and the dull
thud of shells as they drop around the heroes on the screen.
The scenes were all well staged and the typical atmosphere of the South with the Negro slaves, or, rather,
slaves, and the unflinching and self-sacrificing courage of
the Southern women are exceedingly well portrayed. It is
one of those pictures that shows both the horrors of war
and, at the same time, the grand courage of both men and
women that it developed, and will remind audiences of the
present day of the terrible struggle through which our country passed and which, with its many lessons, we may be inclined to forget too readily.
Unless we are mistaken, this film should add greatly to
the increasing fame of the Independent product, and it will
undoubtedly thrill many audiences both North and South.
FILM MANUFACTURERS.
FOR SALE — Equipped manufacturing plantwithin New
York City limits, consisting of 3 printers, 2 perforators,
drums and tanks and power equipment, all ready to start up;
rent and electric light, $100 per month; will sell to quick
cash buyer for $2,500 cash. Don't write unless you mean
business.
Address F. M. G., care of Moving Picture World.
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A New Theatrical Agency.
Taylor's Theatrical Equipment Co., 49-51 West TvrentyEighth Street, New York City, is fast becoming one of the
central points in the moving picture industry. Mr. Taylor,
sponsor for the company, being a man of intelligence and
experience, having obtained his cinematograph training
years ago at the inception of the business, has surrounded
himself with a competent staff and built up a very profitable
trade in general supplies and theatrical equipment. The
well known "Taylor's school for operators" needs no comment, its reputation is well established and is known from
coast to coast.
Mr. Taylor wishing to take advantage of all the opportunities offered him, has added a new department to his
establishment and wishes to announce the opening of "Taylor's Theatrical Agency," from which it will be possible for
managers to secure talent for all lines of amusement, viz.:
Vaudeville artists, singers, pianists, lecturers, cashiers, operators, etc., etc.
The booking department will be under the supervision of
a Mr. Wm. H. Stanley, a man of many years experience in the
theatrical field, as an actor, stage-manager and producer.
He enters upon his new duties witih a full knowledge of
what the new department requires, and enjoys the confidence of Mr. Taylor, as to his ability to shoulder the
responsibility with success.
By
this
arrangement
the "Taylor"
becomes
a unique factor
in the theatrical
field, establishment
as it is the first
house
of its kind through which a manager can secure everything
for a moving picture theater; whether it be help or equipment from the stage wall to the outside lights, and everything between, and can furnish a manager with everything
from a single to a circus.
Go to it! Mr. Taylor, our best wishes.
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tional workers soon found the value of the moving picture
in both showing life and conditions, as it should and should
not be.
The public has been enlightened as to the true conditions,
how the underworld lives is now a well known story; educational and financial aid has followed the light of the new
teacher, and a new future is opened up before a class of
people hitherto neglected. Added to this must be the additional happy value of the cinematograph, as bringing to those
le-- fortunate in the possession of this world's wealth, a
simple form of ready instruction; besides a hall of amusement, in which reproductions are given of that which the
mo-t wealth}' and highly favored, formerly alone enjoyed.

UNUSUAL
OPPORTUNITY

STAVE
FLAMING ARC
LAMP
3000 Candle Power.
Alternating or Direct Current.

Sociological.
With the advent of the moving picture there also appeared
many evils, vice in various forms seemed suddenly to flourish
and attach themselves, parasite like, upon the moving picture;
for these conditions the moving picture was blamed, censured, denounced; in the heat of the moment few stopped to
think, or tried to analyze the situation, or look into the
conditions.
Reformers are of two kinds: The self appointed ones —
always ra-h and violent, hasty of speech, slow of judgment,
wrong in conclusions; the other kind is of an engineering
turn of mind, who look for the cause while only condemning
the effect.
Time is a great revealer, as well as a great reformer; now
that the hubbub of the "moving picture evil" has passed into
history, it is interesting to note the true situation — as it
then appeared.
The moving picture, unlike anything which ever preceded it in the amusement world, immediately became popular, universal and almo-t omnipresent. Appearing everywhere at once, it naturally appeared among "all sorts and
conditions of men." Those or clean purpose saw in it an
instrument of value to them in entertaining the crowds
■roused by its popularity. Those of questionable and unclean purpose, seeing by this same popularity an instrument
wherebj their own nefarious tastes and enterprises could be
exploited, used the attractiveness of the picture as an allurement to their chi mes.
"Wheresoevet the carcass is, there are the vultures gmthil.tr"
I inaiu nil and moral vultures are always
feed upon the public aa a prey.
It matters not to
them whether they despoil others of money
or virtue, as
I eir particular appetitei
Thus the
moving pii l
of vultures, and a class of willing victim-, comparable only
1 1 and the habits of animal-.
Should tin- mo\ ing pit tui
for thii
By w
by the harsh reformei
eeking n torietj
On the other hand,
ail thanV
1 due to the
conditions which otherwise might not have been d
It would be as reasonable to Idll the scientist wl
ried ■ dangerou
germ, and blame him lot the d 1
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Addresses.- Mahanoy City, Pa., writes: "Can you tell me
who makes the Gundlach lens?"
The Gundlach lenses are made by the Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Company. Rochester, X. Y., and a letter thus
addressed will reach that company.
Handbook. — Canton, Pa., writes: "In reading the Trouble
Department, I find frequent reference to a certain handbook.
Will you please tell me more about this book and its cost?
1 find no advertisement nor further reference to it."
The Handbook is designed as a book of instructions for
operators and managers, and is the first work of its kind
ever published. The editor of this department is its author.
The book contains 176 pages of matter, besides the index,
etc. There are numerous illustrations. It teaches, among
other things, how to set the carbons properly; how to find
the focal length of lens to project a given picture at a given
distance. How to make wire joints; the difference between
series and multiple in resistance; what resistance is and
how it acts. The different kinds of rheostats in common
use. Transformers: what they are and how they act. Tables
of wire carrying capacities, etc. Definitions of electrical
terms and how to use them. Descriptions and instructions
regarding various switches, fuses, condenser breakage; the
stereopticon. Directions for making repairs on various machines. How to read an electric meter; illuminating the
auditorium; ventilation; bell wiring; theater decoration;
seating; setting the shutter of various machines, etc., etc..
covering as well as could be reasonably expected in a first
work, everything connected with the moving picture business. Price of the book is $1.50, postpaid.
Lamp House and Other Things. — Mr. J. C. Kilburn, Eureka, Cal., writes: "Have read your valuable articles for some
time and as I have found much good in them, will try to
pass a few ideas along. I have built a lamp house 20
inches long, 18 inches high and 7 inches wide, with a cone
that allows the full diameter of the condenser lenses to be
used so that I get an increased amount of light. I have
not broken a condenser yet and it has been in operation a
month. Before I used to break them almost at once. I
also rebuilt my lamp (Edison) so it will open 13 inches. I
use 65 amperes A. C. and can now run several reels without
re-setting carbons. If you can use it I will send a diagram
next time. I use a three-blade inside shutter with excellent
results, but intend installing an outside shutter, as I do not
believe it will cut so much light. What do you think about
it? Don't you think a ~y2 and a 6^2 condenser better for
a 9 x 12 picture at 50 feet than two 7-/2 inch? I noticed an
article from somebody in Kansas who changed a two-pin
1903 Edison to a one-pin. He didn't say how he got his top
and bottom sprockets running the right speed, so I presume
he cut a new cam shaft drive gear. Quite a job. I think.
on an Edison, 1903. How about it? I also wish to say I
tried the rabbit foot transformer man's wonderful discovery
about burning the carbons perpendicular. My condenser
failed to 'draw' the light rays, but maybe that was
I use a Preddy, instead of a rabbit's foot, transformer. Pt
it is advertising the hot air man is after, he sure needs it."
I shall be very glad, indeed, to have a more extended description and sketch of your lamp, Friend Kilburn, showing
just how you remodeled it. As to the relative amount of
light cut by the outside and inside shutter, I would refer
you to page 298, February nth issue, where that matter is
fully dealt with. The smaller the diameter of the shutter
the greater the proportional part of the circle necessarily
covered by its main blade. Therefore the larger the diameter of the shutter, the less light its main blade will cut,
though after going beyond say 7 or 8 inches the benefit
derived from increased diameter becomes very slight. As
to the changing of the Edison two-pin to one-pin movement, the speed of the upper and lower sprockets would not
necessarily have to be changed, but the speed of the cam
would have to be exactly doubled, which would, of course,
necessitate a change in the gears. Of course, if the cam
speed, as related to crank speed, is to remain the same,
then the feed sprockets speed would have to be changed and
the crank speed doubled.
Circuit Breaker Again.— Mr. H. S. Klink, Canton, O.,
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writes: "Dear Friend Richardson: 1 am going to -ay a few
words about the circuit breaker mentioned in March 4th
issue. It is not a very good thing to use with a projection
arc lamp. I used one for about three months, something
like three years ago, and it works just- like it would on a
large motor without a starting box. Eyerytime you light
your lamp, out goes the breaker. I set mine for 100 amperes
and even at that it would not hold the arc at the start, so I
gave it up a- a bad job. 1 have only blown two 40-ampere
fuses since I removed the breaker. By setting the -butter of
an Edison one-pin machine about J^-inch away from the
aperature, would it effect the pictures? I want to make that
boxing J4-inch larger to give better and longer wear on the
shaft. I think the boxing is too short. I missed the issue
of Commenting
March 11, roil.on Will
you please
have end
it sent
to me?"letter is
the circuit
breaker
of your
unnecessary, as it -peaks for itself. I do not think the setting of your shutter up close to the aperture would have a
bad effect on the picture. I do not see why it should. In
fact, presumably the closer the shutter is to the aperture, the
better the result, speaking, of course, of inside shutters.
Likes the Department.— Mr. J. D. Welsch sends in $150
for the Handbook and write-: "I think the department is
instructive as well as very interesting and I am very thankful forbook
the help
I haveforward
received
its very
columns."
The
has gone
and from
we are
glad to know
you like the department.
There are others.
Good Work.— Mr. Chas.
II Addams, Rockford, 111.
whose portrait, taken from
his letterhead, is here
shown,some
writes:
"Enclosed
find
photos
of my
Powers No. 5; also of the
circuit breaker, my own
work. I need not describe
how the outside shutter is
connected,
because
picture tells the
story, the
except
that the shutter doesn't
move with the framing carriage. There is no more
flicker than on the new
model Edison; also the
shutter 1- never ..ut of time
with thement.intermittent
Some two weeksmoveago
an atricle appeared in the
department
cuit breaker-concerning
in theater,.cir-
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"I have used the breaker here illustrated for five or six
months and it has, so far. never failed to work. First, I
bought a 100-anipere three-pole switch. I had an old fan
motor from which I took the coil-. I then unwound the
fine wire and wound the iJ4-inch core with No. 6 magnetic
wire. I put a coil on each outside knife with the bar of iron
on the bottom. I can set the breaker to operate a range
from 25 to 100 amperes, but it i- set at 70 now and has been
ever since I made it. What do you think of the tension

springs
I nderstand, the outside shutter shown cannot be
used very well where sou have to use the stereo lens. I
use a dissolver of my ow n 1
Well, Friend Addams, judging by what you have shown
■ pictures, I should sa> that you are something of
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a genius. The circuit breaker stunt is Mmple enough, and
yet it is something I do not believe I ever would have
thought of — the utilizing of an odrinary knife switch, I
mean. The outside shutter shows a great deal of ingenuity
on your part. What I cannot quite understand, however, is,
doe- the side bar carrying the center gear, swing with the
carriage at its front end, or doesn't it? If it does, I should
say there would be a good deal of lost motion between the
two first gears when the carriage was at either extreme of
its travel. If it doesn't, then I should say the lost motion
would be even wors^e. However, if the lost motion is not
sufficient to interfere with the action of the shutter it,711
of
course, doesn't amount to much. From what you say, I
suppose that is the case. As to the tension shoes, that is a
porposition I heartily agree with you on. I was after the
Nicholas Power, the Motograph and Edison companies for
more than two years to get them to adopt a similar shoe.
The Powers people finally concluded to do so on the No. 6
machine. I do not like and do not believe in a thin limber tension spring. It has too many objectionable features, not the
least of which is its propensity to wear the aperture plate
tracks unevenly, thus inducing buckling of the film as it
passes the aperture. The viascope had the best tension
arrangement of them all, to my way of thinking.
Carbon Setting. — Mr. George L. Hawkens, New Orleans,
La., writes: 'I have noticed the argument about caibon setting and agree that good light is an utter impossibility with
carbons central and straight up and down. I have tried this
out thoroughly, long ago, and that was the inevitable conclusion, but there is one thing which must be taken into consideration in this connection. Your idea and my idea of
good light and the idea of those who claim good results from
straight up and down setting may be widely different. I
know an operator who is very proud of his light, yet I would
not consider it even passably good. Then, too, it is a fact
that many who have not the necessary knowledge and
patience to get the best results from the slant set such as
you advocate for A. C, are able to get better results with
the 'rabbit foot man's' way. But it by no means follows
that the light they get is good — it merely is better than they
were able to get the other way. Using A. C. the way I (and
yourself) set the carbons, requires close and accurate work
as well as real knowledge, but given these factors the result
is far better than can be had with the -traight up and down
1 had been on the point of saying this same thing several
times, Friend Hawkens, but was waiting to sec if anyone
would catch the point. You are absolutely correct in saying
that it requires real skill and knowledge to get the best
result from slant -cttinj,' of carbon- on A C xOO are also
right in saying that unless one possesses the requisite skill
and knowledge one might very likely get as good, or even
better results with the perpendicular set, since that setting
requires practically 00 skill or knowledge at all. It is merely
a matter of centering two carbon points, which anyone could
easily do. I shall be very glad to have a letter describing
conditions in picturedom in Havana. Shall also be glad to
nut 1 voii on your return. Von may have noticed that within
the past two week- my views on carbon setting h.i\e been
upheld l>y Mr. Gage, of Cornell
by the
Edison Company.
Five Dollars a Week. — From a certain city COOU
lowing: "1 would like very much to write something for the
i.\l P W.i might cau-e considerable
trouble
it ot three in this city draw $5 per week
department, of which 1 ha>
, . insiderible tune, and in winch I• take
great
interest
However,
tO
this tune ii.
is about enough laid
Pind enclosed order for H
which 1 would like you to send at once, as 1 shall be lcaviiiK this place within tWO
1 have respected row wishes concerning
of name and town, Neighbor, bat il what
that li\<H uld like
to hand OUt a roast that would burn holes m tinis a shame tor 1
| demand
all T ! |

■

paying such s princely salary
mop-,

or,

in sn

rubbing

brush,

thus

saving

A man drawing ad that salary should n< l
crating, but slso tend the
milk the cow-, scrub the kitchen I
111 the thratrr and .m\ other StOnl
make bim
m srded you imn
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71Bad Sprocket Holes.— California (name of town suppressed) contributes the following: "1 have beei
reader of the 'World' ever since 1 began operating, and wish
to extend to you at least a bushel of thanks. 1 attribute
much of my success to the information received through
the department It has always been my policy to go over
my film and machine carefully each day, keeping my operating room and everything therein clean, arranging a place
rything and have everything in its place. Nevertheless, 1 attribute Mich Buccess as has crowned my efforts
to
the teachings
received
through
the 'World,'
1 cannot
express
myself too
strongly
in praise
of theanddepartment
and its editor. I am enclosing $1.50 for the Handbook.
r a few questions: (1) Kindly give me a rule to
test for grounds and shorts. Also how to figure out resistance at transformer; how to figure what amperage I
am getting at different contacts on the transformer, which
is a Preddy. Also voltage at the arc; current is HO A. C;
(2) Kindly'
explain method
lining sways
up intermittent
1909
model
motiograph;
(3) Myof lamp
in lamp onhouse,
although it is as tight as I can get it. That is, it sways on
the post, though the post itself is firm. The carbon holder
on top gets out of line quite often, although seemingly tight.
How can I remedy this trouble? I am trying very hard
to become expert in my chosen profession and any assistance you can give me through the department will be
greatly appreciated. I enclose a few samples of film which
I cut off before starting the show the other night. Can
you explain why it seems to slide through the machine;
that is, there are continual mis-frames?"
I am very much pleased to know that the Department has
been of assistance to you and trust we shall continue to
merit your kind thoughts.
And, now, as to your questions:
(1) You will find this partially answered in my reply to
Denver in another part of the Department this week. To
test for short circuit, remove all lamps of the circuit to be
tested from their receptacles; also remove one of the fuses.
Now attach one of the test lamp wires to one contact of
the fuse removed and the other wire to the opposite contact,
thus substituting the lamp for the fuse. If the test lamp
burns, there is a short somewhere on that circuit. Use a
low C. P. lamp in the test. Before making this test, however, the line should be tested for ground, since if grounded
the lamp might burn through the ground, the current passing
tp a grounded wire of opposite polarity on some other circuit. As to how to figure out resistance at transformer, I
do not quite understand what you mean by that question.
I cannot tell you how to figure what amperage you get from
different contacts of the Preddy economizer, since I am not
acquainted with that instrument. I should be glad to receive cuts and description of the Preddy transformer. Would
suggest you write its manufacturers, who will no doubt
supply you the desired information;
(2) The Motiongraph intermittent movement is enclosed in an oil tight casing and there is no method, so far
as
I know,
by which
"line can
it up."
I think very
likely
what you
really you
mean can
is how
you eliminate
lost
motion in the intermittent; or, in other words, bring the
star and cam closer together. The method of doing this
you will find very completely described on pages 121 and 122
of the Handbook; also how to install new star and cam;
(3) I presume you have a motiograph lamp. I have used
these lamps, but I do not now remember just how they
attach to the post. I would suggest you remove the lamp
from the post, examine same carefully and find out for yourself just what the trouble is. I believe you are entirely
competent to hunt this thing up for yourself, if you only
think so. As to the film you send, it is easy to see what
the
is,' but
so easy
to guessalmost
what twice
did thethedamage.
The trouble
sprocket
holesnot are,
in places,
width
(lengthwise of the film) they should be. This naturally
lets the film slip into mis-frame. The film apparently is
not old, as some of the sprocket holes are not worn a
particle. Just what caused the damage I cannot say. But
it explains the mis-frame proposition all right; the fault
lies in the damaged sprocket holes of the film. The reason
I say I do not know what did the damage is that in places
where the sprocket holes are perfectly good on one side, they
are badly cut out, immediately opposite.
Dissolving Shutter. — Ohio (name of town suppressed)
writes: "Enclosed find $1.50 for Handbook. Can you tell
me what it will cost for a set of dissolving shutters similar
to the shutter on a kodak? I have been operating for about
four years and have tried to give the managers a square
deal by supplying high class projection. I have noticed
where several operators project their carbon tips by means
of a pin hole in the lamp house wall. For myself, I prefer
a small mirror right beside the ruby glass in the lamp house
door."
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shutters are known as "iris diophragm" and are
made by the Bausch iV Lomb ( )ptical Company, Rochester,
V Y They are used on the Powers Dissolving lanern, the
Monarch Dissolver, made by C. B. Kleine, 19 East 21st
Street, New York, and others. You can procure a set from
any of the machine manufacturers or from Bausch & Lomb,
Rochester, N. Y.
Focusing. — W. 15. Hamblen.
Colfax. Wash., writes:
"I
note that Iowa snaps his lire shutter up and down to focus

V/Siv.

AS Jl J?Ti&AS / rf<h

the cut
title.
be advisable
to take athepiece
tin
theWhy
same wouldn't
width asit your
film, scalloping
lowerof
end, as indicated in the accompanying sketch?
This can be used any time when needed. Bend the top
so that for
it will
hang there
on. Iwill
am be
always
see thewithin
'World'
come,
I know
some glad
goodto ideas
its
Right you are, Neighbor Hamblen. The focusing may
easily be done with a strip of tin, as you have suggested;
or, better still, with a piece of mica cut the width of the
film, upon which have been made scratch lines about 1/16
inch apart, crossing each other like a checker board. Either
onepages."
will do the trick all right.
Can It Be True?— Some three weeks ago, the editor of
this Department received an unsigned letter from Pittsburg,
the same being a red-hot roast on about everything connected with the operating game in that city. I published
notice of receipt of the letter at the time (page 534, March
11 issue) and asked for further information from Pittsburg,
but none has come to hand. The following, however, has
been received: "Editor Trouble Department: I do not see
many letters from Pittsburg in the Department. I will try
to give you a line on projection in this city. There appeared
an article some time ago pertaining to the Pittsburg license,
and
to doubt
writer's
word. he
Thecanlicense
here you
is a seemed
joke. Any
one cantheget
one whether
pass
the examination or not. The law requires each applicant
to be 21 years of age, but at the same time they give license
to persons only nineteen. This is not based upon hearsay,
as the writer sent a nineteen-year-old boy up, who marked
his age as 19, yet he received a license. They even give
them to managers, some of whom do not know a thing about
operating. The manager takes out a license, hires a $6 or $7
a week boy and — there you are. One can get no satisfaction
out of the superintendent of the Board of Examiners and it
seems to be impossible to get a conference with Mayor
McGee. Wages are low; $15 the average for a 11-hour
grind and $10 for a night show. Talk about your graft!
YouI have
oughtpublished
to come this
to Pittsburg."
letter for the reason that if the facts
alleged are true, then the officials responsible for such a
disgraceful state of affairs ought to be kicked out of office.
Understand, I do not know that any of this is true, neither
have I any reason to suppose it is not true, since no Pittsburg man has taken the trouble to deny it, though asked
to do so. If such a condition of affairs really does exist,
then it is a disgrace to the moving picture business of the
city of Pittsburg and all connected with it, and the editor
of this Department would be only too glad to expose such
work.
If, on the other hand, it is not true, I shall be really
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pleased to publish that fact. It is facts we are after; and,
for the credit of the business, let us hope they will not
prove to be as bad as is indicated by the foregoing letter.
Lamp Coloring. — Houston, Tex., asks: "Friend Richardson: Where can I get the dye. or whatever it is, for coloring incandescent globes? Is it waterproof, and how is it
applied?"
I presume there are several places where good lamp coloring compounds may be had, but 1 personally know of only
one, viz.: the Chicago Stage Lighting Company, La Salle
Street, near Washington Street, Chicago, 111. The colors
for sale come in concentrated liquid form and are thinned
down according to directions. I personally know the preparations sold by this company to be excellent for the purpose indicated. They are waterproof to a considerable degree, though I am not sure whether or not they guarantee
them to be so. The dye is applied by making the solution
and merely dipping the globes into same. It is a collodion
preparation and dries almost immediately. Any one can do
the coloring.
Screen and Decorations. — St. Clair, Pa., writes: "I am
building a theater 20 x 150 feet and should like to have
full information as regards ceiling and side walls. Would
metal be better than plaster, and what color of paints would
look the best? What screen would be best to get?"
It would require a great deal of space, St. Clair, to go fully
into this matter. Plaster walls, with ornamental plaster
centerpieces, etc., finished with high grade wall paper, can
be made to produce a surprisingly beautiful effect. In fact,
where this is rightly done, the writer likes it better than
anything he has ever seen for interior decoration of a theater room such as I presume you have, judging from the
dimensions. Understand clearly what I mean. This kind
of work, if done cheaply is abominable. To get the right
effect from paper, the selection of materials must be very
carefully made and they must be put up by an artist in that
line. Pressed steel makes a very good wall and ceiling, provided some degree of judgment be used in selecting the patterns. Nine times out of ten, where pressed steel is used,
the selection of patterns displays execrable taste, running
too
much
"gingerbread."
times ofoutthese
of ten
the
steel is notto well
put on andAlso
whennineeither
things
happen, the effect is not at all good. If you make the
selection of pressed steel for your walls, let me impress upon
you the necessity of keeping away from too much "gingerbread" work. Use rather smooth panel effects in preference
and paint with harmonizing colors of a non-gloss paint;
that is to say, a paint mixed from white lead, and suitable
coloring pigments and about one-third to one-half oil and
the rest turpentine. Some of the harmonizing colors are
as follows: "Dark red, medium green and light red; dark
green, salmon and blue; yellowish green, purple and canary
yellow. These cqlors should not be used in their raw
state, but should be toned down. For instance, taking the
first combination, dark red, green and light red: the dark
red is all right; the green should be toned by the addition
of yellow and the light red should be made rather on the
pink order. I do not mean to imply by this that these arc
the colors you should necessarily select for your decoration.
I only cite them to make the meaning of harmony clear,
or show what I mean by "harmonizing colors." As a matter
of fact, a very pretty combination for moving picture theater work is a soft brown wall trimmed with light tan. The
tan, however, should be quite light to give some contrast.
The effect is soft and pleasing and it doesn't reflect much
light; neither is it dark enough to be gloomy.
Carbon Flaming. — Schenectady, N. Y , writes "1 have just
been r xperimenting with a moving picture rectifier and arclamp on which the operator claimed he had trouble with long
flame shooting out at \ar
ime, which
■ometimi
went out four or five inches and which the opaimed was destructive to the oondenseri
tall me what caused thii
Hie current at the ar.- at the time
ul ,vs amperes direct current from th<
rom the arc about 60. Is it the carbons which caused
le, "r do you think then- 1- some kind
draft? 1 do not believe it is the carbons, and yet It >> thr
only thinj
although i first changed the con■ that the current was .15 ampere*.
ind the flaming was reduced to normal
1 should
mments on thi
1 do not know. Schenectady; that any reallj intelligent
you
it 1 a well known fact that, where
burned long there
It much naming, •
top oi the condi
it. oi coui >. add largely 1., the alreadj high temperature
inside the lamp tlOUSC and tin:
ability of
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condenser breakage. This latter effect is, of course, exag erated ifthe flame actually strikes the top edge of the
condenser lens, as is frequently the case where short focal
length condensers are used. I note that at the time the
flaming took place the voltage across the arc was 60 and
the amperage 35. This would indicate, of course, a very
long arc, and moreover it would indicate a very heavy amperage when the arc was shortened to bring the drop
down to 45. I should say that with the arc burning at 45
drop you would have had not less than 45 and possibly
50 amperes. That a magnetic draft has anything to do with
it, I do not believe. Such experiments as I have made seem
to disprove the presence of any such influence in any marked
degree. According to accepted theory, the current leaps
from the positive to the negative carbon across the air gap.
Late experiments apparently have proven the fact that
where a wire carrying heavy amperage makes a right angle
turn, there is something flies off the wire, apparently by
centrifugal force. If this is true, it then would seem to indicate the fact that electric current has weight, at least to
some degree; or, putting it another way, it would seem to
indicate that current is material substance. If this is the fact
and there is material substance, having weight, leaping from
one carbon to the other, just exactly what effect that would
have in creating air current in and around the arc, which
might influence the direction o fany flame arising therefrom,
would be problematical. Understand, I do not know; and
by that same token I believe that no man living knows exactly what does take place in and around an electric arc.
I make this assertion unqualifiedly, based upon the fact
that we do not know what electricity is; therefore, we are
not in a position to gauge accurately all its possible effects.
I suppose I shall probably be jumped on for these remarks.
Be that, however, as it may. I have stated what I believe
to be as near facts as anybody is able to give in this connection. I might add, however, that this flaming is present
under the indicated conditions, regardless of what kind of
soft cored projection carbons are used. Whether it would
be present with very hard carbon, I cannot say. I think,
however (merely a guess) that the flame itself comes from
the binder of the carbon. I have referred this matter to a
large carbon manufacturer and on receipt of his comments
will publish same.
New York Union. — I understand that Local Union No. 35,
of which Wm. Lang is president, and John S. Clark, secretary, is taking on new life of late and beginning to show
signs of being of some real use — a thing it has not been in the
past. I am glad to see this and assure the men that anything the editor of this department can do to assist in the
establishment of a REAL UNION will be done not only
cheerfully but gladly. Certainly, if there is a city in the
U. S. that needs a real, live union of operators it is New
York. Efforts have been made at various times to organize
operators' associations, etc., but they have met with little
success. There is now, I am told, an independent union,
with no affiliation, numbering a hundred and a half members. AH these organizations, including the officially affiliated organization, have been abortive in the past They
have accomplished little or no good. Divided forces cannot
hope to accomplish much. Get together in one stantial b
level-headed men of mature years
as your Officers and Set about the sadly needed matter of
straightening
out. fifteen
from the
operator's
in
this city matters
Twelve and
dollars
a week standpoint,
and reels
of films run in seven minute- are things which cry t.> Heaven
for rectification,
Later, since writing the above, the editor
has attended a meeting of the union, which
is described
elsewhei e.
Testing for Grounds.— Chicago. III. writes "Friend Richardson: Things are verj much up in the air here
and the old Operators' Union teems to be on its
rally, but 1 do not think ■
t under
the management of n> old officers \\ ill tell you all about
it later when things have settled down
Will \
tell me the various, as well us thi
other
grounds'mat A!-., would it
SOI ry tO hear

of the

trouble

in I

( matter
that the
of ground
at the end and work I
if you have .1 ground on the negative wire oi four circuit
me house half ■ mile a mile, nu

■

water or gas pipes ,ind mams the |
practical!)
lit then one
winch was working nean I I
If your positive and somt

m>r

• .lent on
or the other
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was first in war, nrst in peace
first in the hearts of his countrymen.
NESTOR is first in story, first in acting, first in photography and first in the
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same as circumstantial evidence and mischievous gossip;
but the day is invariably short-lived, for
the hour of reckoning follows swift and
sure. TRUTH may be halted every
now and then, and at times it may
appear down and out; but it nev
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the same way. the result would be 1 11 <- -ame, except it would
positive fuse which would blow, or else possibly
his negative. As ■ matter oi fact, when fuses blow by reason of a ground that is usually exactly what
place, since seldom will both wires of ■ circuit become
grounded at one and the same time. The metho
ing for grounds are quite numerous. The besl test is made
with a volt meter, or wheatstone bridge, lint these appliances, ofcourse, an- nol usually available to the operator
and in most cases lie would not know how to use the bridge
if it were. The practical method, therefore, is either a test
lamp or bell. A fairly good test may be made as follows:
remove all lamps of the circuit from their sockets bo that
there is absolutely no connection between the negative and
positive wires at any point. Remove the fuses and in their
place substitute, cither by screwing directly into the socket
if a plug fuse is used, or by wires if it is a cartridge fuse,
a test lamp which should be of low c. p. — the lower the better— a I or 2 c. p. lamp being ideal for this purpose, though
a 4 c. p. will do. If the other side of the system is not
grounded it will then be necessary to establish a temporary

mr&^~

ground by attaching a wire to the live side of the other fuse
and connecting it to a gas or water pipe or to something
that is grounded. If the fuse lamp lights up there is a
ground on that wire. The other wire may then be tested
in the same manner. (See cut).
CUT OF LAMP HERE
You may also use an ordinary electric bell connected in
series with two or three batteries. To do this, remove the
fuses, but leave the lamps turned on. Touch one end of
the wire to a water or gas pipe, or something else that is
grounded, and the other end to the wire of the circuit wire
at any point. If there is a ground the bell will ring. You
may then turn out the lamps or remove, them from their
sockets and test each wire separately and see on which one
is the ground. The bell may also be used to test for break
in wire. To do this attach one end of the wire to the circuit
end (dead end) of the fuse contact, first having removed
the fuse and taken out all lamps. Then carry the other end
along the wire, touching it at various points. The bell will
ring every time the wire is touched until you pass the break,
and you may thus locate the break in the wire very closely.
Daylight Projector.— Mr. Carl V. Smith, Denver, Col.,
writes: "I notice some mention of a machine projecting
daylight pictures, or rather projecting pictures in daylight.
I understand a test of this mahine was made in New York
City recently and it proved entirely satisfactory. What is
your opinion of the proposition? I should like to install
one in an airdome this summer if it is practical."
Your letter, Friend Smith, is merely a replica of more than
50 received in the past two or three weeks. I am sorry to
say that I am unable to answer your question. That such
a machine was tested here in New York City, I understand
to be the fact, and I have been told that the test was satisfactory. This, however, is a matter in which it would be
necessary
to possible
"show" me.
to daylight
my views,
there
are
just two
ways According
of projecting
pictures,
one being by means of a peculiar screen and the other by
means of light sufficiently brilliant to overcome the effects
of daylight. The first, or screen end, of this proposition
has, in a measure, been successfully accomplished. Pictures
have been projeted right out in the bright sunlight and good
pictures, too. The drawback was, however, that it was necessary to sit square in front of the "curtain" in order to
see the picture, the said screen consisting of a pigeon-hole
arrangement, the sides of the pigeon-holes being painted
black and the bottom white. As to the second proposition,
namely, the projection of a light that will overcome daylight—well, on that particular subject the editor of this
Department is from Missouri and he will certainly have to
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One thing that looks just a little bit fishy is
the fact that 1 cannot find a single practical operator who
was in\ite.l to witness the test made in New York City.
It is useless to incumber my personal mail with letters
of inquiry concerning this poropistion. Just as soon as I
find out that the parties exploiting this new "machine" have
something that is practical and of value, I shall say so
the columns of the department. Until that time,
writing to me on the subject will be a waste of energy, as I
shall not he in position to give you intelligent information.
Slide Coloring. — Indiana (name of town suppressed)
writes: "( an you tell me where I can procure the different
colored inks used in making slides? And also where 1 can
procure the glass and brushes used in making same? I do
not remember seeing this question asked and answered in
theYou
department."
can procure the required inks, brushes, etc., of any
dealer in photographic supplies. Your local photographer
can give you the names of the nearest wholesale houses.
Slide cover glass, mats and strip binder may be had from your
film exchange or from any dealer in photographic supplies,
or the editor of this department can supply you with them;
price of glasses 25 cents per dozen. Plates for solid negatives can be had from photographic supply dealers, of course.
Film Cleaner. — Arizona (name of town suppressed) writes:
"What size condenser should I use for 78-foot throw, Edison
machine, A. C. cut rent? Also, what kind of a film cleaner
do you endorse. I intend to get one and clean films before
runniag them. How is the Mortimer film cleaner advertised in your answer
paper?" your first question, Arizona, without
I cannot
knowing the width of the picture. Will say, however, that
unless you are throwing a very large picture you ought to
have
7^-inch lens
condensing
lenses. relation
The "focal
lengthfocal
of
yout two
condensing
has a direct
to the
length of the objective lens, and I cannot tell what focal
length objective you have without knowing the width of your
picture. The Mortimer film cleaner is as good as any I
know of. Films can only be thoroughly cleaned, however,
after they have been waterproofed. You say your letter is
not written for publication. Again I must remind correspondents that personal letters are only replied to where
from $1 to $10 is enclosed, dependent upon the nature of
the questions asked.
Low Salaries.— Whitehall, N. Y., writes: "I was an electrical contractor
entering
the part
fieldofof the
project'on.
am trying
to get before
operating
in this
state on aI
sound basis. Operators are very poorly paid in this section.
I am trying to communicate with the local branch of moving picture operators at Boston and see what I can do towards starting a union up here. The managers seem to
think that a schoolboy can do the work all right. My way
of thinking is that a good, practical man cannot be had for
less than $25 per week. The managers here, on the other
hand, apparently believe $12 to $14 to be something elegant
in the way of salary for an operator. Kindly advise me how
I can get a New York State license, as I should like to procure one. I am aware of the fact that the Legislature is
now acting upon the matter of licensing all operators and I
think probably operators will get some practical protection
against
schoolboy
then."you have got the best of me on
I nrusttheadmit,
Whitehall,
the license proposition. If the Legislature has anything new
in contemplation I haven't heard of it. So far as I know,
there is no such thing as a state license in New York, the
nearest thing to it being the New York City license; to procure which one must appear in person and take the examination, sometimes waiting a week or two after making application before being examined. It is necessary to make
the original application in person. No doubt the Boston
boys will inform you fully as to the necessary steps to be
taken in forming a local union in your vicinity. I certainly
wish you success in the undertaking. You are, however, to
some extent mistaken in supposing that the license is any
large protection to operators. It does, of course, help some,
but the "some*' should be printed in rather small letters.
If boards of commissioners really would refuse to pass any
but competent operators, then it would be different and the
first effect of that kind of an action would be an increase of
about 500 per cent, in salaries, because there would be but
mighty few operators left after the board got through. In
practice, however, about all the examination does is to shut
out those who are rankly incompetent, and sometimes, in
some places, it doesn't even do that.
Cooling the Theater. — Vernon, Tex., comes across with the
following: "We are in a quandary as to how to cool our
theater this spring and summer, which we will either have
to do or build an air dome. Will you please write us, or
publish in the next World, how best to cool a house 30x110,
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14 ft. ceiling? It is 90 ft. from the machine, or lobby, to
the stage and 20 ft. back of the curtain to the rear end of
the building. We have curtains, etc., for vaudeville, but do
not use them. We already have five 18-inch wall fans, two
on each long wall and one on the back, which makes a
pretty good breeze, it seems, but as we have, nothing to
carry the air out of the house, except when the wind is stirring, these fans seem to make very poor headway in cooling
the building. We should like also to know your best plan
for building an air dome. We enjoy the World and the
Trouble Department very much."
Well do I remember your town, Vernon, for over the desk
of the leading hotel in 1800 (or was it in '89) was the following verse: "Six miles to wood. 600 feet to water and 6
feet to hell; God bless our home!" I will never forget the
first time I laid eyes on that sign. The country has changed
vastly since then, and while the verse might have been more
or less appropriate at that time, it isn't by any manner of
means applicable now. As to cooling the theater, I have had
a ventilation firm write you direct. You do not say whether
the building is one or more stories. If it is one-story I
would suggest the installation of some roof ventilators, supplemented by a good-sized exhaust fan, say one 36 inches
in diameter, with heavy angles to its blades, so that it will
move a maximum amount of air when running at a comparatively low speed. This fan may be installed in a small
coop on the roof, if the building is one-story, being connected, of course, to a suitable exhaust pipe entering the
ceiling, or it may be set in front or back wall; the back
wall preferably if you do not want to use vaudeville. I
would also suggest that in the heat of summer three or four
ceiling fans would be a very decided help. By ceiling fans,
I mean those with wooden blades about three feet in diameter. Iwon't go into this more at this time, as I have
had the ventilation firm write you. As to the air dome, in
order to give intelligent instruction, it would be necessary
that I be made fully acquainted with the individual case.
That is to say, the size and shape of the lot, etc., etc. Giving
general information would be altogether too vague. I may
say, however, that owing to the fact that on moonlight nights
there is always lots of light, the entire front or curtain end
should be painted black, with a wide black cloth hood over
the top of the screen. Again, however, this might not apply
in some cases. In fact, it is foolishness to try to give any
general instructions. Such instructions can only be given to
fit the individual case. On receipt of plans showing the size
and shape of lot, its surroundings, whether buildings or not,
and any available data, including the direction the curtain will
face, accompanied by a fee of $10, I shall be glad to go into
the matter fully and give you or anyone else the full benefit
of such knowledge as I may possess. Treating individual
cases of this kind in the department would be practically impossible as each case would consume half or more of the
space allowed me.
A correction. — Mr. M. P. Williamson, Attica, Ind., writes:
"I wish to contfadict, nol >" tin- spirit of contradiction, but
in the hope that it may save trouble for some operator, the
statement made on page 128 of Handbook. You say that
the Powers No. h intermittent movement is absolutely nonadjustable. This might possibly be true of the original
Powers No. 6, but the intermittent shaft bearings on the late
model are slightly eccentric, allowing adjustment of the cross
Have been looking for three weeks for sketch showing
simple method of squaring condensers, aperture plate and
objective combination Have I overlooked this, or has same
not yet appeared? Tell your stenographer that I talk, eat,
sleep, breathe, drink and dream moving pictures and that
"M P." might j'o libljf be construed to mean what she sugThe statement |
NO. 6 intermittent
gests."
Am
it WW written, and was ap
proved by the Powers I ompany.
Since the rlandl
k u:is
on the pr<
n ide and
an eccentric I. u King was added, 10 that it is possible to
tighten th<
0 1 >e1
I
er, that operatoi
• it tOO tight; the
tirely practical but must be very carefully
tions appeart d on page
method 1 1
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accurate method which can be devised. The stenographer
part
of Neighbor
letter refers
to something
said
in
relation
to his Williams'
letter appearing
on page
598, March I 18th
issue.
MOVING PICTURES ON 14th STREET, N. Y.
When Mr. Fox took on the vast Academy of Music he
paid a rental of $100,000 a year for a building which cost its
owners but three times as much. Although plays produced
by a stock company thrived there, Mr. Fox no doubt foresees the day
even opera,
this great
structure,
erstwhile
home when
of grand
will also
become New
a goldYork's
mine
through the lure of the camera man. Then will be presented
the spectacle of four theaters having a combined seating
capacity of 10,000 persons, within a few yards of each other,
and entertaining at a fair computation 80,000 persons daily
(the Union Square Theater being the fourth house implied).
Such is the vogue of the moving picture in this, the 1911th
year of the Christian Era.
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Licensed
"The Wedding Bell" (Edison) \n educational film in that
it shows the horrible conditions which exist in many tenement- in the largi
trrj represents where many
serious cases oi typhoid originate and wink- then
tempi at drama in the narrative it is dramatic in the strength
e menace is brought home to the
owner of the tenement in such a graphic way that it cannot
be misunderstood. Such an appeal is impossible in a mainstances, but in this instance it helps the picture,
giving .1 life touch which contributes to it- interest. The
picture will do quite as good work as the Red Cross and
other similar iilms which have gone before.
"A aWarloveTime
— A war
storytheintermixed
with
tale,Escape"
having (Kalem}.
it- beginning
before
war and
brought to a happy consummation afterward. These war
tales have considerable interest and in instances like this
where an effort is made to make the story true to possibilities the interest is maintained throughout with no violent
shock. The accessories and setting appear to be reasonably
accurate.
whereherone's
credulity brother
requires and
reenforcementThei- only
when point
the girl,
Confederate
her Union lover are all together under one roof. It is not
impossible.
It is somewhat improbable.
"The Inventor's Rights" (Pathe).— A story of the socalled oppression of a poor inventor by a capitalist. Happily everything is ultimately satisfactorily arranged, and the
inventor receives hi- just recompense.
"Pepper Industry in the Malay Peninsula" (Pathe.) — An
interesting travelogue made in that little known region
whence comes a larger proportion of the pepper used in the
Civilized world. The strange appearing country, the natives
And the processes of gathering and preparing the pepper are
all clearly shown. It is an excellent piece of work and a
worthy addition to the numerous good travelogues.
"An Aching
Void" (Vitagraph).
graphic where
sermonthere
describing the conditions
winch exist— inA families
are no children. Many who complain because of little people
might get a new viewpoint if they saw this. It is a domestic
tale which should have its influence upon those fortunate
enough to see it.
Indian"
— Aplay
western
mining story
in "The
which Faithful
a faithful
Indian | Essanay).
is made to
an important
part.
The story turns upon a loss of memory incident to the shock
of an explosion and the return to consciousness by reason of
another shock caused by a blow from the butt of a revolver.
The picture includes the discovery of a rich strike of gold
and the reward of the faithful Indian for protecting his
ma-ter'- interests.
"The Privateer's Treasure" (Ciaumont). — An excellent picture, containing a number of thrilling scenes and much interesting scenery. The search for hidden treasure is always
interesting and when the difficulties encountered are so
clearly illustrated the picture acquires an interest it would
not otherwise p
"Rocky Caves of France" (Gaumont). — An artistic reproduction of the picturesque caves mar Lamoroux. Many
traveler- have seen them, but whether or not persons in the
audience have seen them they will prove of extraordinary
interest because of their wild and picturesque beauty.
"The Sheriff's Daughter" < I'athe).— One of those stories
representing
daughter
as loving toa escape,
bandit. but
Because
of
her plea thea -heriff's
sheriff allowhi- prisoner
later,
when he shoots his daughter, mistaking her for the desperado and she dies, he tears off his badge, realizing that
his honor, too, is gone. Objection has been made to films
of this character that show officers of the law as condoning
offences, or allowing prisoner- to escape. They make light
of the law and are undesirable. In this instance, however,
the sheriff is made to realize his position, thus vindicating
the law. No objection can be made to such an ending.
"Davy comedy,
Jones, or
His Wife's
Husband"the ( Vitagraph).—
sparkly
graphically
illustrating
woes of poor,A
unfortunate Davy. His experience with the card club is
sufficient to keep the audience convulsed. And after his fake
attack of hydrophobia, cured in a way that aroused his
temper, he pays the penalty by very humorous practice of
domestic science.
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"The Department Store" (Edison). Interesting because
n depict- scene- which might actually occur in any department -tore in the land The touch of nature, which prompts
each one of the employees concerned to contribute something to the unfortunate girl'- purse, makes the picture more
than ordinary. This develops a heart interest, increased
by the love affairs which appear later There is much of
life and action in the picture without any important dramatic force, unless it is accepted that the illustration of life
r. in the humble walks here represented, is
dramatic.
"Baby's Fall" (Edison). — A comedy including a number
of absurdities which are unreal, but perhaps may be pa>sed
because they are lively and develop interesting situations.
A baby might fall into an awning, but it is extremely doubtful. Further, such a fall might lead to a disturbance approaching, or equalling, the one here represented, but it is
unlikely, hence the picture may be admired chiefly for its
absurdity. Admitting this it is good of its kind and rouses
no end of sport before the matter in questioin is adjusted
and the baby is pulled out of the awning to safety.
"The Diver" (Kalem). — An educational subject of interest. It shows with fidelity to facts the life of a diver and a
sensational turn is given the picture by the blowing up of
a wreck with dynamite. Very many have never seen a diver
work, consequently .this picture will be of educational value.
"The Hunter's Dream" (Kalem).— Almost anybody would
reform after seeing all the horrors depicted in this imaginative film. Small wonder the hunter decides to eschew
strong drinks and Welsh rarebits.
"Oh, You Kids" (Pathe).— This will carry the men back
to their boyhood days and recall very vividly the time when
i!<ey, too, used to snowball everyone in sight. The punishment they finally receive after leading the officers a merry
chase will stimulate recollections of similar experiences that
will assist in the general enjoyment of the picture. It i- a
boy picture and well indeed has the producer shown what
boys actually do.
"The Paoli Brothers" (Pathe).— An excellent picture of
this family of well known acrobats. The photography is
excellent considering the difficulty of the subject.
"The Thames from Oxford to Richmond" (Urban).— An
outdoor picture by this firm is always worthy of admiration
and in this short length of film an excellent impression of
the Thames can be obtained along some of its upper reaches.
The views of the city of Oxford are well worth seeing and
the same observation applies to the many notable sights
along the river. The viewpoints were selected with skill
and knowledge of artistic requirements, .while the printer
has done his portion of the work so well that all the negative contained is produced on the screen.
"Teaching Dad to Like Her" (Biograph).— A humorous
warning to young men not to introduce thin show girl sweethearts to their fathers. In a film filled with humorous situation-, humorous because they illustrate the young man's
perturbations, the story of how father was so struck with the
son's choice that the cards announce their marriage in the
near future. The story is told with good accessories and
does not fail to make a hit with the audience.
"Her Artistic Temperament" (Lubin). — A narrative of a
country girl who imagined she could paint masterpieces and
preferred life in the city wooing the fickle goddess of fame
to washingDisillusioned
dishes and she
ironing
shirtwaists
her mother's
kitchen.
is quite
wiling to inaccompany
her
lover home when he calls for her. The story has no dramatic strength, but is interesting since it conveys a lesson
which may have its influence upon other misguided individuals.
"Max is Stuck Up" (Pathe). — Another impossible Max
comedy. It may be funny to get tangled up in fly paper, but
it would be impossible for anyone to have such an experience a- this. Max evidently has a peculiar sense of humor,
but it would be better if it were directed into channels which
are more in accord with the dictates of common sense.
"How Tommy's Wit Worked" (Pathe).— A boy story that
has some amusing points. A few scenes are calculated to
impress the middle-aged with a memory of similar experiences in the past, and some are wholly impossible.
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"Her Words Came True" (Selig) —A comedy representing
the experience of a gentleman with a gypsy fortune-teller
and how her predictions came true, much too soon to suit
him. The way he beats it when he has trouble with the
dark woman, none other than the Beeress herself, and two
large men suddenly appear, i- a fitting ending to ■
humorous
adventure-.
"The Test of Love" (Edison).- -This theme has been utilized before, but never so satisfactorily A blind girl is
afforded means for having her Bight restored by her ill-favored lover. Me is fearful of the effect upon her when she
sees him and induces his handsome brother to act in his
place when the bandage IS removed from the girl's eyes. The
excellence in this picture lies in the fact that the girl is true
to her lover, even though his features are not handsome.
The play is filled with emotional scenes and holds the audience silent from the beginning to the end. The acting is
sympathetic and Strong in its simplicity and the beauty of
character and strength of love are adequately exemplified.
"Han's
(Essanay).
German
with
Hans Millions"
in the leading
role. —HeA islively
supposed
to be comedy,
heir to
millions, consequently he is eagerly sought and accepted as
a son-in-law by the thrifty grocer after he has been thrown
out of the place. Imagine the family's consternation when
they discover that his share is only one dollar.
"The Lieutenant's Wild Ride" (Gaumont). — The interest
in the picture lies in the rush of the lieutenant to reach his
command, after the discovery of the hidden telegram. The
outdoor photography is clear and the action during the ride
is thrilling.
"Though the Seas Divide" (Vitagraph).— A sentimental
photoplay, offering suggestions in telepathy which are interesting, ifthey are largely improbable. That the song of a
blind girl should be wafted across the seas and be caught
up by the soul of a violinist is of the essence of poetic
fancy. And later, when the violinist pursues this phantom
and finds the girl seated on the shore still singing, they
seem created for one another. It is one of the most poetic
picture plays ever put on the screen, but there is a fascination
about it which holds the attention all through, and when it
disappears the audience scarcely realizes that it is no longer
in the realm of fancy. The shock upon the return to practical is one of the attractive features of the film.
INDEPENDENT.
"The Field of Honor" (American). — A comedy which
seemed to please the large audience where the writer saw
it. Numerous laughable situations are developed, and the
actors have seized their oppoitunities to make them as funny
as possible. The photography is good and much fun is developed before the film closes.
"Cain" murderers
(Eclair). — and
A graphic
portrayal
of since
the curse
that
follows
has followed
them
the first.
This tragedy is intensified by the love story interwoven with
it. The criminal confesses his guilt and plunges into the
adjacent lake, completing a story which has some dramatic
strength, but is too tragic for most motion picture audiences.
'The Rock
Climbers"
A beautiful
picture
of the
Pyrenees,
showing
their (Eclair).—
most famous
peaks and
following
the guides as they climb up the steep rocks, or down into
deep chasms. It is a graphic illustration of the way guides
care for their charges in those mountains.
"The Open Gate" (Yankee). — A humorous love story,
which has a prominent feature, the adventures of a sea captain whose hopes are dashed because he breaks his resolutions to be good. Years afterward, however, his sweetheart
of former years has left the gate open, and, plucking up
courage enough to enter, a wedding follows. It is a simple,
clear and altogether delightful story, filled with those little
touches which appertain to human nature as it actually is
from day to day.
"In Old Madrid" (Imp). — Amid gorgeous settings and emohasized by good photography a pretty love story is told.
The sensational scene where the lover carries the girl to the
rocks in a roaring torrent will afford the audience a thrill.
The way the consent and blessing of the objecting mother is
obtained is unique and is a scene of much interest, even approaching the dramatic. "In Old Madrid" should prove a
satisfactory addition to any program.
not even
Admitted"
— A landlord
comedy representing
how
a "Dogs
man got
with a (Lux).
grouchy
for not allowing
him to keep a dog. When the landlord pulled himself together after it had rained dogs, he had a fresh comprehension of the possibilities of getting even.
"Bill trating
hasthe difficulties
Kleptomania"
A humorous
story
illusthat (Lux).—
accumulated
around the
afflicted

gathered in about everything loose and when
finally arrested his wife meted out a business-like and presumably very effective punishment,
"Robert Emmet" (Thanhouser). — An interesting sketch of
thiswell
famous
patriot,
released
St. Patrick's
day.
is
acted Iri'li
and well
staged
and a for
worthy
picture in
everyIt
sense. Robert Emmet and his misfortunes appeal to every
patriot and whether a man be an Irishman or not this picture will arouse the best impulses of his nature. That he
was captured because he went to sec his sweetheart adds
another romantic element which will make the picture even
more attractive. The film gives a fair resume of the principal events in his dramatic life.
"His Double Treasure" (Yankee).— The story of a hidden
treasure, found, then lost, almost at the moment of finding
and recovered through the intervention of a pretty girl. And
the romance closes with the young man getting both the girl
and the treasure. The unexpected appearance of fierce
brigands adds interest to a very satisfactory picture.
"The Sacrifice of Silver Cloud" (Bison). — An Indian picture which illustrates a thrilling fight and the sacrifice of an
Indian girl's life because she warned the whites that her
people would attack. The action is spirited and the photography is clear, representing a considerable advance in this
respect over some pictures which have gone before.
"Between Love and Duty" (Great Northern). — A story of
a doctor's unfortunate infatuation for a woman not his wife,
the estrangement, the meeting of husband and wife at the
sick bed of a patient and final reconciliation. The story is
a simple narrative of a common enough domestic tragedy,
but it ends happily, leaving a favorable impression of the
picture and the actors.
"Life and People South erf the Equator" (Great Northern).
— An excellent reproduction of scenes among the nomadic
tirbes in the torrid zone. Much instruction and entertainment is included in this film.
"Foolshead at Soiree" (Itala). — What this comedian does
at a social function is humorously shown. As usual he
thinks of very many strange stunts which would occur to
no one else.
"Toto on the Stage" (Itala). — A comic presenting some
fresh phases in unexpected action. Toto promises to be as
much of a favorite as Foolshead.
"His Mind's Tragedy" (Powers). — Loss of memory appears as the motive of this picture. The doctor changes to
a burglar, and becomes a common burglar. Later he comes
to himself, while robbing a friend's house where
his wife and daughter are staying and a joyful re-union
follows. It is an excellent picture and the working out of
this story is quite satisfactory.
"At Swords' Points" (Reliance). — >A truly sumptuous production. Itwill rank as one of the best films the independents have ever released. One fault can scarcely be overlooked, however, the somewhat complicated character of
the story. There are places where the real meaning of
what is done seems somewhat obscure, yet the main thread
is, perhaps, sufficiently clear so this defect should scarcely
be considered. One of the most striking features ever introduced in motion pictures is the duel in the dark between the
youngard, and
king's
mother, impersonated
Marion
the assassins
who had comebytoMiss
murder
him. LeonThe
only light comes from the clashing of the steel as sword strikes
sword in the blackness. The audience sat as though rooted
to the spot while this life and death struggle was in progress.
It is impossible to convey to those who have never seen it
the strange, weird fascination which makes this scene one
of the most notable ever seen on the screen. Another
thriling scene is the battle. It is too realistic for comfort.
And when it is over and the duke is thrown into prison the
queen leads her son to the throne. It is all done with such
a degree of realism that it is hard to think it is only a picture. The change in the film used by the firm is shown in
the sharpness of the pictures and the stereoscopic relief
which characterizes their appearance on the screen. Every
detail of the beautiful costumes is reproduced and the sumptuous settings are produced so clearly and vividly that it
seems impossible to offer a suggestion for an improvement.
The firm is to be congratulated upon this release which embodies all the attractive features of the best type of motion
picture and sets a new mark for producers to reach in
bringing out future subjects.
"Do You Know This Woman?" (American). — A comedy
which affords Dott Farley an opportunity to disclose the
stuff that laughs are made of. And right well is the task
performed. It is a good comedy and one that will be
appreciated by any audience.
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"The Job and the Girl" (American). — A lively comedy
detailing the adventures of a nervy young man. If you
have never seen a display of pure nerve, now is your opportunity. It would be difficult to conceive anything funnier
that some of the situations developed here.
'The Fisher Maid" (Imp). — An excellent film, telling a
simple story of love and supposed deceit, with the added
features of an attempted suicide undertaken in a picturesque
manner. But all is made right at last and the little fisher
maid is restored to her home through a thrilling rescue by
her lover. Some of the scenes along the seashore are exceptionally good and are well worth while merely as pictures, quite apart from any connection they may have with
the good story.
"Where the Shamrock Grows" (Rex)— A simple story of
love, kidnapping and clever rescue of a young woman from
the custody of a villain with the complete discomfiture of
the aforesaid villain in the closing scene. The scenery is
excellent and enhances the pictorial value of the film, while
the actors perform their various parts with credit. It is
a worthy addition to the films already put out by this
house. Perhaps a considerable proportion of the strength
of these pictures lies in the fact that the stories are simple
and clearly told. The backgrounds are in harmony, while
the photography is of a high standard.
"A Coward" < Ambrosio). — The story of a conscript who
deserts in theWhen
hour he
of does
his country's
andhishiswife
wanderings
afterward.
return heperil
finds
married
to someone else, and to complete the gloom he kills himself.
Not a pleasant picture and rather difficult to understand by
any of the standards of motion picture making. What benefit is derived from depicting the sorrows of a man in this
way is beyond the comprehension of the average person.
"Adventures of a Countryman in Town" (Ambrosio). —
A comic showing graphically the amusing features of the
visit of a countryman to town. The last scene, with all of
them isflying
with Jones' huge umbrella, is a novelty
that
sure away
to please.
"Just Kids"
(Powers).
— A story
of the inpranks
of some
children
who ruined
a number
of things
theif vigorous
attempts to liven up matters about the house.
"A Trip About Christiania" (Powers). — A satisfactory
scenic picture, showing much of interest about this northern
city. The photographer has done his part well and the scenes
selected are interesting.
"Divorce" (Thanhouser). — A serious attempt to illustrate
upon the screen the divorce evil, and at the same time present
in graphic form the influence a doll exerted in re-uniting the
warring couple. The play is well staged and acceptably acted
and its purpose makes it of more use than such plays ordinarily arc
"Waiting at the Church" (Thanhouser). — A comedy show-
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ing how Tommy won a wife, but lost at the same time.
mixup affords opportunity for much laughter.

Colored Motion Pictures.
By Henry.
The World's New England representative has noticed that
the last eight months have witnessed less and less colored
motion more,pictures
not athave
all "as
should on
be."theFurtherthe coloredwhich
films iswhich
beenit placed
market
of late have in no instance reached the standard of quality
set a year and more ago. Strange as it may seem, it has
never been our good fortune, at any time, to have seen any
colored motion picture equal to one we very vividly remember having witnessed at least two years back. The
film we have in mind is one of Pathe's former masterpieces —
"Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves." This film was a chef
d'ceuvre, with its beautiful colorings and delicate shades.
An all but forgotten gem, it might be called. The reason
wherefore the quality and quantity of colored motion pictures
has declined is rather difficult to find. A close and minute
questioning of a very good many of New England motion
picture exhibitors shows us that the colored film is in request
by the very great majority of motion picture theaters. Here
again we find a repetition of that oft repeated chorus entitled,
"The Manufacturers don't heed the exhibitors' needs!" The
World's New England representative believes he may be
able to show several reasons for the scarcity of colored
cinematographs. In the first place: A colored picture costs
considerable more to produce than the ordinary film. In
the second place: the colored picture takes more expert attention and time than the ordinary film, and it is this age
of ever increasing quantity output, this extra time needed,
is to be seriously reckoned with. In the third place: we believe the scarcity of colored films is partly due to the fact
that the manufacturers are overdoing — considerably overdoing— the black and white photography which formerly had
much to do with the biograph superiority. The special attention (and consequent increase in sales, of course) attracted the serious attention of all manufacturers of motion
pictures, both licensed and independent and then, from a
clear sky, as it were, all tinted and colored motion pictures
were practically seen no more. The motion picture manufacturers deluged the trade with the biograph "black and
white photography" as it is often named. New manufacturers
sprang up who advertised stoutly the fact that in their films
could be had this black and white shading of colors. The
writer himself, pleads guilty to having a great partiality and
indulgence for the black and white picture. If the truth be
told, the perfect picture show for your Henry would consist
mostly of pictures done in the biograph black and white, but
not wholly. Perhaps most people who love the moving picture would declare in a like manner. But that does not mean
that the public fancies being entirely fed on this one form of
photography. Quite the contrary. Colored and tinted motion pictures are always a very welcome relief from the usual
thing which, in this instance, is the black and white photographed picture. In a word, then, your Henry believes that,
in their zeal to emulate the success made by the biograph in
their photography, the great majority of all the manufacturers
allowed every other torn of photography slip
gotten. This should now be rectified. The American manufacturers never n
holding the palm where
colored motion pictures were concerned; but the foreign film
makers, especially Pathe, Gaumont, Ambrosco, I:.
should look this matter over with great
M never ha\e wntt< D
. ! \vr not
known
that the public is very well intenti.ned toward the
cojored
picture
'l'lic
men
enjoy
them;
also
the
women
and
children
(to whom
all motion
pictures
appeal.
M they
tell us) e ;
ward them
To talk commercially,
and n<>t aesthetically, m dollars ;md cents, as it were, let trie
all manufacturers of notion pictures that any worthy ore colored
release
will be i!
! course) ir.fjns
good selling of the prlnl
iy is just
: loti
1'm« naeta tenet
!s to deaden
the public's
This Question can be looked mto by
financial pr>>!it to thenselves, leaving
general gOOd it will do th< industry
emergency
and win both m..nr\
and

interest
m the picture.
the manufacturer* with
i •■; n Ij t
nc side the
W I
repul
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SIH PERCY AND THE PUNCHERS.— The punchof tliu XI. ,.,11111 :,,,• wild wlili Joy, 'cium
lily Jame. lit Marys special friend, and
log licr from tbe station.— hot. suffering
>k what's traveling
wlili her, tun nobs,
• Sir Percy UrnnvUle." who win the nearby ranch.
This gets Bill's coat for a time, but Mary
rides and "ropes"
with the puncher*, and «oon
m she i» the name genuine, good-hearted
Mary, and doean't care a whoop for Sir Percy.
Sir I'eroy Insist* on sticking around, however,
and show* his true nature by striking Mary's
younger brother. Hobby, when be defends bis sister
from Insult. Hilly James Is for perforating Percy
at once, but Mary Is there with the calm good
aense, and fixes up a better scheme to get rid
of his highness. Mary iirranges to elope with
Percy, but Hobby, disguised as Mary, really does
the stunt. Sir Percy swallows hook and nil, and
after a desperate ride to escape tbe pursuers, he

: the

to strike Bobby again, but Bobby baa
Dd makes blm march
gate through a double II
punchers.
ntrlbiites a whole soled kick

l.i in

■ tal V

BIOGRAPH.
PRISCILLAS APRIL FOOL JOKE.— Paul Is sitting with Prlseilla on a bench in a secluded spot.
Paul Is reading to Prlseilla. but she steals away to
gather some Bower* to surprise him with. Alice
and Harry are viewing this from a distance and
conceives the idea of
i bai rone ah,
r pltc
Prlseilla returns she finds

\\i„. •■

quarrel ensues.
Paul,
tries to explain but Prlseilla will not listen. However, the truth of the situation Is learned and
Prlseilla is determined to get even, by turning
the laugh on tbe jokers. Both Paul and Prlseilla
leave notes In a conspicuous place purporting to
their having cast themselves into the sea, leaving
their wraps on the shore to apparently verify their
act. They are now Impressed by the maxim "He
laughs best who laughs last."
CURED.— Our
friend
Is decidedly
under
the
,11,1
weather from gout and i
roller chair as a means of locomotion. Left a
a thirst seizes htm and leaving his chair be
himself for a drink.
He lias hardly departed i
of stairs to the very edge of the wharf facing the
sea. Here he finds the owner hobbling close behind htm. so he vamps. The Invalid finds this
point a most attractive one at which to sit and
enjoy the cool breezes of the sea, and here be
alts. Shortly after those into whom
Happy Jack
i peregrinations
approach stealthily
s chair Is Jack, pounce
i and overboard i
, handsome
troubadour
Peplta meet it is love at first sight. They go to
the Grand Plaza, where they sing and dance.
Jose was fickle natured and It needed only a pretty
face and trim figure to make him forget the very
existence of Peplta. Mariana, appreciating this
lures the weak Jose from Peplta for herself, and
together they go to the Plaza. Paula, the busybody, selng Jose and Mariana together on the
Plaza hastens to Inform Peplta, who goes armed
with a dagger to kill Jose. In this she is thwarted
by several bystanders. Jose cowardly hastens to a
distant camp where he feels he will be safer from
Peplta's
wrath.
examining
a pistol
Is
about to
procureJose
withIs which
to protect
himself,be
■when
the firearm
explodes
totallycruelly
blinding
blm.him.In
this helpless
condition,
Mariana
deserts
Feeling that he has been Justly punished for bis
perfidy, he wanders off to play and sing for a llve-

Hiishinir madly through the village Peplta espies
Jose alone on the road singing. As Peplta approaches with drawn dagger she at once sees bis
helpless condition and pity melts her hatred and
her love for him revives. She assures htm by
taking his band and kindly leading him to the
safety of the camp, declaring that her love for
him Is fortitude enough for her to sacrifice herself
to the care of him throughout bis dark and cheer-
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died
danger,
t
DDOD
his mission,
rne mesng, the Lieutenant finds hlmiio-c quarter*.
He \feigns
irkinla Illness
Johnson,and theIs
Etobcrt B. Johnson, who Is at tin- front,
i message
from ber
brother,
saying
be will visit them
that night.
Allen, fearful of recognition even though
he is
Confederate
only to beIn followed
and uniform,
captured. plans
LaterI -In battle
Johnson and Allen are wounded and Johnson, feeling the end was near, places a little mliilature In
the hands of the I'nlon soldier and asks him to
find her. He recognizes It as that of Virginia,
and then— •'tbe heart of tbe rebel gray beats close
to tbe stronger one of Union blue."
heart' of

s.lt

In

When the old man learns of this affair be decides
upon swift revenge. His heart is touched by the
happiness of the lovers and he decided not only
to give up bis Idea of vengeance but to make the
couple a very substantial present.
This action is brought about by bis seeing In a
stream the reflection of his own wrinkled face and

thoughtful
of stranger:
Through two family quarrels many very laughable
events come to pass.
THE
SECRET
OF THE
FOREST.— Tbe Baron
Berke curses all Republicans liecanse his ancestors
i hand of Jean,
money
Iji
part with her.
The
Republican
puts
together with a ring Jean
this box they bury In a forest and send a gypsy
to tell Jean where the treasure Is buried. The
baron unearths the treasure, finds the ring, and
sees through the plot. Although he will not give
in at first, be finally capitulates, and tbe couple
fly to each other's arms.
TRIBULATIONS OF JIGGERS.— Tbe laughable
experiences of tbe well-known comedian, Jiggers.
He buys a new hat which proves to be haunted.
It's many mysterious movements, such as running
down
the street, bumping
Into people,

URBAN-ECLIPSE.
DR. CHARCOT'S TRIP TOWARD THE SOUTH
POLE. — The scenes depicted In this film were obtained during two years' explorations in the Antarctic by Dr. Charcot, the eminent French explorer. The launching of his ship, the "Pourquol
Pas," specially built for the purpose, is shown,
and Its departure from Havre amid scenes of
great enthusiasm. Punta-Arenas. in Chill, Is the
last port of call before the explorers plunge Into
Is of an Ice bound
geography
•Inlight
by i books,
but understood In quite I
spectacle to I
this picture.
It Is a stLr
the ocean heaving, swirling, and as It were, chafing
under the ice-floes which encumber It. Navigation In such watrs may well be dangerous.
Wonderful pictures of these frozen regions follow, enabling the spectator to visualise the Immense expanse of snow and ice. A sleighing expedition is seen setting out, and delightful photographs of thousands of penguins— almost the only
Inhabitant* of the Antarctic — conclude a most Interesting subject.
THE CORMORANTS. OR JAPANESE CATCHING FISH WITH BIRDS.— A novel picture showIng a very curious method adopted by the Alnos,.
the Japanese aboriginals, to catch fish, and illustrating the unexpected forms the Ingenuity of halfclvillzcd peoples often takes. Oomorants prey
upon fishes, plunging their long necks beneath the
and rarely failing
to advantage In the
erman sets out In a
cormorants which he
string attached to their
reminded of the fairy i

I sputtering

moranta gel i
birda cannot swallow the fish
men
dragapplied
then
When aneoncernedl]
a bird iifi,-nll>
hna can.*re

obliged

lie I

tin- CO*

theyi appar.

to disgorge.
They *eemthe
illow the fish i
r their

,

VITAGRAPH.
THO' THE SEAS DIVIDE.— A young and beautiful blind girl living on the borders of the sea
In a distant country, singing in the moonlight a
sonata, which echoes and reaches serosa the sea
wafted In waves of sound and melody to tbe reception room of a great mansion where a famous
violinist Is playing au intermezzo, the sweet chords
of the sonata that Is being sung by the girl Infersoothing andstrains
He forsakes tile all
goca of tbeand Intersearchlng i
I blind
united In love's embrace.
THE WIDOW VISITS SPRIGTOWN.— Th*
widow visits her cousin Ned at Sprlgtown. her
hairbald.
Is golden,
she calls
'tisyoung
false.beaus
She
Is
The girls
plan It
to auburn,
show the
of Sprlgtown bow they have been fooled by the
charming widow.
When she retires they take ber wig and throw
side her chamber door, cry fire, call up the lire
Department, of which all the boys In town are
members, hoping that when they come to rescne
the widow, they will see her baldness. She ha*
an admirer, lame, fat and fifty, he finds her wig
from ignominy of
conduct her to safety and she rewards each with
a golden curl.
A LITTLE LAD IN DIXIE.-^John I.awton. a
Confederate soldier. Is given aTheborne leave to recover from his wounds. His little son Bud, a
mountain lad of eight. Is inspired with the marshal
spirit of the times, ami when his mother makes
him
a
little
flag, at
he atakes
bis father'*
musket and Confederate
stations himself
mountain
pass,
appointing himself Its guardlHn. With Snag Riley,
he defend* the pass. Snag falls dead, and shortly
afterwards Bud reels and falls, mortally wounded,
across his t»„ly. His mother finds little Hud dying, she lifts him tenderly on her arm and smooths
his brow. Reverently covering him with the Confederate flag, the I'nion soldiers stand sorrowfully
gazing at the form of the manly little hero.

THEIR

MOTHER. — Tom

and

Ralph

Stone

later Ralph

t '

man, mistakes blm for a horse thief a
on him, but Tom makes bis escape.
Ralph
the rest of the boys mount their horses and
pursuit, finally catching t
days,
stays
their

— -'-e output of the Sales Company.

A trial will convince you.

homeward way. .Tuantta
drops a rose which Enrique gets and treasures.
Later in the day Enrique manages to get a note
to Juanita asking her to attend a dance that evening, and she very gladly consents. After stealing
away from the house she meets her new-found
sweetheart at the dance and entertains the entire company
beautiful to"Jota."
wonderful
grace with
leads the
a bystander
attempt Herto
n,l i
make her acquaintance,
which la promptly rei sented by Enrique, and It ends in a duel, In which
I fight,
Enrique
and learning that
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and
give

when
Ralph
recognize
the execution, of course, and the vision of
now sainted mother rlslug before their eyes,
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loins sweetheart, only ii,,- virion of their mother,
whose death they both had witnessed together,
stays Tom's hand when he attempts to kill Ralph.
Failing In this. Tom goes West to try to forget
it.
laterIs In
bis Into
little bankruptcy,
"dobe house being
Tom
readsTwothatyear*
Ralph
going
completely ruined, and though he knows that his
old sweetheart is now Ralph'* wife, Tom sends
to bis brother a letter enclosing $1,500 for El*
need* ami telling him of a good foreat McAllister's ranch In Idaho, near

Call, — ""

Baltimore, Md.
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A FATAL RESEMBLANCE.— I. in).- Paul is desperately ill and post
the hasle
doctor for
sends
father On
to
the dispensary
somePaul's
medicine.
the way the poor fellow Is arrested as a clever
(offer, whom lie chances to resemble. Though
protesting his Innocence, he I
and t
great trouble c
:■ been adopted by
Is father's arrest. not know
victim's son, ■

^

adopted parent. The poor maniac i
reason and is dismii
asylum. One of the first persons t
own son. who attempts to aid the
by taking some food to his house,
room he gives tie old fellow his <

t would

: saved from tbis terrible
>f sucb dramatic Interest
ie to spoil it by telling it

I

forty-two
lab has at last seated bef(as i
:hlnks) upon the throne of
film
opens with Athallah atit me appeals of the priests of
ie me temple. Her subjects are tired
of ber cruelty and tyranny and this feeling of
unrest 1b spread to her army, and one of ber
captains, Abner. though still In the service of
Athallah. Is secretly on the side of the High
Matt One prime of the bouse of Ahab escaped
Athallah's
slaughter,
and ofthis
Joasb
has been
raised however,
In the House
the little
Lord
by the High Priest Jeboiadeth. One night Athallah la frightfully haunted by the spirits of her
victims, and In a paroxysm of terror she imagines
abe sees the figure of little Joasb with a naked
aword In bis band, and the picture Is so realistic
that she gives the final orders for the attack on
the temple. Abner refuses to lead her troops, so
the cruel queen takes the field herself and, folupon Jerusalem,
e temple sne is ir " *
When within t
acred portals she

Ornamented
Theatres

self securely
Judea.
The
tempting i

PLASTER

RELIEF
Theatre*

Hit
surrounded by the faithful.
Athallah attempts the life of Joaah, but I
denly Burrounded by the soldiers of the nev r king.
Athallah would have been killed on the _,.but "Jeboiadeth tbe High I'rlest hatb said, ,Thou
Shalt not kill In the House of the Lord.' " So
the rmbappy queen N allowed to make ber escape,
bat once without the temple she is pierced by a hungleamlng
Is brought
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THE WEDDING
BELL., the daughter of
in making her accustomed calls on tha
IHt.r In the lower East Side of New
York, finds
tl fatuity, consisting of mother,
alooa.
aged nineteen,
ltoaa, aged seven and I
•Ight, lulng In uiimwi |».\crty In one ruum. amid
abocklnfls
unsanitary
conditions.
Tbe mother
la
111 and unable In work, and In order !.■ i
for tbe family.
Motia la making artificial flowers,
assisted by the other two children.
Clara, deslr
ous of helping
them,
gives fctona a
In making
I'lara. I. hundred
•

and
learua
that
than forget
coronets,
and
simple

Clara

■

decides

Myrtle

I

Mulligan,
Arriving

pi.

■Dip N..l»llh

turn

Mat
tailed

1

decepti

flags the oncoming train. When
passengers and trainmen cluster about ber to
learn the cause of the explosion she tells them
that Bill saved their lives by finding the burning
fuse Just In time to prevent the blowing up of the
bridge. BUI. realising tbat Myrtle had rescued
him from a perilous position allows the grateful
■ hand of klyrtle as the herua

the

who
In

Sil|.crlnlcndei,l

town
railroad

has
lull
and

bM

■

has several

.ire busily engaged
ling ball. During i|
•light fainting spells but M they

I

Indian.

MsjbJm

Mr.
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applies

CO., Inc.,

141 to 147 West 45th Street, New York City, snd learn ol i
th.u will triple your day's business without i oennv's ex Dense on sou, oati
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uiw>n

bar

■ u ,,.
n

• ... I
i Is

H|iarcHl

(

happily under I In- (.-really Improved condition*.
THE
TEST
OF LOVE.— Henry
Hnrrl. and bit
ward. Edith, who has I n hlhi.I since Iht birth,
are devotedly attacked to each other. While rending the dully pa|>er to her one d«y he sees an
article alxiut an eminent Herman oculist. Henry
Anally yields !■> her lin|iorUinliles nml agrees to
take her to New York to tin
ppmtloi
.-. and tohe defray
finds that
the
-, l.r.
Upon arriving o nil
re* Henry v
little ready cash ha has. and with this as _ _
ginning Hi
to raise the halance.
After borrowing from nil his friends he still flnda
himself short a considerable amount, which he
finally raises by pawning everything of value that
on and brings

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD
ponies and with war whoops ride ~ off tothem
make coming
short
The girl i
lather to get Into ....
In- refuses and the girl, knowing thatlife,shesprings
mast
act quickly If Iba would ■
and urges the
Into the wagon, seizes K__
horses lo their ut
st speed.
After a long and
thrilling ride in which the Indians gradually gain

food.
Suddenly
the}
the pollenl
Stopping
her luto a elOMt, and closing the door, make their
escape by way of tl.
DOlic* lircak
In the door, make a hurried search, and finding no

lng

explains his fears and begs his I
his place when the bandage Is removed from
Edith's eyes, that she may believe
Is really
letbr* that
her. It Realizing

entering
rapidly,
Smith's
Hearing
l.i defend

Slowly

hy
Indians

supposed had man and i
once, asking him to glvi
a search of Hie premises, hut falls to find
thing to give her. He decides to forage outside,
but on looking out of the window on the front,
finds police on guard on the sidewalk below watching the building. The same state of atTalrs holds
true at the hack of the tenement. And then the
little child suddenly collapses in a dead faint upon
the ThisMoor is
inch for the heart of Raegan, and
picking

has

wire i
In the bone
gentleman friend, visits
of trailing down her husband. Kltzv
sadly intoxicated and In an argument with a cabman, does considerable damage to this latter
whereupon he Is arrested, taken to the station
on bonds,
ne Is accompanied
home
In

had for the child to eat. Of course In the meantime Smith has been arrested with the money on
"'» person and Raegen's innocence is proven, and

( support of his blind father and
ill sister. Is stopped at the e
to which he is driving bis c
the
not Henry's:
again, voiceshe is closes
!

sends
cronyis who
was with
on
her,a for
she
ranch
help.Joined
The bygirlthe *-'--■
and pull up at a deserted shack In which
they protect themselves against the Indians until
' of the ranchmen, who ,l!s|ierse 1theIs-lng
Indlans.
The girl e\|- ■
upon proposal or her eowboj
that sin- marry him, she readily agrees.
CAUGHT
WITH
THE
GOODS.— Ill/ le
young married man. is invite, I by OeOCgg
good time.
and upou h

this same building. Climbing upstairs
he finds the door open and slips Into
apartment, closing the door after Mm.
a DOlae In the clOMt, be raises a chair
himself,
when
the door opens and the

i his hand.
The i
sntenced to thirty daya in
Jail. Fltzy Is alarmed for fear his wife will
find out his disgrace and sends a note by Warren
telling her he has been called to Mexico for thirty
days. Three weeks elapse and Mrs. McClellan,
knowing her husband will be borne from Mexico
In a week, plans to give blm a reception In true
Mexican style. She employs a Mexican man and
■ and her gue6ts t

i

and dances. Warren hears of this and t
on the language to McClellan, who proceeds to
inform himself on Mexican costumes, language
and dances. On the day of the homecoming, ate*
Clellan, togged out in true Mexican costume, makes

approaching
him
' ■ fingers

i another man.
He speaks
and, closing her eyes o recognizes sheHenry's
passes voice
her
hands over his face to assure herself
mistaken:
f features are those of Henry, and
abe Is enfolded In
^ WHO whoGETSIs InTHEthe ORDER?— A wholesale customer,
i large order of
goods, writes Identical notes 1
who have bidden for
the prices and quality ", promising his <
representative reaches him first.
Blinks and Jinks, the two salesmen, both reeourceful "knights of the grip" and both confident
of success, leave their respective offices and meet
at the railroad depot, where thev discover that
their missions are Identical. They then and there
begin a contest of wits to win the coveted prize
Blinks, having purchased his ticket first, is awaiting his competitor in order that he may keep an
eye on him. Ills ticket, held carelessly in his
hand, is stolen from him by a pickpocket, whom
he chases, but of no avail. Realizing that he
might miss his train, he rushes madlv back Just In
time to catch the train as it is pulling out. Not
wishing to pay his fare twice, he slips into the seat
with Jinks and while the latter's attention Is
momentarily distracted, slyly helps himself to the
train check In his competitor's hat.
The conductor, taking Up tickets the second
time and seeing .link- without a check, begins an
argument which results In the latter's ejection
from the coach and a rude boost from the platform.
Blinks, exultant in his apparent victory, continues
on his Journey
■*" the engine is incapacitated
and he Is forced to walk, • Us deep disgust and
the Intense am
fellow passenger!
While walking he encounters a tall, ungainly looktag tramp, who relieves him of his hat and coat.
Despondently he walks the track and upon reaching
a crossing, sees, to his chagrin, his competitor
madly riding by on a bicycle which he had inveigled a country lass into lending to him.
In the course of events Blinks tricks a man in
an automobile to take him to town; Jinks, who
meanwhile has mot with an accident on his bicycle,
works upon the sympathies of a wagon driver, and
after a scries of complicated situations they reach
the customer almost at the same moment. The
customer Is nonplussed for the moment but finally
divides his order, giving each one half, which results in a happy termination of their desperate
straggles, and they all go out to have a drink to-

ground. Jim puts blm off laughingly,
he Is attending to his lunch the small boy hides
upon the end of the car and .Unknown to Jim,
becomes a passenger. When Jim discovers him,
down in the farthest recesses of the mine, he
starts
at once to take him back to the surface to
his father.
Then an explosion occurs, and we see the walls
of the shaft fall In, blocking the exit of the boys
and practically entombing them. Above ground the
father misses his little son, and starting a search,
Is faced by the same explosion. He summons a
rescue party to begin work at once. And then
follow the successive seenos as the days and
hours slip by; the rescuers working with might and
main, with the boys conserving their small supply
of food and becoming weak and exhausted when
finally it gives out and they are left without food

father

a

schooner.

THE PLAINS.— Jennie Lee and her
• on their way to Golden California,
tie Kansas farm, travelling In a prairie

the night. A lone cowboy calls U|K>n them and
finds the old man In a Jovial mood and cautions
him to beware of a hostile tribe of Indians,
through
whose country
they are now
traveling.

Informs
seti

How

Suddenly <
ntlng Indian Is Been to appear, shaggy
sees
ind the drunken white,
and slipping
ay, goes to bis Indian village, where
the other braves of the treapaaalng
The Indian

to

Write

a

partly

i

""

Independent Film Stories.
CHAMPION.
THE

We see the mule eating the straw from his collar
and Jim digging a hole In the coal into which a
little water creeps, which he gathers in his cap
and gives to his small charge, keeping for himself only what remains in the cap after he has
sqn.i zi il It as dry as possible. Then the boys
abandon hope and the little lad offers up a prayer
to the Father above.
In the middle of it Jim's practiced ear hears a
sound In the distance. The blows of a pick resound far off in the earth. When flualiy the wall
of rock is tumbled down and the rescuers' heads
appear,
weaktheyto are
liftborne
themselves
*" greet the
them. boysButareof too
course
quicksurface, and the proprietor rewards Jim
not oniy with a deed for a house and lands and a
promise of steady work for himself, but also with
' probably more dearly

THE DISREPUTABLE MR. RAEGEN.— The first
acene shows bis entrance Into a saloon and that
viable reputation. Inside the
young collector carelessly displays a roll of bills _
wallet, and in paying his bill for drinks, slips the
wallet Into the back pocket of his trousers. Another habitue of the saloon, a man by the name
of Smith, feigning to drop his hat, deftly picks the
pocket of the young collector and slips the empty
wallet, after removing the bills, Into Kaegan'a
pocket.
Of course the alarm Is spread, and In a tremendously exciting scene. In which Smith puts out
the lights, the place Is raided by the police.
Smith has escaped.
We see Smith return to his flat In a tumbleind display the money which he

'
wife's forgiveness.

PRICE HE PAID.— Bitter Indeed Is existence in a loveless abode.
Tortured beyond endorse, Mrs. Morton accepts the alternative left h

Donning
home of misery
Alighting

rest in the pure, healthy

in a small

ranch

her to her mother and brother. Appealing for aid,
Mrs. Morton wins the championship of the Sheriff,
who promises to secure for her the position of
per
the "Iron
Clad" Hotel,
thenin begins
to present
a smoother course
poor w"
woman, and as for the Sheriff, bis
for
theassumes
poor
future
a more promising aspect since her
arrival. He soon pleads his cause, but she gently

refuses to listen, and with the promise of eternal
friendship, they part at the division of the roads,
one leading to his home and the other twining to
her little cottage on the hillside.
On leaving the hotel one evening shortly after
refusing the Sheriff, Mrs. Morton stands face to
face with her deserted husband. The horror of the
moment seems to lend her superhuman strength,
for with a cold stare, she passed him by. He
forces himself upon her, however, and at his
threatening attitude,
following
leave

hurriedly

ic Sheriff enters and seeing a
by way of the window, de-

That morning the hotel safe Is robbed, and with
the discovery of a watch bearing Mrs. Morton's
likenessof Inmischief
it, the and
cowboya
-hidethere
her tohome
the
source
they con
hurry
capture
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TO-DAY,
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suspected
out dead,

door
Is opened
having
expired

and
from
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THEATRICAL

With sinking heart, Mrs. Morton's resolu»re overthrown and deciding to assist the
. Bhe
betrays
the
hidden
man
and
drops

2 ARCHITECT

the
sul

ECLAIR.
A STRIKE IN THE "MAKE
YOUNG"
BUSINESS.—Mr. Oldsport meets a charming young
lady, on whom lie lavishes his most tender smiles.
The girl takes pity on blm, and advises him to
take some treatment whereby he may recover some
t youth. Much encouraged, the old fellow
he "Mae
Young
presents himself for treatment
Agency,"
who
advertise
to
In a very short
time.
The fit _ _.
ceasful.
that
the young
woman
advises
and
Mr.
Oldsport.
thinking
soon
be will be able
'-'-*-, presentr
'■' —
tbe
Agency.
Meantime,
however.
tl.e
business.
During
the operation,
they
glv
verse
turn
to the machinery,
and
the
t
terrifying.
Oldsport
finds he has
made
a
mistake In trying to refute the irreparable ravages
of time,
and be leaves the Agency older and uglier
than ever, and minus one spark of hope.
MB.
NEARSIGHT'S
MABBIAGE — Mr. Nearslght
becomes
suddenly
aware
that
owing
to bis defective eyesight he
Is proposing
to the
wrong
girl.
As soon as be discovers his error he abruptly
leaves poor Adele, and seeks Helen.
The object of
bis tender passion.
Adele Is heartbroken — Bhe Imagined she was about
to receive
a proposal
from
the Ideal of ber dreams.
Now she no longer cares
to
live.
Helen,
however,
cares
nothing
for
old
• and
by some
clever
plotting
she
manages to bring
happiness
to her friend
Adele,
securing
for her
an offer
of marriage
from
,
near-sighted
friend.
Adele
finally
realized
dreams,
and
all ends
happily
for everyone
i

POWERS.
THE PANTALOON SKIKT.— Harry and Jack e
prise
their
sweethearts
with
an unexpected
vlu...
Entering
unobserved,
they
find
Helen
and
Carry
looking at their photographs
and decide to try the
Halloween
test of *
i basin of
water. The boys follow to help along the test and
jet soused In the water. A prominent dry goods
Arm send the girls a pantaloon gown for their Inspection. The boys bribe the man and Jack dons
the costume and poses as a model. A series of
mlng
happenings
take
place
until
the
girls
boy
and
bapiM-n
t'i discover
the disguise of the
eventually they are forgiven.
A WE8TEBN
BUBE.— Hat
Wa
the faro
table.
M
lie bank
In the
driver
to take
a money-box
to
I •• driver
and
the
rals for the
hand
of Molly.
The
driver
being
e favorite,
the bad
man
decides
to waylay
him
id
take
II, e
money.
Dining

•

thai

1

lug

bis

ami
that

Inserts
the

i

it
llele

111
which

has
,i,1

» meantime

itIII
Ion.gotten
tt'l
tin

lo the Sheriff,
who
CUPID'S
MONKEY
in,

does
Is

find a
liber
he
lo
I'll n.
his duty."
WBENCH
Jack
Talbot.
automoblllng
when
his ,

I It will

'

lake
Stay

a day
over

in

ins

AT
king

s Into a devil before
fadlug away.
iiniiv
ue :.,'
I and
Instantly 11 half
dozen
giant
|«.lice
advance
with
clubs.
After
many
ttarrowlnj ally
nd ,-oid water bring

SWOBDS
whose life

is

POINTS— Deals
sought
hv

wltb

a

vvhlcb

the

to go In the
In i

b]

killing

.1

candle

letters.

It

with

falls

in a Haste
basket
and
I s and smoke.
The
the man
in the chest,
rocking
violently,
and
the despair
of the woman
as the
. 1 hn.-i.cr mid
higher,
finally
overcoming her. Is a most
tragic
and spectacular

BISON.
WAS
over a

HE
JUSTIFIED!— The
cliff and Is u

man In her tgonj
of her sulT

miners

wife

;• •

1 a Jury

at

the

PALLID
man
plans
whom
she

trial,

his

ADVERTISING
[tton, whereby you will

to

to town
but, broken hearted.
.,nd there He endsIs ezhis

young

finds

the

1 yeatk

tai

uucle

HUES
IN
CLOUDED
SKIES
an elopement
wlib
a young
man
with
Is Infatuated,
and
gives
him
a diamond
- husband,
facing a
for the Jewels,
STlrher lore* lu a chest.

ntinnclal
,-rlsl".
returns
I, on,,prising
his wlfs,
Who secretes

open

falls

,»hand

t

ing a notat In the ehSSt,
wife
furiously
bents

attempts
blm
off,

the lock,

the A

SLIDES
reels, during your enl

.

Ad. Co., 141-147 West 45th St., New

mother

back

and

I

AMBKOSIO

t., Open
It, but
and
springs
the
tnd hear• ration,
grabs

acktsg

Independent

a

sealing
It

RELIANCE.
WHEN
THE
BED
TUBNED
GBAY. — After
a
protracted
I
things,
A
i>eautifui
girl
appears,
and
when
he tries to embrace
ber
she
vanishes.
Chairs
disappear
as
he
soeks
to
f. and
he lands on the Boor,
A policeleea IkiI.s hither
and
thither.
His staring e

uplifted

rushes

whoy.
,11s

Invites
their
lark

I

t

,,n
who,
upon lean
him
lo upend
the
night
with
arrival
at Fred's
bona,
- r
with
blm,
bouse and make blmaelf at home
M - r.-. the
I leak In the
UDDM
to hurry
to
Jack
enters
n few
minutes
later
ami
ana
lakes
him
for
the
plumber,
n
in lili hand
Jack
realises
that
I
i.„ hare
»
fun
and
allows
I BW
him
I !„• radiator,
which
he repair..
8bo
also <l«, I, hs
as long
as he Is there
be can
n

the

uls task
i
pipes c
Hi 1joke op, Fred's folks are giving a dance and
the
they send Fred's old chum an Invitation. At the
affair be Is introduced to Dolly, who realizes the
mistake she has made, but before the evening la
over Jack and Dolly are engaged, Fred coming
upon the Bceue with
the lucky
monkey
wrench.

.

.

.

THANHOIS

York

.

■ILAS
MAX NEB — Silas
U.m.r
Is
bis native viiinge is-. »u»r of a I

driven
froas
.
■..
.
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' I ""HERE'S anj amounl ol you Exhibitors
-*• are under the impression thai we have
nothing bul a i heap sei \ ice, \\ hen we advertise
.u 25c. per set, l>ut you're mighty mistaken.
When you're interested enough, let us ship you
a iii.il order. That's the onrj waj we can convince you. 01 course, ii you're interested in a
BETTER service, write for quotations and our
[91 1 catalogue.
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SONG
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EXCHANGE
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"Secret
of the Opal Mine"
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1 KID W.
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Prompt personal 1
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LEADERS for Sale, perfect con
original package rolls of about 150 feet, Will be
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10.000 ft. 1 14, per 1,000. Send for samples.
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are played from a Keyboard, the bells being mounted
in various parts of the house have
been a great success all over the
country and no Picture-house is
complete without a set of them.
We

can supply 25 Bells, 2 octaves

chromatic, C to C, correctly tuned
to your Piano, complete with
Resonators, Keyboard, Magnets,
and Boards, complete ready to install for $75.00.
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rspidly, snd being friendless, by bis own choice,
naturally becomes a miser. He places his earnings
near tbe fireplace, so that It Is always near Dim.
Dunstan, the worthless son of the Sqnlre. spies
blm one night, and when Silas la out of tbe house
for a few minutes, Dunstan slips In and takes
tbe gold. Making bis escape In tbe dark, Dunstan slips and tumbles Into a nearby stone pit.
His loss almost unhinges tbe reason of Silas.
He falls asleep before bis fire one nlgbt, and
dreams that his gold bas returned. Opening hU
eyes, be rushes forward to reclaim It. He Is doomed to disappointment.
The 'gold"
tbe balr of
a tiny
girl. Her starving
motheris managed
to
reach tb'e doorstep of Silas, and there fell dead.
Her plight touches the heart of tbe old weaver.
In later years he bad occasion t
womanhood,
1 affectionate daughter. I pit
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Released

TUESDAY, April 4th.

OH! YOU
MOTHER-INLAW

be-

mother's attention Is directed to h
She Is engaged in making tbe baby's
tented and happy when the frivolous woman
appears upon tbe scene.
i get out of life by
>any with her frivolous friend. The two women
ire next disclosed entering a palace of chance.
Dropping Into chairs at convenient tables, both
ire soon engrossed In play. Fortune favors tbe
poor, weak wife. Encouraged by the luck which
wife continues in her
- fortune.
Cold I
of

Chance.

A COMEDY

tbe robbery. Dunstan's skeleton was found, with
tbe bags of money nearby. Tbe adopted daughter
brings the money to Silas. For a moment he
clutches the coins eagerly. Then he casts them
aside and turns to the girl. He realizes that he
Is no has
longer
Silasto M'arner,
miser,
bnt a Once
man
who
reason
be happytbe and
grateful.
be tbongbt that money meant everything In the
world, but now he understands that the shining
heap of gold Is not worth one stra
for she la
I that 1
Ma, a

mother-ins. Newly|A
lawNewlywed's
calls and Mrs.
N«
lous.
A I
wed
gets
jealous,
irt tc
to ....
fin- ^_
scream from start
w, \0li
ish.
Something g
nn ee vr,
fOfl
: splitter. .
novel
and a side sp"'
On th<

■el. I 1

Touring
Athens
• scenic trips ;

THE IMPOSTOR.— John Reed, a Northern man who
bas lived In the South for many years before tbe
Civil War, enlists under tbe banner of tbe Confederacy when I
North, he It lone In the woi
I bis daughter, who
Just budding li

are the
Oui
hibitors by• the
the year
dozens i-.\
are
Congratulating us. This
is our Kducatinnal Mas- |
terpiece.
Ilea
mi
fully
ed and t ed

' to tbe front as a nurse,
wounded, he Is brought to
ibe is assigned.
A camp

2 Each Week

2 Each Week

i unhappy

woman,

and

she sinks

into his

THE
GIRL.-Feeling
young man is
He reads In
f a prlvi
the job,
> In person.
>
assert
emphatically
his nt
and In order
sklng for the position simply
display of rather more of tbe
i It. ' This Is a display
necessary aggressiveness than the old man expected and he orders the aspirant from his office.
He leaves the office indignantly with the young
man in charge, and meeting the Janitor, orders
blm to throw the Intruder out of the place. The
new secretary Is determined to prove his qualifications and promptly locks tbe Janitor in the large
office vault. He works good, only letting up forthea
" his employer's daughter.
fatherside. I Tbe
mpre'islon is formed on 'each
THE JOB &VD
out of employment.
a request for the
to a wealthy 1for

• Ul i .-•■; ■

2 Each Week

Powers Picture Plays
TUESDAY

SATURDAY

Released
follower,

n

sage

Itoi-i!

of

w

SATURDAY, April 8th.
May

for

i- dead,

his sake, as the
• • d tha two
Is struck by

May

'l>-«'l girl, and goes N rtl
Hi- family, «lw take- for a n
May Ix found i
i nt, and i
that 104 l« DO) dl
has

I

A DRAMA

Implicitly.
In fa.t »l
In-r kjii, althouiib I
lie, abe Is do

innced as an In
m nmrper,
i ortunetc j

for

i believing; hei
hat she Is tailing

'

u
|0 away,

•

under

falx-

'— - 'rauil, BDd Indignant
May I
. II... .

AMERICAN.
mi:

n NAI 1 V

II..

aye*!

«...

A WESTERN
RUSE

sjd

colors,

John

A Real Western Reel. Bramtioni that -ire Intense.
Superb
acting.
Ruling
and
Broncos well
Set it.

Have you run
OGALLALAH?

The Powers Go.
Mill SI. and Richardson Ave.
New York (llv

.• two are
jUI man Is II ii it ; ...
DO YOU KNOW
THIS WOMAN

married,

- l.ltulug.
■stag. The

•

THE
728
colonel's
bluffs, willwblob
be does wbto convinced th»t
do encounter
ensue.
Jack b»» taken Into bis confidence several friends.
They prepare everything for the duel. A brace
of pistols are loaded up with tobasco sau.-e. The
unwilling combatac"
"
Ickeo heroes fire They
are too frightened
sudden deatb. and when apattervd will
botb fall. Jack lias, meanu Mlc. alloweu in
to believe that her foolish flirtations
any i " hare lead to
disastrous cousequciiccs.
Slir arrives at the field,
dlscoTers tbe Joke and leares very much Incensed.
Jack has some difficulty In making ber see tbe
absurd aide of tbe case, but wins out.
THE HAREM
8KJRT.— This picture depicts the
of I nearer of the harem skirt. She
passes a couple of boys who trail after. A crowd
gathers, and tbe urchins, curious to ascertain the
attract ber attention iu such wise thst she turns
around, sees the crowd following, and wltb a view
to escaping the undeslred at trillion of ber modeled
a away from them.

after

leavi

I that she hesitates

eompromij
which virtually bides
innovation.

to appi

hlinrrc effect

of t

of tbe peculiar construction
of
harem skirt, the lady naturally Is not afraid of
mice and astounds ber friends at ber fortitude In
f the small enemy.
The reception Is virtually broken np by the cry
of Are and the advantages
of the harem skirt
fully

set

"

■ husband, who has been awaiting
arrival for a couple of hours — on an empty stomach, and who is prepared to reprimand ber severely,
but upon seeing tbe apparition that confronts hftn
npon her sauntering unconcerned Into tbe sitting
room, faints away.

NESTOR.
THE TRUTH.— Wilton Gray waa Innocent of
forging his firm's name, yet so strong was the
circumstantial evidence against him. that the attorneys for Messrs. Black & Chapln succeeded in
Left with little Rosle to provide for. Mary Gray
made a noble struggle to obtain employment, but
to each place which she applied, either It waa
already taken or tbe young mother was Incapable
of filling It.
At last, through Rev. John Chapman's advice, a
typewriter was sent up and Mary started practicing In earnest. But so anxious was she to get
to work, that long before she was capable of
holding a position, the clergyman obtained a situation for her at Crosby & Adams. However, although willing to stretch a point to oblige their
or. Marys
i so apparent that
they were forced to let ber go. But, fortunately.
Mr. Adler, ber kind-hearted landlord, lost no time
In Informing the clergyman of what bad occurred.
Accordingly,
upon
his
housekeeper's
and little Rosle were brought to the advice,
Rectory, Mary
and
It was not long before the mother was able to act
as amanuensis for ber friend.
All would have gone well bad not Martha Hlgglns and Carrie Little happened In as the clergyi soothing the bappy wife after
f Joy when she learned that tbe
Wilton would
Rev. John Chapman was solemnly waited upon by
a scandalized committee, who sorrowfully demanded bis resignation.
Quietly the clergyman motioned Ills accusers to
the sitting-room door: then, BOftly drawing aside
the curtains, disclosed to their astonished gaze —
tbe Gray family. Wilton, Mary

THE GREED OF GAIN.— .Tean Morgan, a rich
old farmer, is as hard on his son as he Is on his
employees, and tbe former receives bis wages in
tbe same manner as tbe workpeople. It Is In vain
that Jacques appeals to his father for more money.
He Is told As
thatJacques
Is all that
he will
during
Jean'e
lifetime.
broods
overgetthis
treatment,
bis wife steals up to him and sneerlngly asks how
much longer he is going to be content with such a
share. The taunt arouses the young man, and the
next morning, when father and son are out on the
te. Jacques pushes the older
Soon the _
is drowned, and the workpeople,
way. express tbelr sympathy.
But Jacques Ignores

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

■ Is
year
elapses,
and on reminded
the day of
of bis
Jacques
Is forcibly
bis father's
crime bydeatb
tbe
sight of his wife sitting at the table paying tbe
r part

when

of the

punishment.

But

I turning,
at an Imaginary person,
DM with hate. Throwing uimseir upon
her he turns his lingers round her throat, and
closer
and
closer
they
stagger
to
tbe
water's
Then struggling llercely. husband and wife edge.
fall
Into the lake, ami the waters, disturbed for a few
inlniiles, calmly settle and tlow evenly over tbelr
tiring

HE

a gun

WANTED
the

A HOOP.— Charles
Is greatly
sight of a little girl trolling a
— to go In for tbe
With
that fixed purpose,
be proceeds
to take the pin out of a carriage-wheel, that he
'...■ hitter for a hoop, but alas! cabby
"ies off, the carriage
falls on oi
- is roughly bandied.
Ills next attempt Is with a cycle wheel, which
lie "borrows" from a shop. Gleefully, he sends
It spinning down the road, but unfortunately it
gets between a coalman's legs, and Charles comes
In for a bag full of coal-dust. Nothing daunted,
be baa another
try with
a milliner's
bat-box,Then
up* list, and.
In turn
Is also upset.
he tries the rover of a sewer, which dashes off
on Its own accord. Charles pursues It, and In
turn he Is also pursued and finally seeks refuge
In the sewer. He Is at length rescued and the
last siraw comes when, after all bis troubles, be
i shop In which hoops are prominently
displayed.
them up ana men nas
Irate proprietor.

IMP.

THE MAZE OF FATE. -^Joseph Kane Is a
drunkard.
Ruby, his daughter, shares bis shame.
Kane is in tbe saloon of "Red" Dooln, Imbibing
freely.
Ruby ■ enters
and tries to persuade
ber
tbe place.
father
Charles Stevens, a young lawyer,objects.
finds her standing at the door of the saloon, heart-broken. Stevens, who Is addicted to strong drink, enters the
place, drinks, and goes out unsteady on bis legs.
Tbe men implicated In the murder of Mat Karn
hit upon a scheme to Incriminate the Inoffensive
Kane. They throw the body of Karn on the floor
and Kane is laid across It, with a bloody knife
placed In tbe hand of the drunken man. Kane
Is charged with the murder.
The Judge appoints Stevens to defend the accence.
Ruby Implores Stevens to save her father.
Stevens recognizes the Impossibility of clearing
the old man in court and takes matters In his own
hands.
He visits the saloon, accompanied by tbe
Dooln at the muzzle of i
quitted and Ruby Is grateful
Stevens Is now a passion.
She visits his office
and
he gives
her his photograph,
which
she
carries away reverently.
The lawyer has Incurred the enmity of tbe pals
of the men who have been punished for the murder of Karn. Stevens Is surprised while seated
near the river. He is bound to a log and thrown
Into the raging torrent. Kane happens to be
walking along the river bank, rescues Stevens
and supports him to his cabin, where the lawyer
sinks to the ground. Ruby runs to tbe prostrate
man and tries to minister to him. calling on
him the while to speak to her, but he dies In ber
arms and the girl Is denied the only thing in the
THE LOVER'S SIGNAX.— Allan Roberts Is In
sad straits financially and Maurice Anderson endeavors to assist him. Grace Roberts Is the Idol
of her father, who Insists on seeing her happily
married.
Adjoining
estate resides
John Williams
and histheson,Roberts'
Raymond.
Roberts discusses financial affairs with Anderson. Williams is wealthy and he writes bis neighbor a very flattering offer for his property. Anderson, who is rich, seeB a way out the difficulty
by marrying Grace and restoring the fortunes of
the family. This meets wltb tbe approval of
Roberts and the pact Is made.
In the meanwhile, Raymond Williams has
strolled into the grounds of Roberts and meets
Grace. Raymond comes to look over the property and Is immediately Interested in Grace. Roberts and Anderson appear and Raymond la ordered off the premises.
He does bo, and they
They plan for future meetings. Raymond proposes to Grace that tbey agree on a signal to
aid them In meeting at the trysting place. He
whistles through his fingers a shrill note and she
Is delighted.
Raymond
Is entrusted
to deliver some
Imporint papers out of I
dallied too long with the girl, missing the
Grace Is summoned before her father who Is
reading a newspaper and she looks over his shoulder and reads the headlines, detailing an account
of a railroad wreck In which ■
killed.
It Is tbe train on which

bedside of Grace. Raymond Is obsessed by
an Idea. Calling tbe father and friend from tbe
room, he explains his plan. Mr. Roberta consents.
Grace Is left alone and Raymond, going to an
adjoining room gives the whistle. As the first
shrill notes echo through the room, tbe girl bean
and she partially realises.
Tbe men go (

I her lover summoning
ber.
he men return to the room '--'to find
ber In being
posmarriage
ilon of her reasoning faculties.
Raymond takes
girl in bis arms.
The father Is overjoyell snd
Invites his friends to Join him In a hospitable

NORTHERN.
unrest rietedGREAT
'l
A VICTIM OF HIB DOUBLE.— Two rogues are
seen In their room discussing the news that a
ni has Nought hi- wife a very valuable
diamond tiara, and they form a plot to get possession of the beautiful present. Tbe first step
Is to snapshot tbe count as be leaves tbe mansion
with his wife. One of the rogues makes up as
federate then going awaj
count soon following. The real count and countess
return to dress for dinner, and the theft of the
tiara is discovered. The countess is terribly upset,
and her husband telephones for a detective. He
the premises, and finds the cigarette
which one of the thieves has left behind. By a
happy coincidence he notices a man throw away
a cigarette, which Is similar to the one found In
the count's house. Tbe detective follows the fellow, but the rogues are ready for him. The de
ticiive Is IhmiiiiI hand and foot, and put In a trunk
to which an infernal machine actuated by a time-

marks on which seem to indicate that the thievea
The detective Is
have gone to a certa In town.
too late to catch the same train, so he takes a
motor car and there
a thrilling race betweet, train and motor ensues
car. This is a particularly
successful portion of tb« • film: at one point the train
and the motor car are racing head to head, along
- has tbe advantage by i

SOLAX.
A PACKAGE OF TROUBLE.— Mrs. Dl
shopping, accompanies a friend to the bar
forgets a small package on tbe ledge o

Mrs. DIx discovers her mistake, goes back to
the bank
and gets
tbe package left by ber husband containing
money.
When
Mr. Dix gets home he hides his package
the crate, and his daughter.
Mary,
to give
e art of carefulness, takes tbe
"I puts It In tbe
tramp enters tbe house and steals
the package.
The tramp Is captured and the package found
on him, but the hopes of the family are again
dashed when the box's contents proves to be a
pair of stockings. While the tramp was being
hunted for the servant girl finds the original
package
among
putsMr.It
In the box,
and Mrs.
later Dlx's
In an purchases,
outburst ofandgrief.
valuable
Dix overturns thi
In

package is found.
SHE WAS
NOT
bor's
house. turvy,
Lady
room topsy
neighbor and tells

AFRAID.— Burglar robB neighreturning
from matinee finds
' It. Husband enters showing
f recent burglaries.
He sends
i ' back to ber home and leaves to Inform
police, but on tbe way he changes his mind and
returns to his wife. She has often bragged to
him of being perfectly fearless and he decides
to put her to the test.
The husband disguises as a burglar and uses his
pipe for a revolver. He gets tbe drop on her and
compels her to wait upon him. but while he Is
drinking she discovers the deception, and getting
a real revolver from a desk nearby turns the
tables completely.
The possibilities for comedy are perfectly and
tions
plainly created
apparentwill andmake the l ■-«THE
Stanton

pays

MILL
OF THE
GODS — Jack Carlton and
Moore, two young tellers in the Greenleaf
k. propose "i Madallne Gaumont, who
f

THE

ber and Is more impatient than t
thing* bare turned out for him regarding Madeline.
Jack bas In the past four years risen to the
position of cashier and la busy 1" "-

ains $20,0n0.
1 the V. S. Express Company.
fter bidding bis wife
Jack re-enters
;onlsbment and dismay
goodbye and finds
tbe package of money Is missing.
He asks
Moore if be bas seen it, whereupon Moore e
Jack of Its theft.
Moore secures from an easily bought official a
warrant for Jack's arrest without the usual
formalities, but before the warrant can be served,
president Moore meets with a fatal auto accident,
while
burry and
Jack'sfinds
arrest.
Jackenroute
arrivesto home
a telegram from
Moore to the effect that If he does not return
the money In question Immediately, he will be put
Jack knowing, that there were no witnesses and
that it Is bis word against the president's, realfor a decides
long term.to
Drivenises that
madIt means
by tbe State's
disgracePrison
he finally
end It all, and Is about to end his life with a
pistol bullet when
bis wife, who bas disguised
forces the gun from

bis bead.

» hnrry to the bedside of the dying president.
He
' ■ the president Just in time to hear bis con-

MOVING
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1 the stowaway

WORLD

is revealed.

During

During tbe long trip t
the girl stowaway are constant companions, so
love finally wins Its way and the mate lays bis
heart and fortune at her feet.
Arriving at Bermuda the lovera find the girl's
father
tbe Seaman's
almost
recovered and atreturn
witG him Hospital,
to England
by tbe
first
steamer where the young couple are bappily married at an early date,
AS YE
SOW,
SHALL YE HEAP.— Youth
Is reckless. and tbe sin committed in a
moment of folly may be repented in hours of remorse. He visits his mother on a vacation and becomes infatuated with her maid and commits the
sin eternal, and goes away and tbe child Is born.
Tbe mother, prostrate by the event, leaves tbe
world of ber sin and folly, first placing the child In
an orphan home. Years speed by during which
tbe creator of her misery and child, marries and
still the years go by. A child is born to him by
his lawful wife and four years later bis wife sends
to tbe orphanage in which his Illegal daughter Is
an inmate, for a governess, and tbe one selected
by the Mother Superior to fill the position Is none
other than bis own. He recognizes In ber the resemblance to tbe woman he had wronged years ago,
and later discovers through identification of a locket
the girl wears, tbat she is his own child and embraces her. His wife coming upon the scene demands an explanation which he gives and
I unfortunt

■ gtrl 1

;ks. The old Advent
open within the i
j become tbe theater
Nathaniel C. Bartlett Is the proprietor.
Tbe
seating capacity Is 350.
Ligonier, Pa. — Mr. Har..
_
derland Nickelodeon on Main Street t
t funds to operate It
properly,tbe"was
obliged to organize a syndicate to
finance
proposition.
Don Jose, a Mexican expert, was superintendent
of the mine and had discovered a secret natural
entrance to the mine, disclosing rich deposit of
the precious stones, wblcb he had been surreptlously removing for some time.
Jack Donnan, the foreman of tbe mine, accidentally

tor has Ju«t been refused further financial
aid by tbe ayndlcate and Is In the depth of despair, when tbe young foreman arrives to report
bla discovery. The doctor
mere youthful eutbuslaan .
tbe mine
> DonInvestigate
Joae setsJack's
off statement. but delaying
his
| 0m
him. be I
Tbe doctor la trapped in the burning mine and
wben assistance arrives It Is lni|>osslhle to enter
through the flames coming from the shaft. Jack,
• > •iiiiii
p «nled tobythetbesecret
doctor's
sister, beads
a band
of
miners
entrance,
but they
are
met by a seemingly Impassable wall of rock, In
desperation tbe men apply their ph-ks and after
almost herculean efforts, break a passageway Into
tbe mine proper.
into this veritable furnace rushed the heroic
little band. Jack and Rose In the van, and not a
too aoon, for the flames were already lick■ ; tbt prostrate toi
blaat had disclosed richer deposit* of
opal* than
iparlntendent'i
ei.T l,e lind drnanad Of.
Jack waa badly
etor Bled
Mm up ni. i- tod <
fortable and ■•>'■■
. (which abe Inalat* upon doing), Jack
mad tor delaying i
From recent report* It looks an though the new
den I would marry the doctor'* (later.
THE
OIRL 8TOWAWAYB
HEROISM.— A *eafarlug man
In i lerate ■ ■lreiiin*tance»
ha* left
bla daughter
with li In widowed
"Inter and ber
•on at their model
home
In I
K.ii*l«nd.

••

Trent

hm nut rofficUnl
••if-

and

t .

f

■«

t..

hi"

Findlay, Ohio. — Tbe doors of _
Moving Picture theater, on South Main Street,
have
Lyceum
been thrown open to the public. It Is by far the
nioht gorgeously finished theater of its kind In this
part of the State and Is pronounced to be unsurpassed In many of the larger cities. The front
of tbe bouse is finished In old Ivory with huge
arches, surmounted by carved figures, the touching In mahogany and gold. Plate glass has been
used In tbe construction of tbe office, and mirrors
are used In the entrances. Tbe Interior bas a
a.ity of three hundred, the largest In
tbe city, all the seats being revolving opera cbalra.
The walls have been finished In delicate color*,
band decorated and hung with a score of blghprletors of this new enterprise i
I and McKee
Marietta.
Ohio.— Marietta
Is
moving
picture
theater.
It wlll_be

Ih.t.

Ill

Auburn, N. Y. — A new moving picture theater
will open In the Nyes Rink, which will be under
tbe proprietorship of Mr. A. Hall.
Portsmouth, N. H. — A new Edison Projecting
Einteoscope has been Installed in Freeman's Hall.
Bpringfield, 111. — The Star Moving Picture Theater
bere has changed bands, Miss Annie Lannan purchasing the interest ot August Marcnccl.
Porteraville, Cal. — Mr. Sid Stewart, formerly at
the Alrdome and Novelty Theaters, has taken over
tbe
of the Lindsay Theater owned by
W. J.management
Godley.
Quincy, 111.— Mr. W. O. McMaban disposed of his
Interest In the local moving picture theater, situated in tbe Urban Building at 616 Hampshire
Street, to John Vance.
Lewistown,
Me. — Mr. Roland Crockett bas sola
.- picture theater In Camden
to Messrs.
Sylvester and Chapman.
ed Madison,
the Grotto
N. &Y.—WaiM"

'

Jackson and
Avenues, which will be under the manEugene
Portland, agement ofOre.
— The Meyer,
Varietycosting
TLeater «W.-was wreck-

Wilkinson

Ronoake,

Va. — Tbe

Moving
■ Hail

Picture
reand
will Show
remainhaa open

erected which is t. __
dr. Frank McGulre.
Harrisburg. Pa. — A new moving picture theater
SCtnd at eU Ws'nut Street, which will
be under tbe ownership of Mrs. Dora Brank.
Reading, Pa. — A moving picture show la being
erected in tbe Richland House Hall.
Sacramento,
— Thea moving
Odd Fellows'
being
converted Cal.Into
picture Temple
theater. la
Grand
Rapids,
Mich. — A lease has been taken
on the building
on Canal
Street
batty*
" Michigan Avenue and will be c
■rill |
Herrin, 111. — Louis Mario and Frank Ring have
opened a new moving picture theater here. It la
and i
Delavan, 111. — Mr. J. H. Hooper baa opened a
new moving picture theater here.
Philadelphia. Pa. — Samuel Morrison will erect a
I pletnra the»te- -■

located

ant

Utdapendant films win i
Springfield,
Mast—
a new
picture resort addition to the North
Kud and located at 124 Main Street, opposite Franklin street,
[lace Is being inauaged by F. S.

rtford
A Glaacock
Tbe»ter bere to W. P.

Litchfield. 111. — MrPberson
Bros.
raiigeineuts to open a new moving
Kearney.—rased
Neb— tbeM. (".
Gem Wetfall
aud

»re making »rpicture theater
and W

-'

-

I

dUCtad

on a blgh-clas*
plane and that the picl-iltie* villi he of the beat.
Toledo.
Ohio. — Toledo Is to h»ve (till another
theater, the Empress, at 4i»S Summit
Street. Tula
will he 0
theater*)
On Summit
Contractors bave
been at work remodeling for some time and the
«UI he open In al-out three v.
J. Ileriionl. formei
,t,r, will
look after the Interests of the Empress
Milwaukee, Wia. — Another moving picture theater
management
ml proprietorship
of Me»»r»
Otl
- Machine I
bono Insulted in the rami!) Tb<
ihrey
ami
I:
Guahm,
I i.-l

Deadwood.
Redding.

•

Waahlngton,

Pa
la

■apactty of ill

under

the

mi

.ml

baa

Dak— 1;b
I
■ plaunlt.g
tbe

a

now

Ollleipir
a new moving plrtu U.rr

*r*

Los

Angeles.

Claud.

<1 r. ...

fundi to p»v fur tier olece'a
a

Lubec, Me. — Mr. G. W. Brown, proprltor of th*
Crescent Theater, which bas remained closed for
tbe
past two months bas reopened
under the asms
management.
,
Harriibuxg, Pa. — A new moving picture theater
bas been opened at 418 Walnut Street,. It will be
under the proprietorship of Mr. Abraham Baturln,
to cost about I1.6U0.
Allentown, Pa. — The new
}vlngthe picture
ar
Globe theater
Hotel,
erected on Fourth Street,
will be ready to open the latter part of this month.

■

Cal.— Joseph

Minn

erection

of

T

THE

some

picture

and

llustreted
moving plclurea and vaudeville,
Mr.
Hi,- pr. prl.i. .r. baa spared no ex-

Theater,
PtmcbtrMhas street,
lirug C.inipnny.
been
finished and expects to throw "pen lt» doori within

pretty

little playhouse

ftlnlta

i, reDned vaudeville
Is the proprietor,
with the Vaudette
Sas Francisco, CsJ. — A nickelodeon license haa
been granted to Messrs. William A. and Marcus E.
Cory nc MB Dtrrlaadero Btrejot
Faaaaic,
N. J. — A new moving picture
theater
Theater has decided to construct
the theater that will seat about
Portland, Ore.— Mr. Melvln G.

a balcony

'

Wlnstock.

<

theater will In
on the same motion
ure circuit"Company
as the Star
musement
will
Theater.
The People'i
a brick 50 x 110 feet on Main Street. The Orpheum
seats 700, has a splendid stage. Is furnished with
Baltimore, Md.— The I'lckwlck Motion Picture
Theater, on North Howard Street, Is to be enlarged and Improved.
The betterments Include 300
additional s( < and Interior remodeling.
The c
will be ahon
Plainficld, 111.— Palnfleld I
balding
formerly oocupled by
lard bakery Is being remodeled Into a high-class
Mr. Martin Moran 1
moving plctnr
Frankford. Ky. — The State Itonrd of Control of
Charitable Institutions Is to Install a moving picture theater at the Feeble-Minded Institute here for
Springfield, Mass.— The Exchange Motion Picture
Theater,
In Exchange
t'hteopee. Thla
haa
been
sold located
to Messrs.
AlamadachStreet.
and Trumble.
theater was formerly under the proprietorship of
Mr. Oliver Mosher.
Danville, Pa. — Danville Is to have a new amusement building In the form of a moving picture
theater, which will be erected within the next few
months
bv the Blanchard
Amusement
Company,
i Hugh I.ot. opposite Mill Street.
Brooklyn,
nade by Shara. moving picture and
t Bushwiek
vllle
theater
to
be
erected
on
the
■'
Avenue and Debevolse Street, for
provement Company.
Harrisburg,
Pa, — The property
Street Is being remodeled Into i
theater which will be under the
proprietorship of Mr. Abraham
Baturin,
to coat
about 11.600.
Noblesville, Ind.— Mr. Victor Ratlff is the new
manager of the Star Moving Picture Theater at
\..l.lesville.
Maiden, Man.— Mr. Frank Wotton of the Comlque Theater In the Court Building, has sold hla
moving picture business to Messrs. Chester Johnton and Kenneth Morgan, of Brockton.
St. Louis, Mo.— St. Louis is to have another moving picture theater, which will be the largest in
this city. The Grand Opera House Is being converted Into a moving picture theater which will be
under the management and proprietorship of Mr.
Frank Tate and will cost approximately
SIOO.OOO.
Akron, N. T. — A new moving picture theater
has been erected In Main Street, which will be
under the management
of Mr. S. A. Foot. The
prletors

of the

Orphei

srs. Tracy A Hatton,
pron and Dime moving picture
closed their theaters for

Allentown, Pa.— The new moving picture theater
erected on Fourth Street, near Globe Hotel, is expected to open early In March.
Heading, Pa.— Messrs. W. J. Kauffman and
Benjamin
Kauffman.
wll erect a novlng picture
Denver, Colo. — Messrs. Loser Brothers are changing their store Into a moving picture theater. The
location of this new enterprise is on Larimer
Street, between 21st and 22nd. It will cost about
$1 ,000.
Peshtigo, Wis. — Work on the new moving picture
theater which will be in one of the vacant buildings of the K. of P. Block, has begun and will be
completed about March 10th.
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POWERFUL LIGHT

KNOW

YOU

At Last
it is possible to secure comfortable, even
illumination throughout a theatre without a
brilliant light in range of vision.
•J The Eye Comfort Syatem of Indirect
Illumination is a notable success in the lighting
of Moving Picture Houses.

Wilmington, Del. — The Motion Picture Theater
at No. 117 Market Street, formerly owned by a
Negro theatrical company and used exclusively
for Negroes, has been sold to some other people,
who will use It for the whites.
Wheeling, W. Va.— The new Dixie theater waa
opened, with Manager A. K. Belt in charge. The
theater will give the best of moving picture entertainments and has a seating capacity of 350.
Paterson, N. J. — Plans for a moving picture house
by Daly and
Brothers
ie new Lockwood
Van
on the plot betw
i approved by the Building
Dyk Buildings, hi
Inspector.
Edgerton, Wis. — The Scenic Theater waa reopened over Brown Brothers market. The house
was owned and conducted by Messrs. Clarke and
Raymond, but was closed since last winter. Messrs.
Bardeen and Schmidt now own the same. Edgerton now has two picture shows.
Frederick, Md.— Frederick will have a model movlng picture theater, according to Mr. O. J. Keller,
one of the proprietors of the Marvel Theater. The
Horness Store, occupied by Mayor Ed. Schell on
North Market Street, has been leased by the Marvel management, for a period of five years and
will be completely remodeled and made Into a
moving picture theater.
Milwaukee,
Wis. — A vaudeville and moving picture theater will be erected at 212 to 214 Grand
> by Otto Melster and i

<J Theatres in all sections of the country installing this inexpensive and very desirable
electric lighting system.
I-
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Decatur. 111. — Manager Harvey baa opened his
moving picture theater, the Na»e«au, formerly
the Colonnade, tod la now recvlvlug »u excellent
bualneas.
IIUHkL I J— Mr C li.klt li planning to
•reel a large moving picture tinnier
Baltimore,
Md.— The
Moving
picture
Company

Boaton.

MOVING
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Iowa Falls, Iowa. — The Lyric Theater has been
sold to Mr. Edward Cbamberless, by G. B. Ohle.
La Crosse, Wis. — Mr. Frank Koppelberger, manager of tne Majestic Theater, closed a deal for the
purchase of "The
Orpheum,"
a little vaudeville
house, and Is popular in Eau Claire. It will be
enlarged by the addition of a balcony. Mr. Koppelberger now owns the Crystal and the Majestic
Theaters, all of which run moving pictures.
Duluth,
Minn.— C. S. Sullivan
of the Royal
Theater, has obtained the right to run a moving
: 534 and 536 Springfield .
•■ r side c
The structni
feet high and Is
isure
1/2 x 100
ithlan 37tpye
front Is after a Corl
the i
there being
The front Is of steel skeleton
tlon. with metal laths. The seating capacity
la
three hundred.
The estimated cost is $10,000.
Glens Falls, N. T.— Messrs. Walsh and Kelleher
have opened a new moving picture theater here.
. Watertown,
N. Y.— Mr. M. H. Bent expects to
add vaudeville In connection with moving pictures
at his Casino Theater.
Duluth, Minn.— Mr. Carl Angell disposed of hla
Interest In the Lyceum picture house to Henry
Eydc and Hans Angell.
Athena, Ore.— Mr. Hawl Miller has started a
moving picture theater, which will be known aa

<J You

are undoubtedly

interested

in this

•J Write us for full information. Our engineering department, on receipt of particulars, will
furnish, free of expense, report and i
Sold

by
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X-Ray Reflector Co.

227 Jackson Boulevard
CHICAQO, ILL.
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SHOW
SOUVENIRS

Make

5c

SPECIALTY:

Per Gros

Opera
Chairs

Boys' Air
Pla
Novelty
Mirrors

MAKE

Holiday

Girls' Tablets,
size 5x8
inch
Ass't
Fancy
Easter
Novelties
Easter
China
Slipper and
Chick, new..
Assorted Imported Chinaware
4.00
Fancy
Lithographed
Ash Trays
3.00
Imported
Stone Steins
2.00
Horseshoe
Mirror, assorted colors
1.25
Terms:
All personal checks must be CERTIFIED.

YOUR

LOBBY
BRIGHT

inee
MToatDay

NEWMAN

MFC. CO.

641 and 647 Woodland Ave.

The Wisconsin Lumber
and Veneer Co.

«-5<

Part Washington. Wis.

Cleveland, Ohio

AND
ATTRACTIVE
BY USING

SLIDES OF SCHENK
TRIAL
Set of 29 Slides, with Banner 13 feet and five
one sheets; 16 cash with order. MAYER
SILVERMAN, 105 Fourth Ave., Pittsburg, Pa.

AROMA

PAY1

Have
TOO
«riea
if."
It is not our fault if you haven't a sweet, san-

<CARDS

JJHOW

N F W
2 I A
BIG

Write for circular
17

PAYNE SHOV V CARD CO.
Dwight St.
Springfield, Mass.

F I F I f) Why
Un51=W
MONEY

help sell plots.
ticulars.

AS'D

don't you think up plot.

for Motion Picture pliyi? It'.
?«V. P«y> "P to $50 a week

Demand

unlimited.

Send

Effects

SANITARY
SERVICE CORPORATION
<0 »..ll StlW t
V » >.,rk « It)
Everything in the Disinfectant and

for par-

M. P. SCHOOLS

908 Chicago Opera Houae Bldg..

Sound

CHICAGO

TRANSPLENDENCY

Drummers

Applicable to Any

direct from factory to you for $ 10.00

Kind

Make Your Own
Produces
U

It

<:

Moving

Picture

Mirror Curtain.
< and

Cur-

LEEDY MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Guaranteed
Brilliant
I'jnnut
Track
or Peel.
Now
Used in Strict"
Theatre* ' from Gout
to Coast.
Operators
u
As
Agents.

E. P. ZEIDtER DRUM CO. !>..■ I CUTBLAM OHIO

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Pleasant Prairie Powder Disaster
15 Slides

CALCIUM

$5.00

axprcaa*mbitf roa 01 k nun

Chautauqua Film Exchange

356 Dearborn Street

-

Great Novelty of

MONEY!

MONEY!!
It a great drawing

■Moaabla

M

. M

1 "in-. Ha

Genre Motion Slides
SEEPAGE
I OR

474

MECHANICS"
APRIL

from

L0UI5E M.MARION
v»

MMOiitt

"POPULAR

en and sli.lri made
Iris supplied Irre ..1 .

III Wist 2M It.

POEMS

MONEY!!!
card for

Complete stock of repair part*
for machines
and
supplies.

Erker Bros. Optical Co.

CHICAGO, ILL.

LOUISE M. MARION'S
ILLUSTRATED

GAS

Compressed in drums ready foe
operation for Moving Picture
Slums where electricity cannot
be had. Absolutely pure gas.
Prompt shipments, freight or

with Reading'

PRICE,

53*SJ 6™»

Shell-3-xi4-Solid Maple
Shell-3xis
I
Walnut
10 Rods, Kangaroo
Heads Send I \S. Money
or Express order. If you
wish C.O.D.
send efficient to guaranteeExpress
charges.

Abso-

The
Pictuns
With
the Depth.
Theatre
FullylutelyI mi.I', ..■ ■:■•' 1 MiririK rroiectlon.
One-thiri
tnc BilL

1055 E. Palmer St.,

FOAM

The ful
Fragrant
and PowerPerfumed Disinfectant

V«n Cits

Genre

Transparency

507 N. Clark Street,

::

Company
CHICACO,

ILL.
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Inventor's
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Industry
In the
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(Dr. i
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Dp
,Com.)
460
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Wit
Worked
(Com.) .. .462
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(W.
Dr.)
unki
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Sllebe
(Dr.)
1000
the
Kid
from
Arizona
(W.
Dr.).... 960
i ->.- in Madrid
ill.

M

Hi.-

Disreputable

I.t

Mr.

(Com.)

Raegan

(Dr.)..

Betwei

loot)

ESSANAY.
.28 — Taming
A Tyrant
(Com
•. -I— (In The
DSMrt's
Edge
(\V. Dr.)
: 7— The
l.lttle Drudge
(Dr.)
-. 11— The Romance On "Bar O."
(W. Dr.)
• H
oh
Yii.i
Teacher
(Com.)
: 18— The
Faithful
Indian
(W.
Dr.)
r. 21— liana'
Million-.
(Com.)
-. 25— A
Thwarii-.i
Vengeance
(W.
Dr.)..
-. 28— Getting
Ilia Own
Hack
(Com.)
-. 28— I«at:
A
Baby
(Com.)
e Plains
. \\
Dr.)

1000
1000
1000
1000
10O0
loot)
600
400
O'.to

GAUMONT.
O. Kleins.
-.
.
-.
-.
-.
.
■.
.
-.
.
.
11
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7 — The Ambitious
Bootblack
(Com.)
450
11— Ilia First
Sweetheart
(Com.)
560
11— The
Beautiful
Gorge*
of Tarn
(Sc.)..415
14 — The
Sword
and
the Cross
(Dr.)
840
14— Breakers
In
the Clouds
(Scenic)
155
IS— The
Privateer's
Treasure
(Com.)
860
18— Itocky
Caves
of France
(Scenic)
110
21— The
Lieutenant's
Wild
Ride
(Dr.).. 1002
Conquest
(Dr.)
595
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People
of
the
Arabian
Desert
(Scenic)
40.-,
28— Ills Image
In the Water
(Dr.)
575
28— Family
Troubles
(Com.)
430
1— The secret uf the Forest
(Dr.)
828
1— Tribulations of Jiggers
(Com.)
373

Mar.
9— The
Mar.
13— The
Mar.
16— The
Mar.
20 — Her
Mar.
20— One
Mar. 28— TtW
Mar. 27— Her
Mar. 80—1861
April
3 -The

. 24— I'rlscllla
and
the
Peqnot
(Dr.)
. 1— Sailor
Jack's
Reformation
(Dr.)
-. 3— Mexican
Flltmaterers
(Dr.)
-. 8 — The
Irish
Honeymoon
(Com.)
. 10— The
Mission
Carrier
(Dr.)
-. 15— The
Diver
(Scenic)
15 -The
Hunter's
Dream
(Com.)
. 17— A War
Time
Escape
(Dr.)
. 22— A Saw
Mill
Hero
(Dr.)
. 24— Rescued
from
the
Desert
(Dr.)....
win. Couldn't
Forget
(Dr.).
. ::i ThHero Traci
Walker
(Dr.)

Dauber

27— Man's
Diplomacy
. 2— Woman'a
Curiosity
. 2— Father's
Birthday
Ring
. «— Vanity
and
Its Cure
(Dr.)
. 9— nis Friend
the Burglar
(Com.)
. 13— The Actress and The Singer (Dr.) . ..
Social
Whirl
(Com.)
Mar.
16— Manr
2n— Her
VrlUtle
Temperament
(Dr.) . . .
23— The
Spinster's
Legacy
(Com.)
23— Bridget
and
the
Egg
(Com.)
Child's
Honor
(Dr.)
m a 27-IIer
30— When
Women
sink(Oom.)

Mar.

C assified Advertisements
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1005
1005
950
1000
565
365
B80
960
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1000
1000
400
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.1000
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1000
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SALE— Moving
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Picture Theater.

business
reipil
and
attention.
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hiisinc
dres. Box
852. Gosh
FOR SALE. — Theater Front, never been used,
made l.v tin- He. orators Supplj Co Beady for
shipment, a.m.,- i bank
m. WELSH, 4540
Oakenwald
Ave..
Chicago.
111.
LEASE FOR SALE.— Vaudeville and Motion
ture Theater, all ei|tilp|>ed:
can
opposition;
good
1
E. City, lease
popi
i, sp
"i-niKi
i Mil If taken
care
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Picture
World.

Pic-
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1 1,000
All
ready
mi.
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RUSSO,

MACHINES
FOR SALE.— Two Powers No. 8
mi. chines comple'e. spiral gear- Good ns new.
$83.00
each. Address, CARS \ sillAD, BeadingPa

FILMS.
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love
in Madrid
(Dr. i
Her
Child's
The
Tricksters
Tricked
Selig— Her
Adopt.-. I Fathers
'
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1000
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Powi
FOR

Valentine
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1861

Birds
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V.

C

MISCELLANEOUS.
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29th.

FOR SALE.— Bargain: new Edison moving picJeweler, Yadklnvllle.
C. ture outnt. HOTCHBNS,
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(Sc.)..
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HOFFMAN

Lecturer of Special Releases
New York City and Vicinity'

Strike
(Com.)..
r Red Rube
(Dr.)..
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Telephone 1344 Gramercy
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SERVICE
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Keyser,
Va.
Price, W. $40.00.
No.
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(No Camp
Chairs,
about
2
good condition and prices
right. Address. GEO. J. EBEUWINE.
Mgr.
VaudeTllle & Moving Pic. Show, Marblehead, Ohio.

(Com.)..

Wednesday, March
F.h.I
(Com.)
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Kalein
The
I. ass Who
Couldn't
Forget
(Dr.).. 960
Pathe— A Fatal
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1000
Urban
Dr. Charcot's
Trip
Towards
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South
Fish
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I
(Com.)
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(Com.)

[mage In the Water
Familj
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Do You Need Money ?
No. 44 North Ninth St.
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FOR SALE. — Complete set famous Deagan chromatic bells. Perfect condition with necessary
wiring. guarantee
A meritorious
novelty
that
makes
good.
Will
rival.
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selling,
explra

Women

16— Billy
and
His
Pal
(Dr.)
10O0
23— My
Parlrle
Flower
(W.
C«m.)
980
2— In the Hot
Lands
(W.
Dr 1
960
B— The Snake
In the Grass
(Dr.)
980
16 — The
"S.-honlmnrni"
of Coyote
County
(Dr I
...
n«o
23 -Sir Percy and the Punchers
(W.
Dr.) 980
- foi Red
Rube
I Dr.)
1000

the

472
688

21— Though
the Seas
Divide i (Dr.)! !!!!!! !
24 — The Widow
Visits Sprigtown
(Com.)..
25— A Little
Lad
In Dixie
(Dr.)
L>s -Billy's
Valentine
(Com.)
31— The
Inherited
Taint
(Dr.)
1— A Republican
Marriage
(Dr.)
,

WEEKS

In

THEATER
Rich-

VITAGRAPH.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar
April

HELP

perleneed
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to

Feb. 28— Captain
Barnacle's
Courtship
(Com.)..
Mar.
3— Bertha's
Mission
(Dr.)
Mar.
4— Mammy's
Ghost
(Dr.)
Mar.
7— The
Wild
Cat
Well
(Dr.)
Mar. 10 — Bridegroom's
Dilemma
(Com.)
Mar. 11— Red
Eagle
(Dr.)
Mar.
14 — Betty
Becomes
a Maid
(Com.)
Mar.
17— An
Aching
Void
(Dr.)
Mar.
18— Davy
Jones,
or His
Wife's
Husband

MELIES.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

1st.

Jiggers

190

Me.lalllon
(Dr.)
Code of Honor
(Dr.)
Man
From
the East
(Dr.)
Words
Came
True
(Com.)
Hundred
Years
After
(Dr.)
Way
of the Transgressor
(Dr.). 1000
Adopled
Fathers
(Dr.)
1000
(Dr.)
Fortune
Hunters
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1000

i m Cormorants,
or Japanese
Fish
With Birds
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S72
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(O.
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Thames
from
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(Com.)
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Trip
Toward
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\ i nisi Resemblani ■
Athal
Dr.)
II. elr
Mother
(Dr.)

Mar. 81

(Oom.)
lull (Dr.)
I Dr. i
1 ■

Saturday,

■

3— The
Writing
On the Blotter
lllr. )
7— Uive and The Stock
ktarkt-t
(Itr.)
6 — A Night
of Terror
(Com.)
8— The Old Family lllhlr (Dr.)
: It Wu
Woo
(Com.)
■ Dr.)

-. IB— Baby's
Unit
r. 17— The
Wedding

WoKl.l)

Mar.
Mar.

EDISON.
r.
:
r.
r.
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Are
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lCom.)....489
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(Oom.) . . .
Kids:
(Com.)
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BIO CARBONS
Advertised by the man
THEATRE
WASTE

UTILIZATION

who uses them

SALES

CO.

The Light That
Never Fails

CO.

227 E. 150th St., New York
TO EXCHANGES:

Send for sample bottle

IhcJ.CCoghlan
Company

To the Trade
We are now prepared to
manufacture films for educational and advertising
purposes. We go anywhere
on request. Printing and
developing
our specialty.

31 AND 60 DAY RUN
INDEPENDENT FILM, ALL MAKES
The
United S

Independen

SECOND-HAND FILM
$5.00 per reel upwards
CAMERAPHONE
FILM
new, with two sets records
All goods shipped

rabiecl to examination

covering express charges.

Complete lists sent free upon' request

MssMSfMi 187«.
Oxygen and Hydrogen Gas furnished in tanks
for Stereopticon and Moving Picture Machines
All orders to any part of the United States filled
Agents for all makes
of Moving Picture
Machines
^l MHiiK
il RMS.

Educational Mov. Picture
Mfg. and Adv. Co.
F. W. Hochstetter S. Robinson, Prop.
tlM W.BIrtst— Bs. 4us s nithfi.id St
CIIICW.O,
ILL.
PITTSBLH1.H,
PA.

W. E. GREENE FILM
EXCHANGE, Inc.
The

CINCINNATI CALCIUM LIGHT CO.

Write for particulars
Demonstrations free of charge

CINCINNATI CALCIIM LIGHT CO.
ION W. 4th St..
CINCINNATI. O.

Ornamental : : Indestructible
Fire Resisting /

m

Oldest and Largest Independent
Film Exchange in New England

The House ol Quality and Satisfaction
MR. EXHIBITOR

:

If you are desirous of finding out bow lo improve
your present service and increase your daily attendance
call and havr a confidential chat with us. If you are
unable to call, drop us a line.

THEATRE

W. E. Greene Film Exchange
INCORPORATED

228 Tremont

Street,

Boston, Mass.

Telephone- 3790 Oxford

AND
ARTISTIC

STAGE
FRONTS
( 111 IV.S

Mluc Prii
M
I lie lnifltOff Kuiiiiiii; anJ Uiluii: Uiiip.iii* . c$58o*

THE

Independent Release Dates
AMERICAN
Mir.
8— Memories
( Dr. I
Mar.
0— The
Itleb ■■>.] The
Poof
(l»r.)
k
at
Penalty
illr.l
Mar. 16— The
Job
an. I the Clrl
il'om.)
Mar. 18— I>o You
Know
This
Womau?
Mar.
»>— The
Field
of
Honor
K'om.,
Mar. 23— The . Harem
Skin
M\.m.i
War
!■;
.

Mar. 3"
April

a Con

tor

fstlnaas
ATLAS.

277
790

(Com.)

MU

D Itiiu-b
(Dr.)
Dream
(Coin I
CHAMPION.
050
950
050
950

Fend

(Dr )

Jan.

7— yueen

Mar.
Mar.

the
rralrlee
ECLAIR.

13— An
fnforeseen
Introduction
13— A Day
of Storms
(Com.)

Mar. 20— Cain
(Dr.)
Mar. 20— The
Rock
Climbers
Mar. 27— Hurrah:
Hurrah!
'Com.)
April
3— A
Strike
In
the
Business
(Com.)
April

3— Mr.

Xearslghfs
GREAT

1— Foolshead

(Dr.) ..'.'.'.'..'.'.
(Com.).. 470
43o

'
(Scenic)
Let
Us
"Make

Marriage

Apr.

5-1
POWERS.
7—
11—
14—
IS—
21—
21—
25—

April
April
April

790
'.'.Wo
Marry!
975
Young"
534

(Com.)

April

426

)000
.1000
iikm.
1000

April

.'iooo

(Dr.)

Mar.
3— On
Their
Honeymoon
(Com.)
March 10— Bill In Love Again
(Com.)
March 10— Jones's
Remedy
(Com.)
Mar.
17— Dogs
Not
Admitted
(Com.)
Mar. 17— Bill
Has
Kleptomania
(Com.)
Mar. 24— Cowboy
Friendship
(Dr.)
Mar. 24 — F.dlth
Has
Some
Sport
(Com )
Mar. 31— The
Greed
of Gain
(Dr.)
Mar.
31— He
Wanted
a Hoop
(Com.)

March
March
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

PICTURE

440
432
524
534
S80
636
R22
<;.-,2
28]

CO.

7— Dick
Farrell's
Prire
IO— Her
Prisoner
(Dr.)
14— Starltcht
the s.|iiaw
(Dr.)
17— Sacrldce of Silver Cloud
(Dr.)
21— Was
He
Justified?
(Dr.)
24 — The
Cowboy's
Waif
(Dr.)...
28— An
Indian
Nemesis
(Dr.)
31— The
Red
Avenger
(Dr.)
(By N.

IT ALA.
Y. M. P.

Feb. 25— Havana
Cigar
Mar.
2— Nlnl'a
Doll
Mar.
4— Cato
and
the Flag
Mar.
4— Foolshead
More
than
March
9— Nobility
(Dr.)

8— A

Western

Etoae

Was
Mill

Tuesday,

March

Marry

(Com.)

985
975
1000

28th.

Indian
Nemesis
(Dr.)
. Pautal
Skirt
(Com.)
Powers — A Western
Ruse
( W.
Dr. )
Thanhouser — The Impostor
(Dr.)
Wednesday,

(W.

27th.

March

IOOO

29th.

of Neapolitan

Camorra

Champion— • TheTruthBachelor's
Old
Maid
(Dr.)
Reliance— Pallid
Hues
In Clouded
Skies
Sola* — A Package
of Trouble
(Com.)
Thursday,
American — Osteopathy

March

(Sc.)
960

(Dr.)..

80th.

(Com.)

27T

969
Imp — So Shall
Ye
Itala— (Title
Not
Bex— As
Ye
Sow

Dr.)

Heap
(Dr.)
Given)
(Dr.)

Friday,
900

March

1000

Slat.

Bison— The
Bed
Avenger
(Dr.)
Lux— The
Greed
of Gain
(Dr.)
Lux— He
Wanted
a Hoop
(Com.)
Solax— The
Mill of the Gods
(Dr.)
Thanhouser— Silas
Marner
(Dr.)
Yankee— Her Mother's
Fiancee
(Dr.)
Saturday,

April

65*
281
1000

1st,

Great Northern— A Victim
of His
Double
(Dr.)
Itala— Foolshead Goes to See a Cockfight
(Com.)
Powers — Cupid's
Monkey
Wrench
(Com.)
Reliance — Till Death
Do Part
(Dr.)
BOO
000

958
(Dr.).. 950

Victory
(Com.)
the
Depths
(Dr.)
• of Trouble
(Com.)
Not
Afraid
(Com.)
of the Gods
(Dr.)

To Exchanges
Have your films redeveloped and renovated
by the Hockstetter Process. Endorsed and
recommended
by leading Exchanges.
Also soften non-inflammable film and prolong the life of the reel. We are now prepared
to install plants in your premises. Write for
prices.

Work

done at our plant "at 6oc per reel.

ORTHO

FILM CO.

2726 W. Division St.

Chicago, III.

THANHOUSER.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
M mt.
Mar.
Mar.
April
April

10— The
Spirit
Hand
(Dr.)
14— His
Younger
Brother
(Dr.)
17— Robert
Emmet
(Dr.)
21— Divorce
(Dr.)
21— Waiting
at the Church
(Com.)
24— The
Tramp
(Dr.)
2*— The
Impostor
(Dr.)
31— Silas
Marner
(Dr.)
4 — Charity
of the Poor
(Dr.)
7— Vindicated
(Dr.)
YANKEE.

Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
March
March
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

24 — The Woman
Who
Dared
(Dr.)
3— The
Abduction of Parson Jonea
6— Angel
of the Bowery
(Dr.)
10— The
Senorlta's
Sacrifice
(Dr.)
13— The Test
of Love
(Dr.)
17 — His Double Treasure
(Dr.)
20— The
Open
Gate
(Dr.)
24— Love's
Ebb
and
Flood
(Dr.)
27— Tom
and
Jerry
(Dr.)

Mar.

31— Her
Mother's
Secret
OX the

April

4— The

Girl

FOR

MOVING

Bound

Get the Samples

(Com.)

nerolsm

No.

7

1910

Express charges collect

TICKETS

COMPANY

(Dr.)

DELIVERY

JULY TO DECEMBER,

ROLL

1000
1000
1000
1000

PICTURE WORLD

Volume

TWO DOLLARS, Each, $2.00

Usual

1000
1000
1000

Fiancee
(Dr.)
Opal
Mine
(Dr.)

Stowaway's

READY

TICKET

March

Blaon — An

Ambroslo — A Glimpse

REX.
By
the Light
of the Moon
The Fall of a Knight
(Dr.)
Where
the
Shamrock
Grows
Five
Hours
(Dr.)
As
Ye
Sow
(Dr.|)
80LAX
COMPANY.
17— The
Hindu
Prince
(Dr.)

Mar. 20— She
Mar. 31— The

Co.)

SPECIAL
NATIONAL

Dr.)

The
Bandit's
Surprise
A Gamble
With
Ix>ve
Come
Back
To Erin
(Dr.)
Ills
Mind's
Tragedy
(Dr.)
Just
Kids
(Com.)
A Trip
About
Christiana
Ogallalab
(Dr.)
. Pantaloon sun ' (Com.)
Dr.)

Mar. 22— Cupid's
Mar. 24— Out
of
500
1000
1000
1000
1000

Mar.
20— In
Old
Madrid
(Dr.)..
Mar. 23— The
Penniless
Prime
(Dr.)
Mar. 27— Sweet
Memories
(Dr.)
Mar. 30— So Shall
Ye
Reap
(Dr.)
April
3— The Lovers Signal
(Dr.)

MOTION
(Bison.)

Monday,

American— The
Talisman
(Dr.)
Be lair— Hurrah 1 Hurrah:
let la
Imp— Sweet
Memories
(Dr.)
Yankee — Tom
and
Jerry
(Dr.)

Cockfight..

March 11— Ever
the
Accuser
Mar. 15— Come
Unto
Me
(Dr.)
Mar.
18— At
Swords'
Points
(Dr.)
Mar. 22— When
Red
Turned
Gray
(Dr.)
Mar.
2.V- If It Ever
Were
Thus
(Dr.)
Mar. 20— Pallid
Hues
In Clouded
Skies
April 1— Till
Death
Do
Part
April 5— Rickshaw
the
Detective
April 5 — Summer
Skies
April
8— The
Gloved
Hand
(Dr.)
April 12— Thirty
Minutes
(Dr.)
REVtER.
Jan.
4— For
Better
Or
Worse
(Dr.)
Jan. 11 — The
Gooseereek
Claim
(Dr.)
Jan. 18— For
tbe
Chlld'a
Sake
(Dr.)
Jan. 18— Yon
Try
It (Com.)

Mar.

Mar.
2— The Dynamiters (Com.)
Mar.
6— Tracked
(Dr.)
Mar.
9— The Message In the Bottle
(Dr.)
March 13— The Secret of the Palm
(Dr.)
March 16— The Fisher Maid
(Dr.)..

YORK

a

1 — Cupid's
Monkey
Wrench
(Com.)
lie Troth
(Dr.)
5 — The
Stolen
Necklace
(Dr.)
t— Ohl
roo
Mother In Law
(Com.)
4— Touring
Athens
(Sc.)

Mar. 25— The
Fakir'*
\. <. Serranl
(Oom.)....
Mar. 25— Troubles
of a Trip
(Com.)
April
1— A Victim of nis Double
(Dr.)
IMP.

NEW

Goes
To
See
NESTOR.

Feb.
22.— Hla
Father'a
House
(Dr.)
998
Mar.
1— The
Professor's
Romance
(Com-Dr.) . .990
Mar.
8— In the Commissioned
Hanks
(Dr.)
March 15— Was
It Worth
While?
(Dr.)
Mar.
22— Could
You
111k
Him?
(Com.
969

NORTHERN.

of Fate
LUX.

986

Dr.)

Mar.
2—
March 0—
Mar. lfi—
M:ir. 23—
Mar. 30—

Image

WORLD

(Com.)
Creoles

l',»,l ahead
In Soiree
(Com.)
to (in
the
Ktnte
(Com.)
v\.i!tlnk- for the Midnight
Kxpreas....
lhlnner
(Com.)..

March 11— The Son of the Executioner
(Dr.)..
Mar. IS— Between
Love
and
Duty
(Dr.)
Mar. 18— Life and People South of the Equator
(Scenic)

6— The

PICTURE
Shooting

RELIANCE.

COLUMBIA.

of

April

April

Mar.
1— A Western Girt a Choice (Dr.)
Mar.
8— The
Vindication of John
(Dr.)
Mar. 15— The
Olrl
and
the Oath
(Dr.)
Mar. 22— The
Pay-Roll
(Dr.)
Mar. 29— The
Bachelor's
Old
Maid
April 5— The
I'rlce
He
Paid
(Dr.)

Dec. 24 — The
Cattlemen'a
Dec. »1— Trapped
(Dr.)

1^

Mar.
Msr.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

BI80N.
A —At
Rar
7— Arery'8

>Ur.

(Com.)

Jan. 23 — Irlab
Hearta
(Dr.)
Feb.
1 — HI.
Great
S.rrlnce
(Dr.)
I"»b.
8— Kelly,
D. S. A.
(Dr.)
Tab. 13— Coala of Fir*
April
April

11 — Foolshead

373
looo

Ot

a

MOVING

March

StocK

Film Announcement
Titles
Any

of the following
Announcements
by mall upon receipt of price:

That's
Hand

All,
Good-Night— 16 ft.
Colored
Trick
Film..

Entire

Change

sent

Hand
(Same Colored
Black
a * ~
(Same
Black
and
White)
-- 1.00
We
thank you for your patronage
and ask
you to call again — 20 ft.
Hand
Colored
... 8.00
(Same
Black
and
White)
2.00
Next Show in Five Minutes— 10 ft.
Hand Colored
1.50
(Same
Black
and
White)
••.. 1.00

Will the Ladies Please Remove
Their Hats so Others Can See? 20 ft.
Hand Colored, Trick Film
- $3.00
(Same Black and White)
2.00
French Imerican Producing
and Manufacturing Co.
018 Madison St.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

Any
Colors
A
The Bl" TAc"ec
TicKets, 6 Cents

Shamokin,

Pa.

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

G- W, Bradenburgh
Cinematograph Films
,233 NORTH EIGHTH STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA,
Phone
Cable:

Market

334.

Brad-Films Phila.
Code: A. B. C.

sth Edition.

Bargain List A I Condition
Girl He Left Behind. Than, $35.
Despensation.
Reliance, $35.
Millionaire Milkman.
Than, $35.
A Girl of the Plains.
Bison, $35.
ALoveMiner's
Doll. Than,
Yankee,
and Law.
$](.$35.
Sheriff and the Detective.
Champion, $35.
The Pilgrim.
Nestor, $35.
False Accusation. American, $35.
Rip Van W.nkle. Than, $35.
The Poacher. G. N., $3S.
Christmas Letter. G. N ., $35.
Thin Dark Line. Reliance, $35.
Gypsy Sweetheart.
American, $35.
Crippled Teddy Bear. Imp, $35.
Her Fatal Mistake.
American, $33.
Looking Forward.
Than, $35.
Cattle
Daughter.
DesperateBaron's
Remedy.
Nestor,Bison,
$35. $35.

STANDARD

FOR CARBON QUALITY

Little
Tobacco.
$3" $35.
Vera, Nell's
the Gypsy
Girl. Imp,
American,
Jack Johnson in Training. Special make, $35.

The 'following: Reels at the Rate
of $30 per Reel:
ATheChild's
Imp.
Woman Judgment
llater. Powers.
So Runs the Way. Reliance
Wild 1 lower and the Rose.
Than.
;ing Doors.
Imp.
The Poor Student. Imp.Yankee.
A Fight for Millio
John Halifax.
Than.
Regeneration.
American.
Value Beyond Price. Than.

NONE BETTER-NONE SO GOOD

The following Reels at the Rate
of $20 per Reel:
The Carmelite.
Eclair.
Son of the Wilderness.
Ambrosio.
Boy's Half Holiday— Foolshead as Hero.

Italia.

SOLE

hUQORCISINQER.
II BROADWAY-

Father', Baby
Butcher"s
I theBov—
Stuarts.
Cines.Bill Hcpworth.
Fighting Parson.
Nestor.
AGoodDaughter's
for Evil. Devotion.
Italia.
The
Farmer'sLie. Son.Italia.
Italia.
The White
Legally Dead.
Catherine, Duchess of Guesa.
The Little Hero of Holland.
A Game for Two.
Imp.
A Rural Romeo.
Imp.
The Black Hand.
Pathe.
Hi Time I-ock Safe. Imp.

FILM HIRING

Italia.
Than.

THE ENTERPRISE

DEPARTMENT

is

i"cr

have other
films exchange
in our iihiring

Only

depi

Titles made at the rate of nine cents per
foot Any lilmi not listed please make inquiries for, a, the above is only a imall part of
pur stock. All film, inipertr.l l,y „, oeforr re
leased, no scratchr.l or worn out films offered
AH Mm, ml ( 0. D NrlUl pnvilrge of exam
•f rxprrn charge
many, India a
Japan

NEW

YORK*

MODEL

B

Portable Calcium Gas Outfit

800,000 ft. of best films at lowest trade rates
it reels Sales Co., releases A 1 condition, $15
per week, la reel, $0.00 per week with poster.
Three Shipments Weekly.
We

IMPORTER

f

the

only

Substitute

for

Satisfactory

Electricity

fol

|'i.']rclm^

Portable

II opmtMbl WATER
PRESSURE,
REGULAR
AND
REL1AIU I
1. pa
n.ivie, ehokt ap iad othwwka

Outfit

IS CONSTANT.
M.M.^
i

^et mm

"OXONE"
in SQUARE
CAKES
i. mo.t
Tlflfl lllTJ
the prednetlei ol (>»?,■«■.. i...
sr,ui t,., ,>•

Enterprise optical Mfg. Co. ,M .:r,"v wu,.,::;;,vr.;?,r;; ,„>,

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD
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TAYLORS

THEATRICAL

I'AII.M'
ICAlALL LINES
THEATRIX
FURNISHED
ON

To

Performers

:

SHORT
NOTICE

We want acts of every description.

FREDERICK

AGENCY

SINGERS, PIANO PLAYERS
DRUMMERS, LECTURERS,
CASHIERS, DOORMEN,
MANAGERS AND
OPERATORS
Send in your open time.

Write or phone.

C.TAYLOR, PROPRIETOR

49 West 28tH St..
TELEPHONE

1405 MADISON

New York City.

SQL'ABE

BIO CARBONS
Advertised

by tHe man

who

uses them

WURLJTZER=

Banner

Service

FREE

Ti-i*

O

I WO

i •

LlVe

17

1_*1_**.

—

one LICENSED

LxhlbltOrS one Independent

(Notalreadyarransedfor)
Locality
In Every /ill
co-operate with us i

Profit-Sharing
Club Plan!
WRITE TODAY, MR. EXHIRITOR OF THE

NORTH, SOUTH, EAST or WEST, and if your
vicinity is not represented, we will tell you how to

^nd-n;aaderactive3xl2 ft. Display Banners Free
and if you're a live
profit on the side.

GET BUSY NOW-IT'S
All Communications

wire

you can

make

Piano Orchestra built in the front of the Gaither Theater, Cincinnati

an extra

FIRST COME-FIRST SERVED.
Amwered in Order Received.

The Leading Picture Theaters are Installing

Wurlitzer Automatic Musical Instruments
They furnish better music than musicians and cut out that
great expense.
50 different styles.
Call at nearest
branch or write for big 8-4-page catalog

Give make, release date and tir

THE RUDOLPH
WURLITZFR
COMPANY
CINCINNATI
CHICAGO
NEW
YORK
PHILADELPHIA

B. B. SIGN CO., Cleveland, Ohio
THE

117 to 121 E. 4th

266 & 268 Wabash

25 & 27 W. 32nd

ST.

CLEVELAND

b'

LOLIS

ONE

BEST

183 5 Chestnut

SOUVENIR
Bo.

EACH

$5.00

Per Hundred
»ill fill your h

UNITED STATES FACTORIES CO.

MANUFACTURERS

40 Dearborn Street, Cbicaro

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

BIGGEST SUCCESS IN YEARS
DR. COOK'S Great Feature "The

Truth About the Pole"

Has caused a Veritable Stampede Among Live Exhibitors and
Special Feature Speculators.
Territory is being Seized by an Eager Horde of Ready Buyers,
even though our First announcement has just been made.

If your inquiry Has not been answered

write again, or better still, Wire your wants as our mail is
Tremendously heavy.

A

FEW

CHOICE

STATES

STILL REMAIN

UNSOLD

Applications for territory will be taken up in order of their

receipt. Get In Line for the Biggest Film Scoop
Since the Train Robbery; because it pictures the Best
Advertised Man In All the World in the most Sensational and Unusual Dramatic Expose of the century
Lithographs — Five Styles — Heralds, Photos,
Lectures — Everything
to get money
with
(Films made in the Laboratories of the Gaumont

WRITE

FOR TKRMS

AND

i

INFORMATION

North Pole Picture Co., 46 jachson Boulevard, Chicago

ATTENTIOH!

EXHIBITORS

Stop — Loo^i— Listen
WE, ARE BUYING EIGHTEEN
REELS
PER WEEK FROM THE START
The cream of the Independent output asWe Handled
by
The Motion Picture Distributing (EL Sales Company.
Mr. Exhibitor. We want
We need your help. You need ours.
you any service you may desire. Look at tin- Following lervice From which you can
3 reels first day from release
3 reels sixth day from release
3 reels second day from release 3 reels seventh day from release
3 reels third day from release
3 reels eighth day from release
3 reels fourth day from release 3 reels ninth day from release
3 reels t.fth day from release
3 reels tenth day from release
..n t.i thirty days am! thereafter.
Don't
hesitate,
but
write,
wire,
"i
»l
i<
n
i»<>r
call
immediately,
wide-awake exhibitor, who can reaailj ■■ what the future
id< pendent and be j
.1 .,,m| ,i ., !„, iii
c that you get what j i
A Word i- ill' \\ isi ii Sufficient

Open for Business March
MR. J. E. MOYER,

6th,

i to furnish

1911

Mgr., Formerly with Lubin Film Service Co.

THE EXHIBITORS FILM SERVICE GO.
23 NORTH

9th ST.,

PHILADELPHIA

THE

WANTED
detail

that

goes

with

WE

hi

MOVING

THE

PICTURE

WORLD

BUSINESS
STOP. Mr. KMIIIIITOH:

of exhibitors who appreciate $ for $
value, courteous treatment, and every
service.

SHIP

lalea good :i
l,l,n
MORTON FILM EXCHANGE
1 ILM .RENTERS
1 inMorion Bldg., 0th Floor.538 S. Dearborn St.
CHICAGO,
ILL.

ANYWHERE

It doesn't matter whether you use one reel weekly or fifty, we will
attend t.> your needs promptly. Get in touch with us at once if you are
in need ot good service, mcern
and reap the benefits of doing busine-s with

ACME

FILM COMPANY,

Inc.,

U

EAST
151 h STRKKT
NK»
H)KK
CITY

Gel Our Prices on Tickets, Carbons, Condensers, Film Cement and Other Supplies
LET CS KNOW YOUK WANTS

,A$ the Operator
IjooKs at it

mm,

As the Operator
Looks at It

YOUR

I

ice how easy this operator takes it. He doesn't have t
dangerous juice consuming rheostat at furnace heat any.

H?AME YOUJR
POSTERS

Fort Wayne Compensarc

BRASS EASELS AND
BRASS RA/L/NC
BRASS POSrER ERAMES 11
EOR EASELS AND WALLS

>1 the machine perfectly now with one hand-gets a clearer, whiter, steadii
light and can adjust it to any of the three intensities without even the faintest flicker,
achine we guaranteed it would absolutely

Cut 2-3 from the Monthly Lighting Bill
That sounded almost too good to be true, but they put om
on our 30 day free trial plan.
Did the machine "make good?" Well, the first month it
duced the bill from $22.70 to $9.24 and they operated more h<
and got better light than ever before.
for you ,<rg.rdlc« of what voltagr you tie u»ing
if you will Knd for

q Put in our Easels and I
Poster Frame* and watch I)
your attendance grow.

fire booklet. we

g iSe Lighting Company

signs, m t
qElectnc
We make
the theatrical lin

662-3 per a

1402 Broadway

Fort Wayne,

Indiana

hanical

attractions,

anything special in
<J Ideas developed —
low v rices — Best
Work — DON"T
DELAY but write to-day.

Fort Wayne Electric Works
j^^ff^i

THE

NEWMAN

MFG. CO.

717-719 Sycamore St., Cincinnati, 0.

You'll Like It
Because IPs Trouble Proof
You will find many different makes for sale or rent,
but there is only one kind that will give perfect results

THE

"STANDARD"

is guaranteed to be exactly as we represent it or your
money will be refunded.
Write for particulars today.

AMERICAN
101

BEEKMAN

STREET

MOVING

PICTURE

MACHINE

COMPANY
NEW

YORK,

N. Y.

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Corcoran Moving
Picture
Tanks
Develop your films to perfection. Save
Time and Reduce Your Expenses by
using a "Corcoran Film Development
Tank." All up-to-date houses are now installing the "Corcoran System."
SEND

FOB PKKK

LIST No.

A. J. CORCORAN,
No. 11 John

Since

Jan.

1st, 1910,

Over

we

have

WHY

and sold

MUST

BE

Film Cement
GOOD

SEND

-

Inc.

-

-

N. Y. City

TO EUROPE

FOR

FILM
PERFORATING
DIES

42,000

1 oz. bottles of "CANES"
" IT

made

Street

"

Sold only through Exchanges

ATLAS

SUPPLY

When

CO.

Manayunk,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Manufacturers of ATLAS DISINFECTANT

THE
249 Centre

Chicago Exhibitors

$1.50 tor Sample

HENNEGAN
167 West

GET OUR

A. DEWES
Street.

COMPANY

'Phone. 2351 Spring

NEW

YORK

PRICES

BEFORE

ORDERING

ELSEWHERE

ALL MAKES NEW AND SECOND-HAND
MACHINES AT LOWEST
PRICES

French Condensers, Carbons and
Tickets a Specialty

& CO.

Motion Picture Supply & Specialty Co.

:iou

46 East 14th Street, New

Washington Street, Chicago
WE

U. S.

for you ?

For one week only we offer $1.00 French
White Condensers for £1.35 a pair

Lobby Display

t\.-siiTii H«a.li|UarC.rs. ROOM

them

Moving Picture Supplies

You can buy HENNEGAN'S " MONEY
GETTERS" at our new Western office.
We have on display 150 styles of posters, specially engraved for PHOTOPLAY HOUSES.
Special posters and heralds for LASSOING
WILD ANIMALS, TALE OF TWO CITIES,
PASSION PLAY, and all other features.
Send

we can make

High-class repairing and alterations
on Foreign Machines.

HAVE

Regulation

SECURED

A

JOB

LOT

City

OF

White

CON1ISTINC

Yorh

Duck

or

Suits

1 pan
Regular U. S. Navy White Duck Trousers
1
1 Regular U. S. Navy White Duck Shirt or Blouse
[as per photo
1 Regular U. S. White Hat, well made, new and perfect goods I
Complete suit (3 pieces) $175 per suit (assorted sizes)
$18.00 per do/en
You need these Navy suits for the Shoot the Chutes.
Boat
Houses, en
You will also need the following
item lot amusement
park employes, street cleaners, etc.

U. S. NAVY

REGULAR

DUCK

TROUSERS

Wdi mad*, new ind perfect foods, at fee. pet p....
s.s v. pet dosea
These trousers srs cheaper, ■trongei sad mors durablt than plain overalls, they ere regolai Qos«nu»en< .
As

ILLINOIS

MOVING

PICTURE

the

supply

SUPPLY

Ll limited,

wt He

at

Q*M B,

CO., 167 W. Washington

Street, CHICAGO

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

740

FOLDING
CHAIRS

OPERA m CHAIRS

For Movino. Picture
Shows.Grand Stands,
Anembly Halls, etc.
In section* if wanted.

1(111

kvi:hy
l.OOO

PURP4

ESTABLISHED
Wit I IK l()K
CAT.

STYI.KS

1865
No. 31

Write lor Catalog No. 2

The A. H. Andrews Co.

The Kauffman
Manufacturing Co.
ASHLAND, OHIO

174- 1 76 Wabash Ave.. Chicago. III.

CHEAP
STEEL

The Automatic Theatre Chair

ABSOLUTELY
NON- BREAKABLE
Suitable for small
Theatres and Mov-

Opera and Assembly Chairs

It is a friend to the public.
It advertises your theatre and
makes your business grow.
It folds automatically and can
be revolving, stationary or self
righting.

FRAME
lUiH
II A Yl

It
and

Branches in all le.dmg cues

..
moneys;

It is the world's greatest theatre
Chair.
It you
i- **■ have not seen our latest
If
models, investigate.
Write today for circular A.
THE HARDESTY MFC. CO
Canal Dover,
Ohio, U. S. A.

Second Hand Chain

FILMS
Dept. W.
STEEL FURNITURE CO., ORAND RAPIDS. MICH.
New York Office:
150 Fifth Avenue

Good

FOR

SALE.

Prompt Shipments.
Write for Catalogue
PEABODY SCHOOL FURNITURE CO.
North
Manchester
■
.
Indiana
New York Agents. ROBERT J. EHLERS CO.
Lexineton Ave. and 43d St. - New York. N. Y.

50 Reel* of Film.

$8 to $16 per Reel
Second-hand one pin Edison machine. $100.00
Mayer Silverman, 105 4th Ave. .Pitts burs, Pa.

Pictures

Are largely dependent upon

Good Carbons

Use "Arco-B"
Biograph Carbons
The genuine article bears our
Trade Mark, "Arco-B."

WE WANT
ONE THOUSAND

Moving Picture Men
to operate PREMIUM pin
machines
and get rich, or
if already so, to get mor
wealth.
Why not you?
have
become an
PREMIUM
pin institution
machines'
in every candy store.
By placing a machine in your
retailer's out
storecompetition.
you will monopolize
his trade and
squeeze
Mr. Flint of Mo. writes :
troducing me to a gold mine."
will lifter
support
will Ten
provemachines
a mortgage
to
We make them out of Oak

"Kindly

accept thanks for in-

you. Fifty machines operated
you.
or Metal.

Percentage of winners arranged so that from every twenty
dollars deposited in the machine twelve dollars will be your
profit.
If so advised
will make it still more.
Write

L. E. FRORUP
Sole Importers
232-234 Greenwich St.

o-day for exclusive
territory to

& CO.
New York

PREMIUM

I*

56-58 WALNUT

VENDING

ST.

COMPANY
PITTSBURG,

PA.

THE

MOVING
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mn

The Best
Uniforms

NEW

SLIDES

For the following Songs

JUST OUT

Wr Met in Deal Old Frisco
W.th the Last Back
Rose to
of Yon
Summer I'll Come
Emmal.na Lee
Who Are You With To-night >
III Meet You Wh-n .he Sun Goes Down
Look Out (or
Jimmy Valentine
Yearning
I'd Love to be Lored by > Girl Like You
Take Me Back to Baby-land.
Going Back to My Old Girl.
My I U hat a Funnv Little World This Is I
In Winter.
When the trees are dressed in crimson
and in gold.
King Chanticleer.
Dmcq
Sfrfight
Ki larney.
my Home
o'er the Sea.
Br- ncho Nell.
For KilUney and You.
My Country Has First Call.

De WITT C. WHEELER
New

120 W. 31»t St.

I
M
4

GEp.W. BENNETT
744 W. 5th Street
^S*
CINCINNATI OHIOV"r

Wli QOOD

If you are in the Market for

Xylophones. Orchestra
Bells. Chimes. Forks, etc
Send for free illustrated catalogue.
J. C. DEAGAN
3800-3810 N. Clark St.. Chicago. Ill

MUSiC

AWICAN THEATRICAL SINOEBS AQCV
Jibora St .
.HICAuO. ILL
ill Campbell, Miff.

York City

Moving

Picture

Pianists

SECOND
HAND
FILMS

Write to the largest and most reliable Dealers and Importer! oi
these ^oods in the U. S.

■<l MORTIMER FILM CLEANFR

International Film Traders
CLARENCE
. irk s.

TLMS
FOR
CENT
R Films High Class Service
u'loneer House, With 8 Yearn'
Eierienoennd
S250.000.00
B.ich Ol It

IUGENE
J

' nd 59 Dearborn

E. SINN
CHK

ink building
AGO

I;1 \?.\

Chloago

UNBREAKABLE
ANNOUNCEMENT

SLIDES
Will Nut Break
Will N

mmmfmi

M so
OTHER

Gl as.n
N

SLIDES

Illinois M.»\Sup|>l\(o

CLINE
St.,

m « roKiccm

n i

J. C. DtAGAN

:«H00 JH10 N. Clark St.

CHIC A(.<>.

II I

THE

PICTIKH

SAVE
MONEY
and use our

^M«'i:uai!Li«j
ainj!W!i!Hin

with

f.l.'.HM.I+l

Interchangeable
celain Letters

For
Managers and Operators
PRICE $1.50

Por-

Make your own Program
You cannot afford to be without

EREOPLANESM

WORLD

Motion Picture Theati
Handbook

Program Board

H.U4MI.11YI

Ha

MOVING

POSTAGE

Announcements quickly changed.
Prices and full particulars on
application.
Agenlg

Moving

Wanted.

THE CAMBRID6E TILE MF6. CO.
COVINGTON,

The

125

U. S. Army
SAN

23rd

new
yok:
Worll

Stn

KY.

First Special

AT

East

PREPAID

Picture

Feature

Film

of

Manoeuvers

ANTONIO,

TEXAS

Interesting camp scenes, thrilling cavalry drills, well selected pictures and clear-cut photography. Sent C. < ). D-. subject to screen examination on receipt of express charm- both ways.
Approximately 950 feet. Price [2centsper foot. Orders filled in rotation.

Alamo

Film Mfg'. Co., San Antonio,

Texai

"Mirror Screens" Glass Curtains "Transparent Screens
Daylight

Are you require
to throw your pi<

Pictures

Perspective
Clearness.

and

ture from the reai'
Our new

Rests the Eyes

TRANSPARENT SCREEI

New Process of
Man uf actu ring
makes them more
perfect and more
wonderful than
ever.

has the world bes.
Nothing like i
on the market.
Be

MR.

FRANK

MANNING,

Eastern Sales A

Like theit "Mirrc
Screen"
is a Je
3SS Bedford Ave.,curtain
Brooklyn,

glass

(Address ill communications to

N. and
Y.

MOTION PICTURE SCREEN
SHELBYVILLE,

the first 1

your city.

We can tell you
how to pay for one
in two weeks by increased receipts. curtain or white wall

INDIANA

Money Gettr

CC
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The Exhibitor and the Public
The Factory and the Exchange
The Producer and the Actor
,The Philanthropist and the Business Man
ind all such talk is dodging the issue — You want to make money ; our proposition is a money-making
i'ou have not been able to make money of late ; therefore our proposition should be of vital importance
o you.
You can take the most modern of steamships and almost any "Land-lubber" could put her on the rocks,
.rhe picture proposition is a parallel — You can't sail into the harbor of success on pictures alone ; it
akes a showman to handle the picture craft — No showman would attempt to handle pictures unless he
, aw the average elements of protection at hand to work with — Boiled down into the fewest possible
ARE YOU TIRED OF YOUR LOSSES?
To the man who wants to make money, the Exclusive service proposition should appeal as has nothing
in the history of the business, for it means the possibility of applying business methods to your moneynaking affairs. The use of those safeguards that prudence and years of commercial experience dictate,
are necessary to the success of any enterprise.
Stop worrying about your competitor, and like the able captain, use your brains to handle your own craft.
Exclusive service gives you the elements of protection needed for your work.
The National Film Mfg. & Leasing Company, an amalgamation of interests for the purpose of marketing the best program that brains and money can produce on a basis that will insure the Exchange and
the Exhibitor a reasonable profit on his investment of money, time and brains; not a philanthropic
iul a business organization, with a business proposition for business men.

\i i

Exhibitors

send

your

name

for our mailing

list.

National Film Mfg. ® Leasing Co.
INCORPORATED

2 East 15th

OUR

EXCLUSIVE
For

Special

Week

^Release

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Exhibitors:

If

New YorK City, U. S. A.

Street,

you

can't

PROGRAM

Beginning

March

27th

Mejcican
"Revolution
Jfotv
REVIER- ruder Western Skiea
ROYAL— Laurel Wreath of Victor)
COLUMBIA— Wounded Woll
CINES— Tin- Little Peddler

'BooKing

UNITED— The Quakeress
FILM DE ART— Charlote Cordaj
REVIER— rhe Poisoned Spear
COLONIAL— Table Mannei — &&U
ARROWH
E AD— Tin
COLUMBIA
The Rai Mojav( Queenchei 'a < >.ii li
CAPITAL
In the Shadow ol the Monument
CAMEIO
Henn ol Navarre
t»et

the

National

Program

in

your

territory,

write

us.
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EDISON
©
KINETOSCOPES

WORLD

Save Tickets
AND

Eliminate Choppers

NONE
GENUINE
WITHOUT
THE
TRADEMARK

at the entrance
to every
Theatre and Amusement Place
GET THE

Imitations
Beware'of

Get

my

Edison

WITH

JONES DUPLEX
CHECK GATE

Holds the
Record for
Durability

Supplies and parts in stock for
all other machines

COUNT

and you GET all the money

and

prices before purchasing elsewhere

Expert Repair Department
under the management of Otto Brautigam
ALL REPAIRS GUARANTEED

Exchange men!
If
not
take
new
one.

Exhibitors!

you have a projecting machine that is
giving you entire satisfaction, let me
it, and I will replace it with a
Edison model " B," with outside shutter, allowing you a good price for your old

ALWAYS
a few slightly used machines in
A-l condition, at low prices.
Ask us to send you further details

Harry A. Mackie

JONES CDANGE REGISTER CO.

853 Broadway &K New York City
PHONE

INCORPORATED

2478 STUYVESANT

18 BROADWAY
cmukt

ruu,

■. T.

NEW YORK CITY

Vol.

8,

No.

14

April 8, 1911

Price,

lO Cents

MOVING PpfeWORLD
TH& OI^iAN OF THB PHOWPLffiT J5ND ittlJED INTERESTS

POWER'S77ie
Magic
Real, hard, practical advantages
for the
exhibitor areI^ame
revealed in
Power's Cameragraph

No. 6.

This may sound like fiction but the
experience of fifteen hundred
exhibitors proves beyond contradiction that Power's No. 6;—
Projects an absolutely steady picture
without a trace of flicker.
Is the most substantially
constructed projecting
machine in the world (the
only^one
absolutely guaranteed).
It runs smoother, quieter
and
longer than any other
machine.)
There are other reasons wh\

\ou

should use it, but aren't these enough?

Just think it over and you'll
agree with us that it "Pays to
Purchase a Power's." Full information cheerfully given.
Write us for Catalogue G.

NICHOLAS

POWER

COMPANY

For thirteen jretn the leading makers of moving picture machinef

115-117

Nassau Street

New

York

I HE

Mi »\ ING

I'll TURE
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Thanhouser
WO-A.'RELEASED
A

WEEK

FRIDAY.
APR^L
PRETTY PASTORAM

RELEASED

1^4^

APRIL.

Old Home

Velvet and Rags

II

Week

is a comedy drama of the highest motion picture
type, and will further advance the good reputation
American-made pictures have earned of late. It
deals with a man who determined to know if good
fortune alOne kept him his friends. A ragged suit
of clothes solved the problem. He wore them,
though his coffers were filled to the bursting with
money, and went to see his chums-of-youth in them.
The result of the research is interestingly depicted
in the reel.

is the talc of one boy's change from the former to
the latter, and of another boy's change, vice versa.
Neither youth was forced to the change by circumstance or condition, by fortune good or fortune bad.
by financial gain or financial loss, but by plain love
of adventure! And, through the transformation,
they adventured to their heart's content — and more
— see the odd finale on the screen.
No. 201.

TUESDAY,

A Story of a Double Substitution

Code word "Vel."

No. 202.

Code word

Check 'Em As
You Get 'Em
In the Squares Alongside

"Week."

Check

'Em As

YouSquares
Get Alongside
'Em

In the

APRIL
FEATURES

APRIL
7FEATURES

The Poet of
the People

SCENE

FROM

"VELVET

AND

Old Home
Week

F

D

□

Velvet and
Rags

Weighed in
the Balance
MASTERPIECE
SCENE

Tht>
1 Re

Thnnhr>il*t>r
I nannOUSer

Mpmic
lyeWS

FROM

HOME

WEEK

the
FREEPicture
OF CHARGE
show"Exhibitor's
connection Guide."
with thesent
Moving
business.
Publisher. Thanhouser News, New Rochelle, N. Y.

Thanhouser
NEW

"OLD

ROCHELLE

Company
NEW

YORK

toDrop
all awho
card can
to
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Special Release

Uncle Sam Watching
The Mexican Border
ONE

complete reel boiled down from 6000 feet, showing Uncle Sam's
troops on the Mexican Border. Most interesting mobilization
scenes, cavalry, artillery, infantry, manouvering, blanket tossing,
messtime and other educational and comedy camp-life scenes, aeroplane
views of tented city. First moving picture of aeroplanes in active military
service and all phases of military life as pertains to the preparation for
actual warfare.
A most entertaining, amusing and instructive film. Length about 1000
feet. Orders filled in turn as received.
Wire your order and save delay.

Motion

Picture

Distributing

& Sales

Company

111 East 14th Street, New York City

ECLAIR

AFILMS

THE
FILMS
OF
yf
Combining
Perfect
Photography
RELEASE

DO NOT

OF

PICTORIAL
QUALITY
with
Popular
Plays

APRIL

10th

JUDGE
FULL

RASHLY

REEL

A Dramatic Production of the very finest order. A subject which lifts the motion picture play
Unique in construction, powerfully executed. from the plane of mediocrity to the field of art.

COMING

!

"HERODIAS"

One of the biggest features of the year.

ECLAIR
NEW

YORK:

::

FILM

31 East 27th St.

O R D E R

IT

N O W.

COMPANY
CHICAGO:

35 East Randolph St.

TITE
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"My exchange
never gives me

"My exchange
gives me one

"My

exchange

Liny Imps!"

imp a week!!"

Imps a week!!!"

gives me TWO

C

Now,
Listen
One
Minute !

Which class are you in, Mr. Exhibitor?
Whose fault is it if you get but one Imp or
none? Your exchange's? No! Your own.

If you can't
get now
Two doing
Impsbusiness
Every Week
from ontheearth
exchange you are
with, why
don't you switch to another? You know and everybody
knows Imps are the best money bringers. You know
Imps are better than ever and that the people are fairly going
wild over the goods we are producing. Our plans for the near
future embrace some of the most wonderfully fine films ever
shown. Get started on the Two-Imps-A-Week plan now and
derive all the benefit from the fortunes we are spending to give
you the best stuff on earth.

A DOUBLE

HEADER!

Monday, April 10, we release a split reel, half comedy and half
thriller. "A Good Cigar" is funny as the dickens. "Faithless
Man" is a quick, sharp drama.
See that you get this reel!

DON'T MISS "THE

STORM"

Our release of April 13 will drag you to your feet with interest
and
excitement.
It's a powerful story
in startling
settings. Your
audience
will be demonstrative.
Demand
it!
Independent

Moving Pictures Co.
of America

102 W. 101st Street
CARL
All "Imp"

Coming!
All

Imp

LAEMMLE,

New York

Pre..

Films Sold Through the Sale* Co.

•' THE SCARLET LETTER ", toon to be released, will
probably be the greatest Imp film ever made. Make
arrangements
with your exchange right NOW!
Films

now

made

on

Eastman

Stock.

I have taken theatres which
were losing money, thrown
out the attractions they
were using, substituted the
kind of Independent moving picture program my
regular customers are getting and turned them into
money-makers instead of
money-losers. If your
theatre is not making every
penny that it should make,
try a little Laemmle service,
Laemmle films and
"Laemmle Luck." It is a
notorious fact that Laemmle
customers are the most
prosperous. Call it superstition or what you like,
the fact remains that it is
the truth ! When you feel
quite ready for a dose of
"Laemmle Luck," slide a
letter to me— quick !

Carl Laemmle,
President

The Laemmle Film Service
Headquarters :

I9H98 Lake St., Chicago

4th Floor, Sykes Blk. J5J7 Farnam St.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Omaha, Neb.
209 Fifth St.
n»0 Wyandotte St.
Des Moines, Iowa
Kansas City, Mo.
The biggest and best film renter
in the world

THE

TWO
EVERY

WEEK

MOVING
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S©W

TWO

^^^^*^*<*^

USE

EVERY

WEEK

FEATURES
THE

EVERY

WEDNESDAY
REGULARLY

WORLD'S

BEST

COMEDY
Bright,

Light,
Brighten

Laughable
Up

Your

Show

Put Them Between Your Dra m as

COMING
FOR

FRIDAY
REGULARLY

MILITARY
PICTURES
HORSES
SOLDIERS
CAMPS
SAILORS
BATTLES
WARSHIPS
Prepared at Tremendous

Expense

Get Ready-F'tsT military picture April 28th
Demand It — Book In Advance— Get It
Releases

, Wedne,day,Apr,M2.h
Friday
"
14th
Wednesday
19th
Friday
21st

".^Sheme?^'.' Failed" 'B Comed"
"The Little Flower Girl"
Drama
"The Old Excuse"
- - - Comedy
"The Voice of His Conscience"
Drama

S^lax' Company

147 Fourth Avenue

NEW

YORK

TIIE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

75°

CHAMPION

Two Every
Seven Days

Til
U
| ILIfl

Wednesday, Western, Dramatic Champs
Monday, Military, Historic Reproductions

"Men of the
April West"
12th, 1911

Wednesday,

, jfl

Cw3l;
I OF

Champion

TIIK Wl-.ST'

While closing a cattle deal in New
York, Charles becomes ensnared
with the charms of his host's daughter. When she discovers he has a
wife in his home in Colorado — well,
the suspense and the difficult situations herein are splendidly enacted.
Your
out it. program is incomplete with-

Initial Monday

BRASS EASELS AND
BRASS PA/L/NC
BRASS POSEER FRAMES 11
rOR EASELS AND WALLS

Reel

"With 'Stonewall' Jackson"

The forerunner of superb, historic, realistic reproductions of the
days of '61 and '75. Such pictures as will be produced by Champs
only. When booking these Champs, ask your exchange for our magnificent one-sheet lobby synopsis, which contains a beautiful four-color
reproduction of the soldiers on the field of battle.

This Marvel Released April 17, 1911
Procrastination in getting two Champs every seven days means
that the exhibitor is not wise to his exchange's methods.
In our reel,

<J Put in our Eaielt and
Poster Frames and watch |
your attendance grow.
q We make mechanical attractions,
Elect'ic signs, or anything special in
the theatrical line. C| Ideas developed—
Low Prices
Bestto-day.
Work — DON'T
DELAY
but — write

THE

"A Half
Breed's
Courage"
Wednesday,
April 19th,
1911

MFG. CO.

W ANTE
30 and

an innocent westerner escapes being strung up through his faithful
wife who, appreciating the fatal results of procrastination, acts quickly
and apprehends the half-breed who is the actual offender. Exhibitors,
act quickly and get these Champs.

NEWMAN

717-719 Sycamor • St., Cincinnati, 0.

D

45 Days After Release Date

Imps, Bisons, Thanhouser,
Rex, Ambrosio, Itala
Quote lowest prices C. O. D., privilege examination. Will make contract for purchases weekly, or will
trade for films of other makes on
favorable terms

E.

D O D D S

231 North 8th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

The heroic deeds of a Federal General in

"Gen. Meade's
Days"
Monday, AprilFighting
24th, 1911
An educational, American, historic reel, bound to gain new laurels
for Champs.
We may properly term Champs as
The American Boys' Favorite Brand.

LIGHT
EFFECTS

Exchanges and Exhibitors, get every one of these and watch for future
specialties.

ION
CHAMP
/jfoggal1
t&Sl

UNIVERSAL
ELECTRIC
STAGE
LIGHTING
CO.

SeW»°en Day's FILM

Mark M. Dintenfass, Cen'l Mgr.

12 East 15th Street

- -

New

York City

iieplSwe&s*
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MOVING
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ARE YOU GETTING A REX FILM EVERY WEEK?
YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO
THEY'RE GREAT!

THE

Released,

MISS A SINGLE ONE!
THEY'RE DIFFERENT!

HEIRESS

Thursday,

April 6tK

Is a Strong Comedy Drama
It shows the cleverness of an heiress in discovering true love and
SALES

A REAL

every fr,oay

that

feigned.

It's a crackerjack story and you'll like it. [T'S A *'fi*i?l "'
GO'S
BUSINESS
INCREASING-REX'S THE
ANSWER
START BOOKING

'THE

LITTLE

MAJOR"

REEL— Released

Thurs.

April

1 3tK

THE WORLD'S BEST— BAR NONE
EV«Y
INDEPENDENT EXHIBITORS: Are you Getting Lux Films?

Audiences A!

TTR ACT
MAZED

E D

.MUSED

We

want you

to get

LUX

the

586

every

week.

FILMS
An

ril

7, 1911
BILL'S

DESPERADO
DRAMA

best

"Ml

Released,
A

World's

FEET

COMEDY

A typical representation o
rcgioni when the .Irong a
and a ludicrous. laughter f

LITTLE

PLAN

386

FEET

pr.l.pc,
ti.H) ...mwi ifUtMl
MlillllHI
law
i. not
the

rl.,,r.

.,1

BILL."

A Split Reel that will add Quali ty and Variety to the Best Program*
sll

GET LUX
IO

East

<> I III

It

I'Vl.ls

IOH

SYNOPSIS

VM>

PA

SI

The World's Best— Bar None
15tH

R.

PRIEUR

Street

New

York

Kill

V n I «,

GET LUX

City

ill-.
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Extra Special Release

NEW

YORK
MARLIN

GIANTS
SPRINGS

AT

A Good, Quick Money Maker
Every fan is getting the baseball fever, and this one will raise
their temperature to 110 in the shade
All the- old favontes and new recruits at the famous Texas resort limbering up for what promises to be one of
the greatest seasons in baseball history — actual game in progress, showing all the baseball stunts. A
unique scene shows McGraw's entire new pitching staff lined up before the camera, and at a given signal
each makes his own peculiar delivery.
Every man on the team is shown in action and at close range: — the Peerless Matty, Bugs Raymond,
Wiltse, Arlie Latham, Big Chief Meyers, Bender and all the old timers frisky and eager for the fray.
After all the feature plays of a regular game the players line up on the diamond and the Mayor of Marlin presents to Manager Mc(iraw a deed for the grounds to be used for permanent training quarters of the
famous (II \N rS.
The film ends with an enlarged view of the deed with a Smug smile on Muggsey IVlcGraw's life-sized
"MUG"', alongside of the paper.
Insist upon getting this reel and make friends of all the fans. Length 7«»0 feet. Orders filled in turn as receded. Wire your order and save delay.
ADDITIONAL FEATURE.
A special current topic.
Live wire material.
10(1 feet.
On the scene of the
great factory fire in New York, where there was a loss of 143 lives.
Also 150 feet of the ruins
of trie $25,000,000 State Capitol in Albany.
These are right up to the minute,
and

will

prove

to

your

patrons

that

you

Motion Picture Distributing & Sales Company,

GREAT
RELEASE

FOR

are

"on

the

job."

111 East 14th St., New York City

NORTHER

SATURDAY,

APRIL

1st

A Victim of His Double
Season's greatest detective story.
many

BOOK
RELEASE

FOR

A

A film of exceptional interest and fascination containing
exciting and thrilling scenes.

THIS FEATURE

SATURDAY,

APRIL

IN ADVANCE

8th

Confidence

Trick

Another big detective film that will make a strong impression on every audience.

C^OminP

*2

Don't miss it.

A masterpiece
" Hamlet'
peare'sof Cinematography.
' ' Shakes

All First Class Independent Exchanges
Handle Our Product

GREAT

NORTHERN

FILM

CO.,

7 East 14th St., New

York

^HE**

Moving PictureWorld
THE WORLD
'B*acb

PHOTOGRAPHIC

PUBLISHING

COMPANY

- 125 E. 23d Street, NEW

Building,.

SUBSCRIPTION:
ADVERTISING

$2.00 per year.

YORK

Telephone call. 1344 Gramercy

Post free in the United States, Mexico. Hawaii, Porto Rico
Canada $2.50. Foreign Countries, $3.00. Post Paid.

and the Philippine Islands.

RATES:
Whole page, $60.00; half page, $30.00; quarter page, $15.00; eighth page, $7-50; one inch (3H in.
wide), $3.00; one inch (2^ in. wide), $2.oor' classified (no display), 3 cents per word.
Time Discounts:
10% one months order, 15% six months, 20% twelve months.
WESTERN

OFFICE :

Washington Street, (Post Building, Chicago).

Telephone,

Main 3145.

Entered at the General Post Office in New York City as Second-Class Matter.
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Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association of Greater New York Goes on
Record in Favor of a National Convention of Exhibitors.
Daniel M. Donegan, the popular secretary and treasurer of the .Moving Picture Exhibitors' Association of
New
York, was a caller at the office of the
Picture World this week to assure us of the
adequate representation of that Association at a National
Convention of Exhibitors,
lie proffered the aid of the
Association in the efforts being made to get together a rep.v gathering and fully agreed with the suggestion made on this page last week that the time was ripe
for the formation of a National Association.
The right
men to represent each State could, he said, be elected by
popular v..te at this firsl National Convention.
Among the many thing- which we discussed, showing
the need for a National ( onvention, was the adverse
measures which were apt to he slipped through the legis: nis Mate.
1 ine »uch unfair measure we cited
.; another is an attempt being made
by Some
med person to get a bill passed in Trenton prohibiting the exhibition in the Stat<
film in which crime was depicted or suggested.
Expunge
• Bible, from
>
,,in the standard
novel, from the familj newspaper, all reference t.» crime
Whj exists a National
foi 5UCh a law .
d interpret the law ? The Motion

petition the legislature to repeal the Sunday law and the
children's age limit statute. Better, he said, to let sleeping
dogs lie. The New York exhibitor is at present enjoying
a season of liberal government.
There has been no need
for some time and there does not exist at present any
need for rebelling against reasonable laws which are being
reasonably enforced.
There always exists the possibility
that some one will seize upon the opportunity to get
notoriety, if nothing else, and bring about a worse condition than at present
This, he says, is why the Exhibiociation of Greater New York has apparently
been inactive for some time. As a matter of fad
-imply lying down with both eyes wide open.
bestir themselves at any emergency.
The legal
of the Association, Mr. Robert L. Luce, has only recently
returned from Albany, where he was successful
sion that was greatlj to the advantage of the i
of this territory.
Unaffiliated exhibitors througl
do not realize to what extent tl
■!i. which came into beil j
ice at a time when the business in this
threatened w uli extinction
ten that it was th

and what would there be lnt-

initial expenses and made possible the Nation

and who

1 ensorship which has done mu

1 ■ .1 1 1 1 > .-1 1 1 v seni it- legal talenl I

stitute, a

revival of
the Blue Laws; but how much more potent they would
I backed u\< b) i
following
n people,

Mr

D

■

I III".

MOVING

A Screen Suggestion.
the pictures i »n the screen could b< impn ived upon in some
itly to their artistic presentation,
and alboldness, the figures and scenes in the pictures. \\ e recall one or two
■ this direction in some theatres where they
placed \\k;it appeared to be a large wooden frame around
the picture. This was an improvement, but failed to
give any suggestion of depth to the picture, as the frame
was flat-looking itself and was placed close against the
curtain.
We hear time and again of the unfavorable showing
that the average moving picture theatre in N'evs York
City make- when compared with houses all over the
State-, and especially with some houses in the far West.
As our persona] experience in viewing pictures has keen
almost exclusively in and around New York City, the
following suggestion may be an old story to most exhibitors, but it may be worth while passing along.
In the course of conversation with a friend who occasionally drop- in to see us, and who is familiar with
houses all through the West and in Canada, we learned
of a plan adopted sometime -nice by a manager who e\ idently recognized the necessity- of improving the appearance of his pictures and who had original ideas as to how
it could be done. For a screen he took canvas in place
of the usual muslin and treated it with one of the many
preparations on the market for giving a smooth, even surface to the curtain. On account of it- greater strength
the canvas could he drawn more securely and evenlv and
likely to wave or bulge through air current-, and
in general gave a more solid, wall-like effect. Another
piece of canvas was then taken and an opening cut in it
the exact size of the picture to be projected, and this was
painted dead black. This was placed a slight distance in
front of the screen, and gave much the same effect as a
mat doe- to a framed picture. A frame was then constructed of glass with colored electric lights behind it.
and this again was placed a short distance in front of the
black canvas. We understand the effect was n
factory, the picture giving the appearance of being neatly
framed, and the placing of the mat and frame some distance in front of the screen adding greatly to the depth
of the figures and scenes on the screen.
Anything that will make the people and moving objects
in the pictures appear in high relief on the screen will
certainly appeal to every audience, and coupled with perfect projection, will be another step forward. Undoubtedly, to get the best possible effect, the size of the house,
the length of throw, and peculiarities as to the -eating
arrangement of each house will have to be considered in
determining the distance the frame and the mat should be
placed from each other and from the screen.
In the construction of the frame, the ingenuity of the
manager and the electrician can find ample scope. The
glass frame might be constructed of different colored sections of glass to give a kaleidoscopic effect, or of colored
glass in straight section-, to give a carved frame effect of
any design, or the frame might he of plain glass and the
color effect- he obtained by colored electric bulb-.
As we have already said, this may be nothing new to
most of our readers, but it may suggest something to
other-. Nothing that will improve in the slightest degree
the exhibition of the moving picture is unworthy of attention of either this paper or the exhibitor or manager or
operator, and, as in the making of the film, it is the
attention to little details that counts, so in the theatre it
is the manager and the operator who give the best attention to every detail and improvement that usually gets the
best results and the best business.
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Why
with
.which
Franklin.

your

We

Have Kept Silent,

competitors

lie about

)

The "man-who-is-greater" than hi- job, to wit. a certain -lide maker, knocker ami sometime- "editor" of an
advertising bulletin, continue- to inject ill-mannered insinuations regarding hi- betters into his writing- fur that
-beet. This remind- US that we have not yet explained to
him why we have not gone after that $50 which
be burning a hole in hi- pocket, so hen g
If such an otter had been made by a legitimate journal.
'such, for example, a- our late contemporary, the "Nickelodeon," we would have been delighted to take up
but we have nothing m common with private advertising
schemes.
Let us lication,
explain.
The "Film Index."
a subsidized
pubwhich we characterized
in our issue
of December
10. [910, issued a challenge, with $50 as a side bet. that
the Moving Pii n rj World could not disprove a statement made by one of their staff, but which, by-the-way.
ha- since been done by others. Win or lose, the "Index
expert" figured that the advertising he would get out of it
would be cheap at $50; but we were not to be caught by
SO transparent a trick — not like the exhibitor who pays
S.! for what he can yet free. We mean the "Film Index."
the weekly bulletin of the licensed film manufacturers,
which i- owned by some of them, dictated to by them,
run by them and managed by a few individual- who also
use it for self advertisement. Outside of the film manufacturer-' advertisements and the usual dope ><i the press
agent, what does it contain- A page by J. II. Hallberg
1 to advertise J. II. Hallberg) ; a page, more or less, by
Arthur I). Jacob- 1 to advertise the Exhibitors' Advertising and Specialty To.. Arthur 1). Jacobs, president); a
page, more (licensed
or less, toonly
advertise
James I..
I loft"-one-sided,
-lide- of
celebrities
of course).
Clearly
but with a well defined mission like any other house organ and could be tolerated but for the fact that the "manwho-is-greater" than his job sometime- kick- over the
trace- and imagine- that he is running a real trade paper.
Now the reader will understand why we ignored the
impudent challenge of the "Index," especially 1
our readers who have been flim-flammed out of two dollars to pay
advertising
-end his S_>
know from

for mailing to them every week this "trust"
bulletin. True, the wi-e exhibitor •
and he get- the "Index" just the same, but we
our correspondence that quite a few have been

buncoed. How could the "man-who-is-greater" than his
job expect US to cover hi.- $50 when he i- known as such
an expert at the con game?
So that James 1... in his blatant bulletin, may not cone
back with a dig below the belt because we referred above
to hi- employers a- a "trust." we will prove to him that he
i- responsible for conferring that distinction. If any
reader of the MOVING PICTURE WORLD can procure a copy
of the "Film Index" of February 25. loir, he will find
on page 3. first column, the following editorial sentence:
"Manager McLendon will run nothing but
trust pictures, such as the Biograph, Vitagraph, Selig, Lubin,
Pathe
Freres
and
Kleine, Melies and Kalem are not mentioned;
but perhaps these concern- prefer being left out in the
cold rather than being dubbed as a "trust" by the managing editor of their own paper. James, how could you'
And only a few week- previous you printed the heading
in 24-pt.oftype,
"Pathe Freres
in a Trust," over a
decision
the Supreme
Court ofNot
( thiol
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If we are to believe our ears, the hold-up game at Xo.
i Madison Avenue is not confined to extracting $2 from
the exhibitor to pay for the postage and printing of private
advertising matter. Rumor asserts that the manufacturer
.of specialties has it whispered in his ear that certain orders will come his way in proportion to his advertising in
the subsidized sheet. We have investigated and can say
that there is absolutely no reason for the making of these
vague promises other than to pull the wool over the eyes
of the victim while the shell game goes merrily on.
We again a>k the kind indulgence of our readers for
digressing from our usual staid course.
Several people
have asked us why we do not reply to the yelping of the
rgans, and we tru^t that we have now answered
their queries in a satisfactory way.

The .Junk Exchange.
Last week we devoted an article to the necessity of re■ ie exchange end of the moving picture business.
This question has agitated many minds ever since the
tune, now over two years ago, when the Patents Cornpan) entered the field with a very new broom indeed.
It
is only in recent times that the establishment of the
General
Film Company and the passing of many exchanges under it- control, have demonstrated the thoroughness and the necessity of the policy dictated from
ifth Avenue. New York.
The Patent- Company
the object of much animadversion and criticism,
but it cannot be denied that its method-, make for good
business results and that its influence has been to the
advantage of the industry as a whole.
The Sale- Company, it is known, has made something
of an attempt to line up the exchanges under its control,
and. it must be conceded, with, at present, some success.
Perhaps the business methods of some independent exchange- -till leave something to be achieved, but on the
whole, solid progress has been achieved in this direction.
: of all remaining dangers to the exchange end
of the business is, we are convinced, the Junk Exchange
the dealer in cold. ver\ cold, copies, indeed.
From inquirie- we have made there are. it seems, throughout this
several hundred- of junk exchanges on the independent side. ■ in the licensed side the existence of the
hange is an impracticability, because the life of
d film i- limited by effluxion of time.
Not so on the independent side.
The life of an indeilm is not limited by agreement, com] I
voluntary.
The consequem e is thai the average independent film is foredoomed to junkdom.
It meander.-, "down
me," becoming worse and worse in quality in the hand- of dealer- whose business in life it is to
the film to exhibitors of an inferior kind, who
can afford little or nothing for service.
Thus it does
harm in a double sense: it prevents the renting
run films, and disgusts the public who witness it in apndition.
The junk exchange man both
the independent business.
When
other article, you take it for what it i
harmful to the original busim
But the miik filn
I it- qualitative value the
it is handled ; il
bad.
Vet it enjo) - all the publicity of a fia .
i unfavorably upon th<
II films with the junk at •■
I lie limitation of the h\<
of all
mdeprndriit
.1 W( II a
the obvious solution of the problem
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Separate Producers for Drama
and Comedy.
Perhaps there is no other individual in the world who
is expected to know so many things as the photoplay
producer. Xow-a-days a moving picture producer is
looked to for scenarios of his own composition as well as
to revise those of others and adapt them to his own uses.
this he
is supposed
be reading
best
books from
cover
to cover towith
a view the
to world's
reproducing
them as picture plays in the near future. These things he
is supposed to do in his leisure hours, and are not looked
upon as part of his regular work. In additioi
small matters the manufacturer- expect him to have more
or less to do with the scenic arrangement-.
These duties are only incidental to his work as a photoplay producer. Hi- work proper consists of rehearsing
the actors and directing them through the different scenes.
When a manufacturer advertises for a director he expectto get a man who i- thoroughly grounded in many
branches of dramatic art. any of which might well call
for a specialist in any "i the particular lines,
with: A producer is expected to turn out equa
results in either dramatic, comic, historical, biblical, industrial and other subjects, lie is also pre-supposed to
have an accurate knowledge of costum<
from modern time- back to the pre-historic age-. Then,
again, he is expected to be an authority on the architecture of all times and climes. ( >n top of all these he must
know everything about the art of make-up. He must
have an artistic eye that can comprehend the whole thing
as a work of art. and last, but not least, he is supposed
to know just what the public wants, and if he
please the public, he is sure to hear from it verj
Under
these conditionthere
much chance for a specialist to get his living out of moving pictures.
The fact remain-, bow eve:, that nearly
every one of the branches
of dramatic
art mentioned
above, can be properly
classed
This
distinction is more clearly marked between the production
of comedy and drama than in any other one of them. A
man to
at least
person.
see the
to take
serious

produce funny pictures must be I'unin himself, or
he must have a •'funny bot
about his
It usually follows that a man who can always
humorous side ^i thing- i- ^^- who 1- '
thing- seriously, or to view tlu
matter, liki

comic
artist on a daily n< them who could
us workas well.
do
and no one on th<

tnic illustration

-

probability
funny pictu woujd fall down very hard if tl

up who
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cpecting too much of the photo-play pi

but these things are true. A man cannot be expected to
know all things, and it is our belief that the next move
of the manufacturers should be to subdivide their producing stav< s, according to the quantity and kind of reels
Some manufacturers have solved the problem,
in a measure, by the entire specialization of their busiriiere arc plants that arc known to turn out
nothing but dramatic pictures; others make claims of being comedy houses, pure and simple. Then, again, some
few are trying to specialize in religious, historical and
educational pictures. This might be called going to the
extreme, and it 1- a question whether the policy of entire
specialization is the best solvent of the problem.
Recently we were observing in one of the large studios
in Xew York four producers at work upon four different
scenes at the same time. These men were all distinctly
dramatic producers, and they were working upon dramatic subjects at the time. We could not help thinking
as we watched them how much better it might have been
had one of them been a comedy producer, and, say two
of them dramatic producers, and the fourth one a man
who was a specialist in historical and biblical work.

The Associated Motion Picture Patents
Company.
Two weeks ago. when introducing the Associated
Motion Picture Patents Company to the reader, we mentioned that the newly- formed corporation intended erecting a special plant for developing and printing for the
trade. The appended illustration from the architect's
design gives an excellent idea of the faqade of the building. The plans were prepared by Mr. J. W. Gibson, a
well-known Xew York architect, and, when finished, the
factory will be the most completely equipped structure of
its kind, especially designed for the production of perfect
positives from moving, picture negatives. The land on
which to erect this building has already been acquired and
building operations will commence at an early date.
The important position of General Superintendent and
Technical Director of this plant has been tendered Mr.
Thomas Bedding. F. R. P. S., Associate Editor of the
Moving Picture World. We do not know of any available man more fitted for the position. Mr. Bedding's association with the moving picture started in the year 1896,
when he was Editor of the "British Journal of Photogra-
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phy," in London, England. Coming to this country a
little over three years ago, he added to his experience by
practical work in the developing rooms of the now defunct
Cameraphone Company. Since February, 1909, Mr. Bedding, as our readers well know, has been one of the editors of this publication, which position he will continue
to hold until actively engaged in his new duties.
In addition to the developing and printing for the
trade, the Associated Company intends producing scientific educational, biblical, geographical, scenic, historical
and industrial subjects. We shall watch with interest the
growth of this latest factor in the moving picture business.
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A Vital Question Answered.
By Robert Grau.
I was asked the other day what in my opinion at this
time would be the greatest and most ennobling effort
that could be made to raise the level of cinematography
and yet be wholly within the scope and comprehension of
the public to whom the modern picture theatre caters.
The question was indeed a serious one, and really would
involve vast research rather than be responded to in
ordinary conversation. I did not, as a fact, then express
myself, but the matter has so occupied my thought ever
since that I feel justified in recording here some impressions which have resulted from such observations as have
been possible within a very brief period and under circumstances far from being favorable for so epochal and
far-reaching a problem.
The first move in an effort to suggest, a great incentive
to the producers for the film companies, is to make fair
observation of what has been achieved and to note the
public response, the writer discovered that two great arts
have not yet been availed of to any extent comparable with
the tremendous possibilities they offer. These are Pantomime and Symphonic Poems.
The fact that so artistic and classical a player as Pilar
Morin has been available to the producers and that her
vogue has not been constant and compelling, is evidence
enough that the day has not yet come for pantomime of
the quality which this superb artiste stands for, but the
for this is an utter lack of equipment. What is
needed to make pantomime a sensational vogue is a complete organization of Pilar Morins, a veritable pantomime
stock company, and as an added requisite, a ComposerPianist, who will expressly make a piano score for each
production, but which in interpretation can be played by
any first-class pianast, such as must soon be an absolute
necessity of every progressive picture theatre.
Imagine the sensation which would be made if another
work quite as good as "'L'Enfant Prodigue" were to be
evolved in a picture theatre of today ; this delicious work
of art ran a thousand nights in London and nearly as long
in Paris, where Jane May, by no means the equal of Mile.
Morin. was the "Pierrot't." In this country at Daly's
"L'Enfant Prodigue" had a long run at $2.00
a seat, and yet this is precisely the type of performance
that I wish to sugg<
atest possible aim of the
picture theatre of tomorrow.
To present pantomimes running twenty to thirty minutes, replete with story and situation and embellished with
a musical setting worthy of a great symphony orchestra,
but rendered by a lone but capable pianist, is in my humn the very highest goal that cinematography can
reach out for.
Morin is an ex<
Ctress, and if she
were given carte blanch.
rprising and public-spirited producer, and was allowed to proceed to
• • select her confreres, of whom there need not
and to identify with the project the proper
man for the pianistic end, then indeed may I say that
nized, for it will
I a great art — that of pantomime, and it
will be left to the modern picture theatre to pn
many great "plays without words," but which can only
conducting the
bijou theatre as a veritabli art institution, and then we
shall see the critics of the daily
ting as much
the premwres at the picture theatre as they now
do for the productions of Mr. Frohman or even the
°f the N(
ibout t.> build an
intimate little theatre to replace the architecturally wrong
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It has got to come — for the men who control our best
theatres used for cinematography have not got to worry
about where their audiences are to come from, as is the
case with those who struggle with the regular theatre
problem. Hence, nothing can stop such men — successful
and ambitious — from overcoming every obstacle in an
effort to raise the level of their offerings.

Film Service at Standard Prices.
By Henry.
It seems strange to the New England representative of
the World that there should be so great a range of prices
for film service as is the case. Why should exhibitors, using
exactly the same quality and quantity of film service, pay
different rental prices? Why is it thai every different grade
of service has not a regular price? A careful survey will
show that all other branches of this business have standard
prices, which are known to all. The M. P. machines with all
the accesories used with them, the song slides, even the
leading journal of the trade, the World, plainly advertise
their prices and rates. As things are now conducted in the
very great majority of exchanges throughout the entire
country (both licensed and independent) every theater makes
the best bargain possible. It is well known that some houses
pay considerably more for their service than do others, using
exactly the same grade of films. The M. P. business has
reached a condition sufficiently advanced, we venture to
state, to pay more attention to this end of things than has
hitherto been the case. To tell the truth, this end of the
trade is conducted more like a second-hand clothing store
than a large industry. The exhibitor and the exchange haggle and beat each other down. When the final agreement
is made, both parties are often dissatisfied. Dissatisfaction
promotes unrest and unharmonious conditions — bad symptoms in any business, and especiallly so in this one. No
exhibitor likes to pay more for his films than is a competitor
showing the same class of service, often from the very same
exchange. We know of a score of exhibitors throughout
New England who have switched from licensed to independent service, and vice versa, for this very reason. The
up-to-date methods of conducting any legitimate business is
to plainly advertise all prices. In this way everyone has an
equal chance, and knows he is on an equal footing with his
neighbor. All cause for dissatisfaction, fancied or real, is
eliminated. Often times exhibitors incorrectly imagine, for
some reason or other, that they are paying more than their
neighbors showing the same service. Even so; this does not
make conditions any the better. There is one easy and
sovereign cure for this dissatisfaction which seems to be
quite general and that is. a< was stated above, standard
prices for every grade of film service, said prices to be
plainly advertised and made known to exhibitors, just as
are the advertising rates of this journal. All reputable
business houses have standard price- why not I
business, which is eminently repui
.\c much
more publicity on this question, and much less of thi
tiveness as
consideration by every film exchai
THE CINES
In o tr last issue we bri< I
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Is "Vodeveal" Necessary?
By Louis Reeves Harrison.

Portraits of the Vaudeville Stars Reprinted by Courtesy of the New York Clipper.
D\

you think we have
had enough of the cheapest and i rest form of entertainment ever slung over the
apron of the stage into the face
II respecting and unoffending audience?
There is a picture theater
near my house which is
and comfortable that 1 would
like to go there every day.
The reason J do not is because
1 cannot stomach more than

one unsavory dish of "vodeveal" a week. The mere
thought of enduring a second
I the nauseating acts presented in that house drives me
away to some more congenial
place of entertainment. I do
not know how much the manager of that place pays the
Dutch comedian who plays wretchedly on several excruciating instrument?, hut if this unmusical performer's
salary was added to that of the ghastly soubrette who recites a threadbare song in a cigarette voice
ami the total applied to raising the quality
of the miniature orchestra, I would go, unfriends would go, and we would send
others. There is no advertisement superior
to a --at is tied customer. I do go once in a
while, being of a hopeful disposition, hut
regularly 1 walk several blocks further
down the street, even on cold nights, and
deposit my contribution at a less pretentious
place. So do others. There is nearly always a waiting line at the modest place.
SOMETH
pictures there, but
only giveare four
They pictures
these
well projected on a superior screen,
and the girl at the piano is a Jim-Dandy.
I did not notice that girl at first, possibly because she
was not rubber-necking or smiling at the hatchet-face in
the front row. but 1 gradually became conscious that the
nary pictures shown seemed to have taken on a
new guise, all the merit that was in them came out and
was fully appreciated because that quiet little girl at the
piano knew her business and attended to it instead of
neglecting it to give an impression that she was superior
to her job.
I became interested even in one

/=?■ f^.tcM*^j>/:-~

decadent survivals of primitive
photoplays in which white men
with whiskers on tin
chase red men with feal
their head- because the music
spirited that I found
myself excusing the dim<
drama. I looked around me and
saw a nice class of people enjoying themselves, mostly men
with their wive- and children
and I asked the man next to me
if the place was always so well
patronized. He told me that it
was to be enlarged in a fewweeks because it was impossible to accommodate all who
evening.
came
during busy hours of the
"As far as I am concerned,"
he added. "I come here as
much to hear that girl play as

-oL'ERETTE

attention to the
to Iseepaid
the more
pictures.-'
girl. She was not enough of a natural musician to improvise, but she had a large assortment of
sheet music on the rack from which she
made intelligent selections. She had evidently done some thinking ahead, possibly
she had read a summary of the plays in advance, anyway she was on time at every
change of scene with something suited to
the sentiment. There was nothing particularly brilliant about her performance, but
it was in good taste and satisfactory to those
who came to lie entertained.
I went back to the more pretentious theNIU
ater, and. noticing that it was only about
half full. 1 asked the proprietor why he handed out such
indigestible stuff a- "vodeveal."
1 don't like it." he said, "but the people want it and I
have
give
Thatto is
whatit to
he 'em."
thinks. It is quite possible that a number of people are really drawn into his place by the variety
entertainment, hut I doubt if they equal the number driven
away by it. Those driven away are the most desirable
patrons; they are the steadies who have acquired die
habit; inre.this case
they have acquired the habit of going
j-^>,-v
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. ith bringing these theexistence; to the contrarj il put man) of them
on the frit/. Most of these theaters were impossible be. Ivenl of moving pictures and they would be just
isible n«>\\ if the pictures were withdrawn, yet
nceivable slight is i>ut upon that essentia] portion
of the entertainment which brought most of these there and i- keeping them alive today. Of
course intelligent managers do not slight any portion of
the business, but a good many of them do not realize how
annoying it is to sensible people in the audience when the
.! the drum keeps up a running tire of conversation with the pianist or the latter lapses m hi- performance

to play with one hand or practise an accompaniment for
incoming song. These things may seem trivial
to the jackasses in the orchestra, hut they distract attention from the pictures in a way that is irritating to a large
percentage of the patrons, especially to those in the front
row. On the stage, hehind the screen, those who are
about to come on with an unmusical act. tune their instruments while there's a picture play in progress and ell along
the line there are evidences of hositility shown to the picture production wherever it is given in combination with
"vodeveal." Whether this hositility is due to ignorance
or prejudice makes very little difference; it so seriously
injures the photoplay presentation that theaters devoted
to pictures alone in combination with superior instrumental music as an harmonious accessory are drawing the
rowds.
Given a well-ventilated theater with comfortable seats
and polite attendants the best possible plan to fill it is to
present new pictures with tine projection to appropriate
music. Thousands are able to go every day to such exhibitions where hundred- would patronize cheap "vodeveal" once a week. The man who first presents a highclass picture on up-to-date principles will find money falling into the box office drawer like the food which sustained the children of Israel in the wilderness.
NEW CAMERAGRAPHS FOR K. & P.'s UNION SQUARE.
In conjunction with the Rothafel daylight picn
there have been installed in Keith & Proctor's Union Square
Theater. New York City, two of the latest Powers
No. 6
cameragraphs,
will' inidea
all to
probability
their part
in the daylight which
projection
the fullestperform
expectations.
POWER'S PLANT THREATENED.
Saturday night. March 78th, the Xicholas Power
had a very narrow escape from destruction by fire.
the fact that the building is thoroughly fireproof is
saved it. The only damage that was done was the destruction of quite a number of heavy belts, which cut off the
power for just one day. de'ayine operation- to that extent
On
plant
Only
what
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Electric
Supply Co. Enters
Moving Picture Field.

the

It i- .i pleasure to record the fact at this late day that
there 1- one electrical supply house that ha- announced its
intention of catering especially to the moving picture trade.
ical requirements
of a photopl
many and varied that it was only a question of time before
-ome live electrical concern would recognize the field and
cater tn tin- cinematograph trade »s a specialty.
VVi
the Hudson Eletrical Supply Company, of 40 Huds
New York ( ity, .is the enterprising
firm that
lias been wise enough to sCe the field before them and it is
the ..pinion ,,1 this paper that there is a decided field for
such an establishment
and it is not possible for
where their venture is other than wise.
It is the intention of the Hudson Electrical Supply Company to carry every electrical requirement of a motion picture theater in stock; catering t" moving picture hi
be their principal business. Besides the electrical equipment
which they will carry they intend also to market
cialties which are not necessarily electrical, but which may
In properly included in that sphere, and which -,, far have
not been obtainable at supply houses doing .1 general electrical business. All these things will be carried in stock to
be had at a moment's notice.
Items such as carbons, both
Stat, all kinds ,,f electrical bulbs and shades, cords, tape, cutouts, etc etc These items, of course, are to be had of any
motion picture supply house, or electrical store, but the Hudson people are going in for specialty work of various kind?.
For instance: They have already perfected a new type < >f
exit light, which is New York approved and made after a
certain pattern of their own which, purchased in half-dozen
lots, will give a uniformity of exit lights throughout the theater Another of their specialties is the Colonial oscillating
fan for AC. and DC. This fan can be set for four degrees
of oscillation, which means that the sweep of the fan may
be wide or narrow according to requirements.
their best specialties is the Hudson approved
switch and switch cover, both of which are now being used
by the Nicholas Power Company, the Edison Kit
Company and the American Moving Picture Mac!
pany. These switch overs are made from their own exclusive dies which are a very expensive set. but do their work
in a very clean manner, so that there are no rough or sharpedges to injure the hand of the operator.
As a novelty they are putting out an electricians' pocket
tool kit which c nitains all the tools needed by an operator
in his work Another of their fast sellers i~ tin- baby spotlight, for use 111 small theaters, or where a large spotlight is
not necessary. They make also a piano lamp which i~ an
improvement on any of the piano lamps that has been seen
heretofore. Its particular feature is the absence of any possibility of scratching
a piano. attachment
A very useful
article
their
manufacture
is their two-piece
plugs,
whichoi' is
an
ordinary socket plug which may be tapped on the side for an
extension lamp or for attaching a vacuum cleaner to any of
the slide lights. Managers will find this novelty a very valuable thing to have around their theaters. They sell another
much needed article which is a lamp coloring fluid. A simple
method for coloring incandescent bulbs m any shade that
may be desired.
There are many more novelties that this enterprising concern intends getting out 111 the near future, amongst which
will be a protected floor light for use in lighting aito the floor, and also, a protected side light which will diffuse the light perfectly and distribute it well through the
lower part of the auditorium without interfering with the
rays of the picture light or getting into the eyes of the audience The Moving Picture World is pleased to note the
entry into the moving picture field of an electrical house that
caters directly to the moving picture trade. Such a thing
has never been known before and we welcome it first because
it is a convenience that moving picture men have lontr felt
the need of. and secondly, because it is an indication that the
moving picture industry is growing all the time. On another page we print the advertisement of the Hudson Electrical Company, and we would advise our readers to get in
touch with this deserving concern, because we know that
their intentions are to serve the trade faithfully and i
Terre Haute, Ind : The Crescent is the newest moving
picture theater to be opened in Terre Haute.
It seats 380
people and is said to be the largest and best equipped pic- Roberts is the manager.
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To the uninitiated, the manufacturer, the film exchange
and the moving picture exhibitor are combined as soulless
individuals and corporations to wring the nickels and dimes
from the innocent amusement public. It takes the man on
the inside to see the fallacy of this idea. The man who runs
the film exchange, as a rule, thinks the manufacturer is constantly striving to squeeze him and the exhibitor thinks the
exchange man sits up all night to figure how he can put the
kibosh over on the man who hires the pictures.
I have heard many complaints recently that exchange
managers are inclined to be arbitrary and tell the exhibitor
to take what is offered him, or go elsewhere. Of course, my
informants said nothing about some exhibitors who tell the
exchange man that if they do not get just what they want
when they want it they will go to some other exchange. I
simply mention this to show that the sublime harmony and
understanding which the uninitiated think prevails does not
prevail.
The moving picture business differs in no sense from any
other. (Jo into a drug store and ask for a certain medicine —
patent medicine, I refer to — and in nine cases out of ten
the proprietor will tell you he has just sold the last bottle
or box of what you want and recommends something "just
as
good," and
that will give
a larger
margin
of profit.
The something
grocer, haberdasher
and him
scores
of others
do
thing, but the world still moves and no riots near
the horizon. Hut let the poor exchange man tell the exhibitor that a particular subject ha- been booked by another
party, but he can give something just as good, and then
ok and listen !
There is one thing that should be looked into. 1 cannot
say whether the exhibitoi or the exchange man is to blame,
but I have a double theory and will in tune state both sides
of it. Why is it sonic exhibitor- run films of one make
bearing titli
This has become quite common,
ation i-. fir-t. that the exchange doe- not properly
go over reels when they conic in from exhibitors; secondly.
exhibitors find 111 many instances their customers prefer a
certain make of films and tack on to subjects, regardless of
make, the titles made by the favorite manufacturer. I say,
• matter should be given attention by t'n
If it is the fault of \}
me means
should be devised to require exchanges to properly overhaul
1 out again
If it is the
fault of the exhibitor he should be Bquelched.
I think a
11 trade mark enter- in this. To
my in 1 ii< I the mattei 1- one for very serious thought on the
th< l im iccelled < ompany should bear a title of the
from tin- n i- ridiculous I
that the annexation of a title will deceive the pul
cially when the pictures following display the ti

* * *

' have before me a letter from a young lady who complain- thai e a position with moving picture
di cm- the ban 11
non-professionals a: unji
many young women
.111 opportunity' to make
good
ii 1 trui thai omi ttr) excellent talent may fail of
ion, but most of the picture maki 1
carefully weighed the consequence
of this disadvantage
Pew ambitious people fail to realize thai other peopl
on kindergai •
them thai
1
■1
me a little higher than oth<
dwell upon theii look- and
illation

.

simple matti 1
A produi
f*1 upon the film
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same length of time.

I am inclined to believe that few of the amateur applicants
are really serious. I know that most of them are sent to
studios by designing piano players, ushers or hangers-on of
picture houses, 1 have been 111 place- when girls who should
be in school have applied "for a job." When asked if they
had experience they would reply: "I haven't been on the
stage, but Mr. Moneygetter, of the Half Dime Startler in
Harlem, shows your pictures and he sent me to you. He
says 1 would be great in p
But what's the use? It is only repeated history Ever
since the inauguration of theatricals the world has had a
full quota of stage-struck youths and damsels. Since the
introduction of moving pictures ;'
.me have
been cherishing the thought that the pictures afforded a
more easy introduction to the -ta.^c than straight production- and in consequence they have multiplied more noticably than before the advent of the photoplay. In this they
are very much mistaken. The scenes reflected on the screen
do not reflect everything. The idea that it i- much more
easy to go through a speechless part than to enact a speaking character is a delusion; some of the best actors on the
-peaking stage would make a --Try figure in a moving picture and I know of many people who have achieved great
success in photo-plays who never set the v.
they played speaking parts. The moving picturi
actress, is a peculiar combination and the amateur who acquires adiploma is a unit of a small minority Some have
secured an opening and made good. I say some, but mighty
few, and tunc 1- ;.
"«t the gi
many people seem to think that
the making of a moving picture is but ■ few degrees in advance of the work done in ordinary photograph galleries.
grasping the real situation; when a
moving picture i- thrown upon a screen it represents a play
to all intent- and purposes equal to r ■.
having the speaking part- There 1- no "this stj
a quarter" about it You have b<
other;
-cciiic
arti-tand
St
tributed their skill, the costumer has bad a band,
•• ing the character- have bad tl
any

■

ground.
It 1- a theater.
If anyone doubt!
be paid to some studio that 1- on the ■
hands at work; watch that director and listen
I
some of them rival a boss canvasman al 1
-hoilld SO much like to be one o! those I
tors," I heard a v
"They niu-t
have awful good timeIt 1- just III
-how
at home
" '•
few feel
ol negatives
U h< n I I can hear the
-bout, "the cashier would like to -.
pondent
a-k-business
n
tion
picture
;
him it 1- on the decline and will ing that
the
businitime.
cm be

•

[ wish 1

I hi re 1- nothing in the .'.

set like
and the

Till'.
than it :
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ask an exhibitor how he is getting along and he says "good,"
1 pinch ii |
awake.
I knew one man who
op<
ned a placeasked
abouthimfouihow• h< was getting along and, with
I frequently
the enthusiasm of a man about to face some great
tsh I could sell out." The
same man has now
tnpetitors and is stil! doing
at the old stand.

The Moving Picture Theater.
By F. C. Koenig, Architect.
■ ans a misnomer, thing in that name which
ing better.
\\ b
nine current, th<
ied the dcing Picture
plicit, he had th<
in his mind,
[n
way h< considered his picture house as something better than an ordinary store, or,
at least, he wanted it to be, and all the time he had the idea
of decoration in hi-- mind without knowing it. Decoration
mean-, to a theater, exactly what the carvings mean to a
handsome circus wagon.
They are there to pleaOne way of looking at the amusement business
fidcr it a business that caters to the five senses, and a manager, properly .speaking, should consider himself as doing
nothing more than catering to the delights of the five senses.
no it deeper, let us take the sense of hearing.
For
>e the manager provides singing and music.
Second,
ell. By his proper attention t" the ventilai- hou-e, as well as by the use of incense, perfume
fir disinfectants, the manager
is unwittingly catering
to
. the patron's sense of smell.
Taking next the sense of feeling: The manager endeavors to provide comfortable chairs
for his audience, and the more at re.-t he can make them
feel, the more he is sure he will please them.
Then, we
have the sense of ta-te. which is the least of all, perhaps
that the amusement manager caters to. and still many theaters have candy stands.
Hut that does not count for much.
it is a very common sight to see the aisle boy carrying about the theater a tray of drinking water, winch is
furnished free of charge to the patrons who are thirsty.
In
this way the manager is unconsciously catering to the sense
of ta-te. And last of all. we come to the sense of sight : For
this -ense the manager is lavish in his provision.
He first
attracts the eye with hi- out-ide illumination.
He prepares
a greeting for the eye in his lobby, and within his theater he
endeavors also to appeal to the eye with the taste or lavishthe interior decorations.
This fact i- so well known
manager would dispute it. But few of them have
ever looked at the matter as a business that cater- to the
-. which, in point of fact, is exactly what they are
r ought to be doing, so long as they conduct a
theater.
The matter of moving picture theater decoration has been
in the dark, which groping i- finally reaching the
light.
In the earlier days of moving pictures, when they
tly given in stores with the bare four walls and
•■:. there wa- usually some attempt at pleasing the
eye.
In a majority of cases it took the form of .-trip- of
bunting festooned around the walls, with here and there an
patriotic motto in the shape of a printed shield,
such tawdry affairs. Very soon, after this came
the arched store front, which, on account of its woeful lack
of architectural principle, was very properly dubbed
the
-land front." and which served it- purpos
for the time bring.
After that managers began to pay some
little attention to harmony of color in the interior arrangell few of them got very far along that line, until
d in the practi-ed decorator, or in some cases, the
experienced
architect.
Many
of the old moving
picture
re like Longfellow's "Chambered Nautilus," in that
splendid poem which tells how the Nautilus, a large sea snail.
annually Outgrows it- small shell into a larger section which
more beautiful each year.
These small -hows be•urow their old shells like the "Chambered
Nautilus," and built lor themselves "more splendid mansions."
And -•> by this gradual process of evolution the moving picture theater finally emerged from crudeness to the height of
architectural beauty.
The public must be given credit for a certain influence in
the betterment of moving picture theaters.
In the beginning
store shows were, beyond
question, rather repul-ive and
-tayed away from these so-called store shows,

their uninviting appearance.
In short, they were
int.. them.
In some vague way,
the moving pictun
zed all this and endeavored
that ittendency
naming and
hi- flags,
place as
a "picture
parlor"
and draping
with the bybunting
I have said
before. This, of course, wa- an improvement, but as the pic■ d from the -tart to be a permanent thing,
no stopping with flag- and bunting.
The manager
i the business was permanent, and therefore it should have a permanent home. All this time he was
-aving his money in the hope "f some day, like the "Chambered Nautilus." outgrowing tin- old -hell and dwelling in a
new one more beautiful than the old.
Amateur decoration continued in this way for some few
years until enough capital was amassed out of the business
to bring the decorative and constructive work into the scope
of professional architecture. How great has been the improvement since the entry of the architect into the moving
picture field, it is not necessary to describe. The reader will
concede that the architect has played his part for the everlasting good of the business. You have all seen many reproductions, inthese pages and others, of handsome moving
picture theaters that vie with the finest of structures of any
other kind. Architects in nearly all of our cities have tried
their hands at one or more moving picture theaters, but the
local field is ended when the necessary theaters in a community are finished, and it would not pay for a small town
architect to specialize in moving picture construction work.
It has come to be a survival of the fittest, even in that
branch, and in my own case, I think I may point with pardonable pride to the long list of modern picture theaters,
which have come into being under my direction in the few
years that I have been devoting my entire attention to that
class of work.
The public is taking the picture seriously; also the press,
clergy and schools. They demand only the best pictures,
which must be presented in the very best way, amid -urroundings that are agreeable to those who behold them.
When the neighboring families have relatives or other visitors to entertain they like to take them into a theater of
which they arc not ashamed. The head of a family would
rather trust to a theater that would not send his loved ones
home cooked. A youth in many instances would not hesitate to be seen taking his young lady into a theater of some
elegance or one that would not lay him open to ridicule by
being
considered
a "cheap
sport."
Proper
ladies and
gentlemen
have only
recently
been lavatories
considered fora
For the comfort of patrons, likewise the proper
heating, ventilation and lighting. The mechanical department, or operator's room, has always been a make-shift and
seldom constructed on a par with laboratories of similar
kind- in other branches of electrical work. Sin;e the addition of vaudeville to the moving picture more knowledge
than ever'is required in constructing a practical stage. Laborsaving devices and structural improvements are a i
where once they were unthought of. And thus the business has grown until it has gone out of the hands of the
amateur theater builder in the hands of the man who knows
how Now-a-day- the moving picture theater calls for every
comfort for the patron and the widest knowledge in the instal ation of un-io-datc appurtenance.-.
Not the least of the latc-t improvements in theater building are the precaution- against fire; both as to the non-inflam ability ofmaterial and in the proper exits for a house
full of people. These things were scarcely thought of in
the beginning and it i- only by the rarest good fortune that
there has never been a real calamity by fire. The day of the
"bungaloo" is pa-t and gone. No longer will the public
tolerate the makeshift. They demand the best and this demand for the best has resulted in the call for the experienced
theatrical architect whose work is -o ramifying that it requires an expert in the knowledge of all that is needed in
the building of a first-class moving picture theater.
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Good Projection.

cient,

By F. H. Richardson,
n spondent in ( hicago, in addressing me as editor
['rouble Department,
a-k".Won't you please tell
Richardson, in <J t- 1 a iI. just what you consider good
In other word-, what kind of work would have
your undivided commendation
were you to visit a motion
picture show, without the operator knowing you were present, and watch the projectioin performance
from beginning
to This
end?"i- a somewhat difficult matter to set forth fully and
intelligently on paper. However, as the question is an altogether fair oik-, to winch I owe the World reader- an answer,
n of the fact that I have for the pasl three years
laid stress on failure of operators to produce good projection. 1 will endeavor to make the matter as clear as
In the first place, the auditorium lights must he shaded
in such manner as to have no direct, and as few as possible
reflected light rays, either sun or lamplight, strike the .-creen.
In the second place, the reflected or direct ray- of auditorium
light reaching the curtain must be of the same intensity
all over its surface. High class projection is an utter im• ;. where the above two condition- are not carefully
and fully complied
with, particularly
the latter.
The screen must be of such nature a- to render puce whites
as purr white (not yellow) and must be surrounded, if surrounded at all, by a non-reflecting bonier.
The efTect will
be very much better if the whole front of the house is quite
dark — the wall, i mean.
The machine must be of the threewing, non-flickering variety, since the flicker is not only bad
but also out of date
i Objection may be made to this that
three-wing shutters get into synchronism with one side of
lion- with
sixty-cycle current, thus producing an
exceedingly
objectionable
"flashing"
of the light.
This,
I
lure films are run at proper speed, save in
nee to reach the synchron• I approximately eighty feet of film must pass the
per minute.
Very,
very few scenes require
such
their best interpretation.
And
thus we arrive immediately
at the act of projection
and the more nearly the various point- already named have
ore nearly may the operator approach perfection in the production
of results
yet to be
id or projection itself there are two thing
e but, though the number be small, a multitude of
involved in the two mam
items.
Also I
tion of the two main points calls for much knowl. <j
tion on the part of th(
rfect illumination
and
sp<
in few word-, but sel forth in very few of the ten thousand,
tion picture theaters
of this country.
■ illumination
means
that the light -hall be sufficiently brilliant to bring out the highlights in dear white;
: details of thi
every film; display the picture at all time- sharp'
and with every
portion
i
enly illuminated
at
all tune-, w nil !:• ■. .I r\ . n the suspicion < i a shad
•
the shadows due to tin- photography of l
other cause inherent
in the film ii
im carbon
fault there i- ami can b<
use f-r a
shadow on the
creen at my time, provided the m
i not refused ni eded supplies to the opei
\ ery large importance, a- I have
from time
t" time pointed
out.
It is in thi- r
operator ha- it within In- powei
'
■ nt, ev< n a- the musician renders the mu
tion
turn

aii.l

in projection
distim
(In m
ii iuty, mercl)
bj careful graduation
I low mat
- en turn, d into a how I
i i.'i. nloii
pet fi 'i m

-el
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1 '•
ell as quite a few opera:
take, but it i- I

tO
:;-wer me
Exhibitor, you get red in the face

3

public

your busii
quality,
mcrea-ed
Yes,

the

quantity,
enough.

public

quantity,

and

i- receiving

you
ton

now
much

that'

are
for

Ah! Mr.
I ce needs

reaping «the
its

twice
over;
but in quality
it isn't recc:
But all that i- beside the real question,

money,
which

that
the public
em
at
real meat
of the i-n't
whole paying
n.
i <1 ten cent element.
You have :■
fact that there is a tweim
awaiting the man who will properly stage and pr
jeet the magnificent silent drama
The
moving
picture
auditorium
is amazingly
ci
astounding
lack of interest
i- displayed in the
studying
the problempresented
in the
the picture il am not alluding to the makii but to the auditorium of the theater).
In I
writer a broad and very profitable field awaits I
one
cater spotlif
to high-class
trade at. -ay. io, 15 ..
singer;

is

in
is
the

01

lecture, and I aboul
he ir the doubti
reply:

it can't
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Crane Tells How Films Are Made.
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Positive or Negative Help.
immissioner appointed to
In t lu- official re]
look into moving picture affairs in Now York City, it is
pleasing to notice that of the pictures themselves lie lias no
riticism, some of the hutldinij- alone coming under
hi- strictures, a- needing proper official attention. In commenting on the pictures the commissioner -ays, "the board
of censorship i> responsible for the good tone of the pictures
ol There
today."is no doubt much truth in this statement, and there
is no need to detract in the least from any good work the
board of censorship may have accomplished. It is, however.
worth while remembering that all censor-hip help is negative. To say no, and don't, may prohibit much harm; to
criticize may suggest a change, which may also be wisely
made for the better It is an accepted truth in the training
of children, both in home and school, that criticism, the rebuking no, and injurious
the admonishing
don't, being
are ultimately
to their future
good. always negative
Good training must be positive, as well as negative: with
the former predominating. It is an error to rebuke the
wrong without instructing and instilling the right. That the
moving pictures are as the Xew York commissioner finds
them today is, it must be claimed, because of positive rather
than negative help. The pages of this paper and the purpose of these immediate columns have been devoted to the
upbuilding and educational advance of the moving picture
along the lines of positive help.
It would be a great wrong to overlook the value of the
trade paper, with its special departments devoted to the best
and highest interests of the moving picture world, when considering those causes which have most helped in bringing the
moving picture to its present standing. There can be no
doubt that the Moving Picture World, with its army of
readers in every grade from manufacturer to operator, has
during the last few year- done more a thousand times to
bring about present conditions than censorship could have
accomplished in a lifetime. If help can be measured on a
percentage basis, it would be proper to say that the help of
these column- has been seventy-five per cent, positive, and
twenty-five per cent, negative; while censorship may have
been perhaps nearly a hundred per cent, negative.
This is not written with a view to detract from legitimate
censorship, or to unduly exhalt this paper. It is written for
the purpose of showing the greater value of positive help,
and also to point out that when the standard of merit is
awarded, the trade paper should be accorded its proper place
in showing how those standards have been sought for and
attained. It could not be suspected that a city official should
be thus posted, he is only speaking of things as he finds
them; but it is our duty to point them out. and to congratulate all those who have helped in the good work. To commend the board of censors alone is an error, equivalent to
that of praising the judges of a content, rather than the contestants and their coachers.
The continuance of this accepted scientific method of positive rather than negative help will be continued with the
purpose of ever higher and better results.
Reading.
An observer has said that in a large majority of instances
you can tell either the character of people or the localities
in which they reside, by the newspaper they read in public.
Observer further says, that standing at the entrance of
Brooklyn Bridge he can tell, without looking at the names
of the cars, in what direction tho-e cars are going, by the
class of newspapers being read. His deductions are as follows: "Yellow" papers go everywhere, where there is that
which is classed in the lowest social scale; the "mixed" papers go among the large middle class, and the literal "news"
papers go among the aristocracy.
The moving picture places (not the pictures themselves)
have been similarly classed. The pictures nearest the "yellow tint" with "yellow" surroundings added, are to be found

in the same neighborhoods as above referred to, with other
classes and conditions in corresponding ratio. The editor
of a Xew York "yellow" when asked by a company of
scholarly men "Why 3o you publish such filth?" replied:
"We
try to
whatwhotheyreadwant."
This besides
answer
was both
an Rive
insultthe
to people
the people
his papers,
revealing him a- a sycophant, instead of the scholar and
teacher he as an editor is supposed to be.
To give
the ifpeople
is pandering
lowest
level;
anyone"what
doubt-they
thi-want"
statement
let him totrytheit
in his home with his children, and watch the results. To
give the people what they ought to have is the art of the
scholar and teacher in every sphere of useful life, and nowhere more so than in the editorial page, which mould- the
thought of its readers. As in paper, so in picture, also in
environment of the picture; give the people what they ought
to have, if it is necessary to lift them up, let it be so. The
result of the accumulated knowledge of the ages must be
applied for the benefit of the masses, whether they will or
not: the results are everywhere justifying themselves. If
people
"whatat they
all educational
cies only
would behadstifled
birth, wanted"
the majority
of children tendenwould
not go to school if they were free in their choice; adults are
grownup children, and absolute freedom of choice and action
would soon have very degenerating effects upon the human
race. That which is given to people to read, whether in type
or picture, must be such as they ought to have; this is educational, ennobling and enriching, both in thought and action.
The majority of people, every day, do as they ought to do,
and not as they want to do; wc are governed by principles
and not by whims and fancies. If this truth is absorbed by
all whose province it i- 111 any way to act as leaders of
human thought, the}- will find their efforts are far more productive of good and lasting benefit.
Read— Look and Listen.
These words are not those of warning at thousands of railroad crossings, they are words of advice to moving picture
people everywhere.
As a motto it may be profitably posted over the desk of
every man who is in any way responsible for the effective
results of good moving picture work.
Read! Read what? Read the trade paper. The Moving
Picture World is compiled to be read and read in all its
parts; any reader who pick- and cull- his reading is liable to
be one-sided and narrow. The trouble column is to help him,
the music notes to harmonize him, the educational column to
inspire him. The editorials and other news and comments
are all to advise and a«si-t him, making it possible for him
in the most intelligent manner to do his duty to himself and
the public.
At what shall he look' The screen!— the picture! The
eye must be constantly on the picture, critically not cynically; observingly trained to admire, as well as to detect as
occasion requires and necessity demands. It is not enough
to know the name of the picture; the picture itself must be
as much a part of his work as the acting is of the stage
manager and critic; he must know everything that is being
presented to his patrons. Listening is his next great duty;
the comments of his patrons, young and old, form the jurylike verdict upon his efforts. It is not intended that he shall
blindly follow what he hears, listening must be analytical,
dividing intelligently the good from the bad, and must serve
only as a guide whereby to know the true and best public
mind. With this threefold method of reading for information, looking for knowledge and listening for evidence, any
moving picture man may educate himself to the extent of
becoming a capable and intelligent caterer to the public taste.
Not pandering in servile fashion to that which is only productive of dimes and nickel? for the time being, but rather
creating a taste and demand which arouses both an appetite
and desire for that higher order which is always profitable,
and more than profitable, because it has the inherent principles of permanency.
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A guileless inquirer was recently tuld (never mind by
v. Loin ture,j or that
you could
project
good"double
moving
pica lantern
slide, by
means a of"very
a single,
convex
lens! A plain bull's eye, in fact! For that, making allowances for possible differences in the qualities of glass, is just
what a single double convex lens is, or may be. You can
make it of Jena glass; you can make it of just ordinary commercial molten metal. Optically it is a plano-convex lens,
no more no less, and therefore subject to all the aberrations
in greater or less degree, of all uncorrected lenses. And being an uncorrected lens you cannot possibly project a "very
good" moving picture by means of a single (uncorrected)
plano-convex !en'!
If you could, what on earth would be the good of going
to the expen-e of using a corrected combination for the purpose of projecting moving pictures? None at all! You
could do the work with one-eighth the expense; you would
have more light through the lens; and inferentially the illuminative qualities of your picture would be better. A very
happy state of affairs indeed! Unfortunately, theory demands and practice obliges the use of a chromatically,
spherically, astigmatically and definitionally correct lens for
projection purposes of every kind, and that is why an uncorrected len is useless for the purpose.
I mention this piece of misleading information not for
the purpose of scoring it, but to illustrate the very loose
state of knowledge which is extant in the moving picture
field. Here we have the spectacle of a large body of men
asking for information on specific points and nobody apparently qualified to give it them. What is the consequence ?
The projection of the picture is in the hands of men unequal
to the work, and the result i* the public suffers and the business is damaged.
There 1- tor, much of this blind leading of the blind in the
moving picture field.
I speak feelingly.
I've studied the
theory and practice of moving picture making for years —
1 have it at my finger tips-; yet I lind it difficult
to turn my knowledge to such advantage that 1 can rent a
I a villa at Newport,
People say
I .• that 1 know it all
I don't
But I know sufficient to prevent my telling a poor devil that he can project
inre with an uncorrected Ien8
What

l- the

remedy

for

the
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don't go far enough. You want some authoritative agency
wherebyand the
operator's real knowledge can be effectively
tested
certified.
Now, boys, don't throw stones at me; I'm not your enemy'
Au
contraire,
I'm your
I'm especially
everybody'sin fr:
of your
difficulties
make friend;
me smile,
a land where
the free library is so rife. What has Mr. Carnegie spent his
money for? To provide boolrt of reference for those seeking knowledge and information. Verban sat sapientia. A
word to the wise is sufficient. Now. plea-e. everj
more about uncorrected lenses for projection pur]
BROTHERS

IN ARMS
MEET
ON THE ISLAND
OF
BERMUDA.
Sam Long, of the Kalem Company, on his tour of the world.
stopped off at Bermuda with hss wife and Mr. and Mrs. McQuillin, to enjoy the beauties of the land of the lily and the rose
The first one to greet Mr. Long and his party was jolly Bill
Steiner, of the Yankee Film Company, and Pierce Kingsley.
Bill's director. After a delightful drive around the island, Mr.
Long and his party attended a ball at the Hamilton Hotel in
the evening, and returned to his ship in the wee hours of the
morning and set sail for St. Thomas, wishing Bill Steiner and
the Yankee Film Company a pleasant and profitable stay on the
Island of Bermuda Mr. Steiner has two directors and 46 people
in his party, who have been touring out four reels per week for
the past two months.
The Yankee Film Company's release of Friday, April 14b, is a
story woven into and around the Bermuda Hunt Club Derby;
owing to the long stay that the Yankee Companies have made in
Bermuda and the acquaintanceship they have formed, I
enabled to utilize all the incidents connected with the D
strange t>> relate, '.luy selected tor their prelii
Jockey Queen, who rode tin
the mart.
May Amelia, which won the Derby.
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"After n

articles in tin- M.
pictures I am taking the
A .- arc using pi. ui.i
ami drun
ami we arc just lately graduated
from vaudeville
Some of the inn- points of the picture
came are yet t" come.
I noticed you published a program
e," a- played. by King's Orchestra.
We
played that picture a few week- ago and it is in regard t<>
of picture I wish information.
We opened with
way Maiden- Gay," from Manila, till the dancing
then segue to the ballet music from Faust.
For
Noah's prayer
"Prayer thenfromthe Zampa."
ntrance we i in played
the nextthe scene),
opening till
of
Peasant" until the animals were to he taken into
the ark. Then we played part of "Tannhauser" till the storm
scene.
We played the •storm from -William Tell" and the
picture closed with '•The Palms."
Now my rea-on for writis not to tell you what music we played, but to ask
your opinion on same.
We work the picture- p. and f. as
the action requires and try to use the right music.
All the
soft music i- played on the bells by the drummer.
My imDeluge" i- that the first part calls for gay
music and n • >t a heavy march, as per program.
Am I right
I all "heavy" pictures be opened "heavy" regardless
of the action?
In foreign pictures we use very little "heavy"
patriotic music, and follow the same policy in all soldier
pictures.
I< that correct or do you want people to applaud
whether the picture calls for it or not?"
From my host recollection of the picture "The Deluge" I
believe your musical siting of it was excellent.
Though
ius, your numbers were dignified and serious, and
that is the main p. .int. The brief mention I made was not
intended as a complete synopsis of the music.
I said it bethe "Biblical" class of pictures and should be
■ such, ami gave the essential numbers of that style
of music as played
by Mr. I append
King's to
orchestra,
as an
( >ceasionally
my lettermerely
suj
for music to certain pictures, and these are worked out completely with, cue- to start and stop each number. They can
with good effect as they stand, though it must be
1 I offer them as suggestions only, which may be
elaborated and improved upon at pleasure. As to your questions, Icertainly do not hold that "heavy" pictures should be
opened with "heavy" music regardless of the action. The
music should follow the action as closely as is practical, no
matter what the character of the picture may he. I say "as
closely as practical." for the reason that I believe that in
many pictures with rapidly changing scenes it is better to
adhere to the dominant theme of the picture rather than
change music with each shift of scene. As to the last question. Ihave repeatedly said that we should try to convey to
the audience the impression which the producer intended his
picture to make. The tears, laughter and applause have their
logical place, and if we can assist in getting these, well and
good; but in their proper places. You have the proper ideas;
one can see that you are an old hand in the "show business."
M. B. W.says: "I have been reading vour artici
eral weeks and find them very helpful. Have not got all of
them and wish you would tell me what number they began
in so I could send for the back numbers. I have not been
long m the picture-playing business and find it difficult to
select the most appropriate music. I wish you would tell
me what to pet and how to use it, and if it is not asking too
much I wis|, you would tell me just how to "work up" pictures of the dramatic kind. The others do not give me >o
much trouble.
Please do not print my name."
wish with Iallhave
my had
heartmore
I could
'youappeal
just how
to work
up I pictures.
thantellone
of this
kind
and I believe the writers are sincere, but nobody can tell another just how to apply the proper music to pictures vet
unseen. I have so much to learn (so have we all) and the
best I or anyone can do is to give a few hints out of our
own experience. To those with a dramatic instinct, these
■i are enough to set them on the right road. If
they have had previous experience in dramatic work, the
■y as there is much similarity in the two branches.

dramatic

pictui ■

"Pathetic scenes, mysterious scenes and scenes of an agitated nature." The first (pathetic) is easily recognized and
needs in. description. They differ in decree, some being of
a very plaintive character, while others are only suggestive;
semi-plaintive we might say. Your music, of course, should
be in keeping. I have mentioned a great many numbers of
this kind in previous letters (beginning Nov. ?6, IQIO). A
very mournful scene is best expressed by music in a minor key,
These numbers are all to be played slowly and usually softly,
though a swell may often be made effective when at the close
of the picture or the climax of a scene.
Mysterious scenes; These are varied, but are nearly
always suggestive of approaching danger. Burglar?, creeping savages, somebody lying in ambush, and the many scenes
of a similar kind are accompanied by stealthy (sometimes
called "sneaky"; music. A common form is slow and staccato (like picking the violin strings). Another is a bass
sol,, in the left hand while the right plays a soft accompaniment tremolo
1
or sustained chords). Slinor keys are best.
The most satisfactory music of this -description will be
found in the regular editions of melo-dramatic music. The
action is generally slow and the music likewise. Pictures
like -"Frankenstein," or those showing ghosts or magic, etc.,
require mysterious music of a weird type, of which the first
movement of Bendix' "Pasha's Dream" is a splendid example.
Schubert's gives
"Earl itKing"
is a good
number, though its rapid
movement
an agitated
character.
The last mentioned, i. e., "scenes of an agitated nature,"
n about
at some
length
in answer
to "Virginia's"
letter. Moving
Picture
World
of March
25th.
Now. these
three classes: pathetic, mysterious and agitated, while they
do not by any means include all the various scenes found
in dramatic pictures, are common to all. Being very pronounced they are easily recognizable and I should advice you
to begin with these. Provide yourself with some good dramatic music and memorize a few numbers of each kind so
you will be able to watch the picture without looking at your
notes. So long as the story is running along smoothly without anything happening in particular, play a waltz or twofour intermezzo or anything which does not suggest any
particular
"rag" march
unless
the action.
scene is (Don't
Hvely.) play
Thena lively
when waltz
a sceneor occurs
where
you can use your dramatic music, play it. As I said before,
these scenes are easily recognizable. In this way you can
at least get a start and once started, your experience will
widen and you can develop according to the amount of
practice; for, like everything else, this is largely a matter
of practice. This is the best I can offer at present in answer
to your question. Let me hear from you again and if 1 have
not made myself clear, perhaps I can add something to it.
I shall be glad to give all the assistance I can, though I repeat, Ialso have much to learn in this work.
Another Query regarding drummers' traps and sound effects. ,\t has
my lequest
Mr. W'm. aE. list
Kingof (Orpheum
Theater,
Chicago)
kindly prepared
some of the
most
essential effects in ordinary use. Mr. King has invented a
number of sound effects, notably a contrivance for using
compressed air to imitate all sorts of water effects, steam
exhaust and many other sounds — even a sneeze. I append
the list:
BELLS.
Church chimes (at least three of these, with deep tone).
Engine bell (used also for farm-bell, factory bell, etc.). '
Clock-strike. Cow-bell and sleigh-bells. Telephone bell
(also used for call-bell, door-bell, bicycle, alarm clock, etc.).
Gong for fire or police-patrol, street car, etc. Small handbell (for various uses).
WHISTLES AND HORNS.
Locomotive (tug-boat, factory, etc.). Fog-horn. Police
whistle. Calliope (two sizes). Birds 1 ad. -lib). Cuckoo.
Auto-horns (several sizes). Dinner-horn (fish-horn).
Baby cry. rooster crow, hen-cackle, duck, dog, cat, cow,
owl,
lib.). lion-roar, donkey, pig and sheep. (May be added to ad.Telegraph

click (stock exchange ticker).
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Cham- to rattle (for manacles, etc.), train effect, windmachine, thunder-sheet, rain, waves, splash, wagon-rumble,
horse-hoofs, wood-crash (for breaking timber-, etc.), glasscrash, squeak (for machinery, rusty hinge, etc.), slap-stick.
pop-gun, gun and pistol-shots, sword-clash and anvil with
hammers.
Further information may be had by writing to the Leedy
Manufacturing Co.. 1055 E. Palmer Street, Indianapolis, Ind.
I cannot close this article witihout mentioning a musical
novelty
called "The
Saucer
Bells"
C. Deagan,
manufaturer).
I haveElectric
examined
these
bells(J.several
times
and my liking has increased with each test. They are played
from a key-board like a piano and the tone is very musical.
It is very easy to play, responds to the lightest touch and
will be a valuable addition to any orchestra. This endorsement 1- entirely unsolicited by anybody whatsoever. 1 give
it because the merits of the instrument deserve the consideration of every manager and drummer, and 1 earnestly
recommend it to your notice.
[We are pleased to read Mr. Sinns' comment on the Deagan bells and by the set we have in our Chicago display
room we are satisfied that they are meeting the approval of
every visitor. — Eds.]

Los Angeles.
By Richard V. Spencer.
(Pacific Coast Correspondent of the World.)
A Correction.— An article on page 581 of the March 18th
issue of
the World, entitled:
Films,"likecon-tn
tains a misstatement
of facts "Indians
that the War
writeron would
correct. The paragraph in question quotes: "One of the
protesting Indians said today that he .had gone into one of
the motion picture theaters here (Washington, U. C), where
a picture was shown in which a young Indian graduate of
one of the non-reservation schools was the chief figure. He
wa- shunned by the members of his tribe upon his return
to them, took to drink, killed a man and fled, but was killed
after a long chase. This was denounced as an untrue portrayal of the Indian."
Now, then for the fact- that are well known to the writer,
for the events depicted took place near this city. The film
that the Indian criticise-, was made by the local stock company of the Selig forces. The Indian reviewer who criticised
the film a- a false portrayal of Indian life is mistaken, for
the film i- a dramatization from real life of an event that
occurred on the Eastern California and Western Nevada
ome four year- ago. In the local new-paper files
of that period may be read columns of matter relal
California and Nevada
sheriffs to capture the
original "Willie Boy," an Indian who, alter being educated,
wa- shunned by his tribe, and turning to drink for solace,
while in hi- cup-, committed a murder and lied to the desert
pursued by a half dozen sheriffs and posses who finally cornered him in the desert country and forced him to commit
■uicide to prevent capture and trial. "The "Willie Boy" film
written by Mr. llohart Bosworth, leading man and
assistant director of the Selig Western Company.
Mr. Bosworth al-o staged the story and played the leading role of
Willie Boy."
Patent Litigation
Picture Patent! I
• lit court a lull of
complaint against lied J. Balshofer, director and manager
"i the Hi-. .n ( ompany, and the Commercial
National Bank
king that the defendants be compelled to
give i" the United States marshal a certain, cam
posited in the vault- of
.Nation;,; Bank by Mr. Bal
inventions patented by the plaintiff.
intiff in the bill of compla
mrt, asks

Actress 111.— M ?enue parts
with the Pathe V.
my, ha- been very ill for
the past two weeks. At this writing her condition has improved, and a few weeks more should see her back at work
in the pictures
Pathe. — The Pathe Company have returned from their
trip to the Malibu Mountain country. While there they
were caught in a miniature cloudburst that played havoc
with their scenery and nearly washed them down Santa
Monica Canyon with the flood.
Optic Theater Opened. — The Optic Theater, located on
the west -ide of Main Street, between Fifth and Sixth streets,
opened Saturday evening, the 18th, to a large appreciative
audience. The building is of brick and steel construction
and was erected for Mrs. Neanette G. Donovan, of St. Louis,
who recently bought for $135,000 the lot on which it stands.
The improvement cost another $30,000. and included two
small stores flanking the theater lobby. The new theater is
50 by 100 feet, and has a seating capacity of 800. The theater is tastefully decorated. All wood opera chairs with
iron standards have been installed. One feature of the
building is the forced-draught heating and venti la
tern, which changes the air in the auditorium every six minute-. The theater was erected for moving picture projection, but is also equipped with a stage and sunken orchestra
pit, and can be turned into a vaudeville theater, if the occasion so demands. A daylight curtain will be used. The
theater i- equipped with a $4,000 pipe organ. The lobby
i- in tile, mirror wainscot, and grained arched ceiling
with staff ornamentation wired for numerous frosted electric
globes. In the center of the ceiling has been placed a beautiful art glass dome light. The theater is using a five-piece
orchestra, and 1- showing first-run pictures.
Records Broken. — The past week has been an excellent one
for the local exhibitors. Last Saturday the Isis (licensed),
the Bijou (independent) and the California (licensed) broke
their individual day receipt records.
State Censorship Bill Amended. — The state censorship
bill, known as the Strowbridge Bill, which passed the Senate, was amended in the Assembly by the removal of the
clause prohibiting the exhibition of crime pictures, and by
striking out the word "guardian" in the provision requiring
that all children attending such places must be accompanied
by an adult guardian. It was also amended to permit the
exhibition of tin- popular Indian and Western pictures.
Union. — The Union Theater (independent) on Main Street,
between Second and Third -treet-. 1- Inning a new box
office built. The work is continuing without interruption to
business
Bell.— The Bell Theater on East Fifth Street, opened this
week and is playing to good business. Three licei
tures, and three act- of vaudeville are shown foi ..
mission.
The new theater is located in a populous district
and has no nearby competition BO :
breaking business.
Pasadena
Censorship.— Pasadena
censorship
amended bo that il
Time
was when this city, through its censorship, barred all drama
oany comedy
subjects.
While the lid
been entin
adena exhibitors are glad that the
change ha- come about and are humming
I
Bijou.
I
pendent
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Los Angeles as a Producing Center.
By Richard V. Spencer
Los Angeles within the short period of two years has
reached a position in the moving picture manufacturing field
where it is second only to New York
There .1
ns for this remarkable growth, chiefly of which,
is the climatic advantages of Southern California.
To understand the climate of this paradise of moving picture men, one must turn to the maps and notice the topographical feature- Bordering Southern California on the
north ami east are two large mountain ranges. The first,
or
inner
the Tehachipi's,
with an
altitude
of
6.000 feet,range,
are only
nine miles from
the average
city limits
at the
lace. Beyond them lie patches of desert and semiarnl lands with here and there a fertile farming valley. Fifty
\ ml the Tehachipi's lie the San Bernardino chain,
the higher peaks of which exceed 11,000 feet and are snowcapped the year round. In the winter this high chain turns
aside the blizzards that .-weep down from the north and east,
and in the summer they keep out the hot winds of the desert
beyond.
The I". S. Weather Bureau reports show the following
thirty-four-year average: Perfectly clear days, one hundred
and sixty four; partly cloudy, one hundred and fifty-six;
1 coming under this heading are conditions preceding and
following storms, which are less than '4, and the other £»
are days with early morning fogs, which, however, always
clear away by noon, leaving the rest of the day cloudless).
■ 1 ram, forty-six (in which photography is impossible). In other words, the climate of Southern California
provides 320 days for good photography, out of the 365.
Within a twenty-mile radius of Los Angeles may be found
conditions suitable for exteriors from a tropic to a frigid
background, and from desert to jungle. Twenty miles to the
w 1. -t lie the pleasure beaches with a score of high class
beach resorts w'ithin a forty minutes' trolley ride to the city.
In the summertime the beach attendance runs into the hundreds of thousands. There may be taken resort comedies
with an Atlantic City or Coney Island background. Within
the same radius on the same beach were taken the marine
dramas made famous by the Selig and Biograph companies.
Here were taken such pictures as: "The Unchanging Sea"
(Biograph); "A Tale of the Sea" (Selig); "Fisher-Folks"
• Biograph); "The Buccaneers" (Selig); "A Message of the
Sea"
(Bison); and
theothers.
sea scenes
"The have
Padre,"
recent
Selig release,
Thesefrom
pictures
been aadmired
the world over for their beautiful scenic surroundings and
perfect photography.
For scenes of city life there is no need to go beyond Los
Angeles. The last Federal census in 1910 gave the city a
population of 319.198. Various street scenes and scenes in
the city parks have been pictured by the Selig, Biograph and
Essanay companies. Those views taken ranged from comedy scenes to 'cenic. The winter population of the city approximates 500.000, which includes the tourists and wealthy
■guests that come to spend the winter months. As a theatrical
center Los Angeles is known the world over for its splendid
legitimate and moving picture palaces, and the immense
number of them for a city of this size. The two local
dramatic stock companies, the Belasco and the Burbank are
known to be two of the best stock companies in the whole
country. The Orpheum management in May will open their
new theater. The building is one of the most costly and
beautiful theater buildings west of New York. Of the moving picture theaters, Clune's Broadway, The Hyman, Tally's,
The
College
andbuild,
Clune'Main the
Street
cost estate
close or
to
$50,000
each to
without
cost Theater
of the real
lease. It is needle-- to say that each are of excellent design
and of excellent appointments throughout. With the growth
of the city dramatically there came the booking agencies, the
scene painting studios, theatrical costumers. and other supply companies. Los Angeles is famous ' for its beautiful
parks and fine residence districts, exteriors of which occasionally creep into the films.
Within the same twenty-mile radius may be found some
of the most beautiful country homes and gardens in the
world. Several of these have been photographed by the
Selig and Biograph companies, among which were the famous
sunken gardens of the Busch estate in Pasadena, and the
residence of Rudolph Schiffman of the same city. A scenic
mountain railway offers the weary tourist an allurement in
the shape of a trip from roses to the snow line in forty
minutes.
Within the same radius and near Pasadena are two historic missions. San Gabriel and San Fernando. Here were
photographed "The Two Brothers" (Biograph); "The Padre"
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and other films, the story
i which was written
around the aged missions.
Los Angele- and vicinity have acquired their reputation
in the production of Western and Indian pictures. Here, of
1- the ideal location for the production of such
film-. Here 1- found the necessary rolling country cut up
by foothills, treacherous canyons and lofty mountain ranges
in
the
background.
Within public
ten minutes'
Los Angeles
is Griffith Park, the largest
park inride
the ofworld.
In this
park have been produced nine-tenth- of the Bison films of
cowboy and Indian life. Here, too, the Selig, Kalem and Biograph
companies
have
taken
many
pictures,
most
of
them
Westerns.
Each of the companies working here have their own ideas
of location. The Selig Company chose Edendale. a city suburb, and have here erected a $75,000 plant. -Within a block
of them is the Pathe West Coast Studio, which, when completed, will probably represent a similar investment. A
block below the Pathe Studio on the same side of the street
is the Bison Studio. It is >hortly to be enlarged and improved with new buildings. The Biograph Company last
year occupied temporary quarters in Pasadena, but this year
finds them at home in their new studio at Pico and Georgia
streets in the heart of the city. The studio is to be permanent and will be occupied every winter by the company.
Nine miles away, near Glendale, the Kalem Company have
erected a studio in the foothills for the production of their
We-tern and Indian films. Some sixty miles away, near
Redlands, the Essanay Western Company are hard at work.
At Long Beach, a local beach resort, a new Independent
producing company is rushing operations to get into the
market with their film. The company is known as The California Motion Picture Manufacturing Company. Another
new Independent company of a similar name, known as The
California Motion Picture Company, are also getting ready to
enter the field. They will erect a local studio in the near future.
Many Eastern moving picture manufacturers have long
had their eyes en Southern California as the only available
locality in the United States possessing the necessary clear
weather for perfect photography, nearness to market, scenery and other conditions necessary for moving picture production during the winter months. Transportation is another factor that must enter into the question. Los Angeles
is the center of an interurban electric system whose many
lines and divisions offer safe, rapid transportation to all
parts of the country. Here, in a rapidly growing, modern
big city, may be found every condition for films of city life.
Here, too, is a surplus of high class theatrical talent ready
and willing to give their best efforts for the uplift of the pictures. The city has produced such moving picture stars as
Hobart Bosworth, leading man for the Selig Company; Florence Barker (Biograph leads), Dorothy Bernard (Ingenue
leads for the Biograph Company), and other actors and
actresses of equal talent. Every year finds Eastern winter
conditions more unsatisfactory for motion picture work.
Here weather conditions and climate permit work and photography the year around. The Selig forces lead the California rush, and thither they have lured the rest of the colony. More Eastern producers are known to be making
preparations to come this year, and eventually Los Angeles,
by reason of the few of the several advantages above set
forth, will become known to the world, not as the second
largest picture producing center, but the largest, bar none.

Chicago
Mr. Louis E. Riner is meeting such a success with his One
Drop Oil. the oil that will not gum. smoke, smell nor burn
and with his Bull Dog Cement, for both films, that he found
it necessary to move to new and more convenient quarter-.
Mr. Riner has leased an office with a store front at 520 Jackson Boulevard, and with a telephone and increased help, he
is now in close touch with the film business centered in the
loop. When we called to see Mr. Riner in his new place and
saw his helper filling bottles, we had no idea thafso much
oil could be used to show the little pictures.
The tearing down of the old buildings, 77-79-81 Clark
Street, is forcing the following film firms to seek new quarters: American Film Service. Brayton Mfg. Co., Anti-Trust
Co.. Geo. Hoke Supply Co., Unique Film Service, U. S. Film
Exchange, J. B. Clinton, etc.
The coming first of May will also force Eugene Cline to
his present offices are to be torn down to make
room for certain improvements. Mr. Cline has secured new
offices at ??? Dearborn Street: today it is known as 85 Dearborn, and after the first of April it will be a new number
and then N. Dearborn.
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April first is going to bring a lot of confusion to the film
industry of Chicago, a- every manufacturer, exchange, supply
house, etc., will change numbers and will have to place after
the number the words north, south, east or west. The Moving Picture World wa» known at 160 Washington Street;
after April first it will be known a- 167 W. Washington.
The Standard Film Exchange known as 161 E. Washington
Street, will be known as 172 W. Washington Street. Geo.
Kleine will be no more 52 State Street, but a new number
and North State Street. Xo one located in the loop will
escape this confusion and the visitors to Chicago will have a
pretty hard time of it. Pity the poor letter carriers, they will
have their hands full; and even today, Chicagoans are guessing all the time, if it is the new or the old number.

New England Notes.
Buffalo Jones at Andover Academy.
Buffalo Jones made a trip to Andover. Mass., to lecture
before the students of Phillip's Andover Academy, at the
request of Mrs. Gideon Scull, whose son, Guy, went with the
colonel on his trip to the African Jungles to lasso wild animals. The lecture was a great success, and Buffalo Jones
may be forced to make a second trip to the academy to lecture on his exploits.
The Crown Theater, a small moving picture house in Pawtucket, R. I., closed recently. Poor business closed this
house, which was too small to stand the competition of its
larger neighbors.
The Empire Theater, Lowell. Mass., has changed owners,
as F. L. Le Due has sold out his share of the house.
A bill to allow Sunday baseball has been a feature of the
Massachusetts Legislature. While arguing the merits of the
bill one legislator made the remark that it "was better to
play baseball on Sunday than to drink moving picture
whiskey. Massachusetts has a reason to be proud of her
law-makers — that is, some of them.
Messrs. Delmore and True have oecided to change the
name of their theater at Dover, N H . from "Clements" to
the more lofty name of "Star" Thi- house is to be entirely remodelled, with everything new. A large electric
sign reading S-T-A-R is to be one of the features of the
front. A large balcony is to be built also. This house is
doing an excellent business, according to reports.
Mr. George Hallaby, of the Scenic Theater, New Britain,
Conn., is having several improvement-! made on his house.
The Scenic is showing daylight pictures and vaudeville to
excellent patronage.
The very great majority of New England M. P. theaters
report receipt1- not at all affected by Lent.
The Central Square Theater. Lynn, exhibited the "Passion
Play" March 20-25 This picture is a great attraction, and
its popularity is undiminished. Col. William Stanton, manager of the Central Square, has decided to change hi- vaudeville acts bi-weekly. The Central Square has improved since
icy has been framed by Mr. Stanton
Mr S
1 known theatrical mai.
moving picture theal
a fire which took place in
en recently.
Mr. Poll ha- announced that he will
rebuild both houses, and that th.
Dream" and
re theaters
Mike Sheedy, the well
man, ha
which he will i ::
Mr
I
will I',manai
II 1 yTouni
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contracts with road companies, etc, are fulfilled, the Globe
will return to "real popular amusement." and will stay there
indefinitely. The Globe, when making its former excursions
into the picture and vaudeville realm, acted very injuriously
upon the trade of two nearby moving picture theaters, forcing their admission rates down to a five-cent basis. The
chances are that the sledding will become intolerable for
these houses when the Globe inaugurates the 10c admission
signs once more, and stays at it.
FILMS SHOW AUTO
MAKING.
Two automobile companies found the M. P. to be the
best method of demonstrating the ideas incorporated in their
manufacture, and on Tuesday. March 28. several thousand
feet of M. P. oi the E-M-F "30," and the Flanders "20," were
exhibited at the Hotel Lenox. The World's New England
representative had the pleasure of viewing these films, and
there can be no doubt but what the pictures are of aid to
companies. The reels show the automobiles in
their whole process of construction, beginning with the crude
material. Among the steps shown are the foundries, a-sembling, testing, racing, hill-climbing, etc. During the presentation of these pictures on tin screen, members of the
sales force explain the details. This idea is primarily for
the dealers who will be better acquainted with their product,
and more easily able to explain the various virtues of their
cars.
THE PRESS AND THE PICTURE.
"The Easier Way," which came to a sudden end in Boston when the authorities placed a ban over the play, was the
cause of a few timij- at the innocent picture by one of our
local
are cheap
houses,dailies.
music Here
halls is
anda specimen:
M. P. shows"There
in Boston
reekingvariety
with
dramatic filth." * * * This is a sample of what one of
our local dailies has been handing the picture lately. It
may be stated that M, 1' theaters in Boston do not find the
advertising columns of the paper in question of use, and,
consequently, insert no advertisements in that paper.
On Tuesday. March 21. Mr .1 I Cahill arrived at the exhibiting rooms of the General Film Company an hour late,
and missed viewing the Tuesdaj
I ahill has
never before been late within the memory of his brother
managers; he was closely questioned as to the wherefore of
his tardiness. Mr. Cahill was very coy >n this point, and
refused to give any reason However, to show the boys
that his judgment was of the usual quality, he made his
regular 1
mpany's releases
forBuffalo
his several
Jones t'tarrived in ;
.. ami paid a visit
to the General Film Company,
where he renewed
his acquaintance with some of our local manager-;.
Buffi
may possibly come to Boston again a little later on, to lecture on his own pictures in
P houses.
and its
quondam manager, Ed Price, 1- now !■■ be found t,managing
eater, I larthmoutl
. onvii t an.l train robbi r, who
in an illustrated lecture 1 nt I

theatrical
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Measuring Light Speed. -Mr John B Pant/. Chicago, 111.
writes "1 have often heard, and seen written, an expression ^i the speed of light Will you kindly explain through
the department
how it- -peed is measured?"
Neighbor Lantz, your question is of considerable
interest, though it perhaps has no direct bearing on projection. So enqrmous i- the -peed of light that up to a comparatively short while ago no effort was made to ascertain
now fast it really moved. In fact, no method of measuring
the light movement was known, the accepted theory being
that light moved throughout the universe instantaneously.
Around the sun many planet- revolve and many of these
planets have -mailer satellites, similar to our own moon.
One of Jupiter'- satellites, ot' which there are four, had been
closely observed for a long period and it was found (o become eclipsed at regular intervals. This, it was seen qc
curred before it- time, when the earth was at point "A"
(see -ketch i nearest Jupiter, and behind it- time when the
earth was at point "B," it- greatest distance from the planet
Jupiter, the difference in time <>f eclipse of the satellite being
io ., minutes.
A Danish astronomer.
Homer, in the year
me to the conclusion that this differen. -.
minutes must be due to the time required by the light to
travel fcom point "A" to point "11." or aero-.- the diameter
ot the earth"- orbit, which i- about 186.000,000 miles. Dividing iSo.ooo.cMxi 180.000
mile- by
16 per
Jx6o second.
gives a This
-peed was
'of the
lightfirst
of
approximately
miles
method of measuring light speed and it was not susceptible
of proot excepi as one reasons these things out by the laws
of cause and effect. Since that time, however, another
method has been evolved which prove- itself. This 1- known
as Fizeau's method.
A toothed wheel was constructed con-■' teeth, and. of course, 720 -paces betwi
niter- away was a mirror acurately reflecting a ray of
light,
so
thai
it
practically
doubled the
backspace
on its
own path'.
A
ray ot light wa- passed through
between
two of
the teeth on the periphery of the wheel, caught on the mirror and reflected back to the eye of an observer stationed at
and looking through one of the -pace- in the wheel. Now if
the wheel be rotated at a given, uniform speed certain
definite rc-ult- will be attaii ' It take- the light a certain,
her' to the mirror and back,

■

:
t

in this experiment, a distance of 17.326 meters. In 1/720 of
a revolution of the wheel each of the 720 teeth of the wheel
will occupy relatively the -pace just tilled by the tooth immediately ahead of it. It therefore follows that in half that
time each tooth will be moved ahead into the position previously occupied by a -pace between the teeth. Now the observer will see the reflected ray a- a bright -peck in the mirror. It 1- therefore possible to -.. adjust the wheel speed that a
tooth will move into the place just occupied by a space in
precisely the time taken for the light to travel the 17.326
meter-. 111 which case the bright -peck will disappear. This
lizcau found to occur when the wheel speed was 12.6 revolution- per minute, each turn thus occupied 1 divided by 12.6
seco„,K and the teeth and -pace- changed positions as often
as 1 divided by 126x2x270. which figure- out as 1 divided by
18.144 of a second. In other words, the result showed the
light speed to be 17.326x18,144 meters per second, or. reduced
to miles it would be 17.326.x 18.144x30.368 divided by 12
divided by 5.280 per second. Later experiments (Cornu.
1876). with better appliance (of the same sort) reduced this
to 300.400.000 meter- per second, or about 186,000 mile-, as
shown by astronomical measurements. If the wheel were
turned at a certain increa-ed -peed the light ray again appeared, but this time through the second space and when the
speed of the wheel was trebbled above the first test the light
was again eclipsed, being caught on the second tooth and so
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"ii. the.- proving r
ij its operation
Tin- may
be a little hard to understand, but 1 think you wi
in grasping the idea if you study the above carefully. At
any rate, tin- two foregoing methods were two of several
used to te-t and determine the speed of light
A Condenser Stunt. — Mr. ( '. Henning-cn. Stillwater. Minn.,
write- a- folllows: "I comply witih your request <p:'g'e 530,
March nth issue) a- regard- the condenser pr<>p. .-in. .11 Referring to the article above mentioned, take the ruler and
any two condensers out in the sunshine, measure the focus,
or find the 'burning point' and get the di-tance in inches with
a ruler. It will show like tin- ('A' and T.' in -ketch). Now,
put them in the condenser holder, the long focus lens next
the carbon- If they are the right kind they should -howlike '( " in the sketch, but as cheap lenses and condenser
holders are not perfect, you may find they show like *D' in
the -ketch, which will produce a bad effect on the curtain.
You can improve matters by turning the condensers in their
holder -o that the two -pot- will come together, or very
near it. I advise the progressive ones to get in touch with
the -1111 and learn to measure the condensers and to set
them -" that they do not squint or look cross-eyed."

Well, old man. I guess you have put one over on the
editor this time. 1 was not aware of the fact that any such
conditions would or could arise, as you describe. In fact, if
it can or does, then are all the laws of the refraction of light,
as I understand it. set at defiance.
Likes to
the the
World.—
write-:
"We areit subscribers
MovingFranklin,
Picture Pa.,
World
and consider
the
be-t moving picture paper printed. We are pleased with the
way you treat Loth patent and independent manufacturers.
We believe the World i- tin be-t booster the exhibitor- have
and are glad it i- not like some of the dppostion papers,
since all some of them seem to know how to do is knock.
We firmly believe, however, that every time they knock the
World the knock i- in reality a boost. Will you kindly
advise us through the Trouble Department as to whether
the mercury arc rectifier made by the General Electric Company winch transform- AC. into 111', i- a practical machine
and if the I) ('. furnished i- exactly the same and give- same
rc-ult- a- if generated with a D.C. dynamo'-'"
Well, it i- strange, Franklin, how great men's minds run
along the same channel-, but do you know that you have
expressed just exactly the concensus of public opinion. As
to the rectifier, it i< a thoroughly practical machine and the
current delivered is the same as that from a direct current
dynamo. The machine is giving excellent satisfaction, according to reports from exhibitors all over the country,
High Local
Jinks by
Seattle
Mr.T. L S.L.E.,Goldsmith.'
Press
Agent.
Union
No. Union.—
154, 1. A.
Seattle. Wash.,
contributes the following: "We hand you herewith under
-eparate cover program and photograph of the fir-t annual
grand ball of out organization. The ball, as a whole, was a
huge success, mainly for the reason that every member acted
a- a committee <<i one to see that it was such. The feature
of the evening was beautiful electrical effects and moving
picture- .luring the dance-, films being furnished by the Independent Western Film Exchange. Pacific Film Exchange
and the Washington Film Service The General Film Company would not consent to let us run any of their films if
we ran any independent film; therefore, as our members
work in both independent and licensed houses and we are
not in position, for this reason, to show partiality, we were
obliged to forego the use of licensed film. Before the ball
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we had secured large auto trucks with dynamos and wagoing to run moving pictures and slides up and down the
mam streets of the city, which would have been a splendid
advertisement for us. We had everything ready and went to
the chief of police for a permit, which was refused. Our attendance was about 800. Dancing started promptly at 9,
and the last note of 'Home Sweet Home* sounded at .vio
a. in. How is that for decent, respectable hour
wishes
to hear
yourself
and the
Trouble Department."
Glad to
you were
so successful
with your ball, Seattle,
and trust the one a year hence wil be even better. Would
have used the photo of the ball, but it failed to come.
Likes It— Mr. * has. 11. Lynch, box 842, Spring Valley,
111., write-: "I bought your gelatin slide outfit -everal
month- ago and it i- the best I have ever seen. Enclosed
plea-e
$-! ifor merely
which send
me another
lot of many
gelatine."
This find
letter
a sample
df a great
similar
ones received during the pa.-t few months.
Achromatic Lenses. — New Orleans, La., writes: "Will
you please explain why the objective lens is made up of
four separate lenses, two of which are glued together as a
front combination and two not glued, but separated by a
spacing ring, as the rear combination?"
It i- one of those things that is simple enough in it-elf and
yet •■in- which requires considerable explanation and quite a
lot of study to really understand. In the first place, a leu- —
that i- to -ay, a double convex lens — is nothing more nor
less than a -erie- of pri-nis of different angle, and in order
to really understand
it- action it must be viewed in that
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-ketch 1, thus separating the rays into their colors, if they
nd lens (E) the colors are again
blended and the light emerge- from the second prism again
white. While in the experiment shown with the pri-ms
the ray- emerge from the -econd prism white, they also
emerge parallel, there being no deviation; therefore, such
rays could not be used for projection. However, if the first
prism be made of crown gla-s and it- angle 1- 60 degrees as
the light rays pas- through it. there will be a certain angle
formed between the violet and red rays, which same angle
would be formed by a dint glass prism having an angle of
37 degrees Now, if the second prism be of flint an angle of 37 degrees the red and violet ray- will re-combine
before emerging. The average deviation caused by the first
prism is 40 deg. and the deviation by the sec >nd prism is
therefore the general deviation will
77*
while the deviation is thus obtained,
dispersion (separation nit" colors) at the same time
1- avoided: Now, if we apply this to lenses and us
hie convex lens of crown glass and a concave len- oi flint
glass placed m contact, with the two surfaces fitting closely
together, practically the -ame result i- obtained as ha- been
above described in the experiment of the prism-, and such a
len- is called an achromatic len-. The rear combination is
separated by an air space on account of the effect of the
heat on the cement. 1 am not -ure that 1 have made this
matter clear t.> you. New Orleans, hut I have done the best
I could. 1 do not like to use technical term-, but in this
case it appeared to be absolutely necessary, a- there 1- no
other way that 1 know of to describe these things.
Five Years in One Place. -Mr
II. S Klink. Canton, O..
writes:
"Enclosed find phot" of our theater froi I
on the main street and the main popular amusement place 111
Canton.
The hou-e i- ->oo feet long, about 40 feet wide, has
a 40 ft. lobby. 105 ft. of theater and Jo ft
It has one of the be-t operating rooms in tin- neck of the
WOOds, 11 not 111 the entire country. 1 have been with this
theater for five years. 1 intend taking a picture of the
operating room later on anil will -end you one so that you
• r yourself what it looks like
I like tl
Picture World very much and do not think I could do with-

out it."

light.we The
sections the
A, wider
B and angle
(' -howidea. the
In
one
havecross
the prisms,
being tin-nearest
rice the wider the angle the more the deflection of
the light ray, and vice versa.
In "H" we -ee these pri-111ether in a lens, the whole being completed in "C."
YOU may have to study these three diagram- a little in order
to catch the idea. In "A" you must not consider the thickthi prism, but merely the angle of it- -ides in relation to a horizontal line drawn through the center Viewing
it thus, you will -ee that the diagram- "A." "I'." and "('" are
posed of a combination of
color-.
Each of these color- has a different index of rcfraction, 50 that if a light beam i- passed through a prism
1. u will he resolved into its component
lor- after emerging from the prism, by reason of
i foi th
Violet 1- refracted more
■ A 111.. ic than yellow and red is
the least of all. Light 1- arbitrarily divided into
ors, but there 1- realty almost no end t . ill- actual
number, lince a- one blends into another
We
■ ih.- lighl in passing through .1 lens which
- res >!ved
into
produces
• 1 m white light " Now considering th.
an ohj.-. livi
in-. We -hall -ee that the
leparation of light will, in a mi
mplished though not entirely
• •. .inc. I believe, to the fact that the
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Neighbor Khnk

outei inn oi tl.. i'ii is 1 omp irativelj ilight
I h pi at the
lion ..I ihi
' an. I its
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i'
• !• 1 able propoi t i
1 ..ill. I be . nt ..it by itoppi
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1 otht
opaque • ins
rhis, howi •. . 1 would not
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772
Well, lv.

I think it i- worth while.
A new cam pin
isn't costl)
■ > all of that trouble over.
I use
the word "trouble" advisedly because 1 presume it would be
quite difficult to get the worn part of the pin tight in the
hole in the cam. As to the definition of electrical terms,
-pace i- bo very valuable and there are so many letters each
week that 1 cannot answer at all that 1 feel I should hardly
be justified in publishing the 1» — t submit)
that quite a complete electrical dictionary can be had f3r as
little as as cent- To reproduce a photograph you must first
make a negative from it in a camera You can get slide glass
coated as "positives" and print your photograph on them
from the negative bj contact, or you can use the glass positive and prim with the enlarging camera, or vice versa.
However, the way youi letter reads, I cannot exactly make
out what it i- you want 1 shall be glad to serve you if you
will make matters just a little plainer
J, T. May.
Okla.,I took
writes:a sheet
"Did
youMica
everSlides.—
hear ofMrmaking
a slideHominy,
on mica?
of mica, such as can be bought in a hardware store and wrote
on it with India ink. It doesn't wrinkle, and the ink doesn't
spread as it sometimes does on the glass. The letter shows
up perfectly on the curtain Hominy has only about 8oo
population, but it is a good show town We seat 185, but
sellThere
standing
nearlymore
everyfirms
night."
are room
one or
making announcement
slides on mica, Friend May, but it is to your credit that you
discovered for yourself the fact that mica could be used for
this purpose,
it is much better than glass.
One More Helped by the Department. — Mr. Gordon Le
Feare, Toronto, Ont., writes: "In a recent issue of the
World there was an article accompanied by a drawing of a
three-wing inside shutter for a Powers No. 5. I am running
two Powers No. 5 machines and put the three-wing shutter
on one of them. It certainly puts it all over the two-wing
article and I have the advantage of watching both work side
by side. Projection is improving in Toronto, but there is
lots of room for advancement. I wish the World and the
department every success."
Neighbor Le Feare's letter requires no comment, except
to say that I am pleased to know that projection is improving in his city, and to point out the fact that the interchange
of ideas through the department is proving of great value to
a great number. In this instance an operator in Norfolk,
Va., has helped a brother operator in Toronto through publication (page 301 February nth issue) of a three-wing shutter he had installed on his machine. These instances of
benefit through the dissemination of ideas through the department could be multiplied by hundreds, and even by
thousands. It is this feature that gives the department its
greatest value.
Has Trouble.— Charleston. S. C. writes: "I am a constant reader of the World, especiallly the department, which
has been of great benefit to me. It undoubtedly is a splendid thing for operators as well as for managers. I have a
new machine with an outside three-wing shutter. When the
speed is all right we have a beautiful, steady, flickerless picture, but as soon as the speed is increased there is a distinct flicker. We have a 60 ft. throw. Will you kindly advise us as to the source of this annoyance in the next issue
of the department?"
the letters
first place,
didn't
your letter,
andIn all
must Charleston,
be signed, you
though
not sign
necessarily
for
publication. In fact, the name is never published where the
writer requests that it be not. As to your shutter trouble,
you will have to come across with further information. I
think the difficulty lies in the fact that you are using alternating current, in which case at a certain speed (dependent
upon the number of alternations per second) the blades of
your shutter get in synchronism with one side of the alternations. The remedy for this is a two-wing shutter or else
avoid the speed which produces the flashing in the light. I
cannot tell positively, however, whether this is the case or
not, since your information is so meager. Write again, stating the cycle of current, if A.C., per second, and the number of turns of crank per minute when the flicker occurs.
Also please describe the "flicker" as accurately as possible.
A Few Questions.— Stafford, Kas., writes: "Will you
kindly answer the following questions through the Trouble
Department: (1) Should the revolving shutter of an Edison
exhibition model fit up snug to the mitre gear on the main
spindle, or should there be a little play? (2) Should the pinwheel and star-wheel fit snug, or have some play? (3) How
can one tighten or loosen main spindle and main shaft and
yet keep them parallel? (4) Is an adjustable lens satisfactory; that is to say, does it give as sharp and clear a picture
as the ordinary kind?"
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(1) The revolving shutter mitre gears should tit together
snugly, but not so that they bind
gears do
not bind they .-.re not too tight. However, there will be no
ill effect, even should there be a little play. Naturally as the
gears become worn it will be impossible to keep them tight
enough to eliminate all lost motion. (2) The cam (pin-wheel)
and star -hould nol
ether when the machine is
cold, but should have just the least little bit of plav. This
play, however, should be very slight, barely enough to be
Expansion of the metals under heat will cause undue friction.
In testing the cam and -tar you should try the star on all
four quarter- of the lock, -ince one may be a little tighter
than the other three and it is on this quarter the star should
By "main spindle" and "main shaft" you probably
have reference to the cam. or flywheel, shaft and the intermittent sprocket, or -tar. shaft. The cam shaft runs 111 bushings which keep it constantly central in one position. The
intermittent sprocket or -tar shaft, however, rests in eccentric bushings, the turning of which ha- the effect of tightenin;; the star against the cam By the judicious use of a pair
of calipers, in any convenient way which suggests itself, you
can tell when you have raised one end of the shaft as much
as the other You could also make a special tool which
would enable you to turn both bushings exactly the same
amount. However. 1 think your own ingenuity will enable
you to do this job without much trouble if you apply your
mind to the problem. (4) I would not recommend the use
of" the times
adjustable
results
fairlyaregood,
very good; lens
but as The
a rule
thesearelenses
not someto be
altogether depended upon for the best results.
Outside Shutter.— Mr. (J. H. Thomas. Bath. N. Y.. write-:
"Will you kindly inform me whether or no it is possible to
put an outside shutter on a Monograph No I, model 1009?
Will you give me some information as to the method used,
or. if the above query has been answered in a previous issue,
kindly advise date of publication? Do you consider that a
first-class 'universal' lens is as good for any distance as one
made for a particular throw? Would you advise me to get
a universal.' I appreciate the Trouble Department very
Unless I am very much mistaken. Neighbor Thomas, the
Enterprise Optical Company have an outside shutter attachment which can be fitted to your machine. I wcftild suggest
you
much."address the Enterprise Optical Company, West Randolph Street, Chicago, 111., (87 I think the number is, but
without it a letter will reach them) on this subject. 1 am
sorry to say I am unable to give you instructions for attaching an outside shutter to that machine. It is a proposition Iwould myself have to figure out. As to the question
concerning lenses, I would refer you to answer to "A Few
Questions," in another part of the department. I must,
however, set you right on one proposition. A lens is not
made for any particular "throw," but is made to project a
certain size picture at a given throw. If it projects a 15 ft.
picture at 60 feet it would project a picture at 80 feet and
also at 50 feet, but the one at 80 feet would be larger than
the one at 60, while the one at 50 would be smaller. It
would, however, be necessary to change the focus slightly as
the screen is moved forward or back.
Condensers.— New York City writes: "Find enclosed $1.50
for Handbook. Also please tell me what size condensers I
should use for an 8x12 picture, 65 feet, and which one should
go in front. After all the argument, what was finally decided
to be the best way to find the focal length of the condensers?
I sometimes have trouble with my light. The spot on the
cooling plate changes as per illustrations. Sometimes these
three changes would take place in one or two minutes. What
1- wrong? I am using your way of setting my carbons: cored
For an
picture. 65 feet, I should use two 7!/2-inch contoped
and 8x12
bottom."
denser-, but I would, if necessary, change my condenser
holder so as to get the, apex of the convex sides of the condensers within i/i6th of an inch of each other, or even
closer than that If you find two 7l/2 do not give you just
the
try one As6'_>toandmeasuring
one 7V2, placing
the length
"-' : nextof
the right
light, result,
preferably.
the focal
condensing lenses. I have seen no reason to change my
views on this proposition. The accurate measure of condensers is an impossibility, since the optical center of the
lens lies somewhere between the two surfaces, its exact location being dependent upon the refractive index of the glass.
I maintain, however, that in measuring the lens the flat side
should be towards the wall, but the measurements should be
taken from the optical center of the lens to the wall, which,
of course, is out of the question. A measurement from the
flat side to the wall would be a little less than the real focal
length of the. lens, while a measurement from the apex of
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the convex side of the lens would be a little too much, speaking now, of course, of measuring with the flat side towards
the wall. In the immediate future I propose to have someon this pages,
subject probably
and it will
be a "something"
a goodthingmany
running
several weeks.covering
As to
the light, I should say that the trouble occurs when you get
your carbons too close together; that is to say, burn your
■ rt. I could not positively say that this is the fact,
but I think if you examine your craters when that condition
is present you will find them to be more or less in the shape
shown at "E," Fig. 33, page 88, of the Handbook.
A Switch Scheme. — Windber, Pa., submits sketch of a
switch designed to handle the projection arc, the house lights
and operating: room lights, all with the machine switch. In
the -witch shown, Windber has simply installed two sets of
contact in an ordinary enclosed, double pole single-throw
machine switch such a- i- attached to the Powers and other
machine tables. With all due respect to you. Windber, I
cannot see my way clear to approve the proposition as you
have set it forth. In the first place, it would not be approved, as you have it in-tailed, by various authorities, including the International Board of Fire Underwriters. The
connection amounts to a double pole, double throw switch,
on one end of which i« the machine and on the other end
the house lights, with an extra contact for operating room
lights. It would work al! right, and, with an especiallly constructed, carefully made switch I can see where such an arrangement might, under certain conditions, be of distinct
value.
Three-Phase Current.— Little Rock, Ark., writes: "I have
got mixed up in an argument as follows: A friend of mine
claims that a 3-wire alternating system is not operated by
two dynamos in series, but by a single 3-phase generator.
Is he right? If so, will you please explain what is meant
by Your
3-phase
current?"
friend
is quite correct, Little Rock.
The 3-wire alter-
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are to be considered as two positive alternations, while the
wave lines c, d. beneath the horizontal represent two negative impulses of the current, the length of the horizontal line
x to z representing just one-thirtieth of a second. This
illustration, understand, shows the plain alternating current. For certain reasons, however, 2 and 3 phase currents
are desirable. Two and 3-phase current differ in the fact
that the 2-phase system requires 4 main distribution wires,
and these wires have the effect of two distinct and separate
circuit-- through which are passing simple alternating current similar to that shown in sketch "A," these currents acting upon the armature of a motor like the two cranks on a
locomotive, one being at right angle with the other; or.
putting it another way. one 00 degrees- in advar.
other. The 3-phase alternating system, however, requires
only 3 wires: and for transmitting energy in large amounts
long distances for power purposes, it is the ideal system.
Iso a third 3-wire alternating system known as the
monocyclic sy-tem. which is. in effect, a combination of a
single phase and 3-phase systems. To enter a little more
fully into the explanation of I. 2 and 3-phase systems — in the
2-phase
shown atthe
"B."zero
whenline!
one the
of the
alternations
at
zero system
( ju-t cro-sing
other
alternationis
is at rentthe
of its
voltage, This
so that
the that
"pull"theof two
the curcur1- at height
all timeconstant
means
rent- are displaced in "phase." or reach their highest values
and lowest values at opposite intervals of time. Hence, they
are called 2-phase. If two alternating current generators,
of like build, were coupled together by their armature
shaft- in such manner that when a given armature coil
on one machine was directly under a field pole, the coil corresponding t"it en the other machine would be h;; :
tween two poles of its field: then the two current^ would be
displaced by half an alternation; or, in other words, it would
be a 2-phase current. If a third dynamo of similar build
were connected and the three armatures connected in such
manner that the corresponding coils on each one would be
equally "staggered" with respect to each other and the pole
pieces, then we should have 3-phase current, as is shown at
"C." Now. Little Rock, I am not certain that all of this has
done you or anyone else any particular good, but it is as
clear an explanation of the 3-pha-e proposition as 1 am able
to give you in a brief article. 1 trust you will, however, be
able to understand what I have tried to explain — fairly well
at least Kemcmber
the horizontal
line notbutonly'repren voltage, that
considered
up and down,
time also
a- regard- its length. In 60-cycle current each dtsb
y equals one cycle or 1/60 of a second. It. therefore, follows
that from x to w would be half that or one attentat
cycle or 1 120 oi a second. The whole method
tion is perfect, ence it is understood thoroughly
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nating current system 1- not and cannot be operated with
two dynamos hitched in series, a- 1- the case with the 3-wire
tem, for ti.<- very simple reason that it would Ik- an
utter imp
p the two machines in synchronother,
I am not certain 1 can
maki thi- matter o\ phase plain to you in a briel
rln department
in alternating current dynamos you must
consider tin- current a- !,<-m^ rapidl) reversed, rising from
nothing at all t'» tin- maximum voltage ami re!':
to nothing, each alternation
That 1- t" say, wit
current tin- current arises from nothing t
» \-ltand drops again to nothing. [30 times |" r KCOnd, halt of
polarity ami hall
Ot the current an- represented m wa\e».
the single plain alternating current being showi
which tin- vertical line
e tin- horizontal
lim being
; iriiontal
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If If s a Nest*

Scene from "THE STOLEN NECKLACE"
The science of deduction and elimination, as applied by
Detective Hatfield, not only fails to solve the mysterious
disappearance of Mrs. Rodwell's diamond necklace, but
comes near wrecking the life of innocent Virginia, the
lady's companion. Nora, the impish maid, assisted by
good common sense, restores the missing jewels; uncovers
and saves the real culprit (who is the sensation of this
dazzling picture) and paves the way for the happiness of
"two souls with but a single thought, two hearts that
beat as one."
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The Keith and Proctor Release Schedule.
UNION

HARLEM

SQUARE.

Monday.

\ 1 rAGRAPH..

OPERA
Monday.

BI< (GRAPH

Precedii EreceeHi
i aI
Tuesday.

EDISON

I

HOUSE.

58TH Monday.
STREET.

That da)
daj
MELIES
Preceding
BI< (GRAPH.... Preceding
Tuesday.

Wednesday
■ling Wed.
Thursday
Thursday

Tuesday.
ESSANAY
KPATHE
\KI.KM

EDIS<

»X

Preceding
Pre<

\'\ ednesday

K \LKM

Wednesday.
That
da)

.IPSE
MK I.IKS
J'.li (GRAPH

. Thai day's release
Pr.-o-.ling Thursda\
Preceding Thursday

Thursday.
LUBIN
SELIG
KALEM
VITAGRAPH.,...

That
.lav's release
That day's release
.Preceding
Saturday
Preceding Saturday

Saturday.
GAUMONT
P ATI IK
LUBIN
BIOGRAPH

PH

That da)
That dax

That day's release
That
day's release
['receding
Monday
Preceding Monday

Tnat

Thursday.

1L BIN
BK (GRAPH

da)

\ I lAi.K \PIL. That day's release
EDISi (N .... Preceding Wednesday
URB-ECLIPSE
Preceding
\\ ed.
Saturday.
ESSANAY
That day's release
VITAGRAPH.... That day's release
LUBIN
Preceding
Thursday
SELIG
Preceding
Thur-day
Sunday.
4 Commercials

and

Divide

Saturdays

GAUM< (NT
PATHE
KALEM
PATHE

STREET.

Monday.
Preceding
Saturday
Preceding
Saturday
Preceding
Wednesday
Preceding
Wednesday

Tuesday.
PATHE
Preceding Monday
SELIG
Preceding
Monday
ME LIES
Preceding
Thursday
BIOGB \ PH.... Preceding
Thursday
Wednesday.
GAUMONIT
Preceding
Tuesday
ESSA NAY
Preceding Tuesday
KALEM
Preceding Friday
VITAGRAPH
Preceding FridayThursday.
EDIS< >N
Preceding
Wednesday
URB-ECLIPSE
Preceding
Wed.
ESSANAY
Preceding
Saturday
VITAGRAPH . . . Preceding
SaturdayFriday.
LUBIX
LUBIN
BIOGRAPH

PATHE
EDISON
EDISON
VITAGRAPH
4 Commercials

Preceding
Thursday
Preceding
Thursday
Preceding Monday
Preceding
Monday
Saturday.
Preceding
Friday
Preceding
Friday
Preceding
Tuesday
.... Preceding
Tuesday
Sunday.
and Divide

Saturdays

LUBIN
SELIG
KALEM
VITAGRAPH
2 Commercials.

Preceding
Thursday
Preceding
Thursday
Preceding
Friday
Preceding
Friday
Tuesday.

EDISON
Preceding
Friday
PATHE
Preceding
Friday
VITAGRAPH . . . Preceding
Saturday
ESSANAY
Preceding Saturday
2 Commercials.
Wednesday.
GAUMONT
PATHE
LUBIN
BIOGRAPH
2 Commercials.

Preceding
Preceding
Preceding
Precedii^

Saturday
Saturday
Mondaj

Thursday.
GAUMONT
Preceding Monday
SELIG
Preceding Monday
VITAGRAPH .... Preceding Tuesday
EDISON
Preceding Tuesday
2 Commercials.
Friday.
GAUMONT
Preceding
Tuesday
ESSAN A Y
Preceding Tuesday
KALEM
Preceding
Wednesday
PATHE
Preceding
Wednesday
2 Commercials.
Saturday.

EDISON

Preceding'
Saturday.

ESSANAY
1 rAUMONT
KALEM
PATHE

and Divide Saturdays

125TH STREET.
Monday.
Tuesday
Tuesday
Saturday
Saturday-

EDISON
Preceding Wednesday
URB-ECLIPSE
Preceding
Wed.
BIOGRAPH
Preceding Monday
LUBIN
Preceding Monday
Wednesday.
LUBIN
SELIG
\ IT VGRAPH.
EDISON

Preceding
Thursday
Preceding Thursday
. ..Preceding Tuesday
Preceding
Tuesday
Thursday.

EDISON
PATHE
KALEM
PATHE

Preceding Friday
Preceding
Friday
Preceding
Wednesday
Friday.
Preceding Wedne-day

GAUMONT
Preceding Saturday
PATHE
Preceding
Saturday
BIOGRAPH.... Preceding
Thursday
MELI ES
Preceding Thursday
Saturday.
PATHE
SELIG
KALEM
VITAGRAPH

4 Commercials

4 Commercials

Saturdays

Tuesda'y

Preceding Tuesday
Preceding Tuesday
Preceding Wednesday
Preceding
Wednesday
Sunday.

GAUMONT
Preceding
ESSANAY
Preceding
VITAGRAPH.... Preceding
ESSANAY
Preceding
Tuesday.

EDISON"
Preceding
Wednesday
URB-ECLIPSE
Preceding
Wed.
MELIES
Preceding
Thursday
BIOGRAPH.. ..Preceding
Thursday
2 Commercials.
Sunday.
and Divide

Preceding
Saturday
Preceding
Saturday
Preceding
Monday
Preceding
Friday.

PATHE
Preceding Monday
SELIG
Preceding
Monday
. ITAGRAPH.... Preceding
Tuesday

4 Commercials

JERSEY
CITY.
Monday.
TWENTY-THIRD

Preceding Friday
Preceding
Friday
\ ITAGRAPH.... Preceding Saturday
ESSANAY
Preceding Saturday

I rAUMONT

Preeedin"
Preceding
Friday.

KALEM

Friday.
EDISON
PATHE
VTTAGRAPH..
ESSANAY

That day's release
Preceding
M..nda\
Preceding
Thursday.

GAl
MONT
ESSANAY

Preceding Thursday
Preceding
Thursday
Preceding Friday
Preceding Friday
Wednesday.

That da)

PATHE
PATHE
SELIG

MELIES

That day's release
That day's release
Preceding
Frida\

LI BIN
SELIG
KALEM
VTTAGRAPH

S I rAGRAPH. .. I hat da)
<< U MONT
Preceding
PATHE
Preceding
Wednesday.

Preceding Monday
Preceding
Monday
Preceding Friday
Preceding FridaySunday.
and Divide

Saturdays
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Letters to the Editor
DETROIT

GAS

ENGINE

MAKES

I have had five months' experience with
am next to the troubles. Would be glad
with a Detroit engine, if they have trouble
I am a constant reader of your paper, and
not do without it
Yours very truly,
DR. F.
TOO
Editor Moving

MUCH

this outfit, and
to help anyone
positively can-

GUM-SUCKING

Picture World:

it's downright
mean the way they rub it in, just because
they
have a chance
In all seriousness, however, this kissing business is much
overdone, Many an otherwise artistic performance is spoiled,
made commonplace and cheapened It is not particularly
elevating 1
n ir does it giv<
■ ptionall)
high ideals of the fail
many another feature, cm well be left to the imagination of
the audience
Popular songs and song slides supi
all the ordinary
1■
I for one am vetting tired ..1 blushing for such unblushing
osculatory exhibiti
voti and the Moving
Picture
World
the best of
success in elevating the picture play and thanking

BY ALL MEANS

HAVE

MONDAY,

ptgea,
TOUTS,

A NATIONAL CONVENTION.
Iron*
1. Mich . March 1 s, [01 1
P ture World
11 old subscriber to your papei and a< an
old exhibhoi 1 wish to commend th<- stand you are taking
toward an open market
peratoi 1 worked
North, South, Baal and Wert
ud ins experience was then that the average moving picture
■now managei had about as much intelligt 1
but now, aftei everal veai . in the show verrtai ulai
getting "wi --d up" and it is high time they started
to put
the busine ■ on the footii •■ th< j warn it and the
thai will ever be accomplished 1- for th< •

APRIL

Kith

"An An Adventure
in Sicily"
American Among the Brigands
FRIDAY.

APRIL

14th

"Willie's
Winning Ways'
A Story cf the Bermuda Derby

YANKEE

FILM CO. A

344 East 32d St.

New York City

^J

A First-Class Independent

Commercial Service
WITH PROMPT DELIVERY FOR
OUT-OF-TOWN EXHIBITORS

Reels $1;22 and up
POSTERS

AND

BANNERS

SUPPLIED

Full Line of Moving Picture Supplies at Cut Rjte$
WIRE,

WRITE

OR

PHONE

The Film Exchange
67 West 14th St.,
PHONE

M. CHILDS

Dear Sir:— With all this valued talk of progress I would
fain drop in my little oar and implore the makers of pictures,
in Heaven's name, to get next to themselves and cut out
this everlasting o-culation, catch-as-catch-can, 200-foot-long■oul-kiss-embraces which spoil about one-half of the best
dramatic subjects at the present time. I don't blame the
leading men for taking advantage of their opportunities; in
fact, it may be that I am just plain jealous, but nevertheless

the many valuabli
I am very trulv

Two More World Tour Yanks

GOOD

Villisca, la., March 19, 1911.
Editor Moving Picture World: —
For the purpose of giving lectures in towns where the
«lectric current is not sufficient to project a clear picture, I
bought of the Detroit Engine Works, one of their electric
light producing engines, and I must say that it gives wonderful roult^. The engine I have is a 3 horse-powgr coaloil engine, with a 60-volt generator, direct current, which
weighs 450 pounds
At the Temple Theater, Red Oak, Iowa, the lights were so
uncertain that I used my outfit, which furnished power
enough to burn 36 sixteen candle-power carbon lights, fifteen
of which were in the auditorium, and the remainder in the
ticket office, entrance and on the stage, and gave a much
better light than the 70 sixteen candle-power city lights.
At my new theater, the Detroit, I run ten 4 C. P. carbon
lights in front; one sixteen in the ticket office, one eight at
the entrance, one eight at the center and one 8 at each exit,
which run all the time while the arc is on. Twelve sixteen
candle-power carbons in auditorium which are off when arc
is on. We pull 52 to 55 volts when arc is on and get fine
pictures. We have only missed one night, and that was on
account of batteries. It costs me ninety-five cents per week
for coal-oi{, and we run from 7 until 10 o'clock. Two -how,
a night, each containing three reels. Sometimes I give two
reels over. I play the piano, and between reels I see that
the coal-oil feed is all right That i- all the attention this
outfit gets from me
I would advise anyone who is getting a stationary engine
to purchase a 6 H P. engine, with 60-volt direct current
generator, 2j/£ K. W ., and it will give the desired juice. You
can double the amount of light by using Tungsten 20-watt
lamps.
For a dandy outfit, get Detroit double-cylinder engine and
6 K. W. direct current generator, and you can run fans and
any number of lights at a very small cost.

MOVING
Our

new

presenl
ments

PICTURE
style Arc

New York City

5966 CHELSEA

Lamp

EXHIBITORS
and Carbon

New V rk ,i;.|>r vti t" meet
Carbon holders will fit on tl

Lamps
Price orfortl complete Vrc
complete, n
at all the Film Exchanges

M l) ami ■

Lamp,

Jaw!

»itl

PUl

>Hlt

.It

$1

Ii your dealer has none, send

rnesTEiNiFi.ce, ;^.;^(,

EXTRA!

EXTRA!

EXTRA!

New York Factory
Fire
Disaster
Almost
150 live- lost in worst holocaust
in yi
Picture taken l>\ pecial photographef 1 I
minutes ifte fire started.
25 slide* with lithograph* $10.00— I
Write, "ire or phoru\

NEW

YORK

Ill Market

PICTURE

St.

CO.

Pittsburgh, l\i

rill".

MOVING

PICTURE

national
exhibitoi ■
select the besl each week,
lti.it will put an end to trusts
and other organizations tl
'' ",1 ,Ik' **•
What .1 joke il is when we stop to think ol the way we
got things handed to us we, th< men who risk our all in
. >od amusement, education and enlightenment nun
out-of-tm .
the world, and then to be dictated
avored few who, down in their hearts, give us
credit for being nothing b
In closing my remarks 1 wish to add that in my opinion
the entire moving picture business owes a never-ending debt
of gratitude to the men who have always had the best interbusiness at heart
the editors of the Moving Picture World.
Trusting 1 may have the pleasure oi meeting you at the
convention, 1 am
Yours Resp.
W. F kl'.l.l.KN . Temple Theater.
J. S. C. WANTS INFORMATION.
New York. March 22, [OH.
Editor Moving Picture World.
Dear Sir: 1 am a reader of the World and it seems to me
as though the moving picture business i- one in which there
>t many different positions and consequent opportunities !•> advance in a profitable and interesting business.
Will some reader, who know-, tell me through the World
if tin- i- a khimI Im-ine-- for a young man to learn. J. S. C.
J. S.
and -tate
his qualifications,
we (Itmay
lie ».'
ablewillto call
find orhimwrite
a position
in what
is, indeed, a
"good business." We have been tin mean- of placing many
Who are now making their mark in the field. — Ed. M. P. W.]
FROM
A PROGRESSIVE EXHIBITOR.
Bellefontaine, Ohio. March jo. ton.
Moving Picture World.
Sir: — Enclosed find renewal of my subscription to
the Moving Picture World
1 read every word in the World,
and I am especially interested in tin- Operators' and Manaimn, and also the Comments on the Films.
I depend a great deal on the commentfor selection of programme and advertising purposes, and 1 am very much disappointed when I get a picture that ha- not been reviewed.
I dislike very much some article- that I have read in a
j m. slurring Mr. Richardson, and also the Taylor
School.
While Mr. Richardson may not be infallible. I have
derived a wonderf il benefit from hi- writings in the Moving
Picture World.
Regarding tin- Taylor School: I am taking their correspondence course, and, while they are pretty slow in sending the instructions. I have been benefited very much by
what I have already received. You will see by my letterhead that good projection i- our hobby and the best of music
our aim: and so far as results go, I have to turn people away
in -pite of strong opposition
If there is any fault I can find with the trade papers it is
that, on a few occasions, the editors have indulged too freely
in personalities. 1 know it i- hard to keep quiet when the
other fellow is knocking, but the majority of your readers
care nothing for his kind of dope.
With best wishes for the success of the World I am,
Y'ours for high cla-.- entertainments,
F. E. RUTTER, Manager The Royal Theater.
Editor

REELS SHOULD BE INSPECTED AT FACTORY.
New York. March io, 1911,
Editor Moving Picture World.
Gentlemen: — What independent producer has a uniform
photographic quality? Biograph. Yitagraph, Edison, Essanay and Lubin, all have their photographic standards, and
the product- are nearly always of uniform quality. The independents, however, seem of the opinion that good photography doe- not count, a- long as cowboys and Indians are
in evidence. "The Last Laugh," a Reliance, for instance, had
eriors which -polled the whole reel.
The titles "crawled" so badly that it was almost impossible
for the operator to keep them in frame long enough to be
read. This -hows plainly that the reel had not been projected before leaving the factory. The writer is inspector of
reel- at an independent exchange, and realizes the importance of carefully examining them before distribution. It is
not fair to exchange- and exhibitors to have to accept these
half-good and half-bad reels. Just as soon as a producer
make- a reputation, then down goe< the quality, instead of
keeping up the good work
II. LYMAN
BROENING.

WORLD
A PLEA

in the business and are

FOR AN OPEN MARKET.
Inaconda, Mont. March 14. ton.

the

various concerns interested in this business certainly
■ guessing a- t- the outcome of the game
1 hope
some da) to enter the manufacturing field through the advertising and the educational ends of the game. In other
words apply motion picture- to the same use that the kodak
and other camera- are now used for. Having a thorough,
practical knowledge of photography in all its branches, I
feel that 1 would make good provided I could cater to an
open market.
I agree with the writer of the article- in the issues of
February 25th and March nth that if we do not have an
open market, it will mean the death of motion pictures
within a few year- I want to see the time when the motion
picture will be -old and exhibited on u- merits True, the
Patents Company, licensees, are turning out some very good
picture-, also some of tin Sale- Company member-, but
there are other men that could and would turn out pictures
that would excel even the best products these two factions
are turning out. if it were not for the tactics em:
keep the truly independent manufacturer out of the held.
In conclusion I want to thank the Moving Picture World
for its many favors to me and assure you that I shall always
recommend it whenever possible, although I do not think it
med- any 1 sting, as il -peak- for it-elf. I am.
Yours very truly. W C. B \< H.
"KEEP AFTER 'EM."
Winona,
Minn. March 24. iqii.
Iln Moving Picture World.
Gentlemen: — As one of your regular readers, permit me to
-ay that I greatly appreciate the absolutely independent position you occupy with your publication.
We are glad to -ee you "put the knife in" wherever it is
I a few copies of "The Film Index," one
would think the "trust film" was never made that ever contained a weak plot or an inconsistent situation. On the
other hand,
it
is
refreshing
see you "hand
it" photography
to the independent releases that are so towretchedly
poor in
and contain so little attention to even the simplest details.
Keep after 'em; that's your "life work."
Why is it that practically every issue of the "Imp" films.
for instance, are so "chalky" and lack the tone values of
good
photography'
I haveprinters
watchedcare
many
"Imp"
and amIf
beginning
to think their
littlean for
quality.
they did I am sure they would keep at least some details in
their shadows, equalize their tone values more and incidentally print a rock steady positive. Other independents are
now doing 11. but 1 note, with regret, that most of the-e are
of foreign make.
Sincerely,

BENJ. HUNTLEY.

PATHOS.
Sutton, Neb.. March 22, 191 1.
Publishers Moving Picture World.
Dear Sirs: — Please cut me off your list. I am out of business, "pinched out" by the Patents Co. When I got in "a
short row of stumps" the Sales Company wouldn't, do a
thing for me to help out. The others are a cold proposition
and their professions are 101 per cent wind.
Truly yours,
DR. M. V. CLARK.
3 Tremont Row, Boston, Mass., March 13, 191 1.
Moving Picture World.
Dear Sir: — As a subscriber, I wish you all success. Your
paper is O K. The picture business is good in and around
Boston.
We have had more people looking for theater investments inthe past six weeks than in the past six months
previous.
Propositions in
the theater
Yours
truly, line find ready buyers.
B. O. WETMORE, Empire Exchange.
HOW HE LINES 'EM UP.
Huron, S. D., March 17, 191 1.
Editor Moving Picture World.
Dear Sir: — Having lots of trouble keeping the chairs the
right distance apart, a local manager had a strip nailed on
the floor for each row of chairs.
Yours truly,
G. M. ANDERSON.
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Announcement !

Two Western Reels Each Week
Mondays and Thursdays
Will be released by the American
Film Manufacturing Company commencing week of April 24th.

t

Remember " The Squaw and the
Man"- "The Tenderfoot's Roundup"
— "Bertie's Bandit "-" In the Land
of Cactus"? Two such subjects each
week will be released by us from
now on.

Real Western.
Western films made IN the West
OF the West - BY our Western
Company.

Release

i

Americans —Nothing but Western—commencing week of April 24th.

hereafter will

ALL "Americans"
" Western."

z s

d 11 11

Two "AMERICAN WESTERNS"
each week. Mondays and Thursdays.

of Monday,

April 3rd,

"A Cure for Laziness" and Oh ! You Suffragette"
A split reel comedy

that gui

Release

of Thursday,

"REDDY'S
edingly

April 6th,

REDEMPTION

strong and virile Drama
An original story told

dealing with the reformatio
in an original manner.

REMEMBER commencing week of April 24th
TWO AMERICAN
WESTERNS
EVERY WEEK

AMERICAN
nJ—1

Bank

FILM
Floor,

MANUFACTURING

Ashland

Block,

MOTIOGRAPH

NOW

Chicago,

CO.

4S

II

id

THE

1911

MODEL

BRICKBATS

AND

CANNOT STOP THE RAPID ADVANCE
midline THE MOTIOGRAPH.
A MARVEL OF SIMPLICITY,
combining
Acci libililj ..i l'..i
THE MACHINE THAT
STANDS
COMPARISON.
THE MOTIOCKAPH
i , ,- 1 • -,. u !!,,:, ;r PICTURES
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LICENSED.
"Who Gets the Order" (Edisi n) A lively and laughable
comedy purporting to depict the adventures of two ambitious
salesmen after the same order Broken locomotives, unruly
automobiles unmanageable bicycles and .-low wagons all
play their part in the drama of business. Eventually they
both reach the goal at the same moment, the order is divided
between them and the film end- with everybody happy.
"A Sawmill Hero" (Kalem). A melo-drama picturing
activities in the lumber camps. A young man, too indifferent to do his work in college through a succession of events
becomes a sawmill hero and discovers to his surpn-e that the
owner 1- his lather. A little love tale is interwoven among
the other exciting events. The scenery in and about the
lumber camp is good and affords a reasonably accurate impression of how it actually looks.
"The Cattle Rustlers" (Pathe). — A Western picture built
largely upon the same basis as others of this character. A
\ is included, but the picture offers no striking
variation from many others which have preceded it.
"The Money Lender" (Urban). — Another roast upon lenders of money, intimating that as a class they are heartless
and cruel, taking undue advantage of the simple fisher folk
forced by circumstances to borrow from them. A haunting
vision drives this one to distraction and he falls from a cliff
to hi-, death in the sea. The picture has little to commend
it except the excellent outdoor photography.
"Nemours, and the Banks of the River Loing, France"
(Urban). — A series of interesting views along this picturesque
Like all
Urban's
outdoor forwork
graphy instream.
this needs
no of
praise.
It speaks
itself.the photo"The
Operator"
— A Itstory
carries the Lonedale
audience with
a rush (Biograph).
and a whirl.
movesthat
swiftly
through the -cenes that makci the audience sit with bated
breath until it 1^ over. The distinctive feature is a girl holding the robbers at bay with a nickel-plated wrench that looks
like a pistol. This scene is the most important and is managed with skill. The rush of the locomotive is exciting as it
flies over the rails bearing assistance to the girl. The fact
that the engineer's part is played by an actor who is an
engineer insures accuracy of detail in handling the huge machine. But such scenes have been enacted before. It is a
novelty to see two men at bay before a wrench. The actress
who performs this feat so acceptably deserves credit for her
work.
"Bridget and the Egg" (Lubin). — A comedy detailing
Bridget's her.
experience
with a ofchina
egg egg
whichwithnaughty
brought
The breaking
the real
an axe Willie
is an
absurd, but funny act, and what Willie got when he was discovered will make almost any audience laugh.
"The Spinster's Legacy" (Lubin). — A comedy, which is at
the same time a shrewd character study. To see the loungers
around an old-fashioned grocery store so acceptably reprodued is sufficient to attract, and the way they go to see Priscilla when she acquires wealth i- amusing, but is strangely
in accordance with facts. But Si, whose affection wa- not
concerned with the dollars and cents, was the lucky fellow.
He got the girl and the money, too.
"SirturePercy
the Punchers"
— A Westernof picwhich is and
intended
to illustrate(Melies).
the characteristics
the
cowboy. Probably Sir Percy gets what any bunch of cowboys would give him under similar conditions, but it must be
remembered in looking at pictures like this that in effect it
is
as reading
story.
part Sir
is played
lifetheandsame
animation,
and a the
finalThe
scenegirl's
where
Percy with
runs
the gauntlet will please those who like Western pictures of
this type.
"The Way
of the Transgressor"
iSelig).—
The story
and desertion,
with a wife
and child
left of
to
suffer the consequences of a man's ill-doing. Afterward the man's puni-hment comes, while the woman
and child are made happy. The picture is a sermon upon the results of evil-doing and as such should be
judged upon its merits as an illustration of the oft-repeated
assertion that the transgressor will be duly punished. Perhaps it is unwise in considering a film of this kind to think
how many transgressors, even of the type represented here,

\\'i »KI.D

escape, or seem to escape, the re-u*t> of their wrong doing.
If the film i- accepted a- it i- with no consideration of actual
facts, it i- a good story and is well enough acted to enforce
the moral evidently intended.
"The Disreputable Mr. Reagan" (Edison).— A story of
the Ea-t Side of New York by Kichard Harding Davis satisfactorily interpreted by the Edison players. Perhaps its
chief intere-t lies in the East Side realism which finds graphic
expression in the tumble down tenements, the robbery in
the saloon and the chase by the police. The little girl and
her big protector are not impossible characters, yet sach
are extremely rare in that haunt of sorrow and
hunger. This gives the picture a human touch which adds
to n- interest and assists in the dramatic interpretation of
a hie little known outside of Nov York. The audience
expresses
its approval
the result
in Reagan's
The
Sunday school
idea of of
reform
is gratified
when case.
it is made
plain that he decide- to turn over a new leaf, as the saying
goes,
and care for the little waif whom fate thus placed in
Ins way.
"Rescued from the Desert" (Kalem). — A melodramatic
picture made on the desert in Arizona and accurate so far
as scenery is concerned. The story told is not altogether
pleasing, yet possibly such instances have occurred in years
pa-t To send a man into the desert is a sentence which is
equivalent to lynching, only less humane. The part the
Indian plays may represent the better side of an Indian's
nature, yet itPoets
is to have
be feared
that qualities
it is largely
a novelist's
conception.
ascribed
to Indians
that
those familiar with them deny, yet motion picture people
have perMstently emphasized these denied qualities. The
Kalem pictures, judged from the standard of the class of
literature to which they belong are interesting, but they are
not to be compared with those which interpret higher forms.
"The Lieutenant's Love" (Pathe). — A story of love which
concerned two men in the German army and ends with disappointment for the unfortunate girl, who discovers the
man -he wants can never marry her because of the difference
in rank of her father and his. In a vague sort of way these
differences are known to the people of this country. But a
film like this is not clearly understood by a majority of the
average audience because these subtle distinctions of rank
are not known here and therefore the troubles based upon
them are meaningless. As a love Story and an exhibition
of uniforms this picture is interesting. Further than that it
will scarcely be understood in America.
"The Widow Visits Sprigtown" (Vitagraph). — A comedy
illustrating the adventures of a stunning widow whose makeup is a dream, but whose every charm is artificial. Jealous
maidens plan an exposure, but are thwarted in their nefarious scheme and the widow disappears with her ancient
admirer and rescuer, leaving- a lock of her false hair for
each of the young men as a memento of her brilliant visit.
Played with the snap and vigor which arc characteristic
qualities of the Vitagraph players this picture should be
"A Thwarted Vengeance" (Essanay).— A highly sensapopular.
tional film, depicting wild Western scenes with a degree of
realism that is not altogether pleasant, but fascinating. A
girl i< kidnapped, and trussed up to a tree in front of her
lover'sthecabin,
while ofthemurdering
kidnapper him.
goe= In
in this
and he
findsis the
lover
with
intention
thwarted
and
l- afterward
by the
This is all
sensational
enough,shot
but dead
is saved
fromgirl's
the lover.
usual disagreeable
coarseness by the excellent acting. Usually such
films are more or less disagreeable, but in this instance the
acting i- its saving grace and the audience plainly expresses
its approval.
"Cupid's Conquest" (GaumontV — A love story representing a father objecting to a wedding, but when a statue of
Cupid comes to life and argues the matter with him, by
showing him in reminiscence some of the -cenes from his
own younger days, he relents. The picture has many pretty
scenes which add to its attractiveness.
"People of the Arabian Desert" (Gaumont). — A travelogue
presenting interesting views of the desert and its people.
There is a bey with his suite, a funeral and other phases of
life which are interesting.
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"The Kid from Arizona" (Pathe) \n improbable Wesl
era picture, repn
oi a kid
who fights and wins ovei Western bullies. Such stories
always please There is a feeling ol exultation when a small,
<>r weak man. ..\ :
i and stronger than himself. Ami. even though the stor> told i= improbable, everyone who sees the picture will enjoj it and In- ready t<' applaud the kul
"Little Lad in Dixie" (Vitagraph) \ sermon on the horrors "l war which should be included in tin- peace propaganda. The little boy i> manlj and rights for what he beQeves i- right, laying down In- life in the defense of what
he believes t" be his country. Thou comes the wild ride of
his mother and her grief when she finds him dead. It 1war from another viewpoint, equally a- horrible a- those
presented heretofore. Omul meeliaiin.il work has helped
materially in the production of tin- film.
"Prisci'lla's
April sceneFool Joke"
— A comedy
presenting amusing
without(Biograph).
tin- introduction
of slapstick methods. It i- acted with the care which characterizes
most of the work ,,| tin- Biograph players and makes a
favorable impression upon the audience. Priscilla's rage
when -he discovers another girl in her place is a good bit
oi work, and the frenzy of the company when they find
the wraps ,,n the shore, pointing to suicide, is good enough
to he humorous.
(Biograph)
\ slap-tick
old"Cured"
gentleman
afflicted with
the gout,comedy
whose introducing
wheel chair anis
stolen by a tramp and all sorts of capers are cut.
Then
j gent gets the trouncing that was due the tramp.
"Her Child's Honor" (Lubin). The interest in this picture increases in intensity as it runs, to the climax which
come- with the second marriage with the doctor, and the
death which follows immediately. It is an interesting complication, developing dramatic situations not commonly seen
, in photoplays. The duel, in which the man and woman are
mortally wounded, is properly suppressed. The results are
sufficient. The death of the man first, allowing the woman
to marry again with her last breath, insuring her child's
honor, is a fitting close to a picture altogether out of the
ordinary. The acting is upon a high plane and the photography is clear.
"Love in Madrid" (Pathe).— A love story of no particular
strength, introducing characters that fall in love and arrange
for a marriage with an abandon and -peed that are altogether
astonishing. A duel over the girl enlivens the picture somewhat. The settings are somewhat interesting since they
probably reproduce characteristic scenes in Madrid, or, at
least, in a Spanish town.
"Her Adopted Fathers" (Selig). — Beginning in a shipwreck
the picture depicts the life history of a girl adopted by
kindheartcd ti-hermen, marries an artist, but shortly finds
her way back to the old men never to leave them again.
Why are arti-t- so often made the scapegoats in pictures
of this sort? They are no more untrue or cruel than other
men and scarcely deserve the condemnation they get.
INDEPENDENT.
"The Fakir's New Servant" (Great Northern).— An interesting trick picture, representing a magician performing all
sorts of strange stunts, some of them clever, indeed. But
when his servant undertakes the same things he gets into
enough trouble to keep the audience busy laughing until the
picture ends.
"Troubles of a Trip" (Great Northern). — A lively comedy,
showing the difficulties that arose to prevent Jones from
time upon his trip to the city as he expected. Mrs. Jones makes it very plain that she objects,
and in this objection, which is vigorously interposed as he
is beginning to enjoy himself with his hilarious friends, lies
the fun of the picture.
"Toto Wants to Get Thinner" (Itala)J— A lively comedy
presenting in humorous fashion Toto's frantic attempts to
reduce his Hcsh. The ways he adopts will supply suggestions for almo-t any anti-fat campaign desired.
"Ogallalah" (Powers). — An Indian picture which seems
to illustrate the Indian characteristics as they are commonly
understood. The relentless pursuit of the kidnapper by the
Indian, the long shot with his bow and the final vengeance
are accurate in their delineation of Indian character. There
is no mawkish sentimentality here. It is savage and cruel,
as Indians are by nature. It is somewhat disagreeable, but
it- strength cannot be denied.
"Hurrah!howHurrah!
Letpeople
Us Marry"
(Eclair).—tricked
A comedy
depicting
two old
were cleverly
into
allowing their son and daughter to marry, and as a climax
decide to marry themselves. A lively little play, with sufficient bright incidents to keep the audience interested.
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"Sweet Memories"
(Imp)
\ •
picture,
showing, a- in a vision a mother's past life Most of the
incidents will appeal to th. .m-r.^i- person in the audience
ttition of in- own. Not all have duel-, but the
homely scenes are reproductions ^i what befall most men
and women .., life.
"Tom and Jerry" (Yanl
i a man whose
reason deserted him through a combination ol di
and was restored through a visit to hi- daughter's home.
The story i- clearly told and the're is sufficient patho- in it
to develop a strong luan interest.
"The Talesman" (American). — A dramatic tale offering
some unusual situations and telling a story which i- clear
and satisfactorily
interpreted
The
audience
followed
it
closely and though they did not applaud they were visibly
pleased with it
"The Truth" (Nestor) \ good picture with a number of
strikingly impressive -cenes, photographed, -taged and acted
after the high standard for which the Nestor product is
noted.lineThe
story i-moments.
not a thriller, but it is well punctuated
with
dramatic
"The Pay Roll" (Champion).- A Western picture with a
hold-up. a lively battle with the bandits in which a woman
i- killed, then years after the man kidnaps a girl and carlie- her away to his cabin where she is shown to be his own
daughter. That's a long list of exciting incidents, none of
them improbabe and all admirably worked out. As has been
pointed out before in these column- kidnapping women is
-o much a thing of tin- past that it is scarcely advisable in
motion pictures, and fortunately few producers utilize an
incident like this. Maybe it is justifiable in this instance because of the n »vel situation when the denouement comes in
the cabin. The film gets its name from the fact that bandits
rob a paymaster on hi- way to a ranch to pay off the men.
The film has much of merit in it, with plenty of thrilling
action and a touch of pathos at the close when the girl leaves
the gocabin
real father,
to
with ofherherfoster
father. where she was held' a prisoner,
"Could You Blame Him?" (Nestor). — A lively comedy,
graphically depicting the experience of a young husband
when he attempts to deceive a wealthy uncle regarding his
marriage. The wife and a friend induced to pose as her husband make life miserable for the young man. Then, when
the uncle discovers the deception, there is consternation indeed. There are plenty of interesting and laughable situation- and the audience extract- a liberal -hare of amusement
from the picture. The photography is of the quality always
offered by the Nestor people.
"Tweedledum's April Fool Joke" ( Ambrosio).— Here is
this favorite fun-maker in another interesting and altogether
amusing complication in honor of April Fool's day. As
usual in such cases made and provided, the working out of
the comedy affords liberal opportunity for concatenation.
"Cupid's Victory" (Solax). — A rather lively love story
based upon a marital mix-up that threatened a voyage on
stormy seas, but turned into smooth sailing under the
machinations of Cupid. Everybody married whom he or she
wanted eventually, though at first it looked like a long series
of disappointments. The photography is good and the audience -eemed interested from beginning to end.
"When the Red Turned Gray" (Reliance).— A well executed trick picture, purporting to represent the experiences
of a man who imbibed too freely. The things he sees are as
strange as rlie wildest dreams of fancy. Only cracked ice
brings relief. Some of the disappearances are well managed
and add much to the interest in the film.
"The Harem Skirt" (American).— Here is a funny one that
will set your audience to laughing. It is based upon the
much discussed skirt which is really a pair of trousers and
which has almost created riots wherever a woman wearing
one ha- appeared in public. It ought to perform the same
operation in your theater. The idea is well developed and
the acting, which is a string of experiences, is sufficiently in
harmony with the subject to keep up the delusion.
"Five Hours" (Rex).— A picture based upon a bet that it is
comparatively easy to enter a house and steal something.
The actor who plays the leading role is clever and performs
his part well. The complication with the girl adds interest,
as does what comes afterward. That the man wins the bet
is assured. The picture was made for that purpose. It is a
good story, well told, with plenty of action and a novel basis.
These combine to make a good film.
"The Penniless Prince" (Imp.)— A melo-dramatic story of
a German prince, penniless as most princes are, and the love
of a Cuban planter's daughter. The feature is the sacrifice
of the girl's lover to obtain money for the prince, though it
is not plain just why this was necessary.
Then the prince
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falls heir to vast estates and marries the girl. The scenery
is a marked feature of the film, and the story moves forward
with a swing that carries the audience with it almost irresistibly. The outdoor photography is excellent.
"Edith has Some Sport" (.Luxj. — A lively storj
with a somewhat boisterous chase; yet, withal, a pleading
enough picture of its kind. Some of the peculiar things that
happen to Edith while she is shooting suggest humi i
sibilitit-- when u^ing a gun. Ultimately, however, her riotous
method of shooting at everything she sees brings her to grief
and her father is called upon to settle. The audience has
been well entertained during the running of the film.
"Out of the Depths" i Solax). — A pleasant story of a young
man's success in overcoming obstacles and makinof so much account that his past is overlooked. There is
little in it that can be called dramatic, but the story is well
told and rewarded
the youngin man's
effortThe
to make
way upward
happily
the end.
cruel his
-tepfather
receivesis
his deserts, which seems to increase the interest of the picture and the scene in which the young man is wounded defending the banker is well managed and thrilling. In some
ways it is rather an impossible story, yet none the less interesting for that reason.
"The Tramp" (Thanhouser).— One feature in this picture
will interest as a novelty. Instead of causing the tramp to
refor mand become a leading village light they show him
listening to the call of the road and send him again upon his
way. This makes the picture notable. It change- the conventional ending for such pictures and creates a new impression a- the tramp steals away to escape being rewarded
for hi- excellences of conduct. Otherwise the film tells a
good story and represents an ordinary tramp doing what
many ordinary tramps have -done heretofore. The finale is
the best part of the story and causes the one who sees it to
want to see more.
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"Love's Ebb and Flood" (Yankee).— A story of cruelty, of
love and a marital mixup which holds the attention of the
audience to the denouement which brings things out pleasantly for all excepting the villain. He is sent over a cliff to
his death, and his demise makes two hearts happy
permits his wife to marry the man who has been importuning
her for a year. It is difficult to describe such a picture and
any criticism which may be' made upon it will probably not
be concurred in by many who -re it. Perhaps it is sufficient
to say that the parts are well acted and that the wife exhibits satisfying emotion when hei
in his reher to marry him.
The picture sugg
thought that human lives are often actually thus mixed and
men and women grope blindly along, much as they do here,
working out their own fate in ways that they themselves
do not know.
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THE BROKEN CROSS — \ country boy on leaving
hl« lit 1 1..-, urtore (or the city
to Beek nil fortune plights his troth. The girl
breaks In two a cross, giving him on.- h
lore token agreeing that If either wishes to break
tbe engagement he or she will send back the piece,
in the city n manicure clrl becomes impressed with
him and tries to win blm for herself by sending
him a pi,
- purporting to come
from bis country girl sweetheart. Her scheme at
first seems to be successful, but he discovers the
parts do not match and so. disgusted with the falseness of city llTlng. goes back to tbe country and
bis little aweetbeart.

THE LETTER WITH THE RED SEAL— A pnet.
named Duval. Is In the habit of singing long*
against the government, and particularly against
Barras. Amongst those who listen to him la a
great lady, who falls in love with him. She acquaints him with this fact, but as be Is already
married.
he repulses
her. The lady In
denounces him to Berras, with —v ~n she Is friendly.
Duval Is condemned
The condemned
n
Barras In
tears, and l..-- t., accompany her husband into
exile. The Tribunal consents on condition that
she delivers to the captain of the ship an envelope
fastened up: ,r-,l -,-.,)«. .,,,1 hearing the inserlption.
"You will not open this letter until von roach 4f»
latitude south and 67 deg. ">2 mln.
longitude nln.
I
<"aln and the young pair soon become
pplly

ii ii t i t the

time

g of the letter. The captain
finds it contains Instructions to shoot the exile
■ news.
The latter
Immediately gives himself up. But as the soldiers
are ready,
the h-ok-out
man
reports
a pirate's
• called upon to defend
In whichand Du'tL_ " >_
ravery,
n no longer think of carrying out the execution.
When
the vessel once more
reaches
harh,,r the
captain takes tbe young couple with him to report
learning of Duval's conduct,
gives blm n partdon.
THE CITY OF AMALFI
IN ITALY.— The film
\ ietry to Amain1 ,.n
with tbelr t --■ harbors.
eoast is the little vlli with its houses built on steep
midst of orange groves.

URBAN-ECLIPSE.
AT THE
OLD MILL.— To the old miller and his
wife con .
their crusty old landlord that be will distrain for rent, which Is overflue, unless he is given tbelr daughter In maris a lover. John, but
after a lot
, - that h-r first duty
Is to her parents, and she writes, fixing a last
meeting with Jol
He, however, refoai
lee if be ean persuade the
landlord
tc
meet and I

THE

a plan it.' The mountebank suffers in silence this
separation, but finally, unable to endure It he
goes back to the bouse, but is turned away by the
butler. Determined to get in and see his wife
and child he climbs through the window. Is discovered, arrested and about to be taken to prison
liberty.
when the little child appears nnd begs her father's
THE TRADING STAMP MANIA.— Mrs. Billy
kisses .Mr. Billy good-bye and be leaves for work.
ral 1
Immediately
after hismi.departure Mrs. B. looks up
her trading stamp books
and finds
s left t
giving double stamps in tbe
lng. Consequently. Mrs. B. start
t the
stamp collecting that would get
lost households
2 o'clock
Mr.
Mrs. Billy is still absent, so tbe
lonely representatli
to get his own lunch.
In the midst
interrupted by a call at the bell
goes to open
the door, admitting a boy with about fifty I, on, lies.
While he sits down to examine these, the kitchen
Is flooded and when he returns he finishes his lunch
knee deep In water. This gives him a cold and he
promptly goes to bed. where Mrs. B. finds him
when she returns. She then goes for tbe doctor,
but finding that be gives double stamps for morning calls, postpones the trip for the next day, while
poor
Billy day,
lies Mrs.
in bedBilly
sick.has After
the next
only the
one doctor's
page leftvisit
to
fill, so she buys a coffin at an undertaking establishment where they give stamps. Then she goes
to a premium parlor and gets in return for all her
books the loveliest little lamp that ever sold for
98c. This she brings borne and promptly lights.
Of course, the fool thing explodes and the whole
house Is set on fire, poor Billy dancing an accompaniment with the playing of the hose in his bare
feet. In the midst of all the confusion Mr. Solemncoly, the undertaker, enters with the coffin.
The result can be better imagined than told. Anyhow, Mrs. Billy never saved another stamp.
THE THREE WHIFFLES.— Many people will remember "Whiffles" Double" and tbe interest It
caused because the two parts were played by the
same person In the same scene. In the "Three
Whiffles' ' one man plays the father and bis two
sons all in the same scene at the same time, making a fascinating trick film which will mystify the
wisest. The story Is of two boys, one good and
one mlschlevlous and the latter gets Into all sorts
of scrapes for which bis twin brother gets blamed
by the father who looks as much like his sons as
three peas in a pod. Of course, good Earnest
Whiffles protests his Innocence, and bad Tommy
Whiffles Is tickled to death over Earnest's trouble,
and the whole is exceedingly funny from start to
finish.
THE WHITE SUUAW.— A band of settlers camped for the night are attacked by Indians. Jim, a
boy of 14, escapes, nnd little Jeanette Is locked
In a chest by her father Just before he Is killed.
The Indians take the chest and when they find
only a little girl In It they adopt her. Jim is
found by trappers and brought up In the wild.
Ten years roll around and one day Jim is struck
down by an Indian and carried captive to tbelr
camp. Here he is tied to a tree and a young woman talks to him. Jim discovers her Identity and
tells her he Is her brother. They escape In the
night and striking the stage trail take passage on
re. This Is overtaken by tbe Indians and a great fight follows with the Indians
victorious.
Jim
Is left
for dead
and
"White
Squaw"
(Jeanette) Is carried away.
Cowboys
upon another
the rifledfight
stageensues.
coach, This
however,
and
time and
the glPalefaces
'a and Jeanette Is carried off to her brother, who
recovering, never to be separated again.
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BEST GIRL AFTER ALL.— Arthur Douglass
rifle, but when oue of bis friends wanted
■Jo two roung ladies out to dinner, be
• nptatlon
So after a bit of
:. to put
wlfey
off the
■ Ii of tract
a success that
el bis head twirling aud retired to an
, ■ little nap. There he
i.it his wife had found him out; had dl»ii with the girls aud bad Joined the party
aimed wllh a horsewhip,
with which she lasbed
him through t lie streets before the astonish. .
interesting operation Arthur awoke
II" ' that It was only a dream t

that this Is his lost
ohild riedand
I- overjoyed She tells him she hi Is which
marand ■

physician,
I of Prlscllla.
Paul la aucb
••boob" •:
to rU herself of blm
and by n clever subterfuge bring Harry to her feet.
lit bow sincerely
his
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A VISIT TO NASSAU, BAHAMA. WEST INDIES
i,- picture shows many of the most interesting places In this beautiful part of that little
paradise. Bahama. It shows tbe people, who are
hlack, and who live In an easy way, believing that one should never do today what can
be put off until tomorrow. It shows Interesting
views along the rock-bound coast. The little vessels
in which the natives gather sea shells and dive
for sponges. Is shows parts of a 20,000 acre cocoanut plantation. There arc quaint pictures of
natives building their huts, thatching them wltu

palm leaves; weaving baskets and eternally and
everlastingly smoking.
THE WIFE'S AWAKENING.— Mr. Brown was a
wealthy man who had married a wife about fifteen
years bis Junior. She had formerly had an affair
with a young manabout-town, but had promptly
broken it off when she discovered bla secret leaning
toward chorus girls, cocktails and cigarettes.
Mr. Brown felt that he was never quite able
to gain the entire affection of his young wife.
One day on returning home he found her former
lover In the house. He bad beard of him — and now
he felt that bis entire bapplness was shattered.
Still he was not angry at her. He asked whether
she loved this young man. Insulted at the question, she refused to answer and left the room. Mr.
Brown then asked the young man If he loved Mrs
Brown. The young man said he did. And then the
husband decided to bring them together at the

heart — and when ber former lover asked her to
become his wife she ordered him from the bouse.
Six months later Mr. Brown returned to tbe city.
At his club he learned that his wife was still
undlvorced. That very same evening his fellow
clubman. Dr. Elliott, received a hurry call from
Mrs. Brown's house. He invited Mr. Brown to go
with him. They were greeted by the old butler
with an air of mystery. The doctor went upstairs.
and when he came down he whispered in Mr.
Brown's ear — "It's a boy!"

VITAGRAPH.
THE INHERITED TAINT.— Herbert Waring inherits a fortune, at tbe same time be Inherits i
passion for drink. He becomes engaged to a society
girl, she is a heartless coquette and t"

resist drink for a year, she will consent.
his years battle nnd wins it, claiming

He fights
Kathleen

BILLY'S VALENTINE.— On St. Valentine's Day.
Bill decides to give Molly an affectionate and
elaborate valentine together with a bouquet of
(lowers, lie purchases tbe tokens of his love, and
tin, Is himself in a quandry how to send them.
Kitty, Mollys mischievous little sister, comes along
and Billy drafts ber Into service a
I Molly, he receives
irble heart."
Little
Kitty confesses she Is the cause of all the trouble.
repentance, and asks forgiveness, which
Is granted.

A REPUBLICAN MARRIAGE.— Helene de la
Croix, an aristocrat of a proud and passionate disposition, has been brought up to look upon the peasants as little more than cattle. Bernard, a blackpassion lodge,
for ber.
Sheis struck
Is It' by
old bunting
whichfrom
the
lightning, and
lng building.
Her castle
the Revo-In
v soldiers.
Bernard,is besieged
now
a bysergeant
iv. pleads for her, renounces bis allegiance
Republic, espouses her cause, and chooses

934
Arch St., Philadelphia
" i square deal. We buy
Call, write or phone.
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EDISON.
APRIL FOOL.— The story begins rrlti the waking
op of the little heroine by her binall tot of a sister,
■ - in in her nightie and after throwing a
ily to the window
and bids her look out. 01 coarse wheu she looks
out there is nothing to l»- seen there, and April
tool's Day has started.
Then we see two very youthful lovers on their
way to school. The boy stop* at tbe sate and
carries her books for her and when b
echool, taking from his pocket a *mali ha;,' of candy.
he offers it to her. She takes a large piece and a
large bite of the large piece, aud then rinds that
the candy is loaded with vinegar. Of course she
proceed-, to get even by puncturing holes In an
apple and tillirjK tbe hole- with pepper.
i apple c His own and spp
6 great gusto. Then shifting again, he
thrusts upon her the peppered apple and she la
caught at her own trick.
i if course this is too much for the young lady and
the goes borne alone, refusing to see hiiu and shutting him out ct the front door when he follows ber
on to the front porch. Being something of a diplomat, the young man procures another partner to
go to school with him, and our little heroine sees
ber best man paying attentions to another girl.
When he gi*»-< ber a piece of cake and accepts a
buttonhole
bouquet,
the climax
of Jealousy
la

Ornamental
Theatres

After school, on the way home, the young lady
drops her belt Into a puddle of water and not
sol) her hands, tries to nsh It out with
a stick. Our small hero comes along and offers bis
assistance, which Is scornfully refused at first, tbe
reason being given that be is wearing a buttonhole
bouquet of another young lady. He gallantly tears
this off and flings It to the ground and offers his
serrices again.
This time they are accepted.
Then he decides that he will not get the belt
without a kiss. Sitting on an old stile the two
youngsters play for this ki~s. the girl holding off
•nd the small boy following her. Suddenly they
realize that an April sbower is coming. The young
man runs down the steps of the stile and picks up
tbe umbrella which he bas carried. Now the rain
begins to pour down In earnest and the little lady
asks him to put the umbrella over her, but be
■till holds oil until she gives blm the promised kiss.
'Meantime they ar<' both getting drenched to the
" lady
! thunder
shower,
which totally
I
kiss i
BETWEEN
life of her

TWO
FIBES. — In 01
n
taken

PLASTER

.:.- and

X5hQ Decorators

prisoner

not unw.
peiuous
and friendship

soon

ripen

Into

lov,

ll|K.n the

■ rut Ion

Is

riils admlrasbared by bis

'

Jim's aid. locating Jim In a mining camp. Beth
leaveB her baby girl, Virginia. In his tent and slips
away. Jim, finding the pretty little child on his
return from woik. decides t.i k. ■
years later Jim and Virginia meet Tom,

.

old

Men. I

bis

plead 1 1 -■

' < triumph.

been

through bis
the plana.
to lone, ho starts

R

i

■ iws her.
■ outs

them

eventually

SI

i rival of
. ilnl tbe
thinks is

1. 1,««.-, ■

'

i lug

bar

i and

re-

• clesn
h ■
plans lo ii .

1

a hl.-h he

ren.lll)
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Supply
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ILL.

' stranger comes to the
Having been pals from boyhood they decide to
stranger eventually marries Beth and
the girl choose between them and to abide by 1
After Ave years of unhappm.
1
.ut
argument
or
malice
jes.

million:,.
. not

m
lima

Everywhere

thus i

make a lucky strike. Tom tells Jim of his love for
Virginia and after talking
th<
da that Virginia shall |
(tola i« the belle of bet class with manj
Spy

DECORATIONS
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her
,:itean as a hospital
knowing that she will
be safe under the protection of the ]<••': I
She obtains his consent ami I

:-r's staff are se. dn
Captain Lepard. -

Designed

Illustrated Theatre Catalog,
for Special Det

forward to tbe <;ennnn general the plans of
French armv. which her chateau overlooks. Tbe
habitants of the dlstrli I
her uncle, if
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arranged

AN

INDIAN

Imlliin

NEMESIS— I'.

la

evade
bin
scream*.
■ml

the

Indian

-

take*

up
,ls.

tlonnl

Manuel
band-to hand

her

forcibly.

Sbe

Is brought
to I>h> :n
light ensues
in which

liiollS

urns It to
charges Smith. The v
his wife, who Is waiting for him with their little
child In an atmosphere of poverty, owing to the
fact that esties deprive him of
employment.
Mrs.
Smith,
with
the baby
In her
arms, hurries to the restaurant and pleads with the
head
waiter
to give
her husband
another
chance,
but ho refuses
A wealth;
patron.
Mr.
Randall.
and his handsomely
gowned
wife overhear the plea.
and

the rich woman's sympathies are aroused.
She
.r husband
to intercede
for Mrs.
Smith,
and
the head
waiter
reluctantly
gives
the waiter
his- position
again.
Some
days
Inter. Mrs.
Itnndnll
i:l necklace
in the restaurant,
and Smith
finds it. and hurries home, intending to keep it. He
..I. however,
and arrested,
the jewels
being recovered.
Randall
is disgusted
and
deterSmith.
and
Mrs.
Randall
emsmitli
as her maid, to give her a home.
The day of the trial Mrs. Smith,
with her baby
In
her arms,
rushes
Into court
and
pleads
with
the
Randalls
to drop the charge.
Mrs.
Randall, deeply
affe.t... I. peranadea her husband to do so. and Smith
walks
out
free.
Smith
goes
to the Randall
home

fant

In

and
her

Is

t
Ii hind

caught

her

in

to

the

the

miserable

specimen

of

manhood at her side, "till death do part."
RICKSHAW. THE DETECTIVE.— Poor old Rickshaw Is a much henpecked man. To evade the
housework she compels blm to do he makes application for a position as detective, and to bis surippolntment. Reporting at the
be is assigned on a Jewel robbery.
police station
s
and wltl
" > ease captures a trio of desperfor help comes from a wealthy
: Kickshaw hurries to the scene
In time to make prisoners of an entire band which
zing the family and robbing the house.
Rickshaw returns proudly home, to be greeted by
his muscular wife, who takes bis star and gun from
him. bedecks him with a gingham apron and puts
him
at work
sweeping
and cleaning.
SUMMER
WIDOWS
vacation
board by mail, and when he arrives at the bouse dlseyed. curly-headed, dimpled maid, but is unable t
see his divinity alone for even a moment, as th
other
girls obtrude
themselves
at>out him.
In det
; Idol.

CARL

| PRICE EACH SERIES

THE
RED
AVENGER. — Hawkins,
a ,
alono wi'i
.11. i has considerable
gol.l hidden in lii- .'Ml. in. lie 1- blinded h> ii Must.
and an Indian whom they bare befriend)
healing herbs, while Alice gets a pall of water. In
their absence two thieves appear, Hawkins Is shot
and the gold Is stolen. Mice and the Indian are
horrified upon their return to And Hawkins .lead.
but the Indian and the girl pursue the culprits.
Two
lntens.
the bandits
i

lugs

■

I Action.

And

they

do.

49.

Funeral

Full Orchestra "
1.88
"
Piano
ace. 38 cents
EXTRA
Piano Solo Special 50c.

dis-

compani.'i
- pet
' i>u l.ioffended,
depart
without a roll of hills from which he paid hi:
check. Smith hunledly tucks the money in hi:
pocket,
and
when
the guest
eomes
hack
denies
In

Tobani

■

14 Parts (Exclusive)
$1.50 net
( of Piano )

Hobby off.
the trail and i
A thrilling
running
light
in which

M.

I

■
M ■ /. • I ■
■< ' :l . \■ -

DRAMATIC
MUSIC

Independent Film Stories.

SIZE

by Theo.

9BBII8

FISCHER I^CarI NEW

YORK

t

VI! I I 1S( II Kit. Cooper
For
enclosed
$i.oo
please
in two books for Piano Solo.

wife. Jasper leaves the hotel in disgust, lis exit
being marked by frigid expressions from the girls.
IF IT WERE
EVER THUS.— Rossi, a talented
Hungarian violinist, cruelly neglects bis young
wife, and she is compelled to applj 1" a mission for
The patroness of the mission Is a Mrs.
Huntington,
a wealthy
young
woman,
who
gives
a
ii e. at w In.li
Rossi
,to play.
She
is enraptured
with
his playing,
and
he ingratiates
himself
Into he:
Win
I finally
wins
her promise
I
. his X
divorce
ber she
vehemently
declines
to acquiesce,
and in a rage be attacks ber.
She flees for her life
and takes refuge in the mission just as Mrs. Huntington happens to be visiting the Institution.
Hearing the story
and
the woman's
name
she accompanies the wronged
wife
back
to her home,
and
Rossi,
who makes
an appeal,
even clalm: that the woman Is not his wife.
His cowardly
taelf, however,
when
be loses
his
nper and attempts to strike her, anil Mrs.
Hunt:ton, tilled with
revulsion,
stays
his hand
and

girl tells them of what has occurred. Quickly the
sheriff is informed, and a start is made for the
desperado's hut. But Jake has had a good start,
and arriving at his hut. barricades the door and the
windows,
and prepares to tight.
As the sheriff and
and Informs the rest of the camp, who advan.
the hut in a body. But two more of their number
are killed and the attacking party arc forced to
withdraw. Meantime, Jane and the Indians have
arrived on the scene, and hearing the news, the
child
slips off.
Jake
has
come out of his cabin
• little girl c
I list II
He gazes at I

S his

AMERICAN.

ife.

about

the

full to
Ill-clad

the face.
form
of

t

Then
placing i '
I terrified

BILL'S LITTLE PLAN.— Rill falls in love with a
...Ion. Is wife, who, accompanied by her husband,
is walking down the street. Instantly Bill follows,
and watches them disappear Into their house. The
colonel has to leave for his military duties and
hardly has he gone when a lanky private appears
on the scene with a message. Now It 111 Is on the
watch and accosts the youth, learns that lie has
been sent to wait upon the colonel, and taking him
into a cafe, bribes the private to change
Leaving the soldier with strict Instructions to remain until he comes back. Rill sets off for his
Charmer's home. Rut, after all. It Is love's labor
lost, for hardly has he L-..t inside the house when
the colonel returns and Rill Is ordered to help the
maid. Meanwhile, poor Tomklns. tired of waiting,
makes his way to the colonel and basely throws
whole
blame
upon
Bill.
At that
moment
the
mid
I
kitchen,
and
the colonel visits the room
In person.
lied out of the wreckage
and
Hung
out
of the open
window,
where he alights
Dpi
cart.
Finally,
he is shot Into a rubbish
heap
and
pummelled
by the driver for being
there at all.
A DESPERADO.— Black Jake is the terror of the
little village of Monson. and especially of the 'Half
Moon" Saloon. Entering In his usual manner, he
is greeted by the crowd of prospectors, who are all
more or less afraid of him. Here be loan
pector
named
Heathman.
who
is sitting
i open
quarrel
is
with
little daughter,
and
r Heathman
only prevented by t
. :n his claim,
while Jai
when
Black
Jake
rides
Up,
I'isiiioiintiiig.
ne wain
pot in which
lug his pick.

Heathman'e
dinner
Is
Heathman makes as II
id the prospector rolls o

o dispose of it.
:- vly old . baler in the art shop hesitates
about accepting John's picture, but after a promise
of a ."><i pei ..lii •■onitiilssinn, he sti.-ks it away in
an obscure corner. He calls on his sweetheart to
seek consolation, but that young lady, struggling
dollars she receives
each week at the ribbon counter, is practical, and
she shows her artistic lover how absurd It would
be for them to inarr> without BUfflclent means for
support. The ever-present cruel landlord demands
rent or room. John determines to end the struggle.
He writes a farewell note to his sweetheart, and
goes forth to die. late
Lincoln
Park,
where

leads
him
to the
beautiful
he meets Wlnchell
Jones.
He

is attracted

by the Strang
s of heJohn.follows
ReallzI Is astir,
the
that something
i
. i of the l
i the
rail.
Wlnchell
reaches
him
and
pulls
the
bridge.
Wlnchell
I
young
an -

lug

Wlnchell
the next

hands him
his card and asks him
to call
morning.
At the appointed
time John arWlnchell
hands
him
a small
sealed box
with a note of Instructions:
"This talisman will bring yon luck for one year.
ray.
the

art

shop

and demands
John is so emphatic that
It i

the
Isthe.
handed
I be picture
old
dealer
demurs.
lie
mounts
steps ' -"
Craig
Is
and the lover of art la
display:
what
flabber.i .|,n a handsome
price.
John ac-

John

cepts it and
promises
for inspection.

mlh
pily

located

I

Join:

to

bring

more

of

his

work

,nng wife ar
1 :ip-
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The year is
father, and prosperity Is smiling all around
';ea
es the
out talisman
to solve and,
the kissing
mysterybis offamily
his
s broken,
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and eagerly

Discouragement Is the coward'
TWO
GIHLS. — Edward Ilolbrook has In bis employ two stenographers,
Estelle
Vanderbouse
and
Mary Adams.
Estelle, who Is superficially
tlve, is his favorite, and she Impresses bim to so
great an extent that be decides to propose to ber.
Her brutal treatment, however, of a little
boy, causes him to be less precipitate in his Intentions, and he determines to investigate a little before declaring his love. He disguises himself as an
old beggar and calls early in the morning
Estelle's bouse and asks for something
to eat.
Her mother is washing and the whole atmosphere
of the house Indicates a very slovenly
household
and a hard-working mother. «ho Is a daughter's wbf
gives him fooi
food from him

next goes to the borne of Mary and finds conditions
entirely different. Her mother is an invalid and
Is her daughter's one loving care. He is asked In
and given refreshment and treated as though he was
an Invited guest. When about to depart lie Is given
an overcoat to take the place of the ragged one he
ia wearing, a coat that belonged to the i
dead son.
Edward. U
what Estelle',
aweet
nature Mary possesses, naturally Is drawn
towards the other girl. He proposes to Mary and
Is accepted. Estelle finds a <-<jiuiuiiulcation from
Edward, In which he tells her that her sei
be no longer required, and makes it plain to her
that he was the beggar whom she so cruelly turned

We
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and
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she
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this a fitting
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1 tha

and dually
way (Zpei
innsiiai s
h ainr
was a poaalbllltj that
>ugbt out of
condition.
Brown hit upon wbal proved to be a brilliant
.'. Ith this |„ his mind be Intel
advertising manager
of a larg
and
tin- proposition
page made
advertisement
In a '
mammoth
sale of articles d.-ar to n
uesrt, the
I 1 uloualy
low. The sale was lo last one
osltlon was accepted and the following i
ad appeared
,n ,
rudely Stan
morning 1 1:
the bargains, sin- grabbed
ami
ran.
Anil., tin to
Mrs. Bro

make Plans and build

and
We

OSTEOPATHY. — Brown thought be had rheuinatlitn— he knew
He blm
taxed
of the
his
physicians.
TheyIt.told
therethe'«"Ingenuity
not much
matter with him. hut Brown insisted that he was
a sick man.
One morning at the breakfast table Mrs. Brown
found an advertisement in the paper [irorlaimlng
Osteopathy as the r.-nl cure foi all ills
Brown thought thai Osteopathy would surely reach
bis case. Brown went. Brown saw the Osteopathia!, and what nhappened
to Brown
was cured,
hut hewas
did sufllnot
know It until be r.-turned bouie
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not only
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How the
Doctor
Made Good

THANHOUSER.
CHARITY

OF

THE

POOR

— I

- iri lut in' mother to pit-nil fur i»-r and
finally she i>Io|m>«.
The father
girl for a j
ei and her
little baby t" his I,.:.
i ilenih
In a railroad wreck.
The father tak.-s her Id; but
he bate* the child.
II.- directs
In- butli
the little one nt nn aaylum,
anil tells bll
that
her I
her
baby,
tell
the
father
that
without
her
little one
ibe
will
toon
to reclaim the child.
Rut
th< •
• ■ the o-hilil

■

BOW,

and

gone
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A corking good side splitter of how a young doctor

| established a good practice
Q||-| and won hi6 accomplice for

Novel, new and
ingly funny.

scream-

from

the

buyer

of

happily
Charles
gets
a letter
bll cattle to reach New
York
. i fleet a large cattle deal.

I'linrles
daughter.

Is introduced
As
he bai

love with

the young

to
bis
neglected

Weal

and

for

asylum,

the

helpless

is viewed by Robert,
the young wife enters.
Realizing
the
importance
of
quick rally
means
suppressing
a scandal,
Robert
follows
I I
Hi,- sin, .king
room
right
in time
to prevent
brother
from
committing
suicide.
Learning
finally

consents

of
bis
the

t

e partner.
I) a li<

Reclamation

lunl

meanlni

and
that

return!
home,
Shortly
after,
he again
letter
from
Mr.
Coigne
wherein
he regrets hla Inability
to call In person,
and
Is therefore sending n worthy
representative
to the ranch.
In
that
worthy
representative,
Mr.
Coigne's
daughter,
and
equal!]
the lady's
and anguish
find
the man great
she la
loved
married. rage Just
when
a to
wordy
the two.
and
which

.uit.
starring

boat's
wife
to mention

er.

I'harl.-s

to

A DRAMA

DO

Full of intense heart in- |
terest true to life. A picture
that will help all who see it. J

NOT
girl

JUDGE

tleman is attracted

RASHLY.— The
celebrated
Dr.
- young wife Jeanne.
A genby the beauty of Mrs.
Revol.
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Pict
ure
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SATURDAY, April 15th.

The rich man. after his
started back, bowed in grief,
broke down, and the cold
refuge In a nearby
cottage
v

ter's babe.

He

rewards

them

At the Window

lavishly, and takes the

with a mother's affection.
VINDICATED. — A yoi.ng
innn
servos
a term
in
the penitentiary,
and
on the day
that
he is set
bitter
toward
all mankind.
In the waran old niinl-t'-r
and
hi* daughter,
who
have
called
to pray
with
the
and Is invited to Join them, but he rudely

refuse* and rushes out,

nrlct
finds It bard
to secure
work
day
he meets the girl and
the minuter.
The
wants
her father
to speak
to the poor
man.
.-r pockt-tbook.
containing
'-ash and
visiting card,walks
at the
man's it.feet, who picks up
off with

i the

then
able
with
the
learning
t
ripens
past
ncrees

id
Into love

causes
with

fortune In

!

•

aid

him

that

friendship

he world.
The
girl

It

lam!

where

his

past

will

not

ano'.;.' "

-'

and

,°co"

The Indian Tale?

and
Into

to

wife

YANKEE.

OGALLALAH

and
And

man. A little later, a life long servant of
Or. Revol notices on the blotting paper, a

fac-slmile of a portion of Mrs. Revol's letter.
When the din-tor is told of his wife's unfaithfulness,
he Is heart-broken. While he sits alone, bis
servant informs him that an accident has happened, and a patient awaits him in the next room.
One glance at the patient tells him that he is the
very man who lias broken his life. His first impulse Is to flee, but he dresses the wounds. While
he is working over him. a package of letters fall
from the wounded man's pocket. The doctor picks
them up. On his way to his room, he encounters
his wife,
and
accuses her of unfaithfulness.
her. and reads the accusing
letter. He lias ,„,t read many lines, when the
. of dull
despair, to that of relief. He hastily seeks his
wit",-, whose pardon he implores, and thus is Jeanne
Revol
proven
a faithful
wife.

Have you run

111 in.
girl,

I

him

One
girl
The
her
the

A DRAMA

A pathetic story of Italian
Life told in an interesting, true,
clear way, staged by a master
using Italian Actors. A tale
that will appeal to your better
nature with a great moral.

the
old

'

The Powers Go.
241st St. and Richardson Ave.
New York City

Willie was

talking with

Winnie,

he was

caught by

her guardian, who informed Winnie's parents.
Willie interviewed Winnie's parents, and convinced them that he was worthy of their daughter's hand. All would have been well had Willie
not dropped the wireless message received from
bis
father,
inst
n h
• father-In-
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Staring at her In bewilderment. Alter e\pIauatioiis
are Offered and the cause of the tangle ascertained.
they all have
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1, er husband
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■elf and tb.u
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Torino, Italy.I.FABRI,
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hension, goes to
husband and his
Mrs.
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i
me of mind enjoying
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ral.
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Mr
Wilson.
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happens
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After Interviewing a
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A MAIDS REVENGE.a stenographer, advertises
number of applicants dec
looking young man.

P17BI.IHII.I'
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32, 36 and 40 large pages. 8 shillings per annum

ceremony.

so

AREN'T

around the maid's waist and is about to kiss her
when their little tete-a-tete is interrupted by the
appearance
of Miand
Indignant at the treatment that her maid is receiving,
she orders the man to
9e decamps
lather suddenly and aticr his reparture Mrs. lngraii
. :or ber conduct.

■ duty

form

Now
REST

PIPETONE

ir of the race Is: May Amelia wo
1 Willie Wynn won a small fortune.
Arriving at his hotel, Willie finds a satisfactor
reply to a cablegram
the day.
Willie 1 ens to Impart the
good ne s to Winnie ana her parents.
Winnie'B
however,
receive
bim
coolly
and
her
hows
the mischief making
wireless
to
Willie.
Willie pleads bis ability to support
. _ fortune,
but Mr.
Dd only relents when
Willie
produces his father's reply, giving his consent to
bis son's marriage.
AN ADVENTURE
IN SICILY.— Bob Strong, an
American
in Sicily on business,
has been
the
Itlan for some months.
The
I widower with an only daughter |nsl
upon her developed
entertaining her father's guest.was deprincipal
•' sulphur mines which
had been In bis
fortunate
had forced the Don to mortgage his property.
TV- man he borrowed tbe money from w:
retired banker, but in reality Itizal. tbe chle
brigands, from wblcb source be dei
bis Immense
fortune.
Don was mi
the fa«t that be wo
by reason
d to ask foi
Hob Strong learned
bis host's difficulties t
Don, In his pride.
offered
help,
"'
fined tohis accept.
The Don'B
daughle
predicament,
rcfnOf marriage
and when
Kizal observes
that tbe
- affections are for the young American,
men have words and a quarrel. In which
1 . 1 Kizal, the Ulisuspected ban.]
Rizal. to be revenged, has his hand capture and
the bandit stronghold, which
sulphur mines.
determine
tin
Don's
(laughter
and
he captii
An Knglish tourist on 11 hunting expedition sees
■ distance
and interferes
bj
.■ iinu-e 1 ill.- one after another
killed or wounded
and not
knowing
from
whence
the . .
coming, Hy in consti ■
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tl ■

carried

to

for the
manager

,!.
11

her

.11.--

1 . ' ■ '- K. ■

manager,

15 Michigan Ave.. Chicago. Ill

!■• • i -. . !.

friend In
.it once,

"SILVERLIGHT"
OS

and

Aluminum

Motion PictureCurtain

Extraordinary Features Are:
1111. 111 1KE88— Mi-

H.

F.

AMONG

HOFFMAN

Lecturer tit Special Ri
New York City and VI

'

( an MOVING

PK It RE WOW

THE

.
D

-

EXHIB

•
'•

THE
AMONG
Dubuque,
South B

THE
low* — Jake

ille,

MOVING

Koacutl.nl

BSJ

ru-

Mendien,

Idaho.— W.

a Plaintic
:. and 1 ■:
Elrmra.
N.

Y — I

..

Berkell
,

|

Is considering

■ are conMiller

is praparl

Chicago

-

-

in .

Neb.— II
• Pierce.
Greenville. Pa.— Walter
R. Jaseus is preparing
• ater here.
De Kalb. 111. — W. D. Bppeteln lias opened a new
moving picture theater here
It Is known as the

Jackson, M. L, Minors and V. P. Crabtree.
Saginaw. Mich. — Black Lake Amusement Co. CapItalSt.Sis.
Louis. Mo.— The Casablanca Amusement Company Capital $l(io, iicki. Directors, W. H. Richardson and II. G. Clytuer.
Brooklyn. N. Y.— !
'ore Company, Capital Sl.ii'
lliam
H.
stone. .1
I Isadore '■ Kinkier.
St. Louis. Mo. — The I in vdvertislng Company.
Knpenthal,

Ing

picture

theater

tors, Benjamin J Wolf, MatEtellly and Thomas I. Dalton.
Chicago. 111.— The Yale Tl, eater Company.
Caper, It. Herman
and
John Miller.
Mansfield
Ohio. — The Const.-.
Amusement
Coml.anv.
.
is. G. W. Statter,
si.ln.v A. Foltz, 1). D. Baker and W. C.

San Francisco.
Cal. — Architects Charles
Arthur P. Rosseau, are drawing plans for t
t moving picture t

Denver, Colo. — Loser Brothers have decided to
convert their building at Larimer and Twentyfirst Street. Into a moving picture theater.
San Francisco, Cal.— William A and Marcus
E Corv sa%c decided to open a new moving picture
144 Dcvisndero St.
Baltimore. Md.— John K. Mclver has been award,..1 the contract for the enlargement of the Pickwick Moving Picture Theater at loS N. Howard
North

Thirteenth

St..

from

J. F.

Ore.— Al G. Perry
and G. Richardson
ased the Electric moving picture show

of Harrlsburg.
has been
Kelly.
Inspector to remodel Its
ith the State Law.
William
McLellan
has
picture theater
here to
r theater and
Iowa. — Is
spring and ■ I September
• J. M Scliaupp property
ipp prop
The size of the
property

svlng picture theater

Md.'—leased
The Motion
ricture
Company
of Baltimore,
America, has
the building
at 410
East
Baltimore St.. for theater purposes.
Reading, Pa.— W. J. Kaufman and Benjamin
Kaufman, are considering the establishment of a
new moving picture theater at Pinegrove.
Indianapolis, Ind. — John J. Kyan is planning the
arge randei Ulc 'heater here.
Goshen, Ind.— Franklin Fox is planning the eree-

• 34-16

Fort Dodge.

Palace,
building
B( I'lly w
Idaho.— Mr.
\ltig

1 n I linger
Los Angeles, Cal —
W. L
Edward and Edward
W. J. Flnkeustein.
Milwaukee. Wis.— The Phllllps-liuuop Amusement
Coinpaii}.
Capital,
Jl".'««'.
Directors,
llenrj
Im
f, Joseph Phillips and C. H. PhilChicago.
111. — International
Exhibit
Company.
lips.
Capital
v• rt
[,. Iluttner.
R CnmmeroTt
and Thomas A. Hogan.
Worcester, Mass.— Tlie Wilkes Amusement
CoraCapital
Jo.lKtii. Directors.
Mr. George
P.
Williamson, Lavlana .
Wilkinson and Harold G.
New York City. — The CtnetOD Company of America. Capital 110,000. Directors, Julius Sorgem,
Arnold ii, Itosse and Henry Newman.
Montgomery, Ala.— Diamond '.Theater
Company.
i rabtree,
P. II.

Albany,
here.

Perce,

Hudson, N. Y.— The Warren Theater here bis a
new manager. Mr. Cherublno McArthur.
Taunton, Mass. — Mr. Angelo Tocchl has opened
u new moving picture theater In Fall River at

ii Lades• i.t Com-

City.— i

in of a new moving picture theater here.
Falls, Minn.— Mr. F. P. Preund ll

Ltke

Nez

-

New York

Norfolk,

Bed

the

- planning
Iilauuing

v.

Los Angeles, Cal. — Plans are being mn.le f..r the
' a high class moving picture theater to
bed whl."i h South
Park Avenue and Fortywin measnn
01.— Mr. Prank Tblelen, owner of the
I Blooming-

lows

Athena. Ore. — Bawl
a new n
as the Dreamland.
Los Angeles.
Cal

Majestic

Mi. h.— I

Mark-Brock
Enterprise Comii. ling on St. Clair Street and

I Into ■ moVing picture t"

■

Ohio.—, Mi
, .....
>:,,,.,. i,

Ohio.— The

picture

11. Williams has purchased
tl from F. E. Nus-

Iowa. — Charles

Dayton.

. A. J. Harriott.

ring

•

Davenport.
...

WORLD
Toledo,

■

I'M Detroit,

Slieeban.
West Union.

PICTURE

EXHIBITORS.

Horsey and John i
York City. — The Leonardo Show Company.
- inon
S. Feinstein,
.1 Samuel Arlnck.
Chicago.
111.— The Herl.st Bright
light Motion
Picture
Company.
Capital
$-M«»>.
Directors,
B.
Cortclvoii. J C. Ellas and II. A. Robinson.
Indianapolis. Ind.— The Virgini
New
Capital

. raj lor, w. .1. Maloney.
New
York City.— The Eighty-sixth
Street Construetlon Company.
Capital\braham
$."0.ooo. Vergessllch.
Directors. Sol
Brooklvn. N. Y.— The 0. and.man.M. Improvement
Cnnipativ.
Capital $r,.0OO. Dire, tors. May Sherry,
Vincennes.

Ind.— The

Star

Theater

Streets.
formerly
the

a seating capacity of about 400.
Beading, Pa, — A new moving picture theater has
I In the Oberberg Building.
St. Louis, Mo. — Application has been filed for
the erection of a high grade moving plctdre
theater, which will cost about $30,000 and will be
situate.] at :{<;2o oilve Street.
Fall Biver. Mass. — A new moving picture theater
Portsmouth,

of Mr. Angelo Tocci.
-The Edlsonlan
time has been under course of con-

are now receiving an excellent patronage from the
surroundings.
machine films
has been
stalled and all Aofnew
the Edison
latest licensed
will Inbe
operated. The location of this new enterprise is
in Freeman's Block.
Amityville. N. Y. — Manager Moslman. of the
Lyric Theater here Is planning to have his theater
remodeled and enlarged.
Louisville. Ky. — Messrs. Hartford & Glascock
have sold the Crescent Theater here to Mr. W. P.
Henderson.
Hartford, Conn. — The Sherman
Family Theater,
which
the Opera
block. '
been soldIs situated
by S. E. InSherman
to S. House
T
Gratz. Pa. — A new moving picture
ing erected here which will be under the proprietor! Harry Smith.
Harrisburg, Pa. — The property at 7 Sonth 13th
Street is being converted into a moving picture
theater which v. Ill cost $1,200, to be under the
management of Mr. J. M. Lenney.
Savannah. Ga. — A new moving picture theater
is being planned to be erected at 19 Broughton
Street, west, which
will be under the ownership

■ Mr. C.

. Ball
Minnie Harvey. T. C. Tucgh and Bessie I
Milwaukee. Wis. — The . entral Amusement Company,
capital
O. L. Melster.
B F. Sultzstein $50,000.
and O. Directors.
C. Schumacher.
Indianapolis. Ind.— Indianapolis Amusement Company, capital $1,000. Directors. E. H. Bingham,
B. D. Crose and II. E. Cohen.
Chicago. 111. — North Shore Theater Company, cap$7,000.F. Directors.
Sillieritaland
O. Ravens. Charles E. Selley. Fred D.
Chicago. •. 111.—
The YorkWin.Theater
Company,George
eapDirectors.
J. Slanger.
New York City.— 1
I Co. cap$15,000.
Directors.
Moses Silverman. Jacob
Mall. initaland
Rebecca
Malbln.
St. Louis, Mo. — The Gravals
ah

. the
. ... 1720 Market street.
Fullerton, Cal.— Mrs. Adelle Browning Is planning
the erection of a new theater at the corner of
Commonwealth and Spadra avenues.
Jacksonville, Fla.— The A. J. Cessary Company
is preparing to erect a new moving picture theater
Portland, Ore. — Spens, Paulos and Madeline Dyer
have secured a permit for the erection of - moving picture **~
South

Biver',

N.Allgeler
J.-Wm.sre .

the

th a total loss by the burning
of
ind KelleTheater, have rented the
Opera
continue
In the motion
picture

'

Ters»y

estate
brokers
Meyer have
the
the southeast
- in corthe
property has a frontage
ne and ion feet on
The
Wilkinson
Avenue.
The purchaser
will '• \Improve
erty by erecting
a innvlne
picture the- -fating capacity of ."00.
ire will be about
$12
Mechanicsville,
N. Y.— Mr. S. MaoMahon
has
leased the moving picture theater situated In the
Moore Building on Park Avenue
Poughkeepsie,
N. Y. — The
Columbus
Institute
has opened as a first-class picture theater.
Greenville

City.

N.

section.

J. — Heal
The

Theater Co
Mr.
Frank
Uezander.

Los Angeles.
Cal. — Grand
. Kreiter, Robert
W
Reid and ■HarryDirectors.
Kreiter. '
Plvmouth. Mass.— The Old Colony Theater Co..
capital $30,000. Directors. Albert L. Chandler, Alfred S. Burns and Herbert W. Clark.
Richmond.
Va. — Casino Island Corporation,
capital $25,000. Directors.
Harry
Larzhnu
Boache and R. J. McDonnell.
Indianapolis, Ind.— Blacton Theater Company,
capital $3,000. Directors. Isaac E. Berkson, Gus
Berkson and Fannie Berkson.
Eau Claire, Wis.— Frank Koppelberger has purchased the Orpheum
Theater here.
Oakland, Cal.— Mrs. O. Barducci Is planning the
erection of a new moving picture theater here.

THE
^^
^C.
Slate,
Men's
Men's
Ladies'
Boys'
Novelty

SHOW
SOUVENIRS

PICTURE

WORLD

SOUND

COMPENSARC

Per Gross
$1.25
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.2?
1.25

Sponge and Pencil
Link Cuff Buttons
Fancy Tie Pins, ass't
Fancy Brooches, ass't
Air Plains Novelty
Mirrors

MOVING

Girls' Tablets, size 5x8 inch
1.25
Ass't Fancy F.a-tcr Novelties
4.50
Easter China Slipper and Chick, new..
4.50
Assorted Imported Chinaware
400
Fancy Lithographed Ash Trays
3.00
Imported Stone Steins
2.00
Horseshoe
Mirror, assorted colors
1.23
Terms:
All personal checks must be CERTIFIED.
NEWMAN
MFC. CO.
641 and 647 Woodland Ave.
Cleveland. Ohio

BooKlet

15Q1S

Leedy Manufacturing Co.

Fort Wayne
Electric Works
1402 Broadway
FORT

WAYNE.

INDIANA

EFFECTS

Not toys, but practical, serviceable
imitations that will give an exact reproduction of the original.
We also manufacture a complete line
of drums and accessories. Chimes, Tympani.
Bells, Xylophones etc.
1055 E. PALMER

733

ST.

INDIANAPOLIS

1NU

WANTED

Second-Hand Films

MOVINGPICTURFMACHINFS

Btareevtiem*. Slide*. Aweri—
CHAS. M.STEBBINS
:=^bjV lO-'S Main
St.
_P' KANSAS < I I V. MO.
eLii

H. DAVIS,

Watertown, Wis.

U !,!:-M

FOR

EXHIBITORS

Motion Picture Handbook

Beautiful Photogravures
of
leading actors in I ilm Stoi k ( ompanic-., l.ii cn-cil or I ndipendent,
postal card size, with name and

1091

ST.

NEW

Postage

MOVING

Theaters

YORK

for

Bought,

Sold

(Si

: New

ACTOGRAPH

CO.,

MODEL

Only

only Subttitute
for Electricity
Picture
or Stereopticon
Views

Satisfactory
II operates by WATER

REGULAR

AND RELIABLE

valves to corrode,
Is patented.
"OXONE"
in
the production

bnlerpriSe

OptlCal Mfg. GO,

choke

up

for
and

THE

EXHIBITORS

tha

IMkkt personal
1 II M a1 COMPANY

11^ M.011 Street,

BrMaepoct, Coaa,

To Exchanges
and
lima redeveloped »nd .K.rsed
renovsled
rccommn.
antes.
immable
film and pro

projecting
is the

Portable
PRESSURE,

ENGLAND

B

Portable Calcium Gas Outfit
is the
Motion

TRIAL

105 Fourth Ave.. Pitt.MAI
burg,1 RP«.Ml -

VERMAN,

NEW

Leased

50 Union Square, New YorK

THE ENTERPRISE

supplies.

SLIDES OF SCHENK

York City

Call or Write, Giving Full Particulars

THE

and

Bros. Optical Co.

Prepaid

PICTURE WORLD

125 E. 23rd Street

CITY

machines

Erker

Price $1.50

A. WILLIAMS
FOX

GAS

Compressed in drums ready for
operation for Moving Picture
Shows where electricity cannot
be had. Absolutely pure gas.
Prompt shipments, freight or

FOR

Managers and Operators

address oi your rheatre $8.00 per
thousand, express prepaid. Can
be Bold to your patrons or given
away as souveniers.
Send Express or Money Order.

K

CALCIUM

Outfit

ORTHO

FILM CO.

2726 W. Division St.

IS CONSTANT.

Write

f> •:

Chicago. III.

and lias do complicated spring

and

Otherwise ^et

out

of

SQUARE
CAKES
it most
Satisfactory
of Oxygen
Gas.
Send tor pail

onlei.
(oi

WASTE

Fot SmU h Demltrs.

564 and 572 W. Randolph Street, CHICAGO

BEST

227

UTILIZATION
E.

150th

St ., New

CO.
York

SOUVENIR
5c.
EACH

$5.00

Per Hundred
40

Dearborn

Slrcrf.

CMBtP

THE

Licensed Release Dales
n c
Dad

PICTURE

WORLD
Saturday,

PATHE.
kCN

ipar

Industry
In the Malay
Mountains (Ind.)
II
Mar.
18— The
Sheriffs
Daughter
(Dr.)
lorn
Mar. 20— Max
Is Stuck
Up
(Com.)
480
Mar. 20— How
Tommy.
Wit
Worked
(Com.)... 462
I he Cattle
Rustlers
(W.
Dr.)
1000
Mar. 24— Lieutenant
Sllebe
(Dr.)
1000
Mar. 25— Tbe
Kid
from
Arlaona
(W.
Dr.).... 960

BIOGRAPH.
I
Mar.
16— Was
He
Mar. 2i>— Teaching

MOVING

I

April

• ..

■ ■i

1st.

-■ ; Plaius
Dr.) (Dr.)
of the (W.Forest

-.mblancc
(Dr.)
100"> Classified
r^
,.
M.r: Sz&T Tric^rTT^i-VcWo::::
:::«;;
Advertisements
April
April

8— Prlacllla
and
the
0— Tbe
Broken
Crow

I'mbrelU
(Dl

iDr. >

cash

EDI80N.
8— Tbe Old Family Bible (Dr.)
10— How
Bella
Was
Won
(Com.)
14— All rot the Love of a Lady
l.'»— Tb<> Department
Slore
(Ton.
15— Baby's
Hall
(Com.)
'ling Hell
|l>r.)
21— The
Test
of Lore
(Dr.)
22— Who
Gets
tbe
Order
(Com.)
24— Tbe
Disreputable
Mr.
Raegau
2S— Jim
tbe Mule
Hoy
(Dr.)
29— April
POO
Com
April
April
April

April

1—1

April

5—11,

April
April
373

Mar.
M:.r.

(Dr.)..
f>75
1000
a

April

)

Mar.

7—1
T— Native
8— The

1000

1000

cents

minimum,

rnB

BATT.

postage

THEATER
FOR
SALE.
SALE— Moving Picture Theater, seating 200:
business.
Write
for
particulars.
Other

business

re<|ulrcs

owner's

time

and

attention.

SELIG.
"■ N
Y'
13-The Code of Honor (Dr.)
MACHINES FOR
SALE.
I*— The
Man
From
the Kast
(Dr.)
FOR SALE.— Bargain:
new
Edison
!r
Words
Came
True
(Com.)
tore
outfit.
HUTCHENS,
Jeweler,
20— One
Hundred
Years
After
(Dr.)
N. C.

Ad-

moving
pleYadkluvllle.

■St Kier TdopiVd t¥.»lsr,sr;r..!!,.r:!:.SS J™ ^zF^^^^STS^"™

8— Mexican
Fllbnsterers
(Dr.)
8— The
Irish
Honeymoon
(Com.)
10— The
Mission Carrier
(Dr.)
15— The
Diver
(Scenic)
15— The
Hunter's
Dream
(Com.)
17— A War
Time
Escape
(Dr.)
22— A Saw
Mill
Hero
(Dr.)
24 — Rescued
from
the
Desert
(Dr.)
89— The Last Who Couldn't Forget (Dr.).
31— The
Hero Track
Walker
(Dl
5— By
a Woman's
Wit
(Dr.)
7— BIg-Hearted
Jim
(W.
Dr.)

1008
960
1000
565
365
9SO
960
990
.960

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

9— His Friend the Burglar (Com.)
1000
18— The Actress and Tbe Singer (Dr.) . ...1000
16— Mandy's
Social
Whirl
(Com.)
1000
20— Her
Artistic
Temperament
(Dr.)
1000
23— The
Spinster's
Legacy
(Com.)
600
23— Bridget
and
the
Egg
(Com.)
400
27— Her
Child's
Honor
(Dr.)
1000
30— When
Women
Strike
(Com.)
1000

April
Aprll
April

3— The
Wife's
Awakening
(Dr.i
loon
6— His
Best
Girl After All (Dr.)
600
6— A
Visit
to
Nassau.
Bahama.
West
Indies
(Scenic)
400
10— Opportunity
and
the Man
(Dr.)
10OO

1003

LTJBIN.

MELIES.
April
April
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

6— ner
Faithful
Heart
iW.
Dt
13— Jack
Mason's
Last
Deal
(W.
2— In the Hot
Lands
(W.
Dr.)
960
9— The Snake
In the Grass
(Dr.)
980
16 — The
"Schoolmarm"
of Coyote
County
(Dr.)
980
Mar. 23— Sir Percy and the Punchers
(W. Dr.) 980
Mar. 30— The Warrant
for Red Rube
(Dr.)
10»0
April
6— Her Faithful
Heart
(W.
Dr.)
.
April 18— Jack
Wilson's Last
Deal
(W.

I

Sparkill,
N. Y.
SITUATIONS
WANTED.
Yorl
experience
Stage
Manager or open
Art

Mar. 29-Dr.^Cbearco,rTrlpSCToward
' tie' -South320
Pole
(Sc )
478
Mar. 29-The fi«i.
CormorantS."or':ia'pan'e'se"catcbi'n'g
with nirris (Sc )
528

to produce
^ M««tion.K
"'•
f>('*n'ci anywhere
Industrial, Historical
Spectacular
films, penni TopicST.,.?1?*^"'m^H^Hn'^SX*.
f/'ind
Will improveExpfhrt
the composition,
lighting
effects
and

April 5-At
the 6^d Mm %r)
'::::::::::::::6?o
April 5-Msklng Bamboo Hats In Java (Indus.). .323
VITAGRAPH
__
' (Com.)
,_
.
Mar. 10— Bridegroom , ■Dilemma
Mar. 11— Red
Eagle
(Dr.)

arrange
scenarios
logically
Address
JACOBI.
5
East 80th Street,
New York City.
WANTED. — Young
man
wisbes
position
as manager;
at present.
years' 605
experience.
Address employed
MANAGER,
Scenic Six
Theater,
Eighth
.
Xew
York City

Mar"

^^^Ae^g^^id"

?Dr'1

^

!\ '.\\ \ '.

WANTED.-Jo.nt

engagement

by

operator,

lady

Mar
18-navy ^Jotteo. «
HI.
Wife'.
Husband
Mar.
21— Though
the Seas
Divide
(Dr.)
Mar. 24— The Widow
Visits Sprlgtown
(Com.)..
Mar. 25— A Little Lad
In Dixie
(Dr.)
Mar. 28 — Hllly's
Valentine
(Com.)
Mar. 31— The
Inherited
Taint
(Dr.)

g£t ^>ady trapgrnrnm^AH fVlJJ-t^J
Picture
World.
COMBINATION— piano player and singer
(male)
desires steady
position in or near
New
York
City.
Absolutely
reliable
and
experienced.
Apply
"PiANIST."
care Moving Picture World.

APlH
i"r
A"r
A"r
April

SITUATION WANTED.— Man and wife, absolutely
reliable.
Licensed
New
York
operator
and
firstclass
sign
printer.
Wife
A-l
pianist,
experienced
«»
outside169 Greater
Ne£Picture
york business,
Addregg desires
FRED> positions
LEMMEBEl
Howard Ave..
Brooklyn, N. Y.

THIS

.1_vA
?rePUb"C?ni
nartiLaie m?1;0
l-w"
I-»"Pf'<'<i
>l"ew
<Dr'>
i— "op St lck""T
(!;'TTnc)
rri.?1"
H1,8lfSak,e
-.Vin
•;
8-The
Spirit
of „<DrT).
the Light
(Dr.)
WEEKS

PROGRAMME
OF
LICENSED
WANTED.— Position
FILMS.
Live
wire man.
Five
Anr:i
o
pianist.
Go
anywhere.

»..j,_

Biograph-Prlscllla
and
the Umbrella
Labtn— Toe Wlte'a
Awakening
(Dr.)
Pathe— The Apple of H
Selig — Tbe
Fortune
Hunters
(Dr.)
Edison— Monsieur Tuesday,
(Dr.)

April

as
operator
or
manager.
years' experience.
Wife A-l
Address
MANAGER,
Com-

(Dr.)....
et Theater,
Pembroke Street. Bridgeport, Conn.
1000
OPERATOR — desires
position outside of Greater
1000 New
York.
Experienced
on
Powers,
Edison
and
1000 Standard
machines.
MacDonald.
317
20th
Street

4.

Brooklyn,

N.

Y. FILMS

FOR

SALE.

*<vl^..
*«~
*"-»*
... .1000
(Com.)(Dr.)..
With Withthe theGoods
Essanav— Caught
Gaumont—
The letter
Red Seal
865
TOR SALE.— Passion Play Film
(Pathe).
Colored.
Gaumont— The City of Amalfl in Italy (Scenic). .135 Low
price.
Three
reels complete.
Apply
HARRY
Vitagraph— Unexpected
Review
iCom.)
BROWN.
122 W.
14th Street, New
York City.
Vitagraph— Hop
Picking
(Industrial)
FOR
SALE.— Brand new reproduction of JohnsonWednesday,
April 5.
Jeffrie*
fight;
about
1.800
feet.
Price,
$185.00.
Edison— Tbe
Resurrection
of John
(Com.)
Address K. I>., care Moving Picture World.
Kalem— By
a Woman's
Wit
(Dr.)
995
ittscftt avfottr
Pathe-The
Trading
Stamp
Mania
(Com.)
!X.o
„T.mm
„
.
.
'
,x.
„
Urban— At the Old Mill
il)r.)
675
WANTED.— Opera
Chairs,
about
200.
(No Camp
Urban— Making Bamboo Hats in Java
(Indus.).. 323
Hialrs.)
Must
be
In good
condition
and
prices
Th„,.H»v
An,il
R
rl?l"Address.
Mgr.
,
_,
>nyrsda7'
Ap"1
"'
Vaudeville
,t MovingGEO. PiC. J.Show, EBERWINE.
Marblehead.
Ohio.

?JSiBni?S..?,Sr?
S£ Bahama.
ffte:West::::::::
:«. typewriter,
™™»like new.whami-h.^
Lubln— A Visit to Nassau,
Indies,
cost $fw.00. for PowersNo
No. »o
/gcen )

4(|r)

mechanism,

with

spiral

cut

gears.

Also

wish

to

Melles— Her
Selig— Red's

Faithful" Heart "(W. 'b'r'.j.' .'.'.'.'.':.' !ioOO pm-.-h:.-.. the following
reels of pictures:
Liquid
Conquest
(Dr.)
1000 Electricity,
Galvanic
Huid,
Daisies.
(Mtagraph):
*• •-■
«
1 »
Pearl
Fisl'ors.
Trip
to the Moon,
Life
of Christ,
„ „,
, rnS'y:
,£"lJ'
Life of Mo.es.
(Pathe);
The
Little
Teacher,
GibKdison— Nell s Last Deal
(\\. Dr.).
SOD Gocj,..
,.
.Riograph):
On
Pathe-The
Three
Whiffles
(Com )
....
Co., tllc , _,,„„ nie Horn
MmionBirP r<)Wb0y, The County
Pathe-Natlve
Industries
In
Cochin
China
l;r,)kcn Tablet, Fall of Babylon.
ir.i»m
Kalem— n/-~rS-^"«™"Vw
Blg-nearted
J m
(W 'nVi
Dr.)
Utagraph-For
His Sake
(Dr.)
Saturday,
April
8.
Essanav — The Sheriff's Chnm
(W.
Dr.)
Gaumont — The
Atonement
of Thais
(Dr. I
Gaumont — Italian
Coast
Scenes
(Scenic)
Pathe— The
White
Squaw
(Dr.)
Vltagraph— Tbe Spirit of the Light
(Dr.)

PHILADELPHIA

c

BAUER,

Mar.
..-Nemour.
and the Bank, of the R>»«
Director.
European
and
Ner,
Mar' -"vemour.^nd^he'nankrof'the'RlTer688
SITUATION
WANTED-as

KALEM.
Mar.
afar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
April
April

Ninth

655
China
FOR
341
paving

(Dr.)

URBAN-ECLIPSE.
O. A.
(O.
Klein..)

Mar.
14— Breakers
In tbe Clouds
(Scenic)
133
Mar.
18— The
Privateer's
Treasure
(Com.)
880
Mar.
is — Rocky
Caves
of France
(Scenic)
110
Mar. 21— The
Lieutenant's
Wild
Ride
(Dr.).. 1002
Mar. 25— Cupid's
Conquest
(Dr.)
593
Mar. 25 — The
People
of
tbe
Arabian
Desert
(Scenic)
405
Mar. 28— His
Image
In the Water
(Dr.)
575
Mar. 28— Family
Troubles
(Com.)
430
April
1— Tbe Secret of the Forest
(Dr.)
62.-.
April
1— Tribulations
of Jiggers
(Com.)
373
April 4— The Letter
With
the Red Seal
(Dr.).. 86.3
April 4— The City of Amalfl In Italy
(Scenic . .135
April
S— The
Atonement
of Th:iU
iDr.
April
8— Italian
Coast
Scenes
(Scenic)
135

rth

Squaw

50

Tm,T™

A1^3^
.^;!„e;,,;,n,er3--iDr:i::::::::iooo
g- ^^in^-lcr
AU.V^^.V.
"S,
b— Reds
Conquest
(Dr.)
1000 ,245.00.
Condition
positively
guaranteed.
Address,

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
800
400
0»>
1000
1000

GAUMONT.

THE

Oom.)
In
Cochin

Industries
White

order;

sccepted.]

April

ESSANAY.
7— Tbe
Little
Drudge
(Dr.)
11— The llomince On "Bar O."
(W. Dr.)
14— Oh
You
Teacher
(Com.)
1&— Tbe
Katlbful
Indian
(W.
Dr.)
21— Han*'
Millions
(Com.)
25— A
Thwarted
Vengeance
(W.
Dr.)..
28— Getting
His
Own
Back
(Com.)
28— Lost:
A Baby
(Com.)
April
1— Across
the
Plains
i\V.
Dr.)
April
4 — Caught
With the Goods
(Com.)
Fa
(hum
|\V. Dr.)
Apt I
April 11— An
Orphan's
Plight
(Dr.)

April

with

log (Oom.)
U8
stamps
• (Dr.)
1000
Mania
(Com.).. 990

,'SS
lOOo

1000

Trawling
a Hurricane,
Washington
rjnder
The In American
Flag, (Gaumont);
and
The
King
of the
1Ung
Must
t)e wllUng to sMp BUb;)ect t0 examiai.
tion an. I partial
acceptance.
Address
E. G. KAY,
Snohomish,
Washington.

135
I am
In the market
for scenic
and educational
1000 films, new
and
secondhand,
Send list with cheapest prices.
EDUCATOR, care Moving Picture World.

PROJECTION
reels every

week

-■ that will insure

ask the Sales

Co.) and

your box office receipts.

COMPANY
double

copie

THE

MOVING

A Clear, Sharp, Flickerless Picture
"^J

is what every
manager
wants ;operator
so does and
the

PICTURE

WORLD

Electric Light Plant Complete

$250.00

public. Lazezzi's improved
D. E. & F. makes pictures
overlap one another, which
gives strength to the light, at
the same time gives the lens a chance to show its good
qualities.
Write for Catalogs, Testimonials, etc.

tJii.rmimii-r^l

E

W. LAVEZZI,

2940 Herndon

St., Chicago, III.

ADVERTISE
YourTrimShow,
if You're not Ashamed of it
Your Lobby with Posters and a Few Attractive
Card
Signs. Then for Your Feature Each Day,
Put Out
One of Our BUSINESS
BRINGING
3x12 ft. CLOTH DISPLAY BANNEBS, made for all subjects,
licensed or independent, ready 7 to JO days ia advance.
Postpaid
Only $1.15 each. 6 for $5.75 prep. E. of Miss.
_ „

"

b.

ANNUAL
MOVING
DOMESTIC

Larger Plants at Proportionately Low Prices.

er. 6 for $6.50 prep. W. of Miss. River
-• for Price* on Show Cards. Framos. Etc.

[IIH^w

SIGN

CO..

CLEVELAND

SUBSCRIPTION
PICTURE
WORLD

S2. 00

CANADA

See tO hat They

$2.50

Say

FOREIGN $3:00

Including the celebrated DETROIT KEROSENE ENGINE and
DYNAMO
OF SUFFICIENT CAPACITY TO FURNISH
CURRENT FOR YOUR ARC AND 1016 c. p. TUNGSTEN
LAMPS for illumination.
Total cost of operation from 5 to 25 cents per day. Gives you
better light than you can buy. Gives you the same light in the
afternoon as at night.
Can be operated by a ten-year-old child.
CAN MAKE IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT.

DETROIT ENGINE WORKS,

About

=WuRUiZER=

SILVO
KURTAIN KOAT
Pottsville,
have

Pa., Dec.

Detroit, Mich., U.S.A.

8, H».

Inp C. O. D. one can of Kurtain
Koat, as I
used the other can and found it to be the
cr saw.

k
I
Mo., Dec. 17. 'in
We have examined Mi
—'i curtain and has
nothing hut praise for the resulti in comparison toothe
curtains.

$

6.00

and following directions will give you the same
results as above. One can covers 350 square
feet.
Order
from
your exchange
or C. O. D.

KURTAIN
2109 W. LAKE

KOAT

STREET

CO.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Wurlifzer Automatic Musical
I hc\

lurm-sh l>cllf I mu-u

graataxpoaM
bnikh

or

THE RUDOLPH
CINCINNATI
117 to I Jl I '
> iI

I'

lli.in iiiu-u ian>

lOdlftwiwal
wrur
NH M|ttylM.

Wl RLI rZFR COMPANY

C H I C A O O
I s

Instruments
in. I . ul Ml tti.it

Call at — raal

m

"

\ • • *•' K

niium

Ul I Mill

I Ptll *
S,

O.

mi:

MOVING

Independent Release Dates
I

. nvI ne

Uar. 3"-

Haietu

Skirl

(Own

April 1

). .-

-•

\

CHAMPION.
Vindication of John
(Dr.)
Girl
and
the Oath
(Dr.)
ray-Roll
(Dr.)
Bachelor'!
Old
Maid
I'rlce
He
Tald
(Dr.)

850
950
050

COLUMBIA.
Dec. 24— The
Cattlemen'!
Fend
Dec. II— Trapped
(Dr.)
Jan.
7— Qneen
of the
Pralrlea
ECLAIR.
Mar. 13— A 'Pay
of Storms
Mar. 20— Calu
(Dr.)
Mar. 20— The
Rock
Climbers
Mar. 27— Hurrah:
Hurrah!
April

3— A

April

3— Mr.

Strike "in"

i:

Mar.
Mir.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
April
April
April
April
April

,

(Dr.)

(Com.)
(Scenic)
Let
li

Marriage

-

GREAT

(Dr.)

the ""Make"

Nearsicht's

il. r

430
790
195
Marry!

i

PROGRAMME

OF

Tonng" 684

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
April
April
April
April
April

kflgbt..

April

3
■i -.:

■ -.. • M

■

Tuesday,

April

Jan.
4— For
Jan. 11— The
Jan. 18— For
Jan. 18— Yon

IMP.
March 13— The Secret of the Palm
(Dr.)
March IS— The Fisher Maid
(Dr.)
Mar.
20— In
Old
Madrid
(Dr.)
Mar. 23— The
Penniless
Prince
(Dr.)
Mar. 27— Sweet
Memories
il)r.)
Mar. 3«— So Shall
Ye
Reap
(Dr.)
April
S— The Lovers Signal
( Dr. )
April
(1— TLe
Image of Fate
(Dr.)
April
10— A Good
Cigar
(Com.)

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
500
500

LUX.
i.

March 10— Jones'i
Remedy
(Com.)
Mar.
17— Dogs
Not
Admitted
(Com.)
Mar. 17— Hill
Has
Kleptomania
(Com.)
Mar. 24— Cowboy
Friendship
(Dr.)
Mar. 24— i
Mar. 81— The Greed of Gain
(Dr.l
Mar.
31— He
Wanted
n Hoop

524
634
380
636

;

Wednesday.

Bex— Tb«

4.

-

By
the Light of the Moon
The Fall of a Knlgbt
(Dr.)
Where
the
Shamrock
Grows
Five
Hours
(Dr.)
As
Ye
Sow
(Dr.|)
The
Heiress
(Dr.)
80LAX
COMPANY.

Mnr.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
April
April

24— Out
of the
Depths
(Dr.)
29— A Package
of Trouble
(Com.)
29— She
Was
Not
Afraid
(Com.)
31— The Mill of the Gods
(Dr.)
.".—Maid's
Revenge
7 — Rose
of the Circus
THANHOUSER.

Mar.
Mnr.
Mar.
Mnr.
Mar.
Mar.
April
April
April

17— Robert
Emmet
(Dr.)
21— Divorce
(Dr. i
21— Waiting
at the Church
(Com.)
24— The
Tramp
(Dr.l
28— The
Impostor
(Dr.)
31— Silas
Marner
(Dr.)
4— Charity, of the Poor
(Dr.)
7— Vindicated
(Dr.)
11— Velvet
and
Rues
(Dr.)
Week
(Dr.)

YORK
MOTION
PICTURE
(Biaon.)
7— Dick
Farrells
Prize
U>— Her
Prisoner
(Dr.)
14— Starlight
the Sijuaw
(Dr.)
17— Sacrifice
of Silver Cloud
(Dr.)
21—'
iDr.)
24—
' (Dr.)
28,r)r.)
31— The
Red
Avenger
(Dr.)
4— At Bar
V Ranch
(Dr.)
7—
BISON.

Mar.
6 — Angel
Mar.
10 — The
Marcli 13— The
March 17— His
Mnr.
20— The
Mar. 24— Love's
Mar.
27— Tom
Mar. 31— Her

CO.

\prii
April

READY

IT ALA.
(By N. Y. M. P. Co.)
Feb. 25— Havana
Cigar
Mar.
2— Nlnl'a
Doll
Mar.
4 — Cato
and
the Flag
Mar.
4— Fnnlahead
More
than
Usual
March
»— Nobility
(Dr.)
March 11— Foolsbead Shooting
(Com.)
Mar.
16— A Dog
and
Two
Mistresses

FOR

Sicily
Waya

6.

975
April

7.

«X)
Dr.)..

Saturday,
April
8.
• onndence
Trick

(Di

I tain— i '1
Reliance— The

GlOTer

Hand
Monev
Think

(Dt.)
Makers
for you.
of the people passing by

or out of your place that would
mother
nickel
or dime.

075

DO

YOU

. ;, ,

KNOW?

■

. ' - ■ .,.(

>r moving picture theaters.

1000

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

■ Dr.). .

(Dr.)
(Com.)

il

DBAKBORB
WOl im
Dearborn St.

i o
< nlcate,

SECOND
HAND
FILMS

Write to the largest and most reliable Dealers and Importers of

7

these goods in the U. S.

Express charges collect

International Film Traders
Incorporated
B Weal

1 4th Street,

NEW

YORK

CITY

9S6

Any
Get the Samples

TICKET

COMPANY

ill.

If you are in the Market for

DELIVERY

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
Bound
Volume
No.
JULY TO DECEMBER,
1910
TWO DOLLARS, Each, $2.00

April

958
(Dr.).. 950

of the Bowery
(Dr.)
Senorlta's
Sacrifice
(Dr.)
Test of Love
(Dr.)
Double Treasure
(Dr.)
Open
Gate
(Dr.)
Ebb
and
Flood
(Dr.)
and
Terry
(Dr.)
Mother's
Fiancee
(Dr.l

i" -Am
Adrentore
tn
14— willies
Winning

5.

(Dr.)

BOO
BOO

2—
9—
16—
if—
30—
6—

April

Thursday.
K

Heiress

Friday.

YANKEE.
NEW

-

969

(Dr.)
(Dr.)
(Dr.)

Mar.
March
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
April

lt'n.ineia

D

15— Come
Unto
Me
(Dr.)
18— At
Swords'
Points
(Dr.)
22— When
Red
Turned
Gray
(Dr.)
2.-V— If It Ever
Were
Thus
ipr.)
29— Pallid
Hues
In Clouded
Skies
1— Till
Death
Do
Part
5— Rickshaw
the
Detective
5— Summer
Skies
8— The
Gloved
Hand
(Dr.)
12— Thirty
Minutes
(Dr.)
REVTER.
Better
Or
Worse
Goosecreek
Claim
the
Child's
Sake
Try
It (Com.)
REX.

INDEPENDENT

FILMS.
Monday.

7— The
Bandlfa
Surprise
11— A Gamble
With
I-ove
14— Come
Back
To
Erin
(Dr.)
IK— His
Mind's
Tragedy
(Dr.)
21^Juat
Kids
(Com. )
21— A Trip
About
Christiana
25— Ogallalah
(Dr.)
Pantaloon
skirt
(Com.)
18Dr.)
29— Tli.- Troth
(Dr.)
1 — Cupid's
Monkey
Wrench
(Com.)
5— The
Si. .),.„ NY. kin. e
(Dr.l
4— Oh!
You
Motherln-I.nw
(Com.)
a— Toorlnc
Athena
. s.-.>
8— A Waatorn
Boat
(W.
Dr.)
RELIANCE.

(Com.) . . . .426

NORTHERN.

NATIONAL

S

1— The
Profeiaor'i
Romance
(Com-Dr.). .900
8 — In the Commlaaloned
Rank!
(Dr.)
15— Wai
It Worth
While!
(Dr.)
22— Could
You
Blame
Him?
(Com.
8«9
r» I

-

March 11— The
Son of the Executioner
(Dr.)..
Mar. 18— Between
Lore
and
Duty
(Dr.)
Mar. 18— Life and People South of the Equator
(Scenic)
Mar. 25— The
Fakirs
New
Servant
(Com.)....
Mar. 25 — Troubles
of a Trip
(Com.)
April
1— A Victim
of His
Double
(Dr.)

March
March
Mar.
Mir.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
April
April

WEEK

Mldalgl i i:M>reai
; Inner
(Com.)..
It.)

POWERS.

25 — Irlsta
Hraru
(Dr.)
1— Hl»
Greit
Sacrifice
(Pr.)
8— Kelly,
0. S. A
(Dr.)
15— Coili of Fire

Mir.
8— The
Mir. 15— The
Mar. 22— The
Mar. 2tt— The
April 5— The

Mar.
Mar.
March
Mir.
Apr.

i

ATLAB.
Jin
feb.
F»b.
Feb.

tot

NESTOR.

!.

I

WORLD
THIS

\ altta!

AMERICi

>
Mar. 2T-

PICTURE

StocK Tickets, 6 Cents

Colors

Shamokin,

Pa.

THE

G- W* Bradenburgh
Cinematograph Films
233 NORTH EIGHTH STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Phone Market
334.
Brad-Kilms Phila.
Code: A. B. C.

Cable:

NEW

LISTS

5th Edition

MOVING

Starlight,

• of 1'alm.
Maid.
1,
tin. N|uaw.

Cloud,

WORLD

Orchestra Drum
direct from factory to you for $ 10.00
Shell -3x14 -Solid Maple
Shell-3XI5-Rosewoodor
Walnut
10 Rods, Kangaroo
Heads Send U.S. Money
or Express order. If you
wish C.O.D. send suffi;uaranteeExpress charges.
E. P. ZEIDLEB

Brand New Cold Copy, Posters Gratis,
8 cts. per ft.

Condemned to Death.

PICTURE

DRUM

CO.

Dept. F.

CLEVELAND.

•nice.
994 ft.
Jli» Double Treasure.
008
l.ove'- Kbb and Flood
In Ol-l Madrid.
995 f

1 r| - F rni he . - The - Gcods
ITM,.-i,
DRAWS
,. l\l,„iTHEVon CROWD
\Va„,
See this midget, yet powerful
folding organ, adaptable to any
occasion, sweet, rich and full
tone. Built strong and durable.
Send for full description.
H I I. II O K N BBO S.
15-J Lake St., Chicago, III.

ooj ft.

Yank.
ft. Van

1. ■ *, I) -

Poster. Free

Remembrance.
Drama

of the

! Driver.

Xylophone*, Orchestra
Bells. Chimes.
Send for free illustrated catalogue.
J. C. DEAGAN

Reliance.

Engine

A

ceeded m>
. ..-'.her
•nizer or the Machine
itself,it oneis
thing
is certain, the combination produces
ison the
the envj
screen a clean cut. clear picture that
combination

Bargains as New,. ft.""H.S35 per

■: .

WANT

OHIO

996 ft

Abductioi

YOU

High Glass Pictures
High Glass Projection
High Class Equipment

Forks, a

and

Moving

Picture

Pianists

CLARENCE
1501 Scdcwlck St

fron

MAN'S GOODS"
overcome

all your

Picture Machines in stock, and furnish m connection with same the
"Economi
Direct or
Alternating
Current
Circuits,
any
high

by many ol the besi houses id the country.
PRICE
75 CENTS
Also latest cue music (scries 1910) for 10 parts and
piano. Jl.Ou. 1-4 discount on both numbers.

I bought

USE HALLBERG
THE ECONOMIZER

3800-3810 N. Clark St.. Chicago, III.

Than.

that

clas-

suppl

equipment
includes everything

j >u need

from

E. SINN
CHICAGO.

ILL

Milkma

1

Opera Chairs
"Electra" Pink Label Carbons

■
Film Hiring Department

w

Film Cleaning
wUl

■

'•■ ■ • ■ ■

OUR
PATENT
ELECTRIC
1
enthusiasm In Movioi
Platan
ll.u.r.. t.!a» If",.
keyboard as a solo lotuumrni. or as •■ an 011,1 .mm...
to sort.
T»eaty-llve Hells. 1Indndlnt teaoeators. mainrt. laaj . . . . )

J. C. DEAGAN
3800 3810 N. Clark St.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

J. H. HALLBERG
36 East 23d St„

N;w York City

rill-:

MOVING

FILMS l£R RENT
It's Not Talk with Us
i send representaon you, to
knock the other fellow.
\\ e don't have I
dollars a week to each customer, the traveling
man
take- on, i" pay his expense.
We arc lure backed up by
a hi.u stock of Independent
film and we arc willing to

NOTICE!

goods.
But you will
have to write
us, tell us what you are now
getting, and what you want

If we don't give you what we say
You don't have to pay,

quarters.
ON AND

carry in stock everything needed for the theater.
Send us your orders for sup-

Electra, Bio and Arco
carbons, ?$ by 12
$4.00 per hundred
Tickets, two thousand
on a roll, 24 thousand
for
$1,80
Asbestos covered wire,
No. 6 and 8, 25 ft. for. $1.75
We have the best repair
department.
Send us your
old machine, we'll make it

OUR

W. E. GREENE FILM
EXCHANGE, Inc.
Oldest
and
Largest
Independent
Film Exchange in New England

The House ol Quality and Satisfaction
:

If you are desirous of finding out bore to improve
your present service and increase your daily attendance
call and have a confidential chat with us. If you are
unable to call, drop us a line.

AFTER
ADDRESS

APRIL 5th
WILL
BE

5 West 14th Street
International Him Traders'
DEALERS

Lyric Film & Supply Co.,

MR. EXHIBITOR

WORLD

Owing to the increase of
our business, we have been
compelled to move to
larger and more convenient

We

The

PICTURE

IN

SECOND-HAND

FILMS

Exhibitors, Attention!
We are buying 18 NEW REELS every week
Every Reel is a Feature
\X^"E service
are nowfromin 30
a position
to book
to 60 days
from
date of release, and also have a fewgood bookings open under 30 days.

DON'T

FORGET!

we have the newest and best equipped
house in town, and with our facilities
can give you what you want

A First Glass Independent Service
W. E. Greene Film Exchange
INCORPORATED

228 Tremont

Street,

Boston, Mass.

Telephone 3790 Oxford

The Exhibitors Film Service Co.
23 North Ninth Street,
Mr. J. E. MOYER, General Manager.

Philadelphia, Pa.
Formerly with Lubln Film Service Co.

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD
797

EDISON
©
KINETOSCOPES
NONE
GENUINE
WITHOUT
THE
TRADEMARK

Holds the
Record for
Durability

Get

my

Edison

Pictures

Are largely dependent upon

Good Carbons

"Arco-B"
e
Us
ph
Biogra Carbons
The genuine article bears our
Trade Mark, "Arco-B."

Bewareyof
Imitations
Supplies and parts in stock for
all other machines

Good

L. E. FRORUP
and

& CO.

Sole Importers
232-234 Greenwich St.

New York

prices before purchasing elsewhere

UNUSUAL

Expert Repair Department
under the management of Otto Brautigam
ALL REPAIRS GUARANTEED

Exchangemen!
If
not
take
new
one.

OPPORTUNITY

STAVE
FLAMING ARC
LAMP

Exhibitors!

you have a projecting machine that is
giving you entire satisfaction, let me
it, and I will replace it with a
Edison model " B," with outside shutter, allowing you a good price for your old

We

Have A Few

1910

Models

REGULAR
PRICES
10 Hour
S55.00
1 7 Hour
85 00

ALWAYS
a few slightly used machines in
A-l condition, at low prices.

Harry A. Mackie
853 Broadway '/,;,"; New York City
PHONE

2478 STUYVESANT

Special Prices

\ 10 Hour
17 Hour

$30.00
33.00

Stave Electrical Co.

CANADA

Highest Grade
"PINK

AGAIN

'I wo things to when
talk about
this
electricity
gives out we can supply you with
i he lime liid't outfit am! g
gas. This occur- from time to
time, and you will lose money if
you have no arrangement for a
substitute.

LABEL"

CARBONS

Second, as to your machine.
don't let n get out of repair. Let
us put it in order for you before
your customers find it out. We
have expert men to keep all in
if order.

THEATRE

SALES

CO.

•where in the United

Ihcj.c.Coghlan
Company
30 AND 60 DAY RUN
INDEPENDENT FILM, ALL MAKES

None better — None so good

HUGO

REISINGER
SOLE IMPORTER

SECOND-HAND FILM
$5.00 per reel upwards
CAMERAPHONE
FILM
new, with two sets records

11 Broadway
NEW YORK
ind

All goods shipped
partial acceptance

subject to examination
on receipt ot deposit

Complete lists sent free upon' request

Every Exhibitor — Every Operator
who has ever used a "STANDARD" never wants to go
back to another make. WHY ? Because the "Standard"
is troubleproof , because it projects better pictures, and
because it does not eat up profits for repairs. If your
Film Exchange don't handle it they are not up with the
times, or can make larger profits by selling you an inferior make. Buy a "Standard"' under our guarantee and
be protected.
AMERICAN
MOVING
PICTURE
MACHINE

101

BEEKMAN

STREET

....

COMPANY
NEW

YORK, N.

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD.

Corcoran Moving
Picture
Tanks
Develop your films to perfection. Save
Time and Reduce Your Expenses by
using a "Corcoran Film Development
Tank." All up-to-date houses are now installing the "Corcoran System."
SEND

FOB PRICE LIST No. «.

A. J. CORCORAN,

No. 11 John Street

Genre Motion Slides
WHY pay $1.00 up to $2.00 for an
old style stationary slide WHEN
a Genre Motion Slide costs $1.75

Genre Transparency
Company
507 N. Clark Street, :: CHICAGO, ILL.

SONG

SLIDES

L,
I

Non-Inflaminablt'

\^
w

Colored Song and
Announcement Slides
Patent Applied For
Ju.l the kind of a tlide you have all been waiting for.

D

£

Guaranteed against breaking fiom heat or the careless
operator.
Send for li.t. Made and lold only by the
original inventor*.
None other» genuine.

NORTH AMERICAN SLIDE CO., ¥2g^g&E*7L

SONG

"W^
I J

JT

SLIDES

Atlas Disinfectant
Odorless

or

m

quality

to

any

disinfei t.mt

on

the

Ask your exchange for uuul.ii
M wnir Dfl .lnni
Wc
pay tSpTMUfS
within
500 mileb of l'hib.lel
phia on ordera of 5 gallona or more

ATLAS SUPPLY CO.
Manayunk,
Philadelphia,
Manufuctur.r.

of •Can,,"

Filt.r

C.m.nf

TO

N. Y. City

EUROPE

FOR

FILM
PERFORATING
DIES
THE
249 Centra

A.

DEWES

Street,

COMPANY
NEW

'Phone, lis I Sprint

YORK.

GUNDLACH

Projection Lenses
Will Improve Your Picture
make itcreasesharper
and inthe Illumination
TO ORDER, give the height and
width of the screen, width of picture
wanted and distance from lent to
center of screen.
State' make of
K complete stock Is carried by

NICHOLAS
POWER
COMPANY, Nei
rl
ENTERPRISE OPTICAL ML,, cm. CUOafO
Bray lent is sold sub ject u ...

Gundlach-Manhattan
Optical Company
808 Clinton Ave., So.
Rochester, N. Y.

IS YOLK PROGRAMME EVENLY BALANCED 'i

Perfumed

I gallon jugs
SI. 50 per gallon
6
kegs
$1.40
"
•'
10
"
"
$1.30
"
F. O. B Philadelphia
Supcnoi
market.

SEND

Inc.

•

When we can make them for you ?
High-class repairing and alterations
on Foreign Machines.

The Advertiser will pay double for a moving slide

Non-Breakable

WHY

-

Is n not true tli.it ">' matter how K"«k1 jrour film
• .in illustrated vn^ ha .
jusl barelj tolerated bj \<'iu audiences? It does
M<>t coal \,i\ much to place •» trial order, and once
you -I- you will nevei ^\ back in the i>1>1 rut
iqh catalogue and Full particulars upon receipt
CHICAGO

SONG
s.»tl.

Pa.

I loor.

107 Dearborn

SLIDE
,\..tl«.wl

EXCHANGE
Hm|

St.. Chicago, 111.

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

To the Trade
OUR

We are now prepared to
manufacture films for educational and advertising
purposes. We go anywhere
on request. Printing and
developing
our specialty.

Musical Electrical Bells

Write for particulars
Demonstrations free of charge

which

are played from a Keyboard, the bells being mounted
in various parts of the house have

Educational Mo v. Picture
Mfg. and Adv. Co.

been a great success all over the
country and no Picture-house is

F. W. II... hslcK.r
2726 W. Division St.

S. Boblnson, Prop.
408 Smlthfield St.

CHICAGO,

PITTSBURGH,

III.

AROMA

complete without a set of them.

PA.

FOAM

The ful
Fragrant
and PowerPerfumed Disinfectant

We

can supply 25 Bells, 2 octaves

Have

YOU

tried

•< f

It is not our fault if you haven't a sweet, sanitary, clean-smelling house.
Mr. Manager, just drop us a postal and ask
for our trial offer.

chromatic, C to C, correctly tuned

Do it NOW
SANITARY SERVICE CORPORATION
80 Wall Street
New York City
Everything in the Disinfectant and

to your Piano, complete with
Resonators, Keyboard, Magnets,

Sanitary Supply'Line

and Boards, complete ready to install for $75.00.

"PERFECTO"

OUTFIT
PRODUCES
THE MOST

POWERFUL LIGHT
FOR

LESS

MONET

account of a special generating

The Perfecto"
I.rmlui-iiiK

I he

weighing

lulled

should
m ix-al
Indies high, and being
i
The "Perfecto"
and
with
perfect

PRICE

wM

Bear in mind that with the "Perfecto" you produce
the most powerful lisht at the least po-wible com.
Write for further particulars, or we will -hip C <)
D. upon receipt of deposit.
CAPITAL MERCHANDISE CO., Temole Court Bldg., Chicago, III

$25

Chicago Exhibitors
You can boy HENNEGAN'S "MONEY
GETTERS" at our new Western office.
We have on display 150 styles of posters, specially engraved for PHOTOPLAY HOUSES.
Special posters and heralds for LASSOING
WILD ANIMALS, TALE OF TWO CITIES,
PASSION PLAY, and all other features.
Send $1.50 for Sample Lobby Display

167 West

HENNEGAN

& CO.

Western

ROOM

Headquarters,

Washington

KranaxiHiiiii^

"

safetx

and use our

Program Board
wjl&MaU

with

Interchangeable
celain Letters

Por-

Make your own Program
You

Hd:H..jw;ig

(KlilidlU

309

Street, Chicago

SAVE MONEY

cannot

afford to be without

Announcement!
Pricei

and

quickly changed.

full

particular!

application.

iniacHniHiinm

on

Agent* Wanted.

THE CAMBRIDGE TILE MF6. CO.
COVINGTON,

KY.

THE

xMUVIXG

PICTURE

WORLD
801

UNIFORMS

OPERA M CHAIRS
FOR

EVERT
l.OOO

ESTABLISHED

PURPOSE

WRITE

STYLES

FOR

1865

CAT.

No.

31

The A. H. Andrews Co.
1 74- 1 76 Wabash Ave.. Chicago. 111.

THE

128 W. 36th Street
NEW YORK
Fir. doon ml

of Iroid.ij

FILMS

FOR SALE.
50 Reel* of Films
$8 to $16 per Reel
ond hand one pio Edison machine. $100.00
Mayer Silverman, 105 4th Ave. .Pitt. burg. Pa.

FILMS
FOR
RENT
New Films High Class Service
The Pioneer House, With 8 Years'
Experience and $250,000.00
Back Ol It
Write Today for Term*

EUGENE

CLINE

67 and 59 Dearborn

St.,

Chlcag*

The Best
Uniforms

AUTOMATIC

T
HIE

THEATRE

V

.M F«.

SPECIALTY:

Opera
Chairs
The Wisconsin Lumber
and Veneer Co.
Port Washington, Wis.

FOLDING
CHAIRS
For Moving Picture
Shows, ('.rand Stand*,
Assembly Hall., etc.
In section, if wanted.
Write lor Catalog No. 2

The Kauffman
Manufacturing Co.
ASHLAND, OHIO

c

For Employees ot
Moving Picture Theatres

ipplkatfoa

927 Market Street
PHILADELPHIA , PL

tO.

Prompt Shipments

Natty Up-lo-Date
Styles

D.KLEIN&BRO.

CHAIR

e revolving, stationary or self
ighting.
It is the only sanitary chair.
It is a space saver, life-saver
and money-saver.
It atre
is Chair.
the world's greatest theIf you have not seen our latest models, investigate.
II YltlllM

GEO W BENNETT
744 W. 5th Streit
CINCINNATI
OHIO

Branches in all leading c

M
A
I
R
S

Opera and Assembly Chairs

**m

rTFl

Most popular priced chairs on the market lor

picture show use.
Prompt Shipment..
Writs tor dialog"
PEABODY SCHOOL FURNITURE CO.
North
Manehrater
Indian.
AVav lV«.t/«(J:RnBERTJ
EHLERS CO.

WE

CAN HURRY

YOUR ORDER OUT.
STAFFORD
Chair.
exceU all otheis.
HEAVY FIVE PLY

The la»t-forever kmJ .
that you are using long
after you have forgotten the price.

STEEL
CHAIRS TOO
E. H. STAFFORD
CHICAGO.

WFO.
ILL.

CHEAP
ABSOLUTELY
HON BREAKABLE

!HE

MOVING

PIC.TURH

WORLD

CINES
of

CO
ROME

Preferred Stock,
Ordinary Stock,

CAPITAL

Fully

Paid-up

5,750,000

Studios and Factories, Rome

2,000,000 Lire
3,750,000 Lire
Lire

and Padova

Branches at the Following Cities
LONDON
1 8 Charing Cross Road
PARIS
ii Rue St. Augustin
BERLIN
238 Fried Richstrasse
MOSCO W
3 G/enischewsky Pereul
BARCELONA 59 Paseo de Gracia
RIO DE JANEIRO
A. Sestini
BUENOS AY RES
A. Sestini
CARACAS
Levy i$ Co.
And the Following Agencies
St. Petersburg
Vienna
Amsterdam
Oddessa
Keiff
Copenhagen
Vladivostock
Stockholm
Marseilles
Buda Pesth
Frankfort
Brussels
Lille
Leipsic
Lisbon
Zurich
Tokio
Sydney
Johannesburg
Capetown
Lima
Havana

Milan
Turin
Genoa
Naples
Bologna
Venice
Dresden

Branch for the United States of America
TEMPORARY

445 Broome

ADDRESS:

St., Broadway,

New York City

THE

ABOUT

HALF

OF

THE

Use

MOVING

PICTURE

EXHIBITORS

IN

WORLD

AMERICA

Bio Carbons

Now

THE

NEW

REST

AREN'T

Anything pertaining to the picture business.
FOR SALE— Clean films. $5 per reel and up,
subject to exa
trade, $j per
reel. GENERAL FILM RENEWING SYSTEM. 91 Federal Street. Ch.cago. 111.

I Wonder Why
My Irish Dearie
We Met in Dear Old Frisco
With the Last Rose of Summer III Come
Back to You
Emmalina Lee
Who Are You With To- night >
I'll Meet You When the Sun Goes Down
Look Out for Jimmy Valentine

Light
The Keynote of Patronage

I'd Love to be Lored
by a Girl Like You
Yearning
Take Me Back to Baby-land.
Going Back to My Old Girl.
My I What a Funny Utile World This 1. !
In W.nter.
When the trees are dressed in crimson
and in gold.
King Chanticleer.

Aren't you mightily pleased, Mr. Moving-Picture Theatre Manager, with that
G. E. Mercury Arc Rectifier you bought,
and hasn't it saved you money ? Hasn't
it improved your light?

Killarney, my Home o'er the Sea.
Dancing Starlight.
Broncho Nell.

The public soon get to know where the
clearest pictures are run. And those

C. WHEELER

120 W. 31 at St.

New

clear, sharp, non-flickering pictures are
only possible with Direct Current.

York City

Q. E. Mercury
Arc Rectifier

The F. A. Film Cement
It don't crack, dry up. or lei
on the emulsion; Is tire-pro

is THE economical device for transforming ordinary current
(A. C.) into the

Ask your exchange for It.

■logic bottle

that gives you the most brilliant light (D. C.) at the minimum ids!.

Six holtlis l>\ i
.Send for our
Atl'UM

French American Producing
and Manufacturing Co.
018 Madison

St.,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

UNBREAKABLE
ANNOUNCEMENT

SLIDES
Will Not Break
Will Not Crack
ALSO
OTHER

GLASS
SLIDES
NOVELTIES

Illinois M.P.SuppIyCo.

Ml \V. VV ■■hlntitOD si.. Suit 309
CHICAGOi

PARTICULAR

Will Buy Second-hand Film,
M. P. Machines and Song Slides

SLIDES

For (he lellowlig Sengs-JUST OUT

De WITT

SO

in.

There are a host of other excellent features of this apparatus
that are particularly interesting to you.
'Phone our nearest sales office — or mail the coupon for informal inn that will prove valuable to you.

General Electric
Company
Largest

Hlectrical

Manufacturer

in the

World

Principal Office: Schenectady, N. Y.
Sales Offices in the following Cities

■J*a A«t ),
[II

>

(1
Ind Sr»

IIK

■/

8o4

rill'

M< >\ [NG

I'll I URE

W< IRLD

The Only Film Reel Cabinet approved
by the department of Water Supply,
Gas and Electricity of New York City
Now Ready for Delivery
Made

In Two

Sizes Only:

4
4
6
6

Case
Cases
Case
Cases

Reel
Reel
Reel
Reel

Cabinet, complete with
and Water Tray, $5.50
Cabinet, complete with
and Water Tray, $7.00

Guaranteed

Absolutely Fireproof

For safeguarding your audience as well as your theatre
Order Now, as ultimately you will have to place this cabinet in your booth.
Handled Exclusively and Sold only by the

Greater New York Film Rental Company
116 E. 14th Street, New

and THE HUDSON

York City

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY

49 BARCLAY

STREET,

NEW

YORK

CITY

Send for our New Moving Picture Theatre Supply Catalog

BIGGEST SUCCESS IN YEARS
DR. COOK'S Great Feature "The

Truth About the Pole"

Has caused a Veritable Stampede Among Live Exhibitors and
Special Feature Speculators.
Territory is being Seized by an Eager Horde of Ready Buyers,
even though our First announcement has just been made.

If your inquiry has not been answered
write again, or better still, Wire your wants as our mail is
Tremendously heavy.

A

FEW

Applications

CHOICE

STATES

for territory

STILL REMAIN

will be taken

up in order

UNSOLD
of their

receipt. Get In Line for the Biggest Film Scoop
Since the Train Robbery; because it pictures the Best
Advertised Man In All the World in the most Sensational and Unusual Dramatic Expose of the century.
Lithographs— rive Styles — Heralds. Photos,
Lectures — -Everything
to get money
with
(Films made in the Laboratories of the Gaumont Co.)
WRITE FOR TERMS AND INFORMATION

North Pole Picture Co., 46 jachson Boulevard, Chicago

Vol.

8.

No.

15

April

15, 1911

Price,

10 Cents

MOVING PlfifiEWORLD
THE O^GHN OP THE PHoBpLfflf iMD SUJED

INTBP^ST6

MANAGER'S AND OPERATOR'S
Motion Picture

HANDBOOK
r* IVING full detailed description,
^^ with illustrations and instructions, in the proper method for
wiring and lighting ^
M?
No theatre complete withoutl one.

Price $1.50
Postage Prepaid
PUBLISHED

MOVING

BY THE

PICTURE

125 East 23rd Street

WORLD
New York City

THE

MOYIXG

PICTURE

WORLD

HANHOUSER
Poet of the People"

"Uhe

E

TH

Coming!

W
O - A- W
WOWE E EEKK
RELEASED
TUESDAY,
APRIL
The Beit Novelty-Comedy of the Month

RELEASED

18

^*^

is a great spectacular reel that we're glad to stick
our trade-mark onto, for its supreme merit will redound to that trade-mark's credit. Still, it may
harm us by making you look for a run of like subjects, and it's difficult to "do" a "Weighed in the
Balance" every week. Likely it's our best effort in
the spectacular line since "Governor's Daughter."
While we can't guarantee a weekly prototype, we
can say that 191 1 will see many more pictures as
good as this, and a few even better.
Code Word— Bal.

'Em As

Check

You Get 'Em
APRIL

1

I APRIL

Velvet and Rags
I

Out Tuii. April 1 1

Squares Alongside

FEATURES

Weighed th. Balance
1
SCENE

|

Old Home
*"*— Week

I

Land Com
Out Frld. April 14

'Em As

You Get 'Em

In the

FEATURES

Cre.t Kid Story

21

Weighed in the Balance

Gaily s Comet
will make your business soar the day you run it.
if you advertise it properly a day or two BEFORE
you run it. Remember, you have the Thanhouser
guarantee that the reel will back up anything the
synopsis leads you to say of it. You are perfectly
safe in billing it to your patrons as WE will bill it
to you— "The Best Novelty-Comedy of the Month."
Now, see the synopsis for some ideas for a strong.
busine«s-pulling circular.
Code Word— Cat.

Check

FRIDAY.
APRIL
. Reelful of Thrill

|

FROM

"CALLY'S

Out Frld. April 21

COMET"

|_

I
|

■—

Cally's Comet
n
Out Tues.;. April 18

I

]
SCENE

Just Out!
Tho

i fie

The

FROM

"WEIGHED

IN THE

BALANCE

Thanhouser Lobby Photos JJg

ThnnhrMieor

i nannOUSer

/Voutc

neWS

the "Exhibitor's Guide." containing the Thanhouwr Lobby-Decorator, »ent FREE OF CHARGE

toa„

who can jhow connection with the Moving Picture busine**.

Thanhouser $38l( Company
NEW

ROCHELLE

^$5*1

NEW

YORK

'Uhe Toet of the People"

Coming!

AddroExhib.t0t-5De.pt.

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

SUBTERFUGE
The SALES COMPANY is anxious and willing to discuss the situations that arise in the fight for independent
trade.

Direct with the

Exhibitor

W'c want the exhibitor to ask us jn-t how and why we
make our every move that concerns him ; we solicit his interest.

MONDAY
American — Amer. Film Mfg.
Eilair — Naif Film Co.
Imp— Independent M. P. Co.
Yankee— Yankee Film Co.

On the Otheb iiam) -the interests that seek to monopolize the market also seek to present a policy which they
term "Conservatism." It is only a sham. The men at executive desks do not deal with the exhibitor direct, but
agents and representatives, who are under instruction, are
every 'lav carrying on their campaign of threat and intimidation. EVERY MAX \VH< H >WNS A SH( >W KN< »WS

WEDNESDAY

IT

Is that
There i- only

tin-

. Motion Picture Co.
Ambrosio—
Atlas— AtlasM
Champion — The Champion Film Co.
Nestor— David Horsley.
Reliance— Carlton M. P. Laboratoriei.
Solax — Solax Co.

'Conservatism"

THURSDAY
American— Amei. Film Mfg. Co.
Itala— N. Y. Motion Picture Co.
Imp — Independent M. P. Co.
Rex— Rex M. P. Mfe. Co.

iad to relief- that is Independence and

Unexcelled Program

Biaon— N. Y. Motion Pictur*
Lux— R. Prieur
Thanhouser — Thanhouser Co,
Solax — Solax Company
Yankee— Yankee Film Co.
SATURDAY
— Gt. Northern Film Co.
Gt. North)

Motion Picture Distributing & Sales Company
111 E.

every fr.day

THE

Nth

St., New

York City

Itala— N.

WORLD'S BEST— BAR NONE
Ev«* ™™
INDEPENDENT EXHIBITORS: Better Try Lux Films

BUSINESS
Bi
LUX
FILMS

I!UILDE,RS
WINGERS
rOOMERS

Wo

want you to get the World's

Released,

April

best every

14,

Bill and
the 432Greasy
Pole
COMEDY
FEET

week.

1911

TheyCOMEDY
Did Not
Budge
501
FEET

Two different kinda of comedy. I he mi. hap. <>l Kill ... drliver.m, a l..m, i-.-lr
i rente, no end of mirth provoking .itual u.ni. A long, long wait for ll.r rrlu.n
of the photographer .lao create, u.nm.l rile. t. ..I a totally d.ltrrrnt .„,.
Both w.ll he enjoyed by every audience lucky enough lo iff thru.
Ml

GET LUX

lO

East

O I III

It

I- v«.l N

KOB

SYNOI'SKS

AMI

I'AM

II I I I tsl v

The World's Best— Bar None
15tH

R.

Street

PRIEUR
.„,. M» ■.„„.,.,„

lUh tha Motion

Plrii.r*

New

Dill rlhut I n» and

YorK

GET LUX
City

-

Q|

Till'.

M< »\ l\t,

I'M TIKI'

\V< >RLD

Yes!
All Imp
Films Are
Now Made
On Eastman
Stock

i

Why are more Imps sold than any other make? Why
does the Imp maintain the supremacy it has enjoyed
since the very first day it began making pictures?
Why ? Simply because Imp films bring bigger crowds
into theaters than any other kind. See that you get
your TWO IMPS EVERY WEEK or you won't make
all the profit that you can make ! See that you get
these next releases :

"The Stampede"

s@^

Rclca^d Monday April 17th. A full reel,
and ever) foot oi it is warranted by pure
merit.
tells theon life
story stampede
of a cattlethat
thief,
the plot It'hinging
a cattle
is
a thriller. If your exchange can't give it to
you, you're in wrong!

Resignation

The Hero"

Here's a split red released Thursdaj

April

20th.
The first
is a sharp
of "drama:
the second
half half
is funny
as thebitdeuce.
A^k
your exchange now if it will have this release:
or
tell usyou.the name of your exchange and we'll
inform

Independent Moving Pictures Company of America
CARL LAEMMLE,

Pros

102 W. 101 ST.,

NEW

All 'IMP" Films

the Sales Company

Notice!
Notice!
Notice!

Sold Through

Now,
Listen
One
Minute !
I never had so many customers
in all my moving-picture career
as I've got right now.
I never had fewer complaints
registered against my films and
my service.
— I never sold so many machines
and accessories per week as I am
selling right now.
— I never saw such a healthy
state of affairs as is existing
among the independents right
now.
— It has been a hard fight, a terrific fight, but we've made good.
— I make no appeal for your
trade on the ground that I have
been spending fortunes to safeguard your interests. The only
ground on which I ask for your
patronage is that of pure quality,
the best films and the best service you ever dreamed of. If
that's what you are looking for,
get "lit your grappling hooks and
clamber aboard the good ship
Success, piloted by one Carl
Laemmle.

Carl Laemmle,
President

YORK

"The Scarlet Letter," released
soon, will be one of the best
films and biggest drawing cards
ever made in the history of the
business. Get yo^ur exchange to
arrange an early booking for vou.

The Laemmle Film Service
New

number

204 W. Lake St., Chicago, 111.

It will AT
help
"a lot if you will
exchange
O.XCE!
1 biggest and best film ranter
in the world

THE

Two

MOVING

Features

PICTURE

WORLD

Every

Week

Something you can count upon and advertise in advance regularly

WEDNESDAY
Good

Comedy

The split reel kind. Bright^light — laughable. Full of sparkle and
flash — make your people laugh — cheer them up — they need it.

FRIDAY

Spectacular

Military Pictures

Big Patriotic Pictures. Most complete Military settings ever produced. Horses, Soldiers, Camps and Battles. Thrilling incidents.
Action and excitement from start to finish.
FIRST

tc

MILITARY

PICTURE,

APRIL

28th

Across the Mexican
BOOK

IT IN ADVANCE—A

Line"
BIG FEATURE

Apri,
19.h
I^J Voice
^^Iha.V'ai.ed"
»* M Drama
C.med,
Releases j Wed.,
Frl.
M
21st "The
of His Conscience"
/ Wed.
"
26th "The Count of No Account"
- - Comedy
' Fri.
" 28th "Across the Mexican Line"
Military Feature

S^l ax' Company
147 Fourth Avenue

GET OUR

LOBBY

DISPLAYS

New

York

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD
l>er Grow

CHAMPION K.W FILM
APRIL, THE FAMOUS
"W
For on the Seventeenth, the Champ
will be released

War

SOUVENIRS

Sponge and Pencil
Link Cuff Buttons
Fancy Tie Pins, ass't
I-ancv Brooches, ass't
Air Plains Novelty
Mirrors

Girls' Tablets
size 5x8 inch
Ass't Pancy Easter Novelties
Kaster China Slipper and Chick, new..
Assorted Imported Chinaware
Fancy Lithographed Ash Trays
Imported Stone Steins
Horseshoe Mirror, assorted colors

ith

MONDAY

^C,
Slate,
Men's
Men's
Ladies'
Boys'
Novelty

Drama

All personal

$1.25
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.35
1.25
1.25
4.S0
4.511
4.00
3.00
2.00
1.25

checksTerms:
must be CERTIFIED.

NEWMAN

MFC. CO.

641 and 647 Woodland Ave.

Cleveland. Ohio

At Last

Stonew

all

illumination throughout a theatre without a
brilliant light in range of vision.

The dash of the redoubtahle hero is one of history's brightest pages.

Jackso

n"

-m\i

q The Eye Comfort System of Indirect
Illumination is a notable success in the lighting
of Moving Picture Houses.
*J Theatres in all sections of the country installing this inexpensive and very desirable
hting system.

On the Nineteenth, Wednesday,

"A Half Breed's Courage"
■tf* r
CHAMP
WESTERN
with a lavish display of horses and
cowboys.

'

rsLf
WSJ
. ■>LfG*t* M

COMING!

\jwfc*
COMING!

COMING!

"Gen. Meade's Fighting Days"

The Spirit of the War of Rebellion Runs Riot
THE PENNSYLVANIA BOYS— THE IDOLS OF THE NORTH
The Hail of Lead and Steel, But, Through It All,
Love and Justice Emerge Unscathed

The Champion Film Co.
,^iBcnigr

Kj(yH

Mark

M. Dintenlass, Cen'l

12 East 15th Street

--

Mgr,

New York City

O, Write us for full information. Our engineering department, on receipt of particulars, will
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The Lake Shore Film & Supply Company
CLEVELAND — COLUMBUS

REELS
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In order to serve our present and prospective
patrons with a positive, prompt and perfect service,
have opened a branch office at Columbus with a
competent and efficient force in charge. We are ready for business with 14
reels weekly of brand new films to be increased as patronage warrants. Between our Cleveland and Columbus offices we will handle the entire output
and duplicates of the M. P. D. & S. Co., with a few features added of our
own importation. Shipments will be made from office nearest destination.
We have some choice service open.
Write for quotation.
All standard projection machines and supplies in stock at each office.
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WORLD-FAMOUS

PRODUCTION

Surpasses any previous Shakespearean production in acting, natural MMMfj
ensemble.
Although a classical subject, appeals forcibly
to L\ liKV class of audience.

and

Produced in the grounds of the original Castle of Cronenburg ( Elsinore), Denmark
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we are
r\N April
the 13th
'of
going to hurl a
real April thunderbolt. It's going
to be a storm all

L

by i t s e 1 f— not a
zephyr — but a
cyclone.
Praying For Mothrr

THE LITTLE MAJOR
Released, Thursday, April 13 th
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A GREAT CHILD
DRAMA

Cast a alance at these snaps
from a gingersnappy dim.

The Greatest Kid Picture
Ever Made!

They only tell part of the
story.

Get

This ad only tells part ; the
film telb the whole story.

on the band

wagon now.

Ride with "The
Little Major."

How many exhibitors are there left in
the U. S. who have
not yet run REX?
Only four exchanges not getting
REX — Is yours one
of them ?

REX MOTION

PICTURE MANUFACTURING

573 Eleventh Avenue, New YorK City
SALES CO. PROUD

OF REX

CO.
r.-

Moving Picture World
THE WORLD PHOTOGRAPHIC
PUBLISHING COMPANY
fBcach Building)
SUBSCRIPTION:
ADVERTISING

$2.00 per year.

-
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E. 23d Street, NEW YORK
Telephone call. 1344 Gramercy

Post free in the United States, Mexico, Hawaii, Porto Rico
Canada $2.50. Foreign Countries, $3.00. Post Paid.
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Commenting on the Films.
The "commentator" on the films for the Moving
PICTURE World desires to go on record as saying that
not only is it impossible for many minds to agree on the
merits or demerits of a picture, but that he often finds it
impossible to agree with himself after seeing a picture
again under different conditions. His instructions from
the editor are to see all the pictures of the week at the
first run houses if possible and to comment upon them
from the viewpoint of the audience. In other words,
while he is supposed to keep his eyes upon the picture lie
is also supposed to keep his ears open for comments made
by tlie spectators. In some places these comments are
frequent and audible and sometimes they have entirely
altered the opinion formed upon seeing the picture elsewhere.
A picture that is received in stony silence at one theatre
is very often loudly applauded ai another. There are
many reasons for this. The temperament and mental
Calibre of audiena vary with different localities. Where
vaudevill.
: with the pictures, the act preceding a picture has an
n. If it
was a good act and applauded, the picture following ma)
Hitter by comparison. Just as frequently the contrary i^
the case. Then again the musical accompaniment differs
greatly, and the possibilities of appropriate and well rendered music and sound effects to make or mar a picture
-.tine picture in
hou e
Sometime! our commentator finds it ni
out glaring defects in a picture. Some manufactu
sent tin-, and
■• '■'■ I
the picture has
been made and ha pa < d OUt of their hands and ran not
be altered. The few who take this nan
iii it was
ones who

at the beginning.
Obviously they
lift up their hand
to even lug
en market in this
country.
( )ih 1 ommental >i h
an. I by othei • I
even making favorable
termed a poor picture
he is following hi in

n been taken to task bj
iverlooking blun
comment on what might really be
He quan himself by replying that
truction: t . . form his opu

far as possible by the impression made upon the audience.
We feel justified in demanding this symposium of public
opinion rather than a one-man view by the fact that hundreds of exhibitors have stated to us that they depend
almost entirely upon the "Comments on the Films" in the
Moving Picture World for the selection of their program. Therefore it is our aim to see the films under as
many different conditions as possible and report on them
as to their capacity to win applause or other marks of
appreciation from the audience.
Whenever direct criticism on any picture is made in
these columns it is done with the intention of stimulating
the manufacturer to more care in the future. It cannot
be gainsaid that the marked increase in general quality is
very largely due to the watchfulness of the
I'.oard of Censorship and the criticism that has appeared
in this and other papers. It is also due to many oi the
manufacturers to say that they th<
standard
of quality which has caused others to hustle. The market conditions, however, are such that some of them get
by with work which would have been considered
three and fiv<
The European representative of an American film manufacturer recently gave us a very vivid
market condition
tin and on the continent.
where films are sold principally to the exhibitor i
after inspection.
This phase of the open market
he
claimed did not favor the manufacturer.
Neither, broadly
speaking,
'. output. Irrespective of quality.
nditions obtaining in tl
not be denied that the average technical quality
of the American product is decidedly inferior I
art and
My that
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"goesmanufacturer
omt," do matter
how crudely
American
has largely
availedpresented.
himself of The
this
opportunity. They have Keen successful and nut ol
them may have become so intoxicated with mat success
that they cherish the idea that it i^ due to their i
or superior knowledge and that they can make "pictures,"
pictures that will hold their own with the march of time
and the changes of public fancy.
There is no surer omen of the decadence of am fad or
whim of the public than the overdoing of it.

The Crime Poster Again.
From Washington, 1). C, we have received several
letters, telegrams and newspaper clippings, from an exhibitor, setting forth how he is being persecuted by the
local police for using "crime posters" to attract business
to his theatre. ( me of the telegrams, marked "Rush,"
reads: "Do not publish my letter. Am having more
trouble." Ami other of similar nature indicates that the
gentleman is running around in circles like a dog chasing
his tail, and at the rate he i- going, we are unable at this
end to make out head or tail.
This exhibitor i> inclined to think that the sudden ac-
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fate. In the other picture, the reader will observe a very
inoffensive-looking gentleman hanging by his neck at the
end of a rope. He is quite neglected on account of the
gun play that is going on in the foreround, where a
maiden is being rescued by a man with a gun from a mob
i .1' 1 ither men with more guns. With the burning house in
the background we have a regular three ring circle showing as kidnapping, murder and arson, all going on at the
same time. Let us then glance at the reading matter that
accompanies these pictures on the hand-bill which reads
as follow - :
DOXT FAIL TO SEE THE GREATEST OF ALL
GREAT

SHOWS,

JESSE JAMES AND YOUNGER BROTHERS.
YOU CANNOT AFFORD TO MISS IT.
A SHOW

THAT

WILL

WESTERN

LIVE

WHEN

ALL

DRAMAS

HAVE

BEEN

OTHER

FORGOTTEN.
AN

ENTERTAINMENT

FOR

BENEFICIAL
OXE

OF THE

BEST

WESTERN
NOT

A DULL

MOMENT

IT TEACHES
WILL

AND

DRAMAS

BE SHOWN

EVERYBODY,

TO

ALL.

MOST
EVER

REALISTIC
SHOWN.

DURING

THE

SHOW.
A GREAT MORAL
AT

PICTURE
ADMISSION

ENTIRE

LESSON.
MOVING

THEATRE.
FIVE

CENTS.

We are glad this Washington exhibitor sent this stuff
to us, because we want to know just who the parties are
that are uplifting the business in this fashion.
The most

'm^Xrf^ym

isfe^'liliiiiiiiH

WJ^Wt^wm

BbSIIK
tivity of the Washington police in suppressing crime posters is the manifestation of a deep-seated malice on the
part of the police. As an evidence of his purity and loftiness of thought, he has sent us one of the handbills, which
he had scattered about in Washington. We reproduce
herewith two pictures from that circular, which represent
episodes in the life of that famous hero, the Hon. Jesse
James and his old pals ( ?) , the Younger Brothers. The
reader will observe in one of these views a train hold-up
of the most approved kind, the kind that sends a thrill
way down into the boots of the small boy, who longs to
go and do likewise. Everybody in the picture is armed
with a good-sized pistol, and not at all backward in displaying it.while the train stands humbly by, awaiting its

SPi

pathetic part of it all is the air of injured innocence in
this man's correspondence. Without a doubt he actually
believes that this entertainment of his is a "Great Moral
Lesson." This Washington exhibitor will find little sympathy in this office, for we are frank to say that we never
read such rot in our lives, and we give the police of Washington all due credit for putting the kibosh on any such
nickel-grabbing game as this is.
The moving-picture business in America has been run
into the ground by just such exhibitors as this one. In
every town you will find one exhibitor who makes it bad
for all the rest. He is going to get his out of it .while he
can. He does not give a rap about the others, nor does
he care a particle what anybody thinks, so long as be is

THE
able to get away with it. There is no
for these nickel-grabbers who pander
stincts of half-grown boys, and the
of it the better for all concerned. It
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room in the business
to the primitive insooner they are out
is our hope that the

Washington police will make a "clean-up" while they are
at it.
Granting that the picture this man intended to show
was really as good as his bombastic circular claims it to
be, there might be some reason to be lenient with him.
But the Jesse James and Younger Brothers reel is one of
the early reels that has long done its part in bring condemnation upon the picture. Therefore, if these children
did put up their nickels and go in to see it, they would no
doubt have seen an old, worn-out rainstorm on the sheet,
one of the worst-acted pictures that ever was made, and
in every sense of the word a "lemon" of the choicest
vintage. Then they would come out from the place repeating the old refrain, "Stung again."
Ordinarily we would pay no attention to this man and
his outburst, but for the benefit of exhibitors at large, we
publish these pictures and his circular and dwell upon it
at this length. If any of our readers are annoyed in their
respective cities by exhibitors of this undesirable type, we
request them to make it known to us and send, if possible,
some of these lurid handbills and posters, which we will
reproduce and do all we can to show up some of these
shine showmen who are in the business by mistake.

Pictures in Aid of Medical Science.
The use of moving pictures for scientific purposes was
go and has been called upon occasionally both in this and in foreign countries. One of the
foremost American concerns to aid medical science in
this respect was the Lubin Manufacturing Company of
Philadelphia. Mr. Siegmund Lubin, the head of this concern, has been greatly interested in matters of this nature
for a number of years and has expended a great deal oi
and much of his spare time in promoting their
interests.
The latest assistance given by the Lubin Manufacturing Company to the medical fraternity was in the illustration ofa lecture by the widely known nerve specialist,
Prof. Theodore II. VVeisenburg, on "The Gail
Tremors and Other Symptoms of Various Forms of
Nervous Diseases," delivered to the membei
Alumni Association of the Department of Medicine of the
' hirurgical College in th
hitheatre,
Eighteenth and Race Streets, Philadelphia,
Pei
March 2ISt
The Lubin Company
furnished
fur this
e hundred-foot reel depicting
traordinan views of a number of patients who
carefuD) selected by Prof. VVeisenburg.
luditorium was packed with the membert and
their friends, all keenly desirous <>f witnessing the intro
(taction of this novel ind interesting method of institution. The effect on the audieno
displayed
tomshmenl conbeing heard above the vow <• of the lecturer.
It is difficult to truly estimate the advance this makes
in the teaching of medicine.
In many respects teaching
l'v films, rather than patients,
• intly at your command and can be shown .it any
•"'"• and moreovei itudenl
will pa\ far more attention
to a motion picture than to an individual
rl,v make! ■■ antion
fai
n on his mind and cotnScientifically ii
ting, for no matter how
well one
tain things which can b<
Moreover, it is important from the standpoint oi
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history, for not only is it possible to record patients and
their diseases, but it will be possible to compare the symptoms, for it is well known that the latter change in the
course of evolution and the same diseases may not give
the same group of symptoms in the course of years.
Among the patients that were photographed were
cases of locomotor ataxia, paralysis of one side of the
body resulting from a hemorrhage in the brain, different
forms of spinal cord disease, hysteria and different
tremors and involuntary movements of the body. Among
the most interesting is a patient who has involuntary
movements of the tongue in which this organ is protruded
far beyond the lips in the most grotesque manner. Again,
among the cases of hysteria is a patient who, while lying
quietly has no w eakness of his limbs, and yet when he gets
on his feet and attempts to walk, power to do so becomes
increasingly difficult until finally he sinks to the floor
totally helpless. Another patient also suffering from a
form of functional disease has various grotesque movements of his arms, legs, face and body, some of which are
dancing, shuffling, springing, all of them more or less
bizarre. In a patient with paralysis of one side of the body
the weakness jn the limbs is perfectly shown, with the
dragging, halting gait.
In the patient who has locomotor ataxia the difficulty in
walking is clearly evident. Here the patient could not
walk without aid. and for this purpose a rope was
stretched across the stage and the ataxic walks while
grasping this rope, and it is clearly evident that only for
this he would totter and fall. Towards the latter end of
the photograph he is shown standing alone with his feet
wide apart, swaying in the most uncertain manner, and
as he shuts his eyes he falls to the floor, showing in the
most wonderful manner the ataxia which is one of the
prominent symptoms of the disease. In another patient
who suffered from inflammation of all oi the i
the body there is depicted a so-called "steppa_
This patient has toe drop and cannot move his •
if this he is compelled when walking to lift his
knees high from the ground, much like a stalking horse,
theAtgait,
beingthere
called
"steppage."
the because
finish of ofthethis,
lecture
iii-iml
a scene of the
wildest enthusiasm which was the more singula]
ering the fact that the hulk of the audience was c
of staid, experienced graduates, many ^i them members
of the faculn of the institution.
Some of tli>
remarked afterwards that in their opinion tin- I
parture from the beaten path marl
h in the
• -he medical profession and its new adjunct, the
moving picture film.
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What Gets Over
By I Ian ford C. Judson.
The photodrama, like ever) other art, has its proper
sphere and it also has its limitations. As is the work of
a young genius, it is often glorious without intention and,
when it attempts something rich and tine, it is often commonplace.
I recently spent a \ei \ instructive evening at Keith &
Proctor's Union Square Theatre. Four photoplays were
thrown upon the screen. Every one of them had a theme
that differed from all the rest and appealed to different
human emotions. They were all good plays and were
representative of the very best work. All four were
very effective, partially ; none was wholly effective. Where
they failed, they failed, roughly speaking, for two reasons. They showed in part that we haven't yet mastered
the medium, we are still amateurish, and again we seem
amateurish in attempting to do what is impossible.
It can be said very positively that nothing that it not
clear and plain as day will be wholly effective as drama.
The photoplay can show all that the pantomime can show.
But it is effective only as it is able to convey human emotion. Where the situation that induces the emotion is
plain the emotion comes over-powerfully ; but in the legitimate drama the situation is often built up step by step on
the information conveyed by words, the question, and its
answer. The pantomime actor can picture the emotion
perfectly; the audience will see it perfectly and sympathize, but like one who sees another man in grief and
doesn't know why he looks so sad ; it can guess the reason,
but guessing isn't knowing.
In the drama that gets over, it isn't the actor that is
played upon but the audience. Clytemnestra's ghost might
be seen rising before the sleeping choras of the Furies ;
but what glorious actress could make the whole situation
plain to an audience without the homely, every-day words
she uses? Or could any pantomime express the situation
into which Oedipus gropes his way in that terrible conversation he and his mother-wife had with the messenger?
You say that the photoplay makes no pretense of competing with the legitimate drama. In practice, it does just
that and it is one of its worst failings.
The photoplay is still very new, and the attitude of the
audiences today is not a good thermometer of any play's
true merit or its staying power. One of the photodramas
projected was "Athatiah, Queen of Judah" (Pathe), and
of the four, this was the only one to which the audience
gave any applause. Why did they applaud ? It was a Biblical subject and the story known to many; it was beautifully tinted; it was beautifully acted. It also had one
glorious scene which, I venture to say, was sent over the
footlights more powerfully than any legitimate drama
producer has ever before succeeded in getting it over.
This was the scene where Athaliah's army begins its
move against the temple of Jehovah. The army reaches
way out across the distant hillside; it is immense. You
begin to feel what a powerful force it is. No stage has
room enough to give such an effect. But whenever that
army crowds itself into the narrow set-scenes it becomes
commonplace, even in actual dramas. In the photoplay it
not only becomes commonplace, but it makes the leading
actors commonplace, for they haven't the words to hold
attention. Perhaps if its size were diminished, this effect
could be overcome, partially.
The audiences may have applauded partly because it
felt that to see the moving picture of a great drama was
instructive and that it was getting its money's worth.
The
' scenario was adapted from Racine's great masterpiece

for, but not quite to, the photodrama. No one who could
have seen the drama itself would have chosen to see the
photoplay, except for personal and temporary reasons.
Its great advantage was that it gave much, much more
than ten or twenty-five cents' worth, when taken with
the other features of the evening. But, you will ask, in
giving this, was not the phptoplay occupying its legitimate, its best field? Yes and No. The production of
"Athaliah" was like the newspaper copy of a great painting. It was useful and instructive, but, considering what
it is able to convey at present, such work puts it in the
category of the substitutes, the makeshifts. I claim that
the photodrama is no makeshift. It has a glorious field
of its own. It should cultivate that field, in which it is,
and will be, pre-eminent, and utilize every step in the progress of every play to heighten the effect in the scenes where
it is already recognized as supreme. The photoplay is thoroughly democratic; the legitimate drama is aristocratic.
In the tremendous, epic scenes, the army, the chorus, the
mob in the photoplay smothers the star actors. These
"stars" will have to lose themselves in the great whole
more than they do in the drama if the best effect is to be
produced. The proper work of the photoplay is to give
life as life really is, at its chosen, dramatic moments, and
I believe that we shall find that all the well-known theatrical makeshifts, so effective on the stage, will be less
effective in a photoplay than the simplicity of every-day
life is. Photoplay producers will find that they will have
to discover new^ and original tricks of their own.
One of the other plays thrown on the screen was "Between Two Fires" (Edison). This is a Franco-Prussian
war story, and most of the scenes are in a dwelling. There
was no tinting used. Color was sadly needed in one place.
The heroine proposed to insure the safetv of the chateau
by raising the red-cross flag. The flag is brought out
and is is a black-cross flag. Some in the audience may
have recognized it at once, but I didn't. As a whole this
play was not suitable to the photodrama. It was a drama
of intrigue and the gestures of the actors — they were
good actors, too, and the producing company is one of
the most competent in the field — sent too little of its
significance to the audience.
The two other plays, especially the one entitled "A
Little Lad in Dixie" (Vitagraph), were natural photoplay dramas. They could not have been so adequately
shown on a stage. "A Little Lad in Dixie" came over
more adequately than any of the others. But the screen
didn't begin to give all its possibilities. In the first place,
the acting was bad — except that of the lad and his mother,
and the mother's acting could easily have been improved,
if the producer had let her be natural and not theatrical.
To a man who, like the present writer, has seen active
military service, the soldiers in this play were pitiable.
Sonny and the deserter defend the pass, and every shot
they fire echoes in the hearts of the audience ; but when
the Yankees attack in force, when the Johnnies come
to the rescue and when the camp of the Confederates,
with its flag on the outskirts is shown, the scenes were not
very strong.
The actors of the last play, "A Thwarted Vengeance"
(Essanay), got its whole significance over in fine shape.
The only trouble was that the story, though well-acted and
suitable to the medium through which it was presented,
was not humanly probable. The very pretty and ladylike
heroine didn't make a very lifelike barmaid. The last
scene was entirely too improbable to be effective.
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Film Hits of the Week.
There was a time when we used to devote a column to
what we considered the most notable film of the week.
This was so delicate a task and so apt to be taken for the
gentle effusions of the press agent that any eulogiums are
now, as a rule, based upon that safest and surest guide —
public opinion.
Of the films of the past week, the highest token of
praise belongs to "Athaliah," the gorgeously staged,
splendidly acted and exquisitely colored tragedy-drama by
Pathe Freres (France). We saw this spectacular production in many houses and never once did it fail to elicit
applause, and, being a tragedy, that applause could only
be attributed to the excellence of the technique. We had
become so imbued with the consistency and the perfection
of the magnificent scenes in this film that the shock of
seeing a counterfeit poster used to advertise it was so
great we must speak of it here. Not over two blocks
away from the Pathe New York office we saw one day
over the entrance to a store show a gigantic poster advertising "Athaliah" which bore a crude, sensational and
gaudy colored scene, entirely foreign to this film. We
draw attention to this here because the owner of that particular theatre is a persistent violator of the proprieties in
this respect.
The fact that premier mention is given this week to a
foreign manufacturer further proves the correctness of
our views elsewhere in this paper as to the superior technique of the European product, especially in the great
spectacular photodrama. But the Pathe-American Company are getting down to serious work, and this week our
old friend Panzer, formerly of the Vitagraph Company,
scored a hit in the leading role of "A Fatal Resemblance,"
a strong dramatic plot which was acted quite up to the
standard of the Paris house.
Another European picture which was warmly received
on account of its technical excellence as well as the story,
was "At the Old Mill," a bit of work that reflects great
credit on the Urban-Eclipse Company.
But, if success is to be measured by applause, the
American companies come in for a goodly share, and
none more so than the Biograph story of "The Spanish
Gypsy." It received a salvo of applause in a theatre
where applause is very seldom bestowed on a picture.
This portrayal of human emotions and sentiment by the
Biograph Company can only be compared to their own
"Ramona," of a year ago. There is the same subtle coloring, artistic treatment, clearness and strength of plot and
skillful selection and posing which made and which sustain the Biograph name. As a picture it left such an
n of completeness that we were not at all surto note the applau e.
another picture of the week
well-merited share of applause, and this
not due to the sentiment or the plot, but to the wholly
v handling of the theme. In "Sweet Memories" the tmp Company set a standard for themselves
which we hope will be closely followed.
It will require
hard work on their part to improve upon it.
M' a ured by our
tandard of success, the stamp of
public approval, "Jim, the Mule Boy," a portrayal ox the
of mining, by the Edison Company, stand- out
I 1 picture ol the week
it is hard to say whether the
applau e d received wa elicited by the noble sentiment
; ir the excellent mannei

in which
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Play the Game

it WS

and acted. "April Fool," another Edison playlet, drew
more than the ordinary share of applau e This could
accounted for by the charmingly natural acting
of the young iters who played tl 1
the fad
that the comedy was clean and fresh and 1 welcome
•n the u u i! depit Hon of i hil '

on the Square.

In a recent number of the licensed film bulletin, the
man-who-is-greater than his job of press agent, quotes
an article from the Erie "Dispatch"' of Erie, Pa., under
the following headings : "Condemns Independent Picture
Theater." "Erie Dispatch Tells Difference Between
Licensed and Unlicensed Houses."
The article goes on to say that uncensored pictures such
as shown in the "Bijou" do much harm, and cites the
fact that the Bijou featured pictures of the "White Slaves
of America," and others of a sensational nature. The
article was worded so as to convey the impression that
the "Bijou" was an independent theater and contrasted
it with the high moral tone of the "Photoplay"' theater, a
licensed house showing only "carefully censored" pictures.
It happened that a World representative was in Erie
last week and sends us the facts in the case. He learned
that the article in the Dispatch was written by a person
who is interested in theaters competing with the "Bijou."
He also learned that the "White Slaves of America" pictures were not independent films, but lantern slides to accompany alecture and that the lecture had the approval
of some of the best men of family in Erie. But to cap the
climax of misinformation, it developed that the much
lauded "Photoplay'" theater was not a licensed house.
So the praise extended to them for running a "carefully
censored" show is really a feather in the cap of the
independents.

As Others See Us.
We are indebted to Mr. F. C. Fuller, an operator in St.
Louis, for the following clippings from the St. Louis
"Mirror":
The War on the Picture Shows.
Drastic restrictions upon the moving picture shows, the
theaters-in-little, will not be approved by the public. The
public likes the little theaters and wants them. These little
theaters may have hurt the bigger theater-, but ii"t BO much
as the syndication system has hurt them. And the picture
shows wouldn't pull >o hard from the big houses were it
not for the "tarimc" high cost of living. That the picture
shows are making money i- DO reason why State or city or
legislators should "shake them down" for some of it. The
places in which the -hows are given should be fire and so constructed as to minimize danger in panic.
That is about as' far as legislation should go. A license may
be exacted, but all licenses are outrageous perversion of ta\The morals of the shows will be taken care of
by the public. Nastiness won't last. The picturi
should be let alone as nearly as possible. They will develop
patrons for the theaters, when the theater- get out of the
clutch of the tru-t idea. I am aware that .it a banquet of
•. ners and manager- in New York lately, a -peaker
made a Lireat bit by telling the auditors that they themselves
were a bigger crowd than any "hou
en in their
own theaters during the past year.
The truth of
the result of the growth of the picture lh(
mixing.
Ain
New
York,
wlure.
There will be business for all the ihowl when el-ethe
people have something left to spend, ovei
outlay f>>r rent and food and clothing
And maybe the little
theater will bring down the big t'
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A Sociological Study.
Moving

Picture

Censorship

Strangely

..pers in all parts of the country seem to be OH the
lookout for instances oi youthful delinquents w I
from urate" may In- espi oallly traceable to moving picture
items of news arc "food for the enemy,"
be>ides furnishing subjects for the censor, critic and moralizer to expatiate upon, and exploit their narrow, limited, uneducalional \ i< m
Upon the other Mile, to those possessed of clear sight, a
calm, well trained mind, sound and balanced judgment, they
present opportunities tor searching after facts that shall become the reveolers of those truths, so necessary for that
perfect knowledge upon which all actions shall be based.
Following this latter method we are surprised to find that a
careful study of all the conditions, point to singular lessons
in the ><>cial order of things concerning the youth of the land
and of the times. In the first place we have come to reflect
upon the extraordinary method by which many towns in
every part of the country, are, by their authorities, going
back into the centuries and bringing therefrom a revival of
the
theasexpress
of fixing
a time,
not "curfew''
to put outlaw,theforfire
of old, purpose
but to call
the children
and young people home from the streets. What is it that
has led to such drastic action, and the resort to such harsh
old-time methods in these progressive days of the twentieth century? Two causes are assigned: first, decreasing
parental control and increasing lack of respect for parems
and teachers by children; and, secondly, a strange increase
and development of youthful tendencies to mischief, evil and
ultimately crime, fostered in many instances by a desire while
still of immature years, to copy and appear both as efficient
and proficient as adults. Hence the boy begins with smoking, ana the girl with inordinate dressing, followed by freedom of action and liberty or license to stay out late and
to go where they please, until through the failure of home
training and authority, the very local governments themselves have been compelled to call a halt. It is at such a
time as this that the moving picture makes its appearance
and at once becomes universally popular, especially as a
friend of the young people. It did not take long, however, to
prove that there were those vultures in commercial life,
who were ready to use it as a bright attraction to allure
the prey they desired to seize. The prey, too, proved often
too ready to be caught, and the evil-minded among them
eager to turn to profit any suggestion upon which they
could seize and enlarge, even to the extent of criminalizing
themselves.
Thus true social conditions are revealed, and the moving
picture has done its part in bringing to the surface a state
of things which will give all right-minded people, interested
in the well being of the community and, especiallly the socioligical student, an opportunity to deal with conditions as
they find them; and, by a process of elimination, eradicate
the evil and establish the good.
The "Moving Picture World" has ever worked thoroughly
and successfully for these ends, and it remains for the people, especially those having the oversight of the young, to
do likewise; and, instead or hitting back at the moving pictures, they should be thankful for the exposure of these
evils and remove them. It is in this very connection that
Mayor Gaynor of New York says: "I have seen the moving pictures repeatedly and find little fault with them; the
faults rather lie with the parents whose control of their
children needs strengthening and to be made more vigilant."
What can be the environment, home training, school benefits, or social relationship of any young person of either sex
who cannot behold a life story without deliberately selecting
the evil as an example to follow? Surely the reveation of
this low social and moral scale is appalling. Never is there
a drama or a tragedy but the evil is denounced and punished,
as a plain lesson and deliberate warning to others. In the
speaking theater the villian is only successful as he secures
the hisses of the audience, as much as does the hero receive
the applause. If any degenerate character goes away to practice the evil he has seen for the purpose of gain, regardless
of the consequences, he is alone to blame, and neither the
theater or actors are condemned. Rather should those sociological conditions which produce the delinquent be investigated, and a remedy sought in that direction. A youthful
burglar recently, upon examination in court, declared that
he had dencelearned
the room
'tricksof ofwhich
the trade"
to eviin the court
he was bya listening
frequent visitor.
How

absurd

it would

be to blame

the court; if the "ter-

Helpful

in Revealing

Social Conditions

rors oi the law" are not a sufficient deterrent the blame
must be placed elsewhere,
A clergyman declared once that he found this perversive
?pint evident in an astonishing manner, hearing one of his
own Sunday school boys using blasphemous language, gently
rebuked him, when to his astonishment the boy replied: "I
have heard you say those words in the pulpit." Still further
and yet reverently, is there not a criticism often made
upon allowing the young a too free use of the Bible itself,
lest that which is there for warning might be misapplied?
True, indeed, but we are living in days demanding more and
more an open Bible. Only a little while ago in these pages
we challenged the comparison of moving pictures with any
other amusement, producing proportionate satisfactory results. We now would raise another point, and ask for the
production of any instance, or case, or person, where an
evil effect has followed a moving picture exhibition where
the home social and educational surroundings have been satisfactory? Ifthis contention is correct it is evident that the
fault lies in conditions and is for sociological reflection
rather than picture censorship. Studying the social conditions along these lines, the writer has carefully sought for
evils in New York City and surroundings, and where weaknesses have appeared in moving picture work he has unhesitatingly pointed them out, and if necessary denounced
them; but he has not found in any degree the evils in moving
pictures equal to those in the following degrading lines.
, Picture Postal Cards.
If moving pictures were thrown upon the screens half
or one-tenth as vile as the postal cards upon the streets,
the authorities would close all the theaters in one night.
They have not only vileness of illustration but beastliness of
language, and a suggestiveness so immoral that they are used
as mediums for the consummation of evil association by
those who look upon them. Were it possible to see the
actual outcome of these obscenities the newspapers would
have lengthy records to report daily in striking contrast to
the ocasional moving picture delinquent.
Sunday Comic Papers.
The Sunday comic papers generally, but especially those of
the "yellow press" are mischief breeders, and subsequently
crime producers. "Comic" is a misnomer; a burlesque upon
the printed page they are tragic upon the young human
mind. All the writer asks upon the subject is that the opinion of teachers, parents and ministers be taken and declares
it
as his opinion that the vote for their expulsion would be
unanimous.
Manufactured Journalism.
True journalism is a noble profession, the lawful ambition
of an educated youth; but the most wide-spread New York
daily is a menace to the social and mcrral well being of
every young person able to read its pages. Its headlines,
its news, its editorials, its pictures would be a disgrace to
any decent community! So what is it in the center of the
world's greatest city? It has more power for evil within the
limits of its circulation than have the worst of the moving
pictures in the whole world if multiplied a hundred times.
Many other evils could be assailed but these must wait
for another opportunity, suffice it for the present to say
that it is only too evident that the moving picture is one
of the least evils of the day; that its critics are biased and
blinded. That a combined attack upon other and more
malignant evils would produce better results and prove
that without in any way looking upon the foul results of
moving picture work, one of its least valuable assets is the
fact that at its worst it has, by its weakness, revealed the
social evils attendant upon the youth of the land. If, therefore, this is what its weakness can do — what shall its
strength be>
W. H. JACKSON.
BRANDT

GOES

TO MIRROR.

Joe Brandt Brandenburg has resigned from the advertising department of "The Player" to accept the offer made
by the New York "Dramatic Mirror" to become associated
with its business staff. Brandt was for several years connected with the Hampton Advertising Co., and afterwards
with the "Billboard." Owing to an attack of typhoid fever
in September of last year, which kept him closely confined
until January of this year, Brandt resigned from the "Billboard" forces and later joined "The Player" staff.
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As I walked through certain thoroughfares a few nights
ago, the thought occurred to me that the flint age of the
moving pictures has passed — the day of the skin-rlint is in
the gloaming and the stone age is at hand. The peanut man
is going back to his roa-ter, the grocer is going back to his
scales, and the man who thought he was a better theatrical
manager than an oyster opener is seeking his level — that is,
when he sells a quart of oysters it will be on the level, because the bivalve and not the pictures are his future.
Not many months ago when a man and wife and two
children entered a picture show, it was not uncommon to
hear some one announce "Two fries and two on the half
shell," or, in some instances hear "Two porterhouses, the
cutlet- go free." That was in the good, old days, before the
reformers got busy and -tirred up things to an extent that
a man running a picture show was in doubt after supper
whether he would reach home or land in a cell. But, my,
how things have changed! Now the exhibitor sees nothing
before him but fame and glory — if he has the price.
Much has been said about the crusade in New York City
against moving picture shows by Mr. Fosdick, who seems to
be a Siame-e Flynn and Parkhurst. Of course Mr. Fosdick
is trying to do his duty, as well as earn his salary, and in
many instances he is performing commendable work; but a
more strict surveillance upon some of the so-called charitable
institutions might disclose that with more compassion ami
consideration in their favor there would be les< children -eeking the warmth and shelter of moving picture shows.
1 1 is undeniable that there are some moving picture places
New York that should never have been licensed.
Who is to blame for this state of affairs is a point in disibody is willing to assume responsibility.
Shooting
at a target I should put the blame on the license bureau.
If
an applicant is not a proper person, or if his place does not
1 oine within the requirements, he should not receive a li1 its, ai-lc-. ventilation, etc., should be thought of
before taking the applicant's money, or at least, bi
the opening of the place. Complaints of the kind
ii"W before the municipal authorities and the public have
de for two years or more. Long befoi
Gaynor took office, his predecessor closed all the moving
picture places in Greater New York indiscriminately. This
was an unjust action, because care was not taken to distinguish right from wrong, hut the mi-take was made worse by
a subsequent licensing of places without regard to conditions.
I know personally that for years the people engaged in the
legitimate moving picture field have been opposed to a cer! • lavs of exhibitors for many reasons, among them,
the inevitable disrepute that must follow in the wake of the
exploiters in that line of business: the burden cast upon the
shoulders of those Btriving to elevate the moving picture
business to tin- piam de erved; and th< general tendency of
luch places to provoke the hostility of the better class of
people
1 it. then, a turprise, that when, at last, the munici■ nte of their duty that the
men ol capital, the m< n of foresighl and energy, the big fish.
Should receive such a eoidial welcome
tl
stated
ne ■•! mj previous letters, the lug men with big
1. adily gaining a
[hold in th mi <\ ing picture
ind 1 re long there w ili he few disti ii 1
New York at leas)
that will not have it- big picl
New Y..rk now
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But as to the cei
-ructure that is to co-t in
the neighborhood of $100,000. let us read what one of the
leading New York papers has to say of it: "When opened
it will be the finest moving picture theater in the world.
That this newe-t New York theater, too, is to be devoted to
nothing else than moving pictures tells only too plainly the
wonderful advance that that branch of the theatrical profession has made in the past few years. To-day the moving
picture theaters have fairly forced themselves into open competition with the theaters that present only dramatic productions."
That
is going
some,
isn't who
it"' says
It should
take the are
windlosing
"Ut
of
the sails
of the
grouch
the pictures
ground. Not many years ago the pictures were drawn up'.r.
by the \audeville profession for jokes. Sometimes you would
hear one say to another 'you look so serious you remind me
of a moving picture.'' More than once a cancelled performer
has remarked to the booking agent "Move me as you will,
but you cannot make a moving picture of me." And time
and time again vaudeville performers have been heard slurringly
moving
operator,
"he
and histokitrefer
willtorunthe about
two picture
weeks machine
longer, then
the junk
shop for his."
This prediction ha- been verified in part by developments
Many operators who had neither the foresight or ability to
make themselves useful have gone to the junk shop, but the
pictures have steadily gained ground, so much so that they
are now m "open competition with the theaters that present
only
productions," a- stated by one of the leading
New dramatic
York papers.
Have you noticed the change . 11
Street, near
Eighth Avenue— the bouse called the American Music Hall?
Until a couple of week- ago that house was running twenty
or twenty-two acts Of vaudeville 111 competition with the
Manhattan and Hammerstein's Root. The Manhattan went
over to pictures and the American
1- now in the
Some time ago the Motion Picture Patent- Company cancelled the American- license because William Morris, its
owner, ran unlicensed pictures and the Ii
newed until within the past two weeks
Marcus Loew, the indefatigable Marcus, consolidated with Morn- and his name
now appear- on the front of the house
At that time Marcuwa- al-o the mainspring of the People- Film Exchange of
New
York
Since that the exchange ha- been sold to the
General Film Company and Marcu- 1- running the same da>)
of pictures in the American that he has in his Othl
I have alrea.lv -aid the Patents Company cancelled the
American Music Hall license
Now read thiMai
and William Morn- consolidated;
l.oew assumci
the American;
l.oew move- the I
change from the Columbia
Theater building to the American
Music Hail building; Loew -ell- the People'- Film Exchange
to the General Film Company; that company dwells in haimony with Loew in the same building.
Now it must have
taken some figuring to bring tin- about, don't you think"-
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ADAPTABILITY?
The educational possibiliries of the moving picture seem
to be causing much interest in many places; much has
recently appeared in print discussing very thoroughly the
pros and cons of the prospects.
It is a little surprising, however, to notice how debatable
the subject has become, and yet unnecessarily so. The
question as to whether the cinematograph is to be admitted
into educational circles upon proving its adaptability is absurd! How often is that which is entirely new adaptable?
The steam engine never proved adaptable to the old stage
coach; it superseded it.
Gas proved more- adaptable than the tallow candle, electricity then gas, each augmented the other. It i- only natural
t.. expect that in many instances cinematography will facilitate educational work; at times it will prove of some use
at other times it will prove entirely revolutionary and with
decided advantage. New York educational authorities have
as yet failed to grasp the right idea concerning this new
agency; this is excusable because, at present, there is lacking that development, which, when completed, will make
education by moving picture a power demanding attention.
It has previously been shown that the moving picture will
make its first great advance on virgin ground. The above
reference to the Philippines is a good example of this truth.
Country schools will perhaps forge ahead of city schools,
because of the fewer laws and red-tape difficulties there
found. These are rimes when the best methods and the
shortest routes are demanded; obstacles only exist — to be
-urmounted and not debated; mountains will be moved or
tunnelled, rivers crossed either above or beneath. Progress
1- unhindered: if it finds a way by adaptability it uses it; if it
does not find a way, then, no matter how revolutionary it
may appear, it makes a way. It is born of a higher power
than is that of anything that can hinder it. and, while "wise
heads" are talking about it. moving picture progress goes
ahead unhindered.
IN THE CITY
OF CULTURE.
No! Not Boston! That may be the Athens of America
but it is not the abode of culture only; to Montclair in New
Jersey belongs this distinctive title. Montclair is not a
commercial center, it ha- no business affiliations; it is purely
residential. It has the reputation of numbering among its
inhabitants more professional people (men and women) than
any other town in the United States. It is the abode of a
large number of Xew York City's ablest scholars; while
other places may have its daily train of millionaire commuter-, or business men's special, Montclair has its daily
scholarly train with its precious load of brains and culture.
Is another distinctive feature necessary? Here it is. Montclair
has a larger number of telephones than any other town or city in
the world; not only in proportion to the inhabitants but
also in proportion to any given number; one telephone to
every two house- in town is their proud record. Why all
these details? The moving picture has invaded Montclair
and the people are aroused.
The moving picture has been accepted in the halls of
learning! what is going to be its fate in the homes of the
learned?
Prejudice has had its first battle and lost. The New York
World in a wise and timely editorial rebuked the first evidence of prejudicial opposition. The process of elimination
has already commenced: expressions of opinion already current have decided that there -hall be no combination with
the vaudeville. There worthy, scholarly people are to be
congratulated on their first decision; it is only such as was
to be expected from them. Again, "cheap sensational
shows-' There
are tabooed;
also, iaccordance
good
taste.
can be this.
no doubt
thatin by
the time with
Montclair
has held its great public meeting, the result will not only
be complimentary to the genuine moving picture enterprise,
but a tribute to the pleasure-giving educational value of the

highest form of cinematographic art. Judging, therefore,
from it- unique position a- an abode of educated — refined
minds, the verdict of tin people "i Montclair will be valuable: we anticipate it- welcome
tribute.
WONDERFUL.
It has ever been an argument in favor of the superior
nature of moving picture scenery, over that to be seen in
the theater, in that the one i- real while the other i- artificial.
In a* recent picture the following extraordinary scenes were
the background of the play enacted: A view of a railroad
train passing through beautiful country; also a view of the
interior of the same train. A view of beautiful mountain
scenery, as seen from the train, climbing a steep ascent to a
hotel with further views in, about and from the hotel. A
scene upon an ocean steamer, also upon a lake steamer;
other scenes in connection with a trolley car, an automobile
and a motor-boat.
All these were given, not as scenic views, but as the scenery of the drama of life being enacted in connection therewith. Such a scope and variety is absolutely impossible in
the finest theater in the world. The trouble and cost in procuring these scenes must have been enormous. The educational value- were of greater effect than the play they supported, so that to the observing mind they were simply
wonderful.
Some young people who saw them expressed their delight
with the advantages presented, making the writer feel that it
is more than worth while to direct the attention of people
to thethescenery
than
play. which is often — as in this case — of more value
EDUCATING THE PHILIPPINOS.
The predicted value of the cinematograph as a teacher of
peoples of foreign speech, and of the illiterate, has recently
been emphasized in an unusual manner and to a very large
degree. In the Philippine Islands the American authorities
experienced great difficulty in enforcing many of the necessary civilized customs upon the inhabitants of many interior
places on the numerous islands. There was not only the
difficulty with another language, but the numerous dialects
coupled with illiteracy and ignorance, making the task an
almost unsurmountable one. The introduction of the moving
picture has very largely solved the problem in that (while
lacking in detail) it has provided a most general method by
means of its "universal language," in conveying to the mind
of these people, habits and customs so necessary for their
general welfare. It is a strange fate which brings together
the greatest need, and the greatest help; little do these people know of the value of this great power making it possible
to lift them from their lowest depths to the high level of
the most civilized, in a short space of time, but a few years
ago considered impossible. It is a pleasure to record this
further, yet not unexpected advance.
A STIMULUS.
A monthly magazine is offering $250 in prizes from $50
downwards for the best fifty-word answer to the question,
"Which motion picture story do you like best and why?"
If there is a healthy response to this question the contest
should be helpful; positive declarations of the good qualities
of pictures will also suggest, by deduction, what the poorer
qualities are; we shall also look for the educational value in
the answers.
"THE BOOKS OF THE MASSES."
The above new title appears singularly appropriate to the
moving picture in relation to the "masses." The hard toiler,
who has neither the time or inclination for books, finds his
library in the moving picture. In another article this shall
be more extensively dealt with, showing how thoroughly
the library
moving ofpicture
is not only the poor man's theater. but
the
the people.
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L. F. S. says. — "I have been connected with the show busiime capacity nearly all my life, both on the stage
and in the orche-tra, and am at present playing drums and
traps in a moving picture theater. I write this not in a
■.pint of criticism, but more a- a suggestion. I notice a great
deal has been -aid of late concerning sound effects and their
u-e in wrong a- well as right places. You lay a great deal
of stre - on the idea of not trying to Ret a laugh where none
wa- intended by the producer Now. brother Sinn, this is
all right in the main, but I have often seen plays with dead
Them which had to be lightened up with a "laughgetter" of some kind, often to the salvation of the act, and
originally no laugh was intended by the author and none was
Itnven for by the stage director at the primary rehear-als.
After the play wa- produced it was found necessary to lift
up certain -cene- and a laugh was about the first thing to
ted. Now, a photo-play is only a play in miniature, and is built on the same lines, governed by the same
law- and -ubject to the same defects as its more pretentious
rival of the stage. Don't you think the <-ame thing might
apply here at time-' Especially as picture plays are produced in -uch rapid succession as to preclude that careful attention to detail that a stage play has. I think so. In fact,
I have -een a few picture- — one in particular which, though
it did not contain a single legitimate laugh, yet had a scene
in which it was easy to get one. and a- it was far enough removed from the serious part of the picture so as not to interfere, ithelped the picture in my estimation. Of course
one must use judgment. The idea I am trying to convey is
that it is worth while to put an audience in a good humor
in be done without detracting from the picture. It
on enough in -tagc production-: why not here?"
dangerous ground you art treading on now Your
proposition
also may ability
be "allandright
main,"
providingin
one
has discernment,
the in
ncc<the--ary
experience
matter-, dramatic. I do not question either the ability or the
■ ntions of any moving picture musician, but your
•i involves more than these things. To carry it out
logically one must possess not only dramatic talent, or at
least dramatic instinct, but he mu«t also have -ome knowle technical part of an actor'- work. It is very true
that picture play- art- produced in rapid succession; it may
I i m do not receive as much attention to tin- little detaili a- a stage production would. (This
could be made a matter for argument.) It is also tru<- that
the pictures arc shown in the -ami- rapid succession in which
they are produced, and tlii- fact you should bear in mind
You Hy you have had experien <• on both Rides of I
•' it-- a- an illustration play- which have been carefully rehearsed ami tried out before the public and then
and produced il Thai i- all wry well
They arc ■
ow if an impro.
ry and have ample
• until the desii ed i
• apply to moving picture
picture but a few time-, usually in
conjunction witl
vaudeville or illustrated
1 the average musician ha- neither the time nor the
inclination to give them the careful study a stage production
•thing of the rei
knowledge of dramath
"why
and whereforei ') Vmir ap
• I old good in both cases, and I should con
■ '■• unwise t
w broadcast an) -uch tug
n do thc-e things safely, but there
■ It i- im.i a difficult mat
people laugh; il i nol
hold theii att' it: n to 1
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tures for about five week- and find myself handicapped by
lack of music appropriate for certain picture-. I have nothing -unable for hurrie-. fire-, heavy drama, agitation, my-tery, etc. Any suggestion- you can offer will be greatly apTin- writer evidently want- to know where -he can get
melo-dramatic and other mu-ic. A li^-t of title- and other inpreciated."
formation has been forwarded. I am willing to do this for
those who are really seeking information, and if my efforts
are of any assistance 1 am glad to know it. For several
weeks 1 have held open this offer of forwarding a list of titles
of standard numbers appropriate for picture work, being
prompted solely by the desire to help so far as lay in my
power. 1 regret to say that many write me in the vague
hope that they are going to get some music for nothing. To
theseing out
I am
compelled
to -ay "saveon your
stamps."
of these
li-t- encroaches
a great
deal ofThe
my maktime
and I do not think you are treating me fairly to ask for them
unless you want them. (This does not apply to the above
correspondent, who is evidently sincere in her request.)
From Oklahoma. — "I have been reading your advice on
playing the pictures and think if all the pianists would use
their own heads a little with what advice you donated them
there would be more real 'picture pianists.' I have been
playing pictures two years and I never think of having our
operator give me an outline of the show. No doubt some
of the wi-e will say 'impossible.' but I memorize everything.
One of your correspondents said 'no one but fakirs could
ki ep playing the picture- continually,' but 1 disagree with
him for I read at sight, only 1 get everything in my noodle
and at my finger tips, so as to be ready for anything when
it -how, up in the film. I have studied out imitations of
pipe organ, engine whistle, electric pianos, am.) horn, chime-,
wind, bagpipes, clarinet, etc. I got my bugle calls out of the
United States manual, and play them just as they would be
played on the battle field On St. Patrick's night I played
' Ireland' as an overture and got a good hand on
it. I find there are several pieces that can be used for the
same thing, such a- a love -cenc. \ i/ : All that 1 A-k ILove,'
'Love
and can
the World
1 s Mim .'right
' That and
- Some
etc. I claim Me
no one
play pictures
use I.o\
musicc.'
(i <. look at music), for thing- change so quick sometimes
you can only use a few bar-, then jump to something el-e.
It would keep an orchestra leader bu-y arraugn .
and then they would mi-- -omc of it If every nn
keep up to the late -tuff and play it SO a- to get people acquainted with it. they would know how to ippn
music to the picture.
If you think tin- i- fit to pi
well; if not. throw it in tl I
I like to put anything m his page that i- apt to intere-t the
readeri thereof
what you -.in about memorising >
I myself do not ice how
properly

who

ha-

to

keep

hi-

eye-

.n

a | ...

to the orchestra, a leader doe- not have l
foi the memberOthers
than |
memorize their music
I;
iee h..\s tl
["here mu I
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your picture with most of u- tf
-ight of it, but I I
not Come ami-- be it tlirouuh tie km. In.
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music generally, they will often find movements and parts of
movements which are adaptable to picture work
For the
picture "Athaha," Mr. king'- orchestra played the following:
"Tannhou-er March'' (Wagner) through
the first
scenes.
ion scene.
The next
sceneA
(in which the sacrifice is shown), organ music till queen enter- Then agitato music of different kinds (light and heavy
— I think three numbers were used]) till finish. 1 have no
synopsis of either the Story or music at hand, so I cannot
give the "cue.--" for beginning or stopping each number, but
this may convoy an idea of the nature of the picture.

C. Lang Cobb, Jr.
Of the Associated Motion Picture Patents Company.
Mr. C Lang Cobb, Jr.. of the Associated Company has had
several year- of very \aned experiences iii the moving picture field, having attacked the business from its many aspects.
He ha- been associated with the Edison Company, Vitagraph
Company and the KaKin Company lie has acted in thenpictures, has familiarized himself with camera and dark-room
technique and has thus acquired a very good knowledge of
the business.

Mr Qobb i- identified with the commercial side of the
Associated Company, who find him invaluable, as he has such
a thorough grasp of the moving picture business.
The directors of the Associated Motion Picture Patents
Company announce that they have elected to the vice-presidency of the company, Mr. Rich G. Hollaman. president of
the Eden Mu-ee American Co., 55 West 23d Street, New
York City.
The Eden Mu-ee 1- famed throughout the world as the
amu-ement house which ha- continuously exhibited high
da** moving pictures for a longer period than any other place.
Mr. 1 1.. Hainan 1- very well known indeed, as a picture man,
having identified himself with the new art fourteen or fifteen
year- ago. He has unequalled knowledge of the business, is
pi cted by all classes of people throughout the United
States and other parts of the world, is an enthusiast in the
work of uplifting the picture and will be of great value to
the Associated Company in the broad and comprehensive
policy which it 1- undertaking
SCIENTIFIC
CAMERAMAN WANTED.
The International Harvester Company of America, Michigan Avenue and Harrison Street. Chicago, are taking advantage of the moti in picture to demonstrate their implement- to the farmer. They have already one lecture film on
circuit, entitled: "The Romance of the Reaper," and they
are preparing another industrial film somewhat on the lines
of
picture. "The
Who preparing
Learned."of In
to the
show Edison
the advantageof theManproper
the order
seed
bed for growing both corn ^nd wheat, they desire to have
made a moving picture film of a small field of wheat and
corn, showing the planting and growing of the improperly
prepared and of the properly prepared seed beds. This will
necessitate the taking of a few pictures every day. and cover
ahave
period
of probably
threemanufacturing
month-,' time.concerns
They sayof that
they
applied
to the film
Chicago,
and have been informed that they cannot spare anyone from
their staffs to do the work at this time. The International
Harvester Company would like to hear from anyone who is
c mipctent to undertake this work for them. Applicants may
address Mr. C. B. Lloyd, care the Moving Picture World.
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London Letter.
By A. E. Taylor.
The cinematograph industry here is protected so to speak,
by live associations. We have the Cinematograph Manufacturer-' Association, the {Cinematograph Trade Protection
the Cinematograph Defence League, and the Renters' Association. Then the operators have their <
elation and the only sheep without a shepherd are the exhibitors. Naturally with so many societies there is a considerable overlapping and a consequent wastage of fund-. This
has led to considerable feeling tlftt it is desirable to combine
all interests in one society to be called the Kinematograpb
Trades Association. There would be a president, vice-president and executive council, composed of four representatives from each section of the trade. Should the idea fructify
the executive council would be charged with the settlement
of all matters affecting the industry as a whole, sectional
committees dealing with matters affecting their own sections.
There is quite a boom here in Shakespearian films, the
Beerbohm Tree Henry Eighth film having acted a- an impetus in this direction. The Nordisk Co. are releasing an
exceptionally fine Hamlet, whilst the Cooperative Film Co
have secured Julius Caesar, which, by the way, was filmed
with F. R. Benson's Company at the home of the historic
bard at Stratford on Avon. This should prove of interest
to people on your side of the ocean, of whom there are
no more ardent devotees of the immortal bard.
The latest innovation in pictures here is the utilization of
the moving picture apparatus in a kind of Peppers Ghost
business. By means of mirrors placed at certain angles and
strong lights, living performers stationed on a high blackdraped rostrum at one side of the stage are projected in
their natural colors upon a screen simultaneously embellished
with an ordinary scenic lantern slide. Fine subjects were
quite sati-factorily demonstrated recently in public. Spoken
dialogue and all sounds were, of course, distinctly conveyed
to the auditorium. The ulterior intention is to present a
complete playlet or operetta, and the possibilities of such an
achievement cannot be gainsaid.
I was fortunate enough to have a chat with Mr. Prieur of
the Lux Company the other day prior to his departure for
Paris, after his return from your country. He does not
seem particularly enamoured of America, and opines that it
1- practically useless to attempt to do much business there
without producing in your country. He has secured the
agency for Nestor films and we are waiting here for the
first release. If the product is good it will go right enough,
for Prieur is just the man to make it, but it must be good.
Bison films are now being put on the market here and are
meeting with a certain amount of success. Pharos films
have made a decided hit. The photographic quality is excellent and their film of the German Naval Manoeuvers should
interest your people.
The Powers cameragraph is selling like hot cakes in this
country and everyone I have met is most enthusiastic over it.
All users of it back it against any other make with the exception of the Tyler Ernemann which runs it more than
closely and of which the Tyler Apparatus Co. sold no fewer
than twenty-six last week, not a bad record for seven days
even with the picture business booming as it is now. There
is no doubt that the Powers is a fine projector. The pictures are rock steady and once it is got running users guarantee it to go like Tennyson's "Brook" forever.
A Mr. Watters has invented a screen through which pictures are projected in bright sunshine and are yet clear and
distinct. No change is made in the machine or film, but the
-creen is made of an original substance that reproduces on
the other side pictures as good as if given in a darkened
room.
Mr E. H. Montague, who has come over here to represent
Selig. i- opening his offices at Film House next week and I
predict for him a success. Selig films have been handled up
to now by Markt & Co., who are agents for many American
makers and consequently may not have received all the attention they were worth. With Friend Montague, who i- a
hustler, to push them for all they are worth and devote his
whole time to them, I venture to assert that the Selig trademark will be seen even more frequently on the screen in the
six thousand picture theaters in this country than ever before. It is strange but true that now there are few American
makers who have not a representative here.
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The Kind of Showman Cinematography
Evolves.
By Robert Grau.
Will the wonder-, of moto-picture endeavor never cease?
One would suppose now that Marcus Loew ha- reached his
goal, and has become within five years the central figure of
the
world,
that there
be a general
period of
rest, 'show
and that
interest
would would
now center
in observation
of
Mr. Loew's remarkable progress, but developments are coming so thick and so vigorously that it becomes the province
of the writer to record here their significance.
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The question
to whether
"a new
would
apear on thus
the became
horizon,notbutas whether
some
one Moses
already '
in the fold, unwilling to identify himself with a retrograde
movement, would assume the aggressive, and thus create
what in due time will be called "a new opposition "
Such is the significance of William Fox's latest moves; that
of leasing the Grand Opera House in Brooklyn and the New
York Theater in Manhattan, the two houses being added to
his already formidable chain of palatial and money-making
theaters.
Oh ye exhibitors of cinematography! Watch well the
progress of this man's career — no greater incentive can be
provided for the rising generation of showmen than to observe the march to his goal of this genius of the picture theater, who began life humbly and not so very long ago did a
"turn" with Cliff Gordon, the two being known as the
Schmaltz Brothers; they appeared at Clarendon Hall, not a
stone's throw from the scene of Mr. Fox's present great
triumphs on East 14th Street.
Twenty-five dollars a week was the salary paid to these
two boys. Mr. Gordon now is a rich man and as a performer
can command $500 a week. Mr. Fox, however, came into the
limelight just three years ago, when he had the courage to
pay a yearly rental of fifty thousand dollars for the Dewey
Theater, which prospered so greatly as a distinctly moving
picture theater, that its lessee began to expand in every direction. He added the Star, the Gotham and the Family
theaters in Manhattan: several theaters in Brooklyn: built a
new and beautiful playhouse in the Bronx, and in tl
weeks has defied the element composed of a number of gentlemen who plot and plan on the fifth Boor ol the Long Acre
Building for the reduction of all independent movements, by
deliberately entering their zone and fearlessly inviting their
wrath, by leasing a theater on which the fixed charges are
more than $100,000 a year, and there presenting entertainments in which the "daylight photo play" is featured as the
compelling attraction.
wonders through
of "pop"thevaudeville
never ofceasewe Will
have the
witnessed
achievements
Me<-r>.Already
Loew
and Fox the spectacle of eighteen theaters in the greater city
having their problems solved by the camera man. but the
pectacle of all will be provided when account is
taken of the results achieved through the incentive these two
men are furnishing to hundreds of young men who are now
enjoying a share of the prosperity which their >•.
made possible for the new generation of moving picture and
vaudeville showmen.

A fortnight . - . bj reason of the amalgamation between
1 was supposed that the
vaudeville and moving picture families were indulging in one
gran. 1 "tea party" and that permanenl
peace had been restored in quarters where foi a decade before tin warfare had
been persist) nl ami . 1, tant
mcrril) on the seem the intrepid wizard
iter m Brooklyn ami who
I

'■'

■ advent ami win, m the I
.1; In.- caused tin- amazement ami
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ion, but until two
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The So Called Daylight Screens
Picture World.
tly published an attack upon the
Herbs! full-light process (patent 605,071), win.
eithei absolute ignorance or wanton malice, as ma
most important assertions made were diametricall) opposed
to the facts; and a plain statement of the simple truth will
undoubtedly be of interest to your readers, since it 1- based
niion practical experience.
I venture to reply, also, because, having been for fifteen
year- ,m Operator and exhibitor, associated in the early days
with
pioneersAlbert
as Nicholas
Power, Porter,
1'. -renal Eberhard
Water-.
StuartMich
Blackton,
Smith, Edwin
Schneider and others, I think no one will challenge my practical knowledge and experience from the feed wire to the
screen.
Drawing an unfavorable comparison between the Herbst
process and the Rothapfel "daylight" system, the Index -ays
that with the latter "the wiring of the house is properly
done, the projection machine is put in first-class condition,
then the screen 1- treated to give the strongest reflection of
light, and the house lights are properly shaded s() their rays
will not strike the screen." Remarkable indeed! What is
there in
whichof?
was The
not Rothapfel
done long system,
before "daylight"
pictures this
were heard
however, also
employs a black border around the actual picture: and to
whatever extent this may result in betterment of the picture
or better lighting of the auditorium it is entitled to full
credit.
Every practical operator, however, knows that the "proper
wiring" in this east- means simply more amperes at the arc
and consequent bigger bill for current to secure stronger
projection upon the screen and overcome the house lights;
and, stripped of all misleading discussion, the Rothapfel system deals primarily and. so far as any innovation is concerned, wholly with the screen.
The Herbst process deals with the matter of projection
solely; the one and only basic essential in the production of
picture The Index describes the apparatus as "a
Stereopticon set up beside the projection machine, with a
glass slide inserted which has been coated with some opaque
substance to form a black shadow on the screen equivalent
to the size of the picture, and around this spot a border of
light:'' and
thenprinciples
it assertsof that
this isprojection
"exactly contrary
to
gnized
scientific
of pictures,
and, being contrary to those principles, its results are negative."
Since tin- first motion picture was shown, every exhibitor
ha- sought first of all to provide a dark screen, which no
ray of light except from the projection machine should
reach, and has closed every window, door or hole through
which light might come, for this purpose. Even then, the
screen was never absolutely dark; and to such extent as it
failed of being so the picture was imperfect. Mr. Herbst
ha- provided a method whereby that portion of the screen
upon which the picture is projected is rendered absolutely
black, and has produced an ideal, and as yet the only ideal,
projection surface in this important respect; so that the picture is shown where absolutely no light rays whatever except those from the projection machine reach the screen,
and has surrounded the picture with a border upon which so
strong a light is thrown by the stereopticon as absolutely
to cut off and to prevent light rays from other sources striking that portion of the screen on which the picture is projected So this is "exactly contrary to the recognized principles of scientific projection of pictures," is it!' As well
dispute the action of radium with reference to heat or of the
gyroscope with reference to gravity.
The Index is worried, further, because, as it asserts, 'the
Herbst process doubles your light bills, for the machine
which projects the shadow and border must be operated independently." This is not true. I am operating the two
arcs in series, effecting a saving of current of about twothirds, and using a double dissolvcr, with the projection machine, employing the combination for projection, for the
black spot and surrounding light border on the screen and
for announcement or advertising slide , having the dissolving lever separate -practically one machine with two arcs
consuming less current than one arc in the projection machine alone operated with rheostat.
Working upon this basis, which provides absolute essentials of scientific projection with acompanying reduction of
cost for current, the Herbst process makes possible still further artistic improvement, while with the Rothapfel "daylight" system the limit of possibility has been reached when
the ordinary picture is shown with a black border.
With
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the former, the screen around the picture may be painted in
gold and other suitable colors in representation of an ornate
frame, upon which the light from tin- stereopticon may be
thrown through various colors of gelatine, producing effects
of beauty limited only to the artistic ingenuity of the operator and his judgment 111 1
best calculated to
heighten the effect of the picture.
And what about the lighting of •
y light in
the entire auditorium is burning, without frosted globes or
any shading whatever, or any attempt to locate the lamps 10
that their rays may not strike the screen. In fact, the theater is more brilliantly illuminated than is any other in
which the ordinary dramatic representation is given.
And what of the picture itself? It is absolutely bright,
clear and sharp in definition, and possesses a stereoscopic
depth and softness of tone never before seen, and which I
do not believe may be secured by any other method, while
the picture viewed from the side shows no distortion of the
figures. I stand back of this unqualified statement; and to
corroborate me I have the voluntary statements of a large
number of managers, practical operators and experts who
have seen the picture as projected by me with the Herb-t
process in the Nelson Theater, Springfield, Mass., and have
pronounced it in every respect far superior to any they have
ever before seen under any system of projection.
With the Herbst process, as with any other, the operator
is, after all, the main factor; and it lies with him either to
make its results negative or to produce the most nearly perfect and artistically beautiful picture yet shown upon any
screen. The ignorant or careless operator may, with the
Herbst process, as with any other, project a thoroughly bad
picture. The practical and skilled operator, who seeks and
studies the scientific and artistic advancement of his profession and aims constantly to improve in his own work, has
been provided by Mr. Herbst with the groundwork upon
which he may build up results likely to astonish even himself, and which inevitably must inure to the advantage of his
employer through public appreciation of the vastly superior
character of the picture in every detail of artistic beauty.
1 have seen and studied every kind of light-house pictures,
I have experimented with them and with ideas of my own,
and have found in others than the Herbst process various
points of merit; and the statements here made an based
upon actual practical experience with the Herbst process,
which, in practical everyday operation, I have demonstrated
virtually begins where all others leave off and provides pos
sibilities of scientific and artistic projection not previously
offered and capable of further development in. the hands of a
skilled operator who has at heart the progressive improvement of the picture and the advancement of his own projection, and who does not condemn without personal experience an innovation which happens to conflict with his own
pet theo
CHARLES
E. St UN EIDER,
Nelson Theater, Springfield, Mass

Eberhard Schneider's Wonderful
Invention.
Single Illuminant Double Dissolving Stereopticon.
On another page, in this issue of the Moving Picture
World, will be found a half page announcement of Eberhard Schneider's new and marvelous invention, which will
in all probability revolutionize matters relating to the present day projection apparatus. By an ingenious yet simple
arrangement, Mr. Schneider has succeeded, after 10 years
of experimenting, in producing dissolving pictures of anycharacter, size or distance, with the aid of a single arc light
It is difficult to grasp, off hand, just how far-reaching this
invention will become. To say that the results Mr. Schneider
has obtained in his new invention, are wonderful, scarcely
expresses it. Hardly any one who has not seen the machine
in operation will believe that a double dissolving stereopticon can be operated with a single arc light; and yet the facts
of the case are that the diss,, King effect is not only obtained,
but is far superior to the effects obtained from the present
day mechanism; besides which the great saving of current,
in connection with a single lamp house, single illuminant,
single rheostat, and. in fact, anything that is double in the
'• reopticons, being done away with, in the new invention of Mr. Schneider will certainly cause a more than
ordinary amount of interest and inquiry as to the merits of
his new machine. Complete catalogues giving full information in reference to this ingenious invention will be cheerfully forwarded to any person desiring one, by communicating with the Eberhard Schneider Company, whose adiven in their advertisement, appearing on another
page, in this issue of this magazine.
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New England Picture Personalities— No. 3
Joseph L. Roth.
By Henry.
As the third exhibitor to b« written of under the heading,
"New England Picture Personalities." the World's X. E.
representative has chosen Mr. J >,eph L. Roth, general manager of the Jolliette and Olympic theater-. Bowdoin Square,
Boston, as he is one of our ablest and best known M P.
men in New England.

WORLD

fall.
houses.Since that time Mr

Roth has been superintending both

Mr. Roth can well be termed the "Unique Boston M P
manager,"
as he Boston
can rightfully
lay can
claimequal.
to several points
which
no other
M. P. man
Mr. Roth is the cuily M. P. manager in Boston who never
projected a licensed picture in his house. Even when conditions looked especially black for independent, this astute
manager stuck to the independent side This allegiance
earned Mr Roth the sobriquet of "Boston's original inde" Judging
condition
of Mr.is Roth's
theaters, pendent
his exhibitor
decision
to stickby bythehis
convictions
amply
justified.
Furthermore. Mr Roth can lay claim to being the only
man managing a Boston M. P. house, who has been with
hi- theater since it> opening day; as the other houses have
all changed their managers at lea^t once since they were first
opened. This fact speaks for itself, and proves that Mr
Roth must be delivering the goods. An untiring worker
Mr Roth is probably the only Boston M. P. manager with
no regular "nights off." Mr. Roth is on the job morning,
noon and night. Recently, being asked as to whether he
ate and slept at his theaters. Mr. Roth replied in the negative, and added that now it had been brought to his attention, he considered the idea worthy of consideration. These
claims
are amply
sufficient
to justify
wordone"unique"
being applied
to Mr.
Roth, but
he has the
another
in his
favor. As can be noted from the photograph
Roth
is
certainly
"some
looker.-'
Hence
it
acknowledged by brother managers to be not is
onlythat
the hebestis
looking but also the best dressed M P. manager in Boston
The Olympic Theater, which has been under Mr Roth's
guidance for the last few months, show" his skill and knowledge of the M. P. business Up to the time the Olympic
was taken over by the Realistic Co, the house had never
made a creditable showing, but is now doing a
business, owing to the drastic changes put into effect by the
new manager. Both houses are receiving their films from
the W. E. Greene Film Exchange The Jolliette featuring
pictures and songs and the Olympic adding vaudeville to the
regular bill
th i- the sort of manager
that the W
mend-; running clean, orderly houses, and doing his share
for the advancement of the picture.
In a word. Mr Roth is the type of If. P manager that
make- good — energetic, experienced and upright.

"The Thanhouser Kid" on the Stump.

JOSEPH

L. ROTH

tically his whole lifetime in the
theatrical game, breaking into the business al the age of 8.
•. .1- known as tin- "Phenomenal
•
Ruth gained considerable knowledge and experience at 1'. 1
Keith'-t" Boston
where huthe in"pent
caste
Kdth\ theater,
as an usher,
a tew; yearmonth Mr Roth
iai confidential
'«'>rt turn- Mr
Roth was a^ain advanced,
.,.<•, I in charge of the information bureau
At the
Mi Ruth found himself in
i pre-s representative t>>r
position was held b) Mr Roth i"r a yean
Shortl) after leaving Keith's, Mr Roth spent
•
1 Herald, in tin- advertising department
• .id work in vaudeville
In IO05, Mi
Roth was in .!,..:.
Part l hi iter. West
While then
. the able way m
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Marie Eline, The Thanhouser
Kid." journeyed I
Hoboken, X J. one evening last week and told
ers among the patrons of Heflich
really, truly kid and furthermore let them see it
The ball
was taxed t.. u- 1..-0,. capacity by the H
wanted to iee Marie as "he i". ami when 1
evening" there was .1 perfect chorus of welcome
l he waj
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M
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Los Angeles.
By Richard V. Spencer.
(Pacific Coast Correspondent of the World.)
Biograph. I In Biograph Company have been .-pending
■ week in the Malibu country taking sea scenes for a drama■ the famous Tennyson poem, Enoch Arden." It
is on tin- beautiful stretch of sea coast that last year they
produced their "Unchanging Sim." and their late release
'Fisher Folk" While taking one of the sea pictures Sunday,
a near tragedy \\a- narrowly averted The scene in question
was taken late in the afternoon. All day the storm clouds
had been hanging heavy over the Malibu Mountains, and the
surf was running high and treacherous. Mr. Griffith, the
director, ordered tlie company to the beach, where the earner, i was set up and preparations made to take a surf scene.
utoists attracted b) the actors' costumes stopped
their automobiles and Formed a gallery on the sand back of
the camera to watch the tree -how I 'art of the scene business called tor the launching Of a boat, which was to be
rowed beyond the breaker line, then to pet into range of the
camera and come ashore and join the crew of the boat previously landed. The director gave the signal to launch the
boat and the three actor- in costume pu-hed the boat out
into the surf and jumped in. Before they could get their
oars to work a huge comber -wept in. drenching the actors,
filling the boat half full of water, and cartied it ashore on
t the wave. A second launching was ordered and
this time the boat managed successfully to get beyond the
breaker-.
In maneuvering to get into camera range the tide

Making up Indians in Santa Monica Canyon, near
Los Angeles.
carried them rapidly in shore. The oarsman tried to turn
the boat bow onto the breakers and come ashore, but before he could succeed in the attempt, a big wave caught the
boat upsetting it and rolling it under the comber with its
human freight. Actors and spectators ran to their rescue
and when the boat came to the surface again one of the men
was mi--ing. The boat, a heavy fishing yawl, drifted into
shore bottom side up. Willing hands hurriedly turned it up
and rescued the man imprisoned beneath. Aside from a
mouthful of sand and a quantity of sea water the man was
unhurt, and a general laugh ensued at his expense. Therefore, it will be seen from the above that the profession of
acting before the camera is not without its perils. This is
only one of the score of similar accidents that the writer
has witnessed or had called to his attention. A third attempt to take the scene was a success.
Mr. William N. Selig, president of the Selig Polyscope
Company, and hi- wife, are among the visitors to the city.
Mr. Selig is here to inspect their local studio and to look
after the business interests of the company.
Selig.— Mr. Hobart Bosworth and part of the Selig Stock
Company have gone up on the Mohave Desert to take a
series of Western pictures with a desert atmosphere. Members of the Kalem Company, who have just returned from
a similar trip, affirm that there is plenty of "atmosphere" of
the hot variety. Apropos of sunburn, it may be mentioned
that the Biograph Company's actors are also complainers.
American Film Manufacturing Co.— C. P. Hamilton, an official of the American Film Manufacturing Company, i- here
on business, to look after the interests of the firm. While
here he is a guest of the Westminster Hotel.
War Pictures. — A dispatch from San Diego announces that
Harry Reimers. camera man for the Selig Polyscope Company,
has gone to Tecate. Mex . for the purpose of taking a series
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of
pictures
of is
theunsuccessful
Mexican Federal
and Revolutioni-t-moving
in action
If he
in finding
an
ment to photograph he will take picture.- of the ti
cam]) life and manoeuvers In this he is said to have the consent of the Mexican government, although certain alarmi-ts
predict that he will lie arrested a- a spy. Reimers i- a veteran photographer and was in both the Boer-British and
Spanish-American war-, bo the smell of gunpowder should
hold no terror for him. Reimers is said to have secured
consent of the United State- Government through the navy
department to take picture- of the Pacific toast cruiser
squadron when they are engaged in battle practice and other

Iliano \:\ ■

Kalem. — The local United States officials have warned the
KalemtheI'ompany
not produce
any more officers
stories are
dealing
with
Mexican toRevolution.
Government
said
to have visited the ,-tudio at Verduga Park and warned the
officials of the company.
Selig. — Mr. Boggs, director, and some thirty members of
< ompany have been working for the past week in
San Gabriel Canyon on We-tern pictures. .This is one of
the prettiest and most scenic canyons in the Southwest, and
the
Selig
Company
are the first to make use of the canyon's
beauty photographically.

Los Angeles Exhibitors.
Legislation.— Senator Strobridge's Bill, No. 964, regulating
the giving of moving picture shows, passed the A.-sembly.
The presentation of offensive or suggestive pictures is prohibited, and the pictures must be given in light sufficient to
reveal the features of those present. The bill has passed
the Senate and is now before the Governor for his signature.
The Governor will in all probability sign the bill without
delay, a- it is in line with California city legislation.
Pictures in Prison. — Recently the superintendent of the
City Detention Home for wayward children, at Railroad
and Main streets, gave a moving picture entertainment for
the benefit of the youngsters in the home. During one of
the periods of darkness in the big assembly room two boys,
Edwin Cox and Raymond Taylor, slipped from the room and
made their way to the office, where they secured keys of the
outside door and made their escape from the home. Their
absence was not discovered until after the close of the entertainment when the lights were turned up. The boys were
awaiting trial in the Juvenile Court for minor offences. The
superintendent should henceforth be a booster for the
daylight screen, which, had one been installed, the boys could
not have escaped.
Another Theater Opens. — The Ideal, 340 South Spring
Street, opened Saturday night, the 25th, to excellent business. The new theater adjoins the Los Angeles Theater on
the south. The house is small, seating only 150, but is very
cosy and attractive. Three first and second run independent
films are shown, and two illustrated songs. The theater is
the only one of moving pictures in the block, and by reason
of the fact, they should play to good business with the services they are giving.
Isis. — Messrs. Hogan & Jensen, proprietors of the Isis,
have received and installed a new Wurlitzer automatic piano.
The firm say that the new music is attracting transient trade.
The New York Theatrical Company, who intended to erect
aplans
theater
Clune's have
changed their
and on
soldBroadway
their leaseopposite
to a mercantile
company.
Violating City Ordinance. — Pantage's Vaudeville Theater,
adjoining Clune's Broadway, is this week exhibiting a set of
posters in flagrant violation of city ordinances. They are
advertising the dramatic sketch. "The Hold Up." Lurid red
three-sheet posters and feature banners, printed in large type
advertise the act in a half-dozen places in the lobby, and on
the billboards on the curb line. The Los Angeles ordinances
relative to lithographic display forbid the showing of lithographs depicting crimes where weapons are used. In the
foyer are three life-size illustration- of masked
holdup men, guns in hand, and a wealth of printed suggestive
detail. As yet, the city authorities have made no effort to
forbid such advertising. More than one moving picture theater proprietor has got into trouble for showing less suggestive posters, and" whenever a poster of a crime subject is
shown, the police department has ordered the moving picture theater proprietor to paste paper strips over the weapons
shown on the posters. The city council is now deliberating
on passing moving picture theater legislation, and what effect
such vaudeville advertising will have on their ultimate decision will not be known until a later date. Members of the
city council are sure to see this display for it is in the heart
of the business district. At the last session of the council
little was said of the poster clause of the impending ordi-
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nance. When the matter again comes before the council
..n April i-t, drastic poster legislation may be expected.
Lease Changes Hands. — E. W. Davis has purchased from
F. L. Andrews the lease of the Union Square Theater at the
corner of West 24th and Hoover streets. The theater is
u^iiig licensed service and vaudeville, and is one of the best
paying surburban theaters.
General Film Company.— The local exchange of the Gen1'ilni Company, since gaining control of the licensed service
situation, has made sweeping changes in booking arrangeThey have succeeded
in business
abolishingofthe
evil that ments.
threatened
to hurt the
the "tagging"
ten-cent
theaters. Previous to the coming of the General Film Company, local exhibitors had been in the habit of showing four
full reels in the five-cent houses. In some of the five-cent
houses their big patronage made it possible to use first and
second runs. The General officials have now restricted the
number to three reels. The Independents, on the other hand,
may show just as many reels as they are able to pay for.
Last week the Bijou (Independent; ran six reels of first-run
pictures to S. R. O. business. Patrons of licensed pictures
were not slow to notice the difference in the length of the
shows. Whether or not the policy will hurt the Licensed
business is an unsettled question, but indications point to the
fact that it will, as all the Independent houses report good
At the Beaches. — Summer business at the different local
..rts is on the boom.
Last Sunday a summer crowd
; 00,000 people spent the day at the various beaches.
Their transportation taxed the local railroad and electric
interurban systems to handle the crowd which was unlooked
for so early in the season.
The various beach theaters and
other attractions did a record-breaking business for the day.
Hyman's Venice theater is well under way and will open by
May 15th, two weeks ahead of schedule time. Clune's Ocean
Park Theater on the new million-dollar Fraser pleasure
pier is also under way and will be completed by May 30th,
in time to participate in the grand beach opening of the
summer season.
The beach season this year will undoubtedly be the most prosperous ever known.
Over $2,000,000
has been spent this year on the West Coast beach attrac.1 score of new and expensive amusement devices
are being hurried to completion.
The "Rapids" and the Fern- Wheel opened Sunday at Venice and ran to capacity
all day and late into the night. The Dragon at Ocean Park
i- well under way and it- forest of timbers will soon be
. Othed with canvas and paint.
The Ocean Park pleasure
pier with its two theaters, scenic railway, dance hall, revolvand other attractions will be in operation by the
May.
Money this year is plentiful and this city has
a reputation of being a city of spender- ami amusement
from now on, the various theaters and attraction.a the beaches should play to excellent business.

In the Mississippi Valley.
Jubilation followed tin presentation to paraphrase the sub•t.-. "By the Light of the Moon."
the film the patundoubtedly pleased with the novelty and it went
; ite one or two slap-tick comedy
situations.
The
1 climax offered 110 ammunition
for susceptible
prudes.
<rast between the old and the modern
ways of
handling .lay were shown in moving picture- l.< iore the conthe Iowa I'.rick & Tile Manufacturers.
Films
■ latest methods of kiln operation, loading, hand; icking brick.
thods in manufacturing
li

• Mich., hai prepared several tli.u-and feet
of moving picture films to be exhibited ..n an itinerary oi
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suicide of a heart-broken young Italian girl, an Indian massacre and a mine accident in which the hero is shown at the
last standing on tiptoe in the flooding mine with the water
lapping over his face. And as the film ends abruptly at that
point it must be concluded that the water kept right on rising
This is too much woe in one gulp. Some light humorous
film, such as a view of Senator Lorimer plead::.stricken with his friends not to buy any more votes for him
— ought to be sandwiched in between the tragedies."
The Lexington Theater Company of Chicago has been incorporated with capital stock of $6,000 to do a general theatrical and amusement busine-s. The incorporators are
David S. Eisendrath, Fred S. Kahn and H. Keman.
The new Crand Photoplay House ha- been opened at
Sterling, 111.
Slothower & Haas have opened the Princess Theater, devoted exclusively to moving pictures at Dixon, 111.
\V. A. Thompson of Springfield, 111., has sold the Lyric
Theater, Centralia. 111., to A. T. Willis, of Danville, 111., who
aspires to test the vaudeville field.
W . A Samson, of Keokuk. la., has leased the Elks' Theater, Taylorville, HI., from M. J. Hogan and will run a moving picture and vaudeville show.
The Hulsey theaters of Oklahoma City have been incorporated in Oklahoma with capital stock of $10,000. Directors.
E. H. Hulsey, Galveston, Tex.; O. McLane and G. L. Bissinger, of Oklahoma City.
J. W. Sealey, of Temple. Tex . has purchased the Exchange
Theater in that city from James Rudd.
A. Vo^c
the Temple Motion Picture House on First Street to Will
Holden and Roy N. Carter and will open an airdome on
Main Street, Temple.
M. O. and John Johnson, of Rockport, Tex., have bought
the Cozy Theater in Rockport from Beetely & Cochran.
Xew opera chairs will supplement the addition of thirty
feet to the building of the Olympia Theater, a moving picture house at Areola, 111.
Albert Wilson, manager of the Bell Theater. Cuba. 111.,
will open an airdome moving picture show in Canton, 111.
R. J Maioney. of Clinton, la., will open a moving picture
show on Main Street. Morrison, 111.
Aaron Putnam and Nathan Camp are the managers of the
Empress, the new moving picture show at Pairbury, 111.
Fulk Brothers will open a nickelodeon on South Broadway.
Centralia, 111.
R. W. Boles and Wiliam Hane, of Coffeyville, Kan., have
purcha-ed the Dixie, a vaudeville and picture house at Hillsboro, Tex., from W . M Browning & Company.
Frank Spaulding has opened a moving picture show ir.
the Davis Building at Galva. 111.
The Bullock Sisters have purchased the moving picture
show from Charles Quaintence at Beardstown. Ill
Samuel B. Roach, editor of the Kankakee. Ill , Republican
and incidentally a leading figure in Illinois politics, is mtere-ted in the Court Theater. Kankakee, which is one of the
finest photoplay houses m Illinois, A- a result th<
dvertising. In refusing to run a certain film the
management
made to the
announcement:
of
the picture- sent
the following
Court Theater
was refused "One
by the
management because the sentiment of the ptcturi
say the lea-t, -oniewhat questionable, although it
intended to be -... llit
Vi-hand and wit.
wli.. lived alone in the mountainI tedly at
tached and when the witc meet- with a fatal accident by ..
fall down a deep canon and 1>cks her husband to end her
sufferings, the frantic husba
his owi
Iter, The picture i- taken from .1
real happening 01 recent date, but the Court Theater management doesn't believe in such ■
although
portray the sin
the picture will not be shown.
In place of this morbid pu
ture the management will |
them pie-

Beginning with huge piles of crude material, the
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has been incorporat< d with .1 capital stock of $30,000.
The
• I R A. Healy.
Under the ni'i
[ohnson-Jeffries pictures
were being put on at the I
:ture Show in Little Rock, Ark. it i- said
W
Donaghey
(■mi red the pla ,. ordered the pati
I told the
management to stop th< show At the time the governor
entered
shown. the Gotch-Zbysco wrestling pictures were bcing»
The Lincoln Watei & Lighl Company, of Lincoln. Ill, in
.in attractive quarter-pagi "Vd headed 'Why an Pictun
Shows Brilliantly I
among other things:
"The
picture show proprietors light their theater fronts because
;t pay- them, but are they not doing the city a service as
well? Are they not making the Streets of this city more
attractive in the evening? Is there not police value in the
al brilliant front of a picture theater?"
The Jolict Orpheum Company, of Chicago, has been incorporated with capital Mock of $15,000 to do a general theatrical business The incorporators are B. W. Cortelyou,
J C Bliss an.l H. A. Robinson.
J. W Smith has opened a moving picture show in the
Central Opera House at McHcnry. 111.
Morton P. Harvey, o\ the Nasawan, North Water Street,
Decatur, III, put on his picture show in Powers' Opera
11 use while his own photoplay house was being remodeled.
The city council of Fort Wbrth, Tex., has passed an ordinance regulating the moving picture shows and the character of the show places and persons allowed to attend. It
does not require the lighting of the auditorium.
Picture
at Mt.
will
be Snyder's
enlarged, Moving
an inclined
floor"Show
installed
and Pulaski,
all seats 111.,
replaced
with new opera chairs.
Moving pictures of Yellowstone Park were shown at the
Delmore Airdomc, St. Louis, to real estate men under the
auspices
of the
Clubrealof estate
the Real
The object
was Boosters'
to interest
menEstate
in theExchange.
national
convention of the association to be held in July at Denver,
at which a side trip to the park will be a feature.
The Healey Picture Show, Houston Street, Fort Worth,
Tex., Swartz,
recently offeatured
John
that city.a song, "My Motor Maid," by Mrs.
The Maj«stic Amusement Company, of Freeport, 111., has
been incorporated with a capital stock of $3,600 to conduct
a general theatrical and amusement enterprise. The incorporators are George W Graham, Charles W. Baumgarten
and Albert Barnes.
F. H. M.

Louisville
By G. D. Crain, Jr.
Louisville motion picture show owners express themselves
as being highly satisfied with the amount of business done
during the past few weeks, although the Lenten season is
supposed to have a negative effect upon box-office receipts.
The weather has, in the main, been conducive to sight-seeing
downtown and it seems that the public has been literally
unable to keep away from the exhibitions.
Manager L. I. Dittmar, of the Royal Amusement Company, operating the Majestic Theater on Fourth Avenue
near Chestnut Street and the Royal Theater on Broadway
near Eighteenth Street in Louisville, says that affairs have
been running along excellently at his houses. Mr. Dittmar
succeeded in putting across a couple of "scoops" at the Majestic. Last week a series of Mexican War films were run,
the first of the kind to appear in Louisville, which proved to
be exceedingly popular. At the request of the Kentuckv
Federation of Women's Clubs, Mr Dittmar introduced a
couple scopic
of reels
films on -tages
the "Fly
I'e-t." showing
by microviews theof various
of development
of the
germcarriers, thereby materially aiding the work of the Kentucky
State Board of Health in campaigning toward the extermination of flies.
William Tapp. house manager of the Royal Theater on
the north side of Broadway near Eighteenth Street, says
that his house is drawing better crowds every day. The
Royal was cpened up only about a month ago and bids fair
to be one of the most prominent theaters in the city before
long. .
"Our shows have been drawing fine crowds during the past
fortnight or so. in spite of the advent of Lent." said Manager
Irvin Simon, of the Princess Amusement Company, which
operates the Orpheum. Superba, Casino and Hopkins theaters in Louisville. Within the next month the Princess Company, which has its headquarters in the Hopkins Theater
Building at Second and Market streets, will open vaudeville
and motion pictures for a summer run at the Gayety Theater,
now a burlesque house, on Jefferson Street between Third
and Fourth Avenues.
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Ihe Broadway Theater, of which Joseph Stuerle is manager, at Shelby Street and Broadway, has added vaudeville
attractions to its moving picture program within the past
week The admission rate is still standard at 5 and to
cents and Mr StU(
Lpacity houses are well in
Louis anu Joseph Stueile. of the Broadway Theater at
Shelby Street and Broadway, and Fred Bolle, Henry Reiss
and Herman Gocke, oi the West Broadway Theater at
Eighteenth Street and Broadway, are planning to form a
moving picture corporation within the next week or ten day.The syndicate ha- secured a big lot on the northwest corner
of Twenty-Third and Market streets, measuring 100 by 150
feet in dimension, upon which will be erected an airdome of
1,500 seating capacity, within the next month or so. The
airdome will be operated during the summer by the company
and will probably be converted into a moving picture house
next fall.
"Business leaves no room for complaint," said Ho
ager Reiss, of the new West Broadway Theater at Eighteenth street and Broadway.
Chief of Police H. Watson Lindsey has secured the acquiescence of all picture theater managers in Louisville to ..
plan whereby all films shown in local houses will be cen-ored by the manager himself before their presentat
though the reels have been censored at the factory, according to agreement. Chief Lindsey asserts that he recently
di covered that pictures of an immoral character, harmful to
boys and girls, were being shown in some local theaters, and
he secured the cooperation of the "magnates" without any
trouble. It is promised that no suggestive films will be
shown hereafter in the Gateway City, as the theater manager- state without doubt that a clean, high class bill is by
far the best business-bringer.
The Underwriters* Realty Company, 510 Paul Jones Building, is having plans drawn for a $30,000 moving picture theater which is to be erected upon property controlled by the
company on the south side of Walnut Street between Fifth
and Center streets. The site fronts for 160 feet on Walnut
Street and extends back for 130 feet, costing $125,000 a few
years ago, so that the new theater will represent an investment of $155,000. The structure will be of the most modern
design, work upon it beginning in the near future.
Bloomfield & Ratcliff, who operate the Auditorium Theater 111 Winchester, Ky., recently donated half the proceeds
from the night shows for a week to the movement that is
now afoot in Winchester to secure a new public hospital for
Clark County.
,
J. M. Robertson recently closed a deal whereby he becomes sole lessee of the Bowling Green Opera House at
Bowling Green. Ky. Mr. Robertson is offering legitimate
dramatic attractions and is featuring moving picture exhibitions
the afternoons
and evenings
"legit"motion
is not picture
billed.
The1 miColumbia
Theater,
a strictlywhen
modern
house, seating about four hundred people, was opened a
short time ago at Bowling Green, Ky., by the Columbia
Theater Company, with O. C. Phillips as general manager.
A. I) Noe, Jr.. manager of the Hotel Madison at Madisonville, Ky.. has made arrangements to manage a new motion
picture theater called the Princess, in Madisonyille. The
house 1- presenting a straight picture bill, the films being
furnished from Memphis, Tenn.
Jackson i\; Orr. of Paris. Tenn., recently opened a new
picture theater in Murray, Ky.. equipping the Murray Opera
House m an up-to-date manner and utilizing a piano and
sound efl
James Garnett has equipped and is now opening a picture
-how in Pembroke, Ky., with every prospect of future
success.
Harry Bleich, who operate- the Princess Theater in Hopkinsville, Ky., has secured a lease on the Hopkinsville Airdome for the coming summer and will operate the open-air
resort upon an enlarged scale. Improvements are now being
made in the airdome which will give greater seating capacity,
and Manager Bleich is looking forward to a big season. The
Princess will be run in connection with the aird 1
will be well ventilated during the hot summer sessions by
a system of ians that is now being installed.
Albert Knoessel, a well known motion picture manager of
Western Kentucky, has been engaged by the Lyric Moving
Picture Company, of Catlettsburg, Ky., as manager of the
Lyric Theater, which was recently opened in Catlettsburg.
Floyd S. Chapman, of Huntington, W. Va., has leased the
Lyric and is now operating the house on an enlarged scale
with every modern accessory.
An intcre-ting demonstration of the value of the motion
picture a- an educator and a promoter to the success of a
salesman was given a short time ago in Memphis, Tenn.,
when representatives of the Studebaker Automobile Works,
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of South Bend, Ind., paid a visit to the Tennessee city and
showed seventy-five auto dealers, gathered from Tennessee,
Arkansas, Mississippi and Louisiana, just how the Studebaker "buzz wagons" are made in the big plant. The assembled dealers viewed moving picture exhibitions of every
section of the factory and saw the construction of a car
from
blue-print
embryo
hands the
untiltime
the its
finished
product
rolledwas
out inforthea designer's
road test.
The devotees of the horn and wheel enjoyed the "show"
immensely and voted that they had gained practically as
accurate a description from the reels as they would have
from a trip through the establishment.
The value of the motion picture as an up-to-date advertising medium is apt to be materially enhancer in the near
future, for negotiations are now pending between Charles
Stacy, of the Vitagraph Company, of Boston, Mass., and
the officials of the Rock Island Railroad, whereby Mr. Stacy
is to take some views of Hot Springs, Ark., showing every
detail of the famous bath treatment at that place, from the
time that the "invalid" arrives until he departs in a perfectly
rejuvenated condition. The Rock Island corporation will
use numerous reels of the films at free exhibitions in various
cities, thereby calculating to increase their passenger traffic
to Hot Springs in this manner. Mr. Stacy is now engaged
in taking moving pictures of the Brooklyn Baseball Club
while it is in training at the Arkansas health resort.
The sale of stock of the Multiplex Phonograph Company,
a corporation that will manufacture a patented talking-machine and moving picture machine in Chattanooga, Tenn.,
has been begun and officers of the new company have been
elected. The officers are as follows: D. VV. Hughes, presidct; C. S. Goodwin, vice-president; W. F. Neil, secretarytreasurer, and D. T. Blakey, general manager. A factory is
to be established within the next few weeks in Chattanooga
and the concern will turn out first the phonographs and later
the picture machines and still later picture films. The multiplex phonograph was invented by a resident of Nashville,
Tenn., for carrying four, six, eight and twelve records at
once and is especially adapted to picture show use. The
records are played one after the other without rewinding.
In making its picture films, the company will utilize the picturesque scenery about Lookout Mountain and around Chattanooga, later procuring an indoor studio.
The Lookout Amusement Company was recently incorporated in Chattanooga, Tenn., with a capital stock of §32,000 and later developments indicate that three prominent
moving picture theater- m Chattanooga consolidated manand ownership through the formation of the company. The Theato, Bonita and < olonial houses are involved
and their transfer to the new corporation ha- already been
completed »The officers oi the new company an I. Lew
ellyn, president; Howell Graham, vice-president and general
manager, and J. E. Johnson, Ross Faxon and J. I Lupton
holders Mr Graham holds a controlling interest in
the Lookout concern in return for his transfer oi the Theato
and his share in 1 n< I olonial th< at< ri

Boston.
A New Theater.
According to positive
information
' .il center,
will soon thehaveBackit- Bay,
ti r - 1 Boston's
theater.
Mr M II Gil I 1.1: . ■-. 1
id formerly manBoston, in co-operation
with Mr. William 1. Richardson, ha- negotiated ■>
the Chickering Hall propel
1 husetl
Avenue.
The property contains approximati
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Keith's Theater.

poor. '1 he film lacked sharpness and intensity, and a light
auditorium hardly compensates for the lack of these feature-. The reel exhibited wa- a Vitagraph comedy. "The
\ew Stenographer." Probably no comedy act on the bill
received any more hearty laughter than was accorded this
picture. Anyone visiting Keith's Boston house a year or
so ago could not but be struck by the fact that the cinematograph had not found its way into the hearts of the
"upper class." This was owing to the general exodus of
those in the orchestra when the picture was projected. This
has entirely changed now, and practically four-fifths of those
in the auditorium remained for the reel. It is also worthy
of note that the theater's programs place the manufacturer's
name beside the title of his reel, which is of recent occurrence. Keith's always shows exceptionally good judgment
in choosing the single reel to be used each week, and this,
in a measure, may account for the ever increasing number
of those remaining for the pictures, which always close the
performance.
The Neapolitan Camorra Pictures.
Mr. Joseph L. Roth, general manager of the Jolliette and
Olympic theaters, Bowdoin Square, poured forth a long
wail oflandlamentation
ears It
,,f seems
the World's
Xew astute
Engrepresentative into
this the
week.
that this
manager had decided to run the Ambro-io reel. "A Glimpse
of Neapolitan Camorra," which was scheduled for release
March 20, and to advertise the picture up to the limit, owing to the large amount of Italian patronage at his two
theaters. So it happened that on Sunday. March 26, the
Jolliette advertised that tins picture was soon to be exhibited in the theater. On Monday morning, Monager Roth
had placed advertising and descriptive matter in his lobby.
An order was also placed with his printer for 10,000 fliers or
circulars, to be written in Italian. On Tuesday, while arranging the bookings of his two theaters, at the W. E
Greene Film Exchange, a telegram arrived stating that the
national censor board had refused to approve of the reel.
Consternation! Manager Roth was forced to take down his
advertising matter and pocket a considerable loss of money,
as the printers had already struck off 5,000 circulars. Besides the monetary loss involved, this incident is to be deplored because it places the Jolliette in the position of advertising afeature attraction and then not being able to
make good that promise to all those who had noticed its
forthcoming exhibition. This occurrence brings out the
question as to whether or not it is feasible to have pictures
placed before the censor board before they are ad\erti<ed
for definite release in the trade papers, etc. By doing this,
moving picture theaters would not be put to useless trouble
and expense, a- wa- the ca-e of the Jolliette. A picture, at
any time, is liable to fall below the reiiuirenu I
aid. and. meantime, enterprising managers throughout the country have -pent time and money on advertising
the reel It seems that the manufacturers might give this
matter their attention
The Jolliette w a
1h.1t was placed in this false p
Other tin. iter- had contemplated
a similar featuri
reel
Real Daylight Pictures.
Boston moving picture manager-,
practically without exception, an advertising "daylight •• pictures,"
ilium methods to
\ nig different
hrniL; about the de-ired re-ullThere i- onlj
ton where real daylight pictures can be seen ai
1 the exhibiting room of the General
pany. on Washington
Street
Two
win
pla. ed in -uch a position as not to throw |
sun directly on the screen, give the m. i'
nance to w ,.t< h real da) •
mg the film programs
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England.

Rhode Island Managers Convene.
When the legislatures of the several New England States
convened in 1910, the Massachusetts 1» . < <1 >- easily led the remaining S - freak and unjust bills introduced
tnbers, \sith the picture as their basis. In the current legislative sittings, Rhode Island easily wins the laurelfrom Massachusetts Several unusually outrageous bills
have been recently introduced into the Rhode I -land Legislature, which, if enacted into law, would practically kill
many moving picture houses On this account a meeting
was held in Providence, \< 1, at which the Theatrical Managers' Protective \ — ciation ■■: Rhode Island was formed
The meeting was an unusually large ami harmonious one.
with practically i
\ u of Rhode Island reprefficers were elected: Mr. Charles
Lovenberg,
of Keith'-of Theater,
Providence,
president;
Mr.
A
Spit/, manager
the Empire
Theater.
Providence,
treasurer; Mr Charles Allen, manager Scenic Theater,
Providence, vice-president; Mr Morris Silver, manager the
Star Theater. I'awtuekct. secretary. These officers, together
with the members, arc- to he just what their name implies —
"protective." The Rhode Island managers showed unusually good judgment in choosing officers for their organization, and the men elected are practically the best in the
field.
Large Theater in Portland. Me.
April first saw the opening of one of the largest and most
up-to-date moving picture theaters in the country, when the
Rig Nickel Theater of Portland, Me. threw open its doors.
Practically 1.500 people can he seated in the auditorium
alone, with a gallery to help out when needed. The policy
of the Nickel i- a straight -how of moving pictures and illustrated song-. Vaudevilfe may be introduced later on, but
not until the straight moving picture show has had a complete tryout. The house is very well provided with exits as
eight distinct mean- of ogre-- have been provided for. Owing to the immense sixe of the house, special attention was
paid to the operating room, in order to insure a clear picture, and the projection is stated to be unusually good for
so large a theater.
A Woman as Manager.
Mrs. Florence Gorman adds one more to the list of women
theater managers in New England, as she has taken over
the Scenic Theater, Fields Corner, Mass. The house is doing well since the new management stepped in. Women
seem to be successful as managers of moving picture theaters
in New England.
Princess Theater Changes Hands.
Mr. G. L. Whalen has purchased the Princess Theater,
South Framingham, Mass., from Warren Church, and will
operate the house as a moving picture and vauderille theater.
Harry Goldman is at present managing the house for Mr.
Whalen, as the latter is finishing a contract for the Gordon
Brothers Amusement Company, of Worcester, Mass., where
he is "talking the picture- "
Providence. R. I., is becoming a dangerous place for theatrical managers, owing to the number of bills being offered
to the legislature regarding the regulation of theaters.
Councilman F. T. Berth offered a resolution on Monday,
April 3, to bar out all standing room from the theaters. By
this bill, if enacted, no theater will be allowed to hold more
people than it has seats for. The newly formed Protective Association, spoken of in these columns, is watching
all bills regarding their interests, and is prepared to go before the committees in charge and defend their interests if
need be.
New Theater for Woonsocket, R. I.
Manager Lynch opened his new theater devoted to "pop"
vaudeville and pictures, at Woonsocket. R. I., on Saturday,
April 1. This house is using independent films, from the
largest renter of that cla-s of service in New England, the
W. E. Greene Film Exchange. The house is well situated
and up to date, and should do a successful business
Waltham, Mass., will have a new theater devoted to pictures and vaudeville, when Mr. F. Wotton opens the
Orpheum Theater. Mr. Wotton comes to Waltham from
Maiden. Ma-s.. where he was operating a moving picture
theater.
Managers' Association for Holyoke.
Manager L. G. Grossman, of the Opera House, Holyoke,
Mass., has been making some changes in the theater, and the
house is looking considerably better, although Mr Grossman has been in charge of the Opera House since February.
Mr. Grossman is trying to form an association of local managers in order to better facilitate the running of competing
theaters.
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Manager Morrison Leaves New
The Scenic Temple. , '
former mi
rrison,
Buffalo,
N inY that
. to take
"pop"
ture house
city, charge
owned of
by aMessrs.

England.
MaSS., ha- losl its
as he has gone to
vaudeville
and picMichael Mark
and

A Brock, who, operating under the name of the Mark-Brock
Enterprises, are running a Luge string of picture and vaudeville theaters
HENRY.

Washington,

D. C.

Manager Lucas, of the Washington Film Exchange, has
been visiting New York and other points, leaving J. Boyd
Dexter at the head of affair- here It 1- just possible that
Mi Lucas will he on tlu- road a good part of the time, in
which event Mr. Dexter will he at the helm in Washington,
conducting
congeniality
was Heaccustomed to do affairwhen with
he hadthea same
film service
of his he
own.
has
recently returned from a trip through the Carolinas for the
purpose of looking over the motion picture situation there.
I'he result wa- tin establishment of a branch independent
exchange at Charlotte, N C, with Marry L. Lucas in charge.
was formerly with the Sunny South Film Exchange
in Savannah. Ga., and will do equally as good work in Charlotte.
Tom Mo,, re, manager of the General Film Exchange, and
his wife are -till in the South. It seems that he is keeping
to his original plan to forget business entirely, for we have
not had a word from him a- yet. This shows he must be
enjoying himself.
A unique film was presented at the banquet recently of
the National Automobile Conclave here, in the form of the
making of an automobile from start to finish. The local and
visiting auto men were highly pleased and somewhat -urprised how excellently this industry was shown. Who said
the moving pictures were flippant, uneducational, and full of
evil tendencies for the young?
Frank Howard, formerly of the College, has re-opened the
Mount Vernon and is now managing that theater. He gave
the children a treat on April 1 in the form of souvenirs of
toy-, which brought youngsters from all points to the Mount
Vernon. And this was no April fool: they were real toys,
some of which were useful and others ornamental. Mr.
Howard has introduced on Sundays the singing of four illustrated songs at the same time. 1 he fact that the singers are
in different parts of the house makes this very unique and
pleasing. The Mount Vernon uses a singer at every show,
changing the artist frequently during the week. All this for
five cents, with no increase in price for the Sunday bill!
We notice by the advertisement of the National Film Manufacturing &Leasing Co. in the World of April 1, that the
Capital has produced a reel entitled, "In the Shadow of the
Monument." Mr. Boernstein is entirely ignorant of such a
picture, and, supposing the reference to be to our famous
Washington Monument, he added. "The recent weather has
been real
too business,
cloudy for
to cast a shadow."
this
or the
is it monument
a joke?
W. H. Is
BUSINESS

CHANGES

AND

REMOVALS.

The Cincinnati-Buckeye Film Company, a consolidation of
the Cincinnati Film Exchange and the Buckeye Film & Projecting Co. (Dayton), announce their removal to more commodious quarters at 422 North High Street, Columbus, Ohio,
where they will be in a position to furnish better independent
service than ever before.
The Hudson Film Exchange. New York (formerly
Harstn's), has again changed hands. Mr. Aiken, of the
Western Film Exchange, Milwaukee, has been looking over
the ground in the East for some time for a location. He has
established temporary quarters at No. 51 E. 10th St. and his
first step was to acquire the Hudson and with its business
as a nucleus he intends to establish another real live buying
independent exchange in New York City.
THE LATEST IN POSTERS.
One of the most artistic posters we have yet seen in the
moving picture line has just been prepared by the Champion
Film Company in connection with their feature release of
April 17th:
"Witha large
General
Stonewallin Jackson."
is in four
colors,
showing
illustration
center and Itunderneath
has a brief synopsis of the picture, with two smaller scenes
at each side. The poster is being sent free to all exchanges
and independent theaters on request and will prove a handsome and attractive decoration to any lobby. The Champion
Company intend to prepare posters in this fine four-color
effect for all of their special productions.
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moving pictures. This ceiling becomes higher at the other
end on account of the floor, which is sloped toward the rear
wall. On the side of the theater there is a runway, which
also slopes at the same pitch as the theater floor, so that
there are no steps for the outgoing crowds to trip upon.
This theater is 50 by 100 inside, and contains 800 of the
very best opera chairs procurable. The picture is remarkably large, being 17 by 21 feet, and is projected from an ideal
operator's
booth,
8 x 12.is Think
it, operators! A room
to which
work inmeasures
8x 12. This
a rare of
thing
in the

Vandora Theater, St. Louis, Mo.
We take pleasure in reproducing herewith a photograph
of the Vandora Theater, located at Cherokee Street and
Texas Avenue, St Louis, Mo., operated by the Vandora
Amusement Company. Jos. Van Raalte, president, and Rud
Koehler, secretary. This pretty house was built especially
for the moving picture ba»ineb», and if you will study the

moving picture business to-day, and on this account alone
we would say that the builders of this theater knew exactly
what they were doing from the start.

Vandora Theater,

The building is faced with red brick, with terra-cotta trimmings. The arches are terra-cotta and white brick, with
electric lamps on each of the scallops. There is an electric
sign visible; also two flaming arc lamps, which are in accordance with all good usage. If the reader will glance
closely at the photograph inside the entrance will be seen
very tasty decorations. Some very handsome oil painted
panels of Egyptian scenes are visible through the arches,
together with some tasty Egyptian fresco work around them.
The doors, as will be seen, are large beveled glass plate mirrors, so that everybody enteriag the house can see themselves as they enter. This is one of the handsomest foyers
that has come to our attention in some time, and we wish to
call especial attention to it, lest it be lost sight of. There
are 300 electric lamps in and around this vestibule and the
ticket office.
The electricity for the entire establishment is generated on
the premises. The operator's booth is built of concrete,
and there are two moving picture machines, one dissolve?
and one spot light. In the auditorium there have been
placed twenty electric fans, and these, with the aid of ten
transoms and six large ventilators in the ceiling, play a very
important part in the proper ventilation of this truly model
theater.
It is a pleasure to gaze on the picture of such a tasty theater as this, and we hope that many more such photographs
will come our way. The policy of the Vandora is first-class
independent pictures and no vaudeville.

St. Louis, Mo.

picture closely you will see many points wherein it can be
called an ideal picture theater. It is a one-story building,
Wut the ceiling is very high, which is as it should be for
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Letters to the Editor
A PLEA FOR COMMON SENSE.
March -7. 191 '
Editor. Moving Picture World
• r I .un very much interested in your educational
page, and
you will make even stronger efthe manufacturers to put out more educa'■' . theatei has .1 regular patronage, which 1- ol
ass, and rowdyism i- unknown in my place I have
discontinued using illustrated songs, because they are most
all trashy. By snowing good Independent pictures only, I
am making a success of a house that tailed three times before 1took it
I wish to register .1 few complaints with you for the good
of the cause. We get too many "Western" pictur<
tionable t" many i'.>r v.iri.uis reasons. \\
many melodramas. All my patrons enjoy pood comedydrama-, so long as they are morally clean My patronage
here i- composed of sensible business men and their wives,
and a number of them have complained and expressed their
intention of not coming any more, if 1 continue to show picture- of sadness, death and suicide. They also tell me that
the majority of the foreign comedies -tnke them as being extremely silly.
1 have managed this house for six month-, giving it my
full time and attention, and am making what appears to be a
permanent success. But 1 must admit that 1 am badly handicapped, on account of the similitude in the output of the
manufacturers. We want plenty of educational films and
ter none) of these "yellow back" dime novel Western tragedies or dramas.
I am confident that if my patrons would be sure of seeing
a good comedy or an interesting educational picture every
evening, my place would not accommodate all of them. They
all come because they want to enjoy a hearty laugh; they do
not come because they want to cry. I love to show a picture that does not meet with the objection of anyone
Relative
to put
photography:
Why to cannot
American
manufacturers
out films equal
foreign the"
makes;
some
are very poor.
They dance and play hob with the
erally out of focus, etc. I take much pride in the way 1 put
pictures on the scVeen. but it is impossible to put

You

can

teach

WORLD

one on, with some of the films we get.
I am much pleased
to note that at least one, the American
Film Manufacturing
1- going
for good
educational
picture- and feel confident they will
meet inwith
SU
Yours very truly,
A. J. WELLMAN,
Manager Bijou Theater.
HEALTH
LECTURE FILMS WANTED.
Board of Health, Waterford, N. V. March 31, toil
Editors Moving Picture World.
Gentlemen: — I am greatly interested in the educational
field of th.c motion picture. I have exhibited lantern slides
on popular subjects of health in the nearby motion picture
theaters during the intervals while the films are being
changed since last fall and have exhibited such educational
films a- I could obtain also.
My slides have created increased interest in public health
matter-- and are well received by the audiences.
I have written today to the General Film Co., as you
sugge-t in your issue of Feb. 4th and write yon for any
further list of educational films of which you may know
I beli-ve the use of the niotion picture theater by the
exhibition of suitable lantern slides and films on popular
subjects of health is the greatest advance made in the last
decade in the education of the public along sanitary lines.
Any information as to where I might obtain any films on
public health matters, particularly milk, water and tuberculosis, would be greatly appreciated.
Very truly yours,
< 11 KRL.ES S PRIEST, M. I). Health 1
[On by
AprilPathc
2ISt Freres.
a film entitled.
"Boil Your
be
issued
As an object
lessonWater."
of the will
danger
of drinking stagnant water it should be of inestimable value.
The Edison Company recently issued a film entitled. "The
Man Who Learned." a strong demonstration of the dangerlurking in milk received from unsanitary farms. "The Man
Who Learned" and "The Red Cross Seal," also by the Edison Company, and "Thou Shalt Not." by the Biograph Company, show the ravages of tuberculosis in unsanitary surroundings The-e and other films of special educational
value can be purchased from the manufacturer (whose addresses we will furnish) for private or free exhibition. The
films can also be rented by the day from film exchanges. —
Eds M P W.]
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE M.
P. CAMERA.
Fairbanks, Alaska, Jan. 28, 191 1.
Moving Picture World, New York.
Dear Sirs:— Inclosed please find $3-50. Renew our subscription and send us one Operators' Handbook. We have
been one of your readers for the past year and intend to be
one of them so long as you continue your good work. We
are quite a way off from you and the moving picture business
is not the same as it is in your city or as in most of the cities
outside of Alaska. But this cold and frozen country (as it
is generally called and looked upon by people that have not
been here; will be and is growing and improving in every
aspect, and must therefore do the same in the moving picture line. We hope some day to see this country more
extensively represented in the films. We have some of the
finest and mo>t wonderful scenery in the world. Some pictures of this country could be taken and shown in the States
that would surprise everyone that would see them Most
people outside of Alaska are under the impression that we
have nothing here but snow and ice. That is entirely wrong.
For a country that is -so young we can surprise the world.
Mining, of course, is at present our principal industry, but
we have other things also. We raise vegetables here that
can beat anything in your own great state. What do you
think of cabbages that will weigh thirty-three pounds to the
head? Strawberries, three ounces; celery, four feet high and
a^ crisp and white as any you ever saw. And above all, a
people that are as bright and good as the best in the world.
Hoping that thi-, will not tire you and that the Moving
Picture World will continue its good work, we remain
yours respectfully, MARTIN & K

WORLD

PRESENTS

CO-OPERATING
WITH
THE
CHURCH.
San Luis, Obispo, Cal., March 25. 191 r
Picture World, New York City.
Gentlemen: — I have read your different articles regarding
pictures in churches and schools with great interest, and
since reading your articles I have set about to do the same
thing in my own town and I think every exhibitor should
do the same thing a> this is the quickest way to get pictures
into all the churches and
On March 26th, the Congregational Church will show the
film entitled "Pharaoh. or Israel in Egypt." I am furnishing the church free of co-t the machine, operator and film.
Rev. B. F. Boiler wrote the article which I enclose; the
article speaks for itself.
Giving the World my best regards I am
Very truly yours, W W WALKER
A WAIL

FROM

THE

WEST.
Morrilton, Ark

Picture World
1 - I have been an exhibitor for 3{4 years and
nds of music for the picture
a $-'5
ilimk from
it 1- an
ii graphoreal musician to .i-k him to play music to suit a majority of
epertoire ol two tunes 1- about all I find
A funeral march for the average drama, with
licide or deathbed scene, and "Who i> Kissing Her
■ almost 75 pei cenl of the silly love stories, with
pparatu>. to represent
1
d libitum, Yours truly.
E W
L.
LIKES

THE

WORLD.
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Circuits.
writes: "I
wantis atoshort
ask
youShort
Whether
or not Galveston,
an ordinaryTex.,
incandescent
globe
circuit' 1 have a bet up Oil this particular proposition. We
have asked two electricians in this city and they have both
said an electric light globe is not a short circuit. I am. however, not satisfied and we have agreed to leave the matter
to you. The bet is Sio."
I think, Galveston, you had better call that bet off, because
it is not a fair wager, for this reason: Technically, an incandescent globe is not a short circuit; practically, however,
anything which connects wires of opposite polarity is a short
circuit. Ordinarily anything that connects the two wires of
opposite polarity without resistance interposed is called a
short circuit. In an incandescent lamp there is resistance
which limits the flow of current. I should call an incandescent globe a limited short circuit between the two wires, and
that is what it really amounts to Therefore, the man who bet
that an incandescent lamp was a short circuit is both right
and wrong.
All bets are off.

PICTURE

WORLD

graphs, rapidly as they are taken, the eye discerns the movement, which thus becomes jedky It is a fact that once in a
great while we find a man or a woman with eyes peculiarly
sensitive to this movement; in other words, a man or woman
with very little of what is called persistence of vision, and
such a one will catch this movement in almost anything that
moves .htnv. the screen. 1 think possibly Texas is one of
those people, blessed (.or cursed) with a lack of what we call
the persistence of vision.
Fitchburg, Mass. Mr (I J. Jackson, manager Bijou
writes; "Herewith are two pictures which may be of interest t" >iiu One is of my doorman and ushers. You will
see that 1 am still a believer in uniformed empl
think that the dinner suits that the boys are wearing have
been the most satisfactory uniforms that we have yel had
They are no more expensive than any good uniforms would
be and a laundry bill of a dollar a week assures clean linen."

Trouble. — Wilmington, X C '., writes as follows: "We are
having some trouble with our two new Edison latest type
machines. It seems that the film goes in and out of focus
I have watched this closely, and looking into the gate of the
machine you can see that the film does not ride on the aperture plate a» it ought. Could it be that the factory failed to
make the aperture plate true?"
Yes, Wilmington, it is quite possible that the aperture plate
was not made true. It is, however, quite improbable that
that is the fact, and I think you must look elsewhere for the
trouble. When the film i- not in the machine, examine
closely and see if the tension springs rest squarely on the
tracks. If they do not. then move them so that they do.
Sec that the tension springs are not shifting from one side
to the other, by reason of the screws holding them being
loose. It is possible also that the fault lies in the film itself.
We had several letters concerning this particular difficulty
some six months ago and it was discovered that the fault
might lay in several things, one of which was the film being
kept in an excessively warm, dry place; the remedy being
to remoistcn the film by unwinding it in a moisture can and
leaving it there for from thirty minutes to a couple of hours,
according to the condition of the film and the temperature
of the can. If your aperture plate tracks are worn, which
is quite possible as you have had the machine for a "few
months." the fault probably lies in the worn aperture plate
and you should put on a new one at once. Sometimes the
springs will wear a hollow in the center of the tracks on the
aperture plate, or else wear two hollows with a hump between. This has a very decided tendency to buckle the film
as it passes the aperature, thus throwing it in and out of
focus. If you do not locate the difficulty in one of these
things, kindly communicate with me further.
Sensitive Eyes.— Texas (no town or name given) writes:
"I am a close observer of the Trouble Department and have
some troubles of my own. What is the cau-e of the trembling or palsied motion of objects moving from right to left,
or vice versa, on the screen when the title or other stationary objects are perfectly still? I have two machines, one a
two-pin remodeled to one-pin, Edison; the other a new machine. Both give same results."
In the first place. Texas, you did not sign your letter, and
I must again caution correspondents to sign their letters,
else no attention will be paid to them. Neither signature
nor name of town will be published if the writer so requests,
but all letters must be signed. That is the absolute rule of
this department. Please observe it if you wish to receive
answers to your letters. I think what Texas means is the
jerky movement of any objects moving straight across the
screen at tolerably rapid speed. To understand this one
must consider that moving pictures are not really "moving"
pictures at all, but merely a succession of snapshot photographs taken at the rate of about sixteen to the second and
displayed on the screen at approximately the same rate. If
an object is moving straight across the screen at rapid speed,
photoeraphs are being taken of it at the above rate; and
sometimes it moves such a great distance between photo-

"The other picture is the interior of our booth and will give
you a very good idea of the construction demanded by the
Massachusetts District Police. The machines are Powers
No. 5 and a dissolver made in our Springfield repair house.
The enclosed switches shown are most satisfactory and do
away with the possibility of igniting film through sparks.
I might mention in passing that our operator. F. J. Charlton,
has been m this house for the past four years and is yet to
have his first serious breakdown."

THE
"Hoping that the
methods,"
Four years without
taking work on the
more such picture-butter system looks
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Worfd continues in its present gooi
seri >us trouble speaks of careful painspart of Mr Charlton. Glad to hav«
of operating rooms. That wall-hole
like the real thing.

Five Dollars per Week.
I rom a certain Iowa town comes
the following:
"I have been operating for approximately
three years
Have not had occasion to write you concerning
■ but 1 have another trouble now,
.i* follow
,n\ b
id thi
'■■■ Dol irs p< i v\
dollars, board and room
Mr put two oi! two ■ -other and concluded it was 1 who
U
Will you kindly tell where the letter in quesv came from?"
not do that, but will say that it canu- from
a city far t-. the •
[ad you sent your address,
full name, 1 mean, I would have mailed you the Inter Your
ded two and three, instead of two and two,
■ liars, board and room is not five .1. .liars
n New

V..rk

we

$14
A

It would be much less than that In y..ur town, bowevei
Puzzle.
I. I. Ma
Indiai i Harbor, Ind., writes
• of the best tlie.it, I - :
luce the best 1 '
ii h.is puzzli d '
it d although I I
Kt nd of it I .mi using .i No 6 E I
;. ..- the machine h started a large
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Small Light Plant. Mr. C. E Lindall. Orangeburg, S. C.
d find $1.50 for the Handbook I have
just received from home a whole bundle of Worlds and all
other business is suspended until 1 have read them through
1 am an old-timer and also am one of those who coined a
little
Irwin's
Kiss' two
over night
the old
Spool-in
Bank money
I am running
still on 'May
the road,
playing
stands
small towns and week stai
; •**> and upwards.
In January 28th number an inquirer asked concerning a
small dynamo 1 am using one which 1 had made to order
and am more than pleased with it It is a J-h p. gasoline
engine and dynamo all in one piece, v.
pounds I carry it comfortably in my touring car. together
with all the rest of the outfit, and one other man The field
of the dynamo is inside the rim of the engine flywheel; the
commutator being on the shaft, an unusual combu
will readily see It is no-volt D.C 1 have no ammeter
with me, but n lights 30 16-c.p lights brilliantly, which goes
to show 1 Ket aboul 15 amperes When 1 start my arc light
the incandi
) dim and the 1
about [5 per cent . but 1 speed it up and the light
throw 1- about 45 feet, with a ijre
Now
that looki .1- though 1 am n l
15 amperes at my arc ui
ites m..rc
when
running
slower,
which
This much 1- sure anyhow
1 gel a beautiful Ufiht
Here
geburg,
at \ikeu and .it Summervillc.
W

■

.tin ning to 0111
week and
I have had I
lm where
delighted if j

h l\ .

but sun I cannot find whai i- the trouble
■ and would not It without it
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shown in the accompanying sketch. It is very handy, as I
can hook it down in place when I want it. and when 1 am
through it rai-es up out of the way. I tru~t you will aid me
in Isolving
problem,Indiana
as before
set forth."
am notmyat little
all certain,
Harbor,
as to
difficulty is. 1 would suggest this method of finding out
Move your finger around near the machine until by watching the light on the ceiling you find that the tip of your
bstructing it: or, in other words, has entered the
circle of light By watching the shadow on the ceiling, move
your finger hack to the source of light and that will determine where it comes from 1 am not at all sure, but I am a
little inclined to believe that the trouble is due to the inside
of your objective lens barrel being polished instead of
painted black, as it should be. Look and see if this is the
case. I presume your lens is put together right, else you
would have said something about being unable to get a sharp
fOttr picture. However. 1 will -ay that the convex
side of all lenses in the objective should be towards the
screen. If any of the department readers have experienced
similar trouble to this and have found and remedied the difficulty, we would be glad to hear from them The lamp stunt
is most excellent
1 suppose by "N • 6 E F." vou really

I ha>
mewhere
i

.-

If that

I hi;
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the other, and by the time you arc dune meeting their requirements (which, mind you, 1 do not mean to
sinuate .ire either wrong >t unreasonable) you almost feel
like putting the whole business under a glass cover. In the
old day- we used any old thing we could get by with, and
rally "got by," tOO, Without any trouble at all. 1
j y.utr Utter that you are an experienced road man
and you arc hereby cordially invited to take dinner at my
home in New York City the first evening you arrive, or any
other evening which will suit your convenience. As to the
dynamo, if you r<
good light out
peres, throwing a (3-foot picture, you are doing wonders.
I should like to know what size carbon- you are u-ing. I
imagine that it you could put an ammeter on the circuit you
would find your machine to be delivering considerable more
than that. Your incandescent lamp- are possibly burning considerable above c.p. What you say about the other paper is
quite true. Friendly discussion- that is, provided it is really
friendly—
would1 never
be of benefit
u- all.
1 say to"us,"
serve, becau-e
have andto never
expect
get you
too will
old obto
learn, and haven't much use for the fellow who imagines he
know- everything there is to know. Such discussion, however, while it would be welcomed on my part, is an impossibility by reason of the very vindictiveness of which you
have spoken. So malignant has the sheet to which you refer
become that I have ceased to pay any attention whatsoever
to anything it sayr does.
Another from Northland.— Mr. Alfred Y. Craig, Wolfville,
Nova Scotia, contributes the following: "Your reply to my
inquiry noted in recent issue (page 593, March 18th),
and I wish to thank you for same. I have received many
valuable suggestions from your Handbook. I am still, however, unable to obtain proper light. The current is 60-cycle,
no-volt A.C.; the voltage hardly appreciably varies. We
use Electra ^ cored carbons, upper and lower. I have no
means of telling accurately how much current we pull, but
should think between 30 and 35 amperes, though I have
known 30-ampere plugs to blow in a few nights, and the 35ampere fuses now in use never blow. My main trouble is
that I cannot maintain a clear white light. It will be bright
enough one moment, but will invariably die down, and no
matter how the carbons are moved will not become bright
again for some moments. In fact, the bright moments are
much less frequent than the dull ones and sometimes the
whole reel will be quite dull. I find that the light is better
when I burn a long arc long enough to show a purple streak
at the top of the spot."
The trouble is, I think, plain enough now, Wolfville, since
you have sent the added information. There is no earthly
use in trying to get good light with 30 amperes of A.C. It
is a thing that simply cannot be done, particularly through
a rheostat. I still do not know what size picture you are
projecting, but assuming it to be from 12 to 15 feet wide,
you should pull at least 40 and better, 50 amperes of current.
There is one bare possibility, however, though it is only a
possibility, and that is, if the plant generates high tension
current which comes to you from a transformer out on the
pole, there may be something wrong with the transformer.
If that is the case, however, your incandescent lights would
also dim down at the same time your arc does. I think this
is all I can offer you at this time.
Likes the World.— Mr. H. H. Greenfield, Esterhazy, Sask.
Can., writes: "Enclosed find subscription to the World. It
is a splendid paper which we would not like to be without.
My brother and I are on the road. We have a new motiograph, purchased last year, and some very good films, including, 'The Huguenot,' 'Italy's Marvelous Cavalry,' the 'Burning of Rome'We andgivea good
of really
funny half-reel
comedies.
them assortment
five reels and
six illustrated
songs,
the music being supplied by a large Victor gramaphone. The
show goes well and we have received many compliments,
but we do not find that there is much in it, as the expenses
are high. I have often intended writing to tell you what a
help I have found the Moving Picture World to be. I wonder if your correspondents who are troubled with condenser
breakage have ever tried putting a disc of annealed glass
inside of the condenser holder so that it comes next the light.
I have always used one and kave never broken a condenser
yet. They can be obtained from the Kline Optical Company,
I believe. We wish the World and yourself the very best
of good luck and prosperity for the future."
You are up against the proposition many road men have
been introduced to. The income looks mighty nice, and the
thing figures out on paper all right, but when you get out
on the road it is a dollar here, five there and ten yonder; and
at the end of the season you find you have handled a whole
lot of money, but mighty little of it has stuck to your fingers
or reached the inside compartment of your wallet.
As to
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that annealed glass stunt, 1 will back that proposition up myself, only you will have to tell u- where the right kind of glass
can be had. I tried to procure it oi the Kline Optical Company more than t>
bey had handled some, but
found it unsatisfactory. They said that while one batch of
it would be all right the next lot would break as soon as
placed in heat and they, therefore, did not handle it any
longer. If you can get good annealed glass it will undoubtedly do the work.
New Carbon Jaw.— Mr. Edward Bendl, of New York City.
has invented an excellent carl). mi jaw. designed to be used
with the Powers No. 5 lamp.

The editor of this department has examined this article
and it is very good, indeed; the main point being that the
mica insullation is not in the knuckle-joint and the whole
jaw can be taken away and a new one put in its place in less
than one minute, merely by looseing one screw. The insullation is never disturbed. It is therefore permanent and
never gives any bother. The article is, as I have said, excellent. The address of the inventor is 555 8th Ave., New York.
Curtain Coating. — Mr. A. A. Shilkett, owner and manager
Odeon Theater, Lyons, Kas., writes: "Find enclosed check
for another year's subscription to the World. Here is something for the department, if you wish to use it. I have been
experimenting on a curtain coating for two years and knowit will do the work. It is made as follows: Set up 2x4 studding to receive lath, and plaster, with ordinary plaster, after
which run on a finishing coat making an absolutely straight
and smooth surface. It requires a mechanic to do this part
of the work. After it is thoroughly dried, put on a coat of
flat white paint and then in twenty-four hours put on another. When this is thoroughly dry, take one pint of aluminum, or silver bronze, and mix it into a liquid with banana
oil and turpentine, half-and-half. Apply this mixture with a
soft
camel's
twobrush
inchesmarks.
wide, brushing
up
and down allhair
the brush
while about
to avoid
I have used
such a screen for almost six months and many who have
seen it thought we had a mirror screen. I would not advise
anyone to put up this screen if they run film that contains
much rain, as it shows the rain much plainer than the ordinary curtain. If any of the readers try this, I wish they
would
report
results."
We are
obliged
to you, Neighbor Shilkett, for the directions given concerning the screen. I think there is no doubt
but what those wishing a high class screen will do well to
install one after your directions. If properly done, the result
certainly ought to be excellent.
Do not Understand.— Rhode Island (name of town withheld) writes: "I received the Handbook last week and am
very much pleased with it. Will you please inform me how
I can get a good light on 55 volts A.C. or D.C.? Suppose 1
connect two no-volt rheostats in multiple, what voltage am
I going to get across the arc? Two no-volt, 40 amperes A.
C. or D.C. rheostats in multiple, no colts each — what voltage
andYouamperage
shall I getmixed
acrossin the
are considerably
yourarc?"
dates, Rhode Island,
and I cannot figure out what you are driving at. If you
mean what amperage and voltage would there be at the arc
with two uo-volt, 40-ampere rheostats hitched in multiple,
it requires no figuring to ascertain the amperage. Two 40ampere no-volt rheostats hitched in multiple on no volts
will give approximately 80 amperes, though not exactly that.
The voltage across the arc varies with length of the arc and
amperage and could only be accurately determined by the
use of a volt meter. Forty-five voltsis taken as the standard
drop of a D.C. projection arc; that is to say, we figure that
the voltage at the arc is 45. This, however, is not accurate.
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"THE SIGN OF THE FLYING A"

T'ell Join
Withthe Bad
Advice
TELL Club
TELL: Your Exchange you want two
Americans ("Flying A"), films each
and every week.

ern Company West of the Rockies.
TELL: Your exchange what you
want— you'll get it. Do it now.

TELL: Your patrons you are showing two Americans each week and tell
them the day you show them.
TELL: Everybody you meet that
"Americans" after April 24th means
TWO WESTERNS EACH WEEKWestern pictures made IN the West
-OF the West— BY the Best West-

III ■■

TELL: Your patrons what you'll
have
now. — you'll get the money. Do it
TELL: Everybody the days you run
"American Westerns" — two each
week— everybody will say "T'ell with
your competitor" — when you show
"Flying A" cowboy films.

Two "Flying
A" Cowboy
Films each week
MONDAYS
and THURSDAYS
Release

of April

"Cupid's

Monday

Pocketbook"

A Laugh-Getting

Release

10th,

I

of April

Money-Getter

13th,

Thursday

^^_

_

"The Bungalow Craze" & "Jimmy Minds the Baby''
Both guaranteed

to make

a grouch

laugh hit head

off

•Got our $1.50 Lobby Display proposition yet? Nearly everybody else has. Come on in. iet
on our Mailing List. Our publication "Film Facts" (mailed every two weeks) tells the story ofJthoM-|
"Flying A" Western Films we are releasing. ^^
™
'

ALL WISE INDEPENDENTS BOOST AND
BUY "FLYING
A" COWBOY PICTURES

AMERICAN

SI
*sr

m

FILM

Bank

Since Jan. 1st, 1910,

we

Floor,

have

MANUFACTURING

Ashland

made

and

Block,

sold

Over 43.300
1 02. bottles of "CANES"
" IT MUST

BE

Film Cement
GOOD"

Sold only through Exchanges

ATLAS

SUPPLY

CO.

Manayunk,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Manufacturer! of ATLAS DISINFECTANT

Chicago,

CO.

III.

IS YOLK PKOURAMME EVENLY BAUNCEP?
[a it not true ih.it no matl
i

jusl barel) tolerated by your aud
. . i_v much to pU
you do you « ill
■ in the old rut.
ioj i catali igue ind full particulai •
CHICAGO

SONG

SLIDE

EXCHANGE

s,»ii, 1 1...,,. r,,,(i«i..i MmI

107 Dearborn

St.. Chicago, 111.
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i do n.'t want t.
tiung when
1 do not km>w ju-t what it 1- you want
Mak<
eat and I will try to give you the information you
Clever Stunt.
V
Spencer, In., contributes
the followii
giving detail of advertising slides as
1 promi>cd in mj
e say that if all operators
. carefully read .
enver, Colo., in the
department March -\>th. relative to condensers, ninety per
cent, of them will be benefited. 1 feel safe in saying that
few machines are placed on the market with any adequate
arrangement for spacing condensers 1 for one have fol.ir and tin- result ha- been wonderful. And now :
eatest cheapest and
best c\er made
.uparativcly nothing nice
every manager or operator who is doing any advertising has
a printers shop. Set up the advertising matter
you wi>h to throw on the screen, using l6 or 18 point type.
Be careful not to overrun t'u size of the slide mal Leave
the type in the stick, placing a strong rubber band around
it to hold it. and ink the type with a proof-press roller. Now,
take a clean rubber roller, such as is used for inking proofgalleys (.by clean I mean a new roller, or one in good condition, that all ink has been removed from) and roll this
clean roller over the type, which has been previously inked.
You will find you have the inked impression of the type
transferred to the clean roller. Next lay your slide glass on
surface and run the roller over it and the printing
will he found to be transferred to the glass. Use a mat and
bind up with a cover glass in the ordinary way. You will
have a far neater slide than any that can be written with
pen and ink. The glass may be cleaned off at any time and
used again and again for other ads. Any line or block cut,
which is small enough, may be readily transferred to the
gla-- as above. Enclo-ed is a slide made according to directions. Ihave been using this form of slide for two years
and have received many favorable comments upon them from
other exhibitors. Printers laughed at the idea when I told
them of it, but are willing to be convinced and are greatly
surprised when shown how simple and effective the transferring process really i-. 1 also have a preparation for transferring any picture in colors, or even plain, ordinary type
matter, to k!<is>. hut this formula I hold at $3 for sample
bottle and formula for same. Complete directions will be
sent
receipt
of the Martin,
above price."
Theon slide.
Neighbor
was certainly a surprise to me.
IJntil I read your letter I supposed the printing was on a
piece of very clear mica bound up between two cover glasses.
Most certainly the stunt is a clever one and also, most certainly it i> entirely practical: though I would presume it
would require considerable practice to get the printing
spaced just rij;ht on the glass: that is to say, get it straight
and equi-distant up and down. If these slides all -how up
as well as the one you have >ent me I can certainly recommend a trial of the proposition by all of the readers of the
department.
More from Friend Addams. Mr. Chas. H. Addams, Rockford. III., write-: "Enclosed find -ketch of the part of the
shutter device, the exact detail of which you didn't quite
under-tand.
THIS
3K£TCH
TO J3£ COA"?/ZI &/?£ Z *S SVPUMimi
TO 7H£ M£
OH P. 7/0, ffPJf/L 1* ISSUE.
LOH.L • ni-L s/z.

The front end next to shutter doesn't move, the other end
only moves three-quarters of an inch, which is the length
of the travel. Now. the idler gear and the gear on the main
spindle pull apart a very little at the extreme travel both
ways, but there isn't enough lost motion to notice and there
is none anywhere else. The bar is 5 inches long and a
swing of three-quarters of an inch at one end doesn't cause
much play between the two gears. By holding the flywheel
with one hand and moving the shutter with the other, there
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isn't Over a quarter of an inch of play at the OUtei
the shutter at any point of the travel of the frameup
l sec
Mi II S. Klmk. Canton. <>, speaks of the circuit breaker.
He -ay- he -et liis breaker at loo ampere- and every time he
Struck an arc. out would go the breaker. Tell me why. My
circuit breaker i- -et at 70 amperes and I have two lamps
on one -ide. each burning 25 amperes, by meter test. I can
light one lamp and freeze carbons of the other one and the
breaker hold-, but if I freeze both at the -ame time the
breaker will come out. Now, what I want to know is why
should hi- 40 ampere fuses hold when his 100-ampere breaker
would kick out- l believe there must have been something
wrong with his breaker. I wish to thank you very much
for what you -aid about my -butter, and I may have something el-e for you
If your -butter move- only one-quarter of an inch at its
outer diameter, it would indicate a minimum of lost motion.
The ordinary outside shuthr moves from five-eighths to as
much a- one inch on most machine- l did not realize the
bar wa- as long as that. Of course, with a bar 5 inches long
and only "'4 inch travel, there really would not be much
pulling apart of the gear- A- to the circuit breaker; when
you bring your carbons together you cut out the resistance
of the arc and, the rheostat being cold, you have a heavy
rush of current for an instant, or until the arc has been
pulled. Just how much would, of course, depend on the
rheostat, but I should say it would be at least one-third
more than the normal amperage used. Taking a 25-ampere
rheostat as example, the total le-i-tance of the circuit (neglecting the slight line resistance) is made up as follows:
rheostat, -' 3/5 ohm-; arc. i 45 ohms. When the carbons
are brought together the arc resistance, of course, is eliminated, which would leave a resistance of only 2 3!$ ohms to
oppose the pressure "i no volts. Dividing the pressure by
ohms, we have a flow of about 42 amperes, or considerably
more than one-third increase. It ought to follow from this
that the circuit breaker would have to be set higher than the
normal amperage
in about the proportion above indicate. I.
He Wants to Know. — New York City wastes one whole
postal card on the following: "(1) How can I get an operator's card in this city? (,2) Can I get one if I am not a
citizen? (3) What trouble should I expect with DC? I
have always worked with A.C."
(1) By "operator's card" I suppose you mean a license
andthenotproper
a union
card.''
You department
will have of
to water
make supply,
application
to
officials
at the
gas
and electricity of the City of New York, in Park Row Building, opposite the main postoffice. (2) You cannot secure a
license in the City of New York unless you are an American
citizen, except that, as I understand it, Italian citizens are
not amendable to the law in that respect, being protected by
an old treaty between the United States and Italy. (3) You
would not expect any trouble at all with D.C., as it is very,
very much easier to handle than alternating. I would suggest you secure
of the managers'
and which
operators'
Handbook
for sale a bycopy
the Moving
Picture World,
will
give you information as to the method of setting carbons for
alternating and direct current: as well as many other things;
price $1.50 postpaid.
From the Land of Anthracite. — Forest City, Pa., name
withheld by request, writes: "I have noticed several letters
from operators regarding the number of amperes required to
put up a good, brilliant light. One operator in particular,
suggests that it is impossible to get good light with less
than 40 amperes. I must beg to differ with our friend on
that point. It is quite possible to get good light with less
than 40 amperes. In support of that statement I enclose a
piece of non-inflammable film that you may note the re-ult
after exactly two seconds exposure to high light, and I am
using 2-, amperes only I am running a motiograph, 1909
model,
throwing
a 10x12to picture
at 50youfeet."
We are
glad, indeed,
hear from
Forest City, and to
know that you are active down in that particular neck of
the woods. The number of amperes required varies with the
size of picture. I may say. however, that I have never been
able to secure what I consider high class projection light
with 2> amperes. Nevertheless, I do not propose to say that
nobody else can. The sample of film shows that your light
is intense and it is quite possible to get an intense light with
25 ampere-. My experience, however, has been that with
low amperage it is almost an impossibility to at all times
maintain a clear screen. Shadows will creep in, whereas
with high amperage, 1 experience no trouble whatever in
that respect and can run steadily for hours without ever a
sign of shadow at any point of the <creen. Using 40 to 45
amperes. I will undertake to run a machine for three hours
with a clear field: that is to say. without any film in the machine; and never, in all that time, have a shadow on the
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vhicfa the eye can detect. And I will tell you right
now. my dear boy, you cannot do that with 25 amperes: or
at least, if you can, you would have to show it to me. You
doubtless are able to get very good illumination on a 12 ft.
picture with 25 amperes by very careful handling of your light;
you also, no doubt can produce very good results. But it
doesn't at all follow that you could not produce better results with more amperes and — there you are Xow, plea-e
do not think that I am handing you any sort of a roa^t. for
I am not. I would welcome discussion from various operators as to the amperage they have found best under different conditions, both alternating and direct.
Condenser Trouble. — Camden. N. J., write-: Tlease find
enclose! $1.50 for Handbook. Will you kindly advise me as
to what -ize condensers should be used for a 14-foot picture
on a 43-foot throw. Powers No. 5 Cameragraph. 110 volt
A.C. 60-cycle current, through a coil: Electra H carbons. I
get a clear round -pot in the center of screen, which fadeout toward- the sides. I have tried conden-er- from different companies and told them my throw and size of picture.
Have changed my projection lens, have tried everything I
know of. but cannot get a clear, -harp light except in the
center."
I should -ay the trouble wa- in your projection lens, but
you say you have changed that. Absolutely the only thing
I know or can imagine i- that you are not using amperage
enough. You should use two 6^ or one bl/2 and one "'i
condensing' lenses, whichever give- best re-ults. It -urely
isn't
yourfocus
lam]) Ifh>>u-e
back possible
so far thatthat
youyou
are have
on thegotback
tin- i-pulled
true,
on the gate would be surrounded
by a maltese
iped, blue, bordered light. I hardly think, however,
this would be possible Are you sure that the curtain itself
is all right? If any of our reader- have encountered such
an experience a- this we shall be glad to hear from them.
Scientific American Reviews Handbook. — Scientific American, March 25, ion, has the following to 5av concerning the
Handbook: •Motion Picture Handbook, by F. H. Richard-on. New York: In tin- age of the motion picture-, such
a handbook a- this will not lack for readers. It tells everything which the would-be operator ought to know, and some
things which the full-fledged operator should be familiar
with, but, judging from results, is not The source of the
light, the wiring, resistance devices, lenses, carbons, tin
film, the various makes of projectors, all these are subjects
of vital importance in the skillful manipulation of the motion picture machine. Manager- may also turn th<
with benefit, not only because manager- -hould kno
thing of the art on which their busine-- depends, but also
the final chapter appeals especially to them, itheads, be:;
of a theater location, employees,
adverti-ing, film service, tickets and vaudeville "
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Lexington, Ky. — A new picture house will be opened here in
June
site of the
present
Ark Building,
which
1- the onbe-tthelocation
in the
city. Noah's
The structure
will cost
between $10,000 and $15,000 and will be modern in every respect.
The program will be pictures exclusively, with i
songs. The theater will be named the Colonial, and will
have a seating capacity of 400, and will be under the management of Mr John B. Elliott.
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New

B. Kleine, 19 E. 2ist Street. New York City, who
is one of the oldest of New York's dealers in optical and
other goods pertaining to projection, has invented a newcarbon clamp of decided merit. The clamp is neatly and substantially made, and is not at all cumbersome. The weak
points in most of the existing carbon arms seem to have
been altogether overcome in Mr. Kleine's invention. The
insulation is accomplished in such a manner as to be practically indestructible and to present a minimum danger of
grounding. The carbon clamp is of the square box type
with very thick wall-, the carbon being clamped in place bv
a heavy set-screw. The contact between the carbon and the
metal is excellent. The arrangement for tilting the carbons
is simple and effective, while the arrangement for connecting the wire is very good indeed, and different from anything which has heretofore been brought to our notice
With such an arm as this, breakage will be reduced to a
minimum, if not entirely obviated, and, in case anything does
go wrong, the arm can be taken off and a new one
in its place by simply removing the two screws, neither one
of which is at all likely to stick in the metal; a fault verv
common with most carbon arms. The metal itself is bronze,
the screws and clamp nuts being of steel. Altogether. Mr
Kleine is to be congratulated on hi- ability to place on the
market so simple and effective a device.

tirself. Written with pen and
ink or Used
typewriter.
Three minutes
make's
slide.
for advertising
slides, toto announce
future or feature programmes, for chorus slides
when chorus slide is missing We -end four
colors of gelatin. The slides look well and any
make them. They are handy also for
announcing v..
of three dollars
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LICENSED.
"April Fool" (Edison).— A children's film, admirably acted
by children. In it the old April Fool jokes which children have
played upon each other from time immemorial are reproduced
with natural settings and acted so naturally that they seem
almost as though the actual scenes were transpiring before the
audience. 1 he scenes u here the boy is pleading for his kiss
» ill recall many pleasant memories of the halcyon days of childhe producers arc to be commended for bringing out
such an altogether pleasing film.
"Family Troubles" (Gaumont).- \ domestic tale representing ahusband and wife as each thinking the other was devoting too much attention to some one else. These misunderstandings are righted and all goes well.
"Billy's Valentine" (Yitagraph). — A comedy representing
the difficulty into which a young man is plunged by the small
sister of his sweetheart, who substitutes other and less, attractive articles for an elaborate valentine and a bunch of
flowers. The culprit confesses her part in the matter and the
young man is forgiven.
"Getting His Own Back" (Essanay). — A comedy romance
in which a pair of convict's trousers play an important part in
inducing the young man's father to consent to his marrying
an actress. The mix-up regarding the trousers, their transfer
from one to another until they appear on the objecting father
and his arrest as the escaped convict, are all factors in the
hilarity. Eventually the young people are permitted to marry.
"Lost — athatBaby"
— A of
comedy,
the
difficulties
arose (Essanay).
from the action
a clerk presenting
who hid a baby
under the counter when the mother was chasing boys that stole
the carriage. Around this is built a series of somewhat exciting incidents, including the arrest of the innocent proprietor of
the store on the charge of stealing the baby. But the tangle is
eventually straightened out and all is well.
"His Image in the Water" (Gaumont).— A love story of
December and May. The glimpse of his wrinkled face mirrored in the water is a potent influence in causing an old man to
relinquish a girl to her younger lover and at the same time give
them a handsome present.
"The Hero Track Walker" (Kalem).— A melo-drama showing the results of a man's plan to secure money. The girl
supposed he was going to blow up the bridge and came to
prevent it, but the man's real scheme was to hurl the cartridge fuse away before the dynamite exploded and then pose
as a hero. The girl did the rescue act but she let the man
get the credit and also herself. Like many other stories
tin- :- somewhat improbable, but it develops a degree of
interest that pleases the audience.
"Athaliah" (Pathe).— An elaborate Biblical subject of double interest now because toward the middle of April it is in
the international Sunday school lessons. It is a scene in
the history of Judah when the nation has tired of its idolatrous queen. Athaliah, who has murdered all of the heirs to
the throne, as she suppo-es. They crown little Joash, who
has been preserved by the high priest while the soldiers kill
the queen in the streets. The story is taken from the account in Second Kings of the stamping out of idolatry in
Judah. It is an elaborate production in every sense and is
sumptuously staged. The settings and costuming are made
historically correct, or according to the conclusions of the
best modern Biblical scholars. This picture is well worth
while and it might be made an important portion of the
church services for April. The representation in this graphic
form of these scenes which have been made prominent in the
Sunday school lessons would do much to impress upon the
minds of children and others what actually occurred in those
times. \\ hether it is wise or not is a question much better
decided by others. The fact that these pictures have been
produced witih fidelity to the original so far as is known, the
costuming and settings afford a more graphic understanding
of the actual conditions than is possible by means of description. These pictures make the Biblical narratives real.
The people seem to live and move. The legendary impression disappears and in its place comes the strength of actuality that cannot be forgotten.
This picture deserves com-
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mendation for the excellence of it- mechanical effects and
the timeliness of its release.
"The Inherited Taint" (Vitagraph) \ story based upon
iiu popular belief that a taste for liquor can be inherited. It
shows the young man as tailing once, but saved through sanitarium treatment, and finally triumphant over his weakness
in the love of a young woman. While the Storj
the interest m it is increased by the suggestions it makes
and the questions it raises. Some will dispute the accuracy
of its conclusions, while others will be equally certain that
its presentation of the conditions which exist in cases like
this are accurate and should be considered as a sort of sermon against the use of liquor, especially by one who may be
unfortunate enough to have the inherited taste.
"The Spanish Gypsy" (Biograph).— A love story with the
scenes laid in the picturesque gypsy camps which are always
attractive. Here is love, intense hate, jealousy and all the
rest of it shown with consummate understanding. But when
the girl sees her recreant lover blind and helpless she forgets her 'desire for vengeance and willingly sacrifices herself
to care for him through life. The film is a transcript of life
as it often is. There are such episodes in some lives and some
hearts will respond as the heart of this gypsy girl responded to
the man's helplessness. To that extent, therefore, the picture
represents what is best, as well as what is worst, in human
nature.
It makes a deep impression upon an audience.
"When Women Strike" (Lubin). — A comedy representing
how a man cured his wife of going out on strike by installing
a French maid in his home while his wife was out. When
she discovers what he has done she is very contrite. The
maid is dismissed and peace rules once more in the housestory is told with the animation which characterizeshold.
LubinThe comedies.
"The Warrant for Red Rube" (Melies).— A story of how
a bad man was too much for a number of deputies, but was
captured by the sheriff disguised as a tenderfoot. The setting is Western and less exaggerated than some. The story
is well told and has a degree of interest which holds the
attention of the audience throughout. Probably they do not
stop to argue the question of probability. The picture tells
the story well and the denouement is what might reasonably
be expected. Hence their analysis of the realities of the
story is not close. It is both thrilling and amusing, even
if improbable in some parts.
"1861" (Selig). — One of Selig's excellent war stories. The
dangers and difficulties which beset the soldier are well depicted and suggested, but there is a touch of humanity that
is sufficient to overcome any impression of the spirit of destruction when the Blue and the Gray meet after the soldier
in gray is wounded and he sends back the picture to the old
home by the Union solider. War stories are always interesting and Selig has released some of the best of them. This
one is as good as the others and holds the audience from
beginning to the end. A special interest seems to attach
to any picture which represents the work of a spy, or of a
soldier sent through the enemy's lines on a desperate mission. While much the same scenes must necessarily be depicted in war pictures, there is an atmosphere about some
that is different, and this is one of the different ones.
"Across the Plains" (Essanay). — A question will be raised
upon seeing this film — whether it is quite the thing to accept
the fact as here set forth that a girl driving a prairie schooner
can hold her against Indians on horseback. If the photoplay is looked upon as an accurate description of life of
course this scene must be considered too unreal to be included. If, however, the story of the picture is to be considered as the principal feature, then this incident assists in
holding interest. It must be admitted that the average audience will enjoy the thrill which this scene affords without
analyzing the possibilities of it too closely. The fight at
the shack is not improbable. In fact, the same thing has
been done a good many times before, while the appearance of
the ranchmen and the beating off of the Indians are but incidents which have been many times repeated. That an audience will be pleased with this picture is certain. The improbability of the thrilling race in the first scenes will not mar
the enjoyment of the story excepting in a few people.
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"The Secret of the Forest" (Gaumont).— A beautifully phopicture, it presents numerous
unusually picturesque scenes. The story itself is not quite clear, but the love
tale interwoven gives it '-ufficient heart interest to hold the
attention of an audience.
"Tribulations of Jiggers" (Gaumont).— The comedian purchased a new hat which creates all sorts of disturbances and
performs
curious
in spite
of its
owner's it
frantic
efforts
to
prevent.
Whenstunts
it goes
through
a keyhole
reaches
the
acme of strange behavior for a hat.
"Their Mother" (Pathe).— A story of two brothers, their
love for the same girl and other incidents which befell them
in their lives, ends in the narrow escape of one from
lynching. The story is well told, but the question will arise
as to whether it is worth while. The best part is the closing
where the mother's face is smiling down upon them in
ascene
vision.
"Fred Sato and His Dog" (Pathe).— This film exhibits
some of the interesting tricks which Sato teaches his dog
to perform. One of the greatest of dog trainers, this picture
reproduces in satisfactory form some of his most remarkable
tricks.
"A Republican Marriage" (Vitagraph). — An elaborate picture, the scenes of which are laid in France during the contest between the classes and the masses; it tells the love
story of a countess and a man of the people, ending in their
journey to the guillotine together. As a vehicle for conveying the impression of intense human passion this picture haan interest which might not otherwise attach to it. This
disturbance in France, which had such remarkable influence
upon the world, is really little understood by the people of
this country and episodes taken from it are somewhat blind
in their allusions. Everyone can understand human passion.
but the differences which exist between various classes of
society as represented here are not always so plain. The
staging is sumptuous and the acting reaches heights of
dramatic power in places.
"Jim, the
Mule Boy"
(Edison).
A picture
will attract
unusual
attention
because
of the— fact
that itthat
depicts
a coal
mine far down in the earth, with an explosion and a rescue
party. The heroic work of the mule boy in protecting the
owner's son and his reward make a somewhat melodramatic
t imparts a few thrills, but the principal interest
will be the underground scenes. Care has been used to make
.nes accurate and the audience can sit in comfort,
see the interior of a coal mine and form some conception
of the dangers acompanying its operation.
"ThetheLass
Who Couldn't
Forget"
(Kalem).—
lovecountry
story,
with
interference
of a city
woman
to take A the
lover away from hi, fisher maiden \ 1 1 < 1 years of waiting
he returns and finds her still true to him. The story is not
above the ordinary, but because it deals with heart emotions
possesses a certain degree of interest that attracts the average audience.
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may have caused. The love story gives the film heart interest and the pictorial quality, with the suggestion of war.
combine to heighten it.
INDEPENDENT.
"The Bachelor's Old Maid" (Champion).— A love story,
telling in half humorous fashion how a pair of young lovers
tricked the girl's uncle into giving hi- consent to their marriage, and at the same time entangled him in a net from
which he could not escape. As the picture closes it is made
plainly evident that there will be two weddings instead of
one in the near future. It is a lively story, well told and
photographed, and keeps the audience in good humor.
"The Truth" (Nestor).— A picture which will arouse the
sympathy of the audience for the young wife left alone to
care for her child because of the imprisonment of her husband on a false charge of forgery. Her struggles to make
a living are heroic, yet pathetic, and are drawn closely to
life. Then the outraged church committee calls upon the
clergyman who befriended her for an explanation They
are drawn true, too. The closing scene, the little family reunited with the holier-than-thou committee peering shamefacedly through the curtains at them, is a fitting ending to
a picture calculated to rouse the deepest sympathies.
"A Glimpse of Neapolitan Camorra" (.AmbrosioV — An excellent travelog, with viewpoints well selected and the mechanical work well done.
It will add to any program.
"Pallid Hues in Clouded Skies" (Reliance).— The feeling
as this picture closes is indescribable. A man locked in a
trunk, a woman in a locked room, unable to open the trunk
or herself to escape from the room and the room burning,
that is the closing ^cene. The others show the woman
hiding her lover in the trunk and struggling frantically with
her husband to prevent his opening it. finally forcing him
through the door at the muzzle of a revolver. The effect
upon the audience i- almost as great as though they saw an
actual fire. Perhaps the horrors of the recent holocaust in
New York were so fresh that the influence was deeply felt.
Few scenes have ever appeared upon the motion picture
screen more horrible than this as the trunk rocks with the
imprisoned manipe and the woman sinks
overcome with the heat and the increasing smoke It would
be difficult to imagine anything more horrible unless the
auto de fe of the inquisition were reproduced in all its realism Perhaps there arc some who like this sort of thing,
ma like going backward
Packagein of
Trouble"
(Solax)of —money
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a package
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and not gold a the principal thing in life. The picture follows the main incidents of the storj closely and the characterizations arc well performed It is an acceptable addition to the notable films of this type which this company has
released.
"Her Mother's Fiance" (Yankee).— A tale of how a girl
supplanting her mother in the affections of a count It is a
side-light upon the ofl told tale of love, presenting anew the
superior attractiveness of a girl as compared with an older
woman. The widow was obliged to console herself with a
son-in-law rather than with a husband. The scene showing
the count and the girl cast upon a desert island has the appearance of comedy, though It may well be considered anything but comedy for the unfortunates who suffer.
"As Ye Sow" (Rex). A serious attempt to depict some
of the consequences of youthful follj It is needless to undertake adiscussion of the question, It is as old as the
world and no matter what methods .->\ prevention have been
suggested nothing has ever been devised which will assuage
the sorrows and heartaches which accompany the sin here
shown. It is unusual, though not impossible, that a lawful
wife should do what this one is shown as doing. That she
took the girl to her heart makes an excellent closing for a
picture rences
of in real
this type,
but too
it israre
to beto feared
such occur-as
life are
be everthatconsidered
possibilities.
"So Shall Ye Reap" (Imp).— Seen with the Rex film "As
Ye Sow," mentioned elsewhere, this one presents a different
view and one which perhaps is more in keeping with the
usages of society. In this instance it i> the woman who suffers, and that is as life goes. It is generally the woman
who suffers for her folly; the man goes free. After years this
mother is reunited with her daughter, but a priest intervenes
and prevents the mother making herself known She is commended to the nuns for consolation. Little can be said
about such a film. Undoubtedly it presents a true view of
the consequences which usually follow sinning. The sympathy of the audience will be aroused for the unfortunate
woman, yet possibly had she returned in a different way,
showing less indications of a continuation of a sinful life, the
vricst would have relented and allowed her to meet her
daughter. This possibility adds to tin- interesting complications and develops in the minds of the audience questions
which will make the film linger long in the memory
"Osteopathy" (American).— A comedy that will keep the
audience busy laughing throughout its length.
"Two Girls" (American). — A comedy presenting the difficulties experienced by a gentleman who falls in love with
both his stenographers The means he takes to choose between them furnishes fun for the audience from beginning
to end.
"A Victim of His Double" (Great Northern). — An interesting detective Story, it has a number of thrilling moments,
beginning with the locking of the detective in a trunk to
which is attached an infernal machine actuated by clockwork and ending with an exciting race between a motor
car and a train, with the motor car victorious. The theft
of a diamond tiara is adroitly accomplished which but for
the tell-tale suggestion of a cigarette would scarcely have
been discovered so quickly. When the tiara is finally in the
possession of the count the picture has a happy ending as
he presents it to his wife. The story is clear and its unity is
plainly apparent to the audience. The photography is quite
up to the standard of the Great Northern people. Managers
will make no mistake in including this film in their programs.
"Foolshead Goes to a Cock Fight" (Itala).— Another film
shows this popular comedian performing numerous original
stunts for the amusement of his large circle of admirers. It
may be that all sorts of faults can be pointed out in these
"Foolshead" films. Their improbability and impossibility
being among the most important, but the average audience
-eems to accept them as they come. The films are enjoyed and apparently the more absurd the performances
the more the audience likes the pictures. It would be difficult to say anything else. It is scarcely right to commend
these films, as they violate even common sense. The fact
remains, nevertheless, that they are popular and that the
average audience will applaud them and ask for more.
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"Cupid's Monkey-Wrench" (Powers).— A story of love and
adventure The young man does duty as a plumber and
eventuality wins the girl who mist, .ok him and set him to
work The question may be raised as to how it happens that
., supposed country hotel like this comes to be fitted with
plumbing of the character indicated. Maybe this does not
spoil the Story, yd its presence brings other incongruous
things, which picture makers permit at present. The speedy
t might be proof ,,( the fact that the plumber did
his work well and received adequate remuneration
for his
"The Pantaloon Skirt" (Powers). — A comedy based upon
the harem skirt. It does not lessen the fun any to discover that
a young man is posing in one as a model. The happenings are
fast and furious and afford sport enough to keep the audience
roaring throughout the running of the film.
"A Western Ruse" (Powers).— The story of how a girl
tricked a highwayman into returning to where he left a moneybox he had taken from an express driver. She helps her lover,
the driver, and captures the highwayman by the same move
"The Imposter" (Thanhouser). — A domestic story beginning in the Civil War where a girl commended to a cousin in the
North by her dying father almost loses her chance for a home
through the machinations of an impostor, who takes advantage
of an injury to the girl to go North and claim the cousin's
protection. Happily the plot is discovered and the girl comes
into her own. There is nothing particularly dramatic about the
picture, yet it is a leaf from what might occur in any life
and therefore holds the interest of the audience throughout.
The Stolen Necklace (Xestor).— A pleasing story, logically
constructed and clearly told. The picture shows some beautiful interiors and gives a peep into the mysteries ot the
underworld.
Flawless photography and clever acting
KIDNAPPING SCENE.
he last we saw of Fred Belcher he was up around MadSquare Garden trying to kidnap "Kid" Jarvis, one of
I'm & Bailey's downs,
ami "shanghai" him into the
ing picture business.
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Brainard, Minn.— Mr. Claire Maben is considering the advisability of starting a new moving pic
ture theater here.
Champaign, 111. — Champaign Is to have another
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Peoria, 111. — The New Lyceum Theater here will
be ready to open to the public within a week or so.
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Messrs. Harrison & Sekheim, for the erection of a
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Superior, Wis. — The Ernest Brothers have purchased the moving picture theater from Prank
Felli
and
opened
up
under
new
management.
Many
Improvements
hsve
been
added.
New York City. — Mr. Henry Morgcntbau baa
leased to Marcus Loew the northwest corner of
Sixth Avenue and Thirteenth Street, on which the
• will erect a moving picture and vaudeville thenter to have a seating capacity of 2,300.
New Brunswick, N. J.— Messrs. William Armstrong. Brick Jensen ami William Allgalr will
erect a moving picture theater In the Borough
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STORIES of the FILMS

ami

when

BtS Jack
10 Jack.
and
aunty arrives.

while,

but
art

t,, Bob and makes

la bil trouble.
Times
0
Tate
w.nks
thing!
looking
In a runaway,
an

death

In

he onfesses
marries tbs
Mary,troth.an
s heir to a fortune.
1 where
«n Aunty
of him
retanIs

I formnlly
is

daughter'.,
hand
on
■ 1 1 y arriving,
and
Vega.

le

American

Senor
a dapl
Forsyth

when

she bas been

is to the
lie plunges

fooled,

docks.
The
Into the ley

An. ■ I
quickly
discovered
and
a puraulHR
paru
fn.in bar h..ni.v
.Mm 111,1 h.-r American

heiress.
By
pretending
that
tbej
ar...f noble
difficulty
In gaining
tpair
' ' 1
birth, their
tbej
Bad
Into wealthy,
If not aristocratic circles.
Quick
Wallace."
whose
fortune
has beet
!,v certain
shady
transactions
through
years
,,f |k>
Hi leal strife and turmoil, has retired from the active
control
of 1,1s numerous
enterprises and
himself
to the pleasures of his family
It Is tills hale and hearty old capitalist
who falls
an easv pre\ to 11,. s, homing, polish. ,,1 rogues
Wat

r father
I . ili.'
Ilnal
ami
tin- dcf,
SLIM
JIMS
LAST
CHANCE— The
1
open and
Tom
lli>nti>n. 11 tirst timer,
ami
alia-. Bed
I>a\ls. of tin- under
world,
me
Tom
learns
that
the prison
odor
clings

u ^ tamed iwbj

• I■

Slim Jim.
liberated
b]
being

work
Slim
Tbll
Immediate:.!
l.is wmj
weet.
Eventually Tom Roe* west mni finds
- r.rnl
months
luter Slim
Jim
(1
at the same plaee Tom la employed.
Slim Jim, beIn*- caught
at his old tricks
and
exposed
by Tom.
, i past.
- that
follow
show
.
line
manhood
and
gives
Slim
J Im
nn
opportunity
to prove
that
even
the under
dog
has
at least a spark of good
lying dormant
under the

She burns her many possessions and follows I'aphmice to a secluded nunnery,
where she spends three
nance of the sternest kind.
ITALIAN

COAST

SCENE8.— A

short

trip along

the rugged
coast Scenlcs,
of thatIt "Land
Sunshine."
I.Ike
all Cauiuont
Is perfectof from
every

BIOGRAPH
THE

CHIEFS DAUGHTER.— This Itiogrnph production tells a st„ri ,,1 ;i somewhat different type
of Indian vengeance. A prospector wins the lOTe
of the Indian Chief's daughter and cruelly ca9ts
her aside, when his Eastern sweetheart arrives unexpectedly. The squaw, however, bas u chance
1 his perfldlt]
iin.l >o
loses bis Eastern fiancee,
but the Indian maiden
well,
she and
her
squaw
companions
driving
him
from
the neighborhood.
PARADISE LOST.— The Parson and his friend
Pete, a worthless Inebriate of the village, in a
drunken sleep by the roadside. His cure has been
tried often, but in vain. The Parson's friend suggest, a novel scheme, that of taking him to bis
home, waking him there and make him believe he
Is in paradise: then feeding him wine until he Is
asleep again, placing hint back In the same place
in the road. The scheme worked to perfection and
It looks as if the village saloon will get no more
•f

Pete's money

for drink.

spends
village bar, where ,one
day
s and [.leads with him to
a aside by the brutal bartender, who orders her to leave the place when
Dan Quigley, a rather shady character, takes her
part, thrusts the bar-tender aside, and helping
Joe to his feet, leads him out of the place and home.
At home Alice pleads with both men to reform,
but her father Is obstinate and Dan says he Is
•too bad.'' The next day Dan rides to hold up a
stage coach and Is about to execute this dangerous
task when Alice conies upon him. stops liltn In time
to allow the coach to go by. then leads him away
from the scene of temptation. In the meantime,
however. Selling, who has also had the coach in
mind, has held It up and escaped with several
bags of treasure. When the sheriff arrives Dan.
who had entered a short time before, thrusts the
bags into his shirt bosom and Is arrested, taking
full blame
for the
hold-up
upon
himself.
Before
small Bible Into hi
when in his cell.
hid, he later dli
rst time in his life the bad
sinks upon
I
1 pleads for Divine mercy and salvation.
WHAT
HAPPENED
TO AUNTY.— Aunty objects
to the attentions paid to her niece Emily by Jack
Dalton. a thoroughly worthy chap, and when rinding
the lovers together one day puts Jack out of the
bouse and locks Emily in her room. Emily, how"-■*- opportunity
to pen Jack a
and
that
not 1 mind her horrid r I aunt
: of I
they will elope and be married.
Aunty
he note and plans
to win Jack
for hertn

the

young
'

OPPORTUNITY
AND THE MAN.— Arthur Bradley was a rich man, with plenty of egotism and
self-sufficiency. He was courting Flora Hamilton.
One day while they were walking through the park
she lost her chatelaine. It was found and returned by a derelict, who was rewarded for bis
honesty with a S5 bill.
Starting with this he got on his feet and before
a great
while
had
secured
a position.
He
rose
i of tbe 1
1 of the city.
Meanwhile, misfortune had overtaken Bradley. He
tried to "bull" a falling stock market and was
utterly ruined. Unable to bear up he took to drink
and went rapidly from bad to worse.
Now
Ramsey,
the
former
tramp,
became
Ramsey,

even

were married
palatial
home

before

came

to him.

They

lady's
room,
makes
hat and
phantly
forth
to beat
Emily
Is resourceful,

and proved to be Arthur Bradley.
Though Mr. and Mrs. Ramsey wanted to let him
go the police arrived on the scene and prevented
this charitable object, and the fates on their high
mountain probably laughed heartily.
THEIR MOTHERS-IN-LAW.— Young Mrs. Smith.
becoming weary of housework, sent for her mother
to pay her a visit. The same day Mr. Smith, wish
Both
Ing to help his wife, sent for his
arrived In due time, and when they met— well. If
looks could kill, they both would hav 3 died on the
The Smiths had only one spare room, and, as It
was impossible for both mothers to occupy this,
they had to give up their own room to one of
them and sleep In the attic themselves. There
was all kinds of trouble, while the mothers were
disputing which should be head of the household.
If Mrs. Smith started to fry a steak, Mrs. Jones
range and tried to do it.
If Mrs. Jones
g the f
. Smith
The

young

Dear

Smiths soon found this state of affairs
e day they quietly planned a little

Mothers — We
.Tone,

Posters free.

NORTH

1
and

? gone

away

for

1

Mrs,

MELIES.
HER
assistant

FAITHFUL
housekeeper

HEART.— Mary Is only the
of the ranch,
but she bas a

bean u big and faithful as « queen's,
Hob. who bas been turned from home by his
uncle because he has his own notions of marriage,
comes to the ranch and Mary falls In love with him.
Bill

Rank,

the foreman,

EAGLE FILM EXCHANGE
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fortune

and Ramsey bought Bradley's former
and
presented
It to his wife
as a

la.e social
has
two
daughters
r~ u"
as
leaders,
causes whose
tbem
to
cast
mine
i»w
honest and sturdy young Americans, who really love
■ - in favor
of the ' ■•
fake
nobles.
They
lose no time
in pressing
their
suit, knowing that to marry Into the Wallace family
means a life of ease and luxury.
In a turmoil of excitement the Impi
ejected from the house of the Irate millionaire and
before the girls can realize what Is happening, their
two old admirers, who knew beforehand wbnt was
coming, secure licenses and the marriages go on
Just the same, although the grooms are changed.
RED'S CONQUEST.— The little town of Dogvllle
Is thrown into a feverish excitement. The advance
ugent of "Stickum's Imeprlal Mammoth East Lynne
Co.," 1» putting up glaring four colored posters
announcing tbe coming of that stupendous aggregation of talent.
"Red Curtis," a well to do young cattle owner,
is attracted by the play bills, and when the troupe
opens at the Opera House, be is on hand to witness
the performance. All Is well and the delighted
audience Is loud In Its approbation, when suddenly
an accident occurs that throws the house into wild
panic. An oil lamp, suspended by a rotten wire,
falls of
on tbe
the leading
stage and
explodes.
"Red" of sees
the
peril
lady,
and. Instead
Joining
the mad throng, be springs upon the stage and.
rescuing her from the flames, bears her fainting
form
without
the burning theater.
Returning, he makes his way through the smoke
and lire to the' dressing room, where her child lies
asleep. He barely succeeds In escaping with his
life, but does so, and restores the little one to its
frantic mother.
THE

his wife, Joe Sel
.st of his time at
1 daughter
Alice
r

goes

SELIG.
THE
FORTUNE
HUNTERS.— Wright
two
foreign
adventurers,
migrate
to America
and.
tin, ling ' • • ■
t funds,
set sboul
1 1 the
hand
Of
an

Kcrmiml.,
la fought
(finning

Prompt service.

EIGHTH

contrives to runl Bob's good

COWBOY

AND

THE

SHREW.— Hank

1 confronts the custodian of peace, the
1 be sure of his fee, ties Hank to tbe
: bis promised
bride
runs
rope, railing and all — nothing f
determined lover. He confronts the father, who Is
In sympathy with him. A little game of strategy
Is resorted to, which proves that love oftimes Is
forced to the surface through trying circumstances.
ZULU-LAND.— Harry Webb finds that for one
occupying bis station In society, the Bohemian life
he Is leading is not altogether commensurate with
his limited income, and In consequence, when taken
to task by his father, he decides at once to leave
home. Accordingly he sets sail for South Africa.
I the Royal Hotel. Durban. In
company with a trader on the veldt, with whom be
arranges to Interest himself. Upon arrival in tbe
Jungles they camp for the night. The Zulus, fearful of the white man's invasion, warn tbe chief of
the tribe — tbe prowling beasts of the wilds charge
the little camp at night and carry away the meat
provided for food. Harry is taken
by t
Making captive
his escap
natives and tied In the huf
seeks
refuge
In a militat
hospital — same
is at1 burned.
The life of Gen. Robert Wilson
' '. Harry's
bravery,
whereupon
he enlists
in the English
army
and
is made
a commissioned
officer.
The
news
is communicated
to the anxious
- father,
and
all Is happiness.

THE
JUSTICE
OF
CLAUDIUS.— Messaline
Is tbe
wife
of Claudius,
Emperor
of
Rome.
She
is a
iricious
woman,
whose
life is spent
looking
for
excitement.
One day 1
1 returning from the elr-

"^tTTilft^-*4Day and night service

STREET,

Wil-

son, a goodandnatnred
puncher,
loves a enough
rancher's
daughter,
finally cow
musters
up courage
to
* - "mown
his love.
She looks upon
the matter

Write, wire or phone

PHILADELPHIA.

A*
PA.

THE
<rus

Msxlraus

Messallne

chances

to

see

Manila,
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a

philosopher,
who
Is engaged
to Thysla.
The
Eiu- mated by the gimple strength of Manus
Mh all her wily
nature
to create a reaponclvc
f.-.-llng In the heart of Manus.
He,
bow«ver.
I« true to his love, and, clothed In the armor
of Messallne's advances.
The
woman
Is not to be thus
easily
flouted,
and
she
has
Manus
cast
Into
prison.
Here
she
appears
to him. offering hlin freedom in return
for
love
but Manus
refUBes,
and
Messallne, piqued
at
., orders him
killed.
At the moment
of
execution,
however,
the Emperor
Claudius
appears
the band of vengeance.
He sees the perfidy of Messallne.
and.
releasing
Mar, us. condemns
Manus Just escaped.
A
Bar

COWBOY'S ADVENTURE.— The boys of the X
L outfit have Just been paid off and great
t

Soon
an India;
squaw, closely

ig. Interfere.
This
infuriates
to man-handle the little maid
md
only
the timely
gun
play
of Willlama
f
, Thompson haB It In for Williams,
and after the boys have left Thompson robs tbe
saloon till and Bboots tbe proprietor, leaving William's revolver, which he baa also stolen, as evlOul «t camp Williams wants another drink,
and riding into town for it. finds the saloonkeeper's
his own gun. While he stands thus Sing
Lee, the cook, sees him and notifies the Sheriff.
Summary Justice follows fast and Williams is led
out to execution. He prays, with the noose about
his neck, and is about to be launched into eternity,
when the Indian who originally caused the trouble
ra.e« npon the scene and points out tbe real culprit,
whom he had seen through the saloon window. Best
of all, the saloonkeeper himself recovers and appears, too. upon the scene.

and

WIFFLE'S
HOME
TROUBLES.
P
Wiffles and
. „ie a totible altercation at l.i.-akfast table
MrWiffles
being
high
strung
'

He

upMai

1

t Wiffles

Is delighted

!»■!>■

and

pro-

While In the midst of I
thread and begins
(0 • be
man
calls
ror Mrs.
Wiffles'
clothes,
which
nto a basket
and the man departs.
ini.nien
f..i the future
happiness of the house1 the man
falls to get Mrs.
WIlDes'
nice new
r puffs, so Mrs. W.
returns to get them herself.
ixior hubby
sticking his fingers
' v.*- generally
She
and n*w
BURGLAR'S
FEE.
\ doctor
and
his wife
long married
are most
affectionate.
One day when
toi finds a button off his coat, bis wife on
sewing
It on finds a note In his |x.oket.
Now,
this
lore letter which
th
ctor
picked
up
In tut- street, but of coarse his wife does not know
anything of this, and the physician having been
callc.l ..ut. the poor girl takes a Utile polsoi
Ik) Jim. a young and versatile
burglar, hat entered the bouse for the pn
plying his trade and witnesses the sttempt at sul
II.- l-.s.kiiig around eagerly for some method ..f
siding the now thoroughly seared girl, tbe burglsi
sees
the doctor's
note
telling
where
he may
be
pho
I ti
mptlj
phoning
tbe
■ : tbe lady walking

i wltli a hurgla
■ ..I) the other
Of course
the physician
soon straightens out matters
as far as his wife
la
and dismisses
the |>ollce with
the story
that the hurglar
la I.N servant
and
that he bad
I"
•
lot-tor had
the
•*J
lft< •
'
••
ii.
-■ •
gives Bosky
Jim
a Job about
the house
This Jim
holds Just long enough
to find out whenIs located and helping
himself
to m.me of II write*
• aylng
that he has quit, hot
i ,1 fee In

Wheii

be

and

bis

the old man
departs. Again be
lonsleur's daughter
and Monsieur bids them
courteous adieu In his haste to be oil to his cluu.
After tbe theater the young American little supper, and lakes tbe two girls with him
to the Hermitage Cafe. In the private room which
they have engaged a waiter appears to take the
young man's order while the girls are taking off
I heir wiapa. Tbe waiter Is Done other than the
..Id lreu.h nobleman, who, by this meant, is sup
porting his daughter and keeping the fact of hit
emnlonnanl a secret from her anil from the world
at large. Of course the young man at once understands the situation and why Monsieur
his evening clothes every night, and Jumping Int..
the breach, he summons the proprietor, has an
extra place laid, and when the glrla come, tellt
them that the Utile smprl-e he has prepared for
them It the ». I. tin. .ii of M. nsleur ss another gueat
to their party, and to still further cover Mou
sleur't agitation, the young BUI
,,,,„g
It a betrothal suppei
sod ha

■

daughter

in. I hit

•

blessing.

Of course

day
her father
fat takeu
■«>)sud.b
dispute at th.- table*.
M
to take bis place and run her own game.
KUtry work, finding her thru and rvalls
log the danger to the young girl, persuades her to
gue up her precarious occupation. Tbla she does.
la king hei ..iittit. she throw, it over her shoulder
and loaveo with the minister's blessing sud th*
llible ha had given her as her only compsniou..
I poo arriving at her claim she find, she baa aa
- uie
men.
- her
lime
I
I Suinl
> happy
to attend.
Sul
ike on the appearam-e
i
r they all propose to I
only
I he

lo
two

he
men

THE

MONSIEUR —Mi
Tiris.
and
- |nal sending
his

young

uj m,D
.laughter
.ii

and

daughter

It

I.

evident

whieh
sweep,
■wij
1,1.
h"n Pennl
her ..f the grtjtl change
tune.

In

leal

s. •»

THE

V,.,L

w,

thai

entire
In
find

tittle- >|.iirllnriil.

In
t.>

fathel

her

fortune
and
leaves
la daughter and tails
their affairs,
and
that

'

that

he

I,, whli-h

I.e. month.

hta

him

at
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Tho largost ladoptjBdont Eachanfa In (
thermit* gsjtpsM oi the s*ie. Company
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for a »■■
t happy
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ticket,
hi.
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Atrial -

nflel

mother
.nrprltc

mill
for hi. (Inn
farewell
adieu,
but
. atleep.

hatlug
PM
many
".mile..'
and
a tramp
relieve.
Mm
..f
train la w ■

i

t
L

Ides
to take
a baud
herself,
and
nirii that .he deal the
.
d ih.i wishing lo have Hu.t go away

RESURRECTION
OF JOHN — Mreotly
after
IS John
Is Iboal
to leave hit apartment

In-law
.tiling
thai she. coming
Arriving
at hit office,
be
Dud.
In bring
n.mmio
I
consummate
the purchase:
Of •

not
for

Mou

IW.0I

EDISON.

U-gin
lo realise that she will
i c tbe other
la also walling

934 Arch St., Philadelphia
i

...

610 East Baltimore Street

Baltimore. Md.

848
them.
The
and rushes
lug

ti In.

THE
manager
f..r

rice Mr.
higher

fusal a •trilM
ably until tbaj
Intention of giving
up tin- pomp

In.

I

Mow
and

I. i

to find the manager and warn him
Not Boding him
at home, he runs to the pinup house t,. warn the
tut tiinis tlmi the manager I
before, bin mni la guarding II single bandad. Tne
mob appro
- l> struck
t.. Hie ground.
Siin.l.-r-. in trying t" aid the manager, is also rendered nocomi
repentant com in It tee which calls nt the manager's
greasing, and Incident;! y to ask the manager to
reinstate the strikers c Iba Old t.rms.
This the
be Introduces
manager Is glad to do
to them their new aaal unit manager, Sanders.

■-

VITAGRAPH.
I ill m. nit matter
stow. He decides t
excellent young ire
i proper

aarry

after

t
having

found

an

The chlldr.
home when they hear that their father and his wife
hare gone away ami left them in charge of a
governess. The stepmother as their governess
makessucceeds
every by
effort
to win
the sweet
children's
love, and
she
making
herself
to tbem.
All
is happiness as the film closes.
AX UNEXPECTED REVIEW.— The Commanding
General is Invited by the Governor to attend a
banquet at the Executive Mansion. The General
arrives with his escorts, composed of his aides and
a company of cavalry men. There is another feast
being served in the kitchen of the Executive, the
servants with the soldiers who have escorted the
General are having the time of their lives.
Suddenly a crash Is heard below-stalrs and everybody at the banquet
Jumps
up in
oil

•allswithhis

tention and marches tbem from the room. Tbe
strain has been too great for the butler and bis
assistant, and after it Is over they are all in.
HOP PICKING. — Scenes taken in Kent, England,
showing the whole process of cultivating bops and
the handling of the product through Its different
processes of development. In addition to the Industrial end of the picture. It presents some beautiful scenery peculiar to that section of England,
that Is famous the world over.
WINSOR McCAY.— At the club. Wlnsor McCay
with a party of boon friends, Is engaged In a
friendly game, the subject of moving pictures Is
broached, the game Is forgotten and the discussion
becomes quite animated and Interesting. One of the
fellows asks Winsor why he has never been able to
make moving pictures: he replies that he feels positive be can produce drawings that will move, and
wagers that he will make four thousand pen drawings Inside of one month that will move as actively
and as life-like as anything ever reproduced by the
camera, and surpass In their performance anything
ever seen. Bis companlois laugh at him and tell
him he Is getting foolish in his "noodle."
One month later, he has the four thousand drawready for
Vltagraph
Company's
and
Invitesings his
clubthefriends
to come
and seecamera
him make
good. Tbev arrive and he shows them drawings of
some of The
the leading
of his
series.
camera characters
man turns
tbe "Little
crank Nemo"
of the
machine, and what these celebrated little cartoon
characters do. would be more difficult to tell than
what tbey do not do. The Incredulous friends of
McCay are surprised and puzzled.
BOB SLEDDING.— Showing tbe exciting and exhilarating winter pastime of coasting on the steep

I only*.
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WORLD

ihem a preparation which apparent]] it ■
Tlie father. In apreclatlon of the doctor saving hla
life, li only too willing to give bis daughter to so
good a doctor.
AT IKE WINDOW. — DomOBlCO I.agrotta. wl
wife and child, Uvea the happy life
In. low of their home. There begins
Shall Platro, the handsome, do a great
wrong to Domonlco, tbe (OOdl No. declares Rosurio, the friend of Domonlco. Bui 1'letro gets a
railroad Job In Canada and two railroad tickets,
lie In going to take with Mm the wife of Domonlco
and also Roslna.
the child.
Well.
K
- from Calabria, where it Is dangerous to
wrong
a friend. Therefore
Domonlco
the good
must not suffer on account of 1'letro
I:
he does not. Domonleo's wife and child ure brought
im by Kosarlo.
The story tells Itself

POWERS.

to place some harmless powders in the coffee not.
The folks are taken sick and Mary 'phones for tbe
doctor, who. upon his arrival. Immediately
gives

serious stumbling Mock to tbe consummation
of
their life's happiness.
On one of his calls the persistent lover finds an
opportunity of placing a sum of money, which he
is sadly needed for necessities, In the girl's
pockcthook, ' but is prevented from restoring the
book to Its place by her unexpected return to the
room, lie
the book In his oven-oat pocket
olilit'C.I
to corneals
until a more
Biting occaalon \<r nta Itaelf
Be ll

girl
knowsi

sucb an opportunity, and on the way to bis own
rooms drops it on the street and Is quite unaware
until iba following morning.
ok la found and picked
V.iuniicri

BISON.
AT BAR U RANCH.— Elsie's father dies, leaving
her a ranch in the west She goes to visit her
property, and the foreman, Jim, arranges to meet
her nt the depot with a buckboard. As she alights
from the train, Red, a desperado, Insults her and
is thrashed by Jim. Red rounds up his pals, attacks Jim and Elsie, binds Jim securely In the
buggy and escapes with the girl. Jim manages to
turn his hack to the horse, with his hands tied
behind him, and guides him at a furious gate to
the ranch. The cowboys go In pursuit and Jim
grabs Elsie off Red's horse while galloping at
tremendona speed. Red and his gang are thoroughly beaten and driven away, and Elsie impulsively rewards Jim with a kiss.
AVERY'S DREAM. — A messenger boy falls asleep
while reading a dime novel and dreams he Is the
hero of the story, and in this role lie battles with
Indians, captures des|H*radoes an. I performs wonderful feats. The climax Is reached as he is in
desperate conflict with an Indian and the two fall
youth strikes the ground he
s fallen off t
wakens, and li

of the life, the familiarity with the coarse men
and the scenes of violence. She goes back to the
• - down her past and Is wooed and won
by a wealthy man, and, as mistress of his home,
dwells In a veritable paradise of happiness. The
tranquility of this modern Eden Is marred by a
venomous
serpent In human form — a Mexican who
frantic with threats to tell her husband what he
knows. Systematic blackmail is carried on, and
the scoundrel secures her rings and money. Rendered desperate by the demands of the extortionist, she finally takes some bonds from her
husband's safe, and when their loss is discovered
a detective is called in. Suspicious of Doris by
seeing her with the Mexican, he examines the
finger prints on the tin box which contained the
bonds, and by a ruse secures an impression of her
fingers by placing paraffin on his white gloves and
shaking hands with ber. The marks agree, and he
breaks Doris down and secures her confession.
The Mexican is apprehended
and the valuables

AMERICAN.
REDDY' S REDEMPTION.— A dilapidated table,
two or three broken chairs, and a tumble-down bed.
To add further to the distempered appearance of
the room, the emaciated form of an elderly woman
Is disclosed gazing expectantly through a half-opened door. She staggers to the bed. upon which she
drops from exhaustion. The figure of a roughly
dressed young man rushes through the door. He
approaches the bed. A look of Joy overspreads the
face of the poor creature, and Reddy. the crook,
is
quickly
orms. toKneeling
beside
her folded
he tellsin ofhishismother's
futile effort
secure
work. It is time to take her medicine and BeddJ
rises to get It, only to discover that the bottle is
empty. Reddy takes up the bottle to get it refilled. Left alone, she examines the parcel and
to her amazement, it discloses a dark lantern, black
mask and Jimmy.
The shock
is too great.

Independent Film Stories.
elated, he proceeds to the home of bis fiancee to
ask ber to become his wife. She Insists that be
must ask father. The old gentleman Is very hard
hearted and tells him that the diploma is very
fine but he cannot marry until after he has established a practice. The doctor works bard for a
month but has not a single patient and is very
much discouraged.
A sudden Idea strikes him and

life and again starts <
an honorable ami upright pal
young
and pretty
CUPIDS
POCKETBOOK.
> disparity
and t

Juncture B young woman appears upon the sc
Benefited by bet timely intercession Reddy
solves to devote Ills life to reformation. He
cures a position through her timely a
meets his former associates and again falls into
evil ways, through a trap that Is made for him.
While in the net of forcing the safe, he and his
evil companions are surprised hy the occupant of
the house, who proves to be the charitable young

i serious one to
claimant.
•mat
lb- i len their loss Is diacorered con
sternatlon naturally suggests the advertising <olumns of the dally paper, and each in turn ei«plies for tbe lost article. Being unable to give an
accurate
of tbe contents
of t'.,e
book, thedescription
lawyer becomes
suspicious
and pocketlabors
under the Impression that be b
found, after n
In each other's
arms, having ■
understanding.
:i Is

t the

t

BUNGALOW CRAZE.— The four wives of four Indulgent and patient husbands are bitten by tbe
"bungalow bug" and contract the bungalow fever.
The disease seems contagious, for the husbands,
by contact, are also stricken. Tbe wives have dally
conferences, at which they exhibit their plans and
discuss their localities.
The husbands, too, unknown to each other and
to their wives, each determines to give Ms wife
as a surprise a bungalow.
A dashing, rich widow, preparing to »••> abroad
for a protracted sojourn, wishing to dispose of
some of her property before she goes, moves into

one of her own houses In a quiet little street,
iUtomobiles. servants,
Ith suspicion by' er the suburban
modest,
etc., are looked
f the neighborhood.
unpretending
w
The dashing widow advertii
the gaze of
bungalow. The ofadvertisement n
the husbands above referred to a
surreptitiously visit the comely widow,
In an effort to make l sale, the husban
rately are requested to
view to arranging th
Each In turn does o, and they are seen entering
the home of the wic wto and
mysteriously
view departing
the property,

•'

The

1

finally seen en.-ue,
by 'heir
lpllcatiotis
which wives.
are

JIMMY MINDS THE BABY.— One afternoon
father and mother confided tbe baby to Jimmy's
care and set off for the matinee, with explicit instructions that their first born guard the baby
with his life. The push cart rolled along, proby Jimmy,
stage were
l"
theater pelledwhere
motherto I the1 father
wat
was In progress. The property
The second
slight altercation with tbe stage
manager regarding a rag child which the heroine
must perforce carry on the stage and suffer In a
SMKSStorm made of paper. Jimmy, loitering near
the stage door, was easy prey for the property |man,
tie
who gave him twenty-five cents and a position
In
the wings to watch the show. Beroine enters with
Child, villain enters from opposite side of stage.
Heroine exclaims, "My husband!" Be scorns■ fate.
ber;
she pleads: he Is heartless. The wife then presents the baby and says, "For the child,
sake throws
child."
cruel husband
takes v "*—
it in a The
snow-drift
and leaves
.TuBt about this time father and mother recog
their youngest born, leap on the stage and save
from the paper snow. Father sees Jimmy in
entrance. Father exits. Jimmy is placed ac
father's knee In the traditional way, and war
up, Just because father Is bigger than Jimmy.
THE STAMPEDE.— lose Almedo is a cattle thief.
Marie, his wife, endeavors to assist him. Jose
and liis bond plan to run off some cattle belonging
to a rancher. Marie goes to warn them, carrying her little girl. N'ello. In her desperation, she
struggles across the range but is In the path of
the cattle which are being pursued by the thieves.
There is no escape by flight. Breathing a prayer
to her Maker, she lies down with her child beside
her. The affrighted cattle sweep on. over ber.
Marie Is trampled to death but the child Is unharmed.
Yearsman. elapse
and N'ello
has with
grownthetosonbe of
a woShe is riding
one day
the
rancher and becomes lost from him. She is captured by the band of Jose, who has not forsaken
his life of crime. She Is taken to a cabin and
held for ransom. Jose intimidates Nello and la
st rink by her beauty- Becoming bolder, be makes
improper advances only to discover by a locket aha
Wears that she is his daughter.
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1
rtnmphi and i"- bldi the girl go.
I Left
alone
Joso
fear.
Ucalizlng 1 hut he will pay Hie penalty with
is life -which I- worthlci-s 10 li Int. lie dcllbcratcly
:ocs 10 t lie window. thruMs hi* body out and is
hot l.y t In- guard anil I
EESIGNATION.— Neil Arllng. a prisoner In the
|» ni'-"illy In lii:
vorlil. a broken nan,
prematurely
aged.

2 ARCHITECT

very interesting and moral
and
Is resigned
to
awakens, smiles, and
Is
resii
Lad saved the honor of bis mother.
THE
HEEO.— Maude
Is a liero-worshlpper.
Ideal.
loves Artie all right,
hut '
•am
shattered
when
Artie
evinces
She has
ber
'
1 trivial
matter
and
Maude
Is ino eet out and
do things
1 telli
a coop by brlblog
prize
fighter

of the
1 disgrace
I
._.. brilliant
idea, and
to pit
He
visits
the
home
of Maude
disguised
as a
burglar and robs her of ber jewels.
Quickly changing his attire, lie appears
in his proper
person
and
the girl tells him of ber los
dint
of
quirk
rbanges— tba
Artie chases the supposed
burglar
and
Anally
ends
it by
presenting
to Maude
I
jewels
and
the outer
garments
of the burglar
proof of bis bravery and prowess Just as her pare
return
from tbe opera and share In his glory.
has madebis it
a Artie
bole through

good

and

strong

by ji'

We

Hepburn

I offered
for t
There ««» a
capture
of a noted burgia
by
unanimous
vote, that
Hepburn
»aa
the
man
wanled.
So he was prompt!)
arrested,
and
as tbe
village
bad no jail, wan
locked
op In a barn,
and

•■»

village's

prisoners

richest

mitry conaflrr they

I be Jlrl nieetn
1 boy la thoroughly
happy
uudrr

snrt gives
tie
.
ihr old Iree on which

■
Ignoring
depot.

tin-in
Aii

Vaudeville

ICTURI

a

VELVET and HAGS.— A wealthy yonng physician,
widower. Uvea in a beautiful mansion with his

only child, a boy of seven. The doctor's practice
la eiacting. and despite bis great love for the boy,
he la necessarily forced to entrust blm to servants,
who, while not cruel, are naturally neglectful and
Indifferent.
I.Ike all children of bis age little Paul has dreams
of tie future He does not want to be a milk
■nan or a plraje, but bis ambition is to run a
IK-aiiut Maud,
and twirl tbe Jolly little roaster.
liking In Ibe park one day. his nurse par

Paul

Paul's
wagon,
the

dreams
are
realized,
presided did
<
who
happiest

from

Paul's

adwirci

admire*
Hut

a peanut
dirty

Paul's.

r boy d<

trouble

» fine

linen

f.ir the

li,

r

I

IF

YOU

t

hat

quite

vfeaa

titled

ih.-

-he

ttebcid

child's

a«

'

hail

been

.

burglar

phj siciau 1 nilhe bad tin. uglit

NEED

to « boaplu
and
wa«

■
safe

„ 1 home

MONEY,

YOU

Idea

I'ncle
John
However,
a letter
from
the
■
Which
Florence
handed
him
frx.«n
tbe
addlesinble.
explained
mailers,
and
Kill decided
to csiry
..lit the
deception
Placing
the
child
on
a cbalr.
r remain
quiet
ralgbtw
■-truing
off
and
iar.1

lurad »'»i lakan
with
a llbrarj
prlrUeffi
: nnclpal fun

entered

NESTOR.

hliu

guardian

BQJ

ipld

A MIDNIGHT
ADVENTUHE.^Jotui Tllaoii had
not been home since bis brother How,,::
rlagO; but now. hii»lne»« .ailed him East, and
Howard bun lid fr..in the ..rrl.e to advise Ma wife
and small daughter tbat John might drop In u|tou
them at any Ik.ur. cautioning tbrm at tb.
- tough
Western
1
.- at
ber
father s

I slouch

- il.alllullon

i»..

she can recover her lost charge before tbe matter
Is found out But bat efforts are unavailing ami
she Is turned out by tbe indignant father. The
rich little boy and tbe hospital ours.
for the iKxir little chap, and tbe doctor finds •
place In bis home for blm, while the nurse, w I ...
,-ll.ap.
has
won the hearts of both children, agrees to act
as housekeeper for the home that needs the guld
lug hand
of h loving,
self-sacrificing
woman,
la

daarrtpttBa
of 1 acta
Joaa
Baal
ihe burglar.
Kill
Brody,
In

an

ird
is ihe

first

qulckl)

nurao. ml.-. ,
the well dressed child,
an
good
Joke
for Paul,
but
of the stand
appears,
ami
laughter
glTW

en II drawa up st Ibe railroad
lllagrrs to gs|>c Their loirprUr
Mo ir former
lowimman.
ullerl)
larks
a sign up

r have,

Houses

also build

We have built over 60 Theatres the last 5 years which are all ORIGINAL
In Construction, Design and Decorations]

i finds
delightfully

the

make Plans and build

MOVING
THI

'

to bis mind by readJayvllle was to have
[ au item to the effert
ch occasion tbe roving
"Old Home Week." on
village
expected
to gather
and
renew old friendship-.
The 1
incidentally that the vlllagi
•billionaires among those w
lame
ami fortune.
But
Hepburn
was
In tb
he determined
to show
hli
to pro
veil I
and
they 1
tea
that the greed of gold could find no lodging
tbelr sturdy breasts. 80 be bid all evldencea of
wealtb, and went down, to all appearances, a poor
man. who bad hauled with life and bad not achieved much success.
Tilings did not turn out as he had expected.
His
shabby
clothes
caused
unfavorable
comment,
and
re he went
be was
shunned
and snubbed.
peraon who greeted him cordially was his

which
made
tbe first time
thai
■M ha. 1 received an) attention
The girl prompt 1) stable* pay little attention
to
lock thnn
op
vnd
the boj

only

and
We

THANHOUSER.
OLD HOME WEEK
In a little country villi
aeek bis fortune. Ills
had
quarreled
with
h

not

Theatres

I dlac-oi

NEED

US

fH Wc huv M\ nam raela cmtn w.ck, and the) -in- mi.. ...1 on i
n
v ..- art
|
tI forced to l>u> ill.- i-.i«i onea bj ins i-iist
< ..li and lax us explain oui lock reel ■yatern
44 North
Ninth
St.
PHILADELPHIA
PROJECTION
CO.

PHIletdelphia.

P■■
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Howard

arrived.

putting

In through
lid ilr«n lilin away,
an end
to tin- little

I to BUI, bin that resourceful
had already made a quick exit.
Aa lie
had not succeeded In getting away with toy booty,
there wu* general rejoicing thai everything bad

DOG
AND
WOLF. — Will
,11, atlons
recent 1\
ellaoed the wail
frightened,
and tells
her mlaglvtng*
8 faithful
ling bei not to worry, f
at hand to defend bint,
I
i . sly lights his pipe and settles
himself ti. Lis easj clmlr. preparator.i
>■
bis evening |i»per. after a fatiguing dl
Black,
bo
I "f restlessness, and
at las! Hi,havingsomething
contldenceIs Inwrung,
the dog's
Instinct,
is master.
certain that
lie
takes a lantern, calls his dog and goes mil to
Investigate Urooel Immediately Ulaek makes a
dash for sotne nearb] shrubbery, and when the
surgeon reaches the spot, lie finds that a tramp Is
igely attacked by 1 1
victim's
he calls
the dog
off.
and takes the
the man
Into face
bis study,
feeling
for him
. doctor fcel» fur a patient. With all
- the wounds, while
the man gazes about Mm with the expression of
an eiurep|>ed l*asl • • • hi> gmae lin.-iliy rests
upon the plenteous viands upon the table, and bis
■yea take on a ravenous look. The kind old gentle
graciously to the vagabond, telling him
t l..v ' t his way. and inviting him next
the door, and not climb the wall.
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SPLIT REEL
For TUESDAY, April 18

-

"Copper Wit"

A comedy of Bluecoat Rivalry, with Fritz Krausmeyer
a central figure in a Hibernian
feud

AND
"WI
NE

HARVEST"

One of those delightfully restful reliefs; a scenic treat and
an educational diversion.

regiment In time to march with them to Win\ I. Desperate fighting ensues, and the
ltlues capture an Important position. Their commander mounts the bulwark and seises I
federate colors, but for the lustant, and Is downed
by -s
a bullet
from but
the falls
youngbeneath
wife's the
musket.
She
-.:,»,
the flag,
avenging
bullets of the officer's men.
Her body Is brought home and with a last look
it the COrpae of his courageous wife. Kosgrove
undergoes
' :itlon, and be reout capturing u L'nlon flag as a trophy. "Stonewall Jackson" was routing the Federals and ad-hosier.
Jackson's
permission thevancing
hoyon Win,
heads
a bodyWilli
of brave
Southerners,
and retakes the position lost by the Grays and
stoutly maintains■ Southern
It, replacing
l'nlon
and
liarsthethai
his Slsrs
martyred
d, thereby
being
commended
by
, and with •
smile of reverence he entwines t e both colors In
his stiffening fingers. With a la t glimpse at his
i world, and lilt
he departs
t 111 before the Bar
soul (lees to join that
of his wife
if Itlghteousness and the Stare of Love.
A HALF BREED'S COURAGE.— A wild, haruo
icaram cowgirl Is the "HoaaT the
of the ranch.
see
of theWe lined
t shooting the idely sought, heads
she
refuses young
offere
handsome
np boyi
Though
of marriage
galore,
"in wnsn
Wilbur
New burg conies forward.
and from then on undergoes a complete change.
\ few
i, wlops into a meek,
gentle and loving wife to a husband who adores
wi liable
to almost
a fault,
the .-mire
neighborhood loves her, and when any of the hoys
get wounded
by stray gun-shots,
they com,- to
half-breed.

Powers Picture Plays
TUESDAY

which causes him to weep, for the man he would
have wronged has shown him courtesy, and given
blm food: the old surgeon i the" door,
accompanies
the totramp
r~ me.
helped bim back
a better
JERUSALEM
AND THE MOUNT
OF OLIVES.—
After viewing
the town of Jerusalem and the
Moslem and Hebrew Burial Places, the Tombs
of Eiecblas, Abraham and Absalom, the Wall of
Lamentation, the Lepers' Quarters. The Holy
Sepulchre, etc., etc. The film ends with a most
Interesting scene of the Pilgrims accomplishing the
Way of the Cross. An interesting series of views
of tbe Sacred City and Its surroundings, with a
modern touch as a finale.

CHAMPION.
WITH STONEWALL JACKSON.— The pride of
the Kosgroves of Virginia Is Indeed gratified beyond measure when General "Stonewall" Jackson
and his staff accepts tbe proffered hospitality so
effusively
tendered by them.
son of Widow
Kosgrove has
The young a
enlisted and I
to Join his company
when
the General t
ew flag from tbe bands of
bis mother,
sister and wife, and presents It to
the young husband as a memorial of trust.
With a light heart and joyous tread, tbe pride
of Kosgrove Manor marches away with tbe army.
Heavy service Is encountered and at the terrible
slangbter at Henry House, the deafening din of
shells from the enemy's works, the deadly havoc
wrought and tbe loss of life utterly unnerve and
terrify the lad, who deserts the field at the height
of battle and skulks home.
Against the unavailing protests of his family,
the boy will not return, and to preserve the un
" Kosgrove. his beautiful young

and SATURDAY

For SATURDAY, April 22
The

"Last Rose"
A DRAMA

The conquest of an American
captain, showing how Tommy
Atkins loses as completely in
love today as he did in war in 76.
The "spoils" are the regimental
flower girl and the last rose of
the dying summer.

Have you run

OGALLALAH
The Indian Tale?

The Powers Co.
241st St. and Richardson Ave.
New York City

the

New-burgs,

who

sccept

him

In their household

Tearing off the bandage, the half-breed announces
himself cured, and Is going way.
to return to his shack
In the mountains. For the protection of his still
weak hand. New-burg gives him his gauntlets, and
Mose. putting one on, tenders promises of grateful
i Heshouldstopsthey ever require it, and then deI girl play with his braids.
by the Irate father of the
Rancher Colgne's
juarrel. A gun Is drawn In
the
They scuffle,
|— ' which explodes and causes the death of
Colgne and tbe disappearance of the half-breed.
The boys start in pursuit of the offender and In
It iniging " b dead body, espy a glove lying nearby.
evidence.
Despite the earnest p
of Newburgh's
iwburg
and his wife, he Is led a
Wild with grief, the little woi
gauntlet, and concludes that he Is tbe slayer.
Jumping upon her horse, she dashes to the scene
of tbe crime, and then picking up tbe trail, rides
madly off to seek the real murdered and thus save
her husband. Mose strongly dissents against returning to justice, but later succumbs to ber
womanly and tearful appeal for his gratitude and
for her husband, and then consents to go back.
Then commences a race against death — for Newburg
has been sentenced by his captors to death by rope.
The wife and half-breed fairly fly over space and
their efforts are not In vain to stop tbe execution
of the Innocent, as they arrive not a minute too
soon. With the explanations exchanged, the men
are satisfied to liberate the one for the other, and
thereby preserve the law of Justice.

REX.
THE
LITTLE
KAJOB.— A little boy of great
courage and a liorn fighter, who loves bis mother
with
an intensity
that amounts
to a veritable
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BIO-

A Better Carbon

passion, bag all the resources of bis mind and
heart called Into activity when bis mother 1k
brought face to face with death. There Is a soul
•f a man In the little major, but It has only been
ihown when he puts an awkward squad composed
of his two sisters through a military drill or devise* an Imitation of the Indian-Cowboy play.
The moment, however, that real danger threatens,
he meets It with greater skill and fortitude than
Father, nurse and physicians form a small army
of defense against the ruthless Invader, Deatb,
wben be threatens to take the light of the borne,
bat the mother sinks Into the depths. Major, having Bttered his evening prayer. Is put to bed, but
while the other children sleep, be Is restless. He
wakes from a dream, a tiny tot In pajamas, and
walks to the lattice window of the nurBery where
the moonlight streams In. He begs for aid from
on high, first In childish Invocation then in prayer.
Light comes streaming
' ' face and Into I
softly r- through
the watching, husband and physicians and makes
. tender appeal
"- unconscious
mother.
He
calls and calls, never weary,
eary, never losing faith,
until bis loved voice reaches
aches the fluttering soul
and brings It back from its w ndering.
It Is a
triun >|,ii of pure love, bat when
the little major takes all the

PIPETONE

To Exchanges

prices.

now prepared
s. Write for
Work done at our plant at 60c per reel.

ORTHO

FILM CO.

2726 W. Divi.ion St.
BILL AND
THE
GREASY
POLE— The Annual
about weto And
take theplace
and
among * theSlocumgoslow
li
s Isevents
old and
exciting spor
eordlngly rh
Mayor orders a large pole well
greased from dr. Jones, In whose employ Is the lnIt falls to the lot of this humorla individual to deliver the pole and he, thereire, starts off with It balanced upon bis shoulder.
acting en route a carriage he promptly puts the
lie through It win, disastrous results After a
itner exciting time Itill enters a cafe, but this
•rely results In Ms leaving hurriedly and also
some of the customers present finding a seat
(on the floor equally as hurriedly.
THEY DID NOT BUDGE.— Farmer Hayseed, his
"•• to town, and there they ena."_er * .""idwlrli man. Tola sandwich man is
ia obliged to (Manilla
himself and carry
pbotogmplis
when
1
tomers do turn up.
He Is Willing
Juit

EASY
WORK
help
sell plots.
Demandl°om8:odwficachM;i"d
unlimited. Send for particulars.
AS'D M. P. SCHOOLS
908

Chicago

n.

an old

man

and

wife

and

child

he

Inst

i,,„„.n with a atrapplng
Itotly
walka
up
to

House

Bldg.,

) dellve

ANIMATED
PICTURE
PUBLISH II » FORI NIGHTLY.
32, 36 and 40 large pages, 8 shillings per annum

son
tha

'"' '"

from

the
■1

Immediately

alatls

ha

Lamps

For Theatres, Parks and Shows
tear. 6 Cents
Colored. 7 Cents

SAFETY ELECTRIC CO.
1 15 Michigan Ave, Chicago, III.

"SILVERLIGHT"

10 return and try 10 win her torn
In the negative,
saving that he will never ui.rry
any other than tin H
letter ami ■
.
subterfuge.
!*• tOO return,
on the BOX! train.
BU
told hi. father
hi. 1
marrying the little Bower girl, they go t.
to the father
At
first
Is very maple
angrv. an but finally he relent, and Ibe
lovinghe young
his

Aluminum Motion PictureCurtain

TEAMP
8TRATEOY— I'.n Wellington object, to
.laughter'. in.rrl.gr
with lti.-h.nl I>.rllngtou.
I - I» I

Extraordinary Features Are

YANKEE.
MINIMI ■ s ■ . .su.S'
WOO
Is left U
.lone ,,,I. rtotl
Bba I. cared foi bj u minister.
vM,.. »>n, learns
tha girl's story and adopts her
The minister has a
■ nam.- ,,f Marry,
who takes a large
II his father's deal
on a girl he met while at ,,.'!..
her

Incandescent

; flower

nai nVrist. Inquiring of the whereatiouts
of the
1 nelgbbortlorlst lie makes a number of calls and finally
telle
tin- girl that lie dearly loves her. After asking
her to marry him he finds that his father will not
consent to the marriage and after a scene with hi.
father.
1.
William
hears of his trouble and as ahe loves her brother
dearly, si •
the father'!
ami will )>e procured.
She callgirl and telling her
of her plan, she directs her to |**e a* I
-,«
chum
to accept
Invitation
to flail
William'.
sister,and
knowing
fullanwell
that lier
father
would
receive any of her old friends with open iruit.
The Invitation la accepted and during her abort
stay In the Hastings' h..uie she artni hat way Into
■f the Old gentleman
Her .1. ouupllabtuenta as a vocalist and rloltntel ami her winning
manners more thau places her ln the good graces

CHICACO

"LaGinematografia
lb ITALY'S LEADING Italiana
PAPER edFOREstera"
THE

left

"barwapon
m
wa|k
of relief.

1H1.

h""

Opera

I

BSE-*1"1
"" wtott
Um"rHayseed
,Ud-*■!?■
,lU w)f„
.,„, ,u.foo,
•lowly out after heaving a heavy algh

■Man

Chicago, III.

II P W Fin.! Why don't you think up plots
SSP MrJn = !7 for Mouon Picture plays> It's
BIG
MONEY
?«V. P»y» «P V> $50 a week

J..rrla,t7".!n
"" ,",""lBend,'" be forUbir*po.Ttlona
f»r.,r.-.i by the camera
tells them to sit
-till. Barely lins I,.. Issued this Injunction when the Janitor brings him ,, uoi.. „,,,,„„,,,.
Ing that his uncle baa Just died In Chicago and
'" ' ln °» »"'" "f W.000.000. With a whoop of
Joy tbe photographer plcka op
bestowing another thought upon
doe eooree he arrives m
another glimpse of the .tudlo
raiting.
The eggs In the basket
have hatched and little chlokeni
ratrhlog
for their
food,
Tha
child
lots
1 atrapplng young
'allow
■eed baa . _._wn
grown a venerable
l>earil. bill
family
t, ,
'■o has now a wife and family, l».t|,liiks
hlnuMtlf of hi. old .tu.llo.
||e return. ami I. Mlr
1 nnd a regular farmyard
In his |tO«lo
there

thief elndet
tna stolen horse behind bim.
In his escape through tbe woods be cornea upon
John Rodgers. a young ranchman, who haa diemounted to water his horse, and which the borae
thief takes possession of and rides off. John fires
after him but merely wounds the desperado.
John has been away from home for some time
been hurriedly called back by a message
borne and ln
s1 for
visits a nearby farmer
for the purpose of borrowing a horse and finds no
one home, so decides to temporarily take a hone
so that he might proceed on bis journey.
The sheriff, hot In pursuit of the horse thief whom
they know could not have gone far on foot, rnna
across John with a strange borse ln his possession
anil naturally assume that John Is the man who
has been guilty of the previous thefts and make
hast.- to mete out speedy Western Justice. John
tries to explain and pleads with his captors and it
is only after John produces the letter from his
wife to the effect that there has been a new arrival
inlory
'.he11 family, and that she wants him home at tbe
possible moment,
that they credit John's
arrives
home — approaching
the bouse
he
% D horse tied in front of the door, which
he cautiously approaches, and recognize* a strange
quietly, and to hi*
surprise, finds the horse thief whom he lias wounded
Ih-Iiik made com fort
.lrop on
thief and makes explanations to his wife
ami Immediately departs with the culprit to prove
Sheriff ami the posse that they l_ _ .
mistake in believing his story. John delivers the
sheriff, who takes charge of
; thief c

lalph J. liolaan S.PB't C«.

H.

F.

14 Wikaih ail., Camp

other >!,!< I lie ■
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A CLOSE
CALL— I he .hrrlff and
on the heel, of the horse thief
bora* tied out. hie ,,f the k-rn. -i .
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Licensed Release Dates
BIOQRAPH.
Hto.
War.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
April
April
April
April

20— Teaching Dad To Like Her (Corn.). . .905
21— The
I>oued«ie Operator
(Dr.)
998
IT— Cored
PriaeUU'i (Com.April
r.-ol Joke (Com). . .680
27—
)
80S
30— The Spanish Gypsy
(Dr.)
096
8— Prlscllla am] the Umbrella
(Dr.)....
6— The Broken Crow
(Dr.)
10— Tin- CM.-f ■* Daughter (Dr.)
13— Paradise
Lost (Dr.)
EDIBON.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

15— Baby's Ball (Com.)
375
17— The Welding
Bell (Dr.)
21- I'
,I>r.)
22— Who
Gets ttM Order
(Com.)
24— The Disreputable Mr. Kaegan (Dr.)..
Mar. 28— Jim the Mule Boj (Dr.)
975
Mar. 29— April Pool (Own.)
985
Mar. att— Between
Tw.i 1 Ins
(Dr.)
1000
April 4— Monsieur (Dr.)
April B — The Resurrection of John (Com.)
April T— Nell's Last Deal (W. Dr.)
April 11— The Strike at the Mines (Dr.)
995
April 12 — Silver Threads Among the Gold (Dr.) 50(1
April 12 — A Card of Introduction (Com.)
500
April 14— A Borled
Psst
(Dr.)
1000
ESSANAY.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
April
April
April
April
April
April
April

18— The Fatlhful
Indian
<W. Dr.)
1000
21— linns' Millions
(Com.)
1000
25— A Thwarted
Vengeance
(W.
Dr.).. 1000
8S-Getting
Ilia Own
Back
(Oom.)
600
28— Lost: A Baby
(Com.)
400
1— Across the Plains
(W. Dr.)
990
4— Caught With the Goods (Com.)
1000
S— The Sheriff's Chum
(W. Dr.)
1000
11— An Orphan's
Plight
(Dr.)
1000
IK— The Bad Man's First Prayer (W. Dr.) 1000
18 — What nnppened To Aunty (Com.).. 800
18 — Catching the Deep Sea Turtle (Edu.) 200

Mar. 14 — Breakers
In the Clouds
(Scenic)
155
Mar. 18— The Privateer's Treasure
(Com.)
860
Mar. IS — Rocky Caves of France
(Scenic)
110
Mar. 21— The Lieutenant's Wild
Ride (Dr.).. 1002
Mar. 2.1 — Cupid's
Conquest
(Dr.)
595
Mar. 25— The
People
of the Arabian
Desert
(Scenic)
403
Mar. 28— His Image In the Water (Dr.)
1.575
Mar. 28— Family
Troubles
(Com.)
430
April 1— The Secret of the Forest (Dr.)
625
April 1— Tribulations of Jiggers (Com.)
375
April 4— The Letter With the Red Seal (Dr.).. 865
April 4— The City of Amalfl In Italy (Scenic) . .135
April 8— The Atonement
of Thais (Dr.)
865
April 8— Italian Coast Scenes (Scenic)
135
KALEM.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
April
April
April

10— The Mission Carrier (Dr.)
1000
15— The Diver
(Scenic)
565
15— The Hunter's
Dream
(Com.)
365
17— A War Time Escape (Dr.)
98n
22— A Saw Mill Hero (Dr.)
960
24 — Rescued
from
the Desert
(Dr.)
990
29— The Lass Who Couldn't Forget (Dr.).. 960
31— The Hero Track Walker
(Dr.)
960
5— By a Woman's
Wit (Dr.)
995
7— Blg-IIearted Jim (W. Dr.)
1005
12— In Old Florida (Dr.)
065
April 14— Slim Jim's Last Chance (Dr.)
970
LUBIN.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
April
April
April

16— Mandy's
Social Whirl
(Com.)
1000
20— Her Artistic Temperament
(Dr.)
1000
23— The Spinster's Legacy (Com.)
600
23— Bridget
and the Egg
(Com.)
400
27— Her Child's Honor
(Dr.)
1000
80— When
Women
Strike
(Com.)
1000
S— The
Wife's
Awakening
(Dr.)
1000
6— His Best Girl After All (Dr.)
600
6— A Visit to Nassau,
Bahama,
West
Indies (Scenic)
400
April 10— opportunity and the Man
(Dr.)
1000
April 13— Their Mother-ln-Law
(Com.)
1000
April 17— The Two Fathers
(Dr.)
1000
MELEES.
Mar.
2— In the Hot Lands (W. Dr.)
960
Mar.
9— The Snake In the Grsss (Dr.)
980
Mar. 16 — The "Schoolmarm"
of Coyote County
(Dr.)
980
Mar. 23— Sir Percy and the Pnnchera (W. Dr.) 980
Mar. 80— The Warrant for Red Rube iDr.) . .. .1000
April 6— Her Faithful Heart (W. Dr.)
1000
April 13 — Jack Wilson's Last Deal (W. Dr.).. 1000

BIO-

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

PATHE.
25— The Kid from ArUona
(W. Dr.)
»60
ST— LOT* In Madrid
(Dr.)
448
■_•;— The Tricksters Tricked
(Com.)
446
SB— A Fatal Resemblance
(Dr.)
1000
;:i— Athallah
(Dr.)
991
1— Their
Mother
(Dr.)
872
1— Fred Sato and Ills Dog (Com.)
3— The Apple of His Eye (Dr.)
1000
5— The Trading
Stamp
Mania
(Com.).. 990
7— The Three Whittles (Com.)
655
7— Native
Industries
In Ooebln
China
(Indus.)
841
April 8— The
While
Squaw
(Dr.)
1000
April 10— The Justice of Claudius (Dr.)
738
April 10— Indian Army
Exercises
(Ind.)
260
April 12— A Cowboy's A.heuture
(W. Dr.)
630
April
12— Coco
(Com.)
864
April 14— Willies' Home
Troubles
(Dr.)
440
April 14— How Bdani CI so Is Made (Ind.)
480
April 15— Burglars
Fee (Dr.)
1000
SELIG.
Mar. 20 — One Hundred Years After (Dr.)
Mar. SB— Toe Way of the Transgressor
(Dr.). 1000
Mar. 27— Her
Adopted
Fathers
(Dr.)
1000
Mar. 30—1861
(Dr.)
April 3— The
Fortune
Hunters
(Dr.)
1000
April 6— Red's Conquest
(Dr.)
1000
\prll lo— The Cow Boy and the Shrew (Dr.)..
April 1<> — Ills Best Little Girl's Brother (Com.)
April
13— Zulu-Laud
(Dr.)

Mar.
Ifar.
Mar.
Mar.
kUr.
April
April
April
April
April
April

URBAN.ECLTP8E.
(O. Kleine.)
Mar. 22— The Money Lender
(Com.)
688
Mar. 22 — Nemours and the Banks of the Blver
Loire, France (Scenic)
820
Mar. 29— Dr. Charcot's Trip Toward
the South
Pole (Sc.)
478
Mar. 29 — The Cormorants, or Japanese Catching
Fish With Birds (Sc.)
528
April 5— At the Old Mill (Dr.)
675
April 5— Making Bamboo Hats In Java (Indus.). .325
VITAGRAPH.
Mar. 21— Though the Seas Divide (Dr.)
Mar. 24 — The Widow
Visits Sprlgtown (Com.)..
Mar. 25— A Little Lad In Dixie (Dr.)
Mar. 28— Billy's Valentine
(Com.)
Mar. 31— The Inherited Taint (Dr.)
April 1— A Republican Marriage
(Dr.)
April 4_An
Unexpected
Review (Dr.)
April 4— Hop Picking
(Scenic)
April 7— For His Sake
(Dr.)
April 8— The Spirit of the Light (Dr.)
April
8— Wlnsor McCay
(Com.)
650
April
S— Bob Sledding
350
April 11— Wooing of Winnlfred (Com.)
April 14— Though Your Sins Be As Scarlet (Dr.)
April IS— Easter Babies

Classified Advertisements
[Classified
advert
cash
with order;
stamps accepted.]
SITUATIONS

WANTED.

SITUATION WANTED— as Stage Manager o
Director. European and New York eiperlene"
snywhf — photographer,
"
■ produce
piece. Expert

successful
scenario
writer,
wishes to connect
with manufacturer.
Will also
assist where
n led in producing.
ate.
Address,
New York
City. J«
AT LIBERTY.— A 1 high baritone singer. One
capable <'f managing vaudeville or picture theater.
Would like to hear from reliable parties only.
Best of reference exchanged. Address. JOSEPH
R., care Moving Picture World.

AT LIBERTY — Combination
singer and pianist,
or act as manager.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Ad122 East 44th St., New
York City. ■ :■!: SINCLAIR,
THEATER

FOR

SALE.

FOR SALE.— BIJou Theater, Newport. R. I. One
of the best picture houses in New England. Fully
equipped for vaudeville. Seats 700. Apply at BIJon
Theater, Newport, R. I., or A. L. McMTLLEN, 68
Chestunt St., Boston, Mass.
EQUIPMENT FOE SALE.
FOUR — 110 volt transformers, like new, to reduce current to 70 volts. Cosmos Electric Company, 136 Liberty St., New York City.
FOR SALE.— Edison one pin complete outfit; good
condition; will sacrifice for $50.00. Call mornings
between 9 and 2. Address. S. KNEBEL, 153 West
22nd St., New York City.
FOR SALE.— Guaranteed best film cement. 7
bottlesetta, Pa.for $1.00. Address, SAMUEL ACRI, MariTHEATER
WANTED.
WANTED— Moving Picture Theater at once. State
full particulars In first letter. Give lowest cash price.
Address, F. J. WALKER, Menominee, Mich.

Monday, April 10.
Iilograph— The Chief's Daughter (Dr.)
I.ubin— Opportunity and the Man (Dr.)
Pathe— The Justice of Claudius (Dr.)
Pathe — Indian Army Exercises (Ind.)
Selig— The Cowboy and the Shrew (Dr.)
Selig— His Best Little Girl's Brother (Com.)..
Tuesday, April 11th.
Edison— The Strike At the Mines (Dr.)
Basanay— An Orpran's
Plight
(Dr.)
Qanmont— (Title Not Given)
Vitagraph — Woolug of Winnlfred (Com.)
Wednesday,
April 12th.
Edison— Silver Threads Among the Gold (Dr.)..
Edison— A Card of Introduction (Com.)
Kalem— In Old Florida (Dr.)
Pathe— A Cowbov's Adventure
(W. Dr.)
Pathe— Coco (Com.)
Urban— (Title Not Given)
Thursday, April 13th.
Blograph— Paradise Lost (Dr.)
Lubln— Their Mother-ln-Law
(Com.)
Melies— Jack Wilson's Last Deal (W.
Selig— Zulu-Land
(Dr.)

Dr.)

Friday,
April 14.
Edison— A Burled Past (Dr.)
Pathe — Wlffles' Home
Troubles
(Dr.)
Pathe — How Edam Cheese Is Made (Ind.)
Kalem— Slim Jim's Last Chance (Dr.)
Vitagraph — Though
Your Sins Be Aa Scarlet
(Dr.)

1000
788
260

Greenpolnt Avenue. Brooklyn.

AMONG
995
1000

500
500
965
680
364

1000
1000
1000
440
480
970

Saturday,
April 15.
Essanay— The Bad Man's First Prayer (W. Dr.). 1000
Gaumont — (Title
Not Given)
Pathe— Burglar's Fee (Dr.)
1000
Vitagraph— Easter Babies (Juvenile)

A Better Carbon

Eaton

THE

Ohio. — Mr.

N. Y.

EXHIBITORS.
I.

K.

Neal

Is

preparing

I

ell In the moving picture, Including the Electric
Theater and the Crescent Alrdome. The best of
vaudeville and moving pictures will be shown In
these two amusement places and the price of admission will be reduced to five and ten centa.
St. Clair Pa.— Plans have been filed for the
erection of a high class moving picture theater,
to he situated at No. 2224 North Second Street.
New Britain, Conn. — The BIJou Theater here I
being remodeled and enlarged and a new gallery
Is also being put In.
Kant Ohio. — A new moving picture theater Is
being erected here, which will be under the ownership of Mr. W. G. Costley.
Perth Amboy N. J. — Application has been filed
to the building Inspector for permission to con• to s
1 Smith
ovlng picture
a'
ownership
of Messrs.
William
Votapka
sad
F. Vooglle.
Brooklyn,
N. Y.— A new
moving
picture
theowned *by— The Bonner
derdonk,ater Is being
which erected atbe Myrtle
Company.
Duluth. Minn. — The Elco Theater, which has
recently been fitted oat by T. E. Sandberg, baa
thrown open Its doors and Is now doing an exbe |"

THE

MOVING

NEW

Motion Picture Handbook

PICTURE WORLD

©9

York City

-McKENNA-

New

READY

BRASS
KICK PLATES
STAIR TREADS. DOOR

FOR

SILLS

TWO DOLLARS, Each, $2.00

Theaters

:overing express charges.

DELIVERY

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
Bound
Volunrte
No.
JULY TO DECEMBER,
1910

McKenna Bros. Brass Co.

Complete lists sent free upon' request
T
In Answering

Express charges collect

Advertisers Kindly

Mention

Moving Picture World
Sold
(& Leased

Bought,

Call or Write, Giving lull Particulars

THE

ACT0GRAPH

Remember That
Awful Fire

CO.,

50 Union Square, New YorK

A First-Class Independent

Commercial Service

that destroyed the Lakeview
school house at North Collinwood, Cleveland, O., back in
1898? One hundred and seventy-four lives were
lost
(nearly
all little children)
just for lack of proper fastenings on the fire-exit doors.
That
couldn't
with the
Von I !■

WITH PROMPT DELIVERY FOR
OUT-OF-TOWN EXHIBITORS

Reels $1-°2 and up

leasing Fire !
use, because in
first child a 1
door would \, ■
juat by that touch, and those
precious yuunK
lives would
have been saved.

POSTERS

AND

WIRE.

y tfca v.

BANNERS

WRITE

OR

SUPPLIED

PHONE

The Film Exchange
61

\odiichui Hardware Co.

York City

All goods shipped subiect to examination

CUSPIDORs

PITTSBURG

SECOND-HAND FILM
$5.00 per reel upwards
CAMERAPMONE
FILM
new, with two sets records

Killarney. my Home o'er the Sea.

De WITT C. WHEELER
120 W. 31at St.

>eiLMSl

The largestanddealers
in new andFilm,
jecond-han(
Association
Independent
ia th.
United States.

and in gold.
King Chanticleer.

EASELS
GRILLES

business.

30 AND 60 D\V kl\
INDEPENDENT FILM, ALL 1AKES

v.:

When the to

the picture
films, $5 per

S4i Federal Street, Chicago, 111.

IheJ.CCoglilan
Company

Who Are You W.th To-night?
I'll Meet You When the Sun Goes Down
Look Out for Jimmy Valentine
Yearning
I'd Love to be Loved by a Girl Like Yon
Take Me Back to Baby-land.
Going Back to My Old Girl.
My I What a Funnj Little World Thit la I

BRASS
RAILINGS

SALE— Clean

._

With the Last Back
Rose to
of You
Summer I'll Come
Emmalina Lee

Prepaid

: New

FOR

SY§TEM,

My Irish Dearie
We Met in Dear Old Frisco

Price $1.50
MOVING

SLIDES

My Everloving Southern Girl
Great Jehovah
I Wonder Why

Managers and Operators

125 E. 23rd Street

WORLD

For fee Ullowlig S«ngs— JUST OUT

FOR

Postage

PICTURE

THE

West 14th St.,
PHONE

Distributers. Iiidiaiiapiili>. lnd.

ONE

UNITED STATES PACTOtlES CO.

BEST

m \m i kt rum

5966

New York City
CHELSEA

SOUVENIR

854

THE

IndependentAMERICAN.
Release Dates
M

Max. 2u— The
CUM
wa
Mar. 2S— The llnteiu Skin
(Com.)
Mar -'7 1 !>•■ I .•, 1-^ > (Dt.)
»»
Mar. 80— Osteopath;
(Com.)
Mar. 80— Two (i.rls I I>r. |
•*<
April 3— <ii • Zoo BnJtragetta ■Com.)
■•*'
April 3— A Cure for I.ailneaa (Corn.)
MO
April
8— Rcddy'i EUdtmpttoii
< i»r. >
.985
April 10— CnpM'i Pocfcrtboo. (Cc«.).....
1000
I
■ I
i*5"
1 lie Bungalow
Crate
(Com.)
780
ATLAS.
Jin Ti — Irian Hearta
(Dr.)
Fen.
1— nia Great Saorlflr-e (Dr.)
r-i
- Kelly. 1 s. A. c|)r.)
reb. 15— Coals of Fire
CHAMPION.
Msr. 22— The
Pay-Roll
(Dr.)
980
Msr. 29— The Bachelors
Old Maid
April 5— The Price He Paid (Dr.)
April 12— Men of tlie West
Apr. it With Stonewall Jackson (Dr.)
Apr. 19— a ii, r Breed's Drang*
(Dr.)
COLUMBIA.
Dec. 24 — The Cattlemen's Fend (Dr.)
Dec. 81— Trspped
(Dr.)
Jsn. 7— Queen of the Prslrles
(Dr.)
ECLAIH.
Mar. 20— The Rock Climbers
(Scenic)
198
Mar. 27— Htirrsh!
Hurrah!
Let Cs Marry!
(Com.)
975
April 3— A Business
Strike
In the
"Make
Young" 534
(Com.)
April 3— Mr. Nearsltfhfs
Marriage
(Com.)
426
April 10— Do Not Judge Rashly (Pr.)
April 17— Dog and Wolf (Dr.)
600
April 17 — Jerusalem and the Mount of Olives
tSc.)
315
GREAT NORTHERN.
Msr. 1&— Between Love and Duty (Dr.)
Msr. 18 — Life and People South of the Equator
(Scenic)
Mar. 25— Tlie Fakir's New Servant
(Com.)
Mar. 25 — Troubles of a Trip (Com.)
April 1— A Victim of His Double (Dr.)
April 8— A Confidence Trick
Apr. 15— Hamlet (Dr.)
Mar. 23— The
Penniless
Prince
(Dr.)
Mar. 27— Sweet
Memories
(Dr.)
Mar. 30— So Shall Ye Reap
(Dr.)
April 3— The Lover's Signal (Dr.)
April 6— The Image of Fate (Dr.)
April 10— A Good Cigar (Com.)
April 10— A Faithless Man (Dr.)
April 13— The Storm (Dr.)
April 17— The Stampede
(Dr.)
April 20— Resignation (Dr.)
April 20— The Hero (Com.)
LUX
17— Bill Has
Kleptomania
(Com.)
24— Cowboy
Friendship
(Dr.)
24— Edith
Has
Some
Sport
(Com.)
31— The Greed of Gain (Dr.)
31— He Wanted
a Hoop (Com.)
7— BIH'b Little Plan (Com.)
7 — A Desperado
(Dr.)
14— Bill and the Greasy Pole (Com.)..
14— They
Did Not Budge
(Com.)
KTW
YORK
MOTION
PICTURE
CO.
(Bison.)
March
7— Dick Farrell'a Prise
March 10— Her Prisoner
(Dr.)
Mar. 14— Starlight the Squaw (Dr.)
Mar. 17— Sacrifice of Silver Cloud (Dr.)
Mar. 21— Was
He Justified?
(Dr.)
Mar. 24— The Cowboy's Waif (Dr.)
Mar. 28— An Indian Nemesis
(Dr.)
Mar. 31 — The Red
Avenger
(Dr.)

1000
1000
1000
1000
500
500
1000
1000
500
500

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Msr.
April
April
April
April

April
April
April
April

Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.

880
636
322
652
281
386
586
432
501

4— At Bar
7— Avery's
11— Indian's
14 — A Man

U Ranch
(Dr.)
Dream
(Com.)
Mistake (Dr.)
of Honor
AMBHOSIO.
(By N. Y. M. P. Co.)
22 — Redeeming
Angel
1 — Tweedledum,
Aviator
1 — War of the Cossacks
8 — Prisoner of Caucasus ( Dr. )
15— A Coward
(Dr. )
15 — Adventures
of
a Countryman
In
Town
(Com.)
22— Tweedledum's April Fool Joke (Com.)
29 — A Glimpse of Neapolitan Camorra..
12— The Necklace
Affair
(Dr.)

SPECI
> 0,000 AL
. .
NATIONAL

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

ITALA.
(By N. Y. M. P. Co.)
Teh. 25— nsvsns
Cigar
Uar. 2— Mill's
Doll
Mar. 4— Cato and the Flag
Uar.
More
March 4—9—Foolshead
Nobility
(Dr.) than I'ausl
March 11— Foolahead Shooting (Com.)
Mar. 16— A Dog and Two Mistresses
986
Mar. 18— Koolabead In Soiree
(Com.)
Mar. IS— Toto On the State
(Com.)
Mar. 23— Waiting for the Midnight
F.xpress
Mar. 2.r>— Toto Wants To Get Thinner (Com.)..
Mar. 25— Queen of the Sen (Dr.) ............ .
April I— FoOlahMd
QMS
1>0 See « Cockfight..
^,r
>, Fool-hcnd l.nd> of Company
for Faster
Day
Apr. 15— The
Mar.
March
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
April
April

rail Of Troy
NE8T0R.
8— In the Commissioned
Ranka (Dr.)
15— Was It Worth While? (Dr.)
22— Could
You Blame Him?
(Com.
20— Tlie Truth
(Dr.)
5— The Stolen Neclace
(Dr.)
12 -A Midnight Adventure (Com.)
19— The Rival Artists (Dr.)
POWERS.

969

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
April
April
April
April
April
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

25— Ogallalah (Dr.)
28— The Pantaloon Skirt (Com.)
2S— A Western Ruse (W. Dr.)
29— The Troth (Dr.)
969
1— Cupids
Monkey
Wrench
(Com.)
5— The Stolen
Necklace
(Dr.)
4— Oh! You Mother-lnLaw
(Com.)
4— Touring
Athens
(Sc.)
8— A Western Ruse
(W. Dr.)
11— How the Doctor Made Good (Com.)..,
11— Reclamation
(Dr. )
15— At the Window
(Dr.)
18— Copper Wit (Com.)
18— Wine Harvest
(Scenic)
22— The Last Rose (Dr.)
RELIANCE.
Mar. 15— Come
Onto Me (Dr.)
900
Mar. 18— At Swords'
Points
(Dr.)
Mar. 22— When Red Turned Gray (Dr.)
Mar. 25— If It Ever Were Thus (Dr.)
Mar. 29— Pallid Hues In Clouded Skies
April 1— Till Death
Do Part
April 5— Rickshaw
the Detective
April 5 — Summer
Skies
April 8— The Gloved
Hand
(Dr.)
April 12— Thirty
Minutes
(Dr.)
Apr. 15— Her Mother's REX.
Sins (Dr.).
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.

16— A Heroine of '76 (Dr.)
875
23— The Story of a Prayer Rug (Dr.)
895
2— By the Light of the Moon (Com.)
950
9— The Fall of a Knight (Com.)
958
16— Where the Shamrock
Grows iDr.)...
050
23— Five Hours
(Com.)
950
30— As Ye Sow
(Dr.)
050
6— The
Heiress
(Com.)
078
13— The Little Major (Dr.)
960
SOLAX
COMPANY.
April 7— Rose of the Circus
April 12— Tramp
Strategy
(Com. )
April 12— The Scheme That Failed (Com.)
April 14— The Little Flower Girl (Dr.)
April 19— The Old Excuse (Com.)
April 21— The Voice of His Conscience (Dr.)..
THAHHOTJSER.
Mar. 21— Waiting at the Church (Com.)
Mar. 24 — The Tramp
(Dr.)
Mar. 28 — The
Impostor
( Dr. )
1000
Mar. 31— Silas Marner
(Dr.)
1000
April 4 — Charity of the Poor (Dr.)
1000
April 7— Vindicated
(Dr.)
1000
April 11— Velvet and Rags (Dr.)
1000
April 14 — Old nome Week (Dr.)
1000
Apr. 18 — Cally's Comet
(Dr.)
1000
Apr. 21— Weighed
In the Balance (Dr.)
1000
YANKEE.
Mar.
6— Angel of the Bowery (Dr.)
Mar. 10— The Senorlta'e Sacrifice (Dr.)
March 18— The Test of Love (Dr.)
March 17 — His Double Treasure (Dr.)
Mar. 20— The Open Gate (Dr.)
Mar. 24— Love's Ebb and Flood (Dr.)
Mar. 27— Tom
and Jerry
(Dr.)
Mar. 31— Her Mother's Fiancee (Dr.)
April 3— Secret of the Opal Mine (Dr)
April 7 — The Girl Stowaway's
Heroism (Dr.)..
April 10— An Adventure In Sicily (Dr.)
April 14— Willie's Winning Ways (Com.)
Apr. 17— A Close Call (Dr.)
Apr. 21— The Ministers Son (Dr.)

REVIIR.
Jan. 4— For Better or Worse (Dr.)
Jan. ll-l'
Ian. 18— For the Child- Bake iDr.J
Jan. 18— You Try li (Ooa I
THIS

WEEKS

PROGRAMME
FILMS.

OF

500
WO

INDEPENDENT

Monday. April 10.
American Do Cupld'a
(Com. )
1000
Eclair—
Not JudgePix-ketbook
Rashly (Dr.)
Imp— A Good
Cigar
(Com.)
500
Imp— A Faithless Man ( Dr. )
500
Yankee— An Adventure In Sicily (Dr.)
Tueaday, April 11.
Bison— Indiana
Mistake
(Dr.)
Powers- II..-.* the Doctor Made Good (Com.)..
Powers— Reclamation
Thanhouscr—
Velvet and 1'Rags (Dr.)
1000
April (Dr.)
U.
Ambroslo — The Wednesday.
Necklace
Affair
Champion — Men of the West
(Dr. )
Nestor— A Midnight Adventure
(Com.)
Reliance— Thirty
Minutes
(Dr.)
Solax— Tramp Strategy
(Com.)
Solax— The Scheme that Failed (Com.)
Thursday, April 18.
American— Jimmy
Minds the Baby (Com.)
850
American— The Bungalow
Crare
(Com.)
750
Imp— Tic Storm (Dr.)
1000
Itala— iTItle Not Given)
Rex— The
Little Major
(Dr.)
Bison— A Man of Friday,
Honor April
(Dr.) 14.
Lux— Bill and the Greasy Pole (Com.)
Lux— They Did Not Budge (Com.)
Solax— Tlie Little Flower Girl (Dr.)
Thanhouser— Old Home
Week
(Dr.)
Yankee — Willie's Winning
Ways
(Com.)
Saturday, April 15.
Great
Northern— Hamlet
(Dr.)
Itala— The Fall of Troy (Dr.)
Powers— At the Window
(Dr.)
Reliance— Her Mother's Sins (Dr.)

060
432
501

1000

Think of the people passing by
or out of your place that would
drop another nickel or dime.
Many styles. Catalog No. 34
tells all.

W^D

KINOERY

MFG.

CIISCINNATI. O.

CO.

WANTED

Second-Hand Film s

If you are in the Market f«r

SECOND
HAND
FILMS
Write to the largest and most reliable Dealers and Importers of
these goods in the U. S.

International Film Traders
Incorporated
5 West 14th Street,

NEW

YORK CITY

Bi* VSTiJZ: Prin *"*

The 1 00,000
TICKE
ROLL 25,000
. -BVS2.50
■ • TS$5.50
Stock TicKeU, 6 Cents
Get the (Samples
S4.60

TICKET

COMPANY

50,000

Shamokin,

Pa.

THE

G- W- Bradenburgh

MOVING

Drummers

Code: A. B. C.

NEW

s»h Edition.

LISTS

WORLD

KLjg E™

direct from factory to you for $10.00
Shell -3x1 4 -Solid Maple

Cinematograph Films
233 NORTH EIGHTH STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

PICTURE

10 Rods, Kangaroo
Heads Send U.S. Money
or Express order. If you
wish C.O.D. send sufficient to guaranteeExpress charges.
E. P. ZEIDLER DRUM CO. Dent. F. CLEVELAND, OHIO

Brand New Cold Copy, Posters Gratis,
8 cts. per ft.
Cain.
850 ft. Eclair.
The Seven Dots.
839 ft. Lux.
The Adventurer Trapped.
1019 ft. Lux.
At
Swords'
980 ft.
ft. Reli
ReliarCome Unto Points.
Me.
The Secret of Palm.
1,000 ft. Imp.
jo ft. Imp.
The Fisher Maid.
Starlight, the Sqi .... 993 ft. Bison.
The Sacrifice of Silver Cloud.
992 ft. Bison
Condemned to Death.
996 ft. Yankee.
Her Birthdav Surprise.
995 ft. Yankee.
Abduction of Parson Jones.
998 ft. Yankee
Senorita's Sacrifice.
994 ft. Yankee.
The Test of Love.
997 ft. Yankee.
His Double Treasure.
998 ft. Yankee.
and Flood.
1,000 ft. Yankee.
In Old Madrid.
995 ft. Imp.
ed? 1,000 ft. Bison.
Bargains as New, $35 per reel
Poster* Free
Texas Ted's Defense.
Bison.
Red Man's Wrath.
Bison.
The Creek Clan
Savage
In the Girl's
Heart Devotion.
of Sierras. Bison.
Bison.
Cattle
A New Baron's
Kind ofDaughter.
Armchair. Bison.
Itala.
A Jealous Wife's New Year Present.
Remembrance.
Reliance.
The Hour of Fate.
Reliance.
Drama of the Engine Driver.

Coachman

Itala.

Ambrosio.

1 . .lilec.

Reliance.

ANNOUNCEMENT

SLIDES
Will Not Break
Will Not Crack
ALSO
OTHER

NEW

ENGLAND

GLASS
SLIDES
NOVELTIES

EXHIBITORS

Can furnish nice Independent service of less than
twenty-five day and commercial.
Prompt personal attention.
THE
PARK
FILM COMPANY
1188 Main Street,
Bridgeport, Conn.
W. If. Leightor . Prop.

Illinois M. P. Supply Co.
167 W. Washington
CHICAGO.

SOUND

St., Suit 309
ILL.

EFFECTS

Not toys, but practical, serviceable
imitations that will give an exact reproduction of the original.
We also manufacture a complete line
of drums and accessories. Chimes, Tympani,
Bells. Xylophones etc.
Xylophones. Orchestra
Bells. Chimes,
Send for free illustrated catalogue.
J. C. DEAGAN

Forks.

Leedy

Manufacturing Co.

loss E PALMER

ST.

INDIANAPOLIS. IND

3800-3810 N. Clark St.. Chicago. III.

Moving

I i'ruiceas.
Bison.
> loolshead.
Itala.
of the Village.
Itala.

UNBREAKABLE

Picture

Pianists

Send Inr Irec sample page ul "Orphcum Cullciuon . t
Movidu Picture Music."
Now bciu* used sod praised
by many ol the best houses in the country.
PRICE
75 CENTS
Also latest cue music (series 19111) lor 10 parts and

The Following at S30 Per Reel
With

.1
I

Poster.

CLARENCE

Ilia...

E. SINN

Yankee.

Reliance.

BRASS

FAS f IS AMD

BRASS RA/L/NG

B/PASS

POSff/f

fRAMIS

fOR £AS£LS AND WAILS

I

Film Hiring Department
^—

T

~

J
no

er Ir.inri ami * .
your attendance- gro*
4 We
make
BsM
1 In I'., ligW.
Ol I

Ota

Film Cleaning

" »'' ' >■ din wil .,.!: ■
■Urn

1

returned

""

like

new,

iiini

eem<

..-ma..,

n cleaning,
clean quite

the theatrical line q [d«.i
aw mIm
IDivm I AY
I'.i.r.
he
Wort

THE
J. C. DtACAN
MM <sion. cur« h
1 tttCAG v IU.

NEWMAN

717 719 Sycamore

,

MFG. CO.

St.. ( tnilnnaul. 0.

THE

856

MOVING

PICTURE

Transplendency

M.

MAKE YOUR OWN MIRROR SCREEN
THE PERFECT AMALGAMATION
FOR
CLOTH.
GLASS
OR WALL
ROLLABLE OR STATIONARY

OWNERS, New. MtiR'S.
ANDFelt OPERATORS
Something
Fill* Long
Want.

PRESTO

EMERGENCY

CLAMP

nil .it the lamp.
Avoids delay*.

It produces the brightest, clearest and best
pictures you ever saw. Theatre fully illuminated during projection. Save one-third in your
electric bill. Guaranteed brilliancy. Guaranteed results. Cannot crack or peel. The
only mercury foil amalgamation on the market.
Agents wanted.
Write for sample and circular.

PRESTO

Adjusted
in !«•»»
'i their weight
ir than one minute.

EMERGENCY

Box 264

The B^njamin-Genter Co.
NEWBURGH,

P.

WORLD

CLAMP

SYRACUSE,

CO.

NEW

Moving Picture Electric Light Plant

N. Y.

For Moving
Carnivals, etc.

Picture Theatres,

Tent} Shows,

No. I Outfit

Circuses,

ft.

Large enough for M.

Furnishes direct current at a] cost of about 'two cents
per K. W.
Very light in weight, easily portable.'
Electric lighting outfitsjof every description, for every
purpose, and of all sizes. Lowest in price. Highest in quality.
•nd for Bulletin No. 11. ,
>

HAVE

GOOD

i Pa« .Applied For

YORK

MUSIC

Price $197.60

Scnug tiectric Mfg. Co., 315 Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Michigan, U.S.I.

Singers. Ptadatt and Trmp-Dmmmen a specialty.
AMERICAN THEATRICAL SINOERS AOENCV
It Dearborn Street
Milliard Campbell.

CHICAQO.
MgT.

THE CHAUTAUQUA FILM EXCHANGE

ILL

WANTED

NOW FURNISHING THE BEST OF SERVICE

Second Hand Films
Address: T. A.-B01 727, CHICAGO,

Releases of Exceptional Quality

ILL.

WRITE

TO-DAY

FOR

OUR

LIST

AND

TERMS

CHICA60, ILL

356 DEARBORN ST.

Two Yankee
MONDAY,

"A

Close

ADVERTISE

Doodles

APRIL

17th

Call"

YourTrimShow,
if You're not Ashamed of it
Your Lobby with Posters and a Few Attractive

A Western Horse-thief's undoing
FRIDAY,
APRIL 21st

Card
Signs. Then for Your Feature Each Day,
Put Out
One of Our BUSINESS
BRINGING
3x12 ft. CLOTH DISPLAY BANNERS, made for all rubjects,
licensed or independent, ready 7 to 10 days in advance.
Postpaid
Only $1.15 each. 6 for $5.75 prep. E. of Miss.
River.
6 for $6.50 prep. W. of Miss. River
_■ Write for Prices en Show Cards. Frames, Etc.

"The
Minister's Son"
How a thoughtless boy was saved from ruin

YANKEE
East 32d St.

FILM CO. Jp[
New York City

PROGRESS

^

Lilllifc^B.

IS NOT

B.

SIGN

CO..

CLEVELAND

DUPLICATION

Duplication exists only where things are exactly alike. THE MOTIOGRAPH does not duplic : the obsolete projection machine, the heavy cumbersome
"thrown together" kind you have beeV used to.
THE MOTIOGRAPH is distinctly different, and in its superior design, construction and workmanship
"duplicate."
It leads, others follow.
THE PATENTED DOUBLE CONE SHUTTER projects a 25 per cent, brighter r
re. ALL GEARS ARE ENCLOSED, protecting them from dirt and grit. OIL BATH FOR STAR
AND
CAM.
KM the
II' MOTIOCk
QUH
[ND
oI'M
handle
Mil. IN"
■
(jri< KK RI.W
HEW
from main crank with INSTANTANEOUS
MAGAZINE
SHIFT.
No tool kit needed t PATENTEO
'
every gear and screw is accessible.
THE MOTIOGRAPH
projects the PAINTED ON THE WALL
SORT of pictures that 1
1911 MODEL
Manufactured
and Jobbed by

NOW

READY

THE ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MANUFACTURING CO., 564=572 West Randolph St., CHICAGO
' J. FRANK

BROCKLISS,

London. Paris and Berl'in.

THE

FOR

MOVING

EXHIBITORS

THE ENTERPRISE

ST.

NEW

THEATRE

YORK

Only

CO.
Enl6rpriS6

CALCIUM

GAS

Compressed in drums ready for
operation for Moving Picture
Shows where electricity cannot
be had. Absolutely pure gas.
Prompt shipments, freight or
express.
WRITE FOR
ui it TERMS
Complete stock of repair parts

Erker
Bros. Optical Co.
604 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.
FOR BLANK

WASTE

LEADER, ANY
Write to

KIND

UTILIZATION

CO.

227 E. 150th St., New York
TO EXCHANGES:
Send for sample bottle
Siikwiic Cement

I will rent my Empire Theatre al Waterlown
running

H.

w II

DAVIS

-

percentage.

-

Waterlown,

Wii.

Film Announcement
Titles
b] in. hi ui

receipt ..1 price:

That's All, Qood Night— 15 ft.
Hand Colored Tri, k Film
12.00
(Bame BUck
and
White)
1.50
Entire Change of Program Tomorrow— 10 ft.
Hand
Colored
1.50
(Barae
HI., k .ml White
1.00
We thank you for your patronage and aak
>11 again— 20 ft.
Rand
Colored
8.00
(lame Black and
White)
8.00
Next Show In Five Minute*— 10 ft.
Rand Colored ,. .,
1,50
(Bame BU. k and While.
1.00
Will the LedUt
Pie..,.- H.nu.ve
Their
Rata
ao
Otheri
Can
Bee I— 20
ft.
I Tri. k
lilin
3.00
(Same
Black
and
White)
8.00

French
918

American Producing
Manufacturing Co.

Madison

St.,

CHICAGO,

and
ILL.

Satisfactory

for
and

projecting
is the

Portable Outfit

because ft operates by WATER PRESSURE, IS CONSTANT,
REGULAR AND RELIABLE and has no complicated spring
valves to corrode, choke [up and otherwise] get "out^of order.
Is patented.
"OXONE" in SQUARE
CAKES jis most Satisfactory for
the production of Oxygen
Gas. Sena for particulars.
For Sale by Dealers.

CITY

SALES

MODEL. B

isMotion
the only
for" Electricity
PictureSubstitute
or Stereopticon
Views

K. A. WILLIAMS
FOX

WORLD

Portable Calcium Gas Outfit

Beautilul Photogravures of
leading actors in Film Stock Companies, Licensed or Independent,
postal card size, with name and
address of your Theatre S8.00 per
thousand, express prepaid. Can
be sold to your patrons or given
away as souveniers.
Send Express or Money Order.
1001

PICTURE

OptlCSl- MlJ.

GO.

564 and 572 W. Randolph Street, CHICAGO

THE

858

WHY

SEND

MOVING

TO EUROPE

FOR

FILM
PERFORATING
DIES
When

we can make

them

PICTURE

WORLD

EDISON
©
KINETOSCOPES
All Models
NONE
GENUINE
WITHOUT
THE
TRADEMARK

for you ?

High-class repairing and alterations
on Foreign Machines.

THE
249 Centre

A. DEWES
Street,

COMPANY
NEW

'Phone, 3J5I Spring

YORK

Genre Motion Slides
Holds the
Record for
Durability

WHY pay $1.00 up to $2.00 for an
old style stationary slide WHEN
a Genre Motion Slide costs $1.75

Beware

Genre Transparency
507 N. Clark Street,

5-.TH YFAR

::

Company
CHICAGO,

of

Imitations

The Advertiser will pay double for a moving slide

ILL.

=WuruTzer=

Supplies and parts in stock for Edison
all other machines

and

Get ' my" prices before purchasing elsewhere

Expert Repair Department
under the management of Otto Brautigam
ALL REPAIRS GUARANTEED

Exchangemen !

Exhibitors !

If you have a projecting machine that is
not giving you entire satisfaction, let me
take it, and I will replace it with a
new Edison model |jj" B," with outside shutter, allowing] you [a good price for your old
one.

The Leading Picture 1 heaters are Installing

ALWAYS
a few slightly'used machines in
A-l condition, at low prices.

Wurlitzer Automatic Musical Instruments
They furnish better music than musicians and cut out that
great expense.
50 different styles.
Call at nearest
branch or write for big 84-page catalog

THE RUDOLPH

CINCINNATI
117 to 121 E. 4th

WURLITZER

CHICAOO
266 & 268 Wabash

COMPANY

NEW
YORK
25 & 27 W. 32nd
II F FA LO
01
Main

PHILADELPHIA
1835
Chestnut
COLUMBUS, O.
5 7 E. Main

Harry A. Mackie
853 Broadway ■££ New York City
PHONE

2478 STUYVESANT

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

850

Corcoran Moving
Picture
Tanks
Develop your films to perfection. Save
Time and Reduce Your Expenses by
using a " Corcoran Film Development
Tank." All up-to-date houses are now installing the "Corcoran System."
Sfc.\D FOB Cltli I. LIST No. i.

A. J. CORCORAN,
No. 11 John Street

-

Inc.

-

N.Y.Clty

W. E. GREENE FILM
EXCHANGE, Inc.
The

Oldest
and
Largest
Independent
Film Exchange in New England
Your HKOess depend* upon t lie brilliancy and clear
ness of your pictures, and tins, in turn, depend- upon

The House of Quality and Satisfaction
MR. EXHIBITOR

your
Doeslcn-.it

not stand to reason thai a company whose
clnet business for almost sixty years has been the making of lenses, and who make lenses of all kinds and description, are in a position to give you what you want?

:

If you are desirous of finding out hon> to improve
your present service and increase your daily attendance
call and have a confidential chat with us. If you are
unable to call, drop us a line.

BAUSCH
(Si LOMB
PROJECTION AND CONDENSING LENSES
are without doubt the best on the market
i'
they are used by leading manufacturers of n
ture machines and arc- on sale at all the best film exchanges.
New Projection Lens Booklet containing useful information for operators free on requc-t

W. E. Greene Film Exchange

zj^^\

Our Name

INCORPORATED

(l(\Sy?)})

Glass,
Laboratory Apparatus. Engineering
Scientific Instrument is our Cuaruntee.

228 Tremont Street,

Boston, Mass.

Telephone 3790 Oxford

on a Photographic

Lens.

Microscope.
or

any

Field
othei

Bausch & [prnb Optical (o.

The Machine You Are Using
makes a lot <>i difference in your profits at the
end of a year. If you use a "STANDARD"
your business increases - because you will
have the In-st picture and your money will
not have to be spent on repairs.
Think it over, then write tor particulars.
MOVING

PICTURE

MACH

C O MP ANY
Nt \\

MIHh

(in

I III-

Mi iVING

PICTURE

Wi IRI l'

To the Trade
We

OUR

=' Musical Electrical Bells
which

Write for particulars
Demonstrations free of charge

are played from a Keyboard, the bells being mounted

Educational Mov. Picture
Mfg. and Adv. Co.
S. Robinson, Prop.
•VMW.MfWmM.
F. W. Him li.sl.-lC.-r
CHICAGO,

been a great success all over the
country and no Picture-house is
complete without a set of them.

MX.

408
H Mill.K<;H,
ii. -l.i PA.
St.
PITTSHl

AROMA

can supply 25 Bells, 2 octaves

FOAM

The Perfumed
Fragrant Disinfectant
and Po'.._.
ful
llavt- YOT tried it V

it

t fault il you haven'! a sw
our trial offer.
postal and ask
Do it NOW
SANITARY SERVICE CORPORATION
80 Wall Street
N< ■» Vork City
Everything in the Disinfectant anil

chromatic, C to C, correctly tuned
to your

prepared to

purposes. We go anywhere
on request. Printing and
developing
our specialty.

in various parts of the house have

We

are now

manufacture
for educational films
and advertising

Piano, complete with

Resonators, Keyboard, Magnets,

"PERFECTO"

and Boards, complete ready to install for $75.00.

OUTFIT

A

POWERFUL
FOR

LESS

LIGHT

MONEY

"The Perlecto"

J. C. DEAQAN

on account of ■ special generating
process, fire* you a greater gas
pressure, thereby producing the
most powerful light at a cost less
than t hat necessitated by other
light outfits.
Becauseandof weighing
its simplicity in operating
only 15 pounda it should p'C.O.
appeal
safety.
to
every 30exhibitor.
The "Perfecto"
stands
Inches high,
and being
non-explosive, can at all t

3809 to 3810 North Clark Street
CHICAGO, U. S. A.

handled easily and f"
PRICE
wMnJer

$25

CAPITAL MERCHANDISE CO.. TimoK Court Bide , Chicago, II

SAVE
MONEY
and use our

Exhibitors, Attention!
We are buying
EVERY

18 NEW REELS every week
REEL IS A FEATURE

We are now in a position to book service from
30 to 60 days from date of release, and also
have a few good bookings open under 30 days.
T\

».

T^

, we

have the newest and

ETflSFWTnTl
EQEBCB

QEHIIIEB

best equip-

Don t Forget KlJSSZS^ztiSJEL
A FIRST-CLASS

The
23 NORTH

INDEPENDENT

Exhibitors
NINTH

STREET

Film

SERVICE

Service
PHILADELPHIA.

Co.
PA.

Program Board
with

Interchangeable
celain Letters

Por-

Make your own Program
You cannot afford to be without
Announcements quickly changed.
Prices and full particulars on

(Klilidili

application.
Agents Wanted.

THE CAMBRIDGE TILE MFG. CO.
COVINGTON,

KV.

THE

Feature Films
WILL

BOOST

YOUR

BUSINESS

The Fall of Troy, hand colored,
2030 feet, getting the money
everywhere: Cowboy and Indian
Frontier Celebration; United
State* Military Tournament;
Pathe s Passion Play; Nero and
the Burning of Rome, and a
dozen others.

FEATURE
412 SUPERIOR

FILM
ST.

EVERT
l.OOO

WORLD

ESTABLISHED

PURPOSE

WRITE

STYLES

FOR

1865

CAT.

No.

31

The A. H. Andrews Co.
174- 1 76 Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.

O.

FILMS FOR SALE.
50 Reels of Films
$8 to $16 per Reel
Second hand one pin Edison machine, (100.00
Mayer Silverman, 105 4th Ave.. Pittsburg. Pa.

FILMS
FOR
RENT
New Films High Glass Service
The Pioneer House, With 8 Years'
Experienoe and $250,000.00
Back Of It
Write Today for Term*

EUGENE

PICTURE

OPERA* CHAIRS
FOR

CO.

TOLEDO,

MOVING

CLINE

57 and 59 Dearborn St., Chloage

The Best
Uniforms

makes your business grow.
It folds automatically and ca
te revolving, stationary or sel
ighting.
It is the only sanitary chair.
It is a space saver, life-save
idIt money-s;
is the
orld's greatest theChair.
tIfmodels,
you_ have not seen c
Write today for
TnE HAHDKSI Y MFG.
<:0.
lal Dover.
Ohio. U. S. A.
SPECIALTY:

Opera
Chairs
The Wisconsin Lumber
and Veneer Co.

HALLBERG
THE

ECONOMIZER

and makes BUi Cl I

FOLDING
CHAIRS
For Moving Picture
Shows, Grand Stands,
Assembly Halls, etc.
In sections if wanted.

your complete e<|iii|>I iarr>

stock

.ill sjaksa >i t
Maealoes, Open
Chain

and

Sri|t.

J. H. HALLBERG

Write for Catalog No. 2

The Kauffman
Manufacturing Co.
ASHLAND, OHIO

Writ* tor illustrated
< fttaJofl, .mil amplr
"I

1 1. .til.

ipptfcfttiofl
927 Market Itrtet

Prompt Shipments.
Writs for Catalogue
PEABODY SCHOOL FURNITURE CO.
North
Menoheater
■
Indiana
Nr» l'or* /f/«(J: ROBHRT J EHLERS CO.
Lexington Ave. and 43d Si. - New York. N. Y.

Port Washington. Wis.

For Employees ol
Moving Picture Theatres

PHILADELPHIA- , PA.

Opera and Assembly Chairs

T

Natty Ip-lo-Datc
Styles

D.KLEIN&BRO.

Bran

GEO.W BENNETT
744 W. 5th Str
^CINCINNATI
OHIO

C
M
A
I
R
S

CHEAP
STE1 rUATtl
I I KAME
CHAM
ABSOLUTELY
NON- BREAKABLE

I 111-.

Ml WING

Ni

ttJRE

W( iKI.D

CINES
of
CAPITAL

CO
ROME

( Preferred Stock,
( Ordinary Stock,
Fully

Paid-up

5,750,000

Studios and Factories, Rome

2,000,000 Lire
3,750,000 Lire
Lire

and Padova

Branches at the Following Cities
LONDON
1 8 Char inS Cross Road
PARIS
ii Rue St. Augustin
BERLIN
238 Fried Richstrasse
MOSCO W
3 Glenischewsky Pereul
BARCELONA w Paseo de Gracia
RIO DE JANEIRO
A. Sestini
BUEAOS AYRES
A. Sestini
CARACAS
Levy i$ Co.
And
Milan
Turin
Genoa
Naples
Bologna
Venice
Dresden
Tokio
Johannesburg

the Following Agencies
St. Petersburg
Vienna
Keiff
Oddessa
Amsterdam
Copenhagen
Vladivostock
Stockholm
Buda Pesth
Marseilles
Brussels
Frankfort
Lille
Lcipsic
Zurich
Lisbon
Sydney
Capetown
Lima
Havana

Branch for the United States of America
TEMPORARY

445 Broome

ADDRESS:

St., Broadway,

New York City

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

lMfL|^#
buy another kind
1" ■■ ■
of moving picture
machine when you can buy a

"POWERS"?
Don't you want
the best?
Send

for

Catalog

G

and

"The Proof of the Pudding"

Nicholas

Power

115-117 Nassau Street
For thirteen years the
picture

UNUSUAL
OPPORTUNITY

STAVE
FLAMING ARC
LAMP

Good

Company

New YorK

leading makers of moving
machines

Pictures

Are largely dependent upon

Good Carbons

3000 Candle Power.
Alternating or Direct Current.
Costs but slA cents per hour for
We Have A Few 1910 Models
Of these lamps which we will sell
at
the
following
Ml
REGULAR PRICES
10 Hour
555.00
17 Hour
65 00

Special Prices
10 Hour
17 Hour

$30.00
33.00

All fully guaranteed.
Cash with order or 10 per cent
cash, balance C. O D.

Stave Electrical Co.
1161

BROADWAY

NCW YOKK

"Arco-B"
e
Us
ph
ra
Biog
Carbons
The genuine article bears our
Trade Mark, "Arco-B."

L. E. FRORUP
Solo Importers
232-234 GraeawichTSl

& CO.
Ntw York

864

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

The "Hudson" EXIT Sign

Made to conform with New York Department rulings,
eight-inch ruby glass sand-blasted sign, for use in
Theatres, Hotels, Lodge Halls, Dance Halls, Churches,
etc. Price, each $2.50.

WE

ARE

WHOLESALE

"Electra" Pink Label Carbons
Excello Flaming Carbons
Asbestos Covered Cable
Kliegl Lugs.

HI

DISTRIBUTORS

Condensers
Switches
Switch Covers
Reel Carving Cases (Metal Only)

FOR

Machine Parts
Stage Cable
Cartridge Fuses
Fuse Plugs

In fact we carry the largest stock in New York City, of everything
pertaining to an electrical installation for Theatres.
Write for our new Catalogue and Price List.

THE HUDSON
49 BARCLAY

ELECTRICAL

SUPPLY

STREET
NEW
Manufacturers, wholesale and retail jobbers

CO.
YORK

CITY

BIGGEST SUCCESS IN YEARS
DR. COOK'S Great Feature "The

Truth About the Pole"

Has caused a Veritable Stampede Among Live Exhibitors and
Special Feature Speculators.
Territory is being Seized by an Eager Horde of Ready Buyers,
even though our First announcement has just been made.

If your

inquiry

has not been

answered

write again, or better still, Wire your wants as our mail is
Tremendously heavy.

A

FEW

CHOICE

STATES

STILL REMAIN

UNSOLD

Applications for territory will be taken up in order of their
receipt. Get In Line for the Biggest Film Scoop
Since the Train Robbery; because it pictures the Best
Advertised Man In All the World in the most Sensational and Unusual Dramatic Expose of the century.
Lithographs— Five Styles — Heralds, Photos.
Lectures — Everything t« get money
with
(Films made in the Laboratories of the Gaumont Co.)
WRITE FOR TERMS AND INFORMATION

North Pole Picture Co., 46 jachson Boulevard, Chicago

Vol.

8.

No.

16

April 22,

Price,

191 1

lO Cents

THB QRGHN OF THE- PHO»PLffif J5ND JttXIED INTH^5T6

MANAGER'S AND OPERATOR'S
Motion Picture

HANDBOOK
f* IVING full detailed description,
^^ with illustrations and instructions, in the proper method for
wiring and lighting M? ^
No theatre complete without one.

Price $1.50
Postage Prepaid
PUBLISHED
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HANHOUSER
"T5he

E

WO-

Voet

of the

Teople"

Is Here!

A- WEEK
The

King

Laugh.

The Poet of the People -"--

■ i.iiion oi lilt- in the middle

ages, when

the upper

classes were

really up. and the common

people had nothing in common

txcept suffering, starvation and oppression In the I ranee of the early Louis' the people became resigned to conditions CodeUord.
to the extent Poet,
that
changed the complexion oi things .1 hit. and the reel gives the why
never a murmur was heard from them.
But a poor port and '

RELEASED

FRIDAY.

APRIL

28

The Skyscraper Elevator aa a Life.aver!

An Elevator Romance
is a portrayal of the thrilling adventures, sharp
trials and real perils encountered in an office building aflame. How, in the excitement attending the
discovery of the blaze, the workers rushed forth
and left behind them the pretty switchboard operator— how this slip of a girl stuck to her board in
an effort to notify the fire department of the blaze
— how a cowardly elevator man refused to go to
her rescue and how a boy who loved her did make
the trip — is all shown in a masterpiece cf realism
that will cause comment anywhere.
No. 206.
Code Word, Rom.

Just Out!
TU*>
I ne

The

Thanhous er Lobby Photos

TA^nAAMo^
M nannOUSer

A/,o.#le
IVeWS

1 photographs

(11x14) of Thanhous

the "Exhibitor's Guide." containing the Thanhouser Lobby- Decorator, sent FREE OF CHARGE
t0 a|, who can $how connect;on w;th the Moving Picture business.
Address Exhibitor's Depi

Thanhouser
Jlllf Company
NEW ROCHELLE
NEW

'U/?e Voet

of the

YORK

Veopte"

Is Here!
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An Imp De Luxe!

"The Scarlet Letter"
Released

Thursday,

April

27tK

At last we are able to fi* a definite release date on this the first of a series of
Imp Films Jc Luxe, which we believe will give Imp Films a stronger grip on your aland a firmer hold on supremacy than ever before. "The Scarlet Letter" is
an ultra fine dramatization of Nathaniel Hawthorne's world-known novel. The treat
ment of the plot is delicate— in fact this feature has caused us to take, re-take and retake many of the more powerful scenes. We have avoided improper suggestion. We
have staged each scene more elaborately than anything we have produced before. The
acting will delight you. The photography will astonish you. And it will all come to
you on Eastman stock, insuring the highest degree of moving picture perfection in
every detail. Now that we have brought out such an Imp de Luxe as this, the point

Will You

See That You

Get It?

Will you ask your exchange for the earlie 1 possible booking? Will you demand, insist,
fight if necessary till you get it? Will you keep hammering at your exchange with letter after letter nil you get what you are payinj
ne our part. Will you
do yours beginning this instant?

Here's Another

You

Must

Get

Monday, April 24th, is peculiar in plot, bo much so that it will create
no end of comment on the part of youi audit
d "While ["hen
Hope"

and

deaK

with

tWO

men

and

their

interrupted

attempts

.it

suicide

A kyour
u . exchange can't give it to you, there are other exchanges that can and will.
If

Independent
.III "Imp"
.III "Imp"

Moving

Pictures

Films SolJ Through
Films \ ■'.■<■ Mto I

Co.,

of
th* Salt
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B
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Stands for Better than all of the rest.
The fellows who use them are feathering their nest.

Stands for Immediately — just do it on sight.
We

have told you our price you know it's alright.

Stands for Order

a check needs no change,

just mail it in, to your film exchange.

CHARLES
NEW

PICTURE

L. KIEWERT

"Arco-B"
Biograph Carbons
THE

CO.
SAN FRANCISCO

YORK

DEPENDABLE

W. E. GREENE FILM
EXCHANGE, Inc.
The

Oldest
and
Largest
Independent
Film Exchange in New England

CARBONS
FOR

MOTION

PICTURE

MACHINES
Write us and we will tell
you more about them

L. E. FRORUP
Sole Importers
232-234 Greenwich St.

& CO.
New York

The House of Quality and Satisfaction
MR. EXHIBITOR :
If you are desirous of finding out bow to improve
your present service and increase your daily attendance
call and have a confidential chat with us. If you are
unable to call, drop us a line.

W. E. Greene Film Exchange
INCORPORATED

228 Tremont Street,

Boston, Mass.

Telephone 3790 Oxford
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BE PATRIOTIC! GET IN LINE!
NO TIME TO LOSE
The

Big Series of Military

Pictures

begins

with

the

Release off April 28th

"ACROSS THE MEXICAN LINE"

DON'T MISS THESE FRIDAY MILITARY MASTERPIECES
THEY
ARE
THE
MOST
EXPENSIVE
AND
ELABORATE
PRODUCTIONS
YET ATTEMPTED

A NOVELTY FOR YOU TO FEATURE
These Big Friday Military Features combined with our unparalled
Wednesday Comedy Playlets constitute

THE
REMEMBER!

Releases

PROGRAM

UNEXCELLED

GET OUR TWO-COLOR LOBBY DISPLAY
All Our Films Are Tinted and Toned Throughout

I Wed., April 26th
\ Fri.
"
28th

"The Count of No Account"
"Across the Mexican Line"

Wedj
May 3rd
' Fri. "
5th

^sible DacT'and
"The Somnambulist"

Comedy
Military
} Split Reel Comedy
Drama

S^laxf Company
147 Fourth Avenue

-:-

New

York

869
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CHAMPION K.S FILM
Hello! Here's
Flimco Again!

Guess What He
Is Doing Now!
boy is up 'to now. Trj it. Solve this
baffling
mystery.
If you Itcan't
do it.
wati li tot
the solution.
is coming.
I [en '- a start:
•* Gen. Flimco Is
Fill in the blank. Note the expression on the back of his dear old
nut. Maybe you can Ret a tip from
that. If not, watch For the solution.
And in the meantime, join the
TURKIC THorSAXDOTllKR KX1111*1 rORS WHO HAVE BOOTID I III'. FOXY OLD C.KXKRAK
OKI n|. I HI 1R THF.ATRKS IX
I III l'\SI I WELVE MONTHSI
Come to Laemmle and get a dose of
Laemmle service and "Laemmle
Luck."
I'm doing
the dreamed
biggest and
best
business
I ever
of.
Come to it!

Our Query: "TO
Your Reply: "TO

The Laemmle Film Service

in my theatre

MONDAY,
APRIL
24, 19
"Gen. Meade's
Fighting
Days"

Would you view as it were, the sterling qualities of that leader in the days
of our country's dissension ? Then get the reel and
put *your reply' into effect.

"She Wanted
With
WEDNESDAY,a Man
APRIL
26, 1911 Brains"
The

lady in question sought her man when it was too late and thereby
worked her own discomfiture, after having
originally refused him.
SOMETHING

GREAT

FOR

MAY

I, 1911

"Clark's
Capture
The hardy
trapper and hisof
daring Kaskaskia"
followers.
3EAR

IN

MIND

"With Stonewall Jackson"

Carl Laemmle,
President

BE or NOT TO BE."
BE" positively shown

CHAMPIOlTbeS

FILM

New number

204 W. Lake St., Chicago, III.
Sykes Block.
1517 Farnam St.
Minneapolis, Minn. Omaha, Neb.
209 Fifth St.
1110 Wyandotte St.
Des Moines, Iowa Kansas City, Mo.
Thm biggtit and bett film rmnler
in the world

The Champion Film Co.
JffllSrS&V

*$£^1

Mark M. Dintenfass, Cen'l

12 East 15th Street

- -

Mgr,

New York City
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REVOLUTION
REVELATION
AND

ARE

OFFERED

IN

"A Daughter of the Revolution"
A REX

Released,

Thursday,

April

20tH,

1911

It's an inspiration in itself. It depicts the Love and Loyalty, Honor, Heroism,
the Heat of Human Battle, and the Battle of Human Hearts.
A Great Historical Patriotic Film.

It's a Gem

Rex Posters Have Made a Universal Hit.

Demand

and a Rex !

Them !

REX MOTION PICTURE MANUFACTURING

CO.

573 Eleventh Avenue, New YorK City
SALES

CO. The Minutemen — shipping one more every minute.

EC R O D I A S
THE

LEADING

DRAMATIC

ART

fpi

FILM

OF

THE

YEAR

i • On

tiO»

^f^

Mr

ECLAIR
NEW

YORK:

31

FILM
East

27th

Street

COMPANY
CHICAGO:

35

East

Randolph

Street
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NORTHERN
Release for Saturday, April

15

HAMLET
=PRINCC

OF DENMARk=

This beautiful feature film of Shakespeare's world-famous production
should be included in every exhibitor's
programme.
Release for SATURDAY,

THE

APRIL

STOLEN

22

LEGACY

A feature detective film, brimful of exciting and thrilling scenes.
ALL

UP-TO-DATE

GREAT
every fr,oay

INDEPENDENT

NORTHERN
THE

EXCHANGES

HANDLE

OUR

PRODUCT

FILM CO., 7 E. 14th St., New York

WORLD'S BEST— BAR NONE
^"^
INDEPENDENT EXHIBITORS: Call for Lux Films

COMEDIES C
LUX
FILMS

LEAN
LEVER
HARMING

We

want you to get the World's

Released,

April

21,

Dr. Grant's Wonderful
DRAMA

885

FEET

best every week.

1911

Discovery

SOMETHING DIFFERENT ! ! !
A one-subject reel this week.
An intensely dramatic
picture, out of the ordinary run, dealing with the medical profession.
Unusual plot
and superb acting.
Next Week a two-comedy reel of the usual LUX QUALITY ! ft

SEE OTHER

GET LUX

R.
lO

East

PAGES

FOR SYNOPSES

AND PAST RELEASES

The World's Best— Bar None

15tH

Street

GET LUX

PRIEUR
-Phone, 3427 stuy»e.ant

New

York

Sold only through the Motion Pletura DUtrlbutlnt and Sale* Company

City

Moving Picture World
THE WORLD

PHOTOGRAPHIC

PUBLISHING

COMPANY

- 125 E. 23d Street, NEW

(Beach Building
SUBSCRIPTION :
ADVERTISING

WESTERN

$2.00 per year.

YORK

Telephone call. 1344 Gramercy

Post free in the United States, Mexico, Hawaii, Porto Rico
Canada $2.50. Foreign Countries, $3.00. Post Paid.

and the Philippine Islands.
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Public Opinion Controls.
First Article.
"One can shoii.' the public no greater respect
than in forbearing to treat it as a mob.
The mob
hurry unprepared
to the theatre, demand
that
which may be immediately enjoyed, desire to stare,
be amazed, laugh, weep, and therefore compel the
managers, who are dependent on them, to descend
more or less to their level." — Goethe.
These words were written more than one hundred years
ago by the immortal author of "Faust," himself a theatre
director of no mean abilities. What the poet Goethe deicribed as the characteristics of the "mob." applies, it
must be admitted, to a very considerable pero I
the moving picture theatre audience of today. Our people
"hurry unprepared to the theatre," and "demand that
which may be immediately enj
tare, be
amazed, laugh and weep." Have the public in these days
of hurry and bustle not the right to demand these things?
How

can
me to the theatre "prepared"? Of what is the preparation to consist, and why
should they not get "what they want when they want it"?
The form of speedy entertainment demanded is well supire, and this without any injury
: to the proper "level" of the entertainment.
It is a fact, of which every film and machine inainifac■nal.lv proud, that, with
all
the and
speedsentiment,
"t" 'he - nt<thertainment,
its quick
bui improved,
scene
picture has
steadily
] quality and in subject. Glancthe films in the
■1 p. we find less and li
Indian 1 h
can thi" .

retain.

'

nd through all.
that pleases for the tune being, but also
h the mind will

It h.is be< i! .1 k< d .'■ :.-

11 an) film

keeps the brain bus)' trying to solve the puzzle while it
is on the screen ? Is it not "out of sight out of mind" because itfails to -how the work, the thought, of
mind. A good story may be spoiled in the telling. The
producer who is a deep student of human nature, who is
a thinker as well as a producer, can take the most simple
story and so garnish it with his own metaphysical ideas
that it sinks deep into the mind of the spectator and will
live in his mem
While the quotation from Goethe has been applied to
the motion picture, we must admit that it (the picture)
•1 as much ten.;,
to the level i>\ the nioh.
It the manufacturers find
that
can they
be blame.;
popular, if trivial, tastethe theatre manager have recalls for "Kigoletto," "1 auncelot and Elaine," "Lea Mberables," "Trancesca da
' lud prose
MillRimini," the Shal
visualized
gin ing i:

specially recalled by requ
hibitors :.
usly, hut we h<
copj of the replies
Frank!) speaking,
picture that

of tile la!'.
compan) I

•
■

lime to \<
a whirligig of rapid!-.

• you would notice it. Around the be: inted a request I

i 1 that the "11;

it ha- not been

the poticj

had been
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Passes," and "The Mended Lute," all of the poetic order.
It is no small praise to say that the highest encomium of
"The Mended Lute" came from the Dakota-. When
people who live among the Indians and understand their
customs and mannerisms wax enthusiastic over an Indian
photoplay it speaks highly for the genius of the producer.
Genius in this case is the capacity for doing big things by
making the most o\ the little thing-, and in knowing
what is the right thing to do. [Enumerable are the
anachronisms and absurdities oi the dilettante producer
who essays to depict race- oi people and periods of time
with which he is unfamiliar. To cite an example: While
"Thetre one
White
Squaw"
being showna lady
in 1'roctor's
Theaday this
week was
we overheard
and gentleman
making very severe criticism on the antics of the supposed "Indians" and pronouncing some of the actions as
impossible and absurd. A polite inquiry revealed the
fact that the couple were from Nevada and that the lady
had been horn and raised among the real Indians and
naturally could not stand to see them so caricatured. Ex-
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Billboard, the Dramatic Mirror, The New York Tclcgraph, The New York t Upper and other such theatrical
paper- emphasize more clearly than any other agency how
greal has become the prestige of the photo-drama. Where
once they pretended to ignore the film play, one by one we
have observed them humbly knocking at the film-makers'
doors m search of patronage. Their advertising circulars
today vary in inverse ratio to their former assurances to
the profession that the motion picture was going hack
and would never become a menace to the play-house
It has long been predicted by ourselves and others that
proper.
it i^ only a matter of time when the photo-play will draw
to it- support the cream of the theatrical profession. Perhaps it i- a little too soon to say that the time is already
at hand, because actors who have made a name upon the
stage are still looked upon, in a measure, by th

pert andthis
severe
criticism,
true, and some
pity 'tis
'tis most
true,
because
self-same
filmti-contained
of the
beautiful photography of real Western scenery and some
of the most artistic settings ever seen upon the screen.
When pictures that are produced in the real West can
fall down on characteristic details, it causes us to wonder
what criticism is heard in Western theatres on the Bowery cowboy chasing the Mills Hotel "Indian" amidst the
Jersey or Long Island scenery.
But this is digressing.
We have shown that the film manufacturer, by depicting the poetic, the classic, and the historical, discloses a
latent de-ire on his part to uplift rather than ''descend to
the level" of the mob. We have also gathered evidence
to show that the mob can show equal appreciation of a
dish of husks, which proves that the mob is an omnivorous animal. As a mixed diet is accepted as being the
most conducive to the long life of an omnivorous animal,
we may not he wrong in deducing that a mixture of the
trashy with the classy is most conducive to the long life
of the picture business.
But to one who spends much time among the theatre
audiences and studies their silent or expressed demonstrations of appreciation or otherwise, there can he no
doubt whatever that the ambitious attempts to portray
the deeper and finer emotions of the heart, the laudable
efforts to teach, to appeal to the best impulses of humanity,
are always welcome in the theatre and win substantial
applause. If a noble act is portrayed it is sure to please,
for it is a weakness of us humans to imagine that we
would have acted the noble part in a similar case. Therefore, to close this first article on public opinion control of
the destinies of the motion picture, we will say that our
observations and deductions point to the photoplay presenting a nohle charater as the one most calculated to
win the subutantial applause of the mixed audience.

Nal Wills Becomes a Photo-Player.
The advent of moving pictures w a- regarded with scorn
by the theatrical profession. An actor who valued his
reputation would not appear in the despised picture, and
if by chance one of their kind chose to escape starvation
by posing for the camera, he at once lost caste and was
considered a renegade from his noble profession. We
know the rest; it is fresh in every one's mind how the
moving picture went its way in humility and worked its
way up to the high position which it now holds in the
dramatic art. The theatrical journals that once affected
to despise the picture we have seen come to their knees
and grovel for the advertising of the celluloid play.
The

King when
of Kazam."
Eessional brethren, as renegades
they cast their lot
to act before the camera instead of before the public. But
the movement is on. In Europe it has been the vogue for
a lew years past for the top-notch players to appear in
motion pictures. But in America actor- who appear in
celluloid reproduction are still looked upon as renegades
of greater or less degree. The greater the actor the
greater renegade he becomes in deserting the footlights
for the arc-light.
Of late this feeling is mitigated, for many of our prominent actors and actresses are beginning to feel the call of
the camera, and we have a slight suspicion that there are
a few of them who would welcome an offer to pose in
moving pictures for more reasons than one. The moving
picture is a fulfillment of the invocation of Robert Burns i
"Oh, wad some power the giftie gie n-. to see oursels as
ithers see
opportunity
to study
as
others
see us!"
us is The
in itself
one strong
reason one's
why selfactors
should pose for moving pictures. But there are other
reasons. An actor may act and not act at the same time,
or, by twisting it a little, an actor may act in a dozen cities
at once. It places him in the same position as the magazine writer who is read from the printed page without
having to go personally and repeat his words before an
audience. And last but not least, there is big money in
it for recognized stars.
The Moving Picture World has the pleasure this week
of welcoming to the field of moving pictures that wellknown comedian. Nat M. Wills.
Perhaps he will be con-
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sidered a renegade by his associates, but that term has nowlost its sting, and the imprecation lacks force or point. If
the vaudeville profession regards Mr. Wills as a renegade
on the one hand, we welcome him on the other as one of
the pioneers of American actors in the realm of the photodrama, or photo-comedy to be more correct, for Mr. Wills
will appear as the principal comedian in a series of tramp
comedies in the Power's Photo-Plays. And while welcoming Mr. Wills into his new field of endeavor we take this
opportunity also to congratulate the Powers Company in
securing the services of that well-known comedian, the
result of which will give added prestige to their output,
and without doubt will mark an improvement. The moving picture is no longer a nine-day wonder ; the big results are yet to come, and we shall not be surprised at
any time to hear of more well-known performers and
actors turning renegades, if you please, and casting their
fortunes with the little strip of celluloid.
Mr. Wills will appear in a series of films of a comicopera nature entitled "The King of Kazam." These pictures will be produced under the direction of Mr. Francis
A. Powers and Mr. Wm. Raynous, both of whom have
trod the boards in the days gone by, and were well known
as actors of ability before the moving pictures appeared.

A Photoplay that Went Over.
We have lately pointed out that the attitude of audience- differs remarkably. Yet, under anything like fair
conditions, a good play will hardly fail to be accepted
with pleasure.
There are elements in any good scene that the larger
part of the audience never notices.
A good scene exists
solely for the action that it shows.
This action may take
place in far-distant times or in the present; but, if it is
not in a time with which the audience is thoroughly
familiar, the dresses, uniforms, furniture and surroundings will seem peculiar and interesting in themselves, and
i will take part of the audience's attention from
ii. somewhat weakening the scene. These things
are necessary to any picture of the action, though, for
while the mind doesn't consciously notice them when they
are natural, it does unconsciously, and will consciously
or their absence.
If, at the exciting moment of any scene, one also notices that the actI or bad. or that the music is pla
ire that something i- wrong.
In the perfect picture, all •
kept in the background
bul not noticed, while the action
is going on.
But when the spectator has breathlessly
■ the climax, if something
laughable happen? to take all his attention for a moment,
ience. When we've seen
a tragic picture 01 ne thai w i saved by a hair from becoming t:
r us to be shown again
that there i humor in the world.
It puts uthe happy ending.
All of '
faults are
■ hold of an audience and
would
it in thi
it ii]'- The play
Theatre,
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dians. Later he and she hold an empty cabin till the help
comes. It is an exciting moment ; their ammunition is
spent ; the Indians have closed in and are hammering the
door (very carefully, by the way). When the rescuers
come and open fire on the Indians, the tense moment has
passed. An Indian who is shot takes a ridiculous fall,
and it is a good anticlimax, for it very effectively takes
the audience's attention. At the same time the musician,
who through the play had been giving exciting music,
obtruded a queer little run on his piano-keys. The combination made the audience ripple with amusement.
At the same theatre, at another time, when a photoplay, "The Letter with the Red Seal" (Gaumont), was
being projected, and in the scene where the ship's company are expecting a pirate to attack and are getting
ready to repel him, we noticed that the music grew very
exciting. Two spectators, in full view of the picture, got
up and craned their necks.

The Comic Film.
Bv Mrs. F. Georgi: Fuolestox.
What is a laugh ? It's something like a kiss : the feeling
is hard to define, but it's very pleasant. Some men are
witty, and when they make comments on thing:
pass, they show things up in a funny light. They don't
make fuss ; they merely draw attention to it. Funny situations bob up ; they're unexpected. The comic is Nature's
little joke, human nature's if you like; but at its best it is
a situation that was not intended. The pleasure is largely
in our unexpected discovery of it. In truth, to expect a
joke is to lose it.
Now, the very things that hamper the photoplay in
showing complex tragic situations make it one of the best
possible means of showing to the
:itergem
in a chapter of these funny situations, each unexpected as
to the smiling face that pops up from behind the wall
when the "kids" think they are planting a nettle :
Granpa. Two people might tell of it later, and might use
the same word-, but while what one said would be as
funny as the -mile of the Cheshire cat. what the qther
said would he stupid; he'd need a diagram. The photoplay i-both joke and diagram.
The world, as many people find it. is monotonous;
monotonous oftentimes a- a never-endinj
many, many people find in life
ss that is
almosl tragic. Ii it only would become tragic, that would
be a relict'; but it doesn't.
Anything that breaks into this
i- a boon, a precious, golden gift
not BO main
long f< i a little I
I cm. life
l- one unpleasant thing afl
and i.. tell tlie truth the) are \ei\ numerous
find life a
pleasanl
mixture
hearty
and inhe..'Tlie contrast
that ofthey
find, excitement
though, is not
t!:
much .1- in their cliar.ui,
of humor,
you can't cultivate humor in
send- Midi to make the rest of US laugl
people \"U don't need t.> cult:.
mili/cd ; the\ need tobe shown something f unn .
what the photoplaj can A,>, and do •■'■ \t\ ;-'
than the funnj •
'l lie truly funnj photo|

and tin- man at the pi. mo intellig
I girl in a praihelp, tlw othei
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colic. Taken before we go to bed, it will make us want to
work hard next day, and it is cheap— that is, when it is
once produced ; for, to sec it costs only ten cents or perhaps
that.
But asgood
comedy itself isn't cheap; comedieshalf
are as
scarce
diamonds.
Comedies are naturally harmless ; they can be shown to
children with perfect safety. They are often welcomed,
as at church and Sunday-school entertainment, where
tragedies are barred. Comedies are sure of a general
popularity, while even the best tragedies may enjoy only
a special popularity — some may like them very much, but
there are always likely to be some who dislike them.
Comedy is the backbone of the photoplay business. In a
recent interview, an exhibitor said:
"We must have humorous pictures to draw the crowds.
The tragic pictures are well enough as fillers, but if there
is not at least one good comic feature the bill is a failure.
Our patrons come not to see the emotional side of life,
which to them may be too common. They want to be
amused and forget their cares. The comic film fills the
house, but they arc getting less humorous every week."
A first-class comedy is a small fortune to the lucky
firm who owns it. It brings in gold and it ought to be
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paid for with gold. As it is, film-makers have got what
comedies they are now using cheaply. Also they have
rung
the humor
variations
on certain
comic
no more
in them.
I mean
suchsituations
themes astillthethere's
theft
of
or motor-car
a man mishaps,
who can'tmishaps
ride it, that
and
whoa bicycle
therefore
endures a by
hundred
once
upon a time
seemed
isn't
inexhaustible
in the
sensefunny
that to
it us.
will Good
come comedy
on demand.
Molieres, Goldsmiths andSheridans are not so numerous
as the soberer dramatists ; yet there seems always to be
a certain amount of good comedy available. Some wideawake firm might profit highly right now by making an
offer of a large prize for the best comedy submitted within
a certain time. If the prize were advertised widely, and
was big enough, it would bring in many good manuscripts.
The best one would cost "real money," but the rest could
be had for a more reasonable figure, but for more than
the ridiculous price now paid for comedy or tragedy alike,
and the result would net a handsome profit. A man or
woman who can write one good new comedy can often
write others, and he is sure to take his wares where he can
get the most for them. It will pay to be liberal with good
comedv writers.

Violence and Bloodshed.
By Louis

Reeves Harrison.

There is nothing new about public hostility to the introduction of scenes of violence in plays. For a long
time the French theatre — when it laid down the law for
Continental Europe — permitted no killing in the sight of
the audience, one peculiar exception being suicide. A
character could kill himself in a tragedy, by poison or
steel, but was not allowed to kill any other character in
the play — not so you could see it.
The English were more bloodthirsty.
Voltaire rejoiced in an English theatre when he saw
Brutus harangue the mob with a bloody knife in his hand
over the body of the murdered dictator. Early tragedy
in England was given to shedding blood on a grand scale.
The rude audiences especially enjoyed the feast, the more
there was of it, the stronger they thought the play, while
no such representation was tolerated in France. The
audience learned of what had happened from an eye-witness.
Just how far art should follow nature is a delicate
question. To my way of thinking the struggle is an essential part of the play ; there are pathetic and telling situations tamed, if not lost, where tragedy is implied instead
of actually seen. On the other hand, I am disgusted with
any deliberate attempt to awaken bestial desire, or feed
blood to the coarser element of an audience by working
up to a brutal scene for the mere sake of its brutality.
Accounts of suicides, hangings and stabbings which are
given a prominence in the daily press are often of no
advantage to the community, and it is just as well to eliminate them from moving pictures altogether, unless intelligent censorship can be exercised. The accumulation of
abhorrent incidents given in Indian and cowboy plays
under the pretense of picturing actual life is so repulsive
in its low savagery, so beastly and unsavory, that it might
be just as well to cut out such plays indiscriminately.
When these plays are filled with murder, rapine, torture
and false sentiment, they are not only inartistic, but are
ineffective save with the few low-brows who like them,
and, besides, are turning millions away from the little
theatres.
They are repellant to the cultivated, and even

cease in the course of time to stimulate the jaded appetites of the unwashed. No necessity exists for any such
representations ; they are not pictures of life ; rarely have
they the faintest pretense to historical accuracy; supposed
thrillers they are, but they excite more derision and disgust. Ihave seen decent people before a theatre entrance
turn away at the sight of a poster announcing one of these
dramas of blood and nastiness, and many refuse to go
inside of a picture show because of them.
It is quite another thing if tragedy comes in the natural
course of a story as a matter of poetic justice when it
tends to elevate the struggle or the characters presented,
where the effect is ennobling instead of degrading, or
where there is a profound lesson involved.
Why should not art be natural?
It is true that all things in nature may not be fit for
representation on the stage, but no reason exists why art
should directly oppose nature. Where there is a valuable
idea to be conveyed the audience is unwilling to accept
mere resemblances. If there is suffering involved, such
as we all feel in the eternal struggle, the suffering must
be shown ; it excites our compassion and may lead to
greater tenderness in our views. In our secret hearts we
all like to see life depicted on the stage as it really is, and
rebel against conventions and traditions as we do against
a picture given purely for the sake of its sickening horrors. Let us have what is true, what is going on ; existence of today as we all recognize it ; hold up the shame
to ridicule ; lay bare the grafting of politicians and other
unclean birds of prey ; extol the nobility and the value of
splendid efforts, and tell again the same old, sweet story
of love as often as possible. We all enjoy a play taken
from any old era, when it's good, but we enjoy it most
when it reflects our own times; we like it best when its
scenes, and manners, and characters, and morals are of
today. If. in the natural course of things, the story involves adeath struggle, that is all right if the tragic feature is an incident in a design, not a designed incident.
It is all right for the dramatist to see the immoral as
well as the moral side of life ; he can be fully aware of
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the worst characteristics and basest motives of those
around him, and it may be to the advantage of what he
writes ; he can even be influenced by the same forces as
those operating against human betterment, but he must
have a strain of lofty aspiration if he would appeal to the
highest as well as the lowest elements in the average audience. Let his purpose be high, the incident is excused.
Let no playwright be worried about the "happy ending."
Such a termination is an anomaly, if not an impropriety,
if the trend of human weakness and the impelling forces
of nature point straight to a tragic finale. We knowwhere neglected disease leads, and bad habit is disease.
The transforming, power of evil habit not only furnishes
an abundance of dramatic material, but gives the audience
a theme to study and can be made to point a lesson with a
tragic ending. The drama has often found its finest expression in tragedy, consistent and true to nature, yet
moral. The moral nature of Macbeth had become a horrible wreck before his overthrow and death.
The latter
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was expected and deserved. The tragedy was the natural
sequence to his crimes, and poetic justice was exemplified.
The man, whether he be playwright or producer, who
says that our people want to see in picture plays certain
things that are vitiating such plays, is in ignorance of what
is going on around him. The whole country is aroused
on the question of race betterment, and is deeply and unselfishly interested in making the lives of those who are
to follow us finer and more beautiful than our own. We
do not desire to stimulate what is low in our children, but
to train them to exercise self-control, to let their minds
dominate their animal natures. We hope to make them
better than we are ; millions of parents are giving the best
part of their lives to that noble end. Moving pictures are
now a factor in this evolution, and the best we can do —
we who are interested in the business — is to treat the
public with the same sort of decency and respect that we
hope to receive.

A Progressive Theatre Will Prosper.
, Results of Honest Competition.
Bv Robert Grau.
A conservative estimate made recently during a discussion as to the progress of cinematography resulted in a
general admission that at least ten million new theatregoers have been created in this country through the remarkable vogue of the picture theatre. It was also conceded that in the last five years no less than ten thousand
theatres, varying in seating capacity from 200 to 5,000,
have come into activity, and for every one of these since
discarded at least two regular theatres have reverted to
the use of the camera-man.
surprised that ten million persons who
: -ecu the inside of a playhouse were attracted to
a pretty theatre giving varied and often
nal entertainment at prices within the reach of
ten million new entertainment-seekers probably
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The writer, however, has endeavored to delve deeper
in a desire to discover just what is the basic condition
and to what causes the upheaval may be attributed. To
begin with, the moving picture theatre has brought into
the amusement calling an entirely new crop of showmen,
and these are not of the calibre which stands still and
waits for the public to enter its theatres. The new generation ofpublic caterers brought into the amusement field
though the potency of cinematography have shown a
great discernment, in making their theatres inviting, in
changing the program frequently
tlemen ai
amazingly that they provide an
incentive (something heretofore lacking in the amusement
calling) to outside investors, with a result that capital to
. amount is for the first time available in a line
of endeavor whi
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graph Company, is one of the best actors in this country.
His salary has been as high as $250 a week, and that a film
company can afford such an eminent and capable artist
in a position where reputation counts for nothing, is the
best evidence in the world a? to why the regular theatres
have been sorely tried in an effort to stave off the unavoidable results of such competition.
1 asked David Belasco if he had ever found it worth
his while to make a tour of some of these picture theatres,
particularly those in which photoplays are a feature. He
had not yet done so, but was much impre^-ed by my recital of observations in them, and I would like to hear
his opinion after a visit to some of these little theatres.
Recently I undertook to visit a half-dozen of the
smaller houses in a single day and evening, and the experience was not one to be regretted. The cluster of
players engaged by the "Imp"' Company impressed me
greatly. They are all young and bright-looking, and
although I have been an active figure in theatredom almost
up to this day, not a face was familiar, and yet these
young people are splendid actors whose portrayals are
sincere, and what is more important, they are excellent
pantomimists. While they all seem very enthusiastic,
which to me seemed strange in view of the fact that the
picture player is not advertised, but I believe the day is
not far off when such efforts as these will command serious attention from the press, and then will come the reward to such deserving artists, for they will then achieve
fame, and this will lead to the stars of cinematography,
just as we have the stars of the stage. It has got to come !

ED. (REX) PORTER.
We present herewith a lifeograph of Mr. Ed Porter, General Art and Technical Director of the Rex Company, in
which capacity he was formerly connected with the Edison
A film evolved by the Nestor Company, entitled, "In
Company. Mr. Porter is one of the old-timers in moving
the Commissioned Ranks," was impressive because of the picture production work, and is a master at this craft, as
intensity of the delineations of two or three of the players,
his work testifies. He first showed signs of talent at the
but this merely disclosed the presence of a master, for
early age of six. After having heard the story, "Uncle
Tom's Cabin," he essayed the role of Simon Legree, inducing
whoever "staged"' this film surely needs no instructions
his little country cousin to play the part of Uncle Tom.
in his profession. The audience in the picture theatre,
He made such a success of Simon Legree, according to the
despite that the operator was wholly incompetent and the
country cousin, that his dramatic career can be said to date
from that time, and ever since he has been mixed up in some
musical accompaniment "fierce,'' was held spellbound.
I had with me as mv guest on this trip to the smaller
br?"chT?f tlle s.howery
busines>
and we found it difficult to
U^^^
,♦„.„, director
,i;.^f'
,..w„ name
«-«.- is
: , known
1
.11 over
-..« .
Mr. Torter is very modest,
mode
theatres,
a-, stage
whose
all
draw from him any great •amount of information, except the
the world, and he too was deeply impressed. We both
following which is tabulated herewith.
Type of beauty, cute; favorite recreation, Pittsburg stogies;
decided that the reason for the great vogue of these places
favorite author, himself; favorite color, moonlight blue;
of amusement is a wholly constructive one — that of givpet flower, lily (last name not given); attitude towards the
ing a public a great deal of entertainment, with attractive
ladies,
coy; suffragette views, same as his wife's; size of
environment, and at prices of admission distinctly inviting.
biceps, normal; 16; inflated, 23; size of bat, normal; 6%; in-

Darkened Theatres
The zealots who have been advocating the better lighting of the moving picture theatres, claiming that the darkness is a breeder of crime, should turn their attention to
some of the vaudeville acts now working on circuit. In
one act which has been heavily billed all over the Keith
& Proctor circuit, every light is turned out ; in fact, it is
a provision of the act that the house be in absolute darkness. A young lady with a bargain-counter voice sings
some mushy song about a flying machine. She does this
seated on a toy aeroplane which is suspended at the end
of a long crane working on the lazy tongs principle and
controlled from the back of the stage. The crane is
painted black, and in the darkness is not visible. Small
electric lights on the aeroplane show its outline and that
of the singer, who dangles her legs among the heads of
the audience and apparently floats up and down and
around. Of course she screams if some rude spectator
reaches up and grasps her tootsie-wootsies or steals a
garter as a souvenir. It seems to be the kind of thing that
is popular with the "mob," but we compliment one manager who refused to take the act on the return circuit, just
because of the darkness and the carryings on.

principal weakn<
REISINGER CELEBRATES

25TH

ANNIVERSARY.

Hugo Reisinger celebrated on April 1st the twenty-fifth
anniversary of the establishment of his business as importer
of carbons and other electrical supplies. The employees of
the firm presented Mr. Reisinger with an artistic address
bound in leather and silver with the signatures of the entire
staff attached. Mr. Reisinger was the pioneer in the importation of lighting carbons to this country, and was the first
to cause to be manufactured at the works of C. Conradty,
Nuernberg, enclosed arc and flaming arc carbons. He is
probably more thoroughly identified with the carbon and
lamp business than any other dealer in America, and the
trade-mark "ELECTRA" of his carbons is known to everyone in the electrical field. Mr. Reisinger took a prominent
part two years ago in the fight for a lower tariff on lighting
carbons, and it was largely through his personal effort that
the rate of $1 per hundred feet, at first proposed in the new
tariff bill, was reduced to 65 cents. Mr. Reisinger suggested
that 20 cents per hundred feet would be about fair, but it
was impossible to push this reduction through. Outside of
business Mr. Reisinger has devoted a great deal of time to
art matters, and has promoted the exchange of works of art
between America and Germany. He was Honorary Commissioner General
Europe
the World's
FairGerman
at St.
Louis in 1904,
has for
twice
been todecorated
by the
Emperor and once by the Prince Regent of Bavaria. He is
an active member of the New York Chamber of Commerce,
and a director in many important companies.
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Jt i- both pleasant and fortunate to be physically and
financially able to forget the requirements and cares of
your business, walk away from them, and spend a number of
weeks in succession enjoying yourself, confident that your
partners are looking after your end and your business is
making good for you, although you are not there to give
it personal attention. There are many men in the moving
picture business that can do this. They are not in abundance, nor do they number among the exhibitors or the
film exchange men. There are Marcus Loew and William
Fox, for instance. They are among the most wealthy and
prominent of the exhibitors, but they are always on the
job. If they have clipped off any easy stages in life during
the past few years in which tney have made their fame
and money as moving picture exhibitors I have not heard
of it. Their extensive interests are of such a peculiarly
personal character, notwithstanding they have very able and
competent lieutenants, that they seem unable to take their
attention from them even for a brief week-end at one of the
seaside resorts. A trip to Europe, to Florida, Maine, the
Pacific Coast, or even a mission of health to Hot Springs
seems to them to be a most unreasonable suggestion. It is
said of Mr. Fox that he remarked to a friend who suggested
a brief recuperation at Hot Springs that the only springs
he had been able to connect with for several years were
the bed springs, and that his visits there were of short duration. Ibelieve it. He is an incessantly hard worker, but
none the more than Mr. Loew. I think these two men
would make the hardest working team that ever entered
the theatrical, not excepting the Shuberts, Lieblers and
many other reputed never-let-ups. But so much for the exhibitors, who among the film exchange men throw the
ind take a spin at pleasure. Let me think. No, I
cannot recall one. There used to be a crackerjack at it —
Frank Howard, of Boston, Mass. He would work like a
beaver for months and then slide off with his devoted and
amiable wife to some realm of recreation for two or three
weeks; but he is not an exchange man now. Despite his
pleasure trips, he made good to such an extent in Boston
that he was one of the first to attract the attention of the
Film Company — that limb of the Motion Picture
Patents Company, and he is now spending all his time in
pleasure trips I was just trying to think of his present
its, but my thoughts fail. One thing is certain —
iving a good time and is making a host of friends,
wherever lie is. But the man connected with the moving
picture business who is at present plucking pleasure from
the tree of life by the bushels is Mr. J. Stuart Blackton,
ol the Vitagraph i ompany of Am
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In my humble effort to show that the statement "There
is not
absolutely
no good with
to be
is
in accordance
the derived
facts I from
quote such
from exhibitions"
the official
report made by Mr. Raymond B. Fosdick to Hon. William
J. Gaynor, present Mayor of Greater New York. The report is dated March 22. 1911. It has been freely referred
to by the newspapers, trade papers and other publications,
but repetition of extracts may serve a good purpose here.
Mr. Fosdick says there are approximately 450 motion picture shows in Greater New York under a common show
license and 290 under a concert or theatrical license. Of
the total number, approximately 600 are constructed with
a seating capacity of under three hundred. Whenever
charges have been made that girls or boys have been
harmed or misled by picture shows the places upon which
the odium has been cast rank in the list of houses of the
smaller capacity — the houses numbering approximately 450,
in operation every afternoon and evening 365 days in the
year. Combine all the complaints of the nature referred to
for the past year and see how small they are in percentage
when compared with the number of picture houses in operation and the number of shows given during the same
period, even granting that a large percentage of the cases
charged to the picture houses cloaked other sources of
responsibility.
,
But the quotation on which I base my main point is this:
"As a result of this censorship the character of moving pictures has greatly improved in the last two years. It can
now safely be said that there are no obscene pictures publicly exhibited in New York Occasionally an indecent film,
unauthorized by the Board of Censorship, is surreptitiously
introduced by a manufacturer. Such a film is, however,
immediately run down and elimiirated. * * * The frequent
allegations of vice and immorality made possible by the
absolute darkness in which the films were formerly presented, would today, be largely unfounded In
other respect- the intelligent efforts of the chief of the
Bureau of Licenses has tecured > steady improvement in
moving
management."
And inpicture
additionshow
to this
let me refer to the Board of Censor-hip, tin- organization of which was co-operated in by
the People's
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aside the counsel for the plaintifl used some
new!
to help bolster his argument
baum reproved the counsel
doing this and stated that it would be unfortunal
r reports and criticisms to influence
justice.
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The treasurer of a moving picture theater in Brooklyn
ti<l the Other day for stealing S1.177.4S from the
safe of the house. Ah, hal Murder will out. 1 stated in
one of my recent letters that I could not find an owner of
a moving picture place who would confess to making any
nd now tin- treasurer lias come to my rescue I
cannot reward him for having done so, but 1 will accord
him a distinction, even it it i- a doubtful one. I will accord
a dollar to a doughnut that no other treasurer of a moving
picture theater ever made a more dazzling flight through
the yellow lights of Fourteenth Street. New Y"rk. than he
did. ' aHe couple
eonfc--ed
to -pending
$554-6$
'» that
thoroughfare
with
of girls
the night
before
he was
arrested.
There is a spectacular picture for you.
MANY NEW INSTALLATIONS.
Through the Motion Photo-Plane Company, two more of
the Keith & Proctor theater- have in-tailed motiographs
during the past week, viz : Majestic Theater, Indianapolis,
Ind.. and Keith's Mary Anderson Theater. Louisville, Ky.
Mr. J. H. Hallberg, the economizer man, also reports the
sales'of -pot light- to Win. Hayes & Son, Henderson, Ky.,
and A. E. Charron, Ottawa, Canada. To the latter he aLo
-hipped a double dissolving stereopticon :erandlor Standard
the New econKm
omizer.Also
•
a 550-volt I' '
press Theater. Victoria, B. C,
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Hyman Theater, Los Angeles.
Written

for the Moving Picture World by
Richard V. Spencer.

Los Angeles'
elaborate
picture
named
after Mr.newest
ArthurandS. most
Hyman.
president
and palace
generalis
manager of the Hyman Circuit of Vaudeville and Moving
Picture Theaters, the Western Amuesment Company, Western Film Exchange and other theatrical and amusement enterprises. The theaters comprising the Hyman circuit at
the present time are: the Hyman. the College, the Walker,
the Rounder, the Royal, the Luna Park, and the Hyman
Venice Theater, now in process of con-truction, which will
be opened by the time this article appears in print.
Mr Hyman has the unique distinction of being the only
man to ever open two pretentious theaters in the same city
within a period of only seven days between opening dates.
This occurred when the I
$35,000, and the
Hyman. co-ting in excess of $45.ooo, were completed. These
two theater- arc conceded to be, among those who are in a
position to know the fact-, among the finest moving picture
theaters in the world. Either of them would be a valued
ornament to any city, and here in Los Angeles, a city famous
lor it- beautiful theaters, their construction aroused much
favorable comment in real estate and theatrical circles.
The Hyman. seating a thousand, is the largest, as well as
the most sumptuously
and luxurious
inre theaters.equipped
The theater
i- located ofon the
the city's
corner of Eighth and Broadway, opposite the largest department -lore in the We-t. It covers a ground spa.
175 The exterior of the building is decorated with pure
white plaster, The foyer has the usual tile floor and is
ted in select white Italian marble to a height of
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Arthur S. Hyman.
decorated
"H T"in
of pleading tween
design.whichThe arc boxgold-leafed
office, also
marble, is more commodious than the usual box office. The
ors leading into the lobby are of mahogany, with
... aring plates.
The lobby of the Hyman 1- a symphony of luxury.
The
paneling and other woodwork
1- con-tructed
of
Juana ( ■
; selected grain, which has been
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given the dull fini-h. The well-padded lobby carpet is of
green velvet brussels. The lobby is well equipped with mirrors, a feature that the women patrons appreciate. Opening
off the lobby are retiring rooms for both men and women,
and a stairway leading to the operating room and to Mr.
Hyman's luxurious private office in the front of the building. The draperies leading into the foyer and into the auditorium are of silk velour, the inner facing green, and the
outer
leather.facing wine colored, with '*H T" monograms in white
The auditorium has a seating capacity of 1,000. The mahogany opera chairs are roomy and are upholstered in red
leather. Two six-foot aisles permit the handling of capacity
audiences without unnecessary crowding. The aisles are
carpeted in green velvet brussels, matching the lobby carpet. The ceiling and side wall decorations in the popular Art
Xoveau effect, are very pleasing. Two large leaded art
glass skylights adorn the ceiling, which is beamed, and
from it are hung leaded art glass lanterns. The side lights
of the auditorium are also lanterns, but of smaller size.
The stage is 24x30, and is well equipped with scenery
painted by the Ernest Flagg Scenic Company, and contains
comfortable dressing rooms for the actors and actresses employed in the vaudeville turn-.
The operating room is large, finely equipped, well ventilated and thoroughly fireproofed. Two Model B Edison
Projectoscopes are used, together with a dissolver and a spot
light. Two competent operators, under the direction and
supervision oi L M. Nelson, chief electrician and chief operator of the circuit, are always on duty. Projection is
faultless.
The policy of the theater is to run high class vaudeville
specialties interspersed with first-run Licensed pictures.
The seven-piece orchestra is under the direction of Miss
Bessie 1'.. Hardy. The orchestra play the specialties in a way
that leaves little to be desired.
Mi-s Hardy also si
ful discrimination in her choice of incidental music to accompany the pictures.
The house management for Mr. Hyman is under the competent direction of Mr. Stanley Warde
Hart, wh
died vaudeville attractions for many years.
The architect- for the building were Train & William-,
whoThewere
aidedopened
by Mr.during
Hyman's
suggestion-.holidays and has
theater
the December
played t" excellent business ever since. For the first month
or so Independent picture- were run. then Mr. Hyman decided to run both vaudeville and picture-. On March 1st
the house changed their service I

"The Scarlet Letter" (Imp.)
We

had the pleasure of visiting recently a private exhibition
ol -'. Imp Productions, which is the
well known storj
.iter." by Nathaniel Hawr in proper fashion
i- a matter that
ICting under any circumWithout that it is nothing, but with the splendid
company
the Imp concern is known to have,
the under
could not be con-idered a- .1 ri-k
With the three principal characters of
inch con |. :ine. Ke\ Dnnnie-dale and RogCJ
k'ott and William D.nley. there 1- DO critici-ni to be made
bandied.
which make- it a difficult 1
been produce.! in
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respects the equal ol sotro of his past unexcelled perform*
aticeswein have
that ever
line.seen
Mr inDa'tlej
a real actor,
hc-t
ntdvingis pictures,
and v.one of the
.sec him many tunc
There I- [ittle to in- Said in criticism 61 th'e acting itself,
wliich in all that could hi- wished 'for. It is not pi
i how tin- version of " I'he Scarlit Letter" will take with the public, for. as usual, there
ut>-titles m the reel, wliich we saw. Granting that
these sub-title- will he distributed judiciously and lucidly
throughout the scenes, it will in all probability come through
with flying color-. The scene of the public street showing
the Stocks seemed rather Hat and -hallow A street -cine,
above all others, should convey the idea of depth or distance, which tins scene did not. It is very obviously a
painted drop upon which shadows fall, and it was also very
easy to see the line of connection it made with the stage.
It would have been better if it had been set back further,
thereby relieving the scene of tin- sense of being crowded
when all the characters appear in the ensemble. Aside from
this point the picture is well up to the Imp standard.
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FOREIGN
REPRESENTATIVE.
Mr. Karl Lohse, of Dusseldori, i- in tin- city for a short
time looking over the American
market and ha- a number
oi high cla-- dramatic stil
: and over with
hini, -i winch either negative- or po-itive- will be di-posed
■ ■I. He l- al-o looking for good American films which are
ii. a .a pre-, nt represented on the continent. Mr. I.
be addressed care Nelson Chesman & Co., 321 Brunswick
Bldg., as per advertisement on another page, or at Room 4^7
Astor Hotel, .V V. City.
OPERATOR WANTED.
A good operator in Maryland or that vicinity can learn of
aWorld.
position Ourby correspondent
applying to "M.writes
P. 11.."
thai care
he isM'oving
willing Picture
to pay
the right wages to the man who can deliver the goods.
LECTURES AND SLIDES WANTED.
Anyone who can furnish illustrated lectures of a nature
that would be suitable for a moving picture house, can do
some business by addressing George E. Nixon, P. O. Box
552, Cincinnati, Ohio.
THE FLYING "A" CAUGHT IN A LARIAT.
Distinctively American, the American Film Mfg. Company have incorporated in their trade mark a mounted cowboy throwing a lariat. This wouid indicate that they intend to specialize on this kind of film, for which their
ability has already been demonstrated in such releases as
"lhe Squaw and the Man," "The Sheriff's Sweetheart," and
"The Mission in the Desert." etc.
"CONFIDENTIAL."
Victor O. Woodward, Sandusky, Ohio, is the lucky one
of the many applicants that replied to an advertisement in
the World over the signature of "Confidential." He is now
installed as general manager of a circuit of theaters in Cleveland and vicinity. The company already controls fourteen
theaters and have seven in process of costruction. Some
of
the other
applicants have been engaged as managers of
individual
theaters.
The condition of any business is usually gauged by the
amount of business done. In this connection it may be
noted that the Nicholas Power Company, manufacturers
of Powers Moving Picture Machines and equipments, did
the largest business during the month of March in the entire history of their activities. This is indeed an encouraging report, coming as it does in what is usually a slack time
of the year in this business.

J. F. BROCKLISS.
A welcome caller at the office of the Moving Picture World
this week was Mr. J. F. Brockliss, of London, England.
Mr. Brockliss is the proprietor of an establishment in London, where the exhibitor can equip his theater from floor
to ceiling, every necessary requisite being kept in stock. He
is also European agent for the Motiograph and the record
of sales he has made for this in competition with other high
class machines is marvelous. Mr. Brockliss is a type of the
clean-cut Britisher,, brusque and always on the go. That
keen judgment guides his ventures is shown by the remarkable growth of his business in the last two years. Brockliss
is a man of his word, a man of action, and with a high financial rating. He is a safe man to do business with, as is
shown by the fact that the shrewd Carl Laemmle, while in
Europe, selected him to represent the Imp films. That he
has done so and done it well is a matter of record. He has
also made a name in Europe for the Powers Picture Plays
and he hopes to add other American made films to his account. He explained that the selling conditions are such in
his territory that it is to the advantage of all if a certain
number of films are represented by one house instead of
their being scattered in different offices. We cordially recommend Mr. Brockliss to any manufacturer desiring representation in Europe. During his brief stay in this country he
may be addressed at the Hotel Cadillac, New York, or the
New York or Chicago office of the Moving Picture World.
The Sansone Amusement Co. will open the "Elk" Theater
of Taylorville, 111., as a first-class moving picture house with
the latest illustrated songs. Manager John Sansone is buying a new machine, new curtain, slides, etc., to make an upto-date theater of his new place.

The Acme Film Company, of 12 East 15th Street, have
purchased the Syracuse Film Exchange, formerly conducted
by Mr. F. P. Davis. The Acme Film Company will carry
a complete line of supplies and furnish the same grade of
exclusive service that has made their New York office a
success.
The Lake Shore Film Exchange Company of Cleveland,
Ohio, E, Mandlebaum, president, seems to have taken on a
new lease of life on its entrance into the independent field.
A branch office has been established at Columbus, Ohio, under the management of Mr. W. B. Ward, and another at
Cincinnati, Ohio, under the management of Mr. A. Dressner;
both gentlemen well and favorably known in the film business. The Cleveland office, which recently moved into commodious premises on the ground floor, is still under the
management of Mr. W. Mang.
As a Licensed exchange, the Lake Shore did a very large
business up until a few weeks ago, and no doubt Mr. Mandlebaum will soon be one of the heaviest buyers of the Independent product. He is a jobber for the Edison and Powers
machines in his territory, and has a special machine department carrying a complete outfit of parts.
There being another active Licensed exchange in Cleveland, the General Film Company did not see the necessity for
two aggressive exchanges in that territory. Mr. Mandlebaum
could have sold out to the General Film Company, but he
is still a young man and active and desires to remain in the
business, and there being no other alternative, he applied for
Independent service through the Sales Company, into whose
ranks he was eagerly welcomed. A man of Mr. Mandlebaum's stamp is a credit to the business, and his many
friends in Cleveland and vicinity will no doubt continue to
give him a large share of their patronage.
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The Hamlet of the film
This week the Great Northern Film Company will release
a moving picture taken from Shakespeare's Hamlet. Artistically, as a picture of much beauty, but especially as a picture of very excellent acting, one feels on seeing a private
view of it that it is indeed a notable success. The mechanical work of the Great Northern Film Company deserves
high praise and this picture seems very well done.
The film impresses one most as a picture of the histrionic
art of Herr Neuss. It would be delightful if one could come
pare its excellencies with films showing the Hamlet of Booth,
of the elder Sothern, of Kean, of Irving. The pleasure of
comparing many great Hamlets will belong to the critics of
the following generations. But the Great Northern Film
Company is to be congratulated on having the photograph
of so interesting a Hamlet a, Herr Neuss', and he is to be
congratulated on having so clear a picture of his representation of this strange but very human prince.
Perhaps in all dramatic literature there is no character
that gives to the competent actor a surer road to the hearts
of menall than
this. heart,
Hamlet's
mystery,
humanity,
but
above
his warm
endear
him to his
every
generation.
Like poor, lovable Don Quixote. his sympathetic tenderness
is one of the keys to his mystery. Hamlet had a marvelous
insight into human characters and his mind worked so
quickly that often the situation seemed pictured to him as
by a lightning's
He was
royalandprince
if he
sought
revenge it flash.
was always
as a a ruler
a justand
ruler.
In watching this film, 1 was anxious to discover how much
of Hamlet'es character could be revealed apart from the
words that bear witness to ln~ thoughts. Of course, I was
hindered by this that I remembered many of his word- and.
so, was likely to see qualities in the picture that otherwise
would not have been so plain As 1 watched the scenes unj rolled, the pictures gave me thoughts that did "often lie to
' deep for
Herr Neuss' Hamlet of the film vividly accents the heart
qualities of the character, when he first comes out on tinea,tie', platform— it is the actual Castle Cronsberg
(Elsi-
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nore) — he places his hands on the shoulders of Horatio and
Marcellus in a way that suggests how much his affection
leaned upon their friendship, yet it was the gesture of a
prince, too, of one who in the supreme moment will not be
ruled but be the ruler. Again, when he advises Ophelia
(Fraulein Sannom) to enter a nunnery, his gestures convey
so deep a tenderness that the scene is poignantly affecting.
In this Hamlet nothing could be plainer than the quickness of his perceptions. In the scene where King Claudius
(Herr. Aagel Hertel; is overcome with remorse and Hamlet
comes upon him as he prays on the steps of his throne, the
prince, now sure of his guilt, is about to stab him. The
dagger is raised. As he bends over to strike, he sees the
king's face.
The away.
dagger is caught half-way in its descent and
Hamlet
tip-toes
Fraulien Sannom makes a very beautiful Northland Ophelia; she seems a true princess; but on the screen she is perhaps more
poetic
thanhave
mad.been.
In other
word,, ofshe
as
pathetic
as she
might
The acting
all wasn't
the characters is very intelligent and dramatic.
OPERATORS BALL!— LAST CALL.
Only a week remains before the grand Entertainment and
Ball of the Moving Picture Operators' Benevolent AssociaHall, 19-23
Place. New
City, tion,
onat Arlington
Friday evening,
April St.
21, Mark',
IQII. Judging
fromYork
the
,<reat number of tickets already sold, there will be many
more operators on hand ready to trip the light fantastic than
the hall will accommodate. The object of this dance and
entertainment is a very worthy one. a, it aims to establish
a sick benefit fund for operator, who are members of the
Association. All of the proceeds go to this worthy charity.
Many of the film manufacturering companies and other well
known concerns in the trade have lent their support by taking large advertising space in the handsome souvenir journal
or programme. Other firms that have it t done SO are hereby
reminded that there is still some space left in the 1 ■
or write Robert Goldblatt, care B. W. Borkowitz, 210 East
14th St . New York City.
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AN APPEAL.
In the la-i issue of tlii— paper there appeared several letters addressed to the editor commendatory of the educational page and its obj< cts
flu- oft-repeated desire for an advance in educational cinematography i-being echoed in all parts of the country: that
an echo should come from exhibitors is not only t<> their
credit but is also an evidence of the distinct and progressive
nature of the present application of moving picture-.
It i- extremely interesting to watch the growth of public
opinion in every phase of applied cinematography; when we
say "public opinion" we do not mean only the general public
who attend the theaters, but the universal public,, including
all authorities, as also those actively interested in moving
picture work.
This growth of public opinion ha- been along lines long
ago laid down in these pages; those directly interested in
moving picture- have caught the higher desires of wise ad-

one side; and a discriminating public mind on the
other. The outcome of this rapid and commendable advance
is the appeal for more films upon educational subject-; also
that more education shall be shown in subjects that in
themselves are not intended to be educational.
A Strong lesson to be learned by manufacturer- from these
published appeal- is the increasingly greater need for more
evidences of education, in the usual class of subjects which
seems to be the particular brand of every maker.
Too much attention may be given to good photography,
or to good acting; while too little attention may be given
thought.
It i- not enough only to raise the technical and moral
nature
of the' play,
suit thehave
artist
and the
must
be remembered
thatto people
mind-,
and censor;
that theit mind
needs a food of satisfaction of greater value than that which
appeals to the eye or the ear
Feed the mind! The wise man feeds his body with suitable and profitable food.
The glutton feeds his appetite regardless of help or injury.
often needing the doctor. The sensualist uses his eyes and
ears to ivc>] his baser self, and he needs the censor. The
intelligent man uses all his senses and faculties to feed his
mind and i- benefited thereby A banquet is a very enjoyable affair, courses, change-, varieties, well prepared and well
served. A moving picture entertainment should also be an
enjoyable affair; it i- the coming universal entertainer of all
classes, therefore it must be full of changes, varieties, the
serious, emotional, humorous; successful and satisfactory becaiw well prepared and well served. The appeal will not be
in vain, responsive chord- are sounding in every direction,
the harmony of pleasure with intelligence is blending in
happy
accord.
A WONDERFUL
INVENTION— COMING?
Times out of mind the voice with the picture has been an
accomplished fact, only to become an accomplished failure.
The difficulties of synchronization have been only too manifest, and. despite the fact that many and varied scientific
names have blended in the naming of a mechanism that combined sight and speech; we are today without the voice witn
the picture Other shortcomings would also appear in the
monotone of a single phonographic voice, which would not
only become tiresome, but would also be little more than of
an explanatory nature, in that it could not follow the many
voice- and part- of a theatrical representative. That which
is really needed is the talking picture, not a picture and a
phonograph in separate parts, with a two-machine difficulty,
but a veritable picture film that shows pictures and talks at
tune A combined film and record, one that takes
picture- and records sounds at the the same time; a mechanical eye and ear. The representative of a leading French
film maker told the writer recently that -uch a wonderful
invention was occupying the attention of some eminent
French cTneniatographists at the present time. It is certainly a laudable
ambition
which,
if successful,
will again

revolutionize the moving

picture world in all its ag<

usefulness.
Think of a real theatrical representative being
caught in both -mind and sight, and reproduced upon one
machine with one record- -film, thus giving figures and voiceidentically a- in life: the effect i- almost too startling to con
template.
Nevertheless who -hall dare to declare n impossible? to
the writer's mind it seem- but a natural outcome of the circumstances as they confront us today The cinematograph
is a wonder, but it i- here; the phonograph i- a wonder, yet
lure; a combined cine-phono-graph is a wonder; it
l- not here, but it i- coming.
Some

Things for Which

the Moving Picture is to be Blamed
— or Praised.

It is an old story that the moving pictures have killed the
cheap theaters, and seriously injured the cheap vaudeville;
but tin- is not all by any mean- Certain place-, usually
found on the coiner- of streets, in which the corner loungers
frequently stray, are complaining of diminished trade li
suburban towns, especially, the authorities declare that corner meetings which often resulted in mischief are no longer
The 'ii.
streets, too, are not the resorts of young people as
coram
much as formerly, the moving picture has provided a place
to go, something to -,-,■ and tO do, A further benefit iarising from the fact that the constantly bettering of the picture- and theaters is proving beneficial to the mori I
their patrons. .Social condition- generally are on the upward grade, making it possible to assume that if the future
l- to be a larger growth of the present, the time is not far
distant when the moving picture places will become a distinct aid to the sucial and moral well-wisher- of every community. In thi- transitory state it will be wise for all in
authority to lend their aid in using tin agency of the cinematograph to combat many of the current evils. It is pleasant to record the growth of the powers of the moving pictures in supplanting many present evils, besides offering a
positive attraction for good.
A UNIQUE POSITION.
I- it worth while calling attention to the fact that this
paper i- perhaps the only publication devoted entirely to the
educational principle- of cinematography? That this is SO,
is. we believe, an actual fact. The English "Bioscope" has
published a series of articles pertinent to these subjects,
not venturing to maintain a continued interest in that which
- mii-t form a permanent feature of moving picture
development. In this unique position past experiences have
proved the wisdom of this effort, making clear the actual
necessity of its purpose in the future. We tru-t it i- clearly
understood by our army of readers that the applied uses of
cinematography to education l- not the only object we have
in view; the uses of education in all branches of moving picture work is also another division of this importa
which we trust will be equally profitable.
TEACHING
THROUGH
THE
EYE.
The Prediction of an Authority.
The President of the Brooklyn Institute of Science and
Art. which last week presented a certificate of Honorary
Membership to Rear- Admiral Peary, remarked in a subsequent address, that be believed -uch progress was bein|
made in cinematography; that within the space of five years
"teaching
through
and
art

the eye" would

be an accomplished

fact

The Brooklyn Institute i- known the world over as one of
the most powerful of its kind. It is not in the least surprising that this endorsement of and further testimony to the
value of the moving picture, should come from such a source.
The further value of thi- statement comes as an incentive
to encourage those mo-t vitally interested, whose attitude
has hitherto been s,, lukewarm
in this direction.
There can be no doubt that all endeavors and enterprises
arising
in the fulfilment
of this prediction
will meet
with
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A letter signed "Oklahoma," and bearing the title "Aprift"
(probably "Adrift") contains the following: Open with
waltz until friend pat- him on -boulder, then "All I Get is
Sympathy" till he pick-, up bat, then "I Don't Know Where
I'm Going" till next scene, then "Life's a Funny Proposition" till he pull- gun out of pocket, then soft hurry (crescendo for climax). When he picks up girl (?) go back to
"Life'- a Funny Proposition" till he i- sitting down in house,
then "What's the Use of Dreaming"; when friend comes in
and shakes hand, "Gee, but it's Great to meet a Friend."
Waltz for gallery scene till friend shows his picture, then
"Some Day When Dreams Come True." When he is introduced to huly. "How do you do Miss Josephine." When -he
Mary " "No Place Like Home" for next
• is getting cold toward her. "All
that las
•> ■ in studio "I Love my Wife, but
lid," then 'Be Sweet to Me Kid," "Next to Your
etc. For the girl crying scene I use "Nobody Little
about all only waltzes that I use for this
picture
If you think I ajn playing right and us
judgment, let me know.
If not, tel! me my weaknesI have
studied hard to learn to play for picture-, and I never get to
only at night at the show.
I play them at sight.
■t recall the picture and therefore cannot venture an
opinion as to the appropriate music.
The method you are
pursuing ha-, I believe, the -auction of most picture players
and 1 do not care to criticize it From it- musical synop-is,
above, I should judge the story to be dramatic
rather than comic, and, as a general rule, I favoi
ipaniment for the latter rather than for the fomur
Hut I do not remember the picture and therefore can say
bout tin- particular case. After all, a- I have so
d out, the principal thing
your audience musically the important part- of t!
told
by tin- picture Songthetitles
will often
by their
situation
(and provoke
they .. a smile
e not apt), and ii
on that 1 feel cauul using them in dramatic scene-.
Both sentimental
are well described by well known
hard to find anyttcr than plaintive songs whether known
pathetic character
Every
and I dare saj
having all your music "in your i iklahoma"
Buffalo asks
number-,
i northern idyl

which

I have found

' I he 1 our W •

■

! be used
1 nun
very useful:
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that this form of music predominates among picture players.
Wherever you go you hear the same routine of "waltz and
two-step, two-step and waltz." with a popular song thrown
nally by the way of variety. There are so many
other pleatsic that might be u-ed to diversify
the program and render it more attractive, that I wonder
more do not take advantage of them. Reveries. Novelettes,
Intermezzo's
(other thai.
...voltes, and any
number of character pieces which would often be more acceptable than the dance music so generally used. And they
are not difficult to find, either; I believe any publisher will
send you a catalogue of hi- wares if you tell him
are and what purpose you want it for. If those who are unthinkingly addicted to tin
lance music exand they are many) will follow
they will probably thank me for it some day
at least they
matic music is an
Rfhich should
included
jj that be melo-dra
on their list. There i- plenty of that on the market, too
C.

J. A.,

Chicago, 111., writes:
Have not written the
a long time, but neverthi
ce I la-t wrote !
ired the management of the Orpheum. first with a
partner and at ] :
You have my sincerest
wishesture theater
in your endeavor to uplift the mu-ic end of the pic"In the April 1st edition of the World I read .
on your
seemsfrom
to feel
because the pianist ut'(or,
as I page
should He
judge
n grieved
letter, the leader,
| an the- drummer
1 will Intry tl
tO enlighten 'Connecticut'ardon
on tithe abbreviation) is
ble.
evidently not an A F of M man or be would receive the
same wage- a- the other side men, though not so much as the
leader, which title alone should explain whj

■

"Thereh
i- an ..Id joke among musicians
effect in
thatthea
certain
:ii- and toa the
drummer
orchestra
This joke i- possibly a little overdrawn,
but it
Conn, would look into tlii- from both sides of the q
■I realize why 1 <
as the leader
To quote bun: 'the piano is furnished by the
theater and the piam • player buy- :i!
while a drummer must buy two or three htii.
ind watch the picture from start to finish
bis article be says '1 am
etc
If tin- drummer i- correct in this phrase, 'am playing
the tme-t houses,' 1 believe t\
wrong with the management or hi- next words are
\i/ 'the player buys an occasional piece ol music'
"It seems to me that it would be imp —
to handle
and
esp< I

mend the numbers

■

going

t,,

let

and night out

you want

in their

the

l have tbool four hundred
I
est pan!.
take up the time

■

may find what

• • I- the "tber .1 : .

'I have a drummei working h •
ha- been drumming nine monthi
bclU in a \rry creditable i
on the sp
this man had ni
i I thai ihr pnl.ln I- more familial
(ban with anj

■

. ■ lempn

' . brijrhl
\i time

...

\ ,.), from

mi drum-'
able
Job in nun

:

handling
• n when

ll M

It i It, aui ,• o( this popularit) |

driimnir!

,

i the

nthei

i

, nditures,
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over the picture >how brethren?
Again, as to the effect making for pictures.
Docs not Conn, realize that the manager
could hire a prop bov to make clYeci- ami pay liim much less
for doing so than he is paying the drummer? Also in a short
ibly do as well a- the drummer? 1 have seen some
line effect men who did not know anything about drums.
"Let us take tlu- last phrase ol hi- remark- — 'must watch
art to finish.' Does Conn, think that he
more attention to the picture for sound effects than
the leader of the orchestra (whether he be pianist or violind usical effects?
"Pajdon
me that
it I communication
have taken up too
muchwithout
of your
time, a but
could
not let
go by
taking
fly
at it Am enclosing some of my programs and they will explain my position on the 'orchestra tor picture' question. Seven
pieces and am looking for more that are good. If the Exhibitors' Convention is held in Chicago this year, will make
it a point to look you up."
"C. J. A." was formerly pianist in the house of which he
now has the management. He encloses a number of programs, which indicates his enterprise as a manager. He is
billing his shows like a dramatic production, with titles and
synopsis of pictures, in some cases the cast of characters
and the musical program.
C. E. S.

The Edison Oxygen Generator.
A correspondent from Chillicothe, Ohio, who neglects to
sign his name asks us to send him instructions for operating
the Oxygen Generator, as he has mislaid those received with
the apparatus. From the description we take it to be the
Edison Oxygen Generator (Goodyear patent), which outfit we have
used on several occasions with
much satisfaction. Presuming that
our correspondent knows nothing
about the working of the oxyhydrogen light, of which the Edison apparatus is a simplification,
we will say that the oxygen is
generated in the large tank (as
shown in the accompanying cut)
from which it passes through a
series of controlling valves and a
rubber tube connection to the
small tank which is seen attached
to the side of the larger one.
In the small tank the oxygen
mixes with an inflammable vapor
such as produced by ether or gasoline, passing from there through
another rubber tube to the jet. It
will be seen that there are two
tube connections to the jet. One
conveys ether only, the other oxygen. By manipulating the valves
to each tube so that the proper
quantity of oxygen is mixed with
the ether a brilliant and steady
flame is obtained at the tip of the jet which heats the lime to
the degree of incandescence required for projection.
The oxygen is obtained from cakes of a substance called
oxone or oxylythe. This is injurious to the skin and must
be handled carefully. First loosen the four thumbscrews
around the top of the large tank and lift out the center piece.
Inside this will be found a receptacle for the oxone. The
outside tank is then filled with water up to a mark about
four inches from the top. The cover part, with the oxone
receptacle attached, is then let down in the water and
screwed down tightly. Oxygen gas immediately begins to
generate, but automatically ceases under a certain pressure
if the valves are closed.
Unscrewing the nut on the top of the small cylinder gives
an opening through which commercial ether is poured until it
begins to run out of a hole half way down the side which must
be opened before the filling. This being done, the small
cylinder is again hooked on to the side of the larger one,
and all the valves closed, of course, until the proper connections are made to the jet. Now to get the light. The controlling valve on the top of the oxygen tank is slightly opened,
this releases the oxygen which rushes into the small cylinder
and gives pressure to the ether. Xext open the valves at the
lie ether cylinder (stamped H to distinguish them
from the oxygen), and apply a match to the tip of the
jet when you will get a flame of yellow color like that of
hydrogen
gas.
Regulate this to a height of about four
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inches and then gradually turn on the oxygen (O) valve
regulating the two until you get the proper intensity of light.
Without the use ©f a diagram ctvt it is hardly possible to
make the instructions clearer We will obtain this and print
full directions if enough of our readers are interested.
We take tin- opportunity to say that we have found the
Edison oxy-ethei .
absolutely safe even in the
most inexperienced hands. It produces a steady and powerful light equal to oxy-hydrogen and sufficient to project a
picture large enough for the ordinary hall. It is less difficult to handle and even less dangerous than electricity. For
lantern slide projection it is preferable to the electric
arc. For the church, the school, and even the traveling showman, wc know of nothing better than the portable self-contained gas-making outfit known as the oxygen generator, of
which there are several makes on the market.

Victoria Theater, Lawrence, Mass.
Built by Franz Carl Koenig, Philadelphia, Pa.
The cut herewith shows the facade of one of the most
perfect small theaters in the United States. It is the Victoria Theater, at Lawrence, Mass. Though it has a seating
capacity of 900, the space it occupies is only 34 feet by 99
feet long, and lobby space has been deducted from its length.
The lay-out of the house is simple, and, as you see in the
cut, it has a large open lobby. From this a five-foot stairway on each side leads to the mezzanine floor, and above
that to a balcony. The windows on each side above the front
sign, light and ventilate these stairways. The balcony is by
no means a freak, although the house is small. On the contrary, the space is so well arranged that every seat in it, and
the standing room also, affords a full view of the stage and
the pictures. On the mezzanine floor below the balcony on
each side are box seats with sixty chairs. The balcony being
above, these boxes are more or less private, and this is a
good
box parties.
in the arrangement
center of theformezzanine
floor,The
and operator's
directly inroom
centeris
with the picture curtain. This arrangement will interest
operators who know the difficulties of getting a perfect picture under other conditions. At the rear of the operating
room
the manager's
office, and and
on one
each for
sideladies.
of thatThese
is a
retiringis room,
one for gentlemen
arc in easy reach of all. The manager's office is lighted by
the large windows shown in the cut above the entrance
doors. From his desk the whole house may be readily controlled. The operator's room is directly under his eye. He
overlooks the mezzanine floor and the auditorium. All stage
orders are given by telephone to the stage manager and he
can call attention to any defect in the performance at once.
The operator's room is an iron frame, with asbestos boards.
It is furnished with four machines, two picture machines,
one stereopticon and one spot light. A special ventilating
pipe runs from it to the roof.
There is no smell or foul air in the house at any time of
the year, for a perfect ventilating system has been installed.
By it, fresh air from the rear of the building is drawn
through openings on each side of the proscenium arch. In
winter this air is heated but it is always fresh. In the front
are two large ventilating pipes, running from the auditorium
floor to the roof. These are connected with horizontal ventilating fan which draws the foul air from the auditorium,
the mezzanine floor and the balcony; all of which are connected with it.
The lighting of the whole house, except the lobby and
front, is controlled by a panel board on the stage; the others
being controlled by a panel board in the box office. The
lighting effect is economical. There is no direct radiation
on any floor, except at the side entrance to the balcony, the
cash booth and the office.
The stage is as perfect as possible. The dressing rooms
are under it. But they have plenty of ventilation, as each
has a window looking out on the street at the back of the
building. Hot and cold water closets are also provided for
the stage. The stage door is large and is connected with a
large stairway to the basement. The acoustic properties
throughout the house are perfect in every respect. Every
detail of sound can be heard in every corner of the house.
Great care has been taken in providing exits for the auditorium and the stage. There are two leading from the rear of
the auditorium and two from the stage. The stage outfit has
been carefully selected, not only as regards the scenery, but in
every detail. The asbestos curtain is worked by an electrical
device; the push-curtain by a special patented device for side
pulling.
The front decorations are made of galvanized iron and
staff. The cash booth is of wood and staff. A large window
gives a rich stained glass effect. The wainscoting and steps
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England.

Since Mr Elmer Walters «a< placed in charge ■•' the old
Union Hill Theater; whose name has been changed to the
eater, bu>me-- ha- revived considerably, owing to
the expert management of Mr. Walters, who is an old-timer
m the show business, and one who knows the game thorMessrs. Hennocksburg & Wesley are the proprietors of
the Globe.
This concern
uccosful house in
Gardner, Mass., and another in Syracuse, X. V. All these
houses are playing the policy of pictures and vaudeville.
The World's New England representative has been informed that the St. Mary- Catholic Church. Pawtucket, R.
I . i- to introduce motion pictures as a method of religious
instruction. The pictures are to illustrate Bibh
The advent of the moving picture education will come soon
after Easter, ami. if the plan proves acceptable, will probably be adopted by other nearby churches, which are awaiting the result of the experiments with interest Signs continue to multiply that the Church is beginning to see the
immense religious and educational aspects of mo1
and that they are falling into line slowly but surely. Let
the good work come on apace!
Mr. John C. Bbwker, a lecturer of Lawrence, Mass., has
been sued by Thomas Cook & Sons, of Boston, managers
Tours, for $50,000 damages. The plaintiffs allege
that
in a to
recent
on the
"Passion
Play" objectionable
Mr. Bowker
referred
themlecture
in what
they
considered
terms. The papers have been tiled in the Boston Court
House.
Manager Harry F. Campbell, of the Princess Theater.
Marboro, Mass., decided to close the house on "Holy Week,"
and will open the Princess the following Monday. The Princess alternates between Independent pictures and vaudeville
and road shows. The house is the best in Marboro, and is
doing a very good business.
Messrs. Carlson & Mayer have completed plans for the
erection of a large theater to be built in Haverhill, Mass.
The house is expected to accommodate 1,600 people and will
be the largest house in Haverhill. The auditorium will seat
practically 1,000 people, and will be 85 feet deep by 80 feet
wide. The house is expected to be open by September 15,
and will be managed by Mr. L. B. Mayer, a brother of Mr.
R. \Y Mayer, one of its promoters. Mr. L. B. Mayer is at
present directing two house- in Haverhill and is accounted
an expert in the theatrical line. Haverhill can easily stand
an expensive, high class moving picture and vaudeville theater, such as this one is intended to be; and the house
should be a winner. Both Mr. Carlson and Mr. Mayer are
well acquainted with conditions in that city, as the former
hails from Lawrence, Mass., and the latter is often in Haverhill because of his brother's residence there. The house will
be located on Merrimac Street, the best thoroughfare in the
city for a large theater.
Mr J. M.. Salamon. of Littleton, N. H., went before the
selectmen of that town and requested that he be granted a
license to operate a moving picture theater. The selectmen
have held up the license until they shall have made an investigation, with a view to ascertaining whether Littleton
needs another moving picture theater. The town already
boasts of one -mall house.
Mr. John Keon, manager of the Comique Theater, Salem,
Mass., 1- doing an excllent business using Licensed films,
illustrated songs and no vaudeville. Mr. Keon personaly
picks out his picture program at the Boston office of the
General Film Company, and states that a good class of wellselected pictures and illustrated songs are just about what is
wanted in old Salem town.
Mr. Charles Hodgton, proprietor of the Princess Theater,
Wakefield, Mass.. prepared himself for "Holy Week." The
Princess featured the "Life of Moses" reels to the limit, and
cut out their usual vaudeville bill. The chances are that this
program brought more people to the box office during the
Holy Week" than the usual bill would have done. Mr.
Hodgdon reports his theater as doing a good business, and
he has no complaints to offer.
Colonel John Dovey, who recently acquired the large Colonial Theater, of Lowell, Mass., is doing well with his new
experiment. The Colonel knifed his vaudaville bill for
Holy
Week," Graham,
and played
Licensed
reelsPalace
and songs
only.Fall
Mr. George
manager
of the
Theater,
River, Mass., is considering the advisability of playing a
stock company in his theater over the summer months, instead of the regular attractions of pictures and vaudeville.
At any rate, the "pop" vaudeville will return to the Palace
in the early fall, should the stock company hi- tried as an
experiment.
HENRY.
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Boston.
The Apollo Theater.
Boston will so
more high class theater.
built lorture,the
express
purpo-e ..n
.>!' exploiting
tin- Street,
motion near
picfhe Apollo Theater.
Washington
Dover, is now in the proce-- of construction, and will be
ready for its opium- tin- summer. The house wil
people, the full limit allowed to all places of amusement in,
Boston, not conforming to the regulations required "f the
regular theater-. Messrs Martin. Alexander, Sin
lime- are backing the enterprise, which will cost $35,000
before it 1- completed. The house ha- a good location, and.
being brand-new from cellar to roof, should he successful
with pictures and vaudeville.
The Moving Picture Endorsed.
In these column- of March 25, the World'- Xew England,
representative made note of the fact that the moving pictures were to be excluded from exhibition in the schools of
Boston, owing to the danger from fire which would arise
from their use. Tin- movement, a- was then stated, was
brought about by Mr. Charles E. Brock, of the Public
School Committee, who found that the good result- to bfj
obtained from the use of the cinematograph in schools, was
overbalanced by the evil effects, to-wit: their use would
provide the first incentive for children to frequent the moving picture theaters, and the danger from tire. With such
narrow ideas coming from the Hub, it is pleasing to note
that Mr. Joseph Lee of the School Committee holds more!
liberal views regarding moving pictures. In a discussion of
Sunday plays held in the vestry of the South Congregational
Church, Mr. Lee stated he considered the moving picture tcj
be a most commendable institution, and that he -aw no
wrong in having the man who labors throughout the week;
visit the photoplay theater on Sunday.
Dr. Edward Cummings was also present at the discussion!
and was asked if he did not think the moving picture shows
were bad things to be open Sundays. Thanks to the good
common sense of Dr. Cummings! He replied that he waS
one of the few who had personally — mind you — personally 1
investigated the Sunday moving picture shows. He found
that some 20,000 people attended these shows on Sunday —
fathers and mothers with their children. "As a rule," Dr.
Cummings added, "the shows were very enjoyable, espe-;
ciallly since the films had been censored." Dr. Cummings
remarked that he should like to see a moving picture show;
111 his church (South Congregational), and that it would be
a good thing for other churches as these moving pictures
are SPLENDIDLY EDUCATIONAL. Well, when people
PERSONALLY look over the moving picture field, they
usually feel called upon to utter similar recommendations!
Dr. Cummings' and Mr. Lee's high position among Boston
citizens, should make their views of great weight, and be)
of aid to motography.
Biograph Note.
Mr. George I. Appleby, manager of the Star Theater,
Tremont Row, informs us that he "passed up" the Biograph
reel. "Priscilla and the Umbrella," released April 3. The
incident is worth mentioning since that reel was the only
picture released by the Biograph Company since la-t June,
not exhibited by Manager Appleby. "Not at all up t" the
standardment. of
Biographtells
pictures."
washasMr.
Appleby's
comThis manager
us that he
joined
the Masons.
This great
order,Appleby
together well
with known
the Elks
make
Manager
to and
many"White
outsideRats,"
the
trade.
The National Theater.
The National Theater, which has been ready for occupancy since October last, will not open until next fall, according to present reports. Seating nearly 4,000 and built
entirely of stone, this house shows a big loss, due to being
unable to open because of faulty construction in the rear
wall. Mr.
B. 1". Keith
shouldering
this load, Amusement
having acquired the National
fromis the
Gordon Brothers
Company, who originally promoted the house. The house
was taken over by Mr. Keith while in the process of construction. These later developments which have kept the
house "dark" since October make the National somewhat
of a "white
elephant"
Mr. itKeith
probably
make
a winner
out of just
the now,
house but
when
is oncewillable
to be
open.
Moving pictures and vaudeville will be the offerings.
HENRY.
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Los Angeles Notes.

By Richard V. Spencer.
Bison Director 111. — Mr Montgomery, assistant manager
and director of the Bison Company, was suddenly taken
seriously ill with ptomaine poisoning Tuesday. April 3. He
had just reported at the studio Tuesday morning when attacked. He wa- placed in a waiting automobile and hurried
increasing rapidly," -aid Mr. Bowen.
to hi- hotel, and a doctor summoned. A- this is being writSaid Mr Brown: "Moving picture- have been in u-e in
ten. Mr. Montgomery is reported better and is re
the Illinois State institutions for some time." Also Supt.
Mr. Bal-hofer i- now- on hi- way East, and now with Mr.
Hart at the Lincoln State School and Colony has used them
Montgomery ill. the Bison Company will enjoy a brief vacafor more than a year; and Dr. Carriel, superintendent of the
tion pending hi- recovery
Jacksonville Hospital for the In-ane has also had great sucSelig to Double Capacity of Edendale Studio.— Mr. Willce-s with them for a considerable time. Dr. Sidney D. Wiliam X. Selig. president of the Selig Poly-cope Company:
ntly elected superintendent of the Elgin State HosMr.
George
Kleine.
representative
of the Gaumont
and
pital for the In-ane, has had them in operation for about
nipanies. and Mr
frank I. Howard,
live months Other -tate hospitals are arranging to install
were
recently the guests of Mr. Francis Hogg-, the Selig dimachine-.
rector, in a -tage coach "joy ride." The ride took place in
"Difficulty is experienced in getting the right kind of films.
the recently acquired -tage coach which was purch
The greatest possible care must be exercised by a superina Santa Ana company,
and which had. in years gone by.
tendent m selecting picture- that will have the proper influplayed an important part in Southern California tr
ence upon disordered mind-. Moving pictures have been
tion. The party were driven to points of interest in the vireferred to, in loose writing, as methods of cure for the incinity of the city, and upon their return said that they had
sane Moving pictures do not and never will cure an insane
enjoyed the trip very much.
Mr. Selig has made arrangeman — that is, re-tore him to hi- right mind, hut they afford
ments to double the capacity of the present Edendale Studio,
him a pleasure and an amusement which ameliorate his
on which he has already -pent a quarter of a million dollars,
condition."
making it as it stand- to-day the largest moving picture
The beauties of Chicago residences will be shown by movstudio on the coa-t.
The new studio when completed
will
ing pictures at the real estate -how in Chicago April jH to
have co t the Selig Company in the neighborly
May 7
000, and will be the large-t and most SUmptUOUsl)
studio in the United State-.
When the new Selig studio is
Overtures have been made by three moving picture producers for the right to take pictures at the annual regatta
completed, a new -t.»ck company will probably be organized,
of the Mi-sj-sippi Valley Power Boat Association, which
in which ca-e the Selig Company
will have two permanent
will be held the first week in July at Dubuque,
Iowa.
stock companies at work in Edendale, which, with their Chicago company, will give them three producing companies
Seventy-five members of the lir-t Episcopal Church, of
capable
of
working
at
the
same
time
without interfering with
Seymour, Ind., are -aid to have signed a pledge that they
one another.
The ground- of the present studio are being
will not attend any theater, including photoplay performconstantly looked after by a gardener
Grass, Hi
ances, for a year. Oh, very well.
graceful
ferns
now
adorn
both
the
exterior
and interior of
Sunday moving picture shows were an issue of the village
the grounds.
election at Webster Groves, Missouri. V. O. Sanders, of
Pathe.— Mr. lame- Young
Deer, the l'athe director, was
the Citizens' ticket which -topped the Sunday shows, was
recently handed a big surprise package on the ■•
rlected by vote of 744 againsl 673 tor .1 B. Wil on, candiIn- recent, but not forgotten, birthday
The first
date for the Independent party, which favored opening the
came in the presentation of a beautiful engraved gold watch
ihows on Sunday.
presented
by the members ..f the Pathe Stock Company.
ikee, Wis., showed motion pictures at a city ball.
The
inner
case
bears
the
inscription:
"Presented
to I Young
Two of five floors at the ball gnen for the benefit of the
De.r by the Path.- Stock Company."
TIk back •
Unemployed in Milwaukee, wen devoted to moving pictures.
1- al-o engraved with a handsome
three initial 1
University of Wi-con-111 1- to tight the hou-e-tly pest with
Among the other gifts received by Mr Young Deer were a
motion picture- Sixty moving picture exhibition-, some of
handsome
gold watch fob with an engraved charm, and a
tliein out of doors, will be gnen in Milwaukee, Wis., in the
new summer suit ..1 the latest approve.! w<
campaign against the dangers of the house-fly and unsanio'red
cloth.
That night the member- of the Coin;
tur> dairy conditions.
This work will he done under the
the guests of the director in a box party at the Olympic, a
musical comedy
theater
After the show
the mei
direction of the extension department of the University of
I fie lectures by Harvey Dee Brown,
the Olympic Stock Company,
together wit
of the univer-ity,
will be in connection
with the public
paired to the Bristol Cafe a- the guests
.-1 ho,, 1 and
ocial center work in Milwaukee.
The FortThere followed an enjoyable -upper in which lb.
nightly lub
(
at Monmouth,
111. will undertake a -imilar
..f both stock companies participated
l
supper, Young Deer rounded up a bunch ol
• to be worked in connection with the photoplay
of thai city.
the whole party were -..on enroiite for tb. I
sort in the Santa Monica Canyon
it was
' nan-, in celebrating the anniversary of the ir vicwhen the party finally returned t.. Los \
capture ol Puebla i.\ <.cncral Diaz, showed moving
hour the Pathe din Ctor declined !
Pathe. — I he Pathe Com]
Earl Hubbell, of Princeton, 111, i- now operator at the
downtown
■ r. Henry, 111.
1 G Ml.
- has purchased from \ | Frances a hah
il shopping
district,
-tr.et traffic
and curious
spectilan
the Bijou moving picture theater. Alton, 111, and
Film Bonfre.— sml- pending in
l \ Doolittle, 01 the Colonial an. I Colonade theaters.
•. O-roel proKr.n
seizure ol J
an innovation in Galcsburg, III.
ufactured
name ..| thl
H I. Eck, of Jacksonville, 111. ha- sold the Majestic The• roll, formerlj of Beards
ure
was made
b> Deputj I
tOWn, III A new front 1- among the change- which will be
following
l
That

thing picture-, rightly -elected, is becoming more common in the various -tate charitable instils the announcement by Secretary A. L. Bowen, of
of the Illinois
Charitable
Commission.
•Springfield,
i moving picturefor the
entertainment
of the "The
insane useis

■

\ ii' v. thi '
d on South Sixth Mr. < ■
ton. 111.
pl.iv
hi by Vrchie Henderson and will he .» itrictly photo
1 Mn. I1 in1 II,,
1.,. 1 I ,,.,:.!
..,, ha 1 purcl
ed from R \ I ..\ '
Mil- I.
.
I hi

■urn

will

he

known

.. -

plaintiffs ol
• the. -mt. and thi
had u-e. I
Pathe i.m .

I .n

ma Gannon, who has been soloist .a the Princess
Galva, Hi. ha accepted .1 similai position at the
' ..I,,,,,.,!. .,.,!, |,„rg, 111
1 he new I ..Inn lb
powei plant, th< . quipmi
■".I dynamo
1 h< building ii being remodeled
Spauldtng i manager and Clyd< Headley pianist
I II M

v ah!.. mi., V
with (hi I
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Los Angeles Exhibitors;
Church Competition. — Prominent Los Angeles exhibitors
arc up in arm- against the Salem
I hurch, at
Twenty-eighth an.! Hoover Streets. The pastor of the
church, Rev: H. II. Reutepohler, ha- installed a projection
machine aftd ha- been showing religion- films and others at
Thursday and Monday church meetings in order to add to
his small congregation.
The pastor alleges that the purpose of this move is to aid
in the elimination of indecent (?) pictures from public theater.-, and to give the people a place where they may find
good, clean amusement! All pictures relating in any way to
theft, robbery, murder, etc., will not be tolerated, as he believe- that such picture- exercise an abnormal influence upon
young minds.
The pastor when interviewed by a Los Angeles "Express"
reported said: "In the past we have sent out our people to
be amused by the devil. The direct cause for such a large
percentage of the people seeking amusement in places of illrepute, is that a large portion of them have at least eight
hours each day in which to be amused. As nearly all amusements have been commercialized, the keen minds at the
heads of them have resorted to the practice of giving the'
public shows of a sensational and suggestive nature, instead
of furnishing them with places where good, uplifting pleasure can be had. I do not think that anything that will amuse
and interest the people is necessarily bad; therefore, I believe that the installation of moving pictures in the church
will eventually tend to elevate the moral character of the
entire community."
Commenting editorially upon the subject, the Los Angeles
"Examiner,"
Hearst
paper, said:
thatcannot
the young
people
insist aupon
amusements
and "Realizing
that if they
find
them within the church they will seek outside, the Rev. B. H.
Reutopohler, of the Salems Congregational Church, has decided to use motion pictures and illustrated songs to attract
and hold the attention of both young and old. This is distinctly a step in the right lirection. Clean moving pictures
are indeed a good moral force. Hymns illustrated by pictures make them more attractive. This move surely will do
much to increase the attendance at the church in question,
especially at the special services twice a week. But there is
something more these motion pictures can do. They can be
used as nearly living sermons on the conditions of life today. If the church attendance has fallen off there is a reason. Pictures of home life of some persons, of the street
life of otheis, may explain why they stay away from church.
Again, many good church-going citizens do not know how a
considerable portion of their fellow men exists. Perhaps if
it is brought to their attention by motion pictures in the
pulpit coupled with strong sermons by the pastor the different elements in society may be drawn closer together. The
experiment of the Los Angeles preacher is well worth watching closely and copying by the other churches."
How about the exhibitor? The writer interviewed several prominent local exhibitors upon the subject and foufid
them a unit in protesting against the innovation. In the
first place, Mr. Reutepohler makes the broad statement that
Los Angeles picture theaters are each and all dens of iniquity
and wickedness, and that most of the pictures shown are of
crime and immoral subjects. This is a gross, prejudicial
mis-statement, and is a studied insult to the decent, progressive exhibitors of the city. Los Angeles is freer from this
sort of pictures than most other cities, and there has been
little complaint regarding such pictures. The local exhibitors
as a class are exceptionally discriminatory in their selection
of moving pictures and have occasionally returned risque
films to the exchanges with the comment that they would not
show such pictures in their theaters. Aside from a few tenderloin feature banners, there is no just ground for criticism
against the local exhibitors, who are individually and collectively working for the uplift of the business. They declare
that if the Rev. Reutepohler wishes to show moving pictures in his church he, too, must comply with the city ordinances, and since the pictures are being in a frame church
where the projection machine is not properly protected from
the audience, then that is impossible. They also insist that
he pay for a city license, and otherwise operate under the
same restrictions imposed upon the exhibitor. The Los
Angeles exhibitors have paid out hundreds of thousands of
dollars in buying leases and equipping theaters and paying
high rents. Now they find their investment insecure (provided other churches adopt the idea), because the different
churches may purchase machines and by showing free pictures, take away the patronage from the moving picture
theater proper. Another moving picture evening was to have
been provided at the Salems Congregational Church on Sunday evening, the 2d. The building inspector, however, Re-
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fused to allow the exhibition to take place on the ground
that the pa -tor had not complied with the city ordinances regarding moving picture show*. The pa-tor pleaded for a
special permit to -how the films, but this the in-pector refused to grant. The pastor now declares that he is determined to continue with the work and says that he will show
pictures if he has to build a brick theater to do it.
Los Angeles Censorship Defeated. — April 1st proved to be
quite an April Fool Day for the members of the Civic Association, who early repaired to the council chamber to be
present when the Los Angeles censorship ordinance came up
for passage. They learned, however, that the proposed ordinance has been abandoned after a thorough examination
of conditions in the motion picture theaters by Councilman
Andrews, chairman of Legislative Committee, who had the
matter in hand, and others. The committee investigated
nearly all the theaters in town and in no instance found cause
for complaint regarding either management or choice of pictures shown. The writer interviewed Councilman Andrews,
who said that the proposed ordinance had been considered
by the committee and ordered pigeon-holed, which is an
admission that the matter is a closed incident and that the
ordinance will not be passed.
Isis. — The managemers of the Isis (Spring, opposite Mercantile Place) have changed their booking service from
Wednesdays and Saturdays to Mondays and Thursdays.
The house is now showing three Licensed films.
Clune's.— Clune's Main Street Theater has installed an automatic piano in the Main Street foyer. Both the Main
Street
Clune's
Broadway
instead and
of their
former
hours. are now running continuous
Union Dark. — The Union, Main Street between Second and
Third, is dark. An attachment for $111.35 has been filec?
against the theater by the Los Angeles Film Exchange in
Justice Summeriield's court. Another attachment for $42
has also been filed by M. J. Le Vie, and both cases will be
tried in the same court on April 5th. The proprietors of the
Union are C. M. Brockoven and his wife, E. I. Brockoven.
The house has been using old-run Independent films.
Another New Theater.— The Central Broadway Building
Company are altering a store building at 608 South Hill
Street at a cost of $3,681, which when completed will be occupied as a moving picture theater. It is rumored that the
new house
sion rate. will show Independent films at a five cent admisPicture Man Injured. — H. Del Ruth, living at Long Beach,
while attempting to board a car for Los Angeles on his way
to work, missed his hold and was thrown heavily to the
street. His injuries consist of bad scalp wounds, severed
ear and concussion of the brain. The Pacific Electric Companies' surgeon, who dressed his wounds, found no bones
broken, but the patient later developed symptoms of concussion of the brain and became unconscious. Ruth was
25 years of age.
New Beach Theater. — Work has been started at Ocean
Park on a new moving picture theater, being erected for
Kunkler & Irwin, to be built on Ocean Front near the corner of Kinney Street. The new house will cost $15,000 and
will be ready to open by May 30th, the opening of the
Beach season.
Pictures for the Poor. — For the past five years, Mrs. A. I.
Bradley, in charge of juvenile work among the foreigners
at the Bethelehem Institute, has given a stereopticon picture
show every Sunday evening to a large audience of children.
Women come with babie- in their arms, and sometimes men
join in the company. Lately she has added moving pictures
to the other attractions, and they have proven so popular
that she never lacks a crowded audience.
Editorial. — The following editorial appeared in the Los
Angeles "Record" under date of March 29th: "It is said
that the moving picture is not so popular as it was. If that
be true, it is not the fault of the public, but of the show.
Nothing that recent times have given us is richer in possibilities of refined entertainment and even valuable education than the moving pictures. Science, travel, history, the
masterpieces of literature — all these can be placed before the
eyes and planted in the minds of the masses at trifling cost
by this marvelous device. But the enterprising gentlemen
who supply the films appear to think the public wants little
or nothing that is really good or inspiring. They sit up
nights plotting revolting tragedies, exaggerated melodramas and Sunday-supplement comedy to feed our boys
and girls. The moving picture show should be preserved
for the good it may do, even if the public has to buy it up
and supply it as freely as it now does the common school
education. As now conducted, it is long on chaff and short
on wheat."
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To Find Wire Size. — St. Louis, Mo., writes: "Tne wires
coming
:oming into my booth are supposed to be No. 4. They are,
however, of the stranded variety. How can I measure these
wires and ascertain positively whether or not they really are
No.With
4?" a standard B & S wire gauge, measure one of the
strands. In the wire table of any standard work on wiring,
find out how many circular mills there are in a wire the size
of the strand measured. Multiply this number of circular
mills by the number of strands in the wire and the product
will be the total number of circular mills in all the strands;
or, in other words, the total number of circular mills in the
cable. By reference to the tables you will find that a No. 4
wire contains 41,616 circular mills, which, of course, will be
the number of circular mills in the combined strands of
your cable, if it is a No. 4. If it is a No. 6, it will contain
26,244 circular mills, while a No. 5 will contain 32,124. The
diameter of the wire strand may be measured with a micrometer caliper, a "mill" being 1/1,000 of an inch.
Light Trouble and Valuable Recipes. — Can you tell me
what is the trouble with my light? I use no volt, 60 cycle
A. C; Hadtield & Hall current reducer; Arco carbons.
Light burns good at times and then flickers so that I can
only control it by bringing the carbons almost together;
upon separating them again it does the same. The spot at
the gate almost always shows double. The current is poor.
In the afternoons the voltage goes so low one can scarcely
get any light at all. What condenser should I use for 76
ft. throw with 12 ft. picture. 6 inch E. F. objective lens?
The field is not clear. I tried two 6y2 and have 6*/> and 7Y2
in pow. Have moved the lamp house back and forth. How
do you take up end motion in the Powers No. 6? Machine
shaft end near balance wheel is wedge shape, or, when turned
one part seems out more than the other — intermittent
sprocket I should have said. 1 am sending you a recipe
for coloring lights; also one for slides. To color lights
(I presume you mean electric light globes — Ed.) use white
shellac thinned with denatured alcohol. Have light connected up and current on when dipped, so that it will dry
at once
I
>rs. White shellac and denatured
ake a frosted globe. I cannot give the exact quantity of each, but have used it and know it will work. It
h ofl To make slides, dissolve a piece of white
rosin about the size of a walnut in one pint of gasoline.
Pour, or better still u-e a white soft bru-h ami give a slide
cover glass one thin coat. It dries in a few minutes. Gasoline will clean them You can write on them same as on
paper.
While I cannot say positively, Ohio, I am pretty sure
using heavy enough amI he linker you speak of is exactly what occurs
with carbon 1 having a poor core.
I do not know that this
is the trouble in your case, but that is exactly what happens
When v iu strike a carbon with bad core-. With a 6 inch
B I- lens you should use not less than two ;'.• inch con111 you should have those condensers
so placed
that their convex
tost in contai I ..
Other
As to the shaft in the Mo 6, you will have v
• a little beter. 1 do no undei stand ui ..■
■ W huh shaft, ... shafts, has end motii
them on to our readers f,.r experiment.
Lt value.
Lens

Problem.— New ',
"Kindly let me
• advice on the following; I am using
\ < ' through a compen
nicl one :' j inch condcnsei I he
ii 011 two pin converted to one pin The
■ I the picture 1
1 by p tt
n any pla< e I ha\ e beet
1 l and would lil
1 ..ul. I I 11 . •
•. mil. h largci

tween the

will it hr with

1 condition
Thi
tai and cam and no tightening
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is as steady as a rock. I have got into the habit of putting
a drop of oil on the cam pin before 'it enters the star slot
every time I run a picture. I run six reels in the afternoon
and 12 in the evening and never have any occasion to
'chase them.' I do not use the 60 ampere contact on the
compensarc because I cannot control the light and it makes
too much noise. Will I have to use it on the longer throw?
That was some meeting Monday night."
No, New York, you cannot use the same lens. The lens
you now have is about (without figuring it out) a 4 inch
E F lens. To project a picture 12 ft. wide at 105 ft .. you
would have to have a very long lens indeed; in fact, about
8 inch E F It is figured as follows: Multiply the thr w in
feet by the exact -width of the aperature, measuring the same
with an inside caliper, and divide this product bv the width
of
the ofpicture
in feet. lens.
This For
will such
give ayousmall
the' picture
equivalent
focus
the required
on
such a long throw as that I would recommend that you
procure a half size projection lens by all means. The Nicholas Power Company have them for sale, especially made to
screw into the face plate of a moving picture machine. Possibly the other machine manufacturers also have them; I
cannot say. You should use not less than two r'j inch
condensers with such a long focal length objective lens As
to the noise in your machine you will have to describe it
accurately before I can offer you any help. You will not
need any more light on the 105 ft. throw than you use
on the 50 ft. The added distance will make no difference in
that respect. It is the size of picture that governs the
amount of light necessary. If you increase the picture you will necessarily have to increase the amperage
in order to secure the same curtain brilliancy. Tl
reason why the stereo picture size should be increased on
the longer throw. You will have to get a new lei not get one to give the same size
e longer
throw? Yes, the meeting of the Union '..
was very encouraging, indeed. To find what width picture
your present stereo lens would give at 105 ft. proceed as
follows: Find exact width of present picture in inches.
Divide this by the present throw in feet This gives number of inches the light spreads to each f. |
tiply the last result by 105 and result will be width of picture
1 in inches) the lens will project at 105 ft.
Ghostly Questions.— Savannah, 111., write
ask you a few questions about ghosts.
1 am usil
scope machine on a 4J ft. throw with 10 it picture
From
lamp to machine is 24 inches
Have used several lenses,
but all work the same
I am nail .
change the ghost from the cent.
,ture.
1
have tried all ways 1 can think ol I
. out. but
it -till remains ."
First tr\
• lensera, setting them. 1:
so that their cir.
almost be in (
: 111 contact at the thid
from lamp to machine,
If you
ins I,,,,,, the arc to the aperture the dista
and ma) have something to do with the i
the lamp h..us< up closer, 11 t!.<
the difficulty
It neither one of these things d.es ii,r trick,
then h...k to tin setting ol yoni carbons
I at
however, that the trouble will be found in 1
lamp house,
wbii '■
condensi
1
• end
Wonder What

He

of

Really

the

,,r from

pi

DidN-Ml

Wn

.'. ou instructed tl

in that

a throw
md would

way. hut COUld ■ ■
lamp bouse ba< k and ion

the longer

at the
ft thrO«

ition hr
1 hr picture
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would not i work""
know why n would not work. Friend Folkerts,
: you actually did ¥qu sa> y.ui
v thi in out and jiut them in that way." It all depends
Ii.it you mean by that. The relation of the condensers
'her would not he changed in any way. except that
they would be moved closer together. If you did that and
kept the lenses square with each other, with the convex
surfaces facing each other on the inside, 1 know of ao reason
nn earth why the result should not be as good as it was before and there are reasons why it should be considerably
better.
Choke CoiL — Moriarty & Gillis, Holyoke, Mass., write:
"Kindly tell us how much No. 4 wire will be required to
build a choke coil to deliver 45 amperes on no volts."
No, gentlemen, 1 cannot. Nor can any one else without
knowing the size and kind of core you propose to use.
Even with that data at hand the problem would be difficult.
A Puzzle.— Mr. L. L. Carr, Baker City, Ore., submits the
following problem in wiring, in which the dotted line repwall in a basement. As will be seen, there are two
lamps and two rheostats, all connected through one switch,
which operates both lamps. Both sides of this switch must
be in to light either lamp, though either lamp will burn independently of the other, and lighting the second lamp
does not affect the first in any way.

Neighbor Carr has sent in' a solution of this matter, which
is the wiring diagram of a stereopticon he found in
In- present place of employment when he took the position as operator. Readers of the Department are invited to
submit their solution of the puzzle. Please draw all sketches
in black ink if they are designed for publication without
re-drawing.
Some Few Stunts. — Mr. Oscar W. Lewis. Glenwood
Springs, Colo.,
"Some with
time which
ago I Ipromised
you the
description
of awrites:
few stunts
am acquainted,
and I hand you herewith a little bundle to square myself.
(1) Arc screen: Make a tin frame i:/2 ins. square (see sketch)
to hold a piece of ground glass. I say ground glass for
the reason that plain glass will reflect a double image. If
you cannot get ground glass, it may easily be made by grinding a piece of plain glass with emery or sand paper on a
flat board, or with a piece of fine emery cloth or paper.
Grind thoroughly with a circular motion. Place glass in
frame and bolt frame to door in such a way that when in
operating position you can see the center of the reflector
through the center of the peep-hole. Turn on arc and while
burning adjust the frame so that you can see in the ground
glass a reflection of the crater in the condenser. That is to
say, not the crater itself, but the image of the crater reflected from the condenser and re-reflected by the ground
glass mirror. You will find that this shows the carbon
tips right side up as though you were looking through the
center of the condenser mount. You can watch with perfect
ease every change of the arc and tell at a glance whether or
no the lamp needs trimming. This arc reflector is the most
practical of any that I have ever seen. (2) If your booth is
a long way from the screen, a cheap field glass is very
handy to focus with. And by the way, why are so many
pictures out of focus? Simply because the focusing ring is
in such position that the operator cannot get hold of the
ring while running. I have overcome this difficulty by making a handle of spring steel, or brass, bent in such way as
to bring it within reach of the hand (see sketch).
With this

WORLD

handle, in connection with a prism binocular, I can keep
the picture in perfect focus at all times. A handy way to
change the color of the Spot light i- to pick out 01
song slides a number of slides containing each a space about
one inch square of one solid color. Hold the slide in the
narrowed part of the beam of light, being careful not to
leave it in too long or it will crack. In this way, if careful,
you can produce some pleasing results. However, every
operator should have a set of tint slides, which may be
made by fixing several lantern slide plates in a solution of
hypo-soda until all milkiness disappears, then tinting to the
desired tone in a bath of diamond dyes or any other kind
of aniline coloring. Wash the slide for one hour in running water before tinting. Make one pale blue slide to be
placed in a carrier to color black and white films blue,
where the scene represents a night scene. It is an easy
matter to make a movable spot light, if you need one. Simply make a hole in one corner of a piece of tin, cut the
same size as a slide, and place it in the carrier in such a
way that the hole will be in the upper right hand corner
of the left hand slide holder. Then place a solid tin slide in
the right hand section of the slide carrier and by moving
the carrier you can move the spot clear across the space
occupied
by the
To make
coat a plain
coverpicture.
glass evenly
withana announcement
thin paste madesir' of
Venetian Red and water. (Venetian Red may be had at
any druggist's). Let this coat become thoroughly dry and
then with a sharp pencil, using a second glass to guide the
lines of writing and protect the glass you are writing on,
inscribe any matter you may wish in the coat of paint. Be
careful not to get the coating too thick, or it will chip.
This slide must be protected with a cover, glass, or it will
become damaged. If you get a film without a title, or
with a short one, an excellent substitute can be made by
photographing the poster and making a lantern slide; that
is, if you are an amateur photographer. If you are using
D. C. and the current fluctuates, you can make an adjustable rheostat by hooking up switches (see sketch), enabling
you to cut out part of a coil or a whole coil, which will

aid you in keeping a perfect light. Place the rheostat outside of the booth and the -witches at any convenient point
near the machine.
"If you haven't a film moisture tank an excellent substitute
is to place one or two moist blotters in the can with the
film during the day. An excellent gear lubricant is cup
grease, to be had at any hardware store or garage It
doesn't
get thin
likebutvaseline.
It should
be
used straight
for and
cam run
and off
.-tar.
works better
on the
gears when mixed with graphite. Do not use this on. the
lamp. We are putting it all over the trust house, spoken
of in my last letter, with our Independent service and a
Powers Xo. 6. This is the end for this time. If you want
more,
so."
Well.sayNeighbor
Lewis, you have certainly sent in a bunch,
and squared yourself good and plenty. As to the arc
screen, I take it from what you say that the reflector is
attached to inside lamp house door from which the rubyglass would, I presume, have to be removed. If this is not
right, kindly advise us; I assume this from the fact that
you say "you can see the center of the reflector through
the center of the peep-hole." The stunt looks to me like
a novel and a good one. Another good stunt is to fix a
piece of ruby gla-- over the air vent in condenser mount
and you
will get
image
of the
arc into miniature*.
That
focusing
with a a perfect
telescope
brought
a smile
my coun-
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tenance, but nevertheless I think a good opera glass or
binocular, as you suggest, could be used for this purpose to
good advantage, though, truth to tell, such a thing had never
before entered my head. That focusing handle stunt is excellent where an outside shutter is used. The tint slide
proposition is all right, but where colored glass of proper
shade can be had it is much better. Friend Lewis sent a
postcardbe correction
the above
field glass
should
hung on atosuitable
arm, reading:
which can"The
be swung
out
Of the way and should be attached to arm in such manner
as The
to enable
its
being
directed
to
any
part
of
the
rheostat puzzled me for a moment, but I see picture."
that to
increase the current flow the switches are thrown in one
after the other, from left t right, the maximum amperage
being had when all switches are in. Come again, friend
Lewis.
Several Questions. — Iowa Falls, la., writes: "Find enclosed
$1.50 for Handbook. I am an ardent admirer of The Moving
Picture World. You certainly take great pains to help operators and managers. I have a Pathe machine and a current reducer. Have a 54 ft. throw; use regular 4]/2 in.
lense>; have a 9 x i2l/2 curtain; have used the two leading
brands of carbons, but neither are satisfactory to me with
A. C. I have much trouble eliminating ghost from the
center of the picture. My picture is too large for the screen.
Will it be necessary to get a new lens? I have considerable
difficultytitswith
my carbons.
'blubbers'
causing
to form.
Could it Sometimes
be that I have
too muchform,
or
too little current? I have a Pittsburg economy coil. Can
you explain how to operate same correctly? What per cent,
of We
Independent
are the
non-inflammable?"
are glad films
you like
World and the Department,
Iowa Falls. I do not think the trouble is in the make of
carbons. I do not know what you mean by "blubbers."
Neither only
do Iwhen
know D.what
they are
formed
C. is you
used,mean
beingbya "tits,"
cap of as
graphite
on
the negative carbon. You will have to describe this a little
more fully. You might carefully pack a carbon point showing the fault, and mail to me, if you care to. As to the
fhost in the center of the picture, that may be due to: (a)
Vrong focal length condensers; (b) Lamp house too far
away or too close to machine; (c) Carbons not set right. I
think one 6'/2 and one ~'/2 in. condenser would be about
right for you. In this I am not speaking of the diameter
of the lenses, but of their focal length. Yes, you will have
to get a new lens, but your exchange will probably fix you
up in that matter at small cost. They may possibly be able
to furnish a second hand lens, taking yours in exchange.
There is not much danger of your having too much current
with A. C; you may, however, easily have too little. I
am not acquainted with the Pittsburg economy coil; therefore, sorry to say, I cannot give you any information concerning its manipulation. Most of the Independent film
manufacturers are now using the Eastman non-inflammable
stock and those that are not using it at present have contracted for quantities of it for early delivery.
Poor Manufacturers' Patches.— Mr. E. B. Stone, Athens,
da, trouble
writes: "1
am sending
film that
see
the
1 have
had withsamples
certainof makes
of you
film. mayThese
all came loose on my firsl run and before the das- was out it
which meant that
I had to
patch the manufacturer had made.
the film manufacturers use a good cement and st.,p
[| is hard for the operator to Keep his ternhis film is breaking one or more tunes every show
• me ami flexible collodion make a punk
film, ami that is what 1 understand the
ilm 1 ompany uses
[f they will dissolve ■ little
N I film in acetic ether and acetone, 1 guarantee this nuisance will be eliminated
Im that has this
.fault, but it happens quite often with all makes ol
submitted, do you won
; .111? We run thud .lay films now, but 1
have rim
.my as 10 breaks
What do you thmk ol splitting the cam bushing on an Edison machine, thereby enabling 01
l motion cau ed bj the weai ol the bearings?
1
,isiiik mine this way and find mj machine runs
u h.r.- I), fori it made 1
Neighboi Stone
ubmitted twelve pat. lies, all of them,
. lesl
in. u. in. .' turei -' pat< hes ining,
w 1 i< 101 a mighty
paoi cement; probably the 1 ittei
1. too, h ive it I
■ M" ' >■ need diftv ul,t) m ith thit vet
M s( run film
II
patches
it 1 an outrage, and one which manufa< tt
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to eliminate. I have taken the matter up with the manufacturers of the film from -which the splices submitted came
and they have promised to look after the matter more closely
in the future. As to splitting the cam bushing, there is no
reason why that stunt would not work all right, provided^
the machine be in the hands of a careful man. I don't think,
however, I would recommend it to be practised by anybody
and everybody, for several reasons, one of which is that
after the bushing has been split and squeezed it will no
longer fit the hole in the casting, being oval instead of round,
and held only by a bearing on one side of the casting and
a set screw on the other.
Advice On Health. — Mr. C. Earl Mooney, Norwood, O..
writes: "Find enclosed $1.50 for Operators' Handbook. I
have heard it spoken of with the highest approval and think
it is time I procured a copy. I find the Department very interesting. Have read numerous articles on the care and
handling of films as regards their life, and I think it is time
something be said from the point of health and sanitation
for the benefit of those who handle the films. The Union
doctor here in Cincinnati is a personal friend of mine, and in
a little chat one day he told me of the danger of being cut
with films; also of the danger of being inoculated with
the germs of contagious diseases. In speaking of being
cut with film, I refer to the practice of placing the thumb
and forefinger on the edge to detect the bad places when
inspecting. The films carry disease germs readily and these
germs may be taken into the system by wetting the end of
the film with the tongue to facilitate removal of emulsion,
a habit of some operators in making patches or; by being
cut while inspecting, as above set forth. A remedy for the
one is two strips of adhesive plaster over the thumb and
forefinger, which same may be easily removed when through
inspecting and laid aside for future use. A remedy for the
other is a small sponge and a receptacle filled with water.
Heat is a germ destroyer in certain ways, but even the intense heat at the aperture is insufficient to desir
life. At this time I have in mind the case of an operator
up in Cincinnati (Norwood is a suburb of Cincinnati — Ed )
who contracted what was thought to be smallpox, but later
developed into chicken pox, caused by wetting the end of the
film with the tongue while making a patch. He was unable
to work for something like three weeks I trust the foregoing will meet with your approval and be of benefit to
Anything that is for the interest and benefit of the business, or the men engaged therein, is of interest to me,
Friend Mooney, and will meet with my approval every time
others."
The
custom of wetting the stub end of the film with the
tongue is undoubtedly to some extent dangerous, and also
undoubtedly it is anything but cleanly: still, it is the quickest way. and the way the
I r does it Like
many other things, he "nets
it" after
while
and
: itused
Theto writer
has a cut
himself
many times on the films and realizes that contraction of disease through such a cut would be quite within the range of
possibility, though fortunate enough to escape.
Motor Drive.— V. •
plin, Mo. writes: "Some
time ago I sent in a sketch si
hitch up machine
and motor, but I
understood.
I am, therefore, sending another which will,
I presume, be more plain and will possibly be of benefit
motor
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Projecting Living Figures. — Mi I I De Soria, New York
i ity. formerly electrician of the Hippodrome, u
Patent No. 923,309, the same being an apparatus for i>r,.
mages of living objects on screens, A sketch of
ntion 1- shown, ra vhicli the young lady 1- lying
"ii up of the machine, her head protruding down into the
chamber,
The
face would
be peri
n the screen life
sized, in natural colors Mr. I v Soria also builds a machine
of sufficient site for a man or woman, to stand in the chamber, in which is seen the woman's head, and the whole figure will be projected.
The
man or woman
can be seated,

Patented June 1, 1909.

Sbp.7.

drawing pictures or doing anything else, and the projection
will be perfect. This is a novelty which ought to and undoubtedly will take hugely. It is not an experiment, but
has been tried out in actual practice and has proven successful. Sketch 30 denotes a screen of cloth, gauze, glass
or other material adapted to receive the image of whatever
may be inserted into the opening 8. Light rays may escape from the chamber through lens 5. The patent paper
reads: "My invention admits of many and varied uses, such,
for instance, as the illusion of bodies floating in the air;
ghostly effect, by throwing the image on a transparent
screen; the effect of bringing pictures or statues to life by
making the image of a living object a part of the painted
scene, and other uses too numerous to mention herein, but
which will be obvious to those familiar with stage settings
and effects."
Several Questions. — Xew York City writes: "Handbook
received and it is worth many times its price. We should
have more works of this kind. (1) Can you give me a formula for curtain coating, so that the pictures can be seen
from the back of the screen. (2) From a January number
of the World I see that an operator may use up to 45 amperes if proper connections are made. How can we use
45 amperes if we are not allowed to use anything but a
25 ampere rheostat and 30 ampere fuses?
(3) The Edison
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( otnpany bavc certain hours daring which they put extra
l".\\tr < run cut) ..it their lines between 426 Street and 96th
Street, andWithduring
take off we
that cannot
extra"
current
a 25 certain
ampere, hours
no they
volt rheostat
d light until about 4 P. M ; then the light
For the rest ol the evening until n o'clock, alter which the
same trouble is again encountered. What is the remedy?
Can yon give me the name and address of the be>t Union in
New York? Are thej doing real work, or will it be a failure as in the past? How about the films in which w;e find
four or live mis-fraraes — not in the patching, but in the
mi No; I cannot It would have to be some kind of a
coating resembling ground glass. I believe I would try —
printing?"
and in fact. 1 think I shall try — the solution given in another part of this week's Department for coating electric
light globes. Anything that is fairly transparent and will
diffuse light will serve the purpose. Suppose you coat a
small piece of canvas with that solution and try it out,
reporting results, if you will. (2) There have been some
recent changes in the rules of the Department of Water
Supply, Gas and Electricity. The assurance from the Department that the operator would be allowed to use 45 amperes, provided all appliances were large enough, was absolute. There were no "if's" and "an's" about it. I had positive assurance that, if all appliances, such as switches, wires,
etc.. were of sufficient size 45 amperes of current could be
used. If this is true, then most certainly it follows that you
must be allowed to use rheostats and fuses capable of delivering that amperage. I have been told that the Department "had it in for me" for publishing that statement;
but as to the truth of that assertion, I do not know. Right
is right, and I again repeat that there is neither reason
nor common sense in limiting the amperage to 30, or
even 45. for that matter. It is not done in Chicago or any
other city in this country, while in England and Germany
the common practice is to use from 75 to 90 amperes for
projecting moving pictures, while in Australia as much as
100 amperes are used, the carbons being larger than we
use, of course. I understand that there is considerable objection raised to the use of cartridge fuses and that the desire of the Department was to limit amperage on account of
the regular plug fuse not being available in the 45 ampere
size. I understand also that to get around this the rule has
been made, or is in contemplation, ordering replacement of
both plug and cartridge operating room fuses by link fuses.
If this is true (I do not yet know positively that it is) it
is a move in the right direction. The link fuse is the logical
operating room fuse, when properly protected by a glass
or mica cap, or enclosed in a metal cabinet. The objection
to the cartridge fuse is the ease with which a copper jumper
is put in, this proving a constant temptation to the operator
to "boost" his fuses — a thing thoroughly reprehensible from
any and every point of view. (3) I suppose what you mean
is that the Edison Company increases the voltage during
certain hours. In this I think you must be mistaken, though
it is possible that during certain hours the lines are overloaded, thus causing a drop in voltage. If this is the condition there is no remedy, excepting the increasing of the
generating machinery, or of the wires; that is, if the wires
are too small for the load. The latter, however, is not
likely. As to the name and address of the best Union, I
will say that the office of the business agent of the only
official Union there is, is in the building on northwest corner
Broadway and 40th Street; entrance on 40th Street. The
telephone number is Bryant 1915. The Union has recently
developed phenomenal activity and promises to be a useful factor in future. Whether it will go forward to ultimate success or not depends, of course, altogether on the
membership. Personally I hope and believe it will and
would advise your joining the organization. As to the misframes you speak of, I think that trouble has been done
away with. You refer, I presume, to a certain make of
Independent film which has given much trouble in that respect in the past. I had the matter up with them recently
and was assured that no future releases would have that
most serious of faults.
Rheostat Wires. — Mr. Richard W. May-field, Giddings.
Tex., encloses $150 for Handbook and writes: "Our operator. Mr. Howard, is a jeweler and a mechanician and
is able to adjust almost anything that goes wrong with our
machine. The three whose names appear at the head of
this sheet own the business and run it as a sort of 'hobby' or
side line. We are not getting rich in the picture business,
but we are, however, having lots of pleasure. Mr. Howard
states he is unable to get his light as clear as he wishes.
Being an optician and jeweler, he is somewhat of a crank
on the subject of projection. He wants you to tell us how
to avoid the ghost in the center of the screen.
Our screen
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ia immovable, painted an absolute white with Murusco. W.e
try to make all proper adjustments with the machine, but
are troubled with the ghost. We Use A. C. no volts, from
a 60 K W., 60 cycle generator, single phase 900 K. 1'. M ,
with rheostat to reduce current; flat sided, soft cored carbons; throw 60 .ft.; picture 10^ ft.; condensers, one ^Vi
and the other X. We have tried placing the condensers 1/16
of an inch apart, and also Ms of an inch apart. Formerly
had them Yi inch apart, but we got the ghost just the same.
Our rheostat is adjustable; our carbons stand pointing to
each other in a straight line at an angle of about 20 degs.
from vertical, the lower carbon being placed slightly in advance of the upper. Our rheostat is wound with about
No. 14 wire. Mr. Howard thinks that the wire on the rheostat 1- too small. Our current come; in the house on Xo. 6
or Xo. H wire and we use a 75 ampere switch. Wires to
lamp are asbestos covered with about Xo. 6 or 8. In other
words, all wires, except the rheostat, are 6 or 8, while the
rheostat winding is 14 or 16. Xow, tell us our trouble and
how to cure it."
,
Well, Friend Mayfield, you certainly have given me a
bundle of data all right, all right, even to the revolutions
of the dynamo armature. I am inclined to think the ghost
in the center of the screen lies in one of two things: Either
the lower carbon is advanced just a little too much, so
that it 0 unes up a little 111 front of the upper carbon crater,
the gho^t being it- shadow, "r else the ghost is by reason
of the fact that the lamp house is too close to or too far
away from the machine. Your condenser sizes are all right
and presumably, Mr. Howard being an optician and mechanician, the outfit is in line throughout. I am, therefore,
quite sure that the ghost 1- due to one of those two things.
As to the wires on the rheostat, I notice you are not exact
in this matter, -aying that the lead wires are Xo. 8 or Xo. 6
and the rheostat wire- So. 14 or Xo. 16. The size of the
wires on the rheo-tat would be governed by the number of
ampere- you are pulling. Presumably this would not be
less than 30, in which case a Xo. 16 or even a Xo 14
rheostat wire would get very hot unless these wires are
double. I am wondering if you have not got one of those
old style Edison drum rheostats which were wound with
ab<ait .\" 10 or No. 14 wire-; but those wires were double,
two running side by side. There, however, 1- not much
r, since the rheo-tat wire- are all
right as long a- they do no! get red hot while delivering
the required and desired amperage. If they show signs ol
then the wire- are t"" -mall t.. cany the current
I am glad to know Mr Howard i- a crank on projection; I
am one myself. Shake, Neighbor Howard!
An Address. — Hartsburg, 111.,
end me the
11 metal curtail
ntioned in column
one, page 531, March
11 issue
If not tOO much trouble.
nd in'- 'i''- addresses "i moving picture magazines
in the Tinted States and England and oblige"
A- to the recipe, Friend Hartsburg, 1 am unable to find
the letter from Delaware and hereby request that be -end
in hi- address again, a- I had another request i<n it just a
' put that particular letter t
ie -lde so
uld

lay

my

hand

on

it. and

when

I went

t" do
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or two of which have already been published. Therefore.
I trust you will forgive me for not taking up so much space
publishing the illustrations of this device at this time.
More About the Carbon Test. — San Francisco submits the
following: "Replying to your request for further information, page 596, March 18 issue, will say that, for example,
when we are pulling, under normal conditions, 20 amperes,
by putting in two green carbons, after bringing them together and separating again far enough so that the arc will
not sing, I find the ammeter shows a pull of about 48 amperes and the needle gradually moves back to 20 when
the current has formed and the arc is burning correctly,
this taking about one and one-half minutes. Therefore, if
we are using 25 or 30 ampere fuses on 20 amperes, they
will blow out very shortly. This, I trust, will clear up my
former letter. I will come again if you want any more.
You are at liberty to change my explanation to suit yourself, if you deem it nece
Xo, Frisco, I do not see any necessity in changing anything. The explanation taken in conjunction with your
former letter, page 596, is perfectly clear, though it hardly
seems possible there would be such a tremendous drop in
amperage as all that. We shall be glad indeed to hear from
you on any other subject of interest or on the same subject again, for that matter, if vou have more interesting
data.
MrJ li , New London, Conn — Yes, Miss Mary
ford, whose portrait we printed in OUT December i
was at one time a member of the Biograph Stock I
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LICENSED.
and the
Umbrella"
(.Biograph).
showsIt
one"Priscilla
of the most
attractive
comedies,
seen —in This
some film
time.
is another episode in Paul's life and shows how much of a
"boob"
he
is.
Perhaps
the
most
interesting
feature
of
it is
the clever way Priscilla makes his own executioner of him,
while lie
Harryandto made
Priscilla's
side. of
Theadoration
way the is
um-a
brella isbrings
decorated
an object
delicious bit of work. The acting is above the ordinary,
while the photography is as clear as it could be. The picture is a welcome addition to the list of comedies.
"The Wife's Awakening" (Lubin). — In this domestic story,
a former lover figures to some extent, though he does not
wreck the
The husband's
pleasant
surprise
he
returns
longhome.
afterward
is the feature
of the
drama.when
Aside
from that it is no more than an ordinary story.
"The Apple of His Eye" (Pathe).— We have in this film a
story of covered
a count's
daughter
wanders
is disyears afterward
the who
wife of
a gypsyaway
and and
refuses
to
go home without her husband. There is some altercation
about the matter and the gypsy nearly gets arrested when
he makes an attempt to see his wife, but everything ends
happily, with the count, his daughter, grandson and son-inlaw dwelling together in unity under one roof.
"The Fortune Hunters" (Selig). — This is a society comedy
drama. It depicts, with a good deal of animation, the adventures of two bogus counts who search for marriageable
daughters of wealthy people. They find them, but are put
out of business just as they lead their brides to the altar.
Perhaps the best part of the comedy is the wedding scene
where the girls change bridegrooms quite as though it were
the proper thing to do. The film has no notable features,
but is lively and entertaining.
"Monsieur" (Edison). — A touching, yet forceful, play. It
has one scene which is notably dramatic. To find the father
of the girl he hopes to win, a waiter in a fashionable cafe is
the situation which confronts a resourceful young American.
Equal to the occasion he has the waiter join the party as a
guest and makes it a betrothal supper. The scene showing
the discovery of the father will linger long in the memory.
It shows clearly how wealthy folk may come to hard times
and as clearly that bad luck doesn't alwayss last forever.
Many things in America require quick action; in this play
the young man's resourcefulness is a feature which counts
for much. The drama is perfectly staged and the photography isclear. The picture is above the average release in
its dramatic force and its mechanical work.
"Caught the
Withexperiences
the Goods"of (Essanay).—
illustrates
a man who This
finds lively
himselfcomedy
compelled to spend a few weeks in jail and tries to fool his wife
into believing he has been called away to Mexico for thirty
days. The mixup at the end is funny and then comes forgiveness, which is quite essential in this situation.
'The Letter With the Red Seal" (Gaumont).— Imagine being on ship board and finding that a letter which you had
carried to the ship's captain gave directions to kill your husband as soon as the ship reached a certain latitude and longitude, then you can form some conception of the interesting
complication which is admirably developed in this film.
Pirates appear at the moment of the execution and the condemned man proves himself in the ensuing fight so brave
that his life is spared and his noble actions win him a pardon. The story is good and is well told, while the photography of the ship at sea is excellent mechanical work.
"The City of Amalfi, Italy" (Gaumont). — An excellent film,
gives good pictures of the Italian coast from Vietry to
Amalfi. The pictorial work could scarcely be improved. The
picturesque views were selected by an artist and all the
work of making this film was quite as well performed.
"An Unexpected
Review"
represents the difficulties
which(Vitagraph).—
came to a This
party comedy
of soldiers
who were holding a banquet with the servants in the kitchen
while the general and the governor with a brilliant company
were dining upstairs. The kitchen presented a rather uninviting appearance when the upstairs party went down to
investigate, but all the soldiers were marched off in good

"The Broken Cross" (Biograph). — Here is one of those
simple heart-stories which always seem to please. The
young man leaves his country sweetheart with a portion of
the cross. Another girl almost wins him away, but he discovers that the piece of cross she sends him does not fit
and sees into her deception. It isn't much of a story, yet
it has a fascination because it is a representation of what
might actually occur. Sometimes such simple stories attract more that stronger ones.
"His Best Girl After All" (Lubin).— This film gives a sort
of sermon, or warning, to men not to leave their wives for
the society of other women. If ever one was as vigorously
punished in reality as this one was in his dream it is quite
likely he would desist from such attentions. The picture is
lively, but possesses no dramatic interest.
"A Visit to Nassau, Bahama" (Lubin). — A travelog; it
gives good illustrations of the scenery on the Bahama
Islands and the people who live there. The picturesque
coast is attractive and there is an element of novelty in
the moderate slow-going movements of the people which
seem strange to Northern eyes. The continuous smoking
is a feature which adds to the individuality of the film.
The photography is mostly well done.
"Her Faithful Heart" (Melies).— This film shows a love
story. In it the machinations of fate are strongly pictured.
All sorts of difficulties are thrown in the way of the young
man, even to the taking away of his good name, but because
of an accident, supposed to be fatal, the culprit confesses,
the young man is exonerated and true love flows smoother
afterward. The picture is exciting in places and tells an
excellent story, but it is scarcely dramatic in its appeal.
However, it is one of the kind an audience likes. The audience plainly manifested its pleasure.
"Red's Conquest" (Selig). — We have here a Nevada story
with characteristic Nevada scenery as background and setting. The thrilling rescue from a theater fire of a woman
and child and the subsequent love story are all plainly told.
The rescue is a good bit of work and adds materially to
the film's dramatic qualities. The mechanical part has been
done with attention to detail, consequently the picture has
many claims for success.
"Nell's Last Deal" (Edison). — In this tale of gambling den
and mining camp, we have an element not usually seen in
such storjes, a sort of Sunday School attachment which
seems to indicate that even gamblers and miners may be
glad to come to Sunday School when there is a pretty girl
mixed up in the proceedings. When one man doesn't like
his neighbor's "golden text," he pulls a gun on him and
makes him sit down. Of course a love story develops; and
when the problem of disposing of two men that she might
accept the third arises, it is successfully solved by a card
deal with a trick in it; it's the Sunday School teacher's trick,
too.
That be,is the
why matter
it is named
"Nell's Lastsettled
Deal."
this may
is satisfactorily
and However
the girl
gets the man she wants. Whether it is wholly desirable to
mingle mining and gambling with Sunday Schools and
Bibles, is perhaps best left to the audience to decide for itself.
It may be pointed out, though, that there is a certain degree
of danger in this combination which, under some circumstances, might cause difficulty. Anything which savors of
religion must be introduced with extreme care and probably
a considerable proportion of the thinking members of an
audience will agree that these suggestions do not add
strength to a picture of this character.
"Big-Hearted Jim" (Kalem).— The village girl leaves
"Blacksmith" Jim, accepts the city man and the usual result
follows; she is turned out doors with her baby by her worthless husband. Then follow a series of complications, ending
with an involved love story, rather difficult to understand.
The lapse of years must be great, since later Jim's mining
partner is made to fall in love with the baby girl, grown-up.
She had been left by her mother with Jim.
"The Three Whiffles" (Pathe).— In this trick picture appear three men looking exactly alike.
The parts are all
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one man, even though there are scenes where all
•Jut
flu- -lory l- written for. the
purpose oi exploiting this peculiar idea and doo it well. The
father and his twin sons, .ill looking alike, creati
deal of 1 11 n before the) are done and vanish.
"Native Industries in Cochin-China" i Pathc) \ good pic
ture; u shows some of the country and the people of that
far oH land bosy about their various occupations. The pho?
tography is clear and the representation of native arts and
occupations forms an interesting industrial film.
"For His Sake," or "The Winning of the Stepchildren"
(VitagraphL— This film gives a play showing how .1 stepmother undertook to win the love of the children of the man
~hr was to marry and how well -lu' succeeded, The novel
idea mi.n'it not be practicable in real life, yet, because it
presents one view of a domestic problem it posses:
est. It is a simple home play that will please many.
"The Sheriff's Chum" (Essanay).— A thrilling Western
drama: it depicts in a forcible manner the perfidy of a man
who lost his sweetheart and his later attempts to compromise her and induce her to go away with him. Perhaps
one of the most satisfactory scenes in a long time is the
pommeling he gets when her husband returns and sees what
the wretch is doing. It is rough work, but it is salutary and
will he applauded by a considerable proportion of those who
-ee it. The characters all perform their parts acceptably
and there is a swing and dash to the story which makes it
attractive, despite its -uggcsti\ cness and rough \ igor. Perhaps it may be said that the men shown have red blood and
that always appeals to an audience.
"The Atonement of Thais" (Gaumont). — This supposed
Egyptian picture represents the atonement of Thais, who
refused to marry Tlu desert scenery and the fasting required are of interest. The excellence of the mechanical
work sa\ es this picture.
"Italianpictures
Coast Scenes"
(Gaumont).
of Gaumont
outdoor
this leaves
nothing— Like
to bealldesired.
The
viewpoints selected could not be improved and the resulting
pictures are beyond criticism.
"The White Squaw" (I'athe). — It contains thrills enough
to last for some time. There are several Indian fights, people are left for dead, but ultimately the Indians are driven
away for good. The discovery by the Indians of the little
girl whom her father hid in the chest is well managed and
there is to the whole picture a rush and whirl which help
carry it. It must be admitted that the characterization of
the Indian as presented here is reasonably accurate. He is
a savage.
This picture graphically depicts his savagery.
"Winsor McKay" < Yitagraph). — Here Little Nemo and his
his friends are made to do amusing and surprising stunts.
Indeed, after watching these pictures for awhile one is almost
ready to be lieve that he has been transported to Dreamland
along with Nemo and is sharing his remarkable adventures.
The film presents something like 4,000 drawings which
"Winsor McKay" draws on a bet that he could make moving
pictures, and it is an admirable piece of work. It should
be popular everywhere. It is one of those films which have
a natural advertising heritage in the great and wide popularity of its subject— Little Nemo is known everywhere.
"Bob-Sledding" (Yitagraph). — These exciting scenes were
photographed at Huntington. Long Island, where bob-sledding has acquired a national reputation. Every country boy
or girl has participated in equally exciting scenes — they
know all about it— but to many city people this picture will
be a novelty that will attract greatly, just because they
don't know all about it, but would like to.
"The Resurrection of John" (Edison). — This is an unusually good comedy. It tells an entertaining story and develops a number of interesting situations. Probably the most
amusing scene is where John goes home to be confronted
with the arrangements for his own funeral. He is congratulated by the firm upon his escape from death; in fact, his
missing the train that was wrecked, saved them much money.
Such a comedy always keeps the audience interested and
amused and they testified to their appreciation very forcibly
where this was seen.
"By a Woman's Wit" (Kalem). — Here we arc shown a
story of the Civil War in which a spy is assisted by a girl to
escape from his prison. The idea of putting a cord in a loaf
of bread is the novelty of the play. Aside from that it develops no unusual features. But however that may be. stories
of spies are always pleasing to an audience and this one is
no exception. The outdoor photography is excellent and
there is plenty of life in the action.
"At the Old Mill" (Urban).— This love story is told around
<i picturesque old mill. Perhaps, for many, the scenery will
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provide the mosl attractive feature of the film. The acting is
good and there is considerable satisfaction seeing the crusty
old landlord relinquish his demand for the girl's hand and
two young lovers. But it all has been done many
times nv.r and possesses no longer an element of novelty.
The scenery i- individual, and the photography and the rc-t
of the mechanical processes have been so admirably done
that there can he no question of the attractiveness of the
picture.
"Making Bamboo Hats in Java" (Urban) I hi
brings t,, tin- audience an industry little known in this country. It is so clearly presented that those who are fortunate
enough to see the film can obtain a fair impression of the
different processes which enter into the manufacture
hats. The photography is admirable and the resulting picture is quite as clear as those usually released by this house.
"The Trading Stamp Mania" (Pathe). — This exagerrated
story tells what occurred to an unfortunate man whose wife
had the trading stamp craze. After a wide variety of moving
incidents by flood and field she is apparently convinced that
collecting trading stamps is not altogether profitable. Accordingly itis intimated that she desist from further activities in this direction. Women laughed at the pictures of the
111. m getting his own dinner.
"The Chief's Daughter" 1 Biograph). — We have here a
story of Indian vengeance that is different. A prospector
makes love to an Indian chief's daughter, but deserts her
when his white sweetheart arrives. The Indian girl's
vengeance comes when she shows up his perfidy to his
white sweetheart and he lo-.es both. Then the Indian
women proceed to dine him out of the country. The worst
punishment for a man according to Indian ideas is to be
defeated or driven away by a woman, and this idea is well
carried out in this film.
Opportunity and the Man" (Lubin).- This film pr
graphic presentation of what the fates may do for US. ( hit
man falls from his high estate, and, becoming a common
burglar, is taken away by the police. The other, a derelict,
presented with a chance $5 bill, makes it the basis of fame
and
fortune and
and buys
ultimately
marries
the former
sweetheart
his palatial
house.
Putting wealthy
the men man's
thus
in conjunction emphasizes the difference in human characteristics, but the situations are by no means exaggerated. The
same things are going on 111 the great workaday world all the
time. The interest is So strongly human that there can be
no question of its success with the audiences
"The Justice of Claudius" (I'athe).— Supposed to be an
episode in the life of Messaline, Empress of Rome. Faithfully the picture presents the imperious woman attempting
to win the love of Mantis, and because she cannot, ordering
him to prison and then to execution. Claudius appears
opportunely and stays the executioner. Mcssalin
demnedshe byhadthedecreed
incensed
Claudius, to the same
death
for husband,
Manus.
As representative of Roman life the film has some interest.
but
scene.the episode selected is not particularly strong or pleasant.
Nor is the tinting in this film very effective, save in one
"Indian Army Exercises" (Pathe) This 1- an
of the military "setting-up" drills of the native soldiers of
India. They arc shown swinging dumbells, on the parallel
lxars. etc. The claim is made that the Indian regiments are
among
drilled of England's
will go the
far best
to strengthen
that belief.soldiers and this picture
"The Cowboy and the Shrew" (Selig). — A bun,
ture. representing
the difficulties which beset the marital
desires of a cowboy.
Ultimately, however, he succeeded in
forcing a manifestation of love from the young woman and
presumably peace reigned endlessly in the prairie home.
"The Strike at the Mines" (Edison).— This is a melo-dramatie picture, but the bravery of the manager in saving
Sanders from the mine fire, and Sander-' bravery in defending the manager from the striker-, together with a few thrilling incidents scattered through the play, keep the interest
of the audience at the highest tension. At the denouement,
when the strike ends, with the contented men driving away
the malcontents, and with Sanders' promotion to the position
of assistant manager, the thrill is sent over in fine shape.
Even though such things -carcely ever occur in real life there
is an exhileration about this picture which cannot be denied.
It is the romance of the thing that attracts and pleases; the
suggestion, perhaps, that men can. after all, rise superior tog
circumstances and conquer even the most adverse fate in
their struggle for success. The Edison players do this sort
of work remarkably well and develop all the possibilities
such an incident may possess.
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"Oh, You Suffragette" 1 American). — This comedy
shows
how the suffrage germ interfered with family affair? until
some brilliant genius conceived the idea of introducing a few
mice into the room.
The result is magical.
High ideas and
high ideals vanish in a trice and the women
go home to
their husbands, where one. at least, effects a re-organization
tablishment upon line-, whic leave out all consideration of the suffrage cau-e.
"A Cure for. Laziness" (American). — This lively comedy
.1 barton-counter rush which works a cure for a
malady which had baffled the doctors.
The man i- overjoyed to find hi- wile so well, but he gets a bad attack himself when he receive- the bill for his part in the transaction

and immediately take- to hi- bed.
"A Strike in the Make-Young Business" (Eclair).— This
medy presents Old-port undergoing
treatment
to
youth restored.
A -trike occurs in the establishment and the machinery is reversed; there 1- a -ad awakening. It 1- funny, though, because the work i- doni
"Mr. Nearsight's Marriage" (Eclair). — The difficulties
which surrounded Mr. Nearsight when he attempted to prone girl and really asked another, afford a reason
for immoderate
But the itgirl
he other
wantedgetsdidn't
want
him and she laughter.
adroitly managed
so the
him
after all.

"The Lover's Signal" (Imp). — This film gives the story of
.1 young woman whose reason flies when she supposes her
lover killed in an acident. He returns and re-tores her lost
faculties by whistling in ." peculiar way that he was accustomed to use i..r a lover's signal. While the picture has no
particular strength, it is will managed and holds the attention of the audience through its suggcstiveness. The mechanical work is well done.
"Secret of the Opal Mine" (Yankee).— This story thrills;
1 blast which kill- one man and imprisons another
Then come the frantic efforts of the rescuing porty, mio
oe- -till by a hair- breadth
The bla-t threw down huge
ipiantities of valuable -tone and everything runs smoothly
or all concerned afterward There is a pretty love tale included and the human side 1- worked out with skill.
"The Heiress"
No matter how many times :l story
of this character may be- told it always seems t.. interesl
...tor- have told it well in this instance, and the
mechanical department
has assisted with a good
photographs,
lor ;i well known bene-- t.. give "Ut fake 111that her beauty or fortune has disappeared
is
Common, in stories
lint t.. make it doubly strong and say
that both good lo..k- and money are gone i- working it
pretty hard
However,
tin- poor man of the three -inters,
ne of them who might have been expected to want
ponds nobly and gets the woman,
her good look.mil her bank roll intact
Such sf.rics are not
human touch about them that is
always interesting and an audience will watch such a picture
ibly applaud it. when one with strong dramatic
"The

Maze
Fate" (Imp).
Tin- story
drunkenness,
injust ofaccusation
and various
other of som<
: t- shows a girl a- the one who suffers principally
.oid In r lol 1- ind< < d nan
biecti d t" all the
n the cat 1 it r portions ..1 tin filn
•lies in 1,,-r arms aft< r the
rderer, throw s him
into the run, bound to

•

tl.,

Imp

.ill gloom ami disappoint
■ ator or the printei 01 both ought
of the
b.imaintained
\nd thi pool
I manship
II the more important by the fa< I thai I

pi

"Oh,
You
Mothtr in Ijw"
.1
I II the time In. 11. .led joke will. I
• • well
m n 1 ■ 1 . v 1 ,, . iod
•• and 1
od time in ordi 1

appear new.
"Touring Athens"
Pewters); — This company has been releasing a few travelogs recently and with narke
This one affords a good
points of intere-t in this old city and is so well lone that in
the end" .the
seems selected
actually his
to have
»isite.j with
the
iwn. spectator
The operator
viewpoints
care and the mechanical work which followed was
901
h< views of the ancient buildings, gates and ruins
are all satisfactory reproductions. An audience clearly
demonstrates its approval of pictures of this type and sometimes it seems strange that more of them are not pre-ented
The number is much less than the excellent opportunities
for making them would seem to warrant. The Pi
pie are to be congratulated upon their good work thus far
"Charity of the Poor" (Thanhouser).— A rather pathetic
picture; this film -how- how a mother pined for a child
which her rich father selfishilv took from her.
The little
one had its own share of vicissitudes, but happil) n
by a poor man and taken to his own bome and
Later, when the mother became sick, the child v.
by chance by the wealthy grandfather.
The poor man and
his wife were rewarded, and the mother recovered under the
influence of the little one.
While the picture has little
dramatic interest it tells a heart story that is intei
"The Price He Paid" (Champion) — This
woman with a drunken, worthless brute for a husband and
of her rlight and subsequent employment in a VVesti
to which lie follows.
Troubles multiply for the woman after his
arrival, but eventually he dies while hidden in a wardr
sheriff's posse
The -heritf marries the woman and life begins anew for her
The story is dramatic 111 its appeal to
the emotion-, which the audience seemed
though it does not .^i\c us glimpses of many pleasant things.
When, however, i
i straight the is that the woman
will enjoy some meed of hap]
the future.
"The Stolen Necklace"
unjustly
suspected of a robbery and te
per-i.n was eventually discovered
The various complications are very interesting, though perhaps the ad
girl in tracing the robbery !■• her father is unu-u..
the situation thus developed I- ac
ntial part
of the story the picture I
il .Old the
extrication <n the maid from an extreme's
accomplished without too violent a stren
tieThe
photography is ..1 the Nestorian quality, which is
always
striking.
"Till Death Do Us Part" (Reliance).— Whethei
is liked or not its strength cannot be quesl
.mi an opportttl "
acting, which she accepts and develops with unusua
even for her
T
are numerous moments when the 1
the influence of the won:.
miration for hei
husband, no matter what
"Bill's Little Plan
heart, thi
pari
good pumi
four killn -

"Rose ..!

"Roddy's Redemption"
ol tin- 1. di mpti
told and .1 gi od •!. al of i
the crook him
111 I I., photl
M li lit- the
I III' .llldn ::. ■ ■ || .11 Is liked It .III.'
ii-dy

>»
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A summons, fake or otherwise, call- mother
home and both parties somewhat effusively help her get
ready to depart. This method has been worked out on the
screen before, but the vim put into this rendition makes it

ind there
-t under
with her
ith do us
S humor
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necessary, but this one would not be marred by changing it
m> that no sweetheart is bereft, while the unfortunate circus
git] could be made happy, a- She is now.
"The Gloved Hand" (Reliance). — This is an interesting
story denouement
upon a clever
scheme
of a detective. He obtainsbased
incriminating
evidence
by comparing
finger prim- on a paraffined glove with the prints on the
box from which the bonds were stolen. The story is new
and this, with the detective's bright idea, makes it unusually
interesting This method he used might not always work,
but a handshake is such a simple matter that even should
it fail none would be the wiser. The love story, with the
Mexican's scheme of blackmail are merely the necessary
accessories.
The against
main 'point
is the detective's plan to secure the evidence
the woman.
"Cupid's Pocketbook" (American). — This cleverly worked
out story, explaining how Cupid played a prank on a couple.
A pocketbook is lost. There is a very amusing mixup
wlun each of those interested in the lost pocketbook atto describe any
it and
fails, the
because
she didn't
know ittemptscontained
money.
The girl
couple
are thought
to
be desperate criminals. The surprise of the officers when
they discover
them locked
other'sa arms
is another
amusing
occurrence.
The in
filmeach
presents
delicious
bit of
comedy in a bright and attractive way.
"Do Not Judge Rashly" (Eclair). — This is a storv of how
a man unjustly suspected his wife when shown some writing
on a piece of blotting paper. She was tempted, but was
strong enough to resist the temptation, as a letter he afterward found proved. His apologies were naturally profuse,
but were no more so than he should have given under the
circumstances.

Milwaukee,

Wis., 4/8, 191 1.

Motion Picture Distributing & Sales Co.,
New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen

: After the success I had in run-

ning your film "Uncle Sam Watching the Mexican Border," and the satisfaction it gave my
many patrons, I could not resist the temptation of
having the front photographed and writing you
about it. Under separate cover I am mailing you
a copy of the photograph.
For steadiness and clearness of detail this film
is as near perfection as can be made, and it certainly is a pleasure to recommend work of this
kind. Any moving picture house running this
film properly displayed and advertised cannot
help but make money on it.
Respectfully yours,
O. L. Meister,
Manager Vaudette Theatre.
P. S. — Take note of the show-case in the front
displaying antique Mexican relics.

YOU GET YOURS
Ask your Exchange for this money-maker.
There is no regular release date for it, and he can
get a copy any time at 10c per foot. Notice the
dandy Uncle Sam poster in the picture.
Ask your Exchange also for the other Lumiere
Special — $25,000,000 fire of the N. Y. State Capitol and the Great N. Y. Factory Fire on the same
reel, with a most interesting five hundred feet of
the N. Y. Giants in training at Marlin Springs,
showing the opening guns and the baseball veterans and recruits of the battle of 191 1.
sold only by

Motion Picture Distributing & Sales Go.
Ill East 14th St., New York City

"A Good Cigar*' (Imp). — This is a story of a man who
was given a loaded cigar. He turns the tables upon the
jokers by allowing it to roll under their tabic, where it
explodes; it disfigured them seriously.
"A Faithless Man" (Imp). — This incident is clearly told,
but it lacks strength. It isn't even an entertaining story, but
a record of love and jealousy among desperadoes and barmaids, with a sheriff as an accessory. The criminal is
eventually brought to justice, but only because he proves
recreant to his betrothed. That is the redeeming feature
of the piece.
"An Adventure in Sicily" (Yankee). — Here is a romance
which clings continuously to the brigands of Italy and when
one or more is indicted, as in this instance, it adds piquancy
to the narrative. There is, however, a rather brutal kidnapping of a girl which is scarcely necessary. The denouement is interesting. The old story of the impecunious
nobleman whose estates are heavily mortgaged never loses
its interest. And here is a banker ready to take the daughter, and release the mortgage. An American appears,
though, and it is all off with the Italian. The idea of having an English marksman pick off the brigands one by one
relieves this film from the possible danger of monotony, for
it is like others we have seen. When the Englishman appears and clears up the mystery the last tangle is made
straight. The scenery is good and the sulphur mines shown
will undoubtedly be new to most who will see this film.
"A Midnight Adventure" (Nestor). — Mistaken identity is
the pivot of this story. A baby girl comes upon a midnight
intruder, whose slouch hat and general rough appearance
lead her to believe him to be her uncle from the West.
The burglar, a genial. likable fellow, gets very chummy with
the tiny girl, and when he deposits all his loose change in
her little bank, she rejoices for having the dearest uncle
in the world. Here a succession of interesting incidents
keeps the audience in good humor. When the real uncle
finally arrives, he is held up and handed over to the police,
who have been summoned by 'phone. But the girl's father
returns home in the nick of time and clears away the situation. The burglar clears out. Six-year-old Florence Conrad, a finsomc little tot, bids fair to outrival the older
Florences,
Turner
andsome
Miss power
Lawrence.'
Willis Robards,
as the Miss
burglar,
shows
of characterization.
"Vindicated" (Thanhouser). — This film tells the story of
a convict who proved his honesty very unexpectedly, considering the circumstances, and thereby won the love of a
minister's daughter. Because he was hounded by his past
they are shown leaving for a country where he and his past
are alike unknown. The story undoubtedly presents a
certain phase of misfortune very accurately and shows one
way in which unfortunates may escape persecution.
"The Girl Stowaway's Heroism" (Yankee).— This sea
story, presents the adventures of a girl who traveled as a
stowaway disguised in her brother's clothes. It has some
thrilling passages, and the love story between the girl and
the mate of the ship develops in a natural way.
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"The Maid's Revenge" (Solax).— This film tells an amusing story, and develops a situation which is often enough
talked about. A kitchen maid to get even with her mistress
excites her jealousy, but when, however, the angry wife
throws down the screen and discovers her husband dictating
to his male (not female) stenographer, the situation assumes a comical aspect. The picture closes with everybody
looking
story
agitation as a affair
joke.
What theupon
maidthe got
for and
her the
partwoman's
in the embarrassing
is not reported.
"Rickshaw, the Detective" (Reliance).— A comedy presenting a detective successful in capturing, alone and unaided,
desperadoes by the half dozen. He has to accept meekly,
however, the dictation of his wife. She strips him of his
star, replaces it with a gingham apror and sets him to doing
hou-ework. The absurdity of the situation thus created is
the basis of the humor.
"Summer Widows" (Reliance).— A bright comedy, it presents the adventures of a young man at a resort where
there are numerous girls, but no other man. Ultimately,
however, he falls from favor and departs with each one trying to assume a more icy stare than the others.
"A Confidence Trick" (Great Britain).— This detective story
will please any audience. Some of the complications in it
are more than ordinarily interesting and will keep the people
guessing until the denouement. The photography is clear
and the acting is excellent. There are a number of thrills
introduced which help in maintaining the interesting features
at a high standard.
A KICK
AND A QUESTION.
April II, 191 1, Newcastle, Pa.
Editor Moving Picture World:
Dear Sir — I wrote you some time ago in regard to Reliance
and Bison films, jumping and running out of the frame, but
my letter i- still unpublished. There have been many letters
published since you received my first letter, and 1 trust you
will print tin- one. A- 1 am a paid subscriber to your paper,
I think I am entitled to a little space in the World, the same
as your other subscribers are. I would also like to know,
in your next issue, what has been done with the Pennsylvania aisle question. A- far a- I can judge, every theater
ing good business at present. I will also
Independent films have put my business up to top
notch, with the exception of Bison and Reliance films. So I
would advise these companies to be a little more careful
with their work.
Trusting you will publish this letter in your next issue,
I am,
Yours

(Your
question
Mil

very truly,

Brown,
M^r. Royal Theater.

complaint was referred
We ha
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LAVEZZI

CALLS

ATTENTION

Mrite ti.r Catalogue

Lavezzi Machine Works

Biggest Feature

o< the Year

Pancoast Mine Horror
Pennsylvania Anthracite Coal
Worst Disaster

75

Twenty- three Correct Slides
Mayer

Silverman,

Field's

LIVES LOST
105

3 Days for $10.00

Fourth Avenue,

Pittsburg, Pa.
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LARGEST
CLEARING
HOUSE
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Song
Slides
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Write lor Rental

CHICAGO

SONG
Sixth

Floor.

35 N. Dearborn
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eived any official word as
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-
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SLIDE
Portland
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Stock
Catalog

EXCHANGE
Block
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GOOD

COMEDY

Remember That
Awful tfcfFire

(hat destroyed

entv-fuur
(nearly

Collin-in
r>rUnd. O.. :.back
r hundreJ and »evInc.
all little children)

■E

EVERY

WEDNESDAY
m
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\odiurui Hardware Co.
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STORIES of the FILMS

Ilia leturii

I
i. ii
in. in Im- 1 1 _

In

attended

love «itii
| igemenl

a

-ton,

b
telling

' woman

and

GAUMONT.
THE

COURT
I'i

MJUii.
iweatheart,
at barracks
lu another
part

lo leave
to join
of the

IN THE PROVINCE OF KWANG
TUNG
In tic
street"I Swat. m,
i i. u-.li. i".-

CHINA
iv it li men

wedding

bell

KALEM.

w iih another youth,
town.
Smartly
drilled
uiaih-rii appliances,
cope

ouli

»uii

tin-

planning
unit
' Icb bi- i

I rid
Ad

lc

PICTURESQUE
WATERFALLS
SPAIN— The famous waterfi
near
from

himself

OF

c

NORTHERN

Snrragossa.
Tin- views
four different
heights,

Include
1 lie
t be
Trinity

blind

sights

en bis left.
Appeals
.ire attended
In by
are miserable
are

which

which
to him
are
his deaf
side,
the
shown oil his left.
- ministers,

•lp tin- applicants.
When
be learns
of
their
cbarljy
they
are
condemned
to punishment.
The
ministers are beheaded,
and
the daughter
and
her lover an- scut to prison.
The prince is haunted
daily by the spirits ..( his victims,
anil finally falls
• lead.
This brings aliout the release of the princess
and
her
faithful
lover,
they
are
married,
and
a
peaceful
and
happy
reign
begins.
JIMMIE THE FOX.— is sitting at the waterside,
and Just behind him a fishwife is roundly abusing
a

gendarme. I '!;•- youngster la thoroughly enjoying the official's roasting, but when turned to by
'hat per- a witness,
the little
fellow affect) total deafness. He is tried in many
Mays by the gendarme, who fails to trap the artful lad. Finally, the bo.i is taken to his mother,
and Jlmmie then confesses to her how he has deceived
the official — who
goes
away defeated.
LOST YEARS.— A girl is playing at ball with
her fiance and her little sister, when in trying to
catch it. she falls backwards over the balustrade
and is Injured fatally. This so worries her father
(teen
years
later
t

since

fatality,
his
only
occupation
that
unhappy
day.
The
music
seems
to remind of oheer times and he makes an effort to recall
- lizes his wife, and the daughter

old man to complete his nappli
BREST. A FORTIFIED HARBOR OF FRANCE.—
Brest is the most important commercial and military port of France. The film shows: The old
on-rly the residence of the Dukes of
Brittany, now a garrison; the Itoailstead. one of tinlargest and
most 11 beautiful in Europe- ', "mo
battleemploying
Id ride
the swing
bridge,
ove
of iron, which
opens to give passage
I
larger

Eighteen years later Florence Is a charming young
lady, and very much in love with Harry .Ionian
Her wealthy foster father suddenly met with
deep nurses. He saw a way to recoup bis lost
fortunes if Florence would marry a certain wealthy
suitor.
Howard
Lacey.
Her own father, longing to see his daughter again
secured a |Hisition in the Foster household as butler.
lb- overheard luster asking Flo to marry Lacey
and
he saw
ber broken heai le.i
But Foster showed that
adoption and that therefore

In- had the papers of
Florence must
bide by

Uearliart left the house in despair, although bis
daughter had plainly shown her love for ber
real father.
marriage was not to take place.
fathers were
friendship.

brought

together

lu a firm bond

of

■ did

HELPING
HIM
OUT.— Albert and Pearl are
sweetln-arl
I called,
which
was
sl\ times a week besides Sunday, he always brought
his banjo. Pearl thought he was the finest banjo
player in the world, but her father, mother and
brother did not share
In this high
opinion.
When
Albeit
got busy on the strings
they closed
doors and stuffed cotton In their ears They
<h, I
t favor Albert's suit and one day Pearl's
introduced
another
young
man
and
forbade

i the ■

father
isket

has
and

run
bides
falls

from

It

in

It. Uaspard's
agitation
into an appoleptic
fit.

<pot anc
ber *-"hiding place has been rifled. >nne
A vision
of his fathr
appears
to Peter
and
orders
him
to n
treasure.
This
he does,
so justice
Is clone In the
THE

ABBEY
OF
PAVIA.
ITALY.— This
picture
•'■- -lbhey.
general
view
the buildings
and
i and
quadrangle:
ome
cbaslng
and
• gardens and

■

ambitious.

In

interest in him

whatever.

She

used

, Jack

in the parlor when she beard Albert's signal outside, and she preferred Albert's tiny bunch of violets
to the big bunch
of American
beauties
that
the
other
young
man
brought.
Worry
over
ber
sweetheart
undermined
Pearl's
health.
The family became
worried and finally her
father went
to Albert
and proposed that the young
, the 1,

all directions. Joe escapes to the

tells
Dick
thai
in- accidentally
shot
himself
and
Is dying,
and
gives
Dick
the money
■ lnsurrectos
have
previously
given
him.
asking
t to the marshal, who pays him
le reward. True to his promise to Joe, Dick calls
i his wife
and tells her of his sad ending,
at the

young

husband's money and saves the 1

was
under
Spanish
aw ue, 1 the enormous
rancho San Fernando
for neighbor the young and handsome,
but

decided

and
that

shoved
a roll of bills
he elope with Pearl and thus

agreed.
way she bad treated
him and sin- presented him with ■ roil of bills and
made
the same
request
as the father
and
brother.
\\ Inn
Albert
finally met
Pearl
be had
no difficulty
in persuading her to 'he elopement.
N'cxt
morning,
when
the family thatwas Albert
at breakand
fast, a telegram
arrived
later

gain Allien
he i

preference

to

Don

lastillon

Enrique

Monte-

Don
-nil

Jose argued with Don Rafael, that If Enrique coiii, i be discredited In ber eye-, the latter's
might
hi
me successful.
I ion Hafael
sent bis

The
i holcil him
requesting
little

I

mountains. In a lonely miner's cabin be finds a
rule ami determines
to put up a stiff flgbt
Iii.k Martin, who has beard of the
pursuit of the Insurrcctos, reluming to his home,
tin, Is his rifle gone and correctly conclude- the
fleeing men have passed that way. Learning of the
nw anl offered for their capture be folli
trail. Joe. while climbing a hill through the underbrush, accidentally si
ta himself.
Dick,
who
is

■ I.1S V

Albert was
and Pearl's
father
presented
himsuspicious,
with a however,
roll of bills,
and bluntly
suggested that be elope with the young woman.
That certainly looked good to Albert
and he agreed

band,

marries

iciuits are wanted for the Insurrecto a
California. Joe meets the leaders und is
o help Intercept a train carrying
interrupted and the

I took
i
to leave t

URBAN-ECLIPSE.
BENEATH THE
TOWER
RUINS.— Count
Carnac,
■ ' -fiiii- death,
appoints
his
steward,
Oas- guardian
of his nie.-e.
Yvonne,
and
tells
fortune
ll hidden,
Oaspard
and
his sons bring
Yvonne
borne
from
the convent
where she is being educated,
but tl
Id man
hides
from ber the fact that she has inherited a fortune.
John, the second son. falls in love with
One night tJaspard creeps away to the ruined castle
in which the treasure lies hidden. He has Just
found the casket when be is stricken with fear
fol
efore
him
ofson.the win
ghost
c "
the eldest

THE
PHONEY
PRINCE.— I
lug Inherited
money,
be,
socially
. "ll-e.pien, . . .lack
Ma, I. lei,.
\

good
euolgb
lor
the .old
lady
I •
'■
many
a Perslau
Prince:
he I- therefore
In deep
despair.
His chums,
however,
ti\ up ■
do up th.
• in their
plan
they
meet him at the depot with an automobile on hla
arrival in town and take him to Jack's" apartment
•
blushing
where through a subterfuge they get him to take
,.(1 nan
him
lu a
. .ml
.lack makeup as the Prime.
Then
as

work.

I rosnes Kail.
THE OPPRESSOR.— a drama from the life of a
Prince of Moravia.
Ili- la deaf on the right side.
.aid

llremeu.
with
outlu.
- \l-lloil

mpts
to aid
Peter's
return.
dead bad> . Ue
u

. 11 at
:li:illi-i-«l. ng, i

.,f l'li-.lra.
Iris Kail,

European
with
l lie

stratagem

but Moienge,
ami
the girl
Inflamed
by

nearly

had

the

desired

Enrique's servant, overheat ■agree
to marry,
tells Yosoleta,
w bo,
Rafael's
treachery,
stabs
him
as he
iiis marriage. The
blame
falls on
En-

all
and
Donrique, butJose
Enrique.

Is
rightedand by gives
Ysoleta's
CO
relents
his daughter

to

THE MOTHER.— The home of a lonely widow Is
visitel by gossipy neighbors conveying the sad
liews through a newspaper article of the conviction
of her only son. on a charge of murder — a son she
had
not seen
for fifteen
years,
and
had
mourned

he had lost the fortune of his ward. Then
seeing that he was 111 with an Incurable disease.
and that death could iot be far off. he wrote a letter to his nephew. I. lent. Arthur Desman, in which
be expressed the wish thai the lieutenant marry
Miss Weston, and thus save ber from being left

■ Hon of a mother's undying love for ln-r
boy. and determination not to desert him in the
hour
of
need,
is
she pleads to see her lioy. To save ln-r breaking
heart, the son docs no! recognise ber as bis mother,
that he may save her disgrace and pain. She Is
not convinced and leaves heavy hearted but ever

The lieutenant answered the
penniless.
and
met
Gladys. Now
Gladys
was
child and
she was
full of life
lid
that
"boys
ease of Gladys.
It was tjut

murderer has made
the innocent man.

letter in person
little more
than
and
vivacity.
It
"girls sometimes

willQladTS
he tom-hoys."
did m>t meet
the lieutenant
i.l blushes,
"in the contrary
her rather
too boisterous and after
she

might

be

continually

amusing

with
!downvery
he thought
bad
played

I

I low, -\ ,-r. he yielded to the entreaties of bis
uncle and consented to an engagement to Gladys.
After be had place, I the ring on ber finger, he left
for duty in the Philippines. There he remained
for three
years.
While he was gone Gladys passed through those
i lu which she turned
from
the

the

governor

and

I

•■-- a telegram that the real
a deathbed confession, to save
Phone Is out of order and a

human life is at slake. The governor's daughter
makes a wild ride and reaches the prison Just lu
time with the reprieve.
UNTO US A CHILD IS BORN.— Robert Watson,
a young married man. whose greatest fault Is an
Insane

tentlon

Jealousy

of

o'

visiting

''

her.

Tom

announcing

bis

in-
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Robert, seeing hi- •
• <i ranger
draw* Mb revolver an.] shoots, wounding Tom
Robert, believing be lias killed Tom, flees for tbe
West. Six monilit later be is Been. drinking add
gambling.
One

W'bile
day

a

daggering

letter

cornea

inuanl
for

home,

Bobert,

be

falls

containing

liatiDg
shown
tbe strange
missive
to several
quaintances without result,
takes
It to tbi
who recognizes it as a part of tbe byinn
a Cblld
Is Born."
Tbe
miner
tells
Bobert.
instantly
understands
tbat
his wife
bat

acwho

PAT HE.
BOBEBT
THE
SILENT — Bobert,
Duk
maudy,
ha* so long
tired of tbe mundane
tilings
of tbla life that
be lias earned
the sobriquet
of
Tbe
Silent.
His
fool no longer
pleases
bim.
bis
wife
falls In all her efforts
to win
lubappineta,
and
lie no
longer
takes
any
interest
In tbe beantiMl trinkets brougl I to bim
from
dial
while
out
oo bis
witnesses
the dancing
of ui»
■ ■■, hut the remembrance of her faet haunts hliu, until he finally
■ends ber a message to come and dance before bim
at bi« <a-i •
.ines and dances so
beautifully that Bobert tbe Silent is delighted, and
when she refuses
bis gold, be presses a kiss upon
ber brow in payment
t..i tl
\.|ubjlte pleasure she
baa given. Unfortunately, his wife sees this klsa
and bas tbe poor girl thrown into a dungeon full
■be Is found by tbe Duke Bobert. and. realizing tbat his whim bas caused ber
death and being utterly tired of life, be presses a
pblal of iiolson to bis lips and dies.
A NEW LIFE— Mrs. Bradley Is about to retire,
hut hearing a slight noise goes to her bureau aud
gets a r. •>
light, she waits.
In a moment
the door
stealthily
opens and a burglar enters — a flash, quick scurrying
of feet ami sudden
light ami
Mrs. liia.l;.
burglar
wounded
on
tl
IngS out all of her
fearing lest the mai
to dresa tbe wound ai
Teuder nursing and kind treatment do much for tbe
physically and morally, and a
month
later he Is told I bat
he Is well enough
to
. ..-., the
time
!.,!• .1.
Bradley tests bis honesty by sending bim
to caab a check. Finding tbat he returns with the
money she gives him a position on ber estate.
BOIL YOUB
WATER— I examination of a drop of stagnant
water.
The film
entitle, Is i,< sufficient
Interest to appeal
■ moving
picture
tbe i
-i.tant
is wen getting some
water
from
a nearby stream, then in the laboratory tbe chemist
make* a slide, utilizing only
a drop of water,
and
tbi* be plaees under the tube *■< the microscope.
As
be exauih •
.« u upon
Indeed
tbe number
• inhabit
ber thing*

wrlggloa

most

nlng.
Another
pod», carrying

Ornamental
Theatres
PLASTER

family
ook

JACK

MASONS

.laughter.

Kuth

Uutli
I i. .illy

after
it
Bitot
bulls
the
»at
health
it finally
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decided
change.
'l"ho urll-t oiilni
-hows 11 I.. her husband, who taking her
In lils arum, tells her "Blip linn never DUB grown?'
A CARD
OF INTRODUCTION.— To accompany
her mother.
Ethel, an Amerl. an itlrl. sail- rather
uncx|>cctedly for Purls, leaving
behind
net two
ant admirers. Dick ami Jnrk, who hap|ien
hla cousin Jack of his Intention,
MqoMtlni
inin to write a line or two

In French

there ami know Inn absolutely nothing "f i
language. Jack, who Is obllgeil to stay at home.
Dick's opportunity,
ami the more he thinks of It the firmer the greeneyed monster takes possession of him. until a
happy IdM st tikes him. He writes n few lines In
French on a card and sends It to Dick.
In due time Dick arrives in Paris, but
utter dismay, consternation reigns supreme when• he presents the card.
He is In despair and
his
" Doing arrested when by good forth.- American girl, Ethel,
who
translates the <
, he Is Just recovering from
the Thesmallpox."
police, upon learning that the cause of all
the excitement was merely a practical joke, release him. This episode gives Dick an opportunity
to declare his lore for Ethel, who reciprocates,
and accordingly they send the perpetrator of the
card the foil. .wing i
"Jack — As Cupid you are all right. Congratulate
John Frederick- , . --. .1 %
est life and sin no more. The day be and a fellow convict named Allen are released they are
met outside the prison gates by friends of Allen,
who at once propose a further career of crime.
Ten years later we find Fredericks :i prosperous
and successful business man
in a Western cominlty.
He lias changed his name to Frederic
Johnson. He has larried a charming young woman
and Is the father
baby girl.
He has earned
the respect of his felloi
mously
decide
to offer him the nomination
for
The

campaign

begins

in earnest addressing
and be Is kept

i human derelict, Allen.
crime and liquor have brought him down to the
very dregs, and while begging a drink he sees a
poster of Johnson ns candidate for JIavor.
Seeing a mass meeting advertised that night,
he makes his way to the hall and confront- Frederlcks as be Is addressing the meeting. The sudden appearance of Allen so upsets Fredericks that
he Is unable to go on and the meeting la i
Allen then confronts Fredericks and asks him
for money .
Fredericks has read bis man aright. Allen comes
to his house In his drunken state and demands two
thousand dollars for bis silence. Fredericks refuses to submit further to blackmail and Allen
leaves In a fury, threatening to expose him at
once.
Fredericks hands In his resignation.
Allen,
after leaving
Fredericks,
goes back
to
"" """a spent all his money, and
In an ugly mood gets Into
argument
with the
barkeeper, resulting In a brawl
himself. The news of the killing is cried tbxoogJl
the streets by the newsboys, and one of the committee, hearing the cries, goes to the window and
buys a paper. Fredericks- glance at the headline
telling
death assures
that hissolicipast
history of
is Allen's
safely buried,
and at him
the earnest
tation of his wife and the committee he tears up
his resignation.

VITAGRAPH.
I'ndernf
abandon,
Lydda
possesses a remaining spark of her
which needs but the fanning of conscience to stir
it Into a flame of splrltnalitv that will make clear
and plain the way to Godliness.
Casting off her garments of unrighteousness, she
Clothe* herself in the black robes of contrition and
•tarts In search of the God of light and spiritual
purity. At the tomb of the Holy One. she Is met
by an angel, who tells her that the one whom she
Is seeking is not there. Lydda docs not know that
she has already found Him and His spirit has
already entered Into her life; shedding tears of
penitence, she Is purified and sanctified.
EASTER BABIES.— When little Dot and little
Tot hear about the Easter Eggs, the stork and the
Easter Babies, they arc very anxious to be the
possessors of a little baby brother and sister. They
start out shopping for Easter Eggs, which they
find In a shop window, and which they purchase.
They take the eggs home, then go out on the
street and kidnap a little white and colored hahy
whom they place In the eggs and cover with the
lid to bring about the proper results Their
mother and father come In the ' room very much
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amused at their efforts aud notions, but Imagine
surprise when .i they
open thestudy
lid*
oftheir
the parents'
I..
the lufuutllo
lu black and while.
Mi later the stork visits the boma of Dot
and Tot. bringing ihuui u rual live, llttlu brother
and sister.
THE LEADING LADY.— The Irish Washerwoman
U to be produced by Manager lis, I how Talon. The
cast Is all engaged but the leading lady. Finally
in the newspaper
Muggs, the playrlgbl
picture ut an Irish cook at a downtown
restaurant.
that she Is the type he wuuts, aud Talon
must engage her.
up and I- introduced
lo the stage mani TH
.-inall; the
rehearsal
Marts,
hut
Hrldget
entheater.
tirely unused t
almost

comes to blows, b

kitchen, much to the delight of Mr. Murphy, who
is having a hard time without her.
THE TROUBLESOME SECRETARIES.— Mr. Harding, a fussy old fellow, ha- a daughter; he also has
a private secretary, an attractive young fellow,
who falls In love with the daughter uud gets his
"walking papers." Later he employs a female
secretary, who proves to be an old schoolmate of
daughter. She drives the old gentleman to despei' Hi..
ii by using perfumer) extravagantly on herself and everything else about his office; so he
decides to get a secretary over sixty years of age.
In the meaniiinc. ltalph, the tlrst secretary, disguises himself at Hetty's suggestion as an old man
aud makes uti application with the rest of the
would be secretaries.
The apparent feeble and antique secretary at
once starts to work, but his employer has no
sooner turned his back when the ancient secretary
becomes very spry and active lu bis attentions to
Hetty, and proves very strenuous in his embraces
and
kisses.
Hardinghisis false
apprehended
of and
Ralph's
identity,
afterMr.pulling
beard off,
all
ends happily.
THE SPIRIT OF THE LIGHT.— Far out In the
breakers stands the old light house, its beacon
kept 1. iiinihg by its faithful old guardian assisted
by his beautiful daughter. Nan. The old sentinel
of the sea Is a picturesque old structure aud attracts the attention of a young artist uained Philip,
who secures lodgings with the old man with permis ion to paint a picture of the attractive scene.
The next morning while busily engaged at his
1, Philip sees Nan approaching, her beauty inradiant sunlight. He asks her
paint her portrait; she consents,
ana ne at once starts his pleasurable task.
During the progress of the work he falls In love
with Nun. and each day she grows fonder of him.
He has very nearly completed the painting when
he is suddenly called away by a telegram stating
that his mother Is dying. He bids Nan farewell,
saying be will return and finish her portrait as
soon as possible.
During bis absence he Is stricken with fever.
She does
anxiously awaits a letl
•hich reaches her while
■es as a commtmlcal km
sitting in the dory tba
the main shore. While
between the lighthouse
is unfastened from Its
reading the letter, the
Her father bears
moorings and drifts ou
her cries for help; he Is so feebli
unable
to reach her and be tries to throw her tne oars
which are lying on the shore, hoping they may float
towards her.
The boat with Its precious burden
keeps drifting
farther and farther away until It
Is lost sight of.
The old lighthouse keeper is
agonized and tries to make his way to the tower
to start the lights, while an approaching
storm
adds to bis fears.
He drops dead.
Philip returns,
learns what has happened and while sitting in the
twilight dreaming of Nan. her vision appears and
direct- 1 ■ iin to guard
the light.
He obeys, and
safety for the Incoming vessels Is assured.
iii.-e-sc.i by the associations of the place and
lured by the vision of the beautiful girl whom he
lores with an undying afTeetion, he becomes the
lighthouse attendant and grows old In the service,
faithful to the last, until he Is called by "The
Spirit of the Eight" to join her in the realms of
the eternal light of Heaven.

■

written,
"Thou shalt not kill."
Addlngton drops
the knife :
permitting llcardsh-y to go, turns to
thank the Indian girl who saved him from commitTHE TWO MOTHERS.— Joe Williams, a steel
eiigiaver, i- ..in ..I employment, and without funds
to -upi~.it hi- wile am I baby. It Is then that a
noted counterfeiter, hearing of Joe's predicament,
calls on him with a promise of a large sum If
the engraver will assisl him in the making of
counterfeit notes. Joe at first dei lines the offer,
hut the sight of ii
v. of which he is lu grest
i I. force- him to accept
terfell
working In towu, and several of the counterfeit
note- have been taken
up. After a dl
vestlgatloi
..I■ onmen the locate
place thela
plat d. A detective,
furl II,
n win. are to make the raid, and that
night, bidding
his wife and baby g I
leaves the house and a few moments later leads bis
men to a place where the counterfeiters arc workcounterfeiters are taken by surprise snd
several captured, although Joe and one other escspe
by leaping out of the window. The detectives
lire at the runaways, one of the bullets bitting
i . epl
Joe, who staggers home and dies
in Ionhisgiven
wife'sat
the home of the
ve''chief of the detectives, at which
Carl and Idsha wife are guests. Craned by grief,
Mary,whenJoe'sCarlwife,
slips onout thet.. veranda
the Chief's
and
appears
alone porch
she
tires at him.
Carl is carried Ii
where a few
5 later he dies. Molly, Carl's wife, having
tentlon of seeking personal revenge on the woman
she believes to be the murderer of her husband.
She is restrai
1 from this, however,
by th
it ranee of the |iollce and detectives, who arrest
Mar.v. There follows a scene between Mary and
her Infant, from whom she refuses to be parted.
Molly, whose heart now aches In sympathy with
t lie forlorn mother and ber baby, plead- with the
officers
liberate
engraver's
wife. against
Later,
ring theto trial.
Mollythe refuses
to testify
3 with
Mar.v, who is acquitted.
The photoplay c

Independent Film Stoies.
THANHOUSER.
CALLY'S
of I

COMET.— May

Deering

I
daughter
s more interested

heart, Jack Webster. In fact, he daughter's
holds __. sweetJot of Interest when the latter calls one evening
• ideal of his dreams. This Ideal takes
Jack's ejectment from the house Tery much to
heart, and with her sweetheart she plans that it
shall not happen again — but that Jack shall see
her again, for all that.
So next day Jack enters In the costume snd
make-up of a dignified star gazer, aud Is heartily

t'niversity of Hauergarten.
Prof. Deering rushes the visitor to his observatory and discusses all the recent discoveries with
liiin, finally Inviting him to look through his telescope. The visiting astronomer takes a peep and
pretends to find something very unusual. He pulls
Prof. Deering to the instrument, but the latter
searches In vain for the unusual signs Von Twiller
says he noticed. While Prof. Deering Is busy at
tele-cope Ills visitor becomes busy kissing bis
time Deering i

ESSANAY.
THE INDIAN MAIDEN'S LESSON.— Rev. Warren Addlngton, the pastor of an Eastern evangelical church. Is left a will wherein Is given the
location of a valuable mine In Montana, unknown
to any other living person. He takes only one man
into his confidence, Jack Beardsley, a Westerner
and a seeming!) trustworthy man. who is familiar
with the country. They set out for the mine, prospector style, after swearing allegiance to each
other. Beardsley. however, upon the discovery of
the mine, turns traitor and after severely wounding the minister prospector, leaves him on the
desert to die. In the morning he is found by
• r. an Indian maiden, and taken to the
Indian village where he is nursed back to health,
physically, although be Is unable to recall anything preceding his awakening In the Indian village. He carries a small Bible with him and from
this Instructs the Indian girl, his rescuer. In things
pertaining to the true God and His commandments.
The most impressive of the commandments to the
girl
is. "Thou
kill." byAt the this
time
Hcardsley.
who hasshall
been not
captured
Indians,

_j latter i.
he had "sneaked" in with him. Grabbing the
outer lens of the telescope be paints the design of
a comet on It, and when old Deering comes back
and puts ids eye to the Instrument again, be
dances with Joy at what he sees. Then he rushes
out to summon bis friends to glimpse at the marvelous sight. May and the visitor laugh heartily,
and i he hitter pulls off his spectacles and whiskers.
Prof. Deering then pops In, *~
ders him from t
s who have r
brings in the delegatioL ._
sponded
Deering's
I
comet, butto Prof.
with the
aid of Invitation
a cloth ana
water.
Jack has erased It from the lens.
Prof. Deering
collapses when he finds the comet no longer spThcn Jack does his best work and promises the
Professor that he will replace the comet and save
from disgrace
at the hands of his
a May's marrying him.
saved to Jack.
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-■- chemist spends all Uls mouey aud finally mortgages
till
home, bla sole remaining asset. Tbe chemist, like
most scientists of ability, Is a poor business man,
and when Uls debt falls due, Is unable to meet it.
Ills creditor, a bard-beaded banker, refuses any
extension of time, and tbe scientist decides
tbe refuge of tbe weak,
suicide.
He plans to bk
bas constructed, aud hopes that his fate
rt-garded as an accident. Fortunately for
daughter, tbe widower's only child.
bis plan In time to saTe him, and to exci
sell In her eyes, be tearfully tells her
troubles.

2 ARCHITECT

blm,
accompanied
by
fers tin-in aid. but tbe condition h<
for help will be accorded
the
daughter
marry

rifles tbe girl,
only
on

. tbe i

i of

her

choice,

death — for she
knows
he
separated
from
his
beloTed

if

laboratory.
She
chooses,
and
agrees
"
man
she bates.
On the wedding day. the rejected suitor makes
his appearance unannounced. He confronts the
bride, wbo Is In her wedding dress and on her
way to the altar. He shows her a revolver, and
tells her that when the minister pronounces her
the wife of the other man, the pistol shot that
ends his life will mingle with tbe congratulations
of her wedding
guests.
The girl tears the revolver from
his grasp.
He
tben tells her that
In her father's
laboratory
d supply

«lll f ■

We

l ire
I • 01 t
n they
'
bride-to-be, follows.
Ry this time she Is half erased herBelf. They
meet In the laboratory, and she brings forward
the bomb that her father has constru. -i.
ells tbe young man that as they cannot live torettaac they will die together,
lights the fuse and
waits

and

make Plans and build
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: be sees deatb.
fuse,
creeping
slowly
I runs
away,
leaving

marked
by
burning
oward
blm.
at girl to die alone.
,iat she could not follow
If she would.
The
rejected
suitor,
while
running
away,

not only

Theatres

We have built over 60 Theatres the last 5 years which are all ORIGINAL
in Construction, Design and Decorations

meets
r promise

' ban

The girl 1
iultors.
She

pitiful
sisatur*
unworthy
of
good
wemsn
respect,
while
the
man
eh*
ru ubs
iu« sireng,
manly
traits
that
oompel
. offer* bsr
freedom,
but she does
She
tails him
that
love
has
com*
unexpectedly,
aud Joyfil

my

.ot want
It.
ato her heart,
o the altar.

bouse. He orders all out of tbe room, and only
the mother of the child remains. Clasping a knife
In bis hand the Doctor then advances upon his defenceless victim. Hut the mother fllugs herself
pleads,

tben

she

struggles valiantly. Tbe sound
Of ttsl Htruggle causes Dr. I .amber t to rush In.
Tben he sees what a dreadful wreck be bas created and be goes quietly sway. Heturnlng later
with I be papers, be rnsTtOTO* them to their rightful
owner, who returns to reason at tbe sight of bis
balOTOd treasures.

sdsj
) the neit day
befotu
i
Naturally
this
annout
-uses
cuusldersblo
Interest
sinong
tbe
medical
itsrulty.
but
particularly
In another
specialist,
intlng

In

tb* same
about
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papers
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Utnbert.
wbo
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wonderful
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to
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be

limiti
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them
through
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a window
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then
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too great
a shock
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MINUTES.— Jack.
Is flatted
by au elderly
uncle whom
be
•OB f"r DMOJ
venra.
To create
a good
be makes
up as a mlulaler,
and
acts
- actors
iu
the
house
enter
into Hi.- garni and tbaj bar* moeo fun at ttsl •«•
•
inel*
finally.
bOWSJWM,
Oat
old
grn
tleiunii
breaks
Into
the
apartments
ttsBTI
an awful
racket
la going
OB,
au.l anrj
Iu tbe midst
of a hilarious
efOWd
I luir
turns
out t.. l>e a good
fellow,
and Is received
with open
aim" by the good-natured
abon
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THE LA8T ROSE.— When the favorite flower
girl of Tommy Atkins In Ireland Is In danger of
living capture! hy a visiting American captain »IJ
the strategic nrt of war Is called In by the quartet of BngHeb -..Mil r- wbo have long since set
their hearts on making
tin- cone.
herCaptain
a note Laurence,
asking for ila-hing
the lust r ' '

SPLIT REEL
For TUESDAY, Aoril 25

Shannons pnrents am) their clerical advisor agree
that she ought to. So she doe*, ami with her own
dainty
hands
brings
him
the last row
of summer.

The Melody
of Fate

t diabolical
plol one « r dreamt of. to monop? her
attention.
If e
i for a time. It's a
real
mllltnr.
they and
an. I
they never figured on Yankee wit.
can realize it the American has not only turned all
their efforts to naught, but by a clever movement
has caught
all four
of them
off their
guard
and

.^.
has
Molly

so

completely

enveloped

WORLD

the

f.ir

little

Shannon.

you I

A

crippled genius
., u.amatic
combinasurgical
operation
re-

cs her sight, but young Enrico
ripple— lie cannot
endure
her
ices,

left for dead.
I.lttle
■ adnata
who aided
the white-,
finds the
girl, revives her and nurses her hack to health.
Their love Is mutual and they are wed. and In
curse of time the union is blessed by n child.
Kitty,
a while girl, tries to amuse herself by tlirt-

30

what

does

he

See

the

' "

On the same reel

A Day With An
English Bargeman

CHAMPION.
GEN.
MEADE'S
FIGHTING
DAYS.— Virginia
Wilson,
j
lug days of "01"
was
sought
alter
bj William
Hastings
and
Frederics?
Foster,
. storm 08
". 11 r brok
t.
Blunter
bad
been fired upon.
It
was
II. en that Virginia
.!!-.■.. vercd
Into whose keeM
lug
she
1
While
her
whole
si.ul was
with
i„r native
South,
she gave her lore
whose
sympathies
were
with
William
Hastings,
the rejected suitor,
threw
Ids
lot with
the Confederate
liars.
Each
day
the tide
of battle
ebbed
and
Mowed;
now
the lllues on the
crest ..f the wave,
and
again
the Gray.
And,
one
day
a pert}
of
Federal
soldiers,
sorely
pressed,
tnge In a house on the hill— the bouse was
I rederlck
Foster
and
his wife,
Virginia. In a moment
the Johhny
Rebs
surrounded
the premises
and
carnage
reigned
supreme.
How.
e\er.
superiority
of
numbers
won
out.
and
the
away.
gave waj
before the fierce onslaught of
Voting
Foster
was captured
and
takea

of
the

'Mid
the ball of steel and bullets,
for the battle
l'razier's Farm
was raging In all Its fury, somewhere in the midst of that torrent of Iron and lead,
brave ia(Jen.boys.Meade
was
directing
his gallant

Braving
death
from
exposure
to the
shrieking
- >>f death Hying over the Held of battle,
Virginia
reached
the
General's
tent,
and
as she
desperately
pleaded,
she
mentally
reminded
hiss
of his own
mother,
awaiting
bis probable
return
home,
and
his big,
stern
heart
yielded
to her
womanly
appeal.
anient of Blues was quickly assigned to
the task of rescuing the civilian Unionist and arriving on the scene, they rapidly dispersed the
Grays.
Clasped
in a deep
embrace,
the
reunited
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"Hearts Under

1

r side. His explanation fills her withJoy, and they once more resume the happy life
which
was
so rudely
interrupted.
A MAN
OF
HONOR.— Ills fortune
swept
away.
and
spurned
by Helen,
his betrothed.
Dick
turns
I the
1
wilderness and facing death by starvation, be is
rescued by Ogallala. an Indian maid, who takes him
to her village, where he Is permitted to remain
till his strength is restored. His gratitude turns
to love, and be marries the maid. Five years
elapse, and he is living happily, the father of a
handsome boy. He receives word one day that an
nncle has died, leaving him a fortune, and that
his lawyer is coming to get his signature to cer• -'-1 papers.
Helen
accompanies
the attorney
and
pleads
with
Dick
t
„ _J
Indian
1
child and
marry
her. and
a dramatic scene ensues
as Dick
withstands
the temptation,
sending
Helen
back
and
remaining
loyal
to Ogaualr
ing the outcome.
Is weeping
bitterly
with
her child.
Dick
takes
her
in 1
her tears vanish as he tells her he win
ne loyai

Oilskins"

i the n

SHE WANTED
A MAN WITH BRAINS.— A new
school teacher was to make her home at Banch^H
Smith's bouse, so all the cowboys gathered about
the veranda to greet her. She arrived in due time,
but gave them a cold look of appreciation and
passed into the house. Then the boys turned
awa\ wiih the exception of Tliornby. who fell In
with her at first sight.
He did several
faTOTS
for her and
i
i her i
railed
1
s flrigldly

"turned

down,"

How's This!

Nat M. Wills

being

apprehended

of

Thornby's

(The Happy Tramp)
In

a- screaming tramp comedy.
Book
it
low
Nat — your
patrons
know
for Release date I

him— Watch

AMBROSIO.
THE NECKLACE
AFFAIR.— The thief carries a
sleep-producing fluid which he sprays on his victims.
and the detective has a magical bag. from which
he produces everything he needs, including an assistant, a number of policemen and an automobile.
The pursuit i- full of laughable incidents. The detective .firjally catches his quarry by disguising
i eires- and making an anpolntment
with him
for a wedding.
When
the 1*1' f
r Is supposed
betrothed
with
the stolen

The Powers Co.
241st St. and Richardson Ave.
New York City

her
to
England

the
new
world
but
upon
landing r Infollows
T'
is captured
by Indians
and
Hester w

liev. Arthur Dlmmeadale, the hadsome young
ninister of the Salem community, Is revered and
.eli.ved by his parlshoners.
He meets Hester clsn-

THE
demned to stand upon the public pillory with her
child and for Ibe remainder of her life to wear
conspicuously on her tireast the letter "A."
-lands on the raised platform, the governor of the colony commands her to divulge the
name of the father of the child. She refuses. The
Iter Ditnmesdale Is asked to persuade ber
Ha i
her if she berthinks
again refuses.
: husband, has been rel ed by the
red men and he appears In Salem 01
ber public disgrace and recognizes ber
aignala
for her to be silent as the recognition Be
is mutual.
A silence for a silence is agreed upon. He takes
• of Roger Cullllngwortb and, being a
is called to prescribe for the suffering
minister,
knowing him to be the father of Hester's
child.
The child. Pearl, grows Into a beautiful girl and
nor decides that Hester is not the proper
o rear her. Hester in her grief, appeals
minuter and I
i allow ber tbe custody of the child,
governor
passes the minister Is growing weak
in bodily strength and the guilty s
Meeting Hester and
earl by accident, he tells the woman of
his terrible punishment. She, in love and pity,
tears the letter from ber breast and proposes that
they leave tbe country together to begin life anew.
Little I'earl finds the letter and restores It to
d they realize they cannot escape the
consequences of their sinning.
On a holiday the minister preaches a powerful
sermon In the church on tbe sins of tbe flesh and
'. for evil doing.
As he appears In the
market place, he Is cheered by the members of bis
- overcome by emotion as the
awful truth is brought home to him that he is a
Hester and Little Pearl standing
■ it together by a mighty effort
' - to confess bis sins publicly.
Taking tbem by the hands, be slowly and deliberately mounts the pillory, with Hester amazed,
aud then, to the astonishment of his flock and tbe
near, proclaims
Pearl as his
arraigns
himself
as a sinful teacher,
hers of the church are appalled and dumb
Ishment.
They
cannot
comprehend
it.
lies through her tears.
She will no longer
burden of shame alone. The moment has
arrived when she is partially
vindicated by tbe
self sacrifice of the sharer of her degradation.
i effort, coupled with years of intense
suffering, proves too great a tax on the strength
liter and he falls dead at tbe foot of
supports his head, with tears
down
her cheeks.
The vindication
has
' with It has gone the man she has loved
i lie belug subjected to the Jeers of ber
WHILE

THERE'S
LIFE
THERE'S
HOPE —
air is seated
In the garden
adjoining
• hen her lover. Alfred
King,
enters,
ed s letter she has written
i hen leaves the garden In comyoung man.
uel one, Informing King of tbe
■ i that has existed
between
them
is
lint Of King '■ poverty.
Morton, The
an
..ii account of flnan• nters a room in a hotel and
friends.
King also
i take bis own life and engages apartI writes a note to
rolver to shoot him|
solves on the poison,,r route.
King

pany with another
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Be a Motion Picture
Playwright

wife. Sturdily, well knowing the consequences <
her decision, she refuses. Utter, the party is attacked aud conquered by tbe Americans under
Hamilton, who at first totally misconstrues Dorothy's presence, but who soon learns tbe truth.
Dorothy Is taken to tbe American camp and Washington himself giTes away the bride, when she and
Hamilton are married.

NESTOR.

PIPETONE

THEATRE

SALES

CO.

THE EIVAL AKTISTS — Just bow Dudley Warwick had achieved his reputation, his fellow
artists were at a loss to understand. With Bruce
Webster it was quite the opposite. Tbe few who
really knew unanimously declared his work to be
that of a genius. However, should bis picture of
Judge Wilson's daughter Millie, meet with approval, bis recognition would be assured.
Judge Wilson, after seeing the finished portrait,
agreed with Millie that It is suberb. However.
Artist Warwick pronounced it inferior, and sent
her an oil painting which was generally conceded
to be bis best. It pleased Judge Wilson, but not
. opinions
bis daughter,
decided Into the
havemeantime.
various critics'
on thewbopainting.
Millie
hurried to Bruce's studio and Induced him to
substitute
a painting
of bis arrived,
In plsce and
of Warwick's.
In due time
the critics
greatly to
tbe satisfaction of Bruce and Millie, and tbe Intense astonishment of Judge Wilson, declared that
never before had they realized tbe really great
• elr friend Warwick (for the names bad
been painted out). They were unanimous In producing it Inferior. _Tbey
were pointing out
demned landscape, but stopped In amazement. It
was his painting that they were daring to criticise
in this manner. In vain did his friends attempt to
excuse their blunder — the great Warwick rusbed
angrily from tbe room, while Judge Wilson, aa be

To Exchanges

GREAT
plant at 6oc per reel.

ORTHO

FILM

2726 W. Division St.

CO.
Chicago, 111.

"LaGinematografia Italiana ed Estera"

IS ITALY'S LEADING
PAPER
FOR THE
ANIMATED
PICTURE
PUBLISH!.!' lokl MCMTLY.
22, 36 and 40 large pages, 8 shillings per annum

Incandescent

NORTHERN.

bis wife,
make* a will 1
deposited in 1 safe. Tbe noted criminal,
rae. Is masquerading
as ti
si,.., of the win.
ii,- tberMore *»»*■
presslon of the keybole of the safe, sending the
skeleton key to a woman
accomplice wil-get possesing the Count.
When the Count's death occurs, the
nurse quickly secures tbe will and b
- in respouso to an
urgent message.
The loss of the will 1- Morse's outside his
dressed off
as
wing (0 theout watcher
me seem
The Countess
meauwblle
drives away
In her carriage; she Is pursued In a motor car by
rates, captured after a valiant
and taken to a lonely
1 In charge

Lamps

For Theatres. Park,
Clear. 6 Cents
Colored. 7 Cents
SAFETY ELECTRIC CO.
15 Michigan Ave.. Chicago. 111.

pears

and frustrates
their plans. She cornel to
Ith a teddy bear and be leads ber away,
leaving the hear on the wall.
King appears and
Is about to throw himself over when tbi
ind her mother Joins her.
King
. .mil follow! th. rn

I.v to llolUI

"SILVERLIGHT"
Aluminum MotionPictureCurtain

f the gas. J ii - •
' King

an. I I

•

hey

song Him i
• King
a
leave

■•

Extraordinary Features Are:
tilth J. Golisn Suds'; Co.

I Ihlolag

in th.

H.
a I. aui, iui.it or mi. in v.ii i: ;..,-.
Patriot.
kl his life
. until.!, in
. and a «p

14 Hibnh In., Chicuo

II.

F.
Lecturer
New

HOFFMAN
<>i

York

Spcci.il

Rj

City and Vicinity

c an MOVING

PK n RE WOW

D

VAN.

THE
■islng

his

away lcuv
husband |t

ill t>.v the
i r.l.t. The
trapper I
mi In the
struggle whlcb follow, tin- nun ln-UI b> I ills. TtM
Sheriff starts to (At Ms man DO I moots with an
accident on the war.
Mary Is on her way with f<«Ml to her fugitive
husband, when she tin. Is the sheriff prostrate with
a broken arm. She assists him to her home. \\ hen
the sheriff Is well on the way t.. recovery, he disMary Is (lie wife of the nuin he Is
btmtlnt down. The trapper. In the meantime tires
of hiding and returns
to liis home, and, peering
i the sheriff patting 1
through the window.
old

boot

print

or

I

sheriff t_ . After the husband has explained the circumstances of the killing (which was purely accidental), he offers to go with the sheriff, but when
be looks at the weeping woman decides that he
never did care much for the office of sheriff and
bids them both goodbye ami leaves them In peace.
THE GIRL OF THE CORAL REEFS.— A shipwreck occurs on the "OoraJ Beefs." By some miraculous chance, a babe was saved by some fishermen. The child, grown to womanhood, Is the Idol
of the plain fisher folk. An American artist spies
a beautiful girl pitching shells from the sea. He
is struck with her beauty and asks her to pose for
him: the girl, frightened at the sight of the
stranger, flees to her adopted mother for protee-

npon the shoulders missing the head.
He Is carried
i the girl's home, where he Is nursed tenderly
telegram from his mother, who
was notified of his accident and she soon arrives
from the mainland. The girl is called and the lady
recognizes the locket and narrates the story of the
burning eblp when she was separated from husband and baby, thinking them both lost. Here
she has found her child and tiie artist a new sister.
With regret the girl is given to her mother and
they depart for the mainland where we discover
the girl is surrounded by all the luxuries she could
desire. "The call of the Sea" is, however, too
strong within her. She 19 unhappy and knowing
nothing but the simple life, she longs to retunr;
unable to restrain her feelings she steals from
her new villa home In her fisher girl garb and
appears at her humble home happy In the love of
the only mother she has ever known and In the
devotion of the plain fisher boy of the coral reefs.

i attention to the breakfast set before him by his pretty daughter, only,
however, as Is his habit, to find fault with everything. The knife proves to dull to meet his ideas
and after upbraiding the daughter, the Squire goes
outside to sharpen the knife, leaving her weeping
at the table.
Her lover, Harry, come9 along and finds her In
li Harry departs. We
home of John Reynolds, whose wife Is Hi In bed.
The constable sent by the Squire serves John with
a notice to vacate. Without money, John decides
that he will appeal to the Squire for leniency, and
goes to his house. He arrives Just after the scene
with Harry and finds the old man worked up anil
cudgel.
defends
i the John
struggle
that himself
follow!
the Squire is killed accidentally by the very knife
he had sharpened. Though really guiltless of the
crime. John realizes that hl9 story would never be
believed If he is found alone with the body, and
bearing some one approaching, he bides in a closet
In the room.
In the meantime. Harry has been persuaded by
Rntb to retnrn and make one more effort to gain
the
theiroldmarriage.
He comes
into old
theman's
room consent
Just asto the
man breathes
his
last. Surprised. John bends over him and picks
np the knife with which the deed was done. He fa
found In tbls position by the neighbors and, of
course, accused of the crime.
Then follows a series of dramatic situations,
leading
to John's final vindication, which are
intensely npinteresting.

AMONG

THE

EXHIBITORS.

Philadelphia, Pa.— A new moving picture theater Is being erected at the corner of Margaretta
Street for 1
Frelhoer A Nixon, which will
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coat

al
n Is being
established at the corner of Cayuga Street and Germantown
Uremia
for Mr.
Lawrence
Loughlln.
Still
another
Is being
built
for the
Colonial
• fli he
i.uc. prop-A

• ■ bag planned for the northeast corner
oi v rth and Tioga streets, which will
be under the owaeranlfe of Mary B.
Hoffman.

Baltimore,
Md. — Another
moving
picture
theater is bi ;
■•st Baltimore,
it
will Ik.' hullt at iMl North Fulton Avenue by
M
!■ t.kas & Constantlne.
Mr. T. W. rtetsch
is drawing plans for a moving picture and vaudeville theater to be located on a large lot on North
Avenue, near timid Hill. The theater will be
of brick structure and will have a seating capacity of 400. The West End Theater Company Is
also planning to erect a moving picture theater

Norfolk, Ta.— Portamoath'a new theater, tha
Olympic-, as handsome a motion plctnn
there la In the State, has been opened by Captain
Charles T. Illaiid. who Is responsible for tha
ereatlOtt of the new amusement place, In the
bulldlug formerly occupied by the I-oufi.mn Company, at 319 High Street. The bouse has been
fitted up In the latest approved style and will
have a seating capacity of 3<M). The equipment la
all new and up to date In every detail
New London, Conn. — The Manhattan
Amusement
has pnrchased
the Lawrence
Theater,
from the Casino Amusement
Company.
Sacramento,
Cal. — A new
moving
picture
theater Is being ere, -ted" ""'I
in patrons.
the Itrlstol Building between 5th and 6th Btreeta tot Mrs. a. it. Sparks.
Racine,
Wil.-Mr.
John 0. Wagner
will build
a new
moving
picture
and vaudeville
theater
here Whli b
130,000 and will be
j will be able
i moving picture t
I about 400 people. It will be opened about

Atlanta, Ga.— Atlanta Is to have _
motion picture theater in the South. It is to seat
something over 80(1 people, and Its equipment
will cost between JUO.imi and Jil.OlM). Mr. John
G. Evlns, proprietor of the Vaudette, a motion
picture show on west side of Whitehall Street,
near Mitchell, Is the man who Is to own and
operate the new place. The building is 40 feet
wide and 110 feet long, far away the largest room
where motion pictures are displayed. The
first of
theater Is expected to open
Dayton, Ohio. — Mr. Charles H. May, who hae
been manager of May's Upera House In Plqua
since It was opened In 1903, has leased the theater to a large syndicate controlling a circuit of
playhouses.
Birmingham, Ala, — Mr. Joe Steed Is planning
ing picture theater In Ensley.
Bangor,planned
Me,— for Portland,lng — picture theater
being
seating capacity of 2,000. The location of this
enterprise Is in the Convention Hall and Is under
the management and proprietorship of the Big
Nickel Amusement
Company.

Jacksonville, Fla.— Work will start within the
next week upon another theater to be added to
Jacksonville's many

April
St. 1.Louis, Mo. — The Casabalance Amusement
Company has secured a permit for the erection
of a new theater at 3G2C Olive Street.
Farmington, 111.— Edwin Alpln and Rob Nlchola
have opened a new moving picture theater In the
Abbott
Building, on West Fort Street.
Toledo, Ohio. — The Mark-Brock Enterprise Company has leased for a period of ten years the
building adjoining the Blade Printing and Paper
Company
plant picture
and will
into
theater
Into aa moving
moving
picture
thet
Charles City, Iowa
Wright Brothers i

Omaha, Neb.— Architect J. P. Gutb Is preparing plans and specifications for the erection of a
new moving picture theater at the corner of
Lenoxworth
and Twenty-ninth
Streets.
FOB

SAI.K-O.NK
HTMIBKO RKII> HIM
Extra fine condition
$12 a Reel
MAYER
SILVERMAN
105 Fourth Avenue
Pittsburgh, Pa.

will be owned and operated exclusively, as a
motion picture theater, by the Imperial Amusement Company of which Mr. G. E. Leonard la
president. The building will front 58 feet on Forsyth Street and will be 85 feet deep. Arrangements are being made In the plans for a thoroughly modern and up-to-date front. The celling
will be thirty feet In height, and the theater will
be equipped with a horseshoe balcony.
Being built

POSTERS and BERiLDS

perfect ventilation, exhaust fans being operated
from the top and through the wlnaowa. The new
theater will have a seating capacity of between
600 and 700, being the largest of Its kind in the

The Fall of Troy

Model Theater here from Altc
Galesburg, 111. — A. R. Taylor has opened a new
moving picture theater on Main Street.
Findlay, Ohio. — A new moving picture theater
a opened here. It is known as the Lyceum.

HENNECAN

FOR

& CO.

CINCINNATI
Biggest and Best Line of

Springfield, Mo. — T. E. Hornbeck has disposed
of his Interest In the Majestic Moving Picture
Theater here to S. W. Wilkins.
Forest City, Iowa. — Mr. Hlxby has sold the Gem
moving picture theater here to Mr. Porterfleld.
Louisiana, Mo. — F. J. Duvall and Dr. E. M. Bartlett, are preparing to open a new moving picture
Salida,

Colo. — F.

E.

Gimlet

has

commenced

the

Iowa City, Iowa. — W. H. Englert is completing
arrangements for the erection of a $30,000 theater
'"I*1
Shenandoah,
Iowa.
templatlng
the
picture theater here.
Cameron, Mo. — Mr. J. W. Weaver is making arrangements to open a new moving picture theater

Moving Picture Printing
in the World
Heralds for all Feature Films

FOR

SALE,

CHEAP

4-20 Hour GrantApply
Flaming Arc Lamps
New and Guaranteed by Manufacturer

Harriman,
Tenn. — Leon
Evans
has commenced
the erection of a new moving picture theater here.
Black River Falls, Wis.— C. P. Andrews is preparing to open a new moving picture s'
Wilmington,
Del. — A. N. Jones, i addition
—
Savoy
Theater here,
I
building.
Hoisington. Kan. — 0. C. Johnson has purchased
the Interest of Frank Frltscher In the Crystal
Theater here.
St. Louis, Mo. — Application for a building permit was made by the Casa Blanca Amusement
Company, to erect a one-story strneture at a
cost of $30,000 at 3626 Olive Street, whlcb will
be used as a high class moving picture and vaudeville theater.

Mr. Hardiman, 769-771 Broadway, Brooklyn

Lang's
RewinderNo.2
PRICE $5.00 NET
Lang Manufacturing Co.
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FREE SONG SLIDE SERVICE
To Managers and Singers who book through

TAYLORS

THEATRICAL AGENCY
49=51 WEST

28th STREET

Phone 1405 Madison Square
IMPORTANT

EUROPEAN

FILM
arriving

YORK

CITY

(GERMAN)

DEALER

in the States between loth and 20th April, is open to buy
for Europe

illiaainterestingFilmSubjects.Negatives&SoleRiglits
At the same time he is ready to sell in the States ^< Ml

Some

NEW

RIGHTS

Sensational European Films

for

AMERICAN MANUFACTURERS AM)
FILM DEALERS
ddress all correspondence to European Film Buyer, care of
Nelson Chesman & Co., 225 Fifth Avenue, New York, also state day
for personal appointmenl .

*-_
^C.

SHOW
SOUVENIR

Slate, Sponge and Pencil

Per

Boys' Air Plains Novelty
Novelty Mirrors
Girls' Tablets, size 5x8 inch
Ass't Fancy Ea-Icr Novelties
Easter China Slipper and Chick,
Imported Stone Steins
Horseshoe Mirror, assorted

1.15
4-50
450
All personal checksTerms:
must be CERTIFIED.
NEWMAN
MFC. CO.
4.00
641 and 647 Woodland Ave.
Cleveland, Ohio

Positively guaranteed to work on any till
It don't crack, dry up, or leave any coatli
•n the emulsion; Is lire-proof, and only r
quires about one- hall as much as others.

French American Producing
and Manufacturing Co.
St.,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

UP-STATE

KXII [BITORS

We h.n

SYRACUSE

in the Bastable Building where we are prepared to attend to youi ever) need,
Vou will find the same high grade ervice and courteous treatment
there that Ikis made our V « York office Buch a i
l-' I \si
mu

[5th s 1 ui 1 1
^ ORK

ACME

1.50
1.50
1.50
Gross

n

colors

The F. A. Film Cement

018 Madison

1. 15
IUJ

s1. 35

FILM CO., Inc.
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Licensed Release Dates
Fool

. 27— PrlacUU'l
April
April
April
April

Joke

Bpanlan
Gypay
(Dr.
frohrella
0 — The Broken cr,,s* (Dr.)....
l,i_TI„. Chiefs Daughter (Dr.).
13— I'aradlae
Ix>st
il>r.)

April

PICTURE

(Com.).
(Dr.)..
April
April
April
April

u night of t

April
April

EDISON.
liar.
alar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April

22— Who
Gets
the
Order
(Com.)
24— The
Disreputable
Mr.
Eaegan
(Dr.)..
2S— Jim
the Mule
Hoy
,I)r.)
975
29— April
Pool
(Com.)
985
31— Between
Two
Fires
(Dr.)
1000
4— Monsieur
(Dr.)
5— The
Resurrection
of John
(Com.)
7— Nell's Last
Deal
(W. Dr.)
11— The Strike
at the Mines
(Dr.)
995
12— Silver Threads Among the Gold
(Dr.) 500
12— A Card
of Introduction
(Com.)
600
14 — A
Hurled
Past
(Dr. I
1000
is— The Haunted Sentinel Tower (Dr.)..
1!> !
- iCom.)
21— Turned
to the Wall
(Dr.)

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April

X—A
Thwarted
Vengeance
(W.
Dr.)..
2S — Getting
His
Own
Back
(Com.)
28— Lost:
A Baby
(Com.)
1— Across
the
Plains
(W.
Dr.)
4— Caught
With the Goods
(Com.)
8— The Sheriff's
Chora
(W.
Dr.)
11— An
Orphan's
Plight
(Dr.)
I.".— The Bad Man's First Prayer (W. Dr.)
18 — What Happened To Aunty (Com.)..
IS — Catching the Deep Sea Turtle (Edu.)
22 The In. linn Maiden's Lesson (W. Dr.)
2.-— The
Two
Mothers
(Dr. J

April
April
April
April
April
April

(G.
1000
800
400
990
1000
1000
1000
1000
800
2O0
1000
1000

LTTBIN.
Mar. 23— Bridget
and
the
Egg
(Com.)
400
Mar. 27— Her
Child's
Honor
(Dr.)
1000
Mar. 30— When
Women
Strike
(Com.)
1000
April
8— The
Wife's
Awakening
(Dr.)
1000
April
6— nis
Best
Girl After
All (Dr.)
600
April
6— A
Visit
to
Nassau.
Bahama,
West
Indies
(Scenic)
400
April
10— Opportunity
and
the Man
(Dr.)
1000
April
13— Their
Mother-lu-Law
(Com.)
1000
April
17— The
Two
Fathers
(Dr.)
1000
April 20— Helping
II
April 24— The
Hoyden
(Dr.)
1000
April 27— The Sheriff and the Man
(W.
Dr.)... 1000
MELIES.
Mar.
Mar.

9— The
16 — The

Snake
In the Graaa
(Dr.)
980
"Schoolmarm"
of Coyote
County
(Dr.)
980
Mar.
23 — Sir Percy and the Punchers
(W.
Dr.) 980
Mar. 3">— The Warrant
for Red
Rube
(Dr.)
1<>(»0
April
6— Her
Faithful
Heart
(W.
Dr.)
1000
April
IS— Jack
Wilson's
Last
Deal
(W.
Dr.).. 1000

EAGLE
143

NORTH

B East

YOUNG
i-lllldV.
AT

THIS

WEEK'S

PROGRAM
OF
LICENSED
Monday,
April
17th.

MAN

Of

April

650
850

2'*J
(Cc.)

19th.

of the Road
Out
.Com..

Prompt service.

EIGHTH

FOR SALE.
Piano
Player
with
or|
Fine
for
rata
sso.oo:
■'• .idIt. swap
for good
good .

WANTED.

id Motlogr
W.
It. Sutton.
Bath.
N. Y.
WANTED
AT
ONCE.— Moving
picture
n
trunk
in good
condition to carr
Let
us
hear
from
you
if you
have
one
t
Biio.i Theater.
Austin.
Minn.
WANTED.— Dowers
machine
asbestos
booth,
electric
star,
100
to
300
and
stage
scenery.
Star
Theater,

SCENARIOS.—
Farmer
Smith,
of
•"- SALE.— An
J., makes
a speeialtv
of women,

weeks.
Ilk..
posters
for Licensed
Supply
<V: Specialty
York City.
ibjects.

111ms, $15.."..
Co., 46 East
'"•

Cedar
chlldre

Motion
Picture
14th
St., New'

SECOND
HAND
FILMS

1000

380

International Film Traders

21st.

April

22nd.

Indian
Vitagraph— The

ta

Write to the largest and most reliable Dealers and Importers of
these goods in the U. S.

Edison— Turned
to the Wall (Dr.)
Your
Water
(Ind.)
535
■ Long
and
Sammy
Short
(Com.).. 360
Kalem— The
Insurrecto
(Dr.)
1000
Vitagraph— The Troublesome
Secretaries
(Com.)

Maiden's
Given)
ilisman
Spirit of the

plcton

990
900

(Com.)

.Dr.)

Saturday,

mualc.

of

WANTED
TO
BUY. — Good
paying
moving
»M
ture
theater
i no vaudeville);
give
location:
PoSfl
lation
of town:
seating
capacity:
kind
of machine
installed;
weekly
receipts
and expenses,
with a^HI
ing
price
and
terms.
Give
every
detail
in fU

April 20th.

April

plct

N

LIBERTY

(Dr.)

Friday,

anywhe

City.

If you are in the Market for

Edison— How
Sprlgglns
Took
Lodgers
(Com.)..
Kalem — The
Phoney
Prince
(Com.)
Pathe— A New
Life
ID
Urban— Solving the Servant Problem
(Co.)
Urban — lu
the
Province
of
Kwang
Tung,
Chins
(Sc.)

Mother

go

York

dealret k posUtoo
In a moving
City.
Senile.

EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE. — Angelus

N.

1000
1000

Gaumont— Brest, A I'ortitio.l Harbor of trance
Vitagraph— The Leading Lady
(Com.)

Biograph— A Knight
I.nl.iu — Helping
Him

New

FILMS.

Tuesday, April 18th.
Edison — The Haunted
Sentinel Tower
(Dr.)
F.ssanny— What
Happened
to Aunty
(C
Essanay— Catching
the Deep
Sea Turtle
(Edu.)
Gaumont— Lost Years
(Dr.)

Thursday,

'

St..

MISCELLANEOUS.

Biograph — Madame
Rex
(Dr.)
Lubin— The
Two
Fathers
(Dr.)
Pathe— Robert
the Silent
.Dr.)
Selig— The Haven of Refuge (Dr.)

Wednesday,

8th

Joseph

VITAGRAPH.

FILM EXCHANGE

Potters free.

Newman,

WANTED.

OPERATOR

EQUIPMENT

28— Billy's
Valentine
(Com.)
31— The
Inherited Taint
(Dr.)
1 — A Republican
Marriage
(Dr.)
4 — An
Unexpected
Review
(Dr.)
4— Hop
Picking
(Scenic)
7— For
His
Sake
(Dr.)
8— The
Spirit
of the Light
(Dr.)
8— Winsor
McCay
(Com.)
8— Boh
Sledding
11— Wooing
of Winnlfred
(Com.)
14 — Though Your Sins Be As Scarlet (Dr.)
15 — Easter Babies
IS — The
Leading
Lady
(Com.)
21 — The Troublesome Secretaries (Com.)..
22— The Spirit of the Light
(Dr.)

Mar.
Mar.
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April

Mar.
15— The
nunter's
Dream
(Com.)
365
Mar.
17 — A War
Time
Escape
(Dr.)
9R0
Mar. 22— A Saw
Mill
Hero
(Dr.)
960
» >r. 24 — Rescued
from
the
Desert
(Dr.)
990
H.r. 29— The Lass Who Couldn't Forget
(Dr.).. 900
Ma
31— The
Hero Track
Walker
(Dr.)
950
Apri
5— By
a Woman's
Wit
(Dr.)
995
April
7— Blg-Hearted
Jim
(W.
Dr.)
100(5
April
i2— In Old Florida
(Dr.)
965
April
1* -Slim
Jim's
Last
Chance
(Dr.)
970
April 10— In
the
Province
of
Wwang
Tang,
China
(Sc.)

SITUATIONS

URBAN.
Kleine.)

Cormorants,
or Japanese Catching
Fish With
Birds
(Sc.)
528
5— At the Old
Mill
(Dr.)
675
5— Making Bamboo Hats In Java (Indus.). .325
12 — Beneath
the Tower Ruins
(Dr.)
760
12— The
Abbey
of Pavia
(Sc.)
245
10— Solving
the Servant
Problem
(Com.)
19— The
Phoney
Prince
(Com.)
990
21— The
Insurrecto
(Dr.)
1000

Kleine.

KALEM.

accepted.]

LICENSED

29 — The

GATJMONT.

18— His
Image
In the Water
(Dr.)
575
2S— Family
Troubles
(Com.)
430
1— The
Secret of the Forest
(Dr.)
625
1— Tribulations
of Jiggers
(Com.)
375
4— The Letter With the Bed Seal (Dr.).. 865
4— The City of Amalfl
In Italy
(Scenic) . .135
8— The
Atonement
of Thais
(Dr.)
865
8— Italian
Coast
Scenes
(Scenic)
135
11— The
Court
Martial
(Dr.)
725
11 — Picturesque
Waterfalls
of
Northern
Spain
(Sc.)
275
April 15— The
Oppressor
(Dr. i
640
April 15 — Jimniie
the Foi
.Coin.)
380
April IS— Lost
Years
(Dr.)
April 18— Brest,
n Fortified
Harbor
of France
(Sc.)

Classified Advertisements
stamps

SELIG.
30—1861
(Dr.)
3— The
Fortune
Hunters
(Dr.)
1000
6— Red's
Conquest
(Dr.)
1000
10— The Cow Boy and the Shrew
(Dr.)..
li>— His Best Little Girl's Brother (Com.)
13— Zulu-Land
(Dr. )
17— The Haven
of Refuge
(Dr.)
20— The
Mother
(Dr. )
24— Cnto Us a Child is Born (Dr.)

ESSANAY.

G.

WORLD

PATHE.
1— Their
Mother
(Dr.)
872
1— Fred
Sato
and
His
Dog
(Com.)
128
3— The
Apple
of Hta
Eye
(Dr.)
1000
6— The
Trading
Stamp
Mania
(Com.).. 990
7 — The
Three Whittles
(Com.)
655
7— Native
ludustrlea
In
Cochin
China
(Indus.)
341
8— The
White
Squaw
(Dr.)
Khhi
10— The
Justice
of Claudlua
(Dr.)
738
10— Indian
Army
Exercises
(lud.)
260
12— A Cowboy's
Adventure
(W.
Dr.)
630
12— Coco
(Com. )
864
14 — Wlffles'
Home
Troubles
(Dr.)
440
14— How
Edam
Cheese Is Made
(Ind.)
480
15— Burglar's
Fee
(Dr.)
1000
■ Silent
(Dr.)
1000
19— A New
Life
(Dr.)
900
21— Boll
Your
Water
(lud.)
535
21— Mary
Ixuig and
Sammy Short
(Com.) 360
22— The
Chief's
Talisman
(W.
Dr.)
820

Lesson

(W.Dr.)

(W. Dr.)
Light
(Dr.)

WE

BUY

1000
820

the entire output

S West

14th Stri

of

and night service

STREET,

YORK

CITY

Operators and Managers
Hand-book $1.50
the

Independent

about our Three-locked
Day

NEW

manufactui

reel system.

Write, wire or phone

PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD
The Celebrated SCHUC

HON" I DHI.AV
Kguip your are li«lil at once wi
STERLING
TERMINALS
And PREVKNT BURNED OFF WIRES
Guaranteed the Best on the marke
PrtfC 1 1. OU per l.nlr postpaid

Moving Picture Electric Light Plant
Picture

Theatre?

iirect current at a cost of about two
: weight, easily port..' :
c lighting ouint-

FEATURE
Liven

FILMS

up
Book

SCHUG

"THE FALL OF TROY"
ft. Hand Colore].
The greatest
feature ever released.
Send for illustrated booklet describing same
5AM
WATCHING
THE

2,000

"PERFECTO"

and

Indian

Frontier

OUTFIT

|J . >urWP!s>

POWERFUL LIGHT

MEXICAN
BORDER"
A corker, everyone wants to see, especially at this time.
"Cowboy

MES

1"K

LSBfl

ount of • special i

I
tion"
States
Military
Tournament,"
-. in a Bar-room." "Kit Carre, or The Burning of Rome,"
m's Cabin." "Pathi
Play" and 20 other feature subjects. We
buy 'em all.
1 V OF PAPER

J&tSL

My inIrish
We Met
Dear Dearie
Old Frisco
With the Last Rose of Simmer 111 Come
Back to You
Emmalina Lee
Who Are You With To-night?
I'll Meet You When the Sun Goes Down
Look Out for
Jimmy Valentine
Yearning
I'd Love to be Loved by a Girl Like Yon

$25

hat with the "Perfecto'; you produce

Bargains!

Bargains!
Will Buy Second-hand Film.
M. P. Machines and Song Slides

Bopplemrol

HMBACH'S,

vain*

in new

809 Filbert St., Philadelphia, Pa.

MOVING PICTURE MACHINES
Mne.,,,1. ......

CHAS.

M.STEBBINS

Take Me Back to Baby-land.
Goini Back to My Old GirL
My I What a Funny Little World This Is!
In Winter.
When the trees are dressed la crimson
and in gold.

Anything
pertaii
FOR SALE— CI.
bargain
FILM5Chicago.
RE^EWINC*
SYSTEM, list.541 GENERAL
Federal Street.
111.
In Answering

De WITT C. WHEELE1R

Advertisers Kindly Mention

Moving Picture World

Theaters

SLIDES

My Everloving Southern Girl
1 Great
WonderJehovah
Whv

CAPITAL MERCHANDISE CO.. Ttmplt Court Bldg ., Chicago, III

• Oet

> Cil)

On San Francisco Bay
On The First Dark Night Next Week

■sitated by other
nts. because of its aim•i-erj! ' i .-.!i ! »r. ;-.:• z
, ~ pounds it should appeal
to
every
exhibitor.
The "Perfecto"
stands 30 inches high,
and being
non-explosire can al all times be
handled easily and with perfect

!;?«;,,;

PRICE

>

For the lollewlig Sonus -JUST OUT

"Great-

"United

MFG. CO.

Bureau. Trctmnl Theatre Bid*

NEW

MONEY

"The Pcrlecto"

Celebra-

ELECTRIC

315 Jetlerson i.e.. Detroit, Mich.. U. S. L
Mr. Manager :

your Business
these quick!

120 W. 31st St.

Bought,

Sold

(&

New

York City

Leased

Call Of w rite, Giving I nil Pawtfeutu.

THE ACTOGRAPH
WASTE
227

UTILIZATION
E. 150th St.,

IT

DRAWS

New

THE

CO.
York

CROWD

CO.,

50 Union Square, New YorK

THE CHAUTAUQUA FILM EXCHANGE
NOW FURNISHING THE BEST OF SERVICE
Releases of Exceptional Quality
WRITE

fe

TO-DAY

FOR

OUR

356 DEARBORN SI.

THE

ONE

LIST

AND

1

CHICA60, ILL.

BEST

SOUVENIR
5c.
EACH

$5.00

cr Hundred

THE

llaioni Talisman
(Dr.)

;;nT7

Mar. 3(>— Two Qlrll (Dr.)
April 3— Obi You Suffragette ((
April 3— A Cure for lvalue** '
I
. (emptloc
ii>r.)
April li»— i i
April 13— Jiinii. >- Minds the Bnbj (Com.)
v
I ie Itungalow
Craze
(Com.)

i ■■.-..: ■

Jan. 25—- Irish
s.
lliTeh.
ret,.
Tab. 1J— Coals of Fire.
CHAMPION.
April 5— The Price lie Paid (Dr.)
April 12— Men of the West
Apr. IT— With Slonewalt Jackson
(I>r.)
Apr. 19— A Half Hreod's
Courage
(Dr.)
April 26— She Wanted a Man Will, Bralm
ECLAIR.
Mar. 27— Hurrah!
Hurrah!
Let Us Marry!
(Com.)
975
April 3— A Business
Strike
In the
"Make
Young" 534
(Com.)
April 3— Mr. NYarsighrs
Marriage
(Com.) . . . .426
April 10— Do Not Judge Rashly (Dr.)
April 17— Dog and Wolf (Dr.)
600
April 17 — Jerusalem and the Mount of OlWes
(Sc.)
315
April 24— Herodlat
(Dr.)
053
GREAT NORTHERN.
Mar. IS— Life and People South of tbe Equator
(Scenic)
Mar. 25— The Fakir's New Servant
(Com.)
Mar. 25 — Troubles of a Trip (Com.)
April 1— A Victim of nis Double (Dr.)
April 8— A Confidence Trick
Apr. 15 — Hamlet (Dr.)
April 22— The stolen Legacy (Dr.)
IMP.
Mar. 30— So Shall Ye Reap
(Dr.)
April 3 — The Lover's Signal (Dr.)
April 6— The Image of Fate (Dr.)
April 10— A Good Cigar (Com.)
April 10— A Faithless Man (Dr.)
April 13— The Storm (Dr.)
April 17— The Stampede
(Dr.)
April 20— Resignation (Dr.)
April 20— The Hero (Com.)
While (Dr.) There's
Life There's
Hope
April 27— The Scarlet Letter (Dr.)....
LUX.
Mar. 24— Cowboy
Friendship
(Dr.)
Mar. 24 — Edith
Has
Some
Sport
(Com.)
Mar. 31— The Greed of Gain (Dr.)
Mar. 31— He Wanted
a Hoop (Com.)
April 7— Bill's Little Plan
(Com.)
April 7 — A Desperado
(Dr.)
April 14 — Bill and the Greasy Pole (Com.)..
April 14— They
Did Not Budge
(Com.)
April 21— Dr.
Grant's
Wonderful
Discovery
(Dr.)
NEW
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
April
April
April
April
April
April

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
April

YORK

MOTION
BISON.

PICTURE

1000
1000
500
600
1000
1000
500
500
1000

636
322
652
281
386
586
432
601

CO.

14— Starlight the Squaw (Dr.)
17— Sacrifice of Silver Clond (Dr.)
21— Was
He Justified?
(Dr.)
24 — The Cowbov's Waif (Dr.)
28— An Indian Nemesis
(Dr.)
31— The Red
Avenger
(Dr.)
4— At Bar U Ranch
(Dr.)
7 — Avery's Dream
(Com.)
11— Indian's Mistake (Dr.)
14— A Man of Honor

WORLD

Mnr.
Mar.
April
Apr.
Apr.

THIS

POWERS.
Mar. 29— The Truth
(Dr.)
April 1 — Cupid's Monkey
Wrench

11 —
11 —
15—
18—
18—
22 —
25

Wolf

INDEPENDENT

-

iDr.l.
the Mount

of

ollvea

D

Tueaday.

Wedneaday,

April

April

V ■ •■; I . I:
i:,

,

i

.

.

•

18th.

I

lBth.

|, < ,

,

•

:

-.,

;

Thuraday, April 20th.
i:
Imp— The

:
(Com.)

Hero

Rex— A Daughter of tbe Revolution iln ,
Friday, April 21st.
Bison— A Cowboy for a Day (Di
Q ant's WonderfnJ Discovery iDr.).. 88H

(Com.)..

Yankee— The

Minister's Son (Dr. i
Saturday, April 22nd.
Croat Northern
Iii
llala — A Marriage Celebrated Amidst the Savages
Itala — Foolshead. Wrangler for t
Powers — The Last Rose ( Dr. )
Reliance— In the Tepee's Light (Dr.)..

(Dr.)

For
Independent Theatres
Only!!!

(Dr.)
(Dr.)
Skies

Sins (Dr.)
-Herr Mother's
Moth
April
1
April in—
A Tale of Ebon Tir
April 22 — In t lie Tepee's Light ,]tr.|
REX.
Feb. 23— Tbe Story of a Prayer Rug (Dr.)
Mar.
2— By the Light of the Moon (Com.)

Official Slides
Favorite Players !

895
950

Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
April
THIS

23 — Five Hours
(Com.)..
30— As Ye Sow
6— The
Heiress
(Com.)
075
13— Tbe Little Major
(Dr.)
960
2>i— A Daughter of the Revolution (Dr.)..
WEEK'S
PROGRAM
OF
INDEPENDENT
SOLAX COMPANY.
April 7— Rose of tbe Circus. .

—"almost given away"
Drop a card to-day for further information to

INDEPENDENT
Photoslide
Company

April 14— The Little Flower Girl (Dr.)
April 19— The Old Excuse (Com.)
April 21— The Voice of His Conscience (Dr.)..
THANHOUSER.
Mar. 21— Waiting at the Church (Com.)
Mar. 24 — The Tramp
(Dr.)
Mar. 28 — The Impostor (Dr.)
Mar. 81— Silas Marner (Dr.).
April 4— Charity of the Poor (Dr.)

Room

207, 1 47 4th Awe.,
New York City

(Operating by Exclusive Permission of
the Independent Film Manufacturers)

tells all.

K1NQERY

MFG.

CINCINNATI. O.

CA

WANTED

Second-Hand Films

April 14— Willie's Winning
Ways (Com.)..
Apr. 17— A Close Call (Dr.)
Apr. 21— The Minister's Son (Dr.)
April 21- Why the Sheriff Resigned
ipr.i..

ROLL
Get the Samples

TICKET

OF

April 17th.
Girli
(Dr.)

■I

TICKETS

OF EVERY
Address W.

The

S4.60
S5.50

NATIONAL

Two

„■ ami

How the Doctor Made Good (Com.)..
Reclamation
(Dr.)
At the Window
(Dr.)
Copper Wit (Com.)
Wine Harvest
(Scenic)
The Last Rose (Dr.)
A Day Willi an English
Bargeman

April 25— Melody of Fate iDr. i
irtt i Oder oilskins
RELIANCE.
Mar. 22 — When Red Turned Gray
Mar. 25— If It Ever Were Thus
Mar. 29— Pallid Hues In Clouded
April 1— Till Death
Do Part
April 5— Rickshaw
the Detective
April 6 — Summer
Sklea
April 8— The Gloved
Hand
(Dr.)

PROGRAMME
FILMS.
Monday,
Plucky

;■'■• v. - . , i

■ Midnight
Express...
BS— Waiting for
Inner (Com.).
25 — Queen of the Sea ._.
l— l-'iHilsheaii Ooaa To See a Cockfight,
8 — Foolsh.ad Lady of Company (Com.)..
8— Toto and the Egg for Easter Day
(Com.)
' h« lull of Tr,,y. .
rated Amldsl the

NESTOR.
Mar.
8— In the Commissioned
Ranks (Dr.)
o 15— Was 1^ Worth While? (Dr.)..
Mar. 22— Could
You Blame Him?
(Com'.
Mar. 20— Tbe Truth
(Dr.)
Apr. 5— The Stolen Neclace
(Dr.)
April 12— A Midnight Adventure (Com.)...
April 10— iiis
The wife
Itival (Dr.)
Artists (Dr.)

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
April

WEEK'S

American

Apr. 21— Weighed
In the Balance
(Dr.
April 2.-,— The Poet of thi
April 2S — An Elevator Romance
(Dr.)..

IS — Return r,f Company
-'D" 'Dr.)
21 — A Cowboy f..r a Day I Dr. i . . . .
AMBROSIO.
(By N. Y. M. P. Co.)
15— A Coward
(Dr.)
15— Adventures
of
a Countryman
Id
Town
I Com.)
22 — Tweedledum's April Fool Joke (Com.)
28 — A Glimpse of Neapolitan Camorra..
12— The Necklace
Affair (Dr.)
10—

SPECIAL

PICTURE

ITALA.
(By ». Y. M. P. Co.)
March 11— Koolahead Shooting (Com.)...
Mar. 16— A Dog and Two Mistresses. .

Independent Release Dates
Mar. 23— The
Mar. 27— Tbe

MOVING

COMPANY

StocK

Big

R. 126.

DESCRIPTION
Moving Picture World

TicKet.
AnyAny
Colors

Printing

50,000
100,000

TlcKets, 6 Cents

Shamokin,

Pa.

!•

f

THE

G* W* Bradenburgh
Cinematograph Films
Phone
Market
334~"
1 Phila.
Brad-Films
Phila.
Code: A. B. C

NEW

sth Edition.

LISTS

PICTURE

WORLD

Orchestra Drum
direct from factory to you for $10.00
Shell-3xi4-Solid Maple
Shell
-3xi5-Rosewood or
Walnut
10 Rods, Kangaroo
Heads Send U.S. Money
order. If you
~*^^^»""" or
wishExpress
C.O.D. send sufficient to guaranteeExpress charges.

233 NORTH EIGHTH STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
C»ble:

MOVING

:.

P. ZEIDLER

DRUM

CO.

Dept.

F.

CLEVELAND,

OHIO

HAVE

GOOD

Imp.
Imp.

1188 Main

EXHIBITORS

Street,

Leedy
J. C. DEAGAN
3800-3810 N. Clark St., Chic

Moving

The Following at $30 Per Reel

Bridgeport,

Conn.

Prop,

EFFECTS

Picture

etc.

Manufacturing Co.

loss E. PALMER

ST.

INDIANAPOLIS.

IND.

Pianists

Send for free
sample page
of "Orpheum Collection
Moving Pict ure
Music."
Now being used and pra
by many of he best bouses in the country.
PRICE
75 CENTS
Also laic st cue music

(series

1910) for 10 parts

piano. «1.0U 1-4 discount on both number,

CLARENCE
1501 Sedgwick

■ M.lkn,
t

ENGLAND

Bells. Xylophones

Pale faced

of

NEW

Can furnish nice Independent service of less than
twenty-five day and commercial.
Prompt personal attention.
THE
PARK
FILM
COMPANY

tion of the original.
We also manufacture a complete line
of drums and accessories. Chimes, Tympani.

Bison.
Itala.

Princess.I Prize.'
Bison.Bison.
! Foolshead.
Itala.
Coachman
of the Village.
Itala.
is Guilty.
Itala.
Foolshead,
Inspector of Hygiene.
Itala.
Reliance,
ind from Galilee.
Reliance.
I VBraaa Button.
Reliance.
A

CO.

St., Suit 309
ILL.

Not toys, but practical, serviceable
imitations that will give an exact reproduc-

Devotion.
Bison.
of Sierras.
Bison.

i eddy
Bear.
I's 'lobacco.
Bud
Brown.

Washington

SOUND

Fres

A
Jealous
Wife's New Itala.
Year Present.
Itala.
Feast
of Foolshead.
The
Last
Laugh.
Reliance.
For Remembrance.
Reliance.
The Hour
of Fate.
Reliance.
Drama
of the Engine
Driver.
Ambrosio.
Gentleman.
Than.
Baseball
in Bloomers.
Than.
Trials of

West

\V. If. Leighton.

Bargains as New, S35 per reel

Girl's
Heart

ILLINOIS M. P. SUPPLY

MUSIC

Increase your receipt* and destroy your competition. We guarantee
our
artists.
Anything
in
Singers.
Pianists
and Trail- Drummers
a specialty!
AMERICAN THEATRICAL SINGERS AGENCY
59 DV.rboro Street
CHICAGO. ILL
Milliard Campbell, Mgr.

Texas Ted's Defense.
Bison.
Red
Man's
Wrath.
Bison.
The Creek Claim.
Bison.

Cattle
Baron's Daughter.
A New
Kind
of Armchair.

.■ THE DECORATORS

CHICAGO,

Cain.
850 ft.
Eclair.
The
Seven
Dots.
839
ft.
Lux.
The Adventurer
Trapped.
1019 ft.
Lux.
At Swords'
Points.
980 ft.
Reliance.
Come
Unto
Me.
1,000
ft.
Reliance.
The Secret of Palm.
1,000 ft.
Imp.
The
Fisber Maid.
1,000 ft.
Imp.
Starlight,
the Squaw.
993 ft.
Bison.
The Sacrifice of Silver Cloud.
992 '»•
Bison.
Condemned to Death.
996 ft.
Yankee.
Her Birthday
Surprise.
995 ft.
Yankee.
if Parson
Ji —
998 ft.
Yankee
Yankee.
Senorita's Sacrifice.
994 ft.
Yankee.
The Test of Love.
997 ft.
Double
Treasure.
998
ft.
Yankee.
Love's Ebb
and Flood.
1,000 ft.
Yankee.
In Old Madrid.
995 ft.
Imp.
Was He Justified?
1,000 ft.
Bison.

Savage
In the

SALE

THEATRE
FRONT
with Ticket Office
Ready for shipment
Bargain at $?00

167

Brand New Cold Copy, Posters Gratis,
8 cts. per ft.

Posters

FOR
NEW

E. SINN

St

CHICAGO.

ILL

Yankee.

Lore and
Law.
fin Dark Line.

Than.
I:
Reliance.
Nestor.
etheart
American.
• liainpiun.

II '
So
to

Run.

the

Way.

Send
fur lists
fifteen
dollars

edy

of
u<

I, In,

R| 1.1 \ I 3.
PER
\\ 1 IK.

!

II
I II KM

II 1 I'M I N
11-. 11. mil

mffnmlmi|

hiring■ buy.
department

Film Cleaning

•n

q Put in our Easel, and I
I'ostrr I r.nies and watch ||
your

I

cleaning,
OUR
PATENT
K! HIM.
enthusiasm
Id Mmini
Pi. lure
to

sorts.

Tw.oiyllve

llrll..

ll..usrs.

play

tiora I

,.

J. C. DEAGAN
3800

3810

N. Clark

St.

CHICAGO.

the theatrical

THE

locJudiot !«...». i„r.. niiisrii sad krybnsi !.

attendance

ika

RMch.alc.1
line

grow.

iti

«J Ideal developed—

NEWMAN

MFG. CO.

717-719 Sycamon St., Cincinnati, 0.
ILL

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WuKI.l)

916

Has Cook Had Fair Play?
The Nation Wants to Know
5,000 Theatres Will Show

Exhibitors of
Standing and
Worth:

The Truth About

You can now

the Pole

in two grand reels, together with

rent this great

30— Priceless Art Slides— 30

production.
Name Wanted Dates

made from DR. COOK'S original and unpublished
photographs of Life in the Arctic Zone.

A Magnificent Double

Attraction

Complete with the Identical Lectures delivered by MELVILLE at the
Manhattan Opera House, New York City, and by Dr. Cook himself
during his recent tour of the big city theatres, making a sterling combination program BOTH DRAMATIC AND EDUCATIONAL, running
45 minutes or two hours, as desired.

14 Styles
Superb
Advertising
Matter

A few states still
remain unsold ;
write for prices
quick.
ADDRESS

AT

BEWARE
of tricksters ofier=
ing spurious
Dr. Cook Films

ONCE

North Pole Picture Company,
Two Yankee Features
MONDAY,

APRIL

24th

'Why
the Sheriff Resigned"
A STORY OF GRATITUDE AND
DUTY
FRIDAY.

APRIL

28th

11 The Girl of the Coral Reefs1
A TALE OF SHIPWRECK

YANKEE
344 East 32d St.

AND

FISHERFOLK

FILM CO.
New York City

MASSLER BLDG.
CHICAGO

ADVERTISE
YourTrimShow,
if You're not Ashamed of it
Your Lobby with Posters and a Few Attractive
Card
Signs. Then for Your Feature Each Day,
Put Out
One of Our BUSINESS
BRINGING
3x12 ft. CLOTH DISPLAY BANNERS, made for all .objects,
licensed or independent, ready 7 to JO days in advance.
Poitcaii
Only $1.15 each. 6 for $5.75 prep. E. of Miss,
liver.
6 for $6.50 prep. W. of Miss. River
w
./rite for Prices an Show Cards, Frames. Etc

LULUk^B.

B.

SIGN

CO.,

CLEVELAND

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

FOR EXHIBITORS
natrons

for

THE ENTERPRISE

lOO'/i Profit for You!
Mr. Johnson Miss Lawrence
Mr. Costcllo Miss Turner
Miss Leonard Miss Robinson
Mr. August
Itarlin:
i slide for a
S1O.0O for 500.

it the
Motion

Only

K. A. WILLIAMS
N. Y. City.

rnlnrnriAA

COMPENSARC

Enterprise

That's the device that save* Moving Picture
men two-thirds on their electric light bills,
and yet gives better light. Did you see our
ad. last week i Well, don't look it up. Just

1402
WAYNE,

733

FILMS
FOR
RENT
New Films High Class Service
The Pioneer House, With 8 Years'
Experience and $250,000.00
Back Ol It
Write Today for Term*

EUGENE
67 and 59 Dearborn

CLINE
St.,

tor
and

projecting
is the

Portable

Outfit

flnilnn I

Ufrr

On

DptlCal Mfg. GO.

MANUFACTURERS

AND SALES ACENTS

564 and 572 w. Randolph str.st, Chicago

FILMS

(tonally washed with soap and water can be kept

Broadway
INDIANA

only Substitute
for Electricity
Picture
or Stereopticon
Views

Satisfactory

WATERPROOF

15Q18

Fort Wayne Electric Works
FORT

B

because it operates bv WATER PRESSURE. IS CONSTANT.
REGULAR AND RELIABLE and has no complicated spring
valves to corrode, choke up and otherwise get out of order.
Is patented.
"OXONE"
in SQUARE
CAKES [is most
Satisfactory
for
the production
of Oxygen
Gas.
Sena for particulars.
For Sale by Dealers.

Send Express or Post Office Order.

BooKlet

MODEL

Portable Calcium Gas Outfit

S

1091 Fox St.,

\Y< >RLD

Chicago

LIGHT
EFFECTS

FREE FROM

RAIN

Washing also keeps the

SOFT AND PLIABLE
Never washing a waterproof film is like expecting an automobile to do
its best without gasoline.

WE SELL A MACHINE
ashin»
waterproof
our back is turned.

WATERPROOFING

films

which

does

1000

minutes

while

IS BEST

pplied
themto b\a new
our film, but we put it on old ones

NEW

ft. in 8

as well— first cleaning

19-11 PROCESS
removes the dirt and scratches
ite of pliabilit) .

and

puts the film in its original

THE SLIGHT TROUBLE
ol washing
..iter this
keeps the film in good
condition as Ion

NATIONAL WATERPROOF FILM CO.
4200-4202 W. Adams St.
Chicago, III.

sprocket boles last.
II. .Il.ui. I

hkI

i.ik.

-ii

a|

iii>

111(1.-

MORTIMER
FILM CLEANER

I, roll

UNIVERSAL
ELECTRIC
STAGE
LIGHTING
CO.

llilt I shall ItSVe 1.1 M.r. in il>. MH,..
,11 »..ii
ii
~ .... i .... c i . . |cb safei
>
mi i' ii" SftJsn .. Miiinii.
I,.,,, n,, ,. ,
Our N, » Ml|i|il< iii. mi I* I"-! "It Hi.- |.r, --.

MORTIMER

FILM

CLEANING

... Ii.n.

i

s.-H.l for n N(>>\

CO., Fidelity Bldfl., Portland, Maine

THE

WHY

SEND

MOVING

TO EUROPE

FOR

FILM
PERFORATING
DIES

PICTURE

WORLD

EDISON
©
KINETOSCOPES
All Models

NONE
GENUINE
WITHOUT
THE
TRADEMARK

When we can make them for you ?
Hlgh-claM repairing and alterations
on Foreign Machines.

THE
249 Centre

A. DEWES

COMPANY
NEW

Street,

YORK

Genre Motion Slides
SEE

THE

TECHNICAL
FOR

WORLD

MAY

Genre Transparency
Company
507 N. Clark Street, :: CHICAGO, ILL.

Supplies and parts in stock for
all other machines
Get

LECTURE

my

prices

Edison

before purchasing

and

elsewhere

Expert Repair Department

THE LIFE OF MOSES
When this standard five-reel subject was issued
by the Yitagrapb Company a little over a year
ago, we printed in the Moving Picture World a
descriptive reading for each reel, prepared by the
Rev. Madison G Peters. The demand for copies
of the World containing these reading- have exhausted our supply, so we have reprinted them in
pamphlet form.
This important Biblical series of picture- should
never be presented without a lecture, and. to make
this possible, we will supply the exhibitor with the
complete set at the nominal price of Ten Cents,

under the management
ALL

REPAIRS

Exchangemen !

of Otto Brautigam

GUARANTEED

Exhibitors !

If you have a projecting machine that is
not giving you entire satisfaction, let me
take it, and I will replace it with a
new

Edison model " B," with outside shutter, allowing you a good price for your old

one.

ALWAYS
a few slightly used machines
A-l condition, at low prices.

in

postage paid.
Wholesale to Exchanges, $5 per 100.

Moving Picture World
125 E. 23rd St.,

New York

Harry A. Mackie
853 Broadway fe New York City
PHONE

2478 STUYVESANT

I
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Corcoran Moving
Picture
Tanks
Develop your films to perfection. Save
Time and Reduce Your Expenses by
using a " Corcoran Film Development
Tank." All up-to-date houses are now installing the "Corcoran System."
SEND

FOB PBICK LIST No.

A. J. CORCORAN,

Inc.

" No. 11 John Street

N. Y. City

=WurljTzei^

Electric Light Plant Complete
$250.00

S..TII YUR

Piano Orchestra built In the front of the Gaither Theater

Larger Plants at Proportionately Low Prices.

The Leading Picture Theaters are Installing

Wurlitzer Automatic Musical Instruments

Including the celebrated DETROIT KEROSENE ENGIN1 and
DYNAMO OF SUFFICIENT CAPACITY TO FURNISH
CURRENT KOR YOUR ARC AND 10-16 c. p. TUNGSTKN
I. AMI'S for illumination.
Total co^t of operation from 5 to 25 cents per day.
(lives you
better light than you can buy.
Gives you the same light in the
afternoon as at night.
Can be operated by a ten-year-old child.
CAN MAKE IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT.

They furnish better music than musicians and cutout that
great expense.
50 different styles.
Call at nearest
branch or write for big 8-4-page catalog

THE RUDOLPH

AND

DETROIT ENGINE WORKS,?
cut that

.Ik. ub I appeal to ..

"STANDARD"

■chanically in. Im.,1

Machines

Simplicity of construction is the k«.-\ note to oui success.
Compare this cut with those you have Been ot other
Machines ami then let your judgment decide. These
tew vital parts are ma le oi case hardened steel, something
no other manufat turer can truthfully state.
AMERICAN
MOVING
PICTURE
MACHINE
COMPANY

101 BKLHMAN STRUCT ■

-

WURLITZER

NEW YORK

It I

I I

COMPANY

THE

MOVING

PICTURE
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To the Trade
We are now prepared to
manufacture films for educational and advertising

OUR

m Musical Electrical Bells

purposes. We go anywhere
on request. Printing and
developing
our
specialty.
W,ite for particulars
Demonstrations free of charge

which

are played from a Keyboard, the bells being mounted

Educational Mo v. Picture
Mfg. and Adv. Co.

in various parts of the house have

F. W. Hochstetter

S. Robinson, Prop.

miV.DMaiMSt

40S s nlthDeld St.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

PITTSBLRGH,

PA.

been a great success all over the

CALCIUM

country and no Picture-house is
complete without a set of them.
We

can supply 25 Bells, 2 octaves

chromatic, C to C, correctly tuned
to your

GAS

Compressed in drums ready for
operation for Moving Picture
Shows where electricity cannot
be had. Absolutely pure gas.
Prompt shipments, freight or
express.
WRITE FOR OCR TKRMS
Complete
stock of
parts
for machines
andrepair
supplies.

Piano, complete with

Resonators, Keyboard, Magnets,

Erker Bros. Optical Co.

and Boards, complete ready to install for $75.00.

HALLBERG

C04 Oll\o St., St. Louis,

THE

Mo.

ECONOMIZER

SAVrS

two-thirds on
electric
bill
and makes BIO CUT
on the Brat

J. C. DEAQAN

your complete equip-

3800 to 3810 North Clark Street

or
allI carry
makes stork
M. P.
Machines, Opera
Chairs
and Sup-

CHICAGO, I. S. A.

J. H. HALLBERG

SONG
SLIDES
L Non-Breakable Non-inflammable L
I
I
D
D
E
E
SONG
SLIDES
Colored Song and Announcement
lied Foi

Slides

^'""c

SAVE
MONEY
and use our
rdiiULUhiJjjLV.
HQi£KZB

Program Board
with

Interchangeable
celain Letters

Por-

Make your own Program

Just the kind of a slide you have all be.
Guaranteed against breaking from heat c. ...
operator. Send for list. Made and sold only by the
original inventors.
None others genuine.

You cannot afford to be without
Announcements quickly changed.
Prices and full particulars on

(OilLiiii

Agent*
application.

Wanted.
THE CAMBRIDGE TILE MFG. GO.
COVINQTON,

KY.

THE

UNIFORMS
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OPERA M CHAIRS
FOR

EVERY

ESTABLISHED

PURPOSE

WRITE

l.OOO STYLES

FOR

1865

CAT.

No.

3

The A. H. Andrews Co.
174- 1 76 Wabash Ave.. Chicago. III.

Branches in all leading abet

Opera and Assembly Chairs

128 W. 36th Street
NEW YORK
(i doors Mil of Broadway

FILMS FOR

SALE.

50 Reel* of Film*

$8 to $16 per Reel
Second band one pin Edison machine. $100.00
Mayer Silverman. 105 4th Ave., Pittsburg. Pa.

o<

-McKENNA-

744 W. 5th
StretVt "
GEOrw.,
BENNETT
''CINCINNATI OHIO )
THE

AUTOMATIC

THEATRE

CHAIR

BRASS
RAILINGS

T

EASELS
GRILLES
CUSPIDORS

■V

BRASS
KICK

STAIR

TREADS.

^

THE

righting.
" is the only sanitary chair,
is a space-saver, life-saver
money-saver,
is the world's greatest thet models, investig.
Write today for <
ELAJLDBSTY
MTFC

PLATES
DOOR

FOLDING
CHAIRS

SILL!

McKenna [Bros. Brass Co.
-PITTSBURGH,

PA.-

The Best
Uniforms
For t lie money

For Moving Picture
Shows, Grand Stands,
Assembly Halls, etc.
In sections if wanted.

SPECIALTY:
Prompt Shipments

For Employees ol
Moving Picture Theatres
W.ilr fa! illu .11.11,-, I

ipii, .ii i, ,ii

D.KL IN&BRO.
927 Market Street
PHILADELPHIA . PA.

WE CAN HURRY

YOUR ORDER OUT.
STAFFORD
Chairs
excel! all others.
HEAVY FIVE PLY
seats and backs.
The last-forever kind ,
th.it you are using long
after you have forgot-

STEEL
CHAIRS TOO
H. STAFFORD
CHICAGO.

UFO;
ILL.

Write lor Catalog No. 2

The Kauffman
Manufacturing Co.
ASHLAND, OHIO

Natty Up-lo-Date
Styles

dott

Most popular priced chairs on the market for
picture show use.
Prompt Shipments.
Wrlti for Catalogue
PEABODY SCHOOL FURNITURE CO.
North
Manchester
•
.
Indiana
, York Agtnts ROBERT J EHLERS CO.
H«i
at. and 13d St.
t. N. Y.

i Jmsm
^
*7

Opera

p Chairs
Ihe Wisconsin Lumbir

F3L^ j' i

and Veneer Co.
Port Washington, Wis.

CHEAP
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CINES
of

ROME

Preferred
Ordinary

CAPITAL

Fully

CO
Stock,
Stock,

Paid-up

5,750,000

Studios and Factories, Rome

2,000,000 Lire
3,750,000 Lire
Lire

and Padova

Branches at the Following Cities
LONDON
18 Charing Cross Road
PARIS
ii Rue St. Augustin
BERLIN
238 Fried Richstrasse
MOSCOW
3 G/enischewsky Pereul
BARCELONA
59 Paseo de Gracia
RIO DE JANEIRO
A. Sestini
BUENOS AY RES
A. Sestini
CARACAS
Levy £# Co.
And
Milan
Turin
Genoa
Naples
Bologna
Venice
Dresden
Tokio
Johannesburg

the Following Agencies
St. Petersburg
Vienna
Ke
iff
Oddessa
Amsterdam
Copenhagen
Vladwostock
Stockholm
Buda Pesth
Marseilles
Brussels
Frankfort
Lille
Leipsic
Zurich
Lisbon
Sydney
Capetown
Lima
Havana

Branch for the United States of America
TEMPORARY

445 Broome

ADDRESS :

St., Broadway,

New York City
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Does the head of YOUR
machine
look like this?
If not, you haven't the
machine you ought
to have.

ph s No. 6
graer'
§ CameraPow
The choice of the leading exhibitors in three continents

Send

for

Nicholas

Catalog

Power

G

Company

115-117 Nassau Street
For thirteen years the leading makers of moving
New Yorh*
picture machines
UNUSUAL
OPPORTUNITY

J

STAVE

! ifvl
r

FLAMING ARC
LAMP
3000
Candle
Power,
Alternating or Direct Current
Costs but s'A cents per hour for
current.

^

We

Have

A Few

1910

/ \ T\

10 Hour
17 Hour

REGULAR

18 NEW REELS every week
REEL IS A FEATURE

We are now in a position to book service from
30 to 60 days from date of release, and also
have a few good bookings open under 30 days.

Don't Forget Ei££53i!Si3S!S
A FIRST-CLASS

The

INDEPENDENT"

Exhibitors

» NORTH

NINTH

Film

STREfcT

SERV 1ICE

Service

PHILADELPHIA.

Co.

I'A.

Models

Of these lamps which we will sell
at
the
following
astonishing
rL
)

Exhibitors. Attention!
We are buying
EVERY

PRICES
$55.00
65.00

GUNDLACH

Projection

Lenses

» Special Prices
\ 10 Hour
17 Hour
/

/

\n

$30.00
33.00
\U HOI as POWl R < OMPANY,
l M I RPRIS1
0P1 K r\l Mi G

i.,!iv | i iranteed

0 DCo.
Stave Electrical
118 1 BROADWAY

NEW

YORK

Gundlach-Manhattan

808 Clinton Ave., So.

Ni i

Optical Company

Rochester. N. Y.

THE

MOVING

PICTURE
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WE WILL FIGHT
Every Moving Picture Exhibitor or any one
else who attempts to use or manufacture one of
our "Mirror Screens" which is protected by
United States Patent dated Oct. 19, 1909,
and Canada Patent dated Jan. 18, 1910.
The United States Court, District of Indiana, in January handed down a sweeping decision declaring our patent
valid and adjudicating same.
The Ft. Wayne Art Glass Co. attempted to make a
"Mirror Screen" for the Gayety Theatre of Ft. Wayne,
Indiana. We brought suit against both and won the suit.
The Ft. Wayne Art Glass Co. had to quit business, the
Gayety Theatre Co. was enjoined from using the screen
and we were awarded judgment against both parties and
they had to pay us the cold cash damages and the screen
was turned over to us.
THIS IS NO BLUFF. Look up the records of the
United States Court if you doubt our word. We will defend our rights to the utmost limit of the law.
We find that two other infringements exist and we will
file suit at once. This is a warning to you, and everyone
that has any such thoughts.
We will pay $50.00 to anyone who will give us convicting evidence against anyone who may be using or manufacturing one of our screens without license from us.

MOTION

PICTURE
SHELBYVILLE,

SCREEN

CO.

INDIANA

Manufacturers of the "Mirror Screen" for projection in the usual way.
Pictures 100 per cent, brighter and better.
Manufacturers ofthethescreen,
"Transparent
Screen"
for side
outdoors
whenon pictures
projected through
i.e., audience
on one
of the projection,
screen and and
machine
the otherare side.

Vol.

8.

No.

17

April 29,

Price,

191 1

MANAGER'S AND OPERATOR'S
Motion Picture

HANDBOOK
O IVING full detailed description,
^* with illustrations and instructions, in the proper method for
wiring and lighting ^
^€
No theatre complete without one.

Price $1.50
Postage Prepaid
PUBLISHED

MOVING

BY THE

PICTURE

125 East 23rd Street

WORLD
New York City

lO Cents
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PICTURE
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TH

HANHOUSER
Ibsen's "ViUars

E

WO-A-

Here!

of Society"

WEEK

The Pillars of Society

i Film" — the initial Ibsen pli_.
•crpiecc of the gnat pl.i>w unlit who h.ts just departed. And
print" of the film of hi 9 play as w« saw it the other day i
much as did «c.
WE raved!
Undoubtedly,
von and vour pat

henri" ibsen

is positively the strongest and most unique dramatic plot we have evolved this year and we invite your opinion as to whether it isn't THE best
you've ever seen. It's a story that we can well be
proud of, one that we can well afford to pit
against anything of its class on the market. It's a
story that carries distinct uplift and goes to firmly fasten the motion film on the high pedestal to
which previous Thanhouser and other good issues
have raised it.
No. 208.
Code Word, Sin.
/..-* UUt!
(~\..t-i "TL^.
i .K ■■■■■■■ LOOOy
/ .II.,, JrhOtOS
X>Ar>*j->» consisting
of five
splendid
photorraphs
(11x14)Exhibitor's
of Thanhouser
JUSt
I tie 1*1
1 hatlhOUter
prjncipal,; sent
postage
prepaidindividual
for Jl.OOwith
order. Address
Dept.
TUa

M ne

TA/.«A«,.oi.»

M nannOUSer

A/«.»i«

IveiVS

d« "Exhibitor's Guide," containing the Thinhouser Lobby-Decorator, tent FREE

t0 ^

who Ckn |how cn^t;,,,, with the Moving Picture biuine**.

Thanhouser
/$H[ NEW
Company
NEW ROCHELLE
V$5£Ll
YORK
Ibsen's "Pillars of Society" Here!

OF CHARGEJ

Addres. Exhibitor". Dept.
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The Moving
Picture Cream of
America and
Europe
Original prints of this unexcelled
program can be obtained in U. S.
and Canada only from the following exchanges:
List of BUYING

EXCHANGES,

PROGRAM

MONDAY
American— Amer. Film Mfg.
Eclair— Eclair Film Co.
Imp— Independent

Co.

M. P. Co.

Yankee— Yankee Film Co.
TUESDAY
Bison— N. Y. Motion Picture Co.
Powers — The Power* Co.
Thanhouser — Thanhouser
Co.
WEDNESDAY
Ambrosio— N. Y. Motion Picture Co.
Atlas— Atlas Film Co.
Champion — The Champion Film Co.
Nestor — David Horsley.
Reliance — Carlton M. P. Laboratories.
Solax — Bolax Co.
THURSDAY
American — Amer. Film Mfg. Co.
Itala— N. Y. Motion Picture Co.
Imp — Independent M. P. Co.
Rex— Rex M. P. Mfg. Co.
FRIDAY
Bison— N. Y. Motion Picture Co.
Lux — R. Prieur
Thanhouser — Thanhouser Co.
Solax — Solax Company
Yankee— Yankee Film Co.
SATURDAY
Gt. Northern— Gt. Northern Film Co.
Itala— N. Y. Motion Picture Co.
Powers — The Powers Co.
Reliance— Carlton M. P. Laboratories.

April 15th, 1911

All others offering these brands for rent can supply only dupes or worn-out subjects
A|iplrgath.

I.. J.
i.,.ny, 1M

ALABAMA.
608 Chamber of Commerce Bldg.. Birmingham.
CALIFORNIA.
Exchange, luoo Mission 8t. San Francisco.
'" i St.. Sau Francisco.
i Broth.ru,
-i Mil St., Uw Angeles.
COLORADO.
I. Film Co.. Barclay Mock. Denver,
H. Sw.„. i Film Exchange. 301 Uallrond Bldg., Denver.
DI8TRICT
OF COLUMBIA.

Dixie Film
QUltornil

Co..

Him

I Brothers.

1

W.

St. Catherine S

79<>

MISSOURI.
J. W. Morgan, 1310 Walnut St.. Kansas City.
SwaiiHonCrawford
Film Co. Century llldg.. St. Ixiuls
w. -i, rn i ii in Bsetuuif*. -\: Warn? Bank bi.ik.. jopiin.
NEBRASKA,
l.aeminle Film Service, 1117 laruaui St., Omaha.
NEW
YORK
8TATE.
Albany Film Exchange. 418 Broadway. Albany.
Victor Film Service, 89 Cborch St.. Buffalo.
NEW
YORK
CTTY.
Empire Film Exchange. ISO East 14th St.. City.
Great Eastern Film Exchange. 21 East 14th St.. City.
Peerless Film Exchange. B East 14th St.. City.
Wm. Stelner Film Exchange
110 Fourth Ave.. City.
OHIO.

OEOEGIA.
isolMsi.d
Him Exchange.
BbOdM
Bldg.. Atlanta.
ILLINOIS.
II Trust Dim Co.. 79 South Clark St.. Chicago.
ttt rtlm Her.l.e, 1H7 East Msdlson St.. Chicago.
II. A II. rila
~,u Blvd., Chicago.
Lake SI.. Chicago.
I ><

Wichita

Film

and Supply

KANSAS.
Co. r.-J North
LOUISIANA.

United

« i,l.

INDIANA
VJ.rk.-l

MASSACHUSETTS.
U

I

Q

U A W. Film

Eirhsi

MAR TLA
MINN! HOT A.

-

Motion

Picture

Co..

OKLAHOMA.
112 Main St.. Oklahoma
PENNSYLVANIA.

City

fa, 41B Ferry St.. Pittsburg.
I'lills. Film
Mphls
i North 9th St., PbllsoVlpl I*
Pittsburg
I
I, till, II ■•H N. tHli St.. Philadelphia.
TEXAS.
Trias rila Exchange. 811 Klin 81.. Dallas
UTAH.
IV «|.er .-.".•
M
Atlas HWk.
S»"
WASHINGTON
PachV rtlm Kicbsnge. 014* WISCONSIH.
Bl.lg .. Seattle
l Film

Kiel, snge

SOT

Enterprise

IlMg

Motion Picture Distributing: & Sales Co.
Ill Basl 14th Street New York City
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Solve This

Baffling Mystery

' Gen. Flimco is

* lei busy and fill in the blank.
Maybe hurt
you to can't
but itI
won'1
try. do
Nextit, week
am going to print the solution of
this baffling, deep, weird, uncanny, awful mystery. Take a
good look at the hack of his bean,
'J"lien watch for the headline of
my advertisement next week. A
year a<,ro river 7,000 easy exhibitors were each paying Gen.
Flimcp $2 a week I Si ;
week. $728,000 per year). I ess
than 4,000 exhibitors are doing it
NOW. How many will the < icneral have on his staff in another
year? Solve this mystery and
watch for new facts. Also, come
to the biggest, best and hustlingest film renter in the world.

Carl Laemmle,
President

The Laemmle Film Service
New

number

204 W. Lake St., Chicago, III.
Sykes Block.
J5J7 Farnam St.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Omaha, Neb.
209 Fifth St
JJJO Wyandotte St.
De» Moines, Iowa
Kansas City, Mo.
The biggttt and beet film renter
in the world

THE

LAST CALL!

MOVING

HAVE

NOW
TO

PICTURE

WORLD

YOU ENROLLED?

IS THE TIME!

IDENTIFY

YOURSELF

WITH

THE

BIGGEST

MONEY-GETTING
PROPOSITION
THE MARKET

ON

GET

INITIAL

FOR

IN THAT

The

AND

REINSTATEMENT

Release

ORDER

NOW

of April 28th

"ACROSS THE MEXICAN LINE"

AND

THUS

ASSURE

YOURSELF

OF THE

FIRST

PICTURE

OF

THZ

Big Series of Gigantic Military Productions

Exceptional Features Produced For Your
Especial Benefit
BUT SOLD AT THE SAME OLD PRICE
GET OUR TWO-COLOR
p.
Releases

( Fri.,
Wed.,
Frj
I Wed.,

|SolA*;

REMEMBER!

May
"
..
"

5th
10th
!2th
17th

LOBBY

DISPLAY

"The Somnambulist"
"Their First Baby"
"Between Life and Duty"
"Deaf and Dumb"

Drama
Comedy
Military
Comedy

S^laxf Company

Congress
All Our Films

Avenue,
Are Tinted and

Flushing, L. I.

Toned

Throughout

THE

MOVING

Two Every Seven Days

Champion Film
NOW you are getting the real, genuine article.
Arc You ? Ask the other fellow and

PICTURE

WORLD

Up - State

Exhibitors

We li.i\ c opened an
of lice in

SYRACUSE

he'll agree, for that's what they all say —
64

in the Bastahle Building
where we are prepared to

Clark's Capture
of Kaskaskia"

attend to your every need.
You will find the same high
grade service and courteous
treatment there that has

A new kind of War Picture, taking
us back to the pioneer days on the Frontier. You never saw one picture of its
kind. It will be released on Monday,
May 1st.

made our New
such a success.

ACME
FILM
12 EAST
15th STREET
NEW
SEND

NAME

FOR

office

CO.,

Inc.

BASTABLE BUILDING
SYRACUSE, N. Y.
OUR

MAILING

LIST

W. E. GREENE FILM
EXCHANGE, Inc.

For Wednesday, May 3rd,

66

YOUR

YORK

York

Out of the Dark

99

The

Oldest
and Largest
Independent
Film Exchange in New England

An unusual Western, proving that
buckskin can have real hearts beating
under it.

Monday

is as Good as Wednesday

====^=

and

-

Wednesday is as Good as Monday

GET

BOTH

COMING!
A HERO
OF BALL'S
BLUFF '61.
Col. E. D. BAKER,
1st California.

Champion

Film

Co.

The House of Quality and Satisfaction
MR. EXHIBITOR

W. E. Greene Film Exchange
INCORPORATED

228 Tremont
J(jj5|ja?

^^Il2

Mark

M.

Dintenfass,

Gen' I Mgr.

E. 15th St., New York City

:

If you are desirous of finding out bow to improve
your present service and increase your daily? attendance
call and have a confidential chat with us. If you are
unable to call, drop us a line.

Street,

Boston, Mass.

Telephone 3790 Oxford

THE
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NORTHERN
Release for SATURDAY,

APRIL

STOLEN

THE

22nd

LEGACY

\ feature detective film of thrilling character

i

Release for

SATURDAY,

April

29th

COSSACK

THE

DURE

A powerful drama of Russian military life
ALL UP-TO-DATE
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Heinz Boasts of 57— Wc of Over 500
ALL

Yes, Over 500 letters received in the last six weeks proclaim REX, KING
FILM.
Here are a few of them.

If there is an exhibitor who can afford to run a moving picture theater without a REX
let him send in his name and photograph, we would like to see what he looks like.

lependent picture I have
fr«m a photographic and detail and
tandpoint and the posters too excel

P. *£ N«l
• stuff

Y., Apr. is. io"

our house, and I
I find
i as possibli
E. Weeks,

it

,.._• that the liuli ['iniii uts have added _._
er link to the chain that will soon make the
st wake up. We have been lacking in dewhile beating them on stories but your
:ting
> class
>rM.S W.

of pictures,

thereby

making

l!EiGHToTepark Theater.

irst release, "A Heroine of '76,' which I ran
go. In the past six years I have
run the first releases
of many
companies,
■ut can truthfully say that I never saw an
reel that even remotely compared
1

Daicmsav, Mgr., Bijou Theater.
1 congratulate
such fine films.
photog, the acting, the lights,_..the The
details,
all
make vour films more natural than any I have
so fa/ shown.
Your "Five Hours' was simply
H. C. Farley, Empire Amusement Co.
Buffalo, N. Y., Mar. 23, ion.
"We are showing your weekly releases and
want to compliment you on your good photography and acting, and hope you will keep up
the good quality of your pictures.1
Gem Theater.

'

F. J. Bailey, Electric & Palace Theaters.

Pittsburg, Pa., Mar. 2. 191 1.
•We like the Rex films very much as do all
When
we can see our way
lear to bu-.
be glad to

weekly,

cellent beginning you have made in the proi tin ught> I
duction ol motion picture* and at the same
mend you on the excellency of your film. It
the hope that your future work
would have done your heart good to hear the will be in keeping with the high standard you
rsl release 'A
applause which greeted the introduction. That have set for >
introductory novelty is fine. We will prevail Heroine of '76,' was in our estimation well
on our Film Co. which is the Dixie of New nigh perfect in technical execution and photographically and the two which followed were
Orleans, to supply
us Bell,
with all
B. C.
The your
Gem releases."
Theater. almost as good. 'By the Light of the Moon"
proved to be a welcome relief to the usual
thing. We desire to feature your productions.
Cairo, Ills.. Mar. 15, 191 1.
you on the distinct ad"The Rex films are O. K. and I am sure Again congratulating
vantage you have brought to the ranks of
glad that some of the Independent people can the Independents,
we remain,
A. R. Oberle, The Flag Theater.
the
seventhpicture.
out < **put sixth
out a orsteady
that you don't have to tie or
T. A. Kimmel,

Mgr. good."
Warn
thing

OF

Chicago, Ills., Mar. 11, 191 1.
"All hail to Rex! Saw one of your reels
last Thursday and it certainly is a bright star
in the film firmament, easy to distinguish its
lustre in the constellation. Nothing to it, if
you fellows will put out such subjects and
photography right along. Quite a large percentage of our many
customers
are making
?pecjai requests for the film
_- j booster for Rex.
Joseph Hopp, Standard Film Exchange.

Boston, Mass., Mar. ii, 191 1.
"Just a word in reference to the quality of
your films.
We have bought every release
' — your first release and have found all y
mand for yoiii
n is getting stronger every
..o doubt that if you keep up
The that
dethe good work in your future releases
your films will be classed among the best either
of the Independent or the Association. We
wish to congratulate you upon the good work
and we assure you of our co-operation at all
times.
W. Asher,
Mgr. W. E. Green Film Exchange.

Salt Lake City, Feb. 22, 1911.
"Please accept my congratulations on your
new Rex' film 'A Heroine of '76,' which we
held over for today, Washington's Birthday,
cannot be excelled— not a flicker in the picture and the story enacted with all attention
3 details.
The Rex will certainly

day, Feb. 1 6th. 'A Heroine of '76.'
tender
that you our• ]> - compliments. Va
were heard from our patrons on the tinting.
photography
work, staging,
and
eral good qualities
of the acting
film.
Hopingthe genyou

Bijou

Theater.

La Crosse, Wis., Mar. 27, 191 1.
"As an exhibitor we want to congratulate
you on your releases. We have run them all
up
Hours.' and
I saw
'Five exceptionally
Hours' first
run toin'Five
Milwaukee
it was
clever. Wc take our service from the Western Film Exchange and I have a standing order with themH. for
all
Rex
releases."
H. Burford, Lyric Theater.
'IT' in our
is Schick, Standard Picture Theater.
Jersey City, N. J., April 5. ion.
vant to be kept fully informed
about
fonkers
likes your
goods."Picture Plays.
M. Cooper,
Premium
Trinidad, Colo., Mar. 14, 191 1.
"Hurrah for the Rex— It's great!"
A. R. Wilson.
San Francisco, Cal., Mar. 17, 191 1.
"We have
attention youto upon
your
releases
and paid
wish particular
to congratulate
the excellent photography,
acting, and everything in genet '

good -tufT and that yr.-.it success may be vours,
we remain," Walter,
D. Burwell.
Mgr. Hippodrome Theater.
Philadelphia, Pa.. Mar. 21, ion.
"We wish to state that our natrons are speaking very highly of the Rex film and we hope
that itthey
will'very
continue
do taking
so. We
that
speaks
well forto you
into think
consideration the length of time your goods have
been on the market."
Exhibitors'

Film

Service Co.

lates us o.. _„
and makes us feel that our chances for
prosperous engagement is good. We always
appreciate a kind remark, whether it comes
from the laborer or the aristocrat, and we
are positive that the manufacturer is just as
proud of a kind remark from the exhibitor as
the exhibitor is of a congratulation from his
patron. Therefore, permit us to say that in
our estimation, and, according to the many
praises from our patrons, you are making the
BEST pictures of anv company in existence
at the present time. Keep up the good work
and
will win
out.
our
artists
of thephotog.
best
""'"■vou:■ certainly
superb, and
it■-■■can
he \plainly
seen
self
a pace You
that rc
pany and
has are
evensetting'
attempted.
our' support

and

best v --*---
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Public Opinion Controls.
One phase of the evolution of this business, which may
be attributed to the formative effect of public opinion, is
the tendency to again separate the variety show from the
picture show proper.
Some managers, through ignor■. hat the public really wanted, and others driven
to it by competition, have, in the past, endeavored to
swell their receipts by interspersing with the pictures
cheap vaudeville acts which were inferior to the pictured
dramas. They could not afford to pay for acts of merit,
the entertainment was made so distasteful that
the public revolted. The amusement-seekers who craved
for variety hied themselves to the big vaudeville houses ;
the picture devotee patronized more and more the houses
Ahiih featured the picture alone.
We were never more enthused over the drawing power
of the strictly picture show than at the present moment.
i the Chicago shows made during the past weeks
revealed a far more healthy state of the business than that
ir ago.
Well-filled, often packed houses are the
rule and not the exception.
Owners are extending their
or rebuilding larger and better houses.
In the
il sections, especially, it was gratifying to note
the large proportion of evidenth
well-to-do people— the
■ at one time would havi In en ashamed to be seen
1 ntering a moving picture show
That the attendance was
n by the fact that the managers or doornized b\ a nod a large nu
imers
Phis proves that public-opinion control
j introversive in its < ffeel upon the destinj and popularity
■ ture.
Mil u 1 m BALANCED PROGS \M
Anothei development of the business noted in main
better balance in the programs. In Chicago,
the "In -t 1 1111
to have had its
It)
I he 1 lamoi ing I 1
1 tin at the exchange has
• 1 v. n now considered good bu
tin and make up the balance of the pro
im (Mam date
\ program well
ibjccl is not always possible with
run: the balance of quality is not maintained |>>
tenth the
ml exhibitor now select* in prog

■

night-old subjects.
It is thus easy to arrange a program
with a judicious mixture of scenic, dramatic and comic.
EXHIBITORS

MORE

DISCERNING

The keener interest of the public in the picture is reflected in the increased attention of the exhibitors to the
kind of pictures that elicit most approval from their audiences. When we first began to question the exhibitor on
this subject there were few who could tell us the titles
or the makers of the reels on the day's program. Now
we run across many who can intelligently discuss quality
and who not only remember but keep a record of popular
reels for future recall. The question put to one exhibitor,
"What films released during the past twelve months were,
in his opinion, the best?" elicited the following reply:
"The two greatest comedies 1 recall were 'Percy, the
Cowboy' (Lubin) and 'Fruit and Flowers' (Imp
greatest scenic was Pathe's 'A Trip through Ceylon.' The
greatest topical film was \ itagfaph's King Edward's
Funeral.'
The greatesl educational film was the UrbanEclipse 'I 1\ Test' issued by George Kleine.
I :.
historical drama was Pathe's 'Abraham Lincob
ency,' and the greatest drama was Vitagraph's 'By the
Faith of a Child.'
In my opinion the Vitagraph Company led all others in big productions by Iheii
Uncle loin's Cabin' and The Life of N>'
This is a fairly comprehensive resume* by one exhibitor
of the outstanding features of tin year, based upon public
opinion or the effect noted upon the audi
Another exhibitor recalled "The Stranger," produced
by the Kalem 1 ompany, as being the
picture he* had shown, and which he ha. I rep>
would repeat ai^ain at the tir-t opportunit)
;!
that proper mush, rendered with pictun
atly influenced their effect U]
■ 1 " he used the completi
at the ending
• running
of the picture to fit the music, with the
of the spectators would
the picture
\ theati

■■

-
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he ran this film seven
ion to trebusiness .it his airdon* Asked what he considered the mosl impressive picture Ik- replied, "Of course,
f< \t to that in its effect upon the
audience
he in
placed
Edison's "I addie," which often left
the audience
I
vious deduction from oui discussions and obserthat public opinion is not lacking in its approval
of the picture that -liows thought on the pari of the producer. That the element of thought is entirely lacking in
tentious productions, and that it is th< reason
why
futuretin .

•/' we will endeavor to show

in

The Airdome Season.
In the spring a manager's fancy turns to thoughts of
open-air. With the cracking of the baseball bats, we are
reminded that the summer season is on. and by the time
this paper reaches the reader, many exhibitors will be
taking their chances with spring weather and have their
- running. We expect to see in the airdome the
same process of evolution that has already been working
great changes with the regular theatre buildings. At first,
airdomes
began with the ordinary
board
fences and
I riches in the roughest kind of way. Last season
marked some improvement in the open-air theatre by the
appearance of more pretentious plants. The idea of decoration isbeginning to make itself manifest, the same as
it did with the former crude state of the store show. As
yet we have seen nothing extremely elaborate in the architectural or constructive line, as compared with some of
the pretentious winter homes of the moving picture. But
on the whole, there has been some improvement.
f the airdomes we have noticed up to the present
time look more like billboards than they do like theatres.
It seems to be the fashion to reserve a small section of
the enclosure for an entrance and turn the remainder over
to the bill-poster and sign-painter, who decorate it in their
usual crazy-quilt fashion. Perhaps there are some managers who think that the small amount of revenue to be
derived from allowing their enclosures to be used as billboards will more than offset the unsightly appearance of
a lot of promiscuous advertising inside and outside. It
has been conceded by the exhibitors generally that the use
of advertising slides in moving picture theatres is bad
taste. We believe that to be the case, because it is forcing patrons to look at something for which they did not
pay their money to see. The fence sign of an airdome,
whether it be inside or the outside, is not quite so much
a nuisance as the advertising slide, but it looks bad, very
bad.
We would rather see handsome architectural fronts,
with tasty advertising panels for the current programme
arranged so as to form a part of a well-balanced whole.
A high, clean front, worked out in art-metal or rustic
material, is in every way desirable. There is no reason
why an airdome should not be the equal, in appearance,
of the more permanent theatre, knowing what excellent
effects can be obtained with stamped metal. In lieu of
metal, one of the prettiest ideas of airdome decoration is
the rustic scheme. There have been several extremely
pleasing airdome fronts and interiors treated with bark
and boughs in a way that is restful and cooling by its very
appearance. Rustic decoration was a clever thought as
applied to open-air amusement parks. One of them we
have in mind was laid out on its front elevation with wellworked panels of bark. All that was not built of bark
was painted in a cool green, which harmonized with the
brown bark in a way that was very "summery." By way
of ornament fhere were placed about numerous green
pines in tubs covered with bark.
No bill-posting or sign-
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painting marred its quiet appearance. It is the only airremember with pleasure every time it comes to
mind. Rustic decoration has not been carried out to its
fullest extent, as we hope some day it will be. There
should be occasional rustic chairs and benches here and
there, rustic hanging flower-pots and other little novelties
along the same line.
Another great innovation for airdomes that has appeared inthe past year is the weather-proof canopy, which
d to he drawn over the heads of the audience in
case of ram. In our issue of October 15, 1910, we devoted
a page to the airdome canopy, and at that time called attention of exhibitors to a great saving. The large canopy
mentioned paid for itself inside of a week and earned
many hundreds of dollars on account of the plant not having to close down on rainy nights. We also pointed out
that late in the fall, when other airdomes had closed, the
proprietors of the place in question continued a few weeks
into cold weather by the addition of a side-wall canvas,
which kept out the wind, the enclosure being he;
the warmth of the patrons themselves. We expect to see
canopies over every airdome this season. Their value is
too great to be ignored. The Moving Pictlrf. World
was the first paper to call attention to this money-saving
device, which was first used, to the best of our knowledge,
by the Yfrginia Amuse nent Company of Jersey City.

Moving Pictures in the Home.
Some months ago in these pages we printed a special
article dealing with family portraits by means of cinematography. Itwas pointed out at that time that the film
record of the family would, in all probability, be the means
of establishing the cinematograph in the home in much the
same manner as the phonograph underwent its transformation from a piece of business furniture to a household
ornament.
There has been an idea prevalent for a number of years
that the proper way in which to introduce cinematography
as a home amusement would be to serve it up as some
sort of a toy. Accordingly, along this line there have appeared and disappeared a number of dinky contraptions
that burned the fingers, strained the eyes, tried the temper
and warped the patience. These have been marketed
under various names as home moving picture machines.
It is no secret that they have all been dismal failures and
found their ways into the scrap heap, simply because they
were toys and not at all practicable. As yet the idea of
a genuine professional moving picture projection apparatus as a piece of household furniture is regarded as being
out of the question on account of its great initial cost and
the cost of maintenance, the high cost of reels, etc., etc.
This monetary consideration seems to be the great obstacle that looms between the cinematograph and the home.
A practical projection machine for ordinary purposes
today sells at about $2CO. Commercial reels that are stili
in very good shape may be had even as low as Si per
day for exhibition purposes, and it is reasonable to suppose that they might be had for less when the film renter
knows that they are to be used for private purposes and
not subjected to any long grind of twelve hours, but only
once through the machine, which would mean little or
nothing in the way of wear and tear.
All modern residences are usually wired for electricity,
which would mean no financial outlay on that account.
There is no outlay required for opera chairs, as there are
generally enough chairs and sofas in the ordinary household, including the dining-room and the kitchen chairs,
to provide for any family party. Or if not, they can be
rented at a very small sum from undertakers, who usually
take care of the euchres, weddings and other such affairs.
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The principal requirement therefore is the projection
machine, as the initial and practically the only investment.
To be sure, it might cost a few dollars to give an evening's entertainment, but when one considers what it
costs to give a church social at home, the price of a few
reels is very insignificant in comparison. If any of our
church ladies could be compelled to sit down and figure
out the exact cost of some of their afternoon teas, or sewing-circles, or other such affairs, they would be appalled
at the cost of them, which is generally, at present, glossed
over in some fashion or other.
No doubt if we were to approach the family of the average business man, and endeavor to sell a professional projection machine, they would all gasp at the thought of
paying $200 for one of them. But the very next day
some piano salesman might possibly call around and convince them that their $200 piano was out of date and
make a bargain to take it in exchange for one costing
$500, and the family would see nothing inconsistent in
the transaction. There are pianos in the homes of nearly
every well-to-do family, and it is a safe assertion to say
that in half of the homes where there are pianos there is
no one in the family who is able to play. Therefore the
amusement they get from their pianos is nil, except when
some friend or relative, who is able to play, pays them a
visit and is finally coaxed to perform. In some of the
more fortunate homes there are to be found self-playing
pianos, which go a long way towards the amusement of
the family, and make up in a great measure any lack of
musical training. These, with the cost of music rolls,
form a considerable item of expense, and at present are
to be regarded in the nature of a luxury. The same applies to the phonograph when music of the better class is
desired.
The self-playing piano has become an institution, and
the tremendous amount of business that is done by the
makers of those instruments is all the testimony that need
be offered in support of the statement. To us, therefore,
it does not appear that the introduction of the professional
projecting machine in the home can be considered as a
monumental proposition, nor can we discern any insurmountable barrier on the score of expense, because it compare- in that respect very favorably with the untouched
piano or the much-used player-piano, to say nothing of
the- family automobile with its complicated machinery and
high 1 ost of maintenance. But aside'from our view.-, the
idea prevails that home cinematography is entirely too
for consideration, and it remains with the moving picture trade to prove otherwise.
It appears that the moving picture portrait will be the
means of bringing cinematography into the home. When
one considers the prices asked by photographers not only
■11 Fifth \ venue but on other avenues in other cities for
ordinary cabinet photographs or "art panels" or still
photograph b) any other fancy name, the difference between them and what it would cost for a couple of hun• '>f film is not great. We have in mind an old
lid} who is wealthy. She sits alone for days and thinks
if her beloved husband who was all there was in life for
■< -r. When hi pa ed awaj he ..:m,
left her
money,
but Wc
her
which
is love.
had known her in happier days, but now she is changed
altogether and scared) the same person. Recently we
put the qu
uld give to have
a moving pictun of her departed husband, and instantl)
ghtened up . .1 fit <■ gl< >wed in her dull e; 1
declared thai he would give anything
'.lave .1 moving picture of him who had been her life's
oompanion.
1 ..in attachment to oui loved ones until
moving picture i« thi
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will bring the dead back to life: the only medium that
can bring back a smile that is cold in death. In this manner we could go on for hours citing instances of the above
nature. There are certain people in the trade who are
inclined to pooh-pooh our ideas on this subject. We are
told by some of them that an article of this kind will
bring a smile of pity from the wise ones. We are willing
to assume that risk, and if there is anyone who would
like to argue the matter, they will kindly step forward
and knock off the chip.

The Film of the Week
The question heard on every hand, "Have you seen 'The
Fall of Troy'?" stamps this great spectacular production
as the picture of the week. It is to be regretted that the
market is not open to the universal exploitation of such a
masterpiece of art and human endeavor. Truly, in "The
Fall of Troy" the Itala Company of Italy have made a
name for themselves and will have to live up to the standard of their own greatness hereafter. The effect upon
the public mind as to the perfection of the silent drama
will be greatly enhanced by this remarkable picture.
We saw it in the Janet Theatre, Chicago. In the early
part of the evening it was impossible to gain admission.
A mass of waiting people filled the lobby and extended
out
into thewasstreet.
Coming and
backit again
at'tenafter
o'clock,
the
condition
unchanged,
was only
passing
in a note to the proprietor, Mr. Hyman, asking him if he
intended keeping open all night that he managed to bring
us in through a side door.
The projection in the Janet is splendid, and the musicians and drummer, by excellent work, greatly added to
the effect. The picture received the applause it deserved,
and Mr. Hyman expressed himself as greatly pleased with
the increased quality of the Independent product. He announced to his audience that at the end of the week he
would show the Great Northern "Hamlet." another feature film, which announcement was also applauded.
For historical productions like "The Fall of Troy." the
European manufacturer has it all over the American producer. The old country is, of course, more full of opportunity, and its history i- more prolific of incident.

The Exhibitors' League of New York.
That a virile, active and truly representative organization is needed in Greater New York to give intelligent
attention to the interests of moving picture exhibitors is
so plain that it would seem hardly necessary to point it
out. Yet it is reported that, here and there, among exhibitors there are some who are very hard to convince.
Probably no business is more in danger of being handicapped and perha] damaged by well-intentioned hut
unwise and turn.
Hon than is the moving
picture business,
lew under-iand the conditions under
which these little theatres are run or how much .
do. Yet many voices have been :.
n, sometimes by thought!
reformers.
These criticisms are heeded 1>\ man]
truly representative of all the exhibitors in the
another the
column of 'I'm
M
are In printed
"Exhibit
organization
that unlud<
Citv.
\ numb
well
Fourthattend
\\enn, and ; iff

\ feeling

Rl
for the movement

\- a result of that meeting, the Ex-

Its pi
Smith, President ;
Joseph
11
sident ; Edw. Sweeni
urer; A.
. Ben. Mark-.
Arms.
Mr. Ben. Title is the Secretary, and m
: .a his office, 105 East 14th Street.
The League meets every Thursday at the Union Square
Hotel at 1 r. m. I (ver a hundred were- reported present
at the last meeting, at which the by-laws were considered
and the questions which they hrought up discussed.
Because, in some instances, SO many views were presented,
one or two sections were left in a tentative state, l-^r the
determined to build up the most representative
and efficient organization possible.
The paramount purpose of the League is to co-operate
with the authorities in a wise regulation of moving picture theatres. It also aims to enlighten the authorities
from time to time, as regulations are proposed, just what
the actual tacts are, so that legislation directing this business may be intelligent.
The Moving Picture World takes pleasure in commending this movement. The League is needed by each
and every exhibitor in New York. What authority it
will have must depend on the attitude of individuals
toward it. To show how much good a strong organization can do we can point out what the Theatrical Managers' Association of Providence, R. I., has accomplished.
Read the column in this issue headed "New England."
We are publishing in full these by-laws of the New
York Exhibitors' League in the hope that they may prove
of service to exhibitors in other cities who are considering the need of organizing. These by-laws will be modified as experience shows need. We advise our readers
to file them for future reference, as they may be the means
of saving time in organizing.

The Theatre of Cinematography.
By Robert Grau.
The conduct of the Eden Musee by its directors for a
period now approaching two decades has been with a view
to identify that establishment as the "Theatre of Cinematography." where the motion picture and every new
phase of progress in the art of cinematography finds its
first and always its most adequate expression.
The fact that the admission price here is fifty cents is
no reason why there should not be more "theatres of
cinematography." and he will be a wise individual who
first establishes a precedent for this, by demonstrating
that a superior presentation of advanced cinematography
will command a slight increase in the admission scale with
far more alacrity than a resort to inferior vaudeville.
Already the five-cent theatre is practically obliterated,
but the ten-cent theatre where moving pictures alone prevail is a popular institution.
There is nothing to indicate that a high-grade theatre
charging prices ranging from ten to twenty-five cents and
presenting only moving pictures of the most advanced
type, and with appropriate accessories and musical accompaniment, will not revolutionize the field itself. And
the writer is firm in his belief that we are gradually
evolving to this status, and its advent is so near that it is
time to prepare those to whom its meaning is of vast
import, so that they may partake of the benefit.
Nothing is surer than that the next great progressive
move in the moving picture field is to be along these lines.
Naturally the first expression comes from abroad, where
vaudeville has not encroached as it has here ; hence the
film-makers of Europe have been greatly encouraged to
raise the level of their offering; gradually, yet constantly.
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The writer 1- reluctant to make prophecies, but he wishJ
to i^" "ii record as predicting that within two ye
in the most fashionable locales of New York ai
great cities will he found newly built theatres of and
phy where the prices will he higher for admission
than they have been up to now, ami where many features
novel and progressive will lend enhancement to the finest
productions which have emanated from the camera man.
We are now decidedly in the age of great acln
In a period within a few months New York has seen two
new and gorgeous music halls of the Continental type
rise in the Long Acre district. In these the scale of prices
for admission are a shade higher than even the legitimate
theatres charge, and nearly double the highest at the best
vaudeville theatres.
Cinematography has had vogue in this country now for
close to eighteen years. It is not to be questioned in view
of the millions of dollars invested that the bette
film-makers will permit further encroachment on their line
of endeavor, and it is wholly within their province to undertake to prevent the use of the more than ten thousand
theatres built in the last decade as a result of the vogue
of cinematography for other purposes, and the time has
now arrived when they must make a sustained effort to
raise immeasurably the artistic level of their productions.
Already some of the beautiful theatres above named
have reverted to other usage — the inclination towards
stock dramatic companies can only fie stampeded by a
display of enterprise that will provide the exhibitor with
the proper incentive. The latter element are well aware
that thre is a tremendous public which resents the encroachmnt of vaudeville, and it is this public which will
flock to the stock theatres for relief.
What is now required is a well-organized effort to
typify the art of cinematography by creating a number
of establishments where only science and artifice shall
hold sway, and for such there will come a family patronage so overwhelming and so constant that the problem, as
far as encroachment is concerned will have been solved.
With an admission scale ranging from ten to twentyfive cents prevailing, the exhibitor will seek to provide
every possible attractive feature that has a tendency
toward constructive results, and this will undoubtedly
find expression quickly in the musical phase of the subject, and a good orchestra will be as compelling in this
respect as it will be useful in aiding the exhibitor to think
out innovations of an uplifting character.
It is with such an environment as is here merely intimated that the genius and artistry of the world will be
attracted to. and then, and then only, will the theatres of
cinematography become veritable art institutions and
bring out the scenarios of a class of writers who heretofore found nothing in common with them to tempt them
into activity, for let us not forget that it is only very' recently that the foremost authors would permit their names
to be used for vaudeville endeavor, but the uplifting process became so pronounced, when the world's greatest
players were tempted to appear in these theatres, that the
playwrights could no longer resist those importuning them
to do likewise.
At the present moment — and it is a vital one — the art
of cinematography needs a vigorous impetus, such as
would come from a combined effort to elevate the grade
of its output. This is so evident that we find competition
strong for the services of the best players, but the future
of this really tremendous field of endeavor lies far deeper
and can only find vivid realization by creating in the larger
cities a number of exclusive establishments along the
lines of the Eden Musee. but which will be wholly and
solely devoted to the one effort— that of raising the artistic level of a great art — Cinematography.
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Characterization
By Louis Reeves Harrison.
I have been told by many directors that not
twenty scenarios is worthy of examination : the
seem to think that one swallow makes a summer.
one in a hundred scenarios contains an idea, one
wheels of the clock ; the director is supposed to
the rest. Let George do it !

I have received a number of inquiries from playwrights which I cannot find time to answer directly, but
one of these raises a question of deep interest to playmakers.
Rearranged for the sake of brevity, it is :
"Are not many excellent plays written and produced
without characterization yet so full of incident and situation that they prove to be entertaining?"
Instead of answering in positive terms let us get out
into the audience and have a look at any old play that
comes along.
Perhaps the opening of the pictured story is that of
a irother dying in poverty.
The painted scene is that of a bare room with alleged
laths showing through the broken plaster ; the settings are
a broken table, an empty bottle, a decrepit chair and a
wretched bed covered with rags. This is all for an effect
which is not produced. We shed no tears over the scene

A play must be as carefully constructed as a fine musical composition, it is not a five-finger exercise. When a
production on the screen not only partakes of the author's
weakness, but of the director's peculiarities and the scene
painter's
infirmities
thrown in,
it is no and
matter
of wonder
that
so few
are successful.
Incident
situation
alone
are bad enough on the real stage; on the screen, where
there is a blend of the artistic and the dramatic, mere
clap-trap is ruinous.
Any tremendous or moving scene springs from a conflict or contrast of characters; if they move about like
massed supers on the stage, are purely automatic, the
purpose of the story is hidden from the audience and
the story itself a meaningless blank. In our daily experience we are amused or disgusted by this or that type
brought to our attention because some trait of character
sticks out, because something they do is a revelation or
character easily recognized, we must display the man by
exhibiting his passions before his actions are accountable
and in accordance with our ideas of what is true to nature. We recognize in the clash of personalities on the
stage something closely related to our own experience in
the never-ending struggle. The whole essence of interest
lies not in the situation itself, but in what it brings out in
those engaged in solving it.
If picture plays are to be life-like, if they are to stir
our pulses and set our hearts to beating higher, if they
are to get a strong grip on sustained interest, they must
reflect human nature in some recognizable form, just as
we know it in the men and women brought into the circle
of our acquaintance, they must have certain salient characteristics.
Characterization is brought out in strong situations as
a natural resultant of those situations if the play is rightly
built, and the story in which we become most deeply interested will be found, on close examination, to be a series

painter's
idea- hollow
of art.
On the
dyingunder
woman
made
up with
cheeks
and bed
lots is
of ablack
the
eyes ; she listens to the vain appeal of her hungry child
(usually robust enough in the legs), looks distressed, has
a fit of coughing and sinks back into the pillow. The
situation and incident are intended to be affecting, but
we do not know anything about the mother and child,
our interest in strangers is comparatively limited, and
men and women must be somethkig more than marionettes for us to care what becomes of them. Now suppose that incident is used to bring out character. The
feeble mother rises and makes a last despairing effort for
the sake of her child. Let her show braver)' in the face
of death, display noble self-abnegation by sacrificing her
last shred of hope for the little one, and she will stir the
human pulse because our sympathies are quickened by the
1 glimpse we are given of a courageous and unselfish char1 acter.
1 Out in the audience it is not necessary for us to know
'that incident and situation arc devised from the very first
[moment to bring out individual traits and so introduce
; the people in the play that we may feel there is something in them akin to ourselves, but that development of
'the roles is going on in all plays that please from the
first moment of presentation, delicately interwoven with
the story itself. The fact that many authors and some
directors seem to be in ignorance of this essential in the
'dramatic art is in no respect discreditable to them as individuals hut it helps account for the large number of
photoplays that stay Hat on the screen absolutely meaningless to those who sit in front. The right incident and
situation to bring out character and build up a play that
will reach out to the people is so rarely provided by the
itlthor that ! havi yel to see a scenario containing what
s know:.
lute essential.
It is left for the
iirector. already occupied with a thousand other details,
vhat is nally the essence of human interest,
al to human nature.
In farce-comed)
alone can characterization be suborincidenl and situation; t.. leave it out is like
make a watch run with one of the important
vhcels missing, something beyond the ability of any ama
.ill right

to attend

of incidents leading to some readjustment of the characters in action after these characters have been unfolded
like a flower from bud to full bloom.
"The fault, dear Brutus, is not in our stars.
But in ourselves, that we are underlings."
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The Writing oi a Scenario.
A Practical Article i

i Scenario Preparation, Choice of Motive and Theme, Handling a "Crime," and Portraying
Character for a Photoplay.
By George Rockhill Craw.

Epnoa s N
- • .
The Technique of the
pity." of which
this is and
one. generally
arc invaluable
tc allbusiness.
theater men
wishing
thenuelves
thoroughly
on their
to the This
ambit applies
but do not know how to develop it so as to present
an acccptabh
The articles will help you. You
be ambitious to become the producer.
inager or owner of a theater. If so, , ._
not be too well posted on ot r .la.
Technique of the Photoplay.
Previous
cles appeared in our issues
and Jan. 28, 1910, Feb. 4, 1911
March »$, 1911.

it as
may
artiand

. \ 1 received back a scenario from a house that i^
its treatment of that somewhat "insignificant" entity, the scenario writer, with the statement that the
manuscript was unavailable because it contained a crime.
1 mention tln~ because 1 shall cite examples from this particular scenario to illustrate my present article on that important element, photoplay technique.
It seems to me that the pendulum swings much too far
the other way when all incident- of crime must be excluded
from scenarios to make them acceptable. 1 believe, however, that in the present >tate of the tabloid drama if a crime
i- an essential it should be done "beautifully," as Hedda
Gablcr would say.
Everything depends upon the surroundings. There is
nothing offensive or vicious in a gentlemanly rapier-thrust
through the laces of a Florentine courtier's tunic, in a leafy,
moonlit scene of the long ago, but a vulgar present-day
holdup and murder shocks grownups and vitiates youth.
The latter crime is contemporary — realistic — suggestive.
It show- the practicable — the present^the what-may-bedone. The former one is romantic — abstract. It portrays
the past — the motives and methods of a time gone by, and
of a -phere removed.
The time of a play may be even contemporaneous with
that of the audience, but if the motives and methods of the
crime acted are those of a different sphere of life from that
of the audience, there is but little suggestion; the crime has
small power to vitiate, and any bad effect may be effectively
eliminated
by theor play's
denouement,
in which is witnessed
thn punishment
retribution
of the perpetrator.
Owners of theaters,* wishing to select harmless but interesting films, should bear the above fact in mind in choosing
films. To omit crime entirely from all plays would produce
a colorless, puerile and intolerable drama. Crime has been
a part of most of the great dramatic compositions since the
world began. It gives life and lesson to the productions of
the theater.
THE SCENARIO.
I have selected "The Fox Hunt," with which to show how
the scenario should be prepared before it is submitted to a
producer. The size, of the manuscript pages from which this
scenario is printed are 8j^xii inches. The titles, captions
and text are typewritten; the titles and captions being enclosed in boxes, ruled off with pen and ink. The pages
are each numbered consecutively, and only one side of the
sheet is used.
Title Flash:
THE FOX HINT.
A Drama.

CHARACTERS:
Clay Forrest
A Gallant
Robert Porter
A Gallant
Virginia Warren
Mistress of Warren Hall
Huntsmen, Ladies, Grooms, Servants.
Scene: The Manor and Estate of Warren Hall. Time: 1850.

THE
THE

Caption Flash:
EVE OF THE HUNT.

COTILLION

AT WARREN

presided over by an old darky 1
corner livery.
of the r<I
man's
of admirers, among
'itches
Action:
Miss Virginia Warun, with
she shows Porter and Forrest most fa'. ...„.gather at the punch bowl.
, but ! • :
couple of elderly admi

Caption Flash:
"THEY
say
ONE
OF YOU
WILL WIN THE FOX HUNT
NOT

HAVE
CAN

A RACE
WIN

m at Warren Hall. •-'•--)
A grand
old elegan
room tlyof Colonial
being
n:ly lighted chandeliers.
It is night.
A fashionable
jmber of pretty fit,
, colored paper caps, etc.
At <

TO-NIGHT

MISS

TWO
YOUNG
TOMORROW.
I

WHICH

VIRGINIA'S

MEN
WHY
OF YOU

HAND

^L°{

"

'

... _.e . well mplexion.
knit aod
t the lady's laughing proposal
about of a height.
They a
spitit ( •! like merriment. They agree each to propose
accide
who shall
by Porter's
taking
a large
nuiuthennaudience
put*e»
and holding
it in beonefirst
hand,
both hand*
behind
him coin
so that
can see his hands but so that Forrest cannot. Both men at once become
deadly earnest, and it can be seen that Virginia is a matter of great import-

from the
Virginia is considered a great catch.
Scene:
The veranda of Warren Hall.
A beautiful flov
vered corner.
A window of the house opens into it.
elderly ladv and her t

"1

WILL

GIVE

Caption Flash:
YOU
MY
ANSWER

TO-MORROW.

AT THE 'STIRRUP CUP.'"
Virginia answers Porter as above, indicating the stirrup cup by making
a goblet of her hand and pretending to drink from it. Porter tries to kisj
her hand, but she coquettishlv withdraws it. She expresses a determination
to return to the dance, cleverly and prettily evading his attempts at gentlemanly endearments. They return to the dance.
Scene:
The ball-room.
Action: Porter returns with Virginia, and they mix in the crowd.
Porter joins the elderly trio and Forrest, and they ask him what luck? He
r but that it will be given to him
indicates
that
no ar
nischief makers urge Forrest to \
in the morning he at has
the received
stirrup cup.
t laugh at Porter and
propose but Porti
- evident
■ ' s gaze.
Scene:
A corner of the veranda, as before.
Action:
Forrest and Virginia come upon the \
He proproposes stammeringlv and she
that he is ill at ease in her presensc.
He
laughs at him, but watches him coquettishly a_ _
elderly trio are again eavesdropping at the window, and Porter i
them.
Forrest asks Virginia for an answer, and she tells
the "stirrup cup."
Forrest i
, all done
vith jealousy and I
ing greatly among themselvi
with
her heels.
rage. Forrest
Virginia,at piqued
at *
Th< <
Forrest, but to the audience,
couple starts to go in.
Forrest
_.. awkwardness
steps
on Virginia'!
dress. She whirls on him with an intended
rebuff, but
controlls
hersell j
quickly, and haughtily accepts his stammered apology.
Scene:
The ball-room.
Action: Forrest and Virginia rejoin the dancers, Forres: at lengt!
joining the elderly trio, who hypocritically ask him what luck ? As he tell
them he will be given his answer at the stirrup cup. they laugh araoni
themselves, for they already know what Virginias answer was. Porter 1
not with them but watches darklv from a distance. A waltz strikes up am
all get partners and the scene ends in a pretty dance.

THE
HALL.

whom
them.
An

Scene:
front
of it. The

MORNING

OF

THE

HUNT.

great pillared porch of the manor and the fine grout!

Action: Packs of hounds, horses, grooms, and huntsmen a:e gatherin
and moving about. All is in preparation for the big hunt. Saddles sr
cinched, stirrups adjusted, dogs held in leash. Virginia and a party c
ladies in riding habits, and with riding crops, come upon the scene. The
pat the horses and the hounds; and the huntsmen, in their red coats ««
patent leather riding boots and spurs, escort them about.
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Caption Flash:
HER

FAVORITE

HOUND,

GREETS
A great bound breaks
upon her.
She fondles
ladies withdra

KING

ROLAND,

VIRGINIA.

its leash and bounding
him.
The preparations

THE

to Virginia's
grow r» —

side,

faw

Caption Flash:
STIRRUP
CUP.

Scene: The great, white curved steps of the veranda. A punch bowl,
presided over by Virginia in her riding habit, with the livened colored footman behind her.
Action: The mounted huntsmen and ladies come up ar.d are served by
Virg n:a in theii -addles. Porter and Forrest are denied their cup till all
are served. Then Virginia calls them to her and gives each a cup of
punch, holding one herself.
Caption Flash:
"MY

HAND

TWO

WHO

SHALL

GO

TO

THE

ONE

BRINGS
ME
THE
FOX'S
HERE'S TO THE HUNT!"

OF

YOU

BRUSH.

She raises her cup, followed by the two men and they drink to the success of the dismount
hunt. A in
groom
is holding
Virginia's
nearby.
Forrest
and Porter
a race
to i« who
shall horse
help her
to mount
it.
Porter wins, and Virginia smiles radiantly down upon him.
The hunt
Caption Flash:
GONE AWAY1
Scene Chance: The hunt is shown moving down a country road, the
bounds in the lead. A field is entered, the scent found, the bugler sounds
"Gone Away!" and the hunt is in full cry after the fox. If the actors are
not expert fox hunters, show parts of the hunt where others make spectacular jumps, etc., but have this a part of the progress of the mam hunt.
This may be easily done as a hunt always straggles. At length Forrest.
Porter anil '
• en them, must be shown riding hard, and
in the lead behind the hounds. They are riding down a narrow road. A
child is playing in the middle of the road the hounds having passed it, leaving it unharmed. The mother is picking flowers further on. As Forrest,
Virginia and Porter near the child, they wheel aside, Porter riding on, but
Forrest and Virginia drawing rein. Forrest jumps to the ground and
rushes the child aside as the rest of the hunt in a compact mass rides by
at terriffic speed. The mother has rushed up and thanked Forrest hysfor saving
baby'sForrest
life. quickly
Virginia remounts
is waiting and
and putting
congratulates
him with terically
very
brighthereyes.
to his
horse leaves Virginia in a twinkling as he rides for his life to overtake the
hunt and win the hrush. Virginia has urged him on and now she claps
Her hands to see him fly along and clasps them in a silent prayer. Then
the too rides hard after the hunt.
Forrest overtaken and passes the main body of horsemen and women,
and is pressing Porter hard for first place behind the hounds.
Caption
•IN

Flash:

DEATH."
Forrest passes Porter who is black
c crossing a field that ir
stony and full of long grass
Forrest, ahead of Pol
hounds.
As he raises the body of the fox aloft, thus winning the hunt.
Porter has dismounted and in a murderous rage strikes him a blow neathe temple with his :
.rrest sinks to the earth.
Porte

holds the brush

AT

THE
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the

above
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ev;
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.
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HIM:"
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rMind
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THEfor "CRIME."
How has theDEADEXIXG
author arranged
the deadening of whatever vicious effect the "crime" may have upon the audience?
In the first place he has staged the piece in anti-bellum
days The characters are aristocratic — a part of a small and
exclusive circle of bygone days. They move in a different
sphere from that of their audience. There i= little chance
for suggestion, and the "crime" itself may be done as
"beautifully" as a fine ebony riding crop, mounted with silver
and ivory, in the hands of a hot-blooded, red-coated, oblique young Southerner will permit.
Then, too, Porter suffers the punishment of exposure, the
contempt of his fellows and the loss of Virginia, for his act

THE PORTRAYAL

OF CHARACTER.

'*The persons of a drama are significantly called characters, and the necessity i.>r distinctness in their respective
functions is very
Price.
The same excellent
authority says that "character 1- to be studied out in detail
by the playwright just as carefully a- he b
plot and developed the ac<
meditation of it - own."
Price wi
the
the

Caption
.ikes
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THE CHOICE OF THE MOTIVE AXD PLOT.
The motif of the foregoing scenario is a fox hunt. From
the opening, showing a hunt ball, to the death of the fox at
the end, the plot, which is made up of a love affair between
a girl and two rival suitors, is motivated by the hunt.
At the very beginning of the drama, the elderly, fun-loving
dame is put up to suggesting a contest between Porter and
Forrest for Virginia's hand, because the winning of the hunt
is conceded to lie between the.«e two gallants.
Virginia's answer to each is also motivated by the fox
hunt.from
She then
will marry
the one
who brings
the isfox's
brush,of
and
on. every
incident
of the her
play
a part
the hunt; up to the Catastrophe, where Forrest is felled by
Porter, through the denouement, where Forrest triumphs
and claims his bride as she confidingly hands him the brush
he has so fairly won
STRIVES FOR NEW EFFECTS.
The author chose a fox-hunting motive because it was
something new in photoplays and presented nothing dirhcult
in production to a producing house who could gain the cooperation of one of the many hunt clubs in the Ea>t and
South. It presented an opportunity to stage the play in antibellum days, with their quaint ball costumes and smart
hunting regalia, which latter has changed but little, if any,
since that time. It offered occasion for picturesque effects,
such as the gathering of the hunt-horses, hounds, huntsmen,
and all — in front of a majestic old manor. Besides, it
brought out the splendid chance for that popular feature of
photoplays, under a new guise — the chase.
What could make a more thrilling riding scene than a
pack of hounds in full cry, led pa-t the camera by an anis
bag, dragged along, unseen, far ahead of them, with the
huntsmen thundering by behind them, taking fences, jumping ditches, and running like mad over open ground?
Add to this the interest in the rival leaders, Porter and Forrest, and in their fair prize, Virginia, all entwined in a plot
worked out with the >incerest regard for form, structure and
logical technique, in order to attain the height ol
and
we Porter
arrive strikes
at thatForrest
most with
"terrible"
point,crop
the and
"crime."
where
his riding
fells
him.

spoken drama,
photoplay.

but

his

word-,

apply

with

cqu.i

"Theof brief
action of thii
a drama,
and art itself, rej< -•
tiide
non essential
.
reproduce character ..ii the stage, with an illusion that is
practicallj
. although the author ^ thrice
compared t" the authoi
drama, with its
medium ol
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ince, bordering upon liberty, when he pi
then ho cravenl]
»l with the other
when the latter pi
inia; next.
v by the child in the dangerous
road•ii interests, and finally he tells
n order to win the brush
.•inia.
1111
I tRACTER.
ln8t as
built up with cumulative
effect and interest, 50, al
good character.
im first imposed upon by Porter when he trustNext, he is absent from the elderly
pers when Porter proposes to Virginia.
When he.
we find him bashful and diffident instead
of bold— the characters of the two men each being illuminated by this contrast.
Next, we see him stopping his horse
to save the child in the road, at the price of losing the hunt
and the girl he loves, as Porter dashes on in the chase; this
bringing out another sharp character contrast, and furnishing a lofty reason for the theretofore coquettish Virginia's
final, Mnce'rc love for him.
Virginia'- character, too, is built up logically during the
short period of the little play. Her thoughtless worldliness
gives way as .she. too. draws rein while Forrest rescues the
child, and we see her better nature manifested in her immediate judgment of the value of such an act, by her glad tears
and her anxiety that the diffident Forrest shall win the
brush. Thus are we prepared for her righteous and majestic
scorn as she accuses Porter of the blow with the riding
crop, and for her tender solicitude for the wounded Forrest,
as well as for her final, happy yielding as he claims her for
his own.
SYMPATHETIC EFFECT OF CHARACTER TRAITS.
Forrest's trustfulness and diffidence is designed to gain
for him the sympathy of the audience, for he is manly about
it all, he
which
when
saves"sympathy
the child.is quickly heightened to admiration
Virginia is made a coquette to keep the two suitors and
the audience guessing, as well as to make her human, having
a thoughtless and a tender side. Thus when Porter rides
on while Forrest and Virginia stop to save the child, the
audience is brought to a full realization that these two are
fitted for each other because of their humane qualities, but
holds its breath as it realizes that Porter is now far ahead
in the chase, and that seemingly no matter how hard Virginia urges Forrest to ride, she will have to marry Porter.
Up and up goes the interest as Forrest gains on the huntsmen, passes them, gains on Porter, who has the lead, reaches
his side and passes him, gaining the brush among the
hounds only to be struck down by Porter as he grasps it.
This catastrophe, in its retardation of a happy denouement, is an effective piece of dramatic technique for enhancing the suspense and at the same time for preparing for
a more effective and climacteric ending of the drama, in
which the blood-stained riding crop is found, Porter confronted and confounded, with Forrest and Virginia safe in
each others arms.
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The Little Major

Rex)

A top a
bly the strongest drama ever presented with a child in the leading role is "The Little Major."
to place tin- play in the moving picture
combines all the
cess in ni(
• ith a -tar cast, all the subordinate
role- taken by leader-, and a little genius in the title role,
directed
a "big will
one satisfy
behind all
the classes.
camera, the
finished
is
a playbywhich
It tells
a b.product
autiful
story, one which can be shown in a church or serve to entertain a Bowery audience. Such plays arc few in number, painfully few; more of them would place the exhibiting business
id foundation of permanent prosperity.
In spite of its high merits this release is not beyond criticism, especially in the artificiality of the paint.
They are not up to the settings
The nursery sc
attractive in many respects, were entirely too short.
They
could have been made twice as long in the comedy portions
to the There
general is betterment,
especially
the children's
chase.
too much diffused
illumination
in the Indian
moonlit scenes. They would have appealed more strongly to th$
imagination if given in semi-darkness so as to im
moonlight streaming through the windows.
The nearest ap-

Miss

Helen

Anderson — Rex

Stock

Co.

proach to the ideal condition is seen in the near view of
mother and child where the lighting was more in accordance
with the spirit of the play with a correspondin

Miss Lois Weber, Leading Lady — Rex Stock Co.

"The Little Major" has its own peculiar charm, possibly bepower.
cause itis a story of human love in a pure form, one that we all
recognize, as without alloy of self-interest, that of childhood.
It is a boy's simple love, the kind all manly men have felt,
so simple that it seems to contain no dramatic opportunity,
yet so strong in this case that it boldly challenges death.
With this common human sentiment as the mainspring of
action, a play of unusual power has been constructed, which
moves without sub-title, and without a break in continuity
from opening scenes of ordinary home life, through a series
of interesting pictures to a powerful crisis and happy finale.
The main incident in the crisis, that of calling back a soul
on the threshhold of death, is far from the ordinary, but it
is more than probable because it is founded on actual experi-
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ence. There are recorded instances where the voice of a
loved one pleading constantly in the ear of an unconscious
and dying man or woman has actually reached the departing
soul, weary of its struggle, and encouraged it to make one
more effort, affording a stimulus to effort not obtainable
from other sources. The situation is not unknown, but this
I presentation in a picture play, possibly in any
presentation whatever. Whether it is new or old, however,
matters little; it is strong, and it is worked up with great
care in this masterly little play.

Associated Motion Picture Patents Co.
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Important Public Meeting in New York.
Under the auspices of the Associated Motion Picture Patents Company a large gathering of persons prominent in
financial, religion-, sociological, educational and artistic
work, met on Thursday evening, April 13th, at the Eden
- West 23d Street, Xew York City, to di-cu-s the
moving picture in its relation to public progress and the uplifting of conditions of life.

The meeting wa> convened at the special Instance of Mr.
Rich. G. Hollaman, president of the Eden Musee, and vicepresident of the Associated Motion Picture Patents Company.
Mr. Hollaman placed the large hall of the Musee at the
disposal <i the guests and provided a special exhibition of
the latest moving pictures, which included Italian, German,
French and American subjects. The company was much
interested in and delighted with the brilliant di-play which
by the aid of the new projector, the invention of
and Cannock.
Mr Hollaman in addressing the meeting said:
"In it- cleanest form, the motion picture is the greatest
public educator of the age. To illustrate the immensity of
its influence, two years ago the Steel Trust did a business of
$486,000,000. What the Standard Oil took in I don't know,
but I do know that this business, starting in the humble way
that it did at the Eden Musee fifteen years ago, took in $300,100,000 last year in 20,000 shows' scattered throughout the
country."
Following Mr. Hollaman, Mr. Wm. H. Story, secretary of
the Board of Censors of the People's Institute, addressed the
y dwelt upon the importance of uplifting the moving picture business by improving the quality of the picture.
.'. hicb lie understood, was that of the Associated
Picture Patents Company.
The importance of the
urc as an educational agency was commended by
ted out the value of the picture for
■aching.
tho e present at the gathering were:
Wm.
H.
! Motion Picture Patents
ecretary and general manager of
the company; Thomas Bedding, C. Lang Cobb, Jr., J. Aspinwall Hod|
Thompson,
Robert
\. Dowling.
{VV.
Slocum of Brooklyn, Wm. P.
W. A. Kilbowen, Hon. George J. Corey, Chas. R.
-!.■ "American
Commerce and Industries";
Michael burst, D. \. Jacobson, representaor and Billboard; F. II. RichardI ! F Hoffman 1 Moving Picture World), Mr. Drehr
• 1, Mr Rarry (of London), Christopher
1
iager, repture Association,
and man)
Motion
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ilu recent surprises in the motion picture world
was tin- announcement that Pcrcj Water- would soon cease
the General Film Company.
I am
ny \\ i>i-iiln iiiH-r. ur anj other part of the fortuneft, but \\ ill confess that when Mr. Waters was first
proclaimed the chiel of the 10 Fifth Avenue Wigwam 1 predicted his reign would be of short duration. His many years
of fidelity t" the Edison ( ompany, the fountain spring of the
Motion Picture Patents ( ompany, of which the General Film
Company is pracl
i >ot, made Mr. Water- the
ppointee for the position I say appointee because
1 ha\e every reason to believe that Mr. Water- was never a
candidate for the job. As near as 1 can get to the official
dope the position was forced upon him.
Mr. Water- has
ot of money in the picture business and if he could
train himself t" believe that he is not in need *.<i th
money still to he made in the business he would be enjoying
retired life. More than a dozen times he has stated that he
wished he could retire, and an equal number of times lie declared there was not money enough to induce him to become
general manager of the General Film Co. 1 believe he was
serious at all times, but $5,000 a year is enough to change
any
man's
But I will make
one positive
declaration
without
fearmind.
of contradiction:
Mr. Waters
took the
position
practically as a sacrifice, He knew he had a tough job to
tackle, but he went at it determinedly and bravely. Many
of his intimate friends viewed the undertaking with grave
doubts. They knew him as an indefatigable worker with a
spirit defying all adversities, present or remote. What, to
many, would appear a very remunerative salary was to him
almost a stipend. Hi- film exchange is good for at the very
least $100 a week to him personally, so that the other salary
was comparatively nominal — in accord neither with the responsibility, nor his capabilities. If permitted to make one
good guess 1 would say that Mr. Waters took the job as an
accommodation to others. Xo official announcement has yet
been made regarding the matter. Like many others, whether
or not there be a reason for it, Mr. Waters has some friends
who carry a knife up their sleeve arid are constantly awaiting
an opportunity to pet a slash at him. These friends are quite
positive that Mr. Waters is not relinquishing his job of
his own volition. There are others who maintain that Mr.
Waters is taking advantage of a long-looked-for opportunity.
Whether or not he is retiring under fire, it is undeniable that
nothing can give him more gratification than the relinquishment of the very arduous duties. The one best bet is that
when he packs his grip and walks clown the steps from the
Fifth Avenue mansion he will seek a well-deserved rest.
There has been much speculation as to who will succeed
the bright-haired overseer of General Film destinies. A Mi.
Kane ha- figured very prominently in the lime light. Mr.
Kane. 1 believe, hails from Seattle. Washington, having been
identified with a film exchange there for some time. For
some time past he has figured as "special representative" for
General Film. In this capacity he has traveled considerably and the knowledge acquired in the posftion is said to
eminently qualify him a- a successor to Mr. Waters An
eleventh-hour report says Mr. Kennedy — you all have heard
of him — is to take the job. I do not wish to be understood
as saying anything derogatory to Mr. Kane, but if the supreme court of the Patent- Company wants or will take the
job neither Mr. Kane nor any other man can get it; and if
Mr. Kennedy
takes the job. look out; a more resourceful,
e, persevering and point-getting man I have never
met. They talk about what may happen if J. Pierponl Morgan should die. Many predict a great turbulance in the
financial world. Let such people take a tip from me: The
very moment that the great Morgan feels that he
to depart whence he cannot take his paintings, bric-a-brac
and rareties let them hie themselves to 52 Broadway. There
they will find a man who can give the Goliath of the banking
world cards and spades.
He is certainly one century plant.
Marcus Loew has incorporated another company.
This time it is a five million dollar concern. I do not see
the names of Percy G. Williams or William Morris among
the incorporators. In a spirit of what I thought was
humor I recently compared the moving picture business with
that of the Standard Oil Company, with regard to financial
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magnitude.
I did not inti
"tic in the least.
Five million dollars!
Hey, you Shuberts, Erlangers and
other-! Dig down, you air getting behind the times. Rumor
ha- had it for some time tint Mr. Loew wa- a millionaire.
1 am inclined to believe that he 1- "Dave" Bernstein, Mr.
ight-hand man, 1corporators.
Well,
>. Every time I have
met you the world seemed to be one of all work and no
revenue. Time and again 1 have heard you say that if you
were worth as much a- so and-SO you would not be in the
picture business. You cunning rascal. But, hold! What is
this thought that Bashes through my brain? Can it be that
the foundation of this five times our million dollars is what
General Film paid for the People's Film Exchange?
A young man in New York is editing a booklet he calL
a moving picture weekly. 1 chanced to pick up one of the
numbers and read what is supposed to be an editorial criticising the Moving Picture World on the stand it has taken
regarding the national convention of moving picture exhibitors. I have plucked two weighty arguments from the
article.
Hereenough
they are:
"It they
(referringgood
to the
World)to
had brains
to think
of anything
enough
hold a meeting about." etc. Isn't that a gem of literary
construction? Think of the weight it must carry, "hold a
meeting about." About what' Oh, piffle. Here is the other:
'They are keenly on the lookout for any excuse to agitate
disturbance." What is an agitated disturbance? Is it related to a round circle?
Eh. wot?
The summer is again around and soon his hammer
upon the skirting boards will sound. The airdome banner
will soon be flying in the breeze again and the inhabitants of
the neighboring tenements will be spared the travel to the
nickelodeon around the corner. Yes, the good old summer
time and the airdome man are fast approaching, and will
soon be hand in hand greeting the young and old who seek
the motion pictures in the open air. For goodness sake let
the showman display better sense than he has in the past, if
he hopes to clear expenses. Most of them labor under the
impression that the people who patronize the open-air places
do not go to the winter houses and that any old thing will
go with them. There is a method in this, of course. Picture- sixty or more days old do not cost as much as the later
productions. Perhaps I have not got this right. I mean
that the showman need not pay as much for the former as
the latter. They really cost more. What is saved at the
film exchange is lost at the airdome box office. There was
a time when airdomes were looked upon as novelties and
almost any old programme would fill the bill, but the novelty
has worn off and the airdome man will find that he must
make good to the public as well as the proprietors of the
winter places. There was considerable complaint last summer by patrons of open-air places because the airdomes were
serving junk films and the man who does not start out on
the right line this season will have trouble in gaining popularity for his place.
I am rcque-tcd to decide as to which is the most important
factor bearing upon success in the motion picture business —
the manufacturers, the film exchange or the exhibitor. Columns of space could be filled in properly answering this
question, but in responding briefly I think the manufacturer
is the most important factor. Without the manufacturer
there would be no pictures; therefore, that factor is indispensable. In many parts of the world, the United States
not excepted, manufacturer- supply films direct to exhibitors,
thereby showing that film exchanges are dispensible. In
many other part- manufacturers are direct exhibitors. But
the chief factor bearing upon success is one the interrogation
doe- not embrace, that i- the amusement public. In
time- pa-t thi- wa- not so pronounced. Curiosity aroused
by the novelty attached to the pictures practically
forced the public to patronize them and at that time the
manufacturer was the real factor. But things have changed.
The novelty has worn and only merit counts. If it is not
there the public withdraws its patronage, regardless of the
identity of the manufacturer, the middle man or the exhibitor, and it cannot be disputed that the manufacturer who
cannot meet the requirement- of the amusement public must
go to the wall.
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CHOICE OF SUBJECTS.
Probably there is nothing of greater importance in picture making than the nature of the subject, the object in
view is not always understood by those who are to look upon
the pictures. A name or a title is of great importance, it is
at least two-fold in its purpose, it is intended either to draw
attention to the pictures themselves, or to the object in view
of which
the pictures
"means making
to an end."
both
of these
purposes are
are a attained,
a film Sometimes
of double
value and therefore full of satisfaction. There can be no
doubt that pictures of the latter class are those which this
page can most advantageously speak of. As an illustration.
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" has proved both in book and picture
an all sufficient subject; its pictures please, its lessons are
apparent.
Tale of
Two Cities" is another good example in its"The
particular
class.
"Herod and the New Born King" and kindred pictures
satisfactorily prove themselves as pictures to please with
thoughts to inspire. "Athaliah" is of the the other class, belonging only to the picturesque; the scenes may be gorgeous,
the acting perfect, the pictures masterpieces of photographic
art, making the whole a triumph of cinematography pleasing
even to the critic as well as to the average beholder.
It does not, however, fulfill the second requirement of an
educational picture in that there is no worthy purpose suggested by its production.
It would be of some assistance to many of us, if authors
of subjects such as "Athaliah" would acquaint us with their
object or motive. What c-pecial interest an almost unknown
historical character like this can arouse is questionable; especially for one whose only reputation lies in the fact that she
was a fearful human butcher.
pect a film on Jezebel now? or a Borgia
series? Why delve among the hideous characters of a buried
past to produce even works of art; are there not sufficient
of a better and nobler kind? Surely if any subject is worthy
of reproduction those having the twofold value already suggested are preferable. The world is full of them, making it
unnecessary to go down into dark depths for stained lives
and tainted character-. If a strong lesson of this kind must
be sought, let it come from such an one as Herodias and
Salome, where remorse and anguish follow the foul doing to
death of John the Baptist; or a Judas suffering the anguish
of a betrayer; but not a remorseless character lik.
those named above.
The choice of a subject
portant to the film
maker as it is to a painter or writer, the effects of the plot
should be equally important
If v
e in filth
let us find
ul do not let us have only soiled

FROM
DESTRUCTION TO PROTECTION.
Three years ago the then Mayor of New York at one
stroke endeavored to destroy the moving picture places, by
ordering their immediate closing up. While there may
have been some cau-e for this official wrath, there was not
sufficient to pronounce a final doom. Sundry little warfares
have since then, from time to time, been waged against the
pictures; none of them, however, have proved effective.
Thanks to the good sen-e of the n
nterested
in
-he leadership of
theirgoodbest moving
friends, picture
among v.
whom th<
is neither last or least, the minority of inefficients have been
wiped out — the weakest have "gone to the wall." There
remains now a highly respected, edi
f moving
picture places, which have proved sufficient — not only to
command the respectful attention of the authorities, but of
the Chief Magistrate hit
The present Mayor of New York has appointed a commission to protect the best interests of the moving picture
places, then
- the* -lability of this new agency
of both amusement and instruction. With the sill
opposition from without, with the cultivation of the best purpose from within, with the overshadowing watchfulness of
the authorities, the moving picture interests are on the verge
of their best growth. The present is the opportune moment.
To those who embrace this opportunity and use it for the
good purposes presented to them great profits will accrue.
Upon tho«e who abuse these pri
g censure
shall fall, they will, however, be few and far be...
In the first city of America the moving picture has every
chance
to "mak<
and encouraged
let all having
a part in this work prove '. equal
to
the occasion.
HERODIAS

AND

SALOME.

This ni ■
production.
The chief charact
the Baptist are well sustained, altl
in conception and executi
Without doubt the important scene wher
before Herod, fulfills the intention of the
brilliancj
ask for the head of John.
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Los Angeles.
By Richard V. Spencer.
Selig.— Mr. MaG
Western
.. has just returm
visit to San Francisco, where li< had gone on business in the interest of the
company.
Pathe. — James x>
Pathe producer and member hi' i1
i day- last week
photographing the mansion and grounds of M. Paul ■
pre, the
ho granted the Pathe Company
the exclusive right to photograph his beautiful Hollywood
Bison— Mr. Montgomery, the Bison director, who was ill
ys last week, has recovered ami is again at work.
Miss Virginia Chester.— Who has been seriously ill for the
past month, i> now able to be up and about and will again
resume her work- before the camera. Miss Chester lias been
appearing with the Pathe Company playing Ingenue parts.
Miss Bessie Eyton. — Another member of the Pathe Company has also been on the sick list for the past week.
K. W. Linn, special representatives of Fathe Freres, arrived in the city from New York on the ioth. Mr. Linn
plans to remain in the city for a week during which time he
will inspect the local Pathe studio. On the evening of the
ioth Mr. Linn, and the members of the Pathe Stock Company, were the guest- of Mr. Young Deer at the Optic Theater, where they viewed the latest Pathe Western film, "The
White Skuaw." Later in the evening Mr. Linn, Mr. and
Mrs. French, Fred W. Gollum and the writer were the guests
of Mr. Young Deer at a local musical comedy theater. Later
in the week Mr. Linn will be shown places of local interest
and will wateli the Pathe Company at work.
Biograph.- The Biograph Company is about to stage an
expensive film of marine life. For the past week they have
been hard at work in the Malibu country in preparing marine
stories. They have purchased a schooner and are about to
enact a real shipwreck. The schooner will be driven upon
the rocks, after which life savers will get busy and rescue
the crew.
Fred W. Gollum, a local actor and business man of considerable not^ has joined the Pathe Company in the capacity of business manager. Mr. Gollum will also be seen
in leading roles from time to time.
Margaret Ward Manners, who.se photograph appears on
this page, has lately joined the Pathe Company to play leading roles, and will be seen in forthcoming Pathe Western
productions. Miss Manners is an accomplished actress and
i- well known by her work in Western legitimate stock
companies.
Selig Second Company Goes North.— Mr. Bosworth, di[iss Harte. Mr. Carcia, Mr. Huntley and Mr. Cogley
north to Santa Barbara to take a series of exterior-. They expect to be gone about a week.
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Alteration.I he
- are littinv; up the two Storj building at uS S. Spring Street
for a moving picture theater. M. A Rowland, a local coii11. u tor. has the alteration contract which calls for an expenditure of $4,000.
Airdome.A buildingAvenue,
permit owner
has been
i^unl to
Scott,
[210 Westlake
and builder,
who H. pro-1".
line a box for a moving picture machine in the airdome at .'
Another. — !■'. M. Agostini, 147 S. Broadway, has taken out
a building permit for alterations to his airdome at 1213[217 West Washington Street. The $225 contract for the
work was let to J. R. Kendall.
A Press Comment. — The Los Angeles Examiner of recent
date contains the following editorial on educational films:
"The Moral Effect of the Moving Picture."
"In one respect at least moving pictures have performed a
work that man ha- found difficult. They have converted the
head hunter- of the Philippines into decent citizens.
Our

Los Angeles Exhibitors.
Optic— .^.3 S. Main Street, under the management of R.
QOW running vaudeville in addition to their
programme of licensed pictures. Mr. Woodley has also
added a flasher electric sign with the word "Vaudeville" visible
to
all
parts
of
South Main Street within a block of the
theater.
Rounder.— The Rounder has discarded their daylight
screen and have gone back to the use of the curtain installed
before the change.
Isis Goes Independent—The Isis has joined the Independent ranks and is now showing four Independent reels of
second run secured throucrh Mile- Brothers' Exchange. For
their Independent opening bill their program contained
Solax, I'.i-on, Thanhouser and Yankee films.
Bijou. L. M. Dull, proprietor of the Bijou, has installed
a daylight curtain.
Another Hyman Enterprise.— Arthur S. Hyman, president
of the Hyman circuit of vaudeville and picture theaters, is
planning to spend another $150,000 in the erection of two
high class theaters, one to be built in Long Beach, and the
other in San Pedro. Negotiations are now in progress between Mr. Hyman and a group of Eastern capitalists who
are interested in the far Western amusement field. These
negotiations are said to have progressed far enough to tentatively select sites for both of the proposed new theaters.
Mr. Hyman has negotiated with Col. W. J. Home, of Long
Beach, for the purchase of a lot on Ocean Avenue opposite
the Salt Lake depot, owned by the latter, and valued at
$50,000. If the deal is consummated Mr. Hyman will erect
a $75,000 theater building. The San Pedro theater will cost
approximately
$50,000, exclusive of the site on which it will
be
built.

Miss Margaret Ward Manners.
officials in the islands were at a loss how to impress upon
the savages the advantages of cleanliness until they hit upon
the moving pictures. Here was an expedient tliat spoke all
dialects and was entertaining at the same time.
the show
appealed
native's
and"The
thennovelty
to his ofpride,
and the
result tohasthebeen
cleancuriosity
houses
and streets where before there were filth and unsanitary
conditions.
"Secretary Worcester dwells upon the beneficial effects to
the nation of contact with the Americans. Head hunting, he
say-, is fast di-appcaring, and the Igorotes are learning to
like the Americans because they realize they have in them
good friends so long as they behave themselves. They would
be horrified, he says, at the thought of being turned over to
Churchrule."
Permit Refused.— The Rev. B. H. Rcutepohler,
Filipino
pa-tor
of the Salem Congregational Church, has been denied
a moving picture permit to show pictures in his frame church
building, since to allow it would be a volation of the city
ordinances. Mr. Reutepohler now proposes to evade the
ordinance by a unique plan. He proposes to place the projection machine in a fireproof cage adjoining the church
and project the picture through the church windows into a
curtain placed within the church. J. J. Backus, chief building inspector, holds that this is still a technical violation of
the ordinance. He has referred the matter to the building
committee of the City Council, who will in turn consult the
city attorney before announcing a decision in the matter.
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Censorship Switched. -Since dropping the moving picture
censorship question the City Council has turned the spotlight upon the censorship of plays presented by the local
stock companies and by traveling companies. Guy Eddie,
Deputy City Attorney, recently censored "The Girl From
Rectors," and refused to allow the play to proceed on the
ground that it was suggestive and immoral, although the
play had been censored by the management and several of
the original lines and costumes removed. A year ago the
same play appeared locally in its original state, but drew no
serious criticism. The city attorney has petitioned the City
Council to form a censorship committee, and if this is done,
moving pictures and exhibitors will again come into the
affair.

Washington, D. C.
The Colonial is having a two weeks' run of the Passion
Play, accompanied by appropriate organ music. As an
aid to those attending this silent sermon, Manager Brylawski
is issuing a folder explaining further the story, making Biblical references. This is the best presentation that has been
made of this film and it is appropriate during the Easter
season.
One of the most exclusive theaters in the northwest section is the Royal, with Wm. M. Braswell as manager. Running three good reels, with the addition of a new feature film,
it maintains at all times a large patronage, which between
the hours of 8 and g o'clock in the evening amounts to standing in line for entrance. The Royal is opened only during
the evening, but Manager Braswell finds this sufficient for
his location in the residence section.
A talk with Manager Long, of the E. M. F. Automobile
Agency, revealed the information that he will soon bring to
Washington for a complimentary exhibition the film of automobling manufacturing from the raw steel bars to the finished car. This, as recently shown in a private display before the automobile men, gives an excellent idea of the auto
industry, which has become a potent factor in the world's
progress of to-day. There will be explanatory remarks during the presentation of this reel.
The Howe Travel Festival ha-, just closed a week's engagement at the Columbia Theater, one of our large firstclass drama theaters. The educational benefits of this exhibition of animated views have been far reaching and endorsed by men and women of the schools and colleges. It
brought history and geography to the stay-at-homes and even
travel by
t was the most novel and perhaps the most enjoyed. This was the second engagement
of the Howe pictures in this city during this season, which
speaks well for their popularity and financial drawn
Much has been said recently about cheap vaudeville in the
ii ture theater\ talk with Manager Backrach, of
time and the Metropolitan,
brought forth another
man who had demonstrated
that such a combination does
not pay. "I have tried it." said Mr. Backrach, "and found I
. but -nice I have put picture- only in that
theater, I ha\e caught up with my losses."
Another example
of I told you so.
The most expensive film service bandied in this city and
within a wide territorj around Washington
is that at the
ed by Marcu> Notes.
Three excellent lndeare run here daily and in const
quencc the Empn
atronage and alwaj
ducer in the motion picture industry and his aim i
the most unusual attraction
offered by the Independents.
days ol " I he Fall ol I
marked bj
and appropriate
■ ne strong points ol the
productions.
It appear
thai the r< i
ffalo Bill on the
• the picture hoi
how when it came to Washington later
Word has
ncral Film Service in the South, stating that they
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Man and spoke very intelligently to the various audiences he
addressed. His manner of pre-enting souvenirs of beadwork
to old and young couples in the audience was rather novel.
The Virginian, with Harry Chick as manager, ran the
"Fall of Troy" for four days during Easter week. He secured the interest of the schools in this historical masterpiece
and in consequence the Virginian was the resort of students
during their Easter holidays. As the Fall of Troy forms a
part of the hi-tory and Latin courses of the High Schools,
this pictorial presentation formed an excellent compliment.
An interesting series of slides, recently exhibited at the
Virginian, were views of the disastrous shirtwaist factory
fire in New York, in which so many girls lost their lives.
There will shortly be a reel on this subject, but even this
individual picture made more impressive the newspaper accounts of this awful conflagration. The playing of a funeral
dirge added to the solemnity.
Manager Boernstein, of the Capital Film Company, made a
reel of the Easter Egg Rolling at the White House grounds on
Easter Monday. On account of the large crowds, it was
rather difficult to get what the picture man wants. However,
we hope this turns out well, as this will make an interesting
reel of how the President of the United States permits his
private grounds to be turned over to childi-h amusements
for the rising generation once a year. The Capital Film
Company anticipates getting into new quarters soon, and it
is possible this company will locate in the suburbs, where
it will have better opportunities for its work.
The question of permitting amusement houses to be opened
on Sunday is occupying the attention of District officials and
men of Congress. This interests the moving picture theater
managers, who should see to it that their Sunday bill as well
as the display before their houses be not such as to provoke
unfavorable criticism of those seeking to close all places of
amusement on Sunday. There is a large uplifting and educational side to the motion picture, so let the investigators
see
it. By all
don'tartdisplay
those glaring
exhibitions
of means
distorted
on Sunday.
It islithographic
distracting
enough to see them during the week. Several of the moving
picture houses in this city have ceased using these, displaying simply, artistically lettered billboards giving the program
of the day. Other managers use the lithographs only when
they are pleasing enough to the eye to be an advertisement
of the photoplay.
The Dixie, the largest motion picture house in the northeast section of the city, is also one of the most select With
a seating capacity of f>>ur hundred. Manager Eastman still
finds he has an overflow audience between 8 and 0 o'clock In
an interview with the manager he said: "Remembering that
the public is my mainstay, it is my wish to gain :tand not its disfavor. If more managers would realize this,
there would not be s() much friction. Now when the 'Tale
■ >i Two Cities' was at my house, the principal of the nearby
school told me that ii I ran those reels exclusi
would recommend it to the students.
Accordingly 1 complied with her request
On Palm Sunday I arrange
gram of religious films; had an excellent
•The Palms,' using violin and piano as the musica
Another thing you will mutce is that I never DSC
those unsightly lithographs, but in

■

lettered billboard!
ie lithographs, iui
, they amply repay me in tin- refined pab
The

furore which

excited appeared
h.rbnls tb.

excite

to be ' n

. xliibii

ci in

< hie man
now

the pre

a- will

said th <

a matt

■

of the W a hingl
.• a tour in We i, .n Fennsj Ivania and < »hio, with
i g the I ndependent situation ir
( >ne mat

! lime

•. e \'"i tb I lal ota I ndian ha beei
lion picture thcatci . dui ing the
mnder Bear, who i r< ated somethii
■ n and the Savoy
He is a cultured Red
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Boston.
Report of the Committee on Picture Houses.
ton moving
picture h
April 14,
to May :
of the mat
and all other obstructivi
should be removed from theater entrances and paa
that the fire risk may be diminished by more exists and more
fireproof construction in the darn
I hat an efI That the mansecuring a better grade '■•i vaudeville entertainment
i be appointed to
port stated
further, that almost without exception, the Boston moving
picture tl
icated in intlammabii
nstructed buildings, and that the
■ ( ntilation are ob. n to the most uninformed. The report y
say that the development of the moving picture business
issued by the film
manufacturers. These posters are, as a rule, misleading, crudely colored. The report states that the alluring sc
rs -eldom hear sufficient relation
to the story of the film itself, and particularly in the use
made of them by the moving picture managers, have come
to be net
taste, but seriously harmful to the
safety of the patrons of these theaters. The committee also
reported that, added to the fire risk imposed upon the auditorium by the flimsy and poor construction of the building
in which it is so generally situated, and the dangerous nature of the materia! employed, the matter of maintaining a
n space for the audiences has come to be disregarded. That, in a great number of these theaters, the exit
— originally planned to be merely of the smallest possible
area allowed by the building department — have gradually
been taken up by the erection of ticket booths, and by the
placing of permanent or movable signs and billboards. These
obstructions, it is alleged, often cover the exists, and are so
dangerous that they impede egress even under normal conditions. In the case of a panic, with a dozen or more billboards of varying sj/es, these, once overturned, would be
the means of causing much damage and injury. The principal
objections to the moving picture theaters, as they are at
present conducted in Boston, arise from the necessarily
cheap class of vaudeville the managers have added to their
programs. The committee reports that the improvements
in the films themselves, and in the subjects portrayed have
been overbalanced by the vulgar vaudeville. The committee
feel that the managers have added the vaudeville to compete
with the larger vaudeville houses, and that the people who
go to see the pictures do not necessarily demand the vaudeville. The committee recommended that the system in regard to moving picture theaters as approved by Chicago be
put into vogue in Boston. To summarize, the committee desire the following changes made: the removal of all obstructive signs from the lobbies; better exits and more fireproof
construction; that the vaudeville be made to conform to a
higher standard.
The foregoinc is a resume of the report as it appeared in
the papers of Boston. The report was much more complete.
Each moving picture theater in Boston was described, with
its name given, together with the faults as found by the
committee. The committee making this report are as follows; Marv Crawford. Frank C. Brown, E. T. Ilartman,
Richard Nerstadt, W. F. Macy, I\. A. Woods. Myer Bloomfield, E. S. Forbes, E. D. Curran, and a few others. The
Twentieth Century Club of Boston, together with the South
End House, submitted the report, and the above mentioned
are also members of these organizations.
World's New
representative
withmemone
of The
the members
of theEngland
committee,
and found spoke
that this
i that there were some mistakes in the report,
which had no doubt crept in from insufficient information.
It hardly seems like "uplift" to offer a report to the local
authorities of this kind — which condemned in some respects
nearly every house— knowing that this report contained misinformation. The member interviewed remarked that, in his
portion of the investigation, he had found only two vaudeville acts that were suggestive. Yes, there were several
theaters in Boston, not devoted to the exhibition of photoplays, whose faults greatly overshadowed those of picture
houses. When asked why the committee had not first devoted its energies to the "uplift" (?) of these houses, we
were amazed to hear, "We'd be glad to, only we are powerless with them."
The writer admits he was dumbfounded at such a reply
and no doubt the readers of the World will be likewise.
However, against these educational and settlement organi-
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zations no whispers of graft, or anything of that kind can
Therefore, the report mentioned
above— a mixture i'i truths and errors — can be dismissed with the statement that it was an honest effort
of some misguided people, with nothey
real tear
experience,
who report
endeavoris to
while,
in reality,
down.
The
at "uplift."
present in
the
hands of Mayor
bit/herald and License Clerk Casey.
No
action has been taken at the present writing.
In these columns next week there may appear some further notice as
to this matter.
It is hinted that some of the local city
authorities m charge of the Boston moving picture theaters
r< e witli certain points in the report regarding the
« fects in certain of the houses, and that the matter
will be taken up with the committee who made the report.
HENRY.

New England.
The Auditorium on Chap Street, New Haven, is being
remodeled and expects to be open about April 15, with vaudeville and pictures. It is a beautiful place, seating nearly
j.ooo. Mr. Miller, of Poli's Theater, will have the management. Plans are being filed for a handsome theater on the
site of the burned Poll Theater on Church Street.
The Pastime Theater in Ansonia is drawing large crowds.
Mr. Clarkson, the owner of this theater, is giving it his personal attention.
Mr. Fred V. Green, Jr., of Brooklyn, N. Y., has leased the
Lockwood Hall in Norwalk and will run pictures and songs.
This place will be opened about April 20th.
The Comet Theater, in Bridgeport, has closed its doors
on account of poor business. Mr. Skidmore, of the Imperial
Theater, is building an Airdrome adjoining his theater.
"Happy" BillandSmith,
the straight
Bijou, says
he is done
with "pop"
vaudeville,
will ofrun
pictures
hereafter.
Mr.
George Standen, the popular music composer, has bought
the Happy Hour Theater on State Street, and has extensive plans made for the airdome, which he says will be the
finest in the State. Dennis Kelly has again opened a theater
on State Street. This makes three within one block. Kimberly & Maclntyre, of the Bijou in Derby, have failed, and
it is being run at present by the sheriff's orders.
Meriden, Conn., will soon possess a strictly first-class theater devoted to moving pictures and vaudeville, if the present
plans of Messrs. Pindar and Rudloff, of Meriden, are realized.
These men arc intending to build their new house upon the
site of the old Meriden Opera House, which was raxed to
the ground by fire several years ago. There are few towns
in Connecticut more suited to the successful operating of a
large,city
firrt-class
moving picture
theater
is Meriden, as '
this
is not overcrowded
at all
in thisthan
respect.
Mr. William P. Gray, of the Mystic Theater, Lewiston,
Maine, is sponsor for the statement that his cozy theater is
doing an excellent business, due to the use of good pictures ]
and illustrated songs.
The World's New England representative has had the
pleasure of seeing the brochure issued by the Associated
Motion Picture Patents Company. If the truth be known,
he was amazed at the beauty of this booklet. It is no doubt,
the most artistic and expensive booklet of its kind issued
by any concern in this business. Exhibitors who wish to
keep themselves informed as to the plans of this company
are advised to write for its advertising matter.
Manager
I". Adams,
the Colonial
rence. Mass John
. closed
bis houseof during
the weekTheater,
of AprilLaw10.
The house reopened the following Monday.
Manager James S. Fitch, of the Park Theater, Taunton,
Mass., closed his house for Holy Week. The Casino, also
of Taunton, was dark on that week.
The Legislature of Rhode Island has before its consideration bills with a view to changing conditions now existant
regarding standing patrons in theaters. The bills, if enacted,
will forbid overcrowding in the standing room and lobbies of
theaters. Taking the bill by the horns was the course
adopted
by the newly
formed Theatrical
tive Association
of Providence,
when this Managers'
body votedProtecof its
own accord to restrict standing room, except to a very
limited degree. This course will tend to lessen fire risks,
and island
a step
in the right
direction.
The detailed
World's mention
New Eng-of
representative
has already
made
this new association in these columns, and praised both the
association itself and the officers elected by the body. Their
good work has already been felt, as it has been voted that the
theaters making up the association should exercise a censorship over themselves. The idea of this body is to elevate
the performances, to run clean, orderly houses and. in a
word, to encourage advancement. The only real uplift to
the moving picture theaters will come from such sources as
this — where the "uplifters" are the proprietors and managers
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themselves, not from the muck-raking of so-called educational institutions which condemn everything and everybody
in toto, without exact knowledge or experience.
It is rumored that the Comique Theater, Lynn, Mass., will
drop vaudeville from its bills and, in its place, will offer
"talking pictures," by a lecturer. In addition, illustrated
songs will be used. Mr. Moe Mark is operating his house
successfully, and is getting his share of the Lynn trade.
The large Nickle Theater of Portland, Maine, has had a
successful opening, and Mr. William O. Johnson has been
installed as manager.
Manager Royce, of the Casino Theater, Providence, R. I.,
played the Passion Play pictures in Holy Week. These
reels overcame the usual slackness on that week.
On Sunday evening, April 16, the Jolliette Theater, Boston, gave its annual presentation of the Passion Play. The
reels were exhibited throughout that week. This presentation of the Passion Play is the fifth showing of the reels in
the Jolliette. On two occasions the pictures were exhibited
for two full weeks, and the remaining exhibitions were for
one week each. Manager Roth reports that these weeks
have house;
witnessed
some of showing
the biggest
ever recorded
by
the
conclusively
that totals'
such beautiful
subjects
never grow stale with the public. The house had 13,000
"fliers" printed, 8,000 of which were in Italian. These programs gave the synopsis of the thirty-nine scenes in the
pictures.
HENRY.

In the Mississippi Valley.
T. C. German, of Springfield, 111., who has been operating
a moving picture show in the opera house at Athens, 111., has
leased a first-floor suite in the Bruseke Building in that city
and opened the Gem Theater, on April 15. The building is
fireproof throughout and has a seating capacity of 250.
Moving pictures of life in Minneapolis, Minn., are to be
shown at land shows in moving picture theaters, and elsewhere throughout the United States and Europe, if proper
arrangements can be made with the Great Northern Road
by the Minneapolis Commercial Club; in this work the Publicity Club will cooperate.
Commissioner W. G. Nye, of the public affairs committee,
will investigate a project that the Great Northern Railway
has under way. One of the features of this will be an "AllAmerican"
New York
to theLakes
Pacific Coast.tour,
Therestarting
will beatshown
scenesandon going
the Great
to Duluth on Lake Superior, and take in the agricultural and
scenic features seen along the Great Northern Railway from
the twin cities westward. Glacier National Park will be
featured. In fact, about one-half of all the scenes will be
used to exploit this tour.
The cities along the Great Northern have been given opportunity to participate, and several have indicated their intuition of having "stories" of from 500 to 1,500 feet made to
'show local advantages. Everett, Washington, was the first
to come in, with a telegram ordering 500 feet. Portland will
probably take 2,000 feet and Seattle 1,000, and Minneapolis
much as Seattle.
L. \V. Brown, of Springfield, III., has acceptel a position
with the American Film Company, of St. Louis, Mo.
■ ratcher and Frank Tarbutton have purchased the
<-tiire show at Hillsboro, lex, which recently has
>'ed by the Third Regimental Band, Texas National
Guard, and will install
it in int..
tin- former
V. M for(". summer
A. Building,
emodeled
an airdome
use.
1 winter it will
.1 permature operngiicld.

'■:

m d the South
play exhibitions.

as

Side The-

is being
Ill/

has been chartered in Oklahoma to show pictures of the
Morris-Schreck fight. The capital is $5,000 and the directors
are W. F. Stone, C. B. Burnett and C. W. Willis, all of
Sapulpa.
The value of the well-lighted moving picture theater in
attracting crowds to certain streets has been the subject
of much study by the Denver Gas & Electric Company, of
Denver, Col. Statistics gathered are reproduced in a recent
number of the Western Electrician, of Chicago, in an article
by Joseph A. McMeel. Illustrations are made of the Iris
and Isis photoplay houses, two pleasing examples. The article says in part:
"In regard to the lights being responsible for the enormous night traffic in this vicinity, an idea of its extensiveness might be gleaned from the count taken by the Denver
Gas & Electric Company in October, 1009, which shows the
pedestrian travel on this street to be the heaviest in the
city. The count indicated the number of people on foot,
the number of street car passengers, the number of vehicle
passengers, including those on bicycle, and the number of
street cars and vehicles, and is substantially correct.
The first mentioned count — that of the pedestrians on
foot — is the only one that has any real bearing on the attendance at these two theaters, assuming that only a small
percentage of the vehicle and street car passengers stop
along this thoroughfare. The total number of people passing
Sixteenth and Curtis Streets the night of the count was
96,643. East of Sixteenth Street in the immediate vicinity
of the two theaters in question the exact number of people
was 16,900. Here it might be cited, however, that some of
the people coming into Curtis Street from Seventeenth and
Eighteenth Streets, but not proceeding as far west as the
counters, stationed at Sixteenth and Curtis Streets, were
not included in the recapitulation. A con-ervative estimate
of this number might be taken at about 6,000 people. This
number makes a total of 22,900 people directly in the path
of the attractive light from these theater fronts.
Similar statistics were taken in other down-town sections
of Denver, but almost all were taken in di-tricts illuminated
on a smaller scale and, as might be surmised, the pedestrian
traveled in every instance was much lighter. The enumerations were taken on different nights and'at times when just
the ordinary street crowds were about. This, therefore,
certifies that this same average holds good throughout the
year..

Philadelphia Exchange Notes.

The Moving
Picture Co., of America, will open a new
place on 101S Market Street about the [St of May. seating 400.
Another place by the same concern will be opened during
the latter part of May on 333 Mai
ting about
i.oco, and at an approximate cost of $45,000.
Pictures and
vaudeville.
The Philadelphia Film Exchange has removed to new and
spacious quarters at ui N. 9th Street.
Everybody is moving round Philadelphia; 50 is Tom Bible.
Tom wear- a smile that won't come off and says the business
lm Exchange will get in the swim
and move to a more central location at 934 Arch Street.
The General Film Co. is also twitching around and made
a few changes of late There was great activity at the headquarters at 026 Market Stl
'
Schwalbee is the
general manager for the I
in Philadelphia;
and Mr. Saunders, F01 me: :
Pittsburgh
and the
I' Calehuff bran
bee
is running
branch ai d
Baltimore, the Electric Theater branch.
Mi Moyer, of the Exhtb I
man that dee- n't complain about tl

Danville,

111,

a

:ht, 111.

has

-

b
: Salpulpa, Okla.,

FILMS.

putting in a half-dozen for theii

has taken up the
immittec

another

conCLEAN
We understand the M01
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Draft o! By-laws
Exhibitors'
League
of New
York.
(Exhibitors in other ol
citiesthe
are advised
to fie this set of by-laws
for possible future
use.)
EXHIBITORS'
Report

LEAGUE
OF GREATER
N.
of Committer
on By-LaW

Y.

Tin- oanmlttM
on bj laws of the inhibitors"
League
ol
make the
tallowing
re|H>rt :
A rough
ilrafl of proposed
Ml Of by-laws
Is
means Mtiafied thai tbcM bj lawi will coyer all of
tlio needs of the league. The aeopa of lis work
should he broad and comprehensive so as lo achieve
actual practical results for the members, and to
jealously
Interaata
m that their'
legitimate safeguard
business maytheirhe run
ii|khi legitimate
bustneaa lines without fear of unjust prosecution or
persecution.
The cosimlttee bai no doubt
that
tbera will bo <li rr.-r vs of opinion upon Hie merit
i of the sections of the propoaed by-laws.

lo be transacted at such meeting ai
'■'■■'■Uli the post otHce addressed l<> cm

MM

post offlce address

Ore r-lin 1 1 nlso in ■ I
ting of memben nt i
t majority of inch boards

Bee. 4
\ otlng. -At ail meetinga "f a
ml In all elections each member
si. nil he entitled
each li.iiiM- operated by hliu.
then
1. and f..r which It .
Sec. 5. Order or Bnaineaa.
At all meeting! of

nm!

styled by the
' Greater New

ARTICLE II.
Membership and Voting.
he members of this league s

the

Report
Deport

following

of
of

order

of

Meeting- Special meetings may
time upon the request of twenty
standing upon two days' notice.
contain a statement of the hu-i-

of inch

attendant!

I.;

10.
2.
8.

or

President.
Secretary.

6. Report of Treasurer.
7. Report of committees. If any.
and election or
9. Heading list of members in arrears

and dls

Election of officers at the annual meeting o
filling vacancies at an; proper meeting
Unfinished bnaineaa.
New business.
Welfare of the League.

ARTICLE IV.
Every legltin
Officers and Their Duties.
maintaining a regular public place of amii-on,ent
anywhere In Greater New York where moving picof
Sec. 1.— The officers of the league si
tures form the sole or Important part of the pro- -'-'e-president.
recording secretary.
gram of entertainment at such public place of ex- financial
secretary.
hibition, and where an admission fee Is charged to
view such exhibition, shall be eligible to member- counsel, a publicity promoter, who. With the t
ship In tills organization, and may lie admitted to ceptlon of the publicity promoter and sergeant-atthe same by a majority vote of those present at arms, together with eight of the other member!
the league chosen for that purpose at the annual
any regular monthly meeting, the provision! of of
meeting as hereinafter specified, shall
Article 2. Sec. 2. Article 5, Sec. S. Ar>
the Board of Directors, whose terms of oil
1 of these by-laws having been previously compiled he one year or until a successor shall duly qualify.
Sec.
2. — All except the counsel shall be elected by
Sec. 2.— The term member used in this article
A candidate to be elected must reBhall Include any exhibitor whether an individual secret ceiveballot.
a majority of votes cast. The counsel shall
co-partnership, corporation or joint stock company. he chosen by the Board of Directors, who shall
make an agreement with him In writing, so as to
participate in discussion at meeting, but (.
Sec. 8.— state
Vacant r*-- *'
partnership, corporation or joint stock company is explicitly
filled by election
regular monthly meetto have o„c \..tlng member for each separate place
nbeeqnent meeting, follow b
of amusement
operated by it. with the exception tion of such vacancy,
that previous notice
that In the Rbsei
of such voting member, another of said election shall provided
have been sent out at least
partner or officer may vote in his absence in ae- one week in ad van
if
snob
meeting.
cordnnce and in I'■ » order of the designations for
Sec. 4 — The duties of the president, vice-presithat purpose filed jth the secretary.
dent, recording and financial secretaries, sergeantSec. 8.— If a member at any- time shall for _
publicity promoter, conn-el and treasurer
perhsl of one year, fail to maintain a regular pub- nt-nrnis,
lic [dace of amusement In Greater New York, shall he such as ordinarily pertain lo t tie offices
where moving pictures form the sole or important
part of the program of entertainment nt such public place of exhibition and where an admission fee
i member, advice upon any
Is charged to view such exhibition, lie shall be
_ conduct of his said theater
be -u-p.-ii.lo,] until he can qualify with where there shall be any conflict between him and
the requirements of membership, or shall be sus- the public authorities, or in any way relating to his
pended from membership, as a majority of the right to keep his business open nt all reasonable
» meeting called for the purpose times, or admission of any persons therein, or main
tenance of hi- equipment and paraphernalia, nnd
any other matters in the conduct of hiover which the public authorities have jurisdiction,
rie shall also generally act as counsel to the league.
•For the present
been decided to hold a
week,it onhasThursday,
ARTICLE HI.
and give it advice on any legal matter it may
Meetings.
have, and he shall have charge, and if >
■ fore any public officer, officers, board,
Sec I, The annual meeting of members
for the
i of officers
the ensuing year and for committee or any other person wherever necessary.
anywhere In the State of New York to represent
may properly
the interests of this league In matters of proposed
the meeting, shall be held at i-> o'clock
legislation that may effect the interests of the exfirst Thursday of April In each year. Should sue
hibitors, lie shall generally act as counsel for the
day for any reason be a legal holiday, then sue:
league and prosecute and defend any legal matters
meeting shall tie held on the following Thursda
not a legal holiday.
The secretary shall send through the post offlce it
least five days before such meeting a notice thereof, addressed to each member at his Inst known
post-office address, and shall also publish a notice
r special meetings may be held i
- "*"B editions of the recognized prominent
trade papers preceding in the issue- of
meetquest of any ten
lng. A qnnrter of the members in good standing
must be present at such meeting to constitute a
quorum. In case a quorum shall not lie present at
such meeting, a majority of those present may adjourn the meeting to some future time, not less
.■■- Of thr.
than seven or more than fourteen days later, and
the secretary shall tber.-ui-.i, give notlve of such
adjourned meeting to each member as hereinbefore lo hold office for the period of one year or until
provided.
Iheir commission
Is terminated
by resignation
or
Sec. 2 — Monthly meetings shall be held on the
nth at 1 o'clock. Twenty
a quorum at all meetings
Sec. 8 — Special
be called at any
members In good
Such notice must

mployment

make the rules for the use of tbe rooms.
3. — A membership committee of five. *
scrutinize and report on the advisability o

ipplicanl
for admission
league,
tv of the
nibershlp
committee
to keep
membership,
it
he the
I list of the names and addresses of exhibitor* in
the Stat., of New York so far as they may know
of the same, whether eagne.
the said exhibitors are or are
obMnred u far as consistent with the purpose of
niitte
i arbitration and grlet
the meeting, vi*.:
five, whose Undine- shall be advisory only, and in1. Call of roil.
tended
to bring moral pressure to hear
2. Report of pn.per noil.,- ,,f meeting
members or non-momhi-rs who may fall short of the
•' ling minutes of previous mee
high ethical standard of this league.
ion thereon anil reading ml
-blent
and
attorney
etlngs not finally disposed Of
nioinbcl-.

i

This league 'hi
name of the Kxli
York.

I

,

the

annnal

meeting.
Ittee of five, which shall pro■ equipment and maintenance of

proposed

•hi 1.. the laws of the state which may he
prejudicial
the law.
interest
exhibitors.
• ' 'Hon ofto any
Its of
progress
or pastThe inlouse, an npiiointment for a hearing
before
legislative
committee.
Mayor.
Qo
the advice of this C
special
meeting
of the
the llmitntlor
league <
Hoard of Directors,
without
any of
of time and place mentioned elsewhere in these b;
ARTICLE
■ league may

Sec.

VI.

determine

2. — The dues shall be $1.00 a month
nthly in advance.
memberwh(shall lie entitled to v
in! \omeeting

the t

Sec. 1. — A member shall be entitled to the f
port of the league In any way that the menil
deem advisable, and shnll also be entitled to
advice of counsel as stated in Articles •». Sec.
Sec. 8.— Members shall be entitled to recelvi
card upon which payment of their dues shall the
noted.
Receipt for dues must be signed
member
, i each card,
actings may be refused tunless
I standing.
in good
". showing thai "
member In good standing
t' hung up In his
li may be
iffice. which shall be in me loiiowing
tois a tocertificate,
wh' 'tbe management <
certify that
•r Is a member In good standing I.
i-' league of Greater New York." which is
i president and f
-igne.l and seal, ' '

Notice to amend these by-laws may be given at
my regular monthly meeting. Such amendment
nust lie given In writing, signed by the proposer
if the amendment, and at least two other memiers The Hoard of Directors shall report on the
intendment at the next regular monthly meeting.
The Hoard of Directors shall make their report
ipon such proposed amendment at the meeting
fter such proposal is introduced, but such report
hall be advisory only. Such report and proposal
again read at the meeting following Its
upon of such
smend-to
nitthe the purpose
failure ofof acting
the Board
Directors
■ndment

shall

be

passed

unless three-qnari favor thereof.
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Nestor Lobby Magnet.
The above i~ a reproduction of the Nestor Lobby Magnet,
the late-t arid most complete --olution of the Lobby Di-play
problem. It i> the most beautiful, the cleverest and the most
useful device ever put out by any film manufacturer, and the
exhibitors are unanimous in ringing its praise. The Nestor
Lobby Magnet is of goodly -ize (14x22 inche-), is printed
in two harmonious colors on good, heavy coated paper, and
is rendered particularly attractive by the striking and arti-tic
simplicity of a specially designed border. It will be issued
and every Nestor picture, and will be sent free to
Independent exhibitors everywhere.

WORLD

Do You Realize
That "Realization" Itself
Often Means Regenera=
tion===Redemption?

HIS WIFE

We

prove it in a thrilling

drama of today with a modern
problem as the foundation of
a strong plot.

It is entitled

The Realization
and is to be released

Thursday, April 27th, 1911
FIREPROOF

BUILDINGS
FOR
MANUFACTURE.

STORAGE

OR

We have mentioned the Bush Terminal Buildings in these
columns before and .1.. so again, a- the information
may
■ aim- t
iic of our readers
A test .1- t.p the
lature of these modern structures was conducted
bj I in Commissioner
Arthur O'Keefe, and a
Committee
from tin- New
Vork Fire Department.
\ test
tarted in ..ii.- ..1 the buildings on Thirty-sixth
noklyn, in a larg< pile 1
nbustibles, consisting
excelsior and rubbish collected for the purpose.
In fort) two
...>h.| .utcr tin fir, u., started, the autoinklers (with which the buildings are supplied)
with a Dual \\ ,i«r system, automatical!) responded and a
•iui quickly quenched tin- flames.
The Bush luminal Building* .... available lor use for manufacturing
• well ..- foi the torage of valuable merchandise,
•""I 'I
ati 11 - . mi... inly Miitable for variou
pictun work
GRAND
OPERA
1'LAYS
Minn., ask w h< re he 1 an
..r standard plaj - ■•( an> sorl
I'-'ih- 1 1. 1. rec< ntly issued an elaboral
•■' II rro.vatore," with pecial musi<
Other standard playi
filmed by Pathe i • •■
also by 1 di m and the
1 1 an be purchased from the mai
1"1 privati
ra Film ( <>mpany
- nti rtainmi nt ; •
II

II

Duluth,

On that day you will be given a
chance to realize whether or not you
are an exhibitor of judgment and
discrimination. This Is a test for
your taste; ii you are a leader you
will get it, it tor no other reason
than because it's a R£X. If you arc
a follower you will ^et u because
the leaders do. See the man who
knows
realize that.

R€X Motion Picture Mfg. Co.
173-9 ELEVENTI AVENUE, NE1 UtRk
Sales CompaiiN. lMlilil| Impuriatkc oi
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Practical Perfection in Projection Last Sunday eve the
Editor visited th<
- Amsterdam
Avenue,
near 150th Street, and was there almost hypnotized at the
Jack Tonkins' work on the screen.
During the
short visit, then- was .1 Pathe and a Gaumont film run and
but for the figures moving it might have been a stereopticon
picture.
:
detect a movement of t he
picture on the screen. It was as though it were painted on
the wall. There was absolutely no flicker at all, and as a
whole the performance was practically perfect. Jack Tonkin-, the operator, deserves heartiest congratulations on his
work. The light was from 60 cycle A. C. ami was perfectly
handled as well as brilliant. Please understand that this is
not a "puff.". 1 merely set forth what I saw. Mr. Charles
i:.r and manager of the Loft Theater, has performed wonders himself. Up two flights of stairs, with no
front lighl
re, no front advertising other than
two small easel posters, in a big undecorated barn of a room,
music but a piano, no songs, illustrated or otherwise— nothing but moving pictures, and only four reels at
that, charging ten cent- admission, in competition with four
other nearby theaters at street level, having lighted fronts
and longer, more varied programmes (some of them 5 cents
admission) his house is crowded. What is the answer?
Look at his projection and decide. Of cour.-e Mr. Letts is
also careful in the selection of his programmes and is a
thoroughly competent and capable manager, which in itself is
a big factor for success. Mis re-winding room and workshop is a curiosity. It is about 250 feet long by 25 wide.
It is but fair to add that the projection equipment consisted
oi a Power- No. 6 and a Rabbit's Foot Transformer with
the lamp set at an angle.
Series of Lessons. — Beginning with this number, the editor
of this Department proposes presenting a series of lessons
on light. He fully realizes that this is a very large subject
and one exceedingly difficult to handle. There is, perhaps,
no other one subject in all the realm of science about which
there is less general knowledge, or more mystery, than the
energy surrounding us and flooding all space, to which wc
give the name "light." Those who propose following this
series of les-ons through are invited to study the subject
carefully and exhaustively from the very beginning. We
shall begin with the source of light and carry the subject as
consistently as may be through to the action of light through
len-es, including the action of light in reflection and refraction. In the beginning there may be a great deal of rather
dry and, to the average operator, rather uninteresting matter. If, however, he is to arrive at a comprehensive knowledge of the action of light through lenses and the action of
light in general as applied to projection, it will be necessary
that he -tudy the subject from beginning to end. The editor
of this Department has been more than a year preparing
himself for the writing of this series of articles. He has
searched libraries and bookstores day after dav, in the
endeavor to find textbooks in which the subject of light is
treated in a manner which could be understood by any one
else than a profc--or of physics. He will not attempt to go
into the matter with sufficient throughness to cover all
sources of light and all light action, confining himself largely
to that which scenic to be of value in giving the operator a
comprehensive knowledge of the force he is handling. This
work may contain minor errors, but in the main, however,
it will be found correct. On this particular subject books
which the layman can readilv understand are scarce. Each
week after the first installment questions will be printed
concerning the previous week'- lesson. If there are sufficient numbers who wish to contribute, let us say $1, towards
the expense of postage, stenographer's service, etc., the
editor will undertake to permit answers to these questions to
be sent in by mail and to return the same corrected. I do
not know whether this would be practical or not, and it
would probably cost tho>e taking advantage of thi- feature
something like $1 per month during the time the articles
shall run. There would have to be quite a number accepting
the proposition in order to make it feasible at all. Those
of you who would wi^h to take advantage of this feature
will kindly immediately forward name, full address and $1.
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It sufficient response is had to this to make it practical, all
right; if not, the money will be returned. Understand, this
latter proposition has nothing to do with the articles themselves. It merely has to do with my correcting the question
papers by mail. On an average one will be given each week
probably not exceeding a page of the paper, the desire
being that ample time shall be given the reader to study
the subject with thoroughness. And now, having thus made
a proper and correct bow, we will proceed to answer the
question.
WHAT IS LIGHT?
First and forcmo-t it will be well that the student come
to an understanding, so far as possible, as to the nature of
light itself and whence it emanates. In this we shall not
consider light from chemical sources or do more than endeavor, as best wc may, to discover the why and wherefore
of light emanating from combustion.
Light may be described as the sensation of sight, or the
phenomenon directly responsible for the sensation we have
designated by the appellation "vision." If we enter the
depths of a mine, in which there is no phosphorescent action
(chemical light), there is no vision. The optic nerve receives no impression at all. Only the senses of smell, taste,
hearing and feeling remain, the fifth sense being for the time
obliterated. Strike a match, turn on an electric globe, or in
some manner produce a certain radiant energy called
"light," and instantly vision is restored, as though by magic.
The flame of the match, the glowing filament of the incandescent globe, or other things having like effect, is source
of a factor necessary to vision. That factor we designate as
"light."

At this point let us, before going further, consider what
produces luminosity (light) in ordinary combustion. In combustion itis found that oxygen from the air combines with
a mixture or compound of carbon and hydrogen, the product
being heat and light. The gaseous products of combustion
are for the most part water vapor and carbon dioxide
(carbonic acid). When an ordinary tallow candle is lighted
the tallow is first heated, sucked up the wick by capillary
attraction and, by the heat of the flame converted into gas.
Examination of the flame will show it to be made up as
per Fig. 1.
The dark portion of the flame (A) is made up of gas,
which is in itself combustible, without further chemical
change, as may be demonstrated by inserting a small, hollow
tube into the dark portion of the flame, inclining the tube
slightly upward. It will be found that on applying a match
to the upper end of the tube you will have a miniature gaslight. The tube must be very small, of course, as the quantity of gas is limited. At the outer edge of the dark body
of gas, oxygen from the air combines with hydrogen from
the gaseous compound.
This chemical action produces in-
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tense heat while at the same time it sets free particles of
carbon which the heat renders incandescent, thus producing
the luminous part of the flame (B). These particles of
hot carbon pass outward and combine with oxygen in the
transparent portion of the blaze (C), carbon dioxide (carbonic acid gas) being formed. From this we learn that it
is carbon which renders the flame of the candle luminous.
The same is true of the oil lamp or gas light or of any combustion producing light. In proof it will be found by taking
an alcohol lamp into a dark room that practically no illumnination is produced, carbon being almost entirely lacking
in the flame. Sprinkle fine charcoal, coke or iron filings
on the blaze and instantly it becomes luminous. In the
electric arc it is the intense incandescence of the carbon
particles which causes luminosity, the carbon being volatilized, while in the incandescent globe the same is true, except
that the carbon, being in vacuum, is unconsumed. Thus we
see that, in combustion, carbon and luminosity are inseparably linked together.
Changing Amperage. — Des Moines, la., writes: "I am having lots of trouble breaking song slides. We use heavy amperage for projecting moving pictures and then when we
change over to the song slides the light is so powerful that
the slides break very frequently. Is there any way by which
I can cut down the amperage without causing a delay. I
use two 25 ampere no volt rheostats in multiple, which I
figure gives me about 45 amperes, as these machines have
been
quite isa very
while."
Yes,used
the for
matter
simple, Des Moines. Fifteen to
eighteen amperes ought to be plenty for your song slides,
but whatever amperage you prefer, get a rheostat of that
size; that is to say, a rheostat delivering the amperage you
want for your song slides, and cut in as shown in the sketch,
in which 1-1-1 are rheostats, and the operating switch, 3 a
single-pole, double-throw knife switch, 4 the lamp and 5 a
fuse to allow of disconnecting the single rheostat entirely if
desired.

When you get through running your picture all you have
to do is flip over the single-pole double-throw switch, which
has the effect of cutting out the multiple connection, substituting the single rheostat, or vice versa. This is a connection which should be installed on every projection circuit
where heavy amperage is used and the song slides run with
the moving picture lamp. It is like the colored gentleman
whitewashing: the matter is very simple, when you "know
how."
New Rules. — The writer is informed by the Department
of Water Supply, Ga
and Electricity, of the City of New
York, that the following changes in rules went into effect
Apnl 1, namely:
"Rale 65-A-b.
Add
the
following sentence at the end of
raph
ils, motor generators and similar subItituti
coils must be considered as
1 :1k- moving picture machines, and their location
:
rtraent
re installation
"Add
65-A-j:and it?.
The 1 new pan
:ng picture machine
must be protect
1 plug cutout or by a ' nif( blade switch with open
link fu
' cabinet with
self cl
....,11 not be
permitted "
f th«- above chang<
.or the outcome of a con-
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ference which our engineers had with the manufacturers of moving picture apparatus, and the intention is to permit the management
to determine
whether or not it is desired to use more or less than
30 amperes, and to wire accordingly.
Likes The World.— Mr. W. J. Cowan, Jr.. Kansas City,
Kan., writes from Gainesville, Tex.: "I have been very much
benefited by the Trouble Department.
Have been operating
three years, but am at present playing in a traveling concert
band.
Enclosed
please
find
$150
for
Glad to know that you are pleased with the
theHandbook."
Department,
neighbor Cowan, and trust you will like the Handbook
equally well.
951
More Data Needed. — Richmond. Ya.. writes: "As one of
the readers of the Department who takes great interest in
the various ideas, etc., therein presented, I would like to
ask you the following question: I do not get the light on
my picture I ought to get. The picture is very dark. I am
using 235 volt current, pulling 40 amperes; electra carbons,
one soft on top and a hard one below. My throw is no
feet. I cut out two coils in my rheostat the other day, but
that
doesn't
to help ismuch."
Your
data, seem
Richmond,
altogether too scanty to allow,
me to give you an intelligent answer. Please come across
with more information, namely: How do you know you
are using 40 amperes? What kind of a rheostat are you
using? How do you know the voltage is 235, that being a
very unusual pressure? Is the current A. C. or D. C? I
presume D. C. from the fact that you are using one hard
carbon. What is the width of your picture and any other
data you may think will be of use. On receipt of same I
will do the best I can to help you.
He Doubts It. — Conneaut, O . writes: "I take much pleasure
in the World each week, especially the Department. I note
that Forest City, Pa., says he gets a brilliant light with 25
amperes,
doesn't
is A. isC.very
or D.
If it is A.butC, heI am
afraidsaythewhether
brilliantit part
muchC.
absent.posed toItake
have 25used
a rabbit's
economizer
is supamperes
from foot
the line,
using athat
25 ampere
fuse, and deliver 45 at the arc. My picture was 10 x 12. 55
feet throw, and the light was, I must say, far from satisfactory. At the present time I am using D. C, 1 1 J< feet picture, 70 feet throw. I control the voltage by a rope on the
engine throttle and have a hand regulator on tin
which enables me to get from
■ res
With some
makes of films I can produce satisfactory projection with
25 amperes while with other makes I need about 100. 1
am not going to brag about my picture, but it has got to be
good
would
up Conneaut,
on it until and
it was.
"
Thator isI the
way notto let
talk,
I wish
there were
more operators of the same frame of mind. The fact that the
A. C. light was not satisfactory was not necessarily the fault
of the transformer itself.
It might have been one wound
for a differentSeveral
voltage,things
or — might
but really
any use in
speculating.
have there
been isn't
to bl&fl
it may have been the fault of the transformer.
1 will go
further than you and say that I have never yet seen a brilliant picture projected with 25 amperes of current, where the
picture exceeded 10 feet in width; and even that size 110*1
what I would term very brilliant with that ampcr.:.
does not hold good with a mirror or metallic lurfao
however.
I take it
plant.
What kind,
Outside ShutterUuU, M. Y. writ
a recent issue of the Department a:.
: .111 outside shutter could be installed on the afotiograpfa
were quite right in saying that the Klotiograph man
make an outside shutter
(I knew that to be thi
did not know whether they made one for that particular
model or not. — Ed
ase find sketch of .1 shut
ter I put on my .V
• works
tine
1 have operatrd mai |
but have seen no picture which excelled th.it projected with
this shutter
At
normal speed the picture
el lie shutter

.

with

any

lain the
carefully

and

whi
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shutter i- i-"j inches in diameter by only 1 : .• inches wide,
tin, drawing
next week

ft comes in from the crank
tching the
I
It wi

th<
m rec« ived

Long Throw. — Chambersburg, Pa., inquires: "Will 1 have
anv trouble throwing a picture 140 feet with alternating current'- We now throw 100 feet
I will get the lenses to make
For the benefit of Chambersburg,
I will again say that
the throw cuts little figure,isitnow."
being the size of the picture
which governs the brilTiancj
You will get just ■ ■
picture al u>' feet as at too feet, if a half size lens Ik- used.
i throw, unless the picture 1- a very large one,
the lens will Ik- .■! verj long focal length.
I would, theregest that you write t" tin- Nicholas Power ( ompany,
, 1 Street, New York <■ ity, ami secure from them
a halt sized projection lens of proper focal length.
They
have a halt size lens mounted so a- to .-crew right into the
regular moving picture face plate lens ring -crew. It is possible thai other machine manufacturers have this lens, which
i- something new. hut 1 know i!
pie have it.
I wOuld, by all mean-, advise you to use one of them on
such a throw a- that, if your picture i- less than. -ay. 18
feet in width. 1 would refer you to my reply to New Orleans 111 another place, for further data on long throws.
Position Wanted.— Mr I K \ an. Northville, N. Y., who
is owner of a Power- No. 5 machine, wishes a position for
himself with hi- machine.
Very Long Throw. — New Orleans, La., writes: "I am
i a proposition in a park next summer.
If it goes
through it will he necessary that 1 throw a picture about
15 feet wide 475 feet.
Can such a thing he done?
If so,
where and how can 1 gel a lens to do it?"
Yes, New Orleans, the thing can he done. 1 am not certai. however, a- to the general results in brilliancy for the
following rea-ons. namely: That the lens will be of exceedingly long lvl- (20. ins.) and will, therefore, be located a long
way from the aperture or film. Inasmuch as the light after
passing through the film. i-. to some extent, diffused, there
will be some loss between the film and lens, where it is
located so far away. 1 am not -ure just what this loss will
amount to. A-ide from this I see no reason why a picture
could not be projected that distance without material loss
of light, or practically any loss at all. if the atmosphere be
reasonably clear. A- to .the lens, 1 would -uggest that you
of different focal length and remove one of the
combination- front or back, whichever seems to give the
best result. 1 think in that way you can. by using only
one combination. get a lens that will give you fairly good
re-ult- at that di tanee: otherwise you would have to use a
specially made lens. I would by all means advise you to
get a half -i/.e lens for such work. You cannot perform
tin- particular -tujit with an outside -butter unless you
have a very long extension put on the shutter shaft, as the
lens will necessarily extend out a considerable distance.
Carbon Setting.— Mr Charles Lame, Franklin, La., writes:
"Enclosed please. find $150 for the Handbook. Like a goou
many other exhibitor-, 1 am of the opinion that the discussion regarding carbon settings you had with a certain paper
ha- done good. When you started out in the argument I
immediately got into the game with a few experiments of
my own aiid find from results that both yourself and Mr.
Hallberg are somewhat wrong in the matter of A. C. carbon
\ C. carbon setting i- a very particular and most
important work. I might add that in my three years' experience in the picture busine-- 1 have done nothing but
experiment with projection. I assure you that I have made
some beautiful mistakes, each one of which was, however,
later crowned with success. My experiments cover wiring,
condensers, objective lens, wire terminals screens and shuttor- \ll experiments were made while using alternating
00 cycle 115 volt current. 1 have also had, and am now
having,
(*.: advice
but it tois exhibitors
so simple i-:
thatuseI
pay
littleexperience
attention with
to it.I).My
wire- large enough. If three-wire service to the building,
u-e nothing under No. 6. See that all wire joints are
soldered, if you are using 40 amperes or less, use No. 6
stranded wire to the lamp. If larger amperage, use larger wire,
ise wire- to the lamp more than one year. Have them
long enough so that the ends connected to the terminals
can be cut off when they become burned. We use one 6]/i
and one 7'< conden-cr for thrown all the way from 40 to
80 feet, which is the range of my te-t. May do for longer
ranges. I find this combination to be the best. The rule
for mea-uring
condensers
doe- not work out.
The most
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important thing n
1 itfa the condensers
1- to
focus tluin with your projection lens.
Tin- can be done by
ing your pictun a- nearly as possible with your
objective and then bring your conden-ers
back or ahead
until the picture 1
-i, cannot
be accomplished at one -how on account of the heat of
the condensers.
However, by
close the
attention
to can
the"
distance
of the condensers
frompaying
the light,
location
lined in two or three days. Tin- 1- a very important part of projection, and condensers should have a
focusing device the same a- the objective lens. 1 do not
recommend an outside shutter for A t .. -nice it does not
permit the desired range of -peed on account of synchronism.
If you run a machine with an outside -butter fast, it will
flicker a whole lot worse than a two wing -butter. Varied
speed 1- an important part of good projection. If any one
believe- that there i- no difference in polarity in A. C, he
i> mistaken. Watch tin- ami do away with the brownish
appearance of your light Keep the inside of your carbon
holders bright: file tin 111 with a very tine file about every
two weeks. Do away a- much as possible with filing your
carbon-. Once in the lamp, the arc will give them the
proper shape better than you can. Do not carry a long
arc with A. C. 1 enclose rough sketch of the carbon setting
which I have found to be the most satisfactory, in which
only the crater of the upper carbon is used. There is no
Use trying to u-e the crater on both carbon-, for it won't

work."

It i- very possible, friend Lauve. that the discussion did
some good. We shall ' e glad indeed to have detailed records
of the re ults of any experiments you have made A.S to
your advice concerning wires, it is good. I have been fighting that -mall wire proposition myself, for lo! these many
moons. You -ay one should not u-e the lamp lead- more
than a year. 1 do not know that I quite understand what
you mean. I cut off the wires outside of the lamp house
once a week where I am using heavy amperage and if the
amperage is very heavy I may cut them off twice a week.
Of course, if the amperage is light it does not have to be
done so often, but just as soon as the wires inside of the
lamp house turn dark brown and the spring goes out of
them they should be amputated and fresh wire brought in
to the terminal. As to one 6jX and one 7/4 conden-er for
a wide range of throw, you are wrong there, provided the
picture be kept the same size. In theory the E. F. of the
condenser combination and the E. F. of the objective should
above a 4-inch E. F. objective two 7J/2 condensers will be
found best. As to focusing the condensers, I think I know
what you mean, but I am not quite certain. I wish you
would write again, making your meaning a little more clear;
illustrating, if necessary, by sketch. As to the outside shutter, you are wrong there, too. Wrong, for the reason that
you are assuming that all outside shutters are three-wing,
whereas many manufacturers send out a two-wing outside
shutter if it is requested. The three-wing does not flicker
at high speed, but with alternating current it produces a
flashing or waving effect of the light through synchronism,
at a certain speed. The advice concerning carbon holders
is most excellent. As to your remarks about polarity and
the brownish appearance of the light, I must confess I do
not know what you have in mind there.- Please be a little
more explicit.
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The carbon setting you -bow is not so good. I think, as
setting the lower'perpendicular and angling the top one out
to meet it. I personally prefer my alternating -et to be the
same as D. C. set, except that the carbons are set a little
more nearly central with each other. Experience has taught
me that while this set is very difficult to handle, requiring
dose attention, yet, given this, it produces the best general
result^. I have long ago tried carbons straight up and down,
central with each other, straight up and down with one
carbon ahead of the other, set scissors fashion and about
every other conceivable way, but finally came back to the
as giving the best results when carefully handled.
We shall be glad to hear from you again, friend Lauve, at
your convenience.
Condensers.— Glendora, Cal., writes: -Enclosed find $1.50
for Handbook. I am a careful reader of the Department and
have received much valuable information therefrom. Could
you advise me as to whether or not a better light will be
had by using two 7l/i inch condensers instead of one 6'/2
and one 7^2? I have an Edison machine, 110 volt A. C.,
puling about 40 ampere-. Picture is 13 feet and the throw
BO Have some trouble with yellow around the edges of the
picture."
I would suggest, Glendora, that you try two 7^2 inch connd not. the result. You say you are pulling "about"
40 amperes. Possibly you are pulling considerably less.
For a 14 foot picture you might better have 45 amperes
than less. Also possibly you are using poor grade condensers. Look through them edgeways and if they look
green they are made of poor glass and will not give you
the best light. Also if the surface does not present a bright,
well-polished surface, or shows wavy lines the lens is a poor
one.
Carbon. — Roscoe, N. Y., asks: "What make of carbons do
you recommend for alternating current?"
It is not within the province of this Department to recommend any given make of goods. I may say, however, that
>ou should use Y% cored carbons both above and below for
At Purchase a package (50) of each of the best known
makes and by the time they are used up you will probably
have made up your mind which gives best resultCollege Rowdies. — From Mr. R. W. Middlecamp, operator
. Theater, Princeton, X. J., come- a letter setting
forth difficulties under which the University Theater has
been operated. It seems that the college boys, who make
Princeton their home only temporarily, have little or no
regard whatever for the rights or comfort of anyone but
themselves. They have been in the habit of going to the
theater of which Brother Middlecamp is operator and making
it exceedingly unpleasant for the women, children and citizens of Princeton, who depend largely upon the little theater
for their amusement. To such an extent has this been carried that the manager, Mr. Fred C. Ruhlman, finally barred
the college students from the house. In this Mr. Ruhlman
took tin- only coui 1 open to him, and the only right and
decent course he could take. It became a question of catering to the decent, well-behaved, peaceful citizens of tin"
.1 lot "i rough-house rowdy students, bent on raising
all the disturbance possible and making other people as uncomfortable as they knew how. Mr. Middlecamp, the operator, has been a corn pondent ■•! tin- department
tttBC He himself was subject to much annoyance from these
hoodlums (I am sorry that it becomes necessary to class
college students a- hoodlums, but nevertheless that 1- the
only term which fits under such conditions) and
reipondingly relieved that they have been excluded from the
theater.
Curtain.
Mr. H. Morris, Jersey City, N J., m
il owing questions?
(a > What icurtain coating; that is to
to produce
good, clear pictures?
Or, to put it another way, what kind
of a curtain would you advise me to install in a o<
same to be used as a drop 1 urtain in fronl ol ta{ 1w can I I
Obtain thei

the machine or in the cur-

tt throw, 1 j 11 pii tui 1
■' 1 in 6
wh.it amperage should I use at the arc. controlling the current with an \m. ,.. an
tai
(c) Y\ hat
would
.-'■■ pro
.'2ndI rln
po
ithout the Trouble Department
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Much I Work,
Pay.—with
Fergus
Falls, Minn,
writes:
believe
can holdLittle
my own
the average
operator,
though"I
not so advanced that I cannot still learn. I project a picture,
clean-cut to the edges and without a shadow, except those
of
photography,
haven't
had for
to more
stop to
filmtheor film
adjust
my carbons and
while
running
thansplice
threea
month-. The requirements here are to run one reel of film
and then an illustrated song; another reel and a second song
without stopping. The operator is required to thread the
machine while running the M>ng slides and they even wanted
me to re-wind the first reel while running the second, so
as t" -top only one minute to adjust the carbons it '
of the show. This I refused to do, a- 1 do not believe
there is an operator living that can do justice to hi- work
and do two or three things at one and the same time Having read of what other operators are required to do. 1 will
say that all they a-ked of me was to get the film- from the
express "ffice, put out the advertising matter. - .-.
dust the theater, and once a week wash off the tile front;
build the fire- and see that everything was ready for the
show; meet the vaudeville people when we bad them, and
wait on them; -hip back the film- and do any electrical work
required about the place, a- well as operate the machine.
I might add that operating wa- about tin- only thing that
was not found faull with For this work they paid me the
handsome sum of $12 per week, but as the theater changed
hands April 1, I wa- dismissed in 1
eighteenyear-old boy, who never ran a machine in his life until last
year, and then only as helper.
If you know of any one up
in this neck of tin- woods who wi-bes to employ in
who knows hi- business, is 20 years old, and ha- a family.
kindly let me know
I am using
with outside shutter. Powers adjustable lens. Inside of the square
of light which gi
.11 the sliuttei
•
machine
iin
mi
'
as the aperture in the film gate; and 111*1. !<
circle of light about the same size a- the aperture
still brighter light, and inside this square there
reflection >^ the arc, with the exception that th<
at tin- reflet tii n

. .

youOrdinatexplain tin• light ,m the ||
the aperture, if the shutter it
■ lo-e t0 the lens
If ,t
spindle and tin |< nse 1- "t short I
01 tin- square \\ ill
tion
outline

the r< a on thai
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since on such a curtain one is able to get a more artistic
picture and a picture with greater depth than can be had on
anything else I have seen. On a large picture, I would prefer some of the so-called mirror screens or solar screens;
that is to say, semi-reflecting ground glass or metallic surfaced screens, especially if using A.C I would prefer this
with a large picture, for the reason that you could not get
the required brilliancy on a large picture, using a cloth
screen, except by use of exceedingly heavy amperage. If
you want a metallic surface screen you might try the one
described on page 77, Jan. 14th issue. As you are in Jersey
City, if you care to come over to my residence, No. 6 Bradhurst Avenue (9th Avenue "L" to 142nd Street), I will be
glad to talk the curtain matter over with you and give you
the benefit of any knowledge I may possess. You may come
any evening except Tuesday or Friday, at 7 o'clock, (b)
There
number process
of "daylight"
screens, toonebe ofa
which isarethea Herbst
in whichpicture
what appears
stereopticon is used, though I do not know for what purpose. Igather, however, it is to project a band, or border
of light around the picture and bring the picture out by contrast. The other daylight screens are semi-reflecting screens
(mirror or metallic surface; and a careful, intelligent shading
of the auditorium lights so that they do not strike the screen,
(c) One 6J/2 and one 7^2 or two 7I/2, whichever gives the best result- Use a good grade of condensor lens, (d) You should use
not less than 45 amperes, A.C, on a 15 ft. picture; 50 will be
better. I would suggest, however, that you install a transformer (inductor, compensarc, etc.). since using A. C.
through a rheostat i- exceedingly expensive, if you pull
through a meter, (e) Your last question is irrelevant, Friend
Morris. Your letter came too late to be answered in the
issue of the 22nd.
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NESTOR

"HIS WIFE"
You may get along with or
without a wife; but you'll find
"His Wife" absolutely indispensable. She, or it (she's certainly
IT), is the daintiest, cleverest,
and finest film feature of the
week. For a faint idea of the
great charm and many thrills
of this highly entertaining story,
read the synopsis on page 969.
"His Wife" awaits you at the
nearest live exchange. Order
NOW!
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NOW!

FREE!
"THE NESTOR LOBBY MAGNET ' ' is issued with every Nestor
Picture and is mailed FREE TO
ALL EXHIBITORS !
¥\/\TLT*Tp covet your comU\JL% 1 petitor's business; Nestor, the Worth-While
Film, will get it for you.

DAVID

Scene from Our
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Release
of Wednesday
April 26th, J9U
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NESTOR

Announcement !
To still the insistent clamorings
of nearly 5000 exhibitors, we
will presently begin to release
the greatest

WESTERN
PICTURES
ever conceived by mortal mind.
The live exchangeman will prepare for this mighty host of exhibitors bypromptly placing a
standing order for

One

Nestor Western
a Week

Photos! Photos! Photos!
Six 8x10 beautiful photos of Nestor
Leading Players will be sent to Exhibitors everywhere on receipt of 15
cents in stamps. Non-Exhibitors
may purchase the set for One Dollar.

rtFE

^^

A Superb Foto-Drama
Eight Hundred Fifty-five
Feet of Lively Film

ing, 4th Ave. $ 14th St., NEW

The
Real Exchangeman
will give you one Nestor
a Week

YORK

CITY
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I do n"t think 1 would feel badly about it. Doing
all that \vrk for $12 a week would be about on a par with
being ni the penitentiary, li" any one in thai pan of the
country
wishes
send In- address.to kiu' the brother a trial 1 will be glad to

Cooling the Theater.— Mr .1 Howard Newell, Bloomfield,
la., write-: 'i see where a brother exhibitor of the South
wishes information in regard to cooling lu> theater during
the hot weather 1 do not pretend to know it all. but have
been very successful in keeping my theater cool in the
summer. Of course, ii doesn't Met so hot here as it doe- in
the
South,lir-t.
so don*t
if my planandwillexit
givedoors
satisfaction
Texas.
over know
the entrance
1 have ina
diamond-shaped window 30 x 30 inches, in each of which are
installed two 12-inch fans. About half way down on each
side <>t the walls I have a 12-inch fan. At the right side at
the back mar the curtain I have an 18-inch exhaust fan
which pull- air from 10 to 15 feet around it. 1 turn the fanall toward the back; that 1- to say, so that they will all
blow the air in the same direction, namely, toward- the
screen. The two fan- in the front window- will pull a certain amount of fresh air in. The fans in the center of the
room catch the air from those in the windows and the exhaust fan pull- it out of doors. In this way 1 maintain a
draft through the theater. In the ceiling I have a hole cut
about 3 feet square, since above the ceiling there is a dead
air -pace which, before it was opened, heated the ceiling so
hot that you could have fried eggs on it; that is. if you
could have made them -tick there. In the front wall of the
dead-air space 1 have cut a hole about 2 feet by 18 inches.
When open this lets a current of air pass up through the
hole in the ceiling and out through the one in the wall. In
the hole in the ceiling I have installed an 18-inch exhaust
fan with a 12-inch fan in front opening of the dead-air space."
In addition to the above description. Neighbor Newell sends
in a sketch, but inasmuch as the descriptive matter is very
clear and the sketch would be a somewhat difficult one to
make intelligible, I think it will not be necessary to use it.
Will be glad to publish other schemes for theater cooling.
Friend Ne
effective
too.well's idea is practical and ought to be pretty

Your Reputation
Rests with Your Lens
( ret the good will of the public l>y giving
them the clearest, most brilliant pictures
in town. That means the best lens to be
obtained — a

ftauscli |oml>
Projection |er\s

More than fifty years of experience in manufacturing lenses has enabled us to produce the best, and
our enormous output of projection lenses proves
that moving picture houses regard them as a sound,
money-making investment.
Send for our special Projection Lens Booklet.
Address
Dept. 00.
centurymicroscopes,
of experiby• products — alenses,
!Our name, es.backed
laboratory apparatus, engineering and
itific instruments.

/&b _

Bausch & Ipmb Optical (p.

Daylight Pictures. — Mr. John Strong, Springfield, O.,
ROCHESTER,. NY. rRANKroilT
writes:
"I find
and interesting.
I am now
and the
haveWorld
been very
ever instructive
since February
20 running
daylight pictures, using a Standard machine with the Herbst
readers; that is to say, tell us, if you will, just what the
attachment. I believe I am the first to run the daylight picend of it consists of, and what is really done by
tures in this part of the wilderness. The Herbst process is ■ "daylight"
the stereopticon attachment, which I understand is part of
very satisfactory; it gives a good picture with all the
the Herbst process.
house lights on. I have been running very poor films, but
even with them I get an excellent picture. I have not had
A comprehensive book of instruction in the art of writing
any trouble lately, so need not ask you any questions. Find
program of our theater enclosed, telling of the pictures.
moving picture plays has just made its appearance on the
In closing I wish the World and the Department unlimited
market. It is published by the Photo-Play Syndicate, 1830
East 19th Street, Cleveland, O.
success."
The program sent in looks like a money maker. I really
don't see so much in it about the pictures, but I do see
enough advertising to certainly make it a money getter. I
would like to have neighbor Strong describe the Herbst
process of daylight pictures for the benefit of the Department

MARE

'EMSELF SLIDES
YOUR-

Make them yourself. Written with pen and
ink or typewriter. Three minutes to make a
slide. Used for advertising slides, to announce
future or feature programmes, for chorus slides
when chorus slide is missing. We send four
colors of gelatin. The slides look well and any
one can make them. They are handy also for
announcing vaudeville acts. In fact they may
be readily used for anything you may wish to say
to your audience.
For the sum of three dollars ($3) cash with
order, we will send by express, charges not prepaid, the following:
24 cover glass, 1 package binder strips, 1 dozen
mats, 1 instruction sheet, 1 form sheet and 50
strips assorted colors gelatin — enough for from
300 to 400 slides. Order now.
Address

UTILITY

No.

TRANSPARENCY

6 Bradhurst Avenue

CO.

New York City

PLEASING YOUR PATRONS.
Among the many ideas for souvenirs which our readers
will find in our advertising columns, we note an excellent
one in the picture postals of leading actors and actresses in
both Licensed and Independent stock companies, advertised
by K. A. Williams, of 1091 Fox Street, N. Y. City. On account of the desire of many in the audience to know something of the personality of the people on the screen, we believe exhibitors would find a ready and profitable sale for
these postals among their patrons.
The slides of actors and actresses of the Independent
stock companies, which are advertised by the Independent
Photoslide Co., 147 Fourth Avenue, New York, is another
suggestion that should prove an acceptable thing with most
audiences. If exhibitors secured a set of these slides and
had the actors and actresses in the cast of each picture
on the ofscreen
just before
each undoubtedly
reel, with a'slide
ashown
few words
explanation,
it would
pleasegiving
and
be apperciated by every audience.
Our advertising columns are well worth scanning from
week to week as they contain many such tips, as well as the
latest and best ideas and suggestions as to equipment and
decoration.
WHO WANTS TO MAKE ARCTIC PICTURES?
Rudolph Franke. 419 West 39th Street, New York City,
desires to hear from any film manufacturer who wishes to
make pictures in the Arctic Regions. He has spent two years
in the Arctics and knows all the interesting points, and believes that some films could be made there of a very interesting nature.
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"Was He a Coward?" (Biograph).— In this photoplay the
fact is plainly illustrated that there are two varieties of
bravery. One brutal and the other moral, the truest kind of
bravery. This film represents a man who had comparatively
little of the former, but when all others were frightened at
the outbreak of a dangerous disease, he nursed the victims
back to health, almost losing his own life in doing it. The
film is one of those that appeal very strongly to a sentiment
which lies dormant in the heart of every person and always
is reaily to appear on any display of true courage. It is one
of those Biograph sermons that have made a favorable impression ever -nice they began to appear upon the screens.
Through it runs a love story which gives it heart interest
and develops more tenderness than would be the case without
it. When love and bravery are united the resulting film is
always apt to be pleasing.
"Mandy's Social Whirl" (Lubin). — This comedy represents
the consternation caused by a country girl who got into the
ouse in the city. She had the time of her life for
awlnle, and was under the impression that being maid-of-allwork was a picnic. But later this mistake was rectified and
to a sudden end. The comedy is delicious,
and the situations interesting.
"The School Marm of Coyote County" (Melies). — We have
ightful Western picture which has plenty of action
and
not of
illustrate
improbabilities.
The "school
inarmdoes
i- one
the mostanyattractive
Western girls
seen in
tome time; also, the other artists have interpreted the different personalities to good advantage. The settings, the costuming and the accessories are all in harmony. The idea of
a "-■ hool inarm" acting as judge to prevent a lynching i- a
novelty which will please any audience. Managers will make
no mistake in showing this picture.
"The Man From the East" (Selig).— This Western drama
has plenty of life and action.
Its most satisfactory portion
l- the dexteritj of the supposed tenderfoot and his success
in discomfiting the bullies of the ranch.
That he overcomes
them one aftei another and ultimately is reunited to his
1 story, though dramatic qualities
ina> be lacking
The good, red blood indicated in the action
■ ■i the different characters keep-- interest alive froi
end
"Silver recognizes
Threads Among
the titletheof Gold"
the old (Edison).—
song whichEverybody
has been
j body understands
he Edison players have reproduced it in a
attractive.
No one can
old, and when the facl ol age is impressed upon anyone as
. it was upon the woman
here represented, the
ften tragic.
In that respect the film follows life
ind unquestionably
emphasizes
very natural sentiIndeed, the picture is drawn so true to life that it
from actual experience than a picith the musicians following each of the pictures with
I Down melody .a
n to suit, and niakunconsciou,
undertone
t" the story, the closing
• lien the husband declares that she "has n
us moisture under the eyelids
All
1 enjoy this pj<
a ill mean
them
Youth also will enjoy it; for its sentiment will
It will rank a one of the best, il not the \ery

.
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But in the true American fashion the young man wins the
duel with the Spaniard and marries the girl, despite parental
objections.
"Beneath the Tower Ruins" (Urban).— Apart from the
story this picture possesses an attractive scenic interest. The
burial and discovery of a hoard of treasure, and the love
story connected therewith will be looked at with interest,
yet the narrative, on the other hand, contains nothing of
peculiar interest unless it is the ghosts (one is dressed in a
black frock coat, the other wears black trousers) which appear at opportune times and frighten designing individuals
into desisting from their nefarious work of trying to get the
hoard. The scenic qualities are very high, however, and the
play may constitute a pleasing feature of the program.
"The Abbey of Pavia, Italy" (Urban).— This film gives us
a peep into monastic conditions which have existed unchanged for centuries. The glimpses of what the monks
actually do, and have done from time immemorial, are well
worth seeing, and the picturesque setting will go far toward
increasing the film's attractions.
"A Cowboy's Adventure" (Pathe). — This Western picture
by the American Pathe Company, is cast in a typical setting about a saloon, with cowboys, Indians and others. It
has a near-lynching party, perhaps as spice to enliven what
may be considered by some a rather common-place picture.
It is Western, however, and will be pleasing to many.
"Coco" (Pathe. — This amusing picture gives the antics
of a pet monkey. He investigates a phonograph to discover
where the voice comes from and then utilizes the revolving
record as a merry-go-round.
He cuts up other ca
"Paradise Lost" ( Biograph).— A novel conception is here
admirably worked out, The surprise of the drunkard when
he awakes m what he believes is Paradise, with beautiful
angels ministering to him, is complete. Then the return to
the gutter is such a shock that he vows never to touch the
stufi again. The picture is not dramatic but u suggestive of
thought and. therefore, interesting.
"Their Mothers-in-Law" (Lubin). — One mother-in-law is
usually thought to be sufficient to create enough trouble in
one household The situation can be imagined when the second one appears. As may well be expected the young married couple are unable to stand the strain and decamp, leaving the mothers to tind out who is who, by themselves.
When they get the letter, addressed "To Our Dear Mothers,"
they fall into each other's arms.
"Jack Mason's Last Deal" (Melies). — This is i
gambling in the West, and the regeneration of a professional
gambler through the influence of a girl. The gambler reher father all his money, and when the girl marries
him the little Western town is suffused with the brilliancy
of their happiness
"His Best Girl's Little Brother" (Selig V— This short com■ nun have suitesimilar unpleasant individuals and the sympathy of the male
: the audience will be aroused through the tun.
Irawn.
"Zululand
have an intensely
round,
the wide Krassy
plains
When the trecking party encamp at night, in the
wild, free
.nd rob it of meat
1 i.<
one say that it wai a mighty smart phot
that background; but that he showed a \
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This film prcse:.:
alia near Sarrago-.-a which
are photographed with artistic appreciation. It is one of the
most attractive outdoor pictures seen in some time. The
difficulties of photographing falling water and the surrounding scenery also, have been satisfactorily overcome, resulting
in the pleasing presentation of an extremely difficult subject.
"The Wooing of Winifred" (Vitagraph).— This polite
drama, presenting a scries of complications resulting from
the will of an uncle who decrees that cousins shall marry if
they are to inherit his property. The cousins, strangers to
each other, meet, and in a novel way discover each other's
identity and then, quite contrary to the usual practice in
such instances, lose no time in marrying. It is all cleverly
worked out and makes an attractive photoplay, full of situations that give the Yitagraph Company an excellent chance
to use its remarkahle power of making comedy.
"Madam Rex" (Biograph). — The principal theme in this
story is a mother's sacrifices of her own love to insure the
happiness of her daughter. The mother found herself compelled to run a gambling house. She has kept her daughter
in ignorance of this, and has had her educated in a convent.
The man to whom the mother is engaged falls in love with
the daughter without knowing this relationship. Almost the
same thing was shown in a film released a day or two before. Another coincidence was that it was released by the
company that is most like the Biograph. True, the incidents
varied, but the main idea is the same, viz.: a mother's sacrificing herself for her daughter's happiness. The picture is
not agreeable, though no one can successfully deny its dramatic power.
"The Two Fathers" (Lubin).— This picture tells the story
of a man, who because he is destitude. is obliged to give his
baby daughter away to a wealthy friend, who adopts her.
In after years he obtains a position as butler in the house,
so that he may be near her. In this way he learns of a marriage into which she is to be forced and interferes, only to
learn that he has no right to do so. Fate intervenes and
the hateful wedding does not take place. The two fathers
become friends. This domestic story is interesting chiefly
because it is unusual, but, as it is presented, it seems improbable.
"Robert, the Silent" (Pathe). — This is a remarkable story.
It may be interesting to some to see a girl cast into a dungeon with skeletons and die from fright, and to watch this,
followed by the suicide of the man responsible; but the interest will be in direct proportion to the tremors the grewsome exhibition causes. There is, it is true, a certain element of fascination in a picture of this character, but for all
that it is unpleasant and the memory of it is even worse.
"The Haven of Refuge" (Selig). — This is a picture of California ranch life, with a romance. The story takes place in
the early thirties when all that country was under Spanish
rule, and is woven around the old San Fernando ranch. Perhaps the principal interest is in its reproduction of that picturesque scenery. The haven of refuge in this instance is
the Church. Thither the beautiful daughter of the owner of
the ranch repairs, when in the wild passion of a Mexican romance, she has saved herself by stabbing the perfidious
suitor. Her confession of her deed saves her true lover.
The Padre holds up the cross while the girl drops to the
ground in tears. Don Jose forgives his daughter. There is
plenty of life and incident, which, together with the picturesque setting, make up a picture that pleased the audience.
"A Buried Past" (Edison). — This well-told story shows a
man who has served his term in prison, but is making good.
He is confronted at a critical moment in his career by a man
who knows his prison record. Happily everything works
out satisfactorily. The story is an excellent one of its kind.
The players perform their parts with sympathy.
"Slim Jim's Last Chance" (Kalem). — This story is not unlike that of another release during the week, depicting the
way a man's prison record may follow him regardless of the
fact that for years he may have lived an exemplary life. The
melodramatic features introduced, including a fight with
Indians and the love talk may increase the attractiveness the
story will have for some, but will scarcely make the suggestions any more forcible.
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"Though Your Sins Be As Scarlet" (Vitagraph).— This
film tells the story of a Greek courtesan, who becomes aware
of the sinfulness of her life and ultimately acquires purity
of soul. It is dramatic symbolism.
"Easter Babies" (Vitagraph). — This film puts in concrete
form the conceit of the children regarding Easter eggs. It
is an excellent juvenile and one that grown-ups will not
hesitate to watch with more than the ordinary degree of
interest. "Easter Babies" is one of those films that does
one good to look at.
"The Oppressor" (Gaumont).— On this film we see a
gloomy story of a wicked prince. He oppresses his subjects. He is blind on one side and deaf on the other and
choses to listen to grievances with the bad ear and look at
wrongs with the bad eye. He even imprisons his daughter
and her lover. But ultimately fate intervenes and the daughter and her husband have a happy reign. After seeing this
film one wonders the reason for such a waste of valuable
material.
"Jimmy, the Fox" (Gaumont). — This film depicts the exploits of a small boy who successfully impersonates deafness. That is all there is of the story that is interesting.
"The Burglar's Fee" (Pathe). — This is a semi-humorous
film. It pictures an episode in the life of a doctor and his
young wife. The wife unjustly suspects her husband and
takes poison. The burglar enters, finds her semi-unconscious, sees that she has taken poison and telephones to the
doctor, who instructs him to keep the young woman walking till he gets there. The doctor comes, cures the wife and
then policemen come. The doctor gives the burglar a job
and sends the policemen away. The burglar as soon as the
doctor leaves the room takes a "consultation fee" of $50 and
escapes.
of thispart
fee ofandthethestory,
burglar's
tion is theThe
mosttaking
humorous
thoughexplanato see
him walking the wife up and down the room passes for a
delightful bit of work.
"The Bad Man's First Prayer" (Essanay). — It is rather
difficult to understand just what is intended by this film.
The scenes in the bar rooms, and the attempt at "holding
up" a ficed
stage
all typical,
whowith
sacrihimself are
to save
another,buton tohishave
kneesthe inman
a cell
no
further explanation scarcely finishes the picture. Perhaps
the audience is intended to use its imagination in supplying
its own ending, which might be almost anything. Because
of this close the film is not altogether pleasing.
"The Haunted Sentinel Tower" (Edison).— This romance
takes place in a most approved romantic setting. An old
fortress by moonlight is sufficient basis for almost any sort
of a love story, and this one, told about two lovers, whose
ghosts appear upon one of the towers, is quite sufficient to
keep an audience attentive. The Edison Company has caught
the spirit of the time and occasion and has produced a film
which has many excellencies. The story of the past is admirably told and the awe of the present lovers is admirably
shown by their acting and facial expression as the sentinel
tells them the story.
"What Happened to Aunty" (Essanay). — This comedy is
filled with surprises for Aunty, and likewise for a poor wandering tramp. Aunty didn't want the lovers to marry. An
elopement is proposed. Aunty finds it out, dresses up as the
neice and goes to keep the tryst. Aunty is willing to get
married. Neice sends a tramp to her lover with a note:
"Aunty is coming to marry you." The lover dresses up the
tramp to impersonate him. What the tramp gets, after the
ceremony, makes him prefer a watery grave. Aunty chases
him off the dock. Aunty's facial expression is excruciating,
but the chase about the city is very tiresome.
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"Wiffles' Home Troubles" (Pathe).— Wiffles thinks he will
be able to get on all right, even if Mr-. Wiffles has gone
back to her mother, but when he has to sew on buttons he
suddenly acquires :i fresh viewpoint and plainly wishes he
hadn't. Then Mr-. \\ lmilcs unexpectedly returns for something and the separation ceases.
"How Edam
Cheese is Made"
interesting
industrial
film illustrates
in detail(Pathe).
how —andThiswhere
Edam
cheese is made. The pictures of Dutch industries are attractive additions to any program.
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"All Wise Independents buy and
boost Flying A Cowboy Pictures"

Flying A Cowboy Pictures
Release of Monday, April 24,

"Bud Nevins—
Western

- - ■ .:

Drama
Bad
Man"

:*

In which a Western desperado meets
his Waterloo through the love of a

#$

m

Ranchman's daughter.

"Bud Nevins - Bad Man"
Release of Thur.,

"The Boss of

April

27,

LuckyDrama
Ranch"
Western
In which a tenderfoot relation assumes
the responsibility of bossing a large
Western ranch and how he subdues the
cowboys.

Scenes from
"The Boss of Lucky Ranch"

TWO FLYING A COWBOY

AMERICAN
Bank

FILMS EACH WEEK— Two Mondays and Thursdays
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"Catching Deep Sea Turtle" | Essanaj i This film wives
views showing how the huge turtles arc caught in the Caribhi .1 over 400 pounds
An
educational film of novel interest
The pictures are thin and
misty and the film h.i- no beauty.
"Lost Years" (Gaumont).
rhis i- a storj with a tragic
beginning, based up. mi 1"-- of reason through grief. Long
terward reason is restored and happiness again reigns
in tin a icted household.
Neither very good, nor
but, in the mam. this film gives an unpleasant story.
"Brest, a Fortified Harbor of France" (Gaumont). — The
iiiiiK-rci.il and military seaport of France is here
shown. Brest lias a magnificent harbor in which 500 battleships ^an find safe shelter The old castle of the Duke of
Brittainy, the arsenal employing thousands of workmen and
the huge swing bridge arc shown and are all objects of
superior interest.
"The Leading Lady" (Vitagraph). — This lively comedy
based upon the putting of an Irish cook into a new play.
The disturbances caused by her strenuous objections to re
ceiving instruction will afford much laughter. When she
gets all done and goes hack to her kitchen the company suspends operations for a time. Indeed, judging from her
vigorous movements, this company i- extremely ortunate to
i-rape the hospital or the morgue.
INDEPENDENT.
"How the Doctor Made Good" (Powers). — This comedy
represents the original means a young doctor used to secure
the consent of his sweetheart's father to their marriage.
Perhaps making the family ill could not be defended upon
grounds of honestv. yet one of old has said that all is lair
in love, doned.
consequently
the young
doctor's and
ruse got
can the
be conAnyhow, he cured
the sufferers
girl.
The comedy is sparkling and quite new in its inception and
working out.
"Reclamation" (Powers). — This drama tells a heart story
with such interest and pathos that the audience maintains its
interest from beginning to end. The story is clear, and the
actors perform their parts with understanding. The resulting photoplay is satisfactory to most audiences.
"Velvet
— This reel
gives us a
well
staged,andwellRags"
acted (Thanhouser).
photoplay, detailing
the experiences
«>f two discontented youngsters. It is boy-like for the scion
of a wealthy family to want to operate a peanut roaster. It
is human for the son of the peanut roaster to sigh for the
enjoyment of wealth. They change places and both wake
up to what is unpleasant in the situation about the same
time. Eventually they both get into the big house and get
what they both lacked, namely, love and sympathy. The
story is well told and none of the episodes are impossible.
The mechanical work is well done, while the acting of the
two boys is pleasing.
"Was it Worth While?" (Nestor).— This is a story of perfidy, happily corrected in time to prevent the ruining of two
lives. Perhaps it may be said that it illustrates the misapprehension which existed in one man's mind regarding his
love for a particular woman. It is a plain story, plainly told,
and. as it proceeds, developing much heart interest. The
photography is excellent, as is the ease with most of the
Nestor films.
"The Girl and the Oath" (Champion),- In this story one
girl is represented as disappointed in love, because the man
in the case marries her sister, or supposed sister. The
— cene in which Amy denounces Helene as only a foster sister
is dramatic. The close, representing the two women as
forgetting their difficulties because of the approach of an
interesting event, relieves the tension caused by tin stormy
scene and leaves a good impression on the audience.
"Men of the West" (Champion). — A mixup occurs in marital affairs due to a girl's misunderstanding regarding the
status ..f a man she has met. However, a single brother of
the man steps into the breach and marries her. fulfilling all
requirements, and disposing of a possible scandal in a very
satisfactory manner. The picture has the suing ami go of
tin West, and will carry the audience with it.
"Tramp
comedy, it
deals with The
the
plan
of twoStrategy"
girK to (.Solax).—
concoct aA romantic
conspiracy.
unfortunate young man is kidnappel by tramps and locked
up Then, after some humorous complications, the difficulties are settled to everybody's
satisfaction.
"The Scheme that Failed" ( Solax).— This comedy presents,
in a sparkling film, the results of a scheme that ignominiously failed to get anywhere or accomplish anything. But
while the film is running there is ample opportunity for the
ludience to laugh, which it is likely to do vociferously.
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"The Little Major"
(Rex).— This film is reviewed
at
length elsewhere
111 this issue.
The st,,ry is a SUJ
psychological study Briefly it represents a child virtually
calling his mother back to life when to all appearances -he
is dead. The feature i~ the acting of the child, which is so
earne t and sincere that the audience forgets for the time
that it is looking at a picture. It forgets everything hut the
earnestness ami faith of the "Little Major." Hut thei
applause. The picture is too deep and too earnest, and deals
with something
s,, -acred that it cannot he expn
applause.
"The Storm" ( Imp). — This is a highly emotional play winch
ends happily.
Perhaps it is one of tin few tunes on record
when a drunken brawl leads to beneficial results. Hi
inference is plain that without the drinking and the subsequent light two men would have been lost when the ship
foundered in the storm. Yet the audience will enjoy the happiness of the two women when their husbands return to
them, regardless ,,f the source of their preservation.
"Jimmy Minds the Baby" (American). — This film gives us
a bright comedy, depicting the difficulties of Jimmy and the
babj They followed their blissfully ignorant parents to the
theater
saw the I"play
tin- wings,
It is.into
ol a thesomewhatand"startling
sec from
the real
baby tOSSed
atrical snowdrift in place of the usual rag doll, and the
frantic action of the parents when tiny see the sketch and
recognize the baby, affords a scene not down on the program. In the denouement Jimmy is taken by his father, as
fathers often take their sons, and receives considerable
stimulation.
Why?
I'erhaps because father is the larger.
"The Bungalow Craze" (American). — This is a lively comely, timely and interesting, and possibly containing a warning t-i husbands who may be even now (it's near spring)
searching for bungalows. With Samuel W'eller, it probably
will be well to "bevare the vidders," if they arc handsome
and offer to show you a bungalow. Wives are prone to misunderstand and trouble may sjt on your bungalow steps as
it did here.
"Two Plucky Girls" (American). — This film gives a lively
story of two girls, two robbers and what eventually happened t,, the interesting quartet. There is plenty of life, lots
of entertaining action and an ending as enjoyable as it is unexpected. The audience apparently thoroughly enjoyed the
"With Stonewall Jackson" (Champion). — In this elaborate war picture of the days when the tires of patriotism
burned brightly, the roar and din of battle can almost be
heard so realistic is the picture. The courage of the young
wife who takes her husband's place in the army is a thrilling
bit of drama. She falls as she leads a charge; the young
man, regenerated or awakened, returns and establishes a
reputation for bravery, but die- in the attempt. The closing
scene as the stiffening lingers twine the Colors together is
impressive and memorable. Most audiences like war pictures. This one is exceptionally strong in most of its features and the audience watches it with wrapt interest.
"Dog and Wolf" (Eclair).— This is really a study in sociology. It presents what was supposed to occur when a
gentleman took a half famished tramp into his house, hound
up his wounds and fed him. The picture is interesting and
suggestive. It is more a sermon than an entertaining story.
However, many people like a little of this sort of thing.
"Jerusalem and the Mount of Olives" ( Eclair).— This picture is very suitable for the Easter season. It gives a series
of interesting and accurate views of the Holy City and its
environs, and is made all the more striking by the inclusion
of a number of pictures of modern buildings, including
mosques and temples. The photography is unusually clear
and the operator chose his viewpoints with feeling for the
beautiful and appreciation of artistic possibilities.
"The Stampede" (Imp).- -The wild rush of a stampede, a
woman trampled to death and a child saved thereby, together with the love story which develops later, combines
to make this a picture which keeps the audience up to a
tow interest. It depicts this type of life very graphically.
The later kidnapping of the child, grown now to womanhood, and the plainly intimated improper advances on tin
part of the outlaw, who j. really her father, and the finding
of the locket which reveals the relationship to him. give tH
actors an excellent chance to show dramatic imagination.
The death of the outlaw is the finale in this exciting picture. The film carries the audience along with such a dash
and swing that defects are scarcely noticed, if indeed, any
exist
"A Close Call" (Yankee).— Here we have a horse-thief
story. A new arrival in the family of a rancher brings a
train of circumstances
that makes the sheriff suppose him
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to be the horse-thief. The letter announcing this wet. newarrival, when shown, convinces the -heriff that the new-made
father is innocent. When later the man finds the real thief
wounded and being ministered to in hi- own house he promptly turns him over to the sheriff. Mawkish sentiment, which
has often marred films of this character, has no place in this
film. ,
"Bill and the Greased Pole" 1 Lux). — This slap-stick farce
is made up of adventures with the old, time-honored greased
pole of the country village. This time it creates considerable
consternation and many hearty laughs result in consequence.
"They Did Not Budge" (Lux). — This comedy presents a
country
at a photographer's.
Before
picturewaits,
can
be taken family
the photographer
goes away.
Thethefamily
refusing to leave for years. The change- in the people when
the years have passed are cleverly managed, and when ultimately the photographer return- and makes the picture what
has occurred i- very remarkable. It 1- funny by suggestion
rather than because of anything done.
"The Little Flower Girl" (Solax).— Here we have a love
-tory, presenting what occurred when a wealthy young man
fell in love with a flower girl. The accomplishments of the
flower girl are almost too plainly apparent for one in her
station. Aside from this the story is interesting enough
and probable enough.
"Old Home Week" 1 Thanhouser) .— Though this picture
does not present the poetic and sentimental side of the return of native- to familiar scenes, it must be confessed that
it very closely approaches the truth of many such a homecoming. A man's
home This
is toopicture
often violatedependent
upon the size
of his welcome
bank deposits.
the
probabilitie- in only one particular. The millionaire buys
the railroad and tack- up a sign informing the public that
trains no longer -top at that -tation. ' Aside from this the
picture is remarkably well drawn, and unquestionably presents a view of life which more closely approaches the actual than i< ordinarily the case in moving picture films.
"Willie's
WinningwithWays"
(Yankee).—
film gives
another love story,
objecting
parents This
and other
troublebstacles, all overcome
by the success of the young
man on the race track.
Perhaps moralist- will find fault
with this picture on this account.
"Her Mother's Love" (Reliance). — While all who see this
film must a<miit it- strength, it i- not very pleasant. Also,
it ha- an element of improbability. Probably one of the most
striking, and at the same time most disagreeable scenas ever
in the screen i- the one where the mother 1- peering
through the window, -eeing her daughter married to the
man -he herself love-, while she has become a voluntary
exile to insure her daughter's happiness. It is a dramatic
climax that make- one chilly with it- pathetic SUggi
f the story i- commonplace,
representing what
often enough come- to women left alone in the world.
"At the Window''
is film is scarcely worthy
of the firm that released it. It i- a picture of life among
lowly ItalianA fiend attempt- to entice a man's wife
away, and succeeds, but meets bis deserts at the hand- of
another and the family i- re-united
When the villain is disiight of the audience and what has
bappened is made plain by inference.
Tin- is a desirable
feature and might well be copied by other manufacturers
when they want to introduct a rough scene.
The photography might will be better, under-exposure
i- apparent on
well, but their opportuntlimited.
"The Gallant Capt. d'Armayna,'
film os■i.pi.-t- Iin- in old France.
It i- a love story with
the usual lover, objecting parent, and a rival in the form of
a count favored by the -tem father. The captain i- a brave
man, however, and no laggard in love either, and despite the
!'..tlir-

In-

appear-,

claim-

hi-

sweetheart.

defeat- hi- rival in a duel, breaks hi- sword across his knee
girl's father want- t<> light him and ultin
\\ <■ base heir a lot i ■! romance
into a short film
l ostumes and staj
od, ami the win. It- film 1
Bpon a big s< ale
I h< :• an pl .< e
>n the film, though,

Start
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where it is almost impossible to distmgui-h the figures because of under-exposure. A little banger time, or a little
stronger light, would have made of this picture a notable
production.
"A Vanished Dream" (Cines). — We have here another
trick comedy which contain- some interesting transformation, including the assembling of the portion- of a dismembered man. The final vigorous belaborment with a broom
is quite the most amusing portion of the picture. The
woman i- a very -uccessfu! manipulator of that handy instrument of torture.
"Copper Wit" (Powers). — This humorous skit -bows 961
the
way a cop deceived a round -man and escaped from a cellar
where he was suppix-ed to be safely imprisoned. The huge
basket of bread that passed McGinnis looked innocent enough,
but it contained the burly form of his rival for the favor of
Mary Ellen.
"The Wine Harvest" (Powers).— Here we have another of
tin- company's excellent industrial picture-. This time the
peasants of southern France are shown making wine from
the grape- that flourish on tin- sunny -lopes of their hill-.
All the processes are adequately illustrated, beginning with
plucking the grapes and ending with the shipment of the
fully ripened wine.
"Cally's Comet" (Thanhouser).— This comedy otter- a
novelty. Its scenes are laid in the observatory of a professor of astronomy. The love story is interfered with by
the professor, who object- so strenuously to Jack that he
eject- him with more force than elegance. Jack win-, for
the restoration of the comet by mean.- of the paintbrush -ecures him the object of his affection. And all runs smoothly
afterward. It is a pleasant comedy, with a touch of novelty
that increa-e- its interest.
AMERICAN SPECIAL REELS FOR EUROPE.
We learn that arrangement .- have been completed
within
the past few days whereby two well known special reels are
In ocean and gain new laurel- and applause from
II audience-.

Mr. Ludwig Gottschalk of Dusseldorf, Germany, has secured the right- for Eastern Europe of the well known Buffalo Bill & Pawnee Bill Film Company picture and has alsopurchased the right- for all of Europe, except the British
Isles, of the equally well known Tournament Film Company's Cowboy and Indian Celebration.
These typical American pictures should do much to popularize our product with European exhibitor- and audience*,
and will undoubtedly help to broaden the market for American-made reels to an appreciable extent
A PROGRESSIVE EXHIBITOR.
The Theatorium at Shamokin, Fa. believe- in getting the
best and gnmg the best. They have been conduct!: |
nieiit- for some time back on the best methods of projection under the direction of 1 >r. \\ . I. Keeger. with a result
that pictures shown in thi- house are the brightest and the
clearest
anywherefilms each
["he Theatorium
reels of to
firstbe runseenlicensed
day with a runs two
admission, which we believe 1- the 1110-1 satisfacl
me for a strictly moving
picturi
They cany a four-inch, three cdumn advertisement
in the
"Shamokin
Daily New-," in which they feature the title- oi
the picture of the day together with a briel descri]

-

Philadelphia. 1- preparing plans fi
tet t" he
creeled
in Philadelphia
Avenue andSyndicate
I'rankford Avenue,
for a New nearYoikAllegbem
and Philadelphia
It will be a modern playhouse with one
concrete construction, and will be one of the finest in Phils
delphia; something new in the theatrical ii
Hon 1- given to the public's conif.ut 1 .1andtin-also
to w(he1 : moving
house
Mi

K0< nig -in.w .ii.
ill 1hi- iiun atera
a. In
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Letters to the Editor

QUALITY

THE

QUALITY

FOR

BETTER

CONDITIONS.

Pittsburg, Pa., April 14, 1911.
Editor Moving Picture V.
Dear Sir As subscribers to the World we would request
some of your space to express our views and opinions on the
condition of the moving picture business in the Pittsburg
district. After carefully surveying the conditions here, it
can be said that the greatest evils in the business to-day are
caused by the exhibitors themselves by cut-throat competition, where one man owns two theaters, he will sell a ticket
for five cents, admitting a person to both theaters on the
one ticket. The other exhibitors, to save themselves, will
increase the sizes of their shows to five or eight reels for
five cents. Just so long as they remain unorganized, this
will probably continue from bad to worse. What the exhibitors do not do to kill the business, the so-called law
makers will very likely do.

OF

The exhibitors here are in no position to protect themselves, and their only hope lies in organization. We invite
them all to join our league, no matter where their place of
business is located. We want a National organization and a
National Convention that will bring about the best form of
organization suitable to our business; therefore, the Motion
Picture
Exhibitors'
League beof held
Pennsylvania
makes Ohio,
the motion that
the convention
in Cleveland,
the
second week in July and we hope to hear a second to this
motion. We request all exhibitors to get into action and do
something for themselves, as no one will do it for them. We
must not forget the true saying that he who wants liberty
must himself strike the blow. Anything that is not worth
striving for, is not worth having. Now, let us hear from you.
Address all communications to the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League, 233 Fifth
Avenue,
Pa.
Yours
very Pittsburg,
truly,
THE SECRETARY.

IS UNEQUALLED
FOR

MAY

1st

For Their Mother
An exquisite dramatic comedy, and
ending with a living example of the allpervading love of two little children "for
their mother."

The Blue Nile
It is a series of beautiful studies of
the mysterious river, with scenes giving
an insight into the occupations and customs of the natives.

Mr. Exhibitor:—
Never Miss an "ECLAIR"
Prove yourself a WINNER.

Eclair Film Company
NEW
CHICAGO:

YORK:
35

31 EAST
EAST

27th STREET

RANDOLPH

STREET

VENTILATING THE THEATER.
Smith Center, Kans., April 4, 191 1.
Editor Moving Picture World.
Dear Sir: — In the April 8th issue oi the World you have
an inquiry from an exhibitor in the South as to the best
method of ventilating his theater for the year round.
We are very proud of the method we use, as follows, which
gives the best results: We have two 18-inch Emerson Exhaust Fans which move 6,000 cubic feet of air per minute and
in addition we have six 16-inch wall fans and one 12-inch fan
for the operating booth. The size of our interior is 60x25.
We run the rear round and haven't closed down a single
night. We have been in business since Jan. 29, 1909. We
certainly have some hot weather during the summer season
and our patrons often remark they can come here and always
be sure of getting cooled off. We also might add we do a
much better business in the summer than winter. Of course
it costs considerable money to install such a system, but if
you let the people know it you will sure get results at the
box office window. As this exhibitor has the wall fans, all
he will have to get will be the proper size exhaust fan and
he will have no trouble in keeping his theater cool and well
ventilated, which is very necessary in running a theater of
any kind. And by all means buy a standard fan.
Trusting this will be the means of helping this exhibitor,
we are,
Yours trulv,
STEVENS BROS.,
Proprietors Wonderland Theater.
SLIDES

FROM

TYPE.

April 10, 191 1Moving Picture World:
Gentlemen. — In looking over the last number of your valuable paper I noticed an article written by Mr. James Martin
in reference to making announcement slides from ordinary
printing type, and want to say that I have made and used
such for years. They are very nice and satisfactory, but to
go to a printer and have only one of each kind made at a
time would cost about as much as a hand-made slide. First,
the type has to be set, then locked up with bearers — so the
roller will ink even, then you have to have a clean washed
roller to run over the type, the impression made on this
roller is then transferred to the glass slide. To get that impression in center and squared up is difficult, as you sugr
gested in your comment. I own a complete printing plant
and that is the reason I use them. Yours truly,
CHAS. FARRELL.

THE
FRAMING

THE

MOVING

SCREEN.

Scranton, Pa., April
Editor Moving

12, 191 1.

Picture World.

Dear Sir: — Noticing that Mr. Rothapfel, of "daylight picture" fame, is using among other things a dull black border
or frame for his pictures and i> apparently taking credit to
himself as the originator of this idea, would state that the
same originated in the mind of Mr. J. M. Mullin, of the
former Mullin Film Service of Syracuse, N. Y., who gave the
idea to the writer, who in turn passed it on to Mr. Rothapfel,
who promised, at the time, to give proper credit to Mr.
Mullin in one of his articles he was then writing for the
Motion Picture World; but, up to date, I fail to find that he
has done so.
Several of our customers are using this idea to their entire
satisfaction, and I would be glad to give a sketch and instructions to any exhibitor who is interested enough to
inquire, free of all charge.
I have no desire to enter into controversy with Mr. Rothapfel, but merely wish to see fair play.
Sincerely yours,
GEO. B. ROCKWELL.
FAVORS

AN

OPEN

MARKET.

Jackson, Mich., April
Gentlemen: — Enclosed
find $2,
subscription
World.
I want to extend my hearty, fraternal
your success in the Open
Market campaign.
It
salvation,
poor
light of progression.

quality'-,

Nemesis,

and

11, 191 1.
to
M.
P.
wishes for
is the exthe
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It will be impossible to announce the complete bill until
a few days before the performance. Nearly all the Brooklyn
part.
theaters
have promi-ed to contribute acts, and the White
Rats and the Vaudeville Comedy Club have volunteered their
assistance, as have many well known artists.
The officers of Brooklyn Lodge are: George H. Thomas,
of the Motion Picture Patents Company, president; Leo
Burns, vice-president: Louis J. Horn, past-president; James
H. Smith, treasurer; J. Frank Anderson, recording and corresponding secretary; Thomas Foley, financial secretary;
Edward Schwalbach. marshal; Samuel Ileyman. sergeant-atarms; Dr. Thomas F. Ellis physician; Charles J. McFadden,
Louis J. Horn and John F. Bartlett, trustees.
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Exhibitors, Attention !
I, .ervica

PA.

INDEX.

Vase find $1 subscription for your
per for the next six months, and allow u
think it should he in the hands of every exchange

W. „.. ,„,^ ,,, ., position to I
DON
1 1 ORCI
1
v..

SUPPLIES

MACHINE

1325 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA,

Brenham, Texas, April 4, 101 1.
cture World, New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen:— Knclo^ed herewith please find check $200 for
ription to your paper.
Allow me to say here, that,
to my mind, no better paper exists for the moving picture
man than the World.
red one of your handbooks
some
time since, and
have found it a great help.
Have loaned it and also some
of your magazines t<. another operator and he -ays he got
lent pointers therefrom.
I could not "keep house"
without it.
Yours very trulv.
G. S. CLARKE,
Mgr. Family Circle Theater.
I3

BIBLE, Prop.
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vent of "Open
Market"
he has my sympathy.
Keep
up
your
fusilade, you are bound
to win.
The Open
Market
must
and will come,
and
the -ooner
it comes
the sooner
can we look for better quality, more freedom
of selection
and a fjrand and lengthy stride toward the goal, which we
hope to reach under existing conditions.
Resp. yours,
J. J. RIEDER.
NEWS

963

BROOKLYN
LODGE "T. M. A." BENEFIT.
In the programme for the annual "T. M. A. Benefit," to
be given by Brooklyn Lodge, No. 30. Theatrical Mechanical
Association, at the New Montauk Theater on Sunday evening, April 23, orfginal sketches, presented by popular members of the local stock companies, will have an important

.1 could unfold a tale of exhibitor's serfdom
that would
t exhibitors -top and think, but modesty forbids.
But if any man in Michigan has more cause to hail the ad-
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man, every operator and also every moving picture theater
owner
in the whole world.
If well read, and thoroughly
digested, there would be fewer poor picture shows.
Yerv trulv yours,
CRESCENT
FILM EXCHANGE.
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STORIES of the FILMS

responsibility
for
...
to the Sheriff.
HOW
SHE
TRrUMPHED.— Mary,
an
orphan.
In »iili bar sunt
Being
In rather poor
health,
and
What
MIM
mlfbt
call
hoincly.
the
|..».r »;lr:
Ivlng nny
attention
or Heir
gentlemen
friends.
0
who Is an
athletic
girl,
takes
bat
In hand.
The
first doae
of medicine Is a bool
at boxing, then a run along
•ry
nm. I. followed
by
■ cold
plunge.
t up daily
Cor .Mid
I
I
Mary,
sueh
i
ha
pine
HIS MOTHERS
SCAEF.— Two brothers out In
the wilds of the Western bills, meet and fnll In
love with a young girl, who was the sole survivor
of an Indian outrage. Through Jealousy one
brother Is about to annihilate the other when the
Sight
of a scarf,
the present
from
their mother,

WORLD

miner worried over lili
i I! broke bet tioaltli and ber otlii
■•■hied
to bring
bin brother
back

In

a

; native Industries.

Jack's
crime
■I stopped

COWboy

rheumatism.

camp
where
Jack
happened
to be.
I Jack
to guard
his
prisoner.
Daring
the
night
.lack contrived
to allow
his brother
to
.11 after
Tom
had
heen
on
the
way
ive the nlarm.
The s
..• desert
In pursuit,
loosing
his horse.
he was
In danger of being
overcome
by the burning sun. when
Tom. who hail also lost Ills way. gallop,-.I past
on his horse.
Then
It was
a

Nellie is very fond of ranch life and It Is btr
custom to spend part of the time at the liar X,
which is close by, while her father Is undergoing

see his former prisoner before him.
He held out his hand and said, "I came into the
desert to Hud a horse thief and I have found a

father.
In honor of the engagement, the cowboys give a
Jamboree, a part of the festivities being au interesting "square dance"
on horseback.
The old man receives the letter and his temThey
perature goes higher than
the •\ for the ranch, bat
king lu.
He sets o
rer.
He
Is rescued

man." They both mounted the horse and when
they arrived at the railroad, they parted In friendship. Tom taking

the

all the delights of being "boiled out" in the
sulphur baths.
Nellie meets all "the hoys" and Is particularly
Impresed with Jim Edwards, who constitutes himself her guide at the ranch.
One day a horse runs away with her and Jim
neatly ropes It and thereby saves her life and wins
ship Is followed
engagement
Nellie
sends
the

cowboys, who supply him with some
thee while his are drying.
i side and make
WHAT
A WOMAN
CAN
DO.— Frank
Mills
Is
college boy with but one ambition lu life
Is to some day wed the girl of bis drear.
In his room at college be
from Helen in which she accepts bis proposal and
says she will gladly go with him West, where he
expects to make his fortune. We next see Mills
prospecting for gold. One day, after a long, heartless search, be strikes a rich vein of the yellow
metal and hurries off to his cabin to tell Helen.
When he enters, laden down with an armful of
newly purchased hats and dresses which he has
bought at the village store, he finds she has gone
and a brief note explains that she has tired of
life with him In poverty and has gone with one
wife
i decent
home.
In a rage Mills
preseuts
he had
bought
for I

ting

I

Ten years later we find blm a wealthy business
man in his home In the East. He has received
a telephone message from the hospital authorities
that his former wife Helen Is dying In the county
li Is after a tremendous struggle that he
remains firm in bis resolve and sends a note to
the hospital authorities stating that he will not
help the woman. Twenty years elapse and Mills,
now prematurely old. is seen in his more lavish
home. His sole aim is to accumulate money, and
entering the safe, a large vault, opens several of
his treasure boxes and delves his hands in the
gold. The night watchman closes the vault door,
believing his master had left It open unawares
and Mills, after vainly pounding on the door, finally drops suffocating to the floor, where be expire-.
THE SNARE OF THE CITY.— Jane Flynn. a
country girl, who Is employed In a large department store In the city, is leaving ber home after
her vacation to return to her work, where, upon
arriving, she learns from her manager there there
Is a vacancy in her department which may be filled
by Janes younger sister, Grace, who has for a
long time aspired to be a saleslady. Grace goes
to the city, goes !.. work and finally attracts the
attention of the junior partner of the big store,
who flatters her beauty and finally Induces the
girl to go dine with him alone at his home. In
the meantime. Jane has seen and noted the flirtation between her employer and her sister and endeavors In vain to make Grace see the folly and
danger of the company of a man of the age of
Cartwrlght. the proprietor. She has also written
to her father and mother concerning Grace, and
the old man and his son finally decide to go to
the City and see for themselves. On the evening
Of the dinner with Cartwrlght. Jane .
room and rinds a . -rumpled note written by Cartwright
to Grace,
naming
the time
and
the place.
Cartwrlght, and \
Sister. Jane hurt
and finds the two at dinner together. In
meantime the father and brother have found

THE ERRING SON.— A youth Is arrested for
some boyish prank and forced to accept a term In
prison. Although the parents refuse to keep up a
correspondence with him. his little sister sends
letters regularly. When he Is finally released she
supplies blm with funds until he can get a start,
and, unknown to her family and friends, visits
him occasionally to make his life more cheerful.
When she marries these calls cause ber husband
great worry until he learns the nature of the trips.
He then helps In bringing about a reunion between
Louis and his proud parents.
THE
ROMANCE
OF A
A VALET.—
VALET— He
He has
t
THE
ROMANCE
OF
a feartempts
tto end
ful encounter with a rival and attempts
all his mortal care by drinking from the flask
his master has said Is filled with poison. It later
develops that the liquor was not dangerous, but
particularly
intoxicating.
> drown
all his s
valetamusement.
manages
'
ourThe great
OLD FOLKS — Jlmmie cares for his blond grandmother. Toto has charge of her paralytic uncle.
The children meet often as they take the old
folks out for their exercise.
In order to have more time for their play, the
youngsters arrange a meeting for the old folks,
who become very friendly and decide to aid one
another to enjoy
their surroundings.
Jimmle and Toto. relieved from all care, have a
tremendously
gay
time.
A PRIESTESS OF CARTHAGE.— A photoplay
drama In four acts: Dramatis Personae: Ariznth.
Priestess of Carthage: Alazi, High Priest of Esehmoun: Gersaken. Chief of the Barbarians: Moammo,
Carthaginian Nobleman: Knuma, Attendant upon
Ariznth; I'.irno and Haartl, Handmaidens to Gersaken: Carthaginian, Roman and Barbarian Soldiers, Citizens, Slaves. Priests, etc., etc.— "The
1'riestess of Carthage" will no doubt be one of
the greatest productions put on by the Gaumont
company during 1911. The scenes are laid In that
.ancient city of Carthage, and the time of the story
takes
place
about
l.r>0 B. C.
There Is plenty of action throughout the four
a.ts. and the settings are most beautiful and
highly colored. There is also a pretty love story
interwoven, which will have a gripping effect on
all those
who see it.
In
the
first
act.
the
scenes
of the Temple
or
the
.Moon
and
Sun
show
wonderful
photography.
Scene
Gersaken.2. shows
win
of
Khanion
and

AlizathV
" '
also
shows

Barbarian
camp
lam
on
tne
Interior

of

URBAN-ECLIPSE.

the
the

the old

He finds that his short service as an unwilling
cowboy agrees with his rheumatism, and his enthusiasm for ranch life Increases with
his health.
THE
REFORMATION
OF JACK R0BBIN8.—
Jack Robbing Is a gentleman bandit. For month!
sheriff.
be has been bunted In vain by Bob lord, the
Mary Gray, a young lady physician, wing
con
him
to
Bobbins
befriends
her
and,
not
I
he a bandit,
she admires him.
One day the sheriff gets close enough to Robblus to seriously wound him and be Is In desperate straits. By accident Dr. Gray finds him and
he becomes her patient. As a matter of professional honor, she refuses to reveal his whereabouts, and she nurses him back
to health.
Bobbins In the meantime has grown to love
and admire the brave, honorable little woman,
and he lets her know his love. Now, down in her
heart, she loves Bobbins In return, for she sees
the good In him; but sbe also realizes that be la
a thief. Bidding him good-bye. she gives blm s
few words to tlrlnk over: "Remember that ne
good woman
can love a thief,
and t
mild
happine
on a life of c
think

the

words

over,

and

the

man who never feared the guns of the sheriff's
posse now- shrinks before his own conscience. He
gives himself up to Ford, the sheriff, and is soul
dojng
time
In the penitentiary.
live years later, he is released, a reformed man.
Now with self-respect, but with an aching heart,
he is about to leave the West forever when the
doctor hears all about it. Her heart Is still li
the right place and soon what threatened to be I
delicate
romance.

KALEM.
A
DAY
AND
A
NIGHT.— Thursday
mil
Everything
goes
wrong.
Wife
lent
her husband
reading:
"I am
going
away
for
little rest.
If I don't
do anything
to luttj *
won't
miss
me.
Jane."
Wifie
retires
to the k
loft and
watches
developments.
Thursday
Thursday

noon.
Wife's plan Isn't
evening.
Wife
can't

burglar.
Friday
morning.
3 induce
hubby
SLABSIDES.— Jim

Wife
is
hung
to call the poll
Hillis.

ranch

Verlane
goes
security
for the
1
Slabsldes to visit his sick pappoose.

In the girls' room and hurrying to the ndlartwrlght shoves both girls
Into anothei
room. Jane, however, knowing that
rne irum must come out. resolves to sacrifice herself and spare her sister and rushing out into the
r to have
mercy
<
broken
and
: man
Is heart brofc
m . followed
by
the
son.
Later,
howppy
reconciliation
takes
place
between
the
father.
ting
that
the
heart,
his
youngest
daughte
id of her slsti
both girls home

of their

think he Is quite a sport. Although unwilling at first, bis Ideas undergo a change under
the genial treatment, and he is finally willing to
forgive
bis daughter
and
her
rough-riding
knight

lug that Verlance has
. quit his job and s

won

Nancy's

manager.

.

Jim,
love.

note

the Audience Chamber. King Francis II and his
court: the Boyal Document, "on account of heresy
and Insolence to the Queen, our mother, we declare
La Itenandle guilty of high treason"; the Document
is Signed: Love Scene on Terrace, guards arrest
la Itenandle for high treason: Faithful Unto Death,
prisoner brought forth; Final Verdict, appeal to
the King. He Is 111— nobody is allowed an Interview: The King's Pardon; La Benandie In Prison.
receipt of royal order for execution: Catherln de
Medici Intervenes and offers La Benandie his
pardon — repulsed: The Firing Party prepares to
carry out the execution, Mile. D'Espard arrives
with
the King's
pardon.
Saved
by love.
SCENES AT COLOMBO, CEYLON.— A film containing many unusual glimpses of native life.
There are shown
street
scenes,
natives road
mak-

sides
finds Jim
and
Nancy
In the desert and f»M
for aid, but
on bis arrival
In town
Is held *f

PATHE.
LAI CHYEIM (Good Luck).— Kachel
, . pi
with Samuel, the servant of Abraham ana w
looks forward to the time when they will «
married. But one day Abraham sees Bacbel tafl
rails in
love with her too. lie seeks her father,
comply
and asks for her hand, whir* ■
granted. Of course, poor Baehel
but
■ fathers
wishes,
and rht
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marriage takes place, everyone drinking Lai
Cbyelm (Good Luck), to the bride and groom.
Every... ;e except Samuel, wbo Is in despair. A
year rolls around and one night Samuel creeps
Into the bouse of Abrabam and persuades Rachel
to leave with him. Sbe. consenting, takes ber
little baby daughter and when Abrabam awakes
-r.Ing be finds a little note telling him
oken. he takes a downward course,
and five years later bis wife, bringing the little
er father, finds him a man steeped in
rodka. Saddened beyond words, Rachel leaves
without revealing her identity, but after she bas
gone Abraham finds a note telling blm that be
baa again seen bis child.
THE RIVAL BROTHERS' PATRIOTISM.— Two
blotters, of good old New England stock, lore
' ' sbe
loves
one
a great
deal
than
the

more

next few weeks are taken up in
Both
irotbers win favor and promotion
eeord for daring. Once wben the
mall arrived t t camp, Jim gets a letter, opens It
■ intended
for 1
and reads win
It la a love letter from t
be bad opened It by mistake. Instead of giving
it to the rightful owner he hides it In bis pocket.
That day bis brother is sent to carry important

Ornamental
Theatres

dispatches through the enemy's lines and Jim begs
to fo along. This is granted and tbey start. Soon
they come to a narrow pass, and find themselves
snrrounded by the Confederates. Jim here gives
bis brother his letter and asks his forgiveness,
then plans a way to get the dispatches through.
While be draws the fire of the enemy his brother
:re*ps away and escapes. Later, when success
follows the Union forces, Jim Is found dead, and
m Ms breast they pin a medal of honor for
rallant service.
EJTEMIE8.— France Is torn by the conflict beween the RoyallBts and the Republicans, and no
nember of the nobility is safe. In some parts of
he country, however, the Royalists are making
brave stand. An old marquis in one of the outring districts Is fighting hard, though most of
,1s warfare is planned nnder cover. His sweet
aagbter Is his messenger, and once wben sbe is
• rrj log an order to bis men sbe meets a wound: an officer and carefully binds up bis
00 oiled arm. and sends blm on his way. Shortly
:narquis and his men flgbt a pitched
the cross of St. Yves and suffer a treseadous defeat, the marquis alone escaping, and
.ruled. The republicans, hot upon his
L'~
by
drops
of
blood
upon
the
I finally
1
alone.
Oatal
is and his daughter an
ire sent to surround the house while
r enters alone. Here he sees the marls about to place him under arrest,
•tlces that the marquis's daughter Is the
itteuded him so carefully sometime !«?1 pay good
for good,
I hey
.]ulckly
e cellar, and
wh
rq'll.4 1
t the absence of their officer,
1 supposed
lie officer, bidding
the
father
ami
E TOBTER
I the other,

I

FATHER.— Two

robbers

1

slipping do« a 1
• finds s dead
mother
and
little
r seising
this cham ■
inns,
and
when
(be
..ken hearted
■I nt the side of 1
Im
go.
and

log

of

pel

left

so

Mill
far

-

behind

Mrs. Graham's
to take French

to gather
up their
belongings
and
start
lournoj.
Dnrlllg their peregrin..:
encounter
the dishonest
guides
give up tin- stolen map
l.y a couple of .,

girls.
PICCIOLA.— Th

leaves

■

on

and
tender
consideration
which
the 1 .
shielding it from is.sslblo ,listurl..ince
hi placing I, lis ,.r stick- in the surrounding cracks.
thereby forming a little fence He (haruey feels
- ..f his Imprisonment until he Is stricken
down with fever, the doctor give., him up. Lui

^^""^

l.udovlc.

the

afflicted.

Plucking
1 •
1 adliiliil-ieis
||

tte

Jailer,

remembers

disease

with

1

in.

which
1,,

that
da

the

tbela
them 'into

1 ..in, 1 draanta he has
- Dg effect

beautifully

Incidents

' father

SI

■

Which

are

springing

11.
aftei
1111

ills

guards
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al.use Ions enough and decides
leave. On bar way 10 the front

THE
STOLEN
CLAIM.— Three
young
ladles
st
tbe death
of their father,
are left a claim
for a
mine.
This claim is accompanied
Ing where
It is located.
The
girls mak.tlons
for
the
Journey,
and
start
to tbe
north.
Arriving
In tbe north,
they
engage
gui 1.>i\e than
while
tbe girls are

be
visitshas herI
In th* pi

tits of

Everywhere

Illustrated Theatn
r Special

door, sbe espies Mrs. Graham's fur coat. After
some hesitancy sbe takes the garment, leaving
her own old raglau In lta place.
MrB. Graham summons the police sargi
starts his men on the track of the guilty person.
The following morning, Mrs. Graham meets
Bridget. After due gossip, Bridget returns the
coat to Mrs. Graham, and on her way home sbe
iMrs. Grabam). la captured by the police, sixis released by ber husband, wbo assures the police
tbat sbe Is not the guilty peraon.
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an. I
one
■lie seizes ilu> plank, puts It across U> th« other
tower ami ruiiM across Just as they buret tbelr way
Into the
■ a« the
f.-et and hastily
ruffians start l>m
■else their apparently
feint. the <
lints tin- plank i
luet in t
. while
the
\.r.
thus
cutting
irs their

HOW

SPRIGGINS

the town,

TOOK

from

additional
I ih

Major,

LODGERS.— V

■ 1.1 i.i

the

traveling

with

bisi ranchmen,
wife in
ami when
tome lunch
t tie young
Frenchman gallantly offers to aid the young wife
In finding a lodging until her husband
' . in 1,i Mr.
in brings
her In.

be ecu out at a «
end left behind,

-

And then the Frenchman discovers that Mr.
as a very beautiful daughter and that
it would be n good place for him to spend bis time.
He consequently engages ■ second room. Then
the Major arrives in town and the cabman directs
him to the same house. His brief interview with
Spriggins leaves the latter very much t
and the Major dashes from the house t
pistols. His wife is unable to calm bland he challenges the young Frenchman to a duel
upon the spot, in the parlor, much to Mr. Spriggins'
his wife's
dismay. ISefore
any blood
shed nnd
matters
are satisfactorily
explained
by theis
arrival of the young woman, with whom Victor
has
failen in love,
the Major's
the Frenchman
lovesandsomeone
besidesrealisation
his wife. that
TURNED TO THE WALL.— Squire Rabv and his
sister Edith nre living a restful life at Raby
Manor.
Edith falls in love with the young artist.
who is making r
Sqnire Is
ivlth bim and orders her from the h
Twenty-five years later we find Edith n widow,
Henry, her
exper: who visits
sole support.
Miss Garden,
in which Henry is employed, Is so struck by his
work that she engages him to give hi
This news is conveyed to his employer and he is
dismissed.
Ills fellow workmen
are jealous of his
ability.
Henry la obliged to stop giving lessons to aOss
Garden, as they are contemplating visiting their
old friend, Squire Kaby. While on their visit, they
decide to go for a climb up a steep hill. Mr.
Raby apprises them of a coming storm, but in
spite of bis warning they venture up. They are
caught in n terrible snowstorm, and Grace is
separated from her father. She goes bllndlv on.
until she comes to the door of the old church
where Henry has his secret shop.
having
this Isshop,
to Henry's
attack enemies,
him during
the located
night. He
aboutplanto
leave the church when he Is clubbed into insensibility. As they are about to drag him away
the Sqnire and his men appear and quickly disperse the ruffians.
However.
Henry and bis mother are reconciled
by'B family, and It Is quite evident that
the young people will be more to each other than
teacher nnd pupil.
THE TWIN TOWERS.— The
Chevalier
and his
, Miriam, are about to leave their palace, but
find that
gates escape is
cut off. They hear them blow open the doors and
rnsh up the stairs. The Chevalier and his hrlde
themselves In a window recess behind the
curtains and as the mob. not finding them in the
room, passes on to the other rooms, they quickly
open the window and drop from the balcony to
ier, the leader of the mob, returning • open window and
looking out. discovers them escaping. They start
in pursuit.
• vnlier tries to throw their pursuers off
the track by taking refuge In the deserted Chateau
of the Twin Toners. They have hardly entered.
however, when the three ruffians appear and seeing
no other ;
ipe, decide to search
the chateau. The il,.v.,l. r. having safely placed
his wife In one of the towers, leaves•eared,
her tohowgo
lving ascended

the plank,
to death

and giving
below
and

I
draws

the

plank

the

• trap

< strike

him

as his

■ great

relief,

i | rullia
liter fells him with
a blow of the stool.
Hastily donning the insensible
man's coat and hat, lie signals tolie theloses
other no in time
the
In doing so and when lie enters the tower through
the trap,
engage In a terrific
band-to-hand light. At the critical moment
Mirinin
ruffian by the feet and together they
hurl him from the window.
liter tiii. Is in the pocket of the coat be
is wearing a paper stating that the bearer Is a
member Of the National Assembly. Armed with
this they make their way from the tower, only to
be confronted by a number of citizens who, hnvexplannn. The
Chevalier
presents demand
his an
membership
has

captured
ihelr way.

and

whom

Finding

he is taking

t

themselve

mule

pi

tie happy
toy* who choose
the canal for tl^B
aquatic diversion.
They dive iu and raci
lniya can. Then we Join the bargeman
again and
proceed with him to the end of the

HEARTS
UNDER
OILSKINS.— last up by the
sea. It Is the lot ,.f little
to heher
Jim. Dolllo
He. r rears
teens
Jim lovingly,
QUbs^B j

Baher folk, goes c
men they save is none other tban-R^H|
al of other days.
•- makes bia home with him.
Jin
and his ward.
He never suspects that Jim lor**
Dollie and soon his days and nlghta are restless
And

Dolle

lovee

bim, too.
; fondling

Suddenly Frank csfKrt
the little frockJim 1 only

decides

i
It when
he finds Dolly wei
nk left.
Noble Jim goes out. and overtakes Frank. ^Hl
orders blin to go back: Frank refuses, and J^H_
Jim to let bim go. Jim argnea that Dollie leB 1
him. and he must go back: Frank Is obstlnata,^^H
Jim finally fells him. Old pal Frank realtaea^^H
rillce Jim is making, gives In. and ma
l' Hie arc clasped in a lovers' embraflB^^H
And out on the rocks, alone, Jim holds H^^H
heart the little dress
reminds
bim er^H
sunshine that the deep sea brought to hlm-^^H
to sacrifice it on the altar of a gre

ECLAIR.
THE WITCH OF THE EVERGLADES.— White
Cloud, the war chief of the Semlnoles of the Everglades, in the beginning of the last century, starts
a war voked
on murder
the of"whites,"
for the
and unprohis brother.
The brutal
first victim,
Seth
Thomas, a young settler, is killed, and Dora, his
wife, becomes insane as she discovers the death of
her husband and the loss of her two-year-old baby,
carried away by the squaw of White Cloud. Dora
has been left for dead by the Indians.
> the Indians. Nellie,
her baby girl, has been brought up by White
Cloud, and is seventeen, when she saves Lieutenant
nardy of the regulars, who has been captured by
the Indians. They fall In love and are rescued by
a relief party of soldiers, who are led to the camp
by Dora. She is wounded in the head, and the
bullet restores her to reason, removing the pressure from the brain. Taken to the fort nt rensacola. she recognizes Nellie as her baby girl by the

Independent Film Stories.

FOR THEIR MOTHER.— Alfred and K.l.ntmd,
poverty stricken and their mother 111 In bed^^H
termlne to go out and beg. but are quite untocenssful -then, they open carriage doors net^Hfl
large theater, but receive nothing for their palas.
Each moment counts and they must devise tool
means of obtaining money without delay. i
The elder boy conceives a plan. He inickly
leads his brother to a lonely spot, where be ^^H
the little fellow of most of bis clothing. In order
to make him look wretched: the then dlreflj^^^H
to the terrace of a fashionable restaurant to bej
from the sumptuously dining guests. At first tbt
waiters endeavor to drive the lad away, hot at
Is so persistent, and cries so pitifully that at last
they leave him alone. His brother, who has ben
watching meanwhile, when the proper time arrlTM,
steps forward and striking an attitude, hand! his
little brother the few cents he has, saying, "Takt
that onlookers
from me. are
old man.
will bring
you loekl"it
The
both it
amused
and touched
such a manly demonstration of kindness, and, not
to be outdone by the lad. they shower . nrrtnej
upon the miserable little beggar. At last, tkt
boys steal away toward thell In DM, overjoyed.
follow!
An old gentleman
children,
sees through whotbelrhas been r"

POWERS.

THE MELODY OF FATE.— Young Enrico, the
noted pianist, is weary of the doting, adoring girls
who worship at the shrine of his art, although he
is a seemingly hopeless cripple, one leg being
paralyzed.
When little Lotta. the blind child, comes to
play on her violin for him, he almost rudely disperses the gathering of feminity and Is left alone
One fnteful day Doctor Galway, the eminent
optometries] surgeon, sees the unfortunate girl.
and examining her eyes, concludes that an operation will restore ber sight, nc prepares her for
it. nnd Enrico is Jubilant — but in his great glee
he forgets that with her sight restored she will
le witness to his physical misfortune. So be
awaits the Joyful moment when he will look into
her seeing eyes, and when the bandages are to be
removed he Is summoned to the clinic.
The operation Is successful, and when Enrico
finally sees her beautiful eyes rest on him, the
horror of his own plight dawns upon him. He
seizes the first opportunity to dash from the room
and hobbles home. Here he writes a letter to
his physician, telling him that now be Is ready
to undergo the risky operation to save him the
use of his limb— he will either be well or die.
Ix>tta hears of It, and on the day he undergoes
the ordeal asks to be allowed to see him. Ills
condition is too serious, however, so she takes her
violin and plays outside of f
she tie allowed In: poor Lott;
but be has lost In the battle— wan a last caress,
he falls back dead.
A DAY
WITH
AN ENGLISH
BARGEMAN —
The most picturesque of small water seafaring

THE BLUE NILE.— This beautlf
delightful excursion on the famou
among rocks and Islets, made n
dazzling
rays of the Egyptian
sui
sails

fluttering

In

vividly reflected palm-tn
foliage In the limpid surface of the
Audacious boys, on primitive craft
h other bit
shouting in the exhubcrancc of tb(
make hazardous
dashes In and
qual
sumptous boats of tourists and
eyes then feast

A COWBOY FOR A DAY.— Clarence
be a cowboy and the boys have lots of
him. Every hazing trick known on a
played on him, and he Is finally
then rescued by the rest of the faajfij
heroically drive away the fake Indiana. M
when Clarence finds out the joke he decide*
play bunk
one bimsi
bouse and begins shooting
with two big gnus.
The cowboys arc eoropletM
routed,
and when
Clarence makes slmself «"*"' I
they accept
the i.,ke on themselves and af" I
to
leave a himreal Incowpuncher.
peace hereafter and to help »■ I
become
RETURN
OF COMPANY
"D."— A and
traitotosi
fleer
incites the
Indians to rebellion,
the aaaa»( II
garrison
is attacked.
Though
fighting TanaK I

THE
iloit tbe savage
to annihilation,

hordes,
when
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the soldiers are doomSwlftwater,
a friendly

Hid. who worships tbe Colonel's daughter, volunm to carry a message
to tbe distant
fort.
He
pursued by tbe Indians
and the rid
a desperate
running
fight, but
be
1 mission.
At
breakneck
speed
"
nts gallop to the res.
d In battering do
■ckade.
Swlftwater
Is killed
dlers lay blm at rest wltb t
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AMBROSIO.
rKE

MUTE

leanlello,

a

OF POHTICI.— Alfonso,
son of the
is in love
with
Fenela.
sister of
fisherman.
Tbe
Duke
Imprisons
FeAlfonso
to marry
/in
ber cell,
and bera " '
rolt.
Alfonso and bis bride, fleeing
shelter by

> mucb
i wandering
> Anally

for Fenela'
and
Is
around
tbe

burls herself.

IN THE TEPEE'S
LIGHT.— J;
la love with
Wild
Dove,
an

Indian

m

irry an
-sents.

Indian by brave
who
has ' ' given
him
many
ber father.
Wllil Dove enters, the road
house
to sell
1 BUI
Emery,
a tough westerner,
Iclbly tries to kiss her.
Her
frantic
efforts
to
e herself are greeted with laughter by tbe amus-onlookers. till Jack
rushes In and knocks Kmery
(vs a gun
but Is quickly
covered
• ■parts
sullenly.
J;iek
decides
to
immediately,
to prevent such
Inns, and hand
in band
they
go to ber father's
ted.
J.-iek
desperate
plan,
and
creeping
into
I. tepee in the night
lie awakens
Wild
Dove
and
i>ad house
where he has asked a

the bride Is an Indian, and Jack
•■ i*l» blm
to consent at tbe point of a revolver.
Hd Dove,
frightened,
darts
away
as tbe
cereflies back
to the tepee.
Jack
follo». and a dramatl
the weird light
»t!.e camptire. In which Jack suddenly draws his
!ml: tin- surprised Indians at bay
with Wild Dove. They are seen
far away from 1 lie camp, as tbe
tin t» breaking, on a rocky knoll overlooking tbe
rays of the rising sun suddenly
Ing a scene
of wild
beauty
with
NGIANii:

HATH
ling

BEEN
blle

HAD.— Carroll,
lnIntoxicated,
meets

tbe

latter 'a refusal to drink,
oylng
his sight.
Soberto a distant
: eventually gains much
ttt.
Many
years
elapse.
Ills daughter.
Ethel,
«D> to boarding
school
and
for a holiday
her, fall In
Grace brings her father
lie IW
II
l.son
bitterly

dently

retribution

for

upsets
ilng

a lamp,
hi* face

which
rrors of

tl

- upon

We not only make Plans and build

Theatres

and

Vaudeville

Houses

We also build

ICTURI

MOVING
THE

We have built over 60 Theatres the last 5 years which are all ORIGINAL
in Construction, Design and Decorations

captured by savages while :i member of an ev.pe.liHon into a wild country Inhabited by uncivilized
savages. He Is tbe sole survivor Of the expedition.
The scene shifts to Jackson, who Is reading a
paper in which there is an account of the
of the members of the Amazon expedition.
Through
an erroneous
report
it is stated
that eve
been
killed.
Gertrude
reads
the account
ber grief Is pitiful.
She wanders
down
■
gate
where
sin- was
wont
to meet
her lover
and
Axing her eyes steadily on space, sees Tom alive In
the
wilds.
Jackson
Is filled with
remoi
perfldlty.
II
ev.-i marry
Gertrude.
Gertrude
tells him
thai
Ton
is alive
and
win
• marry
him
if he will
bring
back
her
iu safety.
Jaeksoi
regards as a fruitless attempt.
in the wil.ls. he organlme
a searching
md
bring*
party
and
blm

back

to

Gertrude,

■

Gertrude,

lias
his

her troth

Is
i

aroused
In
an

to Jackec

soi row full}

tells

-

in his

III

and

Gilbert

and

and bis friend
luetic
Is
are
sum-

Hertle

Bret

I falls

-

i

, plighted

irry condition,
bin as she T

permit their
length

Ja.ki

■■■

IMP.

■ has

IF
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NEED
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NEED
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f]j \\. buj M new ratdi even
week, ind Um > in m ItM tad .... th« li .... rlta, m ». ■
I
TD forced to buj the bad once bj in) troat.
* tell ind k t us •xplaln ..... lock rati ijratoca
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North

Nirttrt

St.

and

I bis la autror-

true

from
her
eudearlug

laroxj an of Joj

- and

Jack-

who

dnel
v

PHllavdolprtio..

back
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uiade little .
liable fur b« e has already decided

■•tii

• tor

i the
ap,

■

Hal

down

the

that
Mm

i

The Very Thing!

girl will go tu lui
In tin- car on that trl|> (alii pllao It |, and By
elerator gets uut of

|»iir

jrlrt Is hungry.
rator when
man
a hard to I"' haughty
disss that the aub1 la a very nice fellow Indeed.
at, regardles* ol tina nlk fartup that
and
ItaJ
la alwaya aelflali.
■rniT

tu

get

honor

acquainted, now accident alda bll suit.
day the building catches lire, ami wben the young
man enters the lower ball, lip finds tbe place in
a panic-stricken crowd pouring out of
tbe eleTator. He hunts for the girl In Tain. Then
ren that she has remained to send In a
r the 'phone, and that
associates
The herregular
I tied without
ar up again.
He
valor man n '
aays that U
be made.
Hot the Wonman again,ufety.finds th£ girl
unconscious, and cart
that
the girl should fall In
i her breezy
and marry him?
Naturally she felt grateful
her wben slu- "as hungry and saved her life wben
she was dying. She really could not refuse to
marry him, for he was Tery presentable, very much
In earnest and Tery much In love.
THE
POET
OF THE
PEOPLE.— Orengolre,
a
ragged poet, feels keenly the wrongs of his people.
.hies of b
I fact

■rihly i

Our Tuesday Split Reel

".'

with

' ragged

|

himself.

uilnatlou of bla Interview,
that be Is to die, she pleada with
:he king for bll pardon, confessing her own gn
love, and bringing the king to a realization of I
fart that tbe iH>or poet meant good only, and 0
wen
his harsh Judgment
of the king and I
M
•- to a great extent. d>
Josl as the noose Is being tightened around I
unfortunate's neck, the king end I
| ajl
at the foot of the scaffold, and ■
<-ntlon, the king grants Orengolre a full pardV
plaeca bis hand In that of Annette, and tells I
crowd assembled to witness the hanging that
ran promise something much better — a wedding,

YANKEE.
is a drama

and

a comedy — both

good;

,1 or MAY 2nd~~

in

"The Crisis "

portraying in a unigue way the emotions of
a young father, ending in a double blessing.
AND

The "Joys

A KENTUCKY
Kills are suitors

OIHL
for the

Joe Bower
hand of M

Jealous rage, fends a warning to
lieers and desrrll.es tbe location of Dave'a stQ
which Is raided In due course of time. Dara |
captured, but Is discorered by Joe. who releaaj
him. DaTe. in his terror, runs away, and lean
Joe to fight It out among the rocks, which he doaj
until his ammunition la exhau*
captured and Jailed.
Madge Is apprehended by a conversation wM
Dave of
She quickly
lnforma
g
hoys,
who,Joe's
In aposition.
Tery sensational
manner
releas
Joe. After bis rescue, Joe is forced to bid* t
the mountains. leaTlng bis old Mammy
to watt
r llTlng i
Madge, in the meantime, has been be!
not her In her toil. Joe has been longln
sight of bis Mammy
and decides to go L

ol Persecution"

One of those delightfully breezy little playlets that keep you smiling throughout — gentle, refined action, simply rendered. We're
modest — you'll like it.

Dave has left the district for good
capture, Joe of course, belleTes DsTe to
happy In bis lore for Madge and aa t

Powe
rs
Pictu
re
Play
s
TUESDAY
SATURDAY
that
t king heeds not theii cries for justice. He
al man. and feels be
can do nothing
people, except present
their wrongs to them In sn •h language that they
themselves will l>e hrnugh
their oppression, and will r se in their might and
fight for Justice.
One day,
after
having
seen
a poor old woman
"
after
having
s<
struck a cruel blow, by :i (errant of the rich.
Orengolre gathers the people of the streets about
him. and reads them his poem entitled. "The
King Laughs While the People Starve." 'ibis takes
place directly before f
i ing himself.
tlful girl, ward of t
Incognito, happens to
the crowd before
on this same day ai
their house as ho •
ea Annette
he questi,
the disturbance, she
tells him the crowd are listening to a fellow called
Grengolre. "the poet of the people.'' whom she has
noticed tboy greatly admire. The king's curiosity
is aroused, and be ordera Orengolre broti
him. The king then demands thai Orengolre read
his poetry, Grengolre. knowing the king must he
some great nobleman, although he does not suspect blm of being the king himself, hesitates about
reading
H
g. lie is. however.
tempted by the offer of a good meal, and as the
poot Is almost starving, ho Is Induced to comply
The

king

Is

I
and

orders But Grengolre'a
he has
.oet, and as a
i to grant hlm any request he
may mnk.
- an Interview with
Annette, whom he has long worshipped from afar,
but to whom ho has never spoken. This favor the
king grants,
to Annette's
[are and
she Grengolre
allows, hlmIs Inbrought
hit interview
with
her to tell her of his hopes for bettering the condition of the people, and he speaks so eloquently,

Our Saturday Feature
For MAY

6th

new style o'f Powers' Picture

Play, entitled

"TheAwakening

starved, care-worn boy reaches his ho:
his surprise to find Madge living wltt
and helping her with the work.
The I
clasps ber son to ber arms and tells h
Madge has been to her. Joe looks
Madge.
"Hain't ye married to Dave y
bangs ber bead and tells hlm she ha
lng heforclasps
hlm. herThe In boy's
as
his
the ltevenue
officers ; new life begins for Joe, Madge and Mi
Widow.

It is founded on the story of the sculptor
Pygmalion's
his marble
statue
of
Galatea:
the love
figure for
comes
to life and
there
enter- a strange love which terminates as
amazingly as it begins. Beautiful settings
are a feature of the picture.

of Galatea" '

Nat M. Wills

(The "Happy Tramp")
makes his bow as "King of Kazam."
one of the big surprises to come.

Only

The Powers Go.
241st St. and Richardson Ave.
New York City

He

s fortune.
He had. however, In
left tbe bulk of bis estate to his only —
I'pon this merchant's
widowchagrined
to learn thatdeath,her the
expectations
been
realized. to She
to brei'
and planned
carrydetermined
out ber Intention.
The
unexpected
visit
of
a
tribe
of
the vkinlty of their homestead, gi
golden opportunity, which, however,
of the
"Zelda," the
fortune
teller,
who nac
astrously
to ber.
The
"beauty''
wife of Emanuel,
the TlUaln
of the
early age.
Harry becomes deeply impressed with Zelds «■
was encouraged by his step-mother In making Can
destine npimlntments.
Her desires she succeeded ....In arousing
the tierce Jealossy '
.u[principled
husband.
Emanuel
upbraid! »
The young fel
■rest In her and bis
. ...reason
one ofIBtail'
friending her. All to no aTall. He assaoltl o
boy.
and Zelda
thinking
hasalarm
killed him, make! «,
escape.
giveshe the
whom
she notifies o

I

THE
who

tow

vengeance on the murderous Oj
u lime, lias lied to tbe Hamllti
Stead, and brushing
the butler aside, '
Hamilton to save blm from bis Imminent danger.
Sue now refuses to secrete blm and tbus shirks ber
impact.
Tbe mob are seen coming Into tbe grounds.
He
tb ber for bis life. She still refuses.
-r and In tbe struggle forces her to tbe
illlng. Tbe crowd below with shouts suplpon their lips, gaze horror-stricken as
and are finally flung to the lawn below,

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Be a Motion Picture
Playwright
o Opera House

The noy, who was only stunned In tbe encounter
Gypsy, recovered sufficiently to reach the
scene, hoping to save the life of the wretched
Emauule — too late. He comes
upon
the tragic
scene, as Ms
is borne
urs step-mother's
at tbe sight ofbodyEmanuel
and away.
is led
ene by the equally afflicted admirer.
Thus each party to an unjust Intrigue paid the
penalty that la so often meted out to the "wicked
»r 1 .-art " and tbe stepson remained free to make
bine and happiness.
Zeldas life 0

B

thai ■

it 1
I months after this tbat Edgar r
turned home.
having heard of Phyllis'
* hisBefore
love, thewhenyoung
be
'marriage, again told
met ber at Mrs. Dean's
llady had an opportunity of slopping I
Oldrldge, who bad beeu watching them,
hastened
to ber husband and told him of what he beard.
Ere be finished speaking, however, Edgar appeared, and but for Allen's interference, there
might have beeu a serious quarrel, for so little
did the husband mistrust his friend, tbat as soon
aa
entered,
he put tbe young man's name
downPbyllla
for ber
next dance.
Tb* ueit day found Edgar at Charge's office to
lemand an apology. Instead, be was thrown onu
>y the latter'a men. Edgar, however, was not
. ully outdone. Waiting upon tbe corner
lutll Charles came out, he again gave him an
.pportuulty to apologize. In answer Charles raised
"Tbia in,;
raid

-elng

a crowd
iug

> dart around

blm,
to Allen

and

■ young man.
i back L. _
started on a run: but
and he had scarcely time
Stanley's side door, wblcb

Edgar dashed Dp 10 the front door, Allen
nothing of It; but as be came
bis way to business, he beheld Ills supposed
and tbe house, and when the
i returned,
be beard
the young
man
In
1 room Imploring ber to secrete blm In the
•at. Instantly Charles Oldriug's warning, given
"~ ball, came up before blm.
mer l.ur»t In the door, however,
1 were
quickly
made,
so that
Edgar, It was Allen
1 friend until he could telephone
tbat, after a II.that thatIt
-iiiuned, and
uere hurt.
likely
would moa
hen he heard what they thought

JfAUOHTY

MI8B

EDITH.— Timothy
Hair,
a
Individual, falls In love with a
entering
the
. who sits de• rely at her desk.
Hie note Infoi
|i ii.e writer loves hei devotedly, and
when
. asks
thy llalr.
note

that
■

the
11I.1

writer
throwa

THEATRE

SALES CO.

Dealers in Theatres anywhere in the United
States and especially Chicago. Write or Call.
Mi.k. km.»ii \...,i \\ 11. 1-

lo Exchanges
Have your films redeveloped and renovated
by the Hockstctter Process. Endorsed and
recommended
by leading Exchanges.
Also soften non-inflammable film and prolong the life of the reel. We are now prepared
to install plants in your premises. Write for
prices. Work done at our plant at 60c per reel.

ORTHO

FILM CO.

2726 W. Division St.

Chicago, III.

"LaGinematografia
IS ITALY'S
LEADING Italiana
PAPER edFOREstera"
THE
ANIMATED
PICTURE
PUBLISH EH FORTNIGHTLY.
32, 36 and 40 large pages, 8 shillings per annum

Incandescent
//;/T

I illih

Clear. 6 Cent*

SUH
15

needs

realizes his
noble kindness have He prompted
suffering
woman
medical asslsta
goes out to ber.

follov
e charity
to bring and
the

SOLAX.
THE SCHEME THAT FAILED.— Jack Leland reatter bom his bachelor friend to come
and spend a weeks vacation with him and leave
his wife at home. At first Jack decides not to
go for to leave his wife, whom be dearly lovea, all
alone would be dreadful. After a little meditation,
however, he decides to go. But Lawrence, bl*
friend. Is to send blm a telegram reading tbat a
syndicate Is to bold a directors' meeting and Jack's
presence
is needed.arrives.
The telegram
Jack assumes reluctance
in going, hut when persuaded by his wife to gv
Absent miudedly Jack leaves the letter
a folded carelessly
In his haudkerI. he takes from bis |K>ckct n- I
note and goes Into hysterica.
On leaving. Jacks wife gives blm a necklace to
-•■«id luck. During Mrs. Leland'l
his old game.
Mu-s
Truman dictate*
ter to the Im
disguised as Jack Leland
diamond
necklace
She says that If two offlcera are

Lamps

ter

and

V I.IUKICCO.

Eitraordinary Features Are:
Ralph J. Golisn Supp'v Co.

14 Wibsih «••., Chlcip

HOFFMAN

Lecturer of S|X
R
New York. City and Vj

and

( m MOVING
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forthwith

nd and they lmu.eettrr written

Michigan Ave., Chicago. III.

"SILVERLICHT"

F.

THE REALIZATION.— Mr. and Mrs. Kendall are,
mysterious,
unknown
raaaon,
drifting
apart, no longer do they manifest the .:.
each other of by-gone days.
1
Cor It ia bevond their understanding, until— one day Miss Smith,
Mrs. Kendalls
. brings her baby sister to the Kendall
borne, for her mother Is ill and she lnie:
time throughout the day to care for the child.
ill hears the baby's laughter and the
-!•• of It finds a resjioiisive chord in her
heart.
At
once
she
understands — realises
tbe
the strange uuhapplness
In ber borne.
They need a child to draw their two cold-growing
hearts
together,
they need
the tie that binds,
lag It also occurs to Mr. Kendall— he
hears the baby cry and be too understands.
Tbe
next day troubled thoughts haunt him — be cannot
work at the office, he cannot concentrate
. ita in histimemind,to
arriving
there Just
Kendall
enter
automobile
with the
the green-eyed gnome
off. bfAt
of jealousy drive
pierces

Colored. 7 Cenls

Aluminum MotionPictureCurtain

H.
- it waiting

) garden

REX.

1

1

■

tbe ground Boor and also the gai
■ ke this at all and. when he sees Jacksou working in the garden. Bill determines to have
a garden
-curing
some
mould
Hill transforms his room
Into a perfect
wilderfor, like Jackson.
a garden.
But his
1 have a duck pond

PIPETONE

NESTOR.
HIS WIFE. — Mrs. Graydon
felt thoroughly put
oat with ber daughter, Phyllis, for, urge ber as
•be would,
the girl absolutely
refused
to encourage either Edgar
Kutley
or Allen
Stanley.
.. -drable, too. At last, great to the old
. Allen declared that be. like Edgar, ln1 going away to forget the cruel Phyllis, and
ikened
that young
' his determinition
loved blm far too dearly to
ivlug her; so within a few weeks

969
GARDEN.—
thisBILLS
life and
left his Bill's
pretty Uncle
villa has
to be departed
shared
by his nephew
and a family, Jackson by name.
According to the terms displayed in the will Bill

THE

OLD

EXCUSE

In do It again.
I

hy

THE
THE

COUNT

OF

NO

ACCOUNT— ]I*i
li hi iii» wits' end.

Mu.li slated at the
Ilv«» cODDt forM-cment It
»iil be fur in bob
id tiding!
• I. an lila liotrl full
- In no time at all.
> ll draws near, but
■irjgrowon impatient, and otnlno
ell
■f having

a real.

tl ■■ count

and thus

. f ittlred In what.
to iii< li.-. conversing with the admiring gueits, the
languidly
while, they admire 11
r bli faulty
manners ai
ul.lty
that lh.\
expected
bis station.
I well for a time and mine
8
make* It band OTer list, Inn alas, all c<«»l tilings
■ :. 'i in- annonncemenl
of the
count's arrltal Is made,
lie" lldermcnt and chaos.
1 Imagine the confusion and complication*

the American troops. He converses with Decastm.
who suggests thnl they tend Juanlta, a Spanish
girl. Into the American line.
Junnltn
succeeds
In getting
acquainted
with
I. lent. II
an troops.
Harvey
teaches her telegraphy,
.lunnltn. so far, has not
• "ful In securing
any Information that
would he of use to the Mexican government,
so
- to admit
Decastro Into the telegraph
Offlce, when no one Is there, hut the lieutenant.
I'ter 11 struggle, subdues the lieutenant,
and carries him to the Mexican general.
Juanlta,
who Is In love with the lieutenant, takes good care
thnt no harm is done to her lover, and plans his
all the
Juanlta
climbs,

Mexican general orders that he give him
Information lie can.
He promptly refuses.
Interrupts and asks to he left alone with
I l.i-She request
granted.to a Now
she plans
dashes Is away
telegraph
pole.
taps the wires, connects them with her
t and Is successful in conveying the news

Harvev. the Mexican officer determines
lieutenant he shot at sunrise. The execution Is
Interrupted by the arrival of the American troops
and Lieutenant Harvey is restored to his freedom

GREAT

NORTHERN.

inwisely lends her help to make their
Intrigue easier, and becomes the medium
for the
of notes between the two. One of these
ed, and the duke comes to the conclusion
that It Is his wife whom the lieutenant is bestow■idinlratlon upon.
With
the help of his
the duke hatches a plot against big supposed rival, who Bl ll
Of conspiring against the Czar. The duke tells his wife of
tenant's
condemnation.
She Is upset on
• the shock she knows the news will be
to her young friend, and the duke puts the worst
construction on her agitation. The lieutenant Is
about to be shot when the duke finds out that It Is
the wife of the general whom the lieutenant Is in
execntlon.

AMONG

THE

EXHIBITORS.

dome, to be known as the Lexington Theater, which
will be one hundred feet from the business section
of this city, and will seat comfortably one thousand people. It will be devoted to vaudeville and
pictures. Ground has already been broken on the
property adjoining the hotel of Admiral Dot, of
Barnum and Bailey fame. The opening will take
place about April 15th.
Lake Charles,
La.— Mr. J C. Christopher will
erect a new moving picture theater at 32 Ryan

St. Louis. Mo. — M<-srs
Duggan A- HufT,
paring plans for the construction of a new moving
picture theater for tl
Manchester
pany, to tie located at the cort
Milan. Mo.— Mr. A. S. De Vol will open a new
moving picture theater here.
Herington,
Kansas. — Mrs. Sharp
has purchased

ed the

MOVING
KsbOS

Ilulldliig and

PICTURE
will

remodel

WORLD
It Into a

Marinette, Wise. — A new Opera IIou-..built here which will be under the iiiauagemcut
. p .>r Mr. Madagln.
St. Johns,
Ore,— Messrs.
William
ami i
are preparing plans for the I

sen

- lllalr and Miller.
St. Louis, Mo. — The Empress
Amusement
Company Will 1
I picture theater on
(Jran.l
Avenue and (Hive Street, which will cost
ah..
ut $40,000.
Dixon, 111. — Plans are being made for the erec
picture palace which will be
under the ownership of Mr. (Jeorge Sllthower.
Sterling, 111.— Mr. B .1 Habooey
will open n
new moving
W.M
Main Street.
Brooklyn, N. Y. — A new moving picture theater

• ■ Ralpl

the Klltc I
Grand Rapids, Mich. — A. J. Gllllngham and E.
M. Bmltb are making arrangements to open a
moving picture theater here.
Jacksonville. Fla. — Mr. Harry K. Lucas has opened a new moving picture theater here known as
the Astor.
Warrensburg, Mo. — Messrs. Glenn and Harry
Pratt, are making arrangements to open a new
moving picture theater here.
Scranton, Pa. — Mr. Peter Geneas Is completing
the erection of a moving picture theater here.
Louisiana, Mo. — Messrs. Park & Emerson have
sold the Lyric Theater here to Messrs. Schenbcrlln
anil Espensillled.
Los Angeles, Cal. — Mr. E. P. Henry will erect
a moving picture theater at Fifth and Ruth Streets.
Portsmouth, 0 Ohio.
!•'. (arr picture
Is making
arerect — aMr.newJ. moving
theater
Bradstreet i_ . _
Grand Island, Nebr. — Mr. Dewey has sold the
Jewel Moving Picture Theater here to Mr. A. ArmBaltimore, Md.— Architect P. E. Reall has completed the plans and specifications for the erection
of a new moving picture theater at 1531 East
Monument Street for John Beano.
Dell Rapids, S. D.— Mr. E. E. Gaylor Is preparing plans for the erection of a high class picture
Harrisburg, Pa. — Messrs. Athen George and A.
G. Murket are planning the erection of a new
moving picture theater here.
Wallace, Ind.— Architect Walter Frleling is
drawing up plans for the establishment of a moving picture theater here.
Sioux Falls, S. D.— Mr. C. D. Adams is planning
to erect a moving picture theater here.
Wichita, Kansas. — Mr. M. E. Woodford and W.
M. McQuigy have leased the Pastime theater 1

at 1806 w. Thirty-ninth Street.
Wagner, S. D. — II. S. Tammen has sold the
moving picture theater here to F. S. Strohben.
Manitou, Colo. — Adolpb Kohn Is planning to open
a new moving picture theater here.
Cottonwood Falls, Kansas. — Mr. Harry Grogan
has purchased
the_ Wonderland
Motion
Picture
Orpheum Theater here to Messrs. O. L. Baker and
J. W. Hensley.
Carlinville, 111. — Harry Daley is making arrangements to open n new moving picture theater here.
Coffeyville, Kansas. — Cliff Graves is considering
the establishment of a new moving picture theater
: theater
Oneida, N. Y. — Mr. Scbeenloch, Is planning the
erection of a new moving picture theater at the
corner of Central Avenue and Broad Street.
St. Louis, Mo.— The Vaudeville Theater Con
struct ion Company, sold their moving picture
theater here to the Gravois Theater Co.
Springfield,
111. — The
Independent
Vaudeville
■ moving picture I
Company
will <
Seattle, Wash. — Mr. G. F. Bancroft. Is planning
to erect a moving picture theater here.
Baltimore,
Md.— Messrs.
Rush
& Deruff,
wll
phln Street.
Superior, Minn. — Mr. F. W. Kceher. Is planning
to erect a moving picture theater at the corner of
Ogden Avenue and Broadway.
Clarksburg, W. Va.— Mr. Frank Moore will erect
a new moving picture theater on West Pike nnd
Fourth Streets.
New York City.— M. P.. K. Binberg will erect
atlilrd
new Street.
moving picture theater at 231 West Eig.ityGrand Forks, N. D.— Mr. Joseph Hnger has pur' > Royal Moving Picture Theater 1

Buffalo, N. Y.— Mr. James A. Brown Is preparing plans for the erection of a new mo*
Hampen, Md. — A new moving plctu
Is to be built at till Thirty sixth Str<
open
within 111.—
a week.
Morrison,
It. J. Maloncy, has
Mlllne Ilulldliig on Main Street and v..
new- moving picture theater.
Lancaster, Pa. — A new moving picture theater
which will be worth $100,000 Is being built here
and will be ready to do business within a month.
Portland, Oregon. — Mr. Edwin F. James will remodel the building on the northwest corner of Park
an. 1 Washlngtan
Streets Into a moving picture..
to be located
on Jersey St re
Tor ?atcr
the Huckner
Brothers.
Galion, Ohio. — Mr. A. J. Paul, manager of tbs
(Irani) Theater,
will opeu a new movlug picture
Idaho Springs, Colo. — Messrs. Schoclkoper ft
Mescrlpt are making arrangements to open a
moving picture theater here.
Wyoming, 111 — Mr. W. F. O Swan Is making
arrangements to open a new moving picture theater
Shreve, Ohio. — C. H. Lllley Is making arrangements to open n new moving picture theater here.
Ft. Smith, Ark. — Mr. Chauncey Is planning to
erect a new moving picture theater here.
Baltimore, Md. — A new moving picture theater
will l.o built for Lorltz Brothers on the site at
1734 Hartford Avenue, and another will be built
for Messrs. Rush & Derruff, which will be located on North Avenue, between Alsqultb and 1
Ensor Streets.
Providence, B. I. — The Lrncli Theater, a Ma^V I
Street vaudeville and Motion Picture Theater/s^B
closed its doors for rem..,:, -ling and enlarging.
Long Branch, N. J.— The Creation Motion Ml
ture Theater Is being moved to Red Bank.
Harrisburg, Pa. — Messrs. George & I'.urket. proprietors of the Lyric and Star Moving
Picture |

New Orleans, La. — The Jake Israel
Company
have leased the Lyric Theate
Shubert Theatrical Company
in Norborne, Mo.
Galveston, Texas. — A new moving picture tlieibjr
has been erected on Washington Street, near Fifth.
which will be under the ownership of Mr. David i
St. Louis, Mo. — The Empress
Amusement
Com- 1
pany.
which
operates
the Empress
Airdome OS '
Olive Street, west of Grand Avenue
has purchased
a lot on the same street and will erect ano^HI
Sacramento,
Cal. — The Star Theater, which hai
several weeks, has 11
picture the;
lien Coon and S. D. Craig and will again operate

If you are in the Market for

SECOND
HAND
FILMS
Write to the largest and most reliable Dealers and Importers of
these goods in the U. S.

International Film Traders
Incorporated
5 West 14th Street.

NEW

YORK CITY

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Here ia a cut that should appeal to anyone who is mechanically inclined.'
It ahowa the entire intermittent
movement of the

"STANDARD"

Machines

Simplicity of construction is the keynote to our success.
Compare this cut with those you have seen of other
machines and then let your judgment decide. These
few vital parts are made of case hardened steel, something
no other manufacturer can truthfully state.
AMERICAN
MOVING
PICTURE
MACHINE
COMPANY
101 BEEKMAN

STREET

NEW

YORK

Two Yankee World Tour Features
MONDAY,

MAY

Warning to Exhibitors!!!

1st

"A Kentucky
Girl"
A POWERFUL
STORY OF THE
HILLS
FRIDAY,

MAY

All users of moving picture apparatus arc hereby
warned against sending their machines for repair to
the nearest blacksmith shop.
I, Ewald \V. Lavezzi, do hereby GUARANTEE ALL
repairs on machines when the complete head is sent
to the Lavezzi Machine Works. We disclaim all responsibility for parts not fitting, unless we can
assemble the complete head in our own workshop
and test it before delivery.
The Lavezzi star, cam and sprocket is made with
watch-like accuracy, with tempered cam-band and

5th

"Zelda, the Gypsy"

P YANKEE
344 Eait 32d St.

FILM CO. .$gj[
New

York City

^$S

■

CD
17 17
To Moving Picture Managers
and
t\ t** W*m Operators. The recipe for making the best
*T* **•
*-'*-' non-inflammable and inflammable film
on the market, with each 25 cent bottle of the cement. Thiscement
olfer
for a limited time only. Sent postage paid.
Post Office Box 495, Peoria, III.

ground andaction.
lapped' They
stars. areThey
guarantee. 1 on
to
not are
infringements
any patent.
and call them
rebush won.
with bronze 1 make machine

ADVERTISE

like

new.

YourTrimShow,
if You're
Your Lobby
with Postersnot
and Ashamed
a Few Attractiveof it

Card Signs. Then for Your Feature Each Day,
Put Out One of Our BUSINESS BRINGING
3il2ft. CLOTH DISPLAY BANNERS, made for all subjects,
licensed or independent, ready 7 to 10 days in advance Postpaid
Only $1.15 each. 6 for $5.75 prep. E. of Miss.
River
6 lor $6.50 prep. W. of Miss. River
—-Write for Prlc. an Show C.rdi. twmm. Etc
LfilJ^*B.

H.

SIGN

CO..

Caution

WRITE

2940

CLEVELAND

:; uction-

■ ■■

quality

FOR CATALOGUE

Lavezzi Machine Works
Hendorn

Street

Chicago,

III.

of

all tn...

THERE is No limit ID TH1
LIFE OF I'Hl M<
II- YOU CUU 1.1) GO 111 ROUGH
OUR FACTORY
MOTIOGKAI'II i- in...!, you . nuld n.
:.. cr wmi.
MO l [OGRAPH.
TIIK MOTIOGKAI'II
IS ECONOM 1C A 1.
THE
MOTIOGKAI'II
CONSTRUCTION
THK
MOTIOGKAI'II
WORKMANSHIP
THE
MOTIOGKAI'II
P1CTURK
ENTHUSIASTIC
USERS in all pa
OK PICTURES AND WORKMANSHIP AND CONSTRUCTION.

.
SUPERIOR

QUALITY

::;?:>z:;:i the enterprise optical manufacturing co., su 572 westiuMpi st,ciiCAW, 11 1

THE

Licensed Release Dates
BIOGRAPH
»
.Dr.)
April S— Prtecllla ud the Umbrella
April 0
April 10— Tba Chief's Daughter iHr.)
April 13 -Paradl*lx>»t (Hr.l
April 1 I

806

(Di

9S5

095
500
600
1000

28— Lost: A Baby
(Com.)
400
1— Across the Plains (W. Dr.)
090
4— Caught With the Goods (Com.)
1000
8— The Bbertff'i Oknm
(W, Dr.)
1000
11 — An Orphan'!
Plight (Dr.)
1000
15— The Bad Man's Kirat Prayer (W. Dr.) 1000
IS — What Happened To Aunty (Com.).. 800
18 — Catching the Deep Sea Turtle (Edu.) 200
22 The Indian Maiden's Lesson (W. Dr.) 10OO
2ft— The Two
Mothers
(Dr.)
1000
29th— What a Woman Can Do (W. Dr.) 950
2— The Snare of the City (Dr.)
1000
GATJMONT.
G. Kleine.

1— Tribulations of Jiggers (Com.)
875
4— The Letter With the Red Seal (Dr.).. 865
4— The City of Amain In Italy (Scenic). .135
8 — The Atonement
of Thais (Dr.)
865
8— Italian Coast Scenes
(Scenic)
185
11— The Court Martial
(Dr.)
72.-.
11— Picturesque
Waterfalls
of Northern
Spain
(Sc.)
275
April 15 — The Oppressor iDr.)
640
April 15— Jimmle the Fox (Com.)
380
April 18— Lost Years (Dr.)
April 18— Brest, a Fortified Harbor of France
April 25th— Old Folks iCom.l
BIB
April 25th— The Romance of a Vaiet (Com.).. 485
April 20n
, trthage
(Dr.). . . .lOOO
Mar. 22— A Saw Mill Hero (Dr.)
060
Mar. 24— Rescued from the Desert (Dr.).... 000
Mar. 29— The Lass Who Couldn't Forget (Dr.).. 960
Mar 31— The Hero Track Walker
(Dr.)
950
April 5 — By a Woman's
Wit (Dr.)
995
April 7— Blg-Hearted
Jim (W. Dr.)
1005
April il— In Old Florida (Dr.)
965
April 14-Sllm
Jim's Last Chance (Dr.)
070
April 19— In the Province
of Wwang
Tung,
China (Sc.)
April 21st— The lnsiirrecto
I Dr. I
1000
April 2fith -A Dai and n Night (Coin.)
995
April 28th 9Iabeldea
(Dr.)
1005
LUBLN.
Mar. 80— When
Women
Strike
(Com.)
1000
April 8— The
Wife's
Awakening
(Dr.)
1000
April 6— His Best Girl After All (Dr.)
600
April 6— A Visit to Nassau.
Bahama.
West
Indies
(Scenic)
400
April 10— Opportunity and the Man
(Dr.)
1000
April 13— Their Mother-ln-Law
(Com.)
1000
April 17— The Two Fathers
(Dr.)
1000
April 20— Helping Him Out (Com.)
1000
April 24— The Hoyden
i Dr. 1
1000
April 27— The Sheriff and the Man (W. Dr.)... 1000
May 4th— The Belated Bridegroom (Com.) .. .1000
May
8th— That Awful Brother (Com.)
1000

Mar.
Msr.
April
April
April
April

"Schoolmarm"
of Coyote County
(Dr.)
080
23— Sir Percy and the Pnnchers (W. Dr.) 080
80— The Wsrrant for Red Rut* (Dr.)
1000
6— Her Faithful Heart (W. Dr.)
1000
13-Jaek
Wilson's Last Deal (W. Dr.).. 1000
20— An Fnwllllng Cowbov -(Dr.)
080
27tl
Robbing

EAGLE

Induatrlea

NORTH

WORLD

otn.)

M
14

I

15— Burglar's

■■

In

Cochin

M

C assified Advertisement;

China

• Dr.)
of Claudius (Dr.)
llud.)Dr.)
.1*M. iW.

Justice

1000
788
260
680
864
44ii

(Dr.)

THEATERS

FOR

SALE.

990
535

- . - • ■ .■...:•-

1 1.)

■

April 26th— Tha (Dr.i Rival
Brothers'
Patriotism
i:
lies (Dr.)
April 2Mb — Pastime
In Chill
April 28tb— The Foster Father (Dr.)
SELIG.
April 3— The
Fortune
Hunters
(Dr.)
April G— Red's Conquest
(Dr.)
April 10— The Cow Boy and the Shrew (Dr.)..
April in— His Best Little Girl's Brother (Com.)
April
13— Zulu-Land
(Dr.)
April 17— The Haven of Refuge (Dr.)
April 20— The Mother (Dr.)
April 24— Unto Us a Child Is Born (Dr.)
April 27th— The Witch of the Everglades (Dr.)

1000

833
160
950

1000
1000

EQUIPMENT
FOR

April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April

1 — A Republican Marriage
(Dr.)
4— An Unexpected
Review (Dr.)
4— Hop Picking
(Scenic)
7— For His Sake (Dr.)
8— The Spirit of the Light (Dr.)
8— Winsor McCay
(Com.)
650
S— Bob Sledding
850
11— Wooing of Wlnnlfred (Com.)
14— Though Your Sins Be As Scarlet (Dr.)
1.1 — Faster Babies
18 — The Leading Lady (Com.)
21— The Troublesome Secretaries (Com.)..
22 -The Spirit of the Light (Dr.)
2.'th A Klondike Steal (Dr.)
28th— The Peace Offering (Com. -Dr.)
29th— Plcclola
(Dr.)

WEEK'S
PROGRAM
OF LICENSED
Monday, April 24th.
Biograph
His Mother's Scarf (Dr.)
I. iil.h, -The
Hoyden
(Dr.)
Pathe— Lai Chyeim (Good Luck) (Dr.)
Selig— Unto Is a Child Is Born (Dr.)

Tuesday, April 25th.
Edison— The Twin Towers
(Dr. )
Essanay— The Two Mothers (Dr.)
Gaumont— Old Folks
(Com.)
Gaumont— The Romance
of a Valet
Vltagraph— A Klondike Steal (Dr.)

FILMS.

(Com.)..

1000
515
485

Thursday. April 27th.
She Triumphed
(Com. )
• i iW. Dr.)
1000
Melies — The Reformation of Jack Robbing (Dr.)lOOO
Soli-— The Witch of the Everglades (Dr.)
Blograph— How

Prompt service.

SALE.— Fifty
per

1518

reel.

Main

of
to

SALE.
I
ex

I

Dsllas, Texas.

direct current, Rotary Hallberg Economist
rect connected switchboard. rh(
slides, carbons, reels, etc. The outfit was In
use about four months and Is in the pink 0
dltlon.
New YorkBronx
City.Casino, 154tb Street and Third
FOR condition.
SALE - Will sell at
good
mornings, between 9 and 2
22nd Street, New York City.
THEATER
WANTED.— Moving
SITUATION

I

WANTED.
Picture

Theater

i

WANTED.

AT LIBERTY.— First ri-class
operator:
It \ mi:
K. carefive of yean'
Mar
lug Picture World., New York Cliy.
OPERATOR.— With
M
tion. Can furnish improved Motion
1-A outfit if desired.
Address.
W
Bl SN'ERfc 5
WANTS

:
TO•villeCHANGE
-

i first-cl
England.
Strt .
Best of references.
Not at liberty In
working now.
Good newspaper
man
saver.
World, AddreNew York City.
iiiim WANTED.
EQUIPMENT

WANTED.— 500
I'.. Bl'.I "V\ SI 1.1!.
Shore. L. I., N. Y.CARLTON
FILMS WANTED.— I want B
sub-rent for first class city. I can get the J
for commercial
films. NoPicture
Junk.World.
Address
•■Br i
LEE,"
care of Moving
N. Y.
No. 5 mechanism, styi
twelve-Inch magazines: i
Edison rtieostats; moving picture I
A. C. current gaver, 60 cycles; 110 volts: msf
cheap.
Bo* 434, Washington.
C. H., Ohio, j
WANTED. — Power's machine and economy
asbestos booth, electric star,
chairs
and stage scenery.
Star Theater, (J

833
160
1005

Hand
lal

950
1000
950

FOR
reels

SllLj.-.t

Street.

ever
FOR Installed
SALE In— this city. If yot
In the picture business,
you i
cent, of the
cost on this
■
t following:
One Instal
Sing

MANAGER
1000
907

Wednesday,
April 26th.
Ldisoti— The Two
Heroes
(Com.)
Kalem— A Day and a Night (Com.)
995
Pathe— The Rival Brothers' Patriotism (Dr.). 1000
Urban— The Last Edict of Francis II (Dr.)
878
Urban — Scenes at Colombo. Ceylon, (Sc.)
122

Friday, April 28th.
rhe Child and the Tramp
(Dr.)
Pathe— Enemies
(Dr.)
Pathe— Pastime In Chili
Kalem— Slahsldes
(Dr.)
Vltagraph — The Peace Offering (Com. -Dr.)
Saturday. April 29th.
INsanay— What a Woman Can Do (W. Dr.)
Cnninont— A Priestess of Carthage (Dr.)
Pathe— The Foster Father
i Dr. i

FOR SALE— Bijou Theater, Newport, R. I.
■ure houses in New England.
I
•■quipped for vaudeville.
Seats 700. Apply .it E
Theater, Newport, R. I., or A L. McMl II. FN
i beatnul St., Boston. Mass.

MAN.

April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April

THIS

FOR
SALE.— Best
moving
picture
tb
ago, 111.
Waterloo.
Iowa.
Seats 268. Must sell.
Offer. 0. C. WII.I.KY, 709 Park Avenue

$10.00

URBAN.
(G. Kleins.)
5— At the Old Mill (Dr.)
675
5— Making Bamboo Hats In Java (Indua.) . .325
12— Be at li the Tower Ruins (Dr.)
760
12— The Abbey of Pavla (Sc.)
245
19 — Solving the Servant Problem (Com.)
19— The Phoney Prince (Com.)
990
21— The Insurrecto (Dr.)
1000
28th— The Last Edict of Francis II (Dr.) 878
26th— Scenes at Colombo, Ceylon (Sc.).. 122
VLTAGRAPH.

EIGHTH

IClaaslfled advert
.lamps accepted.]

FtSilent ■ I»r.i Dr.
i I

FILM EXCHANGE

Posters free.

143

10— Tha

April

20— April Fool (On I
SI i
4— X'
5- I
' John (Com.)
7— Nell's Laat lb-al (W. Dr.)
11— The Strike al (lie Mines (Dr.)
12— Silver Threads Among the Gold (Dr.)
1L' -A Card of 1 nt radUi I Ion (Com.)
14 -A Hurled
I'aat »I>r.)
i» Tba iinini
s.-i.ti.ifi Tower (Dr.)..
in llo» Sprlggtns Took Ixxlgers (Com.)
-M
I'nr 1 to titin- rowers
Wall (l>r.)
(Dr.)
Mtl
(Com.)
18th— Tba Child and the Tramp (Dr.)
ESSANAY.

18 — The

7— Native

April
April

April
April
April
April
April
April
April

Mar.

April

April

EDISON.

Mar.
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
May

PICTURE
PATKE.

v . . H .: . . . - , ■

Mar.
Mar.
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April

MOVING

New

colored

advertlsins
York.

MISCELLANEOUS. ■ •■;ooduced\a^M
de from
any clsBM
...port
.-

work.
Co.,

SatUfatf*,
KrceseTtlN

FOR SALE.— Film cement formula: superior!!
tide: low priced. \Y Mr. 11. Exhibitor,
FY I I l: sen.) fifty east,

WE

BUY the entire output of the Independent
manufact
about our Three-locked reel system.
Day and night service
Write, wire or phone

STREET,

PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Corcoran Moving
Picture
Tanks
Develop your films to perfection. Save
Time and Reduce Your Expenses by
using a " Corcoran Film Development
Tank." All up-to-date houses are now installing the "Corcoran System."
SEND

FOB PRICE LIST No. 4.

A. J. CORCORAN,

N. Y.Clly
Inc.

FREE SONG SLIDE SERVICE
To Managers and Singers who patronize

TAYLOR'S
THEATRICAL AGENCY
The employment of ANY talent through this ageney, entitles you to the above service
49-51 WEST 28th STREET
Phone 1405 Madison Square

NEW

YORK

CITY

The Cincinnati-Buckeye Film Co.
One

of America's

Biggest

TWO

Buying

Exchanges

OFFICES:

315-317 W. 4th St., CINCINNATI, 0.

422 N. High St., COLUMBUS, 0.

Buying the Entire Independent Output
For
DON'T

LET

a real

JUNK

up-to-the-minute
DEALERS

AND

service,

write,

WOULD-BE

wire

THE
ONE
BEST
R. O. E5K

UNITED

SI Ml S

I kCTORJI - CO,

or call

FILM

■*»" ' *CnW

MEN

KID

YOU

SOUVENIR
m^r^
5c-

M

<0

Dearborn

Street.

Lhk.iro

THE

AMERICAN.
SO — Osteopathy
u'oni.)
80— Two C.lrJi (Dr.>
8— Oh! You Suffragette
(L'om.)
8— A Cure for I^xlness (Com.)
8— Reddy's
Redemption
(Dr.)
Ki— Cupid's Pocketbook
(Com.)
13— Jliumy Mind* tha Haby
(Com.)
13— The Huugalow
Craae (Com.)
IT— Two Plucky ClrU (l>r.i
ao— <
2-1 1>
Itva (W. Dr.)...
I

277
730
460
MO
988
1000
860
780

ATLAB.
Jan. 25— Irish Hearts (Dr.)
feb. 1— His Great Sacrifice (Dr.)
Teb. 8— Kelly. t.\ S. A. (Dr.)
Feb. 18— Coala of Fire
April
April
Apr.
Apr.
April
April
Mav
May

CHAMPION.
8— The rrlce He Paid (Dr.)
12— Men of the West
17— With Stonewall Jackson (Dr.)
19 — A Half Breed's Courage (Dr.)
24— Con. Monde's Fighting Days (Dr.).. 980
26— She Wanted n Man With Brains (Dr.) 950
let— Clark's Capture ,.t Kaskaakla (Dr.)..
3rd— Oul of the Dark (W. Dr.)
ECLAIE.

April

8— A Business
Strike
In the
"Make
Young"
(Com.)
3— Mr. Nearslght's
Marriage
(Com.)
10— Do Not Judge Raehly (Dr.)
17— Dog and Wolf (Dr.)
17 — Jerusalem and the Mount of Olives
iSc.)
April 24— Herodlas
(Dr.)
May
1— For Their Mother ( Dr. )
May
1st— The Blue Nile (Sc.)
GREAT NORTHERN.
April
April
April
April

Mar.
Mar.
April
April
Apr.
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
May
May
Mar.
Mar
April
April
April
April
April
April
April

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
April
April
April
April
April
April

834
426
800
815
956
695
28n

25— The Fakir's New Servant
(Com.)....
25— Troubles of a Trip (Com.)
1— A Victim of His Double (Dr.)
8— A Confidence Trick
16 — Hamlet (Dr.)
22 — The Stolen Legacy (Dr.)
29th— The Cossack Duke (Dr.)
894
IMP.
6— The Image of Fate (Dr.)
10— A Good Cigar (Com.)
10— A Faithless Man (Dr.)
13— The Storm (Dr.)
17— The Stampede
(Dr.)
20— Resignation (Dr.)
20— The Hero (Com.)
24— While (Dr.)There's
Life There'a
Hope
27— The Scarlet Letter (Dr.)
1st— Second Sight (Dr.)
4th— The Temptress
(Dr.)
LUX.
31— The Greed of Gain (Dr.)
31— He Wanted
a Hoop (Com.)
7— Bill's Little Plan
(Com.)
7— A Desperado
(Dr.)
14— Bill and the Greasy Pole (Com.)..
14— They Did Not Bndge (Com.)
21— Dr. (Dr.)
Grant's
Wonderful
Discovery
2Stb— Ninialny Mis.- Fdith (Com.)
28th— Bill's Garden
(Com.)
NEW
YORK
MOTION
PICTURE
CO.
BISON.

1000
600
600
1000
1000
600
600
1000
1000
1000
1000
662
281
886
686
482
601
886
472
419

24— The Cowboy'B Waif (Dr.)
28— An Indian Nemeela
(Dr.)
31— The Red
Avenger
(Dr.)
4— At Bar U Ranch
(Dr.)
7 — Avery's Dream
(Com.)
11— Indlan'a Mistake (Dr.)
14 — A Man of Honor
18 — Return of Company
"D" (Dr.)
21 — A Cowboy for a Day (Dr.)

AMBROSIO.
(By N. Y. M. P. Co.)
Mar. 15 — AdTentures
of
a Countryman
In
Town
(Com.)
Mar. 22— Tweedlednm'a
April Fool Joke (Com.)
Mar. 29 — A Glimpse of Neapolitan Camorra. .
Apr. 12— The Necklace Affair (Dr.)
April
May

19— The Mute
3rd— Grenadier

PICTURE

WORLD

ITALA.
(By N. Y. M. P. Oo.)
Mar. LW— Toto Wants To Get Thinner

Independent Release Dates
Mar.
liar.
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April

MOVING

of Portlcl (Dr.)
Roland
(Dr.)

(Com.)..

Dr.) a Cockngnt..
April 1— Foolshead Ooea To See
Apr. 8 — Foolshead Lady of Company (Com.)..
Apr. 8 — Toto and the Egg for Easter
Day
Apr. 15— The Fall of Troy
April 'J2— A Marriage
Celebrated

Amidst

the

April 22— Foolshead, Wrangler for Lore (Com.)
April '-'7th— Little Lewll Toy
NESTOR.
Mar.
8— In the Commissioned
Ranka (Dr.)
March 16— Was it Worth While? (Dr.)
Mar. 22— Could
You Blame Him?
(Com.
Mar. 29— The Truth
(Dr.)
#••
Apr. 5— The Stolen Neclace
(Dr.)
April 12— A Midnight Adventure (Com.)
April 19— The Rival Artists (Dr.)
April 26— Ills Wife (Dr.)
980
May
:ird— The Other Man
(Dr.)
POWERS.
April 4— Touring
Athens
(Sc.)
April 8— A Western Ruse
(W. Dr.)
Apr. 11— How the Doctor Made Good (Com.)..
Apr. 11 — Reclamation
(Dr.)
Apr. 16— At the Window
(Dr.)
Apr. 18— Copper Wit (Com.)
Apr. 18 — Wine Harvest
(Scenic)
Apr. 22 — The Last Rose (Dr.)
April 26— A Day With an English Bargeman
(Com.)
t
April 25— Melody of Fate (Dr.)
April 29— Hearts Under Oilskins
(Dr.)
May
2nd— The Crisis (Dr.)
May
2nd— The Joys of Persecution (Com.)
May
6th— The Awakening
of Galatea
(Dr.)..
RELIANCE.
Mar. 25— If It Ever Were Thus (Dr.)
Mar. 29— Pallid Hues In Clouded Skies
April 1— Till Death Do Part
April 8— Rickshaw
the Detective
April 6 — Summer
Sklea
April 8— The Gloved Hand
(Dr.)
April 12— Thirty Minutes
(Dr.)
April 15— Her Mother's Love
(Dr.)
April 19— A Tale of Ebon Tints (Dr.)
April 22— In the Tepee's Light (Dr.)
April 26th— Vengeance REX.
Hath Been Had (Dr)..
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
April
April

23— The Story of a Prayer Rug (Dr.)
8*6
2— By the Light of the Moon (Com.)
960
9— The Fall of a Knight (Com.)
968
16— Where the Shamrock Grows (Dr.)
950
28— Five Hours (Com. )
060
80— Aa Ye Sow
(Dr.)
950
6— The Heiress
(Com.)
875
18— The Little Major (Dr.)
8*>
20— A Daughter of the Revolution (Dr.)..
27— The Realization
(Dr.)
SOLAX COMPANY.
April 7 — Rose of the Circus
April 12 — Tramp
Strategy
(Com.)
April 12— The Scheme That Failed (Com.)
April 14— The Little Flower Girl (Dr.)
April 19— The Old Excuse (Com.)
April 21— The Voice of His Conscience (Dr.)..
April 26th— The Connl of No Acount (Com.)...
April 28th— Across the Me\|.-an Line (Military)
May
3rd— Sensible
Dad
(Com. )
May
3rd — Nearly
a Hero
(Com.)
May
5th — The Somnambulist
(Dr.)
THANHOUSER.
Mar. 28— The
Impostor
(Dr.)
1000
Mar. 31— Silas Marner
(Dr.)
1000
April 4— Charity of the Poor (Dr.)
1000
April 7— Vindicated
(Dr.)
1000
April 11— Velvet and Rags (Dr.)
1000
April 14— Old Home Week (Dr.)
1000
Apr. 18— Cally's Comet
(Dr.)
1000
Apr. 21— Weighed
In the Balance (Dr.)
1000
April 25— The Poet of the People (Dr.)
1000
April 28— An Elevator Romance
(Dr.)
1000
May
2nd -The Pillars ..f Society (Dr.)
May
"t
YANKEE.
Mar. 31— Her Mother's Fiancee (Dr.)
April 3— Secret of the Opal Mine (Dr)
April 7— The Girl Stowaway's
Heroism (Dr.)..
April 10— An Adventure In Sicily (Dr.)
April 14— Willie's Winning
Ways
(Com.)
Apr. 17— A Close Call (Dr.)
Apr. 21 — The Minister's Son (Dr.)
April 24— Why the Sheriff Resigned (Dr.)
April 28— The Girl of the Coral Reefs (Dr.)
May
1st— A Kentucky Girl (Dr.)
Mav
,-.tli— Zeldn. the Gypsy (Dr.)

S4.60
$5.50

NATIONAL

Get the Samples

TICKET

COMPANY

StocK

American— Bud Monday,
Nevlns
IApril 24th.
I'hiiiiiplon— Gen. Meade's Flglitln. D
K. lair— Herodlas (Dr.)
Imp— While There's Life, There's Hop* (Dr.).
J the Sheriff Resign.
Tuesday,
Bison— (Title Not
Given)April 25th.
Powers — A Day
With
an English
Bargeman
I (Com.)

Tbanbouser

Wednesday,
Ambrosio— (Title
Not Oil April 26th.
Champion— She Want.. I

'

(Dr.)
Reliance— Vengeance
Hath Been Had
Sola* — The Count of No Account

(Dr.)...j

American— The Thursday,
Boss Of I April 27th.
Imp— The Scarlet Letter (Pr.)
Mala — Little Lewis Toy
Rex— The Realization (Dr.)
Friday, April 28th.
Bison— (Title Not Given)
Lux— Naughty Mies Editli (Con
Lux— Bill's Garden
(Com.)
Solax— Across the Mexican Line (Military)...
Thanhouser — An Elevator
Roma:
Yankee— The Girl of the Coral Reefs (Dr.)...
April Duke
29th. (Dr.)....
Great Northern Saturday,
— The Cossack
Itala— (Title Not Given)
Powers — Hearts Under Oilskins iDr.)
Reliance— (Title Not Given)

For
Independent Theatres
Only!!!

Official Slides I
Favorite Players!

—"almost given away"
Drop a card to-day for further information to

INDEPENDENT
Photoslide
Company
Room 207, 1 47 4th Ave.,
New York City
(Operating by Exclusive Permission of
the Independent Film Manufacturers)
Money

tells all.

M a
e peopleI passing
Of
fo would
that
lother "nickel or dims,
ityles. Catalog No. |4 i

K1NOERY

MFG.

CINCINNATI. O.

Do You Wish To Sell
Your
Theatre?
Moving
P

We have buyers lor
everywhere. Quick valeNo publicity.
ILLINOIS
Mattoon,

60,000
100,000

Any

Tickets, 6 Cents

Writ.- u- it you desire

THEATRE

I \< II INGI

Theatre Broker^

Illinois

Colors

ShamoKin,

Pa.

THE

G- W- Bradenburgh

MOVING

PICTURE

Brand

LISTb

New

5th Edition.
Posters Free

8 ct8. per h,

FOR
NEW

Shell-3xi4-Solid Maple
Shell -3x1 5 -Rosewood or
Walnut

A Man of Honor — Bison — 990 ft.
Nemesis — Bison— 1000 ft.
The Necklace Affair— Ambrosio — 890 ft.
At Bar \V Ranch— Bison— 070 ft.
Foolshead at Cock Fight— Itala— 550 ft.
Bewitched Restaurant
N'esster
430 ft.

975

Drummers SSiS ffiS
direct from factory to you for $10.00

Cinematograph Films
. ,_ _e

WORLD

10
Rods,
Kangaroo
Heads Send U.S. iMoney
or Express order. If you
wish C.O.D. send s
cient to guaranteeExpress charges.
E. P. ZEIDLER DRUM CO. Dcpt K CLEVELA
D.OHIO

SALE

THEATRE
FRONT
with Ticket Office

Made by THE DECORATORS SUPPLY
Never meetRea iv lor shipment
Bargain at 9?M

CO.

I iiifcirm. complete, *>.T5

ILLINOIS M. P. SUPPLY

CO.

167 West Washington St., Suit 309
CHICAGO. ILL.

HAVE

GOOD

MUSIC

Increase
receipts our
and artists.
destroy your
competi-in
tion. Weyour
guarantee
Anything
theatrical musicians furnished on letter or wire.
Singers. Pianists and Trap-Drummers
a specialty.
AMERICAN THEATRICAL SINGERS AGENCY
Traced in Si.uw — Ambrosio — 717 ft.
In the Hands of Impostors — G. N
' reel masterpi
0 ft. (z reel featui
r reel.
Bargains ^
'iRed -'
d Mine —-Bison
Bison.

S9 Dearborn Street

CHICAGO.

Milliard Campbell, Mgr.

Moving Picture Machines
Stereopticons
{ffi\

ILL

■s m

:

Datbing — Ambro
al Charm— Ambrosio.
t Laugh— Reliance.
r and

Motion Picture Theatre Supplies

the Earl — Than.

Xylophone., Orchestra Bells. Chimes.
Send (or free illustrated catalogue.
J. C. DEAGAN

Forks.

Write today for THEATRE

CHICAGO

219 S. Dearborn St.

3800-3810 N. Clark St.. Chicago. III.

—American.
0 per reel.

Moving

Posters Free.
lhan.

Are

.-. -Imp. tmpion.
(tar feature lilms exclus iwely rented
by this house
Rose and the Chinese Pirates— Special

you "working

Picture
up"

your

Pianists
pictures?

E. SINN
CHICAGO.

Dept. A.

CO.

Chicago. 111.

WW

II not, why

Send for free sample page of "Orpheum Collection <>t
Moving Picture Music."
Now being used and praised
by many of the best houses in the country.
PRICE
75 CENTS
Also latest cue music (series 1910) lor 10 parts and
piano, »1.U0. 1-4 discount on both number.
CLARENCE
1501 Sedgwick St

. and I'ouer- Machine,.
CATALOGUE.

PROJECTING

IL L

Rose and
the Stolen
Code — Special
era — $5 per day.
I. lano— Special PostersTom's Cabin — 30 Special Lithos, 5 Va:nes) — $3 per day.
\fter May 15—

BRASS
BRASS

per day . Red
,.thcrn
I

EASELS AND
RA/L//VC

I fOR
BRASS
POSrER
EASELS
AND FRAMES
WAILS "II 1
Film Hiring Department
1,000

ft. of

1 i' p

> to buy.
Film Cleaning

«
■

clean

quite

PATtm
ELECTRIC
1
enthuiuam
in Movlni
Ptetsrt HOSSM. play Irom .
keyboard •• a tolo to.liumcol. M at as at lutupautmcst
to lurn
Tw.aty flvt Hell., hi
ladudiai >a.uaat,.ra mainci. .,. | .

J. C. DEAGAN

3V)0 5*10 N. Clark St.

CHICAGO.

«J Put in our Easel, and
Poster Pnmit «..<! w
your attriutan. r 4|r"

..in, 01
the theatrical Ime
Lo« LAY
Prii bat
1
1)1

larthiBg
»|>ecial in
»1 [deai lettloped—

THE NEWMAN MFG. CO.
717 719 Sycamore

ILL

I

St., Cincinnati, 0.

THE
910.00

TO

$100.00

"By Film Kanufaclurtrj

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Moving Picture Exhibitors

PAID

Something New.

for Scinatioj

PRESTO

on receipt ..t 11.00.
ORDEH

DIRECT.

PRESTO

YORK
'Lang°
ManufacturingNEW Co.

«. r.u

NEW

ENGLAND

>

Adju,

Photo-Plav Syndicate, ^.TnuMsi.! a

Lang's
Rewinder No. 2
PRICE $5.00 NET

Fill. Long Felt W'.nl .'_

LMI;R(i[:NCY^CLAMP
AO

Write lor circular.
DEALERS.

EMERGENCY

Bo* 264

NO AOkNTS.

CLMV1P

SYRACUSE,

NEW

CO.
YORK

8.

^ the Operator
IjooKs ait it

EXHIBITORS

Can furnish nice Independent service of less than
twenty-five day and commercial.
Prompt personal attention.
THE
PARK
FILM
COMPANY
1188 Main Street,
Bridgeport, Conn.
W. M. Leighton. Prop.

OUTFIT

"PERFECTO"

As the Operator
Looks at It
Just notice how easy this operator takes it. He doesn't have ti
'ork over a dangerous juice consuming rheostat at furnace heat any
tore since the

Fort Wayne Compensarc
He can control the machine perfectly
one hand-gets a clearer, whiter. steadi(
vilhout even the faintest flicker.
light and can adjust it to any of the three
ild this machine we guaranteed it would absolutely

Cut 2-3 from the Monthly Lighting Bill
That sounded almost loo good to be true, but they put c
on our 30 day free trial plan.
Did the machine "make good?"
Well, the first month
W.
duced
the bill from $22.70 lo $9.24 and they operated more hours
and got belter light than ever before.
regardlcu of wh*i voltagf you a
_
>klet, we'll
e»pl.,n66how
ihr Lighting
Company
2 3 we
per doeeli

> :■-.

Fort Wayne
Electric Works
1402 Broadway

II MERCHANDISE CO.. Timgle Court Bide.. Chicago. III.

Fort Wayne, Indiana
WANTED!
200 Theatre Chairs
1 Electric Theatre Sign
853

Harry
A.
Mackie
BROADWAY
COR. 14th STREET
N EW YORK
CITY

Motion Picture Handbook and ^
By F. H. RICHARDSON— Price, $1.50 Postpaid-Moving Picture World

THE ENTERPRISE
it the
Motion
interests.
('
I. IM-t. iT.iXf

11

\

it

■

it

\

<

lis

Only
n

v

RG

MODEL

B

Portable Calcium Gas Outfit

Young Man Go West- inducement Eitraordinary

■

II

^Vr^W

only Subatitute
for cllectricity
Picture ot Stereopticon
Views

Satisfactory

for
and

projecting
is the

Portable

Outfit

becauM it operates oy WATER PRESSURE, IS CONSTANT.
REGULAR AND RELIABLE and has no complicated spring
valves to corrode, choke up and otherwise get out of order.
Is patented.

vin

"OXONE"
in
the production

SQUARE
CAKES [i. moat
Satiafactory
for
of Oxygen
Gaa.
Sena for particulars.
For Sale by Dealers.

i

II Wilt \< II A CO., 809 Filbert St,, Phlla., Pa.

Enl6rpriS6

OptlCdl

Mfg.

CO.

564 and 572 W. Randolph

treat, CHICAGO

THE

Film Announcement

Titles. sag»
Any of the followinjr!Announcements sent
by mail upon receipt of price:
That's All, Good-Nipht— 16 ft.
Hand Colored Trick Film
S2.00
(Same Black and White;
1.60
Entire Change of Program To-morrow — 10 ft.
Hand Colored
1-60
(Same Black and White
1.00
We thank you for your patronage and ask
you to call again — 20 ft.
Hand Colored
3.00
(Same Black and White)
2.00
Next Show in Five Minutes— 10 ft.
Hand Colored
1.50
(Same Black and White;
1.00
Will the Ladies Please Remove Their Hats
to Others Can See?— 20 ft.
Hand
Colored
Trick
Film
8.00
(Same
Black
and White)
2.00

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

THE CHAUTAUQUA FILM EXCHANGE
NOW FURNISHING THE BEST OF SERVICE
Releases of Exceotional Quality
WRITE

TO-DAY

FOR

OUR

LIST

AND

TERMS

CHICA60, ILL.

356 r EARBORN ST.

Annual Subscription to Moving Picture World, $2.00

French American Producing and
Manufacturing Co.
918 Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.

SOUND

EFFECTS

Not toys, but practical, serviceable
imitations that will give an exact reproduction of the original.
We also manufacture a complete line
of drums and accessories. Chimes. Tympani.
Bells. Xylophones etc.

Leedy Manufacturing Co.
loss E PALMER

ST.

INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

Answering Advertisers Kindly

Mention

loving Picture World
DBLA1
DON'I
1 „u,P ......
are liahl »i .
STERLING TERMINALS
■«m

■•-•<! the

PH..

(LOU
1

win.

market
|>«T I.I.I 1 |»»l|.l.lll
ile by

Advertising

Ml III IN «. .NOVIII.I v CO.
War rr...Ol.i»
,n(l >l.... Strre 1

NEW

SLIDES

Ftr Ite lellowlig Songs— JUST OCT
Arizona Mary
Through the Lands Where Our Dream*
Come True
Strike Up a Hagpipe
Tunc
co Bay
On b..„ I r.
On ll.r I ,,-t Dark Nigh No
My Everlovins Southern C
Great Jehovah
I Wonder Why
My Irish Dearie
Wr Met n, Dmi Old I rii
WithNM Last Rom of Summer I
Backti

Who

mKuLm

\V,tl, I ..night)
III Mm You Wi.rnllir Sun < ■ I MkOul lot lininiy Valentine
Id Love lo t>e l.orcd by a Curl I At You
Y ranting
Take Me Back to Baby-land.
GabgBackto My Old Girl.

De WITT C. WHEELER

t

10 W. 31.1

St.

N.w

York

Value

Ihi- (, E Rectifier proved a source of interest t" th.iu-.nnl~ oi p
The photogra] !i was taken al night
I he rectifier drawl the crowd to stop and look and a nickel passes through

City

With the rectifier, the films show on the screen tvhitt and uncloudtd — not
yellow and Fogg]
why? because it m;ik<- 1) C oul
the country we are receiving lfti.r- of commendation <>n
G E M rrw
'
the onl) device thai satisfactoril> transforms
• into direct current tli<- km. I thai k^1"* ■> brilliani light and
i ir, bright, sharp pictures that gain patronage
M
•
rcury
\rt
Rectifier
saves
you money
one current
moving bills
picttu
manager advising us thai h< hai
Learn how the Reetifi< r opei
Mail the
coupon todaj . or 'phjbne out

General

Electric Company

Principal Office:
i III

■

l hi I OWING

t I I II -

Bdwractady,

N

n

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD
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41

II

^ 1 W(

-*■' n
=WURUTZER=

SiTH YKAB

EDISON
©
KINETOSCOPES
AH Models

NONE
GENUINE
WITHOUT

ML.

WFi m mtW I -L-;

KjjMI

THE
TRADEMARK

^
J The Leading Picture 1 heaters are Installing

Holds the
Record for
Durability

They furnish better music than musicians and cut out that
great expense.
50 different styles.
Call at nearest
branch or wri.e for big 84-page catalog

Beware of
Imitations

Wurliuer Piano Orchestra built in the front of the Gaither Theater, Cincinnati

Wurliizer

Automatic Musical

THE RUDOLPH

CINCINNATI
117 to 121 E. 4th
ST.
LOUIS

WURLITZER

CHICAQO
260 & 268 Wabash
;LAND
ospect

Instruments
COMPANY

NEW
YORK
25 & 27 W. 32nd
I! 1 1 I A 1 ()
701
Main

PHILADELPHIA
183 5 Chestnut
COLUMBUS.
O.
57
E. Main

S

pplies and parts in stock for
all other machines

Get

LECTURE

my

prices

Edison

before purchasing

and

elsewhere

Expert Repair Department

THE LIFE OF MOSES
When this standard five-reel subject was issued
by tlie Yitagraph Company a little over a year
ago, we printed in the Moving Picture World a
descriptive reading for each reel, prepared by the
Rev. Madison C. Peters. The demand for copies

under the management
ALL

Exchangemen!

of Otto Brautigam

GUARANTEED

Exhibitors!

If you have a projecting machine that is
not giving you entire satisfaction, let me
take it, and I will replace it with a

of the World containing these readings have exhausted our supply, so we have reprinted them in

new

pamphlet form.

one.

This important Biblical series of pictures should
never be presented without a lecture, and, to make
this possible, we will supply the exhibitor with the
•complete set at the nominal price of Ten Cents.
postage paid.

REPAIRS

Edison model " B," with outside shutter, allowing you a good price for your old

ALWAYS
a few slightly used machines
A-l condition, at low prices.

in

Wholesale to Exchanges, $5 per 100.

Moving Picture World
125 E. 23rd St.,

New York

Harry A. Mackie
853 Broadway u£s£ New York City
PHONE

2478 STUYVESANT

THE

A

MOVING

NEW

PICTURE

FILM

WORLD

EXCHANGE

Western Film Exchange
H. F. AITKEN,

Temporary

Offices:

General

5 1 E.

Manager

19tK St.,

New

York

Telephone, Cramerey 4557-8

Furnt'jtomg

a

Variety

of

#1

Easily operated, quickly
changed, inexpensive. : :
Interchangeable letters stenciled in meta1' specia'ly arranged for any program.
IIlumination of each subject

IfflftTUin \

ually.
<°™°"e*
Writeindivid
for descriptive

I

matter and money makingpart.cu.ars.
Zeoith Manufacturing Co.
P. 0. Box 252

CINCINNATI, OHIO

WOULD

ftebv

"Reels

WHY

Changeable ILLUMINATED Program Sign
l^ll-HllnW^
HJl'l jtflf Tfifl
■ lll ■■ J \\}\rm
iU»lil'FJ.B

18

SEND

Per

tVeeK.

TO EUROPE

FOR

FILM
PERFORATING
DIES
When we can make them for you ?
High-class repairing and alterations
on Foreign Machines.

THE
249 Centre

A. DEWES

COMPANY

Street,

M \\

IfORl

YOU?

use Sanapan if you knew it would destroy all germs, was an antiseptic
cleanser, deodorizer, odorless, and was used bj hotels, theatres, railroads,
steamships,
to cellar withclubs, offices, buildings, etc.? Wash your house down from root"
Odorless
Disinfectant

Sanapan
ODORLESS

D/SINFECTAM

< / A \ \ n . DEODORIZES,

Odor less
Disinfectant
MSIFVFECTS

Used wherever water or a mop is used. Ji.oo can makes 3 bbls. solution.
I destroys .ill odors in one minute.
Send for a dollar can.
I es 1 iiuoiii.il> of RR's., ship lines, clubs, etc., upon request.

SANAPAN

COMPANY

1 West 45th Street, New York : : Works at Nashville, Tenn.

THE
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PICTURE

WORLD

PFPP,

T. the Trad,

OUR

We are now prepared to
manufacture films for educational and advertising

Musical Electrical Bells

purposes. We go anywhere
on request. Printing and
developing
our
specialty.
Write for particulars
Demonstrations free of charge

which

are played from a Keyboard, the bells being mounted
in various parts of the house have

Educational Mov. Picture
Mfg. and Adv. Co.
F. W. Hochstetter
I7MW. DMslonSt.
CHICAGO,
ILL.

been a great success all over the
country and no Picture-house is
complete without a set of them.
We

CALCIUM

GAS

Compressed in drums ready for
operation for Moving Picture
Shows where electricity cannot
be had. Absolutely pure gas.
Prompt shipments, freight or
express.

can supply 25 Bells, 2 octaves

chromatic, C to C, correctly tuned
to your

S. Robinson, Prop.
408 SinlthfUld St.
PITTSBURGH,
PA.

Piano, complete with

WRITE FOR Ol"R IHMH
Complete stock of repair parts
for machines
and supplies.

Resonators, Keyboard, Magnets,

Erker
Bros. Optical Co.
604 OIHe St., St. Louis, Mo.

and Boards, complete ready to install for $75.00.

Mr. Manager: m0\ £«"p£ .''T
New York Pliy Bnreia.Trtmonl Theatre Bld| . Y V City

J. C. DEAGAN

~ZZ

SHOW

3C.

38M to 3810 North Clark Street

Slate,
Men's
Men's
Ladies'
Boys'

nn

CHICAGO, U. S. A.

SOUVENIRS
Per Groti

Sponge and Pencil
Link Cuff Buttons
Fancy Tie Pins, ass't
" Plains
rrors Brooches,
AirFancy
Novelty ass't

$i.*S

Girls' Tablets, size 5x8 inch
Ass't Fancy Easter Novelties
Easter China Slipper and Chick, new..
Assorted Imported Chinaware
Fancy Lithographed Ash Trays
Imported Stone Steins
Horseshoe
Mirror, assorted colors

bbb
*•$•
4.50
4-«o
3-or
»•«
i.J!

All personal checks"™*! be CERTIFIED.
NEWMAN
MFC. CO.
641 and 647 Woodland Ave.
Cleveland. OWe

Just Like a Game of Checkers
OUR

MOVE

np. ii,, i i,, i« it
.In.-,
an, I if i
I a- i.fdii a-

an mint »f in, rCMed
I's-ar)
i

«»■ Hill
|i< I

Sixth Floor Powers Kulldinit

N. E. Cor. Wabash Ave. and Monroe SI., Chicago, III.
1

DOMESTIC

S2. 00

SUBSCRIPTION
PICTURE
WORLD
CANADA

S2;50

FOREIGN S3:00

mnvr

n-

Chicago Song Slide Exchange

Dipt.

ANNUAL
MOVING

GENRE

MOTION
Write for 16-page

SLIDES

Catalog

GENRE

507 North Clark Street

Chicago, 111.

THE

FILMS
FOR
RENT
New Films High Class Service

MOVING

PICTURE

OPERA iff CHAIRS
FOR

EVERY

WRITE

The A. H. Andrews
1 74- 176 Wabash Ave.. Chicago. III.

c

Write Today for Terwu

EUGENE

J
JOS Fourth

ONI
MAYER

m

CLINE

NDBED

Chlcage

KEELS

FILM

SILVERMAN

-McKENNA-

^zf »—

ESTABLISHED

PURPOSE

l.OOO STTLES

The Pioneer Houae, With 8 Years'
Experience and $250,000.00
Back Ol It

67 and 59 Dearborn St.,

WORLD

GEO.W. BENNETT

r t^

744 W. 5th Street

L CINCINNATI

OHIO

M
A
I
R
S

BRASS
RAILINGS

i

EASELS
GRILLES
CUSPIDORS

a>

BRASS

Mel enna

CAT.

1865
No.

31

Co.
Bran

Opera and Assembly Chairs

Prompt Shipments. Writ! for CltllOgil
PEABODY SCHOOL FURNITURE CO.
North
Mar.chc-.ter .
Indiana
;tnts ROBERT J. EHLERS CO.
Lexin«ton Ave. and «3d Si. • No
.

HALLBERG
is the world's greatest the
reIt Chair.
If you have net seen our lal
t models, investigate.
■ day for circular A.
ill-: iiAimis n
MFG. CO
!)•*•«,
oi,.... r. s. v

%

^

KICK l'l.A 1 ES
TAII tTREADS
DOOR

—

FOR

SILLS

Bros. Bras >Co.

i II rSBl RGH, PA

.

The Best
Uniforms

'

For Employees of
Moving Picture Theatres
Ui.ir r« illu -nut., I

■mptei > i

ECONOMIZER

FOLDING
CHAIRS
Shows.Grand Standi
Assembly Halls, etc
In sections if wantec
Write for Catalog No. 2

The Kauftman
Manufacturing Co,
ASHLAND, OHIO
Natty Ip-lo-llak
Styles

THE

J. H. HALLBERG

CHEAP

SPECIALTY:
Prompt Shipments

Opera
Chairs

Free on application.

D.KLEIN&BRO.

The Wisconsin Lumber
and Veneer Co.

KIND Itr-IDS.

PHILADELPHIA, Pi

W.ICI

)\ [NG

PICTURE

W< >RLD
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A

Reliable

Carbon

Of

THE

HUDSON

Real merit that meets all

Electrician's Pocket Tool Kits

Conditions and requirements
Operators may face.

No living up-to-date operator can afford to be
without one.
No up-to-the-minute manager should allow his
operator to be without one of these sets, containing the following
high
grade
all fully

Buy of your Exchange
In any city

Nickel Plated Tools
I (. inch Side Cutting l>li

Or write to us for samples.
G^tis for the asking.
Remember the mark

Folding Leather

Price
Complete

Arco-Biograph, pressed
Plainly in each.
A mark of the
High Grade Carbon.
L. E. Frorup $ Co.

York City

Moving^Picture Supply Catalogue

N. Y.
IMTO'RTE'RS

$3.01
F. O. B.
New

HUDSON ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.
Barclay St.
New York City
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Please Your Patrons
You cannot hope to win permanent success
as a moving picture showman unless you
please your patrons, and the surest way
to please your patrons is to

Project Perfect Pictures
To insure perfect pictures, you must
have the best moving picture machine —

A Power's Cameragraph
No. 6
It not only projects perfect pictures,
but it will outlast TWO machines
of any other kind. That makes it
the cheapest machine you can buy
"A Word to the Wise
is Sufficient " AND

Nicholas

Power

OUR

Company

1 15-117 Nassau Street

New York

For thirteen years the leading makers of moving
picture
machines

SOMETHING

ENTIRELY NEW IN MOVING
AN EDUCATIONAL

TREAT

OF SCIENCE

AND

PICTURES

SKILL

Showing the Most Wonderful Film Ever Produced
PROF. NOKES
EUROPEA
formers in
Acting, Dancing, Performing Fleas -Smallest Performers
in the
the W
World

FLEA

CIRCUS

*tf*&
J

^J. • .'■

What is Shown at the Circus
FLEA INCUBATOR

EOS

BREAKING FLEAS FROM JUMPING
FEEDING THE FLEAS
HOW FLEAS ARE HARNESSED
CIRCUS PARADE
JUMPING THROIUI HOOP
TIGHT-ROPE WALKINC
MI.RRY-CO-ROUND
TREADMI1I
DANCING FLEAS
JUGGLINC BALL
ami numerotu oth< r If a
in which dir Plena dUpl
lium.ui intelligence

nly

tran ed Hei
ill We are now in a position to -how them on thi
Mil-, film ha been pronounced by 100 leading newspap
accomplished
Hid vmn home paper have it

EXCLUSIVE

STATE

RIGHTS FOR SALE
C- H. DIHEMAN,

■

■11 in .1 mi. i

Lxceum

Theatre.

the 1

ilc to the tyea of

>~t wonderful exhibl-

Washington,

D

984

THE

ONES
CAPITAL

MOVING

PICTUKK

WORLD

CO. of ROME
( Preferred Stock, -jordinary Stock, Fully Paid-up 5,750,000

Studios and Factories, Rome

2,000,000

Lire

3,750,000
Lire

Lire

and Padova

Branches at the Following Cities
18 Charing Cross Road
BARCELONA
59 Paseo dc
PARIS
II Rue St. Augustin
RIO DE JANEIRO
A.
BERLIN
ried Richstrasse
BUENOS AY RES
A.
3 Glenuchewsky Pereul
CARACAS
Levy
And the Following Agencies
Milan
Turin
Genoa
Naples
Bologna

Venice
Dresden
I'okio
Johannesburg
St. Petersburg

Oddcssa
Keiff
Vladivostock
Marseilles
Brussels

Lille
Zurich
Sydney
Lima
I ienna

Gracia
Scstini
Scstini
& Co,

Amsterdam Lcipsic
Copenhagen Lisbon
Stockholm Capetown
Buda I'esth liaiana
Frankfort

Branch for the United States of America
445
Broome
St., Broadway,TELEGRAPHS,
New York
City
TELEPHONE,
SPRING 9232
CINES NEW YORK

The Law Compels Unwise Exhibitors to
Operate Well Lighted Houses
the
are the
house and
light choice
anc* aman's
c
B« *0 pri-L^yj
vaiDOnS
wise
only compelling factor is his belief in advancing
with his business.
Daylight picture advocates everywhere are our
Best Bio Boosters. Your exchange has Bio Garbons.

CHARLES

L. KIEWERT

39 Cortlandt Street
NEW YORK
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Motion Picture

HANDBOOK
(^ IVING full detailed description,
^^ with illustrations and instructions, in the proper method for
wiring and lighting ^
M?
No theatre complete without one.

Price $1.50
Postage Prepaid
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Thanhouser
WO- A- WEEK

THE

RELEASED
DAY, MAY

RAILROAD

BUILDER

TUES9
AN ENTIRE SECTIONIOF RAILROAD DEVASTATED BY FIRE
1 !:.. Mill- of Tra.-kaiir and Thousands of Ra.lrna.l Ties I■<■! In 'lie Flames
TO MAKE A MOVING PICTURE
NOT A "SMOKE POT" FIRE, BUT THE REAL THING
Farmer! bate young railroad builder and set afire road he
ind call is sent for lire engines
an, I apparatus fiom n. a c-t town.
Kntire town fire department
' re while
SMOKE AND FLAME SHOOT A MILE HIGH

THE
IS PUT

A STREAM

OK.

RELEASED

«^i ■•^»»'

Mr"^^rfjf

MB.

■
SCENE

FROM

^Wi

'

M'M
"REGTMENTAL

BALL."

Thanhouser
NEW

ROCHELLE

FLAMES

WIN.

FRIDAY,
An Army Story

MAY12

The Regimental

Ball

tells of the test a code of army ethics were put
to and how splendidly they came through it.
It is an unusual story of the comradeship of
two young officers and of the bitter rivalry that
succeeded it, "all on account of a girl." An entire United States fort, with its barracks, battlements and garrison, give the picture "local
color"
of the truest sort and make it educational
in
its accuracy.
No. 210
Code Word, Reg.
JUST OUTI THE NEW THANHOUSER PHOTOFRAME conr
sisting of five original photos. 11x14 inches, of the leading Thanhouse
players framed in solid oak, mission finish, complete with glass. GOES
TO YOU FOR Ja.so with order. This is the prize outfit that tickledto-death exhibitors the country over are calling THE GREATEST
" Dept.
LOBBY
tor's Dept.DISPLAY BARGAIN EVER KNOWN. Address Exhibividual
photographs
(11x14) ^o_f_ Thanhouser
Dept.
FREE Exhibitor's
OF CHARGE
t postage prepaid for $
,.jg the Thanhouser LoL., _
1 with the Moving
Picture busi
Address Exhibitor's

Company
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The Moving
Picture Cream of
America and
Europe

987

OUR

Bison — N. Y. Motion Picture Co.
Powers — The Powers Co.
YankeeThanhouser — Thanhouser Co.
WEDNESDAY
Ambrosio— N. Y. Motion Picture Co.
Champion — The Champion Film Co.
Nestor — David Horsley.
Reliance — Carlton M. P. Laboratories
0 Co.
Solax — Solax
TUESDAY'
THURSDAY

Original prints of this unexcelled
program can be obtained in U. S.
and Canada only from exchanges
purchasing film through

Motion Picture Distributing & Sales Co.

American — Amer. Film Mfg. Co.
Itala— N. Y. Motion Picture Co.
Imp — Independent M. P. Co.
Rex— Rei M. P. Mff. Co.
FRIDAY
Bison— N. Y. Motion Picture Co.
Lux — R. Prieur
Thanhouser — Thanhouser Co.
Solax — Solax Company
Yankee— Yankee Film Co.
SATURDAY
Gt. Northern— Gt. Northern Film Co.
Itala— N. Y. Motion Picture Co.
Powers — The Powers Co.
Reliance — Carlton M. P. Laboratories.

Ill East 14th Street, New York City

GREAT

PROGRAM

MONDAY
American— Amer. Film Mfg. Co
Eclair— Eclair Film Co.
Imp — Independent M. P. Co.

NORTHERN
Release for

SATURDAY,

April

29th

The Cossack

Duke

A powerful drama of Russian military life. A feature film of the
highest type.
Acting and Photography superb.
I/)

jy
The

Film

Connoisseur's
Favorite
Brand

GREAT

Release for SATURDAY.

MAY

6th

The Lucky
Banana
A BUSTLING
COMHDY
A Would-Be
A LUDICROUS

NORTHERN

ALL

Seller

Sportsman
COMEDY

TRICK

UP-TO-DATE INDEPENDENT
EXCHANGES
HANDLE
OUR
PRODUCT

FILM CO., 7 E. 14th St., New York
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S500 Reward
For Information
Leading
to the Conviction of

Mystery Solved!

DUPERS
" Imp"
films are being duped
more
than any
brand on the market because of the terrific demand.
If you suspect your exchange is sending you duped
Imps, send us a small sample of the film with the
nan>e of the exchange. If your clue leads to the
conviction of any duper, you'll get $500 cash reward. Offer open to everybody.

Cen. Flimco Is
Bays
Crying

THIS PICTURE

SHOWS

SOME

"Imps" with teeth missing.
That's the way they look in "The Fair
Dentist," our release of May 8th— one of the higgest screams ever produced. On the same split reel you'll get "The Four Lives" — an absolute novelty in film-making. On Thursday, May nth, we release,
"For Her Brother's Sake" containing a horse rare that will set your
house fairly wild with excitment. Get every one of these "Imps" or
know the reason why!

Send Us Your Name and Address, Quick!
We've got Important Stuff to Mail to You Right Away !
^jTqvuvqV.
Independent
fy^TN^
Company
102 IV. wist
All

Moving
Pictures
of America
Street, Nciu York

Carl Laemmlc.
I'res.
"Imp" theFilms
Sales So!<i
Co. Thro\

All "Imp" Film* Now Made
Eastman
Stock.

Likell."
t

week. But ' the independent fight conned instead of collapsing, grew and gre^
d grew until now it is bigger than Gen.
imco and his big brother combined.
at's why he is crying likell and telling
• teacher on Carl Lactnmle. Here's a tip
licensed exhibitors:
Kun Rany l.KfilmEtffl
you
Mi — VOl
II i MM
BE < \M EL] Kl>. HunMis of theatres using li
o using special releases not made by the
crying
ist — and not a word is being s said
to
•m by Flimco. HE'S ALL

BLUFFED
blann

Carl Laemmle,
all

President

on

Watch

for announcement of our great Decoration Day release. One of the grandest Imps
ever made. Make immediate arrangements
with your exchange for an early booking.
LISTEN to the Princess Theatre. Muskegon, Mich.:— "Yes. we had
to go Independent again. Imps are the cause. Our patrons kept hollering for them until we gave them what thev wanted. Our business
is GREAT"!

iwd

I.;.
year ago the general WM BO strong that
nclreds of exhibitors were afraid to run,
til own business. He t . . 1 rl them that if
ry turned independent and the indepen!. they would be left high
I ontinued to pay him %t

The Laemmle Film Service
New

number

204 W. Lake St., Chicago, III.
Sykes Block.
J5J7 Farnam St
Minneapolis, Minn.
Omaha, Neb.
209 Fifth St.
lliO Wyandotte St.
Des Moines, Iowa
Kansas City, Mo.
The biggrtt and belt film renter
in the world
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National Program
W

I'll trade conditions such as have been evolved in moving picture circles, the advent
of a new
program
necessarily forced attention and commanded immediate

support.
The progress of the movement is consistent with trade needs.
The entrance of our organization in the field at this time is due to the need and the support shown.
The work of making
tvailable to the Exhibitor this program in all parts of the country on the lines as originally laid
down, ha- involved such detail that our organization was forced into existence.
plan.

The National
program
is primarily
distinctive and exclusive; to maintain it so is a fixed
As rapidly as we find men competent and responsible to handle Exchange rights in territory,
am will he available in such territory.
We

invite the correspondence of responsible parties in territory not already allotted.

We are prepared to furnish you film which will command the support of the public.
We will
handle the output of the .National Film Mfg. & Leasing Company factories and import direct the
European product.

NATIONAL
34

<SL 36

FILM

West

Houston

DISTRIBUTING
Street

New

Exhibitors: Send your

every pr,dav

COMPANY

YorK

City. U, S

A.

nailing list.

THE WORLD'S BEST— BAR NONE
EV"Y ***"
INDEPENDENT EXHIBITORS: Exhibit Lux Films
IVERYONE
IVERYWHERE
IVERY TIME

Entertain Ei
LUX FILMS

We want you to get the World's best every week.

Released,

May 5th,

Bill as a Toreador
Comedy

SI

GET LUX

I

<> I II I It

East

I OK

SIMII'SIS

AMI

Comedy— 426 Feel
M.,,1
-n.l ,t. ,...„.-, ,..

I'ASI

It I I I

V SI

The World's Best— Bar None

R.
lO

l'A«. I S

1911

Fashion and its Consequences

4 1 9 Feet
f.
A H«.c...

I5tH

Street

.!„.,!

|

GET LUX

PRIEUR
n

Sold only Ihroufh the Motion

New

Plctur. 1)1 m . Ih ut I n» atiJ Ml«

YorK
Company

City
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Motion Picture Programs

SPECIAL

AN ESSENTIAL FACTOR
THE TWO
WEEKLY

Fall of Troy

CHAMP

RING
AND

CHAMP

l\
THE
TWO
EXPECT
RESULTS.

Monday,

TWO

May 8, 1911

"COL. E. D.BAKER
1st CALIFORNIA"
A Battle Betwixt Love and Dm

REELS

NOW

BOOKING

Handsome
Banners
Printed Matter
Free of Charge

and

Acme Film Co.
131 Bastable Bldg.

12 East 15th Street
New

York City

Syracu.e,

N. Y.

W. E. GREENE FILM
EXCHANGE, Inc.
Here Is Your Weekly Western.

It's CHAMPION

and That's Your Cry

"Making a Man of His Son"
CHAMP

Wednesday,

May 10, 1911

A Test of Honesty in the
Dead of Night.
CHAMPS appear Monday and Wednesday
MONDAY teaches HISTORY and
WEDNESDAY portrays the WEST

The Champion Film Co.

The

Oldest and Largest Independent
Film Exchange in New England

The House of Quality and Satisfaction
MR. EXHIBITOR

W. E. Greene Film Exchange
INCORPORATED

228 Trcmont
JkfigSSJf

Mark M.

Dintenfass,

Gen' I Mgr.

l§|gEl 12 E. 15th St., New York City

:

If you are desirous of finding out bov> to improve
your present service and increase your daily attendance
call and have a confidential chat with us. If you are
unable to call, drop us a line.

Street,

Boston, Mass.

Telephone 3790 Oxford
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"All Wise Independents buy and
boost Flying A Cowboy Pictures"
Two "Flying A" Cowboy Pictures a Week
Remember— Two "Flying A" Cowboy Pictures a Week
Cowboy Pictures
Cowboy Pictures i^'1]™:!
Cowboy Pictures
Cowboy Pictures xol th,
Cowboy
Release

Pictures
of Monday,

May

Release

1st

of Thursday,

May

4th

Two
"Flying
CowboyA"
Pictures
a week

AMERICAN
Bank

NOTICE

FILM
Floor,

MANUFACTURING

Ashland

Block,

Chicago,

CO.

III.

TO EXHIBITORS

Our new approved sixty ampere, two hundred and fifty volts switch and
l)o\ now ready. These articles are prepared in strict accordance with the
requirements ol the Board oi Watei Supply, Gas and Electricity. Price
complete $5.00 each.
AMERICAN MOVING PICTURE MACHINE CO.,
No.

101

Beekman

Street

NEW

YORK

CITY

THE

Ml >\ [NG

JEWELRY IN PICTURES

I'll flJRE

\\ » iRLD

QUALITY

A.l

IS A NEW ONE ON YOU, ISN'T IT?WELL HERE'S A GEM

THE

QUALITY

OF

"THE
ULTIMATE SACRIFICE"
A DRAMA THAT DOESN'T WEAKENIT'S STRONG

IS UNEQUALLED

ALL THROUGH)

Released, Thursday RGXday, May 4th, 1911
and it's as good as it sounds.

FOR

MAY

8th

A VILLAGE FLIRT
A Roaring Farce, depicting provincial
life in all its charm and simplicity, and
presenting indirectly a wholesome moral
withal!
Length 910 feet

Mr. Exhibitor:—
Never
Miss an a"ECLAIR"
Prove yourself
WINNER.
It's a strong story of love belated ; not the usual kiss and
make-up.
if. a R6X that's why it's different, and it's different because

Don't Sacrifice TheReXKNOWHOWMFfl.CO.
an Opportunity, Grasp It!

Eclair
NEW
CHICAGO:

Film Company

YORK:

31

30

EAST

EAST

27th STREET

RANDOLPH

STREET

573 to 579 11th AVENUE
New York City
SALES CO.'S SHIPPING FORCE
SACRIFICE
ThEIR
LUNCH
HOURS
SHIPPING

R£X

FILMS.

Our

films are sold only

jESfS?

through the Motion Picture ^g»l
Distributing
and Sales Co.
*-#£r^»

Moving Picture World
THE WORLD

PHOTOGRAPHIC

PUBLISHING

COMPANY

- 125 E 23d. Street, NEW

(Beacb Building)
SUBSCRIPTION:

ADVERTISING

WESTERN

$2.00 per year.

YORK

Telephone call, 1344 Gramercy

Post free in the United States, Mexico, Hawaii, Porto Rico
Canada $2.50. Foreign Countries, $3.00. Post Paid.

and the Philippine Islands.

RATES:
Whole page, $60.00; half page, $30.00; quarter page, $1500; eighth page, $750; one inch (3^ in.
wide), $3.00; one inch (2% in. wide), $2.00; classified (no display), 3 csnts per word.
Time Discounts:
10% one months order, 15% six months, 20% twelve months.

OFFICE

: 169 W.

Wa»hington

Street (Post Building), Chicago,

111.

Telephone,

Main 3145.

Automatic

Phone 32732

Entered at the General Post Office in New York City as Second-Class Matter.
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Local Organization Necessary to a National Convention
For the success of a National Convention of any trade
there must be some semblance of purpose.
Something
tangible behind tbe mere gathering together of a number
other than the aimless idea of talking business.
The Convention should represent something, and before
g >ing further, it is well for someone to ask:
What doe*
nvention
represent'
< )ffhand,
it signifies
a
gathering of moving picture men to talk over matters
of mutual interest.
And again we ask:
What moving
picture men?
Is it to represent all, or a part?
If it
• a part, what part does it represent?
These
tions which must be properly answered, before
iiie project advances much further.

The men who attend the Chicago convention should
represent their local districts.
Preferably they should
come as delegates from well organized leagues, with
certain duties to perform.
In advance the organizations,
here and there, should determine upon a programme to
be followed out.
It is quite certain that all
will not be settled at the first convention.
It
then, that a definite programme should be ma]
so that when the delegates of the vario
tions arrive, they will know
in advance exactly what
matter- of moment are to he considered, and will come

In our opinion, the basis upon which a National Condition must rest is the local organization, or Exhibitors'
Now is the, time when exhibitors in all cities
f the Uniorr should be up and doing in the matter of
n. There remain two months in which this
rable state of affairs may well be perfected.
. a. II organized exhibit

Let us now gel down u> bed-rock, and begin at the beginning. Most local organizations ^i exhil
us gatherings to .say the least.
In m
one of them there are to be found men ^i opposit

e.
I lie Exhibitors'
League of ( >hio,
these that seems to be well-founded and supWithin the past month the Exhibitors' League
nto the lime light, and
nmendable aetivit) . I here an
1 ould mention, but there are not 1 n
organization*
of moving
picture
men
are
• 1 lam quantities
I here are inan\ reefs upon
inch the n.nl. 1 craft
hav<
foundered.
However,
exhibit. >i organization^, th<- main obstacles are with
than without.
Internal strife and
lead "i outside inter
is commonl)
rettabli squab
on ial questions have wrecked im ire ll
K .111.I 11 1 ,.111 purpo e to call attention
thia arti
the p t falls that lie in the path
organization,

prepared accordingly, and advocate th<
organizations which the) represent,

tastes and idea-, ["his la
in SO many cases that it is .put.
separate exhibitors into definite I
far from being agreeable, and who furnish the
in the wt
leal with
■[.lent types individual]
type in a f. w words, we have no doubt that tl ■
will readily recognize them as the\ a; ;
First, we
1- but a f(

have

the

jealous

member,

li

: in nt . shaking their finj

n the town

So

lie is obdurate, while h

the)
hten a out "

,',c bum
Type Mo
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haughty member. Qsuallj he manages the
theater in town. He considers himself in a class
by himself and far above the smaller exhibitor. In
man) cases he refuses to join the movement, or if lulu- doorman or someone else with no
authority, to represent his house. l\pi No. 4 The
don't care member. He is the man who is usually absent
ill, and when he does attend, has verj little to
say, except to give some lame excuse when asked why
he has not paid hi- dues for the past three months.
Type No. 5. The foreign member. More often than
not the heart of the foreign member is in the right place,
but he is lost in a wilderness of words that he does not
understand. He is usually ver) finicky about money
matters, and man) times, although he has signified his
willingness to carr) out the polic) of the organization,
. htwa) returns to his theater and conducts things
to suit himself. Type No. 6. - -The talkative member.
We all know him. The man who takes up the time of
the members at the meeting with inconsequential and
irrelevant interruptions. Ho usually has one or two
"big" ideas that he would like to see carried out by those
present, and will allow the members no rest until they
take up his project. He is a pest. Type No. 7. — The
suspicious member. He is the man who has an idea that
the whole thing is a frame-up for the benefit of one or
two exhibitors, whom he imagines are running things to
suit themselves. He says little until the meetings are
over and the objects of his suspicion have taken a car
homeward. Then he will voice his sentiments privately^
to one or two who linger with him. He gives them to
understand that he is too wise to be taken in by any such
game as they are trying to work on him. Type No. 8. —
The loyal worker. There are a few men in every association who do the hulk of the work; they are tireless,
honest and self-sacrificing. They spend much time that
they can ill-afford upon correspondence, visiting obstreperous exhibitors, consulting with lawyers and politicians, neglecting their business for the good of some
who do not seem to appreciate their efforts. This type
is always buoyed up by hope, and never gives up until
all the others have deserted.
To exhibitors in all cities, we would say that, for the
benefit of the business as a whole, it is far better to lay
aside all petty discord for the welfare of the business as
a whole. Let them show to the world of trade that the
retail moving picture business is as substantial and dignified as any other walk of trade. In a later article we
shall have something more to say bearing upon local organization, the success of which must be the foundation
of an Exhibitors' National Convention.

Pass It Along.
Defending the picture is an easy matter now as compared with earlier days. Skepticism is giving way to a
general recognition of the merits of motography. The
public is becoming more interested in the subject day
by day, and it reads with avidity the increasing amount
of favorable newspaper comment pertaining thereto.
Very often we place a copy of The World in the hands
of professional or business men in other lines and it is
quite gratifying to observe the pleasure they seem to take
in reading it.
In this way we have won a large number of converts
in men who were apathetic in their attitude toward the
picture. As every good picture man is expected to be
militant in advancing the business, we would suggest to
our thousands of readers that they loan their copy of The
World to such laymen as would be considered desirable
convert- to the picture.
The amount of good to be done

PICTURE

WORLD

thereb)

would be incalculable.
We realize that it would
asible to circulate the weekly issue as though it
were a libran 1 k, hut we do think that if «
hibitor would lend it to the local newspaper ^
would lie as bread cast upon the waters.

The Studio Wedding
"Backward,
turn backward, oh time in tin
Make me a child again, just for tonight!"

flight —

As though in supplement tu our editorial in last week's
issue on the subject of Moving Pictures in the Home,
there appeared accounts, a few days since, in the Xew
York press of a silver wedding that was given by Mr.
and Mrs. Lionel Sutro of New York City. The feature
of this silver wedding, that attracted the Metropolitan
press to the extent of considerable space, was a moving
picture. Mr. and Mrs. Sutro were married 25 years ago,
when there were no moving pictures ; therefore it was impossible for them to show to their assembled guests a
true delineation of their wedding or their courtship days.
Nothing daunted, however, they resolved to make the
best of what was at hand by rehearsing their courtship
days before the moving picture camera. In a measure
their moving picture was a make-shift, but they did the
best they could under the circumstances, and proved
thereby that although they may be growing old, at least
they are not becoming antiquated. They have, moreover,
set an example that we expect to see followed as a general practice in the not far distant future.
Quite a few months ago, The Moving Picture World
predicted that in the days to come there will be more
studio weddings than church weddings, but to the best of
our information it has remained with such enterprising
old folks as Mr. and Mrs. Sutro to actually show the
way for young brides and bridegrooms.
In our editorial of last week on the subject of The
Moving Picture in the Home, we indicated that the moving picture portrait would be the connecting link between
cinematography and the home. The film record of weddings very properly comes under the head of moving picture portraits. It is a record of an event in the family. In
most cases, from now on, it will actually depict the foundation of the family, which, as time goes on, will be augmented by further additions to the growing negative achildren are born to the couples who have been filmed
These children will of course, when home cinematography
becomes a fad, be recorded in moving pictures at different periods of their growths, or at various chapters in
their lives, such as, at graduation time,- the first long
dress or trousers, the engagement, the courtship, and so
on, until they are married, when new records of the childrens' childrens' marriages will be made, while in the
meantime the original bride and groom have become
grandparents. Then history will begin to repeat itsdlf ■
by suppling each member of the family with a print of
the
foundation of the family, an'd so on it may continue
for centuries.
movingheraldry
picture bywill
family
tree';
willThediscount
95 be
%. theThefuture
time is
at hand
; theit
question is : "Who will lie the first to equip a large studio
on Fifth Avenue with special reference to the accommodation of weddings." The field is large and promising.
X'o doubt the iiioik classes will be the first to take it up
as a serious proposition. The Moving Picture Worlp
takes this opportunity to congratulate Mr. and Mr?.
Sutro upon their pioneer work for the moving picture
portrait. They have set an example. They have blazed
a new trail for the moving picture and have thereby shown
to the world once more that the moving picture will be
with us forever and a day.
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The Exhibitor and the Lighting Company
If there is any person or persons any more independent
than a small town baggage-master, exhibitors will no
doubt agree that it is a public service corporation. Many
are the tales of arrogance and high-handed independence
of the electric lighting concerns that supply current to
the exhibitor as well as the entire city in which the
plant is located. Electric lighting, like the telephone, is
by nature a monopoly. It would be difficult to get efficient service were city lighting not controlled from one
central point. But that is all the more reason why a curb
should be put upon it. The business of lighting a city
•s bv far too much power to be placed absolutely in the
hands of arbitrary individuals, especially as they showsigns of beginning to dabble in politics, because, once
firmly entrenched by means of political patronage, their
position is well nigh impregnable, and the consumer is
practically at their mercy.
We have been noticing a case in Brooklyn recently
where an exhibitor of moving pictures has carried on
single-handed a legal battle with the Edison Illuminating
Company, and his success in getting an injunction against
that haughty corporation
for refusing to furnish him
light. This man not only secured an injunction, but the
judge who granted it took occasion to score the Edison
i bmpany in very round terms for their arbitrary conduct,
and besides awarded the exhibitor a judgment of $130
i his suit to recompense him for
>dng obliged to keep his theater closed for tour nights.
In this case it appears that the Edison Company coneived the idea that Mr. Rosen, the exhibitor, was interanother theatre that was owing them a bill for
They had no proof that the plaintiff was finanaally interested in one or two other concerns they named.
■! upon the supposition that he was, and refused
»,int blank to furnish him current unless he made good
he arrears of another theatre.
There is nothing unusual in this case. It is well known
hat electric light companies have arbitrary ways of reusing installations and service until some other old bill
I someone's else is paid up.
It is not infrequent to hear
n 1- denied service because he has a brother who
indebted to the power company for service.
These
orporations sometimes over-step their legal rights and
family affair of a strictly business pro]
glad to record the case of Rosen vs. The Edison
nominating Company, because it shows that a single in
ividual has brought aboul a result which. so far. has
mplished by few, if any, of the now existing
jchibitoi
The question of electric light
one which should be a paramount issue in all
ciations, as it should be with the conimplated Exhibitors' National ( onvention to be held in
dui in},' Jul) of this yeai .
\\'i will pa

over the high pricethat
of electricity
in a few
in most communi
exhorbitant.
Man) exhibitors have submitted
el submitting to the exorbitant rates of electric
impanies, and regard it a^ the least of their
11 compari on w itli theii
ubs< 1 \ ienc\ to dicta
ndate of electric powei
Exhibitors, however, arc beginning to realize that, in
■ 5, the) .an manufacture their own power at a
the surplus at .1 profit.
\\ e have in

< in. dl theatre in N'ewark that generate? elc<
I he public set \ ice corporation
non with all such corporations, In virtue of their
■ iliations with politics, have I 1
law - de
ilieis ill. ,,i themselves -t' tin- right to string a
iblic street.
Phis, .1- om • an n adih si,-.
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is the mainstay of their monopolistic scheme. There will
be found, no doubt, other laws of the same nature should
one have any litigation with them. One feature, however, they have been unable to circumvent, and that is to
prohibit electric service within the confines of a square
block. The Newark exhibitor in question has. for some
time, been supplying not only himself with electricity,
but others in the same block who desire it. at about half
the rate of the public service corporation, and direct current at that.
The foregoing is offered to our readers as a suggestion. Electric current for the moving picture theatre
may be had for the mere trouble of operating a dynamo,
provided the exhibitor is enterprising enough to extend
service, throughout the block in which he is situated, to
the tradesman in different lines. There have appeared,
as are advertised in the columns of The Moving Picture
World, electric lighting plants of moderate cost that have
been found to meet all the requirements of moving picture
theaters. The rejMtrts we hear from them are that they
give entire satisfaction, and many are being installed in
small cities where electric current of any kind is not available. The testimonials of their efficiency leave little room
for doubt.
This matter of current for moving picture theatres is
one which is important enough to come up for considerable deliberation at the forthcoming convention.

Mayor Gaynor's Committee.
Thetion the
ladies
the Woman's
Club have
to petiTownof Council
of Montclair,
X. decided
J., to grant
no
license to show motion pictures in that village. Xo other
comment can be made on this decision save that it shows
an attitude toward moving pictures not uncommon in such
organizations. Women ^i culture are fortunately apt to
be conservative. Useful innovations, though at first they
seem harmful to them, find staunch supporters in them
when once they recognize their value.
Professor
Frederick
Starr, of the Uhiv<
I hicago, 1- reported recently to have said:
"The moving picture is not a makeshift, but the highest type of entertainment in the history oi the world. It
stands for a better Americanism because it is attracting
millions of the masses to an uplifting institution, drawing
them to an improving as well as an amusing nature oi
the city life. \i< value cannot he measured now. but
another generation will benefit more largely through its
influence than we of today can p
The value of the motion picture to modern civilization
1- growing more and more wide'.
. erv day.
\\ e believe that tin- pictures that
ing generation should he wisely regulated.
They will
alien our national character, but if sanely directed they
will workthorities for
good.
But
the look
first 1place '.'.Kit the auni any om
community
should
help them in decisions regarding the regulati >n of moving
picture ■-how- should he among 1
and managers of such -hows.
has appointed a comra I
with the aldermen in drawing the new ordinan t
regulation of the moving picture businei
ommended in a recent report l■•
counts Foadick.
The committee
Furst, a Brooklyn 'aw \ er . John
Institute ; Assistant
I orpoi ation
Lulled to the M ..
Not a man on
the motion pictU
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Fishing for Compliments.
B>

Loi is Reeves Harrison.

The man who uses his Strength and energy in making
gets used to rough treatment and can stand for a
little broad-minded criticism without getting peevish. But
some of the gentlemen who arc now eating rig dr VCOU a
la financiere as a steady diet are becoming so delicate that
anything said to them must be served with a nice, juicy
Of course it is as plain as the wart on your nose that
indiscriminate praise of photoplays is of no value to the
producers, and it is equally obvious that exhibitors must
he sickened by the continuous stream of flattery poured
out by organ- of this or that company on what i- served
in the way of plays whether palatable or rotten.
In the interest of all concerned, for the permanent establishment ofmoving pictures in public favor, particularly to draw intelligent people all over the country into
the little theatres, we might as well face the fact that 75
per cent, of photoplays are not what they should be.
There is a reason.
But let us see whether such a statement is justified.
Instead "i illuminating this point with our own criticisms, and in a spirit of impartiality, I will cite the views
of a contemporary published last week.
I do not know the critic personally, not even his name,
hut he seems to be fair. He states in his first review of
the week's releases that a Licensed film story had been
already produced by an Independent company. Later he
condemns an Independent release as a serious detriment
to the entire motion picture industry.
I have carefully examined his 54 criticisms, and eliminating films openly or silently condemned and those
damned with faint praise, I find that he comes out in
frank approval of 5 out of 31 Licensed films, as follows:
Opportunity and the Man (Lubin), "Strong and purposeful :" The Court Martial (Gaumont), "A strong and
gripping story:" Silver Threads among the Gold (Edi, simple, appealing and poetic thought ;" Though
Your Sin- p.e as Scarlet (Yitagraph) . "Probably the
strongest and most effective suhject of a biblical character
I by any company ;" Eastern Bahies (Yitagraph),
"'A particularly pleasing hit."
1 If 4 out of _>.} Independent relases, he says:
' I ligar ( Imp ), "A capital idea brought out with
wonderful cleverness;" Velvet and Rags (Thanhouser),
"An appealing little story:" The Little Major (Rex),
■•Altogether the most delightful, touching and impressive
picture dealing with child'life:" The Fall of Troy(Itala),
rbing picture from a dramatic point of view."
Nine out of 54 releases are given unqualified praise, or
less than 25 per cent., so I may not be far out of the way
in stating that jz, per cent, of contemporaneous releases
could stand a raise of quality with a margin to spare.
Oscar Hammerstein says that the making of an operatic
star is 50 per cent, art and 50 per cent, advertising, and
these proportions might apply to the making of a photoplay. The business end is undoubtedly an important one
now and was the more important in times gone by, hut
the artistic end is becoming of greater consequence every
day. The production of a stage play is composite. Authorship, acting, stage management, and the discriminating
judgment of an art director all enter into the general reds,) with the photoplay, but that play must be of
value to start with before the combined efforts of studio
force and office force are devoted to its production and
sale, if it is to be a success.

What proportion of general outlay goes for film stock,
salaries, rentals, equipment, scenes and settings, advertising and general running expenses, if it costs $3,000 to
manufacture and sell fiftj reels of one photoplay?
Ninety- nine per cent?
Does the play cost $30, or 1 per cent.?
\\ ould it not he sound husiness policy to lop a few dollars off elsewhere, and pay $50 for the play itself, to call
forth superior efforts from the author and enlist the support of professional writers now made indifferent because
of the comparatively low figure offered for scenarios?
Is n not served?
hetter sense to get good plays in the variety
demanded by the audiences than to look for praise where
There is no need of assuming an injured air if a release
fails to call out generous commendation ; better make an
examination of the scenario department. It will be a revelation to many producers honestly trying to give the exhibitor the best money can buy to find that scenarios which
have cost their authors hours and days if not weeks of
hard work are allowed to lie unexamined, are sent hack
in a shape in which consigned goods should never be returned or are "lost" in an astonishing number of cases
considering how carefully Uncle Sam runs the P. O. Department.
It would be better for every one concerned in the husiness if an intelligent effort was made to get high-class
plays by paying for them. Authors would certainly take
greater pains if assured of adequate recompense promptly
paid on aceptance with fair treatment in case MSS are
not available, such treatment in fact as they receive from
reputable publishers. High-class plays, those which are
not only strong in dramatic interest or lively with humorous situation or replete with tender sentiment, which not
only stir the emotions but contain some meaning which
will make them live in memory, are making moving pictures the greatest art discovered in long centuries. Such
plays provide actors and actresses with what is required
to call out the best there is in them — opportunity — they
give an intelligent or ambitious director the sort of material he needs to show that he is not slighting his department, and they are really the starting point of the whole
husiness if it is to be one of lasting success. Imagine,
therefore, an author of ability and self-respect, making a
careful study of his subject, revising and perfecting his
scenario for days or even weeks, and presenting it in such
shape that it can he performed as written, only to have
hi- MS lost, stolen, torn, defaced, or even accepted and
paid for at current rates!
"Gravy may he used to cover poor quality, hut a good
dish, well served, sets hetter on the stomach."
NEWS

BRIEFS.

Wincna, Miss.— Mr A. L. Howard has leased the Opera
House, which lias a seating capacity of 400. He has installed
Powers' machine and equipment, and will run only moving

pictures.
Philadelphia, Pa.— The Drury Theater. 13th and Tioga
Street-, is, to all appearances, a very progressive moving
picture house. They have sent us samples of some of their
advertising in local newspapers which are quite as elaborate
and cover as much space as any theater or circus has ever been
wont to do. The Drury Theater is devoted to moving pic. vaudeville was banished from there ten months
ago. Nevertheless tie proprietors. Messrs. M. F. Cullen
and J. G. Conway, inform us that there was no drop in their
business on that account and that they are filling their large
seating capacity of 060 every day with the use of exclusively
Independent
service.
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Blame it on the Picture.

The Lyric Potoplay
By Hanford C. Judson.
It is a far more difficult undertaking for a playwright to
bring a sentimental situation home to spectators of a
motion picture than it is for him to make a melodramatic
or a comic situation plain to them. To make a love scene
effective in a photoplay takes very sincere acting. Scenes
showing mother-love are more easily pictured, for everybody expects a mother to love her child. But we who are
older know that friendship and the love of a man and a
woman may be shallow, even when vehemently expressed.
So, if the maker of a motion picture can hit upon any
means of heightening the suggestion of heart-felt emotion
in such scenes, he is fortunate.
Two or three recent photoplays have shown that very
effective means to this end may be found in the dramatic
use of some good, old song, which expresses, lyrically, the
same feeling that the photoplay, dramatically, trys to sugiien a skilful musician follows such a photoplay,
the audience continually receives suggestions of the same
emotion from piano and picture. The effect is doubled.
Xo dramatic situation presented to us on the stage
pleases us till we feel it. It must make us glad, or sad, or
brave or religious before we like it. The mind translates
the situation that is pictured to us into feeling. Song
comes more close to us. It speaks directly to us cf our
own experience. Every good song is, as it were, the disembodied soul of a drama, but it is our very own drama,
our own experience that it sings. When we sing a song
we become the actors, not the spectators of the drama.
So, whenever a good song can be wedded to a photoplay,
ithe marriage will be a happy one.
it have made a strong appeal to
• are simple
Poets are also inclined to be opti. en when their son*,'- are pensive, they carry an
nsolation. These two qualities, simplicity
iod healthfulness, are of the greatest importance.
True
it heart very much like children and their best
perhaps the most effective things we have in
the world young, fresh and happy.
Such songs
pie and the love and respect that
heir authors' win i- a recognition of their value to mankind. Any photodrama that i> written to be played with
ne of these songs and that
a dramatic way, the same senti■ popularity,
mean or small soul ever
\o thin hearted scenario writer.
II ever understand a good
li to make a photopla)
lat will lie tit to go u ith it
\n insincere scenat
nd most gifted writer, in
' human
i . will have an exceedingl) hard job to illustrate
[>li and

In our town lived William Toi
He'd lived there all his life;
We stood to offer sympathy,
When poor Bill
(BUI hadn't given
sight.
medicine.She| heat

bet a cent I
it with a fellow

»

But Bill, he got us guessing ionie,
He didn't say her ways
Were natural— certain outcome of
Her love for picture plays!

•

■

the Little >nDoera
Plaj said that in her letter to tha
had been observed to pause and
Ladles'
Misinform
look at a poster 0 f the Pass!
r, in frout of the Daydream, only
ant. Bill's

Then Bill's boy Jack, he ran aw;
To sea he wished to go.
And Bili denied the obviou —
A motion picture show!

'

(The
boy or.
had The
l>een Bonnawaj
li. L.>d f.
castle,
s Glorious Homecoming,"
hours.
He : the public library, i

during
! Fore-

And
robbed
a widow's house,
He Bill,
even hestruck
a child,
And didn't say 'twas all brought on
By pictures weird and wild!
(Bill would have

We knew then he wa- li
They loaded him with chains.
And shipped him to the foolish-place,
Where William still remains.
9 brought Into r

'fat hia wife
lit

thing,

and

the

Judge

While in his cell Bill sit-, he sil The Keeper'- tear- do flow
"Don't blame all things you .yet caught at

'

work

ii|>

Hill -

"< )!i, should the.
And

|'i

'Tlu in
picture
I >"ii't
w lime
becausi

it's

.

mean.
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You should

o line, that an\ actions
itreK human

primarily l>\ a vet
with the music of the song,
the i .old." and at the same time
:< it dramatii all\
I lie melody supplied by the

I
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Swelling the Box Office Receipts.
Beginning a Scries of Practical Articles Devoted to a Subject of the Greatest Interest to Theater Owners, Managers
and Ambitious Employees.
By George Rockhill Craw.
I In st Article. I

nsidered, the supreme test of the successful to comment upon the unhealthy visitor, and begii
management of a film theater i- the l>"\ ■ > tii c «.• receipts.
In the place a wide berth, and as fama nihil est celerita
my article- relating to the technique of i lie picture play, 1 forbid their children to enter the play house, ami the little
have tried to show the necessity of structure in the art of ones go to the photoplay further up the street, "where the
building a drama
\.. doubt many of you have -aid that air 1- better," although by tin- time, the owner himself has
those article- were for the producer and scenario writer, but become so used to the 'ghost" that lie doe- not notice it,
if you have chanced to read them, you will, after reading the and attribute- his loss of business t" oilier causes,
present serie- on "Swelling the Box Office Receipts," be sur* * *
prised to learn how much the well built drama ha- to do
What he should have done in thi
to have
with the well built business, gaged by it- receiptcleaned out his cellar, using both disinfectants and deodorBut before we get to the matter oi profitable film selection, izers, for a deodorizer while destroying evil odor- will not
there are other considerations that I shall treat in their regu- kill the germs that accompany them.
lar order, along the line- vi the following structure, which If the cellar was not included in his lease, he should have
lements that effect the receipts of the box insisted that the parties responsible for it should give it a
office:
thorough cleansing.
Upon their refusal to do so, In- -hould
("Sanitation
have complained to the proper civil authorities,
WELFARE
>{Ventilation
board of health.
Then after removing
the cau
Ij'ire Protection
he should have eliminated it entirely from his auditorium by use of a reliable disinfectant and deodorizer,
\rran >cm in
fF
.
^
l
Even where cellars or neighboring stores are not to blame
I OMFORT
J beating Arrangement
for 0(jors> theaters should disinfect thoroughly, and though
J Theater Lighting
there is no apparent need (there is always a
(Temperature
tematic disinfection should take place. It is not only a good
talking point for use in the advertising of the theater in

ENTERTAINMENT

("Film Selection
„ . .
l'rouction
Music
. . ...
. \aude\iue

f Judgment
order to get new business, but it wil help to hold what you
\rriparnc-s
Variety
have, and
bring
who precautions,
have been weaned away by
houses
using
the back
latestthose
sanitary
] v-icdinc. a
\Tempo
BAD AIR AND THE BOX OFFICE.

odor creeping
cellarof isproper
perl ventila\("Instrumental
Vocal
so The
disagreeable
as foul upair from
causedan byolda lack
f Fitness
tlon- There is. in fact, no more baleful influence on box
Varietv
office
receipts
than
bad
air
in
the
auditorium.
there are exhibition- at which the auditorium
is Of course
of day for a naturally large
timetimes
cause of its butbeing
ers,
Lobby
Display. J photos,
attendance,
it is the
at the
of naturally les-er attendost
([P
[Etc.
ance that the loss is felt.
Good ventilating devices such as revolving fan-, ppperly
Souvenir.'Screen
installed, for expelling foul air, should be placed in all theBest methods aters having poor ventilation.
!
. ) Circulars
J of preparation, One may wonder why of two theaters equally good a- to
Announcements^ ^ar{js
^ etc.
distribution, apictures
music, one
a popular
the other
Form Letters
slender and
patronage,
bothhasbeing
in the vogue
same and
neighborhood.
L Newspaper Ads,
The chances are ten to one that poor ventilation and sanitation
are
at
the
bottom
of
the
losing
theater's
trouble-.
The foregoing diagram may be gone over carefully by you
But suppose the losing house cleans up its cellar.
and the points upon which you know yourself to be weak, floors, and becomes
sweet and clean; suppose it m-talls
noted with a view to an improvement of them in your own proper ventilating devices and now has pure and delightful
theater, wherever possible.
air, even distancing its successful rival in its hygiene, will
its box office receipts then equal those of the rival house?
THF WEI F \UV OF THE AUDIENCF
Sanitation, good ventilation and adequate fire protection Not unless the new improvements have been properly adare three things that are absolutely essential to the welfare vertised not only to the people who may become patrons,
of the audience as well as to the theater's own personnel, but to the people who are patrons and to those who were
from usher to owner. It i- not the purpose of this article to patrons, but who were driven away by the theater's former
point
to the moral
responsibility
that should
a SCTUpu- hygienic
in the
street
lous regard
for such
welfare, although
such prompt
a responsibility
lobby andflaws.
on its Mere
screenannouncements
are not enough.
Thetheater's
entire neighis a heavy one, but to show how such a regard will affect box borhood must be covered with neat announcements, propel^
office receipts favorably.
delivered, regarding the new improvementin the theater.
Some theaters have their homes over cellars that have not and attention called to the purity and sweetne-s of the air
been cleaned nor disinfected for years.
The very condition now circulating in its auditorium.
of the cellar causes the theater owner to close the door upon It is not my purpose yet to go into the best and most
it in disgust and despair.
But he has only shut the -keleton economical method- of theater advertising.
That will come
in it- closet, and its phantom will cause him more loss than later on in this series, but I hope I have made it clear that
any "ghost" that ever troubled him upon his screen, and like the elements in a theater's success depend one
the screen wraith, the quicker it is "laid," the better it will other, and that to make one effective, all must be made as
be for the box office.
perfect a- possible, for just as the -uccess of a theater's
* * *
advertising may depend upon its provisions for the welfare
A peculiar musty smell pervades the theater.
The air is of the audience, s,, do these provisions depend upon the
close and foul. It is only too evident that what i~ needed is advertising to make themselves effective in influencing maxventilation.
The theater man installs parlor electric fans imum box office receipts,
which stir up the air and reduce the temperature a degree
* * *
but which do not improve the ventilation.
What i- City and town ordinances in most cases take care of what
needed i- a proper fresh air intake and outlet, together with should be done to protect theater audiences from fire casa revolving fan propeller powerful enough to ventilate the ualty, and where the executive officers are lax, the theater
theater thoroughly.
can observe no better policy than to comply with the laws
The theater owner, seeking an effective ventilator, installs voluntarily,
It i- needless to say that numerous, prominently
such a system at comparatively small co-t. and while there marked "Exits." together with a display of practicable hose
i- an improvement,
the "ghost" from the cellar with its and extinguisher-, help greatly in the establishing of confi•rraveyard smell, still walk- the theater.
Grown people begin dence in the safety of a theater.
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In the matter of comfort in a theater, much must often
be sacrificed to necessity, but comfort is a strong factor in
the building up of box office receipts. The matter of temperature should be entirely under the control of the management. Drafts should be guarded against by proper door
arrangement and an even temperature should maintain. It
»eems better to have the temperature low than too warm, as
few persons remove their wrap; when attending the photoplay. In summer the only regulation to be had is through
ventilation and air circulation. It is up to the rotary ventilators and the electric fans.
There is nothing that will keep some people away from a
photoplay more than having to stand in the rain or cold
while waiting to hand their tickets in at the door of the
auditorium. Wise theater builders will make their foyers
large enough to shelter the waiting crowds, and those owners who are already established, and who can spare the room,
will find an alteration that will permit of this, highly
profitable. Many persons pass a theater by, because of a
waiting line, whereas, if the line were shelterel from view
until such persons had purchased their tickets and been admitted to the foyer, they would attend the show. On the
other hand it may be argued that an outside waiting line
advcrti-cs the prosperity of a theater, and is, therefore, a
good thing. I, for one, do not believe so, as there are better
ways to advertise a theater than at the expense of the comfort of its patn ns. The line to my mind, should be sheltered
from outside view as well as from the weather.
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James Young Deer.
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The picture personality presented herewith is that of James
Young Deer, director and general manager of the Pathe
W'e-t Coast Studio. Although an old-timer in the moving
picture field, Mr. Young Deer, as will be seen from his photograph, is still a comparatively young man in point of years
Young Deer was born in Dakota City. Neb. Ever since
childhood his life has run in amusement channel-. For many
years he trouped all over the country with the circuses of
the period, among them being Barnum & Bailey, and ioi
Ranch.to Early
the Deer
moving
began
forge into the
the 'yo's
front,when
Young
left picture
the lureindustry
oi the

Many theaters have leased quarters, in good locations from
a business point of view. Yet these rooms are too small to
admit of proper comfort facilities and at the same time
leave room for a profitable seating capacity. In such cases
the rooms leased have been the only available quarters in
the coveted locality. Even the smallest theaters should be
specially planned and built for their own particular purpose
and in time the old store-room photoplays will be a thing of
the pa-t
The result of the old order has been bad from a •
comfort and decency. Here the rows of seats are so clo-e
together that entrance and exit are made at the greate-t inconvenience, both t" those in the seats and to those going
out and coming in, Besides the discomfort, there is an element of indecency in the enforced contact of limbs, which
keeps many ladies from attending a theater without decent
irtable clearance between its rows of chair-. Wide
add to the comfort am! convenience of the audi
■nee in entering and leaving the house, while the chairs
houhl in. i In- too narrow, and should have wires beneath
or hat- Even -■■ little a thing as hat wires have their part
n creatin.
faction and comfort in a theater's
per lighting of a theater is another factor in the
i not enjoy walkn .
ping about for scat-.
Besides, the news
■ campaigned hitterlj against dark theaters on the
round that such lighting, or rather the lack of lighting,
I hus, to many, the dark theatei
i improper one, and the thought i- reflected in the receipts
up. I will -ay that theaters should do their utmost
'tie inter t of the welfare of their audiences.
There is
or ventilation and sanitation in these days
tilators and excellent di-n
the comfort ol I
-.,
■ hut all that i- possible should he done.
Finally.
• fori improvements will
returned at the 1>..\ office window if such imare announced
through systematic metl
i I o l.c i . | tinned.)

thus familiarizing

Independent

rtl lits o„
picture-goers with

•

'•<• with a photo ot ., favorite, announcing
"< oimng." will l.niiK tin
the -photoslide."
.,- this latest
slide
mi builder of that most ,|e iiahlr
• 1 i- worth many tune- the very
Independent
PI
*U« thru. Room -•<>;. u- Fourth \vcnue. New York <, ity

circus for the spotlight of the moving pietUTI Oai
though he little realized it at the tune, the moving picture
held wa- de-tmed to provide the medium lor the outlet oi
hi- dramatic m-tinei!|
in the pictures
occurred under Kalem management,
where hi- past. that
e\pcrithe
popular We-tein and Indian pictui • Deer then lelt the ka'ein loiup.ni\
and joined the l.uhin
forces, where he helped to put on " I he Fallen
\i
other 1. ul. in film!
Besidl a--istmg iii the produi I
films, be 9
aIiu!i they were

■

[it work m Western pictures attracted the
attention of the Biograph management
wh
vices in " I he M< |
turn From the Biograph lie joined th< \ itagt y I and helped
to \\produce
the Vitagraph
film "Red V\ nji Gratitude."
hen Pathe
I I.
affiliated himself with thai company
American produt ei
Imono the I
them in Ih, |
| he kr.l
(.i.i and the t h.id." and .. w ai dra
theShortly
Pathe afteJ
Weal ward
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Educational
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A PERSONAL

WORD

TO EVERY READER.

Are you helping in the great work of making moving pictures
a power for good In your community? It is not a question if
you are making pictures or "running a show" and "making
money." The main point is. arc moving pictures more appreciated as a result of your efforts? What is your reputation, and
the reputation of your place, if you are an exhibitor? What do
your neighbors and the authorities say about you and your exhibition? These are straight yet pertinent questions, the answer
thereto proves whether you are helping or hindering the good
work of moving pictures that satisfy. If you and your pictures
are "yellow" you will not stay in the business long. If you and
your pictures are "true blue" be ready for that approval which
means prosperity. If you are of the latter class this little dissertation isto help you; the days of the mediocre are passed,
these are the days of the finished product equal to the times;
further advancements will be made in equal stages as time goes
on. There is an educational value in all good moving picture
work, and unless you are in this school you will very soon prove
that no matter in what branch of cinematographic art you are
interested, you must either keep pace or be left behind.
Public taste is sensitive, critical, yet safe, public knowledge,
however, is not as far advanced as its taste; in some things it
knows little in others it knows nothing; this ignorance and prejudice it is incumbent upon all interested in good work to dispel.
Do you ask in what way you can help? the answer is the usual
one of "printer's ink." Much of the lack of moving picture
knowledge among the general public is because they do not read
anything which may enlighten them; remember very few of them
read this, your trade paper; consequently they have not the advantage that you have. This defect may, however, be readily
overcome, if you loan your copy to the publishers of your local
paper, call their attention to the articles, asking them to reproduce some of them in their editions. It might even be worth your
while to have some of your local authorities constantly reading
the Moving Picture World. They would be enlightened you
cannot but admit; the result would be to drive away much prejudice, increase true sympathy, secure greater encouragement and
so raise the standard of public sentiment, by the propaganda of
such an educational nature. Remember lack of knowledge means
lack of interest; legitimate acquaintance means support, and
knowledge is power. Would you especially succeed you must
not be a "stand patter," but a "progressiveist" in everything pertaining to cinematography and its educational advancement.
EDUCATIONAL VALUE OF MOVING PICTURES
DISCUSSED BY AUTHORITIES.
The probability of moving pictures being introduced in our
public schools as a means of educating children and the declaration that they have tremendous power for good in any community provided thev are of a moral character, were brought out
last
Robert
J. Wilkin,
the Children's
Court,
and n'ight
Dr. J. bvP. Justice
Warbasse,
at the
regular of
meeting
of the Monday
Club of Brooklyn.
.
"Moving Picture Shows" was the subject under discussion. Dr.
Warbasse first gave an interesting talk on the subject, after which
Justice Wilkin led a discussion in which a number of members,
representing many institutions and associations interested in
charitable work, participated.
Dr. Warbasse gave it as his opinion that much of the prejudice which has grown up against moving picture shows is largely
unfounded. He considers them an institution of great educational value. That they are money making is indicated by the
fact that about s.ooo.ooo persons attend these shows in the United
States daily. Clergymen in many cities have recognized their
value and introduced them in their churches giving vivid presentations ofreligious themes.
. . .
Dr. Warbasse admitted there is a state of chaos existing in the
city departSeven
business.
picture
moving
the
of
aspect
legal ments are constantly pestering the proprietors of these
p aces to
meet the requirements demanded of regular theaters, the proprietors of which are antagonistic to the new enterprise because
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it is detracting from their l
i the had feature!
of the picture shows are insufficient lighting, poor ventilation, inadequate protection in ease of tire and over-erowding.
Cheap Vaudeville Criticized.
"Perhaps the most iniquitous feature is the music and vaudemany only
of the
establishments
said "They
are invillethewhichmain
cheap,
silly acts, andprovide,"
have nolierelation
to the
great moving picture enterprise. In regard to the practice of
some proprietors in admitting minors to witness the pn
law prohibiting this should be more strictly enforced. And then
there is a lack of uniform laws governing the shows." he concluded.
Justice Wilkin said the people cannot expect the large number
of boys
andshows
girls are
who given
frequently
the The
darkened
hal's halls
where-of
in picture
to be enter
angels.
darkened
many of these theaters are a bad feature of the business, bul the
character of some of the pictures presented is probably a worse
and more detrimental feature. Still he believed the motion pictures have come to stay and have a great field and a bright
future.
In fact, he expressed the belief that the time is no: far off
when they will be introduced in our public schools as a means of
aiding in the education of children. He suggested that a board
of public censors be appointed composed of persons who would
be responsible to the public and that their duty should be to regulate the business in all its phases.
BROOKLYN EAGLE COMMENTS FAVORABLY.
Moving Pictures and Children.
The discussion of the influences of the moving picture showi
upon childr»n came up once more before the Monday Club at the
Children's Aid Society this week. There were speakers both for
and against the pictures, but it is to be noted that the objections
made were based not upon the pictures themselves, but upon the
conditions amid which thev are shown.
Dr. Warbasse argued that the pictures are a great educational
force, and Judge Wilkin urged that they should be used as an
adjunct of teaching in the public schools. Both admitted the
mischief which comes from the confusion of authorities under
which these exhibitions are now given, and Judge Wilkin urged
that a board of public censors be appointed, with power to suppressof the
picturespicture
to which
it objected and to supervise .the management
halls.
.
Something should be done to make this great invention tlie
source of innocent amusement and instruction which it so easily
may be. Some ;,ooo,ooo people in this country now visit picture
shows dailv. They are within the reach of people too poor for
the regular theaters and their influence is enormous. So far as
the pictures themselves go, that influence is almost wholly for
good. The conditions of their exhibition should be made at
good as the pictures themselves.

It is well to keep in mind the close relationship which exists
prosbetween what you read in this, your trade paper, and your
here is written with the view
which appears
wordincreasing
perity ;every and
of elevating
the best results in the m°vinM£
lottiesi
ture If there is anvthing to criticize it is done fromof the
its wortnj
motives, if anything is commended it is on account
possibilities.
in everybest
of the
True education means the "bringing out" purpose
of bringing
thing, this page is set apart for the especial
.the interout"' the best in every line of applied cinematographywhich
he re
ested reader will not only be content in the value
DW
effect
help himbutin will
his work
,, .. it can
v,*«n
pass it on and out, where
personally,
ceives and

there is a place where the Moving Picture
then,community
Remember,
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World
moral and efl«*
gether. as there is also a measure of material,
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EDUCATIONAL.
Miss E. A. Stanford, member of the Berkley, Cal., board
of censors, is advocating a children's day in the theaters of
that city, which means a plan to restrict the attendance of
children to moving picture theaters to a certain time and
place one day each week, where a strictly juvenile programme
can be arranged and pre-ented. Unlike most picture censors,
this lady tries to work in harmony with moving picture people and is able to see much good in the picture.
There is difficulty in obtaining proper films for school
work.
The big firms that manufacture these films are dealing with customers who demand something in the nature of
the dime novel and the comic supplement.
It would not pay
them at present to go in for the making of good films of
educational value, which could easily be done, until a majority of the schools throughout
the_ country take up the
■ ;rture machine
and themselves
become
regular
it would be next to impossible for a single school
or even a half dozen to get a regular supply of educational
film-. Therefore, it behooves the schools, if they cannot get
upply, to install machines and give what they can
get at interval-, and thus gradually create a healthy sale for
educational subjects, which is all that is lacking at the present time.

* * *

A very attractive film now being shown by Mr. B. B. Dobs
is that of a trip through Ala>ka. It will no doubt prove a
splendid advertisement for thi- i-olated land, as well as being an interesting subject for a lecture.
i Among the many unlooked for reforms that have been
brought about by the moving picture, we learn that the sav!age
Philippine-,
as "Thepictures
Head they
Hunters,"
have tribe
been inso the
deeply
impressedknown
by moving
have
seen that, in their eagerness to see more pictures, they have
forgotten their time-honored occupation of hunting heads.
The following educational programme was presented recently at the Auditorium, Denver, Col.: A colored film illustrating the cocoanut indu-try in South America, showing the
natives gathering the cocoanuts and placing them on the
large boats, that carry them to the markets of Europe and
North America.
Another subject on the same reel showed the schools in
New Guinea, and how our American missionaries are civilizng the semi savages of that land.
Another subject was the pineapple industry in China, showng the native- growing, gathering and canning the fruit.
ther reel contained scenes from Mexico, showing
• Diaz in his palace, also scenes from the border
'far El Pa o Another showed the amusement park in
ity, with a i ircu • i ne in full action.
"In the
the Czar"
was taken
St. Petersburg.
\ The
finishRealms
of thisofsecond
reel showed
the incatching
of lobs-rs off tin- New Englan I
rOLEDO.OHIO
M ■. ngpictun
ha i so undermined the
ol tin- Hocki rib.
this city athatmeans
the
lurches and schools have felt the
rd to up -. ing pii tun . o that now it -iinnte i as to winch will appropriate mov• ii own good.
Which do you think will
n? Which do you think ought
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F. H. Richardson.

One evening this week, the writer set forth on adventure
bent, with
whatsteeped
he might
s"ee, and
his trusty
filled
with mind
vitrol, toit-seepoint
in gall
rubbed pen
on
wormwood. Truth to tell he wore his war-bonnet and sought
the trail of some luckless wight of an operator who trod not in
the narrow path of good projection. The flaring sign of the
Bijou Dream,
Proctor'-beyond
Twenty-third
Street
house,
caught
his eyeKeith
and, &stepping
the portal,
faithfully
guarded by the genial W. A. Adam-, I -at me down to see
what I might see, but soon made note that, from the rearmost seats, this was not overmuch, since staring in mine
eyes were certain pe-tiferous unshaded, white incandescent
globes, arranged under the edge of the balcony circle. These
globe- have since been exchanged for others of color, but
they were passing painful to the eyes, and sadly interfered
with enjoyment of the beauteous things seen on the screen
and the marvelous wonders displayed upon the stage. (Please
observe the term "marvelous." It is used advisedly, since
some of the ■"vaudeville" stunts pulled off were truly marvelous exhibitions of nerve on part of the "actors" (?). Not
all, hut certainly some. Methought an outraged populace
might with one accrd turn thumbs down, demanding instant
execution of the guilty ones but it was not so. Verily the
people are a long-suffering tribe. The pictures i,Licensed)
were, without exception, beautiful, and fairly well rendered.
Observe
use well
the term
"rendered."
Speed 1-Mr.theRaymond
nn-wer!
The
light I was
handled
by the operator,
Phillips, and, considering the difficulties under which he
works (the terrific drop from machine to screen, of which
more will he said), results were distinctly creditable. At
times there were slight shadows (once a very distinct one),
at bottom of the picture, and friend Phillips should be just
a little more careful in this respect. However. 1 forgive him,
since excellence in other directions offsets the slif
There were traveh'gue and illustrated song slides and they
were (wonder of wonders) clean; also they were well handled, and the light all that could be desired. The illustrated
song singer did his part more than well. After watching
mance. your scribe climbed toward heaven and at
topmost point, almost where shingles cea-e and thin air begins, di covered the operating room, picture of which will
appear next week or the week following. Trulv it \\a- a
surprise. It- dimension i- 12x9; -even and one-half feet
from floor to ceiling. The walls, floor and ceiling ..:
be-to- millboard on light steel crossbars. Sliding
ranged to automatically close of their owi
ideal mean- of ingress and egress. On the walls, neatly
framed, under gkts-. are the rules (such as are furnished) of
the Department of Water Supply, Gas and Electricity governing operating rooms, and the illustrations and price list
.■I part- of the machine- u-ed. The room seems ideal, except
for two grievious mistakes, both of which could and should
be remedied forthwith, viz: in the ceiling 1- a 10 inch vent
pipe, presumably
running to the open air
and likewise ala-, while the pipe -tan- off biavelv at 10
niche-, it immediately shrinks to six! Oh my, such a businessl
Enlarge that pipe, gentlemen, and stand not on the
order of doing it! With the excellently ai
matic shutters covering the leni ..
m from
wall 01 operating room and. there being a sixteen inch .it
might better he twenty-four) vent pipe, reels oi film might
burn in that room and the audience know
mg at all about it. exc< pt that the picl I
M
ild, m summer,
cool and comfortable, inst<
A- t.. the equipmi nt, il
and the
tWO drPowei and
machines
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considerably.
The maclnm s ami lookout holes arc altogether too high m relation to tin- Boor
let it be understood thai i consider the room and
its appointments a- the best I have seen in New York to
<lat<\ I am merely pointing out things which might easily be,

WORLD

and ought to be, still further improved, to the end that the
plant be perfect. The criticism is entirely friendly and will,
I am sure, be thus accepted. Mr. Fred Becque is operatic
of the other shift at the Bijou Dream, and I can compliment
his work as most excellent.

Kinemacolor in London.
Important

Installation

in the Beautiful

An experiment which will be watched with interest on
both sides of the Atlantic has just been inaugurated in London by -Mr Charles Urban, whose name is probably as well
known in motion picture circles in the States as in Britain.
Mr. Urban's aim is to attract fashionable London and the
clas-es that rather despise the ordinary picture theater, to
an entertainment in which motography plays the chief part.
There is every reason why he should succeed, for Mr. Urban
offers not the "common or garden" monochrome picture, but
Kinemacolor,
the wonderful process of kinematography in

Scala

Theater.

the surrounding property, visited ail the principal theaters of
the world and then set about the erection oi I i Scala, engaging as architect Mr. Frank Verity, a leading artist in his
own particular line.
The re ult was undoubtedly an architectural and artistic
triumph. The moment the \i itor sets foot within the entrance hall of the Scala he realizes that he has come to t
building quite out of the ordinary, so dignified are the proportions and so chaste the style of decoration. But his surpri-e is -till greater when following the broad corridors he
enters the auditorium. The proportion- are perfect, the style
of architecture is the epitome of grace, and the decorative details delight the eye. Delicately veined marble is the material chiefly used throughout the theater. The boxes are the
principal feature of the auditorium; the illustrations, however, show them so clearly that it is unnecessary to describe
them in detail. Behind the royal box is a magnificent suite
or apartments. The theater takes its name from the staircase— really an additional balcony — which with a gentle decline breaks away on either side into a magnificent flight of
ivory veined marble steps leading to the orchestra stalls.
From the steps access may be obtained on either side to the
ladies' and gentlemen's foyer, both of which have the advantage of being clearly visible from the auditorium and

The Scala— View of the House from the Royal Box.
the hues of nature which for two years held sway at the
Palace Theater, the most select music hall in London. The
"upper ten," therefore, has already sampled Kinemacolor and
found it good. Whilst arrangements have been in progress
for its establishment in a permanent theater of its own in
the British metropolis, a great number of subjects of every
Icind — drama, comedy, history, travel, scenic, scientific, etc.
— have been prepared and additions are constantly being
made.
But if the quality of the entertainment provided is exceptional, so is the building in which it is given, as the illustraaccompanying
this the
article
show. ofBeing
seized,"
as the tions
lawyers
say, with
necessity
giving"fully
the elite
the
environment to which they are accustomed. Mr. Urban has
leased from Dr. Distin Maddick, a distinguished devotee of
the drama, the Scala Theater, a beautiful and handsomely
proportioned building not far from the center of the West
End theater district. Quite a romance attaches to the erection of this theater on the site of the old "Prince of Wales"
made famous by the regime of the Bancrofts. For twenty
years the idea of building a theater which should show the
world what such structures ought to be was the ruling passion of Dr. Maddick's life. Gradually he acquired much of

The Scala— Princes' Box and View of the Stage.
form, moreover, additional direct means of exit to the street.
Not the least unique feature of the house is the orchestra.
This in most theaters is a mere affix; here it has been architecturally designed in unison with the rest of the house and
is sunk after the fashion of the Wagner Theater, Berlin.
There are also an exceptionally large pit, with receptio*
hall behind; a balcony, with a separate saloon of its own; and
a gallery, far superior to those at most London theaters
Stage, trived
dressing
managerial
with a viewrooms
to theandutmost
utility. offices are all con-
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For the purposes of Kinemacolor projection a large operating chamber has been constructed at the back of the staircase, and its size may be judged from the fact that fifty seats
have been removed to make room for it. The chamber will
contain three Kinemacolor machines, two to be used for
color projection and one, with the color filter removed, for
black and white pictures. The current is supplied from a
rotary transformer, working from 440 volts, delivering at 70
volts from a specially constructed dynamo. The throw i-;
approximately 75 feet.
Kinemacolor, as has been indicated, is not the only film
of the Scala program. For the first half hour the applicability of Kinemacolor to every-day scenes is demonstrated. For
the second there are humorous and dramatic scenes; for the
third Urban science lectures, explained and illustrated by
Kinemacolor; then topical events — a newspaper in motion.
The last hour is devoted to short plays — just now Mr. Faul
Lincke i- giving his successful operetta "Castles in the Air"
(Frau Luna 1. Prices will be maintained at the standard prevailing at West End theaters. With a program on these
distinctive lines, combining the best of the entertainment
given at existing theaters, mii-ic halls and picture halls and
presented under the best pos-ible conditions, there seems
every reason to believe that Mr. Urban will succeed in widening the area of appeal of the kinematograph and so lead
the way to further advancement in the future.
Their Serene Highnesses Prince and Princess Alexander of
Teck have graciously promised to give their support and
presence on Tuesday evening.

Los Angeles.
Edna

By Richard V. Spencer.
Loftus (in private life Mrs
Harry Rheinstrom)
re■:ned the stage as a means of livelihood when she announced her engagement to play leads for the Western Essanay
mder the management of Mr. G. M. Anderson.
The
1 ompany is now working near Redlands, where it has
temporary studio. This is the latest
-•ar to transfer her talents to the moving picture iri-

iworth and some ten members of the Selig Stock Comtwny have gone to San Pedro, where they will spend a few days
caking a scries of marine scenes in the vicinity.
Mr K W Linn, special representative of Pathe Freres who
has been in the city the past few days looking after the Pathe
rests, has left the city for New York by the Southern
route, and will stop over at other cities en route.
Ham Reimers, camera man, has returned from Mexico, where
he had gone to photograph the Revolution. The Selig Company
reports that he was successful in his quest. Mr. Reimers has
gone to Chicago.
lifornia Motion Picture Manufacturing Company hereIh the end
producing
of the business,
is' about
, the exhibiting
It is end
the intention
of the corporaild a circuit ..1 Indep< ndeni iImmi, rs in tin as the hub of the wheel
Its first enterprise
■ ars the only
: walk, or rather cement walk known as the
lol has 100 feet
year lease
w« purcl..
. W,H improve the
mmediately with a hand-, me theater, whi
I his is the
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Boston.
Columbia Theater for Marcus Loew?
Mr. Harry N. Farren, of the Columbia Music Hal!, Boston,
together with his associate, Mr
William Edwardhimself before Judge Morton, of the Supreme Court, as
the owners of the Music Hall be prevented from selling the
property, unless the lease held by them be recognize:
Edwards and Farren claim that their present lease on the Music
Hall does not expire until 1914, and that they wish to continue
operating
the theater
with burlesque
attrav- that they expect to
It is stated
by the Marcus
Loew interests
acquire the property very shortly, and that it is the::
occupy the house as soon as possible with their usual attractions
of "pop" vaudeville and pictures.
The Columbia V.
property was sold at auction on April 6. beca
proceedings
and and
was Edwards
'bid in" claim
by J.that
P. this
Leehy,was a merely
local lawyer.
Messrs. Farren
a trick
in order to avoid recognizing their lea-e. and that the
wish to prohibit the sale going through, unless (heir lease
is recognized.
Thi
h Id that
this foreclosure breaks the lease, and that, according to ordinary
real estate laws, the tenants oi the property are mere
at will." Judge Morgan reserved his decision for m
evidence, data. etc. Should the Mai
the Music
Hall, has
theybeen
will under
:
The Orphemn,
downtown,
the l.oew regime since
early la-t fall. The Music Hall is at the far end 1 I
going uptown, and the two houses would have but little effect on
each other's trade. The Music Hall it
iitorium.
I he house was buill
tended for a "$2" house, but
sired trade, and il was soon turned into a bur:

quality.
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by Mrs. Hyman, and maid, and son Carrolton. He will book
novelty vaudeville acts in the North over his local circuit.
The Union (Independent) on Main Street, between S
1
Third Streets, which has been closed recently on account of attachment proceedings, is again open for business. Independent
service has been resumed.
M. L. Dull, formerly proprietor of the Bijou, h:-.~
lease to J. A. Quinn and G. M. McLean.
Messrs. Q
McLean are also the proprietors of the Ideal Theater and formerly ran a string of motion picture theaters in Arizona.
The
firm has other important deals pending, and ■
eral other theaters or build new ones.
Butler's is the newest Independent house to make its bow to
the public. The new theater is located at 608 South I
and is one of the coziest and best arranged five-cent theaters in
the city. The house seats 250. The theater will show three reels
of first run Independent films and one song specialty. The theater will open on April 22d and will be under the management of
M. L. Butler. A two-piece orchestra consisting of drums and
piano will be used.
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I bin throughout the country,
working in his line for the business of the concern, i
the unionighoul the Middle
South arc in a il..uri<hing condition.
Mr Nutter is
now in Dallas Teat The local Boston union has several of its
members employed throughout the country in this line of work.
the local union
| Washington Street,
on the tir-t Wednesday night ami tlie third Sunday afternoon of
the month
The \\
heduled to
commence at eleven o'clock
["he B
one of the
country and is well organized in every way.
New uniforms for the ushers of the Star Theater. Tremont
■ • improvement in the look* of thi
April Hith is a holiday in Massachusetts, and the
ing picture houses rolled up some big totals for that date.
In
the afternoon and evening the houses could not cope with the
business.
HENRY.

Louisville.
Since Easter Sunday local establishments have been playing to capacity houses at practically every show, and the
general situation i- highly satisfactory. Within the next fortnight or so every .-how house in the city will have been freshened up with new paint and enamel and picture possessions
will present a generally spick-and-span appearance. Ventilating experts are now being employed to inspect ventilating
apparatus in the various theaters to insure perfect operation
during tlie sweltering period, and considerable new machinery, tans, etc., are being installed.
On May 7 a summer run of motion pictures, supplemented
by slx vaudeville acts, will be started by the Princess Amusement Company at the Gayety Theater, on Jefferson Street between Third and Fourth Avenues, which is now playing
burlesque. Three or four reels of pictures will be shown and
Manager Irvin Simon will be in charge, as he is general manager for the other Princess houses in Louisville. The admission rate will probably be 15 cents.
"We broke just about even at our theaters during Lent, but
since Easter business has certainly been on the boom," said
Manager Irvin Simon, of the Princess Amusement Company
in the Hopkins Theater Building. "The Orpheum, Casino
and Superba have been experiencing a fine run and Hopkin's
Theater is getting its usual good business, with no prospect
of diminution for the rest of the summer."
The Princess Amusement Company is preparing all its
houses for summer trade. The Orpheum, on Jefferson Street
between Third and Fourth Avenues, is being repainted
throughout, and a drummer has been added to the musical
staff of the Superba, on Fourth Avenue near Market Street.
Irvin Simon, of the Princess Amusement Company, returned last week from a short trip to Chicago, where he went
in connection with the motion picture interests of his
company.
"Both theaters of the Royal Amusement Company, the
Royal at Eighteenth Street and Broadway and the Majestic
on Fourth Avenue, have been running to capacity limit during the past fortnight," said President L. J. Dittman, of the
Royal company, to a representative of the Moving Picture
World. "The Majestic has been having particular success
handling
shopping
settled
weather has
arrived."is
President
Dittmar,crowds
of thesince
Royal
Amusement
Company,
now ensconced in a handsome suite of offices just above the
box office at the Majestic Theater on Fourth Avenue near
Chestnut Street. The offices were recently completed and
the Royal chief executive is wearing a smile of satisfaction.
John Ward, formerly manager of the Walnut Street Theater, while it operated motion pictures and vaudeville and
also during a stock company run, has contracted to manage
the Avenue Theater during the coming summer, opening on
May 1. The Avenue program will be continuous vaudeville,
composed mainly of motion pictures, as but six vaudeville
acts have been provided. The Avenue will operate on a
To-cent admission basis and promises to be as popular as
ever during the summer months.
House Manager T. P. Hupill, of the Rroadway Theater at
Shelby Street and Broadway, expressed himself as being delighted with post-Lenten business at his theater. Manager Fred
Dolle. of the West Broadway Theater at Eighteenth Street
and Broadway, which is owned by the same company that
operates the Broadway, said that business conditions could
not very well be improved.
The Broadway Amusement Company, which now operates
the Bmadway and West Broadway houses in Louisville, is
developing a couple of airdomes. covering both the eastern
and western portions of the city. The airdome in the West
End is located at Twenty-Third and Market Streets and will
be completed by May 15. It has a seating rapacity for 1,500
people and will be one of the largest enclosures of its kind
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in Louisville. The amusement company is operating each of
its houses under a separately organized company. The nmpany to operate the West Market Street Airdome was recently incorporated with a capital stock of $800 under the
name of tin- ideal Amusement Company, the following officers being named: I red J. Dolle. president: L. 1'. Mimic,
■ nt: H. II. Gocke, secretary-treasurer.
'Ih. Savoy
Theaterm was
Sunday at
Baxter The
and
Highland
Avenues
the opened
Highlandlastresidence
district.
new house is running an unuMially good vaudeville and mot' 'ii picture bill.
The
P.roadway
Amusement
Company
is planning the
formation of a company
to operate an airdome on l'.axter
Avenue in the Highlands.
The airdome. which i< now being
planned, will be completed by May 15 and will sea
sons. The company to operate the new theater ha
been incorporated.
On July 15 work will be begun upon a motion picture theater .'i tin' mosl modern type at 410 South Fourth Avenue,
the building now occupied by the Benedict Company, caterSwitOW, who operates the ( rv-t.il Theati
eel mar Third Avenue m Louisville, as well as a
couple of houses in Jcffersonvilla and New Albany, End., has
secured a ten-year lease on the property, which imost valuable locations in the retail business district and is
said to have been leased at $18,000 per year. Mr. Switafl
proposes to expend -everal thousand dollars in making the
new theater one of the handsomest and best equipped in the
South.
Its seating capacity will be about 800 persons.
The next week or so will see the openings for the summer
of both Fontaine Ferry and Riverview parks, in the extreme
western portion of Louisville on the Ohio River bank. The
vaudeville theaters at each of these pleasure resorts will run
a motion picture program in connection with vaudeville bills.

New

England.

Mr. J. H. Tebbetts, of Pittsfield, Mass., is completing plans for
the erection of a picture and vaudeville theater in that city. The
house will be situated on North Street, and will hold approximately 1,500 people. Mr. Tebbetts is a well known theatrical
man, and expects his new house to be the best of its kind in
Pittsfield.
Mr. James C. Thornton, of River Point, R. I., has had work
started on his new opera house. The house will front on Allen
Street, and will be 60 feet in width and 160 feet in length. The
opera house will seat 1,400 people when completed. Mr. Thornton hopes to be ready for the public on the middle of next
September.
Mr. R. J. McDonald has returned to the Sheedv Theater,
Holyoke, Mass., as manager, after an absence of two months.
Mr. McDonald will also take care of the new Gilmorc Theater,
Springfield, Mass., dividing his attention between the two theaters. Mr. L. G. Grossman, who managed the Sheedy house durManager McDonald's
is no longer
at competition
that house.
Theing Empire
Theater, of absence,
Lowell, Mass.,
found the
of the larger moving picture houses entirely too strong, and has I
closed permanently.
Mr. Frederick Rea, who is talking the pictures for the Comique
Theater, Lynn, Mass., is meeting with success, and the innovation will continue for some time. The vaudeville was cut off I
the Comique's bills to make room for the lecture.
The Rhode Island Theatrical Managers' Protective Association
again came into the lime light when Mr. Charles Lovenberg,
manager of B. F. Keith's Providence theater, and president of
the association, appeared before the Legislature of Rhode Island,
regarding a bill which proposed to bar all standees from Rhode
Island theaters. Mr. Lovenberg stated that the Protective Organization had already, of its own volition, taken steps to prevent overcrowding of theaters belonging to the association. Mr.
Lovenberg asserted that a limited number of standees was absolutely without danger to the audiences; that it was only the
overdoing that should be stopped. Should the bill pass the
Legislature as it is at present framed — which forbids any standing at all — many Rhode Island theaters would be forced to close;
and many of those able to remain open would be forced to materially lower the quality of their attractions, was the statement
of the association 'to the committee in charge. Mr. Lovenberg
outlined the plans of the association, and told of what it had already accomplished, although very recently formed. The committee on judiciary affairs is now considering the bill. Opinion
points out that the bill will not be passed, at least in its present
form. This appearance of Manager Lovenberg before the comciation. mittee was the first public effort made by the Protective AssoThe Legislature of Connecticut is at present wrestling with
the problem as to how old an operator should be before a Connecticut license is granted him. The present age limit is twentyone, and the chances are that this limit will be reduced a couple
of years.
HENRY.
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Star Theater, Duluth, Minn.
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There is not much more that we can say on the subject;
the pictures speak for themselves, both the interior and the
exterior views. Suffice it to say that we have never received
photographs of a daintier theater from any part of the world.
It puts a quietus on the croaking of the pessimist that a
"-tore show" is necessarily an undesirable affair.

The Fall of Troy.
The Itala Company Produces Homer's Glorious Story.
Helen of Troy, as she is called, was the wife of the Greek
king. Menelaus. Her father \va- Jove, the King of I
her mother was a mortal woman. She was the most beautiful woman the world had ever seen. She was so beautiful
that all the Greeks looked upon her as a national treasure.
So, when Paris, the son of Priamus, King of Troy, abducted
her from her husband's home, all the Greeks joined Menelaus in an expedition, with a thousand ships, to attack Troy,
the home of the abductor. For ten years the Greeks stormed
the walls of this great city without -ucess. In the end, by
mean- of a stratagem, a lug wooden horse in which a dozen
of the bravest Greeks were hidden, they managed to set the
city on fire and so destroyed it.
It was. indeed, an adventurous undertaking, this attempt
to reproduce the scenes of this great story told by Homer,
a poet of Greece, who was Shakespeare's equal. Yet, no expense wasafter
sparedanother
in making
these pictures,
and as we
one see,
beautiful sCene
is thrown
on the screen,
not
set-scenes, built up in a theater, but what appear to be the
very palaces of Greece, with columned halls and marble
stairs.
Menelaus, the king, takes leave of his wife in the beautiful
garden back of his palace and, mounting his two-wheeled
chariot, drives away to pay a visit. We see him, in the next
scene, driving through the beech-tree bordered lanes of
Sparta. Then comes Paris, as an ambassador and Helen, the
mistress of the house in the absence of her husband, receives him in the great marble hall. It is lined with fluted
Doric columns and thronged with attendants, her own house
servants and those who have followed Paris bearing rich
produce herewith two photographs of the splendid
| Star Theate, located at 2107 West Superior Street, Puluth,
Minn, as an example of tasty decoration and general excellence. \\e have heard so much unfavorable talk about "store
■1 "bungaloos" that it 1- time to refute such pessiby calling attention to this splendid little
show 1
rst of all. if you will, the cleanliness of it all, and
then allow youi eyes ■•■ dwell upon the inviting interior.
'Surely. 11" this theater has not the right to call it-elf "the
mtiful" no theater that ever was built can have the
right
On the side walls you will see panels containing
i hese are set in the lavish

of nicct\ that
pes downward,

Paris is smitten by a shaft of love at first sight of beautiful
Helen. In the garden she repulses him; but later, as the
gifts.
two stand together, on the lawn beside the palace, a lonely
place bathed in silver moonlight, Venus, the Goddess of
Love, appears. Venus favors Pans. Was it possible for a
mortal woman, though she were wholly lovely, to hold out
against
powerthrows
of a her
goddess?
l'aris'
arms andtheVenus
veil over Helen
them tails
She into
disappears.
We catch a glimpse of them as they are wafted away to Troy
in Venus' magic sea-shell chariot, accompanied by all the
Hying 1
Menelaus
won't believe the news at first
We
thunderstruck by it, as he mis feasting in another beautiful
room.
Home
again, we see him gathering together the
who swear to revenge him.
By this time Paris has reached Troy with his beautiful
paramour ami we have a picture of a luxurious :
gorgeous palace of the Phrygian city. Paris brings Helen a
golden cup of wine and they drmk from it by turns. Then
the (ireek -hips appear outside the harbor, a far glimpse of
which can be seen from the palace. Helen L.oks out and
see- her former friends and seems much disturbed.
Now follow some of the most remarkable scenes eve* produced (»ne is an attack on the walls "t a great city b) an
innumerable army.
A movable tower is wheeled
against the battlements ami si-aim^ ladders aie brought, but
great Btonei are hurled against the tower and <l n
thick crowds of the besiegei
too many
men and have to retreal
Now they res u to •
1 he next pictui ■
>■ in the dist •
retreat and the rejoicing r/roians br<
•. the
- t" wall
the
of their city and draw in the hor-e
I hey sup|
hiding A< 1 1
the horse and set the city in flam.
arm) appears,
Now. as the Barnes spread througl
we cat. Ii glimpses of turmoil and
habitants fleeing in teiror, caught by Greeks and I
I down,

ami

giv<

vu-w
curtainwith itAit
| lintypretty
little
1 .it' the arch
nicclj painted curtain
This
also dignified ami ten
| that the
ha
fo
ipei bou nit; "i' the moving picture.

They rush ml., the palai e
has Helen led aw
of a ruined eit) and its im
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A Festive Sunday in Yonkers.
F. H. Richardson.
La-t Sunday the writer journeyed to Yonkers, on pleasure
and adventure beat Starting north via surface car he transferred to the subway (elevated out there) at 215th Street,
merely to see where the tiling went to anyhow.
Arriving at -4-'d Street, which proved the finish of the subway, be -pied a surface ear with the legend "Yonkers Railway" emblazoned on it- side. Me for Yonkers. cried your
scribe, and piled in. Arriving at the historic little city he
quickly decided it would be a most excellent opportunity to
visit her motion picture theaters, but alack, and likewise
alas! all were closed as tight as the proverbial drum. Nothing doing in the show line in Yonkers on Sunday.
This, to the writer's mind, is pure foolishness — I might
almost say idiocy In Yonkers I saw hundreds upon hundreds of men and boys, as well as quite a few women and
girls, standing around or wandering aimlessly about with
apparently nothing to do. I asked one young man the question: "What do you do lure oil Sunday, with no theaters and
nothing in the way of amusement?" "Stand around and hate
ourselves," was his brief reply. And it was quite expressive,
too. Those who enact blue laws for Sunday "observance"
are. to the writer's way of thinking, merely acting silly.
They may shut off the amusements on that day, thus depriving those who toil six days in the week of the only opportunity they have for recreation, but they cannot force
them to stay home and read good books, or even attend
church. In very many cases such laws do distinct harm,
such as forcing young men to secretly seek amusement they
may not indulge in openly. These amusements are more
than likely to be harmful, if not downright demoralizing.
Many a sly poker game is in progress on Sunday in the
"closed"
which clean
never amusement
would have been
been available.
thought of The
had
theatrical town,
and other
average man works like a slave six days in the week. He
resents, and rightly resents, any interference with his right
to wholesome amusements, such as theaters or baseball, on
the one day left him for recreation and enjoyment. In a city
situated as is Yonkers the effect is, as least to some extent,
to drive the men, and a percentage of the women as well, to
seek recreation in the city. Maybe the amusements they
find are clean and all that could be desired, and maybe
they are not. A further result of the closed town is to embitter many against the influence which has deprived them
of their chance of enjoying their one day of leisure. Usually
this takes the form of resentment against the church and
matters religious, which is wrong. Neither the church or religion should be blamed for the actions of fanatics and
zealots. The people who close amusements on Sunday would
have been in the forefront of the zealots who burned
"heretics"
at the encased
stake, pulled
themofapart
horses,
gouged
out their eyes,
the foot
their with
victims
in an
iron
boot and filled it with moulten metal, had they lived a few
hundreds of years ago. That they mean well it would be uncharitable to doubt, but, be it mentioned, there is a certain
place said to be paved with good intentions!
In this connection let me add just a word as to the exclusion of children under 16 from moving picture theaters. I
do not assert that such a law is altogether wrong, but let me
ask if the moving picture show is worse than the gutter —
than the street? These children are not barred from the
streets, which thousands of them roam, unhindered by parental or other restraint, until ten, eleven and twelve o'clock
— in many cases even later. Truly the street is a great educator in crime. Methinks the moving picture show could
not possibly be a greater. We allow our young men, little
more than boys, to frequent "burlesque" shows where questionable, or even licentious acts by females on the stage are
the chief drawing card. We freely allow children of any age
to visit the "melodrama" where murder, robbery and about
every sort of crime is depicted in its every detail. We allow
grown-ups, often accompanied by children, to visit plays
where females under the guise of art, dance suggestive dances
stripped almost to nudity. We allow females in "vaudeville"
to ride out over the audience composed of men, boys, women
and girls, in a dark house (as was pointed out in these columns last week) and dangle their legs (that's' the word)
down among the heads of the audience, one of the main features of this "act" being the squeals of the "actress," suggestive of stolen garters— not exactly suggestive either since the
garters are proudly displayed afterwards by men in the audience. In this connection let us remember that garters are
not worn on the ankle. But when we come to the picture
show we turn a moral somersault and suddenly become tremendously careful of the children's morals!
It is to laughl
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Please do not misunderstand me. I yield to no man in desire to protect the children in every right way. I am thoroughly in favor of an absolutely strict and effective censorship of films. I believe in a house being lighted sufficiently,
so that no overt act can be committed under cover of darkness. Ido not, however, believe in straining at a gnat and
gulping an elephant down whole. The above contains some
plain talk, I know; the subject seems to justify plain talk,
however, and the writer has no apology to make.

The Moving Picture and
Public Press

the

When we consider that the moving picture reaches today
a far greater portion of tin- amusement loving public than
the stage and is constantly growing in importance as an
educational factor, taking rank with the library and the public school, it is difficult to understand the attitude of the
public press toward this most important invention. With
many honorable exceptions the daily press in the great cities
of the land is wofully ignorant of the doings in the moving
picture world. It was but yesterday that the "moving picture show" figured principally in the criminal news columns,
telling how some half-grown boys, incited thereto by frequent visits to the moving picture theater, had gone to hunt
Indians, had robbed their employer's till or committed some
other more or less spectacular crime. Any self-constituted,
trousered or skirted reformer on rampage, turning his wrath
against the "debasing influence of the cheap moving picture
show" was reasonably sure of half a column, and of more, if
the day was dull and news was scattered. Recently, when
the great progress of the moving picture and it- striking
improvement forced the press to take notice, the tribute was
paid grudgingly and to a lesser extent than formerly. The
moving picture is still the target of the police reporter and
the lawful prey of t4ie brilliant writer of paragraphs all the
year round.
The Biograph Company some time ago rendered
Browning's "Pippa Passes" into moving pictures. Around
the poetry and doctrine of Browing there has grown a cult,
one might almost say a worship. It is the cult and worship
— alas — of but a few. The mines of gold in Browning's
works will, to the great masses of the people, remain undiscovered. The style and what may be called the mannerisms
of that truly great man will make a wide and genuine poputhe more's
the his
pity.
means larity
canof hisbe writings
found to impossible;
clothe his noble
thoughts,
greatIf
hopes for mankind in simpler words, or better still in pictures— what a gain for the world, what a blessing for the
toiling masses. It would seem that such a performance was
worth space as a news item and entitled to some comment
among the pearls of the editorial page. All I have seen were
some insipid witticisms of newspaper paragraphers who prophesied the rendition
Kant's "Critique
of Purein Reason"
as the most
probable ofembodiment
of literature
moving
pictures. Here and there one comes across a line or two to
the effect that a great actress has posed for moving pictures
and received a fabulous amount of money for doing so.
Truly for its progress, its splendid development, its marvellous rise and a moral influence in our civilization the moving
picture owes no thanks to the daily press. The forces that
have lifted the business to a higher level and made the exhibiting of moving pictures as useful and important as the
preacher or the newspaper writer, have all come from
within the industry itself, and whatever there is today of
wise and beneficent control, has on the whole its origin in
the ranks of the makers of the moving picture.
The exhibitors are in a position to force from the daily
press in city and country a fuller and juster appreciation
of the moving picture and its place in the field of amusements or education. Every maker of films sends out vast
quantities of literature free to every exhibitor. Much of this
literature may be made useful to the exhibitor by a little
condensing; too much of it goe- to waste. It is well for
the exhibitor to read the stories of the films he has to use,
but it is even better to let the public know something about
them before they see them. It is an easy matter to get the
materials
a good,
attractiveof sign
out of the
manufacturers'
folders, or for
from
the columns
the Moving
picture
World. It
i< likewise easy to compose a clever and effective advertisement from these circulars for the press. If the exhibitor
insists on his rights as an advertiser to at least one weekly
reading notice he will generally get it, especially if hr has
the "copy" ready for the editor. This will add both to the
knowledge and dignity of the moving picture and make
effective its claim to equal treatment with the stage.
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Arrives in Africa.

Big Meeting of Ohio Exhibitors.
The Exhibitors' League, of the State of Ohio, will hold a
meeting in Columbus, Ohio, May 2. 1911, at the Southern Hotel.
The meeting will begin at 10 a. m. Every member of the league
is expected to Ijc present also a large attendance from other
States; this will be the largest gathering of exhibitors ever held
in the United States. The Exhibitors' League cf Ohio has
rapidly, and is now represented by the leading exf the State, as well as many members from adjoining
States.
The large membership of the Ohio League to some extent is
caused by reason 01 unjust laws that have been presented which
would wrk hardships upon them, hence the getting together of
the exhibitors for self-protection. The League has so far succeeded in defeating all adverse legislation. Its members have individual and collectively taken care of the interests of the
League. It would be well for other States to get busy and
organize, as it is only a matter of time until they will meet with
the same conditions that Ol io has had to meet, and if they are
not prepared they will find it is exceedingly expensive to be
without an organization.
-•ate in the Union should be represented at the Ohio
State meeting, as the- information dele-gates will gain will be of
great value to their State organization. The Ohio State organization stands ready to assist, as far as possible, other States
in organizing, realizing the great good that has been accomplished in our State.
a ;ng .ire a few of the things that will he done at the
State meeting at Columbus. Ohio. May _>, 1911: Deles
to attend the National convention.
A National call
will be issued, and legislative committees will be elected; also
e committee.
A State emblem will be adopted; reports of the various committees and officers. This is to be a
thorough business organization.
A committee on an outing
exhibitors will give later on, probably at Cedar Point,
ted
An official paper will probably be
designated
1 Ihio to-day stands upon its merits as an orfounded upon honorable and just principles, demanding and accepting nothing only that which is right. We hope to
have visiting brothers from Canada as well a- Ohio.
Let the
1 lei together." M. A. NEFF.

Mr. J. C. Hemment, who accompanied Paul J. Rainey,
millionaire sportsman, in search of big game, has arrived in
Port Said, enroute to African jungles, as 1- shown by letter
received from him by our Mr. Richardson. Mr Hemment
ace mpanies the expedition as official photographer. He
ha- taken with him, in addition to suitable cameras for
stationary photography, one of the best motion picture cameras money could buy. He expects to procure some of the
best genuine big game motion pictures ever secured. Jack
Hemment is the one to make good on that kind of expectation, too, if anyone can. Motion picturedom will await his
return with much interest. Incidentally Mr. Hemment
mailed, at Port Said, a letter addressed. "Big Bill Edwards,
United States of America." The letter bore no other address
and Mr Hemment made a wager of ten dollars it would be
delivered. "Big Bill" is head of the New York City street
cleaning department. The letter was mailed at Port Said
MarchYork
10. 191
1. March
It was 28,
delivered
New
City,
191 1. to "Big Bill" in his office,
THE POSTER.
Exhibitors from New York City and Cincinnati write us
complaining that the manufacturers, in striving for art
effects in their posters, lessen their real value As one puts
it, the passer-by will look at a poster bearing the photograph of an actor or of a scene from the film and not be
induced to enter; whereas, if the title of a new film which
he had not yet seen was the most prominent feature, the
effect upon the mind was generally beneficial to the box
office. Complaint is specific as to the sameness in appearone is
company's
-ters prominent.
and others inWhat
whichis the
of theance offilm
made thep. least
the title
use
of the manufacturer going to great expense for elaborate
picture posters in color if a plain and striking display of the
title of a new film has more drawing power? After all. the
manager takes more delight in seeing his seats filled than
making a picture gallery of his lobby.
NEWS BRIEFS.
Anaconda, Mont. Anaconda is soon to have a new industry added to its substantial pay roll. The Industrial Motion
Picture Company, of Montana, has decided on establishing
its headquarters in this city. Amongst the directors of the
new company are two well known Anaconda business men.
Temple, Tex. — Mr. Frank Lucas, manager and owner of
the Majestic Theater here, sold his interest to Mr Sid Stone,
of Waco, Tex. Mr. Stone is an experienced motion picture
man. and he expects to keep up the policy of Mr. Lucas,
which was to give his patrons the \ery best pictures obtainable. At present Mr. Lucas will be at leisure, but keeping his eyes open to pick up the first opportunity that prefent* itielf. Under agreement, he will not again enter the
theater business in this city..
Kansas City. We admire the action of the Kansas City exhibitors in donating
some of has
theiragreed
proceeds
to the a Girls'
Hotel benefit.
Each manager
to display
sign
which will rend: "We are with you ladies We want the
Girls' Hotel, because we know better than anyne eNe in
this town,
how much
a girls"
know
that girls
who leave
our hotel
shows isareneeded.
gi.mg toWe a like
decentto
place"
Such tospirit
as tin-, if observed everywhere, would
be of benefit
the business
A bill has hem introduced m the Assembly at Mbahy, New
York, which requii
take out a license after ,
' examination
I bis
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WALL PAPER SCENERY.
By H. F. Hoffman.
Some managers of picture houses that have stages ind
scenery like to nave a new dress once in a while. Many of
them are rather ashamed to have their audience sit and look
at the same old setting year after year. They are right
about that, lor one of the wisest rules in theatrical b-isiness
is to keep constantly changing. The manager who is constantly springing little surprises on his patrons is the manager whose place always possesses an unconscious or indescribable charm. Something fresh once in a while is necessary to prevent stagnation. A change of pictures on the
walls, replacing the old statue with a new one, a new shade
for the box-office light, any little thing like the changing
of a light from one place to another, a complete change of
announcement slides, or any other minor and inexpensive
change, all help to keep the old show-shop from going stale,
and should he attended to regularly.
It is rather ni'>re expensive to be changing scenery once a
month than it would be to change an announcement slide;
that is, if you pay a scenic artist his price each time you make
the change. It is a fact, nevertheless, that the stage setting
in the onc--cene house is looked at more than any other one
thing, and for that very reason it should be changed as often
as possible. This applies to new theaters now building as well
a- t" those of long standing. In fact, the suggestion contained in this article comes better for the house now building,
for the reason that any who like the idea may have their
frames adapted to it from the start, thus saving time and
money.
Wall paper scenery is about the only kind of scenery that
it pays to change once a month. The writer has used it and
found it to be, practical in every way. The idea came as an
inspiration
when successfully
a lad. being then
then manager
of a "boy"
theater It worked
and it worked
out finely
in later yea^s when the boy showman was a man and had
a theater of his own. Wall paper scenery is certainly the
thing for small houses or for theaters in small towns where
there are no scenic artists.
It is more for the benefit of
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this kind of houses that this article is prepared, instead
of for the large fully equipped theater that employs seven!
different settings, but, even so, the idea of wall paper scenery
is feasible for large theaters as well as small ones. Theater
managers who have an old parlor scene are a,dvis<
it up with tasty wall paper and solid woodwork. If it
looks bad there must be something the matter with the taste
of the man who puts it on.
Good taste is more the secret of successful wall paper
scenery than the idea of wall paper itself. It is quite pos»
sible to hang wall paper in a way that would be funny, at
amateur paper hangers generally do, but worst of all is the
choosing of colors that glare at each other. If you do not
pick harmonious colors, the effect will be very jarring, but
there is one consolation, if you don't like it you i
it up and try again. While I was building the scene represented in the drawings I have made for this article, my
competitor up the street walked into my theater and seeing
me at work, immediately wanted to know what I was <|oing.
Wc were very good friends, almost pals, and I explained
without hesitation all the beauties of wall paper scenen
He told me it was a great idea, and said he must b< going
because he had to tune his piano.
I met him that night after the show, as I often did, He
v/anted me to come right over to his place and take a look
at his new scenery. The house was dark and we were alone.
He put on the lights and bid me behold. He waved his
land with pride to a wall paper scene that had b<
and finished since I had seen him in the morning. I roared
with mirth at the effort he had made. Being done in such
a short time it was of course very rough. The closer one
got the rougher it was, but the worst of it was that in his
hurry to beat me to it he had taken the first wall paper he
could get his hands on, and the result was a fright. I guyed
him for an hour after that, and he didn't seem to like it
The next night he invited me in to see his new scenery.
During the day he had changed his wall paper from green
and yellow to red and blue. It was bad, but not so bad as
at first. I ridiculed him once more, and once more he changed
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(Mings, each time doing a little better, until at last he had
rather a r -leasing stage setting.
,
The object of the above paragraph is merely to show that
changes can be quickly made, but, where judgment and good
taste are not used, it gets on the nerves of the audience
quicker than the soothing effect of harmonious colors. The
scene represented in the drawings herewith was not built
in a day. Allowing full days, it would take a week for one
man to do it, and more than likely, two weeks. The main
difficulty is that the frames must be built inside the theater,
unle -= yu have doors large enough to take them through,
which is doubtful. If the work is done in the auditorium,
♦be frames must be made across the seats, and that is very
unhandy. This is bound to make some muss which must
be cleaned up before the night show. If there are matinees,
so much the less time there is to work in. Each day the
tools and lumber must be brought in, and before the show
everything must be carried out again to make way for the
audience. The frames being too large to be taken out must
be placed on the stage in the places they are to occupy
later, and then draped with some temporary curtains or
cloth.
It would not be at all advisable for one man alone to
attempt to build the scene which 1 have drawn here. Two
men could do the work in one fourth the time it would take
one man, for the reason that there are long measurements
to be taken, and also for the well known reason that scenery
get "wabbly" and limber when one man
tries to juggle it. Perhaps you've noticed that before. As
to the frames, to save time and worry, the best thing a manager could do would be to hand these drawings of mine to a
good carpenter and hi- assistant. To them it would be only
a day's wrk.
They work
have fast.
all the While
tool,. youTheyare don't
make
and they
scratching
your head they would be cutting a dozen lengths. In other
words you are a manager and not a carpenter. Never try
to beat a tradesman at his own game, especially if you are
1 in a hurry.
Tbt attention of the class is now called to the framework
shown in fig. 1. You will notice that the drawing has been
1 divided in the middle, for the sake of convenience. There
is l)'. use showing the -ame thing on both sides, so on the
left has been shown the plain framework, and on the right
shown that same framework with more added to
it There ha- been added solid finishing wood work, such as
r frames, wainscoting boards, a mission shelf, all of
which are trimmed off with moulding.
This woodwork is
Isimply nailed on to the plain framework, as seen on the left,
muslin has been put on.
! The framework shown in Fig. 1 i- supposed to be covered
with muslin all this time.
The dotted lines in the drawing
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all indicate framework that is covered by muslin. A sort of
x-ray, as it were. The muslin is to be tacked on just as soon
as the frames are built. Any good muslin will do if it is
not too finely woven. A good grade of unbleached muslin
is about the right thing, provided you can get it wide enough.
Width is the important part. Get it a- wide as you need and
let the quality be secondary to that. Tack it on the frames
as soon as they are ready, stretching it tightly and evenly,
after which you are ready for the glue.
Glue sizing is a wonderful treatment for soft muslin.
When you are ready for it, get a metal bucket and a pound
or
two" half
of powdered
glueand
at put
the it
hardware
store. When
Fill theit
bucket
full of water
on the stove.
gets pretty hot pour in a little powdered glue and dissolve
it well before you pour in any more glue. The glue will color
the water and a- you pour in more glue it will begin to
look a- though you are making soup. While you are dissolving the glue, get ready for the muss you are
make. Stand your scene on edge in the aisle. Cover the
floor and seats all around with newspapers or drop cloth- to
catch the spatter from your brush. If you do not do this
you will be sorry. Keep stirring the glue or it will settle on
the bottom and burn. The glue size should not be any thicker
than milk. It ought to look like an oyster stew without the
oyster-. If you get it any thicker ye>u will feel like a fly
on a sheet of tanglefoot before you get through. It is not
neces-ary to explain how to apply it. Get a small kalsomine brush and slap it on, that is about all. When it dries,
the mu-lin will be hard and tighter than the tighte-t drum
you ever saw. You will also have a surface for wall paper
that cannot be beat.
After the sizing i- done, comes the interior woodwork.
The reason it comes next 1- because it must be stained, and
if it is -tained before the wall paper is applied, you don't
have to be so careful. It doesn t matter it the -tain -lops
onto the muslin a little bit. The paper i- the la-t thing that
goe- on. The framework 111 these scenes was made entirely
of dressed cedar facing boards, fa inch x 3 inches. Besides being cheap, cedar ha- a beautiful natural grain, that
-how- through any -tain, like oak. The only kind of wood
used in building this scene that ran wider than three inches
wa- the wainscot <>r foot-board, and that was -i\ inch cedar
facing, instead of three. The gimp cleat is 1 x _' furring, and
the moulding is ordinary spruce. Three inch lacing i- the
<tufT.
You wi'.l
1 that with,
it forms
the bulk
of
the
wooden
part.notice
It i- in
niceFig.
to w>rk
and make*
wide,
strong mortice-, a- per 1 ig 3. a and b. Plain furring is
tOO light and wmihl never do.
Perhaps you have wondered why I have shown the back
scene in Fig. 1 higher than the side-, and wider than -eems
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: .iily to let }'"U see how the back
should be c instructed. The sidea should be a- Ugh a- the
back, and the back should be no wider than the edge of the
sides Did you get that? Read it over, and then look at
dotted
"/" should
in the upper
on Fig.
i. That's
wide
the hacklinescene
be, I >fleft,
course
l cannot
Rive how
measurements, because no two houses would he alike. These drawings will have t" he freely translated by the carpenter, who
can varj it t.> suit the case. You can get an idea from the
drawing
wd.nl
you will
and
how
much just
clothhowandmany
other sticks
things,■•!' by
applying
the need,
measurement- of your own house. In these drawings the doors are
about seven feet high over all and three feet wide inside.
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were sewed 50 that one shot could not pass another, or
form in bunches, and the shot lay side by side, all the length
of the pouches. When the pouch ends were sewed up and
you held the pouch in the hands, it was a very good iniitan.. n of a four foot garter snake; always wiggling and twisting, trying to get out of the hands and onto the floor. < )ne
of these pouches was laid into a wide hem at the bottom of
each curtain and tacked there with a needle and thread at
each end. The weight of them kept the curtains hanging
straight at all times, and the great flexibility of the pouches
allowed the curtains to hang in graceful curves a( the bottom^
instead of sharp angles. Besides it made the gd
more expensive than they were. If the curtains are to be
used much for entrances, they should be split into 25 inch
halves for the sake of convenience.
The wall paper used in this setting was all purchased at
one store, not twenty minutes walk from this office Altogether the cost of it was about $5.50. This may seem a
little high, but the Dutch border is a work of art and brings
the price up some. It is eighteen inches wide and runs
thirty feet without a repeat, lithographed in full colors and
retailed for $3.00. The imitation panel paper is twenty-one
inches wide and sells for 60c per roll, a roll meaning 8 yards.
The plain terra cotta paper comes thirty inches wide and
costs 20 cents per roll. The gimp is retailed at 17 cents per roll,
containing twenty-five yards, which is more than plenty. The
tacks cost 35 cents per hundred, and should be about ~jx
inches apart if you use any. There is some waste in hanging the oak panel paper, because it is necessary to cut out a
panel from every strip that is hung.
Perhaps that isn't clear. Look at the bottom panels in Fig.
2. Notice the space between the bottom panels and the
foot-board. If the paper extended lower the next figure
would be a -mall panel like the one at the top. Naturally
anyone would suppose it easy enough to place that smaf|
panel at the head of the next column, without waste. But,
you see, it has been cut off flush to get that space between
the base board and the bottom panel, so in order to get to
another small panel with margin at the top, it is necessary
to cut out the spoiled panel and a long one as well, s,, d0
nor forget to figure that in. This panel paper c
mahogany, mission, green and oak. All are tasty. To any of
our readers who are interested enough to write, the editor
will send the address of the wall paper supply house handling
this paper, together with the stock numbers of the different

After the nailing, the covering, the sizing and the staining
are done, you are ready for the wall paper. Again take my
advice and call in the paper hanger. I know it looks awfully
easy, but he will do it all while you are doping out where
to hang the first sheet. In the matter of taste he may be
able also to help you if you have neglected your training
in that direction. The scene shown in these drawings is
given as an example not only of what can he done, but what
has been done. There arc a thousand different ways it can
he varied, according to the fancy of the manager. In Fig. 2
the center door was a blind door, against a wall. This could
made int., a long latticed window, in three panels,
horizontally, using some of that imitation stained glass with
a light behind it. ( )r perhaps a window in some other part
of the scene, would lend itself well. The imitation stained
glass with a light behind makes a pretty effect. You might
send to a scenic artist the measurement of the center door and
tell him to send you a far-away view through a doorway,
with a stone balcony railing and a rose bush in the foreground.
The complete scene shown in Fig. 2 was a sparkling little
gem. and many were the "All's" and "Oh's" when the curtain
raided upon it. The woodwork was stained with Japalac
In conclusion, nlease notice in Fig. 2 I have allowed the
patterns.
to resemble oak, which the cedar grain helped along imleft frame to remain too short, the same as I did with both
mensely. Between the baseboard and the mission shelf was
side frames in Fig. 1. It makes a bad connection with the
wallpaper imitation of oak paneling (the shelf was placed to
flies, as you will see at a glance, and is not a workmanlike
pan out with the measurements of the imitation panels). The
job. On the upper right in Fig. 2, you will observe that the
panel wall paper was varnished to heighten the wood effect.
side frame has been carried up as high as the back frame.
Above the shelf everything was covered with a plain paper,
The flies are nailed through from the back of the side frame
about the color of faded terra cotta. The flies were also
and make a neat close connection. Without furniture of
covered with the same. Flies were cloth covered wood
anv kind the scene looks a little bare, but with a dainty gilt
frames, the same as the big frames, held in place with a
chair, a small book case, etc., the effect is much better. Also
nail at each end. and strengthening the whole thing.
try a few steins on the shelf and a small table with a fresh
Six inches above the shelf, a line was snapped with a
chalked string as the bottom guide for the pretty Dutch
looking spray of pink flowers in a vase, and you will have
frieze that went around the scene. The Dutch frieze was
a setting as tempting as it is pretty.
laid ..11 owes the faded terra-cotta. Along the edges of the
scene was tacked some J^-inch imitation leather gimp, tan
NEWS
BRIEFS.
color, with large brass headed tacks. The gimp and tacks
helped the effect, but were not absolutely necessary. There is
Suffolk, Va.— During the month of April the city of Suffolk suffered the loss by death of one of its best known chara good strong black outline on the Dutch border a- if is, so
acters, Mr. George V. Harrig. He was affectionately known
if you do not want to go to the trouble of tacking it on,
you may also omit the gimp cleats, as provided in Fig. 1, and
to most of the citizens as 'Pop'* Harrig and his death called
forth expressions of sorrow from all parts of the city. At
simply paste the border on. But if you want the gimp, you
the time of his death he was owner and manager of the
must put the cleats in the frame while making, because you
Academy, which he had managed for a number
cannot make tacks hold with nothing to hold to.
Mr. Harrig was of a most friendly and charitable nature,
The curtains were the finishing touch. They were of
Nile green, sateen. 50 inches wide, and made a delightful
and had frequently
aided worthy charities with benefit performances at the Academy.
combination. A bright red would have answered, but a
depends upon what the color scheme of the theater
Cleveland, Ohio.— Cleveland's oldest moving picture theis. In the opinion of the writer, the setting of the stage
ater, The American, 716 Superior Avenue, passed out of exshould contrast with the auditorium decorative scheme. In
istence during the month of April. It was opened ten years
ago by Wiliam Bullock, who has since gone Wesl Iff
•he ca^e of the scene represented herewith, the auditorium
Bullock was one of those pioneer exhibitors who was not
color scheme was red and dark green, hence the contrast
in the change daily class. The fact is that when he got hold
on the stage, of oak, terra cotta and Nile green. Red curof a film, he ran it for days and weeks, until he heard where
tains would have been too much like the body of the house,
dark green curtains also, hence the Nile green curtains.
another could be obtained before making a change For
The curtains were of light material. It wa> necessary to
exhibiting a reel of pictures that ran fifteen minutes he obtained an admission of from 15 to 25 cents, without music
make them hang as though they were of heavy plush, for two
and without seats. He was not hampered by hypercritical
reasons; and
|",r,tsecond,
becausebecause
any draught
would
blow would
them
around,
a curtainofofairlight
material
law-making of any and all kinds, and therefore he made
look cheap. To do this, a fifty inch strip of half inch white
some money. His successor has been glad if he could make
money in .these later days by showing four reels daily for
cotton tape was folded lengthwise and the two edges sewed
together >p .1 sewing machine, making a sort of pouch. Each
five cents, changing twice a week. All of which is an illusnotch was as lone as the width of a curtain. Into each
tration of what superfluous law-making and over-competition
will do to minimize the profits of any business.
pouch was run a lot of regulation "BB" shot. The pouches
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QUESTIONS ON LAST WEEK'S LESSONS.
Do NOT look at the lesson in preparing your answers. If
you do the answers will be of no practical value.
1. Is there more than one kind of luminous body?
2. What is sight? How would you describe or define it?
3. Why is sight absent when there is no light?
4. What gases combine, in the process of ordinary combustion ?
5. What agent necessary to illumination is released in the
process?
6. When a tallow candle is lighted the grease gradually
disappears.
What becomes of it?
7. Of what is the dark portion of flams composed?
How
prove its composition?
8. De-cribe the composition of flame?
9. Why is the flame from alcohol practically non-luminous?
10. What factor produce- luminousity in combustion?
A LUMINOUS BODY
is one which is in itself a source of that essential necessary
to vision— light. Objects other than luminous bodies are
only visible by reason of reflection of light rays from their
surfaces, the rays always originally emanating from some
luminous body. These objects receive rays from some luminous body, be it the sun, a lamp, a fire-flame or what-not, and
by reflection return them to our eyes; by this means they
. i-ible. But that is not all the story, since, did all
bodies reflect light the same, no one object, except those luminous, would be distinguishable from any other object. All
would oppear as one solid surface of the same color, without
01 inequalities, save for a skyline. Fortunately for
life would be impossible under such conditions)
every object, and every part of an object, reflects light dif'erently. We thus have color and shadows, which really contitutes ninety-nine one-hundredth- of what we call vision.
T.ie ordinary pine board box reflects yellow rays. The different -cams (called grain) in the wood reflect different
■ yellow, else the board would be simply a solid yellow surface as though painted. The cracks reflect the light
to our eyes differently than does the surface of the board,
hence wc are able to "see" them. The nails reflect still
different colored rays, knothole-, other colors, and the end
-till differently. By these differences in
reflection of liv li t each tiny portion of an object which is
idifferent from its surrounding- is seen and noted by the eye.
1 Objects may become \1-1ble by reason of double reflection
ol light re. a we are able to see the moon, a nonluBtnouR body, it night, because the rays of the sun, at the
tune invi
fleeted to our eyes by the lunar
We also see, dimly, surrounding
object* on the
•face; this by reason of the fact that the sun rays
from the moon
strike these objects, and are by
to our eyes.
With each reflection, howorption of certain portions of the rays (some
- the red. -nine the
.due, etc., etc. portion of the white ra\s received!
There
lied, one
ide of which is open but away from the moon
W
■ moon be bright, or some white surface be the
medium, to dimly see objects in the -bed. notwith
nnot .In. , tl\ enter
I he sun r.ivs
and are (>v it reflected to objects in front of
ide of the shed and 1- by them re-reflected to the

any body, except a luminous body, visible are called REFLECTED rays. Rays of light striking any object are partially absorbed by that body, the remainder being scattered.
From every infinitesimal, vi-ible portion of the surface of any
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object, luminous or non-luminous, rays are scattered in every
direction from which it is visible to the eye. THIS IS THE
FIRST IMPORTANT LESSON THE STUDENT MUST
GRASP AND FULLY UNDERSTAND BEFORE PROCEEDING FURTHER. Upon this fundimental point very
much depends and I would strongly advise every reader of
these lessons to study this point carefully until an understanding ishad of the matter and what naturally fi
that light ray- are crossing and reCTOSSUtg in eveiy direction,
literally by the billion-. Unless you fully grasp this point
and its full meaning you will be unable to understand the
meaning of many things which will come up a- we proceed
with the letsons. To make the matter more clear 1 have
drawn fig. 3 in which we look across the edge
object from two points of which, each point about the sue
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and realize that this MUST BE TRUE, else objects could
not and would n.>t be visible to our eyes from many directions and in every portion of their surface. To illustrate
this I have drawn fia;. 4. in which "a" represents a surface,
across which we are looking; b, c. d and e representing eyes
at various points, to each ol which the object is visible.
It will readily be seen that if the rays traveled from any
given point or points on the surface only in the direction of
3, then b, c and e would be unable to see these points. A
study of this diagram will, I believe, prove to you that in
order that the surface of an object be visible from different
points or positions, it is absolutely essential that rays go
tr. >in every portion of the surface in every direction from
whence it is visible. This being true we readily see that rays
of light are. as has been pointed out, emulating from every
pin-point of the surface of every visible object and these
ray- are practically numberless, crossing each other in every
directioin until the effect is that of mass, the ray being, in
practice, rather a term of convenience,
Eight-Inch Lens for Sale. — Mr. Louis Mees, Hamburg, Pa.,
comes in with the following: "I notice in the last issue a
party in New York will be in need of an 8-inch lens. A few
months ago I bought a Bosch & Lomb 8-inch E. F., M. P.
lens and a half size 33-inch stereo lens. These will give the
party the right size picture at 105 feet. They cost me $35
and I will sell same for $22.50."
Ordinarily it is not the province of the department to
advertise goods, but in a case of this kind where two souls
may possibly be made happy, we give the necessary space.
Embryo Operator. — Boston, Mass., writes: 'Will you
kindly give me advice concerning the best method of procedure in order to become efficient as an operator and secure
a position? I have another trade, but I cannot secure permanent emplioyment at it and would like to take up operating.
In Boston there are four so-called 'Schools of Operating'
which profess to turn men out in a few weeks, guaranteeing
that they pass the State Board examination and receive a
license; also guaranteeing that they be fully competent to take
a position as operator in any theater. Three of them do not
guarantee
a position
'graduation,'
under
tain conditions,
does.after
I would
be only but
too one,
willing
to cerpay
necessary tuition if I were assured a permanent position. I
am 32 and see only a poor prospect ahead by working at my
ownI would
trade."suggest that if you wish to learn operating, and
are willing to pay for tuition, arrangements be made with
some first-class Boston operator to teach you, afterwards
giving you employment for a time as helper. Just how this
would work out would depend on the ability of the man as
a teacher. It is the best thing I can suggest under the circumstances. The school, if rightly conducted, would be a
better proposition in that you would get the necessary technical know-ledge which the average operator would be unable to give, since, although he might himself have the
knowledge, he might not have the ability to successfully impart it to another. However, the matter as to whether the
schoolstion,upaccording
there toarethe"rightly
is one
open to quesreports conducted"
received from
Boston.
Arc Reflector. — Mr. L. A. Normandin, Fall River, Mass.,
writes; "Noting the discssion concerning various reflectors, screens and other devices for observing the arc, I
wish to say that there is now a patent pending for a perfect
and adjustable reflector designed to be attached to the lamp
of any moving picture machine in such a way that the operator
can see the arc in any position, either sitting down or standing up, near or far from the machine, witih as much ease as
I can see the spot on the aperture plate. The reflector may
be attached or detachedi in an instant. It can be pushed up
out of the way when not in use, or can be carried in the vest
pocket, as it closes like a pen-knife. As soon as the patent
is granted it will be advertised in the Moving Picture World,
probably the latter part of May, at which time full details will
be I given
device
at a nominal
price."
hope and
you the
have
got sold
something
good and
that you will
meet with success. I will, however, utter this word of warning: A great many different devices have already been used
for the purpose mentioned. It doesn't seem possible that
you could evolve anything radically different from some of
the many schemes already practiced by operators. However. I shall await with interest the full description of your
device.
Slides Patented. — Montana (name of town suppressed by
request) writes: "Find enclosed $1 .50 for Handbook. I
have noticed lately several letters in regard to carbon setting, and they all seem to arrive at about the same conclusion. Ipersonally, however, have failed, as yet, to find
any regular rule for setting carbons.
The rule given in the
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Handbook is fine, and the only one where current does not
vary much from no volts. I have, howeiver, found that with
current running from 00 to ri8 volts, as we used to have
here, the straight trim gave the best light. Why is it that
Western pictures are always -aid to be the best? Traveling
men tell us that this town of 2,500 people has the best pictures in the State, and that"in projection is far ahead of that
seen in the East. As regards the advertising slides described
by Mr. Martin, will say that the idea has been used here
over two years and is patented by a printer who was a former
operator."
rds the carbon matter, Montana, one seldom -.ever«|
finds anything but no or 220 volts nowadays. However, I
do not see why 90 or 118 volts should act materially different
from no, since there is ample resistance for the arc cushion
even with 90 volts, and in any case the voltage at the arc will
be the same, the resistance taking up the difference between
the line and arc voltage. It is true that projection in the
West was, and even now, perhaps, is better than projection
in the East, viewed as a whole. Just why this should be so
I cannot say, except that I believe that moving picture theater managers of the West are, perhaps, taken as a body,
considerably better posted in projection than is the Eastern
exhibitor, and not so easily satisfied with poor curtain results. I will say, however, that projection in the
rapidly improving. There is a very marked difference in
projection in New York City now and a year an
marked difference, indeed. One year ago it was an exceedingly difficult matter to find projection in New York City
which could not be liberally criticised, or roundly roasted.
Now, however, it is not at all a difficult matter to find projection that is quite passably fair, and some of it very good,
indeed. It is to be hoped and I believe will prove the fact,
that one year hence New York City can show projection
equal to that of any other city in the country.
Lengthening the Focus.— Mr. L. R. Cordray, Orville, 0..
writes: "Every time I look at the Moving Picture World I
see something which adds to my knowledge of the business.
Since writing you last I have moved my screen back 3V2 feet,
thus making my throw 64 ft. The picture is now too large.
I do not like to move the curtain up much since a- it now
is the warm air has a chance to go out over and around the
curtain, thus helping to keep the house cool. Is there any
way that I can reduce the picture (now 11^2 ft.xi5!4) to
10x12 ft. without buying a new lens? Enclosed find photo
of the front of our house, which is the only theater in this
town. The house is 100 feet long, including the stage, and is
about 30 ft. wide; we seat 259. When Mr. Klink, Canton, 0.,
24 miles east of us, says he has the best operating room in
this neck of the woods, I believe he is mistaken, because I
have one that any operator might be proud of, and it is kept
as clean as the front room of your home. I will have a photo
of it in the near future and you can see for yourself that it
is as I say. I find your Handbook very instructive and well
worth
I paid a.
forvery
it." neat front; a very neat front,
The the
photomoney
sent shows
indeed, for a small house. I am sorry that it is in colors,
hence cannot be reproduced successfully. As to the lens,
you might take out one of the combinations and have the
barrel of the lens lengthened say YA inch. Any machinist
can make a ring to screw in and lengthen the barrel. The
chances are the experiment will not be successful, and then
again it may. You cannot always tell what you can do with
a lens. At any rate, you will only be out the amount charged for
making the extension ring. I think, however, your exchi
trade lenses with you, taking yours in exchange for one of the
proper size. They ought to, at any rate. When I was managing
an exchange myself I accommodated customers in that way and
there is no reason in the world why an exchange should not
be made, provided your lens is in good condition and the
exchange ha; a second-hand lens of proper focal length We
shall be glad, indeed, to have a photograph of your operating
room; in fact, I would be glad to publish photographs of
operating rooms if they are sent in. I would suggest that
you and Mr. Klink might well exchange visits.
Low Wages.— Cuero, Tex., writes: "The Trouble Department has been a great source of aid to me as an operator.
I believe if more of the operators would read it there would
be less of those half-lighted pictures, and we would have
more really competent men. This part of the country is by
no means good for the operator. He must enter into
competition with a lot of 15-year-old kids; or, at lea-t. that
is the trouble in San Antonio. I do not know of an operator
in San Antonio who i- receiving more than $10 a week. True,
they are not worth more than that sum, but a real operator
cannot get a position there, unless he wishes to accept that
sum. I have been a little more lucky and have been getting
$15 a week, but I also do card work and sign painting. I
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have been told that I am worth more than that but I cannot
get it on account of the number of kid operators. One trouble is there is no union here or anywhere near here. If you
can give me the address of some union, I don't care if it is
ten thousand miles away, just so it is a union, I will immediately get in communication with them. I know of but
one union man in this part of the country, and he is the
operator and manager of the Dreamland. I should like to
see what you have to say as regards this kind of a propotion. I have a copy of your Handbook and it is the best yet.
I would not be without it if I could not get another just like
it. I have been operating for some four or five years and
still I find the book a source of much help."
If the operators there are all young boys working for $10
a week, it seems to me that it would be almost impossible
to form an effective union with that kind of material. I do
not know what the nearest union to you is, but believe if
you addre-s a letter to the President of the Moving Picture
Operators' Union, Labor Temple, Kansas City, Mo., it will
reach the Kan-as City Operators' Union. I would put a
special delivery -tamp on it I do not think there is any
operators'
union
eitherCity
in Ft.
Worth,
any other
Texas cities.
Kansas
or St.
LouisDallas
would orprobably
be
as close as any union there is. You could also write Mr.
H. G. Woods, President San Francisco Moving Picture
Operators' Union, 68 Haight Street, San Francisco, Cal. It
is an amazing thing to me that managers will make the income of their house dependent upon the work of a $10 boy.
Box office receipts depend absolutely upon what comes from
the end of the lens in the operating room, and it is not to
be expected that a boy or man working for $10 a week is
going to put the necessary intelligence, care and brains into
his work to produce high class projectioin. It is not in the
nature of thing- that he should do so. To my mind, the
manager who hires an operator for $10 a week is simply
doing his level best to kill the goose that lays the golden
eggThe Wire Puzzle. — Many replies to the wire puzzle, published in April 22 issue, have been received. Most of them
were correct, though many solved as per Friend Morgan's
diagram failed to make mention of the fact that with D. C.
one lamp would burn upside down unless its wire- were
.switched. Morgan was himself at fault in that particular.
The diagrams selected for reproduction will serve to illus-olution of Friend Carr, who submitted the puzzle,
s mislaid but, as I recollect, it was essentially the same as
:hat of Brother Reith.
Such little problems as this, provided '
:hey are really practical questions, are excellent.
They
iharpen the wits by causing one to study and to evolve solu:on- of difficult questions.
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you have not got the thing quite right. By your plan you
would, as a matter of fact, only be using one rheostat. Study
the other diagrams submitted.
Better luck next time.
A Newsy Letter. — Mr. J as. Martin, Spencer, la., writes:
"Enclosed find picture of the new Palm Theater at Missouri
Valley, opened February 8th by Pratt Bros. Mr. Charles
Pratt is manager. Apparently the new place is enjoying
ample patronage, proving that the people appreciate Mr.
Pratt's efforts to plea-e. Mr. C. A. Morley, Waterloo, la.,
purchased the Scenic Theater at Storm Lake, la., from Mr.
Geo. Sterg last week. The house will be remodeled at once.
Just had word that the Magic Theater at Rockwell City had
an accident. Will give you the details as the newspaper has
it, Itiough that ver-ion does not seem possible or, at least,
probable. It is as follows: 'Mr. A. L. Dean, janitor Magic
Theater, Rockwell City, was probably fatally injured Monday
night, being blown from the building by the explosion of the
moving picture machine. Cause of explo-ion unknown.' I
visited the Magic Theater recently and it had a steel lined
operating room; the manager of the theater was also manager of the city electric light plant. I see no reason for the
place having gas tanks of any kind and am inclined to believe
it was the heating plant that blew up. The fire which followed the explosion completely destroyed the theater."

Many thank- For your newsy letter, Neighbor Martin.
Come again. You are undoubtedly correct in your surmise
as regard> the heating plant I need not -ay that there i- as
much possibility of a moving picture machine blowing up as
Bridge dancing a two-step. It
seems alnio-t a waste -i breath to say that moving picture
machines do not. and could not under any conceivable circumstances, explode, for tin- very simple reason there is
nothing m the world about them i" explode, "f capable
connectedof
with the business knows ihat to he the fact
The •
reporter,
however, could not Ik- taught that simple truth in a
hundred years.
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"The Other Man"
The successful motion picture portrays
life as it really is. It often happens in real life that "His Wife" is
followed by "The Other Man."
Even so in Picturedom. Last Wednesday we released "His Wife," just
the sort of a pictorial pippin that
"The Other Man" would follow.
With no claim to tragic distinction,
no pretention to comedy or drama,
"The Other Man" stands out as a
foto-play of quality and individuality. Picture to yourself a series of
charmingly enacted and splendidly
photographed scenes, dominated by
unflagging interest and ending
with a novel climax, and you'll
begin to form an idea of what this
Nestor production is like. "The
Other Man" is the right man—h is
also the right picture to have and
to feature on your program. Get It!
On Wednesday, May 10th,
1911, we shall release a Foto-Dramatic Thriller entitled

"After 20 Years"

DAVID

Scene from our
Release of Wednesday

HORSLEY,

May 3rd, 1911
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It's Good

NESTOR

IMMINENT !
The first release of

NE
N
ER'S
STOR
EST
W
PICTURES
will soon be announced.

Watch for it !

Photos of Nestor Players
are coming your way ! 6 of them —
8x10— for 15 cents in stamps, just
enough to cover the cost of mailing.
To non-exhibitors the price is one
dollar.

it is IT
This is what all the Exhibitors
of the "NESTOR

r Man"

985 Feet of
Fascinating Film
Book It Now!

U, 4th Ave. $ 14th St., NEW

LOBBY

say

MAG-

NET."device
Positively
themost
cleverest
advertising
and the
attractive
innovation in Lobby Displavs.
The
NESTOR LOBBY MAGNET is
printed in two colors on heavy coated
paper,
withABSOe\ei\
Nestor 14x22;
Picture it's
and issued
is sent
LUTELY FREE
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before being consumed The carbon making bad contact with
the holder will also induce pointing since it increases boating.
Clean holder contacts with a file;
Gas Generators. — Mr. J. Hamilton. 539 Stockholm Ave.,
Brooklyn, N. Y , writes: "Will you please advise mc which
would be the best, « gas generator or have calcium tanks
shipped: 1 am working one-night -lands and always had
calcium sent. I believe, however, there should be a better
way. If you think the gas generator best, kindly let me
know where the best one can be had."
I think it will be conceded by all but the manufacturers
of gas generating outfits that the gas tanks give the best
general results. They are. however, considerably more expensive.hie
C who thoroughly understands the handling of the
gas generating outfits can get very good results, and some
get results almost equal to the tank gas. I have given your
full address in order that makers of gas outfits may supply
you with descriptive matter of their apparatus.
The Enterfrise Optical Company and the Edison outfits are both good,
n fact, they are, to all intents and purposes, essentially the
same in results.
Some Exceedingly Interesting Data. — Mr. Geo. M. Pringle,
St. Paul, Minn., writes: "In the issue of March 11, page 533,
in an article on resistance you invite discussion. Resisto's
calculations are of course, correct, but the basis for them
I, for one, would question. IK' a--ume- several things which
in my experience are not correct. First, he assume- that the
resistance of the arc is normally a constant at iji ohms; this
has no foundation, in fact. A tew simple calculations will
demonstrate this: 45 volts across the arc, 10 amperes passing,
by ohms law; resistance 4'A ohms. Same potential 40 amperes being used, same law, resistance 1. 12 ohms. But why
continue? His statement is only true when 25 amperes are
being used at 45 volts across the arc.

low* ra*»«
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"Description of 22-Unit Rheostat.
"The variable resi-tance of the are i- due to the following
facts: You nre doutbless familiar with the statement that
it requires a potential of 5.000 volts to jump an air gap of %
inch (the length of arc in ordinary practice). As we only
have from 45 to 60 volt- across the arc. its power of jumping
is limited and there mu-t be some c inductor to carry the
current across. The enormou- heat of the arc is sufficient to
vaporize the carbons.
This vapor has a low power of con-
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amperage, the cross section of the stream of vapor 1creased and its resistance diminished. Therefore, in fact, the
resistance of the arc automatically adjusts itself to the amperage used.
"I have
built a rheostat
enclosed)
of 22 units;
each
unit lately
has a resistance
of 20 (photo
ohms and
will deliver
when
heated 2.8 ampere- to the unit. The units are cut in parallel by mean- of a sliding contact. We can increase or dimini-h current at J. 8 ampere steps, and for the past two
months have been experimenting to get the best possible
light; of course,
practice,'
but and
undervoltmeter.
the best
conditions.
We this
haveis a'booth
Weston
ammeter
The same has been tested and compared with another to
eliminate possible error. We have reached the following
results: Current is D. C, line voltage 114, picture 16.8 inches
wide; machine, Powers No. 6; throw, 96 ft.; voltage across
arc 54: Y& Bio upper, x/2 Electra lower, 40 amperes, light
good; Ya Bio upper, l/a Electra lower, 50 amperes, light better; ?8 Bio upper, % Electra, hard, lower, 60 amperes, light
excellent. Examination of stubs of carbons shows the following results: Y& carbon crater is io/64ths across and
i2/64ths deep; Yi carbon crater is 26/64ths across and
i6/64ths deep; % carbon crater is 3o/64ths across and
2o/64ths deep. I do not wish to be quoted as saying that
you cannot use greater amperage than the above, but from
our experience that is the maximum with which steady arc
can be maintained. We also find that the pressure acro-s
the arc averages, with slight fluctuations, 54 volts, whether
the
thus proving
outfound
Ohm'sby law
the amperage
resistance is
of 19
theorarc60,varies.
We also
usingthata
Ya carbon on 36 amps, diameter of crater was 2i/64ths inch
and depth was 1 -2/64 1 11 s inch; this shows that the current
strength regulates the size of a crater. I note with satisfaction an article by Henry Phelps Gage, February 25th,
page 411; Table 2, evidently rheostat control voltage, in one
case 51 and the other 56. Table 3, rectifyer voltage 55 and
57. On page 410 is the statement that the arc will not work
on more than 40 amperes, a conclusion that I came to and
so stated in a former letter, January 7th, page 25, but I qualified it with Ys carbon.
"No. 3 copper wire supply runs from binding post across
center, with soldered leads to each side, connecting with
single terminal, down one coil 19.6-inch long, across double
terminal, up the other coil same length to single terminal;
asbestos covered wire to spring brass clip connecting with
sliding contact to the other binding post. As I only used
16 clips the 7 units to the right are soldered to the same
lead and run to the bottom clip. Each unit consists of two
single terminals, one double terminal and two coils of No.
20 Climax, each 196-inch long. Total length of resistance
in each unit is 39 feet. The wire is wound in a spiral l/2 inch
in diameter. The covers are off to show construction.
Measurements- over all: width, 9-inch, height, 17-inch, length,
25-inch. Frame is made of l/2 by l/2 steel angle bar; top and
bottom is 54 inch; weight with covers 28 pounds. In commenting on my former letter you imply that I had in mind
that the arc resistance was greater at 50 amperes than at 40
or 30; rro, it is less. But what I did intend was that you could
not maintain a steady arc at the higher amperage; of course.
you can force 80 or 90 amperes across a Ys carbon, but they
must be in contact. I have never yet been able to get any
practical results from such a state of affairs. I will now
offer you a possible explanation of the incandescence of the
arc. As I find, by consulting my tables, the resistance of a
piece of carbon is very small, the trim ordinarily used being
about
of an'ohm,
itselfithas
a resistance
equal .001
to the
rheostat.butInthethearclatter
is spread
over anearly
long
section of wire especially designed to cool rapidly, but in the
arc it is confined to the cross-section of the crater.
"Try the following experiment with your arc burning
steadily at say 40 amperes; freeze your carbons and you will
note that your ammeter will register from 60 to 90 amperes,
depending on how good a contact you get. Notwithstanding
that the rheostat is supposed to hold the current at 40 amperes (you will also get the same result when you first strike
the arc), all this current is there at the arc struggling to get
across and it is like a river flowing placidly along and suddenly confined to a narrow gorge. By a close examination
of the craters of the carbons used on different amperages, I
have reached the conclusion that the current is discharged
from the crater of the upper carbon (on D. C.) and as the
amperage is increased the crater becomes larger and deeper.
My reason for thinking that the current flows in that direction is that, in our case at least, we have a 3-wire system
and the lamp that these tests were made with is connected
as follows: The upper carbon is connected with the positive.
side and the lower carbon with the neutral and the neutral
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is grounded by the company on all the D. C. circuits. Under
a separate cover I am sending you stubs of H carbons burned
at 20, 40 and 50 amperes; also two lower hard J4 inch, burned
at 50 amperes; when the lower carbon burns in this shape
the light is at its best, but we are unable to get this shape
with less than 50 amperes, using 34 top and l/2 bottom. Relisto's first assumption leads to his worst error. As I understand it, he implies that if you connect an arc between two
suply wires you will only get 61 amperes. This should be
corrected in bold type to prevent some embryo operator
from trying it; should he do so (and be fused with a piece
of copper wire, as is sometimes the case) he would have on
his hands a Fourth of July celebration that he would never
forget."
We are very much obliged to you, indeed, Neighbor Pringle, for submitting the results of your experiments. One
thing demonstrated I would like to call particular attention
to, and that is that good light— really good light— is only
had with comparatively heavy amperage. I have always
maintained and contended that good projection light is a
practical impossibility with 25 amperes of current, except
where the picture i? very small. I know that many operators
disagree with me on this point. I think, however, the disagreement isdue to the fact that their idea of good light and
mine is radically different. Of course, the fact must be
taken into consideration that there are certain disadvantages
where the crater becomes very large. The ideal light is a
point, hence the smaller .the crater the better it is theoretically; practically, however, the disadvantage due to the large
crater is, in the judgment of the editor of this department,
far more than offset by added brilliancy. I would like to
comment on your letter in detail, Friend Pringle, but lack of
space forbid-. I can assure you that letters such as yours
are welcome. I wish we had more of them. I might add
that the carbon butts submitted were examined with interest.
The form of the craters is ideal. Your idea concerning the
cause of crater incandescence is, at least, interesting and
quite worthy of study. I think if any embryo operator tried
the experiment of connecting-in carbons without resistance,
at the same time having the fuses boosted with copper, he
would not forget the experience in a hurry. I think I pointed
out inbonsmywere commenton Resisto's
brought together
in an article
attemptthat
to when
strike the
the cararc
the flow of current would, while the carbons were in contact, be practically unlimited. I might add also that I have
worked D. C arc of 45 amperes successfully on y$ carbons;
above and 'A inch below. From this amperage I
secured a brilliant white light and an absolutely even, beautiful illumination of an 18-ft. picture.
Information
Wanted.— W. D
cleston,
I . write',:
"I
am
new Bayshore,
at the I-picture
business,
though manager of the Opera ll<»u-e
at Bayshore, which

The only five-reel subject I can think of at this time, Friend
Williams,
the "LifeCanal
of Moses,"
the Vitagraph
Company.
canal, etc.?''
There
is ais Panama
film in byexistence
but I have
been
unable to ascertain who owns it. Possibly Mr. Lyman J.
Howe, Wilkes-Barre, Pa., can inform you. The Kleine Optical Company, 52 State Street, Chicago, issues a complete
catalogue of educational, religious and other simliar subjects.
Write and get it is my advice. The Mcintosh Stereopticon
Company, Chicago, 111., can fix you up in anything you wish
in the way of stereopticon slide sets.
Engine Power. — Illinois (name of town suppressed) writes:
"Kindly advise me as to the following: The ordinary estimate of engine power is live amperes or ten 16 c.p. no-volt
lamps to each unit of horse power; hence, a five horse-power
engine would pull 25 amperes fifty 16 c.p. no-volt lamps
The approximate voltage of projection arcs is 50. Will it be
possible to run a 50-ampere, 50-volt generator with the same
power; also would it be necessary to use any resistance in
circuit with the arc?"
To find the h.p. being developed by an engine, and expended in electrical energy, multiply the amperes by the volts
and divide by 746, the result being the h.p. developed, no
account being taken of loss through mechanical and electrical
friction. Twenty-five amperes at no volts id 2,750 watts,
while 50 amperes at 50 volts would be 2,500 watts; showing
about 'A horse-power in favor of the 50-volt proposition.
You cannot, however, run without some resistance. You
could conserve power by using a 60-volt dynamo, but that is
as low in pressure as you could go. You will find this matter discussed in a recent issue of the department, reasons
being given why an arc cannot be handled without resistance
in circuit.
Good Projection Wins.— Mr. F. L. Andrews, Dixon, Tenn .,
renews his subscription, orders a Handbook and writes:
"Have just opened a hou-e in this city; projection equipment
is Powers No. 6 and Fort Wayne compensarc. Use a high
class pianist and good singer. That and moving pictures are
all there is to it, but we certainly have got the real thing
in pictures. There was a house here last winter which went
broke through junk and poor projection. Everyone said 1
would fail and the first week I didn't make expensi
however, thecommodateonly
trouble Ifisthe
I haven't
enough
acthe business.
Handbook
does room
me a- tomuch
good as the department has there won't be word, strong
enough to express
my have
appreciation."
know you
succeeded, Friend Andrews. I
might add thai good projection always wins, if backed up by
reasonably
mind you.
but always. capable management—:
Condenser
Size.— Mr. F. C. Barron, Biglow,
Handbook and a-ks what
. 13 ft picture, 50 ft. tin

60 ft throw. My 1picdo

tear

linlit ;tll over
dark and
Wayne comI put it at 60 I get a good
light, but n hint- my lamp and eats-up
ycle thi
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subject from two to five reels, something a man could travel
with and lecture on; something the people are interested in,
such as Biblical, historical, Panama Canal, etc. Also where
can I get lantern slides on places of interest, such as the
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nts that can
ist want them to lead me to
not want my name published, i>ut you may put in
i the town
I am sending you
herewith the sketch ol a device I have used with much suc.1 -lips

ntly nw.m between the collar "X" and the
dowel! pin on the take-up shaft, which turns the reel, to allow the metal part of the reel to - 1 ii» clear ..\rr the dowell.
Now. m lots of reels the pm gradually grinds out the wood
until the dowell pin will -lip clear around, the shaft revolving but the reel remaining stationary. Tin- washer is designed to he slipped on over the shaft, and up against the
collar
thus preventing
holding the tinmetal
notch of
wheel on
the
dowell "X."
pm and
trouble.
Thethewasher
is just
wide enough to till the -pace between the collar and the
: the groove in the wa-her lit- the dowell tight
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enough so that you have to drive it a little to get it on, it
will be all the better, since it will then stay put. It will also
hold a crooked reel out far enough to prevent its rubbing
on the walls of the magazine. Is there a carbon holder on
the market that has an automatic grip which will hold the
carbon firmly and give good electrical contact at all times?
Those I have used alternately grip the carbon too tight or
hold it too loosely, due to the effects of expansion and contraction of the metals. What would a good automatic one
be worth to a company like the Powers or Pathe? We have
a few shows here in Washington that are a disgrace to the
city. One house here has been showing the Pathe Passion
Play, 1900 vintage, and on their boards have advertised it
as iqio production. I run a copy of the 1900 Passion Play
for ten weeks straight in a house in New Orleans in the year
1907 and I think I know it when I see it."
We thank you for the drawing of the washer scheme. The
idea is good. As to the automatic carbon holder, I know of
no such device on the market at the present time, but would
suggest that you write the Powers and Pathe companies direct, though large companies are a little bit skeptical in such
matters and have to be shown very plainly the advantage of
any device. As to the Washington shows, I have another
letter this week, from a prominent exhibitor of that city,
sharply criticising another feature of Washington projection. Unfortunately, it is crowded out, but will appear in
next issue. We are, of course, pleased to know that you like
the "World" and trust we may continue to merit your regard.
Victim of the Law.— Mr. Arthur Lewis, 393 Eighth Ave.,
New York City, an Englishman, age 40, is one of the victims
of the idiotic law which says that no one but an American
citizen can earn his living in New York by operating a
moving picture machine, though he can run a pawn shop,
open up an office on Wall Street and skin the suckers, lay brick,
build houses, run a street car or do about anything else he wants
to.
personally viewed
Lewis'
work,record
but heboth
looksin
like Ia haven't
sober, competent
man, andFriend
he has
a good
electric and calcium gas projection work. Anyone in Jersey,
Connecticut or elsewhere who is will to give Mr. Lewis a position can correspond directly with him.
Splendid Meetings.— Moving Picture Machine Operators'
Union Auxiliary No. 35 is having splendid meetings and is initiating from 50 to 125 each meeting. Order is gradually evolving
from chaos and the future looks bright.
Has Quit School— Mr. Geo. Pruitt, Portland, Me., writes:
"I understand you are no longer with the Taylor School. Is that
correct?"
Yes. Neighbor Pruitt, I have severed all connection
with the school.
Crowded Out. — T have been obliged to lay over several
letters until next week. Also I have been compelled to cut
my comments very short this week by reason of lack of
space. The editor says we simply cannot have the whole
paper.
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OPERATORS' BALL A SUCCESS.
The Xew York ( ity Moving Picture Operators' Benevolent
Association's ball, given last week, was a pronounced success. The affair was well attended and everything moved
smoothly from start to finish. The music was excellent
and colored light effects added to the beauty of the scene.
The vaudeville entertainment was enjoyable and roundly
encored
A UNIQUE FILM.
The Flea Circus film. State rights of which were advertised in
last week's paper bj C II Dikeman, Lyceum Theater, Washington, I) C., is a most unique as well as a most interesting film.
It depicts Prof. K. A. Nokes, the trainer of the fleas, first in a
series of explanations of the instruments ; microscopes, incubator,
etc., used in teaching these tiny insects to do their stunts The
manner of breaking a flea from jumping by confining it in a
glass globe as well as the punishment of unruly subjects by suspension from a chain is also thrown cui the screen, t.i
of a flea is performed and the feeding of these insects is shewn.
The circus outfit is displayed and the real show begins The
Ilea- are seen pulling chariots, turning a merry-go-round tilled
with riders, juggling and walking a tight-rope with a somersault
in the middle of the slack wire (cat-gut). There is a tread mill
act by one smart creature and a ball room scene of merry
dancers. Other stunts equally as extraordinary and engaging are
shown. The photographic work deserves praise. Despite the
high magnification necessary to bring the flea to the size of people, the scenes are wonderfully clear. It is the unusualness of
the subject of this film that gives it its greatest value, exhibiting
as it does an extraordinary performance by fleas. Heretofore
such exhibitions, rare as they are, have only been possible under
a microscope ; but through the motion picture camera the general
public may witness a Flea Circus in all its cleverness. The reel
is also instructive, throwing an interesting sidelight on these
otherwise troublesome creatures, whom we know only for their
habit of biting and our consequent scratching. W. II
"CLARK'S
CAPTURE
OF KASKASKIA."
At the outbreak of the Revolutionary War, George Rogers
Clark was the leader of the patriot army on the frontier and
did grand service for the cause of the Colonies. His capture
at night of Fort Kaskaskia, Illinois, on July 4. 1778, with 200
Virginia backwoodsmen was a daring escapade. They overpowered the sentries, took the fort and raised the Star- and
Stripes in place of the English flag, while the English officers
were at a ball not far distant. Clark then went with a few
of his party, entered the ball-room alone and announced to
the astonished guests that they were now dancing under the
American flag. This is the story of the Champion release for
May 3rd, another splendid addition to their historic scries.
Independent exhibitors everywhere, who do not get it, will
miss a reel that every audience would like to see.
Demands Specified Booth. — The village board of Girard,
111., has passed an ordinance forbidding the operation of moving
picture machines unless installed in a "standard moving picture machine booth to be approved by the Illinois Inspection
Bureau of Chicago."

MAKE

"EMSELF SLIDES
YOUR-

Make them yourself. Written with pen and
ink or typewriter. Three minutes to make a
slide. Used for advertising slides, to announce
future or feature programmes, for chorus slides
when chorus slide is missing. We send four
colors of gelatin. The slides look well and any
one can make them. They are handy also for
announcing vaudeville -acts. In fact they may
be readily used for anything you may wish to say
to your audience.
For the sum of three dollars ($3) cash with
order, we will send by express, charges not prepaid, the following:
24 cover glass, 1 package binder strips, 1 dozen
mats, 1 instruction sheet, 1 form sheet and 50
strips assorted colors gelatin — enough for from
300 to 400 slides. Order now.
Address

UTILITY

TRANSPARENCY

No. 6 Bradhurst Avenue

CO.

New York City
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LICENSED.
"A Knight of the Road" (Biograph). — A story of a typical
hobo. He perform- a service which secures him the offer of
a permanent situation. But like all of his class the call of
the road is too strong and he returns to hi, wanderings, content to be one of the knights who stray as they list, without
home or occupation. It is an interesting character study of a
well known character, which seems to be always with u=.
"Helping Him Out" (Lubin). — We have here another of
the sparkling comedies for which Lubin ha- established a
reputation The story of the elopement is one of the best
comedie-. presented in a long time. That all the family
should give the young man money and suggest an elopement
is a conceit which cannot fail to win applause from almost
any audience. It is really one of the most pleasing conceptions of thi3 type that ha- been put on the screen in many
Actors and photography are alike good, helping
materially in the interpretation of the story.
"An Unwilling Cowboy" (Melies). — This is a comedy built
around Western characters and scenes. J'apa didn't exactly
like to have his daughter marry a cowboy. Still less did he
like being one himself. But through the persua-ions, all
less vigorous, of the boys, he consents to both and discovers that the exercise on the ranch helps his rheumatism. So
allends happily and everybody has fun. The sport is so good
that it 1- contagious and the satisfaction of those who see the
film seems almost without limit.
"The Mother" (.Selig).— This strongly sentimental picture
deals with a mother'-, love for her son. It takes her on a
long journey
when
she learns
that he is in prison.
Her
■ in unavailing
until the real criminal
Then comes a thrilling ride which saves him from the gal
hi film was prepared with the avowed purpose of
exhibiting the strength of mother-love, and admirably it
succeed-. The actors have entered into the spirit of the play
The photography is excellent. The stage manager also has
done his part well. No applause followed this film, but it
ai 1 that the music as given did not harmonize with
the play. With a film so filled with the purest sentiment as
this there should be no sudden crashes nor any loud music
at all. With harmony between the two the impression up. mi
the audience will no doubt be \ery marked.
"How
Spriggins Took
Lodgers"
f Edison). —This
"la On Parle l-'ramai-," the well known and liked
English farce. Those who have seen it on the stage ami can now
see it upon the -, r<en will realize that it suffers a good deal in
play, but it is still funny enough to
while.
The iiunx 1
■ aeh their climax in
the duel in which the tall major and the small Frenchman underlie differences with one larg
nail pistol
• is admirable and the mechanical
work
1- excellent.
The audi' 1
nning to the end
■,ney

I

Prince"
(K
lure a humorous
Iventures ol two lovers when the mother of
in prince would do
prince, but maybe
Ins introduction
to him in his own country
I though lb.- idea has been utilized
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"Solving the Servant Problem" 1 Urban;— This truly delightful magic-comic film makes an appeal that is all its own.
Heaven never makes a more competent creature than the truly
competent women is. The manageress of the intelligence office
in this film is a decided wonder. Housewives will be tickled by
her cleaning up of the kitchen of one of her slovenly girls. It
would make the Gold Dust Twins green with envy. That kind
of work isn't the only way m which she shows her intelligence
either. She knows how to make love. The actress's characterization also is excellent. The study of her face is one of the
funniest things on the screen
"Turned to the Wall" (Edison V— A picture based upon
Charles Reade's story, 'Put Yourself in his Place." It deals
with the loves of two people, the sister of a -quire who turns her
out because she dares love a tradesman and her son, an expert
wood carver, later. The theme is a picture of his sister which
the squire turns to the wall when she leaves the house, which is
turned back at the request of the son years afterward. There
are several more or less exciting scenes, notably the fight at the
old church in the wood and the very theatrical snow storm in
which the girl and her father nearly perish. The denouement is
happy,
re-uniting persons
who ha\i
for years.
The actors have performed their parts with sympathy and discretion and the photography is all that could be desired.
"The Insurrecto" vKalem 1.— This
represents
some of the scenes in the present uprising in Mexico. Bin the
picture presents nothing that would stamp it a- connected with
the Mexican difficulty except the presence of the ammunition
train. Indeed, it might be made at any time and might be also
merely a picture of any brush warfare The portion representing the insurrecto wounded and dying, as well as that which
shows the sheriff's posse and the capture of the wounded man
by the miner, present none of the pomp of war; yet, perhaps the
picture will be more beneficial than interesting for this reason
If this represents the Mexican imbroglio accurately there is little
inducement
for soldiers
of
\ the insurrectos
further into the Mexican domain.
"Boil Your Watc:
have here an interesting
and helpful film. Here is a drop of water illustrated upon the
screen.
All sorts of living
each sufficiently
large for its characteristics to be studied. For instance, the
typhoid bacilli is magnified .40.000 tin
plainly distinguished. After showing the terror- which lurk in
such a drop I
- the water and it appears upon the
ir and free from such horrible organisms
"Mary Long and Tommy Short" ( Pathe).— This comedy cannot fail to provoke
e 1 here
is a good deal of lively tun included and . ■
"The Troublesome Secretaries" (ViUgraph).— This film pictures the difficulties of an old man
.
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and be happy. It shows the evil result of this upon the man forsaken, not the one who was responsible for the outrage. The
punishment is shifted and therefore the moral effect of the picture, it that is what is intended, is lost. The author may justify
the result by replying that the girl was forced to marry the
man she did not want in the beginning and that her subsequent
. the result of that compulsion, Whichever
way the picture is vuwed, howeevx, the influence is had and the
effect is unpleasant. 1 lie film has, however, rare qualities, artistic
beauty of grouping, save in the crowd about the wedding ceremony, an interesting ritual, the betrothal feast, restrained acting
and graceful actors. This last is common enough,
"Unto us a jealousy,
Child is Born"
havemuch
a story
of
unreasonably
with a (Selig).—
supposed Here
murderwe and
other
difficulty in its wake. The interesting feature is the method
taken to inform the wanderer of the fact that a joyous event has
occurred at home. To send him the opening bars of an old
Christmas hymn is sufficiently novel to carry the picture, regardless of the fact that the story itself is somewhat hackneyed.
"The Indian Maiden's Lesson" (Essanay). — By presenting
the commandment "Thou shall not kill" to a man with a diseased mind he is prevented from murdering one who stole his
property and injured him so badly that he never recovered his
memory. It is the work of an Indian maiden and has some elements of human interest in it, but the same idea has been utilized
before, consequently it is not wholly original.
"The Erring Son" (Gaumont).— This is a tale of a son who
commits a crime and is abandoned by all his people excepting his
sister. She alone writes to him in prison and helps him after
his release. Eventually the family is brought together by the
sister's
husband
when him
he in
discovers
truehe,state
of affairs,
for
the family
had kept
ignorancethe and
at first,
suspected
this his young wife was untrue to him. It is a homely domestic
story, of considerable heart interest. The acting is restrained
and the story rational.
"The Chief's Talisman" (Pathe).— This is an interesting tale
told to a little girl who asked her grandmother for a story. A
picture of an Indian chief is hanging on the wall and the story
is of this picture. The grandmother and the girl are kept on the
film while the story is told. This is a much more realistic way
of telling such a tale, than to tell it with the story teller hidden.
It shows a story of a great chief who revered the cross and of
his successor who went back to the old beliefs. The Christian
chief gave the talisman to the girl's grandfather, a missionary.
The
new chief
attacks the
grandfather's
takes
In
the cabin
the talisman
hangs
and the newcabin
chiefanddare
not it.
harm
the family, for it seems alive to him.
"The Spirit of the Light" (Vitagraph).— An interesting heart
story is here shown, but it is oppressed with sorrowful occurrences. A girl drifts away in an open boat, leaving a feeble old
light keeper unable to care for the light house. He drops dead.
The girl's lover, warned in a vision, which seems to be the girl
herself, returns and cares for the light alone through long years.
The story is well told and the scenic qualities are beyond the
average, but a feeling of depression follows the film which is
not pleasant. Perhaps it might be said, however, that this feeling
is a tribute to its dramatic strength.
INDEPENDENT.
"The Stolen Legacy" (Great Northern).— In this Sherlock
Holmes story, which has much merit and interest, a will is
stolen and through a series of exciting incidents Sherlock Holmes
captures the thieves and secures the legacy for the countess.
Some of the methods utilized by thieves like these in obtaining
access to safes and the means they take to rid themselves of
troublesome relatives are clearly shown. The photography is
good and the acting is quite in keeping with the subject.
"A Marriage Celebrated Among the Savages" (Itala).— A
wedding ceremony among savages is here shown. We see
their curious customs in making man and wife one. The photography is remarkably good for a subject of this character,
which, as may be suspected, is none of the easiest.
"Foolshead, Wrangle for Love" (Itala). — Once again this
favorite comedian appears, this time giving some interesting
pointers to those similarly afflicted. He is Foolshead just the
same, but because he is he rai-es a laugh and the audience
seems delighted to see his absurdities again.
"The Last Rose" (Powers).— This lively story details the
adventures of an American in Ireland in attempting to secure
the last rose from an interesting little flower girl, notwithstanding the objections of four British soldiers. The American audience will be delighted to see the young Yankee captain come from
the field in triumph, bearing with him not only the rose, but the
flower girl as well. It is a good, sparkling story and is told
with much gusto by the Powers players.
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"In the Tepee's Light" (Reliance).— The popularity of this
film will not depend so much upon the love story as upon that
gorgeous sunrise with which it closes, a scene at once wild and
glorious. Of the wedding of Indian maidens there has been no
end, even
such sunrises the photoplay has shown
too few. The Indian characteristics have been studied, with
some care, but it must be admitted that like most pictures of
this type the Indians are poetic rather than natural. The wild
the road house and about the tepee are, perhaps, sufficiently suggestive of actual occurrence- to -ati-fy the craving
for that species of excitement, but after all? such scenes do
not leave a favorable impression. The memory of that glorious morning will linger long and will operate to oh-cure
some of the unpleasant features.
"Gen. Meade's Fighting Days" (Champion). — This is a
war story, with plenty of the thrilling scenes which make
war glorious in the minds of very many people. The condition- which are here presented might have existed anywhere
during tho-e stirring times in the Civil War; the story is not
improbable. The ebb and flow of battle, with its ghastly consequences, is far too real to be pleasant. The love tale interwoven, helped by
the intervention
of General
Meade's
men,
is interesting.
Conditions
in war are
so involved
and there
i- so much difficulty in understanding what really happens
that any mixture in the situations in this film may be overlooked. The action is excellent and the audience looked on
with unabated attention from beginning to end.
"Herodias" (Eclair).— This is the well known Biblical
story, based upon the execution of John the Bapti-t. The
execution
is prompted
by the
Herod's
wifelove,
for but
revenge.
Some
commentators
have made
motive
the revenge
idea seems most likely to be correct. The film is well acted
and is realistic enough to satisfy the most ardent advocatl
of realism in the picture-. The settings are Oriental and are,
in some degree, suggestive. The -tory i- well told, but
the situations are relieved only by the magnificence of the
pictures.
Salome's dancing is one of the features of the play.
"While There's Life, There's Hope" (Imp).— Here is a
story of two men who decided to commit suicide, but weie
interrupted in their mad desires by a series of incidents
which might occur anywhere. They both go to the same
hotel and take adjoining rooms. The noise of one falling,
overcome with gas, prevents the other from carrying out his
intentions of shooting himself. Then they decide to begin
the battle over again, each encouraged by the sympathy of
another in distress. The story is interesting becau-e it suggests possibilities that are easily accepted as probable. It
is the mutual helpfulness of two unfortunates as shown in
this film that makes it worth while. In this quality the film
is out of the ordinary and should interest any audience by
its series of strange occurrences.
"Bud Nevins, Bad Man"
(American). — This is a good
Western picture, showing how "Bud Nevins, Bad Man," met
his Waterloo in a ranchman's pretty daughter.
The story
of the way she cured him is as interesting as anything the
firm has put out in a long time.
The favorite idea
test, with the weakers winning, makes this picture as interesting as such films usually are. It is not a question of possibility at all. It is whether some one wins or
when the winner is apparently the weaker then then
more delight in the situation.
The setting i- Western, with
cowboys and horses and such accessories to help out.
"Why the Sheriff Resigned" (Yankee). — Here is a picture
made among the mountains, with a murder to avenge an insult, a sheriff with a broken arm nursed back to health by
the murderer's wife and the later discovery by the sheriff of
the entire situation. When he finds out what has happened
he doesn't condone the offense and keep his office, but gives
the office up. It is one way of vindicating the law, but
doesn't leave as good an impression as it would if he had
followed his plain duty and had arrested the man who committed the crime. Perhaps he was justified, but there is the
bad influence in allowing the law to be flouted. The setting
is excellent and the audience looks on with interest.
"A Half-Breed's Courage" (Champion).— This Western
story is full of the action and go of the plains. It displays
in striking fashion the gratitude of a half-breed who yields
to the entreaty of a woman who befriended him and goes
to be hanged in place of her husband. Possibly this is a
trait of half-breeds which hitherto has not been sufficiently
understood or appreciated. There is plenty of wild riding,
cowboys and horses, with plenty of Western local color in
these scenes.
"The Rival Artists" (Nestor).— Here we have a story
showing how a party of critics were led into giving praise
to a fine artist by thinking they were looking at the picture
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of another man, who was popular. The love story interwoven is an addition and the denouement, when the judge
congratulates his future son-in-law, who was the real artist,
is a good ending. The photography, like that in all the Nestor films, is striking and adds materially to the attractiveness of the picture. In some indefinable way the producer
has developed a distinctly individual method of photography
which is as good as it is unusual.
"The Old Excuse" (Solax). — This is a lively comedy which
will keep the audience laughing throughout. It details with
some degree of originality the old excuse which men often
give and then shows what happens.
"A Scheme That Failed" (Solax).— A comedy which has
sufficient merit to keep the audience busy laughing during
the time it is running. It is short, snappy, well acted and
the photography is good.
"Resignation" (Imp). — This film shows first a picture of a
man in a prison cell. He rails at his fate; but then seems to
see, as in a dream, the events leading up to his imprisonment
for unintentional manslaughter in a struggle to get from a
blackmailing
package
of his
does
not know scoundrel
what is ina these
letters;
in wife's
fact, as letters.
soon as He
he
getsprison.
them he
burns inthem.
He resigned
won't explain
so is The
sent
to
It ends
his being
to his and
position.
picture is unusual.
We commend it.
"The Hero" (Imp). — This comedy shows what follows
when Artie discovers that he must prove himself worthy, or
the young woman will not have him. His first attempt with
the prize-fighter, whom he has bribed to be insulting and
then take a licking, fails, for the prize-fighter gets mad and
after drubbing Artie gives back his money. He then tries to
be both burglar and hero. He makes a successful capture
of himself and when he returns the stolen jewels, Maude
tumbles into his arms satisfied that he is a real man and not
a base imitation. Her father i- also taken in. The chase
and lightning changes are alike lively and funny.
"One Month to Live" (American). — This film is a comedy.
A sporty husband makes a serious mistake and through the
development of the story learns some things which are of
considerable value to him. The audience laughed more than
once while the film was running. The mechanical work has
been well done and the entire picture is a desirable addition
to any program.
"A Daughter of the Revolution" (Rex).— This is an interesting historical photoplay, giving excellent reproductions of
scenes in both the British and Continental armies. A mixedup love affair furnishes the heart interest and is interestingly
complicated by making the girl, a daughter of a Tory judge,
in love with a Continental. The situations are well worked
out and when the attack is made, the Americans drive the
British before them and the lover finds Dorothy in the British line-, there arisen a situation fraught with much danger,
fully smoothed out. When the wedding
occurs Washington himself gives away the bride. The ap1 pearance of Washington i- a happy romantic addition. yet
it may be doubted
il temper would have c -n••ented to so many at tendance- upon weddings as have recently been shown hi various way The act i - f this drama
play their parts with spirit and ,!
nflict are
ind well staged,
The tendency to crowdii
in some instances, and yet there is
an impression of number sufficiently to make the si i
iral. The photography
has been managed with -kill and
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the mechanical work has been satisfactorily carried out. It
is an interesting film and has its uses as an educational picture as well as an entertaining story.
"The Voice of His Conscience" (Solax). — In this love
story, a testy father falls on a knife during a scuffle with a
tenant and is accidentally killed, and the lover is accused of
the deed. After a series of somewhat exciting incidents the
young man is exonerated and the facts in the case are developed. The actors have done well in their various parts and
the story is sufficiently thrilling in its complication to hold
the audience from beginning to end.
"Weighed in the Balance" (Thanhouser). — Girls have heretofore offered themselves as sacrifices in distasteful marriages
to save their fathers from being turned out of their homes
when mortgages fall due, but the exciting incidents connected with this story are seldom present. The feature of
this film is a bomb explosion. The audience sees its fuse
sputtering and feels as though but a little more would scare
it halfwayto to
death."
The preferred
cad-like,that
tellshetheis girl
on
her
the altar
to marry lover,
the banker,
going
to commit suicide. She decides to die with him. She finds
him
with
the
bomb;
he
hasn't
lighted
it.
She
lights
if
and
its fuse sputters. The cad is scared and runs away. The rich
banker finds the girl gone and hurries to find her. He dares
throw the bomb out of the window. Thus the two men are
weighed. The poor one proves a cad; the rich one a hero.
It ends with the wedding march. It is well acted and the
photography is clear despite the difficulty of some portions
of the subject.
"A Cowboy for a Day" (Bison).— This is a lively and interesting Western story, at which one is forced to laugh in
spite of one's self. It depicts life upon the plains with a
good deal of fidelity to the real characters usually seen there.
The photography is excellent and the story told is clear and
easily comprehended. Its best quality is its good humor. A
good deal of common sense went into producing this farce.
"Dr. Grant's Wonderful Discovery" (Lux). — This absorbing story is based on incidents in the medical profession. It
is clearly told and is convincing. The actors have expressed it
well. The mechanical department has performed its portion
of the work well. Altogether it makes a film which seems to
please an audience.
"The Minister's Son" < Yankee).— This film tells
adopted by a minister.
She afterward il accused of a theft
which was committed by the mini-:
1 the girl
is turned out of doors for it. Fortunately the young man
returns in time to find her and set all matter! straight.
"The Poet of the People" (Thanhotuer).— Thi
probably taken tr
nta sharp
contrasts
A po< l
king in winch hi- majesty IS severely criticised Small wonder that he is hurried away to summary execution. But here
enter- a girl, a ward of the king, wlio-e heart has been
touched and whose love fl
I tin- poet is folity in attempting to lighten the wrongs
which oppress the people. Her plea for him i- successful and
though the DOOSe
ha- been placed about
the unfortunate
the king an. I In- ward arrive m time to pardon
him.
Then the gathering gel something better than an execution, they get a wedding
The crafty old kin]
nv much hke Louts IX. of Pram l
. ting.
If all the patt- had been ..- well acted, the
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VITAGRAPH.
THE

DERELICT

BEPORTER — Bob Flunegan. a
tain char■traw ..i> the Man,,.,
be shows op at tUe newspaper
..-> fi-. mi his night's ■
It I* ann"i
ed (hat the Governor of tbe Slate
quarries thai .lay to personally
Utlons.
Bob aaks for the
consignment ami Is given one more chance to make
forebearatue

when

As In,''
plosion
occurs, in which the Governor Is hurt. Hob
happened to be near at band, an. I after placing him
In the care of his secretary, rashes to the railroad
give his newspaper :i telegraphic report.
le ..f competitor reporters drag
tiliu from
the olllc,
telegraph
linemen repairing wires. He tells them his story;
they tap the wires for him. sad Bob Is thus enabled
to get his report to Ills newspaper.
Returning to the city, be Is received by the
Managing Editor of his paper with open arms,
heartily congratulated and rewarded with a better
Job and Increased salary.
HUNGRY HEARTS — Dick anil Elsie, hunger for
the love of their parents, who leave them night
after night without Imparting even as much as a
kiss of motherly and fatherly affection. Cogitating
their lonely condition, they observe In the opposite
house, tbe atientlon bestowed on a sick child by
its parents. Immediately they plan to feign slckuess. After icing put to bed that evening, they
are seized with what appears to be severe pains.
The family physician sends a message to their parents telling them that their presence Is needed
Instantly by the children.
This alarms the parents, and they at once return
home and he advises them to send for a specialist,
who comes without delay and discovers that the
children are suffering with heart hunger for the
love of their parents. The family doctor tells Mr.
and Mrs. Warren that they alone can cure the ailment of their children, by bestowing their love upon
them. Ashamed of themselves. Mr. anil Mrs. Warren then and there begin to follow the advice of
the old doctor, and readily the children respond to
their tender and loving treatment.
SOLDIERS
THREE.— Three laddies ask and obabsence for a day to visit their
the laddies resume their journey. And t„^ ...
usually oppressive and decide to take a swim to
cool and refresh themselves. While enjoying their
baths and frolicsome sport, the three girls strolling
along the bank of the river are seen by the three
laddies, who hide from their notice. The lassies
suddenly come upon the clothing of their beaus,
call their names aloud, and receiving no reply, decide that the boys have been drowned.
Gathering
discarded clothing c
I boys, they make
i dress

tbem-

They reach tbelr mother's home,
frightened to death. Having no mail atilre in the
bouse, she has t
ake the boys
own dresses and I
presentable.
Tbe three girls have by this time reached the
i reported to the officers of the laddies'
regiment,
l three young soldiers have been
their clothes as evidence of their
le three Highlanders put In an appearance under guard, being forced to report for
duty, regardless of their funny -'make uiis."
They

lances, which soon change to broad smiles when
i guard hands each one of them a "Flora de
rfecto." which they light and complacently smoke

THE TWO HEROES— At a skirmish In the second
battle of Rnll Run two young privates. Hud H.is.r
ana BlU Hall, race to recapture a flag which had
been taken by the enemy. They reach tbe flag at
the same time and quarrel over the honor of reaching It first. The Incident makes them bitter enemies, their hatred of each other being in uowise
diminished years later when a juggle of fate finds
tbem political rivals.
The only son of William Hall falls In love with
Ethel_Helser,
of Hamilton Helser. formerly
Bud Helser. daughter
1 reciprocates young I
tlon and to overcome the difficulties sin
.
psth by their parents, they decide to elope.
The
quickly follow, bnt are compelled to
abandon tbe chase ' the depot, where they arrive
just as tbe trst
-' -ith the young eonple
tbe old
snap their fingers '
. taking lesvc
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I Bad Helser In an Inu. where he ll
grossly Insulted by a ruffian w h
blin. Hail, who happens lo pans the Inu at the
critical moment, runs to liclser's rescue, after which
the two veterans forgel their little dlffl
li Mends. Thej forthwith go to the
telegraph office, Where they send the followiug
telegram:
..•ml money like a blame "DAD
fool. AllHALL,
Is forgiven. TOO ami Ethel come back quick.
"POP BEI8BB."
I'pon utrlvliig home the 1. :i i • i
Joint Meanings of their reconciled parents, and peace

stabllshlag
t
they
have bought
from
in g them
home
happy

1 anil agists
I
n nooket and
Wing for the |

andTHEhappiness,
CHILD reign
AND ..-..THE TRAMP.— "Reckless" Is
a tramp through ind through,
lie refuses to be-

HER MASTER. — In a remote settlement of New
England 1. Colonial days, the new school nunjjj^K
Hugh Hleve. was 1
aus,. „f much II
of but little llock. and inert
was an eager attendance on the part of all bli
scholars,
excepting
only the coquettish daughter

Mining
Company. when, on begging at a back door
Consequently
f..r something lo cat in a small town In lower California "Reckless" Is invited In and given dinner
and thereby learns that tbe father of the little
family has his entire life's savings Invested In the
Golden
Valley
Mining Company;
he Is somewhat

Jscquelln dawdled, was late and took
the reprimand of the grave young man with such
bad temper that he was foned :o discipline bar
on the very first day of school. War between then
life a burden by bei
spite uf
high spirit.
He was thorlty.
attracted t
her eltln tricks, and she to him, although she renot Icing wtgjV

Without
decides to take
the saying
situationanything,
Into his "Reckless"
own bands
and performs a Journey across the country, until be
reaches Chicago. Then he gains admittance to the
office and finds that bis former companions are Just
about to skip town with the money that they have
accumulated. He holds up the one whom be finds
in the office and after extracting a signed confession,
takes from him the full amount of the investment
' he
of the family In California.
He then resumes his Journey until he arrives at
the little town. Even here his tramp nature asserts
Itself, for he does not boldly come to the front door
and proclaim his good deed, but slips In through
of the collapse
It. Surprised by the child, he presents her
thousand dollars I bills
s old c
1 again slips c
through the window, and tbe story closes •
Joy of the parents over the return of their money.
THE PANAMA CANAL IN 1911.— As the film
starts we approach the canal from the Pacific side
looking up the entrance. We next take up the
operation connected with distributing the dirt from
' spreading it along the line, etc.,
—,,-jeerl
AIDA.— Aida, daughter of the King of Ethiopia.
having (alien eS tl'
prisoner
into the hands of tbe
'
Egyptians, is given as a slave by their king to his
daughter Amtierls who. captivated by the grace and
beauty of tbe unknown maid, takes her Into favor.
Radames,
a young oncaptain
of the
guards,
loved by Amiieris.
beholding
Ada,king's
falls In
love
with her and his passion is reciprocated by Aida.
The proud Anineris. suspecting a rival in her slave,
avenged.
! High Priest of Isis. is invested witl
; sacred arms and departs *o fight the Ethiopians
io, headed by their king
have Invaded Egypt.
himself, disguised as an officer.
Through the intercession of Radames the prisoners are set free, with the exception of the king
wh.,.
as Aida's
father,
Is detained
with being
her. recognized
As a reward
for his
great
services
Radames Is given the hand of the Princess Amnerls.
Tl e Ethiopian king In his captivity, having noticed
the mutual affection existing between Radames
• Bgypand Aida and finding that they have a secret meeting place near the Temple of Isis, forces Aida
n Radames the plan by \
obtal
:o attack the Ethiopians.
Incautiously reveals the plans to Aide,
rheard by Amneris and the High Priest,
n the temple and who suddenly i
Is visited by Amneris,

who offers I

slowly lowered, he discovers Aida by his side. She
had entered the tomb and has come to prove the
depth of her love by sharing his fate.
JOSH AND CINDY'S WEDDING TRIP.-Josh
Wltherspoon and Candy Snodgrass come upon a disabled automobile and Its anxious owner. Judge
Wright, of New
York. Seeing
old gentleman's
predicament
and anxiety
to returntheborne,
Josh drives
him to the railroad station In his hiukboard. The
Judge offers to remunerate Josh and Cindy for their
trouble, but they decline. The Judge then gives
them bis card and extends an invitation to call On
him. should they ever visit the big city.
In due time Josh and Cindy are married and
take a "weddln' trip" to New York City to set
the sights and also endeavor to find Judge Wright
While wandering through the streets they Stumbll
upon a big wallet full of money lying on the side,

■-

One

day

she

went

table to walk.

so

far

e school, and broken hearted
sudden
fall on the Icy snow

t he had gone too far 1
and

• home of Edith, her
In t bis
foreliodiiig " lie? Just
saddled
i fight for
arltig
she
In doing so.

Silently
they
rode
home.
be
was mortally offended,
she realizing
magnanimity
and her love. In her
more, he started to go away, not i
her overtures for a reconciliation, u _
Jacquelin was compelled to pocket her pride and
propose
him.
IN OLD to CALIFORNIA,
WHEN
THE GRINGOE*
ofCAME.
California,tbe days of the reconstruction period
the

t

States had formally
I known as Alta ofCalifornia,
the I'nl its
agents met with much trouble from the contemptuous refusal of the old Spanish Grandees to register
their original patents and old land grants.— many
of them Issned by tbe King of Spain.— with the
lng their lands pre-empted and claimed by
men without honorable scruples. And In msny
cases this was done, although the government did
all it could to prevent such injustice.
This story of the land robber Is based upon inch
an attempt by an unscruplous American adventurer,
who, hearing from a messenger of tbe local land
agent at Santa Barbara, that he had been treated
badly by one of tbe■ cutoldre Spanish families, in his
and In spite of
His attempt
Spaniards.

loment by the efforts o
tbe quickwitted padre of Santa Barbara Mission
who, learning that he has shot an I.ndlan bey 1
cold blood, charges him with being a criminal h"an.■- """
possess

LOST AND WON
Jack Carvel, a young ambitious clerk, is in the employ of the weslthy sod
aristocratic Mr. Fielding. Jack having an eye
for all that Is good and beautiful, dares to rstss
his eyes to Mabel, tbe daughter of bis- employer
and Is caught in tbe act of declaring his lore to
her. with the result that be Is immediately dla
missed from Mr. Fielding's employ. He la soon
successful in securing a position ss traveling companion for an Invalid, with whe

simpler quarters.
Mabel discovers an
a moving picture manufacturer
seeks
>f a young lady to pose for pictures
and is accepted.
talents
the stage,Jack"*""has also had a change of
In theformeantime
fortune, bnt for the better. Having taken s great
liking to Jack, tbe Invalid leaves s fortune to
blm on bis death. Jack finds occasion to Invest
Ids money in an oil field and work is begun Ws
see the laborers at work on the drilling of the we"
—tbe discovery of oil and the wonderful oil gusher
in full action— terminating in athesea of oil. The
resources of the well Is beyond all expectations and
Jack Is made a man of great wealth.
Next we *see the Interior of a moving plcrors
theater and Jack In the audience. To bis gwst
surprise and delight
pari.

He

learns

THE
The

moving

picture
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director

HTh

March 12th, 1910.
lr. The
MD feet In the
Inches In dlamete

original

well

was

jJPfU

if 1

12

/ from the gusher
a radius of 3 miles, giving

KALEM.
THE FIDDLE'S REftUTElf.— The old musician
laying bis fldille in his garret home dreams of
ami bis lost lore. As the past onfolda
i»elf he sees his sweetheart. Dolores, forced by
ier parents to sign a contract of marriage with
)on Carlos, and he again reads over In memory

mm

'•My only Lore: — This
,e death day of my soul,
st farewell to you, whom
spirit

until death.

Meeting

ber at be lake as requested,
DOLORES.
"
she give
oia noun, saying: "I have breathed m
oul Into this violin. Whene'er It plays. It Is m;
oul that speaks."
A few days later the tragedy takes place tba
• uses her bereaved parents to withdraw fron
orlety
the mush-Ian to live In a dream untl
Is workandIs finished.
WHEN

THE

DEAD

RETURN — Jacques

and

Ornamental
Theatres

An

b years after the wedding an accident des Jacques of bis memory. Not knowing where
ho be U. he wanders far from home and takes
all memory of the old having forr happiness with
little daughter,
aooui
ti
and I
• Ident Jacques' memory
li trestored
as his daugbte
«ut to msrry.
Not
Izlng the lapse of yi
attempt* to stop the wedding,
ughfer is his wife Mareele.
the grave of bis

PLASTER

RELIEF
TLeatree

DECORATIONS

Designed

Everywhere

BIOGRAPH
THE
■ arged

TWO
SIDES—
Mexican
laborer Is dlsfrom the rancl
the proprietor's already
tuple profits. Deprived of
s recovery of
ii-ilcan Is In desperation as
'• sick child. This, however, di
i- ranch owner, whose own child
l the luxuries money can buy. so be turns a
mf ear to the |ioor fellow's pleading. Through
childish caprice
the from
ranchhomeowner's daughter
in away
I mild chastisement from her father, and hides in
le barn. Through the careless dropping of a
fcirette t>y another
in out-M- .loping tne ru
the
peril
The Mi
the child's
L
through mall..-.
- utslde the
or. and suspect* that the .-Mid Is Inside. Ai

J5he Decorators

Supply Co

2549

CHICAGO,

Archer

Avenue

her, a.-.-.impunj lug blmaolf
with the p.
After a deB|a-rate t.atile his squire leaves him
on tin- Dald as dead and lakes his sword t<> return
it to the
He arriveshutat cannot
tba Queen's
dusty
andQbaen,
travel-stained,
summoncastle
up
courage to tell her of her great loss.
Couriers
then arrange
a plan whereby
another
roots
takes the with
son's thanksgiving,
place ami tin- Qw
the substitute
remsinlng
uuaware of tba deception,
A few In. .nlli- I
during
a gren'
hi n-iurns
id
wounds Which his squire had thought
were ratal. The yu.cn mother does not al first
believe that he Is her son, for she has |

ILL

- the consends f..i tba conateaa
bf and
the

dition, i.a.is the letter
I

the

TUNIS

AFRICA

(Th«

City

lo»n

and

of

Whits ) — Tonle,

tirest

to adininisti

-

I

i.ls Identity l.s singing the songs witli which lie
bad solaced her on the day of their separation
THE
YOUNG
KING
OF ROME— N
.i Bona
his eon, »i,o is known to alati
parte,

GAUMONT.
IKK

CRUSADE

THE

OF

THE

TEMPLARS

-

In a consplrscj
she passes
the
tiler.
.Sinking
stlrsillng
the

-

DEVOTION— it

..f

a

falihful

pace,

kails

srbj

<■■

Her prajer
la
little King
playing
Into a rhall
child
king
II.
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beadqoarten
She iiss a petition pra/taf
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THE

■

re.

The

till..

Is u.-ll

tnLi-.i

old world
nsjvcet
being
especially

Mtal

PATHE.
FORGIVENESS
18
SWEET.— 1 no
on the same Boor of * lodging

■
and

■ spendthrift.
Iressmaker
is

r agalna!

Ti.cy
in
rtmsIi.i.Mv

bei

clrta

raj
«:

passes
her oid friend,
tin
found out that the bank v
has
failed
ana
for evil, the grasshopper,
arho tukes t
' feet again,
and
keeps
ber until
she
finds that forgiveness is 8'
INDIAN
JUSTICE.— leaping
Elk
Is a Pawnee
Indian,
ami
I
' " > camp of the Apaches,
where
he
sees
Swift
Arro u.
a beautiful
Indian
by the god
of
maid.
Immediately
he Is !smitten
a..,. |...m-.i.»
,u ownt
Arrow
a little gift.
i so pleases the dusky maid that she too falls
-That
night
they
elope,
but are followed
an Apache
-'- 1'over of Swift
Arrow, called
"WillsTracking
them
across
the plains.
peril. g kMrea."
iwToJ
he finally catches them, and there e
Fnally.
conflict. Many times the victory
in the hands of first one and then an
Leaping Elk gets in a fatal blow and
Whispering Leaves over the cliff into the river
below. Here he Is later discovered by the members of bis tribe, nad they swear to be avenged;
'"
bride and finally
track
Leaping
Elk
and
catch him
and condemn
blm
to death.
lng scene
Swift
Arrow
helps
him
to escape,
t country
in.l
r they n
by

where, dipping their bands in the waters of the
sacred stream, they swear to be faithful to each
other until death.
MAX IS FORCED TO WORK.— Ont of patience
with their son. Max's parents throw him out of
the house, and for two days he wanders around
streets In eveninr costume, disconsolate and
finds a card of invitation
hungry,
and
finally
I
I of the Count and Countess
Zlccarini. Thinking I hat
there
wil I be something
to eat, he goes and
the
Count's
madly in love with him. Forced to keep up appearances, Max must flnd employment, and having
only
a full dress sui
he gets a position
working

days

and

making

finally thecafe
Count
daughter
stop"on inthem.
this
selfsame
and and
Max his
about
to wait
course

_thlnga

begin

to

happen

rapidly

after

Max' is
SHORT-LIVED HAPPINESS.^Iack was a boy
who never really had a chance and we find him
In the opening of this story an Inmate of a reform school; he la not Tery strong and is in consequence treated very harshly by the attendants,
because he cannot do his work well. One night he
makes his escape and, running on and on through
the woods, be finally arrives, about daylight, at a
lumber camp. The boss lumberman, a big-hearted
and
also
i "— in. gives him a change of Clothing
The lumberman's daughter soon
falls in love with
Jack,
much
t i the chagrin of
one of the lumbermen,
who is himself in love with
ber, and
he plans revenge.
Jack
is later
terribly
burned
in rescuing Violet from
her burning home.
and while he is In the hospital, his rival, gathering
op his discarded
reformatory
clothes,
carries
them
to the authorities and tells them where poor Jack
Is.
An officer is sent for him
and he arrives Just
as Violet is about to give Jack some roses.
When
Jack sees the officer the shock Is too great for him.
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BRIDEGROOM.— Tarl

GETTING MONEY WITH COOK!

occupy

ill during
t ho 8ii.ni]. it dan
be dretamaker la
r.llng PP ber earnings aj::thisl winter
street Kiinsei is speud|ng ben for pretjj clothes
and in glrlng thlngi away. When winter comes,
tlio street singer can no longer go forth to slug
and she begs her friend the dressmaker to loan
ber some money, but the dressmaker refuses. It Is
the old story of the grasshopper and the ant —
but wait, the end differs somewhat. The street
•inger. in despair goes out on her old task again—
manager
and
given
. In '- l theatrical
j be a i
automobile,

Of

MOVING

n

Bridgetor

__ j board It
again oetore it left. He hired an automobile to
rush on to his bride. The car had not gone more
than a mile when It got stuck In the mud; bo he
started out to walk. Then he got a chance to boy
a motorcycle, and after brief Instructions he continned
on his way.
bat bis inexperience
with
the
wreck.
Emerging
1

The following States are now privileged to witness
Dr. Frederick A. Cook's

"TRUTH ABOUT THE POLE"

which is being circulated and exhibited by Alert
Showmen who have secured Exclusive Territorial rights :
CALIFORNIA
COLORADO
IDAHO
ILLINOIS
INDIANA
IOWA
KANSAS
KENTUCKY
MICHIGAN

MINNESOTA
MISSOURI
NEBRASKA
MONTANA
NEVADA
NO. CAROLINA
NO. DAKOTA
OHIO
OREGON

PENNSYLVANIA
SO. CAROLINA
SO.
DAKOTA
TEXAS
UTAH
VIRGINIA
WASHINGTON
WISCONSIN
WYOMING

Name and Address of those who hold Contracts
for the above States will be supplied on
request by mail.
"THE TRUTH ABOUT THE POLE" FEATURE Stands Today
the Record-Breaker Production of Latter-Day Motion Picture Endeavor, the Big Special Film Creation by Which All Others Are
Measured and for Which Eager State Right Speculators Have Fought
To Secure Wanted Territory.
THE FOLLOWING STATES MAY BE HAD AT MODERATE
PRICES, Including a Complete Outfit of Films, Slides, Lectures and
Full Line of Attractive Advertising Matter.
TO BUYERS OF THESE STATES WE GUARANTEE IMMEDIATE RETURNS from hundreds of leading theatres who are ready
to pay high rentals to secure the Big Attraction.
OKLAHOMA
ALABAMA
LOUISIANA
MAINE
ARIZONA
RHODE ISLAND
TENNESSEE
ARKANSAS
MARYLAND
CONNECTICUT
MASSACHUSETTS
VERMONT
WEST VIRGINIA
DELAWARE
MISSISSIPPI
DIST. COLUMBIA
GEORGIA
NEW HAMPSHIRE
FLORIDA
NEW YORK
NEW JERSEY

Big List of Live Exhibitors Given with each State
Wire Today for Figures and Terms
IMPORTANT
Film exchanges other than those holding
state rights cannot supply our films

North Pole Picture Company
4th Floor Mossier Bldg.

CHICAGO
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anyway."
A FASCINATING
BACHELOR.— Arthur
t wealthy
bachelor
Tillage.
H

"as

PICTURE
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badly battered, but still living, lie hailed a passlof farmer, who agreed to take him In his buggy.
The wheel of the buggy came off and again landed
liim in t lie ditch. Then he succeeded in l>uying a
hjcycle from a fanner boy. which mereeded in
breaking down before long. By tt
more like a tramp than anything else. He waa
chased by farmers and dogs. Then he exchanged
clothes with a scarecrow and finally arrived In
i to be arrested as a crazy
mar
sse after a couple of
to the appointed
place
of the wedding,
whei
found that his bride,
thinking
had
married
the
U-st
man.
< an
was
in aesp
- consoled
by
the
bridesmaid.
promtly
proposed
to her,
was
accepted
and
I
_■ took plaee on the spot, afier
wb
ed In Ids wife's
ear.
"I always
i

2 ARCHITECT

Herri.

extremely
popular
inning

in

1

nt, made him the object of
ing women
and wldo\

i day
ouRe

ntll

an
by

|»-.i

old

lady was
Injured
in
his home
and
was
carried
lnt
servant.
Arthur arrived
and
<
to be made
comfortable.
The
women
of the v
.retext to call at the hoi
Arthur
was
almost
distracted,
lal 10 the
situation.
omen
into the house.
• Cor .
DOkeu
blm.
the
enl

We not only make Plans and build

Theatres

11 due time she recovered and
left. Of course Arthur was lonely
and
found
an old and
decrlplt
man.

■ bout

'..

trick.
l.-ave
the

She
became
house,
when
. suddenly

and

Vaudeville

Houses

We also build
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angry
and
"as
Arthur
resorted
fcl
sick
himself.

Iin hack
to health and later on consented
with him all ber life.
AWF0L
BROTHER— To Phil Harris
and
1 tele-ram
stating
Brother
John,
stating
that
be
had
been
again,
and
was
coining
home
by special
II in a "slde.door
Pullman."
ilerably
soiled
and
with
more
■ .■ sheets
Id
the
wind."
Just
as
he
greeting
bis mother
and
brother,
the hitters
with
her
mother
cnleil.
Phil
quickly
! lobn by giving
him
Rome
money:
then.
.Idle ride,

We have built over 60 Theatres the last 5 years which are all ORIGINAL
in Construction, Design and Decorations

THAT

1"

was

irl look a walk.
Phil leaving
hla office
i.eantlnie,
John
had
Invested
his money
■i and
shortly
after
leaving
the saloon,
I and
lD|
her
gloves,
a bag
and
a box
of
picked
them
Hi- ami
staggered
after
ber and tried to return
them.
Alice
ran for Phil's
borne, with John close at her heel.
Into Hie house
nd she anil a maid
ran Dpstalri
and hid
• I
John
tried to And
then.
II
^.r to hs.k
In when
the girls quickly
lOd lo.-ked the door.
1 II that
a burglar
mil
with
ed the bedroom
an. I
spaaed
the
closet
d.«.r.
where
they
found
John

tlie old chief
much
merriment,
and
he arranged
race,
with
Mary
mounted
on his own
steed
Mary
forgo)

finished
to 1 top;

lii-t paal the chief's
wigwam,
an.l s
1 the entire
tribe was
1:111

STRATAGEM

-1

handkerchief.

gone

for

a

11. 1 when

on the nail and rescued I
turned t.. the ranch, whei
walling Ida lost finery, t
easily
patched
up.

ride

they

s

up to the
hi- home.

.
He
is followed

In

latum

Into

THE

BUNCO
d

GAME
his

wife.

••Stamp"
.-owl,..*

wiiietis
within
1,

AT

I

platform.

nee

months
a

slat ion.

1.

thinking
Is ftirt

w„,

t„

love

with

mil.

wi...

. ir

ather's ranch,
red by nil the
nil town
one
day
with
a
• t
u lih h
he
proudly
»laeed
about
his
k
strutting
In front
of mil
handkerchief
was
ah
for Itself, so Kill noticed
■ iked
It from
'
K It on a nail, where

Juke
has
all that

Ing
lie

LIZARDHEAD— It Jake
I ley.

Millie,

arrive

lit
has

I ll
the

to
all

al

thrust
village

IWal

THE

open

him

In

LAUNDRY
LAD!
I employed '

to "lank"
radlni
of ten n
d..w 11

roll of 1
jubllsiitlj

in Into
bill lug
With
Mill
1
the
hi. 11 to let

',.11, e

III ■
bOOkl

11

would
)-• i
fall in
tl
-.-Ha
th,.
oil

. . .-: . , ;

» holding

a big

IF

r

'. told

YOU

Ihe

NEED

:US

OWV

MONEY,

fll forced to Imi> the bid orrea bj iny trull

PHILADELPHIA
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the

he

where

: ues
Mary

-

Ir«|n

Pacing

I

ttdnapptng.

MELIES.
MARY'S

had

I liree

a

but
after

YOU

NEED

< all end let ih explain oui

44

North

Ninth

St.

US

pa

lock rerl i>»t«.ni
l'hllnticl|>hi«.
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on
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independent Film Stories.
NESTOR.
THE

OTHER
•I her

heal

chlnu.

tuxl

when
he hotel, be leaves him In the office to
vUltlug doctor. ' ■ While
a bnn.-h theyof
wing gone
M* plight,

Km

Neil Bum had gone to Hie ouVe and little
IJ» to the park with her nur»<\ when upon coming Into the sitting room after her wages. Lucy lw>held her tnlstresa In the arms of a tall stranger,
and beard the couple mention the cafe at which
they would have luncheon. '
Here was an opportunity to get even with Mrs.
Benton; ■» hastening to the phone, she called up
the astonished husband, and advised hlin of his
wife'.- "hereabouts. Although ashamed of himtMtal
sprangself forInto
his Intlnenced
auto and by
was Lucy's
soon at(Mlthe house.
Here, first a half smoked cigarette attracted his attention, then the tlrst page of a letter commencing.
•Pear
Utile
Girl"
and
slating
would arrive that morning. So thethat
maidthehadwriter
been
light after all. Once more Neal jumped Into his
auto and sped to the cafe, only lo learn that Mrs.
HeiiM.n, minim OM of the waiters recognized, had
! left

daughter

THE BEST YET

MAN.— Again

v

wllil chase followed. However,
reached the house first and the couple were bending over a diamond ring when Neal buret Into the
hall. As he stepped to the doorway and raised his
revolver, the stranger turned— and the amazed husband beheld Irving ltradford, his father In law. who,
having returned from abroad, had at once hurried
to his daughter's to give her the first ride in his

under hit
i condition.
I anuonnced
bv
rev,,.,,.
hl,
s quickly
The doctor examined
Hob's eyes i
that live months'
rest and treat iu<
rare with a thousand dollar fee won
sight.
Gambler Joe pusses his hat an.
.
Jammed
with notes and colna, all prompted by UtO
common feeling for an ninicted fellow-man.
Touched
by the unadorned generosity of these blg-ln-arted
Westerners,
the doctor returns their offering and
services free to Boh. who •
c
returns
to
his
little
sweetheart,
bale
gives his
and sound, uplifted out of the dark.
COL. E. D. BAKER. 1ST CALIFORNIA— Jamao
Thornton loves and Is beloved by the beautiful
Marjorle Caselton. He has for a rival the young
Sheriff of the village, George Uaskan. who being
rejected by the fair Marjorle. Is bitterly vindictive
towards Thornton, and only awaits an opiwrtunlty
to visit vengeance upon him.
The War of Secession Is inflaming the yoang
blood over the entire country and the patriotic fever
Is disrupting hearts and homes. But Jim Thornton,
though loving the National Flag with deep ardor,
does not rush to defend Its serenity, because be
Is the sole support
of his aged
and wldownd

Comedy and Drama
on our SPLIT REEL for

TUESDAY,

MAY

9th

"The Four of Us"

a drama

of

the

wide

and

crooked

path,

with a surprising finale.

tlcipant In the
major,
brings tht
and expecting

"Contagion"

, falhel
lad to shoulder a mu
refusal.
The sacrlflcli
1 trembling, gives t

kind of comedy that is done successfully
ly once

in a great while.

Powers Picture Plays
EVERY

EVERY

TUESDAY

SATURDAY
A FEATURE

A SPLIT REEL
CHAMPION.
CLARK'S CAPTURE OF KASKASKIA.— Fort Kaskaskla was the first to succumb to George Roger
Clark's
dash. in
The Kentucky,
British feared
He
defendedintrepid
the settlers
and him.
shattered
the army of the traitor. Arnold.
The supercilious English Lord Lounsberry, felt
secure In his prize, won through ■ stern parent's
connivance right from the arms of her lover, George
(lark. Bat he Is not aware of the prowess of the
American
trapper.
A ball Is being given in honor of the bride-to-be.
Finely clad ladles of surpassing loveliness, dance
on the arms of their splendidly bedecked cavaliers.
Wine Is flowing freely and mirth runs high, when
like a thunderbolt In their midst, stands the redoubtable Clark.
The guard has been overpowered by the stealthy
and brave woodman. The trapper'8 flashing sword
finds swift and snre lodgment against his rival's
breost. The flag on the fort is pulled down and his
own run up In Its stead, there to stay for all time
to come: and in his arms, once more he holds the
lovely girl for whom be would brave the dangers
of Hell Itself, and whose love is as strong for him
OUT OF THE DARK.- k cowboy dance at Roaring
Also, it was
Canyon was always a g_„la occasion.
.
never free from a row and li
i Instance Redeyed Bob shot the hat off Gat
cause the latter tried to force Bob's sweetheart
Shortly after the dance, the escaping smoke from
the
so distressed
that was
In his
rage stove
he kicked
It over. Bob's
Soon eyes,
the place
In
flames and Bob was ejected with the dire threat of
being shot should he ever return to Koarlng Canyon.
became blind.
While
crossing
the
country,
'-Groping his way t
'-. the I '

Our Saturday Feature ]
For MAY

"As Your Hair
Grows Whiter"

A new kind of atmosphere in picture plays;
a new kind of actor on the picture stage.
A higher class of drama than ever done
before — and the story? It's different from
any you've ever seen.
Read the synopsis.

COMING

Marjorle.

and

I

13th
Jim Is fighting bravely for Old Glory under tbt
valiant ex-Senator. Col. Baker, commanding the lit
California, when he learns the awful news by letter from borne. An awful frenzy soars through
him, and forgetting all else, deserts his regiment.
He Is apprehended at home by Sheriff Haskan, who
hurries
himconfront
hack tohlin!
his commandant.
Disgrace*
and
death
But the heartrending
letter from bis mother and his own previous berole fighting, soften his superiors and Jim li reThen follows the terrible engagement at Balh
Bluff and wherein Col. Baker is struck down, I
i whereby

NEXT WEEK

"GUNGA DIN"
The Powers Co.
241st St. and RichardsonAve.
New York City

he Is granted
re. Haskan

wedlock

leave w

has formula!

with his fair Marjorle.

MAKING A MAN OF HIS BON.— Conv
his son was padding the payroll of the ra
Col. Baker decides to do a heroic thing
boy returns from a ride with
Colonel confronts him with the eviden
• Jai
should e
peculations,
and informs If him
> the consequences.
I

sans
bursts,

of reformation.
in which
he displays a healthy portion of
of will, the lad accepts the «1W-

THE
urade.
glv• 1 the other shall
i up and be will

word of I
hire served his te
help hlin.
At the explra
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Be a Motion Picture
Playwright
picture
Schools
■,A£?.ociated
Chicago Op.,.Mot'on
Hoiim Bl»ch.
O^cm^TtmLi,

window being
llgl.t.-d i

opeDed

from

tin- .

PIPtTONE

stack knowing that he 1b In no position to proffer
The convict, discovering the money for
t payroll, pleads and hegs for some to help him
morning

■ A L WHITE MFG. CO.
'' 2l<Engiewooi)iUe.. Chicago, III.

THEATRE

SALES

CO.

THANHOUSER.
THE PILLARS OF SOCIETY— Young Berolck
and Jobau Tonnesen are close friends, living In
Norway. Bernlck la encased to marry Johan's sister. »ho is an heiress. He Is simply marrying her
for lier money, as be Is really in love with the wife
of an a.tor. While on a visit to his old love. In
break off the affair, the woman's
husband unexpectedly enter* th.-. Indow.
room, and Bernlck
Julian, upon learning .
M It's guilt.
I
country for America.
Bernlck take.
11 airy by allow lug
•rally believed
that Julian also misappropriated
I reality. Bernlck
was guiln
of tbls
crime as well as the other.
.ml takes up bis
poeltlon as
r "tl.c pillars ..r society"
hi the
community In which he Uvea, bearing an unsullied

I reive years later, Johan return- to his
native country, be falls In love with ■ beautiful
girl his sister l.a« adopted,
she return!
tlon. hut wben toe rector tells her thai •
man who, many yeara before, wrecked bet
• irns to mlaery.
Julian then
demanda that Bernlck
clear I. Is good •
Bernlck refuses and defies Joban to prove I. Is Innole* In order
k knows
and which pota lo sea In a storm. liernlck serretly hopes that the ship will be lost, so tbat Joban
cannot bring hack bis evidence.
Bernlck* little son however, who Is the Joy of
bla father's life, la greatly taken with hla uncle
from America, and decides to stow away on the
•hip In which be sails.
wben he learns of hla
sons action, and
le will never
aee bla child again.
But the lad 1
fely returned
to him, and the experience ao chaL
fat),.
spirit tbat Bernlck confesses bla guilt to 1
dllng t
e for
years, but In the future they
i he Is. for no Innocent man will again t
guilt wblcb
In reality belongs
Consul Bernlck.
Berolck a wife. a the fullness of h
forgives her husband, and Joban wi
i down
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They are callus <
see her pausing.
Not

knowing she Is the object
unbeEacu of the they
trio follow
Immediately
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Agony

rently. hut
he will be admitted
Int
dental office.
She gives a
tends him out of the

room

. ts the tooth, and
in pain, after receiving

il office to be relieved of pain.
They try to
with her. but she resents them.
-t as the young rounders have had it brought
to tbem that they hare been cicumvented
he dentist aud that they have all visited the
I mission, they have another aor• dentist comes into the reception
M..1 ghes them the laugb and. o|>enlng the
a man whom she lutrodues
us her husband.
FOUB
LIVES — Nelson.
e is waiting
for him. A vision of a happy home appeal.,
son
comes in happy and is greeted affectionately bv
with.
his wife. HU haby Is cooing lu its crib and he
kisses it. An ideal home and this vision disappear*.
but — ."
unfolded.

A
. ,L |,|
He returns home to his luxurious apartments, plain!} Intoxicated
by hi* » Ife to i)
e and ends a
woman
to the Boor.
The vlalou fades away.
Maxwell Is urged to tell bis story, aud he hrglna
by saying. "I went on'tiea Journey
and wbenwifeI
story of once
a faithless
and her lover being surprised In the home uf Msiwell In a compromising position.
Maxwell punlshea
plored

Baldwin Is t
quest of hla companions. 1
Of the only wo;
vision appears aud be 1*
beautiful young woman, «

...in
as he
utly Mve
and Baldwin'! fades
aged mother
enters th.
his companions
sits lii meditation, saying,
••Sua Its tn'■
She leads him away as the lights are e:
FOR HEH BROTHER'S SAKE — Hiram Flint, an
unprincipled
young saint. h-r
Madge,
the daugbti
pules* hi
f,rm „f
ll the Interest uu
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Md bin n a

,el
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urt. hi. lip. st
iner rapaots
at last
m.
lOOCDM rtrrn tits selfish
kns.a
and admit,
bis crime
•Met
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CO.

by

accompanies hliu In an ambulance
to
ly, the w
»• la dying, confess*.
' he bad killed bla uncle,
be wm refused money.
ji employed
own afather,
ars before the tragedy,
t,yThe
this priest's
uisii. and
few
bad led a delegation of
teeted against a cut in wages.
The lender, derl.
lost bla temper, and madetilling
thre
• ii. Thus, wben
Mt'l father fell nodal
. -lrcuuiataiillal
esse < ' ed agaluat
rre.t
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tim'shospital
request
to*

bltu

Lou

window
the hoy Is

talued the convict's release from the Governor
the motlTe of testing hU son's stability of el
acter, and he was now proudly enjoying his I
cess In making a man of bis son.

prefeaird

: the eleventh

THE FAIR BBaRS
larlow. Eugene
rlo at masher*
Wilson and uFred
Sip resist.
cannot
They..- t d time hanging
the 1monotony I
n their hands, wben 1 the
I by Edith Morton, a dentist.
i la first noticed by Claude Marlow, vrhe

to his sou.

Oven,

.

to pay

111:.'
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• no in,, with irtalp u
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Oiml effort.
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Italian

lace

inality of her wares
Mi- to her that she
hill l„ve ■ the
manly her Yuukee
lad.
- «lili
mnl ilemaoda
that
Hi.- American.
She only laughs at him.

duced to go op i.< the hay Ictft,
or other; the G
>oi tunliy to mak
"I alone up In the loft, so be climb
Up from the outside by means of a ladder. He I
so ardent In bis demonstrations of love to th
fanners daughter, that before he knows it. h
has fallen through the trapdoor into the tub o
tepid water below! In this ridiculous posltlor
much less attrac
he
appears much
less attractive
tolaugh
the girls
that 1'goes
heretofore,
and heartily
is

ITALY- Neta,

n pretty

lean hoj
help

Itlin.leil

•rater

WORLD
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SUNNY

tourist* who visit Hi,- prettj wlnt.
- American .Imp « I.
n.lrr I hi- wati'lifiil rare of his parents
i.-ttj imiian miss sod Immediately loses
■ her. w lil.li . 11 ii-.-- Sam.-.

can't

PICTURE

his declarations of an.
t tliu girls alone, and so grei
enjoyment derived from an uninterrupted t
that he seldom misses an opport unity ! So engaging
are his manners, and so honeyed the words that
fall from
his Battering
lips, that the girls are
iiiiriin-,1 by his attentions.
■
all the promises be makes them, without anv Intrillion Of fulfilling.
AI lust the gli
that he I- deceiving them, and they plot together
a means by which they may make a fool of their
flirtatious young neighbor.
Accordingly,
they Induce him t.. \l-lt the farm.
one day . n bleb tin
id to be
tub is placed in the
shed, Immediately beneath the hay loft. The girls
sieal
upstairs,
unnoticed,
and opening
the trap
door, which lead* from the hay loft Into the shed
below, they rover the opening with hay. and then
go down
and help till the washtub
with warm
let Into

YANKEE.
ttM
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to make

with

rime,

he

pushes

the

girl

over

I

not

being deep enough to break her fall.
- with H broken leg. She is f..iinil by
some 1 1 n I in ii fishermen who are dragging their lisii
nets throiiKh the surf and carried !•• her home.
tries to throw the blame on ihe American, but the boy is toon vindicated In I novel
manner and he devotes his time paying attention
ifferlng girl.
The parent!
and Birl have hei le reconciled t
nditlons existing between the young couple and all ends
happily.
THE ANGELUS BELL.— The ringing of the
itlfnj joung girl to
pause In the step she Is al.out to take in leaving
her dear old daddy to go forth In the world In
the company of an artist who has Income smitten
with her beauty and who has told her ahout the
imderful .
he was going in take her to; but
r dear old daddy In devout prayer
and listens to the Angelus. n moral sense of dutydawns upon her and she decides to remain home,
safe in the keeping of her loving parent.

LUX.
BILL AS A TOREADOR.— Hill is wandering along
ralnlj endeavoring to attract the attention of a lady, when he is brought to a halt
by a terslarge
lady enand Hill notice.
follows, "Bnlbut Masque."
he is rudelyThe ejected,
as
os time are admitted.
s,. Bill hi.-s to a second hand coatumer. who tifs
him up, and soon he enters the hall room garbed
as a toreador. There among the sparkle of the
lights, the glitter of costumes, the smiles of the
fair and the ga] sounds of laugh er Bi
for the object of his attentions His search is
aoon rewarded, for he discovers her sitting in the
shade, and forthwith Hops down upon his knees
and proposes.
Swingdecided
the nature
costume,
the maiden
to haveof a her
littlelover"s
fun.
and so she enlists the asslstsnce of two other memt*-rs of the party. Throwing a bull's skiu over
s and completing the disguise with the
j of a bead with formidable horns, these
two conspirators charge into the room. The maiden
then tells Bill that If he will fight the bull she
will favor his suit. One sight of the Bovril in
full gallop Is enough, however, for poor Bill, whose
little heart goes pit a-pat. ptt-a-pat and soon his
little legs begin to move violently and he puts his
best leg foremost pursued by the
two patrolmen, who immediately
clal book of rules, which says: ' v» uen mere i»
trouble afoot be sure to put two or three blocks
between that and your valuable person." This
they do and with alacrity. The sport then commences in cl I earnest and they have an exciting
time in the course of their flight.
But when It Is
what the bull really is there Is a hot
time for |xK>r Bill.
FASHION.
AND
ITS
CONSEQUENCES.— Tic
i just

I

j attention, much attention,
-he tires of the attention she receives and goes
to sleep on a seat in the park. She is wearing a
saucy hat. which the children despoil while she is
■lumbering. During 'he excitement and bustle of
the morning she has torn the dress. Part of her
. cr general appearance is very similar
to that of an Algerian soldier. There is a chance
for a harmless patrolman to commit
blunder,
and
- ,,..e ..fa the
Algerian
contingent on furlough and arrests her for not
bring fullv equipped. Sin- is marched to the barrack* placed In a cell for disobedience and given
a rough time generally. Finally the long suffering
son-in-law appears upon the scene and the matter
is put right.
A laugh from beginning to end.

ECLAIR.
A TILLAGE
FLIRT.— Silas, a pretentions young
■•robe." delights
upon the simplicity
„« girls.
„i,i. In Imposing
Eta is
i« iiwivg
f the village
He
alwaj seeing a chance

girl-

who

TWO

has

not

I

PLUCKY
GIRLS.—
rop of coin.
As
■1 deposit it. he
lie receives
met
with
a

I nfoi -innately
brother
has

edc.

Joel Bigelow has Just
he is unable to go to
leaves it In his house.
a telegram
that his
serious
accident,
and
Ii -

Pic,

low

and

.llipsi

of
and Judge
Just . Lyncb.
THE
BOSS
OF LUCKY
RANCH.—
. fathet VY
school friend and chum, Tom
Harding
he left la
environment of culture and refinement to •
Endowed
by nature with the very spirit of tin
Wr.-t. manliness and honor, he
Itfactlon Into the new order of things.
hoys were inclined to resent the intrusion .,f tbt
tenderfoot, and one, Bill Crow
ter enemy, when he saw thai I ,. tenderfoot bad
made a marked impression on Tom Hardl
daughter.
He triecredit Jack, and one day when
Jack and Mlu
Harding
were
riding, he Insolently
-t .
horse, and upon Jack's
resenting
the Intrusion,
Crowley held him up at the point of his i
the face of certain
deatrui
considered discretion the lietter part of i
he determined then and there to even up the score.
On morning while out on the ranch, Mr. Hunting.

he

depart at once, leaving the money In charge of
their daughter. Mabel. In the course of the day,
Mabel - cl nm, tin, ling her alone in the house, offers
to stay with her during the night.
Just as they
In the meantime, Mr. and Mrs. Bigelow find that
the telegram was a forgery, so they make all
baste hack to the house, only to find the girls
holding
two desperate criminals.
ONE MONTH TO LIVE — Mr. Jack Jones, a
young business man, was so fond of convivial company that le "as inclined to neglect bis business.
One morning he goes to his office, and during his
absence Mrs. Jones entertains her old school friend,
acc
panied b] her consumptive
husband.
Mr.
Jones, finding business dull, goes out with some
Mrs. Jones is Instantly alarmed aud, remembering
the condition of Jack Smith, insists upon calling
In a physician, who, upon seeing the patient,
promptly
"plain morning
drunk," Mrs.
and
takes his diagnoses
departure. theThecase
following
Jones receives a note from Mrs. Smith informing
her that the physician attending Mr. Smith had
announced that Jack had but one month to live.
Mrs. .Tones' heart goes out in sympathy . her
for 1 her

etrlnes him into action. Taking it to
mean none other than himself, a month of terror
folows. He becomes most exemplary In bis conduct, laying close attention to business details.
Near the end of the given time Mr. Jones has in
nalitv worried himself sick, when his wife receives a letter from Mrs. Smith, telling her that
Jack Is dead. She shows the letter to her husband, who hastily compares the two letters, and
discovers the handwriting to be the same. He Immediately becomes his bright self, and promises
never again to Indulge In excessive stimulants.
BUD NEVINS— BAD MAN.— Ches Riley, the
wealthy owner of Riley's Ranch, had Incurred the
enmity"
rivalheart,
ranch plotted
owner, with
who. Bud
with Nevins,
hatred
teething ofIna his
the notorious bad man of the community, to put
him out of the way. Before starting on his mission_ Bud,„alfbreed
ever quarrelsome,
ring his lasting
Mexican. '
hatred,
and with the persistency of bis
intent upon revenge.
To fulfill his agreement. Bud resolves to apply
conceal t
for
work heat shaves
the ranch,
Identity
off '-■" mustache, which alte
Continuing on his wl
young girl who had been throv
horse and
Journey.
Arrived

tllet Intended
for I:
lira Hllcy.
r.ii.l Immediately retaliates, but lulseaa
the halfbreed, who. on his sec
I shot
seriously
injures Hub. who fal
i the fusillade of -tart rapidly to the scene of action, as does also
- daughter,
who Is out on
,to watch
the roundup.
Mr. Riley baa
sufficiently to explain to the dlately start In pursuit of the halfbreed
uhllt
the daughter rushes to the unconscious \.
Is tenderly lifted and conveyed to the ranch house,
to be nursed with loving care, for she has learned
to love him.
The cowboys capture the

at the rat
pen Riley to
by Ches
and discovers that the girl he had assisted Is t_
daughter of the man he had agreed to kill. In the
meantime the halfbreed. nursing his wrath, had
patiently waited his chance to kill Nevins. The
opportunltv came on the morning of the roundup,
and also Nevins1 chance to fulfill his agreement:
hut Bud N.-vins had learned to love Ches RUey's
e .
.and_ . be
.wi
. .„ his
bill
,V„»
V.th.r
daughter
found,
when
opportunity

Mr. Harding, who had been an
occasions by Bill's inattention to his work, Immediately discharged htm. and congratulated Jack 00
his manly handling of the situation.
Crowley, humiliated and angry, determined to be
revenged on the whole outfit, and turned cattle
rustler.
The work at the ranch continued the same,
ili-easc.
rounding up strays, dipping the <
the

lxad determined
to ship
herd.
Accordingly,
'

wer

i of the
from bis
suspicious sound,
when Thompson
darts from
I
hiding place and with one well-directed blow fern
the other rustler to the ground.
Ejecting tbt
si. ,11s from the rustler's gun. he hides behind the
await
the return of Crowley,
and the
Instant that he reappears covers hllm with Us
gun. is heartilv
Hetur
welcomed
by all, and Mr.
I will be the foremai
Harding's

reward

to him

1
of

t

"gently frustrated. He Is
frantic, maddened bv the suspense, and the doctor
finally gives him a drink which sends him Into ■
restful stii[K>r. While asleep he sees the entire
past befoie him— how he met Dolly, the court
ship and the happy day when he made her bU
own. And when he awakens he finds that three
of his friends have been summoned to keep Us
company and divert his attentions from the dow
leading to Dolly's room. They are successful ana
hold him off in a Jolly card game until the doctor
emerges from the room with a burden lu bis anna—
a baby boy! Paul understands from the nnrse •
smile that all Is well with Dolly, and proceeds to
go intowith
the him.
usualbutecstasy.
His are
friends
do a glee
wardance
while they
prancing
fully, out comes the doctor with the howling second
half of a twin! And both boys, too; what more
does anybody
want !
THE JOYS OF PERSECUTION— When two old
daddies show too plainly that they want their soil
and daughter to marry the couple In que«tloo.
while they like each other well enough, are apt
to feel themselves being forced. It happens to a
this case, and before the fond father can realise
It the children resent It and shun one 'n0™"'
The daddies are flustered, and call in their friend,
the parsoD, who gives them practical advice. JW
follow It by pretending to be angry with one atother when
their offspring,
instruct
their they
own. meet
violently,
that there theycan etch
*

THE
no marriage. Tbe son and daughter are puzzled,
tod with true contrariness, opi»ose tbe parents,
declaring great love for one another. There are
several stormy scenes In which the parents demonstrate their sham anger, and finally, when tbey
think they have carried It far enough, they both
give iu ami pretend to wake up. TLeu the preacher
gets In bis fine professional work.
THE AWAKENING OF GALATEA.— Pygmalion,
who has carved out tbe beautiful figure of Galatea. He gets several offers for its purchase, but
Is so in love with tbe work that lie refuses to
One

day

as

be

sits

in bis

studio

be

bears

a

of Galatea and is stupefied to find her alive. He
leads her down
from tbe pedestal
and discloses
it she Is now in the world, answering ber
lie finds tbe Incarnation as beautiful as
his marble work, but as be falls in love with ber.
there enters an element of jealousy on the part
of those who do not understand the situation.
This causes Galatea to grieve, and ere Pygmalion
can come out of his trance she stepped back on
tal and the transformation takes place,
by which the beautiful Galatea is again turned to
from which tbe sculptor's mallet bad
shaped ber.

AMBROSIO.
THE O.UARTERMASTER.— Peter is a gunner on
a warship and the fiance of Elsie. The quartermaster, John, an unsuccessful rival, and addicted
to drink, takes advantage of bis rank to humiliate
and bully Peter. One day, while intoxicated, John
obirudea himself upon Elsie, and 1b thrashed by
Peter, who Is arrested. The Intoxicated quartermaster loses his balance and falls into the sea
«nd Peter rescues him. Tins heroic act touches
Jobs actions,
deeply, and
and pledges
be asksbisPeter's
forgiveness for
bis
friendship.
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GREAT
THE

LUCKY

i chur.i, md

' old pastor. Jenkins.
i Imbued
i t little town, and
■ i on the
father la fui I.. a, and illsow nI uf a neighbor
run to tic
i cm their father, wo
man

and
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BANANA

SELLER.— This

explains

to him

that

is

a

fine, fat beast, which turns out to be a man. The
sportsman has to satisfy a large claim for compensation. This so upsets bim that, meeting two
fishermen, he persuades one of tliem to give him
a fishing rod in exchange for bis guu, and proceeds to engage in the more peaceful pursuit of
angling. After booking a few dead cats, tbe unlucky angler tumbles Into tbe water, and decides
to have no more sport for that day.

SOLAX.

■ 'Irlnk a toast to Ellsworth, and Is struck
>y tbe lieutenant.
lied Eagle
retaliates
and Is
ind placed In the guard bouse, but tbe
Indian sets the place on tire and escapes.
MatDf bis way leutenant,
to Ellsworth's
rooms hehim.fightsand a then
duel
vanquishing
•nds his own life.
A RED
MAN'S
GRATITUDE.— Wounded
and
peradoes, the Indian seeka refeer'i cabin, where bis wound is
Breeeed ami he Is given food and lodging.
Tbe
lesperadoea orerpower tbe pioneer and compel bis
laughter to accompany
tbem on horseback,
and
La Indian and pioneer pursue tbem. form an am-usb and get the drop on them.
Tbe Indian then
Ightt a duel with tbem, one by one, In which be

t angry

WORLD

lottery ticket and wins a big prize. He gives dp
business, and apes the gentleman with most amusing results.
A WOULD-BE SPORTSMAN.— A portly old fellow, desiring to go out shooting, arrays himself
wih great care In what he evidently considers to
be the correct shooting costume, and, tended by
aThepage
buttons,
sallies
forth for
a day's
goodin man
is quite
oblivious
of the
rude sport.
comi of passers-by.
He brings down

BISON.
AN INDIAN'S
AMBITION.—
On bis
aagaml intrusts
bis son,
Red dying
Eagle, bed,to
father Francis, who educates the boy at the mlstbe fort. Grown to manhood, Bed Eagle
)• engaged as a scout, and wins a sensational horse
is presented with an American flag by
Hed Eagle
later
!• In the Moods as she Is being i
tart
from
I be
wounding Hed Eagle.
Belle's engagement
to Lieut.
Elfjwortb Is announced, and at a farewell baeheigle coming in with a message

■rbip
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demonstration at the works by the r i is quickly
checked
by the detectives,
who shoot dot
protesting strikers.
A lock-out is effectively
ried out. and the families of the strikers ai . _
dire straits. The hungry mothers, with tbeir babies
in their arms, call upon Johnson and plead with
him to put their husbands back to work, but he
has them ejected from bis house.
Finally a crowd
surrounds his residence and to disperse tbem be
orders bis guards to fire into tbeir midst.
When
the smoke rolls away men and women
are seen
lying on tbe ground.
Horror stricken,
bis wife
turns away from him in revulsion and leaves him
forever.
A realization of bis awful deed finally
strikes him.
Visions of his victims rise up before bim, taunt him and disappear.
Overcome with
terror and remorse, tbe weakened heart of the old
man succumbs
and he passes away.

?altby

with too kindly
secretary, Harry Lee, but papa, who has other
plans for tbe future of his daughter, orders Harry
from the house Marie, however, has no Idea of
giving in to dad so easily, so she suggests to Harry
that he impersonate a school girl chum, and thus
lady does he make that immediately
So fair
upon ms arrival dad falls a victim to the charms
of
bis daughter's
After papa
- giving
strated
his affection friend.
in no uncertain
way,h by
her flowers, candy and all the other things dear
to tbe heart of a young girl, tbe little ruse is
While dad Is a bit chagrined at first, he
tbe funny side of tbe situation, and
amid laughter and merry-making tbe old man gives
THEIR FIRST BABY.— John Harvey objects to
his daughter's marriage with Jack Hay. The young
couple plan an elopement, After they are married, povertj overtakes them. Jack Is out of
work and Is worried. Jack conceives the Idea to
write to her father, telling bim that a baby has
been bent to tbem and that he baa been named
after bim.
Father detent Inea
folks and sends them a telegram telling
J:ok. realizing the dilemma that be Is
in. roea in search of a baby, and his nan
warded.
He see- a baby In a pteainbulalor and
promptly
steals
it
| received from ..
and from Information
boy. starts In pursuit of the thief. A mob gathers and they make a rush for Jack's bouse and dl»the father and hla daughter with the baby
They have the old man arrested for kidnapping
the station
i right

■

listens, and realizing
and slipping a few greenbacka
email,
the happy

Ha

upon
That

I

■ the :■

she tells him she has taken tbe life vowa.
night, broken-hearted, he returns and forces
ay into her cell to plead with her to break
ows and flee with bim. He finds the wild
stilled, the wild spirit flown— to find that
grief has silenced tbe human heart of her.
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St.

Louis,

THE

Mo.— The

EXHIBITORS.
Cornelius

Com-

and Claude B. Rieketts.
W. CorLawrence, Mass. — Tbe Mayer Morris Companv.
Capital $5,000. Directors. Lewis Mayer. Michael
W. Morris and Charles H. Poor.
Memphis.
Tenn. — The Boswell FUm and Amusement company. Capital $5,000.
Direc
Boswell, E. ■'■ M.
Ralph C. Sloclum, M. 3.
illiamBoswell.
P. Taylor.
New York City.— The Asher-Black VaudeTllleMoving
Picture
Co. Capital
K. Fisher. C. P. and N. F.
Herb and W. J. Kleby.
Cincinnati, Ohio. — The Gary Theater Companv.
Capital, $16.00". Directors, V. V. Young. J. M.
Finn and Marcus Heman.
Cincinnati, Ohio. — Maysvllle Amusement Company. Capital $4.m<o. Directors. J. W. Fitzgerald.
P. D. w.-is Sherman Am, B. W. Goodman, A. G.
Pogue and W. H. Hall.
Chicago. 111. — The Majestic Amusement Company. 0a|
w. C,rahan. Charles W". I'.auingarteu and Albert Barnes.
Brooklyn.
N. Y.— The
Adirondack
Amusement
Capital $300,000.
Ulrectors,
H. Bruckhausen. J Davidson and David Kaliskl.
Houston, Texaa, — Tbeaerate.
Brownie Amusement
Com.
pany.
Capital $1,000.
Directors, G. W. Breti, G.
Wheeling. W. Va— The Simeral Amusement
Company.
eral, I. S. Capital
Simeral. $1 F. ■ L. Simeral. C. H. Simeral
and Russell Davidson
Camden, N. J. — The International Amusement
Company.
Capital $ ■ •
1: Hansen, John A. Mack Peak and Gearge H. B. Martin.
St. Louis, Mo. — The Empress
Amusement
Company. Capital $80,000.
Mr* bore, Joeei
II. H Fisher. 0. P, and II. N
New Brunswick, N. J.— The Van Dyke Realty
Company.
Capital
$100,000.
I
Van Dyke, James W. Van Dyke and Howard
H.
Van Dyke.
Rochester. N. Y.— The Pilgrim Amusement ComRichmond.
Va. — The
Arcade
A]
pany Capital f~118,000.
Bed
pany.
Capital
Dlrectora.
Edward
Robr and Harry Hofbelmer.
St. Louis, Mo.— The Polar Amusement Company. Capital 110,000 I'll. .tors. Samuel Schwartz.
Jacob Cohen and Arthur C. U
Chicago,
111.— I:,- Barbel
Bright
Light
Motloa
(ortelyoti, J.mpaiiy.
C. EllasCapital
and II $2 a,- Robinson.
Brooklyn. N. Y.— The Hudson Motion Picture
Company. Capital *:s.i«ni Directors. Justin S.
tJallard, Andrew
Foulds and Adelbert
W. Ballev.
New York City.— Hie International Amusement
Company.
Capital $]
1: Ban
■el
'■ II It. Martin and J. A at
St.
Louis.
Mo.— The
Washington
Amusement
Company.
Capital $6,000.
Dlrectora. Be:
man
Hilda
I Soloman.
Walworth
Jenkins.
B.
Friedman
I otns Soloman and Samuel
1
Philadelphia. Pa. — The International Amusement
Company.
Capital .<
1! Martin.
HanMadison.
Wis. — Tbe German
Ttteet
Caplt
J
Chattanooga.

Tenn. — The

Mountain
iMlllpa.Cltv

1 evingtou
into tbe ready
family
take

Amusement

■

Amuae-

Theatei

palm
thnlr

he

'akes hla girls In
da amis and prot
-i, again.
;i.dj. !• ...„, dial luslonl*
•
vmeiit,
ami penitent ly retuii
HrtM.
Jenkins order! her out and when
Williams
uurradat for her he loaea his tempei
Williams.
i'i«ry and disgusted si the n llgloua I

■if to

la own

Shocked
Jenkins i
'ake. her tenderly
' I

■n, the Hue light.

wbl. h

i-nllaal !• ■
lls-l.,,1

In

hi.

What n

arms,
and
minister

Mil the)
all • .trlke.
He refuses to 11. ten to
• t..r». and r.n. in Imported
blip, profaned
by private detective.
A
I

olored

il.., k tenet,
child, round

Vent

and

write,

him

,

Oarrelli

v

. or h*n
M la tOaaalng

te

THE

1030
New York City
pany.
Capital
$.Mi.t«Ki.
Directors.
II. Schwarts.
W. U. Mugatagnn
anil J. Manhelue.
Chicago. III. — l'li,- A.iN.r... Motion Picture <"• -m
pany.
Capital P.000.
Director*,
M. E. Vasen.
and K. M. Volts.
New
York
City. — LariM
Ainu-,nicnt
Company.
bliaaluia,
Jacob
VVelabecgar,
ixmis
Weinberger,
Herman
A. Dushklml.

Mtddletown. N. Y. — The Midway coaster Com|nm
DeWltt C. M
v. Nally.
Ar.-hH.al.l Taylor.
Albany. N. Y.— The Delaware and Second Avenue
Company. Capital $10,000. Director.
William K. Kavanangh.
Lima, Ohio. — The Nt» Empire Theater here ha*
thrown opca Its door* to the public and are now
> good hnirtnaaa from Its surrounding
neighborhood.
Cedarburg. Pa. — The Chhn.'s. the new lUOTing
plQture theater loceutly erected here, haNorfolk. Va. — The Arcade, a uew moving picture
theater erected here, has opened Its doors to the
public.
Houghton. Mich. — Mr. Hen Gettemau, proprietor
of the Savoy Theater, Is planning to erect another
in Hancock.
San Francisco, Cal. — A new moving picture
theater is being planned at the southwest corner

MOVING

Prairie du Chien,

PICTURE

Wis — The

WORLD

Liberty

Theater

' Vick'.burg! Miss.— l'laus for a
I being

prepared

by

Lancaster.

Mo. — Geo.

I- n.-.lht Compuiiv.
Wabaih. Ind.— 11. S. Logan has leased i
New Castle, Pa.—
| Is under
new managemelt.
Tbe Interior will i»- e
and In the rutO!« only the lies! pictures
■ of
Galva.

Ill— Whi
. which

moving

|

«lll

t»

Maryville.
Grass

of

Kendallville. Ind.— Charles Du Wan opened his
new motion picture theater In the Boyer block.
Philadelphia, Pa.— W. T. Clark will remodel the
old church at 2805-7 Dauphin Street, for the exhibitlon of moving pictures.
Poughkeepiie. N. Y.— The Best Theater, the
newest and most
gorgeous moving
picture house

the

Lacoiiia, N. H.— Charles
Pastime Theater.
Mr.

A. Blva has pun based
Rlva will show licensed

f.12
Lexington, Ky. — Messrs. L. A. and G. J. Michler
id B. J. Tracy, will erect, In this city, a new
loving picture theater, to cost $10,000, on tbe site
the '"Noah's Ark."
of- the
Conn
New Haven,
Conn-— Mr. S. Z. Poll,
nounced. will Immediately rebuild a moving picti
theater
to replace
Bljou
Dream
and
Pittston. Pa— Joseph Walsh and George Dworskl
ive broken
ground
for a
moving
alctrj
eater at Wyoming Avenue.
Portland,
Me.— The work cof transforming
Cnn•ntion Hall into one of the finest moving picture
eaters In New England,
Is progressing rapidly.
ic new bouse will seal
Hastings,
Neb.— Gerlach
& Treniayne will open
modern moving picture theater In this city next
r of the
ill erect a $75,000 theater to seat
t Chestnut and North Queen streets.
Wheeling, W. Va.— W. G. Meyer will open a
Nl.-kelodeon
In Blschoffs
Building
in Forty -third
Street, in a few weeks.
The new house will have
iting capacity of 500.
vacated

by

the Duke

Dim

Waterbury, Conn. — Mrs. C. G. Farnbam and Dennis M. Hogan are negotiating the sale of property
adjoining Center Bridge with out-of-town parties.

e building Into a moving picture

lng pictures
nightly
In Nellls Hall.
present
Los Angeles. Cal. — An attractive vaudeville and
Having picture theater has opened at 533 South
Main Street. R. W. Woodley Is the proprietor,
and the name selected for the theater Is The
Optic.
Colville, Wash. — Thomas Kirk and Barney Smith
i. Star Theater to Charles R. Dutro.
This places the Empire and the Star moving picture shows under one ownership.
St. Louis. Mo. — The vaudeville Theater Co..
have a permit to build a moving picture theater
on Cherokee St., to cost $20,000.
Defiance. Ohio.— <:. M. Illte has leased the Royal
Theater and will convert It Into a moving picture
Ga. — Geo

B.

Greenwood

has

u

ngeles
Am MSValley,
Cal.— The I Tbeat.
Los .
y is planning tbe er«
northwest corner of Slitb
Mo.— Tbe
been leased by the ClawCompany,
wbo will erect

Louis,

the

i* <
buyer
$25.01
Dayton. Ohio. — A permit for the erection of a
one story Irou structure, to be used as part of the
"open
air" moving
picture
theater,
was
Issued

Macon,

preparing-

Mo.- lots ou East Third Street, and
Robert Stevens has purchased

This
The

Is being erected in Beptaaopba Hall, which win I
under the management and proprietorship of A.
C. Peterson,
New Orleans, La. — A modern moving picture and
vaudeville theater has opened in St. Bernard.
This
of Delery and
Pontalb Streets, and known as the Pleturelaud.
under lie management and proprietorship of A. P.
Marmounget.
New Rochelle, N. Y.— The $12,000 motion picture
and vaudeville theater which Frank C. I'raete and
others are building at Inlon Avenue and First
Street. .New Kookelle. X. Y.. will open on May 30.
It will be known as the West End Theater.
Baltimore. Md.— Architect J. Leonard Miller has
completed plans for the erection of a $14,000 ouestory brick and stone moving picture theater at
2M1 North Fulton Avenue, for Donkos & Konstant.
Los Angeles, Cal — Architects Jeffrey and Van
Trees have prepared plans for a moving picture
theater, to be built on Broadway, for the New York
Theatrical Company. It will have marble and
tiled lobby, opera chairs and will scat 500 people.
Modesta. Cal. — The remodeled Alrdome in Nluth
street, formerly
under
the management
of C. L.
■ reopened April 15, with
midlines
and accessories.
The
new
lng plctut
management
Is composed of T. J. Murphy and Al
Brooks.
Piedmont, W. Va — Dr. T. A. Cross has remodeled
his Nickelodeon and Increased the seating capacity

la

ct Charles E. Sleight li
t theater for th* Pater
t $100,000 and located at

Bt.
Cross Building,
has opened
for buslm
a seating capacity of 500.
Houston,
Tex. — II. Fichteubcrg,
owner

Grlsl

Chandler^'ille" III.— A movement
Is on root here lo
Fort Worth, Texas. — YV. 11. VMHMl.
Ward has plana for

.

purchased

leasedpicture
tbe Miners'
HallHiteman,
here andla.—willThe putComet
In a has
moving
show.
Chatsworth, 111. — Editor F. A. Robinson purchased the motion picture business of Mr. Dlers-

ivlng

theater pwill
I finest e
of the
Southern lew enterprise.

picture"1 cost
theateraboutat

2705 North
$20,000.

Flfeeeath

Milwaukee. Wis. — Mrs. Anthony Bahlman Is
erecting a $r>,000 moving picture theater ou Ten
tonla Avenue, near Hartley Street.
Oskaloosa, Iowa. — The Lyric Theater has beta
sold by the owner, J. Fred Cubberly, to Messrs.
Art Frltcb and Charles White.
Delavan. Wis. — Mr. J. T. Converse bas closed
his RurliDgton moving plctnre show and will fir*
his whole attention to his other local theater.
West Bend, Wis. — The Princess Thester has
closed for reasons unknown.
Austin, Minn.— The Revord Rulldlng on Uala
Street, recently occupied by a furniture company,
bas been rented by the American Amusement Company, who will operate It as a moving plctart

block, and Messrs. Treon A Company la planning
one In the 300 block.
Westchester, Pa. — A new moving picture theater
Is being erected on the property on West Oay
Racine, Wis. — The New Crystal Theater, which
Street.
for some time has been under course of constroetion. has been completed and has opened Its doors

Scranton, Pa.— John E. Jones Is building a moving picture theater In the Crippen building In
North Scranton.
Philadelphia. Pa. — F. C. Mlcbaelson has been
awarded the contract for the erection of a newtheater on 88th St., to cost $200,000 at New York.
Norfolk. Va.— Dr. S. C.aleskl of Richmond, will
erect a new theater on (Jranby St.
Colville, Wash.— Thomas Kirk & Barney Smith
have sold the Star Theater to Chas. R. Dutro.
Corning, N. Y. — J. C. Brown has leased the
store at 72 East Market Street, from J. C. Henkel. and he will have It fitted up as a moving
picture theater. Mr. Brown now operates theaters
in Olean and Salamanca.
Pekin,
111. — Gus Kelting.
formerly
manager
of
the Idylhour
electric picture
theater '- i *this city, has purchased
a moving

r Isof being
proprietorship
Mr. Jacob
built S "on— the roof of tbe
tare theat<
corner of 101st
Colonial
H ill. at the southwest
Brooklyn,
Street
and
renue. for H. Markowitx.
open
slrdome
Is being
•ets.
which
Liberty
Avi •nue, between Vermont and
N. Y.— An
will coat about $1,200.
Wyona
Str<

Milwaukee. Wis.— Alfred S. Rlea took out a
permit on Saturday for a $30,000 moving picture
theater,
Grar "
mid and at
Third212-214
Streets.
I built of 1

sell. Geo. H. B. Martin and John A. MacPeak.
Memphis, Tenn. — The Lyceum Theater Company,

Young,
proprietor
of
Terre
Haute,
Ind.Young's Garden Alrdome. announced at the closing
of the Garden Theater.
September
16, he would
begin tin
nstructlon of a moving picture theater.
to scat 1.2i;o. and convertible Into an open air
BOOM 'luring tbe summer on the site of the air-

capital

Louisville, Ky. — A new picture show Is to be
established on the west side of Fourth Street.
near Green, in the quarters now occupied by Jennie
C.
Benedict \ c. M. Market,
Switow, near
who operates
**—
Third, -vine
Crystal
i Jefferson vllle_ and New Albany,
property f
Somerville.
Mass.
Ashland,
Ohio.— Ashland la I > to have three
motion picture shows.
Two «
lready In opera. and the third will open
for business soon In the east room of the Wlllard
block, on East Main Street.
Indianapolis,
Ind. — The
Rroadway
Companv.
Capital $30,000.
Directors. M. J.
eon. Joseph A. Davidson and O. E. Harlan.
Chicago, 111. — The Western Slide Service.
Ital $5.CX

Golls, N. Y — Saranac Lake Is to have another
moving picture theater, which will be under the
management of Mr. John H. Farrlngton, to be
located on Main Street, and will have a seating
capacity
of 500.
New York
City.— A new moving picture theater
Is being planned for Third Avenue and 116th
Street, which will be under the management and

""

> thei
—The

Mark-Brock

Enterprise

Co. U

... fa.— Mr. Howell has lessed pietbe
Fairyland Theater at the corner of Secondovlng
St., sad
JefTerson Ave., from M. J. Callahan.
Columbus, Ohio— Rebecca Plnger will remodel
the building at 301 S. High St.. Into a movlni
plcture theater.
Baltimore.
Md.— The
West
End Tbea
pany
Com
of Frederick and
Oeiwein, la-— Tbe Kerwlns will erect i
on Frederick St.. near tbe Glass block.
Oklahoma
City, Okla.— Osc
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Clayton, X. Y.. April 10, 191 1
Editors
Moving
Picture
World,
New
York.
I am enclosing clipping from Syracuse Post Standard, a
daily paper of wide circulation in this north country, which
might be of interest, inasmuch as it shows some progress in
the way of an admission by the general press as to the real
situation in the motion picture business.
"The low cost of admission has made the moving picture
shows a great amusement to poor people, and, rightly managed, may be of benefit. They are better than the cheap
theaters, which they have so largely supplanted." Is a very
broad admission indeed, and it is gratifying to note that so
popular a daily is one of the first to give such publicity.
r cin/-»rplv rnncrrafiilatp
the ''Prist Standard"

TOM

BIBLE, Prop.

MOTION PICTURES, FILMSTHE

STANDARD

1325 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA,

TWO

YANKEE
MONDAY

GROWING

CIRCUIT

IN

PORTLAND,

OREGON.

Kelvin
'.
Winstock,
general
manager
of the People's
Amusement Company, of Portland, Oregon, informs us that
the company has taken ten years lease of the Grand Theater,
liiver, Washington,
a completely
equipped
opera
.th a seating capacity of eight hundred.
This house
is than fifty thousand dollars in building, and the
company will show nothing but the best in motion pictures
and high class music will be furnished.
The company
has
alio takei
on a motion picture theater being
erected
by Mr. E. M. Baker on Killingsworth
and
Albina
Avenue-, an excellent residential section of Portland, to cost
not less than fifteen thousand dollars, and to seat four hunmore.
They have also taken a lease on a building
it First and Alder Streets, Portland, which the superintend-truction will alter into a modern theater.
These
itwo theaters will show only the best in motion pictures, with
appropriate music.
They have also recently expended fifteen
thousand
dollarin redecorating
and
improving
the Star
Theater, of Portland, which
is the principal
theater of the
They
have
added
three
hundred
to the seating
'capacity,
and outsi and
NEW

made

the

MANAGER

house

AT

more

beautiful,

THE
MASS. "GLOBE,"

both

inside

BROCKTON,

■■- S. Powers, well known
in many of the big daily
■ r offices of the country, has embarked
in the moving picture business.
Il<- has taken an intere-t in the Globe,
ident manager of that I
[hibiting moving

ol P. H

"In Sunny

irculation
manager
of the
im, and
for the pa-t
six vears
1 of the Boston
1 Mass 1 Herald

1 HE

PUCKERING

PA.

FEATURES
. MAY

Mh

Italy"
FRIDAY,

'The

Angelus

YANKEE
344 East
32d St.

MAY

12th

Belln

FILM
New
York CO.
City

,$3' ^£^

ADVERTISE
YourTrimShow,
if You're not Ashamed of it
Your Lobby with Posters and a Few Attractive
Card
Signs. Then for Yojr Feature Each Day.
Put Out
One of Our BUSINESS
BRINGING
3x12 ft. CLOTH DISPLAY BANNERS, made for all pubjects,
licensed or independent, ready 7 to 10 days in advance.
Postpaid
Only $1.15 earh. 6 tor $5.75 prep. E. of Miss.
River.
6 lor $6.50 prep. W. o» Miss. River
Writ* tor Pric«» »n Show Cardi. Knmei, Etc.
K^B.

pictures and illu ti
[*he Globe
was a failure until
taken
.err & Woodhead, both well known men in
tie Wilson,
local manager,
was
succeeded

' irch 4, and the latter, with the assistance
Jacques on the program end, has the people already
the number of u.ooo per week.
With
ity nothing but Independent
films are shown
Six
en with four songs,
making
a full
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PATHE.
April

14— Wlflles1

Home
Troubles
(Dr.)
440
Made
l Did.)
4S»
Burglar*
Fee
(Dr.)
1000
Robert
the Silent
(Dr.)
Iimki
\ N.w
Life
(Dr.)
Boll
Your
Water
(Ind.)
ESS
| and
Sammy
Short
(Com.) 860
i e Chief's Talisman
(W.
Dr
21th
I. al Chyelm
(Hood
Luck)
(Dr.)
997

1
her'.
Scarf
• Triumphed

iHr. )
Horn.)..

April

April 28th— Tn«

Rival
Brothers'
(Dr.)
2Mb — Lneiiilcs
(Dr.)
Pastime
In Chill

April

April 29th— The
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April

-The

Resurrection

of John

Towen

(Dr.i

Two
Heroes
(Coru.)
Child and the Tramp
lull

(Dr.),...
(Scenic i.

ESSANAY

April

Father
Sweet

Sheriff s Chum
(W.
Dr 1
1000
i's night
(Dr.)
Bad M tin's First Prayer (W.
Dr , 1..H.
it Happened
To
Aunty
IS— Catching
t .e Deep Sea Turtle
(Edu.) 200
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Maiden siTwo
-". The
Mothers
(Dr.)-.
-What
a Woman
Can
Do (W
of the City
(Dr.
Izardhead 1IKH.
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B -The
11 — An
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( 1 iicil

((Dr.)
Dr. I . . .

1000
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FOR

three

FOR
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SALE.— Tin,
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SALE— Complete
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cents
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World.

•
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City.

_
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Maj
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•
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Valet
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380
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• ity
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•

13.1
725

i Dr. i ....

(Com.)
c c of a
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SALE.-
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US— Beneath
the Tower Ruins (Dr.)
12— The
Abbey
of Pavla
(Sc.)
19— Solving
the Servant
Problem
(Com.)
19— The
Phoney
Prince
(Com.)
21— Tbe
Insurrecto
(Dr.)
2fith— The Last
Edict of Francis II (Dr.)
26th— Scenes
at Colombo,
Ceylon
(Sc.)..
Page's
Devotion
i Dr. i
:: Wisinar.
Oermany
(Seenici

April
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7— For
His
Sake
(Dr.)
S— Tbe
Spirit
of the Light
(Dr.)
8— Wlnsor
McCay
(Com.)
S— Bob
Sledding
11— Wooing
of Wlnnlfred
(Com.)
14— Though Your Sins Be As Scarlet (Dr.)
l.-»— r.aster
Babies
18— The
Leading
Lady
(Com.)
21— The Troublesome Secretaries
(Com.)..
22— The Spirit of the Light
(Dr.)
2.-,th— A Klondike
Steal
(Dr.)
2Mb— Tbe
Peace
Offering
(Com. -Dr.)
2i)tb— Picclola
(Dr.)
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6
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i Dr. i . . Iihki
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(Dr. i
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White"

Mir. 29— The
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Couldn't
Forget
(Dr.).. 960
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Track
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(Dr.)
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5— By
a Woman's
Wit
(Dr.)
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April
7— Big-Hearted
Jim
(W.
Dr.)
1006
April
.•>— In Old Florida
(Dr.)
966
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1, -Slim
Jim's
Last
Chance
(Dr.)
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April 19— lu
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Wwang
Tung,
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a Night
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n
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LUBIN.
April
6— A
Visit
to
Nassau.
Bahama.
West
Indies
(Scenic)
400
April
in— Opportunity
and
the Man
(Dr.)
1000
April
13— Their
Mother-ln-Law
(Com.)
1000
April
17— The
Two
Fathers
(Dr. 1
1000
April 20— Helping
Him
Ont
(Com.)
1000
April 24— The
Hoyden
iDr.)
1000
April 27— The Sheriff and the Man
(W.
Dr.)... 1000

-

-

.ni

(Coin. I

I . .

. .mm
KMio
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I.ubin— A

Monday,
The
Two
Sides
I

NORTH
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Dllll
othei
FOR
SALE
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EXCHANGE—
1
r-d. i:\hanst
Fan. i:,n Opera Chairs
T. STAlfK.
(ir.-iiul
Ra|
EQUIPMENT
WANTED.
WANTED.— 2( k )
second-hand
opera
g
■•
in
reasonable.
Address,

INFORMATION

es Alone
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Master
(Dr.i
Tuesday.

Mekong
May

•■ Panama
Canal
' e Snare
of the
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Young
King

tJaiiniont

OF

24o
loOO

2.

in 1911
(Scenic)
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i Dr. i
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lb. me
,|.

(Com.)
White"

(Scenic)
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4.
Misplaced
Jealousy
iCom.i
' lipid's
Joke
(Coin, i
I.ubin
-The
Belated
Itridegr.
Mc ,. Mai.v's
Stratagem
IW.
Dr.i
Selig -In
Old
California.
When
(be
Came
. Dr. i
Friday,
May
5.
i -la
(Dr. i

.1000
790

210

Blograph

EIGHTH

WE

990

I. izardh.-ad

The Crusade ..f the Templars
si... n I. nc, I Happiness
(Dr.)

Prompt service.
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MANAGERS
AND
OPERATORS—
IF,
Idea for a picture
play?
Our
book
tells
to prepare
and sell It for from
$10 lo $10
plcte
instructions,
sample
scenario.
Your
script
correclcd
FRFK.
lull
PLAY
s-i NDICATB,
1880
Fast
19th
Sir,
land.
Ohio.
one CARBON
dollar
($1.00),
HOLDERS—
Guaranteed
for
:
\ \ IKiNAI.
153C
Pa.

Beechvlew

maoa-

i pi l

Atci

Hand
colored
slides
made
from
an]
photo.
Cracked
slides
rcprodi
clal advertising
slides.
Expert
work.
R
guaranteed.
PHOTO SPECIALTY
Co., K

■ i (he Dead
Return
d>r.)
Vltagrap
Saturday.
May
6.
Oaumoiii
Path,-

plan,

TO
MOVING
PICTURE
MANUFACTURER8.Frenchman.
picture
business
thoroughly,
acpiired
In America
and
Furope.
ambitious, hard working, speaking
i

■ OMPANY.
Pittsburg.

C.ringoes

■

at

WANTED.

Bradford,

employed
In the ofll
a]
litre concern
in the States.
Mould
like to hear f-om
an
American
moving
pieiure
firm,
wanting
a itni in the
French
market.
A,
L. C,
lit. care
Moving
Picture
World
v

Derelict
Reporter
(Dr.).
Wednesday.
May
3.

German;

or

]

MISCELLANEOUS.

loon

(Scenic)

'
• and Cindy's
Wedding
Trip
Kalem— The
Fiddle's
Rcpiiem
(Dr.i
Pathe— Indian
Justlci
D
UrbanI
. ,

Urban— Wlsmar,

BRINE

chairs
D.

LICENSED

May
1.
iDr.)
I Com.)

-

FILM EXCHANGE

Posters free.

W.

FRANK
FILMS.
PROGRAMME

WEEK'S

MELIES
Mar.
23— Sir Percy and tbe Pnnchers
(W.
Dr.) 980
Mar
3d— The
Warrant
for Red
Rube
(Dr.)
1000
April
fl— Her
Faithful
Heart
(W.
Dr.)
1000
April
13— Jack
Wilson's
Last
Deal
(W.
Dr.).. 1000
April 20— An
rmvllling
Cowboy
(Dr.)
980
April 27th— The
Reformation
of Jack
Robblns
'Dr. I
100O

- of f.
650
850

I he Derelict
Reporter
i Dr. I
- Miers
Tin
'oin.
Hungry
Hearts
(Com.)

Vlta-graph— The

143

,

13— Zulu-Land
(Dr.)
17— The
Haven
of Refuge
(Dr.)
2(>— The
Mother
(Dr.)
24— Into
Cs a Child
Is Born
(Dr.)
27th— The
Witch
of the Everglades
i ii.i Master
i Dr. I
I In Old California.
When
the ■,
Came
( Dr ,
S. I osl
and
Won
i|>, i
II
Back
to
lie Primitive
i Dr. i

KALEM

EAGLE

. Dr

FOR
alel
i

VITAGRAPH.

April
s— Italian
Coast
Scenes
(Scenic)
April
11— The
Court
Martial
(Dr.)
April 11— Picturesque
Waterfalls
of
Northern
Spain
|Sc.)
April 15— The
Oppressor
(Dr.)
April 15 — Jlmmle
the Fox
(Com.)
April IS— Ix>st Years
(Dr.)
April IS— Brest,
a Fortified
Harbor
of France
April

Happiness

,,..„,..

URBANECLIPSE.
(G.
Kleine.)

Mn
GAUMONT.
G. Kleine.

April

Work

SELIG.
April
April
April
April
April
Mm
Maj

I".— The

-

April
April
April

FosterI-

Patrlotlam

adrertlaements.

1000

I win

April
April

LClaaained

(Com.)..

11— The
Strike
lit tbe Mines
(Pr.)
995
1-'— Silver Threads Amoog
the Gold
(Dr.) 500
13 — A Card of Introduction
(Com.)
BOO
14— A
Hurled
Fast
(Dr.)
1000
ted Sentinel
Tower
i Dr. I , .
. Lodger*
(Com.)
■ tbe Wall
(Dr. i
2tith— Tbe
Wth— The

April

Classified Advertisements

April
1.%—
April 17
April 1!>
April 21

1

BUY

(Dr.i.

Iinm
1000

New
York.
FOR
SALE. — Film
cement
formula;
soll.de: low
pried.
Mr.
Exhibitor,
send
fifty
and
save
money.
W.
II. IV
FILMS
WANTED.— I want
films
on
sub-rent
for firs
for
coiiinicrci.il t li'ins.
:i i:
Moving No Junk

the entire output
of the
Independent
manufact
about our Three-locked reel system.

Day and night service

STREET,

Write, wire or phone

PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

cent!

-

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Exhibitors, Attention !
from
DON'T

FORGET

THE

EXHIBITORS

FILM

DON'T
!•:.,.. ip your arc

STERLINO

CHAS. M.STEBBINS

.. .,

M

...

. '.t-late film. $1
net. film. I'assiuu Play. For
Sale-Black lined tent. 20x60. $100.00

Watertown, Wis.

New and Second-Hand

EQUIPMENT
FOR ANY ( I '•

BROKERS

P. 0. Box 226 Mad. Sq.
YO R K
CITY

OKI AY
light at once

TERMINALS

FOR

MOVING
■Bound
JULY

WORLD

TWO DOLLARS. Each, $2 00

IM o .
1910

We are buying 18 NEW
REELS
every weeK-EVERY REEL IS A
FEATURE
have

with

a few

good

NEW

bookings open

under

30

days.

St., Philadelphia.

Pa.

If you are in the Market for

|

SECOND
HAND
FILMS

SLIDES

Baby Rose
Sweetheart
of my
Alamo
Rag Dreams
Arizona Mary

Write to the largest and most reliable Dealers and Importers of
these goods in the U. S.

International Film Traders

■ West 14th Street. "sEW YOKK CITY

Through the Lands Where Our Dreams
Come True
Strike Up a Bagpipe Tune
On San Fr.nc.sco Bay
On The Fust Dark Niqrt Next Week
My Everloving Southern Girl
Great Jehovah
I Wonder Why

BARGAINS!

Who Are You W.th To-night?
I'll Meet You When the Sun Goes Down
Look Out for Jimmy Valentine

De WITT C. WHEELER

DELIVERY

PICTURE

V o I «_■ «-r-» o
TO DECEMBER.

and.also

For the following Sonos— JtST 01T

120 W. Hal St.

READY

of release,

BARGAINS!

My Irish Dearie
We Met in Dear Old Frisco
With the Last Rose of Summer 111 Come
Back to You
Emmalina Lee

Amusement Houses

NEW

date

And PREVENT BURNED OFF WIRES
Guaranteed the Best on the market
Prlie tl.On per pnlr postpaid

1028 Main St.
g \ Nn \s CITY. MO
Large Line ot Edison Goods
Established 1899

THEATRICAL

from

A FIRST-CLASS
INDEPENDENT
SERVICE
23 North NintH
SERVICE CO.,

MOVINGPICTUREMACHINES

H. DAVIS,

30 to 60 days

In Answering

New

York City

Advertisers Kindly

Mention

Moving Picture World

SOUND

EFFECTS

Not toys, but practical, serviceable
imitations that will give an exact reproduction of the original.
We also manufacture a complete line
of drums and accessories. Chimes. Tympani.
Bells, Xylophones etc.

Leedy

Manufacturing

Co

T

Express charges colled

MOVING PICTURE
& LANTERNS _

j^cwATmaTsjc
pIo-cARGit
iGHT
MO^WKiHTER
CURATOR-

Lang's
PRICERewinder
S5.O0 NETNo. 2
Lang Manufacturing Go.

MACHINES
THAN CALCIUM

0 « I-N 0_PIcf Jp i SICT
U R fj 5

re Bond & Co.

anklin St Chicago III Send for O

THE

ONE

BEST

SOUVENIR

1034

THE

Independent Release Dates

April

6— Ke.l.Iya
lte.letnptlon
(Dr.)
800
10— Oiplrt't.
Pm-kettKX.lt
(Com.)
1000
IS— Jimmy
lllmln
the Itaby
(Com.)
860
IS— The
Bungalow
t'rai*
(Com.)
780
17— Two
Plucky
ClrlH
(Dr.)
On*
Montll
to Live
(Com.)
24ii
Man
(W.
Dr.)...

April 1*7'

\ i-iiiir«niiii v->.- -

Drill

(Mil.)..

171;

CHAMPION.
Apr.
Apr.
April
April
May
May

17— With
Stonewall
Jackson
(Dr.)
19— A
Half
Breed's
Courage
(Dr.)
24— Oen.
Meade'*
Fighting
Day*
(Dr.).. 950
2ft— She Wanted a Man With Hrarna (Dr.) 950
1st— nark's Capture of Kaaknskla
(Dr.)..
3rd— Oil! of the Dark
iW.
Dr.)

ECLAIR.
April
April
April
April

8— Mr.
Nearslghf*
Marriage
(Com.)
1(1— Do Not
Judge
Rashly (Dr.)
17— Dog
and
Wolf
(Dr.)
17 — Jerusalem
and
the Mount
of Olive*
tSc.)
April 24— Herodl**
(Dr.)
May
1— For Their
Mother
(Dr.)
May
l*t— The Bine Nile
(Sc.)
ifaj
- a Village run
(Com.)
gaged in Spite of Themselves (Com)
i Dr.)
■ -at
Willi
Points
(Com.)
May 89
The
Two
Qardener*
(Com.)
GREAT
NORTHERN.
April
1— A Victim of HI* Double
(Dr.)
April 8— A Confidence Trick
Apr.
15— Hamlet
(Dr.)
April 22— The
Stolen
Legacy
(Dr.)
April 29th— The
Cossack
Duke
(Dr.)
: e Luck]
Banana
Seller (Com.)
Ma.v
'■• A W.. ill. I-I.e SiK.i-tsinan
(Com.)

426
800
J15
955
695
290
910
910
560
480
940

894

April
17— The
Stampede IMP- (Dr.)
1000
April
20— Resignation
(Dr.)
600
April
20— The
Hero
(Com.)
600
April 24— While
There's
Life
There"*
Hope
(Dr.)
1000
April 27— The Scarlet
Letter
(Dr.)
1000
M«y
1st— Second
Sight
(Dr.)
1000
May
4th— The
Temptress
(Dr.)
1000
i ■■■!!
1 ImiDr i
300
May
8— The
Fair
D.-ntls!
(Com.)
7oO
May 11— For
Her
Brother's
Sake
i Dr. 1
100n
LUX.
April
7— Bill'*
Little
Plan
(Com.)
S86
April
7— A
Desperado
(Dr.)
688
April
14— Bill and
the Greasy
Pole
(Com.).. 482
April
14— They
Did
Not
Badge
(Com.)
601
April 21— Dr.
Grant's
Wonderful
Discovery
(Dr.)
885
April 2$th— Naughty
Miss
F.dith
(Com.)
472
April 2Sth— Bill's
Garden
(Com.)
419
I'l
As a Toreador
(Com.)
419
May
5— Fashion
an. I its Consequence*
(Com.) 476
NEW

YORK

MOTION

PICTURE

CO.

BISONApril
4— At
B*r D Ranch
(Dr.)
April
7 — Avery's
Dream
(Com.)
'
April
11— Indian's
Mistake
(Dr.)
April
14 — A Man
of Honor
April 18 — Return
of Company
"D"
(Dr.)
April 21— A Cowboy
for a Day
(Dr.)
April 2.". -An
Indian's
Ambition
i Dr. I
April 2s
A
Red
M
< Ifty'a Claim
(Dr.)
May
5— Tie- Knlghl of the Trail (Dr.)
AMBROSIO(By N. Y. M. P.

Co.)

Mar. 22 — Tweedlednm'*
April Fool Joke
(Com.)
M»r. 29 — A
Glimpse
of Neapolitan
Camorra. .
Apr. 12— The
Necklace
Affair
(Dr.)
April
19— The
Mute of Portlcl
(Dr.)
May
3rd— Grenadier
Roland
(Dr.)
i < .'om .1

Hay 10— Ait

Bobble*
ITALA.
(By N.

Apr.
Apr.

8 — Foolshe»d
8 — Toto
and

Apr. 15— The

Fall

Y.

M.

P.

Co.)

Lady of Company
(Com.)..
the
Egg
for
Easter
Day
of

Troy

SPECIAL
NATIONAL

PICTURE

Marriage

Celebrated

April 22— FooUhead, Wrangler
Apri: 87thLittle
Lewi* Toy

AMERICAN
April
April
April
April
April

MOVING

April 22— A

THIS

the

....

WEEKS

-

iDr.)..

I hanipiun

Clnrk'K

NESTOR.
I'-.uers

■

H

Whiter

May

-The pi: i
Wednesday.

May

Key

11

s

May

Roundup
(II

4th.

. .",

a

4

..I the Native
C,.i,
I Miniate
Sa. rill.-.
II
Friday. May 5th.
!. light of the Trail
,|.

The

.

4

Thanhouaer— The
Sinnei
(Di
Vank.ee
Zelda,
the Gyp*j
(Dr.)
Great

Northern

,
11.

Saturday,
May
6th.
The Lucky Ban*

Great
North. 1
Itala— The
Fountains
ol 1:
Mala — Foolsbead's Cife Insurance Agent
Awakening of Galat.
Reliance
Over the Slia.i

(Dr)..

.", Sll.-h
Is | he Kin-, 1,, in .In .
6— Over
the Shading
Kdge
(Dr.)
10— A Left H00k
I Dr. i

Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
April
April

REX.
23— The Story of a Prayer Rng (Dr.)
2— By the Light of the Moon (Com.)
9— The
Fall of a Knight
(Com.)
16 — Where the Shamrock
Grow*
kDr.)
23— Five
Hour*
(Com.)
30— A*
Ye
Sow
(Dr.)
6 — The
Heiress
(Com. )
13— The
Little
Major
(Dr.)
20— A Daughter of the Revolution (Dr.)..
27— The
Realization
(Dr.)

April
April
April
April
April
April
April
May
May
Ma.v

12 — Tramp
Strategy
(Com.)
12— The
Scheme
That
Failed
(Com.)
14— The
Little
Flower
Girl
(Dr.)
19— The
Old Excuse
(Com.)
21— The Voice of His Conscience (Dr.)..
26th— The Count of No Acount (Com.)...
28th— Across
the Me\i.-an
line
(Military)
3rd— Sns.ept il.le Dad
iCom.)
3rd — Nearly
a Hero
(Com.)
5th— The
Somnambulist
(Dr.)

8*5
960
968
960
960
Ii50
975
900

COMPANY.

(Com.)

For
Independent Theatres
Only!!!

Official Slides ;:
Favorite Players !
your

—"almost given away"
Drop a card to-day for further information to

INDEPENDENT
Phoioslide
Company
Room 207, 147 4th Ave.,
New York City
eP.rn

THANHOUSER.

May

3rd.

■ '■ . •■

Thursday,
American— The

(Dr.)..

May
Ma.v
May

April
April
April
April
Apr.
Apr.
April
April
Ma.v
May

2nd.

980

Four of i - (Com.)

80LAX

I'M.
*'api

I.,

Tlianhousei

11 — Reclamation POWERS(Dr.)
16— At
the
Window
(Dr.)
18— Copper
Wit
(Com.)
18— Wine
Harvest
(Scenic)
22 — The
Last
Rose
(Dr.)
25— A
Day
With
an
English
Bargeman
(Com.)
April 25— Melody of Fate
(Dr.)
April 29— Heart*
Under
0U*kln«
(Dr.)
May
2nd — The
Crisis
(Dr.)
May 2nd — The Joys of Persecution (Com.)....
May
6th— The
Awakening
of Galatea
(Dr.)..
llalr Crows
RELIANCE.

INDEPENDENT
s I

lit.

MS

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
April

April 1— Till
Death
Do
Part
April 6— Rickshaw
the
Detective
Aprils — Summer
Skies
April
8— The
Gloved
Hand
(Dr.)
April 12— Thirty
Minutes
(Dr.)
April 15 — Her
Mother's
Love
(Dr.)
April 19— A Tale of Ebon Tints (Dr.)
April 22— In the Tepee's
Light
(Dr.)
April 281 h -Vengeance
Hatb
Been
Had

OF

May

Tuesday.

M.rch
15— W*.
It Worth
While!
(Dr.)
Mar.
22 — Coold
Ton
Blame
Him?
(Cons.
Mar. 20— The
Truth
(Dr.)
Apr.
6— The
Stolen
Neclace
(Dr.)
April
12— A Midnight
Adventure
(Com.)
April
19— The
Rival
Artists
(Dr.)
April 26— Ills Wife
(Dr.)
May
3rd— The
Other
Man
(Dr.)

V..UI

PROGRAM
FILMS.
Monday.

for 1-ore (Com.j

■ I'.uimn
M -i-.-ill

4 — Charity
of the Poor
(Dr.)
7— Vindicated
(Dr.)
11— Velvet
and
Rags
(Dr.)
14— Old Home
Week
(Dr.)
18 — Cally's
Comet
(Dr.)
21— Weighed
In the
Balance
(Dr.)
25— The
Poet of the People
(Dr.)
28— An
Elevator
Romance
(Dr.)
2nd— The
Pillars of Society
(Dr.)
.-.til— The
Sinner
(Dr.)
,:. Railroad
Builder
(Dr.)
12— The
Regl
ntal
Ball
(Dr.)

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

Money Makers
for you. I
Think of the people pawing by I
or out of your place that wouM I
drop
dime.
I
Many another
styles. nickel
Catalog orNo.
J4 ]
tells all.

1000
1000

KINOERY

MFG.

CINCINNATI.

CO.
O.

YANKEE.
April
April
April
Apr.
Apr.
April
April
May
Ma.v
Mav
Mm

7 — The
Girl Stowaway'*
Heroism
(Dr.)..
10— An
Adventure
In Sicily
(Dr.)
14— Willie's
Winning
Way*
(Com.)
17— A Close
Call
(Dr.)
21— The
Minister's
Son
(Dr.)
24— Why
the Sheriff Resigned
(Dr.)
28— The Girl of the Coral Reef* (Dr.)....
1st— A Kentucky
Girl
(Dr.)
nth— Zelda.
the Gypsy
(Dr.)
s
In Snimv
Italy
i Dr.)
12
The
Angeius
Bell
(Dr. i

ROLL
Get the Samples

TICKET

WORLD

Amidst

TICKETS

COMPANY

StocK

NEW

ENGLAND

EXHIBITORS

Can furnish nice Independent
service of less than
twenty-five day and :ommercial.
Prompt personal a
THE
PARK
FILM COMPANY
1188 Main Street,
Prop.
\V. M. Leighton Bridgeport, Conn.

Any
Colors
Any Pr,n,i"'
Th' Bi* Til*'c
TicKeti, 6 Cents

ShamoKin,

Pa.

THE

MOVING

G. W. Bradenburgh
Cinematograph Films
. ,___. Brand New Posters Free
LISTS
8 cts. per ft.

Helf's

Great

SLIDES
Novelty

Hit

"Give Me A Shove, I'm Falling In Love"
5IW.28i=STYN0-K

Drummers

A Man of Honor — Bison — 990 ft.
An Indian N'cmesi' — Bison — 1000 ft.
The Necklace Affair— Ambrosio— 890 ft.
At Bar W Ranch— Bison— 970 ft.
Foolshead at Cock Fight— Itala— 550 ft.
Bewitched Resta
N< - 1 450 ft.
The Gli ved Hand— Reliance— 1000 ft.
Pallid
Hues
in Clouded
Skies— Reliance—
ft.
-Ini-Imp— 50 ft.

SSeS fiS£

direct from factory to you for $10.00

od
or
Shell-ut3x1 5-Rosewo
Waln
10 Rods, Kangarooy
s
Head Send U.S. Mone
or Express order. If yo
Mai-uple
idsuff
D.ol
O.S
shssC.send
wire
eExp
s.
cient to guarante
3xi4 charge <D,
l
l
.
R
A<
e
CO
LE
EL
IDh DRIM
OHIO
Dent F. CLEV
P.®
ZES

ft.

ft.

E.

The
Salted Way
Mineof— Red
Bison.Man— Bison.
s Faith— Bison.
Bison.
Seaside Bathing— Ambro
The Demon — Ambrosio.
The Fatal Charm— Ambrosio.
'.augh— Reliance,
iiutton— Reliance.
' Command from Galilee — Reliance.
Three MenWesterner and the Earl— Than.
1 Adrift— Than.
v Hero— Than.
Their New

WORLD

GET SIMPSON'S
J. Fred

i3S North KU'iiih Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Phone Market 334Cable: Brad-Films Phila.
Code: A. B. C. Sth Edition.

Tom and Jerry— Yankee — 980 ft.
• r's Fiancee— Yankee— 975
,_ ft.
Soap Bubbles — -AmbrosioAmbrosio — 438
Traced in Snow — Ambrosio — 717
In the Hands of 1mipostors — G. N.

PICTURE

HAVE

Light lit
Judged 1

GOOD

Moving
v-od

Yankee.
•.—Than.

by ■

A Tough

Tenderfoot— Bison.
( hampion.
1 idgtnent— Imp.
Reliance.
Star feature film* excluf ively rented
by this house
e Pirates— Special

Muv

pUB,

'-*'?, '"J day

„

.rat Northern— 1 Reel
Ijper — $3 per day.
I'l K Kl I I

1

: ', ', !;: •

Film Cleaning

• rnrllt

Price, 75 centi
!• at 4S ce
Works
belli till
for

branch
Agents

up"

your

Canada, $2.50

Pianists
pictures?

Domestic, $2 00

Moving Picture World

If not. why

"5
re Music."
NowCENTS
being used and praised
any of I le best bouses in the country.
PRICK
(series 1910) for 10 part tat
Ian lair
-4 discount
on both nnmbers.
. 11.00.

CLARENCE

Picture Trade

Foreign, $?.00 Ptr Ysar

E. SINN

CHICAGO.

Mr. Manager : '.V',. £«' [■'' ' \\ j;^"yAujiT
New York Play Bureau. Ircmoni Theatre HIJj

N

> Clt>

ILL

FOR

SALE
Mil

building.

,

ft. of

r>g department

Picture

1501 Sedgwick St

en Code — Special
: per day.
Milano — Special Posters—
.lay.
„
Cabin—
30
Special
Lithoi, s Vaei day.
rrls (tines)— $3 per dav.
. reels— Itala— After May 15—
rs— Great Northern—
per day
.t Northern—

If so. y arking

and Keep Posted

Moving

Posters Free.
Than.

m inagera

York City

The Only Reliable
Representative
of the Journal

MUSIC

Singers. Pianists and Train Drummers
a special
AMERICAN THEATRICAL S1N0ERS AfJENCY
59 Dearborn Street
CHICAGO. II
Hllllard Campbell, Mgr.

Film Hiring Department
300,000

F. C. TAYLORNew

Subscribe Now
W.LakeSt. Chicago. II

Min

0 per reel.

Correspondence Course. Special rates to
the trade. Send for free illustrated catalogue.
School class meets every morning and afternoon, with F. H. Richardson of Chicago as
chief instructor. Evening classes meet every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday. We positively guarantee you a $15 position.
We have a Powers" Cameragraph No. 5
in A- 1 condition for $65.00 and an Edison
Exhibition Model Machine for $60.00.
We carry a large line of electrical supplies
and furnish everything for the theatre.

life 1*1

COMPENSARC

,mffnml ml]
our pa 1 r M
■
ISMllll la Moving 1'i.tii. H..u.ea. i.lsy li»» •
keyboard sa > aulo t..lrum.Dl. or •• M .itomi.antaisal
to mss,
Tw.atr Rfl Hells. M
laalsslat. riiaaiiaw ann— sai ai
• • '

J. C. DCAGAN

3800 3810 N. Cl.rU St.

CHICACO

III

BooHlet

15Q1A

Fort Wayne Electric Works
PORT

i MM
M \i Nl

h>. >«.u«>
INDIANA

PICTURE
GUNDLACH

W< 'UU»

How About Those Electric Fans

Projection Lenses

You Have Been

Will Improve Your Picture

Intend-

ing To Purchase?

■ 'lii* 'illumination

TO ORDER, give the height and
width of the screen, width of pit ture
wanted and distance from lens to
center of screen. State make of
machine.

*

\ complete <tock is earned by

NICHOLAS
POWER
COMPANY, Ken .or*
ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MFG. CO.. Chicago
Every lens is sold subject to approval

Gundlach-Manhattan
808 Clinton Ave., So.

HUDSON
Electrical Supply Co.

Optica] Company

49

Rochester, N. Y.
ANNUAL
MOVING

D0N7 SLEEP

DOMESTIC
till you've ordered
LatchtS.
which

When
stalled in any
you are

$2.00

BARCLAY
NEW YORK

STREET
CITY

SUBSCRIPTION
PICTURE
WORLD
CANADA

$2.50

FOREIGN S3. 00

/ ■ n />.<

they're
inbuilding for
in any way

responsible, you'll si
easily.
You'll
know,
then,
that in c 8
panic — nobody will be killed
or injured
becausi
doors that won't open,
l-'or
just a touch on the solid
bar across the door releases
the Von
Duprin lock and
latches instantly a\
■ Irder noju, and be
on the safe side.
Catalog?

ATLAS

1

" HOW'S

THIS"

DISINFECTANT

Odorless or Perfumed
1 GALLON

1

5
10

1
[
1
1
\
1
1

-

The best dl.infectant made,

ATLAS

1

Yonnegut Hardware Co., Distributers, Indianapolis, liid.l

75c.

"
70c. per Gallon
"
65c.
"
u
F. O. B. Philadelphia
Morey returned if not satislactory

SUPPLY

Manayunk,

CO.

Philadelphia; Pa.

Manufacturers of GANE'S

FILM

Featherweight touch
lessens the work and ^
the -cost , perqfolio ^
A typewriter which needs heavy operating to
make impressions uses the operator's strength to
make up for its lack of mechanical perfection. It is
a drag on the operator's energy and time. All
his is overcome in

Monarch^

The Monarch requires only a feathery touch to get a clear, legible, regular impression.
The exclusive Monarch mechanism completes the impulse. Mechanical accuracy accomplishes faultlessly in the Monarch what human force does imperfectly in others.
Investigate Monarch economy of time, energy and money
— write Jor Illustrated Descriptive Literature.
THE
MONARCH
TYPEWRITER
COMPANY
Executive Offices : MONARCH TYPEWRITER BUILDING, 300 Bro.dw.y. New York
Canadian Offices: Toronto and Montreal. Branches and Dealers throughout the World.
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NOTICE

[G percent, saved on light bill in addition to a flickerless picture.
cam that make- pictures overlap one another at the aperture.

Improved stax and

tiny the
lened and grou

teh

\va attcr

C. J- a hardened interchangeable cam band, tempered, then pressed into recess,
afterward- being ground dead true. This is a mechanical stunt, as all manufacturleen handicapped on hardening the complete cam.
Manufacturers itents.
can't possibly
Lavezzi's stars
improvement
.Machine-, compete
equipped with
with improved
and ,
All work guaranteed

LAVEZZI

2940 Herndon

SONG

MACHINE

Chicago, Illinois

SLIDES

L- Non-Breakable -Non-inflammable
w

WORKS

Street

Colored Song and Announcement Slides

WHY

L,
y

Ju»l the kind of a slide you have all been waiting for.
D

Guaranteed against breaking from heat or the careless ■ "m
operator. Send for list. Made and sold only by the
\J
original inventors.
None others genuine.

fT north American slide co, ysss&ss.x-K! E.

SONG

SLIDES

SEND

TO EUROPE

FOR

FILM
PERFORATING
DIES
When we can make them for you ?
High-class repairing and alterations
on Foreign Machines.

THE
249 Centre

A. DEWES

COMPANY
NKW

Street,

YORK.

Trade Check Stimulator

LECTURE

• Mfft

THE LIFE OF MOSES
When this standard live-reel subject was issued
. itagraph Company a little over a year
pi mted in the Moving Pi< n re World a
. h red, prepared by the
i 'etei 5. I he demand for copies
of the World containing these readings have exiur supply, so we have reprinted them in
pamphlet form.
nportant Bibli( al sei ies of pit tui ■
• I witlioul a let lure, and. to make
ble, we will supply the exhibitor with the
complete set .it the nominal juice of Ten Cents,
Whol

The Eagle

paid.

Gum

Moving Picture World
125 E. 23rd St.,

New York

Vender
Eagle Manufacturing Co.
S2S Jackson Boulevard

Ihpl 25

( 'hli-ajjo. III.

THE

MOVING
HAVE

PICTURE
NO

WORLD

EQUAL

SUPERIOR

ANOTHER

ENTERPRISE

TO

ALL

TRIUMPH

TOGO CALCIUM GAS OUTFIT
Complete
<1 Put in our Easel* and
Potter Frames and watch I
your attendance grow.
<I We make mechanical attractions,
Elecfic signs, or anything special in
the theatrical line. <J Ideas developed—
Low Prices — Best Work — DON'T
DELAY but write to-day.

THE

NEWMAN

717-719 Sycamor*

with

^fipuffi
Xylophones, Orchestra Bells. Chimes,
Send (or free illustrated catalogue.
J. C. DEAGAN

Forks, e

3800-3810 N. Clark St.. Chicago, III.

LIGHT
EFFECTS

Tubing

and

Keyless

Jet

Anyone can operate
it
MANUFACTURED BY

MFG. CO.

The Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564 W. Randolph St., Chicago

St.. Cincinnati. 0,

WrfMAju

Rubber

SUPERIOR WORKMANSHIP and HIGH GRADE
MATERIAL combined with SAFETY and SIMPLICITY place the TOGO far ahead of any other
cheap outfit.
PORTABLE and ready for instant use - $25.00.

Motion Picture Handbook EEJEEK!
By F. H. RICHARDSON— Price, $1.50 Postpaid— Moving

Picture World

THE CHAUTAUQUA FILM EXCHANGE
NOW FURNISHING THE BEST OF SERVICE
Releases of Exceptional Qualify
WRITE

TO-DAY

356 TEARBORN ST.

FOR

OUR

LIST

AND

TERMS

CHICA60, ILL

The Celebrated SCHUC

UNIVERSAL
ELECTRIC
STAGE
LIGHTING
CO.

■ Then
Moving PictureElecfric Light Plant
: Pitcurrent at a cost of about two
Lor Mo> direct
l-urmshes
cents per K. \V.
Wrv light in weight, easily portable.
Electric lighting outfits of every description, lor
every purpose, and of all sizes. Lowest in price.
Highest in Quality.
Send for Bulletin No. II.

SCHUG ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
315 Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich., U.S.I

THE

441

MOVING

LICENSED
M,.

Manager:-

The

SCRANTON

PICTURE

WORLD

AND INDEPENDENT

only

Original

and

Authentic

100 COAL

MINERS'

MINE

NEARLY

Now

DISASTER

Ready

441

Shipi

LIVES LOST

3 Days $10.00—2 Days $8.

Enterprises
Co., 441 Market St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
FOR SHORT - F. A: E. CO.

iWuRUjZER=
■ ■

»5TH YEAR

for

occ««*ed *™« »*. »i/

27 slides to the set, all colored, titled and numbered.
Written lecture a nd 28 x 42 inch lithographs free.
$5.00. Only one set in each city.
The oldest, and originators of features

Feature Amusement

441

THEATRES
Slides

441

Ornamental : : Indestructible
Fire Resisting
,J

i
The Leading; Picture 1 heaters are Installing

Wurlitzer Automatic Musical Instruments

THEATRE

They furnish better music than musicians and cut out that
great expense.
50 different styles.
Call at nearest
branch or write for big 84-page catalog

THE

RUDOLPH

WURLITZER

CINCINNATI
117 to 121 E. 4th

CHICAGO
266 & 268 Wabash

NEW
YORK
25 & 27 W. 32nd

•ST.II

CLEVELAND
206
Prospect

111
701

LOUIS
Pine

I Main
I A I. ()

STAGE
FRONTS
CEILINGS

Suitable to Any Building.
Hlui- Prints, Suggestions anil Estimate Free. Ask for Our Design

COMPANY

PHILADELPHIA
183 5 Chestnut
COLl'MBUS.
57 E. MainO.

AND
ARTISTIC

Book

M.

The kanneberg Roofing and Ceiling Company, ct>H™N

The Cincinnati-Buckeye Film Co.
One

of America's
TWO

Biggest

Buying

Exchanges

OFFICES:

315-317 W. 4th St., CINCINNATI, 0.

422 N. High St., COLUMBUS, 0.

Buying the Entire Independent Output
For
DON'T

LET

a real

JUNK

up-to-the-minute
DEALERS

AND

service,

write,

WOULD-BE

wire
FILM

or call
MEN

KID

YOU
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To the Trade
OUR

We are now prepared to
manufacture films for educational and advertising

Musical Electrical Bells

purposes. We go anywhere
on request. Printing and
developing
our specialty.
Write for particulars
Demonstrations free of charge

which

are played from a Keyboard, the bells being mounted
in various parts of the house have

Educational Mo v. Picture
Mfg. and Adv. Co.
F. W. Hochitetter 8. Robinson, Prop.
2726 1V. Division St. 408 Sinlthfleld St.
CHICAGO,
ILL.
PITTSBURGH,
PA.

been a great success all over the
country and no Picture-house is
complete without a set of them.
We

J CALCIUM

chromatic, C to C, correctly tuned
to your

GAS

Compressed in drums ready for
operation for Moving Picture
Shows where electricity cannot
be had. Absolutely pure gas.
Prompt shipments, freight or
express.

can supply 25 Bells, 2 octaves
Piano, complete with

WRITE FOR OUR TERMS
Complete stock of repair parts
for machines
and supplies.

Resonators, Keyboard, Magnets,

Erker
Bros. Optical Co.
604 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

and Boards, complete ready to install for $75.00.

HALLBERG
THE

J. C. DEAQAN

ECONOMIZER

SAVES two-thirds on
electric bill
and makes BIO CUT
on the first cost of

3800 to 3810 North Clark Street
CHICAGO, U. S. A.

your complete equipI carry stock of
all makes M. P.
Machines, Opera
Chairs

and Sup-

plies.

J. H. HALLBERG

Just Like a Game of Checkers
OUR

MOVE

ANNUAL
MOVING
DOMESTIC

Compelled to do It on account of Increased
business, and If necessary we will move
Just as often as you compel
U8.

Chicago Song Slide Exchange
Sixth Floor Powers Building

V E. Cor. Wabash Ave. i»«pt.
and Monroe
St., Chicago, III.
i

$2.00

GENRE

£*£,?£

SUBSCRIPTION
PICTURE
WORLD
CANADA

S2.50

MOTION

FOREIGN $3:00

SLIDES

Write for 16-page Catalog

GENRE
507 North Clark Street

Chicago, III.

TflE

FILMS
FOR
RENT
New Films High Glass Service

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLU

OPERA M CHAIRS
FOR

EVERT

ESTABLISHED

PURPOSE

WRITE

l.OOO STYLES

FOR

1865

CAT.

No.

31

The A. H. Andrews Co.
aches in ail leading abes

174-176 Wabash Ave.. Chicago.

The Pioneer House, With 8 Years'
Experience and $250,000.00
Back Ol It

Opera and Assembly Chairs

Write To-day for Ttrwu

EUGENE

CLINE

67 and 60 Dearborn St.,
UB

SAI.K

ONE

MAYER

HI NUKED

Chicago
REELS

HIM

SILVERMAN

OS Fourth Avenua

Pittsburgh, Pa.

-McKENNA-

P9

^
BRASS
RAILINGS

BRASS
«SaaaV
KICK PLATES
FAIR TREADS. DOOR SILLS

McKenna Bros. Brass Co.
FA.

The Best
Uniforms
Natty Up-to-Date
Styles
For Employees of
Moving Picture Theatres
Writ* ior iiiu tmted
Catalog .iihI samples of

doth.

Free on appHoatioa.

D.KLEIN&BRO.
927 Market Street
PHILADELPHIA , PI

Prompt Shipments.
Write (or Catalogue
PEABODY SCHOOL FURNITURE CO.
North
!»
I.r.u, .
. Indiana
New York Agtnts. ROBERT J r !
Lexington Ave. and 43d St. • New York. N. Y

744* W. 5th Street

T

EASELS
GRILLES
CUSPIDORS

— PITTSBURGH,

GEprW^BENNLTT
^CINCINNATI

OHIO ^

It advertises your theatre
lakes your business grow.
itically and c

WE
i the world'* greatest

CAN HURRY

the

t models, investigate

FOLDING
CHAIRS
For Moving Picture
Shows.Grand Stands,
Assembly Hall., etc.
In sections if wanted.

HEAVY FIVE PLY
■eats and backs.
The latt-forever kinJ ,
that you are using long
after you have tur^ol-

STEEL
CHAIRS TOO
F.

H.

STAFFORD
CMlCA(i(),

HFO.
ILL.

CO.

Write lor Catalog No. 2
O

The Kauffman
Manufacturing Co.
ASHLAND, OHIO
SPICIALTV:
Prompt Shlpmtits

Opera
Chairs
Ihe Wisconsin Lumber
and Veneer Co
Port Huh in i. ton. wit.

CHEAP

THE
See tOhat

They

Say

MOVING

About

SILVO
KURTAIN KOAT

PICTURE

WORLD

EDISON
©
KINETOSCOPES
AH Models

Pottsville, Pa., Dec. 8, 10.
Please ship C. O. I), one can of Kurtain Koat, as I
have used the other can and found it to be the greatest
thin^ 1 c\ er saw.

NONE
GENUINE
WITHOUT
THE
TRADEMARK

Kansas City, Mo., Dec. 17, '10
We have examined Mr.
's curtain and have
nothing but praise for the results in comparison toother
curtains.

$

6.00

Holds the
Record for
Durability

and following directions will give you the same
results as above. One can covers 350 square
feet. Order from your exchange or C. O. D.

KURTAIN
2109 W. LAKE

KOAT

STREET

CO.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Beware of
Imitations
Supplies and parts in stock for Edison
all other machines
Get

Electric Light Plant Complete
$250.00

my

prices before

and

purchasing elsewhere

Expert Repair Department
under the management of Otto Brautigam
ALL REPAIRS GUARANTEED

Exchangemen!

Exhibitors!

If you have a projecting machine that is
not giving you entire satisfaction, let me
take it, and I will replace it with a
new Edison model " B," with outside shutter, allowing you a good price for your old
one.

Larger Plants at Proportionately Low Prices.
Including the celebrated DETROIT KEROSENE ENGINE and
DYNAMO OF SUFFICIENT CAPACITY TO FURNISH
CURRENT FOR YOUR ARC AND 10-16 c. p. TUNGSTEN
LAMPS for illumination.
Total cost of operation from 5 to 25 cents per day. Gives you
better light than you can buy. Gives you the same light in the
afternoon as at night. Can be operated by a ten-year-old child.
CAN MAKE IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT.

DETR0I1 ENGINE WORKS,

406 Bellevue Avenue,
Detroit, Mich., U.S.A.

ALWAYS
a few slightly used machines in
A-l condition, at low prices.

Harry A. Mackie
853 Broadway
PHONE

mETS. New York Cityj
2478 STUYVESANT
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To Our Friends the Operators
To show our appreciation of the
hearty approval that has been shown
by the moving picture operators of
the country on Powers Cameragraph No. 6, we have prepared a souvenir in the form of
a handsome watch fob done
in blue and gold which we
wish to present to all operators familiar with Powers
Cameragraph.
We have 2,500 of these ready for distribution now and others will be made up as
called for. If you want to be taken care of
from the first lot send inyournamenow, mentioning where you saw this advertisement.

Nicholas

Power

Company

15-117 Nassau Street

New YorK

thirteen years the leading makers of moving
picture
machines

7TT
A

This Fa n>
Brings TI2&
Crowds

i

l I IK ll. VI . Rl LIABI I < OMPA< I . keep
yam theatre < omfortable and attra< tive in
lint weathei
WD
I'.l I I ETINS.
M .1. !<■ 1.11 direct and alternating i urrent.
MILWAUKII,

Carbon

Of

Conditions and requirements

WATSON
Ventilating
Fans

THE MECHANICAL

Reliable

Real merit that meets all

APPLIANCE
Wit.

CO.

Operators may face."
Buy of your Exchange
In any city
Or write to us for samples.
Gratis for the asking,
Remember

the mark

Arco-Biocjraph, pressed
Plainly in each.

A mark of the

I [igh Grade Carbon.
l. E-Frorup-aco. /vr;;j;,K, N. Y.

THE

CINES

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

CO. of ROME
2,000,000 Lire
3,750,000 Lire
Lire

i Preferred Stock, (Ordinary Stock, Fully Paid-up 5,750,000

capital

Studios and Factories, Rome

and Padova

Branches at the Following Cities
LOXDON
PARIS
BERLIN
MOSCOW
Milan

Turin
Genoa
A aplcs
Bologna

Branch

BARCELONA
5p P aseo de
A.
RIO DE JANEIRO
A.
BUENOS AY RES
CARACAS
Levy

1 8 Charing Cross Road
II Rue St. Auqustin
238 Fried Richstrasse

3 Glcnischciusky 1' ere id
And the Following Agencies
l' cuice
Dresden
Tokio
Johannesburg
St. Petersburg

Oddessa
Kciff
Vladivostock
Marseilles
Brussels

Lille
Zurich

Sydney

Lima
Vienna

Amsterdam
Copenhagen
Stockholm

Gracia
Sestini
Sestini
& Co.

Lcipsic
Lisbon

Capetown
Havana

Buda 1'csth
Frankfort

for the United States of America

445
Broome St., Broadway,TELEGRAPHS,
New York
City
TELEPHONE, SPRING 9232
CINES NEW YORK

WOULD

YOU?

use Sanapan if you knew it would destroy all germs, was an antiseptic
cleanser, deodorizer, odorless, and was used by hotels, theatres, railroads,
steamships, clubs, offices, buildings, etc. ? Wash your house down from roof
to cellar with
Odorless
Disinfectant

^^ #% IU t\ P^
^^
Beglstered In U. S» and Mexico

ODORLESS

DISINFECTANT

CLEANS,

¥%M
g ^§

DEODORIZES,

Odorless
Disinfectant

DISINFECTS

Used wherever water or a mop is used. $1.00 can makes 3 bbls. solution.
Destroys all odors in one minute.
Send for a dollar can.
Testimonials of RR's., ship lines, clubs, etc., upon request.

SANAPAN

COMPANY

1 West 45th Street, New York :: Works at Nashville, Tenn.

Vol.

8,

No.

19

May

13,

1911

Price,

10

Cents

MOVING Plff $EW0RLD
THE ORGHN OF THE PHoffpLffiT i5ND .SLUED INTJ3P<&.ST6

-nest'

: YOI^K^

MANAGERS AND

OPERATORS

Motion Picture

HANDBOOK
r* IVING full detailed description,
^^ with illustrations and instructions, in the proper method for
wiring and lighting ^
^
No theatre complete without one.

Price $1.50
Postage Prepaid
PUBLISHED

MOVING

BYtTHE

PICTURE

125 East 23rd Street

WORLD
New York City
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Thanhouser
WO- A- WEEK
RELEASED
A

TUESDAY,

MAY

16

Patriotic Masterpiece

The Colonel and the King
i- a pretty promoter of patriotism and the "Thanhouser Twist." The patriotism is apparent right
through the last half of the reel and the twist, of
t the end. You don'l get much patriotism
at tiic beginning, because the story begins in a foreign land and no Americans are visible. It
from the royal palace at Saxonia to a dingy Continental shipping port, thence to Ellis Island in
the Land of Liberty and next to a fort out West.
It takes you half round the world in fifteen
minutes.
No. -Mi
Code Word, Coling.

Getting 2 Thanhousers a Week?
RELEASED

FRIDAY.

LADY

MAY

19

CLARE

*f

After The Poem

BY ALFRED

TENNYTON

The story this famous poem tells is familiar to
all, and "It Pays To Be Frank," which in a gist is
the moral conveyed, is so essentially wholesome
and uplifting that it may well be honored with
filming. The lines
" I am a beggar born,' she said
'And not the Lady Clare.' "
have become historical for the very air of simple
frankness that runs through them, and the filmstory MUST be a success with so pleasing a motif.
No. 212.
Code Word, Clare.

The New Thanhouser Photo frame ~rm!Xofi;i.hr»a4fe?r^hL^'^^oS

outfit that tlckled-to-death exhibitors the country over are calling THE* GREATEST

LOBBY DISPLAY BARGAIN

E

i Guide," containing the Thanhous

Thanhouser Jjstf Company
NEW

ROCHELLE

THE

MOVING
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The Moving
Picture Cream of
America and
Europe
Original prints of this unexcelled
program can be obtained in U. S.
and Canada only from exchanges
purchasing film through

PROGRAM

Solaz — Sola* Co.
THUHSDAY
American — Amer. Film Mf§-. Co.
Itala— N. Y. Motion Picture Co.
Imp — Independent M. P. Co.
Eex— Bex M. P. M/f. Co.

Motion Picture Distributing & Sales Co,
Ml East 14th Street, New York City

GREAT

OUR

MONDAY
American — Amer. Film Mfg\ Co.
Eclair— Eclair Film Co.
Imp— Independent M. P. Co.
Yankee— Yankee Film Co.
Champion— The Champion
Film
Co.
TUESDAY
Bison— N. Y. Motion Picture Co.
Powera— The Poweri Co.
Thanhouser — Thanhouaer
Co.
WEDNESDAY
Ambrotio— N. Y. Motion Picture Co.
Champion — The Champion Film Co.
"lavid Ho "

Lux— H. Prit
Thanhouser — Thanhouser Co.
Solax — Solax Company
Yankee— Yankee Film Co.
SATURDAY
Gt. Northern — Ot. Northern Film Co.
Itala— N. Y. Motion Picture Co.
Powers — The Power* Co.
Reliance— Carlton M. P. Laboratories.

NORTHERN
Release for SATURDAY.

MAY

6th

The Lucky
Banana Seller
A Bustling Comedy
A Would-Be
Sportsman
A Ludicrous Trick-Comedy
Release

for

SATURDAY,

MAY

13th

The Nun
A magnificent dramatic feature production
splendidly enacted
Kxquisite toning
and tinting throughout.
> "The
ALL

GREAT

UP-TO-DATE

Nun"
INDEPENDENT

NORTHERN

EXCHANGES

HANDLE

OUR

PRODUCT

FILM CO., 7 E. 14th St., New York

io48
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THIS BEATS EM ALL ! ! !
GET
THIS
If your exchange is not buying the w]
films it certainly can't give them to yoX I
unless it is duping. That being the eft 1
why shouhl you be satiMu-.I to pay good
questionable pictures, whesjfi I
won t est you a blooming cent monfK I
gel your supply from I III UK iCKST i^B

'"■>T ' I'M Kl.\ I IK- l\ I HI U.,|TuT
fair, common

Carl Laemmle,
President

The Laemmle Film Service
New

number

204 W. Lake St., Chicago, III.

New

Imp Lobby Frame <CG 00
^*w>=—
10 Fine Photos--and
Just issued! Absolutely the finest and highest class lobby display
ever used in any theater. Beautifully grained, wide oak frame containing ten heavily glassed openings for photographs. Individual fasteners for each opening, making the PHOTOGRAPHS
INTERCHANGEABLE. Frame may be hung up anywhere in your lobby or
may be stood upon your easel. No easel conns with the frame. The
demand for these new Imp lobby displays will be fierce. Hustle your
order in right away. You'll be tickled to pieces when you see what
a rich looking ornament it will make for your "front." If you want
more facts send for descriptive circular. If willing to rely on our
advice, scud draft or express company money order for $5 immediately.
Orders filled in rotation.

NEXT

IMP

RELEASES

"The Master and the Man" — one of the strongest productions we have
ever made. Go after your exchange bard. Released Monday, May 15th.
"The Lighthouse Keeper" — another powerful drama. Full of splendid
stage effects.
Demand it till you win.
Released Thursday, Ma>
iSth.

$500

CASH

REWARD

for information leading to the convictic
the market
with "duped"
lished
last week.

WE

Imp

WANT

Films,

of "dupers," who are flooding
See Imp advertisement
pub-

YOUR

NAME

and address immediately, to add to our mailing list, Important special
r ads, is mailed
news matter, which is sometimes too late to use ir
specially nearly every week.
Keep posted.
Send yot r name and address NOW!

Sykes Block.
J5J7 Farnam St
UnMinneapolis,
Minn.
Omaha, Neb.
209 Fifth St.
II JO Wyandotte St
Des Moines, Iowa
Kansas City, Mo.
The biggest and best film renter
in the world

For
Independent Theatres
Only!!!

Official Slides I
Favorite Players!
—"almost given away"
Drop a card to-day for further information to

INDEPENDENT
Phoioslide
Company
Room New
207, York
1 47 City
4th Ave.,

(Operating by Exclusive Permission of
the Independent Film Manufacturers)

Independent
Moving
Pictures
Company
of America
02 W. 101st Street. New
York
Carl Laemmle,
Pres.
J All

"Imp" theFilms
Sales Sold
Co.

All "Imp" Films
Eastman

Through

Now Made
Stock.

on

COMING! — The grandest Decoration Day release ever made is soon
to be announced. It will simply set your audience wild with enthusiasm. Make arrangements with your exchange for an early booking
right away.

Ask us about the "IMP BOOK."

It's great!

w*&
NEW ENGLAND EXHIBITORS
Can furnish nice Independent service of leas the
twenty-five day and commercial.
Prompt personal attention.
THE
PARK
FILM
COMPANY
1188 Main Street,
Bridgeport, Cool,
W. M. Leighton, Prop.

THE

MOVING

NATIONAL

PICTURE

WORLD

PROGRAM#H

We invite every Exhibitor who feels that his needs are not properly
covered in the service he is getting, to file his protest with us, irrespective of what service he may be taking.

Iqjf FILM ~f!j
^UWSlKJBiTi* jjl

We are busy organizing Exchanges to be directed by men competent to analyze your
needs, supplying the class of film needed to build patronage on.
Some one discovered that the work of distributing and maintaining an exclusive programme required
the undivided attention of a competent staff. Our organization has the work of distributing the National programme in hand. Exchanges will be established in territory as rapidly as conditions admit. We need men
of brains and responsibility; men able to understand the value of our franchise, willing to protect the Exhibitor with exclusive rights, so conserving the basis of our movement.

American and European Film of Quality
To the right men, we

ha

the most attracti\

isition ever offered to Exchange men

National Film Distributing Company
34 and 36 W. Houston Street

New

Exhibitors: Send your

York

City, U. S. A

vies for our mailing list.

ra.v fr,day THE WORLD'S BEST— BAR NONE
«««* "'"'
INDEPENDENT EXHIBITORS:
Fight for Lux Films
INEST
LICKERLESS
EATURES

Friday's F
LUX FILMS

We want you to get the World's best every week.

Released,
May
POSTMISTRESS

THE

12th, 1911
A WALK

IS

IN TUN

Drama -700 Feet
Scenic— 252 Feet
w.ll be
exceptionally itront ibort dramatkifentun tad ftprattj little acenic o! ra
combined in thii i/eek'a Lux,
Thii ii at. i nuauaJ feature and one that
leume in every program, a> it uill give th.it ( baage ami variety that your. udiciur
k for and tppnt late.
I »o BO) B
SKK

GET LUX

"Mill

It PAtiKS

R.
lO

East

FOR

SYNOI'.SKS

AND

PAST

HKI.KASKN

The World's Best— Bar None

I5tK

PRIEUR
New

Street
Sol*

• ■!? Ihrauih

GET LUX

I

YorK

City
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CHAMPS
HISTORICAL
PLAYS
are in a class by themselves.
One of the worthy members
of the Champ
Brigade is

"Gen.
Marion, The
Swamp
Fox"
MONDAY,
MAY 15th

WORLD

THE LIFE OF MOSES
When this standard five-reel subject was issued
by the Vitagraph Company a little over a year
ago, we printed in the Moving Picture World a
descriptive reading for each reel, prepared by the
Rev. Madison C. Peters. The demand for copies
of the World containing these readings have exhausted our supply, so we have reprinted them in
pamphlet form.
This important Biblical series of pictures should
never be presented without a lecture, and, to make
this possible, we will supply the exhibitor with the
complete set at the nominal price of Ten Cents,
postage paid.
Wholesale to Exchanges, $5 per 100.

Moving Picture World
125 E. 23rd St,

A conspicuous figure in Washington's
days.

CHAMPION
WESTERNS
"Circle
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New

WEDNESDAY,
MAY 17th
Boss"
A boss until she is wed
Champs

Come

COME,

SEE

Every Champ

Twice
AND

Every Week

GET THEM

Is Worth

W. E. GREENE FILM
EXCHANGE, Inc.
The

Western From Start to Finish

New York

Oldest
and Largest Independent
Film Exchange in New England

NOTICE TO EXHIBITORS
We are prepared to take care of any amount
of summer business in New England. You don't
have to worry about your film service when you
are trading with us; we do the worrying for you.
The pick of the output of the Sales Co. is at
your service.
Write, wire or call at

Your Getting

W. E. Greene Film Exchange
The Champion
^figSSf

Film Co.

Mark M. Dintenlasg.

C«n7 Mgr.

io±~*l 12 E. 15th St., New York City

INCORPORATED

228 Tremont Street,

Boston,
.' Oxford

Mass.
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ihe American Film Mfg. Co. Chicago

"All Wise Independents buy and
boost Flying A Cowboy Pictures1'

Two "Flying A" Cowboy
RELEASE

of MONDAY.

"The

IA\

Pictures a Week

M

Opium

Smuggler"

A sensational story of illiei
traffic on the Pacific Coast

RELEASE

of THURSDAY.

"The

M\Y 1Kb

Sheriff's

How the quick wit of a
pretty Captive"
western girl wins
freedom for her father and
a husband for herself,

Arrange TODAY

with your exchange

AMERICAN

Bank

NOTICE

FILM

Floor,

for two "Flying A" Cowboy

MANUFACTURING

Ashland

Block,

Chicago,

Films weekly
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TO EXHIBITORS

Our new approved sixty ampere, two hundred and fifty volts switch and
box now ready. These articles are prepared in strict accordance with the
requirements of the Board of Water Supply. Gas and Electricity.
Price
complete

$5.O0 each.

AMERICAN
No.
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"Uneasy Lies the Head
That Wears the Crown"
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QUALITY

THE

QUALITY

OF

But Rex's head is the right head,
and it is going right ahead! We
prove it in our next release.

IS UNEQUALLED
FOR
From Th« Guardsman

99

Released Thursday, REX day ...
May 11, 1911
Be on your guard because it's a strong story with
a dark plot about a woman of place and power
who designs to assassinate a king, and the quickwittedness of a young girl who mars her attempt.

STRONG, STIRRING
GET IT AND

and STARTLING

YOU'LL GET IT

Re\ Motion Picture Mfg. Co.
573-579 ELEVENTH AVE.
New York City
(Making nothing bat good picture*)

SALES

CO.'S

GUARDSMEN

ARE

15th

ENGAGED
IN SPITE
OF
THEMSELVES

"REX"

"The Guardsman

MAY

REXMEN

One of the cleverest comedies of the
season in which a series of complications
are smoothed out in the most charming,
delightful manner. A really refreshing
piece of work.
Length 910 feet

Mr. Exhibitor:—
Never Miss an "ECLAIR"
Prove yourself a WINNER.

Eclair Film Company
NEW
CHICAGO:

YORK:
30

31 EAST
EAST

27th STREET

RANDOLPH

Our films are sold only
through the Motion Picture
Distributing and Sales Co.
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Casting the Horoscope.
"There is no doubt about
t, the American films are
isyond comparison with any
•thers now on the market.
They are varied and clear,
nd the companies go to
normous expense and
rouble to dress the actors
or the parts and to enact
heir stories with the proper
background of scenery and
roperties." — Montague A.
'yke.

"When the industry is as
free in America as it is
abroad, then it will advance
by leaps and bounds, producing pictures suitable for
the time and age . . . Not
one of them (the Patents
Company's licensees) is in a
position to give the industry
educational or elevating film
stories . . . Some of the
Independents are as bad,
some
worse." — Alfred H.
Saunders.

The above two quotations are so antithetical that if
ither one comes near being the truth the other shows the
ensest ignorance on the part of the writer or is a wilful
■erversion of facts. The former is so nattering to the
imerican manufacturers that it might have been made
y one of themselves, whereas it was uttered by an Engshman who has large exhibiting interests in the British
sles. The latter and un-American sentiment is quoted
rom the editorial in a so-called trade paper which exists
n the charity of the very manufacturers that it would
iscredit.
Montague A. Pyke is the managing director of the
irgest company operating a string of moving picture
a Great Britain, which country did not have one
uctly moving picture theatre five years ago. Now Engredited with 2,000 and London, alone, with over
50. Beginning three years ago, the boom is spreading
id the London newspapers are now devoting larc
» the cinematograph.
It is natural that London JOUrnalts, in seeking for reliable information, should interview
m as Montague A. Pyke, whose unerring judgent is shown in the success of the circuit of theatres that
earning huge dividends for the companj of which he is
rector. The article from which we quote says that

new

houses are being constructed as quickly as the

methods of English builders will permit. Mr. Pyke's
company already runs fifteen of the most successful
houses in London and plans are on foot to increase this
number to fifty.
"What," says our authority, "is the cause of this remarkable change in attitude on the part of the English
public and in the prosperity of the moving picture theatres? In the opinion of those best qualified to say, it
is due to American films. Moving picture shows in England, as in the United States, are absolutely dependent on
the American films, and were the prominent companies in
the United States to stop manufacturing or to cut off
their supply for the time being the fortunes of the cinematograph theatres would drop with a suddenness that
would
heart
failure that
to their
many backers."
It is give
a safe
deduction
the director
of a company
controlling so many theatres keeps close tab on the films
which are in most popular demand. That the American
films are popular over the water we know because the
European demand has long since more than doubled the
output of many of the American manufacturers. Whether
Mr. Pyke is entirely justified in crediting the
Great Britain to the superiority of the American product,
peculiar Coincidence that this boom began at or
about the time that the American manufaetu:.
lithed London agencies.
Previous: to that time there was
no lack of English film manufacturers, although there
ferdty or absence of the strictly speaking cinematograph show.
In justice to the European manufacturers, we must
admit that they are, with a few exceptions, almost entirely
shut out t
lusion from this
profitable field is no donl I one reason why they do not or
can DOl pttl
into their productions, but this
does not alter the fact that the American product entered
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the European market and made a name for itself at a
time when the International, the Film Import and Trading Company and other concerns were endeavoring to
force a demand for the European product in this country.
Public opinion, again, has been the controlling factor.
Coming back to the quotations which parallel Mr.
Tyke's voluntary admissions, they are taken from an editorial in a paper which professes to exploit \
film trade interests. Are they worthy of any reply ? Only
in so far as they are calculated to mislead the unwary or
those who are unacquainted with their author. It is unfortunate that this "Old Man of the Sea" cannot assimilate American ideas. It is unfortunate for himself and
for those with whom he is thrown in contact that he is a
persistent conscious or unconscious perverter of facts.
His many horoscopes of "the future of the moving picture" have been so hopelessly miscalculated that no one
takes him seriously — except himself.
Listen to this:
"Who invented moving pictures? This is a question
we are often asked. Our reply has invariably been, No
one can either legally or morally lay claim as the inventor."
This in spite of the fact that only a few months ago he
heralded W. Friese-Greene as the inventor and hoodwinked the supporters of his paper out of a considerable
sum of money to import the real article. But out of charity we will draw the veil over the attendant circumstances.
Without any realization of what the effect would be,
he clamors for the open market and says : "Cinematography should be as free as any other trade." Among the
trades he specifies is bricklaying, oblivious of the fact
that bricklayers have the strongest kind of a union and
brickmakers have a strong business organization to safeguard their business. But is it flattering for those who
look upon cinematography as one of the fine arts to be
classed with bricklayers and tailors ?
In our own columns we have, in the past, dispassionately discussed the pros and cons of the open market.
The only unanswerable argument we found in its favor
was in its application to the consumer and not to the
manufacturer. If all exchanges were at liberty to buy
wherever they pleased and if the present or a uniform
selling price could be maintained, certain manufacturers
would soon double their sales while others would go to
the wall. In this way merit would receive its reward,
public opinion would be the inexorable censor and qualitative competition would work out the survival of the
fittest. Who will not agree with us that this would be
an ideal condition? Who will solve the problem of maintaining afixed price, without which such a condition
would be worse than the present? But a free and open
market in the film manufacturing field, with its attendane price-cutting and lowering of quality ! Save us from
such a catastrophe!
Again, with Rip Van Winkle perspicacity, our oracle
asks : "Has any member of the licensees of the Patents
Company turned out an educational film?" Indeed they
have and the supply has hitherto been in excess of the
demand. Surely he is not ignorant of the fact that at
least one Patents Company licensee expended a large sum
of money in the compilation of a catalogue of educational
films and endeavored to force a market in the educational
field. That work has borne fruit. The demand for educational films is increasing and manufacturers, both
licensed and independent, are preparing to compete for
the business. Many of them have already a supply of negatives of educational subjects on hand to be released when
the proper time comes. And what is more, before the
close of another year we will see established an educational film bureau in New York City with distributing
branches in other populous centers.
In the evolution of
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the business it was bound to come and to ensure its permanency and success it must not be affiliated with the
amusement field. But it is not necessary that "before all
this can dawn, the people of 'nickelodia' must demand
justice and petition Congress to enquire into the methods
of the M. P. P. Co."

The Ethics of the Poster.
Displaying a certain kind of poster is like waving a red
flag at a bull if there are any crime suppressors knocking
about. To all intents and purposes a poster is considered
to be an index of something that is being or is to be exhibited. Itis not to be expected that the enemies of the
picture theatre spend any great amount of their time inside of an institution they are supposed to hate. The truth
of the matter, as everybody knows, is that the majority
of them have never been inside of a picture house. Having received their gospel from hearsay, untrustworthy
newspaper reports, exaggerated pulpit utterances and
hoodwinked magistrates, it is not unreasonable to suppose that a twentieth century apostle, in passing one of
the picture houses that displays crime posters, should pass
on his way with morbid mutterings about "sinks of iniquity" upon his lips.
From his point of view everything is obvious. He has
read bitter indictments of the moving picture evil and here
before his eyes, as he passes the theatre, is voluntary proof
that what he has read is true. He sees the poster of a
murder and robbery. He has read of this very thing, and
now he sees for himself, because the manager admits it;
not only admits it, but emblazons the fact in lurid lithoggraphy that within these portals, "performance now going
on," there will be exhibited a murder and robbery for the
delectation of blood-thirsty shoppers, who have time to
witness it, in exchange for the small sum of five cents.
Like many in the passing throng, he has no time to stop
and see it. If he had the time to spare, it is not probable
that he would go in to see it. He has already been too
much horrified by the reports of depravity to do that,
so he passes on his way, with the morbid mutterings, and
without a thought that the posters he has seen are not a
truthful index of what is to be seen inside.
This little every-day occurrence brings us directly to the
ethics of the poster. There are no intricacies to the ethics
of the poster. They can be summed up in the one word,
"Truth." This may seem a broad statement to many
who have long since conceived the idea that a poster must
be nine parts fiction to one of truth in order to be a successful poster. Certain people are fond of prating tha:
moth-eaten phrase that "the American people like to be
humbugged," alleged to have been said by P. T. Barnum.
There are two things quite certain about that. First,
the American people do not like to be humbugged, 2nd
secondly, P. T. Barnum never said any such thing
he said it in his dotage when his book was written (by
somebody else). We must give him credit for having a
small amount of brains at least. No man ever lived who
gave the people a bigger run for their fifty cents than
P. T. Barnum. It is true that he sometimes advertised
and exhibited fakes. That was long, long ago, but he made
up for it by giving plenty of the real thing. Thirty-five
years ago the Barnum show passed into the control of
James A. Bailey, and Mr. Barnum did very little faking
after that. Mr. Bailey began where Barnum left off , and
those who are now trying to emulate that alleged statetimes. ment of Barnum's, are about thirty years behind the
The poster in the form we now know it originated
with the American circus. It was considered the proper
thing in the early days to exaggerate wherever possible.
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The circus was a transient affair, and therefore it seemed
such a simple matter to advertise anything within the
bounds of imagination without the slightest intention of
fulfilling any promise. "Here today and gone tomorrow,"
was the slogan. Perhaps this slogan has some connection
with the now extinct "Hey Rube/' which was the cry for
battle between the townspeople and the circus men. The
"Hey Rube" began to be a thing of the past when James
A. Bailey took charge of the Barnum show. He saw the
real cause of the "Hey Rube," which was nothing else
than the dissatisfaction of the people who had come to
the show expecting to see certain advertised performances that were not given. He noticed in every town that
the younger men, disgruntled over being faked, were
eager to pick a fight, which they usually did. Many are
the truthful tales of men buried in ring banks. The circus
crews were like a well-trained football squad. They generally won their battles against the leaderless mob, but
at a price. There was an odium against the circus that
lingers faintly to this day.
Bailey was the man to discover that faking doesn't
pay, even in transient show business. Today there is
scarcely a circus that would think of advertising what it
does not have. When a featured act leaves the show, its
posters disappear. There may be a few very small circuses that do not show what they advertise, but they are
not worth considering. Look among the leaders. The
Ringling Brothers would no more think of advertising
something they do not have than a local department store
would think of advertising lisle-thread stockings as silk.
It was wrongly supposed, in the days gone by, that when
the circus came back to town a year or two later, its fak,ing would be forgotten, but wise showmen came to find
out that it was not forgotten, even after four or five years.
Some circuses never dared to go back; not under the
same name, but it has been discovered that a good name
■is worth having, even in circus business. The public
thinks and the public knows. It brings to mind that sayling of Lincoln's about "fooling all of the people some of
•the time," etc., which contains more wisdom than that
one of Barnum's. if he ever said it. One is diametrically
(opposed to the other.
Xow which is right ?
In the light of these facts, then, what is the status of
the moving picture man who thinks the people like to be
|humbugged? To us it appears that he is following the
lalleged principles of a man who has been dead for twenty
years. There are many of them. Ten minutes' walk to
(the south of this office are a couple of shining examples
of that type. They evidently figure that there are several
thousands passing there each day who will be gone tomorrow, never to return. In one way they are right, for
,they will never return to their theatres, but it is a fallacy
ploded at Keith's just up the way. I
,many annual out-of-town customers at Keith's. He lias
a reputation ; the others have not, nor will they ever have
., they hang up their lurid, misleading posters of
murder in the first degree, bank robberies, stage hold-ups,
etc, that are never shown inside. No doubt it is their
faking method.-, that mal
the transient nickel while every other
ng a dune by leg
and without any
t to the bu ine
ling himself and not the public.
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Ventilation.
This will not be a technical article. Neither will it be
scientific nor constructive nor mathematical. However,
it may be psychological, if it is not already too late. It
is particularly intended as a warning.
The fecundity of reformers and moving pictiure agitators isalmost sublime in its infinite variety. It is commonly said that lightning never strikes twice in the same
place. We of the moving picture fraternity have passed
through many storms, and our garments are bespattered
with the mud of professional mud-slingers from the reform camp. We have all been struck by lightning so
many times that our garments are tattered as well as
smeared. But within the heart beats strong; the cause
goes steadily onward, and moving picture men, though
their feet may be trudging in the quagmire of destructive
criticism, are able to see the sunshine on the horizon before them. But the end is not yet.
Another storm cloud looms in the sky ; this time it is
the bugaboo of ventilation. Our friends, the enemy, for
some years have personally conducted us over the bumps.
In its formative stage, the moving picture business went
through the throes of child legislation, the effects of
which still linger. That period might be called the scarletfever stage of the infant industry. Later on, the growing
infant had its measels in the form of drastic fire legislation. Then came the high license mumps, and after that
came the censorship croup, which in its turn gave way to
the chicken-pox of swearing in the films. The infant
industry has also passed through its whooping cough in
agitation against darkened theatres. It has had its
teething ever since they began to rail about crime pictures. It went through a period of sore eyes with all the
talk about flickering films and so on. But we find that
there are not enough childrens' diseases to complete a
full similie. and we are at a loss for a child's disease With
which to compare the coming crusade against ventilation,
or lack of it, as the case may beAlready reports are coming to US from divergent
sources that the ventilation campaign is on. Having attended to the public's eyes and ear- and bodies and 'minds
and morals, the self-constituted guardians are
attend to their noses. After that, we are wondering
where next the lightning will strike. But for the present, suffice it to say to exhibitor- everywhere that the ventilation crusade will be the next flea to bite them.
There are a lot of smells in the world, ai
have a meaning all their own.
If we were in a darkened
room, we could tell that certain persons were present by
instinct,
fa a sense thi
ut ventilation is
a direct insult to the audience itself, but tliat i- a small
matter when their welf.ir• bloodhounds or au\ other animal h.i.
would be a very unpleasant all
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the ventilating arrangement, as the subject of ventilation
was uppermost in our minds all the time we were present. There were a number of fans, both buzz-fans and
exhaust-fans, all hard at work, and a window wide open
near the back. But even this was entirely inadequate.
No doubt the place would have smelled even if the roof
had been taken off. The recollection of it is still so vivid
that we would shrink from the idea of follinwg that same
crowd in another steamer on a trip to Coney Island, if
the wind were blowing our way.
Moving picture ventilation depends upon the location
of the theatre. It is easy enough to keep a house sweet
and clean and purify the air, if the patrons are themselves sweet and clean. But we submit to the agitators :
How is it possible to keep the air pure in an east side picture house without compelling each patron to take a bath
upon entering, while his clothes are being fumigated?
Perhaps they can pass a law to that effect, but we would
like to have a moving picture of anyone attempting to
enforce that law.
There is a certain odor from wet wool that can always
be smelled in any theatre on a rainy day. This is due to
the animal nature of the garments people wear, and is
unpreventable, no matter to whom the garment belongs,
if the garment be wet. The smell of several hundred
damp woolen garments is more than noticeable, it is disagreeable. But it cannot be prevented in the best ventilated theatre in the world. The matter of ventilation has
been studied by moving picture men long before now.
Every exhibitor worthy of the name, it is safe to say, has
spent much time and thought upon the subject. All that
they can do has been done ; therefore impending legislation concerning ventilation will have no terrors for managers of theatres in respectible residential sections. The
agitation is merely another phase of the indefatigable
crusaders' work. The Hogan's Alley Theatre will never
be perfectly ventilated until the patrons themselves are
fumigated. The vast amount of good in the moving picture business will be again discredited by the Poverty
Row picture house which has already played such a tremendous part in retarding the general approval of the
moving picture.

Watch Selig.
The outstanding event of our sojourn in Chicago was a
visit to the plant of the Selig Polyscope Company. During the past year the remark has often been made, "Selig
is falling down" or "The Selig films are not as good as
they were." This was very true, and there was a reason.
Not so very long ago the Selig film was regarded as a
headliner. The demand for them increased so that
greater facilities were needed. It was then that Mr.
Selig acquired a tract of ground adjoining his plant and
planned new buildings and improvements. A little over
a year ago we visited the premises and the walls of the
new buildings were about shoulder high. But work was
at a standstill on account of a strike. Chicago is the hotbed of strikes and labor disagreements, and if it was not
the masons, it was the plasterers, or the plumbers or the
ironworkers — always something to hamper progress.
Even now the construction work is incomplete, but a
marvelous laboratory system is working. During the
past year Selig films were muddy or otherwise lacking
quality. Now there are in operation gigantic water and
air filtering plants, with improved machinery, and some
coming releases that we were permitted to see equalled
in technical perfection the best produced in the world
today. From now on watch the improvement in Selig
films and give all credit to this concern for the difficulties
they have encountered and surmounted.
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Interesting Report.
Some weeks since. Raymond B. Fosdick, Commissioner
of Accounts for Greater New York, made a report to
Mayor Gaynor which is of considerable general interest
The commissioner has, at the mayor's suggestion, been
conducting an investigation and "systematic study, *' as
he puts it, of affairs pertaining to motion picture theaters.
The report, which is voluminous, when boiled down to
its essentially interesting features, sets forth the following: (a) That no laws of particular consequence (other
than Section 484 of the Penal Code, applying to admission of children under 16) have been passed with special
reference to the construction, conduct or operation of
motion picture theaters, (b) That neither theater managers nor city officials have any exact understanding of
the rights, duties and obligations in the premises. That
the officials are attempting to apply laws and ordinances
enacted long before picture theaters came into existence
(c) That authority to regulate picture houses is distributed between seven different departments of the city
government, and that this causes much overlapping, and
even conflict of authority, breeding confusion, (d) That
licenses for picture houses may be of two kinds, dependent not upon the seating capacity, but wholly upon the
kind of performance. If pictures be coupled with vaudeville acts, a theater or concert license, costing $500 is
required, same being revocable only by the Supreme
Court. If, on the other hand, pictures only, accompanied
by songs and recitations not rendered on a stage, are
given, then a common show license may be granted by
the mayor for a license fee of $25 per annum, same being revocable at the mayor's discretion.
It might be added that the police have claimed authority to prohibit even songs and piano playing under this
license, though we do not know that any such arbitrary
action has actually been taken.
(e) That censorship of films has greatly improved the
character of moving picture shows and practically eliminated really objectionable pictures. That while the objectionable pictures have been largely curtailed the vaudeville performance, frequently coupled with picture shows,
is of much lower order than the photo-plays themselves.
That censorship similar to that imposed upon pictures is
not practical to apply to vaudeville.
(f) That study of the situation convinces the commissioner that abuses connected with motion picture
shows are largely ascribable to
(1) The lack of definite laws and ordinances and uniform regulations in regard to the moving picture business.
(2) The lack of centrifugal control by the municipal
authorities.
(3) The presence in the building code of a section
which virtually restricts the moving picture business to
small "store front" shows.
The commissioner makes certain recommendations at
the end of his report that do not seem to be of much
practical value. The report is, as a whole, however, excellent, and we regret lack of space in which to give publicity in its entirety. As a matter of fact, however, it
contains absolutely nothing at all but what has been already set forth in these columns from time to time.
The commissioner rightly ascribes the preponderance
of evil to two main things, viz. : the utter lack of any
comprehensive law, or laws, designed to deal with motion
picture theaters, and the evil effect of the two classes of
license which in effect confines moving picture shows to
houses of the "store room" type, unless one can pay $500
per year license and comply with a set of requirements
designed
York
City.for, and applying to the largest theaters in New
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The first named condition has bred confusion. As the
situation is today there is not a single exhibitor in all
New York who can say with confidence "I comply with
the law." Why? For the simple reason that in all New
York not one single exhibitor knows what the law is !
Again, why? Because but few points are covered by law
at all, the rest being regulated according to "rules" formulated by various departments, or left entirely to the discretion of department heads and, even worse, to the
individual whim of sub-inspectors.
That such conditions are an outrage cannot be denied.
Time, time and again has redress been sought, but in
vain. Now, however, it seems there is a chance to secure
real action. The mayor has appointed a committee of
five members to assist the Board of Aldermen in the task
of drafting ordinances designed to govern motion picture
houses as such.
This is good — maybe.
It is excellent, provided the committee and lawmakers
proceed sensibly, handling the matter along proper and
sane lines. To do this it will be absolutely imperative
that practical motion picture men be called into consultation. It is not to be supposed that any committee, or any
set of aldermen not thoroughly conversant with all phases
of the photo-play exhibition business can devise laws
which will be of the best possible design, unless they confer with those thoroughly conversant with all details of
the business. An attempt to formulate laws without such
advice as is here suggested would, in all probability, result in more or less injustice and utterly needless hardship
for years to come.
< The commissioner has "started something" ; it is now
up to New York City exhibitors to see to it that the matter proceeds along right and proper lines.
In a recent interview with the President of the American Film Manufacturing Company he described to us a
hew non-infringing camera of which he has secured the
patent. At the American plant we were shown prints
from several negatives presumably made with this camera,
steady on the screen and of excellent photographic quality. The camera is now being tried out by other independent manufacturers, and so far the reports are very
lory.
Speaking of quality, the photography of the American
s uniformly excellent ; also the stagecraft. With a little
nore care in the selection and preparation of the stories,
the work of this company should soon reach the top notch
if popularity.
ming feature films that we have seen is
i>ne entitled "Hack to the Primitive." For variet)
try and novelty of incident it is beyond comparison. We
n that Selig has had photographers and producers
n foreign countries for some time, and if "Hack to the
'rimitive" was not made in the wilds of Africa, it has
dl the signs of it. A vessel conveying an English lady
o her brother in Africa is wrecked. With two other
■urvivors she is cast on the African coast. Living in a
tut ihe pets and rears two young leopards who afterive her life by killing a lion which is seen prowlng around the hut. Annoyed b) the attention: of a Boer
he flees and is lost in the fori
onml by an elephant to which she had been kind and
her up and 1 .11 ries her to safet) . The final
•; c climax of realism in
In fact the whole film surthrilling incident and scenic grandeur anything
'his film, and exhibitors,
ee that you all gel it. and book it not by the daw but b)
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The Photo Play of Tomorrow.
By Robert Grau.
The photo-play has become an established feature.
One by one the film companies have resorted to this most
practical of their assets, until the number who have not
organized stock companies and competent stage directors
are decidedly in the minority, and even this latter class
are likely to capitulate before the close of the present
year. The reason for this is apparent enough. The theater naturally has supplied a mass of matter for the
cinematographic art. and the film projectors have been
quick to realize that they can draw on the legitimate stage
for an abundance of material and it will take many generations before they can exhaust their opportunities in
this respect, in fact the modern stage is not as prolific, in
what it offers for reproduction on the screen, as are the
discarded works from Shakespeare's day back to the
period
of Sophocles
and historic
Homer, spectacles
"the photo-play"
lends
itself more
readily to the
of olden times
than it does to the stage recitals of the 20th century,
an 1 here lies the very stability and longevity of
cinematography.
The stock companies engaged abroad by the film companies are organized in an almost colossal way, the equipment being along the most extravagant lines, and to me it
is amazing the way some of the most artistic and exalted members of these companies, drafted from the first
theaters of Europe, are content to acquiesce to the necessity for outdoor performance in order that they may
better qualify for that which they undertake to portray.
The spectacle of Madame Desclauzas, of the Palais Royal,
on horseback, engaged in an altercation with a band of
mountebanks, during which she is seemingly violently
handled, is surely a picturesque one, but not more so than
the realistic portrayal by Mounet-Sully. the greatest actor
on the French stage, of a role in which he is forced to indulge in outdoor acrobatics. Evidently the French film
makers can offer inducements tempting enough to justify
the leading socictairc of the Comiiie Francaise to throw
to the winds all traditions of dramatic art. and this leads
one to become imaginative as to the day when perhaps
in this country Maude Adams will be induced to pose for
a photo-play wherein she will indulge in such outdoor
scenes as a play like "Joan of Arc*' permits of, but which
may not be portrayed on the stage of a theater.
Only in the last tew weeks have the faces of the players in these American photo-plays been familiar to me,
and then only in a very lew instances. The Fdison Company has so very large a roster engaged, that it would
be surprising if all were strangers to one who has been
active in the field of the theater for forty years, but it is
plea-ant to be able to state that these faces that were
BOme of the best known players of the American stage. In all, 1 found in one reel
live standard
professionals
taking part, three sterling
of reputation, whose services
have always been in demand.
The photo-play is evolving from its infancj and its
growth will be accompanied by a vast improvement m the

quality of I

who will inter*

prct them.
Already we find that the film make
only advertising their principal players by the lithographs
and phol
OH the
screen, and mis is as it should be, foi in this way the
led with an incentive for theii
■
", ith the and- ■ • ill be rapid and
:
identified
with cinematography, and U th<
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in the newer field, an effort will be made to present the
most attractive casts, and here we have the greatest incentive for progressiveness that can readily be conceived
of, for with the advent of the best known players will
come scenarios,
practicalThe
and two
expanded,
the world's
greatest
playwrights.
forces from
combined,
must
eventually result in arriving at a state of perfection in the
offerings, which will eliminate to a great extent the very
primitive methods now in vogue in indulging in
"explanations" on the screen, also in transcribing on the
screen letters and telegrams for the purpose of clarifying
the spectator's mind, but which is inconcrete in its effect,
and disillusionizing.
I am absolutely sure that with the greatest players and
playwrights available to the enterprising and liberal film
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companies, we will within two years see a photo-play
where the clarity of the recital is not hampered by these
interruptions and explanations. Even now a really good
picture well operated, with clear effect, can convey any
amount of dialogue to the audience by movement of lips.
I have watched this very important matter very closely
and I feel justified, in my desire to see the art of cinematography reach the greatest heights, to hope that others,
more scientific than myself will grasp the great importance of the subject and better supply the remedy, but
we are now in the most vital period of the progressive
stage, the period wherein the talent and genius of the
world is being attracted toward a tremendously prosperous and constantly uplifting line of histrionic endeavor.

Melodrama.
By Louis Reeves Harrison.
The sensational play now called "Melodrama" has a
place in our hearts whether we care to acknowledge it or
not. I confess that I like it when it is not underdone, but
then I am somewhere half-way between the holy mountain
of high criticism and the abyss of low taste. I can enjoy
grand opera or Coney Island according to circumstances ;
in either case a pretty girl with a sweet smile helps along;
the main question at any place of entertainment is, "Do
we like it or do we feel as though we were not getting
our money's worth?"
Melodrama was originally what the name implies — a
dramatic composition in which music was used; it was
the Italian name for grand opera. The Germans employed the term for plays in which instrumental music
was used to heighten the thrill. The French first made
use of the term as it is now understood for sensational
and romantic plays to chills-and-fever music. Then the
English added to the regular villain — the man who is bad
without motive or provocation, — a second villain with redeeming qualities, the kind that says:
"I'll lie for you, Sir Desmond; I'll steal for you; I'll
fight for you, but damn me if I will kill that innocent
little girl for you !"
The villain, however, is the chief factor. While he
lives interest is kept going by his being "foiled again" ;
but when he dies the play is over.
Next in order of importance is the persecuted heroine.
She must be shamefully treated and constantly exposed
to death in spite of her blameless character. Over and
over again, with streaming eyes and quivering lips she
tries to establish her in-no-cence. In "Nellie, the Beautiful
Cloak Model'' she faces sure death exactly seventeen
times from curtain to curtain. At last, driven to desperation, she exclaims :
"Why do I not die?"
That is certainly an appropriate question to ask after
the villain has tied her to the buzz-saw, thrown her overboard in mid-ocean, fed her to the stone-crusher and
dropped her off the Brooklyn Bridge ; quite as natural as
his own query :
"Why do you fear me, Nellie?"
"Nellie, the Beautiful Cloak Model" is a problem play.
We miss these interesting questions when the melodrama is shown on the screen and, far, far worse, we
miss that absolute essential to success, appropriate music.
With fails
the to"melo"
thriller
thrill. disjointed from the "drama" the
One hard kind that will stand for almost any sort of
musical accompaniment is "Red-Handed Ike of Bloody
Run."
It goes like this:

Scene I— Bloody Run bar. The Cattle King strikes
Red with his whip. Red swears to be avenged. Cowboys
hear the oath.
Scene II — On the plaza, Charlotta is dancing while
Pedro plays the guitar. They quarrel. Pedro about to
strike Carlotta. Red springs with a tiger-like bound upon
the Mexican.
In hurls
the struggle
tears and
off Red's
neck
kerchief,
but Red
him to Pedro
the ground
disappear*
with
Pedro, with Red's kerchief in hand,
swears Carlotta.
to be avenged.
Scene III — Exterior of Cattle King's ranch. Pedro
and his bandit steal horses and ride away. Before he
goes, he drops Red's kerchief on the ground._
Scene IV — Road. Pedro and bandits, on stolen horses,
mask. Stage coach appears. Hold-up. Violet Saint Clair
steps forth from coach. Pedro smitten. He holds her for
ransom.
Coach drives on.
Scene V — Exterior of Cattle King's ranch. King discovers loss of horses and Red's kerchief.
He goes to:
Scene VI — Sheriff's office. Stage drives up. Sheriff
roused by robbery and abduction, summons cowboy deputies. King appears, describes theft of horses and shows
Red's kerchief.
Sheriff and cowboys dash off to :
Scene VII — Red's shack. He is on horse. He notes
approach of sheriff and rides away, fearing arrest for attacking Pedro.
Scenes VIII, IX and X — Sheriff and cowboys chase
Red.
Scene XI — Mountain gorge. Pedro and bandits with
captive, Violet Saint Claire. She rejects his advances.
He tortures her. Red dashes in on scene and dismounts.
Terrific hand-to-hand fight with Pedro, bandits closing
upon Red, when sheriff and cowboys arrive. Pitched battle. Pedro killed and Red captured.
Sub-title, "He Is Innocent!"
....
Scene XII — Same as Scene XI. Sheriff and cowboys
proceed to hang Red on the spot as a horsethief. Violet
Saint Claire recognized by the Cattle King, as his long-lost
daughter points to Pedro as the villain. Red is allowed to
go, but Violet will not have it so. The brave fellow is her
possession for life.
Scene XIII— Cattle King's parlor. Cattle King begs
Red's pardon and gives him Violet's hand. Lovers embrace.
Any kind of music from "That Yiddisher Rag" to
Gounod's "Ave Maria" will do for this kind of melodrama. The principal trouble with pistol dramas is a
growing disinclination on the part of censors to give their
approval, but if vice is vanquished and virtue victorious,
why should they care?
Let the villain get what he de-
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serves. I do not care for plays like "why they acted as
theystirmight
have done
ithey
Givedidus while
a thrill,
our blood,
but bedifferently."
careful about the
' we
way can
younot
do stomach
it. The itmoment
or overdue,
at all. itItisisunderdone
not necessary
to have
the heroine marry a hero while his neck is still red with
marks of the hangman's rope. Give him a chance to wash
up. Cut out the stage fight where the hero runs a sword
or a knife under the villain's arm, and give us a genuine
struggle between two strong men using each other to
knock the furniture to pieces. That is the stuff that goes.
There is a chance for high melodrama, where good and
evil are in conflict, with poignant scenes and situations of
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stress. The picture of strife may be made to impress us
powerfully, but the danger of incongruity is always present; it is such a short step from the tragic to the comic.
I should say that it would be best to introduce a central
figure with great care, a man who is struggling with courage and vigor against adverse circumstances, and carry
him through incidents calculated to test his best qualities
to the utmost. A melodrama with a real hero would go
with all classes, only as I have remarked in these columns,
"We must display the man by exhibiting his passions before his actions are accountable." "The essence of interest lies not in the situation, but in what it brings out in
those engaged in solving it."

Swelling the Box Office Receipts.
Covering the Entertainment Features of a Theater — Film Selection, Clearness and
Orchestral
and
Vocal
Music, and
Vaudeville.

Tempo

of Projection,

By George Rockhill Craw.
(Second Article.)
1 While, as pointed out last week, the welfare and comfort
of the audiences are important elements in the building of
jthe box office business of a theater, still the most scrupulous regard for these two important essentials will not make
a theater popular unless it furnishes a first-class entertainment.
Indeed, the program's power to please is the most direct
factor in the popularity of a playhouse, although welfare
and comfort facilities are no less important because of their
idirect bearing.
But, with the audience, "the play's the thing."
If it is
§ood, they come again and tell others of its merit.
If it is
poor, they May away, and go to the rival house.
Their
knocking-." are quickly felt in the box office of the theater
scorned, for there is nothing so sensitive as the ticket tape.
Selecting Films.
tion of films is one of the most important duties
duct of a theater.
The time has not yet come
when you can tie to a dozen or more playwrights of whom
nndent that anything they may write will be good.
|The producer-, with one or two exceptions, have not even
illowed you to know the names of the playwrights whose
and dramas you are offering to your audiences.
If they did permit you to know, you would soon begin to
call for tiling by certain authors whose work you and your
audiences liked best.
1 his would result in a demand for the
I the most capable photo-play dramatists.
11 own guidance in selecting your films, Mr. Thea1, you should demand to know the names of the
■ the photo-plays you use.
It is not enough to
[now that a film 1- the work of a certain producer
The
ny producer varies, being governed largely by the
the scenario, and the producer'- haste to make a
[elease.
1 An author's work never varies, if he is a true arti-t. He
ards of quality that are unaffected by a large inupon which returns must be paid. Rcpuperfecl work 1 more to him than money, and lie
• tablishment to keep up, willy nilly, as
roducers.
Furthermore, such an artist will sell
■ them a faithful
■ and when you buy a film with his name attached
luthor, you will know that n is "right."
I In their own interest, theater owner- should demand the
1 every film ordered
Vou have a right to
If you should gain this point, it will begin
1 in the artistic development of the photo-play.
It
. ou all, which, of
office receipts.
Guarding Against Rivalry and Lobs.
!■ lease the audiei
n .1 neighbor!
1 emadi
up
f the laboring
.
gain favor in a ■house
situated in .1 highli trict, but it is surprising how well the
1 m

lov

mbjects. such as

classic romantic dramas, travel subjects, etc. Theater
owners will do well to cultivate the taste of their audiences
by gradually increasing the number of high-class film subjects, thus cutting down the demand for slap-stick comedy
and cheap melodrama.
Besides the ethical side of cultivating the taste of the people, there is a box-office reason for so doing. Suppose a
theater, located in a neighborhood of the "hoi-polloi," has a
very profitable business. We will say it runs the slap-stick
comedy and the cheap melodrama. Because there is no
other playhouse in the neighborhood, the audience, which is
easily entertained, accepts the show and is faithful in its
patronage.
The management, content to let well enough alone, makes
no effort to ascertain whether higher-class films would not
please better. All goes well until another theater opens as
a rival. Its owner, believing the neighborhood would appreciate high-class film subject-, puts on a choice program.
Its business grows, but the other theater holds its own with
its lower quality of films. It is evident the people of the
neighborhood are attending both shows — doubling the
amount of money they formerly spent for moving pictures.
But gradually the lower grade begins to lose bueii
■ nly, it realizes that its former prestige
that it bat
to the higher grade house, and
as it- ma! .:
nil. they -ell out.
that it 1- the most difficult and expensive thing in
n the patronage of a house that has "gone
Box Office Insurance.
1 he tast(
go by. [f
theater'g manai
ell cultivated this
dead "
1 •.inning the bettei
ally, trying
them out ■
Mining the effect, it would
have built up the quality of Us own ihow and the
its audience, leaving no demand
for another theater, and
hoi. ling its ,.Wn in the face ol any Competitive house that
might h.i .
i hood.
Indeed, propei l.lm selection nai
box office
insurance.
It is the beat protection agam-t compel
loss.
One bright theater i.w 1.
■ watchful finger
ever upon the pulse of his audieno
about, once each week, before the beginning of the
He announces that it is I
udienee like« best; tner<
• ■i papei pa
that the members of the .

■

dislike, gh

briefly.

by thetheu-l most popular film
result, whichheld-howance, the next
a month, hi hai s prett)
patrons in I

1

rill-:
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(.ant you yi\c ua more pictures like the 'Beautiful Wye
llu- scenery was grand and the picture very in"I liked structive " the Funny detective best Papa liked it because he
"'The Golden
c man " Sickle.' The story, acting and scenery were
tine. Can you net an\ in. to Drum
"We like 'Selling old Master1 best, because there «;b so
nnicli trouble and it ended so happily."
"'Hank and Lank' got my goat . They have Mutt and
left' beat. Pass us some more of them."
"1 liked and didn't like 'The Little Shepherd
author ought not to have married lur to Giovanni,
The
ending was too muddled, and the knife fight was bad for my
children to see."
Crime Affects Box Office Receipts.
There can be no doubt of the fact that crime in the films
Ls a serious factor in the box office receiptIf the theater cuts nut all films that contain crimes, it
losses business because of a lifeless and usually uninteresting program. If it runs films in which crimes are shown
and is not careful to discriminate between those that suggest. \itiate and shock, and that do not. then also it loses
patronage.
The safest plan to follow before choosing a film with a
crime is to see that the methods and motives and scene of
the crime are those of a different sphere of life from that
of your audience. The end of the play should show that the
crime's
perpetrator has come to punishment or retribution
for
his deed.
This may not meet the approval of the "realistic" school,
but as an affair of the box office it is good policy.
My excuse, if one be needed, is that this is a box office article.
Projection an Important Factor.
Little need be said about the necessity for clearness and
steadiness of projection. This element is of course as important a stone as any of the other blocks that are necessary
in the supporting arch of a theater's success. In fact, everything done to build up a business is thrown away if the projection is poor. This fact is so generally recognized that
the best photo-play trade paper's most popular department
is given up to experiences, suggestions, drawings, and inventions in order to develop the best methods of projection possible.
Ambitious managers should require proper tempo in the
showing of the films, and should carefully watch the work
of their operators to see that the movements of the actors
are as natural as possible. Of course I do not refer to comedy pictures that require accelerated speed to enhance the
ludicrous effect. There is, however, a very grave error in
tempo — one that is given little thought or improvement by
the owners and managers. It is the time g\ven to captions.
These captions are necessary to an understanding of the
film st,,ry by the audience. If enough time is not given to
the captions, so that they may be intelligently read by the
audience, the effect of a good film is lost and the audience
is dissatisfied. Such dissatisfaction has a bad effect on box
office receipts, and must be eliminated by a proper showing
of captions.
The claim is made that the film manufacturers often do
not allow enough of the film to the captions, which, it is
said,them.
actually
counts
many that
cases the
for exchanges
a "too rapidreduce
showing
of
Again
it is inclaimed
the
length of the films, in many instances cutting the length of
the captions. Theater owners should watch the films shown
in their theaters. If the captions of a film are not given a
long enough showing, the operator should be taken to task,
and if it proves to be not his fault, a prompt complaint should
be made to the exchange. If the exchange be not to blame,
it will quickly take the matter up with the manufacturer,
provided theater owners are insistent enough in their demands for properly prepared captions.
Another source of dissatisfaction to an audience is the
missing title nuisance. Films should not be accepted from
an exchange if their titles are missing. How would you like
to attend a theater, Mr. Theater Owner, and not know the
name of the play? It would not be very satisfactory to you,
would it? So it is with your own audiences. If you insist
upon every film having a title, it will help the box office.
Box Office "Pays the Piper."
And now we come to that much discussed subject, the
music of the film theater. That it has a most important part
in the building or killing of business is obvious. We are all
familiar with that particular brand of cacophony, which Mr.
Harrison has so patly and humorously labeled "Jackass
Music."
Not only
does the term suggest the bray of an ass,
but
its brains
as well.
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However, perhaps the term is a little harsh and undeserved by many of the embryo musicians to whom it i> applied, as they are probably doing the lust they can to earn
the pittance that must reward such meagre talent Uather,
1 should say, are the managers to blame for permitl
horrisonous orchestras to drive away trade, and if it came
it would be difficult to de
tcrmine who should win, the dissonant musicians ,,r their
employers.
The orchestra is the voice of the picture. Rather have
one good pianist than a full orchestra of poor pla
A beautiful picture accompanied by "Jackass Music" is as
shocking as a lovely girl with a boiler maker's voice. There
are many photo-play orchestras that arc made
musicians, but who lack the guiding mind to play a picture
understandingly. All musicians have not the dramatic ability that must always guide in the proper selection of music
for photoplays, and the proper way to play it
coaching is all that is needed to greatly improve most of
the film theater musicians of the country who really under-.
stand their instruments and their music, but who lack the ,
Ige of its proper application to photo-plays. Theater |
managers everywhere are giving more and more attention,
to their music, realizing that it is the box office that "pays
the piper," and in more senses than one.
Illustrated Songs and Vaudeville.
The formative stage through which the film theaters are
passing will probably make the illustrated song an institution and will eventually discard cheap vaudeville. The two!
forces working to accompish this are economy and taste.
The half-baked "actors" who smirk and wiggle and clogprance about the stage are an expensive proposition, partly
because of the number of them required for a vaudeville
program, and partly because they do not build up a sub-'
stantial. desirable business from the box office standpoint
However, there are in every town and city many young
people who sing well and who are not averse to earning
money
in refined film theaters. In fact, many who have
way.
marked talent are paying for a musical education in this
The tendency of the song slide manufacturers is toward I
improvement, both in the selection of the songs and in the
illustration of them. The bright dashes of color in these |
slides furnish a pleasing contrast to the monochromatic picture plays, and the softer vocal music of the song relieves
the orchestral stress of the accompaniments played to the
motion pictures.
Coon shouting should be tabooed in theaters wishing to
build up a refined, substantial patronage, but .there is nothing more effective than a good, clean comic song, of which
we have only too few to which colored slides have been set.
Pretty colored slides and a sweet melody will carry through
a sentimental song, the words of which may be absolutely
inane
theircareful
"mushiness."
The insame
study and good judgment necessary in
the selection of picture play films should be exercised in the
choosing of illustrated songs, while every effort should be
made to obtain singers with good voices and who have
enough vocal technique to know how to use them. There
are plenty of good singers to be had if the theater management will seek them intelligently and unceasingly, until it
gains the proper quality for its vocal requirements. It
should be remembered that the soloist is an important factor in building up box office receipts.
(To be continued.)
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An important
meeting
of the
Associationfromof
Ohio,
was held at
Columbus
on Exhibitors'
Tuesday. Delegates
other State Associations were present, and among the matters discussed was the National Convention. A committee
was appointed to organize a National Convention of Exhibitors at Cleveland, Ohio, during the first week of August.
Other matters of importance were discussed, a full report
of
which will be sent to The Moving Picture World by the
secretary.
EBB-TIDE ENGLISH.
In an advertising talk in this paper the other day it wa!
noted that a successful Western store paid a dollar to em
ployees for every error they detected in its advertising
Maybe such a plan would somewhat improve the English or
the bulletin boards of the moving picture shows in this town
Not once in ten times are they correctly expressed Tht
wrong spelling, the wrong word or the wrong constructiot
appears. The writer has counted a dozen errors in a state
ment not four sentences long. — New York "Evening Mail'
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Picture Personalities.
Hector J. McKinnon.
In this department it is the aim of the World to call attention to the work of such men as have really done something worth while in the field of animated photography,
projection or any one of the branches of industry directly
allied thereto.
It gives us pleasure to present the portrait of Mr. Hector
J. McKinnon, chief electrician for Keith & Proctor, New
York City
Wliii Mr McKinnon was placed in direct charge of projection in the New York houses of the above company, projection, in all but one of them, the Harlem Opera House,
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The booths installed are all alike. They are of wood,
lined with asbestos board }i inch in thickness, the latter
braced and secured by tran^erse angle irons of steel The
doors are of the sliding variety and close of their own
weight. The len; and lookout holes are protected by semiautomatic shutters which close of themselves in case of fire.
From ceiling to roof extends a 6-inch vent pipe which Mr.
McKinnon intends to enlarge to 16 inches in diameter. In
each room is a rewinding closet and a metal film cabinet,
also containing shelves for supplies. This cabinet is handily arranged, has spring doors and individual metal boxes
for each film. Each booth is equipped with two machines, a
spotlight and dissolver. All booths are fully equipped with
phone, buttons and call-bell-, so that the operator may be
reached from the stage or office and vice versa. At the
Union Square house the drop is close to 50 feet in 84.
Mr. McKinnon has full charge of projection matters, as
well as of stage electrics, in all but the Fifth Avenue house,
and it is but justice to -ay that he has made good — yes,
more than good.

Hector J. McKinnon.
i c no operating
ited in the open at the balcony
M11- in many instances made such a short throw
: sharp definition was will ni^h an imgood sized picture was the rule
'Recently the writer made a tour of all the Keith & Previewing the performance without the operator's
very little t.. criticise
In the first place. Mr McKinnon has
be in-stalled a model operating room
in each
(ration hen 1 .1 photo ..1 the 23d Street Bijou
perating room.
It 1- identical with all otl
ipl that tli. lope of tin- ma. lime- varies In the different
Irop is approximate!)
40 feet in
• throw.
In the Union Square hou e il i- even
tins
Yet, notwithstanding
this tremendous
union has been
it the entire ai
only has
1 . hut during the pa t yeai Ki il
1 1 client in tli.- 111. itt. r ..t curtain
hi. I even picture illumination
rwelvc months
I) illuminated |>i< turcs
■
I Mr Rlackford
New York houses, 1., task about
faults have practically vanished and in
. brilliant, uniformly illuminated
• ndid result must

■■! . out , I. attributed

Blackford himself in 1
illy, hut tli.- majoi
portion
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EXCESSIVE

CULTURE.

"The Montclair Town Council has again spurned the film
trust." This is the late-t news from the city of culture. A
noted preacher while Upholding the doctrine of "uprightno-.-." warned hi- hearers against even an excess of that virtue
saying "there are some people who try to walk upright to
such an extent that they nearly fall over backward." Such
excessive uprightness and excessive culture: when paraded so
publicly ha- a tendency to suggest the leaning towards
hypocrisj
Thai tiii- "most cultured city in America" should consider
the advisability of admitting anything in their community is
rto doubt wise; that they should decide against everything is
very unwise. As an evidence of their self-conceit, this community Feels it-elf so immune from all contagion that they
decided to prohibit compulsory vaccination in their public
schools. How strange! Montclair does not fear small pox
and yet i- panic stricken at the mention of cinematography
It may not be strange under the circumstances for the local
"protectors" to place a ban upon imported moving picture
men. hut when one of their own townsmen and a clergyman
- the Rev. W. D. P. Bliss — came forward with an offer to
himself control an exhibition, it must have been interesting to
scan the puritanical countenances of the authorities as they
solemnly refused.
Even the eloquently promised support of Mr. John Collier,
educational secretary of the National Board of Moving Picture Censors, proved unavailing, making it apparent that a
community which in matters of health refuses the advice of
physician; and scientists, and in morals refuses the advice
of a clergyman and specific moral authorities, needs a closer
inspection into the nature of its boasted culture. If it were
possible to take a "culture" of Montclair's culture, and submit it to the analysis of truth, it would without doubt be
found thoroughly impregnated with the deceitful germs of
vanity and conceit. The offer made by the Rev. W. Bliss
was a creditable one, and any community wilfully rejecting
religiously, morally and ethically censored cinematrography
can no longer claim to be America's city of culture.
BIBLICAL
AND
RELIGIOUS
PICTURES.
After a careful canvass among users of religious pictures
in churches, the writer finds the moving pictures unsatisfactory. During the recent Easter season many Brooklyn
churches had lectures upon "The Passion Play," illustrated
by stereopticon. In no single instance were the moving picture- used, enquiry elicited the fact that the slides were preferred universally. The staged "Passion Play" has proved
entirely unsatisfactory; it is repulsive rather than attractive;
it is full of errors, and in some instances positively untruthful, so that no lecturer can follow it, and no one who has
visited Ober-Ammergau could in any way use it. The slides
are always truthful, and while not so comprehensive, afford
sufficient illustrative backing for an attractive, intelligent and
instructive lecture. It does not appear that this is so much a
disadvanage as a lesson — the lesson being that there must be
a distinction between religious and Biblical pictures. Present experiences indicate that it is impossible to reproduce
satisfactory Biblical pictures. The modern tinge imparted
to ancient scenes, the Anglicizing of Greek and Latin customs prove destructive of all the necessary original value
such pictures require; it is folly therefore to attempt to reproduce Biblical pictures under any other condition than
those of their own original settings. No American or even
European surroundings can be made to serve Egyptian.
Assyrian, Hebraic and Palestine purposes; neither can new
world people assume old world customs upon assuming costumes of those times: it takes the people of Ober-Ammergau
ten years to prepare themselves for each event: therefore
Biblical pictures must wait until they can be produced under
conditions and with instructors saturated with the truth belonging to them.
With religious pictures there may be much difference.
Take, for instance, Bunyan's "Pilgrim's Progress," the stere-

opticon -lides and lecture of this remarkable
story are as
fresh and as much used as they were half a century ago.
To reproduce this -tory on a film would be o
most profitable subject- in the world to-day; it would be a
hundred times more acceptable and profitable than even a
perfect Passion Play. Again, the production of this work—
mparatively modern carries with it none of the
difficulties of the Biblical pictures and only requires a literal
faithfulness to the hook, using as a basis the slides now so
acceptable to the religious public. If one of the representative good firms were to handle this work they would aid
the educational value of religious work; no mediocre work
will suffice, it must be of the highest order.
A PRIESTESS OF CARTHAGE.
This latest Gaumont film is a triumph in every branch of
art and science entering into the production of the highest
grade of cinematography, making it possible to especially
commend this firm on the excellence of their work. As a
-ubject illustrative of the timer, — 150 years B. C. — it has its
educational value and serves to enlighten the mind of some
of those peculiar feature- of anti-Christian idolatry, this together with the value a- a high-class production are its
characteristics. One whose ambitions for valuable moving
pictures is great, cannot see a film of this kind without wishing that all this talent, art and beauty might be expended
upon other valuable and much demanded subjects. The
Gaumont firm is one of those possessing every requirement
for perfect work with charming results; may they soon enter
more fully into the large field awaiting them.
ILLUSTRATED

POETRY.

A little while ago there appeared "Auld Robin Gray," a
very acceptable production, well received, favorably commented upon; yet, without a successor — why? There art
many -tandard works — poetry and prose — waiting the adaptation and adoption of the film manufacturer. While in many
places the illustrated songs have made a welcome departure,
nothing has succeeded them; there are a large number "f
poems — secular and religious — waiting cinematographic interpretation; with also a waiting section of the public to
welcome
the ismakers
require
list?"beIf rea
so. let them
ask
for it.them.
such Do
a one
at hand
and acould
plied, but the writer prefers not to presume to teach other'
their business. If, however, the plea is pre-ented of any
lack of "touch with the public pulse" this page will readily
produce a list of satisfactory subjects. Schools — educational,
secular and religious — are asking for the things about which
we are writing.
Do people who object to moving picture places in their
community themselves go to see moving pictur*
assuredly they do! not only so, but enquiry elicits the fact
that they are fairly good supporters of vaudeville, too. How
weak becomes criticism when one becomes acquar
the critics. It is a strange freak of truthful nature— "f"'
truth is stranger than fiction" — that the greatest critic the
city of New York ever produced (and who became the
champion of critics before both the Mayor of the city and
the Governor of the State) is now an usher in a certain well
known circus, proving conclusively that criticism was merely
professional self-seeking and perhaps with probable material
benefits.
Moving pictures are growing in usefulness, not because ol
criticism, but in spite of it.
In a recent interview with a most progressive exhibit'":
the writer recently was pleased to find that the efforts an'
tendencies
towardsproved
the educationally
developedandfeatures
moving
pictures
the most satisfactory
while <■>a
times immediate profits were not always forthcoming, ulti
mate results proved both morally and financially ^atisfar
tory with a more highly pleased patronage.
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There was quite a lively scene at the License Bureau in
the City Hall of Manhattan Borough last Monday. It being
the first day of May, a large number of moving picture exhibitors were on hand to get their licenses renewed, having
•ett the matter to the last moment. On the same day the
lew Deputy Police Commissioner appointed to succeed Depjty Flynn was appointed and sworn, which occupied considerable of Police Commissioner Cropsey's time, and, as he
lai supervision of the granting of licenses for moving picture
jlaces, the applying exhibitors were obliged to wait. Some
jf them did not get ther places open until nearly four o'clock
n the afternoon. All of them, however, were glad that they
jot their licenses, for Commissioner Cropsey had thrown
1 bad scare into them by announcing that hereafter picture
hows running vaudeville acts will be put in the category
I first-class theaters, and their proprietors will be compelled
0 take out first-class licenses, the annual fee being $500.
\ccording to last reports, the Commissioner was determined
■ upon the new ruling.
' the exhibitor, feared that no licenses covering
,he houses that run vaudeville acts would be renewed with
»ayment of the big fee, but found they were mistaken. W.
i. F. Rogers, acting chief of the license bureau, declared that
O unfair advantage would be taken of anyone; that all lienses would be renewed and their continuance would
icpend upon the result- of investigations to be instiuted at once. If it is found that a house paying an
(nnual license fee of $J5 is running vaudeville acts, a demand
/ill be made for the immediate payment of the additional
475, in default of which the license already granted will be
A large number of small theater owners declare
oat if this is insisted upon they will be driven out of business.
The municipal authorities argue that the situation is a plain
Police ( ommissionei ' ropsey's ruling is only in
■ with the law.
Where the entertaintnem
ind recitations not rendered on a
ommon
show li
125 per annum, is
1 for cause, at the di-cre"" of the mayor
Where
the entertainment
consists -1
lure- coupled with vaudeville acts, a theater ..r
required.
This license is issued by the
sixi per annum, and is
Ij by the Supren
ovemenl

ha-

insinuate in quite distinct terms
been instigated by the large
it 01 theexhibway.

idaj "Even if I wanted to pay
iuse my place is
nough 01 adapted to comply with all the require
1 ii other words, it is not
■1 vaudeville with me. hut of exi-teme
\ |,jK
irhood and with a long
put on several acts of vaudeville
me vaudeville or
1 I
audcville
■"I' my lowei pri. e of admission, I have
on t.. my husmess.
|f I am t.. pay an additional
then I am done foi
Even il n
"< the requirements for a theatrical license ami I
' have t.. make 1 1
,ns, and had the
them, I . mild not ity,
vet andalong.iiin 1pair,.,;
haven't Would
gol room
not
lired to
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exhibitor, have been gradually encroaching upon :
ville field, although only operating under a $^5 license, and
the people paying the $500 license have been complaining of
discrimination. People paying the smaller fee. he said, must
stick to pictures unattended bv any stage appearance- The
moment they put a stage into play they must assume the
responsibilities of theatrical man ...
Among those present la-t Monday
wa- the i>:
a large picture house paving the high license fee
He was
present to urge, if necessary, the enforcement of the laws.
He did not feel called upon to -peak publicly, bul
pression to his views in private.
Among other things, he
-aid: "There is no concerted action in tin- matter on the
part of the large picture theater owners.
U
We are getting the business and by our greater
money and better offering of pictures and vaud
we will gradually take from the little fellows any business
they still hold, even if the law- are not enforced
We all
know that it is a question of but a short time when the little
men will have either to come up to our standard "r go out
of business.
But now that the question ha- been raised,
why should the laws not he enforced?
Storerooms
were
never intended, nor should they be tolerated a- vaudeville
theater-.
We go to the expense of thousa
buy ample pieces of property and erect suitable theaters
We
al-o expend thousands in fitting them up in compliance with
all the laws and the comfort of the public.
We make them,
attractive, safe and enjoyable and pay our license fee of
$500
We doshould
all thatdo i-the
required,
want annually.
t<< run theaters
same. and
V a'.l I
plaint to make against the man who runs picture- and adds
illustrated songs and other attraction- to hi- programme that
are n.. 1 stage performance-, nor do
admission
price i- two-for-five.
If he can get away with it and make
money we give him credit
We can hold ■
me tell you this: nickelodeon vaudeville 1- the worst growth
that ha- ever taken root in the field of amusement
have a perfect right to complain of it. Th<
in such places are abominable in ah
lot what
can you expect at the price- paid for them
act being on the market
for froi
double act for from $0 to $10, and in .1 cases only one day at a place
\ nick<
wanted t" bet me the Other day we were not p..'.
for our act-.
I hadn't the heart t.. take hi- monej
« Hir
act- work from three !•• seven day- in •••
the advantage of circuits.
Even it we paid
the -mall people are paying, th< perfori
Letter off than those doll could -ee onr -al.it> h-t- you would find th
clever and well known performers on them, am
• he oldest and best know ;: me'.
lure held stated -nice tin
..m w ho ha- watched the public I
..r four years musl
The ow mi - of -mail picture
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swered that the amount to be invested in the building alone
showed that the promoter! looked for more than a nickel
in tin slot business.
all hope and strive for one result— the advancement
and improvement of the motion picture business as a whole,
whatever tlu present situation may develop
li
that more than 300,000 i
the picture shows
daily in Greatei Mew York, there being approximately 450
motion picture shows under a common show license, and
200 under a concert or theatrical license. This is
.-.eriou- reflection. Constant improvement, relentless energy
and the best of judgment must he exercised t" hold and increase this patronage. It is hoped this can he accomplished
with injury to as Hw a- possible, since it seems quite clear
that some must step aside to make room for the more aggressive, and it must he remembered that the succ
pictures is not dependent upon the multiplicity of theaters.

The

Exhibitors*NewAssociation
ot Greater
York.

Since the inauguration ^i the Exhibitors' League of the
Greater City, moving picture men here are waking up to the
fact that they will have to get out and work earnestly and together, ifthey are to obtain regulation-, governing their business jusl enough to ensure them, a- citizens, a lighting chance
of success. The first need is that they do get together
solidly, one and all. laying aside all petty differences, at
least until they can get a law passed that will recognize that
moving picture shows, when properly conducted, have a legitimate position in society like other businesses, with definite rights that can not be gainsaid by small-minded and
misinformed individuals. The critics of moving picture
shows may have the good of society, or they may have
merely their own good at heart: but, at present they surely
have these shows, SO useful and so little harmful as they
are, at a sad disadvantage. To-day moving picture shows
are worse off than liquor saloons, for saloons at least have a
definite position and are not at the mercy of separate individuals as the little theaters are to-dav here in Greater New
York.
The Exhibitors' League is doing its best to make all the
moving picture showmen in the city realize in what a precarious position their business is. .\t its last weekly meeting, the Committee on Legislation was appointed, consisting of Tobias A. Keppler, chairman, and Victor Levitte, S.
J. Jones, C. Johanasen and S. Kiesler. The office of Tobias
Keppler is at 320 Broadway, New York,; he is a lawyer and
is also counsel for the League.
Mr. Keppler, in outlining the direction along which he and
his committee intend to work, said that he will endeavor to
have a law passed making it mandatory to issue a license
to anybody, irrespective of the objection of neighbors, provided that tlie moving picture theater otherwise complies
with all legal requirements, as to safety, etc. He pointed
out that at present there is no law whatever regulating the
issuing of licenses to moving picture exhibitors. There are
in New York City to-day in the neighborhood of a hundred
businesses which require licenses, as pedlers, moving vans.
bootblack stands, hackmen, theaters and motion picture
shows. Licenses arc issued to people in these businesses by
the
Mayor's Bureau
of Licenses.
At present
entirely
discretionary
with the
chief of the
Bureau itofis Licenses
whether or not a license to a moving picture theater shall be
granted or even renewed. Recently a license was refused by
the Bureau because the pastor of a church near the site of
the proposed show didn't approve of having them in the
neighborhood. From this and later practices of the Bureaj
it has come to be considered as a rule of the office that no
license shall be issued or renewed where the pastor of the
nearest church in the immediate neighborhood or the principal of the public school object to it. Without considering
the possibilities of petty feeling entering into the transaction,
this leaves the moving picture business subject to he idiosyncrasies of individuals who may not be in any way competent
to judge of these shows.
Mr. Keppler also hopes to have a provision made in the
charter to have the licenses issued to moving picture exhibitors by a bureau separate from the one issuing licenses
to larger theaters Tlu- regular theaters have a strong organization behind them and they are the natural foes of
these new moving picture shows. He illustrated the need of
having the bureaus that issue licenses to these two separate,
by pointing out that in London the theater interests have
had power enough to compel the picture exhibitors to pay for
a concert license ($500) before they can have even a piano
in their halls. By keeping the two bureaus separate he thinks
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that the influence of the theater interests will have It
to harm the moving picture business
Mr Keppler 1- also collecting all laws and regulations jn
existence affecting the moving picture business, so that
sensible bills may be drafted and introduced in tl
Hire and ordinances in the Hoard of Aldermen, with a view
to remedying the present chaotic condition of government by
rules of this business Under this beading he pointed out
that with four or five different city departments supervising
the business, with one having charge of this and another
having charge of that, that any
could s],ut down every moving picture show in the city, if he
saw lit. A good illustration of how these numerous rules may
work a temporary injusti.
up while we were
talking with Mr. Keppler in his office. The telephone bell
rang and one of the members of the League called up from
Brooklyn and said that the evening before when his house
was nearly full, live or six patrons came in. They were
standing in the aisle, while he was hunting -eat- for them,
two and three together. The officer on post then
strated and the exhibitor explained the situation. The officer
then demanded that they he seated at once. The exhibitor
pointed out to the officer that his remonstrance alone was
causing delay in this. The people at length were seated,
nevertheles . the following afternoon the exhibitor was summonsed This i,. of course, the exhibitor's own report, a one-'
y which we did not investigate, but it may speak
to the experience of other exhibitors and we report it for
what it is worth.
Last week, Mr. Keppler appearei
ird of Superintendents ofBuildings of the five boroughs and explained
to them that the present regulations governing the. construction of airdomes was in most cases prohibitive. It is now
required that these open-air shows be furnished with a cement floor and have toilets needing an attachment with the
sewer and running water as well. These open thi
course can be run only in warm weather and usually occupy
space that is only temporarily vacant. In only a few cases
could they be made to pay, under such conditions, perhaps
in no case. Nor is a cement floor actually needed for the
healthiness of such places. It has never been required for
other exhibitions and shows occupying a tent, such as circuses, or gospel tents, camp meetings, etc. Nor have such
places to install running water and toilets.
Mr. Keppler also desires to obtain a regulation permitting
such exhibitors who employ a licensed matron to admit children between the hours of 3 and 7 p. m., even when not accompanied byany older person. These may be kept in a
separate section away from the older patrons and be as ~af*
from moral contamination while at the show a- while in
school. When it is recognized that these shows are not
harmful in themselves, but very beneficial, educating and
instructing in some wayrs more effectively than any other
means we have, we fail to see how any fair argument can be
advanced against this proposition.
After contrasting the possibilities of good that can come
if all exhibitors get together and work with the Leagfll
against the possibilities of danger and ill that ma)
the exhibitors do not take action till too late, Mr. Keppler
made a strong plea to exhibitors, begging each and every
one of them to wake up and realize that they have many enemies, thoughtless and otherwise, and that if they remain
asleep such harm will be done as will take many times the
effort to correct. The Moving Picture World heart
onds
plea.The
Thework
Exhibitors'
has itcome
in the
nick ofthistime.
must be League
done and
can not
be
done by one or two self-sacrificing enthusiastic individuals,
but by all. All exhibitors must realize that the I
working for them and for their business good; and it is dependent for its authority and its power on each and every
individual in the business. No one has a right to stay away
while others are working for his good. Every exhibitor in
New York City has a plain business duty before him and the
first step in that duty is to get together in harmony.
Waukegan, 111.— Mr. H. C Luedtkc recently bought from
his
partner.
E. V. Orvis,
in the
Theater.
Waukegan.
III., andtheis batter's
now soleinterest
proprietor
of Star
that
house. The theater has been thoroughly remodeled and is
now under full swing, u-ing Independent service, with special attention to musical features. The efforts of the management are being appreciated by the public in a substantial
way, as full houses are the reward of enterprise and energy.
Mr. Luedtkc is also making arrangements to open a highclass vaudeville theater in the Phoenix Building. Ravenswood, 111. The house will be thoroughly up to date and will
have a seating capacity of 650. Mr. Arthur McDonald will
manage the new house.
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Chicago.
East Thirty-First Street is a busy street, and though it is
less than a mile long it has some live theaters on it. At
Cottage Grove Avenue there is the Thirty-First Street
Theater, which has had a varied career with stock and vaudeville, and is now running pictures and vaudeville at an admission price of ten cent-. I say pictures first, because the
program consists of three reels of pictures and but two acts
of vaudeville, which is, however, of higher quality than
usual. The pictures are well shown, steady and pretty well
lighted, though the curtain is not what it should be; it is of
some comparatively dark blue compound, which much deadens the briiliancy of the light. The pictures 1 saw were
a first run Imp, a third run Itala comedy, and a month-old
Rex, which goes pretty far to confirm Manager Battershall's
statement on his hand-bills that he will give the best service
in the city. The films are supplied by the H. & H. Film
Service Company. That the people like the show offered by
Mr. Hatter-hall is attested by the large attendance at his
theater.
At Calumet Avenue is the Franklin Theater, a vaudeville
house, showing one reel of pictures and four or five acts.
The picture is a fairly new Independent reel, and is put on
very well, with even, bright illumination and steady projection.
The Delphi Theater, at Prairie Avenue, is the only house
on the street showing licensed films, and is well patronized
on that account. The picture is well projected, though much
of the time it is run rather fast because of the people waiting
out-ide.
The program consists of three reels and a song.
The Ideal Theater, near Indiana Avenue, is the oldest
moving picture theater on the street, having been started in
1907 or 1908. The projection in this theater is equal to any
er seen, and superior to the average.
This was
not alway- the case, for the operator, Raymond Cahill, says
that when he ami his father took the theater in 1909 it had
the name of showing the poorest pictures on the street. Due
to his hard work, the projection has been improved until it
surpasses the u-ual thing very much.
The pictures on the
screen at the Ideal possess in a remarkable
degree that
elusive stereoscopic quality which is missing in so many
others. Operator Cahill is using something like 40 amperes
'A direct current on a picture not quite II feet wide, which
nit- i"i- the brilliancy of In- picture.
The machine
\o. 6, and has given the highest
n with its llickerless and steady pictures, a matter
of great importam <■ in .1 -mall house with many of the -eats
near the screen
I In- pro
oi three reels; but
though tin- is cut down on Saturday and Sunday to two, the
nsider that they have had their money's worth,
because oi
oi the projection and the selection
jects, am! the fact that tin- fHms are not rushed.
nil'- competitors has tried
by running four
howing
first-run stuff, many people ;
wait iinti; they 1 1
- films at the Ideal a day
■ people waiting
- at t.n o'clock, hut til. >
..in Itala production "Tin
fall ..1 Troy" here
last Sunday, an. I was much impressed with iis beauty
Mr.
Cahill told me that it had broken all records for the house,
me bai k two ami three time- to
in the quality of
eign films, ami say thai the) have helped matei
tally to build up In busine
though the American
iilnis
are much apprei iated b) hi patron
Bon Ton Theater,
liana Avenue, is
of Independent
film . most oi them old,
though tl
.11 in this
not at all up to the standard sel by the other
n
operatoi
can do himself justice with a
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some aluminum preparation, partly accounting for the bright
picture, but its brilliancy is mostly due to the careful handling of the light by Operator Bergstrom. Licensed pictures
have always been used in this house. Manager Katz evidently believes in good mask to the picture-, for a threepiece orchestra plays to them pretty well.
Lindskog's Theater, just west of Wentworth on ThirtyFirst Street, i- an example of a large hall making money
with motion pictures which would otherwise be idle much
of the time. It scats at least four or five hundred, and is
packed every night. Three reels of Independent films are
shown. The picture is large, about 15 or 16 feet wide, and is
very well lighted considering its size, but it loses much in
brilliancy through not properly shading the screen from the
side and exit lights. If this were attended to, the picture
would be much improved in quality.
The Merit Theater, at Thirty-Fifth and State Sti
small house patronized almost exclusively by colored people.
Independent films are shown, which were fairly well projected when 1 saw them, though there was considerable
vibration and jump in the picture which could not at all
have been due to bad perforations. The show is run continuously, two machines being used, the end of one film
dissolving into the title of the next.
The Star Theater, on State near Thirty-Ninth showing an excellent picture, despite the disadvanl
bad throw sidewise and downward. Two reels of Independent pictures, with two song-, constitute the program.
The Star was originally built as a twin affair, two theaters
side by side, one showing pictures for five cents, and the
other vaudeville for ten, but that policy was dropped and
pictures alone are shown, the partition between the two
houses being removed, making one theater.
Down on Morgan Street, near Thirty-Third Street. I fojnd
a little picture house without even a name, all by itself,
within which there was a picture whose projection was
absolutely above criticism. The picture was not only perfectly steady but it had much depth and considerable stereoscopic effect. The light was bright and very well handled.
There was not the trace of a shadow on the screen while
more than six reels were run off. The doorman said proudly:
"You don't see such pictures on Halstead Street," and mentioned the fact that the operator, Mr Almeron Field, was
the owner of the house. Mr. Field is certainly worthy of
the title "operator" in the highest sense of the word. The
show consists of two reels ami a song, hut the people are
ith it because of its quality and do not ask for
more. The films I -aw were a Reliance and a very fine old
Itala. "The Two Sergeants" lt wa- towards this latter
picture that the doorman's prai-e was directed.
The People's Palace Theater, corner of Van Buren and
Levitt Street-, formerly owned
and managed
by W
H.
Quinn, has been purchased by Thomas Patrick K
Theater Sale- Company
Mi
Keys states that the h-u-e
will he remodeled ami redecorated ami will he mad
the most beautiful ami up-to-date theater- in Chicai
seating capacity of the house is 1,300, ami 11 1- e\;
with .1 go< h1 bill of \aude\ille and pictures at five and ten
cent-, the house will he packed
.nice
Mi
\\ . II Brow n has purchased
tl
Theater, will .U'.s.s
Ogdeo
Avenue.
The pre .
house
he adl
releases will be furnished.
The i
by Mi
1
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Report of the National Board of Censorship.
Prepared by the Executive Committee on Instructions from the General Committee of the Censorship.
Reply
to Certain
Criticisms
Which
Had
Been Directed Against the Board.
At a meeting of the National
orship on
April is, ion, the chairman was instructed to appoint a
committee to prepare for publication a summary report OH
the work since it- foundation. And, at the request of the
chairman, the executive committee has prepared the report
(in part) as folio* s:
Beginning with June, iooo, the censorship passed out of
its experimental stage and became complete and authoritative for about seventy (70) per cent, of all the motion pictures produced week by week for the American market. In
November. 1010. arrangements were completed which
brought under the censorship all motion pictures destined
to pas* through regular trade channels to the show houses
of America.
This status now maintains.
The censorship publishes an up-to-date list of those manufacturers who submi'. all of their product to the board of
censorship, this list being incorporated in the present report. It includes at present all the manufacturers known to
be releasing pictures for exhibition in the motion picture
shows of the United States.
Statistically, we find that the board has passed on some
5,200 subjects in the term of its existence. Each subject was
destined, on the average, to be duplicated about seventy-five
times, and each of these duplicate copies was destined to be
seen by several score thousand people. The censorship has
never vaunted its work of mere destruction, the object being
to minimize this element, but the records show indisputably
that, at the very least, two million (2,000,000) feet of objectionable film have been kept off the American market. This
represents an absolute value of $200,000, the amount of financial loss which the motion picture manufacturers have voluntarily sustained in submitting to the board of censorship.
There are two classes of pictures which do not come within the power of the board. The first are pictures called in
the trade. "Special Releases"; the other class of pictures,
which in the nature of the case can never be brought regularly under the board of censorship, are such pictures as
may be secretly produced and circulated secretly and criminally. We have reason to believe that there have been some
such pictures, which are violations of the criminal statutes
of any State where they are exhibited, and which are to be
classed with the obscene post-card and similar outrages
against decency. We can find record of no definite instance
where such an obscene picture has strayed into a regular
theater or showhouse, as pictures of this type are produced
before gatherings of people who are expecting an obscene
production, and who know that the exhibition will be pursued by the local authorities in any case where information
leading to an arrest and conviction can be obtained. ,
It would require many pages for your committee to make
plain in all its details the trade situation and distributing system on which the work of the board of censorship is built.
No intelligent estimate of the really great authority of the
board of censorship can be formed by any one who does
not understand these conditions of the motion picture art
and business. They have been explained with considerable
minuteness in various publications of the board of censorship We are satisfied that more than ninety-nine (09) per
cent, of all pictures publicly exhibited in America, under any
conditions, are censored by the board of censorship before
they go onto the market. We. furthermore, consider it fully
established that the verdicts of the board are, with approximate completeness, carried out in every part of the country.
The board conducts local inspection of the New York theater- and has correspondence with about fifty cities from the
Atlantic to the Pacific, who receive weekly reports from the
board, and many of whom carry on continuous investigation
into the motion picture shows. Communications from some
of these correspondents are included in the appendix of this
report It ijs true, in addition, that it is the manufacturers
of motion pictures themselves who are most determined that
;he verdicts of the board shall be carried out. Those manu.-acturers who desire to maintain a high standard (the great
majority of all manufacturers and the dominant factors in
the trade), value the censorship because of its restraining influence on the less cautious or irresponsible members of the
trade, and it is of great commercial importance to every
ambitious manufacturer that the censorship be both thoroughly effective and a- stringent a« the condition* of the
public mind and the re-ources of the motion picture allow.

Including i

The Executive Personnel.
We would report finally, under this section, that the censoring committee, made up of volunteers, works continuously and with a faithfulness deserving the highest public
thank- The salaried executive secretaries, Mcssr-. Storey
and Hopkins, have studied deeply the problem of motion
pictures. They are not voting members of the censoring
committee, but their advisory counsel in shaping the judgment- on pictures is invaluable. The other staff member,
Mr Collier, acts as educational secretary, and exerts, on behalf of the People's Institute, a general supervisory power
over administrative details. His work is largely in the
purely educational field, encouraging the wider use of motion pictures in schools, churches, etc., influencing the actual
production of pictures with a specific educational design, and
consulting with many communities as to the be-t methods
for solving the vexed problem of local regulation.
The Relation of the General Committee to the Censoring
Committee.
The general committee is the ultimate sponsor for the
work of the board of censorship. It determines standards
of censorship and all matters of policy and likewise of finance
for the board. Since the beginning of the ccn-orship, the
following rule has maintained: Where the censoring committee has a divided vote on a given picture, or where any
member, or the secretary, or the manufacturer involved, feels
that the judgment of the general committee should be consulted, the picture is appealed to the general committee,
which passes on it with final power. We find that of 178
pictures which have been condemned or altered by the censoring committee, there have been twelve appeals to the
general committee, with the following result: The general
committee has pruned or altered (eliminating or substituting
scenes) six pictures and has totally destroyed six. In other
words, the general committee, far from being, as has been
charged, over-lenient, is very stringent in its judgments.
The Relation of the Board of Censorship to Local Initiative,
Especially in New York.
The board of censorship co-operates in any way possible
with local initiative, official or unofficial, except that the
board does not undertake to carry out punitive prosecutions
for violations by local shows. The board probably ha- a
larger volume of up-to-date information about motion picture conditions in New York than any other one organization, but has bent its main efforts in New York City toward
securing certain fundamental reforms, which have now been
rather widely advertised, which have been recommended by
the commissioner of accounts, and which are now before the
city officials. We are interested to discover that the three
main reforms proposed by the commissioner of accounts in
his admirable report to Mayor Gaynor, namely, the concentration of municipal responsibility for motion picture shows,
the formulation of complete ordinances regulating these
shows, and the enlargement of seating capacity, now limited
to three hundred or less — that these three main reforms
were pressed on the attention of the city officials more than
three years ago. one year prior to the creation of the board
of censorship, by the Cheap Amusement Committee, which
jointly represented the Woman's Municipal League, the
Charity Organization Society, and The People's Institute.
Toward any local censorship of motion pictures the National board maintains the most co-operative relation possible under the given circumstances. The National board has
always recognized that it could not demand that any community should unconditionally surrender to the National
board the censorship of motion pictures within that community. On the other hand, no local censorship, no matter
how empowered, could take the place of the National board.
Most American cities have, either tacitly or through police
order, delegated the powers of censorship to the National
Board of Censorship, but the National board has never asked
for any such delegation of power.
The Financial Aspects of the Work.
It ha- been charged in certain quarters that the People's
Institute and the Board of Censorship have maintained secrecy as to the fact that the major portion of the financial
support of the censorship came from motion picture trade
interests. We find that this charge is without foundation.
We find, a* a matter of fact, that from the first day an
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almost redundant amount of publicity has been given by the
Institute and the Board of Censorship, to the fact
that the trade interests largely sustain the censorship financially, and we are at a loss to understand the constant repetition from certain quarters of a charge of secrecy which is
so entirely baseless.
The People's Institute expended, on behalf of the National
Board of Censorship, from June 8, 1909, to January 1, 1910.
$2,830.48.
People's Institute
the and
credit
of
the Board The
of Censorship,
between deposited
January 1,to1910,
April
I, 191 1,stitute
$8,198.44.
The moneys
source is
from
which the
People's
Inreceived these
indicated
in the
tabulated
statement stitute.
appended
hereto,
furnished
by the
People's
InWe are further
informed
by the
treasurer
of the
People's Institute that the totals herewith represent all
moneysfrom
thatthose
have understood
been received
by athe
People'sinterest
Institutein
either
to have
pecuniary
motion pictures, and all moneys from any source whatsoever
designated by the donors for use in motion picture work.
There stood deposited to the credit of the censorship on
April 1, 191 1, $955, the difference between the total receipts
from all sources and total expenditures to that date.
There have been special contributions for special pieces
of work of the Board of Censorship, which do not appear
in the tabulated statement, as follows:
[These amount to $442.95. We leave out itemized account
for lack of space. To this must be added the contribution
of the executive services of the People's Institute, which represents adrain on its treasury of about $4,000. — ED.)
No personal compensation may be received by the secretaries for any service which they can legitimately be called
on to render in their official capacity; and under no condition may personal compensation be accepted from any individual or company commercially concerned with motion pictures. Any member of the board will be free to write and
sell literary articles on motion pictures or to receive compensation for public addresses on the subject, or for special
work on investigations carried on for educational or philanthropic foundations, which matter- would be entirely personal to the individuals involved.
Conclusion.
In -pite of exhaustive publicity; in spite of the universal
recognition of the steady and great improvement of motion
picture- under the pressure of the Board of Censorship; in
pite of the personnel of the general and the censoring comtlic board, and of the total separation between the
judicial and policy-determining work of the board and the
receipt or disbursement
of money
involved in maintaining
the machinery of the work; in spite of the standing invitation of the board for any form of investigation, official or
unofficial, of its methods and results; in spite of the conrt of the People'- In-titute and of the Board of
Censorship to make all the above conditions clear, even to
attentive observer; there has continued a certain
amount of criticism, invidious, vague in character, yet none
: the less hurtful.
This criticism, involving the reiteration of
Indefinite charges which have been repeatedly disproved, as
far as indefinite charges can be disproved, ha- been systematically promoted in late months
by certain agencies in
New York City. It is with the hope of fully satisfying such
five committee,
under instructions
general committee, has prepared the present report.
MIL 1 \F.« UTIVE < OMMITTEE OF THE NATIONAL
-1II1'.
GEORGE WILLIAM
KNOX, Chairman.
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Notable Films.
By the American Film Mfg. Co. for the Coming Week.
The Western representative of the Moving Picture World
was specially invited to a private exhibition of the American
Film Mfg. Co. the other day to see some pictures shortly
to be released. The first subject on the screen was "The
aptive" — a dashing story of the Golden West —
how a young sheriff met his Waterloo by the daughter of
the man he was going to capture and was made a prisoner
himself under the spell of two entrancing eyes — a prisoner
for life. The story is well told in a beautiful background
of magnificent Western -cenery and full of human interest
and vivid action.
Opium
Smuggler"
wa- the next
story from
the"The
historic
waters
of old Monterey
Bay reel
on —thea Californian
coa-t. The plot is quite interesting and gives an opportunity
of a thrilling story well carried out, but the strength of the
61m is its gorgeous scenery of water and cliffs and some
really remarkable and astonishing pictures of a man thrown
on the rocks by the waves of an angry ocean and the realistic and appealing struggle of a drowning person.
The last picture we were shown was "The Ranchman's
Vengeance" — a negative which ju-t had come in that very
same morning from the coast and run off for our special
benefit. We were told that this film was something remarkable and, even though unaccustomed to judge a picture by
the negative, we felt more than satisfied that the American
Film Mfg. Co. in this picture accomplished a very creditable picture play.

Scene from "The Opium Smuggler."
The story a woman
i- a tale whoof man'woman's
weakne
forget- iagl
her duties as I I wife
and
mother and listens to a man her husband saved from death
in the desert and given hospitality in hi- home. The husband i- informed of the treachery, and surprises the pair.
For In- wife spares them both, but he swears vengeance if the man doesn't ;..
woman and treat
her right. Then he depart- from the graveyard of his
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Los Angeles.
By Richard V. Spencer.
Selig.— Mi-- Iva Shepard, leading woman of the Sclig Stock
Company, \\;i- last week the victim of a distressinj
White working in an interior scene at the studio, Miss Shepard broke two bonea in her ri^ht foot. The accident happened during the progrei
• thai the company
. ing. Part of the scene business called for Miss
Shepard to leap from a window from a supposedly great
height, although in making the picture the height was only
the cement floor of the studio. Precautions
had been taken against accident and the young lady was to
alight on a mattress oul of range of the camera. In alighting the accident happened. Miss Shepard at first thought
that it was only a -pram, but when a doctor was called and
made an examination of the injury he discovered that two
bones had been broken It will be at lea-t a month before
Miss Shepard can again return to work.
Mr. Robert Leonard, formerly a member of the Selig Stock
Company, has left the company and returned to the legitimate, having rejoined the Hartman Comic Opera Company,
playmg at the Grand in this city. "The Campus," a musical
play produced at the Grand, has just terminated a run of sixteen week- or K>-> performance-, breaking all musical comedy
Stock run records.
Mr. Fred Siegert, of the California Motion Picture Company, an Independent concern who-, negatives were seized
by the United Stale- Marshal foil.. winy a recent decision in
the local Government Circuit Court, who ordered the negatives he had made destroyed because he had used an infringing camera to manufacture them, i- said to have left the State.
The studio that he started to erect in this city is still incom;
plete and will in all probability be abandoned.
Moving Pictures in Schools. — State Superintendent of Public In.-truction Hyatt will in the near future release a circular to the county school superintendents advocating the use
of moving pictures in the public schools of the State as a
means of instruction. In backing the plan he is quoted as
saying:
possibilities
of moving
educationalentirely
work
are"The
immense,
and so
far havepictures
been in
overlooked
throughout the country. So far as I can see, no better investment could be made by county superintendents than in a moving picture outfit. This could be sent about to all the schools
in the county in rotation to the great nrofit of all the pupils,
and an increa-ed interest in the work which might be supplemented by the films sent out."
Incorporation. — Articles of incorporation were filed yesterday by the Hanrahan-Lockwood Amusement Company. Directors: Thomas Garner, T. J, Hanrahan, Thomas F. Cantwell and M. Gochenouer. Capital stock, $25,000; subscribed,
to Show Films.— An ordinance permitting the giv$50.Church
ing of moving picture exhibitions in frame schoolhouses
and churches, with certain restrictions, will be drawn by
the city attorney by order of the legislation committee of
the City Council, the chairman of which is Councilman Andrew-, who also was instrumental in having previous contemplated legislation against picture theaters pigeon-holed.
The ordinance will be designed primarily to give relief to
the Salem Congregational Church, Twenty-eighth Street and
Paloma Avenue, the pastor of which wishes to show moving
pictures, but has been unable to do so because of a provision in the city ordinance prohibiting such exhibitions in
frame buildings. The pastor of the church, B. H. Reutopohler. recently appeared before the City Council and asked
that the ordinance be amended to permit him to show films
in his frame church. It was suggested that a provision be
inserted in the contemplated ordinance excluding exhibitions of this kind in frame buldings where an admission fee
is charged. This was suggested in order to prevent the entering of commercialism into the question. Most of the
city's
private
it was
out, werein not
equipped
with assembly
sufficient halls,
exits to
have pointed
them included
the
proposed ordinance. The ordinance will be drawn up by
Assistant City Attorney Robertson, and will be presented
to the legislative committee a week hence for their consideration.
Incorporation. — The American Amusement Association
have filed articles of incorporation. The directors of the
corporation are William H. Clune, B. A. Wheelock, J. M.
Boland. Capital stock, $30,000. The corporation has begun
the erection of Clune's Ocean Park Theater on the new
Fraser pier.
Incorporation. — The Life Film Company have filed articles
of incorporation.
The directors are T. K. Peters, James
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Ferdon, G. W. Rcmalia. II A. Curtis and J. J. Thomas,
capital -tock, $50,000; subscribed, $-'5Advertising Film. — An hour of moving picture- relative
in the rubber industry, together with instructive and interesting lectures in explanation, will be given at the Auditorium Theater, one of the largest theater in the limed
Stale-. Tut -day evening the -'5th. by F. M. Tillisch, >pecial
tative of the B. F. Goodrich Company, of Akron,
The company that Mr. Tilli>ch represent- are extensively
interested in the manufacture of automobile tin- and other
rubber goods, and have at tremendous expense made a series
of moving picture films de-cribing in detail the production
of commercial rubber from the time it leave- the rubber
tree until, undergoing various manufacturing processes, it
emerges a finished article. These films will In- shown free
to all automobile d.aler-. dealers in rubber goods, autoists,
and other people interested in the rubber industry. Mr.
Tillisch, who i- an expert in the rubber industry, will accompany the films with an interesting lecture.
The first reel shows scenes in the jungles of Brazil along
the banks of the Amazon River and its tributaries, from
whence comes the best grade of rubber. Districts containing the rubber trees are leased by the Brazilian Government to the various rubber companies, who fit out native expeditions to gather the crude rubber. The film goes on to
show the natives tapping the rubber trees to get the sap
crude rubber, which is later worked into biscuits and transported down the Amazon to tidewater and the rubber
markets.
The crude bricks of rubber are then loaded on coastinfj
freighters and transported to American ports, and are then
shipped by rail to the Goodrich factory in Ohio CottCJ
and other products also being important factor- in the manufacture of auto tires, the different methods ot obtaining
these products are also shown. Then follow scene- in the
Goodrich factory showing the transformation of the crude
rubber from its crude state into finished automobile tires,
rubber garments, etc.
The closing reel -how- the automobile race- at Atlanta in
1909. Mr. Tillisch has been -bowing the film- and lecturing
m most of the important cities in the country. The films
have been attracting much interest and approval among automobile dealer- and those interested in the trade, and there is
every reason to believe that the Goodrich Company will derive from the advertising a thousand dollars to every one
they expended in the cost of making the film and the expense attending its exhibition to the trade.
National Installs Daylight Curtain.— The National Moving Picture
Theater
Main Street,
opposite
Street
Theater,
have on
installed
a daylight
screen.Clune's Main
Wonderland
Goes Independent. — The Wonderland
Moting Picture Theater, Main Street, between 3d and 4th. have
changed their service from Licensed to Indepeare now showing four reels of the latter.
New Main
Independent
Theater
N"o\ the 22d\
South
Street, a new
theater,Opens.—
openedTheSaturday
to good business.
The new theater is >howing four first
and second run Independent
films, and will make three
changes of program per week.
Marks & Laventha
proprietors.
Butler's. — The new Independent theater on Hil Street,
scheduled to open Saturday the 22d, was forced to postpone
its opening until Monday the 24th, on account of uncompleted work. The theater opened Monday evening,
ing being marked by floral displays in the lobby, the gifts
of friends and business associates. The theater will be ieviewed in detail in a later issue of the "World."
New Licensed Theater Opens. — The Lyric, Spring Street,
between 1st and 2d Streets, opened Monday night the 24th.
This is the first theater to be erected in the block. The theater is equipped with wooden opera chairs with iron standards, seats 400. and is finely decorated. The principal feature of the new house is the beautiful, spacious foyer with

its marble, mahogany woodwork and art glass. The house
is using a three piece orchestra. Three Licensed films and
three vaudeville
acts are
shown.
crazethefor
"pop"of
vaudeville
and pictures
seems
to haveThe
struck
fancy

Western picture fans. The proprietors of these combination houses report fine business, and what at first was looked
upon as an innovation, threatens to become a permanent institution. The new theater is under the management of the
Metropolitan Realty & Amusement Company, who occupy
a suite of offices in the Wright & Callender Building.
Independent Business Improving.— The Independents are
again coming rapidly to the front in the matter of erecting
new theaters.
Two new Independent theaters opened thii
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week and one Licensed. Miles Brothers Exchange is said
to be the only local Independent Exchange that is buying
the product of the Saks Company. They are using twelve
reels now and will increase their buying as rapidly as conditions justify the investment.

New England.
Chief of Police Henry D. Cowles, of New Haven, Conn.,
is not at all friendly to the moving picture. He recently
stated that the moving picture theaters of his city have a
tendency to promote vice, and that legislation of some kind
should be enacted immediately, providing for a general
supervi-ion over them. The chief made this statement before the aldermanic < ommittee on Ordinances, in New
Haven. Alderman J. D. Hart, chairman of the committee,
said that he, with other members of the committee, had made
a personal inspection of many of the places, and that he had
unearthed "vice such as could not be spoken of in a public
meeting." This has been one of the most severe blows given
to moving pictures in New England by public officials for
many
the Managers'
Protective exhibitors,
Association and
of
Rhode moons.
Island beLetcopied
by the Connecticut
: - to doughnuts that the eminent guardians of the
law will see things through different glasses. Connecticut
exhibitors, do your duty — organize!
enic Theater and the Theater Comique, of Revere
Beach, will soon be open again for the summer season. The
Scenic will give two performances daily, consisting of W. E.
Greene's Independent service and vaudeville, with admission at ten cents. The Comique, a smaller house, will play
continuously throughout the day and night, charging five
cents for Independent films and songs. No vaudeville is to
be introduced into the Comique.
Donovan and Walker have reopened their Casino
Theater, Taunton, Mass., after a complete renovation, which
has transformed this house into a strictly first-class moving
picture theater. The house is brand new from cellar to
roof, and is a distinct addition to New England's moving
picture theaters.
The World's New England representative will show a
photograph of the Casino, together with a story of the
house, in a coming issue of The World.
Brockton,
closeda pleasing
Saturday, run
April
39 Sheedy's
for the Theater,
season.
Tins houseMass.,
has had
of

■

The ( olonial Theater, Lowell, Mass., has been closed by
John Dovey,iting after
giving it a 850
two people,
month's is try-out.
This
approximately
an excellent
theater in every respect; it has waiting-rooms,
lavatories,
and all other requirements
for
patrons'
comforts.
Besides
well built, and the booth is so situated
j. to project a good picture.
The theater seems cursed
.Mth a poor location, on the wrong side of the street and
from the central portii
1 the town.
Mr. Dovey
tried an expensivi
nsed pictures and vaudeville for ten cents
Now, Lowell is a mill town, with many
ning capacity.
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ilonial, it 1 jus) possible that pictures and songs
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Boston.
As was hinted in these columns of last week, the Columbia
Theater has been acquired by the Marcus Loew interests,
which have recently incorporated under the name of the
Columbian Amusement Company. Felix 1-inaii. of Philadelphia, and M. Douglas Flattery, of Boston, are prominent
members of this corporation. Messrs barren and Edwards,
who are now operating the house as a burlesque theater,
applied for an injunction, but were refused by the judge.
The house was sold because of the foreclosure of a mortgage
on the property, and this action broke the lease held by
Farren and Edward-, although it bad several years to run.
It is expected that the house will be playing "pop" vaudeville and pictures within a month. The house will be managed by Mr Y. J. Morris, who 1- at present in charge of the
Orpheum, also a Marcus Loew theater
The Coast correspondent of The World called attention
recently to the fact that Los Vngelea was a regular Mecca
for all sorts of moving picture interests. That bro
the thought that Boston is probably the largest city in the
United States to which no manufacturer- of moving pictures
have ever been coaxed. It 1- not too much to state that
there is hardly a moving picture manager in Boston who has
ever seen a moving picture taken -to say nothing of the
fact that none of them has ever set font inside a moving
picture factory.
of them
wont
going
trer to Some
New York
someareday,
justtotosay:
see "I'm
the wheels
go
one of the
neverhis -eem to do
so. around
as it isin difficult
for factories"
a manager They
to leave
more than a day at a time 1 rank Howard, who formerly
owned the Licensed exchange in Boston, was able to persuade
raph Company to -end a camera-man over to the
Hub, to take a film of -..me local event,
back. That wa- the nearest Boston has ever come to ha\mg
a real live moving picture made in the city Frank Howard.
one of tin best liked nun in the business in New Fngland,
- it satisfaction to local exhibitoi
tad .hat
In in some representation in the bu-mcDuring the later half ■>! the week of April 23-39, BoStOO
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entire proceeds were given for the planting of trees, etc.,
in the city, and they again brought most favorable attention
to their organization. Such an action as this may have no
special direct connection with the motion picture trade, but
indirectly, at least, it was a great boost for the Providence
exhibitors. It made clear to the press, clergy, and the public that the Association is ready to help Providence to be a
model city, and that it has the best interests of the city
at heart, and is ready to contribute a good share of money
towards that end. The Association is already recognized
as an agency for real uplift in Rhode Island, because of its
very commendable line of action during its short existence.
The Moving Picture World extends its best wishes for the
continued
success
of and
the advises
Manager-'
Protective
Association
of
Providence,
R. I.,
exhibitors
throughout
the
country to become acquainted with the ideas and plans of
the Association, and to copy its method.-.
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If there
l- anything
new
under
the sun to exploit
the
moving
picture
business
you may
trust Carl
l.aemmle,
the
president of the "Imp" Company, to acquire the first "hunch."
This time it is a booklet— no1 a pamphlet— merely setting
forth the excellency of "Imp" pictures — but a pretty thing entitled "The Imp Book." It is the Alpha and < >mega in moving
pictures in that n is the alphabet of the pictures from " \"
to "/ ' The booklet is pruned in colors — an especially de
signed work reflecting great credit not only on the author,
but the printer.
It is all about
the "Imps."
and one
mistake
the illu trations.
The matter
is written
in cannot
rhyme
and the stories are charmingly told, with the initial letter
letter prominent. Mr. Laemmle intends it for the "Mother
melodies brought down
to date and applied to the
screen 'pictures. It will be furnished to all exhibitors for
distribution at a nominal cost, and will make an excellent
impression in the home, not only For Imp films but for moving pictures generally.
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• .ill l.aemmle. not to be outdone by his competi
gotten out a lobby display that is one of the most .
things of the sort ever placed on an easel.
It is a i .■.
.•. inch ten stars of the "Imp" sto. I
in counterfeit presentment. The photographs are triumphs
■ n the photographer's skill. -\<> inches in si/e, and very handsomely finished. Tin- frame is of oak. of pretty and rich
design, the whole combining to make it one that will enhance
the beauty of any lobby. The frame- are being mailed to
exhibitors as fast as they can be finished.
HELP!
Little

did

I dream

HELP!
that

my

HELP!

letter

winch

you

published in

your
last issue under
the caption
"Framing
the Screen/'il
would
result in a storm
of inquiries,
but
I have
received
many such, although the issue is not yet a week old, and, as
I offered the information for the good of the cause and with
no desire for remuneration and it is an effort to answer each
inquiry individually, I am obliged to appeal to you for aid,
and am
preparing
an article containing
full directions and '
sketches
for making
a dull black
border,
which
1 will try )
to have ready For an early issue of The World.
There must
be lots of good
red bio, id in your circulation,
for the inquiries
extend
from
Canada
to Texas, and from
Vermont
to Nevada,
and your
readers
evince
an avid de- |
sire for any information
which
will benefit
projection

Scranton,

Truly yours,
Pa.
GEO. B. ROCKWELL

MOVING

PICTURES

ON THE

SEA.

Moving pictures are now invading the seas. The steamship I Iceana, which journeys to Bermuda and is at present
passing out of the possession of the Hamburg-American
Line into the hands of the Bermuda-Atlantic Steamship
I ompany, will entertain its passengers during the vacation
season with up-to-date moving pictures and illustrated
i he Moving Picture World pointed out the feasibility of this scheme in an editorial some nine or ten months
ago. but the steamship companies were slow in seeing the
value of it.

The

Swamp

Fox."

,
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London Letter.
By A. E. Taylor.
The chief event of the past two weeks in London has been
the opening of the Scala Theater, which was described in
these columns last week. It i- considered the handsomest
theater in the world, built as it is on the model of the famous
Scala of Milan. It now "pens as the permanent home of
lor. With prices ranging from sixpence to half
a guinea, whereas pictures have never commanded more
than a shilling or so in London, the venture may be said to
be an ambitious one, and there are many who think that Mr.
Charles Urban is out to lose money. Be that as it may,
there is no gainsaying the fact that the entertainment provided is a wonderful one and a veritable triumph for the
Kinemacolor process. Those who had made an acquaintance with the process when it enjoyed a season of about two
year= at the Palace Theater were prepared to see something
there i- great doubt whether even they anticipated
the marvellous strides Kinemacolor has made of late. As
each picture succeeded its predecessor the audience went
wild with enthusiasm, and the press the next day gave evidence of having gone mad on the process.
What -truck the technical experts was the absolute accuracy and naturalness of the color-. N'ature may be said to
have painted herself with Nature's own brush, the sun.
Whether it was in scenes taken at home or abroad, there
were the true colors standing out vividly and wonderfully.
There is no gainsaying the fact that Kinemacolor is the real
thing. The neutral tints so difficult to achieve come out
extremely well in this process. The deep grays, the light
yellows, the snowy whites, the subtle blacks, and even the
'brilliance of running waters were depicted as no other process
1- capable of depicting them. In the coats of the horses and
the oxen, the deep tints were faithfully recorded. The
velvet red tint of the rose, the glint of the light on the steel,
the glare of the sun on the desert sand, and the filmy crest
of the storm tossed sea, were thrown upon the screen in
quick succession, and above all there was the real, pul-ating
life in the human bodies, life as we see it, life in every
limb. Of the value of Kinemacolor for educational purposes
there can be no doubt. It opens up new avenues of pleasure
and instruction. hi hi- studios at Hove near Brighton in
the summer and at Nice in winter, when English skies are
napropitious foi photography, Mr. Charles Urban is ever
busy preparing new delights for the picture lover.
In addition to kinemacolor at the Scala, there is an operetta, "Castles in the Air," and this lends additional charm to
I
he entertainment. It is also a noteworthy innovati
• the tirst time that pictures and opera have been associated
ogether in this country. Up to the present the attendance
>od as 1- warranted, but tin- I consider alue to 1!
somewhat
prohibitive.
I should
hink Mr < ha- I rban would b< more likely to make money
;>y knocking the operetta off and running an hour and a
nire- at a more
moderate
rat.
of entrance.
a I- situated in an out of the way place and if he
e there he will have t- reduce the admisTh« Sundaj op< nil . q n >tion, like the poor, is always with
■ here. The County Council have recently reviewed the
vhole matter a^ain and have made some very stringent
how- are allowed to open onlj
■'clock on Sunday-, the proceeds have to be given to charity,
nd no employee
i- to do more than -ik continuous days'
ibor. A little moi . of tlii
-it of thing and ti 1
tow will l„- m< i,erncd
gi lati d out
. Sunday
The Moving Picture Theater Owners' Protective League,
'" '" l"
ization in 1 hicago, nut tor the
■ \pril 25th, at the Great North
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ern Hotel. The new organization, the first of its kind to
be formed in this city. 1- creating a great deal of interest
among the movng picture public, and forty-two theater
owners appeared at the meeting to sign the roll of membership. Mr. A. A. Anderson was appointed chairman pro tern.,
with Mr. F. J. Flaherty a- -ecretary, and a committee on
constitution and by-laws was appointed.
The object of the organization is chiefly that of protection
for exhibitors and a discu-sion of the subject brought out
many good ideas. One of the first important steps to be
taken will be that of obtaining, if pos-ible. a correct and fair
interpretation of the building laws, and a committee or
board of censorship, wheh will be formed of intelligent,
liberal minded policemen, several worthy public spirited citizens and an exhibitor who-e familiarity with the busness
and invaluable
with the people
doesa business
an
asset to hesuch
committee.with, will- make him
The meeting was adjourned after a thorough discussion
on the policies and principles of the league, and the next
meeting left open to the call of the chairman. The committee on constitution and by-laws expects to be ready to
report within a few weeks and, as soon as they are. the next
meeting will be called.
Applications for membership from any and all Chicago
exhibitors will be welcomed Address A. A. Anderson,
ijj W. Washington Street.

Scene
CHICAGO

from

Rex

SONG

Release — "The
SLIDE

Guardsman."

EXCHANGE

MOVES.

The Chicago Song Slide Exchange,
formerly ol
bom Street, have removed to more comodious quarters in
- Building, corner of Wabash Avenue and Monroe
I in- new home oi the 1
plete 111 ev«7 detail, being titled OUt will
and workroom,
three private offices and a comfortable
rcception room.
A piano has been installed in the
room for tin- convenience of tin- patron- in familiarizing
themseh es with th<
I.a-t week we published in our columns some ii
ip to tin- minuu
"Daylight
Pictures," which was available with, •
writing the,\ vYork
harles City,
I. thiKienbio< 1 •.carbon in
The data w Inch soiiu ol OUT i<
t information, which ttinU to broaden l
of tin- art ami h<
cussed.

C O M I N G~
M ILES
OF
SMILES
A REAL REEL OF COMEDY ENTITLED

"AN EXCEPTION
TO THE RULE"
Released, Thursday (R€X day), May 18th, (911
IT'S A WINNER

IT'S A R6X

nil-.

MOVING

QUESTIONS ON LAST WEEK'S
LESSONS.
Do \oi look at the lesson m preparing your answers.
If
you do the answers will be of no practical value,
i \\ hat i- a luminous body?
What i- a non-luminous body?
what means does a non-luminous
body become
visible?
4.— If all bodies reflected light equally and the same, what
would be the result?
5 In what way does the moon become visible?
6 Hoy may objects on earth, notdirectly in the moonlight, become visible'
7.— Explain why a knot, a crack, a nailhead, a grassblade,
a pebble, etc., i> distinguishable from its surroundings.
plain fully why objects are visible from different
angles and points of view.
g —Explain fully why an entire landscape or the entire
surface of an object is visible to the eye at one time.
I0— Give vour idea of how the body of light is made up.
In the foregoing lessons 1 have attempted, before particularizing, to give you a comprehensive view or idea of the
iction of light as a whole.
In speaking of optical
matters certain terms are employed, as follows:
Light Ray. — In any homogenous object incident light
travels in straight lines from each point of a luminous body,
or reflected light from each point of the object. Each one of
these lines is called a "Ray" of Light.
Pencil of Rays. — The term "pencil of rays" is used to designate a number of rays of light, when this number is being
s a whole, and the rays are convergent or divergent.
Divergent Rays are those which are spreading apart, or
traveling from a common point in diverging direction.
Convergent or converging rays are those traveling toward
a common point.
Parallel Rays or bundle of rays or beam denotes, in first,
ray- parallel to each other or equi-distant from each other
throughout their length; in the second and third a number
of parallel rays treated as a whole.
Rectilinear.— Tn straight lines.
Homogeneous.— A body in which every' part is the same.
A substance having identical properties at every point of its
substance.
Heterogeneous denotes a substance having different properne- at different points.
An Optical Medium is a substance capable of transmitting
light.
Transparent.— Denotes the property of transmitting light
without diffusion, or in straight lines. A substance through
which clear vision is had.
Translucent denotes the property of transmitting light, but
■not in such manner that distinct vision may be had.
Diffusion.— The scattering of light rays in many directions.
By diffusion a non-luminous body may, under certain condicomes, to all intents and purposes, as will be hereinafter explained, a source of incident light.
Opaque. — Not capable of transmitting light rays. A substance through which no visible rays pass.
Line. — A measure used in optics equal to one-twelfth of
an inch.
Main other terms peculiar to matters optical will be used
from time to time, but they will be explained when first used.
This i- the better way, since many definitions must be illustrated by diagram.
Light rays travel in Straight Lines Only, and reach the
eye in the form of a cone. That is to say, between every pinpoint on any visible object and the eye extends a pencil of
light rays in the form of a cone, with its apex at the point
on the object and its base in the pupil of the eye. In Fig. 4
the whole object becomes comprehensibly visible through
the medium of the cone of rays reaching each eye. Also,
however, each line of the cone (and millions of other lines,
not shown, as well) must be considered as a tiny cone of
rays, its apex at some pin-point of the object and its base the
diameter of the pupil of the eye. This idea is illustrated in
A. Fig. 5. in which the circle represents the pupil of the eye.
If a room be made very dark and a very small hole be
punctured in a window shade, if the atmosphere be dusty, or
t-moky, you may trace the course of the beam of light across
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the room and it will be perfectly straight Now lei us Mippose it to reduce in size to a mere line, in this condition it
corresponds to what is meant by a "ray" of light.
Practically the "ray of light" is only a term. It 1- the most
convenient form of expression by which the meani
tain phenomenon may be conveyed. Light travels in -traight
line- in any homogeneous, transparent body. In thi
there is no difference at all between incident and reflected
light ray-. They are identical. It therefore follows that
between a given point on the source of light and a given
point on the illuminated object, also between that same point
on the latter and the eye there must perforce be a straight
line of light.
Thi- line we call a light ray.
A

no 5
shown, from every point on the surface of a source of light,
luminous or non-luminous (strictly only a luminou- body is
a source of light, but 1 use the source from whence the ray
is reflected, also in this example, to make the matter clear),
rays eminate, traveling in every direction, unless obstruct*
by something opaque. A section or number of the-, rays is
called a Pencil of Rays (Fig. 5, in which A i- a bundle of
rays, gentB rays,a the
pencil
withshowing
convergent,
and the
t' one
diverarrows
direction
ray i-with
presumed
to travel). A single ray of light could not produ
since it could strike only one infinitesimally -mall spot on
the retina of the eye; also it could only come from one equally
small point on the object. A pencil of ray-, however, would
produce vision of an isolated spot on the object, while a
combination of many thousands of pencils gives comprehensive vision. Light rays may be divergent (C, Fig. -1 in which
the source is at the apex of the cone, convergent 1 1'.. Fig. 5)
in which the rays pass toward the apex of the cone, or parallel (A, Fig. 5), In fact, A, Fig. 6, is a condition never really
found, but where the source of light be distant the cone is
so extremely long, and the angle so infinitesimally -mall, that
we call the rays parallel, and consider them to be so
intent- and purposes they really are so. A- the r
have gathered from the foregoing, while we use the
term "ray," we really deal entirely with pencils of ray- The
isolation of a single ray would be a physical impossibility.
It must be clearly understood that the eye sees only the actual number of ray- entering the pupil; and tin-, compared to
the total emanating from any source, incident or reflective,
is very, very, very -mall, since, as has been -aid. ray- proceed in every direction. To illustrate: suppose we enclose a
common candle in a glass globe 12 inches in diameter Now.
at anycles theconvenient
on theof globe's
surface
two area
cirdiameter ofpoint
the pupil
the human
eye.trace
As the
of the two circles are to the area of the surface of the globe,
less a portion of its area at the bottom, so is the percentage
of the light we actually see to the total light power <<i the
illuminant. Very likely if. by means of finely ground reflectors, all the light of a common candle could be thrown
into our eyes, we should be stricken well nigh blind by its
brilliance. It would no doubt be fully equal in effect to gazing open-eyed at the noon-day sun.
Wiring
Sketch.
X. V.thewrites:
"I am though
a constant reader
of the— Schenectady,
World, especially
Department,
this i- my first contribution thereto. Enclosed you will find
solution of the wiring puzzle published April 22. I have not
drawn the wires exactly the same as the original arrangement, having changed things so that it would be equally correct for D.forC. A.or C.A. Although
(.'. I presume
the original diagram
was
designed
the arrangement
would work,
I do not particularly care for the one switch idea, since the
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wires, carbons, etc., of both lamp circuits would be alive when
either was in use; a feature that would be, to some extent, objectionable, even in a dissolver or double stereopticon, since
there are times when it would be desirable to use only one
lamp. I believe operators everywhere appreciate your untiring efforts in their behalf, both in the Department and in the
time and thought put into the Handbook. Personally, I wish
to thank you for the help each has been to me."

I publish your sketch, Schenectady, with the comments
thereon, because sketch and comments combined are the best
we have yet received on the switch idea. I presume there is
no doubt but that the Department has been of benefit to a
very great number of operators and managers.
Our desire
is to make it even more useful in the future than it has been
in the pa-t.
Shutter Trouble. — Kansas (name of town and party suprequest) writes:
"I cannot get along without the
'Moving Picture World' and the Trouble Department.
I
have a copy of the Handbook and will say it is something
every operator and manager should own.
I am operating in
the best theater in this city, have a Motiograph
machine,
itfrror screen, 250
: D 1
u.S feet throw and a 12 x 16
picture; use licensed service and have excellent patronage.
I
am having a little trouble with my shutter.
I have it set accordingtill
to the some
Enterprise
Optical
Company's
directions,
but
trayel ghost, which streaks the title and
It 1- barely noticeable, but I am
ed
The shutter 1- set true, but there is a great
.'. liich I think is where my trouble
lies Will you kindly tell me how to take up the lost motion?
having been run only a
It has bad the best of care
I wish yourself.
the 'World' and the Department all possible success."
Many thank; for your kind words, Kansas
As to the
shutter, you will find general directioi
concerning the Monograph ;
[20 to i.^ inclusive of the Hand1
think you have one of the narrow shutter- which,
bt. is at the same
1
what difficult to adjust, due to the fact that it must
• exactly right. 1 do not think your trouble lies in
the play in the gears; in fact, I am pretty sure it 1- not there.
•he Moti grap
|■■ ■ • 1 furnish two widths of shutter with
their machine, and I would suggest you have them send J Hi
the wider one
It cuts a little more of the light, but is very
much easier to adjust
1 cannot gi\e you any clearer inting the -.butter than is contained in the
Handbook, pages in, 112, 113 and 114 inclusive, and in the
;>h Instruction
A Queer Proposition,
t anton, Ohio, writes:
"1 am using
tem, one machine
Ic of tb<- line
My rheostat 1- on the positive side
Of the line on one lamp, the positive wire running to the top
bottom, which 1- of coin ■
1
i'm- opposite; the po« itive
is on the bottom and th< n< gative on the to!.
I tested them
out with a test lamp
B) touching the ton carbon ol the
tii. 0 t lamp wire and touching the other end ..t

1
1

'up
iron 1wall'
not wire
light, tobutthewhen
make winch
the 1- grounded, the
I oi.p lights, tliii- inch. atinj. tb.it to be the
re. V\ itb the same test ..,, the other lamp t he- globe
the top 1 .ol.. 11 .iii.l do •• not burn ..,, the bottom
do ang until 1 1 1

1
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top carbon, as you will see, burns about iJ4 inches long and
is always red, while the bottom carbon instead of burning a
little gap across the top burns to a point. The spot on the
machine is round, but not as good as I would like to have it.
If the connections have anything to do with it. how can I
remedy the trouble? I reversed the connections on the lamp,
but it is worse than ever. Are two -^4-inch conden?ers all
right for a 12-foot picture at 105 feet? Mr. Addams, in a
recent issue of the Department, suggested something being
wrong with the circuit breaker I was using. I had it tested
and found that it was only a 60-ampere breaker, though the
plate and regulating screw were marked 100 amperes. That
is, the coil had a carrying capacity of only 60 amperes. I
was 50 disgusted with it when I took it off that 1 threw it
into the corner and only had it tested when Mr. Addams mentioned that there must be something wrong. Pleato The
Mr. carbon
Addams tips
my show
thanksthatforyour
the top
hint."carbon is positive allright, since it contains the crater. You will do well, however,
to use a half-inch solid carbon instead of a ?.< below, being
sure not to get very hard ones.
You may test the polarity of
a wire by taking a small compass, of any kind, and placing
it under one of the wires running to the lamp.
Place the
compass so that as you stand facing the wire the "N" is directly under the wire and at the left; with the "S" also directly under the wire and to the right; the "W" nexl
and the "E'' across the wire opposite from you. Theof course, refer to the points of the compass.
Now. light the
lamp and if the compass needle swings toward "W" the current flows towards your left hand.
If that is towards the
lamp, then it is the positive wire.
It it i- toward- the power
house or away from the lamp, it is the negative wire. If. on
the other hand, the compass swings toward- "E," then the
current will be flowing to the right and the opposite will be
the case.
But, aside from all this, if there were anything
wrong with your connection — that is to -ay. if your lamp is
connected upside down — reversing the wires would cure the
trouble.
The reason that your test lamp lights only on the
two outside wires is that, though the neutral is bot
and negative — positive to an outside wire and m the other, it is always grounded at or near the pfewi
Yes, two 7lA condensers are all right on your picture
Anchor for Machine Table.— A E. Kirk. Galveston, Te\ .
writes:
"Letsteadying
me contribute
to the soTrouble
method for
the machine
it will Department
be solid a- aa
rock. The arrangement described was in-tailed by me 111
one of our local houses, as a last resort It has been giving
excellent result-.
While a soap box might do to -et a stereopticon on, such
make-shifts are useless for moving picture machim
the regular telescopic leg table- ordinarily furnished with
the machines are wholly unsuitable for the proper support

of the machine, iin< e the light* I
mtied on the it reen
I he method

■

m

tills.
t hue

01 dii

tlle>

put

frequent aim
a K" •''■ 'Ham Oil

with

the

lamp

hou
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Your First Choice Should Be

"HIS SECOND
CHOICE"

For Release Wednesday, May

17th, 1911

It's a Comedy, a Rural Comedy
Nestor Comedy — it means

and

a

The Real Thing in Comedies.

THE
FIRST
New
Nestor
Western
will positively be released
Wednesday, May 31st, 1911

Scene from "After Twenty Years."

Helease of Wecw

LJ*"/

After Ti
vl/

One Uhotuaiih
That tifilr.
"After Twenty Years" •■
we mean the "Rip" ma M
Joseph Jefferson. Like !\M
accurately staged and «*
players, among whom ■«
replete with pathos and H
of the onlooker. Geta*^

Scene from "After Twenty Years."
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It's Good

NESTOR

Film
C^OR
distinctive, attractive
and
productive
»
Lobby
while Display, nothing equals the worth-

NESTOR
LOBBY
MAGNET
It fills a long-felt want. Mailed on application
to
exhibitors only.
FREE!

It's ABSOLUTELY

HELD
Scene from

'After Twenty

Yeai

.May 10th, 1911

UP

by the photographer; hence the PICTURES OF
NESTOR PLAYERS will not be ready for
shipment till May 8th. — More than 1000 exhibitors have sent us 15 cents in stamps for a set of 6
pictures, 8x10. To r on-exhibitors the price is
one dollars.

ty Years
Zithralltnji Film
w memory !

Vl/

la 'Rip Van Winkle"—
frnce of Actors, the late
e, ^his Nestor production i^
I i company of intelligent
i» »re-eminent. The story,
req>nsive chord in the heart
9«ian this very moment
if
Scene from "After Twenty
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anchor winch will hold tin- machine perfectlj steady. The
nsteadiness is tl
d< vibration of the
machine; thai i^ to say, the swaying from side to »ide
It is
largely to overcome
this that the method
was designed
enough to tit loosely between floor
and ceiling of the operating room.
It should not be smaller
than i inch and need not Ik- larger than i inch
Must be
accommodate t w • > floor flanges, as
shown, which latter should be screwed on as far as they
Stand the pipe up mar the baseboard of the machine, a* shown.
Screw the bottom flange to the floor, then
by unscrewing the pipe or top flange a little way the whole
thing cat
| rigidly between the floor and ceiling \\ hen adjusted right that i-. tight fasten the top
Now, all that remainito
make
a
sorl
clamp
as shown
at "11."in
which will slide up or downof on
the piece,
pipe stand
to a point
line with the machine tabic to which it i- then made fast
by means of screws, being afterwards clamped rigidly t«> the
pipe by mean- of the loop "B" and bolt.
The front end of
the tabic can then be braced in any one of a number of ways,
of its nearness to the solid wall of the booth.
A
trap iron about '[ inch thick by I inch wide bent
in We
a "'/."
shape,
ashown,
imost
effectual."
are certainly indebted to you. Neighbor Kirk, for the
excellent drawing and the thoroughly practical idea advanced. It need- but a glance to -bow that the standard you
have devised will deliver the goods, without beinj
serious extent, in the way of the operator It i- the be-t
thing for the purpose I have -ecu to date, though there are
a few operating r ns in which it probably could not be
made available.
We -hall be glad to ha\e a word from you
concerning
the photo-play situation in Galveston, the city
• e.a sea wall.
Operating Room Photo. Mr S A \cri. Marietta, Pa.,
write-: "Enclosed find photo of our booth, which i- none of
the be-t It -how- plainly, however, bow the motor iconnected with the flywheel, also incandescent lights cut in
BO a- to form a -peed regulating rheostat. We have no
trouble in regulating speed, as the top globe is a 4 c. p., the
next an S c. p. and the third a 10 c. p. and the fourth a
16 c. p. Please note the old stand-by paper I am holding in
my hand — the "Moving Picture World"; also the little mirror fastened to the lamp house door just back of the peep-

hole. It reflects the carbon- so that the crater can be seen
from almost any place in the booth. This little arrangement
1 have used for about two years. Another little device is the
stove pipe arrangement, which can be slid back and forth
so as to cut out the entire spot from the operator's eyes,
giving him a better chance to govern bis light by reason of
having
a clearer
view of Neighbor
the screen."
I publish
the photo,
Acri. for the reason that
operating room pictures are of interest. I had to do some
pretty close looking io find that rheostat in the photo. I
have, however, outlined the globes so that they show more
plainly.
Fire Shutter Trouble. — Nova Scotia (name of town and
party
''Enclosed
find $1.50
for thesuppressed
Handbook.by Irequest)
certainlywrite-:
enjoy the
Department
and
have derived much benefit from it. Can you tell me how
many K. W. it would take to operate an Exhibition Model
and ten 16 c. p. lamps on no volt-. 60 cycle A. C. circuit.
three hours? Have trouble with the automatic shutter on
the above machine: will not come up unless the crank is
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moved at very high -peed and when adjusted so it will come
up at normal speed, it will not close when the handle ii
In order to answer your K. W. question intelligently, I
would
have to know how many amperes of current you pre*
stopped."
po-e
using, or if you want me to answer it from my own
viewpoint a- to the amount of current used on a gi
picture, then tell me what size picture you are ;
Until you do tin- 1 could not give any kind of an intelligent
answer. As to the automatic -butter. I don't know
what you have been doing. There i> no adjustment possibfl
with the governor you name. If you put oil in it it won't
raise. It opens by reason of a -mall piece of felt in the -ide
the swinging arm- rubbing on the casing. If this
felt is worn out -end to the Edi-011 folk- and get anotlier,
If the friction surface (where the felt rub-) gets too dry and
rough the governor will -tick open. The remedy is to lubricate by putting a small quantity of plumbago (graphite) inside the governor, never lubricate an Edison fire -butter
governor with oil— use graphite instead
New Tension Equalizer. -Milwaukee. Wis., write- 1 am
in Chicago quite frequently and always take occasion to en
on the Western office of the 'World'; it is a good
frequent. 1 bought one of your Handbooks there in February. Ihave been visiting the moving picture theater- of ( hicago and must say that Milwaukee has them all beaten, in
every way. in the matter of good projection. While in the
Windy City recently 1 dropped in at the Liberty I
Halstead Street, and must say that the odor was something
terrible and the darkness equally as bad. I wonder the
health authorities do not get after them. The be-t projection 1 have viewed anywhere is in the Unique Theater, of
Milwaukee, but the place is too small and one ha- to frequently wait to get a -eat The American and Vano
put up very line shows. These latter are 5 cent houses and
seem to hold their own right beside the 10 cent places
(haven't you got that reversed, Milwaukee? — Ed.), notwithstanding the latter are first-crass, also. I have seen moving
picture performances in the larger cities in the United State?.
including your own New York City and Boston, but Milwaukee, as I said, has them all backed off the map on projection and we hope to maintain that record. Your article
on good projection in April 8th number hits the nail on the
head all right, all right, and I for one think your high da-<
idea ought to be tried out, and while I am not now in the exhibition end of the business, I have a notion to try it. I have
my own take-up tension equalizer nearly ready for ti
agent and will send you a photo of it before long
be attached to the outside (left) take-up mechanism and will
most likely cost something like $25 or $30. For stationary
stands, however, the expense would be justified. I
plicity there is nothing to come up to the usual friction device, but as there are clamorings for tension equali/«
it — and one that holds the film absolutely at oni
strain. The idea is that the rollers, moved outward by the
increased size of the reel, raise the friction gears along a
disc on the reel shaft, which keeps the uniform circumferential speed the same as the film travels through the machine
It is positive in its action. Whether it will take with the
exhibitors and operators in general remains to be seen. Hdwever, I am going to venture and if it takes at all I will g\\<
some -mart talker a big commission to sell the right."
I am very glad, indeed, Friend Griggs, to know that UTO
jection in Milwaukee is on such a high plane and I tru-t that
it may be thus maintained, and even improved,
equalizer, we shall be glad, indeed, to look it over
as it is ready.
There is not a "crying" need for such a device, but a howling need for it; though, as you say, if it i
as costly as that it will probably require considerable effort
to successfully introduce it.
The friction take-up
thousands of dollars' worth of damage to film ever>
nobody seems to care much one way or the other how badly
films become injured.
It is a strange thing to me that film
exchanges do not get busy on this proposition and tal
steps or some intelligent action tending to protect ti
property.
But up to date the apathy as regards film injury
seems to be universal.
Exchanges could well afford to offer
houses using a really effective take-up tension equalizer a
service price of a dollar or two a week less than houses not
thus equipped.
They would be gainers by so doing.
Arc Rectifier.— East St. Louis, 111., writes: "Enclo-ed fin'i
$1.50 for the Handbook. I also wish some information about
the mercury arc rectifier. We are using A. C. Our machine
is a Standard and my old operator had very little trouble
getting light through the different reels, though the new one
seems to have some difficulty. Have been told that with
D. C. supplied by the mercury arc rectifier we would have
no difficulty at all with the light, if the operator understood
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anything at all about the moving picture machine. I knownothing, or very little, about electricity or moving picture
machines, but hope to learn. So many people have so many
different opinions about the different things pertaining to
the moving picture and how to get the best re ults, that I
appeal to you, feeling that I will get an unbiased opinion.
Kindly
by mail like
instead
of through theI would
Department."
Much reply
a5 I would
to accommodate,
not have
time to do anything else if I made personal replies to all
those requesting them. The rectifier is a thoroughly practical machine and will unquestionably deliver the goods if
it has anything like intelligent handling. The machine is
perfectly automatic in operation, however, and I think your
operator would have no difficulty with it. There is no question but what you will get a very much better light from
rectified current than you can with A. C. and at the same
• a very considerable proportion of your light bill.
This by reason of the fact that in order to secure equal illumination with A. C. you will be obliged to use a much
heavier amperage than is necessary with D. C. Until such
time as a practical arc voltage motor-generator set is derectify A. « . 1 regard the mercury arc rectifier as
the be-t device for the purpose on the market. One reason
why there are so many different opinions is that the average
exhibitor's
operator's knowledge
is largely
confined
to
his own pergonalor experiences,
and the advice
of a few
friends
equally limited in experience.
Richmond
Again. — Richmond,
Va., writes:
"In your
my queries (p. 951, April 29th issue), you ask certain questions. I know I am using 235 volts because that is
the standard pressure all over the city. I believe Richmond
I the very few cities in this country that use- high
voltage.
We have the three-wire system in the house.
I
I an ammeter and find I was mistaken that instead of
40 amperes I am really pulling 30, though when the arc is
hr-a -prung it pulls 40, dropping back, however, to 30. I am
using Lubin rheostats and there is about 45 feet distance between the rheostats and the machine, the former being in
the basement.
I believe I lose a great deal of current in the
circuit to and from the basement.
If I use anything less
than a 35 ampere fuse it will blow every time.
The current
is D. C
I throw a picture 32 feet from the top of picture
and 21 feet wide.
I will send for the Handbook this week."
If you are only pulling 30 amperes with that size picture
it should by no manner of means be brilliant or even what
could be classed as very good.
There is no reason why
lid have any appreciable loss in the basement circuit if it be No 6 wire.
If it i^ smaller than No. 6 tear it
out and put 111 No. 6, and then boost your amperage up to
ly a part of your trouble lies in the carbon
letting. On pages 86 to 91 inclusive of the Handbook you
explicit directions, accompanied
by illustrations,
■ carbons for both A. C. and D. C.
that the inside <>f your carbon holders are clean, so
that tin- .art, on makes good electrical contact with the holder
and that the wires inside of the lamp house are not burned,
understand exactly what you mean by "1 throw a
pictun- 32 feet from the top of picture."
If you mean your
- feet and you are projecting a picture 21 feet wide,
,ery likely to have difficulty 111 Kettiiitf sharp defini•1 thai exceedingly sh,,rt
are hard to get.
You say you are using 235
t( in I must repi
it this is exceedingly unusual.
If you are taking
side, that would indicate a total line pressure between the two outside win
•In- two outside wires why not cut i
1 tin- neutral
ind thus half tin- voltage, cutting down re
lently eliminating mm ;
I .,p Wanted.
Mr Oliver Lease, 618 Salem Wenue,
"Will you please tell me win
lure tent - \1-.. whethei 1 ban - could be
• so, where?
I >oi it n al 1 anj difl 1 - 11 1 e which

focal length

be Hni d I
It in.il ■

darl

enough for daylight
... hjch wii e the
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find much light will .come in unle-s it is lined. Personally I
would prefer a thin lined tent to a heavy unlined one — very
much prefer it.
Carbon Setting. — Mr ivecknagel. North Towanda. X. Y.,
writes: I have operated at the Oliver Theater, of which I
enclose post card, for six months and have experimented
with the various carbon settings and find yours as described
in the Handbook to be correct in every way-

Have tried many makes of carbons, every angle, and
straight up and down, but have gone back to the set you
see in the enclosed photos.

The enclosed 1
irbons after a run of two
weeks without cutting oft
• arlum
holders.
That is why the carbons 'needle.'
Many complain
that the needling i- due to poor carbons, but you ie« it is
only burned cable and dirty carbon holders, since photograph No. 2 shows the carbons alter cleaning the lamp bouse,
cutting cable off about four inches and cleaning the inside
of tin- carbon holders
• and with
entirea fill
sal
summer ai

"1" 1- the pr ipi 1. ■

o

Will write j

perating booth
I n ceived sketch • ■! tini< nd Recknagel, but did not publish it this week because, w
now how you have it connected. I do ii"t yel understand the
ihutti r itself Kindly cut ■ p. qui pattern 1 i the ihuttei and
I in the iketeh, the shutter blade :
put

'Hie OVei .■!! tl

quite

true
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iblisa
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11 ity I would 1
to tents
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Shocking.- New York Gty writes: "Will you kindly
answer the Following in the Department? (i) When I am
grounded ami touch the lamp house I get a shock, yet when
1 test same with a test lamp the lamp does not light (2) 1
machine; picture jumps, but when
1 hold top loop as it passes the gate roller the picture is
3) When 1 mike a small bottom loop it 1- all right.
but when 1 make a large one the loop runs out. What is the
(1) The probability is, New York, that your lamp house
i> grounded bj rea
carbon dust acrosi the insulation. hiI
would be sufficient to
arp shock,
hut trouble,
might not
light slight
a tost ground,
lamp. incapable
If that isn't
the
thenbe itenough
is some toother
of
carrying sufficient current to light a test lamp, i -• ) Evidently
your tension springs are t,,,, [Qose. And it is quite possible
that your intermittent movement is loose also; that is to
say. the -i:\r h not tight enough against the cam. From
what you say 1 believe u is the combination of both. Put
your screwdriver under the tension springs and carefully
DOW them out by rubbing the screwdriver up and down, at
the same time pulling out on the spring, though not hard.
(3) Couldn't tell without looking at the machine. The probability is the stripper blade is not set square, thus throwing
the lower loop out of line with the take-up sprocket.
Half Size Projection Lenses. — Ohio (name of town and
partying tinsuppressed
request)
writes:
"I for
see moving
you are picture
advisuse of halfbysize
projection
lenses
projection and 1 thoroughly agree with you. They give a
tar better picture than do the quarter size on a long throw.
My manager was advised to buy a half size projection lens
and agreed to have two sent on trial. After I had run half
a reel with one of them he remarked: 'Well, what do you
think of that for a picture?' As a user of the half size moving picture projection lenses, I would certainly recommend
them to anyone who wants high class projection. I do not
know whether they are made by more than one manufacturer or not, but mine are Gundlach. There is a Union operator in this town working for $8 a week. My own salary
is $_>i and 1 am not a Union operator either."
You must not judge Unions by the mere fact that one individual isworking for such a low salary as that. I would,
however, say that a Union card is not always evidence that
its holder is a real Union man. I have known many
holders of Union cards whose unionism was about as strong
as a badly decayed cobweb. Unionism, however, is the
thing. The exhibitors, the bankers, the judges, attorneys,
merchants, architects, engineers, and even the preachers,
have their Unions. They do not usually call them "Unions";
they kind,
are generally
dubbed
or something
that
which sounds
more"Association"
aristocratic, but,
boiled down,of
it is nothing more or less than a Union, devised wholly and
entirely to serve precisely the same end served by the labor
Union, namely, to protect the professional or craft interests
of its members. Organization is the order of the day and
the wise man will become a member of his craft organization, since it is the only effective protection he can have.
As to half size lenses, it has just occurred to me that the
half size lens will largely obviate the difficulty experienced in
securing focus all over the picture where there is a heavy
drop or where the machine sets to one side of the screen.
To those projecting downward on a heavy pitch and to
those whose machines set to one side of the house, I would
strongly recommend the installation of the half size lens.
I haven't
triedthatthistheout,
I amlensvery
am focus,
right
in
assuming
halfbutsize
willconfident
clear up Ithe
which is almost always bad on some part of the picture under those conditions. On long throws there is another reason for using the half size, which I will deal with soon. I
haven't room in this week's issue.
Herbst Process.— Mr. John Strong, Springfield, O., writes:
"I
(page
'956, April
29th issue)
me best.
to describe
the note
Herbst
daylight
attachment,
so I you
will ask
do my
I enclose a couple of sketches which will explain the matter, I
think. You note that just outside the screen space occupied
by the picture is a band of light, the shadow on which the
picture is projected being thrown by a piece of sheet iron
placed in the stereo picture opening. The picture itself is
thrown inside of the shadow caused by the central piece of
iron. You can secure more information from Mr. Pat Casey,
New York, if you wish."
We are obliged to you, Neighbor Strong, for the description. I wish to correct one error, however. You cannot
project a shadow. Such a thing is a physical or optical impossibility. You can, however, project a band of light
around a spot on the curtain, thus producing the effect of a
shadow by contract. The shadow itself merely means that
there )s no light from the stereopticon being thrown on that
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particular portion of the curtain. I have been invited by
Mr. Casey to view the performance of the Herbst machine
and intend doing s,, next week, alter which 1 shall probably
give the results of my observation.
Some Pointers.— Mr. R. L. Strong, Tampa, Fla., writes:
"1 believe you will he lair even to one who dare.s takes ISSUC
with you on a few points in operating. 1 believe I am justified in saying that I do not take all that is written
ating for gi. mted, especially when it concerns A. C, for the
verj simple reason that A. C troubles are too numerous t,,
he dealt with according to any one set of rules. A great
many operators will dispute me when 1 say I am trimming
my lamp, or rather, 1 set my carbons the same as 1 would
for D. C., but >ct the top carbon back % inch from the center
line of the lower one. 1 am getting results, too, results
which give me a perfect white field. To those having a
ghost. 1 would say there are three causes, viz.: condensers,
1 light projection, and carbon trimming. To remove a ghoM, if the throw be more than 40 feet, u
and one /'/i, the latter in front. From aperture to center of
condenser housing, the distance should not be less than 14^
inches. Having set the lamp house thus, get busy and find
a suitable lamp trim. The trim I am using as above set forth
will prove satisfactory in nine cases out of ten, and your
ghost will be a dead one. I am always after a better light
and that is why I offer the results of my experiments. If
you find you have double rings at the side of the spot, turn
(not change) your condensers around until the spot becomes a perfect circle. I was formerly a member of the
Chicago Local Union No. 144, I. A. T. S. E."
My dear boy, talking about "daring" to take issue with the
editor of the Department is unneces-ary. That is exactly
what I want you to do, if you think 1 am wrong. Discussion
is precisely what the Department is for and there is no
""dare" to it. Your set is exactly what I have always recommended, except I think you will find you have not got your
top carbon as much as ]4 inch behind the lower one. Oneeighth of an inch would be more like it. As to the ghost
matter, I pass that on to our readers without comment.
Refillable Fuse Tubes.— Massillon, O., writes: "I enclose
you herewith circular of the Daune refillable fuse shell and
would like your opinion of same. The only improvemenl
over the ones shown on page 27 of your Handbook, is that it
has the screw ends and can readily be refilled. Is it not a
good thing? What objection could anyone have to ?anu'?
Why
should recommend
not the firetheunderwriters
I cannot
tube or its approve
use, the same?"
trouble being
that there would always be the liability for overloading; that
is to say, using a heavier fuse than the cartridge barrel is designed for. That, I presume, is the reason it is not approved
by the Board of Fire Underwriters.
Light on the Shutter.— Mr. C. B. Burkhardt, Homer, 111.,
writes: "In the last issue, under the heading 'Much Work,
Little Pay,' you say there should not be a circle of light
show on the outside shutter; only the outline of the aperture. The circle shows very plainly on my shutter What is
wrong? Attached find $1 as a help on the light question.
When God created the earth he said, 'Let there be light,' so
I take it to be rather a good thing to know more about."
In my reply to the article named I perhaps was not explicit enough. The surface of a metal shutter, of course,
reflects some light and the outline of the aperture will, there*
fore, be surrounded by a sort of halo of light, from 2 to 3
inches in diameter. There should not, however, be a distinct
circle the size of the lens, and if there is it would indicate
loss of light through some fault in the lens. I could not say
what. I think, however, that where such a condition is present the definition of the picture will be found to be bad.
If there is a distinct circle on the shutter the size of the
lens or approximately the size of the lens, with a sharp defined circular rim, please advise me and I will look further
into the matter. Your dollar will be held until I see if there
is sufficient response to make the answering of questions
by mail feasible. If there is not, the dollar will be returned.
I shall know, I presume, in not to exceed two weeks.
Position Refused.— Philadelphia, Pa., writes: "This is to
let you know I still wish a position. I thank you for giving
my name to Montgomery, but I would rather not go so far
South. Would also like to have a Sunday off, as I have
been working seven days a week for three years."
Well, Philadelphia, I shall have to give you a jacking up,
as a warning to others. When operators write asking me to
secure them positions they should place all the limitations
they have in mind in their letter. In this case, I have not
only taken the trouble to send your name to an employer,
but he has been put to the trouble of corresponding with you
and all with no result. In future, those asking me to place
them must note what part of the country they want to go
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or do not want to go to, else I shall expect them to take
positions offered, provided the salary i3 a fair one. That is
only fair to me and to the employers to whom I give the
names.
Isolated Light Plant.— Conneaut, O., writes: "You ask
what kind of generating plant we use. (Page 951, April 29th
issue.; It consists of a Standard dynamo made by the Robbins & Myers Company, Springfield, O., Comp. wd. 110 volts,
44 amperes, 5 K. W., 1100 R. P. M.. and is driven by a 10
h.p. Fowler gas engine, Model 100, made by the Fowler Company, of Oil City, Pa., and belted to the dynamo by proper
iize pulleys. For ignition we use a K. \Y. high-tension magneto made by the K. W. Ignition Company, Cleveland. O .
which has batteries and coils beaten a mile. In regard to
your answer to my letter, you say the transformer (meaning
the so-called economizer, not the service transformer on the
pole) might have been wound for a different voltage. Xo,
the voltage is no and 133 cycle and the economizer was so
marked. We are now using, in that same house (which, by
the way, is owned by the company that I am with), a Sterling
economizer which, with proper handling, delivers current at
the nearly equal to D. C. Our switches, fuses and wires are
heavy enough to carry 75 amperes and we use from 35 to 70
amperes, according to the density of the film. I am not trying to sell these coils nor do I get a rake-off tor saying this,
but when an article delivers the goods it will get my earnest
approval. I enclose a rough sketch of Mr. L. L. Carr's puzzle. I do not suppose it is anywhere near correct, but 1 am
willing to learn.
I wish yourself and the World all kinds of

this performance as s^on
definite information.

in gold. In one of the back numbers of the 'World' 1 note a
question regarding the use of white satin curtains for proI have tried same and found thein to be one great
big failure. There seems to be a mist or fi'm in front of the
picture which makes the picture indistinct. 1 write this to
prevent others from making the same expensive mistake I
did. I am a traveling operator and have an Edengraph machine. We stay a week in each town and, since I have had
my Edengraph. have yet to find any house in which projection was as good a- my own. Have tried two uf the gas
generating outfits advertised and do not find them so efficient as compressed gas; neither is the compressed gas as
expensive. This for the benefit of those who have been making inquiries. Wish also to a-k if you have any record of
getting good projection under the following conditions:
, feet; picture, 10x14; 4-inch lens; 220-volt D. C;
25 to 30 amperes and only "ne condenser.
I succeeded in
felting an excellent picture with only one condensing lens,
had a new arc lamp that could not be brought close enough
to the condenser to get a large enough spot with two condensei len
Your remarks, Friend Lyndon, are p.ppreoiated and passed
on to our readers.
The general report is, however, that generated zas i- considerably cheaper thin compressed gas and
I think myself you are mistaken in that particular, when you
unl the return shipment of the tanks and cverycture could In- had with one condenser, but
of light, due to the lamp
far from the lens.
Two
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Notice. — All half-tone cuts uced in this department will
be sent, postage free, to those desiring them at a price of
ten cents per square inch. The minimum price for any cut
being $1.00.
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186, I. A. T. S. E.
Wage

Schedule

OPERATORS,

(Springfield, Mass.)

of 1910 and 191 1.

Section 1. All houses with seating capacity of 300 or less,
said house running ten hours and using two operator-, first
operator to receive $20, second operator to receive $15; the
working time of two operators to be six and five hours, the
extra hour to be used in getting show ready and attend to
cleaning of machines and booth. This work to alternate between the two men. All houses running ten hours using
two operators, with a seating capacity of over 300, said operators, first operator to receive $20, second operator to receive $18.
Section 2. All houses playing two a day,
pacity of 300 or le-s. working time in said
over eight hours; all houses with over 300
working time of said house not to be over
erator to receive $20 a week.
Section
3.
All houses
outside
of
towns playing two a day. using on*
ceive $18 a week.

perfoi
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I considt

it will
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seven b

Springfield,
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smaller

Section 4. All houses in small
I
nlv evenings and Saturday and holiday matinees, operator :>hall receive $16 a week.
Section 5. All special and Sunday performance!
I
six hours to constitute
working
time.
A
75 cents an hour.
All Sui
rmanees of three

hours <>r It
Section 6. All extra weekly

hour \\>>rk, 50 cents an hour.
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Putting in Cam Wheel.— New York City a-k-: "I'lease
explain how to put in a Powers 5 pin wheel."
With a small punch remove the pin which holds small
bevel gear on right (shutter driving gear) to shaft, also pin
holding cam wheel (pin wheel you call it). You may then
slip the flywheel shaft out, removing the pin wheel. Slip the
shaft back into place, through the new cam wheel, and see if
the pin hole comes right when the cam wheel is snug against
the star (the star may be shifted sidewise slightly by moving the eccentric bushings endwise). If not, mark proper
position of wheel on shaft, remove and drill new pin hole.

We are indebted to you for the excellent description of
the light plant, which I understand is giving excellent service. The answer to the wiring diagram is correcr. Like
yourself, I thoroughly believe in recommending articles
which deliver the goods.
Satin Curtain a Failure. — Mr. Chas. Lyndon, Malvern, ?a.,
write- "1 wish to add my thanks to those of others for your
most valuable work in the H?ndbook. It is worth its weight
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the best picture I ever looked at projected with less than 30
amperes of current (30 amperes fuses, for I examined them
and also looked at the spotj in a theater in which three hundred (300) 16 c. p. incandescent white lights were burning,
without any shading whatever. I could sit down in any portion of the house and read my newspaper with the utmost
comfort. I was simply amazed at the result. I would not
have believed it possible of accomplishment; and seemingly
it contradicts and overturns all the laws of projection. The
light from practically every one of these 300 globes struck
the curtain, though it is true that the greater portion of the
globes were lightly frosted. I shall have more to say about
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LICENSED.
"The Twin Towers" (Edison). — This is a story of the
French Revolution Its feature 1- the pluck with which a
woman outwits three ruffians till help comes. When the
woman throws one of the men to the ground from the plank
upon which he is crossing from one of the twin towers to
the other, the audience applauded.
And at the end, when she
and her husband overcome
the other two and escape there
was more applause.
It is a picture which i~ interesting beth< apparent plausibility of the story and tin- -pint
of contest which characterizes it. It was very poorly acted.
"The Romance of a Valet" (Gaumont). — A comedy in facial
expression mostly, gning the adventure- of a valet who fell
in love. with the maul across the court. He and this maid are
both comedian-. -• > we have tin- good film. When hi- master leave-, he goes aero-, to call and find- that the big butler
is
the wanting
maid'.- husband.
rough reception
crawlsof
back,
to die. He
Nowgetshisa master
had left aandbottle
very choice wine which he warned the valet was deadly poison. The valet can't bear to blow out his brains, so takes
tin- poison and has a good time dying. When the master
wakes
him he says, "I am waiting for death." It is a good
film.
"Old Folks" (Gaumont). — A comedy representing Jimmie
and Toto as caring for two old people. They adroitly bring
the old people together, one paralyzed and the other blind.
They are rewarded by getting a chance to play. The comedyhas no particular strength, but may be considered as a species
of lightener for a heavy program. Its best quality is the
homely interest and tenderness; it is rich in these.
"A Klondike Steal" (Vitagraph).— This tale of adventure show- three girls who went to the Klondike to stake
a gold claim left them by their father. There is one exciting
incident when their guides steal their maps and another
when the party, which now consists of two young miners,
discover the guides staking the claim. There are two weddings, leaving one girl forlorn, which must have been an oversight for it is reported that in the Northwest "wimen is
skairs." The little Eskimo is an additon to the picture and
the scenery is very intcreating. The snow looks cold enough
and the girls look helpless enough after the loss of their map
to arouse the sympathies of any man. But it all ends well
and the audience thoroughly enjoys this love story among
the Klondike snows, with a search for gold as the moving
impulse.
"The Two Mothers" i Flssanay). — This story is as humanely
improbable as a play can be, nearly. It was impossible to
act it. mostly, but not wholly. A very improbable board of
secret service men find a very probable counterfeit and this
is followed by a very improbable raid, in which one of the
criminals, in attempting to escape, is shot. This man makes
his way to his home and we see a very amateurist deathscene with a "hats off all" kind of ending. We then see the
counterfeiter'wifedetective.
wth her baby
and see
her
mind to kill the
We have
seen her
the make
youngup lady
who takes this part do clever work, but who could have carried this scene? We see her outside, at the reception where
she manages to kill the detective. The detective's wife then
makes a highly improbable visit to the counterfeiter's wife
and, are
because
both haveOf children,
they
and
best friends.
course all
this"understand."
awakens the forgive
human
emotions somewhat, but it is a very amateurist piece of work.
"The Two Heroes" (Edison).— In this delightful little
comedy of the usual rural play order there are two veterans.
The jealous rivalry between them begins on the field of Bull
Run, and it lasts through years, but is finally settled, much
to the happiness of their children. Their son and daughter,
hopeless of reconciling them, eloped, for the fathers objected to a wedding. Fate intervenes in time so that the
bride and groom come home at once for the parental blessing
of both fathers now fa-t friends. The characterization in
this film is commendable.
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fered \nd wifie was severely punished for her attempt to
make it unpleasant lor linn. The picture 1- unusual in offering the other side of the story, seldom seen or made plain.
"Rival Brothers' Patriotism" (Pathe). — Here we have another war story, with love and jealousy intermixed. There
is a letter that goes wrong and a tight in a pa-- 111 which
one brother loses his life, ami is decorated after death. The
soldiers in this film arc much better than usual in moving
picture-.
The only trouble with the picture is that it- kind
"The Latest Edict of Francis II" (Urban). A series of
life at the French court during the time of Catherine de Medici Poor ( atherine i- fair game to all who
write. She wa~ bad enough, but she was no Messaline. The
-fry is based upon a love affair, with a man nearly executed.
The tinted settings and costumes, with the reproduction of
the life of that time, are the important features. The audi. ence observes with the closesl attention the picture- which
are presented, including the scenes in court, the throne room
and elsewhere about the palace. The situation- are somewhat complicated, but the elegant costumes and the bearing
of the actor- are sufficient to overcome any slight difficulty
of that sort.
It is, indeed, an unusually interesting film.
"Scenes in Colombo, Ceylon" (Urban). — A picture of life
in a little known land. It is well made and the scenes selected are interpretative of the country. The photographer
chose his view points and his scenes with skill, and there
is much in the movements of the people and other features
to interest.
"Picciola" (Vitagraph). — In this story a little plant springs
up between the stones in a prison yard. It is tenderly cared
for by de Charney, a nobleman who is a political prisoner.
When he fell ill a tea made from its leaves cured him. A
petition to Napoleon regarding the plant brought the emperor, in person, directing that the plant be spared, and ultimately securing for this prisoner and one other a pardon.
A tender love story is interwoven, supplying heart interest
and ending in the girl, a daughter of one of the prisoners,
marrying de Charney. The details are worked out with
care, and the sentiment expressed is unusually tender. The
story grips from beginning to end.
"A Priestess
Carthage"
This
should
take frontofrank
with the (Gaumont).
best that —has
beenpicture
done
by the Gaumonts. The leading role is played by Mile.
Gravier. as the priestess and she carried her part well nigh
to perfection. Indeed, it is difficult to conceive how it could
have been done better. The first act shows the temple of
the sun and moon and the photography is really remarkable. The costumes, for example, have a delicate sheen
and seem much like real goods.
Evenfectly
thereproduced.
color ofIt jewels
in impossible
the women'.hair are upon
perwould be
to improve
econd scene show- Arlizath's palace and the tent
of Gersaken, the Barbarian. The third scene is the Square
of Khamon and the Barbarian camp at night, while the last
two scenes are in the Temple of Tanit and the int
the House of Eschmon. Tin story i laid in Carthage
about 150 years B. C. and the action comes in the endeavor
to get a moon stone from the turban of Gersaken
session of which will bring success to the Carthaginian
arms. The priestess, Arizath, undertakes to do this and
succeeds, but she and Gersaken fall in love and the closing
scene is a wedding. Only one touch of humor pervades the
picture, when Gersaken pursues Moammo, who steals the
moon stone. The audience does not see the stroke of the
sword, but Gersaken briny- 111 a severed head, which is
shown to the audience and placed in a bag made of skins.
The murdered man is a rejected suitor of the priestess. It
is a striking scene when -hi- clears the blood from the
sword over the altar fire. In every sense, costuming, acting,
staging and photography, this film can scarcely be surpassed.
It is one of the best the company has ever released. Everyone having to do with its production has performed his or
her part with skill and discretion.
"The Foster Father" ( Pathe). — Here is a picture, by the
American Company, with its scenes laid in the mining court-
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try, and filled with interesting features. A thief, to escape
arrest, assumes that a little child, whose mother has just
died, is his own. Hi- pal is arrested and sent to prison.
Years afterward he and his foster daughter are at the mines,
but he has no success. His dog (and this dog, a fine bull
terrier, is a feature), while plunging in the creek for a stone,
brings up gold. This is the best touch in the play. Later
the pal turns up, and is sent away with money, but the girl
overhears. She forgives, however, and even though her
foster father loves her himself he gives her to another. It
is a good story. It is well told. The acting is satisfactory,
and most of the photography is good. It has weak spots —
that is, weak for a Pathe, but they do not mar the picture.
"How She Triumphed" (Biograph). — It was vigorous
treatment, but it was effective and the homely girl became
handsome and rosy under the physical exercise directed by
her friends. Instead of her having no attention, as she expected, the improvement in her looks were sufficient to make
her attractive and the other girls were the ones to suffer.
The acting in this comedy is natural and makes it a very
pleasing film.
"The Sheriff and the Man" (Lubin).— This Western story
appeals
to the
if it doesn't
to the
mind.to It
is easywhoto
understand
thatheart
a sheriff
might be
grateful
a thief
befriended him when he was in dire straits, but whether it
is well to allow this to go as far as allowing a prisoner to
escape is a que-tion which has been discussed before. It is
true in this in-tance the man who escaped was not the guilty
one, but the sheriff supposed him to be, which left the
officer's moral obligation ju-t the same. The background is
the sandy alkali desert.
The play as a whole is interesting.
"The Reformation of Jack Robins" (Melies).— This Western picture presents the case of an outlaw, wounded unto
death, cared for and nursed back to health by a woman
doctor. The inevitable results, but Robin is given to understand that he must reform before the doctor will marry
him. He "does" five years' time and when he is released from
jail, the doctor is still waiting for him and she marries him,
a reformed man. The love story appeals to the heart like
all such stories, but aside from that the film has less interest
than those usually put out by this house.
"The Witch of the Everglades" (Selig).— This Indian
story gives an accurate reproduction
of life in the Everflades of Florida as it was during the days of the Seminole
ndians. In this picture a mother who survives an Indian
111 which her husband was killed, goes insane, her
baby stolen and she left for dead. Sufficient instinct was
left her to want to kill every Seminole she could find. Years
afterward the blow of a bullet on the head restores her
memory and she finds her daughter. The scenery is interesting and the characterization leaves little to be desired The
idea of losing the memory is not new. but it is worked out
in a new way. In fact, the whole picture is well worth seeing lie
I woman i- held in superstitious veneration by the
Indians, which i- a true portrayal of the way they look upon
tho-e who arc wholly or nartially insane.
"The Child and the Tramp" (Edison).
Here is
a tramp which 1 a< once pathetic and humorous.
For the
1 child who befriended him he journeys twice a long
e sharpers have virtually
>m her fathei
And then, upon returning it. he

tad the

ituation

"Subsides"

1 the film is the delineation of tramp char
tells what a u
the strongest influence in
od, while the photi
shown arc some of them thri I
its pleasure.

1. lem)

I his

Western

story, wh

I'h
all
•t is>i...tshown
which in has
irkling wat.r to many a
\ml m. .re than one ha
dii .1 upon its
nd that it was hot, burning
and, and not
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paraiso are given on this film. The picture is very realistic,
lively enough to suit the most exacting, but some criticism
was heard of the subject. A few sitting near the writer
thought it scarcely
the thing to be presented to American
audiences.
,
"The Peace Offering" (Vitagraph). — This comedy presents a domestic mix-up in which a woman is arrested for
wearing her own coat. The combination of errors came
about her.
through
cook leaving
and taking
the police
mistress'
with
Then a comes
the notification
of the
and coat
the
arrest of the real owner, who takes the coat from her former cook on the street. The story is admirably worked out
and the situations are funny enough to keep the audience
amused.
"Forgiveness Is Sweet" (Pathe). — We have here a modern
rendering of the old story of the grasshopper and the ant.
portrayed by two actresses whose work deserves commendation. The story is like the old one of the grasshopper and the
ant. excepting that the grasshopper, a -treet singer, becomes a
popular actress, and when she finds the ant. her friend, the
seamstress, in want, she forgets the rebuff- she received under
similar circumstances and helps her to more prosperous times.
This ending makes a pleasant story of the old fable. It is well
told, and the audience appeared to like it. Mechanically, it
is up to the Biograph standard.
"A Fascinating Bachelor" (Lubin). — This sparkling comedy
presents in attractive form the adventures of a rich bachelor
who becomes the cynosure of the eyes of all the marriageable women in town. But he falls in love with a nurse
employed in his house. And then comes a wedding. The
actor- have caught the spirit of the picture so sympathetically that the audience is admitted to the inmosl secrets of
all the fluttering hearts of the women interested.
"The Two Sides" (Biograph). — This story i- almost a
sermon upon the old theme of the brotherhood of man. The
discharge of an employee and his despair becau>c of hisick child forms the topic of the picture. Later, when he
discovers the child of the former employer in danger he
ri-k- his own life to save her, ami the tw.> fathers are drawn
together by a mutual sympathy. The -tory is -imple. stirs
the emotions, and pleases with its plainly stated admonition
to return good for evil.
"Scenes Along the Mekong
River"
rathe).— This film
Pies of beautifully photographed
views along this
Chinese river. The quaint junk-, and the pe. .pie on them,
and other features combine to form a valuable educational
film.
"Her Master" (Selig).— This is a picture reproducing
Colonial village life. It is winter, with a heav\
the ground. The tir-t scenes are in or ilea: a school, which,
with the quaint costumes of the master and pupil-, is interbe contest between the
and his
high-tpirited girl pupil has a human touch that
the interest of the audience
\- •
ing first how the master relent-, after punishing the refractory pupil, and then how the girl, at first bitterly proud.
later humbles
herself, the interest increases,
!
reasonable, human
Story, well ha I
producer, and well photographed
and free from that Lane of many 1 picture, theatrical
ing
Di life
-tine-,and like
IND!
with an English Bargeman"
workmen little known
ii
alongthe the
of
litt Englisl: and what tl
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Day

in a desert

as mu. hi
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studies and becoi
lawyei
He revisits the
ranch with his wife
Th
not knowing that
he i- marri
win him, but he introduces
his wife. The picture has some amusing character studies,
and some pretty
scenes, Inn, though interestii
highly dramatic.
"His Witr
not infrequently
found in Nestor films, viz: freshness of theme and a human
atory. Hen- a trouble-maker gets soundly trounced for his
mischief making, and the friendship oi two nun i- not broken
by n. [*he storj is refreshing.
Married people ai
• ere i- friendship in the world that can endure, even
when a man marries the girl another once wanted. Here
are really human men and women. In t hat respect, certainly.
id film. The photography is excellent, like all the
Nestor films, while the players have performed their parts
with appreciation
"Vengeance Hath Been Had" (Reliance).— This film gives
u- a story, not a picture of life, and a story that, though
interesting, i- not very dramatic. One man in drink blinds
another and escapes Both grow up. The blind man has
a daughter; the other man a son. These children fall in
lore they can marry, Fate has to blind the second
man also. Tin- film i- easily on a par with a great many
films and will he accepted by many audiences, but will have
no long popularity.
"The Count of No Account" (Solax) .— A hotel keeper expects a count and advertise- that he is to have a distinguished
gue-t His house is at once tilled with snobbish people, but
the
count
doesn't
appear, His
so the
keeper takes
bribes advantage
the cook to
play the part
of count.
cookship
of
this position, borrows money and blackmails the hotel
keeper. There is one scene that may displease; the chewing
gum scene is far-fetched and of doubtful value. There is
one very good scene. The cook-count is at dinner and he
is serving the soup. He seasons it to his own taste, sipping
it out of the ladle before he serves any of it. The Solax
Company has the making of an excellent farce here.
"Foolshead as Telegraph Errand Boy" (Itala). — Foolshead is a favorite and New York audiences applauded him
as errand boy to the echo. He appears here in one of his
characteristic comedies. It has the wild chase in which people and things are overturned right and left, and a grand
rush, ending in one of the funniest scrimmages we have seen
in some time. It brought a roar of laughter from the spectators.
"A Bottle of Milk" (Itala).— A gentleman loses his milk
bottle three mornings running and complains. The dairy
girl l- discharged and a man hired. Watching for the next
delivery the gentleman discovers this man and believing him
the thief a wild chase follows, as lively as it is destructive.
And then, after it is all over, and the real situation is disclosed, the gentleman himself gets a vigorous belaboring.
"Locked Out" (Reliance). — The sub-title describes this as
"A Little Journey to the Brotherhood of Man." It is the
story of a strike and lock-out. The owner of the plant is a
hard, tragedy-making, love-denying man who rides roughshod over all who oppose him — wife, employees and business associates. We have pictures of starvation in the
homes of the strikers, and later, when the lock-out is declared and the workers come with their wives and children
humbly to plead to be taken back, they are shot down, men,
mothers and the children at their breasts. Before the hardhearted owner, the ghosts of these martyrs rise and he dies
in his chair. Then we see his ghost awaken and leave his
body and meet the ghosts of these murdered men and women.
They greet him as a brother whom they love. As one scene
succeeds another, the impression that they create grows
deeper and more suggestive. The terror and flight of the
capitalist's wife, his visions of those slain and hi- death.
with the vision of himself and the murdered
family, re-
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united. It l- all very dramatic and very impre»siv<
in theniftcance.
class ••! educational films I-

"Hearts Under Oil Skins" (Towers)
Here we have a
story of fisher folk. "Bachelor
Bill" drew the slip winch
made him guardian of the little girl :-aved from the -ea.
She grows up, falls in love with someone else, though her
guardian loves her. Then comes a series oi com]
resulting
her lover'leavingfinds
a letti
mg her toin marry
Bill. going
Then away,
Bill enter-,
hi
sees the letter, reels under the stroke, but brav<
to find the lover, which he doc-, -end- him back to
while he himself goes out to tell In- sorro
picture closes with a striking view of rock- and water, with
the heart-broken man ga/mg at the little frock in which the
wait was dressed when -he came to them. The blue tonifli
of the -ea scenes give them much beauty The pictu
interpret- it- title and will doubtless be a very popular picture.
"The Scarlet Letter'' (Imp).— This picture i- the moJ
notable film of the week. The -tory by Hawthori
well known to a majority of those who will see this picture
that its recapitulation seems unnecessary. The Imp player)
have reproduced the salient features of the tale with wonderful fidelity to facts and have made of them such fa-cinating bits of characterization that those who see cannot
but admire. Hester Phrynne's disgrace and her years of
shame appeal very strongly to the emotions. Her loyalty
to Dimmesdale who was responsible for her downfall, her
public degradation during long years, her rehabilitation at
last, only to have her lover fall dead in her arms, make a
picture which it would be difficult to praise too highly. The
characters are reproduced as they might reasonably be expected to be. There is a quiet beauty and dignity about
Hester, even in her disgrace, which appeals with more than
ordinary strength. The picture has seized upon and has
emphasized the salient points in the story . It is good and
will be popular. The audience sees the scenes change with
unusual attention.
"The Boss of Lucky Ranch" (American).— This Western
picture, which will please because there is plenty of life and
action in it, and what is better than anything else, a tenderfoot who undertakes to boss a ranch. When the cowboys
begin their pranks he devises a means to defeat them. This
defeat is what pleases the audience, especially. Anything
of this character is always popular and the situation here is
so marked that it is all the more attractive. The picture
will delight any audience, since, as has been pointed out a
good many times, there is genuine enthusiasm when a contest of this character occur.-.
"The Realization" (Rex).— This is a delightful picture.
It i- not dramatic, but it holds an ace of trumps in its baby.
That baby is easily the star attraction of the week. The
rich man and his wife were drifting apart and were childless. The baby of the wife's dressmaker is left byr its mother
in one of the rooms of the house. That baby — how can a
man critic describe its attraction — touches the hean-

man and wife and puts new love into each. It touches the
heart of the audience.
"Naughty Miss Edith" (Lux).— This comedy introduces a
gentleman by the name of Timothy Hair and details his adventures while making love to the pretty girl at a hair
When they got done with him he was forced to
wear -tore hair and store whiskers, for he had none of his
own. The action is spirited and the audience liked the picture.
"Bill's Garden" (Ltx). — Here we have a short comedy
which tells how Bill established a garden in one of his
rooms. The garden did not cause much difficulty, nor did
the bath with the ducks, but when the watering process began there1 was trouble and to spare. The novelty of making a garden in the house and its success keeps the audience
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to build a reputation for clean, clear, brilliant
pictures as well as for popular subjects. You're
with aof perfect results when you're equipped
sure

"An Elevator Romance" (Thanhouser). — The way the elevator i- utilized here is both novel and deligtful. The
breezy briskness of the hero who falls in love with the telephone girl with the pleasant voice and brave heart, together
with the fine work of the actress who takes this heroine's
part, gives this film a high place among recent releases.
After the hero rescues her from the fire in which she lingered to warn others, what could she do but succumb. The
picture is lively and being built upon a plan different from
mo-,t love stories it pleases the audience.

Jauscii [omk
Projection [ens
It makes the difference between clear, sharp
pictures and pictures that irritate the audience
and rob you of friendly comment.
Correspond with us if you have any special
requirements. Let us tit them with a special lens.
Write for our interesting booklet OO
on
Projection Lenses.
It contains a host of useful
information regarding moving picture work.

"The Girl of the Coral Reefs" (Yankee).— Here is illustrated again the call of the life that one has lived from childhood. The girl, even after her own people found her and
she was taken to a home of luxury, could not overcome her
longing for the sea and the simple fisher folk who had
brought her up from a child washed up by waves. Accordingly she returns to them. The story is of shipwreck
and a child lost, found after many years through a peculiar
I -eries of circumstances. The longing for the familiar life
touches a responsive chord in the breasts of the audience
and they sympathize with her in her desire to go home.
"Clark's Capture of Kaskaskia"
(Champion). — This is a
historical film of merit, reproducing the capture, during the
Revolutionary
War, of Kaskaskia,
111., by George Roger
Clarke.
With 200 Virginia backwoodsmen he made a forced
march, surprised and overpowered the sentries and suddenly
appeared with the stars and stripes in the midst of the rev. hall.
This is an excellent bit of historical work,
with a love story interwoven.
The action is spirited, and
the whole story well-conducted.
The photography is generally good, and the entire picture is good enough to warrant
11 eluding it among the educational releases.
"For

Their

Mother"
(Eclair).— In this story, two fine
and five have the leading parts, and they
with which they enter into the
the skill with which they play their parts make
the picture one that is worth while seeing, and one that
probably will take keen pleasure in. The two
■ buy the medicine that their sick mother needs,
not permitted to beg, but notice that a mountefor his impersonations
in a cafe.
It is
that's all; but the hoys get up a little
-ful. Then the ending, where the gentleman follows them and discovers what prompted the action
i repeating it, pleasantly closes a
l-icturr that takes a firm hold upon the emotions.
The
Th.

Blue Nile" ir)
In this picture we are taken
ightful excursion on the Blue Nile. The photogmanaged that many marvelous
beauties
: gyptian scenery are faithfully presented.
dancing over the ripplii .
•■ : in the water, and. toward the end, a
ing with a silhouette of
It is an outdoor picture that will linger long
inMehwi."
the n
S Eht
hi- • a love story with a Kipling
.■lit of the young
itc where she and li.r lover used
though far awa>
Vnother man
d the \ illam and sent him off to South
n to both the absent man Iand the girl,
••"I i" f
ut hii
and Kiin(j- him i
win n

•

illicit still an
unci work, but the girl, true to
■ ith I his motliri and h< Ip her while he is
I \ renin. .11 I he picture 1 thrilling
■mi. nt running through it which
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It'll Pay
In the End

good-natured. It was very amusing to the audience; but as
gardening is so much a passion with French people, it must
have been excrutiating to them. Bill certainly did want a
garden, to make it in his bedroom.
"Across the Mexican Line" (Solax). — This story is based
upon the imbroglio in Mexico. It details a love story,
coupled with the thrilling adventures of a woman spy. Apparently the Mexican general did not get the information
he wanted, and the prisoner was recaptured by the American troops. The climbing of a telegraph pole and sending a
message from its top is a novel stunt which pleased the
audience.
The situations are also interesting.
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STORIES of the FILMS
THE

MOVING

Middviilj

THE
TRAITOR. — Tte rival smugglers.
Arrival
at a lonely cottage with boot]
lOfhtOI of his chief. Repulsed.
n boj

—

Southern
arthaarm/,
procla-

arte

prepare

handwriting.

i! . coastguard*. "The
"Hi! tte message.

an ambush.
They
visit tbe smugI. ut Bod nothing.
Annu and tbe coastJ recognizes his
Anna

on the houldthe coast-

cmterk and give chase. Tbey
nrc and kin the traitor, Joel close quarters aud
tbrllllug pursuit. Kscape of smugglers aud their
booty.
letter
Mi-Taut

arc

• :.m and

a

illj beating tte InDon I. iiis. recogba Stars and Stripe*.
THE CARNIVAL.— Jcrouie. a rislug young artltt,
I irlte'a imolii), demands ibai she devote mora Ubm to tec bouie and baby. Fltlue peral»ts In choosing tbe company of her gay friends,
tbu* tbe relations of tbe couple become at rained
aud Jerome with their baby, departs for Iialy, to
forget bis shattered happiness. After several years
of wauderlug.
'
Wile
: ball,
: brought together. Although a reconciliation does not take place, Klflne
Is humbled and chastened and surreptitiously enter*
her husband's borne In an effort to see the little
up her happiness.

GAUMONT.
THREE OF A KIND.— When we first come upon
■ gaged in attempting
to solve a Jig-saw puzzle. Their occupation Is Interrupted by the arrival of a messenger, who states
tbat a youug man has been injured in an accident
Just a few yards from their premises.
The youth
bealed to make It advisable for 1
self greatly.
The few weeks that follow are made especially
happy ones for the victim of the accident, for tbe
three girls Tie with one another in devising plans
for his amusement and methods of making him more
comfortable.
During bis convalescence two young
tbeir
tte I
t soon becomes very evident to the brothers that
all of the girls are in love with their new found
Mend, who. it develops, is equally Interested in
each of them. Tbe three men now decide to discover which of tbe girls is really the most Interested In the youth. The first plan Is to have him
' they
feign a sudden departure and to Judge "from
the
f the girls which is tbe most affected by

■lid.

i tbat there
be will stay. The n i
no difference In their attitude toward the
• during bis good fortune, and there perhaps will t.e a radical change when trouble comes to
him. Within a few days a burglary Is committed
at the bouse and the young man Is arrested on
suspicion and pleads guilty to the offence. Only
one of the sisters treats him with even fair favor
under the*
I (0 entirely prove "

, horses and

? wonderful
jumps.
--ible
fai:
I, make
derive your greatest merriment.
IN THE DAYS OF NEEO.— The film centers our
attention on only one of the cruel episodes In
Nero's reign. Such a master fiend as he needed
other fiends to ssslst him In his plots. And so be
bad a poisoner, so well paid, Indeed, that she could
■ palace
Brltani
with

t be put out of the way.
eadly poi
! deadly
uoIsods— luslduous.
lightning swiftness

a discharged Samoural.
The Bianarel
strikes the youth,
knocking
hiiu eaese
steal the old man's umnpi bag
the old fellow grapples
with his •■

Smugglers and Anna.
She pro,!
to
i nsultallon.

I light
LUCIA'S
Italian
girl

BROKEN
who
plays
Imenl
of

ever

seen

on

a

screen-en

ROMANCE.— Lucia
la a
the violin on the street t
her
fatbei

life
about her
I.u .
satisfied with her lot and runs «»a
A great
musician
hears her playing,
and Irarnm
upon
questioning
her. II
Lucia
being ashamed,
denies
her pal
her.
lor a year all goes well and finally the grea

- •-

Verdict,

RUBBERNECK PERCY.— The prying propensities
re natural, not acquired.
He um-i know
business upon which every one with whom he
•lead."
furiosity Is the passion of bis life, and he gratifies it all day and every
nation, or occupation Is sacred
to him. and though In the character of eavesdropper
udicrous and painful, be arises
from each humiliating punishment to engage at once
the

DRIFTING. — William
and Jane
were
a young
■ bo quarreled and foolishly refused
lo make up. Papers of legal separatum were drawn.
> his h
is did
made
Ten years passed aud then legal
it necessary for him to return east to the scenes
of his happy courtship and marriage and hisicenes
unfortunate quarrel.
His good old mother prevailed upon him to visit
Jane and the hoy. who were living quietly aud Sim
ply in the old home. Ills mother went ahead to prepare the way. Jane was by no means unwilling to
meet her husband.
Wbcn William entered the house his son rushed
into his arms. From his childish prattle William
knew that his wife had often told the boy about
himself.
For only a moment they stood apart and then the
quarrel and the years were forgotten aud they felt
thus united by the hands of their little child.
THE ANGEL OF THE SLUMS.— Freda Glodden. a
settlement worker, devoted her time trying to improve the conditions of tte people living In one of
tbe poor sections of a great city. Several times.
on her wa.v to and from the settle
isulted by toughs
and
Naturally.

Freda

\

BIOGRAPH.
IN THE
DAYS wunl
OF to'49.—
tba
period
men were
rushDuring
from plac
where
Is wife thela
in their mad lust for gold, and Bill W
for bar if
chances seem better, intending to s<
he strikes luck. He hits it fairly
sends a letter telling his wife to take t
coach out, which she does. Ou tbe way sb
handsome
Jack, the gambler, who, riding
impresses
her
tlons. When deeply
she meets
her husband,
who la bat
a plain, honest fellow, she compares ti
Jack finds it easy to Induce tier to meei him later
and go away.s grief
Bill stricken,
feels b' telling the boys of the
camp unit his wife does not love him. Jack ate*
his plight and realizes what a great wrong ha it
working, so he goes away, leaving a note adTislnf
the wife. "Don't be a fool. Appreciate a good
man's love while you have it. Go back to rear
husband,
who is loves
you with a better love." Tb*
wife
at this
also awakened.
THE COUNTRY LOVERS. — These two farm
boys Imagined tbat the best way to make an impression upon their
heroes, and so they i
Is getting an old sul
straw, aud placing it under a
feet protruding, to appear as
lng there. It looks sinister enough iand frighten*
the girls when they pass the spot. The girls n
off and tell the boys, who armed with a rifle go to
meet the intruder, but meanwhile Happy Jack,
the tramp, has happened along, and appropriating
the clothes, takes the place of the dummy, •bowing
distinct signs of life at the approach of the wouldbe heroes. Tbe movement of tbe supposed inanimate figure throws tbe boys iuto a panic of fright,
and dropping their gun they make tracks for tb*
bouse to tbe disgust of the girls.

Freda taught him to read and write. Later she
helped him oat of scrapea with tte police and still
later she proceeded to induce Jim to leave his
wicked ways.
Jim got a position and for Freda's

MY DAUGHTER.— A young army officer is in
love with a beautiful girl and finally proposes and
is accepted. When tbe parents are told, the father
Lieutenant aside and tells him that the
girl is not his daughter, but a ward bound out to
him bj the girl's mother. The kind-hearted man
and his wife had learned to love the little girl and
brought her up as a daughter lustead of a servant.
The Lieutenant doesn't care. He lovea her and all
goes merrily until the wedding day, which Is to
i her twenty first birthday.
Just after
any, however, the
slovenly woman, bursts into the room and demands
I'.v
her child and refuses her consent to the marriage
that has just taken place. The law decrees tbat
the girl must go and she enters a home of squalor,
they by an astounding
from which she Is later rescued
chain of circumstances.
THE ABERNATHY
KIDS' RESCUE.— Louis and
Temple are sent from their home with lunch for
■ father, who is out in the woods cutting lumber.
nnd

the Marshal
them
up
discovers the boys' absence, be

the in
■■velt lolng
describes
his book on hunting.
THE
flnally.

SAMOURAIS
being

tired,

several

EXPIATION.— An
lies

down

to

rest

gets

pages
aged
while

yds ranch, but all was not sunshine.
Tb*
ue. and while there were enoagn
to sell to pay It, tbey were wofully abort
i to handle tbeni.
Finally Lloyd tf
tbe Job t
Waco.
Hal, and detailed El
The cattle were rounded up and shipped,
jlil them to advantage and colli
nd was on his way to settle the mortgage »
in adventure.
Jim Dempsey, a n
gambler. I
\ having
Texan anwill altercation
ever n with his da
of beauty in distress and. regardless of tbe I
tlonshlp.
Hal
interfered
and
followed them to
it safely through.
i to a dance hall and
somewhat
disappointed
to see I

out

of
When
he had
Rose,

the mortgage money, at poker.
the txiy awoke to a realization oi
done, he wanted to kill himself, bfl
i im.
A note was brought him
telling him that he had been cheated, I
i and

of
Japhis

he could e

enough they discovered the passing of a
forced the men to return the money to tbe t>
and the mortgage was settled.
notand return
sent toher thea ranch
nob without an
Her father discovered them, and demanded that
daughter
return
with him.
Tbe girl waa «
between love and duty.
Should she go with 1

THE
boy who bid asked
obedient
~ decided.
decide, butto 'ilie

i liard problem

How?
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EDISON.
EDMAS IMPRISONMENT.— Mrs. White 1» compiled 10 discharge her nurse 011 account of care
leaaoeu. The following day her friend calls to
(ike her to a matinee. But she cannot go, as there
Is nobody to mind baby, so they decide to leave It at
the office, they find Mr. White Las
_ business. They leave baby In the
clerks' 'barge, who do all sorts of tbiugs to keep
baby quiet.
They
play hideJlinmle
and seek
Is the withpolice"
I lav policeman.
"••
una. ind the wardrobe is t
errand by another
clerk, and forgetting
all
rat baby, rushes out of the office.
0 the meantime Mr. While returns to the office.
1 Sliding It near closing time, orders his clerks
ey »et the time lock on the safe
lag bti supper.
t baby

I

reverts to Jlmmle, who is home
Suddenly he remembers that be
wardrobe.
He arrives at the
to prevent the men from dynathe impre
: tor ' i
. of i

Ornamental

the

Theatres

Jlmmle gets his.
THE BABY OF THE BOAEDING
HOUSE— In a
modest .boarding house, kept by a widow with a
•mall baby, there are among other Iwarders two
1} and industrious worker and
in Idler.
I ersUtency and boldness he works himself
food graces of the ludus'rious young man's
• ils In making quite an ImiDf lady as well as her parents.

PLASTER

RELIEF
Theatre*

i getting ready to
party, the widow who keeps
,• bouse compels hlui to mind her baby
wnlui abe does aome marketing.
Being
Indebted
■ •onsiderable minimi of money, he canMil refuse, and the i>oor "four flusber"
his iu iHful time of it. trying to shave himself
•ad pacify the squalling baby at the same time.
Meanwhile the young lady and her parents, tired
of waiting, come lo bli lodgtngi to ascertain the
i delay. The arrive Just In time to hear
• berating him. not only for being so far
la irreirs, but for abusing the baby as well, and
door.
The young
lads • parenta, learning the true state of affairs,
• We that he would never do for their
ide happy
and the Industrious
young
man
once
by having hi. sweetheart restored to bis arms again.
THE QUAEHEL ON THE CLIFF.— Two brothers.
desperately In love with the
mom girl.
Neither of them knows which Is the
favored one until Jack accidentally discovers a letiliowlug that his relations with
than friendship.
oei out to find
meet on top .,f a cliff and dOCldC U)
During the quarrel
foot slip* ami although Jack til
I fall! a great height and only escapes In
in lib half way down the
,1'h horn. i. Jaej rushes
home with
is go ooi

badly bruised,
' igaln. In the c

Write

■ I I K I. CI

THE

Send M BiatJ ol

silillloM

pathway; at u
ort llluess.
ously HI and pa:
leaving her husband grief and
stricken.
i
As we fade back to the Pullman at the end of
story we see that oue sympathetic lady has taken
charge of the child and. as the man breaks down
In bis grief, she carefully takes the B0*
baby to her ttatoroom, One by one the other passengers move quietly away In silent sympathy.
leaving him alone with his great sorrow.

VITAGRAPH.
HIS

mother.— iionai. i Gray,

beams with a smile as she lays her ban dl
on the beads of her children.
PREJUDICE
OF
PIERRE
MARIE
Jean
and
rival! for the baud of Babettr
Jean
is ■ mild .
:,. is mora

,,

quick

tempi

i-lavs tha
bridal mu.lc

11

Mrlnj
him
Is always rir
a wel-

family physician la otTarad in opportunlrj lp of the
America to (tody medicine
He leavei with his
.irs later. Donald
successful practice I
patients I. ,

Is a physician

with

a

play

his

n n Jealous of Jaan and orders

him

■

log of her. and the '
■ Id Inilu |
the com. |
not

■

Ilk.-

valise and

again,
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gentleman -

■

DECORATIONS

Designed

his

plain

under

FILM

■

. Bg

care.

EXCHANGE.

934 Arch St., Philadelphia

610 East Baltimore Street

Baltimore,

Md.

from

THE
marry

bin

Klnf tin* a daughter.

rather re marrj Ins, and tot thai
reason tai..
Orabam.
Mary
hap
pea* to read an advertisement In tlie paper. Inserted bj M
a wants a
house malil. Mary at once works out a plan whereby alio . n
iier future
I r vacation.
days with a
'

girl friend,

which

ruse

r to a

I herenable
holiwill

Qrabam.

-•nlzes bla
daughter.
after alie

lias

acquainted

her

i. Mary

tell ber "Mlitreaa."
father
with
her pui
Bg her employ
Is t

by
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Park.

Is
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widely

Objcagi

In I'arkImportance,
/..hi in

known

home and reti
a recital of n
ixperlence,
which
Mary
makes
In
one
emphatic
declaration,
that
her
f
tended «
In the world.
The day he fore the wedding of Miss Graham and
Mr. King. Mary Is Introduced to the future Mrs.
King, ami we can readily understand her surprise
when
she Is Introduced
to the
little •■housemaid"

BACK

TO

THE
PRIMITIVE
John Wilton cables
In London to leave for South Africa
. China and iapprises
her of the fact that
the
Ixird Thurlow
saile time telling t
meet them It Cap« T"«n. \fter a hurried prep
aratlon for the departure the long Journey Is begun.
Lord Thurlow is attentive to his charge that he
may fulfill the wishes of his friend and confident.
John Wilton. Will Carson, a fellow passenger
aboard, mnch admires the young and handsome
Helen and seeks an Introduction through the ship
officer. The admiration hecomes mutual and they
are seen on the promenade deck enjoying fresh sea
air. Their action causes much uneasiness on the
part of Lord Thurlow. who interferes In the dis
charge of his duty, and Is in turn insulted bj Will.
much to the disgust of Helen, who regrets the publicity of the Incident.
The approaching storm rivets the attention of all
on hoard and for a time the unfortunate affair Is
forgotten. When .',110 miles off Cape Town the vessel la wrecked and all are struggling In the treacherous waters of the sea. After two days- time famine and starvation made the occupants of the Improvised raft almost welcome death as relief. On
the third day they are washed ashore and when
sufficiently revived wend their way to the Jungle In
search of civilization. A deserted hut furnished
them shelter— but must be guarded night and day.
for the country round swarms with wild beasts
and life In these parts Is all hut pleasant
Helen

the China.
An exr>edition
by elephant
organized and John, trusting In kind providence,
acts ont to find the party. After many vigilant
days and nights the signal flag and the remains
of the fire Is found, their hopes were soon realized
and amid the greatest rejoicing brother ami lister
are reunited over the dead body of a savage African
lion that the party
were
compelled
to kill in the

magnitude
Chicago

municipal
throughout
the world
the
most
Important

and

parks

In

features

0
in which
It eclipses all others.
Is It's
herd of Buffalo,
or Amcri. an I. is.. ii. of which it has
herd
In the world.
The
L'ssanay
film
all)
Inter. sting
in that
Its treatment
ide novel
and ohusuaUj
enter
tnlning
In
certain
novel
features
never
photo
graphed
In motion
picture*
before.
We
are shown
a surgical operation on a three month's ..Id Siberian
polaon
fangs of a giant
python
- strength

■ nt ion and b

WORLD

his first sweet heart
and her new
lover.
WILD ANIMALS IN CAPTIVITY.— Their
and
- - care
Lincoln

of

I

.. . ) to hold

e clipping of the claws ..f Prince
Roland, an African lion, a variety of manicure work
which would not prove very alluring to the average
nail-trimmer. Among the many animals seen In the
■ the following:
moose,
elk. yak. elephant.

Iudependent Film Stories
THE
MASTER
AND THE
MAN —
who
has
served
Ins
time
in stale's
leased.
He
now
seeks
his former
Kink,
who Is living In affluence.
King
Is not overjoyed
to see his former pal. but
Jenkins
,-omes
Just
in time
as King's
butler
has
' * entertain lavishly.
Jenkins
"ie butler and enters upon
King loves Elsie Graham, who gives her heart
to Ralph Webster. Miss Graham and Mr. Webster
are guests at the reception. Ralph takes advantage
of an opportunity and asks Elsie to marry him and
she consents. He has forgotten the ring and announces he will leave the party to get It.
One of the guests wears an expensive necklace,
which is admired by all. King cannot resist the
temptation to steal It and the act Is noted by Jen
kins. The loss Is discovered and suspicion is cast
— ' -> left

the

party

for

t

"*""

at the test the following day.
King is the last to arrive. The woman laps
Into a state of coma and then announces that tl
thief "ho stole the necklace Is in the room, bell
smoothly shaven. Ralph and King are the only m.
present devoid of hirsute appendage and King mak
Off unobserved. Suspicion falls on Ralph, of cours
and he is driven from the house of his fiancee hv h
Irate father,
who believes him
a thief.
In his grief Ralph
calls ,.., King
and tells him

■

i drinking heavily and
wreak
vengeance

light

and old Nat. endowed
with a strength
that !■
■ human.
H hen
lie II inks of tbl
his daughter,
overpowers
the desperate
young
man
and staggers up the stairs and lights the
Tba
tlslilng N.at
Is shown
In the terrible
storm.
er Hash out across the waters.
■ he haven of safety.
Bert, enraged btyeaX
reason,
at his failure,
staggers
out of the light: endeavoring to reach the mainland, hits?

the the
lighthouse
off
walk
at'rolling down the steps In hla mad fury.
The storm continues and the ocean Is shown with
the waves running mountain high. The villagers
trugfle
congregate
ring
for the safe
return of the fishing smack. Finally, the waves hiving subsided, the lioat Is shown, making a landing
and Tom safe, to the Joy of their friends,
• old
father
being
conscious
that

ENGAGED
IN
SPITE
OF
THEMSELVES— Mr.
ind Mr.
Lacassagne
plan
to bring
aboat
the marriage of their children. Claire and Frederick.
The young people object, as both of them are secretly
engaged

Paris on urgent business. Claire's parents are delighted that he is about to make his departure
Before parting, however. Claire and
Frederick meet to congratulate each other— they
show one another photographs of their sweethearts, and lioth express dissatisfaction. Fred sir*
Claire's fiance Is bad-looking: Claire thinks Fred's
is too Inelegant, and in mutual disgust they tear up
the offending photos. Each is moved more tt.nn
they care to show, by their Impulsive actions — at
last they dare to glance at each other, and the neit
moment each Is clasped In the other's fond embrace
—they
love,
and
are engaged
In spite
of them-

LUX.
be of good cheer and telephones Elsie to come to
his rooms. She does so and King assures the pair
that he will clear up the mystery, producing the
missing necklace. They are happy and King Is
overcome with disappointment and Is inconsolable
In his grief at the happiness of his successful
-i takeElsie
t
rival.
Ralph
and
leave
much
elated.
King
summons
Jenkins,
gives
him
the ne.-kla
from
whom
the
jewels
were
stolen.
In the
letter
I.
having taken the necklace. Jenkins goes ont. In
the park he stops ami reads the letter. He tears
It In half and writes that he— Jenkins— is the thief,
and that he can he found at the home of King. He
delivers the necklace and letter and returns to find
King dead In his chair. Jenkins overcome with
emotion,
burns
the
letter
written
by
King
and

THE
PUNCHER'S
young
cowboy,

NEW
LOVE.— Ilarvev
Barton
is happily
in
love
with
Kate
I
shows
her a handbill
advertising
a
•- ' ■? held at one of the nearby ranches,
and asks her t go with him.
On his way back to
the ranch he c aes upon a beautiful young woman.
icldent
ami
Harvey
dismounts
and
bashfully
asks
any
assistance.
She
accepts
his help
and
Invites
him
to accompany
her home.
She
Is incline. 1 to
flirt and easily turns the foolish young COwpnncber'a
head,
and
the meeting ends
with
him
inviting
her
to accompany
him
to the danct
the dance
Kae
waits
In vain
for her false
lover.
but
Is later
invited
t.. go with
a young
rival of
I
snuhlwd
hj
the city girl,
who
later,
at the door
of the village
hotel,
gives
Harvey
n cool farewell
aad
the information
that
she Is returning
to her
city home
the next
day.
Two
weeks
|ati
home,

- finally

put

out

of

I hi

a

— Claire's father is Infort
I that his future son-inlaw is a confirmed drunkard, and the doting parents
of Frederick are made aware that the flaneei
darling son is the victim of a terrible pmhl,
nervosaa
disease. The two plotters suit their actions to the
deception, and next time they meet In the presence
of their elders. Fred's nose is made to re hlnk Of
tine, ripe cherry, and Claire appears
collapse on the s|>ol : The parents can
pending
nothing but some way to side Step this
misfortune.
When matters have reached this cllnu .
erick writes a letter to himself, calling him to

THE

POSTMISTRESS.— Alice I ...meiie. the pott■ I the village, ami ber little girl arc prole,ted from the wrath of a tramp by a gentleman,

and the acquaintance thus made soon ri|K-ns Into
something stronger. One day the gentle
i -elf at the |K«t office and liai
Lomene
a telegram
addressed
to I erself.
It »«ks

which
the postmistress
Informs
him
that
si
turns
bis affection.
That
night
1
to supper,
but hardly
has he sat down
thai
reading
by

her

he conceives
on bla sac-

with the light hoping Tom and hit bride, unable
to get their hearings in the storm, will go ashore
on the treacherous rocks, He ascends tin
the base of the light and Is confronted with the
keeper. He must prevent the old man from ascenda violent
ing the tower and. after resorting There
to theIs Untie,
he

the

the message
..(T when
suddenly
her c
ji - Bbe is reading ti at Delaine l< ■
police ■••on.ill a sick
seriousw ill.
rrline
hoi j.

gain an
somewhat
of

old

light.

Bert

arrive.
The course of trne love runs
happy couple with the exception
the part of Duncan to force his
tions on Polly.
He
Is soundly

smoothly for the
of an attempt on
unwelcome attenthrashed
by Tom

The wedding
of Tom
and
Polly
occurs and
Bert.
evidently penitent, congratulates them, assuming
a friendship that Is feigned. With the marriage
..f the couple.
Bert
takes
to strong
.lrlnk and
bePollv and her father are about
to go on a fishing
Tom
asks
to accompany
the girl and the old
They
sail
A furious
happy
ami
i fury.
Night
approaches
ami
the I

tented.

I'.lalne
has
utilized
the
Impress!
f the keys
impatiently
awaiting
the
Making
some excusi

slips Into
passerby,

ber child's
urges
him
It Is ■ most

opportuni
return

room,
and softly
to fetcli
tl

I

calling

trying pel

who sits listening for some sound of the he
Finally a knock is heard, and. reading the In
her face. Delaine demands to i
bars
the way.
II. is room
aM
escape. He-•r.-ss
bounds
towards
the child's
strike
her
when
the
|iollce
burst
into

down under the weight of the shock, but the voice
of her
little child
rouses
her.
and
et
■ •• one into her aruin.
|
A
WALK
scenic
film

..r

IN
TUNIS— This
is
remarkable
quality.

a pretty
Included

little
la the

..Id quarters of Tunis, and the market place, with
a confusion of nationalities. It should prove of the
highest
interest
.,, an Intelligent
audience.
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Bat
fate has
made
It
pal baa fallen
a victim
Of teen years be lias become a moral wreck — one of
the underworld— a burglar.
He
lias been
buffeed
about on tbe waves of adversity
and on
day be Is planning to burglarize the very
wblcb
the reunion
Is -held,
bis life
having
been
such
that
be lias forgotten
altogether
about
pals
of other days.
Under cover of night be forces In a
window
and
comes
Into the house,
but be Is destined to experience a turn In the tide, for his discovery leads to his Identification by the three imln.
and the faltering
footsteps
tad better direction.
O0HTAGI0N.— Did you e^
and aee the man opposite :
did you do? You yawned
nevertheless you <J
th«t you wanted to yawn, bt
Jnst because the other felloi
man opposite you saw your on
w- It somebody
yawned
too.
And
before
you did.
else down the aisle saw one of you yawn, and yawned
too.
He
Immediately
became
the
temptation
for
somebody
else, who yawned,
with
the
on whoever saw blm.
That's contagion. See?
Afl YOTJE HAIR GROWS
WHITER.— "Would
that I could turn back the hand of time." Patrician and plebeian voice the hope In vain, forgetting
that the hour of to-day la but a second In the great
to-morrow. And so Ib It too. with dainty Dolly,
a society bud for whose heart and band Harold
Commlna would give his life. Dolly la a coquette,
and cruelly plays with him. favoring a rival, a
count. At social functions she snubs him shamefully, and at last, in dlstrac
The
years
century
baa
countess has

We

, and asks for Dolly. As they both turn the graybalre.l form passes tbe window Harold
00 tbe lawn and stealing up softly soon hoi
bis arms. She lools at his steel-gray nair ana
then point! to her own: but to him she Is still tbe
same Dolly, and the sun lit crest of white does not

t

the sriuy.
snd
Is. so far aa

.11, ,
llli

Is filled to
no- anllated

We have built over 60 Theatres the last 5 years which are all ORIGINAL
in Construction, Design and Decorations

rork
1 hare already
knocked
lugs blm
back
t
1 again.
duty
done,
and
decides to leave
the army.
He bo]
and
prepare,
to leave
' •
letter to the girl, telling her why he Is going away
and that for love of her. he had saved her sweet
heart.
This
lei
former
patient
now _hls friend,
and asks him
to deliver It after hi
lieu

I dues not

stricken

Ilk-- to give

with
orders

i-onvlnced
l husband
away
and
of

smallpox,
ami
■Ibis to And
hi. and
the
t bat may send

YOU

fjj \\Y bus Mt nam

home.

An

cannot
acb

■■

i

llll

aged

an

1

.

sake,

tin, I-

il...t

and

Is

day.

■ -.tit
, dames.
. and

--

really
aid blm.
\nd
him
and to tell
ihim
tin
a nearn they
leave

'

■

thing

assistance.

way.
line to arriving
bring
*

to

hli
her

Indi

find

a

r,h

•'

^-

In

fathers

rM
wlthdra

and

-

ly one of tbe her
ln-

or.!
and

BUILDER- i
designed
la hung

Invalid

had

ad
her

-

the

the
la

that
worth
havtn|
his deroti

for

I

-

that
IB the is. 1

of
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THE REGIMENTAL BALL.— \ prosperous young
man, with an Independent fortune, receives an ln1 ntal hall, and there loses his
lie dancea
with her and pays bei most devoted attention. It
Is love at first slghe on bis part, and tbe girl Is
greatly
pleased
with
bis attentions.
'lie girl often, and
In his Ignorsnce of the Hue of caste that exists In
the srmy, •!■
1 lbs object of bU affection.
that by his acl lie has ut 1 mseii on the list of
her acquaint
ter moves
In sii entirely
different
... ■ ■ from
that In which

■

not only make Plans and build

Theatres

roll on,
until
more
than
a quart!
passed.
Dolly's
hope
of becoming
been Ignomlnlously
blasted.

the years she has not only lost "-youth, but also the host of admin
holdi no Joys for a woman of her years.
nor will tbe years be denied their toll, for tbe once
beautiful
blonde crown
Is now gray.
Thirty cycles of the calendar are gone. Harold
I, ax done well In tbe nortbland and now he returns
iirtablp. He goes to her borne.
and the now aged butler falls to recognize him.
in that be Is the same Harold
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■ thla story appeal

in which a bantam wife hands her
thrce-hundred-pound hubby a real
surprise.

Surprise"

Powers Picture Plays
EVERY

EVERY

TUESDAY

SATURDAY
A FEATURE

A SPLIT REEL

Saturday Feature
go for a walk hy the sea. Here she makes a final
appeal. Again he refuses to protect her. and bids
her to go. Manuel iwho hn9 been following and
watching all the while.. Intercept! her, and again
hears the story of her shame. Torter. apparently
- dishonorable action, remains
standing on the beach, when Man
i and fires.
watching him from the cliff, tal
..ing t
Porter falls, badly
wounded.
- broken hearted, and
itkra, learns that the I
rareful
nursing.
the end of two
I heart has softer his wrong doings. The padre unites them, gives them bis blessing, and they go thoughtfully on their way.
THE OPIUM SMUGGLER — P.onnie Is the daughter of Peter Watson, a fisherman, who derives a
comfortable
llTlng for himself and family
from
the

Tony

Laredo.

'

1 with Interest.
Ned Is auspicious of Laredo,
■ rs him
at the
Illicit traffic of opium
smuggling.
While spying upon the amngglers at work In their
he Is attacked from behind, falls from a cliff.
den and left still unconscious. He
recover*, however, and surprising Laredo at
in the entrance to the den. takes him captive,
ntson.
who baa gone ont In hla boat to fish. Is
id his usual
V~
tly
worried.
1
. Ned and Mra
aksro,
and
discover
Watson,
battling »-

compels

For MAY 20th

bis
slnlc. and
Durrel,

"GUNGA DIN"
Kipling's

Greatest

a

fnlly

equipped

house

Is presented to

her.
After
being
loaded
with
worldly
goods. I"*
rejecting the proposals of marriage from f
and others. Miss Durrel decides tc
o go back eatt. aad
after
her departure
the sheriff
I
cowboys
and
miners
until
he bays
peace

Poem

Write us for a free copy of it. Let
himself
tellfeature
you what
it's
aKipling
day. The
about.
biggest
in many

How
on

much

are you going to realize

NAT M. WILLS
Be
a showman — consult
change.

your

ex-

The Powers Go.
241st St. and Richardson Ave.
New York CHy

F00LSHEAD
(Life Inaurance Agent —In tU
role of a life Insurance agent. Foolshead display!
great energy
and efforts
vehemence In pursuing his victims.
r frantic
unions (Thick will
• roars
of laughter.
fonipanylng
scene
the filmcustomers
showa bo*to
■based two "f his prospective
and while they dangle from the eaves he
to their ears the benefits of his Insurance

AMBROSIO.
THE TRACES ON THE SNOW.— Discovering to«
affection of his daughter, Jolanda, for Bertrtno
a handsome page, the lord Imprisons Jolanda la •
convent and orders her lover executed He Is
tightly bound, placed In a sack and thrown Into
the river. Bertrano Is rescued from death by •
passing knight, who Is attracted hy the cries of
the drowning youth, and In gratitude pledges iU
services to the knight. Shortly thereafter. In
battle, the knight Is bard pressed and Bertrano
comes to his rescue. The enemy are defeated. *>«
Bertrano Is fatally wounded, and is carried to •
convent, where It so happens that Jolanda hai become a nun. A pathetic meeting takes place, aoa
Bertrano is seen expiring In Jolanda'a arms.

THE
GRENADIER
ROLAND.— This
MlllHlr battle
the sensational dofe:it of Napoleon

lllm shows
the
' Moscow, with
with the belcb-

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

i inner, who finds Tom
Tom is warned to fly
Elsie, who has learned
the news
from
her
father that be will be bung when caught by John's
Not Kill." Tbe In
ther brought borne to him as he seei
of Elsie as the men file away on the i
couraged by a reward notice posted i

OVER THE SHADING EDGE.— Jane Grlerson, a
newspaper reporter, is engaged to the Hon. Henry
Wyetb. ostensibly an honorable, wealthy man.
she stops In nil office one day while he is temnorarlly out. and suffering
?he (Its in bis chair behind a blgh roll-top desk
ier head on her arms, awaiilng his return,
•nen come In and falling to see her discuss
jantlc swindling scheme, at which the profit!

tbe church
Elsie, alone In the cbnrch. tbe Indian enters.
He regrets her pain. Word comes that Tom is captured. The Indian confesses. They mount horses
and arrive Just In time to save Tom from death.
THE BANANA PLANTERS PERIL.— The opening scene shows a massive banana plantation with

nen

overseer ha* abused a little native maid and discharged her from the plantation. Tbe young American finds her In tears and learns the story of ber
persecution by the overseer, whom he sends for,
and after a wordy war. the overseer Is dli
He leaves tbe plantation vowing vengeance , by upon
I
the American, which he soon proceeds t

come

in. and Jane Is horrified
ngleader of the band.
Her life is
the swindlers, but she la protected
• ro being led away by a detective,
pathetic parting takes place between the lovers.
A LEFT HOOK. — Adele Is courted by Algeron. a
man.
They attend a boxing exblItlon. and .vlele becomes enraptured with the manv art. Algeron proposes marriage, but she refuses
o accept him until he has become proficient as a
-tarts to take lessons and is given
ome painful manlings at the gymnasium
by the
■ Might
in battering nd the accidently
"WilliecrelTed a left hook on the Jaw, which destrovs all
- e writes a note to Algeron,
ex
like for boxing, and as he gazes at
In the mirror

rer their only child,
■'istlc rlft«. The ten-year old lad draws a
ire of his father that Is remarkably life-like.
A decoy letter traps Mr. Kossmore In a der
iieves. wIk> rob, assault and brutally heat 1
hey abandon him almost lifeless, taking with t
'erytblng of value, even his clothes.
On recovering c ■elousness. the unfortunate r
r himself.
His mind Is a t<
lality. his family.

A loag-balred. picturesque old tramp. In the midst
if Juvenile merrymakers, attracts
ther*! attention. What an Ideal model for his
it picture The old wanderer Is promptly en»t*d. and already bis boary face adorns the canvas,
•bowing bl« mother the picture, he Is astounded
learn that the new model Is none other than his
■C Biasing father.
The eld man la quickly gathered in. and every
le. A brain
••■tsllst Is called In. but all his efforts to bring
all II prove fu'lle. The i
a rive g
leath the gate of tbe

YANKEE.
INDIA*

BRAVE'S

CONVERSION— After

Tlic

arrival

to kill

•fl Tbe|

I*nnlless. mindless and alone, he
aggers out Into the world, a hopeless bit of clay.
Her husband's continued absence forces Conthe police: but the machinery of
<- law falls to find a trace of the missing man.
ir years the heart-broken woman continues ber
arch — In rain.
■ Into an artist of national repute:
of thirty, be reaches the aenltb of

IN

tation bands

The tflittle native maid overbears the plot and
citing
starts to warn the American.
She has been caught
eavesdropping by tbe overseer and others and they
pursue her and overtake
her and lean
dead.
The girl, however. Is far from dead as
shown in the picture.
With agonizing efforts she
drags herael through a field of ferns to where the
American
is lying In his hammock
and tells blm
of tbe contemplated
attack upon his home.
He
carries her Into bis house and proceeds to barricade tie place against invasion.
The girl In her
weakened condition, unknown to tbe Attic:
to the bouse
of the Padre
and begt
Father to come to tbe aid of the American
which
- to do. but the natives have reached tbe
American's home in advance of him and
it. almost totally wrecking It.
Tbe American, aided by a native boy. has put up
a gallant fight with overwhelming odds against
them. With burning brands the place
fired. Every window has been broken. The tumult
Is at Its height as the priest reaches the scene and
taking the holy cross from his girdle, he raises It
aloft and In t
the church he commands
> desist.
The great power he wields

of

young American, wounded, totters from 1
mined home and biimblv gives thanks to the good
Father for saving his life
The scene is most lro
presslve as tbe girl and the young American kneel
to receive the Padre's blessing.

CHAMPION.
CIRCLE C'S NEW

B0S8.— Ethel liar

forth e
packs her belongings
journey to the West to claim her inherits
f ruge.
Her Incle had died In a wild paroxysu
brought about through tie conduct of his toreman.
Jrevc aTJoaj, and ma of the dlsoiderly rowpnnchera of the place. Steve, who Is an Bnacrnpuloai
fellow. Is quick to take advantage of his emrloT
»r"s sudden death, so ho
confiscating some valuable i
last will and testament of the old rand i
aaalatant foreman, however, one Harry Ni
young cow puncher of sterling worth, frustrates tbe
evil designs of the foreman, and rescues his late
property
from tie In
of the villain
uvea at the rancli In time to witness a
quarrel between Steve and nam. She interferes.
Steve, uuaware of her Identity, brutally challenge.
her right to Interior! lie doea thla to his sorrow,
for the next minute he la discharged, and driven
from the place by tbo cowpunchera under orders of
their new mistress
II. bj
Harry I.
inning »<ni favor
'urn. np|. dull Jack Wllaon his assistant and Jack
■ttalghtway fulls
»■•• »im i
nun plans
li> r In his
. ■ Ming
her

'

ride

IM
: M.

knife

John

again

Is

■ Ifr and

relief

trails

John

i many

sirlkh.

than

nre reproduced
"Marlon's
Men." Id this m.,st remal: -ib'e -tory of
The "Swamp Fox," as tbe cruel and crafty
Tarleton dubbed him. Is portrayed with a rare
fidelity to historical truth. Some of tie Incident!
of bis career, graphically dep iced, are here Interwoven with his startling feats at the fall of Fort
Watson. In April, 1781. and tbe great victory won
at Entaw Springs, which was fought In tie same
The companions of this wonderful genius were
akin to him in many respects. Here, for Instance.
his right bower in his dare-deviltries was a bishop
of the Church, who on occasions donned the purple

1 their fortitude.

GREAT

NORTHERN.

THE NUN.— A monk who cherishes a secret passion for a young lady, sees her receive an admirer
in secret, and tells ber father. The father declares
that he will place the girl in a convent. Tbl!
is Just what the crafty priest wants, and he soon
has everything In readiness to carry out the parent'!
wishes. The next time the lover calls upon the
lady he is surprised and captured by a band of
armed men. who take him to a dungeon.
Before
tile :
■ telling him of her impending fate,
He manages
bat powerless to take
effective action
( young man appeala to
?ns kindly to his story.
a powerful prim
>n tbe night before ber
and promisest n
admission
! wicked priest visits
tie girl. The girl, for link of any other weapon,
attacks ber persecutor with a crucifix.
He calli
" l hasty
the prioress
the girl of blaspbemr.
trial Is andgivenaccuses
1
hurled alive

>and of men.
hurried
away

girl Is saved and falls 1
and the wretched mo
punishment.

The
to

THE GUARDSMAN.— The king frequents
favorite Inn when out on the bunt. To the
;omes a countess
with others, plot! to
reh'i life.who. Aoxleaj
guardsman
wiles secures the Informal
irl'a sweetheart,
and the

daughter

i

velopments.
■epor.
On theuuhapd!y -"upon which the king Is to be at the
Inn. the countess cornea to tbe Innkeeper, tells blm
that she greatly desires the pleasure and honor
of personally serving the king. And against tie
earnest protestations of his daughter and because
of a gold piece given to blm. the innkeei^r con
sents to permit her to act as maid. The king arrives and orders bis wine, and the countess pours
Kmethlni
beeldei the wl . loto tbe glaaa.
Her
act went undetected by all except Orel
suddenly cries out to the king not to empty the
goblet.
The king calls for an explam "
custody.
The
Oretcnen with
it. tf- —
ask. and
once Cretchen
deem
by at
granting
ej

prays

for the .-.r
par.1
."might",f

SOLAX.
Howard

r.

THE
village
'V• the
.1 stranger,
D ilfiy dollars
: luck.
That nlgbi hi* father, walk!
Tom

l

■ in b
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i
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by
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Toledo, Ohio.— The Mark -Brock Theatrical Syndlcste of Buffalo, lias taken a 10 years lease on
tbe Coliseum at Ashland Avenue and Bancroft
Street, and has begun work on the remodeling of
the building, which Is to he converted Into a
moving picture theater. The lessees are tbe same
who recently secured the building on St. Clair
Street, which they also Intend remodeling Into
a moving picture theater, beginning work April
1st. Mr. William C. Bettls. formerly manager of
the Arcade, Is to manage both enterprises. The
latter tbeater is to be the largest moving picture
house In the United States, seating abou 3,682.
Marietta, Ohio. — The name of the new moving
picture theater which has recently opened here Is
the Victoria.
Pittsburgh, Pa. — A new moving picture theater
la being planned for Federal Street, which will cost
about $5,000, to be nnder the management and proprietorship of Mr. Joseph T. Speer.
Oklahoma City, Okla. — The latest moving picture
Ashland, Wis.— The Princess Theater has changed
hands.
Mayor Hopenyan having sold out to Walter
Murphy.
at
Indianapolis, Ind.— The new Majestic Theate
Locust and Fifth Streets, has been sold to
Philip S"
_J Lyric.
Boise, Ida. — Mr. F. W. Evans has purchased a
half Interest In the Merldan Moving Picture Theater.
The new Ann. Williams & Evans, will continue to
operate It as a high class picture theater.
Olympia, Waih.— The Star Theater, at Fifth and
Main Streets, bas reopened under new manageis

New

York

City.— A

inn side of Delancey
Street, which will cost the proprietor, Mrs. Ellen G.
Gilbert, $10,000 when completed.
Waynesboro, Pa. — The Star Theater, which for
some time has been under course of construction,
has at last been completed and has thrown open
Philadelphia,
Pa.— The
. .ierty
Market Street has been converted
Into ata 1018
new
moving picture theater, which will be under the
proprietorship of the Motion Picture Company
of
Palmyra, Pa. — Mr. Peter Bates has leased the
ground back of the railway house, and will convert
it Into a moving plctnre theater.
Philadelphia, Pa.— Mr. P. J. Kllcullen has been
granted a permit for the erection of a high class
moving picture
Theater,
engaged

which
is nnder
the proprietorship
of
i.imes F. Kerr and Joseph Woodhead,
bas
the services of Mr. Eugene Wilson, who

_ _ receiving an excellent L
KendallvUle,
Ind
Mr. Charles
K. Duwan
bas
long lease on the Boyer Opera House, and
wii;
ert It Into a moving picture theater, which
win _. ready to open about April 20th.
moving
pictui
Maesullon,
Ohio. — A
vaudeville theater will s i occupy the site c
Brewster Land Office, i
Wabash
Avenue.
Anaconda, Mont. — The management of the Orpheum Theater here bas changed the policy of the
theater to that of moving pictures.
South Bend, Ind. — The new Princess Theater in
the Fred Keller Block on West Second Street, has
opened Its doors snd sre now doing a good business. Mr. Robert Codd is the proprietor.
Qulncy, 111. — A new moving picture theater Is
being erected here, which will he known as the
Savoy, to be under the management of Mr. Peter
la being erected on the Neudoerfer

WORLD

Mich. — The Grand Theater 1
in « management.
Pa. — The old ehnreb belonging to
ii ii Lutheran
congregational,
. il Into s

St.

Philadelphia.

Plattsmouth,

ami a bappy reunion follow.

AMONG

PICTURE

Louis,

Ho.
' auoliier vaudeville aud plct
acquired
by the Craw fa

tin-

i .■ burled

I, Sgall
through tha mi.
room am' i

Calumet.

MOVING

lot. which villi

Street, which will be jnder tbe manage:
large theatrical syndicate.
Pittsfleld, Mass.— Mr. Harry G. Wolllson has leased the World In Motion, and will convert it into

Nebr. — lie
Bex
Motion
Picture
uged bands, The former ownPeck Mini IliMcl.iand, sold the plant
to Mis. Myrtle Campbell.
Saranac Lake, N. Y. — A mdvlDg plctu
with accommodations
for 300 people. In the latest
new building, Is planned for Lake Placid.
Ground
broken fur the new structure and work
■ boHdlng win be rushed In an endeavor
tn have the building ready for business alxiut June
■ -I N estimated
between
$7.. Mm ar.d
l'be lake building.
Placid
Amusement
Company,
1. 1 HumWalton ami Arthur Ailiiins. is
r moving picture theater
Portland, Oregon. being planned to tie erected In the building
atcil
the comer
of Milwaukee and Karl Streets.
t
'siat about
110,000.
Dubuque, Iowa. — Manager Rosenthal has dlsposed
in lugs. of the Napanee Theater to Mr. Roy V. CumMilwaukee, Wis. — Mr. Alfred L. Rles has awardo.l tbe plans and specifications for his new theater
Grand
Avenue
near Second Street, to Harry
call for a seating capacity of
Chambersburg,
Pa. — Mr.
William
Klelntz
has
Dr. Johnston tbe Mcl.anahan
Rosedale
Theater, anil will convert it into a moving picture
and vaudeville theater, which will be ready for
business about September 1st.
Hastings, Neb. — Messrs. Gerlach and Tremayne
have leased the Oliver room, east of Haynes' Store,
and will convert it Into an up-to-date moving plc-

. assed Into the hands of Messrs. Carr and
Davidson, who will open It within a week or so.
Gardener. Mass. — Mr. William A. Wesley, manpurchased
Wallingford, Conn. — Mr. Joseph Chandler has
purchased a local moving picture theater here.
Evansville, Ind. — Mr. David Beehler, manager
>f the New Grand Theater, has tendered his resignation as manager of the Grand there.
Harrisburg, Pa.— Mr. W. H. McLoughlln
plan- ving Ispicture
niag to convert his hotel into i
tbeater.
Long Branch, N. J. — The Improvements to
Charles W. Rltter's Empire Theater Is nearlng
completion and win be ready to open for business
within a short time.
New York City. — A new moving picture theater

Spokane, Wash. — Mr. 0. R. Shern, former county
superintendent of schools, has purchased the Edison
.Moving Picture Theater.
New York City. — A new moving picture theater
is being planned for the northwest corner of
102nd Street and Madison Avenue, which will be
operated by Mr. J. C. Fisher.

r Messrs. Louis and Abraham Benscb.
Chester, Pa.— The Theaorulm Moving Picture
Theater Is being erected at Seventh and Edgmont
Avenues.
La Salle, 111. — Tbe Royal Tbeater management
has engaged the services of Mr. Mark Schaefer.
Ashland, Wis.— The Princess Thei
Its doors on account of necessary Improvements.
When it re-opens it will be known ss the Glen.
Newark, N, J. — The Passaic Tbeater, operated by
Mr. Frank Pasquale, bas closed Its doors to tbe
New York City. — A new moving picture thester
public.
is
being erected on tbe north side of Delancey
Street, west of Suffolk.
Waco, Texas. — Manager
W. M. I.lngenfelter, of
Omaha, Nebr.— Parties have leased the Oliver
Building on West Second Street and are remodeling the Interior preparatory to starting a new
electric theater, which will operate moving pic-

Minot, N. D — Mlnot is I
picture show, which will open In the J. M. Wilson
block on North Main Street in nWiut four weeks
by the A. A. Searl Company. The entertainment
will ..mslst of three reels of pictures and I
songs. The tbeater will he able to sest shout 400,
ami will l>e known to the patrons as the Orphean
Theater,
Pa. — East
The new
on Allentown,
Fourth Street,
Ore
Pittsburg, Pa.— Plans have been made at 4801
Wcnue, for the erection of a new moving
picture theater, which will be under the inning*.
ment
of Mr. George W. Smith,
to cost andaboutproprietorship
$5,125.
Philadelphia,
is being

Pa.— A new

moving

picture
I at On tbeater
North

Manchei
The Magnet Amusement Company and t . _
will be ready for occupancy about June 1st.
Williamsport,
Pa. — Mr. George
Mears.
who Is
manager
of the Lyceum Moving Plseture Theater
" rberry, has also taken management
of tbe
Opera Honse at St. Marys.
the

Nev

Lyceum,

at

, Gilbert.
Lisbon Falls, Me.—
The Columbia Hall here has
been converted Into a moving picture palace.
Findlay, Ohio.— The owners of the Gillette
Theater are planning to Improve their theater to
the amount of $10,000.
San Francisco, Cal. — George Dannemark and
Thomas Flannery will erect a new moving plcturt
theater at Hyde and Pacific Streets.
Anaconda, Mont. — Tbe Industrial Motion Plctnre
Company will establish a new picture theater here.
Clinton, 111.— Mr. It. V. Maloney will open I
moving picture tbeater here near the Opera F
._. alrdome of Wilson Rupe
Iowa. — G. B. Ohle. proprietor of tbe
shortly.
Scenic Theater, has decided to open another one
Des Moines. Iowa. — A new moving picture and
vaudeville theater will open here under the management and proprietorship
of Messrs.
Shnbert
Grand

Theater.

St. Louis. Mo. — The Vaudeville Theater Company
have received permission to erect a new movUM
picture theater on Cherokee Stre . which will cost
about $20,000.
South Bend, Ind. — The Belfour i

Elizabethtown,
— Messrs.
Adamstheater
and here.
Walton are erecting a N.newY. moving
plciure
Covington,
Mr. tbe
L. Electric
P. Delcrolx
anil here.
V. H.
Frederick
have La.—
leased
Tbeater
Blsbop.
Dodgeville,
Wis.
—
Dodgevllle's
Ave
snd
ten-cent
Theater has been purchased by Messrs. Kltto and
svlng Avenue,
picture
erected at 212-214 Grand
and Third Streets, for Alfred 8.
Eau Claire, Wis.— A new moving picture theater
Is being planned for erection In the Pythian Hall
Building, which will be nnder manogement of Fred
Houston, Texas.— The Exchange Theater has been
sold by Its owner. James Rudd, to J. W. Sesly.
Jefferson, Wis. — A building here hss been porchased
by Henry
Zeh, tbeater.
who Intends to conver' it
Into
a moving
picture
Eagle Point I
Mr. F.
WalkerWeiss.
bas purchased
theDuluth,
VandetteMinn.—
Theater
from J. Harry
Louisville, Ky.— The Underwriters Reslty Compsny, Is plsnnlng
build sStreet.
large picture and
vaudeville
theater on to Walnut
Ashland. Ohio.— Tbe Grand Theater here, under
the management
Mr. William E. Gebhart. is
being
handsomely ofremodeled.
Islip, N. Y.— The large ball In the
rear of W. 8.
Street,
Johnsons converted
hotel o1 "
rapidly
_ ...ovlng picture thester.
Bed"erlyBank,
N. J.— The
Bank with
Theater, formFrick Lyceum,
bas Red
reopened

; belonging
L. Cornelius. Is being rebuilt for a moving
plctnreto
Theater, which will be under the management of
Mr. Williams, proprietor of the Theater Delight.

THE

Song

MOVING

cannot

touch

We are the originator, of this line. Slides
Of iuperior quality and attractiveness, that
will increase your business.
Also

SLIDES

EXCELSIOR

CO.

"Eight

I4th Street

Chelsea

New

LEVI

Inc.

COMPANY,

Mv

Soul."

Pub.

by

Jos.

W.

Stern.

the Golden
Leaves
Are
Falling."
Pub.
Charles
K. Harris.
"Cuddle
Up
Together
and
Sing
Home
Sweet
Home."
Pub
by Charles K. Harris.
•When
toe Girl Whose
Bearl
You
Long
for Has
a Heart
that
Longs
for
Yon."
pub.
by
F.
B.
Haviland
Pub.
Co..
New
York.
"In
the Land York.
of Harmonj •

SLIDES

SLIDE

61 West
Tel. 4351

f

GETTHE

York City

Stern

Littb-

&

Co.,

Letters Make

Three Little
York.

Dippy
York.

Pub.

New

Dip."

by

Jos.

the Qu een
HIT

K

A. L. Simpson,

helmer

A

In

in THE
the SEASON'
OF

ngdom

of My

c, 113 W. 1 I2nd

Heart
St.. N. Y.

Ki

A

-

W.

SLIDES

SIMPSON'S

BALLAD

You're

by

weekly; if you want tobeup-to-

ANNOUNCEMENT

York.

••Hurry
Up
Those
Wedding
Bells."
Pub.
by
Longbrake
A: Edwards.
Philadelphia.
"Kidland."
Pub.
by Gus.
Edwards.
New
York.
"I'll Be With You, Honey,
in Honeysuckle Time."
Pub.
by Will
Bosslter.
Chicago.
111.
•Hold
Me
Just
a Little Closer."
Pub.
by York
Hew York.

our prices

ADVERTISING SLIDES
SONG

WORLD

Slide Department— Latest Releases
New

Competition

PICTURE

L.

SIMPSON.

Inc.
by Pub.
J. H.
by
Pub.

by

Let »
r My

l'.<"When
Chord."
"When

Tony
La Board
Plaved
the Barber
Pub.
by J. Fred. Helf.
the
Birds
Are
Thrilling
in the
Pub.
bj 7os. w. Btem.
"The
Place
Where
the
fialnbow
Ends."
by Holmes
Una.
Pub.
Co.

Aniiii.I :ihr! Around.— Shapiro.
You Ask.— Shapiro.
a Little While,
Have
-Shapiro.
\'. 1 • h a Chocolate
If You

Were

a

Soldier. — Shapiro

Itose.— Aubrey

Staufrcr

i

Help
from
Norton Ma] nard
P i

Co

uy'a Doing
I Helf.
to
A "Don't
Kennedy.Forget

Fiadlay,
Ohio. — The
been reo|>ened.
It
Louis,
Mo.— The

New

Victory

Theater

liljou
Phture
■ .-n closed.

has

Theater,

• ■ the Dreamland.
Dubuque,
Iowa. — Mr.
Cal
Martin,
the new
proprietor of the Model Theater,
Is having It remodelrargo,

N. D.— The
Star Picture Theater has been
W. II. Harber
to A. E. Orll.

*>iae. Idaho— The
old I'.oz Theater,
opened
here some
two
year*
ago,
by
Baltimore,
Street

Md

with

Gallon.

Mr.

a

William

picture

II.

and

vaudeville

1

Had

Oregon — U -i ..i

will

■t.,r of

am!

r.-.t. mar

Land.

Cal — i

Loalsville,

K>
■ large

•■

ltarn.l

.

G - own

V.. — M
a

Diirhlu.
-A

•out

I.

•Ml

Mass.— 'I he

V

manager

'

.vlntf
orm-r

of

New

York

Newark,

J.— The
Is being

Varioler
remodeled

City.— A
N.

la being

pi, tore
of

PL n... nth
Mori,

.

lulat

St

Opera
HousS
ha.
(air
.* Davl.|...p
• It Into

Pub. by F. B.
Walter

Jacobs.

by
B.

Pub.

has

new

Building,
Into a

moving

Havl-

pur-

the local

on Pstfirst-class

picture

Milwauks*.

;

Utua.

V.

Harrisburg,
New
theater

Pa. — Nat

York.

N

New

York.

N.

Bedford,
la I i

ami

by

Baltimore.

Louia.

Md -

Cob. Mo—

'

pl.ture theater
The it(
I

M«»«

Massschusetls

Greenville.

Ill — II

picture

Baltimore.

Mil — I

: . . ,.

Ban

Fran

.

mnun,
rg,

f.

Klnnlkh.

new

I

Albuquerque

Ooldaboi..
Sheridan,
Wyo. — I
'action of an f s.. ■
Boston,
Mill - II
theater
at Hunil.,i;i,.i

: a

Y -

■ i.i l.l .-.

Empire

Adams

1

New

St.
moving

•

Alft.

Marinette

Pueblo,
Minneapolis, Minn. — A new
Is being plain... I t.
MarietU,
Ohio.— II,. • New

Wis—

.i Ohio.—
new
tbeat
I he

Cleveland,

theater
labary

I

Carter

II. .at rr la be-

Morley

J. — i

I
tht

by

Fellhelmer

purchased

Monroe City
»:
llnrch
DSTS |.

rnt
Yolk''

Hsnlaburs.

theater la

i

•..-

NlUlown.

Maw

Hoboken.
N.
...
moving
plctUI

will
reMardls
V .

Plymouth,

lure

M.

I. Saunders

Pub.
Do."

Montgomery,
Ala. — The
New
Grange
Building
Is
being converted Into a moving picture theater, which
will
he under
the management
of Lewis
Carman.
Watertown.
Wis.— II. Davis
has
purchased
the

V.

,i.

It-, kl.v

have
another
i 1 In tin' Itussell Block.
here
haa
rei. .nt of Allen
Coon
ami

A.

to
by

ma."
"

Pub.

is being constructed at Genesee and Nevada
for Barney
Vowiukei.
Pittstown,
Pa. — Mi
Walah
and
■ i.rskl are planning to erect a new moving
picture
theater
on
Wjoinlng
Avenue.
Aberdeen,
S. D.— Messrs.
(i. T. Smith
and G. F.
Sherrate
have
purchasi-d
the
Olympla
Theater
In

I moving
plcollvla. baa closed.
Building.
■ iter la under

II
Folaom,

l>e the finest moving put Dp
the Majestic Theater,

Kan. — J.

You."
Used
Pub.

i

•Skiii ■

theater
Streets,

log pli ture theater
:. Hall.
been
tiled
for the
picture
theater
In

Pa. — Plans
have
isa moving

. Block.
Mill,

owner of
i Avenue.
Baltimore
show
for

I

Lake,
Iowa. — Mr.
chased the Scenic Theater.

Cheney,

Ohio. — Gallon
will have
another
moving
on the Will
Wlstenuan
Block
liln Street,
which
"III be under the yroli of A. J. Paul,
manager
of the Grand

i .ro,

at

which
was
Mr.
Bozner.

Daly,

Storm

on

Gloucester,
Mais. — Messrs.
I.-.tl.top and
Tolman,
owners
and
managers
of the Union
Hill Theater,
, hare leased same
to Messrs.
Heuocksburg
A WesIsy.
— Mr
i opened i

Liking

Wn.it
Write."

"Bring

Shop
Green

Pa — Mar

THE

Licensed Release Dates

11
EDISON.

April '.'.mii
riie Twin
rowan
(Dr.)
April 20i
April JMh— The Child and the Tramp
(Dr.)
■ Panama
Canal In 1011
(Beanie)..
. - Wedding Trip (Com.)

Mnv

April
April
April
April
April
May
May

Im (Dr.)

ia

Kay
Kar
May

dun's
Imprisonment
i Dr.l
■ ■ Baby of the Boarding House (Com.)
The Quarrel On the cliff (Dr.)

(Dr.)
to Work

April
April
April
April
May
May
May
May
May
May

15— The
Oppressor
(Dr.)
15-^JImmle
the Fox
(Com.)
18— Lost
Years
(Dr.)
IS— Brest,
a Fortified
Harbor
of France
(Sc.)
22— The
Erring
Son
(Dr.)
25— Old
Folks
(Com.)
25— The
Romance of a Valet
(Com.)
29— A Priestess
of Carthage
(Dr.)
2— The
Young
King
of Home
(Dr.)
2— Tunis.
Africa— "The
City
of
White''
(Scenic)
6 — The
Crusade
of the Templars
(Dr.)..
9— Three
of a Kind
(Com.)
9— Spring-Heeled
Jack
(Com.)
13— In the Days
of Nero
(Dr.)

640
380

1000
515
485
1000
440
S60
1000
740
245
1000

Mar. 31— The
Hero Track
Walker
(Dr.)
950
April
5— Ry
a Woman's
Wit
(Dr.)
995
April
7— Rlg-Hearted
Jim
(W.
Dr.)
1006
April
12— In Old Florida
(Dr.)
966
April
li -Slim
Jims
Last
Chance
(Dr.)
970
April 19 — In
the
Province
of
Wwang
Tung,
China
(Sc.)
April 21st — The
Insurrecto
(Dr.)
1000
April 26th— A Day
and
a Night
(Com.)
995
April 28th— Slabsldes
(Dr.)
1006
May 3— The
Fiddle's
Requiem
(Dr.)
1000
May 5— When
the
Dead
Return
(Dr.)
990
May
10— The Loyalty of Don Luis Verdugo (Dr.) !>R0
May 12— The
Carnival
(Dr.)
1005
LTJBIN.
April
April
April
April
April
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May

IS— Their
Mother-ln-Law
(Com.)
17— The
Two
Fathers
(Dr.)
20— nelplng
Him
Oat
(Com.)
24 — The
Hoyden
(Dr.)
27— The Sheriff and the Man
(W.
Dr.)...
1— A Fascinating
Bachelor
(Com.)
4 — The
Belated
Bridegroom
(Com.)
R— That
Awful
Brother
(Com.)
11— Drifting
(Dr.)
15— The
Angel
of the Slums
(Dr.)
18— Her
Humble
Mlnistrv
(Dr.)
22— A Hero— Almost
(Com.)
22— The
Gambler's
Chance
(Com..
Dr.)...

Mar.
April
April
April
April

MELIES80— The Warrant
for Red Rube
(Dr.)
6— Her Faithful
Heart
(W.
Dr.)
lS-^Jaek
Wilson's Last
Deal
(W.
Dr.)..
20— An
Unwilling
Cowboy
(Dr.)
27th — The
Reformation
of Jack
Robblns
(Dr.)

May
May

4— Mary's
11— The

SELIG.
13— Zulu-Land
(Dr.)
17— The
Haven
of Refuge
(Dr.)
20— The
Mother
(Dr.)
24— Into Us a Child
la Born
(Dr.)
27th— The Witch of the Everglades
(Dr.)
1
Her
Master
(Dr.)
1000
4— In Old California,
When
the Grlngoea

FOR

cents

per

wort.

SALE.
picture
theater
In
tell.
Make aa
Avenue,
Water-

park

IfOTlng

Picture

World.

WANTED.— 300 secondhand folding opera (hairs.
Good condition and cheap. Give full particulars and
price.

Quick.

WM.

F.

NII'.I..

EQUIPMENT
FOR
SALE. — American
condition,
complete,
ready

Plr-to,

Cl.attsnooga,

FOR
SALE.
Projectograph,
to run.
with
.1.
M.

In good
Improved
ItATTKE.'

MISCELLANEOUS.

I 11.

April
April
April
April
April
May
May
May
May

19 — Solving
the Servant
Problem
(Com.)
19— The
Phoney
Prince
(Com.)
990
21— The
Insurrecto
(Dr.)
1000
26th— The Last Edict of Francis II (Dr.) 878
26th— Scenes
at Colombo,
Ceylon
(Sc.).. 122
3— The
Page's Devotion
(Dr.)
790
,:— Wismar,
Germany
(Scenic)
210
1(V— The
Traitor
(Dr.)
620
10 — Rubber-Neck
Perry
(Com. )
370

April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
May
May
May
May
Mar
May

8— Bob
Sledding
11 — Wooing
of Wlnnifred
(Com.)
14 — Though Your Sins Be As Scarlet (Dr.)
15— Easter
Babies
18— The Leading
Lady
(Com.)
21— The Troublesome Secretaries
(Com.)..
22— The Spirit of the Light
(Dr.)
26th— A
Klondike
Steal
(Dr.)
28th— The
Peace
Offering
(Com. -Dr.)
29th— Plcciola
(Dr.)
2 — The
Derelict
Reporter
(Dr.)
5—S-. Idlers Three
(Com.)
6— Hungry
Hearts
(Com.)
9— His
Mother
(Dr.)
12— Welcome of the Unwelcome
(Dr.)
13— Prejudice of Pierre Marie
(Dr.)

Dr.)
(Dr.)

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
400
600
1000
1000
1000
980
1000
1000

WEEK'S

Posters free.

PROGRAMME
FILMS.
Monday,

May

CARBON
HOLDERS — Guaranteed
for
one
dollar
($1.00),
and
unbreakable
condensers,
seventy-five
cents
(75c).
NATIONAL
SUPPLY
COMPANY.
1536
Beechview
Avenue
(I:
Pittsburg,
Pa.
Hand colored slides made from any clipping,
negative, "photo. Cracked slides reproduced. Special advertising slides. Expert work. Satisfaction
guaranteed. YIIOTO SPECIALTY Co.. Kc<«evlllr,
New
York.
FOR
and

OF

850

LICENSED

8.

RIograpli — In the Days of '49 (Dr.)
LUbln— That
Awful
Brother
(Com.)
Pathe— My
Daughter
(Dr.)
Pathe — Over
Lucerne
(Switzerland)
In
ship (Scenic)
Bellg — Lost and Won
(Dr.)
Tuesday, May 9.
Edison— Edna's
Imprisonment
iDr.)
Essanay — Holding
nis
Own
(Com.)

1000
748
an

Air253
1000

Wednesday,
May 10.
Edison— The Baby of the Boarding House (Com.)
Kalem — Tlie Loyalty of Don Luis Verdugo (Dr.).
Pathe — The
Abernathy
Kids'
Rescue
(Dr.)
Pathe — The
Ocean
Harnessed
(Scenic)
Urban— The Traitor (Dr.)
Urban— Rubber-Neck
Percy
(Com. )
Thursday, May 11.
Biograph — The
Country
Lovers
(Dr.)
Lubin— Drifting
(Dr.)
Melies — The
Spring
Ronnd-up
(Dr.)
Sellg— Back to the Primitive
(Dr.)

SALE. — Film cement formula; superior article; low priced. Mr. Exhibitor, send fifty cents
save
money.
W.
H. BYLER.
Wooster.
Ohio.

FILMS WANTED.— I want films on shares ot
sub-rent for first class city. I can get the trade
for commerclsl films. No Junk. Address "HU8TLEU,"
care of Moving
Picture
World,
N. Y. Clty.l
NEGATIVE
STOCK— Moving
Picture
Negative
Stock for sale.
Unexposed,
perforated,
and in per-,
feet condition.
2'-i cents
per foot.
Address, IBM
STOCK,
care of Moving
Picture
World.
STOLEN — from corner Held Avenue and Fulton
Street, on Thursday
April 27
l'..vwrs Machine afcsM

THEATER
FOR RENT.
FOR
RENT. — Open air theater\ seating capacity,
1,400 to 1.600.
No opposition.
Address,
HERMAK.
care of Moving
Picture World.
HELP WANTED.
Experienced
moving
picture _- ch. Per-,
WANTED. position.
Send
references.
Address,
EOT
'o open May
1"
AL THEATER,
Escanaba.
Michigan.
POSITION

600

Essanay — The
Laundry
Lady's
Luck
(Com.)...
Oanmont — Three
of n Kind
(Com.)
Onumont — Spring neeled
Jack
(Com.)
Vltagraph— His
Mother
(Dr.)

400
740
245

flSr)
771
216
620
870

Prompt service.

EIGHTH

WANTED.

WANTED.— At once, position as illustrated soot
singer, by A-l mezzo-soprano of experience sn<
ability. Prefer work in Pennsylvania. MISS LOU
IIOLCOMB,
care of "Tlieatorium."
Mt. Carmel, Ps
Expert camera man or darkroom man desires post
tlon. Will submit samples of work and unqaestloo
able references. A. NELSON, care of The Mortal
Picture
World.
INFORMATION

WANTED.

FRANK
BRINE or Bradford,
piano player.
It I),
for your Interest
to write at once,
giving your sd
dress, to R. A. B.
We are with you against T. D,
Address,
care of BLAIR,
P. O. Box
2676., Boston

1000
1000
1000

Friday, May 12.
Edison— The Quarrel
On the Cliff (Dr.)
Pathe— The
Samoural's
Expiation
(Dr.)
640
Pathe — American
Beauties
351
Kalem— The
Carnival
(Dr.)
1006
Vltagraph — Welcome of the Unwelcome
(Dr.)..
Saturday,
May
13.
Essanay — The
Puncher's
New
Love
(W.
Dr.).. 1000
Gaumont— In the Days
of Nero
(Dr.)
1000
Pathe — Lucia's
Broken
Romance
(Dr.)
95S
Vltagraph— Prejudice of Pierre Marie
(Dr.)....

EAGLE FILM EXCHANGE
NORTH

610
881
958

(Dr.)

iG.
URBANECLIPSE.

THIS

KALEM.

143

(Dr.)

VITAGRAPH.

Kleins.

Stratagem
(W.
Spring
Round-Up

THEATERS

three

FOR
SALE.— Rest
moving
Waterl.....
Iowa
'■ ii.l.KI , To;,

(Com.)

■ Siimoural'l
Expiation
12— American
Beauties
l u.-la'a Broken
Romance

GAUMONT.
April
April
April
April

advertisements,

DO.)

15— The Dad Man's First Prayer (W. Dr.) 1000
IS— What
Happened
To Aunty
(Com.).. 800
IS— Catching
the Deep Sea Turtle
(Edn.) 200
22 -The
In. Man Maiden's Lesson
(W. Dr.) 1000
2.-— The
Two
Mothers
(Dr.)
UXK)
2Slth— What
a Woman
Can
Do
(W.
Dr.) 950
2— The Snare of the City
(Dr.)
1000
6 — The
iiunco
Game
at
Llzarduead
'
1000
9— Holding
Ills
Own
(Com.)
600
Laundry
Lady'a
Luck
(Com.)
400
IS— The
Pnncher'a
Nest
Love
(W.
Dr.)..l000
16— Wild
Animals
lu CaptlYlty
(Edu.) . . . 1000
G.

[Classified

6— Through
Veni
6— .Short lived
Happiness
(Dr.)
lt*«i
If]
Daughter
(Dr.)
718
• .Switzerland) In An Airship (Sceulc)
253
ie Abernathy
Kids'
Rescue
(Dr.).. 771

ESSANAYApril
April
April
April
April
April
May
May

Classified Advertisements

754
li Justice
la Forced
May
May

April
12— Sliver Threads Amoiig the Gold
<Dr.) BOO
April
12— A Card
of Introduction
(Com.)
600
April
U— A
Hurled
Past
(l)r.)
1000
April 1- Tl,e lluuiited Sentinel Tower (Or.)..
April in II. .» Sprlgglna Took Ixxlgers (Com.)
April 21 -Turned
to the Wall
(Dr.)

Hay

WORLD

April 24th— I.al Chyelm
(Good
Luck)
(Dr.)
997
April -tltli— The
Rival
Brother*'
Patriotism
(IT.)
1000
April tttn -Enemlaa iiir.i
838
April 2Mb — Pastime
In Chill
160
April 2Utb— The
Foater
Father
(Dr.)
950

17 — M.ilimr
Kex
(l)r.l
2t>— A Kulicl.t of (lit- li. mi.1 .Com.)
241
- (I)r.)
'.•Till
11. .« SI..- Triumphed
(Coin.)
1
4— U
I om.)

»

May

PICTURE
PATHE.

BIOGHAPH.
April
April
April
April
Ma}
May

MOVING

PIPETONE

WE BUY ,h< 't^rr^cS^:'""'*''- i
Day and night service

STREET,

Write, wire or phone

PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

THE

PICTURE

WORLD

STATE

Films for Rent
BEST SERVICE
REASONABLE
PRICES
MACHINES and ACCESSORIES

RIGHTS

American Press Association Photo News Service
We will give exclusive ^tate Rights on Current Events
to the one agreeing to buy the greatest number of sets of
each release.
Price to be $10.00 per set.

T. A. Mack Exchange
140 N. Daaraorn St.

MOVING

Chicago, III.

Exhibitors
everywhere are
clamoring for
them, fighting for
exclusive town
rights, so here is
your opportunity
to get in on the
ground floor.
Subjects that
vitally interest
the
public —in the
headliners
the

Anything pertaining to the picture busine
FOR SALE—
Clean films, Send
$5 perstamp
reel and
subject
to examination.
for tt
bargain list. GENERAL FILM RENEWIls
SYSTEM, S4i Federal Street, Chicago, 111.
NEW

YORK.

For Sale or Lease,

Moving Picture Studio
and Laboratories.

newspaper s —
live topics —that
attractions
when properly
advertised always
bring the money
and therefore easily rented to
every exhibitor.
"Arrest of J. J.
Released May'_,6.

Fully equipped and ready for
immediate use. Capacity thirty
thousand (30,000) feet daily.

Address, HOOPER
30S E. Baltimore St.,

FOR

BROS.

r photogTspha

Baltimore, Md.

McXamara, secretary of the Iron
Workers' Union,
the accused dynaShowing the
evidence upon
which
Detective

SALE

A fine M. P. Theater, doing good business
N. E. States. Long lease, or sell buildi
Inclined floor, good stage with

William J. Burns expects to convict him.
"The
Railroad15 Wreck
Martinsteachers
Creek, werePa." killed and over IOO
Where Bigbetween
and 20 atschool
miter."
injured while on their way to see President Taft.
21 slides $10.00 per set, posters free. Cash with order or C. O. D.
"Raising
of
the
Battleship
Maine."
Showing her from the time she was despatched to Havana, January,
1898; her destruction and the raising of her wreck, April, 101 1.
23 slides $10.00, posters free.
Cash with order or C. O. D.
Othei
Borstal Institution at Feltham, Eng.; Mexican
Rebellion; Shooting Up Of Battleship Texas; Camorra
Trial; Rescue of
Irene; New York Fire Disaster and othera
Full description on every ilidi
required.

120:
chines

(Edison), booth, dissolver. No agent;
don't write unless you have money and mean
business. Hooks open for inspection. This is
a bonanza for the right party. Address, 320,
care Moving Picture World, New York City.

IKIN'l
IIKI.AV
K,»ipy„ur
-ro II. ht „, one. wi
STERLINO
TERMINALS
And PREVENT BURNED OFF WIRES
,
Guaranteed the Best on the marke
Price «i. on per pair postpaid
State ilze wire used. For iale by

LEVI

CO., Inc.
Coming:

Biograph
Carbons
"Arco-B"

A$k the man who utei them or write to us.

L. E.

FRORUP
& CO.,
NEW YORK

Importers

24

Union

Bangor. Me., Fire.

Square,

New

York

Chinese Rebellion

Annual Sub. Moving Picture World: i^MeVVaTWO YANKEE

WORLD

TOUR FEATURES

MONDAYj M H Mil
'An Indian Brave's Conversion"
I H\\)A\

. M \N

T'lh

'The Banana

Planter's Peril"

YANKEE

FILM CO.

344 East 32d St

■w York

Ctv

JB
W
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Independent Release Dates
AMERICAN.
IS— Jimmy Minds the Bnby (Com.)
860
IS— Th, Bungalow
Crane (Com.)
750
17— Two Plucky (ilrla (l>r.)
"nr Month to Live (Tom.)
April Mtn
Bod Nevlns. 1!„,1 Man (W. Dr.)...
April 27H
I'l ,- I...-. ,,f I ,.. k* ltnm-h i\\
May
1— A California
lxm> s
May
1— I'nltcd Stntt-s Cavalry
Drill (Mil.).. IT'.'

April
April
April

'

Smuggler

47, p

1 1 »r. >
i

ixxi

CHAMPION.
April
April
May
May
May
Mny

24— Gen. Meade's Fighting Dayn
(Dr.)..
26 — She Wanted a Man With llralna (Dr.)
lsl— Clarka Capture of Kaakaskla (Dr.)..
3rd- Out of the Park (W. Dr.)
8— Col. F.. I> linker. 1st Callfornln (Dr.)
10— Making A Man of Ilia Son (Dr.)
Dr.)..
Mny 17—r
ECLAIR.

950
950
850
950
950

April
April
April
April

8— Mr. Nearslght's Marriage (Com. ) . . . . 428
1<> — Do Not Judge Rashly (Dr.)
17— Dog nnd Wolf (Dr.)
600
17 — Jerusalem nnd the Mount of Olives
iflC)
115
April 24— Ilercnllaa
(Dr.)
955
Mny
1 — For Their Mother
(Dr.)
695
Mny
lnt— The Blue Nile (Sc.)
290
Mny
8— A Vlllnge Flirt (Com.)
910
Mny 1.%— Engnged In Spite of Themselves -(00111) 910
Mny 22— A Mother's Distress
(Dr.)
560
May 22— The Waist Cont With Points (Com.) 430
Mny 29 — The Two Gardeners (Com.)
940
GREAT NORTHERN.
April 8 — A Confidence Trick
Apr. 15— Hamlet (Dr.)
April 22— The Stolen Legacy (Dr.)
April 2»th— The Cossack Dnke (Dr.)
S04
Mny
6— The I.ucky Bnnana Seller (Com.)
May
6— A Would-be S[>ortsnian
(Com.)
May 13— The Nun
(Dr.)
IMP.
April 20 — The Hero (Com.)
600
April 24— While (Dr.)There"*
Life There's
Hope 1000
April 27— The Scarlet Letter (Dr.)
1000
May
1st— Second Sight (Dr.)
1000
Mny
4th— The Temptress
(Dr.)
1000
Mny
8— Four Lives
(Dr.)
300
May
8— The Fair Dentist (Com.)
700
May 11— lor Her Brother's
Sake
(Dr.)
1000
May 15— The Master and the Man (Dr.)
1000
May 15— The Lighthouse Keeper (Dr.)
1000
April
April
April
April
April
May
May
Mny
k

LUX.
14— Bill nnd the Greasy Pole (Com.)..
14— They
Did Not Budge
(Com.)
21 — Dr.
Grant's
Wonderful
Discovery
(Dr.)
2Sth— Naughty
MUs Edith (Com.)
28th— Bill's Garden
(Com.)
5— Bill As a Toreador (Com.)
5— Fashion and Its Consequences
(Com.)
12— The Postmistress
(Dr.)
A Walk In Tunis (Sc.)
NEW
YORK
MOTION
PICTURE
CO.

482
601
885
472
419
419
476
700
252

BISON.
April 11— Indian'! Mlstnke (Dr.)
April 14— A Mnn of Honor
April 1.8 — Return of Company
"D"
(Dr.)
April 21— A Cowboy for a Day (Dr.)
April 2.V- An Indian's Ambition (Dr.)
April 28— A Red Man's Gratitude (Dr.)
May
2— Shlfty's Claim
(Dr. I
May
5— The Knight of the Trail (Dr.)
May
9— Crows
Defeat
(Dr.)
May 12— The Foreman's Bride (Dr.)
AMBROSIO.
(By N. Y. M. P. Co.)
Mar. 29— A Glimpse of Neapolitan Cnmorra. .
Apr. 12 — The Necklace
Affair (Dr.)
April 19— The Mute of Portlcl (Dr.)
Mny
Srd — Grenndler Roland
(Dr.)
May 10 — Tweedledum
Is Late (Com.)
May 10— Air Bubbles
May 17— Grenadier Roland
950
IT A LA.
(By N. Y. M. P. Co.)
Apr. 8— Toto and the Egg for Easter Day
(Com.)
:
Apr. 16 — The Fall of Troy
April 22— A Marriage
Celebrated
Amidst the

SPECIAL
NATIONAL

MOVING

WORLD
THI8

May 11— The
Ma>
Mnr.
Mnr.
Apr.
April
April
April
May

Marchioness of Anspertl
K I.ost a Needle (Com.)..
■ I (Coin.)
IsbUMI (Dr.)
NESTOR.
22 — Could Tou Blnme Him?
(Com .
29— The Truth
(Dr.)
888
6— The Stolen Neclnce
(Dr.)
12— A Midnight Adventure (Com.)
19— The Hlvnl Artiste (Dr.)
26— His Wife (Dr.)
980
3rd—\:t,r
The 20OtherleanMan (Dr.)
(Dr.)

18

A Little

I
I om.)
POWERS.
Apr. 18— Wine Harvest
(Scenic)
Apr. 22 — The Last Rose (Dr.)
April 20 — A Day With an English
Bargeman
(Com.)
April 25— Melody of Fate (Dr.)
April 29— Hearts
Under
Oilskins
(Dr.)
May
2nd— The Crisis (Dr.)
May
Jim!— The Joys of Persecution (Com.)
May
8th— The Awakening
of Galaten (Dr.)..
May 9— The Four of I's (Com.)
May 9 — Contagion
(Com.l
May UJ— An Your Halt Clous Whiter
(Dr.)..
May 16 — Oklahoma
iDr.)
May 16 — A Matrimonial
Surprise
(Com.)
Mny 20— Gunga Din (Dr. )
RELIANCE.
April B— Rickshaw
the Detective
AprllO — Summer
Skies
April 8— The Gloved Hand
(Dr.)
April 12— Thirty
Minutes
(Dr.)
April 15— Her Mother's Love
(Dr.)
April 19 — A Tale of Ebon Tints (Dr.)
April S3— In the Tepee's Light (Dr.)
April 2(ith— Vengeance
Hath Been Had (Dr)..
April 29— Locked Out (Dr.)
May
3— Such Is the Kingdom
(Dr.)
May
6— Over the Shading Edge (Dr.)
May 10— A Left Hook (Dr.)
REX.
Feb. 23— The Story of a Prayer Rug (Dr.)
Mar.
2— By the Light of the Moon (Com.)
Mar.
9— The Fall of a Knight (Com.)
Mar. 18 — Where the Shamrock
Grows (Dr.)....
Mar. 23— Five Hours
(Com.)
Mar. 80— As Ye Sow (Dr. )
Apr.
6 — The
Heiress
(Com.)
Apr. 13— The Little Major (Dr.)
April 20— A Dsughter of the Revolution (Dr.)..
April 27— The Realization
(Dr.)
May
4— The Ultimate Sacrifice
May 11— The Guardsman
(Dr.)
80LAX COMPANY.
April 12 — Tramp
Strategy (Com.)
April 12— The Scheme That Failed (Com.)
April 14— The Little Flower Girl (Dr.)
April 19 — The Old Excuse (Com.)
April 21— The Voice of His Conscience (Dr.)..
April 2(ith— The Count of No Acount (Com.)...
April 2Stu— Across the Mexican Line (Military)
May 3rd — Susceptible Dad (Com.)
May 3rd — Nearly a Hero
(Com.)
Mny
r>tli— The Somnambulist
(Dr.)
May in —Nearly a Hero (Com.)
THANHOUSER.
April 14— Old Home Week (Dr.)
Apr. 18— Cally's
Comet
(Dr.)
Apr. 21— Weighed
In the Balance (Dr.)
April 25— The Poet of the People (Dr.)
April 28— An Elevator Romance
(Dr.)
May
2nd— The Pillars of Society (Dr.)
May
5th— The Sinner
(Dr.)
Mny
D— The Railroad Builder
(Dr.)
Mny 12— The Regimental
Ball (Dr.)
May Ifi— The Colonel and the King (Dr.)
Mny 10— Lady Clare
(Dr.)
April
Apr.
Apr.
April
April
May
May
Mny
May
Mav
May

Get the] Samples

TICKETS

COMPANY

StocK

WEEK'S

FILMS.
PROGRAM

OF

INDEPENDENT

Monday, Mny 8th.
American — The Opium Smuggler
(Dr.)
Mo
Cunuiplou— 4'ul. E. D. Baker. 1st California (Dr.).880
Eclnlr— A Vlllnge
Flirt (Com.)
Lives (Dr.)
no
imp
The Fair Dentist
(Com.)
Yankee— In Sunny Italy (Dr.)
Tuesday. Mny 9th.
Bison — Crow's Defeat
(Dr.)
Powers— The Four of Di (Com.)
Powers — Contagion
I Com. )
Tbaunouser — The Railroad Builder (Dr.)
1000
Wednesday, Mny 10th.
Ambroslo — Twe<
Com.)
Ambroslo — Air I
Champion— Making n Man of His Son (Dr.).... 960
Nestor— After 20 Yeara I Dr. )
Reliance — A Left Hook (Dr.)
Solax— Nearly n Hero (Com.)
Thursday, Mny 11th.
Amerlcnn— The Sheriff's Captive (W. Dr.).. ..1000
Imp — For Her Brother's Sake (Dr.)
lot*
Itala — The Marchioness of AuBpertl (Dr.)
Rex— The Guardsman
(Dr.)
Friday, May 12th.
Bison — The Foreman's Bride (Dr.)
Lux— The Postmistress (Dr.)
Lux— A Walk In Tunis (Sc.)
Solax— (Title Not (iivein
Thanhouscr— The Regimental
Ball (Dr.)
Yankee— The Angelus Bell (Dr.)

700
282
1000

Saturday, Mny 13th.
Great Northern— The Nun (Dr.)
Itala — Foolsbead has Lost a Needle (Com.)....
Itala — Marriage Advertisement
(Com.)
Powers— As Your Hair Grows Whiter (Dr.)....
Reliance— The Conflict (Dr.)

8M
860
868
900
050
950
875
880

BRASS EASELS AND
BRASS RA/L/NC
BRASS POSTER FRAMES
FOR EASELS AND WALLS

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

YANKEE.
14— Willie's Winning Ways
(Com.)
17— A Close Cnll (Dr.)
21 — The Minister's Son (Dr.)
24— Why the Sheriff Resigned (Dr.)
28— The Girl of the Corel Reefe (Dr.)....
1st— A Kentucky
Girl (Dr.)
5th— Zelda. the Gypsy (Dr.)
8— In Sunny Italy (Dr.)
12— The Angelus BeU
(Dr.)
15 — An Indian Brave's Conversion (Dr.)..
19— The Banana Planter's Peril (Dr.)

ROLL
TICKET

PICTURE

April 22 — Foolshend, Wrangler for Love (Com.)
April 271..I Milk (Com.)
Boy (Com.)....
..b Country
(Dr.). .

Q Put in our Eaaels and I
Poster Frames and watch (I
your attendance grow.

Brass Push and Kick Plates, Door
Guard Rails, Etc.
DON'T

LOW PRICES
BEST WORK
DELAV but writ* today lor comsl.t. calaltf

THE

ACENTS

WANTED

NEWMAN

MFG. CO.

717-719 Sycamore St., Cincinnati. 0.

Th* B* T£Vc„£: p"",,n*
TicHeU, 6 Cents

Shamokin,

Pa.

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

G.W.Bradenburgh

NEW

Cinematograph Films

SECOND-HAND

233 North Eighth Street, Philadelphia, P*

EQUIPMENT

Phone Market 334
Cable: Brad-Films, Phila.
Code: A. B. C, 5th Edition

AND

FOR

ANY

CLASS

Amusement

OF

Houses

Films at 8 cts. per ft.; posters free
The Scarlet Letter— Imp— 1,000 ft.
The Stampede — Imp— 1,000 ft.
Herodians — Eclair — 940 ft.
Foolshead Insurance Agent — 950 ft.
Toto Gets Thinner— I tala— 680 ft.
Queen of the Sea— Itala— 280 ft.
Tweedledum and the Necklace — Ambrosio— 066 ft.
Bitten Hand— Ambrosio— 966 ft.
Adventures of P. C. Sharp— C. & M.
-950 ft.
Films as new, S40

per reel;

posters tree
Tangled Lives— Reliance.
A Plain Tale — Reliance.
Souls Courageous — Reliance.
■ liance.
The Demon — Ambrosio.
Deputy's Honor— Bison.
The Salted Mine— Bison.
The Half-Breeds Plan— Bison.
A Tough Tenderfoot— Bison.
Love's Test— Solax.
The Norwood Necklace— Thanhouser.
Westerner and the Karl— Thanhouser.
Senorita's Sacrifice— Yankee.
The Light Beyond— Nestor.
For My Pal— Power,
N'estor.
A Wife's Calvary— Ambrosio.
The Blue Domino Disguise — Ambrosio.
The Creek Claim— Bison.
An
As
The
The
200

Indian Trapper's Prize— Bison.
the Master Orders— Reliance.
Hour of Fate— Reliance.
Vows— Reliance.
reels first-rla-s condition, all independent, $10 to $20 per reel.
Write fur

APPLY

SHOW

P. O. Box 226

NEW

CO.,
Sq.

CITY

CALCIUM

GAS

Compressed in drums ready for
operation for Moving Picture
Shows where electricity cannot
be had. Absolutely pure gas.
Prompt shipments, freight or
express.
WRITE FOB OUR TEBMS
Complete stock of repair parts
for machines
and supplies.

Erker
Bros. Optical Co.
604 OMre St., St. Louis, Mo.
HAVE

GOOD

MUSIC

tion

(OeiniriK-*OQI
iiiyUm
nistt and Trai>-l>rummer» a specialty.
AMERICAN THEATBICAL SINQEBS AOENCY
{9 Dearbori Street
CHICAGO. ILLJ Campbell, Met.
iri,-

READY

FOR

DELIVERY

MOVINC PICTURE WORLD
Bound
Volume
No.
JULY TO DECEMBER,
1910

800,000
ft. ol In
■■elusive, imported solely by this house.
We
do not rent .
tin 1 i.il I1I111-, we
s.-l| them.
Service

Mad.

YORK

TWO DOLLARS, Each, $2.00

Film Hiring Department

TO

EQUIPMENT

7

Express charges collect

.RN<V^.

Prices

18 reels weekly, $15 per week and up12 reels weekly, $ij per week and u]>wardv

wtrds.

veelcly, $25 per week and up-

All Service

Cash

in Advance

Kinematograph

films taken by

l-'ilm titles foi the trade, •.
minimum
5 tt
1'iim i lie ining
worl
n mi eded
equaled, 7 - 1 1 per reel.
"Ihe.li
Spi . ,| ' ., v. indei
—IS

Im ('< men!
cts. bottle. $1.25

woi I
do

un

5IW28-"8Ty6<«
Correspondence Course. Special rales to
tl,r tnsfe. Send foi FrM illu.tia.rd catalogue.
School CsMBsMti <-\ n v mi.. 1 111 im i .in. 1 afternoon. Eve in ii. | clwi llirel rlrn Molll.n.
Wednesday aii.l l:ii. I.iv. We (.outively yuaranlee you ■ $13
Wr have a l'owe,,' Came. .graph No. 5
in A- 1 condition iof $Mr).lR) and an l.di.on
Fihjhhini Mrfr! M.,.hinr i..i 16000.
We carry a ImTM linr ..I rlr, tn, aj tufplirs
and lurniih <-»n yilnn.| l<u ihe ihralie.

F. C. TAYLORNs«
rbons,

$2.50

St Wsst Jltk sum

Tars Clir

Annual Subscription ^~ ^
Moving Picture World Wr*
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W 'A N T E D

ACTO'RS

Lang's
Rewinder No. 2
PRICE $5.O0 NET

AND
SCENARIOS
lor Moving Pictures.

^v

Lang Manufacturing Go.
OLEAN

Address by Ic

"
NEW YORK
tod for latest Catalogue

Fred J, Balshofer. 20th S Neptune Ave., Coney Island, New York.
' LaITALY'S
Cinematografia
Italiana
edFOREstera"
LEADING
PAPER
THE

IS

THAT

FALL

o/ TROY

2 REELS— NOW BOOKING
Advertising
Matter [Free.
Don't
forget [that
r supply a superior grade of service

AC|ME

ANIMATED
PICTURE
PUBLISHED
FORTNIGHTLY.
33, 36 and 40 large pages, 8 shillings per annua

MASTERPIECE

FILM

CO.

we

"SILVERLICHT"

also

Aluminum Motion PictureCurtain

IiVc.

Extraordinary Features Are: EcSoS^nsSSB

12 East 15th St., New York City
133 Bastable Bldg., Syracuse, N. Y
Exclusive Licensee, of the National Film Mfg. & Leasing Co. program for these cities

Ralph J. Golsen up.lf Co.

84 Wabaih •».., Cklcin

Be a Motion Picture
Playwright

THE CHAUTAUQUA FILM EXCHANGE

Associated Motion Picture Schools

NOW FURNISHING THE BEST OF SERVICE

a

WRITE

WANTED

Releases of Exceptional Qualify
TO-DAY

FOR

OUR

LIST

AND

TERMS

Experienced Moving Picture Operator, Pianist and Trap Drummer
to Open May 15. Permanent position. Send References. Address
Royal Theatre, Escanaba ,Michigan.

CHICA60, ILL

356 DEARBORN ST.

Moving Picture Exhibitors

To Exchanges

PRESTO EMERGENCY CLAMP

Have your films redeveloped and renovated
by the Hockstetter Process. Endorsed and
recommended by leading Exchanges.
Also soften non-inflammable film and prolong the life of the reel. We are now prepared
to install plants in your premises. Write for
prices. Work done at our plant at 6oc per reeL

A Quick Relief for Lamp Accidents
A NECESSARY
ADJUNCT TO EVERY
OUTFIT
AVOIDS DELAYS.
ADJUSTED
IN ONE MINUTE
rVrire for Dttcriptivm Circular

PRESTO
Box 264

EMERGENCY

CLAMP

SYRACUSE,

NEW

CO.
YORK

8.

Pat. Applied For

ORTHO

FILM CO.

2726 W. Division St.

Chicago, III.

Corcoran Moving
Picture
Tanks
Develop your films to perfection. Save
Time and Reduce Your Expenses by
using a "Corcoran Film Development
Tank."
All up-to-date houses are now installing the "Corcoran System."
SEND
For reference as to Quality

FOB PRICE LIST No. 4.

A. J. CORCORAN,

It the follow inc.- The Vltagraph Co. of Amer.Co. of Amcrlct, The Powers Picture Pla>s Co., _,
ff Jor,n S1
Bei, Champion, Melles, Gaumont.
NO- " •»<""» »'

-

Inc.
NY.

City

THE
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WORLD

BE A BIO CARBON BOOSTER
DON'T KEEP ON TRAMPING ALONG IN HOB 1 NAIL BOOTS
JUST BECAUSE YOUR GRANDFATHER DID IT. JOIN THE BIO
CARBON DAYLIGHT PROCESSION AND WATCH YOURSELF GROW.
THROUGH

ALL

EXCHANGES

CHARLES L KIEWERT CO.

39 Cortlandt St.
New York City

WHY

How About Those Electric Fans

SEND

We positively carry the largest
stock of both Alternating and

When

THE

4

Str

COMPANY

'Phone, ijsi Spring

M

\\

YORK

CANADA

MOTION

$2.50

FOREIGN

TOM

S3. 00

current

FANS

latest

ANNUAL
MOVING

type

11.50
16.50

DOMESTIC

KLEIN

New

^tfMMHB^.

T H E

|^B/
^^*a*MML^»^^

This hrsuillul
UNHID

STATUS

PA.

$2.50

MOTION
for

16-page

FOREIGN

$3.00

SLIDES

Catalog

GENRE

York

507

North Clark Street

O NE

BEST

Chicago,

Kin. hUV»d".ht
FACTOI IIS

CO.

"^5*^jJ^/
■AUUPAC^UHM

III.

SOUVENIR

r*%~jffii *?$£&£ - tlMltfT)
^^^sagg,^, s^jg&yy

Bw§?2P^s?'
^Kw^-"**""

^^L

CANADA

Write

& CO.

Cor. Centre St..

SUPPLIES

SUBSCRIPTION
PICTURE
WORLD

S2.00

GENRE

"
alternating current ceiling fans
26.00
Direct current 18" exhaust fans
35-O0
vliere $50.00.
our prices with others.
All fans guaranteed for one
year.
The above prices net
cash f. ... b N. V.

Compare

NATHAN

BIBLE, Prop.

PICTURES, FILMS

THE standardinachine
1325 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA,

blade direct current ceiling fans

187 Canal St.,

for you ?

UNIVERSAL FILM EXCHANGE

25% lower than others

4

them

SUBSCRIPTION
PICTURE
WORLD

ELECTRIC
12" alternating

we can make

A. DEWES

249 Centre

$2.00

FOR

High-class repairing and alterations
on Foreign Machines.

HUDSON
Electrical Supply Co.

DOMESTIC

TO EUROPE

FILM
PERFORATING
DIES

You Have Been Intending To Purchase ?

ANNUAL
MOVING

19 Sutter St.
San Francisco, Cai.

40 Dearborn

$5.00
p#f Mundr#Street.

GUMP
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To the Trade
We are now prepared to
manufacture films tor educational and advertising
purposes.
We go any \\ here
OIJ request. Printing and
developing
our specialty.
Write f„r particulars
Demonstrations free of charge

Educational Mo v. Picture
Mfg. and Adv. Co.
r. W. Hochstetter
l7MW.DlTlatoo8t.
CUICAGO,
ILL.

S. Boblnson, Prop.
4os SinttMlaM Bt
PITTSBURGH,
PA.

MOVING

PICTURE

ANOTHER'

WORLD

ENTERPRISE

TRIUMPH

TOGO CALCIUM GAS OUTFIT
:onyplete

with

Rubber

Tubing

and \Keyless

Jet

SUPERIOR WORKMANSHIP and HIGH GRADE
MATERIAL combined with SAFETY and SIMPLICITY place the TOGO far ahead of any other
cheap outfit
PORTABLE and ready for instant use - $25.00.
Anyone can operate it
MANUFACTURED

BY

The Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564 W. Randolph St., Chicago

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Lavezzi's improved stars, cams and sprockets give the following results

You will get more light and brighter pictures from the same lamp.
Will make your machine last twice as long.
Will eliminate flicker and reduce your repair bill 80% and more.
Manufacturers

can't

LAVEZZI

2940

possibly

Herndon

compete

without

MACHINE

infringing

on

his pati

WORKS

Street,

Chicago,

111

Comparing
the real cost
of Light
An actual test has been made under
similar conditions on a moving picture arc
lamp, using 1600 watts energy, and here
are the results in each case.
Alternating Current

Alternating Current

with G. E. Mercury

with

Arc Rectifier, 5000

3800 c. p.— 1200

3101

c p.

c. p. list.

1900 c. p. less.

Transformer,

Direct Current
with

Rheostat.
c.

p.—

Q. E. Mercury
Arc
Rectifier
Produced 32-38 Per Cent More Light
with the same consumption of energy.
Using alternating current directly, 6o amperes are necessary to
obtain 4800 cp. Using direct current obtained by the Mercury
Arc Rectifier 20 amperes gave 5000 cp.

by many of the best bouse. Id the
PRICK
75 CENTS
cue mustc Cerie. 1910) for 10
CLARENCE
VJl Sedcwlck St

E. SINN
CHICAGO.

ILL.

Convincing — isn't it? These comparisons plainly indicate how
you can get more and better light at a less cost. Find out 3*>34
all
about this device and what it means to you. Mail coupon today
or 'phone our nearest office.

General
Electric
Company
Principal Office: Schenectady, N. Y.
Sales Offices In the following Cities
J'.ini.High.'m,

Ala.

UtnOMCOlTjL

n,ll.,lrl|,M». ■•
OUR PATENT
ELECTRIC
BILLS ctmm i.r.i
•th»l... I. Movl.f Pir,.,. H„u.r.. pi., from .
'Tb.,.,4 .. . ,„|0 BMtr»»«l. or .. .. KCOBin.lBllt
1 •"Hi
Tw.stytL, Htll.. t.o oct.vt. chrom.tic.

J. C.
Ml M10

DEAGAN

H. Cl.rU St

CHICAGO.

ILL.

■

Minn.
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WORLD
If you are in the Market far

SECOND
HAND
FILMS

OUR

=: Musical Electrical Bells

Write to the largest and most reliable Dealers and Importers of
these goods in the U. S.

which

are played from a Keyboard, the bells being mounted
in various parts of the house have
been a great success all over the
country and no Picture-house is
complete without a set of them.
We can supply 25 Bells, 2 octaves
chromatic, C to C, correctly tuned
to your Piano, complete with
Resonators, Keyboard, Magnets,
and Boards, complete ready to install for $75.00.

Xylophones. Orchestra Bells. Chimes. Forks. I
Send for free illustrated catalogue.
J. C. DEAGAN
3800-3810 N. Clark St.. Chicago. III.

Mr. Clyde Martin is using a set
of our Cathedral Chimes with
great success playing the pictures.

Moving Picture Machines
Stereopticons
MaKe Big Money

J. C. DEAQAN

International Film Traders
5 West t4th Street.

NEW

YORK CITY

^MtMktou-

^

3800 to 3810 North Clark Street
CHICAGO, D. S. A.

Motion PictureTheatre Supplies
Machines, also Ticke
completed™ o?"rop
rite today for THE
j"l!.-"I.Ni'„(',''!IT,'p1!''.'

CHICAGO PROJECTING CO.

219 S. Dearborn St.

ATLAS

"HOW'S

THIS"

DISINFECTANT

5
10

-

75c.

"
70c. per Gallon
"
65c.
"
■■
F. O. B. Philadelphia

The best disinfectant made,

ATLAS

Money returned if not satisfactory

SUPPLY

CO.

Manayunk,
Philadelphia; Pa.
Manufacturers of GANE'S FILM CEMENT

Chicago. II

Changeable ILLUMINATED Program Sign
Easily operated, quickly
changed, inexpensive. : :

Odorless or Perfumed
1 GALLON

Dept. A.

^ \wmmm
sil^

HIM1! i|,l>fT¥TTTl

Interchangeable letters stenciled in metal, specia'ly arranged for any program. Illumination of each subject
controlled individually.
Write for descriptive
matter and money making particulars.

Zenith Manufacturing Co.
P. 0. Box 252

CINCINNATI, OHII

THE

FILMS
FOR
RENT
New Films High Class Service
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OPERA m CHAIRS
FOR

EVERY

ESTABLISHED

PURPOSE

WRITE

l.OOO STYLES

The A. H. Andrews
174- 176 Wabash Ave.. Chicago, III.

FOR

CAT.

1865
No.

31

Co.
Blanches in all leading c

The Pioneer House, With 8 Years'
Experience and S250.000.00
Back Ol It

Opera and Assembly Chairs

Write Today for Ttrwu

EUGENE

CLINE

67 and 59 Dearborn

FOB

SALE

°+

ONE

St.,

HLNDRED

Chicago

REELS

FILM

-McKENNA-

^
BRASS
RAILINGS
EASELS
GRILLES

THE

AUTOMATIC

THEATRE

CHAIR

folds autc
be Itrevolving,
righting.

%

CUSPIDORS
BRASS
<
KICK PLATES
STAIR TREADS. DOOR

Prompt Shipment*.
Write for Catalogue
PEABODY SCHOOL FURNITURE CO.
North
Manchester
Indiana
NtW York Agtnls. ROBERT J. EHLERS CO.

HALLBERG
jrld's greatest

the-

THE

ECONOMIZER

i in-: ha it nisi v mi <

SILLS

McKenna Bros. Brass Co.
PITTSBURGH,

CEprW-i BENNETT
744JW. 5th Street
* CINCINNATI OHIO '

PA.

The Best
Uniforms

FOLDING
CHAIRS
lows.Grand Stand.,
atembly Halla. etc.
..ection. if wanted.
Write lor Catalog No. 2

The Kauffman
Manufacturing Co.
ASHLAND. OHIO
Natty Up-lo-Datc
Styles

J. H. HALLBERG

B.*WcS

CHEAP

SPCCIALTV:
Prompt Shipments

For Employees of
Moving Picture Theatres

doth.

Opera
i Chairs

FfM "ii .i|>|>ln .iti.'ii

D.KLEIN&BRO.
927 Market Street
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

?{

The Wisconsin Lumber
and Veneer Co.
Port WaiMnglon,

wis.

D ItPIDt.

MICI
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EDISON
©
KINETOSCOPES

ANNOUNCEMENT!

All Models
NONE
GENUINE
WITHOUT
THE

"W/'E webeghave
to announce
installed toa the
pianotrade
for that
the
convenience of our patrons. All publications are given a thorough try-out by our
musical critic and the mere fact that a

TRADEMARK

song is listed in our stock is your assurance that it is up to the standard in
every respect and one that will appeal to
your audiences.
Write for catalog and full particulars.

The Chicago Song Slide Exchange
6th floor Powers

Bldg.

N. E. Cor. Wabash
Ave. and
CHICAGO, ILL.

Munroe

St.

Supplies and parts in stock for Edison and
all other machines
Get

=WuRUjZEH=

65TH TEAB

my

prices before purchasing elsewhere

Expert Repair Department
under the management of Otto Brautigam
ALL REPAIRS GUARANTEED

Exchangemen!

Exhibitors!

If you have a projecting machine that is
not giving you entire satisfaction, let me
take it, and I will replace it with a
new Edison model " B," with outside shutter, allowing you a good price for your old
one.
Wurlitter Piano Orchestra built In the front of the Gaither Theater, Cincinnati

The Leading Picture Theaters are Installing

Wurlitzer Automatic Musical Instruments
They furnish better music than musicians and cut out that
great expense.
50 different styles.
Call at nearest
branch or write for big 84-page catalog

THE RUDOLPH

CINCINNATI
117 to 121 E. 4th
ST.
LOUIS
9 13
P I i

WURLITZER

CHICAOO
266 & 268 Wabash
CLEVELAND

.2 0 6

NEW
YORK
25 & 27 W. 32nd

COMPANY

PHILADELPHIA
183 5 Chestnut
i In

ALWAYS a few slightly used machines in
A-l condition, at low prices.

Harry A. Mackie
853 Broadway fiE£ New York City
PHONE

2478 STUYVESANT
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MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

The Perfect Moving Picture Machine

Power's
Cameragraph
No. 6
The picture machine for Parks
and Airdomes.
Gives no trouble.
Requires practically
no repairs.
Lasts forever.
Sal«~ now exceed those of any two other
makes of moving picture machines.
SEND

AT ONCE

Nicholas

FOR CATALOG

Power

G

Company

15-117 Nassau Street

New York

For thirteen years the leading makers of moving
picture
machines

MM

I

"™ '

LICENSED

Mr.

Manager:-

SCRANTON

The

only

AND
Original

Feature Amusement

MM

I

44

I

and

Authentic

100 COAL

MINERS'

MINE

NEARLY

117
slides to the iet. all colored, titled and numbered.
IS.00. Only one set in each city.
The oldest, and

,l',f

INDEPENDENT

Written
originators

THEATRES
Slides

DISASTER

Now

Ready

for

Shipment

occurred afr,l 7,h. „„

LIVES LOST

lecture a nd 28 x 42 inch lithographs free.
of features

3 Days $10.00— a Days

Enterprises Co., 441 Market St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
FOR SHORT - F. A: E. CO.

*»

"-

'-res-New

VorW

F.re,

Mexican

Kron.ie,

etc.

S,and,„g

guarantee.

MM

|

^P1

■

$8.00—1

D»y

MM

i

44

|

The Cincinnati-Buckeye Film Co.
One

of America's
TWO

Biggest

Buying

Exchanges

OFFICES:

315-317 W. 4th St., CINCINNATI, 0.

422 N. High St., COLUMBUS, 0.

Buying the Entire Independent Output
For
DON'T

LET

a real

JUNK

up-to-the-minute
DEALERS

AND

service,

write,

WOULD-BE

wire
FILM

or call
MEN

KID

YOU

THE

CINES
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CO. of ROME
( Preferred Stock, ^ ordinary Stock, Fully Paid-up 5,750,000

CAPITAL

2,000,000 Lire
3,750,000 Lire
Lire

Studios and Factories, Rome

and Padova

Branches at the Following Cities
LONDON
PARIS
BERLIN
MOSCOW

j8 Charing Cross Road
11 Rue St. Augustin
238 Fried Richstrasse
3 Glenischewsky Pereul

Milan
Turin
Genoa
Naples
Bologna

Venice
Oddessa
Dresden
Keiff
Tokio
Vladivostock
Johannesburg Marseilles
St. Petersburg Brussels

BARCELONA
RIO DE JAN EIRO
BUENOS AY RES
CARACAS

59 Paseo de
A.
A.
Levy

Gracia
Sestini
Sestini
& Co.

And the Following Agencies

Branch

Lille
Zurich
Sydney
Lima
Vienna

Amsterdam
Copenhagen
Stockholm
Buda Pcsth
Frankfort

Leipsic
Lisbon
Capetown
Havana

for the United States of America

445
Broome St., Broadway,TELEGRAPHS,
New York
City
TELEPHONE, SPRING 9232
CINES NEW YORK

WOULD

YOU?

use Sanapan if you knew it would destroy all germs, was an antiseptic
cleanser, deodorizer, odorless, and was used by hotels, theatres, railroads,
steamships, clubs, offices, buildings, etc.? Wash your house down from roof,
to cellar with
Odor/ess

^^

Disinfectant

^^
Registered In

ODORLESS

t\ IU

t\ 0

1\ WkM

I. S. and Mexico

DISINFECTANT-CLEANS,

1^1

DEODORIZES,

Odorless
Disinfectant

DISINFECTS

Used wherever water or a mop is used. $1.00 can makes 3 bbls.
Destroys all odors in one minute.
Send for a dollar can.

solution.

Testimonials of RR's., ship lines, clubs, etc., upon request.

SANAPAN

COMPANY

1 West 45th Street, New York :: Works at Nashville, Tenn.

Vol.

8,

No.

20

May

20,

1911

Price,

IO

Cents

Moving w™world
*THEi£

TH£ 0R6HN OP THE PHOWELffiT JMD MUED

^NJ&TH^

INTEK&STxS

>YOI^K^

MANAGERS AND

OPERATORS

Motion Picture

HANDBOOK
r^ IVING full detailed description,
^* with illustrations and instructions, in the proper method for
wiring and lighting ^
^€
No theatre complete without one.

Price $1.50
Postage Prepaid
PUBLISHED

MOVING

BY THE

PICTURE

125 East 23rd Street

WORLD
New

York City
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Getting 2 Thanhousers

a Week

?

Thanhouser
WO- A- WEEK
RELEASED

TUESDAY.
A Timely Picture

MAY

23

The Stage Child
is just the release for this period in our national existence when the matter of the right of the child
to act is being so strenuously agitated everywhere.
Many eminent persons feel that a child has no
right upon the stage; many just as eminent feel
Otherwise. The present picture leans to neither
one side, nor the other; it gives merclv a new, true
< the question, one based on an actual happening from real life. The happening has been
reproduced
est that is insolely
it. for the sake of the human interNo. 213.
Code Word. Staid.

Getting 2 Thanhousers a Week?
RELEASED

FRIDAY

MAY

26

A New Kind of Bunco Story

Get Rich Quick
is the story of a poverty-stricken man and wife,
who, after they had gotten the riches, concluded
they were better off poor. How this realization
came to them is just what makes the story the
dramatic gem it is. The human interest in it will
enthrall you — hold you captive until the reel works
out to its wonderful conclusion. The picture
achieves a distinct mission in teaching that gold is
not all and that it is useless, after al!, to gain it
the way so many of the "best people" do nowadays.
No. 214.
Code Word, Rich.
The NeW
ThanhoUSer
Phnrnfmme
consisting of five original photos, iiim Inches, of the leading Thanhouser players framed In solid
1 \
»^w
M ilu/IMUUSCr
I IIUIUI rame oak mi^*on finiih Jompietewith glass, GOES TO YOU FOR li.so with order. This is the prixe
outfit that tlckled-to-death exhibitor, the country over are calling THE GREATEST LOBBY DISPLAY BARGAIN EVER KNOWN.
Address Exhibitors Dept

The
The
,ne

Thanhouser
Thnnhnite
' nannouseror

Lobby
Vaiiic
mews

the
t0

Photos
aI1"Exhibitor's
who can

Guide,"connection
containing *ththe the
Thanhouser
Lobby-Dib
show
Moving picture

Thanhouser
^S? Company
NEW ROCHELLE
NEW

YORK

Getting 2 Thanhousers

a Week

?
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The Moving
Picture Cream of
America and
Europe

OUR

Original prints of this unexcelled
program can be obtained in U. S.
and Canada only from exchanges

Yankee— Yankee
Film
Co.
SATURDAY
Gt. Northern— Gt. Northern
Film
Itala— N. Y. Motion Picture Co.
Powers — The Powers
Co.
Reliance— Carlton M. P. Laboratories.

purchasing film through
List of BUYING

EXCHANGES,

All others offering these brands fo
CANADA.
^ ouDge si., Toronto, Ont.
■ i . Vaneonv

PROGRAM

MONDAY
American— Amer.
Film
Mfg.
Co.
Eclair — Eclair Film Co.
Imp — Independent M. P. Co.
Yankee— Yankee
FUm
Co.
Champion — The
Champion
Film
Co.
TUESDAY
Bison— N. Y. Motion Picture Co.
Powers — The Power* Co.
Thanhouier — Thanhouser
Co.
WEDNESDAY
Ambroaio— N. Y. Motion
Picture Co.
Champion — The Champion
Film Co.
Nestor — David Horaley.
Beliance — Carlton M. P. Laboratories.
Solax — Solax Co.
THURSDAY
American — Amer.
Film
Mfg.
Co.
Itala— N. Y. Motion Picture Co.
Imp— Independent
M. P. Co.
Rex— Bex M. P. Mfg. Co.
FRIDAY
Bison— N. Y. Motion Picture Co.
Lux— R. Prieur
Thanhouser — Thanhouser Co.
Solax— Solax Company

Co.

May 10th, 1911
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The Imp Decoration Day film "The Forged
Dispatch" will be released Monday, May 22. This is
not an ordinary holiday release, but a story so powerful, a plot so unique, staging so true to life, acting so gloriously good
that you will be justified in billing it as a feature and raising your
price of admission. A remarkable battle scene with a shell exploding in the very midst of a group of fiercely fighting soldiers is but one of many

-

I

mighty features in "The Forged Dispatch". If you want to make a "killing",
see that you get an early booking on this Imp de Luxe No. 2. On Thursday

*l

May 25th, we release "The Minor Chord", one of the most beautiful and
touching stories ever filmed.
Wake up. Get both!

|il|S|ap

f

liffltf* jt]

EVERY INDEPENDENT EXHIBITOR
should send his order at once for this Imp
Lobby Display Frame and ten elegant photographs of Imp artists. It beats 'em all. You
get the whole combination for five dollars. It
will pay scriptive
for itself in circular.
no time. Send for de^STTng*

Independent Moving Pictures Co. of America.
102 II'. tout St., Nczv York. Carl Lacmmle. Pres.
Watch for news about the "Imp Book." Something new! $500 Reward
for information
to conviction
of anyone
"duping"
films. JVe
want
your name leading
and address
at once for
our mailing
list. Imp
Important!

mBBOSaaBUHBISa

§
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NORTHERN
Release tor

SATURDAY,

ilWAY

13th

The Nun
This historic dramatic feature film is not only elaborate in costuming, interior and scenic views, but is
also admirably enacted by star performers. Photography, tinting and toning are beyond compare.
Release for SATURDAY,

MAY

20th

The Voice of Conscience
Tells a most powerful and thrilling story which cannot fail to make a deep and vivid impression on
every audience.
786 feet.

Bern
' The City Beautiful," Switzerland.
ALL

UP-TO-DATE

GREAT

m>v

FR,D»y

INDEPENDENT

EXCHANGES

NORTHERN

XHE

HANDLE

OUR

PRODUCT.

THE

FILMS

THAT

Scenic, 204 feet.
SATISFY

f«\J,3S'
mkSLL

FILM CO., 7 E. 14th St., New York

WORLD'S

IN0EPENDENT

BEST—

EXHIBITORS:

BAR
Get

Gratifyingly C

NONE

Lux

«■•»

"•«>"

Films

AY
RAPHIC
ROTESQUE

LUX FILMS

We want you to get the World's best every week.

Released,
BILL

AT V
-367

Comedy

May

19th
ALL ,THROUGH
1911

Feci

A RAT

Comedy— 475 Feet
1 arc \uti Ini m on thii double coin
1 Of tt
Ql is end of your
ol l in
U . full c.i " turn " and i oniii .il lituationa th.it uill k« i |> sour .i
tii Ided from M\ni to finish.
udienct
dy reel
II l l i s ii yoi
ARE
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GET LUX
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East
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SVNOI'SFS

AMI

PAST
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I I am

The World's Best— Bar None

15tH
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•■It

Ihr.mh

GET LUX

PRIEUR

Street
•

.

I

Phone,
i Moii.b

J427 Stuy-f.
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-

New

York

Hint and lala* i ■ . .
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Of National
Interest
Champ Monday Films
They Teach History
"WITH SHERIDAN at
MURFREESBORO"
MONDAY,

MAY

22nd

PICTURE

WORLD

LECTURE

THE LIFE OF MOSES
When this standard five-reel subject was issued
by the Vitagraph Company a little over a year
ago, we printed in the Moving Picture World a
descriptive reading for each reel, prepared by the
Rev. Madison C. Peters. The demand for copies
of the World containing these readings have exhausted our supply, so we have reprinted them in
pamphlet form.
This important Biblical series of pictures should
never be presented without a lecture, and, to make
this possible, we will supply the exhibitor with the
complete set at the nominal price of Ten Cents,
postage paid.
Wholesale to Exchanges, $5 per 100.

Moving Picture World
125 E. 23rd St.,

The story certainly arouses one's sympathies

CHAMP ALL WESTERN
Wednesday

Release of May

Storiettes

W. E. GREENE FILM
EXCHANGE, Inc.
The

Oldest
and Largest Independent
Film Exchange in New England

24th, entitled

"In
the Great Big West"
A physician's mental combat between

professional principle and the dictates
of his affianced love.
With the stock of Historic and Western features we are turning out, isn't
it about time to quit all else and get
going for CHAMPS ?

The Champion Film Co.
JhtSSSit

New York

Mark M- Dintenfass,

Gen'l Mgr.

S£g»ll2 E. 15th St., New York City

NOTICE TO EXHIBITORS
We are prepared to take care of any amount
of summer business in New England. You don't
have to worry about your film service when you
are trading with us;we do the worrying for you.
The pick of the output of the Sales Co. is at
your Ben Ice. Write, wire or call at

W. E. Greene Film Exchange
INCORPORATED

228 Tremont

Street,

Boston, Mass.
! Oxford
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she American Film Mfg. Co. Chicago

All Wise Independents buy and
boost Flying A Cowboy Pictures"

DEMAND-Two "Flying A" Cowboy
Pictures a Week

Release of Monday, May 15th

Release off Thursday, May 18th
A
Picture
of
Suspense
and
Surprises

"A Cowboy's Sacrifice"

"The
Ranchman's
Vengeance"
Drama as powerful
in attention-holding
as the

Shines resplendent amid the film featu
of the year.

A

grip of a third rail.

Real Western Pictures— Real Western Settings — Pictures that will appeal to all who like sentiment, rapid
action, or glimpses of the real Western life of the cowpuncher.

ASK YOUR

EXCHANGE MAN— DEMAND— " FLYING A" PICTURES
They will fill, crowd, and jam your theatre

AMERICAN
Bank

FILM
Floor,

MANUFACTURING
Ashland

Block,

Chicago,

CO.

.«

III.

vSgB

LET US PROVE TO YOU

"STANDARD"
Stamped on a machine Means Perfection of Mechanical
Construction.
Write /or Catalog

W.

American Moving Picture Machine
101 Beekman

Street

Co.

New York City
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R€X Pictures Are Reputed To
Be an Exception to the Rule
Our

Plots

are Exceptionally

Our

Productions
are
Well Executed

Our

Patrons
Results

PICTURE

WORLD

A.l

QUALITY

Clever

Exceptionally

are Tickled

with

the

THE

QUALITY

OF

We are Proving this Every Week
The Particular Proof for
Thursday, (R€X day), May 18th, 1911, is

IS UNEQUALLED

Release off May 22, 1911

A Mother's
Distress
Drama— 560 Feet
A story which makes its direct appeal to all humanity

"AN EXCEPTION TO THE RULE"
There are miles of smiles with this comedy
— It's easier to tell you how funny it isn't
than to tell you how funny it is. It's as
funny for instance as English humor isn't —
As funny as a funeral isn't — As funny as
only a RCX can be. It will soar 5 degrees
above the laugh Thermometer.
YOU'LL BE AN EXCEPTION TO THE RULE
IF YOU DON'T GET IT

R6X Knowhow Mfg. Co.
573 and

so on ELEVENTH
New

SALES CO. REALIZE THAT
ARE AN EXCEPTION

AVE-

York City

RtX FILL-EMS WEEKLY
TO THE RULE

A'woman's struggle between maternal love and duty

The Waist-coat With Points
Comedy— 430 Feet
A genuine side-splitter.
A film that would call forth
a chuckle from the most doleful individual.

Mr. Exhibitor:—
Never
Miss an a"ECLAIR"
Prove yourself
WINNER.

Eclair Film Co.
NEW
CHICAGO:
Our

films

YORK:
30

31 EAST
EAST

27th STREET

RANDOLPH

are sold only through the

Motion Picture Distributing and Sales Co.

STREET

Moving' Picture World

THE WORLD
PHOTOGRAPHIC
(Beacb Building)
SUBSCRIPTION:
ADVERTISING

WESTERN

$2.00 per year.

PUBLISHING

COMPANY

125 E 23d. Street, NEW

YORK

Te'ephone call, 1344 Gramercy

Post free in the United States, Mexico, Hawaii, Porto Rico
Canada $2.50. Foreign Countries, $300.
Post Paid.

and the Philippine Islands.

RATES:
Whole page, $60.00; half page, $30.00; quarter page, $15 .00; eighth page, $750; one inch OH
wide), $300; one inch (2% in. wide), $2.00; classified (no display), 3 c-nts per word.
Time Discounts:
10% one months order, 15% six months, 20% twelve months.

OFFICE

: 169 W.

Washington

Street (Post Building), Chicago,

111.

Telepho.

1 3145.

Automatic

in.

Phone 32732

Entered at the General Post Office in New York City as Second-Class Matter
Address all correspondence "Moving Picture World, P. O. Box 226, Madison Square, New York," and not to individuals.
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Film Criticism in the Lay Press.
In certain quarters, exhibitors of moving pictures are
suggesting that the newspapers should send their dramatic
critics to the picture houses, the same as they are now sent
to the houses playing regular drama. We had thought
that matter over many times before. Sometimes the idea
looked good to us, and then at other times it did not.
Eventually we expect to see the lay press take up the
work of criticising the films and in that way relieve us
of a very monotonous and thankless job. This will come
at a time when the average photo-play has reached a
height which will compel the recognition by newspapers
of the work of motion picture dramatists. At present
newspaper criticism of films in the locality where the
film is being shown will be of very little value to the exhibitor who is asking for the innovation. The film criticism in that case would naturally come a day after the
picture had been seen and had gone on its way, which
would be of very little value to anybody. Local comment,
moreover, is not compatible with the change-daily and
first-run idea. Neither is it a good idea when one thinks
of some of the films that are being produced nowadays.
because some untrammeled dramatic critic might turn into
very humorous reading the serious efforts of some misfit
producer. That this is true is already demonstrated, for
We have before us now as we write this, a criticism which
makes a burlesque of a dramatic film. The criticism appeared in the Albany, X. Y., Evening Journal. It is
filled with mock heroics, and altogether the critic seems
to have bad a very hilarious time writing it.
When the films are uniformly better and finally attract
the attention of the metropi ilitan
reat newspapers with a subscription list near the million mark may
do something in the line of criticism that will be of service Large metropolitan dailies cover a k'rt'at deal of
ground in their immediate vicinity, and often
£00 miles from where they are printed, but to a very limited extent. The metropolitan daily critic will be of no
great benefit t.. the community until pid
enough to be kept on the boards for a week, Such pic" and "The Tale of Two ( ities,"
which are masterpieces in their line, are already attracting
the attention of the pre
in many 1 ities, whi re in many

cases the film is booked for a long run or a return engagement.
Perhaps the film critic of a metropolitan paper will
never be able to work as much havoc in the picture trade
as he has done before in the theatrical line. By his edict
the dramatic critic has done, or undone in the past, many
productions costing thousands of dollars. This he will
not be so able to do with the film play. If the critic comes
out in the morning edition with a scathing comment and
manages to show why and wherefore the film is not
worthy, the said film, if it be below the advertising, can
be put into the "can" and another substituted, for it much
easier than a whole production of theatrical people can be
disbanded and scenery sent to the storehouse and another
production substituted in its place.
The lay critic will have to adopt a new plan of attack
in going after the picture drama, because the film is more
elusive
the asroad
Theconcerned,
film critic's
powersto
will be, than
so far
the company.
exhibitor is
limited
his own locality. What Alan Dale has to say about a
moving picture in Xew York will make very little difference to the exhibitor in San Francisco, ( Ine thing is certain, that some of the manufacturers ^i interior plays will
be told the truth m very unsparing terms, It will do them
very little g
e peevish and whine when anybody tells the truth about BOOlC ^>i their faulty films.
There are some manufacture!- who h.ive received a good
notice occasionally for something that they have done.
It is surprising to note how BOOK of them can "kid" tlu-mselves into believing that they are turning out uniformly
high-clasi stuff simply on the strength
flattering ;
1 ither.
There musl -nil be an authoritative paper tl
everywhere, in order that the exhibitor may know- what
is coming to him, and mat paper we expect will
has been in the past, the Moving Picn
shall be glad when the d
ulers
in
directly what the New I
or the
what a relief
be from
the whinu
tway it will
It will
•
tand the truth.
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The Municipal Jack-Pot.
In the good old game of poker, a "Jack-pot" is a bad
thin.:,' for any one with little money to monkey with. The
"Jack-pot" is always in favor of the man with the biggest
bank-roll, simply because he can raise the ante of the nian
with the small purse, until the latter IS hors dt combat,
while his money still remains in the pot.
Municipal "Jack-potting" works a great deal along the
same lines as the poker game, which probably was the
initial inspiration. There is another such old game that
grafters play upon the simple bumpkin. They call it
"pick out," or something of that sort, because the victim
is allowed to pick out his own number. Of course every
number is a winner, and the confederates in the game also
pick out winners ; therefore they are all winners. Having
put their money up, it is a question who wins, until the
banker calls out, "Twenty-five cents more to stay, boys,"
and every one "digs" again. Again all are winners, and
again the ante is raised. In this way they keep on raising
the thing until the Simple Simon develops an acute case
of cold feet and withdraws suddenly from the game,
leaving his hard-earned cash behind with the confederates,
who play the game a few minutes longer, merely for the
sake of appearances, and then shut up their store.
The same sort of thing has been going on in municipal
politics for years. One illustration of it took place when
the Milk Trust desired to squeeze out the small dairyman
in New York State. They passed laws requiring that all
dairy milking stables should be constructed with solid
concrete floor and all cows should be milked by men in a
white sanitary uniform, and imposed a number of other
rules calling for expensive plumbing, heating, can-washing devices, expensive disinfecting apparatus, and all that
sort of thing. Of course the small dairyman could not afford to go to this great expense, but the Milk Trust could ;
therefore they forced this measure through the ligislature and not long after, with tears in their eyes, dairymen all over the State were seen selling their much-prized
cattle at public auction, because they had been "Jackpotted" out of the business by the Milk Trust.
The same idea has been applied in many other lines of
business, and now we see it applied to the moving picture
business. Some exhibitor with a large bank-roll has
jammed an ordinance through the New York City council requiring that all open-air theaters in New York City
have a solid concrete floor, and toilets with expensive
plumbing for both men and women. Somebody is going
to be "Jack-potted" out of the business, and as usual, the
fellow with the small bank-roll. The idea of a cement
floor and running water lavatories in an open-air theatre
is laughable. It is such a thinly-veiled reason that it
cannot be anything but obvious. Those of us who have
traveled with circuses and other open-air affairs, such as
carnivals and wild-west shows are in a better position
perhaps to see the "joker" in it than anyone else. Imagine a circus with a concrete floor and marble lavatories !
This law to be constitutional must include every circus
and wild-west show that exhibits in New York; also
gospel tents, ball parks, etc.
It might be supposed that the large theater interests
have something to do with this airdome ordinance, the
same as the Milk Trust had something to do with the
small dairyman's exodus. To us it is quite possible to
see the fine Italian hand of a gentleman by the name of
Sullivan, who is largely interested in theatrical property
that suffers more or less during the summer from openair competition.
To a certain extent we can sympathize with the theatrical interests who have large investments at stake. The
airdome business, if possible, is even more of an undesirable affair than the "bungaloo" store used to be, in
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many cases. It has come to pass that any man who owns
a patch of empty ground anywhere, whether he be a showman or not, seems to think it the proper thing to turn it
into an open-air theatre with the usual results — bad show,
bad business and a bad effect. For these mushroom
affairs it is better for all legitimate exhibitors that they
should be "Jack-potted" out, as it is all too true that there
are too many open-air shows conducted by people who are
not qualified to manage them.
"Jack-potting" in the open-air question is not to be
considered much in the light of a calamity ; the principal
fear is that the same thing is going on against the permanent houses where substantial money investment is represented. Many are being slowly "Jack-potted" out by
fire laws, standing-room ordinances, license frame-ups,
and all that sort of thing. It is a case of the large exhibitor "Jack-potting" the small one. There is no chance
to call his hand, except with a hand that is just as good
or better, and plenty of money to back it up.

Local Organization Necessary to a
National Convention.
Second Article.
In a recent issue we stated as the opinion of this paper
that the local organization of exhibitors is the only proper
basis upon which a national convention can reasonably
stand. Two weeks have passed and we are still of the
same opinion, and, judging from returns on the subject,
our point has been well taken, for there has been increased
activity in many quarters during the past fortnight, and
the spirit of organization is much alive.
Our previous talk on this subject partook of the nature
of a little fatherly advice to exhibitors upon how to avoid
the pitfall of discord in the local association. We resolved into types certain exhibitors who usually have been
the principal factors in retarding a lasting organization
among exhibitors anyw-here and everywhere. No .one
having seriously objected to our classification of certain
types of exhibitors, we consider that our opinion has
been well taken, and make bold to go a step further and
offer such little suggestions as may come to our minds
through experience. These may be of benefit to those
exhibitors who may, at the present time, be forming a
league, having in view the ultimate idea of a national
organization and convention that will really mean something to the moving picture exhibitor, and which will, we
hope, define his status as a business man a little more
clearly than it is at present.
The week before last we published the drafted by-laws
of the New York Exhibitors' Association as a matter of
encouragement to exhibitors in other cities who are now
organizing. From experience we know that the detail
work of organizing is very monotonous and dry. Some
one must write a lot of by-laws and many other such
formal papers. We published the New York by-laws with
the idea also of saving someone that amount of trouble,
if they would use them as a guide.
Possibly a few words upon the meeting place of the
local association would not be amiss at this propitious
time, when organization is much needed and necessary
to the forthcoming convention, which now seems as
though it will be held in Geveland, instead of Chicago,
owing to the apathy of Chicago exhibitors. Many exhibitors' associations meet in the auditorium of some one
of the theaters represented; usually they meet in the
morning before the matinee, or at other times in the dead
of night, when the show is over for that day. A theater
auditorium without an audience is a gloomy place, either
by day or by night. It is not conducive to geniality, and
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has a tendency to arouse a desire for exhibitors to wish
to leave as soon as possible. A theater is too large for a
few exhibitors to meet in, where they have none of the
facilities of a good meeting room. Ofttimes the members spread out in different parts of the auditorium, or
the whole affair is very chilly and dismal for lack of
warmth and personal contact.
We would advise exhibitors to meet in some room
other than at their own theaters. The organization of a
little lunch club, located preferably in the business or
downtown district, or perhaps near to the exchange district, where managers are sometimes obliged to be at
noontime is one good way of meeting. The lunch club
idea may be private or semi-privte, according to circumstances in the case, and the financial standing of those
most interested. When the idea becomes quite well assimilated that one can meet his business brethren at a certain
time of day, say lunch time, he will naturally bend his
footsteps in that direction, because there is always good
fellowship there and a certain amount of news going the
rounds. There is a restaurant in New York City known
as Cafe Leo, where the manufacturers and renters of
the Independent faction gather every day and swap notes
of their trade affairs. The Cafe Leo was not organized
as a film man's lunch club, but it happened to adapt itself that way and it now plays a considerable part in Independent film movements. We should like to see such
a cafe in every citv, because it would be a benefit to the
trade.
An exhibitors' organization should properly have an
office in an office building, not necessarily connected with
a saloon. A saloon meeting room is not worth considering; we speak of those meeting rooms which the saloonkeeper furnishes with tables and chairs free for the sake
of the drinks he may be able to sell. All of which is hardly the place to invite a reporter, a reformer or minister
o- any other such person with whom the exhibitors might
wish to confer. A small parlor in one of the local hotels
is sometimes convenient, when exhibitors have no time
to keep up an office. It is an easy matter to arrange with
the proprietor of a hotel to reserve one of these particular
parlors for a certain day each week, and by virtue of its
being smaller and more cozy than a large, barren auditorium, itis quite certain that more can be accomplished.
The secretary's work of an organization is usually the
most exacting of all. It is a thankless job and members
<>f an association should do everything possible to make
work easier for the secretary. If possible, allow him
whatever money is needed for stenography, and do not
be niggardly in allow ing him the proper amount for printing, such as blank meeting forms on postal cards and
printed letters which must be sent to every member. To
save his time a secretary should be given the facilities of
dictating his notices to a stenographer, which should in
turn he taken to a printer to save him the time of writing
manifold letters to each of the exhibitors.
The president also should have these facilities and be
allowed great latitude in matters where the saving of
time and money is concerned. The meeting should be
held at a regular time and place as said before, preferablv
at a private cafe, parlor or office, and not in the vacant
theater. These hints are the results of experience, and
we think they will be found to work out well.
COMATOSE
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A Remarkable Film.
"Back to the Primitive," which is this week's release of
the Selig Company, has qualities that make it not merely
the film of the week, but in some respects the most remarkable picture yet produced. Many times it has been
pointed out that the proper field of the photoplay is to
give pictures of actual human experience. It is no hard
matter to obtain, within certain clearly defined limits, a
theatrical illusion of danger overhanging the stage hero
and heroine. The photoplay disregards these limits. If
a moving picture of a truly dangerous predicament is to
be presented so that the spectators will get all the thrill,
as though they were actual witnesses of the event, the
actors must themselves often be in real danger. The
thrill that the climax of this picture, "Back to the Primitive," gives, could harly be obtained if the actors had not
been willing to be, for a minute or two at least, in a position that gave them little chance of acting in any save the
most human and natural manner. When a man and a
woman, armed only with a bow and arrow, are being
chased through an African jungle by two fierce lions and
at the end are charged by one of the lions — no kitten either
— and about as fast as a lion can go, it is no wonder that
they seem truly nervous. In "Back to the Primitive" that
is just what happens. The spectators know, by instinct,
that, if the lion had truly reached the hero and heroine of
the scene,
the picture
wasoutline
being the
taken
of it wouldn't
have
been shown.
But that
let us
photoplay
briefly,
so that we may describe just what is given in it.
The first scene shows us that a man who lives in Africa
is sending to England for his sister, Helen. In the next
scene we see Helen and her escort en route on the ship.
At Suez, an American comes aboard. We then see a
wrecked ship. The illusion that it is the same ship is not
strong, for the wreck is covered with barnacles ; but it is
the actual hull of a steamer on the rocks. Helen, her English escort and the American escape on a raft, and reach
the beach, grown with such plants as one would expect
to find in Africa. Then we see the stockade they have
built for protection from beasts. It is night ; five or six
leopards are seen prowling about in the forest. It is
made plain that they kill the Englishman. Now a scene
is
to show
that the
Helen's
shegiven
has been
savedus from
wreckbrother
and is has
still hopes
alive. that
He
prepares to find her. Again we are in the forest with the
castaways. The American has a bow he has made. The
girl is dressed in leopard skins. It is a tropic jungle and
just behind them among the trees, two lion- are seen coining. They are big beasts, ugly looking, and the
man and woman and start for them. The man sends the
woman onward out of the picture and stands waiting with
his bow.
The next scene shows the party of Helen's brother arriving at the signal flag on the tx
re by the
American to attract passing ships.
There i< an
which carries two men. men on horse* :md Aft:
spears and shields.
When they find the flag, they begin
to run, following the ti .
ways.
Again the picture shows us Helen and the "
alone.
The girl has ret'r,
i he lions
are coining through the '
Cover and
t for the man and woman.
It
is a real charge. I low the man and woman acted, this
spectator doesn't know; he was watching that lion. It
came very fast indeed.
It is ibottt to reach its |

partyhelmet
of I [elen's
brother 11Idrh
athewhite
dait forward,
and finish him.
And the
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Foibles of the Photoplay.
By

C. H. Claudy.

Some bright brain evolved the theory that "every knock
is a boost." It is a comforting theory— especially for the
knocker, who thus ha- opportunity to indulge in his favorite
pastime and at the same tune enjoy the feeling that he Is
the good
causeknock
along and
withknock
his "boostings."
With tin- I ing
in mind,
1 would
hard. And
whether you believe it or not — especially you producers— I
really do wish the business well, and believe in it and its
future.
Only, not being int. |
one of the nickelpaying public, 1 am decidedly under the impression that the
moving picture making busine-s 1- just in process of being
born, and that lots of the products an- still-born— and their
parents never know it, but take their offspring for "live
We are off. Let us whoop it up. Let us t: ke Kalem and
ones."
jump on him. her, or it with both feet. Let us be specific
and specify "Slim Jim's Last Chance." And, that we may
jump hard and with a clear conscience, let us say all the
nice things we can, first. The scenery is beautiful — undeniably Western ami breezy ami magnificent. As Kalem didn't
make the scenery, perhaps this isn't much praise. But they
chose it. And the photography is first-class. Kalem did the
photography, and it has seldom or never done better. The
acting is about as good as could be expected under the
circumstances, but it is very doubtful if you can make people
act very much to order when your orders include a melodramatic vehicle supposed to be full of courage and vigor
and manliness and hate and revenge and all the other lovely
passions which are as meat and drink to the producer, and
which is actually so "tanky" and unnatural that no one can
believe in it. If the public can't believe in it — if everywhere
you see this thing you hear subdued, "But why — how — I
don't understand — " and "Isn't that perfectly foolish — look
at that beautiful scene — " and "Which is which and how did
they both get there at the same— Isn't she pretty? — No, I
think it was the other fellow who was in prison — " How do
you expect apparently
actors to becan.sincere? You can't. The producers,
however,
However, to the best of my recollection, the story of "Slim
Jim" runs like this: "Jim," a depraved prison character, and
another man, first timer, are released from jail. Slim Jim
"beats it" West, sitting in the open door of a freight car!
I'm not a. tramp, but I've always understood that brakemen
have atogreat
to tramps
and that
they don't
them
sit inobjection
open freight
car doors.
However,
Mr. allow
First
Timer has a hard time getting work because he is a "jail
bird." So he goes West, too — walks. And, of course, both
he and "Slim Jim" strike the same town. With only three
town- in the West, which is only nine acres across, it is
perfectly natural for them both to strike the same town. It
is also perfectly natural for them both to find the same
employer. Naturally, First Timer falls in love with Kind
Employer's daughter, and she with him. Equally naturally,
of course, "Slim Jim" steals Kind Employer's Money and
threatens to "expose" First Timer if he tells. With Magnificent Courage — capital letters and great emphasis — First
Timer tells Kind Empioyer Slim Jim is stealing. Kind Employer turns them out when "Slim Jim" says First Timer is
a Jail Bird, and everyone — audience particularly — is Very
Dejected!
Well, they go their ways, First Timer to the desert, "Slim
Jim" to "jail." But the girl follows First Timer.
They get nicely lost together, and about the time
when Mr. First Timer is wondering what on earth
he is going to do with himself and his girl, lost in the mountainous desert, five minutes from the ranch, he is relieved
of his difficulty by a horde of Approved Kalem Indians (and
it's a shame to capitalize them, for they are distinctly goodlooking Indians — all dressed exactly alike in new store
clothes), who chase these two luckless individuals behind a
rock and bombard them. The First Timer is a wonderful
shot and he holds the "Indians" in check beautifully — you
can almost hear the stage manager yelling, "Not so fast
there, on the left — think this man has a machine gun? Die,
you Jim, you're dead long ago. Damn it, Bill, how can you
expect to face all that shooting and not get hit? Miss Heroine, crouch lower, you're a shining mark as you stoop there
— that's better — don't hit that crank too fast, you — this isn't
rapid action — "
„
Well, about this time, "Slim Jim," jailed, escapes in a most
realistic (?) fashion — details omitted here for the sake of
brevity, but they include an obliging cowboy who drops his
gun on the ground, and another, who stands guard asleep!
Anyway, it was necessary for "Slim Tim" to escape, and he

time.
the way
ridesaround
through
"Indians"
and
escapes And
unscathed
and heturns
andthelights
with First
Timer and the girl — my!
Of course, too, the sleeping cowboy awakes two minutes
later and follows on the trail with seventeen other cowboys,
whose horses are saddled, ready and waiting. The number
of unemployed cowboys always ready with saddled horses
to chase anything or anybody on the slightest pretext is
certainly remarkable, and the fact that they always chase
in a long line leads you to think they must be very carefully graded on each ranch — but never mind! These cowboys
"do" a beautiful chase and arrive in the nick of time to kill
the lew "Indians" of the band who remain alive under the
combined efforts of the two men and the girl to kill them off,
and then there is a beautiful stage picture with cowboys carefully grouped ("Get back, you Jack — you're not transparent,"
stage manager, on the side), and "Slim Jim," his bravery
redeeming his theft, is given a horse and disappear-. He
isn't lost, not a bit of it. He has Another Chance!
Though we are tired of Western plays, we have to suffer ;
them. But if we must suffer them, why suffer bad ones?.
And if Kalem and Pathe and Essanay et al must live out
West and hire troupes of cowboys and Indians and produce
dramas,
can't
produceslush
logical,
dramas, why
instead
of they
impossible
like interesting,
this? And liveable
if they
must build playlets on prisoners who love daughters and
get told on, and Very Bad Men with a Streak of Good in
Them, why fill up feet of film with improbabilities and
strange coincidences and other anachronisms like that? It.
hurts
the public's
feelings,
it hurts
the hard
business,
it hurts
the producer.
I know
strong
plots are
to come
by,
but if so simple minded an individual as the present scribe
can find in so beautiful a piece of photography only food
for criticism and distaste and not even a suspicion of a
thrill, it seems to me a producer ought to be able to see the
weakness of the story before they spend time and money on
it.
I have been told that among foreign films the Itala stands
very high. I have been very fortunate indeed, but I have
never seen an Itala comedy that seemed to me to have any
standard or class whatever, and as for "Foolshead" and
his doings, they were a few degrees worse than "Hank and
Lank," which is "going some."
,
I had the extreme pain of seeing an Itala comedy recently, or was it Ambrosio? — so bad that I can't tell you its
name, except that it was someone's bright April fool joke.
The waggish son of the house, Tweedledum, who is a very
devil of a fellow, is turned out moneyless by Dad, who
seems to have some sense. So Sonny, who is — Oh, a regular
village cut-up — he goes and inserts an advertisement in the
paper by which Pod offers home, shelter, food and all his
money (more or less) to the paupers of the town The
editors — of which there are many — all thank Sonny for his
visit, and bow him out. This is the most natural advertisement in the
world
to atoforeign
film —Nev-tv>
made /Editor's mind.
It never
occurs
to —them
doubt it.
So the item appears and the paupers drop their infirmities
and swarm to Sonny's parents home, where they find Poppa
and Momma out — providentially. So they ransack the house,
tear it to pieces, get gloriously drunk and when Poppa and
Momma come home and run distractedly through the rooms,
now wrecks, the beggars and paupers all find it hilariously
funny. And when Sonny strays in with a sign reading "April
Fool," why, what more natural than that Papa and Mamma
and
and Sonny
laugh? and the beggars all sit cross legged on the floor
Ha ha! I would have laughed also, if the audience had
given me any encouragement. And this is what they call
"comedy!"
How different a recent comedy from Edison, in which a
little department store clerk and her young swains form the
nucleus of a little incident, rather than a plot — a thief steals
some money
from thehand
young
girl's
purse,
and. during
ensuing examination,
after
hand
is reached
out the
to the
poor girl's thin little bag, each to leave its help offering, a
part of the hard-earned salary to make up the loss all can
but too well understand. The audience laughed, applauded
and understood — this was real life they were looking at — not
horse play farce of a childish order. I don't say it is so, but
if the average foreign-made comedy is an indication of foreign humor and wit, then American producers and American
audiences are to be congratulated upon the far higher plane
in which they laugh.
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It was Edison, too, who put forth the story of the Haunted
Tower of Moro Castle, in which a legend is most prettily
told by a sentry guide to the tower and castle to an American bride and groom. The story is simple enough — a Spanish girl who loved, a father or husband, probably the latter,
in command of Moro, who objected, the innocent appearing
little intrigue discovered, the order that the lover be shot —
the excellent acting of the little woman who conceals her
agony and denies her love, but gives way in secret — the huslowing of the girl who goes to warn her lover, his
refusal to fly, a reasonably good hand-to-hand combat, ending with the throwing of the lover from the top of the castle
to the rocks below — then darkness and the original picture
of the sentry showing his guests the place and telling the
story. It was melodrama, well executed, well conceived,
with nothing
to mar
credulity as
as plot
or
acting
went. in
Oh,it yes;
one one's
can criticise.
Thefartime
is past
when you can take a picture in broad sunlight, and call it
"midnight" and get away with it. Eclair and other notable
foreign producers have shown us what midnight can be, in
dark blue and dark green tints. To show a distant clock
dial, illuminated again-t black night, was all right, but to
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jump back again to sunlight and call it "midnight" was
puerile
and resented
such crudities
now. by the audience. They won't stand for
One more and I am done. Some one is sure to ask me,
if I consider these first mentioned things as freaks, what I
would, could or should mention as being a healthy photoplay. I have seen nothing finer recently than Biograph's
"Spanish Gypsy," which was so remarkable from every
standpoint — scenic, photographic, dramatic, plot, action,
characters, costumes and acting, that there was simply nothing about it to call forth anything but praise. It was a simple story of love, betrayal, revenge, and final changing of
revenge into love and protection again, but it was so beautifully done — the photography was so exquisite and the action
so well considered that, among dramatic films, for me at
least, it marked an epoch, a step forward, a model film for
others to look at and imitate if they can. And with such
simple elements out of which to make a success, why. one
wants to know, are we afflicted with slush like "Slim Tim,"
and "Tweedledum." and live ones with some distortions in
them,
as infordaylight-midnight
in the "Haunted Towers?"
I pause
a reply.

Swelling the Box Office Receipts.
ADVERTISING
THE
FORM
LETTER,

THEATER— METHODS
OF LOBBY. SCREEN, SOUVENIR,
HOUSE-TO-HOUSE
CIRCULARIZING,
AND NEWSPAPER
SUGGESTED AND DISCUSSED.

DEAD
WALL,
PUBLICITY,

By George Rockhill Craw.
(Third Article.)
The worst advertising a theater can have is untruthful
advertising.
The purpose of advertising a theater is to tell
rits as a place of entertainment.
Therefore, before
beginning to advertise a theater systematically, it should be
t( matically meritorious in all the elements that go
to make for box office success, and which I have pointed
out in the lir-t and second article- of this -eric-, and which
dealt with Welfare, Comfort and Entertainment.
ill now presume
that all within the power of the
theater owner has been .lone to make his house meritorious
along the lines mentioned
He 1- 1 ow ready to tell the public aboutanit. excellent
A good and
placeii
t>. begin 1- upon rtising
the theater's
screen,
medium. own
Advertising the Theater on Its Screen.
Neatly lettered slides, telling of the improvements in the
ould he prepared, to be shown on the screen before
each performance.
These should call the attention of the
it of the theater as to
n, Ventilation,
Lighting, Temperature,
etc.
The
tices usually used by theater- are crude, and amanairs, winch detracts greatly from their value as
ments.
As the end sought in advertising is to make
mpression, they should be correctly written as to
grammar ami spelling, and the sli<
em should
ed in a neat, workmanlike way
Even if the theater
is doing a thriving business, these slides should be shown
from time to time so that the audience will not take the
and Comfort
facilities, with which the house is
provided, too much as a matter of
The fheal
Iso an excellent place to adverment of a capable
'. or of new musicians, may be announced
1
• to thinking ami talking favorably of tl
led to the excellent quality of the
picture it is running
If it has
adva
early run"
tell about
it P.
that arc to !.-■ show n on .1 1 1 rt.no future
! <■! two ah-iit their beauty, dramicahtv. or what not
Here, 1
■ nir distributions
In fact.
idvertising advan: he w ill do W(
out tin- be t methods
f..r making
ng slides
hen an audience pokes fun at the illiteracy or amiteurislmc
Advertising in the Lobby.
A

thr.it. 1

ted, it will draw attention

to the theater. If it i- unkempt, mediocre, and poorly lighted,
these shortcomings will keep new patronage away, no matter
how fine a program it may be offering, nor how attractive
its interior may be. Then, too, an attractive front brings
people
the lobby,
where
of the is,theater's
most
effectiveinto
advertising
should
be, some
and usually
done.
Above all, the theater should have an attractive name,
prominently displayed and illuminated — one that may be
seen easily at a distance. This name, besides having its own
advertising and identifying value, which value is apparent
to all, is invaluable in connection with any supplementary
advertising the theater may do, and which will be discussed
further along in this article.
The matter of having automatic musical instruments in
the lobby is one that should be dictated by the cla-s of the
patronage. In some localities, music in the lobby
might operate to cheapen the house, and in others, especially
where many transient- pass, it would draw much trade. Only
the highest grade automatic musical instruments should be
liby attractions.
Attractive metal easels and poster and photo frames should
be installed for the most effective displaying of the "lobby
decorators" that almost every producer is now furnishing
theaters, without charge, advertising their releases. These
"lobby decorators" arc in most cases masterpieces of the
printers.' lithographers', and engravers' arts. -,. that there
js to-day little, if any, excuse for unattractive lobbies. What
is not furnished free for lobby decoration by the producers
may be reasonably purchased from reliable manufacturers
whose appliances are advertised in the leading moving picture
trade paperAlong with the play-poster-, photOS, etc , displayed in the
lobbies, should he shown the theater- own announcements,
attractively lettered, announcing improvements in it- Welfare and Comfort facilities.
The Personal Element.
We will now pas- from the lobby to the boi of)
the first direct personal clement of the theaterouldis encountered
be a good
On«
The ticket seller, who is usually a girl, need not be
though a prett)
the head behind it is level; hut the countenance should be
genial, and the nck.t lellei uniformly cot
dating,
and bright.
A like civility, p

Should
he exercised
taker to the ushr: •
I
queries ai

by

all other

attendants,

interest

that

11 • ■ m

i

the Inquirers m ith -> at
lot ivihty
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Souvenirs as Business Builders.
There can be n
n c nirs in
building: up the box office receipts. This i- especially true
in the case of "neighborhood" theaters, where .1 steady, continued patronage by the recipients ol the souvenirs may be
expected to repay handsomely their original cost. Most
probably they are best used by theaters which have an excellent show, but which need extra means to bring the public into them.
Souvenirs are also effectively used to force business at
times Of naturally lesser attendance. Mich as matinee-, etc.
Theater managers should inform themselves as to the various
plans .tiered by premium houses in the motion picture trade
papers' advertising columns. They cannot be too alert in
informing themselves on every proposition designed to favorably influence the attendance of their theaters.
"Long Distance" Advertising.
So far, we have considered only the direct advertising of
a theater— that which may be done on its own premises. We
come now to "long distance" methods of publicity, such as
dead wall posters, circulars, cards, form letters, and newspaper advertisements. The advertising methods that may
be used by one theater may be unsuited to another. In
fact, so far as advertising is concerned, they may be divided
into two classes, "neighborhood" and "down town." Down
town"people
theaters
largely other
transient,
and
attendhave
thema patronage
who live atthat
the is
extreme
ends
of the town. The location of the down-town theater is its
best advertisement, supplemented by an attractive front and
an effective lobby display. It has little, if any, use for "long
distance" advertising. I am speaking particularly of the
down-town theaters in large cities.
The down-town theater of a medium-sized or small town
also usually has little need of "long distance" advertising,
but when it has such need it can use dead wall posters and
newspaper announcements to advantage, if the town is not
too large. Newspaper and posting rates increase with the
size of a town so that down-town theaters in fairly goodsized cities have to depend largely on their location, and
upon direct advertising done on their premises.
Where newspaper and dead wall advertising is done, the
announcements should be short, easily read, and neatly displayed. The posters and ads may be devoted entirely to
the welfare and comfort facilities of the theater at the beginning of the advertising, changing them to ads in which
the entertainment features predominate, but which mention
the welfare and comfort points in neat, well-displayed lines
near the bottom. The name of the theater and its location
must be prominent in all such advertising.
The "neighborhood" theaters of the small, medium and
large cities can all use the same methods. The people that
patronize "neighborhood" theaters, live near them. Thus
the manager can confine his advertising to his neighborhood
with the knowledge that every person that sees it lives close
enough to his theater to patronize it conveniently. When
he advertises in his neighborhood, he is not wasting any
powder.
He may use some little neighborhood publication, the cost
of advertising in which is slight, and he may advantageously
use dead wall posters, circulars, cards or form letters. _ If
he uses posters, he can make a contract with a bill-posting
concern owning boards in his neighborhood, or he may have
his own men paste up posters wherever they may be allowed
to do so.
He may have attractive window cards printed, advertising
his theater and its attractions, which cards may be distributed to the merchants of his neighborhood for display in
their show windows. A few complimentary tickets to the
show will turn the trick, and even these may not be necessary in many cases.
Another good plan for beginning to advertise a theater
is to have an imitation typewritten letter prepared, the name
and address of each person to whom it is be sent being filled
in with the typewriter, so that the body of the letter will be
matched. These letters should be prepared upon a neat
letter head of the theater's and should solicit patronage of
the person and his family to whom it is sent. They should
set forth the theater's welfare and- comfort facilities, and
dwell attractively upon the excellent character of the entertainment features. Letter postage should be paid.
The names of the persons to whom the letter is to be sent
may be taken from a city or telephone directory, or a list
may perhaps be borrowed from some merchant or real estate
aagent in the neighborhood. Care should be taken to see
that the letters are not sent to persons living too far away
from the theater. Large printed mailing cards may be used
instead of the form letters and will go for a cent postage.
While not so directly effective as the form letters, they are
much less expensive to prepare and to mail.
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It i- -till less expensive, but also less direct, to distribute
circulars or card- to the houses of the neighborhood, seeing
that the announcements are properly delivered. These should
be mat and attractive, and Correct as to spelling, wording,
tising.
punctuation,
etc., as the theater will be judged by its adverSystem the Key to Success.
Any theater seeking to build up its business by "long disso systematically,
keep
them uptance"
untilannouncements
the desiredshould
end isdoobtained.
A theater and
in which
improvements have been made could do no better, to
begin with, than by using a form letter sent under two cent
postage, telling of the improvements and the excellence of
the program being offered.
This should be followed in a few days by the less expensive card of circular announcement, detailing new entertain
ment features. These announcements may be distributed by
a reliable man or boy from house to house. They should
be made two or three times a week, and I have known them
to be very profitable when made every day.
At the same time dead wall posters would prove effective
in connection with the house-to-house work. In all of such
advertising the prominence of the name over the theater,
and its prominence on the circulars and posters must not be
forgotten to be made. The name must stand out at both
ends of the line, and both ends must meet — at the box office.
If the enterprising theater manager will study the four
cardinal points of theater management, i. e.. Welfare, Comfort, Entertainment, and Advertising, developing and perfecting them all in a systematic way, he will quickly solve
the problem of box office success.

Scene from "The Forged Dispatch." A Notable Imp Release.
MANY NEW THEATERS IN THE FIELD.

I

Among many -ales of equipments for new theaters, Mr.
I- H. Hallberg, "The Economizer Man," report- the -ale of
a Powers No. 6 with Hallberg Standard Economizer, and
complete line of supplies to \V. M. Vincent, Carthage, N. Y.f H
one Power.-, Xo. 6 with Standard Hallberg Economizer, com- j
plete line of supplies for Jacob Fischel, New Rochelle. N. Y*
and one Powers No. 5 to Henry Arps, 11 17 Broadway, Brooklyn, N. Y.
The Vitagraph Baseball Club, composed of Vitagraph employees, would like to hear from baseball clubs of other producing companies to arrange match games for Saturday afternoons. Please address Mr. John Bunny, care Vitagraph
Company of America, East Fifteenth Street and Locust
Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
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A $250,000 FILM.
Seattle comes the intelligence that B. B. Dobbs, described as "the intrepid Alaska moving picture man," is about
to endeavor to obtain a film of the "Birth or Death of an
I, land" in the Bogoslof group of the Aleutian Peninsula
during the open season. For such a film it is reported
Dobbs has been offered $250,000. To obtain it will require
the entire summer, or open season; a specially provided
must be used at no -mall cost; added to this is the
important factor that anyone undertaking such a trip risks
his life, and the lives of those who accompany him. Why
such a venture at such a cost? Education and science have
always demanded attention. The North Pole, mountain
heights and recesses, the impenetrable depths of dark continents, have each in turn invited the intrepid traveler and
explorer to fathom their secrets. Men of ability have ever
been found ready to pay the cost and take the risk in these
great undertakings; it is therefore not surprising if a new
field of research is calling for someone to bring to civilization its own peculiar and wonderful characteristics.
During the past few years the Bogoslof group of islands
have been undergoing great changes, islands are constantly
arising from or sinking into the Behring Sea. The following
graphic description of these strange changes is given by
officers of the United States revenue cutter Tachoma: "A
new island suddenly appeared from seventy fathoms of
water, rising to an elevation of several hundred feet above
sea level. It was one of the greatest natural pyrotechnic
displays ever witnessed by man. Columns and columns of
red flames shot from the waters through clouds of steam
1 hat reached miles above sea level, intermingled with it
were countless tons of molten lava and rocks, converting
the ocean for a distance of several miles, into a seething
cauldron
water."
grand display
was
seen fromof a almost
distanceboiling
of four
miles, This
the showers
of sparks
and volcanic ashes dropping on the deck of the vessel made
removal to a safer distance necessary.
After the fire ceased
.or again became clear a new island appeared on
the surface, the sea around being strewn with dead animals,
birdl and fishes."
For the purpose of as near approach as
to the scene, Dobbs will provide against all dangers
l<y covering the decks of his schooner with asbestos, carrying all his spare rigging and spars below decks; the undertaking is a tremendous
one, commanding the best wishes
ducators and moving picture people alike.
i, a film will prove interesting there can be no
doubt
in an ordinary "show" it will pro\e thrilling; as a
oduction it will be ;upi rior to anything in
and from an educational poinl ofviewprove invaluable, and no
doubt Dobbs will earn the money, large though the amount
■ from the tact that this production would be irn
f ( inematography; all intt 1
tlir moving picture may congratulate themselves that they
,ir tiding in the advancement
of all lint
Hid learning hitherto ab oluti Ij in p
Nothing is Baid aboul an actual view of a vanishing island,
but no doubt Dobbs will be on the alert and whi ■
in to manifest themselves, no matin what I" 1111 tin change may take -,„,,. valuable and infilms will be the result.
from the liquor saloons that the
ire hurtinR thcii business; g
I! may the
mi a howl from one end of the land to the other!
Who can tell but that th< formerly much abused picture
1 be a powei in the cau ■
ance.
Two In. ins in a picture show is surely better than an
nly is there no "cup that
or the "thief •
of 11, 1, mperance
In a
■ ■■• 1
aj it ■•■ at recently
i:t that the mot inn pi ture had sP\rral n
them; may the complaints
mtinue, and the friends of the pictures r<
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A VISIT
TO THE
MOVING
PICTURE
THEATERS.
With a desire to know the welfare and progress of moving
pictures, the writer last week visited some half dozen thea"show"
places
different parts
GreatercanNew
York.ters and
While
there
is noin noticeable
advanceof which
be
described, there are also no deteriorating features to be
recorded.
The pictures seem to maintain an average in every respect and are evidently "holding their own."
It must be remembered, however, by those especially interested, that in anything, a stationary period is one which
is "brooding" for a change.
In a progressive march "marking time" is a resting period
preparatory to moving forward; if no forward move is contemplated itmay mean a retrograde movement. It is to be
hoped that the latter is not to be the case with cinematography at this stage; may the coming season see many distinctive advance features in the forthcoming releases. Only one
complaint can legitimately be made at this time, fortunately
not abouttilation
thecausing
pictures,
aboutpredominating
the "places " evil
Lackof ol
venfoul airbut
is the
to-dajf,
in the smaller places, especially the stagnant air is a disNo education or ability is required to teach people who
grace.
conduct
a small picture show that fresh air is a prerequisite
for an enjoyable evening. Managers, if you don't see to this
the authorities will, to your cost!
"Great minds think alike." What constant similarities are
appearing on the screen from different makers A French
and an American firm have produced the most singular
of
thes,"A most
Double
Elopement.'
every
vitalcounterparts;
feature, is the
important
example. The
great interest in these two identical pictures lies in the
Americanism of the one and the Parisianism of the other.
Not only do thoughts run in the same channel, but lovers
are the same the world over, so are irate parents; language
and customs alone differ, and these two plays are an interesting study in contrasts.
This kindred similarity appears often in Western, Indian
and military scenes, occasionally 'presenting interesting
changes from different viewpoints which are of educational
value The writer, however, desires to call attention of
scenario writers and film makers to the fact that in some instances these resemblances are monotonous and painful;
sameness ami repetition are beginning to injure the popu•Mi-- of these pictures
A WARNING.
Exhibitors Beware!!!
One
' VOUT greatest encr. lit
"cadet" he telecti the darkest houses, he trails the younger
in>; woman
patioiis, he meets them on the sidewalk and unites them inside, like a human
spider be usrs
your pia.e .1- .1 web t.. catch bis pre>. when he is caught
Brooklyn supporting th»
'cadet' is a eventipn
grow in] ol ( 1 h
tain classes ol picture
placet have then tickets
them by these 'cadets

.

the

c\il

that

• mon justice the
Allow

\

mtrol moving picture p

fiends to '
evil."
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Seen On The Curtain
By Freelance.
"The motto of this paper i- 'Fairness to all, with malice
towards none.' In criticism it condemnation be severe, if
necessary, but be circumspect Be equally circumspect in
administering prs
tei the editor to me in giving me my commission.
1 like that sort of ■ letter; 1 like that sort of a paper, and
1 like the sort of film t hat one can administer praise to,
much better than cue about which one must be Severe if
one is films
to tell
Unfortunately,
one can't
those
all the
the truth.
time, every
day. For e\ery
film run
one across
wants
to rave over, there art a dozen one wants to raw against
And nowhere is there room for more raving, either way,
than in the realm of comedy. Comedies which are not funny
sunon as to need little comment but when one
finds a poster reading, "A urcat laugh producer — everybody
has dime
to laugh
one" and
in and
pays Music,"
one'- nickel
or
and atisthis
rewarded
withgoes"Max
Makes
and
come- out with a -ad wonder at the type of humor possessed
by the people who gel these things up, one is inclined to
gel pessimistic about the moving picture as a cure for the
blue-! When a producer has to assume an impossibility as
B basis for his humor, he is pretty hard pressed. If flutes,
the playing of which caused all hearers to dance, regardless
of their occupation-, were known to the world of music,
doubtless
"Max Makes
be funny.
save
for the mythical
flute of Music"
the dearwould
old Pied
Piper ofBut,
Hamlin,
no such instrument is known — to the writer at least — and the
fact that we see well trained actors and actresses gravely
dancing as Max plays this magic flute is not convincing —
let alone funny. Even the producer must have recognized
the absurdity of trying to get a laugh from his audiences
by sucb means, for after having Max pipe soldiers to dance
during drill, a bridal party being photographed, curing the
drunk and raising the dead with his piping, Max is made
to pipe to a dog, which also dances, and finally to the furniture in his bed room, the bed finally dancing Max out on
_
the Ugfloor
h! being the shrieking climax to this scream of humor
The huge difference between alleged comedy and the real
article is shown in a sharply dTawn line between this particular "Max" film and "The Leading Lady" (Vitagraph).
Not means,
that thebut"Leading
Lady"it is
perfect itproduction,
by
any
it is honest,
is apossible,
is well done,
and. if the effect on the audience is any criterion, it is funny.
An opera writer composes an opera called the "Irish Washerwoman." He wants the "type" for his leading lady, regardless of whether she can act or not. So, after sundry
trials and failures, he and the manager secure the services
of an Irish cook. The action of the piece hinges on Bridget's
efforts to be a prima donna, and the trouble they have with
her in rehearsal. Bridget happened to be the stout man
(JohnhasBunny)
noseaudiences,
and the "character"
who
made with
such the
a hitbigwith
and he is as mouth
good
an Irish "woman" as he is a capable character actor of men's
parts, which is saying a good deal. His facial expressions had
much to do with the success of the little comedy, ana once
you are over the Rubicon of any producer being willing to
try a real Irish washerwoman as a leading lady in an opera,
even one called "The Irish Washerwoman," the action moves
forward smoothly enough. As long as there are people like
the Vitagraph staff striving towards a higher plane of acting, of production and of comedy, we can stand, I guess,
all the Foolsheads and Maxs foreign "humorists" can produce.
But there comes a time when comedy both fails of being
impossible, a la "Max," or of being funny, a la "Leading
Lady." And when it isn't very funny, and wastes a very
capable staff of actors in the attempt, one feels sorry and
in a measure cheated. Why Lubin wants to take a girl
like Mi-s Lawrence, whose ability is too well known to
need discussion here, and waste her in a juvenile role such
as she has to have in "That Awful Brother" is a mystery.
The
story brother
is all right,
onlyfamily
it isn'tisfunny.
Having considered
a drunken,
dissolute
in the
not generally
very humorous. Having him come home, get drunk, collide with her
his to
good
brother's
(Miss Lawrence)
and chase
his own
home, sweetheart
in a vain endeavor
to return
the things she has dropped, may be ridiculous, but it isn't,
surely, funny enough to demand telling in a film. The
sweetheart and the maid finally lock him up in a closet, the
good brother is 'phoned for, gets his brother out, and bribes
him to disappear, and tells the girls there was no one there,

after all. And that is all— and little enough it is. Hut there
i- one very nice tiling about tin- and Other Lubin play- —
their interior- are convincing— the walls do not -way. the
practical doors, and one really believe- that one
sees the action
misnamed
scenery.in a , house— not in a tottery canvas affair,
You certainly have to hand it to Biograph for beautiful
photography. Recently it was a Spanish gypsy thing — now
it i- "In the Days of Forty-Nine," and if there i- any concern making better pictures, from a photographic standpoint, Iwish some one would tell me where I can see them.
Incidentally, there was a slight variation from a rather
hackneyed theme in this love story, since the untrue wife,
wishing to run away with a gambler, is rejected by the
gambler after he has played cards for her with her drunken
husband and lost, and the playlet ends happily. But the
outdoor scenery is beautiful, the photography exquisite right
straight along, and if the interiors are somewhat crowded
and the action broken by too many changes of scene, the
action itself is well done, and the acting first-class all the
way through, albeit this leading lady, capable as she is, has
still the absurd habit of jumping up and down to express
delight as a child of ten might jump. Of course, the present
scribe never saw the wife of a miner receive a letter -aying
her husband was doing well and asking her to join him, but
his idea is that such news, while good, is not so frantically
entrancing as to make the recipient behave like an in-pired
idiot. Perhaps the stage manager cautioned her. for she
then proceeded to give a convincing presentation of a dissatisfied wife who, later disillusioned, comes to her senses.
And to see the Biograph villain acting a hero's part, even if
it is a sorry hero, is pleasant for a change — and showed him
possesed of considerable versatility.
And while talking about a western play, don't let's forget
Miss Marion Leonard in a recent Reliance — "In the Tepee's
Light." Miss Leonard deserves a better fate than this. She
isn't especially convincing as an Indian maiden, and she is
far too good an actress to be saddled with parts which do
not fit her. Moreover, the taste which purveys love -tories
between white men and Indian girls is somewhat questionable— and nothing Miss Leonard does, herself, is ever in
anything but good taste. So I think she is unfortunate here.
Moreover, in addition to being unfitted for her, the story
is dead — it has been so worked over and mulled around and
rehashed that everyone is tired of it— Indian squaw — white
man — love at first sight — Indian brave buys squaw — white
man despairs — gets girl to run away with him — nnni-ter
won't marry them — back to the tepee — back again goes the
white man, again carried girl off — pursuit by Indiansfreedom!
But, and it's a big but at that, the Reliance people managed a scene here which would redeem from commonplace
atakes
much,its much
worse a play
this. "In
Tepee's
title from
scenethan
in which
the the
interior
of a Light"
tepee
is shown, with a kettle over the fire. The audience looks
towards the entrance of the tepee from the inside. Beyond
the fire, figures appear lighted from below — as is proper —
this side the fire, they appear in silhouette — as is also proper.
The film is stained light yellow. And I make me my bow to
the Reliance management — I have never seen anything finer
in a special lighting effect — anything more beautiful than that
play of silhouette and bottom light. Especially was it pleasing after so many minutes of plain white lighting in this and
other films, and it makes one stop and wonder whether
the moving picture of the future will not depend more upon
lighting effects and beauty and less upon violent pantomime
and action than at present. As a matter of interest, if it
be such, I am glad to say that I would rather have seen
this film, with this one touch of stunning beauty and originality, than any — or all — I have mentioned in this story,
and that quite without regard to the fact that "In the Tepee's
Light" as a whole, is a pretty poor apology for a Western
Indian play, and with a perfectly inexcusable ending. For
the ending (a very weak steal of the last scene in the "Girl
of the Golden West") uses a painted, scenic background
for the running-away pair! With all the beautiful outdoors
to choose from — with real scenery waiting for them everywhere, why, Oh why, Reliance, did you use that atrocious
painted thing?
The failure to realize that the greatest argument for convincing people of the reality of a picture play is the appearance of real people amidst real surroundings, is one of the
most fatal mistakes the producer can make.
If he makes
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in interior and it looks like scenery, we can't forgive it. We
:ven fail to forgive it on the real stage any more, where
ve used to forgive anything. Now any producer who puts
jn a shaking wall and painted canvas door interior on the
tage is laughed to scorn. In "The Girl of the Golden
A'e-t,"
usedoutdoor
every device
and art
to stageraft to Belasco
make his
scene look
like known
outdoors.
And
here, where we had color, and speech and special lighting
,nd the glamour of a great play, greatly acted, so sustain
he spell we were under, he succeeded in convincing us. The
;irl and her lover were real people — really going away, really
midst the mountains. But in this Reliance ending there
i-as nothing to convince. The scenery was obviously scenery
-and poor at that. The moving picture has neither color
-or speech. And the ending failed utterly; chopped off. it
,'ould leave a film the better for the pruning. And it is the
markable that a mind that could conceive and exeute that tepee scene — remarkable and beautiful as it is —
,-ould perpetrate such an offense against common sense and
ood ta-ii- as that wretched ending.
! hail some disagreeable things to say about Kalem, reently, didn't I? Well, I ran across their "Grandma'- War
ale" the other day — the story of the Confederate wire taper, and justice compels me to say that this was as good as
Slim Jim" was bad. The war story is old, I believe — it was
rainy him, but it was not so scarred but that one cculd
nd good scenery, simple, convincing acting and genuine
eart interest — and the beginning, of Grandma telling the
:ory which dissolved slowly into the story, and the ending,
hen the story dissolved back into Grandma and her little
udience, was both effective and pretty.
always sterling in comedy efforts, offer- "Josh
nd Cindy's Wedding Trip." A bit overdrawn on the part
i Josh, who i> quite too Reubenized a Reuben to be really
•nvincing. but so daintily done by the capable, pretty and
ainty little girl who plays Cindy, this cross-section of real
. refreshing. The two, married, come to the city,
cket-book of money, try. separately, to spend some
•. li other, are arrested for passing counterfeit bills,
>ed by a magistrate whom
they have befriended

Kffect in the "Imp" Decoration Day Release, "The
a Skirmish Line ol Federal Soldiers.
This
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earlier in the play The comedy, a bit obvious and coming
close to farce at times, the story was neverthele-s true, to
the audience, and there was considerable quiet laughter at
several of the scenes.
I saw also a Biograph yesterday which isn't a Biograph
standard at all — "His Si;ter-in-Law" — in which a pathetic
little figure of a little girl, finding she is not wanted in her
sister's new home, and by her sister's new husband, goes
back to Aunty. One wonders why this story was pictured.
It makes the man out a brute, the loving elder sister a weakling, the little girl an unhappy child, ahd leaves the audience
hanging in mid-air, for no one knows how it comes out —
unless, indeed, the film I saw had been robbed of a closing
scene. In any event, it is unpleasant, and the quarrel between husband and wife, over the child, cau-ed by wifey
having to go several times to attend her little sister, is too
improbable to seem real — and so is the man's temper.
But there is one thing to be said of them all — in general.
Compared to the films of a year ago — two years ago — there
isn't
producerstrides
at work
now who
worked
who hasn't
made a marked
forward,
and the
more then
pictures
I see.
the harder I look for imperfections at which to throw -tone-:
for improbabilities to note and impossibilities to make fun of;
the more I am convinced of the fact that the standard of
taste and ability on the part of producer and ac»or and
actre-- has risen as fast, or faster, than the standard of
taste of the public which supports them, and that it is only
very recently that audiences have begun to get such a grasp
on the possibilities of the motion picture, the meaning oi
good photography and the ability to really and truly act,
that they have commenced to demand of the producer a
standard so high that he must strain himself in reaching it.
Yet, when he reaches it— as he does sometimes — the result
is an appreciation by the public which makes them call
again, and yet again, for films bearing his mark — that appreciation which, in the end. is for him spelled $ $ $ $ $
And all of him are gradually finding out the fact that not
all of him recognized from the first — that it pay- to produce
only the best, only the tir-t-cla-s. only the really
done films; be they scenic, dramatic, comedy
or pathos.

Forged Dispatch," Showing
th<
Film it the Second In the "Imp de Iuxr

.1 Shell

Amidst
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Exhibitors* League Meeting.
■ ng oi the Exhibit
Ohio, M.i> 2nd, at the Southern Hotel
called to 01

held at Columbus,
The meeting was
nt M. A Nett. In
■ ; Cincinnati, Mr.
F. M K
>•.■! wa- named to a< i temporarily.
in-In-in opening
the futureaddress
by the outlined
League. theHe workgave
an
interesting
account
of
the stopping
of to
adverse
'■
which would have been very
letrimental
the moving
picture intei urged the necessity of a national
ture exhibitors to be. h( I
conveniei l
The President
Comm ■ • Marion, Ohio; A E Brandonbury, Marion, Ohio.
Stansbury,
Committee on Dues: VY, \ Pittis, Conneaut, Ohio; Max
Sterns, Columbus, Ohio; J .1 Huss, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Committee on Cirievanecs: \\ I Slimm, Cleveland, Ohio;
.1. 11 Broomhal, Hamilton, Ohio; W. A. Pittis, Conneaut,
Ohio.
Man. mi.F. W Tynes, Portsmouth, Ohio; A E. I'.randonbury,
Committee on Arrangements for a National Convention:
1" M Chas.
Kenney.Rehark,
Cleveland.
Ohio; Ohio.
\\ A Ka per. Cleveland,
Ohio;
Sandusky,
An address was given by Mr. W. A. Pittis, of Conneaut,
on the work of the organization in Pennsylvania. He was
v talks by Mr. Harrington, Of Pittsburg, and also
by Mr John M Bradlet, of Chicago The committees' havach
ing met, the emblem committee submitted a design which
by the on
meeting.
Alter that
a noon-tide
adjournment, thepted
committee
dues advised
the initiation
fee
of $5-00 remain and duo to the amount of $2.00 per month
be levied to he paid to the treasurer on the first of 1
month in advance, starting May 1st. On 1 1motion this report
and advice were adopted.
A motion was adopted that any member who underhandedly employ- or take- away any employee of another
member, -hall -iitfer a line of not less than $10.00 for the
first offense and BKpulsidn from the League for the second.
The report of the treasurer, G. O. Dupuis, was read and
also his resignation. Both were accepted, and a vote of
thanks was extended to Mr Dupuis for his excellent work
in the interest of the League. Mr. J. J. Huss was then
nominated an 1 Unanimously elected to serve as treasurer,
and a committee of three — W. B. Candy, Lima, Ohio; F. H.
Staup, Dclpho . Ohio; J. J. Huss, Cincinnati, Ohio — was appointed to audit the boi ks.
It wa- moved that if any officer of the League missed three
consecutive meeting! his chair would be considered vacant
and a new officer be elected Following this rule a new
second vice-president, Mr. F. M. Keeney, of Cleveland, was
unanimously elected, and a new secretary. Mr. C. J. A.
Kyle, of Lebanon,* > .wa- elected. It was also regularly moved
and seconded that any applicant for a po ition 'n a picture
house, who has at any previous time been employed by a
member of the League, be compelled to show a recommendation from such member before being emoloyed.
The subject of a national convention of moving picture
exhibitor- was taken up. and a meeting called for August 1st,
1 0 1 1 . at Cleveland, Ohio, for the purpose of forming a national association.
It was decided to invite all exhibitors and organizations of
exhibitors throughout the country to co-operate and attend
the proposed convention, or at least to send delegates. Also,
it Was moved that any member in arrear- of hi- dues for three
month-, stands suspension and his card of membership returned to the League until he is paid up. The meeting then
adjourned to meet in Cleveland. August 1. [Oil.

Pennsylvania Exhibitors in Line.
As the Ohio exhibitors, at their State convention held at
Columbus, on Tuesday. May 2, 1 < > 1 1 . has named Cleveland,
Ohio, as the place to hold the national convention, and as
the Pennsylvania exhibitors had previously named the Ohio
city, now let our slogan be: On to Cleveland. Let the exhibitor- gather there by the thousands and show to the
world that we are business men and intend to conduct our
business as men. and we intend to build our organization on
a foundation of hone-t principles and put an end to the cutthroat system of competition, where one exhibitor sells a
ticket for five cents, admitting to one house and gives a free
pa-- or coupon to hi- or their other theater free. It is
a common thing to see the exhibitors showing anywhere
from two to six reels of film and sometime- one or two acts
of vaudeville for fivp cent=.
Now the sooner the business career of this class i- at an
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end, the better for the moving picture business. We also
say
that two-thirds
of the and
exhibitors'
caused
by
the exhibitorthemselves,
the onlytroubles
remedy are
is an
organization that will only allow honest and sane competition;
now we appeal to you who have the interest of the moving
picture business at heart to get together and form a League
to protect your interest; you know in organization is
strength. theNow
don't convention
delay. < Irganize
and elect
yourAugust
delenational
at Cleveland,
Ohio.
1. 1 <> 1 1 . From now on let your slogan be. "On t 1 V\ eland,"
and if you want any information as to the organizing oft
league, write to or call at our headquarters; we will only be
too glad to help you Now let us hear from you.
(Signed) F. .1. HARRINGTON.
Exhibitors' League, Pennsylvania.

London Letter
By A. E. Taylor.
While there will, of course always be a certain demand for
the cowboy type of subject, the Lnglish patrons are getting
a little tired of prairie scenery, red Indians, scalping, and j
chases and are looking for something
better.
There are, 1
in fact, indications all round that if the picture theater is to
last it must be supplied with a different sort of picture.
One of the great causes of the outcry against the Sunday
picture show, lor instance, has been the class of picture exhibited. The inane comics with which the market is Hooded
by manufacturers who seem to think that quantity is more
essential than quality have caused thinking people to begfe I
to say that the picture play i- mere piffle, and writers have I
begun to express the opinion that those who attend picture
shows are wasting their time and are lacking in intelligence.
What is wanted is more genuine industrial subjects that
the exhibitor can put on on Sunday without raising the ire j
of the "unco-guid" and the clergy, whose opinions do count |
for something with the licensing authorities, and disregard I
for whose voices causes the authorities to legislate in a
manner which calls forth the anathemas of exhibi!
really have only themselves to blame for what occurs.
If ...
we could have a constant supply of good subjects I believe I
in time the Sunday Show would be allowed.
An apparatus which is capable of taking motion pictures of
life on the bed of the ocean has just been completed by
M. Andrez, a French photographer and inventor. The camera, which is enclosed in a waterproof frame, can be operated I
from a boat, the shutter covering the len- being automatically released. The whole apparatus is oblong in shape and
is of sufficient weight to allow it to sink easily to the bed
of the sea. The necessary illumination 1- supplied by a
powerful electric lamp, the rays from which are projected
from a powerful convex lens in front of the camera. Several j
hundred feet of film i- wound on a spool in the body of the
apparatus and this is released by an electrically controlled
spring at the rate of ten feet a second. The entire operation can be controlled from a boat.
Some remarkable results have been obtained during recent
experiments
made on the French coast.
Many wonddWl
sea plants growing in the sand, rock covered with varied I
types of shell fish, interesting chronological phenomena, and 1
myriads of minute salt water fish arc clearly depicted in one
of the films taken with the marineograph.
Many improvement- have yet to be made to the apparatus before the results are exhibited in public.
I understand
that the chief
difficulty up to the present time has been the regulatiitfjHl
the film release and the matter of correct exposure.
The
inventor mean- to experiment shortly with a new pneumatic
attachment
by which the film will be relaased in a more
regular manner.
The immense
value of the cinematograph
as an aid to
astronomical research has been proved by Professor Stornier
of Christiana, who has recently procured some remarkable
photos of the Aurora Borealis.
Previous attempts have al- j
way- proved
on account
of the inadequate
nous intensityunsuccessful
of the aurora.
Prof Stornier
overcame lumithis
by employing a cinematograph objective one inch in diameter I
and two inches in focal distance.
During the early part of
last year he Started on an expedition of investigation to
Rossekop. and was -ucce-ful in obtaining 400 photos °^Rfl
aurora out of a total of 800. The time of .. xiM.-ur, he c»\'
varied from a fraction of a second to 20 seconds, accoi^BI
to the intensity of the light. These records are of the lit- 1
most value in obtaining measurements of the altitude of the
auroras and for ascertaining their exact positions in space
The photos obtained give a remarkable idea of the formation and magnitude of the lights, which are depicted in varying intensities. At various points in the arc of light a more
luminous spot is noticeable, whilst the brilliance of the entire 1
ray- is intensified by the surrounding darkness.
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Powers Picture Plays.
! When the warm sun came out last Friday afternoon, we
,egan to think of an excuse to get away from the office.
The ball game was a very strong feature, but, as all our
•randm<>thers died long ago, we could not plausibly enterain that proposition. Then came a life-saving telephone
message from Mr. Tommy Evans that ,-aved the day. He
ivited us (Sherlocko and Watso) to visit the Powers
,Jlant, and in that way we managed to get out of the office
outine.
. .
It is a long ride out to the Powers plant, because it is
ituated at 241st Street, which is very near the Mt Vernon
nc. Some time before we reached there we realized that
re were leaving the real city behind and getting out into the
ood old country, where trees grow and dandelions are to
termixed with daisies and bull-frogs and other -uch
arbinger- of spring. Situated in thi~ -emi-civilized spot,
e found a factory for making moving pictures, labeled very
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through the different department- of the plant; they were
;
-tructive and entertaining that the afternoon went
very quickly. The carpenter shop was humming with work,
and the -cenic painter- plodded on indu-triou-ly regardless
of the audible scream of the heroine as she pleaded with
the villain to spare the life of "Jack." Of course, everybody
will know who we mean by "Jack"; whoever heard of a
hero by another name? When the day was over and the
actors were ringing up on the linn- clock on their way out,
we took our place- m one of the Powers latest passenger
automobile- and were -hot like a bullet from the land of
billy-goats back to civilization with speed enough to
take our breath away. That i- the -peed of the Powers
Plant.

Dnspicuously "Powers Picture Plays." On the second floor.
,-e found the presiding genius, Mr. Thomas Evan5 — the but-
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"Carry-All"

n pusher. An afternoon -pent with Thomas Evan-, tin
;neral manager of the Powers plant, i- a good deal the
me as an afternoon with Theodore Roosevelt, according
new-paper standards, because, when anyone comes to
terview him, Mr. Evans proceed- to make the interviewer
irn In- interview by putting him through the drill.
Just a- we had settled down to watch the heroine thwart
ie villain, we were summoned up stairs to look at a reel,
.stead of one reel we found
that we were
in foi
•.. did not mind that, a- they were all good.
From
1. Turkish
hath of the projection
ro.ni,
we were
hustled
to a big touring automobile, which 1- seen in the half-tone
oi.l rushed
around
the open
country
to cool us
■ 1 why we have
-nit necks at this moment.
Pat
kwers was conspicuous by hi- absence, but then we know
■ ly hit- the high place; and leaves the actual manlement
to Mr
I van
.-.
utive ability we admire
vry greatly, especially
when
he pushes
all the buttonat
hanical
equipment
in the
trrcnt for the studi

1- ideal
Direcl
remises by means
This furnishes
t • cum nl
■ :•< r Hew it 1 Mer
Cry lights, which
covet
tin
cenii
fTect in a way
that
•d
My tin- method then
here
in the picture.
■ .. the . ainera, we had tin
that
t man

very

dynamic

studio

produ

'■'

foj
than

t

1
Mi

■

Powers

when

nt an hour ovei such a simph
1
ciitr.in
thr actual
pet
! which in the til rii 01 cupied lr-s than one minute
nstration
herewith, w <• .. Mi
Powei
inking .1
'

lot

In

d

■
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"William
the

Thomas H. Ince.
Among prominent actor- who have forsaken th<
tor tlie ulent drat]
moving picture director- ot distinct
identified with tin Independi
I
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Exhibitors' Meeting At Columbus, OhioNational League Proposed.
By John M. Bradlet.
A National Convention oi motion picture inhibitors is
no more ■ problematic qm
assured fact, and,
with a well attended convention, it i- safe to predict much
good
The meeting
of May
the Exhibitors'
League forof the
Ohio,business.
held in Columbus,
( >.. on
2, sounded
the doom of the present deplorable system and opened the
way to much needed reforms.
The Exhibitors' League of Ohio does not represent the
majority of the exhibitors throughout the country, nor
the majority oi the Ohio exhibitors, but if it is only a small
band OI men, they are, at least, moved by the spirit of 1776
and, with a will that nothing could Stop, they have worked
hard to conquer the first place. Their admirable work to
free the exhibitor from the arbitrary rules of the exchanges
and their work to curb unfair and unjust legislation has
been recognized. The exhibitor- who laughed at the struggle
of a few pioneers, enlist to-day without any solicitation, and
ask advice from their Ohio brothers, promise them their
support and organize themselves for the same general purpose.
The meeting of May 2nd at Columbus was the best conducted and most orderly meeting ever held. The members
present were not the unfair exhibitors, trying to ruin each
other, but honorable men with a good will towards their
competitors and ready to make a personal sacrifice for the
good cause; men that can see the great future of motion pictures and willing to sacrifice part of the present for the
sake of the future. With such sound business men, of education and intelligence, the meeting was devoid of all foolish
talk and each question was debated in a business-like manner.
The presence of Mr. Fred J. Herrington, of Pittsburgh,
Pa., a vania,
delegate
the Exhibitors'
Pennsylrevived thefrom
courage
of some of League
the Ohioof members.
The members present realized that their work had not been
in vain, when President Neff read a very encouraging letter
from some Oregon exhibitors and when Mr. Herrington said
that he had not been sent to Columbus to claim the National
Convention for a Pennsylvania town, but that his mission
was to inform the members of the Ohio Exhibitors' League
of what work the Pennsylvania exhibitors were doing and
to vote on Cleveland for the National Convention of 191 1.
After hearing so many promises of support, the members
of the Ohio Exhibitors' League decided that they could not
drop the work and that their duty was to go forward and
make of the proposed convention a great success for the
benefit of all concerned.
Although Chicago could offer better advantages for a National Convention, we believe that no other place than Cleveland could be selected, as it is only just and fair that the
Ohioans be rewarded for their good work by holding the
convention in an Ohio town.
Some persons have an idea that a trade paper is nothing
else than an advertising sheet or a li-t of releases. While
this can be the case with certain publications, it is different
with the Moving Picture World — it is read from cover to
cover. If such was not the case, it would be impossible to
find the sentiments for a national convention and an open
market so well rooted in the mind of the exhibitor. A trade
paper like a daily newspaper, moulds the mind of the reader.
We find the idea- advocated by the Moving Picture World
in the letters from the Pacific coast, in the delegation from
Pennsylvania, and if it had not been for the policy of the
paper, to urge a National Convention, we would not see the
exhibitors of the United States so busy reorganizing associations, forming new leagues, etc., all with the same purpose of
taking an active part in the coming National Convention.
The Exhibitors of Chicago have informed the writer that
they were going to hold a meeting, to co-operate in the
work. A gentleman from Milwaukee added much encouragement in announcing the formation of a League of the exhibitor*,tatingof Wisconsin.
W'c know that New York is also agithe question.
The exhibitors realize that a long as they are allowed
to spend vast sums of money in the building of beautiful
houses or remodeling of their places, they must be at
liberty to show what pictures they want and not be forced
to -how any picture- that the exchanges want to palm off on
them. It seems ridiculous that when an exhibitor spends
$50,000 on a new house, engages the best operator, the most
polite ushers, talented musicians, etc., that he cannot select
his program, to have pictures to suit his patronage. Some
pictures like "The Priestess of Carthage"— "The Fall of
Troy" — "Aida" — "Nero" — etc., will draw a selected patronage, while other pictures like "The Man Turni-
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"(). You
Skeleton!" — "Golden
Gates"— "Two
M
etc., will kill the patronage of the best house.
1- it bo<
reasonable that when an exhibitor makes an investment of .
some $50,000 he -hould be allow*
program
and reject the pictures not suitable for his place.
Such is
not the case
The exhibitor with a $50,000 theater i- no bet
ter treated than the exhibitor with a $500 store-show; both J
are at the mercy of the renter, and the only exc
renter i- that he must make so much money out of every
film, bad or good.
It i- also true that if the renter was tree
to buy just what he want-, he could give a better --ervice. \\
We know that the "Fall of Troy" i- the greate I
ered, and we know that the small renter cannot buy it anj
that large renters do not take many copies.
The policy of |
the
Co. is toto curb
of the
"Fallcheaper
of Troy"
and
forceSales
the renters
buy the
moresales
freely
of the
productions released by the members of tl
II the SSlI
Co. was animated with a true and sincere de-ire to uplift
the industry and place the Independents at the top of the )
ladder, andtheyall would
sell the
"Fall of Troy" at the regular I
ratethe copies
possible.
It 1- high time for the exhibitors to league themselves (
against such arbitrary tactics. Start to work, organize locals, (
unite these locals into State Leagues.
The State Leagiesl
will meet at Cleveland next August and there form a National Body A National League can accomplish wonders
and the National League must be one of exhibitors only.
I
As 1 named the "Fall of Troy," I wish to show what an
open market can do for the uplifting of motion pictures
The Lyric Theater, of Cincinnati, O., a regular pi
with a seating capacity of 2,000 chairs, opened with motion
pictures for the summer season. Messrs. McMahan & Jackson, the managers, decided to give a great opening with
the "Fall of Troy" for one solid week. Messrs. McMahar
& Jackson are progressive; they do not believe in the foolish
arguments of other exhibitors; they have no fear of re- 1
peaters; they do not believe in daily change-; but. as -en-:
ble managers, they judge the picture and see if same car
stand several days. The "Fall of Troy," released on Apri
15th, is no more considered a first run. It is to many ex
hibitors and old picture already out of date Mi
Mahan & Jckson did not stop to consider if the "Fall 0' •
Troy" was over two weeks old; did not bother their mine
if said film had already been shown in several theaters 0
Cincinnati, but they decided that if even the "Fall of Troy"
was a repeater, it was good enough to hold the boards a
the Lyric Theater for a solid week. Some exhibitors cal
it "nerve"; others call it "foolishness," and many competi
tors predicted a flat failure for the Lyric Theater.
Messrs. McMahan & Jackson knew what they were doing
they were confident, and they have made a great success
as every day of the week they have shown the "Fall 0 |
Troy" to crowded
houses.
On Thursday,
May 4th, th
writer visited the Lyric.
He could not find a seat on th M
ground floor and had to be satisfied with a side seat on th
balcony.
The success has been such that if Messrs. Me i
Mahan & Jackson do not yield to the general request, t
show the "Fall of Troy" for a second week, the Sun Theate
will make arrangements to secure the film for a week.
The exhibitor has suffered much at the hands of the man
ufacturer. Sensational and badly acted dramas, stupid com
edies, etc., have discouraged the public, have excited th
press and the clergy against motion pictures, and it woul
be only justice to give the exhibitor the full benefit of sue
pictures as the "Fall of Troy."
The Licensed folks had also a feature film in the "Priestes
of Carthage," of Gaumont.
Do we hear of the "Priestess c
Carthage?"
No.
Mr. George Kleine made a mistake t
release the picture - as an ordinary release, and for thi <f|
reason — the "Priestess of Carthage" followed the same cit
cuit as the "Two Mothers."
One day the Orpheum, of Ch 1
cago, showed the "Two Mothers" to a disgusted audiena
another
they showed
"Priestess
Carthage"
delighted dayaudience.
In thethe course
of aof few
weeks, totr« j
"Priestess of Carthage" will rest on the same shelf wit I
the "Two
Mothers," and this without having been ^Blfl
for several consecutive days, or of having been repeated-^^H
the present system of rentals, an exhibitor could "Ot-SH
the "Priestess of Carthage" for a week, as the General Fill |
Co. does not buy enough prints and everything is schedule
in advance.
Jones is to receive the film on Monday. Smit
on
Tuesday,
on Wednesday,
etc. To
the fi!'
a second
day Black
to an exhibitor
would upset
all grant
the system
With an open market, the exchanges would be at libert
to buy many prints of the "Priestess of Carthage," "Fall '
Troy," "Aida," "Nero," etc.. and refuse copies of "0 Yc /
Skeleton," "Man Turning Dog." "The Two Mothers," et
If the master productions were shown and the bad filn
rejected, the investment of the exhibitor would be profitabi
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Los Angeles.
By Richard V. Spencer.
New Producer. — Los Angeles is soon to be headquarters
; for another new producing company. The new company is
Incorporated under the name of The Co-operative Film Manufacturing Company, with a capital stock of $50,000, most of
which is -aid to have been subscribed with the idea of making
it a close corporation. D. Daniels, the secretary of the company, states that the company holds non-infringing camera
patents. Mr. Daniels is also the inventor of an improved
system of indoor studio light bateries with which the studio
of the company is equipped.
The secretary" declined to give any specific information re, garding the officers of the corporation at this time, other
than to say that the men behind the company are men that
have had many years of experience in the producing and busi•Kiging end of the moving picture business. The
company's dramatic director and most of the stock company
have been chosen and several films have already been produced at the offices and studio of the company at 749-51 S.
Broadway, Los Angeles. Arrangements are now under way
for
the company's
films under
trade
mark the
of marketing
Fox Brand of
Films.
It is the intention
of the the
company
to undertake the various kinds of film work, including Dramatic, Comedy, Scenic, Industrial, Educational and Advertising work. Arrangements are now being made to go to
work on a large scale early in June.
Bison. — Mr. Montgomery, the Bison dramatic editor, and
1 members of the Bison Stock Company, spent several days
last week near Azuza, in the canyon of the San Gabriel, working on Western pictures. The Selig Company also recently
! took a film in the same vicinity. The north fork of the San
Gabriel River, on which the views were taken, flows through
some of the wildest and most rugged mountain scenery to
be found in the Southwest.
Selig. — The Selig Company seems bent upon cornering the
stage coach market. They have just purchased a second of
thebe relics of the old Southwest. Mr. Bosworth, director,
' recently
journeyed
to Banning
purchased
Banning coach.
Forty years
ago saw and
the same
stage the
coacholdrolling
across the torrid desert wastes between San Bernardino and
Yuma with its freight of passengers and mail. The scars
<[ the old coach could tell many a tale of the old time road
agent, of wrecks and runaways on narrow mountain trails;
of perils by flood, and desert wastes, and each one would,
doubtless, provide the subject for an interesting and thrilling
scenario, could they be read. Of late years, the old coach
:i idle, but will now be repaired, repainted and put
back into commission, and by the aid of the camera will
show the younger generation how their forefathers traveled
over the West in "The days of old, the days of gold, the
days of '49."
Biograph. — The Biograph
Company
is making
arrangements to return to their Eastern studio.
They will leave
geles about May 15th. Rumors regarding the company are flying thick and fast in the local moving picture
colony, but owing to the peculiar publicity policy of the
to vejify them.
< me rumor is to
pany are about to divide
the company, leaving one "1 their directors and a stock company here to work the year around, while the other comrks in the East.
Kalem. — The Kalem Company 1 aid to bi
■ well satisficd with the work of their Western company and with Calittings that their studio at Glendale will be
in. incut
Miss Virginia Chester, ingenue
11 the si. k h-t

with the Pathe

Company,

ti 'I appendicitis She was taken to the i lara barton Hospital ami on
1 pon
Ptt he.— The Pathe Company
will leave on May 5th lor
1 on 1I1, Mexican line, when- they will make se\
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Miss Bessie Eyton, formerly appearing in Pathe We-t
Coast productions, has left the latter company and gone
to the Selig Company, with whom he has signed a contract.
Selig Second Company To Go North.— Mr. Hobart Bosworth, director, and half of the Selig Company are shortly
to leave for the Yosemite Valley. The company worked in
the valley and vicinity last summer for a period of several
months, getting what was afterwards declared to be the
finest group of scenic-dramatic films ever taken in the We-t
The company will take with them the recently purchased
Banning stage coach. During their absence, Mr. Boggs,
general manager and director, will remain at the local studio
with the other half of the company.
Dave Morris, a former member of local legitimate stock
companies, is the latest recruit to join the moving picture
end of the profession. He will henceforth appear in important character parts with the Pathe We-t Coast Stock
Company, with whom he has signed a contract.
Lobbying Against State Bill.— Los Angeles and San Francisco film exchanges, both Licensed and Independent, together with prominent exhibitors in all parts of the State,
have for some time past maintained a lobby of lawyers and
representatives at Sacramento to defeat the amended Strobrige Bill. The bill, as amended and passed by both the
Senate and Assembly, will, if signed by the Governor, become a law, which, when enforced will work untold hardships upon exhibitors throughout the State who have been
showing Western films. W. H. Hodkinson, local manager
for The General Film Company, has gone to Sacramento to
fight against the bill. The Los Angeles Exhibitortion have forwarded to their attorney at Sacramento a petition of protest to the Governor. The petition was signed by
75 exhibitors, members of the Los Angeles association. The
petition sets forth the complaint that should the bill become
a law it will work a great hardship upon exhibitors and the
general public. The bill came up for the 1
ture on April 30th, but the Governor has put it forward to
another date.
Arthur S. Hyman has returned from his recent busines«
trip to San Francisco.
Shell.— Last week featured the big Itala film. "The Fall
of Troy," and drew big houses.
Ideal.— Spring Street, between 3rd and 4th Streets, last
week featured Miles' Brothers' San Francisco Earthquake
film, and did a rushing business.
Metropolitan. — Main Street, opposite the Plaza, has gone
Independent. They have cut down their admission fee to
five cents to all parts of the house.
Family.— Main Street, between 4th and 5th Streets, are
this week featuring the Buffalo Kill picture- to capacity
Wonderland. — 315 S Main Street, i- having it- I
repainted and decorated.
Lyric. — The new Spring Street theater that opened last
week has sprung a novelty upon Western theater-goers. They
arc showing pictures only, between 10 a. m. and 1 p. m.. and
between 5 and 7 p. m., for a five-cent admission
7.30 and 10.30, both pictures and vaudeville are shown for .1
ten-cent admission
This style of motion picture theater
management is new to Los Angeles, and local exhl
watch with interest results from a box office point ot \iew
Fire Department to Control M. P. Theater Exits.— The
fire commissioners decided May l-t to advise the City Council to put the inspi
Nits under the 1
control of the lire department. The theatrical managers, in
.1 recent petition to the council, asked foi
in the enforcement of the fire ordinance The theater manI now three diffl I
ments who are working independently 1 cmm-cc the ordinance, with the result that there h much COnfasfc
one department
often orderthings done
which another
department .1 f<
Incorporation. — Articles ol in
ecntlv l.v the 1 A Ellis Amn-ci
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New England.

Boston.

Mr. Fred Hannen
has acquired the controlling interest
m the opera house, Sanford, Maine, winch he will run with
pictures and vaudeville.
Mr Hannen, or, as he is
better known as the "moving picture kin^ of Maim-," forerated the Kjiights of Pythias Hall in Sanford.
He
i- interested in moving picture theaters in many cities and
towns throughout the whole Stan- ol MaimHe has the
knack of always picking winners, therefore the Opera House
•ubt be a money-maker for the "Kihk ''
Messrs
Mayer and Morris have given up the Broadway
I heater. Lawrence, Mass., an.l the house lias been acquired
JO Messrs. Frankel and Connelly, of Lynn, Ma—.
The
house will probably run Licensed pictures and vaudeville
under the new proprietors.
The construction of a large auditorium in Providence,
R. I., to be used as a combination skating rink, convention
hall and theater, is being considered by Providence people.
The promoters are now considering plans for the consummation of the project. According to information, the building will be 300 feet by 170 feet, with a total seating capacity
Of over 5,000 people. It is certain that if the building is
erected that ample space i> to be left for a moving picture
booth.
The Nickel Theater, of Bangor, Maine, which has been
doing a very steady business this winter, was totally wiped
out by the big conflagration which visited Bangor on Sunday. April 30. The house 1- to be rebuilt on a larger and
more elaborate scale, according to the promoters of the
Nickel.

\s predicted in these columns, the Globe Theater. WasU
ington Street, has returned to the told of junior vaudeville
and moving pictures. The house opened under this polifl
Sunday, May 7, with admission throughout the house at
ten cents. Licensed pictures are shown The Premier has
pasted up the five cent admission signs, as it is always forcd
to ,l,, when the Globe Marts the picture game. A large,
beautifully appointed regular theater as is the Globe has a
tremendous start over the regular moving picture theater,
even where it is a first-class one like the Premier, and seriously cripples the trade of the smaller house, especialM
when they are situated side by side, as is the case in BostOfl
The Xew England Trust Companv has brought suit in the
superior court for an injunction p . restrain the Automatic
Vaudeville Company and "thcrs from erecting an electric
advertising sign upon the root of the building at 680 and 682
Washington Street. The Automatic Vaudeville Company, of
New \..rk. operates the Premier Theater in this building,
and holds the lease on the property. The trust company
claims that the sign is being operated in violation of the
lea e.

Messrs. Chas. E. Cook and "Mike" R. Sheedy have acquired the Taunton Theater, Tauton, Mass.. which they
opened April 24. with their usual programs of "pop" vaudeville andEngland
pictures.moving
"Mike"picture
Sheedy,affairs,
alwayshas anrecently
active figure
in Xew
taken
up a rate of speed unusual even for him, and nearly every
week something new is being financed by the indefatigable
"Mike." connected
Mr. Cookwithis him
not far
behind
Mr. Sheedy, and is
usually
on new
ventures.
The Star Theater. Dover, formerly the Clements Theater,
closed Saturday. Six concerns have taken a hand at running
the Star within a year. None of them seemed able to show
anything better than a loss on their venture. Mr. Jack Dolan,
proprietor of the Lyric Theater, of Dover, continues to play
to houses which have "standing room only." Such instances
as these are very common throughout New England. Mr.
Dolan has always delivered the goods at his Lyric, and has
the support of the inhabitants of the town, who show their
appreciation of good pictures and vaudeville by sticking to
the Lyric when opposition opens.
The old Union Hill Theater, of Pittsfield. Mass.. which
was recently taken over by Messrs. Hennocksburg and Wesley, and renamed the Globe Theater, is no longer being
operated by that concern. The house is now being run by
Messr--. Lothrop and Tolman. as a moving picture and vaudeville house, under the. old name of the LTnion Hill Theater.
Mr. Elmer Walters was house manager for Hennocksburg
& Wesley. There seemed to be some hitch over the lease
of the theater and other minor details, which are assigned
as the reasons for this change of ownership.
The Managers' Protective Association, of Prpvidence, R.
I., held their benefit performance at the Empire Theater,
April 28, as has already been noted in these columns. A
large sum of money was taken in and w^as turned over to the
Bulletin Tree Fund, for the planting of trees in Providence.
The benefit was a big success, and received enthusiastic
approval of Providence people. Mr. Charles Lovenberg,
President of the Association, was to be seen leading the
large orchestra during the performance.
Mr. F. Wotton has had a successful opening of his new
moving picture theater at Waltham, Mass. Mr. Wotton
refitted the old Endicott Hall, and renamed his house the
Orpheum Theater. Manager Wotton was formerly connected with the Comique Theater, Maiden, Mass. The
house is exhibiting Independent pictures and songs.
Messrs. Ashley and Asher, of Boston, are soon to open
the old Relay Theater, Nahant, Mass., which will be renamed
as the Knickerbocker Theater. During the hot months.
vaudeville and pictures will be presented. The chances
strongly favor Independent service from the W. E. Greene
Film Exchange, of Boston.
Mr. William Cook will soon open a new moving picture
theater near Northampton. Mass. The house will probably
run pictures and songs, with no vaudeville.
The warm weather is already affecting the Xew England
theaters, and, from now on. many closings over the hot
months are sure to be in evi
HENRY.

Cleveland.
Metropolitan dailies are beginning to realize that the
motion picture has devotees by the million whose good or
ill will has at least a potential effect in the ledger and circulation records, and that a little space devoted to news of the
photoplay stage is better than any amount of space filled
with knocks on the picture. The Cleveland Leader is t)J
of the first to recognize the interests of the motion picture
"fan." and has won a host of new friends through the department, besides pleasing old friends.
The Leader began by running a contest in which cash
prizes were given for the best criticism of pictorial dramas
seen during the current week. The Metropolitan section of
the same paper each Sunday contains an article of some kind,
illustrating or commenting upon some phase of the amusement in Cleveland.
The latest innovation of The Leader is to publish in its
copper-plate section, along with portraits of the famous actors
of the country, pictures of the leading photoplayers. Other
big city papers are going into the subject in a less elaborate
way,followed
but undoubtedly
Leader'swhen
example
will brought
ultimatelyto
be
by all the The
live papers,
they are
see that the millions of people who actually pay for the privilege of seeing the pictures, good, bad and indifferent, are
naturally interested in the people whose images they see
in the photoplays.
Musically, Cleveland photoplay houses, with some few exceptions, are not all that they could be. Mechanical "pianoorchestras" are used considerably but injudiciously. Rag
time and popular songs that have frivolous meanings often
spoil good pictures when used indiscriminately and always
play havoc with pathetic or strong dramatic pieces. Where
mechanical pianos are used for the overtures, it is better to
keep within their limitations by using only rolls of standard
music, such as "Poet and Peasant." "Oberon," "William
Tell." Such pieces as these are dignified enough t" play for
any drama, and there is still enough life in them to brighten
up a comedy.
Experiments are being made by a local chemist to perfect
a screen which, through the use of a phosphorescent coating,
will hold the projected picture after the arc has been turned
off. It is claimed that, thus far, success is dependent only upon
finding the proper compound to prevent the successive pictures running into each other, with consequent blurring. In
short, the reflection lasts too long. The possibilities of the
idea, in the absolute prevention of flicker with any type of
shutter at almost any speed, are easily understood.
The Independent faction appears to have the better of the
argument for business here. With the exception of the
vaudeville bouses, in which the picture is secondary, only
three
photoplay
theaters
use "dominant interest"
films, downtown
against eight
Independent
shows.
The Lewis Amusement Company, operating the Princess,
Corona and Orpheum theaters, uses trust pictures in the
latter house only.
Itala's "Fall of Troy" has been shown in some downtown
imuously since its release, to good business
The
Great Northern "Hamlet" was on the program with it at
the Princess Theater Monday,
April 17. At the Mall, the
Itala masterpiece was kept a full week.
the entire
bill 17,
at Keith's
Hippodrome
thePhotoplays
first half formed
of the week
of April
Metropolitan
Grand
Opera holding the stage the last half.
B. G. DRUMMOXD.
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Chicago.
The American Film Service, at 79 Clark Street, has rented
a ground floor office at 429 Wabash Avenue, hear Cont Van Ronkel says it's going to be something
like his old place in the Security Building that burned out
two years ago and was considered the finest office of a film
exchange in the United States.
The Anti-Trust Film Company, formerly located at 79
Clark Street, has moved to new and spacious quarters at 128
Lake Street.
Eugene (line has left the old office at 59 Dearborn Street,
his headquarters for the last ten years, and is now located
in the Temple Court Building at 219 South Dearborn Street.
The Globe Film Service, at 108 Madison Street, has removed to the Northwestern Building, Lake Street and Fifth
Avenue.
Mr. A. Hyman, of the Janet Theater, is building a new
picture house on 2800 Milwaukee Avenue seating 300.
New house on 55th and Ashland Avenue, Mr. Shell, proprietor and manager, seats 300. Pictures only.
The Royal Theater, formerly the old Howard Theater on
Lincoln and Belmont Avenues, is to be torn down to make
room for a new modern vaudeville house.
Marcus Loew and Wm. Morris were in town stopping at
the Sherman House. A representative of the Moving Picture World called and interviewed Mr. Loew in regard to
the object of his Chicago trip and his intentions of any new
enterprises in the motion picture field. Mr. Loew assured
us it was nothing stirring in our line and that his visit was
purely in the interest of his vaudeville houses.
Ed. Miller, formerly business manager of the Essanay
Manufacturing Company, also with Lieber in Indianapolis,
leaves the city in a few days for the Coast to represent the
Canadian Film Exchange, of Calgary, Alberta, B. C, in
Seattle and Vancouver.

Texas and the Southwest.
Men and women who have been riding and romping and
posing and acting before the moving picture camera in and
about the Hot Wells Hotel, composing the Star Film Ranch,
left San Antonio April 22. The company is the only one of
the G. Melies & Co., and since October last has been in San
Antonio making from one to five moving picture films a week.
Die company will go to Santa Barbara, California, where it
can obtain ocean and mountain scenes.
During its stay in San Antonio, the Melies Company has
produced some of the best Western pictures anywhere. San
scenery offers itself realistically to the settings of
Western picture plays. The Star Film Ranch Company has
done splendid work in and about the old Missions and along
the San Antonio River.
The members
of the company left many friends in San
Antonio who will watch the local moving picture shows for
pictures from California.
Followng i« the personnel of the company: G. Melies, president;
Mrs </ Melii , manager and dramatic critic; Francis Ford,
r; Mrs. Ford, William Clifford, William A.
Jarn.ll, Henry Stanley, Mrs. Stillings, Miss Stillings, Ben
Joopir, Charles Cooper, William Gettinger, Mr. and Mrs.
oung, Miss Fannie Midgely, Mrs. Hail, Mr. and
' en, Mr and Mrs. William Paley, Mr. and Mrs.
Lbegiere, Otto Mayer and Miss J. Anna Nichols.
Mi
I dith Storey, familiarly known as Billy, the central
gure of many of the San Antonio pictures, and her mother,
<y, went to New
York for three months, after
. joined the company in Santa Barbara.
the Waco, Tex., authorities required W. L.
.iakenfelder and three of hi employees to give bond to
olation of the law, by running a
tun
how on Sunday.
The defendants were ar■ d, after giving bond, they re .pencd th<
Mr
Linkenfeldei
ays he feels
within his rights in running the show on Sunday,
hibited practically nothing but Scriptura
lnl.it.-. I the "Passion Play" and
molested
He
him that
i ..11 the narrativi
hown on Sunday, in any
a prohibition picture drdrink.
M>1'- 1 iw \. -i have been « mployed bj the
mployed \>y opp 1
11 Sun. lav. w ithn
.'. I 1 11. I., art, cit> healtl
■I the aid ol the nm\ mg pn tine in the
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the housefly, and the department will purchase a copy of the
film which shows the dangers of the little insect.
The Savoy Amusement Company, of Muskogee, Okla., has
been incorporated, with a capital stock of $15,000. The directors are George P. McNerney, Mayme McNerney and
Edward J. McNerney, all of Muskogee.
Dr. A. O. Scarborough is building a new opera house at
Snyder, Tex.
The Aubert Amusement Company has been incorporated
at St. Louis, Mo., with a capital stock of $10,000. The incorporators are Elmer Candy, Ray M. Ellers and John W.
Calhoun.

Washington, D. C.

Another
manager
has recently
cheap vaudeville from the
motionwhopicture
theater "cut
is J.out"
P. Morgan,
who
lately succeeded to the control of the Princess. Realizing
that vaudeville was a losing game, he is using now one good
singer, Mr. Hawkins, and high-class pictures. "Already
finances
increasing,"
said Manager
"You artists
can't
fool the are
public
into believing
that they Morgan.
can see good
at a five-cent show. They know better."
One of our pretty, but small, down-town theaters is the
Maryland,
management
"William His
Alvine,
can be foundunder
at allthetimes
about the of
premises.
mottowho
is:
If, you want to be sure a thing is done in the best possible
way, go do it yourself. This house runs five and six reels
daily, using good accompanying music. The manager extends especial courtesy to the ladies and children, who
have accordingly become his chief patrons. Photoplays of
the comedy and cheerful sort are the chief attraction of the
Maryland, with occasionally educational reels.
Jos. L. Marentette, of Baltimore, is the new local manager
of the Washington Film Exchange (Independent). Since
Mr. Lucas will be on the road a good part of the time, Mr.
Marentette
will have almost complete charge of affair in
this
city.
"The Flea Circus," a unique film made by the Capital
Film Company of this city, had a most successful run at the
Metropolitan for three days. The fact that this was placed in
one of our most neglected districts, and was able to raise
finances considerably with increased prices, speaks well for
the drawing powers of this novelty. Prof. Nokes, who has
trained the fleas shown on the screen, made some explanatory remarks which added much to the understanding of the
performance. Scientists, men and women of higher educaand skeptics
were comment
in large on
numbers
tatetion,
to make
favorable
the film.and did not hesiThe phenomenal run of the "Fall of Troy" at the Empress
and the Maryland, for two days being presented simultaneously, did not satisfy this city, and Manager Nokes had to
give it a return-engagement at the Empress. The musical
accompaniment which this film was given could scarcely
have been excelled in a stage production. Manager Nokes
is issuing a neat souvenir in the form of postals of "Little
Mary" of the Imp Company. This house makes a specialty
of advertising its program of manufacturer! to
during the week and thereby advertising the films in preference to the photo-plays. Three reels on the first day of their
release forms
daily show.of The
secured
on thethepresentation
the scoop
Fall ofthat
TroyManager
has beenN'.'tes
the
cause of amusing comment.
Manager Tom Moore, of the General Film Exchange, is
again in his office after an
feral weeks m the
South.
Of course he had to go to New York before returnI himself and Mrs
M ••re have been much benefited by the \ acation.
\V. P. Herbst, of the Circle, bai one of the finest
• the west end of the city. His recent pn
of
Destruction
of the Battleship
San of
'■' whU
In- the
house
an exceptionally
large crowd,
and scholarly men composed ii" small
Senate," under thi
plays an important pari in the Capital Hill lection of the
eial
city. musical
Aiv. program twice ■ week which il

1 he

\cni.

■

u-<-. three feal

telligenl and uplift the le
tome hit< h 1
just retui 1
\\
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Louisville.
Ceith's Mary Anderson Theater in Louisville adopted
tin- phot, .plane of S. L. Rothapfel recently in its motion
picture exhibition- at the close of the vaudeville shows. The
photoplane permit- the picture to be shown with the auditorium of the theater fully lighted, thereby removing the eyestrain on the part of spectators. It. 1". Keith is installing the
photoplane, for which he controls the patent rights held by
Mr. Rothapfel, in every theater of the Keith circuit.
The building and police authorities of Memphis, Tenn.,
have cooperated to inspect moving picture theaters of that
city m regard to the safety of exit- ami other I
public protection in the houses with the result that the Star,
uu North Main Street: the Savoy, 121 South Fourth Street,
and the New Pekm. 98 South Fourth Street, were 1
lowing orders from Building Inspector Dan. C. Newton Tin- cause
[nspectOr
Newton'is that
the theaters
which ofhave
been closed
have action
their entrance
ive the level of the sidewalk and three or four steps
lead to the entrance- and exits, which he declares i- a dangerous arrangement in case of panic in the interior, when
persons rushing out would fall down the steps and be trampled upon by those following. Inspector Newton stated that
the houses were to be closed until his orders regarding the
removal of the steps were complied with, but the management of the Star moving picture show secured an injunction
from the court to restrain the authorities from preventing
operation of the theater until the case could be tried on its
merits.
Further developments are pending.
It was recently announced that H. Fichtenburg, of New
Orleans, La., has secured a location in Vicksburg, Miss., and
1- having plans prepared for a $25,000 moving picture theater
in the Mississippi city. The new structure will be fireproofed throughout, two stories in height, with beautiful
ornamentation and every modern improvement. The seating capacity will be about 1,000 persons. Wiliam A. Stanton,
of Vicksburg, is the architect.
Desberger Brothers, who are now operating the Gem and
Star motion picture theaters in Paducah, Ky., recently announced that they will erect an up-to-date picture and vaudeville house in the rear of the arcade building which is now
in course of construction at Fifth Street and Broadway in
Paducah; A roof garden in connection with the theater,
where soft drinks may be dispensed, will be operated upon
the roof of the arcade. Work of construction will be commenced at once upon the new show house and its completion
within a few weeks is assured.
Riverview and Fontaine Ferry Parks, on the bank of the
Ohio River in the extreme west end of Louisville, opened up
last Sunday to provide open-air amusement for the public
for several months to come. Riverview is managed by Col.
Lum Simons, and Fontaine Ferry is operated by the Park
Amusement Company. Both resorts are equipped with
vaudeville theaters, at which two or three reels of motion
pictures are included in each performance, while smaller
auditoriums for straight picture exhibitions may be found
at various places on the grounds. Opening day for theparks was, as usual, marked by a deluge from Jupiter Pluyius, but inasmuch as such a calamity is seasonable to starting the ball rolling, the amusement managers are in no wise
disconcerted and are looking forward to a big season.
John M. Ward, formerly manager of the Walnut Street
Theater during its vaudeville and motion picture regime,
opened the Avenue Theater, on Fourth Avenue between
Green and Walnut Streets, last Sunday. The Avenue bill
includes six vaudeville acts and four reels of high-class
films, the admission rate being 10 cents. Manager Ward
widely advertised the novel feature that 100 free seats were
offered to the first 100 persons presenting themselves at the
door of the Avenue to view the initial offering of the summer's run.
The Princess Amusement Company, with Irvin C. Simon
as manager, will open the Gayety Theater, on Jefferson
Street, between Third and Fourth Avenues, for a summer
run of six vaudeville acts and three reels of associated films
next Sunday. The Gayety price schedule will be 10 and
15 cents, such as Hopkins Theater is now operating under
Princess control. The Princess concern has just completed
the installation of a $1,700 system of exhaust and electric
fans in the Gayety, which will insure a temperature approaching that of Klondike during the hot summer months,
a feature which will be in itself a tremendous drawing card.
Business is reported to have been A-i at the theaters Superba, Orpheum and Casino, controlled by the Princess
Amusement Company. All of the Princess houses are receiving coatings of fresh paint to be in spick-and-span condition for the coming summer rush, and Manager Irvin C.
Simon, who superintends the chain of Princess nouses, now
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live altogether, in Louisville, has been compelled t-> make
several Bnort trips to Chicago during the past week or two
providing for new sources of supply for film-, el cetera, at
the local establishments.
The Baxter Amusement Company, a corporation of which
the Broadway Amusement Company is the parent, filed articles with the Secretary of State last week, placing it- capital -tuck at $1,800, its purpose Deing to establish and conduct a moving picture airdome on Baxter Avenue, near
Highland, in Louisville. The limit of indebtedness of the
concern is placed at $3,000. and the following are named as
incorporators: Edward Klapshcke, George Bousch and
Frederick Kramer.
"The Baxter airdome will probably be in operation within
the next month, while work upon the Ideal dome, at Twentythird and West Market Streets, owned by the Ideal Amusementof
Company,
already well
under way,"
said Joseph
Steurle,
the isBroadway
Amusement
Company.
The
Broadway concern embodies the stockholders of both the
Ideal and Baxter companies, and operates the Broadway
and West Broadway theaters in Louisville besides. The
airdomes, when completed, will have a combined capacity
of 3,000 persons, and Mr. Steurle stated that, in view of the
success experienced at the Broadway houses during the past
week or so, a big season is opening up for motion picture
operators in general. The airdomes, it was stated, will run
a bill consisting of four vaudeville acts and four reels of
film, the admission rate being 10 cents.
Bernie McDevitt, formerly a well-known bookmaker,
whose residence is at 2221 Cherokee Parkway, in Louisvilhl
is establishing a company to operate an up-to-date moving
picture theater at Seventh and Oak Streets, in LouisvillJ
The location is admirable, in the heart of the section
coloquially known as "Limerick," and a well-equipped house,
such as Mr. McDevitt is planning, will undoubtedly have a
successful career.
President L. J. Dittmar, of the Royal Amusement Company, which operates the Majestic and Royal showhouses in
Louisville, says that business is well above standard at both
of his "shops." Mr. Dittmar put on a novel stunt at the
Royal, Eighteenth Street and Broadway, last week, which is
making a secured
tremendous
hit withof the
president
the services
Deanpatrons.
Cornwell,The
one Royal's
of the
best known young artists in the city, in a quick sketching
skit with the singer at the Royal. Mr. Cornwell appeared
on onethesidesinger
of theappeared
stage, equipped
artist's
paraphenalia
while
opposite with
and sang
a popular
song,
the theme of which was illustrated in a rapid-fire manner
by the artist. W'hile the singer was rendering two verses
of "Silver Bell," the Indian song, in two and one-half minutes, the wielder of the brush executed a handsome Indian's
head upon his canvas, and so the program ran, down to the
sketch of an old-fashioned bluegrass homestead, which accompanied the notes of "Home, Sweet Home," as the finale.
A touching heart-interest story, and what is more striking, a true one, which would do credit to the wilde-t dreams
of the press agent, developed last week at the Globe Theater, at Twentieth Street, and Portland Avenue, in the west
end residence section of Louisville. "Porland," as tlii- section is commonly known, is made up of all sorts and conditions of residents and it developed that one of its habitants
had been hauled before the city tribunal several times for
mistreatment of his wife, most of the wife-beating having
been committed while the defendant was considerably the
worse for John Barleycorn. After one of his periodical tears
and the aftermath of a fine in the police court, the man happened to drop in at the Globe and witnessed a film portraying just such a scene as he had often enacted at home. As
the supplicating terror of the defenseless wife penetrated
from the flickering rays on the canvas to the soul of the
local offender, there was a heart-rending sob and the old
ne'er-do-well was totally converted to the paths of rectitude
by witnessing his own disgrace as graphically as could be
possible. The incident was related by Will Hardy, manager
of the theater.
Dr. G. W. Armes, superintendent of the Feeble-Minded
Institute at Frankfort, Ky., recently visited Louisville and
secured an up-to-date moving picture machine which is to be
installed at the institute, which will be used in giving instructive and entertaining exhibitions to the unfortunates in the
hope of re-collecting scattered wits through the medium of
motion films.
An Arcade building with a roof garden upon which motion picture exhibitions will constitute the cbief feature of
summer amusement, is being erected at Fifth Street and ,
Broadway, in Paducah, Ky. Max B. Nahm, of Bowling
Green, Ky., is one of the prime movers in the project, and a
summer run of strictly up-to-date attractions in the picture
line will be given.
G. D. CRAIN. JR.
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In the Mississippi Valley.
Holm & Weaver, of Belvidere, 111., have named their new
moving picture show the Star. Harold Packard is singer
and Amos
Hitchcock, pianist.
11 O. Talley, of Carlinville, has opened a moving picture
show in the opera house at Greenfield, 111. Clarence Wooley
is operator; Miss Mary Foster, ticket seller; Lewis Estell,
ticket taker, and Miss Clara Mung, pianist.
Lukey & Luker of Canton, 111., who own the Dreamland
and the Airdome theaters in that city, have leased the Grand
Opera House in Canton and will operate it as a first-class
moving picture theater, supplementing the current line of
road attraction-.
Rev E. T. McFarland, pastor of Memorial Christian
Church, of Rock Island, 111., is planning to install a moving
picture machine in the basement of the church and, by giving
free tickets to those who attend the Sunday school, give
to them a profitable exhibition of the best films. He also
sees in this plan a means of getting many parents who are
not especially interested in church work to attend and so
bring them under church influence.
Busby Brothers, of Marshalltown, Iowa, have decided to
end the "legitimate" bookings at the Odeon Theater and
give 3,000 feet of films and two vaudevile acts.
The Columbia Theater, of Evansville, Ind., has been incorporated, with the following drectors: Tina Skora, Phillip
Skora and Phillip Raphael.
Fred and William Zur Welle and William Keller are building the Colonial Airdome at Illinois Avenue and Fourteenth
Street, East St. Louis, 111., which will feature moving pictures.
The Interstate Theatrical Association has purchased the
Theater at East St. Louis, 111., from the SullivaniJon9idine Company, and will substitute the photoplay for
vaudeville.
Contract has been let for the new Princess Theater which
Harris & Nicholson will erect at Beardstown, III., to be used
as a high-class moving picture and vaudeville house.
The Rex Amusement Company, consisting of Messrs.
Stanley, Nigg and Hawken, of St. Louis, have opened an
airdome on North Morgan
Street, Shelbyville, 111.
Arthur Boggis, who recently purcha-ed the Gem Moving
Picture Theater, at Mt. Carmel, 111., is having the place remodeled, a new front put in, and the seating capacity enlarged. The force connected with this house consists of
\ R, Treichel, operator; Miss Mary Leighty, pianist; Peter
Lennert, trap drummer, and Mrs. Elmer Woodling, singer.
T. O. Thomas, who recently sold the (kin, at Mt. Carmel.
111., has negotiated for a vaudeville and picture theater in
Eldorado, 111.
( arl Sharrock, owner of the Vaudette Theater, Vandalia,
111., has leased the Vandalia Opera House and will supplement the line of current theatrical attractions with a picture
■•how.
( hatterton's Opera House, Springfield, 111., is using two
reels of film in connection with a summer stock company.
t.\ Southern Illinois picture show recently advertised "The
.ady with the liig Voice" as an attraction.
The same place
rain checks to the patrons, entitling them to come
ecause the vaudeville was not up to th<- standard
imple lor ! ..me 1 1
■ tern Film Manufacturin
I to the secretary of state, at Springfield, that it
1 lie Parisian Film Manufacturing
nd Film
mpany.
eloit, Wis., are said to have voiced, from
m "f moving pic
iWS on Sunday, declaring tin- was but the opening
1 a "widi op< n town."
111., has purchased a -ite in Pana,
handsome building for a moving
how
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mg the space which might be <\c
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L. M. Rubens, of Joliet, 111., has changed the Tavern Theater in that city to an exclusive picture house. The Crystal
Stairs, owned by Mr. Rubens, is now running two reels
and two vaudeville acts.
The St. Louis Moving Picture and Projecting Machine
Operators'
A. T. 1.S. E., gave its second annual
ball
at New Local
Club 143,
Hall,I. April
The Marks Amusement Company, of Detroit, Mich., has
been incorporated, with capital stock of $100,000.
The Star Amusement Company, of Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.,
has been incorporated, with capital stock of $20,000.
Bere-cheidt & Brick's new theater, which has been opened
on Broadway, Aurora, 111., will be an exclusive photoplay
house, it is announced.
Members of a special committee appointed by the St.
Paul, Minn., Board of Aldermen, report that practically every
moving picture establishment in the city is violating the
municipal code. The charges are that there are not enough
exits, that the machines contain inflammable stuff and that
stages are operated in many theaters. The code provides
for inclosing the operating machine with fireproof material.
Press dispatches from Decatur, 111., relate that G. H.
Smith, who conducted the Royal moving picture theater in
that city, has decamped. Chief of Police Allen received a
letter from the Standard Film Exchange, of Chicago, stating
that he had $500 worth of films belonging to the company.
The officer went to the theater, it is said, and found the films
scattered about the operating room, boxed them up and returned them.
The Trust Film Company, of Chicago, has been incorporated, with a capital st< ck of $5,000, to do a general theatrical, moving picture and amusement business. The incorporators are Rudolph Frankenstein, H. S. Tuchacherer and
Luke Mithen.
Founders' Day at the University of Missouri, Columbia,
Mo., was celebrated by a lecture illustrated with slides showing the first graduates and the growth of the school.
The Cadillac Film Company, of Detroit, Mich., has been
incorporated, with capital stock of $12,000.
The Plow Theater has been opened on South Sixteenth
Street, Moline, 111., with Frank Donahue in charge. The
place is done in imitation marble and will seat -'oo people.
Independent pictures will be run, it is announced
William Sexton, of Macomb, 111., who has purchased the
interesl of Frank Smith in the skating rink at Smithfield,
III., has added a picture show to the feature- of the place.
Arthur Holi^i- lias purchased the moving picture theater
al Mi Carmel, 111. from T. O. Thomas and will conduct it
in the future under the name of the Gem
Hibbs & Murnan. who hold moving picture entertainments
in the town hall at I'rinceville, 111, announced adm
10 and _'o cent-.
Dworsky, Third and Fourth Streets, and Twentyfirst ami Twenty-second Avenues, North Minneapolis, Minn.,
ha- been granted a license for an airdome Moving picture
theater licenses have been issued in Minneapolis t>. \\ J. Edwards, 44 Third Street, S ; Minnie E. Mill-, jiKxa Washington
Avenue. \ ; Abraham Siegfried, 259 Plymouth Avenue, and
. I wentieth Avenue, N
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THE
EBERHARD
DOUBLE

MOVING

SCHNEIDER'S
SINGLE
ILLUMINANT
DISSOLVING STEREOPTICON ONE
ARC LIGHT ONLY.

Eberhard Schneider claims that his invention, the single
illuminant double dissolving stereopticon, is the most marvelous in modern optics, ami it does awaken enthusiasm in
.some who see it in operation.
Probably one of the oldest
and one of the best expert operators of stereopticons is Mr.
John C Green, Manager of Griffins Opera House, Guelph,
Ont, Canada, who sent an unsolicited testimonial, recently,
which reads as follows:
"Dear Mr. Schneider:
"The machine came to hand and I am entirely pleased.
The workmanship is \cry tine and perfect on every part of
it. I have set it up and tested it out in every way and I must
tip my hat to you. I have handled dissolving lanterns for
• .1 yours is the first 1 ever saw that dissolves perfectly with one arc light and, in fact. 1 like the effect fully
as well as with oxy. and hyd. gas. and high pressure key."
This is from a man who has bought and paid for one of
these new model machines, and he only expresses what
many say who see it in operation It will be well worth the
time of anyone who is thinking of getting a machine to
examine carefully the merits of this new model. Where
it is impossible to call in person at the factory, catalogues
containing full information will be sent to any one that will
enclose a 2-cent stamp, and address the manufacturers,
Eberhard Schneider Company, -'19 Second Avenue, New
York. X. Y.
IMPROVEMENT THE ORDER OF THE DAY.
One of the best signs of the times in connection with the
moving picture theater is the much nicer class of house that
is considered necessary, compared with two or three years
ago. True, there is much room for improvement yet in many
localities, notably New York City, but here the restriction
as to number of seats has been an insurmountable handicap to the enterprise of the moving picture theater manager.
Attractive front- and entrances, with elaborate lobbies, are
rapidly replacing the store front and flaring poster plastered
entrance. Handsome, properly kept brass rails at ticket entrance, brass easels and poster frames and brass stock company photo frames and program boards all add immensely
to the attractiveness of every house.
The little booklet issued by the Newman Manufacturing
Company. 717-719 Sycamore Street, Cincinnati, contains a
number of illustrations of brass frames of all kinds for picture theaters and brass rails for ticket entrances, boxes and
orchestra pits. A little extra expenditure along this line will
soon repay any manager in the increased patronage it will
bring. This firm is one of the pioneers in this sort of equipment, and have many testimonials in regard to the artistic,
ornamental and attractive lobby displays made possible with
a Newman outfit.
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JOHN M. BRADLET.
Although Mr. John M. Bradlet resigned on April
his position as Western representative of the Moving Picture World, to manage the Illinois M. P. Supply Company,
he will continue to write for this paper as his time permits.
This will please many of our readers who have profited in
the past from his sensible views on "Construction and Decoration," to which department he will still contribute. On
another page will be found his views on the recent exhibitors'
meeting in Columbus, Ohio, and next week we will print
an article from his pen which contains some very origin*
and forceful opinions on the question of the open market
Mr. Bradlet's address is P. O. Drawer 727, Chicago, 111.
NEWSPAPER

NOTICE.

The early returns are ci /ning in from various points about
newspaper
notice of pr. ..
nt films.
We have received i
from
the Picto
Amusement
Company,
of Chattanooga,
Tenn., a clipping of an unsolicited criticism on the Fall of J
Troy, which held the boards at the Picto Theater in that
city for a week.
In a number of quarters the newspaper! <
are beginning to show marked interest in the dramatic value
of moving pictures, and it is no idle dream to suppose that
newspaper comment on the merits of photo-plays will be a
daily occurrence in the not far distant future.
Mr. L. Joel, the well-known lecturer and entertainer, v/l
for the past two years has been connected with the Trcmoi
Casino, Bronx, N. Y., in that capacity, has accepted a poj
tion as manager of the Comedy Theater, 2365 Westchesl
Avenue,
New York
City.
Mr. Joel'sas knowledge
of theshea
bus
ness,
coupled
with his
experience
an entertainer,
suffice the patrons of the Comedy Theater that they will a
ways get the best program that is to be had for the pri<
charged for admission.
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AMERICAN

PHOTOPLAY."
The man win. is greater
than his job still has ambitions to
soar as high as the tower under which he sits Admitting
that his is not altogether a trade paper, he claims it to be
at least a trade newspaper, and boasts that all important
new s b percolated through No 1 Madison Avenui
was it through
medium the
that General
we first Film
heardCompany.
of the "trust";
he
was who Ins
announced
With
hi- new- gathering affiliation- it No. So Fifth Avenue, he
can put it all over us in getting inside information about
the doings of his employers. But does this help the exhibitor? Is it even interesting to the reader? Not so you can
notice anybody reading it. As to his article on the management of theaters, by men who know nothing of the subject,
if he could hut hear the comments on them by men who are
in the business, be would confine all his writers to "Short
Talks," and the shorter the better.
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WILD ANIMALS IN CAPTIVITY (Essanay).
There will he issued on May 16th by the Essanay Company
a full reel of animal pictures obtained through the co-operation of the managers of the famous Lincoln Park Zoo, in
Chicago. It is not merely a series of photographs of the
animals and their surroundings, but a nature study of their
habits and the manner of handling the big and ferocious
wild animals in captivity.
Close up views show a surgical

:■'

operation being performed on a camel, removal of the fang"
from a snake, manicuring the claws of a lion, and other i*
teresting sidelights of zoo life. It is a film that took man)
weeks of painstaking work to produce and is excellent pho^
tographically. Children and even adults in smaller town!
that do not boast of a Zoo like that of the Lincoln Park wil
be immensely entertained by this creditable departure of th»
Essanay Company from the usual thing.
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IMPROVEMENT.
To the Editor of The World:
Since the outcry against the demoralizing influence of the
motion picture film on children much has been done by the
Board of Censors to correct this evil. While the character
! of the pictures at the present time may not be demoralizing,
a great many of them are far from entertaining.
The great majority of the motion picture films deal with
imelodramatic pictures and ridiculous farces, of which few
are really funny. In this class there is nothing educational
or uplifting and the subjects are oft-repeated.
If the motion picture companies want to educate the people
there are other ways of doing it. Once in a while one sees
foreign views of travel of the panoramic type. This sort of
picture has real educational value, but we see too little of
such subjects. For such an entertainment one has to pay
a dollar or more to visit some lecture or travelogue. Why
cannot we have such views in the ten-cent show?
Brooklyn, April 19.
PICTURE CRANK.
CRIME

ON

THE

SCREEN.

Boston,
Editor Moving

Mass.,

May

7,

1911.

Picture World.

Dear Sir: "A justification of cold-blooded murder" might
as well be the title of the Essanay production "The Mothers." A young married man with a wife and child is employed by the United States Secret Service to run down a
gang of criminals. He does his duty. The gang is caught
and one of the crooks is shot while trying to escape. He
dies. His wife, animated by a spirit of revenge, seeks the
officer engaged to protect our constituted government, finds
him at a social gathering among friends, and shoots him
down in cold blood. The officers wife learns that her husband was murdered by the counterfeiter's wife and refuses
to testify because there is a baby in the crook's family.
Aside from the question of allowing the child of a thief to
be raised by a murderess, the brutal shooting is made heroic
ind the destroyer of life and happiness congratulated when
?he is released This is the most pronounced contribution
>ol of crime yet sent forth for ten millions of
men, women

and children to view.

HOLLAMAN

WITHDRAWS

Mr. J. A. Leggett,
tion Picture
14XJ li roadway, N. Y.
Jear Sir:

AN* EXHIBITOR.

FROM
New

A. M. P. P. CO.

York,

May

io,
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You Will Win Praise and Patronage

KIMBLE
A C. FAN

It is Reversible.
A pull of the chain changes it from exhaust to intake. Changes from full speed forward to full speed
back in a few seconds.
It is a variable speed, whether pushing or pulling the
air. Run it full speed (750 R.P.M.) when you want
quick results. Then slow it down to 80 or 100
R.P.M. by a pull of the chain when you want to save
the meter bill.
It is noiseless, and. hence, wearlcss.
Xo comment necessary.
// is cheapest, in proportion to the work it does.
Costs less to install. Uses less current than any
other A. C. motor, because every K.W. metered is
rk and none of the current is wasted in
resistance coils or other sinful juice eaters.
OUR MOTORS AND FANS
can be used only on alternating current. Though
designated as single phase, they may be used interchangeably on single, two phase or three phase
circuits.
SIZES AND PRICES.

'. HOLLAMAN

her hand.
Amain 1
." with .1 cowho\
I'oinmg toward
1 lariat ; altogetlui
a
I be

30 in.
36 m.

1
\Y,

80-800

Cycles-I 10 or 220 volts A. C.
Cubic Feet
Net Trice
Per Minute.
Weight
f. o. b.
Crated.

f<o -,,o
80-650

6,000
12,800
i;,30o

115 lbs.
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Let us figure on exactly the requirements for your
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Show
full speed,
■•,<■ of the
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fom th i.nr - iv-. 11"Indian
Indian
'In 111
If all th
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415 li" solid, one
Straight blade aluminum fans with
piece cast iron frames will be furnished unless otherwise specified, but Blackmail type blades will be supplied ifpreferred.
Hunk of it— One 36 in. fan will exhaust the air in
a room 20 x 86 ft, 10 ft. ceiling, in one minute; and
at a cost of less than one cent!
Smaller fans in proportion.
We also supply special motors for moving picture
machines.

SLIDES.

|.li of the slides by the
'Hin Picture Supply Co., [67 W. Washington St.,
Hi., and in looking them over we wished that we
1 I <"(pro
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ions of tin- audienci
.•.huh
we are sure that they
will
ring forth
that give
individuality all their own.
We do not remember
■ 11 anything quiti
■ lines.
They arc
a remarkabb
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ami in each
one
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•• rest that 1 ompcls
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nd holdg the eye.
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Make Yours the Great
Fresh Air Theater

24 in.
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Paten'

i< cept my
declination
of the Vice-Presidency
of
pany.
As you remember, my acceptance was contingent upon you showing me certain proofs absolutely necthe carrying out of your ambitious projects.
This
having been furnished in the thirty days past, I
vithdraw my tentative offer to subscribe to your stock.
I
m still in hearty
sympathy
with the objects
so pleasantly
lUtlined in your original prospectus ami hope that you will
rt be able to ( arry it through.
that you will give orders t.i at once withdraw
my
UBC from your printed matter.
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iir expert advia
and estimate will 'cost
you nothing.
We will save yon money and give you a big talking point over any other playhouse in vour vicinitv.

Kimble*Electric Company
1118 Washington Blvd., Chicago
Kim
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QUESTIONS ON LAST WEEK'S LESSONS.
■ I look at the lesson in preparing your answers. If
you do, the answers will be of no practical value.
i. Give, from memory, definition-, of following terms:
Light Kay, Divergent Kays, Kectilinear, Homogeneous
Heterogeneou-, Optical Medium, Transparent, Uifusion,
Opaque.
2. How does light travel in homogeneous, transparent
bodies?
3- Describe a "light ray."
4- Describe a pencil of rays.
5. Describe a bundle of rays.
6. Tell, in your own words, what relative proportion of
the luminous power of an open light is, seen by the eyes.
7. Would a larger proportion be seen when the eyes are
close to the source of light than when far away.
If, so, why?
8. We can look straight at an arc lamp when one hundred
yards from it, yet when but three feet away we could not
do so — why?
9. Arc rays of light ever really parallel to each other?
If not. why not?
10. Light actually, apparently, travels in rays, yet it is
seen as a mass.
Explain.
That light rays travel in straight lines may be proven in
various ways. We see an object by means of the rays it
sends to the eye, but you cannot see around a corner. Perhaps, however, the best proof of the straight line theory of
lightdoubt
action
found
in theor "pin-hole
camera," with which
no
you isare
all more
less familiar.
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lines. It also follow.-, that as we increase or decrease the
distance of either the screen A or the candle itself from the
hole X the image will be increased or diminished in size.
If we make other needle-holes in the front of th<
will instantly have other images on the screen, just as complete and plain as the first, until the holes become numerous
enough that the images overlap each other, when they will
begin to blurr, and finally, as the number of holes 1- -t ill
increased, disappear altogether, and in their place we -hall
have just plain illumination of the screen.
In this connection note that the light rays carry the color
of the point from whence they eminate through the hole and
impress it upon the screen. If the box be replaced by the
window of a room, which the sun does not strike, the room
completely darkened and a pin-hole be pierced in the window blind, it will be found that a complete inverted portrait
of the scene without will be impressed upon screen A, if the
letter be held before the hole. More than this, the scene will
be in natural colors. Each point on the green leaf will -end
in a green ray while each point of a red rose will send in a
red ray, every color of the view being faithfully depicted on
the screen. This being reflected light we learn, incidentally,
from the experiment that certain objects reflect only green
rays, certain other objects only red rays, others only yellow
and some rays of different colors from various points of their
surface. These reflected rays not only appear green, red,
etc., to the eye when viewed directly, but they color the portion of a white screen they strike the same. But this is getting a little off the subject just now in hand.
An examination of Fig 6 will, as we have said, explain
why the image is and must be inverted. It could not be
otherwise in view of the fact that light rays travel only in
straight lines. Please understand this has no bearing whatever on the inversion of images when projected through
lenses.
That will come later.
Technically the theory of light traveling in straight lines
is described
as the
"rectilinear
propogation
of light"
and youof
will
find it thus
spoken
of in text
books. The
correctness
the theory may be proven in many other ways, one of which
is the shadow.
Let ]/2us inch
placein a diameter
candle inside
a boxpierced,
in one the
side flame
of which
hole
has been
beinga '
placed near to the opening.
Locate the box from -ix to
eight feet from a screen formed by a sheet, plaster wall or
square of white paper, the hole toward the screen.
Now

Fig. 6.
In Fig. 6 is seen a box, in which is a lighted candle. In
one side of this box is an opening covered with opaque
paper, tinfoil or some similar thin substance, in which
the small hole, X, has been pierced. A is a small
screen of white cardboard, ground glass or other
similar, suitable material, placed at convenient distance
from and directly in front of hole X. The room in
which the experiment is made being dark, it will be found
that an inverted image of the candle will appear on screen
A the instant the candle is lighted— why?
The answer to this is the answer to many questions concerning light action. From every point of a luminous body,
also from a body visible by reason of reflection, as has already been pointed out, eminate rays traveling in every direction (Fig. 3). It therefore follows that from the candle
flame (luminous body) and from the candle itself (nonluminous body, visible by reflection) rays as above go forth
in every direction. The hole X, however, is but a pin-hole
and will allow passage of only the one ray, from any given
point, which strikes it. Remember, however, that each tiny
point of the candle and its flame send forth rays in every
direction. It then follows that one ray and one ray only,
from each pin point in the object will pass through hole X
and strike screen A. It will also be found that if a straight
line be drawn from any point on the candle it will strike
exactly at the corresponding point of the image on screen
A, therefore, as is seen, the image formed is upside down.
This proves conclusively that the rays travel in straight

hold an opaque object such as a ball, a square of paper or
anything else a distance from the source of light and between it and the screen. It will be found that the shadow
cast will be sharp, clear cut and exactly the shape of the
opaque object, though larger. It will also be found that a
thread drawn taught from one edge of the hole to the screen,
in the same relative position (to the left side of the shadow
if from the left side of the hole), just touching the side of
the opaque object, will reach the screen exactly at
the shadow's edge. The object in placing the light in a box
and boring a hole is to restrict the size of the source of
light. The idea is illustrated in "A," Fig. 7.
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If the source of light be large as compared with the opaque
object, then another condition is created. The shadow
looses its sharp edge and we have what is known as the
Umbra and Penumbra. In "B," Fig. 7, the source of light
L.is large, but not so large as opaque object "X." A little
study of the diagram will show that no light can fall on the
screen from point I to point 2, but that as we go up from
1 or down from 2 an increasing portion of light will reach
the screen, though not all, until points 3 and 4 are reached.
. In this illustration the black portion of the screen from 1 to
2 is called the Umbra of the shadow, while from points 1 and
2 to points 3 and 4 is called the Penumbra.
C, Fig. 7, illustrates the result if the opaque object be reduced to less mzc than the source of light. In that event the
umbra is in the form of a cone, the length of which will be
determined by (a) the relative size of the source of light
and the opaque object and (b) their distance apart.
I have touched upon this matter for the reason that it
tends to further prove that while it is viewed in a mass, light
actually travels in rays, or waves, and only in absolutely
straight line-. It is not, however, necessary to expend further space on the matter and we will pass on to consideration of the illuminating power of a source of light and its
A Most Excellent Letter. — Mr. Chas. Lauve, Franklin, La.,
writes: "Referring further to my communication (page 52,
April 29th issue) regarding carbon setting: You state in
part that you do not understand my meaning, in saying that
lamp leads should not be used. more than one year. I mean
by this the entire wire (stranded asbestos covered) to the
lamp should be discarded, in better practice, every six
months, when using not over 40 amperes. As to the terminal
ends, 1 was explicit in saying that new ends should be inserted in the terminals, after same had been sand-papered,
both wire and terminals. This change should be made about
once a month when using 40 amperes. As to cutting terminal ends off twice a week, as you state, in using heavy amperage, your wire and terminals being large as compared to
the amperage used this seems to be unnecessary. Changing
carbon screws often in heavy amperage strikes me as being
more important. However, I contend that lamp wire ends
should be attended to carefully once a month. Carbon
screws should be backed out and ends filed and oiled with
heavy oil every night. As to size of condensers, I beg to differ
with you; there is no doubt in my mind but that a dl/2 and
iVt combination will give the best results with throw of 45
to 80 feet. It is not all, however, to merely stick a pair of
ers in the lamp house; that is a very unimportant
function. The position of the condensers is just as important a- is the position of the objective. Many makes of objective lenses arc condemned when the fault really lies with
the condensers and all this trouble about pictures being nut
• i focus on one side or the other lies ninety per cent, with
the condensers. It is really not very serious if your machine, etc., is not exactly squared-up with your screen. You
can, by finding the proper position of your condensers, get
. s],;irp picture on all sides. 1 have had
trouble as others, with my picture out of focus on one side.
d-up the machine, changed objective lens, went to
considerable expense, and all with no improvement. I then
gave attention to the condensers, and the result has made
me a strong believer in the power, for good or evil, "f condensers. I pay as much attention in the selection of conI would to selection
of the objective
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the lamp house or, more properly, the front lens, to the center of your objective. This can be accomplished by anyone,
requiring just a little patience. I shall endeavor to illustrate
my meaning by a sketch.
The longer the throw the fu tber the light should be from the back
condenser BUT the closer to 1 ,<r objective lens. The spacing of the
back lens from light may be a eomplisbed by condenser focusing de-

the sketch

Is intended t
i 6 V.- and "Vi

condensing
lens combination
~ "" 1 condenser
spacing.

A focusing device should be made for condensers. Will
endeavor to give you cut of this also (B in sketch). The
illustration you gave of my carbon setting is entirely wrong.
To begin with, I do not believe in straight-up-and-down setting. My cut of this is not like it at all and am enclosing
an accurate illustration of what I mean (C in sketch). 1 have
serious doubts that the cut you showed would work at all.
"As to the outside shutter, I stand pat on that. I am
aware that there is a two-wing outside shutter made; that
wasn't the shutter, however, I had in mind. Certainly you
could not construe that I meant a two-wing shutter inasmuch as I complained of synchronism. I used the term
flicker; you use the term flashing. Well, 'flashing' is right
and flashing is also a whole lot worse than flicker. You
contend that this does not occur except at a certain speed,
and that that speed, at 60 cycles, is faster than the usual
speed. Therefore, just as I contended, it deprives you of a
range of
is sooutside
much shutter:
desired on
withanyso'me
subjects. Asspeed,
to the which
two-wing
machine
it is a drawback — just in the way. 1 still contend that a
three-wing outside shutter with A. C. is X. G.. and taking
your own theory as to the different speeds which you have
always advocated, I cannot see how you approve the threewing outside shutter for use with A. C. Nowadays there are
a great many

"improvements" in machines that are not improvements. For instance, I would just as soon have an old-

time 1909 model (Exhibition) Edison, as the style 'B.' The
first thing most operators do with one of these new models
is to get busy with a screwdriver and take most of it off.
This applies to all makes. As to polarity in A. C, you contend that it make no difference about wire connection to the
lamp, there being no such tiling as positive or negative wire
on A. C 1 beg to differ with you there. The positive wire
should be above (top carbon) negative below. The polarity,
however, in A. C. is not very noticeable, just enough to make
it worrisome. The effect in the wrong connection will give
you what I might term an uneasy light (bucking) and you
will get a brownish light all over. 1 have discovered this
trouble (leaving a few gray hairs) after looking for grounds,
short circuits or loose contacts and about everything else.
Finding no trouble in those directions 1 donned my thinking
cap and proceeded to investigate the current. We are operating two shows in this town, taking current from the
municipal plant, which is, of course. A ( . 00 cycle. 115 volts
single
phase.
In the power
plant there
are tw<
units in the afternoon the smaller unit is used on the larger
(peak)
load; at night the larger Unit is used and the smaller
d that the polarities ,,f these units
were different.
1. therefore, changed my leads to the lamp
accordingly.
Now
the operators know
exactly when these
are changed by the difference in the light, and they
immediately change their wires while your humbh
rj grins,
"Now, Brother Richardson, 1 have th< greatest n
■ in your opinions and
ments with interest and have profited th<
thingl 1 believe that you ire .1 lil •
OWD keeps
ho r.ikes
trouble and
at n, hiwill bring

■

probabl) benefit others
1 therefore wish l
v. ith you
But as th« oh
I
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hesitation, if your choice is, as

it should be, "HIS SECOND CHOICE." A very
choice comedy — charmingly simple and simply
charming. Harmonious and perfect blending of
thoroughly wholesome humor, love's infinite sweetness and the charms of rural lite. A delightfully
worth-while and screamingly funny picture with
just one healthy laugh after another. Read the
synopsis and make sure you get " HIS SECOND
CHOICE" — The Real
Thing
In Real Comedies !

FOR RELEASE
WEDNESDAY, MAY 24, 1911

"At Panther Creek"
AN UNUSUAL. EDUCATIONAL
WITH A PLEASING STORY
INSTRUCTS AND INTERESTS.

BOOK
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FILM
THAT

BOOK

IT NOW!

Free — Nestor Lobby Magnet
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GET THIS
Release of Wednesday
May 17th, 1911
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say further that your communications would indicate you to
be almost anything else than ■ "few I," or at least 1 wish we
had quite a few n
mi particular brai
also to apologize for the cul in your last article. The lamp
lines appear horizontal, due to a blunder en the part of the
electrotyper.
On the other hand.
I myself, in redrawing
your sketch, gave the lower carbon somewhat more of a tilt
than your drawing indicated. 1 thoroughly agree with you
that lamp leads should, as a whole, be discarded, at least
once m six months when using not over jo ampere- A- to
the length of time the leads inside the lamp house are in
ndition, it will vary largely. My practice has been
large cities where the law requires the lamp house
to be tightly closed, which has the effect of adding quite a
high degree of mechanical heat to the heat generated by the
current. With 45 amperes 1 have found that when running
twelve hours a day the wires would become dark brown and
lose their temper m from three to four day-. I
in this condition 1- not economy, from any point of view.
In smaller towns where one is allowed to run with the back
of the lamp house out, the wire- wouid be in usable condition for a considerably longer time and your idea might hold
good under those conditions. A- to the carbon clamp -crews,
1 would suggest that the best method of handling them i- to
remove
them once every day. grease them with vaseline,
! all surplus grease and coating them with a good
grade of graphite. You will find that they will then at all
time- work perfectly free and ca.-y. The inside of the carbon holders and the point of the screw should, of course, if
the latter bears directly on the carbon, without the intervention of the clamp shoe, be kept clean and bright at all times.
In the matter of condensers, 1 do not propose to argue with
you very strongly. I set forth what I have found to be the
best practice. I have for a considerable time had a very
strong notion that we all have considerable to learn about
the condenser matter. Unfortunately just now my time is
so thoroughly and completely taken up that it is practically
impossible for me to make careful experiments in this matter,
even if I had the opportunity. I will gladly welcome discussion on the points you have raised in connection with
condensers. I would also suggest to our readers that, so far
as possible, they make careful experiments along the lines
you have suggested and report the results. Of late I myself
have arrived at the conclur-ion that many of the faults we
have been attributing to other sources are really, to some extent at least, located in the condensers. I have, I believe, in
my comments, quite recently called attention to the desirability of having the condensers so mounted that their distance from each other can be changed at will, though I have
believed that the lenses should, in all cases, be set with their
convex surfaces almost touching, the adjustment being necessary to accommodate this condition when lenses of one focal
length are replaced by lenses of a different focal length. The
whole matter is one of extreme importance, deserving of
careful study and experiment. I therefore again ask our
readers, such of them as can and will, to get very busy on
this proposition. I would particularly suggest that the San
Francisco Union, in their demonstrating room, conduct a
series of experiments along the lines suggested by your letter; that is, if it is feasible for them to do so. I would ask
Brother Crowe, of Watertown, S. D.. and others of our
corropondents who have evinced a disposition to inquire
into obtruse points, to take the matter up. But in any experiments that are made I would call pointed attention to the
fact that the results must be carefully recorded and tabulated, else they will be of slight value. For instance, supposing one is usine a 6-inch objective, with two 71/2 lenses, he
should carefully experiment until he finds the exact condition which gives the best possible results. Having done so,
he should make careful measurements and submit them.
That is to say, measurement of an exact distance between
the lenses and the exact distance from the face of the condenser to the film — not "pretty near," mind you, but exact.
If it is then found that the results of several similar experiments coincide, we may conclude that the result arrived at
is correct. As regards the outside shutter, I fully concede
that the three-wing shutter does, to some extent, limit the
matter of speed, but with 60-cycle current this only occurs
where the speed reaches practically 80 feet of film per minute,
which is, of course, higher than it is often necessary to
use to get the best effect. On the other hand, the threewing shutter gives you a much wider range of speed in the
other direction, since with a properly proportioned threewing shutter — that is to say, a shutter in which the blades
are all of very nearly the same width — it is possible to run
down to as low as 40 feet per minute without any flicker at
all, and even somewhat lower than that without objectionable
flicker, a thing which cannot possibly be done with a twowing shutter.
Therefore, I mu t hold that of the two propo-
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sition- the three wmg -butter is the best. A- regards the
outside -butter a- compared with the inside, 1 w
your attention to the article on page 298, February nth issue,
which will fully explain my reasons for preferring the outside to the inside -butter, be it three or two-wing, except
that with the two-wing out-ide shutter one i- abb
much greater percentage of the light, while at the same tune
the -butter of equal size, winch
latter is an important factor in elimination of flicker. I
should very much like to make some comparisons and say
something as regards your remarks on the Exhibition Model
and type "B" machines. 1 cannot, however, do this without
laying myself open to the charge of prejudice or partiality
m the matter of machines and, therefore, must refrain. What
you say as regards operators having a propcnsii;.
bu-y with the screwdriver'' is quite true. I am a great believer in the operator having a good kit of tools; also a believer in his using them, always provided he knowregards the polarity of A. C, cither you have fo
something that I do not know or else you are sadly mi-taken
on that proposition. With A. C. each carbon is alternately
positive and negative once each cycle, so that both carbons
are alternately positive and both alternately negative. Therefore, if this be true, and it is most certainly the theory accepted by all electricians and all electrical engineer.-, I fail
to see where it could make any possible difference which
wire was connected to top or bottom carbon. You will observe that while I will say to you frankly your statement
sounds absurd, yet I do not flatly dispute you, preferring
rather to assume that you may possibly have discovered
something
though it doesn't
t Hi - your
case
seem withinheretofore
the range unknown,
of even possibility.
I have ingiven
letter space just as you wrote it and have commented on it
at length because the things you have brought up are all of
distinct interest, and some of them of paramount importance
We shall be glad indeed to hear from you further at any
time.
Caught the Point.— Mr. T. M. Morgan, Glens Falls. X Y.
writes:
"In my solution of the wire puzzle (page 1013, May
6th issue) my failure to note that the wires should be changed
for D. C. was an oversight.
However, it should be stated
that both sides of the switch must be in to light either lamp.
According to diagram of Mr. Reith, this is not so,
will readily see by following through circuit of the upper
lines. You will also note in Mr. Reith's diagram, opening the
switch does not kill the curcuit entirely, but leaves the lower
carbon of the upper, lamp alive at all times and if used in a
grounded metal booth where two wires, Edison three-wire
system with grounded neutral, or on A. C- circuit from transformer having grounded secondary, the operator might be
subjected to an unpleasant shock while adju-ting the carbons.
Supposing
the left
wire inandMr.metal
Reith's
to be grounded
neutral
or hand
secondary,
bool diagram
grounded, you can readily see that connection, when
is opened, between lower carbon and upper lamp am
would complete circuit through ground giving full amount
of voltage across connection."
The matter of the lamp being alive in Mr. Reith's diagram was noted, but the matter was intentionally left unmentioned to see how many of our writers would note that
point. The other item you mention, namely, that one lamp
would light without the other, I did not, in glancii
the sketch, myself notice.
The matter of the Ian
alive would be not only objectionable, but impractical as J
well, since no one would wish to be handling a live lamp in ]
placing carbons, etc.
Discovered It Himself. — Canton, Ohio, write-: "Regarding my recent communication (May 13th issue) I believe I
have solved the difficulty myself. If I am not mistaken the
neutral wire is negative to one outside wire and positive to I
the other,wires
so that
when have
I said
had two
my outside
rheostatswires.
on theI "
positive
I should
saidI the
believe you will remark as regards the carbon stubs that they
are of poor quality. Anyway, I have returned them to the
manufacturer at their request. They are to replace them
with better carbons. I received the Handbook and need not
say anything, as it speaks well for itself. You should have
had your picture on the front page. I have tne one published
in the World' about a year ago, also have one of your little
Handbooks published four years ago given with the compliment- of the Swanson Film Company and I still think a lot
of it. Can you tell me where I can procure some very small
universal joints? Is there any manufacturing company
which makes them for use on moving picture machines? If
so, will you give my the address? Or will any of the readers
who know where such a thing can be purchased kindly let
me know through the Department?"
Your solution of the three-wire proposition is correct
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There was nothing about the stubs sent indicating poor quality except that the core in the lower carbon was not very
good. However, it is hard to judge quality from a short,
burned stub of carbon. I do not know where you can procure a small universal joint. If any of our readers possesses
the desired information I would ask him to kindly forward
same.

'•
1
1
I
1
I
,
J
,

Inadequate Plants. — Gleichen, Alberta, Canada, writes: "I
am operating a Motiograph, iqio model, D. C. current and
get a good, steady picture all the time. Somehow, however,
the light plant we have does not seem to be large enough
It consists of a 115 volt, 26 ampere, 3 K. W. generator, run
by a 4 horsepower gasoline engine. I have tried every possible way to keep a good light, but if I do not watch very,
very closely the light will die right down and it then takes
fully a minute to get it going again. I have my rheostat cut
down to two coils and that doesn't seem to do much good.
My ammeter on the board has never passed the 18 mark.
Do you think the trouble is at the switchboard? My wires
to the machine are No. 4 and I have an ammeter in the
booth. I am using J^-inch carbon top and bottom and it
seems to give better light than with =4 at top. The carbons
are soft cored, above and hard at bottom."
You say you have your rheostat all cut out but two coils.
Unless those two coils are something out of the ordinary
they would not withstand a pressure of 115 volts. Therefore, I cannot imagine just what you may be using for resistance. Your dynamo at 26 amperes is generating 2,900
which
is practically
4 horsepower.
The
fault
might be due to several things, one of which would be the
engine slowing down.
Another fault, the belt slipping.
In
either case the voltage would drop, likewise the amperage.
I would suggest that if your current is less than 18 amperes
and you are using l/2 inch carbon above, that you might better use $i solid carbon below.
I would suggest that inasmuch as a number of our readers are using, and have had
experience on -mall isolated plants, that those of them who
feel they can help the brother -end in their solution of the
difficulty immediately.
Personally, I do not feel able to
offer him much advice, never having had much practical experience with those very small outfits.
Neat Operating Room.— Mr. E. Schober, St. Louis, Mo.,
write-: "Enclosed find picture of operating room in Botanical Theater, which was taken especially for the 'Moving
Picture World' at 10:30 p. m., not a flashlight picture, but
from the light from the lamp- in the operating room. You
will note the light in the top of the lamp house of the dis-

burning

\l-o note the spotlight

slide in the lower

the othi r comer; it i a 1 li
aph
1 lie picture 1- .1 time
and a half min M
■ ic wall
1 M11 cquipiu< in consist
ol .1 1
1 vpc 'li' and di olvci
I c an thread the 11
in rwentj
d the Edison in 1 .•■
counting the time the picture leave the curtain and the tunc
it is bat I: on again
How is thai
erj thing in
my operating room h 1
1 verything is in us
not allowed "
I The picture, Friend Scl
-kablc one to be
taken .it night by incand* cenl electric light alone.
1 have
ture approaching it in excellence taken under
ndition
1 particularly like your statement that
everything has a place and everything i- in it- pla
record ol threading seem
ible. However, we
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shall have to accept your word in the matter. Many thanks
for the pass to your theater. I note it is not good on Saturdays, Sundays or holidays and will be careful not to use it
on those days.
Loves The Art.— Mr. C. Henningsen, Stillwater, Minn.,
writes: "I write your department of the World, because I
love the art of picture projection. It has a great future: with
photography and electricity joined we rub elbows with the
whole world, and at very moderate cost. Since describing
(Vol. 8, page 363) how to put a nine-inch outside shutter on
an old style Edison machine, I have had several letters from
the 'boys,' East and West, and they are all progressives, and
aim at improvements; let the good work of the department
go on. When a boy I had an old reading glass with which
is was great amusement to set fire to paper and dry leaves,
and to find at what distance it made the hotest soot. In
that way I learned the A B C of refraction.
"During the Centennial year, I was a watch maker in a
village of rich people in Minnesota. Nearly all who came
back from Philadelphia fetched a pair of eye glasses which,
like condensers, were frail, easily broken, and hard to replace. My competitors knew little about refraction and
could not replace the broken lenses. My early experiments
with the old reading glass now came in handy. By measuring the broken part in the rays of the run I was able to replace broken lenses correctly, and it gave me a boost.
"If your readers will become more familiar with measuring
their
condensers,
singleideas
and assetto inthepairs
they will develop new
causein ofthethesun's
ghostrays,
on
the curtain.
"I have built two theaters, have had 32 operators and
learned something from each, by observation and otherwi-e.
One of them put on the light and found there was a yellow
streak on the curtain. He looked wise for two minutes and
said: 'See boss, she is on the eccentric' That was a new
one on me, but he took out the condensers and projecting
lense, closed down the carbons, fixed a center on the curtain
by running two strings diagonally from the four corners.
He then run a line from the carbons point to the center
line of the curtain, and sure enough the lamp house and machine was half an inch from the true center line. He changed
it and made a great improvement in the light."
1 publish your letter, Friend Henningsen, for the reason
that it shows the value of knowledge. We very frequently
neglect opportunities to study, believing that the knowledge
will never be of value. This is a serious mistake. One need
never be afraid to learn, nor the least bit alarmed that he
may possess unnecessary knowledge. Knowledge is power
and it spells efficiency; a fact it would be well for more operators to take to heart. Never miss an opportunity of making experiments and adding to your store of information.
VTotl can never tell when the knowledge thus gathered will
be of the utmost value to you.
Common Sense at Last. — The City Chemist of Cleveland,
Ohio, has appealed to the Board of Health of that city to
take actum protecting the health of moving picture machine
He has made the point that tin v are shut up
in stuffy metal boxes with no adequate ventilation. The
moving picture machine lamps give >tT poisonous fumes
which, Mr. Taussig rightly claims, are immensely
injurious
to health mileslequate ventilal
found that hut very few places m the city
lilated operating rooms.
We remove our chapp
make ob<
nd's Qty Chemist
At
cit> official has discovered that the moving picture machine
actually human
More power to him and may he
succeed In impressing his view- upon the autl
Cleveland.
Oh! for ■ Taussig in New York, Chi
other 1 il
Good Record.
Moving Picture •
d -landing, wit:
Greatei

Boston

The union mail
• 734 Wushingl
• I at any time

might add that the editoi ol ;; ii
of m< etii
Special Fire Escape for Operate

■ ■
provide

'
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operator is even entitled to eat once in .1 while, and the Innovation ofallowing liim time to get supper will be inaugurated. There is no telling what good things the future holds
for the operators when innovations of this km. I are established. Scrumsly, however, the manager of the kiverdale is
ngratulated on his consideration for the safetj of tinman who gives the show.
Several Questions. Mr E. L. Walling, Lompock, Cal.,
writes:
"|,, reading over the sample copy vou sent, I find
the Moving Picture World' to be a magazine no operator
ought to be without. Enclosed, therefore, find $2.00 for a
i-cciption. Lately I have had trouble getting a clear
field. Can find no way to correct it Moving the lamp
house does no good. 1 am using A. (.'.. no volt, 60 cycle
through a no volt, 60 cycle, 55 ampere Formastat, 30 ampere plugs, 85 foot throw
inch condensers; 6
inch lens; Eleetra carbons (which 1 file Hat); Edison model
'B' machine.NX Have
to run
next to Ithe
high-a
ho makes
the Fortnastat
A0-2 fiat at
carbons?
found
few here and I find them excellent for this current. Is the
Fori Wayne compensarc, a better device than the Formastat?
Could I get D. C. from A. I '.. and how'"
I think very likely. Friend Walling, your trouble in getting
a clear field is due to fault in carbon setting. I would suggest that you remit $1.50 for operators' and managers' Handbook, in which several pages are devoted to carbon setting,
accompanied by illustrations. For a six-inch lense 1 think
you will get better results with two 7' -inch condensers; at
least, I should try two 71/, and see what cames of it. Be
sure that the ends of your wires in the ends of your lamp
house are not charred, and that the inside of your carbon
holders is clean, so that they make good electrical contact.
Be sure that your machine is in exact line from the front
end of the projection lens to the arc. That is to say, that a
line stretched from the center of the crater to the center
of the front end of the objective lens barrel (all lenses being removed) passes exactly through the center of the condenser housing and aperture plate and lens barrel. No, I do
not know who makes the carbons you name. If your carbons are properly set, think you will find the flat side to be
of no particular value, but the setting of carbons for alternating current must be done very accurately. I am not acquainted with the Formastat, though 1 understand it is an
excellent transformer. You can get D. C. from A. C. by the
use of a mercury arc rectifier, which you will find advertised
in these columns. The machine is thoroughly practical and
in every way excellent. You can also get D. C. by installing
a 60 or 75 volt dynamo driven by no volt, 60 cycle, alternating motor. You will effect some saving also in that you
will reduce the current from no to 60 or 75 in the process
of transformation, but do not try to go below 60. There are
reasons why it cannot be done. Personally I would regard
the rectifier as the better proposition of the two.
Cannot Make It Out. — Mr. Gordon C. Dowdy, Athens, Ga.,
has filled up a postal card with some inquiry, but for the life
of me I cannot make out what it is all about. The only
sentence decipherable is, "Does your Handbook contains any
information
concerning
electric you
connections?"
I am afraid,
Friend Dowdy,
will have to be a little
more careful to set your questions out in a clearer form.
After a postcard has been rubbed around in the mails for a
few days, lead pencil writing thereon is not any too easy to
decipher at best. The Handbook treats briefly of wire joint?,
etc.
Enthusiastic— Mr. R. P. Jones, Whitefish, Mont., writes:
"Just received the Handbook and am more than pleased with
it. Enclosed find photo of a Chemo-Crystal curtain, one of
which I am using in my theater. This curtain is all that is
claimed for it and if you have never seen one the manufacturers would be glad to send you a sample on request. It
is the best screen I have seen to date, although I don't claim
to be an authority on projecting curtains. Thought, however, you might be interested if you have never seen one of
these screens. I wish you all kinds of success with the
Handbook."
I had already seen the photograph you kindly submit. I
have no doubt but what the screen is a good one. As to
making a request for sample, you will have to excuse me.
That is something I do not in any instance do. If the company wishes to send me a sample, well and good; but that
matter is up to them. Glad to know you like the Handbook
and trust you may derive much benefit therefrom.
Information Wanted. — Oklahoma (name of town and party
suppressed by request writes: "Why is it my new Standard
lamp always throws a ghost just to the left of the lower right
hand corner of my picture? This ghost can be plainly seen
on a light picture or when an actor wearing white passes
through it My throw is 85 feet and I have a 6y2 condenser
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next the arc and a 7% ahead. I am pulling from a 60 cycle,
no volt line, through a compensarc, but do not seem able
11 perage enough. I have to keep compensarc on 60
ampere notch, though I do not seem to be able to get over
35 amperes, and that is not enough, I know. Have tried a
'•'1- inch condenser and have reversed them \ls0
the ones I have now but the ghost remains. Would also
like to know some way of letting my lamp down, so I can
get a better slant on the carbons. A Standard lamp seems
to be made to work with carbons, straight up and down. I
am a constant reader of the 'World' and have received much
valuable information through the Trouble Department. I
also have a Handbook, which helped me out wonderfully
when I took my present position and started in on a Standard
machine— a mechanism
I had never before seen."
The question immediately comes up, Oklahoma, as to what
you
by object
"ghost."
Sinceacross
you the
speak
of its
appearing
when mean
a white
moves
screen
I am
led to
suppose that you probably mean travel ghost, which is due
to the shutter being slightly out of time; the remedy is to
properly time your shutter. If, however, by "ghost" vou
mean a dark spot on the screen, then, as our Eastsidc friend
would say, "That is something else again." You will have to
give me more definite information. What makes you think
you only get 35 amperes when on the 60 ampere notch?
Remember that your fuses are on (or should be on) the line
(primary) side. Your arc voltage, when using D. C, will
probably be about 35 and 35>=6o is 2,100 watts, which, divided by no, indicates a little less than 20 amperes, taken
from the no volt line, hence 20 ampere primary fu*cs would
probably carry 60 amperes secondary. As to the Standard
lamp; you may secure greater slant by having a blacksmith
make a longer connecting bar between the lamp and the
tilting adjustment screw, however, you then will probably
ground on the lamphouse when you pull the lamp clear back
— if you ever do so.
Travel Ghost— St. Louis, Mo., writes: "I have a Powers
No. 6 machine and am troubled as follows: I find it impossible to get all the travel ghost out. When I set the shutter
far enough over to take it out on one side then I get a little
ghost in the other side. It is not enough to be noticeable,
except on the titles; nevertheless, I think there must be something wrong, since surely there should be no ghost present
My throw is 40 feet, and my picture 16."
The last sentence of your letter explains the whole matter,
St. Louis. Your throw is a very short one, and your picture,
at the same time, is of fairly good size. This combination
means that you have a very short focal length lens, which in
turn means that the lenses are situated quite a distance from
the shutter, which in turn means that the light rays have
spread considerably by the time the light beam reaches the
shutter, all of which has the practical effect of reducing the
width of the shutter blade. The Powers people make a special shutter to be used in just such cases as this, in which the
two flicker blades are considerably narrower and the main
blade somewhat wider than in the ordinary three-wing shutter sent out with the No. 6 machine. Be sure, however, that
there is no end motion in your shutter shaft. Keep the two
set collars, on either side of the outer boxing, set up snug
and close to the casting — just as close as is possible without
binding. A little end motion at that point will go a long
way towards causing travel ghost.
Common Sense.— Salt Lake City writes: "Will you tell
us why it is that the committees of the National Board of
Fire Underwriters and city officials, when formulating rules
and laws to regulate moving picture operating rooms, auditoriums, etc., do not call into consultation practical moving
picture men? In looking over the rules and laws of various
cities and of the National Board of Fire Underwriters, it
seems to me that most certainly no practical projection or
photoplay
in their
You havemen
hit could
a veryhave
largebeen
nail consulted
very squarely
on drafting."
the head,
Salt Lake City. It would seem that the authorities in the
various cities, as well as the National Board Committees
would, when drafting laws about something they cannot certainly claim to have any expert knowledge concerning, call
into consultation those who have such knowledge.
Criticism. — Washington, D. C. writes: "As one exhibitor
who is doing all in his power to lift the moving picture business to a higher and more respected plane, I would like,
through your Department, to make a plea to tho-c in position to aid in uplifting the business, but who, on the contrary, are doing all they can to injure and degrade it. Why
should a theater with large patronage simply murder the pictures when tliey have a rush of business by pushing them
through the machine so fast that the pictures dance all over
the screen and the actors appear as though inmi
lunatic asylum?
I would refer, in this connection, particu-
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larly to an exhibition at the Empress Theater of this city.
April
p. m.which
On this
Troy'of was
on
the i"th,
program,
same,occasion
I venturetheto'Fall
say, of
is one
the
greatebt pictures ever produced. This splendid feature of
2,000 feet was run in 19 minutes by the watch. You should
have seen the soldiers charge. You would have imagined
they were maniacs, or else equipped with an invisible flying
apparatus. The magnificent production was absolutely ruined
by the terrific speed at which it was shown. Now, if a house
of supposed good standing does such things as this, what
can you expect the public to think of moving pictures as a
high class means of amusement? It is small wonder that the
public condemn moving pictures if they are shown in such a
disgusting manner. I wish it distinctly understood that this
criticism is written in no carping spirit, but solely and entirely for the good of the business as a whole, and I trust
it will be accepted in that spirit."
I think, Washington, your letter requires practically no
comment. Time and again I have pointed out the unquestioned fact that such procedure amounts to an outrage against
the business as a whole. The manager who does that kind
of business in Washington is not only injuring his brother
exhibitors in Washington, he is injuring the exhibitors of
New York, of St. Louis, of San Francisco and, in fact, every
city and town in this country, because he is striking a body
blow at the business as a whole. If I had my say about it,
the man who runs a reel of pictures in seven minutes to-day
would not have any pictures to run to-morrow, simply because he couldn't
get any. when
It is ahouses,
sad commentary
intelligence
of exhibitors
supposed upon
to be thein
what we call the high class, perform such outrageous capers
as this. One may perhaps expect such things of a store
front theater in the city slums, but one does not expect the
manager of a high class house to try to assassinate the business with a butcher knife. Very likely some exhibitors
, guilty
of the "chase
'em I through"
habit will
at
these comments.
If so,
have no apology
to umbrage
make. Let
them retire to the privacy of their basement, if they have
one, sit down on the coal pile and think it over. Possibly
after ruminating for a week or two in the quiet and darkness
they may be able to see a great light and come to an understanding of the fact that it is possible to save at the spigot
while the whole contents of the barrel is running away at
the bung hole — to gather in a few extra nickles, or dimes,
dollars in future business by so doing.
School Demonstration. — Rochester. N. Y., writes: "I am
about to introduce something up here in Rochester that has
never before been attempted, \\/ moving picture- a- an
educational factor in the public schools. As yet, I have been
unable to give a thorough demonstration, since it seem- very
hard to obtain the ri^'lit kind of subjects. The Pathe Freres
are goin^ to try to ^et me ^ome pictures, but we intend, in
the course of time, to make our own pictures, because those
now made are not practical for educational purposes, fur the
: they almost always merely set forth one phas< of
a product instead of starting when they SOW the seed. take.
a little each month until the product is ready for the market, then showing marketing, manufacture, etc., in fact the
entire process from seed-time to finished product
the principals in the schools here is attempting to place the
fin
the hands of a man whose competency
is at
testion. This he does simply bedoesn't wish to pay the price for a good
iii.ui
Evidently he value- .1 few dollai
iu.Tr than the lues ,,1
lik.- r.000 children
He - iid that any young man
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who could light the lamp and turn the handle was capable
to Glad
act asto operator;
he Rochester,
wants perfect
hear from yetyou,
and projection.*'
to know that you
are starting the educational projection work in your city.
The judgment of a principal who is willing to place a moving picture projection machine in the hands of an incompetent man, thus endangering the lives of children, is certainly
open to grave question. Pictures along the lines you suggest will undoubtedly be made sooner or later, but if you
undertake to make them yourself you will find you have
tackled quite something of a good sized job.
Daylight process. — The editor of this department has received numerous letters asking his opinion of the Herbst
process of daylight projection, now known as the Casey
process, during the past thirty days. By invitation of My
Pat Casey, owner of the process, through his representative,
Mr. Clint Wilson, the writer witnessed a demonstration of
the process recently. He was much and very agreeably surprised at results shown. The time was 10:30 a. m., the morning bright and sunny and the New York Theater Roof Garden quite well illuminated by daylight entering through considerably more than fifty (50) practically unshaded windows.
The curtain itself was a plain drop coated with alabastuic.
It had a decidedly yellowish tinge and was what the writer
would consider a poor projection screen. The projection
was by a Powers No. 5 and around the picture was thrown,
by means of an ordinary stereopticon, in the carrier of which
was a suitable metal slide, a not very brilliant band of plain
white light, something like two feet in width — top, bottom
and sides. When the band was projected with the moving
picture light shut off the space within its borders, upon
which the picture is projected, showed much darker than
did the surrounding curtain outside the light band or border.
When the band of light was projected and the moving picture light was also projected, but without the film, the moving picture appeared much the stronger of the two.
After viewing the performance and asking Mr. Smith, the
operator, to do certain things with the two lights, I am of
the opinion that the whole thing may be set down as nothing more or less than an optical illusion. But be that as it
may the result unquestionably is there, and that after all is
what counts. Notwithstanding the fact that the theater was
very well lighted indeed, by daylight, the picture (a fair
sized one. though not large) showed up well. It was. indeed, probably better than is usually seen in the average dark
theater, and it must be conceded that this is a remarkable
showing. On the strength of what the writer viewed he is
-ay that the Casey process (formerly the Herbst
.1 in the hands of a competent, careful operator,
who will use the device intelligently, is a pronounced success.
Notice.— All halt-tone cuts used in this department will
he sciii. postage tree. t.. tln.se desiring them at a price of
ten cents per square inch The minimum price for any cut
being $1.00
WANTED.
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State price.
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LICENSED.
"The Panama Canal in 191 1" (Edison).— To produce ami
show such an excellent picture of the greatest engineering
work the world ever saw is worthy of high commendation.
The audience is brought almost as close to the work as
though actually present where it is in progress. All the
various operations, the machinery, tin- tools, and the men
themselves arc clearly photographed. This film should be
useful for special purposes aside from exhibition in theaters.
"Tunis, Africa" (Gaumont). — Here we have a series of
interesting views made in this qld city, the capital of the
French dependency of the same name. A portion of the
scenes photographed in the old town are particularly good
because they preserve pictures of that portion of Tunis
which is fast disappearing. The views showing the Arabians
in their daily life are excellent in their way, too, and clearly
photographed.
"The Derelict Reporter" (Vitagraph).— This is a thrilling
story of a reporter who is given one more chance to make
good. He does it through a series of events, not impossible,
yet not likely to occur. However, he gets his story in ahead,
which is the essential feature, even though some linemen
tap the wire, a quite unusual thing to do, and send it for
him. This picture is a condensed novel rather than a drama.
It is well acted. The Vitagraph Company must have found
some real soldiers somewhere.
"Josh sketch
and Cindy's
Trip"laughter;
(Edison).—
comedy
which Wedding
is filled with
but This
its joyis isa
wholly in the excellent acting. Josh and Cindy make a friend
and later, when on their wedding trip to the great city, they
get into trouble through counterfeit money which Josh
picked up, and their friend gets them out of the fix. The
Edison artists usually give very natural characterizations.
The parts of Josh and Cindy do require a little caricaturing,
but too much would have spoiled them. They are both delightful, as given here.
,
"The Page's Devotion" (Urban-Eclipse). — This dramatic
picture of courtly life is placed in a very beautiful old
chateau with a moat. The baroness has a lover, and when
the old baron finds this out her page takes the lover's place,
thus permiting him to escape. The scenes are each given
a monotint which, especially in a hunting scene, gives them
much beauty. The story is wisely conducted to bring out its
dramatic possibilities. It is, of course, beautifully acted and,
placed in this romantic scenery, makes a very desirable film.
"The Young King of Rome" (Gaumont). — Here is a very
.-imple story of the little son of Napoleon which has a delightful note of originality. The eagle refuses a petition;
the eaglet pleads for the petitioner and has the pleasure of
handing her the paper pardoning her son, a political prisoner.
We have had such stories before; but no picture of the little
King of Rome like this. He is simply rich; the way he
assumes the attitudes of his great father will be a joy to
any audience. The play is a credit to the Gaumont Company.
"The Snare of the City" (Essanay).— Simple, natural acting makes this story of farmhouse and city life a very commendable film. As in many of the photoplay's real successes,
the direction, production and acting, and not the story, are
.significant and interesting. Yet here one sister who had a
position in a city shop gets her sister a job, and she comes
from the old farm. She walks not in the ways of discretion,
and the older sister protects her by a sacrifice. It has a happy
ending in the old sitting room at home,
"The Fiddle's Requiem" 1 Kalem 1. — In this very sentimental story, there passes before a sad. old musician, playing a violin in a garret, the dream shape of a sweetheart
whom long ago he had loved and lost. He sees the past unrolled before him, telling a tragic story. Then, awakening
from his dream, exhausted with age and long continued
sorrow, he falls, and his soul goes on to meet that of his
The picture is real, and holds the audience silent
until it clo~es.
"Indian Justice" (Pathe).— This is a Western picture by
the American
Company,
telling an Indian love story in
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which there are no white men; jealousy plays ;l part in it.
There is a thrilling struggle, ending with one Indian going
over a precipice to his death. The victor, Leaping Elk, is
trailed and captured, but Swift Arrow aids in a thrilling
escape,
and together
go to their
Leaping
Elk'sin home
tribe,
where they
marry bytheydipping
hands
the sacred
stream and vow fealty to each other. The scenery utilized
as a background is characteristic and picturesque, while the
Indians and their trappings are as accurate as possible.
"Wismar, Germany" (Urban). — We sV-e in this film a smal
seaport town in the duchy of Mecklenburg. It is typically
German, presenting an excellent reproduction of Teutonic
characteristics. The narrow, irregular streets are particularly notable. The operator selected his viewpoints with
discretion, and the printer produced a film of more than
average excellence.
"Aida" (Edison). — This photoplay, beautiful, intensely
dramatic and human, was adapted from the opera and reproduced sumptuously and accurately. The part of Aida, the
leading role, is played by Mary Fuller; that of the King of
Egypt, by Charles Ogle; Amneris, his daughter, by Xancy
Avril; Radames, an Egyptian officer, by Marc McDermottJ
King of Ethopia. Aida's father, is Guy Coombs; the High
Priest of Isis is Robert Brower. It seems scarcely necessary#
to repeatwhen
the Aida,
story, the
the Ethiopian
scene of which
is laid
and"
begins
princess,
who inis Egypt,
a prisoner
in the hands of the Egyptians, is given as a slave to Amneris,
the daughter of the Egyptian king, and wins the affectioi
of Radames, Amneris' lover. The story ends with the death
of Radames, who is buried alive for treason, in disclosing
to Aida the plans for an Egyptian campaign against Ethiopia. When he enters the stone tomb which is to be sealed
up with him inside he finds Aida already awaiting him there,
proving her great love by choosing to die with him. There
are numerous interesting scenes reproducing life at the
ancient court of Egypt. The setting in these ecenes is so
elaborate, and so carefully are the details worked out. that
the pictorial effect in each instance is beautiful. Its beauty
and illusion of naturalness are apparent from the beginning
to the end. The fact that the names of the actors are given
is notable. Indeed, this film will probably rank as the best
of the week.
"When the Dead Return" (Kalem). — With the scenes laid
in a lumber camp, presumably in the Canadian forests, this
story is based upon a loss of memory caused by a blow
on the head. The unfortunate man forgets all about himself,
his family, and his suroundings. He wanders to another
camp, wlicre he remains for years. A shock brings back
his memory, and he returns to his old home just a> his
daughter is being married. He thinks she is his wife, not
realizing the lapse of years, and is quite overcome when he
learns what has transpired during his lost years. The story
is worked out with care and the actors perform their parts
with sympathy.
"Max Is Forced to Work" (Lathe).— Poor Max ha? more
troubles. His parents turn him outdoors with only a dress
suit, but he turns it to good account. He finds employment
as a waiter. All would have gone well, only the girl to
whom he was making love came to dine with her father.
Then things began to happen, but Max wins out in the end,
affording the audience a hearty laugh over his misfortunes.
"Through Venice" (Pathe).— Many of the view
wonderfully interesting old city were taken from a
Characteristic scenes were selected for reprodun
the audience acquires an excellent idea of the citj
the film ends. The attention which the audiem
to the picture is sufficient testimony of what the average
person thinks of a travelog.
"Soldiers Three" (Vitagraph).— This is a more than ordinarily good comedy. Three soldiers lose their uniforms
while bathing, are reported as drowned, are obliged to go
home clad principally in sunshine, which is shaded by a few
bushes. Rigged out in girls' clothes, they are court martialed for losing their uniforms. One funny situation follows
another so close that the laughter is without intermission.
It would be difficult to conceive of more laughably absurd
situations than are developed before the story is told.
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"Misplaced Jealousy" (Biograph). — This lively comedy
presents the troubles of a French hairdresser who becomes
jealous of the devotion of a male patron to a manicure girl.
When the
writes to the man's wife he gets
himself
into trouble-maker
trouble.
"The Belated Bridegroom" (Lubin). — A long list of harrowing accidents which happened to a man on his way to
his wedding are related by this film. The best use we can
think of for this picture is an argument for good roads.
It's the old story of a man who loses a train, takes an automobile and that breaks down, buys a motor cycle and comes
to grief on a stump, takes a buggy and the wheel comes off,
etc., etc., only to arrive too late for his own wedding. He
promptly marries the bridesmaid. The audience plainly expressed its enjoyment of that long series of broken-down
vehicle-, and the surprising en-ding.
"Mary's Stratagem" (Melies). — We have in this film a
Western picture that is different. Girls have been captured
by Indians before, but it remained for this girl to challenge
•he chief's warriors to a race. On the chief's horse, she rode
to victory, but forgot to stop, and soon all the warriors in
the tribe were after her. There was a little jealousy mixed
up with
the matterof toa begin
a lover's misunderstanding
of
the presence
gaudywith,
handkerchief.
Only for this,
Mary wouldn't have been riding alone, and wouldn't have
been captured by the Indians. The disconsolate lover enters
now and, while drinking from a spring finds Mary's comb
He also finds her watch and has an opportunity to rescue
Mary from the rushing horde of savages. Then Shorty, who
really lost the handkerchief and was bemoaning his fate, is
given his property; the lovers' quarrel is patched up.
When the
Came" during
(Selig).—
In"In
thisOld
we California
have a beautiful
storyGringoes
of California
the
reconstruction days following its cession to the United
States. It presents vivid pictures of the Spanish grandee
life, just passing away, and the unscrupulous land-grabbers
who in many instances succeeded in securing valuable estates
because the Spanish owners would not register their properties as required by law. The main interest in this picture
lies in its truth. There is no love story, and when the
American agent shoots the land grabber to prevent him committing intentional murder the audience is ready to applaud.
The actors have caught the spirit of the time and occasion,
and the setting is picturesque and interesting.
"The Crusade of the Templars" (Gaumont). — The scenes
in this picture carry the audience back to six centuries after
i hrist, the time when Christendom was trying to wrest
Palestine from the infidels. The principal interest will attach
to the stage settings, which are historically accurate and
afford an excellent idea of the costumes of that period. The
-cenes in the palace, when the son bids his blind mother
good-bye, the scene on the battlefield in Palestine, and the
-cene when the son returns are all very interesting, ami are
worked out with care. The educational value of such a film
- high,
"Short Lived Happiness" (Pathe).— Here we are shown
the story of an unfortunate boy, doomed to the ills of life,
given a chance to die after a few day- of happim
characters attract attention. The unfortunate youth and the
vindictive and jealous man who wanted to be a lover. The
will arouse sympathy. The jealous man will exert
quite the opposite influence.
A simple story, clearly told.
Hearts"
film parents
gives thetill story
of "Hungry
two children
who (Vitagraph)
are neglected This
by their
they
art hungry for love, but they find mean- of awakening their
the situation
Seized with feigned pain-, the little
. .ed in stirring things up pretty well before the
and the parents begin to apply
the nulit rcmed)
The story appeals irresistibly to the
"In the Days of '49" (Biograph)
\ love episode 1- here
told amid surrounding
that \i\ idly portraj I
vben Ihi .
til the nation
• alth 1- typified m the character ol Wcs
and the gambler
is well devi
inbler's warning is timelj
1 1 ring wife to h
prim ipal interest
miners, their 01 tumes and the
tlie picture

therefore

■ their work
V.viul Brother" Mail,,,,)
We have in th
■ ill of human ton. he that ke< ;■ the audi

well.

•

idventiire-

follow

more
that

inopportune tune
Mid when brother

\ -en.- . of mis
is found sleeping

"My Daughter" (Pathe;.— This is a story that French people may understand; but to Americans, there will surely be
something inhuman in it. A mother gives her daughter,
when three years of age, to a rich family to be educated as
their own child. She is adopted for seventeen years. She
is now of age (21) and is about to be married when her
mother appears and demands her back, takes off her bridal
veil and leads her away from the fiance back to the wretched
hovel because the drunken man she lives with demands it.
This
is called
on the
"Man's is
Law."
The down.
man fights
for the
daughter
and screen
the mother
thrown
The
daughter is rescued by her fiance just in time and the
mother
dies inweeps
the hospital.
is called
and
the
daughter
when theThis
mother
dies."God's
It is aLaw"—
film with
much dramatic power and is excellently photographed.
"Over Luzerne, Switzerland, in an Airship" (Pathe). — If
the audience please, it can, while looking at this picture,
think itself sailing in an airship over the beautiful city 1 I
Luzerne. The illusion is almost perfect. The appearance
of the city and its surroundings makes an interesting picture apart from the illusion that you are flying, a delicious
thrill which can scarcely be described. The mechanical part
of the work is surprisingly well done, considering the disadvantages of operating under such conditions.'
"Lost and Won" (Selig). — This love story has a very interesting background and its chief feature is an oil well in
the California fields — a gusher of surprising volume. Beside
there are one or two very humorous scenes of "behind the
scenes" in a moving picture studio. A poor young man loves
a rich man's daughter. The rich man interferes and the poor
man loses his job and goes West, where he becomes a rich
oil magnate. The rich business man loses his fortune and his
daughter gets a job as a motion picture actress. The oil man
sees her picture in a moving picture show and so they find
each other again. The scenes, representing actual occurences
in the oil fields, are interesting. They bring to many people,
who would otherwise have no opportunity, to see an oil well in
geyser-like operation an accurate reproduction of what happens about a big gusher. The mechanical work is admirably
done, and the picture does not fail to attract favorable comment in the audience.
"Holding His Own" (EssanayV— A novel situation is here
developed when a gentleman who has a baby thrust upon him
in an electric car is arretted for kidnapping, and it turns out
that he has been literally holding his own. The situations
leading
up expression
to the man's
finding
The
facial
of the
man this
when outhe are
findswell
thathandled.
he has
been holding his own child is well worth seeing.
"The Laundry
Lady's Luck"
O'Brien
finds a roll of bills on her way to do the Allison washing
She places it for safe keeping in her stocking. I :
hole in it, and the bills are variously scattered without the
owner's knowledge When -he does discover her
finds the cause of the disappearance -he make- Mr. Allison
give up his roll to make it good. Some humorous situations
develop as the story unfolds, and the interview with Allison
"Three of a Kind" (Gaumont). — Here is a drama representing the adventures of a young man who i, apparently
equally beloved of three girls < Inly when he is charged with a
crime doe- the Sterling character of the 1 \e >■! .nc of them
:t a very
■ , n liat improbal
beutiful country dwelling
perform their pan- well, and thei
-i:t 11 to make :•
"Spring Heeled Jack" (Giumoi I
illustrating tome very ren
"Edna's Imprisonment"
child actor,
Edna I May v.
father
and mOth«
nam Nesbitt, thinl
on the di
the wardrobe by tl
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INDEPENDENT.
"The
Belli

Lucky

Banana
Seller"
(Great
lottery
ticket,
wins Northern)
a big prizi
gentleman with highly amusing results

\ banana

"A Would-Be Sportsman"
(Great Northern).— This picture shows the difficulties encountered by a gentleman who
thinks himself a sport
After all sorts of tribulations, lie
concludes that be has suffered all the occasion really requires,
me satisfied with his Bport and what it cost him.
"The Fountains of Rome" (Itala). -Here is a travelog of
merit, well photographed and exhibiting a number of interesting points about the famous city.
"Foolshead—
Life the
Insurance
Mr.
Reed delightaudience Agent"
with a
misadventures, all quite impossible, yet
audience will laugh at what Foolshead
absurd it may be. And this film i- no
eral rule.

(Itala).—
scrieof Once
actionsagain
and
highly amusing. Any
doe-, no matter how
exception to the gen-

"The Awakening
of Galatea"
This
film made
gives
ol the >tatue
that came (Powers).
to lite. The
Greeks
such life-like statues that it was very natural in them to
invent this story, a iue de spirit that many simple minds
believed. The producer ha- very wisely given this version
of it a touch of humor We are not passionately fond of
beauty, and it is very hard for us to understand how real
the sculptor Pygmalion's passion for the lovely marble
woman was. However, the statue when she comes to life
finds humanity, in some ways, unpleasant and after adventures
that plainly show that she had a real woman's heart, she
goes back to the pedestal and vanishes. The story is clearly
shown
and well acted.
"The Crisis" (Powers). — This comedy is based upon one
of those interesting events (it was twins) that occur in
young families. The man is extremely nervous, a perfectly
natural thing, of course, and the doctor gives him a dose
that makes him sleep and dream. Then he sees visions, all
pleasant. Eventually, a small bundle is brought to him— a
baby boy, but almost before he is done with his ecstacy
the second consignment arrives, another baby boy. Truly,
not only his cup but the entire tea-set must be overflowing
with joy.
Under such circumstances the picture ends.
"The Joys of Persecution" (Powers ).— This lively comedy
shows the usual effect of persecution. The parents wanted
the girl and the young man to marry, so of course they
wouldn't; the parents didn't want them to marry, so of
course they would. For the young people, it is all earnest;
for the old folks, it is simply rich. The fun comes to the
audience,
they are
"let in" by the old people, and can
watch
theirforscheme
work.
.."The Pillars of Society" (Thanhouser).— This is a very
interesting picture of Ibsen's drama of the same name. The
parts of Johan Tonneson and of Bernick are particularly
well acted; but the whole company was well-chosen and
does credit to the Thanhouser producer. On the whole, this
ambitious film is amply successful, though the story is extremely hard to understand till two or three scenes have
passed. There are two stories of love interwoven, but they
do not seem so important as the representation of the facility with which a man, looked up to and respected, lived a lie.
Ultimately, the innocent man is cleared of suspicion. The
guilty one is forced by his chastened conscience to confess.
His wife forgives him, and the second love story reaches a
happy ending.
"Out of the Dark" (Champion).— Here are, in the first
scene, roystenng cowboys fighting over a girl at a dance.
Later, one is ordered away on pain of being shot on sight.
He goes blind and when, through a series of events, the boys
discover his plight, instead of shooting him, they contribute
the money necessary to pay the expense of restoring his
sight. In the end, he returns to his sweetheart, hale and
well, out of the dark. The action is spirited and the story
is well told.
"The Other Man" (Nestor).— Interpreted with all the
witchery of the Nestor Company's art, acting and photography, this somewhat hackneyed subject becomes unusually
interesting. A servant girl in a rage, the sudden appearance
of a man she doesn't know, a telephone message to the
husband, and the mischief is done. Then begins a wild
chase on the part of the husband to his home. There he is
confronted by his wife and her father. They didn't understand the reason for his hysterical greeting, and because of
his actions he felt so ashamed of himself he never told. Here
is life, action, spirit, and an exhibition also of some of the
lower traits in human nature dramatically set fori
photography of the Nestor films is always a feature of enjoyment, and this one is no exception to the rule.
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"Such is the Kingdom" (Reliance).— A sermon is lure
shown on the screen It set forth the hypocrisj oi a minister who loves his outward whitened wall- more than the
inward sweetness of human love, lie had admonished lus
neighbor for severity toward children, hut 1- coldly and wantonly severe with
his own
daughter,
wli
< re even to turning her out into the worl
story
is told very plainly.
Even
the talented actress who
played the heroine seemed m. .re anxious to maki
clear than to show the emotional content
ol the situation!
It is an effective picture, our only comment
being that the
subject wasn't the best kind for a photoplay.
Dad" couple
(Solax).—
This comedy
"the means
by"Susceptible
which a young
circumvented
an shows
objecting
father
and secured his consent to a wedding. The young
ordered from the house. He then impel
chum of his sweetheart. With this the father speedily falls
in love. Then the denouement conies and. amid hilarity,
the father gives his consent.
"The Ultimate Sacrifice" (Rex).— This pictur.
more or less closely the novel in which Balzac mo-t powefl
fully shows the scoriae passions of the period following
Napoleon's. If we say that it is not quite up to the Rex
standard, we leave ample margin still for praise The -cry
does not lend itself very well to drama. It has been tried
on the legitimate stage and failed. Photoplays have a queer
way of telling the plain, democratic truth of any situation.
and the truth of passion is never pleasant. The scene when
d'Armand threatens to ruin the beautiful face of the duchess
by enlarging her mouth with his saber is not very beautiful.
Balzac pictured him as about to brand her forehead. Many
of the other scenes are extremely beautiful, thougl
two of them might have been better for a little foreground.
The photography is impeccable, and the story plain and
effective. This film has a quality that will make the majority
of people very glad that they have seen it.
"Bill as a Toreador" (Lux). — A lively comedy with a love
scene at a fancy dress ball as a background is given to us
in this trick picture. The bull that chases Bill, even though
a fake bull, looks real and fierce, and his little leg- beat
a merry tattoo along the street as he annihilates di-tance.
The very astute and brave policemen also are fooled, and
vacate, with considerable rapidity. What Bill gets when the
fake is discovered makes a lively ending.
"Fashion and Its Consequences" (Lux). — This comedy
shows the troubles which came to a woman who wore a
harem skirt. She is "run in" and made to work with a wheelbarrow, for after she loses the skirt part on a nail in a
fence, she has only the trousers left, and look- very
much like an Algerian soldier. It is for being out without full
equipment that she is made to toil. Her son-in-law re-cues
her.
This picture tickled the men.
"The Sinner" (Thanhouser). — Here is an extremely well
directed emotional story. A priest, son of a man accused
of murder, keeps his vow and hides what was revealed to
him in the confessional, though his knowledge could have
cleared his father. After the innocent man is convictflfl
the true murderer makes a full public confession The
priest's father is at once freed. The murderer
wounds he got while trying to escape. The story
deep things and handles them remarkably well.
is commendable and the background interesting,
contest
between
employees
and
their employer.

dies from
deal- with
The acting
it being a

"Zelda, the Gypsy" (Yankee). — This picture was repeated
at the 14th Street Theater, New York, by reque-i
the Gypsy (Mexican, apparently, by her dress) 1- married
to a brutal man. A young American falls in love with her,
but when he learns that she is not single, he presse- his suit
no further. But, when Zelda runs away from her husband,
he lends her disinterested aid. His step-mother want- hiproperty, so she excites the gypsy's jealousy, hoping that he
will kill her step-son. This he thinks he had done, and hurries to the step-mother's house to ask her to help him
escape. She refuses. In hi- fury he pushes her against the
railing of the balcony on the second story; it give- way
and both are killed. The acting is very pretty and natural.
and the story dramatic enough and clear enough to hold the
interest without a break till the end. The background is
apparently Southern California.
"The Temptress" (Imp).— This impressive film tell- how
a designing woman succeeded in separating two
separating two life-long- friends, in causing a death in a duel,
and in ruining another man's life, to gratify her own capricious whims. There are strongly dramatic scene-, eac'i
making the story more clear. The two friends meet at the
girl's deathbed, and here the acting grows very strong in its
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intensity. The two fight a duel; one is -hot and, dying.
thruststo the
letter Itinto
the dramatic.
victor's hand,
clear
him wthe'man's
situation.
is very
The making
quality
of the picture is strength.
It is an eminently successful film.
"The Opium Smuggler" (American). — This is a love story,
with an opium smuggler's cave in the background. It takes
place on the California coast. To add to its interest, there
are sea pictures both exciting and beautiful. The story is
plainly told, and with very beautiful settings. The photogshows the backgrounds
but the
faces are lover
very
much inraphy'shadow.
The story hasplainly,
a girl and
her accepted
to whom her father objects; he prefers the opium smuggler.
The objecting father is saved from death in the sea by the
girl's lover,
the time.
treachery
of the for
opium
smuggler
is disclosed at theandsame
Grateful
his life,
and doubly
glad his .laughter did not marry Laredo, the father gives his
con -en t.
"Over the Shading Edge" (Reliance). — In this very interesting film a newspaper reporter unearths a case of bribery
and graft in which her lover is the principal factor. The
ecomes deeply emotional in the closing scene when
she and her lover part. It was her duty to disclose the
bribery and her lover goes to prison because of it, but she
love- him still and will wait till he comes out. The acting
is restrained and the characters well pictured. It is an unusually strong story.
"Col. E. D. Baker, 1st California" (Champion).— Here we
l.ave a war story with plenty of action, but rather complicated. Perhaps Jim is the most interesting character. He
a degree of bravery that wins him rapid promotion,
and he returns on a furlough just in time to prevent the
sheriff, his rival, from marrying the girl he loves. The battle
here Jim carries the colors in the very forefront of
the fight, is thrilling and rouses the audience to vigorous
applause. Indeed, the life and action put into the film takes
a firm hold upon all who see it. It is a popular film beyond
any question.
"A Village Flirt" (Eclair). — This is indeed a lively comedy.
There are a young man, a flirt, and lady-killer in it. The
lady-killer is given his deserts by the village girls whom he
has deceived. He gets a bath in a large tub of tepid water
ind in that plight is made the butt of all the girls in "the village It is a pleasant bit of character drawing and. the
aufchter was vigorous.
"Four Lives" (Imp).— This a tract, picturing the marital
fxperiences of four different men. First is the happy home;
le home which drink has ruined; third, the tale of
i faithless wife, and fourth, the death of the loved wife. The
,cenes all make a deep impression, for they are well-chosen
ind skilfully acted. The emotions are far more deeply
tirred by this picture than by the usual film.
"The Fair Dentist" (Imp).— This bit of humor deserves
igh commendation. It is easily the funniest thing this refor over a week. No one would have
that so much fun could be got out of a dentist chair.
lie reviewer wasn't the first to laugh, but he fears he
lUfhed the loudest. When he came out of the theater and
.as walkin.
r he thought of it again, and the
topic who were passing wondered at him. The dentist
rally is pretty
We'd hate to have any exhibitor miss this
"In Sunny Italy" (Yankee) — This Italian love story has a
-nng tourist, an American, for its hero, and a pretty' Italian
r for heroine.
They fall in love
This doesn't
id's mother, so she takes him by the ear; and it
lea e the girl's Italian friend, so he throws
It cliff. The ending is happy, for she isn't killed
The
uly told and lightened by quiet humor
"The Four
d tinof Us"
.,,,.. (Powci
aftei a lap This film -hows four char
nto tin- world sign an ....
fourth is

WORLD

a spectacle of a great conflagration, it is more remarkable
than as a story, which might have been written to utilize
the film showing the great fire. The object of th.
to show the kindness of rural neighbors, who start a fire
in an immense pile of railroad ties to hinder the road in
crossing the farm of the old man and his daughter. Vet it
is a love story, too, for she falls in love with the young contracting engineer. The girl comes to his rescue and gets
the aid to put out the fire. It is well acted and the exciting
moments in it are admirably handled. The mechanical work
is clear. The audience approved vigorously, particularly of
the girl's ride for help. The conflagration scenes rais'e it
to a very
week's releases, which it
never
would high
haveplace
had among
without the
them.
"Crow's Defeat" (Bison).— Here is another Western picture, without white men. Like previous releases of this
company, this picture pleased the audience. The reproduction of Western life was exciting, if not at all realistic, un[ndians steal only white horses, for they picked out
two white nags and left twenty blacks, which \\ erate, since the Sioux needed those to ride on in a later scene.
The popularity of Western pictures docs not wane. Audiences
applaud them, with the exception of a few theaters in New
York. Outside of New York, Bison films are still quite apt
to b^ attractions.

Civilization.
A Coming Powers Release.
There can be no doubt that civilization, in its onward
march, has broken more than one stout Indian heart. In
this picture we are afforded a side light on the workings
of the great steam roller, known as Civilization, in its progress, which ground the Indian and his traditions into the
maid.
This picture i- exquisitely acted and characterized. It Is
a consistent story, and the scenes which have been taken
out of doors, are well selected and arranged. The plot, like
all good plots, is simple: An Eastern girl seeks solace for
a wounded heart as a teacher of Indian* in the West She
transforms one of the young braves into an up-to-date college chap. In due time the converted brave is desperately
m love with his teacher; and thus did civilization break the
heart of the Indian maid who had already lost her heart to
the Indian brave Her death quickly followed; but the converted brave did not realize the full significance of her death,
until he saw his adored school teacher leaving for the East
with her former sweetheart, who had come to kiss and make
up with her. and take her back to the East. It was then that
the Indian brave realized the intricacies of civilii
The part of the Old Chief 1- handled with great dignity
by Mr. William Raynous.
Altogether, the film is consistent
and interesting, and the photography i- all thai
expected.that The
picture tells a tender Story, and there i- no
doubt
it Will
simple pathos.
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STORIES of the FILMS
LUBIN.
HER
She

«,.,

thiH
Who

HUMBLE

MINISTRY. — I
wildings of
brought ii|i in
finally .....
• batter,

.1,1
\
,,f u,r..rin.

red ■ position In :i n
after
Sparks
»,,« released
froi
.11 terms,
mi, I rejoined
uis companions,
Wele
engaged
III Working
Ollt
lllO
Illll- |K>llllr
burglar; . I to I
prospodlv
hungry.
I. Ill

Jlin

Sludemanded
payment,
lull
lie
fnaed. si„. took the price of his moai from ber
Iio,-koil«nik ami rant; H up on the rash register.
Jim left the restaurant hut could not forget Fanny.
He lohl his eoiiiptiiiloiis that he was not going on
any
Imrgl
the restaurant
until the girl comes
out. ami
then
,-r to a bench In the park.
There be tells
Is and how sorry be Is for his actions
In the restaurant.
1 a few passages
Fanny comforts him and reads
mm , ue sacred book and
from the Hlble.
She gli
he lakes It homo- Thcr
his pal finds him nhsortied
in reading it Be also
\,ls It over Jim's shoulder
awakening
lakifrom t heir w .
. op
the restaurant and asked
he allowed to earn a meal. It was the rush hour
„1 the] were put to work. The final scene shows
em eating their first honest meal.

■ I,ut |

A HERO— ALMOST.— Walter and
love with Mildred
She told them

SO ,
told

1 11. ■ iij

thai

the

Jack were tioth
that she would
I i! 1
Mlldrend's

little

i:

i. life.
jut walking.
While
passing
a building he heard a wild cry for help.
Jack t
e,l Into the building and saw a young girl t>eing
strangled by a man. Iiravely and fearlessly he
leaped upon the villain. A moment later he was
leaped upon by a crowd of angry people, for he
had
Interrupted the taking of a moving
picture.
After be had been thrown out he was considerably disheartened with the hero business. Theu he
Hi,, ughi
..f a seheme
whereby
he could
do a noble
He hired a tramp to waylay Mildren as if meaning
to steal ber money and Jewels. At the right moment Jack was
to appear on the scene and rescue
The plan worked out all right except that Jack
was delayed in doing the rescue stunt. Walter, by
a lucky chance, happened to be there and heard
Mildred's cry for help. He certainly did handle
that, tramp without gloves. He nearly killed the
poor fellow. Jack arrived soon after and the tramp
gave
a beating .lark
op
lleve. himIn addition
dred
walking
Walter.

"had '

•elf In tl •• arms ..f his employer
being
praised.
Later
a couple
were
put In his hands.

and
heard himself
of "yellow-backs"

A GOOD
TURN. — John
Lacy had
everything that
niai
old desire.
Including
wealth
and
the love
l girl.
One day
there
was a panic In the stock
t and
Lucy's
, the
shock
t

we:

? calmly
lie he

of

be heard.
dancing
separate
to warn
curtains.

In

I lie hope

I

BILLY IN TROUBLE.— Hilly is seen making love
to two different girls at a boarding school — later he
marries one and is next seen at the reception given
at his house. There the old flame appI'.lllv takes great delight in waltzing with her.
linally Mrs. Hilly, glancing In the mirror, sees the
reflect ion of her husband with his arm about her
former rival's neck, and hastily denounces them
both win,, ,ui troubling to learn that Billy has Just
been fastening the- lady's necklace. After all the
guests have 1,-n Mrs. Hilly and her spouse get into
another argument, which winds up with the lady
thorough!,,
.linking
her husband.
Of course.
It did
F.very
t Hilly n
e suddenly
realizes
that
ed she rushes through t
i policeman.
She does
know
where
to go, and
finally,
In an igcoy
I the police station and
couWho -i i hey get there they
Bnd the remains obeerful'v smoking a cigar, so all ends happily.
PAUL
AND
FRANCESCO.— This
Is the beautiful
story
of Freneesca
ill Klmlni.
which
Is known
the
world ,,ver for the charm of its sad heroine. Paul
falls deeply in r.ive with Franceses, to whom he
has been sent by his brother. Laneietto. to propose
for him. After her acceptance of the proposal she
..allied by Yaul to her future husband.
Paul .-a
t keep away from the object of bis affections, and during t lie voyage their friendship deepens
and ripens into an all-absorbing passion. On the trip
there is also a court fool, who. while disporting him
self for the amusement of others, is reallv plotting
dark de.ls. When the .twain arrive at Rimini Franeesca cannot
repress a shudder of horror at the sight

dressed

and

proceeded

I

gone burglars broke Into his house.
em on hie return
home when
be
tl oi the light In the library.
The
Intruders
to escape,
but
fonnd
two
policemen
In the
near the house.
Then they were startled
to
acy pick up a pisto] and to bear him announce
be was
about
to end his own life.
Realizing
if he did so.
the policemen
would
hear
the
and accuse
them
of the crime,
so they
seized
and gagged
him.
Then one of them
dlecoTCTi the table
the
farewell
note
which
he had
• an. and they decided to teleto her. since
they could
not escape
in any
me
quickly
and
released
Lacy.

sents. Lancietto's fool, however, has a grudge
against Ills master, and In order to be revenged
ii|H,ii him. and knowing the love that Paul bears
- ., f,,n. .us Yaul and persuades him to
return. This Paul does, and unable to withstand
the beauty of Francesea. makes love to her. The
perfidious foolndnowthetells
Laneietto
his apartment
wife's lnlatter
entersof the
together and pierces them both with

the
sheriff,
and
they
have
deeply
In love
w I
great S|iort in sending little love letters back and
fortli between them by using the good offices of
"Bess," a fine greyhound. One day the little station agent receives a message that the pay train
will run a special past her station at 4.:i0. and Just
after she has written the message the station Is
entered by a gang of rowdies, who promptly tie
her to a Chair and rille the office. Then, seeing the
message alxiut the pay train, they decide to hold
it up and r,,h It. Leaving the agent tied to her
chair, they hurry down the track to accomplish their
fell design. They have not taken Into n. -count.
however. "Hess." who now enters and gnaws the
knots binding her misti> sheriff.
Nell
free.
Quickly
penning
i
■ Impending
danger
t
train,
gives
it to the dog
and
sends
her
living.
Running
down the track
in the h"l
f flagging
the
rain Nell Is seen by the bandits,
caught,
kicked

track

was

with

of

I

. receives her note, and
Ills deputies heads off the train at the Junction, boards the engine pilot, and in a most dramatic scene snatches
the
girl
from
t lie path
of

the engine and rescues her form the Jawa ,,f death
In

the
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time.
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A

good

light

between

when

tu

takepiaoa
the i ■ -hie
ring ■be
ifair
charmer,
begging
her
proffers
which
she does In reward
of his
THE
NEW
DRESS — Jose
we,
Mexican
girl, and
later when
she accompanies
him
father
i
Joee prouM
■II the products
of their farm.
Is fascinat
buy it for ber out ,,f the proceeds of his sales, i
so she
returns
home
with
her father
delight
' as lost It, 1
the anticipation
Jose's butbrlngli
Lin..
He
gets theof dress,
stopping
at the
woman. Tht
unbalances

ever
nearer
Mini nearer
me
cur
her from
her lover, hoping thus to
him If she can only get near enoug
A sudden
re|K,rt
and
a sharp
(

Paul, I
of
to her
be ibetro

THE GAMBLERS
CHANCE.— Guy Otwell was
given a tip by a friend of his to buy coffee en the
coffee exchange. Otwell bad no money; but he
mortgaged his home for $5,000. With the money
In hand he tried to telephone his broker, but the
1 in.- was busy. The hour was 2:45 p. m., and the
exchange closed at 3.00. So Willie, the office-boy,
was entrusted with the money and a note to the
broker, instructing him to buy coffee for (he entire
$6,000. New Willie was not interested in the coffee
market nearly as much as In a game of "-rraps."
Willie remembered his mission just after 3 o'clock,
and rushed to the broker's and fonnd the doors
closed. He realized his predicament as be went
back
to tell his employer of his disastrous neglect.
When Willie arrived at the office he was surprised to see otwell walking up and down the room
tearing Ins hair. Willie decided to have It all over
with
immediately,
so be told otwell
i

n

himself
linaii. ialli
involved
at his club
pal
op immediate;.!
,,r silff.-i n .
.lusi before
he tells his swovthis predicament
she has received
an
Invitation fr,,iii a wealthy baron
to dine at his bouse
after
the
sh,,u.
The
ruin, d
accept
and leave a window
on the lower fit
w Inch
she il.H'S.
The
baron
- .
sale which
he never
keeps
locked,
hut which,
unless
you
k
-.
.. shots
from
the Interior when the- ih-.r
Is opened.
In the midst
,.f
t heir
supper,
the unwilling
accomplice
heals
her
lillj .
ping
through
H,e open
window.
Realizing
Unit
his death
Is Imminent,
and
realizing also that she cannot
warn
bom,
anil yet with
leari

and

jealous. One of the patrons of the place wins
undivided attention and she is the recipient
candy, luncheons and auto rides from him. Ma
while the barber is wild, and the limit of hl» |
throws
I Joy hi«
ride hated
I

of

the

her

i condition

i

"

I

dress.

A TRAGEDY
IN T0YLAND.— At eight o'clock
the children are put to bed and the nursery Is d>
scrted save for the toy soldiers and cannon clutter
Ing the floor. When the clock strikes tl.
lng hour of midnight the army awakens. MaJaS
Dot and Captain Nut bombard the enemy, gener
ously
sparing
the
band.
Shortly
after
the bittl,
Miss
li-ue. the
heroi
f ,,ur story,
an
her faithful dog Fldo. The officers aecnmpitij
Miss Prue to her home. Fldo brings up the ret
with Miss Prue's parasol, incidentally left behlc
at the fort. The Major and the Captain soon b.
come Jealous of each othera attentions to the chirm
lng Miss Prue. The rivalry becomes so strong thi
a challenge to flgbt a duel Is given and accepted
The surgeon, accompanied by a soldier,
house of Miss Prue. exciting In the heart of toyoung lady that dangerous trouble Is Imlneot
Learning of the coming dnel she decides to prtven
a flgbt at all hazards, but arriving on
while the desperate rivals arc deeply engaged I
mortal combat she Is fatally punctured. The fill!,
ful Fldo. grieving at the death of bis mistress, in
feeling he cannot live without her, lies down to
his soul goes on to the dogs' happy bunting groucl
IN BLOSSOM TIME.— Victorian, the heir and ft
of Hon Pedro, a Spanish nobleman r,
Florida at the time of Spanish occupation, falls I
love
with Angelica,
the gardener's
bis childhood
playmate.
Confirming daughter,
the oft inn
peated quotation that "Love knows no cast.
Pedro perceives his son's attachment, but thlnklt.
it is simply a mild flirtation, is only amused. A
time goes on however, the Spanish Don dlscoTri
Victorian really loves bis little childhood Men
and orders him to renounce the girl and go wit
him abroad. Fearing the opposition of his fltbt
and to outwit him. Victorian persuades Angelica I
wed at once and the good priest. Father Francisis induced to perform a secret marriage. I>
Pedro, learning of the secret wedding, orders tt
gardener and his daughter to send Victorian swi:
threatening to disinherit his son and to turn the
from bis door. Coerced by her father and D<
Pedro,
Angelica
"You
ma
do
as your
father writes
wishes,toI Victorian,
will sec you
no tnor
He will tell you why.'' Hon Pedro gives tbe Off
to bis son and tells him that Angelica has becon
tired of him and does not care to see his f».
again. Victorian, heart broken and pressed by b
father,
consents to go nbroad.
Again the season of blossom
Angelica
mother of a sweet little child, while
her la
■— tt
broken husband Is traveling In distant parts. Dt
Pedro suddenly dying abroad, the sight of pe'
blossoms decides Victorian to return home. Arri
lng at the old castle his unquenchod love for tl
gardener's little daughter compels him to seek be
Locating the unhappy mother with her infant col
In the pear orchard at the Identical spot where tl
original
troth was plighted a happy reconcllllstli
Is effected.

•

URBAN-ECLIPSE.

THE
JUGGLER'S VENGEANCE.— A wsyfar
Is given employment by tbe proprietor of a tri*
lng circus, and repays this service by trying
persuade his
The husband
he,, however,
performance
curacy of his-

employer's wife to elope wlthkb I
chances to see one of their meetlos
says nothing, but that night at t
when,
as usual
he
display!
tbe
throwing
kuiv,a ■s between
waim
lfi-'s by hands
as they
on a board be tells the traitor to tak
This
time
the aim
Is equally
ac
knives
are directed
Into tbe palms
- of merited
the ■
Realizing

that

flie

punishment

1
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tl

by

the (Jreat H'mIitu
Hy.. giving excel!.
i
We
are shown
characteristic
scenes
of tbe embarking pascngers. tbe docks, custom bouse, streets,
buildings, odd looking
peddlers, etc.

GAUMONT.
JIMMIE ON A LARK— II. drives Into :be picture
Id a palr-boreed
brougham
and seeing a ragged
boy
dangling bis legs on tbe coping orders tbe carriage
to stop.
Jumping out Jlminle runs to tbe dot, em
11 and Insists upon bis returning with blm
10 tbe .-arrlage to tbe boiuc.
They drive through th.- to tbe dusgust
of tbe lodge keeper
and
the boys adjourn to tbe grounds,
where Jlminle in
bis companion
to cbauge
coats.
Attired
in
.■ l coat and too large a cap. Jlmmle
looks
a regular urchin,
and
finding
from tbe boy the dlof his home.
Jlmmle
ruDs
off to tbe poor
father
and
mother,
who
are
naturally
as
toolahed
at seeing
a different
boy
In their
own
child's clonics.
He .jul.-kly makes himself at home
the other
l>oy arrives,
tells his parents
ther insists on taking
'6 relief he is finally
t before going Indoors
back
to throw a final kiss to bis bumble
friends for a happy day.
SHOOTING
THE
RAPIDS.— Made
at I
I rate.-, and showing us the natural bridge
of Are which spans tbe stream at a height
of 25o

is the Mecca
ing country.

for the young

couples of the surround-

Ornamental
Theatres

THE EMPERORS
RETURN.— Brigadier Paoll.
a former follower of Nap. eon and at present com
minding a detachment of the coastguard, is .-I.
bratlng the betrothal of bis daughter Annette to
Marco,
the fisherman.
1 appears to share a secret with
. girl friend
of .
'III
i note at the s
• glr '|
OD the following day.
Annette reads the note. In which an appoli
If made for a meeting
at St. Elols Bay.
The
coastguards
meanwhile
receive
a w
that Na[«ileon may land at tbe Coast of Var.
to Marco • aecret.
He wants to greet the Empei
and wlil.es tbe girl, whom
Annette considers as I
rim. to I* there also.
'lows
them
and
Is just
th* girl
when
Napoleon
arrive oaay fadei away
ami
with
tbe
him.

about

Showing
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town
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length,
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from
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—well.
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tludn fault with
dli
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aaluet

form,
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I

hull

tbrOOffb
the window,
and
dynamite
to
,,. last
' the warring facUoJU
Is arranged and
rambunctious eool departs I.. .■
used

">u»ty,
and
the
Irir.l were
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only
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verge
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DIoCHARGINO
two
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tranquil,
for he

RAWHIDE.— Haw i, I
igb
town
wl
of

make

-suit
wa>
lb.- hottest
en
West,
and
It turned
out
t. the satisfaction of all con
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ME LIES.
REDEMPTION

to

i

•• ping.

I "lying
that he has
Just
burg
with
Harry.
Tiny
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Supply
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ILL
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wadding

Scud us I

h

hand

saying
that she wishes
to marry
Harry
tbe lecretary, and no on.
I.er sends the latter away
to bis uncle In
Johannesburg.
Koher
la Tery angry
at th.
•- to lie avenged. Two yean after by
■r movei In th.- Exchange he ruins tl ,itoseneau.
The
latter,
being
onabla
to
■ . writes a lette
t be Is al>out t

flthcr
putting
I.Iaame d«i
i
I

Everywhere

bank.
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Gtarkaon,
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-'•cson for the note dawns
(be Is bipptly
reunited to Marco.
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fully

clear panorama
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squares nml some ..f Hip mure Important build
Including tin- Cathedral of Crlltoba).
tbe oldest

reaching
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we
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the

I..After

evcral
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of

where

beautiful

Havana,

Introduced

views
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HOW
THE
HUNGRY
Van Blbtier Is on tbe wa\

KAN
WAS
doun town

FED.— Young
one day when

tt a typical
"Weary
Wanderer"
following
him and
begging
inonej
for something
to eat.
Van
HIIiIht
hands
him
a half-dollar.
The
tramp
eon
tlnurs to do this sort of thing for some little time.
-.-en outside
a restaurant, begging and
again he asks Vau
Bibber
for money,
who happens
teal,
lie Is dragged
iuto the pla.-e by Van
Bibber
who
orders
them
to
bring the hungry man a good dinner.
A big spread is quickly set before the tramp, who
chokes and curses all through the meal as though
It were rs.ison. Unable to keep up the deception
longer, be starts for tbe door, but Van Bibber, autlclpatlng Ins move, calls in a passing policeman.
Everybody In the place is now up forming a circle
around the thoroughly disgusted tramp, who is compelled to pay for his meal and to tip the waiters
i Bibber.
with the dollar and a half given him by "
who

smilingly

makes

his way

through
"
satisfied

hungry
man
was
fed.
A CASE OF HIGH TREASON.— We
to

Captain

North,

who

Is

MADELINE'S
Mildred,

S

bundling

lo

the

WORLD

I er mid bis grand
-hop and sends
for
signature

and

REBELLION.— Madeline
and
her
t»o
American
girls,
live inwrites
the
.ml. who i~ ili.lr legal ■s
guardian.
sup re
until
tba

that lie Is about to return home from Military
School.
His
trunk
pre. -ides
Mm
bj
tour hours.
Mildred and Madeline happen to !<• In the hallway
wlen the expressman who delivers the trunk obligingly unbuckles the sirups. The cover opens readl
ly. disclosing military uniforms and thej begin to
rummage In the trunk, with the result that Made
line finds a letter written by her guardian to tils
ilng that it Is his wish that the latter
marry
bis ward.
Madeline.
i he young
man,
she naturally

keep up the deception for an hour, when the C
who has traced them, appears upon the see
mistakes his nephew and chum for the girls
pulse.
Matters
become
complicated
for a few
after due explana

mo-

marry.
Thus the Generals
wish is fulfilled
return home In a happy mood,
Madeline having had
the novel eiperionce of being a man for an hour.

VITAGRAPH.

are

wit"
against
his own
prior to the beginning of

i tie

crime
t high
t
, and she In turn believes It true. North
e bids fair to win the favor of Helen's hand
rriage.
when
In tt
' temper
aroused

leave. North finds himself arrested and condemned
to die This act Helen attributes to Brewster by
way of revenge, but when the latter learns the truth
of Norths arrest, his nobility of character stands
forth, and he forces a release pardon from President
DotnlgO at the point of a revolver, thus affecting
the escape of his worst enemy. He rescues the girl
be h.ves from the hands of Domlgo's soldiers and
finally proves his Innocence, and wins the love of
the woman of his heart.
CAPTAIN NELL.— Harry, the only son of Howard
Randolph.
Is cursed
with
too great
;
i task
and
be promises
to
friends

In a cafe,

when

e day In an Intoxicated
condition.
This so ang<
owns him and drives h
Weak
from
hunger.
saloon
and
staggers
to

.ne dav, he drifts Into a
i table. Here be Is found
him as her former champion
accompany
1
■e years pa-s by. Harry has proved bin
i and become one of the best workmen
manufacturing concern. He and Nell 1
d and are living happily
In their little he

ard Randolph
and
that he will t
lion Immediately.
Randolph
decides to reduce expenses
i
ages will be reduced te
i per cent.
The workmen at once appoint a committee to wait
upon Mr. Randolph, and not knowing Harry to be
his son, make him chairman.
They
visit Randolph,
and
father
and
son
come
■> face. Harry pleads the
firm and
refuses
their
t and
Randolph
rents' ~ "
they leave.
Griggs

then

tells

ti

comfortable position and finds t
little wife. Mabel, located In a little apartment
with all the comforts of home. He Is now ready
to enjoy married life; the strain has been too great,
however, and he is almost on the verge of nervous
i truly
prostration, sick and irritable. Mabel tries to cheer
and comfort
him:
r much
concerned about
• hubby. She Insists he must take a vacation,
and after he has gotten permission from his employer, and she has packed his grip, he Is about
to leave home when he thinks of his camera, with
which be promises to take some scenes of the location where he will rest and recuperate.
When lie gets on the train, he happens to meet
an old friend, a newspaper man, who has been assigned to a theatrical performance, which is to
take place later in the week. They compare cameras and speak of the objects of their trips out of
town. Jack enjoys his vacation and he does not
forget to make good use of bis camera, taking many
beautiful scenes from nature and several snapshots
of the natives. His friend, the newspaper man.
has filled his commission, taking some photographs
of the members of a burlesque company, and he
Is quite satisfied with his success. By a strange
coincidence. Jack and the reporter on their return
home again meet on the same train, and again tell
their
experiences
Arriving
at theirduring
home their
town, week's
tbey outings.
separate,

and

home any photographs of his trip. He speaks very
enthusiastically about them and tells her the proofs
will be home In a short time. A mesenger boy comes
In
withtothehispictures,
and is
when
".Tackytodear"
shows
them
wife she
horrified
se several
views of the theatrical troupe in grotesque and abbreviated skirts: no amount of explanations will
console her, and it is not until bis newspaper friend,
who has discovered
n, has
comes
into Jack's
the house.
gotten
photographs instead of
the whole matter
straight,
and restores
peace
GIRL. — Audrey,
a charming
I
tbe i 'SHOW
s-e.1 among
the show
girls,
is Invited
with
some of her stage
I
ipanlons,
to have lunch with
an old friend, by the name of Dr. Renfrew. The
doctor and Audrey, eating together, talk over old
times and renew their friendship; she takes his
attentions seriously and becomes very much Impressed with his pleasant
companionship.
Night after night the doctor attends the perin which
see appears
the "head-liner."
and never formance
falls
to greet
her withas generous
applause
and a bouquet of flowers as marks of his admiration.
To emphasize his friendship or Infatuation be
- i string of pearls, begging her to accept
it as a souvenir of happy days gone by.
Through a member of the company In which she
is playing, she learns that Dr. Renfrew Is married,
and at her friend's suggestion redirects bis note
back to his wife. The next morning she goes to his
home when his family Is absent, confronts him
with his duplicity, and tells him about returning
the note. While she is there his wife rings the
bell and Audrey pretends to be a patient of the
doctor's: the wife unsuspecting, comes hito the
room with the morning's mail, among which Is
tbe redirected note. He opens It, the wife asks
him

to let her se It: he hesitates.

string of pearls as

his

a souv*.

Andre)
returns - toIn the
tneatwith heart breaking son
sorrow
for the man
who
was
not worth}
•
which
he trilled,
and
whhb
prompted
her to save
him
from
disgrace
and
bis family
from
scandal.
SUNSHINE AND SHADOW.— Way down South
In the daj
there
dwelt
a lady
named Mrs. Gilbert, and "Sunshine" was the mm*
of her daughter. This lady bad a colored cook
who dwelt upon the Gilbert plantation with her little
daughter named "Shadow." Sunshine Is as fib"
and || white as a Illy while Shadow Is as dark
and black as night. Tbe first child Is not only
blessed
with
rood
looks,
but
Si i
the bleaslngi Of material comfort; poor little Shadow
nothing,
not even
her looks.
Sunshine is gl\en u birthday [.arty, and all ber
little friends are Invited to Jolt, In the fun. Shadow
watches the guests come and casts longing eyes at
their prel
Face*,
and
winders
"ti si .■ was created such a funny looking lltS
coon while Sunshine and her playmates were made
so attractive.
This
remains
an unsolved
problem,
to tbe party. She cannot control ber curiosity and
when she sees a chance sneaks Into the parlor, hides
e l.ldlDf
tinder the sofa and there remains until all the
other
children depart for their homes. Sunshine, daring the serving of the dinner, is afraid tbesomeptrlee
one
Hiful
doll returns
t.
and hides it under The sofa, right next b
Shadow, who clasps It lo her little bre;
log out of her hiding place, she runs to her little
before
the
cabin home and falls asleep In an old arm chair
As she Is about
to go to lied. Sunshine
asks for
her doll, and
tells her mother and
the nurse that
It Is under the sofa In the parlor,
(if course
they
cannot
find it, at once raise a hue and
a cry tn(|

plotting,

the country, eventually becomes Secretary and Confidential Adviser of its President. It is in this capacity that he meets Helen, the daughter of the
millionaire. Clifford Norman. The sudden arrival
of Captain North on the scene dispels all his hopes

e doctor
wife
hands■
ife andandshebisreads:

ulr of happj
little
gll

offers

the

The time
is Just
tbe Spanish war.
He Is also plotting to make sure of Ids own safety
by placing the guilt upon the shoulders of a brother
officer. Lieutenant Brewster, and this he effectively
does, causing the arrest of the young Lieutenant.
' 's escape from the fortlfica-

ne
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then
suspecttheir Shadow
of theft.
Shadow's
overhears
suspicion
and
hurries
home, mammy
wkwBH
she finds her little daughter
asleep
with
the doll
In her arms.
Without
disturbing her, she remove*
(
the doll, throws
It in the fire and replaces
It with
the wooden
cotton haired
doll which
the little co|.
orcd girl had cherished as ber one prized possession:
I
but
In comparison
to Sunshine's
Is only
a make-

ALKALI IKE'S AUTO.— Both "Akall" and "Mnttang" Pete loved Hetty Brown, and the hid} bad
her hands full In keeping the lovers from shooting
each other. One day "Alkali" called on Betty with
a pair of handsome saddle horses and asked her te ,
go riding with him. She agreed, but the resourceful "Mustang." driving up with a handsome bom* i
and
carriage,
off the lady.
to the
villagecarried
inn. inclined
to drink"Alkali"
himselfgoat
to
death, but finally trades for an old Junk automobile his two horses, and clambering In the seat,
starts in pursuit of his rival and the lady. Overtaking them, he has no difficulty In persuating Betty
to ride with him. But the auto breaks down tad
"Alkali," endeavoring to fix It. turns on tlie jule*
and the rattle-trap car stsrts down the trail at
leavingride"Alkali"
behind.
aLightning
thrilling speed,
and exciting
the car is
ditched After
and
pool Beat? is thrown headlong into tbe road.
I
THE
ATONEMENT.— Philip
Gray
is the owner :
of a number
.if East
Side
tenement
buildings la
New
York
City.
Despite
tt
usurp
of the pre**
and the pleadings of his tenants to repair the buildings, the banker refuses. His wife reads a paragraph in one of the daily papers, which blame*
for the death
of women
and children
in hit
and
ilc. ides
to investigate
tbe CQamT *j
tlons.
With
her little daughter
she visits one Of
the buildings
and
explores
its dark
passages
from
top to bottom and
is horrified
at the misery of the
pis.ple
ahldiiig
there.
Entering
one of tbe tnSl
ments.
Mrs.
and
Dorothy
find a sick mmM

Gray

Dorothy, who. upon later leaning that the child has symptoms of diphtheria, leave
the room. Han Morris, father of the sick child. Il
advised by the charity physician t
able t
'dlscr,the specialist.
children's
log 1
ive the girl's
" ' Dray, who :
i the life.
banker
the aid of the specialist* for Dorothy,
traded dlptherla through her visit t
child. Both men are pleading with tt
the telephone rings
lid's and
life. Gray is
Dorothy
Is dead.
The doctor then g
i the

•

1 later

Independent Film Stories
deal
gang

chair and
falls fast asleep.
of hooligans
him and
to
leinovaltie cart,

He dreams thgri
the
drive chair.
away. and_m*
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eutly the furniture
1m [.la. .-1 up
two by two a party
..f weirdly
op tod down and proceed
mi and the chair are harnessed to the horse, i
an alarming
speed.
Finally
the
hut the chair continues Its wild
lo( up steps and down
again, mounting

2 ARCHITECT

Anally falling Into a
along.
Hut suddenly

e brimful
of agony.
The
train
[tag party has been stayed,
and.
has rolled away
from
the rails.
But
tie terrified
mother has
lost
grateful
tourists take
her to their
ladway.
1 mother

and

has

in

sight

We

not only make Plans and build

Theatres

of

i
tooting of

the horn, the
• desired effect
appare-it danger
* '
stored, and
she clasps her
in an agony
of happiness!
THE
WAISTCOAT
WITH
POINTS— Poor
Mr.
faalmlr
Is badly
treated
by his wife
and
motherIn law.
One
day
he notices
an
ad:
"Wear
the
uisrvelous
waistcoat
with
points,
which
enables one
t.> travel
In the subway
without
being
crushed
—
tl.-le.
1 tor t
He finds t
Mr. Caa-

and

Vaudeville
We

iCTURI

MOVING
THI

t the ■

Houses

also build

We have built 1 ver 60 Theatres the last 5 years which are all ORIGINAL
in Construction, Oeslgn and Decorations

AMBROSIO.
TWEEDLEDUM
eddlng

LATE.— Tweedledum
awakens
to find that
he has but a few
■ uniting bride.
In mad baste
Impresses
• ■ horse
unmindful
of the owner's
prooni
of
transiKtrtatluu
being
automobile,
and at breakneck
■Ting
a trail of devastation
behind
him.
itlon
III- disheveled
and un
tlltlon angers
tie bride
and
her father.
. o ..-i w llh the eereliiony.
Tweeigbt

IS

day

hi he

picks

out

an

old

scrub

hie

operation,

t
"I

her

husband's

iFon
tesrs
Into
• the t
. Aubrey,
who smilingly

I
ting bubbles
and
takes
his pipe
away.
bubble and In It he sees a vision of bis
nig
slik
in Led
Imploring
him
to he
would
save her from
dying
of a broken
I Ice
the
vision
apiteara.
and
the
boy.
• trongly moved,
rusbea
home
and throwing himself
promises
>•. be good
forever
>ftrr. ind not to cause
her any

lT|ng

eh
Is finally
given
worn
and
contempt.

1

THE CONFLICT.— yueen of the dsnil m
tbla Is uiadly
infatuated
with
Itogsrs.
oxer

bar,

openly

In

makes
>

BISON.

i01nt.11

[ormlng

."r "

■>■ Willi her.
• In

t|„.

aggre-

■ l the delicacies

1 tarts
■ i. ate
liy the posited
courting,
ijusrrels

• ,

with

sttlbin

Mist
Curtis
and
the
return
the bride
I*
feminine
attire,
and
they
in which
Itessle Joins,

rival.

I* VIST.— Aubrey
Mrs
Jackson,

■ h

.he

-• .. csrrie.

hsstlly
II, e

and
invites
In
Idl the letter

large v.,-.
Hie,
t., hide
routing
l.s.k
swsj
si

thst

conies
lufstuated
wealthy man. but
that
she
Is dumb.

Now
which

It is Frits'!
luru
to undergo
so
renders
him
stone
deaf.
The
sir*. Frits engaged
in
- tirades
sgalnst
ber
husband,
to everything
and
with a coofsce. reads placidly on.

but Frits, oblivious
tented
smile on his

IN THE NICK OF TIME. —Hose l'atton. left
alone in the family ranch house outside of Arlaons.
during the absence of her psreuls to St. Louts. Is
Ml vNiii vacviueru. who
has long admired How, aud takes advsutr. .
opportuolt] t.i declare bis affection for her. Roaa
1 .leiiteuanl
King.
angrily
wants
hla actions
whereupon
time

Sullivan, the good priest st the monaster), who
.a>. her the
s<sitlies iiei hi-crls and tries to show
patli of rectitude.
Jacks.ui
pursues
his prey
Into
the un
walls ..r tie monastery, snd triumiibautiy
1 hla hark
with
him
Dlahcsrh
Is Incline.

to

S. CaTalrf,
arrltca
witness
the alinoi slice

way
with s warning
that
Ion will result disastrously

U|»>u tin
tbst
1

i determines to

any re|«-tltlou
for him
Tt

prtea
Ml. in •>.. I> the
girl
Cynthia
Jscksou
to slay
while
the priest
Willi
Inspired
pleads Willi her to
sou.
Ill s rage,
strikes
the
priest
In the
the
fsce snd
tearing
the crotS
ft. .ni his hand,
dashes
act breaks
the spell
Jackson
I.
• ill ns fr..iu

i the

'.srlst

with

which

psulous
stand
aghast
for a moment,
sud then
turn
U|slll Jncksoll
ejecting
Liu. II
the prl.-st and c> mills from lbs rood Strslght
I., the monaster] the girl turns her steps, sud fsll
lug ui
r knees
at the sltsr
prs)s
r

...
It
In at
t

tmda

I

coming t
"REMANS
BRIDE.— The
gastronomic
con
' the drunken
cook
nearly
rause
a riot
' Lewis, the foi
Miss Curtlss.

h.-

Frits calls upon l'r. I ..rbt t.. see If bis wife canlie to talk
Kventually.
her voice Is re
Crltl Is happy
over
It. but hla happiness
.lurath.ii.
for his wife
Is sit -

calls up
\i
to a theater
party.
I
1 tie story.
Mrs.
An' i
k woman
who
has
yielded
a, and goat
i" the studio,

woman

dismay,

affectionate

lie

Is,

s

flush

of

shams

moools

hla

.■

he

was
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Intention
' DM arc f ru~l rntt-il bj
unexpected appearance of the rescuing |.inj of

THE
SHERIFFS
CAPTIVE.— Dan Hawkins,
a
richer Of Skull Valley, Arizona. going to the post''
ail. recognizes a man standing near.
pulls
away. bis gun. shebouts tbe man down and rides hastily
Tbe loitering cowpuu. tiers hasten with news of
tbe tragedy to the h e of Fred Weller. the sheriff.
who
bidding
bis mother
good-bye.
saddles
his
broncho, and Is off on the trail of the assassin.

rklna' tangbtor, awalta bar father'i re
greets blm Joyfully. He Is run, -h da

turn, and
pressed, and thrusting a note Into her band, bids
her good bye and rides away.
Nell reads i
M. I'- It I'uu'l.t.-r -Fifteen years ago your mother
ran away with another man. Today I killed blm.
I have made provision for your future. I am leaving
this country.
Good bye.
Your Father.
Tbe sheriff reaches Hawkins' cabin and encounters
denies knowledge of the whereabouts Of
her father. Weller. however, discovers the hoofprlnts of Hawkins' horse, and starts on tbe trail.
Tbe next evening, by aid of his field glasses, he
discovers Hawkins asleep, his horse unsaddled
"~'~> the
prisoner.
standing near. He stealthily steals "upon
sleepllawkn ter. Arriving

) be permitted
at the cabin,
Weller. exhausted
rides

away,

she

t

1 her father go
from many hours

placing

t

Now, What?

"Her

dy is watching the "house
of variety." There's variety enough
in our releases; for instance, for

1 tbe prairie
thought constantly re 01
If she understands.
I
stands and when she t
( way a woman fcnOfn
THE
RANCHMAN 8 VENGEANCE— Ur,
tiro, a Mexican
balfbreed,
owns
a small
ranch,
and lives Urfl
happily with Ids wife Ufa
little daughter
Irmly 1
ncp.ss

the

tbe

ranch looking for i
ind Pedro, acting <

flock, leaving
MarieIn
Milting
n o|,|H,rtiinit> which
and Flint together, offering
Flint ungratefully takes advant

Tuesday, May 23, ■■■■

Marie's

■ lely Iswinning
Marie'
father.
suspicious,
is declaring
Ids |oraanu

working lally Flint I
reara
we fln
I child.
Manuelito

cornea
He fOMu

Mils Flint
ds l.ivehis forwife Marie
In Flint's
emdm bis life shall pay tbe
treat her unkindly,
of Marie, anil at the end
Iin shamefully abusing both
elegram

to Pedro,

who

It

Atonem

ent"

A clever story of a clever woman
crook, with not a glimpse of violence
— cleverly staged and cleverly acted.

Powers Picture Plays
Tuesdays and Saturdays
The cowpunchers,
meanwhile,
have set out
search of the sheriff, and meet blm and Nell on tl
trail. Weller explaining, "My prisoner escaped, b
I captured
He takes bis
Nelldaughter."
to his home, and explains to h
mother, who gives the girl a warm welcome. Tl
new love grows apace, and In the end we fit
Nell handcuffing herself to Weller, promising to I
"His prisoner for life."
A COWBOY'S SACRIFICE — Jack Redmond,
cowboy, is In the employ of Wesley Ross, owner i
"The Circle X Ri
should fall In love with Ross
daughter. Edith,
lien Into evil ways.
Edith's brother, George, had
One morning George came home Intoxicated and
Jack, finding him in this condition, took hlra to the
house, where his mother tenderly takes care of him,
and Edltb stops long enough to thank Jack.
Jack Is hardly out of sight when George determines to go to the Betoora Saloon and spend the
day. He rides to town and enters the saloon.
There he engages In a quarrel with Texas Jim. who
forcibly ejects blm from tbe saloon. George rides
away,
swearing
vengeance.
Out on tbe range he waits until he sees Texas
Jim returning home, and taking his gun from his
breast pocket he deliberately shoots his enemy,
Tbe sheriff finds the body on the prairie and. finding life extinct, rides rapidly to the nearest ranch
form a posse to avenge tbe murdered
y get away from tbe s
George In his
e of
e drops his gun. the posse finds it a
after come up with tbe craven man. lasso him. and
drag blm from his horse. Jack Redmond comes up
as they are about to hang George and assumes the
blame for the crime by claiming tbe gun and showing them bis empty holster.
tbongbts

Bring Oullhe Old Flag!
Memorial Day is here, and so is a
big feature for the day, entitled

"FiflyYearsAgo"

Full of big battles, excitement and—
tears! A powerful combination, good
in North or South.

He Greets You Soon !

NAT M. WILLS
The

big talk exchange
of the day.

See your

The Powers Go.
241st St. and Richardson Ave.
New York City

stricken Pedro from t
lng the little child li

1 life, and clasp-

POWERS.
A MATRIMONIAL SURPRISE.— John
' him. Club t
president of the Welsenbelmer
conscious of
points Is lil! Ingle blessedness, and he laughs dl
the club's
•ntcllv refl1b
poker sessionmarried
be seesfriends.
frequentAt interruptions
rlsivelyhundred
at "

pount
1 for their fate.
turn finally comes, and his fall Is IfHe marries a little woman, a ninetypound
bantam,
and
what
she him
doesn'tto such
do toan poor
John is a caution.
She tames
«•
tent that the time he used to spend at the club
Is now consumed In useful activity at a wash tab.
and John dare not deny her orders, either.
The
grand climax to his fate Is shown when. In toe
appropriate attire, he is protesting governess to t
bawling, yelling twin.
OKLAHOMA.— It Is during the
l.andlt.
got
trouble
When intohe was
shot he stumbled over old man Reset
for whl
land in
It's shortly after that Ranre Is dispossessed,
determines to cross Into Oklahoma. Here be i
his chance In tbe homestead lottery, and
enough 16<>7 Is one of the winning numbers,
tbe sheriff Interferes,
claiming
non-transferable,
and that
Dolly that
Is notthethe tic*o
owner. It looks pretty blue, but Jack Dare
ltitle present reach home,

"

I
!M

(
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THANHOUSER.
LADY CLARE. — Tennyson's poem of "Lady Clare"
ells of a nurse. Alice, employed by the Karl to
lurse uls motherless Infant daughter — tbe little
„ady Clare.
i Alice bas a child of lier own,
also a baby girl.
ind when
s the

tbe
Earl's

Earl's
little one dies,
ii d, whlcb
is brought
daughter,

and

In

Alice
substi
up In luxury

time

l.ord lionald. tbe Earl's
. alljr tl.e rightful heir, spe
lose companionship
with

WORLD

i is brought

luberits

i early

yearB

bis
in

When
Alice
learns
that
her daughter
is to be
e wife of Ixird Ronald,
she confesses ber decepoo. but i-au'loiis ber daughter
not to tell.
■me girl, however,
is too noble
to deceive
and
•eking out Lord Itonald,
tells him she Is "a beggar
jrn, and not the Lady Clare."
Ronald,
loving
ber for herself alone,
assures ber
at ber rank
means
nothing
to him.

Is a short one; as a usurper, backed
' a number of native soldiers, attacks tbe paltfce.
i prisons tbe boy king and seizes tbe reins of
irernment.
King
George
Is ordered
executed
In secret,
but
e man hired to do tbe vile deed.
Is so touched
the youth and Innocence of the little King, that
stead of slaying
him,
be spirits blm out of his
laoa. Fearing that if discovered bis life would be
nvo
i> lines
the young
King
with
emigrant woman who. with others, is about to
il for America. Arriving in New York. King
-orge makes bis escape, and hides In tbe city until
t companion bas been shipped to a town In the
" ' i ticketed.
Tbe following day,
I little fellow is found asleep in a doorway by _
rly policeman. In spite of bis protestations, he
). la shipped out West, according to the directs! on the Immigration
ticket
that
is found
on

t ion of an
nd of a nearby
fort, who
meets
station and Is greatly
taken
with

the child
at
bis winning

la

In the i
5 old t

bome

i

tiny grandchild dependent upon her. Jack, realizing that he Is responsible for blasted lives and
ruined homes, is convinced that he has paid too
large a price for the Jewels and gowns of bis wife.
Remorseful,
he decides to die.
Ills wife reaches his side Just in time to save bis
life. She demands an explanation, and be tells
ber. Sbe tears off her gems, expresses sorrow
for
face
tbe
her selfishness, and
world
together.
Jack i

tells him
''

'
'
'
old
dupes so far as be
An 1

s farmer

life,

both

1

AN
EXCEPTION
TO
THE
RULE.— Dorothy
bas
Implied
faith
in her
husband,
and
when
an old
Dorothy
i bachelor girl, visits ber,
'
topic of discussion
Is Dorothy'
describes
hiin as something
Indeed
unusual nk they
cullnlty
but her friend
Helen
seems
weak, all need
watching. To prove her point, she says she will
send a note to Dorothy's husband, whom she has
telling him that she has admired his
talents and asks for a meeting In tbe park and
for Identification be was to wear a white flower
in his coat buttonhole, and she likewise will wear
one. The note is put on the husband's desk. He
enters In company with a friend, a traveling salesman, reads the note and Is about to destroy It when
be asks bis friend's opinion. His friend thinks
enough of it to carry out the girl's instructions, and
does so. In the meantime, bubby remembers It is
his wife's birthday and he goes to a florist and
purchases as a gift a very fine plant. The florist
pins a white flower on bis coat lapel with his
compliments. Hobby proceeds home and when he
enters the bouse it occurs to him that be bas forgotten the plant, and he Is about to leave the
bouse to go after It when Dorothy enters and Inquires where he Is going, unit wishing to surprise
ber be answers her that be will be back In a little

-med and Jack Haskina
• brother of Bess, bas
Jim
Darrow
applies
duly made a member of tbi
I .rts to tbe front
*
1 body
of men fighting desperate
; onslaughts of the enemy.
with
an order
for relnforceoutpost
-> despatched
•
.t a lonely spot on the road, he reads the
conceives a plot to humiliate Jack.
He forges
a despatch
ordering
Jack
t

Tack
la torn■ off and Dave receives a mortal i wound.
Jack
side.
I as pocket
J
la In the act of placing the order In his
when he is struck by tbe missile, but It drops to
the ground The boy staggers towards him and,
in a dazed condition, places the despatch In bla
pocket, being unable to reach Jack, and falls dead.
Jack, recovered from his wound, with an empty
sleeve, Is summoned before his superior officers,
courtmartialed and sent bome, branded as a coward
on the evidence of Jim.
The scene reverts to the North. An officer brings
tbe coat and cap worn by Dave to Bess and gives
her a letter from Jack, who writes that he has
been proven a coward and releases ber from their
engagement.
Twenty years have now passed. It is Memorial
Day and tbe I'nlon survivors of the war are having
their annual parade.
In her home Bess, now a saddened unmarried
woman, sees the old soldiers march past. She gets
the clothing of her dead brother to wave out of
the window and the forged dee]
She
reads
mrade8 at his
theJackpocket
where
I" t "~~"
Is surprised
im to come
out.
He
is told
• •use to claep
tie forged
despatch
his Innocence.
He
r
to be placed at tbe bead of
mand.
Three
rousing
cheera
com n Jack
Hasklns.
and
tbe old
are given rs,for InCaptal
The
closing scene
and
Bess decorating
grizzled
veterans
in

Mm

the Colonel, who

grows

fonder

every day.

"'hen. mini' time later, a delegation arrives from
boy's kingdom, having traced him into the fort.
Identity In established. iTbey bring blm news
the Insurrection bus turn quelled, and that
blm. Hut the little King prompt
. log he would rather grow up to
> American soldier. The disappointed delega■ forced to return home without blm.
E STAGE CHILD. — The husband was not cruel.
■s what Is called a "good provider." but he
could realize that his wife ought to have
: money.
Ami
when
i good living became of i
ti ' '
i if, n ' h "t him.
e Joined ii
• \,il success.
.
years later she found
that her voice v
■ ! the skilled
phyalclan
art*
t she would n
0 tell I,
.'all,

applied
for
a position
as
Ind It was
promptly
given
to her.
» law steppe, i in.
a poll, eu, mi Informed
i eblld of h,r tender yea re bad no right

■:'■•'

ulil plevent
a llltle
her sick mothei
Tbe
Mayor
treaties,
ami
went
'■ i. "ii such
il I. In wife
mutually
happier

aspnortlng

just
1 ll

orn

K

drifted
'"It

■

along."

.• worklngman,
He

w

p will knock
at then
.In In a .hlfiy
Individual,

\',

with

nu
In
,.,il pray

bas accepted the invitation.
Helen, the bachelor girl, goes to the park and
meets the man whom she supposes to be Dorothy's
husband.~ Sbe does not hesitate to tell him what
shebit.
thinks of him In deeeivliig tils wife, and be
llinls it Impossible to explain to ber tbe Joke.
Hubby returns In. me with the plant only to find
his wife in tears Instead of greeting him with
smiles. A few minutes later, the bachelor girl
comes In and Is surprised to receive an introduction

WITH

to

make

u

sacrifice

for

bis

sake.

i . r tittle seringa of months si

She

give*

start.

Tb(
-

.if

nniiilrrftll

profits

SHERIDAN

of lie Old
refused
to

life

AT

MURFREESBORO

-

lived

tiii

patnoi
was
turn.M
don
the gray.

with

to grief,
was
firm

If n< ■
upheld.
Irllng and churning of the fiery i

hlin

make
n presentable
appearance
at his debut.
ills
flrst
public
performance
Is an
Immediate
success.
He is Invited
• homes of the wealth
song girl win. was kimi to blm In hi»
povertj
and be
ets and falls in love with Marie
von II
'ii, the daughter
of
w.,m.,,
brought
l.lin out
pining
for b.r lover, gradually wastes
■ way
In si
oat,

finding

blm

at

n.-

i.......

,.t

«ee III 111 nml In filially admitted.
I,, come
to her .1.,,..
... ami
lirgtN
him
to go 10 II

:i

lu
She

her
Im

I .llllig She
holds
out
Icr
arms to Csrl ami Is taken t.. hi.
m.rant
of lbs knowledge h.ni i„- i,,,,.
bappj
i"
, nl„i iK
- make
the girl bla
he

i warned, sine

IMP.

him
who

IN THE GREAT BIG WEST— Harold Walters,
a young physician. Is in love with Dorothy Desmond.
Harold has arranged to escort Dorothy to a ball.
He Is there promptly on time to do so. b II
denly remembers that at the same hour a patient
Is expecting
his s.-r*
t liy . but
duty Is all paramount
with blm; be must go to bla

to Dorothy's husband, who is entirely a different
man than the one sbe met In the park. Jack's pal,
tbe traveling salesman, comes in and a general
explanation
follows.

TAE MINOR CHORD.— furl Danmltz. a poor but
hllWIted violinist, engages I r.NUii in au obscure
boarding
house and pursues his studies.
Bleaker,
realdea acroaa the street,
and
through
the
open
Win, low
where
she
Is wont
to
I - violin.
. while
(iretchen is listening,
she knocks
over a plant,
The musician
hastens out, picks up
n,e Bower, and thus they meet and go for a stroll.
in i.fT.'r to play at .
rlty.
lie is overjoyed
n
Is of
short
duration,
for
:|
thai he has not
the proper
clothing
to apjicar
at

with Jack
with
tbe

CHAMPION.

flower,
by

s at the cemetery
he grave
of Dave,
tbe background.

■

■

laetalaed
and

bU

fa'

THE

MOVING
AMONG

PICTURE
THE

Fort 1
i word
!h
the -•>" meant
I

thai
hoi.t.

..lid in ■ wrathful

u

teacher Mr.
to rusticate

.1 Papa Baj
where his

hopeful

to illicit

ii tempest,
for tin
nil smooth,
an. I pin.
have a habit of apiMuirlng
at the ivrmis
The old gem Ionian's advent
iniiiered !■>
her.
Slai
tears up Ethel's picture and folds flora to his breast.

Longview,

Texas. - V.

WORLD

EXHIBITORS.
1'ilncesa theater

N. tralOdenAve. Is

Jefferson City, Mo.a new theater mi Monroe St.
Waco.
Texas.— The
Ideal Thei

Kill

LITTLE

WESTERN ROSE. — Iiose Martin
,1,-n. a young cattle owner, but
r, i net. employed by her father.
which arouses tl
ninity of Hidden and who picks
with Jack.
A lariat duel Is arrenged on
Belden makes a lack] throw
Jack from Ins mount and starts over the prairie
dragging the helpless la. I to certain death.
-;
e.l trouble
and has ridden
In the
direction
In which
she saw Im.iIi men ride. She
the scene as .lack am
sell at
dragged
to his death, and riding hard she n is
them and at the point of her gun makes Hidden
halt. Later, as her father discovers that his daughter loves .la.k. he prevails on his wife to give
their daughter and .lack her blessing.

- ■ ■» Ml tU

. the girl, whom I
■ from the ranch with her horse
and bnlldog. Suspecting no harm she follows the
Mexican, who takes her to a shack and locks her
In then rides off to Inform Hidden: but
overlooked
who Isattacks
of the shack'Yank."
where the
his dog.
mistress
a prisoner.
i.-s a nolo, which she forces out through
a small crack in the door. The dog grasps It In
his mouth and dashes off with the note to the ranch
house and places It in the hands of Rose's mother,
whom he so,.* at the door. She summons
her them
hus' ' otlfles
thc'sl.a.-k
Hose'whois soon
She uptolls
her
storv
to theandboys,
start liberated.
out to round
Belden
and'his Mexican, which they finally so
'd In doing
and roping them with lariats, they force the two
worthies to go to the ranch and at the point of guns
they compel them to kneel and apologize to Rose.
The l^t scene shows the young couple ready to
be married.
THWARTED BY NELL PIERCE.— Nell has undertaken to run down a band of jewel thieves, who
take to sea in a sailing yacht and is followed by
Nell Pierce In a motor boat. She runs down the
yacht and the thieves drop the bag of jewels
Nell meets with a series of startling adventures
and is captured, but eventually makes her escape.
In the ofmeantime,
has whom
trailed they
the """home
a marine she
diver,
engage to go
The diver and his
• r the „Jew„.j" and get ready to go
ovorN.ard when Noll, with an assistant, overhaul the
losl aa they anchor.
The Captain :ind Ins assistant are overpowered and
hound and Nell Pierce takes the diver's suit, gets
into It while her assistant screws On the heart
piece. She Is then assisted overboard and sinks
to the bed of the ocean, and after a long search,
finds the jewels and is pulled aboard.

GREAT

ket will
will

erect
1*

re-

Greencastle, Pa.— II. W. McLaughlin
will build
an addition to the theati
Sacramento,
Cal. — The Cluule
Theater
will be
Wilmington,
Del. — Alfred
Downing
will
the Bavoj Theater al 517 Markel St.
Hamsburg.
Pa. — A new moving picture
Is being erected at Li'o Markel
New York City — A new moving picture

enlarge

The child's description Is recognized by the father
aa that of ids ex-employee, and the man Is soon
found and arrested. In his cell he seems likely to
loose his reason, so In mercy, the child is brought
to him, and in a superbly acted scene, the prisoner
convinces himself that the apparition Is flesh and
blood. Deeply touched, the father forgives, and
promises that when the unhappy man has paid the
1 befriend him.
penalty of bis crir— *■■

Ind.—• pill.
The lie.
i Mn

Minneapolis,
River

-

S.
Minn.— .1

1

G. Smith
MoClinton, ■thecorner
pioneeri.

Lumberi ami Company,
Hennepli ground

i
i

Youngstown,
Ohio. — The Bijou 1'heater has made
to rcopeu
w in. II, Gill
. i - Is planning to
Miliord,
Conn.—
Mr. Walter

theater

Salem. Mass.— Mr. N. Harris Ware has taken a
, Medford Opera House, and will
convert ii into a first-class moving picture theater.
Granger. Wash. — Messrs. Black and Collett have
local theatrical
sold their theater
here
' Waltham.
The picture
Kndlcott
Hall which
is being
converted
into Mass.—
a moving
theater,
will
he kn,,wn as the Orpheum.
Fredericksburg,
Va.— The
management
of the
Gleua Theater here have closed down their house.
Louisville,
Ky — A new
moving picture theater
is being erected here, on the south side of Walnut.
i 'Ii an, I Center Streets, which will cost
0,000, and be under the management
of
the I'nderw Titers Realty Company.
Riverside,
Cal. — A new picture palace Is being
ship of
Mr. Frederick 0. Adler, manager of the
local
Auditorium.
Henry, Tenn. — C. W. Crawford Is preparing plans
for the erection of a first-class moving picture
theater to be erected in the building formerly
upled bv the skating rink.
Chester, Pa.— The William Penn is the name of
the new picture theater which is being planned
for 002 Edginont Avenue. This theater Is under
lagement of Clem Ewing.
r moving picture theater
Milwaukee,
Wis._. erection in the Hepp grocery

store, which will be under the proprietorship of
Mr. Julius Washwiski.
Philadelphia, Pa.— A new moving picture theater
Is being planned to be erected at 4047 Lancaster
Avenue, for Joseph W. Salus.
Centralia,
111.—toA ' built In the Fulks Brothers
Is
being planned
Building.
Chester, Pa.— In West State Street, a new mo^
lng picture theater is being planned to be built.
picture house Is 1
Waterhury,
Conn. — A t
Theater.
the
to be erected

NORTHERN.

OF CONSCIENCE.— The fc
b dismissed for overbearing conduct
e under him. and resolves to revenge himself
on lils former employer. He constructs an Infernal
machine and when the head of the house has gone
to business, the miscreant shows himself to his
enemy's little girl and gives 1
the
.
i goes. The mother, c
house, does not know what the strange object 1
| in isI susthat her child is holding. However, she
pdefcnu, the si. rows it out of the window, and Just
then It explodes. Part of the house Is blown down,
but fortunately the inmates are uninjured. Back
in his own room, the perpetrator of the crime sees
In a vision the child for whose death be supposes
himself to have been responsible, and the constant

Falls,

theater

York
City.— At the no, tl, east corner
of
in, I lit ll Street a now plctilio
led. which will est about $o,000 and be
under
the management
and proprietorship of Mr.
i.e., Bpachner.
Elmira. N. Y J. C. Brown has leased the store
- Maiket
Street, from C. Hennkel
and
i picture f
Philadelphia. Pa, — A new picture theater Is heMarket Street, which will be
Smith! la rdicau Company,
New York City. — l'lans have I I made for the
election of a moving picture theater in the building on the southwest corner of East Houston and
Christie Streets, for the Mlnsky Realu
'
which will have a seating capacity of 1S80.
Lincoln.
Nebr. — A new
picture
house
Is being

Waltham,
Mass. — The
Orpheum
latest and newest picture theater
,vill open within a week.

Bend.

Sioux
en

New

THE

South
I

Syracuse. N. Y.— Mr. B. A. Reed has sold his
theater in Fall Street, to Mr. C. D. Blessing.
Loredo, Texas.— A new theater is being erected
In the Valdcz Block, which will seat about 1.500
patrons, to be under the management and proprietorship of Messrs. Valdez and Souther.
Dayton, Ohio.— The Victoria Theater here has
reopened with moving pictures and vaudeville.
New York City.— A. J. Gllllngton is building a
10-cent vaudeville and picture theater. Which "111
Beet 1,800 patrons, on Canal Street, opposite the
theater.
Butte, Mont.— Rntte is to have another moving
picture theater and it Is to be located on West
Park Street.
Racine, Wis. — The Dreamland
Theater on Main
Street, bya moving
plctu — " and Glese.
chased
Me.„„..,. Dacidson
Beaumont,
Texas — J. C. Christopher Is planning
) have the store at 32 Ryan Street remodeled Into
moving
picture theater, which will be known as
■•Crystal."

Sioux City, Iowa. — A new moving picture thealri
vuiiHull,22nd,
hug on I'll
Brothers opi
Heit E. l.owc.
Stanton, Nebr.
placed in houses lille.l •■■
Brooklyn. N. Y. — A new moving picture theater
middle wot.laime.l for Third Avenue and loth Street.
which will be under the II
Brooklyn. N. Y.—
ire theater
Hudson
is being
e
led
oil Fifteenth
Street.
Iltch will cost 11 ,001
ow nership of Albert Ixiwe.
Stroudsburg. Pa. — A new moving picture theater

r■

Belviderc.
111.— Messrs.
having the Tripp Hulldlng
Des Moines. Iowa. — Fast
l ■
apicture
new moving
picture and
in place of the Old Mirnu
opened aboul May 20th, t
The thei

I loin, and Weaver an
remodeled Into a moving
lies Moines is to hare
illustrated
Theater, whl
of H.Keyes.
u. Howel.
Fred

son. proprietor a
Tomah. Wis.— Mr.
the I ni.|iii
l large alrdome Is being plan
NewIn Orleans.
— . t, which will be under ti»
ned
Boston La.
Stree
ownership of a large
syndicate.
Pueblo, Colo. — The "
ed hands. Messrs. Foss and I.udwig having sol
to Mr. Joseph llauro.
La Crosse. Wis. — A new moving picture th
is being planned, to be erected in the Got
Hulldlng. at si:: lb.se Street.
Duluth. Minn.— Mr. II A. Look has purcl
the Interests of his partner. F. G. Perkins. It
Lyceum Theater.
M
whoBrodhead,
have boonWis—
operating
a
in l:\ansvllle
recently,
has iiik
Hemeut
Hulldlng.
and plans to convert It Into ■
high class picture theater
Davenport. Iowa. — The Majestic Theater, at 3»
I'.noh Street, has opened its doors for business.
Eveleth. Minn. — Mr. Austin Terrytierry Is maklnf,
plans to erect a moving picture theater here. i
Philadelphia. Pa. — A new moving picture theater.
Is being erected at the southwest corner of Whir '
Hollywood st re

Michigan,
capitalized
for $100,000,
lease on the property located on the
Michigan which
Avenue, willopposite
be ablel'
This theater
> ready to open about
Sharon, Pa. — Negotiations _.; under way for the
Hoppodi
and Casino Theateri
ie I'astinie Theater In South Sharon.
from the owner Wesley Edwards, by a large theatrloal
syndicate,
whose name Is unknown.
purchase
<" "
patro
Omaha.
Neb. — A now moving picture
ageinenterected
and proprietorship
being
here, which wl"f '
Messrs Francis a
Portsmouth, Ohio. — A now moving picture thei
is being erected here which will tie under the m
ageinent and proprietorship of Mr. J. F. Csrr.
Greensboro. N. C. — One of the largest and h
equipped open air moving picture theaters for dm
people ofIn Fast
the entire
has lieen
opened St I
corner
Market south
and Forbls
Streets.
Philadelphia. Pa. — A new m..v i
Is being planned to be erected on the property
the southeast corner of Eleventh Street and Uhl
Avenue, which will be under the management a
proprietorship of Mr. Ziinmermann.
Sioux City, Iowa. — Herman Kleebaltt ho HI
plans for the building of a high-class miring I
ture and Invaudeville
$10,000.
Nebraska theater,
Street. which will cost SB*
Chicago. 111.— The Morton Film 1
?2..",iiO.
K. McDonald,
A. Osmon Directors.
and Berj James
Tresselman.
Indianapolis,
Company.
CapitalInd.—
$r The
William Glenn and F

Indianapolis
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Slide Department— Latest Releases
GET SIMPSON'S

Competition cannot touch our prices

ADVERTISING SLIDES
We are the originators of this line. Slides
of superior quality ;md attractiveness, that
will increase your business. Also

SONG

SLIDES

Two releases weekly; if you want to be up-todate, GET THEM.
And

ANNOUNCEMENT

SLIDES

'Phone, call or write

EXCELSIOR

SLIDE

CO.

61 West 14th Street
Tel. 4351 Chelsea
New York City

Longbrake & Edwards.
Philadelphia.
"Kldland."
Pub. by Gus. 1"
"1*11 Be With You, Horiev. Ir
Pub. by Will Rossiter. Chicag
•Hold Me Just a Little Closer."
Pub. by York
(Jew York.
"When the Golden Leaves Are Falling." Pub.
by Charles K. Harris.
"Cuddle C|> Together and Sing Home Sweet
Home."
Pub. by Charles K. Harris.
•When the Girl Whose Heart You Long for Has
a Heart that
You." Pub. by F. B.
Havlland
Pub. Longs
Co., Newfor York.

urit."

Pob. bj J. 1 red. Hel

the

"•The I'laie Where i
Holruea Mat. Pub. <
•1 Can't llel|. from
Liking

Green

You."

LEVI COMPANY,
Inc.
I Love My Wife.— Shapiro.
Let's Go Where We Can Have Some Fan.— Shapiro
I'm Trying My Best to Smile.— Shapiro.
Deep Down In My Heart. — Shapiro.
Mary Went Around and Around. — Shapiro.
I Give Ton All You Ask.— Shapiro.
e Only Here for a Little While, Have Al
I'm In Love With a
Wblpporwlll. — Shapir

Operators!
I guarantee qu!ck and satisfactory
repair work on all machines.
Only genuine parts supplied. Get
my prices on ONE DROP OIL

icd BULL

DOG

CEMENT

the best articles oi their kind on
the market

H. A. MACK

Girl Like You That Keeps a Fellow Gneeardem." I'uh. by F. B. Hay*eet Song of Love."
Pub. by

•I'm Lonesome
Pub. by ■

READY

Bought, Sold and Exchanged

LaCinematografia
Italians
edI OREstera"
ITALY'S
LEADING
PAPER
IMF
ANIMATED
PICTURE
i-HMt i i.ki Nii;iiTLY.
. J6 and 40 Uigc |iagr», 8 thillings per annum
Gl

M I II RO

853

Broadway

New

TWO DOLLARS. Each. S2 00

I.FABRI,

ill:

rVe Are
Specialists
in Film
We study your needs and (jive you the same
careful attention as specialist, in other lines

*Film
Hill

7

Eiprtss charges collect

Prli<- *I.OO per pair postpaid

York City

Be a Motion Picture
Playwright

Tou"IN Prefer
a Specialist"
LAW
OR MEDICINE"
WHY NOT IN FILMS?

xclu$ivt Liccnicetforthe

for

DELIVERY

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
Bound
Volumo
No
JULY TO DECEMBER,
1910

Tn
VvVJ..

National

GLOBE

Warren. Olio

OR

TO RENT

WHATDOYOI

FILM

14th St

I wi I

1

EXCHANGE

Transplendency
Writei
for
I m,,)l Z222L

,2 EaM ,5lh *'"•'• NIW Y0Rf(
for New

SALE

1000 REELS

133 lastabU Bldg., SriACUSI. W T.

Program

NOV: LIT CO , S00 Main SI

FILMS
FOR

105 E.

\cmf»
*VtAA^

Around

H. A. MACKIE
New Yo1

PIPETONE

prof.

FOR

World

Heart."
Pub.
Pub. by

/ Have Several Calls For
Second Hand Machines
What Have You To Offer ?

Associated Motion Picture Schools

"or-pr:.,,-r

in the Kingdom uf My
Without You My lienr."
toe

STERLING

CXi

Falling In Love."
Puh.
Pub. by Lowltl & Gaston, New

by J. -"red Pub, Co

e Soldier.— Shapiro.

Moving Picture Machines

IE

353 Broadway, Cor. 14th Street

A.L. Simpson, Inc., 113W. 132nd St. NY-

"In the Land of Harmony." Pub. by Ted Snyder Co.. New York.
LittleSnyder
Letters
Pub."Eight
by Ted
Co., Make
New Three
York. Little Words."
"The Missis«i]/i,i I»i| .|.y Dip." Pub. by Jos. W.
Stern & Co., New York.

SLIDES

HONEY. YOU CAN TURN THE WORLD
AR0LN1) FOR ME

York and

SyracuMe

BENJAMIN-CIM
HCWttrfh,

>r\\

I R ( ().
lork

THE
May
May
May
May
May
May

BIOQRAPH.
2-ltli — Ills Mother'.
Scarf
(Dr.)
27th -How
She
Tr lumphed
.Com.)
1—1 he Two
Sides
. lir.l
4— Mls|.l» .•,•.! Jcalouaj
(Com.)
4— Cupid's
Joke
(Com.)

April 2.1th— The

Twin

Towers

Ixxigers
(Dr.)

Lucerne
iS» Itzt-rland)
In
ship (Scenic)
Ahernathy
Kids'
Rescue

May

10— The

12— The
Samoural's
Expiation
12— American
Beauties
l.'l— I.iicla'a
Broken
Romance

M.v

1

it

Billy

LB

it',,,,,

tr, Kind
Sill

April 22— The Indian Maiden's lesson (W. Dr.) 1000
April ST.— The
Two
Mother.-.
(Dr.)
KXK)
April ZBth— What
a Woman
Can
Do
(W.
Dr.) 950
May
2— The Snare of the City
(Dr.)
1000
May
6— The
Bunco
Game
at
I.lzardhead
(W.
Com.)
looo
May 9— Holding
Ills
Own
(Coin.)
600
May 9— The Laundry
Lady's
Luck
(Com.)
4.ki
May 13— The
Puncher's
New
Love
(W.
Dr.).. 1000
May
16— Wild
Animals
in Captivity
(Edu.) . . . liUMl
May
2>
Alkali
Ikes
Ant,.
(Com.)
lo<)0
Mav 28
The
Atonement
illr.l
Ihihi
May 2;>— Jim and Joe 1 1 >r. .
lor*)
Klelne.

April
22— The
Erring
Son
(Dr.)
1OO0
April
25— Old
Folks
(Com.)
515
April
25 — The
Romance of a Valet
(Com.)
485
April
29— A Priestess of Carthage
(Dr.)
1000
May 2 — The
Voting
King
of Koine
(Dr.)
440
May 2— Tunis.
Africa— "The
City
of
White"
(Scenic)
660
May
6— The
Crusade
of the Templars
(Dr.)..100u
May
9— Three
of a Kind
(Com.)
740
May
9 — Spring-Heeled
Jack
(Com.)
245
May 13— In the Days
of Nero
(Dr.)
IOOO
May
May
May

The

Bankrupt

iDr. i

1000

"ml
a Lark
.Com. I
20
Shooting
the
Rapids
(8c.)
2!— The
Emperor's
Keturn
.Dr. I
23— S» ans
. E.ln. i

570
415
795
205

KALEM.

20— Helping
Him
Out
(Com.)
24— The
Hoyden
1 Dr. )
27— The Sheriff and the Man
(W.
Dr.)...
1— A Fascinating
Bachelor
(Com.)
4— The
Belated
Bridegroom
(Com.)
8— That
Awful
Brother
(Com.)
11— Drifting
(Dr.)
15— The
Angel
of the Slums
(Dr.)
18— Her
Hnmt.le
Ministry
(Dr.)
22— A Hero— Almost
(Com.)
22— The Gamhler'a
Chance
(Com..
Dr.)...
25— A Good
Turn
(Com. )
20— The Slate
Line
(Dr. 1

1000
1000
1000
IOoO
1000
1000
IOOO
100.)
1000
400
600
1000
1000

MELIESApril
«— Her
Faithful
Heart
(W.
Dr.)
1000
April
lS--Jack
Wilson's Last
Deal
(W.
Dr.).. IOOO
April 20— An
Unwilling
Cowboy
(Dr.)
B80
April 27tb— The
Reformation
of Jack
Robblna
(Dr.)
1000
4— Mary's Stratagem
(W.
Dr.)
11 — The
Sprint
RoniMI-TTp
.Dr.)
18— The
Redemption of Rawhide
(Dr.)

EAGLE
143

1000

Alarm

NORTH

(Com.)

.Dr. 1

THEATERS
0 FOR SALEJEWELL
MOV
FOR

Harbor, Walea
VITAGRAPH.

..(Ter.

(Sc.)

Vitagraph

Kali-m-

Wild
-The

PROGRAMME
FILMS.

OF

■ Animals
Baggage inCoach
Ahead
Captivity
Bankrupt

Takeup.

1000
878
122
780
210
620
370
396

$40.

Itiograpl

The

(Dr.)

Melies

The

Selig— The
Edison — A
Pathe— The

Lady

Still

Alarm

Hand

colored

In

the

(Scenic) Time .Dr.)
Kalem
In Blossom
Vitagraph— The Show Girl (Dr.)
Saturday,
May
20.
Essanay— Alkali
Ikes
Auto
.Com.)
Gaumont— Jiminie
on a Lark
.Com.)
Gaumont — Sin siting
the Rapids
(Sc.)
Pathe— A Close
Call 1 Dr. 1
Vitagraph
-Sunshine
and
Shadow
(Dr.)

Prompt service.

EIGHTH

slides made

from

year.

'

SI'PIM.T
( Beecbriew).

,

any

one

clipping, I

negative, photo. Cracked slides reproduced. Sot- j
clal advertising
slides.
Expert
work.
Satisfaction '

PIloTd

.-I'll. 1 W.T1

1

FOR

SALE.— Film cement formula: superior article; Ion price.!. Mr. CM Ibltor send fifty oMi {
save money.
W.
II. EYLER.
W ouster. Okie. I

; Baal

PI
l«l

POSITION
lary

WANTED.

WANTED— By

experienced.
MBjjjH
New' York CtqsV'l

MANAGER.— High
Class
Mot, on Picture
Theater
can secure
the
ol
manager.
serea-gjjjM
and
film
experle
Wife
a lieantlfa,,
N>nd
anil
lefet
W.
Jefferson
Btnger.
can St.. Eoi
Wayne.
Illd.
HELP

WANTED.

040

MALE
SINGER.— one who can
piano for moving pictures Must
work
only.
Gto play for moving
Experienced

396

A.

IOOO

Boat

NATIONAI
Avenue

WANTED — to buy Moving Picture Theater* Is ,
Manhattan and vicinity. "PHOTOPLAY." cat* af
Moving
Picture
World.
New
York
City.

1000

May 19.
Treason
(Dr.)
It. 1

Motor

(75.1.
Beeehvlew

U.

Ai FELT.

Star Theate

INFORMATION

(Dr.)

1 Dr. )

Friday,
High

Paetesl

Address,

NEGATIVE
STOCK— Moving Picture Nefatln
Stock for sale. Unexposed, perforated, and hi parfeet condition. 2Mi cents per foot. Addrest, FILM
STOCK,
care of Moving
Picture
World.

Redemption of Rawhide .Dr.)
Case of

W.t.r.

FILMS WANTED.— I want films on shares er
sub-rent for first clasB city. I can get the traot
for commercial films. No Junk. Address "HOSTLER." care of Moving
Picture
World.
N. Y. City.

(Com.)

Ministry

Avenue.

HOLDERS—
I.-.-.1 for
($1.00),
and Guar.,..
unbreakabl.

guaralil
I.
New
York.

Goo

000
iuuu

(Edu.)

(Com.)

Manicure

Humble

Cash.

SITUATION

Urban
-The
Juggler's
Vengeance
(Dr.)
Urban— Fishguard
Harbor.
Wales
(Sc.)
Thursday,
May
18.
I.nbi.i-Her

W1I.I IV

seventycents
COMPANY.five
1536
Pittsburg.
Pa.

1000
836
150

.Dr.)

in Trouble

Tin aii: 1;

Must sell. Uake U
picture theatet la
Park

FOR
SALE. —
condition,
eomple...

LICENSED

When a Man's Married
(Com.)
Wednesday,
May 17.
In and
Around
Havana.
Cuba
(Sc.)
1 ■. the Hungry
Man
Was
led
(Com.)
A Tragedy
in Tovland
.Dr.)

Pathe— Billy

0.

moving

EQUIPMENT
WANTED.
WANTED
800
hand
folding
opera
chain.
Give full particulars aatf
Good condition n.u
Mil..
Picto,
Chattanooga,
price. Quick. W
Tcnn.
'"
Improve!
In rood
IIATTII.
EQUIPMENT
FOR
SALE.

and

Monday,
May 15.
Biograpb — The
New
Dress
1 Dr. )
Lubln— The
Angel of the Slums
(Dr.)
Pathe— The
Accomplice
(Dr. )
Pathe— Winter
Sport
at Lucerne
.Sc.)
Selig— Discharging
the
Cook
(Com.)
Selig— Dear,
Kind
Hubby
(Com. )
Tuesday, May 16.
Essanay
Gtiumont

[01

0,

V
WEEK'S

FOR SALE.

en 11 111:

SALE.— Best

Waterloo

one CARBON
dollar

15— Easter
Babies
18 — The
Leading
Lady
(Com.)
21 — The Troublesome Secretaries (Com.)..
22— The Spirit of the Light
(Dr.)
25th— A Klondike
Steal
(Dr.)
28th— The
Peace
Offering
(Com. -Dr.)
20th— Plcclola
(Dr.)
2— The
Derelict
Reporter
(Dr.)
5— Soldiers
Three
(Coin.)
6— Hungry
Hearts
(Com.)
9— His
Mother
(Dr.)
12 — Welcome of the Unwelcome
(Dr.)....
13— Prejudice of Pierre Marie
(Dr.)
16— When
a Man's
Married
(Com.)
19 -The
Show
Girl (Dr.)
- msbllie
and
Shadow
(Dr.)

Fishguard

minimum;

1000

April
April
April
April
April
April
April
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May

FILM EXCHANGE

Posters free.

900

URBANECLIPSE.
(O.
Klein*.)

Edison

LTJBIN.

May
May
May

SoO
150
950

21— The
Insurrecto
(Dr.)
28th— The Last
Edict of Francis II (Dr.)
2tith— Scenes
at Colombo,
Ceylon
(Sc.)..
3 — The
I'age's Devotion
(Dr.)
3— Wlsmnr.
Germany
(Scenic)
10— The
Traitor
(Dr.)
in — Rubber-Neck
Percy
(Com.i
17
The Juggler's
Vengeance
.Dr..

THIS

April
7— Big-Hearted
Jim
(W.
Dr.)
1006
April
i2— In Old Florida
(Dr.)
BflfS
April
li-Sllm
Jim'a
Last
Chance
(Dr.)
970
April 19— In
the
Province
of
Wwang
Tung.
China
(Sc.)
April 21st— The
Inaurrecto
(Dr.)
1000
April 2<tth— A Day
and
a Night
(Com.)
995
April 2Sth— Slabeldes
(Dr.)
1006
May 3— The
Fiddle's Requiem
(Dr.)
1000
May 5— When
the Dead.
Keturn
(Dr.)
990
May
10— The Loyalty of Don Luis Verdugo (Dr.) 0SO
May 12— The
Carnival
(Dr.)
1006
May 17
\ Traged)
In fdVland
(Dr.)
940
May 19— In Blossom
Time
(Dr.)
1000

April
April
April
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May

-•

(Dr..

(Dr.)

Bubbj

cents

640
851

April
April
April
May
Mav
May
May
Mav

GAUMONT.

If.

216

SEL10.

i

60

748

2.V1
(Dr.).. 771

(Dr.)

S|»,.ts
at Lucerne
iSc.)
In Tronbli
1

ESSANAY-

May

An Air-

(Scenic)

Classified Advertisements

loon

April 24— Into l's a Child
la Born
(Dr.)
April 27th— The Witch of the Evergladee
(Dr.)
May
1 — Her
Master
(Dr.)
1000
May
4— In Old California.
When
the Grlngocs
Came
(Dr.)
1000
May
8— U.st
and
Won
(Dr.)
I'*"'
May 11— Back
to the Primitive
(Dr.)
1000
May
1",
Lis. barging
the Cook
.Com.)

ii,. Quarrel On the cncr
Ahead .iir.iiDr.)...
and \.
I Havana, i ui.a is.

O.

7M
I00.1

n the World. . 60

May

Man
\V :i - led
Treason
, |>r. I

8— Over

(Dr.)

May
Mav
Mav

ter

(Dr.)
(Oom.)

88th— The l'hll.1 Hud the Tramp
(Dr.)
2— The
Panama
Canal
In 11)11
(Scenic)..
3— Josh
ami I'lml.Vs
Wedding Trip
(Com.)
5— Alda
(Dr.)
B— Edna's
Imprisonment
iPr.l
1(1— The Baby of il„. Hoarding House (Com.)

. I. i the Hungry
A Case of High

Daughter

(Oom.)

April
May
May
May
May
May

May U

WORLD

Forgiveness
Is Sweet
.Dr.)
.Scenes
Along
the Mekong
(Sceul
Indian
Justice
(Dr.)
Mai
|l 1 or. ,-d to Work
(Com.).
Through
Venice
(Scenic)
Short-Lived
Happiness
(Dr.)

May 10

EDISON.
Took
Wall

1—
1—
3—
5—
6—
0—

May

Ibe I'm, of '49 .Dr. I
H«r
II
•
,l)r.)
I
ire Udj (Oom.)
April 19— How
Sprlggiua
April 21 -Turned
to the

PICTURE
PATKZ.

Licensed Release Dates
April
April
Mar
M«J
Mav

MOVING

FRANK

WANTED.

BRINE

dress, to R.

.

859
World

5>)
1000
1000
570
415
960

Film Perforating Dies
The A. Dewes Co.

WE

BUY the ,
itire output of the Independent
manufact
about our Three-locked reel system.
Day and night ervice
Write, wire or phone

STREET,

PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

D0NT SLEEP

UNIVERSAL FILM EXCHANGE
[TOM

BIBLE, Prop.

MOTIONiPICTUKES,
THE

FILMS ^SUPPLIES

Agent for
STANDARD.

til! you've ordered yon Duprin Self-Releasing Fire Exit
Latches.stalled inWhen
they're for
inany building
which you are in any way

MACHINE

1325 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

responsible, you'll sleep more
easily. You'll know, then,
that in case of fire — or other
panic— nobody will be killed
or injured because of firedoors that won't open. For
just a touch on the solid
bar across the door releases
the Von Duprin lock and
latches instantly and positively. Order now, and be
on the safe side.
Catalog?

Telephone Walnut 402

"MOVING PICTURE EXHIBITORS NOTICE"
We will sell you a complete New York approved Lamp HousePower No. 5 for $12.00, including running rods, stands for Arc LampsCondenser mounting, metal Slide Carrier, all ready to be attached to
the Bore Board, for $12.00. Also our new style Arc Lamp, Type B., at
$6.00. Circular on application. We also handle parts supplies, at a
reasonable price
STERN
MFG.
CO.
109 N. 10th St.

Philadelphia,

Yonnegut Hardware Co.. Distributers. Indianapolis. lad.

Pa.

OPERATORS

Biograph
Carbons

TO TAKE

L. E.

who

uses them

Motion

WRITE

GENRE

FOR

507

8f

HI U
II U
MOTION

N.

Slides

PARTICULARS

Clark

St., Chicago, 111.

PICTURE

MACHINES

Stereopticons, Post Card Projectors
Lantern Slides, Supplies, Repair Parts
Carbons,
Tickets
Catalog Free on Request

or write to us.

FRORUP
& CO.,
NEW YORK

WANTED

ORDERS FOR LOCAL Al)\ 1 RT1SIN< I
IN THEATRES
WITH

Genre

"Arco-B"

Ask the man

WORLD

Importers

AMUSEMENT

SUPPLY

105 No. Dearborn St.

Will Buy Second band Film,
A. P. Machines and Sony Slides
Anything pertaining to the picture business.
'OB SALE— Clean films, J5 per reel and up,
ubject to examination. Send stamp for big
srgain list. GENERAL FILM RENEWING
VSTEM, 541 Federal Street. Chicago, 111.

"SILVERLIGHT"

Aluminum MotionPictureCurtain
Extraordinary Features Are: nSSSS*nSiSS
Islph J. Bsltin spplr Cs.

THEATRE

SALES

CO.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Lee« Dl.i.nc. PImm, Harrlon 14 1
Dealers In Theatres anywhere in the United
States and especially Chicago.
Uiiir or < all.
M..k.- ku
\,,„, \N ,.„,„

HAVE

NO

84 Wipuh *«(., Chicip

COMPANY
-

CHICAQo

For
Independent Theatres
Only!!!

Official Slides
Favorite Players !

Think of the people passing by

•^^

•

T

— 'almost given away"
INDEPENDENT
Photoslide
Company
Room 207, 1 47 4th Ave.,
New York •City
IWi

EQUAL

H.

F.

HOFFMAN

,.1

Lecturer of Special Releases
New York City and VI
Cm MOVING PK H'ki WORLD
SUPERIOR

TO

ALL

■t

IJ44 Graissrcy

THE

Independent Release Dates
AMERICAN.
April 17— Two Plucky Girls (Dr.)
April a>— One Month to Lire (Com.)
April 24th— Itu.l Nevlns. Bad Miin (W. Dr.)...
April 27th— Tin' Ho-, ,.f lu.kv Band) (W. Dr.)
May 1 — A California
Love Story
i Dr. .
May 1— I'nltcd State. Cavalry Drill (Mil.).. 172
May 4— Craay Qaleti (W. Oom.)
590
May 4— The Holm's
llounilup
(Com.)...
.
Oplon Bmatglw i»r.)
ooo
May 11— The SherllT's Captive (W. Dr.)
Haw
May IS— A
1000
CHAMPION.
May
3rd— Out of the Dark (\V. Dr.)
May
8— Col. E. D. Baker. 1st California (Dr.) 050
May 10— Making A Mun of Ills Son (Dr.)
050
May 1.%— Gen. Marlon,
the Swamp
Fox (Dr.).. OnO
May 17— Clrele C's New Rosa (Dr.)
May 22— With Bherldan nt Mttrfrcesboro (Dr.) O.'.O
May 24— In the Groat Big West (Dr.)
050
ECLAIR.
April 10— Do Not Judge Raahly (Dr.)
Aarll 17— Dog and Wolf (Dr.)
600
April 17 — Jerusalem and the Mount of Olives
«Sc.)
815
April 24— Herodlaa
(Dr.)
058
May
1— For Their Mother (Dr.)
605
May
lat— The Blue Nile (Sc.)
290
May
8— A Village Flirt (Com.)
910
May 15 — Engaged In Spite of Themselves (Com) 910
May 22— A Mother's Distress
(Dr.)
580
May 22— The Waist Coat With Points (Com.) 430
May 29— The Two Gardeners (Com.)
940
GREAT NORTHERN.
April 8— A Confidence Trick
Apr. 15— Hamlet (Dr.)
April 22 — The Stolen Legacy (Dr.)
April 29th— The Cossack Duke (Dr.)
May
6 — The Lucky Banana Seller (Com.)
May
6 — A Would-be Sportsman
(Com.)
May 13— The Nun
(Dr.)
May 20— The Voice of Conscience (Dr.)
May 20— Berne (Switzerland) (Sc.)
IMP.
April
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May

894
786
204

27— The Scarlet Letter (Dr.)
1st— Second Sight (Dr.)
4th— The Temptress
(Dr.)
8— Four
Lives
(Dr.)
8— The Fair Dentist (Com.)
11— For Her Brother's Sake
(Dr.)
in— The Master and the Man (Dr.)
15 — The Lighthouse Keeper (Dr.)
IS— The Lighthouse Keeper
(Dr.)
22 — The Forced
Despatch
(Dr.)
25— The Minor Chord (Dr.)
LUX.

1000
1000
1000
300
700
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

April 21 — Dr. (Dr.)
Grant's
Wonderful
Discovery
April 28th— Naughty
Miss Edith (Com.)
April 28th— Bill's Garden
(Com.)
May
5— Bill As a Toreador (Com.)
May 5 — Fashion and Its Consequences
(Com.)
May 12— The Postmistress
(Dr.)
May 12— A Walk in Tunis (Sc.)
May 19— Bill at Work (Com.)
May 19— All Through a Rat (Com.)
irrw YORK
MOTION
PICTURE
CO.
BISON.

885
472
419
419
476
700
252
367
475

April
April
April
April
May
May

18— Retnra of Company
"D" (Dr.)
21— A Cowboy for a Day (Dr.)
25 — An Indian's Ambition (Dr.)
28— A Red Man's Gratitude (Dr.)
2— Shlfty's Claim (Dr.)
5— The Knight of the Trail (Dr.)
May
9— Crow's Defeat
(Dr.)
May 12 — The Foreman's Bride (Dr.)
May 16 — The Broncho Buster's Rival (Dr.)
May 19— The Cheyenne Medicine Man (Dr.)....
AMBROSIO.
(By N. Y. M. P. Co.)
Mar. SO— A Glimpse of Neapolitan Camorra. .
Apr. 12-^The Necklace
Affair (Dr.)
April 19— The Mute of Portlcl (Dr.)
May
Srd— Grenadier Roland
(Dr.)
May 10— Tweedledum
Is Late (Com.)
May 10— Air Bubbles
May 17— Grenadier Roland
950
ITALA.
(By N. Y. M. P. Oo.)
Apr. IB— Tbs Fall of Troy
April 22— A Marriage
Celebrated
Amidst
the
Savages
April 22— Fooishead, Wrangler for Love
April 27th— Little Lewis Toy

(Com.)

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

April 2-->— The Bottle of Milk (Com.)
April 29— Fooishead, Telegraph Boy (Com.)....
May
•—The Crj o! the Native Country (Dr.)..
May 11— The Marchioness of Anspertl
May 13— Fooishead haa Lost a Needle (Com.)..
May 13— Marriage Advertisement
(Com.)
May IS — A Little Mother (Dr.)
M:iv Co Two <;irl- 1/o.e fooishead
(Com)
I I .title KMcr
iDr.i
NESTOR.
Msr.*20—
The Stolen
Truth
(Dr.)
8*8
Apr. 5— The
Neclace
(Dr.)
April 12— A Midnight Adventure (Com.)
April 19— The Rival Artists (Dr.)
April 26— His Wife ( Dr. )
980
May
3rd— The Other Mini (Dr.)
May lo— After 20 Years
(Dr.)
May 17— Ills Si ml Choice (Com.)
May 24— At I'm, liar Crook iDr.)
POWERS.
Apr. 18 — Wine Harvest
(Scenic)
Apr. 22 — The Last Rose (Dr.)
April 28— A Day With an English
Bargeman
(Com.)
April 25— Melody of Fate (Dr.)
April 29— Hearts Under Oilskins
(Dr.)
May
2nd— The Crisis (Dr.)
May
2nd — The Joys of Persecution (Com.)....
May
6th— The Awakening
of Galatea (Dr.)..
May 9— The Four of Us (Com.)
May 9 — Contagion (Com.)
May 13— As Your Hair Grows Whiter (Dr.)..
May 16— Oklahoma
(Dr.)
May 16 — A Matrimonial
Surprise
(Com.)
May 20— Gunga Din (Dr. )
RELIANCE.
April 12— Thirty Minutes
(Dr.)
April 15— Her Mother's Love iDr.)
April 19— A Tale of Ebon Tints (Dr.)
April 22— In the Tepee's Light (Dr.)
April 26th— Vengeance
Hath Been Had (Dr)..
April 29— Locked Out (Dr.)
May
3— Such Is the Kingdom
(Dr.)
May 6 — Over the Shading Edge (Dr.)
May 10— A Left Hook (Df.)
May 13— The Conflict I Dr. I
May 17— The Harvest
(Dr.)
May 20— The Sonata of Souls (Dr.)
REX.
Feb. 23 — The Story of a Prayer Rnf (Dr.).... 889
Mar.
2— By the Light of the Moon (Com.)
»60
Mar.
9— The Fall of a Knight (Com.)
888
Mar. 16— Where the Shamrock Grows »Dr.).... 880
Mar. 28— Five Hoars (Com.)
860
Mar. 80— As Ye Sow
(Dr.)
880
Apr.
6— The
Heiress
(Com.)
875
Apr. 18— The Little Major (Dr.)
880
April 20— A Daughter of the Revolution (Dr.)..
April 27— The Realization
(Dr.)
May 4— The Ultimate Sacrifice
May 11— The Guardsman
(Dr.)
May 18 — An Exception to the Rule (Com.)....
SOLAS
COMPANY.
April 14— The Little Flower Girl (Dr.)
April 19— The Old Excuse (Com.)
April 21 — The Voice of His Conscience (Dr.)..
April 26th— The Count of No Acount (Com.)...
April 28th— Across the Mexican Line (Military)
May 8rd — Susceptible Dad (Com.)
May
3rd— Nearly
a Hero
(Com.)
May
5th — The Somnambulist
(Dr.)
May 10 — Nearly a Hero (Com.)
May 17— His Dumb Wife (Com.)
May 19— In the Nick of Time (Dr.)
THANHOUSER.
May
2— The Plllnrs of Society (Dr.)
May
5— The Sinner (Dr.)
May
9— The Railroad Builder (Dr.)
May 12— The Regimental
Ball (Dr.)
May 16— The Colonel and the King (Dr.)
May 19— Lady
Clare (Dr. )
May 23— The Stage Child (Dr.)
May 26— Get Rich Quick (Dr.)
YANKEE.
April 14— Willie's Winning Ways (Com.)
Apr. 17— A Close Call (Dr.)
Apr. 21 — The Minister's Son (Dr.)
April 24— Why the Sheriff Resigned (Dr.)
April 28— The Girl of the Coral Reefs (Dr.)....
May
1st— A Kentucky Girl (Dr.)
May
5th — Zelda. the Gypsy (Dr.)
May
S — In Sunny Italy (Dr.)
May 12— The Angelus
Bell (Dr.)
May 1." — An Indian Brave's Conversion (Dr.)..
May
1!)— The
Planter's RosePeril (Dr.(Dr.)
Ma v 22—
The Banana
Tittle Western
i
May 28— Thwarted by Nell rierr-e (Dr.)

S4.60
S5.50

NATIONAL

Get the Samples

TICKET

COMPANY

THIS

'WEEKS
PROGRAM
OF
INDEPENDENT
FILMS.
Monday, May 15.
American— The Itunchman's Vengeance
(Dr.). .1006
Champion— Gen. Marion, the Swamp Fox (Dr.).. NO
Eclair— Engaged In Spit.- -I Themselves (Ooa.j^Bl
Imp. — The Master and tie Man (Dr. I...
lOuj
Yankee — An Indian Brave's Conversion (D
Tuesday, May 16.
Bison—
Broncho (Dr.)
Buster's Rival (Dr.)
Powers —TheOklahoma
Powers— A Matrimonial Surprise (Com.)
.
Thanhouser— The Colonel and the King 1 1
Wednesday, May 17.
Ambroslo— Grenadier Roland (Dr.)
Champion— Circle C's New Boaa (Dr.)
Nestor — Ills Second Choice (Com.)
Reliance — The
Harvest
(Dr.)
Solax— His Dumb
Wife
(Com.)

880
8W
U

Thursday, May 18.
American— A Cowboy's Sacrifice (Dr.)
Imp— The Lighthouse Keeper (Dr.)
Itala— A Little Mother (Dr.)
Rex — An Exception to the Rule (Com.)

1000
1000

Friday, May 19.
Bison— The Cheyenne Medicine Man (Dr.)
I
Lux— Bill at Work (Com.)
887
Lux— All Through a Rat (Com.)
«TI
Solax— In the Nick of Time (Dr.)
■
Thanhouser— Lady Clare (Dr.)
■
Yankee— The Banana Planter's Peril (Dr.)
||
Saturday, May 20.
Great Northern— The Voice of Conscience (Dr.) 78!
Great Northern— Berne (Switzerland) (Sc.)
204
Itala— Two Girls Love Fooishead (Com.)
Powers — Gunga Din (Dr.)
j|
Reliance — Sonata of Souls (Dr.)
,
■

•5 Put in our Easels and II
Poster Frames and watch |J
your attendance grow.
Brass

Push and Kick Plates, Door
Guard Rails, Eto.

LOW
DON'T

PRICES

DELAY

BIST

WORK

but write lod.y U, comsUts
AGENTS

THE

eslslsl

W-'NTED

NEWMAN

MFG. CO.

717-719 Sycamore St., Cincinnati. 0.

60,000
100,000

Any

Colors

Stoctt Tickets, 6 Cents

Shamokin,

Pas
"

THE

HAVE

(iW.Bradenburgh
Cinematograph Films

MOVING

PICTURE

GOOD

WORLD

MUSIC

BARGAINS

Increase your receipt! »nd destroy your competition. We guarantee our artist*. Anything in
theatrical musicians furnished on letter or wire.
8inger».
Pianist*
and
Trap-Drummers
a specialty.
AMERICAN THEATRICAL SlNdEBS AQE.NCY
»• Dtarbon

Street
Milliard Campbell,

CBICAOO.
Mgr.

Motion

Drummers

Texas Ted's Defense — Bison.
Maid or Man — Imp.
At the Duke's Command — Imp.
Summer
Skies — Reliance.
A Red Man's Gratitude — Bison.
An Indian's Ambition — Bison.
Locked Out— Reliance.
Grenadier Roland— Ambroiso.
A Daughter of the Revolution— Rex.
Love of a Gypsy Girl — G. N.
Judas Maccabaeus — Cines.
Woman's Wit — Cines.
Laundress' Son — Itala.
From Factory Girl to Prima Donna
-Color Kine. Co.
Revealing Book— Unitas.
Films as new, $40 per reel;
posters Iree

ILL-

His Father's House — Nestor.
Strategy — American.
Redeeming Angel — Ambrosio.
A Plain Tale — Reliance.
For Washington— Thanhouser.
Corinne in Dollyland — Solax.
A Warrior's Squaw — Bison.
entennial — Special.
ilms at $30 per reel ; posters free
a--— Thanhouser.
r Sake.
The Norwood Necklace — Thanhouser.
Pal — Powers.
Man
in Twenty-Three — Nestor.
Sleepy Hollow
N
\l Cedar
R
I'.utton— Reliance.
For Remembrance — Reliance.
:\ Country Girl — Reliance.
)n Kentucky Soil — Reliance,
ler Fatal Charm — Itala.
•oolshead
at the
Kim matograph—
ilue Domino Disguise — Ambrosio.
V Wife's Calvary — Ambroiso.
"he Creek Claim — Bison.
Bison.

Impendent Film Service

g£Jg £~dme

Shell -3x14- Solid Maple
Shell-3xi5-Kosewoodor
Walnut
10 Rods, Kangaroo
Heads Send U.S. Money
or Express order. If you
wish C.O.D. send suffi
cient to guaranteeExpress charges.
E.

P. ZEIDLER

DRUM

CO.

Dept. F.

The Fall of Troy"
SUMMER
We can
", from the best n tl

SALE

$75.00, paid to March 1. Opera chairs, a machines (Edison), booth, dissolver. No agent;
don't write unless you have money and mean
business. Books open for inspection. This is
a bonanza for the right party. Address, 320,
care

OHIO

Moving

Picture

World,

New

York

t'ity.

At Last
it is possible to secure comfortable, even
illumination throughout a theatre without a
brilliant light in range of vision.
q The Eye Comfort System ol Indirect
Illumination is a notable success in the lighting
of Moving

Xylophones. Orchestra
Bells. Chimes.
Send for free illustrated catalogue.
J. C. DEAGAN

Forks.

Picture Houses.

q Theatres in all sections of the country installing this inexpensive and very desirable
electric lighting system.

3800-3810 N. Clark St.. Chicago. III.

SOUND

EFFECTS

Not toys, but practical, serviceable
imitations that will give an exact reproduction of the original.
We also manufacture a complete line
of drums and accessories. Chimes, Tympani.
Bells, Xylophones, etc.

Lf.fdy

Manufacturinl, Co.

loss E. PALMER

NEW

ST.

INDIANAPOLIS.

ENGLAND

IND

EXHIBITORS

Can furnish nice In ependent
Prompt day and
THE
PARK
FILM COMPANY
Bridgeport,
Conn.
1188 Main Street.
Prop.
W. M I.eighton

Moving

Picture

e"thin

Pianists
pictures r

E?o¥:,,
It

1

our

Alto Istttt cue

matte

(terltt

191C0 (or

1U pant taa

q

ptaao. »1.00. 1-4 din iiubi oa botb aambtrs

CLARENCE
1301 Ssdrwkk

E. SINN

St

m

mipanv.

'

FOR

Send lor tree sample pm
ol "Orphcum Collcclio* oi
Movial Picture Mask."
Now beloi ai«« taa pntiid
by many ol the best boasts la lbs couatry.
PRICE,
75 CENTS

And All Big Features
u

Etc

A fine M. P. Theater, doing good business, in
N. E. States. Long lease, or sell building.
Inclined floor, good stage with scenery- License

/fifllhtXu

231 North Eighth Street, Philadelphia

Get Our Prices

CLEVELAND.

Stereopticons.

3j. Many
Bargai
Wanted.
HARBACH
& CO.
809 Filbert St.,
Philadelphia . Pa.

direct from factory to you for $10.00

Films at 8 eta. per It.; posters tree

BARGAINS
Machines.

Machines

233 North Eighth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Phone. Market 334
Cable: Brad-Films, Phila.
Code: A. B. C, 5th Edition

Picture

CHICAGO.

X*r FOR

Wnderful Lieutenant Rose Series
you have not shown th<
\\ntc us at once. Hook-

ILL.

SALE

l> rtio«fiph. Imp.

You

are

V1ln.11.1l

handling

unduuhtrJU

\-k.,v
in JMknat 11

H. DAVIS,

Watertown.

Wii

intrtrstcd

in this

important nuttn
q Willi- ui I.. 1 lull bforaabM
0« engineering department. on ir. ei|< .<l | aiti.ulan. will
luinuli lire »l ri|w-n*r ir|«>it and irs omrnendationi
ukui rooAi
Sold by Electrical
Trade
Cecil,
kMU.inr
1

^ tn< 100, 11 1

Z%

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Moving Picture Exhibitors

Lang's
PRICE Rewinder
S5.O0 NETNo. 2

PRESTO EMERGENCY CLAMP

Lang Manufacturing Co.

A Quick Relief for Lamp Accident*
A NECESSARY
ADJUNCT TO EVERY
OUTFIT
AVOIDS
DELAYS.
ADJUSTED
IN ONE
MINUTE
Write for Dt.cript.v* Circular

PRESTO

Films for Rent

EMERGENCY

Box 264

SYRACUSE,

BEST SERVICE
REASONABLE
PRICES
MACHINES and ACCESSORIES

P:it. Applied For

CO.

NEW

\ ORK

The Celebrated SCHUC

t of about two

Chicago, III.

WHY NOT LEARNmoving Picture
OPERftW

SCHUG

ELECTRIC

MFG. CO.

I 315 Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich., U. S.L

Taylors Method

5LW.28BST&.

TEtff/-WS.M,tS»

Correspondence Course.
Special
the trade. Send (or tree illustrated catalogue.
School class meets every morning and afternoon. Evening classes meet every Monday.
Wednesday and Friday. We positively guarantee you a $15 position.
We have a Powers' Cameragraph No. 5
in A- 1 condition (or $85.00 and an Edison
Exhibition Model Machine (or $60.00.
We carry a large line of electrical supplie.
and furnish everything for the theatre.

F. C. TAYLOR
4* We.t 28tb Street
New York riIT
Phone 1405 Madison Square

THE CHAUTAUQUA FILM EXCHANGE
NOW FURNISHING THE BEST OF SERVICE
Releases of Exceotional Quality
WRITE

TO-DAY

FOR

OUR

LIST

AND

TERMS

CHICAGO. ILL

356 DEARBORN ST.

MOVING PICTURE
& LANTERNS

MACHINES

SlOJflBDaT
;CARBftlGHT

CALciUM

-m BRle muni ^UABLLr tN

TWC

a—

i

?P,SiyRftT0R-

THE

rBLE^ANELK

BEST

I „-.ut

.TT

■

■

■

^BSSiffi? HLLANTCTHS

ANOTHER
OUR PATENT ELECTRIC BELLS create rre.t
enthusiasm la Morinf Picture Houses, play from a
keyboard a. a solo inurnment, or as aa accompanimeat
to sores. Tweatr-flve Bells, two octaves chromatic,
Indadiar rMoaaton, maraets aad keyboards, 175.00.

J. C. DEAGAN

3800 3810 N. Clark St.

8

Tent Show.,
Moving PictureElecfric Light
Plant

T. Ai Mack Exchange
I 40 N Dearborn St.

CLAMP

CHICAGO,

ILL.

MOVING PICTURE MACHINES
CHAS. M.STEBBINS
1028 Main St.
KANSAS CITY. MO.
Large Line of Edison Goods
Established 1899

ENTERPRISE

TRIUMPH

TOGO CALCIUM GAS OUTFI
Complete

with

Rubb<

Tub in

nd

Keylet

SUPERIOR WORKMANSHIP and HIGH GRADE
MATERIAL combined with SAFETY and SIMPLICITY place the TOGO far ahead of any other
cheap outfit.
PORTABLE and ready for instant use - $25.00.
Anyone can

operate

-MANUFACTURED

BY

it

The Enterprise Optical
Mfg. Co., 564 W. Randolph St., Chicag
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS

THE

Fresh

Air

is

MOVING

Worth

PICTURE

WORLD

Money!!

If you are In the Market for

Hot Weather is ComingPrepare for it Now
Ventilate

and

cool

your

theatre

with

a

Garden City Ventilating Fan
INEXPENSIVE
EFFICIENT

NOISELESS
DURABLE

Furnishes constantly a supply of
fresh pure air, exhausts the foul air. Advertise the fact and your Box Office receipts
will show it.
Draws the Crowds and keepi them coming
KEEPS
THEM COOL

SECOND
HAND
FILMS

Write to the largest and most reliable Dealers and Importers of
these goods in the U. S.

InternatioBal Film Traders
Incorporated
5 West 14th Street.

NEW

YORK CITY

BULLETIN 31 TOURS FOR THE ASKING

GARDEN
ESTABLISHED

innual

1879

Subscription

CITY FAN

CO.

Manufacturers

McCormick

to Moving

Picture

Bldg., Chicago,

World,

III.

$2.00

Waterproof Facts
Rainy films are a great drawback to a photo-play entertainment.
Even the highest price service includes a few reels of more
or less uncertain age and are generally badly scratched.
The scratches are invariably filled with dirt. This is
what gives the pictures the appearance of having been
photographed during a rainstorm.
To wash these films with water would ruin the emulsion;
to clean them in alcohol makes them brittle.
To meet this situation. The National Waterproof Film Co.
has Invented a process by which

Films are made Waterproof and can without the
Slightest Injury be washed with Soap and Water
The Waterproof Films are guaranteed not to
shrink nor stretch and the process can be applied to either
new or old films.
New films treated with the Waterproof process and
systematically washed will keep their original first run
Condition as long as tin- 3procke1 holes last.
Old films (with good sproi kel holes) can through our superior i<;-i i system ol i leaning and softening be equal to new.
We also sell a machine lor washing Waterproof Films,
which
will wash, dry and reel up one thousand !
Waterproof Film in eight minutes.
THE NATIONAL WATERPROOF
FILM CO.
4200-4002 W. Adams Street
Chicago. III.

GET READY
FOR SUMMER
By booking up with me and getting thr full
benefit cf my Feature Film Department. Let
me help you with some business-boosting
ideas as well as with the best films and the
best sen ice ever known in the history of die
moving picture business. If you're not sure
whether you are on my mailing list, send me
e and address this

Carl Laemmle,
President
Tiber
The Laemmle
Film Service
Net

204 W. Lake St., Chicago. III.

Sykea Block.
1517 Farnam St.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Omaha, Neb.
209 Fifth SL
JltO Wyandotte St.
Dei Moines, Iowa
Kansas City, Mo.
rU
The biggest and best film renter
, thr

COMPENSARC
BooKlet

1 5Q1S

Fort Wayne Electric Works
FORT

WAYNK,

INDIANA

THE

A

MOST

wonderful

improvement

backed

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

by B positive guarantee to bo used in

F.dison, Lubin, or Motiograph machines.
Makes the pictures oyerlap at the aperture which gives strength to the light
ami a brighter picture with the same lamp.
Will make your machine last twice as long, giving a flickerlcss picture and a saving
on the repair bill that all expert mechanics claim to be revolutionizing.
All machines will be repaired
with the original manufacturer's repairs
to the improved repairs. Write for catalogue and key to this cut.
Machines for sale, all makes.

LAVEZZI
2940

MACHINE

Herndon

Street,

Perfumed Disinfectants
> cheap

goods, mi

mi: BE

in addition

WORKS
Chicago,

111.

We guarantee that these two disinfectants, which are both formaldehyde products and have the best odor of any disinfectant
on the market, are used in more theatres than all other perfumed disinfectants Combined,
Manufactured and guaranteed by

U. S. Theatre Disinfectant Co.,

SONG

SLIDES

L,

Non-inflammable

389', Berry St., Brooklyn, n. y.

TWO YANKEE FEATURE REELS
MONDAY,

Non-Breakable

I
D
E
SONG

L,

I
D
E
SLIDES

Colored Song and Announcement Slides

"THE

MAY

22nd

LITTLE WESTERN

ROSE"

A dramatic sensational story of the cattle country

Patent Applied For

FRIDAY,

Just the kind ot a slide you have all been waiting for
Guaranteed against breaking from heat or the carelesi
operator. Send for list. Made and told only by th«
original inventors.
None others genuine.
143 North __
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

"THWARTED

YANKEE
344 East 32d St.

MAY

26th

BY NELL

PIERCE"

FILM CO. Jfi1
New York City

^5*

The Cincinnati-Buckeye Film Co.
One

of America's
TWO

Biggest Buying

Exchanges

OFFICES:

315-317 W. 4th St., CINCINNATI, 0.

422 N. High St., COLUMBUS, 0.

Buying the Entire Independent Output
For a real up-to-the-minute service, write, wire or call
DON'T

LET

JUNK

DEALERS

AND

THE

WOULD-BE

ONE

This beautiful Souvenir Spoon is guaranteed
id Silver Plated French Gray Finish and the
design
Write today for sample and 3 plans

UNITED STATES FACTORIES CO.

FILM

BEST

II fill your boose
MANUFACTURERS

MEN

KID

YOU

SOUVENIR

opacity.

40 Dearborn Street, Chlctp

THE

MOVING

DON'T

I

PICTURE

WORLD

BE MISGUIDED

If you have tried BIO Carbons once, and did not get the results "ue claim" —
remember that it might not be in the carbon. Write again for samples and tell
us the results obtained at first.
We can PUT YOU
RIGHT.
Through all exchanges.

CARBONS

39Ccrtlan" Charles L Kiewert Co. 19Sut"

San Francisco CARBONS

New York City

7TY
\Y/E

TIi
This
Fans
V/J

cSt
Crowds

Our exchange was organized shortly
after the inception of the Five Cent

i

WATSON
Ventilating
Fans
II I ICIENT,
your theatre
hot weather
SEND
FOR
Made for

RELIABLE, COMPACT; keep
comfortable and attractive in
PRICES
AND
BULLETINS.
direct and alternating current.
MAM/r.V
11 RED i'.V

THE MECHANICAL
APPLIANCE
MILWAUKEE,
WIS

are the pioneer Song Slide
renters of the United States.

CO.

Picture Show, hence we have the experience, equipment and an enormous
stock, which guarantees our patrons the
very latest and best to be had in this
important branch of the picture industry.
If you are not using this service, you
are neglecting your program.
Write for prices and extensive catalog.

The Chicago
Song Slide Exchange
oil, FLOOR, POWERS BULDING
N. E. Cor. Wabash Avenue and Munroc Street
CHICAGO

Install the
Motiograph

Increase
Receipts
AT ONCE

Made to me< I the requiremi nti oi partii nlai
Oil BATH
mi and 1 am
TAKE-UP ARM with quicV idler bell adjustment
INSIDE double CONK SHUTTER
159 ,,, ore illumination
Outside, disc type, BHUTT] r
Gears
• 1 at unci chai REWIND incorporated in mechanism
PATENTED
Arc lamp THE HEAVIEST— LAMP HOUSE
rHJ
I
PICTURES
... 1!,, •TAINTED
ON TDK WALL
Has NO EQUAL in material ind worlrmanthl]
rank

THE ENTERPRISE

II I

llro, Mil..

OPTICAL

I

I nn,l..n Carl, .n.l lirrl...
II krr.n.

MANUFACTURING
urn ...f..;.,.

I M. IMatMM,

M I

SORT"— I
IM4

CO., 564-572 West

M

Nc.

N m k >. It

Randolph St., CHICAGO, ill

n6o

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

HALL BERG
THE

OUR

Musical Electrical Bells

two-thirds on
electric
bill
and makes BIO CUT
on the first cost of
I r.irr) stock of
all makes M. P.
Machines, Opera
Chairs

which are played from a Keyboard, the bells being mounted
in various parts of the house have
been a great success all over the
country and no Picture-house is
Complete without a set of them.
We can supply 25 Bells, 2 octaves
chromatic, C to C, correctly tuned
to your Piano, complete with
Resonators, Keyboard, Magnets,
and Boards, complete ready to install for $75.00.
Mr. Clyde Martin is using a set
of our Cathedral Chimes with
great success playing the pictures.

ECONOMIZER

SAVES

and Sup-

plies.

ERKO

"stidl?9

are of superior quality and artistic
design. We supply illustrations for
any kind of business.
Our Calcium Gas is absolutely
pure. We make freight or express
shipment to any place in the U. S.
Write for our cataloiut for repair parti

ERKER BROS. OPTICAL CO.

LIGHT
EFFECTS

J. C. DEAGAN
3800 to 3810 North Clark Street

UNIVERSAL
ELECTRIC
STAGE
LIGHTING
CO.

ELECTRIC

FANS

25% lower than others
12" direct current latest type
16
12" alternating current latest type
16"
"
"
"
"
4 blade direct current ceiling fans
4
"
alternating current ceiling fans....
Direct currentElsewhere
18" exhaust
fans
.'...
$50.00.

$8.00
"75
11.50
13-50
16.50
26.90
35-00

Compare our prices with others. All fans guaranteed for one year.
The above prices net
cash f. o. b. N. Y.

NATHAN
237 Canal St.,

KLEIN

& CO.

Cor. Centre St..

New Yorft

THE

FILMS
FOR
RENT
New Films High Class Service

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

OPERA IB CHAIRS
FOR

EVERT

ESTABLISHED

PURPOSE

WRITE

l.OOO STYLES

c

Write Today for Ttrmt

CLINE

67 and 60 Daarbern St., Chloage
I uK

SALE

ONE

HUNDRED

BEELS

Ml M

-McKENNA

1865

CAT.

N«.

31

The A. H. Andrews Co.
174- 176 Wabash Ave.. Chicago, III.

The Pioneer House, With 8 Years'
Experience and S260.000.00
Back Of It

EUGENE

FOR

GEp.
744 W.W.BENNETT
5th Street
LCINCINNATI OHIO

M
A
I
R
S

Branches in all 1<

Opera and Assembly Chairs

Prompt Shipments. Drill for CltUOpI
PEABODY SCHOOL FLRMTLRE CO.
N..nl. M.n.hr.lrr
Iaaiaaa
<tnti ROBERT i EHLERSCO.
Lexiruton Ave. and 4Jd >: S. ^ rfj N I

t advertises your theatre and

T
BRASS
KICK PLATES
I AIR TREADS.

DOOR

^t folds automatically and can
revolving, stationary or self

It is the only sanitary chair.
It is a space-saver, life-saver
md money-saver.
It Chair.
is the world's greatest theitre
If you have not seen our lat-

i in: hakim

SILLS

McKenna Bros. Brass Co.
PITTSBURGH,

be

PA.

The Best
Uniforms

s i \

mi«.

FOLDING
CHAIRS
For Moving Picture
Shows.Grand Stands,
Assembly Halls, etc.
In sections if wanted.

CAN HURRY

YOUR ORDER OUT.
STAFFORD
Chairs
excell all .
HEAVY FIVE PLY
seats and backs.

The last!
that you are using long
after you have forgot-

STEEL
CHAIRS TOO
S I \l FORD

Ml Q,

CHICAGO, ill.

Write lor Catalog No. 2

The Kauffman
Manufacturing Co.
ASHLAND, OHIO
Natlj Up-to-Date
Styles

WE

CHEAP
Mill

SPECIALTY:
Prompt Stipaiiti

Opera
Chairs
Th< Wisconsin lumber
and itmir Co.
Pari witiiiftti. vit.

(KAMI
Ull OKI
clUIKS

ABSOLUTELY
NON-BREAKABLE

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

The National Programme
We want every exhibitor to go back to our past two Ads., cut ij^v ~L
-— ^
them "lit and file them for reference; we want you to hold us to our ^(UjsrRig^uic ))))
promises and statements; we want you t>> feel a proprietary interest n^s! CO. Jmt
in the exclusive proposition that you arc in fact the guardian of our
franchise, that your success is founded on our franchise, and that our
. is founded on your success.
We warn you to force the Exchange to protect you with exclusive rights, and so protect our franchise.
All of us kih>;i' tin- temptations of this business.
If we cannot force the Exchange to realize that your
and his success (and likewise our success) lay in closing his eyes to temptation, and serving you with our
distinctive, exclusive programme, we will fail of our purpose.
The National Film Mfg. & Leasing Company told you they should have a hand and voice in the presentation of their programme, therefore ourselves. We mean that this programme shall prevail and that its identity shall be preserved and that the word NATIONAL
N'l'SS" in the Moving Picture Trade.

shall symbolize "QUALITY"

and "EXCLUSIVE-

Correspondence from responsible nun
on the Exchange proposition is invited.

NATIONAL

FILM

DISTRIBUTING

COMPANY

31 and 36 W. Houston St., N. Y. City, I . S. A.
Exhibitors: Send your names for our mailing list.

Exhibitors, Attention!
Owing to the increase of our business in and about
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., we have been compelled to move
to that City, where we have equipped one of the
finest offices in the State of Pennsylvania.

On and After May I 5th
Our Address
will
be
49 S. Pennsylvania Avenue
Wilkes -Barre,
Pa.
DON'T

FORGET

WILLIAMSON'S
Factory Supplies
Have Equipped the Leading
Independent Factories.

!

that we are buying the Cream of the Motion Picture
Distributing and Sales Co.'s output and have a feature service for you that can't be beat.
Dealers of Machines and accessories.
Write, wire, phone or call.

Write for Descriptive Catalogue

The Exhibitors Film Service Co.
49 S. Pennsylvania
Mr J. E. MOVER. General Manager.

Ave., Wilkes-Barre,

Pa.

Formerly with the lubln Film Service Ci.

A. G. WHYTE,
36 East 23rd St., New

Agent,
York

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

ARE YOU GETTING IT?
refer to '* Power's Pointers on
Projection"— the little folder
that we send out every month to
every exhibitor and operator on
our mailing list.
Most
people think
artistic production.
find it interesting.

it an
Many

It deals chiefly with the best moving picture machine in the world.
Send us your address in time to receive the June issue.

Nicholas

Power

Company

115-117 Nassau Street
For thirteen years the leading makers of moving
New York*
picture
machines

Electric Light Plant Complete

^WuruTzeh=

..III

YKAR

The Leading Picture 1 heaters are Installing

uriitzer Automatic Musical

Instruments

1 hey furnish better music than musicians and cut out that
great expense.
SO different styles
Call at nearest
branch or wrlie for big H4-page catalog

HE RUDOLPH

;NCINNATI
(O 121 li. 4th

WUkUTZi:k

CHICAGO
!(,(,& J6H Walla. h

M
2$

i \ i

«i

f,.r illumination.

Total coot of oporatioa Bros 5 to 3 coats pat :.•< . Ghros yos

I'HII AM I I'MIA
I A J S ihr.tnul
«.<ii i MBUS,

Larger Plants at Proportionately Low Prices.
ding the celebrated D] rROIT KKROSEN1
ENGINE and
DYNAMO
I »1 SI I l I'll N I CAPA< in
rO I i RNISH
.1 FOR YOUR ARl
IND 10-16 c p l i
In.
I AMI'S

COMPANY

\S
In UK
ft 27 \\ . JJ.ul

$250.00

o.

tielter light than you i an >... .
afternoon as at night.
Caa bt opoiatt
can

mam:

immi

t irt ttie
child.

i > i \ 1 1 siniMiiM.

DETROIT ENGINE f0la%ffi&2&ftSC

1 1''4
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TThc
-_— ^Featherweight touel
■* 4 lessens the work and^
ihecost, per folio
- ^-_

^ -

A typewriter which needs heavy operating to
maki- impressions uses the operator's strength to
make up for its lack of mechanical perfection. It is
a drag on the operator's energy and time. All
this is overcome in

Monarch Hi™

The Monarch requires only a feathery touch to get a clear, legible, regular impression.
The exclusive Monarch mechanism completes the impulse. Mechanical accuracy accomplishes faultlessly in the Monarch what human force does imperfectly in others.
Investigate Monarch economy of time, energy and money
Jor Illustrated Descriptive Literature.

THE

MONARCH

TYPEWRITER

COMPANY

Elective Office.: MONARCH TYPEWRITER BUILDING. 300 Bro.dw.y. New YoA
Canadian Offices: Toronto and Montreal. Branches and Dealers throughout the World.

CINES
#»•■»■**■
CAPITAL

CO. of ROME

(Preferred Stock,
j0rd|nary stockj'
Fully Paid-up 5,750,000

Studios and Factories, Rome

2,000,000
3,750,000
Lire

Lire
Lire

and Padova

Branches at the Following Cities
LONDON
PARIS
BERLIN
MOSCOW

18 Charing Cross Road
II Rue St. Augustin
238 Fried Richstrasse
3 Glenischewsky Pereul

Milan
Turin
Genoa
Naples
Bologna

Venice
Dresden
Tokio
Johannesburg
St. Petersburg

BARCELONA
59 Paseo de
RIO DE IANEIR0
A.
BUENOS AY RES
A.
CARACAS
Levy

Gracia
Sestini
Sestini
& Co.

And the Following Agencies

Branch

Oddessa
Keiff
Vladivostock
Marseilles
Brussels

Lille
Zurich
Sydney
Lima
Vienna

Amsterdam
Copenhagen
Stockholm
Buda Pesth
Frankfort

Leipsic
Lisbon
Capetown
Havana

for the United States of America

445
Broome St., Broadway,TELEGRAPHS,
New York
City
TELEPHONE, SPRING 9232
CINES NEW YORK
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"A DEAD

'ORTR

YORK

AVALS
4 Drama
Tuesday, May

MAN'S HONOR"

23rd

A young fellow saves the honor of his dead brother and his blind mother's happiness by
presenting himself to the old lady as the missing son; and she passes away contented and
satisfied that he has returned to comfort her last moments. It pierces every emotion and
stirs up the spirit that is better for its awakening.
A Drama

"TIM MAHONEY,

The Scab"

Friday, May

26th

Tim is a member of a labor union and joins the strike, but stands by his wife and children
when it comes to a question of labor union and family union. Those who revile him
alive seek to do him honor when he is dead. I he most intensely impressive and the most
devouringly absorbing picture ever announced.
A Classic Drama
Saturday, May 27th

"FIRES 0/ FATE"

Magnificently staged, with spectacular effects that reach the paramount pinnacles of dramatic art. The most beautiful of all the beautiful Vestal Virgins loves a Roman youth,
both are condemned to be burned to death; they escape the infuriated pursuers through a
subterranean tunnel to life and liberty.

Next Week

r

'Cupid's Chauffeur" ': A Comedy,
Tuesday, May 30th.
'The Ends of the Earth":
A Drama, Friday, June 2nd.
'A Clever Fraud":
A Society Drama,
Saturday, June 3rd.

Photos of Vitagraph Players, 7x9

inches ready

The Vitagraph Company of America

for framing

M \\ \Okk.

20c.

each,

lib Naxsiiu St.

LONDON, U Ctcfl Conn

$2.00

CHICAOO,

the Jozei
100 Randolph Si.

PAHS, II Rm SaiatfCccli

CITY.
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Thanhouser
WO-A-WEEK
Released Friday, June 2

Released Tuesday, May 30
THE DECORATION

A

DAY SPECIAL

A ; ;uiWAR
TIM^ WOOING
up-to-date war story— dealing with the late

Tale

of

the

Tan bark

A oneCIRCUS
STOWAWAY
gripping, powerful story of circus adventure,

b thrills and enough human interest to

unpleasantness in Cuba and telling of an affair of
the heart between a young Yankee Lieutenant and
a pretty senorita. The affair demonstrated that
actually a greater force than patriotism—
that if a handsome Spanish maid loves a handsome American soldier AND her country, she is
sure to love the first the mo.-t, surprising as this

send
straight
the went
spectators'
It deals
with ait little
boy towho
to see heart.
the circus
and
was carried away with it— ACTUALLY, not literally. When the lost lad found this to be the fact,
he found, too, that it brought him troubles galore,
but he was yanked out of them by a circus performer who proved one of Nature's Code
own Word
noblemen.
No. 216.
Stow.

may >eetn.

No. 2IS

Great

•'• Ord Rider.

t
Actual scenes from "Flames and Fortune," out Friday, June 16, but which
you must booK noU> to make sure of getting. This is "the film they burned
down a house for"— the best sensational fire picture ever shown-and live
exhibitors everywhere are shooting in their application* for it to their
exchanges— Has your exchange your application?

Thanhouser Jg7 Company
NEW

ROCHELLE

V$~*l

NEW

YORK

THE

MOVING
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WORLD

SPECIAL.
Right opThis
to the
madedown
la*t Saturday
1200 ft. of the World's best organized and trained police
force.
filmminute—
has beenWeboiled
to

JE°.?( )rders tilledTHE
NEW
in turn as received.

YORK

POLICE

*tf£r

It shows .Mayor Gavnor decorating for bravery, fine-looking men who risked their lives in the past year
for their fellow-men; then the magnificently drilled patrolmen, mounted police, bicycle police, bloodhound
s<|uad and platoon after platoon of the tall, handsome, well-built guardians of the peace in the commercial
Capital of the world, all passing in review befor% Governor DIX, MAYOR GAYN< IR, ]'( OCE C( >MMISSIOXER CROPSEY, GENERAL GRANT and many other city, state, national and foreign notables.
*
LO W

OWW W

LOOK AT ^^p^.
THIS
1^^

Unexcelled
,
rrogram

L

I
!

HOH

SLCCESSKI'L
MADE st MONEY
AND
HOW I'.VSl EXHIBITORS
t(»»Hl. (\\II WE
DO THE
\IE.

MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY

fL13
f &TP
1 iVPi*J II

IMP. ECLAIR, YANKEE, AMERICAN, CHAMPION.
THAXHOUSER, BISOX, POWERS.
CHAMPION, SOLAX, RELIANCE, AMBROSIO, XESTOR.

Wi 'rsday
ERIDAY
Saturday

imp.
am eric ax. itala, rex.
BISON, SOLAX. PCX. Til AX II OPS PR.
powers, itala. gt. northern, reliance.

COUNT
THEM
weekly releases
TWENTY-SIX
Comprising
the cream
of American
and European
films.
THEY
ARE
UNFAILING
BUSINESS
GETTERS.
LISTEN
IT IS OUR
BUSINESS
TO HELP
YOUR
BUSINESS
AND
IX THAT
WE
ARK
PAST
TO
MASTERS.
THtS
INSIS1
ON SHOWING
FILMS
FROM
THE
ABOVE
PROGRAM
IN VOIR
THEATER
AND
Vol
WILL
PLAY
TO
PACKED
HOUSES
IF THE
EXCHANGE
YOU
ARE
NOW
DEALING WITH
DOES
NOT SUPPLY
YOU
WITH
THESE
FILMS, WRITE OR WIRE US AT ONCE AND WE
WILL
PUT
VOL
IN TOUCH
WITH
THE
Bl'YING
EXCHANGES
NEAREST
TO
'■ ■
ORIGINAL PRINTS OP THIS
l \ K.\ • I I.I.FI) PROGRAM
CAN
BE OBTAINED IN THE UNITED STATES
AND CANADA ONLY
FROM
EXCHANGES
PURCHASING
FILMS THROUGH

Motion Picture Distributing S Sales Co.,
Release

for

'new to^StV*

Saturday,

May

20th

INJ

The Voice of Conscience
A

powerful and vivid
admirably told

The

story

Length 786 Feet

Release

-for

City Beautiful
(Switzerland)

Scenic

Length

Saturday,

May

204

Feet

27th

The Love of a Gipsy Girl
F-KATURE

ALL

UP-TO-DATE INDEPENDENT

GREAT

IXCHANCES

NORTHERN

HANDLE

DRAMA

OUR

PRODUCT.

THE FILMS THAT SATISFY

M

FILM CO., 7 E. 14th St., New York

THE

It's

MOVING
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a SCREAM!
The "Imp" Release of

Monday, May 29th, will tear your house loose in the biggest
laugh it has had for mouths. "Three of a Kind" is the title.
Remember it. Get after it now. For the love of heaven,
don't miss it. As a direct contrast, the "Imp" release of
Thursday, June 1st, is one of the most touching heart storied
we have ever produced. See that you get "The Last Appeal"
and "Three of a Kind" if you have to change your exchange
to do it'
This
Lobby

Display

t deep.

Most

■

Strikingly rich

f

thing ever devised for use in
1 ibitors are wildly
enthusiastic about it. We've
placed <>ur third order with
the manufacturers. If you
want one, send your $5 instantly. Descriptive circulars upon request. Frame
of oak and ten fine photos,
all for
$5
Independent Moving Pictures Co. of America.
102 W. \o\st St., N. Y. Carl Laemmle, Pres.
Get emly booking on our Decoration Day reel!
We want your name and address immediately!
$500 Reward for information leading to the
conviction of "dupers" of "Imp" films!
The "Imp Book" zeill tickle you immensely!

Perfumed Disinfectants
Pinline lit I

1 gal. with sprayer - final. ""
lOral.
- NO CIIKAI' GOODS

~

We guarantee that these two disinfectants, which are both formaldehyde products and have the best odor of any disinfectant
on the market, are used in more theatres than all other perfumed disinfectants Combined,
Manufactured and guaranteed by

U, S. Theatre Disinfectant Co.,

■^

THE
ONE
S. R. o. SSI

*h

389^ Berry St., Brooklyn, 1 1

BEST
M

SOUVENIR
W$l5&\

^Mf
JMI
ar/

beautiful
SpoonFinish
is guarantee*
'-*! *3S^3y
SolidThis
Silver
Plated Souvenir
French Gray
and the
latest design
Write today for sample and 3 plans that will fill jour house to c

EACH
p«r Hundred

40 Dearborn Street. Chlcaft
W/^^^

UNITED

STATES FACTORIES CO.

manufacturers

Wlm

$500

THE

every FR.DAY

THE

MOVING

WORLD'S

PICTURE

WORLD

BEST— BAR

NONE

™"Y ™"

INDEPENDENT EXHIBITORS: Hammer For Lux Films

Histrionically H

ARMONIOUS
ICH-TONED
UMOROUS

We want you to get the World's best every week.

LUX FILMS
Released,

May

19th,

The Two Cockades

1911

Tidying Up Paris

Drama — 698 Feet
Comedy — 268 Feet
Exhibitors ! Place your orders at once for this week's release of LUX.
It contains an emotional drama and a scintillating comedy that will make
your audiences come to see LUX FILMS every week.
SEE OTHER

GET LUX

PAGES

East

PAST RELEASES

GET LUX

PRIEUR

15tK Sold only
Street
through

'Pho«, PIctura
S427 snqnrwuu
New
Distributing and Salo*

th« Motion

WILLIAMSONS
Factory Supplies
I Live Equipped the Leading
Independent Factories
Vameras, Printers and Perforators

i *€U S
THE

AND

The World's Best— Bar None

R.
lO

FOR SYNOPSES

WILLIAMSON

York

Company

City

W. E. GREENE FILM
EXCHANGE, Inc.
The

Oldest and Largest Independent
Film Exchange in New England

NOTICE TO EXHIBITORS
We art- prepared t«> take tare of any anioun

of summer business in N> w England. You don'
have to worn about your Hun sen ice when yon
are trading with us; we do tli<- worrj u .
The pick of tin- output of the Sales Cot i
youi m i v i. e. Write, win
r < all at

PF.KFORATOK

Write for Descriptive Catalogue

A. G. WHYTE,
36 East 23rd St., New

Agent,

W. E. Greene Film Exchange
INCORPORATED

228 Tremont

Street.

Boston, Mass.

York
Telephone- ';" Oxt*rS

Till;
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FILM

THE PERIL OF DIAZ
A

UNIQUE

MONDAY

Released Ma)

29th

Dollar$
$ummer

CHAMP.

Firstly — It's appropriate for Decoration Day.
Secondly — It's a photo of the American Army.
Finally — The Mexican border is the setting.

bit tin n 's no reason on
I >< ILL very
\K$ and
good
busings
through
the lint
earth why
you ri«ht
shouldn't
do
weather.
Hook
up with
me ami
you'll get films and service .
that will prevent thatB summer
slump
1
ingl
I I you arc lazy with spring fever, let
me help do your thinking and >cheni-

Carl President
Laemmle,
The Laemmle Film Service
New

number

204 W. Lake St., Chicago. III.
Sykes Block.
15J7 Farnam St.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Omaha, Neb.
209 Fifth St
U10W yandotte St.
Dea Moines, Iowa
Kansas City, Mo.

The biggest and best film renter
in the world

An Instructive, Inspiring Real Reel
Such a reel must not be overlooked. You mus
not delay a second. The demand is large. To ge
it means satisfaction, but to miss it means regret.
Every foot of it is genuine.
Every inch brimful of life.

NEXT

CHAMP.

WESTERN

How He Redeemed Himself
Wednesday,

May 31st

A woman's gentle influence brings about a change
for the better in a bad character.
He proves a
valiant protector in the face of danger and earns his
reward with her hand.
JUNE

5th—

In Service Under Johnston and Lee

The Champion Film Company
jr-j-j*!

HH

Mark

M. Dintenfass,

Gen. Mgr.

12 East 15th Street, New York City

HennegaiTs Money
Getters
We have special Posters and
Heralds for Fall of Troy, Grenadier Roland, Shelling of the San
Marcos and all other features,
both Independent and Licensed.
Send 50 cents for samples of our
new one sheet "Showing Tod; y'
posters with strips for all release-.
Specify Independent or Licenced
pictures. Send for free catalogur,

James T. Hennegan
Room 304
167 Washington St., Chicago,!!

FILMS
FOR SALE OR TO RENT
1000 REELS.
WHAT DO YOU WAr^T?
Theatres, Summer Resorts, Airdomei, Church*
Clubs and Stags Supplied

GLOBE

FILM

EXCHANGE

1 05 E. 1 4th St.

Now York
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^ he American Film Mfg. Co. Chicago

"All Wise Independents BUY and
BOOST Flying A Cowboy Pictures"
Release of Monday, May 22nd

"Branding a

A Western

Bad Man"

Two Dashing, Rearing, Rousing Western Screams. Cowboys
CUtting-up. Cowboys everywhere, and everywhere a laugh. Two
on one reel. Both better than the other one.

Dream"
"A Daughter

Release of Thursday, May 25th

"A Trooper's

of Liberty"

"A Trooper's Heart" is a story woven around the American
Army on the Mexican Border. Extremely sensational. A regular
army cavalry charge that will bring your audience out of their
seats.

Heart"

"A Daughter of Liberty" is reminiscent of Colonial days and is
an exceedingly strong, interesting Drama.
Book
them
both
for

DECORATION
RELEASE

'
* ** I"

ARE YOU GETTING

AMERICAN
Bank

TWO

FLYING

FILM
Floor,

'
UI5

'Rattlesnakes & Gunpowder"
"The Ranch
|,|.;u
-1 OF THURSDAY, n
Western Drama - An I pic oi the Range
"The Sheepman's Daughter"

"A" COWBOY

FILMS

MANUFACTURING
Ashland

Block,

DAY

I IF MONDAY, MAY 19th
Western Comedy ---Split Reel

Chicago,

EACH

CO.

III.

Tenoi

WEEK?

G£

For a machine that will appeal to your better judgment, consider the

"STANDARD"

Here is a machine of more than first-glance satisfaction, the result of
Engineer's right mechanical design, and of the workman's and finisher's skill with the best material. If you need a machine, buy a
"STANDARD" under our guarantee and you are protected.
101 BEEKMAN

AMERICAN
STREET
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MACHINE

COMPANY
NEW

YORK
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It's The

1 Anot
(My Gawd! Will they never stop?)
May 25 is (he Day, Brothers
II Is Called

"Called Back

99

FILMS
Of QUALITY— The Films
That Please Your Patrons
That You Must Demand !
PROTECT
THE
REPUTATION
OF
YOUR
SHOW,
by INSISTING
That All Your Programmes
Must Include At Least
One ECLAIR!

and deals with the fire of human hearts,
and of how a forest fire called back a
husband and father to wife and child. It
depicts the world-old battle of love versus
desire, sin versus virtue. In the end love
and virtue win, as they always do, and
besides all this

A Realistic Forest Fire!
•CALLED

BACK"

Release of May 29th

A Mother's Distress
An Extremely Interesting Little Comedy
— Light, vivacious, and imbued with the
charm
love's
young
dreams pieces
! ! ! of
One of ofthose
most
delightful
cinematography, which delight the eye
and lend the most welcome refreshment
to the tired mind ! ! !

will be "Called Back" for repeat

R€X Knowhow Mfg. Co.
57J and then some Eleventh Ave.,
New
R€X

"Called Back "—Bone

York City

oi the

Independents

Eclair Film Co.
31 East 27th Street,
Our

films

New York City

are sold only through the

Motion Picture Distributing and Sales Co.

rjjjjj^M
V$j|*2L>

Moving' Picture World

THE WORLD

PHOTOGRAPHIC

PUBLISHING

125 E 23d. Street, NEW

COMPANY

YORK

Telephone call, 1344 Gramercy

(Beach Building)

and the Philippine Islands.
ADVERTISING
WESTERN

RATES:
Whole page, $6o.oo; half page, $30.00; quarter page, $15 .00; eighth page, $750; one inch (3H in.
wide), $300; one inch (2% in. wide), $2.00; classified (no display;, 3 c»nts per word.
Time Discounts:
10% one months order, 15% six months. 20% twelve months.

OFFICE
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Washington

Street (Post Building), Chicago,

111.

Telephone,

Main 3145.
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Phone 32732
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Larger Programs to Select From.
Our pet hobby of fewer and better films, bringing
higher prices to the manufacturer and more money to the
renter and the exhibitor, is apparently doomed. It seems
that the feature film, which will stand a week's or a
month's run in certain localities, will continue to be the
exception and not the rule; for the trend is to spread out
in quantity instead of to concentrate on quality. Several
manufacturers, both independent and licensed, arc making
active preparations to double their output. While on the
it this may appear as a concerted measure to
hold the market in the hands of the few who are already
in the field, it 1-, in reality, the first step to an open marluantity begets discrimination on the part
of the consumer. Quality will then govern the demand,
and the "standing order" incubus will be shouldered to
oik- side in the gen< ral scramble to obtain the product
that best pleases the public.
It is a logical development of any business that the
large manufacturer should increase his product. Concentration of manufacturing centei in many lines of
business has not only benefited the manufacturer but has
h<-cn the in.. in .if giving the public a better article for
mom -. Film produi tion is a branch of industry which is peculiarly amenable to the beneficial effects
M consolidation. With years of experience to guide him,
a trained organization and facilities for expansion, the
established him manufactun r of today is in a position to
vastly increase hi- output and till produce a better article
than a newcomer in the field. We could cite examples to
prove tin statement, hut the) ai
[ually well
Blown t'> ..111 o adi 1 Really, it matters not the technical
tic skill nor the amount of capital available to a
mi into this held, the difficulties against gaining
only partial ucc< are almo 1 unsurmountable, and this
\Mih.1i1t taking into consideration the close association of
'he 1>i i in. intercsl already established. This may
KMind heretii al to tin
'
of the open door ; it ma\
WUnd di ...in 1 p'ng to the capitalist who sees in this field
1 investmi nl . n ma\
1 >und pi
.\ho think they could make pi(
tine .111.1 better picture* than tin 1 e een • .11 th
hut it 1 a fact neverth
rheori I 1 .
argue that unlimited competition in the
manufacturing field would bring forth get
al of the fittest would eliminate the unworth)
isilv discount this theory.
W e have
OBly to look back o
rd of othei hue of busi
r< the artii le dealt in ha
1 lu\ui\
■ any one of these from the ex
mm

perimental, through the .speculative and down to the practical or final -stage, we find that neither success nor perfection was reached until there was a consolidation of
interests, and in sonic cases under unit control. So we
repeat that the progress of the film-producing industry —
or art, as we would prefer to call it— depends upon the
efforts of those who have brought it up to its present stage
rather than upon those who may now be attracted to it as
a money-making opportunity.
The open door to the manufacturer is farther away
than ever before, for which a long-suffering public should
be grateful; but the open market is almost within reach.
The exhibitors want it. Can a few manufacturers thwart
the desires of over ten thousand exhibitors? We say a
few manufacturer-, because there are many among the
twenty or more in this country who would welcome a
wide-open market. They know that public opinion, if
allowed its free Course, would increase their sales. Winshould not some manufacturers squirm under the present
regime? The manufacturer who hires the best talent and
provides the most expensive equipment to attain technical
perfection cannot sell any more prints under the daily
release standing order regime than his neighbor of parsimonious instincts who is in "the game." as he calls it,
for all he can get out of it in the shortest possible time.
The very absurdity and injustice oi such a system presages its downfall.
Our columns have frequently given voice to the protests of the exchange-man and the exhibitor against the
injustice of being compelled by t!
i the -nnation to buy and exhibit films that are detrimental to then
interests. With two factions, working a narrow-gauge
:i. .st en
policy on a limited program scl
bihty "i
tirely eliminated.
With :
t..ries that haw been credited with doing
the past, there i
that the
censor known a- Public < Opinion will have a look-in.
If
this business is to survive and prospei and ex]
force of public o|
It must p.
allowed to select his 0M •
and it uiu-t ie.n h up to the main:'

change operatot . whi 1

W e th. ■ . '
we m\ ite the ■<; '

ket. I., w hi

Till:
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Temporary Victory for the Independents.
UNITED STATES COURT
ORDER

OF THE

OF APPEALS

LOWER

REVERSES

COURT.

Temporary Injunctions Against Yankee Film Company and
William Steiner Vacated.
Ward
and Noyes,
presiding
in the
Appeals, handed down on May
iSth an important opinion in the suits brought by the
nsl the Yankee
mpany and William Steiner.
I'hc court directed
that the temporary
injunctions granted by the lower
court be vacated on the ground that the owners of the
1 failed for four years to file a
disclaimer to claim
four <>f the patents which had not
stained. While this does not dismiss the hills of
complaint, it places the owner- of the patent in the position that unless they can convince the court that there
has been no unreasonable delay in filing a disclaimer to
claim 4 of the Edison patent Xo. [2,037, the court will
declare the patent invalid.
The decision means that all
the preliminary injunctions granted against infringers
of the Edison patent can he vacated on motion based on
this opinion, and that no other motions for preliminary
injunction will he granted unless complainant can show
that it has good reasons for its delay in filing a disclaimer.
Following i- the text of the court order:
UNITED

STATES COURT OF APPEALS.
Second Circuit.

Before, Coxe, Ward and Noyes, Circuit Judges. Motion
Picture Patents Company, Complainant Appellee, vs. Yankee
Film Company, Defendant Appellant. Motion Picture Patent- Company, Complainant- Apellee, vs. William Steiner,
et al., Defendants-Appellant-.
Appeals from orders of the Circuit Court, Southern District of New York.
The patent in suit (Edison reissue patent Xo. 12,037) has
four claims. In March, 1907, it was declared valid by this
court a- to claim 1, 2 and 3, and invalid as to claim 4. The
bill of compaint in this suit was filed in November, 1910,
and the complainant has never filed a disclaimer of claim 4.
PER CURIAM:
The question presented upon these appeals is whether the
complainant by its failure to enter a dis-claimer of the claim
declared invalid by this court has "unnecessarily neglected
and delayed" and so lost its right to maintain suits for the
infringement of the other claims.
Were we certain that all the facts were before us we should
consider it our duty to examine the question upon its merits
for the purpose of determining whether the Circuit Court
should be directed to dismiss the bills. But the complainant
insists that it ha< not had full opportunity to present the
facts and in view of this contention we shall go no further
than to say that, in our opinion, the case presented is too
doubtful to warrant the issuance of preliminary injunctions.
The orders of the Circuit Court are reversed with costs.

Jury Trial for Picture Men.
The showman becomes used to persecution. After
some few attempts at retaliation upon the powers that
be, he usually subsides within himself and tries to make
the best of a bad bargain. As the showman grows older
in the business, he refrains from active controversy, especially with the police. The odds are always against the
showman when it comes to a question of rights. The
police and lower courts are predisposed to consider him
as a person of no moral standing in the community.
The showman in time ceases to be militant in defense
of his rights and prefers to settle things in the "easiest
way" by "handing up" or paying graft, or any one of the
dozen names that are applied to the same thing — political
extortion. He becomes dulled in the protection of his
rights and. as time goes on, is inclined to forget them
altogether, perhaps for the simple reason that he never

PICTURE

WORLD

wins. When he goes before a judge or magistrate he
knows in advance that the odds are against him and prepares his defense by getting ready to pay his fine. The
word of one ordinary citizen is worth a dozen of his, so
he comes out of it in the usual way by paying his fine and
departing without complaint.
With all the agitation and unjust prosecution against
motion picture men, there are a few of them who seem
to realize that they are entitled to a trial by jury. Heretofore moving picture men have been arrested for admitting some boy or girl under sixteen years without a
parent or a guardian into their places. The child has
seized upon the convenient excuse that it stole money to
see the pictures. The exhibitor is fined under the State
law for admitting the children, and usually the judge
calls down a general excoriation of moving pictures which
appears that evening in the newspapers together with a
half-tone cut of the judge. On his part the exhibitor
makes a feeble protest, pays his fine and departs. He is
the goat. As a rule it never occurs to him that he has a
perfect right to demand a trial by jury instead of having
to bow down to the bull-dozing and self-advertising tactics of some ordinary political magistrate, who takes himself very seriously.
We have been taking note of a case exactly along this
line involving an exhibitor in Albany, New York, vs. the
Humane Society, who went through their usual method
of attack by having him arrested and fined $100 by an
arbitrary judge and sentenced to one hundred days in
jail. So brow-beaten are moving picture men that there
are many of them who would have accepted this decision
as final and gone humbly to jail. But the Albany exhibitor, through his lawyers made an appeal and settled the
ease in his favor by jury.
It may seem that we have used up a great many words
in arriving at the conclusion that a man is entitled to the
right of a trial by jury. But there is something more to
a trial by jury than the mere right of it. Under most
ordinary circumstances, a jury trial is one of the fairest
things in the world. The element of humanity always
breaks in favor of the defendant, where magistrates,
cankered by long experience, are usually severe and seldom partial to the under dog. That there are fixed juries
we do not deny, but they are mostly so in cases involving
matters of life and death or for great financial considerations.
Where left to a jury, the child laws and other hypercritical legislation count for little or nothing. The great
masses of people from which juries are drafted are not
monomaniacs on any one subject in particular; therefore, when an exhibitor is on trial for debauching the
infant life of the city it is quite likely that the jury will
be composed of men who send their children to moving
picture theaters frequently. It is a safe estimate to say
that ten out of every twelve on any jury that can be
selected, are friends of the moving picture ; not in the
abstract, but actual patrons of the photoplay theater.
The majority of them, perhaps would never have known
that there were any existing child laws until they were
drafted on a jury, for the reason that the most of them
attend picture theaters with their children, which places
their children curiously out of the jurisdiction of the
crime agent.
By facing a jury the exhibitor will always get more
than an even break with an agitator. Any man with a
strong case or a good argument is sure of his ground before a jury. If the reformers and agitators could get
better results out of a jury than they now do from magistrates and police, they would long ago have used the
jury. But the jury is not adaptable to their ends. Why'
Well, because in a jury there is some semblance of hu-
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manity and a reasonable knowledge of child life at home.
To exhibitors, we advise them to insist upon their right
of trial by jury, if they have any reason to believe that
they are getting the "double cross.'

The Three-line " Squib/'
For some time past we have looked upon our esteemed
name-ake and contemporary, 'The Xew York World,"
as a barometer of moving pictures. The least disturbance
in the field of moving pictures is recorded in its columns
with the celerity of a seismograph, the same as earthquakes are recorded in different parts of the world.
Heretofore the "Xew York World" has been the open
and avowed enemy of the moving picture. At the slightest touch upon their seismograph, its editors burst into a
roar if it be anything pertaining to the moving picture, and they have roared many times. At time^ their seismograph isout of order, because it has magnified beyond
proportions very small disturbances. Any variation between the real happening and the newspaper record of it
may be set down as "journalism." In other words journalism isthe difference between fact and fiction; between
the time of occurrence and its appearance on the printed
page.
It has been interesting to us to watch the slow death
grapple that has been going on between the "Xew York
and the moving picture. Little by little we note
that the moving picture is bringing the mighty "World"
to its knees. It is a duel to the death between two great
Mediums of publicity: the newspaper and the moving
picture. The newspaper, of which the "World" is only
here cited as one example, has done its best, or rather its
worst, to drive the moving picture out. The newspaper
has been put to the test ; it has been weighed in the balance and found wanting. With all the power of the press
throughout this land, united in their utmost efforts to
damn the moving pictures, aided and abetted by every
crank, reformer, monomaniac and self-advertising gospel
sharp, the picture has gone steadily onward, increasing
in power and prestige. All its enemies combined have
not availed to check its onward march, and the press
of the country is beginning to realize that for once it
iter.
It is amusing to us pygmies, who have watched this
! tying Gulliver, to note his occasional shortness
of breath. Every concession that the daily press makes
to the moving picture, leaves their argument against it
i weaker.
In the body of their long-winded dens, the press has in most cases qualified them
with a few- line in an obscure corner, setting forth some
possible small meed of good to Ik- derive. 1 from the moving pictui
ke that from time
in the mind- ..i their readei
The truth is mighty, and
it will prevail as it has prevailed.
A three-lini
with truth in n ecm
to live longer than a three column
id which contain
It happen . tin bright sunny morning in May. that our
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three-line editorial "squib" above, which suggests the
once despised picture as a cure for trunancy, let us read
you a few of the scare-heads covering some two and
three column write-ups in the "Xew York World," which
might prove interesting by comparison: "Backs World's
Fight on Moving Picture Evil," Mar. 27, 191 1; "Crime
Is Exalted before Youth in Moz-xng Pictures," Sept. 26,
1910; "Censors Admit They O.K. Picture in Bad Taste,"
Sept. 27, 1910; "Nations Awake to Evils Found in Moving Pictures," Sept. 29, 1910; "Youth-Corrupting Films
Driven Out of Picture Shows," Sept. 28, 191 1 ; " 'Guilty.'
Is Plea of Boy Made a Thief by Picture Films," Sept. 30,
1910; "Boys See Pictures of Sufferings of Morphine
Fiend," Oct. I, 1910; "Motion Pictures Are Denounced
by Jurists," Oct. 4, 1910; "Amateur Bandits Copying
Picture Hold-Up, Stab Boy," Oct. 11, 1910.
The above are taken from one of the "World's" periodical "crusades," but finally, perhaps growing breathless
and weary in their pursuit of an invisible chimera, the
"World" shows a sign of weakening in an editorial of last
October 28th, directly in the midst of its great "St. George
and the Dragon" act, which says : "Is it not a strange
comment upon the slowness of the civilized community
to make use of a wonderful invention that all the best
possibilities of motion pictures to debauch youth are
promptly seized upon, and while we haze scarcely begun
to realize their potent value for education and for clean
amusement?" Thus do we see that in the midst of their
charge the World shows a wee white feather. The weak
spot has been exposed at all times and we have always
been able to see it.
We have continued to watch the death agony of the
Xew York World in its defeat by the moving picture.
We expect before long to see more editorial "squibs" in
that mighty journal in praise of the picture. And we
shall hope to see these "squibs" enlarged until the day of
atonement shall have come, when the Xew York World
along with a few thousand of its kind, shall have written
a line of praise for every line in which they have anathematized the moving picture. It is not beyond our wildest
dreams to expect, before many months have rolled by, to
see two and three-column boosts of the photoplay where
once that space was devoted to its destruction.

Free Theater in Red Oak, Iowa.
Something
new inintheRi
■■.
recently
transpired
that of a regular
moving pictuce show in a theater
ich is utilized by tin- young nun 0
irch tor a
have rented the
town hall for the purpose, which
in the folOak have. itmg
;
men of t!
men, women and childn n
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The Actor and the Photo Play.
By Robi rt Grau.
visit three
in the virinit)
where the
, is m the pro •
reation, and 1 was wholly
ns, at the manner
in which these film companies have applied themselves
during, and confess that they have ema distinctly theatrical line oi endeavor with an in5aj practicability, that is astonishing.
The first conclusion I arrived at was that the photographic phase of the productions evolved is the one by
which the greatest results are achieved, and the producer
ivith a resort to stagecraft amounting to
-cuius. Imagination plays perhaps the largest
part in the constructive side <>f these photoplays, and we
will not want for constant novelties as long a- the methods
to impress the spectator are on the high plane they were
when revealed to me.
Of course, in this country the photoplay has not yet
reached the stage where the greatest writers and players
combine to enhance the pictorial offering, hut we know
that this is to come, for if Paris witnesses the spectacle of
Rostand, Capus and 1 [ervieu writing plays for the picture
theater, we will not wait long before Augustus Thomas,
Paul Armstrong ad Charles Klein follow in their footsteps here.
The fundamental principles under which the photoplay
i> to reach an exalted state, are of a character indicating
both stability and perpetuity ; only the manner of presentation can he bettered, and this is striven for with an
energy and persistency wholly lacking in the conduct of
the theater as heretofore observed by the writer hereof.
The spectacle of well-known actors, men and women
whose names are known all over the country, parading the
streets with "make-up"' on their faces and attired in costume, on their way to an outdoor scene, was surely a
novel one. Vet the enthusiasm of these people was as
great as it must also be contagion-.
The producer of "Powers' Picture Plays" happens to
be a literal namesake of the president of the company,
so that I was greatly surprised to find myself confronted
with Francis A. Powers, a playwright and producer of
established reputation. Here we have evidence that the
best is none too good for the film companies. Mr. Powers
is the author of one of the greatest plays produced in the
last generation. Charles Frohman brought him to New
York to stage his play "The First Born," and Mr. Powers
has ever since been in demand both as actor and producer. If such as he are sought for, then the day is not
SO distant when the calibre of plays and players now available in Paris will be duplicated in this country and perhaps even surpassed.
At another studio I found all of the appointments of
a first-class theater visible at every turn. The "stock
company" had assembled, and in its entirety represented
an organization such a- would grace the stage of a Broadway theater for the reading of a play by Mr. Belasco.
Moreover, the ladies and gentlemen were provided with
many requisites for their necessarily monotonous labors
that might well be emulated in the Long Acre district; in
fact it is a long time since I have been privileged to witratiating assembly with an utter absence
of discord.
Undoubtedly a master mind has brought into this new
calling methods of procedure which have for their basis
the idea that an actor made comfortable will give a better
to what is required of him than one who is
wholly ignored in this respect, for certain it is that in a
seance lasting two hours. I found more evidence of con-
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sideration, more politeness and less ostentation than I
seen accorded to a body of players in my forty

years' observation
under similar conditions.
Can we
wonder then that the uplift in this field goes on evcrlastingly, and that each year the idea becomes more general
that an entourage may be undertaken with grace and dignity by a higher grade of participants than those who
have gone
Only yesterday a distinguished player, one whose career
without a blemish, accosted me on upper P.roadway.

1 le -aid to me:
"I want to a-k your advice.
I have had an offer
from the
Company
for the summer,
I
need the money badly, but I am afraid it will injure
me in the fall when I seek to go back to my regular
■ ii in. What do you ad\ •
I asked this venerable actor if he had as yet closed for
the coming season with any company, and when informed
that he had not, I asked if he would like to go with me to
see a rehearsal of a photoplay in order that he might
better be enabled to decide for himself, though I had
about decided to advise him to accept the splendid offer,
lie was quick to accept my invitation, and if this article
should meet the eyes of the photoplayers whom he saw
rehearse, they will not need me to tell them how surprised
and delighted he was.
The next day this man, one of the patriarchs of the
stage, presented himself at the business offices of one of
the larger film corporations.
I did not go with him, but
here is an extract from his letter to me two days later:
"I have to thank you for your good offices again,
for I fear I can never be grateful enough to you for
the service you have rendered.
I have accepted the
engagement, and was somewhat surprised to find that
these people actually seemed to have some regard for
my comfort.
I had no commission to pay to any
agent, and this was in itself a revelation ; but when
I was asked if I needed any advance of salary, really
I wanted to pinch myself to make sure that it was
not a dream.
There is nothing I would like so much
as to remain in New York all the year around, and
I am wondering if this may not be my lot as a result
of your discernment."
I had always had the conviction that the greatest successes in the amusement calling have been made by men
who came from other fields, but who brought with them
the qualities of humanity and courtesy, both of which
seem to be possessed by those who have made fame and
fortune in the moving picture field.

There seems to be a doubt in the minds of the clergy as
to whether they should loudly denounce the moving picture
as an agency of the devil, or whether to install an outfit and
boom things in the church.
A lady speaker in Leominster, Mass., drew great applause
when she clashed "cheap moving picture shows as amongst
the worst rubbish of civilization." In other words, cheapness
is a crime. We should like to have a moving picture of the
lady getting her money's worth on bargain day.
The ruling in Brockton, Mass., is that a picture theater
can have only one singer; no duet? will be permitted. Somebody must suffer for this— will it be the manager or the
public?
The Rev. Mr. Bliss, of Montclair, is one of the applicants
denied a moving picture license in that comatose town.
Bliss tried to relieve their ignorance on picture matters.
Where ignorance is folly, is it wise to be Bliss?
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Hall-Baked
Picture Plays,
Successes and Failures of the Week,
C. H. Claudy.
With the rush and roar of the demand for a stated number of releases weekly, it is small wonder that the standard
of production often suffers — yet there are producers whose
ability, brains, staff and accessories are of -o high an order
that their failures, when made, are from lack of proper
material to work up into a play, and not from lack of attention to detail
reasonable
story.or of inability to "set" a fine scene in a
"The Railroad Builder," by Thanhouser, is a case in point.
The action is hung around one central scene — that of an
incendiary fire of piles of ties and material for building a
railroad. And that scene is so good, so well planned, executed and finished, that it is a thousand pities the same
attention was not devoted to the story and the re-t of the
details.
The preliminary work necessary to get up this fire scene
must have been huge. It includes a real fire — albeit mjch
of it must have been oil — a real fire engine at work, and a
most realistic coloring of the finished film in red dye.
Rarely, if ever, has a finer presentation been made of the
terrible majesty of a great conflagration than this, and all
the credit which can be accorded the producer must go to
him from those who saw this piece of work.
But the rest of the material was very ordinary, the story
weak to the point of foolishness, and the action at times
so unreal that the audience laughed.
To specify, the story is that of a girl and her father,
who are to give up their little home because the railroad
is coming across their property. Very true, very sad, but
inevitable. That the girl and her friends object i- al.-o natural, but that they should be so terrorized at the result of
condemnation proceedings, necessary to Rive a railroad right
of way across land, or that the coming of the railroad across
the land is such a tragedy as to need a crime to stop it, is
not natural, and the audience sees it at once. However,
admitting that it is possible that farmer friends of the girl
*nd her father would seek to destroy the preliminary work
by fire to prevent the railroad crossing the land, isn't it
to show a huge piece of construction work, with a
men in charge of the foreman,
Who is also the construction engineer, and insist to the audience that these men — this handful — was all that was at work
on the railway' For they all go off to lunch together, and
I all sees the incendiaries at work. And what sort
of an incendiary is it that lights a torch before he gets to
hi- pile of lumber?
Perhaps the weakest part of this scene is in the preliminary, in which the handful of track layers are at work, a
the immediate
foreground wielding a pick on the
I'lbcd of already laid track so tenderly as not to dist as bad was the influx of farm■ lir-t attempt to tear up the railroad with pitchand alter striking two or three obviously
[ ineffectual blows, decide to fire the lumber piles.
We know that those workmen wen- not working, because
—they were not working.
They were obviously playing
at working, and very poorly at that
We know this is real
but we kimw it was hired for the
if it, with his tools.
n't a real gang ofi. either
w . .rknnlook
n ..rthea real
part con
nor
nigh of them, and because
].t huge conti
ith them in security half
a mile from the work.
We know, anyway,
tl
e we have
paper win, h the
e.l I r in the Mil. title that this is
railroad contrai I an n.it
: rough plan-, in .1
with the action
the raili i. id Inn
l .1 an, I bound I"

let in that v..
minute and a hall!
the farmci
tire the luma tire,

ami

neer agree to get married, of course neither papa nor girl
give a rap that the road crosses their land, any more!
\Yeak story and lack of attention to details so that any
one can see the unreality of the action, all to lead up to a
magnificent and truly remarkable fire picture, which, set in
a more probable story and one with the same care given
details as was given the fire itself, and the maker would
have made a release which would have been the talk of the
town.
And one more rap, right here. I have lived with different
kinds of American and foreign workmen. I have trailed
it in Alaska, been on surveying parties and traveled considerably. And I have never seen a bunch of American
workmen who would abuse, be rude to, and flagrantly insult
a woman in distress, a- this construction gang does when
the daughter impotently orders them from her land. As i
nation we are decent to women — while we would, as track
layers, pay little heed to a feminine protest, we would not.
in real life, jeer, sneer, laugh and conduct ourselves as
hoodlums because a girl — and a pretty girl at that — told us
this was her land and we couldn't use it. Even the foremanconstruction engineer, who later, supposedly, wedded her,
laughed. Does it do any good to fail of truth to the extent of maligning even plain working men?
It is with some reluctance that I now mention Selig's
"Back to the Primitive" under this title, for in many ways
th's is a great film, greatly done.
As I saw it, memories of all the cast-away-on-a-desertislanc1 books I had ever head came crowi
beginning with Charles Reade's "Foul Play.
Only, "Foul
i
a logical, well developed story and "Back to the
Primitive" is confused with unnecessary plot; and valuable
film space, which might so easily have been tilled with
thrilling incident, filled with all too ordinary drama.
of the filmsends
from forthegirl
maker's
standpoint
—
A The
man, Story
in Australia,
(sister)
to come istothis
him.
Girl, on boat, meets Lord Somebody
in American mining engineer. Both fall in love with her. All castaway. Lord Something-or-other, not much of a man, gets
in trouble with mining engineer, finally eaten by lions. Clear
tield for mining engineer. After several years on castaway spot, rescued by party and reunited to brother who
sent for her.
Whether Selig did this in Australia or Africa or the wilds
of Lake Michigan, I don't know, but the photography was
bully, the scenery bullier and the lion scenes bulliest of
all and well done, finely done. There wasn't a person in the
audience that -aw that film when 1 saw it who
.
rhe lion scene when the man and girl are hunted
by them was great and the lion killing scene when they
wast,- a perfectly good Hon tor the sake of picturing the
shooting, was beautifully done In fact, the whole thing,
as far as it went was new, good, well t
CUted, and one want- to tire praise whol
doing it. But, with such a tremendous
hand, why use up a lot of film with tl,,
girl, with scenes on the deck ol the liner, with the mining
engineer slapping the lords face, with the quart
Why
have the second man a dra
real function i- t,. gel eaten
lu-t think
have been pul in lint film -of the hunt fot V
of the first lire the attempt to •
the hoii ible, -i, '.., inn- ill-appoint:- •
of itorm and hunt 1 1 and thii -

I quat n I. not m it
•

i

till

■'
defy all attempt
urn cngin< put
it • :t m a hort
And ima
mall fire still burning in a lumbei pile—
■ , 11 \n,| w hen rn I and

while!
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and juggle the film. ev< n if it is troublesome, so that the
lantern appears to give light.
For so, and only so, will such a film escape being called
half baked not only by the present scribe, which would
all matter— but by the public at large, which is
quicker and quicker to see and resent the careless work in
production and keener and keener on first cla
where the details are attended to as lovingly as thi

Illustrated Song Slides.

the

trionics, in which
., Frenchman. That
liit, findof course,
and the
mother's
face ami
hercunning
actionsbaby
wheni- ashe
the baby
gone,
when
she unma-ks herself to her hu>band and when she pleads
for him
ind human
Two
the man
ind his baby in his arms.
When
any path
pie in an audience
wipe their eyes, then there is nothing to do but write
alter it. even if, as in thi- ca-c, the story proceeded in a setting but half baked, and if, as is certainly true,
have been made the stronger and more convieing
by a reality
little less
husband's
part,scenes
a little
more
on strenuosity
the part of onthe the
producer
in his
of
gaiety and revelry.
I sarcastic article in a magazine spoke of the limitathe motion picture play, and referred particularly
to night scenes.
"The characters carry lanterns," the writer
show that it i- night."
In that one sentence i- an arraignment of all producers
in general who commit this sin against common sense and
good taste, and the Edison producing management in particular. The "Haunted Tower" had full daylight for midhe Cliff" has a blue dye for moonlight which isn't deep enough, but which at least lets you
"pretend."
Then the girls, who go to rescue the man over
climb at top speed, carrying an unlighted lantern
which throws no vi-ible light and by the aid of which they
are able to see away down the cliff to the clinging man.
Whereupon
they get excited and cast the lantern away
from them in the bushes, but they can still see perfectly
well!
Rut when they flee to get to the bottom, whence
they have lowered him, the last girl remembers the lantern
and picks it up (still burning, presumably) so they can see
their way down again.
And they bring him home in a
moonlight so bright one wonders why there was a lantern
anyway!
When you intrude the mechanism of production,
Mr. Producer, you spoil the illusion.
Much, much better,
no lantern when you have a moonlight bright enough to
see by — but if you must have a lantern, then put a light in it,

We hear from time to time considerable about the "personality" of the moving picture actor and actre-s, and how
they affect the audiences, etc. What about the personality
of the illustrated--' ng singers? We think that this i- as
important a> the other, if for no other reason than that the
singer- are seen in the flesh by the audiences. Not long
ago. The World- New England representative visited a
moving picture house — to watch the illustrated songs in particular, rather than the pictures, as we usually do. Careful
observation on this visit showed that considerably more
than one-half of this particular audience was looking at the
singer most of the time. They were trying, as we saw it,
to do two things at once — watch the singer and the slides
simultaneously. The same thing was in evidence at several
other houses visited for this purpose. Therefore, it is necessary for managers of moving picture theaters to secure as
their singers people of attractive physical appearance. It is
also very desirable to obtain singers whose tonal qualities
and whose delivery and enunciation is just a little bit out
of the ordinary run. The audiences like thi-, as it interests
them. For want of a better word, we call these qualities
"personality." We feel justified in stating that, in our experience, atleast, singers of attractive physical look- receive
better encouragement from the audiences than those not
favored so well in appearance. This being the case, the
moving picture managers must try to gratify the desire of
their audiences in this respect. We also feel that :t is a
distinct advantage to a moving picture theater to see to it
that their singers, if female, dre>s wholly in white; if male,
in blue or black. People seem to enjoy themselves more
when
performance
is "dressed
up" policy
just a to
little
M. P. the
theaters
have made
it a regular
havebit.all Some
their
illustrated singers dressed in this way, as it lends a uniform
and ship-shape appearance to the whole performance. Attention to these smaller details is of at least as great importance
in this business as in any other. The moving picture is iar
and away the most important part of the show, but the illustrated song and singer must have careful attention. Our
observations have been that some houses rather let this
end of it slip by in their zeal to give the pictures all their
time.
HENRY.

IIl*'! WftWBEWIllL-LE

. -tr'ftCharlie!
what yon tryin' to
STARS

MAY

COME

AND

STARS

2.

Laughs like a goat,
3. "When
I married my wife, honest, I
. "W'a al. I'll be
was afraid to look at her. Oh, that face!—
gol derned."
ou ought to see my wife eat," etc., etc.
MAY GO, BUT THESE GO ON FOR EVER.— (From Judge.)
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FIELD
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A PROFITABLE

EVENING.

Visiting a picture
house
in Brooklyn
recently
where the
fhoice of films is always a worthy one. the following were
eptable
and worthy of recognition
in t h j- column:
"Statues in New
York." a descriptive
film, interesting
and
instructive.
People
who may
he acquainted with the original of these view- enjoy seeing them in picture, while others
appreciate the opportunity oi seeing those things with which
they are distantly
acquainted
only, and
are glad
of the
of a "close
range"
view.
In other
parts
of the
country, and especially among
school
children.
this film "f
New
S'ork's -tatues and
monument.cannot
but be of acceptable interest.
On the same
film. Pathes
show
'The
ChiefTalisman."
(Why a whole film cannot he given to the New York scenes
question.)
The form,
"Tali-man"
picture
in a newely and
acceptable
blendingis ana Indian
true religious
thought
with early
Indian
life, associated
with
the life of
•r and his family.
An
Indian
chief, having
been
befriended by the preacher, come- under his benign influence
and plant- the "cross" in his camp as a sign of his belief.
The old chief dying,
his successor destroys
the cross
and
■rouses
his followerto lawlessness
and
pillage.
One
of
•- first attacked
i- the home
of the preacher,
who
take- his family to a place of shelter, where hang- a picture
of the old chief.
When
the attacking
Indianinvade
thiroom, the preacher meet- them with an uplifted cross, while
an apparition
of the old chief appears as issuing
from
the
\- a result, the Indian-,
cowed
and awestricken,
Blake their departure.
Tl
el hiefTali-man,"
the salvation
of the lives of the preacher
and
his
faniily, even as it had the former chief.
good
picture
with
a strong
moral
lesson
is
hildren
of Social
Favorites"
(Vitagraph).
A more
title would be- "Children of Society
Habitue-."
There
g to -bow that the parent- were "social favorites,"
everything
to suggest
that they were "sotion" mad.
The mother exhibit- an uncontrollable
impatience
to attend
a "function."
Her
husband's
delayed
rom
bu-iness
irritateher to the extent
that she
irry even long enough to bid her own child
in h i- her ha-ti
\iter being
put to
• hildren
-ee from
their room
into a neighboring
-nk
child
1- receiving
tenderest
parental
mparing
their own
loveless
condi
a plan of feigned sickness, hoping thereby to win the wick
iheld parental
care
Then
nurse,
alarmed
by th
into which
the-e young
actorthrow
themselves,
parent-. v\ h>> v\ itb -trange iuditl.
telephone

for

tin

I their « hildren
peremptory
Utter to the
people,

who

continue

doctor."

plainly

it would be injustice to pass over this film without especially mentioning the acting of the young children — boy and
girl — they are well known to "Vitagraph's" friend-, but in
no other picture do they appear to such advantage as in thiol ic . An evening with such pictures as the-e 1- extremely

interesting.

A contemporary magazirn suggests that a motion picture
machine should be "as much a part of a church furnishing
as an organ." proceeding to suggest that such pictures ;i"Herod and the New Born King" make acceptable "Sunday
school pictures." True! On this page this subject has been
often and sufficiently presented, and it i- good to see othertaking up the same line of thought The writer of these
lines has proved, however, that there is more tfa
practice
in this ambitionplan at this period
of time.
Until there are more pictures like "Herod." with the certainty of their fidelity to the original conception, the time
i- not as close at hand as the writer could wish. Would that
other — many
other — magazines
might
take up the same deNEW
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ail
picture.'of increasing intei
ited;activity
making never
the-e before
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development
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vinegar and th<
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are produced
m SU
former
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interesting to a boy
"Hob" 1- the son of a profess
supplies him with a microscope and -how- him h
it. The working of yeast in a drop of ale, tin mil
life in certain cheese, enlarged until they appear lilt
and crab-, make
Bob shudder to think of what he i
eaten: even as other- will when they see them on I
Of especial
interest
is the perpetual
acti
growing seaweed; and the flow of blood in a tad]

wh...
• situation
■ .11 thai

PROGRESSIVE

showing

The
doctor
is called
and
parents calling them home.
ill as-umed
i to -,ti fv the hunger of
in their pretended
illness,
In consult.!

the . hildren an
11 due them, and

AND

Pathe
1'rerehave
forthcoming
another
film
educational
value,
besides
being
distinctly
interest
entertaining.
The tir-t one, entitled "Bob s Microsi
made attractive from the fact that science is pr<
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The Star Theatre, Boston.
By Henry.

ol the

y England,
photopla)
One
•■ i "i Boston, the Mar embodies
■

m

later

tarted August i. 1907, and was completed
November 1. 1907
it has a
', lhin> 'wo
depth of nearly
red and tunny feel The architecture of the house
i; unique, and calculated to catch and hold the attention of
li > be undersl
1 from the photoand
dome, which
necessi"t the front Bection of the second story
are points well worth the attention of any intending ex"mitor.
Ih, Fresco work is also distinctly out of the usual

'■>n
is the genera]
color
front, with
large
quantities
of gold
leaf
:t the especially
attractive
features.
The dome
which is ol unusual size, .- a mass of electric lights
with
a" the rABafning space between the bulbs dotted with pure
[he two rows of tiling, which can
seen from the photograph*, are unusually attractive
and
form the receptacle for two lines of electric lights The
t t.tl number of electric bulbs on the outside of the Star
amounts to the imposing total of twenty four hundred and
ninety-three (4493), wind, range from eight 181 to sixtvcandle power.
y
\rti>tic signs, etc., are carefully
placed
here and
there,
about the lobby.
Care,
however,
is always exercised
by
the Star that too many
signs may
not detract
from
the
•amy
of the lobby.
These
easels,
which
were
copied by many ot the photoplay
houses
in Massachusetts
terest, a- they
add
tremendously
to the general
B
I appearance
ol the lobby.
They
were
ineasured
and
made o! brass expressly for the purpose by an expert sign

Interior

View— Star

liformity of
■ maker, and give the lobby a
lacking m photoplay lol
■ 1 I che Star are among the most salieij
features of the house. The monster arched sign readini
Admission,
10c All Seats ivesFree,"
1- anof electrical
achieve
an idea
the immense
M/e
•■I this .mini,,, sign. The s,^„ was designedly ,,
as the Star ,s directly at the head of Hanover Street one
ol the city- main arteries, and can he seen the en:
of the street. 1 he Sign reading. ■'Tile Star Theater." ,s als3
a monster I he symbol,,- star-shaped sign, high
up on the
Front, is illuminated with sixty-four ((,4) candle-power lights
Of a dark wine color; giving a relief from the yellow shade
Of the ordinary
lights used 0.1 tl I
[he sidd
ot the house are two
|arge electric
s1L.n. project
ward, winch read. "S-T
\ I-;" running vertically'
I
star, seen
in the photograph,
was
a ver;
some one. a- ,, revolves day and night, with electric lights
everywhere upon it.
The Star i-- the best fitted house
in New
England
in
electrical
display,
not barring
any legitimate
theater
The
hgures
in the lobby
were
made
after designs
ori
by the president
ol the Star Amusement
Company
strongly
favorable
points
for the Siar
The
shown
by the photographs
are all wide exits,
« l"( :,,u'
the door
right is
is also
also used
the regular
means
,'
entrance.
1 he '"
middle
as an advertising
medium, and is a work of art, made of mahogany with
gold
and
inlaid handwork.
The admission fee is a flat rate of 10 cents, at any tune
,f
the day, with no -rain-checks" of any sort. Four hundred

l,u-v"tliree (453) is the seating capacity, with a singl9
The operating room is the best in Boston, according
to
he city inspectors,
ventilating
a large
for
having
shaft

Si

Theater,

Boston,

Mass.
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device-, aiming at speed and accuracy of operation, and
includetwo Powers
Cameragraph
6 machines,
and isa
Itereopticon.
The throw
from the N'o.
booth
to the scage
one hundred and four (104) feet.
-foot motor drives an electric fan in the cellar,
which pump- the foul, impure air from the auditorium instantly. Another large motor, above the body of the house,
in the general executive offices of the corporation, forces
iditorium. The Star ha- no use
for electric fan-, even in the hottest weather, and this
can hardly be made for any considerable number
of New England theaters.
1 fore it wa- thought pos-ible to -how a "perfect''
picture in a house anything but dark; the Star was exhibiting it- reels in an auditorium in which the print of
could be easily read. The long cornice which
flanks the auditorium on the two sides, hide- numerous
electric bulbs.
By thisehl means the house i- well lighted;
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ported torches, the general paneling, the architecture in
toto, can be seen better by the picture than by
descriptions.
Red, green and gold are the inter;
The house has twenty-six employees, running from a general manager and a house manager, to porters and ushers.
Four reels of absolute first choice of Licensed pictures, and
four acts of vaudeville comprise
an excellent bill.
The
house projects what many in the trade consider :
be-t picture- in New England.
A neat, clean house, courteous, uniformed
u-her-. with
an excellent show and management make the Star
General Manager George
I Vppleby 1- entitled
nition for his able and efficient handling of the house; aided
by his able assistant. Mr. Charles Cherry.
As can be seen,
the Star is certainly a house de luxe: and this, with its unusually high-class method- 111 -electing pictures and freedom
from any objectionable lobby advertisements and its
tendency to uplift the photoplay in the estimation of the
public, earn for the Star Theater of Boston, the commenda-
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The Civilizing Value ol the Photoplay
H. C. Judson.

Mm- had a l" I
short storj than in any other form of literary art
he had lived in our days he \\ > ■ 1 1 K I have modified
nion, and included phot ;
Through
long
centuries,
the short
story
has reached
n
that i- astonishing.
The photoplay is very new;
it would •
our be t moving picture "ii equal
side "iir best short atory.
< »nc has a faculty "f
. ical analysis at present denied t" the other.
There
■ tli mechanical and artistic difficulties in
• - due wholly to lack of (
But the pictures
ce for artistic expression.
- art a- he u es everything else, not excluding re• benefit and harm.
But, though it was
; him to walk upright upon the earth, art is a -taff
in lii> hand and helps linn to maintain hi- position. Science
can teach no man till he i- eager to learn, l>ut the same man
can hardly escape from art. Art builds up human qualities
for it- pictures and interprets them to us. Wherj
down to r.>ck bottom, art belong- to the race just as religion
does
Perhaps the, differences
between
them
i- no more
• en the i>miile- of the same face. It was the spirit
breathed into man that make- him different from the beasts
True art expresses the spirit and awaken- the spirit in those
It gives a taste for human
things
a- different
from
beastlike things, and this makefor civilization
Vet
some who. for tin- -ake of civilization blindly deny
tlu people tlie mean- of acquiring taste.
People who have taste have a right to demand of arti-tFar a- possible, they remain true to their own
humanity and give, a- well a- they can, only what i- truly
human. Their work must give pleasure; it must reach into
tlie human experience behind it- auditor- and waken the
most
joyous
memories
that are hidden
there.
Everything
• hear reaches back into our memory; but art selects
tlie element
they must
be joy- — that it de-ireto awaken.
Each memory that awakenis very faint.
We cannot
separate the thousand past joy- that add together to make our
in one beautiful spring morning; for the memories
come from tin- whole man: the lowe-t kind- of physical pleasure- unite with the highest spiritual joy- to make it- beauty.
Still, the quality in life that i- most important to us and
give- us most delight i- our humanity it-elf. tlu -pirit that
make- us different from tlie beasts. Nothing stirs us like
the sight of human victor. .\nv thing but victory in our
art would disgu t us. Behind every griat tragedy, even the
most harrowing, i- the light of tin- human -victory.
A recent relea-e. "Aida." ( Kdi-on ) a photoplay taken from
opera, i- a perfect
illustration of this.
Aida. the
Ethiopian prince--,
i- a captive and
the slave of Amneris.
tlu
Egyptian
princess.
Radame-.
tlu
whom
both
love, but who
love*
only
Aida,
conquers
the
is and captures
Aida'father.
( )n account
of this
• ■ i- lu>iiorcd with the hand of the Egyptian
prinlida ami incautiously reveal- to her a
pie.
Amneris
and
the high
priest
overhear the conversation, and Kadanui- condenmned
to
bed alive.
Aida. when none i- looking, -lip- into
tlu tomb,
and
he finds her a- the great
-tone
i- lowered
ami darkness comes^
Amneris, who could have saved him,
but didn't, die-, hopelessly
mourning
at tlu- door of the
rver of tin- tragedy feel- that all three are
H two of them
make atonement
by death
in the
solemn happiness, while Amneris, in gn
■ 1 by death.
None
was
favored
by fate, but all
- out into the mystery, and the heart feels that
each, in hi- or her humanity, achieved
a -ale harbor
from
• i- a simple expedient, having Aida voluntarily enter the tomb, but it -hows a quality in man's
spirit that rob- tragedy of it- -tiny, not one whit less for
Amneris than for Aida. her-elf. or Ka lame-, and not one whit
•r you and me. This reaches a high peak of human
grandeur, though
not the highest.
We
cannot
do without
such picturethat -how
tlu soul
obtaining victory through the mystery of life: but we pre•'■ -how happiness obtained through victory
B .in and again; we
like a happy ending.
They are easier to understand.
No

matter
what
i- striven
for. if the struggle
i- piaii
and the end i trul) a human
victory, ha- not be.'
at the expeii-e
of our common
humanity,
the pic!
not
but the
al-otruth.
uplift
it is only
none please
the less

It isn't always adm

Such a picture a- "Where
the Shamrock
I
in March
by the Ke.x Company,
i- a civilizing
foi
- imply a love story, nothing else.
It no more t.
thing
than
a rose doe-,
but it i- human.
Tin
Nora
Shannon,
of tlu
Hall, runaway
and
i- ■
the manly
young
blacksmith.
This
incident
i- ■
to introduce
the man.
with whom
Nora
happen."
love, and al-o to -how
that he i- worthy.
Tin
reason
for the play
i- to picture
the
scene
wli
makes love to him in the blacksmith
hop bc-idi
l
forge
and
surrounded
by the humble
implemei I
trade.
The
value of this scene
lie- m the bum,!:
does it; is largely
in the acting
(the part i- taki
\rli--i.
Instead
of being
lowered
by her -urroundings,
Nora
makethe smithy
a- lit a place as the wit
room
of a royal palace,
and. in return,
the smil
Smalley)
in his human
dignity
forgets
hi- aproi
forge
to play the man.
In such
a picture
then
human
company
and
one will tind no corruption
manner- in it.
Another
picture
that standout distinctly
i- tl
film. "The Bridal Trail."
This, too, i- as -imply a
as the last, and it i- also one in which the human
zation as shown
in the acting
of the heroine,
Gil
andra
Phillips),
and of her father.
Ben
Darwin
i iharles
Kline), are of more importance than the excitemi
story of the lovers
struggling against difficulties.
tures as this have the same humanizing effect as good literature, for the cultivation of which men like Carnegii
ing to spend million-.
Beauty of background

i- not lacking in many

i

tures,
the Beauty
background
of "The
Bridal Trail"
tionallybut
fine.
i- of great
importance
in dran
pictures a human struggle and victory, for it i- it?
lie-- to victory. It i- distinctly human and n I
the beasts. Yet. like the climax of a drama, it i- the reward
of struggle, and it should never be intruded into am
One of the strongest
pictures
(barring a few in
1 among recent releases was "The Mother
in this picture, two human
soul- tight conditionin
by any suggestion of beauty; and in that fact 1- itW'e see an innocent man condemned to be hanged,
hi- fate and marching to the gallows.
His face -bowhe feels it just as we would: but he walks in digi I
uncru-hed.
We
see (or might
have
seen, if the
an actress for this part bad been more fortunate) I
mother
struggling
in her soul against
the inevital

that

purpose
of this picture
was
to -bow"
these
two
other
elementwere
introduced
that seemed
somwhat
take the attention
from them.
Particularly, the i

to

the Governor's daughter at the end.
What
wa- mother at such a time?
Indeed, wa- it well to havi
ernor's daughter come to the prison with the pardi
thing
in a drama
lias definite meaning.
What
r<
does
this trip imply
between
her and that motln
man'
Her coming wamerely an attempt
to ad<
to the situation, and it failed.
Again, the telcphom
the governor
and
the prison
should
have
transn
storm
should
have been
shown
the cause
of the breakdown:
something
that w

a"

seemed

like the hand of fate.
The incident wasn't
re other mean- to accomplish the same th
governor might have been ten miles away in-pectii
battle, and
hi- daughter
might
have
hunted
for him in a
motor-car.
asking
here and there
fruitlessly.
It
'direct, sure and plain a- it i-. and it isn't exciting.
When
-he has found the governor there might be only ten minute"
left by hi- watch.
The governor would have power to order
linemen to cut a telephone wire for him to -end
A- the man
gave
him
the wire there
might
be only tWO
minuteleft
Ibis would
have
heightened
the p
of the situation
in the warden's
outer office.
In fact, this
drama ha- stronger possibilities than any photoplay I have
seen, but these were not wholly utilized.
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London Letter.
By A. E. Taylor.
As showing the great strides that the moving picture hamade in tlii- country I may >;iy that chere are now some
4,000 electric theaters in the United Kingdom and it icomputed that no fewer than 1.200.000 persons attend these
place- of entertainment every evening. Taking into account
the daytime audiences it is safe to say that three millions
visit the theater- each day and that the takings may be
estimated ac £50,000 per clay.
The latest phase of objection to the kinematograph i- the
inconvenience the filming of event-, causes those who are
present at them. At the recent prize fight in France there
were loud cries by members of the audience that the glaring
arc lights necessary for the exposure of the films caused
• and at one time it looked as if there would be
trouble. By the aid of some of the English competitors for
him- the bother was smoothed over for the time being, but
likely to be a recurrence of the trouble at an early
date.
* * *
I learn that the Natural Color Kinematograph Company. Ltd.. 80-82 Wardour Street. \\\. ha- just entered into
important contracts to take advertising-industrial film- in
Kinemacolor tor Government and business purposi
imnicn-i' advantages of a complete range of color in films
of thi- kind will be apparent.
into detail-, the National Cash Register Company
has commissioned Mr. L'rban to secure comprehensive pictheir
works atmay
Dayton,
Ohio, from
I'. S. the
A., fact
and
the -ize of
thelarge
undertaking
be judged
, that the contract price i- almost $30,000. An expert staff
is being dispatched to Ohio with complete developing plant,
etc. In order to get a general view of the extensive prem■ le National Cash Register Company it ha- been
arranged to use a captive balloon, and from the commanding
po-itioii thus obtained a portion of the film will be exposed.
Other large industrial concern-, recognizing the superiority of records of manufacturing process presented with
the degree of actuality that Kinemacolor affords, are negotiating tor similar series of filmOn May 6 Mr. J. Mackenzie and a staff of assistants are
leaving London for Canada in fulfillment of an agreement
entered into by the Natural Color Company \with the (anadian Government ai id tin- Canadian
Railway to iln-trate the natural and
cenic advantges of Canada in the
lor proces 5, A special car ha- bee built by the
Company with dark-room facilitie . sleeping and
culinary accommod; atioii, etc. In thi- car the operators
will travel from tin b Atlantic to tin- Pacific, their moving
headquarters
being sidetracked at various point- while
iloit the - cenery and interesting -ights in the
neighborhood

WORLD

stay there and burn it up fighting ruinous opposition. Mr.
Behan returned to the States late in April. He will not return to South America, but will probably look for a site in
New York City upon which to build a theater.
ANOTHER
FIRE
FILM
FROM
THANHOUSER.
A pretty country house basks peacefully in tl
sunlight — a few minute- elan-c and it is a roaring, seething
furnace. The one minute you see two lovers talking pleasantly in front of the pretty manor: the next you see of them
is in retreat from a mere wooden frame that belches smoke
and flame. Such are the sights that are presented to your
vision through the ingenuity and enterpri-e of the twentieth
century film producer.

KrsJjgH

t/xW

<

^jjf '
Before.

A short space of years ago. when the filming of an onrushing tram or a galloping squad of cavalry was considered
rkable. the total destruction of a house lor a
moving picture was a feat never even dreamed <^i And so
you can consider "Flames and Fortune," which the Independent exhibitor- should book now to secure after it- reiease on Friday, June 16. a- a real epoch marker and someability.
thing that will "reflect real credit on your -how-picking

Kinemacolor at the Scala ha- appealed so to the tastes <>i
that Mr Chas l'rban ha- felt constrained to reoperetta from the bill and devote the whole performance to pictures
However, he ha- enlarged the pro-ram
ami some very tine dramatic- a- well a- educational- are now
included 111 tin- program
Ac tin same time I cannot help
to the opinion that the chance- of success of the
venture at tin- Scala are snmewh.it a doubtful matter
This
is much to l,e regretted, a- Kinemacolor i- really beautiful
and there 1- a great future for it in the picture industry.
Mr

R

I

\nl.n. .,1 the

Western

Import

and

Film

Com-

n In- way to your country
Hi- company ha- done
well
ince it- advent into film land here, for
ly good, and what 1- more important, it
is handled by men who would make a success of anything
remarkably

New Jersey— I i. I r.nial. 6th and Market St..
den, N, I . i- a new theater that will open on May 30th
It
is up-to-date in every particular, with a seating ca|
550- Jay C, Wilson 1- the manager
He 1- a new recruit to
■ amusement
field, but has a .ripe experience in
will make

I of
good

him, tin
111 ■ e - i)f which
in hi- new
vocation

pr

isr-

MADE

FORTUNE IN SOUTH
AMERICA.
|»h Behan, of Baldwin, L I. n
In- home in that • iilagi and with the ; 1
I moving
picture- and other neci
arj paraphernalia.
With thc-e lie
•- aj to Brazil, where he has -nice been tl
exhibitor of picture.'
He made moncj ir..m the
now that competition ha entered into the situation, be feels
thai he in 1 \ a well retire with $75,000 to the B
' 'ban

After.

Film men who have seen the picture call it 1 n
ol realism, something thai it easily the i- I
sational kind the Independent side has >ct develop*
ThanhotlSei
people,
who
produced
tin film, extend
their
thanks t,, tb, \ . w
< nt. who
d by

.luring

tin

I
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New Los Angeles Picture Palace.
th and depth

■

•

of
i

the buildthe central figures

th< roof cornic©i
n marked squares tinted in a light orange
whtte

Italian marble
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with the -i'U audit, ■rimn exit- and extend;- down i<
of six puce- and is under the leadl..\ Lancaster, a noted composer, and

i height of ten feet with
On the sides of the marble
placed four small

known

the
as the music
newsboys'
The uniorwill country
feature over
tlie college
of thefriend.
different

A nota
feature of the audit-. num is a series
of banners six feel long by four wide containing the seals
and pennants in i^ < .1.1 and ,
the folowing uniYale, Harvard, Cornell, Princeton, Pennsylvania
Michigan, California, Stanford. Southern
California, and other well known universities
The operating room is thoroughly fire-proofed with asbfl
sheet iron, and contains a roomy ceiling ventilator.
The best of electrical fixtures have been installed, and two
Edison
pr< >j< ctosciconsists
>p< - of five reels of thi besl of first-run
The program
Independent films, and several song specialties.
The admission prices charged are 10 and 15, with five-cent
admission for the children.
Young men ushers, in uniforms
of blue, with white braided trimmings, look after I
of patrons.
uniforms
.
college
gowns Theand musicians'
white square
college are
capswhite
to match.
The many lights used in the -i.yn. lobby and front of the
building are of white globes.

If

The Klski

Theater— Vandergrift, Pa.

picture of the Kiski Theater,
me of the tidiest looking little
ter, as may be readherewith.

illustration

I

decorative panel- of leaded art glass; two on each side of
the lobby. Above the marble wainscoting are five pairs of
leaded art glass windows with mahogany sashes. These windows are lighted
inner sideinbymarble.
the use Above
of 165 the
8's.
The box
office isfrom
also the
wainscoted
plate glass, extends a decorative bronze grill. The ceiling
of the lobby is in white plaster from which is suspended
two square 12-inch drop-light- with leaded art glass panels.
each of the tour panels representing a phase of college athletic life in which appear athletes in college athletic costumes. The floor of the lobby is of white tile, with marble
door threshholds, and a colored design reading: "COLLEGE THEATER." The entram
solid mahogany. The exit doors facing the street are of Gothic
desicn.
The auditorium contains many commendable features new
to moving picture theater construction. The height of the
auditorium is twenty-nine feet. The walls are tinted in a
light green, and the plaster decorations in a light orange
with gold leaf and white trimmings The ceiling js arched
and paneled in white with stenciled borders in gold and
green. The ceiling contains -ix circular ventilator- with
rills. The -id< walls of the auditorium support four
eighteen-inch fans on each side, and between them are hung
art glass side-lights in miniature of the lobby drop-lights.
The railing about the orchestra, the liases, door facings and
stairway leading to the operator's room, are of mahogany.
The screen i- roomy and on each side of it are two singing
The tape-trie- of the auditorium are of valour with dark
green inside face, and other side plum colored. At the rear
of the auditorium are retiring room- for both men and
women, with a maid in attendance in the latter. The seats
are upholstered in light green leather, with brass-plated
standards and backs in dark green enamel. The seats are
roomy and well spaced for the comfort of patrons.
The carpet- are of ereen. On the right of the auditorium
an exit pa^-aee way four feet six inches in width connects

The interior decorations are comparatively plain when
contrasted with some of the ornate interior- which have
been shown in these pages. But nevertheless there 1- some
thing about the simple decoration of this house that appeals
to us. Instead of naming it the Kiski Theater, tl 1
have called it the "Sanitary Theater." as the ill
herewith would suggest, for above all else, it looks clean and
neat; like some lady's parlor, of which she might well be
The cleanly look about this place make- it inviting,
proud.
and when it comes to moving picture-, cleanlim
ought to come before godliness. As we write this we have
an idea that we could put in a very enjoyable aftei
such a place as this, with it- tidy aisles and it- tasty side
lamps, and its plain but dignified walls with the neat panels.
There i- an air of re -t fulness about it, and \vc can see at a
glance that the picture is high up where all can see it. which
is one of the main things after all in every picture
house. In tin- little article, of course, we can only go half
way or perhaps not quite that far. If the exterior a
as inviting as the interior appears to be, and the projection
and music are equally as good, we should say that the Kisld
Theater of Vandergrift, Pa., is a veritable little gem and
fully entitled to term itself, in every sense of that well
worn phrase. "A moving picture parlor."
The seating capacity of this little house is 340, which is
more than appearance- would indicate. They have a steel
operating booth in which are installed two Powers machines.
We understand they show a very clear picture upon one of
the latest aluminum screens. The house is under the management of Mr. L. Elswick.
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Child Welfare Exhibit in Chicago
The Child Welfare Exhibit of Chicago i- the all-absorbing
topic of the week. .Never before ha-, an exhibit been attempted of such gigantic proporti' >ns and of such appealing
human interest. The project was made possible through the
generosity and untiring propaganda of Mrs. Ira McCormick,
who subscribed $30,000. The exhibit was opened Thursday,
May 11, at 6 JJ. M.. by Miss Jan,: Addams, the Hull House
leader and civic worker, and carries a special interest, as
motion pictures and illustrated lectures are featured as attractions and demonstrating material. The Coliseum, its
annex and part of the roof have been utilized for the different displays, occupying a space of 72.000 -quare feet. For
the first time in the history of the city, an exhibit has been
planned on which no line has been drawn — of race, color,
religion or party — Catholic, Protestant and Jew have worked
side by side for the welfare of the children of Chicago. In
the matter of attendance, this exhibit will break all records.
It is believed that the exhibit will have over one million visitor- during the two week- it is to be opened. In this unique
war are lor race betterment, the moving pictures take a
prominent position, and elaborate arrangements have been
provided to make feasible a projection for an audience of
five thousand in broad daylight or at night in the glare of
a multitude of electric light bulbs. A stage has been erected
for a chorus of 1,500 school children, and back of the stage
is suspended a daylight curtain furnished by the Sun Light
Metallic Cloth Curtain Co. The pictures projected on this
curtain were really remarkable in perspective and delicate
shades, and fully as bright and plastic as in the darkest auditorium. Among the subjects on the screen were Edison's
ross Seal" — the anti-tuberculosis film — and "Starting
the
Baby Right"
— andelighted
Essanay mothers.
that received
many approving
exclamations
from
Wandering
through
the different exhibits, our attention was atracted to the following display of statistics, headed:
AFFECTING THE WELFARE OF CHILDREN
July, 1910. Compiled by Amelie Yalerio for the
JUVENILE
PROTECTION
ASSOCIATION
OF
CHICAGO
rt embraced
dance hall-, excursion steamers and
also five and ten cent theati rs, and reads as follows:
theaters seat 93,000.
32,000 children attend daily.
Conditions in 1009.
405 five and ten cent theaters.
ations of the law and ordinances found in two inque-i-.
Is of children fill the entrance- of most th<
sational; barker-, vulgar.
Darkness inside a cover for familiarity and immorality.
Ventilation very bad; exhibit- inadequate; building and
1 ded.
immorality and 1
tted burglary, murder
and other
mes as a result of le — ns taught
RESULTS OF INVESTIGATION.
hip bureau for him- established.
to young ^irls made public,
health and building departments aroused.
CONDITIONS
IN 1911.
e and ten c< nt tl
ight violations of the < hild Labor Law
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ith disorderly crowd- outside.
■ adequate ventilation in twenty-nine,
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wall lights burning during
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THE BOARD OF CENSORSHIP.
A National Board of Censorship should not _
rule:-, but use -ome common -en-e and have a fair knowledge
of social and economic questions. Many films have been
passed by the .National Board of Censorship that should
have been rejected, a- if they do not show an actual murder, suicide or burglary, they convey bad ideas to the weakminded. The Reliance comes out with a production called
"Locked Out." I am not against unions nor bitter against
the tru-t?, but I ask iu-t and fair play and I condemn all
literature, exciting labor against capital or capital against
labor. If the members of the Board of Censorship wanted
to use a little discretion in their verdict-, they would not
allow certain picture- to pa>s. but it ,-eems that these
gentlemen are devoid of good judgment. They should have
rejected the Kalem picture against the Japs. It is a matter
of record that California objected to the picture.
The Reliance shows us the bitterness of capital against
labor. Is it right? Is it fair to excite the masses by showing: them innocent women killed in their fight for their
daily bread? No, it is not right as we know th;r
capitalists are hard on the laboring clas-, we know also that
many -trikes are not justified and would have never been
ordered, if it had not been to serve the personal interests
of some leaders or walking delegates. The mind of the
working class has been so enraged against capital, that
many, too many, leaders have overstepped their usefulness
and have become autocrats themselves and ti
danger to the working man of today is not from capital,
but from these union leader-.
The Reliance producer for sensational effect showed the
murder of innocent women, without considering the evil
consequences of such a picture.
The Board of Censorship should wake up and use a little
more of the power invested in then,!, to suppress highly
sensational picture-.
F. M 5.
CIRCULARIZING BUFFALO
JONES PICTURES.
The New Bijou Theater, of Edmonton,
Alberta. Canada,
sends us a well gotten up four-page advertising
nouncing the coming of the Buffalo Jones pictureThe
manager of this house has used as the body of their circular
the bulk of the descriptive matter on the Buffalo Jones pictly a- printed in the Moving Picture W
of February -'5. and we are surprised to note h<
adapts itself to a circular of this kind. Ti ■
who are booking the Buffalo lone- picture-, w t
vise to follow tin- example, which will save then,
able time and work, besides making a readable and interesting circular to circulate publicly.
The front pag
circular before us is arranged in title fashion, the remaining
- being -.did reading matter from the text ^>i the
description published in this paper
The more
popular the theater i- and the larger the audience-, the more
to look into the question of ventilation and clean
valuable adjunct t" proper ventilation is the use
disinfectant
every day, especially when the hous
cleaned.
Tlie odorless or perfumed
Atla- disinfectant of the Atlas
Supply i ompany, Manayunk, Phila
well-known articles on the market for this
which they are having a r
the u-e of a go, .d disinfectant will become more
imperative.
1 he Atlas Company are also distribute
Cement One might -ay that it 1- an evidei
hide "t the film business when we learn that n<
thousand bottle- of tin- article h
I a half
We have received tin- ..
from the New
Yoik In .1
nated a- the National
\
hibitors, among which 1
of its bring.
In
fan in the nature "i 1 n
not acquainted with an)
too
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worthwill 1Winn
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Los Angeles.
By Richard V. Spencer.
American. — ["he . American
Manufacturing
Company
studio al Film
Lakeside,
( ..l Lakeside
is a
picturesque resort _■-• miles from the city of San Dii
interview with Mr \ M Kennedy, president and general
manager ol the company, discloses the fact that the Lakeside studio will be the permanent headquarters of the American'sthe
Westernproduction
stock company
The surrounding
countryit is
is
ideal for
of Western
stories on which
tin- policy of the company t" specialize.
The acting talent "i the Western company now numbers
u people, exclusive of the extra people employed from time
to turn- Two dramatic directors arc in charge of the studio,
permitting the release of two reels of Western films per
Mi Allan Dwan is the producer in charge. Mr.
Dwan 1- one of the most ambitious and hard-working playrights of the younger school. In the progress of his work
for the company he has written and produced many of the
American films.
The second division of the Western - 1 ■ ■ «.- k company will
be under the management
and dramatic directi
Charles
Earle,
who has bad many years' experience in moving picture
work.
During the progress of the interview. Mr. Kennedy
said:
"The Chicago stock company will henceforth be used as a
subsidiary organization to fill in stories on short Western
: he Western stock company will confine themselves
to the production of strictly Western pictures. Mr. Allan
Dwan will be producer in charge. We have also a new leading lady. Mi-- Bush. She has had many years of dramatic
experience, and has been playing leads in legitimate stock.
She i- an extremely good ruler; has a tine stage presence;
i- young and pretty, and is very strong on emotional parts.
Mr Warren Kerrigan, leading man in the Western Stock
company, formerly with Essanay, has been with the American since its inception. I was astonished t<> learn that Mr.
Kerrigan was a tine horseman, he having previously played
only society parts with the company. Mr. Hamilton is no
longer in charge. Mr. Ileal is no longer connected with the
American
Company.
This Western company (referring to that portion of the
stock company .under the direction of Mr. Dwan) is going
to produce one Western drama each week. We are going to
turn out a second reel of split reel comedy Westerns — combining the three elements of popularity, which every exchangeman
considers
Till",thething."
Mr. Kennedy
has spent
past three weeks in Los \ngeles and vicinity, and has joined the army of boosters for
scenery and climate, which he declares is beyond
criticism from the point of view of the film manufacturer.
Mr. Kennedy left for Chicago May 6th.
Bison Actors Work for Charity. — Saturday, the 6th. will
see the members of the Bison Stock Company on the downtown streets in costume, aiding in the disposal of the 300,000
charity tags which the Associated Charities of Los Angeles
hope to sell at ioc each, in order to provide the funds for
their yearly work among the city*s poor and needy. Prominent in the ranks of the salesmen will be the following members of the Bison Company: Princess Mmu hark Feather,
Frank Lawson, Madeline West. Geo. Gebhart. Agnes Stanley,
and Mary C Thornton. The City's legitimate stock companies and the performers appearing at the local vaudeville
theaters will also take part and help sell the tags by automobile campaigns in the downtown
streets.
Selig FilmsthisCity
Firetook
Department.
— The Selig
Company's
cameraman
week
several hundred
feet of
film depicting firemen from the different hose, truck, and engine
companies of the city risking their lives performing feats on
the newly erected six-Story drill tower on the grounds of
Engine Company No. 1. in East Los Angeles. During the
progress of the drill, the firemen "rescued" 120-pound dummies from the imaginary burning structure, scaled six stories
with pompier ladders and made daring leaps into life nets.
Other drills consisted of carrying up hose, attaching hose
to standpipes on the various stories, taking up ropes and
letting down dummies, etc.. the most interesting of which
were recorded by the moving picture camera. The drill was
taken for ihe benefit of the Selig Polyscope Company, which
some time ago presented the city with a certified $1,000 check
for the privilege of filming the city firemen in drill manoeuvers and in action at real fires. The ink was hardly dry on
the check before a $250,000 fire broke out in the downtown
district. The Selig Company were immediately notified, and
with their cameraman and several actors were soon on the
= cene. The film was recently exhibited at the studio 10 a
small audience, who. the writer is informed, pronounced the
photography
excellent,
considering
the difficulties
under
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which the cameraman worked.
The film has been sent East
ami will soon appeal
ui der the Selig trademark.
Pathe. — William E Fontaine, road manager of "The lujuvenaiion of Aunt ind
lane"T. company,
this man.
week wereat
P. Getz, a playing
San Diego
visitors .a the Pathe Studio on the third.
While there they
watched the work ol tin Pathe stock company in an interior
scene being directed by Mr. Yoim.
Kalem. — l-'or the past few days the Kalem Company have
been at work in the semi-desert country between Fernando
and Xewhall. The writer recently paid a visit to the studio
of the company at Verduga Park, near Glendale. Mr Kenan
I'.uel. dramatic director and general manager ol the Kalem
Westren stock company, on being interviewed, said that he
came to Southern California with the intent:
ing three months, but so satisfied lias he become with the
scenic and climatic advantages of the country that he has
decided to lengthen his stay to three years, and is making
preparations to that end. Kxtcn-ivc improvement- ate under
way at the studio in preparation for a series of big films, the
nature of which Mr I'.uel is keeping to himself until they are
ready for release Mr I'.uel presented the writer with a
group picture of the company, which will soon appear in
The World. Next week the company will put on. under the
direction of Mr I'.uel. a big film of early California life in the
period of the old Mission days. The story of the film was
written around an incident of real life thac happened at the
time. The scenes will center around the San Luis Key Mission, one of the most beautiful and least photographed missi, .iis of the Southwest.
Biograph to Return East. — The Biograph Company, comprising some seventy-five people, have completed arrangements to return to their Eastern studio for summer work.
They will leave Los Angeles May 21. and will work in the
East until late in December, when they are expected to return and occupv their Los Angeles studio again. The company this year have put on a series of beautiful films, the
marine films being probably the most appreciated — at least,
by Western picture fans with whom the writer has talked.
Jack Conway, formerly leading man for the Bison Stock
Company, has joined the Selig Western company. J. B.
Sherry has also left the Bison company and will be seen in
future Selig Western productions.
Red Wing (who in private life is the wife of Mr Young]
Deer, the Pathe director) returned Friday from a two
mouths' visit to New York City.
Pathe. — The proposed trip of the Pathe Company to Tia
Juana, Mexico, has been postponed for the present. Tia
j nana at this writing is one of the centers of the Mexican
war zone, and permission to cross the line would be hard
to get, if not impossible.
James L. Magee, business manager for the Selig Polyscope
Company, has just returned from a business trip to Riverside,
Cal.
Selig Company Go North. — The Selig second company,
under the management and direction of Mr. Hobart Bosworth, will leave in two private cars for the Yosemite Valley
on the 20th. They are taking along a stage coach and fifteen
head of horses. The second company plans to be gone about
three months, most of which will be spent in the Valley and
vicinity. Among the members of the Selig company going
north are J. B. Sherry. Jack Conway, Mr. Dared and wife,
Leo Pierson. Roy Watson and wife, and little girl; Mrs.
Charlie Eycon, Miss Barry, Miss Adele Bosworth, Dell
Eagles, Harry Paget, Art Acord and B. H. Daniels.

Los Angeles Exhibitors.
New

Independent Exchange. — The California Film Exchange of San Francisco have purchased the stock and lease
of the Western Film Company, of Los Angeles, and have
installed their offices and supply rooms at 514 S. Los Angeles
St., formerly occupied by the Western Film Company. They
are buying twelve reels of Independent film and will add to
their buying orders as the trade warrants. •
Legislation Pigeon-Holed. — The Strobridge Bill Amendments chat have been awaiting the governor's signature to
become a law, and against which a powerful lobby of moving picture men have been fighting, has been pigeon-holed
by the Governor. It is said that the bill will be laid over
for the next meeting of the legislature some two years
hence. The amendments to the original bill were bicterly
contested by state exchangemen and exhibitors.
New Aairdome at San Bernardino opened recently with
Independent service secured through the Los Angeles exchange of Miles Brothers.
Mr. Gillete is the proprietor.
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Arthur S. Hyman, president of the Hyman chain of theaibout to become a Mouse
A jolly bunch of local
picture cowboy*,
and other local celebrities, joyuu ly a sert that they will be presi nt at his initiation, and
that the initial
>vill be thoroughly
done. Mr. Daniel S. Markowitz, manager of the local branch
of the California Film Exchange, and president and general
manager
of the Co-operative
Him
Mfg. Co., himself a
so promise* to -ce tl.at. iir Hyman is thoroughly
initiated in the new order.
Majestic, of Redlands, formerly using Licen ed pictures,
is the latest recruit to the Independent rank*.
The lease of
ha* changed hand-, and will henceforth be under
the proprietor-hip of Me -is. Mather & Neves.
The new
.-.ill make alteration* to the hou-e and run it in a
manner.
The firm are well known in moving picture circles throughout
Southern
California.
Incorporation. — Article- of incorporation were filed recently with Secretary of State Jordan by the Arthur S. Hyman Amusement Company; directors: Arthur S. Hyman, P.
Bayfield Gibson, and Bert Gerson; capital stock, $50,000.
Hyman and College Theaters Go Independent. — The
Hyman, 8th
Broadway.'
and The College,
and Hill
Street-,
haveandboth
gone Independent.
Both 5thhouses
are
strictly high class Hyman enterprizes. Since February i*t
they have been using Licensed service. The change goes
into effect Monday, the 6th. The two theaters are using
lour reel* each of first run Independent service, and four
acts of vaudeville. Previous to the 6th, the College used
only picture*, but on and alter thi* date four acts of vaudeville will also be shown.
Petitions Against Sunday Picture Show. — Rival petition*
on the question of Sunday closing of Sawtelle, Cal., picture
show* were filed recently with the town trustees. The one
asking that the picture -how- be closed on Sunday* carried
OOly 73 signatures, while the one favoring open door* for
these houses on Sunday- wa; signed by 380. No action
been taken by the town trustees regarding the
matter.
Hyman's
Venice
Theater. — 'The
Neptune,"
on which
work is progressing rapidly, will not be able to open May
15th as planned.
The new theater will be first-class in
every particular, comparing
favorably with the best in appointments. Mr. Hyman ha* ju-i -igned up for Independent
: 11 the new house
Like the other Hyman
enteraudeville will play an important part. The theater
pened to the beach public on May 22 and rec >rd
breaking patronage during the summer months 1- an assured
Incorporation. — Articles of incorporation
were filed recently by the Thomson-Snow Amusement
Company; capital
stock $55,000; directors in the new corporation are: J. D.
II C. Snow, and C. II Palenbaugh.
More Censorship.— The advisability of a-king the appointment of a theatrical censor committee,
the discussion of
pii uire supervision, in additi .11 to that furnished by
the National Board ol < n-or-hip of New York, and the
indorsement of Deputy 1 ity Prosecutor Guy Eddii
to prohibit improper shows, and other thing* of more or less
importance to theatrical intere I . were discussed al
ol local club women,
clergymen, educators, and a
■ ition 1 lul> room-.
nig pi. lure- shown in I.
ived high
1 Mi
Nixon,
president
..i Southern
1
iny co-operation
with the 1 immitti e in ecuring tin I i films to be shown
• l ly lighted rooms
Butlers'.— 608 South Hill Street, hare changed their service from Independent 10 Licensed, and are now using three
r of the lattel
Beach Business Booming. — Excellent b
Ly the We t Coast l>< ich
hi
in Santa Mom
Park, and Redondo
All 1
■ illed v. 11 ■
' iled to open on
I he tin .it. 1 1 well mi l.-i way and \\ ill
. he.lule time
\\ it 11 the . oniplet
1
• bea. I., will have two up to dat ■
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To Stop Lobby Crowding.— Chief of Police Sebastian has
ordered police captains to prevent crowding in theater lobbies. Scores of complaints have been filed with the police
against the practice of theatergoers crowding the lobbies
at vaudeville and motion picture theaters. The police will
try to remedy this by compelling the ticket holders to form
in line while awaiting admission to the theaters.
Itala Masterpiece Praised. — The recent big Itala release,
"The Fall of Troy," received much prai-e by Western picture patrons, who in talk- with the writer, pronounced it
the biggest and most spectacular film ever shown in the
West. The film was shown here at the Shell, and at the
Ideal, and drew crowded houses at both theaters. It will
next be shown at the beaches, where exhibitors have been
advertising it lavishly.
Arrow Goes Independent. — The Arrow Theater, in the
Hamburger Building, 8th, Broadway and Hill, has gone
Independent. This theater has been a Licensed house
ever since its inception. The theater will use second run
Independent service beginning May 15.
Pasadenans Interested in Tournament Pictures. — The
Selig Special Release educational film picturing the Pasadena
Tournament of Roses, taken January 1 last, is being eagerlyawaited by the public of Pa-adena. The film pictures the
beautiful annual pageant held every New Year's day in the
CrowndenaCity.
Theater. The film will be shown first at Clune's PasaCrown. — The lease of the Crown i- reported to have
changed hands at a recent date. The bouse is now using
later run Independent pictures. It is said that new improvements and alterations are planned.
Picture. — The Picture Theater. Main Street between 5th
and Sixth, are making alterations to their foyer. It has
been newly repainted, and big candle-power Tungsten lights
in attractive globes have been installed.
Arrowhead. — The new theater being erected at Long
Beach for The California Motion Pictur.
be opened Saturday, the 13th, with Independent service.
The company will picture their own productions until they
succeed in making arrangements to enter the producing
field and market their work.

Washington D. C.
Airdome- are increasing in popularity and number. The
Crandall, Truxton, Starlight, Staunton, Northeast. Maycroft, and Imp Park are now on the list, Some oi these
mean the extinguishing of the lights m houses that have displayed pictures during the winter. Imp Park is under the
management of Harry Warder, who has clo-ed his Colonial,
while the Truxton. undei
:..'. included both
the house and park oi the same, and the show shifts from
one to the other according to tin- weather and th
J. Boyd Dexter, who recently severed his connection with
the Wa-hington 111 in Exchange, 1- again manage:
1- own. lor it must be remembered th..:
ter 1- the pioneer Independent film man oi
connection with tin- service, he .
trade for the motion picture thi ■
\ matter which
ha- been bothering
motion pictures here at 1
which calls for the closing of all ainu-en 1
The large theater- are ni it op< n
a lecture or concert, bin the motion put"'
• ..f Representative - whii
all amusements on Sunday
squarely, with unity, and at the propei nine. tl.
ested in tin- bill have formed an
■■■■■ .1* the
Washington
Exhibitors'
lieve that the organization will be
a movit .

3 •■'. lo.k in the .,•:. ■

•• into i alifoi ma'

Prosperitylocal Note.—
Mi h.I'red purcha
\) > ■! an automobile
Brothel
exchange,
ll<
he need* n :foiIn I unking purji • - and t.. fa ilitate
\e
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Louisville.
■■

■ ■

- upon a

i ,! printed in the
cumbersome apparatus and
It i- reported
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.son, City Building
i moving

limelight
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that .1 syndicate oi local capital is being
establish a moving picture
istime and the Washington
theaters in thai citj
1
ill l"- one ol the
d most up-to-date in that section of the State and
cated in the White Building in Maysville.
for several seasoi
fully managed the Airdome in Hopkin>vil!e, k> . is making
: ,ii.| for the summer within
the nexi few days on a bigger, better and brighter scale than
.1 preliminary
advertising feature. Mr.
,- donated the house to the llopkmsvillc Flks lor
the first week of it- summer career, and the proceeds derived from theto -eri.-.
..1" Elk
be turned
over to that
organization
rebuild
its days
lodge willrooms
in Hopkinsville,
which were recently destroyed by tire.
Marcus Loew, of New York City, who owns and operates
a chain of vaudeville and picture houses numbering more
than too all over the country, stopped at the Seelbach for
several days investigating local conditions and negotiating
and other details concerning a $500,000 playhouse
which he proposes to erect here. The house, when completed, will be one of the most beautiful of its kind in Dixie,
and will carry a bill of vaudeville interspersed with picture
exhibitions. Prices will probably rule about the ten, twenty
and thirty standard Mr. Loew staled that he could make
no definite statement concerning the location of his local
property until he returns to this city a couple of months
from now and begins active arrangements for the construction of the house.
Work upon the handsome new theater which will be occupied by M. Switow, of New Albany, on Fourth Avenue,
between Green and Walnut Streets, will be begun in a short
time. The new house will cost about $30,000 and will be
up-to-date in every respect, having the advantage of a fine
down- town site to begin with.
Judge Garrett S. Wall, of Maysville. Ky.. who is a member ol the State Board of Control for lunacy asylums of
Kentucky, says that since the introduction of moving picture
exhibitions into asylums and homes for the feeble minded
throughout the Bluegrass a marked improvement ha? been
noted in the ease- of a number of mildly insane inmates, as
. favorable effect upon the more violent. The less
afflicted ones, said Judge Garrett, are inclined toward more
rational talk and actions after viewing the periodic shows,
while the incurables move about in a less cowed and maniacal manner, placing more faith in the friendly actions of
those around them.
The Princess Theater opened last week at Jackson, Ky.,
under the management of H. M. Bloomfield, who took charge
of the house this season for the first time. Mr. Bloomfield
is making numerous improvements as the shows progress
and business gets better, and promises to make the little
playhouse in the Bluegrass one of the most modern in the
State before long.
rger Bros., who are having a handsome
moving
picture theater erected in l'aducah, Ky., at Fifth Street and
Broadway, announced
the details of the Arcade, as it will
. last week.
The house will be 22 feet wide and
tig more than 000 people.
Not a particle
of wood but the opera chairs will be used in construction,
every portion being made of either concrete, brick, steel or
gla-Eight roomy exits will preclude possibility of a fire
horror, and on the opening night Manager
Desberger
pronve an exhibition of emptying the theater as rapidly
■ by sounding an alarm before an average audience.
urden on top of the theater will be an additional
feature, soft drinks and light refreshments being served at
all hours.
The People's
Theatrical lastCompany,
at Jackson,
Ky., stock
filed
I incorporation
week, placing
its capital
The company is formed with the purpose of builda chain of moving picture theaters through
The incorporators of the new concern are as
Sewell Williams, Hannibal Hurst, James Back, R.
! Davidson and J. H. Letton.
report to the Louisville correspon-

Inspector
ining
the
with smoke vents to clear the

.

Id, < Mortimi
of Knoxville, Tenn . i
to his department
wl
'I ennessee city to b<
auditorium ii

that but two theater- 111 Knoxville are n
vents, while every house of this kind should be provided
with this safety appliance. . Mr. Thompson also urge- that
the theater owners !•< advised to place automatic sprinkla
and about the op, 1
pecially in picture houses, but sine- this precaution concerns
property Kiss particularly, it is probable that the latter feature will not be incorporated into the ordinance.

New England.
Mr. J. F. Adams, manager of the Colonial Theater, Lowell,
Mass , has closed his house over the "heated term" after an
unusually fine run of business during this season. The
Colonial will re-open in August.
Mr 1. M Boas, general manager of the Ma:
enterprises in Fall River, Mass., has severed his connection
with the Bijou and Premier theaters. Mr. Boas will very
shortly leave this country for Europe, making headquarters
in Pari-, where he will become the head of a corporation
booking foreign vaudeville acts into American theaters Mr.
Charles Benson, who has had the valuable experience of
several years' training under Mr. Boas, as assistant to him,
has already taken up the active management of the large
houses.
Mr. Thomas Hughes has purchased the Star Theater, Sold
mon Falls, X. 11., from Messrs. Berlanger and Plummer, and
will continue to operate the theater as a moving picture and
vaudeville house.
The Star Airdome, Meriden, Conn., is nearly ready for its
opening, which will take place on Decoration Day, May 30.
Lincoln Park Worcester, Mass., has been opened by the
Worcester Street Railroad Company. The corporation evidently knows the great drawing power of the picture and
is giving free performance- of moving pictures at the park
Mr. Tom Whyle, manager of the Acaden
ell, Mass.,
pictures, has re
signed
his devoted
managerialto "pop'position,vaudeville
to take and
up active
Mr J. I. I'lynn's office.
Mr. Flynn is running 11
and open-air shows through the summer,
a- is
Mr. Flynn expects to use Licensed service in his
theaters this year. Mr. Whyte may be back at the Academy
of Music in the fall.
Mr, George Davis, of Salem. Ma-s.. w!
the picture game, recently made a trip to New York, looking
things over.
Pequot Park, Westfield, Mass.. a summer resort, will open
May 30. Pequot Park always shows a good share of moving
picture- as one of its attractions.
The Pastime Theater. Lowell, Mass., ha- a new manager
in the person of Frederick Miller, who was conn.
the Alhambra, also of Lowell.
Mr. Miller knows t!
and should make a good executive for the Pa-time.
Westfield, Mass., will possess a large and up-to-date theater nexthasfall, already
devoted beento "pop"
and hou
pic
ground
broken vaudeville
for the new
house, not yet named, has an excellent location, on the corner of Elm and Bartlett Streets, the main thoroughfare of
the city. The Gaiety Amusement
Company
has '■■
house, upon its completion, from Mr. John M. O'DonneD.
The Gayety Amusement Company will be without a theater
in Westfield for a short while, as its lease on their remaining Westfield theater will expire July 1.
Manager M. C. Blumenberg, of the Casco Theal
land, Me., introduced a decided innovation when 1
what he called "Children's Week" for his patron-. Pictures
especially suitable for the young folks, a youthful singer of
illustrated songs, and other similar features made up an
attractive program. Manager Blumenberg is offering worthy
programs of pictures, novelties and songs to a pleasing run
of trade.
As was stated in these columns
previously, the Nickel
Theater, of Bangor. Me., which was destroyed by the fire
in that city, will rebuild.
Union Street has been cl
the location of the New Nickel by Manager Atkinson.
Manager Moe Mark of the Comique Theater. Lynn. Mas?.,
is doing well with pictures, songs, and Mr. Fred Rea lecturing on the feature reel. Amateur nights, Tuesday and
Friday, are in the nature of a success, judging from the
crowds which attend this feature.
HENRY.
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In The Mississippi Valley.
Chief of F'olice Bergen at Rockford, 111., has served notice
on the moving picture theaurs of that city that no more
prize- may be given to lucky holders of tickets, as it is a
violation of the ordinances of the city and also of the State
law.
C. S. L. Bennett, of Charleston, 111., will operate the
airdome in that city again this summer, featuring moving
pictures.
C. B. Burkhardt will furnish free moving pictures each
Saturday night at an attraction ac Homer Park, near Homer,
111.
Milwaukee school children are to be made the subject
of an interesting experiment in the next two months. The
Wisconsin Anti-Tuberculosis Association will employ motion pictures in an educational -campaign in the schools. The
University Extension division is working in co-operation
with the associaton to determine the value of the film as
an educator.
The show will be preceded by a lecture to the pupils in
the afternoon by Harvey Dee Brown, general lecturer of
the Anti-Tuberculosis Association. Dr. Brown also has
charge of the pictures.
The first of these lectures and shows was given last month
in Madi on, and nine schools were visited. The final lecture
and exhibition was given in the assembly chamber of the
Capitol and was used as an instructive means to further a
bill giving counties the right to erect county sanatoria for
consumptives.
Plans have been completed for a $30,000 moving picture
theater to be erected at Eleventh Avenue and Washington
Street, Milwaukee, to be owned by John Brummer and
managed by Edward J Wagner.
Architects'
plansAvenue
for the
new Second
Butterflyandmoving
picture
theater
on Grand
between
Third Streets,
Milwaukee, have been completed. The building will be
42'/2 x 150 feet and will seat 1,200 persons. It will be forty
feet high in-ide and will have a balcony. The structure,
which is to be fireproof, will cost $50,000.
The Broadway Amusement Company, of St. Louis, has
been incorporated with capita; stock of $2,000 to do a general amusement business. The incorporators are Thomas
J. O'Loughlin. Harry V. Harkins, and William 1". Harkins.
The Stone Motion Picture Company, recently incorporated
• i handling the moving pictun
iireek light, has decided to embark in the moving
picture business on a larger scale, with headquarters in
Oklahoma City, Okla., it is announced. The company
plans a studio, and a stuck company, calling for the expenditure of $50,000 to $75,000 The company, which has
offices at 817 Colcord Building, Oklahoma City, is composed
of president. W
1
Oklahoma City, and 1: I! Burnett, B. C. Burnett and C. W.
Willis, all banker- 01 Sapulpa, Okla.
The Bijou, the vaudeville house at Decatur, 111., has begun its summer reason 01 moving pictures.
photoplays, Carlinville, 111.,
at its opening invited the public to ask question- in regard
the machine, believing the pati
in the operation.
Tin
■■
li ;i The

:

Harry

)•: ietOl

Dunn,

doorkeeper

Richard
Let

The Star and Majestic theaters of Watseka. 111., have been
sold to young women of Danville, 111., who will continue to
operate them under the name of Hill & Weger.
Miss May
O. Hill, the senior member of the firm, has been in
ing picture business at Watseka for some time.

Chicago.
Jones, Linick and Schaefer have secured control of the
American Music Hall, in partnership with William Morris
and Marcus Loew. Negotiations were closed last Monday
and a decided change of policy will be adopted. The price
of amission will be lowered, but vaudeville still will be the
feature. The Orpheum people have sold their interests in
Riverview Park— the Royal Gorge, the Scenic Railway and
the Derby — to W. P. Merle, of Merle & Heany, for $250,000;
also their enterprises in White City.
The We tern representative of The Moving Picture
World received recently an invitation from the Press Club
of Chicago to an exhibition of educational pictures at the
Club Rooms. Invitations had been sent broadcast by the
entertainment committee to the board of education, to the
principals of the schools and to the press. The program
was furnished by the courtesy of George Kleine in the endeavor to demonstrate the educational possibilities of the
motion pictures. Mr. Kleine deserves great credit in his
work in the educational field, and this was another instance
of his enterprising propaganda among the class of people
that doesn't go to a picture show unless to collect material
to evidence the detrimental effects of the motion pictures
on the unsophisticated
mind of the rising generation.
A great number of people accepted the invitation and the
exhibit began with Gaumont's beautiful "Poems in Picture-."
followed by "Le Printemps" — a phanta-magoria of spring
and life's resemblance to seasons — a picture of unusually
artistic effects in scenery and delicate shadings, 'in the
Pyrenees,"a ..ravel film from Spain; "The Vow, or lepthah's
Daughter." a remarkable Gaumont production from the
Biblical History; "Tropical Creatures" a wonderful microcinematograph by Urban-Eclipse; "Alpine Retreat
graphical; "Potteries in Thoume," an industrial; "The Death
of Admiral Coligny," a drama from the French
"In Birdland," an excellent telephoto by Urban-Eclipse, and
several otherThe audience -bowed by liberal applause a gratifying intere-t and appreciation of the exhibition and the beautiful
scenic and arti-tic light effects of the Gaumont pictures
brought many ..
; admiration.
In an interview with tin- Western representative of The
Moving Picture World. Mr C .1 Hue. of the 11 &
Company, expressed his enure satisfaction of the prevailing
business conditii ms
The II than
& IIe\. said
Hue, entrance
i- enjoying
bet:.a •
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but, nevertheless, he had gone back to the barefoot days of
adoration before a showbill when the first part of the reel
was unwound.
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"What do y<ui play for Cow boy pictures?
What music
Should
I play Indian
i for Indian pictures, and if so where tan I
what shall 1 play for bar-room scenes; for lumber
■ mining
and
similarcamps?"
questions arc frequently sent to me,
ilways,
1 am sorry to -ay, with a request that the
Utter ho not published.
Now these requests for privacy
arc a hit selfish on the part of the writers, if they would only
Stop to consider it. for whether my suggestions have any
value or not. they arc asking for personal information which
might he interesting to other-.
M\ correspondence has become bo large a- to make BeriOUS inroad- upon my time, and as I have treated all such
communications confidentially a- requested, I have thereby
deprived myself of much matter which might he used on
tin- page. For this reason 1 shall hereafter assume the
right to use the substance ^i any future letter which I think
may he of interest to the constituency at large, omitting
■ d addresses.
Also I shall he compelled to stop answering private communication- altogether except in urgent cases where the
saving of time i- an important factor; such writers will endollar to insure prompt attention. (At present many
of them forget to enclose postage -tamps.) Having got
this "off
chest," I will go back to the questions which
head
this my
article.
"What do you play for Cow-boy pictures?" If you want
your music to say "this is a cow-boy," I know of nothing
except the cow-boy son^s which were popular a few years
ty object to these because they are old; but what
better can he offered? A few new ones have appeared in
the past year or so, hut the vogue is passing away and
they have achieved but little popularity, and I doubt if they
are well enough to have any suggestive value to the average
audience. A strain of "Idaho" or "San Antonio" or any
other of the well known songs of that kind will the observer that he is looking at a cow-boy. This, of
course, when you want to introduce "local color" in your
scene, lor the rest of your picture the music must depend
upon what the cow-boy or cow-boys are doing. Are they
fighting, dancing, making love or lynching somebody? These
situations would be described the same as if they were being
enacted by any characters other than cow-boys. They are
melodramatic and require melodramatic music. I am a
great admirer of "local color" in picture music, but it must
verdone. Because your scene is laid in the West
among cowboys is no reason why your music should all
be suggestive of that character. Work up the picture the
if it were laid in another locality, and throw in a
"cow-hoy"
tune isonce
a while
as to keep the atmosphere, and that
aboutin all
you canso do.
I can appreciate the perplexity of the conscientious player
in regard to this particular kind of picture. We have
music peculiar to almost every part of the world and the
inhabitants thereof, hut with the exceptions of the class of
tune- 1 have mentioned, there is absolutely nothing which
the average person can associate with the Western States.
It is true the ranchmen had their songs, but these were
their own making set to tunes brought from their
homes "hack East," and would have no meaning when
played to the audience of the present day. With other pictures the case is different. In a Mexican picture, for example, you can work up scenes of greatly varied character,
and yet preserve your local atmosphere if you wish to do
an and Spanish music (they are similar) abounds
in -harp contrasts and whether the airs be joyous, sentimental or sorrowful, the racial character is ever present,
i-cenc-.
X B )—Please leave the castinets out of the pathetic
Indian pictures. Genuine American Indian songs are
with few exceptions of little value as instrumental numbers,
especially for the piano. There are characteristic "Indian"
numbers, however, written by modern composers which have
come to be recognized as Indian music. "The Sun Dance."
Herbert's "Indian Dance" (from "It Happened in N'ordland"— both published by Witmark & Sons); "Indian War
nance" (published by John Church & Co.); one movement in
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"Trailing tin- Trail" (published by Will Rossiter) are among
numbers of this kind ami a- they are effective on the piano
are Letter than real Indian music for picture work. Where
Indian- predominate in the picture, use as much of thil
music a- you can (for the Indian scenes) and the balance
of the picture the same as any melodrama. It depends altogether on the nature of the scenes. These picture- also
are usually melodrama-. A- to courtroom scenes, barroom scenes, etc., 1 cannot understand why they should
require a particular kind of music. It must depend upon
what i- taking place in these rooms. There are court room
scenes which are pathetic throughout, while others are better described by a half-mysterious acompaniment A
humorous courtroom scene will, of course, be classed with
the comedies and treated accordingly, i. e., lively or burlesque music or the ever popular song choru- (when it can
be made suggestive of the scene.) As to the other two
scenes mentioned, the same answer will apply. It is not
practical to find music descriptive of every locality in which
your picture may be laid. Important geographical places
or those well enough known to your audience for their
music to be recognized may often furnish a legitimate excuse fortoworking
a bit of Also
"local many
color"ofinthe
yourcharacters
scene —
usually
its advantage.
(when prominent) can sometimes afford the same opportunity. A Confederate solider would suggest "Dixie." a
comedy farmer "Ruben, Ruben," or one of the many "Barn
dances." College songs, plantation songs, national songs of
Europe and other countries, with the tunes descriptive of
Indian, Chinese, Mexican and other characters will furnish
much to relieve the monotony of your musical program
during
the neutral
whenscene
anything
doing" anyin
the
dramatic
order, songs,
work and
up the
as you"is would
other dramatic scene regardless of the character or locality
— unless you happen to have -something particularly fitted
for some particular scene. For example, you might have
to describe a pathetic situation which occurs in the Southern
States or some one of the European countries; in this case
one of the plaintive songs of that locality would be infinitely
better
ordinary
"plaintive."
Some than
timean ago
I answered
an inquiry regarding tin use
of "patriotic"
music.pictures
The writer
in substance:
"We I
shall
have patriotic
on a said
certain
day. Should
play nothing but patriotic music for such? My answer wain line with what I have just said regarding o(ther pictures.
Play patriotic music for such scenes only as demand it.
In the heavy battle scenes (if there be such) play heavy
"hurries." In the death scenes (if any) use pathetic music
Save your "red-fire" and flag music for the most effective
parts and see if you don't get more satisfactory results I
saw a good civil war drama some time ago and the accompanying music was patriotic throughout. The "Star Spangled
Banner" waved through all the battle scenes regal
which to
-idedepict
was the
getting
best hero.
of it.It "Hail
Columbia"
served
death the
of the
was much
better
than playing waltzes of course, but had the pianist reserved
some of her "Star Spangled Banner" for the big climaxes.
I believe — from the way the audience was "keyed up," -he
could have brought them to their feet. And it seemed to me
that "The Vacant Chair" would have been more fitting
music for the dead soldier. It is equally applicable to
the North or South, though we can often use "Massa's in
the Cold Ground" for the latter. Others of a plaintive
nature are "Just Before the Battle Mother," and "Tenting
on the Old Camp Ground," both contemporary with the
Civil War. I can see no reason however, why they should
not be appropriate to any war picture. Speak of war pictures
and patriotic pictures as if they were one and the same.
The one so often includes the other that generally speaking
the above suggestions will apply. While on this subiect,
I wonder why so few seem to understand the value — in fact,
the necessity — of the sound effect for gunshots. A battle
scene is so emplty without these effects — or to put it another way — the value of the picture is increased so much
by the addition of these sounds, that I cannot under-taml
how any manager will consent to show a picture without
them. Most drummers know, or should know how to produce the sound of shots either single or in volleys, on the
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small drum. Where no drums are employed the old stage
expedient of striking a buggy cushion sharply with a whip
will be found effective. Or two small canes or rattans,
one held in each hand may, by striking alternately, give a
perfect imitation of a volley of musketry. Many other picture^ beside war pictures call for a gun or pistol shot.
N<,ne of them need be loud, but it seems to me that so long
as they are seen they might as well be heard and when they
are heard they add to the dramatic effect of your picture.
Carl Fischer has issued a <-et of books for orchestra
containing a good selection of national airs of many countries. They are "band-book" size, arranged by Theo. MosesTobani, and the piano part can be used alone as it contains
all the melody.
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THE FORGED DISPATCH
(IMP).
Of the forthcoming Imp releases none is more notable than
the military drama. "The Forged Dispatch," a film intended
to add interest to Memorial Day services. It 1- for release
May 22nd, in plenty of time for the early run the
"The
is one toofhaving
the verybest theaters.
war stories
everForged
filmed, Dispatch"
and in addition
the
spirit of the conflict, a touching love story is incorporated
which action opens in the first scene and closes at the finale.
It is a story of jealousy, of the revenge of the disappointed
suitor by causing the humiliation of the hero. The wrong
is righted on Memorial Day when the survivors of the war
are marching to the cemetery to pay their annual respects
to their departed comrades. The finding of the forged
order in the blouse of a soldier brother, who died at the
front, the joy of the sweetheart who has awaited manyyears for the vindication of her soldier-lover, and the reversal of sentiment all combine to make it a touching story
which closes with a grievous wrong righted to the satisfaction of any audience. The drama is elaborate!
with a large cast, and appropriate costuming, a:
down
in film history as one of the best efforts of the Imp
company.
ESSANAY TO FILM AUTO RACES.
The Essanay Film Manufacturing Co. have arranged
for the exclusive motion picture rights of the International
Auto Races at Indianapolis on Decration Day. This meet
on the greatest speedway of the world -hould furnish material for a very exciting reel of pictures which will be released
as a special on the day following the event.
NEW FILM RENOVATING COMPANY.
From the American National Film Co.. 3 Tremont Row,
Boston, Mass., we have received a sample oi their renovating work. Part of the film is left in the original condition, showing the scratches and dirt usually seen on a
film that has had long use. In the renovated portion the
scratches are not visible and a pleasing tint further improves the appearance. At $-> a reel we imagine that the
exchanges will keep this concern busy putting their reels
in order.

Boston.
Mr Frank Howard, sometime proprietor of the big Licensed film exchange in Boston, but now traveler and pleasure seeker, dropped into Boston after an extended absence
of several months spent in travels, accompanied by Mrs.
Howard, over most parts of this country.
omewhat unusual for moving picture theaters to run
"special releases," as they are not everyday happenings; but
to see a theater running two specials on the same bill is
somewhat in the nature of an event. Manager Appleby, of
the Star Theater, Tremont Row, accomplished this when he
exhibited "Count Leo Tolstoi." a Pathe, a special release,
and the "Bangor, Maine, lire." also a Pathe special, on the
same bill. Manager Appleby says that "they come high,
but the warm weather noeds a little extra inducement." This
Is what might In- termed "plunging" on the part of the Star,
l.ut it 1 ,'
'I he Realistic Moving
Picture Company, Joseph I.. Roth,
general manager, ha- given up it- Jolliette Theater and is
1 Uympic Theater
Due t" the fact
that there was difficulty in the renewal of the lease, winch
would hav< expired October
1. 101 1. the company decided
tO jive th' hou e Up immediately.
'1 In- Jolliette 1- now being
\ [he owners of the property.
No changes have
writing, and v\
dependent
often that
■ theatei -: ing<
hands without many drastic ■
t is a compliment to Manager Roth that the new owners thought his ideas on the
• be much impn
giving his undivided attention to the Oiym

HENRY.

HUDSON MOVING PICTURE COMPANY.
The Hudson Moving Picture Company has recently been
established in Hoboken. N. J. Mr. John W Mitchell, well
known in film circles, is general manager and superintendent
of the plant. Mr. Mitchell was formerly connected with
the Cameraphone and Edison companies in the capacities
of director, cameraman and in other ways. It is the intention of the Hudson Moving Picture Company to produce
one regular release per week of comedy and drama, which
will be supplemented from time to time with a reel of eduCational
Or industrial
pictures.
Their present
..
556 Ferry Street, Hoboken,
N. J.
MISLEADING
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Editor Moving Picture World.
Dear Sir: 1 would like space 111 your paper t
my opinion about the lithograpl 1
the films by both Independent and Licensed man
The parties
get up •/<. from 1 ■
niahed
with who
a photograph
they do show a picture from the film, it
tO what will di.iu the puhlu
I have evei seen; in fact, it a< ted
1 r the manufactures \\ ill

■

or when
the picture

with a short description, the better it ^>
cerned
Sanduskj
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QUESTIONS ON LAST WEEK'S LESSONS.
m your own words whj
oduced by

the size of the i
.; \\ i:> does the image appear in natural cdl<
4 How does tlu- pin-hole camera prove Hie rectilinear
umbra?
6 \\ liat i- the prenumbra?
lain why there is a prenumbra to a shadow and
under what conditions it is present.
8 When will the umbra be in the form of .1 i
0. Is the prenumbra denser near the umbra than at its
outer edge and why?
io. Under what condition i- there no prenumbra?
In Fig. 8 we light A. from which rays
eminate in every direction.
This is precisely what takes place
in every source of light unless a portion of the rays are in
some manner
diverted or a portion are obstructed as by
reflectors or an opaque object

opening, the
of theIt spot
be proportional
its'
: -indiameter
the source.
will will
be noted
that in thetofirst
instance the area of the
i square inches.
cond experiment
it was 3x3, or 9 square inches.
Let u- next examine into just what effect this will have on
illumination.
Let us suppose the smaller square opening to
iven number of square inches in area represented
by X. We will
screen containing the aperture ten inches from source of light, and beyond it ten inches
(twenty inches from source of light) we place a screen to
receive the ray- p
opening.
The •
patch of light on the screen will be, as we have already seen,
twice the <
11 n- area will be 4 square
inches, it four times the area of the light aperture. Now,
while as a matter of fact, there are hundreds of thousands
of ray- passing through the aperature, let us assume that
ju-t one hundred ray- pass through and fall on the screen.
The square of light is, as we have seen, four square in dies in
area. This would allot twenty-five rays to the square inch of
screen. In other words, our illumination or curtain brilliancy would be that brilliancy produced by 25 rays falling
on one square inch of surface.

Fig. 9.
Fig.

8.

By this diagram it is readily seen that as the light rays
proceed away from the source in straight lines they diverge
or spread apart. This explains why illumination decreases
rapidly as one moves away from an open light. The rule is
that the illuminating power of an open light decreases in
inverse proportion to the square of the distance. This rule
is readily susceptible of proof as to its accuracy. Set a
candle in a box such as is shown in Fig. 7. except that hole
in end of box should be square, one inch each way (any
other sizc would do, but one inch is convenient) and be
pierced through some thin substance such as cardboard
or tin. For the experiment a larger hole may be cut in
the wood and the paper or metal with hole tacked or pasted
over it. The experiment will be made much better if a
metal square with hole J4 inch in diameter also be placed
between the candle and hole, quite close to the flame, to
reduce the light to approximately a point.
Now place the box on a table, place the candle-flame at
same height as opening and ten inches from the hole. Next
measure off and mark on the table, straight in front of the
hole, two distances ten and twenty inches respectively from
the hole or twenty and thirty inches from the candle. Set
a -creen at the first mark and it will be found that the spot
of light will measure just twice the size of the hole, or two
by two inches. Remove the screen to the second mark,
30 inches from the candle, and the light-spot will measure
just three times the size of the hole, or three inches square.
This conclusively proves that light rays travel in straight
lines; also that, with the source a given distance from the

To have a symbol let us assume this brilliancy to be represented by 100. Now we will move the screen back 10
inches further from the aperture and, as before shown, we
find the patch of light has increased to 3 x 3 inches, or an
area of 9 square inches. In the previous experiment the
area is 2x2, or 4 square inches, whereas we now have nine.
In the first experiment we had our 100 rays divided between
4 square inches, or 25 rays to the square inch. We now
have the hundred rays divided, or spread over the surface
of 9 square inches, which means only 11 1-9 rays to the
square inch instead of 25. In other words, we have a little
more than doubled the curtain area and a little more than
halved the curtain brilliancy, though still using the same total
light strength. Let us here note that whereas we get a certain increase in size of the curtain spot when we move the
screen back, this increa-e would vary as the source of light
be moved clo-er to or further away from the aperture. If
the source be close to the aperture the angle will be wide
and the size of the light spot will increase rapidly as the
screen is moved back. If the source be far away from the
aperture the opposite will be found to be true. This same
is analagous, as will be later shown, to long and short focal
length objective lenses.
The same idea may be well expressed as per Fig. 9, in
which we see light rays traveling in every direction from a
source. If screen A be placed successively at B and C, it will
be readily seen that there will be a wide difference in the
number of rays striking its surface; hence a dimunition of
illumination as it is removed from A to B and from B to C.
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The measuring of light is accomplished by several methods,
all amounting to the same thing in the end, viz.: a comparison of the light with a standard. These methods are. without exception so far as the writer knows, based on the law
of the inverse square.
In photometry two sources of light are made to illuminate
adjacent sections of a screen, the di-tance of the respective
sources from the screen being so gauged that the illuminaqual. Suppose we have two sources of light, the
strength or illuminating power of which is represented by
the symbol X and X'. Now suppose we let the symbol A
and A' stand for the di-tance of the sources from the screen.
In this case the screen illumination of the first would be X
divided by the square of A and the screen illumination or
light intensity of the second would be X' divided by the
square of A'. Now if the power of both sources be equal
then we would

have

equals

X

From

equals

-ten that the illuminating power of two sources of
light are proportional to the square of the distances at
which they produce like results on the screen, or produce
equal intensity of illumination.
Candle Power. -In light measurement it immediately becomes necessary that there be established some
X' accepteJ
standard of illuminating power and that this standard be
in terms in which the power of other sources of light may
be expre--ed. lor this purpose the standard candle has
been and i- now ordinarily in use, though it is not an altogether satisfactory standard.
The Standard Candle i- of sperm, weighs six to the pound
and burns at the rate of 120 grains of wax per hour. Other
of light, such as the electric arc, incandescent globe-.
gas flame, etc., may be and are compared to the standard
candle, their power being measured, or expressed in the
number of standard candles required to produce an ecfual
illumination.
( ( Continued next week.)
Oily

Film.— Mansfield
"I received the
' purchased a short time ago and am well plea-ed
irith it Every operator should have one.
I am running a
ph and like it very much, but am having considerable trouble with oil on film. I wipe all the oil off the machine before I start, but 11 doi n't seem to make any differ■ e most <>f it h on the film when it comes
when I draw the film through my
: a few feec they are all covered with oil and dust.
■ '1" any barn. 1
: chamois
fitted in tin- magazine when the film comes out. and would
iny of tli.- .,il and dirt off- Or would it do the film
itva of the Monograph runs in an oil tight casing
il the other b< ai
there is no
einR throw 11 on the film by the M
In tl
1 rememme drop of oil i- ample for any bearing
i- just .me droj.
■ oid will, ., I h.ive 1.. for.- pointed out, merely be

Mechanism

'

of tl,.- departi
lat <-eemoiling, namely, get a coarse darn-

■

'art
liy dipping that
enl in oil you will pi, U ,,<
and it mav
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Shutter Reflection.— Mr. G T. Howard. Tucson. Ariz .
writes: "The Handbook received and contents carefully
read. It is my opinion that if operators, manager, exchanges
and even manufacturers would follow the ru.es therein set
forth, the moving picture business would be in a much better
condition.cission onInthea matter
recent of
issue
the 'World'
you invite
disarc ofrejecting
on outride
shutter.
I am running a Powers No. 6 outside shutter. 14-foot picture; D. C. through mercury arc rectifier. My shutter is
Yl inch from the front rim 01 the objective lens. When machine is running there is a very good image of the crater
formed on the shutter. The spot of light is round and inside the circle there is an outline of the aperture, though not
very plain. Within this outline there is an oval spot of light
which is an image of che crater. The tip of my lower carbon
only shows when I freeze the carbons. It can be seen much
plainer with some films than with others. You say there
must be something wrong, but 1 cannot see that 1 am losing
any light. My picture is clear, steady and bright. We claim
to lead the Souchwest in the matter of projection and many
traveler- say that we certainly do. 1 have been in the business live years and have never yet seen projection superior
to that we produce here in the Clifton Theater. Have everything supplied that an operator could ask for in the way of
equipment. That, together with careful work. 1- my receipt
for good projection. I would like to ask you why it is my
back condensing lens turns purple in a week 1
remedy for condenser breakage 1- to put the front lens in
the place of the back one when it break- and put the new
lens in the front, since it is already tempered. Considerable
ha- been -aid of late through the department a- regards the
matter of carbon setting. 1 believe that 1 have tried every
conceivable set chat one could possibly get When I first
tried your way of setting I could not hold my light and was
inclined to think you were mistaken. 1 kept at it. however,
watching every little thing, and found that it was ihe-e little
things that counted. 1 am now satisfied that you are correct and that anybody who tries your way just once or twice
and says you are wrong hail better stick to it awhile and
learn how to use the set. The enclosed program will give
youSo anfaridea
a- of
theourarcshow."
reflection on the shutter i- concerned.
Friend Howard, 1 believe you have by (hi- time read my
further explanation of the matter, so I need not say anything further on that point. The rei
ndenser*
turning purple 1- too much ,,1 a certain ingredient contained
1 understand this ingredient to be lead. Such
condensers should be returned to the seller a- they are of
no account
The fault lie- with the manufacturers,
who
should by all mean- be obliged to make tlu 111 good. You
have -truck the nail on tin* head in the matter of carbon set.
The man who trie- to set carbons on A. C. the v
them will have t-> study the -mall point- and to learn to have
everything just exactly right. I have, however, di-cussed
this matter before and beyond saying that you are perfectly
right, do not care at tin- lime to go further into the matter.
Your program sho
nt -how
Also the makeup of the program -how- distinct enterpri 1
the management.
I was amused at the line reading "Airdome
opening
postponed
until
warmer
night-"
time 1 wa- in Tuscon (September, (002), 1 think The only
would have melted in tlu mi, Idle of the sti
enough there to make an open .11:
able.
Faulty Focus.
M
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Release of

Wednesday,

May 24th, 1911

"AT

PANTHER
CREEK"

Eight hundred and ninety-two (892) feet
of highly interesting, pleasing, semi- educational film; accurately showing the coal mining industry and vividly telling a good, live,
human Story. An invaluable picture of the
rare variety which delights and instructs.
For a genuinely worth while feature, get

"At

Panther

Creek"

The "Nestor Lobby Magnet"
Beautifies the Lobby; Attracts the People and
Wakes Them See the Show
FREE

TO

EXHIBITORS!

Nestor Players' Pictures Six (8x10)
for 1 5 cents. To non-exhibitors, $1 .00

DAVID

HORSLEY,

German Savings BanU
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Wednesday, May 31, 1911
The First New Nestor Western

"THE
SAVAGE"
A Stirring Indian-Cowboy Subject
On the Same Reel

"A

is W

SURE

CURE"

A Breezy, Scintillating Comedy

THE FORERUNNER
of manv more

^.^

worth-while

Exhibitors'

SPLIT

REELS

Comments

"We are pushing Nestor Pictures because
they areEarle
there L.
withHolmes,
the goods',"
Patchogue, X. V.
"We use Nestor Films as we find them
very good and take 0. f\. Hie photography
at,
./< //- it i Bros,, Dreamlan I i
Aeuiti, Oh ia.

fine.

HI R CREEK*

"I am running your pictures and they are
The people here are crazy ovet ^

Films,"

I, 4th Ave. ® 14th St., NEW

ro

( ,', ' . ■ />':. rt, Ban
ii i

CONTINUED

YORK

, Wis*
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MOVING

fohn

Blohm, Chesley, Out., writes:
an article entitled 'Pass It Along,'
in which
that we lend the 'World
i 1 that tluy publish <
c w c of the movnarrownot from
very feasible,
nly one or two newspapers
and m i
the editor i- .i Methodist Sundayugh said. and1 would
I .'..ir .'i educacion
teach
the public t i see pictures
The 'World' no doubt has on it -»
staff writ
tting out small booklets explaining
and everything pertaining thereto.
kets printed by the thousands, or even by the millil l nol come expensive enough, but that every exhibitor in the States and Canada could mail them out, or
give them away at the !"'\ office, They would be bound to
and very likely create considerable new busihear from other exhibitors
i>n tin- p.. int. especially those who have been 'through the
mill.' 1 would like also to know what the cost Of .such bookWell. Neighbor Blohm, ideas of this kind are entirely practical always, provided enough exhibitors would agree to take
sufficient b >oks from week to week or from month to month
quantities being printed.
No doubt such
rightly handled would do a great deal of good.
. however, I am not very enthusiastic over such
schemeMy way of boosting moving pictures is by means
of carefully selected pro. mams, the very best service one can
afford, the highest possible grade of projection and carefully,
intelligent management of the house.
Mind you. I do not
mean to -ay that those books would not do a loc of good — by
no manner of means.
On the contrary, they unquestionably
■umplish a very considerable benefit. IF, IF, IF — ■
and that is right where the trouble comes in. If anybody
would get them out; if a sufficient number of exhibitors or
managers would buy them, so that anyone could pet them
out; if they were carefully and intelligently distributed by
the man who bought them.
As a whole, however,! would
consider the scheme, under present conditions, as impractical I would be glad, however, to publish the views of any
exhibitors who wish to take the matter up.
Address Wanted.- Mr. Blaine Day. Sherman, Tex., writes:
"Will von kindly give me the address of the manufacturer
of the '
ensers?
The
name
OPTO-C
is
stamped on the lens. And now, just a word of praise for the
Handbook. I bought one November 25, 1910, and am more
than pleased with it. If there had been a book like that in
1005 and ioo() we would have gotten along much better. I
still have one of the little operators' Handbooks you put out
in (907 and intend to keep it as a souvenir of bygone days.
What a wonderful improvement there has been in four short
No, Neighbor Day, I am sorry to say, I cannot supply you
the name of the manufacturers of the OPTO-C lens. I telephoned several lens men here in New York and they did
hot know. Possibly some of our correspondents can supply
you the information desired. If so. send it direct to Mr.
Blaine Day. Sherman, Tex., care Jewel Theater.

Above that
I show
letterhead
the
reason
it is the
the picture
best of oftheMr.kindDay's
I have
seen tofordate.
"Make sure you have the right man at the machine" is quite
and eminently correct.
"Absolutely a clear field
lit picture" is pood.
"My work Guaranteed.
ReferI m America, if requested," i- a monumental claim,
but I have no doubt it is one which Friend Day can make
Operators' National Union.— San Diego. Cal., asks:
"Can
you tell me if there is a National organization of moving
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picture machine operators?
If so, kindly give me the name*
president and secretary.
Enclosed find stamp for
Again I must remind you that I do not answer letters
personally.
The
answer."
tors' unions, of which there are many, arc affiliated with the
National Alliance of Theairical Stage Employees. I do not
at the moment remember the name or the location of the
officers of that organization.
I would suggest you write to
Mr. W. (i W
Is. President Moving
Picture and Project!
ing
Machine
Operator-'
Union,
to Local
I. A. T. S. F... 68 Ilaight Street, Auxiliary
San Francisco,
whoNo.will,162,I
believe, furnish you with the desired information.
Boston Wants the "World." — Boston, Mass., writes Have
you anybody in this, city that keep- the 'Moving Picture
World'
on hand?"
You will
find the "World" on sale at any of the Boston
new- -tands chat are supplied by the New England News
Company.
Why not -end in a subscription and
regularly?
Flickers.— Ft. Worth. Tex. write- "I have two Type R
Edison, 1910 model, machines and a throw of 97 feet. My
lenses are special No. ,?. star and intermittent, are set perfectly true. The shutter is set as near as possible to both
frame.-. Running the machine 75 to 80, 1 have a steady
picture, but some flicker. Running at 85 helps the nicker
some, but this i- offset by the jumping of the pictun
50 to 55 amperes D. C. Now, the question 1 would like to
ask is: Is it possible to put a perfectly flickerless picture
on the curtain with this or any other machine with a white
or water background, with a 97-foot throw?"
Yes, it is entirely practical to put an absolutely nickerless picture on any kind of a screen, but, at normal speed,
it is neither possible or practical with a two-wing -butter,
or at least, I have never seen it done. To get ,1 I
picture you must have a three-wing shutter, or something
which produces the same effect. The throw ha- 1
do with the flicker, though the flicker reduces, to -nine extent, as the size of the picture is increased. I ha\
*
flickerless picture at normal speed with a two-wing shutter,
but it was an outside shutter with the two wings exactly the
same size. I have never yet seen a flickerless picture with
an ordinarily light film and a two-wing shutter running at
normal speed. With nine-tenths of the subjects the effect
would be practically ruined running at eighty feet a minute.
My advice is that you equip your machine with a threewing outside shutter, following the designs which have been
set forth from time to time in this department by tl
tors who have themselves changed their machines, installing
outside shutters.
Daily Program Changes. — Mr. F. L. Andrews.
Dickson
Tenn.,
writes: it "1thepurchased
the Handbook
few weeks
ago
and consider
best instruction
book I a have
1
You certainly have delivered the goods.
It is what I would
call the making of an operator or manager, been
plain- things in such plain language that one cannot help
understanding it. Now as to changing the prog;
day, which I -ee (page 1 66. Handbook) you do not
good practice.
I would like to give my experience 111 this
connection:
I used to believe that changing every day wa*
the only way. especially in a small town.
My view was that
all people who would patronize the show would come the
night I changed pictures and the second night on the same
picture would, I believed, be a dead one. Well, I made the
experiment of changing three times a week and m;
I find has been much better than with the daily change.
The majority of my programs draw much larger ci
rid night- than on the first, and I find the 1
are inclined to give better service.
Also the expen
and you know that good service and a good opi
what makes the money drawer fill up. I advertisi
twice each week and there is where the 'Movii
World' -bine-, since I always look for the stories of my reel'
and give the people a pretty good idea of what 1
I have found this plan to be a very
We are glad you like the Handbook.
Judging b;
at
hand, there are about two thousand others of
vantage."
mind.
I am indeed glad that the book made g<
though
all I could
have inwished
it to be.
"S
and
mineit iarenotexactly
the same
the matter
of filn
I do not believe in changing every night, and nevi
lieve in it. I am convinced it 1- nonsense, notwitl
the fact that the great majority of managers will, I am W«B
aware, disagree with me.
1 think, however, if 11
the experiment
of changing to the three-times-a-week
service they would be converted, provided they pay the exchange the same amount of money, thus securing
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Expert Repair
— Portland,
, writes:repair
"Do
of any Man
first Wanted.
class motion
pictureOremachine
man whom we could engage to work for us? He mu-t be
an expert rtland,
man and
thoroughly."
I dounderstand
not know the
of business
such a man
whom you
could secure.
Really expert repair men, who are acquainted
with all the different makes of machines, are about as plentiful as the proverbial hen's teeth.
Anyone who feels he can
fill the bill is at liberty to send in his name and I will forward his letter to the party in Portland immediately
on
receipt.
Side Throw. — Oklahoma
(name
of town
suppressed)
! am thinking of putting in a gallery.
Our buildFeet wide.
Will it spoil one side of the picture if I
should move the operating room to the extreme side?
Is
there any way to overcome
this trouble if it appears?
I
have hopes of visiting New York City this summer, since
the Shriners meet in K< Chester, and you know I will never
getYouthat have
close left
to the
'World'
wichout
paying
you
a
vi
it."
out one very important point, Oklahoma,
and that is the length of the throw.
If you have a long
throw, say 80 feet or more, and are noc throwing a picture
greater than, say 16 feet, the distortion would probably not
ticeablc, though of course one side would be a
ittle higher from top to bottom than the other.
It is very
ikely that with the ordinary quarter size objective lens you
• some trouble with your focus.
However,
I bein be overcome by the installation of a half size
jrojection lens, winch same you can procure of the Gundach-Manhattan
Company,
or through the Nicholas Power
Company. New York.
If your throw is a short one the
ingle will, of course, he correspondingly greater, and it it is
than 80 feet I do not believe I would try it, though
ou might get away with it all right. I would suggest you
et your machine temporarily over the one side some mornme night after a show, project a picture and see
get out of it. However, if you will send me the
ength of the throw and the size of the picture, together with
• the hou-e, 1 can give you more definite informaShort Throw.
M
.rite-:
"I am building
ting room back of the screen
It will only be 20
ating room to the curtain.
1 would like
• wide.
Kindly tell me where 1
what in your opinion would be

•

'tain."

) be an

exceedingly difficult proposition, Mansfield, and
ihink you will be obliged in the end to pass up
attan Company or the Bausch & Lomb
\. V., tan supply you with the
in But lens makers claim that projection
,ith anything less than 2 inches equivalent focus lenses is
■ 1 Screi
u people,
whoseto
•■.illI'll. find M inut. the-e
columns
from time

C. E,

I.mdall,

tloll

1 wouldisolated
-;:.

otherwise

you

-M.s Mam

quite

behind
1 which
the light,
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culty when you said the competing house had a picture a
few feet less in ize. Also ic is possible that they are using
a machine the shutter of which cuts a little less light. You
must remember that you are putting a certain given quantity
of light through the apercure of your machine, a certain
given percentage of which is cut off, or eliminated by the
revolving shutter; what remains is your total available light.
However, your picture being 18 feet wide it will cover a
space of approximately 234 square feet, over which your
available light is diffused or distributed. Now, supposing
your cover
competitor's
picture to165besquare
only 15
it would
only
approximately
feetfeet
of wide,
surface,
or 69
feet less than yours. This would mean that, assuming that
he is using the same light strength you are, his picture
would naturally be almost one-third brighter, since he is confining his light to approximately one-third less space. Do
you see the point? On the other hand, however, you are
u-ing the silvered curtain, which ought to almost, if not
entirely, make up the difference. Study the pages of the
Handbook devoted to carbon setting carefully and I think
your operator may possibly be able to improve his light by
so doing. You may increase the amount of light also by
having the Nicholas Power Company send you a two-wing
»hutter for your machine You will, however, get considerably more tinker with that shutter than with the three-wing
article. As to the curtain matter 1 have directed the parties you referred I
iterature concerning their
screen 1 i, after studying the Handbook and what I have
here said to you regarding the size of your picture, you are
still unable to solve your difficulty, I will be glad to take
the matter up further witl
fully at this 9, ,
Light Plant. — Frohma, Mo. write"Do you ki
Of the two electric plants advertised in your columns is the
better?
I would be glad 1;
me the advantage
of your knowledge. One moving picture machine company
told me that they made inquiries regarding small electric
plants and have been informed tl .
lepended
on to give reliable service
They referred me to one manufacturer, but hi- outfit Is to
If you know anything foi
trie plants I wish you would kin I
1 think, Frohma, you certainly must realize that it is not
within the- province of this depart!
between the goods of different manufacture!
1 etui it might be, would be entirely impractical
from several points of view
l(
fact that
light plants h...
::tly handled, and
they might not be a success in tl
o-.d every
one who !
■ them.
Their
evidence, however, that in the hands of men who take inre of them thej

■ rvice. Even at that, they would save on express
charges, have less bother, and would, I believe, do a better
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mppose
I would suggest having
electric supply boose give or get you prices, deWiring Diagram.— Mr. A. J. Reith, Boston, sends in the
1 herewith hand you sketch of the manner in
which I have connected up my dissolving stereopticon.
The
wiring has given satisfactory results throughout :i year of
I In- rheostat is ■ i-' coil, 25 ampere instrument.
I have split it so as to make two circuits.
The advantage
1- the saving of a rheostat
1 find there 1- not enough heat
produced to harm the rheostat and in case of trouble it
less rheostat to examine.
I am using 45 amperes
my pictures, which are i(> feet wide
S
I know to have been in the business long before 1 «as
made a statement to the effect that he could see w
using that amount
of current when be could take a Single
rheostat and a Powers No. 5 and get better pictures than I
could with two rheostats and a No. 6, any mzc picture.
Is
—

r,CTTn
^111 ii r

he right?"

J

i1//—

_^—~- T

*

1 /

:.---£

7

»

11

1

/><,jt;a/

II

m

r— a-*t- Jf\ i

fTrri

fr^cfifrcoy,
°fier„rect

fj-

I do not exactly understand what you1 *have done, Friend
Reith. If you have 25 ampere, no volt
rheostat and you
have split it up, that is to say, hitched half the coils on one
stereo lamp and half on the other, then you would have
an exceedingly heavy current on your stereo. Moreover,
the coil ought to get very red. In fact, I should not think
such an arrangement would work at all satisfactorily. If, on
the other hand, you are using a 220-volt rheostat on no, then
your scheme would work out OK. Your information concerning the rheostat is not sufficiently comprehensive to
allow us to judge of the merits of your scheme. As to the
proposition set forth by the old operator, he is, in my judgment, not correct. In the first place, while the Powers No. 5
gives a greater percentage of light than does the No. 6
when equipped with the three-wing shutter, it does not give
anywhere near as good a picture, for the very simple reason
that with the two-wing inside shutter, except at high speed,
you have more or less of the objectionable flicker, which is
entirely obviated with the No. 6. Again: when the gentleman says he can produce such results regardless of the size
of the picture he is simply making statements which he
cannot back up with performance.
Watching Carbons. — Greenville, Pa., writes: "To watch
carbon points, place the points together and make a mark
on the inside of the lamp house wall exactly opposite to
them, then punch a hole the size of a pin in the wall at that
point. Through this hole an image of the carbon points
will be projected on the wall of the operating booth."
This scheme has already been published several times.
It is all right where the machine sets next to the wall, and
not far away from it. The image, however, will be improved
by inserting in front of the hole, outside of the lamp house,
at the right distance away, a piece of condenser lens. Cut
out that booth" please. Operating ROOM is the word. As
you talk "booth," you are likely to get a "booth."
Notes from Dixieland.— Savannah. Ga., writes: "There
was only a fair sized audience at the Folly Theater, Friday
evening. Three reels were shown. The first reel started
in out of frame and the light was so bad your scribe could
not make out the title. The other two reed- started off a
little better, but the light was very badly handled and the
picture-, were out of focus on one side. The Pathe We tern
drama would have shown up beautifully if it had been
rightly projected. The sides of the spot light were heavily
tinged with brown and the light was almost anything but
white. The orchestra was a treat. Two Powers No. 6
machines are in the operating room. The Odeon Theater,
opposite the Follv. was crowded. Three reels of film were
shown, the first being an Urban Elipsc! 'The Old Mill.' The
way this picture was handled was a credit to the operator
and all concerned. The light was fine and not one time
throughout the length of the film was there a single flaw in
the projection. The picture was steady and the speed well
gauged. In the second reel, however, an Essanay comedy,
the light was good, but poorly handled, a constant jamming
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of the carbons together seemed to be the operat
suit, which only served to spoil his picture.
The '.
an old Vitagraph, was very well shown, the light g
well bandied.
Song slides were dirty, the corners
theylb. were
poorlyDepartment
handled." would like to call
editorveryof this
to one thing in connection with the above letter. Evidently
at least in one of the houses, there was a competent opera
tor;
thatdream
is to when
say, atheleast,
a mancareless,
who "knew
how." frtth
did he
became
and proba
to knock a tit off of his carbon by jamming them together
that someone was watching and the fact was to be pub
lished all over the world. The point I wish to make is th;c
the operator should not be careful only sometimes, but al
the time, -nice he never knows who is watching I
The very time he becomes careless is likely to be the time
someone is watching, whom he would least of all like tc
n the straight and narrow path ol
good projection. The correspondent sending in this letter
is about to take a trip through the South and will send ir.
notes from che various cities along his route.
Motiograph Outside Shutter. — North Tonawanda, N. Y..
writes: "I notice you do not altogether credit my statement
as regards the needling of carbons (page 1077, May 13th
issue), but I can nevertheless prove that I am right \regards my projection, you may look at my picture for
three hours and if you find a shadow or blurred corner in
all of that time I will make you a present of a five-dollar
I wish, Neighbor, that more operators could make that
kind of an offer and back it up. Tonawanda is using a
Motiograph machine on which he has installed an outsidt
shutter. He sent me a drawing of the same and I could
not understand it. I requested him to send a better sketch,
and he has kindly supplied it as below.
bill."

You will notice in the sketch that the blades of the shutter
are only il/2 inches wide. Before publishing this sketch. I
wrote Tonawanda and asked for a paper pattern of the
shutter, which he very kindly sent, and it is just as it ii
drawn. The round, or hub, part of the shutter is 4 inchei
in diameter; the blades are il2 inches in width by Z\'i inchei
in length. They are of aluminum, riveted to the round part..
Well, in this matter, I must confess that you are at entire
liberty to "search me." 1 do not know what Tonawanda
is driving at. The sketch, you will notice, shows apparently
only one blade to the shutter. That is to say, one blade
and a flicker blade, both of which are only V/i inches in
width, the diameter of the whole being 11^ inches. On the
face of it, the thing seems to be not improbable, but totally
and entirely impossible. I, therefore, pass the matter up,
to our readers for comment. With that diameter of shutter
the main blade would have to be, I should say, something
like 5'/2 inches wide in order to cover the lens during the
time the picture is in motion. Tonawanda assures me that
be is using chis shutter and that it is absolutely flickerles^
Beyond question, his last statement would be true, but it
he can do anything like that— that is to say, use a shutter
blade V/2 inches wide, on a total diameter of n!.> inches,
then be is cutting only about 10 per cent, of the light,
whereas all machines to date cut from 41 to 52 per cent.
I should really like to see the performance of Tonawanda?
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machine. He also sends a paper pattern of an inside shutter
,he used, the same being only iya inches at its widest point.
ITonawanda says: "I find this shutcer to be absolutely flickerless even when there is no film in the machine." If Tonawanda has a kodak, or can borrow one, I wish he would
take a ?nap shot of the machine with the shutter on, and
:end it to me.
New York Operators' Union. — During the past two months
ithere has been a great deal of activity put forth by the
Moving Picture Operators' Union Auxiliary to No. 35 I. A.
T, S. E., New York City. This activity has been along organization lines and very much has been accomplished, the
membership of the Union having mounted to several hundred. It begins to look now, however, as if there were a
large possibility of all this work being undone by reason of
what seems to be, at least to some extent, internecine jealousies and righting. Apparently there is, whether intentional
or not, a determination on the part of a certain section of
the city to control everything. On the other hand, there
-eems to be some disposition on the part of Local Union
No. 35 to be unreasonable in the treatment of the Moving
Picture Operators' Auxiliary. A third disturbing element
lies in the fact that up to date the meetings have been more
jt less turbulent — usually more rather than less — due very
arge!y to the fact that the meetings are not governed according to the set forms known as parliamentary law, and
the further fact that the chairman of the meetings, however
well intentioned, has not proven capable of governing the
meetings in the best way. Just what all of this will finally
lead to is, of course, an open question. It appears certain,
however, that the Union can accomplish no large amount
of good for the operators until the deplorable state of
affair- described is eliminated. Owing to the turbulent meetings and the petty bickerings and quarrelings going on outside, some of the very best men connected with the organization have expressed an intention to give up their cards.
I earnestly to be hoped that they will do nothing
A the sort. Such an action would be foolish and would not
De a credit to their intelligence. The writer himself will
frankly admit that he has been disgusted with some of the
proceedings. He realizes the fact, however, that if the
•tandard of the New York operator is to be raided there
las got to be an effective organization. Mind you, I do not
'her the condition of the operator, though that,
;;ortant, but I also refer to the standard of work.
There is a crying need for an effective organization from
.iny and every point of view, and such an organization will
liltimately be very largely to the benefit of the exhibitor
well as to the operator. Jt can never be, however, until the men take hold, dig in, and run the affairs of
he organization in the way they should be run. Petty
ealousies, scrapping, back-biting and bickering never in this
omplished anything and, moreover, they never
vill. The good men — that is to say, the cool, level headed
nen— should attend the meetings and stand together until
he present storm of foolishness has passed or is crushed
jui, after which there will be the possibility of accomplishing
really worth while. Later: The last meeting, held
• vening, showed marked improvement over those
vhich have gone before. The attendance was larger and
considerably better maintained. About fifty new
nembers were added to the rolls. Financial matters of the
inion arc in excellent shape
Carbon
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Licensed.
Dress" (Biograph)
Henreason
w have
m "The
whichNewa temporarily
unbalanced
plays.1 apicture
part.
woman is promised a new dress l>y her husband,
but he, under the influence of wine, gives it to another
woman, telling hi- wife lie lost it. When she sees it on the
other she loses her mind, but when a little one comes to
the house she is fully restored, all memory of the dress
having vanished. Comment seems scarcely necessary. The
new feature 1- the cause which restores the woman's mind
The picture i- very true to life, temporary insanity under
the circumstances being not uncommon
"The Angel of the Slums'-' (Lubin).— This well told story
ha- for it- heroine a young
woman
settlement worker.
- a thief and induces him 10 become a man.
The
slum lite are characteristic and are interesting to
audiences unfamiliar with such Bcenes.
In a way, too, the
film shows the kind of work the social settlements do.
mo much to call the picture educational.
"The Accomplice" < 1'athe). — Here is a picture which will
affect people differently.
The acting is satisfactory and it
has one novel
situation, where the involved clubman
is
killed by a concealed mechanism
when he opens the unlocked safe. The serpentine steps and lithe motion- of the
dancer whose attempt to warn her lover, while she amuses
the baron, fails, is interesting.
We have seen much more
suggestive exhibitions on the vaudeville stage.
The picture
exists for the sake of this scene.
This picture is more
decadent than O-car Wilde's "Salome." because the story
1- not strong.
It may be called in some quarters salacious.
"Winter Sports at Lucerne, Switzerland"
(Pathe). — This
picture shows winter life at high altitudes.
The sports illustrated are the vigorous amusements
in which the. hardy
mountaineers
indulge.
The photography
deserves special
commendation, since to successfully photograph such swiftly
ibjects and make them stand out so clear requires
skill of the highest order.
The film is short, but is so
good that the audience wishes for more.
"Discharging the Cook" (Selig). — This is a slapstick comedy in which a bull pup and a quantity of dynamite play
important parts. The husband, wife, children, bull pup and
dynamite each make a demonstration, yet the cook is obdurate and refuses to be discharged. Eventually, however,
a truce is patched up and the cook marches out with the
01 war.
"Dear, Kind Hubby" (Selig).— This is a short, snappy
comedy, illustrating how a business man goes about cooking
a dinner. He gives the women in the audience several
hearty laugh-., then he telephone- for a cook The astonishis that
didn'tsome
sendfoolish
for help
before.
He did
manying thing
funny
thingshe and
ones.
He stepped
on one of those long handled floor-brushes and its handle
wacked him on the nose. That was a human experience,
a- this reviewer is aware from experience.
"His Mother" (Vitagraph). — The leading character is
played by Mrs. Mary Maurice and the doctor, her son, by
Maurice Costello. The doctor's fiancee, by Hazel Xeason.
The object of the story is to picture a young doctor's fear
of having his plain, old mother, whom In- loves, meet his
Stylish fiancee. This brought about an unpleasant situation,

but the fear w.as entirely needless, and all the worry and
temporary sorrow it caused was borne without any good
reason.
Tin- picture is true of life.
"The Samourai's Expiation" (Pathe).— This is a tinted
film .-howiing finely colored scenes in Japan. It gives a
well-constructed drama which is clear and intelligently
acted. Its object seems chiefly to show a remarkable juijitsu fight to the death between a Samourai and a young
merchant, the one with a sword, the other with a staff.
This conte-t. though long, is well conducted and very interesting indeed. It takes place under the smiliing face of a
stone Buddah.

(Edison).—
not"The
madeQuarrel
so clearon asthe
thisCliff"
company
usually This
makesloveits story
stories,is
though the main outlines of its love and jealousy are quite
This reviewer quite missed the meaning of the
The background is very interesting, being rocky
-nnl wastes under tropic sunlight.
The photog-

rapher la- made beautiful picture- of t!
time- at the expen-e of the character-, though. 1
tenor of the cabin, the picture u
itcly, faces
and background a- well. There's a lantern search 111 it, but
the lantern isn't lit.
"The Baby of the Boarding House"
(Edison).— The object of thi- picture is to contrast the charactei
young men. one an idler who probably merely in.
wakened
v\>, the other an industrious plodder, intelligent
but not "-mart."
It is not highly dramatic, but so true that
it might pass a- a slice of real life
It 1- a play that gives
half a do/en actors a chance to do creative work in imagining each a character.
They are all good, but p<
boarding house keeper, mother of the baby, i- the best
Hrr
indignation at tin- situation, as she see it. is natural, and she
picture- it well, though her trusting her baby with the idler
ood recommendaton for him.
He really '
ahard
job tonextsec morning,
didn'tbeen-howma it. It is
how this though
picture thecouldplay have
in any way, mechanically or artistically.
"The Loyalty of Den Luis Verdugo" (Kalem).given litre is of California in the day- of 1848 after Southern
California had been ceded to the United States. It rcpreSpanish Don objecting strenuously to the domination of the new government and refusing to haul down his/
Mexican flag. A love episode begins between the Don's
daughter ami an American lieutenant, with corre-ponding
jealou y on the part of the Mexican. The setting i- picturesque, much of the action taking place around a house more
than to100theyears
girl's which
ride for
helpenthusiasm
and the soldiers'
ridranchold.
are The
features
rouse
in the
audience.
"The Abermthy Kids' Rescue" (Pathe) —Thi:
traies a thrilling story in which the now famous Ahcrnathy
tis ami Temple, and their father play the conspicuous part-.
I In Kids are driven up a tree by «
their father, going to their rescue, does the fan
catch, bare handed.
There is no question about the popularity of tlii- film.
It will bring rounds of applau-e almost
anywhere.
"The Ocean Harnessed" (Pathe).— A clo-e view of the
wave motor at Atlantic City is given in this film. It makes
an interesting picture.
"The Traitor" (Urban).— We have here an I tali
of smugglers an,l -muggling with marvclou- marine scenery
in a beautiful tint. There are also scenes showin.c
ing rocky shore-.
The story of the smugglers
and the
treachery of one of their number is rather hackin
its dropped
etc. could
The girl's
the 1water is a
new
incident, letter,
but there
hardlydivebe into
a tamer
that of the officers following the smuggK r
sailboat.
The -election of the views and the photograjjjf
pecial commendation.
"Rubber Neck Percy" (Urban). — This -eric- of .
ture- follow- upon the inqui-itiveness of Percy
pensity f"r investigation leads him into all sorts of painful
experience-, but his mania is not cured.
It is not 1
fied.
And the audience gets much amusement
!■
short and snappy comic ends.
"The
Puncher's
New
Love"
(Essanay).— This
strong
drama ha- scenes laid both in the We-t and tin I
tells the story of a Westren cowboy who de-erts h
ern sweetheart for a girl from the Ea-t. This perl
him his life. The play is mostly pathetic, but there are a
few bitunedy that relieve the gloom.
The film probably will ofbe c popular.
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"In the Days of Nero" (Gaumont). — The object of this
dramatic picture i- to show how human
fate makes the evil that one may shoot, arrow-like, at another (
miss the intended butt and make a victim of tin
sent it forth.
In this case, the poison I. cu-tra gives to
Nero for Kritannicus is stolen by her son and ca
death and her own great sorrow.
If tinknow, that in the street scene, the reveler who is -•■
wine is Locustra's son and that she love- him. the picture
would be far more effective.
As it is. they know it only
when the messengers come to Locu-tra with the s;
It is a very graceful picture! this reviewer thinks it
Roman
picture he has seen.
The street revelers with Lo-
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kstra's son dance gracefully and make a very beautiful scene,
tingtragic
of thesituation
whole ca-t
is good; The
but Locustra's
picture of the
is excellent.
film is colored
and the photography is very good.
"Lucia's Broken Romance" < Pathe). — This film pictures
■. of an old Italian woman who doesn't know what
has happened to her daughter. The girl was a street violinist who had genius, but a famous pianist has helped her to
make a position for herself in the world and she has forr old mother and father. She is brought back and
plays as the old woman dies content. Paul Panzer takes the
part of the father, and Martha Spier, the part of the daughter. If the father had been made to appear older, the picture
would have been clearer, for this reviewer first thought that
the two were brother and sister, and later saw his mistake
but thought them man and wife. The acting is commendable
and the photography very good.
"In the Baggage Coach Ahead" (Edison). — This picture
illustrates a poem, popular some years ago, representing a
an trying to quiet a crying baby, and when asked
why he doesn't take the child to its mother, he replies that
she is "in the baggage coach ahead." The picture illustrates the story as he tells it, and closes as a woman takes
the child and one by one the passengers steal away, leaving him with his great grief. The picture is highly emotional, is excellent mechanically and fairly impresses the
audience with its power.
"When a Man's Married" (Yitagraph). — This comedy is
based upon the experience of a married man who by mistake
exchanges camera - with a reporter friend. The married
man, Jack Howard, is played by James Morrison;
Mabel,
iack's wife, by Mabel Nelson, and the reporter by Edward
'hillips. The playlet is made the more attractive by the
few characters included. When Jack's pictures come home
-ees pictures of women in interesting poses; they
are the press pictures of a theatrical attraction. If the
reporter hadn't shown up, there would have been a separation. The parts are well played and the film is sufficinetly
amusing to keep the audience in good humor.
"The Bankrupt"
(Gaumont). — This romance
represents
one banker ruining another because the man's daughter
marry him.
Jiut the girl's lover turns up at the
opportune time with a gold mine worth half a million stertaphorically, in his vest pocket, saves the ruined
banker from suicide and marries the girl in quite the old
story
book
manner.
'1 he storyis clear.
is clear, acted quietly and
naturally.
The
photography
"Prejudice of Pie%e Marie" ( Yitagraph).—
Here ischaracter
a story
some excellent
drawing in the two men
Jean, played by William Humpha well drawn, good natured, honest fellow.
Pierre
played by Telii Johnson, is quite the opposite, yet Babette,
played b)
rre as her husband.
mis without cause
lint later, when Pierre
vhile smuggling, it is Jean who ministers to him.
who hides him until tl>.
and binds up his
as his life blood ebbs away.
The story i
The audience follows with atteninning to end

Independent.

"After Twenty Years" (Nestor).— This is
memory lasting twenty yi .
the
drawn strikinj
by a child.
The story is made m individuality 1- quite as marked ii
in those
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"Gen. Marion, the Swamp Fox" (Champion). — One of the
gle, General Marion. ,
luccd in uythisstrugphoHis exploits in th
Tate his character
in 17K1
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purpose seems to be to show a noble spirit awakening in a
man whoto had
been fora thief.
The ofpicture
closeman's
return
prison
a crime
his old
pal. with
now this
dead,
by
suicide. Even though the story is complicated, and involves
many persons, it is plain enough to be undei
watched with care, and the audience plainly liked it. The
Imp players put a great deal of vigor and sympathy into
the acting.
The mechanical work is equally well done.
"An Indan Brave's Conversion" (Yankee*. — Here is a
picture which i- based upon elemental human passions. The
scenes are laid in a mining camp, peopled by the usual
characters.
The ministerbear little fruit.
The advent
of and
the minister's
daughter
changes
situ-a
ation, however,
a love story
develops.
In a the
melee
converted Indian commits a crime, for which the lover,
Tom, is to be hanged. The girl and the Indian mount and
ride furiously, arriving just in time to save Tom's life. The
story is well told and many interesting situations develop
while the picture is running.
"Across the Mexican Line" (Solax, April 28,).— This film
is mentioned again to emphasize the assertion heretofore
made that it is sometimes difficult to tell how a picture will
take with a different audience. For example, this picture
was seen first in Xew York. It made scarcely a ripple. It
was seen again in a crowded house in a small town and
was greeted with wild applause. Almost every move the
lieutenant made when de Castro surprised him was apolauded, while the Mexican was hissed. The girl at work on
the telegraph pole sending the message to the American
headquarters was almost continuously applauded, and the
plunging ride of the American troopers brought forth round
after round, closing with an outburst of several minutes
when they arrive, stop the execution and capture the Mexicans. The American loves a contest, and if his side wins he
is all the more enthusiastic. The illustration of that spirit
in this picture pleases the audience in the average theater beyond calculaton. There is life, action, but above all that
illustratii n of contrast, the winning of a fight and the exemplification of fair play. Apparently managers will have
no difficulty in pleasing their audiences with this
"Making
a
His Son" work
(Champi
the acting andMan
the ofmechanical
of thi1
the writer does not like the story
But any man w
anything about jails and their influence undei
that they seldom make nun
They are t
develop criminals.
When
the son
father doe- another mean thing.
He uses a sacr
friendship to te t a man •
tion.
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"Air Bubbles" | ^mbro io>. — We call them soap bubbles
in Ann:',
h n by a very ui
a him pictures that send him home contrite
indeed that his go..,l mother is still alive
and : irgive him
There i • an unu u illy
Fresh idea in this picture.
It is worked out so well
and makes so powerful an impression thai there is n.> question in the spectator's mind as to whether it i- a French or
an American
picture.
I •
I universality in it
tli.it would make it just a- well understood in China as here
tily recommend it
In fact, it'- a master picture.
"As Your Hair Grows White" (Powers).- Thirty years
elapse after the lovers were separated; tin- man conn-- hack
ska. The girl is still unmarried, and her blond hair
ha- turned to silver. The man return-; hi- hair, too, is gray,
and, after convincing the butler who he is, there i- a touchnciliation, and the gray hair- are forgotten in the
renewal of the youthful love. The picture interest 5 because
Oi ii- appeal to love deep enough to endure even though
liair> are silver with passin
"For Her Brother's Sake" (.Imp). — The object of this film
i- to create a romantic impression by letting a young girl
ride a beautiful, jet black race horse to victory and so pay
off the mortgage with her prize money. The situation that
made her action necessary, as it is developed step
is handled so well that every bit of it is clear and effective
Two races are shown on the screen before the climax when
the heroine rides up to the bars a victor. Neither of the e
\citing; they are both processions, but the excitement of the faces on the stands is shown and that keeps up
the interest. The characterizing of every one m the story
is good. But the man who takes the part of Mr. Spotwood, who appears only for a moment, i- perfection, and
the heroine (Little Mary) is the part's true personality to
the very breath.
It's a good film.
"The Guardsman" (Rex).— Beautiful setting and excellent
acting make this an effective picture. Taken alone, the story
is commonplace, but the Rex Company has given great
charm to every one of its scenes. The tinting n varied in
nearly every scene and it is always just right, while the
photogiaphy has brought out the details so clearly that the
actor- have had ample chance to show the emotional po-sibilities of the situation. It is a commendable film, telling
how the daughter of an inkeeper saved the king from being
! The acting of the old innkeeper ii perhaps worthyspecial notice.
"The Conflict" (Reliance). — The object of this drama is
to picture a struggle between good and evil in the soul of a
young girl. This reviewer doesn't feel that as a picture of
such a struggle it is wholly convincing. He has persuaded
himself that the reason for this is that the talented cast ha.
sacrificed some humanity to the necessity of making the
story clear. In one scene a bunch of rose- i- made to serve
as a symbol of a great deal more than one ordinarily sees
in them. The effect, to thi- reviewer, was not ac all adequate.
The roses didn't explain the girl's sudden change- of attitude.
Nor does
reviewer
girl'- motion
sudden inreaching
toward
the the
crucifix
held upthink
was the
a natural
such a
girl. In plain words, this reviewer didn't think the drama
a truthful picture of human life. The story i- poor and the
action unnecessarily disagreeable, although evil i- overcome
at the end of the picture. It wa- also seen in a theater in a
small city and the audience was so deeply touched that a -igh
of relief was audible when the villain left the monastery and
the girl in peace.
"A Matrimonial Surprise" (Powers).— This comedy makes
them laugh. Here is 300 pounds of bachelor poking fun at
his married friends when irate wives interfere with a poker
game. Hut hi- fall is hard. He marries a go pound woman,
and what
she docs to him
makes the audience
laugh.
He
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i the wash
tub 111 one scene,
. - u hen he i- show n a- 1

"The Colonel and the King" (.Thanhouser). — In tin- picture little Marie Kline takes the leading part. It- charm is
her personality. ^mong other interesting scenes, we -ee
her. a- the little outcast king, coming into the Land of the
Free through Ellis I -land. His little majesty has a good
time giving hi- guardian the -lip in Battery J'ark. New
York City, and meet- a big policeman, who puts him on
the train at the new Pennsylvania K. R. station. The picture plea-ed.
"Circle C's New Boss" (.Champion).— The ranch in this
story i- left to an La-tern lady, who shows at once that
-he know- how to boss it. The superintendent, whom -he
ha- discharged, 1- a bad man and tries to do her a great
wrong. The new boss rescues her with the help of the
boys, one of whom is of great assistance. There wa- mj
immediate necessity for a marriage, but we are treated to
two, and the boys after the ceremony bang away at the
ceiling of the parlor. If they used ball cartridge-, the
plaster must have suffered. The story is clearly told and
has some very good scenes. As a whole, it is acceptable.
The photography
1- g..od.
"His Dumb Wife" (Solax).— This is a sprightly vaudeville
and has a g
1 deal of charm, mostly owing to the work of

perhaps it's a shaving, from her throat, she begin- a sixty
mile-a-minute talk She talks even to the sunfish in the
water barrel. Tin- i- very good; it makes the film worth
while. It might have had a better setting, though, than the
rest of the -ketch gives it. The photography is excellent.
"The Harvest" (Reliance).— This is a story of a husband'jealousy of an artist, and the jealousy of the artist's wife.
Both have cause to be jealous. The woman is more magnanimous than the man and she covers the situation to shield
the weaker woman, then she leaves her unworthy artist-husband. The relationship of the people in the story didn't
seem clear to thi- reviewer and so he couldn't follow its
thread very closely.
The photography is fair.
"The Nun" (Great Northern). — A love story told with
considerable dramatic power, which illustrates the intrigue
of a monk and hi- attempt to get a girl into his power.
The climax come- when the girl, convicted of blasphemy,
is condemned to be buried alive, and the sentence is to be
executed just as a prince, to whom she appealed, arrives
with a body of nun and re-cues her. She falls into the
arms of her lover, while the villain is hurried away to punishment. The story, as given, has offended the religious
sensibilities of very many earnest people of all denomination-: and especially Roman Catholics, whether they are
especially earnest or not, feel dista-te at seeing the crucifix
handled without reverence.
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U'owers). — Here
1- .1 Western
romance.
II. <re 1- a picture ni ., "home tead lottery" in it. The storj
i- char, hut there i- nothing very beautiful in it. The l.nidit hero
marries
the heroine,
who
-ternto he .1 worthy
though -he did give way t.. a sickly sentimentality when -he aided
him, a fugitive
from
justice, to
marries them
might
have
been the
governor; he seems !■■ he a lug official.
However, the ban: himself from hi- crimes, and wasn't tit to marry
a good woman
The picture of the old pioi ■
"Broncho
Buster's
Rival"
(Bison).
This
Wei
exists chiefly to give picture- .>i rough riding.
It opens with
a scene
in which
the "buster"
rule- a horse
that romp!
about, bucking, -tarii-hmg. etc.
It make- an interesting exhibition, and attracts
the heroine
The
hero
comes;
the
"buster"
turn
oul had man.
and
the usual
chasi
The chief difference 1- that in this picture the ridm
interesting than in the usual film.
The hero, after shown*
that
he i- weak
and
unworthy
of a woman's
trust, gets
married.
It was
well received
both in New
York
and the
suburbs.
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A BARGAIN
Five Powers No. 5 Machines,
rebuilt and in perfect condition.
Have been taken in trade. Will
sell separately, very cheap.

GEORGE
827 Washington St.,
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Hoboken, N. J.

A Kimble Motor for
your moving picture machines
can pay for itself in a week
For a steady picture, run at exactly the right speed,
with
freethat
to attend'
to the
For operators
a realistichands
picture
will give
yourlights.
theater
widespread reputation and crowd every seat everj performance. pm in the special
.11
P.

KIMBLE
A C. MOTOR

One single lever controls speed at will, at a. iv point
between 300 and 3,000 R I' M
Installation 1- simple and easj
Either belt direct from pulley on motor t" pulley 011
fly wheel shaft of machine, or replace crank on machine
with 6-inch pulley; belt from that to a-inch pulley en
countershaft and from 15-mch pulley or countershaft to
motor pulley. For the latter installation, we supply
ball-bearing countershaft PRICES
where desired.
1 s 111' MO Kimble
A C. motor with grooved pulley:
Sells
^27.00

DON'T SLEEP
till jrouVe ordered Vc
prin StlfReleasing Fire Exit
Latches. When they're in■tailed in any building for
Which you are in any way
reiimnnble, you'll sleep mure
II know, then.
that in case ol
. will be killed
or injured becauae of firedoor, that won't open.
I or
b»r icrou

Ball v,bearing
countershaft
10.00
220
Its
The superiority of the Kimble A G varia
motors is -.. LMv.it thai twi large linkers of moving
will follow
picture
machines already supj.lv Kimble M..t..rs Others
in now.comment
Watch the
peoplethe "peik"
listen
t.. Put
theironepleased
Watch
crovsds up;
increase

Kimble

Electric Company

1118 Washington
grow
K.w..

the

rifl lock an. I
lalihr, ,,, ,u„,iy and /vji
tilth, dr.lrr now, and be
on the tafe iide.
Catalog?
.'.'VA'/.V

/'/ /•/

Vonnegut Hardware Co., Distributers. Indianapolis, hid

l'leaie
furniihr.l
V.inr
Addmi

estimate

.'■

ft, length
!

on
.

Blvd., Chicago
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an American
shi-.ipl.uyer.
Is aim. charms of the putty
hall breed,
and
getting
llu
under the Influence of liquor, persuades the sots
man to compel Wana
lo marry him.

■

lile a saloon
r after hi
SHOOTING

THE

RAPIDS

IN

follows
the sheep buyer e

JAPAN. poriiiniiv
She li..

, .
nt

In a

in

during

. .
■ ■; ■•

the

and

liberate
THE

ON

the captive
FRONTIER
•n

women.
OF
THIBET.
i

and

|

ions

trip

11
The
Indians.
1
ie theing
trapi
I bj
Winonah
and
taken
to
i back
to health,
saving
the Intermingling of blood from l
of the chief. This ccreinoiiv over. Winonah is given
to lit in us his wife. Sonic time later, however, our
hero makes his escape and returns to his real wife
and
child.
He
is seen
and
followed,
however,
by
an Indian
who w:,s In love with
W
nah.
and this
Indian
reports
his whereabouts
to the chief,
who
determines
to kill
him.
Winonah.
bOWBVi
hearing the conversation, begs the privilege of taking
ore

mill weary
she
tin:.
clearing and sinks down
exhausted.
•man in the boose Buds her and cures
little child amuses
her.
Seeing a

Milking
Inquiries she discovers t. ...
the father
of the little chili] whom
she now
he, his
upon
her ki
.Inst then
the father
returns
and
• .is into .-i corner unobserved by any of
The father takes his little one on his
lap with playful caresses. In the background
Winonah is stealthily approaching to pet her re»a\.-rs lietween hatreil ami love. Finally, love mastering, she quietly slips out
the family in peare. On her way hack to camp
Winonah
slips over a precipice and Is killed.
SEMIRAMIS. — This magnificent film Is a portrayal
of that period when Nlnus was kins of Bahvlnn.
This Is the king who. In order to gratify his desire
for luxury and elegance, built the "Hanging Garileus." Serulramis. when lirst King Nlnus saw her.
w.is a woman of low estate, living In the country.
bnl her beauty so appealed to the king thai be
made her his wife. Shortly after, thirsting for
:: : mini s plots the ileath of her husband,
anil Nlnus Is assassinated. The people of Babylon
•— — T struck
at the death
of their king,
and
clamor wildly outside the palace gates for tli
of the regicide, hut Semiramls. by her au.ln-ily
nnd exceeding great beauty quells the clamoring
mob when appearing In their midst. Semiramls
later wins the esteem of her subjects by personally
taking the field with ber army and repulsing the
invasion of the Arabs. Tills victory was celebrated
1 feasting and merry-making
In the Hang-

Shortly after Shaw's death Stafford Is ruined i
the stock market, and the only chance lie can s
of recouping his fortune Is through the marria:
of his son with Mary.
To this Mary objects stren
Stafford thai he stops at nothing, and by a ruse
separates the lovers and persuades Mary that he
Is going to take her away to a quiet country place
where stead
she'she can
forget tohera unhappy
love affair.
Is taken
lunatic asylum
and InIncarcerated there. This, however, does not get him
the money, so Stafford plans her death. Fortunately
this Is overheard by a nurse, who gives the alarm
to Mary, who escapes by means of a rope. Getting
the police, they return, entering the room suddenly,
Is the form of Mary

asleep In her bed.
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he
half
drunken
sheep buyer
flndl th.
own.
he returns :., Hie hom.. of the squat),

Wedding

compels
him
to refund
tin
Ii Is almost a death blow
to the old rascal
i hnppj
nm

l.\

•

longer."

lents.
tiallants
return
and
attack
•ii r to one.
lie Is shot, hi- uniform
Iken
and one of his enemies
rides
. deliver the dlspatchea.

tbi
and dispatches
on Ills errand

accompanied
by the French
0
val.t.
In bringing
a large
sum
of money
frt
the local bank out to his team,
with which top
on* his men.
he unwittingly
exposes It before t
a had frontier r
They

generals
presence
and .hi
hits the traitor.
Tears
otT his hat and exhibits documents hidden beneath
the lining.
HI- Hon. ii Vindicated. The musketeer and his
foe tight n duel in presence of the general, the
traitor is wounded and the Musketeer's honor vindicated.
k.IIsIi .
THE SLEUTH.— Showing the ludicrous adventures
large

go

ABU
8.

Thibetan

MUSKETEER.— Camp
S I
roinmander
'•Surrounded

■•t heart to
I"*ir girl

the

BetTS
soldi.

_•

smoking

the party
seems
In liu- ih-tlun In the turhui which dash over the
>hi animal licking its lips in
Ion
of fcdlng
on
its prey.
After
three
this ihtIIoiis
boating
the party
find
themISO reel lower
thau
the point
from
which

lleve

returned,
ialllc ,

price

offered

(or

recovery

of

GAUMONT.
ALONE AT NIGHT.— A touching story of a child1!
pity for the aged. It tells how a Utile fellow
made himself very useful to an old shepherd.
JIMMIE,
THE
SPORTSMAN.— He has miraculous.
unci
flsh pole
and
tinallv
sells
it
for a huge
price
to an "Id lime
enemy,
who
finds
that in changing
hands
the rod has lost its power.
SCIENCE vs. QUACKERY.— The story of a millionaire medicine manufacturer
who
learned
to be

amubsh

him

the

C

they
start
in pursuit,
overtaking
recovering
the money.
Bradley is so gratified that 1
to New
York
at his expense,
and
buy
cow Isome
own

the

their
roh

Sera them
they no.:

low
a trii

very
clothe!
store. loudand "college
thinking l«ov" themselves

qoltr

properly
dressed
for the effect.. Fast,
they
upon
Bradley
and
his astonished
wife
and

descent!
diugh

That night at the reception they make a great
sensation, attired in rented dress suits and In ar
entirely breezy and good nature. 1 way they mortalh
affront the count, who Is a suitor for Bradley*
oldest
daughter,
and
he
den
duel.
The
girls heg the boys to have a mock duel
and
make
him
ridiculous
and
so get rid of him
This they do with the aid of Bradley and his Mend'
for they bring the count
to the grounds
see
them
performing
some
marvelous
,,,plr
!
either
']p:\r. '
s In the affections of the t

Showing a fakir, his methods of selling his worthtlona
to
the
unsuspecting
public
and
Ills reward
and
punishment
when
his little
son is
brought
close to death's
door by substitution of his
father's
"remedy"
for a scientific
formula.

THE
CARRIER
her favorite plgi
boldness
receives

a

-.

PIGEON.— Molly,
while
among
la approached by Ja.
lusl rebuke.
Two
months
later

Jack agrees to take Molly's pel pig
i for a practice
(light and makes the most of the opportunity. A
few days later .lack, while driving his team, comes
across a half breed Indian, who I- unmercifully beat
ing his horse .lack stops the Indian's cruel treatment of the pony and chastises the half breed. In
revenge the Indian plans to raid the bullion wagon.
.lack, sinning out on his trip to the smelter, takes
Molly's pigeon for a long flight. While on his way
lie Is ambuscaded by the Indians. .Tack puts up a
good, stiff light, hut the odds are against him. As
".Ides a message on a piece of
his handkerchief
attaches It to ihe |
bird on
ay.
The message Is dellvered.
Molly
quickly organizes
:.
arriving
Just
in the nick
of

son captive. Hours later, grandmother and I.I;
are rescued by .Tames Ward, a passing stranger.
Twenty three years later Liza promises to marry
the man who rescued and raised her. James Ward
brings to his home a wounded Indian trader. A
week later Ward Is called away and leaves the
stranger to protect the women. A week passes.
Lisa forgets gratitude and loyalty in her strange
fascination for forthe thestranger.
stranger.Ward Learning
ofto Lisa's
nfTnctton
decides
cfTnee
he

happy

with

flic

t explnlns

t
the

sltur

Te.iasl.
established
the Franolsr
Antonio
dc Valero
(The
Alamo I
slon
was
built
the
puehh
(hnrrncksl. which formed t
In of
1 San Antonio.
cltv

Around

sent to force her back into allegi
the
At San
Antonio,
in 18
was
In command
With
elf st 'of the fort.
William
Bowie.
David
Crockett.
LI
and
a small
force.
ITp received
wr
Anna,
at the head
of a Mexican
thousand,
was
advancing
dispatched
:
aid.

On

sending

February

Lieut.

23.

this Talii presldl"

West,

¥11

Dickenson,

Santa

surrender, and upon the brave refusal of I
attacked the place. Travis held the Alamn until
March d. 1S.fR. his little force constantly diminution that dav. when all seemed lost. Travis dre»
a line with his sword down the centre of the roam
and asked all who would die with him to crot* to
his side. All crossed save one. Hose, who announced his determination to try to escape. B>
succeeded in leaving the building hut was never
heard
from again.
A breach was made in the wall by the cannon
of Santa Anna, and the Mexicans entered to (M
all the men dead excel. t Travis and fntir core
panlons. These were lmmedlnt.lv slaughtered or
the spot: and Lucy Dickenson, with two other w
men and three children, were all to leave the Alamo
alive.

? squaw-man.

Jin

■ riding throng

THE STATE LINX.— Reckless, bnt big hearted,
was
He would
share his last dollar
with Harry
nnvhodyBlake.
that asked
f.
One day while he v

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

mil
wis

perilously
near
to a high
cliff.
Tnoug
on an urgent
errand,
ho
io liml that was the sin
child.
He rode buck and restored ber to ber fi
eeks

biter
be
accidentally
bully
who
attacked

shot
biui

Blake settled down In a town just on tbe otber
nlde of tbe border. That spring tbere was a sud... hich caused tbe watel to ri»e In tbe
canyon where the
ttle home was situated. Blake saw- tbe
• and lie knew that when it once broke
it would
sweep
down
and
carry
away
g like a
riff's
oss In'o the state where bis life mlg
I* forfeited. But Blake was not tbe man to he
oped <ni lils broncho and rode mail
down the canyon. He waa sih-u and recognized
..ne of the deputies, who took a shot at him. I
waa wounded, but managed to deliver bis warn!
at tbe sheriff's house. There be was mi rs.-.l ha
to health anil In the end tbe wedding bells ra
for Harry

lllake

and

the

sheriff's

lovely

Cleo again
tries to alienate
tbe
musician,
and succeeds In turning
After

the

Vasslll

affections
ol
the foolish
\

party.
is

Ornamental
Theatres

dattchti

PLASTER

(']

beard
the plot, finds an opportunity
t.> fb*
poisonous
powders
Intended
fur
(leu's
uncle
with a harmless
aleeplng
i.owder.
and at the party
later the powder
r.-siilts only
g tbe rich man
Into a death Ilk.
deliberately
poison■ .- guest
at the party.
:i ih-te.-'
ed and an Investigation
made
which
r.-sults In
t entering

RELIEF
Theatres

ii

DECORATIONS

Designed

Everywhere

cT/>e Decorators
2549

Archer

Avenue

Supply Co.
i
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.
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CROOKED

return

when
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VITAGRAPH.

A DEAD

a

mil

t<> find

table
with

few

in,. lianonaj i penury

• Job l

vicinity.

eteri

I

TIM
MAHONEY
THE
decide
tu .all
a stilk.strong
argon ..
vlsalillltr
of fa«..rl.i
declared.

SCAB aftOI
It bag

lUlcli.d

IC

»l
tbr

II.. 1.1

i, no und

ra

THE

i the fulfillment „r rba Judg
ig called upon

■

■ boat, in which

'•■ir fr.-i-.l

in

MOVING

whore custom.! . are few.
! things look

brought

AND

mtbreak of the
command of ■
hit borne

FLAGS.— A
oel Dabney is

tet he l- killed in action ami Ma body
I
ami burled in III.- little family bury-«.ops s.. nihil, an. I Virginia ami hci young -ister tlml them> .'I I nl. 'ii soldiers,

i n. I demand

very

much

entrance.

•in. Inn they brnutally
rpowei him, and using him as a battering ram.
-l In the .I'H.r.
Then ,
• i.hei-s appropriate everything
ol
in- of them -tarts to seize Virginia, and poor ,.i,i
ah in trying :•■ reacne bia mlatreaa is roughly
II, (boots down

hei assailant.
This -enrages
bia
Virginia's
(..I II. e L-irls. when they
iiuerrii|.ie,l ■
• i|.tain Percy
.1 -quad
..I I lie m soldiers.
1'erey elears out
: fnrtlier.
As
■ be faints, the exertion having
s him during
a put lo bed and ii
a serious Illness.
I'erey falls i!es|n-rately in
with ills lovely nurse. I.nt she remains true to ner
i.l not noli, e a lucre "i ank."
Virginia and her sister are l.n-ily engaged mend
illg a Confederate
Hag.
whicll
was torn l.y the
foraging pany. when (ii-nrgiana ,lr.,ps the needle.
Percy enters the r i and seeing them
. tor flu- lost nolle, offers his a — istauce.
which is bantlly declined.
■ f.nally ol.liged to return lo Ills regiment.
- love to Virginia.
To
I'ncle
to
care Wash,
for her.however,
and alsolie a manages
farewell tonotegiveIn miwhichy
In- |

nise-

to return

for

her after the war.

-■ war is over, true to Ids promise. Cap
tain Percy does return, and this time he lias little
trouhle In making her surrender lo a "Yank."
THE
NIECE
AND
THE
CHORUS
LADY.—
• iding her
mother and her brother home to keep him company.
i at this that lie overlooks a letter
il weal saying ahe is going to pay
umbrella.
Turning a windy comer he Is run into by Mazle. a
chorus girl, whose nmbrella baa turned inside out.
The rain descends In torrents, and he gallantly
lends her his unihrella and take- refuge In a nearhy
Mazio

tells

her

cvperiei.e

to

1

eturiied from the seashore, She finds his niece's
i-tter and at once decides that she would he a
i Hie niece being :
n right), and telegraphs Jones' wife
woman
and demands an explain, in. Jones, panic
strleken.
Introduces Mazie as his niece from
uiotlier-ln-law at once proceeds to make
Mazle

feel

f

up

WORLD

Ami II. en. jnsi when credit
tile

A friendly
no.vnliron.l and tiny are ~s.n overwhelmed
with offers
..f credit and help,
The landlord,
in spile of his
still. I i refusal al I In- start l.efore l lie Inheritance
.nine to tli, -in. Immediately
..(Tel- to ll\ lip the shop
-. i Ik-iii w Ith everj thing m-.-dl i
I'h.-ll iiimiii tlielr taking np llu-lr iilmile In a new
In-l-iI.. pile 111.
oorae cm
of

HEARTS

PICTURE

affairs

ami

tln-y

forget

their old

fro in

eoiiii- very impleiisant person-.
Tlielr giHiil .lollies
are In anything bin g I taste and llu-lr tal.le,
though
loaded
wltli everything
and
lerltnblc
hat t legrollnd
of
l.iltler and footman. '
And then suddenly a letter colnes from the lawyer telling them that the estate has heen settled
and the accounting made and tlial their -hare of
(he uncle's fortune is represented l.y the silln total
of
eenls'
.-nurseand theall collapse
lerrilde.
ami llilrty
of eonrse
the ur
dealers
who haveI- supplied
them
with credit and g I- i
idlatcly
become
alarmed, make a raid upon tile house, sieze upon
everything and earry it away, and tin- pi. lure ends
with the stripping of tin- house In a ridiculously
rapid fashion and ii, .■ taking awaj ••( the two upstarts by their irate landlord.
IT SERVED HER RIGHT.— Mr. and Mrs. Hilltop
live iii unruffled serenity until .me day thej employ
a rook who is entirely too g I looking for an ideal
domestic. Returning home from business \li inn
top discovers the loss of his latch key and
hall
house through the
way. where lie stops to give the cook
Mrs. Hilltop, hear
pertaining
'
'
terinlnes to keep l
The

.

■ is horrili. I

• ■r leading to the kit, lien w hi,
that the cook i- helng embraced by a n..,,
.-.
outline- lesemlile Mr. Hilltop's.
The following day. at al-.iit the usual time for
her hushand's
return, she -end- th
»>k on an
errand.
quickly
dons
the cookrap and
apron
and patiently awaits liul.hy.
Presently
I, caw
footstep, the door opens and she turn- her
hack.
The next i lent she i- seized In a bearlike
• ■luluand a resoiimling
ki— i- planted
on ller
lips. Her eyes Hashing tire with jealous wrath, she
wheels about and Is confronted with the face of
the grinning Iceman)

Independent Film Stories
NESTOR.
„,„|

heir
irdingly.

armed

with

I

found
plain tuit
pleasant
, planers
at Foreman
M D
All went well for a couple of months, until .lolm
McDonald discovered that his , laughter. Alii.-, and
.lack were secretly engaged. Acting as he thought
for the hest. lie commanded young paw son to leave
ids house, and the next morning delivered Jack's
belongings to the office.
The superintendent, hearing of what lie termed,
old
the man
foremanMcDonald's
that his "impertinence."
services were nofrigidly
longer told
re
_. Andrew
Dawson
could
get
town, he not only restored
McDonald
to
position, but much to the foreman's -urpri
gratulated and applauded Id- selecting a bride.

the

The real niece arrives ii|sui the scene and as he
Is warmly welcoming her. he is caught again by
mother In-law and on being cornered, no) daring
to tell the truth while Mazle Is still masquerading
as the niece, he Introduce! hi- r.al nice a- the
butlers wife.
Algy. the brother-in-law. proposes to Mazle. who.
thinking him a wealthy young man because of Ids
surroundings, promptly accepts him. and they hurry
narrled.
As Jones Is trying to straighten matters out with
his niece his wife walks In and catches hlra In the
act. Finding himself getting deeper and deeper Into
the mire, he decides to make a clean breast of
everything and tells ids wife that the young woman
wedded buabaod, soon straighten.* matters out. and
they finally succeed in obtaining forgiveness and a
blessing from Algy's mother.

are among the suspected. Their old servant. Gorga,
hides his real feelings under demeanor stern and
menacing
of aside,
a "son confides
of the people."
d'Auvllle,
taking him
ids littlebutboy
to ills
care, ere lie and his wife are taken before the
tribunal and sentenced to death. TTue to his
trust. Gorga determines to save the young Marquis, and Iii
the escaping.
boy Is disguised
girl's clothes,
and
succeedTwentyill years
elapse, and
the Marquis— now a well -grown young fellowlearning that his beloved country Is in danger, sails
cockade away. With a grim smile Bonaparte regards the young aristocrat, and then taking the
tricolor from bis lint, pins It to d'Auvllle's coat.
Subsequently, In a fierce bat
- Marquis

In tile press, in which llilil|ilnllltR of t
..r the -M.et- are made.
Angrily mi
foreman,
the i
il — i
tlml the streets
iiiu-l hi any elrci:
kept
ilea
id lid.
them, all armed with brooms,
set a
I h.y perforin tlielr las
Ivel] t"o for stalls. I,:,
kind- ol pedestrians a

rides up

t

FIFTY
YEARS
AGO.— It
n of today. Ik, th grizzled
for

the

I nlon.

fatherand
I - In that
Snd the tWO
-i-Icr.
me. -I
years
over

after

again

who

were

is the
veterans

Imi.vIio.m1

fii.

son(ought each oth
awful Wl
pals, one of whom
I,
in an engagement
,

the

bin

war

one

of

then

d proud lie Is of the stump, at
GUNGA DIN.
" 'K would dot an' carry one
Till the longest day was il<
All' '(• llldll'l -cem to know -I
If we charged or broke or cut.
You could bet your hloomln' nut.
i.d be waitln' fifty paces right flank i
With
K wouldis inusslk
-kip withon 'Is
mil back.
attack.
An' watch us till the bng!.An' for nil Is dirtv 'Ida

It was 'Din! Din! Din!'
Wbe'n the cartridges ran out.
You could 'ear the front-files ihout!
'Hi! ammunition mules an' Cunga Pin!'"
Kipling's world-famous
lines on the faltbfulne
■ Indian regimental

■ devise

Albai
THE
TWO
GARDENERS.— Mr-.
St.
an- and Oneslmus Plume to fall Ii
Mrs. All,I'lui
each other. Oneslmus Is to be employe,
St. Alban's gardener, and In thl- disguise lie Is to
try to win the affect Ions of Yvonne by Ids charming
manners. Y'vonne is already In love with a youue
nobleman. Count de Charniettes. and by a strange
coincidence she has planned to have her lover apply
for that iM.sition ,,f gardener to her mother, la
order to be near her lover, and that he may get
Into the good grace- of Mrs St. All, an-. The COBDt
applies, and Mrs. St. Albans employs him. thinking he Is the son of her friend. Mrs Plume. I^ter
young Oneslmus calls, and Mrs. St. Albans really
requiring a gardener, employs him also.
MrPlume pays a visit to her friend t" learn
how things are pr,.gr.
• ,1 to learn
that Yvonne has become very intimate with tbf
garneder: In fact, th.-y discover that young lady
enjoying a tete-a tete with V
In the garden.
She leave
Yvonne
blnshlngly
last, half angry, anil

THE
LAST
of a erippk-d
• daughter,

APPEAL— Mrs.
Kills, the mother
girl. Is reduced
to penury.
Alice.
essays to support the mother, who

-

r selling paabandoned by her husband
if tbe child and in her i-f
in a letter announcing that
care for their daughter. The live.
childImpllring
goes onthimmakto
Ing ber way painfully
on her : crutches and null"
■ message

Tbe mother lias
Just prior to the t
peratlon. she writ

engrossed In business and social engagements. He
meets his daughter on the street and buys a piper.
dropping his wallet.
It. belne
Alice brings the purse home to her mother In
childish glee, but tbe honest woman bids her retnrn
it to the owner. Little Alice hobbles to the palatial
home of her father and Is denied admittance, fut
finally succeeds in restoring the lost pnrse and
Ellis becomes Interested In the unfortunate .MM.
whom he accompanies
home, to find his wife in

THE

MOVING

the child.
EHIb
leaven with her and the ■ I
ibow Alice nnder the care of a physician,
reooverlin: th<- use <.r her limbs.
I of bis kindness

PICTURE

WORLD

THEATRICAL

cherish

• ARCHITECT

gradually

to the c

THBEE OF A KIND.— Howard Kelley,
rylng about bills lie Is
meet when bis wir.- suggests a solutb
dlnVuln. Sbe proposes that be telegrapl
uacle 1" the West, reminding blm of hi
to send a substantial
cheek
on th.
lid.
The
Kellys
are el
leas but tlil nk they ean put over the deception,
n is sent
but
Is forwarded
to
;«Iatlve.
who
is East
on a busli •
Sew
York,
the
home
of the
Kellers.
The
Immediately
sends a note
to his nephew
that
mi] will he delighted
to eall at
the child and
leave
.1 substantial
reminder
1
onsternatlon
In the
Kelley
and a hurried eonsultatlon.
The
Ingenb
■• carry
out the deee[itlon.
•deapatched
to liml
a I.
an Italian
family
and
starts
tor home,
has preceded
him
and the wife
is it, the
alarm.
She pretends
the hah

i•lies

OI/E. PHlLrt.

rrives
with
the
baby
and
demands
i
Into an adjoining
another
baby.
The
uncle

thrust
for

Ills supposed

We

•

a
note
from
her
dn
laying It is Impossible for her to finish
she is the mother
of twin*.
A bo}
is

Theatres

and

.

1 [dica

Houses

also build

MOVING
PICTURE
THEATRES
We have built over 60 Theatres the last 5 >ears which are all ORIGINAL
in Construction, Design and Decorations

"

■

THERE'S

m up with

REX.

MANY

A

i ■ It ulrl.
"Idle

BACK.— l-hil

build

Vaudeville
We

During this lute
baby
from
a
ids home.
The ancle dlaeoVi
Kelley
ami I, ley are
the I
Iting and
I
. endeavoring t
• way Into the bedro
1 khlnappci
The uncle •
' to
the
|..

CALLED

not only make Plans and

the

i from

police

The

Med. I

him.

-

SLIP.
On b

Mr.
leaving

him

ami
i
notbll I

.

T

SOLAX.
HOT]

IE OF

PEACI

■
AN

OFFICER
i

-

-toil

RELIANCE.
1

A SONATA

OF

SOU IS

i

mi

i.i m

:•• .

AND

A

GENTLEMAN

I

THE

M> -VING

l'h TURE

\Y» >RLD

Special Feature
BISON.
THE

CHEYENNE

MEDICINE

M AN

been

clamoring
for another
1 [ere is an even better

May 30th.
BUSTERS

tlg.-r day
might come home
ne\t
to crowded
quartera.
Hut nothing
terrible

RIY.V
is the plaudits
i.-. the ram-herd

i ml the new arill of ilhis Inflamed
rival with
and Jeslaim
f..r himself.
The foreman goes '
a Joke .mi tin- tx.ys. and they gallop away.
After
traveling a long distance they dismount, and li.il.
makes his escape.
The pursuing posse find Bob, ami In
Innocence.
overtaken and gets

hl.u

..in.

at any
baprx
and

moment

and objjR

i
WOU

wed

red for
rorld

In- would

do

a

and hi- ■ '

Tongne fallt

BEONCHO

hut
seldom
away
with." lie hid
I In an
hi- v..
nth. was-get resolireeflll.
animal wagon, and bad a perfectly delhjKl,

All mir reels are Features, but this
is SIM CI \IExhibitors and Press
have

THE

tempt,
despite
empty

"Civilization"
An

masters.
.-1 1 ■ i • 1 1. - . J t.. for i
missing heir to ah.-lr
large
n pin
.ml estalf.
of his laid
fortune.
lie did not mil lei- Ted. who was lying
1 il Ted did not miss a v
■ daily when be realised the! it was his
who was to I,,, swindled.
Ted foils the
decided]] norel way, just when the wl
. in,- a
i in
forgol i

Indian Play, New, Novel, show-

ing how the Old Indian Chief
accept the ways of
Settlers.

rethe

Feature This Big,

THE RANCH TENOR.— Win Steers fell In la
will. Young
Wi.law
Smith,
whose
ranch adjoin
' She w aa f I ,,f mm
organized ■ trio composed "f Ms foreman, n Me:
can cow hoy and himself, to serenade her.
Tin- singing of the foreman Irritated the wl<k
and she abruptly stopped tie vocal efforts of t
trio with a bucket of cold watei

Powers Picture Plays
Tuesday

Saturday

Saturday, June 3rd,
THANHOUSER.
A WARTIME WOOING.— A Spanish nobleman,
who resides on his larm- .-state in fuba, goes to
light for bis country when war with the Inited
■ hired.
lie is a widower and his only
Child, a daughter,
remains h
■haling. I au-e
■ t la killed i
le of the early battles.
and his old army friend brings bis last message and
bis sword to the grief stricken girl. She declare!
she will devote her life to vengeance, and as it Is
for hermo a spy.
to tight In the ranks she de■ -. :i- a dan. lug girl, she visits the public
halls where Amen. an others are found, and picks
op mu.h Information of value to her country.
On one .
j ung r
despite her hatred of his cause,
is much t
tlons of onelie of- his comrade- and escort!
But the girl knows that the lieutenant has papers
that would be of value to her cause, and decides
that duty Is more Import*!
lng

a

to escape through a secret passage in uer uome,
but he Is seen, pursued and overpowered after a
light. But again the girl saves blm. this time by
the aid of the flag she once thought she despised.
A CIRCUS
STOWAWAY.— Ted. a tiny orphan,
•ees
- 1 that
is much
impressed
with his
It. :.
So much so. In fact,
he follow!
tba
line of march to the "Big Tent," and manages to
get a free ticket by helping to care for the animals.
So he became a circus stowaway.

"Eyes That See Not"
Xo Exhibitor after running "The
Atonement" and "Fifty Years Ago."
You know that when we state you
need the winner, you don't take even
a chance.
Insist that your exchange
furnish

2 Powers
Every Week 2
The Powers Co.
211st SI. and Richardson Ave.
New York City

Although bis foreman had been with him for
years, be discharged lil in. employing in hi* place
a young cowUiy of remarkable v...al powers, and
musical
triumph.
The widow
was high
and as a mark of i
trio returned
home
rejoicing.
Ills bapi i
short lived for the widow admired the
and sent him a note to col] upon
When Win. Steers called to pav his r
the fickle widow lie found her In the arm
new foreman.
Mounting bis horse he goof
seek liis old foreman, and conies upon his camp on
the prairie.
ready friend.
sympathy
when be
tells
his troublesHe tofindsills old
RATTLESNAKES
AND
GUNPOWPI
Sheriff of Klckup Gulch had lm .
• -fit] daughter of the hot keepi
suit was progressing favorably when a
appear.-.
Mentions1 Into the
the Gulch
hoti I and star'.
.-sue was very favorably Impressed and difficult, to choose between the two after tin
tan, oils pr..|».-al. cod, led to give tlieln
bravery in order to win her hand.
The test consisted
of thrusting
an arm
rattlesnake'sfor lie
hole knewand that
the itdrummer
I. i
stricken,
n
death
obey rattlesnakes
the request. alv
Tin- Sheriff
knowing to that

In •

sprinkled the bole w ill, lobae. •>
tbrust In his arm with Impunity.
Of co
lady merchose
to think the it sheriff
over. and left the crestfallen drumLeft to his own devices lie discover! the trick
played by the wily sheriff, and determines I" even
up the score.
He effects an entrance to I
store powder.
and substitutes Iron filings for the Itod of
giant

THE

i

paten

which

be

uniforms — the

1

ArriTing
In
standing
deys. in i frtiltle
arch, he drifts Into the
Northwest,
and
enlists
In
the
Royal
Mounted
Police.
In the meantime Polly secures a divorce, and
marries the Duke. The infant lias grown into nianI ixkI. and lias formed an attachment for Marie Du
BoIb.
One
day
an
Indian
approaches
the
Duke,
wbo
drinking
heavily.
In
his

-

vengeance.

i the spectator
Into
The clever
tactics

Ultarj
drills and
• ■
. excite respect
and admiration.
view
the
hungry
boys
rations.
Their healthy
ticlpation
hear
testimony
to
the
! the Government.
HE

base a

REDEEMED

new

outfit.

HIMSELF.— Gerald
Rodga Job on the ranch
of
an and big hearted.
Gerald
went
off to purGerald
fell temporarily
from

Bat the old man
had now
..I him off, on his return,
at

she

i the

lost faith In him. and
in spite of his daugh

took
him
hack,
and
until
some
means
. -.1 to reach
Ted . heart,
she hid him
stable.
1. 1- came
two
rot, hers.
Th.-;.
r i -t
,|... overt
the
ranchman
..
by a fake
letter from
a cattleman.
Iheir

\t

guns

at

the gil
I the
n.-\t
moment,
up.
old man
came
in.
raised
In hold ii[i I
vers him
and tires,
i m ■iiilck, and
like a Hash
throws
up
- I, and
and
saves
Geralds
life,
thus
the c
pllment
he bad
paid
her.

hands
Juncture
the
,i llh guns

this

inrnlns'

GREAT
THE

GYPSY
GIRL —
and to amuse
bis guests,
pment,
where some
dance
to entertain
tl
iitracted
by one of the gypin l..ve «ith her.
A little later the
U.. to his wedding
with
the

rai sorrowfully
apse, and
some
• Is lilting with

the

t
r own
i
pie.
live
years
gypiles
call on the count
when
his wife and
little daughter
and
■ Is them
away
angrily,
and
return and kidnap the child, who

g> i-%

"Bed

Man"

Jackson

vows

out

encampment.

Intending
and

K

that

i lie

woman

be

baa

The

to

return

md

>

iv rouged

moving

Barracks,

,
which

will

he

Baltimore.
Md. — Northwest
Baltimore
is to have
winkle.
• .
another
a
•. hi.-h will
t# situate. 1 a- 1TJT North
Monroe Street,
under
tbe
k YV. Mueller.
Russell.
Mass. — The
Issls
Theater,
under
tbe

use
of time
Raven
captures
Ned.
hut
ond
term
of enlistment
had
expired
before he was
consigned
to capturing
the
lad.
he
know
which
path to take.
So he hands
Ids commander, stating that as his term
had
expired,
he wishes
to be relieved.
The
Indian makes a full confession of the shoof
ing and
itaven
and
his wife
art
loike having
died.

AMONG

THE

Waterbury,
erected
on the Conn.—
vacant \ lot
Bank
Hotel o„ Hank
street,

Parker.

patro
('. V.

EXHIBITORS.

Milwaukee, Wis. — The Baxe Amusement Company.
of this city, will e
t ■ Dew
theater at Sixth and
Villa
Streets,
limine,
Wis.
Baltimore, Md. — Plans have been prepared by F.
R. I-oomey for Schmidt ft < ".k to be erected at
Ma. lis.. ii. and Gobi
Street-,
to cost $10. mm.
Allegan,
Mich.— The
Variety
Theater,
owned
by
\1
li Moore, has been sold to J. O . Elleuburgber,
of BtnrgU.
is

Milwaukee,
Wis.— A new
moving
to be erect., 1 at 11th
Avenue
• ,■ John Bruemmei
•

new

Eveleth,
Minn.— K. E. Carpenter
will establish
mo, „„, hi, ■•lire house
In the Keldman
Block.

picture
theater
and
Washington

Santa
Monica,
Cal.— Miles & Tegner will erect
new
theater
on
Oregon
Avenue.
McCablll
has
:
New
York,
N.
Y.— I

a

Los

UDireetote:
BoUnt

H.

nd William
Cincinnati.

- rbereaea Btgale, Emily Keller

Bennett
Ohio.— Hie
Gllrk Mahler
Stein,
iren
Directors:

...
stein

and

M.

I.

Benjamin

Ilernsteln.

Grand
Enterprise.

Rapida.
Capital Mich.—
I The
fapli
' "
Gllligham.
Edward
W
Smith.

Oil
Orp

i. ope I
Tenn. — Applii

pi.tu

rated
nun
La Crosie. Wis— The th.ddard Building. S13
phis.
Itose Btrei
' .J John
Green,
wbo
will at once
remodel
it for the purpose of opening

I 1m«i Atlantic A
t

w.

York
City. — The
Mlllgut
Ainiise;
Hire. tors
Uiuis
Simon.
Felix
Feist
anil
I., llen.lenlieiiner.
York
City—
a,
DlrecII
Schilling.
Kdwin
W.
Schilling
and
Henry
A. Schilling.
Brooklyn,
N.
Y. — The
Ridgewood
Amusement

i moTlng

Ohio.— I. arose

tbe

New
pany.
Maurice
New

Memphis,
mlta

Hath:

Portsmouth,

of

Y. — The
Hudson
Improv.-n
$4".i>«i.
[Hrectors
James
I l..\.
S.awll.
Charles N. Traver.
B. Frank
Will
Henry
Scbeffer.
Clarence
K.
Hocter,
S Harder
and
Augustus
Schnack.
Angeles,
Cal. — TheStailand
A

a

, Talbol Theater
at 15, 17, 19 and

■Jl S. SlXtl Street

situated
south
which
will

Catskill.
N.
pany.
Capital

\

the Finnish
Temperance
Society
erection
of a new
..pel II house
here.
Galeabuxg.
111. — A new vaudeville theater

erected
Marvin, hi

S.

' "Philadelphia,

incut

D. — A

new

opera

Pa.-

l.l.h will
propi letorship of

and

house

vaudeville

N. Broad
Y — I..and H. Federal
Hewitt

Cortland.

-

Is-

for
will
Is

to

theater

tbe
be
be
will

Iu Duhu.pie known
as tin- Nai.anee and Royal.
East Baltimore, Md.— Louis Klob Is hsvlug drawings prepared by an architect for a moving picturetheater at Fayvllle Street
and Philadelphia Avenue.
Froethurg,
Md. — Dreamland
Theater.
|

is preparing plans

under

and

Frauk

Temple. Tea. — The Majeatlc
mmlng
picture
sbowi.
have

t

Nahant.

the

cli

i-modeled

,i Ing

parent!

has

returned

ildltoiliim

n. 1.1
Cinci I

Mi
sere. William
Spate!
• Theater

and Temple Theaters.
both
been
pwvliaartl

Mass.— I
under

gypsy

If
»p, she illpi
its parent!

new

Dubuque. Iowa. — Mr Itoy I>. Cummlngs. president of the i/iiuiuilngs Amusement On., of
ire Madison.
theatere

NORTHERN.

LOVE
OF
THE
ring a dinner,

ills

The

rei

La. — A

managemi

orders
had
been
issued,
gaged
iu throwing
pou■ across the river, bordering the field of
.1 regiments
Into the ob-

HOW

M

various
troops

that

ual.

Not

Orleans
o|,i-oM-e

will t>e un.;• •■: Thomas
Weir.which
Lands-, has been
Bangor.
Me. — The Bijou Theater,
which
under
coarse
ot construction
for some
time,
has
thrown
itdlc.
Hannibal
X
Y — \
i has beeu
established
in Shutt's
Hall,
which
will be under
the proprietorship of I
Norfolk.
Conn.— A
new
photoplay
theater
has
•
which
opened
in I ■•. kwood't
Hall.
Buffalo.
N. Y. — A
show
has
will
he
i

Duke.
many

Sight.

New

Street.

._.
One
day,
while
he is looking
at
- wonderful
birth
mark.
Haven,
who
is
nee that
be is too
with his wife, files into a rage.

friendlv

holds

wheeling In the
which
United
States

Tin
drilled.
eanmlng

WORLD

and

itch.''

fake powder.
ignominious

ad

PICTURE

I

r several
i
uds
ot his substituted
Returning f> the- hotel be create!
.reading Ids powder on a paper and
It with a lighted cigar In bis mouth,
rl for the sheriff t- — K

match

MOVING

a i

having

Theater

picture*

and

vaudeWlle

.iter,
the
during

for
man
the

the
In

the

Brtnl

Batumi

YANKEE.
HI! ROMANCE
• It

and

, ,.| liilla

Indent is rl

while
from

nr

help

in.

i

m.m!

nig Babermi

.
ii v

life

.,,.1 hi.
.... living

Hear— Mm

.. "
■T I M i

near

Al.iultli

THE
Cumins

M( >\ [NG

....l BamtKl

I

KnoxTillc

l'h 1 URE

\\ >R1 l>
Cleveland.

I». — Mi

Ohio. — A

■

St. Loun.
Mo.New
York
Cit:

■

Blueftrld.
urn

m. >.l.

WU.— Ml
'

,.l l.-t - -l — If

Man. — Mr.
Milwaukee.

Wis. — I-Lin-

!.:.>.•

Lecii

complete,!

Buaaey.
Iowa. — Mi.
ii local
ni"i

White

Castle.
Hi

U

Al

Itliin.-tittril
i i- ex|

Chester. Pa.— Mr.
Cincinnati.

her

in. •Hun

picture show
IMwnr.l
I.

■ v lM.il>.- in Hliiii.-liiir.rs
ted Him
their tlrst exblbl-

South

Baltimore.

Willi:. in Hell is hnviiie II
.11-e remodeled
lull. :

1 U.-allv

i

con

Wis.— I

San Antonio. Texas. — Kail
of the Inlersia-i- Amuseiiienl

II..I
Con

a vaudeville theater her.-.
Kellog.
Idaho.— Plani

Cal —

Md. — John

Crosse,

t

Ohi
Youngstown,
Council

Brooklyn.

II ,- Alw

photoplay
the
i . t.. I
Mm-. I l.j .1
Ohio.—
1 • pithlle for wi
hasFindlay,
In
1..S.-.I
in i1 Inope
I iimler
the *
I new
plcllir
in Putman.
the Peloqnln
Conn.—Block,

to

la. — The

Pasadena.

La

I • -.

La' Crosse. Wto.— Ml
Davenport.

-I

Boston.
Mass.— The
Columbia
T
iimler
the
iiinmieeiiKMit
of
the
(
. l.-.l Into an

f..r

Bluffs.

la. — A

new

vaudeville

house,

N. Y--

Stroudsburg.
Pa. — Mr. C. It. Milllinnii.
the lonil iiuiiiiiger ••! tin- opera
house
here,
is |il:i iml nc
int.. m muring
plel
theater.
Cincinnati.
Ohio.— Th.- nlyinplii
Thnitei
her,, lias
iimler the millinerllirnt ..f S. I.. Holhiipfcl.
Lot Angeles Cal.— A new in. .vine picture theater
anneil, to i ■•• Lnilt at r.'s-i.Ti South Spring
i. h will he uii.ler the management
and

FOR

SALE
Picture Machine

^

Buffalo.

N.

Columbus.
Oi.n
Y.— Frank

Novrak,

Bedford.' la.— The

old

Commercli

Perfect Condition: used two months on'y S125

C.

E.

Mercury

Arc

LYRIC AMUSEMENT

THE

ami Second
drawing

Street,
is c. recline a .Baal Si.l.-. Ohio. — Col
Cincinnati.
1 Kdwni
chnseil
tin- Lyceum
Theater
at C
.1 will estal.llsll ii the

E,

Edengraph

Ohio.-

lo

w ill —I Mr. re.-t.-.l.
Knoxvillc.
Iowa.
Thomas
Morlsh
is plannlne
I., erect
a llrst-.-lass
in. .vine
1. 1. lure
theawhich will he ready
lo receive l.usln.-ss nUmt .Inly 1.
terpriae
is on the C.
SI reel.
i Mai

Rectifier,

S90.

CO.. Dubuque.lowa

NATIONAL
PROGRAMME

Success-E
xclusiveness-Success ^^
If there is any individual person or corporation, identified,
interested or attracted to the Moving Picture Trade, who
is unfamiliar with our plans, purpose, system and films, let him speak up. We have
a function in this trade, and a most important one. If you are in doubt about it, tell us
your doubts. If a NATIONAL Exchange has approached you and made you think,
but failed to convince you, tell us your thoughts, we most likely can clear up some
trouble you have been grappling with, a trouble which may mean the difference between
success and failure for you.
EXHIBITORS. We are seeking out Exchange men of standing and character whose affiliation
with the National Programme will be a credit to the cause, men who will be able to assist you in
solving your troubles.

NATIONAL

FILM

DISTRIBUTING

34 and 36 W. Houston St., N. Y. City, U. S. A.
Exhibitors: Send your names for our mailing list.

COMPANY

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Song Slide Department— Latest Releases
SCOTT & VAN ALTENA.
"Valley Forge."
Pub. by Jose Morris.
"The Baseball Guide." Pub. by Harry Vod Tiller.
"Von Dear."
Pub. by Harry Rosslter.
"Hurry Back, Dearie." Pub. by Leo Friedman,
Chicago. III.
of My Soul." Pub. by Jos. W. Stern.
New"SoulYork.
'•nurry Up Those Wedding Bells." Pub. by
Longbrake & Edwards.
Philadelphia.
"Kldland."
Pub. by Gus. Edwards. New York.
"I'll Be With You. Honey. In Honeysuckle Time."
Pub. by Will Rosslter. Chicago. III.
"Hold Me Just a Little Closer." Pub. by York
IfnriC Co.. New York.
"When the Golden Leaves Are Falling." Pub.
by Charles K. Harris.
"Cuddle Dp Together and Sing Home Sweet
Hon,.-."
Pub. bj Charles K. Harris.
'When the Girl Whose Heart You Long for Has
a Heart that
You." Pub. by F. B.
Havlland
Pub. Longs
Co.. Newfor York.

Competition cannot touch our prices

ADVERTISING SLIDES
ir business.

SONG

Also

SLIDES

date. GKT THEM.

And

ANNOUNCEMENT
EXCELSIOR

SLIDES

SLIDE

CO.

"In
The

With

EXCELSIOR

SLIDE

hing Heart."
Pub. by Head PubPub.
Co
. vf Peaches ai,<l Cream."
Pub. by

odia ft Paley.
Send M<- 'ub.a Co.
Kiss

by

Wireless."

'When I'll!,
Tony l,iI ,,.,!
Pub.
by La J.I Board
Fred.

Played
Il„lf
Helf.

I ,rrt "

•Whcr

Tuh.

\UTO

<

the

by .

FILM

AND

PICK-UP

Pud.

by

Jos.

Barber Shop
In the Gre

DELIVERY

SERVICE

the Land

Pub, by Ted

of Harmony."
Pub. by Ted Snylake Thr<
Nev
Little Words."

Snyder Co..

Pub. by J. D.
Shlpmi
Pub by J.
D. Shlpman Co.
' Love My Wife.— Shapli
Let's Go Where We Can Have Some Fun. — Shapiro
I'm Trying My Best to Smile.— Shapiro.
Deep Down in My Heart.— Shapiro.
Mary Went Around and Around.— Shapiro.
y,„i Ask. — Shapiro.

Film Perforatin > Dies

GET SIMPSON'S

A. L. SIMPSON.
by J. Fred

iIMRTNF
/in in Rin

xn City. One with experience
md $4250 for his half interest.
BOX

76,

PALMYRA,

PA.

'

•Tan

■

S

"Dear

i.

Hnvlland.

r. b. iim
\ round
b, .1

THEATRE

SALES

\ ■>

•■

thing pertaininj
! SALE— Clean

KINQERY
cinchw MFG
ki\. o.

the

picture

busint

NEW
AND

arbach & Co., 809 Filbert St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

FEATURES

SECOND-HAND
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"Wanted: A Harp Like The Angels Play"
One of J. Fred. Hell's Hits. 'Huff ced.
A. L. SIMPSON, In:., 113 West 132d St., NY C

CI fcMP CO

EXCHANGE

THE

Classified Advertisements
[<*U«alned
idvertuvmr ItB,
thre«
cents
flit
with
order;
6.>
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minimum:
•tamp*
accepted. ]

THEATERS

woe*.
postage
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-

Singers

WANTED.

-lil.in In morI 111 OTSON,

N

rator deeirei
gland
B

0

States.

Id, Ne*
V..[k City.
WANTED. — A moving
plctui operator
liriiKh
A 1 refer
■
W. (
M.. rare
of
New
York
Cttv.
PICTURE
OPERATOR
with
roforencea
Ition In New
HampshireN for
II the Summer.

POSITION

EQUIPMENT

FOR

MISCELLANEOUS.
HOLDERS— Guaranteed
for one
year,
($1.00),
and
unhreakalde
condensers.

Pa.
Plttsti
formula:
superior
I
FOR
SALE.— Flln
tide:
low
priced.
Mr.
Exhibitor,
send
fifty cents
and
save
money.
W.
n. EYLER.
Wooster.
Ohio.
WILL
INVEST
$2i»).oo
In locality
affording
mr,~.\,\r<
machinist
work.
Play
Ii

FOR

by A-1

picture

parlor.

man.
Address.
II.
I. New
York City.

B.

R..

SALE. — ("leap.
Four
Schneider
printers
condition.
Address,
RBI I \
Picture
World.
New
York
City.
THEATERS
FOR
SALE.

in

Moving
FOR

SALE. — Complete
op-to-date
moving
picture
and
vaudeville
house
scaling
:'.°.<i.
Also
fine airdome,
fewdoors
away,
seating
(loo.
Everything
pew.
Must
sell within
thirty
days.
Address,
n:\Ti: \I. KANSAS, care of Moving I'iclure World.
New
York City.
FOR SALE. — Moving picture business seating
600. Could nm vaudeville. Manufacturing town of
Address, EMPIRE,
care nf Moving
Picture World. Chicago.
111.
FOR SALE. — A moving picture house equipped
with all latest improvements lo fulfill all requirements of the law. The place Is doing a very prosperous business and would certainly he an excellent
opportunity for anyone looking for n good investment. The place can be bought on very reasonable
terms It is locate. 1 in n live town of 0000 with no
competition to sneak of for ir. to 20 miles. The
location of the house Is of the best being right on
the main street and floor. It also has a six room
cottage adjoining It. The place will be sold subject to ■
Reason for selling will
be state.] to Interested parties For further particulars, address. RAYMOND
J. .TODOIN.
Raltlc.
FOR SALE.— First class Moving Picture Theater,
seating 750 In the heart of city of RO.OOO: eight
miles
from
New
York
City.
Owner
leaving
city.
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Happlnesa

(Dr.)

J)

Daughter
iDr.i
Over In erne (Switzerland) In An Airship
(Scenic)
. . .
The
Ahernathy
Kids'
Ri
The Ocean
Harnessed
(Scenic)
The
Saraoural's
Expiation
(Dr.)
American
Beauties
Lucia's
Broken
Romance
il'r.i

Rebellion

.Cm.

\
,

■

i:. — Winter
Spoi I
17— Billy
In Trouble
(Com.i
1 and
Francesco
11■

g I he Rapids
In
ll.art of an Indian

1
M

1
May

iDr.). .

May
Mav
May

27— All

for

Mono

SELIG.
4— In Old California.
When
the
Came
(Dr.)
8 — Ixjst and
Won
(Dr.) Com.)
11— Back to the Primitive
(Dr.)

GrlngOH
.7 All
li
I

I

:

1000
dellnc's

i
URBAN-ECLIPSE.

ind the Chorus
81— It

Served

Her

Right

Lady

■•

(Com.)

J75

ESSANAYApril 29th— What
a Woman
Can
Do
(W.
Dr.) 950
May
2— The Snare of the City (Dr.)
1000
May
6 — The
Bunco
Game
at
Lizardhead
May
May
May
May
May

9—
Lanndry
Luck )'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.
(Com.)
400
9— The
Holding
Ills Lady's
Own ' (Com.
600
13— The Puncher's New Love (W. Dr.).. 1000
16— Wild Animals In Captivity <Edu.) . . . lix>0
2o— Alkali
Ike'si >ent
Auto (Dr.)
(Com.)
1OO0
30— The

lucky Car.) (W.
Dr.)....
Temptress
. Iir.i
GAUM0NT.
G. Kleine.

1000

May
May

2— The
Young
King
of Home
(Dr.)
440
2— Tunis.
Africa— "The
City
of
White"
(Scenic)
B60
May
6— The
Crusade
of the Templars
(Dr.).. 1000
May
9— Three
of a Kind
(Com.)
740
May
9 — Spring-Heeled
Jack
(Com.)
245
May 13— In the Days
of Nero
(Dr.)
1000
May If — The
Bankrupt
(Dr.)
1000
May 20— Jl ramie on a Lark— (Com.)
May 20— sinning
the
Rapids
(Sc)
415
May 2::— The
Emperor's
Return
(Dr.)
795
May 23— Swans
(Edu.)
203
May 27— Alone at Night
(Dr.)
4S0
May 27 — .Timmie
the Sportsman
(Com.)
510
May 30- S
(Dr.)
950
KALEM.
April 19 — In
the
Province
of
Wwang
Tung,
China
(Sc.)
April 21st— The
Insurrecto
(Dr.)
1000
April 26th— A Day
and
a Night
(Com.)
995
April 2Sth— Slabsldes
(Dr.)
1006
May 3— The
Fiddle's Requiem
(Dr.)
1000
May 5— When
the
Dead
Return
(Dr.)
990
May
10 — Tlie Loyalty of Don Luis Verdugo (Dr.) 9SO
May 12— The
Carnival
(Dr.)
1005
May 17 — A Tragedy
in Toyland
(Dr.)
910
May 19— In Blossom
Time
(Dr.)
1000
May 24 — The
Carrier Pigeon
(Dr.)
970
May 26— Tangled
Lives
(Dr.)
1000
LUBIN.
April 24— The
Hoyden
(Dr.)
April 27— The Sheriff and the Man
(W.
Dr.)...
May
1 — A Fascinating
Bachelor
(Com.)
May
4 — The
Belated
Bridegroom
(Com.)
May
8— That
Awful
Brother
(Com.)
May 11— Drifting
(Dr.)
May 15— The
Angel
of the Slums
(Dr.)
May
18— ner
Humble
Ministry
(Dr.)
May 22 — A Hero — Almost
(Com. )
May 22 — The
Gambler's
Chance
(Com..
Dr.)...
May 26— A Good Turn
(Com.)
May 29— The State
Line
(Dr.)

MELEESApril IS— Jack Wilson's
Last Deal
(W. Dr.)..
April 20— An
Unwilling
Cowboy
(Dr.)
April 27th — The
Reformation
of Jack
Robbing
(Dr.)
May
4 — Mary's Stratagem
(W.
Dr.)
May
11— The
Spring
Round-1'p
(Dr.)
May IS — The
Redemption
of Rawhide
(Dr.)
May SB— The
Immirtal
Almo
(Dr.)

FILM EXCHANGE

Posters free.
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EDISON.
May 6— A Ida (Dr.)
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0 — Ednas
Imprisonment
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i.
How the Hungry Man Wat red (Com.)
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FOR SALE.— Folding elialrs, 100. for sale cheap:
onditlon. CHASE, 884 Amherst Street.
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May
1— The
Two
Sldea
(Dr.)
May 4 — Misplaced Jealousy
(Com.)
May 4— Cupid's
Joke
(Com.)
May
S— in the Days of '49 (Dr.)
May 11 — The
Country
Lovers
(Dr.)
Coin.)

May

SALE.

FOR
SALE.— American
Projeetograph,
In
good
condition,
complete,
ready
to run.
with
Improved
Takeup,
$40.
Cash.
Address,
J.
If.
HATTEE.
I.lneiiln Inn
I.aronla.
N II.
FOR SALE.— Electric
fans at vour own
price, for
A. C.
li" v.
188
cycle.
Write
A. I.. BEEVES
Conn.
FOR
SALE.— Four
110
volt
transformers,
like
OSMOS ri EC

CARBON

[lived
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1000
1000
IOiiO
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
400
600
1000
1000

1000
980

May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May

(O.
Kleine.)
3 — Wlsmar.
Germany
(Scenic)
10— The
Traitor
(Dr.)
10 — Rubber-Neck
Percy
(Con
17 — Tl>. 3 , i>.
Dr.)
17— Fishguard
II
24 — The
Cauls
Honor
1 Dr . •
24— On the Frontier of Thib, I
31— The
Musketeer
(Dr.).
31— The
Sleuth
(Com.). ...
VITAGRAPH.

April 22— The Spirit of the Light
(Dr.)
April 25th— A Klondike
Steal
(Dr.)
April 28th— The
Peace
Offering
(Com. -Dr.)....
April 29th— Picciola
(Dr.)
May 2 — The
Derelict
Reporter
(Dr.)
May 5— Soldiers
Three
(Cora.)
May 6 — Hungry
Hearts
(Com.)
May
9— His
Mother
(Dr.)
May 12— Welcome of the Fnwelcoi
May 13— Prejudice of Pierre Marli
May 16 — When a Man's Married (G
May 19— The Show Girl (Dr.)
Mnv 23 — A I><
May 27—
26— Fires
Tim
Mahoney.
May
of Fate

THIS

PROGRAM

OF

LICENSED

FTiatl

Monday,
May
22nd.
Blograph— The
Crooked
Road
(Dr.)
Luhin — A Hero — Almost
(Com.)
Lubin— The Gambler's Chance
(Dr..

Tuesday.

May

Edison—
Nell
.!>•
Basanay —Captain
The
Atonement
Gaumont— The
Emperor's
Gaumont — Swam
1 Fdu 1
Vitagraph — A Dead

4*

23rd.

(Dr.)
Return

(Dr

Mi

Wednesday.

May

Pa the — The Heart of a
I'rhan — The
Gaul's
Honor
t'rban— On the Frontier of

24th.

(Dr.)
Thibet,

Ai

Thursday,
May 25th.
Blograph— The White Rose of the W)l
Lubin — A Good Turn
(Com..
Melies — The
Immortal
Almo
1 Dr. 1 . .
Sellg->TIm

and Joe

(Dr. I

Friday, May

26th.

Patfae— Semlramls
(Dr.)
...
.
Kalem— Tangled
1 •
Vitagraph — Tim
Mahoney,
the
nsman
Gaumont — Alone
Pathe— All

for

at
Money

Vitagraph— Fires of

Night

(Com.)

•JSH

(Dr.)..

(Dr.)
Fate

'£?*■

(Dr.)

tire output
of the
Independent
manufacturers.
about our Three-locked reel system.

Day and night 1 :rvice

STREET,

WEEK'S

the Sea'.
(Dr.)

1000
1000
1000

;
(
J

As:

Write, wire or phone

PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

COMING SOON!
An

Unsurpassed

Production

THE

MACCABEES
THE

LICENSED
BY
MOTION
PICTURE PATENTS

CO.

WATCH FOR IT!

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

Independent Release Dates
AMERICA*.
California
May
May
U

1
i
4— Craiy

Mar

11 -The

Gulc

[.ore

Story

Cavalry

ltoundup

(Dr.)

Drill

i

vMII.) . . 1

Bid

a

Vengeance
(Dr.J
>

Bad

(I-

....

King

A

IfU

of

Ills

: With

3rd— The
Other
Man
(Dr.)
nt— After
20 lull
(Dr.)
17— Ills Second
Choice
(Com.)

Thanhouser— The

,
Olives

Ilerodlas
(Dr.)
065
April :
May
1
'■•r Their
Mother
(Dr.)
605
aaay
i«i— Tlie Dine
Nile
(So.)
290
Village
Flirt
(Com.)
910
H
fated In Spite of ThemselTea (Com) 010
May 22— A
Mother's
Distress
(Dr.)
.100
i ii- Waist
Coat
With
Points
(Com.) 430
H
:l.e Two
Gardeners
(Com.)
040
NORTHERN.

POWERS.
April
April
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May

: Conscience (Dr.)
• rue
(Switzerland)
(Sc.)
rba r-ove of a Gypsy
Girl (Dr.)

QTDEPElfDE

Points

(Com.)..

7RB
204

See Not
(Dr.)
RELIANCE.

Neator— At P
Solas — Hon*
Solax— The
Devil

"

i

In

tl

Lux— The

Chord

(Dr.)

May

24th.

Slip

(l)i

a

of
American—
Imp — The
Minor

Liberty

i

I

1 by N.-ii

Yankee— Thwi

22— In the Tepee's Light
(Dr.)
26th— Vengeance
Hath
Been Had
29— Locked
Out
(Dr.)
3 — Such
Is the Kingdom
(Dr.)
6 — Over the Shading Edge
(Dr.)

i7—
Ii
May. 2<i
— The
The Sonata
of Souls
May 24— There's Many
a Slip

Child

Lux— Tidying
Up
Paris
(Dr.)
Solax — An Officer and
■ Gentleman
Th an In hi-, r -Get
Rich Quick
(Dr.).

I

April
April
April
May
May

15 — Hamlet

25— Melody of Fate
(Dr.)
29— Hearts
Under
OUsklna
(Dr.)
2nd— The
Crisis
(Dr.)
2nd — The Joys of Persecution
(Com.)....
6th— The
Awakening
of Galatea
(Dr.)..
9— The Four of Us (Com.)
0— Contagion
(Com.)
Whiter
(Dr.)..
13 — As Your
Hal ■ Grows
16— Oklahoma
(Dr.)
10 — A
Matrimonial
Surprise
(Com.)..
2(V— C.unga
Din
(Dr.)

ftj That
V«
June 3— Eyes

Stage

Wednesday,

vi u 24 \> Panther Ore. k CDr.)
M
[D

__i (Dr,)..
imp
Fox
(Dr.).

ECLAIR.

GREAT

(Com)

OF

Bison — The Outla
May
May
May

Rashly
(Dr.)
(Dr.)
tbe Mount
of

PROGRAM

il'r

looo

(Dr.)

May 31

<<-.)

WEEK'

kgent

■ [ir.l !i.-,i)

10— Do Not
Judge
17 -!>.., „„]
Wolf
17— Jerusalem
and

lead

"

i. mi.

CHAMPION.

Apr.

i-

Shei

I IbertJ

April
April
April

Ksj

.i.i. I. it..

- link'

I

11— The
Marchioness of Anapertl
13— Foolshead has Ix>at a Needle
(Com.)
13— Marriage
Advertisement
(Com.)

a Little Mother

THIS

(Dr.)

May
May
May

(Com.)..

M

WORLD

c Country

(Dr)..

Pierce

Saturday,
May 27th.
Great Northern— The I •
Itala — Foolshead. Life Insurance Agent
Reliance— O'er

Fields

Seaned

(Com.),

(Dr.)

(Dr.)
(Dr.)

IMP.
May
May
May
May
May

4th— The Temptress
(Dr.)
8 — Fonr
Lives
(Dr.)
8— The
Fair
Dentist
(Com.)
11— For
Her
Brother's
Sake
(Dr.)
IB— Tbe
Lighthouse
Keeper
(Dr.)

1000
300
700
1000
1000

,.1000
..1000

May 2.-.— The
Minor
Chord
(Dr.)..
Kty 29
Three
of a Kind
"
June 1— The Last
Appeal
LUX.

..1000

April
April
May
May
May
May

2Sth— Naughty
Miss
Edith
(Com.)
Mli- Bill's
Garden
(Com.)
5— Bill As a Toreador
(Com.)
5— Fashion
and
Its Consequences
(Com.)
12— The
Postmistress
(Dr.)
12— A Walk
In Tunis
(Sc.)

472
419
419
476
700
252

May
May

26— T I
26— Tidying

1

...)..

NEW

Up

Paris

YORK

(Com.)

MOTION
BISON.

PICTURE

28

-Brave

Swift

Apr.
April
May
May
May
May
May

12— The
Necklace
Affair
(Dr.)...
19— The
Mute of Portlcl
(Dr.)...
3rd— Grenadier
Roland
(Dr.)
lo— Tweedledum
Is Late
(Com.)..
10— Air
Bubbles
17 — Grenadier
Roland
24— The
Snow
Maiden
(Dr.)
IT ALA.

(By

Eagle's Peril
AMBR0SI0.

N.

(By N.
April 22— Foolshead,

T.

T.

M.

M.

Wrangler

P.

P.

(Com.)...
(MUltary)

May
May
May
May

> Dumb
Wife
(Com.)
10— In tbe Nick of Time (Dr.)
24— House
of Peace
(Com
24— The
Devil
in the Tin Cup
26 -An Officer and a Gentleman

May
May
May

9— The
Railroad Builder
(Dr.)
12— Tbe
Regimental
Ball
(Dr.)
16— The Colonel and the King (Dr.)

BRASS EASELS AND
BRASS RA/L/NC
BRASS POSrER FRAMES
FOR EASELS AND WALLS

(Com.).
(Dr.).

THANHOUSER.

May 2''.— Get
Rich
Quick
Mny 80 — A Wartl
June 2 — A Circus Stowawi

Oo.)
(Com.)

April
April
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
Mav
May
June

24— Why
the Sheriff Resigned
(Dr.)
28— The Girl of the Coral Reefa (Dr.)..
1st— A Kentucky
Girl
(Dr.)
5th— Zelda,
the Gypsy
(Dr.)
8— In Sunny Italy
(Dr.)
12— Tbe
Angelus
Bell
(Dr.)
IB — An
Indian
Brave's Conversion
(Dr.)
19— The Banana
Planter's Peril
(Dr.)..
22— The
Little
Western
Rose
(Dr.)
26— Thwnrted bv Nell Pierce (Dr.)
29— Tbe Birth
Mark
(Dr.)
2— His
Romance
(Dr.)

ROLL
Get the Samples

TICKET

TICKETS

COMPANY

Il

J

(Dr.)

<J Put in our Easels and |
Potter Frames and water
your attendance grow.

Oo.)

for LoTe

SPECIAL
NATIONAL

(Dr.)

9— The
Fall of a Knight
(Com.)..
16— Where the Shamrock
Growe
(Dr.)
23— Five
Hours
(Com.)
80— As
Ye
Sow
(Dr.)
6 — The
Heiress
(Com.)
18— The
Little
Major
(Dr.)
20— A Daughter of tbe Revolution (Dr.)..
27— Tbe
Realization
(Dr.)
4 — The
Ultimate
Sacrifice
11 — The
Onsrdsman
(Dr.)
IS— An
Exception
to the Rule
(Com.)
25— Called
Back
(Dr.)....
SOLAX
COMPANY.

April 26th— The Count of No Acount
April 28th— Across the Mexican
Line

CO.

April 2.">— An
Indian's
Ambition
(Dr.)
April 2.8— A
Red
Man's
Gratitude
(Dr.)
May
2— Shlfty's
Claim
(Dr.)
May
5— The Knight of the Trail (Dr.)
May
!)— Crow's
Defeat
(Dr.)
May 12 — The Foreman's
Bride
(Dr.)
May 16 — The
Broncho
Buster's
Rival
(Dr.)
May 10— The Cheyenne
Medicine Man
(Dr.)
Mny 28 -The Outlaw
and
the Female
Detective
(Dr.)
May

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
April
April
May
May
May
May

StocK

Brass

Push and Kick Plates, Door
Guard Rails, Etc.
LOW PRICES
BE ST WORK
ACENTS

THE

W

NEWMAN

NTED

MFG. CO.

717-719 Sycamore St., Cincinnati. 0.

n'Bi*f£*%

Any

Printing

Tickets, 6 Cents

ShamoKin,

Pa.

THE

(LW.Bradenburgh
Cinematograph Films
33 Norlh Eighth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Phone, Alarket 334
able: Brad-Films, Phila.
Code: A. B. C, 5th Edition
Films at 8 cts. per ft.; posters free

Texas Ted's Defense— Bison.
Maid or Man — Imp.
At the Duke's Command — Imp.
Summer Skies — Reliance.
A Red Man's Gratitude — Bison.
An Indian's Ambition — Bison.
Locked Out — Reliance.

mo Disguise — Ambrosio.
^ Wife's Calvary — Ambroiso.
he Creil: '

Impendent Film Service
231 Norlh Eighth Street, Philadelphia

|Cet Our Prices

The Fall of Troy"

Ind All Big Features
quote

SUMMER
. We can

you

Wnderful Lieutenant Rose Series
itig up on

W import them d
" are the oiilv <• . . hut

That's

how

PICTURE

WORLD

"Quick Work, Eh!"

the
the

Fourteenth
Fourteenth

THE

Street
Street

Theatre
Thea

these.

handling

of

New

POLICE

York

advertised

our

special

PARADE

also billed this film heavy for four days
The Savoy Theatre, on Thirty-fourth Street,
report unusual business with it.
Co.," and have then
Remember, we buy all the specials released by the "Special E'
readyBook
for your
exhibition
aftershowthe your
event patrons
has happei
' abreast of the times.
you are
servicea few hours and

and

We Are the House for Good Service

We can supply any make machine parts and
Fall of Troy, two reels, now booking,

ACME

all supplies

F-IL.IV1

for the trade.

CO.

Inc.

12 East 16th St., New York
133 Bistable Bldg., Syracuse N. Y.
Exclusive licencces of the Xational Program for •

"GOING

Grenadier Roland — Ambroiso.
A Daughter of the Revolution — Rex.
Love of a Gypsy Girl — G. N.
Judas Maccabaeus — Cines.
Woman's Wit — Cines.
Laundress' Son — Itala.
From Factory Girl to Prima Donna
-Color Kine. Co.
Revealing Book — Unitas.
Films as new, S40 per reel;
posters tree
His Father's House — Nestor.
Strategy — American.
Redeeming Angel — Ambrosio.
A Plain Tale— Reliance.
For Washington — Thanhouser.
Corinne in Dollyland— Solax.
A Warrior's Squaw — Bison.
Mexican Centennial — Special,
ilms at $30 per reel ; posters free
Checkmate — Thanhouser.
For Her Sake.
I he Norwood Necklace— Thanhouser.
For My Pal — Powers.
Man in Twenty-Three — Nestor.
Sleepy Hollow — Nestor.
\t Cedar Ridge— Nestor.
\ Brass Button— Reliance.
7or Remembrance — Reliance.
\ Country Girl— Reliance.
Dn Kentucky Soil — Reliance.
ler Fatal Charm— Itala.
•oolshead at the Kincmatograph—

et us

MOVING

SOME,

EH"

KEEP YOUR EYE ON US FOR SPECIALS
IF IT HAPPENS
WE WILL GET IT
A STANDING ORDER FOR OUR SPECIALS

PLACE

Our staff Is now In London preparing to film the < nroiiatloii of King George

WE'LL

HAVE

IT FIRST.
per foot,

•ail \ for shipment at '
c parade, MO ft,

SPECIAL

EVENT

FILM

"WATCH

US"

iinludlni; a liainlsom
.New York I'oliee Pageant, sou fl.

CO., 12 East 15th St., N.Y. C.

THE CHAUTAUQUA
FILM EXCHANGE
Best and Cleanest Film Service in the World
Complete Programs for High Class Entertainment— Films,
Songs, Stories, and Lecturettes— SOMETHIN< r NEW
All Standard Machines — Projection Supplies and Slides
WRITE

538 S. Dearborn Street

NEW

CHICAGO,

ILL.

EXCHANGE
- NEW
FILMS
Western Dramas
Repertory Comedies
RELIABLE

ROBERT

TODAY

....

FILM

EXCHANGE

LETT, \>

ANOTHER

ENTERPRISE

TRIUMPH

TOGO CALCIUM GAS OUTFIT
Complete
with Rubber
Tubinc
ami
K.
SUPERIOR WORKMANSHIP and HIGH GRADE
MATERIAL combined with SAFETY ind SIMPI [CITY place the TOGO far ahead of .ha other
cheap outfit
P0RTAB1 I ind read) I
i Rl D II V -

-

$25.00.

The Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564 W. Randolph St., Chicago

!
If Mm

:irc |fl the Market for

SECOND
HAND
FILMS

Fresh

I'll 11 Kl

W< >RLD

Air

is

Worth

Money!!

Hot Weather is ComingPrepare for if Now
Ventilate

and

cool

your

theatre

with

a

Garden City Ventilating
Fan
NOISELESS
DURABLE

INEXPENSIVE
EFFICIENT
Furnishes

he largest and most reliable Dealers and Importers of

constantly a

supply of

these goods in the U. S.

fresh pure air, exhausts the foul air. Advertise the fact and your Box Office receipts
will show it.

International Film Traders

Draws the Crowds and keeps them coming
KEEPS THEM COOL

Incorpor.t.d
I \\r«l

I -4th Street,

M

W

>OWk

CITY

BULLETIN 31 YOURS FOR THE ASKING

"LaCinematografia
Estera'
lb ITALY'S LEADING Italians
PAPER edFOR
THE
ANIMATED
PICTURE
rL'RLISHKI) loKTNir.MTLY.
js, j6 and 40 large pages. 8 shillings per ai

Be a Motion Picture
Playwright

GARDEN
established 1879

Operators!
I guarantee quick and satisfactory
repair work on all machines.
Only genuine parts supplied. Get
my prices on ONE DROP OIL
and BULL DOG
CEMENT
the best articles of their kind on
the market

FAN

CO.

McCormick Bldg., Chicago, III.

Wc have moved in new spacious quarters and are ready to offer mai
nachine parts, supplies, lamp-, carbon-arms,
lenses, condensers, carbons
. in fact everything pertaining to an up-to-date and complete equipment
if a moving-picture theatre.
We also buy all kind- of second-hand machines.

THE

1 Picture Schools

CITY

Manufacturers

176 N. STATE

GEO.

M.

STREET

HOKE

SUPPLY

(between Lake and Randolph)

CHICAGO,

ILL. 1

COMPENSARC
This Machine cuts,
2) Jromybur

H. A. MACKIE
853 Broadway. Cor. 14th Street

New York

For
Independent Theatres
Only!!!

Bills

^"^

Official Slides
Favorite Players !
— "almost given away"

Drop a card to-day for further information to

INDEPENDENT
Photoslide
Company
Room 207, 1 47 4th Ave.,

New York City
(Operating by Exclusive Permission of
the Independent Film Manufacturers)

'

COMPANY

Send TODAYjor our
FREE descriptive booklet

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Are you desiring a service under
30 days from date of release?

Prompt Service, Right Prices

Dealers in Moving Picture
Machines and Supplies.
For Sal*, 150 R;els in Good
Condition. Cheap

OUR

Our Renovating Plant Capacity 150
reels per day. Reels received in morning
returned same day.
Send trial order.

Moving Picture Machines
Bought, Sold and Exchanged

M. P. SUPPLY

loving

New

York City

EACH
Pictures.
Street.

CHICAGO,

ILL

Mercury Arc
Rectifier

Pianists

This device changes alternating current into direct
current at a lower cost than by any other method.
It gives a strong, white, non-flickering light— consequently better
a
showing of p:ctures and therefore
increased patronage.

PRICE
75 CENTS
Alio latest coe music (series 1910) for 10 part* and
in. 1100.
E. SINN
CHICAGO.

50c
Motion

Washington

Do you want to lessen your current bilk?
Pertinent questions that mean dollars to you and
solved to your utmost satisfaction by the installation
of a

Now being used and praised

CLARENCE
1 Stdgwick Si

to

167 W.

Stuyveaant

Picture

rial Plctu. e Music."

SLIDES

pertaining

Do you want your theatre to gain a reputation for
the clearest and brightest pictures ?

H. A. MACKIE
'Phone : 2478

CO.,

How Do You
Show Pictures?

/ Have Several Calls For
Second Hand Machines
What Have You To Offer?

853 Broadway

SPECIAL

Everything
ILLINOIS

In a nutshell— Big increase in receipts. Big increase in light. Saving in current.
The ( i. I:. Rectifier occupies a floor space of only
18 inches square. It has no moving parts to get out
of order and operates without attention.

ILL

"SILVERLIGHT"

Aluminum Motion PictureCurtain

I his is worth looking into. Find out all about
this remarkable device.
Mail the COUDOl

Eitraordinary Features ire:

'phone our nearest office for full particulars.

•ill! J. Colun upplT Co.

OR
States.

14 Wibaih In., Chicago

SALE
I.'imh

I4WM1 or sell building.
Ige with teenery.
License
I chain, 2 maBsfjaon), booth, ditsolvcr.
No agent;
rite unless you have TOO
l!.,,,ki open for Inspection,
This is
hi party.
Address, 320,
Hb| Picture World, New Vork City.

General Electric
Company
Principal
I in the Follow!

Office, Schenectady,

iCMm

Mimical-

'

ii

ang's
PRICERewinder
$5.O0 NETNo. 2
Lang Manufacturing Co.

Ran

Francisco. Ckl

N. Y.

\\. iRLD

Don't Follow. But

Lead

The C Imago Song Slide Exchange

Biograph
Carbons
"Arco-B"

Ask the man who uses them or write to us.

L. E.

N. E. Cor. \*
CHICAGO,

II I.

FRORUP

&

NEW

CO.,

Importers

YORK

HAVE

GOOD

MUSIC

Increase your receipts and destroy your comprJtheatricaj musicians furnished on lettiT* or irlra.
bingers,
Pianists
and Trai>- Drummers
a suecUltT
AMERICAN THEATRICAL SINGERS A0ENCV
i* Dearbsra Street
CHICAOO. ILL

Milliard Campbell, Mer.

DrummersSSS

ffi*

direct from factory to you for $10.00
Shell -3x14- Solid Maple
Shell-3xi5-Kosewoodor
Walnut

10
Rods,
Kangaroo
Heads Send U.S. Money
or Express order. If you
wish C.O.D. send sufficient to guaranteeExpress charges.
E.

P. ZEIDLER

DRUMCO.Dept

F. CLEVELA

D.OHIO

wmL
Xylophones. Orchestra
Bells. Chimes, Forks, el
Send for free illustrated catalogue.
J. C. DEAGAN
3800-3810 N. Clark St.. Chicago. III.

SOUND

EFFECTS

Not toys, but practical, serviceable
imitations that will give an exact reproduction of the original.
We also manufacture a complete line
of drums
and accessories. Chimes, Tympani,
Bells.
Xylopho

Leedy

Manufacturing Co.
ERST.

INDIANAPOLIS. IND

NEW ENGLAND EXHIBITORS
Can furnish nice Independent service of less tht
day and commercial.
THE
PARK
FILM
COMPANV
188 Main Street,
Bridgeport, Conn.
W. M. Leighton. Prop.

THE

B
I
O

MOVING

PICTURE

Released as a Special

BIO CARBONS
A

M

O

V

5

When you order that new film make doubly sure of a successful run by including a case of BIO CARBONS
THROUGH

4,
NKW

CHARLES

YOKK

ALL EXCHANGES

is

L. KIEWERT

EFFICIENT, RELIABLE, COMPACT; keep
your theatre comfortable and attractive in
hot weather
SEND
FOR
PRICES
AND
BULLETINS.
for direct and alternating current.
MANUFACTURED BY

MECHANICAL

MILWAUKEE.

PRAM

IS< <>. IAI .

DR. COOK'S

WATSON
Ventilating Fans

Made

CO.
SAN

B
I
O

YOU CAN RENT

This Fans
Brings
CrowdsTIi&

THE

WORLD

Exhibitors
are doing a tremendous
business with this great production

Special Rates by Week or Month
to experienced special feature workers
who can furnish bond.
WRITE

APPLIANCE

CO.

WIS.

FOR TERMS AND PARTICULARS
A FEW STATES I OR S Ml

florth Pole Picture Company

Great
Line of
Printing

N... 1 Mosul** Balldlag,
CHICAGO, ILL.

A Question toExhibitors for years," Film Service/' Solved

Consolidated

Amusement

614 to 619 Rhodes Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.

Company

B il-T 0 1 Theatre Bldg., Houston, Texas

51 I CI SS] 1 1.1 Y whipping <»ui rabrencera, p ken, cold copy buyers, and would-be filn i
building up and demonstrating trhai l\l>l PEND1 N I film lervice reall) is, buying t he entire
output of the Motion Picture Distributing & Ssles Co., with duplicates lufficiem to i
LOUISIANA,
rEXAS,
MISSISSIPPI,
ALABAMA,
fENNESSEE,
GE<
FLORIDA, N< »R l ll and 51 m 1 11 CAsU >l INA

Whatever
Write,

Wire

Your Requirements.

or Phone.

Name

the

You Need Film-We

situation and

we

will

meet

it with

A

Buy It.

SERVICE.

... RLD

WHY
LEARN*
MOVINGNOTPicture
OKBfll
r liran
5IW28=ST^K.

OUR

Tuff***
fas*
Taylor s Method^

Musical Electrical Bells
which arc played from a Keyboard, the bells being mounted
in various parts of the house have

Correspondence Course. Special rales to
the trade. Send (or free illustrated catalogue.
School class meets every morning and alternoon. Evening classes meet every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday. We positively guarantee you a $15 position.
We have a Powers' Cameragraph No. 5
in A- 1 condition (or $85.00 and an Edison
Exhibition Model Machine (or $60.00.
We carry a large line o( electrical supplies
and furnish everything (or the theatre.

F. C. TAYLORNew

4* West 28th Street
Phone 1405 Madison

York Cit,

Square

been a great success all over the
country and no Picture-house is
complete without a set of them.
We

GUARANTEED

can supply 25 Bells, 2 octaves

chromatic, C to C, correctly tuned
to your

u

Price $1.00 per pair postpaid
STERLING

NOVELTY CO., 500 Main St., Warnn, Ohio

Piano, complete with

Resonators, Keyboard, Magnets,
and Boards, complete ready to install for $75.00.

HALL BERG
THE

ECONOMIZER

SAVES two-thirds on
electric biU
and makes BIQ CUT
on the first cost of

J. C. DEAGAN

your complete equip-

38M to 3811 North Clark Slreit

I carry stock of
all makes M. P.
Machines, Opera

CHICAGO, I. S. 1.

Chairs

_

ELECTRIC

FANS

Changeable ILLUMINATED Program Sip

25% lower than others
12" direct current latest type
$8.oo
16"
"
"
"
"
n.75
12" alternating current latest type
11.50
16"
"
"
"
"
13.50
4 blade direct current. ceiling fans
16.50
4
"
alternating current ceiling fans
26.00
Direct current Elsewhere
18" exhaust
fans
35-00
$50.00.
Compare our prices with others.
All fans guaranteed for one year.
The above prices net
cash f. o. b. N. Y.

NATHAN
237 Canal St.,

KLEIN

and Sup-

plies.
Free Catalogue

■HUI
U JiU'M H l-l
■■iBTsTTTTTTlBal
EKfVMIiTTni
I. /.I'll

Interchangeable letters stenciled in metal, specia'ly arranged for any program. Illumination of each subject
controlled individually.
Write for descriptive
matter and money making particulars.

& CO.

Cor. Centre St.,

Easily operated, quickly
changed, inexpensive. : :

New Yor*

Zenith Manufacturing Co.
P. 0. Boi 252

CINCINNATI. QHII

THE
FOB SALE -ONE
HUNDRED
REELS FILM
Extra fine condition
it 2 a Reel

MAYER

SILVERMAN

105 Fourth Avenue

Pittsburgh, Pa.

-McKENNA-

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

OPERA m CHAIRS
FOR

EVERY

ESTABLISHED

PURPOSE

WRITE

1.000 STYLES

BRASS
RAILINGS
EASELS

FOR

1865

CAT.

No.

31

The A. H. Andrews Co.
174- 1 76 Wabash Ave., Chicago. 111.

GRILLES
CUSPIDORS

Branches in ail leading cities

Opera and Assembly Chairs

BRASS
KICK PLATES
STAIR TREADS. DOOR

SILLS

McKenna Bros. Brass Co.
— PITTSBURGH,

PA.

The Best
Uniforms

GEO.^ BENNETT
744 W. 5th StretVt

Most popular priced chilrt on the market for

^1^

OHIO*""*

CINCINNATI

For the money

Nattj Up-to-Date
Styles
For Employees of
Moving Picture Theatres
Write for illustrated
catalog and samples of
cloth.
Free on application.

D.KLEIN&BRO.
927 Market Street
PHILADELPHIA , PA.

FILMS
FOR
RENT
New Films High Glass Service

Y

It folds automatically and ca
be revolving, stationary or sel
ighting.
It is the only sanitary chair.
It is a space-saver, life-save
nd money-Si
It i the v irld's greatest the

FOLDING
CHAIRS
For Moving Picture
Showa.Crand Stands,
Assembly 11.11.. etc.
In section* if wanted.
Write for Catalog No. 2

The Kauffman
Manufacturing Co,
ASHLAND, OHIO
SPICIALTV:

M

Writ* To day for Tmrwu

67 and 69 Daarborn

The Wisconsin Lumber
and Veneer Co.

CLINE
SL,

Ohloage

Wrltl for Cltllopl

PEABODY SCHOOL FURNITURE CO.

North
Manchester
Indiana
New York Agents. ROBERT J. EHLERS CO.
Lexington Ave. and 43d St. • New York. N.Y.

Moving Picture Machines
Stereopticons
MaKe

Big Money

t models, investigate.
Write today for circular A.
IK IIAItDKSIV
MFC
CO.
Dover.
Ohio. U. S. .

The Pioneer Houn, With 8 Yeare"
Experience, and
»260,000.00
Back Of It

EUGENE

Prompt Shipments.

Port

WisMirJon.

Nil.

Notion PictureTheatre Supplies

CHICAGO

PROJECTING

21° S. Dearborn St.

Dept. A.

CO.

Chicago.

CHEAP

II

,]\.,

PICTURE

WORLD

Save $75 to $150
bj

ma king

row

machine

head

last twice

.is lon^.

A

guarantee

V

certificate ii furnished with Lavei i's latest machine preierving stars, j
M
•
Lavezzi's improved repairs /
(i.i\c hem
idTertised fur the past yr.ir, they arc better than evei
£

2940

LAVEZZI

MACHINE

Herndon

WORKS

Street,

Chicago,

111.

The Eagle Film Company
Will begin releasing, on or about JUNE 12th the finest examples
of acting and photography ever offered to the American Exhibitor.
WE offer special inducements to the exchanges that support us NOW.
Our advent means a NEW DEAL in the Film Business based upon

A Square Deal, Courteous Treatment
and

Painstaking Attention

to the

Business of Every

Customer

Write for samples of posters and photography and our proposition.

Eagle Film Company
90 WEST

NEW

STREET

YORK

CITY

The Cincinnati-Buckeye Film Co.
One

of America's
TWO

Biggest Buying

Exchanges

OFFICES:

315-317 W. 4th St., CINCINNATI, 0.

422 N. High St., COLUMBUS, 0.

Buying the Entire Independent Output
For a real
DON'T

LET

JUNK

up-to-the-minute service, write,
DEALERS

AND

WOULD-BE

wire or call
FILM

MEN

KID

YOU

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

ARE YOU GETTING IT?
We

refer to " Power's Pointers on
Projection " — the little folder
that we send out every month to
every exhibitor and operator on
^^^

our mailing list.

ffk Most
people think
W artistic production.
find it interesting.

it an
Many

It deals chiefly with the best moving picture machine in the world.
Send us your address in time to receive the June issue.

Nicholas

Power

Company

15-117 Nassau Street

New YorK

For thirteen years the leading makers of moving
picture machines

Corcoran Moving
Picture
Tanks
Develop your films to perfection. Save
Time and Reduce Your Expenses by
using a "Corcoran Film Development
Tank." All up-to-date houses are now installing the "Corcoran System."
SEND
dm lug:

The Yltagraph Co. or Am

IIITll't.TllfPoM
Mi-lli-k. <<a

ITS

p

rOB PRICK LIST No. «.

A. J. CORCORAN,
' No. 11 John Street

•

-

Inc.
N. Y. City

ERFECT
ICTURES
LEASE
ARTICULAR
EOPLE

Its perfect construction pleases particular users.
The superior workmanship of the MOTIOGRAPH long ago placed it far
advance of all others. IT IS THE OPERATORS' FRIEND.
ENTERPRISE

OPTICAL

MANUFACTURING

CO.,

561 572 West Randolph St.,

CHICAGO. ILL.

WORLD

Established
1856

We supply the
United States
Government with
Musical Instruments

55 th Year

Get This Book
and learn all about your music question from the illustrations
showing Wurlitzer Automatic Musical Instruments in leading
picture theaters and from the letters of theater managers giving their experience.
Its 32 pages are filled to overflowing with valuable information—things you want to know.
The Wurlitzer Electric Musical Instruments duplicate the
work of expert musicians, are ready for work at all times and
can be bought on terms the same as musicians' hire. When
paid for, your expense for music practically ends. The money
saved will pay rent.
The booklet tells everything. Get a copy and look it over.
If inconvenient to call, write to the nearest Wurlitzer Branch
for a copy.

The
World's

Rudolph

Wurlitzer

Co.

Largest Manufacturers of Automatic Musical Instruments

NEWMAN

ST„

OXFORD

ST.

Vol.

8,

■1

No.

22

June

3,

TUB OJ^GHN OF THE PHOKPLAY

PUBLICATION

OFFICE,

falT

125

EAST

.if

1911

Price,

JMD iOUED

TWENTY-THIRD

10

Cents

INT£t®6TxS

STREET,

NEW

YORK

VI TAG RAP h rwi
■ 11

►ORTRAYA

"CUPID'S CHAUFFEUR"
Full of life and laugh. The lovely little rascal shoots some keen shafts of laughter straight
into our risibles that start things going and keeps them up to the finish.

"THE ENDS OF THE EARTH"
I r.. 111 one end to the- other it is a great picture The whole length and breadth of it
the widest field of scenic splendor. Follow it, from the populated city to the polar
of Alaska.
It is tilled with striking episodes.

"A
CLEVER FRAUD"
Vivacioush varied and voluminously funny.

A, captivatingpicrure of a captivating girl who
masquerades as a boj and captivates all the girls and i;ets the laugh on tin boys and makes
a big hit with everybod) else.
[ "For Her Brother' s Sake."
NeXf

We6k

A Drama,

Tuesday,

June 6th.

''The Sacrifice." A Drama, Friday, June 9th.
[ "The Changing of Silas Warner." A Drama, Saturday, June 10th.

Photos of Vitogroph Playet
•m for lobby display and let y<ur people get better acquainted with their fen

The Vitagraph Company of America

NBl MWk. 116 Nnttu S«.
I (IM)ON. U CtCfl Court

CHICAGO,
l(H> Kindolph St.
I'UMs. II Vuc Snintc-Ccilc

CITY.

THE

MOVING

Mr.

PICTURE

WORLD

Irtjijfer Says:
When the warm
weather comes I meet
INSISTING harder
than ever on

it by

Thanhouser
Released Friday, June 9th

MR. INSISTER
Released Tuesday, June
The

Olli.r

s|,l,. „f Ih.

A IVrfert Comedy "2-On-l"

6th

Pl.lurf

THE STEPMOTHER
ml
l
die
FEW good stepin this case it was the orphan children who
weren't as good ;i> could
tied the
ben they heard a stepmother wad coming—
didn't even give her half a chance to make she "made
the s ime and the girls came to
accept her as the right, true friend that she was
No -•:;.

; the !

i and Fortune."
ichangea— Haa

oat Friday,
YOUR

Jui

<

* I!

Thanhouser
NEW

ROCHELLE

MOTORING

is that ideal brand of comedy that teaches that you can
make people laugh without the aid of slapstick. Real
wit in a story, and real cleverness in the picture-construction of it, obviate the need of all slapstick. That
is made clear here. The picture is merely logical, and
that's what will make you like it. The motorist wins
a wife in an intensely funny way, but a mighty,
logical one.
And on the Same Reel

The Rescue Of Mr. Henpeck

THE

MOVING

GREAT

PICTURE

WORLD

NORTHERN

Release

for

Saturday,

May

27th

The Love of a Gipsy Girl
FEATURE

Release

The

for

DRAMA

Saturday,

Bogus

GREAT

a Booking

NORTHERN

3rd

Governess

One of the Best Sherlock Holmes
Ever Produced.
Secure

June

Detective Films

off this Attraction

AT

ONCE

FILM CO., 7 E. 14th St., New York

The National Program
SUCC ESS - EXCLUSI VENESS ■ SUCCESS
Mr. Exhibitor :— Have we kept faith with you? Have our efforts, as you
observe them, convinced you that there has come into the Held, an organization imbued with business and the best ethics <>t the trade''
that in forcing the National program and its exclusive
serving the best interest of the exhibitor'"
Exclusive American and European Features films every
put before your public means "SUCCESS**.
Able and responsible men interested in the Exchange
invited to correspond with us.

NATIONAL
34 &

FILM DISTRIBUTING
COMPANY
36

W. HOUSTON

N.

Y. CITY,

STREET

U. S A.

BxkfbitOrS i Sett J your names for our matltng list.

I )oyou realize,
rights, we are
week properly
proposition are

1227

. LV,

PICTURE

WORLD

Jfcj
-Mftyg

fF^?

i=£J2I&

' — ^j^s**,.

fyp

T

ELL

>our exchange you simply must have the Imp

release of Monday,

June 5.

It is a split reel contain-

ing ,i corking good picture of the terrible Chicago Stockyards fire, one of the m<»t
spectacular fire pictures ever snapped!

It will be intensely interesting to your

audiences. < mi the same reel you will find "The Grind", a dandy comedy showing
how college students haze one of their elassmates and how he gets a sweet revenge.
On Thursday, June 8, we release "Hack to the Soil", a comedy drama of city and
country life that leaves "a good taste in the mouth and a soft feeling in the heart."
'HIS Imp Lobby Display is making a terrific hit with exhibitors every"
where. It is v> - feet wide by 2^2 feet high; wide oak frame with heavily
d openings; ten fine photographs. Send for descriptive circular or send $5 and get frame and ten photos complete. Also send us your name and address for our mailin- li-t. Also get your exchange to give you
an earlj booking on the Imp's glorious Decoration Day film, "The Forged Dispatch."
Independent Moving Pictures Co., of America
102 West 101st St., New York. Carl Laemmle, Pres.

50c

EACH

ILLINOIS

SLIDES

M. P. SUPPLY

CO.,

Everything

OF QUALITY

167 W. Washington

pertaining

to

Motion

Street,

Pictures.

50c

EACH

CHICAGO,

ILL.

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

;he American Film Mfg. Co. Chicago

"All Wise Independents buy and
boost Flying A Cowboy films."

When

you think of WESTERN— think of

"Flying A Cowboy

Films"

Release ol Monday, May 29th

"Rattlesnakes & Gunpowder"

AMERICAN
Bank

FILM
Floor,

MANUFACTURING
Ashland

BlocK,

Chicago,

CO.

JfBg

III.

53^

WATCH
THIS

1

S PACE
American
101 BEEKMAN

Moving
STREET

Picture

Machine

Company
NEW

YORK

CITY

Till:

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

WATCH THE JUNE CALENDAR
FOR CHAMPION'S
BEST RELEASES
On Monday, June 5th

Service Under Johnston & Lee
A heart-throbbing incident of the Southern Confederacy, showing a child's pathetic efforts in her

Some

More

"Laemmle
Luck"
When
I was the only person not
hurt in an auto Miia-hup the oiluT
clay, everybody said "more Laemmle
lurk" VYThen thej hear of the wonderful success of the Laemmle Film
Service and its customers, they say
"more Laemmle Luck" Very well
If you care for a slice of "Laemmle
Luck," hook up with the biggest and
besl film renter in the world and dd
furthe
lockeying.

Carl Laemmle,
President

uli.

The Laemmle Film Service
New

number

204 W. Lake St., Chicago, III.
Sykes Block.
1517 Farnam St.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Omaha, Neb.
209 Fifth St
1110 Wyandotte St
Dea Moines, Iowa
Kansas City, Mo.
rid
The biggest and best film renter

Hard fighting near Richmond, Va.

THE

PERIL

i the

OF DIAZ

Released Monday, May 29th?
Don't delay!
For Wednesday,

June 7th

"THE COST OF DRINK"

effectively tells a tale of the 'bottle' and its ultimate
grasp on the victim.
On Monday, June 12th

"Longstreet at Seven Pines "

"MOLLY
PITCHER"
Monday, June 19th
The Champion

photo-frame

costs $1.00

The Champion Film Company
jfiZZZ?}

8H

Mark

M. Dintenfass,

Gen. Mgr.

12 East 15th Street, New York City

Write for Catalog

V

Hmerican Searing Compan;
215 Wabash Avenue (ZSrg) 19 West 18th Street
CHICAGO
^§5/
NEW
YORK
BOST
N
PHILADELPHIA PITTSBURGH

FILMS

FOR SALE OR TO RENT
1000 REELS.
WHAT DO YOU WANT?
Theatres, Summer Resorts, Airdome*. Churchea.
Clubs and Stags Supplied

GLOBE

FILM

EXCHANGE

1 05 E. 1 4th St.

New York
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It's The

FILMS
Of QUALITY— The Films
That Please Your Patrons
That You Must Demand !
PROTECT
THE
REPUTATION
OF
YOUR
SHOW,
by INSISTING
That AH Your Programmes
Must Include At Least

One eclair.
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WORLD

WHAT WE HAVE DONE
WITH YOUR MONEY!
Whose Money? Exhibitors' Money!
We gave you him quality in larger quantity.
We make it possible for you to remain in business.
We save you one hundred and four dollars (S104)
per year in royalties alone. On 10,000 Exhibitors,
$1,040,000.00 per year.
We make it possible for you to oppose the
Patents Company's oppressive tactics.
We give you the Finest Weekly Program of
American and European films that brains,
talent and money can produce.
We release all special films on local, national
and foreign topics of the day.
ORDERS
FILLED
IN TURN

GET

THE
NO

Coming

NEW

YORK

*

POLICE PARADE
FILM"
700 FEET
REGULAR
PRICE
POSTERS

CORONATION
IN

montes

ENGLAND

First shown in this country of the Coronation
Cere- of
KING GEORGE which takes place
in London. June 2lst.

Release of June 5th

2=IN=1
IMPUDENCE PUNISHED— A Smart Comedy,
brimful of funny situations, and one which holds
.tn excellent mural

\\ ii h.il ' ' '

TOMMY AT THE DENTISTS-A Rollicking
Comic which musl really be s/:/-.\ to be ap
predated The expressions and antics ol our
friend fommy,are "excruciatingly" funny! I

Eclair Film Co.
31 East 27th Street,

New York City

Our Films sold only through the Motion
Picture

/Attributing

And

S*les

Co.

SEND ORDERS NOW
and same will be filled in turn as received.
You cannot well afford to be without ihis film

of international interest.

This is a Special, but sold at
the Regular Price.
Advise how many

poster^ you wi-h with each print.

WEEKLY

PROGRAM:

MONDAY

-Imp, Eclair, Yankee,
American,
Champion.
TUESDAY — Thanhouser,
Bison, Powers.
WEDNESDAY
Champion,
Solax,
Reliance,
Ambrosio, Nestor.
THURSDAY-Imp, American, Itala, Rex.
FRIDAY —Yankee,
Solax, Lux,
Thanhouser,
Bison.
SATURDAY
Powers, Itala, Great Northern,
Reliance.

Count Them !
Twenty six Weekly ieleases !
ORIGINAL PRINTS ol this unexcelled program can be obtained in United States and Canada
only from exchanges purchasing film through

Motion Picture Distributing
and Sales Company
111 East

ltlh Slrctl

M
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K A L E M
Beginning Monday, June 26th

WILL

ISSUE THREE

REELS

EACH

WEEK

I [ere is our schedule :
VIONDAY— A Genuine Western Production
WEDNESDAY— A Feature Comedy
FRIDAY— A War Story or a Western Headliner

FOR

Insist that your exchange book you

THREE

RALEMS

EVERY

THE KIND YOUR

KALEM

NEW YORK,
LONDON,
BERLIN,

Ev«y

,r,d«

THE

WORLD'S

INDEPENDENT

PATRONS

WEEK
WANT

COMPANY,

Inc.

235-239 W. 23rd St.
45 Cerrard St. W.
35 Friedrich Str.

BEST—

EXHIBITORS:

BAR

Insist

NONE

On

Lux

««"

"■">»

Films

IMAGINATIVE
NSTRUCTIVE
NTELLICIBLE

Incomparably I

We want you to get the World's best every week.

LUX FILMS
Released,

June 2, 1911

Just
Bill's Luck
Arnold Comedy
Has — A462 Good
Try
Comedy— 403
Feet
Feet
Two of a kind.
Two rollicking, rib-cracking, tide-splitting, laughter produi
SEE THAT
YOUR
comedies.
Just
the thing wanted
on every
program.
EXCHANGE GIVES YOU THIS ONE WITHOUT FAIL.

SEE OTHER

GET LUX

PAGES

R.
lO

East

FOR SYNOPSES

AND PAST RELEASES

The World's Best— Bar None

15tK »•!■ •■!?
Street
ihrsuls

GET LUX

PRIEUR
th.
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Superior Plays.
The Important Elements ot Their Construction.
By Louis Reeves Harrison.
We arc told that the public cannot be educated, but
this statement is tlatly contradicted by abundant evidence
that the public is being educated, especially in the ten
thousand little theaters exhibiting moving pictures.
On
the fact that good taste in the pictural drama is being
elevated by every masterly production shown rests our
the future of the photoplay.
Those who are
catering to limited intelligence in this form of entertainment, with a view to pleasing a small proportion of the
llldience, are harming the exhibitor more than they can
realize.
Inferior plays antagonize the regular
patrons, the ones who can best afford to go elsewhere to
|e amused if tin- performance is of low quality while, on
the other hand. poor plays arc harder to understand than
and what 1- satisfactory to a discriminating
Wdience often reaches slow minds through the emotions.
Notable illustration of this was the keen appreciation
an East Side audience of Maeterlinck's mystical
"Blue Bird," whose real purport was not grasped by all
the high-class suppliers of The N'ew Theater.
Neither the exhibitor nor the general public nor the
■I ir any one concerned is benefited by playlets of
igh- for-them-they-don't-know an
Idnd.
I hi -■ are -auctioned by men who arc too small for
ness they arc in, lucky accidents are they, whose
.<■ he.., me inflated without an
matter.
They would be swiftly rlim■ |.cn . ompetition, hut are safely entn n
if real brain? under existing bu
tioii, and we are facing a condition, not a theory,
these and the leading producers are nun who <io not think
they know- it all and arc making serious efforts to constantly improve the quality of their plays, or at least to
e services of director*- who are progressive, hut
11 ev< »lve a 1 1 editable ; 1
material, and the best of them find it difficult
rios they want for tw< 1 .•
t, the average amount paid is tcxi
do not grow •
le will be overcome when business men
i not too imii '
lire to produi e
being removed by playwrights

and scenario editors themselves whenever and wherever
their efforts are accorded recognition and encouragment.
I was told the other day that Frohmao would gladly pay
a million dollars for the services of an individual of unerring judgment in the matter of stage productions, but
I think this statement is slightly exaggerated. Our need
is not so much of critics as of dramatists who understand
their business; in fact, 1 happen to personally know a
Frohman agent, a woman, who has picked winner after
winner for no other reward than her regular commission.
tier method is so effective that I give what 1 know of it
for the benefit of those engaged in the selecting of photoin thetit.
wa\
'
id or not
as they plays,
maysimplyseem
In studying screen productions
on
my own account, it has seemed to me that the methods
of Frohman's agent apply because she does not tie herself
to this or that dramatic essential, hut arranges them in
order of consequence and takes a broad and comprehensive view of the whole.
1 hi: \
.Most important of the essentials is the idea. What is

the meaning of the

A drama is merely a stor) put into action. If it consists of a series of incidents strung together 00 the thread
of a plot, with some opportunity
for the actor and the
scene painter, it may he called a drama, but all pleasurable
illusion for those who

sit in front will be dispelled by the

artificiality and obvious straining For effect which sickened people of the stage production before that on the
screen became so popular.
It is right to use all the scenic
. ingenious or artistic .which tit the pn
and enhance it- value, but
I 1 let them dom
mate the underlying mouse
I he aud
in the stor\ itself and only appreciates the pains taken to
tell it when IK) exag
V\ lule an
expert might be inten sted in the paint used or the method

employed
in making a ]■•■ lure
the attention of the "'

nlj it

handed dow n by word of moutl
torj telling tun ri en in quality until u has be
lightened men and won

others with ideas that awaken

in

■

;

pk

B
n.l many
Mil.
The
•-!i action,
it on the
LI 1 1.K1/A1 l« IN
I he Little Ma
ill fluttering on the threshold of
e of a loved one.
l improbable that a child could
marvel had not the early scenes been dethal he was a boy <>i' originality tanatical
and dci baracteristics were delither and
than instrongly,
by the
duct in play
natural conveyed
fondness for
the child's
idol ofconhis
as a brave and earnest little character
direct simplicity of purpose was
so broughtus out
that,became
when the
crisis was
boy's
effort
a natural
one reached,
from the the
point
of
the audience.
In trying to show the splendid fortitude of American
•a ..men' during the hitter Civil War.
I selected the
southern type because the after-burden of misery fell
•i our brothers and sisters of the lost cause. "A
•her" i Vitagraph), to be effective and representative, was a characterization intensified by every incident
and situation in the opei
the play.
They
were all devised for the sole purpose of displaying her
mental powers of endurance and patient courage under
affliction. The characterization dominated all else in the
play. This made her subsequent mental st niggle the more
and cau^cl the audiences to cry and think, then
smile through their tears.
SITUATIi >\
Third in value is the situation.
This is of great consequence in all forms of
still it is Ix-st when it makes us laugh and think. "Mother
!mp released was intended to be a tragi-comedy
D the peculiar situation of a young married
couple when the wife, in a condition of lapsed memory
caused by affticton, reverted to a girlhood period before
<he had met her husband and believed herself to be unmar ied. Itwas a trying situation for the husband and
for the young clergyman she dieted to prefer and an exciting one for the audience because there was no relief
The situation in this ease awakened profound
sympathy and created a condition of high suspense not
until the problem of restoring the young wife's
mental balance had been solved by desperate measures. The
great difficulty of presenting
plays which, depending
up. .ii situation alone, lies in the rarity of events suited to
dramatic high tension.
It d->es not seem wi-e to let a
raving for that sort of composition dominate
when there is so much that is comic or tragic in what is
around us. Human life is a larger thing than
Playwright, director and actor must recognize
this and lean more to the human than to the theatrical side
The individual in the audience will tell us that he does
not pretend to know anything about dramatic criticism,
but he knows what he likes. Why does he buy an adverne having the cost of advertising

ruRE

w<

»R]

i)

put into qualin Is it because he is told what is good?
That same individual might better enjoy an article of
quality if it- merits were pointed out to him by one who
knew the difference. There is a great deal in literature,
art and the dram. i that we might not understand and enjoy
if our comprehension was narrowed to our own point of
view. I do not think any honest critic sets himself up as
infallible none of us are that, — but opera, novel, picture
or play is the result of certain forces on which the light
^i investigation is constantly being thrown; otherwise it
w . .uld be an eternal case of O = O for all of us. To criticism we owe the advance, if not the variety and charm, of
much that we enjoy. Honest and intelligent criticism not
only serves to enlarge the mental scope of the onlooker,
but acts as a stimulus to finer effort on the part of those
who may not relish its bitter, tonic flavor, but need it after
over-indulgence in the sweets of fawning flattery.
I if false grounds taken by critics none is more common
than that of realism. There are dramatic moments in all
lives, but to group and intensify these within the limits of
a pictured story is not realism, but its artful semblance.
Then what may not seem possible to one individual of
minute personal experience may have actually occurred in
the lives of thousands. It may be of value to speak of the
artistic settings or of the selection of natural scenes in
the encouragement of good taste, but the photography is
a mechanical question largely solved by the use of suitable
materials. The photoplay at this stage of the game is
supposed to be mechanically correct to come within the
reach of higher criticism. Mention of the personalities
behind the pictured story seldom reaches those who see it
from in front, and is better suited to special articles ; so
we find ourselves confined to the quality of the production
as a whole in critical revision.
We must consider the audience.
Nearly all of us go to the theater to be taken away from
ourselves and the dull routine of our own lives for a
glimpse of what may stir us, enliven us or charm us in the
■•hi ts. We want to be tickled, to have our sympathies stirred or to have our souls quickened by some
splendid thought.
What is the idea of the story? Are its people so presented as to be interesting? Do its situations appeal to
us ? The chances are that we will be interested if all these
essentials are taken care of in the presentation.
Tf the idea is purely educational in the way of art. history or travel it may rest on that value alone in some
cases, but I should prefer an entertaining historical play,
with strong characterization of at least one central figure
with stirring or enlivening incidents. The idea may be to
rouse new interest in the great human stories of the Bible,
or to point the finger of scorn at wrong and injustice, or
to indicate the unnamed rewards of labor ; it may be
patriotic, socialistic, public-spirited, humanitarian: it may
be to cheer, enliven or strengthen us, but it seems to me
that a play utterly devoid of an idea of some sort is much
like a life without a purpose — hardly worth while.
The play worth while, like the man worth while, stands
for something. If the play stands for nothing, the effect
on the audience is a blank or dumb wonder why time,
effort and money should be expended on it. We all know
that photoplays are being shown every day in the week
which are neither entertaining nor instructive, which have
no reason for existence. How. then, are they to be eliminated and better material substituted except through the
medium of criticism. Is it better for all concerned that
they should be continued? Should they be corrected? Is
not the best method of improving the average quality that
of appreciative) generously the superior productions?
What do you think about it.7
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Discrediting the Uniform.
Our New England scribe has written us at some
length concerning the action of two picture houses in
Portsmouth, N. H., in barring from their performances
anyone who wears the uniform of the United States
Navy. Our views do not exactly coincide with those of
our Boston correspondent.
Portsmouth is a United States Naval Station. There
are many "Jackies" stationed there ; also marines and
officers. From what we know of Portsmouth, "Jackies"
in that town are the same as they are in other stations.
They like to have a good time, and once in a while they
are likely to "clean out" some place or other. Sometimes it is a gin-mill that is cleaned out by blue-jackets.
Other times it may be a house of ill-fame, or a dancehall or some sailors' restaurant, and, perhaps in later
days, there may have been a few moving picture shows
"cleaned out," but not any that we know of. One thing
that protects the moving picture theater from the outward manifestations of naval discontentment is the fact
that moving pictures level all ranks. They hold the interest, and very little disorder is ever recorded while the
photoplay is on.
Vs a rule, at a moving picture show proper, Sailor
Jack is just as quiet and contented as any landsman, even
though he be there in numbers. There is no need to
subdue him. We have already heard from the Philippines that the savage tribes of head-hunter- there have
forgotten their time-honored occupation of decapitation,
and in it- -lead have acquired the moving picture craze.
Armies have been trying for a hundred years to subdue
the head-hunters, and where armies have failed during
all those years, the moving picture stepped in and
Irought them out of savagery over night. The reason
is that the moving picture holds the interest all the time."
It will also' be seen, therefore, that if the moving picture
will SOOthi
irt, there is no real reason for
considering Sailor Jack a hopeless case.
no fear of a "rough-house" where pictures by
are shown. Vaudeville is the red flag that
!: on his crusade. He is accustomed to the
Bionky Tonk," more prevalent in the West than in the
Ea-t 'I he kind of vaudeville that he sees at the moving
picture -1m w i- about on the same level with that which
he has 1" ' n eeing in beer gardens, where faded beauty
in threadbare voice first sings to him, then sits and has a
drink with him. Sailor Jack knows at once what he likes
and what he dislike-. lie considers it hi- dm
press outwardly just exactly how he feels within. If he
■be nol like a female upon the stage he make- it known
in no faint or uncertain vvaj I In the either hand, when
he is smitten with her talent, lie i- appreciative in the
same manner, a- we know, by the pounding of his beer
on the table
■ ep trouble out of ., theatre >- not to
admit it in the lir-t place.
In a town like Portsmouth,
when th. ■
.. squad of blueiearing down
upon hi- place, the barometer of
nh thing thai can guide him as
to the portent of the oni ■
of "Who
I rive the counter
has reason to know in advance
■aether tin \ an friend or for. and therefore one cannot
in Portsmouth 01 am othei place for
■. heilier it involves the
I Ude Sam i .1 |ohnn\ Hull or anybod\
friend
1 nn t of
told nf him and hiirize fight
to defend

I'om Sharke\
1- perhaps thi .
the "rough house" sailor.
It 1- often
hipmatcs, how they came a
in San Francisco a! which the mighty
the honor of the I 'nited Stal
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and it is needless to say that they were with him to a man.
On the way back from the fights, which Tom usually
won, this mob of sailors would "clean up" everything
along the line, and if there were any picture house- in
those days, in all probability they got theirs along with
the rest. In this case we are only dragging in Tom's
past history as an example. Sailors are not always - 1
rough as he was, but the incident will serve to show that
the "rough-house" germ is present to a greater or le-extent in every squad of sailors.
Sailors are no different from any other body of huskyyoung men in search of amusement. Education or environment play no part in the matter. The same applies
to college students as much as it does to the Army or
Navy. A while ago there was a picture theatre in NewHaven as completely wrecked by college students as any
batallion of Marines could ever have done it. The only
uniform they wore was a little hat with a half-inch brim
and a colored ribbon around it, held in place by slitted
straps. Some of them wore baggy trousers, turned up at
the bottoms, short coats like bell-boys, and possibly a
bull-dog pipe in their mouths.
Now, if the owner of that theatre had seen that squad
of college Willie< ( ? > in the uniform of dear old Yale
approaching on the horizon, the same as that manager
up in Portsmouth saw the squad of Jackies coming, and
in the same manner had smelled trouble, he would have
followed the same course. He would have said. "I knowthat I am disparaging the blue flag of ( )ld Eli boys, but
you can't come in." Just as the Portsmouth manager
probably said. "I may be casting asparagus on Uncle
Sam.
hearties, isbut
can'tNewcomeHaven
in." mat
The my
difference
this:you The
the bunch in and lost his place: the Portsmouth manager
kept them out and is still running.
Moral : Some people are brave in a crowd.
Tl
the crowd, the braver they are.

Not Guilty.
The American Federation ^i Catholic Societies has
-eiit broadcast to the leading theatrical producers throughout the country an open letter deploring plays that have
been produced upon the stage which mocked
things and moral principles which the Christian hold- in
highe-t respect.
Says this document:
"We deplore still more deepl) that these phi.
class [Note the first class,
Ed j houses soon find their
way into cheaper amu-einent place-, nickelodeons
villes, moving picture show-, and thu- reach out to our
American youths and children.
aable as
'Miss Innocence.' 'Desperate Chance,' 'The II
'Kreutzer
Sonata' ofand
" 1
The Secretarv
the Sapho,'
I
has requested us to give publicity to the above mentioned
open letter in our columns, which we regret. 011 account
Of its length, we cannot do
ri
ment as per request, we can saj No! Guill
moving picture i
" The I'.hn
-plays
1 he like
'.hi "Salome."
from Rei toi
I i V
in the Train," " lh> Girl n th< i ..-■
Um i v.
I ui." "I a Samaritaine," etc.
In all tl
plaj s that are acted i
impunitj
anywhere in America, we fail to find thi i
nio\ mo picture.
\\ e would liki
"Nickelodeon" and "mo> i
into this open Utter, wl
-how their connection
\\ ith it
I he ..pen I. ttl
cerned, is nothing but a .

nil

■
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the consul

tvs and thus

Federa•i find iln-ir
way
audevilles
•> ai h out to our

n ill hand h back with the
tholic Sotheater it
nnection with this open letter of
thai the moving pictui
ibil and ignorant
ng 1 ihow thai the moving pic• the above misdemeanors, and, in
leration of Catholic Soof a l>lin«l man leading another
in, and thereby have done an injustice to the movhas been done many times before by
i n what they are denouncing.

Cheaper Electricity in New York.
ri Edison Company is announcing a re• electric illumination and power,
trying large half-page advertisements in the daily
newspapers announcing that fact. < >nc of the advertisegins a- follows: "The New York Edison Company takes pleasure in announcing to the public, etc., etc"
our readers will readily believe that the Kdison
is taking great pleasure in announcing such
facts.
We can almost see its pleasure by imagination.
According to the advertisement, the company
arc all
-mile-, but we must not forget the old adage, "There's
ding face
that hides an
heart."
For the hitter
understanding
of aching
the reader,
perhaps it
9C
would he well to reprint the new general schedule: "
The first
250 K W Hrs. of monthly consumption at 10c
8c

for the exce^>. at 5c
The reader will notice that it grado from ten cents per
K.W. hour down to five cents, at intervals of 250 K.W.
hours p(-r jump.
By the time we get to 1500 K.W. hours.
we find it is cheaper to buy electricity than to make it.
That fact is mosl patent Of any as we glance over this
sliding
' mce: We have in a small store
■ building, a small Italian hat
cleaner.
The Italian hat cleaner is obliged to pay twice
for his current as the office budding next door,
/C
although they both get it from the same feed wire. There
ti for this in the well- worded advertisempany, hut the real reason is that
danger of the small Italian hat cleaner putting
in an electric plant of his own.
Perhaps he has not the
or even if he did have, it would not pay
•• n cents.
But the
• ■ building is another matter.
Its owners have
•1 put in a lighting plant of their
own if the F.dison Company doesn't do things to suit
then : hence the Kdison Company advertises this low rate
to the large consumer.
The whole gist of the Edison advertisement is to distted plant-.
There can be
:• upon it when one glances over
as the current comes over the
wer house for all parties
heavy
ith a lavishmpany
hand i<toa induce

■ lieve its service is the hot and cheapic knows,
the Kdison Company
i> a

ire -iic might ask, "Why
s]loUld a
monopol
I lie answer is simple: In order
that the large consumer will not learn how cheap electricity reallj is, and put in his own plant.
I'he wording "f this latest Kdison advertisement,
emphasizing it- desire to serve the public faithfully, and
ure which it seems to take in announcing the reduction in rate-, etc., etc.. does not read well when placed
alongside the facts of the lawsuit of the Brooklyn et*
hibitor whom we mentioned editorially in these columns
in the issue of May 6th. In our other editorial we noted
the high-handed arrogance of the Kdison Company in
dealing with the single individual. Now we observe it.
as its advertising cuts show it. a public servant drc-cd
in a butler's uniform hearing an electric light upon a tray,
like a lackey serving liquors to his betters. It is this new
advertising that brings the matter again to mind. Our
readers will no doubt remember that in our recent editorial, we called attention to the fact that the isolated plant
was a thorn in the side of all public service corporations,
and we now see the truth of that statement borne out in
these advertisements announcing big reductions in rates
for the large consumer who. in parenthesis, is perhaps
becoming more partial to the isolated plant to an extent
alarming to the Kdison Company. Kxhibitors are requested to take note, because the foregoing applies to
many cities besides \*ew York, and it is well for all moving picture men to become better posted on what can 1*
done in the way of an isolated plant.

Faust by Pathe
A finely colored and beautifully acted art film, like the
newest achievement ( Faust) of the Pathe Company, must
surely cause some stir among exhibitors. The •
Faust is one of the most popular of those great tales that
have been handed down from so far back that to trace OUl
its roots seems well nigh impossible. Its popularity perhaps comes from the fact that it illustrates a very perplexing truth of life — the prosperity of evildoers.
This version of the story closely follows the famotU
opera. It was shown to a few newspaper men in the
Pathe studio this week. It opens with a scene in Faust's
study. He is an old man. and shows that he is in de-pair.
for he has searched science in vain for truth. Mephislopholes appears in-t in time to keep him from drinking
the poison he has prepared. The appearance and the disappearance ofthis Demon, who comes and goes in a wink,
always takes place in a flash of fiery smoke. It is cleverly
accomplished and gives, as far as po-sible, an uncanny
touch to his work. It explains his evil influence over
Marguerite. In the second scene. Mephistopheles, in such
a flash, changes himself into a dog. which follows the old
philosopher out to the town and seems to be an evil influence presiding over his meeting with Marguerite. In
this act. when he returns to his study, the fall of Faust IS
accomplished. He reddens a quill in his wrist and signs
the pact that in tin- last scene o»-t- him his soul, while the
angel Michael saves that of Marguerite.
< >ne of the most notable scenes in the picture is where
the Demon takes the old Faust to the witch's cavern.
The mysterious caldron is boiling at one side. The old
hag adds something to it and the smoke rises up in volume. Then sh< ladles out a cup of the beverage for the
old philosopher and he drinks. The Demon waves his
cloak before the gravbeard. and when it falls we =ee a very
handsome youth. This new Faust then begins his pursuit
of Marguerite, which ends in the death of her brother,
the
story.
her madiu-ss
and the tragic scene in the prison which ends
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A Word to the Producer.
By Robert Grau.
In a previous article in this periodical I ventured to
prophesy that the day was not far off when the incongruous "explanations,"' as amplified in the transcription
on the screen of letters and telegrams for the purpose of
clarifying in the spectator's mind the plot of the photoplay, would be rendered unnecessary, and that progress
and science would combine to offer a more worthy substitute, so that the verity of the portrayals would be
emphasized.
Of course this can be achieved to a great extent
through an absolutely clear and concrete picture, and
whether my suggestion had aught to do with it or not,
the fact remains that in the film "Pygmalion and Galatea"
the producer, Mr. l-'rancis A. Powers, exacted from the
members of the cast a complete and literal utterance of
the lines, with a result that left no doubt as to the success
of the effort to "put over" the beautiful story of this
great work. It is true that play- -itch as this one are
tolerably familiar to the average playgoer, but in the instance of which I write, the whole recital came to the
audience much as a novelty, and the impression created
was decidedly favorable.
While on this subject of clarity, I would like to pay a
little tribute to the master mind whose province it is to
stage the photoplays for the Thanhouser Company, particularly the film "Not Guilty," in which the attention to
detail raised the production almost to a state of art. Even
in so seemingly insignificant a matter as the photographing of a newspaper on the screen to call attention to the
confession of the real criminal, the verity of the whole
was lifted almost to an actuality by a perfect reproduction
of the New York Tribune. I was unable to discern in
tin- few seconds the effect was on view, what means were
taken to create the illusion, but it is just such perfection
in details that has given David Belasco his great fame,
and it is indeed consoling to know that the producers of
photoplays are aspiring to reach great heights in such
■utters.
In the film "The Other Man." the effort made by the
Nestor Company's producer to achieve the effect of an
actuality net with a result so convincing that the sacrificing of a greal situation in the finale or climax, when the
burglar is permitted to escape, surprised me; perhaps
this was due to a desire not to give too much "meat" in
one film, for in the last moment of the production, and in
a single- picture, four distinct surprises were revealed.
It i- ii. it in in\ province to dwell on the comparative
merits of the different films, and even if it was, having
been brought up in the school winch proclaim-, "companion i- not criticism," would make me reluctant to do SO,
hut there 1^ perhaps no better tunc 01 place for me to Mate
that, though it ma> be just a coincidence or perhaps a
temporar) accident, nevertheless the productions of
photoplays that have impressed me most have been put
forth b) the •• teiie operating under the name of "Independent
Some of the :
• i he wholly lack
jpg in prolifii material
ind operas
familiar to the general public i a procedure, in my humHe opinion, that threatens the verj structure on which
the ait of cinematograph) ha had its foundation, foi
pevent) five pci cent of tin uco n this field has been
due to the almo t pei fe< t emulation of actuality . hence, if
Condition arc itch that the public is invited to witness
pl.i \ and opera . the pi I of which are known to them,
it is evident e in plentj that the li< tional phase of the latter
will become a menace to the exhibitors in their contest
with the theatre managers on a problem wherein thev
have heretofore won. and the "Independent
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winning, by evolving productions replete with realism and
apparent
If one truth.
may not find material that is new, sufficient for
the purposes, then why not a resort to that which is "old
enough to be new" plays like "Under the Gaslight,
"Griffith Gaunt." "No Thoroughfare," "Led Astray,"
"Rose Michel, "Daniel Rochat, and a hundred others
lend themselves readily to the laws of cinematography.
Moreover, they can be purchased for fifteen cents at
Brentano's, and as evidence that a public is responsive to
such works, one need only go to the Lyric Theatre and
see the crowds packing that playhouse night after night
to see "The Lights o' London." just as they did a year
ago to see "Jim the Penman" at the same house, and also
to
the Empire Theatre to see Robertson's old comedy,
"Caste."
The public does not patronize the picture theatre because itis cheap — this is something I am certain about ;
the majority go to a picture theatre for the same reasons
that I do, because the eye is appealed to. and because
pantomime is the most potent of all the arts of entertaining.
( )h. ye producers ! It is not for me to offer you advice,
but if there be amongst you any that hold my views in
respect, I have just one suggestion to make at this time:
in your quest for stage material compelling enough for
film production, do not overlook the many splendid vehicles available to you in the fifteen-cent books. The public
side-tracked inferior melodrama, and turned to the picture theatre for relief. If it is necessary to draw on the
theatre for your amunition, you can do so and still preserve the laws of realism and verity, but failure awaits
him who endeavors to avail himself of fiction familiar to
modern
the day
see the
theatre

picture theater-goers. Nothing i- surer than that
a resort to this becomes necessary, that day will
beginning of a decline in the vogue of the picture
itself.

An Exquisite Nature Picture.
We reviewer- have used the word beautiful so much
and desecrated it SO much that when the true
comes we
meaning.
ture from
not to use

haven't any word to use, for beautiful has no
In describing his impression of the latest picthe Ambrosio Company, this reviewer will try
that word.

The pcture
tellsdays
of the
struggle
<^' spring
and
winter;
of warm
thatperennial
are followed
by cold;
of white
snowflakes falling on pink blossoms. Snow. hop, in the
first scene of this picture, stands in Boating white veils
dreaming and scattering bi^ white flakes one by one. Behind her. under a huge Alpine rock, sits Winter with a
snowy beard, asleep. I mly a glimpse of Snowdrop's
dream is given ; ii is a little lie. nt shaped picture of shepherds and girls dancing around a (lowering tree
Winter now realizes that Snowdrop is in danger, and
he gives her for safe keeping to the King of \\ oods, whose
gnomes hind her around wilh#ivv and imprison her in a
rocky cavern.
These scenes are all Alpine, witl
and deep snowbanks foi setting.
The gnomes fi
and Snowdrop tip toe- past and stand- at tlu
the cave.
She wave- her hand- and B
-now falls, -now that melts
v a pi( tui
Snow. hop wanders down into m
poetical.
11114. and falls in love with a bi .
I le lead- hei

cine- it begins

Spring Blossom pi
together, the sun shine

■

from the col, I m in

to the si I

again and the si

:G

nmcrtime.
icr hands
vs back,
imbed her

•

her, as

I'll ll Kl
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This is a film worthy ardent commendation.
The idea
oduced in such an artistic way that
..in- ran find n,i fault with it. The scenes, taken in winter
in the Alps "i Appenines perhaps, must have tried the
patience of prett) Si wdrop, for she was a mortal woman
and her arms weri bare.
X" one hut a poet could have
lines; no one hut an artist could
rhey will please everyone.
There
isn'1 an audience that will take them amiss.

The Unnatural Scene.
i iends he
Mystic Shrine, the [ewer brethren

within thi

\\ ith tl

i'i torturmp hard, and with
me
gets
a really
. \ er
tii se Vita• .nit if nl and heart-touching
capable a
• wheliy.that when they
Friends
of which I am

in the middle of the day. Also the several win- to the
.ipp.ii.itu-, which air carefully run through a box tor the
express purpose of being easily cut. I remember the same
convenient arrangement when I saw the -how on the stage,
know- how they get the "still" alarm— they just
find the cut wire- and haul out the apparatus and find the
lire by intuition, as far as anything you see on ti
■ what matter?
The fire scene is most excellent —
partment
line run,
do
some tme work with
laddersandandthey,
hose.make
Of acourse,
the and
unduly
critical, like myself, wonder why there was already a ladder
convenientlyugh placed
and it why,
if itmost
wasn't
for the against
firemen a toshed,
go up,
was the
inconvenient for them to come down, bearing unconscious
bodies in their arms. One also wonders why it takes four
men to one hose to -quirt water again-t a brick wall, agd
our can criticize the lack of action of many firemen while
comrades are struggling, single handed, with rescued and
unconscious people — but there! The interior, burning, was
most excellently done, the fire engines were real, and the
good
raiser( I raised
as than
of yore,
I'd things
much
rather old
see hair
it again
saw it hair
twice)
some and
other
1 am going to walk upon.

i ■ 51 ow Girl," in which
• r (or tin- producer, "r whoever
itted the course of events in front
jo shape themselves that several distinctly
le and very unnatural scenes resulted — and this, in a
which usually does everything possible t<> make
tting and action — is thereronounced.
In "The Show Girl" a stage is
wing-, with dancers dancing upon it. in
the audience— a regular performance going on. Now
read, and tell me
have you ever,
So 1 dip these typewriter keys in vitriol for Champion and
in a real theater, under any circumstances
what)
oil of roses for Imp, and proceed to berate the one and
of Bowers, -tart, turn her shoulbless the other for having released, at near the same time,
der to the audience, pause in startled thought, grab a -note
two
war plays, which 1 had the good fortune to see one
from the flower-, turn more shoulder, ki-- note, start across
away from the wings, and be recalled to her proper
after tin otlur at the same house. Champion's is called
fellow performer:
You have not. I have not. I "With Sheridan at Murfreesboro," although it might be anywhere el-e just as well, since all the action is in the studio.
i here is too much pn
The plot l- all right — probably could easily have happened,
prid.. ami stage tradition, not to mention the possibility of
■ permit such an exhibition
and. handled as Imp handled theirs in "The Forged Dis(nit it being probable.
patch." would have been as good a play a- theirs was. But
Champion
to go so tothey
the had
expense
or trouble
list: Did you ever
stage
a war didn't
play inwant
the open,
everything
interiorsto
lid you ev» r hear of one, • and battlefields, camps and bedside scenes, right in the convho would permit his wife — or anyone — to
venient
studio,
and
when
you
try
to
put
all
outdoors
before
: household errand, while he was
an audience by means of a background painted in smeary
imagine an eye specialist
imitation of trees and shrubbery, you fail. Champion failed,
i- examination, while talking with his wife, leavand the result was an extremely unnatural play, without a
■< rating chair?
I doubt it. Worse
line of conviction in it. And when it came to the little
■ u know have their office
skirmish, in which half a dozen Southern and half a
ami their waiting room in one?
Are patient- usually admitdozen Northern soldiers squatted as far away from each
i consulting an
rri by a maid, to
other as they could, behind property bushes, so that only
the muzzle- of their rifles showed, and then carefully and
await the doctor, and
permitted
look over'
of
I doctor
is bemgto hunted
up? the
Not tools
usually,
all at once fired up in the air (it wouldn't do to scorch each
other, you know!; and there was no one hurt, why no one
Yti
Vitagraph
permits
all
these
thing's.
while patient i- m chair, interrupts
in
the audience wa- either surprised or particularly impressed
ben chorus girl heroin*
— certainly not yours truly, who want-, for his nickel, as
im, maid take- her for patient, lead- her to
much naturalness a- In- can get!
her to hunt up doctor.
As for Imp and the "Forged Dispatch," the story is aFo
vhile chorus lady i- pretending to be patient, to
at least probable, and the action is fine, the plot logically
comes in all aglow with delight on account
worked out. and tin battle scene, the bursting shell — in fact,
nd ha- Bent her. and, utall the on
excellent in both technique, pho;. doc- a love match with
tography, acting and general effect. There was no great
v In- part and permits supposed
bother about the battle scene it was just a skirmish — just
recline in chair and finally get up and leave, unan incident and not the main thing in the play. And the
mplete their tale of -,„-. Vitagraph has a
finding of the forged order, years after, the vindication of
a horrible lighting of midnight and spot
tin disgraced hero on Decoration Day, before his old comSOU, anil in which
rade-, and by help of hi- lost love, wa- prettily conceived
and well dorfe — and there was no ranting in the whole thing,
and no interiors painted to look like outdoors. Well done,
I thai
drama, the "Still
Imp — do it again'
Of breaks.
It probably
i-n't
Reliance i- responsible for an anachronism or so in "Over
the
Shading Edge." in which, however, they had precedent.
pparatus in the tire engine house,
I suppose that it is natural that the conditions of the stage
sweet will.
should be followed out in the moving picture play. Yet the'
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stagy idea of a newspaper reporter, a newspaper plant, a
newspaper city room, and the way things are conducted in a
newspaper has been revised of late years — but Reliance
sticks to the old tradition, following Edison when that company produced a garbled and not particularly impressive
version of Richard Harding Davis's story of Gallagher.
In Gallagher, you may remember, there are reporters and
a white mustached newspaper editor, who gesticulate, grab
'phones as if they were long lost brothers, smite fists into
palms at the thought of a "story," tear their hair, and otherwise comport themselves as if newspaper work was a whirl
of excitement. Present Scribe owns having been in the
business for a good many years, to have inhabited more than
one city room, and been all kinds of a reporter except a good
one, but he has never yet seen a newspaper staff get excited
before the paper was out, show any emotion over anything
except a poker game, and has met but few newspaper men
but what made it a point of pride not to be surprised, not
to show great interest or excitement, and not to lose control of themselves. In Gallagher we looked at make-believe
newspaper men, and make-believe newspaper work. In
"Over the Shading Edge," Miss Leonard is much more convincing as a girl reporter than her supporters were convincing as men reporters. Her main assistant in chasing down
the grafters, particularly, had the smiting-hand-in-palm
habit so bad that he either pounded the skin from it, or
clenched and shook his fist every ten minutes to express every kind of emotion from joy to surprise, which is
certainly evidence of an attempt to please a critical stage
manager, but, let us hope, a failure in that regard as it was
a failure of naturalness.
In every set of audiences of a day, for every picture, are
sure to be some who know the ropes of any business portrayed. Fidelity to small details will make a hit in spite of
large lapses, where good massed effects and untrue details
will kill. The sooner every producer learns this, the better
for the business. I don't look forward to the next Reliance
play with the assurance that it will be truthful — I go in a
critical mood. Why? Because they fell down hard, in portraying the genus newspaper man, in newspeper scenery, in
the byplay in the newspaper office. Can you suppose I was
the only newspaper man to see this play?" Why not, Mr.
Stage Manager, take a little trip through newspaper offices
before producing such a play, and get tips?
Now, the Reliance company is a good company; Miss
Leonard is a popular actress, and they have the possibility
■ways present of producing things which will hit the audience squarely between the eyes. But in certain instances,
they fall down, just on the little details— the small thing
which makes the whole unnatural, as sour yeast will make
the whole loaf bad. Vitagraph did the same thing with a
good story, as mentioned first in this paper— and in the mind
■ tin- present critic — and believe me, producers, in the mind
^■ely growing class of thinking beings who attend
BOtion picture -hows — there is little if any excuse for such
.'. .: can, perhaps tinreadily we
forgive
fail.lessPerhaps
can Vitagraph,
the more
n that account And High Heaven knows
our memories are not long for picture plays- -let Reliance
- , with something
. good all through as "In the
"Well," you want to know, "what does this very captions
tory and natural play, un• unnatural a. tinge 01much• tting?"
doul advertised
I
heralded,\ndmuch
an 1 very well known film foi an .<><-wei Hut of those I have
*ecn within a week, I would pick a little, modest, little-seen
film called "A Mother's Angui !. b) Fclaii one of the
• natural, mo t smooth, mo- 1 pel
• i long time
!
i mother, wife i.l the keepei
f a i
gate, thii I
actually
not hurt at all. Mothei
Child
Finall) , days
ii over by automobile, a . areful %
«u expel mil nt to
,,cn »no< k 1

IOd tin- in. .ii,,,.
" ""i "i ili>- wa>
not poked down
>hc run, wildly

len

; hock

will

not

bruit;

di< .1 fa' i

ive hr. n done
'iij.lt- story which could have gone wrong
But the child, running .,••.
' the tram in time.
on the othei si<h
I In- lie..,; rending grid ■■! the woman i*
youi tin
to the "a< i ident" m ene
I !..•
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none the less intense grief of the stricken gate-keeper and
the little
waswhen
beautifully
done, and
mother's
face
and daughter
her actions
she recoveres
andthestrains
her
child toscenery,
her heart
are excellent.
couldn't pick a smooth
flaw —
acting
photography,
plot, I reasonableness,
action — all were excellent
Xot to throw too many flowers across the ocean. Biograph's "Crooked Road" convinced right straight
save for the last scene. The "Crooked Road" is a heartwringer and the lady who plays the deserted wife is -an
actress, and my hat is off to her for her faithful and restrained portrayal of a woman facing poverty bravely, but
without hope.
Only the last scene is open to criticism — it does not seem
natural to me that a couple restored to one another after
years of separation, where the one had so much to explain,
the other so much to forgive, would show so little of any
feeling save smiles and joy, in their final reconciliation.
Up to the moment when -he f. -rgave her husband, he and
she were fine. Then they both grinned like Cheshire cats.
I don't like tears on the stage or in the play, but I refuse
to be convinced that a deserted wife, in extremes of poverty,
ill health, suddenly restored to her husband, who has reformed and who learns that he has reformed through love of
her, and has been searching for her all these years, and that
now she and her child are safe and protected— I refuse to
believe that under such circumstances mere joy would not
give place to some tears of relief, and I do contend that this
insane desire for "happy endings" can be carried too far.
The ending, in itself was happy enough, to be played natural!}. Itdoesn't need to be thrown at the audience.
And — but there! I'm too long winded already. But I am
glad to have this plea for more naturalness out of my system, and while I am pretty sure — being inherently a modest
and shy individual— that what / say will have little effect,
I am also pretty sure that what I have said here i- what
audiences generally are saying — and what they say and
what they want, thank goodness, they are pretty sure, eventually, to get.
So let us live in hopes!
"CHICAGO STOCKYARDS FIRE" (Imp).
hundred families were rendered homeless and millions of dollars in property were destroyed in tin
which swept the famous Chicago Stockyards last week— and
by pure good luck an "Imp" camera man happened
the spot just as the big-blaze started. "If 1 had been an hour
later," he said, "I would have missed the best scenes."
The
Imp will release the stockyards fire picture on a split reel
within a couple of weeks.
Five
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•. Square
■ med into ■ moving pi< I
the dignified th<
tits along
the Whil
• •
•
, wil| take an enI "ii other tlu- Loew or Fox circuits
■ iy, old fellow, the motion picture
time wlun it wa
the professional, but the joke proved a good one.
There
clever people (under assumed
names, of
d ting turn- between the picture- on some of the
and they are beginning t<> realize that it is worth
■'. nli all ilue respect I would MY "There is a reason."
becomes a picture house.
The
l hursday of tin- week.
Then
OUSand persons
During the day a specially constructed daylight screen will show the pictures and at night
the ordinary sheet will be used.
The snow will be augmented)
i
- jtra of twenty-five pieces.
It will
m one to eleven p. m. At the hour of our
- :. Capt J. \. Dressel phoned us
I m the amphitheatre.
Before expressing my opinion on the new venture I wish
- moving pictures will be
shown four months
jn each year at the Garden and the
property will he withdrawn
from sale.
It's up to the pic-

■ alr* rrrs^A Will ♦ !,.... ~i W„11
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rden has pot been the scene of elaborate displays
nrs at all times. I well remember when it was a
era house. "Pinafore," "The Pirates of Penzance,"
"The Chimes of Xormandie"
and ojher like musi
produced there during one summer season with
b place was transformed into a palm garaside from the stage and auditorium
there were
• ruling seductively about tempting
resting-places
where refreshing beverages were served.
O. no. the present
las no recollection of this; but take up
.mnals of twenty-live or thirtv years ago and you
records that the Garden was kept open by some•ws, circuses, etc.
If properly managed, the Garden can be made a successful
summer picture house. The pictures must be the best and
tiny must he produced with perfection. If vaudeville is
introduced it must also be of good class. At the start the
y not flock for admission, although I anticipate
large attendances prompted by curiosity. When the people
are curious the management must make its mark. At no
time would I expect to see a walking match, horse show,
military display, bicycle race or some' like rib!
ticket takers, but I do count on the management deciding
that the pictures count up at night.
Despite the efforts of many unduly zealous people the
Mures are daily increasing m popularity and steadily advancing from one plane to another.
It is a pity that
there is not some method by which certain people wTio are
' v attempting to stigmatize them cannot be held
to the mark.
Certain churches in Brooklyn have been particularly active in attacking the picture shows and the pastor
Of one of the churches, who is said to have been one of a
investigators is credited with this statement: "The
;cture
cadet' is a togrowing
evil. Many
of thetickets
little
cam admission
these shows
have their
paid for by these creatures
The number of missing girls
is increasing to an alarming extent, and when the detective
goes out to look for one where does he search first5 In these
very p.. « * *
Had the clergyman who made this statement been a party
to a full and impartial investigation he would not sanction
such a report He says the moving picture "cadet" is a
growing evil and many of the little girls who gain admission
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to these shows have their tickets paid for by these creatures.
This is practically .1 wilful distortion of facts; it is not based
upon existing evidence, nor possible reason. The cadet
system is so vile that it is closely shadowed by all who
mil itesl element of manhood and no class of
e more active in squelching it than the members of
the police force. It is true that many children who come
under the law which fixes the aye which children must
attain before thej can enter a picture show without being
accompanied by parent or guardian do get into the shows.
Managers of tiie picture houses admit this and have been
subjected to censure by the authorities time and again.
Listen to their side of the story, which the aforesaid clergyman does not give: A man, or woman, on the way to a
picture show is accosted by a child of a neighbor who :isks
that the party act as guardian in the purchase of a ticket to
the show. It is the most natural thing in the world fir
tin- good natured adult to assent.
The child gains admission. Sometimes the supposed
guardian takes in two or three children. When the adult
retires the children are frequently left behind. An inspector
\isits the place and finds the unaccompanied patrons. The
proprietor of the show is called to account. What can he
say? He knows every child he admitted was accompanied.
by an adult, but finds he has been tricked. Personal DM
\ estimation has shown this practice to be a general one. but
at no time aside from one or two instances in Broofflyq
has the cadet' figured. In Brownsville, a suburb of Brooklyn, two cases were found where employees of a moving
picture house led young girls astray and the punishment
dealt to the guilty parties was so severe that crime in that
direction has been very effectively cut off.
Most of the self-appointed so-called committees who go
king vice are almost wholly unreliable. In the
tirst place their judgment is too biased, their interpretation
of morality is too narrow, and they lack the ability to <li criminate. The investigating committee of which the clergyman to whom f refer was a member, declared that some
of the picture shows visited produced pictures that were
immoral because they portrayed Western scenes in winch
games of cards were played. I think Commissioner of
Accounts Raymond B. Fosdick very effectively disj
such arguments in his recent report to the Mayor of New
York on motion picture shows, when he said: "Many pictures
exhibited today may be classified as silly. Others, in the
cours,- of unrolling a dramatic theme, depict the commission
ime I' is against this latter class that criticism
is frequently directed. Pictures of this sort are approved
by the Board of Censorship on the theory that the motion
picture is a form of dramatic art and, together with the
theater, must be allowed a certain liberty in depicting moral
problems."
* * be fair, and he is unjust
He is a poor critic who * cannot
to the point of criminality when he deals in generalities
and makes no exception in behalf of those who are not guilty
of what he has in mind. Many consistent church people
frequent moving picture shows and they are catered to by
the managements, and it is the loss of this patronage which
the shows lose when sweeping allegations are made against
them by the leading spirits of the churches. Although convinced that the shows are perfectly proper, many of these
patrons timidly withdraw their patronage rather than risk
the criticism of their more sensitive church people. Many
managers have complained of such losses through attacks
on the motion picture shows as a whole when in fact their
particular places were entirely above reproach.
Mayor Gaynor gave these so-called investigators a cue
for effective work when he stated a few days ago: "I tell
you
there isn't
indecent
moving picture
show in may
the city,
no matter
whatan my
Commissioner
of Accounts
say.
The moving picture show is the poor man's theater and the
class of people who patronize them wouldn't stand for inYou cantheaters
get thatthere,
on Broadway,
the moving
'white light'
district anddecency.the
but not inin the
picture shows."
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So
with
but
they

far as I can see the so-called investigators feel content
newspaper notoriety. They proclaim great discoveries,
fail to verify them. If you go to them for evidence
tell you it has been turned over to some crime squelchy and that is the last you hear of the matter. If
such cases as they allege exist why do they falter in placing
the evidence they claim to have secured before the authority that has the power to revoke the license of the house
violating the law? Condemnation of picture houses, or any
other place, where the laws are being violated is perfectly
proper, but those who are responsible for the condemnation
should not stultify themselves by only performing their
duty in part. Any place of that sort should be dealt with
as fully as the law requires and those having the means
for bringing about this end should be required to make
good their charge-. I think one of the most important
steps for the association of exhibitor- to take is to get
after some of these so-called investigators when they make
their charges through the press and require them to come
up with the evidence and substantiate it, or desist from
tactics that work
hardships
upon the innocent.
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Jas. A. Bliss Kidnapped

BROADWAY.

in Broad

Brady

Wasn't

Daylight

While

Wm.

A.

Looking.

We often hear of film manufacturers' scoops and schemes,
but Rex has ju.-t put a "beat'' over not only its film competitors but has reached out into Broadway and stolen one of
the
peaches
from right
Wm.
tree. juiciest
It pilfered
a prize

A. Brady's
from
the bigtheatrical
orchard. peach-

The Deagan Bells.
For the benefit of Eastern exhibitors who are on the lookout for anything that is novel in the way of sound effects,
there has been placed in the New York office of The Moving
Picture World a set of the well-known
Deagan
Bells which
extensively advertised and used in all parts of the
country.
We find that these bells are all that they are adverted to be, and are in every sense of the term strictly musical
bellBy this is meant the bells are perfectly tuned and are
musical when operated by anyone who knows anything about
music.
The
Deagan
bells are the regulation
buzzing bells, such
-: commonly for door bells in dwellings.
The difference is that they are nicely nickel-plated and altogether
bear evidence that they are of a superior quality of material.
The-e bells arc arranged in two octaves, chromatic, or, in
other word-, 25 bells tuned accurately, requiring very little
work to install, and '.pirated from ,-i keyboard arranged in
piano fashion.
Wherever the Deagan bells are installed they
are operated by the piano player or the drummer, according
1 1 can be said that they havi
working up a musical effect or climax.
They are
good,
we should
think, during
intermissions
and
for the repe.iting chorus of illustrated songs, "which the audience is supposed to sing, and therefor*
extra stress is permissible in that
of our reader- who are located in New York or
vicinity, or those who are visiting tin- city from other cities,
are advised to pay a visit to this ..Hue to witness .1 demon
■tntion of the bell-. We think it would be well worth any
one's while to investigate tins ingenious musical novelty.
,-ery popular throughout the West,
ng scarcely a theater of any pretense that has not
1. died them
As yet they are not fully introduced
• and for that reason Mr. James Deagan has sent
ith, being
of his article
All thai Mi
ask- i- a visit to tin
office to witness the effect of the bells,
alter which be is quite sure that he will receive an order.
Mr Deagan'- ad appear- on page
1264 of thi- i
NESTOR

WILL

AGAIN

RELEASE

"WESTERNS."

The publii
.'ins t.. wain "Westerns," and the exhibitors
ntlj demanding
them
from
exchanges
and manuh at one
upreme in the production ..1 \\ estern li 11
of the
"Wild
and Woolly" and turned
itIttention to 1.. ttei and more presumption
• ■■
»•* Succeeded
1- now
common
h
LUSCd
the
■■■ it up and take notice
i m their
1 (avid llorsley has finally
■ I
It 1 well to remark
that the distil I
done at the Maltimorc
studio will continue, and
hat in the near futui e thi ti ade m ill 1
veek.
Twenty
.
he Nestor Western
Stock 1 onipan)
an now 111 the Middle
:: ultimate de tination being one ..1 tin- 11
tinnv "i the lat West
■ nnine
Indian
and Rpil il
1 he Savage" will b< r< h ..-. .1 Maj 31, and " I
unchrr." will be released
lime 7. and the)
leasiiie up to 1I1. appellative "Worth while"

Scene

5.

Scene

6.

Ja«
\ Bliss, thi
who has
-tarred
in "liaby
Mine."
" 1 lie I
Bachelor's
Koneymi
n" and
a number
oi oth
you, no les> a personage than he
i- now with R< •
ii.-s ..1 wilder,
aina/cincnt.
..pen eyed
a-t. ni-hment.
etc.
etc.
Rex is surely becomm.
:' the Film World
as well as the Christopher Columbus in discovering, the aforementioned lv strong company
It

to cap t

the climax of film genera

Every week Rexa

individual way ..1 doing things ,- becoming more
it is different
D. call Rex the mastei oi the film industry
1- perhaps t.... broad a statement, but certain it is that it is

mastei i

We

anticipate

-ecmg

la-

considerable expectations
thing

new

\

Bliss'l

w.ik

111 Kc\

We hue seen him on ihe le^it-

aiid we knOW
what's 111 linn,
.-trii. tion and ti chin. pi.
in film

and

with

IMOTICF
Next Week
Being a Short Week on Account ol a Holiday,
all Correspondents
and
Advertisers
are Expected
to Have
Their Copy In This Oiiice By Monday.
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Chicago Child Welfare Exhibit.

\n Intimate Picture ol Mexican Rural Life.

tins week l>\ tin

i

, valuable

misunderstanding
ml my

■

md

from
the
li.il.it ..i mind arc n

other Latin-Am

01

church,

i

: lis reviewer has seen jusl -ucli characters
: .': -rem

more

real

not so much
. the new dress in drunken
and ofwhere
politcuMiuch- surrender
housecommon
and lands
to
house i-i he
yours,
senor,"
i~ a tavern,
l.atinwoman
of the
it from the drunken
faithfully pictured also. She Bhows by her gestures
understands the quality of her action.
this

truth

l"

national

charai lcn-ik-.

the

picture

■ m from improbabilities.
It tells
i skill, and
has% aa
dation ol psychological truth
Maria, at the time
husband gives away the new dress, i- in a critical
. .ut to become a mother for the first time.
Her
heart was
girlishly
set on having
the new
dress
and
knew tli.it it was bought it was a great disappoint.irn that her husband "had lost it " \\ h<
it on the tavern woman, the effect i> not surprising.
Much
temporarily unbalanced women in the same situation
country doctor in rural Mexico would understand
I he woman's recovery of her mind when the baby
':. such an ending to the difficulty
• si have been promised it the woman
had before
n normal
ami there was
no history
of insanity in
\
Sqeh pictures interpret lite and are instructive.

Kalem Sends Stock Company to Ireland.
llarity of the Kalem
picture of last year,
<>ld Ireland."
being
large .
in the Emerald
Isle and introduced many
t.. the
Irish-American
theater-goer,
the
this year
sending
abroad
a complete
ted stay.
They *ail on June 3
on the S S
Baltic and will not return
until the end of
Arrangements
have
been
made
with the titled
• the most beautiful estates <>n the shores of
the Lakes ,,f Killarney for the use of the castle and grounds
and a temporary
studio will be el
the interior scenes
Among the most important productions
•he list ol scenarios already laid out are the wellknown
dramas
"Colleen
Pawn"
and
"Arrah
he enacted before the camera in the exact
locawith which they are associated.
mpany will he in charge of Mr Sidney Olcott,
managing director, who was at the head of the Kalem Stock
( oinpany in Florida during the winter. Among the prominent members are Arthur Donaldson, who starred as the
': from

.miliar

original Prince in the "Prince of Pilsen," and who will take
the part of Father Tom m "Colleen Bawn " Another notable
recruit from the ranks of the legitimate is Frederic Santley.
win. played prominent parts in the Maude Adams Stock
< oinpany It i~ only reasonable to suppose that with these
preparations and enormous expenditures to produce the be-t. that the Kalem trade mark will continue to
in popularity
It shows commendable enterprise.

.iii.l elsewhen
peoj ed the scenes for the cameras.
The result, we have been told, was very satisfactory
The picture!
.1
wen
taken for Mis. Emma Blaine at
will bi donated by her to the cause of the chilfficials, municipal
judges,
aldermen,
and members of the press made a private, personal in speck
tion of the exhibit Monday night. An unusual program was
offered for tlu evening and some thirty thousand citizen!
ircus" presented by the South Park
children in approved three-ring style, 'mid blaring bands
and shouts of clowns and ringmasters Little daughters ..f
Erin in shamrock dresses, about 2tx> on the floor at the time,
whirled lustily around in jig and fling, to the delight of
every tine Irish heart. There were flower dances, gymnastics, and. as a grand finale, a fantastical Yama-Yama dance
of the big girls that would have been an attraction in any
musical comedy.
A- previously mentioned, the motion pictures •■
jected on a daylight curtain, and there seemed to be a strong
feeling among the officials and public workers present in
favor of the "daylight auditorium," which took expres ion
in several slides in propaganda for the subject, and of which
we reproduce here two as follows:
"Permit your children to attend well-lighted picture theaters only. This entertainment proves that dark theaters
are unnecessary."
"Moving picture theaters instruct and entertain the young
of both sexes. To guard against vicious and immoral conditions, motion pictures should be shown in well-lighted
The evening entertainment ended with an informal supper.
The moving picture trade was represented by Mr
Day, of
the
Essanay Co.;
\ W. Wylie, of Sunlight
Met.,
theaters."
Curtain
Co., and C. I'. Harleman,
of The
Moving
Picture
World.
EDISON

the Ann

the Kalem Company will
week On that day they will release a
of more than ordinary topical interest,
r tin Battle."
With two photographers
.md -deal
hdTtTons, an excellent nega1 and we are told that the pictures are
' • near \ir«an
^ in intere
ing around armed
to the teeth, of the
d buildings
. shot ainl shell, etc
It is a
■ historical
interest and should be appreciated by

ECONOMY

TRANSFORMER

MAKES

GOOD.

Harry A. Maekie. dealer in motion picture supplies at 85J
Broadway, New York, informs us that he has beat all records
in his sales of the Edison Economy Transformer and has
no1 received a single complaint from any purchaser. On the
contrary, he has received some flattering testimonials which
we would like to reproduce if space permitted. The Edison
Economy Transformer is a compact coil that is guaranteed
to save from (in t < ■ 65 per cent, on alternating current. It
occupies less space than any other and as the no V"lt onlycost, is;,,. .,,,,) tne 220 vo|t j-5i jt snouid soon pay for itself.
Mr. Maekie also -ays that the success of his repair department has necessitated doubling his space and facilities, which
speaks well for the work, as he has only been established a
few months. This department is managed by Mr. Prautigam, a skilled mechanic, and all repairs are guarantee. I. Mr.
Win. E. Smith, an expert electrician, formerly in the emplo?
of the United States Xavy, is now in charge of the sales department
A

NEW

PERFORATOR.

The Nicholas Power Company has just completed a new
film perforator which promises splendid results The
mechanism, while simple, is absolutely accurate. The machine punches two holes at a time. The film is locked in
place while at rest, ;. feature which will eliminate grave
faults present 111 perforators of the past. Movement is had
from a double cam and handled intelligently and with ordinary care should produce perforations- absolutely accurate
in spacing.
NEW

Begim

the Child Welfare
Exhibit
were
taken
ana) Mfg
( 0
The films are to be sent
ountrj
for educational
purposes
The
from
tii. Mull
House
settlement and

INDEPENDENT

EXCHANGE

IN THE

WEST.

The Reliance Film Service Co., u_> West Third Street,
Davenport. Iowa, is the name of a new and substantial concern that has been launched to supply independent service
to the Middle West. The officers are G. Frellson, president;
John F Scherer, secretary; C. E Brown; treasurer; H. K.
Curtis, secretary. An up-to-date business system has been
installed and competent and experienced help secured for all
departments. Exhibitors in Iowa and surrounding territory
will no doubt be glad to hear that what promises to be a
large buying exchange has been established in their midst
and encourage them with a liberal share of their patronage.
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Jacksonville, Fla.

In the Mississippi Valley.

The Imperial Theater, the new motion picture house for
Jacksonville, Fla., is nearing completion, and it is expected
the doors will be thrown open to the public on the afternoon of Saturday, May 20th, at 3 o'clock. The arrangement,
decorations and complete details of the house are the ideas
of the vice-president and general manager, N. W. Remond,
and were put into working plans by James R. Walsh, a local
architect. George B. Leonard i- president of the company.
The house is to be devoted to motion pictures, illustrated
songs and other vocal selections. Only licensed films will
be exhibited, and Edison machines will be operated. Two
small dressing rooms have been installed and completely
equipped for the convenience of the singers in cases of
necessity.
To the left of the entrance is a ladies' retiring room with
maids
attendance;"
is a and
decided
innovation indeserves
motion
picture inhouses
in this this
locality
the management
great credit for its enterprise, and, in this, no doubt followers will be in the field. The ventilation campaign has
inaugurated it-elf here and Jacksonville wishes to be recorded now as one of the sources furnishing early evidence
of the effects of the crusade. With this view in mind, Mr.
Remond has had installed two fifty-two-inch exhaust fans
and many ventilators in all parts of the house. The buildol situated on a corner, but it is so located to permit
openings on three sides, and in this manner it is hoped to
keep the ventilation perfect and satisfy the most ardent
admirers of the fresh air boosters.
In addition to the special ventilators there are a number
of windows and five exits. The extra ventilation idea was
abo carried into the picture booth for the operators and
machines. The floor space of the booth is slightly over
seventy square feet. At the floor line, in the booth, openings
have been made through the wall to the outside of the building; the full floor size of the booth is continued above the
operators and machines to the roof of the building, and here
an opening of sixteen square feet affords an exceptional
draft. All openings of the booth will be self-closing.
The general design of the theater suggests some of the
Grecian temples of ancient times. The arched front of the
structure has the appearance of the inside of a half dome
Biting on numerous columns. The dome is divided into
gments of wedge shape, containing hundreds of
mirror, each, and each mirror separated by a latticed stucco
work of beaded design.
Hundreds of lights will be distributed on this surface and,
with the reflecting power of the countless mirrors, the de■red effect of radiation will be produced. The name Imperial Theater will appear in red, purple and green lights.
of which there will be lour hundred and eighty. The orchestra floor has a seating capacity of four hundred and twentyIre, and a spacious balcony extending well to the front will
seat two hundred and seventy-live additional patrons. Owing
to the rushing of the work and being several weeks behind
in the opening, the interior decoration- will only be done in
r\ manner, though in a good finish and of pleasing
tints of buff, cream and gold. As time permits, the permarations and fresco work will be completed The
louse is built on leased ground and cost twenty three thousand dollars.

"Owing to the great demand for real piano players in the
moving picture theaters,'' >ay- George Fitch, the humorist.
"Pearia's third conservatory of music will begin operations."
The Majestic, at Streator, 111., has gone back to vaudeville and pictures.
William Stephen-on is building an airdome on North Main
Street. Jerseyville. 111.
The Kedzie Amusement Company, of Chicago, has increased it- capital stock from $50,000 t> $
L. W. Goodell purchased the interest of his partner. M H.
Harris, in the Gem Theater at Beardstown. 111., and has
assumed entire charge of the picture show
The Parkway Amusement Company, of Indianapolis, has
been incorporated to operate moving picture shows. The
herty.
directors
are P. J. Glenn, William Glenn and Frances Fla-

ntative Colson introduced into the Florida legis
lature. now in session, a freak bill prohibiting motion pictures or any otlnr theatrical or vaudeville entertainment on
Sunday, and through the combined efforts oi the 1
; es, Id by Mi
I B
after much
■Kussion il tin- Duval '!!■

John E. Wager and Mis- Gertrude Metcalf have bought
out the lntere-t of Mi- May O. Hill in the Majestic Theater,
at Watseka, 111. Miss Metcalf is experienced 111 the moving
picture business, having been associated with her father lor
the past four years.
Manager Jack Root, of the Garrck Theater, Burlington.
hi (Juincy, 111., and arranged with Man,:McConnell. of the Bijou Theater, to unite with him. and
with Manager Charles Dodge, of Keokuk's vaudeville house,
for the purpose of Organizing a moving picture circuit for
the summer season. It is the intention of these managers
to put on moving pictures through the summer months, and
the combination insures the latest and best films on the market. No film out more than two weeks will be used
If you are looking for something that will typify the attitude and grounds for antagonizing the picture show you can't
beat tin- from the Met/. M
rabe' Hadden ventured down from Bates County Saturday and put 111 the
afternoon 'jawing' any one he came across. It is said that
ne heard Metz had a picture show."
Milwaukee will have no cen orship of moving picture
shows. The licensing ordinance with this clause was v.. ted
down and one of two substitute measures is 11 K
adopted. The new measure provides for the lighting of
photoplay houses as fully as possible and places the regulation of this lighting in the hands of the building inspector.
Theater owners are given six months in which to comply
with this recommendation, and if they fail to make the desired changes, are subject to a penalty ranging from $1 to
$100. Along with the substitute ordinances, the council
committee was presented with a copy of the joint agreement
between
the theater owners and the legislative committee
of the Central Council of Philanthropies
The theater
owners agree to install lighted auditoriums ;is soon ;i- possible; to station mature married men at their do..rs. thus
lessening the danger of "mashing," and to Join hands m
barring pictures of crime and vice
Alex Weil Of Milwaukee.
\\i-. has secure. 1 a permit for
nli of improvement to a building at Eleventh and
Street-, that city, i>' i"t it for a moving picture
teen hundred children, as the guest- ,,f the Minneapolis Journal, saw Lyman
II Howe moving pictures ,,t the
Shnb.it Theater in Minneapolis
The rem. .d.led Princess rheatet
whicl
exclusively to pictures, ha- been thrown open at Milwaukee
Among th. features are boxes on the sid<
need not r.niove their hat-, daylight pictures am
ill act ommodate 1,300 p<

■

n

Is

t,,

decide

Th.- Montgomerj
Amusement
<". operating the
in this city, also .1 motion picture house in 1 oluml a
is building one ol the fine t strictl) picture hou .-- in the
south, in Atlanta, < ..1 . and expects !•> throw open its doors
withm thirty daj
1 he pi< ture b
.\ ebb in
this locality until tin. progrei ive company began its rapid
and lasting improvements

assumed in Fori VV01 th, rex., wh<
a res,. lun, .n . ailing <"i .. r<

Re> \\ \ llobson. pastoi f the 1 I Baptist Church,
is operating a motion picture machine i"i the amusement "t
the membi 1
and theii fi 1. n<
idioms jubjei t .lie being show n

fort \\ ..rth ovet '
turr -how • !•• open on Sundaj
Whrir.is.

1 the picture mat hinei have joined the
national union and before each set ol reels it begun thry
slash their trade label on the board; I O I 1 I >

■

the

Lit

without

'.'

■

Whereas, the fundai
nirnt i- obediei 1
and that the . ommtision it-r!i 1
and
mi rlvrs under the pi.',

musi
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attemptit which
ide
upon;
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held i"
fi rendum

n that city, one

Los Angeles.
Ten

Producers

By Richard V. Spencer.
now at work in California. -The month
• work m Southh< adliners of the

■

ompanies

ithe, LakeE..s
Monica; American,
Mountain
Independent producing companies
Id in California.
in .1 northern city.
te i- withheld for the present, is
-i unlimited capital behind it.
tnpany arc men of prominence in moving
I he other two companies
: ped, and little is known of the men
l< - will soon lose
■ panies rn
temporarily.
'1 l company on May
studio of t he
until the first of
: iiur

any has divided it- local stock company,
Mr. Bosworth and about a dozen members
mpany go North to spend the summer in Yosemite
half of the company will remain here unthc general mani is said thai t lie New York Motion
'
■ ick comix new stock organization will degrht drama, similar
i Reliance films. Mr Fred 1. Balsneral manager
and chief isdramatic
: the company,
now in director'
New Yorkof the
orimpany
Durum his absence the
inder the management of Mr. Fi
members of thi
• my have been in
ma iron, San Am pany have
the Melies Studio in Ventui
Santa Barbara,, so that forthcoming Star
hall include the genuine California Westei
so much in demand in the film world.
The Kalei
• lerican, Califon
ll
ective li
for ;,-,,.
the com.
sumbrief duration for certain I kindaliforniaof
h, will soon he rea.lv to enter the
e Film Manufacturing Company, a
• d in making their pre-re• • manufacture twenty reds
e market, arrangements for whicl
The coming winter -•
■ ntiful as kodaks,
panies are said to be making arrangements
• n looking

Another
Biograph
°,f ,he B

Masterpiece
Coming.— The last week
the southland
sees
itined to nbe inrecognized
..
remarkable films ever taken
jraph Company have been
r this forthcoming film. Mr

WORLD
ehiet

dramatic director of the Biograph I
n searching for proper scene locations in
which to him the story. He finally -elected ropango Wash,
i mjon m the heart "i the Malibu Mountains, ioum
>rom Los Angel.
In ."ird. r that
and of
the detail
public to may
have -..meit
: tin exhibitors
\a.st amount
be arranged,
t 250 men, women and children, many of
tn »es of note, will take part in making
in will be entitled "Crossing the
n the Early Fifties."
Two hundred cowboys, and
horses, have been secured from nearby ranches.
Added to thi
ire eleven prairie schooners of the type that
rolled across tin Western
plains in the days of the early
West
Down
.n the hanks of the Topango
River an immense
camp ha- been < stablished.
Seen from a distance the camp
a circus with two big tent-, holding
perhaps 500 people, and a sere of other tents. Here for a
week will he the headquarters of the organization.
The film will tell the usual type of the Western prairie
story,name
hut will
tell in
it in
the "Biograph"
all that
the
impliedramatic
direction way.
and with
acting.
The
thi film deals with the rush for the West in the
early fifties, just alter the big California gold di-coveries.
The emigrants are moving through the Indian country when
they are attacked by Indians. The train forms in a corral.
with the wagons in a circle, and the emigrants prepare to
pa-s the night in sleep. Cuards have been po-ted and
they feel -ccure The tired guard- fall a-leep and the
waiting Indian- rush the sleeping camp. The emigrants
awaken, seize their arms, and desperate battle ensu
Indians win. taking the survivors captives. Then
heart-breaking march, during which the emigrant captives
• 1 by their Indian guards to compel haste. The
Indian- hold a council and determine to burn the men at the
stake, and to adopt the women and children into the tribe.
The men are bound tto torture stakes and fires are lighted
at their feet. While the flames leap high between the captives and camera, the camera is stopped, and dummies are
substituted at the stakes, and new fuel added to the flames.
The women and children captives are eventually rescued by
frontiersmen, and virtue triumphs in the end, the survived
later reaching California.
During the pre-ent stay in Southern California, the Biograph camera has recorded some of the most beautiful scenery to be found in the West. The scenic settings chosen for
this and other companies working here have been praised
around the world. The Biograph Company leave for their
Eastern studio on May 2tst Ml Westerners wish them a
pleasant journey, and will welcome them back with ..pen
arm- when they return.
Miss Virginia Chester. — Formerly playing ingenue leads
in I'athe Western Stock, and who has been ill for the
past month, has left the I'athe Company. She is at liberty at
this writinng.
*
Curiosity
Seekers
Annoy
Local
Producers —
seekers
anxious
to see
the
moving
picture
camera
"wheelgo around" are daily journeying
out to Edendale, the local Eden of the moving picture man. in order
to see the different companies
at work on interior scenes
being staged at the studios.
Every day witnesses from ten
to twenty-five callers who offer various kind- .>i 1
wanting to watch the stock companies at work.
The Seiig.
Bison, Biograph and I'athe studios are surrounded by high
walls,
rr.ife--i-n.il visitors, exhibitor-, newspapermen, and
■•tilers directly connected with the moving picture industry
are the only ones admitted to the studio grounds, the cm
panic- having been forced to make these rules in
prevent interference with their work.
Local stock
the
are frequent visitors to the studios, and an
\i-it. legitimatemanager
occasional
of a road attraction pays the studios a
Essanay. — The Essanay Western Company, under the
management and dramatic direction of Mr '. M. \nderson,
blished their studio in Santa Monica Canyon, -ope
fifteen mile- from Los Angeles. For the past tour or five
111. .nth- they have been at work near the city of Rediands.
I lure are now three companies workng in what
as the Malibu country, these being Biograph, Essanay an'l
Bison, the latter of which i- there on a temporary visit only.
Mr. James L. Magee, business manager for the Selig
Western -tudi... ha- g..ne North with the Selig second company, under Mr I'.o-worth. director. He will leave the company at Merced and will return t.. I...- Angeles in a few
day-. The company will continue on int.. the Yosemite
\ alley, where they plan to spend the summer.
Selig.— The L.cal Selig studio ha- installed a complete
telephone
connecting all departments with the
central
officeswitchboard
f the studio.
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Los Angeles Exhibitors.
Films Boost Beaches. — With forty of the most skilled and
able boosters sojourning in the Southland, a carload of oranges, and several miles of moving picture film showing life
at the local beaches, two special cars, a brass band and other
necessities, left Los Angeles on a boost campaign through
Arizona, New Mexico, Texas, and central California, where
they will show the natives of those hot regions the advanI -pending a summer in comfort by the cool Pacific.
The boosters will advance in two divisions, the first going
north through California. This aggregation will be accompanied by a brass band, projection machines, operators, and a
portion of the films. The second division goes to the south
through Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas. E. C. Thomas,
who lias been arranging for the various stops to be made
by the first expedition upon its return from Texas, reports
that the people of the various inland cities en route are
anxiously awaiting the arrival of the boosters and promise
them a big attendance and an enthusiastic reception. He
has been assured by the Mayor of El Paso, Texas, that at
and people will welcome them to El Paso.
I he South Coast beaches have spent $15,000 in preparing
the lecturers with film, advertising matter, transportation,
etc The films are of the kind calculated to attract the attention of the dwellers of the hot inland cities. The films
will show surf, bathing beaches, bathing and fishing scenes,
1 in boats of Catalina, the Strand at Santa Barbara,
orange groves, -now capped peaks of Southern California,
scenic railways, roller coasters, and other beach amusements.
The lecturer-, will offer with the films facts and figures to
show that most of the people can afford to take a vacation,
and that California is the best place to spend it.
outhern company, after leaving El Pa-o, will make a
wide -wing around the circle, and will visit Phcenix, Prescott, Douglas, Tucson, and other inland cities, where stops of
a day each will be made. Stops during the afternoons only
will be made in some small cities, and in the evenings at
other-. Both squads will go in special cars attached to regular trains. Each squad plans to be gone two weeks and
to be the means of bringing to the southern beach
everal hundred thousand beach visitors from the
iin - visited.
Petite. -Broadway, between 5th and 6th Streets, i- having
the front of the theater remodeled.
The theater has been
dark for the past few day- in order to let the men holding
<■ full sway, that the work may
early a date as possible.
The alteration
1 paneling the foyer, adding new lights, laying a
in- .v floor, and decorating the interior.
The house will refew days
They have been using old run Licensed
, which they show for a five-cent admission.
"The Fall of Troy," the big Itala film, is said to be making
a hit with the out-of-town exhibitors, who are falling over
in their hate to 1 1. it This film has played to
Star Theater Dark.— The Star Theater, East 5th, near
Keen dark for the past two week-.
The house
closed used Licensed service.
A promim
phy-iri.in is contemplating
leasing the theater, andIterations
if the
and maki
lowing scientific, scenic and educational films.
New Airdome at Riverside.— A new airdome has
Riverside, Cal. The new house 1- under the management of
Wirl Si Heath, who have signed up with a local Independent
< for Independent
film
Exchange Employee Injured.— Charles Chamberlain, shipthers local Independent exchange,
a peculiar accident.
Two autoere coming down a down town street, one autol he other
I he rope connecting them being 1hamberlain

■prtcd t

in ived over the rope, the front atitom,.l,
Milling the rope taut, and throwing ( hamberlain
into the
m
He t.H heavily, suffering a compound fracture of the
Wit leg
I le wa 1u1111cd1.il el \ taken to the Good Samaritan
well, considci in.*
of the injury.
More Censorship— \ peculiai situation !
MCtion with the regulation ol moving picture sh .
• i 1.111 about w ith
n win, h ihej d , not m ike pecial 1 omplaint, but
that certain other
how
, , iii| •
h l\e been able to
I he pro

New Theater for Long Beach.— Long Beach is about to
have another up-to-date theater in the heart of the business
district. Dr. Earnest A. Hall, who arrived in the city recently, accompanied by his architect, Robert B. Ogden, of
Riverside, has purchased the lot opposite the Salt Lake Depot and is now engaged in preparing plans for a modern
theater.
Automobile Advertising Film. — About one thousand automobile dealer- of Los Angeles and Southern California gathered at the Gamut Club Theater recently as guests of the
Studebaker Brothers Company, of California, and after enjoying a sumptuous luncheon retired to the auditorium of
the club, where they were treated to a moving picture show
which has never been equalled in this part of the countryA descriptive lecture was given with the picture- by F. H
Smith. The pictures yesterday showed the various operation- incident to the manufacture of the "E-M-F" motor cars.
More than six thousand feet of film i- used in depicting the
various branches of the automobile industry. Practically
every important detail entering into the construction and
testing of the automobiles are shown in the thousand feet of
film, which took more than two hours to run off. A company
of E-M-F officials, headed by Mr. Smith, have been traveling all over the Ulnited State- showing the films and accompanying them with lecture-. Recently the pictures were the
first ever shown on a moving railroad train, tlii- novelty occurring on their trip down from San Franci-co on "The
Lark," the crack Pullman train of the West. Current was
secured from the train dynamo, and the passengers of the
train were treated to the rare spectacle of being entertained
by a picture -how on wheel-. The traveler- to see the pictures applauded the novelty and expressed then
being very grateful for the free entertainment. The films
show the operation of casting the cylinders, drop forging
operation-, tests of strength of parts, operation of various
wonderful automatic machines in the factory, and finally the
assembling of parts and testing of car-, and the n

Washington, D. C.
The Flea Circus, which gained a popularity at the Metropolitan pictureone
theater,
ju.-tlarge
had atheaters
week's engagement at
the Lyceum,
of the
the form of a vaudeville act, with Prof. R, A. N'oke- making
explanatory remarks, as the reel unfolded. It was pronounced highly enjoyable and interesting.
A new picture hou-e i- under construction for W. 11 Bradley, which will be opened 111 the fall, showing Independent
film-. Tin- 1- said to lie commodidUS and up-to-date in every
way Mr Bradley ha- been connected with the motion picture business for some years, and hi- new venture ha- every
the most successful runs of a reel is being experienced at the Virginia with Napoh
land
Manager (luck secured tin- film for four
meant a big hoii-e
Mu-ic mu-.--.liv to make
tlii- a BUI
■. utted
'1 he Washington
Film Exchanf
and more commodious offices and the n
passed into oblivion.
Jo- Marentette 1- always
on hand when Manager Lucus is on the road, which happen- to be most of the tune
A little later things in the
new quarters will be in bitter shape,
The Alhainbra, under the management --i Wm
finding excellent success with the daylight screen, having
foil,, wed closely the idea- .-! Mr KichardMi A\ei\ 1- something -t a mechanic himself and ha- introduced many "little inventions of hi- own" lh.it
si-ted 111 tlu- clearness ol tie picl
t flickering. depth, etc lie will shortl]
• her Improvement of hi- own With the ventilation plant now installed, the Alhainbra 1
| mg
1 rotn M
Roland with the same careful presentation •
tin- theater
["here wa- al«
wd and tlu- music
Was Ml keeping
Willi (he |
m .1 hill am. Hi, \ uw point, the Burninj
which the gre.n Napoleon met such deep losses, ma) be

■n<- of the tin.

returned ft
lion in tl ■

the General File
where he tendered hi
. led at the
mtemplated

movement
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Uncle
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ichusetts
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I he < aiii"
by Frank
I.

from

New

ing admittance t.. the boj s in uni
alions in
lit i Scenic
• iter their
ight t . . the attention of the Mayor
W hy such ai
nt attitude should
ill to understand
A su: i the United States Army and Navy, and
■ -miliar disregard for tl
tns to be
tsmouth.
\|>r..|H,s, ,,i this matter, the
. land representative calls t" mind somesimilar nature which occurred to a moving picture
: war. and which may be of interest at this juncture.
moving picture theater held as a portion of its
a handful of United State- sailors in uniform.
em two were under the influence of liquor and
were disturbing the whole house by their behavior, taking
the form of petty nuisances, interruption-, etc
These two
by the manages
>n came to
the attention
\'a\y Vara,
Charlestown,
A letthe ofNavythe Yard,
inquiring
as to the Ma--.
truth of
the
Icing why the men had been forced to leave
the theater, if it were true that they had been made to leave
was the next -top in the matter.
Upon receiving a reply
from the theater staring thai the reason of the ejection was
the inebriety of the two sailors; and when this statement
sailors, who had been with the
at the theater, the Navy Yard again wrote the
ting that they were glad to learn that the uniform
of Uncle Sam had not been discriminated against, and were
hear of the condition of the men and apolegized
for them
It i- because of this incident, all of which is
well known
to the writer, that he condemns
the
rtsmouth houses,
It the sailor- or soliders
commit no nuisance, there can be no rea-on for discriminant them just because of their uniform, which, by
• honorable and worthy.
By the case just
• can be readily -een that the Navy does not
"stand back"' of their
their uniform.
that men
such when
defiantthey
and outrage
absurd discrimination
against United Stab - soldiers and sailors will cease whermay
have
been
in vogue — it is unworthy
of
Westminster Theater, Providence, R. I., has closed
ir entertainment season, and opened a supplemen•ncr
phy. season devoted to "pop" Vaudeville and picMay 15th. The house no doubt will play to good
being large and cool.
M
. will play stock
company attractions over the summer
season, but will re' iraham. 1 vaudeville this fall according to
Special Noteand Cahill. sometime
on
'. but for some years proprietors of exten-ive moving picture interests in Lowell. Brockton. Haver"'"• »nd
land cities, are about to return to
their old calling
but only for one night
These two men
many picture and vaudeville houses
are
shortly to journey to Rockland. Ma--, where thev will do
turn.'' and go through all their former stunts for
'lumbus, who are holding a performance
and Cahill stated that they feel
rather shaky, but hope to acquit themselves with credit.
:i and Donovan, proprietors and managers
I iieater, Taunton.
Ma-- . will shortly open
in Sandwich. Ma--.
This house i- the only theI which boasts of a regular theater license
The hou-e seats nearly 1.500 people, and will be devoted to
Pictures and vaudeville
\]oon and
have made big successes of their houses in Taun■ Bedford. \\ hittenton and Southbridge, Mass
it
can be forecasted that this house will also be a winner.
men are hustlers and know the business expertly.

lh,
of the

I
e, R. I., is to be managed
1'
Mr
Browne
formerly
Beacon, < >ld South
and Washington
; ! .1- had considerable expi 1

Bijou

\musement
Company,
operating the Bijou
ind Springfield, Mass., have made
ni b) which they will acqure the management
t'uiiiinim;- Theater of Fitchburg, Mass., extending
ne year.

Boston
Going Some. — The Globe Theater, Washington
Street,
playing "pop"
vaudeville
and inpictures
over papers
the summer
scaadvertised
the fact
our local
that 36,000
was the number
of patrons viewing their "big show" on
the opening week.
Managers Convene. — On May 16 a large meeting of mantheaters situated throughout New England took
place at 4,3 Mason Street. Boston. A large majority of those
pre-cnt were moving pcture manager-, who use vaudeville
to fill out their program- Tin- meeting was held to perfect the organization, which is primarily to protect the
theaters within its fold from anything that may ari-e It
seems that the theaters have at different times been placed
at a disadvantage, owing to trouble arising between them
and their talent As many of the vaudeville actor- belong
to a protective association, it was felt that the managers
should al-o organize; in order that they should not be placed
under difficulty by any concerted action on the part of the
actor-, such as a concerted "strike" on the part of the
vaudeville actor- on the bill of a theater. The organization
also aims to protect the amusement houses against unjust
or freak legislation which may come before the Legislature.
Among those present at the meeting were: R. G. Larsen,
representing Keith's Theater; Charles F. Smith, of the
Unique Theater. Boston; G. Barrett, of the Orphcum. Dover,
N. 11 : H. Abrahams, of the Portland Theater; Portland,
Me.; .1. Louire. of the Beacon Theater, Boston; an<i
Theater, Lawrence, Mass.; G. I. Appleby, of the Star Theater, Boston; N. J. Lydon, of the Imperial Theater, Boston; Nat Burgess, of the Old South; and Washington Theaters, Boston; H. E. Jones, of Potter Hall Theater, Boston;
W. E. Greene, of the W. E. Greene Film Exchange, Boston;
and many others. The picture interests are very active in
the association and it is hoped that the association will
tend to rai-e the quality of the acts used in the New England houses. It is stated that there will be very few moving
picture houses throughout New England, using vaudeville,
that will not affiliate themselves with the organization. Dues
will be levied on the houses to pay for the running expenses.
This meeting, embracing moving picture managers throughout New England, shows how easy it becomes to bring
the picture men to organize, provided the right incentive
is not lacking. Apropos, of the vigorous campaign now
waged in the Moving Picture World for the organization of
the picture men throughout the country, it has now been
shown the New England picture interests are not backward
in getting together. All that is needed is the initial impetus, and an organization can be easily effected hereabouts.
Pictures Prevent Truancy. — Moving pictures in the schools
of Boston to prevent truancy were recommended by Mary
''Reilly, of the Boston Children's Institutions ( ommission before the Submasters' Club at the Hotel Yendome,
on May 18. She stated, with great good sense, that geography, history and many other subjects could be n-o>t interestingly and impressively taught by moving pictures;
for the reason that a child best remembers what it -ecs.
Such a plea as this by Mary Boyle O'Reilly cannot help
but have a most pleasing and helpful influence on moving
pictures in this city. In view of the deplorable fact that
moving pictures were recently barred from all local schools,
due to the very narrow minded ideas of one of the School
Committee, the sentiments just related are particularly pertinent. It is hoped that Miss O'Reilly's opinions on the
matter will overbalance those of the single member of the
School Committee, and that the manufacturers of moving
picture machine- will soon be explaining the virtues of
their wares to the city of Boston.
Gaiety Theater.— On Monday, May 22, the Gaiety Theater, Washington Street, closed its regular season of burlesque attraction-, and opened a summer season devoted to
Licensed picture- and vaudeville. This house is a large,
cool theater and one of the newest in this city. The Gaiety
is situated just opposite the Globe Theater, the only other
regular theater now devoting itself to "popular amusement."
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The Gaiety
the make
"pop" good.
vaudeville
picture
game and
last
summer
and tried
did not
The and
reason
is simple,
the manager of the house himself agreed with the World's
New England representative as to the cause. The Gaiety
introduced too much and too expensive vaudeville and
charged twenty-five cents for its seats. The Globe, just
across the way, charging only 10 cents, and offering a
pleasing show of pictures and less costly vaudeville, caught
the crowds. This year the Gaiety will profit by its lesson.
The two houses will make a hard fight for trade, and the
chances are will about split the trade this year. Between
large houses it will be rough sledding for several
nearly straight picture houses.
W. E. Greene Film Exchange.— The W. E. Greene
Film Exchange has contracted to supply a large number
of parks, airdomes, etc., with Independent service during
the hot months. This exchange is unusually busy, and
offers the "cream of the Sales Go's output."
Oriental Theater.— The Oriental Theater, Washington
Street, has closed for the summer season. The house will
reopen in the early fall with moving pictures and songs.
The Still Alarm. — The World's New England representative ha- been spoken to by so many moving picture managers regarding Selig's "Still Alarm," that the fact should
be noted.
Two managers stated that patrons have told them that the
picture was one of the best ever seen; and that the fire
scene, in particular, nearly "knocked them off their seats,"
so realistic and grimly terrible was it. [Our own critics are
also enthusiastic. — Ed.]
Operators* Union Revel.— The Moving Picture Operators'
Union, of Boston, held its "big time" when a vaudeville and
picture show was presented at the Columbia Theater, Sunday, May 21. The show was a huge success from every
viewpoint. The general treasury was swelled in good fashion by the receipts. This union is growing, and is one of
th<- be-t conducted and cared for in the country. Its list of
members in good standing is increasing day by day, and
has nearly 500 on its roll call at this writing.
HENRY.

Cleveland.
Keith's Hippodrome has closed the vaudeville season and
is now showing pictures twice daily, at 10 and 20 cents, to
fair business. Six reels, three of which are scenic, with music
by a capable pianist, make up the program, changed Sunday
and ure
Thursday.
Essanay's
of the inaugural
shows"Sensational Logging" was a featLyman II Howe 1- filling a five week-' season at |
lien) business His stafl photographer recently took
a number of local scenes, and their production, which he announce- for tin- lastweek, are awaited with interest. Mr Howe
eyidentlj has pried open the market for his patrons' benefit. as
In, programs include both Licensed and Independent regular
II.- exhibited t'
I ncerne in an Airihip" th.
ase, and Itala's "Foolshead in the
J. ion'.
Den" wasof included
same program.
Mr Lowden,
the Vii <in-r the
Fi m
turned the
1 heater, Superior Avenue, near E.
Both Strei I I he fsi
pened New Yea
■i rathei varied 1 ireer, just recently having discontinued
' vaudeville in fa\
1 picture,
with
"I about '.00 .ui.l a most -trikmg and tasteful front, it will
lly In- a l.ig success under Mr Lowden'
Went, in -I'll.- ••! the strenuous competition in th |
III.- Mall, on Superior Avenue, near the Square, featured
>( lig "Briton and Boer.'
"i the Boei War, with a. d lecture,
and found it .1 profitable
admission
mmci
weather ha, begun it- annual inn
reporting about a
third .1.
Puddlel
', tour of Panama, illustrating the w..rk ..11 the
Isthmian Canal bj lidi and motion pictures, v..
ird at th.- Alhambra 1
dentally,
Edi
record film, I
1911,"a
ihOWing m inj on'sif tl
■ had been shown1 mthere
ihoi 1 time pi ■ \ Mus.
Mi'l.. 1 [all 1, undergoin
itions, and promise, when c
pi. i,d to i,,- an excepti 1 ill) attractive photo
play thi
'!"■ Lorain rheatei has discontinued vaudeville i-i the
itunmei
1 a n ind the admissi •
it., five
cents
1, being one ol the Lake Shore l i
ihown. with ......
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The Penn Square Theater and the Doan, situated respectively at E. 55th Street and Euclid, and E. 105th Street and
St. Clair, will soon be completed, adding two more tine
houses to Cleveland's already extens
B. G. DRUMMOND

Seattle, Wash.
Eugene Levy, owner of the Circuit, Exhibit and Ideal
theaters, of this city, is anticipating opening the Grand
Opera House, June 1. ion The Grand Opera House seats
about 2,000 people and will be the largest motion picture
theater in the Northwest The policy of the theater is to run
light vaudeville, together with first run Licensed films, at
an admission of ten cents. The operating room, which is
ncaring completion, is finely equipped and fireproof. Two
Powers No. 6 Camerographs will be used, together with
dissolver and spot light. Mr. Levy will install a ten-piece
orchestra to accompany the pictures. This will be the first
time anything of this sort has been ventured in the Northwest. 50 we all look forward to Mr. Levy's success.
Jewell hereafter
has purchased
Diad'em
Theater,
which
willF. beW. known
as the the
Jewell
Theater.
Mr. Jewell
is figuring on remodeling the theater throughout. The policy,
Mr Jewell would not state, a, he says he has something new
for Seattle.
The admission will be 10 cents.
Mr Arthur Ewell has been appointed manager for the
People's Amusement Co., and will manage the Lyceum,
Odeon and Alaska theaters, of this city. Mr. Elwell is well
known here, and is expected to be successful in his new position. Mr. T. Smith will remain as treasurer for the company.
The F. M. A. had their Fourth Annual Benefit at the Seattle Theater, Friday, May 19, 191 1.
The Pacific Northwest Convention of the I. A. T. S. E.
was held at Vancouver, B. C, May 8, 9, and 10, 191 1. Mr.
A. T. Lambson, of the Class (A) Theater, represented the
operators for Seattle.
The National Moving Picture Theater, on Pike Street, has
installed a "Radium"
daylight screen.
The Old Orpheum Theater, which Sullivan and Considine
are transforming into a moving picture house, will be known
as the Coliseum Theater. The policy of the house has not
been given out as vet, but will appear in a forthcoming issue
of The World.
At an initial expenditure of $10,000, the Great Northern
Railway has begun obtaining motion picture films of the
Pacific Northwest in a plan to cover the country from the
Atlantic to the Pacific. Howard A. Noble, of the Advertising Department of the Great Northern, with Ed. F. Seavolt,
a motion picture expert, arrived in Seattle today. Noble
said that the Great Northern will obtain 10.000 feet of film
A special car will be fitted out with a plant for the manufacture of the films, The films will be sent to Northern
Europe, together with lecturer, who will exploit the whole
Not th west country. Every point <>f manufacturing will be
shown.
H. (' Rawlings, formerly manager of the Diadem Theater.
of
city.reels.
1- preparing to tour the country with a number
of this
feature
Motion pictures were the feature of th.
Queen
Knnt Congregational Church last Sunday
The films, three 111 number, which illustrated "The
and the "]
hi IWD
The Re ■
lured oil the picture!
a, t In \ app. .led on the
, he picture, weie shown twice
the first time at
k for the children and ■■■•
1 public
Mi E \\ Tones, former!) ol the General Film■ ■ tion
I 0., opei
ated
the
machine
with
verj
being excellent
M: p Gevurtz, formerly manager for th< I
address
will be the \\ aid. .11 V toril
it wai 1. it. d 111 la 1 n eek's World that n
be allowed to 1 un pictui e mac hin<
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( hicaijo Houses in Review.
The

VirKmia

i -

Indiana
• pictures
It i- a
•

•

•

faultless;
the
neighflii kerless,
• ipleton is

the durability

■

i first run
instead, he relies
• of In- subjects,

had when
third run. and Mr. Templeton evimore importance than the ami- ol
pipe organ, which
i Iter than tin-panny tones
Mi
I empleton has no prejudice
and likes the I
■ it t\ iiihil; I visited the place.
The Harmony Theater, near Vincennes Avenue on Fortytheater which changed to pictures alter
with xaudeville. It i> a well designed, pretty
itronized,
The pictures are fairly
when I saw them by being
of the current at the arc
ronism with the exposures <>i the threetter ami causing that unpleasant "flaring" oj the
':> ha- been spoken
of -nhere,
manyaccompanied
times. The inpianist
tty well
some
of the pathetic scenes by a violin. The floor has a very deep
oe to see the picture well from ai
the picture 1- raised considerably above the fir-t row of
- a whole, the Harmony i- a pleasant placi
an hour.
The Star Theater, near
\ venue, is one of
the tew store theater- on Forty-third Street.
The picture
fairly g
1. considering the fact that the
throw l- at a very had angle sidewi-e.
Unfortunately, a row
ill line with the middle of the picture spoils many
of the he-t seats in the house.
Independent films arc Used.
The Washington Theater, on Cottage Grove Avenue, just
Forty-third, 1- continuing its success as a picture
• inviting theater, and the films are
carefully selected
Manager
Whelan
has had the house
somewhat over a year now, and made it successful with only
But I must say that the picture on the screen is
• ought to he. The screen i- entirely unfrom the -ide and exit lights, and the brilliancy
of the picture i- seriously affected.
Tin- Vitagraph "Hungry
Heart-" was shown here and looked like a piece of very bad
: y indeed, on tin- light-truck screen
Vitagraph
picture- have mostly a very heavy deposit of silver in the
emulsion, and when this sort of picture is thrown on a light■ :i it looks very poor indeed.
That the people
realize that there i- something
wrong with the picture at
the Washington i- attested by the fact that many of those
in the middle of the house sought the front ^eatthcy were vacated in order to make out the picture more
distinctly.
This i- something I have never seen before, as
generally the patron- of a picture house want to
distance from the curtain
If the side-light- of the Washingproperly -haded, and a more powerful light obtained on the picture, the projection would be very much
improved and brought up to the standard which might be
I such a bouse.
The Victor Theater, near Ellis Avenue, is fortunate in posis tin- theater has.
The pictui
may be seen easily from the back row of
a here the throw
• 1 ha- in-tailed side lights of correct ■
he found in place when he took the b
ii h were merely un-haded red bulbs, hard
on the eye and yet not lighting the seatThis i- the second
ise Independent service, the
other being the Star.
The Ellis Theater, across the street from the Victor, is
using Lici
it -.nr's enjoyment
of them is <=erthe comments of the drummer down front.
; amthe pictures by such remarks as (when a
where a man was lying) "What'
himWe'll make something the
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This flippant attitude toward the picwi ng, and rum- the effect
Toward- ei^ht
thi crowd began to gather, the picture- were
hurried so that the) could hardly be made out for jump and
vibration
■' thus ground up was the excellent
spanish
< rj psy," but it looks like :
I -peed.
The Bon Ton Theater, at Ea-t Thirty -first Street ami
enue, ha-s changed
the previous
: May hand-,
George
Nestle andowner's
Jack
Kerwin, the new owners, haw set to work and improved the
projection to the high standard of the other houses on the
have changed the service to Licensed.
This was
• ere are three other houses OH the street using
Independent
films, and programs were bound to cla-h.
Mr.
Kerwin i- a good singer, and give- two songs at each show.
With the clear pictures projected by the new lens and machine, the outlook for the Bon Ton Theater is better than it
was 1
tures i- totally

Indianapolis.
The city legal department has recently given an opinion
moving picture exhibition- that ha- attracted no
little atention and which will bring about an amendment to
the ordinance regulating the construction of buildings used
for moving picture exhibitions. Until recently. T. A. Wintcrrowd, city building inspector, ha- refused to permit moving
picture -how- to be given in school and church buildings on
the ground that such buildings were not erected for moving
picture show-. The city legal department holds that the ordinance can only apply to buildings that have bei
expressly for moving picture exhibitions, and that therefore
there is nothing to -top such -hows in churches an
buildings.
On May i; there were sixty-six moving picture theaters
in the city and before June I there will be at least ten more.
It i- interesting to note that of this large number, only fifteen
are located in what is known as the downtown busil
trict. Thi- i- apparently due to the enormou- rent- that are
demanded downtown. The Orpheum, which is located in
Washington Street, near Pennsylvania St., is reported to be
paying $12,000 a year rent. This theater charges ten cents
admission. The number of places mentioned in the city does
not include regular theaters, where moving picture showk
and vaudeville are being given during the
A ruling by building inspector Winterrowd i- working considerable hardship on a number of moving picture theaters.
Tin- i- to the effect that vaudeville must be construed as a
theatrical exhibition and that therefore vaudeville can only
be given in buildings constructed under the regular theater
ordinance. This ordinance requires exits opening on two
thoroughfares and provide- for certain provisions of construction tending to safeguard the spectators. A majority of
moving picture theater- are in store rooms on inside lots and
cannot conform t<> the theater ordinance. The building inspector has decided he will permit only moving picture- and
illustrated songs in moving picture theater-.
Permits have been issued for a large number of moving
picture theaters and airdomes. which are under construction.
The permit- i--ne<l are as follows: Saffell Brothers. Sheldon
St. and Roosevelt Ave., airdome, seating capacity Sanders. 1104-1106 Prospect St., airdome. seating capacity
500: Princess Amusement Co., 1107 S. Meridian St., airdome,
seating capacity 500; W. E. Maerlin, Yande- St . near 10th
St., airdome. seating capacity 500; L. A. Glazier. Ohio and
Blake Street, airdome. seating capacity 600; Wehmcyer and
Gentry, Blake and North Street-, airdome, seating capacity
500; Peter Scheib, Brightwood Avenue and Twent)
airdome. seating capacity 300: Louis Burkhardt. Wilkin- and
Meridian Street-, airdome. seating capacity -400.
J B. Harrel has begun the erection of a moving picture
and vaudeville theater at 1248 E Washington Street, which
will cost $15,000. It will be a one-story brick structure and
will have a capacity of 500 persons. The new theater will be
completed about August I.
Beginning today. Photoplane pictures will be put on exclusively at B. 1" Keith's for the summer, the vaudeville season having closed Saturday night. To make the pictures
more attractive, palms, potted plants, vines, flowers and two
fountains will surround the screen upon which the pictures
will be produced.
CLARENCE I.. CUMMINS.
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Pauline Bush.
The New Leading Lady in the "Flying A" Western Company.
The Manufacturers of "Flying A Cowboy films," the American Company, of Chicago, ami'. unci- a decided "find" in Mi-*
Pauline Bush, a young lady now playing lead- in their West
ern company.
Miss Bush i- a.i extremely versatile actress,

WORLD

Her name is a by-word in informed theatrical circles on the
Coast, and the American Company announces that her ability
a- a moving picture actress 1- exceptional in one whose experience has been wholly before the footlights.
The first film that Mi-- Bash appears in, of the "Flying A"
production.-,
i- entitled
comedy
film that
is said "Rattlesnakes
to he a winner,andand Gunpowder."
which will bea
released Monday, May 29th.
On Thursday of the same week the exhibitor-- will have
an opportunity of judging a- to Mi-- Bash's worth in a
Strong dramatic part m film entitled. "The Sheepman's
Daughter," reka-ed by the American Company Thursday,
June i-t. Mi-- Bush play- the title role and' we are informed thatfans.
-he, in that film, will more than ma'
the picture
Mi-- Bush i- announced a- an added feature to the "Flying A" productions, ami it undoubtedly will he w
the while of the exhibitors t.> feature the productions
in
which Miss Bush appear-.
THE PERIL OF DIAZ.
Above of i- Maythe 2Qth
title andof itthe i- Champion
release
a -afe guessFilmt" Company'-;
predict an
immense
popularity and large business for this film in
every locality. The eye of all the world ha- been on Mexico
for the pa-t few month- and especially the watch!
tin Government at Washington.
This reel, show
doe- the mobilization of tin- U. S. troop- on the Mexican
border, i- another signal demonstration
of the enterpn-e
of the Champion Film Company and Independent •
and exhibitors throughout the country will appr<
opportunity of showing their pair. .n- the readiness
army for such emergencies
The drilling of Infantry. Cavalry and Artillery in intricate
formation- and clever tactic-: the Engin 1
structing pontoon
bridges and 1
- keeping
up communicationand even the "boys" at mi realistically portrayed in photographs of actual conditions
a- seen from day to day among the American
t:
111 Texas, ready for any emergency
in the presenl chaoticcondition in the Mexican Republic.

Pauline Bush
jroung, winsome, graceful, and an extremely good rider. Her
theatrical experienci has been
prehensive and during the
la-t couple of year- -he ha- invariably been cast in leading
trical companies
-be was connected with.

k

THE SARDINE INDUSTRY.
I.ubin issues on June -tb an extremely
interesting and
instructive film showing how sardines reach your I
the time they are caught
to the time they are -hipped,
packed in the can-.
The film -how- the fishermen mending
their net-; their departure for the fishing grounds
the net-; hauling them m; transferring the fish from the
boat- to the packing houses; the various operation- of canning; sealing the can- ami finally loading them 01
shipment to all part- of the world.
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JAMES
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Famous

Broadway

throughout

the

amusement

"Somewhat Stout Comedian."
Wjien last seen, Mr. Bliss
^m
^m
^m
yiV

r

^m

BLISS

was

Star
world

ai the

leaving

W in.

A. Brady's Theatrical office on Broadway.
Age }-.
Height 5 ft. 8 in.. Dark Han and Eyes, wore a
navy r >1 n< • suit; lor the past yeai hai l><'<-n tarring in
"Bal»\

Mine".

Reward

loi inlorm.it ion.

The A. B. Agency, 42nd St.
New York
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>. the. : cue,_m0M
it) and .1- this
i wish you would tell me
and some pointers on how
and will
1 am
•much
.hi offer
be
theirmany
sintl einteresting
same boat towithme myfrom
elf and
Now, the best 1 or any one
rial opinion on the subject .The
rc-t i- largely a matter of your own application, experience
and individuality.
In previous articles on this page 1 have
ed t" set forth my ideaa as to the fundamental prinpplication of music to the picture-, but any
- .ilnii^; tin- line must, from the nature of the
general in character. As I have frequently pointed
out, there cm be no definite rules laid down which will apply
lures alike, for the reason that there i- no limit to
t lie possibilities of pictorial subjects and their treatment.
presents it- own peculiar problems of musical definition, and nearly every musician who ha- any idea- at all.
has In- own methods of handling these problems
Most of
them ( perh. ip- all) have some good in them, but in the present chaotic -tate of picture music it i- unwise for any one
t<> insist that In- l- the only correct "system" and all others
are wrong.
* * «
Some time ago 1 visited a picture theater where a pianist
held f^rth who had a reputation for "catching every move"
..ii the screen.
They -aid "lie never let anything get by
I he tir-t picture was a comedy.
Mu-ic: "Oh You
me of These Days." "My Wife"* Gone to the Country" etc. all through. Sometimes only a few bars, some• hole -train or more. Every thing applied perfectly;
-o well in fact that it would have been difficult to improve
upon it I -aid to myself, "This pianist i- all right" The
nexl picture wa- a rural-comedy-drama of the present time.
Music: "Barn Dance." "Ruben. Ruben." "Silver Moon." "Who
Are You
With
thing fitted
and Tonight,"
the audienceetc.,wasetc.
keptStill
in avery
good good.
humor.EveryThe
la-t picture wa- of the ancient Roman period. Music opened
with a modern wait/
Cleopatra goes up to the boat: "So
ry." The bo.n moves away: "I Don't Know Where
I'm Going,surrounded
Rut I'm on
Way."
Later,
i- discovered
sleeping
by My
-laves
waving
palmshebranches
over
her "Please Go 'Way and Let Me Sleep." And so on ad
libitum. He certamlv "caught every move," and I don't
think anything
"got have
by him,"
picture
as it should
been but
done.he did not work up the
Such picture- are serious, and a vein of levity in the musmpaniment
destroys their dramatic value whether
the audience realized the fact or not
In this case, everybe satisfied, but the picture was not presented in the spirit the producer intended it to be, and for
udience did not get what they were en1 here wasn't I
i a laugh in the
whole film, nor wa- it necessary to introduce one.
The
other two reel- had enough comedy to balance up the even• given on this night wa- the same
hi- part. The piece was spoiled.
ing I have always maintained is the necessity of
the -pirit of the picture — the impression you think
producer intended to convey, and then bring that out
in
If the picture i- comic, then any laugh
arrio out the purpo-e of the producer.
Dramas
may have both serious and comic elements: very
often a laugh may be introduced where n..ne was intended,
letracting from the general idea, but it must not
interfere with a serious -erne or one of importance.
the

"What kind of music will
verynatural
kind be of needed?"
music mayis another
possibly be
me time or other, from grand opera to "rag-time";
ercd music to the Salvation Army hymns!
no limit to what you might need or could use on

-o nearly along the same line- that a little careful ob-ervati.n will show us what is most frequently called for. I do
n..t believe it necessary at present to again mention the
music ordinarily required, as I have gone over the routine
frequently. Those who wish may find plenty of hints along
tin- line by consulting the back numbers of The Moving
Picture World.
• * •
The last request: "Give mc some pointers on how to use
it" lie., how to use the music) is the one big question which
involves all the others. It is equivalent to a-king "how
-hall 1 work up pictures." To some it comes natural to
apply dramatic music to scenes. Other nimble witted player- find the song chorus with its suggestive title or "catch
phrase" to be a convenient form of describing pictures.
Roth arc good, but neither should be used to the exclusion

of the other. The latter needs no explanation. The principal requirements are a large stock of up-to-date popular
stuff stored in your memory and a ready wit. Practice, however, works wonders in this as in everything else. As to
applying dramatic music to the scenes, practice is also an
important factor — the more you do, the easier it is. Here
also exists 'be necessity of memorizing a number of pieces
of this character (dramatic music). In fact one cannot
"work up" pictures with any degree of satisfaction unless
tluy have a con-iderable quantity of ordinary music "in their
and at their lingers' ends" as one correspondent
putSome
it.
* * inquired as to the proper
time ago a young* lady
manner of applying dramatic music to pictures. I advised
her as a beginner to pick out those scenes which she was
sure of — that is, scenes so pronounced that there could be
no mistaking their character, and fit them only at first.
Later as she got more accustomed to this kind of work, she
would be able to go further. She wrote me a short time
ago that she had followed my suggestion and was getting
along exceedingly well. Said she could see things in the
picture- she never could see before. Of course as is to
be expected, one develops with practice and learns in a
measure to analyze pictures as to their dramatic elements —
the application of fitting music follows as a matter of course.
Your
be elaborated
introducing
color"
in
the work
shape will
of songs
peculiar tobyplace,
to time "local
or to people;
by introducing (wherever appropriate) up-to-date song
choruses. National and patriotic songs, of course, have their
place and must not be overlooked.

* * *

In the case of the "Cleopatra" picture referred to above,
although we have nothing which could be called "Early
Roman" or "Ancient Egyptian" -music, yet there is much
characteristic and descriptive stuff which will answer the
purpo-e. The march from "Aida" (Verdi) and "Antony and
Cleopatra" (Grunewald) are both broad and dignified
marches and are good for processionals as well as for
"fill-in" purposes. Pryors "Egyptian Love Bance, "Lorraine's "Salome," "Zallah" the intermezzo "Iris," Beethoven's
"March from the Ruins of Athens" (sometimes called Turkish March); Schubert's "Moments Musical" and many others
can be used which by their quaint character will serve a- a
musical background for this class of picture. Use dramatic
music also when necessary, but no popular songs or
"up-to-date" -tuff whatsoever, as the ancient atmosphere is
essentia] to the picture.
ought toof beplaying
apparentto topictures
anybodywillthatapply
no one
"-ystem"
or Itmethod
to all
alike.
The song chorus idea as plaved to the comedy and comedy
drama above mentioned was admirable; but when applied
to the classic picture it was execrable.

NOTICE
Next Week Being a Short Week on Account of a Holiday, all Correspondents
and Advertisers are Expected to Have
Their Copy in This Office by Monday.
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So much of our time is consumed in furnishing scenario
writer- with a li-t of the maiufacturers' addresses that we
print herewith the complete list, which we suggest that they
cut out and save i'>r future reference. For the information
of all, we will also add that we do not buy scenarios, neither
do we have time to read or pa-- criticisms upon them.
LICENSED MANUFACTURERS.
The Biograph Company, n Ea-t 14th Street, New York.
Thomas A. Edison, Inc., Orange. N. J.
The Essanay Film Mfg. Company. 521 First National Bank
ago, 111.
The Kalem Company. 235 West 23rd Street, New York.
Lubin Mfg. Company,
20th and Indiana Avenues, Philadelphia, Pa.
-/204 East 38th Street, Xew York City.
Pathe Freres, 41 West 25th Street. Xew York City.
Co., 45 Randolph
Street, Chicago, 111.
The Yitagraph Company,
116 Xas.-au Street, Xew York.
Kleine,

LICENSED
IMPORTERS.
52 State Street. Chicago,

WORLD
A MONSTER

Attention, Scenario Writers.

111.
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HOUSE.

Madison
building
Xewbuilding
Y'ork has
has
forThe
yearKeen a Square
financialGarden
problem.
The in
great
proved too useful to be dispensed with, yet the fact that it
was unprofitable made it- possible destruction
imperative solution of the dilemma. During the fall, winter
and early spring, the "Garden" is always fully occupied. The
four months of summer have proved the "white elephant"
period of the big building. Many proposals tending to secure for the benefit of the people this useful structure have
each in turn failed. The moving picture now comes to the
rescue! It i- proposed t" use the large auditorium as a moving picture
with a women's
and The
"thermost
attractions,house,
and it 1- expected
to solve orchestra
the problem.
noticeable
of the
announcement
is that "every
precaution will bepart
taken
to keep
the high standard
of shows
and
exhibition- For which the "Garden' is famous." Be?:
ing the financial problem of the Garden, it 1- possible that
an opportunity now presents itself to give impetus to the
value of the moving picture in other directions; from such a
source and center an institutional -ort of cinematography
may develop, from the which may come the fact that the
movement may prove that its originators "builded better
than they thought."

The American Film Mfg. Company, Bank Floor, Ashland
Block. Chicago, 111.
Film Mfg. Company, 12 East 15th Street,
New York City.
The Independent
Moving
Pictures tympany of America.
joj West 101st Street. Xew York City.
The
Bison
Film
Mfg.
Company,
NewYork.
York.
Nestor Film Company, 147 Fourth1 L'nion
Avenue,Sq.,Xew
The Powers I ompany, 241-t Street and Richardson Avenue. Xew York City.
The Reliance Film Company, 1 Union Square, New York.
. Mfg. Company, 573 Eleventh Avenue, Xew York.
ilax Company, Congress Avenue, Flushing Avenue,
Flushing, L. I., N. Y.
The Thanhouser
( "in]. any. New
Rochelle, X. Y.
The Yankee Film Company, 34 4 East 32nd Street, New
York City.
INDEPENDENT
IMPORTERS.
Ih. Eclair Film Company, 31 East 27th Street, New York

THE MOTIOGRAPH WATCH FOB.
We desire tp call the attention of our readers this week
to the advertisement
of the Enterprise Optical
which appear- in this issue, m which they offer free to every
manager and operator of a motion picture theater a veryattractive watch fob; besides being a souvenir, 1:
splendid gift and a useful one.
It is unique in di
tractive and rich in appearance, and it is the wish of the
Enterpri-e Optical Mfg. Co. for the readers of this paper
to take advantage of this offer, as they have gone to considerable expense to make this fob one of the best which
ha- ever been offered as a souvenir in this country.
As will be seen by the illustration in their advertisement,
this fob illustrates the monograph motion picture machine,
and on the reverse side in neat lettering is only the name
of the makers, and no one could have an objection I
a- handsome and useful a souvenir as this, particularly at
this season of the year when the weather necessitate- the
discarding of heavy clothing.
A- the ion catalog issued by this company 1- now ready
lor distribution, they will be glad to send one to any one
interested.

Northern Film Company, 7 East 14th Street, New
City
ir 1 Lux 1. 10 East 15th Street. Xew Yorl
Ambrosio <S: Itala Bison Film Co., 1 Union Sq., Xew York.

The Yankee Film Company ha- snbstituted "The Prela-t week.tender" in place of it- relea-e, "Hi- Romance," as ad\erti-ed

INDEPENDENT

MANUFACTURERS.

York

FOUND
Smiling, JAMES
The Somewhat

A. BLISS

Stout Comedian

who was reported missing on Broadway List
Thursday. Friends found him happj ami contented at iii< Rex Studio ; he told them thai Rex
i-- in tlic kidnapping business and that he wished
he had been kidnapped sooner. H< m ■ j busy
manufacturing laughs t<>i his initi.il appearance
which is in .1 reel i" be released June [st, entitled
"THE MONOGR \M J. O."
A i.uc report on Broadway has ii that Wn A
Brady, Chas. Frohman, Kl.iu a Erlanger, and the
ir>t
of Rex's
t<> watch
Rex competitors have hired Pinkertona
Vol
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- to Fay, it
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\\ QUESTIONS
I .

ON

LAST

WEEK'S

LSSSON.

distance tr..m an aperture
the opposite side of the aperture; the area
of the : .
n " moved

-

3 What

■ - - 1 1 >- of illumination has movtng the

4 What i- I light compared to i" measuring
it- intensity?
5 !tl ,..
i >es intensity of illumination
deilu- screen is moved away from an open light5
imparison
imade
with
what
iknown
a- a Photometer.:■ which there are several
In l ic to i- illustrated what i- known as Rumford's Photometer, m which A B represents the two sources of light to
red, li being the source to l>e measured and A the

standard candle used in measuring. C is a round rod (any
other -hape i- ju-t as good) which casts two shadows on
screen, I». E being the shadow caused by 1! and F that caused
B m

at any convenient distance from I), placing
to screen 1>. so that the shadows will be
ire so placed that the flame of A
shadow
cast by 1!. and
B illuminates the
We now move A and
B to and from
L) until the shadows appear of equal density.
Let us sup■ we find the shadows to be of equal density when
ten inches
and light B thirty inches
from
the
Remembering that the light. <»r illuminating power
inversely with the distance we now square the diso inches), that A i- removed
from
the screen by
multiplying ten by itself, which gives one hundred
Next we
square
thirty in like manner
result poo.
Next
we divide
>. the result being nine, which i- number of times
illuminates

the

B i- stronger than

apparatus

\

I the

candle

power

of

light

B

does not hold strictly, or. rather, accuratelv true, where the
light email. ite- from some source, such, for instance, as a
candle flame, large enough to have many points on it- >urface, each of which i- -ending out ray- in every direction.
Practically, however, we treat the law of inver e squares as
though it held true for all light sources.
And now to return to our subject. The Rumford photometer ha- already been described. Bunsen's photometer is
also a practical device and one perhaps more easily applied
by
Make a ;/r<-a-e
-pottheon operator
a clean than
squareRumford'of white would
paper, be.
by dropping
on its
surface a drop of wax from a candle; removing same with a
knife when cold.
You will immediately see that this spot is much more translucenl than i- the surrounding paper, when held between
the light and the eye. If. however, the paper be held against
something dark the spot will appear darker than the surrounding paper. 'The -pot allow- more light to pass than
doe- the surrounding paper, but it diffuses much less. Now
if you hold the -beet of paper ju-t half way between two
sources of light having equal power you will discover that
ger visible. The relative transparency and
diffusion of the -pot and paper have neutralized and the
-pot cannot be di-tinguished from its -urroundings. For
instance, to verify: In a dark room having two si
light, electric, kerosene, gas or candle, each < : equal power,
hold the paper with -pot nearer one light than the other.
Looking at it towards the nearer candle the -pot appears
brighter than it- surroundings. Now a- the paper i- moved
toward it- observer the -pot gradually fade-, finally disappearing altogether, or nearly so. If the movement i- continued toward the observer the -pot will grow darker after
the point of equal illumination ha- been passed The application of tin- te.-t 1- precisely the -ante as in the Rumford
photometer. Find the neutral point and measure the exact
distance from paper to each light. Square the two measurements and divide the greater by the less a- before.
experiments
1- known
a- anin "optical
i- For
very many
convenient.
Such what
a bench
i- shown
Fig. II. bench"

we

ted in the arrangement of screen and other
We then arrange the two light- we propose to

in manner
indicated by -ketch
B and advance A
toward the screen, at the same time removing B I
distance,
until the
two .shadows
appear
exactly
alike in
■ from A to the screen and rrom B to the
screen.
Square both measurementby multiplying them by
themselves and wind up by dividing the square of B distance by the square of A distance
The result will be the
bt, \w
the time- stronger light I', is than light A
and. if light A i- a standard
candle,
tin- candle
power
of
light I!
For example, let u- assume that light A i- a standard candle
Let u- also assume that we find tne shadows to
. ial density
when
light A i- ten inches and light B
«.ixty inc; •
• I u.
io x 10 equals
ioo. while f>o x
6o equals 3,600. 3.000 divided by 100 equal- 36, the answer.
V\ e therefore conclude that, in the example. light H i< thirty•han light A
Since light A i- a standard
Candle, it follow- that light I'. 1- 36 candle power In other
words, it would require thirty-six candles such a- A to produce illumination equal to that given off by light B.
It might be well, at tin- point to give a somewhat
more
of the actual
meaning
of the rule that light inwith the square of the distance.
If we call
the illumination produced at one foot 1. the illumination at
urtli. if the di-tance be three feet
the illumination will be one-ninth, while if it be ten feet the
ne-one-hundredth. and so on. This.
I tin- law of inverse -quare- a- apunderstood, however, that the law
inch as 1- shown in Fig. 8.
that, strictly -peaking, the law ap-

This instrument 1- not necessary, but it i- very convenient
to the student of light who proposes to make experiment-.
It will also be found of use to the operator in making experiments with lenses.
The horizontal, or base bar may be, and
should be. laid off in inches, halve- and quarter- of an inch;
also by feet
(Continued next week.)
Live Question.
Iowa (name of town suppressed) writes:
"1 noticed m a r.cent i--ue of the •World"' that one of the
correspondents intimated it to be his belief that there is
little use of a Trouble Department. He seemed to think
that if one paid money enough he could get expert service in
the operating line 1 also noted your reply to the gentleman, which was very good. I now de-ire to make a few remark- about myself. One year ago I opened a -mall hou-e
in this litt
o population.
By careful
management I have made it go,' though, a- you may imagine, the
prolit ha- not been large. It 1- my opinion, however, that
had it noMoving
Picture World
I could not
have kept the hou-e open and most certainly 1 would not
have been able to give the people of this village the excellent
show I have given them,' and they in the end would have
been the sufferer- By running my own machine, my wife
acting a- ca hier. my daughter playing the piano and our boy
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taking tickets, we managed to give this little town a really
creditable moving picture show. It I were obliged to hire
a first-class operator it simply could not be done and that
is all there is to it. In a town of i.^oo there is not enough
income to justify the expense of the salary of a first-class
operator. If I had to pay the salary of any kind of an operator 1 would have to take just that much off the film service
and my patrons would be the losers, even supposing I could
keep my house open. Now, I believe there are thousands of
other ^niall exhibitors placed just exactly as I am and to
them the World is a God-send. Thousands upon thousands
and even hundreds of thousands of people in small towns
have absolutely no other form of theatrical amusement except that furnished by the little moving picture show run on
about the ^arae basis as my own. Anything that injures the
performance in these theaters injures the enjoyment of the
vast multitude of citizens in our small towns. It, therefore,
seems to me that whatever helps these small shows to put on
a better performance, or keep their house open and furni-h
the people amusement, is distinctly good. Moreover, it indirectly helps the film exchange, manufacturer, and everything connected with the business. As for myself, I consider
that I owe my business very largely to the Moving Picture
World and the Trouble Department, through the medium
of which I have in the past year learned to give what I believe is very good projection, a thing I could not possibly
have done without some help of that kind, and so far as I
have seen aid of that sort is available nowhere except
through the columns of the 'Moving Picture World' and in
your Handbook."
I believe the above letter needs very little comment except to say that what the brother .says is tru*.
Air Dome Curtain. — Madison. Neb, write-: "I am a constant reader of the 'World' and enjoy every word of it. I
am planning to start an air dome for the summer and I want
to know what is the most suitable air dome curtain. Also
what preparation should be used to oat same. Some tell me
it should be coated with aluminum, while others tell me it
khould be as white as possible.
Please give me your opinion."
An airdome curtain may be made in a number of ways.
It may be of bleached muslin and either taken down each
night or el-e built with a hood for the protection from inclement weather. I do not, however, advise this form of curtain for an airdome. My own idea of the proposition is to
build a suitable frame with a hood extending out so as to
protect the curtain from the moonlight. I would then cover
the picture space with lath and plaster, with hard plaster,
finishing with a cement coat. I would then paint the inside
of tin- hood black and the cement -urface I would cover with
a paint as follows: white lead, mixed with half oil and half
turpentine lor the first two coats, which should be applied
tolerably thin; ;ind about one third oil and two-thirds turpentine for tin- finishing coat. To this paint I would add a little
ultra marine blue, enough so that it has quite a bluish tmtte
in the bucket. It will then be dead white on the screen Such
a curtain will not be injured by the weather, it will last the
1 on without repainting and is not very expensive.
possible objection is that it would have to be firmly
braced to withstand the pressure of wind The hood should
extend (jut far enough to -hade the curtain completely from
the moonlight and it should also extend out at the -ides of the
curtain a little for the same purpose, though not enough to
with the view of the audience 'Sou can also get a
satisfactory
curtain
by using
-beet
metal
tinting it in the same way. except that the
: it w hite I ad di
recti) on metal, a- it will corrode
The cement could be
coated with aluminum instead of paint if desired, of course
License for Aliens.
New
York
one ol
fairly

of the 'World.' I wish I
the splendid work put forth ior the benefit
The Department has been very valuable to me

"i

I oik- it
operator!
I am one "f

of this
Would you advise me whether or nol there ii any
11- Hon citizen operat< n to |
• w York
I heard thai the case 1- before the Legislature in
I - th.it true ■
\
that we should
I I join
M. P. O. Unioi
1 think they could

in. >nih
Albany

help me in thi 1
there 1- now before the Legislature in Ajbanj

.1 bill dr

put an end to the depriving
.1 man ol the right
work unless he i- a citizen
Whethei the bill will g ■

H nor, we, of co
toon
N.-w

to

1 noi and be ligned bj the Go\

1

I. , . s
1 he alien operatoi
in.', a . I haw before - aid
1 1 1- :
to talk about it
I he thii
..

n up in
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Albany and that is now what we are trying to get. You
ought by all means to join the union. The organization is
now doing all it can to knock out the objectionable law.
An Odd Connection. — East Liverpool, O., sends in what is
a rather unique method of c mnecting two rheostats, so that
merely by pulling a switch one of them is cut out.

Allfltt SWITCH-

As will be readily seen, when the -witch is clo-el the two
rheostats are working in multiple. There is no question but
what the connection would work all right. East Liverpool
wishes to know if there is an operators1 union in Xew York
under the jurisdiction of the I. 1!. K. W. There is not New
York operators are organized under the I. A. T. S. K
Position Wanted.— Mr. Wm.

Royal, Harrisburg,

Pa., de-

sires a position.
Mr. wild
Royalanimal
refer- show
to 1 apt
I (, I'erari. Park,
nowrunning
the trained
at Dreamland
Coney Island, or to A. L. Roumford & Co. Mr. Royal writes
an excellent letter and presumably can deliver the goods
In this connection I wish to say that a- summer comes on
applications for positions are multiplying. I am obliged,
however, to turn down the proposition of securing positions
for operators I tried it and it was not at all satisfactory.
Some men. after a lot of trouble was taken on both sides,
refused to take positions offered Other nun took positionand could not make good Of course, I can have no personal
knowledge of the work of operator! situated, perhaps, hundreds of miles away, or even those quite close, unless 1 happen to see their work I would be only too glad to be aide
to help the boy- in every possible way. but 1 find that senot ita and
feasible
proposition.
Son-.
men. butcuring1 positions
have 1tried
it doesn
t work
License Law Wanted. — Mobile.
Ala. write-:
"\\
kindly give me the moving picture casualty record for the
United State- during the past two or three years
We have
the matter of a license law up with the 1 it) Fathers
We
wish them to pa-s an ordinance requiring the examination "I
operatorThe bill i- opposed by some of our local managers I- it necessary
that operatorbe examined
in New
YorktheCity?license'If so. The
who bill
examinefor
is laid them"-'
over

What weis thi
until

1 have no authentic figures at li.nid concerning th
ties 111 moving picture theaters in the United State- during
the pa-t two yearl may say, however, that as a mattei
of fact,
the
casualties
during
the
pa-t
two
v arhave
amounted to practically nothing, though the.
1..-- ol hie 111 two
or three
in-laiicein '
Ibis occurred, however,
not in moving
picture
theaters,
but
in temporary show- given in one instance in an immense
bam you
like " structure, totall) hum foi moving picture theafei
and H"i equipped in an) v.
ily put t ■
I in- law 1- vei v -ti icl here 1:1
al-o in 1 hicago, .in.i pi .0 •

■

aie

Usually

examined

b)

the

, iiv 01 b) an op< 1 stoi - cxamii
York

I hv . but

, '. , Ii i< .il

1\

.'
in

ii

■

Mobile sho
Notwithstanding
• 1-
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ble, protected
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NESTOR

Uhe

Worth

PROP1 TICK'S ANNOUNCEMENT !
This is the logical moment! Begin now
to counteract the business depression
with the sumgenerallyThecomes
thai mer
unique and worth-while
season.

NESTOR

SPLIT REELS

will jam your theatre despite the rising
mercury- Think of it! A Worth-While
Western that is Western and a WorthWhile Comedy that/s Comedy, both
on one reel!
This Winning Combination Starts
Wednesday, May 31st, 1911

SAVAGE"

"THE

Indian-Co
ern And wboy Thriller -It's a West-

"A SURE
CURE"
Short and Sweet It's a Com-

Snappv,
edy The First Worth-While Split Reel—
Get It! 986 feet of solid delight.
Another Nestor Split Reel Dose of
Business-Reviver Will Be Administered Wednesday, June 7th, 1911.

"THE

COWPUNCHER"

A True-Blue Western

"THE LITTLE

And

BURGLAR"

A Peculiarly Exquisite Playlet.

Synopses

on

Another

DAVID

Page— ORDER

NOW!

HORSLEY,

German Savings Banh Bi

THE
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tie
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It's Good

Film
EXTRAORDINARY

ANNOUNCEMENT

!

This is to inform the alert exchangeman, the wise exhibitor and the
lover of UNDILUTED FUN that the
national favorites, acclaimed by children and grown-ups, Komedy Kings,

MUTT

and JEFF

have entered the film field and will
soon make their first appearance in

NESTOR

PICTURES

Write to us if you're not getting
The
NESTOR
Lobby
MAGNET
FREE!
FREE!

"We

EXHIBITORS'
COMMENTS
think there are no films like Ne$tor*S."
H. E. Lerner, Surprise Theatre Co.,
South Bend, Ind.

'I want to congratulate you on making Biich
fine films." J. P. Masters, Elite 1 heaue.
Memphis, 1 inn.
"I am running Nestor's every week, and I
am Geo.
glad B.to Spangler,
say they are
winners."
White
Palace Theatre,
Mount Vernon, Ohio
(TO

BE

CONTINUED)

EXHIBITORS! 15 cents in stamps \mII
bring you Su Hx 10 Pictures of MSTOR
PLAYERS. To non-exhibitors the price is
$1.00.
Send for them now.'

8,4th Ave. $ 14th St., NEW

YORK

CITY

G

lMi ll RE

W> »RLD
1 ondenser in the re.o- and <> . inch in

rdinancc
A Gcncr.il l.nir;

I am one
flu-re ia

'• ■

. \\Milhilewanhe

ng tin- npicture
of Milwaukee
r w Inshows
11 he says
that they
n traveling with a
for the purpose of adverifnliated and have
and from
I saj without fear
tradiction thai St. Louis picture shows give
■ ii their money than Milwauk<
■mother matter I wish to mention is in ree letter signed Ohio and your reply to same.
You
■ pr.u-i- for such an an
though the name of the town was withheld, 1 can safely
for
.'«n special benefit I will say that the
\ I S E of the city I have in mind makes me ashamed
that I n
ird in that organization (as well as
! traveling moving picture
men n> work in >>nc of the theaters there with a non-union
operator, property man and musician; a thing entirely contrary to the rule- of the organization.
In the answer you
make, however, one statement i- incorrect, namely when you
rganized
The preachers are absolutely unorganized
Result, the average yearly wage i- only
• id that you did not mention is that the
union and the lawyers' union have a very rigid
• igea, which provides for overtime and also governs
the apprentice system m a very high handed way.
The
Directors' Union (association) is so strenuous in the
enforcement
of its wage scale t hat in Cincinnati. ().. it a
child, for instance, and before he is able to
finish paying for the first one a second dies, the second one
will

not

he

huned

by

any

undertaker

in

that

city

until

the

brst bill is entirely
paid— and that is yoiiiL: some."
I have published'
the letter
tor the toveryMreiiusim: that therepractically
are those all who
are inclined
-e the organization of operators.
What the neigh< they

call

lutely true i\ to
Themy Funeral
Directors'
it association)
mind,
one of the Union
most
:- combinations in this country, yet no oni

• them
very seriously
because
they are
"business
Yet
I myself
have
known
of instances
where
the
Union
has refused
to bury a corpse
bebill for a former funeral was not yet entirely paid,
and the city authorities had to step in and compel the interment by threatening to take away the license of a few of the
members
of the Funeral
Directors'
Union
unless
the body
interment
What the neighbor says about the lawdoctors' unions is aKo true, and I was under
the
n that the preachers also had a union, though I may
be mistaken
< H.-erve
my
calling
all these
organizations
unions
I want to impress upon you, Mr. Exhibitor, the fact
ese various organizations of professional and busibearing high-sounding
titles, are nothing
more
rby draw the line at the operator?
Interesting
Letter.— San
Francisco,
Cal., contributes
the
"1 will endeavor to write you the promised letter
tor the Department.
I re-wind my own films, make splices
n a broad shelf running along on the
■ 1
th, always keeping the screen in view, with a
ight and a pleased audience
\~ to
men"

I will give you my equipment and its details.

I

light, or at least the same results as D. ('. from
( . with hardly a particle
of noise at the arc.
.ii results arc even
better
than
by the use of a
For my
main
lead, no
volts, I use 6o ampere
the lamp
(all Powers
\o. 6 equipment). For resistance I use an upright coil 22 inches high,
in diameter. 4 inch square core, with strap for adIt is giving 33 amperes, being wound
with No. 4
magnet wire.
The light costs 56 cents for eight hours' run;
HE
SCI at .10 'leg. the carbons
in line with each other except that the bottom one is slightly
I remove
the hook from the body of the lamp
get the 30 degree angle; also dropped the pin in
1 inch, which
allows
nearly 3 inches
of up and
1 took pin out of rack bars to get full
|tl and can now use 6-inch carbon below and [2-inch
■ seel down
I can thus run eight
arbon
setting.
Have
• by

13 picture; aluminum

screen

on

smooth

plas-

I in
from
the aperture.
The
spot i- round
and white I am using the same two condensers 1 opened up
with -i\ month- ago, We run with the hou e lights on and
the picture i- bright, perfectly clear to the corners and not
a sign of ghost. 1 have no dicker whatever. In closing 1
wish to note just one thing, namely the picture in pas-m^
from the iilm to the rear combination of the objective is re
duced to . t \ , inches in a distance of three inches and is
shown
right Frisco's
side up. letter
What requires
i~ the no
answer?"
1 believe
comment other than to
s,,y that 1 am always glad to hear from those who are pro
ducing the s"1"!' "" the screen. As to the picture being
reduced in size and shown right side up on the back end of
the objective, be will see another letter on the same subject
this week. I don't just understand about the current YOU
ire using .53 amperes at no volts. This would be
3630 watt- per hour or about _"> kw. in eight hours
you are wrong you are getting current at about 2 cents per
KW., which
seems
utterly impossible.
Commission.— l'alcnno, X. I), writes, asking that I secure
him a position, offering to pay $10 or more for the vr\:aout of his salary after the position
is secured.
In the first place, I have already made some remarks in
another part of this week's Department concerning the matter of securing positions for operators. In the secoi
I do not uinler any circumstances accept any commissions
for anything of that kind. If I happen be in a position to
place a man and I know the man can deliver the goods, all
1 a*k of him is that he .:
A New Stunt.
Mr. Harold Martin. New York I "ity, comes
in with the following:
"In a large West
Side school there
is an exhibition
of moving
pictures once
each
week.
This
feature was instituted by the principal with the idea of providing a reward to pupils who are perfect
in their deport
mem
and studies and to keep them away
from tin
dions
at night.
Every
child having
a certain
average
in
studies and deportment
for the week receives a card of admission to the show.
Only
one card is given to each child
and no one is admitted without
one of these
tickets.
One
of the teachers graduated from an operators' school in this
city and is now a licensed operator.
The show
is given in
the school hall Monday afternoons for the girls and 1
for the boys
Licensed films are used, the range ol •
covering
industrial,
scenic,
trick, history
and
comic
film .
Since this plan was adopted
the average
in deportment and
studies has been raised in a very remarkable
degre
child who has not earned an admission card feels
and tries all the harder during the ensuing
week
M ti n
pictures in this instance have become a method
of training
as well as instruction and amusement."
The plan outlined is unique and, I should presume, would
be very valuable from any and every point of view. Flat it
will, to any appreaciable extent, keep children away from
the regular moving picture theaters is to be doubted, but it
will enable them to see selected historic, industrial and other
instructive films, as well as comic and trick pictures, under
the very best conditions, accompanied, presumably by a lecture More than this, making admission contingent \v in a
certain average 111 deportment and studies will in itself undoubtedly exerci-e a beneficent effect, both in the general
deportment and general average of studies. In all probability the average child would work like a Trojan to secure such
a card of admission. The child will not stop to consider
that its monetary value is slight; the only thing it considers
is the
fact that unless
the card
be secured'
the show degree
to whichin
his
companions
who have
attained
the necessary
deportment and studies will be admitted must be
Such an influence is powerful beyond all proportion to itvalue as represented by the standards of money. The editor
of this department believes that such a scheme could be inaugurated with immense benefit in every public school in
our cities and possibly even in our smaller towns
not believe that the workings of such a plan would in any
way operate to injure the business of the regular moving
picture theaters. In smaller cities it might be entirely feasible for the school principal to make some sort of an arrangement with the local moving picture theater. Just how the
financial end of it could be worked out would be a matter
requiring considerable thought, but no doubt it could be ari he theater on the school day would have, of
course, to give a strictly educational, historic, industrial and
comic show, on which the principal of the school night lecture It would require considerable working out of detail
and careful arranging to make the plan work smoothly, but
it is, I believe, entirely practical and would be of unquestionable, and possibly quite large, value to the schools.
Transformer
Puzzle.— Wilmington,
X. C, writes:
"I am
turning over to you a puzzle that I have been trying to rjiake
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•out for the past three month'., as has also the Superintendent
of the Electrical Department of this city. We have one of
the It Wayne compeosarcs, which they say is not as it
ought to be. We have tested out its contacts as follows:
The first point is supposed to give 30 amperes; second point,
40 ampere> ; third point, 60 amperes. When we tested it out
in operation, the actual readings were:
First point, 25 amItage at arc 35; second point, 36 amperes, 37 volts
at arc; third point, 55 amperes, 40 volts at arc, the line voltage at the time of the test being 116. Xow, 55 ampere- is too
much for the lamp, whereas the second point only gives 36
and that is not enough for my 69-foot throw. We have received from the Ft. Wayne Company two of these devices,
both giving the -ame results. If you can tell me any method
of remedying this state of affairs I will be very thankful."
In the first place, Wilmington, from what you say, I should
suppose you are using a transformer designed to work on
i_'5 volts and are using the same on a pressure of 115. If
you gave the Ft. Wayne Company the proper voltage, namely
115 1 you -ay 116, but presumably the actual pressure is carried at 115), and the transformers do not deliver their rated
capacity, as claimed by the manufacturer, then it is up to the
Ft Wayne Company to provide you with transformers which
will, and I have no doubt they will do so. The amperage
■could be raised by adding more turns of wire to the primary
coils or by taking some off of the secondary turns. This,
however, is a difficult task and you must not undertake any
such operation, since even if you could perform it successfully you might run into other difficulties, the core probably
being designed for exactly the number of turns it carries.
I wish to correct you, however, on a couple of points,
namely: Your throw has little to do with the amount of
light required, it being the size of the picture which governs
the amount of light necessary. If you have a go
picture. 55 amperes alternating will be none too much. As
1 use that much or more A. C. on anything above
picture. I think there is nothing further I can say
to you which will be of value. In order to have the compeiiares changed it must be returned to the factory.
A Few Questions.
Mr J. 11 Snivcly, Paris, Tex., writes:
d find $1.50 for the Handbook.
I am a student of
your department and by close study of Its columns have
been able to solve many perplexing problems which have
■ttttnped me mans- times in the past eight years. 1 have
been an operator and exhibitor for that length of time. I
am putting in a white plaster screen and wish to ask you
the following questions: (a) Please advise me what I must
the snow white glare of the plaster? (b) What
size field will 1 get from a No 2 Edison lense at
Al-o a No, 3? i'ii an 1 buy a better grade lens thai 1- offered by the Kdi-011 people .1- pari of their regular machine
equipment? (d) What size screen would be correct for a
,-i I have a stereo
lens built that will project a field the exact size and shape of
my M P held? <h Is it practical to block out the mats of
the slide -., a- to make a No. -' stereo lens project
held the exact size and -hap.- of the M P. held? Question
(c) you will doubtless .think odd, but 1 wish to paint the "inside border ol my screen black and. of course, the slides
would overlap the black and look bad"
for myself, Friend Snively, I would not care to kill
the white.
In fact, the winter 1 1
the better
I like it However, you may tone to suit by coating the
tine, to which ha- been added dry
ne blue to suit
Or, you can make the alabastine
(b) The Edson No. -• lens will
picture 10' , feet wide at 69 feet and tl
at the same distance will project .1 ioj4 picture
I he-.
m- cannot be depended upon absolutely; the) are
in buy .1
le of lens, but I hardly think it will pay you to do
it. provided the lens supplied by the Edison people gives
tl p definition all over the -• re< n
li it
.send 11 back and make them furnish one that will
■ - up a- high .is $200 or $300, b ■
■el "u the screen will be nowhere commensurate with the
gdded pi.. e -ill he No 1 \ tei 1 pti< on It ni would give
|0U a pii tun ab u< 10 I
tod that
would ol ...in c be the !•'<• 1
ak.- your curtain, since the
Id be considerably imallei
(e) No, it 1- do! pro
• |.n. on lens built that way.
1 moving
.• enough focus to proj< ■ I 1 1
quare as youi moving picture is high
could. r>| , ..in . , put .1 metal m 1
ur itei eoptii on lem would throw
h.ipe ,,s the iii.-v ins pi.
in manj

instam ■•

v uu would find the
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person would be there all right, but their head would be behind the metal mat and the audience would be regaled with
the spectacle of a headless man or woman.
I wou
that, provided it is possible, you rig a light rolling bleached muslin, arrangii _
moving picture curtain, upon which to project the Stereopticon pictures. This may be done by running the ropes up
through the garret, if there is one. or down through the ba-ement and to the operating room. The curtain could thus be
manipulated by the operator even though he is 70 feet away.
I know of one theater in which such an arrangement is in
effect, and the operator by means of a windlass in the operating room no feet away manipulates a curtain, the wires
running from the top of the roller of the curtain down
through the stage floor into the basement, through pipes to
the front of the theater and up through pipes into the operating room where they pass around a windla-s. The thing
works perfectly.
That Light Question Again. — Washington. D. C. writes
"In nosing around my Edison Type T>" machine I discovered
that by bringing the framing lever half way down, there 1- a
little peep-hole at the top of the gate just to the left of the
top of the latch. In looking through this opening when the
machine is running I discovered something, the why and
wherefore of which I cannot get through my head, unlesthe accompanying sketch is the explanation

Parts 1 and 2 in the -ketch are supposed to be the two
glasses composing
the back factor of the objective lens.
though 1 have exaggerated the distance between them SO as
to get the figure on the second part In looking at the len.
through the little peep-hole 1 can see three clear and distinct pictures as shown in the drawing, marked I, -• and 3
1 and _' are right side up (don't mis- the right sj.le up'), and
about half an inch long; number 3. however, is upside down
and about one inch long. Now. according to that, the picture must be turned over the third time when it rea
curtain. This phenomenon
type
very indicated
hard on them,
the eye-.
lures 'P.'
are machine,
there ju-tbutas it I 1-have
an,; The picand clear
Have been unable to find any data or drawings
anywhere offering the slightest explanation of this phenomenon and 1 should like to kn..w a little 11:
ways had the idea that the picture was just turned hall over,
but this seems to put that idea in the wrong
1 he
book wa- received some tune -nice and I have read it through
and through.
1 11 my judgment,
an opei
obliged t" study one before being granted .,
As you no doubt have noted. Washington, 1 an.
engaged in prepai ii
a huh are
now running in the department each week
In due
of time we -hall yet to the lens
these things w ill

■

■1- I am now just shout '
yOU mav 111 the COt
meaning ol tho e imag< 1 and theii
from you furthei it in) time
A Correction.
Mi
\ Reith, B<
last week

in

circuit

the

I inserted in 1

no, which accounts
short

111

for mj

drawn..

mentioning (':•

tl

all right, bin should a ground •!>
put both lampi out
In
switch

should

I CO||s|d< ■

be

111

111
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"The Still Alarn

"Country

ndeed

■

in its later

has cut the « in s,
ii probably will make the picture
eph • ■ ■
melodrama I

live
"Paul

WORLD

rer makes
part
her
last ofscene
It is well photographed

and

Francesca"
(Pathe)
-The romance
of these
I ol many poetical
rsion turns on the desire for vengeance of
. bief weakness
is
,\ tin cause of this so that we also might
picture, well-acted
in Italy during the Renais■ \. 1> The tinting shows up the colors
Iken garments remarkably well. The play can not
grip the emotions powerfully.
"Her Humble Ministry" (Lubin) —This is one of the most
til m> with a religious motif that this rei i n. It will "take" strongly with audiences,
iti n is poignantly true of human experience, and
its short-comI, it would have pity;
been few
betterwillto notice
have had
the arrests
ordered by a Gerry Society man.
Then, good as are the
the room of the tough young nun. they fail t<>
maintain the emotional impression of the earlier scenes, esthose ni the Home with the Sisters of Chanty.
It
ire ii"t marly so true to life. The
picture i-. nevertheless, one of the most worthy of the week.
"A Case dison
of High
(Edison).—
This picture
the
that Treason"
tinas seen,
It is a is
melodrama with scenes laid in San Domingo, and it lacks the
art that the Edison Company usually puts into its pictures.
tion i- Stale and very hard to act. and though there
body t" plea-e mildly. this reviewer fear- that
find n tiresome.
The la-t sc< i
to lack art altogether.
It seemed as flat as the illustration
■ newspaper novel.
"The Welcome
of the Unwelcome"
i Yitagraph).— This
pretty drama has a delightful school girl heroine.
The unnew tep-mother-to-be
Miss Grace Louis
very sprightly schoolgirl, who romantically applies
for the
of lady's
maid to the
woman
Swayne takes
the
partijobwhom
her widower
lather
love- (Julia
(Mr Johnson
playthe father i li i- a very plea-ant. worthy comedy.
Carnival"
This i- a drama
of arti-ticbut lifea
and"The
people
m Pans.(Kalem).—
The background
is Bohemian,
Bohemia is pictured, not the Latin Quarter.
In
tin- mother
-t.T>. itwhoi-n'tis the
arti-t who
it's
the
frivolous.
The deserts
producerhiswasfamily,
wise but
enough
•! painting- on the ea-el- and to use gOO
imment upon such
nes are all intere-ting; the acting is excellent and the picture i- likely to please.
It- atmosphere sugulture, even elegance.
"American Beauties"
i- a picture
a marin
\ (Pathe).—
graceful This
girl poses
under ofbeautiful
-mile- through frame- of roses and gathers bouquet- withredarti-tic and graceful motion-.
Tin"How the Hungry Man Was Fed" I Edison)
This is one
of K H. Davis's Van Bibber stories. Van B. make- a "-tarv- rat It comes hard, but the beggar pin
into him. When he has fini-hed. Van B. make- him pay and
tip the waiter The beggar has plenty of money. It's an
educational film There are some laugh- and smiles in it;
for the
"hungry"the man
is a good
actor.
wonder those
how long
he
cultivated
appetite
to be
able We
to punish
big
potatoes.

Lovers" (Biograph).
A very good cl
It.- theatrical and almost wholly unconvincing as it •- The personality of the six who act it
bui the) have little chance to give human char, to their partThere i- an amateurish tramp in
(i\\ and then, the actors manage to bring
iple -I laughter as the reel is being proj
"Fishguard Harbor" (Urban-Eclipse).
-This i- I
travel film, instructive and intere-ting.
It -how- one of the
ureal liners from America entering the new harbor in Wales,
and -how- the disembarking and unloading.
Many reporters
seen in the crowds seem to indicate that it is the
ship to land at ihi- harbor.
"The Juggler's Vengeance"
(Urban-Eclipse)
i
I
dramatic picture, but it was not clear, at first, to this r< viewer
because he couldn't recognize the characters when dressed
up for the -how. It is well acted, but it is not a very sigmficant or interesting film. It is a story of circus life.
"In and Around Havana, Cuba" | Edison). — This •
interesting streets and buildings. It -hows the caissons about
the wreck of the U. S. S., Maine. It is a worthy educational
number. 'The photography is clear and the photographer
seems to have chosen the feature- that the public i- most
likely to be interested in.
"A Tragedy in Toyland" i Kalem). — Here i- an intere-ting
film, and the actors are a child'- toys, except in the opening
and closing scenes. It -bow- a battle with toy soldiers-, a
love affair which incites a duel, etc. To do this required 123,000 -eparate movements and 18,000 separate expos
photographer devoted his entire time for three months to the
work. The film i- a success and will be popular.
"Billy in Trouble" (Pathe).— This i- a broad farce in which
Billy i- represented a- bidding a girl so close in a dance that
his wife, who sees the reflection in a mirror, object-. This
causes much unpleasantness for Billy, but in the end all is
well.
"In Blossom Time" (Kalem). — This i- a very pretty romance
and has -cent-.- that are truly poetical — the one, for in-tance,
where the lover tip-toes near and shakes the bough so that
aThis
shower
of i<
orange
blossoms
on part.
the heroine's
heroine
a happy
choice falls
for the
She acts head.
with
sympathy and is pretty. The man who takes the part of
the Don i- not very successful in his portrayal. Such a man
wouldn't put on a" truculent look so often. Also it will be
noticed that this play's romantic hero weeps. Why do they
do it so often in such picture-- Aside from this, he plays
the part well. If the father of the heroine is present at the
wedding ceremony, a- he seems to be. why does he go into
such a fury later when he finds that his daughter is a mother?
What doe- the priest say to him that calms him? The picture of the little mother and her child is one of the most
poetical scenes given in some time. The play is. as a whole,
commendable. The pictures are clear and very well selected,
and tin story worth while. The producer has grouped his
characters well; one would think it all happened that way.
"The Show Girl" (Vitagraph).— This play has a very fine
situation, but it isn't brought out as powerfully as it might
have been. There is so much business in it that gets nowhere that when the climax comes part of its significance is
lost. If we had seen Renfrew's wife and family in the very
we would more quickly have realized the possibilities of the situation. The scenes in the theater where Dr.
Renfrew makes love to Audrey are quite clear. Yet, the
friend who tells her that the doctor is a married man appears
to compel her to return the pearls. Then, we don't see why
Audrey stands peeping around the corner of the house and,
later, when Mr-. Renfrew appears, we don't know who she
1- nor are we Mire whose children run into-the house. There
was no need of this confusion, for the situation is quite
simple. After all. "The Show Girl" makes a pretty play.
The scene where -he dances is good and. though, at the
climax, we are not -urc whether she leaves the pearls from
play gave her little chance to show the state of mind underplay gave her little chance to show the states of mind underlying that act. She showed no wounded pride, no desire for
revenge at any time. Just before the climax, while she was
talking.
stood smiling so vaguely, we couldn't
tell
what Dr.she Renfrew
wa- saying.
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"A Close Call" (Pathe). — In this melodrama only one actor
is given a presentation before the curtain and it is hard to
understand why he was chosen for this honor among the
others. He plays his part of the hero well, but the other
parts seem as well played. The feature of the play is a very
exciting rescue. The heroine lies stunned on the track, left
there by the gang. The engine approaches. It seems about
to run over her when the hero, riding on the cowcatcher,
bends down and saves her by picking her up. It is, or seems
to be. no dummy he rescues. How it is done the spectator
ma> not know, but it gives a "heart in the throat" moment.
The play has its minor faults, but it is an exciting story and
has several novel features. A fine greyhound is utilized to
carry love-letters and in the moment of danger is given the
me — aye that brings help. Not to give away trade secrets,
- fuel should be used in engines that play a prominent part in rescui
"Jimmy on a Lark" (Gaumont). — Jimmy seems to be the
same little actor who took the part of the little King of
Rome. His acting is, as all know, extremely good. In this
play he changes places with a little gypsy and leaves the other
boy at his lather's chateau, in Prince and Pauper way. He acts
humanly
good totheseeplay.
him. The other boy is just
as
good. and
We it's
commend
"Shooting the Rapids" (Gaumont). — These scenes are
tinted and the rocky gorge through which the stream flows
very rapidly is or seems to be red limestone. The boat with
the passengers looks like a dory. It makes a speedy trip.
The pictures are interesting and the film very commendable.
"The Crooked Road" (Biograph).— The apparent object
of this drama is to preach a sermon upon the sorrows which
accompany wrongdoing. A man lets his family be cared for
by public charity. He awakes and begins a better life,
but is unable to find them. His child enters a pawnshop,
where he is making repairs, to pawn her mother's wedding
ring, and through this the family 1- reunited. It is a story
well told and gives a genuine tug at the heart strings.
"The Gambler's Chance" (Lubin). — This lively comedy is
acted with the usual Lubin snirit and tells what good came
from a boy's game of craps. The game delays the office
boy and he is too late to deliver the package at the broker's.
Meanwhile coffee goes way down on the market. In a
bit of good acting the boy decides to go back and make
a clean breast of it. The employer hardly deserved the
good luck that saved his money. The picture will please
because of the human nature in it.
"A Hero — Almost" (Lubin).This comedy will keep them
laughing.
It tells the story of a romantic girl with two
5he will only marry a hero.
The subject is not
fresh, but is lively and holds the attention from beginning to end

very

"Stability vs. Nobility" (Selig). — This comedy doesn't
Come
to the
Selig
ph Iand
■ ; lajthis
- dimly
It has contrasts
a chase
as
the up
feature
of recent
the early
scenes
the readiness of the two cowboys (the stability men) with
the lackadaisical qualities of a count (the noble one). The
.-. kwardness of these same
at a ball in New Y'>rk contrasted with the
savoir faire of the count, who thinks he has been insulted
'J hrn there is the very stale dud scene with a comic ending
'1 hr picture
has suppose
Selig photography,
buiproducer
Selig arlhadis turned
wanting. One would
that a different
it out
"The Atonement'
I he object of this picture
1 it the moral quality in fate by
how
ol generosity
which oneharmman'scamelack into
hi; fireside left \.1 door open
e ill 1 ame through the w
Mth almost criminal foolishness and that 1- thr
ol the pi< tin e, I he pi< ture has emotiona
as when theas rich
man's ha\
only child lies dead; but it isn't .is
it might
through

/—

WORLD

"Drifting" (Lubin). — This domestic story begins with a
quarrel and a separation, and ends with a happy re-union after
a lapse of years. The re-union leaves few dry eyes in the
house, so closely does it touch the heart.
"Alkali Ike's Auto" 1 Essanay). — Here is a comedy that has
more fun to the foot than any other release of that firm for a
long time. It is the Story of how Alkali Ike triumphs for a
time in his automobile, then comes to grief. The audience
roars with laughter from beginning to end. Perhaps that
describes it sufficiently.
"The Redemption of Rawhide" | Melies).— A lively Western
story, telling how the presence of a girl redeemed a wild
mining town where drinking and gambling had previously
reigned supreme.
"Sunshine and Shadow" (Vitagraph). — Here is a story of a
little white girl called Sunshine and a little black girl called
Shadow, in which the differences of station between the two
are
upon the
The
sceneindelibly
where impressed
the little black
one little
gets black
undergirl's
the mind.
sofa while
the party is in progress and has a beautiful doll thrust upon
her is a fine bit of dramatic work.
"The Herders" (Selig;) —The artistic qualities of all recent
Selig pictures that this reviewer has seen have been very
marked; they have a deiightful individual quality. "The
Herders" is another of these pictures and does its producer
credit. It is not a very exciting story, nor is it romantic. It
depends for its interest on pictures ol actual life on the
sheep range, but as has been said of W. 1> Howells's novels.
it is good, but nothing happens in it Vet the first four
scenes of it alone would make it worth while, and it is all
beai'tiful. The acting is good In fact, Wanna's attitude
when Pedro first finds her in the saloon is a highly commendable piece of work.
"Shooting
Rapids photography
in Japan" (Pathe).
— Thisintinted
picture shows the
excellent
of scenes
Japanese
mountain country. It shows a boat with a number of passengers shooting the rapids of a beautiful stream. There is
no apparent danger in the trip and the pictures are not so
thrilling as they would have been had the photographer remained in the boat as at the start.
"Captain Nell" < EdisonV — This story tells in an interesting
way how a Salvation Army lassie saves a wayward young
man. marries him and eventually makes a man of him. The
story has much of heart interest and is told in a convincing
way
Plainly the audience liked it.
"The Emperor's Return" (Gaumont).- Here is a picture
based upon the return of Napoleon from Elba A
with best
accompanying
of unfaithtulness's.
The
part of the jealousy
picture isandthe charges
scene where
the Emperor
arrives and is enthusiastically welcomed by his patriotic adherents. The the
photography is clear and the acting harmonizes well with
"Swans" (Gaumont).— This educational film sh<
building their nest, the young when they first appear,
the care with which the old birds watch them

it 1- a home picture, based upon homeh
and contains
-inkhomely characters
It goes direct I
and holds the attention of the audience throughout
The
contrast between the desperate bold up ■ I 1
ami the peaceful look on •'
Is much
to the mi' 1 1 ■

«/^e. Gv-^gn^K

State rights men!

and

"A Dead Man's Honor"
(Vitagraph)
We have here a
touching and dramatic picture, showing hi •
tected the honor of his brother, whom be finds is a bandit
The scenes where the brothers are insisting that each shall
assume the blame fo* the hold-up are Stirring, and the emotions are deeply lunched when the mother aceptS the statement of the returning son that he is the wandering brother,

Watch for this!
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INDEPENDENT.
•The Snow

■

Ma; de

when the husband's friend was afraid'
was
about
to, literally, "hand
bun
was made in the Rex style, which
a quality in Rex picture- that puts
the distinguished class.

• m

"Two

ilumns.
I here's

"A

Many

Cowboys

a

Slip"

Sai.r fice"

•

"With

(American). —

in it.
• r's crime
ir him of
• here

It

tuded.
' » he

Angelus

Bell"

(Yankee).— An
iropi
hing .i sermon, strong in it- -mi
to the city with an arti-t
- she hear- tlu
Vngelus bell, and
ve her father al

The

Sheriffs

Captive"

(American).
This
i- a \\ c-tcrn
iW tlu- quick wit of a girl -ccurcs
husband, her father and herself
Some of
Tlu- entire film i- well worth

" i r.e Postmistress"
(Lux).— Thii
a French
for a man new in the village.
She learns
police and turn- him over to them.
: a French village
I r on
behind
it.
The
background
is more
than the play.
"Lady

Clare"
(Thanhouser). — This film reproduces Tencm in the true spirit of poetry and romance.
The
re was
a fortunate
choice
■ art, and

she give
more to the picture than any
it
It- atmospl
- akespeare
Tennyson, but that is a very small matter.
We
commending the film.

"Sonata of Souls
I the sorwho holds a very humble position as a ser: ical reputation that she well deserves, love, cverykept from
her and she dies.
Hut
■ ii that of the heroine,
exre -lie -how- despair, and the whole pic■B
Wigs are not \ery effestive in a motion
Dreams that stand out in the middle of the room
ither; such trick-play- are too obvious, but
such trick-plays a- the substitution of one
r another, a- i- also done in this play.
'In the Nick of Time"
is, truly, all kinds
of a picture.
Some of it i- like a barnstormers' melodrama,
-c<nc. where the men from the army post ride out
the lost lieutenant, i- like the end of a Buffalo Bill
und the ring with the flag.
For all
•■ . the lieutenant had suffered a sun-stroke; but the
■ .mil with the Hag.
• .
- •.
much of its spec"The

Cheyenne

Medicine Man"
(Bison)
After the P.Uon
photo drama, "The
Foreman's
Bride," this
■t wishing
It i- anothei
Indian picking in which there are no

white men

Tin- setting of the lir-t scene 1- the same Sioux
Defeat."
With the title-, a- given,
tin- reviewer
It ha- a charming
_ h riot -o beautiful a -cine a- its forerunner
- Light," by an associated

company.

"An exception to the Rule" < Rex).—
The Kcx
worked
hard Company
I
as

they

has

pictured
this situation,
but the laughing
cry often.
Th.
:
tnework on which to hang sparkling and plea-ing
the situation
adequately
only three times.
The hus■ rcial traveler, was
the only actor
• hed the picture at the 14th Street
ighed, not when the strong-armed
got up smiling.
The
Fri< nd slapped
him.
e third laugh came in the

Girls He
Love1- Foolshead"
(It pay than in any of his
funnier in this
iewer has seen. He is very ably
win. take the part of the lovers.
Sheridin

at Murfreesboro"
(< hampion).
This war
1 treatment by the director.
It is the story
piritual struggle.
The son sides with the North,
. :• 1 th< South.
Later the father i- a prisoner in
tlu cimp
oi th
son, when
a letter arrives
telling of the
pr .bable fatal illness of the mother
The son bids the father
it, he 1- courtmartialed and sentenced to
As in a vision, wliih at his wife's bedside the fathei
all and. hastening back, arrive- 111 time to throw himself
up. n In- -on a- the squad lire-. Then the story i- told to
Gen Sheridan The -on i- restored to his rank and the
father relea-ed on parole The story i- so clear that the
tioii-. And at the close there i- a burst
..f applause which te tifies t" their appreciation of the story
in spite of the unrealistic settings.
"The
Forged
Dispatch"
(Imp).— A Memorial
Day
film,
de luxe So. J. of the Imp
Co
with grim
war a- an introduction and tile tenderness
of Memorial
Day mei
a > h.-e
Love and jealousy influence, one man to
friend- disgrace as a coward.
This is done by forging an
order to retreat
The bur-ting of a -hell kills the gir
er. a drummer boy. but before he die- he picks up '
dispatch and put- it in the pocket of his c .at. Twenty years
after the girl, -till unmarried, get- this coat to wave out of
the window
a- the veterans
march
by.
The
dispatch
is
found and the past i- made clear. The disgraced captain 1- -urprised
to hear his old comradecalling
for him
to march
at their head.
Anil the picture
closes with .lack and
P,e-s
decorating the grave of Dave, a- the grizzled veterans are
grouped
in the background.
It is a film that will deeply
stir emotion- and c mtains scenes that rouse the feeling of
patriotism.
No
manager
will make
a mistake
111 I
king
thi> for Memorial
Day.
"Branding a Bad Man" (American). — Here wc have a
roaring Western farce, showing cowboy- at their play. It is
a scream from beginning to end and tells the story of what
happen- to bad men when the boy- yet busy. This will
make them
laugh
from beginning to end.
"His Second Choice" (Nestor). — This love story
how a young man of wealth, infatuated by a belle.
by hi- parents t.< the country, and is captured by a
girl. The picture is made notable by the usual
Nestorian photography, which always attracts with
cellence and individuality.

relates
1- -ent
country
magical
its ex-

"The Lighthouse Keeper" 1 Imp)— Here is a him that
makes the audience almost rise to its feet. It is
of love and jealousy. The light has been tampered withand the little fishing smack bearing the hero and hi- wife
i- endeavoring to make a landing. The intere-t 1
the reproduction of the storm, which forms a thrilling spectacle, with the wild waves threatening to overwhelm the
smack. The struggle at the foot of the stairs where the
old light keeper overcome- the disappointed rival and the
latter's
fall which
down hold
the long
flight ofof stairs
into the water
are
scenes
the interest
the audience.
Then
the light flashes out and the boat come- safely home, quite
as much to the joy of the audience as the friend- waiting
on the -hore.
The Outlaw and the Female Detective" (T.i-onV— This
picture has a new character, a lady detective whi
bad man. is a very original, though far from convincing
manner. When -he turns him over to the authorities, the
sheriff -eems anxious to hang him up forthwith, but the
lady points to her -tar. It is a smaller one than the sheriff's,
but when -he points out that it gives her authority, the
sheriff admits it and lets the culprit have his chance before
a jury. The detective in a very realistic way takes her prize
money
and goes
about
her business.
"The Stage Child" (Thanhouser >.— In this picture little
Maria Rime take- the part of the stage child. A baby is
shown

in the firsi scenes and the "Thanhouser Kid" impersonates this baby three years later. Spectators everywhere
take a good deal of interest in Maria Eline and her acting,
which i- remarkably good. It is safe to say that this picture, which in it-elf i- interesting, will be popular. It is not
an important picture.

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

"Her Aunement" (Powers). — This picture reminds one
of Leah Kle chner. It has the same underlying idea. Mrs.
Fi-k made the motivation of Leah vivid at least, though
even she didn't make the drama
young lady who play- the heroine
quite unable to represent effectively
prison. In the scenes in her home
pal she doe- \ ery well.

very convincing. The
in this picture seemed
a woman coming from
with her father and his

"The Voice of Conscience" (Great Northern). — Here is a
strangely dramatic film presenting the effect of a disturbed
e in a very convincing way. It is startling to see a
man so diabolical that he will give a bomb to a child as a
plaything. Following that come- the action of conscience.
The idea is so strongly worked out that the audience almost
feels with the man the working of that inner monitor which
-hows it-elf plainly in hi- countenance. The apparition of
the child haunt.- him continuously until reason totter-. The
scene when he convinces himself when the child is brought
that this i- not a return of the apparition i- mtensely dramatic, and the change when he is convinced is
very marked. The picture made a -trong impression upon
the audience. Indeed, the memory of it will remain long
with those who see it. It i- very well acted.
"Berne, Switzerland" (Great Northern (.—This travelog
presents :i serie- of g
! pictures, some of the most attractive point- in this beautiful city. The views are good and
the photographer ha- done hi- work well.
"Bill at Work" (Lux). — A trick film repre-entin- Bill at
work a- a furniture remover, falling asleep and dreaming
all -ort- of queer things. Some of the performances of the
chair upon which he i- sitting are funny and all are interesting. A swift kick, properly placed, arouses Bill and he
'.ii hi- way.
"All Through a Rat" (Lux).- A comedy
reproducing the
difficulty caused by a tame rat in a cupboard.
The panic is
raj dangerous when the children appear and take their
"The Banana Planter's Peril" (Yankee). — Here is excitement enough for one film. The scene is laid on a banana
plantation and the opening i- interesting, reproducing a large
plantation with the natives at work. An overseer discharged
for abusing a girl incite- the natives to riot and wreck the
planter'- house This scene i- very good. The scene where
the wounded girl j- dragging herself painfully to where the
planter lie- in hi- hammock to tell him of the plot, made the
audience almost hold it- breath. The defense was a good
fight, while the closing scene, with the padre blessing the
planter and the girl, i- a fitting and impressive close for a
film which i- more than ordinarily exciting.
"The Waistccat With Points (Eclair).— The waistcoat iniade of light pieces of metal and the points are sharp arrowtip- that pa - through the coat. Anyone who -laps a man
uch a wai tcoat gets into trouble. Casimir i- "hennd this i- the way he get- even. Hi- progress home
with the new waistcoat and a good jag i- what keep- the
audience giggling continuously.
"A Mother's Distress" (Eclair).— This i> an episode with
a psychological intere 1
It- feature i- the doctor's method
of awakening to hei senses a woman driven in ane by seeing
lirr child in danger of being run over l>\ a tram.
The doctor
Bakes her think that the child i- again in danger, and she
in her distress know- her child 1- again ami i- cured
"The

Little Western
Rose"
(Yankee)
This picture
has
good
-cue— the chase
of the bad men
and
the
fhere i- a lutlc white pony in tin- scene that ifa-i ami he come- through the picture just right.
The other
■I., picture an- lacking in artistic quality, and the
reground and the
r>( the camera
Quickly
moving
lmr-es
and men
under -u. h cin um> '..• > • - ..i
ui ,
We

have

been

iul irmed

b>

Mr

Th

a- 1'hillip

nng slide manufa
ng-slide
manufai tur i - will be held at
month of Augu I
ill be to di-cu-and
plan tor the future
ol this
ible adjtim t ol th,- moving
pi< tun
,„i, rprise

TF there

is a laugh

funnies in "The
to find the comedy.

left in you

WORLD

WESTERN

]_>'.!

FEATURES
BY
MANUFACTURING

THE
AMERICAN
COMPANY.

FILM

The
American
Film
Mfg.
Co. are releasing a number
of
Western
subjects
for the coming
week
We
were
invited
over to the factory
to a private
exhibition
and wi
fid to notice the earnest endeavors of this firm to maintain
and if possible improve the high quality of the "j
Among
the pictureshown,
we were
mot
imp]
A .Sheepman's Daughter" and
'The Witch of the Ranch"—
two
Western
productionof strong
dramatic
action
and
superb "American"
photography.
"The Sheepman's Daughter" i- the tale of the feud of old
between sheepmen and cattlemen and the romance of a lighting parson and the girl.
"The
Witch
of the Ranch"
is a weird
story of a man's
superstition and fanatic brutality, and the appealing reward
of an old woman in gratitude of a shown kindness.
told.
ATTRACTIVE

INSIDE

AND

OUT.

The
lobby
is the -how
window
of the theater
and
the
majority of the public judge the inside of th.
the pr.-ram
by the appearance
of the entrance.
Attractive
lobby displays of moving picture stock c >mpanies and framed
illustrations
from
the pro-ram
of the week
i- one of the
best wayto make
a favorable
impres-i. •
i -tied by the Newman
Mfg.
Co., of Cincinnati. ( >.. shows
a number
of illustrationof handsome
bra-- poster and photo f i .
ing picture theater- and in a great variety of Styles. They
also are large manufacturer- of bra-- rail- for ticket entrance-, piano and orchestra pit-, boxes and balconies, and
a well kept bras- rail i- hard to beat for style and appearance in any house.
They have supplied a large number of theater- t!
the country
and have received
many
testimonials
drawing
power
of the neat
and
excellent
lobbj
made possible with their outfits.
A few dollar- e\
tin- direction will undoubtedly
return with interest
in additional patronage.
We
learn from
the Philadelphia
"North
American"
that
Charles A. Calehuff ha- brought
suit against
tl ■
Film Company to enforce immediate payment of the purcha-e price of his exchange.
The ( >rtho Film Company, of Chicago, has moved its
headquarters to 208 Market Street. Pittsburg, Pa, They
have reorganized, and increased their capital -tock to $30,000
for the purpose
of manufacturing
high
grade
educational.
advertising, topical,
scenic,
hi tortcal
moving
pictures and
everything
pertaining
to same.
They have erected laboratories for the purpose of finishing, printing and developing for the trade by their new

Hochstetter process,
The

Vitagraph

Company

have

under

course

tion and production
the "Leather
Stocking
imore Cooper, including "The Path binder." "The
it." and "The
l-a-t of the Mohicans "
I'
turec will undoubl

of

construcD
t< r, inter-

e-t than "\ Tale of TWO
I itic-"
1'hcy will be i,
the most careful portrayal of th, scenes, die-- and characteristics of tlie early period- of \mcru.in hi-torv and Indian
life, introducing tin- hairbreadth e-c.tpt -, encountei
cidents of real frontier experience, giving a most
tious m ight into the character ■•! tl
try and snowing the encroachments ol the white man upon
their rights of territorj and pn •
\n

up to date

Brookl} "

exhi

: lie--, w huh
do not abuse such kindm

it will come

Monogram J. ()." a film that
It's a iLxtzX. of course.

1

out when

you sec

don't need

the

m\ \-ra\
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of the FILMS
PATHE

-

DUTY

II, tK

—
Or

On

lulling Id a atrcam
!>■ tli>»lljr
gets
•

A

OllC.

CHEAT

tin- fir-r

i. pay

for ,1

borae trader to t.uj

the place.
To
wlU bite
by
gold strike
rumor,
feeling sure ttheto boyi
and want lie ' are bei .
get their horses they have to pay al
what
they
sold
I hem
for, Ity the
away
enji
little
ACTRESS-

wedding

ihe

re-

Joke.

CURIOSITY. — An old fellow
has been
ihe doctor
lo take
a powder
In a glass ,,f spring
water,
lie puis
ihe i-iwder In the glosa and then
Marl* off for the spring
a fen
the
lime
he arrives
al the
spring
he
It
by a crowd ,,f "rubber
i
k*" who expect
t lint some
deaperate deed is about to be perpetrated
A
long

ROMANY
Journey,

TRAGEDY.— Carlo*
returns,
after a
to bis father
and
two
fallen
in
love
with
Fugeue.
I'arloa'
c lie III) . A ipiairel
el,.< •
ends with a duel In which Carlos till, a
victim When hi* lifeless bodj is brought into
their tent the family take the oatli of tin
which is pledged by a kiss, the linger* In the
form of a ero s. The father, tielng a cripple. It Is
bitter

URBAN-ECLIPSE.
■ ml

i young

return.

lady,

daughter
of
,n*
to make
a good

tin

.

W.-ll

i hi*
n*tliiK

.swt

'0,1* isn.-r it. tmt, alaa,
- Ing

at

the

houae

a

ha*

to I,

■

I,"

taken

the

a

butler

chance
make

a

1,1* hostess he heara the »lckof tearing
, loth an, I know*
that
hli
given
way.
Max
hastily
aema
himself
mine
performs
tba

THE
YOUNG
INTERNE — Kriink.
a
handsome
rti nt. fall* in love with
Ruth,
a
flower girl from
whom
hi- often buy* I
piets.
He
declaroa
his lov,I li rejected,
hut
In hi* admiration.
Aflcr
two year*'
absence
Frank
rani
' appointed
house
Mirgi*ui
In a greal
hoapltl'
Durh

tainted

on tba street,

la brongbl

to

Frank.
I,y 1,1* llioughi fulin's*.
|,r,m'
i showing
the Bowers
he lias saved
in
memory
of I lie old day*
Is accepted.
HELIGOLAND.
AN ISLE OF THE
NORTH SEA.
ibrmany's
Island
acquisition
from
Britain.
Wild.
ivelnl and w
lerful scene*
of the Island
from
the
■•nor
views
of
great
Interest.
Scene
effects
The
Island—
View

of Heligoland.

rwwa, i'; ■
llearh
Views

of

an, I
II

Marine

Scenes Ashore. Street
from the Heights.
Yachting.
Quaint

ESSANAY.
lying wltb bar dolly, and seeing the doll
had left It. his mind gives way and ha
- all hi* plei
Three

months

r..||

arounil

ami

everv

"'"''•"••■• ,-ted |„ ,,„.
an, I ab(

an, I tba

dodor.

wl

I thla plan was.

resulted In Marsden's return to reason
worked out. would
spoil In the telling.

which

how

It

I : AG
DIDN'T
RISE.-I.lout
Bennett
la In
tore with
a girl who
|.,,,.. Private
Riuherfor.l
and
b'« l0»' r»
' I'lm
t" -..op
,,. ,nk|ng
Inoan
,,,.
vantage
of
Kutberford
The
armv
1m*
been
orI and one day
the mall
contalna
thearta
hand1'arnlng
I
front aa a Bl

the

located. Through an acci"far
which
the nine
'Bampe.'
. fonilly called
l,i his
mother.
I* carried
off by the eoaoh
left behind.
The
bnhy
Is the only
passenger
' driver
thnl
they
I
and
falls to explain
run off without
motlie .
urns down the dusty road In pursuit.
Arriving at Snakevllle. the driver turns the baby
over to ■ hotel keeper, who In torn aaatgna Broncho
BUI as nurse, and Instructs Hill to take care of
the baby and try to put it to sleep. While one cowls,) Is sent ,,it to milk a ,ow. another is routed out
of l,ls bed and the baby put in It. The baby refuse* to C" to sleep and Hill has 1,1s bands full In
endeavoring
to keep
ipilei
the roystertnc
cowboys

dastardly
I a nil found
ll ,,f which is death

signal
for
nett
I*
carried
to

THE INFANT AT SNAKEVILLE.— Mrs. Graham
and her baby b,.v are on their way fr.,n
to an uncle's ranch In Wyoming, anil they have
completed Ihe long Journey -•in -oaeh
safely
up to the
in Snakevllle.

le
r.

fa

staff
Tbat

head
being
the
sain. and
being

I

stricken at.,r!""
last "'he write* a confession and the
St i J1 learning from
tinrae.
bis lips how her lover Is U
die. manage*
to sate
him
In the nld
a Bred.
Just.

desperate
when
Mrs.
liraliain. ,1
and with gall,, rim; wrath, comea
into the room
snntelie*
her diirllng
Isiy to her heart,
and goes
of the r.sun after firing
Broncho
Bill ■

tl

: HAWK

CURTAIN

-A

naval

officer

Is

In

g',"rl
In .w.r.„a
lienor of athe"
young
I Imsclf
In a recent

ln»|, n

the

ails

her

young

and

officer

she

poisoned
cup.
rrlble.
suggest s the
sacrifice herself
the cupl
changes i but her youi
her
ick
again
to
1
a nd the lover pays the penalty.

position

EDISON
A SANE FOURTH OF JULY.— The major of a
small suburb of New York Is asked to aid in tba
work of the Saue Fourth propaganda, the leader
uf which Is a young widow with whom he is already
somewhat In love. She pleads for the Fourth wlthjut explosives for the sake of her own small boy
mayor's
motherless
little
girl,
lie la
mlxx'd up with the dealers lu Are works snd tbst
his chances for re-election to the office of mayor
may |>o»slbly be endangered if be takes a positive
stand in favor of the ordinance prohibiting the sal*
of explosives to the young people. The dealers
even organize a popular demonstration In favor
of the old-fashioned Fourth. Consequently, when
the ordinance comes up for consideration, the mayor
gets up and mokes a speech which practically settles
Its fate and to the surprise and sorrow of the llttl*
widow helps to put It aside for a year at least.
The mayor is very careful about what his little
girl buys lo play with. Hut Ihe widow's little son
slips into the store secretly and buys a good big
caution cracker. The little girl hurts her linger
with a small Are cracker. Then the little boy climbs
over the fence from the next yard and brings bis
cracker, which he proceeds t<
blinded for life. Of o
stricken and the little widow is heart-broken. A
week later the mayor finds that he Is In trouble
Indeed, for symptoms of lock jaw have developed

HIS FRIENDS WIFE.— Jean, an artist of the
Latin Quarter In Pails, tires of Mlml. his model.
and although she Implores him to let her remain
With him, he orders her out of his studio. Shortly

Fourth next year Ihe widow is grateful, hut can
not forget that her son still lies in danger of loos
of ills eyesight because of the mayor* attitude
Then follow successive scenes a year later, showing
the Joys of a sane Fourth. There are all kinds of
games, dances, parades and processions and »t
night a remarkable exhibition of fire works under
the city's own control. In fact the day Is »o
gloriously successful that the little widow feeli
that the mayor has done all that could he asked of
him
and
as the boy's
sight
Is beyond
danger snd
vered
she decides
that she will forgive
I> Iin and let bygones be by-gones. and thus wblle
the sky Is brilliantly Illuminated with the Are
works she holds out her hand and makes peace wltb

after

Jean

Is

visited "by

Hert

ltalney.

a

young

vainly Implore. Jean to keep her and finally runa
■ in while Jean looks after ber smiling.
moot
■ - a letter
from
his
friend
Itert. requesting him
to visit him.
Jean
- home,
and
to his
amazement
linds
that Zenla
is now
"be wife of his old fried.
Left
alo,,e with
Hie artist. Zenla
begs
not to Jean
tell
..Tier Jean
a Straggle

SELIG.
JIM

AND

JOE.— This

film

is

a

dramatization

of

Si*
old

'v brings h

an

former

from the slight hurt In his little girl's linger. When
the crisis has passed and he knows that she will
he shows his gratitude by calling th*
rival
committee
together
and
announcing
bli d*

leaullfnl
tb.wer
girl,
crying
her
wares.
enter*.
Jean
queatlom
her
and
is (track
by
her
- Hial
she eon,,, ami
- him A few month* elapse and Jean Urea of hit
little tb.wer girl and makes clear to her that Be
Hi irt broken. the girl
In

shifting
In this

and
out

■ 'hey visit
tl
Id land 1
Jean, win desires to look for another model. The
two part at a cafe and Jean enters and -eats himself at a table and ordering wine, itndli

• -elops

Incumbent upon Ihe girl to avenge her brother's
death, so taking up a dagger she starts out. Ignorant
discovers
ll i
of the Identity
of her brother's s her
slayer lover.JudgeIn her
wo
fires she cat
terrible struggle between
the Iher father, thinking

finds

fall*' into

leave witlionl telling the aecret.
Later
Zenla
and
her
husband,
visiting
the
artist,
find
1,1m d.-ad in the studio,
an empty
wine
bottle
at
bis elbow
..., hj hurled
forever.
Zenla come
goes
there. to her husband's arms and find* a wel-

BIOGRAPH.

n order

to study

tramp

life

a

Arnold
i the
Harry
Arnold, a
treets and takes
and has been rejected by Eleanor Carey. Recognising in Sinlih a handsome and superior man despite
his ragged clothe*. Arnold plots to dress the sopposed tramp up as a gentleman and have him court
and win Kleanor, and then to disgrace the girl br
exposing Smith. One look at the girl's portrait
Inducesposes to Smith
to enter the game, which he supbe a Joke.
Kleanor and Smith

fall In love with eachproposed
other andt<~

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

. Eleat
- lramp adventures.
The happy couple have just been married when
tbe bride's
father
t lie Smith,
receiver theof bridegroom,
a message from
Arnold
telling
blin Isthat
is a
worthless 1 r;nii[.. Consternation follows which is
quelled by Eleanor who produces the portrait as
proof of her husband's Identity.
ONE OF NATURES NOBLEMEN.— A country
dance is Interrupted by two cowboys who dasb In
fighting. A girl is the cause, and she rushes bem to break up the hostilities. They are
then hurried out by the boys, who endeavor to
effect a reconciliation, but they fall and Clay goes

-

A month
later the girl and (lay 1
Four years <-!.,•
little girl. They live In an Isolated plac
Clay has gone to the settlement for supplies. The
baby watches her father until he is out of sight.
tben wanders on alone In search of him. Even tbe
four years have not served to make Clay and his
old time rival friends, and tills morning as they
meet upon the trail, Claj .1- usual, refuses to speak.
Riding alone;. Clay runs Into a band ol
and be lieats a hasty retreat, followed by the Indian* He overtakes John, and warns him of their
danger. A stray shot hits Clay, causing him to fall
from Ills horse unnoticed bj Join who. when he dls■ him. rushes back
. 100 soon,
for the Indians are ford In;: the river. They circle
around the white men. but the lucky aim of John
gets one of them, and they hesitate to tempt fate
against such sun- aim. Assisting Clay to mount,
John leads tbi
Of course, the mother has missed tbe baby and
U distracted. The little thing has been discovered
and carried away by the Indians, and when Clay
■ home badly wounded, it adds to the t<child.
of the mother, who tells them 0 f the lost
John Immediately goes forth In sea rch and so
Indians with ber. He hides his bo se behind
nearer to watch tbe I
r stopped.

lis vigil is rewarded,
for leaving I
lr party to guard the child and wounded n

Ornamental
Theatres

ll;M"

PLASTER

i freedom. The opportunity a
who goes for the child Is shot by the waiting John,
and his wonderful aim gets the remaining three.
Tben grabbing the child he reaches his horse unArrlvlng at the Clay abode he restores tbe baby
other and father, tbe barrier between the
tuo men breaks and they become friends.
THE E08E OF OLD 8T. AUGUSTINE.— Captain
1 that Alicante, a young Spaniard, is to wed Dolores, the Rose of St. August!
He objects

- falls 1
Alicante. Dalroy falls madly In love with
refused and betrays I.afltte to her father, tl
mandiini I.aliite Is made prisoner and whl
toy leads her father and soldiers to capti
ramp of the Privateers, Black Hawk
and
fltte from the dungeon. Iilack llav
tbe Jailer ami tliei escape. The Privateers «

tacked bj ■

•gbt

the

RELIEF

DECORATIONS

Theatres!? Designed

Everywhere

T5he Decorators
2549 Archer Avenue

r bis pains,

and

is trampled on

by

Supply Co.
::

CHICAGO,

I

Ford drives Jack's iiors away and rldea for tbe
telegraph office, while Jar staggers to the nearest
there, and
ranch.
He Is surprised t

I

: the

I and news is brought of the
a soldier sent by
hv
' Igltlves
111. followed
midant
and soldiers, who
: ..11 as the* Boat down
an Improvised rsfl mo resetted bj tba

escape of I.afltte

ILL.

wire.
In the race that ensues, she wins, and gets
her story Into tbe office of the "Express" Just aa
that Ink-spattered martinet, tinfinally
that In1! Tcvas an
tbe robtiers
Needless to say. while Jack recuperates from li
Injuries, a romance matures which finally IInds Its
way Into print via the

height

A GAME

of t

OF

DECEPTION
• rents,

—John
Howe
. mln
studying hard la
In reality be was
fearing that be might

KALEM.
1 win

« discharged
lbs

"Hladr."

■MBi

Matched
Ills. I-

It

tooth
Bnallj
i« 1
of the ••llln, I.
llgnmral men.
Ja.k lln
for his galli

when
Ile.l
like

looks

lo 1

|»>I

n

g.ssl

while

la in

I »rd

>

tlalandla.il

i Lb-a

eject

to go

bark

1,1m

ft olli

"■

ten,, \<:li log
i lac awaiting
(01 blot

-

la

vl.lt
be

he ae.-a
la fall,
l-.li,k.Ha
from

him

I ■
'

.

at hla father a
him and aoaare

aaeb reporter baeteaa
.i,|

1

tl tbe stage door and mikes
■ u instant bit. Bertie returns
•
and makes a dalu with the W
ually l-e.sjinliig much smitten with ber t
month later Bertie has rxelred no ramltl
•
broke
papa arrives in time t.. eta BarUa's pr*
la tbe job by having

i roadwa)
a

. fathrt

Uertle

HI.

and

pun:.
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Hugh being younger and dressier, i
lie gove
lila consent.
When
the young
man
r
r with the news. Edith promptly r
jeoted him. Then she ran to the professor, wl
>vai decidedly gloomy, and told him that she Ion

fc

only

OUR

him.

THE CARDINAL'S EDICT— Adrian l>e Mauprat.
■ gallant soldier of fortune, meets and falls desperately

Musical Electrical Bells

In

uiiii;
Hiding

lure

t<>
li.'t

with

are played from a Keyboard, the bells being mounted

I'lie

ward.

being

Julie.

fougbt

stranger
inio

In

and

in

Cardinal
is tendering
whether
to
of the edict
when
bis ward,
He
Maupret
under
arrest,
demands

Richelieu,

been a great success all over the

he

tlie

i
i

-mi fesses her love for I>e Mauevcr, remains firm and sends

tucb encouragi

> Lorme, who. upon being adniltl
secret panel. Informs him of a <m

country and no Picture-house is
complete without a set of them.

isded by the; King's
niglit atown
her brother,
house andwbltl

can supply 25 Bells, 2 octaves

a chance
to redeem
himself.
He
is
1 given
his choice;
death or obtaining
lie chooses the 'ask of obtaining the
icelally
as be catches
a glimpse
of

chromatic, C to C, correctly tuned
to your

■

duels

unit
both
1
lerfvreuce
of aplers
friends ar« they
light
I
spite of
drawn
■ Mauprat
runs his men
through.
No soon
I I ban
the Cardinal
appears wl
anl and places De Mauprat under arrest.

in various parts of the house have

We

Cardinal's
i akmg

disregarded.
i a
wine

which

the

II ■ iiiiineroi s
is
Is dltml
duelling
and

Piano, complete with

Resonators, Keyboard, Magnets,
i the

and Boards, complete ready to install for $75.00.

unfortu

flying after blm.
I'pon receiving the dispatch

to the Cardin
being badly
i
messenger •fully
i

the Cardinal not on
but gives hint t
land of bis ward. Julie as a reward.
>. keep
bl
A
LESSON
LEARNED.^Tohn
I.acey,
a nig
.vaii -hitian. is slowly succumbing
to the drink
hab
i it.

J. C. DEAGAN

She

has

already

i

On for a long term. Her liusliand Is not
this brother's existence and she very ca
•eals a letter which she receives from
acey,
having
taken
Of drinks,
starts
idy
left
when
the
convict

3811 to 3810 North Clark Street

begs

CHICAGO, D. S. A.

his sister to conceal

him.

While

conceal blm, she hears
.1 returning and has barely time lo sebehind the curtains when her husband
• has
returned
for his revolver
and
Inwith
him
bill to no advantage.
He bed
at l.cr inslsiance.
and
losing
his tempe
to strike
her when
her brother knocks
, prison stripes on

his assailanl

s blm up as a horrible
t of drink
The
husband,
now
thoroughly
ashamed,
and realzing what a brute drink has made of him, solemnly
swears
never
to drink
again.
They
theu
plan
to
get her brother
away
from
f
him
some
clothes
and
money,
t
about
to leave
they
hear
the r
K scape
being cut off, they
put I
bedroom, then, telling his wife to sham approaching.
fainting, he
tuple

Harry

made
■Xt

up
day

■

hla mind
to
he rode over
■ 1.1 l!h

and

girl companion,
were
•red
Harry
and
re
t firm

i her

arry

and

mar-

■ ' i■

-

THE
PROFESSOR'S
WARD.— Only
because
he
Id ii"t disregard
the
Ins?
wishes
of a dearly
loved friend :i ml
• lot John White
accept
Kdlth.

the
The

guardianship
of his friend's
daughter
professor
was
a man
who
knew
more

t deroted all his time to the former.
It required
considerable
rope
on his
- living

pari
will

sight
Still
t

Just

as

- hastily,
and
bis companions to take her
but

Harry'i

be

did

not

want
to be
- for the circus

managed

to get word to Edith.
SI ■
i r guardian. When Bdrth retui
home, her Auntie made such a fuss, that the
decided to live at the professor's home. That g
man
was very much
embarrassed,
but once he
conditions,
be certainly
made
it t

Hugh was not a hit bashful either,
not very lone Iwfore be had asked Mitt] to
b referred him to the professor,
had Just about wakened up to the fact that
anted her himself bat when Hugh asked for
> hand, the professor thought that Ilnch
wss

curtains
are
all upset
or demolis
1.
(leers
are about to enter he deliberately shoots
Log
himself In the arm. He hurriedly explains to
tlem that the prisoner attacked him and escaped
and they hurry out. When safely out of reach
the brother is allowed to make
his escape.
FATHERS
DRESS SUIT.— A high schoel youth
is invited by his little sweetheart to go to her
party.
He
gets
his father's
permission
'
: is the height ol his ambition
occasion so that he may outshine the othet
and appear more pleasing to hisc sweetheart.
borrows his
it's but witlout permission, l'.y chance bis I
is let into the secret and Joyfully he goes
party.
That
evening,
his fa: her.
wishing
liable to find I

By
ro
vv

lo fetch the boy home.
hereabouts
and haibis time
the
party
is In full
swing,
our
I avlng
become
the idol of the By
girls i ana the
of the hoys to such an extent that they plaj

THK
i „f
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. spilling red lemon;
height I«.. ...
abirt . fro
..«.,.. «.,d so forth. At thee —,„...
lemma, father unexpectedly appears arid leads
out by the car to the gnu ideation of the boys
disappointment of the girls.

o ARCHITECT

VITAGRAPH.
there
himself
this and with
outdo
the old
tear
to allow

in his automobile.
Harry
.......
the aid of frjends arranges a plot to
gentleman.
They
Induce
his chaufHarry
to disguise
himself
in the

chauffeur's
heavy
fur coat,
cap
and
goggles
and
run the machine
that is to carry Caroline and her
father
to
the
hoarding
school.
The
friends
disguise themselves as bold
highwaymen
to waylay
.-•and
hold up his limousine
as It passes
i lonely
patch
of wood,
which
they
have
as a point of advantage
to do the trick.
While
they
an- robbing
the old gentleman.
Harry,
as
the
chauffeur,
runs
away,
leaving
gentleman
and
his daughter
to the mercy
further
Into tbe woods
to
of bis valuables.
In the meantime Harry
disguise of the chauffeur
aud picks
I 6ft
St, placed -l>ot where
old man Bloggs ;- being relieved of hlJust In time to get the drop on the three highwaymen and rescue their frightened victim and
make them give back the things that they have
stolen and
puts
them
to (light.
Mr. IS1- ■_- hand
of
Harry
Branscombe.
But
after
he has
from
his
fright
and
surprise
he turns
t.. Caroline, who lias followed
her fa' her, takes
her hand
and places
it In that of bis deliverer a
ng upon
his daughter
and his future sou-

OfflCE.STODIO.nilD 5H0P5 4912 TO 20 PRRK51DE ML. PHlLfi.
We

rlbou Bill." arrives at the trappers' but
where she is told ot ber busband baring
way a few hours before; the rough but lender
hearted men Induce her to It >■■ hei baby with
them. If she must g., in further seal
"man."
SI
tlnues on her way. encountering tbe dangers of
the spring thaws, until she strikes freshly made
tracks, which Inspire ber with renewed hope and
. m the foot prints and It is
reach the Injured man. Just
la time to carry him safel] hack to camp, where
be Is revived nn.l when sulthlctitly

health,

la pn

tenderly
embraces
continue

clasps
to his
breai
his v. If.-, wl
would
nol I* worth
living
t., follow
him
even
I

earth. "
A
CLEVER
>ct«

to

hli

FRAUD—

Ham
love
Willi
: (clln.
a very
It.

order

10

he

prcvi

We have built over 60 Theatres the last 5 years which are all ORIGINAL
in Cons' r jction, Design and Decorations

Tley

- sm-.ik
•young

all

into
beta"

Nellie's
RKHB,
prepared
a regular
"rOUaTb

bis

future

• . Ipl of Ihe letter,
dishearten.-, I, I,,- .]...-., |i i,,
matter i.-i

Hurry

is ver)

much

Is a
fella

still
greater
surprise
I" theo
and
to
Aunt
when
they
nnd
out
that
ihe young
gallant
ompletely
won the hearts ,.f tl .
no less a person
than
llnrn
s aetreM
Aunt
Cells
not
nnl'
but she eontoeaes
ihnt
she is DO less pleasing
and
attractive
as a girl than
she was
as a boy. .piltV
deserving of Harry s love and
Dei

Independent Film Stories
SOLAX.
NEVER

TOO LATE TO MENDi been found
« 11
I
his

destination,

I rletor
sequent Ij i
VMIh

Inn.

-

Tl ej

v% ir.

i--i.ii, , i.

lie

takes

full in love,

arrange,)

f-.r

Sellle. »
iaa stl illng
tnt, surprises IIium I

h.-r

us

be

l fallen

..>,-r

' Till
Stlil him

MAKVI

«■ d

IlH'S

OOK

a

and

in

room

are

cannot

colli .
-

to

•k the dummy
and discover
the trick
been played up.. a then
what follows

at
for

a

to Nellie, whom they thought
The girls appreciate the joke on thill as on themselves and help Nellie carry
further, taking her bny suit, making a
and placing it In the 1„.,1 which
toItoccupy.

v.

It's littl
dummy i
Ne
»«

consumption

choice

Houses

also build
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In-

her

as

Vaudeville

at il

who
Is attending
a you
.
wealthy
lady.
Ob'

sists upon ma try lug her.
a union,
and
then
oung
lad)
as
Wife.

and
We

THE
ENDS
OF
THE
EARTH.— Suffering
from
Indifference,
the wife
does
not appreciate the love
upon
her by her husband.
Her husband,
disheartened,
leaves
for the far away
North.
Six
months
later
he
finds
himself
in the
uuelvilized
covered
mountain
trails .if the
h country.
In tbe meantime,
his wife
time
to repent
her foolishness
and
now
t she i' - her busband's
Whll
child t.r> her breast,
be is plunging deeper
into i ue wlbls
of the forests.
In making
his way
down
a •:•
Is footing
and falls
heavily
to the bottom,
breaking
his leg.
Clad In b.-avy furs, bis wife, with h-r little boy
Is carried on the dog sled, piloted by ihe faithful

not only make Plans and build

Theatres

,ak))

at

sub
lier

loan, l t list

With

ill,

Induces
ic of It

Hnally

. ab»t-

THE

Mi >\ ING

PI< n RE

W< >kl.l>
-Jul

ased TUESDAY
SATURDAY

MtBROSIO

and

,-k i

enough"

m

spring.

■ reded
tuoshloe

of a perfect

May

W. up llic
idea a* applied to military pit
said, among oilier things, llial

one
hatilrgood.
sceneA scene,
wouldn'taftermake
audi agood
picture
all.
it an incident, and no mailer how strong,
•rill not tarry the entire slory unless the
other incidents in it have some value.
food
Tins applies to nol only military films
but films generally.
lake Indian films. Can a war dance
or a chase, done to perfection, make a
film of this nature a winner? They
can, when the other incidents in the
slory are worth while. And only then.
.nd lei
The film maker who produces a specta
Ind.at
lu,

the

il«y

LUX.
JTJST BILLS
LUCK.— lllll meet! and promptly
fill* In lore with ii dam-lug girl, who
» travel t |
,T to her van. and
taking advantage of the absence of the proprietor,
steals inside and n
1 it a rlral
baa seen Bill's entry, and informs the infuriated
I I return*, and savagely knocks

Released Tuesday, June 6th

The Black Heart
A QooJ Slory of a good squaw, a good
white man and a bad one.
release opposite

'

BUT THE PUBLIC ISN'T WITH
HIM. The loud plaudits of the few
who like spectacular scenes and no slory,
fooled him, just as the comedian who told
the vulgar stories at the vaudeville show
deceived himself into thinking he was
best on the bill because he got the most
guffaws. The film maker deceives himself when he lakes the reception of a
spectacular effect as a criterion.
The fact of the matter is, thai the main
portion of the public goes to your show
to see stories, or stories and spectacular,
but never spectacles alone. If you were
in this business in its early days you know
that everything you ran was some kind
of a spectacle. "Passing of the Lightning Express" was a spectacle; "Arrival
of French Troops at Brest" was a spectacle. So was "John Rice Kissing May
Irwin." "Dead Man's Curve" and the
rest of the first crop. But you know
from your own experience thai the only
place you could exhibit pictures at a
profit was at a few amusement resorts.

Mm

whole
ad
A motor cycle, e/ltl
it. Is at Sliding In the ro

••■ the the lady.
"...
nail ofStilla house
• nd make, a sudden entry among a down or so
■ proceed to
five him i
ARNOLD
HA8 A GOOD
THY— Arnold
ll very
much In Inve •..]•;. Mr- Tompkins1 prcttv daughter
the girl's mother emphatleallr refuses
• to the marriage until she herself has
'her hosband.
Thereupon
Arnold
enpersuade some of hla frlenda to take
the "merry widow11 off his hands, but alas1
airs
Tompkli.d ,hp on,y
result Is that snob trieodablpi are mend
forever.
1 Is In despair, when he mat- a lengthy Indlvldusl from a rt
Inf. Filled with gratitude,
the stranger declares
Ms fruUBrnea
to do snrtnlag »r his newfound

Spectacles didn't draw many people.
But the creation of the story solved
your problem. Everyone is interested in
stories, and picture screens are now telling
ihem daily in almost every hamlet and
way
station.
THAT'S
WHY A III!
STORY
IS THE
LETTER
OF
THE POWERS ALPHABET. We
give you spectacular effects as often as
the next man. BUT WE GIVE GOOD
STORIES ALL THE TIME.
Has your exchange your application
for "The King of Kazam." with Nat M.
Wills in the leading role ?

The Powers Co.
2 4 1st Street and

t he would
lie decides
ma

promptly

rather hang than ■
matters
by Informing
ind she will please herself,

faints

RELIANCE.
DADS

GIRL — Jeb Hlnkle.
a
• n affable stranger I

Kdltb

lntul-

Ing ihat her protests are of no avail. Edith pre' ike package of money which abe subthe stranger.
Jeb discovers
that
he has been
duped, ami Is plunged In woe when Edith gives blm
hack his money
In the meantime
the stranger
goes to meet Ills pnls, and when he disci
he Is the one who bna been duped he cannot make
his confederates believe It. and they pummel blm
unmercifully.
O'ER GRIM FIELDS SCARRED.— P.clN Meads Is
In the secret service of the Confederate army, and
Is assigned the tnsk of recovering some battle plant.
suspicion ami is pursued,
taking
refugi
bcrt's plantation,
who is a
loyal Southerner.
I
ber In the
I nlon
general
takes
po
Cuthticrts
house, ami a courier enlers with the
plans. She Blayg tin
urier and bides In the
stables.
Col. Cuthbert Is accused of the art. and
Is senten the Colonel
'■ ■ lie learns
.this from
i

the
mand

girl

standing
boldly with her back to
lad the firing squad rctponds to the e
of "Ready:
Aim!
Fire!"

jdlly imperiling the
slanding
his product.
that wayof about
it when Hehedoesn't
hears feel
the
spectacular scene meet with applause at
almost any theater he steps into. He
feels that the Public is with him in his
efforts, and he says, rightly, that the Public
is whom Manufacturer, picl
Exhibitor and
Exchangeman
look to for a living.

Saturday

i daughter

NEW

Richardson

YORK

Avenue

CITY

and

Releasing TUESDAY
SATURDAY

and

THE SAVAGE.— It was pay day at the Wilson
Ranch, and the boy» were in a jovial mood, therefore, when Swift Wind happened along and proposed

Released Saturday, June 10th

The Stranger's Plate
A Good Story of Puritan times, showing
that it pays to cast your bread
upon the waters.
TuesJmy

release opposit

le game, all hilariously consented
i make the Indian part with hit
ans are good card playera, and
was no exception
to the rule; conhalf an hour had passed. It wat the
parted with their money, although
means,
the declared.
The argument
hot when John Wilson appeared and
boys. Swift Wind must return the
Is the Indian refuted to do. aud la
defense drew a knife.
Inttantly, the men reached
for their guus, and would bare tbot the Indian,
had not Mary Wilson entered, and persuaded her
booty.
husband to let the poor redskin depart with bis
ift Wind
ueutly, ere
a who had
by fair
! becoming
elded \

While this argument was going on, Smoky Jot,
the half breed, bad quietly helped himself to a
: horses from the corral; so when he met
Swift Wind, who admired bis ponies, the half breed
gladly struck a bargain with the Indian.
Swift Wind had gone but a short way, when be
was met by Hud Williams and Bill Saunders, wbo.
recognizing the horses, hurried to the Wlltoo Ranch
to acquaint the boys.
Red Horse, the chief, had scarcely finished admiring the horses, when the boys bore down upon
them, and insisted upon taking possession of their
property. To this, the chief and Swift Wind natnrally objected, and it was not nntll a number of
shots were exchanged, that the Indians were driven
from their encampment, and the boyt galloped
away to celebrate at Murray's saloon.
Here they were found by terrified Texas Jack,
who gasped out that the Indians, in full war paint
and feathers, were creeping toward the Wilson
Ranch, where Mary was alone, and defenseless.
Vaulting Into their saddles, the boys led by the
distracted husband, started on a wild race for the
ranch. However, Swift Wind, remembering that
Mary had saved his life earlier in the day,
stolen ahead and wat piloting
the others fired upon him.
As
• .3
fell,safety,
they wbsa
grth-

THE
bed the unfortunate woman, bound ber to a tree,
and were piling brusb around her, wbeu they beard
tbe cowboys coming, and ran for tbelr lives. The
cowboys merely found Swift Wind with bis knife
raised above the unconscious Wary — for tbe poor
lodian was trying to cut tbe ropes — and at once
htutled tbe dying brave off to be strung up. Fortunately, ere tbe noose could be tlgbtened, Mary revived sufficiently to explain tbe situation to them,
and

Swift

Wind's

last

moments

were

filled

with

A 6URE CURE.— His daughter Dora, so Major
Breeze irritably declared, seemed to divide her
thoughts between tbe young doctor, Jack Wells, and
amateur photography; tbe latter he would tolerate, but the former he had sernly forbidden hla
house. She felt almost like drinking some of ber
deadly poisonous soluti
1 Dr. Wells suggested
girl told bin), but dlsre
Dora

an

Idea.

MOVING

PICTURE
s sweetheart

WORLD

listening on the other

Arriving at home, George finds Sadie there and
they concoct a little Joke on bis parents. Finding
a pair of boots In the ham. he duns them and goes
Into the field to plow Sadie calls out the father
and mother and points to tbe field, and tbe old
man gets his dinner bell and rings It, summoning
the help to dinner.
The father and mother and Sadie and the farm
hands seat themselves at table. George enters
the dining-room without attracting attention and
then gives way to bis grief, breaking down entirely when there Is a general
awakening. His
111th,
plate
Is piled highwith
with
food
and atlsfled
the wanderer
I

-

hove
faithful

1 tta
swee

all

t

,

The

AMERICAN.
father's

whiskey;
they
<
bis bottle.
to observe
It; then after
drink.
Dora
would point

I
tc

1 called, tell the
poor major that his case was utterly hopeless; it
would then be Dr. Wells cue to appear — marvelously cure the old gentleman, and as a reward
receive his happy daughter.
The whole scheme worked like a charm; the
young people, however, had no sooner received the
major's blessing, than they hurried him off to tbe
Bev. Geo. Brooks, taking no chances, should the
old gentleman
learn of their deception.

IMP.
THE
GRIND.
■David
Collins en
with
t
to prepare for 1 e struggle
spotted
the Instant
appearslife miserable
the students decide
Insults.

David

seeks

lng-place of the girl's fstber and comes to Inform the posse snd Is overhesrd by the minister.
who
determines
lo reach
the
fugitive
first — If he

I

The daughter pleads to be token along and the
two set out ami come upon the sheepman In bis
refuge In the mountains, shortly after the posse
ride In and demand the Immediate surrender of
the sheepman. The minister knocks tbe lender
down and, at the point of the gun he has taken
from the prostrated cattleman, preaches his first
sermon, the firsi perhaps these men bad heard In

th

terrific and be decides t
an entrance to the roon
enjoylug
themselves
In
thrown
David

dowu

stairs

concludes
mentors, and seeks

lying in wait

to turn the tables on his torthe services of an Instructor In

for bin).

To tbelr consternation

David

tails In. and
"cleans up the bunch."
THE CHICAGO STOCKYARDS
FIRE— One of
the most dlssstruus tires in the history of Chicago
waa the recent conflagration lo the Itockysrds dlstrl. t In which over SOU people were rendered
homeless and many lost their lives In the roaring,
seething cauldron of flames, which stubbornly resisted the efforts .if the lire department, It ocrorred In "Whiskey Point." s ramshackle tenement
district In the outskirts of the 1,'nlon Stockyards,
the largest
In the world
There
Is the
spectacular
work
of
the
firemen,
tha falling
walls,
the flames
shooting
I
feet In the
air,
Illuminating
the
sky
for
many
miles.
There
are scenes
of horror,
depicting
the
crlrf of the pool
>l lima,
be I .If the devourl g eh
the hasty
removing
of
household
effects
from
the 1 unble down
dwellings
■ n'l tha mlrai iiloua escapes
from
dangei
fleeing from the flames or righting
the blase
BACK
farmer,
adjoining

THE SHEEPMAN'S DAUGHTER.— Rl.-hard Mead
was a sheepherder who lived with his daughter In
a hut In the mountains. He was hated by tbe
cattlemen and was ordered to quit the range. Returning to his borne be tells bis daughter what has
happeued.
and
prepares
to
protect
himself.
The
ttleman
orders
two
men
to go to bis but
and
I of I
ittlc that follows the sheepman Is
wounded and one of the cowboys killed. The surviving one returns to town for sssistance and
the sheepman secrets himself In the mountains.
On the arrival of the posse they find the stieepman
gone and force his daughter to leave also. She
arrives In town lo be scorned by the women and
Jeered
hy the men.

TO THE SOIL. — George Dupont, a young
la living
parents
011 the
farm,
I
natMl.-d
that

-

rural

life

THE ELOPEMENTS

but bil mother.
n.y she haa saved

her
by

and
In

him.

having

tha

1

langb

■

'

L RANCH

speed II ■

in. aniline

finding
H

of his
happy.
th.-r iii.I sweetheart
are
1 ptlcal.
so
!.a>ses 111,1 1,1
ney
la eshaoi .ted.
or tell, him
he 1, ,. .
iml .11.
d

she

years

and.
eourages

ON DOUBLE

low Walker and her daughter
v
neighbors of the ranchmen
ami one day
riding
lor
saddle
girth
bSjCOl
lis tha foreman,
who i~ paaalng,

.0

, tha .
1 father,
• him

told in tbe lover's postorBce.
Shortly
after
Steve
Frazer

-

h.-r

mother

has

Jim
Farrow
at I
rapidly
for then
lother
and

ECLAIR.
IMPUDENCE

PUNISHED— A

a certain married lady, unaware that friend of
r husband Is among tbe party. ThU gentleman
es lo the hotel where the lady and ber huaband
i Staying, and informs tbem of tbe fsct that tbe
aster has made a wager to the above effect,
hen the would be Don Juan calls, the husband
asa him with his wife, and tbe
'Mends his
of approaches,
I
accept
and agrees
- night.
The
"conijuest.'
i l>ecn induced
U
The
I
e

protestation

» 1'.
who
• go

dauk-i h

to

the

veiled

t" ha
unmasks
st tbe same
until
all the frleuds

however,
away,

the
but

figure,

pain
vanishes,
snd
Tommy,
drags
the servant Is used

■ he Is obliged to enlist tbe assistance
rvauts In tbe house to help him pull
relief st last, accident
ding s man who la performing In tha
;lves him
a blow
on the Jaw
which
a

wsrmly

and

1 willing

create

f

lllfflua

1
SUM

t >
pretty

thanked

by

bis

victim.

hut
Willie
Is destined
Biffins
again,
unknown
.
havoc
1'"I 'ho ,.
the

residential

little
guakr:.-.Willie
daughter

• dignified

finds

yuakrrcsa.

10
Blaffla'

1
.. '

Banco"

•

lu

■ line day

I

ll.e

.

1

Halting

• house

1 Indignant
» painting
from

In
wllh

oln

Smith
$5,000

REWARD.

DEAD

OR

I

■n. I. so, 111.
• I...

the
siding

Un.lla.lr.
him win

In. luring

•in,

All. - 1 Howard,

her

to

had

lo

and

• e washer
time,
and
will
hsve
witnessed

but all his efforts

start)
and

to

capture
goes
to Steve
position
to claim
tl
and
tbe culmination

to as

. lions

up

No kulfe can cut . _. _
Believing that his partner has duped blm. he
returns to the rendezvous and accuses him of
doublecrossing blm. This is denied emphatically,
and together they return to tbe rock, but find only
the note Both are now thoroughly angry, and
accusal!- • ns against each other are fast and furlt honest men get their
o fight.

"—
while

rode

lng tbe gold, ha
xwt his discovery.
I and
they
1
[ immediately
for
scene
of the holdup.
autlme
tbe bandit
who committed
the
daring crime has seat his confederate, with minute
Inatrni tions, to procure the gold cached In the
postofnee.
He
finds tbe place,
but instead
e desired gold
! finds a

years.
The |K.sse return guiltless of the sheepmsn's
blood and the minister has settled a desperate feud.
Oiled I i- church,
and
gained
a wife.
THE SAGEBRUSH
PHRENOLOGIST— The ap
pearau.e
.
at the Fid.llebaek
ranch. Is hailed with delight atul the members of
the family have t'clr lumps examined by tbe
learned man
He d.sc.neis that Instead of punching cows the ranchman should have been a great
orator, his «lfe a great dancer, bis son a great
musician,
and
bis daughter
a great
singer.
Highly elated they all practise In private what
they believe to be their destiny and the result Is
extremely
comical
situations.
When
they
to
outdo
the
finally get
togethei
ranch
hands.
It
finally dawns
itremely ridiculous
It !» and
th.
professor
upon
I In. on the trail where
he la resting
roadside
and
pummel
him
unmercifully
The
unhappy
family,
In trying
to discover
who
Is to blame
tor
allowing
the professor
lo rum
hie
their
humps,
start
fighting
among
II.
In the turmoil
the professor
escapes
and,
seeking
not,
ha
examines
hla
bumps

Irksome

■ palatlnf*. B«

imount of money — the payroll for bis et
was held up and robbed by one of tbe pi
t>andlt escaped into the shelter of the :
ind by a strange coincidence cached tbe

In that

Hue

man
and
lo take
of
ant
for his

■

■■- ■ .

.....

.

to
to

die
her

i [NG

PICTURE

WORLD

--

■
In turning
Inti. hi* in. mi

■■
his
love
drawbacke,

ne

enough

.

meantime
ti.si

arked

.king
the

water.
leal

ui-ii .i bnmorooi twinkle in
up
tte sprinkling
can prowreath
of Hi

everything

•- village
T

Jim

Webster's

daughter.

Mary,

Inter.

Mary
again
meets Mr. Korhea accidentally
• ii i.t'kin.- to iiim bj
si Katterworth,
village
C"»»lp.
arte
carries
the
news
highly
. lagers.

tte

rare
uslness
and
inn
to her
The
father

at li.i
reaches
the ears
of the hnsaeonm
Um laughing stock of the town.
Lit
he neglecta
his
drunkard.
Ills wife
parents.
aioant
cltli
got-slp and
threatens
from
a wl
• interfering
ratter
seeks
n Mil betw en
item

•
i
■
irer
and
eventually
■nfesa
that
tbl
:

nail the mis
get
hiin
to
were
merely

CHAMPION.
SERVICE
mey
general's

TJNDER
had

JOHNSTON
married
Alice

•

Pretending

sml

AND
LEE —
Johnston,
the

ilaugh''

On*
day
sorrowful
tidings
came
s.
It waa a
ne and
take
ulr
Richmond
and
:o safety.
In the short conflict
at Yellow
fell Into the ha Ms of the enemy.
veil
Illness, the sentry
. hl« side.
I

a
on
n

to
.|:irling

Robert
child

of
to

Tavern.
Robert
The wife of his
child
nlone
and

despera'.
guard,
all unsusan Instant
Robert

hen dashed
away.
reached
tte ronfedcrate
lines
*i>
hi whom
he told his
>liig him
tte letter
from
hi* dniiBhter.
re! gave
him
a passport
and
started
him
king his nay
through ■ ached
the lines
his
i en

the federal*
poured
In.
e men
stsrted
th-lr
search
In
one
their officer
torwd
In another,
to find
- Mocked
hy the rhlld.
Soon her father
rered.
bnt
through
the pleadings of his
• I I Ion officer
told
his men
that
•0 they
were
per

direction,
•

. of

fner
f n-mnl

F.

...

feeling.
to

trade

> pass that

off
red

his
tired.

laat
The

e«

d.
he

young

nut
loaea

I

plunged
rabla
If
in Hvlng.
away

■

and

In other way*
that
all

b]

name

of Henpeck,
and
aril] be afforded

much
genuApron stri,lg

illar
circumstance
know
Nell,
the
a

Again

1

mother

THANHOUSER.

•

to

iparata
la her hatdis.
ate
l». but he looks
at

her

tte
found
could
overlookjOJ and
forgive
the end
she revealed
bt

her
In

deplctlo
chap

rtr«t
thing
the garden

so

H e great mis
lllll aside fur a

•
.

for

inelr

Into

new

the
depthabe
. prill

they are to hare
to go out In the

r.t

mamma.

of
no

a stepmother,
world
to earn

Their
father
Is very
much
worried
as
well
as
Indignant
at their departure.
I
at work
to locate
them,
and when
they are found.
iletertnli.es
to bring
them
home,
and
teach
them
thai
he Is innster
In his own
house.
Itut
thli.
Is Where
tte
prospective
stepmother.
. practical
business
woman
and
a diplomat. )ln.« ■
i.ides
the
father
to allow
her to win
the girls over
In her
own
way.
This
she does
by
taking
a room
In
the
same
poor
lodging
house
to which
the
girls
Inn'
Bed,
Here
ahe
Introduce*
herself
to them
as the lodger
across
the ball, and
the girls. In a
grow
to love her denrly
and
to rely
entirety
on
her
Judgment.
Site
arranges
with
them
to
become
reconciled
to their
father,
and
em
that she knows
he would
not marry
If they
did not desire
It. The
girls go
tlelr home,
thoroughly
penitent,
but full of glow• lr charming
new
friend,
from
whom
they
exact
a promise
that
she
will
come
to ie« them
often.
They
finally decide
that home
would
be much
happier
Is she were
there
all the
H ey
sternly
command
their
father
to
marry
"their
lady"
unless
he
wishes
to
incur
the
everlasting
displeasure
of
his
daughters
Father,
with
seeming
reluctance,
consents,
and
all family
discord
Is at an end.

t one of the members
of her baml
i brother,
who
has
fallen
by the wayside
and
i evil ways.
The gang
plana the robber]
Of a
i famous
Grey
heirloom,
and
Nell
goea
on
the Job,
Is unsuccessful,
being
dlswho
Is charitable
and
leta
-overed
by Bowher. the next
day, brings the
er go.
Hut
the
ecklace Into the
. Nell realizes
that the man
has been robbed, and after a struggle
the place,
gives up the ofnecklace
and
the family.
)ut

And
when,
a few
years
1 .
sunlight
after
her term
in prison
Is over, 1
Grey Is waiting for her at the gale.
THE STRANGERS
PLATE.— An Indian.
ed, weak and famished comes to the home of a
peasant for help and is nursed back to health.
But, his vigor restored, the mother and daughter
decline to have him sit at tte family table, although the kindly father pleads vigorously against
this procedure. So
and sends him on with
ahis generous
blessings.basket c
Weeks later the older daughter, out picking
flowers, is captured by the Indians and carried to
their camp. The chief offers her as a squaw to the
highest bidder. The red man who was befriended
by her father recognizee the girl as one of tbem
who had refused him a seat at the table. Be mi bills the others an. I takes her to In-r father's home.
In the meantime,
the parents
have
discovered
the

MOTORING. — A young millionaire, whose hobby
i« mechanics, takes his newly overhauled car out
for ■ trial spin, and he would have laughed had
aiiylK.ily told Iiim that It was to be the most
eventful
trip of his life.
For the
he
slopped
and
would
h.iv.
even
bad
his time
been
really
Important.
The young woman, with her aunt, was taking
an auto trip too. and something went wrong with
the engine. Tier chauffeur was able to stop the
car. but he could not start It again. All he could
do was to |K,ke tin' works of the machine with
a chisel and remark that something seemed to be
radically
wrong.
The
millionaire
rendered
first aid to the Injured
auto
by producing
a long
rope,
and
towing
it to
I nearby
madhouse.
There
he
had
time
to Inniil not being
a professional
chauffeur.
he was able to get things right in a Jiffy.
Tie regular chauffeur was much grieved, and his
sorrow Increased when the aunt came out and
chatted with him regarding his shortcomings. In
a rage Hie chauffeur quit his Job on the spot, leaving his passengers
stranded
far
from
home.
What more natural than that the aunt should
ask the young man to run her car? He looked
like a chauffeur, and she thought he was a chauffeur. He didn't want the Job. of course,
he
'
;e.but And
Be
did want to see more of the pretty girl.
laid.
girl Induced her aunt to let her carry on
the deception. 'Just for n lark." and the maid
and
the
chauffeur
enjoyed
the
trip
Immensely.
■ >: bom
!•• run
an
aut
.bile
and
he
learned that the most unfortunate men In the
world were the blind ones who could not see
the beautiful girl be gawd at so fondly. It was
natural that he should ask the privilege of calling
n|ion her. and It was natural that she should re
fuse, as the Joke had gone far enough. Hut she
accidentia learned who her chauffeur reallv was.
and her heart was filled with gladness. For she
found that he was a man worthy of her love.
Hut
he had been
tricking her. so ahe decided
to
I Of

e

I:

kitchen.
She

who

abhors

gam

BLACK
HEART
,„.i.
Highly — .1.
awho.
when
lie finds
gambler
relishes
this.
a deep,
abiding
bate
I expression.
Then he

Hut don't think
Rather,
creates
for
Grant itthat
Is s
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Xylophones. Orchestra Bells. Chime*. Fork*. «
Send (or free illustrated catalogue.
J. C. DEAGAN
3800-3810 N. Clark St.. Chicago. 111.

Lang's
Rewinder No.2
PRICE $5.O0 NET
Lang°
ManufacturingTTruLiCo.
van

•■ -...

In

We have moved in new spacious quarters and are ready to offer machines and
machine parts, supplies, lamps, carbon-arms, lenses, condensers, carbons, tickets,
. in fact everything pertaining to an up-to-date and complete equipment
of a moving-picture theatre.
First class repair shop at your service.
We also buy all kinds of second-hand machines.

THE

CEO.

M.

176 N. STATE STREET

HOKE

SUPPLY

COMPANY

(between Lake and Randolph)

CHICAOO. ILL.
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L

I
D
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MOVING

SLIDES

Non-Breakable-Non-Inflammable
L,
Slides

I
D
E
SLIDES

Colored Song and Announcement
Patent Applied For

Juit the kind ol a ilide you have all been waiting for.
Guaranteed against breaking from heat or the careless
operator. Send for list. Made and told only by the
original inventort.
None others genuine.

SONG
TWO

YANKEE

FEATURES

MONDAY,

"THE

JUNE

SCANDAL

5th

MONGER"

A Kiir..l Drama combining pathos and laughter

FRIDAY,

'MRS.

JUNE

BIFFINS'

9th

DEMISE'

A relliM'd mirth protoking coined)

YANKEE

FILM CO.

344 East 32d St.

Better Safe
Than Sorry
littler to
opening
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guaranteed
i on
leasing
hire
even though

have the prompt
fire-exii
ri...,rs
l<y the in-ialla
Duprin Self-ReExit Latches,
the \ on Duprin
11 t.i need

1/ just . n
Witt, and not
lite and

have it. The
not K^at.
■ 1 difference i>- one of

New
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Voonegut Hardware Co., Distributers, loiianapolis, Intl.

Genre Motion Slides

[33135]
ADVERTISING FOR MAMMA
A Child's Plea That Is Rewarded
Released Monday, June 7th.
Length 1010 leet
A poor workingman and his wife are estranged.
The husband with hard work and long hours becomes in a measure coarse and brutal. The wife in
turn finally loses patience and courage and runs
away, leaving a note stating that she cannot endure
the hard, loveless life. The husband realizes the
situation when too late. The family get along as
best they can. The little girl keeps house for the
father. Finally the man is injured through an accident on the dock where he is employed, and 1- confined to his bed. The little girl is in deep distress.
At length Emmie has an idea. She prop
vertise for her mamma. She is certain that if her
mamma knew of their trouble she would come home.
The plan is carried into effect, and with success.
There Are Real Heart Throbs In This Feature Production

TRANSPARENCY

509 N. Clark Street

'"Vtf"&i
Storeoptic
jkufiT
i
Lantern
Slidri

of this pictui
and much used 1 •■■

A b..ult1ul

Phologr.

CO.,
< lilt A<.«>.

PICTURE
EDISON

The Story of An Indian Maiden's Sacrifice
Released Friday. June 9th.
Length 990 leet
A threatened Indian uprising sends I
into camp.
While scouting through the counti
party of soldiers drive their h 1
thereby unwittingly profaning a sacred Indian Spring This incident
takes place while the beautiful Indian girl Summer Morn it
close i" the spring. Calling her father, a strong protest is
made against die sacrilegt by the pale-faci
Lieutenant Bob, in charge of the scouting party, falls in
love at firsl sight with the beautiful Indian gii
his suit, he finally gains the consent Of her father to their
lent, returning to headqu.- |
Indian wile is ostracized bj the women of the post
Kcc
ognizing the unfortunate position Bob is placed in, Summer
Morn, although dear]) loving her husl
Her own people
Big Hear, her father, hides her and leads
Hob to think that she 13 de.n!
Two years later Bob w
and wins Ruth
A camping
honeymoon trip brings them into the Indian country.
Accidentally meeting Summer Morn. Bob'l old !
returns
The Indian girl, however, sends him ..
make her saci fice complete, throws herself int
The scenes

are used
in over 1,400 theatres,
advertising
the local merchants.
Write for 16-page illustrated catalogue.

MOTION

WORLD

THE LOVE OF SUMMER MORN

enough" "r "taki .■ anything
( hance '
hkr that on 1 ■ mind.
Buy
J) prin and

GENRE

PICTURE

III.

MACHINES

MOTIOCRAPH

POWERS

KALEM

COMPANY

INCORPORATID

NEW YORK. 235-239 W. Uk, St.
LONDO*, - 45 6errard St. W.
BERLIN
• - 35 Priedrich Sir.

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Save $75 to $150
l.iw/vi will make your old Mkuhinrhrad tie your competitor's new one.
^
Improved Btaxs, i .mis and tprockets
1.
Send an old, worn out sprocket (any make) to Lavezzi andfeet a sample of
h
Testimonials, etc.
Work Guaranteed. /
111.

LAVEZZI

2940

Herndon

MACHINE

WORKS
Chicago,

Street.

** TRANSPLENDENCY

M

WE RELEASE the DAY it HAPPENS

Ihe Perlecl Cloth Mirror Jcreen or Curtain

Operators and Exhibitors I

The gr atest screen or curtain before the
public, bar none. Ready to hang. Rollable,

President Taft opening New York's

$30,000,000 Library, released Tuesday,
May 23rd, 500 feet.
Launching of the Battleship Wyoming at Cramps shipyard, Philadelphia,
released Thursday, May 25th, 750 feet

won't crack. Brilliancy permanent. Sold by
the square yard or can furnish preparation.
Four big samples, four cents in stamps.
Strictly guaranteed in every respect.
From

Coait

to Coait.

The

Best

Write or wire.

1 >g 1 Vim nt for both films.
perl] Hindi' with Bull Dog
never come apart
or thicken, no matter how

Our specials sold to anybody at 8c.

Remember,
who

send

per foot.
PAST RELEASES

The Benjamin Center Co., Ntwburgh, N. Y.

Moving
N..«

Be "ti the safe side and oil your machine and electric fan with One Drop
It saves repair lulls on M P. Machines and electric fans that are oiled
with it. run noiselessl) and consume less
current

nni'le

In me

Suffragette Parade,
N.Y. Police

Picture Pianists

.

1 "I

..M.l

praised

by

1

of

tt

many

CLARENCE

\-k your film exchange or M P Sup. 1 lement
and

E. SINN
CHICAGO,

HAVE

ILL.

WHITE DUCK

SUMMER

Coat (white braid), Pants, Cap, S3. 25
Cood Material-Well Made

750

"

GOOD

MUSIC

ILL

The

Powerful

FOAM

Perfumed

Disinfectant

of $1.06 for a four quart order of assorted
I ,i-raniiini. l.uxuran. Azuran and Viodot, we
will ship you KREE a large compressed air
sprayer and an artistically colored glass slide.

ILLINOIS M. P. SUPPLY CO.

8 Bail i>"K Cement

300 feet

-

AROMA

520 Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, III.
1 Spokane,

-

-

SPECIAL TRIAL OFFER ON

UNIFORMS

OIL CO.

-

-

-

AMERICAN THEATRICAL SINUERS AGENCY
59 Dearborn Street
CHICAOO.
Hllllard Campbell. Mgr.

Motion Picture Theatre

Oil and Bull Dog Film Co
tnanufactured only by

"

AVAILABLE
-

Special Event Film Co., 12 E. 15th St., If.Y.

I >:>C'

1910) for 10 part*
mi on both numbers.

( HI

THE ONE-DROP

Verdict

Earth

we are thonly manufacturers
samples
We show you.

1111c bottle

Cement

One

On

Agents wanted.

Sanitary

1 67 W. Washington Street
CHICAGO. ILL.

Service Corporation

80 Wall Street, Ne»

York

<

Y\/HEN in need of real Film Service — the kind that satisfies —
** write or call on us.
BARGAINS

Cfi\J •
^

!\/l
I 1V1
r.FII L.

AaTrLfF
t\\*
IV! Ej

BARGAINS

Inn
11IC,

12 East 15Ul Street, New York
133 Bastable Building, Syracuse

Free Plans To Increase
Your Attendance

T will rent my Empire Theatre for $75 per month
1 capacity 700; machine in house; for moving
pictures and vaudeville. Will play stock or vaudeville company on percentage. Nicest theatre in the
state; population 10.000.
Moving picture theatre
at Waukesha for sale, J600--J300 down. J20 month
rent;
population
10,000.
For Sale—
Biographs
and other
make films.
$5 to Imps.
JiS perBison
reel.
Will buy Passion Play, film, machines, tents.
H. DAVIS
W.trnown.
W«.

A POSTAL WILL BRING PARTICULARS
HARBACH

T0KIT0 0GAWA

& CO.,

• 09 Filbert Str..t.

Phl'a., Pa.

156

Perfumed Disinfectants
1 f»l with iprarrr - Seal.
10 f»l. "
«•
. NO CIIKAI* GOODS,

Form at Rtti
PinllM Is. 1
12. SO
13.00
10.00
7.50
18.00
13.00
BIT T1IK
MOT

W-

$ CO,

LaKe St. -K— . Chicago, Ul.

We are the largest Perfumed
Disinfectant Manufacturers
in the world, and have everything
you want in our line.
Nt

NOTE OUR

U. S. DISINFEC

236-238 Skillman Street,

:Ti

.W ADDRESS,

\NT COMPANY
Brooklyn, N. V.

THE

Song
ADVERTISING SLIDES
the origin

SLIDES

ANNOUNCEMENT
EXCELSIOR

"A Heart
o.

EXCELSIOK
ami a
»B«r."

"Down

SLIDES

SLIDE

CO.

SLIDE CO.
P no. by Holmes
PBb.

by

Music

If. Whltmark

I ■

Etodls & I'aley.
"Bend Me a ■
W. 8tern I'ub.

Wireless."

Pud. by Jos.
3arber 8bop

Film Perforating Dies
The A. Dewes Co.

NEW

ENGLAND

EXHIBITORS

u furnish nice Independent service of less than
twenty-five day and commercial.
Prompt personal
THE
PARK
FILM
COMPANY
1188 Main Street,
Bridgeport, Conn
W. M. Leighton. Prop.

-g-W
^HL

I LOOK
f » N J. 1
For a PI |>< Ton. r'ol
leatherette

-IVkB^S^Bi
^^H

neVr'".f»c.U».,Tdrat|wa)
OUR REPUTATION

|V^fl|

WORLD

SOUND

EFFECTS

"In the Land of Harmony." Pub. by Ted Snyder Co.. New York.
little Letters Make Three Little Words."
Pub. by Ted Snyder Co.. New York.
LEVI & CO.
"Dreaming My Love of You." Pub. by J. D.
Shlpman Co.
"Just Like You Are, Lore, Ao-day." Pub by J.
D. Shlpman Co.
I Love My Wife.— Shapiro.
lets So Where We Can Have Some Fun.— Shapiro.
I'm Trying My Best to flmlU
till nil o

10 Rods, Kangaroo
Heads Send U.S. Money
or Express order. If you
*•
wish C.O.D. send sufficient to guaranteeExpress charges.
E. P. ZEIDLER DRUMCO.Di-n

SLIDES

FOR

"Wanted: A Harp Like The Angels Play"
One of J. Fred. Helfs Hits. 'Muff ced.
A. L. SIMPSON, Inc.. 113 West 132d St.. M.t. C.
A

L. SIMPSON
'.shine

QtMM
In II
Can Turn the

■ -:.ii."
| Co.
I You."

<

-

"The

Pub.

:

by the Ideal

• (lag Margu-r

i

Pnl
Take

i

Losrtts.

Drui

Orchestra Di
direct from factory to you for $10.00
Shell -3x14- Solid Maple
ShellWalnut3x1 5-Kosewood or

HAVE

It Bark

and

Change

It f

I

MUSIC

GOOD

rs and Orchestras.
Guaranteed A rtists Alw.y . on the Wire.
American T lc at ru.il S 'tigers Age v.
140 N. Dearborn
CHICAGO, 11 1 .
111111,11,1

( IIMpIl

THEATRE

SALES

CO.

I CLFVEI^D. OHIO
CHICAGO. ILLINOIS
Dealers in Theatres anywhere in I
States and especially Chicago. Wri

Anything pertaining to the picture business.
FOR SALE— Clean films. $<; per reel and up.
subject to examination. Send stamp for bid
bargain list. GENERAL FILM RENEWING
SYSTEM. S4I Federal Street. Chicago. 111.

FEATURES
That

Get

Big

Money

We handle the largest line and variety of two
and three reel features in America. Not a failure in the lot. Look them o\rr
Truth About
the Pole Certlll Timtorj,.
Grenadier
Roland.
Fall of Troy.

W^

Cans-Nelson

Fight. Cu I .< .
Stand. U. S MiiUmr\
Mmnomu—rti.
Wolgast-Nelson

MOVINGPICTUREMACHINES

Jef fries

Days

F.^ht.

/oAftMff

in Reproducti„n
Che\cnne.
and

f'n.nlin
others.

C i S. M.STEBBINS
ln'.'s

Manufacturing Co.
'AI.MKRSr.

GET SIMPSON'S

.iay."
Pub. bv 1
"Blllle."
Pub. b]
"Vacation Days. " Pub. by BartOld Rossiter.
"Valley Korge."
Pub. by Jose Morris.
"The Baseball Guide."
Pub. by Harry Von Tllzer.
"You Dear."
Pub. by Harry Rossiter.
"Horry Back. Dearie." Pub. by Leo Friedman.
Chicago. 111.
"Soul of Mv Soul." Pub. by Jos. W. Stern.
New
York.
"Hurry Cp Those Wedding Bells." Pub. by
Lougbrake & Edwards.
Philadelphia.
"Kldland."
Pub. by Gus. Edwards. New York.
"I'll He With Yon. Honey. In Honeysuckle Time."
Pub. by Will RoBsiter. Chicago, 111.
"Hold Me Just a Little Closer." Pub. by York
Music Co.. New York.
"When the Golden Leaves Are Falling." Pub.
by Charles K. Harris.
"Cuddle Up Together and Sing Home Sweet
Home."
Pub. by Charles K. Harris.
•When the Girl Whose Heart You Long for Has
aHaviland
Heart that
You." Pub. by F. B.
Pub. Longs
Co.. Newfor York.

e<"«>'n e,°' "8« l»«

•
Not toys, but practical, serviceable
imitations that will give an exact reproduction o( the original.
We also manufacture a complete line
of drums and accessories. Chimes, Tympani.
Bells. Xylophones, etc.

Leedy

4

Rose and
Jckman
Co. the Aching Heart."
Indiana Way."
Pub. by Head Pub. W. Sler Or*. Pub. by

Old

PICTURE

Slide Department— Latest Releases

Competition cannot touch our prices

SONG

MOVING

KANSAS

M„...

si.

CITT. ISO

[NDI

THE.

ONE

CHICAGO

fclt^r

R. O. 51(88

FILM

EXCHANGE

SOUVENIR
^^g^v

5c.
EACH

■4a)

1

STAlls I tCTORIBS CO

siren

CUcar

SjJJ

THE

MOVING

Licensed Release Dates

Phltor

PICTURE

Bportl

laul

at Lucerne
(Sc.)
150
n i
rc*0
Franceaco
(Dr.)
858
Motor Boat I" the World.. 50
I iIT.)
080
Uaplda
In Japan
(Sc.).. 150

£J$

and
■

Mar

24— The

1 llatana.

» -

(High

I.

11— Rack

(Dr.)...
(8t I

to

. ,r.

(Com.)

the Primitive

Kind

lluld.y

I arm

804

■

(Dr.)
Mav

(Dr.)

looo

i Dr.)

1000

n
Nobility
and
Joo
(Dr.)
\.v I I upertmeni

2T— Jim

I

1000

(Com.)
it'™.)

(Dr.)

(Dr.)

1000
10"O
1000

(Dr.)

rjBBANECLIPSE.
ESSANAY.
May
May
Hay

«— Tti*
Bunco
)
0— Holding
Hla
9-Thr
laundry

Game

at

I.liardliead

Own
(Com.)
l.ady'a
I.uck
w.
Mar l«— Wild
Anlmala
In Captivity
May I"— Alkali
Ikea
Auto
ifom.)
Mar 23 — The
Atonement
(Dr.)
Mar

hr. i

SO— I

1000
800
(Com.)....
4i»i
,\V.
Dr. I. .n»>o
|Uo.) . . . lono
1000
1000

Mar
Mav
Mar
Mnv
Mav
Mar
Mav

Hi—
17—
17—
24—
24—
:il—
.".1—

(G.
Kleine.l
Rubber- Neck
Percy
(Com.)
370
The Jugglor'a Vengeance
(Dr.)
396
Flabguard
narbor.
Wales
(Sc.)
800
The
Haul's
Honor
iDr.)
682
(in (ho Frontier of Thibet, Asia (Sc.).. 420
The
Musketeer
(Dr.)
588
The
Sleuth
(Com.)
404
i .
Young
Interne
(Dr. i
750
Ol tin' North
Sea

!""•'

1000
1000

VITAGRAPH.
ii Derelict

GAUMONT.
O. Klein..
Mar
0—
Mar
»—
Mar 13—
Mar 16—
Mar 2i>—
M

■ - Return

Ml J IT

TlMWll
< fence

245
loon
1000
570
415

(Dr.) .

Mm

12

The

Mav

•

1"

r

May

If.

u

.

\

Dead

Night
the
Ta.

(Dr.)

S,-.rtMimn
Quackery

.r.in
ese
9SO

iCom.t
(Dr.)

June

Wel.-onir-

2

i

KALEM
April 2Sth— Slaheldee
(Dr.)
Mar 3— Tie
Hddle'a
Re.inlem
(Dr.)
Mar 5— When
the Dead
Return
(Dr.)
Mar
10— The loyalty of Don l.ula Verdugo
May 12— The
Carnival
(Dr.)
May 17— A Tragedy
In Toyland
(Dr.)
May 10— In BInaaniu
Time
(Dr.)
•■ Carrier Pigeon
(Dr.)
May 20— Tangled
Llvea
(Dr.)

May 11—
May 15—
May
IS—
May 22—
May 22—
May 2r—
May 20—

rot Mai
I Bummer

Morn

000

LUBIN.
Drifting
iDr.)
The
Angel
of the Sluma
(Dr.)
Her
Hnmhle
Mlnlatry
(Dr.)
A Hero— Almoat
(Com.)
The
namhier'a
Chance
(Com.,
Dr.)...
A Oood
Tnrn
(Com.)
The State Line
(Dr.!

1O00
1000
10TX
40*
000
1000
10O0
IO0D
1000

MELLES.

May
May
May
May

(Dr.)
Jack
Robhlna

4— Mary'a
Stratagem
(W.
Dr.)
11— The
Spring
Hound-Cn
'Dr.)
1*— The
Redemption of Rawhide
(Dr.)
25— The Immortal Alamo
(Dr.)

Her

EAGLE
23

:
Yii.igiai.h

(Dr.)

Prompt

10«>0
1000
1000

(Dr.)

Marner

stronger

Than

PREPARE
for
i
Hon
•hol.-e
i|ii.si

for

Brooklyn, N
WANTED.—
ilr.-.l.
Write
,-,7

Tuesday.

The

F.illsoii

and

THEATERS

FOR

RENT.

LARGE S.inare.
AIRD0ME
.".'
Times
for oneto lei
or
Iwithin
wo
seasons.
i-apai-lty
I..V111.
Largest
stage
of any
.
eonntrv.
No
o|.|«.sllioii.
Kulli
e,pilw„.,
for business
lnv. "■
of Mining
Picture
World.
New
1
FOB
RENT.— Open
air theater.
1,400 to 1.600.
No opposition,
care of Moving Picture World, New

Seating

/•

'-are

Beatli .
I

w.

678, Brial
Ariz.
AT
LIBERTY. — A-l

HAKiii: 1 1

vaudeville

FOR

Duly

30th.

Her

May
II

SALE.

FOR

SALE.

FOR
SALE.— First class Moving City.
Picture Theater,
seating
750 in the heart
of city of 6O.0OO:
eight
miles
from
New
York
City.
leaving
city.
will sacrifice.
Address,
THEATER
Moving Picture World,
New
Y

31st.

(Com.)

Right

0
and

FOR SALE.— Complete up-to-date moving plctnre
and vaudeville house seating 320. Also fine airdome, few doors away, seating 900. EverytmhBJ
new. Must sell within thirty days.
CENTRAL KANSAS, c
New York City.

i Dr.

(Dr.)

May

P

,- sw 1 1- ■

pianist

mer.
City.
SWIFT,nine
Complete

FOR
BALE.— Electric
fans.
12-inch
mid
smaller.
Hired
and
alternating
current.
11" volts.
A . few
for
batteries.
2.". volts,
all eipial
to
cosmos
ELECTRIC
CO.,
130
Liberty
St., New

Qnackery
(Dr.)
Chauffeur
(Com.)

Inheritance

ll Served

...
1006

1 I ,g

Didn't

lti-e

Thursday.
Dtltch
Cold

Hi. .graph- A

I Q .me
In Time

i Dr. i

June
Mine

..f Deception
for Press

.

1st.
(Dr.).

".OtO
(Con 1
1000
(Dr.)
. .1000
\ iguatlne
H)r.)..1000

Friday.
June
h of July

1000

2nd.
(Dr.)
...890

Motion Picture Handbook
FOR

Managers and Operators
Price $1.50

Vltagraph

The

End-

of

the

Earth

Postage

(Dr.)

Saturday, June 3rd.
Infant at Snakerillc
(W.

Com.). 1000

840
(81
058

MOVING

: New York City

*" BUY *■ ^r^tfiftrtt:

"""'" A'k

PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

Day and night service

STREET,

Prepaid

PICTURE WORLD

125 E. 23rd Street

aervice.

NINTH

State

5
Will
buy
tllnis. single
reels
what
i on have,
with
full pari Ionian.
North
Wnrnoek
St.. Plilladi

1000
1000

City,

v

Irlcal subjects,
in. In. ling I
.... moving
picture
niaolillies
W.
Mill IIF.I.L.

EQUIPMENT

(Dr.)

I

experiment

-Cnpld'a

FILM EXCHANGE

NORTH

Sake

shns

Wednesday.

Bdlaon

picture ahow

,„ ■, I MORRIS. KlsU-iM. M...

THEATERS

die
(Dr.)

Honor

Brotber'i
of

•i

080

PATHE
May 12 — The
Samonral'a
Expiation
May 12— American
Reantle«
May 13— I.ucla-a
Broken
Romance

I'mvclcome

for moving

town of 2,000 to 6,000, anywhere In the I'. S.
Canada, by A-l picture man. Address \\. ){., r
of Moving
Picture
World.
New
York City.
FOR
SALE— (
Mounted
Bald
Eagle.
7
wing
tip.
extra
large
bird,
jnsi
mounted,

Lddreaa,

IT.o.-s

Meii.s

April 20— An
rnwllllng
Cowboy
April 27th— The
Reformation
of
(Dr.)

Hie

FOR SALE.— Film
tlcle; low priced. I
and save money.
V
WANTED— Rcwnr
offer a good location

1000

r

1006
1000
000
(Dr.) 9R0
1005
040
1000
070
loon

(Dr.)

of

Man*

• langlng

tdrertlalni

1""0
985

i Dr. ,
ib (Dr.)
..f Fate
iDr.1
i phi's
Chauffeur
(Com.)
The
Ends
of Hie Earth
(Dr.)
\
Clever
Fraud
(Com. I

20*
at

(Dr.)

Hnngrj
Hearta
(Dr.)
II Mother
i Dr. i

Three
of a Kind
(Com.)..
Sprine-Ileeled
Jack
(Com.)
In the Daya
of Nero
(Dr.)
The
Bankrupt
(Dr.)
Jlmmle
on a I-ark— (Com.)
a Uaplda
(Sc.)...

»
Mnne

Reporter

MISCELLANEOUS.
CABB0N
HOLDERS— Guaranteed for
one dollar (II. 00), and unbreakable
aeventy five cents (75c). NATIONAL
80PPLI
COMPANY, 1T.36 ReechTlew Avenue (Beectivlew).
Plttaburg,
Pa.

J'lil v

SELIG.
May

Ahead
Cut.a

Trraeon

II. .,ii

■<■ com.)

Classified Advertisements
three eeata per were,

Utrli i Quendreau*.... K23
Indian
Maid
(Dr.)... 900

Heart of nn

•

I

WORLD

Write, wire or phone

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

COMING!
^/l

WORLD

COMING!

Production
of Unsurpassed
A
Heautiful
Story.

Merit.

THE

MACCABEES
LICENSED

MOTION
AND

PICTURE
MARKETED

BY

THE

PATENTS
BY PATHE

CO.

FRERES

You Will Need This
Film. Prepare to
Book It Without Fail.

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD
• ■■•■in. i

• >• -l.toneaa of Anspertl..

Independent Release Dates

i Needle
(Com.
Advertisement
(Com.)

rlsge

■bead

I
i

May

Champion-

29th.

I

Imp -Three
Eclair—
Tli.

.
Wife
(Dr.)
Other
Man

May

(Com)

I

v

April 28— Illi
May
3rd— The

Monday,

of

■ Kind I Dr. I
Mark (Dr.)

Di
(Dr

17-11

•

ruination

'-in.)

Wedneaday,

May

Slat.

Nestor — The
- ire (nro
(Com.)
• id's Girl

April

lT-Jerosalem

and

It.*

Mount

of

Olives

.■f Themaelrea
win,

Points

(Oom)
(Com.)

April 29— Hearta
I nder
Ollakina
May
2nd— The
Crlala
(Dr.)
May
2nd— The Joya of Persecotlon

•

May

8— A

Would

May 9 — Contagion
May 18— "Hlalmma
As
1

BIO
910

May
Mr

4J

MV— Gonga

(Com.)
Grows
il

Cow

,.

(Com.)

(Com.)..

Whiter

Sarprlse
I Dr.!..

Din

80— Civilisation

NORTHERN.
: egary
(Dr.)
t> Dnke
(Dr.)
innna
Seller
(Com.)
SiKirtaman
(Com.)

I*

Marrelona

-(Dr.)..

a

ft— Byes That
GREAT

Solnz— The

(Dr.)..

(Dr.)..

(Oom.)..

Imp — The

I.a-t

Italn—
Tli.
Ilex
— The

Monogram

Friday.
June 2nd.
Bison— A Taie of the Foothills
(Dr.)
Lax— .Inst
Bill's
I. nek
(Com.)
Lax— Arnold
Has
■ •
Solax— Never Too I. ate to Mei i
Thatihouser— A Circus
Sto\va«>,
rhe
I'rotender
(Dr.)

(Dr.)
E

RELIANCE,
May
May

• ; Ir 1 <Dr.).

Saturday,

8— Oyer the Shading
Edge
10— A Left Hook
(Dr.)

m>; IS— The Conflict

(Dr.)

Fields Scanned

June

3rd.

Great
Northern — The
Bogus
'• •
Itala— Knowsall
Anthropological
Doctor
Powers— Eyes
Tliat Sec Not
(Dr.)

iDr.]

I Slip

Mar 27— O'er

Appca

(C

(Dr.l

(Dr.)
..I

(Dr..

i

■ Mlnote
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
May
Apr.
April
April

-

and

the Maid

i Dr. i .

18— Where the Shamrock
Grows
;Dr.)
2S— Five
Iloare
(Com.)
80— Aa
Ye
Sow
(Dr.)
8— The
Hetreas
(Com. )
18— The
Little
Major
(Dr.)
20— A Daughter of the Revolution (Dr.)..
27— The
Realization
(Dr.)

LUX.
y
y

8— Bill Aa
ft— Fashion

a Toreador
(Com.)
and
I in Conaeooences
-

In

Tnj.ls

(Sc.)

a

(Com.)
:•

r lo— Bin at
y IB— All Through

Rat

(Com.)

. ..

t
I

HTW

YORK

MOTION
BISON.

PICTURE

•ailed

4
4
7
2

. s
4e
I

CO.

P.nr

ll

May
Msy
May
May
May
May

COMPANY.

8rd — Susceptible Dsd (Com.)
8rd— Nesrly
a Hero
(Com.)...
ftth — The
Somnambulist
(Dr.)..
10— Nearly
a Hero
(Com.)
17— Ills Dumb
Wife
(Com.)
1»— In the Nick of Time (Dr.)...
Ofllcer and

f 2— Shlftys
Claim
(Dr. I
y ft— The Knight of the Trail
(Dr.)
f 9— CroWa
Defeat
(Dr.)
r 12— The
Foremana
Bride
(Dr.)
7 18— The Broncho Boater*! Rival
(Dr.)
y IB— The Cheyenne Uedl Ine Man
(Dr.)
•:aw
and
the Female
Detective

a&tffyr\
FRAME YOUR

(Dr.)
80LAX

t

Gentleman

POSTERS

BRASS EASELS AND
BRASS RA/L/NC
BRASS POSFER FRAMES 11
FOR EASELS AND WALLS

(Dr.)..

THANHOUSER.
May
May
May

19— Lad*
28— The
2t(— Get

Clare
(Dr.)
Stage
Child
(Dr.)..
Rich
Quick
(Dr.)...

April
May
May
Msy
Msy
May
Msy
May
Mar
May

28— The Girl of the Coral Reefs (Dr.).
1st— A Kentucky
Girl
(Dr.)
r.th— Zelda,
the Gypsy
(Dr.)
8— In Sunny
Itsly
(Dr.)
12— The
Angelas
Bell
(Dr.)
IS — An Indian Itrave's Conversion (Dr.
1ft— The Banana Planter's Peril (Dr.).
22— The
little
Western
Rose
(Dr.)...
2r_Tl.wartc,l
|,v Nell Pierce (Dr.)
20— The Birth
Mark
(Dr.)
Pretender
i Dr. i
:. '1 he s- andal
Monger
iD

AMBROSIO.
(By

V.

T.

M.

•
'
'Her
Roland
r 10— Tweedledum
la Late
r 1"— Air
Bnhbles
■
r Roland
^v Maiden

P.

Co.)

0

ITALA
-The

(By ». Y. M. P. 0..)
Rottle of Milk
(Com.).

June

SPECIAL
NATIONAL

f\ Put in our Eaaela and I
Poater Frames and watch ||
your attendance grow.

YANKEE.

(Dr.)
(Com.)

ROLL
Get the Samples

TICKET

TICKETS

COMPANY

StocK

Brass

DON'T

Push and Kick Plates, Door
Guard Rails, Eto.

LOW PRICES
BEST WORK
DELAY but write today tar comsl.t. eatalaf
ACENTS W
NTED

THE

NEWMAN

MFG. CO.

717-719 Sycamore St., Cincinnati. 0.

TK' Bi* TJST% olors
Any

Printing

Tickets, 6 Cents

Shamokin,

Pa.

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

For
Independent Theatres

fcW.Bradenburgh
Cinematograph Films

OfficialOnly!!!!
Slides ;
Favorife Players !

233 North Eighth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Phone, Market 334
Cable: Brad-Films, Phila.
Code: A. B. C, 5th Edition

Films at 8 cts. per ft.; posters tree
Texas Ted's Defense — Bison.
Maid or Man — Imp.
At the Duke's
Summer
Skies —Command
Reliance. — Imp.
A Red Man's Gratitude — Bison.
An Indian's Ambition — Bison.
Locked Out — Reliance.
Grenadier Roland — Ambroiso.
A Daughter of the Revolution — Rex.
Love of a Gypsy Girl — G. N.
Judas Maccabaeus — Cines.
Woman's Wit — Cines.
Laundress' Son — Itala.
From Factory Girl to Prima Donna
—Color Kine. Co.
Revealing Book — Unitas.
Films as new, S40 per reel;
posters free
His Father's House— Nestor.
Strategy — American.
Redeeming Angel — Ambrosio.
A Plain Tale — Reliance.
For Washington — Thanhouser.
Corinne in Dollyland — Solax.
A Warrior's Squaw — Bison.
Mexican Centennial — Special.
Films at $30 per reel ; posters free
Checkmate — Thanhouser.
For Her Sake.
The Norwood Necklace — Thanhouser.
For My Pal — Powers.
Man in Twenty-Three — Nestor.
Sleepy Hollow— Nestor.
At Cedar Ridge— Nestor.
A Brass Button — Reliance.
For Remembrance — Reliance.
A Country Girl— Reliance.
On Kentucky Soil — Reliance.
Her Fatal Charm— Itala.
Foolshead at the Kinematograph —
Itala.
Blue Domino Disguise— Ambrosio.
A Wife's
Ambroiso.
The
Creek Calvary
Claim —— Bison.
Redskin's

Secret — Bison.

— 'almost given away"

Drop a card to-day for further information to
OUR PATENT ELECTRIC BELLS create treat
tnthmiiim la Morioc Pictmre Uoua, play from >
keyboard at a aolo inurnment, or at aa accompaniment
to soars. Twtaty-five Belli, two octavea chromatic.
lacUaiac rssoaators. macaeta aad keyboards. (75.00.

J. C. DEAGAN
CHICAGO,

3800 3810 N. Clark St.

231 North Eighth Street, Philadelphia

Room 207, 1 47 4th Ave.,
New York City
(Operating by Exclusive Permission of
the Independent Film Manufacturers)

ILL.

"SILVERLICHT"

"LaGinematografia
IS ITALY'S LEADING Italiana
PAPER edFOREstera"
THE
ANIMATED
PICTURE

Aluminum

P17BLISHED FORTNIGHTLY.
js, 36 and 40 large pages, 8 shillings per annum
Editor-prop'r: Prof.($1.60).
GUALTIERO
I. FABRI.

NEW

EXCHANGE
- NEW FILMS
Western Dramas
Repertory Comedies
RELIABLE

ROBERT

Motion Picture Curtain

Eitraerdinary Features ire

Films from 50c. to Si. 00 per reel.
Write for particulars.
second-hand machines.
All supplies cheap.

and

LETT, Prop.

FILM
Room

BooKlet

500 new and

260 Motion

Bids., -MO S. Dearborn

St.. Chicago. III.

I guarantee quick and satisfactory
rep.iir work on all machines.
Only genuine parts supplied. Get
my priors on OXE DROP OIL
and BULL DOG
CEMENT
th< beat jrtk'es ot their kind on
the market

15Q18

Fort Wayne Electric Works
1402 Broadway
WAYNE,
INDIANA

m

EXCHANGE

Operators!

COMPENSARC

FORT

Independent Film Service

INDEPENDENT
Photoslide
Company

H.

A.

MACKIE

733

HALLBERG
THE

Get Our Prices

ECONOMIZER

SAVES

"The Fall of Troy'
And All Big Features

two-thirds on
electric
bill
and BBftkM B1QCI
I
on the tint eu.t of

Slides
P

Wonderful

Lieutenant

Rose

all

I rarry
makes

stork
M.

iu|
rtd artistic
W e supplj illuM
.tin kind oi buriaeu
..lisolutrK

of
P.

Series

If you have nut shown these big special feature, write
ings are rapidly doting up mi these
We Import them direct ii
and are the only exchange handling
them

Advertising

.irr of

your complete equip|' PRICES
Let us onquote
you service.
our
SUMMER
regular
We can
, lupply you from the best makes of the
Sales Company.

|3 If f\

pure
\^
01 express
shipment ti> .uiv place in
■ .,1. 1

J. H. HALLBERG

t.*Wcfi

1 ma|a«w

Mm >

r ,*,t.

ERKER BROS. OPTICAL CO.

Illi;

MOVING

PICTURE

GUNDLACH

Electric Fans From $7.00 up

Projection Lenses

Write foi Catalog
.iiul price list ol Fans,
( !arbone( londensers,
Exit Lights, Slide
Carriers, Reel Cabinets, Etc.
Hudson

Will Improve Your Picture
make It sharper and increase (lie illumination
TO ORDER, give the height and
width of the screen, width of picture
wanted and distance from lens to
center
machine. of screen. State make of
'A complete stock Is carried by

NICHOLAS
POWER
COMPANY, New /ork
ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MFG. CO.. Chicago

Electrical

Every lens is sold subject to approval

Supply Co.

Gundlach-Manhattan
Optical Company
808 Clinton Ave., So.
Rochester, N.Y.

See tOhal They Say About

A Novelty For You To Feature
Stirring,

Startling,

SILVO
KURTAIN KOAT

Vivid, Realism

Portraying Prison Life In

THE

OHIO

PENITENTIARY

Pottsville, Pa., Dec. 8, '10
Please ship C. 0. D. one can of Kurtain Koat, as
I have used the other can and found it to be the

Camera I ilimpses of the

World's Greatest Penal Institution
50— HAND

COLORED

WORLD

greatest thing I ever saw.

SLIDES— 50

Kansas City. Mo.. Dec. 17. '10
We have examined Mr.
's curtain and have
nothing but praise for the results in comparison
to
other curtains.

Perfect in photography, dear and life like in detail, briland beautiful in coloring.

Each One A Feature In Itself
ten spared to make this the
i prison pictures ever produced.

$

The Greatest Feature of This Great Feature
is the famous Annex with its Death Cage, Old Gallows,
.. Demon and an Actual Picture of
evi r made.

It Will Bear Investigation
and there is no time to lose. They are selling fast and
furious. Orders filled in turn as received.
Get Busy.

KURTAIN

Owned and Controlled by

2109 W. Lake Street

E. J. Eichenlaub Attractions ""ASSZuV"

MANAGERS,

ATTENTION

Beware
of SYDNEY
himself as our Agent

MOTION
MIRROR

TRANSPARENT
FRANK

MANNING,

KOAT

CO.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

!J

COHEN
who
represents
He is NOT in our Employ

MANUFACTURERS

THE

6.00

and following directions will give you the same
results as above. One can covers 350 square
feet.
Order from your
exchange
or C. O. D.

General

AND
Eastern

PICTURE
OF

SPLIT
Agent,

SCREEN

CO.

SHELBYVILLE, INDIANA
MIRROR
SCREEN
355

Bedlord

Avenue,

Brooklyn,

N. Y.
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Moving Picture Exhibitors

PRESTO EMERGENCY CLAMP
A Quick Relief for Lamp Accidents

ir it possible to secure comfortable, even
illumination throughout a theatre without a
brilliant light in range of vision.

A NECESSARY
ADJUNCT TO EVERY
OUTFIT
AVOIDS
DELAYS.
ADJUSTED
IN ONE
MINLTE
Write for Dttcriptive Circular

q The Eye Comfort Syttem of Indirect
Illumination is a notable success in the lighting
of Moving Picture Houses.
(J Theatres in all sections of the country installing this inexpensive and very desirable
electric lighting system.

PRESTO

EMERGENCY

Box 264

Annual

Subscription

CLAMP

SYRACUSE,

to Moving

MOVING PICTURE
& LANTERNS _

CO.

NEW

"i ORK

Picture

World,

$2.00

MACHINES

calcium

EE^^W^SIrthan

S^CARBrtlGHT

ANOTHER

~
TRIUMPH

ENTERPRISE
i■ „

miii

TOGO CALCIUM GAS OOTFIT
Complete

with

Rubber

Tubing

and

Keyless

Je

SUPERIOR WORKMANSHIP and HIGH GRADE
MATERIAL combined with SAFETY and SIMPLICITY place the TOGO far ahead of any other
cheap outfit.
PORTABLE and ready for instant use - $25.00.
Anyone can operate it
MANUFACTURED

fl You are undoubtedly interested in this
important matter.
H Wnte u. for full information. Our engineering department, on receipt of particulars, will
furnish, free of expense, report and recommendations.
Sold

by

Electrical
WRITE

National

Trade
TODAY

Generally

l BY ALL DEALERS

Fresh

Air

is

Worth
Hot

X-Ray Reflector Co.

Ventilate

r

jQ

pre ysu desiring a service undei
s from date of releaser

tod

OOOl

fOM

theatre

vith

Garden City Ventilating
Fan
INEXPENSIVE
NOB
EFFK3EN1

DURABLE

Pwtnhhf
constantly
a iupply
oi
fre^i pwrv air. e?.han>t> the b«l air.
Advertiic the fact and your Boi I
will ihow it.
Draws tl»e CtOwdJi im-M
»nd kerf-*
them OMafcg
COOL

Prompt Service, Right Prices
Wire. I'hone or Write.

lallance

Film Service Company
Davenport, Iowa
Dealers
n M
Machines and Supplies.
Sale. 150 Reels
in
Condition, Cheap

Money!!

Weather is Comin<>
Prepare for it Now

227 Jackson Boufevard
CHICAGO. ILL.

For

BY

The Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564 W. Randolph St., Chicago

Good

Our Renovating Plant Capacity J50
letls per day. Reels received in moratog
returned same d.iy.
Send Irl.tl order.

BULLUII 31 TOURS FtJ

GARDEN
tSTABLISMED

I87B

CITY

Manulacturcrm

FAN

CO.

McCorm ich Bldg. , Chicago,

III.

[NG
M jK V fc

NO

PICTURE

W'mrlD

E Q U A. L

If you arc in the Market f»r

SECOND
HAND
FILMS
Write to the largest and most reliable Dealers and Importers of
these goods in the U. S.
SUPERIOR

TO

ALL

International Film Traders
Incorporated
3 \Ve«t 1 4th Street.

NEW

YORK CITY

THE CHAUTAUQUA
FILM EXCHANGE
Best and Cleanest Film Service in the World
Complete Programs for High Class Entertainment — Films,
Songs, Stories, and Lecturettes— SOMETHING NEW
All Standard Machines — Projection Supplies and Slides
538 S. Dearborn

WRITE
TODAY
....

Street

CHICAGO,

Moving Picture Machines
Bought, Sold aod Exchanged
/ Have Several Calls For
Second Hand Machines
What Have You To Offer?

ILL.

H. A. MACKIE

THE
CELEBRATED
SCHUG
Moving Picture Electric Light Plants

Electric Light Plants for Moving Picture
, Circuses, Carnivals, etc.
Why
use the
acetylene gas lights, with all their

853

Broadway
'Phone : 2478

New York City
Stuyvesant

Be a Motion Picture
Playwright

■ for Bulletin No.

The Cincinnati-Buckeye Film Co.
One

of America's
TWO

Biggest Buying

Exchanges

OFFICES:

315-317 W. 4th St., CINCINNATI, 0.

422 N. High St., COLUMBUS, 0.

Buying the Entire Independent Output
For a real
DON'T

LET

JUNK

up-to-the-minute service,
DEALERS

AND

write, wire or call

WOULD-BE

FILM

MEN

KID

YOU

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

I In the Frozen North
THEY

DON'T

IM EI EC D

YOU
^^^

THEM

DO

Fans off All Types for Immediate Delivery

QUALITY
Wall

—

prices
Ceiling —

RIGHT
Desk — Ventilating

Chas. L. Kiewert Co.

39 Cortlandt St., New York City

309 Carson St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Ornamental
K J

: : Indestructible

Fire Resisting

as the name implies, are made expressly for

::- £■&

J. j >..;-'.'.

BIOGRAPH CARBONS
Biograph Machines
Each Carbon Stamped

-"ARCO-B"-

hSBeIs
/ / i■ ,
THEATRE

AND
ARTISTIC
Designs

STAGE
FRONTS
CEILINGS

Suitable to Any

Building.

Blot Prints, Suggestion* and
BMtH
Bool

ln-o.
M.

"B" stands for Biograph, for quality and the mark of the genuine
article.

Ask

for

Our

EitiDesign

Order from your exchange and
see that you get them or write to
us. Samples free.
L. E. Fromp
222-224

The Kanneberg Roofing and Ceiling Company, comoN

& CO., Sole Importers

Greenwich

St., New

York

A Question to Exhibitors for years,'* Film Service," Soh cd

Consolidated

Amusement

614 to 619 Rhodes Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.

Company

Bil-Sol Theatre Bldg., Houston, Texas

SUCCESSFULLY whipping oui tubrentera, pikers, cold copy buyers, in a would be filmexchti
building up »nd demonstrating, whai INDEP1 ND1 N I film lervice real!) it, guying the entire
output of the Motion Picture Distributing & Sales Co., with duplicate! tufficieni to luccetsfull)

covei LOUISIANA,
rEXAS,
MISSISSIPPI,
FLORIDA, \< »K I n and S( M l H C \K< >1 INA

Whatever
Write,

Wire

Your Requirements.

or Phone.

Name

the

situation

ALABAMA,

rENNESSEE,

GEORGIA,

You Need Film-We
and

we

will

meet

it with

Buy It.
A

SERVICE.

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD
honor ami solve the queer myalery, aha
hires a il.-te.tlve. lie visits the hotel and flnda
that
the man
who occupied
the r.«mi
previous, to
Mr. Smith waa James Ogden, (J. O.I, ami after
this, he ►:.-tB the f..rwardlnt book and
n'a home a.ldreas anil starts out to hare
i.c.lin lit. lain. Meanwhile, Ogdeii ratsrns boms
and hia wife Inquires for the whereabouts of the
shirt. Ogden replies he has sent It to the laundry.
The truth dawns on him when he realises thst he
must
r.tnrn
ami
get
the ahlrt
and
he la rourh

51 W 28- ST ^
/// /taws h„s*
nrse.
Special rate* to
& nd lor free illustrated dialogue.

rrlvea an. I saves '>Rden
from
a situation
tliat mltrht
jr.-.,
-.t
He
screes
to faee Mr.
Snilth ami tell him all about It. He makes It
pn-KlMe f..r the Smiths to go on their marital way
In peine
with
iloiiht
it n.l iiilsglTlni;* .lispelle.l.
The

School class meets every morning and after.ii.| iIsts meet every Monday,
Wr.lnrvd.iy and Friday. We
antee you a $15 position.

beat

In

«

white

iTi-.ii'.

nn.lertakea

positively guar-

OIl/rE.SI R TO SAVE IT lintJCV

Wr bar** a Powers* Cameragraph No. 5
jj A- I rond.Mon lor $85.00 and an Edison
llxh.l.ition Model Machine for $60.00.

t.

We o.irry ■ large line ol electrical supplies
and furnish everything for the theatre.
• t

line

■

!.• flrl

■ rtrl ■

i l.l«

has

the

rffe.

i

•

'.rant
to artttrir

THE
mi

a

enttl,

ail -i.na

•
any
ami

.

n

»hrn kfn
nabanil'a
tblaj

alnna

In
the

I hM
t*m

York City

• Mrth
g Grant,
fr.nn

'mlt
Maine.

all

J. 0— When
a
ahlrt
f..r a man.

alnioai

ri.tim a da.iiTriftlf

a farewell

by

,.f tiirnlni; •
ll,.rrln,-.l
ai
anre
tnoaga
' 1,1k Wlfi
him-

-

«ml
Bui

MOVING PICTURE PLANT WANTED
I II W I A CASH
III VSR
FOR
\
COMPI l n sll
LABORATORY
IND
MACHINERY I <»k me MANUFACTURE
oi- MOTION PICT" \t\ B WOULD Also
CONSIDBR THE PURCHASE Ol- A PAkTIAI.I.V

EOl

IPPKI)

PLANT.

AI I M

I guarantee to save more than
half of your current bill and
give you a better and steadier
light if you will let me install

EDISON
Economy Transformer

(.<>-

TlATloss STRICTU CONFIDENTIAL.
A.
V.
HARRIS
I IMM K HONTCLAIR,
:: NEW JERSEY

woman
net
troOblt
I

»i I■• >' tsstt
m
attain
a

f..r psaa*
rlluuii
o

J
m Ofdsa decides t
Mrlli.lny.
a vrr
i ahlrl li.-liiK

n the ahlrt an.l 0
» aMrt
an.l
the n
« i
'Unf,

than

at

rhll.l

( JrrMil » ItOTJ

• | - admissions sad attempt*
■ "> -III l"iT.' nnunlii
..in ..f the ramp.

. ast Mm

atOHOGRA*
pur.-ha.e
a

I.,

Ii»rli<-.l
it

fr.>m

F. C. TAYLORNew

■

mu

4! Wttt JSta Street

•

.n.l
h

l»

U

OAVt THAN TO EARN IT MUNI. I

n;niin
»»h
loader
an.l
the
lnn.>cent

■

- In- t'-es
to lenTe
the shirt In Ihc hotel, with
He hni contra led It In the bureau

* the

r.«m

aame

hotel

a happy

In- haa Jimi

thonelil
a

of

f.«

n

■

ra.-alcl.

ami

g.>e»

and
i the mono
Ma lann.lry. At onee dark
ml
lll< wife
''r.ni?
Who
li
Itel

r II...

ilaja

bet
I

later

Intldellty
tear
ileinandlnR
» puuliil.
.at|.,n. an.l I.. Tln.ll-

ANOTHER

ENTERPRISE

TRIUMPH

A MOTIOGRAPH WATCH FOB FREE!
r> Theatre Manager
urs for the asking

and Operator,
no
just
as High-CI,

r what machine you have.
THE MOTIOGRAPH itself.

YOU
WANT
IT NOW— WE WANT
YOU TO
HAVE IT — A HANDSOME COLD FOB FREE
ENTERPRISE OPTICAL M NUFACTURING
CO.,
MAKERS
OF

THi

564-572
W. Randolph Street,
MOTIOGRAPH

CHICA60, ILL.

THE
SALE -ONE
IK MiKHi
BEELS FILM
Extra fine condition
iia a Reel
MAYER SILVERMAN
105 Fourth Avenue
Pittsburgh, Pa.

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

IOB

-McKENNA-

OPERA M CHAIRS
FOR

EVERT

ESTABLISHED

PURPOSE

WRITE

l.OOO STYLES

The A. H. Andrews
174- I 76 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

c

M
A
I

BRASS
<*»
KICK PLATES
STAIR TREADS. DOOR SILLS

McKenna Bros. Brass Co.
PITTSBURGH,

PA.

The Best
Uniforms
For the money

Natty Up-to-Date
Styles
For Employees of
Moving Picture Theatres
Write for illustrated
catalog and samples of
cloth.
Free on application.

D.KLEIN&BRO.
927 Market Street
PHILADELPHIA . Pi.

FILMS
FOR
RENT
New Films High Class Service
Tha Pioneer House, With 8 Yeare*
Eiperlenoe

and
Beok

S250.000.00
Of H

Writ* To dot for Term*

EUGENE
87 and 88

Dearborn

CLINE
SL,

Chicago

GEO.VVaBENNLTT

. 744 W. 5th Street
L CINCINNATI
THE AUTOMATIC

OHIO

THEATRE

R
S

CHAIR

It is a friend to the public.
It advertises your theatre and
makes your business grow.
It folds automatically and can
be revolving, stationary or self
ghting.
It is the only a initary chair.
-| Chair.
It is the world's greatest thef you have not seen our latmodels, investigate.
' ' e today for circular A.

•:srv mm;. <;<>.

FOLDING
CHAIRS
For Moving Picture
Showt.Crand Stands,
Assembly Hall., etc.
In section* if wanted.
Write for Catalog No. 2

The Kauffman Manufacturing Co.

FOR

Opera
Chairs
the Wisconsin Lumber
and Veneer Co.
Port WetMertoi. Wit.

No.

31

Co.
Branches in all leading at*.

Opera and Assembly Chairs

Prompt Shipment*. Write for Cltlloguo
PEABODY SCHOOL FURNITURE CO.
North
Manchester
Indiana
A'rw York Agsnts. ROBERT J EHLERS CO.
d 13d St.
Ncv
. NY

WE

CAN HURRY

YOUR ORDER OUT.
STAFFORD
Chair,
eicell all others.
HEAVY FIVE PLY
seats and backs.
The last-forever
kinJ ,
illrr
|
j have forgot-

STEEL
CHAIRS TOO
H. STAFFORD
CHICAtiO,

BIFO, CO,
ILL.

CHEAP
mi <iki OU.U
Mill

SPECIALTY:
Prompt Shipment

1865

CAT.

IKAME

ABSOLUTELY
NON- BREAKABLE

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLP

The Eagle Film Company
Will begin releasing, on or about JUNE 12th the finest examples
oi acting and photography ever offered to the American Exhibitor.
\\ I niter special inducements to the exchanges that support us NOW.
Our advent means a NHW DEAL in the Film Business based upon

A Square Deal, Courteous Treatment
and

Painstaking Attention

to the

Business of Every Customer

Write for samples of posters and photography and our proposition.

Eagle Film Company
90 WEST

NEW

STREET

WILLIAMSON'S.;
Factory Supplies
Have Equipped the Leading
Independent Factories
Cameras, Printers and Perforator*

YORK

CITY

W. E. GREENE FILM
EXCHANGE, Inc.
The

Oldest and Largest Independent
Film Exchange in New England

NOTICE TO EXHIBITORS
We are prepared to take care of any amount
of summer business in New England. You don't
have to worry about your film service when you
ate trading with us; we do the worrying for you.
The pick of the output of the Sales Co. is at
your service. Write, wire or call at

THE

WILLIAMSON

PERFORATOR

Write for Descriptive Catalogue

A. G. WHYTE,
36 East 23rd St., New

Agent,
York

W. E. Greene Film Exchange
INCORPORATED

228 Tremont Street,

Boston, Mass.

Telephone "" Oxford

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Over 1000 Sold
Since January First
That is the record of " Power's No. 6"
since New Year's Day.
If you are going to buy
a picture machine, buy the
only one of proved merit
And do it now.
Don't delay and be disappointed indelivery.
Any livejdealer can supply you.
Catalogue G sent postpaid on request.

Nicholas

Power

Company

15-117 Nassau Street

New York

For thirteen years the leading makers of moving
picture machines

Electric Light Plant Complete
$250.00

Larger Plants at Proportionately Low Prices.
In. lu.linjj llir relrl.iale.l Dl TRllIT

KIKOMNK

]•. N < ', I N I an, I

dynamo
OF SUFFICIENT
CAPACITY
TO FURNISH
CUKKKNT
FOR YOUK ARC AND 10-16 c. p. TUN<
1. AMI'S (,,r UlomlnatioB.

Total co*t of operation lr.
-i day.
Civet you
t>etter li^ht than you < an Imy.
Civci you the tame light in the
afternoon at at night.
Can be operate! !>y a ten-year ol.l child.

CAN MAKE IMMEDIATE

SHIPMENT.

DETROIT ENGINE WORKS,.4

•STH YEAB

=Wuru7zer=

The lending Plcti

Wurlitzer Automatic Musical

Instruments

I he v furnish better music than musicians anil cut out that
great expense.
50 different styles.
Call at nearest
branch or write for big m-page catalog

THI; RUDOLPH

WURLITZER
II 1

I I * l In 6

COMPANY
If.«•! II,Mill

S.

O.

I III-

Sell Your

Old

M( >\ l\.,

l'l<

II Ul

W

'KI.D

Machinery

■

in", the cele-

: .1 common
original—
Motion Picbuild a l"t more non-infringing
We keep
Printing Machines,
■ lutfits, Chemicals.
l-aborator\
secrets. Film Stock and Film work, Perforating and Printer-, not cheap, but lasting and practical.
It you have condenser or lense trouble come to us with our long, practical

arc — is the

\ngU Wuminant, double dissolvpticon, Motion Picture combined] with only one
coming
machine — y< «n want
ii'> others if you
hj don't you come

provement;
we had him outside 15 yearn ago, now -we
have him
•
i<' other machine many facetting childish. Our
machine is not sfidcrwebbed by the trust and is protected by eight United States
;:i good fundamental claims, and you will want
matter how they roast them to you
I ! will dictate to you.
Li-ten:
Half the current, half the paraphernalia, half the weight,
half the current, double the light and half the trouble — no
md condenser cracking — with this machine the
operator
feels like a man and not like a slave; and the
picture i- so much
more
beautiful,
life true and eyeresting.
I" another
machine
which
will be ready
in a
month
for demonstration
we projec
a frame
of light
around the motion picture in addition to above
features,
all with but one arc of low amperage.
The waj of projecting a frame
of light around
the motion
pictures
as
shown m the Her-t method had been discarded by us in
- new way has been patented as being more
valuable: our device also changes colors.
We make high
slides of never seen beauty.
Our new
wire
terminal should be used by you exclusively— none half as
good
The government
is using our products,
why
not
don't know
us.
\Ve advertise little
ids advertise themselves.
We had the first machines in operation in Xew York;
we made
the fir-t M. P. machine
dissolving
and plain
Stereopticon combined
Cask Power-).
We had the first
Film
Framing
Device,
but did not monopolize
it.
All
machines now in use made good money out of our ideas,
and we became SO poor that we had to buy this 6-story
building to devote it to a home of modern Cinematography
in America
We also have a beautiful conservatory here
rmking water for the thirsty — Why not get in
touch with me;
we will teach you the science of Miror
Vita?, which is so real different from what you have ever
itter how long you have been in the business —
come and find out that the motion picture industry is a
science.

See our demonstration on to year-" advanced machinery. We do not belong to the Trust nor to the Inde■r call them
Friends— we
arc Xeutral,
and
ne interested is welcome to us.

If you can't call— write for catalogues on whatever you
are interested.
office.. troom
I

■

■in. Factory, Demonstration

219 Second Ave., New York
Near 14th Street
Phone Stuyvesant 1695
EBERHARD
SCHNEIDER
Conttructor,
WE-Mfim

Pretident

Mr and My Mtchuiiu

OUT,

and look at it- it's put up

• it is you or your office boy. < Mir ne« Motion
Picture head with die correct inside shutter

and

Manager

with

the

KIMBLE.
Reversible Alternating Current
any
forward

s

p>

o

o

<d

or liackT because it is a VARIABLE speed motor.
During performances, run it full speed. Then at night or
in the morning, or in cool weather slow it down and save
electricity. The slower the speed the lower the meter bill.
This alone will save its cost in a very few weeks.

I o \a/ or

prices

than
you can buy any other fans for in proportion to
air moved.
CES. 60 Cycles
1 10 or 220 volts A . C.
Cubic Feet
0-650
0. b.
Air
Weight
Not f.Price
R. P. M.
Per Minute.
Crated.
Chicago.
80-800
2,500
115 lbs.
80750
6,000
216 lbs.
lbs.
8o-;oo
12,800
415
$00.00
4.' in.
2
80-550 22,000 635 lbs.
27500
S65.00
150.00
apacities are for our straight-blade aluminum
fans. Blackman type, curved blade fans furnished at
the same

prices; but they don't do as much

mo-tors
for
ing picture machines — Special A.

work.

mov-

C. Motors, variable
Better results than with

speed, under absolute control.
help.
hand power.
Fill out the coupon, and let us show you how

we can

Kimble Electric Company
1118 Washington Blvd., Chicago
Kimble Electric Company,
1 1 18 Washington Blvd., Chicago.
Please estimate on fan equipment for theater as follows: Width:
ft., length
ft, Seats
people.
Current
furnished by

|
|
a
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I'M W\
THE ORGAN OF THE PHoKpLJGT J5ND JSIIIED INTEE3&ST6

PUBLICATION

OFFICE,

125

EAST

TWENTY-THIRD

STREET,

NEW

YORK

VITAGRAPH
LIFI

■OR-TR

AVALS

"FOR
HER BROTHER'S SAKE"
A black sheep finds a loyal friend in his sister, who suffers
her husband ignorant of her brother's real character.
Fortunate
right and her devotion and consideration are rewarded.

to shield him. and keeps
drcumstai

A Powerful Drama
Friday, June 9th.
from prison finds his child adopted
by wealthy
people, keeps his identity from her and her footer parents, sacrificing his onl) love
sake of his daughter, thus making some amends fOr his transgressions.

"THE
SACRIFICE'
A convicted criminal on his release
"THE CHANGING
A Society

OF Saturday,
SILASJune WARNER
10th.

tt

Drama

A young man shows the right spirit, asserting

his manhood

and

declaring

his inde-

pendence tyexercising his own judgment in opposition
t<> his father's tyrannical will.
A
complete change comes over the old gentleman's affairs and he realizes his severity, when
makes good and shows what kind of stuff he is made of.

NGXi

WGBK

\ "The Trapper' S Daughter." A "Klondike Drama," Tuesday, June 13th.
"Proving His Love."
A Drama, Friday, June 16th.
"Teaching McFadden to Waltz." Comedy, Saturday, June 17th.

of Vitagraph Players, 7 x <j inches rtody for fromimg: 20c. tack. |
them for lobby display and let your people get better acquainted with all their ;'.:.

Beginning June 28, Four Vitagraph Life Portrayals per week
one a Western reel.

The Vitagraph Company of America

M\V

YOkk.

I 0ND0N,

116 Nas>au St.

::•> Cecil Court

CHICAOO,

I0« Kandulph St.

I'AkMS. 15 k>ue Saintc-Cc, ile

CITY.

IVING

Sc/nes

From

"Flames

PICTUR1

and Fortune"

WORLD

Which

Vpu

Must BooK. JVctv

THE

I

Mr.

Insifter

SMOKE

POIRS

OUT

Says

I shall Insist, Insist, and /AS/sr
on being booked NOW
"FLAMES
release of

AND

for the

FORTUNE"

MR. INSISTER

Thanhouser
Released
Tuesday, June 13th
With t.real Rirdseye Views of (he Great <lt>

LITTLE OLD NEW YORK
is a story of the pitfalls that await the country boy
la of them, and he
shouldn't forget it This red will make him remember.
Rut aside from the moral value of the film, it carries
an interest-value that will be appreciated by those who
aren't
boys.Thanhouser
In point of release
interest of
of story,
many
think country
it the best
the month.
And the city scenes are even better than those in our
"City of Her Dreams" of last year. No. 210 Code

THANHOUSER

CO.,

NEW

N. Y.

ROCHELLE,

Coming!

HE FIRE SWEEP?

I

Scenes From

"Flames

LORNA

Released

Friday, June

16lh

The Most Talked-Of Film of the Year

FLAMES AND FORTUNE
is the famous fire picture that was mentioned in all the
leading newspapers of the country when a house in
Xew Rochelle was burned down expressly for it. We
took many more hundreds of feet of the fire than we
needed, and reserved the most realistic of it for this
reel. The picture is even more sensational than our recent "Railroad Builder,"and will prove a striking example of what Thanhouser skill. Thanhouser brains and
Thanhouser enterprise can do for your box office. You
will be amazed at the rescue of the child, the bravery
of the bucket brigade and the total destruction of the
house.
No. 220. Code word, Flame.

DOONE

THE DECLARATION

THE TOT IS RESCUED

and Fortune." Which

(from the Great Novel)

OF INDEPENDENCE

l?ou

AND

Must

THE FORTUNE

IS FOUND

"Book JVobtr

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

The Coronation
of KING GEORGE of ENGLAND
will be released first in

AMERICA
BY THE

Motion Picture Distributing and Sales Co.
Showing the ceremonies and grand processions preceding the CROWNING,
a very ancient practice adopted as far back as Solomon, in the year
B. C. 1015.
Showing, also, the English nobility and foreign notables, and all the
festivities, parades and other functions pertaining to this most widely
heralded event.

Almost all Exchanges have their orders in. If
yours has not remind them of it before too late
Remember people are spending million* of dollars and going thousands of
miles to see the event — so will millions of people pay to see these films.

-WEEKLY
MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY

PROGRAM-

IMP
YANKEE
ECLAIR
AMERICAN
CHAMPION
THANHOUSER
BISON
POWERS
CHAMPION
SOLAX
RELIANCE
AMBROSIA
NESTOR
REX
ITALA
IMP
AMERICAN
YANKEE
BISON SOLAX
LUX
THANHOUSER
RELIANCE POWERS
GREAT
NORTHERN
ITALA

Original prints <>f tin-, unexcelled program «.;m bi obtained In the 1 sited
Stato a mi Canada only inmi exchanges purchasing Him through

Motion Picture Distributing & Sales Co.,*"^\m '
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he American Film Mfg. Co. Chicago

When

you think off WESTERN— think of

"Flying A Cowboy

Films"

Release of Monday, June 5th

I

"A Sage Brush Phrenologist"

i mA ^^

"Elopements on Double L Ranch"

Original
Western
laughmakers,
Original in story, theme and treatmrni.
Original in that they will

Release cl Thursday, June 8th

■ $5000
DEAD

REWARD,
OR

ALIVE"

mo comedy.
S. iim- riwaril. von'll - .ukn.u\
K <lc<\
svclty.
tainment.
A
distinct
Vestern triumph in Comedy-Drama,

COMING
Release of Monday, June 12th

SVVi,

"THE WITCH OF THE RANGE"
The apex of endeavor in Western
Dramatic Production.
Release of Thursday, June 15th

"THE COWBOY'S RUSE"
"Law and Order on Bar L Ranch"
> Reward — Dead or Alhe."

AMERICAN
Bank

FILM
Floor,

MANUFACTURING
Ashland

Block,

WATCH
THIS
American
101 BEEKMAN

Moving
STREET

Picture
:-:

:-:

Chicago,

CO.

III.

SPACE
Machine

Company
NEW

YORK

CITY

THE

MOVING

[3313111

MONEY IN THE BA.\K
Showing How Money Does the Work
Released Wednesday, June 14th. Length 960 leet
BERTIE finds a bank book showing a small
credit to the owner. The same day his landlady tells him he must pay up or skidoo.
He gets an idea. Taking the bank book he writes
in deposits amounting to $50,000. That night at
dinner he apparently unconsciously drops the bank
book in the dining room where it is found by one
of the young lady boarders and shown to everyone
in the house. This means instantaneous popularity
for Bertie. The landlady from that time on cannot
do enough for him. She consents to his marriage
with her daughter and insists on showering attentions galore upon him, much to the disgust of the
other men boarders. The final outcome causes the
ladies of the household to bemoan their fate and
the men to rejoice.
Real Comedy Containing a Laugh Every Minute.

THEA TrueRAILROAD
Incident of the RAIDERS
American CivilOF
War.'62
Released Wednesday,

June 16.

PICTURE

WORLD

It's The

FILMS
Of QUALITY— The Films
That Please Your Patrons
That You Must Demand !
PROTECT
THE
REPUTATION OF
YOUR
SHOW,
by INSISTING
That All Your Programmes
Must Include At Least

One ECLAIR.

Length 1000 feet.

The General commanding a Division of the Federal
Army calls for volunteers to go on a railroad raiding
expedition within the ( onfederate lines. A number of
men quickly respond and under the leadershi
Andrew.-, evade the enemy's patrol, swim a river
and arrive safely in the enemy's country. At Big
Shanty they capture an engine and Hat car from a train
crew, run out on the line a few miles and begin tearing
up the track. In the meantime, the train crew from
whom the raiders stole the engine notify the nearest
( onfederate officers and another engine and car in
' onfederate oldi< 1 1 sent in pursuit The
race for life and final capture of the fleeing Union nun
are graphically portrayed in thU historically correct
motion picture story.
Tin- survivors of the Andrews Raiders, upon whose
exploit this story is based, have erected a monument
to their fallen comrades, and it stands today in the
National ( . inetery at Chattanooga. The engine is reproduced 1 1 miniature on top of the monument, and on
the left hand side 1-. a die containing the nai
"Raid 1 1" who w< r< ex< - uted in Atlanta; on the righl
■and
ide, a die containing the names of the eight
• 'i from prison at Atlanta; and at the rear
;i die containing th< nam.
ol tl
Sustained Action in Every Scene.
A Story That Proves Truth Stranger than fiction.
A beautiful Photogravure, hand colored In France,
at Alloa Joyoe, 40 ota. each,
poetaga
prepaid

10 Photos of the principal Koltm Ploy, n n I

KALEM COMPANY
INCORPORATED

Release of June

CAESAR BIROTTEAU
(from Balzac's famous

novel)

A tragic costume play of the eighteenth
century delightfully set, and convinciii. K at ted. An interesting film for the
classes,leled and
inten sicontains 950 feet ol unparal-

Eclair Film Co.
31 East 27th Street.

New York City

NEW YORK, 235-239 W. 23rd St.
LONDON
BERLIN,

- 45 Gerrard St. W.
-

-

35 Friedrlch Sir.

12th

Ol/r FilmPicture Pistributing

and

S*U$

Co.

■..; ii, H'KI

WORLD

The Apex of Accurate
Historical Reproductions are
in Champ Monday Releases

JUMP

IN!

I buy every good film on the
market, including the feature
films, in greater quantities than
any other exchange. If yon
hook up with me, you y,<t i\u<
Stuff weeks, and in most casff
months, sooner than you do if

They are looked for by theatre-goers,
Oil JUNETHEREFORE—
12th, the curtain rises on

"LONGSTREET
AT SEVEN PINES"

you're dealing with a piker and
have to wait your long turn.
I )ive into the pool of "l.aemmlc
Luck."
The water's fine.

Carl President
Laemmle,

The Laemmle Film Service
New

number

204 W. Lake St., Chicago, 111.
Sykea Block.
J5I7 Farnam St.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Omaha, Neb.
209 Fifth St
J JJO Wyandotte St
Dea Moines, Iowa
Kansas City, Mo.

!»f and

best film renter

i the

rid

For Sale or Lease
.v*

Moving Picture Studio
and Laboratories.

containing an episode founded on
Longstreet's attack at Seven Pines

Bear in Mind

Champ Wednesday Westerns

Western terse methods of dealing with

law-breakers

For Wednesday, June 14th,

"HIS
Come

LAST

back to the period of '76
EVERYBODY
EVERYWHERE

"MOLLY
Monday,

The

CROOKED

June

19h

enacted

DEAL"

Fully equipped and ready for
immediate use. Capacity thirty
thousand (30.000) feet daily.

Address, HOOPER

BROS.

308 E. Baltimore St..

Baltimore Ml.

KNOWS

Subscribe Now

PITCHER"
the memorable

and Keep Posted

date.

patriotism-imbued
heroine of the Continental Army
duty at the cannon's side

on

The Only Reliable
Representative Journal
of the
Moving

The Champion Film Company
Mark

M. Dintenfass,
iiki.

Gen. Mgr.

12 East 151h Street, New lYork City

Picture Trade

Foreign, (3.00 Per Year
Canada, $2.50
Domestic, $2.00

Moving Picture World
125 Ea.t 23rd St.
169 W. W.ihinfton St.
N. Y. City
Chic.ro, 111.
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THE

MOVING

GREAT
RELEASE

PICTURE

WORLD

NORTHER

FOR SATURDAY,

JUNE

3rd

The Bogus Governess
One of the best Sherlock Holmes detective
Don't delay in booking this headliner.
RELEASE

FOR SATURDAY,

JUNE

films ever

produced.

10th

True Love Never Dies
An interesting and appealing story realistically portrayed.
photography — Beautifully tinted and toned.
Length

Perfect
549 feet.

Dream
in a Waxworks
Show
A ludicrous comedy.
Length 375 feet.
All Up-to-date Independent Exchanges Handle our Product.

GREAT

NORTHERN

pr,Dav

the

^>i^^»

FILM CO., 7 E. 14th St., New York

WORLD'S

INDEPENDENT

^^

.^tjesM

The Films that Satisfy.

BEST— BAR

EXHIBITORS:

Jump

NONE

For Lux

Judiciously J

««™

,■,,»«

Films

OC U N D
OVI AL
OLLY

We want you to get the World's best every week.

LUX FILMS
Released, June
9, 1911
BILL AT PLAY
THE COMPANION GOVERNESS
Drama — 639

Foot

Bll

A pratty
litll.
,omantic
drama,
wall
thought out and caralully acted.
Will win
tha atlantion of evary audience.

TELL

ME IF YOU CANNOT

SI

LUX

I

t> I II I It FAQS!

East

Feel

LUX

SIMU'SIS

tEVERY
Jr'i\!!''r>,{.^uih^,.rH,,,i!:.
TIME YOU WANT, pleat*
ONE
AMD

I'AM

HI

I I ksl

The World's Best— Bar None

R.
lO

GET A

I OH

Comedy — 331

hor.a

15tH

Street

I

GET LUX

PRIEUR
■ i,

New

York

City

i\ [NG

NEW

cc
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Metallic Cloth Curtains and Screens
FIXED SCREENS.
The battle is won.

ROLL

CURTAINS.

DROP

CURTAINS

No more aluminum paints, calcimines, daubs or smears

A Newly
Invented
Metallic
Cloth
Producing' the Highest Known Results
PERFECT
PICTURES
FEATURE
REDUCED
POWER
COST
THOROUGHLY
LIGHTED THEATRES
Modejt In Cojt

"SUNLIGHT"
1100

*Permameni "Results

METALLIC
CLOTH CURTAIN CO.
BUILDING, CHICAGO

FISHER

K A L E M
ALWAYS IN THE
JUNE
26th

MONDAY.

Juarez

After

LEAD.=

the Battle

Which ended the MEXICAN REVOLUTION
and caused THE
DOWNFALL
OF DIAZ
THE

FIRST
MOTION
PICTURE
ever made of a BESIEGED CITY
directly after the battle

(Federal soldiers who have joined the insurrectos)

HAVE YOUR EXCHANGE BOOK YOU FOR THIS GREAT FEATURE FILM AT ONCE.

KALEM

NEW YORK,
LONDON,
BERLIN,

COMPANY,

Inc.

235-239 W. 23rd St.
45 Cerrard St. W.
35 Friedrich Str.

Moving' Picture World

THE WORLD

PHOTOGRAPHIC

PUBLISHING

COMPANY

- 125 E 23d. Street, NEW

(Beach Building)
SUBSCRIPTION:
ADVERTISING

WESTERN

$2.00 per year.

YORK

Telephone call, 1344 Gramercy

Post free in the United States, Mexico, Hawaii, Porto Rico
Canada $2.50. Foreign Countries, $3.00. Post Paid

and the Philippine Islands

RATES:
Whole page, $60.00; half page, $30.00; quarter page, $1500; eighth page, $7.50; one inch (3M in
wide),
one inch 10%(2% onein.months
wide), order,
$2.00; 15%
classified
(no display),
3 cents months.
per word. '
"
Time$3.00;
Discounts:
six months,
20% twelve

OFFICE : 169 W.

Washington Street (Po.t Building), Chicago,

111. Telephone.

Main 3145.

Automatic Phone 32732

Entered at the General Post Office in New York City as Second-Class Matter.
Address all correspondence "Moving Picture World, P. O. Box 226, Madison Square, New York," and not to individuals.
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The Dearth ol Comedy.
Ream-, have been written in this and other papers
about the dearth of comedy in moving picture subjects.
So far it would seem that words have been wasted. In
Spite of all that has been written there is as much lack of
good comedy today as there was a year ago. Protests
from all sources have gone unheeded. The prayer of the
exhibitor remains unanswered. Occasionally there is a
flash in the pan in the way of bright comedy, but it is
imped in the avalanche of tragedy.
In moving picture.-- the tragedy outnumbers the comedy
at a ratio something like 16 to 1. It has been
time and again that if some film manufacturing company
were to make a specialty of comedy, and comedy only,
it would in time establish a reputation as a comedy house
to which all exhibitor- would turn in their time of need,
and there feel sure that relief could be found from the
doleful doings of the morbid.
us to be made any more so b)
rubbing it in. The average man one meets is serious. 1 1<ma\ have eheei ful moments, or even indulge in frivolity
at certain time-, but these periods are a drop in the bucket
to the seriousness of the average business man. Just whj
11- a- they are i- rather hard h>
explain.
Taking the American public a- a whole, they work very
hard and they play ven hard.
Business during the daj
is an awful thing; awful in it- seriousness.
But once
the American people plunge into their
pnusements with a vigor that amount- almost to de
They are hungry for a laugh and the> are
• t it at any price.
They want relief from- the
of tlie day, and it 1- not to be expected that
their feelings are going to be much relieved by putting
them through an ord< al of thrill- an. I tear-. "Laugh and
the proverb.
We fail to remember am
such approving sentiment bearing upon ti
After h.i\ in'.' writtei
cms i" 11- like .1 lai
1 film manufac
hirer
did n< >l peci .1' :e
' make
a hou wh\
e of he
corned
as, in substance,
that it.1
film house cannoi build itself .i lasting reput
■mucin was that comedy i^ qui
the heart

Itmembered

B\ tin- he probably meant that il

and 1

duced a real good dramatic film that its life would be
much longer than the life of an ephemeral comedv. Comedies are all right but they do not last, would sum up his
idea of the thing.
Now it happened that a few days after the above interview . we were at a sociable where moving pictures were
being exhibited. Among other pictures shown was that
old comedy Standby, "The Runaway Horse." which is
ncarh four \ear- old. Also an old I'athe reel known as
"Jim Gets a New Job." which verges a little <'n hor.-eplav. and which 1- also nearl\ four year- old. A- in days
gone by. these reel- at that -elect gathering were as much
of a "riot" as they were when they came out. and in all
probability they will be a riot twenty years from now
wherever they are shown. It sounds wrong for a producer to make the remark that one cannot gain a lasting
reputation b\ turning out comedy. Charles A. How is
remembered with pleasure whenever hi- name is
and hi- play- are -till being played, and hold their own
with any dramas of the "< >ld Homestead" type.
The trouble does nol he in am
forebodings about a
grand reputation.
The trouble i- that it take- brain- to
be funny.
Anybodj can be serious and anybod) can be
tragic, but there are few who can command a laugh at
will. Comedy 1- a gift, a talent which in its higher form
i- very rare. Being rare, it 1- of course worth money.
It
i- a well-known fact that some <<i our film prod.:
parsimonious when it comes to paying for talent. Brains
are required in putting together and acting .1 successful
comedy.
It requires thought and thought must be paid
for.
People go t" picture --how- not because the) want to
cry.
The) have trouble- of their own
Manufacturers
1 mi t.. understand thi-, and continue putt
■n the assumption thai
membered where comedv 1- forgotten
the [tal
instance, the Ru

■

lan, who prefer- a little blood letting in
morbid instinct! i

I- the mi 1 it

cm dime novel id<
the manufa< tu
ha. I- the wa\ will realize not onh profit, but lit

,

Taxation Without Representation

ll a jury
iragraphs,

how the exhibit
m.iml"
..•.iii.ii politician
on him.
dulled to his righl . and after a
ghts .n .ill rhese things
ed upon in thai
wil1 not
• then again.
One thins we have always noticed, however, in this
n, has been the scarcity or absence of the movie man from deliberations of which he is the
principal object
There arc very few boards or committees that uc have heard of, mat have as their object an
; .hi of moving pictures, with which there is a
picture man identified.
As a rule the exhibitor
is like the poor fellow on the operating table waiting for
the doctors to decide whether they will cut his diaphragm
or his frying pan.
If he pulls through, the operation is
It' he dies, according to foreordination, it was
his day to die, and that is all there is to it. In either case
'the patient has no word in the consultation
over his
ailments.
The doctors decide what the trouble is with
him. without consulting him, and operate accordingly.
It is quite a notorious fact that the exhibitor is seldom
represented on any committee that is appointed or organized to deal with moving pictures. We have been
reading of censorship boards from Maine to California.
Likewise of child welfare movements and anti-crime societies, etc.. etc.. and of all the names that we have gone
over in connection with these, the scarcest are those of
moving picture men.
In the matter of license, aldermen get together and put
the license figure just exactly where they please without
consulting the moving picture man in the remotest degree. In nearly every city of the Union the exhibitor is
up against a case of taxation without representation in its
most flagrant form. Who ever heard of an alderman
exhibitor? Very few of us. The nearest an exhibitor
ever gets to speaking in a council chamber is to come
there a- a pleader, begging for them to be easy with him.
A moving picture manager has as much opportunity to
be a popular man as any other citizen ; perhaps more.
Why are there not more moving picture aldermen?
In civic societies, we have seldom noted the name of
any person who is prominent as an exhibitor, and they
are in a woful minority on censorship boards. To our
minds this state of affairs denotes a lack of aggressiveness on the part of moving picture men. Exhibitors are
notorious for locking the barn door after the horse has
been stolen. It seldom occurs to them to use their talent
for "butting-in" and getting the upper hand in any of
the local movements that make rough traveling for the
picture show.
The exhibitors have not been as militant in dignifying
the business as they might have been. By this we do not
mean that there are not men in the business who are not
doing their part, for there are many, but when compared
with the vast number of exhibitors in America, they are
comparatively few. There are some exhibitors from
whom we can never expect anything in the way of uplift,
and for these must be predicted something in the way of
downfall. These remarks we are addressing particularly
to those high class exhibitors who have enough education and refinement and manhood to appreciate the fuller
meaning of life and citizenship. It is to these we look
in the hope that moving picture men will be aggressive
to cet themselves on as many local committees
ible, especially those which deal with the motion
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picture question. It is to them we look also for more
work toward the good repute and dignity of the moving
picture and its establishment as a local institution on a
par with the library, the school and the church.

The Will o' the Wisp
the hardest things to locate in New York City,
and no doubt Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia and every
other city, is the successful film that was run yesterday.
Nearly every day some friend of ours will come to us in
an enthusiastic way and describe the fine points of a
moving picture he saw the night before, with the parting
reminder that if we do not see it, we will be missing
one of the best films that has been turned out in a month.
Sometimes a description of a film will be so vivid and
enthusiastic that we are tempted at once to get on the
track of it and see it for ourselves. Our first thought, of
course, is to call up an exchange, and find out where the
picture is booked for today. We usually find it booked
out of town for today and perhaps for tomorrow.
When we inquire where it will be two days after tomorrow, the exchange itself cannot tell us where it will be.
We then call up another exchange, arid they tell us that
the film is away up in the Bronx or down at Coney Island
or some other place, which is too far away for us to
spare the time in making the journey to see it.
In this manner have we called up nearly every exchange, but we do not do it any more. To them it is a
bother and waste of time, and to us a waste of many
nickels trying to locate the wonderful film we have
heard of. Only once in a blue moon does the film happen to land on the second day within walking distance
of this office where we may scurry out at lunch time and
see it and back again. In this way we are disappointed
many times. During a month we feel that we are missing many of the things that life holds good. The film
that is described in glowing terms is always the one we
fail to see. Thus it will be seen that we are the victims
of a cruel system, and that system is the change daily
idea.
We ourselves know how it feels to miss a fine film and
for that reason we imagine that the public at large, being
human, must experience the same sensation or feeling
of disappointment as we do. When one member of a
family comes home from the picture show and dwells
gushingly upon a screaming comedy or exquisite scenic,
the chances are that the other members of the family
would go to see it the next night, but, alas, it is too late.
The public is usually twenty-four hours behind the moving picture. It seldom knows what a good thing it has
missed until a day after. Hence the many inquiries of
the manager, if the much talked of film will be exhibited
again tonight. To this the bland manager answers "no"
in a mysterious way, supposed to denote great wisdom or
something of the kind. The humble patron retires as
gracefully as possible after this gentle turn-down and allows to himself that, no doubt, the manager must know
what he is about and gives him credit for possessing a
supernatural wisdom. There are many ordinary theatergoers who have an idea that it requires a superman to be
a theater manager, when the plain facts of the matter are
that it requires more common sense to run a theater than
it needs mysterious ways.
There is not much more to say
change daily idea is the underlying
managers realize that a good film
days or more, it will be possible to
talked about. But as things stand
good of a film being talked about,
it a day after it is talked about?

on the subject. The
cause of it all. When
is worth keeping two
see a film that is being
at present, what is the
when no one can see
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A Worthy Charity
Our Indianapolis correspondent has sent us an interesting bit of news which embodies one of the latest and
best ideas we have noticed in some little time. The action
of the Indianapolis exhibitors in conducting a charitable
institution of their own puts quite a different construction on giving Sunday shows for charity.
A close observer will notice that the charitable institution in most towns or cities is conducted by some leading merchant or other person who has something to sell.
Charitable work is good advertising, especially for the
dry goods merchant or the banker or any other local establishment ofthe kind. It is this gentry, which assumes
to be ultra charitable, that has given the greatest amount
of trouble to showmen in general and moving picture men
in particular.
Whenever an earthquake or a great fire takes place,
it is usually the self-advertising dry goods merchant who
promptly organizes a relief fund for the sufferers, who
may be thousands upon thousands of miles away or close
to home, as the case may be. A few days afterwards, it
usually occurs to a moving picture man to give a Sunday
show in his theater for the benefit of the unfortunate
victims of said disaster, but he finds that the market is
already cornered by the local merchant prince or some
Other local self-advertiser, it makes no difference what
his vocation.
In order to give his performance, therefore, the moving picture man must consult the great charitable man
whose name is always in the newspapers for the good
things he is doing (with other people's money). By surrendering all his rights to the charity man, the exhibitor
is allowed to give a Sunday show, but he is not trusted to
take care of the funds. That important function is reserved for the employees of said merchant prince. A
Sunday benefit, as one will readily see, is an excellent
chance for the charity man, whoever he may be, to swing
in a fat day's pay for his salesmen, saleswomen and
friends as cashiers and ticket-takers. Thus does he ingratiate himself, not only with the public, but those who
work for him as well. His reasons for being charitable
are not always a deep secret.
The moving picture man is not to be trusted, it seems,
to handle charitable funds. He is supervised by some one
whose own honesty is an unknown quantity, so far as he
is concerned. Exhibitors in many cities have been insulted far too often in this way by having a shoe clerk
Step in on Sunday and supervise their shows, and it is
pleasing to note the way in which the Indianapolis exhibitors have solved the Sunday charity show proposition. They have organized their own charitable institution. They are directly responsible for it. If there is
an. incidental advertising that goes with it, they will get
the benefit of il and not the other man.
The [ndianapoli charity is well organized; it helps
tlx- poor in .: on en ible wa> than the majority of
■jganized charitie arc known to do. Their charity institution is"almosl human," which is a great d<
th.-m can l"- aid of the usual local charity. There is no
valid law anywhere that we know of which ran prevent
thr exhibitor in anj cirj from getl ng I gether and <■■Wishing a bona fide charitable institution, nor ha*- any
■mpous town charitj man any special right to "butt in
and demand to know the inside facts
The exhibitor is
a citizen, and has as much right to conduct a charitable
institution as am < ither bu in< • man.
We would advi e exhibitors to try out this ,
plan.
It will gain them a world of popularity, if conBeted honestly. The idea is onl) one of the mi i
bilities of the moving picture t lint are putting in appearance da) after day, and it is not beyond our wildest
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dreams to have the local picture magnate viewed with
respect by his townspeople as a charitable man, in the
real sense of the word.

Moving Pictures in Madison Sq. Garden.
There is considerable in our columns this week concerning Madison Square Garden as a moving picture
house, but in our opinion the subject will warrant all that
has been written, and perhaps more. The installation of
moving pictures in Madison Square Garden is one of the
most important events that has happened in many months.
We visited the Garden recently to get a line on the situation up to the present time. At this writing the pictures have occupied the Garden for one week. According to Capt. Dressel, manager of the Garden, the patronage has increased steadily on each succeeding day, and the
outlook is good. It was our desire to find out principally
whether the Garden had been leased by an outside showman or whether the moving picture show was conducted
by the Garden management direct. The idea is that of
Captain Dressel whose business it is to make the Garden
pay. Madison Square Garden has not paid a dollar in
the last ten years. Captain Dressel says that during those
ten years the Garden has stood idle four months out of
every year during the summer.
The moving picture show now running in the Garden
came as a ray of hope to the manager of the Garden as a
means of making up the summer deficit. Expense goes
on at Madison Square Garden during the summer months,
for it is a building of various activities. But the amphitheatre itself has lain dormant in the summertime always.
Whatever revenue comes in from moving pictures, according to Captain Dressel himself, is "velvet."
Later on, we shall dwell at further length on the picture proposition in Madison Square Garden. Our contributors have discussed in their separate columns the
possibilities and probabilities of the same in this week's
issue, so we will not encroach upon their space. Suffice
it to say that if moving pictures are the means of saving
Madison Square Garden, the incident will be the greatest
boost that moving picture- ever had, and it will endear
them to thousands of people for saving an institution that
seems to be tottering.
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With Accompanying Noises

.; 1 am impelled

the nickel

inflict upon an absolutelj

music

unof-

the piano, which.
md finally
cperienced
window.
i intermittent jangles, squeaks, bangs,
.idd realmore been
ahI childish than the sound effect • it thing
has never
unter it. Subdued chimes approthe only addition- to the regular
• • harmonize with the at
the picture-.
1. of course, except a pipe oris, when used, a- part of the regular

Silence l- an absolute prerequisite to a full understandin;; and appreciation of a photoplay— at least the absence
of any noises which specifically and sharply attract the
attention, a- irrelevant spoken word-, for instance. The
accompanying music, when the picture is properly played.
ittract the conscious attention. \'ot one spectator in twenty, at the conclusion of a good film, can tell
what air has been played, if the musician has been in harmony with the subject shown. 1 very much doubt the
propriety of playing such familiar airs a- "Dixie." "Star
Spangled Banner," "Old Folks at Home." and "Old Kentucky Home" unle-s the demand i< most obvious and the
dramatic situation such that nothing will be lost to the
spectator by a division of attention, such a- a scene in a
Civil War drama wherein the soldiers -imply march
away to the front, this marching away constituting the
iction of tin- scene. In an instance of this kind.
"Yankee Doodle" or "Dixie" may be indulged in to the
limit of the musician's ability, with excellent re-ults. The
practise of some musicians of seizing upon some incidental and non-essential action as a peg whereon to hang a
"popular" air. the words of which happen to tit that individual action, but which are entirely out of harmony
with the theme of the play is, to a real picture lover.
t of criminal.
er, the question of appropriate music is receiving the attention of persons more competent to speak
than I. though •
vandalism seem- to have
■ condemnation.
■■cation impair the brain, or do
tight shy of this particular line?
prove the rule, it would
iitions is true.
For proof
any picture show where the management has
[ the drummer person a
a single-minded individadding two and
1 play i- on the <creen.
At con■tli brain-

I.

eral sheep which graze the
placidly
proIn the foreground the little country

ing the letter which tells her that si
-akeii b\ the handsome city man to whom she
her heart. She weeps. Do we hear the sobs that -bake
her young ' n ist? Hardly. The fool with the toys gen
quite another line. He sees a sheep, and has
a toy built for just such a contingency, lie bursts into
baas, and some ass laughs. That is the
height of achievement, to get a laugh, even if you have to
imitate the squalling of a baby while a heartbroken
mother bend- over her child's deathbed, on the screen.
Because the effects are sometimes mishandled
detract from their effectiveness when properly handled,
some manager who has invested will retort. Well, no,
we will admit that, supposing they can be properly handled.bit
I
the sound-artist would have to have as many
band- as a centipede has legs, and al)out a ca
"sound" an average picture.
Take a battle
scene, for instance.
Can anything be more absurd than
a futile little popping, when the spectator can see twenty
shots tired for every one he hear.-; when he know- that
if he could really hear what he sees, it would bi
ing roar, a thunderous
medley
of cannon,
mu-ketry,
shouting, and trampling?
The locomotive wli
trump card, maybe.
We see an express train tearing
along, and from down front comes a life-like lit!
toot!
Fine.
\n engine and train of car- slid*
the screen with as much noise as a cloud shadi
a meadow, but we get the toot-toot all right.
Ever -ee
kids "playin" train." chasing themselves around the block
or along park paths, with arms working like an engine!
drivers?
They also give vent to frequent toot-toot-, and
sometimes add chew-chew-chew as long as breath holds
out.
Rut some of us who go to picture show- are
not kids.
The auto-horn even outclasses the locomotive whi.-tle
in point of popularity, for the reason that the drummerperson get- five or ten chances to blow that where one
locomotive has been provided. Therefore we are treated
to a merry honk-honk when an automobile come- down
a crowded city street, while cars, trucks and horses tlit
noiselessly by like vision- in a fevered brain. To make
this occasional-sound business approach intelligence, it
would be necessary to presuppose a condition of hearing
somewhat corresponding to color blindness, onh infinitely
greater in effect: the ability to hear sound- only of a peculiar and determined nature.
The "silent drama" is sufficiently attractive and clear
to the intelligence without any audible explanations;
when the average patron sees a dog on the screen he
know- it i- a dog without a succession of "bow-wows."
If what i- being shown is supposed to be a silent drama,
for heaven'- sake let it be silent. If you can produce
every sound, or even every major sound which would
be heard in actual life. I beg to congratulate you and
will try to give your place a visit if anywhere this -ide
of Mozambique. Even at that T am afraid it woul
a little absurd to hear the crash when father fall
the cellar stairs with a scuttle of coal in each hand, and
to remain deaf to what he says — we would just know
he was saying a lot. < >r to fail to hear the villain's shriek
for mercy, and have our ears split by the crack of the
hero's trusty pistol as he -end- said villain to his final
accounting. However, the all-sounds-but-human-speechreproduced -bow would not be intolerable — there i1- too
much talking done, anyway — but for the sake of common
sense cut out the sound-effect or use it with brains.
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Will Moving Pictures Save Madison Sq. Garden?
By Robert Grau.
The pessimists who preach the doctrine of retrogression
in connection with the moving picture theatre can hardly
regard with equanimity or joy the advent of Madison
Square Garden as a factor in the ever-increasing vogue
of the camera-man.
Will this tremendous institution, which has for a generation been the pride of the great metropolis, have its
problem solved at last? Will the moving picture (which
i every test to which it has been put. and ha?
solved the problem- of a -core of New York's theatreafter manager after manager had been bankrupted I serve
to prevent the superb old edifice from being demolished
and the site yielding to the demand- of progress? Who
can tell? But stranger thing- can happen than that the
immense public of the East Side many find here a vast
entertainment, for it is a fact that New York,
unlike London, is without what are called ••neighborhood
theatres.''
The vast amphitheatre has been made most inviting
for the new regime, yet although it- career in the field
of cinematograph}- was inaugurated almost without preliminary notice or advertising, the immense auditorium
was well filled on the opening night, and the audience
seemed to be comfortabl;
In my humble opinion, in view of the fact that the big
Garden has never had any compelling attraction lor the
summer months, the management might have made the
general admission to all parts of the house ten cents, at
least at the outset; that extra five cents may prove a re-'
gretful mistake.
I have never believed in any compromise prices in public catering, and every great financial
succe-- that ha- been achieved in the last forty years has
resulted when the concession to tin- public ha- been absolute. The proprietors of this truly great enterprise un
doubtedly gave much thought to tin- question of an admis. and that they adopted a uniform juice of fifteen cents to all parts -how- thai an effort wa- made t>.
placi the entrance- price- at the lowest commensurate
with the dignite of the famous institution, hut this is
where they may find the) have made their great mistake
Had the\ made the admission five and ten cent-, the -tic
tantaneous and pronounced, and
with a city of five million souls the amount
of money
that the big Garden could take in from noon to midnight
impare favorably with am of the big records
il the ( Iarden in it- interesting history,
h is at -take in this undertaking, for I am certain that we are emerging into the era of expansion of the
motion picture, that anything likely to discourage the
prime movers in this endeavor i- greatly to be deplored.
i few shrewd men like Vfarcus
f,

i■'. I-', ['roctor began to convert
nto a usage that had outgrown the store
nd at that time 1 prophesied that these theatu
would become larger and more beautiful ami elaborate at
like the

'111! .11
for tin- moving

There are always to be found men who can see a retrograde movement, and the end of the moving picture has
been predicted each year by them, only to result in some
remarkable new feature, such as the advent of the Madison Square < iarden. to greatly enhance the now dignified
and exalted calling.
Wherever T turn. I find men who have seen the futility
of investing further in theatrical property and are now
seeking locations for building theatres for moving pictures
and vaudeville, and the very character oi these theatres
and their costliness is the best evidence of what the projectors think about the longevity of the
The class of men now interested in cinematography is
best illustrated to me in the case of the gentleman who
won the prize granted by the Essanay Compan
hundred dollars for suggesting the title of photoplay.
This man was Edgar Strakosch, of the family of impresarios, and he himself has always been identified with
such attraction- as Patti. Bernhardt. Nielson, and was for
yeans the acting manager of the Metropolitan Opera
\ few years ago he decided to locate in California, and he entered the moving picture field : but he is
but one of many, and now that the Madison Square Garden i- an added asset, too much importance cannot be
given to this new phase of the picture situation, for on
the outcome of this particular venture will depend the
inauguration of a new era of uplift, which will carry the
entire industry up to such an exalted state that the pessimists, to whom 1 referred at the OUtsel of this article, will
"cine a cropper" for all time.
| Motion pictures will not save the Garden
at least not
as the) are now being shown there. We have visited the
ral times and noticed \<
-'^n due
to defective equipment
If the management will install
apparatus and enhance the pictures w
orchestra music in other words, put on the picture as it
ought to be and as it is not done am where in N<
they will not only save the Garden, but make
Citj
the company.
Ed. M

Celluloid Film Stock Again In Use.
\fter tWO years experience m the exclusive u inflammable 'film, the licensed manufacturers
the ordinary film
From tl

\merican and the New

their capacity, while M ■
I ■
• two enormous theatres in the heart of the cit\
emained

invested or available for investment in the moving picture
and minor vaudeville field, and ninety-five per cent, of this
has been provided by men who five years ago would have
refused absolutely to make a theatrical investment. Moreover, such men as Felix Isman. George 15. Cox. Joseph
L. Rhinock, Nixon & Zimmerman and Keith & Proctor
would part far quicker with their holdings in the regular
theatre line than those the} possess in the gold-laden field
which has so enriched them.
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iry movement recorded laM week, whereby
movil
the country were

\1tl1 thehadfactbecome
that the
world-wide
• ..irden
a moving
picture"famous
place
d singular feelings of wonder and satisfacimportance to be
tlic simple announcemement of the fact;
ise incidents which may change the entire
current of public opinion as to the universal attitude which
the pictures demand shall be accorded them.
Pregnant with important i-Mic-. it i- of value that an
analysis of the situation should be made to discover, if possible, what this latest move portends.
In the first place, it must be said that it is one of great
moral imp
<r with

♦ * *

Nowhere have the moving pictures fought — even for their
t.nce— more than in this metropolis of the United
States. All classes of authorities have scanned, searched and
criticized every phase of moving picture work; whatever
there was of good was always minimimzed; whatever of bad,
magnified, until at one time it was looked upon as a moral
scourge. Rising steadily above these criticisms, shaking off
the shell of errors and faults in which it was incubated, the
moving picture has proved its own character, and with wise
direction in proper hands has become a recognized factor
in the moral well-being of the people. From the old unrentable store on a back street to the greatest exhibition
hall in the city is a wonderful promotion, speaking well for
the way in which popular cinematography has impressed
itself on the great surface of the public mind.
In its exalted po-ition, the machine in operation in Madison Square Garden is calling to all its fellows in all parts
of the world to appreciate its honors, and to make themselves
-ociates. In the highest places in life, the best
is demanded. "Those who know demand the best" was an
article written by this pen a few months ago; how singularly
this ia being fulfilled; what a mightier spirit of enterprise
will come upon all interested in the production of anything
—artistic or mechanical— in the Moving Picture World.
Higher aims and loftier purposes will now inspire them.
For has not their favored protege been recognized, valued
and installed in high places? No more catering for the few
here, or the class there. No more anxiety about avoiding
this criticism or that censure. Moving picture people have
found the level upon which they can and must move, the
ascent by which they must climb, and the heights to which
they may attain.
In the Hall of Exhibitions, the center of progress, the moving picture now holds sway. To the New Yorker, as to the
visitor to New York, it is always profitable to go to Madison Square. It is the exhibition hall of progress; nothing is
allowed there but that which is worthy or valuable; whatever emanates from there is established. Thus, the moving
picture has its greatest possibilities opened before it; if, at
the end of the summer the verdict of an authoritative approval is pronounced in accord with the reputation of the
place, it will not be long before Madison Square will show
well known tower the brilliant words, "Exhibition
of Cinematography.''
while within shall be gathered together
the
Worlds First Exhibition
of moving pictures, as applied
to the amusements, arts and sciences of the times.
The
Square
to the
people
accrue.

moving pictures have been installed in Madison
to make it pay." What a twofold compliment, first
picture as a drawing power; then to the fact that the
are drawn by it to an extent that financial profits
Financiers are not only good business men but keen

of human nature. Herein they are paying — perhaps unwittingly- a grange and valuable compliment to the
great power which cinematography is wielding in the world.
It is said that $75,000,000 has been paid in moving picture
developments. Such a vast sum commands a response in the
market of the world; and, now that the word "millions,"
whether applied to people or dollars, is coupled in common
parlance with moving pictures, there is every reason to feel
that it is
its "infancy
stage" so often referred to,rapidly
into onepassing
of thefrom
established
stability.
In looking over the world of attractions, the officials of
Madison Square Garden found nothing responsive to their
requirements, or that could meet the objects of their search
for a profitable solution of the financial dilemma in which
they were placed. An exhibition is not feasible or profitable
in summer; a theater is not especially attractive, and. as
actors come high, is too costly. What shall it be? No longer
is the answer "The Play," "The play's the thing" — but a newer
one, the picture! The picture's the thing! And so the picture occupies the unique position distinctively of filling a
vacancy, supplying a need, and securing a profit which nothing else could procure. In this review, enough has been
said isfy
to thegladden
of lovers of "the
pictures"them
to satambitiontheofhearts
cinematographies,
in making
all
ambitious to show to the world that the attainment of this
position of supremacy, while the top of one ascent, i- but
the first step in another, placing it on the threshold of a
newer and greater future.
THE

MOST

DANGEROUS

ANIMAL

IN THE

WORLD.

"The Ladies Home Journal," in a very instructive article
says: "If the question were asked, 'What is the most dangerous animal in the world?' the answer would probably be
'the lion' or 'the rattlesnake.' But it would be far from the
truth. The lion always gives a warning growl before springing, while the snake sounds its rattles before striking. The
really 'most dangerous animal' comes upon its prey in a
rambling, genial way, flying the flag of sociability. It is the
housefly." What has revealed this strange truth and brought
to light this dangerous "animal?" and wherein is it so dangerous? To these questions the only answer is: Educational
Cinematography. The "Journal" illustrates its article with a
short series of pictures entitled "The Actual Travels of a
Fly as Caught by a Moving Picture Machine." The pictures
show the danger of the "animal" by illustrating "how flies
carry contagion," which compels people to give attention to
and show an interest in this subject hitherto deemed unnecessary. "A fly crawls over a piece of decaying fish, then over a
lump of sugar, next into a cuspidor, then it finds its way to the
nipple of a baby's feeding-bottle, or into a dish of food on
the table." Thus, thousands of people who see this film in
all parts of the country are given to understand in what way
this "animal" wages his death-dealing war against humanity.
This cinematographic discovery will lead to one of the
most health-giving remedies with which the human family
can be blest, as everyone after learning the lesson this picture teaches,
will become an uncompromising enemy of the
common
housefly.
When it is computed that there are twenty deaths a day
in New York as a result of the germ-carrying fly. it i> easy
to see that it will not be long before a new era of cleanliness
as a result of the exterpiation of this pest is at hand.
Again it is a pleasure to record another combined scientific
discovery and household benefit, which the moving picture
brings to us for the common good of all. The ever-increasing facilities brought to domestic uses by the enlargement
upon the screen of subjects hitherto only written, the range
of the scientist with his microscope, is making the moving
picture the most popular instructor possible to imagine: its
field of usefulness is as unlimited as are its beneficient purposes— the health and happiness of everybody.
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In spite of the fact that moving picture theaters and halls
form the larger percentage of amusement places
i very few of them suffered by reason of the five
million dollar fire at that place last week. There was really
only one large picture place on the area covered by the conflagration. Dreamland Park and large scenic and other railway attractions covered most of the place affected. In almost any other part of the island the loss to moving picture
house owners would have been enormous.

itiments and even
rely criticized the management of some exchanges.
He bitterly denoui
n taken under the system
which leaves the exhibitor completely at the mercy of the
man in the film room who hand- out the films and declared
that when it can be conclusively shown that such people are
evidently incompetent or indifferent the head of the exchange
should tin something toward- securing satisfaction for the
man who pays his money, but does not get his choice.

There is not a burlesque show on Coney Island thi
all have been wiped out by the municipal authorities and
nearly the whole of them have been transformed into moving picture places . This has created an unusual demand for
operators and picture supply.

In one of the exchanges I visited I told the people in
charge of .the
complaintmade. "Oh."
of the long
parhave
been connected
with said
the one
business
enough to know that such yarns are as old as the hills. Like
the poor, such people are always with us. The exhibitor is
the hardest man in the world to satisfy. He expects the
latest -tuff at the cheapest price and expects us to be mind
readers, so that we can keep posted sufficiently to counteract
his opposition. We receive certain subjects from manufacturers and have to deal them out to the best advantage in
proportion to the different rate- the several exhibitors pay.
If we do not get enough comedies we cannot supply them.
Anyone who knows anything about the business will tell
you that the big cry for years has been for more comedy and
the manufacturer- will tell you that they are constantly offering inducement- to scenario writers for them. I believe
that more of such picture- are being produced to-day than
during any other period in the history of the business, but
it seems to be difficult to get within reach of the demand.
Most people like picture- wherein a good story is well told,
whether it be dramatic or tragic, but all of them like a good
comedy. The exchanges and exhibitor- can get more money
out of a rattling good comedy than they can out of the best
serious subject that can be written. 1 can name several comic
subjects of this character, yet they are by no means plentilul in proportion to other subjects, and no matter I

During a tour of the place- recently I found much dissatisfaction existing on the part of managements, both n< to
the pictures and operators. As to the former the complaint
is that there never was a season when film renter- received such poor service as is furnished by film exchanges
at the present time. Several managers complained that it
seems almost impossible to secure suitable programs, or
rather a suitable selection of picture-. The people in charge
of the exchange distributing rooms seem to be either incapable of making proper selections for an exhibitor, or
wholly indifferent as to what they hand out. It is a common
thing for an exhibitor to be handed day after day a full program of dramatic productions. Appeals for comedies seem
to fall upon deaf ears.
anager who has had an experience of several years
in the business stated that he knew for a fact that an eman exchange who makes selections for the custoignorant of the charai I
His operator failed to secure satisfaction, so the
went to the exchange himself.
He called upon the
manager, who disclaimed any responsibility, adding that the
direct charge of the film room took care of the di-tribution of reels and had full discretion in the -election ot
'. hen handed his 1 1
happened Mthis
to the
be atitles
young
woman,
did
his time
li-t. or
of (he
films,'the
but exhibitor
askea which
of them were comedies, scenics or dramatics. The young
woman replied she did not know, as she seldom saw any of
the subject! projected and in making the -election- she was
guided only by the titles. Whatever struck her fancy she
gave to the exhi
There is something radically wrong in c
ection with this
part of the picture business, and if some remedy is not pro
ill concerned must suffer
complaints are quite general and emphatic.
■t with the pu 1
difficult to hold an audience.
( onsecutive
production ol cither dramas or comedies become so monoto' out on the flashing ol titles
it
produced to give
'■ r deal than they an- getting
■ tempted to -hut oul the pictures and substitute
iid put in an organ and
tand a
• I" ople a I have n ith mosl ol the pii
gftniiK'- 1 'I" nol 1 otnplain so mm h of the -ul,,, Willing to take my . ham e with tl
■
■ .1 and thai all
thai the manufai turet of the film are noi alive
1 di tributoi
in any other line ol
■ liffen in to the wanl ol thi pul :
to hi I .mm 111. they would heat
from :h. people who wanl uld
to g<be1 thorough!]
their good b< fori
Ii .1 t.. the exhibit
nest will nit. 1 "

they are the
drawn"I on
It is Ihere
111 line
with i-their
saw repetition.
that before."
tell the
you 'pubthis
picture «ame is one of the greatest brain teasers that ever
-truck the amusement field We continually keep unfurled
the banner bearing the pld trade motto: "We strive to
u everybody tells us it'- a joke, no matter how
hard we try. I'll admit thai every exchange should have a
film room man who will look after the interest- of the exhibitor in the -.lection of films and there should be no arbitrary or indifferent exercise of authority in that c
bul I also contend that sometimes the distributors are misunderst
1. They are criticized •■ 1
hibitor to make his selection of films. That is imp
nl day. If you will restrict this privilege t
iects I will say it i- possible, but the exhibitor- want the
There wa- a tune when exhibil
illy as
gel particular
\\ hat ,! as th. j
numerous ■ nor
1 of that privili
what we think thi
arbitrary
•-■' 1 .11 deal of dissatisfaction

rive them

and

I In complain!
tors in the mam Wi
gol into thi
sentiments would

•in h men |
men

whi

-
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kith swelled heads.
1 k 1 1 < • \% exhibitors who have
a propo ition t" bring thi- matter before
th( union and have the unreasonable fellows given
;
duties as well as their rights.

The Educational Photo Play
By C. H. Claudy.
w inch are

■

ivi someand which
leave
idienc* something

•: h of the main future rai
which will '
wing app ays built "ti one
es w< have had "ch
for all
amusement,
and to"V\turn
esternto
: r thrills until ones
we are
quite ready
■ . lie! W e will tire
: .l.nian. I new tiling, and -till more new
l it seems to me that the play which ha- a genuine
will t.ll some of the demand in the future.
extern than todav.
Le1 us hope, also, that
in the future, such educational plays will have less about
them t>. call forth carping criticism than some done (to
tun

To particularize, there i- the play laid in a foreign country
known locality.
"The New
Dress"
l delightful
picture In
of aBiograph's
Mexican market
scene,
and
the little story adds, to it- normal natural prettiness, the
>-t class photography of a locality little known,
t.. the public. One hardly calls the picture educa; 1 am sure that 1 am not the least well informed
man who -aw that film, and 1 am quite ready and willing to
have a Letter and clearer conception of peasant
i thi- play than before.
And by the
way, the whole thing i- most excellently done, the only criticism which can justly be made is a medical one. One is
.> thai Biograph handle- a delicate matter delicately, but it seems perhaps germane to say that as a general
. -- a motion picture audience is given opportunity
to talk about "before and after" pictures, when the subject
is a mother-to-be and has-been, the better taste the play
can be considered to be in.
Gaumont's "Christian Martyr-" gave a convincing and realistic pictur< of household life in a patrician household of
ancient Rome. The film was well colored, the acting good,
and the settinp really beautiful. That the identical same
plot ha- been worked over -everal times before is a pity, for
;t detract- from the interest of this presentation of it. That
Roman, either man or girl, who love- another, who happens
to be a Christian, and who with the Christian love of his or
her heart suffers martyrdom in the arena, after betrayal, is
not a novelty on the screen. But seldom has it been done
with such fidelity to detail. One questions the reality of
the scene only when the producer cro\vds a dancer into her
audience in -pace in which no dancer could or would dance,
for the Bake of a lar^e picture, and when a title informs us
that the martyr- are to be sent to the lion-, and we later
see the hero nailed to a cross instead.
It is very pleasant for the present scribe, who ha- at times
Pathe for this or that, to be able to -ay all the good
things he can think of about their "Paul and France-ca."
As I l""k at my note-, made at the time, for thi- article. I
■ U done
a- the marginal comment.
There must be
thousands— who will see thi- play who never
ard of Franccsca da Rimini.
Now. the mere knowis Btory won't help -.. very much in raising the
standard of culture of those who see it But put enough
ds, poem-, bonk-, upon the -crecn
igh plays in forei
back often enough
to other ages and put a play in faithful and histori
ry, and the result cannot help but be educational
and instructive t.. audience-, who are pleased and amused at
the same time
Of course, we know that Franceses and her
■ not run through with a -word while sitting on
it r but we forgive the inaccuracy
vt know the reality would not have been tolerated
sorship or P.. lice either
But the rest <i
•he film, the really exquisite scen-

ery and the clearness of the whole tale and ii- freedom from
.my obscurities, make a result which Pathe should be proud
t.. have produced.
While talking of ancient history, Gaumont's "In Time of
Nero" should be mentioned a- another tun- exposition of
ancient Rom< the story, one of poison, intrigue, the sending of a slave wnli poisoned wine to an enemy, and the
I the slave and wine and drinking of the latter by
■ the woman who supplied the poison, tin- -'•n's
death and
woman'for -..me excellent the
work, not
only ongrief,
the give
part opportunity
of the
which portrays the various characters, but on the part of
the producer who staged the whole, and whose success in
pr< ... c.ng a faithful picture i- much to be commended.
Miil.ro-io ha- produced a film, the title of which seems
somewhat in doubt. One theater had it the "Grenadier
Roland" — another called it the burning of Moscow. Hut
whatever 'its true title, it is certainly a bright and -hining
mark for other producers to shoot at and hit if they can.
They say it cost thirty thousand dollars to produce and
employt 1 three thousand men as characters, and it looks
the assertion in both cases. I believe they have the be-t
battle scene, bar none, I ever saw on the screen — 1 found it
tar to., short. As far as the eye could reach into the distance that battle line went — not merely a few cannon and
men in front and smoke in the distance, but real men, real
cannon, way way off into the horizon.
The retreat was excellently done — that straggling line,
winding its way across the snow-covered plain, wa- very
impressive, and the Ambrosio producer — more power to his
arm and much credit to his taste and artistic good sense —
instead of bumping the audience right up on this letter and
letting it take the form of a prcession, showed it through
the opening in a tent or little shed. The retreat was a background to .. seem l
to. and fifty times as true and impressive this way as if it had been the main thing placed
before your eyes.
There is little to say for this but praise — yet one cannot
forbear asking why, oh why that magnificent battlefield,
after the battle, with its dead, its silent guns, its moonlight,
was made unreal with an unlit lantern which gave no light,
used to search for one particular man? That and tin snotj
storm were the two most jarring notes — the snow wa- a
wee bit too big and didn't fall quickly enough to seem like
real snow, nor did the snow storm, of big flakes, hide the
distance as one expected it would — it was a little
dently a local storm!
education, which has nothing to do with locality or hi-tory
or the portraying of legends of poems or historic events.
The art of acting is one which is dear to us all. The matinee girl's idolatry for the Leading Man and the Bald-Headed
-ion for the Leading Lady are but symbols of our
national love for good drama, for fine acting, for faithful,
truthful presentation of emotion on the stage.
There can be little question that the five cent motion picture theater reaches thousands who never go to the '"legitimate" theater at all. and millions more whose theatrical taste
reaches it- height in love for "The Old Homestead," "Two
Orphans."
"White
No man orcanthelisten
day Slave."
after day to good music and not
learn to love it. in preference to poor music. And no man
can go constantly to a moving picture show and
class acting and not learn to appreciate it, and to object to
anything
less good. who
Take never
the veriest
love'r
of
tank melodrama,
saw a dyed-in-the-wool
real play in his lifemake him attend a motion picture theater daily and see only
capable companies doing faithful, honest work, and it would
be a good safe bet that the next time he saw a heroine rant
..r a hero clutch at his vitals and roll his eyes, he wouhj
laugh in-tead of applaud.
The standards of acting on the motion picture stage are
-till in a formative process.
Producer- are not agi
upon the essentials.
Thus we have Mi-- Leonard, of Reliance, compelled or allowed -I don't know which— to do a
lot of talking to the audience — looking directly at the cam-
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era and taking the audience into her confidence. 1 imagine
a Vitagraph girl who did it would be fined! The legitimate
practically
Up the
"aside"
a- an manager
aid to underlie action, given
but the
motion
picture
still
find- it necessary to have some of his actors and actresses do
• and -ay things which the audience can see, but which the
other actors and actresses before the camera are compelled
to
in ignorance
Take I'athe's almost
"The Accomplice''
as remain
an example.
This isof.
a disagreeable,
nasty story,
in which the extremely capable leading lady does some very,
ible work and gne- a thoroughly convincing portrayal of a dancer who undergoes a painful experience. Her
lover i- in debt. She is to -up with a rival, a wealthy nobleimplores her to leave a window open that, appahe maynobleman
rob the shownobleman's
house.
■resent, rently,the
her how
hi- In
safegetting
has a her
tricka
lock trying to open it in the usual way fires a hidden gun
and kill- the thief — the real way to open it is by pre--ing a
corner. Then he opens a window and leads the way back
to the dining room!
. 'iy of mind of the dancer who must conceal from
the nobleman her anxiety, her endeavors to warn her lover
without letting the count know what -he i- doing, her final
effort in tention,
a really
distract
count'-were
atand her beautiful
final griefdance,
when toher
lover the
i- shot,
I Iy d< >nc.
Now, mark this. The nobleman, who has brought this
woman, about whom he is half crazy, to hi- house, -it- m
his chair at the supper table and never turns his head to
watch her, as she dances, when she dances beyond the angle
of his vision! No, sir! He couldn't. The -tage manager
wouldn't let him! How in thunder could the dancer get
time to put her head through the curtain- and try to warn
her lover if he did turn his head and watch her? But you
can be very sure that you and 1 and anyone el-e. let alone
a man half mad with love for this rather lightly clad girl,
would turn head- to watch her dance down the room and
fack again, unless, a- here there was a -tage manager bellowing at US not to do so!
Lubin put out two little drama- recently, both of which
had very little to hang criticism upon, and both of which
showed that capable acting can hold interest just as well as
varied -cenery and lots of action. The first of these I saw —
I think "The Hoyden," in which an actress saves the name
and reputation of a society woman of somewhat lax moral-.
by substituting herself for the society woman at her lover's
studio, just in tune to confront the angry husband, was so
well done all through, by every one of the four principals
cial notice. Mi-- Lawrence made
a charming and unconventional actress-cousin, and her byplay
n when the arti-t laughed, and ottered her
i wine, and she smiled sweetly at him. took it and
flung it so deftly and so gently, full m his face, was very,
very well thought out Miss Elder as the wife used her
faculty of restrain! in her actions and movements
! her -cueIt i- in "Drifting," however, that
•i gets a part which -he nil- a- if -he was poured
• 1 if several other leading ladies who have had to
parated wives, would give this film
a glance or two, and learn what real dignity and ease of
.n do with a hard part- ami how a woman
can
show an inward turmoil ami unhappiness while keeping a
onventional countenance without crushing to death
u'
1 gown or handkerchief, their future work
might -how an improvi mint.
i i.il mention of these tv.
must not
any indication that the present scribe ha- seen
• r liked no others he ha- seen
Unite the coni important producer today who
nl} on,, hut several very capable leading men ami
were mentioned here because their work
excellent in part- in which they hail neither much
action no, an)
p( .i.,: , Iting to aid them in '
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A Moving Picture Charity.
Indianapolis

Exhibitors

Conducting
Bureau.

Their

Own

Relief

A charitable work that is attracting much favorable comment ha- been conducted by the moving picture theater
proprietor- of Indianapolis for several months. The funds
are derived from the Sunday exhibitions in moving picture
theaters and airdomes. Under a State law. only entertainments that are given for the benefit of charity are permitted
on Sunday, and the moving picture theater- are allowed to
run charity.
on that day by reason of the fact they are contributing
to
The work
is carriedorganized
on under and
the incorporated
auspice- of theby Citizen's
Charity
Association,
moving
picture theater and airdome proprietors. Officers of the association are. President, John Trulock; vice-president, Joseph H. Gavin; secretary, lohn A. Victor, and trea-urer. Dr.
J. M. Rhodes.
Aggregate weekly contributions to the charity association
range from $150 to $200 a week, varying according to the
weather. Down town houses pay a larger per cent, of their
Sunday gross receipt- than do the -mailer outsid<
About fifty moving picture theaters and airdomes are now
contributing to the fund.
It i- the association's purpose to conduct charitable work
in a field not now covered by other charitable associations.
As a part of the work, an emergency home for unfortunates
was opened at 717 Xorth New Jersey Street several months
ago. This i- a house of eight room-, modern in every detail, where persons who are temporarily in unfortunate circumstances are given relief.
For instance, among the occupant- of this emergency home
have been a man and wife who have four children The
husband has been seriously ill for several month- and his
wife has tried to keep the family together by doing family
washings.
At last, exhausted, she was unable to do anything
more The children were placed 111 an orphan- home until
the mother might recover her strength, and husband and
wife have been m the emergency
home -everal weekAn aged COUple, who are without a home and who are
rapidly losing their eye-sight, haw been in the hon
week-.
They ha\e a horror of the county a-ylum and have
been permitted to remain in the home
A mother who has
nine children ha- been in the home eleven month-, -onu of
the children being cared for by friends.
Recently a woman with four children was gi\en -belter in
the home until -he could be -em t,. Conncr-\ ille. where -he
had obtained a good position and has found a home for herself and children with relatives The husband and father. .»
railroad man, ran away, leaving hi- family penniless. There
in that i- kept Strictly for emergency ca-e- This
has two beds and a cot, and 1- ready for occupancy at any
hour of the (lay or night The home, however, i- only a
-mall part of the work (hat i- being conducted by the asso
ciation
Through Mr- Gertrude I
ation is
disbursing thousands of dollar- annually
Mi- < >ake- has
devoted most of her life to charity, and 1- matron of the
Indianapolis City Dispensary
Mrs Oakes ha- full charge
of tlu- home and of all relief work
lakes ha- kindly furnished llu Moving
Picture
World representative with a statement of tin expi
the organization from June 15, toio, to May 15. ton
These
expenditurehave been
a- followl'ro\i-i..n-.
coal. $7 _•_■._■_■; rent. $273.45; cash given out. $63875; clothing.
$.;-• 40; railroad fare-. $34 _'o; miscellaneous, £94.91
requently persons are stranded in th< city, without
to be used in reaching friendIn inch
instances, railroad ticket- are furnished I
conducted by any other charitable organization -f the city
It i- al-o sometimes
found that a mother ni.ii k)
I need- better than th. organization, and 111 -ucli
the 1- given monej instead ol provision!
clothing
Ind.: tlie In ad ,.| ini-ccllan. oil- I
bought tor unfortunates.
Under tin- head, fifteen
have also been purchased, a- well ..- elastic hose
d personi win. have thus
..I t.. undertake some tortn "I work in:
Numerous instai
1paying
\ nle.
I the)

bad IOI

I . ep th« u . fir.
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Western Producing Companies

By Richard V. Spencer, Los Angeles, Cal.
To Film Grand Canyon. — Three Arizona nun
t" undertake a hazardous
journey with ;i moving picture
i I Kolb, of Rright Angel Trail. (Iran
rrived in Los \ngclcs recently to maki
1 1 > .u— inr the trip, which will he begun Sept. i-t
Kiilb will be hi- brother. K C. Kolb, ai
Griffith. The three plan to traver-c the Colorado
it- -..nice i" n- mouth.
The gorges ol
annum the deepest and moM treacherous of any river in the
: ! e party will leave the headwaters of tl
. \. lining, a branch of the Colorado, on ipned with special canoes, moving picture camera,
film", andnio-tfoodof-uii]>lies.
cover more than 1,400
mile-,
it throughTheir
the trip
most willmagnificent
America.
In order to real'
templated trip, it may be mentioned that
ha\e tried to make the trip, only three or four sui
emerging
alive from the Grand Canyon
of the 1
. 17 miles they will traverse a canyon 2.0
depth, 00 miles of which will be through the grai
where the wall- are perpendicular, and the river 11
ou- by reason of the more than five hundred rapii
the canyon.
The three nun in the past have had 1
tie- with the river, and they expect to make the trip
in spite of the many treacherous rapid-, the falls, and other
dangers disputing their passage.
Red Wing (in private life the wife of Mr Y
the I'athe director), since her return from New
cently, has been engaged in creating a new hading Indian
role in a hiy: Indian production that the Pathe d
putting on this week.
Mr. Young Deer i- playing
to her in the other lead.
James L. Magee, business manager for the Selig
Company, who accompanied the second company to Merced
la-t week and made arrangements
for their transportation
into the Yosemite Valley, has returned to Los
Joseph A. Oliver, well known
on the legitin
throughout the country for the past forty years. 1
legitimate to act before the moving picture can >
Oliver has joined the Pathe West Coa-t Stock Company to
play character leads.
Biograph
Leaves.
— The York,
Biograph
Eastern
-tudio
in New
after Company
completingha- a '■
ason in California, where they have filmed so many
of their notable -uccesses.
The best of this season's work.
in the writer'- opinion, were their film-: "Fisher Folk," "The ,
Spanish Gyp-y." and "The Days of Forty-nine." each of
which brought the company world wide prai-c and commendation, the '"Spanish Gypsy" leading the race for 1
The company,
however, have some of their biggi
taken this -eason yet to be released.
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are divided into
three sections by two ai-:
tions contain four
n seven.
It is thus possind a comfortable seat in any part
over more than three people.
In arran(
nave kept
in mind I
portant to every
ranged that every
ire hat.
it pattern.
known in the moving pic: therein.
The picture machine is
n who attend the
pattern.
de of the
1 omfortable rctirwith all modern
1 the tired woman
d after an arduous shopping t'iur,
ation.
The programmeof th<
; mp" and "Bison"
uns a thousand more feet
rformance
than any other theater in Yan-

man

• \\ estern ( anada,e, aandviolinthe
Latimer, a local newspaper

EDUCATIONAL.
Without waiting for the ponderous deliberation* of the
school hoard, the children of the Outhwaite Public School.
Cleveland. Ohio, have been giving a -erie- of entertainments
for the purpose of raising money enough to purchase a moving picture machine, which they wish to use principally to
supplement their studies in geography. This incident again
point- out the fact that sometimes the savants v\
week- -peculating on the benefits of something or other.
which even a child can see at a glance.
At Fast Orange. \\ J., recently there was given an afternoon entertainment of pure food talks, illustrated by moving pictures. The meeting was civen under the auspices of
the follows:
New Jersey State Food Committee and the Consumers'
as
League at the Woman's Club of Orange. The program wai
"Milk"
J. Scotl
Health Officer. City of Orange.
Film — "The Man Who Learned"
"Child Labor"
..Mr- "The
C, W.
P. Cushing.
Film—
Wedding
Bells" Pres. Consumer-' Leagi
"Transfer of Tuberculosis to Man by Milk"
Film— "The Storv of the Red Ci Dr. Id 1. Colt, of Newark
"What the Moving Picture Show Can Do"
.;
Mrs. L. G. Peloubet
Film
Selected.
Special Music
Bv Request
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Balancing the Program
By Henry.
The World- New England representative ha- witnessed
so many moving picture shows which were greatly marred
because of the lack of judgment displayed in the placing of
the reels on the program that he had jotted down this failing
On a sheet of paper, a- being a common fault, intending to
write on the subject. It \va- the Solax Company's adverin the World, dated April u, that brought this
matter to his mind again.
The
advertiesment
in question
spoke
of a comedy
reel
about to be released.
And, beside the announcement, these
magic
wordwere
written:
"PUT
THEM
between
your
DRAMAS"
How much better would the majority of moving picture shows be, it the managers had paid attention to
that phrase,
instead
of forcing
the advertising
department
of the Solax Company to hammer the fact home.
A program of picture- can be made — and, by the same token, unmade,- by the proper placing of the reels on the program.
The World'- Xew England representative has visited certain
moving
picture
theaterwith
more
or less regularity
for
nearly four year-.
In all those visits it has never once been
ire to witness a split reel placed in such a position
on the program
that it would
balance
the quantity
of
drama and comedy to the best advantage.
For in tame, a
moving picture theater has a program
of four reels of picture-; three of which
are dramatic
offerings,
and
the remaining one a split reel, containing
two
comedies.
(This
ratio of drama to comedy reel- i- very common, by the way.)
The chances are about one hundred t<> one that the theater
will run the three
dramatic
reel- together,
tagging
both
comedieon either the beginning or the end of the show,
ly evident that the -how would be more enjoyable
if the split reel had been "split" by the operator or the manager; and if the two comediehad been exhibited,
one at
the starting and one at the ending of the program, the audience, having had it- laugh, i- more ready to -ettle down to
the drama which would follow.
Vice versa, after the serious
drama, the house would appreciate the conn
extent.
In the end. we would
be more
likely to find the
audi" in «• feeling
that
somehow
or other — the show
was
I ey would
be more
apt to like it =o than
they
n satiated
with
drama
and
then
unedies, in quick succession,
that it is ea-ier for the manager to hand his operator the tith - of the reels to be exhibited, ju-t as they haple in, and to direct him to run them in I
he has written
them
down.
We also agree
that
a poor policy.
There is many a moving picture
that i- run on the bill in the order that the film
appciis t.i jot down the subjects to be given the
it. Exhibitor*, the balancing
of the picture
proe by which the exchange man
happen- to
exhibitor the titles of his program.
The
World's
land
representative
has
often
seen
the li-t as
exhibitor
by hi- exchange
placed
in operating
the schedule by which t.> run the picture program
ce at the moving picture theater knows when the

bill had

iL'ht." and also when it i- "wrong."
They do not
analyze ire
the aware
wherefore<>i the that's
manager's andbusifacts the
themselves
do
ive at theii causes,
immediate
01 remote.
d, however, many, many time- the immediate cause
the -h'-w
did not altogether
arrive,
would
be
'. pour balancing <>i the program;
that the
be n -'■:■ .• togei
be pardoned
that
tail
I In nine
. onsumed
by the
N "duping" ■>!!( tin In" I pi itioil (.. plai
in a will balanced
show', would
be amply
nit( hit- wonderwhy
these split reels
plit" in half by the theater, and the two
idvantagi
on the bill
( >nl\ two
be found for the omission, and. frankl)
■ es> on the p. ii i o| the manager, or stupid
part ..i the -ame
gentleman
fake
your .1
-.
will properly
lill the bill.
V\

ture -bow presenting two or thn
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•ly and
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presto, things are more "as they should be!" The World's
Xew England representative begs to bring this matter before the attention of all exhibitor- reading the World; and
urges them to consider the matter and to place the idea into
operation, as the result- are very well worth the small
amount of trouble invoked.

Good Entertainment.
There
Theater
on the
but the

By Speck Tater.
were two men sitting behind me at the 14th Street
and they discussed with each other the play moving
screen. Jt was oik- of the best plays of the week,
two made it even better. The play — it

Her Brother's Sake" (Imp) — had been preceded by a picture
which neither I nor they had understood. This picture was
clear at every step, yet not trite, for it gave a chance for
several arguments, as you will see. The shadow-being of
Mr Spotwood was thrown on the screen. If I had met this
man in Xew York City. I should have said he was from
Kentucky and that he owned a -t"ck farm. He seemed
troubled and had a letter 111 his hand which -bowed that
a mortgage was due.
"The
said
his place
friend.is mortgaged."
Here

was

something

-aid the man

behind me.

"Yep."

different, viz: a strong situation, at

once clear as day. Presently Spotwood's
picture and the two discussed way- and
son and the daughter came in. Money
the yoi-.ng scion of the Spotwoods was
bolder of the mortgage. Then we saw
and another man at a table in a pleasure

wife came in the
means. Then the
was got out and
sent to pay the
young Spotwood
pavilion.

"That man's a runner for a gambling house," -aid one
of the two behind me. Spotwood showed the money, but
put it back in his pocket and -hook his head.
"He isn't going to fall for it." -aid the other.
I wasn't so sure, for the youth seemed attracted by his
companion'invitation. The next scene W8J around a roulette table.
"He's

going to loose it all," -aid one.
"No he air
louble it." said the other.
He played once and failed.
"Now lu-'s iii a ii\." was the remark behind me.
"lie's going to try it again," said the other.
"He'- a tool.'' was the next remark.
"No he ain't, he'll double it this tune, sure." was th,
lie lo-t again and wrote hi- 1. O. U.

eply.
. he's

"Gosh,
1," was
the comment.
The young
to own
up towith
hi- it.
father.
a plea-ant
job,man
but had
he got
through
Then Itwewasn't
saw
I11111 beside the stable. A very beautiful horse looked out
Oi a window.
"They're

behind

me

going

to lose that horse," remarked

breathlessly

and

with

a connoisseur

the man

The

sister came
and without
condoning
her brotl
Comfort
him.
A man.
passing,
tacked
up a po-ter
advertising- $_>o,ooo in prizes
in a coming
When tin- wa- -een by the nil and the audience, the enthusiastic man behind
me -aid. "The
horse
i- going
I
the mortgage
in a race."
Then
the villain appeared and
made
love to the girl who repulsed
him
1 -ci ne i- in the home With wonderful acting
that made a very human picture, the girl persuaded the holder
ot the mortgage to wait I
Iben -he and her
brother
v.
men
behind
me

approved ol their

w a
lb. 11 taken
by a -top walch.
and it p
"H.'s a winner," said tin- enthuisastic one behind me.
[U8t then the dark villain cam.
tip toeing up behind the boy

"Here
the

that

villain

the

i om< - thai

I-

w .11. hed,

n plj

villain

but

made

drugged,

• anOthl I

then 1' -

fel

aid ib. • 1 lit 1 ii .1'
wa- up to evil ti uk-

but

DO

wa-

th

I be Li. th< :

a\\,\ bad b. 1 baudb.mk
noiew In. b
biolbei
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about moving picture-, the more attractive they will coOj
tinuc to bi I • the public, and ! remember the first time 1
-aw a m
tion I was considerably disenchanted.
The Light Motion
Picture Company has its system pro]
patents.
The company will not sell the system tfl
any theater outright, but will install the same on the terms
\n unlimited field is also opened Up I
tisers and demonstrators
of various kind-, owing to the
fact that by the "Light" process, pictures can be pi
out-doors, in the full light of day. without in the least afdi tails of the picture-, but, on the
heightening them.
J B. R
COWBOY PICTURES.
The romantic West of the early days lives mainly in -tory
and song. The big ranches of the West are now being cut
up into small farm-.
The farmer has come, and
me are the buffalo, the Indian warwhoop, the free
grass of the open plain. Save in some of the secluded valleys
of southern New Mexico and California, the mavei
and the regal longhorn have been supplanted by their more
profitable Durham and Herford cousins from across the -eas.
In the secluded valleys of Southern California the last of
the fast vanishing type of American cowboy sits his horse
easily, riding through the wide valley enclosed by mountains, with his face turned steadily down the long, long, road
—was"The
goes down."
braveroad
has that
cometheto sun
be axiomatic.
If hisThat
life th<
of seclusion
made him taciturn, it, at the same time created a spirit of
hospitality, primitive and hearty. To the cowboy, more
than to gold seekers and more than to Uncle Sam's soldiers,
i- due the conquest of the West. Along his winding cattle
trails the forty-niners found their way to California The
American Film Manufacturing Company, with their producers and expert camera men are still doing excellent work
recording into film classics the romantic stories of the \V--t
amid
the original scenery and backgrounds of the Range
Country.

film i- of excellent photographic quality and the photographer- have -elected -ucli -cene- a- give a very clear idea
of the damage dune to the buildings by the bombardment.
Some interesting side light- on Mexican customs also serve
to make the film instructive as well a- interesting. An excelup view i- given of Red Lopez, an insurrecto
leader, who has since been sentenced to eight years imprisonment.

In another parthe Moving Picture World
i- an advertisement of the Light Motion Picture Company, oi
Pa., inviting moving picture show proprietors to
I with them for the purpose of learning all about
the "Light" system, a> it has been patented by this company.
A theater i- operated at 6014 Pennsylvania Avenue. Pittsburg,
many prominent people interested in the moving
picture business have called to see the invention demonstrated. Thomas McWatters, the inventor, is president of
the company
The writer visited this theater recently and was surprised
markable difference in detail- of pictures as shown
in a lighted room and in the usual darkened theater.
One
's "Thelma," and there were some
beautiful pieces of acting in this piece which I am -ure would
', process.
The ideal- of film manufacture- and artistic stage-folks are certainly to be reached
'Light system
Here is every change of
picture of emotion clearly
1 also saw a- Riograph, entitled "The Chief's
and "In and Around Cuba." all of them entrancproduced
on thepictures.
glass screen which is part of this systemingof light
motion
■ d in the theater where the invention ii
■ ■! 1- 11 x 13 feel It 1- solid plate glass
■ red with a composition wherein lies the clearness
in the pictures.
The projecting machine is in the
111 twenty feet from the screen.
It i- thus seen
that by this proce-- the audience does not share in the odors
on to many theaters, and that the prejul few timid people regarding a possible disturbance
in the machine booth with a resultant fire blocking the en- removed.
It has always been my belief that the greater the mystery and strangeness thrown

The work of Mr. George E. Periolat, the character man
of the "Flying A" Western Company, in the film entitled
"The Hermit's Cold," which will be released June 22nd. is
worthy of note. His characterization of the morose and
taciturn "Hermit of the Hills" at the start of the film, and of
the hermit's insanity near its close, is a remarkable piece
of work in every way. Mr. Periolat is allowed I
great deal of his own discretion in his make-up; the producer
-imply informing him as to his requirements for the particular pictureistowell
be produced.
in this
connection
evidenced byMr.hisPeriolat's
striking ability
appearance
in
the aforementioned film. "The Hermit's Gold." by the way,
undoubtedly will prove to be extremely popular with the ex
hibitors, as it has been declared to be one of the most thrill
ing dramas ever produced in the West.
The Vitagraph Company will release four reels of pictures per week, beginning June 28th. This will be no extra
tax upon their facilities as the company has been turning
out four reels per week for some time and have
month-' negatives ahead. The first picture of the new release will be a splendid allegorical picture which in it- conception and execution is said to transcend anything yet done
in motion pictures. We have just been advised that the negative has been completed to their satisfaction and we will
promise our exhibiting friend- a description of the picture
in next week's issue.
One of the four Vitagraph seleases, beginning with July,
will be a Western reel, made in the most picturesque section of the West — the vicinity of the Grand Canyon. It is
intended to make this series a portrayal of actual Western
life andorder.
condition- and not imaginary episodes of the dimenovel
The General Film Company offices have been removed
from Xo. 10 Fifth Avenue to the Fifth Avenue Ruilding, at
the corner of 23d Street and Fifth Avenue.
An interesting competition is being waged in a certain
place in Greater New York between two places where "giving the people what they want" for five cents is the motto of
one exhibitor, against giving the people "what they ought
to have," and charging them ten cents besides, is the motto
of the other exhibitor. This latter, according to the ways
of the world, is at a great disadvantage, but the writer believes that at the end of a trial of one month he will win out.
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A Reply From Manila.
Manila. Philippine Islands, April 28, 191 1.
Moving Picture World,
Dear Sir: If not asking too much I would request space
in your esteemed columns as an answer to the letter signed
by Mr E. J. C. in y mr issue of March 18. 1911. I sincerely
deplore a construction which would divert the tenor of my
letter, a- published in your issue of February 4th, to such an
extent as to class it as a mere complaint, still worse do 1
deplore the fact that it should have been taken advantage of
by Mr. E. J. C. to vent his spleen against some person or
persons in Manila with whom he has had apparently very
unsatisfactory business relations. I do not wish to be considered controversial, but I cannot, you permitting, allow his
letter to go unanswered.
In the first place his business relations with Manila exhibitors had nothing to do whatever with the stand I took
in my article, but I will take it upon myself, aside from the
personal intimations in his letter, to answer him in detail.
If he lias been renting films as low a- $12.50 or $15 per
reel, he was certainly letting them go very cheaply. His
giving tru-t was upon his own responsibility and showed
busiiie-s methods equally as cheap. The exhibitor to whom
he refers must have been exceedingly well favored. There
are three other- lure who rent films from the United States
and I am absolutely certain that two of them rent films from
firms who receive payment for these films upon presentation
of shipping papers to their broker- 1 .r bankers. A representative of one of the latter two made a contract with an
exchange which promised him films not later than six months
and agreed to pay the price asked. The films received were as stated in my former letter of the most
"veritable junk." Let me quote part of the contract for the
information of Mr. E. J. C: "Said films -hall average about
500 feet in length and at least 80 per cent, of the films shall
be of American origin; the remaining 20 per cent, of the
films made up of European or other origin at the option of
the said first party, but all films shall be known as fresh releases that is, up to date." Now Mr. E. J. C, there are two
lides to every story. I had no idea that a representative of
an exchange in the United States would care to go into the
detail- of such matter-, but as the question i- opened, 1 want
that the shipment to which I referred in my letter as
being from
"the the
worst
that was
everdrew
handed
anybody,"
came
firm junk
in Chicago
which
up andto signed
this
contract. The price paid to this firm was exactly what they
asked, with the understanding that the exhibitor would get
"late release — that 1-. up to date." I am -peaking from
what I actually know. The junk that thi- lirm passed out
hibitor to whom I refer was such as I referred to in
my former letter, in -pite of the fact that they set their own
term- and got paid immediately upon presentation of the
paper- to the broker- of the exhibitor,
orrespondent states: "I wonder what they would do
if they liki
paid the price thatdent
i- paid
in thethatUnited
Statewould
to know
we have
paid" as1
high a- ix cent-. United State- currency, per foot for special
purchased
because thej could not be
rented
Thej are paying a higher price, a good deal, than
United Si '
ind some of the renters
ent. more than United Stal
Mill
. you must have gotten off wrong, and youi
article not written from your knowledge of the question, but
from the result ol .1 personal grii
tes than an exhibitor here gets seven times
in of his rental by sub renting
Listen!
I
nl m the Philippine Islands not more than <«> cine
■ w Inch are now m the city of Manila
\\ e
■ 111 the citj of Manila dealing in films an
I ipean make- from
the head offici in Barcelona; a sub-agent, or rather, pur
11 the ' ..iiiuic.nl pi,, duct; we have a sub 1
I long K,.ng ; w e have a
1 -in vam ouver, B < ; we hav ■ 1
by a man who is traveling
forth between the Unite
urope; we
firms here renting film from the Unite. I States
■••. net ship or othi 1
ontrolled by tin
ate that the pur
11 the da-- (,f the first -i\ named arc doing most ol
I s.-e where anj
renters 01 even the pun
be manufacturers
In the la 1 paragraph of Ins letter, your correspondent has
iinent which kill whatevei he
taum h upportci to \\ hat I maintained in
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my
in your
i-sueWorld
of February
don't
have letter
to readpublished
the Moving
Picture
to know 4th.
that IManila
is not the "only place" receiving junk. I realize most fully
that the stuff we have received here must long ago have been
shown in a "junk" form before it reached this city As
stated in the beginning of this letter, I deplore the fact that
your correspondent should have used my letter as a lever to
present to the public a personal grievance against some exhibitor in this city. I have been forced to show these facts
in a personal way in order to substantiate my pre\ i
ments, but I would have preferred that Mr. E. J. C. had
looked upon my letter not as a complaint against either the
exchanges or the manufacturers, out as a plain statement
of facts which would sooner or later have to be remedied
or the United States lose the Oriental trade.
Yours faithfully.
.1 J. ROBINSON.

Sensational Pictures
May 15- 1911
Editor Moving Picture World.
Dear Sir: When are the manufacturers going to listen to
reason and stop exciting the press, the clergy and the public by producing highly sensational pictures? Certain manufacturers are growing so bold that they stop at nothing
to please their own morbid instincts or a few of the rabble,
while they disgust the better element and drive away from
the -hows that section of the public who have any religious
sentiment.
For a long time, I have wanted to protest again-t the
highly sensational productions of the Reliance Company and
warn the exchanges that while such pictures as it turns
out may satisfy the gallery, yet they offend the general
public. The climax came when the Reliance film. "The Conflict," was run in my house on Sunday, May 14th. So many
people protested and left in disgust that I have told my exchange not to send me any more of that make.
The story of the film, if it can be called a story, is this:
We are shown a dance in progress in a private hall or a
disorderly house. The settings would give the impression
that is it at a private residence, while the short ballet skirts
and music hall manners would suggest that it was a can-can
in the cafe of a concert hall. A woman is offended when she
finds her lover making love to another girl and in de-pair
she runs to a convent The man runs after her and changes
the woman'- mind by offering her some rose-, SO she returns
to worldly pleasures. The priest wishes to ~ave the woman
and interferes There is a quarrel. The villain slaps the
face of the woman What American audience will stand for
such an outrage'' Hut the worst 1- yet to come The man
insults the pru-t and hit- him, then he takes a crucifix from
the priest's hand and -ma-he- it on the floor. At this, *
cry of indignation went up from the audience, and many
/eft their seat- and protested at being expected to pay money
to look upon such disgraceful si
Have we a National Board o( Censorship?
If so, who art
they who pass up..n such offensive orgies?
Are they pioui
Methodists
who,
while
they
condemn
other
picup such rol
live in a free country, when thi constitution bar- no religion.
rational Board ol Censorship should consider it a
part of their duty to see that the religion- sentiment of any
part of the community is duly respected
1 hope you will print this letter, but without my name, for
I admire
The World for the
tight it is making for better pictures, and trust thai
Your- respectfully,
keep Up the gOOd work
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again-t

i- "in- of three
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this lilm
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evident

that

the
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not want
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dine
mv
pari "I their audiences
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had disapp
New Vork police
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Appearance of the Conversational Keel.

holiday
iune will entci Moving
I that of
of

W< >RLD
ti idea was removed.
It remained then to
m. .us difficultiesleen done extremely

Mutt and Jeff in Moving Pictures

the

>ugh
the
ompany
has the one besl bet of
the season in the forthcoming series of Mutt
and Jeff W e have had
the privilege of seeing
tin- week tin
the Mutt ami Kit series,
mnt ofset
which
hereinafter
forth.i>
David Horsely has
landed .1 big fish this
time, as there arc tew
cartoon characters more
popular
than tl s1 of the
bizarre creatun

It will take tune, perhaps, for all the characters working in
omi thoroughly at home in their parts, and
innot help but improve as time goes on and more
d
It is the intention of the Nestor Comtrade a Mutt and Jeff reel every Saturstrong comedy feature
We can see the time not
far .list. mt when Mull and Jeff will be the craze at the picture
house "ii Saturday night.
- H with the production of Mutt and Jeff, the Nestor Companyreel
has Those
put over
a newreaders
idea in
way ..f
e • .11of our
whothefollow
thea Mutt
ami Jeff series in the New Y..rk American and other papers
• m. d t" reading conversations between Mutt and
left", winch is 111 box form with the drawings, and many are
no doubt wondering how it is possible to reproduce the conversation which goes on between Mutt and Jeff. This phase
.u the situation is taken care of 111 a way that will be ast..nishing to the entire film trade. Mr. Horsely has been at
work for some time upon a new invention which will record
conversation between characters in a moving picture film.
Ibis lias been perfected in time I" use with this lati

* ~"

brain of "Bud" Fisher,
only secured the exclusive
the production of Mutt and Jeff in pictures, but
secured the services of "Bud
Fisher himself t>>
is series, and anyone who
kling of what Mr. Fisher's services are worth will
readily realize that the Nestor people are not Mopping at
getting out this series. The picture we saw was
ne of the series, and while very well put together
and acted, we have no doubt that succeeding efforts will be
great improvements over the first few releases.
To render
. fictitious characters into human
life is by no
-k. especially such characters as Mutt and
Jeff.
It t....k a long
tunc
to find the proper
nun
to
rts as they should he played.
These hav•ind. one of the greatest obstacles in the way of

and patents have already been applied for. It is a unique and
practical idea, which we are not at present free to divulge.
But we can say with certainty that before the year is out
the idea will be adapted by all film makers as a necessity,
and Mr. Horsely should derive a wonderful revenue in the
way of royalty on his idea.
The first Mutt and Jeff reel has been completed. The
reader should not expect as much from the first one, however, as from the second and third. In our opinion, the
characters other than Mutt and Jeff in the first reel are
rather too serious tor the matter in hand, being plain everyday folks, as it were, instead of being a tritle grotesque in
the same manner as Mutt and Jeff. With succeeding numbers of the -erics, the other characters in the pictures will
be along the line of the grotesque, and thus conserve the
general idea of cartoon comedy. The settings and background may be a little more on the fantastic order to carry
out "Bud"
the general
of
Fisher.idea of "dippiness" which pervades the work
We do not know the names of the principal characters,
but they played their parts perfectly; in fact, so well that
in the first picture they leave all other characters very far
behind, a little too far, we should say. But that is an easy
matter to fix. The first reel is funny enough for the start
of what will no doubt prove to be the greatest series of comedy pictures that has ever been attempted.
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Extract from a Brooklyn letter: "Would you kindly give
me a list of names of the most commonly used songs of
other countries, patriotic and otherwise, and tell me where
I can
the -ime.r
Now, procure
this question
has been put to me a great many times,
and I have always responded with a list compiled from various collection-. I do not know of any one work which contains
them all, however. Last week I mentioned a little book of
Carl Fischer's which is a- good as any and has the added
attraction of being inexpensive. For the benefit of future
enquirer-. I -hall give a list of desirable National Airs of
thi- and other countries:
AMERICA Star Spangled Banner." "Red. White and
Blue," "Yankee Doodle," "America" (identical with the British "God Save the King").
SOUTHERN'
SONGS.— "Old Kentucky
Home."
"Carry
Me Back to Ole Virginny," "Massa's in the Co
Ground," "Suanee River," "Dixie." and "Bonnie Blue Flag"
(the last being contemporary with the Civil War.
"MarchUgh Georgia" being a Northern tune of that period).
>A — "The Maple Leaf Forever," "Vive la CanaENGLAND.— "Rule Brittania." "God Save the King,"
"Roast Beef of Old England." "Tommy Atkins."
IRELAND.— "The Harp That Once," "Kathleen Mavourneen," "Come Hack to Erin," "The Minstrel Roy." "Rory
O'Moore," "Patricks Day."
"Boyne Water-," "Croppy. Lie Down," "White Cockade"
are party tunes, of the time of William of Orange; anti-Catholic or "Orange tune-."
SCOTLAND "Bonnie Dundee," "Within a Mile of Edinburgh Town," "Blue Bells of Scotland," "Auld Robin Grey,"
"Kinloch of Kinloch."
WALES
"Men of Harlech."
NORWAY
'la Vi Elsker Detta I. an. In." "Astri, Mi
["he ( hallet Girls' Sunday" (by Ole Bull).
SWEDEN
"1 ;
11-." "Jenta O Ja," "Djupt
1 Hafvet." "I ]
FINLAND
"Bjorneborg's
March," "Suomi Song."
RK
"King
( hristian,"
"Denmark
by Whose
Verdant Strand," "A Soldier Brave" (German-Danish War).
Rl SSIA God Save the Czar," "Sav'-t Thou" (old bal
lad 1, "III.
(by Bendix), "Russian Suite" (by
Gruenwald
1
11 am Rhein," "How I an I Leave
Tine," "Wa
dct Deul list
cheiol Vatei
(EmilandAscher
publish)
1 very1 t complete
Germannd?"
popular
folk-

FRANCE. — "Marsellaise," "Partant pour la Syrie," "Mourir pour la Patrie."
MEXICO. — National air. "Mexicano-. al Grit., de Guerra,"
"La Paloma," "Manzanello," "On the Me-a Grande," "PanEGYPT. — "Egyptian Love Dance," "Zallah." "Aida
March" (from the opera), "Egyptian March" (Puerner).
ORIENTAL— "In a Pagoda," "The Prince of India." "Oriental Dance.'' "Vision of Salome" (Lampe), "Hindoo Priest's
Incantation"
(Bendix), "Pasha's Dream." "In the Soudan."
quita."
CHINA. — "Chinese Serenade" (Puerner), "Ping-ling,"
"China-town March."
I have so frequently given titles of numbers suitable for
American Indian scenes that it is unnecessary to repeat them
nere. The numbers mentioned above are composed largely
of genuine
airs, with
the exception
the last
three,'
which
are national
characteristic
numbers
of the ofthree
countries
named. The real music of China, Egypt and the Orient in
general is not as a rule practical for this work. I have
omitted the South American states and many of the smaller
countries, as the music of these is rarely -ailed for. In fact,
it is only on occasion that many of them are needed at all
— but, like the fellow with the gun, "when you do want it,
you want it bad." I have selected these title- from six or
seven different books and catalogs. It must not be understood that they comprise everything in that line, or even the
best of their kind They are merely intended to be representative, are all good and will give an idea to th.>se who
"want to know" what to get a- a -tarter. Many good collecon the market and your music dealer can undoubtedly procure them for you. 1 especially recommend that the
reader supply himself with the Oriental, Chinese and Egyptian numbers, as they are coiistanly in demand
Another tiling 1 have been questioned about recently is
"popular songs. The inquiry has come from illustrated
singers in picture theaters and has been in the shape of a
request for new music. Now, I have never regarded this department as including this kind of w..rk. though it might
legitimately be made to .1" SO. In the ea-e- re!
have sent addresses oi music publishers to the inquiring
partie- and let it go at that. I n.ay possibly add
department" to this page, though I a, n not making
promises,
if I tind it will be of sufficient interest to my
reader.-, a- well a- feasible for myself, 1 wil
thing
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enjoyed

a

KINEMACOLOR

vi-it

tin-

week

t.>

COMPANY.
the

1■

Kinemaclor
Company
of America, situated in tl
erected ..nice building at 145 West 45th St . and \\
"(il. ! through the entire plant by Mr. A II Sawj
.1) "Wien Nierlansch," "I lander-." "The Merry
secretary for the new company
Within thi
of space leased by this company ha>
P( I]
ecutive offices, demonstrating and exhibit
Dead in Slavery," "Maz
at
al Anthem."
with a specially prepared concrete flooi I
stantial foundation for th< ;
Ell HI
th< I ..illoble Empero
the exhibition
of Kim end of the floor
:
machines that will in the futurt
111 their natur.il 1
: ia."
u\
Swear Hungarian by Thy Country" (Hungarian anta
I
i< and Czarda
1 fi und in 1
Not wishing to be unduly urgent, but
very desirable pi obtainin
pi j 1
garding th
I I A I.',
"Gai ibaldi's Hymn,"I Many
"Th< populat
In. oloniond Banner,"
the intention oi the direct
b( en written around the Italian
some tune in Septi
an.l often th<
can be u 1 .1 to ad
Kan and 1
white prints, and,
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; lc >!,. all photometers depend?
ah language, the .icti^n of a pho-

■

the C V of your
•
i itandard candle or a standbest standard by which to
;iL;ht. and why?
The Velocity of Light i- computed at about 1X6.000 miles
:■■!. though
figures by various
authorities vary
ight has been measured in several
ways.
Up to a comparatively short time ago (the year 1656)
li«ht was not considered as having "speed."
It was supposed
to move thoughout the universe instantaneously.
The speed
of li^ht is to enormous
nutes from sun to
earth) that it may only be measured by extraordinary methI which I shall describe.
In the year 1656, Roemer discovered the fact that light
travels with a definite, measurable speed. This discovery was
first made in the following manner: Jupiter has satellites or
ich move around that planet in definite orbits just
exactly as does our own moon.
As these moons, or, taking
one as an example, as one of these moons moves around the
planet Jupiter it is eclipsed, disappearing from the view of an
n the earth, at regular. Btated intervals.
The
exact time required for the satellite to complete the circle of
is known, therefore the period of eclipse has been
accurately determined, being 48 hours, 28 minutes and 35
seconds.

■
Fig. 12.
In Fig. 12 i- seen the earth in two positions of its orbit.
It will readily be seen from the drawing that as the planets
follow their orbits the earth will not remain at all times the
same distance from Jupiter but will be closer to that planet
at a certain time of the year by a difference of the diameter
rth'stheorbit
was that
year Roemer's
there was discovery
a difference
of theat different
time of
the Jupiterian satellites amounting to a maximum
inutes.
In other words, he found that, taking the
satellite's eclipse when the earth was closest to
Jupiter as the standard, as the earth receded the eclipse
came gradually a little later each time until the earth was
•moved from Jupiter, when it amounted to a total
inutes.
As the earth again advanced on its orbit,
the time of eclipse of the satellite gradually became nearer
normal, until at the closest point it again reached the standard of a year pre
The diameter of the earth's orbit is about 184,000,000 miles,
and by reasoning Roemer concluded the difference in eclipse
time was due the period required by light to travel the increased distance The simple problem thus became 184.000,OOO dividl
■■■>. which gave the velocitv of light
I Naturally, however, this method
some extent, since measuring inter• enormous cannot be done with conclusive
accuracy
Since that time, the results obtained by Roemer
have been checked up by other methods and corrected.
One method of correction, or calculation, used depended
on what is known as the aberration of the stars, or the aberration of light.
If one be on a swiftly moving railway train on a perfectly
l.cn rain is falling absolutely vertical, the drops will
ear to fall thus, but obliquely toward the rear.
X • ■ resent the path of a
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drop of water falling vertically, and Y and V the eye of an
• ..ted ;it the window of a swiftly moving railway
coach. When X is at position shown Y is considerably behind it. the arrow showing direction Y is moving. As Y
move.- forward to position of Y', X falls to position of X',
the two movements producing to the eye the impression of
the angle shown by dotted line, acuteness of the angle
being dependent upon relative speed of X and Y. This corresponds to aberration of light. To further illustrate: Suppose in B, Fig. 13. the ball 1 to be falling vertically, its path

Fig.

13-

represented by dotted line 1, 2. It enters the slanting tube 3,
which is moving rapidly in the horizontal direction indicated
by arrow. Now if the tube moves from 3 to 4 exactly in the
time required by the ball to fall from 1 to 2, it is evident that
the descent of the ball will be in no manner affected. It is
evident, however, that were the tube held vertical and be
moving, the ball could not pass through it and still move
straight down. In other words, if the tube is moved it must
be inclined just enough to counterbalance the movement of
the ball, else the ball will be interfered with.
This principle has been applied to the telescope. It is
found that in order that light travel down a long telescope
tube, the tube must be pointed not at the star, but at a slight
angle to its true position. Knowing the orbit speed of the
earth and the angle of the tube to the true star position the
light velocity may be and has been calculated. But this
method, like that of Roemer, depends upon precise knowlof thenotearth's
the earth's
which edgeare
known orbit
with dimension
very great and
accuracy,
hence speed,
these
methods are unsatisfactory in some degree.
They have, however, been checked up and corrected by
mechanical
methods, one of which, Fizeau's method, is as
follows:
A toothed wheel was constructed containing 720 teeth and,
of course, 720 spaces between; 8,663 meters away was a mirror accurately reflecting a ray of light, so that it practically
doubled back on its own path. A ray of light was passed
through the space between two of the teeth on the periphery of the wheel, caught on the mirror and reflected back
to the eye of an observer stationed at and looking through
one of the spaces in the wheel. Now if the wheel be rotated
at a given uniform speed certain definite results will be attained. It takes the light a certain, given time to travel
from the wheel to the mirror and back, in this experiment, a
distance of 17,326 meters. In 1/720 of a revolution of the
wheel each of the 720 teeth of the wheel will occupy relatively the space just filled by the tooth immediately ahead
of it. It therefore follows that in half that time each tooth
will be moved ahead into the position previously occupied
by a space between the teeth.
Now the observer will see the reflected ray as a bright
speck in the mirror. It is therefore possible to so adjust
the wheel speed that a tooth will move into the place just
occupied by a space in precisely the time taken for the light
to travel the 17,326 meters, in which case the bright speck
will disappear. This Fizeau found to occur when the wheel
speed was 12.6 revolutions per minute, each turn thus occupied 1 divided by 12.6 seconds and the teeth and spaces
changed positions as often as 1 divided by 12.6x2x270,
which figures out as 1 divided by 18,144 of a second. In
other words, the result showed the light speed to be 17.326 x
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ters per second, or, reduced to miles, it would be
17,326 \ j <S. 1 44 x 39.368 divided by 12 divided by 5,280 per second. Later experiment- (Cornu, 1876;, with better appliance
(of the same sort) reduced this to 300,400,000 meters per
second, or about 186,000 miles, as shown by astronomical
measurements. If the wheel were turned at a certain incxeased -peed the light ray again appeared, but this time
through ttie second space and when the speed of the wheel
was trebled above the first test the light was again eclipsed,
being caught on the second tooth and so on, thus proving
the correctness of its operation.
Summing up results of different measurements we find
that light appears to travel 187,500 miles per second. But, I
think 1 hear you say, "what has all this to do with operating?" Directly,
operator
to do
with, and
very nothing
much towhatever.
do with, The
radiant
energyhas(light),
and the more he knows about it and its action the
better. In fact, for the best results it is imperative that the
operator have a comprehensive knowledge of light action,
and it is to supply just that knowledge that these articles
have been undertaken. The operator who patiently follows
these lessons through and studies them well, arriving at a
comprehensive knowledge of the meaning of the various
phenomena set forth and described as we proceed, will be
the gainer from any and every point of view. I might add
that the lessons have but barely commenced. That is to say,
taking 100 as the whole, they have progressed to about 12.
(Continued next week.)
A Bundle of Questions. — New York City propounds the
following:
"(l) Won't a 104-volt incandescent lamp burn brighter on
no than on 104 volt-. Is there any likelihood of the lamp
burning out?
amperes
on No.
8 lead, theWill
wirea will
get'(_';
hot When
and ofpulling
course 45there
is a loss
of current.
No.
4 wire cause a greater How of current than the standard
rheostat is calculated to supply?
"(3) Does tin Hoard of Underwriters allow rheostats to be
used in multiple in the city of New York, provided the wiring be heavy enough?
I wish to pull about 50 amperes.
"(4) When a rheostat 1- stamped 25 amperes, does it deliver
that current after it is hot. or 1- there a drop of a couple 01
ampere- due to carbon, resistance, bad contacts, etc.?
n allowable in New Y"rk City for one night stand
ige cable from mains, or must one have BX?
"(6) in DoYew theyYork?
allow the use of rheostat.- in series on 220
"(7) \\ hen called upon to give a -how in a church supplied
current and my 25 amperes rheostat does not sup?ly sufficient current to «ive good curtain illumination, am
ni some coils, or what can I do?
"(8) Do they allow the use of choke coils or rheostats
project a i6^4 foot picture, and sometimes the screen
■ lead of white, due to the manager attempting to
make a daylight curtain of it. Am using A. C Miles Bros,
rheostat, 50 amperes, no volts, 125 cycle, and the light
through it i- pretty fair, though it should be bett(
rai-e the amperage by cutting out some of the wire winding and grid plate-!I)., you think it is safe to try tin-, or
could I I I. up .1 Powers
15 ampere rheostat in multiple
with the othei rheostat?
If you will give me Kood, clear
answers to these questions, 1 will promise not to trouble
Answering question: 1 pan of the work of this department, and you are
lime "
: no matter if it l>< every week
A- to your ques• lamp will burn brighter on 110
.■.ill ip't last very long on that pressure
It prob
lid ii"t burn out immediately, but it- life would be
atly hoi line. I b\ n ing 1' on 1 10 \ olts
impcragc w ith only a noi mal 1 ■
N'o 8 wire, pulling 45 amperes, and tin
h-.t. adding the hi
ci due i" beat to that of
formal

■

(3)

amperage

"i thi

rheo tat

ing

Hie

but

No

4 would
45 am; ■
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use of rheostats in multiple, and the prohibition of the Department isabsolute.
(4; Twenty-five ampere rheostats are ca
their normal capacity when hot.
After they have been in
use a few day- or weeks, however, it will be found that their
actual delivery has decreased to anywhere between 18 to 22
amperes, instead of 25.
(5) I believe stage cable is permissible under the conditions you name. I would advise you. however, to call up
the chief inspector of the borough in which you are located,
and get his approval.
(6) Yes.
(7)
The cutting out of coils is absolutely forbidden in
New York City. You may, however, first securing the Department's approval, use a rheostat up to 45 amperes capacity.
(9) Not in New \ ork City.
Travel Ghost. — Galva, 111., writes: "Can you tell me what
is the cause of the grinding noise in my Power- No. 6? I
also wish to know how I can take the travel ghost out of my
picture. I am certain it i- a travel ghost, because there are
light streaks on all titles. My throw 1- 70 feet 1 also wi-h
to know which carbon- are best— J4 and
How may I tell the -izc of my condensers when the number- are Hot on the box? 1 do not know whether those I
have are 7^ or I
Your information i- t
mleimite. Galva, a- regards the
grinding in your machine. 1 would suggest, however, that
you make sure that the sliding way holding the small toggle gear, which is just behind the flywheel, 1- tight enough
so that the gear does not wobble; al-o that the upright sliding way which hold- the gear 1- not loose on the -mall cross
bar at the bottom. Sometimes a grinding noise will develop in the gear- of a machine and it 1- rather difficult to
determine the exact cati-e even with the machine 111 front
of one. The toggle livnr being loose 1- the most likely -ource
of the annoying gear grumble. The travel ghost is caused
by the shutter being a trifle out of time. It 1- evidenced by
tlie streaks up and down from the letter- 111 the title-, or by
the white flashes up and down from any white object in the
picture. Be sure that the -crew 111 the inner hub which tits
roove in the -butter spindle 1- set down tight in the
■ that the -butter has no play Be -tire also that the
two collar- on either -ide of the -butter spindle boxe- -et up
tight against the boxing, just a- tight a- you can -et them
without causing the -haft to bind.
If the troul
present,
loosen
of tin-Then-newholds just
the enough
outer
shutter hub
to theoneinner.
loosenwinch
the other
so that the -butter may be revolved, when the flywheel is
heldthestationary,
by the
use of
little pressure
I'm -lip
a film
in
machine and.
holding
the a flywheel
Stationary,
the
shutter a little one way or the other and try it li the travel
ghost has disappeared, tighten up the -crew- ami the job is
done. If, on the other band, it i- worse, then you should
move the -butter 111 the other direction ami keep slipping it
until you
■■ . until the travel
ghost has disappeared
It the flashes an down, I
the -butler should be pulled toward- you
li : ■
are up from the letters of the title, then shove (revolvel the
top ol the shutter away from vou
ing direct
current you will find that
inch solid below will give the best
Do 'lot.
however, try to use hard carbon- -uch a- are "-ed in the
pi
I have Linen tin- advice in
and had the neighbor write back that he >
light at all with the ' , m. b c.n b
bowed that be bad I" '
inch carbon- from the heal light compai
I ami not a! all
lower ' . inch solid carbon nui-t bl
not too bard
li you ha> < the Handbo 1. .
■ How
"I'm a w bite
ite a- window
Up. tlatthe -ide
until
1

towards

the

have

I now, no

/iding the wiring ami connections
ing to theii 1 ul
[Ti< Department ol V\ tci
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hanic lie
liing else

,
lie remodeled lamp is certainly an improvement.
With setting
the oldof style
I could only
run three or lour ornil-,
with
one
the carbons,
but this
10 reels
at the very least. I changed my shutter from the inside to
the outside, as I said, and lind the out-ide shutter to be much
the best. I simply lengthened the shutter shaft and put a
bearing out on the end. If any brother operators are having trouble installing outside shutter, just let them write to
me direct and I will explain the matter. Mine has been running for three or four months and I have never had a bit
of trouble."
The neighbor's address is Mr. J. C. Kilburn, Star Theater,
Eureka. Cal . should any of the readers desire to correspond
with him. There is no doubt but what any practical arrangement allowing the use of longer carbons is a distinct
improvement — one that I have long advocated. A lamp
house ought to be built in such a way that a 14-inch carbon
could be used above and at least a 6-inch below. Aside
from the item of expense, there is no reason why this cannot be done, and it certainly ought to be. The saving of
carbon would, in course of a year, be very large (see page 83,
Hand!..
An Interesting Letter. — Mr. John Cooper. Manager Sterlmizer Company.
Warren, Ohio, who recently returned from an extended visit to England, write-:
"As
agreed with you personally, I will now try to set down on
paper some of the impressions I received as regards moving picture theaters of England.
In England they have no
store shows such as we have here.
That is to say, there
may be some, but, if so, I neither saw nor heard of them.
• plays are either installed in regular theaters or
buildings specially put up for the purpose.
They call them
picture palaces.
The smallest one I saw would seat 600
They all have graded prices for seats.
In the
smaller towns the prices run from threepence (6 cents) for
or twelve rows; sixpence (12 cents) for
the next
wt hack, and the remainder of the
nincpence ( 18 cents) up to a shilling (23 cents).
in this arrangement is that the farther you
from the curtain the higher price of the seat. In
London the prices run all the way from sixpence up to four
In some places they have vaudeville and picd others nothing but pictures.
Every show has
what they call 'early doors,' which means that if they advertise that the doors will open at 7 p. m., they will in reality
open them at 6:30 p. m., charging an extra price up to 7
p m
For the sixpence seats they will charge ninepence and
in the same proportion for all other seats, or about half as
much again as the regular price for the 'early doors* and
them pet filled up at 'early door' prices.
It is very
wonderful
how patiently the English people will wait for
an hour
;, They do not
crowd around the
1 here in America, but get
°ff
k ininsingle
have seenformore
thanthe500c'.
people thus ranged
a longfile.lineI waiting
the
'early
woman having the
nerve todoors,'
try toand
get woe
aheadtoofthe
his man
or heror turn.
m to enjoy the pictures more than we do
1st they show their appreciation or
very open]
>enly. If a picture pleases they

disapproval of them
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be. 1 1 makes the operator and the manager feel good when
they hear the audience applauding. They know that their
pan on- arc pleased Conversely, when they do not applaud
they know that they are not pleased. It also furnishes an
•-i.lt 1:1 making up programs. In America the only
11 find out whether or not the audience like a
given picture is by asking the patrons the question directly
a- they are leaving the house, or at some other linn-. In
England they like the American pictures very much. 1 have
known them to applaud as soon as the title has been thrown
on the screen, both for the Biograph and the Vitagraph pictun - In all the places I visited I did not see any picture
-how- open all day as we have them here. Invariably the
rule i- to give two shows each evening and a matinee on
Saturday. Most places are not allowed to open on Sunday.
In London, however, they nearly all open that day, but in
order to be allowed to do so they are obliged to give all they
make over their expenses to some hospital or free mstituiU can always tell who they are giving the -urplus
to by the large placard in front. 1
jection, but none better than we have right here in our own
little town of Warren, Ohio. (By the way, if you should
ever get over our way, I want you to stop in and see our
picture show-. 1 think wc can produce something very fair
in the way of projection.) In England they are great for
high voltage and high amperage. They use as high as 80
and 90 ampere?, with 70 volts at the arc, but I have gotten
just as good light with 50 amperes, 35 volts at the arc A. C.
In one house I visited they were using 80 amperes, 70 volts
at the arc D. C, and the light was no better than in our own
picture shows in Warren, which latter are using 60 cycle A.
I'.. 45 to 50 ampere-. 35 volt- at the arc. This man was using
11 t6ths
inchonecarbon
below anda few
"s above.
just
like the
you described
months He
ago had
and a itlamp
certainly wa- a monster. It must have weighed at least 30
pounds (I mean the lamp alone, not including the lamp
house). The prospect for the future of moving pictures in
England appears to be excellent. In the county of Durham,
where I visited, is the town of Shotten. a colliery village of
2,000 population, which supports a picture palace seating
600 people, fills full the fir-t show and half full the last
show (only two shows a night being given). On Saturday nights they turn people away. There were other places
of equal population from which I had report, and they all
seemed to offer about the same support to picture plays
as did Shotten. I visited quite a number of large cities such
as London. Manchester. Liverpool, Sunderland and New
Castle on Tyne, and everywhere 1 went the photoplay business was good. As I before remarked, I did not. however,
see any store shows and I believe if some enterpri-ing individual who understands the business well were to open a
good store show in any of the large towns of England he
would
make of
money."
On behalf
the readers of the department, Friend Cooper,
I thank you for your very interesting letter. Comments on
my part would be useless, as I know very little
things of which you write. One thing, however. I wish to
call particular attention to and that is the fact that Friend
Cooper say- the higher priced seats are those farthest from
the stage. That is common sense. In the photoplay theater
the farther you get from the screen the better the show is
—not sometimes, but always. I might add that with some
it at it- best when you are clear out on the sidewalk.
Another from Boston. — Boston, Mass., write- "I see you
are in doubt as to whether my scheme is practical or not
Or. at le:
tion its working satisfactorily.
Well,
all I can say i- that it has given entire satisfaction and that
I have had no trouble whatever with it in the past year. The
rheostat was sold to me for a 25 ampere, no volt instrument, 10 cauge Krupp resistance. It was very plain to me
after cutting out seven coils and using 20 amperes I had
coils I would never use, so I separated them from
the remaining five and put the other five in another series
with the other lamp, leaving me just two coils to spare. In
testing with the ammeter, the reading shows 20 amperes for
each lamp, or 40 amperes together on the dissolver. I kr.ow
this is rather heavy current to use on a dissolver, but the
size of the picture warrants it, so there you are."
The proposition you put up, Boston, is an electrical impossibility, provided the rheostat is a 25 ampere, no volt
instrument. If you divide the coils of that kind of a rheostat, cutting one-half of them in series with each lamp, you
would halve your resistance, and instead of getting 20 amperes, you would get nearer 40 until the coils burned up. It,
therefore, follows that while the rheostat in question may
have been sold you for no volt, 25 ampere instrument, it
was not one by any manner of means, probably being a
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220 volt rheostat.
I assume, of course, you are working on
Iio volts pressure.
Shutter Troubles. — Sheldon, Iowa, writes:
"Enclosed find
$i.s0 for the Handbook.
1 have just installed a Powers six
machine and am having -ome trouble adjusting the shutter.
I am not satisfied with a fairly good picture.
I want the
best. Am using A. C, no volt, 60 cycle current and have an
excellent light. I have a three-wing and a two-wing shutter.
Although 1 have only run the machine two nights, I have
tried both shutter?., and as near as I can judge from the operating room, there i- les~ flicker and not quite so much light
with the three-wing shutter.
I find, however, that on the
titles and sub-titles there is more travel ghost than with the
two-wing.
I presume the Handbook gives instructions for
shutter setting on all machines.
Will you kindly give me
your
as to which
shutter
to use that
and how
to set it?"
Youopinion
are absolutely
correct
in saying
the three-wing
shutter gives less light and less flicker than does the twowing.
My own preference is the three-wing shutter, however. On page 129 of the Handbook you will find directions
for setting the No. 6 shutter.
It sometimes occurs, however,
that a lens of such exceedingly wide angle is used where one
throw- a large picture on a very short throw, that a special
shutter is necessary; that is to say, a shutter having a wider
blade than the regular article. If your lens is of less than
2}4 inches back focus it may be necessary to have one of
these special shutters sent you. If your lens is 2^/2 inches or
focus, then there is no such necessity.
See also
"travel ghost" in another place.
Curtain Coating.
< alifornia (name of town suppressed by
request) writes:
"1 have noticed a number of formulas in
the 'World' for coating curtains and will submit the one I
have used, and which, for a cloth curtain, I do not think can
be beaten.
A gentleman who claimed to have owned and
Operated a picture theater in Chicago using a mirror screen
said that it was the closest thing to a mirror screen he had
ever seen and that his iir-t impression was that it was one.
In fact, his first words when he came in the house were a
query as to when we put in a mirror screen.
We used a
heavy
grade 1.1' ilsheeting
and treated
it to
of glue After
size,
first stretching
over a frame
made of
J xa 6coat
studding.
oroughly stretched we gave it a coat of white lead
1 instruction in the Handbook
and followed that with a coal of -hellac. After this had thoroughly
set we repeated the process, but this time before applying
the .shellac we pounced the entire surface with cotton, thereby removing all brush marks and producing a surface which
rfectly smooth.
The last coat of shellac keeps the
in being scratched by particles of dust and the
curtain can be easily kept in A-i shape.
I submit this formula for what it is worth and believe that anyone using it
will have an aluminum curtain backed off the boards.
I am
great deal I of
out ofto the
and operator,
also out
indbook.
do good
not claim
be a'World'
first-class
but so far have been able to show an absolutely clear picture. Any number ol people have said we have the clearest
and best pictures in town.
I have my troubles the same as
lit so far have managed to pull through.
I am
ving any bouquets at myself, but I credit The
For what success I have had
We are obliged to you for the curtain coating formula.
• it will be tried out by some of our readers. Glad
that the "World" and the Handbook have been of
0 you and trust that they may be of yet greater
service in the future.
Sacramento
Letter. — From
Sacramento,
Cal., comes the
"Find enclosed $1.50 for the Motion
Picture
much benefit from the bonk as I
hall certainly be well sail
■ to's population
1 gain of 14,832 in
:
1 a year.
Sacramento has
all employing union help 'The Truth about the North Pole' is being
shown in the Lyric, one of our moving picture houses, this
week.
A
yed for the occamy way of thinking, the picture! at the Lyric are
in ibi city.
For a long time I could not under
stand how their operator gave sucl
ti in, but 1

]

looking

up

int..

the

operator's
\ ing on window
the table. 1 taw
The
mystery
The Handbook has been forwa
no doubt by now 1 in •.
tion but what the opcratoi win.
to, other thing 1 being
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duces the best work. While the mere fact of "Moving 1311
Picture Worlds" being in the operating room would not necessarily signify much, still if the Lyric operator is studying
and has studied it, he cannot help but have learned a great
deal, since during the past year the ideas, views, opinions
and schemes of operators and managers all over the world
have been given publicity. While, as I said, the presence
of "Worlds" in the Lyric operating room would not necessarily prove the operator to be a student, still it is an indication that he is, and the fact that he is giving the best projection in Sacramento still further indicates the Lyric operator to be a man who has acquired a comprehensive knowledge of his business.
Concave Lens. — From Chicago during the past week has
come a request for instructions as to how to make a concave lens 5 inches in diameter. I am not a lens manufacturer and do not know much about the process of making
concave or any other kind of lenses. However, for your
benefit, after considerable hunting, I have dug up the following by Mr. Alfred R. J. F. Hassard, published in the
Scientific American. The direction is for a 4J^-inch reflector of 4 feet focus. However, you can proportionately
increase the measurements given. Whether you could by
this method grind a lens of very short focal length is, I believe, doubtful.
First secure a piece of plate glass 4V2 inches by 9 inches.
Cut this in two, so as to make two 4j4-inch squares. With
a glass cutter draw a 4^-inch circle on each square with a
few scorings of the cutter into the glass in various places
outside of the circle. With a pair of suitable pliers, the surplus glass can be broken off without much trouble, leaving
two circles of glass 4l4 inches in diameter. The edges can
then be smoothed up on a coarse grindstone. Next, cement one of the circles of glass to the corner of a workbench and to the other circle cement a large cotton spool
or similar piece of wood; a three-inch section of an ordinary
ij^-inch curtain pole will do. The cement used is common
black, hard pitch. On the surface of the disc of glass cemented to the bench lay half a teaspoon of sand, emery or
carborundum. If either of the latter two, use grade 40. Wet
slightly and rub one glass on the other by keeping the motion crosswise across the lower glass, so that the upper
glass crosses the circumference of the lower glass about 3
inches back and forth. Keep moving around the bench and
keep revolving the upper glass by the handle, so that never
twice will the two glasses cross each other in the same direction. Through the irregular movement comes the regular figure. In a minute or two fresh grit will be needed and
by half an hour it will be found that the upper glass is
slightly concave while the lower one has become convex,
and this process may be continued until the desired degree of
convexity or concavity is attained.
The focus of the lens
or concavity is reached, procure finer sand, carborundum or
emery and grind with it, only using shorter strokes. Continue using the finer sand, emery or carborundum until all
the small holes in the glass have disappeared and the surface becomes
Nextof pour
of emery
into quite
aboutsmooth.
two quarts
water,1 pound
stirringof it"flour"
thoroughly for a few minutes, after which 1. ■
onds. Carefully and quickly pour "if all the water and it
will be found that only the coarser ..r heavier emery will be
left, Keep this by itself in a small jar or bottle and label
it No. 1. Stir up the water which wil
minute or two and allow 1I1. mixture
I stand one minute.
Pour off the liquid quickly and e II
the emery left in the bottom No
• i ontinui tl
only allowing the liquid to rest ift<
lows: three minutes;
s,.\in mu.
hour.
In this way the la I 1
ble character and the liqu
v will be labeled
I
the
time
10 minutes
with . .1
ni.l without

hi

until

the

\\ inn No 6 I
I Now on top oi the glass cemented
pour some melted bl.uk pitch, wet the I

to

remo> ed
the bench

t<-n

1 ight then
ento, and
no m"^on and all
equal, pro-

n is tin- convex tali rou wrish I
cementing the oth(

in away

-
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• th< n loug ■ g and smo
iluti I) .1 model of order.
Below it are lockers
for ushers, scrub women, etc. a- well
painter's r
etc
Just bow Managei
Hughes
pli I,! d the wondei - displayed, under t
lion-. 1- 1. mi a mystery.
He most certainly i- entitled to
much credit
Much more might be -aid concerning
this
house, but -pace forbid-.
and

■ ■•
tin- with ■

.-•

nia until it first
• more "f

■ ■

mi mia
Ml will
drop li\ drop ammonia and
\!i the while -tir it with a
solution of
mi- innate and one tablemitil the liquid, which was nearly clear.
ttli darker t.r ruddy, when it -liquid belaid
'Solution A " Mix "Solution B" as folliled), one teaspoonful of
•n nil pure alcohol and threi
nitric acid
This solution becomes
betl
bid tin- "Solution 1'," Next, to "Solution
\" add thru- t< a-i
nfuls of "Solution B," putting it in a
; stirringncave
rapidly
for
half
a
minute.
Then
side down, so thai that sideimmerse
of the
full) immersed in the liquid. In a few minutes the
- 1 1 \ ir will be seen ri-mg and adhering to the glass, and in
about ten minutes the glass will be fully covered, when it
withdrawn.
Cold water should then be allowed to
run on the smooth face of the glass for a few minutes, after
which it should be set on edge to dry
owly

All the above i- from Mr. Hassard's article, though considerably reduced in length.
If while silvering your lens you
small piece of flat plate glass, say
inches, you then have all the lenses necesi reflecting tele-cope.
By using live-inch stove
• • more joints riveted together so as to make the
proper length, your silvered concave lens tilling one end and
enses supporteid in such manner as to produce the
in the cut, the small square lens being set at an
15 degrees with the other. SO a- to throw the light
out through a hole in the pipe, you then have a complete
reflecting tele-cope, which will give you, if the lens is truly
made, surprisingly good results.
The small square lens,
must of course be set at exactly the focal point of
ave lens which ought to be about 4 feet away.
set as to focus on the small
one. win.
to one side of the pipe.
Good Management. — Recently the writer journeyed, via
the wild- of Hoboken and Jersey City.
Keith & Proctor's Jersey City house, of
which Mr W. C. Hughes 1- manager. • Mr.lameHug F. Cripps,

room-

Exhibitors* League of Milwaukee
Under date of April _M-t. Milwaukee
Exhibitors
special meeting of all local theater managers and 1
the advisabilitj of forming a Welfare League to improve
conditions and promote the general welfare of picture -how--.
The first regular meeting was held at Plankint
and every theater wa- represented.
The followin
were elected for the term of oni
OF] H
John R. Freuler, preside
Henry X. Klein, vice-president.
Benj. X. Judell. secretary
Thomas Saxe, treasurer.
Xic Hover, -ergeant-at-arm-.
Charles II. Phillips, counsel.
Among
the matter- of vital importance, the advisabilitj
of lighting up theaters during performances was discussed
and recommended; also to place older men at theat
as ticket taker-.
Another important measure that was brought up and unanimously accepted was the abuse of passing children in free
when accompanied by parent- or otherwise. A neat uniform
printed sign to be placed in the box office window of each
theater was decided upon, reading as follows:
"Only

Children in Arm- Xot Occupying Seats
Will Be Admitted Free
By Order of
Exhibitors' League of Milwaukee"
Wonderful results have so far been accomplished, and a
feeling of harmony, heretofore unknown, now exists among
the local exhibitor-.
"WATCH MILWAUKEE."

Chicago Exhibitors'

Association Meeting

Moving Pictures Exhibitors Association t • t Chicag • Exhibitors consolidated) of Chicago and Cook County had their
fourth meeting at the Great Northern Hotel. Monday. May
22. Officers elected: George Henry, Grand Theater, prc-ident: C. A. Anderson, Hermosa Theater, vice-president}
William J. Sweeney, Standard Theater, treasurer: S Katz.
Illinois Theater, financial secretary; J. Bell, Bell Theater,
recording

1 ripps's part
Mr
and truly it was a
siders the
anything but high

Executive committee: ]. A. Alcock, Edna Theater; G. F.
He-ch. Principal Theater: F. O. Nielsen, Kimble Theater;
A. Natkin, Ideal Theater: George Otman, Lincoln Theater;
11 L. Wallack, Ellis Theater; R. C. Valentine, Magnoluj
Theater.
Auditive committee: C. C. Wheelen, Washington Theater;
H. A. Hill, Arrow Theater; A. Carey, Myrtle Theater
This organization is for the benefit of exhibitors in general
— Licensed or Independent. With the officers elected, the
organization feels confident of bavin- a successful representative body to guard and protect their mutual interests.
A special committee has been appointed to investigate the
sentiment of the City Counsel in regard to the bin
nance passed and about to be enforced June 1. with the
purpose of trying to modify this ordinance and secure an
extension of time for its enforcement.
The next regular meeting will be Monday.
June 5, at
Northern Hotel, for the benefit of those exhibitors
that have not yet joined the organization
The initiation fee
i- only $1.00, but after this meeting, charter will bi
and the (initiation) fee raised to $5.00.

and

CHECKING

as -tumped. There wa- 11.. thin- to criticize.
was brilliant, even and well handled, while
.are and good judgment
on Mr.
Hughes then -bowed me over the bouse,
surprise.
Indeed, it wa- wonderful when
audiei
rtion of which is
class, th< necessary low expense account
• admission and heavy film
vaudeville bill
has a main floor, balcony
ry, and from basement to the highest -eat it is
. it 1- one of the
hi ve \iewed in a
erne being a soft, warm red to match the
ness 1- not of the
Kind. but. while unobtrusive, it 1- there and it is
leaning plant i- installed and Mr.
1:- praise,
Men'- and women's
• ■! smoking room- floor.
(the latter
Even not
the

The illumination

ROOM

IN MOVING

PICTURE

HOUSES.

The checking of babies at five-cent theaters is the latest
sensation in Chicago. This checking system has been established so that the weary mother may be able to sit quietly
in a moving picture parlor and observe the pictures without
being bothered by her child, also that the spectators will not
have to tolerate its vocal gymnastics. Many proprietors on
the north side have tried thU scheme and proved it a great
success, to both manager and mother. Perhaps a checking
room for women's hats would be also an excellent plan.

THE

MOVING

Licensed.
"A Good Turn" 1 Lubin).— The good turn is done by two
burglars to a despondent man who is about to commit suicide. If he kills himself, they will be accused of murder,
and two policemen are sitting on the steps of the house
smoking, -o they bind him and call up his sweetheart, getting her name from the man's "last" letter. If told in good
English
prose, this
story wouldn't
out incident
of place isinnotseveral
of
the monthly
magazines;
but suchbe an
of a
very virile quality. It is perfectly clear and will be acceptable-, for the acting of -Mr. Johnson as the despondent man
and Miss Lawrence as the heroine, is good. Such stories
can hardly b,- counted as important.
"Joe and Jim" ( Selig).— There is no extended dramatic
action in this picture; it is merely a narrative of a close
friendship between two fishermen, and illustrate, the poem,
"Joe and Jim," by Hal Reid, something as slides illustrate a
after the Sell- Company has released such
film, a- "The Herder-.' with its pictorial beauty and its sincere acting, and "The Still Alarm," with it, virile action and
other qualities, tin- film cannot be said to come up to
Selig standard.
It doesn't come up to it in any department.
"The Carrier Pigeon" (Kalem).— We are given in this film
a novelty in Western pictures: A carrier pigeon is used to
inform friends that a man is in danger from a band of Indian, Then follow- a furious ride, and both these features
pleased the audience Applause followed the pigeon's flight
and applause followed Molley's organization of a posse to
ingered man.
"The Heart of an Indian Maid" 1 Pathe). —Here is told the
Story of a trapper adopted into an Indian tribe by the ceremony of the
intermingling
of blood,
given the
daughter,
Winonah,
for a wife.
Laterandheis escapes
andchief's
goes
back to hi, own wife and child Winonah follows to get
ut i- befriended by the wife of the man she sought
to kill, and when she sees him playing with bis daughter,
love triumphs and she leaves them in peace. The feature of
the picture i, the conflict between jealousy and hatred and
e Indian woman's mind The ceremony of adoption
tely reproduced and gives an interesting glimpse of
"The Immortal Alamo" (Melies)
Here is given a historia which will lake rank immediately
with the important educational film*. While it possesses all the movement and interest ol a war picture, it tells the story of the
ind fall of the Mamo in such a realistic manner
that whoever sees it will be impressed with that heroic de>. entire garrison annihilated, only three
Children and two women being taken, emphasizes .1 histor' as nothing else outside of the original contest
could do
it i the tor> ol Gen Santa Vna'a attack upon
on Feb 23, 1836, and shows how the defenders
with 1 \o men held out until the cannon made a breach in the
wall, and the few remaining m n overwhelmed
The negpot and the Melies |d;l> ei ! M I re
j student
of the Pcai o< k Militai .
as « -I William Bowie, Col William It
commandci
of the American
forces,
David
and "tin r- w hose names li\ e in I
>du<
■ l he
"The White
Rote I t the W.ld '
of thiswithstory's
mountain cabin, but th< hci >inethe
whowindow
liv< there
hei brother
1 whit,- Rose ol the Wild " 1
(the l ■ 1 • ■ - 1 aph 1 ompanj
di 1 n 1 publish the nan
11 ■ 1 In 1 oine for -u, h ., 1
■ I. " It was cl angi d to fil this difl rent heroine,
ni bartci heis.it foi protection !■■ the
ot tin , , men \ ho at tai I bei . I. in In he, i| ■
I ..I tin othci tv
vanquishes him,
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and he promises to leave her.
He has n
this though, for at that moment he is captured, and
saves his life. The story of the film is well constructed
and
the
producer
has
vised a great
deal
ot art in
making its tense moments
effective.
The acting of "The
Rose" in particular is natural and very pleasing.
The chief
rough seemed to be very much a gentleman, but the story
wouldn't stand realism in his acting.
The other parts were
fairly well acted.
Among films of the week, this will find
an honorable place.
"Hearts and Flags" (Edison). — This is a war story in part
like "Shenandoah." There are some fine scenes in it. The
one where the Union soldiers first appear and crowd >n the
porch is very good. The drinking scene in the hall immediately after and the attack on the girls when the heroine
shoots two of them and the captain enters with his men and
saves
the girlsscene,
is theatrical.
The captain's
acting,
the fainting
is convincing,
that of the
girlsexcept
is evenin
better; and the darkies are tine. It is good to see again
that letter that the captain's mother put in the ' ';■
she gave him, which said "the needle is mightier than the
sword." This story is not so important as some that the
Edison Company has put out, but it will be acceptable.
"Semiramis" (Pathe). — This is another gorgeous Pathe
production, with stately scenes before temple gates, in the
sumptuous palace rooms and hanging gardens of Babylon.
We see processions of graceful youths and maidens in silk
and gold, a royal marriage,, the death agony of a monarch,
and the triumphal reception of a victorious queen. Its last
scene pictures the destruction of Babylon. The picture will
excite enthusiasm by its rich coloring, its magn
tings, and its stirring scenes with horses and helmets and
the waving of plucked palm branches. The producers e\idently spared neither pains nor expense in making this picture.
"Tim Mahoney, the Scab" (Vitagraph)
In such pictures
as this is the best hope of the pfa :
It is very
distinctively an important picture.
The Story iis truthfully produced; and is of an interest SO wide and
deep that it is bound t.. make a great impression
The acting is sincere
In the scenes in Tim Mahoney's
kitchen
there is no discordant note.
Tim perfectly pictures his peculiar difficulty, while his wife show s ,;
situation gnaws her.
The children also are distin
children.
Good as the-, scenes are. the other, adequately
support them, particularly the scene at the gates when after
the strike the nun are going back !•■ Work
1 il
tignantly
in that iiio,t
scene commends
It's the sincerity
of the picture
that pictured
tin, reviewer
It may
cause discussion, for n shows what made Tim
scab
Alter he dies they put his name back on the books
■ ■I the union.
"Tangled Lives"
Company's Florida pictures in which the S
raid a white settler's 1 .1'
The grandmother siws the babj by jumping witl
,n,l is rescued by chani •
The pnf.i
't is a surprise to the aud
yOUng tll.ill w ho appeal - lati r im
It might havi
know n and , icpei ted t
would have been in.. i.- dramatii
swamp t
II. .Ill ill. .'
a, such ii not important . but it
"Alone at Night"
I

while and •
I'erliiiK's '•

'
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if its a NE
"C S
he Wr

DAVID

HORSLEY

THE PEOPLE
are sure to patronize your house even when
the register,
mercury ifflirts with the thermometer's
top
Y o u Show

Nestor Westerns
One released every Wednesday, and exchanges worthy of the name can and will
furnish you with it regularly.
Ask for and

get our
Release of Wednesday,

June 7, 1911

"Thecoupncher

A True-Blue Western of the Worth-While
Variety
On the same Reel
*9
ii

The LHlle Burglar
A Playlet of Exquisite Charm
Length of both, 970 feet
Wednesday,

June 14, 1911

"The Shcrilfs
Mistake"
and
"TheWesternPlan
That Failed"
and Comedy Split Reel.
Book It Now!

EXHIBITORS' COMMENTS-

'The Nestors are great feature pictures."— Frank M. Bedard, Joy
Theatre, Danielson, Conn.

THE
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It's Good

NESTOR

147 Fourth Ave., New York

MUTT

and JEFF

The National Komedy Kings are assiduously training for their forthcoming

debut in

NESTOR

PICTURES

Watch for the Fint Release of Full
Reel Comedies of Real American Humor

MITT and JEFF
supported by an efficient company of funmakers, will break loose every SATURDAY
and, in their inimitable way, dispense cheer
and laughter with a lavish hand, a generous
foot and a witty tongue — YES, tongue!
These are real

TALKING

PICTURES

Wait and See!
Did you get the set of six 8x10
pictures of

NESTOR

PLAYERS?

Each set, 1 5 cents in stamps.
To non-exhibitors, $1.00.
FREE TO EXHIBITORS!
A two-color, 14 x 2 J, lobby duplay, issued with
every Nestor Release and known
as '"NESTOR
LOBBY MAGNET" sent FREE to Exhibitor!

everywhere.

t bo* \>mni I ilms i egulai l\ i
always
make a hit.*' P. &
I yn
l hr. i,, , < harleston, S.

Write for it now!

be people here are wild <>> i » \< tto
Pictures.*'
Waurtka,
Okie w C. Blackstone'
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\nd the end i- weddin

■
I
propera n men
are
and thebeld
headup—of
i - rere I •intellithe i ireign Pathe
i: tbii « me would think that such
• \ body, t>ui such i- not the
i \\ estern |)icturc
aes which
I j turns

upon

the

American
offended a
the has i mortallj
'-;
ill, he i- kidnapped and about to
him.

gnizes
his
The interest is not -,, much
in the
ackground.
In t hi- respect, at lea-t.
•
the Essanay people

"A
Novel
Experiment"
should !••

(Selig)
\ story
such
as this
from the mam idea, it prei Kciting,
A successful
novelist

ticularly

who

the

kind

of man

impersonates

tramps

to get

realism.

Perhaps the reason why this story doesn't, in its
ince us that, except the novelist, its character- and their place in the Story are very obscure.
The
tramp- costume is good enough; but it is not until
Arnold proposes to Smith, the novelist, whom lie thinks is a
tramp, that he woo and marry Eleanor, do we pick him out
from
all the others
as having a special part in the story.
Even then tin- reviewer wa-n't -ure just why he wanted to
be revenged "ii her.
From that point on the story is clear
enough.
Vet. girls like Eleanor don't marry men they know
I the climax
doesn't
wholly
convince us,
it is wel
hi idea behind this picture i- novel
reviewer though many plays, "Id and new. have ap-

■ ! it

"Love Proves Stronger Than Duty" (Pathe). — An American film of some six mouth- ago told a story very like this in
Utlinc
That i- no great drawback for the story is
ne; and, while the former was more exciting, this is
much more convincing.
The right and wrong of the case is
one much discussed and within a year the action of a Southern sherifl
m whom he loved occasioned more
than «.ne edit' rial.
In this story a French policeman lets a
man who i> "wanted" for theft go because he has rescued
-■•■I from
drowning.
The
drowning
try skillfully.
We remember that in the
American
story the sheriff pushed
the duty
of letting the
■■ u'c
In tin- case
the man
n I
nd the policeman bid- him "God speed."
"Bob's Microscope"
(Pathe).— This i- an advertisement
educational film
for
is mil of
nd is full of snakes
v interesting thing-.
"A

Romany

ture of tin-

"The

State

Tragedy"

(Biograph).— Here
i- a film, the
g the Corsicart Gypsies
It deals
if honor
among
those
people
and the
• until the dishonor i- avenged
The feafilm i- the horror of the girl when shi
her brother's d< ath i- her
• ih«1 cups, hoping to die herself,
them back and the lover pay- the penalty.
Lire
-pint and vim
winch
•

sheriff-

creatures
The film

daughter

Western
picture
the Lubin
players
Harry Blake, the
i- drawn
true to hie
There
were, and
i men in that region
When
hi
he acted
upon
hi- impulses.
When
he
m impulse.
How could the
allow
him
to get over
the State
ning of the impending flo
<-r the border he risked it. a- any

lyp< would
h..'
"The Niece and the Chorus Lady" (Edison) Here is a
; ii.: light corned) Mane Tener act- the part
. > \\nl i- the chorus lady, and tin- married
man. about whom the difficulty centers, i- Guy •
The mother-in-law is somewhat disconcerted when she diso>\er- that her precious -on ha- married a chorus lady, hut
alter lone- make- a clean breast ol the thing evi
seems satisfied.
"The Temptress"
(Essanay).— The theme of tin
the powei of a designing woman over a weak man.
She obtain- In- consent to commit murder, but hi- deserted sweetheart prevent- it. and
ultimately
there
i- a complete
untangling of the snarl
\-idc from
tin- one thing, the film
io great
strength and in the opinion ol I
viewer fall- much below the standard of the average I
picture.
It i- not often that this house releases a i
hut it ha- come dangerously near it thi- time), '>r one that
..Mends the public taste as this one does.
It has been taken
ofl tin- screen in some pla
"Science vs. Quackery" ((laumont). — Here is a sermon
that should please the editor of the Ladies' Home Journal in
hi- war against quack medicines. The view we get of the
interior of the factory i- interesting, and the turning of the
plot upon the illness of the manufacturer's son gives it a
touch that emphasizes the manufacturer's mora
bility. Possibly many will get a new impression of a portion
of the patent medicine industry.
"One cf Nature's Noblemen" (Selig).— This is a Western
ranch picture which is different. The feature is the estrangement of two friends and their reconciliation long years later,
alter one ha- performed a service for the other which could
not be repaid. The audience becomes silent as it sees the
story unfold, and there is involuntary applause when the
reconcilition
is at lastinterpreted
effected. John
Henley, Bosworth;
nature's nobleman, is acceptably
by Hobart
Clay
Brown, the man with a bad temper, but who married the girl,
i- \\ T S.nit-chi; the baby, Baby Lillian, and she is an attractive little one, too.
"Cupid's Chauffeur" (Vitagraph). — Here is an interesting
light-comedy in which a lover plays chauffeur for the girl
and her objecting father, running them in among his friends,
who act the parts of bold highwaymen. Then he plays hero
and rescuer. The old man relents, and the couple get his
blessing on the spot. Comedies of this type are enjoyed
by the audience and there was no lack of appreciation in
this m-tance.
"Musketeer"
(Urban). — This
dramatic
-ketch
i- of the
It depicts the difficulties a musketeer had in carryige from an outpost to the commander.
It is like
one page of Dumas'
teresting. It-hows

great story; but it is well acted and inthe costumes of Henry IV Musketeers.

"The Sleuth" (Urban).— This is a trick film.
It's hero is a
fool who play- sleuth to find the trunk thieves.
!
himself in a big bag and gets stolen; of course he is thrown
into the river and has other adventures before he gets his
man.
It is amusing.
"It Served Her Right" (Edison).— The iceman's face is the
best thing in this comedy. It. like the other picture on this
nel. l- also very anecdote-like and very slight. The wife
play- a much overdrawn jealousy fairly well; the husband,
cook and iceman are puppets.
The climax
is mirth awak-

Theatrical Posters
Irvr.
Sheeti
VJ\JAssorted
Full ofDramatic
Life and One
Action

d» »T/ .OU
[?/".
«J>

WILL GET THE KONEY FOR YOU
"FAUST"
1i She,
She,
3 She<

MORGEN-WECK
131 East 13lh St. N. Y.
Tel. 3699 Stuyioant
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"At Panther Creek" (.Nestor).— This love story has a mining camp for its background. The hero is the owner's son
working his way up, and the heroine is the daughter of the
foreman. It i- the foreman who objects to the love match.
Difficulties follow, but the end is happy. The owner applauds
his son's choice of a wife. The acting is .good and the
charm of the Xestorian photography is over all, each succeeding scene making an indelible impre-sion upon those
who see it.
"Fifty Years Ago" (Powers).— The military scenes in this
picture are rich in burlesque quality; they are ridiculous.
The war separated the two lover, in this story, and fifty years
later they are brought together again. Yet there are
1 scenes, too, for an old negro is very well pictured, and the breakfa-t table scene in which he waits on his
old master is delightful. It was no small artist who directed
nes; but the other scenes show a woful ignorance
of military possibilities
"Brave Swift Eagle's Peril" < Bison).— Swift Eagle is a
Sioux of that village of tepees we have become acquainted
with of late in Bison stories and in the first scene Bright
Feather, a Cheyenne maiden, helps him to escape from the
Cheyenne village. He, acording to this story, is romantic
(Parkman -aid that no Indian ever was) and to protect
Bright Feather from the unwelcome attention, of one of her
own tribe he puts himself again in peril. It is Bright Feather
■ rides to the Sioux village and bring- help and she
and Swift Eagle are married. The battle scene between the
men of the two tribes is so plainly laid out, so as to chow
all the smoke, that it is lacking in interest even.
"A Trooper's Heart" (American). — Here is a film showing
something of the -pirit which animates men on the Mexican
border. It is all interesting, but its feature is a cavalry
charge that brings out a vigorous response. Those plunging
horses plea-e the audience immensely, and there is no question about its being exciting.
"Fountains
of Rome"of (Itala).
This short
givesso pictures of the fountains
Rome. — There
are nofilmtitles,
we
do not know the name of any one of these fountains. It has
-light educational value.
"Dad's Girl" (Reliance).
This is not so sensational a story
M lome that this company ha, been producing of late. It is
lably story, but since it awaken- interest, not by its
climax and denouement
mi much a- by humor, oil
notice tin- w eakm
the girl plainly
that the "bunco" man will soon come in and that
she will .
d chance to put the fake package
■ tbool
Such a picture doesn't al
low much good acting, nor do we find it in this 1
"The Two Cockades" (Lux).— This is a tale of the times
of the Frem h Revolution
l\ presents the adventi 1
tii child spirited away to save his life and who return-, twenty years later to offer his services to Napoleon
lunded, and later return- to his old home where
the servant who spirited him away when a child 1
and greets him.
"Tidying Up Paris" (Lux) Because oi complaints about
tin- untidy condition of the streets tin- Paris commissioner
■ I \nd the men do it SO effectively that
■ he people, goes
I he stt e< I s are clean
uil the most fastidious.
"Thwarted by Nell Pierce" (Yankee)
Alter a somewhat
this melo-dramatii
detective appear- in a
' 1 erhauled by the nm >toi
boat in which 1 the detective, they throw the jewel- into
hi film lii a in the woman'- donning
hing foi thi i< .-. e on the bottom
pi the • 1 1
thrills in this picture and
tin audiem 1 ■■ as not backward ii
ipprei ia
tioi
"The Love of a Gypsy Girl" (Great

Northern)
thil <.\p-\
coin
The idea ol the count falling in love with the
I thrill when war- aftei
h. countchild, and the woman
\\ horn i" om
had
I • her home
I hi
noi partii I
where the Gyps)
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many
comic situations following one after the other all
through the reel and the audience laughed with d
long as it was on the screen.
It is a jolly, rollick
"The Two Gardeners" 1 Eclair).— When
pretty backgrounds, it would hardly be ami-- to show the
name of the places on the screen; novelists tell where their
stories
"The Two
is a romantic
comedy,
not
of are
the set.
uproarious
kind,Gardeners'*
but one that
gives much
quiet
enjoyment of the situations that often are very humorous.
It is acted well, though parts of it would have been funny
even with the poorest acting. The heromc. daughter of the
owner is very pretty, and perfect in her part. The countgardener, whom the heroines mother thinks is One-imus. is
ire-maker. Onesimus has to work hard. because he
isn't known and that is all he gets for playing gardener. .No
wonder he and his mother are formal when they take their
departure.

te^tt

hi

Scene from "The Sheepman's Daughter" — (American).

"The Birth Mark" (Yankee).— There is a strong story
told in this picture and told without the overdoing of tragic
scenes and emotion- and the overacting that spoils so many
good films. Another sub-title or two would have helped out
"int, but it I- well constructed and clear. The acting i- all SO good that it is hard to pick out any one or two
players as better than the rest. The first scene is very well
done: the scene where the Indian tells Raven that it was he
who -hot the duke (why was a title necessary?) and -hows
why lie did it is even better; and the scene where Raven
meet- again his wife i- made powerful by remarkable restraint. More than one producer of photoplay- could iearn
aX. lesson
that Police
scene. are,Theone pictures
of' the
office
\\ . R. from
Mounted
mu-t fee!,
perfect

mi • hanii ;i depai tment

did it- part

well

"Three of a Kind" 1 Imp
■ babj 1
0 Mom i n. le l om, n ho
I) and In- wife I
ane to borrow three, and .1 houseful ol I

oi

"In the Great Big West" (( hampion).— Here we have the
story oi a doctor who t.nled to keep an appointment with
hi- -weetheart because duty died
Later they meet over the
bedside of a patient m the West
Reconciliati n
since
the girl ha- learned the worth of a man who attends to
hi- duty.
"The Minor Chord" (Imp) Imp picture- seldom lack human interest, ami this om- 1- no exception. Gretchen, the
ki'1 who fall- in love with the susceptibli

young
who

lOO,!

/an.
f a talented actress, the chief interest to it She is
a simple-minded girl, not bashful, noi yet bold
and
her love truth fu 1
healthy
minded -he shows
I
"Callr :
II and
wiin

with

a 1.

and her flashy, loud -km.
famil) an

C \'U ture
fire burnii
Land
1 •■

-kill, and

though

it 1- 1

be

■an)

The

4

realit) wouldn 1 1 .
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FREE EXHIBITION
TO EXHIBITORS!
Necessary arrangements have been made to show in
your locality
copies <>f the latest
andadvance
mosl successful

TALKING

PICTURES

Wherein America's Komedy Kings

MUTT

and
BUD"

JEFF

Hsu Kit

Act and Talk in th. Severest and funniest manner
imaginable. To see this absolutely new and rcvolu
tionizing idea in Moving Talking Pictures read
carefully the appended schedules and present this
Coupon to the theatre nearest to you:

Admit One

or More Exhibitors
to See

Mutt and Jeff
DAVID

Davidas Horsley
follows : will personally show "MUTT

HORSLEY

and JEFF" and two select full reel "WESTERNS"

June

5, 11 AM, "The Gratiot," 720 Gratiot Ave., Detroit, Mich.
6, 1 1 "
Crown Theatre, Summit St., Toledo, Ohio
"
7, 1 1 "
Boston Theatre, 79 Madison St., Chicago, 111.
8, 11 "
Vaudette Theatre, 183 3rd St., Milwaukee, Wis.
9, 1 1 "
Madza Theatre, 250 Hennepin Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.
9,10
"
Gaiety Theatre, St. Paul, Minn.
' 10, 10 "
1517 Farnam St., Laemmle Film Ser., Omaha, Neb.
" 11-12, 10A.M. J. W. Morgan & Western Film Exch., Kansas City, Mo.
" 13, 11 A.M. Yale Theatre, 1st St. & Broadway, Oklahoma City, Okla.
" 14, 11 "
Dixie Theatre, 1315 Elm St., Dallas, Tex.
" 15, 1 1 "
Alamo Theatre, 1027 Canal St., New Orleans, La.
" 16, 10 "
Odeon Theatre, 1907 2nd Ave., Birmingham, Ala.
" 16,11
"
Lyric Theatre, 406 N. 20th St.,
" 17-18, 11 A.M. Forsythe Theatre, Atlanta, Ga.
" 19,9.30
" Gem Theatre, 16 S. 6th St., St. Louis, Mo.
" 20, 11
" Lyric Theatre. 133 N. Illinois St., Indianapolis, Ind.
James L. Mclntire will show the same program at the following theatres: —
June 6-7-8
New York City
9, 10 A.M., Bijou Dream, 1205 Market St., Philadelphia, Penna.
" 12, "
W. E. Green Film Exchange, 228 Tremont St., Boston Mass.
13, "
Albany Film Exchange, 418 Broadway, Albany, New York
14, "
Gaumont Co., 154 St. Catherine St., Montreal, Canada
' 15,
Crystal Palace,— L. J. Applegath & Sons, Toronto, Canada
" 16, "
Victor Film Service, 39 Church St., Buffalo, New York
" 17, "
Isis Theatre, 89th and Superior Sts., Cleveland, Ohio
" 19, "
Cincinnati-Buckeye Film Co., 422 N. High St., Columbus, Ohio
"
20, '•
Orpheum Theatre, Cincinnati, Ohio
" 21, "
Rex Theatre, 6017 Penn Ave., Pittsburg, Penna.
" 22, "
Washington Film Exchange, 428 9th St., N. W. Washington, D. C.
" 23, "
Philadelphia Film Exchange, 610 E. Baltimore St., Baltimore, Md.
P'DITP' I A 3'reel program, combining a money-making novelty in motion pictures, a peerless American
ate tothe best 6-round fight ever seen in or out of films,
I\£LC . Comedy and the Czar of ad"Westerns"
with
of r
ngthe

DAVID

IF
IT'
HORSLEY

A

NESTOR
IT'S
GOOD!
147 Fourth Avenue
NEW

YORK

CITY

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

it only for a moment. A red forest fire is a feature, surely,
but the Hex Company came near spoiling a very good picture. The picture is strong enough, though, to stand these
"feature scenes." The beauty of the last two scenes with
the pool and the rescue of the child, not from the house, but
from the forest, by carrying her into the water, are remarkably beautiful.
"Foolshead as a Life Insurance Agent" (Itala).— Mr. Deed
is funny;ture-. he's
the only
funnyhim,
thingtheabo"ut
these
The better
we know
funnier
he trick
seems picto
gr<>w
He is good in this film.

WORLD

Hold Your Profits!
Making money in the moving picture business
depends on your giving the public gcod pictures.
You'll be sure to get the crowds — time and again
— and so to hold your profits if you use the

"An military
Officer and
a Gentleman"
— There
been
many
pictures
this week (Solax).
and, while
somehave
of them
have been very good, this picture is not with those. The
Story seems quite impossible and it gave little chance for
sincere acting. It was received in silence. This reviewer
asked one person how he liked it and he expressed disapIt is a story with an army post for its setting.

Uauscli |omk
Projection [ens

"Get Rich Quick" (Thanhouser). — This film pictures a
young married couple, poor and d^contented, then rich with
ill-gotten gains, which they give back, become poor again
and in poverty find the happiness they sought for. It teaches
a healthy lesson, but it is like some old-style Sunday school
story books — it is far from convincing. The Thanhouser
Company has skilful players and they did remarkably well
with this story. The poor widow was pictured very well
indeed, except in the scene where the hero dreams he sees
her out in the cold. It was meant to be a piteous picture,
but, perhaps, because the actress wa- thinking of "The Two
Orphans," she looked as though she wanted to smile. It
was affecting to the hero though, for he pulled open the
drawer of the table and there was the pistol. His wife keeps
him from killing himself for shame of his deeds and he derive the money back to the poor people whom he
has legally robbed. Skilful acting makes this play, just as
ptable, but it might have been a great deal better.

This lens insures clear, brilliant, sharp pictures.
It brings out the best in the film. You can always
be sure that a Bausch & Lomb lens is as represented
— our fifty years' reputation for lens-making guarantees that.
Write for our interesting Booklet 00 on Projection
Lenses. It contains a host of useful information
about moving picture work.
^5=^
Our name, backed by over half a century of ex(•fefo^S)
field Blass"'
vs^fflff other
scientific projection apparatus, engineering and

Bausch & Ipmb Optical,©.

"O'er Grim Fields Scarred" (Reliance). — This pictures war
scenes and it- heroine (Miss Leonard) is a Southern woman
who volunteers to retake important papers which Southern
soldiers have lost. She seems- unconvincingly confident as
up her mission. She gets past Union sentries in
good old five-cent-novel style, which doesn't appeal
inlackto with
them to captain,
save the sergeant
planter's and
life, some
her holding-off
of amen
Unionat
colonel,
other armed
the point of an i860 pistol, while the papers are burning,
I le most probable of her exploits, Apropos of this
play, we might add that lieutenants don't -alute sergeants
tir-t: soldiers don't "carry arm-" in a dwelling under ordinary circumstances, they ■'trail arms"; corporals are never
saluted by private soldier-, and military men walk about
a room very much like human heings; tin- "right
face,"mal"left
face" business i- reserved for "parade," and formoments.
"A Wartime Wooing" (Thanh.
1 Spanish
American war picture, with scenes laid in ( uba. A Spanish
spy. the heroine of the story, falls in love with a young
American lieutenant and the complications which come of it
ii 1- 1 erj well acted, I 1 1
hough the lieutenant -1
captain, even under the provocation shown in this
d probably hav<
this was in war"Civilization" (Powei Here 1- a film, the theme of
whieh 1- tin- refusal of an Indian
the ways
of the white settlei - It 1
which interests
a I .ml altei native and the audiem 1
hii 1 in his .i<11). t ,
acted .md much ..1 the dignitj o! the chief ii broughl oul

'

"The Peril
Diaz"well
(Champion)
a Unitedol
my of
picture
worth seeing HereAllwe thehave
branches

and the p

a! .1 in the

i

Mo

ROCHESTER.. NY.

rDA

"Rattlesnakes and Gunpowder" (American).- This is a
cowboy comedy that Icepl the audience laughing from beginning to end. The amusing stunts follow each other in
such
mission,rapid succession that the laughs are without inter"The Ranch Tenor" (American).— On the same reel with
the above i^ another laugh maker
What happens to the
singer and what happen.-, when he sings are alike mirth
makers
"Exploits
of audience
a Napoleon
Admirer"
(Ambrosi
picture
kept the
chuckling
soon after it began till the end
The Napoleon adm
the great general, and take- hi- cue from his
dreamIn the m<
ill the Nafrom taking
1 tailor's
dummy poleon
with"stunts,"
a baggage
cluck snufl
it is very funny, indeed.
"Tweedledum's
Dream"
I Vmbi
terrible nightmare of Tweedledum's when In dreamed he was
which
usu
ol
ingenuity

quality in them make th. in ven
was utilized in think

but the

"A Marvelous Cow
\aude\ ille kind
ville. 'I'll.
as \d.111.
m-h

milk

and

To

pump

hint

man

COME TO LIFE ! ",:,S8lh "From Death to Life"
II

WILL

WAKEN

YO\

I « » I ill I \< I I M \ I YO\
NEED
III I i\T< > VOUR
PR< M ,l< \M

REX

[NS1 11 I

fURE

WuULD

Chicago.

CORRESPONDENCE
i oulsvllle.

iv

believed

that

I

up on the Fifth am
$16,000.

Judge

Henry
Mansfield,
. I., urge
Hie
the
I

.it

work

on

of Howling
adoption
of
i
strnctlon
an

Green.
Ky..
an adequate
of council.
picture

ordinance

which

will

r conduct,
Intending to apply his
ordinance to sntomobl ■
in the- Bontbern
Kentucky
town.
he June
»lll prohahly
lie in shape
to sut.i
ii
ting of the
Howling
Green
councUmen.
Manager J. T. Tilden. of the Colombia
Thp.it
een. Ky.. has been
Installing oomph
electric
fan equipment
In his boose
and
now
t
the Colombia
in m cool shape as any metropollt

that

portion
turfy
the

The

Princess
.iilM-im-nt

Amusement
deal ln»

• .ur. I.lll
of the local
classic,
was
puudetnonlum
repreeentalab of the

Company

put across
a
secured the
■est -known
family

a

contnipt

to

William

Manager

enl,

fur

a

run
tone.

to

Ji.hn

S2M.OO0.

after
tUe

of i>o|>ular-prlce
The
acquisition

a

.• ■ .

moving

. Bralnhprd.

prominent
I'liducah
architect,
h
plans
for the house.
The Elizabeth town Orchestra,

tstling

Hess

& Dugan.

who

manage

In
Mlddl.tImprovement*
during
sign,
containing
96 40-wi
I. and
an
upp.piioiMil
with
a shutter.
In operation.
Manrlng. Bull ■

the Manrlng

aggre

Theater.

Tungsten globes, has
date picture machine,
prevent
flickering,
is

'

Oakland

Amusement

Company,
til-known
varded

In
which
local book
a building
mii e

-

b]

ter Amusement
Company
Company,
offq
< tompany.
in thli city, both
have
their
-'.
The
local
third and Market streets,
I

of I

Stmt

roadway

The
Colonial
Film
Company I".wasHolmberg,
incorpor;
few
da] ■ ll
%' ' illlc Term., with a c
font Ion of bxu.uuu,
ny
Hardiaon and 1. n
l ore
A
big
publicity
campaign.
Involving
the
Wideof motion
pictures.

DOO

reels

-

Theater, nt Bight l

prominent
men
of
mittee of Chattanooga

a publicity
fund of something
like $.-..(««'.
picture
films
of
i.-il fpatures
In
and
e of the points o
Interest,
such
as Lookout
Mountain
city. These films, which are now being
takpn. will be sent en tour, throughout the circuits
of the FnltPd
Stanre Intended
In attract world-Wide attention to Chattanooga.
The memtwr- of the Publicity Committee, which
treated with Walter R. Rothacker, the general
manager of the Industrial Moving Picture Company, of Chicago,
are
as foil.
[.resident
of
the
Chattanooga
Chamber
of
Com.
i
II. Winn,
secretary
of that
liodv
and
elly. chairman
of the advertising
committee.
torlc

to be
street.

nd

Broadway
Theater,
Broadway,
says
thai

i-lmmmlng

dur

at

A comformpd,

hacked by
dustrlnl

corporation
Its purpose

■ the
-• In Gotham.

Chattanooga,
Tenn.
boosters
has
bppn

Gay

Theater
Company
filed articles
of ina short
time
ago
In Know,
l>clng to remodel
and establish a house

known
as the
In
Knoxvllle.
company
Knblman,

Gay
Theater,
The
concern

at

Is

40.': IOC Qaj
capitalized

icornorators
of the
N.
B.
Kuhlman,

Fred Martin.
Commissioner Weatherly. of the B
Board of Commissioners at Birmingham
considering
nnil Invpstlgating
a motion
t
permit
pletur
G. D. CHAIN.

Jr.

theater

ty

hand-ci

floor.

the

lively
brightly
is null
1 111

i

lighted.
The
ted,
though
the

Of the lobby:
"The
Revelry Theater
caters
to lh»*'
<-onifort
of its patrons." KcoiimmI
The
program
also*
pictures. here
The onl
cv, nth street
is a little
Independent
house
near
Lanf
.• Is inching
remarkable
aliout this house
except
perhaps the prominence given the |
slide with
her picture
Is thrown
on the the announcement.
"Overture
t.v Anita
C. Temple*
man."
with
the name of the composition.
As may
be
e\|
ted.
when
the
pianist
is known
to
the
,
plays
pretty
well.
Isith for
turp
aim
to
thp
pictures.
Projection
Is fairly
good, but the theater Is too dark.
In this
hood
the light theater Is the rule, and
the lighter
it is the more inviting it is to the i p
It. Three
reels are shown
here, hut the third reel
was In very
poor shape,
an old licensed
rainy
and
badly
cut
up.
A
little boy
who
sat

• informed

remark,
■•They
show
;
don't
they?"
Indicating
than

I,

and

had

that

he

s

a

The Colonial Amusement Company, composed of
well known business men. was recently awarded a
contract to erect a handsome vaudeville and motion picture theater In Islington. Ky. The Noah's
Ark Building, for years a popular amusement resort In the Blnegrasa city, will probably be remodeled and put In ship shape condition for the
purjK.sp. The Colonial concern Is composed of the
foil. .Min- stoekholders: Fred G. Stllz. John B.
Elliott and B. J. Treacy.

picture

sloped

and

Ward.

and
remodeling

In

I- also

heavily

near
made
the
pictures
here,

Kar

picture theater on Uroadway.
proposed structure will cost a
«ll] be one of the handsomest
a

gatlon
of niitslcliins
the Opera
House
in nt
thai E'town
plait
mixed
motion
picture
and
musical
program.
Four
• m tire being offered on Fridays and Satby

Interior
with

another

a

Found
In the h
\l ,; ;,g.-t
Crane
reinarked,
good\- from
for a tli
.

neighborhoods.
1-

1

■

expected,
the projection Is ret
picture
suffers
through
the
screen's
being
trifle too small,
of the picture are thrown on the frame of
screeq, resulting in the practical loss of
part of tl,i- pIctUTOk A lens of slightly It
focus
ought
to correct
this
trouble,
and
si
'•.mi the program.

In the Mississippi Valley.
The

first

clash

In

Springfield.

111.,

class
of
moving
pictures
came
when
•
Theater announced
films of the Night
Riders.
Ur.
J.
C.
Helper,
who
Is Identified
with
of a
reform
society
filed charges
do.
reel was not fit for the public.
He based
his accusation upon a decision
handed
down
In the Illinois Supreme Court
by Chief
Justice
Wright
In
the case
of Itlock
vs. The
city
of Chicago.
In
this opinion
handed
down
In April.
194)0.
certain
views
of
the
Night
Riders
were
denounced
as
"pictures
of
nothing
but
malicious
mischief,
arson and murder."
After
the warrant
was
served
proprietors
John
Karzln
and
August
Kersota
gave
. In
a private
pel foi mi
• to 1
i!
mlssloner of Public Health and Safety, and other
city officials and npwspaper men. The commissioner declared the pictures were not at all shocking, the '
freeing
that
t lie lynching
the end. The case was dropped the next day. The
Royal was freely advertised and did a big business with the
feature.
Springfield municipal authoritlps have done very
little crusading against picture shows, attempting
only
to regulatp
thp pxlts
and
crowding
of aisles.
probably

would

It is reported that a site alongside thp New
Upland Hotel, Springfield. III., has bppn leased
for an alrdome. bul the names of the promoter*
are withheld. The first successful alrdome Is
awaited
in Springfield.
The
Parthenon
Theater
Company,
of
Chicago,
has
been
incorporated
with
a capital
$15,000
to do a general
amusement
and
theatrical
business.
Thp
Incorporators
arc
Constantine
Theodore, Nicholas Kilavos
and
Nicholas
Cachules.
.1 the moving picture at Rushvllle.
111., has been closed until November 1. Mr. and
Mrs. Clark and the Bullock Sisters, who have
been taking care of the program there, are now at
the Alrdome. which, remodeled and enlarged, will
run all summer. The Majestic, at Rushvllle. Is
running only on Thursday
and Saturday evenings.
The
Montgomery
Theater
Company
has been Incorporated at St. Louis
to take over the photoplay
i rteenth
snd Montgomery
Streets, which
has
been
held
by
the
Vaudeville
Theater
ComItallzed for $35,000,
are J. M. Dubbs,
E. H.
and
C. F,. Huff.
The Illinois Amusement Company, of Chicago,
has been Incorporated with a capital stock of
$2,500. to do a general amusement business. Tns
Incorporators
Max Guthman, Jacob Rothschild
and
Frank
H. are
Block.
Miss Nellie Long Is vocalist at the Alrdome.
which has been opened by the Kneedlers on Main ,
Street,
Colllnsvllle,
111.
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Boston.
of $1.00(1.

The

directors

i

Now

_J Eng• Elgin, 111., high school,
with
> lay at the door of the photoplay.
Hl« classes are stealing the plots of the moving
pictures
to
use
In
writing
"original
sto
this be true and the plagiarizing students have
■sen some films that I hare endured I can readily
believe the statement that they "have had a
serious effort on the originality of the student as
well as lowering the standard of high school work
In Among
short-story
"
the writing.
new amusement
concerns is the
Superior Amusement Company, of Chicago, which
.ranted a charter to do a general amusement business with capital stock of $30,00-1. The
Incorporators are Harry M. Hose. Samuel Spitzeer
and Ellas Mayer. The same men received a charter to do business under the name of the Fort
William Orpheum Company, of Chicago, with capital stock of $22,500.
All moving picture houses as well as other theaters In Pekln. 111., are to be fumigated at least
eek by order of the board of health of
that city.
(Must he a dirty town).
F. H. M.

New England.
The Opnmus
Theater, of Mystic, Conn., Is neareted, and this house experts to open very
soon.
Pictures and vaudeville will make up the
proe-rair
The Colonial Theater. Onset. Mass., openedi Ifaj
summer season of pictures and vaudeville
27. W. E. Greene has contracted to supply
boose with his best grade of Independent service.
Vaudeville acts will also be Introduced at the
Colonial.
Mr. J. J. Flynn has announced that be has contracted with the Boston Office of the General Film
Company,
to supply all bis parks,
summer
thence, beginning Sunflyun at the General Film Company, and will
•elect the programs to be used at the various
parks, etc. Mr Flynn evidently places mnch
confidence in Mr Appleby's ability and Judgment
ss s •film dopster." This commission la considered quite an I
r as Mr
Flynn Is a veteran
amu-eim-nt
man
In New
England,
and
la ln•i a score of theaters
throughout
this
A new theater I- soon to he erected at Itevere
Besrh.
Mass.,
which
will devote
Itself to p|r
tores and vaudeville.
The plans for this house
In the architect's
bands.
When
comhouse "ill seat approximately
"M, and
will Include a balconj The house will be on
treet. and has an excellent
location.
A
picture
theater
la
10 cents.
Benedict J. Fitzgerald was the guest of the St.
• ntly. and
delivered a lecture on the "M
isterles ol
The le.tnrr was Illustrated by slides and moving
•rip to Europe.
The

Airdomc.
Mr.
age the Iheatei

\
will
be
William
Hlnkley,
who will manThe open ulr bouse will seat
III play moving
pictures
and
• will ..pen alsnit June 15.
These
columns
have
told
previously
of the
slug
from
the alleged
discrimination
It . moving
picture
theaters.
•(•In.! soldiers ami sailors in uniform.
The matter
. foeim or, Sntiirilav, Mav 2S, when the
ith at an adjouri ■
Pnmli
pioprl
' ■ alleged discrimination against soldiers
■ Ml aallors In uniform. Immediately after this,
however,
a license was grant.
v for running a p 0
■ tin order
> of

1

At a meeting of the Moving Picture Operators'
. held In Homestead Hall, 72) WaahlngII was reported that every theater in
Boston
had been unionized. It was also announced
,,f
that all theaters In cities and towns between
Brockton on one side of Boston, and Worcester
on the other,
had been
new mem
admitted,
and unionized.
the union i'«o
took cognizance
held

ttend
Lawrence
Tempest
and Bernard Corbett it la understood thai U
realized from the sale of tickets for the concert,
held at the Columbia Theater. Sunday. May 21.
Tills organization Is in a most flourishing and
- condition, with harmony always prevailing at all meetings.
HENRI

Cleveland.

■•i ■

la

made

nifiii
rohlblted,

apply

i

in
Sll

ihlnat
thelites

In the fact that
Would penult the sailors In unl1 1 of I heir roHort. ai '
i he present
ruling
ami no further trouble of this

small

under

an

Belli, k &

change,

the

corporate

in that

- their alrdome

III

>l

manajr.

latidevllle

DRfMMOND.

Los Angeles.
tlonal
which

SB using Licensed I
•,lng the
• pastweek

MaySTAR29th. GOES
Main

INDEPENDENT.— The

Star

of
Tbe-

Streets,1,1 1. which

formetlv
nsed licensed sergslss The
and
I ndc; so,,!.
CHANGES
HANDS Thi
Cal., changed
banda
The purchasers are R..|*rt Spyker. I.OS
• d Mat Dennis. Kullerton.
FISHERS
PASADENA
THEATER — Wen
Fish-

this

week

LEASE
Randall
recently.

Pasadena,
was built so
years ago for Tally.
to save
having
to '■
• anne.1 flbs stage
and
walls
I
and

now

that

Pasadena
F!-

Theater
large

praetlcsll]
the
building •
BEACH
AIRD0M1

-

<>f that

pi.

,., i
bj

In
ed

and

-

and threeOne
tunate.

contributed $4.05 to Ms bank account.
Who can
beat that?
When
a manager
transforms
his lobby into a
good Imitation of a crazy quilt, by tacking posters
of all sorts snd colors on every available square
inch, he Is making a blunder, which probablv
Is
IB many nickels.
That Is ev

ii caring

vaudeville
OleveUnd

Selllrk

■ appear.

the Cnlted States during a part of the r
wave, all records for May being broken. Coming
"jnst at the time when the summer parks were
opened for the season, exhibitors who bad half the

at this season

ore

i.

tempted to take advantage of the Inter) public In motion pictures."
Jnst after the above
appeared, the present executlTe, Mayor Baehr. who
i made the o
that
the political mlnatlon. announced
Whether the
prospect of being Aimed by proxy was lustrumnetal
t city 1

KAISER

ion

ompetins.
territory, especially

. iblbltora
mlllllner

Hill

f

permit
buildE. a r&ib
new s:reet
tb. ■■•■
. - place,
at A the
cornerto of
and Pierce
has been applied for by Mr. S. Bolasny. The
theater will seat l.ia>i persons, according to the
plans, and will he modern and fireproof In every
:es and vaudeville will form
the program.
Still another use has been found for the versatile
photoplay
the of"Plain
"The whirr here,
and asflicker
motion Dealer'
picture machines
are to be wedded
I
of silver
ltors as a persuader of votes in the
municipal campaign next fall. Motion picture mastereoptlcons

ami

llro«di\n)

Messrs.

i opening seventeen

|

by

•mall
. beach

i In Columbus,
BoUdSted,

-•

! been placed under the charge of
Sehaehtel, the genial treasurer of the

At a meeting held In Boston, Friday, May 26.
for the election of officers of the New England
Managers' Association, the following were chosen:
President, R. G. Larsen. of Keith's Thea:er. Boston: vice-presidents. Harry Katzes, of the Auditorium Theater. Lynn, Mass.: I). J. Adams, of
White's Opera
Concord,
N. H..
and Hiram
Abrams,
of theHouse,
Portland
Theater.
Portland.
Me.:
treasurer H. E. Jones, of Potter Hall. Boston:
secretary, Charles F. A. Smith, of the Unique
Theater. Boston: Nat Burgess, general manager
of the old South and Washington theaters. Boston, and Jacob Lowrie. of the Beacon Theater.
Boston, and Colonial Theater, Nashua. N. II..
were named as the board of directors. Nearly
every officer Is connected with moving picture theaters, and Isnli Mr. Burgess and Mr. Lowrie are
Operating picture and vaudeville houses. This
association Is a protective one. and Is allied with
the Managers' Association in vogne throughout
the country. It is a sort of counter organization
to the White Rats, the organization of the actors.
The organization will also busy Itself with a general uplift In conditions, guard Its theaters from
any unjnst legislation, and generally watch the
best Interests of Its theaters.
Mr. Joseph Mack, resident manager of the Hub
Theater.
Street,
"pop" benefit
vaudeville andWashington
pictures, will
haveplavlng
bis annual
performance tendered to him on June 4. This is a
yearly
as aHub.
tribute to Mr. Mack's efficient
handling event
of the
■•• under way for a largo moving picture
and vaudeville theater, to be erected in Deacon
Halls, Washington Street. The blue prints of
the theater are already completed, and the first
work "111 soon lie started.
The two first floors.
moved. In order to n ntlle
i large lobby.
tor bold ■ balcony, seating
The house win
while the auditorium will seat 400. Mr. Gilbert,
who Is backing the venture, states that he expects to have a beautiful house, first class In
every particular. Admission will be 10 cents and
vaudeville will be used in connection with an extensive program of moving pictures.
The Apollo Theater, Washington Street, Is now
nearlng completion and will soon have its first
opening. The house will seat RoO and is new from
cellar to roof. Mr. Carl Martin, formerly of the
Paradise Theater, Boston, is to manage the house.
Martin has had plenty of experience in
this line, and should make a success of the
Apollo. Chances are favoring a 5 cent admission
rate for the bouse, with no vaudeville On the
program.
Manager Appleby, of the Star Theater, Boston.
Is contemplating a trip to New York, in order to
look over the ground. Mr. Appleby states that It
has been
long be
since
that
he Issoafraid
willhe 1*struck
at a the
loss "big
while town."
there.
"I'm looking things over." was the reply, when
asked concerning his trip
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CHILE. — An excellent

B In r husband, steals
lig Bear, her father.

IN

THE

■

• milady

,

tu

pay up or

he

1.

In

lady boarders
Thla
meaiia
The landlady
1.

■

.... .
. ,. ■ ,. .
-•
l«».k

mn-nnsclously

the yoonc

with

II Is found
and shown
to e
I,.Instantaneous
|Mi|iularli>
fn«m that time
lihdraws
her

• r daughter,

%

of tb«
ram

a Hying

in old, eaaj Siting clothing.
John and l-lllai
- wealth.
Ult
,. ii : unlit store, started 01
■ . ii in i he newspaper* tba
a wealthy
Mis. In Mill. ■ was slopping at this hotel
Harold determined to try to win his way into be
Ill the

desk.
■ i banded
quite i

old

INDUSTRY
Illustrating

• luik "f the world's output.
ANNA. — Anna is tlie only daughter

i and

flies

Bandera
learn Butof the
the claim.
Anna, "s-rike"
with
-Hi and tin
i decide I
Jmn fortunes for life.
THE VISITING NURSE.— Grace I.angdon. a
In, provoked by unintentional neglect of
Doctor Park, ■ busy physician, breaks
• ■lit and the I. .vers separate.
ie's father 1 a his fortune and Grace,
determined to earn a llvelll d and to he useful
to the world. Joins the Visiting Nurses'
Association.
■ I some of
her poor
"In
patients
In the Ghetto and show districts ..f the
great city, where
extreme
porerty
crushes
the
the I pic to whom
the visiting nurse
is truly an angel ..f mercy.
hei Charge*,
Grace finds a hairwnrker.
iivo. and his daughter,
a pretty girl.
The nurse places the father In a sanitarium and
position for in thethe girl.
girl, "Fat"
who is Terry,
rescueda
from
his elutches
by Grace.
We
m
widowed mother leaving her seven oli 1 1to work in a factory.
Grace enters and finding the
• 111. she
Terry attack!
t goes out for a physician.
try

Join
forma
and »..rk tbel

.■ ,

crnaty

• til cold paint. Anna determines that
1 make good and she persuades Mm to
r-e in mine engineering.

- ami

MONEY

OF SODA
educational

■■ .

Ia

ulna lliitli. A
Into the
InSummer .Morn,
•■ Indian girl.
ind to make her sacrl• into the sacred *prlng.
BANK
Bertie,
of woold-be
■*h. dnda
a bank

of

i«

"jump"

their

lives

a

I be

working

punchers.
finding
ropy

but, alas,
ed a monument

ATHLETIC

• tims engaged.
them

of the

conking
ad

WHERE

friends.—
THERS 8 A WILL THERE'S A-c WAY

haTe but one child each, an attractlre daugh-

I'

heeu
and
hurried

- Slled byl
meantime

I

.■

was

.. .

Lillian
another.

I 1 John

> the >
had r
position
turned to to« n also.
While Jol
offlc
day, Harold entered nnd applied for a
|K,sitl0ll.
lie was alliaze, I to see the Ml|l
country hotel at the head ol
John found that a porter was needgl.
and offered Harold the iK.sltion, ami Harold betaf)
very haul up accepted it.
About this time Lillian also had o seek employment mid she engaged
l, mi applied
i
imnie.liai.lv
her as at li|sJohn's
private utli secretary.
her duties at once.
Harold had also begun his duties and found It ne
II, .■
overalls ami jumper to secure a COagS
of cuspidors, the cleaning of which can
department.
Though Lillian had lost her entire fortune. John
n.ed her that he had quite sufficient for
THE

INDIANS

SACRIFICE. — Llk.

I

■ College; had become civilised
and Inst all love for the manners and
his i pie. Still lie was not a white man and lie
didu'l make
any close friends
among
i
- ii ling he returned to his people, hot
. 'is stylish apparel were disgusted and
Ignored I in All ,.\.-ept hove Eve. .laugher of the
chief.
She loved Elk and after the manner of
ii she was not ashamed to show it.
Their fathers watned
them to marry,
but Elk
after this it became necessary for Elk
to s,.,,iie a feather from a live eagle In order to
prove himself a "brave." He resumed the India*
t fortli on his quest. As be was apagle high U]
a cliff
proachlng the ■
by all the "braves" of the tribe.
So I
i red work on a ranch.
The ran.
daughter
l'.eiilali v
, arming,
and Elk quickly learned to love her. bn
her in secret, never allowing bis pasknown by the slightest word or look
lieiilah She
rode didn't
away return
over the
plains onami her fategJK'
horse.
by evening
and a posse started out to search for ber. Elk
also went but lie went alone.
He was lorn with nironv at the thought of w hit
the girl might he suffering. He wandered for a
long time with the wonderful physical endurance
which lie had inherited from i
: and devotion Inn! their reward, for tbe
found
Beulah.
He

for

the

mindful of the fact that thirsi
Then with his last strength I
lay. the other searchers to the s|>ot where
Ing

the girl

Ileulah was saved, hut the noble-hearted Elk riled,
having shown that greatest
love of all
which causes a man to give up his life for a friend.
The body of Elk was buried with f

In the

themselves look plea
the lady weighed t
the ace of spades.
CARNIVAL.— This Is Meet
a filmheldshowing
this
of Pennsyl■rslty
foremost
college

Tbey

him

sing,ilj batbeingHarold

pralrle-dog hole and bad broken
her pahis leg, s>
had been compelled to shoot him.
Tl
B* and the
the girls

wild an. I woolly I

tha

>

hotel

s told bad
fortune
• • hagrln

RIBBON
COUNT 1 :
I ine,lualnesi
a mult I millionaire,

. « t-iit to ii .-ouiitrj hotel.
I.llllau UeMllh i ■ kebeautiful
you i weall

in the Hast. West, North and South of this country. It slious relay races: running broad Jump;
running high Jump; putting the shot; throning tbe
hammer and pole raultlng.

BIOGRAPH.
DAVES LOVE AFFAIR.— Dave Is sweet on M«y
and she likes blm. so while he Is sitting with her
on the front steps, he «ll togged out In his glad
clothes, his boy pals play a trick on blm by (ending him a note about a certain Clarice. Of coune,
Clarice Is a myth, but May is too Jealous to believe
his denial, so sends poor Dare away. The boys,
however,
are sorry when
"
right the wrong their Joke I
their grief> occasioned.
D*T*
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A SMILE
OF A CHILD— An ill-Tempered
Prince
Is met by a little chili] who
is wandering
bli grounds,
unci Mb entire
nature
Ik changed
Into
one of excessive
g
1 nature.
later,
while out on
; t lark l.e meets for (he first time a very pretty
peasant "•.man. to whom he. I.y Tirtue of his
rank,
mal
It happens
that

weak and could not stick long at any one task.
Alto he paid more attention to rolling cigarettes
than be did to his work. One day he was dlst lie foreman of the crockery store where
he worked and appeared at home disgusted and
•alien. Ills mother tried to comfort him, hut the
boy was anxious to have his way and announced
bli Intention of going West, where he thought
there would
be better opportunities
for him.
Poor Mrs. Burton, who was a widow, was horror•trnck at the idea of letting her only child away
from her: hut habit was too strong and so she
fare in to Bobby In this as in other tilings.
She supplied him with money from their meager
store, and he arrived In the West and was fortunate enough ••■
re work
on a ranch.
His Idea
of his own Importance did not api-eal to the cow
boys,

however,

and

they

hazed

Ornamental
Theatres

I'

One dav. when all his money w as gone and be
no reply to the
letter he had wi tten bis mother or aid. be held
op the mall car ler and escaped wltb the malltrail, but Bob
eluded bin
1 sought refuge
1 n a dilapidated
ad a chance to

|

Prom

one

there fell a

ten dollar bill, and

PLASTER

RELIEF
Theatres

DECORATIONS

Designed

Everywhere

the

boy's amazed .-v< caught his own name and bis
miliar handwriting. He suddenly reallied bow no-account he uiis. and how li i
•erred the mother he hail. Seized with a sudden
determination, he gave himself up and served his
term In prison, after which lie returned to his aged
mother, who had never failed to ask i
for "the
letter that never
came."

C/te Decorators
2549 Archer Avenue

Supply Co.
::

CHICAGO,

ILL.

PATHE.
A HOUGH

DIAMOND.— Fritz Melster sits In his
"ling his poverty.
Ills child Is sick

mul ipieiu'oiis, refusing to take her medicine, and
he finds thai the mother- .. mul pleadings Irritate
him still further. So preaentlj he rises, takes
tin and goes out. lie is a poacher and
has aiw.i
had char
tie whose reform la re|
a iahl.lt.
ugh:
l.v the o« liel ,,l
ing. 1> i
kindly

aid

to

tin

young

sun

kindly
I i tind
have
stopped
to

warnrender

hut

hard
help

THE
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drink

t i.l.-

winds
,.f a

Koi'luoJ
therein....
(Miwerflll
prince
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and

.

rat

d
army,

kind,
Join.
., pm li
,.f hamlll
telegram
u hlch he has ph k.d

■■ i ... ,i lug

appteaid

them

A

n

uller In
BROKEN

.1 bye ef

I II 1

in.

lad]

him

both

gl
baa
of

and

the
ranch
1 another
gold

■ g.d.i Bold*.
get.

a

letter

that
that

Be a Motion Picture
Playwright

trail,

however,

Jim

la attacked

the

i of

h. in 111

hi.

making

gold

a young

the
young
to be a pa

M

little

:

the time.
He
takes
up tie challenge
a wager that he ran earn I month
without
any
pull
..r assistance

.
I III later

for

living
half
and
makes
log
for ■

for

•.. .

a marriage
advertisement

hj
womanher in an office, she leaves
home
s.
cepts
the imsltlon
and
engages
board
at
a little
d.. w nt.. w n
boarding
,-- name.
About
the same time a young man. one of a group
In
the
.
. irs
the
old
fellow
say that
the youths of today
are Incapable of any
' earning
their
own

is hard
for
iiuiic
ui-tog
drawn

Hie

■ If

SOLDIER — I
and

M'ojihway

m.indiug
i. Ih.er and
tells of M.i-.'i s diltii ill ty.
In
a
thrilling
light
Mason
Is tlii.il'y
resiled
and
Weatlerh.v
gets the just piiuisu 'ii'ut loi i. Is crime.
KHMAHA.-lilitii.ini,
the
daughter
of
KutFlau
•ills in love
with
ltodlwoj,
a tall and
muscular
young
peasant,
whom
she
sc.-a f,.r the
first
rime
at
the
St.
.1, din's
Festival.
Ku.iiwoJ
gbt of her.
Khmiiia.
wishing
to know
win,
... In store
fr..iu
the
throng
and
< -Us
her
wreath
Of flowers
and
h Ivt
It suddenly
sinks and, according
to the super-il 11 loU
isants,
the
incident
presages
Ml luck.
Khmari
»■■. ps bitterly,
hoi Bodlwoj,
who has foi-

' •-

HER

the

|a«|

BROTHERS

hi in
•

to the

same

.-

»ag»
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WORLD
has mull.e to wml

them all
n small

forget
I
boy af

lerrlly on.

-

li s, » ho
arc
taken
l.y
ii In their
mil
I. Hi

the

1
threi

- anil arc left to drag
along
while the ol i
lij them
miM
urge
them
nn I
ii-ii thej
do reaeh
the
lire I ■
tin- ground
mid
Is a heap of mi the three
tired
young
hi I ■
lelr
thne
rivals
holding
llielr
three
particular
alllnltles
In
their
arms
In the
automobile.
This
Is too niiieh for them and
having the hose
In their
hands,
thej can hardly
be I. lamed
If they take ad
lie ..f the situation
and literally
put something
reel
dash

• «.f

which

arc played from a Keyboard, the bells being mounted

in various parts of the house have
been a great success all over the
country and no Picture-house is
complete without a set of them.

Is

about

3

■ bides 1

We can supply 25 Bells, 2 octaves
chromatic, C to C, correctly tuned
to your

burglars.

way to the railway depot she stops at the nearei
police station with a request that her premise!
be closely
watched
during
liei
the poll.-,. man
of that
particular
post,
her
name
and
address
In his
notelKK)k.
She
then
hurries
to the de|K>t, arriving Just
train is pulling out. In hei
to catch It. she stumbles and falls. Disappointed
and bruised she returns home. That night the policeman, wlille on duty, pays especial attention to
her bouse, and seeing a light, also the ihi
a moving body on the window shade of an upper
room. Jumps to the conclusion that It is a burglar,
ibout to capture him. The old maid, who
is about to retire for the night, bears the pollcemaa
trying the door and window and becomes greatly
burglar
is
alarmed, under the impression
Halt dead with fright
focates
• wardrobe,
where
she nearly suftime the policeman has gained aa
cautiously
looking
about
the roooi
sounds coming from the wardrobe
prowling i '
?olver in hand, he opens the wardure his man when,
to his utter dla
the old maid
falls Into his arms.

Piano, complete with

By i

VITAGRAPH.

FOR
HER
BROTHER'S
BAKE.— Albert
Black
leaves
bis homi
position
In a
bank
in the
city,
becomes
entangled
in the alforemen tj
fatheris detected
Is notified
hit
le fast set and
em' •oftiling
from
lii- M
aaalal
him.
dishonesty
and
refuses
The
family
I
the young man
tile or dead. Bessie is married to a physician,
r. James Pa ton. One night while the doctor la
vay from home answering a call, Albert Black,

Resonators, Keyboard, Magnets,
and Boards, complete ready to install for $75.00.

>w a dishonest fellow, breaks Into bis slster'a
line to rob it and unexpectedly to both, be and
face to face. She takes some
! desk, gives It to him

J. C. DEAGAN

and

lovingly

embraces

CHICAGO, U. S. A.

writes a
little

Intoxicated
v

condltloo.

trlea

■1 and

T
for

an

to

pick

remains

un-

'rl.i.dslilp.
Induces
il ..lal.
After
Morton,
who
the hard
knock
he had
reauto and sees him started
• i note
to Walton.
■I Immediately
of a
: to tleo The conn
DC
had
killed
his

t work

on

the

Panama

Canal,

He arrives at Helen's boose and while nervously
awaiting her appearance be comes upon a photo
at
her brothtr
In cowboy garb and dated less than
- month
pn
i sudden
release
stralu under
becomes
hysterical
Is too much
for
from Joy at learning that the man whom he thought
be had killed
was still alive.
Helen
enters
the
room
and
Is clasped
in the
arms of an apparent
madman
and
it Is with
conslderable effort
that I
i wring
from
him
the
Davis
nouneeii
and
upon
entering
Is confronted
by
the
victim
of
Ids
treachery.
Helen
takes
the
situation In hand,
and
ordering
him
from
the
bouse,
bei lover's arms.
HEROES
THREE.— The
Heroes Three
are young
n the small suburb wh
llTe.
or course
their
uniforms,
brass
buttons
and
so forth,
prove
a |>otent factor
with
the girls of
the community
and give
them
h decided
advantage
1 automobile.
| fellow,
. grief
wbe
found
Is turnedglor\In.
Their desire t
girls makes
them
tarry over
while
the house
burns.
And
when

and

kisses

him

good-

i he reaches home. The
doctor disbelieves bis wife and. leaving ber at
once, goes to another city to establish a trade.
The doctor, while ministering to the sick at
one of the hospitals. Is surprised to learn that one
of his patients Is bis wife's brother. The sick
man tells him everything, which causes him to
pass Into the realms of eternity.
Doctor Paton returns to his wife, expl
thing,
and
Is made
happy
when
his wife
presents
him
with
a baby
boy.
who
was
born
during
bis

L38M to 3811 North Clark Street

iortoa
In Ms
> quarrel
with

him

But

they

their

arrive

r

note
girl

to her

husband,

asking

while
bringing
her
dead to daughter's
clothesand toadopts
the asylum,
takes
a fancy
Nina
Austin,
her.
One year later. Mrs. Downes visits Stab
with
her adopted
daughter
and
husband
i In which Ni.-k Austin is located. Nina
hands him a Mower. Eventually Nick Austin la
released, and Is apprehended of his daughter's
whereabouts. Arriving at the Downes' home, he
clasps bis daughter to his breast, but, realizing
his inability to provide for her. withdraw letting her know
their relationship.
THE CHANGING
OF SILAS WARNER.— Silas
Warner dictates a letter commanding his son.
Harry, to leave college at once and enter his office
as an emplovee. Furthermore. Mr. Warner lias In

daughter
mind the

marriage

of

his

son

to bis partner's

When
Harry
r
Iter,
he returna home, but takes a decided stand In opposition to Ids father- ideas. Furthermore. Harry
Is about
to be married
to Rose
Blend.
Warner's
partner,
Martin,
turns
out
to 1* a
defaulter,
and almost
ruins
the firm
aso newspaper
of his
father's
he and
hisaccount
wife
go
to see
and 1a»»i»i ■••—
Mr.
Warner
Is convalescent,
he extends
to bis
ind trouble.
and
wife
his pareptal
blessings.

i
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not only make Plans and build

Theatres
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MOVING
THE

i

repudiates
the reflection
upon
bU
f
honor.
She cannot
longer
keep
In suupens

man who has so fully proven u'
Dipping
her handkerchief
In a

i of

wat

ICTURI

We have built over 60 Theatres the last 5 years which are all ORIGINAL
in Construction, Design and Decorations

holds

TEACHING
MFADDEN
TO WALTZ.— McFad.,, slay home he ..
trip the light fantastic. However, he decide! to learn, and his teacher advises him to
practice at home. So he dances with Carrie, the
maid; the cook, and with himself In the cellar.
One day his wife catches him dancing with the
maid,
and
reprimands
hlin
for
his
familiarity.
Be Is Invited to attend
a masquerade ball which

Ctnuot

be gladly
accept!.
1 ibe refuses.
Kveu

He
asks
"
tbougb
b

dlannpolntad,

he

ball, and dretMl as Juliet.
1
At toe ball
Romeo
Is much
attracted
to Juliet
> tod
Juliet
to
l:onc o.
I icy
dance
all
evening
i together,
and
great
Is their
surprise,
when
they

hurt

N'ed'a

father
that
marriage
Ned
and Jack
trip
In the
.1 of
the
marriage
of Jack
and
Katy
he suspects
that
she
IMlly
loves
his
pal
the
best
and
alone
In their
cabin In the I I - he .1, ,.|. - .. in .1 ■■■ ■
da for
his suspicion*.
When
Ned
finds
ivlng
letters
t
out

feelings,

ned
for

proposes

"

battle between
the t«
Indians outside
takes
pl«c
In which
Jack
la mortally
wounded.
Ned.
Hecooaclotu-etrlcken,
and
lee
much longer, brlngt
ll Ills pal cannot
live
out
tin- hidden
letiers
I ligh
ie Indians
off.
while
Jack
pro|ipeil against
a t.i
illy
s
low n and
break
do«n
the
.|...i
Dud the two men
stretched on t
tlu-li
ban. is .
WORLDS

to

her

and
the following
day
a prolonged
prospecting
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MOST

race,

driven

i'H'i.1

Imp.. i

Including

ESSANAY.
FORGIVEN
IN
DEATH.
N.-.i
and
1
Western
boys,
arc both
In love
with
thi
f ihelr
employer,
who.
liking
l«ith.
Is
Onset tied
as
to which
of
them
she
will
accept

act
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: be has found
hla properly■ i..\i-dAnionin the
it, tin-re
beliefmining
that (hebe crowd and
viudh'iited i.j the finding of tbe wallet.
He bei. .H in his gladness, calling upon all
present lo |
lalm him inn- .
the evil blacksmith,
In hla
Jealousy. ■
biding It In the foreat, where It was discthe dog. All present agree with tbe smith and the
rcvulsl
f sentlmenl Is too niueb and

RELEASED
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driven to raring mad
consternation of the villagers,
Innocent gfti

■ id, to the

LUX.

ith's
SmMarmalade

■■: Williams.

.nd
Tin

latter

m

• tockade

The "wise ones'" in the exhibiting business who look to
I r REAL novelties will
not be disappointed in this one.
It's neither a drama nor a
comedy nor a scenic nor an
educational — IT'S A "BURSomething new in

repalra

•d by Hilly.

bat

a Hrt|n

lilm through

anil I

' .Me ipil.-kly
it la making
bla bunting
Tbe

soldier* arrive Ini Una
time i" rout

THE COMPANION
iii mt:
dangbte

the
way, eh?too;
Andabout
it's aa
RICHfilmburlesque,
hundred people in the ca<t, ali
COStumed and garbed in the
sumptuous fashion of the Turk.
And the SETTINGSI Oh, that

;bi m. ami Hilly

GOVERNESS.ii ciunponlon-go

engaged.
She is Introduced to Bdltb
of friends,
among
them
George Gordi
brother.
Unknown
lo Bdltb and Dorotl
makes a bet with his friends
that within
six
months Dorothy will he engaged to him, and the
bet
Is dulybook.entered
one of elapse,
the party'sam
betting
Six Inmonths
Dorothy ami George are friendly, be has nol ventured upon asking her consent.
Egged on by hla
friends, and bltterlj regretting his task. <ieorge
approaches
Dorothj
and endeavors
to plead hla
suit, init slic refuses
to listen. I.at< i
picks up the betting bonk, an>!
bet, Her
hitler sobs attract
Kdltb'a
attention,
and the girl, taking tbe hook from her. read!
what
has caused
her friend such (lis

pulslvely Kdliu seeks out her brother,
and telle
him what bus happened.
He admits the truth, saya
but
eagerly says In- truly loves Dorothy, aid
help. fromMeanDorothy,
time,. Mrs. Gordon 1
Ion confronts

"POWERS"
ON A PICTURE MEANS

we could justly describe 'em!
But we'd rather have you wait
for the picture itself, which is
easily a credit to
The Power Trade-Mark

"POWERS"
ON A PICTURE MEANS
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The Man Who
tures aWeek

Books 2 Powers PicIs Running His Show

Perfectly, For He's Trying to Give
the Public Exactly What It Wants.

THE

PIECE

'

bj
IOC

OF

STRING.-

bis

rival

him

ami

lag

"lib

tin- village black-

tbe

blacksmith

goes

away

ksmlto tightens.
In
dismounting, tbe banter drops his purse and DTs
it op and In running through the forest.
•hlsllea

to bis

1 In passing •
picks up a pi.
blacksmith
and bis
what i •
i»rd fur ti..
of the Inn and start,
r.

Anton

dog,

asslstan

and

and

rides

passes

•

at the Inn and
fronted by the amlth
e 'if string. He Is not bellered
tors a magistrate,
where
lie Is

SATURDAY,

JUNE

The Haunted
Island
A Mytery— With Island

17

Settinga

This is one of the most gripping and pleasing enigma stories
we have turned loose in a long
while. We call it an "enigma
story" because from the start to
finish it keeps you guessing
what the solution w'ill be to the
wonderful puzzle the plot presents You are carried along
with the shipwrecked couple in
their unique adventures, and so
realistic and lifelike do their experiences seem that you feel they
are real people, cast away on an
actual barren island, and you a
rescuing sea captain viewing all
through a sharp spy-glass. The
picture will be recognized for
many moons to come as one of
the very best mystery-dramas
that ever carried

n«

gullM.

his

Intel and his grief Is pitiful,
church tbe -* minister
a powerful ser"?allng prearb.es
a
' Anton and
cborrb d ag
In roaming through the wood the
fln.la the purse and can

Perfectly, For He's Trying to Give
the Public Exactly What It Wants.

Bill and his wife attend a
BILL AT PLAY.- • little comedian is bo struct
s hag
with tbe performance of the Jockeys
termlnes to learn to ride. Imparting this in formation to Mrs.
Hill,
which
she -wise
lady— receives with an ominous shake of the
sets off and purchases a large hobbj
1 hoi
drags bis new acquisition along-iraw.i
gives
him
a new
idea,
and
Bluffing
the si
it, he
makes
a
respectable
is naturally Irate, so Hill dashes o(T with bli v Into
causing
innumerable
people
lo
various
attitudes.
At
last a policeman
l<
sight,
and
Bill,
his horse,
and
the officer. is face

••Itiir smile. ■ 1. inally
.luring
wreathed

THE
tains

applic

in

wewhich
see
bandages,
hut

our
him •■horseman"
slill
with
a ■

WITCH
OF
THE
there
ive.l an old

RANGE. — In MM
woman
who
elain
.1
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The Man Who Books 2 Powers Pictures aWeek Is Running His Show

her

ranch
and Induces .Tim Garner,
the foreman, to
have his fortune told. Looking Into his
moanmaking her mysiei •• ,
- ■' dire
future for him. She continues on her way and
Jim, approaching the ranch bouse, encounters Anna
Taylor, the daughter of the ranch owner. Jim
had long ago determined to make her bis wife,
and finding her alone, attempts to forei
welcome attentions upon her. She Is sti •uggMng
when Ed. Warren, a neighboring ranch-

THE
later

gill

it is

the

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

NESTOR.

i down.
found that cattle

THE
imagined

8

culprit.

AMBROSIO.

COWPUNCHER.— Several
times
Joe
had
that Jack
was
paying
his sister too much
ally
caught
the
her. ~i Ann
he had
i
| 1 now, ng heto had
i business:
aud
the cowboy
i
is he at the latter,
i
when
he later
met Jack
at the
"ere stepped
drawn.
- -i quarrel.
The
boys

The

tine him
point
bl
thein
by
attrlbu |ng
the
loss
to witch.
. tubing
the
wir
cowboys agree
mul they
go to the witch
drag her, screaming
and
stniggllug.
to t

TWEEDLEDUMS
excitement
m

OF

her

realizing
to kidnap

Joe
proven
the
victor,
the
ma
might
led, hut
to be gotten t
■ his father's
cowboys,
was
too humiliating: so at the sons
suggestion.
Jack
was
told
tin- old man that he might go.
Thla. the elder
emphasized
still
more,
when
he
beheld

by

that

her

the

and

would-be

J«;-k
pride
after

dlseot

compel

telling
his daughter
good-bye.
still
wounded,
mounted
L
the cowboy,
determined
t

ime.

The witch witnesses the danger. Ed.
of Ills men to notify the cowhurries away alone, followed by the
il.es Garner in the mountains, and
the nght that follows, the wild,
iwboy8 carry the desperado away to mete out
istlee In the stern eour of Judge Lynch. Ed.
rarren and Anna Taylor remain to can- for the
rlcken
woman,
the
first
human
sympathy
she

>ys, ami

point

stolen

reached
father

upon

them

"le

i-enged

and

could

clone

n tne
Immediately
li

barn.
hi
attacked
by the

turned

the

wboyi
ami

up at

the

c
I

and
la
punchers.

of

bis gun.

|>oint

employee,
• arrj
tl ■
watering
trough
and
give hlru a thorough
soaking.
They
go away,
leaving
him
stuck
In the trough,
where his wife Bods him
latei and, prying him out,
she assaults
her luckless
spouse
and
him to ponder on "Whal THE

COWBOY'S

looker,

ompanled
Be meets
trio spend

'■'

One

day

pastime

RUSE.^Iohn
is tpendl

by

Mrs. Thompson,
many
hapi ■
on

the

golf

a
links.

the

Mr.

N'..rri-

and

ball

his

hold

I

loatnicta

wife
t rigger.

_

picks
It up
Jeb
falls,
which
Is

and
hysand
the
found
by

Idet
He
la inthan
dangImplicate
rather

the

11 explanation.
K

woo
the
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BRAVERY

In,

— G

-

fed

when

-

complete

the

family

■

from
not
mile

might

-

did Dora
plead
for her
firm,
so
after
offering
Irving
take
him
West,
win
the
young
man
departed
determined
and claim his wife and
child.
Scarcely
had Irvi, a

to

return
,„

obeyed

him

and

Is

r.

In
the

'"•■ •

clothes

and

holding

It

hag

were

searched

perplnzed
until
toward
them.

carefully,

IVora came
I |■ ■ .
|

but
mi

Intimate

aezl drive In Iha n
daughter kli
iihy of

e
a

plans
I

that
Walter
regardless
ruse.
He

kidnap

bad

done Irving, that 1
bxime.
and
determined

GREAT

his
TRUE

LOVE

NEVER

father

nntb-

-i

.,.1

for

NORTHERN.
DIES

-

the
girl'.
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A SURPRISE ! Q" jgs *'» "From Death to Life"
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the

going

aging them* in pi
bo
acqnaii

willing

the

Jeb's

FOOTHILL?

a
the

liai

U

hu

and

friendly

• red that It
turn lot a new
received ana letter
from old u

i

nd
to

art,
ere

:
| .

to

Turn-

ball.
irboy

all.

'-'

Norrls.

|

widow,

rock.

bis daughter should make
her home will
her
marriage— Irving
was
easllv
led;
and
time
to time,
when
he fell under
the i
the
more
hardened
Robert
Barton,
be
had
nen loned
In connection
wltl
gambling
raids,
but
had
returned
home
a

and she

I. Nellie's
a fence aud abe Is vainly

laus

his d

young

sheriff,

npo

into

boyi
fun-loving

a

ADMIRER.—

I

• liegun-tighter

a

behind

In

-•.■i-..'...ins. -altering
the bill,

-llenged
night
of
capture

BISON.

THE

''in

i

wrongs.

employs

OF

t

wheeled her horse
to go for aid: and.
alI'-w
of
the
In. 1,1 .
the
ranch
in
safetv.
Then
with
ber
and
the Ik-vs. she started
on a wild
race

- • i down
I on
the
!>oys
playing
in the ranehyard, wbel
to their
duties,
and
he
stars
to
with
them.
They
quickly
rope
hi
from
the
rame Buds him in his predicament
and.
after
{ him down,
proceeds,
to abuse
Mm
uml give

■ -■ - - i

TALE

and
the

quickly

A NAPOLEON

of

redaklns

his

while and
Joe. rode
his
their
fight

beheld her brother's
action.
aud
shrewdly
guessing
the
___
horse,
and
hurried
after
the pair.
However,
she
did
not
overtake
them
until
Joe
had
su
led
in for. ing Jack
to a duel,
by striking
the cowboy
In the
face
with
his
hat
mid
the
me,.
...... ,.r,

the

to

force.
His
reign
i
■ s a couple of policemen lead him
be Is made to underlr.- reTurner.

A

I

a

to capture
him,
our hero
awakes
• -n wrestling
with
his pillow.
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Had
•elf until
they pass
a
aid of Ed. Warren.
the tragedy
and
the \
tude.
She
returns
t
her
friends
and

DREAM.— After
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endeavoring

BEAUTIFU1
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.'■mi attempts
friend, who

poured

I I In- natch

glr«

inlnil

- him
wife, presses
h\- -and IllsIn suit
m the toway,
the
ond in which
Ing, tbe falls
preparation

and

mil i placing
it n|...n i
■i- n with dowers and
Immediate]
i«. work
tu liiT.-m ,i chemical
thnt
- lo I Iff. Inn Lis en. I.
and
in a myaterlooj
mi
ail ..,,,,.
, ]jr.-. the n., ».ts
anil
the
u, .iniiii.

and

hiirv

l.udllm
ivlilll entered Mini In
ible with
■ folly,
nil

i II. Ifatitlful

k

bOUM

t lint

II
.. would

THOr

SHAIT

PAY

make

short

shrift

bonk

I

',r
ml

realthj
to make i-.iltl.-lan
I

and

fury,

"'""

sh..

N
''""

forced

him

at

pistol

she
In

|">lm

t" the

llarri
leaves

l«

the

glv\l,-,re
|

i-onntry.
....

sheriff's

tried sheriff .
his
arms,
his

■
•■

hoi

aoenpod

threatening
letter
• of Nation.
the
|>enltentlBry,

from

makes
now
ll«rr>
In the
walling
been
The
■'<!• the slsii.

takes

On
bis
fulls In
tM married.
aeon In the

bis eocapi
|.«rlor. enters
outer
and he
police enter,

-■

THE HAUNTED
ISLAND.— The picture opens
with a most convincing view of a ship afire and
then shifts to the drifting ashore of the sole survivors, a young marrli-d couple They find themI barren Island. They discover a ship's
tiell hung amongst the trees and are filled with
curiosity as 10 how the Nil was placed there, as
the Island does not appear to have been Inhabited
at anv time. They name the place "The Haunted
Island." That night they hear the bell ringing
and rush to the place where It was located, bill
then Is no OM about. They discover the ring of
a hatchway protruding from the sand, and
the
sand.
digging
come
across
a ship
hurled

■■"•■■I to he an undoubted

CHAMPION.
LONGSTREET

AT

SEVEN

ent l.-riii-n

J.-rdon
natlve

was
Indeed
doer
Walt.-r
was
the
Virginia.

Tic l|

PINES.— Harriet
Primrose and Walter
were
brave
and
cblr-

t.. her. but she dlseOTIdol of her soul.
Then
•■
bJi
-»,,r,|
f.,r his
Harriet

waa
flght

loyal
to the
t'nhm
and
Jordon'l
against
It canned
her to brood
and
fret as
I „• dav
drew
nigh.
ly .titling
hi.
.leep
grief.
Walter
was
- a gue.t
nt the day
.,f the ceremony.
Harriet,
throwing
a. hie
all
restraint,
renounced
her
allegiance
to
With

• ■
Jordon'a camp,

and

he

came

Harriet,
lint
I

Iter,

face

brought

t., face

with

that
and

this

vl.|..n

purified

the
nd

CROOKED

so

wl"
is

LAST

the

himself

and

bow

It

was

Imparted

to

them.

SMITH'S
MARMALADE. --"My
subjects
are
hereby
warned
not
to
us.'Smith's
Marmalade.'
Anyone,
high
or
low.
caught
breaking
this ,.,)), t
used
t
r it i
rath ., unusual
marmalade
than
kinds
that
are
advertised
in
America,
for
magazine recommended
marmalade
is yet
to
that will make
Its user
run the risk of heheadt
And

s^.

found
on
Walter,
told
! ihl«. Jordon read with
night
a vision
came to

• •■ats

HIS

a

The
following
morning
look
seaward
and
discover
a ship
In the distance..
Eventually
ti
Mr.- seen by those on board,
and are rescued.
1
they
carry
from
the Island
the gold and— what
them
was
almost
as Important -the
secret
of the
Of,

pretty

Fatlma.
It's
disci
»iy,
She
had
more
of the love
■ s of her than
your
old
In his whole
hundred
and
sixty -i
t she thought
of kings generally,
i

Ing that throw
I'
ularly. we'd lint*
high,
It camethat's
to beall. il

II- was
the slickest,
slyest
pachyderm
thnt
sighed
softly
under
the Crescent
Moon.
How
sllokncss
and
his
slyness
stood
Pattmi
stead,
the picture clearly
shows.

mother

ever
bis

',,-n

inanimate stone Outside -,f 1
a little pond Into which he throws the victims of
his experimentation, flowers, small animals and
plants. In their petrified state. In his Interest of
•clence
A ratal
neglects
and
forgets
everything.

night

Intercept!

to

show

i

her son. and is only sorry that lie has decided to
leave her. Hut she gives blm money aDd g.ssl advice, ami he starts out rejoicing.
There
are
youngsters
of
this
kind
c
ing
to
the clt> .very day. As a famous confidence man
• very minute." The
I-, >. soon after his arrival In New York, fell into
i l.e clutches of a confidence man, who Induced him
to "invest" In stocks on margin. Needles.
he was "wiped ,.ut" so quickly that it made hi*
'lead -mm. And, realizing that he was not only
1 failure,
hut a miserable ..
the \, .lings< r decided
to end his troubles
In the
river.
- -"--!
recognized
Fortunately for him the "broker" had «
lographer, a gum chewing, sophisticated ill

He

asked

her ti

If

she

might
bave
gratitude
that
1,1 1 tie Old
New
her, and
sent
the boy hack
to his doting
which
was where
he really
belonged.

mother,

FLAMES AND FORTUNE.— A southern woman,
widowed during the early days of the Civil War,
lives with her new baby, In her home in a small
village. Receiving word that the enemy Is approachlng, and that the Confederates mean to make
m stand in her house, she hastily departs. Mfter
ordering her faithful servant. Sam. to bide her
" jewels.
Sum
perforins
his mission,
sebelieves no one will
iectlng a bl.iing place
which
.lis. over, and Is about to join his mistress wbea
be is killed by a stray bullet. And the secret of
the hiding place dies with
him.
Forty-eight hours later, the only members of
the family are two girls, grand children of the
woman who ordered the treasure put safely away.
They have a desperate struggle to get along, but
the elder girl supports tbem by sewing. There It
a mortgage on their home, which Is held by a
uiis.rly old man. who refuses to show tbem any
mercy.
He
Is willing,
however,
to give
I
will
marry
him.
hut
she I
younger and better i
the
who. i however, is poor.
to

But
she
stand

loves h,r little
poverty
herself,
if

-

while

ruling In the matter of a .-ertaln and particular
marmalade. "To the block with her." yelled her
royal
master,
and
preparations
were
pushed
for
here. sad
the lopplng-off' in Bnl
go essy no*

.hnsed

DEAL.— The
pnstmls'reas
wa«
a comely
widow.
, grand
quan-y gay
of
Grayblll.
• won
by
hll
I In Harry I.udllm,
: BdHm
wa«
big
and
ll he lacked the dasb
l admlr. In men.
and chain

The

wrong,

marriage
c
Willi
hellish

langhs a
«l
and

YORK
his
him to make a m
He has no doubt a

iin from
iney,
and the
torboya,
the
lili him.
Bnl
he

ir.ls. the
I 11the
) in to another.
"f

enfolding

advice

LITTLE
OLD
NEW
s|H,ili-i) ami
pampered
hy
■!■>»■— that
li is time for
himself In tlic great city.

!l
i treat

the

THANHOUSER.

she

latches, she naturally
in fire. The big sister

man she
hates
that
she
will marry
blm.telling
She the
t
the fire, followed
by her unwelcome
sti
Theretheshei finds the hotis.- blazing fi,
tries to enter the place but is held
unwelcome suitor has a chance to wit
but Is not man enough to make good,
she always loved proves to be the m
emergency, dashes through the fire and
saves the little girl.
nt she will
r,
The
big sister
decid
( that someh
ti some
way.
they -viil
get along.
She
spurns
wealthy
suitor, and he

the treasure hidden y<
faithful servaDt of her
right time and proved
ure is Is-st buried
until
body
who
renllv
needs

ancestors.
ine
it

It

<

\ buried

treat-
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of real Film Service — the kind that satisfies —
on us.
12 Easl 15th Street, New York
133 Bastable Building, Syracuse
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" What Does The National Program Mean ? "

Mr. Exhibitor: —
Do you thoroughly understand the advantage of being a National
Exhibitor ? Can you realize what it means to be able to advertise extensively your programmes in advance without fear that your nearest
competitor will take advantage of your advertising efforts and run your
advertised show in advance of you ?

"TheTheatres
National
Programme is Absolutely Exclusive."
using our programme are insured against the many
evils nowbesetting exhibitors by reason of repeating on your neighbor's programme.

"Our National Exclusive Programme Eliminates this Evil."
NATIONAL FILM DISTRIBUTING
COMPANY
34 &

'Watch

LOUISE

for

36 W. HOUSTON
STREET
N. Y. CITY, U. S. A.

our adv. next week.

Something

M. MARION'S

TWO

Great Novelty of

LLUSTRATED

Important."

YANKEE

POEMS

"THOU
MONEY!

MONEY!!

A ii,*i,.» U

MONEY

Bl

West

JLM

IVlOre

23d

♦THE

Q

New

•

OpeCialS

344 East 32d St.

1

Harvard-Cornell

International

„„..,,.

PAY"

i\, .,!,,. ,,.,„

Itch

CONGRESSMAN'

FILM CO.
New

Boat Race, released May 27,

Polo Match at Belmont Park,
i'a/i

EVENT

SHALT

REELS
Uth

York City

JisE
' S=

York City

Parade

SPECIAL

NEW

YANKEE

M. MARION
St.

JIM

FRIDAY, JUN]

IHI Al I- I'
'Mi
11.
Termi reasonable
Operator furnished when desired

LOUISK

FEATURE

MONDAY,

FILM

COMPANY,

mold

N.

Y.
at

Pol.ce
8c

Parade

ptr

700 feet

-OprlllMK
released June
1st,V 800 feet

La

foot

12

EAST

15TH

ST.

NEW

YORK

iVING

PICTURE

WORLD

North— South— East and West the MONOGRAPH
IN
N
IN
IN
IN

PICTURES
CONSTRUCTION
WORKMANSHIP
ACCESSIBILITY
EVERYWAY—

ENTERPRISE

OPTICAL

fl n
I %£ !*

"
jf

' *T<=a
jf S£
WRITE ANYONE
THEY
ALL
SAY

MANUFACTURING

564-572

CO.

for Catalog
i of Fans,
•=/*sL y\
andpricclis densors,
s. Slide
l^jkpW
4 Kxit Light
jf )MMtffa' Carriers,
VReel Ca^BMfe^^^f
bincts,
Ktc.n
« \
u..j
Hudson

Electrical

Supply

Co.

We don't .are what it is; if it pertains to
MOTH IN PICTURES, you can get it from us.
We ship anywhere. American Shipments
our specialty.
We have ^ood news for you.
WRITE TO DAY.
I atalogues Free.
P. F. Brown, P. O. Box 1837, Calgary, Can.

. .

PICTURE

EDISON

MACHINES

MOTIOGRAPH

St., CHICAGO,

ILL.

spe^
pur-

poses, by our "Hochstcttcr Exclusive
I
Interior motion pictures, printing and devel i]
specialty.
We redevelop and clean FILMS, by our "Hochstetter Exclusive Process," making them as gi
Demonstration free of charge in any part of the United
States.
Main
Office,
208 Market
■ranch Offic, New York, 40
W

HOCHSTETTER.

St., Pittsburgh,
aat I 2th St-

Pa.

Paea, & Manager.
\ i Di kO\ . &

Changeable ILLUMINATED Program Sip
.^-jjjjjjBBaaajBBjBji

Easily

^______— ■,—

Hlaln*! aMf'IfaaaJI
1 at^ '■H
MTiMI

POWERS

Stereopticon.,
iUtf"*L«ntern
wBTn
Slide..
Carbon.,

-

Randolph

We have
reorganized and increased
our c ■
and are now prepared
to manufacture FILMS
for
. such as Educational and Advertising

I

Canadian & American Exhibitors

West

Ortho Film Company, Inc. (ffio

Write

MOTION

ANYWHERE
THE
SAME

f # # tf ^ ^ '■*

Electric Fans From $7.00 up

$

is Conceded Best

operated,

quickly

crian6'e^»
inexpensive.
Interchangeable
letters stenciled in metal, specia'ly arranged for any program. Illumination of each subject
controlled individually.
Write for descriptive
matter and money making particulars.

Zenith Manufacturing Co.

Catalog Free on Requeit
AMUSEMENT
SUPPLY
COMPANY
I0S No. Dearborn St.
CHICAQO

P. 0. Box 252

CINCINNATI, OHIl

A Question to Exhibitors for yea rs,"Film Service, "Solved

Consolidated Amusement
614 to 619 Rhodes Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.

Company

Bil-Sol Theatre Bldg., Houston, Texas

sl l CESS1 ULLY whipping out subrenters, pikers, cold copy buyers, and would-be film exchanges,
building up and demonstrating what INDEPENDENT
fiim service really is, buying the entire
output <if the Motion Picture Distributing & Sales Co., with duplicates sufficient to successfully
cover LOUISIANA,
TEXAS,
MISSISSIPPI, ALABAMA.
TENNESSEE,
GEORGIA.
FLORIDA, NORTH
and SOUTH
CAROLINA.

Whatever
Write,

Your Requirements.

Wire or Phone.

Name

the

You Need Film— We Buy It.

situation and

we will

meet

it with

A

SERVICE.

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Song Slide Department— Latest Releases
SCOTT
tc VAN ALTEKA.
"Carolina Hag."
Pab. by Wm.
Roasiter.
"Peggy Gray."
Pub. by Havlland.
"Blllle."
Pub. by Xendls A Paley.
"Vacation Days."
Pub. by Harrold Rosslter.
"Valley Korge."
Pub. by Jose Morris.
"The Baseball Guide." Pub. by Harry Von Tllzer.
"You Dear."
Pub. by Harry Rosslter.
"Hurry Back. Dearie."
Pub. by Leo Friedman,
Chicago. 111.
"Soul of My Soul."
Pub. by Jos. W. Stern,

Competition cannot touch our prices

ADVERTISING SLIDES
We are the originators of this line.

SONG

Slides

SLIDES

GET SIMPSON'S

SLIDES

FOR

"Wanled: A Harp Like The Angels Play"
One of J. Fred. Helf's Hits. "Huff ced.
A. L. SIMPSON, Inc., 113 West 132d St.. H.Y. C.

And

ANNOUNCEMENT

'Phone, call or write

EXCELSIOR

New

SLIDES

SLIDE

CO.

61 West 14th Street
Tel. 4351 Chelsea
New York City

"Dixie

Daley

Dea

. by

M.

b.T

Music Co., New York.
"When
the Golden Leave
Are Falling."
Pub.
Charles K. Harris.
"Cuddle Up Together and Sing Home Sweet
Home."
Pub. by Charles K. Harris.
'When the Girl Whose Heart You Long for Has
a Heart that Longs for You." Pub. by F. B.
Havlland Pub. Co., New York.
"Inder Co.,
theNewLandYork.
of Harmony." Pub. by Ted Sny-

by

Whitmark

A

"The
Withered
Rose
the Aching Heart."
Fab. by James Brockman
"Down Old Indiana Way."
Pub. by Head Publishing Co.
"June Rose."
Pnb. by Jos. W. Stern Co.
d Cream."
Pub. by
. by M. Whltmark
"The Entertaining Mai
* Sons.
"The Mon- I Mvi
I Love."
Pub. by
Jos. W. Stern A Co.

"Eight Little Letters Make Three Little Words."
Pub. by Ted Snyder Co.. New York.
Pub. by J. D.
Shlpman Co.
"Just Like You Are, Loye. Ao-day."
Pnb by J.
D. Shlpman Co.
I Love My Wife.— Shapiro.
Let's Go Where We Can Have Some Fun.— Shapiro.
I'm Trying My Best to Smile.— Shapiro.

A.

L.

SIMPSON

"You're the Queen In the Kingdom of My
Heart.''
Pnb, by the Musicians'
Publishing Co.
"Honey. You Can Turn the World Around for
Me."
Pub. by the Musicians' Publishing Co.
A Harp Co.
Like the Angels Play." J.
Fred"Wanted:
Uelf Publishing
"The G. A. R."
Pub. by Shapiro.
"Columbia, the Gem of the Ocean." "The Star
Boj
Spangled
Banner.'' The National Anthem. "A
Dream of a Garden and You." Pub. by the Ideal
Music Publishers.
to Me the
World Is Singing Marguerite. "
Pub."Seems
by Edmund
Lyons.
. You Take It Back • ...ston.
and Change It for a
Pub. by F. B. Havlland Pu!
Dear Old Sally."
By Billy Gaston and John B.
"Give Me a Shove.
I'm Falling
In l>ove." J.
Fred Helf Publishing Co.
"Sing • J.Me Frean Old Sweet Song of LOT*.
Tub.
by I . B Havlland Publishing Co.

■ I'ulili

from

the

True

levers'

Tree."

rui..

We are the largest Perfumed
Disinfectant Manufacturers
in the world, and have everything you want in our line.

Perfumed Disinfectants

NOTE OUR

1 gal. with sprayer
5 gal
10>■>■.
gal "
- no < iii \ i- GOODS,

NEW

ADDRESS,

U. S. DISINFECTANT

•2.60
$2.00
10.00
7.60
18.00
13.00
in i i iik HKsi

236-238 Skillman Street,

Will Buy Second-hand Film,
M. P. Machines and Song Slides

Brooklyn, N. Y.

"SILVERLICHT"

out,of your place that would
drop another nickel or dime.
Many styles. Catalog No. 34

Anything pertaining to the picture business.
FOR SALE— Clean films, $5 per reel and up,
' ect to
for big
._._ain
list.examination.
GKNERAI. Send
FILM stamp
RENEWING
SYSTEM. 541 Federal Street. Chicago, 111.

COMPANY

Aluminum Motion PictureCurtain
Extraordinary Features Are: !'r^;;:!r\B1,c','!'b",,T
lilph 1. Bolus SOUK G»

Exhibitors, Attention !
OUR
ADDRESS
NOW
IS
S. PENNSYLVANIA
AVENUE
WILKES-BARRE, PA.

DON

T FORGET!

that ire arc buying the Cream ol the
Motion Picture Distributing and Sain
( o.'eoutpul and have .1 feature awn e
11<>r
>. .idyou1 - thai
hi Maican'l
hineiI ■ and a< i •
Wr.

Moving

Picture

PRESTO

EMERGENCY

. pfcoi

Exhibitors

CLAMP

A Quick Relief for Lamp Accident*

w•EXHIBITORS

A NECESSARY
ADJUNCT
TO EVERY
OUTFIT
AVOIDS DELAYS.
ADJUSTED IN ONE MINUTE
Cut shows clamps attached to lamp.
t*rtf« for Dfcriptiv Circular

PRESTO

EMERGENCY

Box 264

CLAMP

SYRACUSE,

NEW

M Wisith A?s , Cuicin

The Exhibitors Film
Service
Company

CO.

YORK

UNITED STATES I tCTORIES CO.

OF MOVING PICTURES. NOTICE"

E male and sell parts for all makr« of moving picture machine
' ;. We have a full fiat ol CarUns. I ondensers and
it reasonable prices. Ask your film exchange to show
Jwill
our mail
new you
Keystone
Lugg.
It 11d thr
one upon
receipt
| best you ever had, at MV-. each,
We handle movinR picture 1n.nl.1nr5.nrw and second hand, o1
kinds. Descriptive nuiltrr OR IfftritW
Cciirrspondi-.,
STERN
MFC. CO.
Slrs.l
Philadelphia, *»• , U S. A

9 N. lOth

manupactuui

us

40 Dearborn

Street.

Lhlcsft"

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

licensed Release Dales

::,{' Classified Advertisements
IClaaslfled
advertisements
a>li
Willi order;
50 ce
«lninpa
accepted.]
THEATERS

FOR

SALE.

FOR
SALE.— Complete
up to-date
moving
picture
■ ml vaudeville house seating :0). Also fine airil.une, few iloors iiwnv. Renting 900. everything
new. Must sell within thirty days. Address,
I'l
K \NS.\S. .Hie of Moving l'n lure World.
Vow NTIIA1.
York
Cttv
100;

eight

miles
from
New
York
City.
Owner
leaving
city,
will sacrifice.
Addi.
». cat* Of
rk City.
FOR
BALE.— Moving
I
throughout,

rent
one

FOR

ID

Kaj
May

ha Ijiondry

1«— Wild

Lady's

Animals

Luck

In

*">

May

(Kdu. I . . Umi
1000

Mav
May

(Com.)

Captivity
in.)

Dr.). .1000

■ I. ■

(G.
10— Bnbber-Neck
17— T

Kleins.)
Pare*
(Com.)
•■ (Dr.)
irbor, Wales (Sc.)
24— 1 he Oaoi'a
11
r il>r.)
0
the Frontier of Thibet, Asia (Sc.)..
.'II— The
Musketeer
(Dr.)
31— The
Sleuth
(Com.)
Interne
(Dr.)
:ui Isle of the North
Sea

GAT/MONT.
O. Klein..
7<0
2«
1000
1000
670
415
79."
20s
480
950
osr,

-

Orest

Actress
J00O

KALEM.
afar
May
May
Mst
May
May
M.y

M.-,v

).'.

Mm-

-'''.

(Dr.)

r..r tf«mm1
(i>r ,
' Slimmer Horn <Dr.)

000
9H0
1005
940
1000
970
1000

Her Humble
Jllnlatry
(Dr.)
A Hero— Almoat
(Com.)
The
Rambler's
Chance
(Com..
A Oood Turn
(Com.)
The State
Line
(Dr.)

1001
40tt
Dr.)... 600
1000
1000

the

16

June

17

Teaching

THIS

WEEK'S
A

Mcl'ailden

PROGRAM
Monday.
Smile
of a

to

OF
June
Child

Waltz

I. nl. in

The

\ Rough
Diamond
iDr.i
The
Seolpion
ilml.l
Where
There's
ii Will
There's
•in i
Tuesday,
June
6th.

Edison

The i annual's
Edict
(Dr.)
His
lii. ■ ,,.1's wife
(Dr.l
Drawn
Curtain
(Dr.)
• i.Ms:,„il„.,,,uins
,s.- i

■

rertialng
roi Mamma
liisiii.ordliiate Soldier

Interne

(Dr.l

FOR
000

Friday.

1000

1000
751
249
a

1000

i

.

Way

lOon
inoo
liiOO
786
24il

,,

,ti. .ii

■ he

1010
looo
.-.i HI

North

,,„
Address,
w.
AT
LIBERTY.—
Ariz. Moving
position
in Ni

... _ capacity
Address, HERMAN,
New York City.

■ op. I

, :,

'

World.

piH
i ngland states
Nl

MISCELLANEOUS.
I'i.im
BALE.— Moving
Picture > dim
Camera.
t
. equipped with

Near
SLIT.. 01

1,206
CARBON
HOLDERS— Guaranteed
for one
year,
one
dollar (Jl.OO),
and
unbreakable
condensers,
seventy-five cents
(75c).
NATIONAL
SUPPLY
COMPANY. 1536
Beechview
Avenne
(Beechview),
i cement
formula;
FOR low
BALE.—
Exhlbltor.
send superior
fifty < ertide;
priced.Fll »».
and save money.
W.
H. EYLER.
Wooster.
Ohio.
WANTED.— Reward given to anyone who will
offer a good location for moving picture show In
town of 2,000 to 5.I1O0, anywhere in the U. S. or
Canada, bv A-l picture man. Address. H. R., cart
of Moving
Picture World, New York City.

choice
questionsinelinli
and
trlcal subjects,

answers
_

I'.rooklyn.
>
MIH IILll..
Dark.moving

on praetie-' »'
and
regulations
-''"' Franklin
for
7.19

S.-a
adapted for the moving picture I
account of great variety and natural
two Pbuildings, rent
SILii each, per iave
annum.

■

9th.

No opposition.
Picture World,

e of Moving

PREPARE for City, State and Federal examinations for electrician and wlrcman. One hundred
500

8th.
i Dr. i

June

Hoi

lens

FILMS.

D

ME LIES.

of

-

BALE.— Vaudi

(Com.)

(Dr.)
(Dr I

600

May
11— The
Spring
Ronnd-Cp
(Dr.)
Mar
IS— Tie
Redemption
of Rawhide
(Dr.)
•
: » Immortal Alamo (Dr.)

m

s>

e

Her Brotber'a Sake (Dr.)
Wednesday.
June 7th.
I.esM.n
Learned
(Dr.)

Vouiii:

11

picture

SALE— <li. i

Moving
FOR

Foi

A

proper

tooting

1000

looo
1000

LICENSED
5th.
(Dr.)

Rati ■
I'll I he
Sell"

EdiM.ii

leu. I .lir. I

equipment

.

FOR

1000
990
990
1000

June

Thursday. June
i ..\e
Affair

■

I'nweleome

Mahoney
the Scab
(Dr.)
of Pate
(Dr.)
| lipid's
Chauffeur
(Com.)
The
Knds
of the Earth
(Dr.)
A
Clever
Fraud
(Com. )
For
Her
Profiler's
Sake
(Dr.)
The
Sacrifice
(Dr.)
Changing
of Silas
Marner
(Dr.)
i ■ Trapper's Daughter
(Dr.)
Proving
His
Loyo
(Dr.)

990
960

LUBIN.
18—
22—
22—
21—
29—
I

of

Urn

Vitagraph
May
May
May
May
May
June

I. ii-

World.

lias

995

Prejudice of Pierre
Mnrlc
(Dr
When
ii Man's
Harried
(Com.)
. Show
Cirl
H)r.)
nahlne and Shadow (Dr.)
- lb .nor (Dr.)

June
1
June
8—
June
6—
.lime
0—
Jinn- In

Itlograph

5— When
the Dead
Return
(Dr.)
1ft— The i-oyalty of Don I.ula Verdugo
12— The
Carnival
(Dr.)
17— A Tragedy
In Toyland
(Dr.)
10— In Blossom
Time
(Dr.)
24 — The Carrier Pigeon
(Dr.)
16— Tangled
Lives
(Dr.)
kdrcrtUlng

the

2j0

9— Three
of a Kind
(Com.)
»— Spring-Heeled
Jack
(Com.)
11— In the Days
of Nero
(Dr.)
18 — Tlie llankmpt
(Dr.)
2"-^IImmle on a I-ark— (Com.)
20— Snoot In* the
Rapid*
(Sc.)
21— The
Emperor's
Return
(Dr.)
~<«n»
(Edu.)
27— Alone at Night
(Dr.)
27— Jlmmlo
the Sportsman
(Com.)
- lence
tb. Qnackery
(Dr.)
•— M
«— The
Drawn
Curtain
■

170
396
600
582
420
588
404
750

VITAGRAPH.
o

May
Mar
Ma/
May
May
May
May
i
May
May
i
Jane
Jane

SALE. — Swell

e.i.
Ownerhas
her, and

URBANECLIPSE.
Uay
Mav

and

Who

.....

LOOO

1000

Telephone. Yonkers
TO
—Park, N. Y.
Nepers

Earners

adflreaB,

Moving Picture Pianists

1000

I,

2728.

171
''(series 1910) for 10 p

I

Saturday.

PATHE
i Dr.)
n tbc

850
\V..r)rl. . BO

23

Life

i Dr.)

FILM EXCHANGE

NORTH

Prompt

service.

NINTH

10th.
1 I discount on both numbers.

960

EAGLE

June

Marner

WE

Day and night

STREET,

BUY

(Dr.)

1501

CLARENCE
SINN
St. E. CmOAOO.

Sedgwick

the entire output
of the
Independent
manufacturers.
about our Three-locked reel system.

I

Ask

Write, wire or phone

PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

THE

MOVJXG

PICTURE

COMING!
Another

IP A f T C
r *»■ VJ O
Don't

COMING!

'Bunch
of CorKJTig Good
Headline™ !

*Tp
X

Forget to

WORLD

Order

Released
June
16th
1650
feet.
Colored.
your

Music.

38

in

2

Reels.

*Pages for

75 c.

"T\ A "D*^
Rf^lY
hit
X-r.*mA-/
v^ XJ
v^ X Coming
m every soon!
way. AThegreat
bestbigstory
of wholesome American Youth.

COMING

f^Tf
A ^ VX
^
M\r\.£^

brass

monkey.

T^#^l?ir
XyvyjrX^

The

best

SOON

COMING
LICENSED

MOTION
AND

PICTURE
MARKETED

A comedy
scare
a iaugnthat out would
of a

farce

in years.

SOON
BY

THE

PATENTS
BY PATHE

CO.

FRERES

GET 'EM EVERY ONE!
You'll Thankto Us
Attention
Theirfor Calling
Merits

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

•

Com.)..
CHAMPION.
Tl

Wtr

»

lr

m«

V-

■ :r.„t

Jll»

IVrll of t>l«i

Went

<I>r.l

( I>r. >

mid

Ice

060

980
(Dr.). n.M

o.v>

Jone 14— HI.

LaM
i'n..kcd
IVnl iDr.)
950
ECLAIR.
Uit
lat-Tle
Woe Fllrl
N'lle (Sc.1
SSO
U.y
I— i Village
(Com.)
910
U<>
I -j gaged In Spit* of Tbem*elve* (Com) 910
I Mother'* Dial res* (Dr.)
MO
May 22— The W*l*t Coat With PoInU (Com.) 480
Mir S-Thf
Two Gardener. (Com.l
940
Pvnlahed
iCom.)
■ mmy at tli* Dentist'* (Com.)
OMMr
Rlrotteau
( Pr. 1
.... 370
t iCom.l
620
June 26— ri. Dealt of Don Tun iDr.)
960
GREAT NORTHERN.
April J9th— The Couack
Poke (Pr.)
894
Mir
6 — The Lucky Hanana Seller (Com.)
May
6— A Woold-he Sportaman
(Com.)
May 1*— The Nan
(Dr.)
■Ml 2"— The Vole* of Conscience (Dr.)
7R6
May 20— Benie (Swltaerland) (Sc.)
204
May 27— Th* I ove of * Gypsy Girl (Dr.)
•M
945
Jon* 1"
Dim iDr.)
IMT.
Mar 11— For H«r Brother's Sake (Dr.)
1000
May 15— The Ma»t*r and the Man (Dr.)
1000
May l«i— Th* Light House Keeper (Dr.)
1000
May 22— The Forged
Despatch
(Dr.)
1000
Mar 2V— Th* Minor Chord
(Dr.)
1000
May 2ft— Three of a Kind (Dr.)
1000
Jnne 1— The L«»t Appeal
(Dr.)
loon
The Grind
(Dr.)
700
rhe Chicago Stockyards Fire (Sc.).... 500
BttI to the Soil (Dr.)
1000
Jane 12— Behind
th* Stockade
(Dr.)
1000
Jone 13 — The riecc of String (Dr.)
1000
LUX.
May 12— The Postmistress
(Dr.)
700
May 12— A Walk In Tunl* (Sc.)
252
May 19— Bill at Work (Com.)
367
May 19 — All Through a Rat (Cora.)
475
May 26— The Two Cockade*
(Dr.)
698
kfay 26— Tidying T'p Pari* (Com.)
268
Jane 2— Juat Bill's Lock (Com.)
403
\rnold Has a Good Try (Com.)
462
Jnn*
P— The Companion
Governess
(Dr.).... 639
Jone
9— Bill at Play (Com.)
331
VTW
T0RK
MOTION
PICTURE
00.
BISON.
May
9— Crow's Defeat
(Dr.)
Mar 12— Th* Foreman'. Bride (Dr.)
May 16— Th* Broncho Buster's Rival (Dr.)....
May 19— The Cbevennc Medicine Man (Dr.)....
May 23— The Ontlaw and the Female Detective
I'.rave Swift Eagle's Peril (Dr.)
May SO— A Redskin's Bravery
(Dr.)
Jone 2— A Tal* of th* Foothills (Dr.)
Jon*
6 — nia I/ordshlp's Hnntlng Trip (Dr.)..
Jon* 9 — A Child of the Ranch (Dr.)
AMRROSIO.
(By IT. T. M. P. Oo.)
May 1"— Air Bnhblea
Mar 17— Grenadier Roland
900
May 24— The Snow
Maiden
iDr.)
May 31— Tweedledom's
Dream
(Com.)
May 81 — Exploit* of a Napoleon Admirer
Jone
7— The Human
T1|t*r
June 7 — Two Good
Friends
IT ALA.
(By V. T. M. t. 0».)
— Tie
(Dr.)

SPECIAL
NATIONAL

THIS

WEEK'S
PROGRAM
OF
INDEPENDENT
FILMS.
Monday, June 5th.
America i,
(Com.)
Anierleni.
I Me I- Ranch

■

(Dr.)

Miead

(Com.)

POWERS.
2nd— The Crlals (Dr.)
2nd— The Joye of Persecution (Com.)
6th— The Awakening
of Galatea
(Dr.)..
9— The Four of U* (Com.)
9 — Contagion
(Com. )
18— Aa Your Hair Grows Whiter (Dr.)..
16 — Oklahoma
(Dr.)
16— A Matrimonial
Surprise (Com.)
20— Gangs Din (Dr. )
23— Her Atonement
(Dr.)
27— Fifty Years Ago (Dr.)
SO— Civilisation
(Dr.)
3 — Eyes That See Not (Dr.)
30— Clvllliatlon
(Dr.)
3— Eyes That Se Not (Dr.)
6— The Black Heart
(Dr.)
10— The Stranger's
Plate
(Dr.)
13— Smith's
Marmalade
(Oom.)
17 — The Hauoted
Island (Dr.)
RELIANCE.
May 10— A Left Hook (Dr.)
May 13— The Conflict (Dr.)
May 17— The Harvest
(Dr.)
May 20— The Sonata of Souls (Dr.)
May 24— There's Many a Slip (Dr.)
May 27— O'er Fields Scanned (Dr. )
May 31— Dad's Girl (Dr.)
May 27— O'er Grim Fields Scarred
(Dr.)
May 31— Dad's Girl (Dr. )
June 3— In Flowers
Paled
(Dr. )
Jnne 7— The Minute and the Maid (Dr.)
June 10— The Broken Coin (Dr.)
REX.
Mar. 16 — Where the Shamrock Growe ;Dr.)...
Mar 28— nve Hours
(Com.)
Mar. 80— As Ye Sow
(Dr.)
Apr.
6 — The Heiress
(Com.)
Apr. 18— Th* Little Major (Dr.)
April 20— A Daughter of the Revolution (Dr.)..
April 27— The Realization
(Dr.)
May 4— The Ultimate Sacrlflce
May 11— The Guardsman
(Dr.)
May IS — An Exception to the Rule (Com.)
May 25— Called Back (Dr.)
June 1 — The Monogram
"J. O." (Dr.)
June 8 — From Death to Life (Dr.)
BOLAX OOMPAJTT.
.Tun* 7 — Bridget,
the Flirt (Com.)
June
9— A Mexican Girl's Love (Dr.)
May
5th— The Somnamhuliat
(Dr.)
May 10— Nearly a Hero (Com.)
May 17— His Dumb Wife (Com.)
May 19— In the Nick of Time (Dr.)
May 24 — House of Peace (Com.)
May 24— The Devil In the Tin Cup (Cora.)....
May 26 — An Officer and a Gentleman
(Dr.)
May 31 — The Marvelous Cow (Com. )
Jnne 2— Never Too Late to Mend (Dr.)
THANHOTJSER.
May 26— Get Rich Quick (Dr.)
Mar 30 — A Wartime
Wooing
(Dr.)
June 2— A Circus Stowaway
(Dr.)
June 6 — The Stepmother
(Dr.)
.Tune 0— Motoring
(Dr.)
June 9 — The Rescue of Mr. Henpeck (Com.)...
.Tun* 13— Little Old New York (Dr.)
June 16 — Flames and Fortune (Dr.)

May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
Mav
May
May
June
May
June
Jnne
June
June
June

r 5th— Zelda, the Gypsy (Dr.)
7 8— In Sunny Italy (Dr.)
r 12— The Angeloa Bell (Dr.)
r 15— An Indian Brave'* Conversion (Dr.)
r 19— The Banana Planter'* Peril (Dr.)..
r 22— The Little Western Rose (Dr.)
r 26— Thwarted by Nell Pierce (Dr.)
T 29— The Birth Mark (Dr.)
c 2— The
Pretender
(Dr.)
e 5 — The Scandal Monger (Dr.)
le 9 — Mrs. Biffin's Demise (Dr.)
e 12— Thou Shalt Pnv (Dr.)
e 10— The New

ROLL
Get 'the Samples

TICKET

•

NESTOR.
Hi — Aft*r 2" Year*
• I... Ice(Dr.)
(Com.)
PuthW Creek (Dr.)
Savage (Dr.)
IN Cure (Com.)
■ tm-poncMt
(Dr.)
me Iturglar (Com.)
BharUTl
linn t tin Mistake
t Culled (Dr.)
(Com.)

Mar

M«t

WORLD

lit*- Inaurance
Agent (Com.)
Puree
I ■ ropoloftcaJ
l>octor
tion m Turin(Sc.)
the
. i thiol
t|„. Inauguration

Independent Release Dates

TICKETS

COMPANY

Champion
"i"1 I** ,I)r-*
F.clair— I iHlence Punished
(Com.)
Eclair—
the Dentlat'i (Com.)
Imp— TheTommyGrind al (Dr.)
Imp— The Chicago Stockyard* Fire (Sc.)
Yankee— The Scandal Monger (Dr.)
Tuesday. June 6th.
HI. Lordships Hunting Trip (Dr.)
Power*— The
Black
Hearl
(Dr.)
Tbanhouser— The
Stepmother
(Dr.)
Wednesday,
June 7th.
Ambroslo— The
Human
Tiger
Ambroelo— Two
Good
Friends
Champion— The Cost of Drink
(Dr.)
Nestor— The
Cow puncher
(Dr. )
Nestor— The Little Burglar
(Com.l
Reliance— The Minute and the Maid (Dr.
Solax— Bridget, the Flirt (Com.)
Thursday, June 8th.
American— $5,000 Reward— Dead or Alive (Dr.)
Imp— Back to the Soil (Dr.)
Itala— The Life for the Ciar (Dr.)
Rex— From Death to Life (Dr.)
June 9th.
Bison— A Child ofFriday,
the Ranch
(Dr.)
Lux — The Companion
Governe**
(Dr.)
Lux— Bill at Play
(Com.)
Solax— A Mexican Girl's Love (Dr.)
Thanhouser --Motoring
(Dr.)
Tbanhouser
The Rescue ol Mi. Henpeck
Yankee— Mrs. Biffin's Demise
(Dr.)
Saturday, June 10th.
Great Northern- True Love Never Dies
Itala— An Odd Adventure of Foolshead
Powers
Plate (Dr.)
(Dr.)
Reliance— —TheThe Stranger's
Broken Chain

WO
700
500

950

68§
8H
iGom.)
!
(Com.)

I <J Put in our Eaael* and II
I]Poster Frames and watch ||
J your attendance grow.
Brass Push and Kick Plates, Door
Guard Rails, Etc.
LOW PRICES
AGENTS

THE

BtST WORK
W'NTED

NEWMAN

MFG. CO.

717-719 Sycamore St., Cincinnati, Oi

Th* B,,f Tr;'c.>*« M"M"-

StocK Tickets, 6 Cents

Shamokin,

Pa.

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Moving Picture Machines
Stereopticons

G.W.Bradenburgh

MaKe Big Money

Cinematograph Films
233 Nortn Eighth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Phone, Market 334
Cable: Brad-Films, Phila.
Code: A. B. C, 5th Edition
Films at 8 cts. per ft.; posters free}
Texas Ted's Defense — Bison.
Maid or Man — Imp.
At the Duke's Command — Imp.
Summer
Skies — Reliance.
A Red Man's Gratitude — Bison.
An Indian's Ambition — Bison.
Locked Out — Reliance.
Grenadier Roland — Ambroiso.
A Daughter of the Revolution — Rex.
Love of a Gypsy Girl — G. N.
Judas Maccabaeus — Cines.
Woman's Wit — Cines.
Laundress' Son — Itala.
From Factory Girl to Prima Donna
— Color Kine. Co.
Revealing Book — Unitas.

Films as new, $40 per reel;
posters free
His Father's House — Nestor.
Strategy — American.
Redeeming Angel — Ambrosio.
A Plain Tale — Reliance.
For Washington — Thanhouser.
Corinne in Dollyland — Solax.
A Warrior's Squaw — Bison.
Mexican Centennial — Special.
Films at $30 per reel ; pssters free
Checkmate — Thanhouser.
For Her Sake.
The Norwood Necklace — Thanhouser.
For My Pal — Powers.
Man
in Twenty-Three — Nestor.
Sleepy Hollow — Nestor.
At Cedar Ridge— Nestor.
A Brass Button— Reliance.
For Remembrance — Reliance.
A Country Girl — Reliance.
On Kentucky Soil — Reliance.
Her Fatal Charm— Itala.
Foolshead
at the
Kinematograph —
Itala.
Blue Domino Disguise — Ambrosio.
A Wife's Calvary — Ambroiso.
The Creek Claim— Bison.
Redskin's Secret — Bison.

Independent Film Service
231 North Eighth Street, Philadelphia

Get Our Prices

The Fall of Troy
ind All Big Features

Motion PictureTheatre Supplies
OUR PATENT ELECTRIC BELLS create treat
enthusuim la Moriac Picture Houses, play from a
keyboard as a solo lastromeDt, or as an accompanlmeat
to lorn. Twenty-five Bells, two octaves chromatic.
ladaalBK resoaators. macaets and keyboards. {75.00.

J. C. DEAGAN

3800 3810 N. Clark St-

CHICAGO,

ILL.

If you have not shown th<
cial features, write us at on
ings are rapidly closing
up on these.
We Import them direct fi
and are the only exchange
handling
them.

CHICAGO PROJECTING CO.

219 S. Dearborn St.

Moving Picture Machines
Bought, Sold and Exchanged
/ Have Several Calls For
Second Hand Machines
What Have You To Offer?
H. A. MACKIE
853 Broadway
'Phone . 2478

New York City

Chicago. II

Get

Big

Money

We handle the largest line and variety of two
and three reel features in America. Not a
failure in the lot.
Truth About

Look them over:—
the Pole Certiln Territorji.

Grenadier Roland. Fall of Troy.
Cans-Nelson
Fight. Custer's
Last
Stand.
U. S. Military
Manoeuvers.
Wolgast-Nelson Fight. JohnsonJeffries
Reproduction.
Frontier
Days in Cheyenne, and others.

State date wanted and we'll mail prices and
particulars. Special weekly and monthly
rates.
Address the Pioneers.

CHICAGO

FILM

EXCHANGE

BARGAINS

BARGAINS

Stuyvesant

DrummersSJcihestS ftum
direct from factory to you for $10.00
Shell -3x14- Solid Mapli
Shell-3xi5-Kosewoodor
Walnut
10
Rods,
Kangaroo
Heads Send U.S. Money
or Express order. If you
wish C.O.D. send sufficient to guaranteeExpress charges.
E. P. ZEIDLER DRUMCO.Drn
f CLEVEtAND. OHIO

SPECIAL TRIAL OFFER ON
AROMA

Dept. A.

FEATURES

That

, Tickets, $1 foi
Oompeusarc,
$35: Lu!
$150,
$10..; low.
EdiaM
b ami only
Standard

HARBACH
Mfl Hlli.rt

(Q.

sin, 1

CO-

Philadelphia, Pa.

Film Perforating Dies
The A. Dewes Co.

FOAM

Ike Powerful Perfumed Disinfectant
llninnll.il. |
- iriiuttam r
of i 1 Mt it
,,| asaoiml
( irralimin. I uinf.in
\.-iii.in .m. I \ln,l,.i. ttr
will ship you FREE .• laia-r compraaMd all
sprayer ami .111 am.tii.iHy culoicd klaiw sh.lr.

Cuar.nt.cd

A.ti.t.

Sanitary

American

I henf ru .il sin.

Ser\ ice Corporation

Let us quote vou our SUMMER
PRICES on regular service. We can
•upply you from the best makes of the
Sales Company.

Wonderful Lieutenant Rose Series

Machine*,
Chairs,
Can
ship at also
once Special Slides made --a,.
to order.
We etc
also
handle Motiograph, Edieon and Powers Machines.
Write today for THEATRE CATALOGUE.

Lang's
PRICERewinder
S5.O0 NETNo. 2
Lang Manufacturing|ftwCo.
YORK

OLCAN

MAY.:

QOOD

THEATRE
CHICAGO.

Al».>.

Ml SIC
.... O..

SALES
ILLINOIS

Wi>.

CO.

THE

For

M« >\ fNG

Official Slides
Favorite Players !
—"almosi given away"

Drop* card to-day for further Information to

INDEPENDENT
Photoslide
Company
207, 147 4th Awe.,
New York City

(Operating by Exclusive P«rmist\
the Independent Film Manufacti

$ 1 2

SALE

LAVEZZI
We

make
one.

your

FILM

old

machine

have moved

THE

176 N. STATE

CEO.

M.

STREET

ANOTHER

HOKE

SUPPLY

ENTERPRISE
Complete

SOUND

with

Rubber

iosj K. PALMER

Tubine

MANUFACTURED

Air

is

and

Je

Hot
Ventilate

Money!!

Weather is ComingPrepare
for it Now
and cool your theatre with

Garden City Ventilating Fan
NOISELESS
DURABLE

INEXPENSIVE
EFFICIENT
111.

INDIANAPOLIS. IND

Keyless

BY

Worth

Furnishes constantly a

supply of

fresh pure air, exhausts the foul air. Advertise the fact and your Box Office receipts
will show it.
Draws the Crowds and keeps them coming

EFFECTS

ST.

TRIUMPH

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS

Forks. <

Manufacturing Co-

ILL.

The Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564 W. Randolph St., Chicago

Not toys, but practical, serviceable
imitations that will give an exact reproduction of the original.
We also manufacture a complete line
of drums and accessories. Chime*. Tympani.
Bells. Xylophones, etc

Leedy

CHICAGO,

SUPERIOR WORKMANSHIP and HIGH GRADE
MATERIAL combined with SAFETY and SIMPLICITY place the TOGO far ahead of any other
cheap outfit.
PORTABLE and ready for instant use - $25.00.
Anyone can operate it

New York

St.. Chicago.

ILL.

COMPANY

(between Lake and Randolph)

^fiuiuCu
N. Clark

competitor's

TOGO CALCIUM GAS OUTFIT

Fresh

3800-3810

your

in new spacious quarters and arc ready to offer machines and

EXCHANGE

Xylophones. Orchestra Bells. Chii
Send for free illustrated catalogue.
J. C. DEAGAN

tie

machine parts, supplies, lamps, carbon-arms, lenses, condensers, carbons, tickets,
chairs, fans, in fact everything pertaining to ari up-to-date and complete equipment
ing-picture theatre.
First class repair shop at your service.
We also buy all kinds of second-hand machines.

OR TO RENT

105 E. 14th St.

$25

Catalogue, Testimonials, etc. All Work Guaranteed.
MACHINE
WORKS,
2940
Herndon
Avenue,
CHICAGO,

1000 REELS.
WHAT DO YOU WANT?
Theatres, Summer Resorts. Airdome*, Churches,
Clubs and Stags Supplied

GLOBE

T O

After June,
1911, l..n e/'/.i's Improved
Star. Cam,
Arbor aiul Sprocket will cost $25.00 per set.
They
will
new

FILMS
FOR

YV< >RLD

FROM

Independent Theatres
Only!!!

Room

PICTURE

KEEPS

THEM

COOL

BULLETIN 31 YOURS FOR THE ASKING

GARDEN
established 1879

CITY

Manufacturers

FAN

CO.

McCormick Bldg., Chicago, III.

A SURPRISE ! «■ '« »* "From Death to Life"
NIC (HARMS,
COMBINED
INTO

A

BEAUTIFUL
SETTINGS
AM)
AX
MASTERPIECE.
IT'S A GREAT

INTERESTING
STORY
DRAMA— IT'S A R€X

THE

.MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Keep

save aw: MONEY
I guarantee to save more than
half of your current bill and
give you a better and steadier
light if you will let me install

Harping

EDISON

on your exchange for

Economy Transformer

two Im]>- t-very week. If you
don't, you won't get em. If you
don't get 'em, you're not buying
with both sides of your dollars!
Don't pay a stiff rental price to
anyone unless he gives you two
Jni])- every hle<sed week. And
don'1 forget t" send us your
name and address for important
mailing matter.
Next releases:

"Behind

the

StocKade"

A thriller! Love, jealously, hatred, fight, n
and rescue follow each other in rapid succession.
Monday, June uth.
Sera]) for it.

"The
Adapted

Piece

of

R

String"

from a short storj by one

world'- greatest writers. < me of the most
dramatic productions' you ever -aw. Shows
the deadly effects of circumstantial evidence. Released Thursday, June 15th.

*I

Scrap tor it.

tori 500 reels for Orient
lA/on
ffdIIIGU 300 reels for Alaska
with posters
Prices according to the film
WE RENT, BUY, AND SELL FILMS
World
Film
Exchange
605-609 llurke Uuiluin*
SEA1TI.I-:.
WASH.

MOTION

PICTURE

WHITE

DUCK

THEATRE

SUMMER

UNIFORMS
C0.1t
Pants,

COOO

1
Cap,
MATER

$3-52
WELL

MADE

Illinois M. P. Supply Co.
CHICACO. ILL
|67 W««hln(,lji>

HgiAl? ff|

ftwTF

IMP
LOBBBY
DISPLAYS
iours quick
oak framemam fine
.ula-sol
, .; .
whole com
dollar bill

Handsome wide
ami ten heavily

THE CHAUTAUQUA
FILM EXCHANGE
Best and Cleanest Film Service in the World
Complete Programs for lli;<li Class Entertainmenl — Films,
, and Le turetti
SOM1 rHING NEW
All Standard Machines
Projection Supplies and Slides
H Kl I I

538 S. Dearborn

Street

I HI)

I )

( UK

\(.().

11 1

■ i\ [NG PK I URE

"J*"WORLD
"^

If wui

BM

m

the Market

From the
atronsView
Point

lor

SECOND
HAND
FILMS
the largest and most
liable Dealers and Importers

reof

these goods in the U. S.

NEW
Our Renovating Plant Capacity 150
reels per day. Reels received in morning
returned same day.
Send trial order.

and

EXCHANGE

second-hand machines.

RELIABLE
ROBERT

- NEW

FILMS

All supplies cheap.

LETT, Prop.

FILM

EXCHANGE

Room 260 Motion Bldg., 440 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, III

The Cincinnati-Buckeye Film Co.
One

of America's
TWO

Biggest Buying

Exchanges

OFFICES:

315-317 W. 4th St., CINCINNATI, 0.

422 N. High St., COLUMBUS, 0.

Buying the Entire Independent Output
For a real
DON'T

LET

JUNK

up-to-the-minute service, write,
DEALERS

AND

WOULD-BE

wire or call
FILM

MEN

KID

YOU

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

i In the Frozen North
*

THEY

DON'T

NEED

YOU

THEM

DO

Fans of All Types for Immediate Delivery
QUALITY
PRICES
RIGHT
Wall
— Ceiling — Desk — Ventilating

Chas. L. Kiewert Co.

309 Carson St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

DAY

39 Cortlandt St., New York City

LIGHT

Condensing

BIOGRAPH CARBONS

Lens

as the name implies, are made expressly for

will give you a clear, bright picture with house illuminated and doors open.
A powerful light, more
detail and better perspective.
Heat will not break
it. Kully guaranteed, will fit any machine.

Olograph Machines

Price $2.00
each.
Patent applied for.
CEORCE
BOTHWELL
& CO.
418 South Broad St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Each Carbon Stamped

-"ARCO-B"-

Notice! Moving Picture Show
Managers,

"B" stands for Biograph, for quality and the mark of the genuine
article.

Operators

( )rdcr from your exchange and
see that you get them or write to

us.

Samples free.

L. E. Frorup & CO., Sole Importers
222-224 Greenwich St., New York

C. C. Barnes Film Cement Co.
125 WjBixgiT Si.. HatcfclasM, Kum

Corcoran Moving
Picture
Tanks

W*

Develop

your films to perfection.

Save

rime tod Reduce Voui Expense! by
Ufiog a "Corcoran Film Development
Tank." All Up to date hoUMI Jie now inst. tiling the "CotCOW System."
rilCNU

M»K

rill't

UB1

A. J. CORCORAN,
> . xir,- <u.,
Vl. ,'t'•',.'.'•'.
■'.I ,'." . 'Vl .rfj I<m<>..
J 'rHn,
I ! l'i'.', <.''linin|>
( ,.",,("\,','"ri'.\.TI,."|-.,«'?rs
'i'l.'ftin
rilor
YhanlioiiM
Mi II. ». <. Million! .

n,)»Vor..

No

••

J»»nn

?»lr€rl

No

<

U.Y.CH|
Inc.

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD
THE

WONDERFUL

KIMBLE
A. C. MOTOR

Waterproof Facts
. i .in be kepi clean unl<
1> washed.
A m< ving picture film is so easily injure.! bydirt, tli.it instead of being an exception to
it reall) needs washing more than most
other i
A clean film has so much more exhibiting value
than a soiled and rainy one that it is a source of
wonder that dirty film^ ran be rented at any price.
Waterproofing puts a film in condition to he
washed with soap and water, and it' it is so washed
once a week or every ten days, it will not alone keep
clean and rainless, but soft and pliable as long as the
Sprockd holes will last.
Waterproofing intelligentl) cared for is the salvation of the photoplay entertainment.
We build a machine which will wash, dry. and
polish a waterproof film in eight minutes.

makes

National Waterproof Film Co.

4

4200-4202 W. Adams St.

-

CHICAGO

<i It's the motor that
though a pleasant
IT DOES
^ Revokes instantly,
back, by the pull of
Tins means you
fresh air at will.
CJ
VARIABLE
chains
do it.

Til
This Fans
rin
Brirups
TIi&
Crowds
Oj

1

rr\~

WATSON
Ventilating
Fans
DRAW OUT THE DEAD
AND BRING IN FRESH

AIR
AIR

EFFICIENT, RELIABLE, COMPACT; keep
your theatre comfortable and attractive in
hot weather
SEND
FOR
PRICES
AND
BULLETINS.
Made for direct and alternating current.
MANUFACTURED BY

THE

MECHANICAL

MILWAUKEE,

APPLIANCE
WIS.

a wonderful

Kimble

docs it.

FAN

The fan is a mere incident,

THE
IMPOSSIBLE
from full speed forward to full speed
a chain.
can push out foul air or suck in

SPEED— Runs

fast or slow.

The

same

This means that you lower your meter bill every
minute you run at reduced speed, and when you
run -at full speed your bill is lower, in proportion
to air moved, than with any other fan.
<I Single phase; but can be run interchangeably on twophase, or three-phase alternating current.
q LOWER
PRICES— Less cost to buy, and less cost to
run, in proportion to work done.
SIZES AND PRICES.
60 Cycles 110 or 220 volts A. C.
Weight
Cubic Feet
Net f .Price
0. b.
Per Minute.
Chicago.
R.80-800
P. M.
Crated.
Air
115 lbs.
216
12,800
6,000
17,300
42 in.
2
80-550 22,000
635 lbs.
41
S>5S lbs.
M. P. MACHINE MOTORS
$65.00
t We build a special line of A. C. variable
speed, reversible motors for moving picture machines.
They do what
no otlur motors will do, and arc the only motors adapted
to M, 1'. machines.
// will pay you to knoiu us belter.

Use the coupon.

Kimble Electric Company
1118 Washington

CO.

Blvd., Chicago

Kimble Electkic Company,
1 1 18 Washington Blvd., Chicago.
Please estimate on fan equipment for theater 1
ft., length
ft. Seats
furnished by
Address
Moving Picture World.

follows:

Width:

people.

Current

THE
SALE -ONE
BUNDBED
BEELS
FILM
Extra fine condition
Si a a Reel
MAYER SILVERMAN
10S Fourth Avenue
Pittsburgh, Pa.

MOVINTG

PICTURE

WORLD

FOE

&9

-McKENNA-

OPERA M
EVERY
l.OOO

BRASS
RAILINGS
EASELS

CHAIRS
ESTABLISHED

PURPOSE

WRITE

STYLES

The A. H. Andrews

1863

CAT.

No.

31

Co.
Braa :hes in all leading cities

I 74- 1 76 Wabash Ave.. Chicago, III.

GRILLES
CUSPIDORS

FOR

Opera and Assembly Chairs

>
BRASS
KICK PLATES
STAIR TREADS. DOOR

SILLS

McKenna Bros. Brass Co.
PITTSBURGH,

PA.
744 W. 5th Street
GEprW4 BENNETT
''CINCINNATI
OHIO ' )

WHYNOTLEARN<
moving Picture

Prompt Shipments. Write for CltllOgUI
PEABODY SCHOOL FURNITURE CO.
North
Manohe.ter
Indiana
New York Agtnls. ROBERT J. EHLERS CO.

It advertises your thea
Taylor's Method

5IW.28^8T^K

HALLBERG

TU/IU40& I Mm*

Correspondence Course. Special rales to
the trade. Send (or free illustrated catalogue.
School class meets every morning and afternoon. Evening classes meet every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday. We positively guarantee you a $15 position.

THE
J^
•a^^

you have
not seen our
estIfmodels,
investigate.
Write today for circular
III I-: HAKDKSTY
MFG. CO.

We have a Powers' Cameragraph No. 5
in A- 1 condition (or $65.00 and an Edison
Exhibition Model Machine for $60.00.

FOLDING
CHAIRS

We carry a large line of electrical supplies
and furnish everything for the theatre.

F. C. TAYLOR
«• Will 28th Street

New York City

Phone 1405 Madiauo Square

FILMS
FOR
RENT
New Films High Class Service
The Pioneer House, With 8 Years'
Experience end
9260,000.00
Back Of II

EUGENE
21 OS.

Dearborn

CLINE
St.,

Chloage

For Moving Picture
Showa.Grand Stand.,
Assembly Hall., etc.
In section, if wanted.
Write lor Catalog No. 2

The Kauffman
Manufacturing Co.
ASHLAND, OHIO

Operators!

ECONOMIZER

SAVES two-thirds on
electric bill
and makes BIO CUT
on the first cost of
your complete equipI carry stock of
all makes M. P.
Machines, Opera
Chilri

and sup-

plies.
Free Catalogue

J. H. HALLBERG B.t»*eS
^ 1 1 i I ! RAMI
CHEAP
Miruki
CHAM
ABSOLUTELY
NON- BREAKABLE

I guarantee quick and satisfactory
repair work on all machines.
Only genuine ONE
part-, Mipplled.
Get
DROP OIL
and BULL DOC
( I Ml \ /
the beat arlklr^ <>! their kind on

InW I.* Casks

DM market

H. A. MACKIE
UH»N»

ItrlDt.

I

THE

M< WING

PIC l 1 RE

WORLD

The Eagle Film Company
Will begin releasing, on ^v about JUNE 12th the finest examples
ol acting and photography ever offered to the American Exhibitor.
\\ 1 oiler special inducements to the exchanges that support us NOW.
( )ui advent means ,1 NEW DEAL in the Film Business based upon

A Square Deal, Courteous Treatment
Painstaking Attention

to the

and
Business of Every

Customer

Write for samples of posters and photography and our proposition.

Eagle Film Company
90 WEST

NEW

STREET

WILLIAMSON'S
Factory Supplies
Have Equipped the Leading
Independent Factories
Cameras, Printers and Perforators

YORK

CITY

W. E. GREENE FILM
EXCHANGE, Inc.
The

Oldest
and Largest Independent
Film Exchange in New England

NOTICE TO EXHIBITORS
Wc are prepared to take care of any amount
of summer business in New England. You don't
have to worry about your film service when you
arc (rading with us; we do the worrying for you.
The pick of the output of the Sales Co. is at
your service.
Write, wire or call at

THE

WILLIAMSON

PERFORATOR

Write for Descriptive Catalogue

A. G. WHYTE,

Agent,

36 East 23rd St., New York

W. E. Greene Film Exchange
INCORPORATED

228 Tremont Street,

Boston, Mass.

Telephone 'J™ Oxford

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

LEST YOU FORGET
k
S£s
WL

For more than thirteen years the name "POWER'S" on moving picture apparatus has stood for
excellence. known
The that
buyerhe was
of POWER'S
has
getting the goods
latest and
best the market afforded.
This is truer to day than ever before,
le moving picture exhibitor who wants
the best will buy that which has been
tried and NOT found wanting.
Power's products make good.
Power's
Inductor
will accomplish
surprising
results
on
alternating
current.
Used
in connection
with
Power's Cameragraph Xo. 6 equipped with
a two wing exterior revolving shutter, it
gives a bright, clear picture which is hard to beat
with direct current.
It keeps your electric light
bills down to the lowest possible point and pays for
itself in a short time.
Write for catalogue G, gking full details.

Nicholas

Power

1 15 Nassau Street

Company

New York

r thirteen years the leading manufacturers of motion picture machines.

1$ It Possible?

=Wurl1Tzer=

55 rn TEAR

Yes. it is now possible to '-bow Life Motion Pictures in a Brilliantly Lighted Theatre, or OutDoors, with a distinctness and effect not possible in
a darkened theatre.
The McWatters System of Showing Pictures by
Daylight or Artificial Light Has Been Perfected
and is Now in Practical Use.
With tin- marvelous
invention,
the darkened
theatre will SOOI1 belong to the past history of moving pictures The McWatters system requires no
change in apparatus, can be installed in any theatre
at a rea onable price, and is a POSITIVE SUCIbe Lighted Theatre n
More respect for the moving picture show
as an institution.
More receipts for the owner.
Absolute freedom from fumes and odors.
Clearer and better pictures.
More pleasure for the audience.
Absolute protection from fire.
And a hundred and one other advantages.
Send

lor descrip'tve

booklet

Moncssen,

Automatic Musical

Instruments

lhe\ lurnish better music th.mmusu inn* nut . tit out tli.it
great expense.
J>0 different
StylM.
Call Bt nearest
branch or write
for big M-f»ftga catalog

The Light Motion Picture Go.
livings and Trust Co. Bids.,

The Leading Picture I heaters •'"• lust .illiu>;

Wurlitzer

Pa.

THE RUDOLPH
WURLITZER
COMPANY
c it i c * >i «» m«
\ <> i,' k
rn 1 1 mm i rn i 4

CINCINNATI
111 to 131 I. 4th
R T .
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Cheatoul

ING

PICTURE

\\<»RLD

AIRDOMES
Daylight. Twilight, and Moonlight do not affect pictures shown on our
MIRROR

SCREEN"

MOVING

and our "'TRANSPARENT

PICTURE

SCREEN."

THEATRES

Let in the liurht and air. You can keep your house lights on when you
nst the -MIRROR SCREEN" or "THE TRANSPARENT SCREEN."
Yon can let in all the light you wish, without affecting the pictures,
when von project them on the "MIRROR SCREEN" or "TRANSPARENT SCREEN."
Write today for our new plan for projection, and let us tell you of our
New Satin Finish.
Can be washed like a piece of china, and lasts forever.
Address all communications to

THE MOTION PICTURE SCREEN CO., Shelbyville, Ind.
Manufacturers of GLASS CURTAINS

FOR PROJECTION.

You have no picture until you show it on our screens. We
monials from our many customers.

can send you hundreds of unsolicited testi-

Vol.

8,

No.

24

June

17,

1911

Price,

lO

Cents

k THE OjyiHN OF THE- PHO WPLiGT £ND JSUJED INTJES^&STtS

PUBLICATION

OFFICE,

125

EAST

TWENTY-THIRD

STREET,

NEW

YORK

CITY.

3-A-WEEK
MONDAY

THURSDAY

Beginning

Saturday, July Snappy
1st
Genuine

High Class

WESTERN

DRAMA

LUBIN

SATURDAY
COMEDY

MANUFACTURING

CO.

MODEL NEW STUDIOS, 20th Street and Indiana Avenue, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
CHICACO:

22 Filth Avenue

LONDON:

45 Cerrard

Street,

W.

BERLIN:

35 Frledrlch

Str.

: i\ [NG

■ LORN

A

DOONE"

Out

Friday,

PICTURE

June

World

30

Apply

to

your

exchange

now

Mr. Insister Says:
I know what a stack of advance
applications my exchange gets for
"( .ood Things/' so I'll be wise enough
to INSIST on being booked TO-DAY
for "Lorna Doone" and "The
Declaration of Independence."

MR. INSISTER

Thanhouser
WO-A-WEEK

ROOK
DUUI1

NftW
nUTT

Coffin

Ship

is one of the most skillful sea stories that has ever
been devised,
and been
it plays
"heart
element
that has
suchup a that
feature
of interest"
the best
Thanhouser efforts. You MUST appeal to the heart
and the sympathies to get a picture "over" best. Here
the spectator's heart is drawn instantly to the bonnie
bold skipper, his beauteous bride, and, lastly, to the
father in his grief. Incidentally, let us tell you that
the seascapes are nothing less than cinematographic
gems. And the sinking ship — BUT wait till you
SEE it sink !
No. 221
Code Word, Cof.
•1, Re|ea«ed Friday, June 30 ROOK
NOW
LORNADECLARATION
DOONE, From
BlDEPENDENCE, Pat
Th*
of INDI
».te,piecc,RerdTue..,July4
BUUIV
NUW

RELEASED

" ^%

FRIDAY,

JUNE

She Wai a Bit Old

But-!

23

I ^SH

Foxy Grandma

\

tr*tv

yy

isitions that ever
a moving picture yarn, and you'll laugh
IIF.R at the righl
did busia "business man." But the "business man"
C bunco brand and a game he tried to play
onGrandma,
granny'showever,
granddaugj
on" pitted
one.
spoiled it f> >r him.
She
man's," and won
by a mile.
( "le Word, Foxy.
WITH

[1

Thanhouser $§E? Company
NEW
"DECLARATION

ROCHELLE

^>i^£lL

of INDEPENDENCE"

NEW

YORK

Out Tuesday, July 4— Apply to your exchange now

'•
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I Another "Imp" Triumph!

Our Fourth of July feature film, to be released Thursday
June _•_'<! 1- another glorious link in the powerful chain of attractions produced by the incomparable [mp. It is entitled "The Fortunes of War." It show- Lincoln and his cabinet in their
war council, astonishingly good battle scenes in the Civil War. a beautiful love story and finally,
years later, a Fourth-of Jul) celebration and a
"The Fortunes of War" it is your own fault,
ammer away at your exchange and
WEEK.
Wake up I Go to it! Turnover!

SAY!

happy climax to the whole affair. It you don't get
Mr. Exhibitor.
We have told you for weeks and
get what you're paying 1-1
I'W< > IMPS EVERY
Demand'

HERE'S A FOOL FILM!

If you have a laugh concealed about your system, prepare to work it overtime when you
for a Big Order," the Imp release of .Monday, June 19th.
It is certainly one derned fool film,
With a laugh in every picture and a giggle in every sprocket hole A fat man gets into trouble,
his wife helps him OUj and m the meanwhile your audience* will rock with laughter.
Get this film
or (II \.\i.i-: VOl R EXi II \
A BIG MOMEY-MAKER
EOR $5

[iJ00H0

DBoan

Independent Ifofrfu
ma W, tout si . M

<f America.
itmmit, Pw*

I

THE

MOVING

Important !
DID YOU EVER COMPARE
ONE BRAND OF FILMS
BY ANOTHER
FROM
THE EXPERT CRITIC'S VIEWPOINT?

PICTURE

WORLD

NOW IS THE TIME
TO BOOK

WITH

YOUR

EXCHANGE

The Coronation
Film
If you can not book it there ivire us at
once and we will put you in touch with
Exchanges that can supply you with it.

A GLANCE THROUGH
THE WEEKLY
REVIEWS AND CRITICISMS APPEARING
IN AMUSEMENT AND TRADE PCBLICAri< >NS WILL KASI1.Y SHOW

ECLAIR
FILMS
ALWAYS

ACCORDED

PRAISE
WRITERS.

BY

THE

THE

The

WEEKLY

Gets a Trumpet

Ingenious Accident
.-/ Romantic Comedy
Great Film

Send in your newest address for news of vast
importance to every exhibitor

Eclair Film Co.
31 East 27th Street,

New York City

Our Films sold only through the Moticn

-

Plctur*

Distributing

And

Sties

Co.

IN ADVANCE

Europe

PROGRAM

Monday

one

films are known

Dandy Posters.

POSTERS

is in this

A Veritable Riot

Both on one Reel.

YOUR

BEST

Two Real Comedies Coming Monday Jane 19

Tommy

THIS FILM NOW

GET

HIGHEST

WORLD'S

which the world's best

BOOK
AND

Superb Photographic Quality
Dramatic Artists of Renown
Carefully
Conceived.
Forceful
Plots
Technical
Details Fully Mastered
Tints and Tone of Rare Beauty
All combine to make the name ECLAIR
by

Don't make the mistake and fail to show
this great event, this money drawer. Be
among the first.

Imp

Eclair

Yankee

American

Champion

Thanhouser
Bison
Wednesday
Champion

Solax

Thursday
Reliance

Power*

Ambro.io

Ne.tor

Friday
Imp
Yankee
Powers

American
Solax

Lux

Saturday

Itala

Itala
Thanhouier

Gr. Northern

Rex
Bison

Reliance

Original prints of this unexcelled program can be
obtained in the United States and Canada only
from exchanges purchasing films through

MOTION
PICTURE
DISTRIBUTING
& SALES CO.
Ill East 14th Street

NEW

YORK

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

NESTOR
'The Worth- While Film"

EXCHANGES!
We sincerely thank you
for your spontaneous and
unanimous co-operation in
aiding us show to the Exhibitors advance copies of
the best and greatest innovation in

TALKING
PICTURES

MUTT

and JEFF
The

DAVID

HORSLEY

Teoplej

Fa-Vorites

:

:

:

147 Fourth

The cartoons of these

/ tit'u

mirth-provoking and singular characters are making

I C've

everybody

SJOf

la u g h .

The

pictures and the no:r! talk\ ice will make you
bubble over with
merriment.

First Release
Saturday, July 1st, 1911

MUTT and JEFF
"ON THE JOB"

Ave.. N. Y.
ray and

=c
you a smal

A

J

LOC

dp^

0

["HE

MOVING

GREAT
RELEASE

PICTURE

WORLD

NORTHERN

FOR SATURDAY,

JUNE

10th

True Love Never Dies
A

DRAMA

OF

REALISTIC

Dream
\

LUDICROUS

RELEASE

PORTRAYAL,

AND

SPLENDID

in a Waxworks
COMEDY

FOR SATURDAY,

WITH

JUNE

PHOTOGRAPHY

Show

MANY

NOVEL

SCENES

17th

Hotel Thieves
This is another of our feature detective stories in which exciting incidents of sensational and thrilling
character follow one another in rapid succession. The kind that will fascinate your audience.
Don't delay in booking.
WATCH

FOR OUR

GREAT

NEW

PHOTO-LITHO

NORTHERN

every fr.dav

THE

edition of our Time Table will be shortly forthcoming

POSTERS

FILM CO., 7 E. 14th St., New York

WORLD'S

BEST— BAR

NONE

INDEPENDENT EXHIBITORS: Kick! For Lux [Films

™™v*«»«

Kaleidoscopic Keystones

LUX FILMS

We want you to get the World's best every week.

Released,

June 16, 1911

Bill Loses His Mother-in-Law
Comedy—

409

Feet

He Went for a Rest
Comedy

— 442

Feet

A pair of comical hits on one reel that will provide the laughter producing part of your program. Clean, clever comedy, the kind YOU WANT AND
SHOULD INSIST ON GETTING.

SEE OTHER

GET LUX

PAGES

East

AND PAST RELEASES

The World's Best— Bar None

R.
lO

FOR SYNOPSES

15tK Sold only
Street
through

GET LUX

PRIEUR
the

-Phone, 3427 stuyreiam
New
Motion Picture Distributing and Sales

York

Company

City

THE
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WORLD

EVERY REEL IS A HEAVY CHAMP
HEAVY

IN

SPLENDID

You Make a Positive Mistake if
You Don't See It

SETTINGS— MILITARY
Released MONDAY,

MOLLY

JUNE

CHARACTER— NOVELTY

19, 1911

PITCHER

A Really Fine Portrayal of Historic Events of National Interest

Read This Letter and
Order Now

The Champion Film Company Inc.
1 2 EAST

A Magnificent,
Realistic and SoulStirring Production

ReafJ Jhjs Letter and
Order Now

1 5th STREET
OOYTESVILLE. N. J.

NEW vnw* ■•„„. inth 1011191

Release for

Release for
Wednesday, June 21 at

Monday,

FOR HER SIN

WAR AND THE
WIDOW

please

each other. You can picture the complications.
THI CUAUPIOI

FIUI

ACTUALLY

DRAWN

FROM

ONE

OF TnE MO-T PROMINENT

ALL.

PHOTOGRAPHED

26 th

This is a treat of a picture. A widow living between the Union and Confederate forces falls in love
with a young officer on
each side, who meet at her
home and try to capture

A highly dramatic,
intensely emotional
and clearly presented
story with a very
unusual ending.
Will reach the heart.
Will touch the emotions.
Will

Jane

PERFORMANCE

/^k*M ^^^/^

PAGES

OF

HISTORY

BY SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT

THE ROY SCOOTS OF AMERICA TO THE RESCUE
Extraordinary Topical Release Wednesday,

June 28th

Every phase of Outdoor Life and Scout Sports and duties pic tonally
presented. A brave repulse of prowling Indians, and a forceful rescue of
captured comrades by scouts will be a source of delight ami admiration.
Inquire for Champ 3-color synopsis I 4" x 21*
UPON SEEING THIS ANNOUNCEMENT SHOOT IN YOUR

CHAMPION

FILM

ORDER

CO.

yfcjSg? MARK M. DINTENFASS, Cen. Mgr. Offices, 12 E. 15th St., New York City
i\i«Srl
Studios: Coytesville-on-the-Hudson, N. J.
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VITAGRAPH
A Klondike Drama

JUNE 13th
"The Trapper's TUESDAY,
Daughter'

An unconventional portrayal of pioneer life, intent with thrill and throb,
among the snow clad mountains, on skis and dog sleds amid the Northern
forests, the haunt of furry game and the treacherous Chilcott Indian.

"Proving His FRIDAY,
Love'

A Drama
JUNE

16th

A clever actress tests the love of her many suitors by disfiguring her
face with make up paint and tells them it is the result of an automobile
accident. They get cold feet and beat a hot retreat, one remains true
to his avowals and he wins.
SATURDAY, to
JUNEWaltz'
17th
"Teaching McFadden

A Comedy

Watch this picture and you will grow dizzy with laughter. McFadden
learns to waltz to please his wife. It's funny how he does it, but he
does and everybody enjoys the fun while he wrestles with the "light
fantastic."
NEXT

WFFK

."The

Stumbling

' "TnC

SIceP

Block."

Walker."

A Comedy

Drama; Tuesday, June 20th.

A Drama; Friday, June 23rd.
Comedy.
Same reel. Sat., June 24th.
Drama.

"Two Overcoats."
I "Barriers Burned Away."

Beginning June 28, Four Vitagraph Life Portrayals per week
one a Western reel
Photo-, of Vitagraph Players, 7x9 inches ready
for framing. 20c. each. $2. 00 the dozen.
Order them for lobby display and let your
people get better acquainted with all their
favorites.

Do you get the Vitagraph Posters with the
descriptions of the pictures on them. Order
them from your exchange.
Descriptions of Vitagraph films published in
this paper two weeks in advance.

TheVilagraph Company of America 55SSJL-S* SaSSS!
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Rose Garden

The Story of a Peon's Romance
Released Wednesday June 21st
Length 1010 feet
Senorita Inez, a great heiress, engages Jacinto as gardener. The poor gardener loves the heiress, but does not
dare to make his passion known. Inez, realizing her love for the gardener, refuses a flattering offer of marriage.
Jacinto, believing his love for Inex hopeless, decides to withdraw from the world. Inez, in bitter despair, seeks in vain
for her lo>t love, and learns that Jacinto has become a monk. Fifty years elapse. Francisco Toledo applies for work and
the old lady sees her own romance repeated. Senorita Inez makes a will which she hopes will bring happiness to Bonita.
Bonita from a sense of duty refuses to leave the Senorita. On the old lady's death her will is read. In it all Senorita
Inez- property is bequeathed to Bonita, providing she does not marry and that she maintains the flower garden in the
same good condition in which it is. Francisco, hearing the contents of the will, believes there is no chance for him.
Bonita disregards the will, however, and through pique destroys the garden and is advised by the old Notary that she
loses
the property.
In theto meantime,
the struggle
monk Jacinto
the rose garden,
the grave-yard
of his
Meeting
Francisco,
who is about
give up the
as did visits
his predecessor
and become
a monk, the
old youth.'
monk dissuades
him and tells him his love is not hopeless. The old Senorita's plan succeeds and the fond lovers are wedded. In a codicil
to her will, Senorita Inez provides that "All that property forfeited by my niece Bonita. I give to Francisco Toledo."
The happy young pair replant the garden while old father Jacinto, striving to forget hi- dead youth, prays for the Peace
he has never known.

LEAN
WOLF'S END
Showing the True Nature of the American Indian
Released Friday June 23rd

Length 980 feet

At the Cheyenne agency, Lieut French and Chaplain Scott are rivals for Alice Thome's low Mice, however,
rejects the Chaplain and accepts the Lieutenant. Chaplain Scott in many ways shows his love for the Redman. Lean
Wolf, prominent in his tribe, does not appreciate the horse play of the soldiers and commits an assault on one of the
men. Chaplain Scot) promises to help Lean Wolf if he will submit to arrest
Unrest among the Indians convinces
Alice and the Chaplain that Lean Wolf nni-t be SCl free or there will he an Uprising,
Lieutenant French defflani
the unruly Indian. Lean Wolf, be hanged
The pleadings of Alice and the Chaplain are in vain
Chaplain Scott tells
Lean Woli of In- doom ami discovers that the Cheyenne- are preparing to go on the war path
Lean Wolf is released
at the Chaplain's request, but swears, "hirst white man I see, 1 kill."

Genuine

Soldiers and Indians in this Thrilling

A beautiful Photogravui , hand colored in From
A set of 10 Photos of the principal Kalem Player,
A handsome 4 colored pr it IS x 20 inches in size

of Alice Joyce, 40 cts

C O M I N G-J

Production

each, postage prepaid,
iie, for $1.20, postage pr*
t. each, postage prepaid.

u n e _2_6 t h

Juarez After the Battle
Which Ended the Mexican Revolution and Caused the 1 downfall of Diaz

KALEM

COMPANY
INCORPORATED

NEW

YORK, 235-239 W. 23rd St.
LONDON, 45 Cerrard St. W.
BERLIN, 35 Friedrich Str.
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Metallic Cloth Curtains and Screens
nil

SUCCESSFUL
["HEATRE
l VKES ADVAN1
OF THE IMPROVEMENTS IN TIM
ART

VG1

The use of our Screens secures to you permanently three important features
PERFECT
PICTURES
ECONOMY
OF POWER
COST
THOROUGHLY
LIGHTED
THEATRES

We Can Prove It
A N 1)

Contracts ire executed on order only.

Twenty days are required for manufacture.

Fixed Screens and

Drop Curtains are installed on our patent "Standard" frame with tightening device attachment. Perfect installation icithout wrinkles guaranteed.
We also manufacture a special roll suitable for best results on nil curtains.
WKI 11

FOR

PRICES

and

FURTHER

INFORMATION

"Sunlight Metallic Cloth Curtain Co., IXKSSSo.'HuF"
a

Like Experienced Mariners

»

We have been carefully preparing for the successful voyage of the Good Ship the "National" Program. We have our course carefully mapped out, our ship is completely stocked with the necessary
provisions, and is manned by a competent crew.
Unlike our predecessors who set sail without a compass and drifted from one position to another,
we realized that the success of the National Program lay in not leaving port until every detail had
been carefully attended to. There have been countless things (each one of which will contribute to
the success of the National) that required thought. Time was required to remove obstacles. This has
been the cause of delay in placing our program in the hands of the exhibitors. We will sail on a
hitherto uncharted sea, "Exclusiveness." We have been charting our course, taking soundings, stocking our ship and attending to all the details necessary to a successful voyage.
Sailing date of the Good Ship "National" zvill be announced in the course of the next few weeks.
Exchange Men make early reservation, as the booking is limited.

NATIONAL
34[*

36

FILM DISTRIBUTING
COMPANY
WEST

HOUSTON

N. Y. CITY,
. SPUING

4904

STREET

U. S. A.
Cable

A.I.I,.

"NAFI DISCO"

Moving' Picture World

THE WORLD

PHOTOGRAPHIC

PUBLISHING

COMPANY

125 E 23d. Street, NEW

(Beach Building)
SUBSCRIPTION:
ADVERTISING

WESTERN

$2.00 per year.

YORK

Telephone call, 1344 Gramercy

Post free in the United States, Mexico, Hawaii, Porto Rico
Canada $2.50. Foreign Countries, $300.
Post Paid

and the Philippine Islands.

RATES:
Whole page, $60.00; half page, $30.00; quarter page, $1500; eighth page, $7. 50; one inch (3H in.
wide), $3.00; one inch (2% in. wide), $2.00; classified (no display), 3 cents per word.
Time Discounts:
10% one months order, 15% six months, 20% twelve months.

OFFICE : 169 W.

Wa.hington Street (Pott Building), Chicago,

111. Telephone,

Main 3145.

Automatic Phone 32732

Entered at the General Post Office in New York City as Second-Class Matter.
Address all correspondence "Moving Picture World, P. O. Box 226, Madison Square, New York," and not to individuals.
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Higher Ideals
The present upward trend of the moving picture could
not be shown more strikingly than by grouping together
the titles of the following films, released recentl) or about
to be released in the near future: "The Fall of Troy," "A
Tale of Two Cities," "Enoch Arden." "The Battle Hymn
of the Republic," "The Maccabees," and "Faust."
lore, the noblest fiction, hfstory, poetry, and the
drama are the very best sources from which the filmmakers could possibly draw.
The merit and praise due to
a proper choice of subject, however, in themselves amount
to but little. More than once have we seen a film-maker
aim high in laudable ambition and select an admirable
subject, only to tear it into tatters. The spirit in which
the subject is approached and treated is the decisive ele.111 ultimately only spring from the brain
of the film-maker.
I le must study his subject by <la\ and
sleep with it by night, and using all his experience and all
his natural gifts and all means
of preparation
at his
he will 1. u oftener succeed than fail. "Enoch
Arden"
will illustrate best what we mean.
I lie filmBaker here penetrated into the verj heart "i the subject,
caught and absorbed the spirit of the poet ami of the storj
and linalh reproduced in pictures, more eloquent even
than Tennj son's words, the simple pathos, the subtle characterization and the homeh
heroism of the tale, which
rmed and moved, ami will, while the English
.sill last, again charm and move countless thou
degree these observations appl) to the
makers of the othei film a well.
irther characteristic of the present higher idea's
that of ;j
mentioned, on< consists of three
. subject is in.l. 1 .1 a ricci - ai \ product of the
ideal.
It is bound l" come and. in two or three
.■.ill be the Mile i.ilbei lll.ltl the exception m all
drama: and importaul scenic and educational subjects.
We cannol do ju tic< to lite sublet 1 e pe< iall> worth
while in a thousand f< el of film I be pla) . even with the
aid oi the spoken word tal 1 from two t,, three hours to
higher

present, and cannot be condensed into a pantomime, which
must be rushed through in generally less than thirty
minutes.
The exhibitor who is intelligent enough to fall in with
the new order of things will, by the rising tide, be borne
on to success. It is, however, absolutely essential that
two and three-reel subjects be shown together. To show
one on .Monday and the other on Thursday would be as
sensible as exhibiting the acts of a play on different nights
of the week. The public would never tolerate such foolishness, aiid the sooner the film-maker and the exchanges
gel together and recognize the paramount rights of the
public and the exhibitor in this matter, the better.
Another factor that will have to be faced in connection
with the tw.i and three reel subject is the indispensable
need of the human voice. The French, whose lead in the
interpretation of mimic art none will be disposed to deny.
have long ago given their judgment that the human voice
1- essential to the permanent success of the moving picture.
There are two reasons for this; In the first place the
strain on eye an. I brain becomes too severe when they
an- asked to look at and grasp aa they !•
of an hour 01 more; and in the second place th
' ubject needs, 1 ven foi an an
n point ■•!" education and intel
planation, and tin- explanation
plied by the human \oice al-ne.
I'm MOVING
VVORI i» will
its columns
. tbcanevei) in
\ subject
dema
with two and three red subject
ing and thought, for much depend! on the manner in
which these filn
tO the public.
Ibis is tin- form of entertainment that will dl
able and permanent
patronage
to the inovnv
n I while the fat
the cheaper picture will always be with us, they must •
-land in the wa\
' ' fulfill its
highest destiny.
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The Exhibitor a* a Teacher.
ilic time
the exon the
which
teacher or 11 princi.\ him, especially
rs is not
• andmust
the
thods
there
ned to believe that
• i nemy.
In this they are
; has much to lay at the
us picture business
'lame for the odium that has
• I prohibiting the
• | picture theatres within a certain dishurch, which fact in itself clearly
shows tl
lation between them and the ex[nstead of that, there is a line over which neither
oi them will cross.
In most cases it is war to the knife
the school and the moving picture, which may be
f pride on one side or the other, or both.
inline: to realize that such a small
uld not stand in the way of such a great
thing as the moving picture, and in a good many
waiting for the school authorities to come
them half way. they on their part have
•.'nc way. by way of compromise.
There was
(.•nee a man and his wife who disagreed as to the name
of their first-horn child.
The mother wanted the child
■ i Ibert," while the father stuck
\iter quarrelling awhile, they comproI hat i- the way in which some
exhihitors are compromising with the school authorities.
There are a few isolated cases here and there throughout the United States where the exhibitors are
ing with the school authorities with very good results.
Ifish way in which they have devoted their the■ linn- t.> public work ha- gained them
a respect that has heen very helpful to them.
As time
we hear of more and more exhibitors who are
following out this very wise course, and as the number
there appears to be some hope that our desire
to see the exhibitor as a respected man in his community
will come true.
We believe that before very long this
about l>y exhibitors of the better class.
By the better class, we mean those exhibitors who are
capable of writing a grammatical letter containing such
sentiments as the following:
Malonc, X. Y., May 10. 1911.
Editor

Moving

rirturc

World:
afternoon

and your render1;.
A few
and evening, I cave a

' ,1 Who Learned."
and theEdison's
"Wedshowing
My theater was packed all day and evening, and
on account of the
d with the local phy-icians
here, and one of them was pre-ent at each performance and
th during and hetwecn the •
exhibition, none of the local physicians,
the Anti-Tuberculosis Committee, or even the visiting nurse
knew that there were in existence any pictures treating the
subject of tuberculosis. The very following day. a lady, as
a result of seeing the pictures, had an examination of her
child and discov< red that she already had a bad case of
tuberculosis, and 'lie attributes the di-covery to the impression which the pictures made upon her.
The entire exhibition had the hearty indorsement
of all
the clergymen, physicians and authorities.
Although I vol-

World
untarily stood the

number

entire
of that,
tin- aside
exhil from the
/. in expense
ver, I feel
l it brought to the community, 1 \s.i- well
l< impi ession it made on a vast
oi people, many of whom wen- never b
mpr< ssed with motion pictures.
1
- endeavored
to cater to the bitter class of
and I believe that this exhibition ha- .
i.N tlii< end.
Yours very trulv,
P. i: HAYES.

It is letters like this that give us encouragement, especially sometimes when we are downhearted and it -(ems
to us that the business is going to the bow-wowWe are
quite sure after reading his letter that Mr. Ha
man we would like to meet.
We can tell from his letter
that he is a gentleman of education, and we have no
doubt that he is a credit to the business.
It is ea
also that he should be a more successful exhibitor than
the one who antagonizes the school people, and who has
an idea that ministers and school-teachers were put on
earth for the sole purpose of giving him trouble.
The most encouraging sign of good understanding between the picture man and the school has emanated from
a source which is the last one from which we would expect it. The letter following makes it plain that the exhibitor may not always have to knock at the school door
for recognition, but that sometimes the school may come
knocking at his door. It is a pleasure to reproduce this
letter, written by the pupils of Public School No. (>_>. of
39 Suffolk Street. New York City, the largest school in
the world, located directly in the heart of the lower East
Side, whence one would least expect an educational movement of this kind to emanate. Before going further let
us have the letter:
New York City, May 8th, 1011.
39 Suffolk Street.
Manager of the Clinton Court Theater,
Clinton and Grand Streets.
Dear Sir — During this term we, the pupils of the Public
School No. 62, take up "Julius Caesar."
We hereby request
you to put up these pictures.
We guarantee
you that 90 Kindly
per cent,
pupils will
be '
present
at the performance.
let ofthethecommittee
know
when it is possible for you to have these pictures.
Thanking you in advance, we remain, yours respectfully,
THE COMMITTEE.
The people of the East Side do not look askance at
the moving picture theatre ; it is the one bright spot in
their lives of tenement congestion and poverty. With
them there is no matter of pride, and they openly come to
the theatre manager, instead of waiting for him to come
to them. This letter was written by the children themselvs, but at the same time it is worthy of thanks that the
teacher has allowed the letter to be written and sent.
More pleasing than this, however, is the attitude of
Markowitz & Brandt, managers of the Clinton
Court Theatre, who forwarded the above letter to this
office with a very nice letter, well written by apparently
educated men, in which they state their interest in the
matter and their intention of giving the school children
exactly what they ask for in their unsolicited letter. The
letter of the Clinton Court Theatre managers is fully
appreciative of the necessity of being on good terms with
the schools, and we quote in part from their letter: "It
is our ambition to put the school-teachers and principals
in such a position that they will cease their continuous
dunning against moving picture theatres in general, and
under this arrangement we think that the obligations we
place upon them will cause them to be a little more
The above two letters are from widely separated parts.
One is from what is supposed to be the most hopeless
lenient."
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neighborhood in America, the lower East Side of New
York City, where children play upon fire-escapes and in
the streets, surrounded by poverty, sickness, drunkenness
and crime. The other is from a pretty village up New
York State where children play in the green fields and
healthy air. Their lives are not defiled by poverty and
want, and they have plenty of moral safeguard. In this
connection, then, it is odd that it should remain for the
school children of the lower East Side of New York
City tu be among the first to call for educational moving
pictures, while it is necessary for an exhibitor in a clean
home town like Malone, where everybody is supposed to
be good, to carry his educational contribution to the door
of the school and church.

Wanted: A Ruskin for the Moving
Picture
The moving picture has had its Edison ; what it needs
now is its Ruskin.
Had Ruskin lived to see the vogue
and the possibilities of the moving picture, we would
have had from him a moving picture gospel, not inferior
in artistic and educational value to "Modern Painters"
or "The Stones of Venice."
We think there is much hope
as well as inspiration for the moving picture journalist in
the work of Ruskin.
Xo man ever undertook a more arduous task and no man ever had a more hostile audience.
Where the audience was not hostile, it was worse — indifferent. You have always a chance to convert the heretic,
but
the Hercules
cynic is almost
beyond and
hope. asked
If infor
Kuskin's
day
a new
had appeared
new deeds
worthy of his , lil classic achievement we should have told
him, "Educate the British masses in matters of art." and
feel sorry for the new Hercules.
Ruskin accomplished
the task and his methods and manners must be a guide to
us, who seek to elevate the grade and character of moving
pictures and to have the public help us in this work.
Ruskin had a passionate, aggressive and uncompromising
love for the light, for that light which is truth and beauty
one and whatever lived and throve in
that light he loved and preached and taught, and whatd ii' 'i bear that light he cast into "endless shade."
He was the most patient and the most unselfish of
Devoting his extraordinary talents, his great
wealth and all the years of his life to the task of making
bis unreceptive
countrymen
appreciate
the blessings
which the Creator has stored away in art as well as in
Nature, he neither asked nor expected any reward in the
tense in which most of us u e the word.
At the end he
pletel) victorious and today his message is undernd welcomed in the depths of every soul not alone
in England hut wherever nun and women realize the spiritual part of our being.
Mark well ih.n il was to the workingman that Ruskin
1 address In n
hip rendered him the peer flf the besl in all ages.
though Oxford and othei
eats of learning made their
Remands t" him irre i tible, he loved best to talk to the
pie
I hat is win w< believe he would have been
a mighty warrior on behalf of the moving picture.
1 1,- should b( .!■! exemplar 1 u -i the moving pic
'mi- joui i! il m m the enemies he made. Poor "1,1 Eng
land has not now and did no) have in Kiiskm
all

its

latest

yellow

di mil , hom

beyond the ma

e

and

insisted

that

ait

Refinements Worth While
We American- lave often been accused of being, as a
people, careless in our behavior and even lax in ordinary
courtesy to one another. There is some ground for the
accusation ; but most of our bad conduct in this respect
is on the surface and not in the heart. We are hurried
and our shortcoming is due less to rudeness of disposition
than to haste.
Are the manners shown in our best pictures worthy
models, and do they truthfully reflect the usual conduct
and manners of Americans? We believe they do; and
should even venture to say that the players who make the
best American pictures — oftentimes the least stagy ones —
show more than ordinary culture. This is important, not
so much because these pictures are sent abroad and represent us to other peoples, as because thousands and thousands of young people here at home see them constantly.
and, consciously and unconsciously, take lessons in deportment from them. Yet even the producers of the best
and most representative companies now and then, and
some weeks prett) often, let some hit of truly had manners creep into .1 good picture. Sometimes it h
a love story, where it does the most harm. The writer
recalls one particularly unfortunate occurrence; it happened a few weeks hack in a romantic comedy of one of
the most careful companies in the field. The scene was
the sidewalk of a fashionable district of a city. The
hero, who is smoking, meets the heroine and k
As they meet
his mouth, ami
as he bends down he sevnis to blow the white smoke in
It was bad ait also, for il was out of character
and the writer claims that the cigarette was wholly out of
place in such .1
lure now

■

them
the feel
streetwhen
and •' smoking
:: isn't in
young onladies
hich the incident

This 11
place in a beautifully furnished : d there with I
it such a thing
If all th<

im

n< Mis
\\ it 11 ili,- certn nl \ of .1 1
however, all thai wa
hallow and vulgar in the British
', alarm at Kuskin.
'I hi
that hoots down an attempt to spread the light
srt np it
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having his constitutional rights violated by being drawn
away from his tipple to such an unpractical thing as art.
Then came the moralizing owls, who on the whole thought
that art was a sort of subtle violation of every-day respectability and who could not possibly see any good in
meddling with it. Ruskin took aim at these sombre birds
of evil omen and with shafts of sarcasm that even the
arsenal of Voltaire and Carlvle could not have furnished,
not only brought them down, but stuffed them and took
them around with him as horrible examples.
The journalistic representatives of the moving picture
are to-day on the firing line. They must contend against
the brutal lie. the wilful and unintentional ignorance,
against the covert sneer and the base insinuation, of which
the yellow press is full to overflowing. We must combat
the narrow prejudice and open injustice of bench and
pulpit. In this and in a hundred duties which the moving
picture journal owes to the great art, which it seeks to
vindicate, the example of the great John Ruskin will ever
be a source of compelling inspiration.

v.

and that a British workingman was

a picture . th< \ happ< n •
le in life
But the •
be ideal in tins matter; unintrn■itic.

"It is the refinement o(
,11 replv. "hut it
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"Enoch Arden."
A Fine Tivo-Reel Visualization ol Tennyson's Beautiful Poem.

In the Moving
I'whui
World of June 3 will be
found an analysis of the structure of the "Superior Play."
More fitting (lustrations to that article could nol have
been prepared than a selection from this masterly visualization of Tennyson's poem by the Biograph Company.
The idea, the characterization and the situation arc insuccinctly portrayed in the five scenes, which
privileged t>> show herewith.
How many stories are there, either in prose or rhyme,
to which allusion can be made before the average audience
with the assurance of being understood?
You may probably count them "ii the fingers of one hand.
A popular
issession, and in the treasury of
English literature there is none more sure of immortality
than "Enoch Arden."
There are many reasons for this.
One is the work of the poet. Tennyson was in love with
The showy splendor of his style, his usual
[ 5tateliness, the rhythmic and graceful cadence

have given way to a simple, homely, yet most eloquent
and sublime manner that approaches the epic of beauty of
Homer. The highest charm, however, lies in the story
itself. While we are all selfish in the concrete, we love
without exception unselfishness in others. Therein we
find the subtle and compelling spell of the poem. Most
widely known and most deeply touching, it was small
wonder that the subject early attracted the film-maker's
attention. The Kalem Company four years ago treated
the subject not altogether without succe>>. Xow the
Biograph Company have turned to this rich mine and in
two reels have done ample justice to the subject. The
pictures were taken on the Pacific Coast, and in point
of scenery and photography closely approach absolute
perfection. The unfolding of the early part of the story,
upon which after all everything depends, is accomplished
with no mean degree of skill, and in less than five minutes
the eyes of the spectator are riveted upon the screen, and
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before half the reel i- over the interest has grown to fascination. The contrasl between the three principal character-, so finely developed in the poem, i- with equal
power brought out in the film, the early happiness of
Enoch in wife and children, "the years of mutual love
and honorable toil" arc brought home to the audience in
a most satisfying manner. The shipwreck of Arden and
his companions, their fearful battle with the angry waves,
their final landing in the agonies of mental and physical
ipon the shores of the isle, "rich, but the lonliest
in a lonelj sea," are genuine!) realistic, and have probably in ver been equalled in moving picture-. I p to here
the film follows the poem with marked fidelity, but just as
the absorption of the audit nee i- complete, the first reel
.in end.
It is to be greath regretted that upon
the in i run the second reel cai
I be seen bj the audience until I in i. 15th, three days after the release of the
advantage which can. of course,
•ne later.
I h.
nd reel skillfully pick- up
the thread and . ai 1 1- the • ■• -■ to its end. In the second
11 in the first, the film maker somewhat
arbitrarily and with no apparent advantage depi
if I .mis -..n. bul the great dramatic and heart
rending moment of the tale 1- ver) happil) seized by the
Biograph arti ts, and no part of that JOuUharrowing
' fails i" bring the drops of pity to the
eye. is lost in the film I he M"\ ix-'. Picrui
earnestl) advise* exhibitoi to ihow both reels at the
■ne performance, and to use in connection with them

ihiisi
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the lecture, which will he published for the use of exhibitors most probably in the next issue of this paper.
I ITU

R] S I■"« »R SUPERU

>R PLANS.

Another notable two-reel subject, "The Maccabees," is
due for early release and for this we have also prepared
a short lecture. \l-> for the single reel allegorical conception of"The
iewing
an advance
cop) Battle
of the Hymn
latter of
we the
wereRepublic.'
impressed \with
its
great possibilities if run slowl) and accompanied by the
-i.ft tones of an organ, the effect, of course, would he
heightened b) a lecturer reciting the poem and explaining the -\ mbolic scenes.
rge up< m the exhibitor v< demand all two and
three reel subjects together and to put them <>n with brief
explanatory lectures
It 1- utter profligac) for the exhibitor t.» treat mam of the photoplays n. >w beil .
as dail) changes
I" get the full benefit of th<
ing which a superior plaj gives a theater the plaj should
be repeated if u cannot be run on
with a lecture.
[*o help the exhibit
benefit of the su|
known lectun 1
ettes will be publ

the full
Woai i>
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Settings
I VES

eatlj to its whole
laracters play their
I on theic actual
and all
landscapes of Gaumont and oi
are delightful contributions to the
ductions, many of them selected
h an expenditure of pains and good taste as to
rich additions to the
tore of art obiv< grand views at their immediate
. but, whenever and wherever they arc obtainffective in certain scenes as backgrounds
Ldded worth of appealing loveliness in the n1 hey glorify the pictorial drama, but should not
lominate the action <>r prevent the bold
silhouetting oi the characters at important moments.
ExI interiors alike must harmonize or contrast with
the characters, as the ca
i the sake of the
story, but I am a great believer in the power of beauty of
surrounding?-, and tho^e who employ it successfully decalled artists.
The environment of characters is called "atmosphere."
Where they live, move and have their being is a matter
of importance as contributing to the general effect.
Each
nice little detail in its place adds, though it may not be
noticed, and the tout ensemble is pelt by the audience.
The play is thus toned by the atmosphere of joy or gloom
as are the films by mechanical process. The photographic
lights and shadows perform roles of their own. breathing
the spirit of the pictured story.
One day while co-operating with an intelligent director
•M,r a photoplay, 1 was pleased to see him give his
leading lad) a chance to add a finishing touch to a scenic
boudoir.
Very politely he asked her to studs the setting
and make an) suggestions she sdw lit. at the same time inthai the property room was at her disposal. The
id, but the
lady's
She leading
came out
of
room with a slender vase and a single rose.
arranged with such instinctive good taste that
the picture was complete, illustrating what has occurred
to many in the audience— that women should be consulted
in the matter of decorative principles a.- applied to the
home.
The director mentioned
was broad enough
in
spirit to ask for discerning criticism and showed good
sense in putting that offered to effective use.
The main
idea is to get results that count.
I have always thought it a great pity that present conditions make it difficult for author and director to worktogether, for the opening scenes are often part of the
. preparation for what is to follow. They may
even
prophetic,
forecasting
the action
play';hethen,
unlessbe the
playwright
is something
of of
an the
artist,
can
give the director but faint idea of his imagined background within the brutal limitations of a scenario. Without interfering in the director's general scheme, the
author of originality and imagination might often suggest adeft and well-considered touch that would aid in
bringing out the fine points of the production.
The director has many problem- to solve in the matter
of proper scenic effect.
In historical plays the period
be studied; the season often imposes delav on
rion : questions of light and shade must be'eon-

WuKi.n

li UIH

the duration of intervening time offers many
i ever) hand I
unities for him
to be guilt) of inconsistency. Local color seems easy,
but one ha- 0nl) to notice the amusing attempts of
Frenchmen to catch the American spirit in order to realize hou important is the part it plays in giving naturalness to the picture.
The French houses offend the better class of our people
by making a continual and unnecessary display of the
American flag. In Xew York there is a large foreignborn population, largely made up of people who left their
native countries because of persecution, and from them
the flag pictures elicit applause. The small boy occasionall) thinks it his duty to applaud the flag but its misrelished b\ intelligent Americans and is an obvious attempt to earn the play on sympathetic patriotism,
Patriotism is rife among little fellows who have been
crushed by big ones, but we are not in the business of
destroying our neighbors and have proven over and over
again that we can keep what we get by fighting for it.
Having licked the noble red man or washed -and educated,
him. having cleared the land of foreign armies of more
than one nationality, and having settled our own disputes
by the most terrible war the world has ever seen, we
stand on reasonably sure ground, or think we do, and do
not need any flag-flaunting to make us realize where we
are at. I "sing the national emblem to force interest in a
picture play is on a par with its employment to sell merchandise, a practise which has been suppressed by the
United States Government. The use of the flag should be
confined to occasions when it is or was in actual service.
There is a nice balance in the question of setting. It is
too often inadequate, belittling the characters and movebut it'
err onstory.
the other
and overshadow
interestment,in
themaypicture
It is side
as fatal
to bury the
drama under ponderous setting as to fall into the common
error of giving attention to the situation at the expense of
characterization.
It would be delightful to see so ne of the American
home interiors made thoroughly representative of our
national life. A professor in the Ecole de Beaux Arts,
Paris, was one day shown some magnificent photographs
of American residence interiors and after studying them
for several days admitted that they surpassed anything
he had ever seen in the palaces of Europe. While these
might not be regarded as representatives of our democratic form of govern rent, many of them being designed
by Prench artists, it would be of live interest to foreign
audiences if some examples of genuine American home
interiors, very largely the creation of our cultivated
women, could be reproduced or carefully imitated in our
social dramas of modern times. It is a racial characteristic to promptly utilize information of value and we have
more magazines devoted to questions of interior decoration than the rest of the world besides. Good taste is not
confined to the homes of those whose wealth enables them
to purchase sure examples of fine art. but is exhibited in
all sections of the country and forms a part of the national character. Those who have travelled extensively
abroad and at home realize that our women, more than
those of any other nation, know how to blend comfort
with correct decorative principles. It would be an object
lesson to the people • if other countries and a great pleasure
to our own people if home interiors on the studio stage
closely followed the best example of those in actual existence.
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The thriller of the past week in the local animated picture
held was the destruction by tire of the Powers
Motion Picpany's plant. Much sympathy is expressed for Mr.
Power- and In- associates, for while the loss is large and
the plant was reduced to total ruin, neither element weighs
upon tin sufferers a-, heavily as the getting and pulling together again to achieve the smoothness and perfection that
years of labor has brought about. The last big tire in the
moving picture field in this city preceding that which destroyed the Powers plant was that which almost completely
wiped out the American Yitagraph film renting exchange.
The loss by reason of the latter tire was not twenty-five
per cent of that claimed by the Powers people, but. believe
me, it was -•■me lire. It was more confined, and therefore
more of a roaster. Hundred- of reel- of films were destroyed, but they had earned their cost. In the Powers
* 1 11 de-troyed represented either newly completed
picture- that had not been released, or stock that had not
been
passed
through
the camera.
The
Powers
Company
OSS keenly, but judging from the manner in which
they have taken hold of the situation, 1 look for an early
of the "Phoenix-like
we rise*' ads.
the

publication of my last letter, a number of communication- have found their way t" my desk a-king
why
1
furnish
the nameof the film exchanges
and the
complained of.
1 have but one answer to make.
purpose could be gained by it. The complaints
1
referred to hav< been so general that no one could question
their justification.
If it had been
intended to place certain
..tor- at a disadvantage, the publication of
- of the place- and individuals would have been in
order; but such was not the purpose.
I gave full space to
. > - tor the sole purpose of warning those to whom
they properly applied, and if they did not heed
they must
• net -. for. like the worm,
the exhibitors
will turn at some tune
Since the charges have been made
public,
several
exhibitorhave
told me
that the people
I
d had not made their stories strong enough."Wattell
One
!
told me that he has gone to hi- exchangi
did

not

yer

kickn
nd gettell 0UI Of
.ei>

astounding
changes

li yer

don't

like

The

but some exhibstories
about
the apparent
disfor what i- called business policy.

statements, regarding

certain

I attempted to di \ of the ■'•statements
r-' union
( >nly
made.
complaints
I mentioned
were bona
fide, and
I know
. union man would be only too willing ti
■ : the kind 1 ha\ e : • in red to

'I lu open aii places in New
York and the vicinity have
certain!)
I
up
-I
Rain and cool
wrath, i haw curtailed th<
eiptfl to a very un\ - I -t
I ii-.ii an entrance i" one of the
i I overheard
tin-:

Bystandei

..• .lie

' li tin- w. athci
till ■ lot."

A writer
commenting
upon
the introduction
of moving
picture- in Madis
: dollars
g cmpled. in common parlance, with moving pictures, and there i- every reason to feel that picture- are
rapidly passing fn in the infancy si
-tability. Well. 1 should -ay they are. There l- a picture
house m lirooklyn that i- the first of a circuit of houses to
be established by a syndicate of Wall Street people. Pictures
and vaudeville constitute the program, and it i- -.>me hou-e
Think of it! Wall Street going into the moving picture
business!
Truly, financiers
siness men
but keen
observers of human
nature.
1 heard

a man

s;iy yesterday

that had

moving

e, photography somewhat ragged, and the characters in stories portrayed mainly by amateur-.
papers wen
the I
iture lor the picl
declined to confess it because the :
dined
to come
forward
with
advi
new-papercommenced
to knock and ridicule, but the perfection of the picture- went Steadily On until the :
forced
to give them
attention
bj
The
pictureachieved
their wonderful
SU
assistance of tin new-paper-, and 1 am inclined
I
that had that success be< I
new-paper advertising and booming
of the substantia! character attach
but would have soon taki n
tor tin- i- that what
ha- been -pent m tin
perfection of the pictures could w I
main in popularity
now attained
il
advertiser:

doesn't

change

soon

I'll

There
The

is
dearth

.

.■!

ol the artistic temperami i

i- -aid the world
1- mil ol luimv
be real funiiv an
writer- jump
into the lu li

I

■

genuinely
be
racked funnj
looki

-in |

• indicatioi

■

other summer
and

the

nake

in ti"

■

.

i

■

V\

M .it t- i

W lij . this

rain and bun. b
I you

know

ii .
when

Crops,
IIKillO)

I-

pictures

beenother
advertised
throughyears
the daily
pre--popularity
on the same sca'e
as
amusements
ago the
enjoy would have come to them in less than one half the
time. 1 do not entirely agree with thi- argument. I believe
that well-placed advertising pay-, and brings results quickly.
but the picture- are an exception to the rule. Ten years
ago we did not have the picturewe ha.
there a one-hundredth part of the money invested in them
that there i- at the present time. They were principally
used at that time to wind up vaudeville programs and were
given -cant, if any. mention in the pre-- notices. Features

here."

But what gets my goat i- a letter from some person who
'■.it in my
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The Passing
Show.
C. H. Claudy.
tawaj
kind.

■
ute inanities, tl •

■

M

rts which have bored moving picture audifor
iph has come to the rescue with ound
a genuly, which does not depend upon the usual
• u- humor
No, il isn't a new plol a
. - old as drama 1 — ■
raph has provided a fresh setting and done the
itify and Miss Turner has merited a gold medal
sion for her old age, bj the extremely clever work
is the boy in "A ( N\ er Fraud."
:;i; i i lia's nephew, in love with
says "No" — must marry girl
- out, if want to inherit money.
Consternation,
nvited, with friends to house party
dance
Actress
Newy
takes lier. She make-, a
: i all the girls are crazy about "him." to
.. I the re-t of •'
Now, "just a minute, please."
Right here i- where the
whole thing ought to have tailed and fallen as flat as a panses out of ten when this stunt is pulled off,
in boys' clothe- looks about as much
like
would
it she wore
tights on the Stage
and
. and was labeled
"Fierce
Warrior!"
In other
words, she usually
looklike a gjirl, moves
like
a girl, has a waist like a girl, walks like a girl and woudn't
iny one
but a brother
or sister moving
picture
Miss
Turner turns herself into a very
imitation
of a young
man — she
manageto
look natural as a young man and act naturally, into the bargain, so there is no reason
to wonder
why all the rest of
g< fail to see in the good looking lad
the femininity the audience knows is there.
Naturally,
the boys
at the dance
resent
this beardless
iccess
with all the girls.
So they plan to haze
-he

"him"

a

bit. ami
"he"
terrified, takerefuge
in the girl's
i iey are. in turn, terrified, but one, braver than the

• for the old picture
etc."
\n.i
gret for th< babj and joy that it wasn't my little one who
ireated.
Of course, he wasn't being hurt.
But he was too little to understand, and his plaintive little
rewed up into a "g
1 cry" was not so howlingly
funny thai I had to stuff my handkerchief in my mouth to
keep the noise down, and when he turned his little head
and wailed out "Mamma !"— which you could "read" very
easil) I was not the only one in the audience who had

had

enough.

Now, "Alkali Ike's Auto.'' while slap-sticky enough, was
a great success, and Essanay is respectfully
us an other as good The same fat lady who ran miles here,
and the same very clever comedian cowboy were principals
in ibis little laugh, and while we may have felt sorry for
Her Fatness in her troubles with the auto which ran away,
the audience didn't gel so tcary it forgot to laugh right
straight through- which is. after all, the ultimawhether anything is funny or not.
"Bertie's Reformation" (Kalem) is one of those pitiful
comedies m which you keep wondering where the laugh
comes in. It isn't funny, because it simply isn't true — or
possible — or even probable. We who go to motion picture
theaters want to see people we know-, or understand, or
believe in. as characters. Girls who are so crazy as to marry
young men who don't even know them, that they willingly
accede to papa's suggestion that they join the choi
Broadway -how to make Bertie fall in love with them
and so give up their "White Lights" career don't appeal as
being the kind of girls we know or want to know. Of
course, Bertie promptly falls in love with the new chorus
girl
play pretty
can proceed.
No, But
we we
don't
blame whether
I'.ertie,
for —sheso isthe
a very
chorus girl.
wonder
it would have worked out so well in real life, and we also
wonder where the girl's father and mother were and what
they had to say about her going in the chorus to win Bertie,
and why she was permitted to go and live alone in the boarding house where I'.ertie lived — Oh, we wonder a lot of
things. we
Maybe
that's si)
whymuch.
we didn't shriek with I
because
wondered
Now.

chorus girls can be part of a comedy

and n it make

Us think it's a serious drama, as Edison's "Nice" and the
"Chorus Lady" proved. Of course, this is only refined farce
— in which mother-in-law and an awkward visitor are made

"his" daring
in coming
nfesses In- sex with a swift doffing

to fall upon one another's necks by introducing Awkward
Visitor as Niece. This isn't new. either, but it worked out

of "his" wig. The expressions of these four girls, who have
taken with the "lad." when they find him a girl,
wonld make a graven image laugh — and the audience is not
of graven images. The playlet works out naturally, with some fun which the girls have with the boys by

very well on the screen, and we didn't have to keep wondering where the laugh was coming in — it came in rather
frequently and very heartily, which is more than can be
said for Kalem's
Bertie.

stuffing the quondam boy's clothes with pillows and putting
the made-up man to bed for them to haze, and Aunt Celia
capitulatein the end.
The joy of this comedy
is not the plot, which is nothing
remarkable, but the careful, painstaking and elaborate
way
rried out and
the unusually
good
imitation
of a
■ bj Miss Turner, and the play of expression on the

Biograph's "Dutch Gold Mine" disappointed me. It could
have been so much funnier with a little effort. The plot,
in which a Dutch bar keeper in a mining camp B
with his tormentors by first buying their horses, by proxy,
then making them wild to buy them back again by making
them think he has received news of a gold mine some distance off, was plenty good enough to raise a laugh or so.

rc-t. upbraid"him"
roc in. u:

fur

■ he girls.

Much
more
on the order
of farce, is "The
Infant
at
Shakeville" in which
Essanay portrays the tribulations ,,f a
wboys left with an infant on their hands, and their
it, sinjr t,, lt |',.,.,| ,, pot lt to sleep, etc.
■ - with reluctance after seeing how hard every one
be funny, that the moments of real humor here
Of course, the spectacle of a
fat woman running six or ten miles after her baby is highly
funny— especially when some dirt on her clothes shows how
•■he fell down. Ha-ha — I can hardly stop laughing — not!
That six men. < ■■ •
id think one baby wanted
a couph
ilk, seems,
to put it mildly,
somewhat overdrawn, and that the six should
so figj
feeding as to upset most of it all on the baby is even less
probable
However,
one
must
not criticise a broad
farce
h for being
unnatural — only,
when
a farce
isn't
make
people
laugh,
why
make
the farce
at all?
I heard
several
women
commenting
on the film,
irden of their comment
was "Oh. that poor little
ok at it cry'
I think it's ,-, shame to make it so un-

* * *

But Dutchy didn't come up to the mark at all — h<
evidently a "made-to-order Dutchman" and he wrote his
signs in broken Dutch English, but he forged the letter to
himself m good Kngli-h. and made a few other little slips
like
that which
told us
all, tooGerman,
plainly, but
that ahe too
wasn't
really
a clever,
cowardly,
anxious
vehement
actor who hadn't studied his part enough!
But if the lack of good
comedy
has born out the plaint
in these
columns
mentioned, there
have
been
some
bright
spots
in drama
as well as some
rather
sensati
(good to write about if not to see) within the same time.
Bathe's "His Baby's Doll" strikes me as one of the best
things the American Pathe Company has done for Lo, these
many 1110011-. Spite of some small faults, more of interpretation than construction, this effort seems to me to
rank high. It concerns a father, whose little girl is killed,
and who goes insane, becoming a passionate lover of her
doll. and. in fact all the dolls he can find.
Hi- wife gets the idea (and
this is an unnec
naturalness,
for the idea
might
more
logically
and
just
as easily been
that of the neurologist)
that if he is introduced to several dolls, all dressed alike, and each one larger
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than the other, and the last, big one is taken away

PICTURE
and a

girl, who
something
like his
daughter,
pressed
likelooks
the doll-,
be presented
to dead'
him, he
may, in and
the
surprise of having her speak to him and touch him. recover
hi- reason. This i- done -and the several dolls, all dres-ed
alike, and the little girl, also dressed like the dolls, play their
appointed part- with a good deal of naturalness, especially
the girl. The film grip- and hold- the attenti in. It's not
specially agreeable to see a child killed and watch her death
struggle, nor to see wild grief . >n the mimic stage, nor to
see a man go crazy. Hut it was all SO well done that it convinced "got iivcr" even if we shuddered, at it. Had the
Insane asylum scene been le-- overdrawn, and the doctor
supplied with the tir-t rudiment- of hi- profession, the production film would have been almost impossible to critici-e.
1 of any sense at all would permit a crazy man to
make an exhibition of himself in front of his grief stricken
wife before his child- body was even cold — that going
crazy scene reminded one a little too much of a stage, an
actor, and a lot of audience grouped round to watch him,
to be wholly natural.

And next
now—did
until
time! Indhear some

A Moving Picture Catechism

are not hurt, the wife return- from a neighbor'-, whither she
had gone to assist in nursing, and the reunited family are
happy mice more.
The convincing picture- of a worried husband, and that
of a loving and mystified wife, given by the two principals
of this little play, were most excellent. The photography
u-ually the ca-e with Gaumont, beautiful. One
questions the interior- of the houses, and their exteriors,
too. for that matter, as being somewhat elaborate for game
keeper-, their wives and friend-, but I cannot make any
very definite accusation of infidelity to detail, never having

Q.
What
is a moving
picture ?
A. V modern invention enabling the public I ■•- at
small cost a true and perfect representation of man and his
world
in all possible
moodand aspects
Q.
What i- the object of the moving picture?
\ To amuse, to entertain, to instruct, to teach the mind
and touch the heart, to hold the mirror up to nature and
to man.
Q.
What
1- the influence
of the moving
picture?
A
As it affects daily, more human
being- than
church,
library, school
and
theater
combined,
it- influen
of the great* -t in modern life.
Q.
I- this influence exerted f<
A
Wholly
for good,
subject
onlj
I
the imperfections
and limitations of human nature
The quality of the pictures
improving,
educational
features are on the increase, the tone and general atmosphere of moving
theaters are clean and I •
Q,
Who control- the morals of the n
A
The greatest court in the world, from winch there

seen the exterior of a French game warden's home, or its
interior, either.
But the play, the actors, and the children were all good,
any way!
to me, got a little over-ambitious in the
Old St. Uigustim " ["he photography was hardly
Selig quality, and one look- first for line technii
films at least 1 do. There was a little touch of modernity
in the ships and lilting-, which fitted ill with the idea of
pirate ships of olden time, and the plank walking scene at
the last, which might have made a Strong and not easily
forgotten picture was so hurried over and so binned
with
.1- to spell "wasted
1 was crazy about
I

.- no appeal
I III- PI
Q. I >oes the mo^ it g pietui
V 'I he moving pietui 1

oppor

devotes

01 thai, n they will mder
fool with
pr< 1-

nd .1 Kin
i ■. aded it. W hen you add to all
•. hich I
icei
o fi n fully lathered
with a
that tin- inaiks are still there
it is to laugh
ill

I'. din'
■Tl.u- Didn't
Rai e" 1 10 bad it ought not to be
mi nu
.1 al
1 principally
because
the plot isn't cleat
We
don't know
anything
about
any of it until It
and then we don't know!
nl.
She loves one.
Villain plans
Steals
a paper
from
dispati h
ned to be
lain gets hurt in ban!.-.
Girl nurses him,
Villain
confess*
.■. 0 don't know why the villain o i
how the ;
1 be -l" 1
We re
believe that any i
- xecution,
would refuse to stay it if a handsome girl came and threw

I

or Q ShakiW hat■ w ill be the
A. It- friends I 1
university, as it has long
It will
have
the
it will
attract
tl 1
[day- will be supplied

them, that thej
won't
study them
Edison's "Hi
Who ever heard of any oilier, let alone one in love with
a young
woman,
and
one
who
had
been
nur-ed
by
her,
striding all round her house with hi- hat ■
the hall 01 the old mai
ion when the drunken solidera break
ery unnatural
the girls clung wildly to the ban
fcfaia .1 hoi ■
-having
brush

- |

true portrayal of life without
follies and weaknesses 1- im|
i
only takes notice of the darker lid)

Thanhouser's "War Time W
ig" was distinctively good.
It was
probably
more
the stars and
stripes than
the plot,
but the audience cheered several time- through thi- Cuban
in which unusually excellent photography
set off
a plot which had some novel an(
n ar play
ducers will too] with tin in

one say "Praise be?" — no more

of enlightened and pr
the
exhibitors the Moving Picture World print- this present
catechism. It will be found an effective weapon in the campaign of illumination, which must -till be carried on against
wilful misrepresentation and persistent ignorance Every
intelligent exhibitor will be glad to bear his .-hare in this
campaign of publicity on behalf of the great and noble art.
The distribution of such a catechism among the patrons
is F.bound to result in immediate and lasting j
er-' ink.
let the other side, "the devil's advocate.'' use all the printCATECHISM.

Gaumont furnishes "Mistrust," a drama built on an anonymous letter sent in revenge by a poacher, to a game warden.
The game warden 1- warned to look after his wife, as -he
and the seeds of suspicion grow speedily in his
mind and nearly re-ult in a tragedy when he shoots through
the wall- of a little hut, thinking hi- wife and a paramour
,\ lun it is only his own children. The little ones

ind crowded
shipping
tunity" in capital letters.
But
nd
her acting.

WORLD

herself on his neck and waived a confession of guilt by
the real criminal in front of his nose. But there just had
to be a flag in this play to tit the title, so she wraps her
lover in the flag and hard-hearted officer tears it off, and
not until General Somebody arrives with another flag is
the execution definitely postponed— and where the flag was
to ri-e. and why it couldn't rru-e and what it's all about
anyway
is more than most people know.
Oh. well, the lot of a critic is a thankless one — he is hard
to please and dissatisfied with everything anyway, so Pathe
needn't lose any sleep over my fulminations. Yet i would
that -omeone would give us some more really fine war
play — as fine as Kalem used to give us a year ago. than
which no better have ever been produced on this side of
the ocean that I have ever seen.
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Powers Plant Destroyed By Fire.
picture

trie 1 ix lit
ity, was

but the actors wei
ed to leave their street clothes
and purses to the incrcv ol the Barnes.
It must be true that photographers are born and not made.
I lu test of a genuine photographer is the way he conducts
Himsell during crucial moments. If the camera man loses
his wits, he i- not a photographer. If he kee]
head • > 1 1 lii- shoulders in the midst of a panic and comes out
with a good negative, then by all precedent he i- entitled
nition as a worthy member of the photographic
guild. The conduct of Mr
\. II Leach, chief camera man
of the Powers Company, i- worthy of note in commenting
dike most of the employees, who became
rattled and ran helter-skelter about, Sir. I. each pi
in all tin turmoil a "big moment." which in film
parlance means the highest ten-ion of human emotii i
tune- known as a climax.
Immediately when the lire broke
out, instead of running away, he took hi- camera away from
ted stage and focused it upon the burning building,
using his c< -1 judgment in selecting what, to his mind, could
be u-cd best as a thrilling lire scene in a well-written drama
which will no doubt appear in the near future bearing the
"Powers' Picture Plays." Needless to say, that
the trade \\i!l await this reel with much it

Powers Studio Before the Fire.
by fire. Very little wa- saved and much
of value was lost
The fire occurred, very oddly, on the
rable court decision for Mr. Powers, and
came rather ironically while Mr. Powers was in the midst
of congratulations and celebration over hi.- victory in the
• ii. of course, were at once changed to word- and
• of sympathy.
It i- unfortunate that this lire should have happened just
nsurance autocrats were beginning to quiet down
and behave themselves
It is very probable that From now
on rate- will again be made prohibitive and will thus effect
in the making of moving pictureThis
in -pite of the fact that there was no tori
the
Powers'
plant.
studio and laboratory, as the accompanying
cut will show, were located in a highly inflammable building.
When the nre started it proved t" be nothing but a tinder
irty minute- from the time the fire started every- burned down to the ground.
All of the hundred
mue
Some of them redo what they could in the way of saving
reased so rapidly that scarcely
anything was saved.
in the polishing room, and was started by
ric light bulb, which was allowed to rest
uloid film. The day was
rainy and dark, and one of the polishing nirl- in order to
etter lowered the light on the drop cord
way that it hung against this reel of film, which
-helve- containing many other new print-.
• to show that if managers of film factories
strict rule that all incandescent bulbs, that
here around a film room, should he surire basket.
Any sane person should know
Jit bulb that i- capable of blistering one's
hand in a few moments, has enough heat in it l
of time.
• i re turned in, but the plant was practically
by the tune the third battalion of tire apparatus
arrived
The re.,
quickly was due
f r.iw film stock in storage
nt
At the rime the tire broke '>ut thi i
luction "ii entitled "The Embassy Ball," in which
• d in, a large ballroom
tumes scene
were calling
saved,

P. A. Powers.
It i- due to the presence of mind and quick actii
Thomas Evans, manager of the Powers plant, that most of
thi negatives were saved. Under his direction the large
omnibus auti mobile \\a- backed out of the building by
hand power and at once idled with all but a few of the negative- The only lost negatives of any great ii
were the Buffalo Kill negatives, which were the property
of the Buffalo Kill and Pawnee Bill Moving Picti
I any. and a splendid negative of the Panama Canal. The
loss "f the lntter negative i- particularly lamentable, as no
more photograph- can be taken of the Panama Canal, owing
to the fact that President Taft has recently issued an or del
forbidding all photographers making negatives there. The
of all the regular releases of the Powers Picture
Play- were saved except the one that vas in the printing
room at the tune the tire broke out. Bv r.a-< ■•
business management, it happens that all the printi
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for the coming three weeks had already been delivered to the Sales Company, therefore there will be absolutely no delay or hitch in the Powers end of the regular
weekly Independent programme, except for the possible substitution of another release for one of those which has been
advertised.
There had just been delivered to the Powers Company a
shipment of tine special posters from the Courier Lithograph Company, of Buffalo. These posters of Nat Wills in
"The K"in-< of Kazam" were irom drawings by the famous
arti~t "Pal" and were worth 25 cents each at cost.
Five

PICTURE

WORLD

;nder the direction of producers
RSynous and Beal worlrKaS been going on e\er since as
though nothing had' happened.
In order to show the good will that exists among
the
members
nipany. it i- well to say at this
point that every one of the Independent
producein Xew York City immediately offered Mr. Powers
of their studios and voluntered him any ..
that they could render to get him running again.
Many
messages
receivedas well
bv .'■'as from Canada
every part of of sympathy
the Unitedwere State-,
and Europe.
Mr. Power- is very grateful for these kind
sentiments, but being too busy at the present tiro
personal response, he ha- requested the
to it- readers in these columns
such kind sentiment-, which he will never
ot necessary for Mr. r
but spontaneatheir kind ._■■-•
offer of assistance
the
weight with him on that account.

View of Ruined Plant from Richardson Avenue.
thousand of them were destroyed.
However, the negatives
of Nat Wills in the comedy picture •"The King of Kazam"
■ 1. with the exception of one scene, which will be
While

Tommy
Evans was making a hero of himself in
Mi-- Rose Well- was playing the "she-ro" in the
rtment.
The boy that stood on the burning deck
ked "It the h^ard- by tin- presence of mind of this
at her post of duty until the flames
■r back before -In- jumped from the window with a
1 m "iie hand and an open umbrella in the other.
lie other girls in the offices had tied, she held off
the approaching
fire by closing the office door and began
butting things into the safe. The more valuable book- she
It of the window
into the hand^ of -..me of the
While -he was doing tlii- the mother of one
trrived on the scene and thinking that Miss
Wells was her daughter, wrung her hand- and sank to her
ring. "Fireman, sav<
my window
child!" ofInthe
the office.
illustration
m the

plant

i'l he absolutelyno delay in the Powers' product.
■ t i..r newspaper notices, the exhibitor would not
d taken place, so far a- deliveries
fjmpany at the Richardson
Wenue
which n 1- burned
Monday
afternoon wa

•

men in New York City ever since the lire.
to eat 01
in- by the hundreds
i
forth to reassure all those dependent upoi
uct. and temporary arangements of many ki
their time.
For a brief interval,
interview with Mr. Power-.
He
we ever saw.
He take- the matter phi
explanation why he carried no insurance is a ch
argument.
He never could see the use in
people 10 per cent, of the value of his plant, when I
ing would have burned just a- quickly had it beei
a training -table, as it previously had been, and
with inflammable hay.
However, it i- tune for thi
bird to get on the job again.
( iut of tin
Power-' outfit will rise a fine new modern studio 1
with every facility that money
can buy and tin
any moving picture plant now in existei
ready being drawn for the new establishment,
Power- assured us will be built of concret
material
and will represent
an invest!;
$100,000.

The Moving
Picture World
takes this opportunity
extending
to Mr. P, V Powers it- sincerest syi
hi- misfortune.

For The Squaw

of

Pathe .

In one respect this film differ- to great advanl
many Indian -tone- 111 moving pictureIt depet)
the conveying to the spectator of an idea and a
moral
\ white man. hi- troth pledged to a whit<
goes West to seek his fortune.
He succeeds in '
venture, but before returning
East, feeling the 1 I
female companion, bargains with an Indian for t!
hi- daughter.
After the fashion ol I
the while man and becomes m everything but
the white man'- w ife
Fiv<
born to the couple
In her own v.

the

Indian

girl

ha-

been

.

however, has tired of her and of lite in tl
his thoughts go back t" the whiti
the cabm where the> I
death of the w hit.
W e-t and join the husbai
hands ol the Indian K''l
and decides t" intercept th
explain- all t" h<
man, ii"t knowing that hi- intend/
truth, rn i
a mmi-i. 1

I
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• hip and

COMBINATION.

in an Airship." i
i ments of modern
tin- cinematograph— seems to sugwonders, for the
ach would otherwise have

The

aircraft, whether the dirigible balloon or the aeroplane, without the cinematograph,
would be like the eye
[*he cinematograph without the airrial purposes — as the e\agle
;:t wings
Together, they combine nature, science
and art in producing the most beneficial, yet beautifying, aid
to an educated civilization.
The -cope and grandeur made possible by this combination
i most absorbing interest.
The voyage over Lucerne is SO wonderful and Inspiring that
before long we shall have a series of picture-, entitled:
The Earth from the Skies.
is not a scientific paper, it is not proper to dwell
upon the many valuable features with which the world is
going to be favored by these new advantages. From the
standpoint of the educating and beautifying pictures, such
reproductions as the voyage over Lucerne will prove of great
value, also of mo-t intensely pleasing interest. The pictures
in tin- series are taken both of the airship and from the
!'hose of the airship show the majectic rise, progress and descent of this monster voyager among the cloud-.
Those from the airship display the marvelous panorama of
the city and lake of Lucerne, with the beautiful surrounding
country in a most thrilling series of pictures. The frequenter
of the moving/ picture is familiar with the sensations
and view- experienced when sitting before the picture taken
from a railroad train, or other moving conveyance. In like
manner, while looking over Lucerne, one feels as if already
borne aloft above the clouds; the very swaying of the balloon
noticeable that the usual remarkable reality is experienced. The vista is beyond description; a new and entrancing beauty holds the beholder; former views of a piece
of beautiful landscape fade into insignificance before this
vast and almost boundless picture of a portion of the earth's
garden. For knowledge and beauty, cinematography has
produced nothing superior to the inspiring views taken, and
possible, from above the surface of the earth.
FIVE YEARS

IN ONE.

A magazine editor suggests: "It would be an interesting
experiment if a dozen children could be taught by means of
moving pictures all the school branches of geography, history, botany, astronomy and the classics; and, at the end of
about ofone
year, to
compare
these who
children's
education
with
that
a dozen
similar
children,
had been
five years
learning
all this
in not
the know
schools."
Of course,
we do
if the editor referred to above
reads this page. If so, he is really presenting some of our
suggested possibilities in a new light; if he does not read
- - 'rs, he is a profitable example of the fact (not that
great minds think alike) that kindred minds, having kindred
aspirations express themselves in kindred hopes.
Less than half a centry ago, thirty years was considered
the "generation of a change." In these days of progress and
accumulation, ten years suffice for such a "change" or "generation." Under these circumstances, it is no carelessness
of speech or calculation to suggest that cinematography may
be instrumental in reducing, by combined concentrations, the
power of five years' school study, along lines within its scope,
to the short perid of one year. May we venture the hope
that the magazine referred to may help us in our endeavor
to stimulate public taste to that point where it shall appreciate and demand this great benefit for the rising generation?
It appears only too true that "the world is slow to recognize
the possibilities of moving pictures." We doubt, however,
whether people of former times would have been more

preciative
of the
advantage
of these
"the
called, moves
-lowly:
the leaders
must days;
necessarily
bo in advance, and. as a result of a test recently made by the
writer, he trust- soon to he able to show that the most ainbitious de-ires will he given an opportunity to test the possibility of their fulfilment.
THE PICTURES
AND A CRIME.
While this page is set apart for educational purposes it
will be conceded that truth (even upon sociological questions
in the abstract i is in place here when it has to do with the
interest of moving pictures and is also of educational value.
The peculiar and lamentable circumstances surrounding the
strange case of juvenile criminality as revealed in the mur> of tender years by one of his four companions.
(all under i; year- old) in New York City this week has
caused widespread wonder and discussion.
The apology for considering this crime in this place, is
found in the fact that the coroner, displaying more zeal
than wisdom, and trying to outrank the police or even
society in fixing a cause for so terrible an effect, blames the
"moving picture."
A few weeks ago there appeared in the Moving Picture
World a sociological article entitled "The Moving Picture
Revealing Social Conditions." Sad though it may be, this
juvenile murder has proved in every detail the truth of the
statements therein made; it is possible to go still further
and Mate that the true conditions are actually wor-e than
-lated at that time.
The only connection between the tragedy and the moving
pictures i- that the hoys had several times been to the
"moving picture show." Further than this there is nothing
to -how that they had become subject to any evil influences
there; the confession of the most guilty of the quintet does
not include any prejudicial reference to the "show." Let
us now look at the 'social conditions revealed." The murdered boy stole Sjo from his mother and joined the other
hoys
a "good
his home
for
severalfor days,
his time."
mother Although
made no away
seriousfrom
attempt
to find
him. When, however, she missed her money she made such
a hue and cry that it led to the discovery of the missing
boy. The boy guilty of the crime (accidental or otherwise)
had been left at home with a younger brother to live alone,
while his mother went West on a necessary errand.
What more natural than finding one of their associates
with twenty dollar-, -everal of them should live together
with the two boys so wickedly left alone and have a New
York
street-boy's
good is
time.a small name for the parental
Criminal
negligence
neglect; the parents actually pushed these boys in the way
of evil living; indeed it would have been a surprise and a
wonder if no evil results had not followed such incompetent
parentage and such vile surroundings.
Again, the ease with which minors can purchase deadly
weapons is disgraceful, for it is a well known fact that boys
and youth- of tin- class covet the possession of a revolver
more than almost any other article. The whole unsavory
circumstances are a true revelation of social conditions common where these boys lived. It is therefore a slander upon
the moving pictures to lay even one iota of blame upon them,
because these particular boys did as all boys do. good and
bad. i. e . go to the moving picture show.
If the parents of these boys had gone with them to the
moving pictures results might have been very different,
because, taken as a whole, the moving pictures are intended
to elevate and not degrade.
The sad and blameable conditions which caused this deplorable tragedy are easily found in parental neglect, vicious
surroundings and permitted juvenile delinquency. The ambition of educational moving pictures is intended as much as
anything to combat social evils, such as those shown in
existence here, and as a coroner's duty is to place the blame
where it belongs, it is to be hoped that a premature reference
to an improbable cause will not again be made.
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Temptations of a Great City.
A Special Release That Has Been Successful in Europe.
We were favored with an advance view this week of a
three-reel subject, produced by the Great Northern Company,
of Denmark, entitled "The Temptations of a Great City."
The American rights for this excellent picture have been
secured by Mr. P. P. Craft, of the Buffalo Bill and Pawnee
Bill Film Company. The picture is one of the best-acted
film- that it has ever been our pleasure to witness.
-c of our readers who remember that excellent
Pathe picture, "The Hand," we would say that this Danish
picture is on a par with that sterling little drama of some
three years ago, which was acted by three persons in a way
that has probably never been surpassed. The entire three
The Temptations of a Great City" are acted by four
strong characters, with no other characters, except an occasional lackey or policeman. The part of the waiter, who is
also a money-lender to the gilded youth whom he serves, is
really a masterpiece of character work.
"The Temptations
a Great
City"
is melodrama,
simple.
It does not ofclaim
to be
anything
else. Itpure
can and
be
called high-class melodrama. In it there are no shooting
scrapes, or sensational situations of the stereotyped kind. It
is a simple drama of cause and effect, well told, with surprisingly few sub-titles. The four principal characters are
the money-lending waiter and his simple daughter, playing at
cross purposes with a society matron and her prodigal son.
The film tells, in a way, the old story about a fool and
his money, or, in this case, other people's money; particularly
his mother's money and the money-lender's money. The
young man gets his spending money from the money-lending
waiter, and pays it back by wheedling it out of his mother.
This keeps up until financial matters between the families
are 50 hopelessly snarled up that it leads to a crisis, or climax,
which nothing on earth can settle except an elopement beprodigal son and the waiter's daughter.
There are many strong situations throughout the piece.
The staying and photography are perfection, therefore we
need not dwell on that subject. In one scene there i- an
ingenious mirror effect, and later on, in the same scene, a
wonderful moonlight effect. The picture is entirely a studio
product, but the scenes are so interesting that the time and
the place are forgotten by the spectator, whose inerest is
held every moment of the time.
We noticed one thing very particularly in this European
picture, and that is the fact that the European- are "stealing
our stuff." Ordinarily in a Danish picture one would expect
-in li as the shrug of the shoulders
god the drag ol one foot after the other, and all the rest of
tyles of the European -chool.
The Eurowise to facial expression.
If it were not
hone thai looked lik< a wedding cake and a policeman with a bra-- kettle on his head, no one would know
that it 1- a foreign film. Not only that; if the An: 1
closely, the European acton are going to beat
e the four
this Daiii-li film were certainly going some in the
motion.
It reminded the writer of
; the Biograph Company, when tense litu
and slight
movement.
This film came .1- near to being on<
anything that ever came from
I
nd it 1- 11 1
peani are
■ in the American school of acting
America i hearti
boulder-shakers, and it is
I -uk of it themt the
i.rcause in
our opinion it i^ not the strong
ever been
ii it is ordinarih good
It holds 1 he- interest like
it

v. hi< li 111 itsell

1- I \rry

strong

immoral film, an.1

great moral sen
19 the moth and the flame, the prodigal ion, wine,
rt of thing
Bui
1 in time to in.
Fresh mailing on and appi 1 laii
about ■ young man who e spending ability
1
ability 1- small
lie spends every
n< 1 parties with the wen
hire. All tin- take- m
I
row monev than to <
1
1 onncction with the fawning waiter,
: v well played
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In the cold, gray dawn of the morning after, the fawning
waiter of the night before is an independent arrogant Shylock. He assumes the airs of a banker, and to him it is
the young man's turn to cringe and beg for time. Were it
not for the fact that the money-lender has a daughter, whom
he houses like a bird in a cage, the spendthrift youth would
probably have gone to jail. The picture shows how the
miser made his great mistake by being miserly even with
his daughter. He locked the door and the bird flew out of
the window. When the young man came to beg for time
he found opportunity to make a conquest of the moneylender's simple-hearted daughter, which later ended in marriage.
The reader will perceive in the four contrasting characters
a wealth of dramatic possibilities. A plebeian, domineering
waiter contrasted against an aristocratic widow; her collegebred son eloping with a bourgeois' daughter. The contempt
of
the aristocratic
widowby for
son'sbeing
plebeian
wife,plebeian
which
is further
complicated
the her
riches
on the
side and the poverty on the patrician side, and all these conditions stirred up nicely together make "The Temptations
of a Great City" one of the strongest melodrama reels that
has "come across" in a long time. The interest is so strong
that one actually becomes impatient while the reels are being
changed. We would advise exhibitors to use two machines,
if possible, when showing this film.

The Auto Picture Show
By combining products of the two greatest industries of
the age, namely that of automobile and of moving picture
manufacture, Mr. Pool, proprietor of the Chicago Stage Light
Company, has devised one of the most novel and ingenious
of methods for the exhibition of motion pictures and one
which tends to become particularly effective for the display
of the so-called industrial pictures which are winning favor
throughout the country as a productive advertising medium.
- idea, which has been patented, is to obtain auto
trucks such as are used by the large department stores and
for moving vans, these trucks to be fitted up with a projectingwardmachine
the will
driver's
seat and upon
pointing
tothe rear,placed
where behind
a screen
be arranged
a frame
projecting some eight or ten feet from the end of the truck,
thus giving a throw of twenty feel or more. This frame is
collapsible and manipulated by a crank.
The sides of the truck will be some five feet in height and
will be formed by the advertising curtains which will run
on rollers connected with the running gear of the truck by
curtains will
longon enough
to allow eight or ten advertisements to bebe run
each side.
It is Mr Pool's idea to make the advertising on the side
curtains pay for the use and maintenance of the "Auto Picture Show." while the exhibiting of the Industrial film will
Twenty fortable
or more profit.
machines, it 1- expected, will
from t hicago tin- summi smaller town- and farming communitiei 1 ree exhibition*
of motion
pictures will be given and the music will be furnished by automat
• ct of the entei
nature and while the progl
comedy, etc., the mam feature will be the industrial film.
other manufacturers ol fanning implemenl
the manufacturers of breal I
do doubl ta
oi n al advei tising and the possibil
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V
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INDUSTRIAL MOVING PICTURE COMPANY
CHICAGO
SCORES
GREAT
SUCCESS.

PICTURE
OF

V< terras" i- the title of
1 : tore Industry, and
"inI to the Industrial Moving, led
Picture
their splendid treatment of the sub■ this reunion of the veteran army ol the
the boys in gray, a
• the pul. he spirited citizens of Little Rock, Arkanthis memorable occasion, decided to make h
rd by moving pictures, and to this
e Little Rock Chamber of ( !om
surer of Pulaski County, and Judge
h conferred with Mr VVaterson R. Rothaker, genthe Industrial Moving
Picture Company,
with the result thai the expert camera crews of the company
ind throughout the entire reunion and captured the city scene by scene in it- gala attire.
feet of photographic excellence, is
niic vision of the -tirring pageants and fes,l every sentimental and interesting side light of
splendidly depicted.
The city, clothed in
most beautiful raiment of southern flowers and
the long -haded avenues, the majestic old southern
hung with tla^- and hunting, is a picture of un• beauty; while the parade of the boys in gray, the
: that loyal army of the South who strove 50 hard
for what they deemed was right, and rfbw mustered in for
the last time, is a spectacle which can but find its way into
every heart, arousing sympathy and admiration for that little
band who, though defeated in that cause which meant so
much t" them, still retain that indestructible loyalty to the
land of their nativity.
The great welcome extended to the veterans by the elite
of southern society, governors and others prominent south
of the Mason and Dixon line, Forrest's famous cavalry
troop on review, the official reception, the quaint old character- such a- the cook and body servant of President Jefferis and Stonewall Jackson, and numberless battlescarred old heroes who at this time are made young again
by associations and the stirring war tunes — all these form a
picture of the greatest interest to all. It i- a drama, a comedy, a scenic, all in one. produced from a scenario provided
by the Great Master, and with the seal of approval placed
upon it by the Southern patriot-, foremost among whom is
Nathan Bedford Forrest, Adjutant General of the United
Sons of Confederate Veterans, it- excellence will create for
it a just demand.
This i- the first picture of its kind that has ever been produced in this country- and with it as a criterion, the Industrial
K-ture Company,
idea, are ;assured
of constantpioneers
success. and originators of the
Ml ssrs Hutton and Gregg, of
the distribution of the films and
a sufficient number of copies to
ern territory but the West and
where an extraordinary interest

Little Rock, will superintend
will supply themselve- with
care for not only the southNorth of the United States
1- displayed.

"FALSTAFF"— URBAN-ECLIPSE.
The Urban Company's coming release. "Falstaff," from
Shakc-peare'- M.
"Merry
Wives,"
to National
be a true
achievement.
Degeorge,
of promises
the Theatre
de
1'Odeon, than whom we can imagine no better choice for
the role, is to be the Falstaff. He will be assisted by Madame
Barjac. of the Odeon, and Madame Louise Willey, of the
Theatre Palais Royal: also Mr. M. Coste, M. Bacque and M.
Denisfilmd'Ines.
It i- been
also reported
this
has seldom
equaled. that the photography of
Sir John Falstaff at a wedding scene full of life and activity
•1 and Mistress Page enjoy a certain freedom. He thereupon pays court to both aiul falls
• heels in love with both. He also writes to both
of his affection. The two ladies together concoct a plot to
ridicule their lover. Master Ford has meanwhile been informed that Sir John ha- an appointment with his wife and
hurries home.
Sir John hear- him coming, begs r
inen ready for the laundress, and is
tumbled into a stream.
I
as the witch of Brentford,
■rely trounced with a stick, until his iden• ered. and is ignominiously dismissed.

MOTION

WuKi.n
FOR

PRELIMINARY
SOLVED.

INJUNCTION

DIS-

Application for the Motion Picture Patent- Company
against tin Powers Company for preliminary injunction
restraining them from using the Pathe or the Warwick type
of camera ha- been dismissed with cost to the complainant,
the Patent- Company. This litigation ha- extended -ince
la-t December before a referee, to whom it was referred by
Judge Lacombe on a question of fact. Upwards
bearings have been held before the Master, Arthur Berry.
All previous injunctions which have been granted by the
United State- Court- have been dissolved. These include
the injunction- issued against the Champion Company. The
Independent Moving Picture- Company of America, the
Yankee and Atlas Companies. All other injunctioi
any Independent manufacturer will be diss
it i- possible to make application to the judge.
ATLAS
THEATER,
MILWAUKEE,
WIS.
The Atlas Theater is one of the most unique and handsome playhouses in Milwaukee. The theater i- located at
83.' Third Street and operated by the Atlas Amusement
Company
I. C. Mergener is the manager.

house will accommodate about i.ooo persons and is
provided with a balcony. The Atlas Theater was "pened
last fall at a cost of $35,000.
One of the features of the house is the construction of the
front, which consists of beautiful marble slabs and mirrors.
The balcony can be entered from the outside.
POWERS CAMERAGRAPH AT CONEY ISLAND.
The fact that Coney Island. N. Y., is fast becoming '>ne
of the central points for the exhibition of moving pictures,
and even now is assuming the name of "Flicker Alley," is
strongly evidenced by the number of sales recorded by manufacturer- and dealers in moving picture apparatus and supplies. The latest arrivals in the exhibiting field at this
popular summer resort, are Morris Goldberg, operating the
Prospect
Hotel.
Mr. allE. ofF.which
McGann.
McGann's
Hotel,
and
Dickers
Hotel,
have ofinstalled
a Powers
Cameragraph
Number 6, and equipment.
FREE PICTURE SHOWS FOR CLEVELAND.
Free animated picture shows in Cleveland. Ohio, are being
planned by the city officials, which will consist of educational films, including travel lectures and historical productions, and in addition a few comedy picture- will be shown
to amuse the children. These exhibitions will be operated
in the tionschildren's
located inwill
the take
conge-ted
secof the city.playgrounds
Two performances
place each
night, one at 7 o'clock and the other an hour later. Public
Service Director Lee is working hard to carry out this plan.
Mr. R. L. Edmundson, of London, arrived this week for a
short stay in the States, and expects to be back in dear
old "Lunnon" in time for the Coronation. Mr. Edmundson
is handling the Johnson-Jeffries fight pictures in England
for the Genera! Film Company, and his success so far has
exceeded his expectation-.
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ESSANAY MOTOR RACE FILM.
On June 13th the Essauay Company will release their
film of the five hundred miles auto race, held at Indianapolis.
The reel is full of incident and accident and gives a thrilling
portrayal of this hitherto unattempted tour de force in auto
racing. It is as lifelike a representation of an epoch making
sporting event a> could possibly be desired The 1
sational accident, which occurred, was caught from beginning to end by the Essanay camera. The accident t ■■ok
place in front of the grand stand and resulted in more or
less serious injuries to five men and great damage to three
of the machines The great race, officially known as the
International Five Hundred Mile Motor Race, was won by
Ray
in the
Marmon
He winning
crossed the
the rich
line
alone Harroun,
at the end
of the
200th "Wasp."
lap. thereby
purse, consisting of $10,000. The reel is an extraordinary
feature and will no doubt have a long and successful run.
TOJI MOORE RESIGNS MANAGEMENT.
Mr Tom Mo" re. manager of the General Film Company.
of Washington,
1) C. recently resigned hi> position with
that company. He will hereafter be identified with I
Amusement
Company,
Plaza Theater Building. 434 Ninth
Street. N. \\ '.. Washington.
I). C.
As many of his friends have been telephoning and writing
him to the old address, he wishes it to be known that any
correspondence should be addressed to his new placi

luring
coming
strain olthe litigation,
aoncentrated
effort

month-.
suit-- and the
and more N'o timemore and law opportunity
for
in turning out better » hampion
films
ufHcient to make Mark Dintenfass hap
the happy for man) days to come.
•day,
"THE FORTUNES OF WAR."
.tunes tedof to
War,"
be oil'the ofImpthe release
n
I ol I hu
It is intended for a Fourth of July rend lb |'ii 11 of wai pred
mates in e> ■
-. is one ol patriotism, love, self denial
ol
jtrife and manl) di ed
■•'• to ni.ill are
e I'hiatti ntion
detailsfaithful
to in.por
ike
I In love of the brothers, the remorse of the
Confederate and his subsequent .lev.. turn t.. the man he lia■ •i the men vvb.i 111. i.lol the 1.1
Iv conflict
The love of the
M1.1. wl... had sh,,t her brother,
. that l.nds a romantii l
makes th
' that . .111 be ill
The Mortimei Film Cleaning Company
machine foi . uttinu tl
KOI ..... ! th arc now
■
..i.l. 1 ii
I

-'.em by hand

ENTERPRISE WATCH
FOBS.
sand of these fobs were ordered, but SO
Xpectations has been the demand I
order is going through
They are exceedinly handsome and
superior to anything else of the kind the Enterprise Optical
Company
have ever had and are being gl
by all who are sending for them as per advertisement
on
another page.
Ten

To the Victor Belongs the Spoils.
THE HAPPIEST MAN IN NEW YORK.
If you do not believe it. a-k Mark Dintenfass himself.
But then, you have not had eighteen months of constant
worry; eighteen months of dread and apprehension every
morning
commenced
work;
eighteen
monthsof
Of
anxietyas allyouthrough
the daytheinday'regard
to the
next move
clever and well-paid lawyers who were hounding your every
Step;, eighteen months, any day of which you might be haled
to court and have these same prosecuting attorneys succeed
in having you sent to jail. If you had undergon<
"thirdonedegree'
for the
out
afternoon
last past
weekyear
thatandit awashalfalland
overthen
and found
that
all injunctions and contempt proceedings against you were
quashed, then you might feel, as does Dintenfass, that at
none happier than you.
The dismissing of all M. P. Patents Company injunctions
against tlit- Champion Film Company has cleared the atmosphere like a thunder shower
For over a year these companies have had to fie content to get their negatives wherever
tiny could; nevertheless, the) have succeeded in turning out
llent productions.
Now that they can work unhampered with the best ol every equipment that they desire,
We may look for a --till greater advance in excellence of
tluir product.
"1 could not us< a broom handle before and
-. b.it ought
I to do now when I
can
was bethe looked
questionforward
asked ofto the
the
tnsweruse ato camera'"
which will
withwriter,
interest

1
1, doing

tho

Mr. L. B. Stone, proprietor of the Canadian
Film Exilgary, Alberta, Canada, is spendii .
business in New York He is looking "ui all the recent
special film hits, and will no doubt return to the coast with
a trunk full of them. Mr Stone i- also transacting some private business in New York, which 1- not SO important that
he cannot get around and see his friends mand theis gre
Stone is very well known in New v
many places,
With the weekly ..input oi film increased, there 1
demand
for scenarios than Ik fore, ami several 51
printed instruction books are helping t.. qualify writers to
meet the demand.
\ I k entitled. " The Photo I'l.iy." writby Ralph P.what
Stoddard,
purchasers'
idea tenregarding
the scenario
shouldrep< be, and is aiding
nianv beginners in the field
It is sold bj the PI
Syndicate, 1830 E 19th Street, i leveland, ■
copy "i the Look is sent a typewritten
scenario, to aid beginners m the preparation "i manuscript
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the M. P \A orld for 15th somefoi French pictures.
N \\ 1 would like to
as 1 can in m>
>me infor1 Slavonian musician of -'3 years
~iri.ui Mittleschule and play from
j mphony orcliestras
j ou will understand
• music too
1 1ki\< been in- America three
r< arc good waltzes
Idteufel
There o v 1 ~ t - a good Waldteufel
Waltz
dished by White, Smith & Co. (50c.)
Nice short
• . by diflerent comin r from
Rubenstein")
Paderew>w-ki. IMa-nut.
Scharwenka
and Mozart
(10
ntury, McKinley, Eclipse and other editions). I play
many times (for French 'salon-life') Chopin's waltzes and
are very pretty i»r 'salon' Easier
pictures.
Pieces
are waltzes
from Pur. Hid (in E flat and F). Schirmer edition publishes
nice volumes of French popular music.
We musn't forget
ki's beautiful serenade 1 Eclipse, Century, etc), or
Paul Lincke's 'Lina' and 'Wedding Waltz.' or 'Glow Worm'
and 'Amin.i.' etc. Also Francois Thome's 'Simple Aveu' (Con- the music which can always be on the program
• :10ns are good; also fan: transcriptions from operas like Thanhauser/'Aida,'
rtha,' etc (.Century, Schirmer and other cat"For
XIII)

French-Oriental pictures are pood pieces like Schu'Rondo— Alia Turca' (from Sonata
1 myself play many times (but by heart, as I know
French national sour-., and dances
Patineurs' (the dance is like a gavotte — sec
'Stephanie
or for Spanish life, 'Pas
la Senora, Amo, etc.), and one of the best
ise me; 1 do not know
composer.)
'Ren1 can the
learn
the composer
and cditwn of t hi-, and anybody wants to know this, I will
tell him, but I am now unable.
"And who does not know the American
popular waltzes
and intermezzos, which are very good (some of those like
aryl the different 'Roses'-pieces) for French picture-- As for the so-called 'Foolish-head
pictures, I can't
find anything better than the Amrican 'rag-time' pieces (rhap"I know much about Slavic pieces by heart (Russian, Polmian, Slovenian, Crotian, Servian and others) but
next tune it -nine one would like it, I am very glad to help
with this list if.it is of any value."
Your

li-t is a good one and would be a credit to any
moving-picture music (or any other for that matlet have
your anything
fear of "broken
English"as detain
you
ASi't you
as interesting
this letter.

9 tin. Readers will plea-e take note that "F. M. T."
kind things to ^ay about American popular music,
even though a trained European
musician, experienced
in
symphony
work and only three years in America.
Openminded— what" a bit of a humorist, too; notice that "rhap:<-r "rag-time?"
It just goes to -how how one can become obsessed by an
idea
Whenmindcorrespondents
mentioned
always revertedhaveto the
military,"French"
historical"picor
produced by the various French manufacturer-. Inever thought the "salon" picture needed special
comment; yet it is now evident to me that, to many, the difference between the French and American production of this
kind of play is sufficient to call for special musical setting
1 the "salon" picture is similar to our "society drama" and
drawing-room play: usually modern and distinguished from
melodrama
by it- quieter atmosphere
and lack of highly
he 1 is suggested in our friend's
• as usual.
intended, 1 presume, for "fill-in" purpo-es
the dra-
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ho are fortunate enough to see and play for Pathe's
beautiful picture of "11 Trovatore" a short time ago will be
delighted
learn even
that more
their coming
"Faust,"
produced on to
a scale
elaboraterelease,
if possible
thanis their
previous effort and what will more interest my readers is
the knowledge that a splendid musical setting has been arranged for this picture by a musician who certainly understands his business. There are 38 (thirty-eight) pages of
music, which covers the two reel- of film. It sells for 75
cent- a trifle less than two cents a page, and all selected
from Gounod's immortal masterpiece. 1 feel that I cannot
urge too strongly the advisability of ordering this music
early so as to avoid the ri-k of disappointment, for you really
cannot afford to be disappointed in this.
There are two full reels (1650 feet) and 38 pages of piano
music, It will interest managers to know that electrotypes
have been made for newspaper and other advertising work.
There are three of these cuts selected from as many scenes
of the p'ay, and may be ordered through your exchange or
from the New York office. Price, seventy-five cents per set
of three.
And once more, don't delay about that music. The picture
is released June 16th. 191 1.

* * *

It ha- been regarded practically impossible to keep a drum
in good playing condition in damp weather. The very nature
of drum heads causes them to absorb moisture readily, and
when the heads become damp it is an absolute certainty that
the drum will lose its brilliancy.
The problem of how to overcome this difficulty ha- always
been a source of much trouble to the drummer, and while
many devices have been tried they have proven either unsatisfactory or impracticable.
ctric 'hum heater is an efficient, practical device
recently put in the market by the Leedy Mfg. Co., of Indianapolis— see their advertisement in another part of the paper
— that can be attached to any drum in a few minute- without
removing the head- or marring the shell in any manner; in
fact, the small metal plate that is fastened to the shell only
adds to the general appearance of the drum.
The electric drum heater has many advantages oxer the
electric light globe, which is commonly used, as the heat
generated i- evenly distributed — not concentrated on one spot
— and is so regulated that it never becomes hot enough to
bake or dry out the heads. Should the electric light globe
happen to break or burn out, it has been necessary to take
the drum apart, put in a new bulb, and reassemble the drum
— thi- requires considerable time. The electric drum heater
is practically indestructible, will never burn out and can
be entirely removed in a few seconds without disturbing
any other part of the drum.
Another good feature of the electric drum heater is that
it is light, compact, and durable. It can easily be carried in
a drum ca>e, and the entire outfit, including the heater, -ix
feet of cord, and the two connecting plugs, weighs but eight
ounces — the heater alone but two.
The regular model is so constructed that the propi
of heat is generated when connected with a no-volt incandescent lamp socket, but we are prepared to make them to
suit any other voltage desired.
This article is an excellent investment, for besides the
pleasure derived from having the drum in fine playing condition regardless of the weather, it will save time, worry, and
the expense of replacing broken heads.
Readers will note from our advertising columns that the
United States Disinfectant Company, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
have moved to new quarters. They have also opened a
European office in Sollingen, Germany, and within a week
or two will open a New York office on Union Square. As
the hot season approaches, an absolute necessity in every
well-patronized theater is a good disinfectant. The U. S.
Company is one of the leading manufacturers of disinfectants
and supplies a large number of theaters as well as institutions of various kinds throughout the country. We understand a large number of the exchanges handle their product
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QUESTIONS
ON LAST WEEK'S
LESSON,
i. yVhal is the speed of light?
2. Wliat
Describeis meant
Rpemer's
method of ofmeasuring
light speed.
3.
by aberration
light?
4. How apply it to light -peed measurement?
5. Describe Fizeau's method
of measuring the speed of
light.
Physical Optics teaehe - that light is a radiant energy and
that it travels, '.r is tran- mitted, by a vibrative motion of the
ether. Science teaches th at it travels in straight lines, as haiwn, and explain; what is meant by the term "ray."
In our experiments we >consider
only the ray, or rays of
light. This i- necessary 1 n order that we may employ mathematical reasoning and in; akc intelligent drawings. We conCeive the ray, but. a- a imatter of fact, a- has already been
show 'i. it ha- no real exi- tence in fact, We imagine the ray
as a line of light and a- -uch we use it for demonstration.
a physical impossibility,
Tin- isolation of a line i-
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The angle between the incident ray and the norma
is called the "angle of incidence." The angle between the
normal and the reflected ray (R X X) is called the "angle of
reflection." When the incident ray is normal to the surface the incidence is denoted as "direct."
A simple instrument may be made with which these laws
may be shown, a- shown in Fig. 15. in which M is a strip
qU.J

of mirror (not the cheap kind, but a strip of high-class
mirror which has a flat and true reflecting surface) about
one-quarter of an inch wide, S i= a scale laid off on a large
sheet of paper, and L a candle, lamp or other light, and P a pointer, upon one end of which M
in upright position. The scale may be laid off by laying
a small draughtsman's scale on the paper and extending its
scale with a rule, being very careful to be accurate, -ince
a slight error on the small scale will be magnil
pointer 1'
Now
11 we setUSt thebe light
45 degrees,
-it opposite
exav'
the pointer at <w we -hall find that we will on!)
-ee the flame in the glass strip when the eye 1- op]
In Fig. 15 1. M P 1- the angle of incidence, wfa
is the' angle of reflection.
If these two ani
exactly equal by the scale there 1- something
wi
your apparatus.
When the incident is at any point the reflective angle will always be found to read exactly double
the normal by the scale
It will thus he seen that the angle
of reflection travels twice as fast a- the normal
the incident he a? degrees, the normal i>o degree-, the re-

'

and
Fig. 14.

angle

of reflection

•

hence the ray is impossible in actuality.
By the ihf of
lines, called ray-, however, we are enabled to explain the
causes of rellecti :
and deduce the prin• ming certain things in connection with light, diil h this explanation
■ 'hat li^ht
travels in straight lines an. I is refra
I law-.
Reflection of Light.
don "i the in. id( nl lighl
proportion reflected being dependent on the nature
,1 A line drawn
uch manner thai
to n 1 at
Reflection,
(a)
to the surface, the incident

from any point of a reflecting
it 1- perpendicular to tl
that point, is called a "Normal
If the incident my be a normal
ray, the normal and th<
r path, or line.
(b). Th.
the incident ra) and the normal
and the angle between the reflected r.i> and the normal will
found to be equal, ai shown in
In In' 1 1 \ \ 1 the mil ror,
■..•In. I \
ra) and N tl

■

■

jumps t<

1HK
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■

the paper so that
held close to the
hidden behind the
ular to the paper,
n \\ e n. .\\ stick
with pins
passing
>wn we shall
find
shing tin fact that
it jdei i
is .ill other experiments, it t- imitelj true, flat surface be
icperimeni must be very thin, else
iction of the thick

San Francisco Ordinance. — Mr

Albert C. Cohn, Inspector
us< n, cm and Assemblies,
and
i n for County
some of
rime San pastIranan
M ring Picture World and take the
writing these lines with the idea of givii
valuable journal a brief synopsis of the
method
<<i inspection of moving
picture theaters in San
copy of tin- ( >rdinance regulating operating of moving pictures in <'iir theater-.
1 would
•!n- juiint that were it not for the fact that, in the
May 20th issue of the Trouble Department
I read a con: ill Lake.' I would possibly not have
taken the liberty of attempting to enlighten your reader:,.
however, after thoroughly digesting the Ordinance
I submit, the same will be appreciated and many of your
aj desire an < Ordinance of the same kind be passed
in their locality.
Since I have been inspector of moving
picture theaters and other place- of amusement where movli-played. 1 have attempted at all time- to
■

with

both

the

operator

and

the

owner,

and

1

il the results brought about by the Department of
Electricity of this city are probably better than those in any
•. of the country
1 iir-t took up inspection of
: es about fifteen months ago and since that time
have made the condition of the operating room such that
;..r can at lea-t live therein, for all operating
i, nt size were ordered enlarged sufficiently
-o that tin- operator could conveniently
get around
the
apparatu- in the room.
At that time a great number
of
owner- were operating their machinei or ordering the optheir machines) by electric motor-, which
of tin Code
'National
Electric a-(.'ode'
and by
as the
said Nationallation
Electric
was adopted
a whole
the
isors, thi- was therefore in violation of the
Law of the City ami County of San Francisco.
Naturally
great deal of trouble enforcing the operation of tinmachine- by hand
Being an inspector I was well known
and at my approach the doorkeeper or the ticket seller would

pre--arrival
the* signal
room, announcing
my
By buzzer
the timeto 1tingot operating
up the ladder
and in the
■lie motor wa- removed and Mr. Operator
laughing up hi- sleeve, figuring how nicely he fooled
• realizing that be wa- not fooling me,
but himself.
I studied the question very seriously and came
to a realization of the fact that a motor-driven machine, if
ind permanently
in-tailed, would not only reduce
the tire n-k. but also the danger to life and property, by
• the fact that the operator would at all time- have
two hands 'to work with and in case the film broke just
aperture plate it would not be really necessary
for him to -top the -how. since, as the motor wa- running
the machine, he would be amply able to take the broken
end of the film and attach the same to the take-up reel.
Furthermore, it would benefit the owner and patron by giving a more steady, therefore a more satisfactory picture.
The result was that the owners and the representatives of
the Operators' Union (Local Union No. 162, I. A. T. S. E.)
§ot together with the representatives of the Department of
Electricity and after several meetings before the Electricity
Committee of the Hoard of Supervisors of the City and
County
1, recommended
the accompanying
ordinance to the P.oard of Supervisors and the same was
by the Honorable Mayor P. H. McCarthy,

was

WORLD

and 1- now law.
In reading over the -aim- 1 believe that
_\.,u will agree that
measures
are ■
ical none
and of
that thetheprecautionary
entire ordinance
is both
conservath
nly to the owner and operator, but
to the public at large. On all of the room- built since I
have had the responsibility ol their inspection I have refused
to approve of the TRAP DOOR EXIT from the operating
room and forced construction to be such that the direct
od exit to and from the operating room be by
means of a regular door, allowing the owner to install the
trap do,,r -,,nu distance from (outside, I presume, Ed.) the
regular door, a- 111 most cases it would work a hard-hip
both architecturally and financially to force him to put in a
regular staircase instead of tin- ladder that 1- usually used.
"Another matter I have attempted to rigidly enforce was
the condition of the room a- to cleanliness. I found there
could be no greater danger than an accumulation of waste
paper, rags, wa-te. etc.; especially the accumulation of short
scrap film, whether the same be inflammable or
non-inflammable. Thi- fault has been largely overcome by
enforcement of paragraph- C and 'D' of Section 3 of the
ordinance. You will also note that we did not include "NO
SMOKING" in the operating room, a- we believed that to be
a matter for each individual owner -to handle if In
an approximately too places of amusement in San
Francisco wherein moving picture- are di?played. and the
in all but a very few of them are trioroughly competent, due in most part to the fact that they are members
of the Union and required to pass an examination before
getting their card as a journeyman operator. From my own
observation 1 do not believe that there are any better operator- m the country than are the members of Local Union
Emploj
No. [62 of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage
"Now. a- regards our friend from Salt Lake and his comment a- to the 'National Electrical Code,' 1 would just like
to say a few words: if the owners who are about to build
a moving picture theater would take the time to look up
the requirements of the Code and build in conformity therewith, they would have no trouble after completion of their
house. I have found that the whole trouble is not the
changes made from time to time by the National Board of
Fire Underwriters, but the fact that the average owner does
not take time to investigate, or does not know that nearly
all municipalities have some ordinance or law governing
both the construction and operation of these places.
"I believe the enclosed ordinance will cover all that will
be of further interest to your readers and assure you that I
will be more than pleased from time to time to impart any
further information desired. T trust that before any further
censure is laid at the door of the National Electrical Code,
those who desire to critici-e will first pause to investigate.
"Thi- letter ha- been approved by the Chief of the Department of Electricity. Mr. Wm. H. Urmy."
The ordinance mentioned reads as follows:
BILL

NO.

1688.

ORDINANCE

NO.

1510.

Section
i
Ml
electrical
appliances
ami
apparatus
Willi or
n
uii ,,f moving
pirtur
that" provision
relating
i
of motors tot the purpose of operating moving picture machines, be In
conformity with the rules ami regulations set forth in what is known as
■•National
Electrical
i
mg
rules and
requires •
Installation of electrical wiring and apparatus for electric light, heat
and |M.»er.
as the same are now
established, and the

lationa, andtogether
also
time,

with ruleamendments
and dmi..
and
regulations
now

any

established

i

made
from
time Francisco,
to time byare thehereby
Department
Electricity
of the <'ity and
County
of San
adopted of and
approved.
Sect inn LV H shall he unlawful for any person, llrm. corporation or association to Install, cause „r permll to be Installed, or operate any motor
,,r othei ,|,\].e tu operate a moving picture machine until a permit In
writing therefor ha- first been grunted by the Chief of the Department of
Electricity, said pern.
conspicuous place In the operating
room
where
said motor
I- being
used,
provided
said permit
shall he granted
In all eases where
thi I
I motor and
the wiring thereof
iliall
conform
to all the ordinances
of the City
and
County
of San
Francisco.
Permits
to opera-e
a moving
picture
machine
with
the aid
of a
tor -hall
be i—ued
in the nan
f the owner
or owners,
shall not
be
transferable
and
may
be
revoked
by the Chief
of the
Department
of
Electricit]
for
any
of the
I
■ ..f the person,
firm . corporation
or association
to whom
the
permit
Is Issued
to
standard
as required

maintain
bj the

the electrical
appliances
"National
Electrical
Code"

and
and

apparatus'
at a
the Department

B
Failure
Of
the
person,
firm,
corporation
or
assoclatiot
within live i.-,i ,i„ys ui,y complaint
on the electrical
appliances and apparatus
within or al«,ut the premises In which the moving
picture exhibition Is given.
C— Violation of the rules of the Department of Eletcrlclty of the City
and
County
,.f San
I
Section to4. keep
It Shall
unlawfulthe for
soelatlon
locked be during
hours any In person,
Which
Hon
Is open to the public the door or entrance
to
which
the moving
picture
machine
Is operated.

firm,

corporatlor

ng

picture

"

exhlbl-
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Section 5 1 1 ■ ■ itoi 1 him familiarize himself with the use of
all tin- .levies iii -lulled for tUe O|>eratiotj of the electric currerjt 1q the
operating room, an. I the ckralng ol all opentnfa from the operating room into
the main auditorium, ami must see that all of these devices are kept in
perfect working order.
B — No waste paper, newspapers, old doths. rags or anything of an Inflammal.le character will be permitted In the operating room, provided, hownterpreted to govern inflammable
Sim
.ippn
' opera: ion of
BOl

,t at all times be kept
and floor of the operating
hlsh sbouid he allowed to accumulate.
at, dirt
■ or wiping rags wl.
permitted in the operating room
li an approved me
oved metal can or metal backet) partially filled with water,
b operating room for the reception of waste carbon.
i ,i> a storeroom, and no material
other than that required
for the Immediate
operation
shall
therein.
eave tin- operating room
while a plr-tiir.... slid.- or trunsp
1 ilblted, nor leave the
Operating
1
luring an intermis-ion.
without
Brat having
disconnected
ring picture machine.
H— Burnt out fusee must not be refilled or used, and no other fuses than
Standard Fuses, approved by the "National Electrical Code" shall be used.
I— Approved
piotective devices,
namely
fireguards,
to protect open film
coming from
upper magazine a
lilui coming
itlc drop shutter to cover the
„,
K— It shall
to employ for
of
all
blage In w 1

te a moving

. ton who Is not at |. ; picture machine by motor

he unlawful for a
the purpose ol operating
age.
he Incumbent upon the owner

of any

one hundred UOOj dollars, or by Imprisonment
more than
erely repeal . onili* 1
■ llnance took effect.

|

in

• its representatives.

01 more than
In the County Jail for not
mil imprisonment,

Much space has been given Inspector Cohn's communication and the accompanying ordinance, for two reasons, viz:
The San Francisco Department lias taken the proper course
giving publicity to its laws governing moving picture theaters through the moving picture trade journal, the Moving
Picture World. The editor of this department lias several
■ inly by Mobile, Ala., to
help in the matter of securing suitable ordinances governing
matter- pertaining to operating r
is and the examination
of operator-. The publication of San Francisco's ordinance
will liu doubt serve as a guide and aid to other cities seeking
ing picture theaters and.
more particularly, matter- pertaining to projection. After
carefully reading. 1 find but two things to criticise in the
submitted, viz: the National Code requires that
arc lamps used on a theater stage, amid flimsy and highly
Inflammable scenery, be wholly enclosed. This, on a stage, is
eminently proper. The writer, however, m-ists and maintains that a complete enclosure •>! the arc is neither necessary
nor desirable in an operating r n. That the lamp house
should be tightl) closed, front, top and sides i- reasonable
and right, bui there is no good and valid reason why its back
cannot be lefl open
absolutely
te whatever,
Tight clos■ lamp house men..-.'- rapid deterioration ol the
idc ol the lamp house and superinduces excessive
I ha\ . ■ .ml and now n peat there is
dangei ol etting fire to anything in an
11 through the open Lack ..i the lamp house as
setting New York Uaj aflame with a match
My
San
iticism is the lack ol a no smoking clause in in
It may
n the

manager

ii deadly in n

approves, but in man) cities it
■ all
1 he "deadly cigarette" would
effect
Aside it
these t\%o things

the i dni. i of this 1

p| iln

not an ...l\ ... ate "i the
• In opci atoi has many temptations
t careful supci \ i ion ol In proji
that with the cla
ol men operating in San Fran
maj !>■■ permitted withou
■ 'ii the i ut tain
I n con
il may be mentioned that the Ediloi
1 1, »a i iin nt ha
ired from the I >epai tment

oi \\ ,,1. i Suppl
■
Jul-

Uture furnish
We i

i n\

ol \. v\ N oik
w ill be made

I ity j
i.. in

the various tradi paperi ..II official promul
1 pariiu. in relating to moving picture die
in i ules of the I lepartmi nt, law i.
ill pa
Mi
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criticisms, accepting them in the spirit in which they are
given, and we assure him that communications from him
will be welcomed at any time. His work as set forth in
the letter is altogether good. The National Code errs in
making one set of rules apply both to regular stage arcs
and arcs located in an operating room. It also errs in not
demanding
ampleair.open
open.-,.250 sq. ins.
ceiling to thean open
same vent
to be'riue
not from
less than
Words
of Commendation. — Mr. H. P. \\V:'.-. Manager
Maywood Opera House, Corning, Cal.. writes: "I have been
a reader of your most valuable paper, The World. :
ber of years and since you started the Trouble Department
1 have always looked forward to receiving the lat
Enclosed please find check for $1.50 for which k
me your Handbook.
1 should lik
1 for your efforts through The World for the benefit of the business in general.
In
what everyone interested must admit— The World 1- simply
Many thanks for your words of appreciation. Friend Walls.
We have tried hard to do the gr<
mount of
good and it is pleasant to know there are
ciate our efforts.
great!"
High Class Operators Wanted. — Oklahoma (nam<
and
writerwith
suppressed
by reque-t
1 write-:
in touch
five operators
who are
willii -"can you put me
part of the country"' I want nun who can do the work
and will do it. The company for which I am head operator and electrician is opening five bouses and I will have
complete
charge of all operat 1
equipment, which latter consists ^>i the following in each
house: two motiographs,
motor driven: 1 doubli
(dissolver); 1 rectifier; _' compensarcs.
Everything new and
lirst class. There will be no -tinting in tl
Hours 7 p. m. to 11:30 p. ni.; Saturday. 7:30 p. 1:
p. m.; no Sunday-.
Eighteen-year-old boy to re-wind and
act as general helper, but must not touch machim
thread; three reels
increased when
services
warrant
such action
Must be
Union men. belonging to I. A. T. S K. of which 1 am a
charter member.
1 am writing you. as you are t!.<
to whom I can look for first ela-- nun
Should you publish
this request, please impress upon
fact that
I do not care to hear iron beginners
Nothing bui
men. able and willing to delivei '
ered. but to such
| opening
Allow me to
congratulate you on your success with the Department.
I
am an old-timer myself and it seems to me that
in Chicago in the old days,
By the way, n ■
classy projection in those days with thi
when one cunes to consider the equipment, or rather lack
of equipment
I have an old machine, a relic of tOOI, which
1 am going to photograph and send to
l hose bn thei - « ho f< 1 1 aide to delivei I
write me immediately and presumably th<
you are able to give the more chl
curing .me of these positions
I would liki
my reader-, however, the fact that this 1- evidently
Sition calling for high class men
who thoroughly understand their business, and il ■■■
references

will

be

lorwarded

mm

<

shall be glad, indeed, to have the pictun
machine, and we tru-t that throi
tment
Brother will be abb ti secure the kind ol men be
Film Jumps
film jump oft the lower ip
-eems to climb and lump at every little patch
and it il I can I li ink of, but c.n II

I I

I he trouble maj lie in
but
all probability
il 1- due to ••
Your in lake
>>p ten
wind

tin

thai the iti ipp< 1 1
apron, hi , through the b

the

thai

•
-

the

■•

\Y< tKl.D
M< >\ ING
the thick:

l'H 11 RE

mil keptis
;ocket

tracki producing
-■ndition that ai
•
-'.upper plate wouKl
Of them that need
attending to, and then if i
Dt the idler bracket
sufficient
• -:. one at eithei
ket idler
ave no further tr
Trouble with Focus. — Montana (name of town suppressed)
•; e M"\ ing Picture

•

.1 little trouble in
ctly sharp
n theoccuri
centimes, this
Machine is 1009
ser, the latter next
projecting lens; .11 ft. throw, 11 ft. picture;
11 cored below and
Machine line- up perfectly, aperture
i time.

1 thinkjjhtly
you must certainly hav< misstated the carbon matterworn."
an<!
elow instead of vice
i u would not be able to gel good light with the
Yi inch hard above.
In all probability the trouble lies in the
ire plate since the fault you describe is very frequently
by worn
plate worn
tracks. by the
As" the
film
»n caused
through
the aperture
little hollow
springs,
it frequently buckles, that i- to say moves in and out as it
r the aperture plate, and the difference of even
BO much as the sixty-fourth of an inch in distance of film
from the lens will cause a decided blur on the screen.
It
may also be caused by the tension springs not bearing
squarely on the tracks, or being loose, so that they move
In one of these things, or a combination
of all three of them, you will probably find your difficulty.
times happens that the aperture plate tracks will
wear very badly without producing much effect, then again
a plate with only comparatively
slight wear will produce
all kinds of trouble.
It seems to depend a great deal on
just how the wear occurs.
I might add that very dry,
shrunken
film has a tendency to buckle sometimes,
even
with a good plate.
Dynamo Capacity.— Remsen, la., writes: "Is a direct current dynamo 1.5 K. \V. 60 to 70 volts, strong enough to give
good arc light for moving pictures? My electrician guaranteed it to be, but 1 have had much trouble probably on account of a 3 to 4 h.p. engine which slows down too much
when the load is on. The light is bright at the start. I am
getting a 6 h.p, engine and hope it will do much better;
but I wish to hear from you very early as to whether the
namo is capable of doing the work, as I am in haste
to get another one, if necessary."
In the first place, Remsen, this is the first communication
I have received from you. In the second place, you have
written so much on a postal card that it is impossible to
make it all out. In stating the K. W. of your dynamo you
have written it 1.5. I can only gues* at what you mean
by that. A VA K. W. dynamo would be rather small for
rk. On the other hand a 15 K. \Y. djnamo would
ther too large. A 60 volt machine is not good for
such work; it should be 70 volts at least. You could manage
the <>o volt current all right, but the resistance required
would he so slight that the arc regulation would be very
difficult. In one corner of the card you say something about
your lower carbon, but the writing is so fine I cannot make
• my dear sir, that in future you
set forth matters a little more at length, remembering that
we arc about 1200 miles away and cannot give intelligent
advice unlc-s full and complete details are clearly set forth.
For moving picture projection I would not consider anything smaller than a 3 K. W. generator of not less than 70
volts, and an engine of capacity to easily handle it without
working up t.. it- capacity. A 5 or 6 h.p. engine will do
the work nicely, however. Personal replies are not. as
I have from time to time stated, made to correspondents
11 lea-t $1. 00 be enclosed to pay for -ame.
through the Department are entirelv free and
you arc at liberty to make as much use of the Department
as you may desire.
Light Trouble.— Mr C L. Hoover, owner Gem Theater,
Audubon. Ia„ writes: "Recently the condenser nearest the
arc broke after being in use over two vears. Since replacing it my light has been a brownish color all around the
fl : u ft. picture; one 6'/2 and one
■-rest the arc. Powers No. 5 machine, no volt, 133 cycle current through a compensarc;

No <> wire all the way from transformer
ive tried two o!/_. and tu
and moved
the lamp house back and forth, but it does not do any good.
Can get a big -pot. but the light is brown just the same.
to be a good clear one. has no
greenish look edgewise, and have another just like it. but
make any difference. Have tried all the
different ways of setting carbons, but the light is still brown.
Had a \er> pretty white light before the condenser broke.
Here i- another one that has stumped me: There is a movement of the film of about one inch on the curtain and I am
unable to stop it. It also moves sideways about that much.
1 just put in a new intermittent sprocket, star and cam and
bearings, and have intermittent adjusted as close as possible.
It ha- no end movement. I am using a flat steel shoe riveted
t" the regular ten-ion spring and have a little device which
make- it impossible for the tension springs to move down
even the thousandth part of an inch. The movement doesn't
blur the picture and the shutter is set according to directions
in Handbook, though I have tried different setting- with
no better results. I am using Laemmle service, and while
the films are old they arc in good running order and seem
to be in pretty good shape as to sprocket hole-, etc. I enclose sample for your inspection. The Trouble Department
is fine and I read it with interest every week. The Handbook is certainly a good one. If any one has trouble with
film jumping
off same
the lower
sprocket
on washer
the Powers
they
may remedy
by putting
a thin
on eachN'o.side5,
of the idler roller. Have had them on my own machine for
four months and haven't had a film jump since their
You seem to have done everything that one could suggest
installation."
doing.
The only additional thing I can think of is that for
some reason there has been a drop in your current supply
at the arc, which occurred at about the same time a- your
condenser broke. A lowering of the amperage would be
likely to produce a brown light. I do not say this 1- the
case, but it is the only suggestion I can make. I ha\ given
your name and address in order that any of our readers
who have had similar experience, or can suggest a remedy,
can write to you directly. A- to the movement of the film,
as I understand it. this has occurred since the installation of
your new intermittent sprocket. It is quite possible that
the new sprocket is not true. If the trouble occurred after
the installation of the sprocket. I would immediately request
that the Powers Company to send another, you. of course,
returning the old one later for their inspection. If there is
no side motion in your intermittent sprocket and still there is
a rhythmatical regular sidewise motion to the film, the fault
must lie in the sprocket. But in this case it ought to occur
once every time the sprocket went around, or four times
each turn of the crank. If the up and down and sidewise
motion both occur in this manner the fault is in the sprocket,
or in the sprocket and intermittent shaft combined, there
being a possibility that the shaft is a trifle out of true. It is
also possible that the whole fault lies in the teeth of the intermittent sprocket, which may have been in some way unevenly
milled, or milled a trifle large. Be sure also that your projection lens is not tetering; that is to say, that the tube is
not tetering inside the jacket. I think in one of the«e things
or a combination of them you will certainly find your difficulty. The sprocket holes in the film submitted are in excellent condition.
Ghost Trouble. — Oklahoma (name of town suppressed>
writes: "Many thanks for your reply on page [138, May 20th
issue. I am sorry that I was not more definite in my letter.
The ghost is a dark spot in the center of the screen and I
am still unable to remove it, though by loosening up my
machineruary and
lamp,I as
Friend
plan,it page
Feb25th issue,
haveperbeen
ableKirk's
to make
some 421.
smaller.
I am sure the cause lies in the lamp, since the spot i- visible
at the aperture. Have had my lines tested and they show
no volts line pressure before entering compensarc Amperage behind compensarc, as follows: The 14 ampere notch
gives 6 amperes; the 40 "ampere notch gives 20 and the 60
ampere notch gives 34. So, of course, the compensarc is
not delivering the current it is supposed to. We have written
the manufacturer, but could not get relief further than instructions to send it back for repairs. This we are not able
to do at present, not having anything to use in the meantime.
Many thanks for referring my lamp trouble to the Standard
people; obtained immediate relief by their sending a lug
to go on the tilting screw. Will have a photo of my operating room taken before long and will send you one for
I think. Oklahoma, your ghost must be due to a shadow
caused by tip of the lower carbon. This very frequently
publication."
happens when the lamp is set on a slant and the lower carbon advanced just a little bit too much so that it burns up
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slightly in front of the lower part of the upper crater. As
everything else seems to be all right I am of the opinion
that this must be the trouble. Of course, the Ft. Wayne
people cannot repair the compensarc unless you send it to
them. If they sold it to you for a no volt machine and it
delivered amperage as above set forth at the start, then
they should by all means send you another compensarc at
once. However, I would suggest that you go to your local
hardware dealer and get some ordinary galvanized wire,
about No. 8 gauge. At some convenient place in your operating room attach several porcelain insulating knobs such
as are shown on page 12 of the Handbook — the large one
on
the the
rightother
hand and
side the
marked
in twofeetrows,
one Coil
row
above
rows "Brunt,"
about two
apart.
up, by wrapping it tightly around a broom handle or any
other convenient small cylinder, plenty of the iron wire
and then stretch the coils on the insulators and use it as a
rheostat while you send your compensarc in for repairs. You
must put asbestos on the wall behind the coils, of course.
If there are laws in your city governing operating room
installation, it would be well to secure the consent of the
proper department to the use of this arrangement temporarily. On pages 36 and 37 of the Handbook you will,
I believe, get an idea of how to construct a rheostat of this
kind. The main thing is put in plenty of wire, say not less
than 50 feet, and then cut out sufficient of it until you get
the de-ired current. I know of no other suggestion I can
offer at t lii ~ time, unless it be to try pulling your lamp house
further back.
Three Wing Shutter. — Chehalis, Wash., write-: i see you
have, on a number of occasions recently, made the statement
that a person can use the three-wing Powers No. 6 outside
shutter on 60 cycle A. C. and get results. Personally I know
of six houses around here that have discarded the three-wing
shutter for the two-wing. Take my case, for instance: the
supply is 60 cycle, no volt, supposed to be. I had a volt
meter on the feed wires of my compensarc and the voltage
ranged from 70 to 128 in exactly one minute by the watch,
and it is that way all the time here. If you can put a threewing shutter on that and get results, or tell me how to, I
would like to see you do it."
I said, Chehalis, and I repeat, that the three-wing shutter
tan b( used successfully on 60 cycle current with the one
exception, that it limits the speed to less than 80. When you
reach the speed of about 80 the blades get in synchronism
with 1 sidi of the alternations, producing a flashing, or
wavering of the light. The three-wing shutter would have
nothing whatever to do with the change in the voltage, unpeed of the dynamo changed, in which
course, the cycles would change and then the shutter blade
would get in synchronisfm at a lower speed. I should say
that a voltage that ranged from 70 to 128 in one minute, or
in a hundred, for that matter, would not be fit for projection
light, incandescent light, power, or anything .
couldn't from that kind of voltage with a
three-wing shutter, or any other kind of a ghutter, since
the transforming device (inductor, compensarc, etc ) that
would deliver say 50 amperes at no volt primary pressure
would not deliver light practical for projection on 70 volts
primary.
The two -wing shutter has this gdvant
■ rcentage of the light than does the
three-wing
On the other hand, the three-wing eliminates
Pei anally, I prefer to use more ampi
requisite curtain brilliancy to having the exceede flicker.
The two-wing
shutter can be
used with all around good results where one is projecting a
very large picture, since the dicker on a large picture does
o mu< h .1- on
Carbon
Needling.butts
— LaHarpe,
carbon
u 111., writes:\ C, "Am
60 ft lending
throw,
II
Would likr tn know if excessive
needling
v pooi binder, poor contact or what? 40 amperes
hould an aperture plate last? How bad
last— how man) reel I mean
v\
■ n an inch or two?"
1 had tin- Ann
.•. 111. you dii 1 1 '

how

■■

l

move up
inline

t, bUt

tll.lt

nee the pressure is distributed better

Well oilperfectly,
01
light
and
longer thl

with
-.on.pi
to from
it much bi '

condition

ture be wants at 1

the

•
if

limber

Your .jucry

1- transparent

The picture

from behind tin

WUlM

plate will depend on (a) kind ■
tightly they b< ai on the ftlo

■
both film, Anything
plate and inintermittent
undu ••
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concerning life of sprockets cannot be answered at all. To
some extent life of intermittent sprocket depends on speed
and tension used. To some extent life of lower sprocket
depends on tightness of take-up tension. For answer to
last question see reply to "Light Trouble," in another place.
A Puzzler. — New York City writes: "Have been working
on A C in one place for the past two and one-half years
and in all that time have never failed to get good light on
my 9 x 12 picture at 50 feet; current 60 cycle, 220 volt A C
Have a compensarc with 14-40-60 ampere contacts. We
recently opened an airdome in which the same electrical
service is installed, viz: 60 cycle, 220 volt A C. Am using
same compensarc, but I am unable to get a good spot and
the light is simply awful. There are two spots on the gate,
or two rings of light (overlapping each other, of course),
and it is the same no matter how I set my carbons or where
lamp house set-. I have changed condenser lens<
lows: two 6!/2, one 6'/2 and
3 and one ~Vi and
one 8 and one 6>2, but the two-ring spot still remains the
same. Have taken the same outfit to the other place
(theater; and got an excellent spot. Both the light company and the compensarc people have been here and tested
thing- out, reporting everything in perfect condition. Therefore the hands of Yours Truly are up in the air and he is
calling for help, con-table and pi
After writing the foregoing, the Brother called on the Editor of this Department and secured a promise that he personally inspect the matter complained of, which was done. A dark
ghost was removed by pulling back the lamphouse. The
lamp was very light in construction and decidedly wabbly,
but the double spot seems a corker, all right. There apparently was plenty of amperage at the arc, but no matter
what contact the compensarc wa- set on the double spot
remained practically unchanged. My \isit was made Saturday A M. and time was limited, but I propose going out
again. The condenser lenses were tilted at varying angles
to each other without materially affecting the double spot.
As they now are. they set with the bulge of the convex
nearly an inch apart. I moved them up close together and
the double spot wa> far worse. At first glance the problem
seems certainly to be purely optical, and one the current
could not affect. Mature consideration has caused me to
question this, however. The light flutters and I am inclined
to believe a line trouble exists — loose connection or something of that sort. Possibly it might be in the pole transformer. The fact that the same identical outfit gi\es excellent results on the same service elsewhere, would seem
to indicate that, impossible as it seems on the face of it,
the current is the guilty wretch. 1 shall report the final
solution of this matter and meanwhile would be glad to
hear from those who feel like offering help. I might add that
I could find no reflecting surface, cither in lamphouse or
ing, capable of producing the trouble.
Transparent Screen. — Mr F. E S
r Empire
Theater, Reading, Pa., writes: "1 note that Mansfield, Ohio,
asks information concerning the matter of projection through
the curtain. 1 can aid him in bis difficulty, as 1 have been
doing the -ame thing, at the same distance and agree with
you that be will eventually pass it up, the same as did I. He
can, however, throw a picture with machine level with screen,
without the audience -eeing the spot from
ing a thin -beet with liquid gla--. diluted one ball with water
The screen should be thin and be thoroughly Coated with

ment
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Department
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Exhibitors

A Quick Relief for Lamp Accident*
A NECESSAHV adjunct to every outfit
AVOIDS DELAYS.
ADJUSTED IN ONE MINUTE
Cut shows clamps attached to lamp.
Pat. Applied for, »Wr« for Dttcriptivm Circular
PRESTO
EMERGENCY
CLAMP
CO.
Bos 264
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK

I
in your

■

Picture

PRESTO EMERGENCY CLAMP

• of not less than
tion i- the ideal condition
Such a
behind the curtain.
You
surementj
■ aph shutter
I 1909
1 he Edengrapn
an extreme proposition aoutside shutter machines artsince the -butter
ugh t" the lens.
They can, howpecia
shutter, w nli extra wide
'.
1 results, however, are optically
imwith such extremely >h< <rt throws, no matter what
l In

MARE

Excellent
Projection.
\t the Park
Row
Theater,
Park
osite the mam postoffice, New Y"rk City, one sees
• n indeed, Mr
Herman Rinsler being Chief
The li^l't is brilliant.
I well handled.
Mr. Rinsler and his assistants are
gratulated on the excellence of their work.
The
I with a screen coated by a preparation.
the invention of it- manager, giving remarkably good results
We tried to induce him to publish tbe receipt, which i- not for -ale. but without avail.
Tin- i-. we
error
It everyone took that stand, the progress
of the picture and it- projection toward perfection would be

to your audience.
For the sum of three dollars ($3) cash with
order, wi will send by express, charges not prepaid, the following:
24 cover -Ins?, 1 package binder strips, 1 dozen
mats, 1 instruction sheet, 1 form sheet and 50
strips assorted olors gelatin — enough for from
300 to 400 slideOrder now.
Address

•

Hendersonville, N. C. — Jno. Bradford i- opening a new
motion picture theater, to be known a- the Pastime, under
the Hotel Gates and will -eat 5(hi, $2,500 is being expended
in fitting up the place. Licensed films will be run in connection with full orchestra and high-class singers.

lOOOft.each- BUSINESS
Bucking Bronchos
r< und-up
and

'EMSELF SLIDES
YOUR-

Make them yourself. Written with pen and
ink or typewriter. Three minutes to make a
slide. Used for advertising slides, to announce
future or feature programmes, for chorus slides
when chorus slide is missing. We send four
colors of gelatin. The slides look well and any
one can make them. They are handy also for
announcing vaudeville acts. In fact they may
be readily used for anything you may wish to say

UTILITY

No.

STIMULATERS

TRANSPARENCY

6 Bradhurst Avenue

EVERYWHERE-

CO.

New

York City

lOOOft.each
FALL ROUND UP
showing the West
as it really is. 10.000 cattle, brand-

roping

branding

ing, roping and
riding long-horned

riding

boys,
bucking
eowbull fight.the
Pickett;
the dusk

55
real bucking bron• ipid suc• acta nnc
■ rf. inner.
Concluding with a
high-school
exhillur,"

r

'.

Miller.

101 Ranch
Industrial Scenes
par

h.

Har-

•. corn and
alfalfa;
sheep

feeding

MILLER

101

BROS.

RANCH

Feature Western Films
IN A CLASS

BY THEMSELVES

throwing a wild
steer with his
teeth. Many other
thrilling
and
amusing cowboy
pastimes.

INDIAN
BUFFALO HUNT
buffalo
bow
Killing with
i\\o wild
and arrow. Indian
camp dances
and
;eremom>s.
Squaws

Few Choice State Rights for Sale at Attractive Prices

skinning the buffalo, erecting teepees and preparing

Responsible Managers Can Secure
Service Direct
From the Ranch or We Will Have Our Agents Call

a feast for the warThe

MILLER

BROS., I0I Ranch, Bliss, Okla.
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Coming! Dante's Inferno77

EXCLUSIVE

TERRITORY

AT REASONABLE

RATES

For the most sensational film ever produced, entitled

"TEMPTATIONS OF A GREAT CITY"
Pasted by the National Board of Censorship

(length 2,500 feet — three reels)
CAN BE OBTAINED

FROM

P. P. CRAFT
111 East 14th Street
WARNING
"Temptations of a Great
City" is fully protected by
the new copyright law, a
violation of which is a criminal offence. The law also

provides for heavy damages
and seizure <>t piratical him.

NEW

YORK

$500.00 REWARD
for information
which may lead to
the arrest and conviction of anyone
infringing our copyrights.

Hell, Purgatory & Paradise

I UK

MOVING

PICTURE

WHILE
-THIS

WORLD

THE
"AD"

WAS

*l The fact that our plant was burned i
June 5th, didn't interfere with POW11
^ We even made a picture of our fl;
<I Inside of twenty minutes, the direct
with Nature's stage and scenery v
<I The next day we were in a temporal
our business is going on the same as u*

<I Within a few months time, we will te:
home— the most modern fire proof p:
in the world.
NS\lir
II W
w
TT

POWERS

ALWAYS
AS
SAME
THEPLAYS
PICTURE
POWERS
RELEASED
ON TUESDAYS

PICTURE PLAYS

,
I
I

TEMPORARY |
OFFICE
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WORLD

<IRE RAGED
EING

WRITTEN

ipletely to the ground on Monday,
ENTERPRISE.
Burning Down.
lad performers out in the park and
making
a NEW
PICTURE!
ant, and
iDurnew
rz studio

SOW

Saved from the Fire
June

Smith's Marmalade

13tn

A Comedy
Something
diff
Elaborate Oriental production.

How Women Win
A Spring Tragedy

June

Oh,Say, Jim

A

l7tK

Concert
Hall
Romance

The Question
^ ^^

NAT M. WILLS

»,

m tl
King of Kazam

Memories
The Tyrant

and others of equal and (letter strength
The ahove list assures you of a continuation of th« boat
BE SURF. AND DON'T
MISS ONE

In Pfc luir.lon.

111 East 14th Street, New York City
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Coming! Dante's Inferno"

On account of parties who had options
not being able to furnish surety bonds to
guarantee contracts we still have for sale the
EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS for the film of the

Buffalo Bill Wild West
and Pawnee Bill Tar [ast
FOR THE

FOLLOWING

STATES

Nebraska, Utah, Idaho, Montana
Also Cuba. Porlo Rico, Mexico and South American Territory

This film which is 3000 feet in length has never been
exhibited in above territory which is more valuable now
than ever.
The rights for the above territory will be sold at once for
cash to responsible parties who can furnish surety bond.
Elegant assortment of lithos, photos and cuts.
Write or wire quick

P.
111

P.

CRAFT

Buffalo Bill & Pawnee Bill Film Company

EAST

14th

STREET

NEW

YORK

Hell, Purgatory & Paradise
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Indianapolis.

Chicago.
The Halsted Theater, at Sixty-second and Halsted Streets,
t picture of which is given herewith, is another of the very
aretty houses to be found in the residence sections of the
:ity. It is owned by Frank and Timpson, who also have
tome houses in Cincinnati. The front i- in delicate green
ind white, and the interior is very pretty, the predominating

HALSTED
jectioii
il one
painted
Others
of the
a- may

THEATER,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

in this theater is very good, the picture being of
size, but steady and well illuminated.
The screen
of those rare ones which is really a pure white.
Man: '.ii expressed himself as being in favor of this
reen, as giving a much smoother picture than those
with aluminum compounds.
Films used are Independent, generally first run for the first reel, though the
are mostly old enough to be rainy.
The patronage
Halsted is in keeping with the character of the house,
be expected, and business at this house seems to be

The Standard Theater, on Sixty-third, just west of Halsted Street, 1- about tin- oldest picture -how in the neighborhood. Two reels of Licensed films are shown, but they are
shown badly.
About eight unshaded
red lamps cast their
full light upon the screen, with serious effects on the picture.
The liL'lit on the picture is fairly good, so that the reason
for tin bad pictures is not in the operating room, but in the
unshaded side lights. The pianist played very well to the
abject, "In the Baggage I oach Vhead,' but her work
red by tin- hoarse tones of the barker outside shouting. "Going
now! for Step
right in!
quiteon true,
the house
was No
onlywaiting!"
half filled. Which
The Glamour Theater, on Sixty-third Street, near Wentworth Avenue, i- another pretty house which has
with pictures.
It is an attractive place, built originally for
a vaudeville-and-pictures program, but discarded the vaudeville to run straight pictureThe floor is cement, heavily
ii is had from all
ojection i- above .mm. ism, the picture on I
mi Mi. ker.
\ n
machine and .. met
lunt i"r tin qua!
picture
I hi
brilliant .1 pi. ture as tin a un inum
creen
■•■ itl
their shadow I he pi< I
fei t m idi , with great
epl
I I •
; tie thing about tl

Organization Needed.
There has been introduced in the Indianapolis City Council an ordinance forbidding establishing theaters, shows or
other entertainments, including moving picture theaters and
kaleidoscope exhibitions, within 500 feet of any building used
for educational purposes, such as public, private and parochial schools. The ordinance provides a penalty of $50 fine,
each day's violation to constitute a separate offen-e.
It is, the general opinion that the ordinance is invalid and
it was introduced only upon the very urgent request of the
Indianapolis Federation of Public School Teachers, composed of 680 teachers of the public schools. The federation
at first demanded moving picture theaters should be kept
1,000 feet away from -chool buildings, and the ordinance introduced isa compromise between the federation and individual members 01 the council.
A public hearing on the question of moving picture theaters was recently held by the committee on ordinances of
the council and the whole question of regulating moving picture theaters was gone into thoroughly. The school teachers
could present no satisfactory reason for wishing moving picture theaters kept away from school buildings, in view of
the fact that such places in the vicinity of schools do not
open until 7 p. m.
The teachers presented a report purporting t.. -how that
constant atendance at moving picture theaters has a tendency
to excite school children and make them inattentive to their
Studies. It was al-.. charged that sonic of the theaters present pictures of a "clap-trap, sensational variety."
A large number of moving picture theater proprietors were
present, and they admitted that some regulation of their
places should be made, but were unable to see how an ordinance keeping the places away from school buildings would
solve the question. There was some favor expressed for an
ordinance forbidding -chool children under sixteen years of
age attending moving picture theaters unless attended by a
parent or other adult.

* * *

Within a few day-, what will be the largest airdome in the
city will be completed. This is being erected by the Atlas
Amusement Company and will cover an entire (
2145 E. Washington Street, in a railroad di-tnet There will
be a seating capacity for 3.000 persons. The wall- of the
airdome are 01 corrugated ir..n. while a fancy wood front is
being erected
Seat- will be WOOd bclicllc. .-.re erecting an I
and Uxiord Streets, which will have a -eating *
500 persons.
It will be open about June 1.
Albert 15. Coppock, William A Coppock and 1 rederick H.
<,. Hoffstadt have organized the iirc.ct Western
\1nu-r111c11t
Company, which will furnish moving picture films and vaudeville attractions
lb. companj
has just
with an authorized capitalization •
Temple, Texas. — 1 arr & Woodhall opet ■
picture theater .>n I ir-t independent Films
The •
unique,
being .1equipped
from whence
derives itwith 1 .•:

As the rci
announcing, "' »ui Show i
I hav c seen tl
the usual
the i ..inn
room, but were i i an and neat,
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Willi the Western Producers
turd

v. Spencer,

Lot
■

Angeles.
ire about t" go to
• tli's visit
lor the

in the Santa Monica
. <
In the near
.in t,. take a num-

ind chief dramatic
mpanj 's coast branch, rcmpany under th<
tl e Yosemite and settled
next iln< e in.. mils to come. The
company spent in tin North proved
a hazan incident
ring the making ol the Selig film ''The Long
l ire was taken in tin high Sierras among the
■ i in.. nth of June
Mr Bosworth, who this
played tin- leading
i ' 'tn w ill rec ill In? ha/a
a,. ids for a quarter
Semite is conceded by travelers to b< one of
• of tin- world
Last year tin- Selig camera
wonderful views ol the waterfalls ami other
- of the park, ami this year's film- of the
even more beautiful by reason of the big
5( lig photography.
I ompany, under the direction of Mr. Frank
'ill at work m Santa Monica Canyon. The
D at work in the canyon for the past two
probably remain for a week longer.
This
• ■ ing to rival Griffith Park as a headquarters
tor tlu different film companies.
Last week the Biograph,
and Ili-oii companies were all at work within a few
mile- of each other.
The Pathe company has also taken a
number oi films in the big canyon.
d will

Mi-- Virginia < hester, who formerly played ingenue leads
with the Pathe West Coast stock company, and who had just
from a dangerous operation, was again stricken
with seri
ing her t.> again return to the hospital for another operation, i-. at this writing, lying at the
point of death in the Clara Barton Hospital. It is understood that the Pathe Company arc holding back several unfinished pictures in which she appeared, pending her recovit is hoped to finish the films.
Mr I red Siegert, a local moving picture manufacturer, recently put out of business by the Federal Court, because of
the c urt's
that been
he had
infringing
camera and
to
produce
his ruling
films, has
citedused
for ancontempt
of court,
is being searched for by Federal marshals and secret agents.
It is reported that Siegert has left the State. The writer is
also informed that the Motion Picture Patents Company have
secured an injunction against the American Film Manufacturing Company, enjoining them against the use of an alleged infringing camera. The same authority also states
that the case is to come to trial before the local Federal
courts at an early date.
* * *
The CoOperative Film Manufacturing Company, a new
local corporation about to enter the producing field, starts to
work next week making filmActive work has been delayed

PICTURE
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owing t.. the failure to arrive of a specially ordered Bausch
& Lomb camera lens. The lens has arrived, and as a consequence w..rk at the studio will hum. The company have a
number of the local moving picture colony actors under contract A recenl
;., 51 South
Broadway, Los Vngeles, damaged the company's stock and
equipmenl to thr extent of $5,000. This has also helped to
e work, but now that repairs have been made and
new apparatus in-tailed, the company will get busv on their
rei Is I he company will use a new strictly noninfringing camera, the inventor and manufacturer of which
I- about to establish a factory in Los Angeles. The writer
recently witnessed a demonstration of the new camera, and
examined the work turned out by it on Eastman ■
as a result of the investigation predicts a wonderful future
tor the camera ami its inventor. A future issue of the World
will contain an interview with the inventor, when it will be
tC •-:" int.. more details and to illustrate the invention. * * *
ig Company have recently entered into a remarkal.it contract with the Franciscan Fathers, and other church
authorities, whereby they secure the exclusive right to photograph the following Mission- controlled by the above authorities, namely: San Gabriel, San Fernando, Santa Barbara. San Juan Capistrano, and several others. Other film
manufacturer- arc warned to "keep off tin- gra--" under
penalty of the law, and litigation unendable — evei
members of the Patent- Company. The Biograph Company
recently went to one of the Missions to take a film, but learning of the contract, found themselves barred and retreated
without accomplishing their purpose. The contract with the
Franciscan Fathers, who manage the different church property-, dates for one year, during which the Selig Company
nly motion picture company allowed to photograph
the Missions, or surrounding property in the Mission estate.
In addition to the year contract, the Selig Company hold an
option to continue the contract for five years, if they are so
disposed at the expiration of the first contract. Sometime
ago the American Film Manufacturing Company's Western
company, after having been warned by the Selig Company of
the contract, by a ruse, succeeded in photographing |
of the Sail Juan Capistrano Mission. The Selig Company
local officials claim that the priest in charge of the Mission
was lured on an automobile ride, and that during his absence the American camera was used to good advantage,
lb, Selig Company have threatened to bring suit against the
American Company unless the matter is settled out of court.
California has long been noted for the beauty and variety
oi the scenery, but this is the first time ever recorded where
photographers were enjoined from photographing outside
scenery.
* * *
The Selig Company are at work upon another film of the
series of tire pictures that they are making with the aid of
the city fire department, which has already figured in several
of the recent Selig releases. The film now in the making
will deal with the Los Angeles harbor fire-fighting equipment Members of the company recently went to San Pedro,
the harbor suburb, where they kindled a smoke smudge in
the "Alden Besse." an old bark, then summoned the fireboat
tugs and San Pedro fire engines to help put out the imaginary
blaze. Los Angeles firemen are evincing a big interest in
these fire pictures, and are often seen at local moving picture
theaters watching their work in the pictures. They are
eagerly awaiting the release of the Selig film showing the
destruction of the Byrne Building, a local $250,000 fire that
was photographed by the Selig camera.

Members of the Kalem Western
Stock Company.
Left to right: 1, F. T. Brady; 2, Ray Myers; 3, Louis Moissetti; 4,
Brisco; 5 Howard Oswald; 6, Texas; 7. Miss Alice Joyce; 8, Miss Ruth Blackwell; 9, Knute Rahn; 10, Carlyle Blackwell;
11. Miss Jane Wolfe; 12, Mr. Kenan Buel. dramatic director and general manager; 13, Frank Lanning; 14, Louise Melford;
15. George Melford; 16. Miss Daisy Smith; 17, (boy) Judson Melford.
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CORRESPONDENCE
Los Angeles.
Incorporation. — Tlie Southern California Amusement Co., bave recently filed
articles of incorporation
with the Secretary of State.
Capital
stock
JlO.fJOO.
Directors,
C. ';. Lackey,
John
Burlaw,
Jr.. Wynn
Meredith.
The company
be planning the immediate
erection of a moving picture theater
In Eos Angeles.
Hyman's

Venice

Theater. — "The
"" — ? generous

Neptune"
opened
in Its praise of

Monday,
the new

the 22nd,
to a
seaside picture

This
year
Is a wonderful
<
1 baring begun
lult, traffic to the beach
: . heavy for so early
season.
The
theater has t
atlon 'to be found c
and should piny to Ug business until late In the fall.
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Theaters.

the

The Motion Picture Palace of Savin Bock, near West Haven, Conn., Is
soon to be entirely remodeled by Manager Mitchell. It Is planned to Increase the seating capacity of tbe Palace, and to redecorate thoroughly, both
Inside and outside.
A New Theater, devoting Itself exclusively to the exhibition of moving
pictures and vaudeville, will be opened in New Bedford. Mass., on or sbout
June 15. This house will have a total seating capacity of considerably more
than 2,000 people, and Is tbe old Elm Rink, completely remodeled and renovated from cellar to roof. Mr. J. A. Burke will care for the management
of tbe new house. Manager Burke Is well known In the field and should
■ weather has bad its Inning.
The Central Square Theater, of Lynn. Mass.. has made a number of changes
of policy, with a view to counteracting the hot weather. Licensed reels
are now being exhibited in place of an Independent show as formerly.
Tbe Central Square has also lopped off the vaudeville from lts_bllls, and has
placed Illustrated s. : _■. .... (be program to tak«
pictures, exhibited just three days after release
~ -tsmouth
The to be a fairly strong bill.
■ated
songs, look

I
of

Southern Cal. M. P. Men's Association. — Was Incorporated under the law
of California, May 12th. 1911. An attractive membership certificate, neatly
framed In glass and wood, and bearing the signatures of H. W. Nixon, Pres.,
and Arthur S. Ilyman, Secretary of the Association, has been presented to
each member of the Association. Needed reforms are now under consideration. One of these is. that the members of the Association will ln• employees that those leaving the services of the members connected
with
the Association,
"" " 1 issued
certificates
of merit,
provided
• done tlieir
. jlily.
Employees out of work,
holding
these
certificates,
if presented
at the headquarters
of this Association,
or
offered
every
courtesy,
and
employment,
If a

"pop" vaudeville a
Providence,
R. I., I .
Protective Association of Rhode Island, has again proved Its
mettle, showing that tbe praise accorded this Association in these columns.
was well founded. Tbe proprietors of moving picture theaters In snd
around
Providence,
have
been
li
Ible
srith
their
opeis alleged. At a meeting of the Ceutral Labor Enlon. a committee of three was appointed to carefully analyze this alleged difficulty,
and
to adjust
matters
Ao.-ordii _
I tbe meeting
of the
the operators
are considering
the organization
of a Moving
Picture

Operators'
- come
and
that

theaters,
L'nlon
hard

work
of Mr.
iow numbers
1 membership

Nixon
In
more
than
rolls.

lining
up Indifferent
exhibitors.
The
Assocla7.", per
California
exhibitors
far cent
has of
beenSouthern
in protecting
the
was
largely
through
the
1
noxious
amended
Sirobridge
Bill
tested
:it Sacramento,
and
for t
loyal
-upport
and
approval
of all Southern
California
<
feat
of this one
bill alone
saved
Southern
California
exhibitors thousands
of dollars.
The writer
is informed
that the Association
entertains
a vigorous Interest in matters
pertaining
to the 0
Tentlon
Ideas,
so long and ably advocated
by The Moving
Picture
World.
National to go Independent.— Tie National Theater. Main Street, near 5th,
Is the latest recruit to Join the landslide Into the ranks of the Independents. The theater has for ye
signed up for Independent service, wit
ginning
Monday,
29tb.
Plaza
Theater Goes Independent.— The
• illlce, under
the management
year's contract for service with
the California Film Exchange. Three months ago, of the four theaters on
N. Main sire, 1, three were licensed and only one Independent. Today, tbe
situation is just 1, .
J. L. Oilen, formerly road man of the Loi Angeles branch of The California film Exchange, of San Francisco, Los logelel and I'hoenlx, Ariz.,
baa been transferred and given full charge of the I'hoenlx office of the company. The Phoenix
branch,
recently
established,
Is located
at
Adams
&

Tbe new sirdome
Is under
Cal., opens Jane
1st, with
Independent
the management
of 1 eonard a U
Film
Pirates
Abroad
in Los
Angeles. — Film
pirates
are
abroad
In Eos
vicinity,
1... .King Junk
of the Stone
Age, or before,
as master■ I by lurid feature
banners and other obnoxious advertising,
they
arc misrepresenting
certain
tilmand
forcing
them
on a credulous
public.
to the detriment
of h
si exhibitors
In particular,
and
the moving
picture
general.
I'h-ture
patrons.
upon
being
"stung"
by
these
faked
pictures,
do
dor the exhibitor as working
for the uplift
of tbe bnalneaa,
or distinguish blm
from
his low-browed
rival,
in renting
la, Picture patrons, after being de. 1, advertising, and
paving
their money
Into the box office, bave
noil, lug
to say. but
the box
oil
• -ult.
Worthy
feature
merit,
such,
for Instance,
as the "Buffalo J
-" pictures.
■■The
Fall Of Troy.
the Tale of Two
1 Hies,"
and
similar
master]. .
for the plci
patron gives
his money
gladly
to see
them

and

considers

It

advertising,
.!.
enough
pride
In Ids
of the 50 per cent
Building

well

spent,

h

in take ■ mediocre

picture ■ ' '
bv
<| :•
honest exhibitor, who should have
■ tee the oily advances
promptly
■oppressed,
Is bound
to
d n 1I

house
an
pirate,
•
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al builders,
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Bell
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I be

discharging

their

meeting
that
fiug picture
contemplated
em
their

■ aklng
In bis
i.phatlcally
i.agers and operators.

ie Man 1.
notice
to ■ 1 'i : mere was any dlfflcu
Furthermore,
Mr.• rator-.
Lovenberg
asserted
thai I
The
We

able
disturbance.
•Tnion"
The
Cummings
Theater,

-

evidently
tried
- failed.
Fltchb

supplementary
InrsBasMlllon
throughout

stalled
a.
New
England
using
moving
.... .
of making
money 1 over
the summer
is steadily
on
not » in..
ir moving picture
The
Dreamland
Theater,
Lynn
one of tbe 1 -

the

■
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1>"1'
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tbe
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tbe
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! snged
•
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Broadway
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trade.
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reduced
Family i Theat.
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machine
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Theater.

everywhere
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for
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paid for licenses
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vaudeville actress,
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■ form
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■ 1, -red into w III. 1 lie 1
i|
y w 1■
was to gel f
■
la Inn. that, after
working
only
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comp
■ n ml
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Incorporation—

Union.
The
statement
»»s
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the latter showed
their displeasure of the
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In the Mississippi Valley.

■ | shall be i
way, i. nt expla..
...
motor*, providing his de

n w 111 present
the i ii ■ matter
,.ii r..l the ine ..r picture mai i

mil.
Mr.

Jam.»

Curtii

The

Marion
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Neighborhood

nlsslon
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1.(1
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nlgl

Chicago.
Theat

„•- f..r
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and the reason Is expressed In bul two
■ f licensed
film from
Ibe Spoor
branch
f..iir days old.
Man

hoth

Projection a<
iv t lint tliev realize

...

rocta

iiiy
he
i

time,

linsvllle,

t. It with
tin- Air.:lure bnalnau
in 8t, Louie,
i ail

..f

-I ■ ■

Troy"

programs

for
•

it

lepcildvllt
manager

on

shows

when
the

the

manager

i i i. . the

1

iittle
is yetflamed
to
on

vaudeville.

la at

adorned
w
Hi.
mot
come.

(

|
The

of t

tl"

Project

nln
hfn

it hy

Theater

films

Ashland

operator

s ol

ar it.
Mrs. Peach
me People
ballet
Which

but

quite

true.

Avenue.

ndeville.
has
got

I d<
the

i t Ii i- operator displai
, Ixv-al No. 2, to which
I"
r Is lighted h> unshaded
green
lamps,
1 hy them,
though
ai

"as

playa

t

e slide o
i credit.
This
t seriously

Indianapolis

-

Seattle, Wash.

-

by the city, after
Wlnterrowd.
city
building
picture opei
license fee la $1.
The questions are prepared by the city electrical inspector.
At the present
time
the following questions are being
ride used
top
in tin- examination:
What
would
yon do in case of fire?
w
- located?
What
are they for?
Wha
sprocket 1 What
causes
Mini
to ride
intermittent
sprocket?
What
I

- John
their old
Orpheum
ami
opened
a
j nnmnil
for Mime one
to keep
they fell upon Eugene I,evy and made him a flattering
tures and make it the biggest moving
picture
e young man
In the business In the North
- -!'ii.- dictator, nevertheless, In the moving picture Held.
regretted
his Inability
to accept
hut he had
already
and Intended
> open with a

rtjt open,

combination.

late, "he rUBhed
■ Collsseuin
and
opened
Ureo changes
weekly.
That
rand
this week,
with
three vaudeville acts
of first run association films.
Seattle
an.l vicinity,
to the effect
that his prices
hen he learned
that
Levy
really
meant
peddling hull, he corered his paper and cut his
-- -a 111 he live
and
ten rents
and
shows
• illied that
Alexander
Pantages
has
garnered
a
B NO!
with
sii.-h low-priced
vaudeville.
-is many
Idle houses, and In a few months
all of flfteen
on his vaudeville
moving
picture
stlon circuit,
I moving picture s
imped
into
has been so successful that be n
- many
more in the State.
; fight pictures and has always copped large bundles
1 many
01

idc Japan-ltiissln

other

War.

and

i

■ ial

moving

I'.
11.'

leave soo i.
The
Western
Film
Company

Ifornia
a Itb bia pli
has
..pen. |

The Union Theater, 3rd and t'nlon f
service from the Waahlngton Film Bert
The
poll
: r.-msln
tl
manager of
Mr.
J
S
Kane,
general
manager
of
ke up the
Details
_
ren In a coming Issue i
The regulat
aafety
col

Ave.,

changed
Mr.

(has.

u ill
Fern

their
Co..Im Independent
Company.
Packervartz

la

! public
told the public safety

committee that the men engaged In the bnslnees have no eonfidenee In City
Electrician Howard Joslyn. and that they are afraid to submit to inspection
at his hands nnder the provisions of an ordinance Which requires the examination and licensing of all operators of picture machines.
Brown
els
■ machine
in*n have
heen
held
up by the
fire underwriters, and told the Instance of w. B. Hughes, who was for several
years
repr. \~<...-latlon
In Seattle.
Hughes,
he
elalms.
sought
to regulate
the operation
of picture
shows,
with
the result
that he
" * Installation

of

a

certain

type of

automatic

shutters for operating
ist. te hyInvestigaHughes,
of the year.

e beginning

Sim
t" ri.le lower
sprocket';
How
do yon
sel a shutter'.\\ hshort
circuit
in a lamp?
What
would you do if a film should stop and the
keep on running?
What
causes picture
to jump on curtain?
and
managers
of
ving
picture
theaters
have
a
strong
organization
In the Moving
Plctl
ion.
The
organization
is for mutual
benefit and is making
an active campaign
in keeping ohectlonal
pictures out of the city, ami also to promote more
interest
in motion pictures.

. . ;'

of June 12. Pictures to be shown include the Funeral of King Edward vn,
Howe's
a Lyman
thrillingH. ride
up F.lffe] Tower: Norway: Japanese Jubilee, and the Eruption of Mt. Etna. This Is the first time the Lyman Howe show has been
seen In Indiana.
The Gayety Theater, operated by the Dixie Amusement Co.. ami showing
motion
pictures
and
vaudeville,
has
closed
for
the
summer.
The
Dixie
Amusement
Co. has a leas.' on the English
Tl
tcr for the summer
and
Is
showing
pictures
and
a few
vaudeville
attractions,
with
an amateur
night
each
Wednesday.
Henry Ellsworth l-:.\c his pictorial reproduction of Oberammergau. Its people
and their passion play, at the Park Theater. Sunday. June •». For the first
time
"The
Pilgrimage of Thanks"
was shown.
Curry and Carter are building an atrdome to seat 300 people at 1S10 East
win open «
i the >:
Greenington
and ! Ryan

Louisville
could
not well
be Improved
upon."
was
the report
of House
Ilansomp,
of the Crystal
on Market
Street,
near
Third
Avenue.
-c io the Crystal,
owned
by M. Switow, of Jeffersonville.
Ind.,
be in the first stage of erection in the near
future.
Mr
Switow
a ten-year
lease
on valuable
property
oi Fourth
Avenue,
near
c.reen
Street,
now occupied
by a caterer,
and
Inasmuch
as the new
confectionery shop Is pretty nearly ready for Its occupant,
work of dismantling the
Fourth
Avenue
establishment,
preparatory
to the
erection
of
a $30,000
moving
picture
theater,
will be begun
within
the next
month
or so.
The
i heater
will undoubtedly
be one of the handsomest
of the aggregation of stellar houses now on Fourth Avenue.
Joseph Steurle. of the Baxter alrdome, on the Bardstown Road, makes a
specialty of catering to the slightest desire of his patrons and has cut out
vaudeville at the new Highland alrdome, which was opened up but a short
Manager

time ago. Thereby hangs a tale. During the first week's run at the Baxter,
Mr. Steurle made It a point to mingle unobtrusively with the sudiences as
tbey poured forth from the alrdome. listening carefully to the comments of
the

people. The Baxter opened with mixed "vodeveal"
grammes, and although
the
dramatic
offerings
were
of

and picture
fine quality,

prothe

voiced in the comments of persons in the audience. Mr. Steurle
decided that vaudeville was far from a sine qua non at the Bardstown Road
emporium and he accordingly eliminated the undesirable. Capacity houses
attest
to the benefit
of listening
to what
your
andiences
have to say about
The Broadway Amusement Company, operating the Broad'
and West
Broadwaj theaters, along the highways so named, has swl' ray
Sto. k Company
from
the
West
Broadway,
near
Eighteenth ched the Carr
Street,
to the
and
is scoring
I
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twlng run with picture bills
Kits in town" by the Princess
of bills and looluess of interiors, according to Manager
The other Princess houses,
the Orpheum,
Casino and Su|*-i

The Hopkins »nd Gayety thr-ater<lurlnK the rammer ami touted as ,-tl
tractrrenMS
C. Simon.

PICTURE

WORLD

PLUBIN FILMS®

concern, together <
'■ailed the Empress Amusement Company, to c
. picture shows and other amusement devices. It is capitalized i
divided among the following Incorporators, with shares of (1M [
Irvln C. Simon, fifty-eight shares: Wllllar
i picture bill for the summer,
laking good
ice. The Walnut feature
t admission I
straight
i proved to be very attr
during t
John Ward,
manager
of
le. says that
attention to the cooling devices of his establishment, having recently i
pleted the installation of some new fans, so that the interior of the popular
Fourth Avenue show-house is of almost Arctic temperature. A fine vaudeville and picture programme
Is winning the Avenue a lot of business these
The policy of advertising in moving picture theaters through the medium
Of screen displays is well-known to the average merchant, manufacturer or
professional man. but a big advertiser in Louisville used three prominent
moving picture houses with such lavlshness a short time ago, that his
"White-Moon"
Bunce. amuch
renowned
herbalist
and ton
nature[ physician
of Charlie
the Falls
Cltj who attracted
attention
to himself
sequent trial and acquittal before
the State Board of Health, on a charge of practicing medicine illegally In
Kentucky, decided to give a big motion picture pi
supporters In the city,
city, prior
prior to his depar
departure, in a big Stea
a tour or tne "bad lands." which we e once his habitat. The cowboy
herbalist accordingly rented three pictur • establishments, the Savoy Theater
r entirety, for one evening, to
and the Meal and I'.axter ainh
accommodate
his clientele on
The herbalist t
cured a two-column page length Bpaci In eacb of the local dallies, publishing
a farewell to bis friends, and at the same time a coupon by which they could
secure admittance to any of the t healers mentioned. The night of the
festival was marked by tremendous attendance, all free list, through the
courtesy of U
lure, but nevertheless of considerable advertising value to the theaters Included, as well as to the Westerner.
V reis.rt to the Loulsvilli co
pendent .>f The Moving Picture World, says
- in New Decatur, Ala., which has beet
several months past, opened up again last week for a summer
run of
vaudeville and motion pictures.
The news also comes from Parii lhat a $25,000 moving
picture theater, to he known as The New Dixie, will !«• oiiened in that city
within the next few months, plai
i..-mg now in the hands
of contractors Richards & Frazier. T. B Walker, vice-president of the First
National Bank of Pari••«■ theater, which will be under
ill seat nearly l.ixm
• latest :
ull the accessories
of the P to dale p with holies' retiringG Hi BAIN, JB.

Meycrsdalc, Pa. — The Auditorium has closed as a roller
lltating rink and opened as a summer garden, showing two
reels of high-class Independent motion pictures and using
a five-piece orchestra, with no singer. Refreshments are
served while the pictures are being shewn, tables are placed
around on different places on the floor under big palm trees
and laurel arbors lit with colored lights, making a very inden effect. On account of its size, it is very cool
during the hot summer months.
Mr
Philip Reich, the manager,
writes as follows: "We
opened with the $30,000 Itala production, 'The Fall
and it certainly 1.\ork, and the It..
edit for putting on such a masterpiece.
The people who saw the picture are talking about it yet.
The 6th
we went Independent, and the
Independents ;ire certainly putting out the picture:
We have the daylight
pictures.
whieh art ! great con
FROM
DEATH
TO LIFE.
Mythological Tale By the Rex Company.
.. new and Strikrhe wife "i an ancient savant is through
accident turned into stone, but returns most m
back to lifi
e i done to the dramatic pi
and the
y it laid in classic Rome,
an anachronism, foi no such modern laboral

Released Monday, June

The
Indian's Sacrifice
How the hungry heart of the "civilized" Red

Man found peace. How he gave up his
life for a girl whom he loved secretly. Faithfully portrayed. Full of human interest.

Lubin Films Clear
as a Bell
Released Thursday, June 15

,1 was

known

in
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days
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Duke de Ribbon Counter
Abutt
roaring
comedy of and
Harold's
attempt
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Cleverto
l> acted.
1 ron'1 fail to gel it.
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Licensed.

i g the moment when [one and I
that the tin on the altar behind them is dead
I
Far from convincing, as i> the escape.

. : must iny
be aactors
phQ: ,\ how curious the
in using a moving picture
ml to the mill.
"A Dutch Gold Mine"
- and

•

the

horsedealei

:- story is an amus, taken, this reviewer
nion. The scenery is fine.
arc vaudeville characters,
will not have read

"Bertie's Reformation" (Kalem)
Mire i~ a lively comedy
played with spirit and appreciation
It tells the story of a
d l>y the lure of the city; and how
father
It is a good comedy, well
• I the storj i- so clear there can be no misunderstanding it The companj deserves praise for the excellence
"The Flag Didn't Rise" Path< I -This war time story baa
prh ate soldier for it- I
uence of this, the private is wrongly accused and
condemned to be shot, but the heroine arrives at the place
of execution in time to save his life. The picture is well
photographed and well acted, but the story i- not strong, nor
is it novel.
The actors have made as much as possible of it,
"The Ends inofthetheearly
Earth"
(Vitagraph).—
is a story are
of
civilization,
scenes,
where theThis
backgrounds
a corner of a drawing-room, a Hit of a boudoir, and a fireplace, and of the Northwest, in later scenes, where the backgrounds are snowy bills and fields, a dog-sled and Canadian
cabin Some of these picture-, particularly that in which
the "huskies," about fourteen of them hitched together, draw
a sled along a frozen river with a pine tree background, are
very interesting. The husband of the story, though much in
love with his wife, abandon- her bi
to dislike
him, and goes to the Northwest. Later, the wife, who has
become a mother, comes to seek him, and. pushing heroically
on over snowy deserts, rescues him from dire peril. It's an
interesting story, well acted: There are some impossible
things in it, but on the whole it is effective.
"The Fires of Fate" (Vitagraph). — The theme of this solemnly acted and. considering it only scene by scene, unusually beautiful, drama is not a very high one. It is this:
A Vestal Virgin, for love of a man, neglects the sacred fire
in which she believes, and then calls upon the God of Chrissave her and the man from the difficulty. They escape. It is beautiful because scholarly intelligence was used
in producing it. and it pictures the rites of the Vestals and
their solemn adoration of the mystery of the fire with fidelity
to the spirit of the scenes.
Perhaps a chance was missed by

MELIES
When

June

15,

"A Sane Fourth" (Edison). — This picture, though not as
good a- u might have been, shows how strong tl
n be a- an argument.
It is very efTective. but it
i- made so wholly by the presence of the children, the politbeing hardly sensible.
The physician in this picture is like doctors in other moving pictures; one would
think he wanted to frighten his patient to death.
No good
i.iw I- a terrible disease.
Xo agony
that could be shown on the screen would begin t.
However,
the playlet is strong enough, and will do much
good.
It iemand.
is just the kind, too, that will be popular, and be
"Her Son" (Kalem). — There is a clearly defined object in
picture
of Calico
its rough worthless
miners. There's
athis
young
scamp
in the Camp
story, and
an absolutely
fellow.
They are going to run him out of camp, when his mother
comes. They respect her worth so much that they give up
some of their most precious treasures to keep her from knowing what a blank-number her son is. The scamp dies and
his
mother The
sorrowfully
packs these
up "her
He pack
had
nothing.
miners own
and son's
they things."
watch her
them. It is a very human picture and one worth while. It
is well acted.
"Mistrust" (Gaumont). — This i- a very dramatic and weil
made
a game-keeper's
estatepicture
I )ne of
would
like to know family
what onparta beautiful
of FranceFrench
is so
beautiful as this jn its meadows and woods. It i~ extremely
well acted. The poacher, when the keeper finds him and
takes his gun. acts the part perfectly. It is he who. to be
revenged, -ends the anonymous letter that makes the keeper
mistrust his wife. The progress of this mistrust and the
climax it carries the keeper through before it is cured are
clearly shown and convincing, except that one does
the reason
the keeper's
the door
the
cabin
before for
firing.
Was he not
afraidopening
of poachers
with ofguns,
or
in-anehappily.
from jealousy, thinking that his wife was inside?
It ends
"His Baby's Doll" (Fathe).— This is a film that, supposing ita true picture of what is h manly possible, will be
of more interest to psychiatrists and to those whose business
are of the insane, than to the general public. It
has the same kind of a theme as "A Mother's Disti
leased a week or so ago. Its object is to show how a man
made an idiot by the loss of his only child is a few years
later cured by being shown a series of dolls, of graded sizes,
and finally a little girl who is just like the girl who died.
It is fairly well acted, though not in all "The Rose of Old St. Augustine" (Selig).— This is an unusually romantic story and an exciting one. It is well acted,
especially the heroine's part, and though there is a little
sawing of the air and theatrical posing in the picture, on the

RELEASES

191 1

the Tables

Turned

The

The boys kidnap an actress, but she learns of the joke,

G. MELIES.
Western Representative,

191 1

of Mary Jane

The horse-thief had never known a good woman, until
Mary Jane kissed him in pity, which changed the whole
course of his life. Length 1000 feet.

pretends to go mad and effectually "turns the tables"
upon them.
Length looo feet.
Posters for all releases,
packed and] prepaid.

June 22,

Kiss

Send SI .00 for seven photos leading players,
Poster,

stock

company, 'at ' 25c.

prepaid.

204 East 58th St.. New York
JOHN

B. ROCK,

109 Randolph

St., Chicago, III.
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whole it maintains just the right atmosphere to give a de' and
lightful
effect.
None that
of the
scenes
sand
bright
sunlight
this beach
reviewer
has with
ever white
seen have
been very effective. There is too much high light and too
little background in them. But the Selig Company manages
t< > bring out the fases of the actors very well, even in such
cases. The scenes in the old fortress — it was new then — are
very commendable, as are the thrilling scenes after Lafitte
and the Rose have escaped and we see the buccaneers' ship
and especially the hornet-swarm of quick-going little sail
boats. It's a thrilling moment when Lafitte, with a halfdozen of these fast boats, starts out on a raid to revenge the
men who betrayed him. The Selig Company has evidently
spared no expense in making this picture.
"A Game of Deception" (Lubin). — Cleverness is the quality
most apparent in thi- picture. Just the right amount of
burlesquing makes it very amusing. The earnest man and
the flippant man will sit side by side watching the picture,
and both will laugh with delight, till the earnest man hears
the sinner laugh, and then he may be ashamed of himself,
for there's anot
cynical
touch
it. It is
that is but
madeit
ridiculous,
things
thatin ought
to hypocrisy
be reverenced
is so clever that anyone can easily misunderstand* it to suit
his own taste. Probably it won't greatly offend anyone; it
oughtn't to. Miss Lawrence takes the. part of the actress
very ably, while Mr. Johnson, in the first scenes, perhaps
overdoes his part as the minister's son who is engaged to
her; he shouldn't be so awkward.
"Madeline's Rebellion" ( Edison).— Madeline, herself, is the
life and charm of this delightful picture. Her acting is filled
with laughter-provoking suggestions. As cadets, she and
her sister are very amusii
are very well conducted and the picture as a whole is very acceptable.
"On the Frontiers of Thibet" (Urban-Eclipse).— This very
interesting travel picture shows scenes and customs of people
living on the border between Thibet and India. The faces
that pass are both Hindu and Chinese. The film is well
photographed
and will be a good educational feature.
"The Gaul's Honor" (Urban-Eclipse).— This story of the
days when Rome was conquering Gaul i- interesting chiefly
because of the accuracy of the armor, weapons and costumes.
The tale is clear. Many of the scene-, especially the attit He character-, suggest noted paintings. Some of
the scenes are very stirring. The last picture is a Druid sacrifice.
"The Inheritance" (Edison).— This well-acted farce tells
the story of the temporary affluence of a poor florist and his
wife who bear thai they arc to :
an uncle's
e in time just thirty cent-. Th.
is the one where these two people are at dinner; their manners are not so distinguished a- their surroundings, and they
disgust their servants.
It i- an intereting study, humorous
and well told; but very like such a
ould tell in
t< alter dinner.
"The Infant at Snakeville" (Essanay).- Here i- a Western
comedy, presenting a number of funny situation- that kept
the audience laughing. A baby, minus it- mothei
left behind by the coach, arrives unexpectedly in Snakeville
Broncho Bill i- assigned a- nurse. Then the trou
Everything the imagination ,an conceive happen- When
the mother arrives, instead of thanking the boy- foi doing
-be presents the impressed nurse with a piece -i
her mind, vigorously expn
p melodramatically
away.
"A Clever
(Vitagraph).— This bright comedy tells
lures Fraud"
of a nun.
in a mixed up I..the difficulty i- in
the Kill'- profession
ihe 1- an actress an. I the aunty objects
• prion given by the aunt, tin- actress im|
ind the aunt a- well \ft<i
picture ends with the aunl agreeing that
Nellie i
medy has
a sparkle and in.- that i- delightful
Form their
parts quite a- tiny WOuld in real life, ami the .1
\ amused throughout the length of the film. It
"Where vaudeville
There's a In
WillI
There's a Way"
a comic
i little detail in the pi. tin. tli.n 01
Then the two judge S, who di like The VOUng
men \s ho arc
ittention
t.. tl
much alike in the waj th ) how U The truth >- that it i>
a lather .lull picture, though it 1- aniu-luk- wli.i,
I
•l inak. - him \"

lo tell

the

little

-e.tet

which

would

make

both

jud
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"A Rough Diamond" iPathei. — The hero of this worthy
story is a poacher. Its background is a beautiful German
estate. It tells how the poacher came to be offered a job
on the estate. It i- a sentimental story of country life, clearlytold, with no harsh action or tragic episodes and has a happy
ending. The acting
commendable
film. is natural and convincing. It makes a
"The Scorpion" (Pathe). — This interesting and m-tructive
film shows the habits and nesting places of that poisonous
little creature, the scorpion.
"Loyal Love" (Pathe). — Here is a home drama showing
how a married couple almost lost their happiness through a
silly mistake. Because it tells a story of the heart, it touches
the emotions and that feature makes it interesting.
"A Smile of a Child" (Biograph 1— Here is illustrated the
influence of the smile of a child. It makes an ill-natured
prince pleasant, and later saves its mother. The story i- not
so importnt as the smile. That and the saucy wink which
accompanies it has an infectious quality which radiates even
from the screen and arouses good-natured feelings in the
minds of the audience. Because of this indefinable, but perfectly apparent, quality, the picture impresses the audience
very favorably.
"The Feud" (Lubin). — Here is a good love story built up
around a feud. The young people meet through an accident,
fall in love and after some vicis-itudes are married. The
most exciting moment is when the girl's father in his dying
moments undertakes to shoot the young man down. As he
falls back dead, the young people go away. The girl is
warmly
mother.
father
holds outwelcomed
long, but byshethe
winsyoung
him man's
over, too,
and theHisminister
completes an interesting story.
"The Sardine Industry" (Lubin) —This short industrial
tell- the story of the sardine from the time it is taken in the
nets until it reaches the table. Some of the fishing scenes
are picturesque.
All scenes are interesting and instructive.
"Nitrate of Soda" (Seligt — This industrial film illustrates
the great nitrate fields of Chili from which is taken the bulk
of the world's supply. The first -cene is a spectacular blast;
then follow scenes showing how nitrate is dissolved in water
and the water evaporated. This film needs a lecturer: few
know enough about the subject to understand much about
the pictures.
"Montana Anna" (Selig). — The Anna of this ver-.
Western
and a "fetching"
way
that Story
makes has
her a a straight-forwardness
delightful heroine.
clear and very well acted. It is probable and there is nothing
displeasing about it. It is very commend
"His Friend's Wife" I Essanay) There 1- a clearly pointed
moral in thi- -tory of an arti-t and a llowrr girl whom he
marries. It'- a story, not a drama, and it- most commendable
quality i- pictorial beauty The arti-t dic--c- in the exaggerated way and. u i- implied, li
rated life;
three week- after be marries the flower girl he In
divorce and marries In- friend Hi- meeting with
her at hi- friend's rooms i- dramatic In the next scene he
die- of heart .li-ca-c. and the closing picture -bow- the great
happiness of the friend and In- wife
"The Cardinal's Edict" (Edison) Twice within a little
more than a year T.ulwer LvttOn's drama "Kichilieu" ha- been
produced in moving picture-; tin- first attempt was by the
vitagraph Companj l be Edison version follow- the drama
less closely and less clearly
It i- both free and hast)
\
tendency
in. n.l. ,1 to "pla\ up" to well known paintin'
some striking finales
Indeed, tin- setting!
ably taken from tin famous picture "L'Eminenci
I he cheap
• • in the duelling
an anti climax
I be -11. bleu \i..|t ■ :
upon the 1 etUI n of I
the much desired i
bard to understam
ited with ill
nary and is fully exhausted

1 1 .1 husband, « h

but or.li

till-;
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Independent.
"Bridget,
'The

the

I i;: •"

M.nute

: . but we wouldn't call it coarse.

and the Maid"

(Reliance).— ThU \t another
irional, but
■.-..l"lu- ( pnflict," or " Che
i.> th» company.
There's much
ill treated by her father; the artist
true; the model cornea t>. the studio
in her drunken father, and the artist, to
her and finds happiness.
It i- well acted
always clear, and
i lure.
"The Human
Tiger" (Ambrosio). — This is an intensely
. picture.
It depends for power alni"-t wholly on
player (the human tigress) who capably
impression thai if she is crossed m her purpose
. very distressing indeed will happen.
She does
-t wholly by facial expression.
The impression is
ed with much skill, both by the actress and by the
who arranged the lighting and accessories, espethe climax, when the tigress, candle in hand, is
ei way
fromdenouement
room to isroom
her victim's
But the
quite towards
inadequate
the apartment On fire; anyone could have done as much, even
with only .now
half lur
capabilities.
W
<
don't
see
the
die;
how many victims there are
When victim
the lover
thai

ami the tigress are seen again, it is with surprise, a- for a
moment we thought the tigress was the other woman, who
was burned, as we know later, for we are shown her grave.
"Two Good Friends" (Ambrosio). — The friends are a very
ippy and a parrot
The parrot is badly mauled, but
take- it philosophically, as it is plain that the two are very
nds; but the puppy gets more than one feather.
"The Sheepman's Daughter" (American). — Here is a film
that reproduces graphically the feud between the cattlemen
and the sheepmen on the Western ranges.
This is a sheep's and against the cattlemen.
Perhaps the novels
that have dealt With this subject have mostly looked at it
from the opposite side. It's well to see both sides of any
question
The novelty in this picture is the minister who
befriend- the j^iri. overhears the plot of the cattlemen to find
her father and murder him. The minister and the girl make
a thrilling
sheepman's
arrive preaches
in time
him. rideAt tothethemuzzle
of his refuge
gun the and
minister
the cattlemen a sermon that saves the sheepman's life. Perhaps it is unnecessary
to add that he gets a wife.
The
setting is interesting, and the story will be new to a majority
.\bo will see it.
"The Savage" (Nestor) —Here is a Western picture from
the Nestor bouse, with plenty of excitement, including a
quarrel over a gambling game, a horse theft, an Indian raid,
areening upon their horses, a woman bound to a
tree and the wood piled around her ready for ignition, and
an Indian led away to execution but saved by the woman,
though he dies from his wound.
And it is all enhanced by
the Nestor photography.
The exciting moments are reached
in such a natural way that the audience almost feels as
though it were looking upon the real scenes.
The players
enter into the spirit of their parts with full appreciation of
abilities, and are deserving of praise for the way the
situations are worked out.
"A Sure Cure" (Nestor). — In this short farce, an objecting
parent, presumably poisoned by chromic acid from an amateur photographer's studio, is marvelously restored by the
Ctor to whom he objects. The young people take
DO chances, however, and hurry away to the minister as soon
as the restored father gives them his blessing.
The Collector's Purse" (Itala).— This is a dramatic picture: but the denouement does not make plain all the results
we usually expect to follow sooner or later from a theft.
The banker doesn't confess. We suspect that, in the same
circumstances and foreknowing all that would come from it.
to this picture, he would commit the theft again.
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.uted. though the banker's wife talked to the
camera The story i- clear as to its main thread. It seemed
to interest
"The Monogram J. O." (Rex).— If this was intended to
be a comedy, it is a dull one. One or two of the audience
chuckled two or three times i 14th St. Theater. June 1st) but
most watched it in silence. The story is quite plain. The
trouble is in the play, not '. inthethemost
actors.
The tiling
salesman's
amusing
in the
pictuie,
but that
isn'tthesaying
much.
is a play quality
intendedof
tor wit and
without
dialogue
the It
unpleasant
the situation which makes a man think his wife unfaithful
robs it of all humor.
"The Last Appeal" (Imp). — This is a very possible picture,
but only the ending of the story is given. If we knew what
separated the man and his wife we would be far more interested in the bringing of them together. In fact, only the de• noucnicnt is given, without that part that would make it
seem probable. Imp players can be depended upon to get
all there is out of a situation, but in this there are no charlive puppets. They make it clear, but it doesn't
interest acters,us just deeply.
"Never Too Late to Mend" (Solax). — The background of
this picture is the Mexican borderland. It deals with a gang
of Mexican horse-thieves and is exciting. There are 0. S.
soldiers in it. too. and their charging kept a very small boy
in front of the reviewer chortling with delight. The flag.
Old
leave anTo army
sent Glory,
out to doesn't
chase thieves.
make post
it dowhen
so ina adetail
pictureis
secerns lacking in due respect. No real lieutenant ever saluted
the flag in the sloppy way of this story's hero. The story
1- very well conducted, and interesting.
"A Tale of the Foothills" (Bison). — This is no sweetly
scented story of summer; it piles horror on sensation till
the auditorium becomes
still and even the candy boy stops
hawking his g
Is to watch again the lynching scene and
see if the hero's tongue comes out of his mouth when he is
strung up. The hero's wife and child, a little girl, have just
bade him good-bye and are standing watching it all. One
can well believe that it was quite impossible to overact this
play. The hero was innocent, but the hot-headed sheriff
must needs string him up. The wife of the murdered man
was at hand to admit doing the terrible deed accidentally,
and the hero is cut down; but how about the young boys
and girls who have watched all this passing on the screen?
Has it done them any good? Do we want to feed our children's minds on such morbid stuff as this?
"A Circus Stowaway" (Thanhouser). — Little Maria Eline,
as the orphan boy who. according to this story, falls asleep
in a circus wagon and is carried away, is delightful, and her
acting was applauded by audible remarks of pleasure at the
little fellow's doings. More than half of this long film seems
to be a circus parade, close to the camera and very trying
at
to this
reviewer's
stowawaythatis ends
able
to least
help his
benefactor,
the eyes.
acrobat,Theandlittle
the episode
the film is interesting or is made so by this little player.
"Knows All, Anthropological Doctor" (Ttala).— There is
much that is amusing and much that is unpleasant in this film.
In the first place, we have seen so much marital infidelity of
late that, in a comedy, it may be distasteful. Again, pictures
of those diseased heads with their tumor-like bumps are unpleasant. Beside these, this film has the usual French "stunts"
such as falling into a room and knocking down the cupboard,
etc. It made a good many people in the theater laugh.
"In Flowers Paled" (Reliance). — Fine acting on the part
of Mi- Leonard, as Helen Baer, and Mr. Lang. a~ Jack
Norwood, make this very significant and human picture a film
that is worth while. Lovers have been separated as these
two and will be again. Weakness of character made Jack,
after his disappointment, sink to the social scale of the outeast His sweetheart was true for years and he might have
won her if his fate had been different. Yet, buts and ifs
aside, the picture has an atmosphere that, to quote Tennyson, is "wild with all regret."
"With Eyes That See Not" (Powers).— There is nothing
new in this story — a recent English novel. "The Rosary," in
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part parallels it, though the novel is a romance, and this a bit
of unpleasant realism. A man leaves his wife for a woman of
the fast kind, who leaves him for a man more like herself.
The man is blinded, and his former wife, as nurse, attends him
and wins his love again. Stories of unfaithfulness and divorce
seem one
to beis inwell
season.
This
acted. We're having a very fair run of them.
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"Arnold Has a Good Try" (Lux). — Here is a comedy based
upon the fact that a widow will not permit her daughter to
marry until she herself finds a second husband. The young
man loses a number of his friends in the attempt to induce
them to take the widow. Finally, he saves a man from hanging. But when the stranger is shown the widow he takes a
rope from his pocket and declares he would rather hang than
marry. Here the girl wakes Up and declares her intention to
do quite as she pleases.
The widow faints.
"The Grind" (Imp). — The spectators seemed^to enjoy this
farce of college life very much. There is a good deal of fun
in it. The "grind" was such a contemptible sheepy-head in
the beginning that it wasn't a wonder that they hazed him.
After a two weeks' practice with the mitts, he found he could
handle his tormentors very easily, and it was a surprise.
They smoke the peace-pipe with him.
"Impudence Punished" i Eclair). — This comedy of French
society is surely a laugh-producer. It is acted very well
indeed and its situations arc clear and effective. The butt
of the fun is a fat, good-natured, but presumptuous "ladykiller," who gets what he deserved.
"Tommy at the Dentist's" | Fclair). — The human nature in
this farce keeps it funny. Tommy's tooth was too big for the
dentist, even for the blacksmith. The pain drives Tommy
along until it gets him into trouble, and then the toothache is
suddenly cured.
"The Sage Brush Phrenologist" (American). — Here i- a
lively Western Story, telling how a traveling phrenologist
examines the bumps of a ranch owner and his family, explaining to them what they arc fitted for. Straightway they begin to practice what he tells them. A series of amusing situations follows. The picture close- with a very funny scene,
the professor thoughtfully examining his own bumps.
"The Elopement on Double L Ranch" (American).— This
merry Western picture tells how two ranchmen fall in love
with mother and daughter, respectively, plan elopements for
the same day and meet al the office of fustice Smith. There
is fun i„ the
"The Stepmother"
(Thanhouser)
one a oflong
the while;
pleasures that this
reviewer hasThis
seenis in
it i- truly delightful. It i- a simple story with love and
human kindliness as the main spring, and it is acted with
simplicity. The situation is not new, few situations are: but
it is handled so freshly that each move in it is a surprise and.
from the first, it excites lively interest. Little Marie Eline
takes the part of the younger -i-ter most commendably. The
whole cast was very well chosen, and the picture in every
way i- a fine bu
"The Black Heart" (Powers).— This is a powerful story
very well told, and convincingly acted.
It has the dignity
of a truthful picture of human emotions
It jg ;, tragedy.
irery tense and exciting, bul it has an Optomistic ending, and
' things that happen in it are pictured with a ic
- train t that keeps them from teeming rough. It would be
difficult to pick out an\ one character portrayed as better
than the others, |',,r .,11 ;n , good; but perhaps the Indian
-•> -r in it- picture of a mother'
love
It surelj is a remarkable characterization.
This pi,di t in. tl> worth while,
Lordship's
Hunt"
by the veryif
aide"HisBison
Company,
like others that it medy,
has produced,
fairly fresh
Th< audience plainly took pleasure
m it \t the last scene,
so that they could be heard, and the few who did w
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terous. The scene is a tritle coarse.
Save for that the picture is commendable.
Its characters and backgrounds are
very interesting; its scenes well selected and artistically photographed, and it is amusing. It's a story oi a lord (burlesqued) and of his hunt for hear One of the om
the part of the bear, and chases the lord. [1
."Just Bill's Luck" (Lux) A chase comedy introducing
the favorite comedian, Hill, in a dangerous predicament, is
given in this film
He vets the worst of it and has to run.
The motorcycle chase ii a novelty and appears to !,
It creates no end of fun among the audience and .
a good laugh when
Bill and the motOrC)
wall among
some policemen, wh
"The Bogus
Governess"
(Great
Northei
I
Sherlock Holmes Story which holds the interest t
Like other- of the leries, it contains »evei
possibilities, if you will, but none the lesi interesi
work of the actors is quite up to the Standard set it
films of thl- type
"Service Under Johnson an Lm
of tin- picture l- thi biggest thing sb >ut ■.: I
very slight
1th.
merit, though the scene at tb>
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AVENGED.— Klip
II,.'

window

:, deceitful

lioili-rlc.

bonla, ii,.- faithful wife ,

btond
) Euphoula.

VITAGKAPH.

ho after0 avenge

marriage, In order meband.
to llutl an opportuulti
the death of her I
Is

Hie

loving

cup

i

wlih

will.'.
- v- Ife,
. Uiund of delight.
Jumps
greet him
the rtDmbllng block la
■ i l, it
THE

forward

I

promise

I

SLEEP

WALKER.— I ....■>. the young
wlf
im, Is a iilly Utile
«omai
rather ,1, II..,:
• i,. llcsther F
thnnghilcssh .- ihoiigb
,i-s lo visit ber.
f

llestiier

and

thinka

prettj
for ber positionno's amibrothel
tries l>r.
to
I, am.
I- verj
inn. I,

Mr-

De

attentions
In (lie companion
Allan
I- leaving
for the
Isfromlltllllfoilllil'
the bow

Oallagber
In wrong
,,ii,
ibe counti
(oed,
Oallagber

rushes

"Your

i .1

lo

with
plenty

from

llcsther
ends

explanations

follow

happily
ilallagbcr

the
"why's
anil wherefore's"
■ .1 In Ihe minds of Gallagher's
wife and Dempsey'a
sweetheart.
BARRIERS
BURNED
AWAY.— John
and
Edwin
Mart In. two
brothers,
occupy,
each
with
his own
family,
a double
house,
they
are
all vcr\
much
.• brother! has a child.
John
has a Ul
and l.dwin, a little
.vo children
are playof friends.
I, in
like a flash
of
-kv . ■ quarrel, through some
trifling difference of opinion, arises between the two
ii leads to the severance of the happy relations of the
two
families,
excepting
the
two
lately,
cannot
grasp
the meaning of It all and
consequently
remain
In Mlssful
Ignorance of Its purpose
and are happy only
when
In each
other's
company.
Their
parents
try
to
separate
them
n ml poison
their little minds against
each other, hut It is of no avail.
while
the children are playing
together,
■ r.-i of rnbblafa In front of an
old ban
and dance
gleefully t>efore the blare. Tiring "f Uiis Bporl they
•tart
a game
of tag:
Tillie
runs
Into
the barn.
k» from
the burning
i mnnlcate
with
the
barn
and

■

■ tiding by one of the
. alarm of tire which

amuses
Edwin

the
attention
rushes
msdly

of
the
children'
,_
Into the
bam,
followed
intent
upon
rescuing
theli
Edwin
comes
staggerli
form,
around
which
lie

children.
Suddenly
th.- building

. John
-

Mar
bis wife.

each
woman
i.lhl and they

dlsloose

their
s and tbanki
- Dg
to their I
mil
Edward
Marl In templatlvely
for a a ■
hand,
thus declaring
their re united
friendship
ami
tbelr
strengthened
love,
from
which
all harriers
In their
one
natural
interest
Des

Ings
THE

In their one

- n
and
forget''
th.-.
mutual
Joy ami gratitude.
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BLOCK
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whi.h
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;
I, her room

1 0

dog

will

■ r faithful

hla sweetheart's
- Hilly,

•roubles

him.

pet.

ask-

but
to

his

warns
his brother.
ami
his sister lull,e city for

ami

the

ili-mands
a search.
Jewels
are found
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i

badly,

but

manages

to

do

AGENT.— The
l"'o
frightens
some
of
them
an excellent
business.

THE
CITY
OF
FLORENCE.
ITALY.— .Jiving
an
excellent
idea of the architectural
beauties of that
famous artistic city, the lion
f Dante. Savanarola.

Galileo, Machlavelll, Boccaccio, Cellini, Michael
Angelo
and others.
Scenes:holla
1. The
I'itil Palace;
2.
The
Campanile:
::. Place
Signoriu:
4. I-oggia

to

ENOCH
ARDEN
(Part
1).— There
is small
need
describe
this subject
ai the- illice
i
m II "fto 1.,-nl
say Tenthat
unusually
faithful

porlraynl of

thai beautiful r
atn-e .,f Enoch Arden.
and
riiilip
Hay,
taken
In
Mils Bra) par) tells of the betrothal
v
• ■ .1. -pair of Kuoeh
at hla
Inahllity to cope with the demands of ills
family obligations, anil his sailing away to recoup
his fortunes on a vessel bound for China. A storm
is encountered, the vessel is wrecked and Enoch and
two companions are washed upon a tropical island,
where the} an- forced to slay. Annie, all the while
they
is ever hopeful of his return, while Philip, though
an unsuccessful rival, shows a kindly Interest in the
Isle,
little grief-stricken family.
ENOCH
ARDEN
(Part
2).— This
Is the second
pari of the subject,
the Ural Showing
the marriage
■ his sailing off to recoup

0 remain. Meanwhile, Annie 1
I his return. This part begi
years later, and while Philip sues for the hand of
Annie she refuses, still faithful to ber hope of
Punch's return. Finally she accepts for the sake of
her children, and when her new- baby came —
Philip's child— she is Philip's all-in-all. Meanwhile,
a ship in quest of water, puts In at the Island and
Enoch, now alone, his comrades having died, is
rescued. Ills homecoming Is sad Indeed, and he
welcomes the death that keeps Annie In bappy
Ignorance.

PATHE.
THE POWER AND THE GLORY.— A rising young
painter is engaged In painting a portrait of a
.an with whom he falls deeply in lore.
,ftor a sitting, the woman goes home in
her automobile and meets with an accident. She
is not killed, but when she again is allowed to be
up she finds herself crippled and disfigured. The
artist, in the meantime, is heart-broken, and in bla
anguish, finishes from memory the lieautiful face.
Every Utile while lie goes to see his sw eel heart,
but she loves him too well to show him her face,
and he has to be content with these unsatisfactory
: Inally, the opening day of the salon arrives, and his portrait wins the highest award.
Hack
with

THE

KING'S

DAUGHTER. — A captured king of
:il, his beautiful daughter, Is
• the conqueror, where he Is sentenced
i- grain mills „i his captor.

The daughter tin, Is favor In the victor's eye. and
they marry: but the old loon's animosity toward
his conqueror i- not lessened and he plans to kill
the king in spite of the fact that be lias become
the .laughter's husband.
" the plot and not wishing to l>etray

i,,L' 1,1- footsteps,
which
she knows

. n. carrj lug his sword and
she j, asses along the corridor
In
the conspirator!
are bidden
and
il blow
intended
for the victorious

HIS
LEAP
TO LIBERTY— The
hi
■I a .il
f which
he is „oi guilty.

fr

loin

by beroicallj

Jumping

from

He gains his

Upon
which
be
I- being
taken
to prison.
On
1,1s
return
to the people
who
he thinks are his friends
he u
is wiih
unklndnesa
until
be
real criminal and delivers him
to Hie authorities.

in the study the painter's friends shower him
flowers and congratulations, but he. not for-

c one who made bis life's dream i>osBlble, lakes his medal and bis flowers and leave*
them all at the feet of bis love.
THERE'S A WOMAN
IN TOWN.— I. inky, Nebraska. is all of a sudden turned from a quiet,
peace loving town to a spot of comparatively wild
excitement. A bunch of cowpunchers on a holiday,
go down

to the station to see what's doln'. Consternation, mixed with Joy, reigns when a charming young lady gets off the train. She goes to the
hotel, and in a few minutes she bus Inaugurated
a thriving business In powder puffs and atomisers,
w hicb eve
.,.,,., ci i
A manicuring
parlor Is then established on the second floor, and
great rivalry exists as to who shall be the first
to try this new form of amusement. One cowpuncher steals a march on the others with the
n-siiit that
the
resi propose
marriage
In a Joint-i what the outcome Is of this affair la
to,, funny
to be spoiled by telling beforehand.
FAUST.— This Is the old story which has been
handed down to ns from time Immemorial,
and which

render a repetition of the story unnecessary. The
film follows closely the Goethe dramatization, and
i- magnificent
in it- scenery,
action
and
coloring.
I joke

and

supplies

the

onmpani

RANSOM.— "
two criminals when a letter arrives
stating: "Your daughter Is In our
hands
and
unless
you free the two
on
mi
trial
you
will
never
see
ber
again."— Their Friends.
On telephoning to his borne he finds that bis child

nt,

forms

a

spectacle tinequaled

1

THE

DO

the

by kidnapping

too

to bis

th. suggested
by a newsa somnambulist who "steals" In
■ sleep,
and
pleads
for time.
The
next
night
. - with
Mr. I.angliam.
his wife
and
Mrs.
I>e Lane},
and
llcsther
lepeats
the performance
of
the night
bet
Mrs
De
Lancy,
still doubtful.
wakes her and the sick make- llcsther ill: during
her convalescence she i- attended by Allan, who proposes to ber and wins her for his W Ife,

-

-

ami
city

her

ronae
Allan Lucy's
Langand
feels

objects

repaired.Pliicher,
"'
evei
suspicions,
watch
and
her • maiil.
llcsther
con
ut of bei
room
in her wrapper,
go
- loom ami come out of it with the Jewel
■ is walking
In ber sleep,
but
Mrs.
De
,1 the
next
morning,
llcsther,

Gallagtn
coats:

Lancj

BIOGRAPH.

While

the

Judge

Is trying
to find traces of the
• ;, to the secluded bouse which
ting place.

home,

tries

It

long

Is a

The Judge Joins the police and Jlmmie leads them
to the rendezvous, where, thanks to the Ihiv's well
laid plans, the rascals are a.-rested and the little
girl i- freed.

youth
-how

Marguerite, and offers t,
if he will sign away his soul,
Faust
at the Klrtness:
-how
him
g iln:

show
with

bis
her

love making
brother;

oilier scene*
changed to a
to

Mai-iue-

Marguerite's

will make
a tremendous
impression,
P.- 1 1, "roughly enjoyed by every one who wit

""and

THE SOCIETY GIRL AND THE GYPSY.— Grace
i- .nit riding on her horse, when she has a had
fall, and is picked up in an unconscious state by
Antonio, the king of a hand of gypsies in the
neighborhood. From the moment Grace opens ber
■ ling of attachment
springs
up between

THE
tii. -in
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and

la followed
i.y man)'
clandestine
meet'.-■-iliii-iit days,
wlirii Antonio
(sinuate
pleading
I"-'
lo leave home.
One da>
I lie g.\ ps.l Land
lii lea vi- fi.i
-uados lirai-e I., inn away from home.
nun i r him and Join Hie hand.
male fill. forgotten l».v her hllslialld.
llvliiK In the gypsi eiuii|i. While going for water
one
morning,
she meets
a wealth;
young
fellow,
in have
his
ftirlillie
told,
lull
iliKtead
- him the Btorj of her unhappy
marriage.
- 1 ■ — eard
and
Tells
-ver
ii
I- him
to eall on him.
Tliat

killed

I.y fulling

over u tre-

lilgh preelpiie.
and
i;i:i.-e
is driven
out
o the home of her new
friend
her the eard.
and
there
she finds
that
he a reception
held
that
evening,
at
Which
he.
fathei
Ik lo he a guest.
Fitted
out
In
new
clothes
by
her
kind
friend,
she
meets
her
father
at the reception,
hut he being
a cold man.
repulses
her, but
I he host,
taking
the arm
of the
Brno

gave

o

poor

girl,

announces

tha"
.pplly

everything

for
ill! ,-

MELIES.
WHEN

THE TABLES TURNED. on the road. Ethel Kl

Ornamental

mind,
and
Ilaving
enough
monej
i
ni
e decided t.
vacation to chalice. She closed her eves stuck a
bat pin in the map of the Flitted States and .lis
covered that her choice fell upon the little town
of Lariet.
in I .
-he went.
Now It happened that Florence llalley had written a note to her aunt. Mrs. Burton, in Lariet,
aaying
that
she
was
coining
to pay
a visit
and

Theatres

being
rather
loving a Joke,

lame
affaire.
Mrs.
liurton,
dearly
had told the boys and they were pre.
a warm
welcome.
Mi-- Halley,
the niece,
and Miss
K rby, the actin the dining car of the train,
and
were
friends.
At a wavslde Btop they got off
t., walk
a bit
and
Miss
Halle,
■ ...
Klrhv
arrived
In l.urict al
and
was
held up and
kidnapped
by the Imys.
who
thought
n,
■ m s ,,!,.. ...
After
frlghleuliig
her badly.
they locked
her iii a deserted
In
took <i(T their
! lo make
themselves
known,
but

by I this
lime
BDOI

ill this

PLASTER

in. a, tress had .lis, ,,\ ,-i , ,1 the "trick
ami resolved to nun ibe tablea i.y
mad.
Her
plan
worked
to per
had
the fright*
Mill
|

predicament

RELIEF
Theatres

DECORATIONS"

Designed

&/>e Decorators

Supply Co.

2549 Archer

CHICAGO,

Avenue

l h. •

■ crest-fallen
lot which
■ little actress,
whose
■Mined to respect,

»as
lltmll v lot
dramatic
powe

SELIG.

and Hi.- si . ■

have turned a
■ ,i miller and I

The

eiisi,,,,,

h.,s drifted

lo i

lila ■ ..mi..! tat..
me
he

was supplied
bj
hupp)
fainil..

leset

SI...I.
Molgan

began

lo

i Blade,
the once
misled
pleads
for a .
hack
In lb.- old famlll •
again
happy,
and
i ■••

employee

back
in
i known

the
for

.nglalillate.l
■Mo,

|

ii|

t

n

• i
. through
ih.
plainly
it" upliftluk'
. nrter
In k I ,
i.hn'.1.' if

l|,|M, luted

■
I

the

pilgli

drink
.Illllgc

Everjrvv-nere

and

I

-

111.
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rlct lo his own apartments am
lotbe and dreai him lu some o
« lien the man appears, bis beat
inglng, be leads him to a great mirror am
ind look al the flgur
,. ei him squarely In
I for the man see* before him
hut a well
.1
.1. g lb-iking
man;
I
!■ iin his real self and ha

\

life, hut the bn - tn g«i tin
(Tits to pronn -m l«. II. with tickets.
He even goes so
to gl»e the man the money, trusting In his
ir returns to his girl n
s stolen tin

■

which

are played from a Keyboard, the bells being mounted

its simplicity.
later opening
graph of the

It a package which
burglar, his wife

s that

in various parts of the house have

" A CURE
i :

FOR

,,

Van

contains
ami a 111

Hlhhcr's

experiment

DYSPEPSIA.— 'lids

was

a

dim

been a great success all over the
- -

country and no Picture-house is
complete without a set of them.
We

can supply 25 Bells, 2 octaves

chromatic, C to C, correctly tuned
to your

-in.

tun

w hen

In

listen toHKiihis explanation that he was there collect'
young
lug the rent and h
B the en< if
irse. the young folks are heartbroken.tucen
and of coins,
the father and his little daughter
a violent attack of his old ei
thus It happens that while tile young i pie ara
in themisfortune
kitchen, safe
from papa's
their
ami trying
t.. planeyes,
some discussing
way uut
of it, the Idea occurs to him that he will try a
wonderful dyspepsia medicine sent him by his '
tor.
lie doesn't know
that his In with the belief
bottle to stoi
mking
I. randy
thai it will be safe from the .prohibitionist's eyes
■ I lently when he drinks the
s of new sensations and Anally
very ornamental Jag which ends in sleep.
As t
voting i pie had lieen behind
the kitchen ■
when in- got the i-ittie of so-called dyspepsia tag

Piano, complete with

Resonators, Keyboard, Magnets,
and Boards, complete ready to install for $75.00.

cine,

they

know

what

Is

going

on

and

the

J. C. DEAQAN
38M to 3810 North Clark Streit

A THOROUGKBBED.— Farley

1

i comedian and

, .,■: i 'I

CHICAGO, I. S. A.

He is als,. in
:.is his
affections
of the heart ratbei
comedian
seriously.
is principal rival in her affections is I
the fastest .me of the horses match*
s. This man offers Farley a pretty lar
.■ outcome of the race and Farley no
tiing man. I isthatdisused
dcclimput I
the girlto has
is shamed Into making a

-

EDISON.

I i.. Bonlla,

rerer,

and

through

-

VAN
BIBBERS
EXPERIMENT.— "
icquainted with a convict, afterwards the burglar
<o-called. on the day of bis release fromi the State
Penitential? ami ire see lilm slip ain picture
of a
girl in Ins watch to whom lie later returns.
former life.
difficult,
That night

, few days later while at
the rival discovers that Tail,
dangerous
to his chances of
struets his groom to bribe the
his a little Id, ttie of so-called
put Farley's horse out of the
horse.
Farley Is -suspicious a

to bis
? It is
at a club
the Jewels

Van

yu

man sees that It will work in •.
plans
When
papa has finally i
slip In and the young man riil-i
cooking brandy Untie for the h..-t
inn-,
after
which
the lictlemeaning
dang'nt.
father
and
demands
(if eoiirse when the the
prohibition^ of bis condltli
e believe
an empty
of brandy,
he
have
been Uittle
dreaming
or
of
i, appears
and whe
. tell I
• dangbter threaten

Bibber

away

win,

belonging

tines
friend

..t
of
the
prevli

me,

riding

-

•

practice

irm Is put out Of ooni! •
him.
Not being much of a

to the mother of
acqiiaint-

,. in is our
ng In the

That night, on his way home,
a gateway in n
wiill Just ahead of Inn, is suddenly ope
1 and stld\ .in ltil. Per
• lure, lie vaults lightly to the
top of the wall and drops upon the crouching figure
Kicking i look
the rnvnio
Mm and then be recogii-cl him
Imunphotograph
does not which
show had
fight,so hut

I . ■!• eyes

makes

him

feel

that

bow his horse lags behind as
■ lies one after another until to
he suddenly conies to the front,
die just a fraction ahead of liis
l.eats him by half in the way Farley hi
the girl feel

th " "

on

winning i
stable unit
"dope."
running.
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THEATRICAL

o ARCHITECT

anil lower extremltlee of the charar. ers and the
entire story is told l>y what they do. There are all
i
in the picture from to
nrchln, and f pretty enow
malady
to the able-bodied police 1
U also a little eloping couple who la punned by a
ma.
And there is :i n. Idle 111 the
foreground which reflects much of t
which Is useful to the lovers In the! flnal escape.

ESSANAY.
THE

TRIBES

to

the

village,

make
girl

PENALTY.— Dorotta
•Her in the Wf
■ on horseback

her

hi-

vainly

\ of Indians
taking

bring her Let
- beanty, the < 1
bride and order-

-

■

pleads with <■
1- linally for. -..I

lG

nlng fin
crawling

We

not only make Plans and build

Theatres

.

Slrl away.

iln and
fver.

Tillwhen

desperately
he

finds

the

III love

with

girl

11 white
1111111
i.« return
t

made
-

■hery

to

the

tribe.

10 bin
for

hi

where

h

I .
Ike

Vaudeville

Houses

also build

MOVING
PICTURE
THEATRES

I In- whit

apparent

in

pniil-liineiii

and
We

A

We have built over 60 Theatres the last 5 years which are all ORIGINAL
In Construction, Design and Decorations

NI V

■

a

(:i-l humble

One
day. old man
Iliggins.
prompted
by
wife, painted a elgn and nailed it on a tree. '1
any Jndsoii found
sign read, f"Death
this tn
Old man .liidson. when seeing ibis sign, promptly
went
home
and
painted
another.
which
read,
i any Hlgglni (bond on the south side
of this

hotel,
and

the

■ tin-Il lilnl then npei
1

aratlon

Mini*
\|..iher

from Jack

, opped
- the

Itelliellll
- L-oiiig

to

I

blow

had thrown on
I 1, able to en
'ill
•

her

hen-

bead
.11 of

by
off

•

I

Now.

was

Later,

be

I. ■:,.,,-

ITedn

how

itnng when in- pulls open the
11 I- nothing mon
BACK— Bill) B
having a dim-

up

In

.liidson
■is

and
room,

thl-

her brother
t.s.k bis

holster
while i he wan asleep and
with blank
Hlgglni

I b0t»l.

mixed

den

Illggins ' ton wat engaged to Indaon'i daughter and
•linl-.nwas ei .
.laughter.
When
tne K>Ur young
t"lks saw
the planned the tofend.Tick
their
ros|a-etive
parenta
Into
ending

and

the hotel.

Cupid

other,

and

her

John,
-lipped
revolver
tr..n.

replaced

Walter,
. tWO
men
b)
the
tree
and
Opened
lite I
they
were
i|lllekly disgusted
v. I I
11
dp.
After
a ui.i.l.i
him

pulled

down

tired

and

slekelied

■in- world

him

for one

who

her.

and

tin
forth

Itola-rts.

he.
I III the
ie

wild

Far

whirl

t..

the

did
met

drop

of

a lib the

men
girl

the
In*

his

-

CHAMPION.
pi i. -i:i I

.
LUBIN.
■ IS
llllle.

vi.
„ll

JUD80NS — The
I, eight...

lllggln"

and
dl«|
it was

I

West

Independent Film Stories
mm' ! v

,lene. at
but when

had

s...n tamed
..f

broken
beat
ted, Thornby

'

brother

■

Into
the

FOR HER
SIN—l-ortrayed In this beautiful him sermon,
wife,
then atdeserted
rival for
this unbolj paaalon

(

and

the

THE
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ALL

FOK

A

BIG

ORDER— .In
- house
II.
prs advising
him
..f the fact
dealer,
Holly,
will
l li Hall
li ..„New

■

.1. .I.ii i

■

inn

lo

the

Collie
lull, 1. 1 II.
|M II !• -Il
i.- II ninl

■ fi-

U

upheld

I lu> IhtiiiII '- .in.' In tin- mountains
blow
Inn
made
the

ranch.

It
ni II hla death

In

gratitude

meet*
I:

-

FOR

A

REST— John,

«
town

man
If

hi*

dlaobeya

'"■

had
will

liultdlng

made

BROXCHO

ba
ta

dials
Off.

up

n

BUSTERS
•
I XI.

bride

an.l

leave

rick
Then.

il|... II

111.'

BRIDE— .In. -k
Ranch."
li in .11

t..

the

a

tn

finds

for

I. in
with
The
tbelr
reel
the
with

- to the
front,
after
a battle
loyal hearts.
In tl e I'nlon
lines.
t|,,. hrothers
In the
country of the enemy. They are doing picket duy.
stationed on an outpost. They meet «< the end of
their rounds and Andrew Dowd, a rebel sharpshooter, comes n|
them
stealthily.
lie
tak.-s
..ireful
aim
ami
sh.n.ts.
.lini
falls,
apparently
■ ■..ks . 1 1 - • i . ihe Ixiily of his hrother
and
- -i line evervthlng
else in the knowledge
that his hrother
■ I .Imps has
his
Bndowed
with superhuman
Strength
nn Dowd.
Lent
on
re
,.nii exciting one.
rcni:tli almost
spent
Bill
I.nt catches
his f.M.i nn.ler
ml falls.
Dowd
.pilckly
Minis
ami
makes
him
the weapon.
Ing Ills gun
and
covering
bin
. M this
.limine

moment
a detail of I'nlon soldiers
Ion arils them,
and Dowd
elves
Kill to nnhat
If he Will protect
him.
he will not
D ■• ■! reiiirns
his eun.
threatens to shoot any one who lays a hand on
miliie him
as his prisoner.
Dowd,
a prisoner,
repentant
for shootlne
.Tim.
isks
permission
to nurse
the
hrother.
which
is
granted,
ami
le elves
him
every
attention.

Kill

Be turning
bunch
THE

THE
FORTUNES
OF WAR"M-.l
War.
Kill ami .llm Chirk
leave
f..r the front I
their
mother.
hrottera
take
an
affectionate
farewell
of
iiinih-r nml sisters. Louise ami Anna. Their
inent
Is reviewed
l.y President
Line.. In anil
r.h away
\\ i 1 1 ■ hiioyan'
spirits and

o hla heels.
Bill
gains

■ break her

Jack

ho throws
it In ■
■ I returns to clvlll

Ufa

Inn
Hat 1..
.miic
him

turn
wife
a
kidnap the

sack

thank
tirenklng
YIDDISHER

In

the

his bride.
COWBOY

An

order

Is l.n.iielit

'

t-'.l :
mii
• tied

..nt

at

the

ranrh

In

cl

a

Jell

! privilege.

llm home
safely
and he Is
Jim
and
Dowd
take
an afand
<tnrts
North,
ime the handsome
yonne

-

eekl

later
fes»i„e

Louise Clark
and Andrew
Dowd,
1 In the earden of the Clark
their
Ioy- for each
other— the

of the Clark
family and
goes
his reclment.
lie promises to return at the
!. war and claim Louise, and the scene of
parting at the well Is very affectionate.
The story reverts to the time of peace after
the war. the Fourth of July. The famllv Is rennlled. .llm. Kill an. I Iiowd hnvlne returned alive.
Ionise, and their children visit
the Clark home. The children are elven some
fireworks and they start to Are them off. .llm coes
to the flagpole in the yard and commences to hoist
the I'nlnn flae. As the starsiNand
stripes and.
flutter
relatives
within

THE HERMITS GOLD — ■:■
Clara Palmer

■

;

Into

the

.

the

Ihe
itn

Holly

the

spirit

of

Is a connoisseur

■,.!:,

in

later

metamorpbosla

oeeaslon
lice,
he

t

affairs

apand

and
w he
Introduces

in

which

women

with
the choice of the man
with
'lie e
■lenkilis
is forced
to
see
his
wife
led
away
liy
lloll.v
ami
he follow . :| restaurant. «hoi.
I. ii. s v\ ine w iih the
: .ion and disregard • I
.lenkilis enters ami is a witness t.. ihe
at the table.
Ills wife
Is rather
overplaying
the
part, enjoying
the situaii..n whoimmensely,
fact
eroans
Inwhich
anguish.
preaches
the paii
and announces
the woman
wife,
much
to her consternation,
and
tin
mom
of Holly.
The latter Is Indignant
and
.lenkilis
is forced
to pay
which

he

does

proceeding;.

i mi the order, complimenting
ingenuity

and

as

his

ii the
leaves

gladly
for the sake
of taking
his
I they depart. .lenkilis proud of
ashamed
n
. part

willingness

to lend

the

h

servi

prospet I It

THANHOUSER.
[> of the girl 1
• laughter.
Kilt I
to frown upon lier suitors, while his creed for gold
induced him to follow a niggardly policy so far as
his ships were concerned, lie insure. I them. It Is
true, but he begrudged the in
y lie spent for repairs. He looked at It from the viewpoint that
sailors wore .heap, and could more easily be re'■" refore.
one "f of which
placed than wl
the en money
he nut
•s being
made,
be \
■ told hlin that he could
sail the
.....
was or hunt another Job. and the captain decided
to stick to the ship, hoping that things were not as
bad as be bad imagined
■ toll them to be.
I'..r the captain
was
married,
although
the fact
had been kept
a secret.
His brl.le was none other
than
the daughter of his employer,
the
owner, and they were waiting for a favorable chance
to

The
girl wanted
break
the news

I i sail
tr * -*—

with
r the

her
real

husband.
r

He

in

time until
the work nn
to Join

deli find

-

11 hi i the
ami.

earna

iny

Idea.

has

ii despair
he thinks ,.f his wife.
w !
I peisnades
her
lo entertain
the lm
' ' aide
habiliments
•■i unlimited
cash
and
she
clad
in fashion

and

the

raised.

THE

remaining

he

• pun I. tine his previous
.-\perloni-e,
. .-ipi.n.aeiies i.-r Miih the iproposition
his head. and promptly

f..r Ms kindness
iln- ..l.l IhtiiiII Ii'ii\t«
i. mi. Charlea on hla return to the ranch
-v lii|.iill v w lis w llli hlin « lion
'•• retnm
the fold, hot now
s.orn
nml
I,.- at Inn
railed him nothing1. Clara de
starts for the herupon
George
seated
and
pleada
her
l

one

and

r entertain the b
Ills well
ami
tie li,.;, nl pii,|K,sltlmi
he .
of the di ue
Mo:e
Imdlly
Mi fall
.f a burly
policeman,

npelled him
wlih
lu'i

the .
II iTllllil
Taking
the

nil. Iillliw
l the hand

Bffl

that

only

■ I., r .if the
• I forthwith

.

the
In

n„

lilt

US.'S hllll
by Clara

•.. Ilnil Hint
the hermit

re,- ivine

up his slelioernpl'c
I lie. -l.l.
I., sllinila
el,I'assl ,e .i .I one
i- ..in ..ii a lour ..I
-■III solvl

his arm around his wife, exclaims: "This Is our
flag now." They cheer the flag, shake liamls with
the former rebel and the story closes with a display
of fl reworks
. celebrate
the occasion.

undermanned,
leaky ship, and
that the c
were only even
thai he would
reach
port.
When the father found a letter from the girl,
tolling
pletely. him

what

she had done

he broke down

com-

ne fore,
hadbut never
never before
worriedhadabout
his "coffin
bethe only
person ship"
he lored
boon
aboard
one of them.
Thewasblow
that he
came", And
for
ship
reported
lost had
will espcetod
all on lioard.
old man realized that bis nlgeardllness had
him something that be would have given all
wealth,
miser though he was,
to retain.
He
neglected
his business,
lie grew
to hate
red gold, and at last, half demented, decided to end his life. The vision of the daughter.
for whose death he was res,.onslble. was constantly
with him, and he decided
tn die as she did. In the

I

THE
! --,7.1-. 1 down in the cool depths. There
land was only sorrow aud remorBe. He was about to leap overboard when be
heard excited cries. Looking Dp lie Ban
pie landing from a ship nearby. One of tliein was
bis daughti
a vision.
But be decided to approach
anyway.
It was no vision, but a living, loving daughter,
who (lung herself Into bis arms, and rained Himrs
upon him. Her husband was with her. They had
been
rescued
after
a harrowing
experience
In an
did

i
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Ruth,
the rancher - daughter, are jealously resented!
by Dick,
her sweetheart,
and
I'i.k plans
to make

Theatrical Posters

hunting trip

MORGEN-WECK
131 East 13th Street,
Tel. 3«99

New York City

he ■ an pull the triggei
tte
l«-ar. of course.
Is
unharmed
I
- nan right and
left.
A rough and
■ ai.-h the
husky
cowl
• .aose
of his Jeal-

Stujiisanl

s tathe
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June
16th.
Experiment

Kalem— The Railroad Raiders
Vltagraph — Proviug
His
Love
1000
looo
looo
1000
lOoo
1000

LICENSED

Monday, June 12th.
Biograph— Enoch
Anlen
(Part
1) (Dr.)
1 .nl, in -At
!•
I. hi. in — The
Cook
(Com.)
600
Paihe— The
Power
and the Glory
(Dr.,
764
Pathe— Hawkins
and
Ills Dogs
(Com.)
2081
Sellg— Ten
Nights In a Bar
Room
(Pan. 1 >.. ..1000

Essanny— The

Saturday, June
Tribes
Penalty

of 'G2
(Dr.)

1000
1000
1000

(Dr.)

1000
1650

(Dr.)

1000

17th,
(W.
Dr.)

Gaumont— The
King's
Daughter
(Dr.)
1000
Pathe— The Society Girl and the Gypsy
(Dr.). ..1000
Vitagraph — Teaching McFadden to Waltz
(Com.)

RENT.

film
Manufacturing,
Nepers,
. Is especmoving
picture
business,
on
trlety
and
natural
beauty
of

THEATER

Picture

24— The

*

(Dr.)

510
885
73.'.
240

'.

Paris,r

Burned

800
lOoo
1000
1000

(Dr.)

The
Trapper's
Daughter
Proving
Ills Ixive
(Dr.) (Dr.)
Teaching
McFadden
to Waits
The
Stumbling
Block
(Dr.)
The Sleep Walker
iHr.i

24 — Barriers

l
011PANY,

and
Shadow
(Dr.)
Man's
Honor
(Dr.)
Tim
Ma honey
the Scab
(Dr.)
The
Fires
of
Fate
(Dr.)
Cupid's
Chauffeur
(Coin. )
The
Ends of the Earth
(Dr.)
Fraud
(Com.)

moving
picture
thebuv
outright
or
I of Moving

PATHE.
Soinlramls
(Dr.)
All for Money
(Dr.)
lU.li's
Microscope
(Kdu.)
TIN
Flag
Didn't
Rise
(Dr.)
-i line On
Mas
(Com.)
June
2— I.oyal
Ix>ve
(Dr.)
June
.".—Ills
Baby's
Doll
(Dr.)
June
5 — A Rough
Diamond
(Dr.)
June
5— The
Scorpion
(Ind.)
June
7— The
Insubordinate
Soldier
(Dr.)
June
9— Khmara
(Dr.)
June
9— Miss
Blum
(Com.)
June 10— A Broken Life
(Dr.)

FILM EXCHANGE
Prompt

service.

NINTH

TC

Day and nighl s.

STREET,

915
1000
300
950
880
604
997
751
249
1000
810
174
987

Moving Picture Pianists
i you "working up"
your pictures?
If not.
" -o, you want
some
good meloSend for free sample page of
■■urpiieum (o icction of M mng Picin ■ Music "
Now being
used
and praised
by many of the

1-4 discount on both
1501

CLARENCE

Sedgwick

8t.

numbers.

E. SINN

CHICAGO.

enttre output
of the Independent
manufac
about our Three-locked reel system.
Wrile, wire or phone

PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

ILL.

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

PATHS FRERES
Wg^*$. FILMS VWK
WATCH THESE ADS!
Sure

Tips

on

FOR
An
Released

Indian
June

Sure

THE
Story
21st

OLD

Winners

SQUAW

which

yon

can

win
lOOO

Feet

Indian
life before the
possession.
About
1 OOO

Feet

INDIAN

A most faithful portrayal
of
faces took
Released
June
24tH

play
About

to

DAYS
pale-

THE
An

American

Released

STEP
Drama

June

which
applaud.

28th

CRAZY
Released

SISTERS
every
one
Get
it!

The
Best American
June
29th

will

like

and

932

Feet

years.
About
063

Feet

About

DOPE
Comedy

in

WATCH
FOR OUR
4th OF JULY FILM
To be Released July 3rd

IV,

PICTUR]

WORLD

."■dependent Release Dates

Monday,
w Itch of

i •
■i
Thou

June
12th.
the Kange
(Dr.
ITiO
1000

the stockade
(Dr.)
Shalt
Day
(Dr.)

NESTOB.

May

31 — A

h.-r

-

Tueaday, June 13th.
- |0i | i Marmalade
Retribution (Com.)
(Dr.)
~miih's
i'hanhouser— Little
Old New
York
(Dr.)

iDr.)..

railed

Wednesday,
June 14th.
r.volnllon
In
Womankind
(Dr. i ...
Mnl. roslo— Review
of Turlilu
F,\hll.|t hn.
i 'iiaiiiplon— Ills I.nst Crooked
Deal
(Dr.)
! ,.. Sheriff's
Mistake
(Dr.)

Horn.)

CHAMPION
l>r.). 950

i

:■■ >l (Dr ■)

060
95°

&50
»50

ECLAIR.
U.r

lac— The

Ilia* Nile (SO
lllage
Flirt
ICom.)
Mar
15— Engaged In Spite of Themaelvea
u.
al.th.-r-MMr,-,
i Dr.)

Jaw

12

Jaoe

IS

'

GREAT
May

«— The

May

2'V— The

Lucky

»>
010
(Com) 010
. • . • MU

Surprlae

Banana

Seller

I n-tni

(Com.) . .

May
May
May
Mav
May
June

24— There's Many
a Slip I Dr.)
17— O'er
Fields Scanned
(Dr.)
31 — Dad's
Girl
(Dr.)
27— O'er
Grim
Fields Scarred
31— Dad's
Girl
(Dr.)
3— In
Flowers
Paled
(Dr.)

Jnne 7— The

Minute

June 10— The
Jane
14
All

■air Of I'aiil

and

Ilroken
vion

the

Coin

700
Fire

(Sc.)

(Dr.)
(Dr.)

(Dr.)..
LUX.
19— Bill at Work
(Com.)
19— All Through a Rat
(Com.)
2«— The
Two
Cockades
(Dr.)
Own.)
Jane 2-^Iuat
Bill's Lock
(Com.)
-.old
Has a Good
Try
(Com.)
Jane
9 — The
Companion
Governess
(Dr.)
Jaae
9— Bill nt Play
(Com.)
May
May
May

rrw

YORK

MOTION

800
1000
1000
1000

PICTURE

367
475
698
268
403
462
639
331

CO.

BISON.
Rroncho Boater*! Rival
Cheyenne
I"
» Female
Outlaw
an<

(Dr.)...

April 27— The

«*— IDs
I-ordshlp's
Hunting
8— A Child of the Kanch

Jnne

10— Tl

Trip
(Dr.)

May
June
June

ITltluiate
Real"

(Dr.)..

June

June

(By B. T. M. P. Oo.)
3— Knowaall
Anthropological
Doctor. .

Jnne

ITALA.

June

Real

16th.

I aw
(Coin.)

(Com.)

i (Dr.)
(Dr.)

Fortune
in

. 409
412

Maid

(Dr.)

(Dr.)..

(Dr.)

(Dr.)..

Sacrifice. .

to

Rule

(Com.)

'

COMPANY.

17— Ills Dumb
Wife
(Com.)
19— In the Nick of Time
(Dr.)
24— House
,.f Peace
(Com. I
24— The
Devil
In the Tin Cup
(Com.)
20— An Officer and
a Gentleman
(Dr.)
31— The
Marvelous
Cow
(Com.)
2— Never
Too
Late
to Mend
(Dr.)
14- V r
16
a Daughter of the Navajo*
(Dr.)
THANH0USER.

June
June
June
June
June
June
June

2 — A Circus Stowaway
(Dr.)
6 — The
Stepmother
(Dr.)
9— Motoring
( Dr. )
9 — The Rescne of Mr. Henpeck
(Com.)...
13— Little
Old
New
York
(Dr.)
10 — Flames
and
Fortune
(Dr.)
20
The
Coffin
Ship
(Dr. i

May
May
May
Msy
May
May
June
June
June
June
Jane

YANKEE.
12— The
Angelua
Bell
(Dr.)
15 — An
Indian
Brave's Conversion
(Dr.)..
19— The
Banana
Plauters
Peril
(Dr.)....
22— The
Little
Western
Rose
(Dr.)
26— Thwarted
hy Nell Pierce (Dr.)
29— The
Birth
Mark
(Dr.)
2— The
Pretender
(Dr.)
5— The
Scandal
Monger
(Dr.)
9— Mrs.
Biffins
Demise
(Dr.)
12 — Tbou
Shalt
Pay
(Dr.)
16 — The
New
Congressman
(Dr.)
Bonn

...

BRASS EASELS AND
BRASS RA/L/NC
BRASS POSTER FRAMES 11
\ FOR EASELS AND WALLS

I <] Put in our Easels I
1 Potter Frames and watch ||
1 your attendance grow.
Brass Push and Kick Plates, Door
Guard Rails, Etc.
LOW PRICES
BIST WORK
DON'T DELAY but writ* today l»r compl.t. catalog
ACENTS WANTED

THE

NEWMAN

Get the Samples

TICKET

COMPANY

StocK

MFG. CO.

717-719 Sycamore St., Cincinnati, 0,

Any

NATIONAL

a

Itala— Physician's
Monkey
Dowers— A
Concert
Hall
Romance
Reliance— A Pair of Panta
(Dr.)

Mav
May
May
May
May
May
June
June
June

AMBROSIO.
(By N. T. M. P. Oo.)
SI— Explolta
of a Napoleon
Admirer
7 — The
Human
Tiger
7— Two
Good
Frlenda
itloi In Womankind
(Dr.)
14— Review
of Turin
Exhibition
(Scenic).
Beacwr (Com.).
21— Lake
Verbano
(Italy)
(Scenic)

May
Jane
Jane

25— fa I
1 — The
Monogram
8 — From
Death
B0LAX

Detective

May
Swift
regie's
(Dr.).!!.'!..
May 26—
SO— Brave
A
Redskin's
Bravery IVrll(Dr.)
Jaoe 2— A Tale of the Foothllla
(Dr.)
/ane
laae

for

(Dr.)..

:i i'ii
REX.
Mar. 23— Five Houra (Com.)
Mar. SO— A* Te Sow (Dr.).
Apr.
6— The Heiress (Com
May
Apr. IS— The Little Major
April 2(>— A Daughter of the Revolution
) the

18— The
19 — The
23— The

Went

(Dr.)

(Dr.)

•■ Grind (Dr.)

May
May
May

- [ -■ D-

Lux— He

Th:inlinu«er
Flames
and
Yankee
-1

1000

(Dr.)

Saturday,
June
17th.
Great
Northern— Hotel
Thieves
(Dr.)
Itala— Foolshead.
Somnambulist

■ • lDr.1

j,„, :,— The
Chicago Stockyards
Back to the Soil (Dr.)
lose 12— Behind
the Stockade
Jen* IS— The
Piece
of String

of Age
(Dr.)
Friday,

June 3—
8— Eyea
Eyes That
TUal See Nc
June
May no-Clvllliatlon
(Dr.
- Clial
So Not
(Dr. I
June
6— The
Black
Bei
June 10— The
Strangers
PUtt
d>r.)
June 13— Smiths
Marmalade
(Com.).
June 17— The
Haunted
Island
(Dr.).

(Com.) . . .

_.— The
Lore of a Gypay Ctrl (Dr.)..
p .1— The
Uncus
Croverness
. jo— True
Lore
Never
Dies
(Dr.)

Chord

■
June 16th.
e (Com.)

Thursday,
American

(Com.)..

23 -Hei

NORTHERN.

Vol

Minor

May

950

D

May
6tli— The
May 0— Tlie Foui
May 9— Contaglo
May 13— Aa
You
May 10— Oklahuu
May :.*<►—
HI — Cuugi
\
May

Colors

TIcKeU, 6 Cent.

Shamokin,

Pa.

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

G. W. Bra den burgh

If you are in the Market for

Cinematograph Films

SECOND
HAND
FILMS

233 North Eighth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Phone.

Market

334

Cable:

Brad-Films. Phila.
Code: A. B. C, Sth Edition
Films at 8c. per ft. with
Posters.
The
Minor
Chord— Imperial.
The Lore of a <;vpsy Girl— Great Northern.
A Village Flirt- Eclair.
A Redskin's Brarerr— Bison.
The Cheyenne Medicine Man— Bison.
Boap Bubbles— Ambrosio.
A Left Hook— Reliance.
The Harrtst— Reliance.
An Indian Brave's
Films atConversion—
$30 with Yankee.
Posters.
Owane's Great Love— Bison.
A Warrior's Faith-Bi-ion.
The Redeeming
A ngel— Ambrosi
The Ucni'.n -Ambrosi'.
It. Mi
from
rt. a-, ii- Biithiiig

Charm— Itala.
jf the \ illage— Itala.
The Trump Card
Reliance.
"a Plain Tale-Reliance.
Three Men— Relia;
The Command fnrom
.. Galilee— Reliance.
As Ye Sow-Rex.
Shamrock
Crows— Rex.
hi!a.
'
The Imix*t«-r
Tlianho i.-.t.
The Tr.un|.
'Ii . . . n • ■ . . --. r
'I'l:.- \l..n.im -Tl.auhoustr.
Tom and Jerry— Yankee.
The Open Gate— Yankee.
His Double Treasure— Yankee.
benonta'h Sacr.Ii.e
V.mk.-.-.
e
the
Mexican
Border— Pov
The Call of t
Heart— Powers.
hrpriae r iwi 1
M'-m
Ii . Una li m
. . Mm and Jin
Tracked— I m penal.
-Iini<erial.
Hour

■I ■ .

II - i

The

'. ■

I. it-lit Bi-joud

N(

Write to the largest and most reliable Dealers and Importers of
these goods in the U. S.

ifrfelllllllT

Twi • ■ • •• : :.

OUR

PATENT

enthusiasm
keyboard

la

ELECTRIC
Moving

Picture

BELLS

<

Hoases.

c

International Film Traders
Incorporated

as a solo instrument, or 1

to soogs.
Twenty-five Bells,
Including resonators, magnets

two
octaves
chromatic.
and keyboards. (75.00

J. C. DEAGAN

3800 3810 N Clark St

CHICAGO.

ILL .

EASY EXTRA MONEY FOR YOU

5 West

THEATRE

Powers.
A Ni «dj.,j
II...
Tlianhouser
■.„too— Thanhouser.
For Her Sake
Than.'
sir
j Earl— Thanliouser.
I

1

M

•

• .

■

U

Sell your ideas to Moving Picture Manufac■^irers. No experience necessary. Our book
tells you
how.
Sent, with typewritten copy of

Milk,

PHOTO-PLAT

(criminal

.

I

Chief's
Captur
1! ..ii..-Th inhouser.

'

'

E.

P. ZEIDLER

DRUMCO.Dept.

F

CLEVELAND.

'inted— Thanhouser.
1 1 .neymoon— Imperial.

son,

Ureal Duty-Great
Northern.
Young
l.onl Man ■ ■■. ITianhouser.
,. Atla«
The Pawnshop— Sc
. . -Reliance. The Mm n In...Kami
of tin- Grandmother— Itala.
i

.

Itelianre.
v Surprise-Yankee.

IHMs,

Halrrt.mii,

BARGAINS
\ .nkee.

In,; ■
HI.
lor-'nmnho.i-. r.

I ... 1

Imp.

1

Mis

■

I guarantee-

thr

■ • .Ml.,'

11,-

and satisfactory

on all
machines.'
parts
supplied.
Cff

ONE DROP OIL
DOC
CEMENT

brst
irkrlartlJo

H.
:,...

quick

repair genuine
«ork
Only

and BULL

'

I

5I.W.282 8TJ",

TElttH+OS \MmU

Correspondence C01
the trade. Send (or free illustrated catalogue.
School class meets every morning and afternoon. Evening classes meet every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday. We
antee you a $15 position.

positively guar-

We have a Powers' Cameragraph No. 5
in A- 1 condition for $85.00 and an Edison •
Exhibition Model Machine lor $60.00.
Wee.

F. C. TAYLOR
4» Wtst 28li Street

v .

BARGAINS

Operators!
^f Gulsa
It. la.
irs and Btrlpea-Yl.MUher
Cow
ItiCTalitude— I.ui.

OHIO

Model
B gas outfits,
new.
$..5; Moving
Pic
ture Theatre,
Waukesha,
Wis.,
10,000
population. $600, $300
dowi
month, or $50 rent month compli ti
H.

■

linn

SYNDICATE. 1830 E. 19th It, Cleveland. 0.

10 Rods, Kangaroo
Heads Send U.S. Money
or Express order. If you
"*rV -*-"
»
wish C.O.D. send sufficient to guaranteeExpress charges.

Bull. .11 -Reliance. Stage Letter— Imperii
he Stork-Atlas.
1; n Kind Arm Chair— Itala.

;aiufhter-TI

CO.

ILLINOIS

direct from factory to you for $10.00
Shell -.^x 14 -Solid Maple

It.V'..
1
■lanliouser.

ioi>— Thanhouser.
;n„

hiiimii

CITY

Dr

,

''.oilty-

YOKK

I-

-Thanh... 1 ■. r
■I
r i- .ii...- 1 ■
1\ »,.,

NEW

SALES

CHICAGO.

I

Cui.i

14th Street,

,.1

their kind

It

A. MACKIE

on*

LIGHT
EFFECTS
UNIVERSAL
ELECTRIC
STAGE
LIGHTING
CO.

THE

MOVING

FREE

SAVE BT3! MONEY

PICTURE

TRIAL

TO

CHICAGO

MANAGERS

A new machine head made from your old one;
no sense in buying a new machine.
Improved -tars, cams and sprockets
that will
please your audience, your operator and yourself

I guarantee to Mvr more than
half of your current bill and
give you a better and tteadier
light if you will let me install

LAVEZZI

EDISON
Economy Transformer

WORLD

NEW

MACHINE

WORKS, "UttS

EXCHANGE
- NEW FILMS
Western Dramas
Repertory Comedies

Films from 50c. to $1.00 per reel.
Write for particulars.
and second-hand machines.
All supplies cheap.

RELIABLE

ROBERT

^B>

^av

H

FILM

LETT, Prop.

BVBv|piB%%#

500 new and

second-hand chain;

Room 260 Monon

Bldg., 440 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, III.

PAINTED

MOVINC

FOR

P

?- J' D0N|GAN SCEN|C STUD|o«

SCENERY

Phone. Garfuld 2710

Wc have moved in new spacious quarters and are ready to offer machines and
machine parts, supplies, lamps, carbon-arms, lenses, condensers, carbons, tickets,
chairs, fans, in fact everything pertaining to an up-to-date and complete equipment
of a moving-picture theatre.
First class repair shop at your service.
We also buy all kinds of second-hand machines.

THE

The neatest and best
outfit for the purpose
110 Volt, $50

HARRY
853

A.
2478

M.

HOKE

SUPPLY

COMPANY

(between Lake and Randolph)

CHICAGO, ILL.

220 Volt, $55

ANOTHER

MACKIE

Broadway
'Phone

CEO.

176 N. STATE STREET

New

York

ENTERPRISE

TRIUMPH

TOGO CALCIUM GAS OUTFIT

Stuyvesant

Complete

with

Rubber

Tubinp

and

Keyletu

Jet

SUPERIOR WORKMANSHIP and HIGH GRADE
MATERIAL combined with SAFETY and SIMPLICITY place the TOGO far ahead of any other
cheap outfit.
PORTABLE and ready for instant use - $25.00.
Anyone can operate it
Bells, Chime*.
catalogue.
J. C. DEAGAN

MANUFACTURED

Forki. e

BY

The Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564 W. Randolph St., Chicago
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS

3800-3810 N. Clark St.. Chicago. Ill

A Question to Exhibitors for years, "Film Service, "Solved

Consolidated Amusement

Company

6 14 to 6 1 9 Rhodes Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.
Bit-Sol Theatre Bldg., Houston, Texas
LLY whipping out subrenters, pikers, cold copy buyers, and would-be film exchanges,
building up and demonstrating what INDEPENDENT film service really is, buying the entire
output of the Motion Picture Distributing & Sales Co., with duplicates sufficient to successfully
cover LOUISIANA, TEXAS, MISSISSIPPI, ALABAMA, TENNESSEE, GEORGIA,
FLORIDA, NORTH and SOUTH CAROLINA.

Whatever

Your Requirements.

Write, Wire or Phone.

Name

new

EXCHANGE

You Need Film-We

Buy It.

the situation and we will meet it with A SERVICE.

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

KEEP YOUR DRUM HEADS DRY

[At Last

The very nature of drum heads
causes them to absorb moisture readily, and when the heads become damp
it i~ an absolute certainty that your
drum will lose its brilliancy.
Our latest invention, the Electric
Drum Heater, entirely overcomes this
difficulty, for by its u-e you can keep
your drum brilliant and snappy reof the weather.
This device can be attached to any
drum and the connecting plug will fit
any ordinary 1 1 o- volt incandescent
lamp socket. It «i\e- no light: never
burn- out; may be turned on and off
at will, or if desired, entirely removed
m a few seconds time. Entire outfit,
including the Heater proper, two connecting plugs, and >i\ feet of cord,
Ight ounces — the Heater but
two. It is practically indestructible
and
can
drum case. easily be carried in your

it is possible to secure comfortable, even
I illumination throughout a theatre without a
brilliant light in range of vision.
tj The Eye Comfort System of Indirect
Illumination is a notable success in the lighting
of Moving Picture Houses.
I tj Theatres in all sections of the country installing this inexpensive and very desirable
electric lighting system.

Be -ure and say whether you wish
ire Drum. Bass Drum, or
Try

one— your

money

back

if you

Postage

LEEDY
1055

not

entirely

satisfied

$3.50

1 5c.

MANUFACTURING

E. Palmer

Annual

are

Price Complete,

St,

CO.
Indianapolis, Ind.

Subscription

to Moving

Picture

World,

$2.00

MOVING PICTURE MACHINES
& LANTERNS _
. &«ok^uabhV^ than CALCIUM
RIC
LE THAN .ELECT

...
*J You are undoubtedly interested in this
important matter.
q Write us for full information. Our engineering department, on receipt of particulars, will
furnish, free of expense, report and recommendations.
Sold

by

National

Electrical
Trade
WRITE TODAY

Generally

Moore

Bond &

36-N franklin St Chicago

Fresh

Air

is

Worth

X-Ray Reflector Co.

Hot

Money!!

Weather is ComingPrepare for it Now

Garden< NSlVE
City Ventilating Fan

"SILVERLIGHT"

EFFICIENT

Aluminum Motion Picture Curtain

Furnishes

Irr^h purr jii
vrrtisr thr t. . '
will show It.

Extraordinary Features ire:
••Ilk J. Oslisn uoi'i Co.

DURABLE
constantly

14 Wisish sis.. Client

x

supply
Bm

I irrps thrm
1HI-M COOL
Built In .ill •!;«■!> lor .m\

Film Perforating Dies

OMNOt

The A. Dewes Co.

GARDEN
established

IS78

CITY

Manufacturers

volume

ski lor tvlt .Irnr.
BUUETII 31 TOURS FM THE Ml. KG

FAN

CO.

McCormlck

Bldg., Chics

o|

rr.c-lpb
Msjfa]

slsflMl

THE

1406

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD
Are you desiring a service under
30 days from date of release?

Prompt Service, Right Prices
Wire. Phone or Write.

Reliance

Film Service Company
Davenport, Iowa

Dealers in Moving Picture
Machines and Supplies.
For Sale,
150 Reels
in Good
Condition.
Cheap
Our Renovating Plant Capacity 150
reels per day. Reels received in morning
returned same day.
Send trial order.

THE CHAUTAUQUA FILM EXCHANGE
Best and Cleanest Film Service in the World

Lang Manufacturing Co.

Complete Programs for High Class Entertainment — Films,
Songs, Stories, and Lecturettes— SOMETHING NEW
All Standard Machines — Projection Supplies and Slides
WRITE
538 S. Dearborn

Street

TODAY

....

CHICAGO,

^^i^h^hh

•jS

OLEAN
NEW YORK
Send for latest Catalogue

HALLBERG

ILL.

THE CELEBRATED
SCHUG
Moving
Picture
Electric
Light
Plants
We have the finest Electric Light Plants for Moving Picture
Theatres,

Lang's
Rewinder No.2
PRICE S5.O0 NET

Tent

Shows, Circuses, Carnivals, etc.
Why
use the
calcium or acetylene gas lights, with all their
^^H^L
dangers and unreliability, or pay excessive electafW^Hfct
tric ''k1u bi"s for ""satisfactory service, when
|~^^I^Bj^B^Bk
for a small sum you can install one of our Elec|
jKW.pH^H
tric Light Plants, which can be operated at an
■LJIflM^IH
expense that amounts to a trifle, and have the
, if VH9fl|^||F
finest kind of lighting obtainable.
f SM
Write us at once for Bulletin No. n.
i^C^B
w« have a good agency proposition to offer hustlers.
Mm
SCHUG
ELECTRIC
MFG.
CO.
BP*31.-> Jefferson Ave.,
Detroit. Michigan, I . S. A.

THE

ECONOMIZER

SAVES two-thirds on
electric bill
and makes BIO CUT
on the first cost of
your complete equipI carry stock
all makes
M.

of
F.

Free Catalogue

The Cincinnati-Buckeye Film Co.
One

of America's
TWO

Biggest Buying

Exchanges

OFFICES:

315-317 W. 4th St., CINCINNATI, 0.

422 N. High St., COLUMBUS, 0.

Buying the Entire Independent Output
For a real

DON'T

LET

JUNK

up-to-the-minute service, write,

DEALERS

AND

WOULD-BE

wire or call

FILM

MEN

KID

YOU

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

10,300 OPERATORS
USED

AND

—

WERE

BIO

DURING

SATISFIED

WITH

CARBONS
THE

WHAT

PAST
WILL

THREE
YOU

MONTHS

USE

IN

JUNE-JULY— AUGUST
CHARLES
39 CORTLANDT
NEW YORK

ST.

L.

KIEWERT

THROUGH
434

ALL

PLYMOUTH

CO.

EXCHANGES

COURT,

No.

Ij

CHICAGO,

ILL:

SAN

19

SUTTER

FRANCISCO,

ST.
CAL.

THROUGH OUR SUPERIOR CONNECTIONS IN LONDON, WE
HAVE ARRANGED TO RELEASE THE MOST EXCELLENT

CORONATION

LOOK OUT,
EXHIBITORS!

1

IV atter
Free

President

\M

Ready for
Shipment
June 30th

1

'Mrl
Orders
Filled
in Rotation

Wire or Write

^*(S

New number

Quick

Sykei Block.
J5J7 Farnam SU
Minneapolis, Minn. Omaha, Neb.
209 Fifth St.
1JJ0 Wyandotte St.
Dea Moines, Iowa Kansas City, Mo.
The biggest and best film renter
rid

A

1 'Vil

Carl Laemmle,
The Laem mle Film Service

Coronation
Film

j *m J*

\\\\\t

i the

I

Coronation
Film

You don't stan.i much chance of
making big money in the hot summer
time UNLESS you arc hooked up with
a big exchange that will not only give
you the best feature films and the best
service BUT will also help you keep
things lively by means of good practical business-boosting SCHEMES.
Don't
jteBESIl<e satisfied
Write towith anything but

204 W. Lake St., Chicago. III.

FILM

International Film Traders, inc.
Dealers

5 WEST

and Importers

of Filrr

14th STREET

ANOTHER

ENTERPRISE

A MOTIOGRAPH WATCH
To every Theatre Manager
It i, yours for the asking

NEW

YORK

TRIUMPH

FOB FREE!

and Operator, n„ mmttmi
uhat »IMA<M«
»«.u /...r.
just as High-Class
as THE
MOTIOI. K A /' // ,t.d/

YOU
WANT
IT NOW— WE
WANT
YOU
TO
HAVE IT — A HANDSOME
COLD FOB FREE

MAKERS

OP in' 564-572
U <> i iW.<"• Randolph
■ A rii

ENTERPR'SE OPTICAL MANUFACTURING CO.,

Strut.

CHICAGO. ILL.

THE

MOVING

WHITE

PICTURE

DUCK

Attendants
sweltering
give the impression

WORLD

UNIFORM

in heavy
that" your

$3.50

winter
uniforms^ ■
theatre is an oven.

^-l niform your attendants in WHITE DUCK.
Their
"^neat, clean, cool appearance will increase your business.

v

J. M. BRADLET,

167 W. Washington St., Chicago, 111.

Electric Fans From $7.00 up

BiOGRAPH CARBONS

Write for Catalog
and price list of Fans,
Carbon Condensors,
Exit Lights, Slide
Carriers, Reel Cabinets, Etc.
Hudson Electrical
Supply Co.

as the name implies, are made expressly for

Biograph Machines

Each Carbon Stamped

-"ARCO-B"-

GUNDLACH

"B" stands for Biograph, for quality and the mark of the genuine
article.

Projection Lenses
width of the screen, width of p
wanted and distance from lens t
center sf screen.
State make c

Order from your exchange and
see that you get them or write to
us. Samples free.

'A complete stock Is carried by

NICHOLAS
POWER
COMPANY, New .ork
ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MFG. CO., Chicago
Every lens is sold subject to approval

L. E. Fromp & CO., Sole Importers
222-224 Greenwich St., New York

Gundlach-Manhattan
Optical Company
808 Clinton Ave., So.
Rochester, N.Y.

K

1 L-

L

KOIVIsRET
KILL

X--

KOMPETITION
^
SUMMER
H^When

\

«£
^H^
^-^^^

T

M

1 IN K

^^^

OF"

IT

and
$$

KEEP
'EM
WINTER $$

■ 9f^- <**'■
Beautiful
Souvenir
Teaspoon
regulation
size
and
weieht. latesi plat P- O
design and finish, doublestandard

IOO

STA.TSCS

F-ACT-ORIKS

1

O

IM

Using This

S

F» O

O

titfactory returns money letunde 1 if goodi not entirely satisfactory.
UNITED

1 T
KOMINC

CO.

** O

IN S

npi

, guaranty

Send 10 os-s-s
cents in St
sta
Dearb

Red

SSi/

for 5 years.

$ 2,5

O

for sample and plans.
Chicago,
III.

THE
SALE -ONE
HL'NDBED
BEELS FILM
Extra fine condition
S12 a Reel
MAYER SILVERMAN
105 Fourth Avenue
Pittsburgh, P».
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PICTURE

WORLD

FOB

-McKENNA-

OPERA M
FOR

EVERT
l.OOO

BRASS
RAILINGS
EASELS
GRILLES
CUSPIDORS

CHAIRS
ESTABLISHED

PURPOSE

WRITE

STYLES

FOR

1S65

CAT.

N«.

31

The A. H. Andrews Co.
174- 176 Wabash Ave.. Chicago. 111.

Branches in all leadsea cifees

Opera and Assembly Chairs

BRASS
KICK PLATES
STAIR TREADS. DOOR

SILLS

McKenna Bros. Brass Co.
PITTSBURGH,

PA.
744 W. 5th StretV
CINCINNATINEOH
lIO )
Ep.W.BEN
AG
THE
AUTOMATIC
THEATRE
CHAIR
^ j.
•^■^^

Prompt Shipments. Writ* tor Cltl 0'«l
PEABODY SCHOOL FURNITURE CO.
North
Manohe.ter
.
Indian.
Nrw YorkAftnli, ROBERT J EHLERS CO.
LeiiagtoD Ave and 43d St. • New York. NY.

It is a friend to the public.
It advertises your theatre and
makes your business grow.

WE CAN HURRY

s the only sanitary chair.
is the 1
and •| money-Si

nil:

1 greatest
1 have not see
lets, investigate.
Write today for cir<
iiaki>i:siv MFG.

iAmerican Seating Company
215 Wabash Avenue
CHICAGO O

(Z3t$)
^C§^
^P

19 *«>
NEW
NEV

FOLDING
CHAIRS

I8lh Street
YORK

■OST N PHILADELPHIA PITTSBURGH

FILMS
FOR
RENT
New Films High Class Service
The Pioneer House, With 8 Years'
Experience and
S260.000.00
Back
Ol It
HVif« To .r..» for Ttwu

EUGENE
219 S. Dearborn

CLINE
St.,

Chloage

the-

YOUR ORDER OUT.
STAFFORD
Chairs
escell all others.
HEAVY FIVE PLY
seats and backs.
The last-forever km. ,
that you .ire using long
after you have forgot-

STEEL
CHAIRS TOO
E.

For Moving Picture
Shows.Grand Stands,
Assembly Halls, etc.

H.

STAFFORD
CHICAGO.

Ml 0.
ILL.

Write lor Catalog No. 2

1 1 1 1 1 RAMI
CHEAP

The Kauffman
Manufacturing Co.
ASHLAND, OHIO

1 m «m
fiJSjjW/^

SPECIALTY:
PROMPT
SHIPMENTS

^~^Oper

a

auatf

ABSOLUTELY
NON- BREAKABLE

Chairs

Iff
I

The Wisconsin Lumbet
and Veneer Co.
Port Washington.

0***6 laPIM,
Wis.

ajca.
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AIRDOMES
Daylight, Twilight, and Moonlight do not affect pictures shown on our
■■MIRROR SCRKEX" and our "TRANSPARENT SCREEN."

MOVING

PICTURE

THEATRES

Let in the light and air. You can keep your house lights on when you
use the "MIRROR SCREEN™ or 'THE TRANSPARENT SCREEN."
You can let in all the light you wish, without affecting the pictures,
when you project them on the "MIRROR SCREEN" or "TRANSPARENT SCREEN."
Write today for our new plan for projection, and let us tell you of our
New Satin Finish.
Can be washed like a piece of china, and lasts forever.
Address all communications to

THE MOTION PICTURE SCREEN CO., Shelbyville, Ind.
Manufacturers of GLASS CURTAINS FOR PROJECTION.
You have no picture until you show it on our screens. We can send you hundreds of unsolicited testimonials from our many customers.

WILLIAMSON'S
Factory Supplies
Have Equipped the Leading
Independent Factories
Cameras j Printers and Perforators

twfei 8
—Ml
THE

WILLIAMSON

W. E. GREENE FILM
EXCHANGE, Inc.
The

Oldest
and Largest Independent
Film Exchange in New England

NOTICE TO EXHIBITORS
We are prepared to take care of any amount
of summer business in New England. You don't
have to worry about your film service when you
are trading with us; we do the worrying for you.
The pick of the output of the Sales Co. is at
your service.
Write, wire or call at

PERFORATOR

Write for Descriptive Catalogue

A. G. WHYTE,
36 East 23rd St., New

Agent,
York

W. E. Greene Film Exchange
INCORPORATED

228 Tremont Street,

Boston, Mass.

Telephone "" Oxford

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

The Lesson ol Success
When a piece of machinery or other article made for serce and not for show becomes an immediate success and
mains a success does it tell anything of the merit of
the article ?
^
Can any machine go into extensive use and
enjoy continued popularity if it does not
render service that is satisfactory?
If success from its first appearance and constantly extending mean anything to you.
you_wiIl consider the record of

Powers' Cameragraph No, 6
before you buy a moving picture machine.
In a year after its introduction its monthly sales had become larger than those of any two
competing machines,
lay its volume of sales in proportion to those of comrs is larger than ever,
ildn't it pay Send
you to
before you buy?
nowlearn
for about
Catalogit G.

Nicholas

Power

Company

115-117 Nassau Street, New Tor*, N. Y.
"Power's" Current Savers give:
Best arc regulation, maximum current saving, heaviest
amperage at the arc. No others compare with them.

«rn tear

=WuRUjZER=

55TII TEAK

Electric Light Plant Complete

$250.00

4

The Leading Picture 1 heaters are Installing

Wnrlitzer Automatic Musical Instruments
They furnish better music than musicians and cut out that
great expense.
SO different styles.
Call at nearest
branch or write for big H4-page catalog

THE RUDOLPH

WURL1TZER
AND

pact

II I

7 0 1

I

I

\

COMPANY
I

Main

<>

Larger Plants at Proportionately Low Prices.
Incladlai
DYNAMO

Total

l
I ■!•

I ROl
SI

t FICIl

co»1 -I opmtlM

n i

r

ki R< ISBN]

CAP

\ N

KCIT\

■

»« "»tn jrou ....»
kftanoea ->^
CANti atf
MAM:■ iIMMI

MATS

MUPMI

M

Till-

NESTOR
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lf,tsA NESTOR ItsGood
"The Worth-While

David Horsley,

147 Fourth Ave., New YorK

YES!

OF COURSE
all films look .dike- hut
S a difference
When the -t'>ck used Is

We have a goodly
lot of choice, splendid, up-to-the-second
comic subjects, woven
around those popular
favorites, the
K omedy Kings,

Eastman's ; when the perforation isperfect : when
the subject is a worthwhile Nestor; when the
acting i^ of thi
brand : when the photograph) is Nestorian ; when
the mechanical wo

MUTT
and
JEFF

i xcellence — then
even the uninitiated SEES
and k\< >WS the difference.
Every Exchongeman Who Knows the difference
will give you our Release of Wednesday, June 14th.

"The A

Sheriffs

Mistake"

Western of the different sort
-Also—

"The

Plan That Failed"

A Purely Genuine Mirth-Provoker.
Length of hoth, 927 feet.

who will begin their weekly

"At Sunset Ranch" (JVestern)
"Just His Luck" {Comedy)
Two Sparkling GemsSetting.
in a Worth-While

NOW!

Nestor

stunts

and

conversations
TALKING in NESTOR'S
PICTURES
Saturday, July 1st, 1911
Order
In
Advance!
Order
Now!

Wednesday^ June 21 si

ORDER

NESTOR

Fitm"

rth-while
esterns

W°
Wednes
s sComedies
Mutt and Jeff
rdayday
Satu

The "Nestor Lobby
Just the thing for your lobby.
FREE Magnet"
TO
EXHIBITORS!
"I put your 'Magnets' in a
special frame — they arc great.
Am glad you're forging ahead.
- hetter than ever." —
Al Durning. Happy Hour Theatre. Xew Orleans, La.

"I prize the Nestor Films very
highly, and insist on receiving
every release. Have never seen
a poor Nestor." — F. E. Rutter,
Roval Theatre, Bellefontaine,
Ohio.

"We are very much pleased
with the six photographs of Nestor Players just received. We
make &room
for Holvoke,
Nestor."
—always
Moriartv
Gillis,
Mass.

Pictures of Nestor
Players Six of 'em for 15c, in stamps
TO NON-EXHIBITORS. $1.00

Vol. 8,

No. 25

June

24.

~NB1

THE OI^iAN OF- TH&-PHp»PLA7--HND

PUBLICATION

OFFICE.

125

EAST

Price,

1911

lO Cents

JSLUED INT£E^6T6

YOI^K^

TWENTY-THIRD

STREET.

NEW

YORK

The Edison Economy Transformer
Sells On Its Own Merits
Read the following: One of many letters of appreciation:
II u<ky

A.

Mac kii .

Yonkers, X. Y.. May 11. 1911.

853 Broadway, New York City.
Dear Sir: The Edison Economy Transformer 1
bought of you is all you claim for it. I have tried several other make- of transformers, economizers, etc., out
could not get satisfaction from any of them. The Edison
gives me a fine light and steady, and also incidentally lias
-lowed the wheels in my meter down from 23 revolutions
a minute to 11. or aboul 55 saving, with which I am
greatly pleased. I am thorough!) satisfied with the in
-milium in every way and want you to send another immediately as I have two machines in operation and want
an Edison Transformer on both.
Respectfull) yours,
A. Hamii row,
\o. i.4 M;,in Street.
"The Palace."

Let me equip you with an Edison Economy Transformer
110 Volts $50. 220 Volts $55.

HARRY
Wholesale

A.

Projecting Machines and Supplies.
853 Broadway

MACKIE

Agent lor till nuikts ol

Mirror Screen Demonstrated

rSSTSmVSSLm

New York

CITY.
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Thanhouser
WO- A-WEEK

MR. INSISTER

The Declaration of Independence
f, July 4, I IICS HOOKING IT NOW to Make Sui
ioiimim.
\i Itos^ TUB COURT"

The Most Pretention- Patriotic Picture liver
Attempted— A marvelous lilmization of the
.realist Event
in American History — Out

of' Getting It After It's Released -ARK YOUi
RELEASED
TUESDAY,
JUNE

27

A SufTragrlr I.ove Story

Courting *£T Court

is a new wrinkle in film fiction of tile love sort, carrying a Suffragette atmosphere as a distinct diversion. A
clever woman lawyer wishes to bring her pretty daughter uj) in that profession. But the daughter think- bet
ier of the profession of wife, especially as she had a
ch'.iie for husband already made. Said choice was the
result of the odd courting the title tells of. So from
title to trailer you can wager the reel will hold your
No. 223.
Code Word,

RELEASED

FRIDAY,

TUK TIIW'HOl

LORNA

SKR

JUNE

30

CLASSIC

DOONE

By R. D. RLACKMORE
When Blackmore wrote "Lorna Doone." neither he
nor any of his day knew, thought or even dreamt of the
■ t urc. There did seem possible to him some
things that the brains of later >la\ inventors gave to the
world, but the moving picture NEVERI Still, from
the
of scenario
the story,in you'd
think
he
had all-action
a moving style
picture
mind really
when he
wrote
it. All the situations are highly moving-picturesque and
give thrill upon thrill, as though written to order to
make an extra-startling :<
Code Word, Lorn.

THE THANHOUSER

NEWS i^fi *t1^'?Guide''

Thanhouser $M\
NEW

ROCHELLE

Court.

THE

MOVING

GREAT
RELEASE

PICTURE

NORTHERN

FOR SATURDAY,

JUNE

17th

HOTEL

THIEVES

ANOTHER
ONE OF OUR CELEBRATED
A FILM BRIMFUL
OF EXCITING
AND
RELEASE

FOR SATURDAY,

JUNE

EXCEEDINGLY

FOR

OUR

GREAT

NEW

COMIC

PHOTO-LITHO

ADMIRABLY

ENACTED

JACK

VAUDEVILLE

SKETCH

POSTERS

NORTHERN

FILM CO., 7 E. 14th St., New York

ANOTHER
I coming
july 3i

DRAMA,

AND
A

WATCH

OF THE VAULTS

WELL-STAGED

JIM

DETECTIVE
PRODUCTIONS
SENSATIONAL
INCIDENTS

24th

THE GHOSTS
AN

WORLD

ECLAIR TRIUMPH

I Available to All Accredited Exchanges and Exhibitors without Re| striction as to Territory and Without Advance in Selling Price
A Magnificent Revival in Motion Tableau of the Parable of

THE

PRODIGAL

SON

Staged and Enacted by the Most Renowned Artists of France

I Monday

I

THE

IN E X T
1

DEATH

RELEASE

I jUNE 26 I

A Superb Production of

OF

I

DON

■

JUAN

An Imposing Picture-Drama Showing the Tragic End of the Most Famous and Bravest
(it Libertines.
Potent Imagery u here Blended with Realism in a Wondrous
Manner, and as Never Before Attempted bj Anyone

IX/lany
POSTERS
IN ADVANCE
IF DESIRED

Eclair

Features

ADDRESS

ICLAIR
31 Bast

27th

Coming

TODAY

F-H-IVIIM
Str-oo*.

«» w

CO.
Voi-U

HANDSOME
BOOKLETS
SENT
FREE

1

•\ [NG

20

Minutes

of

Thrill

Distributed through iooo feet of
really extraordinary
film.
This is just what

"On The Brink"
Released, Thursday, June 22nd

Represents, the tense, terse story of
a simple life and a simple love with
a simply soul stirring climax.

A picture with its scenes laid far
from teeming city streets, yet
teeming with life, incident and interest. Itrepresents moreover the
fact that REX is turning out a
product that is establishing a new
standard in motion picture manufacturing.

PICTURE

WORLD

CORONATION FILM
Arrange with your
C Exchanges
c
immeto get this 0
0 world diatelyheralded
R film. Get your pos- R
ters in advance and
0 commence
0
advertising now.
N
N
Film
deliveries
will
A leave New York A
about July 1st T
T ahead
of any
I others.
I
BEAT
YOUR
0 COMPETITOR 0
N to this great feat- N
ure film. If your
Exchange can not
supply
us
at
once you
and wire
we will

put you in touch
with Exchanges
that can.

If you are in business only for the fun
of it then dont get REX.
But only thru.

REX
573-79

KNQWHOW
Eleventh

Ave.,

MFG.
New

York

CO.
City

P. 5. Sales Co. shipping staff "on the brink" of nervous
prostration trying to fill all our orders and get their
Saturday half holiday as well.

MOTION
PICTURE
DISTRIBUTING
& SALES CO.
Ill East 14th Street, NEW

YORK

CITY

THE

MOVING

LooK on these cartoons and

MUTT

UalKing

m W

Foto-Farce.

PICTURE

promptly

WORLD

place your order for the first

and JEFF
First Release

Saturday,

Screamingly funny situations — Exceedingly
Contagious
humor — Riotously
"witty
sayings — Real, worth-while
Motographic Revolution.

Fooled !

If It's a Nestor It's Good! [ Don't Be

Your Projector
is all you need
/v£5r/7fjf/LMW I

to run

£=221^ Talking
Mutt® Jeff
Pictures
Positively no /m
extra
appli-Vyy/
anccs, no extra
bother and no
extra charge!

Take

OIK KllKI) I UK II
David
Horsley
147 Fourth Ave.
New
Yorh

July

1st

ffl m

Get on Nestor's Mailing List

THE

,v«r

,-wy

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

WORLD'S*BEST—

INDEPENDENT

EXHIBITORS:

Look

BAR

NONE

For

Lux

«■»

'«»«

Films

I UDICROUS
LAUGHABLE

LIVING
IFELIKE

LUX FILMS

We want you to get the World's best every week.

Released, June 23,

1911

BILL'S
DAY OUT
WEARYComedy—
TOM'S
DREAM
Comedy — 550 Feet
318 Feet
A moit amusing "BILL" comedy with a number of extremely funny situations
that will prove ticklers to every audience and on the same rael a very entertaning
little trick comedy. SEE THAT YOU GET THIS REEL FOR THE FUNNY
PART OF YOUR PROGRAM.

SEE OTHER PAGES FOR STNOPSES AND PAST RELEASES
The World's Best— Bar None

**-"
' ■"
GET LUX

R. PRIEUR

lO

East

15tH Sold only
Street
through

-Phone, Picture
3427 stuyyewnt
New
Distributing and Sales

the Motion

York

City

Company

STATE RIGHTS — FOR SALE
Greatest FIGHT PICTURE Ever Produced!

LANGFORD - McVEA
4000 feet of wonderful
photography,
portraying
big men in 20 rounds of fast and furious battle.

these

PICTURES TAKEN IN PARIS HIPPODROME, APRIL 1st, 1911
AND

WITNESSED

BY

HUNDREDS

OF

LADIES

For reservations of territory, address
_

F.

S.

_

^^t^w^

EAGER

GRAND

NEW

UNION

YORK

HOTEL,

CITY

THE

MOVING
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PATHS FRERES
Psf^ FILMS

QPW*\

BOOK YOUR ORDER
RIGHT NOW
TO YOUR

LICENSED

EXCHANGE

TOR

THE CORONATION OF
GEORGE V.
IT WILL

Don't

DRAW

Miss

THE

CROWDS

This
Oar Chinese

IN YOUR

Great
Film

KING
HOUSE

Feature

cT 'Art

The
Veil
of Happiness
GEORGES
CLEMENCEAU.
Ex-Premier of France

By

This Film is Magnificently Colored
Release July 14th
About 1000 Feet

WATCH

FOR

The Birds in Their Nests
and

Still

Beautifully Colored.
Better than Our Two
Other
Released Some Time Ago

Bird

Films
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MOVING
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VITAGRAPH
6*

The

Stumbling Block."

A COMEDY

DRAMA

; TUESDAY,

JUNE 20th.

The par excellence of picturedom, "Jean ", the Vitagraph dog, is in
it. 'Jean" is the stumbling block to Florence's love. Through strategy Billy wins "Jean's" love and Florence's too.
»t

The Sleep Walker.

»

A DRAMA ; FRIDAY, JUNE 23rd.

A wide awake picture. It holds us with breathless grasp. A
beautiful young lady does strange things which are explained when it
is learned she is a somnambulist.

"Two Overcoats."
" Barriers Burned Away."
COMEDY.

SAME

REEL.

DRAMA.
SATURDAY,

JUNE 24th.

"Two Overcoats." When the fat comedians of the Vitagraph get
in them they are full of laughs.
'"Barriers Burned Away"
A strong Drama that teaches the
moral : we should be slow to anger and quick to acknowledge our faults.
(""A Quaker Mother." Drama; Tues., June 27th.
MFYT IHTU
"C°uraflc Ol Sorts." A Western Drama; Wed.. June 28th.
UEA
1 U EEI1 1 "Battle Hymn Of the Republic." Patriotic and Spectacular; Fri., June 30th.
[" Tested by the Flag." A War Drama ; Sat., July 1st.
Photos of Vitagraph Players, 7x9 inches, ready for framing: 20c each, $2.00 the dozen.
Do you get the Vitagraph Posters with the descriptions of the pictures on them?

The Vitagraph Company ol America

NEW YORK, IK Nassau St.
LONDON, 25 Cecil Court

CHICAGO,
109 Randolph St.
PARIS, 15 Rue Salote-Cecile
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Juarez, After the

Battle

(MEXICO)

Which Ended the Mexican Revolution and Caused the Downfall of Diaz

Released Monday
June 26th
Length 1000 feet
This remarkable film shows the
BATTLE SCARRED CITY of
JUAREZ shortly after being
captured by the Insurrectos.
An historical subject that every
man.womanand child should see

THEJJOLLIER
A Lively Comedy Such

as You Want

Released Wednesday June 28th

Length

995

feet

The Little Soldier of '64
A Drama Based on an Incident of the Civil War

Released Friday June 30th

Length 940 feet

'Hi is exdting and patriotic story contains the most thrilling
.ind realistic battle scenes ever portrayed in motion pictures

A beautiful Photogravure, hand colored in France, of Alice Joyce,
40 cts. each, postage prepaid. A set of 10 Photos of the principal
Kalem Players, each 7 x 9'- inches in size, for $1.20, postage
prepaid. A handsome 4 colored print 15 x 20 inches in size, of Gene
Gauntier, 40 cts. each, postage prepaid. A striking 4 color litho,
27 x 40 inches, of Alice Joyce,
15 cts. each,
postage
prepaid
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Metallic Cloth Curtains and Screens
Will

REVER
moving
pictures are shown
the most essential
feature is picture quality.
"Sunlight" screens reproduce exactly what is on the film
and all of it.
We secure clear cut detail — deep perspective — soft bright pictures not
tiring to the eye — true color reproduction of tinted films and colored slides.
About one-half of the usual amperage will secure the best results on
our screens.
We therefore save you one-half your power cost. With this economy
our screens

EARN

THEIR
WHITE

"Sunlight"

FOR

PRICES

ONA/IM
and

FURTHER

Metallic Cloth Curtain

ADY
The

National
Watch

COST

INFORMATION

Co., Chic7co?ildl.

SOON
Exclusive

for the First

'Release

Program
Date

VY7E WANT every exhibitor in the United States, regardless of
W what service he is using at present, to send his name for our
mailing list. We are desirous of sending you a copy of the "National
Idea ' ■ (now in preparation), a journal which will be devoted to all
branches of the Moving Picture Industry. It will be sent gratis to
every exhibitor who sends his name to us.
NATIONAL

FILM DISTRIBUTING
COMPANY

34-36 W. HOUSTON STREET
N. Y. CITY, U. S. A.
'Watch for our adv. next week.
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The Psychic Force and Value of the Moving Picture,
The taste of the American public in the matter of
plays, amusements and literature is today much influenced
by the moving picture. In a year or two, vwe venture to
predict, the public taste will be moulded altogether by
the products of the film-makers and thus moulded will
manifest itself in plain and numerous ways. This will be
due to the unique psychic force of the moving picture, of
which these few lines are intended to give a somewhat
detailed explanation. The moving picture acts upon the
mind and soul (the psyche 1 of man more directly, more
strongly and with more lasting effect than any other
known agent for impressing the senses. Compare for
instance the moving picture with the book. In the latter
the printed letter is the medium of thought transference
between reader and author. The appeal to the senses is
wholly indirect and the reading requires a far keener co
operation on the part of the reader than the picture demands of the spectator. Moreover, the bonk paints with
nd calls upon the mind to set its powers of imag
ination to work, of which not every one is capable, and
of which even the stronger type of mind soon hi
picture, on the other hand, summons the imagination nol
11 of labor, hut t-i immediate delight, i1 .
greatest return of enj ■ ment for the least possible effort.
A man. fol example, who has -pent all hi- life in the
Canadian w ilderm annot h\ the finest desci iptive read
in^ and the liveliest imagination picture to himself a true
[mage of the sea ; a painted sketch will help him a little.
but the moving picture with no efforl on his part will
at once print upon his mind a pel feet likeness. The numl.ei of i„, .1 turned .mi . ver\ week is probably equal to
tin- numb 1 :
pace -1 time, but
the picture counts its p. ctatoi
':<\ the thousands
by hundreds.
When yourwhere
bear
in mind further, that the movable type, t.> which \\e owe
the book, 1- an invention ovei four hundred years old,
while the moving picture i too new t,. have am history,
tin- inferioi it) of the printed lettei as a means of reaching
and influencing the human mind and soul 1 1
open '" doubt

Xor is the spoken word one wdiit more powerful than
the printed page, when compared with the moving picture. The most eloquent orator has no such influence
over the human mind as the simplest picture. Marc
Anthony, Shakespeare's greatest orator, trusted to the picture of tile dead Caesar rather than to his own eloquence,
magnetic as that was, to gain the populace to his ends and
flu sight of the bleeding body, more than all
the charm and power of the spoken word, set the situation clearly before the mob and acted so directly and
powerfully upon the assembled minds that th<
stirred to action.
Another point of superiority in favor of the moving
picture remains t,» he recorded. The influence of the
picture is under ordinary circumstances far more lasting. The tnemor) of the eye endures longer and keeps
its impression clearer than the memory i>i eithet
the imagination.
Now it is plain that such persistent and powerful appeals t" the perceptive and receptive faculties are bound
eventually to strike the deeper chords ,.f sentiment and
will and must profoundly affect the public moral- and the
public taste which latter is only a minor manifestation of
ethics. ( >niv one institution shares the advantage! of the
moving picture, and that is the theatre, hut where the
aches a hundred,
the moving picture
thousands and thousands.
In sum up:
line bid- fair within a year or tv.
influence
the combined forces of theatre; school, church and library.
What. then. ah. ait die vast and gTOW it
of the film-makers
Hen
Uties that cannot
he declined ; the) rest upon evei j man *
n the film making branch of the industt)
lust
what may iustl) be deemed the scope and natun
their boundaries extend, will It
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The Moving Picture and the Law of
Copyright
iriOs .\ li.. trembles
wicked film maker, to whom be sends his precious
ill kidnap the child of Ins nose, mav compose
himself, for he has the dreaded power of the law behind
work.
I lu- stealing of literary property
means uncommon ; one needs but to glance at the
realize that there is such a thing
glary.
•! thai no manuscript can be
ted once it has been shown to and copied by
.r\ to the legal decisions.
These latter
Bet forth that even at common law an author had a prop: in his manuscript
It may be of interest to the
. number of moving picture playwrights just what
tectioa they have a right to expect, and with this
< u brief extracts from legal decisions are here
cited.
ginal operetta, consisting of libretto, score and
I at common law, and an injunction will
gainst its use by others, even though the operetta
be an adaptation of an old play.
This protection extends
part of a play or manuscript. In order to constitute an infringement, it is not necessary that the whole
or even the larger part of a work should be taken, if so
much is taken, that the value of the original is sensibly
and materially diminished or the labors of the original
author are appropriated by another, such taking or appropriation i^sufficient in point of law to maintain a suit.
Where two authors write on the same subjects and use
the same common materials both will be entitled to copyright.
Publication, i*. c, the printing or other multiplying of
the book, destroys the right of the author to protection
by copyright. Publication is deemed to dedicate the book
or play to the public and implies a renunciation of copyright. Upon proper legal proof of infringement the law
will seize all copyrighted matter in the hands of the defendant and will make him liable in damages to the plaintiff. The defendant will likewise be ordered to account
for all profits and will in the event of his failure to make
a proper accounting be subjected to contempt proceedings, which may lead to civil arrest and imprisonment.
The simple title of a book, play, magazine, etc . is nol
subject to being copyrighted. If it is to be protected
as such, it must be protected under the statutes regulating
the protection of trade marks.
The new copyright law in the United States is especially effective in protecting absolutely the rights ,,f the
manufacturers of exclusive feature films for which state
rights are sold where such films are leased and not sold
outright. The new law is equally effective in protecting
the rights of the licensees of such manufacturers. In the
case of film of foreign manufacture which is sold in Europe with the restriction that it shall not be exported, and
if such film is copyrighted in the United States any persi >fl
attempting to import a copy of such film is violating Section
t the Act of March 4. up), which provides that
all articles prohibited importation by the copyright Act
which are brought into the United States from any foreign country shall be seized and forfeited by like proceedings as those provided by the law for the seizure and
condemnation of property imported into the United
States in violation of the customs revenue laws. Such
articles when forfeited shall be destroyed in such manner
as the Secretary of the Treasury or the court, as the case
mav be, shall direct.
Section No. 33 provides that the Secretary of the
Treasury and the Postmasters-General are empowered
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and required to make and enforce such joint rules anil
regulations as shall prevent the importation into the
United States of articles prohibited by this Act.
Section No. 25 provides a penalty of one hundred dollars for the first and fifty dollars for each subsequent inSectionfringing
No. performance.
27 provides that the proceeding for injunction, damages and profits, and those for the seizure
of infringing copies, mav be united in one action.
■ No. 28 provides that any person who wilfully
and for profit shall infringe any copyright secured by this
Vet, or who shall knowingly and will fully aid or abel such
infringement, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor,
and upon conviction thereof shall be punished by imprisonment for not exceeding one year or by a fine of not
less than one hundred dollars nor more than one thousand dollars, or both, in the discretion of the court.

A Sincerely Pictured Modern Story.
"Tim Mahoney, the Scab," of the Vitagraph Company,
has qualities that probably will make it one of the most
talked-of films released in some time. Yet, though it is
a story of a scab's relationship to his union, there is nothing in it useful to either the strong unionist or to the antiunionist. It doesn't argue or attempt to persuade; it
merely
states
case. Tim
is aTim
unionMahoney's
man; he individual
is with the and
unionparticular
as well
as in it; he believes in the union, in the need for it and
in the work it is doing. And he also believes in the
righteousness of this particular strike. Hut the strike
finds Tim. in spite of union help, if there is any, unprepared. His children are there and are hungry when the
story opens, and are going to be hungry three times a day
right along. Tim's case is special. We are not shown
just what elements make it harder for him than for all
the others, but we see that at first be is loyal to the union;
It's a weakness of the photoplay that it cannot tell
us plainly all the reasons that there were for such a step;
but, on the other hand, it's the photoplay's strength that
it can picture so vividly the state of mind in which Tim
makes his decision. We don't require an explanation.
Tim's humanity is pictured to us sincerely : we see that he
is no mean man, trying to get some advantage at the expense of his fellow-workmen. They naturally judge him
by their own standards without inquiring into special
leas. .ns. if there are any, and we sec Tim, in places hard to
walk through, bearing up under hard treatment, not only
of himself, but of his children, whom the other youngsters, with all the thoughtlessness of children, stone.
The quality of the play that gives it power is the sincerity with which the passions that the situation brings
out are pictured. The story is human, and very probable,
if not typical ; and the players, each one of them, seem
to have been chosen because of special fitness to play the
signed to them. Tim's humanity is very clearly
pictured, andterizations
Tim's
wifeand
andmuch
children
carry their
characwith truth
clearness.
When
the
works open again and Tim stands at the door while his
former friends pass by, five or six pass him. some with
contempt, etc.. and one looks upon him. Tim Maloney,
his old friend who is now a scab, with such wonder that
the fact seems not believable. It is a shaft that goes home
to Tim's heart. These old-time friends of Tim's are remarkably individual. That scene has not been beaten in
any picture, so far as we know.
The film of the "Divine Comedy"
of Hell. Purgatory and Paradise, as
the "Temptations of a Great City."
sold, and are fully protected by the

or
well
are
new

Dante's Vision
as the film of
leased and not
copyright law.
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Common-Sense in the Studio.
By William
There is a man in our town who runs a stuffy, little,
unpretentious "store show."' where for a nickel you can
listen to a cracked piano and three electric fans, and see
pictures moving. The fans keep buzzing the year round
because there is a bake-shop next door, and the ovens
are close to the partition wall. And yet with the heat
and the fans and the cracked piano, the place pays.
There are "open-airs'' nearby which take in stray nickels
on clear evenings in summer, and other competitors along
the same street who do an in-and-out business, mostly
"out" : but the cream of the patronage goes next door
to the bake-shop.
And why ?
In the first place, the man next door to the bakery
understands his public and what his public likes and dislikes in the way of motion pictures. Secondly, he understand- himself; and being only a plain, human man, he
know- that the films which suit his fancy are the kind
that will suit his public, and will "get across." He has
for the other variety. And lastly, having an
iron-dad contract with his exchange proprietor calling
for a personal selection of subjects — said exchange being
two blocks from his "-tore -how" — he "gets what lie
want- when he wants it."
Xo. the last statement is \< >T a prevarication. The
man with the "store show" is also the proprietor of the
exchange ; and as he supplies his unlucky competitors
with their daily supply of films, it is unnecessary to
explain further.
Tin average exhibitor, of course, knows little and
cares less about his photoplays. All he wants is a
"catchy" title to stick outside the lobby, and an assortment of films that will hold an audience long enough
to hypnotize it into the belief that it has seen good pictures. If the audience files out individually and collectively without stopping at the box-office on a still-hunt for
the proprietor of the -how, the said proprietor imagines
that be 11 giving good return for money invested.
But he it noted that the "average exhibitor" is making
only an average profit on his investment You don't
see many of him motoring to Atlantic City for a
"week end," or racing motor-boats as a side issue. It
i- the "average exhibitor" who advertises in the trade
publications or the newspapers for the sale of his the
dropt silently out of business without monej
enough left to pay for the advertisement.
Probabrj the
fag of little consideration
from the exchange and the manufacturer,
lie 1- the
gentleman, -peaking individually, w ho i
his theater the 60,000,000 and more of people in these
United States who do nol believe i" moving pictures,
and who would as soon go into 1 dance-hall as into a
photo-pla) theater, l nfortunatdy, be is likewise keep
ing them out of the theater of the exhibitor who 1- a
walking advertisement of the photo-play as it really is
- a refined and
m for a refined and at
tistii public.
The last type of exhibitor is the man <.n whom the
future of the moving picture industry depends, and who
more than he
the film makei 1
I the mo\ tag picture industry as
a permanent and stable enterprise I el us hope that it
will b* Then 1 no rea on whj it should nol last for
ever unless. Remembet the fate of "legitimate" melo
drama, and the bicy< le ' heapaetf paj 1 until
too inn, li of a good thing
I hen Iook <«ut for the debt is

II. Kitchell.
Our friend near the bake-shop is getting ready to expand. A case of "swelled head," perhaps — but, anyhow,
he is building a playhouse that will seat 1,200 people comfortably— comfortably, mind you — and he will get rid
of the cracked piano for a new one, and he will have little
use for the electric fans, for he is ''going in" for ventilation and comfort. And he will keep on making money,
for he is more than an "average exhibitor." He understands his pictures and his public ; and the little he doesn't
know about both is a negligible quantity.
Listen to him for a minute :
"There arc manufacturers and manufacturers," he
began. "If I had my way, I'd only buy from the one
kind. .If I did, I'd have to get along on nine reels a
week ; and I keep open Sundays. As it is, in my capacity
as exchange proprietor 1 buy 'em all. I use what 1 want
in my own photoplay theater, and the rest I send round
to my competitor-. The joke of it is, they don't seem
to recognize the difference.
"Despite alleged inside public opinion, the public likes
an educational picture. Not too many at once, not too
long, and the right kind. It has no use for Spanish
waterfalls, and for simple scenery in which nothing happens and nobody does anything. The average human
being will tire of natural scenery in several seconds less
than two minutes, and it is more tiresome to look at a
filmed representation of a section of landscape than at a
real one. \ 350-foot educational is not a photograph,
but a collection of 5,000 photographs, more or
if I was an educational camera man, I'd make something
happen on each photograph.
"And melodrama. .Melodrama is as dead, as far as
popularity goes, as Judas [scariot ; and yet certain picture
manufacturers turn out little else. If you Study a photoplay audience, you'll notice a bored, I-don't-care-if-Ifall-asleep expression steal over it when a melodrama
jiggles on. You know the type. The villain, and the
unlucky but honest hero, and the cold father who gets
into financial entanglements with the villain, and the
heroine — and you know bow it winds up. Machinemade, machine-played—and junk! Yet, some manufacturers shove several through the studio mill every month,
and the public gets the result
"But these are not so bad as the photo-plays without
a climax, or where the climax comes in the wrong place.
There are plent\ of them being ground out to-day. and
nothing is responsible for them s,, much a- lack
in the -tudio-. If a Scenario 1- badly acted in
-pots in the taking, or a section oi the negative is ruined
in the developing, it Seems to be the practice with some
manufacturerto cut out what*
•he exchanges.
" The worst of all. however, ate the plavS which end
unhappily, or are unnatural.
the devil
in lifeTowithout
runnilwith both!
the pictures ; an

1 in the

morningin baseball,
newspapers,If aespecially
when
•bj the
loses
man is known
manufactures,
more
than one motion picture
was born in .1 ni, rgut and has camped i

films lie

•• \nd I n membet
some backwcM ■■'

a fil n n l<

witli • the USU
with the girl, tin- ac.e,i parent, and . the
111 .llama
I h<
imagine I

The old man and Jim stand pensive!) at the

llil'.
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ting with Long Island simplicity for the return
of the foolish one, while darkness falls and midnight
Jim didn't even
'phone u>came
the
. ii morning
Stiffened by rheuFinally, the
k, cured,
and Jim takes her back gladlj and the old engagement
'high-brow'
union
sense. stuff,
"If the moving picture lm^:
be anything more than .1 fad, 01 a 'fUler-in betweei
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vaudeville, there will have to be some tall hustling in the
editorial department of the picture studios to keep up
to date with the demand for new and natural plots i<t
photo-plays. The photographic and dramatic end of
the industry has shown wonderful improvement during
the past two years; but the editorial departments are
going so far backward that they are renovating melodramas that have been shelved for a decade, and there
is something lacking at the top. I'd call it 'common
And the man next door to the bake-shop knows.

sense.' "
Avoidable Crudities.
C. H. Claudy.
i ontradictions abound in tlu- art of tlu- stage, I>• •1 1* acting
I le DStUral
face looks pale ami drawn behind the footlights
tlu- made up face, which i- beauty itself
m tlu- play we see, would be ridiculous off tlu- sta
winch appear across tin- footlights t.. he life itself, in a
•■■.>iu would he distinctly "stagey" and never a
inager hut what has used a light which never was
or sea to produce imitations of moonlight which

Ibis was so gl, iiiiil; a crudity it is mentioned first, but no
■•lie who saw the rest of the play and used his eye-, but
wondered why tin- wife used a candle, lit. upon the table in
the attic, while making up the bed for Hubby's friend, when
there was a ll 1 of light from the window.
Oh yes, the
audience i- supposed to know they are pretending it is
night, but a lighted candle in broad daylight is a pretty poor
pretense!

< >n the other hand, there are many things which no well
tgc manager will permit to happen in his production things innocent
enough
m themselves,
hut vital in
. may draw a laugh at the wrong time, or break the
-;■ -il the picture" as the actor puts it. These are
not the things which are in themselves unnatural — as mentioned above— but those winch seem unnatural to the audiich force themselves upon the attention of tlu- onlooker and make him, whether he will or no, realize that
this is n,,t a life he is seeing, hut a play — not a picture, but
a daub
But the first-class producer of a carefully staged play is
far and away ahead of the careful stage manager of a
motion
To be
sure, thewith,
one nor
doesn't
two
or three picture
releasesplay.
a week
to bother
does have
he have
to hurry so much. On the other hand, neither has he the
resources of the motion picture producer — he must paint
enes with canvass and props — the motion picture
producer has always at hand that greatest of all aids to
naturalness real actual scenes, prepared by nature itself.
So there is tlu- less excuse when the stage manager
of a motion picture play commiits a blunder for which there
was no need !e~s excuse because it is so much tile more
evident.

tad an opportunity too big to live up to. in "The
Immortal Alamo" — a subject which deserved a little more
careful treatment than it received. One hardly conceives
of a commander, informed of the approach of a column of
the enemy, so far away they are only visible through field
glasses, getting sufficiently panic stricken to send immediately for help saying he is besieged by a thousand Mexicans.
One imagines he would at least go look and see for himself!
And one resents a scene labled "The Attack," which is so
short
all of it,
being The
motionle-sonemencan't
in aeven
thin look
line at
pointing
gunssaidat attack
the Alamo!
interior of the Alamo was well done — yet do people stop a
desperate defense to go through heroics about a line and
fighting to the death? Or do they fight to the death without
talking about it? Perhaps the original fighters did go
through that line, drawn on the floor, stunt, and agree among
themselves to fight till they died, but such desperate fighters
didn't all stop fighting at once to discuss the matter.
Miss Storey, with a small part, made the most of it, as
usual, and gave a convincing presentation of a woman in
utter despair, but she deserved a better and less crude setting than she received — and so did her subject.

■ the audience.

Take a case in point and consider Selig's production of
"■Jim
andareJoe"
afterandHal
poem isofof that
and Joe
sailors
the Reid's
little story
the name.
Damon Jim
and
Pythias-like friendship between them — of the sorrow of one
when the other gets married, of the understanding of the
matter by the bride, her kindly insistence that the two shall
live in her home, and not be parted, of the bachelor's devotion to the child which arrives, etc. Finally the two pals
are caught in a storm and wrecked and find only one spar
floating in the waves to save both lives. According to the
poem and the title, this spar was big enough to save one
life, but not big enough for two. so the bachelor sailor lad
with magnificent heroism lets go and drowns and lets the
benedict go back to wife and baby Selig put this whole
thing on beautifully
had capable
.-nes, and
play of adownsimple
— and
then went ■ retty
and jammed
the heart-interest
throats of the story
audience
n't s,, at all — pshaw! Only a picture! For the
spar, which v.wasn't
big enough
to save totwosavelives,
according
was actually
bi« enough
forty
people.
It never even dipped under the water as the second man
caught hold of it. It was a perfect whale of a spar — regular
to "pretend" that it wasn't big enough to save
both lives was so absurd that it completely spoiled the spell
the rest of the story had cast over the audience.
vhy?

Why not a little spar?
Little spars cost no
- are no harder to use. to place, to cling
There was no question of convenience
■ rk or anything like that — it was easier, if anytruthful than not.
Therefore why this very
crudity, which spoiled a pretty story, by spoiling
of the illusion?

Kalem's "Carrier Pigeon" contains a new idea, well worked
out— a pretty, reasonable, well played, well acted and thoroughly enjoyable Western drama, with few heroics and rants
in it, but one absurdity, for which there was no reason. The
hero, who has made an Indian enemy, is beset by Indians
while driving the bullion wagon, in which, incidentally, he
has a carrier pigeon belonging to his sweetheart, with which
he is goingtosend her a message. The absurdity comes in only
having one man with the hero — and he killed or hurt early
in the fight. Hero's wagon upsets and he makes a desperate
stand, alone, against a fair-sized party of Indians. He makes
so good a defense with one revolver that they just ride round
in circles, and let him stop shooting long enough to write a
note, tie it to the pigeon and let the pigeon loose. They
also leave him alone long enough for the pigeon to fly home,
the girl to get it and read the note and start a ready collection of cowboys after him, for help.
It is really too absurd to see this lone fighter, in the bottom of the wagon writing a note, and dozens of Indians riding round, not molesting him at all. Had there been three
or four men in the wagon — which, as it conveyed bullion,
would have been perfectly reasonable, they might have been
expected to put up a defense for a few hours. But asking us
to believe that many Indians would be held off by one man
in a wagon for all this time is asking too much of us — and we
didn't believe it at all!
The way people start on sudden journeys in motion picture plays is a revelation to us who have to do it in real life.
Why, it takes no time at all. Tell some one to go somewhere for a week, and she slaps on a hat, a maid brings a
suit case, packed by magic, and we are off in ten feet of
film. No good-bye messages to any one, no instructions to
servants, no changing of dress, no gathering of little personal
belongings to take with us — nev-ver. We just put on our
hat and skidoo right along, because there is a stage manager
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hollering at us — "don't be all day about it— I don't wan't to
waste any of this film showing you packing — come along!"
Nor need he waste it — a change of dress — a sub-title — are all
that one needs for naturalness.
Take Pathe's "All for Money" as an example — a miserable
flare-back to the motion picture plays of two years ago it is,
too, in which three men try to murder a girl for her money,
Ugh! — The girl's guardian wants her to marry his son.
So he breaks off her engagement with her lover with a couple
of false notes — and of course neither girl nor lover suspects
forgery — probably they doubt each other's handwriting, anyway. Then, while she is weeping for her lost love, he tries
to thrust her into the arms of his son, who proposes
there and then. Natural? Of course. Crude? How can
you think of it? Isn't it the most ordinary thing in the
world to think of, this asking a girl to wed another man
while sobbing for one who has just — seemingly — said a long
good-bye to her in a letter' Isn't that a brilliant idea, anyway?
Well, Guardy, finding, to his amazement, that girl won't
marry ■•on, anyway till she has stopped crying for lover,
follows her to her room and says he will take her away to a
quiet place where she can forget lover. Girl puts on hat —
maid brings suit case, and in half a minute they are on their
way. That the "quiet place" is a mad house or sanitarium
cuts no figure — in motion picture plays — this one anyway —
no one has to make any previous arrangements about things
like that.
Whereupon, in said mad house, they imprison girl, try to
murder her, and show the attempt, knife, stab and all, and
are happily enough outwitted by girl, friendly trained nurse
and lover. Most natural thing I ever didn't see, really!
And to complete the crudities, in the initial scene, when
girl's father
on throat,
the stage,
himselfOh,and
swal-a
lowed alump dies
in his
afterhehe forgot
was dead!
it was
joyous performance, this, though I found difficulty in believing that the same Pathe that has done so many fine
things could perpetrate stuff like this. I wonder if it "got
by" the Board of Censorship?
scenes, suffers badly by comparison, in scenery, at least.
Anything more absurd than the Vitagraph winged V plastered against a column in
re worship
and inhabited by vestal virgins and priests it is hard to think
of. Moreover, we are informed by the title that tl
virgins tend the fires, and we see them bow and kneel and
worship, but nary "tend."
They don't feed the fire, or look
after it merelj
one i- at a loss to understand why the lire goes "in when one poor vestal virgin has
■ ne wnli a young man Of course, we know she
oughtn't to do it but are we supposed to believe that the
fire went ..nt just foi spite? Now if she had previously attended to it. or put fuel on n. and neglected it to hug her
iw, we might understand it. lint up to this point
the fire burned beautifully and in puffs we could almost see
the man
working
the bellows
and !.!■ ■
through the flame
Vnd it wa real mean of him to stop just
when vestal virgin want.. I to kiss hubbj '
w..t it i ribald and
■ to make fun ol what was intended
iti effort, but it was too far below Vitagraph stand
ard and too utterlj convincing in detail- to permit present
scribe much sadm
ovei th< ti ibulations of the
vestal virgin on her triumph when -he fled away in s boat
with lover.
It was niee to get out of -ight of that Y labelled
temple, though.
I. id. in'-. " \ i
I I in i." leav< ..ne with one' mouth open
n't know whethl
. a drama.
Sometimes it looka liki
ook ■>- it" it might be funny, an.!
then again it' just fooli
er to Mi
Lawrence and tell
her t.. "do"
so probabh and all that
< lh
inything ti" > a I hi i to, and very well, but the art
of fort) Mi
I
me people < mean
in- Mnli i that thini
liki thi are i Ight ■■< n i e
m. rciful or neci
let alone worth while
Man, in love, nun.. I. t... i. market, too had. nothing left,
niMit

one

in.i.l.
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idea. If girl knows man wants to commit suicide, won't she
come and save man, and, in confusion, won't policeman go
away? Of cour-e. Man-who-would-be-suicide has thoughtfully left note addressed to Darling Flo, advising her that
stock market ha* made life unbearable, so will die. Burglar,
who is a clairvoyant or a soothsayer or something, knows
exactly who Darling Flo is, what her last name is and all
about it. Hunts up this name in telephone book, gets Darling Flo on the wire — she comes, unties man, love match,
gratitude to burglars, policeman go away, man gives the
burglars
— happy forever more — stock market to contrarymoney
notwithstanding.
But how do you suppose that charming burglar knew who
Darling Flo was and all? Wonderful, isn't it?
And please tell me, was this a drama, or is it a comedy —
or a joke?

A Royal Send Off.

When the elite of the social world are about to cross the
pond for a summer in Europe they call a few friends together, have the caterer serve an elaborate meal and spend
the evening in a general good time. It is therefore without
surprise that we learn the elite of the motion picture business, the Kalem Southern Stock Company, the night before
their departure for Ireland, invited a few friends to meet
them at an uptown restaurant at seven in the evening tor
the purpose of helping them celebrate their last night on
American soil before their departure for the land of the
Shamrock. The litte party consisted of thirty-five, made up
of the Kalem Stock Company, a tew of their friend- in the
and three of the Kalem office force. After an
elaborate banquet which was served, the evening u
up to one of informal enjoyment. Mr. Harold
who frequently appears in pictures made by the Kalem
Company in the vicinity of New York, gave a happy little
talk, at the conclusion of which he gave a reading that those
assembled pronounced great. All the various members of
the stock company had a tew words to -ay which materially
the gayety. Mr Arthur Donaldson, a recent acquisition to tlie stock ciupany. sang two songs in his inimitable style Mr. Donaldson
I by his
wife, win, in turn sang entertaining
one. "Rory O'M'.re." being the name QJ one of the photoplays the Kalem Company will produce in Ireland.

Carl Laemmle Sails.
( irl Laemmle is off fot the Furopcan continent until
autumn Mr. Laemmle is president of the Independent
Moving Picture- Company of An the music
house "ftheaterLaemmle, In addition,
and the Laemmle
seyeral
he i- one of1 ■']'•■
the direct
mpany and has possibly the large-t moving picture interests of any one man in America Mr Laemmle will
combine business with pleasure and will \i-u th<
the old world before he return- He w ..panied
by hisof wife
children and their •
large crowd
friend-andandtwobu-m.
dock Tuesday to bid him ■ safe and pleasant trip
The
studio and
floral tribute and
a basket Of fruit in appreciation of the e-trrni in which
mle l- held
Last Wedt
a formal li
sistants in the musical
the Imp
«
it whichdepartment
time thereat was
a banquet
and
good cheer
During his tour Mr Laemmle will
his business interests on the continent and will spend much
time at Berlin, the foreign office of the Imp I
During hi- absence he ha
alter hi- bu-iile-- m the ;
rral superintendent ; Juliuj
ne-- in. i!
superintendent
of the
plant
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EDUCATIONAL

EXCHANGE.

At !*<■* there has appeared un the horizon an educational
film exchange.
There are many exhibitors to whom this will
I nrw-.
Those of us who have run theaters and
d i" cater to the sensible clement, knew what
this mean1 !io-e of u- Who have hoen obliged 1" ■
to our patrons tor giving them lurid melodrama
will hail
die advent of a film exchange, where something
may be had other than what is demanded by the (howmtfl
Ol the
The idea of an edc-cational film exchange is sound. There
n its being There are others to cater to
beside* glected
theor brushed
"galleryaside
gods''by that
heretoforeto have
the pandcrer
dull been
wit. neAll
that has Seen written on the subject of scenic and educational films stems to have no effect whatever, for it is still
nist as hard to gel a good educational film as it ever has
bren 1 he reason lor this is, perhaps, that the educational
field, not being thoroughly opened up, some pioneer work
will be necessary, ami. therefore, the business at the start
may not be as lucrative as the general amusement film rental
business
Hut the field exists; there can be no longer any doubt of
that. \\ ith churches and schools installing moving picture
projection apparatus throughout the land each day, it now
becomes necessary to find moving pictures enough to supply
the demand of schools, ohurclu-s, etc . with the proper stuff
There are thousands of subjects already in existence that
would be available for school and church use. except for
some one little thing in the film that makes it prohibitive.
It cannot be specified what that little thing is, but suffice to
say there are hundreds of subjects that are almost, but not
quite the thing To cull these in different films and pick
From the mass those that are fit to be seen in schools, etc.,
•.t becomesI itthe
somerenter
man who
or men
to do
willtask
be aof wise
enters
the the
field.pioneer
The best plan of operation would be not to cater exclusively to schools and churches; but also to cater to theaters
that prefer sensible stuff instead of cheap melodrama. The
educational should not be adverse to the drama in its better
form. but the "knock-down-and-drag-out" should be
strictly tabooed. By catering to theaters the field will be
somewhat wider than confining it to a narrower educational
sphere There are many, many exhibitors who would be
only too glad to get the entire educational output, if they
only knew where to get it. Rut at present they do not,
and arc at the mercy of the two coteries of manufacturers
who force what they want upon exhibitors, instead of studying their needs.
Melodrama forms such a small part of the interesting
things in the world that it will hardly be missed With
melodrama out of the way, there would be more opportunities for thinking people to get a look at interesting pictures of bird and animal life, scenics, industrials, educational,
historical, religious, clean comedy, scientific, biographical,
good drama and child pictures. There are enough interestts in the above divisions to interest one forever.
The educational film exchange is one of the best ideas
that has appeared in a "blue moon " It fills a long felt
want, and we trust that film renters will take advantage of
the idea. If they do not go into it exclusively, at least they
: duct an educational branch, and do some advertising in religious papers, keeping the two divisions entirely separate, and widening their field of business There
has been much talk of the schools and churches owning
films, but. everybody knows, this is impracticable in the light
icperience. It may be possible to gather private
• elections of phonographic records, but with films, that it
a different matter and a business in itself.
The

moving

picture is as popular in Belgium a* in Lonely convenient corner of Brussels and Antwerp is
devoted to it and the music halls are hard put to it by th«
competition
The Dutch, on the other hand, have taken
less Vmdly to the new style of drama than their frienda.

A JAPANESE

PICTURE.

Another interesting film is thai one entitled "The Samourai's Expiation"- noted on tin* page not because of the plot,
I enacted being the subject of other thoughts, but
because of the fact that it is Japanese \gam we have another and far ofl portion of the earth brought to our doors.
But a sh,,rt decade ago, a voyage to Japan, at great cost of
both time and money, would It necessary to see such a play
as this, in its oriental setting and splendor.
From the fact of its originality, this is a very important
picture, the scenery, drcs., habits and customs of the Japanese actors form a very pleasing study. The plot being tragical, there is necessarily much opportunity for the display of
native ability. In the lighting, some forcible examples of
jiu iitsu methods are noticed, while the fencing is especially
peculiar m its distinctively different method to that within
our common knowledge.
The activity and agility displayed by the combatants is
marvelous, while their aim at realism is superb. The uniqueness of this picture i- its especal value, as it adds another to
that list of pictures adding the value of knowledge to the
pleasure of seeing.
SHOOTING

THE

RAPIDS

IN

JAPAN.

Thi

of Pathe's excellent Japanese pic
views of Japan are valuable and the reception of them
is most cordial. This remarkable river scene, showing the
rushing water in its rapid descent, with the Japanese boats
making their hazardous descent, is thrilling. The alert and
expert Japanese oarsmen show a keen mastery of the situation, imparting an intense interest to the subject The
shooting of the rapids i- a prolonged one, bringing the daring
voyagers ultimately to a level of over one thousand feet
beiOW the starting point. Besides being interesting, thrilling
and beautiful, this adds another to the growing list of educational films which the Pathe firm is providing, and for which
the schools will show their appreciation.
WILD ANIMALS IN CAPTIVITY.
This Essanay film is a valuable addition to the educational
-cries and one which will prove interesting and instructive
wherever shown. It will be of special value to young pco
pie and schools in all parts of the country removed from
zoological centers. In addition to showing a good variety
of animals and birds there are some unusual scene- never
before shown m picture form, these are: an elephant being
led into a tank of water for his bath; the manicuring of a
lion; extracting the fang from a huge python; bandaging
the weak knee of a young camel; followed by the preparation of food and feeding of the animals. Such a series as
thi- is worthy of the highest commendation; it tills a large
place in the study of natural history and will be welcomed
THE

PRODIGAL

SON.

A new Eclair film illustrating the oarable of The Prodigal
Son is an addition .if value to the list of Biblical pictures.
An early view of this subject -how- that it has been well
prepared ami when completed should prove an acceptable
series, illustrative of one of the most thrilling -tone- of
life. The artistic and technical work are of the usual high
Eclair standard; a detail description of the whole story will
be given later: meanwhile we welcome all surh additions as
this to the educational field May their number be largely
increased, bringing satisfaction to a waiting public looking
for that development in this branch of cinematography,
The State Hospital for the Insane, of Warren, Pa., one
of the very first to install moving pictures to aid its patients,
claims that since the installation of films in November, ioio.
the unfortunates have greatly improved. From 200 to 250
patients are taken into the amusement hall twice a week
and given a two hours' show.
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Chicago Debut of Lyman Howe.

H. B. Coles.
Mr. H B I oles, sales manager of the Nicholas Power
Company, lias just returned from a trip of three and a halt
months' duration in the interests of Ins company. The territory covered included Eastern Canada, Cuba, and all of the
United States as far West as and including Denver.
Everywhere he went. Mr. Coles discovered great improvements m each branch of the moving picture trade.
The theaters m course of construction are, on tli.
larger, more artistic and more sanitary, A great many of
the theaters which have been in existence are being remodeled and great]} improved The exhibitors havi
the value of an efficient ventilating system to keep the air
in the theaters pure and m comfortable
temperature.
A
goo. I indication ol the higher standard of the moving picture
theater of today 1- the rapidity with which the exhibitors
• hold of "daylight
thus making
their
ol amusement
supposedly pictures,"
more moral.
Much more interest is now being shown in the operating
room and machines
A fi
important
part of the equipment received the least consideration, but it
was pleasing to note with whal pride ■ great proportion oi
iwed tin 11 model n, large and roi
rating rooms, equipped with work benches and e\
Where one machine used to be considered sum
1 tent, the wi ■ exhibitoi to-day will not consider less than
by permitting him to give a truly continuous show
and insuring him against ;i ghui down in case of the temporan failun ol one machine
Man) ol the film exchanges
and dealer! appreciate the importance of carrying a compreand supplies, but there is room
for improvement in that line
I he exhibitors and
|)l)

w hit h they

. .111 COUnt

on

and

many ol the i ■ ■ hang<
w
rprised
t thi 1
that department ol theii bu in« • il they made it a point to
i % the pi im ip il u in ol the better known ma
1 1

ii demand all ovei

■ the moving picture business ii
tin
6, w in. h

The Wagner Film Company,
announce
th.it they have bought out \\ m ll Swanson'a Interest In the
> raw ford I ilnt 1 omp
whii h is
claimed to be the largest fill
• -• In the Unitt d States

The Lyman Howe Travel Festival made its initial appearance in this city Sunday night, June 4th when it opened a
three weeks' engagement at the Garrick Theater and though
the excessive heat of the past few weeks has wrought much
havoc among the local theaters, the Howe attraction is continuing to play to well packed houses.
The program for the Chicago exhibition consists of the
bestconsidered
and most the
popular
library,
is
finestfeatures
of its of
kindMr.inHowe's
the world
and which
their
projection, with the splendid music and remarkable sound
proving a revelation to Chicago's theatergoers.
That the program is well chosen, is evidenced by the splendid reception which it receives each day and much beneficial
comment, both editorially and otherwise has been aroused.
Beginning with his "Life on a Training Ship, Norway." Mr.
Howe takes
his audience
on to the
"Jubilee
Japan,"
showing
the Little
Brown Brother
in gala
attire,oftheallpageants
and parades of humorous and grotesque figures and all the
beauties of that Land of the Rising Sun. From there "A
Bird's Eye View of Paris" is >een from the Eiffel Tower,
and as the voices of the sightseers die away in the distance
"His First Attempt at Roller Skating" throws the house into
riotous laughter. After a brief intermission "Norway, Land
of the
Midnight
is bellied
in all
glory of with
Us wild
and
rugged
beautySun,"
arousing
wonder
an the
dadmiration
its
beautiful snow-capped mountains and its swiftly running
rivers, cascades and waterfalls. "A Ramble Through the
Zoo at Antwerp, Belgium," showing the rare animals and
birds, the queer antics of the monkeys, is filled with interest
and humor while "The Wheelbarrow Race" is greeted with
another round of hearty laughter. "An Almost Human
Track-Laying Machine" the ingenious methods employed
in building the new Grand Trunk Pacific Railroad is received
with great interest, as the huge iron monster machine executes theand
workdevotion
of scoresof ofa men.
the
instinct
Scotch "Canine
terrier, Intelligence,''
brings love and
admiration for. the poor dumb animal so faithful to his
master's interests. "Through Switzerland 111 Winter" clothed
in immaculate white, with its beautiful snow-laden trees,
mountains and quaint little villages is a masterpiece of all
that's beautiful in natural scenery and is left with reluctance
as "Music is Infectious" another comedy, is witnessed The
greatest and most wonderful features of the entire program,
"The Late King Edward's Funeral," and "On a Runaway
'Irani" reveal in true significance the real art of ■
ture exhibition and the round after round of hearty applause
give evidence of the appreciation of the audience "The
Italian Flying Cavalry." "Symph. •
. and the
"Eruption
Of Ml Etna"
will never inbe the
forgotten
for they are
all
that is beautiful
and perfection
ait of photography.
Mr Howe's exhibition is without a doubt the finest that
has even been witnessed in this city and with Ittcfa programs
as this his continual success is assured.

The Vitagraph Company have secured the rights from the
author and actor. Mr James Hallcck Held, of pri
motion pictures, the successful and famous
fession
Dumont, in themanyleading
character. " Mr This Reiddramawill isplaymostJoseph
remarkable
respects, introducing mosl beautifully and r. \.
of the church winch calls forth the commendation
its most eminent prelates as most
helpful in Sp|
the moral truth it I
Tins portrayal will be issued as .1 tine. :
duced in the most painstaking and i
Beginning with the month of August the Vitagraph Com
drama
pany will

The \\ ■

day, June a8th, 1* l
• in pictures
1 hedow
titleu Sol ibis pi< •
and
it can be put
ally thrilling pla; s, teachii .
\ ipei lal monthl] release will
wi ompan)
ill be givensome time
I I during each month; •!
in
monthl)
1 1,,st Sun.
I:.
gam*

.it I

will

present

the

lev

I kmdli-
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Lectures on Notable Reels.
By W. Stephen Bush.
RE ON "FAUST."

(Two reels.)
mu tic and lecture of tins
The music, if not t"<> loud, will
not interfere with tlic lecture
Those who \\i-h I
the lecture with the music will find useful suggestions in the
• the lecture.
Scene i, Faust in his study. "All tin- weary years have
: brought me nothing, life's ^rt-.it Becrets are dark
Ihus have I turned in my despair to magic's wonders to lure from ihis great book of Nostradamus the wisdom thatife
explains
the world
Alas.
jt*j vain
vaintheis
surrounded
here l>y
ancient
I ks How
and by
wretched dust of centuries.
There yonder \ ial is the most
thing I have, it holds a drink, that will cure all —
'utter drops, that beckon me to unknown shores,
manj ■ lime you passed of yore from gttest to guest around
the merry throng- this is the last, the sweetest toast of all.
Scene 2. \ low and mocking laugh restrains the hand of
phisto comes from Ins dark realm and laughs the
■ scorn: "Faust, wisdom's champion, ready
sir, this is the foolish mortal's way. there's time
enough to die and I will show you that, which will make you
Mephisto hurries Faust to the window and
shows him
Scene 3. Marguerite, taking have of her brother Valentine, who is going away to war
Finish this scene with
music
Scene 4.— The sight of Marguerite has stirred the heart of
Faust, his pulses heat faster, he is eager to see her again and
with his servant he goes out to mingle with the people at
the springtide festival, hoping to find Marguerite. Mephisto
transformed into a dog follows Faust and the servant.
Scene 5. The Faust waltz.
Scene 6. — The dog follows Faust on his return to his study
and as he scolds the dog and bids him be still and stop his
running and his growling, his jumping and his barking. Mephisto changes back into his own proper shape again, stirs
the heart of Faust and brings before his ravished senses the
lovely image of Marguerite. (Soft music.) (Short pause.)
All scruples vanish. Mephisto urges Fattsl to sign the compact with a drop of blood. "1 will serve you here, but yonder yon must fonver serve Mephisto." The compact is
Mephisto changed in garb to a cavalier urges Faust
with him to shake off old age. lose the long beard
and again feel all the joyous impulses of youth.
Scene 7.— Faust speaks: "Is it here, where I will drop the
burden of the years. mUst I ask comisd of the withered hag?"
Mephisto cries: "Yes, this is my monarchy, the drink given
\ her at my command will take off the weight of
thirty years." Finish the scene with music and continue the
music during the next scene, when Marguerite is seen coming out of church.
Scene 9.— Burning with love for Marguerite. Faust begs
of Mephisto to deliver her into his possession.
Mephisto
is powerless, as Marguerite has just come trom
1 and is free from sin; he promises, however, to
I bis power.
Music.
Scene
10.- Marguerite
is followed into her garden by
Faust and Mephisto, the latter tells Faust he will tempt
Marguerite with priceless jewels.
Music.
Scene II. — In her chamber Marguerite is thinking of the
handsome knight, who spoke to her a* she was leaving
church. While innocently admiring herself in the mirror and
singing an ancient German song, Mephisto, invisible to Marguerite, appears and places a casket with priceless jewels on
her table. Finish scene with music
SECOND REEL.
Scene 1. The second reel begins with the famous garden
shows the jewels to a neighbor Martha,
and while Mephisto in his grotesque fashion woos Martha.
lares his love to Marguerite.
Music and short
pause in lecture.
The plucking of the petals from the stem
of the flower of '
:rrite that Faust loves her
and sh(
Lipid's oracle.
(Music and short
' ;i the midst of the young lover's happiness Mephisto and Marguerite
Martha return,
the sight of Mephisto's leers
and sneers
recoilsat and
Scene 2.— leaves Faust and returns the jewels
Musk
up to the title "Marguerite regrets her love, etc."
Scene 3. -Here resume the lecture as follows:
Marguerite
has been deserted by Faust and now tastes all the bitterness
of man's betrayal.
She comes to the shrine of the Virgin
anil prays:
"Rend
down I your
eyes to my
oh. inLady
Wherever
go, wherever
I go,distress,
the grief
my

. s with me, my heart is poured out in tears, the
flowers I bring thee are bedewed with drops Of misery, even
as tin- rays of the rising sun struggled into my room, I sat
watching on my bed overburdened with fear; help and save
me from shame and death, oh Lady of Sorrows bend down
your eves
to me
and Mephisto
my distress"
the
course
of this
scene
appears,Note:
suspendWhere
lecturein and
substitute music. The appearance of Mephisto is very brief,
but the contrast between the prayer and the music will be
found effi
Scene 4. — Valentine returns from the war. (Strains of the
Faust march.) He is eager to see bis sister, but is disturbed by disquieting
he bears
from Marguerite's
old friend
Seybel and rumors
from other
neighbors.
He meets
Marguerite, assures her of his faith and love Finish with
music.
Scene 5. Mephisto comes with Faust to Marguerite's window to lure her away. "We will sing a moral song to fool her
all the better." Mephisto begins the song, which is a veiled
insult to Marguerite and Valentine comes to avenge the
insult Mephisto changes into the shape of the dog and in
the duel that ensues guides Faust's sword and parries every
thrust of Valentine. After a few passages Faust kills Valentine and Bees with Mephisto.
Scene 6.- Marguerite, attracted by the clash of arms and
her brother's groans hastens to his side, but is cruelly reyour stab.
tears,"...
cries Valentine,
" 'Twas
who
gave me pulsed.
the"Stopfatal
I die bravely
as ayousoldier
Scene 7. — Suspicion points to Marguerite, she is arrested
and cast into prison.
Music.
should."
Scene 8. — Brooding over the past, Marguerite's mind has
become
clouded.
She speaks:
"To die so
. . .
the wreath
is broken
. . . scattered
areyoung
the flowers
. . . they say I have sinned • • • but whatever led me
on Scene
was good
and means
sweet." of Music.
9. — By
phantom horses, the creation of
Mephisto. the latter and Faust gain access to Marguerite's
Scene 10. — Marguerite speaks again: "Pity me and let me
prison.
live,
let me live just through the night . . . wait, wait
until the dawn."
Music.
Scene 11.- Faust enters and seeks to rescue Marguerite,
but she mistakes him for her executioner and though later
she recognizes him, she cannot realize her danger and after
renewing her vow- of love, she dies. Faust is seized by
Mephisto.
Finish with music.
LECTURE ON "ENOCH ARDEN" (two reels, Biograph).
Tennyson's poem ofhasthebeen
as far as the deviations
film followed
maker allowed.
Scene 1. — Here on this beach, a hundred years ago, three
children of three houses. Annie Lee, the prettiest damsel in
the port, and
Scene 2. — Philip Ray, the miller's only son, and
Scene 3. —Enoch
Arden,hada rough
sailor's
lad, made
orphan
by
shipwreck,
built their
castles
of dissolving
sand,a winter
but
Scene 4. — when the dawn of rosy childhood past and the
new warmth of life's ascending sun was felt by either,
Scene 5.— either fixed his heart on that one girl and Enoch
spoke his love.
Scene 6. — the girl seemed kinder unto Philip than to him,
but she loved Enoch and. when she saw them quarrel, she
said, a< in her days of childhood, she would be little wife to
both.
Scene 7. — Then on a golden autumn eventide, fast by the
rocky, surf-tdssed sb,,re Philip saw I^noch and Annie, sitting
hand in hand. Philip looked and in their eyes and faces read
his doom; then, as their faces grew together, groaned and
slipped aside, crept down close to the surging billows, there
Scene 8. — while the rest were loud in merry-making
Scene 9. — had his dark hour unseen and rose and passed,
bearing a life-long hunger in his heart.
Scene 10. — So these were wed and merrily rang the bells
and Enoch had made a home, neat and nestlike, halfway up
the narrow street that clambered toward the mill. Tnto the
home he brought his pretty wife and all seemed bright and
radiant and full of promise.
Scene II. — Alas, there came a change, as all things human
change. Fortune had been unkind to Enoch, though there
had come to them a daughter first and then a boy, to be the
rosy idol of her solitudes, and then another son, a sickly
one. He seemed as in a nightmare to see his children poor,
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be ever loved as Enoch was?" "I am content," he answers,
and her he loved a beggar, and then he prayed "Save them
"to be loved a little after Enoch," so for the children's sake,
from this, whatever comes to me."
who love Philip and to avoid the gossip of the village,
Scene 12. — So Enoch went to the master of a ship, China
bound; the master knew him well and valued him, but wanted
Annie
to beEnoch
Philip'sfainwife.
Scene consents
12. — What
had seen he could not see.
yet a boatswain. Would he go? And Enoch all at once asthe kindly human face, nor ever heard a kindly human voice.
sented to it and happily went back to the cottage.
Music during next two scenes.
Scene 13. — Then first since Enoch's golden ring had girt
her finger, Annie fought against his will, besought him, sup- , Scene 15. — So these were wed and merrily rang the wedplicating, if he cared for her or his dear children, not to go.
ding bells, but never merrily beat Annie's heart.
Scene 14. — But Enoch prayed for a blessing on his wife
Scene 16. — In the miller's home, so much richer, so much
finer, than the cottage she had left she knows no rest nor
and babes and then he said: "Annie, this voyage by the
grace of God will yet bring fair weather to all of us. Keep
peace, a footstep seenu-d to fall beside her path, she knew
not whence, a whisper on her ear, she knew not what nor
a clean heart and a clear fire for me, for I'll be back, my girl,
loved she to be left alone at home.
before
knowpuny,
it." weakly
Then lightly
rocking
cradle,
he, this you
pretty,
little one,
nay, baby's
for I love
him and
all
Scene 17. — Enoch- hopes to see his own had not yet perthe better for it, God bless him, he shall sit upon my knees
ished, when his lonely doom came to a sudden end. Anand I shall tell him tales of foreign parts and make him
other ship in search of water, blown by baffling winds stayed
by this isle, they sent a crew, that landing burst away in
merry; come, Annie, come, cheer up before I go."
search of stream or fount and filled the shores with clamor.
Scenethat15.she
— And
as see
he wished
she ship
got as
herself
a seaman's
glass,
might
him on the
it passed
out.
Scene 18. — Downward from his mount in gorge came the
long-haired, long-bearded Enoch, strangely clad, muttering
Scene 16. — Annie from her baby's forehead clipped a tiny
curl and gave it him, this he kept through all his future.
and mumbling, and making signs they knew not what and
Scene 17. — But when the last of those last moments came,
yet he led the way to where the rivulets of sweet water ran
and ever as he mingled with the crew and heard them talkhe cried: "Fear no more for me, cast all your fears on God,
ing his long-bounden tongue was loosened, till he made them
that
anchor
holds,next
the four
sea is
his, he made it."
understand
Music
during
scenes.
Scene 22.— Annie, when the day that Enoch mentioned
Scene 19. — him. when their casks were filled they took him
came, borrowed a glass, but all in vain, perhaps she could
aboard.
not fix the glass to suit her eye, perhaps her eye was dim.
Scene
20. — while
Philip's onsmile
and Anni.
the pretty home cannot smoothen
the furrows
sweet
hand tremulous; she saw him not and while he stood on deck
Waving, the vessel and the moment passed.
Scene 21. — To the friendly sailors Enoch uttered hi,
broken tale, scarce credited at first, but more and more
Scene 23. — Even to the last deep of the vanishing sail she
watched it and departed, weeping for him.
amazed and melted all, who listened to it and clothes they
Scene 24.— So they return, sad and lonely to the cottage
gave him and free passage home.
and
Scene 22. — Annie i- still looking for a sign, her gaze still
Scene 25. — The happy hearth 1- desolate, for he who was
turned to the place where she saw Enoch last
the light and life of all is sailing on the treacherous bosom
Scene 23. — But presently a new joy made quiet all hear
of the sea
fears, when her child was born, then her new child was aScene 26. — Expectant of that news, which never came, she
herself renewed, then the new mother came about her heart,
gained for her own a scant sustenance and lived a life of
then her good Philip was her all-in-all and that mysterious
silent melancholy.
instinct wholly died.
Scene 27. — Engulfed in raging waves, Enoch and two
Scene 24. — None of these came from his country' and dull
other-, companions of his miserable fate, after suffering unthe voyage was with long delays, but evermore
his fancy
told misery, breasting the angry waves, at last are swept
fled before the lazy wind.
shoreward by the kindly surf
Scene 25.— Mu-ic.
Scene 28.— and find here an isle at morn, rich, but the
Scene 26. At last he feels the dewy, meadowy morning
lonliest in a lonely sea.
breath tenedofwithEngland,
he spoke
word to any one, but hasanxious steps
to hisn<>home
Scene 29.— End with music. Variations of "Evening Star"
Scene 27. — Had he a home? his heart fore-hadowing all
from "Jannhauser" are su
calamity,
his
eveupon
the
stonehe reached the home, but
SECOND REEL.
finding neither light nor murmur there, he cried: "All are
dead
or dead
to me." to the pool and narrow wharf he went.
Scene 1. Hope and desire -till live in Annie's sorely afScene
28.—
Down
flicted and grieving heart and she li-teiis unconvinced to
seeking a tavern, which of old he knew ; he knew the keeper's
Philip, when he says;
"The ship was lost, the ship was
widow, good-natured,
garrulous Miriam
Lane, who in his
lost, w hy should you kill j
Scene 2. The companions oi Enoch base been stricken
\nnie- marriage to the miller's
down, one 1- dead, the other, his brain pierced t>y the fierce
son, he hears of Philip's child and how he himself
■i up for lost and dead.
rays
of solitude,
the sun in
1 dying
Enoch's sole
m that
the iai. Death
ol his is
companions
h< companion
1
Scene 29. How Enoch yearned to see her i.n-<- again
The recital HOW
all the -ul.-cq-.u
warning : "\\ ail "
.
Scene 3.— And in far off England, Kay, full of hones! faith
moment
his return
inn, but
the
lecturer,of that
during to
the the
showing
oi 1 ■•
and love, till urges hi- suit upon the sweetheart of his youth
Scene 4. wlnle on the tropic isle the friend of Enoch dies
in
Philip's
home, music take the place ol
here
arrant
W>d amply
Scene 5.— The children, now grown up, have forgotten
sufficient to cover the period-, whei
king into
I■,,,., I, ,,. . , in) ,| t,, them uncertain as a vision or a dream,
Philip's home
faint .,
een in early dawn, and as Enoch lost Philip
•IK- now shunned the middle walk and stole up \
gained
behind the yew and thence that which he Letter might have
Scene 6. Philip and the children persuade Annie to cast
shunned, if grief- like his I
,,11 1,,, gloom and come with them down to the sea
■ He saw Phi ip, the -lighted suitor of old times. K
Scene 7. In vain the old search for .1 trace of the ship ol
with In- babe across his knee, and over
Scene 8.— Enoch, whose head the year- had strewn with
girl, a taller, but beheld his wif<
the
dead :
lilver, fai es hi
lil, hi> heart bounds with
and -.1" 1)
not his, upon th<
aw, but sonv phantom of the sea .md he
settle: bai 1 int< d<
..II the warmth, the peace, the happ
" children
tall and beautiful, and bin
Scene 9. Philip, patient, devoted, cai
t -till his hearts
. ,1 an. I shook . ■
'ii 1 hi yond all hope
• you ten long years ago should
would -hatter all the hl| |
•till be living
I wish you foi 1113 wife, 1 fain would prove
I
a fathei I- youi children
\nnic, 1 have loved you longer
Scene 10. In his fright ful -.lin.de Enoch still 1- haunted
by the babes, tluii babbh
v
the small house, the climb, the mill, the leafy lanes, the gentle shower, the
tmell of dying leavi
I
« in. .an ..f leaden colored
Scene n
been a ' • d'

\""ie to the pleading PbJHp
"You have
>od angel in 0111 house, God 1
■. but can one lo\ e twii

■
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• her who he is
... •

••Scene M

j •

an ' who will em•h< adblood,
hair i- lii-. -In- out a <.tT
• this, for it m.iy comfort her; it
• her, thatloadI am
he " of the sea,
.1 calling
in the haven rang; he woke, he rose, he
ith ■ loud voice
\ sail, a
; :.
more.

With the Western Producers.
By Richard V. Spencer, Los Angeles.
mpany, under the
d in the
another big Selig marine film. Most ol the scenes
5an Pedro, and at Redondo, anoth i
\t\t week the company will put on ;i hiv; Indian
production in which it will employ ;i large addilupernumeraries for the battle si i
ithe Company recently lost 1.100 feet of Eastman
film in a wreck on the Salt Lake Line in Nevada.
■ .1 that the film ran be located at a later date and
• i .1 to it- destination
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pictures on board the Japanese men-of-war, for the amusement and instruction of the sailors, and also in the various
military barrack- of the other branch of the -ervice.
The
company 1- also planning to supply coastwise passenger
Bteamers on tbi- coast with moving picture- for the entertainment of their traveling patrons. It i- -aid that tin- feature ha- already been in-tailed on several Atlantic boat- with
great success. Vsai after graduating from the Tokio LJntversitv came to the United States where he immediately became interested in photography. Lately he ha- taken up the
moving picture end ol photography, and now. with the help
of hi- American associates, will -tart a moving picture studio
in I. out; Beach, employing American actor-, and producing
American -tone-, later to be translated into lapatu -.
it 1- the intention of the company to start a Studio m Japan.
when- will be produced Japanese stories by a Japanese cdmpany of actorThese films will be exported to thl
• United State-. Mexico. South America, and other
centers of Japanese population, to be patronized exclusively
by Japanese
The company wa- recently incorporated in the
.tlifornia with a capital of $15,000. the largi
Hon beinK subscribed by the Asais.
The other m< •
the firm, which i- a closed corporation, are E M. Dennison,
president; and I. D. Clawson, general manager and prohi company will be known a- the International
Moving Picture Company of Long Beach, Cal., where they
will establish a studio.
Long Beach i- also the headquarters
of The California Motion Picture Mfg. Company, who. it
is said, are now engaged in making their pre-releas

-.mav Company left last week for Los Ga1
Alu-re it will spend some time putting
I Westerns.
The company worked in the same
It i- reported in the local moving picture
i Mr theAnderson,
the theEs-anay
W'e-tem
take
company to
Hawaiian
1 -lands director,
for the

W. L. II iwland, president of the California Motion Picture
apany ■ f Long Beach, wa- in I."- Angeles recently
on business,
lie basis
says that
workareis about
progres-to
sing on a sound
and the
that company'the company
be^m .work on their pre-release reel-. Mr. Howland has
gone to San Diego fin business, and will return to Long
Beach in about three days.

• ne Patents Company's action against Fred
I local film manufacturer,
came up before Judge
in the local Federal Courts last Monday.
The
ompany's
thatofSieinished forattorneys
contempt petitioned
of court the
for court
violation
an
the court enjoining him from making additional
picture- with his alleged Pathe camera, and ordering him to
deliver his camera aud films to the limed
States Marshal
irth for destruction.
The first hearing of the case
occurred
March 28th last, when testimony taken at this
hearing induced the court to is-ue an injunction against Sieining him from using an alleged Pathe camera. It
i- now alleged by the Patents Company's attorney- that Siegert did not comply with the court's order, and instead of
g up the films of "The Retribution," "Plucking
tin, ken- for a Bride," "Who Dud First?" "Lev,, the Tailor,"
"The he Banker's
a Country
that
carried Daughter,"
the films and"Onlycamera
to the Girl,"
residenceallege
of
Henry Fritz, a friend, residing at No. 14' East 33rd Street,
geles, and placed them under the house, in order to
process of the court. The attorney- for the plaintiff
argued that the films that Siegert did surrender to Marshal
rth were worthless.
Siegert claims that he sold
his camera before that
being theserved
the injunction.
courtwithorder
was carried Siegert's
out in

The Selig Company has begun to enlarge its Los Angeles
studio. It 1 as recently acquired a block of lots surrounding
the studio, and the buildings on these are now being moved
to other location- to make way for new studio buildings.
The company plans to spend $250,000 on the Los Angeles
plant, making it when finished, the finest moving picture
studio in the United State-. They already occupy the large-t and most complete studio on the Coast. With the completion of the proposed buildings the studio will cover the
full block on Allesandro Sm<t between C and D
running
back that
to the
hill.companies
When ' will
■ newbe studio
completed,
it is beieved
three
put toiswork.

summer.

g 1 faith, and that Harry A. Kelly. Siegert's former camera
man. who-,- affidavit was strong against Siegert, was, and
-till is. an employee of the Patent- Company, and that the
j had inveigled himself into the home and family
• for the purpose of discovering what he wa- doing,
the picture- were being made, with the alleged
• reporting to the Motion
Picture Patents
The films were produced at Siegert's residence
■1 Street. Los Angeles.
After a partial
hearing the case went over for one week, again coming up
for trial June 5th.
Japanese of Long Beach, who i- a graduUniversity of Tokio, has organized with the asxperienced Americans, the nucleus of a
picture
Stock
M. Asai, isthe an young
man'sin
father, who is financingcompany.
the organization,
Admiral
the Japanese navy, and with his ^n is negotiating for the
introduction into Japan of the first series of moving pictures
with American scenes, the titles and captions of which will
be translated into six different dialects in order to be read
and understood in the six different Japanese provinces.
Associated with the Asais in the venture are E M Dennison,
1 Clawson, Americans.
In addition to supplying his
country with films in the Japanese language. Asai expects,
the influence of his parent, to introduce the motion

CORONATION POSTERS.
Tin- Sale- Company have made arrangements with their
London representatives who are to film the coronation to
ship the negatives immediately. The same reports have
reached us from two or three other companies who are going
'lie coronation pictures. While in the Sales I < mpany office- we had an opportunity to see an adv.:of their coronation poster, portraying King George and the
Queeri with their retinue of attendants, being followed by
the pageantry, hundreds in number, slowly winding their
way to the Westminster Abbey. We must admit this to be
one of the most elaborate posters released to date, being
well balanced and printed in five colors.
For exhibitor- who have applied for bookings of tin- picture.to make advance billings, the Sales Company are -ending the posters out tin- week to all of the buying exchanges.
That the sale- of the coronation picture will eclipse any
previous feature release is evident by the number of exhibitor- who have applied for early bookings, and also the increased order- to,- posters.
MADISON SQUARE GARDEN CLOSES.
Moving picture- are not going to save Madison Square
Garden. Moving pictures have saved many buildings from
destruction, but they must be handled by someone who
know- the business. The garden management knew little
about moving pictures, yet they had certain definite ideas M
to how a picture -how should be run No one could L'ive
them any advice, so the show clo-ed a- a very natural re-ult.
They engaged an expensive ladies' band Six male musicians could have done more than those twenty girl-, at onethird the expense. The advertising wa- weak, the projection
bad and film music awful. A good drummer and a real picture pianist would have put some life into it. but a- it was
there was no life except a cranky old man walking around
finding fault with -mall matters and entirely overlooking the
big ones.
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The Camera Man Still Marching] On.
By Robert Grau.
It has come to pass at last! Two of America's foremost
theatrical managers, men who have far nearly twenty
years operated on the very highest plane all over the world,
recognizing that the epochal period in cinematography is
at hand, have amazed their colleagues by taking part in a
herce competition lor the American rights in "The Talking
Pictures"
creating
sensation
Olympic,
Paris.
These
two now
manager-,
werea none
other at
thantheCharles
Frohman,
"the Napoleon of the theater." and Colonel Henry \Y. Savage, an intrepid Yankee "showman," who came into the
theatrical business through -heer accident, but who has
become one of the wealthiest and most important providers
of stai^e material this country has ever known. And it is
he who has carried off the prize. Though in his absence
abroad, detail- are lacking, nevertheless it is not to be
doubled that a campaign of tremendous significance will
be inaugurated in the early tall lor the manager who gave
us "The Merry Widow" and "Madame X" and who had
the courage to produce "Parsifal" in the language of our
nation, and who is about to pre-ent in the -ainc language
' the Puccini grand opera "The Girl of the Golden West," is
not likely to identify himself with any new enterprise unless
he possesses the ammunition lor a successful outcome.
In the very first article contributed by the pre-ent writer
for this pern. dical. the importance of the talking picture
was exhaustively treated, and in the year that ha- passed
there ha- not been, wanting many indication- of a mastery
over the extremely difficult problem of synchronizing the
expressii n of the two greatest scientific creations of modern
tune- At that time Mr Thomas Alva Edison prophesied
that at a not very distant date the workingman would present hi- dime at the box office of the modern picture theater.
and revel m a reproduction of grand opera-, play- and
with a voice, dialogue, action, and even color
duplicated in one concrete film output, and now Mr. Edison
ill, only a few day- after the announcement of
Colonel Savage's plan-, to thi effect that the entire problem ha- been solved and that no less than sixty (60) players
were now being utilized in the preparatory
stage- of the
■ :.t of the new film-. Such managers as Charles
Frohman
and Colonel Savage evidently do not propose
: fronted with another -uch upheaval a- that which
came with the advent of the motion picture, and their activity i- simply an illustration of the triumph of modern scientific achievement and evidence that they bow to the call
55 ere it i- too late.
Mr Edison, a ye.c
frank enough to express himself a- confident that others
beside himself were striving t.. solve the problem of the
talking picture would succeed in perfecting the synchronization of phonograph and picture and it is significant that the
announcements
of "the wizard" and Colonel Savage came
eously.
Verily, we an marching on!
Another recent development full of great moment, i- that
m the preliminary
proclamation
of the
newly organized Kinemacolor
Company.
It i- not in my
if the scientific phase of thi- new illustration of motion picture progress, hut it may not be uninter
the readers of the Moving Picture World to know
i of man who i- now brought more conspicuously
before them a- a result of the formation of thi- new -i\
million dollar corporation,
[ohn
I Murdock
being here
\\ hile n., strangi r in the m >\ ng • icture field,
Murdock has been more generally identified with vaudeville
There he was a veritable pioneer who blazed the trail in a
He 'i was who always brought the » ti
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Will the wonder- of cinematography never cease? Only
the other day the spectacle of a conservative banking institution underwriting the financial requirements of a vast
motion picture concern was on view, while the names of
such men as J. Pierpont Morgan and John D. Rockefeller
have prominently figured in connection with the operations
of men who have enormous interests in the same propitious
field. One may not be considered unduly imaginative if he
ventures to wonder if the day is so very far off when the
problems of this vast industry will be solved in Wall Street
through stock and bond operations. This may sound farfetched at the moment, but I for one would not be amazed
if "Moving Picture, common," and "United Cinematography,
preferred" became ordinary expressions in the near future.

Essanay Pictures Indianapolis Auto Races.
The Essanay Film Manufacturing Company is fortunate.
The recent automobile race in Indianapolis, Ind. which was
filmed by the Essanay Company, will probably not be repeated, as the manufacturers of automobiles are reported to
have said that such a race, 500 miles long. 1- too trying for
both cars and drivers. The day on which this race was
held was cloudless and clear, being ideal conditions for the
making of pictures, and it 1- reported that the picture- of
the race caught by the Essanay cameras
are remarkably

good.
Twelve cameras were used in the making of these
picture- and they cover nearly every portion ■•! the track,
which is circular and of about a mile in diameter, with -'OO
lays to the 500 miles.
The first picture ^i\es
views of the grandstands
and
scenes about the track, showing parts ,.t the crow
strong, who viewed the ra
' Burman in his
famous Blitzen lien/ 1- shown being crowned Speed King
shortly after he broke the mile record in 35:3s Then before tin- grandstand we see the driver- and the cars
for the long race. also closer \ie\\s of the -.one
I hen we
-ee these cars lined up at the tape ready to -tar'.
flu- -tart
on the preliminary lap. accompanied bj the president of the
speedway.
After that the -tart of the real 1
down the home stretch,
Then follow views showing car- a- they pass different
point- along the track
\
naps to ear-, -uch a- throwing tire- .ire shown
these the making of repairs -it tin repair pits opposite to the
grandstand.
» >n< r ol a mile up the stn l
rolling
for a quart!
t of the
app< ar- bj bout
grandstand, a few feet from the I

n were wholly lacking
Murdock was the man to
■ K ( onvention that brought about the i
Mir\i\niK
under the title
ited Boi >king I >ffi< ■ ind it was he too w ho pet
severed in
in fact he was regarded ai the
•In-

man

came

to

New

v..tk

t., tn.ikr

his

■nothome
her.- defined
I [i po< ition
'
clearly
He itin nottl"- anI nitt
official
Hu
when he ha- manipulated
■erne moi
tous deal
I do not know to wl
i •

■

M

■ » ith Fdward F Albee, the lattt
powei until lodaj h i truly the undisputed kmn
lie This ma)
ne would
I ii n po ib
■ •
frail a figun

i

in a while and just do things

Rash by tl
him

tb.it
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-The Little Soldier of '64"
A Patriotic

Offering

MOVING

Kalem .

for July 4.

listinct and most harmonious note
n< I revi< .. , • a genuine
immediate and favorable notice of
to make this pro1 kc( Hence 1 ii photogw ith the Kalem Company.
small advantage to begin
soldiej follows him
uised i!
n cruit, al a
husband's life, This plain, but
enl frame
tin- frame
1 here 1- nol from the first to the
■ j Instead, every
thei in the open or in real rooms and in real
thej actual 1) existed and in many sections
• in the South
This singular charm, so rarely found
i tin- film and itthe spectator with every minute.
The very
■■round- us with an atmosphere of historic
truth, not in tin- setting only, but in the characters as well.
Such men and women, as are shown, most assuredly existed
in the South at the outbreak of the (nil War. such were the
clothes tiny wore, and thus, <>r very nearly thus, they looked
Local color and historical accuracy in such niatlanifestations of the moving picture art. which are
justly deserving of the highest praise.
Thi- honest realism.
btrusive (and for this ver}
most pleasing
an audience1),
likewiseintroduced
proent at
the
numerous
battleto -conethat are icleverly
in the
of the action. Battle scenes in photoplays are at
times ghastly affairs, unreal in the highest degree, hut it lure
was plain to the reviewer, aft,cr he had seen the advance
of the deploying lines, that the fighting was under the direction of an experienced tactician. This view was confirmed by
the Kalem representative, who informed the writer that all
the military part- of the film had been directed by an army
officer and were executed by the militia of South Carolina.
Indeed, the battle scenes all took place on more or less historic ground in the old Palmetto State After the hostile forces
have felt each other out and ascertained their respective
strength and position-, a spirited and realistic artillery duel
e, and this is in technically and strategetically correct order followed by infantry attacks. In a rude, temporary
shelter a hospital has been quickly constructed, and the surgeon- of the camp of militia which assisted in the production of the picture- are -een working over the maimed and
wounded. The pursuit of the wife of the Confederate soldier
i- a lut of splendid work, and the ferrying over of the little
band of men in gray in the old-fashioned ferry boat will delight every audience. Such ancient methods of ferriage still
g many a Southern river, and their reproduction
in the picture was a most happy conception on the part of
the film makers. The best, however, remains to be told — we
mean the touching and patriotic climax. When the last scene
i- thrown on the -en en. husband and wife, now, after the
fty years, in the decline of life, are shown in front
of a genuine old Southern home. Though the bitterness of
the great war has died away, both sides love to think of
their deed- of valor, and both venerate the flag under which
they fought The brave little wife, now gray and stooped,
briny- out the stars and bars, and both she and the husband
ki-s it in deepest reverence. Just as the hearts of the audience are touched with the loyalty of the old people to the
•cause they fought and bled for, there appears on the threshild of the old home, a little boy, bright-eyed, frank-mannered,
lovable at first sight. He carries a small American flag in
each hand and, all unconscious of the part the story makes
him play, he runs to his grandfather and grandmother, dropping one of the little flays on the ground. The grandmother
gathers it up tenderly and with the husband does homage
to the emblem of a united country. Never have we seen a
finale carried out SO skillfully and so naturally and impressively. This review would be incomplete without some allusion to the perfect artistic poise of the picture. Nothing is
overdone: there i- no effort at sensational turns, not a doit
of lost motion in a play where the temptation to be strenuous
would have led the inexperienced or inartistic miles astray.
There is about the whole and all it- part- that suggestion of
unused powers of reserve, which is the unfailing token of
the highest art. The film should prove a boon to every exhibitor; it must, indeed, be welcome at any time, but as a
Fourth of July offering it has an added value. The reel will
he released on June 30th.
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What Pathe is Doing.
The List week in June promises a verj
the death rate so far as Pathe i- concerned. This week we
were looking over four of their coming releases for that
week, and only for one thing we would have come away
with a very dark brown taste into our mouths, That one
thing happens to be a beautiful travel film entith
in Siam."
Trior1. d to
that there scenes
were three
in deathbed
and oneother
of
them ended in suicide, and we are very thankful to the Pathe
people that they reserved that pretty scenic until the last,
it dispelled the gl n that pervaded the pictures
The exhibition -tarte.l off with a reel of film called "The
I Dappled Fawn," an Indian story by the American Pathe Company. Technically the picture is all that it
should be. The story 1- about an Indian girl who is sold
to a trapper by hei savagi father, and how she committed
suicide by jumping into a waterfall before the trapper could
Kret back to hi- eabm with her.
The next subject was "The Sublime Pardon." also beautifully acted and exquisitely staged. It reminded us once more,
of how very difficult it is for two women to live under the
same roof at the same time, especially if they are both the
same age, and there i- a man anywhere around, whether he
be married or whether he is own boss,
The g 1 wife take- iji her cousin, Alice, who is left
alone by death, and in so loing she is paving the way to
Reno with good intention- The sofl headed husband falls
for Mice and after being Renoed he manic- his affinity.
Alice later dies of consumption. In order to prove it we
are given a look at her on her death bed.
The -ublime pardon is shown when the first wife receive- the child of the -econd wife, according to a deathbed
promise to always be a mother to it. Later on hubby comes
back to No. 1 and promises to be a good boy. After making the proper amount of google eyes he is once more allowed to move hi> wardrobe back to the scene of his crime
The next subject was an American production entitled
"The Step-Sister." In this film Pathe- have adapted the idea
of introducing their actors at the beginning of the reel with
their names, so that the audience may know who they are.
The idea was suggested to the Pathe people by James L.
Hoff, but he claims that the actor- do their bowing at the
wrong end of the film, basing hi- contention on the wellknown fact that it i- cu-toniary for actors to do their bowing
alter tiny have done their work, instead of before. Which
line of logic seems almost human to the present writer.
"The Step-Sister" is a very valuable reel, because it shows
a peculiar trait of woman's nature in a very strong and decided way. It is necessary every now and then for film
companies to produce reels showing woman's inhumanity
to woman, so that the fair sex will not forget it altogether
and get going too strong at one another. The reel shows a
widow with a young daughter who married a widower with
another daughter. Is it necessary for us to say that the
widow's daughter got all the gravy, while the other girl
got the lemons? She did. until her father died, win 11 it wafound that father left the homestead to his daughter and
nothing to the others, after which there was a house-cleaning and there was more doing in the inhumanity line. We
see father die. Why they did not let him die in peace we do
not know, because we did not ask. But this much i- true.
it is one of The most needlessly realistic pieces of acting we
ever saw. Entirely unnecessary and uncalled for by anything except the demands of "art."
After that. "Transportation in Siam" wa- a life-saver. It
was like a hypodermic injection of joy It cleared the atmosphere like a summer rain and we forgot all about the
death and suicide that went before, in looking at the elephant- a- they swung in their rhythmic stride aero-- the
oriental background. Usually it take- a good comic to dispel gloom, but now we arc convinced that a good scenic
will
do it One
equally
"Transportation
in Siam"
i- a
fine reel.
that as
willwell.
be remembered
long after
the otherare forgotten. We may possibly remember that last death
-cenc. but what's the use? There 1- something majestic
about an elephant that one never tires of looking at, and as
elephants form the principal mode of transportation in Siam.

they figured largely in this picture. The film was very
short, showing nothing more beside the elephants than
sacied cattle being hitched to light vehicles and. later on.
engaged in a race, something on the order of a chariot race
in the circus.
At any rate, it was a charming little picture and it sent
us away happy in spite of the doleful doings that went bebad there are not morj- of them.
But one thing
we can say in favor of Pathe i< that they g-ive us more good
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iducational and scenic reels than any other film manufacturng concern in the business, and, if they are willing to take
>ur word for it, there is nothing they turn out that is any
nore interesting than these.

Crystal Theater, Louisville, Ky.
A couple of months ago one of the handsomest as well
a- one of the smallest and most compact motion picture
theaters in the South was thrown open to the pubic at 314
West Market Street, in Louisville, Ky. The new house,
known as the Crystal, offer- some interesting features to
the picture world in general, for it is an excellent example
of the result- that can be accomplished in a narrow space,
of great length, toward constructing a playhouse which will
fulfill every requirement of the municipal authorities in regard to safety of the public and which will show up. in spite
' of

the

it-, tube-like
r archi

shape,

a-

a

very

beautiful

specimen

of

the
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A Perceptible Improvement.
By Jane Elliott Snow.
It requires no unusual wisdom on the part of lovers of the
photoplay to see that there is a great change for the better
in the character of the plays, generally.
When the photoplays were first introduced, and for some
time thereafter, there were far too many scenes showing a
reckless destruction of property.
It was not uncommon for an apparently choice piano to be
thrown from a wagon, and reduced to fragments: or an entire cupboard of di-he- would topple over, and its contents
go down in a general wreck. Indeed, it often occurred that
the greater the destruction of property the greater the merriment on the part of the audience.
The effect of these scenes upon communities could not
help but be harmful For the small boy. as a rule, is prone
to be a "smasher" of all his plaything-, and of things in
general, and he need- no exciting influences, such a- these
picture- produced t>. add to hi- natural propensity in that
direction.
Where there used to be many such scenes introduced into
photoplay- there are now but few, possibly none.
Another bad feature of those early photoplay- wa- the
practise of making a hero of a criminal. ( >r. if he wa- not
made a hero, .hi- method of doing a criminal act was well
shown
forth.
There is no question but that too frequent repetition of
these kind- of play- did much to throw the wh.de business
into disrepute. Not that they were worse — that could hardly
be possible— than scenes frequently enacted upon the stage
of leading theater-, but their v cry cheapness gave them so
much larger audience- that their evil influence wa- more
noticeable.
Children are wonderfully imitative beings Let a circus,
or a Wild West -how pa-- through any community and for
week- thereafter groups of -mall boys will be seen running,
jumping, or performing various acrobatic "stunts," while
Johnny'- hobby horse ha- to gallop to I'.anhury I
much greater rate of speed than the ordinary
I well remember, when a child, of attending a "«lcight-ofhand" performance where the leading performer took a
potato, sliced it on a plate, and passing the plate through the
audience asked the men to add to the dish a liberal -upply
..f snuff and tobacco,
which
tiny did.
In a moment, quicker than the eye could detect, the -lices
..f potato with their vile seasoning were changed into delicioua cookie-, that were 111 turn passed around and freely
partaken
of by many
present
This, with other similar "trick-" -.. excited mj childish
imagination that for weeks my little companions were entertained with mimic
-how- of a very extraordinary
kind

the
able, and 1- very well laid out considering the
■ though narrow in appearance from
vation 1 extremely Ions and capacious The
scientifically correct The picture projected 1-

limited space.
it- front eleventilation i»
t- by 18 feet,

with a 75 foot throw
lb.- screen sets high in the rear and
the floor l- well sloped, K^i'1!- ^ full view of the picture
from any seat in the house The exits arc large, and open
upon
a public alley
Seating
ca|
era chair-,
mad. of oak, satin finished in green, to conform with the interior color scheme of rich red and emerald green
\t all
tune- the house > th
ughlj lighted
The operating booth i- constructed ol metal ami measui rs
B by u by p feet in dimensions, affording plentj
foi two machine- and two operators at the tame time
The
two machines are both Powers No
6
Every article in the
operating 1
n 1- made of metal
The ( rystal 1- equipped

Speaking
of tin- "perceptible
in the
photo.. reminder
that there improvement"
1- -till room lor
more
improvement, and here
is hoping
that
some
tune
they
will
get the cowboy- dressed up in their "Sun daj best that 1-. if
they have any such garments
lor
really and
truly if the hero
of the plainmu-t
be
continually
brought
to our notice,
why
DOl
have
htm, at
least
part
Of tin
time,
arrayed
in - . • 1 1 n ! 11 1 1 1 - besides
old
clothe-For while hi- life may be -tieiiu
neglected,
he mu-t
at timewear
new
clothes
ill/atlon demandthat people
b<
and while tin- photoplays are admitted!) an educati
a very devout prayer should aseend from nm
thoughtful
heartothei
that -mil
have
some
regardplay- be pre-<IHe.'
aJohnny's
mamma
haa -erioiiMini
Son Up to the -tan. laid ..| In r "set" in t
She is very much
mortified to set inn
knees ,.t his trousers, ami with a d(

ance about the hips
lint Johnny delights
in

in tin-

it)

the uiov iiik pictut . In conclusion,
let mi

ced "ii . 1 1 in- 1 side ol the icreen at the reai ol the build
. provide .> cool current ol aii during the summer

there ha- been, or will I
Picture W .rid l...

twelve hour shew

for

from

10 (o to 10:30 1- run daily, in all

ie and con it ting of thr<

than an houi a
t-i un Independent

rchestra furnishes the music and sound
.1 1 ature
\\ hile the admission «- onl)
the Cry< 1.0 offi 1 a complete a pi ogi am
1
theater.
Tlv
I Mr. <

all that

ill moving

is

■

|
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A Word To The Exhibitor.
I
I

If. Bi.ullet.
pen market, the fact that
th« moving picture gai
enough
■ the leasl ■ Iexpense.
I his will nol be a very
• 5 imc exhibitors cannot tell a
tevi tli. it anything i>
they will soon awake to the
have no taste, the public at least is eta-
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cheap help i- the most expensive luxury that a moving
picture m
Ford
We know that man) young
men are only to,, willing to be Free Ushers. It 1- tempting
for the manager 1.. have well dressed young men, dudes.
willing to work night after night for nothing or practically
for no wages; so much money saved to swell the bank roll.
These y..niiK mm are what we can term ma-hers. They
want I.', be u-lm- to have a chance to llirt with the «irlvisiting the show It the manager saves $1.50 per night by
employing a free usher, he will find that he is losing twice
the amount in patronage, as respectable young girls, ladies
and
will not
theater where'
they are
liable children
to be insulted
by patronize
the young amashers.
Other managers
wli.. had some bad experience with the free ushers are not
vet converted t.> the idea that you have to pay good wages
if you want good help and they engage men, worthy of the

is a person who has to tm<l fault
isl one to lend his services
he licensed <>r independent, the
place the blame on either the Motion Picpany or on the Sales Company.
He does
■ ; p. .or management for his failure to make
- . in lu- opinion it is the
..i tlu- exchanges, in fact of anj
vitfa the business, except himself
He does not see
rms that he should introduce in his theater, but he
ere the manufacturers and renters could improve,
ch-bitor talk- much, urges more and is free with
g
1 advice, but do not a-k him to attend meetings, to try
ether with hi- colleague-, to do a little work tor
. -,- He will grumble, but he will not art
1 cannot -ay that all the exhibitor-' meetings have been
have been disappointments for the leader-.
ick freedom, lack confidence; the few presere with the idea that it a proposition i- made by
■ thai fones i- a selfish man, looking out for him••> jealousy reigns supreme in all these meetings
and this demon of jealousy work- so hard that the best
•Mil- offered fall Bat
Here we are at the eve of a national c Hvention and noth1 lie exhibitors clamor for the convention, they
want an open market, they want to see their busil
• ii>. ..lie i- doing active w« rk for the convention.
The exhibitors of Chicago wait to see what the exhibitors
of New York will do, the one- from New Y"rk wait to see
what Philadelphia will do. etc.; they are all too distrait to
take a hand: they all wish the c< mention; they all expect
that their neighbors will do the fighting for them and no
one l- moving.
By this time, every town should have its •
should have its organization and the locals
and State organizations should be working to prepare for
the national convention.
I- it not time for the exhibitor to realize his position
and take steps for his own safety? On one hand he is governed by the manufacturers, who had enough common sense
t«i mute themselves into two very powerful organizations,
• Picture Patents Company and the Sales Company. (>n the other hand, he i- at the mercy of the operator-, who had al-.> the good common sense to unite themselves.
prefix sive,
"tramp."
Men the
with offensive
no manners,
and too often
odordirty,
fromrou^h.
their repuldirty
The exhibitor- are not united and if one suffer-, the others
clothes is enough to drive many persons away.
me t.. his help.
An exhibitor with an investment of $50,000 can be ruined
CHEAP ADVERTISING.
at the will of the manufacturers or of the operators. The
Antique or cheap, common advertising is worse than none
manufacturer-'
organizations
can-aid
refuse
him service.
operator can declare
a -trike on
exhibitor.
Now if The
this
and is money thrown away. Our public is too well eduexhibitor with $50,000 invested in a theater was a member
cated to-day to be deceived with a lot of cheap, ugly, senorganization, the said organization could help
sational posters. On the first day. these posters can boom
him In ca-e of an unfair strike, the whole organization
the business a little, but on the following days the persons
could influence the operators. If in trouble with the renters
fooled once are not going to bite a second time and no mator manufacturers, the members of the organizations could
ter how excellent may be the -how, they will pa-- the house
help him.
with this word on their lips: "Humbug." To get them a
Many exhibitor- also ruin themselves by trying to ruin
second time you must add more and more sensational p.-tertheir own competitor-, by trying to run their show at a too
until the whole lobby and front of the theater are entirely
low expense, <>r do not know how to spend money in a Jucovered
withdisplay.
ugly, sensational posters, leaving no room for
more
extra
ly to obtain the be-t results. Everything must be
cheap, the quality does not count, yet these exhibitors
When a manager advertises, he must prove that this adclamor for an open market on the ground that better picvertising isnot a fake, otherwise he is a lost man.
tures will increase their business. Same story with the
The following experience will be a good illustration:
slides. They refuse to pay 50 cents for arti-tic slides beThe other day, while the sun was hot, I passed in front
cause they can buy common slide- a- low a- jo cent- One
of a moving picture theater. The pictures advertised on the
theater, with a rather big name, in an excellent location, will
boards were very tempting and a great display of signs were
not pay 50 cents for a good -lidc. but -how- to it- patrons
still more tempting. One sign named the number of fans
what the manager calls an intermis-ion slide. The -lide
used to cool the inside of the house. Another sign gave the
-ix men in bed with their feet sticking from under
amount of ice used to cool the atmosphere and a third, still
the bed covers. On the soles of the twelve feet are printed
1. depicting white bears frolicking on giant ice5uch a display of signs was enough to give you a
the letters to form the word "Intermis-ion." A slide of very
poor taste, badly colored and not good enough for the public.
chill on the hottest day of the season. As we walked to the
The failure of many exhibitors i- not due to what they
box office the poor girl cashier wa- so busy fanning herself
claim the fault of the manufacturer-, of the renter-, etc..
and drowning her sorrows in a glass of lemonade that she
but to their own lack of taste and lack of busine-- ability.
did not see us and at the same time a puff of hot air came
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from the ticket box. telling us that the inside was like an
oven. Our eye caught sight of another miserable mortal—
the doorman. Poor fellow. He had a hard
fight to mop the perspiration running down
his face, his collar had no more shape, he appeared very uncomfortable in his heavy winter uniform and gave us the impression that
the advertised fans, ice, etc., did not cool the
place.
As we were going to retreat we saw a man
emerge from the theater. He was another victim of the heat. He was in shirtsleeves, sleeves
rolled to his elbows, no collar, but the shirt
opened at the neck, mopping his face and
with a cigar stump in his mouth, he looked
as miserable as both the cashier girl and the
doorman. He was the manager, as his heavy
watch chain and the sparkling diamond in his
shirt front denoted that he was not a common
individual. He -topped a moment to look
at hi- attendants, then walked aero-- the
street to enter a saloon to get a little more
-team into himself.
At the return of the manager we approached him and
found him to be a general kicker Ye-, business was bad,
the picture- were rotten, the service -till worse, the parks
were taking the trade away, even his neighbor up the street wa- giving an extra show
to capture the public. To hear him talk,,
every one was to blame except himself, while *
in my opinion he wa- the only one to blame.
Less liquor in his system would be less
-team and with less perspiration he could
keep himself more decent in appearance and
the impression that his p
hot as the quarters of his satanie majesty
At a small expense he could have the window glass of the box office removed and replaced by some grille or screen work, he
t ide a neat little awning
th<- cashier from the reflection of the sun
ras - OD the sidewalk,
At another small ex< could provide a neat, cool, white
summer uniform for hi- doorman and uir"
■ ion into a pleasing
and inviting smile.
These improvements
would
than the numerous painted signs and would be m<
the. as Lhey would tell the truth.
to the competitor, accused of giving
extra inducements We found nothing of the kind, no effecextra
■how, no flourishing signs, no bluff, but we found white uniformed attendant- with a genial -mile and their cool and
comfortable appearance invited us to inter the place.
Appearance
i- the Iceynoti
to success.
The American
want- the best, will pay for the best and
the place- putting in some appearance.
The trouble in motion pictures if that we had too many push-cart
men
to invest their savings
in moving
picture theaters.
They are not educated, the) are not even cleanly, they only
do not see how they can increase
their reo'p'
"ine judicious lii"iiey.
thankful that thl
p exhibitor- i- fast
ditappearing
nd thai th< b
n<
is falling in the baud- of
[l i for the present exhibitor to
nd for improvements and not run his -how on
the
It i-old
not line- "that anything is - ""I enough for the public"
has been said for and against the open market.
Will we get the open market?
If we do not get the open
market?
I do not think so, but I will
that we haw attained what we were lighting foi
better

pictUn

Are

the

uiaiiuf.ut urer-

afraid

oi

market'
W\ d< not think so, but we will iay that, afraid
or not, the manui icturers have taken the bint and th< > h n e
the work, but 1 under
-land that the
• t Si
iking on production- that
it niton ha- worked
i

.

hope

that

the

exhibitor-

themselves and keep up I

Boston
The New England Vaudeville Managers' Protect,
ciation, the organizing of which has been noted in these columns, has now incorporated, and a brief re-ume of its by-laws
follows, showing wherein the moving picture theaters are
interested. The object of this organization is "to promote
reforms in the conduct and management of vaudeville and
moving picture house-; to promote the general welfare of the
members of this association and of their business; to resist,
and protect them and their business, against unwarranted
attacks. . . . To encourage a high standard of morality
on the vaudeville and moving picture stage, and in the conduct of vaudeville and moving picture theaters throughout
New England." The initiation fee has been mad-. |
houses seating 500 or over, and $15 for hi
than that amount. Monthly dues are $3, payable in advance.
Anyone running vaudeville in New England in c
with any theater may become a member. The moving picture
interests are largely represented in this association, both as
members and on the list of officers. This tact shows the
dignity cinematography has attained in the last tew years.
Had the Association been formed a few years back, it is certain that the moving picture men would not have been so
politely requested to become members of the executive committees, etc.
The Gaiety Theater, Washington Street, after
of "pop" vaudeville and pictures, decided not to continue,
and closed June 3. In the Gaiety we find a new. high-class
regular
excellent were
location
on Boston's
busiest
street. theater,
Pictures with
and anvaudeville
offered,
with a uniform
admission rate of ten cent<. The house tried the experiment
last summer, but ga\e up after -ix week-' trial. As things
were no better tin- year, Mr George Batcheller decided that
two week- were enough.
Both Patents Compan]
Company were represented this year, a- one woof each brand was tried.
Thethe Globe
another
"legitimate"
site
Gaiety,Theater,
is doing
well with
a show house,
of ju-t the same
proportion- a- that of the Gaiety.
The W. E. Greene Film Exchange, 3a8 Tremont Street, has
notified the trade that they will give a free demonstration of
"Mutt and Jeff" talking pictures at the Jolliette
Theater, Bowdoin Square, Tuesday, May <> At tl
interest is rife over these picture-, and the Xe-tor advertisement in The World of June lOtfa wa- read with much interest
by exhibitors, following, as it did. the message from the
W. E. Greene Film Exchange on the matter. More than one
Licensed exhibitor remarked that he wa- 'going to take a
The anyway."
Casino Theater, Hanover Street, dm I
look,
has given up the idea of a supplemental)
vaudeville and picture-, and closed June 3
Manager
Appleby, of the Star Theater, jumped
on the
midnight express to New York, on June ;
pictures, a- promised by the new Kinemaca
America, have raised Mr Appleby's int.:
his statement
It 1- "lily just to -late that tincarried with him .
advertisements in The World of June 3
111 \
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"TWINS"

thumb-prints.

(Hex).
-ting, no matter how im. l>y the greatest writen of
akespeare down to M.irk
Pudd'n-hcad
\'.
Who, therefore, can rise up in their
rter, producer of the
their .-tuff'' when he produces ■

equally good matter for cither drama or
Rex C tup. my has worked
twin girls, which
i dramatic tendi
end
It is far
?'r. m being
i- free
fromforthethat,
usualin
entscommi
of mosl twin stories. ilThe
reason
i the twins are played by the same woman,
Miss Lois Weber, and they never meet.
In Other words,
il i- a dual role, played by the gifted leading lady of the
i .my with her usual full |
The play is very clear and self-explanatory, which is a
remarkable thing when one is obliged to keep track of twins.
The story deals with a pair of twins who were adopted from
an
orphans'
One
found
its wayhome
intobya different
home of parties
wealth atanddifferent
luxury;times.
the other
went tertothata had
widow's
homeaway.
to takeAlthough
the place looking
of her own
passed
very daughmuch
alike a> they grow older, the dispositions of the two girls
much alike. As sometimes happens, the more fortunate one has developed a peevish and treacherous disposition, while the other has become a very lovable character
amid a life of toil and want.
The way matters lead up to the meeting of all parties in
a climax is pleasing, because of the fact that it is logical,
original and convincing. There is a point in dramas of this
kind where it is very, very easy for the playwright or producer to spoil the whole business by some slight unnatural
or improbable action or incident. In this picture of "Twins"
Mr. Porter has skilfully steered clear of the rocks of conventionality and anticipation. The photography and scenic
arrangements are, of course, up to the usual Rex standard,
which is the very best. The producer has chosen with rare
artistic sense a number of beautiful outdoor backgrounds
that appeal so much to the eye that they cause the beholder
to yearn for green fields and blue skies. Very few people
will believe upon seeing this film that the outdoor scenes
were taken during a heavy downpour of rain at the very unusual hour of 7 p. m.
The characters are all well cast. Miss Weber in her dual
role is of course as charming as any one could wish. Mr.
Philip Smalley is always a reliable lead and acquitted himself as the foster brother in his usual finished style. Joe
Kngel as the cruel boss is immense, and has Simon Legree
l frazzle. Miss Hohlfeld as the stenographer of
the shirt-waist factory was the first moving picture stenographer we have seen that looked like the real thing. In the
language of 13th street, "she done fine."
As a general summary of "Twins," the exhibitor may
look forward to a reel that will please his patrons. It is
not the strongest thing the Rex Company has ever done,
and perhaps they do not pretend that it is, but nevertheless
it is good, wholesome, interesting, and dramatic all the way
through. It has not only an original plot, but the ending is
one of the prettiest that we have ever seen. We recommend it to our exhibitor friend who wrote us a few weeks
ago about "too much gum-sucking" in the pictures. There
is. of course, a happy ending to "Twins," but it does not end
in asuggestive
"clinch." work
The that
ending
one saw
of and
the neatest
bits
of
we isever
we are little
sure that
every exhibitor will breathe a sigh of relief and whisper
"Amen" when he sees it.
PERSONAL

PATTER.

Doc Willet, general manager
of the "Imp"
Company,
was caught on Twenty-third Street one morning this week
trying out a new Hupmobile automobile, which he purchased
a few days previous, and to demonstrate his ability to control the machine and at the same time obey the traffic regulations, he invited us to have a ride with him, and. strange
very glad forto mention
fact that
showed wehis areappreciation
Us severalthe times
during"Doc"
the
i\- blocks we rode with him, by allowing us the
of cranking up four times.
But never mind,
■ ley all stall their engines while they are learning.
Bill Swanson.
-Among the recent arrivals to the city that
have exhibited themselves on Fourteenth Street is the eversmiling Bill Swanson.
Bill has accumulated
quite a roll.
has no bad habits to separate him from his coin.
- the railroad should get some of it. and that i~ his
frequent trips to New York.
privilege

WORLD

"MOLLY
PITCHER"— Champion.
ies in the history of the War of ] independence,
so rich in incidents of heroism, appeal more strongly to patriotic and general sentiment as thai of Molly 1'itcher. One
of the licensed film makers about two years ago made the
stoi j the chief sub
jr be noted
right here that tin production of the Champion Company,
while by no means absolutely flawless, is a decided improvement on the previous production. Dramatically the storyhas been well sketched and the film has made full use of
the many line touches, in which the tradition abounds.
The general tone of the production is commendable; there
is no ill-advised rushing after sensational effects and even
the most fastidious board of censorship could find no fault
with the film on the score of moral cleanliness. No possible
fault can be found with the photography, which is excellent throughout \ word of earnest praise is likewise due
to the acting; the artist, who essays the leading role possesses emotional and dramatic powers of no mean degree
and is well adapted for the part, for which she has been
cast As the success of this photoplay largely depends upon
the skill and talent of the actress, who takes the part of the
American heroine, it goes without saying that the Champion
has in this film given the public an acceptable historical
picture. Greater care should have been taken with the staging of the play, for in pictures, which are intended to portray historic scenes, proper settings are of course essential.
On the whole, however, the Champion Company has undoubtedly taken a step in the right direction, has chosen
its subject well and has worked it out to the best of its
ability. The shortcoming, above mentioned, can of course
and no doubt will be easily remedied and there is every
prospect that with time and experience this company, if it
intends to film other historic events or traditions, will ac- .
quire all the necessary skill, of which this present production gives no small promise.
"DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE."
Thanhouser Produces a Patriotic Reel for July 4th.
The film deals not only with the Declaration of Independence, but with the Boston Tea Party, Paul Revere's Ride,
the Redcoats' Retreat from Lexington, and in addition to all
this gives the life of John Hancock, the first signer of the
Declaration and the first American millionaire, telling his
famous love story and inspiring patriotism in others by showing how true a patriot he was. It was Hancock who, with
most
his wealth
lying Hancock
in Boston a holdings,
Bostonof and
make John
beggar, ifsaid:
the "Burn
public
good requires it." The reel, which the maker is advertising
as "a subject that interests more Americans than any other
ever made" is released on Tuesday, July 4th.
A business-getting lobby adornment will be found in the
display of plenty of American flags, four muskets (preferably old), two drums (preferably old), the famous Trumbull
picture of the Signing of the Declaration (can be hired
from any picture store), and facsimile copies of the Declaration (can be hired from any picture store). A good arrangement of these would be:
Flags— Drape front to best effect.
Drums — One on each side of lobby, crossed by two muskets.
Muskets — Two crossed above each drum.
"Signing" Picture— Hang or fasten to one side of lobby.
"Declaration" Facsimiles— Hang or fasten to side lobby
opposite
If you "Signing"
have boardpicture.
for circulars or photos, drape with flag
and tack on literature pertaining to the reel. Posters can
be put up in the usual place. A release of so patriotic a nature as this affords the exhibitors a chance to advertise his
show as one that should not be missed.
ECLAIR TECHNICIANS ARRIVE.
Among those who have left Europe to become identified
with the moving picture industry in America there arrived
recently to complete the technical and mechanical forces
of the new American F.clair Company several important departmental heads, prominent among whom are Charles
Callett and Gaston Larry, both of whom have been associated with the firm of F.clair for a long time and are highly
regarded as men of unusual technical ability. The new
Eclair plant is nearing completion and will soon be ready to
market productions. Applications are pouring in from acting people, directors and others who are anxious to become
identified with the new company.
These are being filed as received and will be taken
up in a definite way and selection made for the regular
stock companies shortly before the completion of the studios
and works Thirty odd cases of machinery reached here
from Paris ,,n a recent steamer and will be installed in the
new plant during the coming week.
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"FAUST."
A Notable Two-Reel Release by Pathe Freres.
This is the third film production of the Faust story. The
Selig Company over a year ago put out a very free adaptaof "Faust,*' and
Edisonwhich
came followed
some months
later with
more tionambitious
attempt,
the opera
rathera
than
the drama.
is the subject
the present
reviewPathe's
followsproduction,
in the mainwhich
the opera,
takes oneof
■ >r two incidents from the drama and frequently departs from
both opera and drama in independent variations of its own.
The Pathe version has two great advantages over its predeces ors— it deals with the subject in two reels and is colored.
This
feature in so Besides,
spectacular
playtheasmusic
"Faust"
not belatter
underestimated.
mucha of
has must
been
made to fit with the proper scenes. To bring out the full
power and beauty, however, a lecture is needed, especially
as here and there the sequence of events needs some explaining. In the lecture prepared for the Moving Picture World
the words of the drama, wherever they fit the action of the
film have been closely followed, and it is hoped that this will
be found to make the story doubly attractive. The idea to
show on the screen the metamorphosis from fiend to dog
and back to fiend was a piece of daring, which even a severe
critic mu>t admit has been cleverly done, but how many, who
have only seen the opera and never read Goethe's story will
understand and appreciate it? It may be mentioned in passing that a black dog, such as described in the drama, would
have heightened the effects of the magic transformations.
Another bold stroke of the film maker was the introduction
of the phantom horses, on which, conjured out of the blackness of the night by Mephisto the latter and Faust gain access to the tower, where Marguerite is imprisoned. In the
duel scene we should have preferred to see Mephisto in his
own proper shape, the incident is altogether too tragic to
allow of the successful introduction of experimental tricks.
Realizing the tremendous difficulties of the film maker in
such an undertaking, it would be unreasonable to criticize
changes, that were evidently made in order to hasten the action and bring it within film limits. The main scenes are without one single exception brought out with singular force and
felicity, the kirmess scene was charming and the dancing
superbly graceful, the duel scene has lost nothing in the
film, the meetings in the garden are done with an exquisite
beauty, the prison scene i- as affecting as in the drama and
the prayer of Marguerite before the shrine of the Virgin is
in a bewilderingly beautiful setting of Pathe's own
The film, 1 have no doubt whatever, will enjoy great popularity and ought to be a boon to every intelligent exhibitor,
who will advertise and present it properly.
ESSANAY— THREE A WEEK.
Essanay Will Issue Third Reel On Friday.
week of June 26th, the I
will issui three reels every week
The release date for the
third re.] will be Friday, and the first one t" be issued will
be "An Old Man'- Folly," a drama, for Friday, June 30th,
Among
tli'- numbei
ol 1 oming r< least - bj th<
Company, a few of the most important are the following:
ball Mar from Bingville," a baseball ccv
1 the Essanay's big hit of lasl
Ohil I- Mi' Ball Gami " This comedy is a full-reel subject,
and with an original plot and unusually funny comedy -itna•i Western drama- and emu-die- DOW ready for
Corporation and the Girl,
"The Back
wond-man'Susp
Love Affair," and
•tli' i I in- la-t named i- a comedyol unusual laughing quali
tit-. Two -h"it comediet bj th<
I ompanj
leased July 4th — "Swat the My." one "I the-e littei
I aide little CIIIH .lit.: '
:;.iv "slgp
I in- idea 1- cle\ • 1 and tin- comedy situs
•v the fun-loving
\ third reel will be welcomed bj
<•vlnl.it. .r win. want , omi
much popularit) for the Essanaj Company.
WESTWARD,

HO! THE

VITAGRAPH
THERE.

PLAYERS

ARE

h, and evi 1 ) V. ■
hie portrayal, involvingthe intensipan) heartwdlint<• ■• I
and countrj .md tin- wholesome thril ol realism in deeds ol
advent in . . Int.. 1 in and darii
bul avoiding the Impossible
yellow covi r, dii
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MACCABEES— (Pathe).

The tale of the Maccabees, abounding in heroic action and
lofty sentiment, justly attracted the film maker with its magnificent possibilities. It is a pleasure to record the fact,
that the manufacturer has done complete justice to so difficult a subject and has given the exhibitor a most valuable
production. It will be remembered, that at a time, when the
national and religious spirit of the Jewish race seemed to
be at its lowest ebb and everything seemed to point to
their absorption by the culture of the Greeks, these heroic
men, known as the Maccabees, fanned the ancient Jewish
pride and patriotism into new life and commenced a brave,
though unequal struggle against the Syrian hosts. The film
maker has given an historically accurate picture and in this
splendid setting tells a story of gripping dramatic power.
The favorite of the victorious king Antiochus, interested in
the captured and imprisoned Jews, sees Judas Maccabaeus
and hears him address his people. The stern, heroic mould
of
the young desire
warrior's
the loved
queen by
s heart
a passionate
to character
know him rouses
and toin be
him.
It is by no means an ignoble love, in fact, the young son
of Israel seems to have awakened all the finer womanly
emotions
heart.not He,
firmly bound
to his creed
creed
and inhisAstarte's
people, does
understand
her advances
and
spurns them. Yielding to the momentary impulse of revenue Astarte brings about the destruction of Judas and
his family, but it results in her own excruciating remorse.
Having set the machinery of death in motion, she finds it
out of her power to stop it and save the man. whom now
she loves with a pure and unselfish affection and she seeks
death with him. This part of the story 1- shown with overpowering effect and makes an uncommonly strong climax.
The acting throughout is splendid and unstinted praise must
be given to the scenic arrangement-, the costuming and all
those minor details, which contribute BO much to a perfect
production. The Moving Picture World has prepared suggestion- and a special complete lecture for this film, which,
it is hoped, will be a welcome aid to the intellif
hibitor who understand- the importance of putting on such
feature films in a telling and befitting manner.
THE

AMERICAN

WESTERN

COMPANY.

Much of the success attained by the American Compunv,
in theii "Flying A" Lowboy
releases, can be attributed to
the interest
m the organization
01 theofWestern
Company by Mr. 'taken
S. S. Hutchinson,
the president
the American
Film Manufacturing Company.
Mr. Hutchinson is
erner.
He atwastli;.born
Cheyenne.
W'yo.,
in tli town
. .11 and the
1 timein vvaa frontier
cowboy
the cattle industry in the United Stan
Western
Indian- were. lor the most part, a- vet U
and it vva- a comparatively uncommon occurrence lor him to
See the entire garrison manning
Fort I.aremie. which vvalocated close to Cheyenne, called out to subdue -.'i
-■in. id ot blood-thirsty redraen, who were running amuck in
1 ose vicinity to in- birthplace
I he knowledge gamed by
Mr. Hutchinson "i Western life generally, ot ti
eccentricities, and peculiarities ol the cowboy, during hi.company,
upon olit'swhom
organization
the \\ . on• tin
relative-, some
aie -tili inresiding
civilization, were located
the be-t ridei - tl
and the best all-around cowboy- that the \\
llieii capable
hoi -eman-hip.
picture-ipu
to-day, worth 1- well attested and evidenced by t! •
general
quality of the "Flying v product a- il
I t.iv id Hoi -lev , xhibited the Mutt and •
! t .at. 1 in 1. hicagO
W e.;:
crowded bouse ol exhibitors and exchange men
. Mutt and Jett certainl)
.md the pets and delight - ot the 1
■There is no question that their reproduction in m
meet with JO) m the I
admirers
A decided Itovelt) 1- the fool titles
talking
shown tw in connection with the Mutt and Jett plcl
• ghting p. u -on in a -i\ round
best tight- anyone would
will make
a big hit M
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' ' < .i'l your article in
ept my thanks for
■ii the p. Mm hi the spec• From the !>• int of the player.
I have a
tended thai the 'cue music' should i><- played for movtng-picarrj drama or comedy.
I have tried to explain this to managers ol M P. houses, but thej
tlic popular music of the 'lay. irrespective of it■ the picture." (I have been hammering at tlii> for
S.) "I think they are influenced
< a noise, thinking il will draw a
showman with his 'T>ally-hoo" band
• in the moving picture business, but is net so prom
inent as I
maybe he i- changing his
is being crowded aside. »
picture spectators arc beginning to discriminate
Doisy,' rough places and 'quiet,' respectable places.
If the management provides 'noisy entertainment you can
■ audience to l>c noisy, and vice versa.
In New
!.i-t summer, 1 gave up going to the picture theai on account of the poor quality of the music than
on account of the picture- Some of the vaudeville was so
vulgar I could not remain. . .
Now may I -peak of the
M P Theater from the musician's standpoint? Why do
moving picture managers think that anything is good enough
For the musician? The manager will ask the musician for the
best he can give and in return he will supply a cheap, poor
piano, half the time old. out of tune, and SO dirty a sensitive
musician cringes at touching it." (I am happy to state from
m> own knowledge that all managers are not that way; the
management of the Orpheum Theater. Chicago, for example,
• rate to the last degree of all its employees, including musicians; but our correspondent has good grounds for
complaint,
as all know.)
addition
player is furnished
with a"Inhard
woodento the
stool,poor
on piano,
which the
he
may sit, four, five or six hours with no support to the back.
and a measly little light that covers one page of music. I
have seen this condition in more than one theater where I
have visited and in some where I have played. Tn fact, every
employee will be considered before the musician, and yet
more i« expected from the musician than from any other employe . wish
I
you would touch upon this matter il
your letters "
The writer has much truth on her side as many can testify.
. yet. as I remarked before, all managers are not alike. There
who believe a workman will produce better results
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under proper conditions than he can when handicapped by
poor facilities and surroundings. Let us hope they will all
be of that mind in the near future. Then it will be up to the
musician; and this species, be it known, is as varigated as is
the genus manager. We have all kinds of people with as. I
have not space to give riie letter in full, but will make one
more quotation: "I am playing here in one of the M I'.
theaters and have had many compliments for my 'cue-music'
I try to
expressalways
the action
of thebecause
mind' asthemuch
as possible.
This
cannot
lie done,
producer
often
gives OS action foreign to the motive of the scene and story."
For the benefit of late comers to our page, I will -tate
that 'cue-music' is a term employed by theatrical musicians
generally to indicate 'dramatic music' I am in receipt of a
letter enclosing programs from the Alhambra Theater, Cleveland, Ohio, reprints of which appear herewith. The writer,
who
an observant
traveller,
says, overdrawn.
in part: "TheOn comment
on theis musical
situation
is far from
a recent
visit to Toronto, where no music at all is given until 3 p.
m,. and very little after that time. I wondered if it were possible to do any greater injustice musically to the photo-play.
My stay m tin- city (Cleveland) ha- proven to my satisfaction that it is. The Alhambra here. however. programs of which
are enclosed, is, in my opinion, the greatest step forward yet
made in this country in the exhibition of motion picture-. It
deserves an extended notice in the M 1\ World Admission
is 10 cents to 50 cents, capacity iioo. music superb — far
ahead of the Orpheum in Chicago in my opinion. Orchestra
consists
of is
pipe-organ,
and todrums,
and
the success
such that piano,
anotherviolin,
similar'cello
theater
seat 2,000
persons has been begun at 55th and Broadway, with wellfounded rumors of several more to follow. Pictures are the
features, with music and an occasional high grade act."
The programs below certainly show that a high grade
of music is given, and the Cleveland public are to be congratulated upon having in their midst a moving picture manager who appreciates the value of good musical accompaniments to his pictures, and provides an orchestra capable of
playing the best. Pictures are shown three days, according
to the program, which provides ample time to select appropriate music. This, my correspondent says, is done admirably, and the result is a perfect wedding of the picture and
the music which is a delight to the eye and grateful to the
ear. Manager Edel (of the Alhambra) deserves much credit
for hi- enterprise, and it is gratifying to learn that his success
has been such that others are following in his footsteps.
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Notice — Securing positions for operators and others of
whose ability and reliability the editor has no personal
knowledge, is found to be impracticable. It is, however,
the desire of the Moving Picture World, as well as the
desire of the Editor of this Department, to give every possible, reasonable aid to men out of a position. It has therefore been determined to offer operators, managers, film photographers, musicians, and in fact, any one connected with
the business, the opportunity to set forth their needs in an
"AT LIBERTY" column, at the rate of one (i) cent per
word per week. Each initial and number counts as a word.
This nominal rate is open only to those out of work.

What
What
Is

a

"ray"

physically

possible?

If

and form the image,
flat mirror, the image is a virtual image for the reason that,
while it appears to be exactly as far back of the mirror as
we are in front of it> -urface. as a matter of fact it is not
and cannot possibly really be there. Thi< rule applied to
any image made by light rays will hold good, and by its
application you may determine whether any image i> real
or virtual. I have gone to much trouble to prepare a
simple, understandable definition of the Real and the Virtual
Image, since each will be from time to time referred to as
we progress.
Considering the Virtual Image for a moment we find certain very interesting experiments may be made, for in-tance,
thus: Cover a flat table with a large sheet of white paper,
upon which set mirror A, B. Fig 17, having no frame, its
edge
coming
directly
into contact
with
the paper.

/ ///

Questions on Last Week's Lesson.
is taught us by Physical Optics?
does
science
teach
us about
light?
light
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not,

why

(4)
Of what use is the ray as applied to the study of
light
Recite the laws
of reflection.
(5)
(6) What is meant by the Angle of Incidence?
(7) What is meant by the Angle of Reflection?
(8)
What
1= a "Normal?"
(9)
,,
How prove the angle of incidence equal to the angle
of reflection?
do) If a mirror be turned so as to alter the position of
the normal on the scale, does the angle of reflection and
the angle of incidence alter equally?
Under certain conditions it happens that pencils of rays
coming
from one point appear,
by reason of reflection
or
refraction, t oemanate from another, or a second point. Winn
this occurs this second point is called an image.
To make
this more clear: We see a candle in a mirror.
There is no
candle there, of course
What
appears is an image of the
candle.
Images are, however, divided into two classes, viz:
Real and Virtual.
LJndi rstanding the real meaning of these
from
definitions
and
matter
contained
in text
understanding the method of solvIgebraic problem by reading a novel.
t lm id definition obtainable, so far as the writer
could
find after consulting
every
work
on light he could
I may often happen that a pencil
of ray- diverging
from
a point
is caused
by reflection
or
refraction to, or to appear to, diverge from a second point.
In either case the second point is called an image of the
[mages
may
be real or virtual.
Definitions.
a pencil of ray-, diverging from a point is made,
tion or refraction, to converge to a second point,
! a Real [mage of the first point.
1 j 1 When a pencil of rays diverging from a point is made,
by reflection or refraction, to app<
m 1 sec
onil point, thai
•
called a Virtual Image ol
now,
The
point."you understand all about it. don't you'
lit. by Glazebrook), then continues: "In the case
h form it actually
igh it; m tin- case of a virtual image the ray- which
form it would, if produced backwards, pass through it. but
do not actually do so."
Surely
you
thoroughly
understand
the matter
Well (whisper) neithei did I. even after I had
ally complicated "definitions" and descrip
ti"n- 01 1I1, differenci
between
a real and a virtual im-iRc
gel the 1
Quiti
imple
It is th<
which ii actually where it appears
.-. hen n i- form 1 d by the focusing
\ Virtual (mage i one that 1- not really where

*/u 1
0-&
Jt?

r r\

r

n *—

A

/
/*
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Fig.

P
17.

Xow at Mine point, say C, -nek into the rarer an upright
pin.
Next, placing the eye level with the pa
venient point, say 1>. look at the image of the pin in the
glass, setting two pins, 1'. I', upright exactly in line with
the eye and the image
N©W
ime other
point, say tl. and again, in exact line with the eye and the
image, fix upright pins H. 1
Next we remove tl
and \\ ith a ]
tted Inn- J, K. and
I. M. using pins E, 1 . as a guide for lines J, K. and pins
1 guide for I M. until they intersed behind the
position
occupied
by
the
mirror.
,.t
I
normal to n ii 1
■ in C,
'. K.

it will ..
and
l

that
pin
C
and
I. II,
will
be
reflecting
iui face
far 10 the

11. nt

Ol

the

ii
\\ e

th<

thus

r.

K real ii

It might

ti nt in th<
when

be

.in

furthei

added

and which

tl

beeorai

1
sshat

■ ■ pii mi e. the
>t the

|>"int

I
tion with
1
It mi^-lit be w< II at tl
flection

..ii thai

where

th«

ample

image

When ire

-ecu en

the

apparently

-.*

0

If we

darken

I

K.

and
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..ur ryr Lr equal, t he- ra\ will n >l inert 0U1 eye an. I we -hall
hardly
It able t
ipol in the nnrr..r
.it all
Substitute a piece ol poished metal, such a> tin, tor the mirror
and thr vatuc i- t r ur. except
tli.it wr shall s,-<- tin- light spot
el r\m t h < - 1 1 k: 11 thr ray- do Dot direct!)
meet the
■ iiibstftute .1 sheet
I white paper and there i~ no
reflection when the angle ..t incidence and
the paper, the eye and the hole be equal,
lainly discernible from any portion of the
angle the paper may be held
The light is
•till reflected, but it is at the same time scattered (diffused)
direction instead of in straight lines at a certain
■ of incidence remains, but the angle of
reflection has been obliterated
In plain reflection w<- encounter what i- termed "lateral inversion."
Vs we stand
mirror. . «tir nnht hand appears a- though
• r left, while the lefi becomes the right
This, in
irhal i- meant bj "lateral inversion."
It i- by lateral
inversion we are enabled t" read lines on a blotting pad.
- setting may be readily read by mean-, of a mirror.
Davenport
Operators. — Mi
R. \ Brock,
Davenport,
la.
writeI have been reading
The World for the past yen
and think it the best paper there iv
In this town
we have
tie. iters. -ix of which employ
union oper
the union hoys lure belong to Local Union No.
8; I

\

T

S

L. as we haven't yet enough

members

to form
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3, Walter

Hum;

4. Bert Freemmer;

5, Arthur

M.

\\ We
arner,are andglad6, to
A

B. Brock."
meet
the union
operators
of Davenport
and thus make their quasi-personal acquaintance.
I he operating
m picture is certainly unique and the best
stunt of the kind I have yet seen, 1 would, of course, not
presume
to tell the Davenport
boys what to do, or even
advise them concerning the c
Ir.ct of their affairs, except
to s;iv that a small organization is usually an expensive
thniK t" maintain; therefore, unless there is good and .sufficient reason i..r separating from the I \. T. S. E. local it
miuht perhaps be Wetter to remain amalgamated with that
body. Mine is no more discouraging thing on the face of
the earth to maintain than a very small organization. This
for a good many reasons. Iowa is my native state and I
know
your city quite well.
The operating room picture is
excellent
Addresses Wanted.— Rochester, X. V.. writes: "I would
lik. to ha\e the addresses of film exchanges in Canada. I
am very desirous ol locating somewhere in that country. If
you can furnish me the addresses desired it will be a great
I have not at band a list of the Canadian film exchanges*
I would suggesl to Rochester that he might better yet in
touch with the various unions m Canada, jf lie desires to
secure
favor." a position as operator in one of the cities, though the
film exchanges
might
be of value
in obtaining
situations
in smaller towns. The photograph on the correspondent's letterhead shows a bright young man, and the legend of the
letterhead reads: "Expert Moving Picture Operator. Theatrical Electrician and Lantern Slide Photographer." I would
be glad to furnish the address 0f the brother to any Canadian
exhibitor desiring same. I would suggesl that it would be
to our mutual advantage if the various unions will send in
the addresses of their secretaries in order that it may be kept
on file. We will publish a column of union secretaries each
week if desired. Wry frequently I have matters which should
properly be referred to some union, but I am unable to do so
through lack of addresses of the union officials.
Measuring Condensers. — Brooklyn, X. Y. writes: "Kindly
give me, through your valuable Department, the correct rule
for figuring out the proper back
focus on both
front and

MM Nevertheless, we hope to secure a sufficient number in the near future. Enclosed find two photographs, one of the six union operators and the other a photo
Of my operating room The room is 6\6 ft.; rather small.
but 1 can get along all right.

Pin a sheet of white paper to a wall removed as far as
possible from a window, or. in the absence of a window, not
less than to feet from an incandescent light globe. First,
bold the Hat side towards the paper, focusing the picture
of the window or globe sharply on the paper, and measure
from paper to the tlat side of the condenser. Xext. reverse
the lens, placing the convex side towards the paper and. after
focusing sharply, measure to the Hat side again. Add the
two results together and divide by 2; the result will be the
focal length
of the lens.
Those owning handbooks will please cut this out and tip
it in with paste between pages 1/2 and 173. it being a better
method measuring than is there given.
Several Questions.— Lancaster, Pa., writes; "On one line I
have a piano, three lights and three fails; 220 volt D. C

The eoujpment is a Powers No. 6 with Edison lamp and
lamp house. The current is A. C. 6o cycle, no volt. My
throw is 6; feet; picture. 8 x to. We use a Fort Wayne compensarc on a 30 ampere contact; one 7L2 and one 6\/2 condenser and get a first-class picture. The names of the operleft t" right are
1. Karl Cornish; -'. George Yroo-

Ml How many amperes should 1 use'" ( _' I Should the fuse
plugs of the line and the fuses on the piano be of the same
amperage? (3) What will the result be if 1 use a 10 ampere
and a 20 ampere plug together? Have been using 20 ampere
plugs for this line, but am told that 10 ampere would he
plenty (41 When using 20 amperes on any line, am [using
twice the current 1 would be when using 10 amperes? (m
Kindly advise me in the simplest way how to set the fan on
a Lowers No. S machine. (6) What is best to use on a curtain when wishing t. ■ give it a new coat?
Ill Your question is altogether tOO indefinite. You do
not state the h. p. of the piano motor, the size of the fans
nor the c. p of the lights. Therefore, this question cannot
be answered, except to say that three 16 C. p. 220 v.. It lights
would consume less than one ampere of current, and your
fan motors, miles- quite large ones, would hardly consunjj
to exceed ..ne ampere each. Making a rough guess. 1 should
say the whole thing would consume approximately 5 amperes ut" current; but. of course, this is merely a guess, not
knowing, as 1 said, the exact size of the m..t..rs ,.r fans.
(2) No; the line fuses must be large enough to carry the
whole load of three fans, one piano motor and three light!
whereas the individual circuit fuses ..11 the motors should
only be large enough to carry the current of each individual
motor, and the light circuit should have only a fuse large
enough to carry three lights. To fuse one motor with fuses
heavy enough to carry current for four motors and three
lights would offer practically no protection to the motor at
all. (3) The practical result would be that your 20 ampere
fuse woud be of no Use and you would be protected only by
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the ten ampere fuse on one side. Such an arrangement would
be bad from any and every point of view and should not be
permitted to exist. You could only use the 10 ampere plug
on a line carrying that amount of current or less. If you
attempted to use above the capacity of the 10 ampere fuse
it would blow regardless of the fact that its mate was of
20 ampere capacity. Therefore, in effect, the other side of the
line would be fused to double the current which could be
carried, and would offer no protection at all. (4) This is
answered in 1 and 2. As 1 have -aid, assuming your fans to
be small ones, that is, ordinary 16 inch wall fans, 5 amperes
ought to be enough. Twenty amperes at 220 volts is precisely twice the amount of electrical energy that ten amperes
at the same voltage would be. The watts, which represent
electrical energy, are found by multiplying the volts by the
amperes, and the horsepower is found by dividing the watts
by 746. Twenty amperes at 220 volts is 20X220 = 4400
watts; 10 amperes at 220 volts is 220 X 10 — 2200 watts.
Dividing 4400 by 746 will give you the horsepower in one
case, and dividing 220 by 746 will give you the h. p in the
other case.
(S) I would advise you to send in $150 for the Motion
Picture Handbook, in which, on pages 11 1 to 114 you will
find general instructions for setting of all shutters (you say
"fan," but I presume you mean shutter), while on the pages
following you will lind instructions for setting the shutters
on the various machines. You should by all means have
this book. (6) 1 would have to know what kind of a curtain
it i-. In the Handbook you will lind, on page 142, directions
for mixing curtain paint, and in the back numbers of the
Trouble Department you will lind directions for at least a
dozen
different
kinds' and
of curtain
coating
recommended
the different
operators
exhibitors
who have
sent them by
in.
Machine Trouble. — Oklahoma (name of town suppressed
by
request)with
write-:
"I have
type1 'li'
machines
a throw
of 75twofeet.
have1910
had Model
troubleBdison
with
both machines as follows: On one of them I cannot keep my
picture in focus; at one moment it is sharply defined all over
and at the next you can see a blur on the screen. The lenses
are tight in the holder. The other machine shows a good
picture, but the picture is cut square on one side, and now and
then you can see the sprocket holes on the same side. I
have set my intermittent sprocket over, but that doesn't seem
to help the picture at all."
On one of your machines, it is quite evident that the film
is buckling in and out as it passes the aperture.
This may
auses.
Firdt, however, see to it that
.inch hold the casting on to which the aperture plat.- 1- attached are tight. In other words, see that the
Casting is held rigidly and solidly to the frame.
These two
re back in the mechanism.
The fault of buckling is
uently due to ten-ion springs either being loose and
from side to side, or else nol bearing squarely on
ire plate tracks.
It 1- also caused by worn aperture plate tracks and sometimes #erj little wear will produce
e, whereas in I
Mure may become
quite badly worn without visible effect.
It 1- also a fact
ery dry film will frequently have a tendency to
■ en when the aperture plate is perfect.
a- von probably use th< same films on both machines and
le on the other, 11 may be presumed thai
lii ■ in the machine and not in the film. 1 think
aid will cover the case.
As to the other
il appears evident thai one of the tension springs
out and cutting the light on one side of
tin aperture.
It 1- also quite possible that the gate 1- too fai
I the opi ning in th< gate centers with the
.1 unc ed,,e ..i the openii .
as the ...he. edge >- t" the left, and
that the ten i.n pmivdoc
• t come out over the aperture op, n the k-asi bit
I hi p •• k< I holes showing 1- un
doubted I v due t.. th' top gate idler, and also possibly the intei
nnit, 11 prockel being ton fai to one side
With a straight
ti el will do, if no
Othei ll
• daiglil edge Is available.) carefully
line the
teeth ol the intermittent spro kel so thai they centei with
the api rturi , • tra Us< . an fully line the top sproi ket
in ii
. .1- well :.- 1'ie top c;ate idler, ai
,,1!. , ,, thai n holm the film exai tly 1 1 ntral with
inre
lii othei womIs. the top sprocket, top gate
id the intermittent sp nckd must be lined -,. that the
Mm is cai ied down cxactl) 1 ent
lure. II the
• .,,,- ,11 Cxai t Inn 1 li< t. p gate idler will be in line
when 1I1. top loop li.inj.-- cxutly true and square
Another Slide.
Mr
W
I ' ii
writes
"I have been having sonii trouble securing .1 slide that can
be made on hoi 1 nrd< - and it I
ivi good re[ havi found one which I have been usin(
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three or four week- and which I desire to contribute to the
Trouble Department 1 would like you to try it out and
see what you think of it for a slide. Place a piece of new
carbon paper between two pieces of rather thin writing
paper and write what you desire with the typewriter, the
same as you would in making a gelatine slide. Take out the
carbon sheet and mount it between two glasses and you will
find that it will show up very well. I trust this will help
some operator or manager who is having trouble, securing a
satisfactory,
quicklytoand
madeGreene,
slide.*' for your kind
We are obliged
you cheaply
.Neighbor
contribution. 1 have not yet had the time to test the matter
out. but will do so at the first opporunity. I find, however,
by holding a sheet of carbon paper between my eyes and
the light that the paper where the type has struck is semitransparent.
Too Powers
Much Current.
— Harrisburg,
writts: "I
usingthea
new
No. 6 and
a Powers Pa.,
inductor.
We amhave
current cut down as much as we can, but still seem to get
too much, and we cannot get the spot large enough. We are
obliged to screw the carbon holder in as close to the conwe possibly
it, and still and
the yet
spot the
isn'tspot
largeis
enough.denser as We
tried twocan7J5getcondensers,
tooI don't
small." know just what to make of the inductor matter,
Harrisburg, unless you are using one wound for a lower
primary voltage than you have in your house. That doesn't
hardly seem possible, a- the inductor should, under these circumstances, get pretty hot. Certainly, however, you should
get more current than you need on the lowest contact of
the inductor if it is wuund for the voltage you are using.
I would suggest that you have the light company test the
voltage on the primary side and the amperage on the secondary, sending this and the markings of the inductor
plate, to me. As to the lamp — you will probably find a short
piece of tubing on the base slide rod, which prevents the
lamp-base going along forward to the cast iron base lug.
Remove these so that the lamp can go clear forward. You
must be exaggerating when you say the lamp is almost
against the condenser. The distance from the crater to the
condenser should be approximately 3 1-2 inches. If the above
don't fit the case you can overcome the difficulty temporarily
by setting your lower carbons straight up and down, angling
the top one out to meet it; meanwhile writing me again,
giving exact measurements from crater to lens. In this 1 am
assuming, of course, that you set your lamp on an angle
There is, of course, the possibility that your condensing
lenses are not of the focal length you suppose. In my answer
to another letter in this week'- issue you will find direction
for measuring condenser lenses. I would suggest you measure your- an<l see if they are really what you suppo-ed them
to be. If they are of shorter focal length, then it would
have the effect of reducing the si/e of the spot, or requiring
the lamp to be brought closer to the condensers.
Poor Condensers. — Hoboken, X J , writes; "Recently one
of my condensers cracked, and when 1 removed the broken
lens I found that instead of being clear, a- when it was put
111, it was a purpli
i kindly explain I
.ii the coloring?
With two r:-- condensinj
pot,
M hi n
Id and
Sometimes
1 get ■ picture equal to the best.
and then again it 1- not at all bright.
1 put it down to the
films, but the pro]
ething wrong with
the machine.
W hat 1- your Opil
lh< coloring in the lense is din ■
percentage
of lead in the glass, or at
ledum
which 1 undrestand
to be lead
Such a
condenser 1^ n.'i in to use and should be returned to the
manufacturer or seller, who should repli
I he -i/e of the spot can be reduced b> ;
back fi fin tin condt nsi 1
not being
i.nglit at times, I could not answi
tdni will, of course, not -how op
will a clear
one; that 1- und< rsl
'■ However, it is, ol
that variation of light ii to some extent due to the
I do not know tli.it thi
but ii 1- possible
I wa
an. I noticed thai 1

condition which should ""t bi I
the
pictUI
k r< en
inside the door
"Outside Shuttn
you supply ni with parti
outside

three winn

tor tin- purposi

StlUttl

<nl

ihould

'■«' |
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mpaay, < (range, N J . can
fur iii-1i you with the outside -h utter attachmeni
and ii would probablj be beat thai you purchase
th< m
< 'ii pa.
■ 10, 1910, issue is
• n Exhibition model ma■ • : was attai bed by Mr.
I. l> \ an Luvei •
I he method ol attachin other back numbers >>f
beento given
for themachine.
attaching outside -butter
the Edison
1 would suggest that the Department reader- who have perular stunt write Johnson & Meachen, P. O.
anada, giving them the desired winding -.urn- in t lie Department for publicaTheater and School.— Mi Willis E Reynolds, "The MovPhiladelphia, Pa., writes
"Reading your
ni in the June ,*nl number of The World, 1 ob.1 comment under title of 'A New Stunt.' and the
conjecture .1- to the effect upon the motion picture business,
should the movement
become
general.
1 would suggest
dei ote Friday
night
( there
being u.' lessons to study) or a Saturday matinee to the
presentation of -dieted subjects under auspices of the principal, admitting the children with 'merit tickets' tree. The
publicity gained t"rin the
house in this
will c>>mpcntree local
admissions.
Whilewayentertainments
given in schooj halls would not interfere with the business
mlocaltheman
larger
be 'opposition'
the
in a cities,
small it
citymightTheprove
wise to
manager
anticipatesto such
conditionand
instead
of antagonizing
them,
should
fall into line, with the view
of promoting
the popularity of his house
If there is a class of people in his town
knocking'
accountshow of forthe a 'blood
and go
thunder'
picture-, frame
up a on better
week and
after
king and and.
queenif they
knockers.'
them opinion
personally
anthe interview,
accept, Invite
get their
of yourin
show
Nine times out of ten it is better than they expected
an. I they .-av SO, Now net an absolutely true story of that
interview and that opinion in your local paper-, in the news
columnIt won't matter much to the local man what it
comNow. go after the educational institution with the
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theater in.ii ha\e a conscience— will not permit me to be
constantly steering clear of trouble without making some
acknowledgment of the medium by which 1 am .
do so
I certainly set great store by the 'Moving Picture
World' and the Trouble Department alone has betn worth
more to me than the price many time- over I avoid troubles
of my own by familiarizing myself with the troubles of
others an.l noting the remedies you suggest, A- a rule, I
have found my perplexities anticipated and the remedies provided, even before
the necessity
for the application
had
arisen. Therefore, 1 hold that the time spent in studying the
various departments of The World will return better value
than the same length of tunc devoted to any other branch
of the picture producing business, and I am taking considerable space to say so. for the reason that I am al-o speakmg for many other of your patrons wlio. did each speak his
own little piece, would svvamp your columns with appreciative effusions
•tionEnclosed
of the please find clipping from the North
Sydney Herald, which will give you an idea of wh.ii
rtainly appreciate your kind words. Neighbor
Cuzner.thisand- are more than pleased to note that the "Moving
Picture World" and its various departments have been of
value to you in that far off corner of the earth. The clipping
sent by Friend Cuzner sets forth the fact that he has perfected arrangements for the erection and equipment of a new
theater of large capacity and up-to-date appointments. The
dipping
also says;
initial outfit
comprise
Powers
No (i machines,
and "The
the mechanical
and will
electrical
installation
will comprise all the latest wrinkles for securing faultless
projection. There will be a..1.1"
complete elimination of all rainstorm features that the resultant screen effect may be a
"thing of beauty and a joy forever." Mr. Cuzner is highly
spoken of by the paper, both as a citizen and as a theatrical
manager. We wish him every possible success in his new
venture.
Operating Room Photo. — Mr. Gordon Le Feure, Toronto,
Ontario, Can., writes: "Enclosed herewith find photo of OUf
operating room, from which you will mi- that I am running
rs No. S machines.
Toronto will soon be a regular
moving picture town, as we are going to have a Board o4

quoting
the paper,heartily
and landendorses
it."
Tin- editor of this
Department
Neighbor Reynold- remarks. The plan, in my judgment, is worthy
of serious study by up-to-date managers both in cities and
smaller townThe moving
picture theater in this way
could, we believe, add to it > own popularity and, at the same
time be a distinct aid to the cause of education.
In la- 1
iUe of The World there appeared an editorial entitled "The Exhibitor as a Teacher,'' which should be read
and acted upon by all moving picture men who wi-h to be
in the van of progress.
Film Jumps. — Iowa (name of town suppressed by request) write-: "I am having a great deal of trouble with my
films jumping. Have read the Handbook and followed instruction- as closely as possible, but the film still jumps.
I am using late -tuff, some not more than two weeks old;
therefore, it cannot be the fault of the films. I clean the
sprocket- and track- every day. Both are in fair condition.
DoYouy.u should
think itbecould
due to sprockets
or track?" Iowa
more be definite
in your description,
The

mere statement that your film jumps might mean anyone of several things.
In the first place, you do not even
say what kind of a machine you are using
11 .
to it that your ten-ion springs are set tight enough
See to
it that there i- no lost motion in your intermiit .-nt sprocket.
1 would suggest
you tryanda I'athe
film which
1 fault is
condition
on yourthatmachine,
if it jumps
then the
in the machine
Certain make- of film jump very badly and
f..r that reason I suggest a test be made with a rathe. You
must, however, -end mc more definite information before I
you intelligent advice
One other thing, however:
keep the face of your intermitten sprocket scrupulously clean.
Gum and dirt collecting fin the face of the sprocket is a prot jumping.
I will al-o add that if there i- a rhythmical, regular jump four time- to every turn of the crank,
it 1- pretty sure evidence your intermittent -procket or its
I true.
From Afar. — Mr. W
K. Cuzner, manager and owner of
! Theater. Sydney
Mines, Cape Breton, writes:
"Editor Trouble Department
'Wisdom
cometh out of the
the proverb runs, but, for all that, we of this extreme ea-tern point of the continent do not yet consider
. that we are unable to appropriate and
the idea- and experiences of others not so favorably
situated longitudinally.
While I have no particular trouble
ith, my conscience — <ome moving
picture

Censorship, and operators will be obliged to take an examination and be licensed.
Yours for perfection in projection."
There are two things I particularly like about your letter.
Neighbor Le Feure; one is that you speak of the operating
room and underscore the word "room." 'The other is that
you signed your letter. "V.iurs for perfection in projection."
1 have repeatedly called attention of operators to the advisability of elimination of .he word "coop," or "box" and
similar terms, substituting therefor the words "operating
room."
So to
longhave
a- them.
we talk Petfection
about coops,in boxes,
etc., iswewhat
are
very
likely
projection
every operator should bend every effort to attain, and the
principal work of this Department is designed to firing about,
if not perfection, at least impr »vement in projection. It has
pleased us more than anything else to receive many letters
from managers saying that through the study of the Department by themselves and their operators projection in their
houses has been materially benefitted.
Condenser Mount. — Kansas (name of town suppressed by
request) writes: "1 received the Handbook some time ago
and have not yet bad time to sing my praises of it and the
good it is doing operators and nanagers. I have a mania
for the Trouble Department, and as I have not yet contributed anything to it. I hand you herewith a drawing of my
condenser holders, requesting th; t you express your opinion
of the same.
The holder consists of four p eces of clock spring which
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f§ We didn't mean to, but on June 5th we prodj;
fl We photographed the thrilling incidents and «
q We
made
a picture of the POWERS
I
On

June 27th
we release

fl over.
Novelty?

Two in One
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^ There is <
of in maku
it was an
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the other,
condenser, j> shown, A
. . m ircles the four bori• ..ii inch smaller in
diameti t
ng tint it
: i om mi expansion,
..id- the condensci - perthoi
i usi one 6 . an. I oat 7) .•
\.. (> on 110 volt I) < and two
n rlir.-t.it~ hooked iii multiple.
Have 78
Mien's adjustable
>d picture, l>ut have my troubles the same
11 I tr> t.. master them.
I have been in the
and stationary, and
m ho knows tt .ill 1 You will tind
irabei who think thej do
Ed 1 M\ worst difficulty
ws We are pulling from .1 direct connected D, £
volts .a all times aiul from 7 i>. m.
1 uli to gel .1 clear white light, though after
that it 1- fine
I am cut in 150 yards from the plant with a
'■ n ire
It you can explain this to
me 1 would be very thankful."

The condenser mount 1- simple and excellent, though you
have failed to explain in what way it is mounted m front
of the arc.
The Powers No. 6 condense* mount is square,
and I would like to have you explain just how you hold the
lenses in position in the condenser boxing.
The
electrical
you put up 1- something of a puzzle.
From 7 to
<> p. m. in not the time of the heaviest load at this
the year. The heavy load ought not to come on until nearly
S o'clock, and there should, therefore, not he a very heavy
the dynamo until that time.
Moreover, if the dynamo holds it- voltage constantly at 125, it i- indi>putable
evidence that it is supplying the necessary current at the
■ only thing that I could sugge-t i> that
the lines between the generator and your house are at that
time in the evening too -mall to carry the load, which causes
the drop
the tune the current reach.- youff
house, even though the distance be hut 150 yardThis
hardly seems probable, bul it 1- the only thing I can suggest.
Ymi should get a volt-meter and te-t your line- on the line
vide of the rheostats during the hours when your light is
1 think you will tind there i- a considerable drop in
ared to tin- generator pressure.
Position Wanted
Column. — Lima. Ohio, writes: "I note
isal t.. secure positions for operators.
I thought
■i unwise thing in trying to place men of
who-.- ability you had 11.. personal
knowledge
1 would
-t that you have a column of -pace de■- who .ire at librety.
It would not take
up muchthenspace
a man*and
would
stand t" "tiin-ert
his own
feet name
and notand on address
yourWhenhe
• he should notify you. so that hi- name
might be withdrawn.
I make no profession of being a real
To my mind, an operator i- a master ol
and that. I am afraid. I can never hope to be. 1 will, however, pa-- along a few stunts I have found to help a whole
:.erat..r should always keep on hand a few good
recl<. since he will frequently find that the reel received from
the exchange- is in bad condition and wabble-. By painting
the -ide- of the house reels (those reel- he keep- for him- »me other convenient color, there will be
r of their being sent away by mistake.
1 do this
me a lot of hother and worry. 1 have
threading the top and bottom magazines and can
lm through the fire trap- while the average man i-
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getting read] t" .1" it Should 1 -end it to some machine
maker- 1 and several others think it is very good. It may
be ,.t interest to operators to know that carbon-, in burning,
generate carbonic gas, and the arc flows through tins
ga- and not through air, a- many suppose. A- proof of this.
Ut ..ii\ operator light hi- lamps, draw the carbon.- about
'j inch apart and blow directly at the arc. If he blow- hard
enough he will force away all the carbonic gas and the light
ul Any operator who i- good at writing -ign> can
obtain from a photographer old undeveloped plate I
get them Sx io for io cents a dozen. Cut them t.. slide -i/e
and you can then write in the emulsion with a -harp pointed
instrument anything you may desire. The beauty of tin- ithe silver compound will not allow any light through. It is
a yellowish color and the work can be outlined with a pencil
Here l- something I think is fine: on the baseboard of any
machine set a flat piece of iron between the stereo and moving picture gate, so that when you shove the lamp house to
the stereo your light must pass this -trip (sitting up-right).
Get your light exactly where you want it m you
pull over to the strip and mark top and bottom of the light
spot; do the -ame with the moving picture gate. Xow when
you start a show set your light on the strip, adjust it to your
rks and when you pu-li over to the stereo lens
you know absolutely that your light i- < ). K. After the -..ng
pull ovr to the spot marks on the -trip and adju-t the light
ni-i right for moving picture gate and you will have a clear
field when you start the moving picture. Not long ago I
noticed m throwing the election returns they wrote the
return- on the slide as it was being projected. You could
-ee the point of the pencil on the screen as they wrote. How
was Thethat various
-Hint pulled
things off?"
you have described, Lima, will no
doubt be of interest and benefit to the readers of. the Department Therefore, accept our thanks for same. As to the
writing of the election returns in the way you mentioned, it
is done by means of a reflectoscope. It is a specially constructed machine with an arc lamp in a box table. The light
strike- a 45 degree mirror inside the box and reflects up
through a condenser set in the upper surface of the box.
Above the condenser is a lens upright on a bracket, and
above the lens i- another mirror which is adjustable and
reflects on the screen. The writing is done on a slide that
lay- tlat over the condenser. The lamp handle- project
through a hole If you care to send the film threading device
to me I will examine same and offer my advice as to what
you had better do with it. As to the "At Libert\r Column."
\\ e have arranged to instrt advertisements of operator-, manager-, musicians — in fact, anyone connected with the bu-ione (1) cent per word per week, the only condition
being that to take advantage of that nominal rate they be
actually out of work; see elsewhere.
Machine Trouble. — Miami, Okla., writes: "I just received
the 'Moving Picture World' and studied the light
am following them very closely. I am having a little trouble
myself right now. There is a ghost in the center of my picture. It is oblong, about 6 feet in length. 1 us<
condenser and one 7'/2 condenser. My throw is 59 feet; 45
amperes. 1 10 volt 60 cycle current, through a Powers induc. ctra carbons. My picture jumps up and down. I
have a Powers No. 5. There is no lost motion whatever
between the star and cam. The tension springs seem to
rest squarely on the aperture plate tracks and the intermittent -procket is almost new. I have one of your Handbooks
andI have
tried tell
all the
things you
but withareno of
effect."
cannot
whether
yoursuggest,
condensers
the
proper focal length or not, inasmuch as you did not tell me
the width of your picture. If your moving picture lens is
more than 4 inches E. F., I would try two yVz condensers.
Be sure that your condensers set square with each other
and that your whole machine is in line from the front end
of the projection lens to the arc. Try pulling your lamp
house back as far as it will go. Try a different set of carbons. As to the jumping, it is very likely that either the
intermittent sprocket shaft has been in some way sprung a
little so that it is no longer true, or that the sprocket is out
of true. If the picture jumps regularly four times to each turn
of the crank, then either the shaft or the sprocket is not true.
- Be sure that you keep the face of your intermitent sprocket
perfectly clean and free from all gum and dirt. Use a tooth
brush for this purpose. Test the machine with a good Pathe
film— one in good condition, I mean.
Cutting Out Resistance. — New York City writes: "Allow
me to ask the same question you answered last week, but
which I did not quite understand. If I want to get more
current out of a Miles Bros, rheostat, can I cut some of the
wires out and take out one or two grid plates? Will that
increase the current, and is it a hard job to do? tan 1 hook
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on a Miles Bros, rheostat with a Powers Standard in multiple
and get it to work? Your answer was: 'Not in New York,'
but
doesn't
Rubber covered
wire ithas
seven explain
strands,anything.
and you measure
one, etc.,stranded
to get
the strand, but how do you measure asbestos stranded wire?
You surely couldn't measure one at a time, for they are too
fine. What do you do?"
What I meant by my answer last week was that the cutting out of resistance in a rheostat, or the use of rheostats
in multiple is absolutely prohibited in New York City by the
Department
of Water
Supply,
Gas & City
Electricity.
anything of that
kind in
New York
unless youDon't
have doa
desire to lose your license. I do not remember ever having
examined one of the Miles Bros, rheostats. I cannot, therefore, offer you intelligent instructions as to how to remove
grids, You speak of removing some of the wire, and some
of the grids. Am I to understand from this that the rheostat i> composed of both wire coils and metal grids? You
can remove one or two grids from any rheostat and thus
reduce the resistance and consequently increase the flow
of current. However, it is very likely that the remaining
grids would then heat unduly and you would very much
shorten the life of the rheostat. Yes, you measure the diameter of one strand of the asbestos wire with a micrometer
calliper, count the number of strands and proceed as previously instructed. You can measure the thickness of a human
hair accurately with a micrometer calliper. These instruments are comparatively costly and the better way is to take
one of the strands to any machinist and have him measure
its diameter for you. which he will no doubt do with. mi
charge, That is the only way a stranded wire can be accurately measured. You can also find the gauge of one of
tin-.- strands with a 1'.. & S wire gauge, but the micrometer
is
with informultiple,
tin- purpose
named.
cantheusething
any totwomeasure
rheostats
provided
they You
are
both built for the voltage you are using. A Powers and
Miles Brothers, or any other make will work together in
multiple the same as though they were all the same make;
also a 15 ampere will work with a 25 ampere, a 45 with an 18,
etc. The only condition is that they both be built for the
pressure used.
A New Law. — The following law has been passed by the
legislature at Albany, and has received the Governor's signature:
AN

Mana

f..nnn

' applhanta
and
the '
license «nan not oe (ranted
to an ap|
ao apprentice
under
a II.imis.-.i
maltha
prior
to the .late of the application;
la Writing,
and
contain
a rerll

the
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It just depends on the kind of pictures you show.
Poor, streaky, shadowy, spotty pictures make you
LOSE trade. Clear, bright, clean-cut, brilliant pictures GAIN trade for you.
Use the

(Jauscti [omk
Projection |ei\s
and you'll get the kind of pictures that hold your old
trade and gain new all the time. ( )ur enormous
sale to moving picture concerns proves our claims
that the Bausch & Lomb is the best your money can
buy — and cheapest in the long run — because it
brings bigger business and makes more money for
Write for our interesting Booklet OO on Projection Lenses. It contains a host of useful information about moving picture work.
.f^^x
you.
CTfejcw

Our name, backed by over half a century of expert
ence, is on all our products -lenses, microscopes, field

Xv^v/vj)
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Make them yourself. Written with pen and
ink or typewriter. Three minutes to make a
slide. Used for advertising slides, to announce
future or feature programmes, for chorus slides
when chorus slide is missing We send four
colors of gelatin. The slides look well and any
one can make them. They arc handy also for
announcing vaudeville acts. In fact they may
be readily used for anything you may wish to say
to your audience.
For the sum of three dollars ($.0 cash with
order, we will send by express, charges not prepaid, the following:
r glass, i package binder strips, i dozen
mats, I instruction sheet, I form sheet and 50
strips assorted colors gelatin — enough for from
300 to ; ■
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• .ill the realm of picture.-.-'.,fthfori he tins
phrases,
"< >rder
i.
ilar

ads,

he

certainl) « 1 ■ ■ t- - not take the
:;. in this I notice with in-

1 luspecl we managers need considerable prodding now
.in<l then, but it seems rather out ol place to come at us in
this fashion. I have heard of some Michigan managers running three reels, but have never yet run across one who was
■ u^li to run tour reels unless it Insome occasional
.i -tcaily
show .
Hut the main point is a well balanced program.
It is all
gh t.. talk <ii, but tin- manager lias about one tenth
as much t.. do with this as the higher ops and these same
higher upa care just about as much about how the prothey <lo whether we get comedy at all. I
think a safe estimate would be that nine out of tin manday, when In- must mike his profits, it ever. Now he
one "i them dramatic, the other a split reel (a very
irrence).
Now. how are we to manage this to gel it
between the dramasShall we run one comedy, then have
a wait while
This would evidently be
: time. we change reelsI am with this matter as with many others upon which
much is being written.
It is utterly useless for any manufacturer to ,-,sk exhibitors to request reels of the exchange.
They might just as well expect to get one of the special
reasonable price
I know whereof I speak bepersonal experience.
The exhibitor has not the
■lightest chance of choosing his subjects and in most cases
the programs are -" manipulated that all the managers, operators, writers and editors in the business could not balance
them.
How can a manager balance a program of two Indian picture-, two dramas, two comics, two tire scenes — all
of which I have had in programs lately?
Let mc tell you that you will find plenty of talent in
balancing programs a- well as conducting Snows generally
when we once have a chance to exercise this ability.
Unbalanced programs are not to be laid at the door of the
manager, but to the idiotic policy of the higher ups trying
I • the business without consulting the interest of
either public or manager.
When
the manufacturers
learn
that they must make a proper amount of comedy to perfectly
balance the dramatic issues and then instil into exchange
heads done
the tact
they uplift
an- not
the business
whole '"It"'
will
have
more that
for the
of the
than they
a whole
isting conditions.
The manager is. so to speak, bound hand and foot.
He
can make no choice of subjects, cannot know three hours
.-.t he I- to run. cannot advertise the picture in
advance.
In fact he is about as near a rfonenity as imbecile
can make him.
My suggestions to writers in general is to strike at the root of the evil along this as well
as other lines.
Show the people
who are throttling
the
•he error of their ways
Make it possible for the
manager to select a picture of his own choice now and then.
Give him a chance to know what he is to get a few hours
ahead so that he can advertise if he wants.
Give him the
fighting chance of a man. then if he fails to balance his
it will be high time to criticise and not until then.
.1 J. RIEDER.
CINEMATOGRAPH
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EXHIBITOR

AND
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EXCHANGE.

Sandusky, Ohio,

June 6, ion.

Moving
PictureI would
World:like to have a space in your paper to
Deal Sirs
answer two queries First, F. M. S. wants to know when
the manufacturers will stop making sensational pictures.
The answer is. not as long as the exhibitor will use them
without kicking, and if that will not do any good refuse to
take those makes from his exchange the same as I have
done are
withright.
three Independent makes until the) produce films
that
Second, the films that would stand a two-day run are so
scarce that an exhibitor would be unable to bill it right.
The
N ours
truly, films as soon as possible.
best way is to repeat
all good
CHAS
REARK,
Mgr.
"PRO

BONO"

RAPS

Theatorium.

THE EXHIBITORS.
New York, June 5th,

191 1.

Editor Moving Picture World:
lie.ir Sir After spending an unpleasant forty minutes in
the subway. I plunked down my little dime at the ticket window of "Crystal Hall"— yep! I went all the way down from
the Bronx, expecting to see some select reels of Independent films (because the Independents don't seem to be very
well represented up this way). My expectations were shattered, however, for I was treated to a Bison that I had seen
twice at that very same house, and next came a three-yearold Pathe, and then I made my exit. I am exceedingly sorry
that there is not one decent Independent straight-picture
house on Fourteenth Street. There are some Independent
manufacturers doing admirable work, and it is an injustice
to them that the result of their labor and expense is not
presented to the public ofYours
New respectfully,
York City.
"PRO BONO

PUBLICO."

SAILOR-OPERATOR
DEFENDS THE UNIFORM.
Editor Moving Picture World:
Dear Sir — Recently an article appeared in your magazine
concerning the discrimination against the United States
sailors and soldiers in uniform, by the Portsmouth, N. H.,
theater owners. The action taken by those exhibitors, shows
gross disre petit against the flag. 1 have had service in
tin United States Navy for four years, and the United States
Army for three years and have been up against the same
proposition myself, only in a dance hall. Take the exhibitors ! Portsmouth and put the proposition of wearing a
uniform of Uncle Sam up to them and how many would
do it?
No words can ever describe the suffering and privations
the soldiers and sailors have stood in past wars for their
government, only to be insulted and degraded by such men,
who are running theaters in Portsmouth. Any one who
will wear the uniform representing the United States Government ought to be entitled to all the respect that can be
shown him.
I have read the World for the last two years and have
gained a lot of information from it. Hoping to see this
m print. I am, your ardent admirer.
STANLEY G. FAULKNER,
Operator Columbus Theater,
2027 Murray Hill Road.

PRESTO
A HANDY

EMERGENCY — CLAMP1 OB

EMERGENCY DEVICE FOR ALL USERS OF HAND
FEED ARC LAMPS. ESPECIALLY PICTURE MACHINES

ASK

SALE.

ABOUT

IX

NEW

SYRACUSE

Box 264

.re! n
YORK

ton.

Italy. American
May j~. dealers
on American
sola te has Consulate.
been asked Turin.
to inform
in cinematograph films that an American buyer is sought
for an altogether unique series of films showing members of
the Italian royal family, including the royal children, and
taken in various parts ,,f Italy. The films are to be sold
outright and are to become the exclusive property of the
purchaser, so far as America is concerned. The proceeds
of the sale are to be used for charitable purposes.
Replies to this inquiry should be addressed to the American Consulate, Turin. Italy.
1 Signed 1 ALBERT
H MM HKI.SOX.
Consul.
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COMEDY."

Portsmouth,
World:

Va., June 5th, 1911.

Dear Sir — I read your article in The World of June 10,
entitled "The Dearth of Comedy," with a great deal of
interest. As an exhibitor 1 say to your good sense and
logical whole truth, Amen.
I am using twelve reels weekly, but I get from the exchange eighteen reels per week for the sole purpose of the
fifty per cent, increased chance of getting a comedy with the
show.
My patrons demand
Comedy.
The manufacturer that you interviewed was so far from
being right in his assumption, and it is hard to believe he
•ever studied the total best interests of the business. I have
spent twelve years in the amusement business, and have
traveled the country pretty thoroughly and my experience
has taught me that every time you find one person who will
remember a tragedy or .-ad fact or fiction, you will find
hundreds who will remember every detail of something that
caused them to laugh. They try to forget the former and
aretain
fact. the latter; that's horse sense and human

WORLD

Suolirbt, Daylight. Moonlight or Any Other Light Won't Effect

Transplendency
or Mirroroide
The Curtain or Screen You Want. Let Us Show You.

4 Big Samples. 4 Cents in Stamps. "Transplendency" is
the Perfect Preparation. "Mirroroide" is the Readv-toHang Curtain or Screen. Sold by the Yard. At a Modest Cost.
It's Cloth, Coated by Automatic Special Designed Machinery with a .Mercury-Foil Amalgamation that Reflects
Like a Mirror. It's Streakless. It's Perfect. It Won't
Crack, Peel or Tarnish, Brilliancy Permanent. It's Flexible and Durable. More detail, Better Prospective, Stereoptic Depth Minutely and Clearly Defined. Haze, Flare
and Eye-Strain Entirely Eradicated.
The Clearest.
The Brightest.
The Most Perfect Picture
in the World.
To Prove It. Send 50 Cents in Stamps for
J4 Yard, or 4 Cents for Smaller Samples.
Attach Same to
Your Curtain.
Your Order Follows.
THE
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VENTILATION.
Picture World, New York,
■-. Ii in one "i your issues some
weekago about
\ ent ilat il .11 for the M
I' theater,
will de
-< mIk
in> place
as il might
help Borne exhibitor out in
hot weather
1 have a house 25 x
set, u fool ceiling
|6 inch power fan with 12 inch galvanized pipe lead
iiik into reai of auditorium
This fan is driven at
lutions per minute by a 5 II P. motor
This sup
pli< - mj
house with
fresh air and keeps the temperature
down n<;irly a- low a- n 1- .iiit-ide.
Then I u-e four ceiling
fan- to keep the .01 circulated
I have used this method two
year- and ha\c
never had an) complaint from heat in the
bouse in the hottest of weather.
My motor co-t $75.
My
power fan 1- "i the typi used at planing mills for transferring
from the machines to the boiler room, and is also
1 transferring cotton
It cost me
second-hand S.t;
It will keep the house plea-am
withoui
nd I have had patrons tell m< they came
I • pictures
Hoping
you will find space foi this information,
1 am.
t Hilly,
1 K

CO.,

Changeable ILLUMINATED Program Sign

Moving

Mot,, 1 uses

GENTER

nature and

I believe the trouble is that they can't' get good comedies,
and put up the more solemn pictures in preference to paying
the price required for the quality. I would rather have
dramas all the time than the kind of comedies (?) that make
the actor- in the pictures nearly have convulsions with
laughter, but leave the audience to whom they are shown
looking like they have lost something and are wondering
where it is. It is not funny to see the actors laugh unless
the cause of their mirth is also shown.
If the exhibitor- were canvassed, they would express the
preference of the moving picture patrons of the United
States, in such perfect harmony with the demands of your
article, in such overwhelming majorities, that it would
make the manufacturers give serious consideration to your
- that some at least specialize on good comedy.
I will head or at least be in the first rank- to demand of my
exchange the product of any manufacturer producing such
goods.
Pardon
the length
of mj
opinion,
I hope th<
success will crown your efforts in behalf of the entire moving picture industry and its dependents.
Yours very truly,
C
V TURNER,

Editoi
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"Daves

Love

Affair"

(Biograph)

-Th*
I ).1\C

feature
111ft il ol

"Love of Summer Morn" (Kalem). This film pictures
the l"\e story of an American lieutenant and his squawwife. Summer Mom
She wasn't acceptable to the ladies
of the army post and to save her husband the constant annoyance and shame of being ignored because of her. she
to her people. The Indian girl and the lieutenant
in under romantic circum-tances not far from a
beautiful sacred pod m the hills. The Indian girl sacrifices
her-elf by committing suicide in the beautiful pool when she
sees that the lieutenant, whom her father told that she was
dead, has married again.

th«

him by sending him a note about a certain Clarice
• u- she sends him away
Repentthey explain matters ami everything
It's a slight picture
Fates
Sealed"
(Biograph)
in an I original
.
enter i fishingTinscontest,

eir misdeeds
"Their

that tin one who has the larKe-t fish by a
•r -hall have the hand of the nirl both want
The
• , one she wants has the smallest
:in- psychological moment, a large seal suddenly
• of the water and seises the unsuccessful man's
so he's the winner, for the seal ha- sealed hi- fate.
• > r\ little to it; one can hardly call il funny, and
li ig i> the only thing worth commending.
"The Professor's Ward" I Lubin)
This comely ha- a very
amusing situation, which was played theatrically at the exthe character- and also, one feels, at the expense
deal of fun.
There 1- not much difference between
the irascible a.unt of the story and the objecting parents of
many other films, though the part gave an excellent chance
for sympathetic
actinp
It might
have
contributed
much
the fun than
it did.
There
is a pinch
of "The
Hoyden" in Miss Lawrence's interpretation of the :
ward,
but it isn't nearly
BO fine.
She
-eemed
occasionally
trying
to heighten
the effect by funny
attitude-,
such
as
turned-in
toeYet her playing
was
more
consistent
than
to
as

"Sacrifice" (Vitagraph). This is a life portrayal and it it
poignantly acted, especially in the scenes after the childless
mother accepts the white carnation, the mother's-day flower.
Tin- woman adopts the prisoner's child. There is human
beauty in the scene in the prison when the woman with the
child visit- it to distribute flowers. The prisoner doesn't
know that he is talking with his own child; because of that
scene and all it implies, we understand and are thoroughly
convinced by his attitude toward the child after his release
and by his sacrifice. The woman who loved the adopted child
know- what that sacrifice meant. The story is told with a
keen an delicate sense of values that makes it clear and
convincing. It is acted with much emotional power, especially by the convict and by the woman. The child of the
story tilled her part charmingly.
"A Broken
West. There

professor, altogether.
who
now
and
seemed
outJohnson's
of his character
The then
picture,
just
so good that one wishes it had been treated
it deserved.
The
backgrounds
are all very
pretty,
especially the garden, which is a beauty.

"Khmara" (Pathe). This i- an interesting film and seems
to be a scholarly picture of Russian life during the dominance

"The Love Story of a Great Actress" (Gaumont). — This is
a very excellent picture and a deeply stirring one. It's a
tragedy with a victorious ending. The scenes are picturesque
and very beautiful. When her own tragedy comes and, in the

of the Tartar khan- The pea-ant'- rough hut i- contrasted
with the barbaric splendor in the tent of the roving prince.
The peasants seem to he pure Russian; the prince and his
followers at least partly Tartar. The Oriental bowing down
before the prince i- worthy of mark too in people who bekhans came were so fiercely independent that they
could
bearly rule themselves.
It's a commendable
picture.
"Miss Blum" (Pathe).— This picture shows Miss Blum
doinp trick riding on her bicycle. It is a stage picture.
Her balancing powers are marvelous.
"The Wages and the Wage-Earners" (Edison).— This very
interesting picture tells a romantic story of a wealthy young
man and an heiress, both of whom for different reasons
undertake to earn their own living. They meet and fall
in love, each thinking the other poor. The acting makes it
a very commendable picture The backgrounds an
inc and
carefully
chosen.
There
are no weak
placeap-

MELIES
The

Kiss

midst of the great scene of perhaps Media, the "great
actress." goes blind, the heroine's acting is remarkably vivid.
\s -he -its near the window in her beautiful apartment under
the shadow of her own calamity she seems to make a more
tragic picture than even the Grecian heroine, for she has
led Up to it very convincingly. Every scene is picturesque
in a big way and the final is very emotional as well, for she
has found her husband whom she loves. Before the curtain
falls we see that they are happy together.
"The Drawn Curtain" (Gaumont).— In this love story the
heroine dies of joy when re-united with her lover. The principal feature is the contrast shown by the throng of merry
dancers
close to but
whererather
the girl
lies dead atscene.
her lover's
feet. Itpassing
is a dramatic
disagreeable
The
impress it leaves cannot be denied.

RELEASES
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June 29,

of Mary Jane
Posters for all releases.
packed and prepaid.

Western

Representative,

191 1

The Honor of the Flag

The horse-thief had never known a good woman, until
Marv lane kissed him in pity, which changed the whole
course of his life. Length 1000 feet

G. MELIES.

Life" (Pathe). — This is a tragic story of the
is deep irony shown in the denouement. The

lover of the story — he isn't shown until that moment as
especially heroic leaves the villain in the happiness of a
wife and child and home and money a.nd good name and
departs a broken man. The woman was to have been his
wife, and the money was his money. The villain had robbed
him in the desert and left him to die. For the woman's sake
he departs after warning the villain not to ill-treat her.

fall

June 22,

WORLD

A story of Uncle Sam's troops in Texas, and som
bad men, who were forced to respect the flaj

Length 1000 feet.

Send S1.00 for seven photos leading players,
Poster, stock company,
at 25c. prepaid.

204 East 58th St.. New York
JOHN

B.

ROCK,

109 Randolph

St.,

Chicago,

111.

THE

MOVING

"Chrysanthemums" (Gaumont). — Another of th/: series 61
excellent Mower studies in natural colors. Others, in this
series have been commended in these columns. This film is
also beautiful, and we commend it.

PICTURE

WORLD

Ulubin films®

"The Lesson Learned" (Edi-on). — This is merely a dramatic sketch Mich a- might be suitable for vaudeville. To
-ec a man with the experience in life even of a nightwatchinan. -wear-off after he had just taken several glasses of
Whiskey, merely because his own eyes see, in prison clothes, a
man who once had been a drinker, is hardly convincing. The
situation is stale; a man helps a criminal, who is his brotherin-law, to escape. The acting is good; Edison acting generally is.
"Father's Dress Suit" (Edison;. — This is an amusing anecdote, true to life and pleasingly acted. The father is especially well played, but the characters all are natural, and the
for a slight sketch, is very commendable.

Mini,

"Heligoland" (Eclipse). — One may get on this film a few
glimpses of one of the most interesting islands in the North
Sea There is so little of it that we can hardly commend it
a- a very instructive film. What there is of it is interesting.
One point: In showing pictures of a port, the camera-man
usually takes the disembarking scenes. We've seen, by this
time, disembarking
of many
kinds.
"The Young Interne" < Eclipse). — The whole of this pretty
love-story isn t clear to t h i - reviewer. Did the girl keep the
young doctor from proposing to her, or was the doctor bashful!' 1'erhaps these two lovers, who" were true to each other,
were both bashful.
It is well acted and a pretty picture.
"Ten Nigths in a Bar Room," I'art i and 2 (Seligj— The
difference between a tract and a work of art i-. at bottom,
one of truthfulness to life. The writer of a tract is so earnest that he forgets the artistic need of seeming to be unbiased; he "rub- it in." It 1- easier for a moving picture to
maintain the illusion even in a tract if the story is human
enough for the players to act it sincerely and, while watching the first part of "Ten Nights," this reviewer was surprised at the remarkable power with which it was told. But
when, next day, he watched the second part projected and
saw the moral reiterated and pointed at the expense of truth,
he was much disappointed. The acting of the sec .lid part
•. incing. nor are the settings. It gave a sense of
distaste, because while it was poignantly moving n was not
made to seem truthful Nothing can be much more truthfully tragic than the condition "Drunk again, fired again
and -till drinking." But a thousand little lies around a truth
don't help it, nor give it more force. When one sees a
nne
without
truth lie i- apt to feel like one who
l wound- without cause.
"The Power and the Glory" (Pat he).— This picture
a marked degree the artistic finish for which the bi

has in

i- no scene in it that is not beautiful;
the one in the painter's studio
so.
\tter
this
nitricis despecially
the disfiguring
accident,

and h<- Stands
before
hi- canvas
with its unfinished
picture
Of her, his imagination
seems
to ->. two \i-ion-. one a- -he
-Ik 1-. They appear alternately ami the -pe. tathem only distinctly enough to recognize them and
tin- vagueness hold- the illusion
re effectively than such
ually do.
The ston
1- clearly told and pleasing,
very well acted.
These, with it- grace and distinguished Bettings, will make il
"The

World's

Most Daring Riders" (Essanay)
This picIndianapolis automobile race i- interesting.
It i- not very exciting at any moment
and seems a bit too
long
Ii i- very amusing to ,-<■ Bob Burman crowned speed
"Hawkins and His Dogs" (Pathe).
This interesting pic
tore -how- a numbei oi very well trained trick doj
.-how
remarkable
intelligence and their trainer must
have
skillful.

Released Thursdav, June 22

Length about 1000 ft

HigginsesvsJudsons
A

delidou!

Kentucky.

Brave men and

pretty
women,
l'.r.nc deeds and tender
Ii
Ends with the handshake of former enemies and a double
wedding of their children.
A sure winner,

/S\ Lubin Films-Clear /3\
\§/
as a Bell
\QJ
Released Monday, June 26

Split tod

How the Story Grew
lli-t ! Rol her- ' 1 luldeii ■
Hut, alas, 'twas onh
Si and the hired man
cat.
Verj tunny.
Length about- 6oo

but

The Sleepy Tramps
Adventures of "Plodding Pi l
den m a mattress, they undi ■ t
incut and .ire finally thrown
DJ
ri\er.

an

This wakes them up ' \:

about a<-

Three Reels a Week

"The
Insubordinate
Soldier"
fPathe)
This
tale is told,
id to speak, at a canter, but should have been much speedier.
ink and
insubordinate; ami
he i- justly
drummed
out oi camp
lh. n'- a conwnniit
d,..;.
episode and while the lieutenant j.
oldil i join- the bandit- and the) ptcp.i
■ stat.
money
th

atenant went al

liavr

i not given; he probahly would not

rained
miuli
mone)
D the New
York
iffice to it Hamilton
An Indian squaw whom he
helped -av.
the money b
|'.i-t the bandits
and then
follOtt
ot at all
:on\inciiu
m hen the bandits

^Lubin Company
Manufacturing/
Model

I ..ii.l, n

New

Studios,
MfJ| .\ Indiana
Philadelphia, Pa.
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"The Visiting Nurse"
5m : the week, in I

1 In- i- easily the red letter
< Jtimation.
It i> a
: r it pictures in a
. visiting nurse in .i great
tea uuikr the auspices oi ["he \-Visiting Nurses ol Chicago,"
then- i-it ■ i-truth
in most
: beanddenied,
an eye
openeroi
and an education
It i- .i picture that will excite enthuI comment
li .i seen u io-writer desin
an atm<
itory that would show the human
\rt itsell could hardly have su
eans than these pictures of ■ nurse's life
It is a
picture >>! militant human love from beginning to end. and
u shows in s virile waj .i human soul made worthy of love
through active service
rhe misfortune that came to Grace
was tlu- best thing that could have happened to
her.
li .such picture* taut make the critics ot motion picr -mill. led. what can'
"Enoch Arden" \ Biograph)
Here i- one of tlu- most -ati-t'.ict.T\
a popular
by the
BiographM/ualizations
studios, and ofsome
excellentstory
workyet olput
thisoutcharacter
i from them before.
The story of Enoch Arden iknown
th.it no repetition seems necessary.
The
takes the audience up to tlu shipwreck where Enoch
Arden and hi- two companions
are cast upon a ironical
island where they are forced to stay. It seems to this rethai the players have caught ami reproduce
the
-pint of the poem a- Tennyson
wrote it, and surely no
higher praise can he given it. So beautiful and truthful a
I the seaside a- this -hould be very popular indeed
in inland towns: and villages.
The picture of the beach at
the time of Enoch's departure is especially praiseworthy,
such scenes a- tin-, one feels that scenes showing
little group of wave-washed rocks are not effective
enough — they have too little of the spirit of the sea. The
• beautiful Btory i- well acted in thi- film and the
children in it add much to it> charm.
The picture ri-cs
-mall shortcomings; it i- worth while.
"The Cook" (Lubin). — This comedy contains scene- that
are typically Western.
Perhaps it- principal feature is the
mingling o! typical Western
scene-, sugge-ting, at least,
much wudness and a plentiful supply of word, with the refinement which radiates from carefully nurtured women.
The
were clearly surprised when they discovered the
in their cabin
The suddenness
with which they
jump at conclusions
i- quite typical, and the girl-, too
-tartled by their unexpected
surroundings
to explain, go
about their ta-k at once.
The climax, when the 250 pounds
of black cook finally arrives, is quite the funniest thing in
the picture
It 1- all good, however, and the audience reward- the appearance with laughter and applause.
"Athletic Carnival" i Lubin).— Here are 400 feet of stirring
athletic incidentIt i- a reproduction of the annual interathletic meet held at Franklin Field. University of
.nia. not long ago.
The subject is difficult from
the mechanical end. but the photography is clear and the
r< easily recognizable
"Advertising for Mamma" 1 Kalem 1 -There is intelligence
shown in the conduct of thi- realistic picture of a workingman- cheerless home.
There i- nothing pictured in it that
couldn't home
have Svery
happened.
husbandto beis kind
"working"
and
comes
evening The
too tited
to In- wife
and child. The wife need- love
She grows despondent and
abandons her husband and her child.
Her leave-taking is
convincing.
It was in a spirit of pique that -lie
left
This reviewer believes that when she kissed her little
girl, who also needed love, as fondly as she did. that the
pique would have vanished, at least for a time.
He believes
that the actress didn't begin to bring out the possibilities of
the
didn't
succeed
in making itWhere
human theandlittle
typical.
But. situation;
as it is. it
i- very
commendable.
girl
Emmie, adverti-e- for Mamma, the scene is pathetic and the
pleasing.
"Her Spoiled Boy" 1 Meln- 1 .— This fairly acted story is
something of a tract.
In degree, it is true to life. Mother's
boy in thi- -tory wa- thoroughly spoiled; he lacked all human
in-truction. and knew nothing of life. Himself wa- the sole
object of his consideration.
He has good stuff in him. When
hard experience wakens him he comes to his senses and plays
the man.
It's a commendable film.
"Heroes Three" (Edison).— A truly comic idea was utilized
in thi- >tory. apparently to explain why a pleasant little cottage was allowed to burn to the ground without a hand being
lifted to save a piece of furniture, a blind or a door, or to
throw a single bucket of water on the blaze. Most certainly.
the tire wa- not faked
The millionaire firemen were making
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their toilet.-, while the house, like the barn of the farmer who
thought he had a job for the new tire engine, burned down.
There 1- hum. in nature in most of it, and it will be a very
acceptable
The three heroes ought to have been soused
with
their film.
own hose.
"Sir John Falstaff" ^ Eclipse).— The story of Shakespeare's
"Men") Wives" 1- well acted in this picture. We have the
stori
enough
an amusing
but We
veryshould
little
of
the plainly
fun that
1- in and
the it's
original
is sent one,
over.
have liked to have -em Falstaff get ducked, if it took four
nun to carry the basket, but behind a screen of bushes he
seems to have saved himself a complete immersion. Excellent
facial expression saves the picture. It accomplishes a great
deal, but it hardly can make a picture of so merry a play as
l-'al stall come up to our expectations.
"Mistakes Will Happen" (Edison).— This is an anecdotepicture, a Cllttrilter sketch. Perhaps the lady who owned the
. 'acted her part when she Hopped down on the
depot platform on losing her train; but much of her work
rings true. The cop on the beat is also good. The woman
warned the police department that her house was to be
vacant, but she lost her tram The copper thought she was a
burglar; and she thought him a burglar. That wa- the
mistake.

Independent.
"Back to the Soil" (Imp). — This is a strong, well acted
picture with human truth behind it. It tells of a farm boy
who thought he had great talents. There are many young
people who have tried and failed. But this young man was
fortunate. He had a faithful sweetheart, and she, probably
divining the truth, appears upon the scene at exactly the
right time, and unknown to him helps him out of his difficulties. Then there's a good home coming, back to the farm
and to the old folks and to the faithful sweetheart. It is
very well acted, Little Mary being the sweetheart and Owen
Moor the hero.
"$5,000 Reward, Dead or Alive" (American). — Here is a
film that will interest. There is novelty in one of its situations. Two lovers have a postoffice in the mountains, where
they exchange notes. Without knowing it one of two bandit-, for whom a reward is offered, hides stolen gold there,
which i-, found and taken to the sheriff. One can appreciate
that the situation is now tense. A fight ensues between
these bandits and in the midst of it the sheriff's posse arrives and both are captured. The young man gets the reward and then gets the girl. It is a picture that will please
any audience.
There is nothing unpleasant in it.
"The Cowpuncher" (Nestor). — Here is a film that delighted an audience in a small city. It is a cowboy love
story,
with athefist
girl's
family
objecting,
lovertheordered
from
the ranch,
fight,
almost
a pistoltheduel,
appearance
of a band of hostile Indians and two men holding them at
bay until a girl makes a wild ride for assistance, the onset
of the cowboys as they beat off the Indians, and then a
happy ending.
"The Cost of Drink" (Champion).— This domestic drama
shows a girl's mistake in refusing one man and marrying
another, who drank. Eventually the drunkard kills himself
in a saloon and happiness comes to the woman. The story
is not particularly strong, yet possesses a certain degree of
interest. The audience gave it close and interested attention.
"The Stranger's Plate" (Powers). — This is a very satisfying
picture. It shows a good deal of the character of an Indian,
perhaps one of the Massachusetts tribes. The time is in
Colonial days. The stern head of a Puritan family insists that on their table there always shall be a "stranger's
plate" set. One day a starving Indian occupies the place.
something in the character of the Puritan and his
guest that awakens mutual respect. Later the Indian at his
great
the the
manpicture;
for thisit kindness.
There's
aowngood
dealrisk
of repays
action in
is well conducted,
well acted, and unusually interesting.
"An Odd Adventure of Foolshead" (Itala).— This is the
first one of these F"oolshead pictures that this reviewer has
seen that isn't very funny. It is too suggestive for decency,
and this not only in it- situation, but in its acting, which is
coarse.
(Itala).The
— This
a motion
picturefast
of
a "The
truly Hydroplane"
remarkable boat.
boat isgoes
exceedingly
and lifts itself out of the water at high speeds to ride on
seeing.
fin-like hydroplanes attached to its sides. It's a sight worth
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"The Broken Coin" (Reliance). — The characters of this
well each
actedofpicture
are simple
and
the lovers
has halffisher
of a folk.
brokenIt's
coina love
whichstory
the
hero cuts just before he sailed on a voyage. He is reported
as lost and a creditor of the girl's father forces her to
accept
his proposal
of marriage.
This much
is the use
picture's
chief
weakness.
The theme
is worn from
and seems
lacking in power. The hero comes back when it is too late.
The scenes are beautiful and the story commendably put
together.
"From
to Life" of
(Rex).—
The greatThe
faultchief
of this
picture is theDeath
impossibility
its situation.
interest
in it is not what is about to happen, at any instant, but how
the camera man is going to make the next event seems
as though it happened. It becomes dramatically effective
only after the ehroine, Hermione-like, has become a statue.
Perhaps this effective part might have been lengthened if
the producer had followed the legend more closely, with
Aratus's appeal to Venus after he fails to find the remedy
that would revive his wife and with Venus's miracle as a
close. Greek subjects make dangerous ground for modern
artists of all kind-.
for in
thethis
Czar"
(Itala).The
— There
verythemuch
that
is "Life
exciting
picture.
scene isin not
which
boyards
choose Michael Romanoff to be the Grand Duke of Moscow,
or Czar of all the Russias, is promising, but the rest of the
story is very poorly canducted. ;The costumes are not of
the period, and the action is tame. The background is
pretty; it is Russia truly enough.
"Thelight
Rescue
Henpeck"
(Thanhouser).—
is a
good,
farce.of ItMr.shows
Mr. Henpeck
having a This
hard time
of it. It is no wonder that when the hired girl saw him
tying a rope to the apple tree she though he was about to
hang himself and alarmed the neighborhood. It's pleasant
to
see heHenpeck's
swing
has made.smile as he sits rocking the baby in the
(Thanhouser).
— Thisandisacceptable.
a sprightly The
comedy,
not"Motoring"
very original,
but well acted
aunt
of an heiress hires a rich man to be chauffeur thinking him
poor and he in a spirit of fun takes the job. The niece finds
him out and then plays lady's maid and there's a pleasant
romance.
"A Child of the Ranch" (Bison).— There's an exciting,
but rather circus-like, rescue of a child from a runaway horse
in this picture. Meanwhile the child's older sister has been
greatly annoyed by a Mexican, but has snatched his revolver
and is holding him off. The boys are warned of this by the
child when she is saved from the runaway and come galloping to punish the Mexican.
It is an exciting picture.
"True Love Never Dies" (Great Northern). — A love story
which vividly illustrates the old assertion contained in its
title. A J4 1 r 1 is forced to marry a man she does not want.
Perhaps the most affecting scene in the picture is where the
lovers part. The disappointed lover takes to drink and
sinks as low as possible His old sweetheart helps him to
regain his feet, and later when her husband is killed lets the
former lover know that she still wants him.
"Miss Biffin's Demise" (Yankee). — Here is a lively comedy, unusually well acted by a capable company. Mr and
Mr-. Biffin don't agree on the subject of their daughter's
in-. in Be< aui e ol Mi - Biffin1 dii treaai d mind :
to commit suicide. Biffin has a bottle marked "poison" which
contains something
. to stimulate them,
He
calls it a liniment for a sprained wrist
Mr- Biffin takes
enough of this "poison" to ease her troubles and. as she has
prepared for her burial by putting "n her wedding wreath, the situation is not without its humor
When the
mells her breath, be knows
He leaves .i prescipthrobbing head and departs, while Biffin awaits
Meanwhile
the loven
blissfully ignorant of the
■ .mm
transpiring so near them, settle then own
affair in their on n n ay
"Caesar Birotteau" (Eclair)
There's ■ good deal ol ver)
humanity in thi pictui <• of Balzac's •
ach of tiu- principal characters is markedly individual and -it least in the • i es ol Birotteau and
lain, Dm Tillet, the) are mu h n m convincing than we
II known
It wai
no small undertaking to picture tin- famous story, but the
ompatry has made .i very <riu" success of it The
reviewei heard t |
; proval behind him In the
n, and he himself watched it with
much delight.
It'- -i pit lure to b<
mended
"Thou
Shalt
Pay"
(Yai
the film producing
companii
in
distinct
Individuality.
Oi
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tures-i- re-traint: it i- noticeable in this picture. It tells no
very human story and makes no deep impression: but though
the situation is trite, the acting and the conduct of the picture -how a good deal of freshness and make the play acceptable. Mrs. Steiner, as the designing woman, does better than such a part deserves or usually gets. The rest of
the cast also should be commended. The background is
presumably Bermuda; it is interesting.
"Behind the Stockade" (Imp). — This is an exciting picture, but it gives the Imp players little chance for character
portrayal. There is only one true individual in the picture,
and he is the overseer. The player who took the part failed
to -how much of the deep vindictiveness of the man, but he
had no chance. He showed ill humor. He was used merely
as a peg to hang the story on. The attack on the stockade
of the Englishman's African farm by the horde of blacks
that looks like an army of human ants is interesting.
The
"Little Old New York" (Thanhouser).— There's a true
story here of a country boy's visit to New York with $150
in his pocket, and the story is made pleasant by a romantic
white lie. It is good to see such pictures of the metropolis
as background of a story. One feels that this is the only
way
to show
of a books
city or used
place to
of interest.
play's
as good
as pictures
the Rollo
be. TheThecountry
boy was
very man.
unconvincing
plainly
an actor's
idea of
such
a young
This film and
should
be very
welcome.
"The Squaw's Retribution" (Bison). — This film gives the
picture of a squaw's revenge for her desertion. She kills the
white woman, then the man who bought and then deserted
her comes. It is implied that -he drowns, dragging him down
with her. This perhaps is good Indian justice. It doesn't
greatly shock white folks, nor is it very intere-ting. The
backgrounds are great mountains, an Indian village. .1 parkin a city within a possible run from the wilds.
"Smith's Marmalade" (Powers). — There is just enough
human nature in this burlesque to make it tunny, and one
person who sat in the theater not far froth the reviewer
laughed till she seemed to get a pain Many others laughed
also and the reviewer enjoyed it. It's all right.
"The Chicago Stockyards Fire" (Imp). — This is a picture
of a very impressive spectacle, well photographed. The film
showing it (500 feet) is none too long.
"The Witch of the Range" (American).— The story of the
West given on this film has cowboys, a villain, a witch, a
kidnapped girl and the suggested operation of lynch law
when the kidnapper i- caught. The scene where the witch is
accused and taken i- not plea-ant. but it is, at least, characteristic. The whole picture i-. however, good and is filled
with life and action. The love story that i- interwoven affords
.1 touch of heart interest which helps to increase it- appeal.
The action i- what carries it. after all. and like former American films this has plenty of it
"Longstreet at Seven Pines" (Champion) — Here i- .1 love
story built around the battle of Seven Pinea, though it might
have heeii told of any other battle quite a- well
It 1- not
a matter of the battle at all
It 1- the love -tory. and that
concerns a Union soldier and a Confederate soldier, both of
whom l.>ved the same girl She promised to marry the Confederate, but found she loved the Union man, and even at
the altar renounced
the man she was to marry and threw
herself into the other'- armI. .iter the Union soldier was
taken
prisoner
w.i- told
brought
into birth
hi- former
rival's camp.
A letter
iii In- and
pocket
of the
of a daughter,
and
even though hatred bum- deep m hi- heart, a vision of the
mother and babe arouses his better nature and he exchanges
coats with the Union man
The prisoner escapes, but the
other

1- -hot

by

his

own

men

The

DOVelty

1- in

the

renouncing the man she intnded to
1- sensational and 10 unusual 1
Hon
•Review of the Turin Expositon" | \m! •
yalty in a picture gi\<- it unusual Inten
publican spectators
1 in- 1- a picture of the entrai
[t ,iv and in- que< n into tb>- exp<
Turin, and
re< eption room n
welcomed the fori
picture -how - man) soldi) "His Last Crooked
Deal" (Chai
thorough scoundrel, but ti 1
him 'nil after she was married
Hi
him tot her sal
moment -hr finds that »h<
v well.

bride

I

I

THE
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Stories.

: KAMPS.— Two
"•oik
of rest."
'tiii.t Bawklna'
hay stack InIded 10 take
a nap.
••• here a smoke,
so
careful,

ti i ttelr pipes, ud if they h«.i bean man
ill*

Miirj

might
later

never

i bif

III.-

hate

pips

I

n

(old,

Into

too

two
waj fnrcrs
were
i moved
for many
a

■
na.l
Is-cii
thrown
inliig.
they
ripped

•

I
ami
the

cstlon ud

for a
ii viih

meeting

,

ratbe
of

calf
lii a
ts-lng ao
,i trouble,
I pool

•

In tbe

rt'a consent
to marry him. he must hare a practice. This
eaems easy, tel his extreme yonth Is against him,
so a masquerade make-up angfuta to him a
i.at of making up as h middle-aged man.
This he does with the aid of a false beat
- apparently assured, when one of the
- In lore with him.
• I to expose
the del la time, proTen himself to
- patienta.
THE
PRIMAL
CALL— A society
mother,
whose
• nt.
and
wishing
to
keep
up
relief In her daughter
inarr
ed,
pusillanimous
millionaire. Bene*, ate iK-rsnadea her daughter to
accept his pn>|msal. arguing that they must hare
money.
I
the
seashore
to rest
before the wedding, and there meets the mate of
a trsnip
the hay.
This man
appeals to
Keren)
from others —
a primal
Indulges In that danting with
this sincere fellow
and when
.
the seaman
realise* lie I
girl
and
Is carrying
her off
that
she
Isn't worth
It and
recoils
from
her,
bat
«he
now
realises
that
she

to take bet away,
aboard

Into the back
yard.
Then
two
i
i were
iiiaterliil
■'HT
on
a railroad
and
OT«

It

; Into

employed

the

to draft

It

b

away.

dropped
on It, Imrwa
ami
autoIt. and
finally
the two
men
left
track,
where
a pnsh |
and
tramps
high
Into
the

THE
died.
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Si »nd
li

GREW.
the
hired — Aunt
man

• pussy,

Aunt

could

happened
later,
I I ud
M.
had

s

that one ol Bill's
friends
found
the thief,
and
to ■ bandy tree, when
• drawing water from the old
drluk
and
Mary.
In pity, raised
i- In the

stopor of despair and drank greedily, bnl with no
sign of Inti
a sodden womanly feeling which she
could not classify, Msry Jane leaned forward, and
la s great ware of sympathy, she pressed a kiss
foil upon the lips of the thief. The effect was like

He

Meeting Hank I.awson they told him they sawthree rnbhers burying a box three feet long. Hank
ted and rushed off with the boys to
Inform tbe deacon. Hank told the deacon he saw
four rohbers
bury
a box
four
feet long.
Tlie deason got the ferer and rushed In search
of the sheriff and told him that he had seen six
robbers burying a box six feet long, and the
sheriff quickly spread the alarm, stating that there
was seren robbers, and that they buried a box
seven
feet
long at the foot of the hillside.
Ire population hurried to the scene
ud

i responsible
t
rrom
one
to thefor otner
to the charge

and

gtrl i
ta with
the others,
anil putting
apart
madly to the csbln of "

«

I the I
Mary

tee "

bat

the

give

nerklac

up
lag

a

rich
Helen.

Chinaman.
Helen

u

the Mission
school
Helen witnesses the ex[iosure of Hlng Lee In the
very act of enticing poor white tenants from their
homes. The girl sees her error In devoting her
lifeHelen's
to the uplift of the Chinese,
who do not need
Intends thereafter
doing so she wins

to help her own
back her lorer.

people, and III

RANGE
PALS. — Like the story of Damon and
Pythias of old. there existed between these two
men a friendship absolutely devoidround
of selfishness,
up
i decide
to celebrate
by a trip to

rigilaiiec

child.
hope
while
11 n
with

' ! horse,
thus
making
It lnj|>os.slble
for lilm to return
In t
So. quietly leading the
horse
up the bill,
the toy
then
hid behind
s
ro.ks. tired.
Making sure that the horse was dead,

house and running to her father's claim, tells him
of the visit of the vandals. Itiinning to the house
Hart
tin. Is the
Indians
filling
a huge
food, while
vlfe stands by frightened.
Coverlug
the
India
vife to get
the
blacksnake
whip
and
to punish
lists
from

ai blm.
ri.at night
iiart
is aasilj
decoyed
the house
and
the
Indians
tire the building.
Hi her baby
barely
escape
with
their
lives when
Hart
comes
on and
titnls them
shiverlug beside the ruins of their building in their night
about

committee
was
forming
to
go
in pur• ie when
he rode up.
They
took
In in in
urge,
and
after
a speedy
trial,
be Is sentenced
-■■■d at four
In tlie morning,
thus
giving
Im
just
four
boars'
grace.
Asking
for
.'o and
see his mother. Dave offers to stay as bond
or his return, and lie goes off on Ms sad errand.
His
devoted
little
Indian
hoy.
who
lias
been
ivatchlng
for his return, hears the awful
news and
to save him.
There seems but one thing

is |kht mother in a fainting condition,
Steve realizes that he Is twelve miles away, with
only an hour and a half In which to make It and
save
the life of his waiting
friend.
He starts on
When the fatal hour arrives. the vigilance committee returns to the waiting place, and not finding
Steve,
selected. they take Dare and lead him to the tree
at

Steve has had a desperate time of it. and just
this time comes staggering up, shooting for tbem
• doctor

that

I would recover.
Needless to add, the
no time In getting to the mother with

the

lie.

ducked
o his horse,
dashed
i for one more look

• tlie lyneher* arrlred. Her furious anger at their mtroaion drore tbem ont, bat K..rd
had heard their COOTeraatloa and knew that his
presence
there
endangered
I
girl lie fa
.■ quletli
~t,,ie from
the
window
and
allowed
,.,Jane saw him I .
ttengbt
"f
promise
and
da -lied aft)
Bill llred ll|

I.oe,
marry

Steve dashes out. mounts his horse and rides
away. A few miles of fresh air bring blm to a
r-allzatlon of what be has done, and be Is heartily
repentant.
Thinking
of poor Dare
there
alone,
he

ESSANAY.

stirring

Is Hlng

faro

HIDDEN
MINE.— William
Hart,
•
Inof tlie West,
who,
with
his wife
and
vainly
for gold, day
after
day.
while
and
starvation
faced
tliein.
One
dav,
- re for Nellie, their
little girl, Mra,
visited by two tramp Mojare Indiana who.

Hart,

the pupils

friends, and It Is not long before Steve Is Intoxicated. Steve's pistol goes off accidentally, bitting a cattleman, who falls backward over the
table.

ut

THE
peotor
sought
waned

railed

i fair

The
school
becomes
popular
among
the
and we sec them enjoying the talks of tills beautiful
joimg
who
leaves
her comfortable
home
towhite
teach woman,
them.

i

had it not been for the fact that two boys saw S
and the hired man bury the box. Immediately
they thought the men were robbers, so they ran
off to give
tlie alarm.

uacg
laid

He
1
a
mere
human
skeleton
pounds
against
his two
hundred
We
lcaw
ltlni In despair,
won-

THE MISSION WORKER.— Helen, tlie only child
of the Iteverend Henry Maltland, opens a Mission
School In the Chinese ipinrler of a large city, her
aim
l-'lng to uplift
tbi
i kers and
lung them to a realization of what a true Christian

Mary'sa
made

Mary

glv.

It

reduced
to
netj two
before.

botlt

Among
rat HOWhad

think of baring

thro

day daaehargi

an

a bouse
open
and

ropoa to it and proceeded op the street.

Hull, ling

been
Of

mcllt

Hi elate.
Then
the
t tress nun carried
I

ray

summer's
lork at
it victim

dying

the

from
It

who
lias
tickets
to the
ball
game.
The
doctor
forgets
about
ltlni In the Steam
r.»,m ud
Hi.' two
hurry
to catch
a cur
for
tbe
ball
park,
The
i.li follow
alternate IsMween the ball game
Bin
In the
8team
room.
Tlie
doctor,
, finally
remembers
bis patient,
and
with
sight
la patient
baa been
supposition
t
» bark
to bis office ami- Into
boiled
to death.
'

i|m, ruined.
■ lyiiebing
tin
i .ml to [e„
thai ate

rcak
of pay dirt.
lias happened:
he
f 'he richest
claims
never
known
It.

nat
oi
tains] and had

In
had
In

nui
the moun-

THE BASEBALL STAR FROM
BINGVILLE.—
Him Mct.ufTey has made a bit with his hometown
scrub nine, when he Is discovered l.j a '-wont" for
one of the teams of the National League. Immediately he is offered a contract und told to appear
at the office of tbe city league, where his fame as
batter
has
preceded
him.
Leaving
his
homepracii.e.
Qere
It Is found
U.-..I batter
he is too fat to run
and
Is told that
If he will go out and
work off his superfluous flesh
there
will
hi
bopei
for him.
With
waning
hope,
be
visits
a specialist,
who
. ring

the

bell

If

t

TOLD
IN THE
SIERRAS.— In tlie earl
California,
stage
robberies
were
of
common
0Ccurrence.
A "road
agent"
marries
a pretty
little
woman,
who. U!K,n
of power
her husband's
ne
furious calling,
does learning
all In her
to |>ersuade
him to give It up.
A hold-up occurs. .Take Winton Is suspected and
- it oi,.,- upon his track. A day or two
later news of his death at the hands of tlie officers
reaches the ears of his wife. Hut he
die: In fact he makes his escape in a most
raculous manner and
leaves
lie country.
Time soon heals the wounds It, his wifl

mi-

nnd she marries again. This time a young prospee tor from the East, who takes her !•■ his home
In the mountains. All Is peaceful and bright for
the little woman until, like a bolt of lightning
out of clear sky. her first husband turns up. He
i- |. in sited by the sheriff's posse again, and meeting
with an accident, is carried to the very cabin of
the
young
prospector.
The
wife
recognizes
blm.
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OVEE
THE
CUFF — i
.„-y deals
i\itli a mountebank and Ills wife and iheir house
M wheels. The little house has been the happy
- coaple for a long time, but one day
the Inevitable woman who has nothing to do bot
to look pretty and ride around, meets the mountelank and Is fascinated by his easy gra.-e and ronantic life. A mutual at taehment springs up between them and
the poor little wife
is left out

"Jay

after day she bears

this

buuiilla-

. thei
Of
1
veling
I
verlookiug t
Ible dlslodgmeut
by
the
winde
wh
romontory,
the wheels
are blocked.
The
unhappy
Ife, one day
seeing
her husband
and
the object
f his attaehuieut
enter
this house,
nd removes
the blocks
from
beneath
the wheels.
t the wagon
hag gained
i
lotlier Instant
Is over
the cliff a
s on the rocka
below
e cliff the wife finds the wreck o
her making
amid
the ruins
of her former
ha .p> dwelling
she finds the lifeless
form
of
e man.

E

THE
SQUAW.— Maxwell, a whl
in his little shack on the very
i him
lives
an
Indl
and daughter.
After a few
mom
of living alone, prevails U|k.ii the
• hiskey,
t0 give him
wife.
Three
years
<
Is now
made
mcrri
with
the 1
child, when
one din
d sweetheart
ill the Kast
telling
ving her home
and It
Id l"ve iii his bead
wells
up a
ic deeldes
10 abandon
his wife ai
nl.v Indians
after
all.
When
he
hey naturally
go back
to the wig
i and
tell
their
story,
anil
the
-• his daughter
rlghlei
allroad
station
In time
to meet

Ihe
Iii-

i

Maxwell's

Im that she
to him.
All
this letter

affair
"palewith

mlly

again

•l.iir.h,

which

he

finally

consents

v- Mm
and
his little
the girl waving gooi
disappearing
train.

to

PLASTER

1 child, who
drives
them
warn of her
old
Indian.
hastens
tO

love
the
girl and
tell her of Maxwell's
rrlves
his
daughter.
When
Maxwell
clergyman.
marrying
the Indian
girl with
the

reunited, and
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Theatres

lives

I, with
bis
is, Maxwell,
Indian,
after
i~ daughter

:
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Everywhere

Supply Co,
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ILL

TABABIN'S WIFE.— Tills is a story of the opera
laccl" and tells the story of Tabarln,
his

ii-»ut
trnvluclal
a. w ever,

town.
from

om this young
hhh
they
had

traveling

troupe

of

a.-tors

to give a performance

and

his

In a little

Tabarln's
wife
has been
followed,
place
to place
by a young
gallant,
Dated will, her, and she. tiring
intend
fellow,
made.

referring t
This
note

- imprisonment,
hna Beet
arrives
at afellow
cabin. pr'
child
are
akiue.
He
asks
to W
but
is refused.
He
therein-. i

i appointment

Tabarln

nuns,

i the next scene,
when
the play
Is on. Taharln'a
Ife Is on a rude
stage
•apposed to kill his wife In the play and In
allty enacts a tragedy. So realistic Ik his acting
-• s to its feet
id wildly applauds. Then there is a horrified cry
om
the wings and
tin- balance of the bronpa go
the dying girl.
Apprised of the fact that what
•d Is not play acting the audience
live in wild disorder,
while
Tabarln,
heart-broken,
led away
by the police
OLD
INDIAN
DAYS.— The
daughter of the Chief
lis 111 love with
a member
of another
tribe and

bis return lie notices
I have

a

Let

tin- heel.
hero
his

Isirn

and

tbej

depart

writ

woman

forth

seal

the

the

that the ch
and
proce.

In

coiili-iiiui-rs
crush

trumpet

I eari-

of

-..

with

you

III)

the

serpen!

with

that

shall

never

men

before

on."
His

. , Illiii' be Jubilant.
He

our

th.d is marching

on,

"f the

making

men

■

I
the

of

i, .led
Judgment

together la bappiuean,

: of

gospel

i.ing

in the beauty
by

fiery

!.-.!] .11 with
deal; in.

I, by his lavish
gifts,
wins
her father's
consent
his marriage,
but
later
In tin- ■
nkes
the hand of his . laughter and
loses her in
gambling
game
to -till another
Indian.
The first
enilv,
but
among
the
Indians
a
uibling debt m
I atari win is

■

read

i I. II

War

l lo make
men
le.lv. let
flee.
While
lost
Is manning
. ,,i

with

the

mandlni

wa«

published

us

i ■
M.

broadeaal

■

throughooi
!l|s

is.iired

tattoos and enrolled tbeli names «» rolon
»

gratitude

1 11

to

Julia

Ward

Iown

and

I

given

...

admission,

»r.,.

It

in
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I. is apparent
sorrow as be
rns upon her and denounce-- her f..r leaving Mm
such a fate. She runs from the room into the
re old drawing r«x>m mid sinks ui«>u her packing
the rinle wooden table where
Hi CoIIowb, and, discoveri that the whole bouse Is bare, demands an exinatlon-.
It Is needless
to say that when
the exmat ion i- made it dawns n|
bin
■he In- i i> ■ t onlj kept blin from
nn but from the knowledge »f his own trouble.
- I- tilled with remorse and begs forgiveness from

,• woman be baa « ranged.

■ but i
•he

i the
and
God
brine
thee
back,
licslde
Her
1
blni rode 01
01 g, who never looked
back
at man
or maid
as they
rude away,
but In
Ills
heart
a dark
s|w.|
had
brooded
111 for
81r

Roderick, for be too, I- sorely sniiiten by the grace
lite
. ,1. and one day

which

are played from a Keyboard, the bells being mounted
in various parts of the house have

Strong,

Roderick aared the
Turkish
boy from
the band!
of Norman
nml
the boy became
Ills slnve.
When
weeks benee, amidst tbe

nslaughl of the Turks and the Cbrlstlans, in a
ocky
mountains,
Bit i him to bla
roundeddefile
and In
bis the
faithful
slave carries
ent. Roderick reallz.es that this will delay bis
eturn home, and knowing bow two fond eyes are
ratcbing
and
waiting
each
hour
of the day
for

been a great success all over the
country and no Picture-house is
complete without a set of them.
We

■ Bra)

can supply 25 Bells, 2 octaves

chromatic, C to C, correctly tuned
to your Piano, complete with
Resonators, Keyboard, Magnets,

Hut arrives
on the andday
lave
lie kn.-t of blue

and Boards, complete ready to install for $75.00.

ruth,

J. C. DEAQAN
38M to 3811 North Clark Street

jfljjjji

i

rides

away
steed

toward
winding

News
dustj road.
|,,h
I. an. I.
an- the words
that
ring
through
t
:i.,],
soon
Non
i the Strong Is kneeling
at lier
e,t. but at his words the smile dies from her
ips and when he speaks the lie that Sir Roderick
9 dead, hope die- in her eyes anil the world has
io Jov for her now. Norman still plies his suit
ml he.- father urgently favors tbe mate*, and It
s thus that
Kb
bis bride.

-jm

bringing

of frmils
the wedding.
Sir Strong
Roderlck'a
Nonnan
the
with
and white ribbon and tells the

back

Joy

Into

Eleanor's

life

and

His chief asplra
of the picture, wn _
resistance. His energy was mostly exercised
sleeping as much as possible, a fact that h
father forcibly realized on his return home oi
dav when Willie was peacefully sleeping on tl
sofa, while his mother and sister calmlv watrlu
him. At last tbe old man's wrath was wrong!
Dp to the point where he tells his -on In pla

CHICAGO, D. S. 1.

English thai be mual do something and Willi
taking

the

tip. decides to go to tuba and ral
i- laughed at by all for tbe su

. wot William's
th something
all. upon
gestlon, but
heartafier
is set

showli

On bis arrival in Cuba he at 01
Investigate tbe tobacco Industry in all its branchc
. ,, ,i up to the month, as It were. I
visits vast tobacco plantations, a-k- ill -orts
questions and then taking himself to a tobac
factory,
Inspect)

bis
tecta the embarrassment
the disconcerted
i

of

the

visitor

ns

(rail

bar daughter!! explanation,

an

msel, tries to make herself at
nappy caring for the baby, who
le old lady Is very fond of her
i the
two
there
Is a mutual
I-ester Is a persistent rascal,
rail on I»ls whenever lie (eta t
jravorlng
to win
ber affection.
• is about

for

him

moment

of

t

the
and" shame
the folly
tradurer
from
a realisation of her frailty and
room.
Kols
as a wife
and
moth.:
and a sense
»ves
her
character.
A
few
rnomei
u-ene.
her husband
enters;
I.ols grc
tad all her love, glad
from
•silfl. old
Quaker
and

mother's
face
beams
gratlfb stlon,
as she
young
wife,
clasping
her
Int- Joy in the expression

tie

group;

baby
to
breast,
of the materni

lime

bul

find-

all

Kittle
« I ho ,]
rcldent.

limbs
life
thereby
rendering
1
doctors advise bis wife that
kept In a perfectly quiet place. Then she Is apehended of his total failure. Rut as his mind
list t>e clenr
of all encumbrances
herself,
and starts out to took for employment,
rough
which
to earn enough
money
to keep
him
solitude.
Owing
to her goml
voice,
she obtains
position as singer.
Her husband,
however,
thinks
she
Is growing
unfaithful
to him,
because
- going out every night.
'"'
"n* Thus it happens
that
he is left alone one night
when
there
is a wind
which
blows
the
curtain
against
the
lamp
and
overturns
It In his room.
He
sees
the carpet
and
curtain
catch
fire.
Ills
cries for help of course meet with no response, and
as the
room
is filled
with
smoke
and
the blare
creeps
upward,
he offers up s prayer,
and making
an
effort
with
bis arms,
throws
himself
to the
edge of the bed and drops
to the floor.
And
then
the prayer
is answered
and
he finds himself
possessed with strength in his lower limbs.
He arises

-

Waterloo
riddle

thought
Marcadles.

of

hi

i

h
tl

heart

and

of

laughing
eves,
shatter
for the

• factory
Induces girl,
her tileads

him

a

him 'and he. pi«,r William, finds that pride comes
before lover.
a fall.Willie
Ity the
cooperation
-a. lies'
Cuban
Is deprived
of of
his Mar,
money
In
a clever nv. and when the bill falls due for the
a n'iam finds he I- penniless
in so far as
he knows,
and
the sad
aw
tobacco
raising
Inspiration.
himself
In Jail and sentenced to hard
lalvoi be tindlost
money
Is restored
to him
I
umphant
entrance
Into bis home
d
paraphernalia
of a typical
Cuban
ore
know
no
bounds
and
win
i
In life,
His
fatbei
a-ith ■ substantial
check
for bis tobacco
Miterprlse.
This
prove-,
to Will's
mind,

ralslni
that h

Keanes

for

and

his

family:

their

friendship

vonng
kival
Kev sick,
and the
th- humiliation
doctor's
sympathy
the wounded
and
and Insult
hi- own
bom.and
.■wn'ualh
his capture
by
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here
he
finished
r motto, — 'In God

and

I I '.-,•,]

Durang,

his
Is our
"Star

future,

of
the
"Star
Spangled
of the friends
and daughthe free and
tbr ■

We

THE JOLLIES..— This lively comedy Bbows Fredtrick Stanley as Bertie, at his best, liertle- tries
to jolly Pant, bni it doo'i go Although instructed
to spend bis evenings at borne, Bertie takes a Joy
ride and another Jolly falls flat. On the return
home after this escapade, be i- caugbt by his Papa,
who tells him It Is about time for him to go to
Dad
•it morning he starts the game going

knows

sees

the

advertise

full

charge

following

day

l.ett,

b it he makes
until Him

grapher,

Papa

of

the

a great

fired bodily
from
tbe premises.
On
Papa's
to town be Is so delighted
n-Uh
Ituih
asks
her to become
his wife.
Bertie,
entering
tbe
office a few minutes later, begs Papa to discharge
Kuth
ami
Is informed
ihai
she Is to marry
bis
I'apa, and that "She
"111 be a g'*»l in,,r|„.r to \ou,
THE

mould,

LITTLE

SOLDIER

OF

'64.— Gal*-,

a

inUtJ
of lead bullets
In an old. fashioned
lie shoulders his rifle and
goes
tatlon
In Ibe Tillage
and enll
lili him,
but Ix-ttiar
: nds
toward

Ibe

ferry

a oompanj
lit In tC

ii

■ I lie Vollllil

a l-.v's
hair
the

ol I

army

h,,s

suit.

I

« hlcli

she

ure

liiimrdl-

rnansd
Into battle.
Tula
anion
being
nsa>
I by a moat
thrilling
artlilcri
•derate
and
I I
. always
lu
thickest
of the light, la badlj
wounded,
batl
Bhool to he inn through by
■ fortunately
srrlves
nth-

lliids

ami
ley.

her

hit

husband
fallhf.il

■ tlml them

Mntle
>f

almut

lii t
lit

siripes.

The

•ICTURI

11.,. con

e oldthe i tared pair

celebrating

COUETING

ACROSS

fame as a lawyer,
lu Mammas

THE

and 'tbe)
family,

but

she
In

COURT.— A
i,„,i i .
fact,
her

prettj

'
• I they
chanced
to
taw
something
that
.1

THANHOUSER.

kiss.
there

graduated,

|

had
one

a.-hle
amhit

and

■■ di tire

raw

bnl

IS

> .INK
ml i mi:

became

•arrled,

jected
though
'I he

the

to her
choice
of an Idle yt
he was a line young fellow.
large building,
mothers
la* Oft ■
ill as wealthy.
aultur,
being
the

determined
to
he found
that a SUite

gill

l,

he promptly
hired
li and
moved
In,
had
no mora
use foi t bl
aionary in the Cannibal
[aland! I
time.

He

was

his sweetheart,

al

oppoalUon
The SulTl tl...
Hi.-

in. , (her

was

Invited

mild • inrootb,gl mini,

to

J"li,

in love

»i"

Q. I>."
slgi..
oln
BM :
0aaiiinii
' therace.

lier eligagemeut

he

w a>

I

fitting on the lawn

Houses

also build

Independent Film Stories

Mm
Wife

home
on
ll.e I ..in II. of July
out
Hie
"hi
r
which
Hi.-.
Imtl
■ h.-lr head,
n little gran. I. MM.
three
nm!
one
halt

brim;*

and

cigars

I- In Joining
Ihi
approaching
In over-

Vaudeville
We

We have built over 60 Theatres the last 5 years which are all ORIGINAL
In Construction, Design and Decorations
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MOVING
THI

Tlcted
of desertion,
and
sentenced
to be confined
In prison for eight years,
and shot while trying
to
escape.
Another
picturesque
Bight
poorly
with
clad
Insurrecto
Army,
armed
to the
teet
guns
and
revolvers,
captured
from
of Guadalupe,
over
Of great Interest
Is the c
"■
Federals
400
years
old.
Back
of this t
made
their last stand
and
put up an aw ul fight.
We next see the ruined Post
Office, one t
of the patriotic President Bonlta Jaurez. The
Custom Iloose Is of historical interest to \merl
cans, as It was here President Tefl ai
dent Diaz met and dined. The first foreign territory
ever visited by an American president during bis
term of office.

a strong-minded
roung WOmai
ment and gets the j.,h. Tbe
leaves town, putting
Kuth 1

not only make Plans and build

Theatres

perate fighting during the l'jth century took place.
■sowing the wreck and destruction caused by th
Insurreeto's cannon, powerful machine guns an
dynamite. Another Interesting Incident is a pl<
ture caught
by the photographer of Bed
Ix)|>ex,

Bertie "

2 ARCHITECT

tliust.' "
Spangled

JAUBEZ
(Mexico), AFTER
THE
BATTLE.—
This film is particularly Interesting and of value
from the fact that it Is the first motion picture
ever made of a beselged city directly after a
battle. In this remarkable film the battle scarred
• dat>
city of Jaurez Is shown as it appeared after the
succeeded
In obtaining
posi where
the i

Jolly the new m
hit Jollying tbi

WORLD

i

caught
tbe
enthusiasm
of the time
ai
walls of the tavern echoed and re-echoed
after cheer,
which
has continued
to eel
to our day
and
will still echo far Into the
every
time
the
strains
Banner"
reach
the ears
ter* "O'er the land
of
the brave."
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lien.
We also see Key's prom
In arranging
to secure bis release through
of President
Madison.
Prom
there
on
t
carries
us to hlg arrival
on the British
t
ami
the
release
and
exchange
granted
._
Beanes,
who
Is held
there
a prisoner,
and
shows
us why
Francis
Scott
Key
was
on board
the ship
a prisoner during the bombardment of Fort McHenrv,
Inspired
wonderful
first
.
Spangled
Banner,
1 old envelope.
We

II. Tbe
walked

girl
n

slipped

out

weal

of

Hi,,.

to

U

...

.

I

although

li.

•hen

a

In the
them

think?

thai In tbla particular
female
lawyer,
and
Pot
dang

a happy

TO
partly
llttli

ting
made

and contented

tkla

den

Of I

wife.

I
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vain, and ye;

; ..ut

i,u

ft

with ilir nniflc, and
r» are allayed In a DNION,
Oomlng beI cnrtaln tlir manager announces that, ownmalc
anil twielding
■npoaer,
hla son would

r performance the manager nuil tin- boy
are met al the stage door where they receive the
oongratnlatioi s of p.i former* and fr:
manager adopts the boy ami the story doses with
a vision Of the olil mualelan dying na the manager
Id bed.

n.g l..r fine raiment, the sells the |itfpera to
'■-. who lufortns the men of his knowledge f
stalling the etrlke. Murray la tc<
traitor, and the men ague to continue under ■<
.1.1
condltlona
If he
la dischatgi
Murray
reallies
tl
noruiln
|
burni the money and confesses to her huahand.
forgive
her, and
parts
from
her
I

A

SQUAW'S

.. beautiful

Meeting ., r. .r 11 ■

si 1.- I, aTHE DEATH OF DON JUAN.— We are introduced
to Don Juan as ba l» r.-tiirnliiK from 11 «all OD the
placid lake of tlie park, with Dona Anna, wife
of the ('..inniiiii.lir. The? separate after tender
adleux.
That
PI :nr,-~
I DOO
Juan
serenades
tbe
i the a
1
wife!
I by thethe

IMP.
I BEST

— M

In

whichkiss the t

RETRIBUTION.— \\
fulls lii lort with Laughing W.m-r
girl, and
buys
her In marriage

Indian

is return,
i.liai. girl
* a ball

1 reaches Dick
t
<l i.-.l, leaving li
applne
prolongs
and
his wife
comes
after
tra.es
1)1, k to the white
girl's
home
is In progress,
and
becomes
furiously
white
girl kiss I
i. Una
her thei

c,

catlona of l>ona
Anna.
Don
Juan
baa
married
Klvira.
ml
tha cburcb one day.
he notices
a
tracts
his
attention.
Open
Inquiry.
Inform. Mm
that It Is the statue of the

going

Into

to-nlgbt,
whom
he killed a few
months
ago.
"A
Don
Juan.
"Ask
him
to dine
wllh
n
note th:
1'pon obeying,
the servant
Is terrified
1 > Invit

and
.nit
gives

does everything possible
his life,
wlthavail.
Before
passing
away . the
prospector
showing
the
location
of ■
avail.
I! ' - map
I'.urnett
mine
in tne desert
Itiirnett
tries to locate
but
accldentulh
sh.s.ts
himself,
being
badly
■

to

botne,
little

tbe

and
■
burro's

AMBROSIO.
THE
is a
ale

I aken

from

ill ring.

EVOLUTION
harem

sex,

skirt

to the

IN

WOMANKIND—

made,
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When
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that the young
lady has eloped
with
his father.
A PAIR OF PANTS.— The frantic efforts of a
man to recover a pair of old pants which his wife
has sold to an old clothes man. and in the lining
of which was secreted a roll of money, form the
basis of numerous hilarious situations In this film.
Tlie garment Is finally run down and forcibly
a young man who has ripped the seat
Of Ills trousers In climbing a fence while with his
sweetheart, anil who has bought It from the old
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young
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AMONG
THE EXHIBITORS.
Milwaukee, Wis.— Alex Well. 123 Grand Ave..
will remodel the store building at Eleventh and
Winnebago Si reels, Into a moving picture house, la
Bedford, la John w.J. Clark will erect an opera
house on the site of the old Clifton Hotel Building.
Gerraantown,
Pa. — I .on Is II. Cuban will erect a
.ninlevl

Foreign Film Agency
HIS ROMANCE.— Helen Niono „ daughter I
wealthy parents, on her way to the golf links, sloi
to call for her cousin, Dorothy Lam
Among
lli>- guests
Introduced
Dorothy,
Tom Ualrd. with whom Helen Is deeply
In lore.is
Helen becomes Jealous because Tom pays attention
to Dorothy. T"in professes his love for Dorothy
and proposes marri .
- him and
•ves a ring from his little linger and
places It upon Dorothy's finger to seal their engagcincnt.
nils upon Dorothy and explains to bat
that alie herself Is engaged to Tom and that he
Is making apersuades
plaything Dorothy
of Dorothy's
aff. t Tom Ml
eventually
to return
ring and to- write him a letter upbraiding him for
his duplicity.
Tom, upon receiving the ring and letter, hastens
to the home of Helen and pleads with her to Interhim with Dorothy.
Helen f
■ and as Tom leaves she falls Into a chair
sobbing.
Dorothy's mother cannot restrain her outraged feelings any
loin, ,].mandlng
an explanation.
Tom
then learns
thai
- the Instigator of the letter breaking

among Film buyers in England is open
to form a company to run one first class
ii tir^t instance to
}■ ilm agency. Address i
L. II. 1- , care of The
World.
Moi ing Picture

Borne, N. Y. — J. II. Carroll has awarded the contracts for his new theater.
Murphysboro, 111. — The Gem Theater Is to build an
alrdome at Ninth ami Wiiluul .Streets.
Buffalo, N. Y. — Iternard Volwlnkle, 1094 B. Genr> uiotlon picture house, to cost Sl.OOii.
New York, N. Y. — Plans have been prepared by
J.",
<; 1,000.
1.. Lawrence, 2228 Broadway, for a new theater
ni Wa.lsworth Avenue and lslst Street, to cost
Harley, Idaho. — The Bush Orchestra is planning
opera house on the Main street.

'
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John

and

Chairs ALL METAL Chairs
We can make imme liatc shipment
meet

with approval

.his Chair
and require-

hand One-pin Edison Machine, Sio]
with fire shutter. $i 15.00; good as new.

LIBERTY FILM RENTIN6 GO.
Ave.

the

New

Elite,

under

Messrs.

Fred

and

Hay

Philadelphia, Pa.— The I'rotestant Episcopal
Church of t lie Messiah, at the northeast corner of
Ilroad nm I Federal Streets, lias been sold to Mr.
William B. T. McDevltt, who Intends remodeling
It Into a first class moving picture and randevjlle
ti.eni.r. which will cos) about siso.noo.
Galion. Ohio. — A new moving picture theater Is
being planned, to be erected on F.ast Main Si root,
which win be under the ownership of a local amuse

r complete (org

105 Fourth

$105. (lOO,
modern moving picture and 210 vaudeville
theater.
Wesc
Fox Lake, Wia. — Mr. M. B. Johnson, of Heaver
Ham, lias leased the Fox Theater ami plans to re
model and enlarge It Into a fifteen cent moving
picture theater.
York City, Ind. — The old Christian Selene*
Indianapolis,
snd Eighty second Street.
Salt Lake City, Utah. — Crescent Theater Company.
Capital $5,000.
St. Louis. Mo. — Montgomery Theater Company.
capital $33,000. Directors, J. M. Duklis, 1:. \v.
Dustln ami C. K. Huff.
Cincinnati, Ohio. — Eclipse Amusement Co. Csp00. Directors. Hichard liiglls, John P.
John C. Hakley, L. S. Lemasson and
Albert F. Wels.
Columbus, Ohio. — Hub Amusement Company. Capital $2,000. Dlrectora. Albert 11. Reiser, H. I..
I'rie.lenberg,
Holier! Jacobs,
Samuel
J. Hersko
Albany, N. Y.— The Simplex Home Motion Plow-any. Capital $500,000. Directors, W41llam S. Allen, Fulton G. Redman and Edward A.
Cralghlel.
Indianapolis, Ind. — Park Amusement Company.
Capital $900. Directors. P. J. Glenn. William
Glenn and Francis Flagherty.
Oswego, N. Y. — Watertown Alrdome Co. Capital $3O0. Directors,
Charles P. Gllinore,
George
$2,000.
Directors,
Lincoln String, Solly B. I.cve
and Samuel I. Ilnrtman.
New York City. — Metropolitan Exposition Company. Capital $1,000. Directors, John L. Cbesebro,
Meyer Jarmulov.-sky and Joseph Szentpetery.
New York City. — Bronx Bay Amusement Co.
Capital $3,000. Directors, Joseph I.. Burke, James
H. Grainger and Arthur H. O'Brien.
New York City. — F. C. Taylor Theatrical Enterprises. Capital $50,000. Directors. Frederick C.
Taylor, Godfrey Bsteman, Joseph It. Taylor.
Salt Lake City, Utah.— The Colonial Theater will
begin the presentation of motion pictures next Sunday. This will give the people of Salt Lake City
the most comfortable theater In town In which
to view the pictures.
Cincinnati, Ohio. — The Magnetic Poster Company,
r corporation to deal in posters, heralds, tick" "* supplies for motion picture bouses,
nas teased tne second floor of 111 East Seventh
Avenue for a period of five years.
Mystic. Conn. — Work on the new Mystic Moving
ricture Theater Is nearly completed and It Is expected to open within a week. The new theater
will be given the name Optlmus.
Wheeling, W. Va. — The Spragg Amnsement Company has leased the Robinson Building on Thlrtyihinl Street and will conduct therein a motion
picture theater until Die new Elks Building la
completed.
Fitchburg, Mass. — Pans are under way whereby
members of the Bijou Amusement Company will
form an organization to take over the Cumnilngs
Theater.
High class motion pictures will be exhibited.

sponsible,

will no doubt

I 'K > \I.lv—
Moving10.000;
picture$6oo;
theatre,
; ulation
JjooWaukedown,
$20 month rent or will rent at $co monthly,
ready to show.
Will rent my Empire Theatre,
\\ atertown,
for $75 monthly
for vaudeville
.111,1 moving pictures.
Will play shows on per.
nil] sell lor
H theatre in the state for size of
Ition 10,000.
Will give part time.
H.DAVIS, WATER TOWN, WIS.

Pittsburg, Pa.

Morristown. N. J. — Mr. George M. Hammell haa
purchased of II. \. and G. K. Hal.bllt the Hljoii Theater on Washington Street and will change the policy Of the theater to that of moving pictures and
vaudeville
The name
of the bOUM
will iiNn be
changed to the New Lyric.
Los Angeles Cal — The Life Film Companv.
Capital. J.'hi.imii. Directors, T. K I
don, Q \v. BemalU, II. A. Curtis.
Chicago. HI.— The Anti-Trust Film Company.
Cnpilnl. Jr.. (mo. Director-. H. Frniikeiisteln. II. S.
Tuahscherer ami Luke F. Mlthen.
Denver Colo.— The Isis Theater anil \
Company.
Caidtal
Jo.cmiO.
Directors,
James
D.
Hawk.
Clarence
p. Chandlers
and Channel
p
Stoilrlard.
New York
City. — Sluyvesant
Casino
Amusement
Capital
tS.000.
Directors.
Philip Menschel.
I Sigmund Menschel.

Lodi, Cal. — B. F. Best has been granted a permit to remodel the Blair Building to be used as
a motion picture theater.
Calais, Me. — St. Stephen's
new motion picture
theater opened Wednesday evening and was crowdBaltimore.
Md.— Schmidt & Cook have commissioned Architect Francis
E. Torney
to prepare
for a moving picture theater on the west

plans

Wanted. Moving Picture Theatre
Successful Exhibitor, having disposed
of his Theatres to good advantage, is
open to buy in good sized town anywhere—towns permitting Sundays preferable Capacity. 350 upward. State
particulars.
(Juick deal.
Or will take management from July 1st
for Summer season.
Address

A. POWELL,

Kokomo,

Ind.
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Operators!
I guarantee quick and satisfactory
repair work on all machines.
Only genuine parts supplied. Get
my prices on ONE DROP OIL
and BULL DOG
CEMENT
the best articles of their kind on
'he market

H. A. MACK

IE

Traveling Lecturers
Following feature attractions are for
sale, bargain prices: New York Factory
Fire, Mexican Revolution, Terrible
Scranton Mine Disaster, Mines of Siberia, Life in Chinatown, American Cowboy Life, Gambler's Last Deal ; other
very sensational subjects furnished.
Above sets, 25 colored slides, $5.00 per
set, with one sheet lithographs free. We
furnish moving pictures and slides complete for lecturers. Write us. Feature
Amusement Enterprises Co.. 441 Market St., Pittsburgh, Pa. We buy and
sell sensational films.
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WORLD
U63

England

Mr. Jack Dolan, proprietor of the prosperous
Lyric ii.ea.icr. I "over. N. EL, is behind the statement that the Buffalo Kill pictures exhibited in
the Lyric June 1-3, were directly responsible for
the three largest day's
opened.
E. the
Greene'
vaudeville W.from
Merrill Amusement Company,
are the regular offerings at this house. On May
80, Mr. l>olan ran a moving picture show at Central Park, near Dover, and played to slightly In
excess of 2,000 people. The Lyric is one of the
cosiest and best photoplay houses in New Hampshire. Mostly due to Manager Dolan's efforts to
keep everything In higb-claee shape.
Peaks Island. Maine, a well known summer resort, drawing people from every State, is to have
a theater this summer, with moving pictures as
the attraction. The house is located in Greenwood
Gardens.
Worcester. Mas... has joined the fast growing
number of New Knglan.1 ,-ities using the cinematograph in churches, as the First Baptist Church
has bought a moving picture machine, which will
be In operation every night, with the exception
of Saturdays. The Itev. Foster believes he can
reach the young folks of his city better by the
means of moving pictures than by any other
agency. The church should pay a lie. • the city, if it continues
- in to run the entertainment
six nights
weekly.
picture
Interests
hether th Local
ovation will affect their
wondering »
F. L. Browne, formerly
manager
Hosiers,
and of several
rece itlyduring
ton moving
in
1
le picture
Casino Theater.
er the summer.
the
s the
and Improvements will he
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Ihe
Mr.
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In
vaudeville
manage
pictures and
(..riling to vlng
"ermout.
resent ,,1
The Casino ha
satlsfaetorj
Ik. vie.
Rutland.
playing
.rev
Mr. T. A
"pop" vaudeville and
-•■ Is the chief
manager of the It.lt !:i
and has Messrs
Quebec and Han
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I comprise

to

permitting.
The airdome piettll
can accommodate Immense gatherings, being ■light!;
square feet in ar. a
nave been
fixed at ten and twenty
cents,
Whenever
'he
weather becomes Inclement, the Opera House, manI. A. Hoyle. will lie used for the show.
Vermont
I. as been unusually slow In trying out
alrdomes for summer,
and should this one he a
winner,
it is expected
that
more
will
follow.
Since Its opening day. May 30, all re|x,rts are to
the effect that the ulrdome is doing unusually well.
Providence. E. I., lias recently passed the Heeckman Hill, which changes the general laws In force
of
regarding
theater
construction.
t>ene•i.l. Forthe the
provisions
kman Lav. follow : Kvery theater shall
have an open court or space In the rear, and on
building is located

"SILVERLICHT"

Aluminum Motion PictureCurtaln
Eitraordinary Futures Are: m
kill J. ooImk um 1 Co.

Lang's
Rewinder No. 2
PRICE S5.O0 NET
Lang; ManufacturingNEWCo.
YORK

OLEAN

Send for latest Catalog

Drur
Orchestra
Drum
direct from factory to you for $10.00
Shell -3x14 -Solid Maple
Walnut
Shell
-3xi5-Kosewooc or
10 Rods, Kangaroo
Heads Send U.S. Money
or Express order. If you
wish C.O.D. send sufficient to guaranteeExpress charges.

E. P. ZEI0LER DRUMCO.Dctt ■ CLEVELA »D. OHIO
Film Perforating Dies
The A. Dewes

weather

SPECIAL TRIAL OFFER ON
AROMA

FOAM

Immediately upon re
of $1.96 for a four q
Geranium, Luxuran, t
will ship you FREE
■prayer and an artistically colored glass slide.

Sanitary

Service Corporation

80 Wall Street, New York City

tear
an.l
I- l.ut
lie frontage <
must
have
the building.
clellce

1
of

the-

management

htiilili.

S15-S100 Paid for Plots for
Motion Picture Plays

Perlumed Disinfectants

■ by the new

bOll

under

the

solutely without equal.
V. S. 1 ISINFECTANT CO.
IS«4M skill...... si.. 11
klj „.n

Harrisblll
<|. Pa.
Summit

Theatre Posters

ol \\ s
luqe
10,

51 ND

M. .
deep

/ Have Several Calls For
Second Hand Machines
What Have You To Offer?

■

FOR

York City

SALE

1000 REELS

H. A. MACKIE
New

- %MP1

1

DOZ!

N

FILMS

Moving Picture Machines

Broadway

U 00 FOR

1 ,

Morgen-WecR

Bought, Sold and Exchanged

853

Co.
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the

granted

Xylophone.. Orchestra
Bell.. Chime
Send for tree illustrated catalogue
J. C. DEAGAN
3800-3810 N. Clark St.. Chic
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Washington,

it changes

OPERA M CHAIRS
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KVK.KY
Hl'KHtSK
l.OOO Iff] IS

VKI1K

FOR

f..r

31

rite

in

price*, or a (ear

1 field
Within the paal few days the Mark Film Servlce has come Into tin- Independent ranks umler the
run i.jitrinn-iii ..f \v. K. Murk,
formerly
with the
General Him exchange, and before that time with
Tom
Moore
Film Sen!.-.-, which
was
purchased
t<> the Qeneral Company,

The A. H. Andrews Co.
I 74. 1 76 Wabash Ave. Chicago. III.

rental!,

manager
expressed his turn to
If lie
1 picture house and bomakeII" money.
n matter "f i>oiicy" an to
house is- lodepeodi
to maker.
Iter* Ik n fsellng
- I l,j I Iklanagers,
tha

■d to run
iit 11

N«.

big

made

t tiriiiiisr
1.. In
been
complalnta

There

1865

CAT.

D. C.

Blanche* in all leading cinei

There has been some urgency among exhlhltora
for T11111 MiM.re himself to enter the Independent*
»s a renter,
hut nothing
has coin,, of this, though

NEW

RELIABLE

LeTT.

III.

- wntilation and cooling plant is being
installed in the Cosmos, the largest of the Hryl
awski chain of houses The most improved system
is being used, which consists of two large atr-

EXCHANGE
- NEW FILMS
Western Dramas
Repertory Comedies

Film» from soc. to li.oo per reel.
Write for particulars.
and second-hand machines.
/Ml supplies cheap.

ROBERT

new

U
i Urn Service irai «--ii known In thla
city and nearhy states for a nntnher of years.
Exactly what will Is- the outcome of the present
•■film storm'' here, it is not posslhle to determine just now At all events, the Independents are receiving some new recruits and there
is :, i-.-sildlin ot others joining the forces In the

Prop.

FILM

Room

500 ncw and

second-hand

chairs;

-hing

EXCHANGE

260 Monon

Bid*.. 440 S. Dearborn

St., Chicago,

which
do,

•,000 1

Im circulated n
A

A|siBt||siBmw

PAINTED

FOR

MOVINC

M- °0N|6AN SCEN|C STUD|0'

SCENERY

P

■ ■os has always been e<

THE CHAUTAUQUA
FILM EXCHANGE
Best and Cleanest Film Service in the World
Complete Programs for High Class Entertainment — Films,
Songs, Stories, and Lecturettes— SOMETHING NEW
All Standard Machines — Projection Supplies and Slides
WRITE

538 S. Dearborn Street

Fresh

Air

TODAY

-

is

-

-

CHICAGO,

Worth
Hot

ILL.

Money!!

Weather is Coming—
Preoare for it Now

Ventilate

and

cool

yourj theatre

with

Garden City Ventilating Fan
INEXPENSIVE
EFFICIENT

NOISELESS
DURABLE

Furnishes constantly a supply of
fresh pure air, exhausts the foul ait. Advertise the fact and your Box Office receipts
will show It.
Draws the Crowds and keeps them coming
KEEPS
THEM COOL

BULLETIN

GARDEN
established

1879

CITY FAN

Manufacturers

31 YOURS

FOR THE ASKING

CO.

McCormick

Bldg., Chicago,

III.

be brooghl Into service in conj
new cooling plant, making the
uniquely
theat
stalled withamongtin the st"local
progressive
tllat lug plant of its kind.
Jack Allman. of New York,
while In Irish at
lug his beautiful tenor
Metropolitan Quartette Is alt
this

nd t -'■---

1 Just

Installed

fully cool theater,

which Invites the weary,
townIs a delightand children.
Ortho Film Company
granted Field
' Mas*
taking thewasMilitary
ntiy ceieurateu on the grounds near the Washon Monument end White House ns a tribute to
dead soldiers of the Spanish war. About 8,000
of film was secured hy the five camera men
various points. Sig '•■ Uoernsteln.
iger or the Washington Film Company, asd in this work, being assigned to the dlffiparl of taking President Taft as be came to
service and left In his large auto with his
and the secret sen Ice men. and the Mass
f. with all its ceremonies. This will tie an
estlng film, having the many sides of mlllrellglous. official, historical and educational,
mg
diplomats.
lab procession
war veterans.of priests,
Knights officials,
of OolomhUS,
and
irg
1 nrse of citizens,
will
film. The
photi
considered
and sufficient 'material has been galh
several reels, which will
ready for release. This will be an exceptional
ork from the Ortho Company.
About
everv " alrdomc in town suffered some damagegood
from a 1 severe
storm which visited (hi
(sentlv. The combined losses were heavy, but some
were ready for the night performances. Perhaps
damage.
taken suffered
building,
the Truxton Theater and park
1 "
toff of the
c the
fence was demolished,
ger Coblens was In a sorry plight, but he
had the park screen and apparatus put In
operating an Independent
film
e, as well as a large sign establishment, has
ding office In Baltimore,
' the Dexter Film Service.
II, ■ is a hustling
man
who Is always doing
'something more."
The General Film Exchange
Is now located In
new- and
com]
1 i. ■u — offices in the Bank
of Comr niding. A suite of rooms are
being amply fitted up. Inn Just at present, Manager Cohen is too busy to talk.
Sinceeral Filmsevering
his
connection
with
the
GenI
five moving picture houses, some of which are
using singers. These are the Auditorium, Plaza.
Casino, and the Sunday concerts of the Gaiety and
Academy theaters. Mr. Moore, who has his father
connected with him in this business, expects to
enter still larger fields In the fall. Mrs. Tom
Moore, who was always such a pleasant and helpful
part of the Moore Film Service, is not seen as much
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Tin- KinpreHH rome* under the list of the
I'.wn, lM-i.iL- .-M'Ji i>i"-'l with one '>
power an.) two '.', hoi se ]«,u .-r fans to bri
(D(l exhaust the air, whlcb Is circulated t
wall fans of sixteen incbei In diameter.
sfer Note* Is always looking I
bis patrons and he certainly is providing 4
filly cool place In which to enjoy tine show*.
Hoper to mill that people seek tlii* boas,
log then- hot days.
Owing to the fact that many of tbe II tin
posters are unsuitable for display in Wash
OB account of local regulation as well t
manager*' desire for something more attr:
most of the theaters have resorted to using a
End-made posters or at least to having the
graphs
t forms
a good
share of the 1
Alexander,
whose
artistic
Jetti
sketches
of
ippropriute
to
tbe
I

Bulletin!
We remind you again to make immediate arrangements with vour
exchange to get an early booking on the Imp Fourth-of-July film,
"The Fortunes of War," released Thursday, June 22. ' ft is a
triumph! If you want to know whether your exchange has bought
it,
ask US.
By us
watching
details of this nature vou'll get the best
service,
believe
!

phs. hut it increases tin- dignity of the
and addi In Ita attr .• Ire* ■ ■-- and form*
-iiicnt that In the end pays t..i
Mr. Alexander's studio is atxiut the mosr
in town, for he i* an artl*t iu canvas
as well us tbe lightening poatei
; amusenicnf park will lie open. .
name of the Ca|iital
CI y I'ark,
which
will
- its chief
attraction.
Standard,
under
Manager
Tol.ins.
whlcb
,„,,st mi. ■,-.•- sfui and
dciigiiifui
r theaters
last year,
is again
in I he Held
! - Standard
was
put
entirely
111, but
the
going
to disappoint
bla patrons,
leaved a bustling
machinist
in •>

The Little Leader
is the title of our Thursone of
the29th,
swt 1release —
day, June
ries ever told.
It i- a
high-class heart-throbber. Get
your exchange!

In the Mississippi Valley.
Earing from

lack

of

. Most of the places

of 11 dim.

The

Love Is Bes!"

is the name of our Monday,
June 86th, release. A girl leaves
her village sweetheart to become
a professional singer, but she
finds that "Love 1- Best" The
n beautiful shape and ends hap-

pianist

aeeompanlmenl
<.f tbe
imp's
■"!
■h"
wn»
iippieeiated
more
In
1
'lie eiistomarv
'grind."
When
11 date
of "The
lull
of Troy"
n
ha. k
1 all

t' e

tin

foi

I rwl

two

Royal
summer

Illinois,
• tJrhilna

dava

wonder

If

a
Ilia

USE YOUR NOODLE!
Ike advanl
every possible scheme to boost your receipts. For
instance, stick a New 1 nip Lobb) Display m front
01 your theatre and watch it pull the people in.
It is made of oak, 42 inches vide and _><) inches
high.
It has ten heavily glassed open:! .
containing a 6ne photograph of an Imp stock
company performer.
Nothing to compare with
it has ever been issued in the history of the trade
Exhibitors saj it is the best they ever saw and
make- monev for them

nil

and

ami
has

relumed

UJ00B0

1
» old

position

lay. The whole
thing is yours for
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machines
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no tn .m up iii date tnd
airm.uhinev
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rta, tickets,
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-McKENNA-

Los Angeles.
Conference. — The

■ Me

" TICKLED
TO
DEATH!"

The hi.uli mogul of the new
AJhambra Theatre, Milwaukee,
said t.> be the largest moving
picture theatre in the world,
opened hi- house last week with
Laemmle Rims, Laemmle service and "Laemmle luck." He
Baid: "I am tickled to death with
- of films the Independents are turning OUt. And T am
tickled to death with Laemmle
films and Laemmle service."
The packed house was fairly
wild with enthusiasm. That new
theatre is going to make a mint
of money. Why don't you get
in right by hooking up with Old
Doc. Laemmle?

to

their
nii
II, ,n

pa)

f..r

Independent

Ii■

■

- tin-)
lire
f pcrmlt»nj
limits
reels, while

. three

competitors

ma}

si

up in.- matter
mi llirlr last week's
meeting.
The
subject
»n<
lalk.-.l over
mi. I 11rk.-11111.-11U heard
on
l„,l)i aides, hii.1 another
11
ting »
.-Ir.l. HI
IIn lli.< limit ln»z t «.ii ltullilliiK.
in.no
.-ilill.lti.ru.
I«>th
lii.l.-1-.-i..t.-m
111 .1
■HliTM, 111.' Illll..|..'ll.|l'lll ,-\, I
represented
l.y th.-lr
lo.nl
manager,
Mr
Dawes,
nn, I 1 tli.oilier Independent
exchange.
The
Bxcnsnge,
i.'lr California
manager,
Msroowlti I'll.- independent 1
and Bxhlb ii" ri were 11011 committal as lo their
fiiiun- nititu.U' in the matter and promised "to
think U over " Tin- I nd.-pcn.li-nt I :\.l.a ng.-nien
d wllh tln-lr San Francisco
branches before announcing a decision. 1 1 1- very
I i k .- b thai 'hey will r.J.ft the proposition made
i,y the Licensed Interests and very probable that
1 hey will continue to sell all the film that any
exhibitor la able to pay for, regardless of the
Dumber

of ret -

former]]

changed

Crown

Spring
igeil
its

Arthur

S.
1

Hymaji,

President

is reported

heater
and
> be called
Novelty

announce
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Mr.

Theater
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San
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office
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In
the Arthur S. Hyman
Changes '
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about

working

Service.—
The
" 1 Street*,
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Franblock.

two

on Novelty
Main,

months.
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MAIN

home

at

Venice.

Clone's Ocean Park Theater will opefl June lOtb,
with first run Licensed service and vaudeville, the
"
,. structure
cored
from
I'anlages'
Circuit
new theater Is now receiving
at the hands of n large • group
Pier
leater will seat 1.100. They
piece orchestra. The theater
inagement
of Clune,
Wheelock
Venice

Theater. — On

I

STREET

CO.,

petition
1

city

with

g,*..i Imslnrea.
conalderlng
tin- com
which
they
have
to contend.
Thers

of
1 roof over

•
The
the alrdome

company
will
and open for

afternoon business. The company's manufactured
films will t>e first shown to the public at this theater, the people of Long Beach manifesting a
hearry

Interest

in

the

company's

BELLS
Houses,

create great
play from a

as a solo instrument, or as an accoropanimeat

to sorgt. Twenty-live Bells, two octaves chromatic.
Including resonators, magnets and keyboards, $75.00.

C. DEAGAN
3800 3810 J.
ri. Clark
St
CHICAGO.

FILM5
FOR
RENT

New Films High Glass Service

Win.lw

IN

CITY

AM11SEMENT
S.

girls'

OUR PATENT
ELECTRIC
enthusiasm in Moving Picture
keyboard

Neptune.
M'lddlcton.
Of that
Hynian's
VeniceVenice.—
Theater,Manager
announces
to patrons
he has completed arrangements for amateur performers to appear at the theater every Monday
night.

MOVING
PICTURE
THEATRE
ALCAZAR

SAID

Cir-

f thedonated
proceeds
first day'sto performances were
by of
the the
management
the
Vacation Home league for the maintenance of a

LOCATION

KNOCKED!

The

214 W. Lake St., Chicago, 111.

LAKE

PA.

REPAIRS

the

Sykes Block.
1517 Fgrnim SL
Minneapolis, Minn.
Omihi, Neb.

BEST

IMPROVED

ENOUGH

Beach Theater Opens. — The Dome Theater, Ocean
Park, opened last week. They are playing to
g,H«l business. The new theater is located on the
lioardwalk. between the Casino and the Dragon

SALT

PITTSBURGH,

Mondays,

Independent
Llbavlng
only to been
open

CHEAP

McKenna Bros. Brass Co.

Fullerton Airdome Opens. — A new alrdome at
idd
I.under the proprietorship of
Kullerton, Cnl.,
, .pencil recently and Is playing to good business. They are being supplied
wiih
service
from
Miles
Brothers'
local exchange.

The Laemmle Film Service

SALE

SILLS

Street,
near
Mercantile
Place,
service
from
Independent
to
• ,,f the Crown
changed
handi

r
ntly,
and
the
new
owners
house
Is soon
to lie r.nio.1.
• lights...
op.-ra
.hair-.,
redecorate
,li-orliini

President

FOR

BRASS
KICK PLATES
STAIR TREADS. DOOR

days and Saturdays, but fr,,ni now on will change
..lily 00 Monday Mini Thursday. The Bijou Is playIng t" excellent business, and the proprietors announce thai .-, in-"
t.-:i; 1 i.-ii 1..11 system
is soon
to
In- inslMl •
in the city show lug Independent
first run pictures.

Carl Laemmle,

n d belt film ten ter

EASELS
GRILLES
CUSPIDORS

i't. II'- 1 n.l. p.-mlexchange* linn- lately I..-.-., iniik li.w Mi; Inroads
"i
v
• sollcita,.f II,.- 0fflc«ri "f il, •• C.i, .-nil I'll.:
. .1
IT. >lll I ll.-li t
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California
i
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Soutli.-rn

in

515 Mulberry St
1110 Wyandotte St
Dea Moines, Iowt
Kansas City, Mo.

BRASS
RAILINGS

'

productions.

The Pioneer Home, With 8 Years'
Experlenee and S260.000.00
Back Of It
WrlU To do* for Tur

EUGENE
21 9 S. Dearborn
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CHEAP
STEEL
FRAME
THEATRE CHAIRS

ABSOLUTELY
-BREAKABLE

eture shows in Louisville be
Although i
pictures and vaudeville ami
dropped
latter after
a few weeks'
trial, thetbePrincess
Amusement
Company contiuuo
to accommodate large crowds, afternoon and eveulng, every day in the week, with four or five sterling vaudeville turns In addition to first run films.
Manager Irwin Simon saw fit to eloae the Gayety,
i being conducted along the same lines as
the Hopkins, ud the boards in front of the darken• l lie Uopkius,
"Hie
imed control of tbe I
this liouse is not included In t
ment between
jestic.
whereby thI '
former get Orel rn
.- ■ result,
the Columbia is showing Independent films of a
good variety, changing the pictures every day.
The Columbia la well situated and has been for
a long time one of the most popular five-cent bouses
in the city. Tbe Prlnceaa Company has secured,
In place of the Gayety, the Avenue Theater, on
Fourth Avenue, and Mr. Simons has scheduled good
pictures, together with continuous vaudeville, from

SPECIALTY:

PROMPT SHIPMENTS

>

Opera
Chairs

7J v
i S'

The Wisconsin Lumber
and Veneer Co.

m

K

Port

Washington.

Wis.

lvertiscg your theatre and

It is the only sanitary chair.

%

t models, investigate.
Write today for circular
IIAHDIS1 V MKi.
CO.

TIIK
i.l

l>.,vrr.

A.

Ohio. I'. S. A

HALLBERG
THE

STre^t

^^

OHIO'^

Opera and Assembly Chairs

Prompt Shipments. Write for CltllOgll
PEABODY SCHOOL FURNITURE CO.
North
Manchester
Indiana
AVa/ Ytrk . -ifnli ROBERT J EHLERSCO.

delighted

with

iille, until he has heard Cy. Yodel.
The Baxter Airdoine. under the direction of
Steurle Brothers, is steadily increasing the sin? of
Its audiences. The attendance slumped a bit after
the vaudeville »as discontinued, bnj tbl
tnrea and tbe exceptionally good music are drawing the crowds back again.
>tal Amusemeut
Company,
of which M.
Bwltow
Is now the president. Is keeping up the
high standard
of Independent
films which
have
characterized the house ever since its op.
Swltow owns three motion picture lieuAlbany and one in J.-fT.i -..n\ lllf. Indiana, and all
exceptionally
su,
'■• -ileve In the i-oinhlnatlon of
lotion pictures,
and employe
for
'■ audience, only an operator,
a singer of lllustra 1 songs, and a barker,
line of talk not onl attracts a great part of t
who parent m
but also .1.
no cannot
dltlon to the above features, n
secured a foor-plece orchestra, and la Una in his
conation
that there Is not I hi
In the country than the Crystal.
cater at llavter slid
Highland Avenue,
has pn.iii. d

FOLDING
CHAIRS
For Moving Picture
Showa.Cr.nd Stands,
Assembly Halls, etc.
In section, if wanted.
Write lor Catalog No. 2

The Kauftman
Manufacturing Co.
ASHLAND. OHIO
fc DICK
SI MM Ik

UNIFORM
rifle r I iter slrdoms rnrnlabaa mi aaojaal in
diic.inent t.. audiences In Ibal the performance
lasts from seven-thirty till ten thirty without
a
repetltl

I carry atork of
all makes M. P.
Machines, Opera
Cbalra and Sup.
piles.

. oi.l ■

Iway,

Is

still

run i.lr.

Away,
■

i:
Ix.nl,

J

1. miliar.

at

.
sin,

t

HALLBERG

JtftJFcS

■
OX
CO..
P.lla.el.hla,

$3.50
Material
n tcii|, Braid
irith

.t.iloifue

HARBACH
tQ9 rilbrt glr— t.

5th

,j:w^bennltt "

having

i also

ECONOMIZER

SAVES two-third, on
electric bill
and makes BIO CUT
on the first cost of
your complete equip-

J. H

1W.

CINCINNATI

tend presenting
music along >
! Operathe•'Faust,"
This presentation of grand opera films, ) pictures.
sure-enough music. Is the very epitome of motion
picture art, and it is invariably appreciated by all
classes of people. The reel will be shown at the
Orpheum, a Princess bouse, and will be followed
by "Enoch
an adaptation of the universally
known
story Ardcn."
by Tennyson.
The Casino, another Princess theater, is showing
an unusually wide variety of subjects and maintains
tbe popularity it has enjoyed ever since its origin
as tbe first fine picture show In the city. Only
first run films are shown here. The managers are
also featuring the Indianapolis auto pictures, which
** This
week of June 21, along with the
usual vaudeville.
levllle, by the way, Is
made especially attract
this week
by the apthe famous tenor, who
pearance
is one or ofthe• stars of the Al. Fields Miusirel aggregation, and who returns to sing in his home
No Loulsvllllar

management
t»j'iW'»l/7iS

I4ry

Louisville.

intrarhsisatalili ooran

lluaied

at

|[cli,c„I
e
Lair

Ills I.
and

I

imatenr nlgbta at the

"

$6.25
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Licensed Release Dates
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Classified Advertisements
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(Dr.)

6— Montana

1000
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■
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•— III.
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(Dr.)
of sums
Marner
(Dr.)

6— For
u— The
880

B

Actress
(Com.)

June IT— The
King's
Daughter
(Dr.)..
Jims 20— lli« Leap to Liberty
(Dr.)
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30-^IIggers Hoys a Watch
Dog
(Com.)..
lie Ransom
(Dr.)

1—
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LTTBIN.
A (lame
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(Com.)
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(Dr.)
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iCom.l
Duke De Ribbon Counter (Com.)
The
Indian's Sacrifice
(Dr.)
Hlgglnse*
vs. Judsona
The
Sleepx
Tramps
(Com.)
How
the Story
Grew
(Com.)
I
i ■ Little
Rebel
(Dr.)

May
Jane
Jane
Jane
Jane
Jane

25—
1—
8—
13—
22—
29—

PATKE.
A Roagb
Diamond
(Dr.)
The
Scorpion
(Ind.)
The
Insubordinate
Soldier
Khmara
(Dr.)
Miss
Rlam
(Com.)
A Broken Life
(Dr.)
The
Power nnd the Glory

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

731
249
(Dr. i

(Dr.)

...

Jone 14— There's a Woman
In Town
(Cm
June 14— A Hippopotamus
Hunt
(Sc.)
Jone 16— Faust
(Dr.)
June 17— The Society Girl and the Gypsy (Dr.)

EAGLE
23

NORTH

810
174
987
Ml
764

I .•;.],

\ ..mi I,

Itlograph

Pals
(Dr.)
i tie Stumbling

Mellea- -Tbe
Sellg
TOld

Will

for an
Permanent

picture

Dog

June

400
(Com.)..

(Dr.)

337
1000
993

21.
(Com.)
standing

760
(Com. I 230

(Dr.)

1010
HKSI
1600

I.i.l-. ■

lmiO

I«
(Dr.)

LOW)

Friday.
June 23.
Mtajudgmanl
(Dr.)

1000

Holland
Pnd

(Si i
I Dr.)

Sleei>
Walker
Saturday.
June

ail lady
imikIIIoii

orchestra
Address

Gauinoni
The
ltnns
Dr. i
Path.Old
Indian
Days
iDr.)
Harriers
I'.nnie.l
\

Moving

WAUTED.— Philograph
Sherw
l Street,
Lond

I

w

■ lor t

$73.

Guaranteed

1.1 |i

o 1000 goml

H.MMV
opera

be

now

cheap.

M'.li,

Pastime

A. Mies
5

i .lit ion.Powers
$S<i.
SALE.—
k City.
Address,
L. B. s..

FOR

BIG
escape

care

machine
of

\1 MONEY.—
...
lie
at
from
Handcuffs,

complete,

booth,
like
M.
.ails,
straktal
cans,

shackles,

jackets, etc trunks.
boxes'
Lag-,flftj
vaults,
All postpaid
for
guaranteed.
\.l.!i.-ss. HAP.Ol.P.
21
■ment formula: superior arExhlbltor. send fifty rente
H. ETLER.
Wooster.
Ohio.

FOR low
SALE.—
tide;
priced,ni
and save money.

BUILDINGS
RENT. — For
film

TO

FOR
RENT.
Manufacturing,

Nepera,

Park,
N. Y.
Northern
part
of Yonkera,
Is especially adapted for the moving
picture
business,
oa
account
of
great
variety
and
natural
beauty
of
«ce>,erv.
Wo
have
two
hullilings.
rent.
$900
and
$420
each,
per
Particulars on sppllcstlon.
Telephone,

Yon

2723.

Address,

MARCl'3,

WANTED
Position by Expert Camera Man.
10 years' experience with large
company. Address H. P., Moving Picture World.

(Dr.)
24.

H.

Picture Pianists

Are you "working up" your pictures? If not.
why notT If so, you want some good melodramatic music. Send for free sample page of
"Orpbeum
Moving byPicture
Now
being Collection
used
and ofpraised
many Music"
of the

F.

HOFFMAN

Lecturer of Special Releases
New York City and Vicinity
Care MOVING

I
423

PICTURE WORLD

Telephone

1344 Gramercy

1000

NINTH

tue-

the
Bra)
three
Moving
picture

v, ,
,,„■.......
lce8i
Whcre
,„„.„„,,,.. u
FOR
SALE.K
\\
\.,i ihwestel

MAKKE
How
to

(Com.)

Block

KfaN of Man
In the
Sierras

...lam.

service.

Pic-

bu

profit
for
.are
of
WANTED

WANTED.-

Thursday,
June
22.
Prima]
Call
i Dr. I

-

Moving

i

(Com.)

Mexican
Roae
Garden
Hie S.pniw
l Dr. I
■ ■ugeil
.Dr. .
The

clear
"B"
HELP

LICENSED

: 19.i Com. I

Back
Libel

I.,

Wednesday,
A

as,

lona, Mich.

Ch

FILM EXCHANGE
Prompt

OF

June

'
HiQamnonl
Sellg— Range

of

MISCELLANEOUS.

■'!
FILMS
485
Ltd., 8
(Dr.)..

Mission
Worker
.Dr..
Tuesday,
June
20.

Vltagraph— The

The Immortal Alamo (Dr.)
In Time
for Press
(Dr.)
Her Spoiled
Roy
(Dr.)
When
the Tables Turned
(Dr.)
The Kiss of Uary Jane
(Dr.)
The
Honor of the Flag
(Dr.)

Jane
8—
Jane
8—
June
7—
Jane
9—
Jane
9—
June 10—
June 12—

PROGRAMME
FILMS.

looo

ME LIES.

',
'"'■'

■

The

care

particular*.

week
A

WAKTED.-Member.
nietni.Iieatei

Musi

Katan
1000
1000
1000
400
600
1000
1000
1000
400
600

'

(Dr.)
usio
<>v,r
the Cliff
(Dr.)
.",71
\|:iv
I
II.. me
i( ..Ml i
Winter
SjKirts
at Lucerne
iScenlc) . . . . HU

Pathe
i-,,11,,Pathe
Sellg

1000
1010
990
960
1000
1"10
080

Aw«

Monday,

1000

Jone
Jane
Jane
Jane
Jane
Jane
Jane
Jane
Jar.e
Jane
June

""'

!•■■ iiriled

KALEK.
June
5— Her
Son
i I>r. I
Jane
7— Advertising
for Mamma
(Dr.)
June
9— The Ix>ve of Summer
Morn
(Dr.)
June 14— Money
In the Hank
(Com.)
Jane IB— The
Raluroad
Raiders of '62 (Dr.)...
\ Mexican Rose Garden
(Dr.)
Jane 23— Lean
Wolfs
End
(Dr.)
kfter
'he
Rattle

.

fl111

a

Wound,
WEEK'S

1000
640
648
337
080

Semi

„„

'" "f ' ;■' Republic
-' <Dr>

THIS

Picture 4 Vaudeville Theater
Pracllcalli
no

ORPHKliM,
Vork City.

THEATER
WANTED.
WANTED. — A good
paying
moving
:"''r-

■'r •■'

OATTH.ONT.
O. KlolM.
810
880
988
783
24<>

time

rg'^ckto(DTr..<.°M":! ■so.» gguxrzo.'ETS essk isa

1000

■
'fnmle
the S|>orti>iiiiin (Com.)
I
B lence
vs. (Jusckery
(Dr.)
Jon*
3— Mlstrast
I Dr. I
Jom
8— The
Drawn
Curtain
(Dr.)
Joo«
6 — Chryssntheronms
(Scenic)
June lc>- I
n Great
'IT. i
June 13— Jlminle.
the Inanrance
Agent
June 13
i

,.,„„,,;

,,n

SITUATION
WANTED.
EXPERIENCED
OPERATOR— with
license,
desires position
soutlde of New
York
i
STEWART, 282 Baal
138tb Street, New
York city.

$30.00
months.
World,

er'e Daughter (Dr.)
Ills Love
(Dr.)

10— Proving

n

Sneboya
in .

FOR SALE.— Moving
„(.sl
,,
,u
• city
of
10,000.
K„i„.
Addrer
ture World, New

"' '
VITAGRAPH.
80— Cupid's

ESSANAY.

.„ „,„,

"'"" A.l.li

800
» — I •>«>

~
FOR
BALE.
afevloa
Plctt

THEATERS
BALE— -Qrand"

1)
1000
ment.
A
bargain
if taken
2)
selling:
Burlinj
'"""
FOR
SALE. — M,.»nc
P

EDISON.
Jim

1

[ Classified advertisements, three cente per were,
cash with order; 80 rente mlninsom. postage
stamps
accepted.]

BIOORAPH.
|l

1— Curiosity

"J.,rj'

WEBUY

Day and nighl service

STREET,

entire output
of the
Independent
manufacturers.
about out Three-locked reel system.
Write, wire or phone

PHILADELPHIA,

Alk

PA.

THE
(Continued from page 1467.)
Plans were filed this week for a new picture
heater at. 2051 Portland Avenue.
It Is said that
he theater will cost alR>ut $7,500.
J. M. Wentzel
Birmingham Is still undecided as to the Sunday
trovers}. Not long a;;., a number
f ministers and church members requested the
Board to hare the theaters closed
n Sunday, and It was thought that the matter was
•tided. Bat the various motion picture houses In
he city Mashed upon their screens, '"If you favor
novlug pictures open from two till ten P. It, sign
he petition at the box office." The Board of Coinnissi
n has refused to grant the petition, but
he list of patrons constantly Increases. DumberlnC
-and at present, and the picture
how proprietor* are sure they will win out In

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

THROUGH OUR SUPERIOR CONNECTIONS IN LONDON, WE
HAVE ARRANGED TO RELEASE THE MOST EXCELLENT

CORONATION

FILM

Coronation
Film

Coronation
Film

Cleveland.

Wire or Write

correspondent
"as
partially
In error In
' retiort of the resignation of Mr. V. li.
1 from the superlntendeocy
of a circuit
of picture and vaudeville houses in Cleveland 1

Orders
Filled
in Rotation

Quick

According to a report from Knoxville, Tenn., the
Ity building Inspector has granted a permit to the
npany of that city, which allows
he management to remodel the build
South Gay Street in order to fit up a high-class, upo-date motion picture
N«
. the > e-presldent of the Firs
at Paris, Tenn.,
has
Erect

to t>n lid a motion picture theater, called the
e house Is to have a seating capacity

• nt Amusement
Company,
an organlalon with headquarters In Nashville and Memphis,
: operating
picture
shows
successfully
through
Columbia
Theater,
at
ihortly.
The
(J. D, I BAIN,

JK.

Your

at
request,
Mr. Woodward
up .Mr.
the M'andelbauin's
general direction
of affairs
of some ofgave
the
lie remains In full control of the houses
which Mr. Mainlelliautn owns personally, while Mr.
Siluulitel, i»f the Lake Shore Film anil Supply Company, has taken charge of the houses f
Woodward withdrew, In which I
- of the Company,
has chief holdi
Film ami Supply "

International Film Traders, inc.
Dealers

5 WEST

and

Importers

of Films

14th STREET

NEW

of any kind.
toplaj theater of
vhlch win be described at length in a
forthcoming lease of the World, li advertising two
i i |e,-iM fur a- full week's -ia>
the Indian
i nana] . for the re■ ,., ami Faust, the doable reel Pathe, f«>r
a full week beginning June Kn
automobiles entered In the great races Is on display In the lobby, end Is proving to be
fectlve
advertisement
of the first attraction.
In
using the
••■ the production for
lobby display, the Alhaiubra Is departing from lis
custom, as lithographs aie \.n
-,-l.!.,i
sanay feature
the first down

for a week's stay, being of course
town house (O show It.
lection of June 11. the "LeadIncluding

actresses,
Swayne

and

llallesen,
i.l.

If, I

the

Vltagraph

I 11 part

of

Co..

and

pillillsl
the

\

reel! of scenle plctun
fori

of

with
plitllle

I .111 I

Motion

Moving Picture
Camera Men
Wanted !

PI. lure

pin

Steady employment and good salaries for the right men. Write at

.

T. U. 0. A. Building in early Ji

■It] offered

once and give references.
,-,i and
». J.
hmr
taken
.1.

bear .mi...,

CAMERA

1
b

vi.i.h,

"

he

ir

live,

•iiai'tril,

.

•

will

r

hp

nun

on

June

lltlolia

In

1
b< nitii nip ontbeagkl

•realoale,

he

.OMi.l.

■

contracted

bj

It

working

1.

DBI

MAN

s.
inn

of.

in thp

MM0NI)

Madison Sq. P. 0.

N. Y. City

YORK

THE

MOVING

PICTURE
•

Independent Release Dates

WORLD

i

THIS

AMEKIlAN
*

>r

., summit
s

I

d>r.)..

«.f Mi.

Blanc

■

NESTOR.
r

I Dr. I

I

Sheriff's
I'lan that Mistake
Failed ,Hr.)
(Com.)
eat.

CHAMPION.
May 81 :■
iliinoclf (Dr.).... 800
J on* 6- -.«.-.
0 and l-cc (Dr.). 80<i
800
Jqm II— Ijonftnrt
at hTN
Plnea (Dr.).... 800
Jan, 14— HI. Iji.- OroOked
Deal il»r.)
850
June lie— Molly Pitcher iDr.l
850
800

Qnnflgbter

i
k
June
Jan.Jour
Jon..
Jqm
July
July
July
May
May
May
June
June
June

May
May
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
Juno
June
May
May
June
June
June

June
June
June
June
June
May
Mar
May
June
June
June
June
June
June

IMF.
25— The Minor Chord
(Dr.)
20— Three of a Kind (Dr.)
1— The I-a«t Appeal
(Dr.)
5— The Grind
( Dr. )
5— The Chicago Stockyarda Fire (Sc.)
8— Hack to the Soil (Dr.)
12— Behind the Stockade
(Dr.)
15— The Piece of String
(Dr.)
18— All for a Big Order (Dr.)
22— The Fortunes of War
(Dr.)
26— I.ote Is Best (Dr.)
28— Tbe Little Leader (Dr.)
LUX.
26— The Two Cockades
(Dr.)
26— Tidying Cp Paris (Com.)
2-^Iust Bill's Luck (Com.)
2— Arnold Has a Good Try (Com.)
Q — The Companion
Gorernesa
(Dr.)
8— Bill at Play (Com.)
16— Bill Loees His Mother In Law (Com.)
16— He Went for a Best (Com.)
23— Bill's Day Out (Com.)
23— Weary* Tom's Dream
(Com.)
RW
TORK
MOTION
PICTURE
00.
BISON.
23— The Outlaw and the Female Detective
(Dr.)
26— Brare Swift Eagle's Peril (Dr.)
SO— A Redskin's Bravery
(Dr.)
2— A Tale of the Foothills (Dr.)
6 — Hla Lordship's Hunting Trip (T)f.)..
8 — A Child of the Ranch (Dr.)...
13— A Squaw's Retribution (Dr.)
16— The
The Duke
Desert'sCowboy
Lure (Dr.)
(Dr.)...,
20—

MO
480
840
850
870
620
865
515
905
786
204
845

1000
1000
1000
700
500
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
698
268
403
462
639
831
409
442
318

June 23 — The
June
June
June
June
June
June
July

Foreman's
Mine
(Dr.)
AMBROSIO.
(By N. T. M. P. Oo.)
7 — Two
Good
Friends
14 — Evolution In Womnnklnd
(Dr.)
14— Review of Turin Exhibition (Scenic).
21— Tweedledum and His Rescuer (Com.).
21— Lake Verbano (Italy) (Scenic)
2R— 8lxtua
the Fifth
5— The Emperor's Debt (Dr.)
IT ALA.

(Br ■• T. at. ?. Oe.)

June 10— An Odd Adventure of Foolshead (Com.)
June 10— Experiments
Plane
(Odd.) with Forlaulnl's Hydra-

SPECIAL
NATIONAL

I l.e

llr

h..

HuM.m

May
May

July

Solax — Johnnie

i Dr. )

May
May
May
May
May
June
June
June
June

1— Tin-

Question
(Dr. 1
RELIANCE.
24— There's Many a Slip (Dr.)
27 — O'er Fields Scanned (Dr.)
31 — Dad's (ilrl (Dr.)
27— O'er Grim Fields Scarred
(Dr.)
31— Dad's Girl i Dr. )
3 — In Flowers
Paled
(Dr.)
7 — The Minute and the Maid (Dr.)
10 — The • Broken
Coin (Dr.)
II All Alone
.Dr.)
Pairof OfVanity
Pants (Dr.)
(Dr.)
the Tide Told (Dr.)

,

Haiti

Aii

21st.

■'■ Dr. I

(Coin.)

Vanity

(Com.)

10— Gongs
Dili
iDr.l
IS— Hit
Atonement
(Dr.)

■ ntlon (Dr.)

I .

Eclair -ToniiNj Gets a Trumpet
(Com •
Eclair— The Ingenl.
Imp
All for n Big Order (Di
Sun lloiiin-1 Sue (Hi .
Tuesday,
June
20th.
I.
i
• ■ l-.v (Dr. i
i Dr.)

I it. -k

June 3— K.ves That See .Vol I Dr. I
June
6 — The Black neart
(Dr.)
June in — The Stranger's
Date
(Dr.)
tb'i Marmalade
(Com.)
TOM IT
\ 0 »rt 1 In It Romance
(Dr.)
June 2.i How
Women
Win (Dr.)
l!
Shall Judge (W. Dr.)

INDEPENDENT

Monday, June 19th.
") Iddlaber Cowboy (bom |

i

050

. '..in.)

(Dr.)

Wati
Thursday. June I 22nd.
il)r.)

1000

rnl.earnl.lo S-.n (Com.)
e Brlnl
.)
Friday, June 23rd.

Lux— Bill's Day Out (Com.) (Dr.)
Mil
Weary Tours Dream (Com.)
.iked for Life (Dr.)
Thanbonser
Foxj Qrandma
Yankee— the Two Roads (Dr.)
Saturday, June 24th.
Ghost of the VaultGreat Northern
Jan and Jack (Com.)
Itala — Foolshead is Jealous (Com.)
Itala — On the Snowy Summit of Ml. 1:1...
Powers — Ob. Say. Jim! (Dr.)
Reliance— What the Tide Told (Dr.)

(Dr. ■

REX.
Mar. 80— As Ye Sow
(Dr.)
fc
Apr.
6 — Tbe
Heiress
(Com.)
■
Apr. IS— The Little Major (Dr.)
•
April 2u — A Daughter of the Revolution (Dr.)..
April 27— The Realization
(Dr.)
May
4— The intimate Sacrifice
May 11— The Guardsman
(Dr.)
May 18— An Exception to the Rule (Com.)
May 23 — Called Back (Dr. )
June 1 — The Monogram
"J. 0." (Dr.)
June 8 — From Death to Life (Dr.)
June IS — The Twins (Dr. )
June 22— On the Brink (Dr.)
SOLAX.
26— An Officer and a Gentleman
(Dr.)
31— The Marvelous Cow (Com.)
2 — Never Too Late to Mend (Dr.)
14 — A Bad Egg (Com.)
16 — A Daughter of the Navajos (Dr.)
i and the Comet (Com.)
.Tune 21 -Johnnie Waters the Garden (Com.)..
ed for Ufa (Dr.)
I'as.inaliiic
Widow
(Com.)
June 28— A Terrible Catastrophe (Com.)
June 3<i — Greater lx>ve Hatli No "
May
May
June
June
June

June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June

THANHOUSER.
9 — Motoring
(Dr.)
9 — The Rescue of Mr. Henpeck (Com.)...
13— Little Old New York (Dr.)
16— Flames and Fortune (Dr.)
SO— The Collin Ship (Dr.)
23 — Foxy Grandma
27— ComI (Dr.)
30 — Lorna
Doone
(Dr.)

May
Mav
Mar
May
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June

19— TI.e
The Banana
Planter's Rose
Peril (Dr.)
(Dr.)
22—
Little Western
26— Thwarted by Nell Pler-e (Dr.)
20— The Birth Mark (Dr.)
2— The
Pretender
(Dr.)
5— The Scandal Monger (Dr.)
9 — Mrs. Biffin's Demise (Dr.)
12 — Tbou Shalt Pay (Dr.)
16 — The New
Congressman
(Dr.)
19 — Sun Bonne! Sue (Dr.)
23— The Two Roads
(Dr.)
2c Hi- Romance
(Dr.)

q Put in our Easels and II
Poster Frames and watch \\
your attendance grow.

YANKEE.

ROLL
Get the Sample*

TICKET

iMlierlennharoplot

OF

The

Wednesday, June
Ambroalo— Tweedledum and li

(Dr.).

POWERS.
May 16— Oklahoma
(Dr.)
May 16 — A Matrimonial
Surprise
May 27— Fifty Yea re Ago

ECLAIR.
\ Mother'.
DlalreuWith (Dr.)
:ir
Walat C.iit
Points (Com.)
c Two Hardeners
(Com.)
&— Impudence
Punished
(Cum)
5 —. Tommy
the Dentist's
Caesar at Illrotteau
(Dr.) (Com.)
18 — Tommy
Geta a Trump*!
(Com.)
18— The ln«enloua Accident
(Com.)
30 — The I>e»th of Don Juan (Dr.)
3 •
S- !
10— A Child's Heroism (Dr.)
OEEAT
NORTHERN.
13— The Nun
( Dr. )
M (Dr.)
2i ►— llerne iSwItserlandt
(Sc.l
27— The Lore of a Gypny C.lrl (Dr.)
3 — The
B"icua GoTerness
in — True l-o»e Nerer Dlea (Dr.)
17— Hotel Tlileres
(Dr. I
\ mlts (Dr.)

Dr.)

FILMS.
PROGRAM

WEEKS

American

TICKETS

COMPANY

Di

DON'T

ACENTS

W

NTED

NEWMAN

717-719 Sycamore

Any

TlcKeU,

MFG. CO.

St.. Cincinnati, 0,

Any
Colors
Th* B * TAC"**<

S4.60
$5.50
StocK

LOW PRICES
BEST WORK
DELAV but writ* today ba complete catalog

THE

Printing;

60,000
100.000

6 Cents

ShamoKin,

Pa.

THE

G. W. Bradenburgh
Cinematograph Films

233 North Eighth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Phone. Market 334
Cable: Brad-Films. Phila.
Code: A. B. C, 5th Edition
Films at 8c. per ft. with Posters.
The Minor Chord— Imperial.
The Lore of a Gypsy Girl— Great Northern.
A Village Flirt-Eclair.
ATheRedskin's
Cheyenne Bravery—
MedicineBison.
Man-Bison.
Soap Harvest—
Bubbles-Ambroslo.
A Left Hook— Reliance.
The
Reli
t $30 with Posters.
s Faith— Bison.
The Redeeming Angel— Ambrosio.
The Demon—
from Seaside Bathing— Tweedledum
Shj
Foolshead's Present— Ita
The
Fatal of
' Charm—
Itala.
Coachmen
U
Three Men— Kelia
from Galilee— Reliance.
As Ye Sow— Rex.
Where the Shamrock Grows— Rex.
Silas Marner.— Thanhouser.
The Imposter— Thanhouser.
The Tramp— Thanhouser.
The Mummy— Thanhouser.
Tom and Jerry— Yankee.
The Open Gate— Yankee.
His Double Treasure— Yankee.
Benorita's Sacriflce—l Yankee.
Border— Powers.
Memories— American.
i and Jim— Champion.
Tracked— Imperii
A Manly Man— Imp.
The Light Beyond— Nestor.
The Bridal Trail— Nestor.
Cupid's
Monkey Wrench— Powers.
For
My Pal-Powers.
A Newsboy Hero— Thanhouser.
For Washington— Thanhouser.
For Her Sake— Thanhouser.
Westerner and the Earl— Thanhouser.
Adrift— Thanhouser.
Lore's Test— Solax.
Corinne in Dollyland— .Solax.
I with Posters.
The Last Laugh— Reliance.
My 8on Is Guilty-Itala.
Lilt • I'm-' Chief— Thanhouser.
Oruninal
Capture— Great Northern.
Her
Fatal Chief's
Mistake-Itala
Base Ball in Bloomers— Thanhouser.
Old l
The I npty Bhell-lmiK
The Brass Button— I
Letter to the Stork-Atlas.
Visit of a Friend-New Kind A
The Bridal Trail-Nestor.
On Kentucky Soil-Reliance.
Pasha's Daughter— Thanhouser.
Jealous Wife's New Years GiftThe Wrong Trail-Bison.
Vote That Counted— Thanhouser.
Dnaxneetad Hoi
The
Calumny—
His oreat
Out. I ...
Young Lord_8tanley— Thanhouser.
_ tibp— Atlaa
Tangled Lines— Hell"
The Mirror— Imperial.
Fault of the Grant
indmother— Itala
Wheels of Fat.- It,
Bo Runs the Way -Kelian.e.
Her Birthday Surprise— Yankee.
For Rrm.-rnbrance— Reliance.
Irish Hearts—Atlas.
Revenging Picture— Ambrosio.
Souls Courageous— lUli.incr.
Taxicab Mystery— Yankee.
WhenOUr(."lipidItidge-Nestor.
Sleep*— Atlaa
At
ring Doors Imiieri
Bolving
..
HI the
the Ho...
Bond
Thef
11. .nd Theft-Yankee.
You Hired
My Life-Imperial.
P
"
1 in Llfe-I
pen. I
The Double—- Imperial.
His
His Best rriend-fiolax.
The Transgressor— Thanhouser.
Creek Claim Bison
The Salted Mine-Bison.
John Halifax— Thanhouser.
Uount ..f MontrtM-llo—lmiierial.
Trip to the Moon (new) -Imperial.
H. .».., N.-it Door -Imperial.
Jack JohiiMm Training l»i«ial)-Impertal.
Hon of the Wllderness-Ambrosio.
Mauretanla-Ourtug
a (ir.aicb— Atlaa
Pocah.Mitar. Ttianliouser.
Films at |1U par reel, no Poster*.
Beatrice I Vru-I Clnr-i
Coachman's of Granada-Eclair.
Honesty-Eclair. Namlm
Surrender
Ada of Vernno -Milan...
Ualhrilne. Durhr*. ,.f C,
For Hi r Motlirrlai.d ll .la
Bheltare.llIn.tor Stan ami
ai DtxIpse-TlddUhar
boy-Bison.„! I
Fl«.Ul,r..|
K.», !.)■,-.. 1 ,,,
s I'.lTir
Osar— It.
\\

■ K.-mt N.Mor.
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Boston
E. J. Hunt of New York City, has been arrested
and brought to this city on an indictment warrant,
charging him with the larceny of $490 from the
New Palace Theater, September 26, 1910. The
New Palace is operated by the Automatic Vaudeville Company, of New York, and managed by
H. T. Mosher. It was stated at the time of the
theft, that his $490 was the gross receipts of a
Saturday's
The New business.
Palace Theater cut out all vaudeville
acts on Monday, June 5, and Is showing W. E.
Independent
service and songs for five
a cents. This change Is drastic, as the house
»en In the habit of using eight or more
with the reels, for
chiefly of educational
"Protection

features.

A

partial

Indianapolis
stricken from
Its tiles an ordinance forbidding the establishment
of any theater, moving picture theater or other
form of entertainment
within 500 feet of any
lng but one dissenting
to be Introduced providing no child FI ordlii;ilii'<- is
years old may attend a moving picture show or
theater uuless accompanied by an adult. Agitation for regulation of moving picture theaters
Is being pushed by the Federation of Indianapolis
Public School Teachers.
One of the most striking films that have made
their appearance in Indlans|tolls for Is that of the 500-mlle International sweep stake*
automobile race held at the Indlanaiwlis Motor
Bpeadway tionallyon
fine forMaythe30. The weather was except of the grand stand. A steering gear on
machine broke and the mechanician was thr
to the track unconscious. A second machine c
up and In guiding around the unconscious mec
lclan, the second machine skidded int.. Mm
machine,
going against —
machines, and
the the
four two
making
ordinary. TI.e lllm was mi la bl the Kaaanay
Company.
It was shown during
week beginning' June 13 at the English Oi>era House. II. K.
Keiths, mil I The llr|.lieillll.
The
Hippodrome,
the Urgent
alrdome
In the
city, ope
1 for huslues* on the evening of June

1 »« ■"
E*»t Warn.

at US
lnglon
SIof net railroad
In a DM
real.lcii.-e T»* dl.trl.
largely
Bop| •
■ honing
m. .11. .n pi.-tuics,
and.
If the MMMl
the building
Inspector can I* gained,
will
raudvvllle
p.

i granted
The

l-n.le. 1,1,1

. compel

nieil moling pl.lnr
Moving
picture
f tb.

"Enoch Men"
"Faust"
"The Maccabees"
"The Battle Hymn of the
Nearby States Only.

Address

W. S.

BUSH

Republic"

Box 226,Madison Square Station
NEW

YORK

CITY

"IS LaITALY'S
Ginematografia
Estera"
LEADING Italiana
PAPER edFOR
THE
ANIMATED
PICTURE
PtTBLlSllKD
lOKr.MC.HTLY.
jj, 36 and 40 large pages. 8 shilling* per annua
Editor-prop' r: Prof. GUALTIERO
I FABRI.
Via Cuuilaua. :il (Uarrlera S. I'aok.) Torino. Italy

W^

&\

Mmy

style.

WJ

tells all.

Cat,

SMASHED AGAIN!

•

the eleajj l
ISSOCtlMoD,

ii

pared lectures on the following recent releases :

of

a building
111.- 1 a moving
pi. nil. ■ llier trr !..Ini Igau
Street.
llready i-oliatrili led
and ■' ltvan..— havenot r.-,-.lt.-d
a building
|*-r
["he sppll.'l
>.•■
rival the cltj for the ereetioa
an alrdome
■ . andof loth
Btreets

BTwuVi^o

will deliver specially pre-

list of

These just
Vision,"
"Keeping
Well.'
mentioned
were given Babies
by means
of pica stereoptlcon.
means
moving oi
and the following
nd "The Red I
palgn for Pure Milk,
lve
lly enjoyable and InstructThe program
Ill the educational field,
s very commendable, and
Such actlvlt
does much t.
the agitators
The Pastime Hence
Theater,
Washingtonand "knockers."
Alland general manager, has secured the Eesanay
reel of the Indianapolis automobile races, and Is
billing it In the lobby. The pictures will be exbiblted bj the Pastime for the first time in Boston,
and should prove a big attraction, as the races
caused much interest and talk here.
The National Conference of Charities and Correction held a meeting In Boston, June 7-14. The
cinematograph as ai agency for popular education
was the main topic. The meeting was held under
the direction of Mr. L. Veiller, of Ni
chairman of the Committee on Housing. Health,
and Recreation. Moving pictures depicting the ordinary house-fly as a breeder of disease and death:
an appeal, by means of a moving picture, for
pure milk, and a story of tuberculosis with its
cures were exhibited daily. According to Mr.
Veiller this work Is to he actively pushed, and It
will be able
> health and
ll
hoped much
that the
committee
will•tii.ii" pictures.
compllsh
general
good, both
public Improvements,
through
hi:m:v

in ll,- Dill I -itI
attractive front,
i* located

W. Stephen Bush

the

ltr<

CINERAL

FILM

BROKERS

THK
If Mm

are in the Market (or

SECOND
HAND
FILMS

MOVING

PICTURE

KEEP YOUR DRUM HEADS DRY
The very nature of drum heads
causes them to absorb moisture readily, and when the heads become damp
it is an absolute certainty that your
drum will lose its brilliancy.
Our latest invention, the Electric
I hum Heater, entirely overcomes this
difficulty, for by its use you can keep
your drum brilliant and snappy regardless of the weather.
This device can be attached to any
drum and the connecting plug will fit
any ordinary no-volt incandescent
lamp socket. It gives no light; never
burns out; may be turned on and off
at will, or if desired, entirely removed
in a few seconds time. Entire outfit,
including the Heater proper, two connecting plugs, and six feet of cord,
weighs eight ounces — the Heater but
two. It is practically indestructible
and can easily be carried in your
drum case.

Write to the largest and most reliable Dealers and Importers of
these goods in the U. S.

International Film Traders
Incorpor.t.d
• He.t Uth Strrct.

THEATRE
CH1CACO,

NfiW YORK CITY

SALES

CO.

ILLINOIS

WORLD

Be sure and say whether you wish
it for Snare Drum, Bass Drum, or
mpani, a- each instrument requires a different strength.
Try one— your money
back if you are not entirely satisfied

Price Complete, $3.50
Postage 1 5c.

LEEDY

MANUFACTURING

1055 E. Palmer St.

WHY NOT LEARN*

CO.
Indianapolis, Ind.

MOVING E

0EL_

^ the Operator

Taylor s Method

5Iw
*28Sst
#;k
TU/HMOS
HMtSe
Correspondence Course. Special rates to
the trade. Send for free illustrated catalogue.
School class meets every morning and afternoon. Evening classes meet every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday. We positively guarantee you a $15 position.
We have a Powers' Cameragraph No. 5
in A- 1 condition for $85.00 and an Edison
Eihibition Model Machine for $60.00.
We carry a large line of electrical supplies
and furnish everything for the theatre.

F. C. TAYLOR
4( Wsst lata Siren

New York City

ljDoKs at it

As the Operator
Looks at It
otice how easy this operator takes it. He doe
a dangerous juice consuming rheostat at furna

Phnoe 1405 Madison Sqoarc

Moving Picture Machines
Stereopticons
MaKe

Big Money

I heat any.

Fort Wayne Compensarc
itrol the machine perfectly now with one hand-gets a clearer, whiw
light and can adjust it to any of the three intensities without even the faintest flicker,
ild this machine we guaianteed it would absolutely

Cut 2-3 from the Monthly Lighting Bill
That sounded almost too good to be true, but they put one
on our 30 day free trial plan.

Notion Picture Theatre Supplies
complete Hoc o( Repair, and Supplie« lor all Standard
Machine., aim Ti^et*. Carbona. Screen.. Chaira.etc
Can .hip at once . Special Slides made to order. We also
handle Motloaraph, Ediaon and Power. Machines.
Write today lor THEATRE CATALOGUE.

CHICAGO PROJECTING CO.
JI9S. Peat-barn it.

D»»t. A.

Chlc.aj,. II

Didthethebill
machine
"make
duced
from $22.70
•nd Wegotcanbetter lighl
will lend for our
Utile
jwrlll,
you
will k .
Remember
the
need to every day you wail_

Fort Wayne

Well,theytheoperated
first month
it n
togood?"
$9.24 and
more hours
.rgardl-u of what voltage y
oklet. we'll
eaplam66how
Lighting
Companr
2-3 a.P

Electric Works

1402 Broadway

Fort Wayne, Indiana
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When, you think of WESTERN— think of

"Flying A Cowboy"
Release of Monday, June 19th

"THE YIDDISHER COWBOY"
"THE BRONCHO BUSTER'S BRIDE"

Films

*idMEv

"Yiddisher" and "Cowboy" do not
jibe. There are complications uproariously laugh-provoking. Likewise two more
Comedies
on oneFlying
reel. "A" Cowboy
Release of Thursday, June 22nd

"THE HERMIT'S GOLD"
Truly ;
"Th*

Broncho

Buster's

Bride."

COMING
Release of Monday, June 26th

"The Actress and the Cowboys"
"The Sky Pilot's Intemperance"
Release of Thursday, June 29th

"A WFSTERN WAIF"
Every Monday and Thursday
Wise Exhibitors Get Flying A
Cowboy Films
2 EACH
WEEK
2

AMERICAN
Bank

FILM
Floor,

Ashland

Block,

WATCH
THIS
American
101 BEEKMAN

Moving
STREET

GiS

MANUFACTURING

Picture
:-:

Chicago,

CO.

III.

SPACE
Machine

Company
NEW

YORK

CITY

M74
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Corcoran Moving
Picture
Tanks
Develop your films to perfection. Save
Time and Reduce Your Expenses by
using a "Corcoran Film Development
Tank." All up-to-date houses are now installing the "Corcoran System."
SEND

J. CORCORAN,
A.
u JoDjl Street -

The .Vila rraph Co. of Amero»ln.:
a. ,..u.,.llfrro...ultthefbll
Ira.Tbe InSrprndrnt
M...lnK Picture* Co. of Amcrlr ..Tbe Powcri Picture PUyi to., N
Nr.lor to., TbaiihoUM-r < o.. Kri, ( haniplon, MHlea, (.aumont.

DON'T

BUY

FEATURE

WESTERN

I DC.
N. Y. City
m

Monday, — June 26tK

BROS.

101 RANCH
REAL

-

War and The Widow

FILMS

Until you get tacts and figures about

MILLER

ft>B PBICB LIST No. 4.

FILMS

Only True Pictures Showing
the Great West as It Is
PORTRAYED

HISTORICALLY

CORRECT

FOUR FULL REELS
Each
One a Complete Subject
STATE

RIGHTS
Our

Films
they

SOME

BUYERS

Get

More

have

CHOICE
Writs

ever

than

For Wednesday,— Jtine 28tn

The Boy Scouts oi America

UNSOLD

lor Terms

Write for Open

101

US

any

handled

TERRITORY
Today

Live Managers

MILLER BROS.

WRITE

Money

RANCH

KILL.
KILL

CHAMPION

FILM

CO

Time

MtSBp

BLISS, OKLA.

i%W[

MARK M. DINTENFASS. Gen. Mgr.

12 East 15th Street,

New York City

KOIVIIDETITIOIM
KOMPETITION
SUMMER

and
$$

KEEP
'EM
KOMINC
WINTER $$

Beautiful
Souvenir
Te
regulation size and weight, latest
design and finish, double standard plate, guaranteed for 5 years.

THINK

O

Will guarantee satisfactory retui

I

IT-IOO

9POON9

ioney refunded if goods not entirely satisfactory.

rAOTORIalB

CO.

ao

FOR

$2,

SO

Send 10 cents in stamps for sample and plans.

Dearborn

St.,

Ohloago,

III.
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I
Right off
the Reel and Now Booking |
S
THE OFFICIAL MOVING PICTURES OF THE
**

21st ANNUAL

REUNION

OF

JJ

I Confederate Veterans and Sans I
TAKEN
By THE

INDUSTRIAL

NOTE:

AT

LITTLE

MOVING

ROCK,

PICTURE

MR. EXHIBITOR,

ARK.

COMPANY

OF

CHICAGO

REMEMBER

This is the one great opportunity vou may ever have to secure a real feature film
covering this THE GREATEST EVENT IN THE HISTORY OF THE
SOUTHLAND: one that will enthuse your regular patrons and attract the notice
of all in your city who have heard of the Civil War.
Day by day the ranks of these indomitable veterans become decimated, and it
is a question whether the next Annual Reunion of those who fought under the
banner of the South will muster enough to furnish a parade. These pictures reveal
the tremendously impressive and holy influence the women of Dixie exerted — in
the building up of a priceless courage on the part of the Southern veteran — which
enabled him to combat superior numbers and win victory — in spite of defeat !

Outside of the leasing of films to the lesser towns and cities

•*■*

The Southern Historical Views Go. (inc.) I
OFFER

THEIR

GREAT

LECTURE

AND

CONCERT

£*

COMPANIES

FEATURING

THIS

WONDERFULLY

ANIMATED

PICTORIAL

REVIEW

of what may appropriately be termed

"THE

PASSING

OF

LAST

OF

THE

:*
J*

CRAY5'

:*

In a program replete with historical and sentimental significance: An edifying
entertainment portraying one and all of the characters and events which signalized
the 2i^t Reunion of Confederate Veterans .1-- the tnosl successful and 1
gathering "i battle-scarred soldiers ever assembled to pay homage t»> the record oi
their Country.

**
**
**
Jj
**

TIME NOW BOOKING

THE

\\
1*

FOR THE ABOVE BIG LECTURE, CONCERT
AND
MOVING
PICTURE
COMPANIES

lill I
^IDER BIDS FOR EXt LUSTPE STA /'/• RIGHTS /•"< 'A'
J*
MOVING
WE ARE PREPARED
*±
HIB4TQRS PICTURl
AND THEATRE MANAGERS
WITH Tl TO si PP1 :■
•*
)LERATB,

l*

Address : JAMES

S. HUTTON, Room 809, 30 N. Dearborn St., CHICAGO, ILL.

*:

EVERY

HAS

ONE

WHO

******************* ,

HEARD

"DIXIE"

PLAYED

WILL

CLAMOR

FOR

THIS

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

U7''

THEBESTRESULTS

AMIGETTING
WITH

THE

CARBONS

ALL OPERATORS

BIO
WIi_L DO

THE

WORLD

I AM
THIS
IS

AND

USING
AT THE
A QUESTION

PROPRIETORS

SHOULD

PRESENT

TIME

ASK THEMSELVES

CARBONS
TRICK FOR YOU 365 DAYS EACH YEAR

CHARLES

L. KIEWERT

CO.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
19 Sutter St.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Parkway Bldg.

BIOGRAPH CARBONS
as the name implies, are made expressly for

Biograph Machines
Each Carbon Stamped

-"ARCO-B""B" stands for Biograph, for quality and the mark of the genuine
article.
Order from your exchange and
see that you get them or write to
us. Samples free.
L. E. Frorup & CO., Sole Importers
222-224 Greenwich St., New York

QUALITY

versus

W. E. GREENE FILM
EXCHANGE, Inc.
The

Oldest and Largest Independent
Film Exchange in New England

NOTICE TO EXHIBITORS
We are prepared to take care of any amount
of summer business in New England. You don't
have to worry about your film service when you
are trading with us; we do the worrying for you.
The pick of the output of the Sales Co. is at
your service. Write, wire or call at

W. E. Greene Film Exchange
INCORPORATED

228 Tremont Street

Boston, Mass.

Telephone *™ Oxford

QUANTITY

H-e have NOT sold 1000 since January
But those we have sold made good

1st

We have the largest and most modern plant in this Country — But we make it a point to
limit our QUANTITY in favor of QUALITY. -That is why the MOTIOGRAPH has grown so
rapidly in popular favor.
haven't tofound
it to
easyit. to attain a reputation for HIGH QUALITY — But we have done
it— AndWe continue
live up
We have learned to appreciate those who copy our productions and ideas — unconsciously, they most
highly flatter us.
HAVE
YOU
A MOTIOGRAPH
WATCH
FOB?

ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MANUFACTURING CO.,

564-572 West Randolph St.,

CHICAGO, ILL.
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A BUSINESS MAN
should know as much about his
competitor's business as his own.
tj Your competitor's picture is
clearer Ithan yours! - There's a
reason
^ Investigate and you will
find that he uses

"ELECTRA"
CARBONS
PINK

LABEL

fl Write for free samples and
try them yourself.

HUGO

REISINGER
Sole Importer

1 1 Broadway,

New

York City

THE

MOVING
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PICTURE

WORLD

CO. of ROME

Studios and Factories, Rome

and Padova

(Preferred Stock,
Lire 2,000,000
|0rdinary
Stook>
3,750,000
Fully Paid-up Lire 5,750,000

CAPITAL

EXCHANGE MEN WRITE
TO VS FOR PARTICULARS
OF OUR FIRST RELEASE

Branch
445

for the United

Broome

TELEPHONE,

SPRING

States of America

St., cor. Broadway New

9232

TELEGRAPHS,

York City
CINES NEW

YORK

LUMIERE
Cinematograph Film
POSITIVE
AND

NEGATIVE

CAN

(Sigma and Green Label)

BE PROCURED

LUMIERE

FROM

JOUCLA

75 FIFTH

AVENUE

(Between 15th and 16th Streets)
NEW YORK
CITY
PHONE:

CHICAGO:

531

Branch Office,

STUYVESANT

30 E. RANDOLPH

STREET

CO.
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The Lesson of Success
When a piece of machinery or other article made for serce and not for show becomes an immediate success and
mains a success does it tell anything of the merit of
the article ?
^
Can any machine go into extensive use and
enjoy continued popularity if it does not
render service that is satisfactory?
If success from its first appearance and constantly extending mean anything to you,
you will consider the record of

Powers' Gameragraph No, 6

before you buy a moving picture machine.
In a year after its introduction its monthly sales had become larger than those of any two
competing machines.
Today its volume of sales in proportion to those of competitors islarger than ever.
Wouldn't it pay you to learn about it before you buy?
Send now for Catalog G.

Nicholas

Power

Company

115-117 Nassau Street, New York, N. Y.
's" Current Savers give:
Best arc regulation, maximum current saving, heaviest
amperage at the arc. No others compare with them.

=WuRUlZEH=

SJ5TH YEAR

WILLIAMSON'S
Factory Supplies
Have Equipped the Leading
Independent h\i< :
Cameras, Printers and Perforators

t*ft,. t

The Leading Picture Theaters are Installing

Wurlitzer Automatic Musical Instruments
They furnish better music than musicians and cut out that
great expense.
SO different styles.
Call at nearest
branch or write for big M-page catalog

THL RUDOLPH
•T.

LOUIS

WURLITZER

CLEVELAND

COMPANY
COLUMBUS,
O.
17 E. Main

IHh

WILLIAMSON

PERFORATOR

Write for Descriptive Catalogue

A. G. WHYTE,
46 Last 23fd St., New

Agent,
York

THl-
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if,tsA NESTOR I,sGood NESTOR
'The

Worth-White

David Horsley,

Film"

147 Fourth Ave., New Yorh

It's Ea^sy

to claim high-quality film, but It's difficult to produce it. We
enjoy doing the difficult thing, hence
everybody everywhere soyj:

"If It's a Nestor, It's Good!"
Release of Wednesday, June 21, 1911

One of TV est lor 's Most Worth-While

Jusl "At Sunset Ranch"
"Just
His Luck

1000
leel
ol
Superior
dim.

9 9

—

COMING!
Wednesday, June 28, 1911

"The Gunfighter"

Biggest, Greatest
and Most
Sensational
Western Picture Ever Produced!

Order JVotvf

Get It!

LISTEN

to no mis-statements about the

MUTT

and

JEFF

PICTURES

No special projecting machine or phonograph
needed! Show these pictures as you would any
otlur film. Your projector now in use is all you
require. Positively no extra appliances and no
extra charges!
Illustrated Adv. on Page 1417.

Exhibitor's Corner
"Your photography is wonderful. Nestor Magnets and Nestor
Films arc trade getters." — M. P. Williamson, Arcade Theatre,
Attica, Indiana.
"The Nestor Magnets you are sending us are fine and we appreciate them." — Crouse & Kunz, Mansfield. Ohio.
"1 have been showing Nestors ever since there wa9 a \
I am proud of them. The stores are always good, the photography
is great and the acting is perfect.
II. C. Farley, Empire Amusement

A Comedy replete with
breezy situation*.
A
cascade of laughs.

EXHIBITORS !
TALKING

The

Split Heels

AW e,t?rn ofgre at

power, beauty
and
charm. Thrills galore.

I wish to congratulate you." —
Company, Montgomery, Ala.

NO STRING

TO THIS

We are positively mailing
FREE of charge the beautiful
NESTOR MAGNET
with
every Nestor Release. All
Exhibitors on our mailing list
regularly get the NESTOR
LOBBY MAGNET.
Are you

getting

it?

15c, the mere cost of mailing, will bring to vou SIX
large PHOTOGRAPHS
of
NESTi iR PLAYERS.

PUBLICATION

OFFICE.

125

EAST

TWENTY-THIRD

STANDARD''

STREET,

NEW

NO.

YORK

4

A machine that is fully
qualified to work in any
house from the smallest

Our lamphouse is large
and roomy, and designed

"Nicolet" to the largest
Auditorium in t'.e world.

to
removal *of
lamppermit
whenthetrimming
or
adjusting is necessary.
The entire movement of

Fireproof and Flickerless. It is rock steady, and

lamp is controlled by two
universal joints and can be
set for alternating or
direct current.

gives from 5% to \Qrfo
more light than any other
machine now in use.

£ The stand can be raised
or lowered by one man to
anv desired height and if
used in balcony can be
pitched forward at any
up to 65 degrees without
extra legs or platform.

Fully guaranteed against
fault in manufacture, and
against wear from ordinary
use — not violence. We
further guarantee to give
an absolutely flickerlcss
picture on any run less
than twenty-five minutes
per thousand feet, and
after a fair trial will refund your money in full
i( in.H bine i« nol exar tlv
as represented.

The adjustable feet insure a picture perfectly
■qutre with thr screen at
■II time*, no matter how
uneven th<- Hour mt) be.
Write for particulars.

_■■
American Moving Picture Machine Company, 101 Beekman Street. New York

CITY.

THE
' The

MoviW.

Declaration

m

MR.

The

PICTURE
of

Booked

NOW

Mr. In sister Says:
Say "Thanhouser" to the exchange man,
and then, because of the hunch of advance
applications hell get for it, immediately
■H
INSIST
on knowing
your
hooking
IN SISTER
date for

Declaration

of

"The Star-Spangled-Banner Special," 'The
[nterests
More
American.
Thau
Any

Other Ever Made," etc., etc The point is that no matter what yon call it along these lines, the reel will hack
up any reasonable claims you make for it. It will intergive

Be

WO-AWEEK

can be advertised to the public as above or as in preThat

To

[hanhouser

I !,<• 1>.|, ;.,!,. M,.-.r, „!.•< r ...
Rrlr..r<l
T..e.d«>..l..l>
I)

Subject

WORLD

Independence,"

est anyone, anywhere, in the l'. S., at any time and will
full value for whatever admission von ask. Ik it
I bi reel covers not only the

•object matter, hut the Boston Tea Party, Paul Revere's
Hide, the Redcoats'
Retreat
From
Lexington
and the
i ha Hancock, first signer of the Declaration.
Code Word. Dec.

Coming!

' The

Independence
The Court's Decree
V » Knlrnnoinii ,)«■(«■■ live StoryIt. I. ..-.I Friday.
July 7)

■ -' and perhaps best issue in the successful
Violet ira> Detective Series, this is assuredly worth
hooking and boosting. While the wind-up of the picture i- quite happy, the story is not the conventional
"nice ending" kind. Indeed, it is so true to life that it
finds Detective Graj allied to the side to which your
sympathies aren't— but that's where she'd be in real life.
and the "real life" element in motion pictures is the one
that appeals to the public. No.
.Code Word. Cree.

THANHOUSER CO.
New Rochelle, N. Y.

The Doll's House, by Ibsen!

Declaration

of

Independcnc

To Be

Booked

NOW
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Surpasses
and

can

1. 1

V.

■ ' i

be obtained

I.I \\

FILM

in

the

I.M'II

\TION
Ask Your Exchange
Immediately
For Particulars

\ASKKKI_V

PROGRAM

SOLAX
AMERICAN
SOLAX
ITALA

YANKEE
BISON
RELIANCE
ITALA
LUX
GT.
NORTHERN

ECLAIE

Any 26 Releases Ever Shown

United 6tate»
CANADA

and

"THE:

FILM DELIVERIES
WILL REACH NEW YORK
AROUT JULY 1st

A
T
I
0
N

First Run Customers
Willing to Pay Extra for
A "REAT"

IMP
THANH0U8EE
CHAMPION
IMP
YANKEE
POWERS

BOOKED

0
R
0

CORO

MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
THUHBDAY
FRIDAY
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NESTOR

NESTOR

"The

Worth-White

NESTOR

Film"

David Horsley, 147FoirthAve., N. Y. City

After You
en this life-tingling, pleasing, thrilling, enthralling Cowboy-Indian Picture — undoubtedly the
and hiost
sensational
WESTERN
irtment atesl
of laudatory
words
would fail
to describe ever
our produced
release of -you'll realize that even the
Wednesday,

Be Good

Jane

28th, 1911

"THE
Get This Real Feature
to Yourself !GUNFIGHTER"
898

Feet of Breathless

Reel

TKrills

nippy
ATURDAYS
atisfyiiq
cinliilalinfl
ide-spllllinq

COMEDIES

PHOTOS
of Nestor
Players
for framing,
6 of able
them
— suitwill be sent you
on receipt of 15
cents in stamps.
now I
Send for them

COMING!
Saturday, July 1, 1911

Mutt and

Jeff

Talking Pictures
First Furiously Funny
Foto-Farce
Full Pare Adv. El.ewhere

THE

CUNFIGHTER"

BOUQUETS
"Nestor Films are certainly making a hit with all of
our exhibitors." — Standard
Film Exchange, Chicago, 111.
"Nestor Films arc great.
They are the most dependable
manufactured by Independents."— H. L. Landon, Lyric
Amusement Co., Charleston,
W . \ a.

COMING!
Wednesday,

July 5, 1911

A Message from
the West
Just Another Typical
Worth-While
Nestor
Western
ORDER

IN ADVANCE

!
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e American Film Mfg. Co. Chicago

'When

you think of WESTERN— think of

Flying A Cowboy
RELEASE

OF

MONDAY,

JUNE

Films"

26th

"The Actress and
The Cowboys"
"The Sky Pilot's

Intemperance"
Two

uproariously laugh-provoking "Flying A"

Comedies.
both funny.

RELEASE

OF

Both

Cowboy
Western—

THURSDAY,

JUNE

29th

"A WESTERN
A Cowboy

Drama.

Extreme-

WAIF"

ly good production. An extremely good story, together
with extremely sensational action makis this reel an excep.
tioml feature.
Th? greatest Western Film the
American company

-C

O

RELEASE

"THo

Call

of

RELEASE

"THE SCHOOL

M
OF

MA'AM

ever made

I N

MONDAY,

the

•■«

OJULY

3rd

Open

OF THURSDAY,

OF SNAKE"

JULY

Range"
eth

"THE RANCH

CHICKEN"

"FLYING A" COWBOY
COMEDIES
THAT'S ALL
Demand, request, beg, borrow or steal, two Flyi t,- A Cowboy Pictures each w eck, Monday

AMERICAN
Bank

FILM
Floor,

MANUFACTURING
Ashland

Block,

Chicago,

III.

CO.
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WOKI.D

READY!

(Front Cover)

{Back Cover)

Now, then, you exhibitors who have been looking for a special midsummer business-booster, send
for the Imp Book if you have not already received a copy. Ask about our special proposition.
Don t put it off and forget it. Do it this minute. Take advantage of the hard work and thought
we have put into this business-boosting scheme for YOU.' The Imp Book is ready, and the first
edition upis !going like wildfire. Be the fiist to spring it in vour territory. Be a live one. And
hurry

Next

"Imp"

Releases

"In the Sultan's Garden"

Are

Superb!

'For the Queen's Honor"

Here is a moving picture so completely out of the
Is one of the most magnificently staged pictures we
ordinary that your patrons will go wild about it. It
ever produced. It is a story of Italy in the sixteenth
deals with a young American naval officer who falls
century, the principals being members of the royal
family.
The remarkable versatility of members of
in love with the Sultan's favorite and carries her
away after one of the best marine battles ever shown
the Imp stock companies is shown to better advanon the screen. Released Mondav, Julv 3. Put up
tage than ever before.
Make immediate arrangements
for an earlv booking.
Released Thursday,
release!
the hottest scrap of your career to "get this Imp
July 6.
FIVE DOLLARS
FOR AX IMP LOBBY DISPLAY.
ING oi handsome oak frame (.Vi.bv 2'', feet) with ten
heavily glassed openings, each containing a fine photograph of an Imp
performer.houses.It's Order
the bestat lobbv
picture
once. display that has ever been issued for

Independent Moving Pictures Co. of America,
102 W. roist St.. New York. Carl Laemmle, Pres.
We want your name and address immediately.
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PATHE PRERES
Pf <*. FILMS fm

Grea.t4*.JulyFilm
WASHINGTON
RELICS
(About 1,000 Feet)

Something New in the Motion Picture Field
Pictures Never Shown on the Screen Before
Washington's birthplace at Wakefield < in the Potomac; Alexandria, Va., the town he helped to
survey when he was 16 years old; Old Christ Church, where he worshiped; Cartyle House.
where he received Ins commission as Major in the British Anny . his headquarters at Valley I
and other scenes at this spot where die little Continental Army went through such horrors of
starvation and cold. Independence Hall, Philadelphia, where he received his ■commission as Commander-in-Chief. Betsj Ross's house, where he, in company with two other gentlemen, ra
the firs! flag ol the LJnion. Yorktown, where h< accomplished the unprecedented victory and received the surrender of Cornwallis. The remains of the house where he spent his honeymoon.
Pictures of hu swi rds, uniform and revolutionary camp kit. Some oi his letters, showing his
ture, and finall) his magnificent home, Mt. Vernon on the Potomac, to which he retired to
private life, and his simple but stately tomb. The film ends with 1 picture ^'i Washington and
the flag in col
a unique and absolutely unsurpassed picture tor a 4th of July celebration

BOOK THIS IF YOU WANT A WINNER
The Papers In Your Town Will Boost It

RELEASED

MONDAY,

JULY

3rd
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YITAGRAPH
4-RELEASES

A WEEK-4

"A Quaker Mother"
An Emotional Drama; Tuesday, June 27th

The Old-Fashioned kind that exercises the best influence and makes the world and everybody in it
better.

66

Courage ol Sorts"
A Western Story; Wednesday, June 28th

There are many sorts ; this is of the right sort. By our good deeds we are known. A Doctor falsely
accused and convicted stops in his flight from his pursuers and saves the life of a little child rather than
himself.

"The Patriotic
Battleand Hymn
theJuneRepublic"
Spectacular;of
Friday,
30th
For a safe and sane celebration of our Patriotism on July 4th, this will make a great display. Written
by Julia Ward Howe. An outburst of superb and glorious brilliancy that inspires and thrills the people,
filling them with enthusiastic wonder and the spirit of its grandeur.

"Tested by the Flag"
A War Drama; Saturday, July 1st

A story of love and war.

A victor in the first is a hero in the second.

the girl of his choice rallies under the same standard.

NEXT WEEK

He stands by his colors and

A tribute to "Old Glory."

"The Latent Spark" A Comedy Drama. — Tuesday, July 4th.
"In Northern Forests" A story of the Northwest. — Wednesday, July 5th.
"The Woes of a Wealthy Widow" A Comedy.— Friday, July 7th.
"Snow Bound with a Woman Hater" A Comedy Drama. — Saturday, July 8th.

Photos of Yitagraph players, 7x9 inches ready for framing: 20c. each, $2.00 the dozen.
Do you get the Yitagraph

Posters with the' descriptions

of the pictures on them?

TheVilagraph Company ol America KK2."S5* KES3S2
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A CATTLE HERDER'S ROMANCE
A story told on a cattle ranch in the Far West.

Heleased Monday, July 3rd

THE

NEW

A Corking Comedy.

Length 1000 feet

COOK

Featuring Frederick Santley as The Cook.

Released Wednesday, July 5th

Length 990 feet

TO THE AID OF STONEWALL JACKSON
An Exploit of the Girl Spy.
This

is another of the celebrated Kalem Girl Spy Stories and is full of excitement
from start to finish. Featuring Gene Gauntier as Nan the Girl Spy.

Released Friday, July 7th

Length 1005 feet

Handsome 4 color portrait, 15 x 20 inches in size, of Gene Gauntier, for 40 cents, postage prepaid.
Postal Card Photos of Gene Gauntier and Alice Joyce, $5.00 per 1,000 in lots of 500 of a subject.
Order a quantity and give them to your patrons as souvenirs.
A beautiful Photogravure, hand colored in France, of Alice Joyce, 40 cents each, postage prepaid
A Set of 10 Photos of the principle Kalem Players, each 7x9'.. inches in size, for $1.20, postage prepaid.

KALEM

COMPANY
INCORPORATED

NEW

YORK, 235-239 W. 23rd St.
LONDON, 45 Cerrard St. W.
BERLIN,
35 Friedrich Str.
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33

Metallic Cloth Curtains and Screens
THREE

THINGS

DETERMINE

And
ALL

THE

THE
THE

PICTURE

RESULT—

MACHINE
FILM

The Screen
ARE

EQUALLY

IMPORTANT

A screen that will improve your picture result 1 00 per cent, is equal to the same percentage ofimprovement in your machine or your film.

XA/E

HAVE

THE

SCREEN

"Sunlight" Metallic Cloth Curtain Co., JHSSSftlC

The

RE ADV
SOON
National
Exclusive
Program
Watch for the First

'Release

Vate

Our representative has just returned from Europe with exclusive contracts to represent the following
European manufacturers: —
MONO FILM, Paris
MONDIA FILM, Paris
ACQUILA FILM, Turin
SAVOIA FILM, Turin
HELIOS FILM, Rome
LATIUM FILM, Rome

Arrangements now

COMERIO FILM, Milan
HEPWORTH, London
CLAREDON,
London
CRICKS & MARTIN, London
BEUTSCHES-MUTOSCOPE, Berlin
MEESTER, Berlin

being made with American manufacturers.
Write for Terms :

NATIONAL

FILM DISTRIBUTING
COMPANY

34-36 W. HOUSTON STREET
N. Y. CITY, U. S. A.
"Watch for our adv. next week.

Something important.'

Moving' Picture World

THE

WORLD

PHOTOGRAPHIC

PUBLISHING

COMPANY

- 125 E 23d. Street, NEW

(Beach Building)
SUBSCRIPTION
DISPLAY

WESTERN

RATES:

$3.00 per year. Post free in the United States, Mexico, Hawaii, Porto Rico and the Philippine
Islands.
Canada, $3. 50. Foreign Countries, $4.00, Post Paid.

ADVERTISING

OFFICE

: 169

YORK

Telephone call, 1343-1344 Gramercy

RATES ON APPLICATION
CLASSIFIED ADVERIISMENETS
W.

Wa.hington

Street (Poit

Building),

(Xo

Display), Three

Chicago,

III.

cents

Telephone.

per word,

Main 3145.

minimum
Automatic

charge

50c.

Phone 32732

Entered at the General Post Office in New York City as Second-Class Matter
Address all correspondence "Moving Picture World, P. O. Box 226, Madison Square, New York," and not to individuals.
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The Legal Status ot the Moving Picture Exhibitor.
The common law of England does not recognize the
existence of any show, exhibition or theatre unless it is
duly licensed. In other words, the theatre has no rights
and the attitude of the law is one of toleration merely.
This policy of toleration was at one time suspicious and
unfriendly, but has in the course of centuries changed
just a little for the better. We in this country have inherited the law of England, and the spirit of that law
even today controls the dealings of the State with the
theatre.
A license is the lowest form of legal protection ; it confers no permanenl or vested rights, it subjects the licensee
to constant supervision by the licensors, and the license
may be withdrawn generally at the naked discretion of
itive officers of city or State. There has lately
been a disposition on the part of courts of equity to come
to the rescue of the exhibitor where the withdrawal of
the license has been grossly arbitrary, and thus the abuse
of discretion on the part of tyrannical officials has been
somewhat checked. As a rule, however, com 1
like to interfere with the exercise of discretion on the part
of olh' ii
The general tatutea of the State of New York refer
to moving picture exhil
only in two instances—in tin
l again in 1910;
the former deals with the admission of minors to moving
picture theatres, the othei providea for examining and
licensing operators, who must be citizens and of full age,
e concerned, the
picture exhibition with theatres,
and a theatre has been legally defined as "a house for the
exhibition of dramatic performances j a playhou
prehending the stage, the pit, b
tra."

'I lie drama lia

been legally
defined
"a
rdinarily
designed
to be
spoken, bul it may be represented in pantomime, when the
ulation "

Just what
reproduction by
ruaJ the
performan

be in the eyes of the law has never been determined because the question has never been raised.
The law gives absolute power to the municipal authorities to license or to refuse licenses. The question of the
amount of licenses has been repeatedly passed upon by
the appellate courts, and the decisions hold out little encouragement toexhibitors. The courts in every recorded
case, where a contest was made, have sustained the
amount fixed by the authorities. The judges have held
that the work of examining the applicant and the application and the necessity of constant supervision justified
the authorities in demanding a substantial amount. Likewise unlimited power is vested in the municipal authorities to regulate the building, the interior and exterior
arrangements, to prescribe, in fact, any measures which
in the judgment of the authorities are required by the
exigencies of public safety,
llou far the police may go in censoring moving pictures or in suppressing exhibitions that would seem to
endanger public moraut) or offend public decency is a
uestion still. The police, of course, ai
judges of last resort; if the) interfere without an) warrant of law with the -bowing oi a picture their
subject to judicial review, and if their action ha- been
wholly unjustified the)
1 - at the
civil law. and may be criminally prosecuted f 1
sion. Mayor Gaynor has made that much \<
The censoi ins of picturt
-< emi in m u

While the in- •.
the law. fair subjects to: public
make them tars,
criticism b) nev»
ceeds the bound;
nable

'.now that where
1 1 thcre-
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Van Bibber's Experiment
not the first tii
son G m]
to the pages of Richard Hard]:- Davis in search of it?
film subji
the word a great
writer arn! it was not surprising that in some previous
Edjson efforts, notably in "Ranson's Folly," the sueThere is, however, in some of
uch good material for an American film maker anxious to please an American public
The figure ^\ Van Bibber was one of his cleveresl creations and this present story rings with a genuine note
oi Americanism, not the drivel of the yellow press, DU1
real Americanism,
the noble sentiment,
which in this
newer ami fresher world of ours, freer from the taint
ial prejudice, holds out a larger hope to
erring or oppressed humanity.
The film maker wisely
changed
the original title of the story "Van
Bibber's
into "Van Bibber's Kxpcriment," not only because burglars are not supposed to occur in moving pictures, however largely they may figure in the daily press,
but because the film story, thanks to several clever
changes and additions, is in every way better, more dramatic and more convincing than the tale of Davis. The
story as sketched in the film can be told in a few sentences. Grim necessity drives the former inmate of a
prison into crime. He is caught and disarmed by Van
Bibber, a young clubman, and incidentally a person of
sterling American manhood. Van Bibber believes that
this shattered, shipwrecked man may be reclaimed and
that the experiment is well worth trying. He takes the
man to his rooms, treats him at once with consideration
and confidence and while the poor fellow is still cowering under the shame and confusion of discovery and
fear of prison, Van Bibber has him clothed anew from
head to foot. As the man accidentally glances at the reflection of his new self in the mirror, his confidence and
his belief in his own manhood returns to him and his
better nature has evidently once more gained the upper
hand. Van Bibber's experiment, however, is not complete, and here follows a very clever conception of the
film maker, which he did not find in the story and which
is entirely his own. The burglar still suffers from the
pinching poverty which tempted him into crime before,
and his friend in evening clothes wants to see, whether
now. rehabited and rehabilitated, he will be strong
enough to resist temptation. He places a precious stone
within ea^y reach of the burglar and leaves the room.
His strange guest sees the jewel and is tempted, but
catching again the reflection of himself in the glass, he
conquers and spurns the temptation. Van Bibber, now
convinced that the man has regained his self-respect,
decides to help him to go West with his wife and provides
him with the money for this purpose. The story would
be interesting enough if it ended here, but the film
maker has constructed a very effective climax. He shows
us how entirely successful was the experiment of Van
Bibber. The reformed burglar sends Van Bibber a
fine picture of himself and wife and child, happy in the
free and breezy West and a check, paying back the money
Van Bibber had given him.
Xo dramatization with the aid of the spoken word
could have developed the plot better than this succession
of silent scenes. It was said of an old-time actor in
pantomime, that he could have interpreted Hamlet's
monologue without opening his mouth, so mobile and
expressive was his face, so eloquent and convincing were
his gestures. Something of this pantomimic perfection
was present throughout this film. The part of the burglar was taken by an actor, who thoroughly understood
its possibilities and who by holding himself in judicious
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restraint, gave an exceedingly telling portrayal. A similar tribute is due to the artiste, who took the role of
the burglar's wife; she appears in but two scenes, but
makes the most of her chances, touching all hearts. The
clubman was likewise acted with rare skill and discrimination, the actor had become merged in his part. The
scene in the clubhouse was a delightful glimpse of reality.
1 'he man, who acted the part of the detective, acquitted
himself with perfect art.
The audience made it very plain, that it was profoundly
grateful for this film. It quickly comprehends all its
fine points. When the burglar straightens up under the
humane treatment of his captor and again when he is
tempted in vain, the audience understood and responded
instantly by hearty applause. The moving picture audiences everywhere are hungry for the films of the type
represented

by

"Van

Bibber's

Expriment."

An Antidote to Cheap Vaudeville
The question of "Who started vaudeville" was recently discussed in the columns of the Moving Picture
World. Some thought it was Jones, others argued it
was Smith ; it really was the Necessity-of-the-Human
Voice in connection with the moving picture entertainment.
It is human nature to think as little as possible. There is
not one of us who does not like the favorite route of the
line of least resistance. The vaudeville, even the ghastly
variety which camps on the trail of the five-cent houses,
supplied the much-needed human voice. So far, so good.
The fatal error lay in this: The human voice was there
sure enough, but in no way connected with the moving
picture as such ; on the contrary, it was wholly separate
and distinct from the moving picture entertainment itself
and very often it made a painful and unwelcome contrast.
It is sure the audience could never see the fitness and
sense of a cheap vaudeville act following the production
of a good feature film.
While it is quite true that the moving picture entertainment demands the human voice, it must be the human
voice directly connected with and rationally growing out
of the moving picture, the human voice heightening and
not destroying the illusion of the picture. To run an
illustrated song or an act of vaudeville between the reels
of such subjects as "The Life of Moses," "A Tale of Two
Cities," "Enoch Arden," "Faust," "The Maccabees,"
"The Battle Hymn of the Republic," must appear unsuitable to even a limited intelligence, but to supply the
need of the human voice by having a suitable lecture competently delivered will strike everyone as a welcome and
fitting feature, because it is directly connected with and
grows rationally out of the moving picture itself, because
it heightens rather than disturbs the illusion. Such a
feature goes with the picture, it helps and completes it
and the picture often demands it.
Many are afraid of the word "lecture." Some think
of it as a dry and wearisome recital by a mentally and
physically desiccated person with queer angles, others
again think it is synonymous with the stage thunder of
the "barker." As a matter of fact, the lecture, if carefully prepared to run evenly and smoothly with the picture, decidedly adds to the dramatic force of the picture
and makes the enjoment of the spectator both easier and
keener, because he will have the aid of the ear to help
•him understand and appreciate. True eloquence in
proper places not only explains the meaning of the picture, but greatly enhances the effect. Such lectures are
by no means an experiment ; they have been tried with
excellent results in some of the bigger and enterprising
theatres.
Such lectures add to the prestige and reputa-
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tion of the houses and win and build up a most desirable
kind of patronage.
The average patron is grateful for any progressive
step on the part of the management, and will show his
appreciation. It is only just to the smaller houses and
the poorer audiences to state that this feature is just as
welcome to them as to the place with the higher price of
admission. Good features, suitable for lectures are by no
means too numerous.
One in ten is perhaps an optimistic

WORLD

estimate. When such feature films come to the exhibitor
he should realize the splendid opportunity ottered him of
doing an extraordinary business with them. Properly
presented with suitable music and lecture these films
please audiences far better than the ordinary him and
once an audienc<
sirable feature it may be count* I
the house
on every subsequ
announced.

Plots.
By Lolis Reeves Harrison.
What a large number of directors are after in a scei new complication of incidents unfolded in brief
form. In other words, they want a good plot, involving
new incidents and at least one hne situation, so condensed
as to appear at a glance and thus economize time in the
examination of scenarios, badly constructed, lacking originality, or otherwise unavailable. The photoplaywright
might as well accommodate himself to these conditions
and save writing materials, to say nothing of stamps for
the numerous excursions of his scripts. As to the kind
of plots most suitable much depends upon their appeal
nario reader, and he is liable to get indigestion
from living too high.

pen when the nice young man with a frank and winning
smile finds himself cut out of his best girl by a fascinating villain with a wad of hair on his brow and a broken
cigarette dangling from his discolored lips. I feel as
though the performance
I re it begins because that villain is sure to be found out. I know to an
absolute certainty that the last picture will be that oi
the girl hiding her face on the hero's bosom, followed by
"Approved by the National Board of Cei
MYSTERY.

When, O Conan Doyle! will we have one like you to
put the adventures of the immortal
Sherlock on the
screen?
I suppose the objection would be that a crime
THE TRIANGLE.
might have to be committed before our very
thus encourage our children to become bandits.
This is
Stripped of characterization and settings, the plot of a
not unreasonable to suppose.
A small boy in my family
play is, in its broadest sense, the unfolding of the story
was given an Indian dress, like that worn by one of the
as distinguished from its purpose. If the presentation on
the screen is so purely theatrical and automatic that the
children in "The Little Major," and wanted the gun that
audience fails to see anything in the piece, if the people
went with it or some other deadly weapon.
His wish
was not granted, but he came near slaughtering the innosay "Ah !" when the lights are turned up and the next
cent in most disapproved style.
He appeared early one
vaudeville act begins, do not worry. That director will
morning in the bedchamber of his parents with a big
get it where Mary wears her beads even if he does say
knife he had found in a kitchen drawer all ready to carve
the playwright was to blame. A good old standby in the
the ancestral tree, but papa and mamma happen
"drammer," and one easily recognized as having certain
awake, daring each other to get up and see what time
that of "The Eternal Triangle" — two men and
it was, and the little tot was prevented from imitating
a woman — otherwise known as "The Three-Leaved
certain characters in the moving pictures.
The picture
Clover.*' It was originated by Aristotle and is as worn
as an old Persian rug, but it is still good because we all .might show the crime already committed or Stati
recognize the situations innumerable that it presents as
proposition in a subtitle about the size of an ideal scenario. The play ought to be easy to direct, as it would
actually occurring in the families of our neighbors.
depend almost entirely for interest on incident
Woman, lovely woman, is so uncertain! Between two
ation and there are plenty of us who like to watch a
equally devoted men, she balances as lightly a= she does
play where a clever detective matches his wit
her check-book, never quite sure which she likes best.
those of a keen malefactor no matter tt
She hovers between the -"bd provider of necessities and
the artistic provider of luxuries, affording a larg<
willthe
be screen
the first
on
in to put a reallv thrill:- „•
of that delightful and thrilling essential, suspense to her
family and friends.
She really has greater fidelity in
her nature than mere man. hut there
your director in
the commonplace
to the more
entertain
her nature, which can only he reached by two distinct
individualities.
This peculiarity lias been used m nearly
. dng incident, cb
They invariabl)
.1 photoplay emthis i>l<-t will have stupendous precedence back
Well high
handled,
hut re.jii
no
tabhsh confidence and inspire respect
writing the fifteen or twei
one who has written nothing
worth
ng and produced le i will tell you that il ii i
good thing to take the audience into your confidence.
to let the people in front see whal
on unknown to the characters ; in fact, it can he done in
the title, as in "After
i
and a woman waving good by, with the villain
grinning w ith dai
I all the trouble of thinking when the finish is
1 in the title.
I BUpp
ng, hut I

would pn

I mil; everything
• appear that I
settings.
the sudience, in gi\ ing the pul
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i the author, else the play
1 1] constructed scenario tixes
-i- in the mind of
• . then, and then
incident to the betterment or
only, he can add
■I. There is not
-; doubt that mos i i the scenarios submitted
have to In.- rearranged to be available, but, on the ether
hand, tlu
spoils ;i bushel of plays in
ui one successful one.
Result
what we see
even da\ on the screen.

■

When we reach the plot of dominant mood, revealing
the internal as well as the external human being, laving
bare the minds and heart- of our characters, we are up
among the masterpieces. In this held are found the
most powerful situations dealing with matters of intense
human interest, containing in abundance that valuable
ispense. A moral crisis can be depicted on the
screen when theatrical attempts to show physical danger only cause the amusement excited by the adventures
of Desperate Desmond and Claude Eclaire. The dominant strain in a powerful drama must be sounded, no
matter how faintly, early in the play and from the first
that it reaches attention should be continually
enforced by every detail of incident and setting at the
director's command until the crisis is reached. This form
of drama lends itself more than any other to development on the screen because mere figures of speech can
never delineate either high emotion or that of suppressed
nature as well as can facial and gestural expression.
Passion, susceptibility, moral insensibility, irritability,
complacency, discontent, grief, self-contempt, love, hate,
all the wide range of human feeling in dominant or subdominant strain, are as interesting to witness in the play
as they were 2.000 years ago. In the form of comedy,
human meanness can be held up to ridicule, or human
weakness to good-humored laughter, by using a dominant mood; while the element of suspense, always requiring skillful manipulation, can be worked up through the
interest always shown in the outcome where one or more
individuals are "possessed" by some extreme mood that
blinds common sense and subjugates the will. The principal trouble with such plays is that brains are required
all along the line from the initial conception to the final
execution, the great advantage of them being that they
are universally enjoyed and raise photoplay production
to the place it deserves and should enjoy — that of a
fine art.
Beginning with next number, the Moving Picture
World will be enlarged as to the number of pages and
other departments added, which will make it still more
valuable to the exhibitor. So many of our readers have
written to us that they would not be without the MOVING
Picture World if it cost them Ten Dollars a year that
ey should be needed for a slight advance in our
subscription rate. We are further justified in this because we relieve many of our reader- of the expense
of subscribing to another journal. The publishers of the
Picture World have purchased the "Film Index." the first paper to enter this field, and it will be
merged with the World, which will continue to give the
every faction of the trade with equal fairness
and

accuracy.

Subscriber- theto Moving
the "FilmPicture
Index." World
who
of their expiration term extended

will have the period
nately.

Subscribers t>> the "Film Index"
■ «LD who
will
receive the World if they so de-ire or have the amount
of their unexpired subscription to the "Index'" refunded.
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Kinemacolor.
Heavily financed and under capable management, the
Kinemacolor Company of America 1- now makii a
and rapid progress t" the point where the beauties of this
1 showing
motion
pictures in the 0
Mature will be visible to the American public. In former
issues of the Moving Pi< ruRE World, Kinema<
been frequently and favorably commented upon and a
few week- ago we recorded it- triumph at the beautiful
Scala Theater in London.
Exhibitions in this country.
-o far. have onh been in the nature of demon Now we understand that territorial right- are being rapidly disposed of and, beginning with the exhibition of the
Coronation
-en.
ings :na_\ be
for in the best theaters of all the principal cities.
The Kinemacolor Coronation pictures will be a revelation to the American public, not only of the custom- and
costumes of our cousins across the water, but of the
marvelous possibilities of this process. These pictures
were taken by Royal command. Few in America can
thoroughly
appreciate
The
only analogv
wouldwhat
be a "royal
decisioncommand"
of the Supreme
Court of the United States. Royalty has manifested
great interest in the progress of Kinemacolor and the
"command" to record the coronation Ceremonies by that
process mean- that .Mr. Charles Urban will be afforded
every official courtesy and privilege a- to the best points
of vantage -even opportunity to record every detail of
the proceedings. Weather permitting, millions will therefore be able to see in all the blaze of color and all the
pomp of action this spectacle of world wide interest,
better no doubt and certainly with more comfort than if
they were being jostled in the throng- that fill London
Streets at this moment.
The Coronation ceremonies extend over a considerable period of time. The preliminarie- have been successfully recorded in Kinemacolor. and the films are already on exhibition at the offices of the Kinemacolor
Company, 145 West 45th Street. Xew York City. We
have been favored with private exhibitions of "Reviewing the Troops by King George and Emperor William of
Germany," "The Investiture of the Prince of Wales with
the
Orderwhich
of thewere
darter,"
"Trooping
of the Color-."
subjects
exacting
and satisfactory
tests all
of
Kinemacolor. Another picture. "Unveiling Victoria's
Memorial." although photographed on a dull and foggy
daw subdued in color, but harmonious and correct in
tonality, was remarkable evidence of the technical advance of the process since the first exhibition in Madison
Square Garden a year and a half ago.
The number of Kinemacolor subjects at present available, scenic, educational and dramatic, are so lai
so attractive that theater managers cannot afford to neglect it as an important addition to the black and white
program or even a- a drawing program by itself. State
and territorial rights are only being -old to thoroughly
responsible partie- who will handle Kinemacolor as a
feature. It is hardly likely that it will find its way into
the smallei
for some time.
We learn, however, that the Kinemacolor Company of America will supplement Kinemacolor with a suitable program of black
and white of their own manufacture or importation, and
that this will, in the near future, be available to exhibitors through a circuit of exchanges.
Under the management of Mr. J. J. Murdock, whose
experience a- an amusement promoter, ha- marked epochs
in the vaudeville
and moving picture field, the Kinenij>anv of America, with it- solid backing of
well-known capitalists, is destined to be a very formid■neiit to the two present competing factions.
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Impossibilities in the Plot
I- it because the gamut of human passion, emotion and
incident has been run, and the craze for something new
grown so greatly that producers mu-t delve into the realms
of the impossible for plots of theii
it a lack
of common sense, of real appreciation of life, and disbelief
in the intelligence of audiences?
I pause for a reply — which, I see clearly, is not forthcoming.
For certain it is that one play in three — well. thirty per cent.,
or every other one, for the matter o- that, according to the
way they happen to run. is either built upon an improbability so great it can fairly be termed impossible, or else
within it is found an incident, action, happening, so unnatural, so different from what we know — you and 1 and the
rest of the payers of rive-cent pieces — that if we d
and leave,
and only the hope of another and
more reasonable film hold-* us an'!
ur places!
Yea, verily, I will be precise and particular — I never was
much on generalities when I could get something particular
to say.
But I am going to let you decide whether I am right or
wrong, and on your decision 1 am quite content to stand or
fall. Moreover, I don't give a rap whether you be manager
or piano player, operator or ticket taker, proprietor or janitor, writer of plays or producer of them — even you may be
the poducer of Imp films themselves, whom I am now about
to step upon, gently, but firmly.
To you all, big, little, high, low, so you wear trousers, I
would ask thi- question, if you came along and found a
man with hi- arm- about your sweetheart his hands at her
throat, his face trying to get close to her- — if you heard her
pitiful cries of terror and anguish, her pleadings with the
brute,
her you
prayer
for him
help,gently
what would
do"'put one arm
Would
sling
to one you
side,
about your dear one's shrinking, frightened form, and wave
the beast superbly away, pointing dramatically to east-westsouth-north— the while you thundered denunciation at him
and soothed your little girl with the disengaged hand?
Or would you proceed to just naturally beat his face to a
jelly, get your hands on his throat and choke the foul breath
from him, take him apart and see what makes him go. smash
him. dash him, beat him, kill him''
Well,hasin just
"Behind
the Palisade"
Imp produces
a play
which
this situation
in it. Only,
it was necessary
that the male fact or v't away aiur hi- a-sault on the girl.
Hut instead of having him jump and run for it, when Brave
Hero comes to Girl's re-cue, he cowers and shrinks and
\ while Brave )i<r,, -Oh, Very Brave Hi
Heroic Actions with hand and mouth — let- him go! After
that, what mattered the superb charge of the Filipino
tribe'
What mattered the expense, the trouble, the good
photography, the tight behind the palisade?
We knew— we
it was all bluff, and not all Bra e H«
run for help could satisfy ua tliat he wai all of a man
For
we had seen linn obey a director- belu-t when he ought to
have murdered In- brother actor
There vrai the trouble — a
brother actor
not a villain!
lint, bad a- tin i
i a horrible mess
of the truth• ofa- Summer
Kalein getofl m their lUperb production of
M
Kalem

d, most beautifully
ought i-

duction of till- ]'
able thai I
at all can belie\ ■ iii n

set p

I hal im h a > a i
:ld

be

i impossibilit)
mildly,

I Summei

I

Morn

i- an

Indian

maiden

-pent

m

thai

Of -elite'
you wanted tO run
to adopt
the child lef
these thing- out
And no one but a fool would tfjc«
■it still lived, and try to make her her own. with
loption, or at lta-t witl
from the
living parent.
But not tin- woman and her husband
Though I
-vide the title- that the little girl
make n. . effort to mid out where, oi anything I
\\ h> '- Becausi
; la) takes thi •
carnations
to thetb<prison*
and Mother ami Little A
Later.

I

I
Summer

"
■ it i- im-

;

(2)

!•■'

long white
• the chalk
pro-

admitting he went crazy and married an Indian girl, while in
to take her home with him. with :.:d expect
the held, would take her home with him. woUld be permuted
anything but utter ostraci-m and expulsion from th<
some charge— trumped up. if nece--arv— vcrv shortlv.
The
squaw-ma:
held in contempt by a!:
men.
It is well known that the half-breed Indian has all the
evil traits of both races and seldom the good of either — it is
common knowledge that the man who takes a squ..
cuts himself absolutely from a
h white
women — with most white men.
And here comes Kak-m and build- a story about 3n officer
in the army falling in love with, and marrying (tl
remony) an Indian girl, bringing her b
and seeming surprised when she and he are cut and
Kalem won't thank me for the suggestion (which ..
my heart*, but if
the War Department I'd
stop from
-uch Congri
libel- ,,n L'ncli law
But. after this initial impossibility. Kalem certainly does
do it up brown— the action, on the part of squaw and man.
scenery which i- magnificent, and photography which is exqui-ite — are all beyond criticism.
Vet. one doe- make one little wonderment in ones mind
as to whether an Indian maid would forgive so readilv. and
drown herself that her •husband's" path might be
"A Squaw'sin Retribution''
is another
which Hubby,(Bison)
left a there
fortune,
deserts squawIndian
wifey and quence that she track- him down 'and -licks a knife into
him and his
white lady love. It isn't pretty, but it looked
probable,
anyway!
Vitagraph. after a few excursions into the ancient which
fell rather fiat, has come back to il
old love
— heart plays and real comedies.
And in "The S
they certainly came into their own with a beautiful, touching,
heart gripping little play in which mother love and child
love, father love and renunciation play their parts
It is simple in plot, aA woman who has been a mother, but whose child has died,
takes from an orphan a-y!um a little girl The little girl"*
mother is dead, her father in prison I he woman and her husband adopt the little girl. And. right here. \ it
en know- what reason, runs the play right through an improbgreat it hurt- to look at it. If you adopted a child,
knowing
it- father was il
■ .! out hiname, number,
offei
:neiit. number
of

Child

wit!,
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■
Kt, but ii" matter
be
• that OKI
Why hadn't
Lynch th( >ld Witch,
On thi
the man they had
her, I>o i n k
:' and lover who arrive in time to
I !i-r and sudden
: thing they will like, but if Kalem
•', made cowards iiof(highly
these

■

"battle"

pion's "With Lot
treet bad to
whj Seven Pines, no one knows, or cares,
well been Meade at Gettysburg,
ality.
■■■ e to hang ■ ianother
oni
scenes upon, in which some painted scenery, fifty

and it'- curious
■l love one cirl. who loves both
She starts
anges her mind at the altar and marries the
real husband Union; was-to-be-butn captured, Confederate his jailor.
has received notice that wife has a son, all well.
■ n federate
lover-and-alniost-husband
finds
laughs.
Vision of mother and child — change
I i .ut. "You must go to her," he
■ er, ami actually risks death and dishonor
(the tir-t of which he nets) that his one-time sweetheart's
ok, see, his new baby.
AubSttrd?
' 't course.
If she were dying, such a thing might
have happened, but that any soldier would risk his soldierly
honor, help a prisoner escape, ri-k being shot himself, simply that a husband might go and see his wife and baby, when
knows — from the letter — that everything is well
of them, strikes one as being a little far-fetched!
! I am through,
Essanay, usually good in
lays, comes across with a rather foolish idea in
■ :n Death."
It is this. Chums love the same girl.
She marries one. Chums go off together on prospecting expediton.
The title tells us that to avoid making his pal feel
badly, he conceals his marriage!
Chum suspects something, always goes for the mail, and
steals and hides all wife's letters to husband He doesn't
read them — just steals them!
Chum nets chased by Indians, and the two defend the
shack. Finally the husband is shot and chum confesses his
evil and reads the husband some of the letters, while the
Indians kindly cease firing at the shack to let him do it.
Husband indignant, but when chum is also shot, they clasp
hands and die together, "Forgiven in Death" — and the title is
justified
But why conceal the marriage? It had to come out, sometime. There were witnesses, the parson — did they conceal
it, too' Why did the girl consent to concealing the mar:ch an extent that she kisses her husband goodby,
and then kisses chum goodby, too — and last, at that? It was
that Chum not know they were married, otherwise
there would be no point in his stealing letters, and if he
didn't steal letters there would be nothing to be forgiven
for when they were both killed— and— Oh, well, what'r the
use of being so critical, anyway? They forgave each other
and I suppose I ought not to be less charitable.
it! Anyway, until next time, I won't say anything more about
But I would like to know what the dandy leading man of
ay Company, who is about as convincing a sheriff,
robber, planter, ranch owner— whatever
part he
one can wish for. thinks of some of the idiotic
thinps he has been made to do?
One can forgive some
pretty poor plots for the sake of the personal magnetism of
the man, and his excellent restraint and reserve in his acting.
The Fort Wayne Electric Works announce that their busicn merged with that of the General Electric Com-chencctady.
X. Y.
The Fort Wayne
Electric
tinue to manufacture the same line of apparatus as heretofore, under the direction of the same individuals. Correspondence for the company should be sent
to Fort Wayne as heretofore.
The business will be conducted under the name of the Fort Wayne Electric Works,
of General Electric Coir.

WORLD

The Exhibitors* League and the National
Convention
Picture
len:

\

Cincinnati. ( )hio,

lune

16,

IQII.

World,

ndence is coming in from all over the United
< anada, asking for information about the National
be held in Cleveland, ( >hi
\- the correspondence is growing
many questions asked, 1 desire to stale through your paper:
First, that the meeting will be held in I leveland, Ohio,
Tuesday. August 1, loi i. Every bona tide exhibitor 111 the
United States and Canada is invited to attend this meeting.
A committee has been appointed by the Ohio State League
a hall and make all arrangements for the meeting.
The committee
reports that everything will be ready.
We expect the Board of Trade of Cleveland will
sistance to this movement,
We want every local and State
Exhibitors' League in the United States and Canada to have
representation as possible at Cleveland.
No one will be allowed xhibitors.
to participate
actions ,,f with
this
No inonethe connected
the manufacturing
or renting of films will be eligible to
membership.
In other words, a manufacturer or n
films, although an exhibitor, cannot become a member of
the League.
\\ e will l>e pleased to meet all manufacturers of films, of
moving picture equipment, also renters of films, at Cleveland.
Any advice they may have to offer for the good of the
moving picture business will be appreciated by jour organization. We have been asked if there will be ar.\
tions made by the manufacturers. We have only
a few letters along this line, however. Cleveland will be the
place, and the first of August the time. We would suggest,
lor any one interested in the moving picture business, to display goods which would be of interest to the e.xh
We cannot tell at this time the exact number that will be
at the meeting, hut from the number of letters received and
interest manifested we are led to believe there will be about
a thousand exhibitors at the convention.
The open- market, insurance, express, film exchanges, and
all other matters pertaining to our business will be discussed
at the convention.
This convention is called for the purpose of organizing
a national league, and to protect our own interests, and to
establish an organization to show the world that we are
business men and a big part of the great industrial world.
We would ask every local and state organization throughout the United States and Canada to assist in advertising
this meeting as extensively as convenient. We would ask
every exhibitor who reads this article to write a letter to
one or two of his brother exhibitors, calling their attention
to the importance of attending this meeting, or co-operating
with us through some organization.
All other lines of business are organized. The moving
picture exhibitor is at the mercy of everyone connected with
the business. Even the operator in the booth is organized,
and tells us how much we shall pay him, and how many
hours he will work, and how much time he must have to
secure his meals. The film exchanges tell us how much we
must pay. The manufacturer tells us the number of pictures
we are to use, and how much we are to pay them for the
privilege. The express company tells us how much we are
to pay for transportation. The insurance company tells us
how much we are to pay for the exorbitant insurance, and
after being instructed what to do and how to do it by everybody, we give the public a show, a splendid entertainment
for the little price of five cents. More than anyone el>e in
any line of business gives for the price.
Xow, Brother Exhibitor, don't you think it is about time
you arouse
yourself
and make an effort to secure your commercial rights
?
The Exhibitors of Ohio have done wonderful work since
their organization, and have saved hundreds of dollars.
We are taking in new members every day, and are in a
commanding position, whereby we do not have to beg for
our rights, but demand them. Since we are organized, our
business ability and influence is recognized by the commercial world, and daily the moving picture business is growing
in favor.
Anyone desiring further information will please write to
M. A. Neff, 1003 Mercantile Library Building, headquarters
of the Ohio State League.
Let us all advocate, advertise, and agitate, oh to Cleveland.
M. A. NEFF,
President, Exhibitors' League, Cincinnati, O.
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The Battle Hymn ot the Republic— Vitagraph.
Complete

Lecture

with

INTRODUCTORY
REMARKS.— It falls to my lot this
evening, ladies and gentlemen, to show and explain to you a
true film of art. In the dark and trying days of the great
Civil War, when the glor\
nied to fade, when
tlie forces of the North suffered defeat after defeat and many
began to despair of the Union, a great new moral power was
suddenly enlisted on behalf of the noble President — the stirring, wonderful song known as the Battle Hymn of the
Republic. How this inspiring anthem of war came to be
written, together with a pictorkl illustration of its immortal
verses will presently be shown on this screen. (Here give
the signal to the operator, who must be ready, and have
him run the picture as slowly as possible.)
SCENE I.— A home in the North during the great struggle.
It has paid its toll of patriotism; the husband and father has

Suggestions

as

to

Music.

SCENE 23. — The great work is
has spoken through the inspired writer, wh
not aware of what she has wrought. As she sits thinking
and praying, her eye- fall upon the written pages: she recognizes her own w -ork and. knowing that she has been an instrument in the hands of a higher power, -he returns thanks to
God.
24. — And this scene now shows us one of a hundred thousand like it — the quick effect of the hymn from
coast to coast. The mother, at first so loath to part with her
son, cannot resist the appeal to patriotism breathing in those
lines. "It is." she -ay-, "a holy war and a holy e
taking her husband's sword she gives it in the keeping of the
son, who joyfully marches forth to war. The hymn has revived the drooping spirits of the North, and once more the
country nobly answers Lincoln's call.
NOTE: This ends the lecture; during the rest of the picture
use nothing but patriotic music, principally the Battle Hymn
of the Republic. It will be observed that the order of the
verses in the Hymn is quite different from that of the film.
To guide the exhibitor and lighten the work ^i player, dinger
and lecturer, we give the exact order of th<
in the film, hereto subjoined.

"The

Dark

and

Trying

Days."

fallen on the field of battle; hi- sword hangs under hi-, picture.
Tin- son i- eager to replace tin- father in the rank- of the
blue, but the mother will not imperil the last tie that binds
her to life, and with tear- implores linn to remain
Bring
the nation's
burden in patient sorrow.
The new- of the
crushing
Union
lorsville has just reached him; tin
Stripe- had gone down before the valor and genius of Stonewall Jackson. Lincoln write- one of In- appealing notes to
General Hooker, the commander in the held, in whom he
mfidence, and who had so bitterly
disappointed him.
onsole him in hi- great distress Julia Ward
call- on him. seeking t" cheer him and dispel the lowering
■ r womanly
heart 1- deeply moved
by th(
dent ami a- -he leaves Lincoln's
1 feature- of the president haunt her mind.
l-peml lectun
martial

muSIC up t" the Scene where Julia Ward is
n her room, when you may re-unie VOUI

Lincoln is plai
nd deep in her soul and memory
A p
her mind and stirs those
1 work
\\ hO

Went

t.. -leep

with

while

Glory of the Coming

..I two waj
i- to have the hj i

men holy, let ni

-. him in the watchfires of a hundn
They have builded him an altar in the e\
damps.
I can read
hi- 1 .
lamp-.

Let the her.. Im.ii

in of the

■
■ . hymn

When I

OUt

the

of the Lord."

With a glor) in hi- bosom that ti..'

As he died t<> make

I

■ to an inspiratii i
I Finish picturi with a U ■■■
Republii
ftly i

ished i'

,: I

"The

In tin- beauty of the lilies Christ w.i- born

Hi

:

11.-

truth

I
1- 11
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COMPULSORY

EDUCATION
REMOVABLE.
ition has been looked upon
quirements of modern times.
The fact that
er or wen
i sequent the
■ inner; ress
also wthat
civilizationblessii
and education
ith attendant

pon authorities t" demand thai education be
hence the present-day system of
ition
The yre.u question ;i- to the possineral without compulsion
ter advancement were few.
.cry where careless and indication i- required, and even the pressure
ften only served to secure the bare fulfilment of
requirements.
Is it possible that either time or
circumstances may briny about a much desired change of
\ decade ago the problem would have
difficult one; to-. lay it is not! Under the guidance
Iged truth
that what is attractive needs no
the solution of one of the greatest questions of the
of attraction is such that the magnet needs
a driving instrument be used to compel the aplesired object; to be brought simply within
each other's range or cone is all that is required, and they
ther by mutual attraction.
In like manner educaagnetized as to draw to itself that which is
• to it. it tt be made attractive. The positive power
. on will nullify the negative power of compulsion.
remaining is. therefore, can education be
made attractive; if so, how' The answer is an easy one,
which the moving picture has already solved.
The attractive
• the kindergarten method opened a new future in
infantile education, as testified to all over the world. The
moving picture is the kindergarten system applied to higher
mal work; it a boy will commit the crime
of truancy to see the pictures, surely he will be drawn by
that which he craves to learn therefrom. By this means of
making education attractive, great advances can be forseen;
and the pressure of compulsion
will be removed
from the
ndants to the school authorities, in that they shall
• ■
ins which shall prove a mag\. rather than to wield a whip that drives. The
power of attraction in educational work is therefore now to
supplant compulsory education, and that power lies in the
• the moving pictures. If cinematography is going
thi two-fold benefactor of both abbreviating studies
sing them, and making dull subjects attractive.
i 1 truancy become unknown, but a more thorough
will be the lot of early twentieth century children.
CLASSIFYING THE PICTURE.
An enterprising exhibitor, desirous of changing the monv." at frequent intervals sets apart several
evening- upon which pictures of a certain class are exhib: I of a salamagundi program night after night.
This proves an agreeable change; it is a relit f from "the
usual thing." gives an opportunity for arranging special —
therefore better- -musical accompaniments;
indeed, in this
particular, more entertaining musical programs are possible
than otherwise.
An evening with the drama, another with
comedy, another ^cenic and educational, makes both a change
and a choice, which the patrons have approved by the manner in which they have supported the same.
This method of
n also calls for a more intelligent kind of entertainment, the usual form of showing an indiscriminate set
of pictures demanding
neither intelligence nnr culture.
At
such an exhibition the musicians are always perplexed, as no
is equal to the elasticity of the pictures, causing
mediocre playing but too often crude incongruities
that are appalling in their unsuitability and distasl
Although continuous classification may be at present impossible, the plan mentioned above— and proved sucessful — may
periodically, while at all times there may be such
: the program that its effect may

We

journeyed

one night this week

to Brooklyn

by special

imitation of Manager 1. Germain, of the Park Theater, which
is located at Fifth Avenue and Fifteenth Street. Mr. Germain
is one of those exhibitors who is endeavoring to show moving pictures in the proper way. He believes in the educational movement, and he believes in high-class films and
music. and emphatically does not believe in cheap vaudeville
in connection with his pictures. This exemplary manager is
doing all that he can to uplift the photoplay, and, as an evi>od faith, he united us to make our little journey
and witness his presentation of Enoch Arden.
For the occasion, arrangements had been made for the
lecturing of the picture with Mr. VV. Stephen Bush, the wellknown lecturer of New York and Philadelphia. The lecture
of course to any historical or classical picture is really half
of the exhibition, and without Mr. Bush, Enoch Arden would
have been only half as good as it was. Mr. Rush has the
happy qualification of being a poet by nature. His
spirit is reinforced bv a thorough classical erucation. His
lecture work, rendered in a resonant musical voice, made the
picture one of the most enjoyable of treats, and well worth
the journey to far off Brooklyn. It was evident that Mr.
Bush knew his subject to his linger tips. The enthusiasm
of his rendition was contagious, holding the interest every
moment of the time he spoke, and the tumultuous applause
which ved,
he received at the end of his discourse was more than
de-<

GETTING LOOSE.
Recent reading of references to moving pictures in papers
and magazines, together with more stringent criticisms
(seemingly justified), would seem to indicate that makers are
geting a little loose in their attitude towards their own best
interests. "Familiarity breeds contempt" is here exemplified
in the suggestion that in their constant intercourse with their
somewhat monotonous productions every evidence of either
carelessness or indifference is apparent.
One hardly knows what tonic is required; it may be a
"wake up," or a "jack up"; if neither of these are available
there will soon be a "pull up." As a "wake up," let it be
said that there is a strong tendency towards a return to the
early grade of pictures which wrought such, havoc among
the early exhibitions \ few weeks ago we pointed out that
there is no "stand still"; there must be either a forward or a
backward move. Present indications are decidedly backward.
It is becoming a regular "will o' the wisp" chase to see a
good picture, and "laxity" seems to be the position to which
the indicator of the times points. It is somewhat disheartening t.i those of us who are using all our energies and
efforts to enoble the moving picture to meet with so little
encouragement. Will those interested remember that candid
criticism and true advice comes from friends.
THE THEATER "GODS."
Theaters are now bewailing the fact that the moving pictures are depleting the ranks of their lower-priced patrons.
The much abused gods" suddenly appear as possessing both
a financial value and a discriminating critical judgment upon
which turned the success of the actor and the profit of the
manager. It is an old truth that the value of some things
are not known until they are lost; also, what is a los
place is a gain in another. A few more experiences of this
kind will shortly prove the moving picture as such a universal benefactor that side by side with other inventions
people will wonder however they got along without them.
There is a sort of change that is progress, and the change
in the theaters, brought about by the moving pictures, will
be for the great advantage of both.
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There
is
- that the
film exchange- are very lax in their system of kc
stock in trade in good order.
I think a film exchai
a par with a costuming establishment.
The costumer who
allow- the apparel he hire- out I
innot last
long.
The supreme aim of many exchange manag
to be to get the reel- back to the exchange and out
the quicke-t time possible, regardless of their condition
All
their energy seems to be expended
in tuning the
and over again to ijct the L;reate-t amount
them in the shortest possible time.
By the way. have you noticed how frequently pictures are
flashed without a title- Tin- ha- been a subject of comment
for some time. I have been informed that some exhibitors
have torn off the title- to keep the audience in il;i
the make of film-, and to substantiate this my informanthave pointed out cases where Licensed films h
shown with the titles of Independent
films, and vi

rable tin horn tooting in an "I told you so" -train
i- being indulged in by some of the people who ridiculed the
thought that motion pictures could be made to pay in Madison Square Garden in New
York
City.
Their delight that
the pictures
have
been
withdrawn
is almost
hysterical
because, a- one of them put it, "These picture people are too
conceited about the drawing power of the pictures.
At the
-tart of the undertaking, the management of the park stated
that for many year- the Garden had been an absolute loss
ickholders during the summer months.
The popularity motion picturehad
-u-tained
appealed
to him
so
forcibly
that he decided
to experiment
with
them
in the
Garden, and if they could be made to pay he would, for the
on within
memory
of the present generation, keep
den open all summer.
It has not dawned upon some people that the pictures did
not have a real good chance in the venture, so that the
question as to whether motion pictures can be made to pay
i nthat vast auditorium is still an open one. That the venture was abandoned reflects in no decree upon the popularity
. and drawing power of the picture-. It i- certainly the acme
of folly to think of turning places like Madison Square Garden int.. a nickelodeon It i- a vatt ampitheater and its
magnitude require- that every sort of entertainment provided in it must partake, to a more or less degree, of a ma--iveness and splendor in keeping with the general surroundings

Let that be a- it may.
I will not discuss
the validity
of
such
claims
more
than
to -ay
that
the audi, r
quite
frequently
been
the
source
through
which
the
managements
have had
their attention
called tling or absence of titles
The majority of audi,
become steady-goers, and they can tell the make of a picture
pretty accurately without -eeiny the title, trade mark, or any
other mark.
The audience- do not take it that an attempt ibeing made to deceive them.
They claim they should know
the title of each picture before the Story i- started, and they
are entitled to it. There are th.'ii-an.l- of people w
buy the daily newsoapers
for the article- they contain
The
headline- are the first sought
and
from them
the)
good idea of what
is with the pictt I
Said one
manager:
"There
i> a man
who
comeinto my

and appointment- \'o attempt to do this was made in the
periment, The first thin- criticized was the quality of the picture-, both a- to the grade of the picture- themthe sort of half-hearted manner with which ati - given their projection,
• -bowmen
in the country
put motion
pictures
in the -ame
place and make
the balance of the summer, but I do not think
more than a -.ore of such.
They are the kind of
have pluck
ami will take a chance.
They
would
provide
a bra-band
for promenade
concert-;
-ee that between picture- the auditorium would be provided with reintroduce si
garnish the -how so that the whole burden of
g your kind applause would
not
be thrown upon the silent, but hard-working picture- It
requin - more than a projecting machine, a screen and an
operator to make a picture house
i illy when
ommodation for S,oco or io.oOO |
And

mow

summer
crimp

a word

to some

I heartily

show every night

with

those

operating

but he do,, get wrathy' Why? I'll tell you He
only like- certain subjects. If everything I -how i- not t..
his liking he doe- not complain, but he doe- insist upon knowing what i- coming off (or rather on) the it i- not what he cares to look at. it gives him .>
go out and gel a drink
He got drunk the other night
He
stayed for both -how-, hoping to -ee hi- favorite brand, but
my exchange
was unkind
to him on that I
I am inclined to think that the title question i- dll
being -em out h> exchanges without having them
An operator may get a reel with a badly mutilated title and
to rip it off,
If that reel i- not looked over when

air-

\.-w York and vicinty last week and the |
the rain, win.) and
thunderstorm
certainly
put a
in the boj
During the present week
I let me tell what
nr man
i- doing.
< Mb' •
one because I -

■i^.r and I I
on hand a SUpp

■ in] .lain all., tit the
rain" and "jump-" in the films
l hat, although the subj< l

ditioii

indignant, 1 think
If there 1- anj truth in the statement that

■

exhibitor
turer- should I-.' I

condition
ii it i- po

reel

■

i

that

will

. * *

tet prising exhibit

vide a title -lid. m
iilar title i- mi--"
•ip for the exhibitors, but the sentiment
inge m.m to bring
pepper and -alt with bin
the waiter should
fail to BUpplj
tb.
man
Would
b< C

el particularly ref

I■

He never misses a change oi

If I flash a -tory without a title lie threaten- to close up my
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Buttalo Bill Negatives Not Destroyed.
In our account of the destruction by hre of t'.
Picture Play Company,
in the issue of June 17th. it was
• the Buffalo Toll Wild West and
Bill Far East films had been destroyed.
We have
ied that u was a grave error to have published
1 1 1 e destroyed, for the 1
troyed, and were not in the plant at the
time of the tire.
( hir account of the fire was written from a personal interview with Mr I' A Powers directly after the fire, at which
time we were told by him that the Buffalo Bill negatives had
been burned, which Mr. Power- himself believed to be true
at that time. H a \ 1 1 1 u so many things <>n hi- mind at such a
time, it would be quite natural for Mi Powers to suppose
that everything in his studio had been burned.
nately in this case, he was mi-taken. There were a number
of prints of the Buffalo Bill film destroyed, which had been
made bj I
upany upon order from the Buffalo
Bill and Pawnee
Bill Film Company, but the negative had
been returned to the Buffalo Bill people and was in their
down-town office at the time of the fire in the Power- plant.
The statement that these negatives were burnt
casioned some apprehension on the part of those who had
contracted for State rights, and the Buffalo Bill and Pawnee
Bill Film Company has requested us to assure those who
have placed their orders that the negative is perfectly safe,
and also that a number of new print- from the same are
ready for delivery at any time in the shipping department of
the Sales Company, in Ea-t 14th Street. New York City.
I'awnee

MERSEREAU.

ny has made a big scoop in getits Western Stock one of the most accomplished
: beautiful of actresses, Miss Violet Mersereau.
This charming young arti-t has been a decided hit both
on the stage and in motion picture-, having met with unprecedented success in juvenile parts m her support of some
of the best known dramatic stars in America. Her most
recent theatrical successes have been with Margaret Anglin,
and in "Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm." season just closed,
rsereau has posed for special pictures for Pathe,
Biograph, Vltagraph, Edison, etc.. and her splendid workhas caused no end of favorable comment. David Horsley
was one of the first to recognizee her remarkable talent, and
at the psycholopical moment
quickly engaged her to play
■ the Nestor \\ esters Stock Company.
The first
pictures already completed. "The
Mistake," and "At
Sunset
Ranch" 5 of no mean ability and a rider of excepti' >i
- graceful, dainty.
■ i lovable, and
uliarly attractive
smile, that radiates warmth ami sunshine; she is also mag1 marked degree.

CLARE

MERSEREAU.

One of the choicest and most recent additions to the Nestor Stock Company is Mi-s Clare Mersereau, who. though
scarcely more than a child, ha- already won unlimited theatrical and motion picture honors. Her greatest
have been a- Toto in "Zaza." Lottie in "The Little Pi
and
in Maxine
Elliott's productions, with
whomplaying
she ha-juveniles
toured two
continents.
Like her elder sister, Violet, who plays "lead-" in the
Nestor Western Stock Company. Mi-- Mersereau was virtually born on the stage, her mother having been a prominent grand opera singer. She is exceedingly pretty and has
a most win-- me personality.
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Meeting of Exhibitors"Association of
Chicago:
A meeting of the moving picture exhibitors of Chicago was
called at the Great Northern Hotel, June 19th, at 1 p. m.
Invitations had been sent broadcast to theater owners, film
renters, manufacturers and the press. A great number of
film men responded to the invitation, and the assembly hall
was crowded to capacity with representatives of the various
interests in the moving picture trade.
Among those present were Messrs. George Kleine, William N. Selig, Maurice Fleckles, John Rock, Fred Aiken, I.
Van Ronkel, W. R. Scates, E. E. Fulton, Joseph Hopp, S.
Hutchinson.
After a palatable "Dutch lunch" was served and enjoyed
by all present, the meeting was opened by the president,
George Henry, Grand Theater. The toastmaster was Christopher C. Whelan, Washington Theater; sergeant-at-arms,
Isidore Golden; recording secretary, J. Bell, of the Bell
Theater.
The assembly was informed that 208 exhibitors had joined
the association, and every exhibitor not on the roll was requested to enlist. Many exhibitors did so immediately and
38 new members joined during the course of the meeting.
The toastmaster expressed the pleasure of the exhibitors in
seeing so many representatives of the trade present, and the
desire of the exhibitors to hear from these gentlemen, with
their views on the past, present and future of the moving
picture. Mr. George Kleine was first requested to speak,
and among other things said:
"Speaking about the past, I entered the moving picture
business in 1806, and in the years from 1896 to 191 1 I have
had many varied experiences, some of them rather harsh,
but most of them very agreeable. Most pleasant has been
the social element in the business. From the beginning, there
has always been an aggregation of men, exhibitors, exchangemen, and manufacturers, who have been socially extremely
kind, even though I found myself on one side of the fence
and others on the other side." Mr. Kleine compared the triumvirate of manufacturer, exchangeman and exhibitor to the
trinity of "Faith, Hope and Charity," saying, "The manufacturers have faith; they always had faith; the exchangemen
have hope; and, God knows, the exhibitors have always had
charity. * * * The exhibitor must not forget that the manufacturer
has always
theexhibitor
exhibitor's
There
has never been
a time realized
when the
has needs.
had trouble
of
one kind or another that the manufacturer has not realized
what his troubles were. Coming down to the present time,
there are troubles and always have been. I assure you that
the manufacturers as a body, or individually, have always
had the exhibitor's interests at heart, and discussions have
often taken place with a view t ofinding out exactly what the
exhibitor wants "
Mr. Hopp spoke, in part, as follows:
" * * * Talking of general good through regular organizations of this and kindred kind to combat legislation, it does
not apply to < hicagO alone, but goes elsewhere. By this
alone, you will at least be able to accomplish * * * a hearing. By tlii— you will be able to help the exhibitor who does
not live in Chicago. We know that the rc-trictions on
theaters are severe * * » the building ordinances » * * and
we are all here for the purpose of helping you, and I say,
■peaking for myself, I am with you in heart and sentiment."
ig, atter a brief address, extended a cordial invitation to the exhibitors I
me
>ut and \i~it the plant.
Mr Van Ronkel said: "1 am ""t a good orator, but a very
good judge of Dutch lunctu * * * It ia very difficult, as we
have the different opinion- of 1=0 exhibit'
l)tu any assistance that the General Film
Company, or the American
branch of it, can give the exhibour links in tin- chain in the moving picture business
nor. and
ided."-manufacturer,
the public The firs! two are organised links Me manufacturer an.1
ganized. it i> now up to
the exhibitor I can only say that I spend most <>f my tune
tryinK to satisfy our customers, and anything we can do to
Mi
M Q
th< chief thing
better home for the m..\ ins pit tui
ture ami an. an<! ought to I"- housed properlj
Mi
Von Harlem. 01
"We congratulated the exhibitors of
n getting together, and wished them in
the Mo> ing Pictun
Mr Gilmorc
"We
men

'.'.
m tit*- future "
wanted to snow the 1 ■ • :

help u- a whole i"t sometimes
in .1 membershi|

• • • In tour
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think this is for the betterment of the business all the way
1501
around. It is up to each and every exchangeman to listen
to every exhibitor and be fair with him. Among ourselves,
we have a lot of evils — the evils of competition, of legislation, and of unjust discrimination against the picture. The
reason that the moving picture has suffered so much lately
is that there has been no one to represent it."

Photo

THE "ROUND-UP."
of the largest group of Chicago exhibitors <
in captivity.

Mr. Smith, of the Illinois circuit of theaters, said: "The
presence of the manufacturers and exchangemen shows that
they are, at least, with us in spirit."
Mr. Alcock, of the Edna Theater: "I am going to ask two
questions — why exhibitors should go to another place for
their posters, and why they should go to another place for
their song slides."
Mr. Kleine: "My only answer is by declaring my own
sentiments. These questions of song slides and posters are
a source of trouble to both exhibitor and manufacturer as well
as the exchange. In the handling of the poster, as far as
the manufacturer is concerned, there is nothing but
it is a necessary adjunct to the exhibitor and ought to be
classed with rent and labor and other necessary things of
Mr. Sam Schiller: '* * * Song slides have nothing to do
that
with sort."
the tilm, but posters ought to be given out with the
Mr. Aiken:

"Our

poster department,

while possibly not a

loss,
is not
money-maker."
After
this a followed
considerable discussion on the question of the post* r ■
en ice In
general, the exhibitors expressed dissatisfaction, and cited
film."
such examples as when a reel for which a man is booked is
out of town, and is delayed so that he cannot I
w.>uld be too late for bim to go to the poster service and
Kct the poster for the re«
do without a poster, or si
r a film which lie
is not running.
It was moved thai this matter be pot to a
Standing vote, but the motion w 1
. The
harmony
of the 1 1
when
two
Mr
Bell,
'rival chan |
■! and Independents mix
in quite an enthusiastic
speech
This did ii"t quite respond to V
Independent
h
of the Kimble Theater, calmed the distui
td the Associatiot
in harmony and discard
ment.
The
11, 1
taken
h\ :
'1 he

I: .

the filmjng of naval tournaments
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At the Chicago Orpheum.

and other features.

No thi

and Opera,
found usin
i bey can • they
show
canan an*! real nature, as in the motion
rhe gods of the gallery, like those
the auditorium, leem to have a desire to go back
ke city life, yet we crave
Motion pictures are the nearest thing
\ this craving.
•at, hut the best film of the week, the best
anding the greatest praise and which apExperiment."
the photographic
work and ofPassthe
ting, 1 wish to call the attention to the story proper.
A film without a scandal, without a jealous wife, without a
free from sensation, a film in which the perpetual
replaced by a man with a noble heart, a man williplift this fallen world instead of casting his stone
iker ones.
This story is beautiful; it is a great
■ n, without the sensational features urged by certain manufacturers, without trying to appeal to the mind by
showing degradation; This story shows us plainly that many
men are not horn criminals, but if forced to steal, it is beity forces them to do so. It show- us that
a fallen man has still a tender spot that can be touched to
redeem him.
be calledas "True
Charity"
d be This
shownpicture
in all should
the churches,
the experiment
of Van
sermon.

Bibber is a strong moral lesson, a plain-to-the-point
Would it not be far better for our manufacturers,
as well as Independent, to produce pictures showing us the noble acts of which man is capable, instead of
always depicting the bad side of life?
The talk of an open market has decided many of our manufacturers to take the hint; they are showing us what can
be done and now we can expect wonders from them.
J. M. BRADLET.

Chicago.
The Industrial Moving Picture Company, of this city, have
enk:av;cd a larger suite of offices on the third floor of the
uilding, 30 X. Dearborn Street, which they expect
to occupy by the middle of next week.
The foundation has just been completed for a new $50,000
icture theater, at 12th Street and Kedzie Avenue,
which is being erected by Mr. A. M. Gollos, proprietor
of the Jefferson Theater. 55th and Lake Streets. The new
theater will have a seating capacity of 1,500 and will undoubtedly be the finest and most splendidly equipped picture
house in the city. It will be built in Gothic style and will
be complete in every appointment. Mr. Gollos states, that
he will adhere to the policy of exclusive nocture* with an
admission fee of five cents and that he will endeavor to
provide the p"blic with the finest program obtainable. Three
pictures, illustrated songs and a character singer,
will constitute the program, while a full orchestra will furnish the music. Licensed service will probably be used.
As a theater owner and manager, Mr. Gollos has been remarkably successful and we trust that fortune will favor
him with the success and prosperity which he has been
justly awarded in the past.
As a n suit "f Lyman H. Howe's ingenious plan to record
on film for historical record, pictures of the "Great" and
places of note, The Chicago Historical Society has received
its first assignment of history telling motion pictures and
red them away for future reference.
The films
have been placed in an airtight case under even temperature
where they will remain for at [east twenty years, according
to the present plans, though with the precautions that have
been taken in their preparation, they may be kept for a
century and the Chicago of 201 1 may view the Chicago of
191 1 as though time had been reversed. The pictures arc the
le for this purpose.
They show the new
tern Railroad Depot, one of the finest and most
modern
structures in the city, and one that has been built
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with an intention of durability.
Mr. Howe intends to make
Ction of pictures one which will be of great value
as reliable .mil durable historical records.
And tl •
a doubt but that in lutuu
years they will prove of great
interest ami material value to the entire world.
Mi i has .1 Verhalen, the Chicago manager of "The BillIn. aid." was' married last Wednesday
to Miss Lillian C.
ol tins city, the ceremony taking place at St. Gregory's Catholic Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Verhalen will spend
.1 few w.eks honeymoon in Canada, after which they will
make their home 111 < huago.
Mr. Verhalen, with his gladhand-to-all disposition, has won many friends both in newspaper and theatrical circles, and well may he receive their
mgratulations and best wishes.
Billings, Montana, is -non to have in operation one of the
handsomest theaters in the West, if not in the country, devoted especially to motion pictures.
The theati r 1- practically a duplicate of the Illinois Theater in Chicago, and will have a seating capacity of eighteen
hundred.
First-run moving pictures will be exhibited, and the balance of the program will be filled out with soloists and
musical numbers. The film service and other supbeing furnished by the Co-operative Independent
Film Company, of Denver, and one of the "Sunlight" Metallic Cloth Curtain Company's fixed screens, size 18 ft. x 24
ft., will be installed.
of the West have long since demonstrated their
confidence in the future of moving pictures. Many of the
high class theaters have been built especially for this pur\ 1.. Babcock, who is identified with the Yellow
Stone National Bank, of Billings, is the moving spirit in
this big enterprise, and is manager of the theater.

Among

the Chicago Shows.

The Home Theater, on Cottage Grove Avenue near SixtyThird Street, is a fine example of a pretty theater whose keynote is simplicity. Its front is neat and pretty, without a
bit of the usual gingerbread work found in the ordinary theater front. The only expensive thing about the front is the
white tile walls, and yet the theater does not suggest in the
least any cheapness — rather refinement instead. The program offered by Manager Heather consists of two reels of
Licensed pictures, with an illustrated and spot song. The
machine used is a kinodrome, which Manager Heather says
is one of the first of this make placed on sale. Operator
Inslcy speaks well of this machine, which has been sold
only a short time, being only leased up to a few months
ago. It certainly does good work in his hand-, and the picture on the curtain is very good, steady and bright. Mr.
Heather says that his business is very good, considering
the hot weather and the nearness of two amusement parks.
The Woodlawn Theater, on Sixty-Third Street near Monroe Avenue, is another house in which the owner is the operator: expected result — good pictures on the screen. Mr.
Christian Heinen, the operator-manager, certainly does "deliver the goods" in the shape of a well-projected picture,
and the picture on the screen is characterized by brilliancy,
depth and brightness. Mr. Heinen claims to be using only
45 amperes of alternating current at the arc, but the light is
better than many operators obtain with 60. Two reels of
Licensed pictures, with an illustrated song, form the program. One noticeable thing about this show was that the
drummer, instead of trying to make all the noise possible,
kept quiet most of the time, and allowed the piano-player
to do her work without interruption, materially increasing
the effect of the picture, instead of spoiling it, as so many
drummers do. Certainly Mr. Johnson is entitled to credit
for using his brains instead of his muscle on his drums, and
the same may be said of Mrs. Prairie, the pianist, whose
work is excellent. Business was pretty good here, the simple announcement, "Biograph tonight" being ample to fill
the place.
Palace Theater. — Across the street, near Madison Avenue,
the Palace Theater was also showing a Biograph. This
show, too. enjoys good projection, and Operator George E.
Dovey handled his light very well. Manager Harry Nortnian says business is good in spite of the hot weather,
as nearly everyone says where the projection is worthy of
the name.
The Lithuania Theater, at Halsted and Thirty-Second
- opened about two weeks ago as a picture and
vaudeville house.
Although
small, seating about 300, it is
very well appointed, with cement floor, well sloped, large
lobby, and plenty of exits. The. operating room is a model,
tructed of reinforced concrete, rendering the usual
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CANADA, ALSO, DENOUNCES CHEAP VAUDEVILLE.
The editor of the Owen Sound "Sun" comments on the
all-picture policy of the local opera house as follows:
"Manager Joy, of the Savoy Opera House, has decided to
discontinue vaudeville at his playhouse and confine the performances to "photoplays" of the highest type. It will be
with a sigh of relief that a very large portion of the public
will hear this announcement, for many have become tired
of the usual type of vaudeville that reaches Owen Sound.
Manager Joy, in speaking to the Sun of the change, said: T
have found of late that the general run of vaudeville acts
have been of doubtful merit. Occasionally an act would be
good, but the majority have not been up to the standard.
The reason for this is that the great increase in vaudeville
houses throughout the country created a shortage in performers. To make up the scarcity any stage-struck pair in
the country could get up an act and secure a place on a circuit. As a result of this sudden influx of raw material into
the business, the general tone of the acts has lowered. I am
going to make the change and will give my patrons the very
best
that that
can betheprocured
the have
'photoplay
line.' " The of
"Sunthe '
believes
change inwill
the endorsement
citizens. Mr. Joy has arranged for a -cries of views featuring travel, current events and high-class comedy, and the
new censorship which is being inaugurated by the Provincial
Government wrill assure patrons that nothing of an offensive
nature will creep into the film program. Outside of this
censorship there has been a noticeable improvement in the
subjects chosen and this great invention is bound to take an
important place in the education of the public. The disagreeable flicker is being gradually overcome and the past
year or two has seen a marked improvement in this respect.
The moving picture is a great source of pleasure and profit
and they will be more fully appreciated when separated from
the usual vaudeville performance."
MOVING PICTURES AND TRUANCY.
One of the latest charges laid to the tempting attractiveness of moving pictures is that it causes truancy With
commendable wisdom officials of the National League of
Compulsory Education, in convention assembled, declared
itself as believing this a
advocating the introduction of the moving nicture in the public sch
ago truancy and mischief wire synonymous, bringing punishment to the young culprits. If the moving picture has
made truancy the excuse for an act which is not itself merithe fault lying in the method pursued), who can
tell but the young delinquents have unwittingly helped forward a cause which profounder minds have balked at. There
are times when good may come from evil, as there are also
occasions when the spread of the disease hastens the remedy; who can tell but perhaps this is one of them.
The hunger of the demand for educational advancement
is everywhere apparent among the young, and. while those
interested in the school room have advocated the aid of
illustrative pictures a- a means of promoting and facilitating
their ideas of a quicker and more thorough education, it is
certainly a little novel to have the very delinquency 01 the
modern schoolboy added to the ca
the early
adoption of tin- accelerator oi young mind-. Is it also to be
recorded that among its other benencient effects the moving
pictuie is to cause the Othei
:. rto run
to school, instead of mini |
these experiences the p« >- -il.il ii > of arriving at a t: 11
will shortly be within th(
ithorities.

Irons "i Mr. Kimmit do not object to these old repeater-, but. on the contrary, seem to enjoy them, and as the
amino the reputation of showing only clean feature pi<tur.s, the patronage
is increasing to such a point
ide Mi kmmiit to give three
b
brand new an ■ 1 e, not a block .,
Kimmit.
T 1j<- airdome can -how all of th<
■iroductioi
1 Muni of the neigbboi I
pan
/<■ the Music Hall.

Independi 1
are mill*
ion- throughout
tin- broad land who. while they r<
name of Washington, never bav< i> ..I and never will have
the opportunity of seeing the 1
terest that
: to in- memoi \
had a brilliant idea a... I on< whi

sheet iron "iire-prooting" unnecessary. It is reached by two
ladders, with counter-balanced steel trap-doors. The equipment consists of a No. 6 Powers machine, with Thomas
lamp and lamp-house, a transformer economizer, and an extra
rheostat. The picture is rather small for a long throw, but it
is fairly well lighted, though the operator does not seem able
to maintain his light steady. Kulis Brothers, the owners, uu
not seem to have stinted in the money they invested in this
house, and it will probably pay them in the long run, though
they admit they are not yet making any money out of the
theater.

Repeaters at Park Ridge, 111.
It is proper to show that good repeaters can be shown,
and this often in preference to some of the recent releases.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. A. Kimmit conduct a music school at
Park Ridge, 111., and as they have at their disposal a fine
hall, they decided to show motion pictures twice a week.
They called on Mr. J. M. Bradlet and after stating to him
their object and the fact that they had, as music pupils, members of the best families, they inquired the cost of equipping
their place. Mr. Bradlet managed to get for Mr. Kimmit a
good operator, the owner of his own machine and accessories, and by having \V. O. Kuncie to rent his outfit and
act a- the operator, Mr. Kimmit was able to open his place
day, May 29th at a small cost. The next advice of
Mr. Bradlet was to give a refined 10-cent show. Service
was obtained from the .Morton Film Exchange, of Chicago,
a junk exchange so called by certain persons, but a far more
respectable exchange than many others. Mr. Russell, of the
Morten Film Exchange, offers feature lilms and does not
om on his shelves for "Shame on Max," "Max in a
Dish of Cream Cheese," "Oh, You Skeleton," "The Baby of
the Boarding House." and such other punk films. In the
1 i- 1 -= of the Morton Film Exchange you will find such feature films as: "The Stirring Days of Old Virginia, "In
Shenandoah Valley," the two films that made Selig famous.
"The Fall of Troy," "Joan of Arc," "Uncle Tom's Cabin,"
"The Life of Christ," Grandfather" and hundreds of more
well-known films that make a name for their makers.
thing library
to have and
a fewallow
honest
to Itact1= aasgood
a public
us "Junk
to see,Exchanges"
again and
ome of these old productions that pleased us so
much, when the manufacturers were striving to improve the
work. The regular exchanges have returned these old films
and if they happen to have a copy, it is in such condition that
it cannot be shown. We need such good, old feature productions because our manufacturers are getting careless,
they arc going ti
on Max" should be called
"Shame OB the makers" or "Shame on the exhibitors" who
dare to -how such ripped pants to a cultured audience and
ladies. Shame on the theater showing such a film.
d not do to -how such pictures at Mr. Kimmit's
d Mr. Kimmit would blush if he was compelled to
a show.
Mr. Kimmit left the selection of the show
to Mi
Bradlet, and the following programs will build a
ion for the Music Hall of Park Ridge:
Monday, May 29.- "Fall of Troy," 2 reels.
Saturday,
June 3
Grandfather," a master
Pathe
Frei
mootproduction of
Monday, IJune
-,:
Joan
of Arc."
the Pathe Freres.
but good
comedies.
One of reel,
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With the Western Producers.
By Richard V. Spencer, Los Angeles.
The Bi
■ Few weeks h
inyons, putting on
on thia trip were o! all-Indian casta of character,
ther Western drama being produi
weeks under the direction of
E Montgomery.
The company returned to the
io Turn lot h. and the following Monday
■> and other Western picFred J. Balshofer, general manager and chief dimpany, is expected back at Los
.in the last of June, after which, it is understood,
studio will be greatly enlarged, and the present
big company augmented by a number of new players.
Mr. Frank

The Tathe Company the past week have been at work upon
a lug Indian-Military production, which Mr. Young Deer,
the director, informs the writer will be an exact and thrilling
reproduction of the Medicine Bow Massacre, a tragedy well
known to American army officers and old frontiersmen who
lived in the Indian country at the time. One of the battle
. - enacted on the hill back of Edendale, and the
whole population turned out to watch the "battle."
The Selig management reports that the Northern Company, under the direction of Mr. Hobart Bosworth is experiencing unusually wet weather, which has delayed produc5< veral films have already been received from the
north. The films are sent to the Los Angeles studio for
development, after which they are run through a projection
machine, examined, and sent on to Chicago for printing, and
the market.
Fred Huntley, a member of the Selig Stock Company,
been appointed stage manager of the local studio by
'!• Huntley began his new duties June Sth. He
have charge of the interior scene settings, costuming,
ranging of scene plots and other routine business of
studio.

* * *

has
Mr.
will
arthe

Sydney Ayres, well known in legitimate theatrical circles,
who has lately concluded an engagement with the Burbank
Stock Company as leading man, has joined the Selig Stock
Company, to play a special engagement as leading man in
forthcoming big productions about to be put on
by Mr. Boggs.
Miss Iva Shepard. leading lady in Selig Stock, who some
time ago was the victim of a distressing accident while working in an interior scene at the studio, is recovering rapidly
from the effects of the injury and will soon return to her
work before the camera.
A broncho busting contest was held at the opening of
Luna Park, Washington and Main streets, June 9th and 10th,
in which participated many of the cowboy moving picture
actors employed at the local moving picture studios. Among
the crack brancho busters who tested their skill against the
wild bronchos were: Hart Hoxie, Jesse Snow, J. W. Nevius,
Archie Moore, George Sword, George Chapman, Joe Moonlight and Joe Moore. They tried to subdue the following
sun-fishing, sidewinding broncies: "Black Demon." the horse
that killed the famous broncho buster Dick Stanley; "Old
Cyclone."
"Gravebucking
Digger,"
"Snuffy,"
heroes
of a hundred
battles.
Theandlast"Highball,"
bucking contest
was taken by the Bison camera, but it is not known
whether any of the local companies have made arrangement- to photograph
this contest.
The writer is informed by the Selig management that the
recent big fire picture secured of the burning Byrne Building, a $250,000 local tire, portions of which will be used in
the production of dramatic pictures with fire scenes, and
that the major part of the conflagration film will soon be
released by the Selig Company as an educational release.
The fire picture of the burning structure was recently shown
to the Los Angeles fire commissioners, fire chief, and other
city officials at a private exhibition. The officials were warm
in their praise of the pictures, and gratified at the splendid
showing made by the Los Angeles Fire Department. The
Selig fire pictures are being enthusiastically praised by local
picture exhibitors and the general public.
The newest local producers, The Co-operative Film Company, is now engaged in making its pre-release reels. Work

WORLD

at the studio is being rushed to complete the dark rooms
and install the necessary apparatus to develop and print
the films.fringing
The
is using
new Peter's
camera company
and Eastman
raw thestock.
Early innon-inJune
the company journeyed out t" Floral Park in the foothills
and took a number of scenes of their first picture, a Western,
entitled: "Mercy Rewarded." 25 people worked in the picture, including several children. The writer was privileged
to examine the negatives of several scenes. The photography is clear and distinct in the scenes examined. Several
well-known local actors are memberse of the Co-operative
Stock Company, and with competent dramatic direction, the
company has every facility to turn out excellent work.
1). S. Marcowitz, president of the company, and local manager of the California Film Exchange, is optimistic regarding the future of the company, and says that they will specialize on Western films.
Miss Margaret Ward Manners, who has lately been playing important parts in Pathe West Coast Stock, has left the
Pathe Company and will henceforth be seen in the productions of the California Motion Picture Mfg. Company, of
Long Beach, Cal., with whom she has igned a contract.
The California Motion Picture Mfg. Company, a Long
Beach corporation, for the past two weeks have been engaged on pictures, four having been produced at the Long
Beach studio. The company have taken a number of exterior scenes in Long Beach and vicinity. Many Long .
Beach people have taken out blocks of stock in the corporation, and the population of the seaside city is very much
interested
in are
"watching
go around"
exterior scenes
taken. the
Up wheels
to a recent
date the when
company
occupied offices in Los Angeles at 601 Delta Bldg., but rerecently have removed their office to Long Beach, which
from this date forward will be the headquarters of the business offices and studio. The company plans to make 20
pre-release reels, after which arrangements to market will
be made. The studio is under the general management
and direction of M. F. Brooks, an official of the corporation,
and a mentphotographer
many completely
years' experience.
of the studio of
is now
installed The
and equipready
to turn out enough film to supply any reasonable demand.
The dramatic director and the members of the stock company have been chosen. They are staging two reels per
week.
The case of the Motion Picture Patents Company vs.
Fred Siegert, which was to have come before the Los
Angeles Federal Circuit Court June 12th, has again been
postponedtorneysby
Wellborn Local
because
the plaintiff's
atasked Judge
a continuance.
moving
picture producers are watching the outcome of the case with interest.
Mr. Siegert s said to have been cited for contempt of court
for refusing to comply with a court order demanding that
he surrender an alleged Pathe moving picture camera to
the United States Marshal for destruction, together with
some five or six negatives which the attorneys for the Motion Picture Patents Company allege that he still retains,
and which they claim were produced with the said camera
at Siegert's West Jefferson Street studio. The case has
been set forward one week and is scheduled to come up
again June 19th.
NOTES
The City
show which
Red Bidge
stalled.

OF INTEREST.

officials of Chambersburg, Pa., are making arrangements for the establishment of a free moving picture
will consist of three reels of film each night at
Park. A large booth and screen has been inThe pictures can be observed from any seat.

The State Superintendent of Public Instruction. Mr. J. D.
Eggleston, of Richmond, Va., is another firm belii ver of
public schools installing moving pictures of an educational
raphy.
nature which will teach the pupils both history and GeogMr I. cm. Smith, secretary of the Park Board of Denver,
Colo., has placed moving pictures in the city parks.
The proprietors of moving picture theaters in Austin, Tex.,
who formerly charged ten cents admission, have reduced it
to five cents.
The finance committee of the park commission of Atlanta,
Ga.. has inaugurated a free moving picture show at Grant
Park. The exhibition will be given every night. Seats have
been arranged as they are in air domes.
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"On the Brink" (Rex.)
It's fun to write about a good film. There is nothing that
we like better than to come out flat-footed, when a man has
made a pretty moving picture, and tell him so. We wish conditions were such that we could give an unqualified boost to
every moving picture that is being made. Some day we hope
that such a thing will be possible, but the time is not yet
"On causethe
Brink" We
is awere
beautiful
picture, beautiful
it is simple.
not particularly
attracted beby
the title : first, because it means nothing, and secondly, because
it is not original. But after all that does not make a very great
amount of difference, for, as our old friend Bill Shakespeare
says, "The play's the thing." There is a certain rugged fascination about the joys and sorrows of plain fisher folks. Their
joys are so simple and gay, and their sorrows are so profoundly
deep, that they both assume a certain dignity, and one cannot
help giving them attention whenever they appear, whether it be
in book form or moving pictures. All of us remember the good
"Mr. Peggoty" of David Copperfield; his heart was light and
as simple as that of a child, and yet his sorrows sank down
deeper into his heart than any one would ever suppose that
human emotion could go.
In thisof little
Rex picture,
"On theloveBrink,"
we arelass.
givenMr.a
glimpse
the simple
but powerful
of a fisher
Porter, the Rex producer, has preserved the correct atmosphere
of a fishing village in a manner that stamps him as a true artist.
None of the points have escaped his eye. The details are beyond
criticism, and, of course, have a great deal to do with the charm
of the story. The key-note of this pretty picture is human
nature in the rough. In the part of Tess, the bare-footed fisher
girl, Miss Lois Weber is at her best. Philip Smalley, with his stalwart figure, as the handsome though heart-free young fisherman is
absolutely great, in a burly, honest sort of a way. But when it
comes to acting, Mr. Charles DeForest had it on them both
forty ways. Of course his work differs from their's because
they play leads, and he generally plays character comedy parts.
But in this particular picture his work as the half-witted brother
of Tess is one of the finest bits of character pantomime work
that we have ever seen. He has simulated to the finest degree,
all of the nervous muscular movements that are common to
simple-minded or half-witted persons. He seems to know all
of the little nervous twitchings and involuntary muscular movements of a cheerful idiot. The difficulty in playing a part like
that is to play it in such a way that it will not be repulsive.
After seeing this picture we have an idea that we would like to
see much more of Mr. DeForest in strong character roles.
The isstory
of "On
Brink" is
girl
who
in love
with the
a rugged
butsomething
handsome about
younga fisher
fisherman
itirely unconscious of her love. One day a party of
city folks come to the village and engaged him to show them
around the fisheries. Among the visitors was a handsome young
lady. The fisher girl conceived an idea that this young city girl
mi^ht steal away the possible affections of the man she secretly
loves, although, of course, such a thing was entirely improbable.
ess she follows them wherever they go, and by this
means Mr. Porter, the Rex producer, has taken opportunity to
show us some very delightful glimpses of a fishing village, and
some very
SCU and fishing activities
The girl foHows the party for lome time until they arrive at
■ a lew moments, and then
t-house door is left open for a few
minutes and the guide of the party, the young man whom Teas
loves, ret in
• 1><- hiding behind
I
ro who immediatel) passes on hi
ing her 11
The lial.ni
of her half-witted
her from her
1
1 only with the
very man
,1 the door 111 the ti: ' pi tee
Mr I' •
delightful .vr alTair.
With time,
him the
the
happy «n'! •
1 we in:ire
told ;iS much in
tell
a hundre
film
Tin- Interior Scenes of the ice-house were taken at the Rex
studio in New Noil: City. The writer happened to he present
nes were being 1
I
phere for the pi< I
Ighl up on
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in criticising a moving picture is not exactly sure what he is
talking about.
The photography in this picture is not to be excelled by the
Rex Company or any other that we know of. They have a certain standard that they always live up to, and hereafter, in
describing the photography and scenic effects of Rex pictures,
we are thinking of having a rubber stamp made to save us the
trouble of extolling each time their virtues.

Humorous Incidents at the Powers Fire.
At the recent fire of the P
:eture Company's
factory in New York City, there were many humorous incidents that took place in the excitement of the moment, which
if set forth may be of service at some time or other if there
are any more fires in moving picture factories. There were
about 200 employees in the factory at the time the fire
started, and the things that some of them did are worthy of
mention.
A tire will bring out the cool headedness of some persons,
while with others it will show their hysterical nature. The
Powers camera-man, for instance. Mr. Al. Leach, when he
heard that there was a tire and saw his companions running
to and fro, immediately ran across the street from the factory and trained his camera upon the building, and got a
moving picture of the frightened pel
ran from
it. While he was doing this there were others on the inside
doing foolish things. Two or three of them grabbed an old
"prop" piano, worth nothing as a musical instrument, being
entirely devoid of strings or any musical value. These men
were trying to move it out of the place, supposing that they
were saving something valuable, but all the good they did
was to get the heavy case jammed in the doorway so that
nothing else could be saved. One man came running down
the stairs with a couple of rewinders in his hand, followed
by another employee bearing a couple of empty reels. One
of the girl's in the upstairs office, seeing a sweater that was
left behind by one of the stenographers, seized it and put it
on, taking time to draw it over her head, when she might
better have been employed in saving books, some of which
were burned.
It is quite certain that had Mr Tom Evans, the general
manager of the plant, not been present when the tire broke
many of the valuable negatives would have been
lost Mr. Evans was quick to seize the valuable things that
could be saved. There being no time to crank up the large
omnibus automobile. Mr. Evans gave orders to ti;
him to shove it out of doors by hand, which was immediately
done. He then gave order- t.> carry out the
which were in the lar«e vault close by the entrance,
and by his presence of mind and quick action he saved many
other valuable tiling which no doubt would have been left
behind.
When th<
>r had finished with his first-load
of film, he went somewhere else and found another
kept his camera playing upon the lire as the firemen were
at work.
All the while he was working. Mr P \
of the plant. Stood b)
of what seemed I
humorous situations and ii
Mf Powers would
the :itt<-mi..n 1
to something ludicrous, which h< l
1 by the
faithful

■
only

thin.

■
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tfully cool that the writer lingered there all
!iv ih' interior Scenes are not quite
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The Battle Hymn of the Republic.

Miller Brothers* 101 Ranch.

-
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i different
and one

the cowabout
ing the method of rounding
up two
al!
. to pick out tl i
brand all the young head
II feed for the winter.
ictured, with the chuck wagon driven into
camp and all the riders gathered around and helping themitions. In these four
that have never before been shown
■ >n the moving picture screen, andwhich
too numerous
mention.
interested toeverybody
present were a buffalo hunt and a genuine stampede of cattle.
In the buffalo hunt, which was purposely staged, we got a
idea of the way this animal i- hunted, and saw one
head actually killed in the chase.
The stampede, which was
taken ..nly by chance, -hows the frightened herd running
blindly aero-... the plain-, trampling to death those unfortutall in the path of the herd.
What
caused this stampede i- not known, but as luck would have
the Miller Brothers' cameramen happened to be
on the ground when these thousands of fright-crazed cattle
came thundering on.
The Miller Bros.' ranch is located at Bliss, Oklahoma, and
they superintend all the picture-taking and finishing themselves, which is accomplished in a modern and up-to-date
factory and laboratory.

New Pathe Pictures.
There i- a very interesting and acceptable educational film
about to he released by the Pathe people. It is a good picture-lecture on bird life and is finely colored. The views of
the different birds, usually the mother bird with the fledglings, are taken close-up, among the grasses or the boughs.
The birds shown include the thrush, blackbird, linnet, finch,
wagtail, hedge -parrow. pheasant, swan. etc. It is just the
picture for teaching young school children.
- Wc-tern stories ready.
One of
the^e. "Waiting." begins with a love story in the East. The
nry Walthall) goes West and makes his fortune.
On her way out to him. his fiance'- train is wrecked, and
then the !ien> goes insane.
Mr. Walthall acts this part convincingly, and very excellent photography brings out even
ight difference- in facial expression which are so
significant in any portrayal of emotion. The first scene gives
a very pretty sentimental picture of the two lovers, and this
picture is shown again as the last flash of reason in the mind
of the dying lover, many years later; then he is released from
■ and the wraith of the little sweetheart comes to
Idas him.
The <>ther Western i- called "An Indian's Pride." It is.
perhaps a
even than "Waiting."
The backgrounds in it are very beautiful and afford one or two ex■i ncs. The trapper of the story believes that a
friendly Indian has committed a theft and. with his friends,
he drives him and his family away, burning their tepees. The
trapper's
childrenbutarebeautiful
in dangermountain
of beingtorrent.
drowned The
in aIndian
swift
and
treacherous
saves the children and after a hand-to-hand fight with the
real thief proves his innocence, but is now too proud to take
the
thief.trapper's offered hand, for the trapper has called him a
The acting in this picture is, on the whole, very good, particularly that of the Indian, the chief of the robbers, and the
settler:
the settler's friends are also rellent.
good as pictures
types.
The photograph;.
The two of scenes
most notable for pictorial beauty are that in which the Indian
with his squaw and papoose has climed the hill and, looking
the smoke rising from the tepee- that had been
their home: and that in which the canoe with the children in
out on a pool of the -tream, just before the Indian
swims toward them.
The Pathe Company has also an amusing comedy called
"A Hald Lie." The lie i- told. by a bald man to his wife to
account for his coming home very late.

splendid film in full accord with the
• embodies many of the requisites of sueci
; art ..1 our patriotic gospel and there i- no man,
i hild whose heart has not vibrated in response
. which has aptly been called the
is an important advantage
at the -i.n t The Vitagraph
Company
have brought the
proper spiritin and
art to the
the ta-k.
and
audience
can accomplishment
fail to enthuse ofover
the film.
Much of
elsewhere
it t^ add.
arranged

the -.ti>ry is told in the lecture, which i
in tin- issue of the Moving Picture World.- Suffice
that the settings of the allegorical parts have been
with consummate skill and give a meaning to the
the hymn which will delight and impress every
audience.
-0 P'V9>1
scene of the allegorical portion has been thought
out with fine judgment and inspiration. So uniform is the
excellence here that it would be impossible to pick
out one scene especially for fear of belittling the re-t. The
strange story of the origin of the hymn is told with convincing power and will come as a profound surprise to most
audience-. The parts in which Lincoln figures and. again,
the scene- in t lie Northern home, into which the hymn carries it- irresistible call to arms, equal in strength of portrayal
the allegorical pictures, which is a high tribute. With all the
great companies fairly vieing with each other to furnish the
exhibitor with products that will add both to his revenues and
the prestige of his house, with the Moving Picture World
gladly aiding through the furnishing of suggestions and lectures for such films, it seems as if the exhibitor should be
able not only to weather out the dullness of the hot season
but to put an extra penny in the bank.

Four Vitagraph Reels.
There will be four Vitagraph releases each and every week,
beginning this week. The following subjects show sustained quality. On Wednesday, June 28th, a Vitagraph
Western Portrayal, "Courage of Sorts"; June 30th, a marvelous patriotic
picture,
Battle of
Hymn
the surpassing
Republic,"
especially
produced
for "The
the Fourth
July,of and
in its display and significance anything of like character that
has ever been shown; it meets the safe and sane idea of a
real patriotic celebration that will arouse more enthusiasm
and more real patriotism than any amount of pyrotechnic
flash or booming of cannons. The third special feature is
"Tested by the Flag," released on Saturday, July 1st. This
is a war drama surrounding a romantic love story of a girl
who
lovesIt the
man who
loves his Nation's
his
country.
is issued
as a supplemental
offeringflag
for and
the day
we celebrate, and all other occasions.
Three comedies and one comedy-drama will be released by
the Vitagraph Company within the coming fourteen days.
There is a thirst for good, clean cut comedy, and the Vitagraph will try to satisfy it; not only within the next two
weeks but at all future times it will make its comedy releases
more numerous, to entertain as well as edify.
The Western Vitagraph players will soon pitch their tents
on the Western plains amid the sagebrush and the foothills
of the Indian country.

The O'Kalems Combine Business
With Pleasure.
We are in receipt of a very attractive concert program
issued on board the R. M. S. Baltic while on its way to
England in which three members of the Kalem Irish Stock
Company have prominent parts. Mr. Arthur Donaldson
is down for a -one Mr. Robert Vignola, the well known
character man with the company, gave a selected reading,
and Miss Agnes Mapes, a recitation. We learn that the concert was very enjoyable and the three numbers rendered by
the O'Kalems were highly appreciated. The company arrived safely 0,1 the "ould sod" Saturday, June loth, and are
now quartered at Beaufort, in the County Kerry. Ireland,
where a permanent studio has been erected. We learn that
on the trip over the O'Kalems could not forget work and
to keep up their reputation produced a very laughable comedy. In this picture they were aided and abetted by several
of the offici 1 the steamer and a number of the passengers.
NEW EQUIPMENT FOR BAY.
"THE LYRIC" AT OYSTER
A new model Motiograph moving picture machine with
Hallberg economizer has just been installed at the Lyric
Theater, Oyster Bay, L. I., and the patrons express themselves as being very well pleased with the beautiful light
and pictures.

'
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Auto Bus for Imps.
A -!N-cylinder Maxwell automobile has been provided f. >r
the use of the stock companies of the Imp Company in the
way of taking exterior pictures. The car is roomy, with an
omnibus body capable of carrying ten or twelve people and
the needed accessories for out-of-door work, which will
greatly facilitate matters. The Imp actors are now employed
almost exclusively in the way of filming exterior storie-. utilizing the favorable weather. A natty little runabout has
been purchased for city work in the way of making quick
trips from the factory on 101st Street to the studio at 56th
Street.
the effort
Sultan's
Garden,"
Imp release
of July
3rd, inis
the"Infirst
of Mr.
\V. H.theClifford,
the new
director,
connection with the Imp concern. It is a noteworthy film,
something out of the ordinary, and is sure to please. The
scenes on shipboard and in the harem are correctly staged
and beautiful. There is plenty of excitement in the marine
fight, in which the American jackies win and the fate of the
beautiful inmate of the harem, who is loved by the handsome
young naval lieutenant, will be watched with interest. To
the wrath of the sultan, she is sewed up in a gunny
sack and cast into the sea to make food for the fishes. The
plan miscarries and she is rescued by her lover and hi- men
and taken away in a war ship. It is a thrilling story, graph
ically told.
We understand that Mr Frank Crane i- -even:
nection with the Thanhouser forces on July 1st. Mr. Crane
has made an enviable reputation in leading roles in the Thantures and has been with this company since they
entered the field a year and a half ago.

WORLD

The "Standard" Moving Picture Machine.
Among the many wonderful changes in the moving picture
field during the past two years — the ups and downs, and
comings and going- — the ever increasing prestige of the
"Standard" machine, and the rapid rise of its manufacturers,
is a splendid example of modern efficiency applied to projecting machines.
Two years ago, the American Moving Picture Machine
Company was but seldom heard of. Today it is practically
unable to fill its orders and bids fair to become one of the
strongest can
organizations
in in
themany
business.
The best
"Standard"
machines
now be found
of the very
houses
throughout the country, and especially so in New York City,
where competition is keen.
The "Standard" is manufactured in one of the finest equipped modern machine shops to be found in this line, but,
notwithstanding all preparations to meet a large demand,
the makers now find themselves cramped for space, and we
believe will at a very early date be forced to move to larger
quarters.
The rapid growth' of the "Standard" is not entirely due to
control of any pre-eminent feature. Projecting machines
were close to perfection when "Standards" were first introduced. The first two years brought no startling improvements in mechanism. The most important along the>e lines
were in simplifying the construction, in lessening trouble and
materially reducing the cost of up-keep. However, their
model known as No. 4 is something entirely out of the ordinary, and they have not only made wonderful changes in the
mechanism and stand, but also have a new lamp and lamphouse that will prove a blessing to operators.
For two years their experts have been giving their undivided attention to creating a trouble-proof machine. Doing
away with the many delicate parts so common to projecting
machines and making a few strong and durable parts do
the work more satisfactorily. In so doing, they have designed a machine which has proved itself a masterpiece of
mechanism.
Another strong feature in connection with this concern is
the type of mechanics they employ. Their factory superintendent is a man of advanced ideas; a graduate of German
technology, who i- in every respect qualified to 1
the many vexatious problems that arise from time to time.
Trained from boyhood in the very best house- m Germany,
England and America, this man has come to know materials
and can demand the best.
Every part of a "Standard" mechanism is machined and
drilled on their own premises. Every tiny part 1to a more rigid examination than they will ever
actual usage. Every head is mounted on a pedestal and
driven by motor for hours at a time before it is sent out. In
this manner any factory error is found and corrected before
the machine is sent out.
One of the first and best steps the American Moving Picine Company
n
lip their plant so
that every part could be built in their own factory better
and cheaper than anywlu
of dollars worth of automatic machines, each of which has
it- OWfl particular work, cutting part- <>! the t\.
a thousandth part of an inch, and which mal
. would not entrust tl ..
1 mm muat w.it
spect all material, and consequently
lUffei
made.
mem rtcthrtd by
all.
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The Home of the "Hallberg" Economizer.
; his

many

out

■• IB t«

ol

town
tain
a

brd Street. N<
u furnished the Moving
Picture World with the accompanying
illustration, showing his private office,
I exhibition room, testing
and de:
:i. anil t lie shipping and stuck room.
Cut No i shows
Mr. Hall berg's
office.
Ct sales
illustrates
the private
main
office and
ro"m. where are displayed all standard
makes of motion picture machines, the
"Hallberg" economizers;
rheost.it-. ticket choppers, exhaust and
ventilating tans, opera chairs, announcement slide-, spot lights, flame arc lamps,
etc.
Mr. Hallberg carries in stock the
most complete assortment of high-grade
. and screopticon lenses in New York City, as well as
machines.
The cut also shows the

•

Pr! if

ii
/

9

matched to the stereopticon lenses by actual process — not by
guess-work, insuring a correct fit, so that every machine is
shipped with an equipment to meet the special requirements
of the exhibitor.
Cut No. 4 shows one of the stock rooms where Mr. Hallberg carries supplies of all kinds used in the moving picture
business, enabling him to make prompt shipments.

■ lit f * ' BanDi^il

various electrical apparatus connected
to both alternating
and direct current circuits, ready for demonstration.
3 illustrates the demonstration and testing room
with miniature screen, enabling Mr. Hallberg to give a

^
The offices are completely equipped with the "Hallberg"
econimizer and special incandescent lamps, saving twothirds on the electric bill for general lighting.
Mr. Hallberg extends a cordial invitation to the trade to
call on him, and will endeavor to make the visit both interesting and profitable.

■Li s

Slfi

fc

graphic exhibition of the operation of all makes of motion
picture machines, with and witout the "Hallberg" economizer
attached; also to show the difference in quality of light by
using the rheostat or the "Hallberg" economizer, and by
attaching a watt meter, volt meter and ammeter, demonstrate
the current saving. Mr. Hallberg has also in this room other
makes of current savers, and is prepared to demonstrate all
ftis claims for the Economizer in comparison with them.
His complete equipment of all electrical measuring instruments enables him to convince the most skeptical of the
merits of the Economizer. In this room are also tested the
lenses for the M. P. machines.
Moving picture lenses are

NAT WILLS WILL SOON MAKE HIS DEBUT.
On July 15th the Powers Company offer their first release
of famous theatrical stars posing exclusively in pictures of
their production. The first release will be Nat M. Wills,
America's foremost "tramp" comedian, in an elaborate burentitled
"The toKing
of Kazam."
The lesque
Willsproduction
picture
is certain
create
an ovation in the
picture world. It has been said that an actor appearing for
his first time in pictures usually works too much to the camera. In Nat Wills' case, however, there is a happy exception
to this rule. His facial expressions are most ludicrous, and
he worked with all the skill and technique of an experienced
picture actor.
OLD INDIAN DAYS (Pathe).
The Indians in this film are a bit theatrical, but the reel
as a whole is very acceptable. The showing of Indian customs, the Indian manner of living, cooking, feasting, traveling, wooing, etc., is very prettily done. The action has
that touch of sensationalism, which seems in the film maker's
eyes essential to every Indian story. Acting and photography are in the usual satisfactory Pathe style. As a strictly
Indian picture, the film will be welcomed by that large share
of the public, that is still fascinated by stories of the red man.
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Chicago writes: "I confess that at times I am completely
discouraged. I try to the best of my ability to play appropriate music for the pictures and succeed fairly — sometimes.
I cannot say I am always satisfied with my own work, even
with the good pictures which are usually easiest to interpret.
Some of the photoplays are so carelessly thrown together
as to make a musical setting very difficult, if not impossible.
"I know I have at least ordinary intelligence, a fair education and, I believe, some ability. I take great interest in
playing to the pictures. Why shouldn't I? It is my occupation— my bread and butter — and it is just as serious to
me as a bank president's work is to him. For this reason I
try to do my work right as nearly as I can judge what is
right in the small fraction of time one has in which to decide. But sometimes I think 'what's the use — who cares?'
Not the manager. His one thought is 'Get their nickels —
push 'em in — throw 'em out.' The operator's motto is 'speed
'em up.' And as to the public — you hear much of 'jackass
music,' but little is said about the 'jackass audience.' I have
visited many picture theaters and observed the observers
closely, and the conclusion is forced upon me that the average person considers the picture show a trivial form of entertainment, and not really worthy of serious consideration.
This attitude is not confined to the uneducated element by
any means, but is just as frequently found among those who
pass for people of refinement, intelligence and education.
You will find them almost any night in any picture theater
of the better neighborhoods. They are out for fun and the
moving picture is a joke to them, regardless of its quality
or rendition. It is cheap, therefore it must be trashy; ergo
to show their superiority they must 'guy the show.' But
they are steady patrons at that. Once in a while an exceptionally good picture will 'grip' them, but not often. And
this feeling toward the picture is not peculiar to the 'better
classes,' either. You will find a sprinkling of it all the way
down the line. Of course there are some who give the
photoplay the same respectful attention they would to a
theatrical entertainment, but the average American audience
seems to judge the quality of anything by its price. The
picture show is cheap. Who cares what the pianist does?
who cares what the drummer does? He imitates a sheep
and 'some ass laughs.' Of course he laughs. That's what
he came for; if he didn't laugh at that he would laugh at
something else. I know a number of musicians who conscientiously endeavor to fit their pictures with appropriate
music, but they get no thanks for it — no praise, no appreciation that is noticeable. The only fellows who seem to receive any audible praise seem to be those who go after the
laughs. They play comic songs in classical pictures (the
spectators often join in singing these), the drummer injects
some fool noise in a serious scene and your 'jackass audience' is delighted. And this sort of thing is not confined to
Chicago either. I have seen and heard it in neighboring
towns, and friends tell me New York City is no better.
"I feel in a pessimistic mood
to-day through reading
E. C. Hall's article in the Moving
Picture World of June
10th. We have no sound effects where I am playii
iii of his article doei nol affect me, bul
slightingly of musicthink
in general
and
that
hit- for
whereall scenes.
I live.'
of appropriate music
It is no
to try and
think of
that t lie
'willshow
tit'
while
you joke
are playing
something
else something
Oftem after
i' tiling will occur
to me winch would have bettered the picture
Bat while
we are playing a show, we are not Supposed to Itop playing. The mental procc-s is | dual one.
We must think of
re doing and seeing and at the same time search our
for something else -often we don't know just what
It is easy to sit comfortably in a theater aril
but find fault.
It
'. than to make; and it is
easier tO IcnOcV than to try to a. . ■■ •mplish ."
are infault
I (
I don't think Mr. Hall
wasYoufinding
with mil
have been 1
often heard and criticil e,|.

t the "foolith lound ■ '
I think m\ .'i he was a !inlc bit
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over-critical in some respects. I believe in sound effects
when used intelligently, and I think I have had that privilege
at times. He expresses my attitude at the tail end of his
letter, thus: "If you can produce every sound or every
major sound (the italics are mine), etc." Now I think that
embodies the whole argument. The major sounds like the
major actions are the ones we are to regard. On a stage
a whole crowd of people may be walking and conversing,
yet the audience is permitted to hear only that which has to
do with the play. It is the same with the action; that which
helps to tell the story is made prominent: minor matters
are kept in the background. As to playing the correct music,
we have all sorts of criticisms and instructions. "Give us
something lively," says one. "Why don't you play more
popular other.
stuff,"
says another.
"Cutgoing
out the
music." says
anSome critics
want music
incessantly.
Others
think an occasional shading (such as is heard in better class
theaters) is sufficient. Who is qualified to lay down any
particular law? The musician gets the blame when the spectator is dissatisfied. That's natural; he is the fellow who is
doing the mischief. But it is not always the musician's
fault.
I have dramatic
more thanpictures,
once heard
"comic singing
song" played
all
through
the the
audience
along
with a gusto which showed that they thoroughly enjoyed
it. They applauded themselves heartily at the end of each
chorus. * I doubt if anybody followed the pict
closely; they were there for a good time — that seemed to be
their way of enjoying themselves. They paid their nickles
and came again. That's what the manager wants. Is he
going to interfere with their method of enjoyment? Not so
you
know how
in
New could
York, notice
but it it.
seemsI don't
inconceivable
that conditions
all music are
in the
picture shows of that city is bad. One would imagine that
some place could be found where the music was at
able. If there is any such it is never mentioned. I agree
with the writer of the above letter in one thing The critic
is always abroad when there is fault finding to be done, but
praise for good work is seldom heard, flow if the question
was definitely settled as to what constituted correct music
for the picture, the player could at least have the
of his own conscience, but with so many diverhow is he going to improve himself when he is never mentioned except in condemnation? Itmustnot be understood that
I am taking issue with Mr. Hall. He is undoubtedly reporting things as he sees and hears them, and it is only through
criticism that we can learn our faults or hope to better them.
But when he casts a doubt on the mental capacity of any
class of people without understanding the nature
for their work, he is uncharitable t
It might
be just as well to investigate a little closer before making
suggestions of such sweeping nature.
Old thoughts in new dress may make new pictures,
not new subjects; look OUl
a Changed name does DOl Change the character ■
even if a few new features are added.
!•

but

ticular; it is possible, how
How would it be if :i certain number
of pictUT
mge "id mix up their actors and
is arising a monotony which nerds to be broken
An
file pendulum

inter-

afl interswinging
much m film
tragical direction: recent'\ s' a vacascenic and tooinstructive
tion; may they not return to the
Gellerman, president of the independent Western
n Butte and more reeei 'I
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reliability the editor
ie impracticable

has no personal
It is. however,
11 as the
this department, to give every possible, reasonable aid to men out of a position.
It has therefore been determined to offer operators, managers, him pho. musicians and. in fact, any one connected with
the business, the opportunitv to set forth their needs in an
"AT LIBERTY" column, at the rate of one (i) cent per
• week.
Each initial and number counts as a word,
rninal rate is open only to those out of work.
QUESTIONS ON LAST WEEK'S
LESSON.
• at is a virtual image?
A iiat is a real image?
at e-sential difference is there between a real and
mage?
the image in a flat, plain mirror a real or virtual
the image on a projection screen a real or virtual
image'
(6) Why does the image in a plain mirror appear to be
i
. k of the reflecting surface as the object is in front
of it. and what is lateral inversion?
en a beam of light enters a dark room, falling on
a mirror it can only be seen by the eye from one point. Why?
.[■pears as a bright spot. Why?
hen the same beam falls on a sheet of white paper
it can be seen from any point and is not so bright as the
mirror spot. Why?
(10) There is an angle of incidence in the latter case, but
no angle of reflection
Why?
Some interesting, peculiar and valuable experiments may
be made with two plain mirrors, both by setting them at
varying angles and parallel with each other. If we set two
plain mirrors, preferably without frames, on a table, as
shown in Fi.ir. 18. and lay an object, say a marble, B,as shown,
the eye being at A, we shall see four marbles instead of one,
the path of both the incident and reflected ray being illustrated.

The marble is reflected by both mirrors directly to our
eye, but there is no re-reflection of the image itself. If the
angle of the mirrors to each other be made more acute — the
surfaces brought closer together— we shall see an increased
number of images until, when the surfaces of the glasses are
about as shown by detached lines C, there will appear a
complete circle of marbles. This is due to the fact that not
only is the object itself reflected back to the eye, but its
image is al-o re-reflected many times. The next time you
are in a restaurant, or other room where mirrors line both
sides of the wall, look carefully and count the number of
images of yourself visible on either side. I have viewed as
many as a dozen images of myself on either side, in a room
of this kind, each one appearing further away, until the
images became too dim, through absorption of light by reason of many reflections to be discerned. Strange as it seems,
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while this phenomonon is always present in a room where
mirrors lie
ra lei walls, it is seldom noted and
seldom seen unless one is looking for it, though perfectly
plain and exceedingly interesting. In one little restaurant
where I dined for a time, in which mirrors lined both walls,
I called the attention of a patron who had eaten there daily
for more than a year to the phenomonon under discussion
and he was astonished, vastly amused and deeply interested.
He had looked at those mirrors daily for a year and had not
observed it. With our two experimental mirrors we may
have into
some a amusement
multiplying
housewife's
eggs
dozen beforeby her
very eyes.oneIt ofis our
indeed
possible
to make many similar instructive and amusing experiments,
but their value will depend upon how much thought is expended in the effort to understand the various phenomena
presented. By placing your own face close to the edge of
the mirrors when at acute angle, you may see a circle of
perfect images of your own countenance. There are many
other extremely interesting things in connection with reflection of light, such as multiple images produced by parallel mirrors, multiple images formed in thick mirrors, etc.,
and I have seriously debated the advisability of going further
into the matter of reflection produced by plain mirrors.
Space is valuable, however, and it is only my object to lead
the operator up to a general knowledge of light action sufficient to enable him to grasp the meaning of things when we
arrive at the action of light through lenses Therefore we
will pass on to the consideration of reflection by curved mirrors, which in their action are in some ways very similar to
lenses. Let us first consider the concave mirror. Parallel
rays falling upon a concave, reflecting surface are reflected,
or thrown back in such manner as to converge to a point
called the principal focus of the mirror. It must be understood that by "concave mirror" we mean one which has the
true curve of a circle at every portion of its surface; in other
words, a mirror whose surface is the true segment of a
sphere. The principal focus of such a mirror is located at a
point very nearly half way between the reflecting surface
and the center of curvature of the mirror. The center of
curvature is a point distant from the mirror surface by half
the diameter of the circle the mirror would form if continued
into a complete sphere.
This is illustrated in Fig. 19, in

which the heavy, black line represents the mirror, the curvature of which is continued in the lighter line forming the
complete circle The center of the circle D is the center of
curvature of the mirror. The principal focus is at A. The
reason for the principal focus being located at A, half way
between the mirror and the center of curvature. 1- readily
understood when we consider the fact that the angle of incimust show
equal that
the a angle
reflection.
A the
moment's
thought dence
will
straightofline
drawn from
center
of curvature to any point on the mirror must and will be
norma! to the mirror at that point. Very well. Examining
Fig. 19 we see that any one of the rays shown, except the
two outer ones, when reflected to the point of principal focus
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have fulfilled that law. In Fig. 19 the dotted lines are normal to the surface of the mirror at the point at which they
reach it Take ray B C, for example: it is reflected to the
principal focus as shown by line B A. Dotted line B D
reaches from center of curvature to the mirror, to which it
is, of course, normal at B. Remember that "normal" means
at right angles, or perpendicular to. We will find that
angles formed by lines C B, D B and B D, B A to be equal,
the first being the angle of incidence and the latter the angle
of reflection. The rays .will only all be reflected to the point
of principal focus where the mirror is of comparatively small
size as compared to the half of the whole circle. If too great
a section of the arc of the circle is included in its surface
the rays near its outer rim will not reach the principal focus,
but be focused further back as shown in ray H I. Only a
parabola mirror retains its point of focus when its size includes a whole half sphere. In the foregoing we have briefly
set forth the general action of parallel rays and the spherical
mirror. With rays eminating from some nearby source of
light, however, a totally different problem is presented.

FIG. 20
In 1. Fig. 20, we have a point of light, X, projecting rays
on a curved mirror, BC, D being its center of curvature,
and D E a normal from center of curvature to the mirror
surface at E. G H represents the path of a parallel ray to H,
the principal focus of the mirror. A moment's study will
convince you that the angle of incidence being equal to the
angle of reflection, the point of focus for ray X E must be
further from the mirror than the point of principal focus,
and we find it located at I. The point of focus where, as in
the case of ray E G, the source of light is beyond the principal focus is called the conjugate focus. Remember in considering these things that where parallel ray> are mentioned
they are rays coming from infinite distance, as from the
sun. If, however, on the other hand, the source of light A
be placed between the point of principal focus and the mirig. 18), the rays of light, in order that the angle of
incidence, A D B, and the angle of reflection, D C B, be
equal, must diverge from the mirror, instead of converging
to a point in front of it as before and we shall therefore have
a virtual image behind the mirror, instead of a real image in
front of it as before (There would be a visible, real image
at the point of principal focus m the first two experiments,
if a cardboard screen be held there to receive it.)
'I he point
which
the image
appears
be, behind
mirror,
111 the atlast
experiment
1- called
the tovirtual
focus. theIt
■ t between the mirror and the point at which the
diverging rays would converge, if continued as shown by
the dotted line-. Under tin- condition (illustrated in 2, Fig.
20), we see an enlarged, virtual image. In other words, the
object
is 'magnified,"
provided
the If
eyelocated
be located
the mirror
than its principal
focus
at the nearer
focus
there will be no image at all, though further away it again
appears, but inverted and smaller than the object itself.
In
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In convex mirrors the image is always diminished in size
as compared to the object.
The reason is made plain in
In this illustration rays A B eminate from extremes of the
object, being reflected to the eye, located at C, as shown,
a virtual image D E, much reduced in size. The
size of the image will depend on (.a; distance of eye and object from mirror and [b) curvature of mirror. In the attempt to understand such matters proceed as follows: Consider only one point on the object, the extreme tip of the
arrow, for instance. This point, like all other points on the
object's surface, is sending out rays, by reflection from us
surface, in every direction. The angle of incidence always
equals the angle of reflection — remember that. Therefore
only the rays from that point on the mirror surface which
will reflect it to the eye will be sent back to the eye. For
instance: The ray striking the surface at F manifestly will
be reflected to G. Other rays from the same point of the
object are striking the mirror at every portion of its surface, but they are reflected in other directions than to the
eye. Only the rays which fulfill the law "the angle of inciequals dotted
the angle
reflection"
reachsurface
the eye.
In
Fig. 21dencethe
linesof are
normal will
to the
of the
mirror at D and E, being drawn through center of curvature F.
I believe that while much more might be said concerning
reflection of light, sufficient has been -ct forth to give the
reader a reasonably fair idea of the rules and laws governing the same under varying conditions, and this is all that
is designed to accomplish in this work. Having, therefore,
accomplished our nurpo-e, we will proceed, next week, to
the consideration of Refraction of Light.
(Continued next week.)

me to trouble you about the rather confusing subject of
lenses. (1) The lens 1 use for a 12-foot picture on a 35-foot
throw would, of course, project a picture almost twice as
large at 80 feet. If I use an extension tube removing the
back combination from the film by a couple of inches, the
picture will be considerably -mailer. Can 1 use a tube iong
enough to make the same size, that 1- to say a 12-foot picture at 80 feet, or would the picture be out of focus? And
will there be too much lost illumination? (2) Which is the
easiest way to tell what size picture a lens will tl
given distance by looking at the lens? (3) How do you
figure the size of a lens? By it- m, m. "r by it- back focus?
14) What do you mean by :(. - .; and #? Does this refer
to the diameter or just (lie quality, and how do you tell the
size by looking at it? (5) An the Pink Label or the Bio
carbon-, better for A. C? (6) Is n good to leave a machine
all night in gasoline, and how do you lubricate th<
grind out?
171 Which 1- the easiest way to fit a
belt on a take-up in order to give it just the right tension?
tSi I- it necessary to wash condensers in alcohol even week,
in the lug terminal-'
on I- th<
whether or not the lamp 1- grounded
without -inking the
1 You
-ay.a -If
use an extension l
arc( 1 .uid
using
test 1lamp'-"
back combination from the film by .1 couph of in<
Just what you mean by "extension tube' 1- not
you mean tube
using in a which
tube built
on t!,.
the combii
spread further apart or brought closer together, 1 would
mend you t,> try t.> do tin- on such an extreme
case.
The result might be unsai
over, the
back combination
mu-t be a distance from tin !. 1
the back focus of the two combinations
l in lem
I
in) otherthe point
is \tube and remove
front combination,
using only the rear
combination, that will pro
definition
answer tin- quests
1 , the lens will tl 1 ow
Edison let
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d the quicker you learn to
ingi i li«- better "it you will be. On pages 60. 80,81,
and 105 of the Handbook
will be found tables for both
n and moving picture lenses, ghrng the size picture each one will thr.'W si a given distance.
Also, as above
ight bow to do your own
I not urging you to buy the
•
-ale; 1 am advising you to
buy it because h is ■ thing every operator and manager
ought by all means to have.
(4) I do not know what you
lensa
M/e lens, and a lens of still larger diameter size
called
:." though the latter two arc not much used in
These expressions refer to the diameters of the
i he ordinary moving picture lens is '4 size lens;
eopticon lenses are % size and some are yi size,
• being of larger diameter and much the better lens
for stereo work, as it gives better definition with less liabilwn the corners in the picture.
I do not at this
moment remember the exact diameters of the various sizes.
(5) The Pink Label and the Bio carbons are both excellent
We cannot make comparisons
of merchandise in
this department.
(6) If the machine is all metal, no possible
harm could come to it through sitting over night in gasoline, though I would not advise this if it has a wooden base,
since the wood would become
thoroughly
saturated with
gasoline and hence highly inflammable; moreover, it would,
tor a considerable time, give off gasoline fumes which would
be very easily ignited.
There is nothing to be gained by
leaving the machine over night in gasoline.
Some operators
clean out the bearings by immersing the machine in gasoline
and turning the crank a dozen times or so, immediately removing it. This does not harm and really does accomplish
some good, since it washes both the bearings and the gears
thoroughly, removing all dirt. The machine should then be
ly lubricated, of course.
Lubricate the gears with
■ ase or with automobile
or engine cylinder oil.
b your belt around the pulleys ordinarily tight and
then cut it so it will be possibly % inch short, if it is a
g belt. A little judgment is all that is necessary
ir bell riulit. since the tension is taken care of by
the friction device.
(8) The condensers should be cleaned
every day, if you have an all-day run. If only used at night
every other day will be sufficient.
You can tell about this
by looking into the condenser casing sideways when the arc
is burning.
If the glass appears clear and bright the lens
is all right. If. however, it appears the least bit smoky, take
them out and clean them.
Wipe off the surface inside of
the lamp house carefully every day.
(9) The test lamp is
the only method of testing for grounds I would recommend.
An Invitation. — The editor of this department
is in receipt of a very neatly engraved invitation reading:
"The
Picture and Projecting Machine Operators of San
Francisco cordially invite you to attend the celebration of
their seventh anniversary to be given at Toke Point Grill,
1727 O'Farrell
Street.in Friday,
1, 12 o'clockMr. mid-S.
night. Committee
charge: June
Mr. 23,W. 191Osterfeldt,
Gordon, Mr. H. Olsen, Mr. C. Sweeney, Mr. D. Lattimer."
Many thanks for the invitation, gentlemen, and if the new
propellor for my air ship arrives in time you may certainly
e to be present.
I might add, however, that there
is some doubt about its arrival.
Nevertheless, I shall propel
my thoughts intoyour midst at about that time in the night on
June 23d and I wish you a most enjoyable time. I trust that
the coming year will bring all kinds of prosperity to your
organization and its individual members.
License Wanted. — Oklahoma (name and town surpressed)
write-: i am operating in a city of 35,000 population, in
which there is no Union. I wish to try working in some
larger city. I believe all operators in New York and other
large cities have to have a license. Now, what is bothering
me is how to get that particular article, and how much it
will cost. Is there any possible way to get a license without going out of this city?"
There is not. In order to receive a license in any city it
is necessary that you make application in person and receive a personal examination as to your qualifications by
the official or Board of Examiners, to which that duty is
deputized. The highest cost I know of is $10 per year, in
the city of Chicago. Many cities, however, including New
York City, make no charge whatever.
Gate Trouble. — Ohio (name of town suppressed) writes:
"Will them
you please
howeach
to line
the also
sprockets?
have
all in tell
line mewith
otherup and
with theI
aperture plate, but the picture shows a straight edge on
the curtain. How do you set the outside shutter on the
Edison type B?"
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mused upon reading your first inquiry. You ask
me how to line up the sprockets and then proceed to say
they are already in line. The trouble does not lie in the
sprocket-, if they are in lne, but is probably due to the fact
that one of the tension springs sets out just a little too far
and is covering one edge of the aperture. It is also possible
that the gate itself sets too far to one side, though in that
event the edge should show in the form of a shallow and not
a straight line. I think you will find the tension spring is the
guilty party. As to setting the outside shutter, turn your
By wheel backwards until the intermittent sprocket just
barely begins to move; or, better yet, until the pin is just
half its diameter in the star slot. Then set your shutter so
that the wide blade has opened the lens just a little le.-s than
half, and it ought to be right. If it shows any travel ghost,
move it just a little. If the travel ghost is down, revolve the
top of the shutter towards you. If the travel ghost is up,
push the top of the shutter away from you. To revolve the
shutter first loosen the collar just outside the outer spindle
boxing and slip the shaft in a trifle until its gear is unlocked.
Later, it occurs to me that I don't remember which way the
Edison Type B outside shutter runs. The direction as to
which way to move the shutter is correct; if the side next
yo Utravels up; but if it travels down, the direction must be
reversed.
Very Angry. — San Francisco writes: "Say, man! I am
some mad, and you are the indirect cause of the sudden increase in my temperature. I will, therefore, ship my troubles
back
to you.me,They
'the only
pen ishave
mightier
than the pleasure
sword,'
but believe
if Isay
could
the supreme
of meeting the operator from North Tonawanda, N. Y.. who
sent in the drawing for installation of outside shutter on the
Motiograph (page 1198, May 27th issue), I would most assuredly choose the latter and use it effectively, too. I
worked industriously for two days on that shutter and saw
shutters in my dreams, until finally I came to the conclusion that the brother operator also had indulged in a nightmare and was still in a trance when he drew that diagram.
He is quite right when he says there is no flicker with the
i^-inch blade. There is absolutely none, but my, oh, my!
what
travel giving
ghost. usFor
goodness'
don't letIf him
get
away awithout
a photo
of hissake
invention.
he says
he gets a good picture with that shutter he has certainly
omitted some important detail from his diagram and explanation. Let us hear more about it. Now, just a word to Mansfield, Mass. (same issue), who is having trouble with oily
film. Your idea, Friend Richardson, of breaking the head of
a large needle so it will pick up one drop of oil when dipped
in the can, doesn't appeal to me as being practical, when you
stop to consider the fact that there are thirty odd oil holes
in a Motiograph machine and some of these holes in position which could not be readily reached with a drop of oil
balanced on a needle. It would necessitate your getting
down an hour or so earlier to do this little stunt. The idea
of just a drop or two of oil is all right, but why not use a
fountain pen filler. Here is our method of oiling: Use a
heavy grade of oil, applied with a pen filler, on all parts,
with the exception of the cam and star casing. This we
take apart and pack with a solidified oil called Mobilubricant,
obtainable at any automobile garage, price, 25 cents per
pound can. About once a week we remove the objective
lens and plate and cut out a piece of ordinary blotting paper
in such shape that it will fit the bottom of the machine casing, just under the star and cam casing. This will absorb
all surplus oil and your troubles are at an end. And now
for a couple of questions: Is the Taylor School for Operators still in existence? What is the rate for current in New
York proper? We pay 2l/2 cents per k.w. Is there another
city in the United States with a lower rate? If you happen
to know of any operator contemplating removing to Frisco,
just tell him that he may leave his pliers and screwdriver
at home and come prepared to do the heavies with a section
gang at $1.40 per day. We have any number of operators
who only a short time ago were drawing $30 a week, but
to-day are to be found picking fruit at that price per month;
which is enough said. I will anxiously await the photo of
that outside shutter."
If you will look at my comments on the article by Tonawanda, you will notice that I myself was skeptical as to the
possibility of such a shutter delivering the goods. I think
you will find I said that the blade of the shutter would have
to be very much wider; also that I wrote Tonawanda two or
three times to find out if he had not omitted something.
That such a shutter could work successfully would be impossible, since it would only barely cover the lens and make
no provision for the time during which the film is traveling.
Tonawanda has been a good correspondent of this department and has set forth some excellent ideas.
In this par-
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ticular proposition, however, there is a screw loose somewhere and I will have to pass the whole proposition up to
our brother out in Western New York. If such a shutter
really would work, it would, be an immense saving in current, since it would only cut but a very slight percentage
of the light, as against the from 41 to 52 per cent, cut by all
standard machines. The pen filler idea is excellent. I
omitted to state the fact that to use the needle one should
pour out some oil in a shallow vessel, such as the lid of a
baking powder can. It is a good method of oiling, but I
think myself the pen filler would probably be even better.
The Motiograph machine has quite a number of oil holes,
but I have oiled one around in three or four minutes comfortably, wiping off the surplus oil at the same time. With
the needle, of course, it would take considerably longer. I
will, however, apologize and acccp; the pen filler idea. Yes,
the Taylor School is still doing business. The rate for current in New York varies somewhat. The new scale is ten
cents per k.w. for the first 250; nine cents for the next
250; eight for the next, and seven for the next,
down to a five-cent minimum on quantity or excess over 1,500 k.w. hours. I know of no city in the United
States which furnishes current at anything like the rate you
name. The best record I have, even of a private plant, that
is to say a plant owned by the theater, is 3% cents per k.w.
Will San Francisco kindly tell us how full he fills the intermittent oil casing and how many hours run one filling will
serve. Does the heavy grease make any appreciable difference in the running of the machine — make it run harder, I
mean?
Another Victim of the Law. — Coney Island writes: "Being
an Englishman, I am a victim of the non-citizen law. Could
you in any way put me in touch with a position where one
doesn't have to be a citizen? I have worked down here in
one house for three years and know my business thoroughly.
Can do my own repairing and have no objections to going
anywhere, provided the salary be not less than $25 per week.
Will furnish references upon request."
It is useless to again set forth my opinion of the fool law
which deprives this brother of the right to earn his daily
bread in the city of New York, simply because he happens
to be technically a subject of Great Britain. To anyone desiring to give the brother employment I will cheerfully send
his address.
New Form of Shutter.— Chicago, 111., writes: To those
having trouble with terminals burning off when using A. C,
I would suggest the use of the Vitagraph lamp. With lamp
they will have no trouble of that kind. I always guarantee
the manager a perfect show, so far as the light is concerned,
and, as to the film, I have run two and one-half months without even a frame-up. I look over my film very carefully,
even though it be first run. Here is one for the boys to try
out. Make a revolving shutter similar to the one they now
have in their machine, but make the wide blade 3-16 to 14
inch wider than that of the regular shutter. Drill three rows
of holes along the edges of the blade, the outside ones
larger than the middle row and the inside smaller. They will
find tti.it it helps to eliminate the flicker and has a tendency
to dissolving instead of shutting off the light abruptly. It
works fine on my machine, and I have A. C, too. Patrons
ask the manager why it hurts their eyes in other theaters,
but never in hi-. I will write you later on other tin:
always a reader of tin- 'Moving Picture World' and I have
d volumes through your department."
The shutter scheme, I hicago, is one in which, frankly, I
haven't
large degree
of faith;
it won't
much bother
for
thoseanyInterested
to try
it out.-tillThe
holes be drilled
in the

1own !>y an accompanyii

an- along both edges of both the Sicker and the wide blade,
three ro?
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Rheostat Amperages. — St. Louis, Mo., writes: "Will you
please give me some idea of the number of amperes furnished
by the Powers 220-volt rheostat when used on no volts?"
The rheostat you presumably mean is the 220-volt round,
adjustable rheostat, which has 14 adjustment contacts. When
it is hitched in on no-volts in series with an arc, factory tests
show the rheostat to deliver the following amperages on the
different contacts, the arc being kept at normal length:
Numbering the contacts from 1 to 14. beginning on the
220-volt side, when the handle is turned clear around to
contact No. I (there are really no numbers on the contacts,
but I am simply supposing them to be numbered), the rheostat delivers 13 amperes; contact No. 2 delivers 15 amperes;
No. 3, 16 amperes; Nos. 4 and 5, 17 amperes; Nos. 6 and 7,
21 amperes; No. 8, 26 amperes; No. 9, 28 amperes; No. 10
and 11, 34 amperes; No. 12, 60 amperes, at which point the
coils become red hot. The same rheostat on 220 volts on
the contact No. 1 delivers 26 amperes; on contact No. 2,
32 amperes. I have no available record of the amperage of
the other contacts when used on 220. When this rheostat is
used with the two halves in multiple on no volts, with the
handle on contact No. 1, it delivers 43 amperes; on the second contact, 51 amperes, and on the third. 00 amperes, at
which point it becomes red hot. While I am about it, having these records at hand, I might as well give the readers
of the department the data on the other Powers rheostats.
I might add that I will be glad to publish similar data on
the rheostats of any of the manufacturers, if they will supply same. The Powers no-volt non-adjustable underwriters, commonly known as the 25-ampere rheostat, delivers 23 amperes on 110 volts; 24^ amperes on 115 volts;
26I/2 amperes on 120 volts. The Powers no-volt adjustable
rheostat, same as the underwriters, but adjustable, delivers as follows: on no volts, first contact. 23 amperes;
second, 24; third, 26J/; fourth, 30, at wihch point the wires
become dull red, and on the last contact, 33 amperes with
the wires red hot. On 115 volts it delivers: first contact,
24J/2; second, 26; third, 29; fourth, 32, at which point the
wires become red. On 120 volts it delivers: first contact,
26^2 amperes; second, 28 amperes; third. 30 ami
which point the wires become dull red. The small Powers
circular 120 volt, adjustable rheostat, when worked on 120
volts, delivers as follows: When the handle is set so that
the resistance all in, 30 amperes; on the second and third
contacts, 34 amperes, at which point the wires become dull
red; on the fourth contact it delivers 39 amperes, when the
wires become red hot When working on 110 volts, with
the handle set so that the resistance all in. 25 am;
ond and third contacts, 28 amperes; fourth and fifth contacts, 32 amperes; sixth contact, 40 amperes, with the wires
red hot. In this connection, however, it must be taken into
consideration that the rheostats on which these I
made were new. After the resistance has been in use for
some time the amperage will be COnsidrably reduced. I
would suggest to the various manufacturers that the publication of this kind of data concerning ti
vices would be of considerable value to operators, and repeat
that if the same is furnished I will be only
it space.
Letter Overlooked. -Cleveland, O., writes undc
June I. as follows, the latter having apparently
laid: "I have read with interest 1;
Department and have received some verj useful and helpful information therefrom.
1 am running
and have been having trouble with the I
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nished the whole
quota oi men. and replies came from in dividuals ;iil over the
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ment, however, since there are only five place! to till and
Single Arc
-Savannah,stereopticon
Ga., writes:that operates
"I have
> thingDissolver.
of a dissolving
with only one are lamp
( onld you give me somi descrip
tion of thi< machine, and i> it a practical proposition?"
The only dissolver which I know of thai operates with one
ilhtminant is one made by Mr. Eberhard Schneider, of this.

city. As you will see by the picture, this dissolver operates
with a right angi.
arc, though it can also be
used with the rcg-ular projection arc lamp. The rays of light
from the arc pass through the prisms and are refracted by
them into the condensers, dissolving being accomplished by
means of the usual diaphragm arrangement in front of the
objective lenses. There is no question but what the machine is practical. I have seen it demonstrated and the projection was excellent, also the dissolving effect was perfect.
Light Reflection. — New Orleans, La., writes: "Can you
give me the comparative reflecting powers of different colors
when used for wall and ceiling decoration?"
The different colors reflect light as Follows: A perfect
mirror reflects 95 per cent, of the light; the ordinary commercial mirror, 87 per cent.; white blotting paper. 82 per
cent ; white glazed paper, 81 per cent.; chrome yellow. 62
per cent.; orange, 50 per cent.; pink, 36 per cent.; emerald
green, 18 per cent.; dark brown, 13 per cent.: black. 5 per
cent.
Lightof Trouble.—
Murfreesboro,
Tenn..derived
writes:
reader
your department
and having
much"Being
benefita
therefrom, I am now going to ask a few questions. We
run only one show a night; A. C. no-volt current, have a
throw of 50 feet; 12-foot picture; 190Q Monograph twowing shutter, also Motiograph lamp house and rheostal My
rheostat is stamped 25 amperes, but I know it
pass that much current.
Here are a few questionSomenearly through, my carbons burn the crater flat, causing a
very bad light. I am using an ordinary cloth curtain
stretched over a frame, the same having severa
alabastine. Can you suggest how I can get belter results.
and do you think my picture is too large for the length of
throw, using 25 amperes at no volts? I enclose a stamp
and ask you to reply, by mail, so that I will not have to
wait so long."
I have spent one whole day wandering around over the
battlefield adjacent to your city and have rubbered at the
bullet-holes in the cast iron columns of your court house,
Murfreesboro. This was about sjx years ago I do not and
cannot repjy personally to letters. If I did so 1 would be
swamped with letter writing. As to your trouble. 1 do not
see how you can possibly project a good 12-foot picture with
25 amperes of current.
If you have a rheostat stamped 2;
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m use for any considerable period
of time, it is in all probability not delivering more than 20
and possibly even less than that. I would suggest that you
citliii procure another rheostat and hitch it in multiple, or,
what is much better, that you get some good operating room
transformer. sUch as the inductor, compensarc, etc. These
transformers are somewhat expensive in the first cost, but if
ervici they ordinarily would save a great
ur light bill, at the same time giving you a far better illumination However, if you are using only 20 amperes
would not be very much, but the increase in curtain brilliancy would be very great indeed. Inasmuch as you
say that the ghost only occurs occasionally, I am led to
suppose thai it is through some fault of the carbon siting
and I do not think you will have much success in remedying
the same so long as you use that exceedingly light amperage.
If you can get a really good 12-foot picture with 20 amperes,
or even 2^ amperes, of A. C, my dear boy, you can do more
than I have ever seen done to date. As to your craters
burning Hat. I would suggest that you send $1.50 to the Moving Picture World for a copy of my Handbook. You will
find therein, besides much other valuable information, complete illustrated directions for setting carbons, both for direct and alternating current. I think the more than two
thousand purchasers of the Handbook will bear me out in
tnent that you will get full value for your money in
the book In the back numbers of the department you will
find instructions from several operators and managers for
coating the curtain with aluminum. I would suggest that
you follow out one of the recipes and you will, I believe, be
well repaid for the slight expense entailed.
Strike in Cleveland. — The following telegram came to hand
jusl m time to get it in type:
"Cleveland, Ohio. June 20th.
Operators
in down-town
houses are on strike. No notice was given and arbitration
was refused, the Avenue Theater being the only down-town
pting
terms.
Signed,
B.
G.
Drummond."
Sorry to hear of the trouble in Cleveland. I do not exactly
understand whether the "no notice" refers to operators or
managers, or whether it was the operators or the managers
who refused arbitration. By the next edition, however, we
shall undoubtedly have further information.
INTERRUPTED

FILM

SERVICE.

From St. Mary's, W. Va., comes the tale of a peculiar
incident about a manager of a five-cent theater who sub-lets
his films to the nickelodeons in some of the small villages
in the surrounding country. One day he was somewhat
surprised to receive this message. "Don't send any more
films, as Bill Jones is dead." For the rest of the day the
manager pondered over the situation and tried to think who
Bill Jones was, and in what way he was connected with the
moving picture industry, but to no avail. Finally, curiosity
got the better of him. and he made up his mind to find out
what Bill Jones had to do with the case. He found out a;
follows: The picture man in that small town rents all his
chairs from the undertaker, but as Bill Jones was a prominent resident, the chairs which were rented had to be
called for by the undertaker; therefore, no show could take
place until after the funeral.
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YOURSELF SLIDES

Make them yourself. Written with pen and
ink or typewriter. Three minutes to make a
slide. Used for advertising slides, to announce
future or feature programmes, for chorus slides
when chorus slide is missing. We send four
colors of gelatin. The slides look well and any
one can make them. They are handy also for
announcing vaudeville acts. In fact they may
be readily used for anything you may wish to say
to your audience.
For the sum of three dollars ($3) cash with
order, we will send by express, charges not prepaid, the following:
24 cover glass, 1 package binder strips, 1 dozen
mats, 1 instruction sheet, 1 form sheet and 50
strips assorted colors gelatin — enough for from
300 to 400 slides. Order now.
Address

IUTILITY

TRANSPARENCY

No. 6 Bradhurst Avenue

CO.

New York City
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EMPIRE FILM EXCHANGE SPRUCES UP.
The uplift and solidity of the business has received a boost
on Fourteenth Street. It was long in coming, Kessell, but
when you went at it you did it right. The writer had occasion to enter the Empire Film Exchange one day last week
and stopped short on the threshold. Had we made a mistake and entered the office of a bank or large corporation?
No. There were the same familiar faces, and from a far
corner Ad. Kessell waved an inviting salute. Mahogany
furniture and soft green carpets bedecked the office; silent
salesmen showcases lined the showroom; nothing remained
of the old furniture and even the walls had taken on a
lining of embossed metal work. The floor above is given
up to the film rental department, with everything for the
convenience of the employee. When an upstart concern fits
up elaborate offices it is done for effect. When an old-established house that has borne the brunt of adversity bedecks
itself it is a sign of prosperity and self-respect. We congratulate Mr. Kessell on his layout.
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needed,
judging
Mr. Ric-der's
which throws
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of serious
import letter,
in Michigan.
Why light
not
organize, Michigan?
It is interesting to note the result of a canvas of Boston
moving picture houses made by a local manager, in company
with his vaudeville agent. On a certain evening these two
men dropped into nearly every house in Boston proper. The
result of this observation was that the Olympic Theater,
Bowdoin Square, held the greatest number of people in its
auditorium. Manager Roth should be pleased to note this
pleasing fact.
HENRY.

MRS PICTURE PLAYS

BOSTON.
The Jolliette Theater, Bowdoin Square, ran the '"Fall of
Troy" the week of June 19-24. This reel was the cause of
a successful week's business for the Jolliette. Since the
house has been under new management, the "Fall of Troy"
was the first "special feature" exhibited in the Jolliette.
Under the former manager, Mr. J. L. Roth, the Jolliette
earned a conspicuous name for itself, as a house running
nearly every feature photoplay available for Independent
theaters.
real oftenin
if the name Soof the
the Jolliette
house ismust
to be exhibit
kept up"features"
to old standards
this respect.
The Old South Theater, Washington Street, was closed on
Sunday night, June 18, by express order of Chief of Police
Whitney. On June II, Chief Whitney was present at the
performance presented by the Old South, and at that time
chanced to hear a parody sung, in a vaudeville act, which he
considered suggestive and not proper for presentation at a
public resort. The chief caused this act to be removed from
the stage immediately. The suspension of the Sunday license was the penalty paid by the Old South. At this writing, it is not at all certain whether the chief will issue the
special Sunday evening license to the Old South for June
25th. The chief has stated that the offense seemed more
serious than it ordinarily would, owing to the fact that the
house had been specially warned by him in the not very
distant past that suggestive acts would not be allowed on
the stage. It is a pity that Cinematography — a high art —
should be so insulted and so degraded by being placed on
the self-same bill as a lewd song. It is to be hoped that
Manager Nat Burgess will exercise a more watchful vigilance
over his programs from now on.
The World's New England representative in a recent issue
(/f this paper published an article, "Balancing the Program,"
which noted the fact that a moving picture show is much
more enjoyable and liable to prove a success should the
program of pictures be balanced with care and judgment.
He also stated that many managers do not care for this
special detail, but allow the reels to be exhibited in any
order that may happen to be the easiest. A reply to the
article can be noted in this paper, issue of June 24, from the
pen of Mr. J. J. Kieder, of Jackson, Mich. Mr. Kieder claims
that "Henry" should not blame the manager for a poorly balanced picture program — it is the fault 0! the exchange-man,
who hands over to the exhibitor any old junk he sees fit,
Mrtiicfa cannot be balanced in an) waj tin- h the contention
nf Mr. Kieder.
Such a Stal
1: Kieder outlines
in his letter, anent affair! in Michigan, is to be deplored.
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THE NAT WILLS POSTER.
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Moving Pictures of the Powers Fire
One

Mr. Oliver began his professional career before the footlights when he joined the John T. Ford Stock Company, of
Baltimore, which at the time was one of the greatest stock
companies in America, and which included among its famous
players such names as Robert Downing, the Chapman Sisters, George Edison, and others whose names are now only
a memory to old-time theatrical men, but who at the time
ra in their profession.
Mr. Oliver created the part of "the original tramp in "Princess Toto," by Gilbert & Clay, produced by the Henderson
Opera Company at the Standard Theater, New York. Other
members of note in the company who scored heavily in this
production were: William Hamilton, W. A. Paul, Mme. Braham. M. Lucette, Mme. Zeabau. Mr. Oliver was also one
of the first boatswains with the Boston production of "Pinaand included
in the of
castnote.
were May Irwin, Flo Irwin,
George fore,"Ulmer,
and others
Mr. Oliver then joined the Adelphi Stock Company, which
played in Chicago before the great Chicago fire, during which
the theater was destroyed. Following the destruction of the
Adelphi Theater, he played for years in repertoire throughout the country with various companies of note at the time.
For five seasons Mr. Oliver played with the C. W. Park
Dramatic Company, a stock organization well known
throughout the South. For the last three seasons he played
with the Price & Butler Stock Company. Previous to this, Mr.
Oliver played several seasons with the John Guerin Stock
Company, at Fargo, N. D. He also played three seasons at
Taranta's Theater, New Orleans.
Mr. Oliver has also had experience in theater management,
having previously managed a stock company at Leadville,
Col., and the Broadway Theater, St. Louis, during the recent
World's Fair. Few men on the stage today have trod the
boards of the legitimate so long or so ably as the subject of
this sketch. The film world in general, and the Pathe Company especially, are indeed fortunate to have engaged the
services of such a professional, winning him from the legitimate to give his undeniable talents to the pleasing of millions, and helping to keep on its high pedestal the art of
acting before the camera.
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Mr. Oliver is 63 years of age. It is to be hoped that the
Grim Reaper will spare him another score in which to
amuse and entertain the amusement loving public. He is an
all-around, versatile, finished actor, and in several interior
scenes taken at the 1'athe Studio recently the writer of this
brief biography, and other spectators, watched his work with
pleasure.

of the Most

Remarkable

Fire Films

Ever

Made.

At a private exhibition this week, we had the privilege of
looking at the picture that cost Mr. P. A. Powers $150,000 —
the burning of the Powers plant, or home of the Powers
Picture Plays, at 241st Street and Richardson Avenue, New
York City, on the afternoon of June 6th. Our expectations
on the way to view this reel were not very great. We expected to see the usual fire picture, showing a lot of smoke
and promiscous
but looking
when the
ished we realized running
that we about,
had been
at reel
what was
will finno
doubt prove to be the greatest actual fire picture ever taken.
It does not often happen that a moving picture photographer is at hand when a fire breaks out, and this instance
is the first time that a film factory has been wiped out.
There are many moving pictures extant of fires that have
already begun and are considerably under way, but we do
not remember of any fire picture that has been taken from
the very beginning, even before the fire department arrived upon the scene. This picture shows the burning of
the Powers plant from the very beginning; from the time
when the first faint streaks of smoke appear at the windows
and doors until the building it at last consumed in a seething mass of flames. Owing to the vast amount of celluloid
stored in the building, the Powers fire lasted only half an
hour. Within thirty minutes from the time the fire broke
out, the place was a flat ruin upon the ground.
In this respect, then, the film differs from most fire pictures, because it is seldom possible to show the beginning
and end of a fire with all the details that should come in
between. We see at .first the excited employees running
about. Later on, the fire department arriving and stretching
its lines. The picture should be of interest to residents of
that section of New York City, because it shows very plainly
the poor water pressure in that particular district. For some
time the firemen were unable to raise a stream more than
a few feet in height, and during that time were practically
of no service.
After viewing the picture we desire to confirm our previous statement of the cool-L adedness of the operator, Mr.
.Al. Leach. He not only took motion photographs of the
fire, but he took them in a professional manner. In the
picture there were no traces of hurry or excitement on his
part. The picture seemed to have been taken in the most
coolly calculated manner. The lines were well squared up
and the positions well chosen.
Wherever the fire seemed to be raging the most, there
Mr. Leach was to be found with his camera. After looking
at this picture of the fire, we know as much about it as
though we had been standing right there on the scene at
the time. The picture brings back to our minds with double
force the wonders of Cinematography. This picture is perhaps one of the very few bona fide photographs of a fire
from its very start, before even the fire department had arrived. It is a remarkable piece of work and we know in advance that wherever this picture is shown it is going to be
talked about, and will be one of the biggest film sensations
of the season.
At this writing, it is not certain whether the Powers Company intends to introduce a story into this fire picture, or
whether to release it as a straight educational reel. In our
opinion, it will go well either way, because it is real. The
Powers people may deem it wise to write a story around
their unfortunate fire, but we do not think it necessary. It
is one of those pictures that will draw on its own merits
and one that should be kept in a theater for more than one
day, because those who see it are bound to return home and
tell their relatives and friends what a wonderful fire picture
they have seen. It is difficult to describe in words what can
be described by means of motion pictures. Our descriptions of
this film has been very meagre. Our advice to the exhibitor is
to take it as quickly as he can get it, and keep it as long as
he is allowed to, within the limits of reason. We have made
some very strong statements on behalf of this film, but we
do not think that they are strong enough. The Powers
Fire picture is one that can be exhibited for years without
losing its interest.
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(IN THREE REELS, WITH SPECTACULAR
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COLORED

POSTERS)

You Be the Man
to get the money. Buy the state rights
for your state for this picture and you will
be the man who makes the clean-up.
TEMPTATIONS OF A GREAT
CITY
is the strongest Moving Picture Melodrama that ever came across the Atlantic.
Read what the Moving Picture World has
to say of it on page 1367, issue of June 17.
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REEL

HIS MOTHER

Wednesday,

July 5th.

■

.Mar)

POLISH

AND

Wednesday,

Fuller.

PIE

Charles
Sutton.
Marie Tener.
Edward
Boulden.
Rolinda
Bainbridge.
preparing dinner found a bottle of shellac,
which
was unfortunately
labeled
whiskey,
and used it not
the pie, but also as a stimulating beverage for herself, much to her own discomfort as well as that of theDon't fail to book release of June nth,
"MARVELS
OF
HORSEMANSHIP."
U. S. Cavalry in thrilling drills.

THOMAS

THE

CRUCIAL

TEST

Friday, July 7th.
Charle- Charming, a discharged reporter
Herbert
Prior.
.1 K. Keating,
the star reporter
Richard Xeil.
Managing
Editor
JameI
The
relegraph Operator
Richard Ridgeley.
The Captain of the Tug
Charh •
A thrilling story of the Spanish-American war showing in
graphic manner the war fleet which lay off Santiago Harbor,
waiting for the Spanish tleet to come out, and the subsequent
destruction of the latter.
The hero is a newspaper reporter.

A;

AVENUE

Charles Ogle.
Miriam Nesbitt.

(j !Edna
MayMette,
\\ eick.
Her
luo Children
,1;"1>\,1
,
The Minister
William West.
An escaped convict, falsely accused of murder, is befriended
bj a poor widow and her children, and surrenders himself
wi order that the reward for his capture may save the widow's
home. While the widow and minister are attempting to secure a pardon for the convict, news is received that the real
criminal has confessed. The widow and the innocent convict are married and live happily.

July 5th.

k

OF A MAN
July 4th.

Braham, falsely arrested
Helen Johnson

Daughter
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Redondo Beach, Cal., June 7, 191 1.
Editor Moving Picture World,
Dear Sir: In your issue of April 22nd there appeared an
article relative to talking pictures headed "A Wonderful Invention— Coming." While the writer of that article was
writing in a prophetic strain, he was, as a matter of fact,
though he little knew it, stating conditions as they now are.
The talking picture is an accomplished fact, and the trick
has been turned by a Frenchman, as predicted in the article
referred to, but it happens in this case to be a naturalized
American citizen of French birth.
To those who were familiar with the moving picture industry in its infancy, the name E. H. Amet is well known.
Mr. Amet invented, manufactured and put on the market one
of the first projecting machines, "The Amet Magniscope"
(see cut). He also was closely associated with the perfecting
of the early talking machine which made possible the present
cheap phonograph.
Mr. Amet in his laboratory located in this city has been
quietly working for some months past to perfect a talking
picture machine, and to one who is fortunate enough to gain
admission and see a demonstration, no doubt it will remain
in their minds that the goal has been reached. Not only
has he accomplished perfect synchronization, but the sound
is made to come from the location on the screen from which
it should proceed; if a gun is fired from a distant point, the
sound comes from the distance; if a train is seen approaching,
the sound follows the train, increasing in volume as the train
draws near. Birds are singing in the trees. The wind, the
dashing of the waves on the rocks, etc., are all true to nature,
and the same is true of any sound that should properly belong to any picture being shown.
As soon as patent papers are complete, a public demonstration will be given in the above theater.
Sincerely yours,
,
F. R. FAXCHER.
WHEN

EXCHANGE
AND
EXHIBITOR
WORK
IN
HARMONY.
Editor Moving Picture World,
Chambersburg, Pa., June 17, 191 1.
Dear Sir: In reading Mr. Rieder's letter in The World
this week on balancing the program, one would be led to
believe that all film exchanges were alike and handed the
exhibitor just what they felt like. I run the entire licensed
output ten days old in my theater; therefore, I have no selection to make
or nothey
program
arrange
the reels
the way
should tobe balance
run. I "other
am on than
a scheduled
service and always know two weeks or more ahead what is
coming. I knew ten days ago that I would have "Faust" on
June 27th; also when I would have "Enoch Arden" and "Ten
Nights in a Bar Room" and the film exchange that supplies
me is the General Film Co., of Wilkes-Barre. There are
other film exchanges, but here is one office that has a system.
It has always been my policy to advertise the films, and
before getting on this schedule service I always had the film
exchange wire nie at my expense the evening before what
films I would have the next day, so that I could advertise
them in the morning paper. We do not claim to have the
finest picture house in the world, but I do pot know of another bouse in the State that runs the licensed output as
new as we do, and for brightness and steadiness they are
second to none.
Yours truly,
H. K. V.
Proprietor Star Theater.
ABOUT LIGHTED AUDITORIUMS.
ii ture World,
ir: Being in the motion picture business. I am
greatly interested in all its branches, especially in the propartment, and il I am allowed a little space in your
valuable paper, would lil
opinion.
Lei a b<
with law: If a man commiti suicide, if a
woman
1 mi BWay from ! : • Of if a child eomi
Men point with ,1
| wards the
but a new l.iv. || pa ed
It wc really ItOp to thin! only that
more laws concerning tb
whole nation
it va ■■■ are passeo, tins business will he s
thing ot the pa t 1 am Inti re ted In one oi thi e laws: "Well
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pleasant remarks concerning poor projection. It is true projection as yet is not perfected, but will stiil be worse when
all theaters must be "well lighted."
The law is passed for the good of the business, but why
shall the respectable theaters be classed with the disgraceful
den — yes, that is the only suitable name for them! On one occasion Ivisited one of these shows. When a certain picture
ended I asked one sitting next to me what he thought of it.
The answer I got was, "I don't know, I didn't see it," and he
was right; his mind and thoughts were somewhere else. The
exhibitor is also wise, his films are old, worn, commercial.
He saves money.
Again I ask, should good clean and respectable houses
suffer the same as these? The law should not demand them
to light up; to close them up would be more suitable.
Photoplays are transparent photographs; light projects
them.
Therefore it must be dark for good results.
The pictures are projected best and appreciated most in
large theaters. Why? — because you are viewing them from a
darkened auditorium.
A. J. OHLSON.
UNIFORMS.
During the hot days, the Society for Prevention of Cruelty
to Animals forces the teamsters to cover the top of the head
of their horses with either a wet sponge or a straw hat,
and establish drinking fountains, with attendants, to see that
the horses are properly watered. These good folks who are
so solicitous for horses, dogs, cats and even rats, have less
charity for human beings. It is a shame for a M. P. exhibitor to allow his doormen and ushers to suffer, buttoned in
their heavy winter uniforms, while these men could be made
more comfortable in white duck suits. You want as good
an attendance during the hot days as you have during the
winter months. You spend much money on fans, on ice,
on signs claiming that the inside of your theater is so many
degrees less than the heat of the street, etc. At the same
time you overlook the main point. Persons passing in the
street do not see how many fans you have; they don't know
how much ice you use to cool the interior, but they see
your doorman tired and wornout, buttoned in his heavy
winter uniform; they see his discomfort; they see the perspiration covering his hands and dropping from his face;
they naturally, very naturally, come to the conclusion that
your theater must be a real oven. They see another thing.
The girl cashier fanning herself as if she was suffocating
in her box. Why not correct these evils? Why not give to
your attendants light, comfortable, white duck uniforms?
Make them look clean, neat and cool; you will then create
the impression that your place is a real cool place, a good
place to rest and escape the boiling sun rays. Why not
have an open ticket box for the summer months? A white
duck uniform in front of your theater will pay more than
the most elaborate sign, because the cool, neat appearance
of the wearer will tell the story better than wordboard. Do not say that your theater is a .
that it is really; let your doorman prove how comfortable he
is and how little he is affected by the heat — I V
MUTT AND JEFF OUT WEST.
David Horsdy, general manager 0! the Nestor Film Company, has just returned from S successful W«
advance views of the Mutt and Jeff scries
Mr. Horsely states that he has !>cen tre.it
everywhere by exhibitors who, in all cases, have been
anxious to meet him in the hope that he might he the man to
deliver them from the avalanche 0!
the large
Western cities, exhibiting the Mutt and JctT re<
From
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Kinemacolor Company ?America
(Urban-Smith Patents)

145 W. 45th St.,
CAPITAL

„,MTrRhr:NT

STOCK

N. Y. City

SIX MILLIONS

J. J. MURDOCK,
ARTHUR H. SAWYER,
Managing Director
Corresponding Secretary

EXCLUSIVE

STATE

RIGHTS

King's Coronation
First Time "World's History" Pictures in Natural Colors of Royalty in All the
Pageantry of the Court.

TAKEN

BY

ROYAL

COMMAND

The Only Company in the World Photographing the Royal Crown and Jewels
Worn by King George V.
And All Scenes of the 40 Days' Festivities in Brilliant Natural Photographic Colors.

NOTICE

TO INDEPENDENT

EXCHANGES

But a Few States Remain Unlicensed.
Apply at once.
Quick Action Necessary ifYou Contemplate Securing a State Right.
Advance Shipments of Festivities Are Now on Exhibition at Office Exhibit Room from 1 2 to 1 Daily. You Have but to See Them to Become a
Believer in the Fortunes to Be Made in Kinemacolor.

SPECIAL
Contrary to the General Impression the Coronation Festivities Last Forty Days — Not Two.
By Royal Command the Kinemacolor Company Will Make Moving Pictures in Natural Colors of
All the Important Events During the Entire Period. The Only Pictures Taken in Black and
White Will Be Sections of the Last Two Days' Parade.
THIS COMPANY WILL HAVE A RELEASE OF TWENTY REELS OF KINEMACOLOR AND THE BEST BLACK AXD WHITE OF EUROPE AND AMERICA
COMMENCING IN SEPTEMBER. _^____
_
SIXTEEN VARIETIES OF LITHOGRAPHS
FROM STROBRIDGE AND
COURIER COMPANY.
Kinemacolor pictures will be exhibited in Chicago for the benefit of moving picture men during the
entire week of June 26. Location will be announced next week.
To see is to be converted.
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"The Tribe's Penalty" (Essanay).— Here is a thrilling Indian picture, the feature of winch is the penalty a young brave
suffers for befriending a white girl captured by his tribe. The
girl's heroic ride, with the Indians in pursuit, is spectacular.
The rattlesnake episode is well managed, but quite the strongest and most dramatic scene 1- where the young brave, discovering that his love for the white girl he has helped to escape is hopeless, goes stoically back to his tribe, submits to
the humiliation by the squaws and expiate-, hi- offense at the
stake.
"Money in the Bank" (Kalemj. — A comedy, the scenes of
which are laid in a boarding house. Bertie taken to task by
his landlady for non-payment, finds a bankbook and manipulates the deposit record. Then he drops the book. The
change in the attitude of the boarders, excepting the men.
and the landlady, is marked A wedding with her daughter
follows. When the exposure corner the landlady p
ically accepts the situation.
"There's a Woman in Town" (rathe). — Here is a comedy
by the American Company, with the scenes laid in the West.
It is extremely well acted, fresh and amusing. The heroine
makes the cowboys crazy, much to the amusement of two
punchers who have come in from a hard ride and seem
immune to sentimentality or love yearnings The things they
buy and what they do are sufficient to supply ten minute*
of amusement, and the audience testifies
approval.
"A Hippopotamus Hunt" I Pathe) -A -hort film, but interesting while it lasts. It reproduces a hippopotamus hunt,
showing exactly what the hunters do It i- a -rand companion to the rhinoceros hunt put out by the same house
some months ago. Under the magic of the Pathe photography, this film acquires added interest.
"Jimmie, the Insurance Agent" (Gaumont) Here it a
comedy presenting an original method of writing life insurance policies. The whole thing is a burlesque upon the life
insurance business, but Jimmied idea worked out well in this
particular
Jimmy The
petsfunhi-may
policy,
which, afterbutall.it
is
the main instance.
consideration
be impossible,
is none the less lively and interesting.
City ofpictures
Florence,
(Gautnont).
— Here
of "The
attractive
madeItaly"
in the
city of Florence,
showing
a considerable number
of the most important monuments
anl buildings.
The old and picturesque portion of the city
is adequately represented, and the film closes witl
the valley of the Arno, ;i wondrouslj beautiful -ccne
"Duke de Ribbon Counter"
(Lubin). — That tin
subject
m .
. for it i- freshly
pictured
and
there'- plenty ol a
I Fun il il iti [1 background is summer-land and a big hotel, with contrasts in city picture*.
Cratu-- office and
Harold's
I. .ill bedroom
Miss
Lawrence

MELIES
June 29,

plays the heiress very well, of course, and Mr. Johnson plays
the business man with much skill. Lack-a-daisical Harold is
also commendable. The play exists solely for its fun; it isn't
meant to be real, though the ending might have been more
effective if Harold had dressed according to the condition of
his
it would
have was
"rubbed
in" ifwanted.
he appeared
withpocket-book;
a soiled collar,
and that
what it was
The
photography of one scene, a stream and pine woods, is beyond praise.
"The Novice" i.Sclig). — This is not a very satisfactory picture. It isn't up to Selig standard except in its photography
and scenery. The background is Southern California, and its
Franciscan missions, and is very beautiful. The story is
slight and not very well conducted. The play seems to have
been designed either to picture a deeply religious nature who
throws off the claims of the external world for monasterial
life, a hero indeed, or one who is weakly sensitive and flies
from the world. The hero i> a duke and has a government,
as many Spanish dukes had. He wants to become a monk;
his uncle, who rules through him, doesn't want him to, so
uses villainous means to hinder this The uncle, it is suggested, has power over him; but supposing the uncle succeeds
in keeping the youth from the monastery, it would be a
dumb wit that couldn't see through this uncle's wiles. If the
uncle was on the paternal side and had legal authority over
the young duke, one would think that he would jump for
joy at having the boy take religious vows of celibacy. The
story is not convincing on the one hand and fails to make
the duke seem heroic on the other.
"Enoch Arden" (Biograph). — Part II. We were delighted
with the first part of the Biograph picture, but the second
part i-. it seems to us, deeper and more significant and much
more interesting. This reviewer feels that he can not praise
the characterization of Annie too highly Tennyson's "Enoch
Arden" is not a very wonderful poem. The poet w
tially a lyrist; he had very little dramatic instinct. One feels
that there are finer things in the picture of Annie's heart
than Tennyson even suspected; he certainly didn't express
them What
one maythe call
the a-Bible
. i n suggest
incident
gi\en -cent"
in the didn't
poem. for
Thisa
scene was not as good a- tii.it in the poem: but
pictured in other The rest of (he
picture is good.
Like the first part, it has the true ocean
spirit and the other tine qualities.
The death of the last
survivor but Enoch is pictured with remarkable
;
was awful.
One cannot help praising it. but it wa> ugly in
t Itl
its power;
dignity. the hoi I
"When the Tables Turned" i Mclies).— This film
qualities that make a succesara] picture.
If punchers take
umbrage at a leu
they should be.
We can sympathize, however, with their making up a plan to
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surprise the young lady. The picture from this point on,
when they capture the great actress who, to fool them, first
play- that .she is mad and then holds them up for all the
queer tricks and foolish stunts they have in them — hopping,
skipping, playing they arc a brass band, and all — is simply
rich. That
doesn't
what comedy
is in and
the the
situation
cither,
for when
the exhaust
other young
lady arrives
boys
the pink tea, there is more fun.
It took a true
in to put a cup of tea in his pocket from embarassment.

expression, both of hands and face, or in ability to fill with
meaning the moments that precede, for instance, a smile.
Her part in this picture fits her perfectly. Mr. Costello, playing opposite to her, represents the awakening and deepening
of passion in a man's heart very well. The story is not new,
but that is an advantage, for its interest depends on characterization. On the whole, it is one of the most beautiful pictures that this company has produced in some time, and that
is saying much. The scene where Alice Gordon breaks the
stem of the rose would alone, it seems, be the making of a

"Van Bibber's OW
Experiment"
(Edison).
is a fine
Van 1>. made
a man —ofThis
a convict
just sucout
term and unable to get work.
Two of the Edison
players take the leading parts and make a
useworthy picture of the situation. The scene where
the convict, freed months earlier because of good conduct,
comes unexpectedly to his wife, is fine; it's worth while
Van Bibber and the clubman who lost his gems are
mendable in their lesser parts. The situation is one
very worth while picturing; it is well conducted and very
interesting.

picture.
"Range Pals" (Sclig).— The picture of Steve's run from
his home to the town is fine; it is much better than anything
else in this picture, which isn't convincing. Would American
fair play permit such a situation? This reviewer thinks it
doubtful that any American sheiiff would hang a man whom
he knew to be innocent, though the Tyrant of Syracuse
might. The picture isn't acted very well except by Steve,
and then only when he is showing the labor of his great run.
The story is a modern equivalent for the famous story of
Damon and Pythias.
"The Trapper's Daughter" (Vitagraph).— This is another
of the Vitagraph Company's stories of the Northwest in
winter. These are all interesting and in many ways novel,
and this not less so than the others. This company, though,
is more successful in its portrayals of modern civilized life
and its comedies.

"Forgiven
in Death"
(Essanay).—
This two
story who
has know
the freshness of an actual
record;
yet the only
the
story are massacred by Indians. It is, however, convincing as
a supposititious explanation when perhaps the bodies of the
two friends were found with clasped hands and the letters of
Jack'ssidewife,
week, and
only one
them. dated
Jack week
seems byfoolish;
he keeps
his opened,
marriagebe-a
secret
for fear
hurting
feelings;
but hold
none the
can cabin
deny
that there
are of
fools
in theNed's
world.
The two
for a while against a dozen Indians. Jack is the first to be
shot, and then Ned brings him the letters which he had been
holding back from jealousy. When Ned, too, is wounded,
Jack forgives him and they die together.
"Faust" (Pathe). — This is another of Pathe's remarkable
art films. It is finely colored and very well acted. A musical
score has been arranged for an accompaniment and it adds
much to the pleasure that these pictures of a great drama
give. The educational value of such a film as this is very
high. A bill with this film included can hardly fail of being
distinguished.
"The Railroad
'61" (Kalem).—
the only
historical
picture Raiders
that thisofreviewer
has seen This
that isequals
the
best historical pictures made abroad. One may be forgiven
if he thinks that it far excells them all in interest. Here is a
picturesensational
of real menpicture,
makingyet,
realaswar.
exciting
most
far asIt'soneas can
see, asnotthea
grain of truth has been sacrificed to make it so. It's a picture in which every actor seems to be equally good with the
best, and much time and pains were plainly spent in making
it so perfect. The audience broke into it with applause and
gave it a round at the end more enthusiastic than any that
rewarded any song, dance or sketch with the living actors
present and smiling across, a request for applause.
"The
— It is of
hard
grasp
just
whatKing's
motiveDaughter"
made the (Gaumont).
Visigoth heroine
thistopicture
sacrifice herself in just the way she did. She loved her father,
the captive king of the Visigoths. She knew that the old
man was about to kill the king, his captor, who had married
her. She loved her husband, but couldn't denounce her
father. She determined to save the king, but couldn't save
her father, so she decided to wear the king's crown, receive
the dagger and give her father a slight chance to escape.
She acts the part fairly well, but the last scene is perfect in
every way and extremely beautiful. The dead queen is enthroned and all the courtiers and the captives are compelled
to pass and kneel. The old father, when he sees his daughter,
confesses.
The scenes are tinted.
"Th stories
Society whose
Girl andmain
the thread
Gypsy" might
(Pathe).—
This is as
one the
of
those
be printed
news of the day, but it is hardly convincing. As Mark Twain
says, "Truth has an advantage over fiction, for fiction has
to seem
Society
girls have
love illwith
gypsies;
have
run true."
away and
married
them; fallen
have inbeen
treated
and
come back to ask parental pardon. Perhaps the reason why
this picture fails to convince more powerfully than it does
lies in the way it is conducted. There is Pathe art in all of
the scenes, but the quickness with which the pictures follow
each other without the suggestion that days intervene makes
the girl seem over-quick to fall in love and mary the gypsy;
again, the stranger who befriends her seems over-quick to
ask her to be his wife after her gypsy husband dies. It is
interestingly acted.
"Proving His Love" (Vitagraph). — It is good to see Florence Turner in the Vitagraph pictures again. While there
may be one or two other photoplay artists who excel her in
certain ways, there is none who approaches her in mobility of

"Her Brother's Photograph" (Edison).— This interesting
melodrama has for its setting fashionable backgrounds in
New York and a cabin of an engineer at work on the Panama
Canal. The story is not wholly convincing, but it is very
clearly told and is well constructed.
It is fairly well acted.
"Bearded Youth" (Biograph).— Youth is not generally a
handicap, yet, in the case of this young doctor, it was. A
masquerade disguise makes him appear middle-aged and
solves the problem. Just as a satisfactory solution is reached,
an old maid falls in love with him and he is compellel to
remove his disguise to escape her wiles. By this time he
has demonstrated his worth, however, and there is no further difficulty about patients.
"The Delayed Proposal" (Biograph). — Here is a film showing how a country bumpkin undertook to win a gay soubrette. Clad in his store clothes, the young man studies a
book entitled "How to Propose." ■ The necessity for this
educational process delays the proposal too long. The soubrette's city lover appears and poor Zeke has exerted his
efforts for nothing. The comedy is good and the characterization isabove the average.
"Over the Cliff" (Pathe). — Here is a tragedy which concerns a mountebank, his wife, a woman who alienated his
affections and won him away from his wife. It also shows
the murder of both the husband and the woman by the
abused wife. After he has turned his wife out of their
house on wheels and has taken in the other woman, the wife
removes the blocking from under the wheels and the wagon
goes over the cliff. In the wreck below she finds the dead
bodies of the husband and his sweetheart. It is not a pleasant film, though the scene where the wagon goes over causes
the audience to catch its breath.
"Max Comes Home" (Pathe). — Here is a short Max comedy which will keep them laughing. It details in a very
graphicandandsnappy
humorous
way be
the anresults
of Max's
It is
short
and will
addition
to anyreturn.
program.
"Winter Sports at Lucerne" (Pathe). — Here is an inviting
subject for a hot day. The sports have all the spirit and
dash of winter. The mechanical work is well done, each
picture being clear and distinct, regardless of the rapid
movement of the figures.
"The Misson Worker" (Selig).— Helen Maitland, daughter
of a minster, devotes her life to the uplifting of the Chinese.
A rich Chinaman falls in love with her. His friendliness
angers Arthur Hadley, the girl's lover. He quarrels with her
and they separate. But Helen discovers afterward that the
Chinese go from her school to the gambling den. Then, in
strong scenes she shows that she is honest, and not only renounces her useless and unappreciated work but wins back
her lover. Winifred Greenwood, as Helen Maitland, is convincing, and T. J. Carrigan as Arthur Hadley is an acceptable lover. Rex de Rosselli plays the part of Hing Lee, the
wealthy Chinese, with appreciation.
"A Thoroughbred" (Edison). — Here is a racing story told
with all the vim and vigor of out-doors. Two rivals in love
own fast horses and the two animals are pitted against each
other. One of these is the hero and one the villain, so we
have the situation. The hero Farley decides to ride his
horse himself, and wins. The girl does not hesitate to let
him know that his suit has assumed a new aspect in her eyes.
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The three horses taking part in the race are from a well
known stable and niake a good picture. There is an exciting struggle when the winner passes the second horse byhalf a length. It looks like an actual race. The entire picture is satisfactory and brings applause.
"His Leap for Liberty" (Gaumont). — Here is a film telling
over again the story of love, and a rival, with a robbery and
the accusation of the wrong man. He manages to escape
from his captors and ultimately proves his innocence through
a series of rather impossible events. The real thief is
promptly arrested and presumably the lovers live happily
ever after. Like most of the Gaumont outdoor pictures,
there are some scenes in this which are well worth while
without any reference to the story connected.
"Jiggers skit
Buyswhich
a Watch
— Here
is a
humorous
shows Dog"
how (Gaumont).
the onlookers
obtained
their revenge upon Jiggers for not tipping them when he
bought his dog. It is lively while it lasts and has the additional merit of being short.
"A Cure for Dyspepsia" (Edison). — This little comedy
makes fun of Papa. Papa sees Sis's beau, who is a rent collector, coming out of a saloon, and he "goes up in the air";
he is a strict temperance man and won't put up with such
a young man, nor will he listen to explanations. This brings
on another attack of his old ailment, and he goes for his
medicine. Mamma had emptied the bottle and refilled it
with "cooking" brandy. Pa gets a good jag. Sis and her
beau make use of his predicament. Papa acts his part very
well except that just for the time while he is making Sis
and the beau promise not to tell, he is sober. Some may
see something not wholly commendable in the situation.
"A Comedy of Understanding" (Edison). — This is an
interesting picture of feet. Feet have as much character
as have hands or faces. The Edison Company found an
interesting collection of them to step over a puddle; they
show coyness, mischief, fear, anger, indignation and other
human feelings.
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Released Thursday, June 29

Length about 1000 ft.

RESCUED IN TIME

A Western drama
Two cowboys and ;. __..

rded with thrilling incidents.
»idow are the principal chara
one that'll make 'em talk about your place.
Be sure to get it.

®

Three Reels a Week
Beginning July i, three Lubin phoi
play; will be released each week, i
stead of two as heretofore. They w
be a high-class Drama, a snappy Cor
edy and a genuine Western. Reicas
days will be

Independent.
"All Alone"
(Reliance).
emotional
drama,
representing the mental
anguish— Aof highly
a girl torn
with the
conflict
of
two loves, one for her mother she has sworn never to leave
and one for the lover who came unexpectedly into her lonely
life. True to her vow, however, she gives up. the lover.
Shortly afterwarl her mother dies, and the film closes with
the girl contemplating her blighted hopes for future happiness, the worries of the past, broken hopes for the future.
It would be difficult to conceive any more sorrowful combination.
"Hotel Thieves" (Great Northern).— This film affords suffitement for once. Thieves are seen at work. Sherlock Holmes i- engaged to run down the criminals, and the
adventure- which befall him are much more numerous and
in is usually the case with this detective. But even
though hurled from a train and subjected t<> much other
unkind, not
treatment he succeeds in rolling
the arch criminal over a precipice in Switzerland, half a world
away.
"Foolshead, Somnambulist" Utah-). — Another 1
ular Foolshead films that kept them laughing.
Foolshead
is generally a source of much hilarity whenever he appeal ..
"The
ture that Sheriff's
touches Mistake"
the heart.(Nestor)
It ti -Here
tunate man out of work his money
gone, and wrongfully
accused of robot
foi liberty, but is
badly wounded in the flight The sheriff po
the house to starve him out
They relent when his wife and
Little one appeal t" gel water,
At this juncture the -hniiT
dashe.s up with tin- tiding! thai the real ili,.
and the unfoi tuna!
made up,
and I -ii! :■• ! .•. ork
I
■■• hii'h by
some witchery makei th<
mch of the attraction of tin- picture.
"The Plan that Failed"
comedy
1 wo ) -nut.: m< n an- poi Itive 1 1 I
A third, a 1 lest individual, loves her, bul inot quite so positive about her liking for him.
He think*
ae t" d< i ide It. He is quit
Other two, but risei t<> tin- occa ion and bears ber triumphantly away. 1 1" f< aturi oi 'in I the un<
ment
it 1 ■•
i
edy, ami no manager will make a mistake by including il in hi
"A Musie iiaii Romance*1 (Powers)
1;
muaic-hall Me. Its heroine i helped t- gel a mu i<
tion by a m. in u
him serving
.1 .1 waitd
and

take

liuu

tnki upt
She finds
home.
It :

Released Saturday, July I

Length about 1000 ft

The Little Rebel

This dandy st.uy is the best patriotic production in many months.
The scene is laid in a Southern mansion
The nuvcl pint revolves aiomid ■
daughter of 1

Spin BmI
Released Monday, July 3

His Birthday

Length about

690 feet.

FOXY

IZZY

\Lubin Company
Manufacturing/
Model

Ncv*

StuUlas,
20th
Pliil.ulrlphi.n,

."v Indiana
Pa.

Avenue
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"A Pair of Pants" ( Reliance i. — The only fun in this picture
eni thai would follow it incident!
"The New Congressman" iYar.1.
iv shows
i .1 by the
an in Washington.
The reception, with the
tiita, ami with linen bOSOBU with no .shirts
with guns, including the host, is very funny,
hut hardly convincing.
"The Twins" (Rex)
-This is .1 very good picture; it interI ■ ■ twins are orphans and are adopted, the
■. the other by a woman of
culture ami refinement and wealth.
The inheritance of both
1-, presumably, the same
The environment, alter a number
■ have made of one. the poor girl, a line
and of the other, who ha- been pampered
by
money, a peevish and headstrong girl. One hardly suspects
that the same actress is playing both parts. There is nothing
r.re that is more unreasonable than are incidents
: Shakespeare's plays; but it has a few fault-. The
•hut of these seems to be the unnaturalness
of one girl's
{trained from going to her foster mother. The autoo-ident is a "made up" scene, but it made a woman
in the audience scream when it happened.
"Flames and Fortune" (Thanhouser). — This is mostly little
Maria Elinc's
andSouthern
she makes
it a very during
charming
icenepicture,
is in the
homestead
the one.
war
see the old darky who buries the family fortune to
save it. shot by a stray bullet. Then we see the home many
years later when it is dilapidated and the two sisters are in
want.
The burning of the house is what reveals the hidden
fortune.
Little Maria Eline plays the youngster's part in big
sister's love story. The picture is well made and well acted.
"The Desert's Lure" (Bison). — This is a fairly interesting
picture, with a cattle ranch country and the white desert as
background.
The relationship of the characters is not very
clearly denned at first, and though the main story is clear, it
is not wholly convincng.
"The Rights of Age" (Itala). — A middle-aged fiance, when
hat the young lady to whom he is engaged has fallen
in love with another, has the right, it seems, to ask the lady's
father for her hand in behalf of the other.
It's a story of
European etiquette.
The party of tourists, a girl, her father
and her middle-aged
fiance, seem to be visiting the Alps,
when the girl meets an artist of about her own age and they
fall in love. It is fairly well acted and interesting.
"A Piece of String" (Imp). — There is much truth in this
story, but it is overdrawn. A youth of the village is accused
of stealing a pocket-book which the owner's dog carried off.
Of course there's no proof, but every one in the village
believes he did take it. What he really picked up was the
piece of string which is cleverly utilized to keep the story
coherent. One feels that it was a mistake to have the man's
own mother believe he took the pocket-book; it argues badly
for thetragic
man's situation,
past reputation
seems
more
lessens and,
our while
interestit in
the to
mangiveanda
therefore in the story. Such an incident would probably have
divided village opinion strongly, and a nice church scrap
would perhaps have followed the minister's sermon on the
matter. If the picture could have had, say, Little Mary, as the
man's fiance, and she had shown that she half -believed the testimony against him, we might have had a parting scene and a
reconciliation scene, even more worth while. One cannot
help feeling that the Imp people lost a big opportunity in
this picture.
"The Bashful Son" (Reliance). — This is an exquisitely pictured society comedy. The son is so bashful that his father
proposes and is accepted. It is very well acted and very
amusing.
"Theso Ingenious
— The
accident
seem
ingenious; Accident"
in fact, it(Eclair).
seems to
be the
weakestdoesn't
part
of the picture. The story is a romantic comedy; some of it
is very amusing and nearly all of it is interesting. The background is Alpine scenery. The chief characters are a girl,
her father, and two lovers, one of whom makes a fake rescue
and discredits his rival. Eclair players can be depended upon
to act well, and their work in this picture is good. The
film is commendable, but not important.
"Tommy Gets a Trumpet" (Eclair). — This is a breezy comedy, with
amusing
by Tommy's
trumpet,
which,
when situation,
blown, willbrought
act like about
a cyclone
and blow
away aseverything
movable in front of it. It's a fairy tale film.
and
such commendable.
"Sun Bonnet Sue" (Yankee) — This romantic story of the
South of today is not up to the Yankee standard, but it is
fairly interesting. Sue herself is charming. The aunty seemed
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more conscious of her corn cob pipe than she was in a former
these types, but her acting seemed very true until
ne, where her treatment of the cigarette is unconvincing. The characterization of the surveyor 1- the most
consistent and praiseworthy picture in the film. The ending
Of the story i- pleasant.
"All for a Big Order" (Imp). — This is a very laughable
comedy. It i- capably conducted and vividly characterized,
at least by the leading man, whose acting produces most of
the laughs It i- a very commendable film. It is very funny.
"Bill Loses His Mother-in-Law" (Lux). — A farce comedy,
reproducing the difficulties of poor little Bill after he loses
In- mother-in-law when crossing the street. He has a number of unpleasant experience- while engaged in the search.
He otter- a reward, and a disreputable looking tramp brings
her
Then Bill gets "his" from his wife and the one
who back.
was lost.
"He Went for a Rest" (Lux). — This short comedy, presents the difficulties of a young man called home from Paris
to the farm on pain of disinheritance. After one day's experience he goe- back to Paris, preferring to be cut off
rather than to submit to the tasks imposed.
"Molly Pitcher" (Champion). — Here is a film givng in
some detail the life history of Molly Pitcher, who became a
water-carrier in the Revolutionary army and thus earned the
sobriquet which has become historic. The love story with
which the film opens scarcely adds to the interest of this
famous character. That she took her husband's place at the
gun at
nowfilm.
questioned,
doesn't the
injure theMonmouth
interest of isthe
Neither but
does that
it prevent
erection of monuments to her memory. Her love affairs
close with her marriage to her first lover after the war is
over. The feature of the film is Molly. The reproduction of
this episode in history is highly commendable, even though
rather too much of it is devoted to the relation of love matters which have no bearing upon the principal idea of the
film. In this instance the public is more interested in Molly
alone.
"The Broncho Buster's Ride" (American). — Here is a
lively story of cowboy life, presenting a fresh phase of what
they
would do
under and
certain
conditions.
foreman's
wife refuses
to work
compels
him to doThehouse
work.
The boys get sick of it, kidnap the wife and take her to a
lone canyon. There they compel her to work. The foreman finds them and the wife is so overjoyed at being rescued that she becomes a model housewife ever after. The
foreman thanks the bunch for their disinterested work in
his behalf.
"The Yiddisher Cowboy" (American).— Here is a lively
comedy showing how a Yiddisher cowboy, compelled by the
other boys to do stunts for their amusement, turned the
tables on them after a time and forced them to perform a
dance which was quite as picturesque as his. The American
players have put a great deal of vim and appreciation of the
characters represented into this film and it will be certain to
"How Women Win" (Powers). — This is an amusing suffraplease.
gette picture and tells how women get ahead of men — it is
by tickling their vanity. There is a picture of the recent
"Votes for Women" laides' parade in New York City in it,
which is interesting. The story is farcical but very lively
and mirth-giving.
— This
anecdote itstory
is "A
on Spring
the sameTragedy"
reel with(Powers).
the above.
Theslight
girl thought
was
a man who snatched the daisy covered spring hat from her
head; but the end proved that "Bossy" had reached her nose
over.
Bossy is led into the picture still chewing the hat. It
is amusing.
"The Coffin Ship" (Thanhouser).— One seldom sees on the
films a better story than this might easily have been. It
has a tensely dramatic situation. The daughter of the miserly owner of "the coffin ship" has secretly married it- captain and has stowed-away in order to be with him. When
her father gets her note he is despair; but this is not represented with very telling power. The worst fault- of the
film are in the conduct of the wreck and rescue epiwaterlogged ship just before the raft is launched is too
plainly aground; there is no suggestion of danger. The
story didn't need that scene at all. The raft would hardly
have kept the captain and his wife afloat on' the
hour; and it might easily have been larger. The ship which
rescued them didn't seem to be afloat, nor was it necessary
for the film to picture it. The story is an old one and as
such will be likely to be received more critically than would
a new story. Vet a- it i-, it is very interesting and will be
acceptable.
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"The Dude Cowboy" (Bison). — None of the Bison comedies can be called dull, except by comparison. This film
pictures some rough horseplay at the Bison ranch, and the
whole company seemingly takes part in it. The butt of the
fun is an amorous dude who is spending a week there. The
Chinaman and the darkey are dressed up in the clothes of
two of the girls, and the dude makes love to them. It is not
so amusing as other plays by this company.
"Lake Verbano" (Ambrosio). — This exquisite Italian lake
in the midst of snowy topped mountains has been shown on
the screen before; but the pictures are at a different angle.
It's a subject that will bear repetition.
"Tweedledum and His Rescuers" (Ambrosio). — This is a
picture of very extravagant doings by the well known comedian. The spectators laughed.
"The Price of Vanity" (Reliance). — This is a very interesting picture, ably conducted and acted. The first few
scenes were not very clear, but it is hard to see how they
could have been made clearer, except by a sub-title. One
scene, where one of the girls of the story comes down a
flight of mossy stone steps, is exquisite.
"For Her Sin" (Champion). — This was apparently meant
to tell a very tragic story, but it turned out a perhaps unconscious comedy. A scenario writer who could think of
such a train of situations with comic intentions might well
be proud of himself. The audience began with a titter; at
the end it was nearly a roar.
"Evolution of Womankind" (Ambrosio). — The clever
actress who took the lead in this sprightly picture thoroughly
enjoyed herself. It's a fresh picture of a situation that has
been presented before. The wife puts her husband into his
proper place as her helpmate; he tends the babies while she
is having a jolly good time. This reviewer thoroughly enjoyed the picture and thinks it will be popular. The leading
lady does very commendable work in it.
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We have a No. 5 Powers Type B Shutter, secondhanded, machine, complete, guaranteed as good a^ new.
price $80.00, no lenses. Powers, Type I'., new, No. 5.
complete, ready to use, price $14500. no lenses.
Slightly used spot light, six-inch condenser, regular
price, $40.00, will sell for $30.00. This has only been used
two night-, guaranteed to be in perfect condition or money
will be refunded
t payment on account, the
privilege of examination
We handle carbons, condensers

■TORN Ml (1. CO.. 109 N. I Oth St.. Philadelphia. Pa. I. S. A.
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if Mr. Kimble
had made it his mission 'n life to invent and build
motors especially for the moving picture man, he
could not have succeeded better than he has done
in the
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'Hie Kimble Venti
K.mble Variable Speed. Reversible, Alternate .
something distinctly new
chains.
I'ull one and the fan -ueks in fresh
air from the outside; pull the other, and it
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the inside.
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'
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Colored Song and Announcement Slides
J u.l ll,r kind ol . slide you have all been waiting for.
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BfMtator. Seadforual
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Stories.

KALEM.
A CATTLE HERDER'S

ROMANCE— David Blair

ham""!.™' 'of th-- "''" r"U'"- ""' J°hn "^
hi* 'daughter
Rachel.to"Vhr
young
lover, decide
elope.rWche™"
Hiding re'fu.irlf""^*'
to the 'near"' settlement tbey «re quickly married, and ride
to a ..n.II cabin clo*e to the top of ■ nearby mountain, where the young couple plan to lire an brother
Rachel a father. AlJ»n Ford, a cowboy employe
on an adjacent ranch, while traveling OTer the
rooantalna. become* lo*t and sustain* an Injury
through a fall. The accident I* wltj
Rachel, who quickly call* David from the cabin
Injnred stranger.
Finding
hurt!
"t'i.'rT.w'a
hltn over him
hi* apparently
shoulder andbadly
carries
him nialr
to his
temporary
borne, wbera he is introduced to Rachel aa
alater
lore with hla handaome ntir
unpleaaant altuatlon. and a* f
travel, he Is Invited to leavi
the rancher Durham has relen,.
location of
ward
for Information leading
Ford, seeing th
. __J Illafr Is to be ie advertiseof revenge, goes to
is the sheriff of the h
In the little mo itnln cabin, offering to li
to the coal
at.
On arriving
at
tain top. the sheriff hands Rachel „ ..o„
My daughter Rachel has
eloped.._ and married my
I will
to any one who will reach and assure them of mr
pardon, providing they return home to the ranch
at once." This note was as pleasant a surprise to
the happy couple as It was disappointing to Ford.
THE
NEW
COOK.— Bertie calls on his sweetheart. Clara. Many Interruptions by the cook nnd maid
rather tends
t disconcert
_..
""- ">
the ardent
iwaln. Encouraged
by Clara, however,
bold
' " ask her papa for bis consent to thel
rlage,
'
is
Immediately
thrown
bodily
"*" room.
Papa later o
revenge, prepares an omelette for breakfast, comi' ' eggs.
Being While
called papato
task for bad cooking, the
la at the newspaper office putting In
""' , Bertie picks up advertlsethe ad which he has dropped, *
Disguising himself In female attire, he applies for
Of cook and lands the Job. Papa seems

to take a fancy to the new culinary artist and
goes
swimmingly
until
the
Iceman
calls. Bertie, not being familiar with the happy
ways
of theof Iceman,
to his taking
out a
and putting
rge piece
Ice from objects frlgerator
In
ill piece, ao he decides
him > . the
ruggle
papa, Bertie'
who has been telephoned
during the fight, the young man and
is exposed.
asks to
be reemployed.
Throngh her efforts
the pleadIngs of Clara, papa finally relents and withdraws
bis opposition to Bertie
TO THE
AID
OF STONEWALL
JACKSON—
- ""i girl spy Is visiting relatives,
"Ids. of the t'nlon army.
employ her professional
talents, r
effort i
the Union
She finds I
■oom
guarded,officer's
but
plana
discovers
tlon. Retiring to her room on the second floor.
she crawls out of the window on to the roof of
the gallery, lowers herself down to theigronnd and
takes up a position at the window of the General's
room. Hearing the officer say he would attack
Jackson at daybreak, Nan thinks of the doughty
General and his Confederate army one hundred
miles away. Starting on her Journey, Nan rides
at top speed with her Important Information.
Tuesday night. Nan has twenty miles more to
fo and her horse Is fagged out. This forces her
to reat at a nearby town, where she m
runs Into danger and Is suspected of being the girl
apy. The loyal keeper of the tavern warns Nan
of the suspicion aroused against her and an hour
escapes
goesrides
to the
mounts
off. barn
As
• ■^
berNanhorse,
whichfromshe >her
i room, and
door the Union soldiers,
bearing the sound c. _ "■ e, trying
all rush out and
readily
recognize
the spy .„
They quickly mount their horses and follow li. ,,„.
enlt. Nan. however, being thoroughly familiar with
the country, fools tbem. Finally reaching the Confederate lines, she asks that she be taken to
Genera] Jackson, whom she Informs that Shields
will march at sunrise Wednesday morning and
before noon will attack Jackson's flank. The
doughty General of the Confederates replies. "We
will
march
immediately
and
surprise
General

THE SUBLIME PARDON— Lieut. Mason and his
wife lived very happily together inandtheireverything
summer
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of the klndnesa of their heart*
he Maaon* take her In and give her a home. The
dOMln, h..„.ver. soon attract* the attention of the
Lieutenant, and Anally the Inevitable happena.
Maaon and hla wlfe'a cousin elope and Mrs. Maaon
rets a divorce. Five year* pas* and Maaon I* seen
In his second home, to which a little child has come
to make then, happy. Shortly after this Mason la
Wrlca f..r active service. At home remorse I* eating at the heart of his wife, who la
far from well, and ahe, fearing death, writes her
cousin, bagging her to come and grant her forgiveness. Th.- for r Mrs. Mason Anally goes and.
finding her cousin on her death bed. pardons the
ere,- wroni she had done her. Mason, on hearing
of bl* wires death, gets a furlough
" Inand.th*hastening
role of
mother to his daughter, a
most dramatic
scene the two are reunited.
THE STEPSISTERS.— Mr. Martin and his danghler are alone In the garden when Mr. Martin announces to his child that be Is about to be married
again, and that he hopes her new mother and her
■Uptlansr will And a warm spot In ber heart. The
motherless
girl promises
the newcomer!
happr, andto do her host tn m.ir»
when

they arrive, after the wedding,
she does
does her
— .„. she
accomplish It. but from the outset she Is
r' •l"1 :- "' "9 <>■'•■ haughty woman and her proud daughter, who have entered her home. There Is a day
or reckoning coming, however. Young Wardwell,
a wealthy young fellow In the neighborhood, has
called a number of times, and Mr. Martin's step• daughter is deeply |„ love with him. Wardwell.
however loves the little girl whose life Is now so
Mr. Martin dies, and his daughter Is ordered from the house by her stepmother.
As she Is about to leave. Wardwell meets her and
proposes, and as they leave the house together.
they are slopped by the family attornev. who takes
them back to listen to the will. In which everything Is left to the unhappy little daughter. The
filial scene shows this girl, who has all our sympathy. In possession of her own at last, and the
stepmother and stepsister with their Just deserts.
THE PASSING OF DAPPLED FAWN.— Dappled
e daughter of the chief of her tribe, and
is deeply in love with a young brave, but her affection Is frowned upon by her father, who finally
gives her to a trapper In exchange for many gifts.
Heartbroken, but unable to refuse her father's bldid Fawn leaves with the trspper, and
the? ride away from the camp towards her new
home. Big Bear, her true lover, however. Is not
be thwarted thus easily. Taking a horse from
camp, he follows the unhappy girl. Ere long 1
catches up with the couple, and there ensues a
spectacular fight on horseback between the trapper
and the Indian. In the end the trapper overcomes
his adversary and deals him a death blow Poor
little Dappled Fawn Is now Indeed alone in the
world, and the prospect of her life with this man
grows more and more distasteful, nntil ;
decides to get out of It and Join ber lover In the
nappy Hunting Ground. Soon after she throws
I eraelf from a cliff Into the swirling water of a
and the trapper for days and
seeks the place where she met her death,
too. throws himself Into the stream.
THE RUSSIAN GYPSY.— A Russian peasant sees
and falls in love with a most charming gypsy girl.
and his affection Is reciprocated. In fact. It is a
case of mutual love at first sight. Thev have manv
clandestine meetings, and finally the girl
her lover to accompany ber to their camp
This he does. and Joins the band. being
accepted by the gypsy king. Time passes
quickly and the girl proves fickle. The fascination of the clandestine love affair having ceased,
"thing but the faults In her lover, and
i dark-eyed member of her tribe who has
admirer. The peasant one day, seetong i d '
i
uia ■..* »»eei heart and ber new fiance together. In
!l":" "f rage kills 1,1m, and for this he Is
driven from camp, for In the code of the Russian
gypsy there Is no place among them for a murTHE WATER BEETLE AND ITS YOUNG.— This
Is a most fascinating picture, and shows the life of
the ordinary blaek water beetle, or diver, from Its
Infancy to maturity. The sub-titles In the film
are very comprehensive,
altogether the picInteresting andand Instructive.
A MOTHER AND SONS OF '78.— This Is a story
if the Revolution, and the scene opens In a widow's
her Iseldest
George,
In his Continental■ tjuniform.
about boy,
to Join
his regiment.
In
moment the brave boys In buff and blue march
; door of the little cottage In the hills and
engagement with the British George is woundd drags himself home to die In his mother's
After burying him little Charles decides to
brother's long rifle,
branches
off
army, andand from
AnallyI sighting 1 the
British,picks
be climbs*
after man In the British c ..., nntll the Redeoata
finally discover their assailant and fire a volley
top. Charles falls wonnded
to the
*" "s found and carried home by his

the

to drink.
She compiles, bt
fore they get It, and then.
but fighting off the effects

llttli
oe, fetch
mock them
the water
grfsfpoison*
waterthem,
berlnklng the
It with
the poison, she see*

them
die onethe bybody
one ofandherflnaMy
less acro«a
little "falls
boy. herself

AN OLD MAN'S FOLLY.— Warren William*, an
aged widower, leaves his country home for New
York. In New York, he writes hla daughter, ■
young lady of eighteen, that be has married and
is bringing bis wife home the next day. The woman, an actress, establishes herself in the bona*
and makes things miserable for everyone, especially
step-daughter.
The last i
Louise's mother removed from the ho
s of her father Louise
ioffers alone until findIn his
his misery
daugh
Leaving the country home he goes to New York
and takes up the sesrch. In the meantime, the
actress wife has learned from a woman friend in
New York that her former husband has been released from prison and Is looking for her. A reply
to her friend asks that this latter do what she can
to get rid of Williams and promises her S.-..000 If
she accomplishes the mission. At a picture theater
the old man sees his daughter In one of the photoplays and learning the address of the manufacturer
of the film play, goes there and Ands her. From
here he takes her to the hotel where he Is stopping, when a young man, who has overheard the plot
against Williams, tells the latter how he has frustrated the scheme. A few days later William*
while
and his . daughter return to the farm and learn of
the sudden departure of the actress wife. Hapmother on the wall.
THE SHERIFF'S BROTHER.— Mrs. Singleton, a
widow,pily f-has
two sons, a boy of 7 and an elder son,
"'old.
20 years
Tom, the younger, Is brought horn*
one night by a policeman after having been arrested for stealing a woman's purse, nis mother,
after punishing him severely, locks him In hla
room, from which he escapes by the window, after
leaving a note that he Is running away never to
return. Years after the mother dies after extracting a promise from her older son, Jim, now
a middle-aged man. asking blm to search for the
lost boy. Jim goes West and becomes the sheriff
of a Western town. After a more or less strenuous career in this capacity, the attention of the
sheriff Is called to the depredations of an unknown outlaw, who, throngh his daring has spread
terror in the county. Posting signs, offering a
large
reward
for the Sheriff
outlaw's
parts of
the county.
Jim capture.
organizesIn avarious
posse
press Company, stating that this latter has learned
of the outlaw's plot to hold np the stage the next
day that the sheriff feels he will at last make
prisoner the wily bad man. The next day the holdup Is stalled off and the outlaw pursued. He, however, eludes them and hurrying to his shack, waits
with loaded revolver for bis pursuers. Sheriff Jim,
leaving the posse, takes up the trail alone on foot,
leaving word that If he Ares his revolver for them
to hurry to the scene. In the shack the sheriff
takes the bad man unawares, but upon seeing his
face, realizes that he has found his long lost
brother. The younger man also recognizes bis
brother and refusing to rna away, begs Jim to
arrest him. Jim pleads with his brother to make
good his escape, but Tom steadfastly refuses, and
finally, rather than to place the sheriff In a bad
light, draws his revolver and shoots himself. The
posse burst Into the room at that moment and are
surprised to find the sheriff weeping over the dead
body of the bad man.

BIOGRAPH.

HER SACRIFICE. — The young son of a wealthy
Mexican house returns home from school. He Is
the only son of a widowed mother, whose heart
beats only for him. He becomes fascinated by a
pretty but low barmaid, who really returns bla
love, he being the first person she has truly loved.
The mother finding the efforts to break bis attachment for the girl futile, appeals to her, showing
that by such an alliance the boy would lose hla
name, his high honor, trying to prove that If p'jc
ically loved him she would give him up. Tie? g'.-l
realizes the situation, and swears to do a» the
mother wishes, and so pretends a deception with
an old-time suitor. It has its effect, for the young
man goes away disgusted, but almost heartbroken.
No soner has he gone than she casts aside this
lover with repulsion. This man sees that her heart
t young man's alone and goes s
celvlng the fatal shot. Her
only recompense was her dying In his arms, he
now knowing the extent of her lore for him.
FIGHTING BLOOD.— An old soldier on the frontier, the father of a dozen children, a stanncb
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patriot himself, brings these children tip with
rigid military training. He conducts Lis household as a garrison with strict discipline, drills, etc.
On the evening of the day the picture opens, the
oldest boy wishes to go oat to make a call on his
sweetheart, but the old soldier commands the
boy to stay at home. This command the boy is
loath to obey, but bis father, himself brought up
under rigid military rule, rails at bis Insubordination of the boy, and threatens that if the boy
goes out he goes for good. The boy does go, bowever, and retaining finds sure enough tJe door
barred against him. Sad and homeless he wanders,
bat It Is fortunate be does for tbe next morning he
Tlews from a distance a tribe of Indians starting
out on the war-path. With this lead, he with
valient effort, secures the aid of a troop of patrolling soldiers, who rescue the boy's family end
sweetheart Just In time. Tbe military trniuli'? Imbued by the old soldier stood In *ood, as it was
tbe means of holding tbe Indians at Djy umll
help arrived.

RESCUED IN TIME.— The !
e extremely
fair to look upon.
Harry and
In lore with her, though their ,
ly different.
Each tried t, 1 keep tbe other from
getting an advantage.
One day, Harry slipped I
proposed to the widow.
That :
rejected him.
A short time afterward, Jack c
Did tbe lady reject Jack?
Not much.
A couple of day later, at tbe post ofllce, "Bright
Eyes," a young Indian girl, was Insulted by Harry.
The widow and Jack appeared on tbe scene and
the widow
Interfered
between
Harry

Ornamental
Theatres

down,
and
by the appearance
of several cowboys, who separated them.
One day the widow and her little boy were out
rowing on tbe river with Jack. They landed to
take a walk through tbe woods, leaving tbe child
sitting In the boat. Harry appeared at this point,
■nd true to his nature, sought to get revenge by
pushing the boat off and letting It drift towards
the rapids. When the lovers returned from their
walk, tii.' widow was almost driven to distraction,
by tbe disappearance of her little boy.
In the meantime, Mary Lamson, a settler's daugband promptly dived
hi aim n»nm 10 me Doai, wnere she was amazed
to find Ibe oars missing. Without them, she was
helpless against the swift current, that was rapidly
bearing them to destruction.
Prom this predicament,
they
by
1 fromweretbe rescued
s
ind they made
• friendly Indlar
white child and the girl
prisoners.
It
happened, however, that Bright Eyes 1
ber of this tribe, and she recognlxed 0
belonging to the vonng widow who hsd befriended
her. so she slipped away, mounted a horse, and
rode to the widow's home. Jack was there, and as
soop ss he heard where the little boy was, he
calif! together tl t ei ■■ boys tod started
rescue. Ilic Indians saw them coming and tried
to makesnd their
hut the cowboys overtook
them,
af r*,-npe,
bsttle. rescued the girl sod
child.
( action

the

Widow,
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Musical Electrical Bells

citizen

FROM

OUR

blng
"In

NAVY.—
Showingpreparatory
mi asol War,
rrea, a subject
that
Interest to any American
.villi the resounding

My Country
"Tls of Thee." \
A SACRIFICE
TO CIVILIZATION.—
ginning an Indian father and son i he arc Ullage
shown atwalkthe
i
San Qorgonlo, and they laugh

They

lady and gentleman,
and lonely In their middle age, are attracted to htm by bis brightness and vivacity.
apply to bit
Hjpm gain
9 boy, and sadly glvea him up. Little
aken to St. Ixmls and entered in a
rlei Ills best, and la brave and good
- On, Hie child, unused

which

are played from a Keyboard, the bells being mounted

in various parts of the house have
been a great success all over the
country and no Picture-house is
complete without a set of them.
We

can supply 25 Bells, 2 octaves

chromatic, C to C, correctly tuned
to your

Piano, complete with

Resonators, Keyboard, Magnets,
and Boards, complete ready to install for $75.00.

J. C. DEAGAN
3891 to 3811 North Clark Stmt
CHICAGO. L S. A.

i brave, pathetic little
Cobulllo, on receipt of the letter, hurries to
Ills lioy, taking advantage 3t the old time Indian
freight trains. He la
privilege of riding free
t

have

big

boy

THE NEW EDITOR— "Hick" Roberts, I .
newspaper
reporter,
oatBunker,
of a Job.
ant editor to
Silas P.
ownerbecomes
of the assistMayville "Clarion." In a novel comedy Incident, Dick
meets Clarabel Buasy, and the young people
promptly fall In love with each other. Claratiel's
mother Is the president of the "Woman's Suffrage
Club of Mayvllle." and the leader of the ladles In
a fight for town ownership of the water works
against
the private company.
President Perkins of the water company, has
just had n consultation with Roman, the local
political boss, and the two have drafted a com3 letter to their state Senator, demanding hlB support and the defeat In the legislature
nd Mrs. Bussy
of the town ownership wr'~ Perkins.
She
ilead
her c«
. __j back
compromising
letter
some notes for her speech, and then leaves, after a
stormy talk
with
Perkins.
Perkins discovers the loss of the letter,
he
bribes theItems
editor
"Clarion"
keep all
Suffragette
out ofof the
his paper.
break up the
Then Roman
gets
editor
the "Clarh in" office, when
ting."the The
print their _.-..
Then Mrs. Bussy buys the "Clarion" and makes
Dick editor. Dick finds Perkln's compromising
letter among the sheets of Mrs. Bossy's speech,
and despite the desertion of
his compositor
i edition,
exposing and
t
water company
gang.
printer, lie gets out an *-

THE HONOR
OF THE FLAG.— Mary lived
her mother le, atjUSt the XX frmii
ranch, Mevlco,
which and,
was
was easy for persons
from either side. One day, while riding <
[cNl.-an side, she heard
screams Mexican
of f" girl.
i beautiful
Who bad been Insulted by Jose, a bad man of tba
vl.inltv. who commanded
a band of guerillas
plundered
and stole under
the guise of
Marv

i because Jack, the young foreman. wa a patient
with him. One day, Dorothy.
the ranc iman's daughter, went for
>ony. BUI followed her and
er. She resented bis attent
cat the ssddle girth so that Dorothy
fell and was stunned.
When ber horse appeartd at th t ranch. Jack
quickly called the cowboys together and galloped
off In search of her. They found her and also
the saddle, and Jack accused Bill of cutting the
advised Rill to get out before the boys
Strang him op, bat Bill was already partly Intoxicated and refused to go. Later on he Interrupted the barn dance and finally at the bar
be chsllenged Jack to a fight.
From behind trees they exchanged revolver shots.
Suddenly Jack saw Bill fall. On going to him
be found thst he had been bitten by
snske.
Jack shot the reptile.
Jast st that moment the others ca
np. It looked very mucb ss though Jack had shot
Bill and Dorothy was in despair at the possibility
of harm coming to the young foreman. But Jack
them the body of the snake and explained
tbe wbole thing.
■ is do doubt then about the man that
Dorothy loved and the cowboys gave a loud cheer
for the popular foreman and his beautiful bride.

I In time

die I

Interfered

and

ordered

Jose

away,

hi

guerilla
visit t
trolling
THE REPORTEH.— The editor of the "Rising
Sun," angry at a scoop of a rival paper, Instructs
his reporter to write up "Bow It Peels to be a
Burglar."
lantern, etc.The reporter, In despair, accepts dark
Finding a ladder which some painters had left
In front of a house, the reporter concludes that
his chance has come, — climbs the ladder and enters the window. The room he enters Is In semidarkness and In his excitement he knocks ore* a
chair. After recovering from bis fright lie seeks
for a suitable article to take with him and concludes that the portieres will do. Ue llglita a
match, and In the flare sees the face of a statute
:• -till In front of him which puts him in
a terrible scare. He backs into piano, pulling
statute down, which falls crashing to the floor.
The noise swakens Mr. and Mrs. Snow, be escaping down stairs, and she calling tbe police, but
Snow's troubles hsd Just begun, ss Jones was on
the Job and finally succeeds In locking the frightened Snow up In a cabinet and escapes through the
window Just as the police enter the scene, and as
a natural consequence, and for the good of the
service, some one had to be arrested, so they take
Snow, and tbe honor of the department
Is saved.

:, Ol t
t
where they had witnessed tbe
l and a friendly officer had Instructed
Marv In the wigwag signals for communication.
the c not inclined to deliver the girl to
They were
Jose and told him so. also flying the "Stars and
Stripes," which he tried to tear down, but Mary
was too quick for him and ordered him off the
.... point of her revolver.
Jose returned to his men and they attacked the
ranch house, which was ably defended by the
three women. Finally it looked as though numbers
must prevail, so Mary mounted the roof and with
the American camp for help. .«..,.
a handkerchief tied to a cane, she "wig-wagged"
An officer, with a squad of Uncle Sam s boys
soon responded. The guerillas were forced to salute the flag, which they had Insulted and were
returned
to the Mexican line with orders to stay
there definitely.

VITAGRAPH.
TESTED
BY P.THE
FLAG.—is Tom
Mack,
lieutenant In the
S. Army,
in love
witha Edith
Curtis Jack Drew Is also a suitor for her hand.
Tom is ordered to the Philippines.
In the Philip-
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ol i,.-:'.i-in place him
newspaper
accounts of
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' leave and returns to Amerlii- apprises Edna of tbe fact
ance of llie mall.

Inn
get

Jack

apologize,

He elves Kdna tlie balaccidentally drops the enbile Edna
Is out
himself
by waving
She catches
dignant.
She

anil

THE LATENT
SPAEK.— Hill Jones Is a tramp.
He makes application for a position at a residence.
The housewife gives blm a Job of sawing wood.
i. .11. but as soon as she bas
I'.il! helps himself
clothes that have been hanging on the
gets away, but is followed by a large crowd. However, Bill manages to get on board a steamer.
On
mill is now made to
do sailer duty.
They stop at China, and Bill Is
day while sauntering down
one
the streets
in China,
Bill notesHe " interferes
nese oftearing
the Stars
and Stripes.
and is stabbed.
One
of his shipmates
discovers
- body, and brings him on board
the
ship.
While Hi-; air mourning his loss, Bill suddenly assumes a sitting posture.
Everybody
is
overjoyed ami shower congratulations upon him.
IN NORTHERN FORESTS.— Phil has redeeming
qualities, one in particular, bis love for children.
This is very easily seen where the poor fellow In
a railroad coach Is being taken handcuffed to prison.
In the seat next to the one in which be Is sitting
there Is a little clftld. Dotty.
The train stops, the sheriff, with his prisoner,
leaves the car, and we don't see tbe convicted
man again until we sec him In stripes, working
In the prison shoeshop, and witness his escape
from the prison wlndou. when he makes his plunge
Into the river and his long swim to freedom. Tbe
alarm
la
a sheriff's
of
hardy
riderssounded
are and
ou thesoon trail
of the posse
escaped

We

Out

of

the

stillness

the

howls

of

wolves

saved

from

by
and thethe I ■
kls* which
the littlegraapchildof iPhil's
his brow
as be starts with

sre

hand

THE

told

W0E8

wlck's

InJ

how

the

child

was

, tor his pardon.
A WEALTHY
WIDOW.— Phk-

OF
Hon.

"Satnlvi I

• better Illustrated than It Is
In this
li In love
win, bet ■■! bet money, for truthfully speaking
sin-

Is

in.t

11,1, ami i
■ tinner) "
■s the boyi -'i
Bet little "Bunny" calls on her,
bringing oi
I his friends with him, to whom
be bss given an n
and his
tion. Bui . « In standing a., well In h.-r estimaable ami lays slegs to the
heart, she falls for his winning wsya; "*—
il Italian count,

slug. Ilka

who

• spughetii .n.i aba
bis taate by preparing a dish of the stringy »trtns,

bay, Spill" It al • >■

suite concerning
sounds got

legal
wooer
lilirul)
n .1

Vaudeville
We

until
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longs

and

• dear
linpatli

old

"Bunny."

right

and

«.

• luvltes

her

to

does, on her front doorstep.
He
less displeasure at the treatment
win.
Shown
blm, but soon all Is
they fondly coo their uudylng love and formulate
plans for future bliss and happiness.
SNOW
BOUND
WITH
A WOMAN
HATER —
.' by the hills and forests of tbe Adlrondacks, Sam Hlllyar, a woman
hater, lives with
In ■ well equipped mountain home.
Winter
has covered
everything
with a heavy
layer of snow, which Is still falling.
U
Wright, who has I n Invited I
end with her friend, who Uvea In a
is there
bungalow,
misers
the
train
ui>on
whld

getting
better acquainted
all I
man announces that the sleigh Is ready tod Sam
a
' by
does the ating
gallant
helping
Mary on
wraps and putting i
ices her
comfortably
In the sleigh and seata I
They
reach
Mary's
llM-s
Hlllyar
finds
he
needalready
them.
They Imlte
Christmas known
dinner to wltl

lonely little railroad
meet
her: ihl

that
Mary

friend's in Ithe midst
snow
she
house Is Inaim
the .Itslan.c
pushes
on

to
table

i

- hospitality.
for

In
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She
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of women's
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trlth

night.
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la furnished
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ami
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• morning,
and
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after
feel.
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dining
la awaiting

r.s.m.
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la shown

etotbaa,
she
and
a pair
refreshments
n
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old
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full

where
s»m Hlllyar's
ahe deliberately
Bits
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With a tray full
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passing
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ami

they

and

Mary

atay

If he

i

I

announces
his engagemr: I
It la ueedlrss to -

GAUMONT.

In
reaching It before darkneas sets In and ask for
■ heller for the utght; weak and faint she knocks
at the door and her summons
la aniw.
old servant,
who
admits
her and
notlOea bla
master,
who
reluctant ly consents
l,, allow the
siny iiinler his rOOl
•
and
with

1 Sam
If

occasion
Wright.

torm, until
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Dotty, the little girl whom we met on the same
train with the prisoner, starts out from her home
to roam
the Belds. She
looses
herself.
It Is
night.
The Child sees the man
Bleeping quietly
and she arouses him.
After recovering from bis
fright. Poll hugs the child to his bosom and pllhead upon his breast
and soon she Is
are heard.
The man clasps the child In his arms
tea a dash for safety.
The wolves are
arer; his only refuge Is a tree,
up whlcb he climbs with the child clinging to his
back.
Sunn the wolvi
e and make
oris in reach Phil and the child. The
sheriff ami his men tlnd their man tenderly holding
> limb of i
little Dotty in his arms, perched I
tree like i
j monument.
the child, the prisoner is bsodenffed and lifted in front of another
ft moves
rapidly towards
the
town, a I •
parents of
the chllil and
tbe Joyous
shouts
of neighbors.
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TRADING HIS MOTHER.— Donald la a email boy
w itli ■ very charming young widow for a mother.
Ills joy in tbe possession of so fascinating a
guardian is somewhat dimmed and ruffled by the
desire of older persons to share that possession, or,
aa it looks to him, to take her from him. He is a
■ 1 vigilant chaperon In Intent, if not Id
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UCOdac—
aeTeral
othera
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OASIS
IN THE
8AHARA
DE8EET.— Qabea
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... 000of Inthe date palm.
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URBAN-ECLIPSE.
THE
TAMING
OF THE
SHREW.— Bsptlsta
Mlnola la the father of Katherlne and Rlancs,
Petruchlo la the shrew tamer. Lucentlo. the accepted lorcr of the gentle Blanca, and Grumlo,
the recalcitrant servitor of I'etruchlo, who gets
tola ear pulled more than once for bis laggard performance of duty. This Katherlne of Shakespeare
la a atandlng sign mark for parents who permit
early Indulgence by their girls and who are careless of their education. These two defects In
Katherlne'a early training transformed ber Into
a complete scold, and It was only by confronting a
superior will that her Irritable disposition was
controlled and ber natural womanliness restored.
Aa for Petrucblo. be Is one of a class of characters almost peculiar to Shakespeare. He Is of
tbe aame family as Mercutlo and Benedick — all
forceful, rigorous, outspoken, manly men. Who
could bare Imagined (and, still less, who could
hare possessed the hardihood and deviltry to carry
out) the plan of attending his wedding ceremonies
in aucb a garb, except a Petrucblo?

UNIFORM
COAT, PANTS,

paraon, and it makes It rather dllllcult for the
young nun who would like to make love to the
charming
little widow.
One of them does succeed in making friends with
Ponald. except whun the mother Is near, and It la
then that he learns that Donald doea not possess a
watch and that a watch la one of his great heart
desires. This suggests a very brilliant Idea to
Lawrence, this particular suitor, and when he next
appears at the house of the little widow, he brings

CAP.

tioid Quality, Well Made • $3.50
Extra Fine Quality
• ■ $6.75
J. M. BRADLET
167 W. Washington

St., Chicago, 111.

"LaCinematografia
Italiana
edFOREstera"
IS ITALY'S
LEADING
PAPER
THE
ANIMATED
PICTURE
PUBLISHED
FORTNIGHTLY.

12, j6 and 40 large pages, 8 shillings per annum

Money Makers
for you.
Think of the people passing by
or out of your place that woulu
J lp another

nickel

may have the watch again. It is as good as new.
I need her very much. Donald." The effort proved so great an exertion that Donald falls asleep
over It and of course, it so happens that the wedding couple are Just returning at tbla time. Tbey
come In and find tbe sleeping boy and the letter
and then the little mother sees a way out of the
difficulty.
She
tells Donald
that
he can
keep the
gain. This solution of the difficulty had never
occurred to the boy before, and being struck with
the
magnanimity
of the offer, he closes
with
it

r~ "~

Brown,
noticing
the
AND
PIE.— Mr.
1 of his furniture,
de■ Improve
it
new
coat of varnish.
ccordlngly
goes
to a paint
store
and
calla
l pint
of shellac.
To
enable
him
to carry
uveulently,
the clerk
pours
It Into a whiskey
Returning
home.
Mr.
Brown
finds his wife
mining
some
ladies of the Local Temperance
haughty

POLISH

Perfumed Disinfectants
If in the market ask us for prices, etc. We
have everything you want and our goods ab"
solutcly without equal.
V. S. DISINFECTANT
CO.
236-238 Skillman
St., Brooklyn, N. Y

EDISON.
THE PRICE OF A MAN.Wohn
Braham is discharged by Farmer Jones, and is told to call In
the evening for bla pay. When be arrives be is
horrified at tbe sight that meets bis gaze as be
enters the cottage, Farmer Jones Is lying dead,
with a bloodstained poker at his side. Neighbors
enter Just at tbe moment Braham la looking at tbe
He
Is
• Of I
Just
then a knock on the door Is heard, and be asks tbe
good woman to hide htm. She does so, thereby
sending bla csptors on the wrong trail. A few
minutes after tbey have gone another knock Is
beard. She bides him again. Thla time It is the
marshal demanding $600, being a chattel mortgage
which he holda upon her goods. She Is unable to
pay It, ao be leaves, threatening to foreclose the
mortgage.
After the second visitor has left. Braham comes
out of bla hiding place, and bids the good woman
good-bye. While he Is walking away he realizes
that there la a 1500 reward for his capture, and
decides to give himself up to some good person
who will return the money to the good widow
who fed him. So he gives himself up to the parson, and in this way tbe good woman Is able to
pay off tbe chattel mortgage. She Is overwhelmed
with Joy, and at once starts for the Governor's
office to ask for his release. After the neceaaary
proceedings.
It Is found that Braham
is not guilty,

a pretty boy's watch with him which lie offers to
Donald. Of course Donald Is delighted, but when
lc understands that be can only possess the watch
on condition that he allow Lawrence to possess his
mother, his soul Is troubled within him. The
temptation, however, la too great and be Anally
agrees to the bargain and the mairlage takes place.
While they are gone on their wedding tour,
Donald finds that being left alone with a nurse la
very lonesome business and be begins to repent
is bargain. Finally, when he can stand
it no longer, he sits down at the desk In the big,
lonely library and pens very carefully a very buslnessl'lke
letter toPlease
Mr. Lawrence.
It reads:
Mr.
Lawrence:
bring mother
back and"Dear
you

leave

tbe

I

disdain.
A little later, Brown's maid of all work ml»takes the bottle of shellac for brandy and puta a
liberal quantity of It into a home-made pie, which
she serves for dinner. Returning to the kitchen.
she drinks what is left in the bottle. It takes ber
but a moment to realize that she has swallowed
something other than brandy. Screaming at the
top of her voice ahe dashes frantically Into the
diuing room to warn the family, but too late, as
the daughter's favored young man, who has already
eaten a goodly portion of the pie now thinks be
Is poisoned and goes into convulsions. The house
is In an uproar until Mr. Brown explains that tbe
bottle contained merely a mixture of alcohol and
lac, which is not at all fatal. Suffice it to say
the maid
Immediately
takes
the pledge. _
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THE CRUCIAL TEST.— Channlng was a reporter
from the ground up; a writer who could catch the
public and hold it. but after he bad been sent
down to Santiago by his paper, he failed to send
In the startling news quick enough to suit the
people at home. For this there was a good reason,
as there was nothing to send In, as It proved to
be just that period of suspense and the
waiting
harbor when
of
.. _ ' used
the manager
of his paper
the Spanish fleet
... ..ire him
and
send
another
man
Santiago,
but his
P —discharge
down
in his place.
Consequently,
when
the story
inning
flnds
himself
stranded
In Cuba,
without a job and without money.
Keating, the new reporter, arrives and at once
falls Into the ways of a great many newspaper
reporters, who have nothing to do but to wait
until something turns up, takes to drinking heavily
sea careless of what is going on, while
eacb
day
finds Channlng
more
destitute and
more
sleeping

on

the docks
until
he

a
1"

"

Philfldelph.il
Keating,

R€X

INVITES

who

Is

greatly

under

the

influence

YOU

TO A LAUGH-FEST, TO BE GIVEN THURSDAY, JUNE 2oTH, AND DAILY THEREAFTER TO ALL
FORTUNATE
ENOUGH
TO SEE THE
FILM
ENTITLED
I RING EVIDENCE."
NOT
RESPONSIBLE
FOR
MISSING
GROUCHES OR GRUDGES AFTER SEEING THIS FILM.
»£J(

of

THE
liquor, he secures a job on the boat as a deck
band.
This wag < wonderful piece of luck, for
Just as the Beet 1 b sighted there Is a movement
on the deck and
je next moment the Battle of
Santiago is on.
Channing
rushes down to the Captain's state„ .-all Keating, but L
almost Insensible to what Is going on around him.
Channong rushes on deck and there beholds the
pride of the Spanish war fleet shattered, broken
and sunk, while huge black columns of smoke
art- pouring from the Tessels. It is a wonderful
sight
the reporter's
the better
him. and
He writes
the storyInstinct
of thegets
victory,
succeedsof
eachlng
the telegraph
office before
anyone
» story, but a
else and a
tne name 01 tne man wno would hardly speak to
him and who lay dead to all around him In the
stupor of drink.
Three months later he wanders Into New York,
a human derelict drifting on the sea of fate, but
eventually he comes Into his own and this scene
closes a very interesting and thrilling story of
the famous naval engagement of Santiago Harbor.
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sees Lieutenant Robblns over the wall of the
garden and they have a clandestine meeting. Tne
sultan's spies discover the tryst and the enamored
young man Is captured, confined in a dungeon and
sentenced to ^ be executed
ultanat Isdaybreak.
so enragedHaydee
that
I should have
sewn up in a gunny sack and east into
suffer death by drowning.
The girl la

84 Wabash »>«., Chicago

is excellent.
Robbins

i attendant

For Sale
20 Reels of Talking Picture Film
with Records. Low price for quick
sale. Address LANDSMAN, care
of Moving Picture World.
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SKY
PILOTS INTEMPERANCE . — K.-v.
IWllltlo
11 ml wife are .all.
i>n tl.elr arrival the cowboya form a retends*
them
an effusive
- .1wltt.
era In tba

-.
SALES

the

the actor In the pig pen vicinity,
purchase
return andto the
fair
charmer in tba restaurant,
presenting tlieir gifts,
and they are also inn. I.- happy when s •
.
them to meet her at the depot In an hour. Hurrying to the depot, she finds ber husband and
r$ given her by ber eswfcaaf
admirers. Mr. Richards Incomes angry, thinking
she has been Indiscreet, and she experiences soma
difficulty in oiivlu.-lng him ottu
rboya arrive In time to bl Introduced to
the husband of the fair charmer, ere tlie happy
couple return to that "dear llroadway." and it la
• . hunch of "punchers"
they leave baTHE
Quick.

m

men
off "and
rescuersdraw reach
tba
jubilant.
The
lova
and his Oriental
pretty

THE ACTHESS AND THE COWBOYS —Mr. and
Mrs. Richards,
traveling In stock, in the West.
a thousand
niles from home, they have but
hut aa few dollars be:»een
themselves
and starvation.
t the depot, they decide .to Richards,
sell the going
staga
r Mrs. Richards, and Mr.

Advertiser with excellent connection
among Film buyers in England is open
to form a company to run one first class
f ilin agency. Address in first instance to
L.
H. F., care of The Moving Picture
World.

THEATRE

attempt

Into the sea, but cuts ber
jnds and frees
and tbe
nee aboard, she startles the jmmander
Jackies with her story. She i eared for and tbe
relief expedition organized.
Tbe .
Ing no love for the sultan and his troop, n
lash for the grounds and Lieutenant Robblna la
liberated after a brief hut onesided sti
which the sailors fight like demonds
to
1 the superior
1
;scape of their
officer. They barely have
reinforced and for a
to be against them.
tba
put off-'-•-fromengagement.
the warshipGunsand on there
1 exciting 1
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Extraordinary Features Are: tZZZTvESSSS

FOH THE QUEEN'S HONOR.— Prince Alberto
loves Gilda, the sister of Queen Amalia and his
love is returned. He asks the permission of the
king to marry Gilda and the ruler gladly grants
the request, having a high regard for the prince.
Duke Arturo, a villain at heart, of an intriguing
nature, loves Queen Amalia and resolves to win her
from her husband or compromise her.
Prince Alberto notices the duke holding whispered converse with the queen, and taking the
king aside, cautions him to look to the queen's
honor. The king, already suspicious of the attentions of the handsome duke, decides to keep the
queen and the duke under espionage.
Through a subterfuge the duke appoints a clandestine meeting with the queen. Her sister, somewhat suspicious, discovers tbem and takes In tne
compromising situation. She leads the queen away
and then pleads with the duke to not annoy her
lister with his unwelcome attentions.
Tbe king and the prince, looking through a
secret panel, discover the duke and Gilda together. The enraged king demands an explanation
and Gilda. with her quick woman's wit, confesses
that she loves the duke and has met blm by appointment, to shield her sister. The king's suspicions are not fully allayed, and he commands
them to go to the chapel and be married, while the
prince Is broken-hearted.
The duke and Gilda persist In their statement
that they are married, to the grief of the prince
and the dismay of the queen. The king, still suspicious, conducts them to their bridal chamber and
leaves them.
The duke, although a villain at heart, does not
attempt to take advantage of the situation, but
conducts his wife to her bedroom and hands her
the key. She locks herself In and he remains In
the outer room during the night.
Tli'- next morning tba prince meets the duke and
challenges him to a duel. The duke refuses to
fight, hut takes the prince to the altar of the
chapel and, after swearing him to secrecy, divulges
the story, leaving the prince and Cillda In front
of the altar engaged In prayer.
The duke and the king engage In a t. lendly
fencing boat, hut while the attention of the king
weapon and leaves It where
it up without knowing It t
When the kl
•age at i. I
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SMASHED AGAIN!

day ninl offct« her n bonk
l f..r her. Having lived In
r m-iiiik life, Gl
-*
t.. pay for t
' I Is [>lnn I amithe thatraochhe
• - Dim, « Ithool alkm tng ficrf, and

in

all parts of the world.
OUR NEW
SUPPLEMENT TELLS WHY.
Whatever you do. get this
addition to our big list. Get
them both if you haven't
written before. If you're a

I lady i
atria waif of a year
■ him, n rough cow
• iTSS n note., tolling her he is going
■way to the Bad Lands and try to forgot. Taking
bin few belongings, ho 'eaves tbe ranch.
Ilab Gertrude
Is still a true
woman, al '
h rer, Sliding hltu ov
hsusted beside her father's grnve. She leada him
back, and seeking their favorite spot sbe reads
to blm and he finds that love and happiness are
bis at last.
THE
CALL
OF THE
OPEN
RANGE.— Out on
plateal In the Rocky
Mountains. In an environ
nt "f primitive, nsturnl
• i Warner, nn old '4!»-er, lived with his
family. Ed Warner his oldest son. is
fled with his isolated life, and when alone and
looking down In the valleys below, with its herds
of grsilng cattle and merry, racing COWbt
soul is filled with longing to mingle with and he
• :ill of tbe range1
claims him at last, and Lidding his parents goodpen range
fa and asks employ
ment
of
iO„,>s are Inclined
to laugh
»t
to get than for actual need of lis services.
Mamie
Marvin,
the ranchman's
daughter,
comes
riding
up and l« much Impress, .,1 with the manly looking
monntslneer.
The foreman Is In love « I
and when he sees the admllil |
his new
. - Jealous,
and addresing :<
•ay. The Insult Is
ntalneer cannot disregard
It. a
bet

from

i

ECLAIR.
CAN
trying

HE..ml SAVE
HER?—
It Is grandmother's
tin- family
Is gathered
around, each
to outdo
the other In lavishing caresses
dear
1. Id lady.
Suddenly
a woman
rushes In, imploring Mrs. Hernard'8 help, as her
chili! has been taken dangerously
ill.
\l
nard hastens ..IT with her neighbor.
Soon the family grows impatient fur mother's return, and. comhe lawn, the little girl looks through
a large telescope,
searching the path over which
her mother
must return.
Presently she
mother hastening homeward,
but the next moment
11 e child liccomes agitated and 1
Grandmother
hastens to the telescope isand being
Is horrlpur-

■§

Ml irmi
ret her to
' >cm
the
■»km her
I place. leading

perfect
hall 1. of. bullets to aafety.
and, throw
Tbe iittU' part; hurry to their borne and Ed
fondly embraced by bis waiting mother,
apldli when two paoi
inch deaperata experience*, ami a week later
hei 1.:. if serlona, half playful quastlo
re best V hi

her utmost speed, and
the man when alas, she stumldes and falls to the
ground. In another Instant the maniac will hare
overtaken her, and It is too much for the old
grandmother. She too falls Into I swoon. Some
time laler the old woman Is revived by the kisses
' her thedaughter, who has been miraculously saved
from
of the 1
seemed
there tches
was no help nigh, ami great is the
the little family all brought happily
rejoicing, of
together
o
TOMMY WANTS TO BE AN ACTOR— Tommy
decides he would like to become an actor. He
ohtalns an engagement, but soon learns that "All
is not gold that glitters" and be is obliged to
give it up.
Next he tries vaudeville,
but with
.lust as little success.
I
y Is I
ming very
-••I until someone makes
the t
L'estlon that he try the moving picture business.
Following Ills advice, he soon becomes the star of
my, much to tbe enjoyment of all who

Ike
Wisconsin lumber
and Veneer (o.
Port Washington,
Wisconsin, U.S.A.

The snarling, fighting Grouch children areandshamed
even
Mows with gentle words and kisses. The minister
helps her in her work, and the reformation of tbe
family is effected.
TRIALS OF AN IMMIGRANT.— Showing the
landing of the immigrants from an ocean liner at
l.llis Island. N. V. The story deals with the
tempestuous life of a hot-blooded Immigrant, who
runs foul of the laws of this country ami comes
to an unhappy end. His I. rave and patient wife la
finally freed by his death from the troubles he
caused her and marries a man who has been a
loyal and true friend to them.

BISON.

SACRIFICE
SALE
Send for our July list of bargain films
and machines; including a large list of
FEATURE HEADLINERS.
Hurry, if you want to get the cream.

THE DUDE COWBOY.— Cholly's unwelcome attentions to Eva make him unpopular with the cowIkivs. They dress up a negro and a Chinaman In
i:\a's clothes, and the African and Mongolian,
heavily veiled, lead Cholly to advances which result in a thrashing. The cowboys then step in and
run him off the ranch.
THE FOREMAN'S MINE.— The foreman of the
mine is engaged to the ranchers daughter, and
lias discovered traces of gold In the desert. Dolan,
a disappointed rival, follows him. and while the
foreman Is eating his lunch sets off a blast, woundand blinding the foreman,
who ofstaggers
off
couple
prospecton
6 desert.
He
who
make
him
comfortable
and
himself
Dolan, but tbe latter opens

GENERAL FILM BROKERS
23 E. Jackson Blvd.
I making Ed prisoner they secure him to
and then return to the corral for their
.•■. nnd notify tlie sheriff.
In the meantime
the quickwitted ranch girl releases all the horses from the corral, except her
own. and when the cowboys return fc~ "
releases
their prisoner,
and taking
him
horse Is started on the way to his mounts

Chicago, III.

a tree,

A

running

tight ■
nuts and
--Irl ahead to his home to notify his
family. The angry cowlinyy follow him Into a
pocket in the mountains and cloae In on him. He
attempts to scale the almost perpendlcnlar cliff,
but falls back and is cornered. Wlrh I
victory, the mnN,;.
press closer to the helpless
ma his father
and brothers of what has taken place. Taking a
shortcut, they appear at the summit of the cliff

SPECIAL TRIAL OFFER ON
AROMA

FOAM

The Powerful Perfumed Disinfectant
Immediately upon receipt of your remittance
of J 1.96 for a four quart order of assorted
Geranium, Luxuran. Azuran and Viodor, we
will ahip you FREE a large compressed air
sprayer and an artistically colored glass slide.

Sanitary Service Corporation
82 Wall Street, New York

City

before it Is passed to the musician, and determines
he fixes himself to the back of a cab
which
player hires,
Is drivenplayer
to the emerges
latter's
home. thePresently
the am]
handsome
with his 'cello, and hires a tramp to carry the Instrument for him. Bill bribes the man. hides Inside the■ere
'cello,
Is carried
intoto the
the and
musician
is asked
play,lady'f
and
accordingly s weans his bow across the strings.
inside the case, puts a penny trumpet t "'

THE
The musician follows, and a screamingly
.base through the crowded streets of Pari!
dace. At last Bill dashes through a wood,
i player, seizing a gun from a keeper, firea
'cello as 15111 wades through r
convulsed , i;in
splashes
about
In tl
laughter.
SHORTSIGHTED MISS PRIM.— Miss Prim is the
principal of a school for young ladles, and dally
escorts her young charges for a walk. The girls,
as all girls do, indulge in flirtations with a party
of young fellows, thus taking advantage of Miss
Prim's shortsightedness. The boys slyly enter the
schoolnetsone
day, and,
and cloaks,
with donning
Miss Primtheatgirls'
tbeir poke
head, bonset
out for the dally walk. They pass a cafe, and
while the principal walks on, the boys tarry and
have a good time. Miss Prim misses her charges
and eventually finds them at the cafe. Off down
the street they go, playing leap-frog, with poor
Miss Prim in the rear. They reach the school first,
hastily discard the bonnets and cloaks and leave,

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD
succeeded,
life in a

SAVE
S'JfifX MONEY
I guarantee to save more than
half of your current bill and
give you a better and steadier
light if you will let me install

EDISON
Economy Transformer

while the irate principal flounders in and makes
for the schoolroom, where the girls are demurely
aewlng. Id spite of their assurances that they have
not stirred, Miss Prim gives them a severe lecture, while, to make matters worse, the boys look
on through the window.

gave Hancock and Adams
tin-m to make tneli

the warning

gress and bis election as President i
a dramatic way.
The patriots were In session wb
message came from Gage, offering pi

Con-

declared was
"«onldthe receive condign punlsln
Han Imoii H ncock n»
President, ami when Benji
him to the assemblage as
presiding officer, be
remarked
grimly:
"We
will show
Britain how
DC her proscriptions."
officer, It was Hanof >• Independence,
k's privilege
to As firstpresiding
which he did In large, bold .
write so that George the Third mat lead wlthOOl
his spectacles."
And ut tin- i
were many
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the patriot* who I..
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remarked
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are a
temperament
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Indifference

but aw ill. Ill .
its her little
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quickly
led down
girl and

mildly
log

In-

Is one
mulshes
granting

falling

t

living

In the home of hi
h for her in. .the

Sbe pleada with
that with the daughter the mothe r comes first, lie
loves his child and wants to make her happy.
Legally he is entitled to her custody, but morally
be realizes that be la not. Sadly be places tha
child In her mother'a arms and with bowed bead
But this Marie will not allow. She baa ber
mother, but she wants ber father, too. She runs
after him and bega him to remain with them. Both
parents realize that tbey paid too much attention
thing I things, that they have overlooked the big
their lives, tbelr child. They decide to
ind forget and to begin ire
lifewhich
anew, tbey
rememcan
t girl.

He next seeks a quiet Fourth on board a pleasure
boat. but. unfortunately, the other passengers ara
bent on celebrating the glorious Fourth and
Groucho is compelled to leap Into the river to escape the noise of young and old America.
Ah! a thought has struck Groucho and he hurries to the cemetery— here Indeed he thinks of
finding It quiet, but Groucho did not kDow of tha
burial of a soldier and when the sound of the volley being fired over the soldier's grave reaches tha
ears of Groucho,
he hurriedly
decamps,
seeking
falls
r quarters.

The neatest and best
outfit for the purpose
220 Volt, $55

HARRY
853

A.

MACKIE

Broadway
New
'Phone 2478 Stuyvesant

York

miistion.
The superintendent of the <
tarlum beii - - patriotic citizen has gathered hla
and
Ihey onbeginth. lawn in front of the sanitarium
patients
- celebrate in the usual noisy way.
> run away from this
who Immediately
After
Groucho
has been captured
be Is prosane by the doctor
and locked
In a
padded cell.
As Groucho Is peering forth between
the bars of his window, a keeper sets off a box of
Are crackers and poor Groucho la compelled to bear
HIS

The World's Best
Film Features
: today

for list.

Fall of Troy
Grenadier

and
Roland

BIG STQCK FILMS FOR RENT

GBEAT
SACRIFICE— Kva Tanglefoot,
a
udeville star, after a strenuous season
trj town to recuperate.
Her
...s her a favorite among
the village
people and ber coquettish mauuer wins the hearts
of all tl e
■ r many
admirers
Is one who really
.ind though only a country
boy, hla
».- makes
some
Impression
upon
the
hitherto heart-free beauty.
Not wlahlug I
a career to become the wife of a country boy abe
refuses bis offer of marriage and goea bt
plan.:, •
I theatre

■a t

preparing t
fiery straw
iuto
it trlgbtftl
appears at an and
not want I lessberand without
her
the actreaa
to be scarred for life, when I

her fac« and marring
the famous actress
ti. Ue public
would
grafting

FILMS
FOR

■r now

"i V ■"'■ "V-

child. Violet tears the disguise
and Blake sees his unhappy wife.

GEOUCHOS QUIET FOUBTH.— Mr. Groucho
could r»ot bear the noise of the celebration of Independence about bis bouse, and when a crowd of
youngsters stop In front of his house and commence
shooting fire crackers. Groucho flies to the uuietude
of the country and Is Just beginning to enjoy hie
rest when
driven
forth.a sham battle occurs and he Is agala

that enabled

■ Continental

Her pitiful plan might have been i
its very daring, had It not been f
the detective.
Violet, auspicious <
tracked her to her rooma and from tha
,w her fondling a boy. for little Maria
i diagnlaed.
The detective brings tha

YANKEE.

THANHOUSER.
THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE.—
John Hancock, one of the most ardent of American
patriots, had more to lose than had practically any
of his associates In the revolution against George
the Third. A millionaire at a time when a man
with |10,000 was regarded as wealthy, the revolution absolutely beggared him, as he bad predicted it would, but from start to finish be did all
he could to win freedom for his country.
To Samuel Adams is accorded much of the credit
of winning the handsome young millionaire to the
■Ide of the patriots, but his sweetheart, Dolly
Qulncy, afterward his wife, also had much to do
with the stand he took. For she was an ardent
American.
was an active figure In the famous
"Boston Tea Party," when the tea ships from England were attacked, and the wares thrown overboard. He did not, like some of the o'.hers, try to
avoid recognition by disguising himself as an
Indian, but was present with the crowd on the ship,
trying to preserve order, seeing that nothing except
the tea was disturbed.
Hancock was really the cause of the first fighting, that of Lexington, when the British regular*
lid by tlj>- tarmera and minute men.
patched troops to seize munitions of war
at Concord, but on the way they were ordered to
atop at Lexington, where Hancock and Adams were,
and arrest both men as traitors, Gage planning to
send them to England for trial and execution.
I'.nt the plan was foiled by Paul Revere, who
learning of the expedition In time made his historical ride and, besides arousing the countryside,

s governess is discharged. She goaa
i the belief that her stratagem baa
f she bad hidden the child In ber poor
• other city.a her away and begin ■ new

SALE

OR

TO RENT

1000 REELS.
WHAT DO Yf
Ttieatrct, Slimmer KeaorU. Airoo.
■
Clubs and Stags Supplied

GLOBE

FILM

EXCHANGE

106 E. 14th St.

New

York

of new

and

healthy

akin U|kiu

led admirer* la made
Deration, but all re-

la

the

mid

tl.r operation

■•

i -

. ■

■ram bias «f
ll i
■ . Tanglefoot

olam and loyally, and
willingly iroaM nnoaigo
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W.Stephen Bush
IKM

unV. In.l

is «lgn. "Messengers
halt and think 11.'
■ of f!»' l*iys In b)M.
Ii idqnartors.
In BOlform
tba captain.
Jeff has
surprising
tba pollM

will deliver specially prepared lectures on the following recent releases:

■

la promptly
go about

their

t Ilk* a cooqoerar,
work 1 i Mutt

■ men gently pick
thn»v
bin ont.
Kull of Ufa and energy.
friend rona.ilatl.in.
lying bruisedbuta * "~
offrra

i

bnt —

up Mutt ami tenderly
Jpff .
i the sidewalk. II.-

lie revenged.
canard his do* nfn':
Mutt
chasee
Jeff
oft"
Stick route.
In hand.
overThey're
the marathon
A fripndiv telegraph
pole ends the nin, for Jeff aca
waves an affectionate
adieu tc his totted chum
below.
And now. Mutt and Jpff no longer haTe the
THE GTJNFIGHTER.^Joe Anderson was ont of
work, and being the sole support of a family of
-ting of an Invalid grandfathpr, grandmother and two alatera. It was no wonder I hat he
felt willing to take a chance at capturing Jim
Rolllna, alias Rnck Ceilings, whose picture he had
aeen posted on a tree, for that meant a reward of
Joe had been watching a poker gamp, when suddenly he held his breath In
fore him stood the original c
Ing his gun. he commanded the outlaw to throw up
hla hands: but Buck, ever on the alert, was too
quick for him. and swinging around, shot Joe In
the arm before the young man could fire: then
awtftly lining up the men. he dashed through the
door — Jumped
of sight before tne ot tiers <
1 follow. Dlsmountlng as soon as he reached
puraued man sent his hora(
through the woods, and U| to the first shack In
In per
sight— bolted Into the room and succeeded
suadlng the occupants to 1
prove his Innocence.
The outlaw had scarcely
table when the posse with
wonnded came hurrying In.
Buck learned he had taken
Watching his chance, he sprang through the door
— mounted one of the men's horses and galloped
off. Although the others gave chase, the outlaw,
by doubling back, managed to evade them, and
would have gotten away altogether, had he not
gone to the aid of a young girl whom he saw running through the woods, closely followed by three
The girl proved to be Joe's sister, and It was
not tin! II he had disposed of two of the redskins
i desperate
there was Impossible, and as his horse had run
off as soon as he had dismounted, there was nothing to do bnt carry the girl home.
In the meanwhile, the sheriff and his men. unable to find any trace of the outlaw, had returned
and were passing the Anderson shack, when Back
appeared. Instantly every gun was drawn — needlessly, however, for the outlaw would fight no moreHe had gladly given his life that the girl who had
bidden him from the posse might be sparpd.
•althy

Hal Stephens Is alio,
lections are directed toward Dick. rial kisses
Beaa one day In front of a crowd; she rebukes him
severely and tells Dick, who threatens him If he
ever attempts the Insult again. Dick la taking
the
old man
consenta to
marryandBess,
on
leaving
the Carew's
honse. drops
glove,
Halbutfinds
the glove
goes to the back of the house, climbs
to the roof, shoots old
n Carew through a wlndow, enters
pscapes with trick
the money.
he kicks
On

the apaa and has a fight with I
..
pal Tom Hlgglns and shoots him. At tba same
time Dick Is arrested for the murder of old man
Carew. Hal having put his glove alongside Carew's
dead body. He Is tried and freed and through a
clever bit of animal acting the trick horse accuses
Hal of the crime.
THE LOVE POTION.— Walter Jones Is one of
the guests of the Brown's boarding house. He Is
so persistent In bis attention to the young lady
boarders that be gains their enmity "instead of

"Enoch Arden"
"Faust"
"The Maccabees"
"The Battle Hymn of the
These picture readings with
Feature Films will add to your
revenues and give tone and
prestige to your theatre.
Nearby

States Only.

Address

W. S.

BUSH

Box 226»Madison Square Station
NEW
YORK CITY

Chairs ALL METAL Chairs
Wecanmak.
lenl of All Metal
Chairs, at It-oo F- O- B. Factory. This Chair
will no doubt meet with approval and requirements of Fire Underwriters- For Sale. Secondhand One-pin Edison Machine, $105.00. Powers,
with fire shutter, $1 15.00; good as new.

LIBERTY FILM RENTING CO.
105 Fourth

Ave.

Pittsburg, Pa.

LIGHT
EFFECTS
UNIVERSAL
ELECTRIC
STAGE
LIGHTING
CO.

affections. He reads an "ad" In the paper, whereby
- 23 cents he can secure a Lore Potion.
which when placed In the tea or coffee of a person
would cause them to fall violently In love with the
nearest one of them. An actor arrives at the
house and the girls suggest that he disguise as a
woman, they having discovered Jones' I-ove I'otlon
scheme. By a ruse the disguised actor gets the
love potion and falls madly In love with Jones, who
life
after being ridiculed by the Iwarders for hla actions, la glad to leave the house.
THE ^HAUNTED
ISLAND.— On discovering that
caat
1 he :
a ■ discovered
ashore on the haunted Island. They
__
with ragged clothing wandering through t
when a hell is found suspended from a tree. They
ring It and depart for another part of the Island,
but are suddenly startled by the sound of the same
bell. Thinking that they were alone on the Island
then fears arouse them to a search. An abandoned
trap door Is discovered near the shore, entering
into a cave dug In the ground. The couple enter
1 old pirate flag, together with a

A COWBOY AND A LORD.— An English nobleis an man. Lord Ronan. has fallen In love with an
American he
girl.comes
Graceto Filden,
and ranch
at herto mother's
Invitation
visit their
see the
Western life. He is met at the station by the
cowboys, who escort him to the ranch. Mrs. Filden
s and would like her daughter to marry a
title.
Grace, though she Is courteous and polite to the
Englishman, prefers her cowboy lover. Her mother
seeing this, tells the cowboy that Grace Is engaged
to Lord Ronan and sends him off.
As he goes away he sees a Mexican greaser and
hireling plotting together and the greaser writes a
note and sends It off with the hireling. The cowboy notices the malicious expression on the Mexis face, but (
1 the Mexlca
The 1
thinking
1
I from 1theto cowbc
1 plot 1
supposed t
a lonely spot.
> the rendezvous
self powerless In tllie hands of the two Mexicans.
In the meantime, Bob remembering and
v Mexican's
the
eturns In time to see Grace carlook,
suspects
and r follows
In which the hireling.
rled off.
A race
Bob gains on the
who Is In the rea
• is going away
Mexican and final];
takes Grace back and manages
tells her 1 I
forever.
She cannot understand I
home sad and forlorn.
The Englishman, who has been waiting for ber,
proposes marriage and she bursts Into tears, telling
him of her love for Bob and his departure. The
Englishman follow
seeinghim,
the and
reason
of Bob's
learning
from departure,
the other
cowboys the direction Boh took, follows the track
and overtakes him. Hob. learning that 11 Is lie who
Is loved, returns and the welcome he receives from
Grace proves It to he true. The cowboy, true type
of American, has won out against an English lord.
THE FIGHTING
REV. CALDWELL.— Some
» halt
startling Incidents In the life of the Iter. James
Caldwell,
the lighting parson of New Jersey.

ic"

f Springfield,
have of• a century
from
the oblivion
f here presented by the Champion
The tories were hitter the atrocities they perpelany and
rated
againsthorrible
them, were
but nothlng did they do more
patriots,
and "
than the wanton, brutal murder
of Mrs.
•Tames Caldwell, the wife of the fighting parson.
The reverend gentleman
had
and detested
the patriots, for lie loved his t
her tyranical rulers: and we see In tins nun presentation what It meant — and what It cost to be a
patriot In tho
the pats,,,, In the pulpit expounding the
word of God, and there on either side of the holy
I k. two blunderbusses— the huge pistols then day.In
vogue. And ranged behind him. on the platform,
B number of muskets, the old fashioned flintlocks, terrible instruments in the hands of the
clear-eyed,
courageous.
sharp
shooting
"Minute
tories and nessians
approaching 1
veil went off to a neighbor's hard-by.
taking with her her little girl. The fond father
waved his beloved wife and child an affectionate
adieu, little dreaming of the dark tragedy that waa
soon to cloud his life.
midst Sabbath
0
Bnt a few days had elapsed,s in thet holy
when a messenger arrived telling I
had ,
flooded murder of his beloved spouse; vu,
r of It! What consternation In that hous»
r then broke forth! Men seized their
and rushed out following
their parson'a

■ pars
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15th United States Cavalry

We have secured permission from the United States Government to take Military Pictures
at Fort Meyer. ( )ur people are on the ground, ready to start with the maneuvers of the 15th
United States Cavalry.
will not be spared to give you the most realistic Military pictures ever made.

one.

These pictures will start releasing in July — Every FRIDAY. Bock them ahead — Don't miss
All big features.
Hundreds of troops — the regulars of our army.
< ireat, broad, instructive pictures.
Each a masterpiece.

HISTORIC

STORIES

WITH

Don't

Releases

THE

BEST ARMY

Forget Our

Comedy

IX THE WORLD

FOR A SETTING

Every Wednesday

f Wednesday, June 28.— "A FASCINATING WIDOW" and
Split Reel
"A TERRIBLE CATASTROPHE."
" Comedy
Friday,
" 30.— "GREATER
LOVE
HATH
NO
MAN."
Military
Wednesday,
July
5.— "STARTING SOMETHING."
Comedy
Friday,
"
7.— "THE
SILENT
SIGNAL"
, Military
Wednesday,
" 12.— "BABY'S RATTLE" and
Split Reel
"THAT JUNE BUG."
Comedy

Remember

All Our

Films are

Tinted

and

Toned

Sold exclusively through M. P. D. & S. Co.

GUNDLACH

*

^^*
^'^53

We Want Your Name On Our Boohs

Projection Lenses
Will Improve Your Picture
make it sharper and increase the illumination
TO ORDER, give the height and
width of the screen, width of picture
wanted and distance from lens to
center of screen. Stale make of
machine.
A complete «tock

FREE!
FREE!
FREE!
One pair side cutting pliers, one large
screwdriver, one B & S wire gage.
our moving picture suppl]
• ot, write lor tail I
only a limited quantity 01 1

NICHOLAS
POWER
COMPANY, New /ork
ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MFG. CO., Chicago

We sell everything for the theatre.
GET
OUR
PRICES

Every lens is sold subject to approval

Hudson

Gundlach-Manhattan
Optical Company
808 Clinton Ave., So.
Rochester, N. Y.

Hot Weather

L.

Ave., Flushing,

Congress

^el&^Oofftpdfty

or

No

Electrical

49 Barclay St.,

Hot Weather

No need to await the film release?

Supply

This Will Draw

vewCompany
York City

the Crowd.

No need to pay special attraction prices

JULY 3rd WE

RELEASE

The Coronation of King George V
20 HAND

COLORED

VIEWS
WITH

FACH

WITHHTITLE

HOR1

$8.00 PER SET

SLIDE,

On all paid ordei received before July I we will send FREE ipecial announcement
tide adrertifiog dat< on which you will run the CORONATION
PI< rURES.
WESTERN

SONG

SLIDE

GASH

SERVICE,
WITH

Inc.,

OROiH

32 No. Clark
NO

n.O.D.

St.,

CHICAGO,

ILL.
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KEEP 'EM COOL

f.inn of her «i
W MOM little
H'l.l Rtrl baby
lils

by her

'.m. much
iiikI

"THANKS,

i breeze

OLD BOY!"

producer
ami that
so
Inexpensive
you
afford-imply
to lit can't
your
patrons swelter
during the warm

" I hanks
1 .1hat's
the
write.

ONLY $1,25

kes me feel tine in

PER GROSS

ill me ""Id
r. .iin.l with pikers, hook up

Carl Laemmle,
President

The Laemmle Film Service

A Smaller Ore for the Kids at 75c. Per Gross

Sample of both mailed lor $C.
Our large illustrated catalog lists hundreds of "ther excellent novelties for
free distribution. We will send it to
you FREE with plans to increase your
attendance, upon request
TAK1T0. OGAWA & CO. V-inr\V.n£" m.lV

Syk«
Block.
J517 Farnam
7o4°W.
Lake St., Chicago,
III. St.
Minneapolis, Minn. Omaha, Neb.
515 Mulberry St.
1 HO Wyandotte St.
Des Moines, Iowa Kansas City, Mo.
The biggest and bett film renter
in the world

500 Sets of Song Slides
75c. Per Set.
SPITZ 5 W. 14th Street

KEEP YOUR DRUM HEADS DRY
The very nature of drum heads
causes them to absorb moisture readily, and when the heads become damp
it is an absolute certainty that your
drum wi'.i lose its brilliancy.
Our latest invention, the Electric
Drum Heater, entirely overcomes this
difficulty, for by its use you can keep
your drum brilliant and snappy regardless of the weather.
This device can be attached to any
drum and the connecting plug will fit
any ordinary no-volt incandescent
lamp socket. It gives no light; never
burns out; may be turned on and off
at will, or if desired, entirely removed
in a few seconds time. Entire outfit,
including the Heater proper, two connecting plugs, and six feet of cord,
weighs eight ounces — the Heater but
two. It is practically indestructible
and
drum can
case. easily be carried in your

Try one— your

money

Be sure and say whether you wish
it for Snare Drum, Bass Drum, or
t requires a different strength.
back il you are not entirely satisfied

Price Complete,

Postage 1 5c.

LEEDY

$3.50

MANUFACTURING

1055 E. Palmer St.

CO.
Indianapolis, Ind.
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I! We won. lor little
I., see him. when the men ran short nf wadding
for their gnus, rush Into the .liur.li. w In
l»...k-.ronl.l
i
else
ip armfuls ..f h\ tun
nil rushing
forth to Ills mi
ns -inbe Wniis.
Bang the
them:
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GREAT

"Give

NORTHERN.

FAVORITE.— The Knight' i .laughterTHE;.-">•*KINGS
to the trystlng-place,
a note left by the young squire. Her action la
watched
a jealous
rival,perfidy.
who tells
the he
girl'sIs
parents ofby th.-ir
'laughter's
Whilst
relating his discovery, the young squire and hts
love are enjoying a pleasant tete-a-tete In the
grounds of the eastle. They are again discovered
by the rival, who summons the oi.l knight, and together they confront the lovers, the young squire
being turned
of the grounds.
But his that
rival's
triumph
is notoutlong-lived.
It Is discovered
he
is eonneeteil with the enemy. War has been proclaim.-.I. and the King is busy examining plans.
These the rival steals, hut his crime Is lithe young s.piire. who tussels with him. In the
...int. at the corner Is torn off the plans, though the
hero is wounded In the encounter. As recompense,
he is promoted to the rank of officer, and still
tracking down his rival, whose treachery he ultimately unveils. I,,, sees him attempting the fie
si met Ion of the ship on which the King Is to direct the battle.
Hut rather than submit ■ i
jumps overboard, and Is drowned.
The
battle, a thrilling s
;uight's

.laughter

and

I

A FASCINATING WIDOW.— Herman S.hmelti
nn. I Michael McSweeney were fast friends, up to the
time of the arrival of a charming widow at their
boarding house, when they became bitter rivals.
They meet the widow In the reception r
told that she must now decide between them.
Suddenly M, -Sweeney Hashes a fat roll of currency.
This, of curse, decides the question.
McSweeney
is

accepted.

I'.s.r Herman 1- downcast over the Incident.
While McSweeney is taking a bath. Herman tiptoes
Into his room and steals his wedding clothes.
. y is surprised to tin.l Ills clothes gone,
and rushes about everywhere. In the meantime.
Herman is being wedded at the church to the
charming widow, .lust as the ceremony i- finished,
arrives. Hut he can do in. thing but sit
and grin.
A TERRIBLE CATASTROPHE.— Kid Vinnle
takes her rag doll brother out In the go-cart for
aforth
morning's
airing.
wheels Into
it hack
and
before the
house As
she -ho
is called
her home
by her mother and leaves the doll outside on the
walk. Mischievous Johnnie conies along and seeing the carriage by the door realizes that here is
an opportunity
for of
deviltry.
tics stands
the babynearby
carriage to the rear
a wagonHe that
and the mother and Vinnic come out of
just in time to see the baby carriage go rocking
OP the street in tow of the wagon.
town of Gatlach.
There, however, we find
five mining camp dependent largely ui«.t!
mine camp
for Itiwe existence.
Living
In b the
Bad
loved by Jake.
Flon ■> take charge o

I the

i atid girl fall in love.

Mexican and half bred
miners develop-. They mutiny, coming to the
office making demands which Mie super promptly
refuses and orders them from the placi
ruffians withdraw to arm themselves and then plan
i attack upon the office and the death of their
f Florence
) for Har
take refuge
horse, escape for
forces n.arry agains
Florence

■

[.arty

Is impossible.
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Birmingham.
Capital.
$6,000.

M

N.
md Max L. Simons.ngar,
Richmond.
Vm. — llenrltie Amusement
Corporation.
Capital.
|iin,o,n..
Directors,
w.
p. Henrltas,
D.
and a. H. Staples.
Sibley,
la. — The
moving
picture
theater
has

I Falls.

S.

D—

Ho.k.

Springfield,

■uiery

Ark.— Majestic
Mo. — I

and

Buffalo.

y. — M.

Blotkln,
• Hon

THEATRES

May be attributed to an immense amount of SCREEN
ADVERTISING, the most telling, most convincing
medium in the world. THE ECLAIR PRODUCT
reaches the public — its real market — in a manner at once
convincing and lasting. In short, ECLAIR FILMS are
easy to remember on account of their rare exclusiveness.
They advertise themselves.

IMPORTANT

RELEASE

COMING

On Monday, July 3 1st, there will be issued to exchanges
and exhibitors a magnificent revival of the Biblical parable^

THE

PRODIGAL

SON

Monday | In The Meantime
Can He
Save Her ?

1J«»y

Tommy Wants
to be An Actor

BOTH
and

Theater
will make
• about $10,000.00.
hare
• .'i.,n
■ ompanjr,

Exhibitors
Write for
Posters
And Booklets.

413
Wlllln
picture
t

ilrdoma

PICTURE

A Novelty Comedy
Worth While

has

Brian

Ohn.
M.

MOVINC

ECLAIR PROGRESS

Tarlton.

Harry

soarl.
Ironton,

FOR

An Almost Tragedy
Intensely Dramatic

Mar

Memphis.
Tenn. — 1
llihlk-s
Fort
Wavne,
Ind. — l.yrhII
over
hy
\|. --rKdwunl
Klein,
Little

PAINTED

A production sure to please the very class of theatre-goer
in whom the intelligent exhibitor should be most interested.

;

Ala.— Odeou
Theater
Company.
Directors,
T.
B, Ahernethy,
J.
■I A 0
II s-.ltsman.
Tenn. — Olympic
Theater
Company,

LouiiviHe.

WORLD

SCENERY

r again."

AMONG

PICTURE

SUBJECTS

ON ONE

REEL

Eclair Film Co.
31-33 East 27tK St.
New York, U.S.A.

We
Need
FewHigh
Scenarios
of

Quality.

Is beln

machine

Film Perforating Dies
The A. Dewes Co.

|urts,

luppltet,

lamps,

carnim-aniis,

lenses.

I

. in fact everything pertaining ti> an up-to-date and : vice.
e< mplete equipment
; hand machine*.
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Los Angeles.
Star Goes Dark. — Tbe Star Moving
Picture TheaI .fill Let ween
Main icr
nml gOOLis Angeles
again
gone dark, .after lairinglocation.
only
in iplte

\1 ill

•

Mils

hoodooIt.
ate

H>ll

the

The A. H. Andrews
174-176 W.buh

n:hrs in all leading cities

THE

CELEBRATED

SCHUG

Moving Picture
Electric Light Plants
finest Electric Light Plants for Moving Picture

Shows, Circuses, Carnivals, etc. Why use the
calcium or acetylene gas lights, with all their
dangers and unreliability, or pay excessive elec
trie light bills for unsatisfactory service, when
for a small sum you can install one of our Electric Light Plants, which can be operated at an
expense that amounts to a trifle, and have the
finest kind of lighting obtainable
I for Bulletin No. i
Writ
o offer hustl<

THE CHAUTAUQUA
FILM EXCHANGE
Best and Cleanest Film Service in the World
Complete Programs for High Class Entertainment — Films,
Songs, Stories, and Lecturettes— SOMETHING NEW
All Standard Machines — Projection Supplies and Slides
WRITE

538 S. Dearborn Street
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-

-

CHICAGO,

Worth
Hot

ILL.

Money!!

Weather is Coming—
Preoare for it Now

Ventilate

and cool

your theatre

with

Garden City Ventilating Fan
INEXPENSIVE
EFFICIENT

NOISELESS
DURABLE

Furnishes constantly a supply of
fresh pure air, exhausts the foul air. Advertise the fact and your Box Office receipts
will show it.
Draws the Crowds and keeps them coming
KEEPS THEM COOL electric

BULLETIN

GARDEN
ESTABLISHED

1879

CITY FAN

Manufacturers

building

a
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ever
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varyingoth agea
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an
city's lit— failure1 IndepenIn tba
Junk"
to
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Electric— The Blectrlc 'Heater. North Mala
street, opposite tbe post office, baa recently changed

Co.

Ave.. Chicago. III.
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Is within
street i
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, and
The
second-runs
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l.ooo sni is
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to
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ODC

31 YOURS

FOR THE ASKING

CO.

McCormick Bldg., Chicago, III.

Its service from Independent to Licensed picture!',
and la now running three of tbe latter for a OvaIsis Breaks

Record. — Messrs.

Hogan

Ic Jensen,

proprietors of the Isis, report that last week's receipts exceeded any Individual week's receipts
since they took over the house some eleven tnontba
is an unusual record to make In summer business, but Its management showed tba
writer their books in support of the statement.
Tbe theater has been playing to excellent business
ever slhce they put on Independent service. They
are using four selected second-run Independent
pictures. Tbe Los Angeles corres|>oiident for another trade Journal In a recent Issue of his paper
slates that the lease of the Isis "changed handa
or words to that effect. Tbe management of the Iris wish to correct a misstatement.
The lease of the Isis has not changed handa recently, tbe present proprietors, Messrs. Hogan
meeting&
Jensen, are still operating the theater, have been
for the past eleven months, and will continue to
do so until further notice.
S. C. X. P. Men's Association, at
a, voted to limit all flve-ci
Independen
as well as Licensed, to a three-reel
tb a song. If desired. The ten cent,
and upward, picture theaters are limited to not
over four reels and songs or specialties, but no
vaudeville. All the members of the association
are not In harmony as a result of the vote, and
among certain bouses hostility to tbe ruling Is In
evidence. It Is hardly likely that the Hyman and
the College and Optic will cut out their vaudeville, since to do so would place them at the mercy
they

,

Hid

1

compete,against
with awhlc
straight hill of plcr higher admission. Then. too. there
amount
complaint among the fiveshowing of Independent

association's ruling. There has also
been considerable talk regarding supplying tbe
cltv's vaudeville houses with picture*. Coming
under this complaint are the Orpheiim. Empress,
I'antages, each backed by a powerful theatrical
and shoulf] they be refused local exchange serrlee. there would s,«>n l>e quite a different kind of noise. All the local exchange representatives weretopresent
at Wednesday's
meeting,
but had little
say regarding
their opinions
of
the majority vote. The exhibitors also voted to
rule, of issuing souvenirs,
discontinue the practice
in
th
oupons
and
other
"ballyhoo"
business enlu exhibitor of
H. M. Laws
Insurrecto
Captair
Ilonob can
ness.
Captain
Los
Angelee
for ownsthe a pasthalf v
Mex en tbe In following
IB,interest
a
in
1
theaters:
The
Art.
se
Ilonolll
11
seating
800:
Law son
W
Auditorium,
Hearing
ilcli will
». it 2,000.
For
completion,
in La
few
months w
i
e
in
the
•ler General
Capti California
Insurrecto
the army slg
captain
Is In
headquarters
charge
o

is in

I. os

u
I . Howland.
president
n Picture
Manufacturing
Angeles on a brief furlough
' ') regiment
at Tia Juana.

of the CallCompany.
He
and will soon

tile lobby
floor,
marble
wainscoting,
high
grade
opera
well
equipped
and
comfortable
operating
room
witli two machines,
and
is one of tlie prettiest and
best

equipped

;

■

Florodora Closes. — The Florodora. a five cent picture theater using Licensed service.
Fast First street near Main. lias closed Its
doors. It Is said that a new management proposes to take over the theater and reopen after
necessary
alterations
can be made.
Crown
Redecorated. — Tbe
Crown
Theater
man-

THE
. Tbe
tbe interior have been rennished
and electric limits added to tbe lobby.
ectrlc sign of attractive design has Just
■ ted and placed
in position
■ usin;.' three reels of
lobby.
Tbe liril-run
tl.eaterfll 1"- secured
through the General
Filru Con
tue tneater nas oeen
changed and it will bereafter be known
as the
Hose Theater.
Vernon Theater Closes. — The Vernon Theater, lo•• of the city's suburbs, has closed for
lobby and
redecorated,
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THROUGH OUR SUPERIOR CONNECTIONS IN LONDON, WE
HAVE ARRANGED TO RELEASE THE MOST EXCELLENT

CORONATION

I ampbell, has opened offices !
Dd announces to the Southwestit is ready f"r business.
They are
iplete line of machine accessories and exhibitors' supplies.
Edison Goes Dark. — The Edison Theater, Spring
I. and Fifth streets, last week
I be house has been using olde. It is not likely that the
reopen any time in the near future.
Clune's Sign.— The appeal of \V. H. Clune from
irt decision, finding him guilty of havy fire ordinance by erecting a
Basher electric sign over bis Broadway theater, was
i y b> Superior
Court
Judge
Willis.
■ as taken under advisement, tbe decision to be made public at a later date.
Luna Park Opens. — Luna Park, U>9 Angeles'
miniature Coney Island, opened Saturday, June 10,
to excellent business, in which the theater concessions shared generously. The park used to be
known as the Chutes. Several months ago the
lease of the park changed hands, the m
Snow, the well-known amusement men, who after gaining control, poured a
wealth of money Into the rehabilitation of the old
park, putting In an immense roller coaster, a
Rapids, enlarging the Zoo, and putting In other
high class concessions including a moving picture
theater and a vaudeville house. The opening attendance was 30,000. and good business is looked
for throughout the summer in spite of the beach
competition.
Union Theater, Main, near Third, has changed
Its service from Independent to Licensed and is
showing tJirce reals of the latter.
bal

FILM
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Coronation
Film

Coronation
Film

Ready for

Printed
Matter

Shipment
June 30th

Free
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Orders
Filled
in Rotation

Wire or Write
1

Quick

International Film Traders, inc.
Dealers

5 WEST

and Importers of Films

14th STREET

NEW

In the Mississippi Valley.
Dee Robinson, of Peoria, who has been asso
elated with Vernon Seaver in Bis many amusement
enterprises, has purchased the Interests of Mr.
Seaver in the Crescent and Empress
theaters
In

Work of remodeling the Crescent will he delayed
for several months, while the erection of a theater
pi'tock property In the ::< m ► block, South
Adams street, now under lease to Mr. Seaver, is
not probable until next year.
;tb street. Springfield,
111.,
which Btood there.
The first
night
as far as crowds go, the first
show having an overflow of
hundred persons.
Harry
Steelman.
a local amateur
hi fraternity
theatricals,
sang and a
vaudeville team "ak<
an unusual
program
was
given— Eisau..
Championship
game:
Vilagraph's i
rner, an.. picture! «ere gixid anil clear and toe musical ac■ ompanlmi ut of plnuo and di u
■ is well
tractive.
ovlng plctnre theater at ift.

■

i Bird*. mi

•Inth.n

..r

la Bplller, ol
rled at inn-'
leiMimiii...

in.,

Ho

Steady employment and good salaries for the right men. Write at
once and give references.

I

I Hltll

Moving Picture
Camera Men
Wanted !

the

\\ lilt

oalof n

la givingb
bell.

CAMERA
22<;
Madison Sq. P.BOX
0.

ItOfl

run

MAN
N. Y. City

YORK
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MOVING
. and

If you are In the Atarket for

III

for

another

two

Incorporated
YORK CITY

111.,

Mule Theater
■ ■ ora house at
year* and will

• building
new opera honae
I picture« shows.
1 . II. M.

111.

International Film Traders

WORLD

of Vandnlia.

5IW.28^STYN^K

Washington,

the largest and most reliable Dealers and Importers of
these goods in the U. S.

NEW

SbaVrock,

i a pbotoplaj

SECOND
HAND
FILMS

5 West 14th Street.

PICTURE
Carl

D. C.

■ i■ ■andt'li heard
Sav-

territory covered by the company.
Comi, and the
i of Brat-ran reel* In Washington
have rein many of the former patrons of the
•' • Independent Cold. This
confined to those who have
h the General Film Company,
using this service.
IVihen .aim.. I he
far It has been Impossible to
Obtain an Interview from liim on neeount of press
of other
reyer,
is promised
si, only,
when • ti tt'il.
"the other Bide" of the siiuatlon
The manager of the Henderson North of England
-•■11. spent several
days In Washington
which
were
thoroughly
enJoyed in Sightseeing and in looking over Hie way
the motion picture industry.
He met
nulty
many
surprises,
mostly
of American
Ingeand business
ability.
He
spoke
s and told how eagerly they wet
highly of
fought In England.
He had his picture taken
Tail lone of America's latest Cads) and
\\ as s.. pleased with the Ingenuous deceit that he
gave the photographer a large order and Intends to
scatter these am. .ng his friends m England.
nation of the (5.000 cooling plant at
the Cosmos Ly the air washing process stands as
the only one of its kind here. Manager llrylawskl
• .late man and always looking to the
comforts of his patrons. Consequently the usually
big attendance Is continued at the Cosmos.
merit Company
Is the latest
entrance In the motion picture held here.
This Is
headed by Tom Moore, the original film 'man
of the
■ recently
capital, who for many years conducted a
s manager of
enter lllg
evenpicture
larger houses
fields ii
father, largely aequainti

OUR PATENT ELECTRIC BELLS create great
entha.iairo la Moving Picture Houm, play from a
keyboard at a solo inurnment, or at an accompaniment
to loegt Twenty-live Belli, two octaves chromatic.
Inclosing resonator*, magnets and keyboards. 175.00.

J. C. DEAGAN
CHICAGO,

3800 3810 N. Clark St.

ILL.

[T'S all right to be a good fellow
but
pay buy
$3.0(1forfora
thing
that don't
you can
$1.00.

-McKENNA-

01

s£^

BRASS
RAILINGS
EASELS
GRILLES

Barbeek, the official Canadian Pacific
poor oni
Motion Picture Photographer.
Is at [ires,
attle. and will be here for some time.
Mr. Harbeeks address Is. P. O. Box 68, Seattle. Wash.
The Star Theater, at First and Madison Street,
opened Saturday. .Time ::. Mill, with three reels of
films and vaudeville. The following Monday after— i talking toof thefilm operator
eaugh in
the operating room when a reel
se. The machine
not running at th§ time o [ the fire. The
s The
now Washlnf
.h.sed until further grounded. The h
First and Colu
Street, formerly owned by Mr. .1
-sis. Smith and Howe from P..
■■f the house will remain the same.
The
I'ilm
Exchange.
film service has l.eoti .hanged
from Canadian Film
-' regnlai
ng Picture
i a r s i: . will be held
Operators'
Local, . " leml.ers
are urgently requested
June
20. 1911.
tO he present.
B
initiations for the new officer"
wberebj

CUSPIDORS

Exhibitor
Picture

Exhibitors.
this first
theto following

iv of King and State of Wasb• •■ to run or exhibit

SILLS

!■••■•':. 1U11. t

e above

PITTSBURGH,

PA.

We have a Powers' Cameragraph No. 5
in A- 1 condition (or $85.00 and an Edison
Exhibition Model Machine (or $60.00.
We carry a large line of electrical supplies
and furnish everything for the theatre.

F. C. TAYLOR
4* Wtst 28th Street
New York City
Phone 1405 Madison Square

C0MPENSARC
that saves Moving
3 their electric ligh
rr light. Did you !

BooKlet

15Q18

Fort Wayne
Electric Works
1402 Broadway
FORT

WAYNE,

INDIANA

733

Seattle Wash.

Moving

McKenna Bros. Brass Co.

Correspondence Course. Special rates to
the trade. Send (or (ree illustrated catalogue.
School class meets every morning and afternoon. Evening classes meet every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday. We positively guarantee you a $15 position.

closed

emenl

■*
BRASS
KICK PLATES
STAIR TREADS. DOOR

TEI/H/40S ■ H„Sf>

Signed

by

I

Xylophones, Orchestra Bells, Chimes,
Send for free illustrated catalogue.
J. C. DEAGAN

Forks, etc.

3800-3810 N. Clark St.. Chicago. III.

FILMS
FOR

RENT

New Films High Glass Service
The Pioneer House, With 8 Years'
Experience and $250,000.00
Back Of It

agreement.
E igene Levy,
■ houses.

Wrlta Turin,, for Tarau

EUGENE

CLINE

21 9 S. Dearborn St.,

Chicago
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„,d wuiiam r. Keys
New York City. — Tiucsdal
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Nerada,
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Managers and Operators

City.-

An...".»:,,.-a„.■• i
Hal
K.n Ways*

Catalog

Write today for circular A.
THR
IIAHIIKSIY
MKi.
CO.
i.l Dover.
Ohio. I'. S. A.

■

and Capitol avenues,
and will open a moving
tun- theater seating i>»> \ pie, ni.nn July i:,.
An alrdome Is under construction at Fulton
Michigan streets and will 1
copied ai
A. Brunei

tor

the-

i tores exhibited the second week included Perils of Fishing in the North Sea: Amerl
can Arm
Wild Am
mals: A Mohammedan
Religion- Festival In Delhi
India:
Through
the
Beautiful
(Jorge
I)u Var,
France: 1-ogglng in Italy; Canada In Winter: Mak
■ •!i and a liattleshii

south

Opera Chairs

> your theatre and

Motion Picture Handbook

The Dixie Munsciiieiit Company
Is repeating
■•I the •'
die aim. m. .bile i.
this city Min .;o, at the FnglMi Opera !!
lug the wiMk of .1
I i>. I in.-k
i- remodeling a building on

Prompt Shipments.
Write tor Catalogue
PEABODY SCHOOL FURNITURE CO.
North
Mar.ehe.ter
Indiana
Nrw York Agtnls ROBERT J EHLERS CO.

AUTON

FOR

picture

k run catalog

THE

tl •

ranged
by alxnit :J'i.ih«i school children,
many of
whom will ride in the finals, 'i'here will
athletic meel (or school ■nil. Iron during the afterno n. Tli.
arranged to take moving pictures of the parade
and athlete- moot and the*- pietures will be exblblted ovor the country to show what can be accomplished in the way of a "'safe and sane" celeTlio Lyman
II. Howe pictures
I
the Park Theater for
Sunday, Jinn- lv
< i auged.
This is the
first time prices ranging from 1". t.. on cents have
boon charged In Indianapolis for a pun

FIVE PLY

E. H.

York
City, and i
'.
GOLDSMITH.

Indianapolis

CAN HURRY

YOUR ORDER OUT.
STAFFORD
Chairs

WORLD

orld's greatest

For Movinq Picture
Shows, Gran. 1 Stands,
Assembly Hall», etc.
In »ection« if wanted.

Write for Catalog No. 2

PICTURE

Manager Ehvell states be 1. to
productionadvertised
of "Faust"
tl It no doubt
is show
being the
thoroughly
and iu will
make a big drawing card.
The Class (A) Theater Third and Pike Street,
"the bouse »ith the mirror screen," has installed
a special ions for projection, and is getting very

I U.S

M.-nry
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i . v. /nun IW
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(Dr.)
looo
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. 1000
BOO

ESSANAY.
ring

Drivers

IT. I

Star

(W.

Dr.)

June

nmo

June
Jon*
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June
June

1000
4IH»
1000
1000
1'NHI

(Scenic)
of a Great

240

Actress
100O
Insurance
Agent
(Com.) 640
Florence.
Italy
(Sc.) . . . .1000
Daughter
(Dr.)
lnoo
Liberty
(Dr.)
648
a Watch
Dog
(Com.).. 33T
(Dr.)
980
• I
looo
l^Jimmle's
Trick
(Com.)
1— An Oasis in the Sahara Desert (Sc.).. 700
KAXEM.

13 — Jlmmie.
the
13— The City of
IT— The
King's
20— Ills I.eap to
20— Jiggers Buys
24— The
Ransom

14— Money In the Bank
(Com.)
960
16— The Raluroad
Raiders of '62 (Dr.)... 1000
21— A Mexican Hose Garden
(Dr.)
1010
23— Loan
Wolf's
End
(Dr.)
980
26— Juarez
(Mexico)
After
the
Battle
1000
28— The
Jollier
(Com.)
995
30— The
Little
Soldier of '64 (Dr.)
940
3 — A Cattle
Herder's
Romance
(Dr.)
■mi.)
7— To

the Aid

of Stonewall
LUBIN.

Jackson

12— Athletic
Carnlral
(Scenic)
12— The
Cook
(Com.)
15— Duke De Ribbon Counter (Com.)
19— The
Indian's Sacrlflce
(Dr.)
22— Hlgglnscs
vs. Judsona
26— The
Sleepy
Tramps
(Com.)
26— How
the Story
Grew
(Com. )
29— Rescued
In Time
(Dr.)
1— The
Little
Rebel
(Dr.)
3— ills Birthday
(Com.)
6— The
Snake
8— Always
a
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1—
8—
15—
22—
29—

Bite
Way
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1000
1000
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400
600
looo
1000
fioo
BIB
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1000

(Dr.)
(Dr.)

ME LIESIn Time
for Preaa
(Dr.)
Her Spoiled
Boy
(Dr.)
When
the Tables Turned
(Dr.)
The Klaa of Mary Jane
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Honor of the Flag
(Dr.)
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PATHS.

(Dr.)
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Wife

(Dr.)
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Sleepy
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Moving

York
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Picture

World.

New

good vaudeville and
moving pictures, in-

Salary
low.
ability
mutually
confidential.
_• Pli lure World,

considered.
A
MANNew
York

WANTED.

WANTED.— Members
P.

0.

Box

102.

Edmonton,

Alberta,

AGENTS
WANTED.— To
book
moving
picture
al traction
on
road.
Experience
absolute
sary.
Stale
all and salary
expected.
E. .1. EH IIEM.Al P..
VTTRAOTIONS,
408
Schiller
Building.
Chicago,
III.
MISCELLANEOUS.
FOR SALE. — Film cement formula; superior arIcle: low priced. Mr. Exhibitor, send fifty cents
nd save
money.
W.
H. EYLER,
Wooster,
Ohio.

1000

1000

Moving Picture Pianists
used

care

In picture
t
for particulars,

FOR SALE. — Four small second-hand pipe oralis, two with self playing attachment. Ideal
or picture shows. JAMBS TOPP, 225 S. Wabash
ve., Chicago, 111.

1000
D«m»
1000

(Coin). . .1000

1st.

oulslcle

1S4

rnphAre you "working up" your pictures! If not
why not? If so, you want some good melt
dramatic music.
Send for free sample page r
Ning

i HAMB1

equipped

Ind.

MANAGER,
who knows
to get money with good
vites offers for next

g

WANTED.— Moving

I condition.

DELUNDEN,

Picture

PRANK,

Apartado

Camera,

care of

311,

must

Moving

Monterey,

be in

Picture

N.

i

184

1-4 discount on both
1501

CLARENCE

Sedgwick

St.

BUILDINGS

FOR

RENT.

TO
Park,

RENT. — For dim Manufacturing, Nepera,
N. Y. Northern part of Yonkers, is especially adapted for the moving picture business, on
account of great variety and natural beauty of
scenery. We have two buildings, rent, $900 and
$420 each, per annum. Particulars
Address,on application.
MARCUS.
Park,

N.

Telephone,

"

H.

F.

Y.

HOFFMAN

Lecturer of Special Releases
New York City and Vicinity

FILM EXCHANGE
Prompt service.

NINTH

CHICAGO.

WE

Day and night

STREET,

Care MOVING PICTURE WORLD
Telephone 1344 Gramercy

numbers.

E. SINN

BUY

I...

State all and salary expected. E. J. EICHENI.A1H. ATTRACTIONS, 403 Schiller Building.
Chicago,
111.

Nepera

Now

fully

Evansville.

land
preferred.
City.
('"iniiiiiiiicat.ions

(Sc.)

Friday,
June
30th.
Star
Spangled
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(Dr.)
1000
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Gypsy
(Dr.)
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Beetle and Its Young
(E.lu.)
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-.Idler of '64 (Dr.)
940
Hymn of the Republic (Dr.)
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■

\d.l ■ -s. J WHS

SALE.— A

Third

HELP

(Com.)

Jollier
(Com.)
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Blood
(Dr.)
Lubin— Rescued
In Time
(Dr.)
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Pathe — The
Passing of Dappled
Fawn
(Dr.)...
Pathe — Tin
Mines
and
Foundry
In
Malacca
(Sc.)
Sellg— The
New
Editor
(Dr.)
Edison— The
Pathe— The
Pathe— The

City.

SITUATIONS WANTEDEXPERIENCED
OPERATOR
desires

LICENSED

(Dr.)
(Sc.)

rbbacco

Kal.ui
-The
Pathe— The
lib .in -The

FOR

York

vicinity,
but
York
City.
PERIENCED,

26th.

Tuesday, June 27th.
Edison— The
Crusader
(Dr.)
Easanay — The
Baseball
Star
from
BIngvllle
(Com.)
Oanmont— Village
Gossip
(Dr.)
Sacrlflce
to Civilization
(Dr.)
Vltagraph— A
Quaker
Mother
(Dr.)
Wednesday,
June
28th.

1000

NORTH

opposition.

New

1000
....1000
1O00

: a Wealthy(Dr.)
Wide
- ow Bound with ■ Woman Hater (Dr.)
THIS

Vaudeville

800

9

23

250

Modern

party.

404
750
Sea

(Dr.)

r.)..

I

EAGLE

(Coin. |. .
Interne
(Dr.)
Isle of the North

an

K»iO
1000

a Woman
In Town
(Com.)... B64
•-.tamus
Hunt
(Sc.)
423
16— Fanst
(Dl
1650
17— The Society Girl and the Gypsy (Dr.) 1000
10— Over
the Cliff (Dr.)
371
(Com.)
4B6
19— Winter Bporta
at Lucerne
(Scenic).. 164
21— For
the
S-inaw
(Dr.)
looo

BALE

1000
l

VITAGRAPH.
0— The
Sacrifice
(Dr.)
10— Changing
of Silas
Marner
(Dr.)
13 — The Trapper's Daughter
(Dr.)
16 — Proving
His
Love
(Dr.)
17— Teaching
Mcl-'nd.len
to Waits
(Com.)
20— The
Stumbling
Block
(Dr.)
23— The Sleep Walker
(Dr.)
24— Two
Overcoats
(Com.)
24— Harriers
Burned
Away
(Dr.)
27— A Quaker
Mother
(Dr.)
■ Mirage
of Sorts
(W.
Dr.)
80— Battle Hymn
of the Republic
(Dr.)..
1— Tested
By
the Flag
(Dr.)
4— Tin'
Latent
Spark
(Com.)

14 — There's

23— Tabarln's

FOR

E
John
Fnlstaff
21— > •

SALE.

Picture & Vaudeville Theater
Practically
no
op
ling.
Dank
references.
BarORPHEI M.
care
of M rl
York City.

gain. Addreaa,
World, New

lure

World,

T">o
UNMI

KNNI

W.
Dr.)
From
Blngvllle

ITi Brother
GAUMONT.
O. Kleine.
6 — Chrysanthemums
10— The
I.ore
Story

■W.

looo
1000

(Dr.)

FOR

FOR SALE.— Moving
u city
of
10,000.

URBANECLIPSE.

looo

I'

2) looo
1000
In

. •., ,
,.

BOO
BOO

I

THEATERS

(Part

IL

the entire output of the Independent
manufacturers.
about our Three-locked reel system.
Write, wire or phone

PHILADELPHIA,

Ask

PA-

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD
I54i

THE PICTURE
SEASON'S,
SOMEDY
TRIUMPH

Nat M. Wills
America's Foremost

In a Spectacular
44

Tramp Comedian

Burlesque

The King of Kazam"
(Released Saturday, July 15th )

Produced at an enormous cost and with the pret=
tiest female ensemble ever seen in a picture play.
Upon request we will send you a lithograph of this
film specially run in nine colors.

COMING!

FRED

RELEASED

JULY

WALTON
4th

"When
Pals Drama
Quarrel"
A Western
"The

Love
Comedy Potion"
TWO

ON

ONE

"THE TOY SOLDIER"
RELEASED

JULY

8th

'THE HAUNTED ISLAND"
A mystery play of many surprises and unique scenic features

Our Mailing List of Exhibitors' Names was lost in the fire —
If you are interested wont
you send in \our name ?

Powers Picture Plays
TEoWe*v 111 E. 14th St., New York Citv

THE

MOVING

PICTURE
v

Siiii.mlt

June

7— The

I.lttle

June 14— The
Jane 14— Tbe

CHAMPION.

•

«— War

tad

950
BOO
BOO
950

J'::.t

960

>
v Uotber'a
Itlrtr—
il'r I
u
: t. Walat
(•■at With
Points
(Com.)
l.
k# t«.. Gardeners
u'om.)
Jone »— Impudence
Punished
(Com.)
Jaoc 5 — Tummy
at tbe Dentist's
(Com.)
Jon* 12— Csesar
Rlmtteau
(Dr.)
Jone 19 — Tommy
Gets
a Trumpet
(Com.)
Jon* 19 — Tli* Ingenious
Accident
(Com.)
Joo* 2rt— The
l>eath
,.f Don
Jnnn
iDr.)
July
S-Can
He
Save
Her?
(Dr.)
July
8 — Tommr
Wanla
to !«• an Actor
July 10— A Child's
Heroism
(Dr.)
GREAT
NORTHERN.

BOO
4»>
940

May
May
May
Jone
Jone
Jane
June
Jane
July

786
204

2<>— The
Wd.-e of Conscience
(Dr.)
20 — Berne
iS«ltsrrlandl
iSr.)
27— Tbe
[.ove of a Gypsy
(Url (Dr.)
3 — The
Ilogua
Governess
in — True
I ..to Never
Dies
(Dr.)
IT— Hotel
Thieve*
(Dr. i
24— The
Ghost
nf the Vaults
(Dr.)
24— Jim
and Jack
(Com. )
1— The
King-*
Favorite
iDr. I
IMF.

950
870
620
965
518
995

946

Jooe
Jone
Joo*
Jane
Jane
Jone
Jooe
Jone
Jone
Jooe
Joly
July

1— The
Last
Appeal
(Dr.)
5— The
Grind
(Dr.)
5— Tbe Chicago Stockyards
Fire
(Sc.)
g— Dark
to the Soil (Dr. )
12— Behind
the Stockade
(Dr.)
15— The
Piece
of String
(Dr.)
19— All for a Big
Order
(Dr.)
22— The
Fortnnea
of War
(Dr.)
26— Lore
Is Beat
iDr.)
29— The
I.lttle Leader
(Dr.)
3— In
the
Saltan's
illr.i
6
LUX.

Jone
Jone
Jone
Jooe
Jone
Jone
Jooe
Jone

2^Juat
Bill's
Loci
(Com.)
403
2— Arnold
Has
a Good
Try
(Com.)
462
9 — The
Companion
Governess
(Dr.).... 639
9— BUI
at Play
(Com.)
331
16— Bill U>ses
Ilia Mother In Law
(Com.) 409
16— He
Went
for a Heat
(Com.)
23— BIlTa
Day
Out
(Com.)
23— Weary
Tom's
Dream
Mom

1mm

90 Bnoitatgtitod Miss Prim
<com.)
1TEW
YORK
MOTION
PICTURE
BISON

May
May
Jone
Jone
Jooe
Jone
Jone
June
Jone
Jone
June

1000
TOO
600
1000
1000
1000
Iimio
li>00
1000
loot)
MOn
1000

42G
CO.

26— Brave Swift
Eagle's Peril (Dr.)
80— A
Redskin's
Bravery
(Dri
2— A Tale
of (he Foothllla
(Dr.)
6— Hla
lordship's
Homing
Trip
(Dr.)..
9— A Child of the llanch
(Dr.)
13— A S.|iiaw'a
Betrlhiitlon
(Dr.)
16— The
Deaert'a
l.ure
iDr.)
20 — The
Duke Cowboy
(Dr.)
23 — The
Foreman'a
Mine
iDr.)
27— An
India30— Cowlxy's
Vacation
i I>r . i
AMBRO8I0.
(By

N.

T.

M.

P.

Oo.)

Jone
14— Evolution
In Womankind
(Dr.)
Jone 14— Review
of Turin
Exhibition
(Scenic).
June 21— Tweedledum and
IDs Rescuer
(Com.).
Jone
21— Ijike
Verhano
(Italy)
(Scenic)
Jone 28— SIxius
the
Fifth
Joly
6 — Tbe
Joly 12 — The

Jnne
Jooe
Jone

Emperor'a
Debt
Wrong
Telephone
ITALA

i Dr. )...
Call
(Dr.)

(By M. T. M. P. Oo.)
18— The
Rlt
17— Fnolahea.l.
Somnambulist
iC-.m.)
IT— Ftrjtdelai

SPECIAL
NATIONAL

lit

INDEPENDENT

Blanc
Monday.
June 26th.
American— Th<
vl>o.va
American— Tic
■ tance
an, I ihe Widow
(Ilr.)
Eclair— The Death
of Don Juan
(Dr.)
Imp— Love
la Best
(Dr.)

(Com.)

Sheriff's
Mistake
Plan
that
Failed

Yankee — His

I

(Dr.)
(Com.)

' KB l
I he
GunnghtiT
(Dr. i
1— Mutt
and Jeff on the Job
5— A Message
from tbe West

July
July

B

10X
KM

D
Tuesday,

I

POWERS.

(Com.)
(Com.)

June

27th.

Slant— An
Indian's
Love
(Dr.)..
Shall Judge (W. Dr.)
Powers — Bummer
Madness
(Com.)
Thanhouser— Courting
Across
the
Court
(Dr.)

(Com.)
(Dr.)

May 27— Fifty Yeara Ago (Dr.)
May So— Civilisation
(Dr.)
June3-Eyea That See Not
(Dr.)
June
6 — Tbe
Black
neart
(Dr.)
June 10— The
Stranger's
Plate
(Dr.)
Jnne 13 — Smlth'a
Marmalade
(Com.)
June
17— A Concert
Hall
Romance
(Dr.)
June 2tv— How
Women
Wlu
(Dr.)
June 24— Oh,
Say.
Jim!
June 27— Only the Master Shall Judge
(W.
June 27 — Summer
Madness
(Com.)
July
1 — The
Queatlon
(Dr.)
July
4— When
Pals
Quarrel
(Dr.)
July
4— The
Love
Potion
(Com.)
July
8— The
Haunted
Island
(Dr.)

Wednesday,
June
28th.
utbe
fifth
(Dr. I
Champion— P.. ■
>e (Dr.)
Nestor— The
Guntlghter
(Dr. I
Reliance— Trials
of an Immigrant
(Dr.)
Solax— The
Fascinating
Widow
(Com.)
Solax— A Terrible
Catastrophe
(Com.)
Thursday, June 29th.
Western
Wolf
(Dr.)

Imp The
Leader Fireman
iPr.i
Itala—
The Little
Gentleman
Rex— Securing
Evidence
(Dr.)

Dr.)

1000

RELIANCE.
May
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
July
July
July

31— Dad's
Girl
(Dr.)
3— In Flowers
Paled
(Dr.)
7— The
Minute
and
the Maid
(Dr.)
10— The
Broken
Coin
(Dr.)
14 — All Alone
(Dr.)
17— A Pair
of Pants
(Dr.)
21— Price
of Vanity
(Dr.)
24— What
tbe Tide Told
(Dr.)
28— Trials
of an Immigrant
(Dr.)
1— The
Orphan
(Dr.)
5— The
Golden
Rule
(Dr.)
8— Thou
Shalt
Not
Lie
(Dr.)

Apr.
Apr.
April
April
May
May
May
May
June
June
June
June
June

6 — Tbe
Helreaa
(Com.)
18— The
Little
Major
(Dr.)
20 — A Daughter of the Revolution (Dr.)..
27— The
Realization
(Dr.)
4— The
rillmate
Sacrifice
11— The
Guardsman
(Dr.)
IS— An
Exception
to the Rule
(Com.)....
2.")— Called
Back
(Dr.)
1 — The
Monogram
"J. O."
(Dr.)
8 — From
Death
to Life
(Dr.)
15 — The
Twins
(Dr.)
22— On
the Brink
(Dr.)
29 — Securing
Evidence
(Dr.)

10

(Com.)

Friday,
June
80th.
Bison— Cowboy's
Vacation
(Dr.)
Lux— Bill Determines
to Go
(Com.)
Lux— Shortsighted
Miss
Prim
(Com.)
Solax— Greater
I-ove Hath
No
Man
(Dr.)
Thanhouser — I.orna
Doone
(Dr.)..,
Yankee— The
Angelus
Bell
(Dr.)
Saturday,

July

*
4

lit.

Great
Northern— The
King's
Favorite
Itala— Foolshead,
Walter
(Com.)
Powers— Tbe
Question
(Dr.i
Rellauce— Tbe
Orphan
(Dr.)

(Dr.)...

BEX.
t75
tv»

SOLAX.
May
May
June
Jnne
June
June
June
June

28 — An Officer and
a Gentleman
(Dr.)
31— The
Marvelous
Cow
(Com.)
2 — Never
Too
Late
to Mend
(Dr.)
14 — A Bad
Egg
(Com.)
16 — A Daughter of the Navajos
(Dr.)
21— Cupid
and
the Comet
(Com.)
21 — Johnnie
Waters
the Garden
(Com.)..
23— Marked
for Life
(Dr.)
lie Fascinating
Widow
(Com.)
June 2S— A Terrible
Catastrophe
(Com.)
June 30 — Greater
Ix>ve Hath
No Man
(Dr.)...
THANHOUSER.
Jnne
June
June
June
June
June
July
July

13— Little
Old
New
York
(Dr.)
16 — Flames
and
Fortune
(Dr.)
20 — The
Coffin
Ship
(Dr.)
23 — Foxy
Grandma
27— Courting Across the Court
(Dr.)
30 — I.orna
Doone
(Dr.)
4— The
Declaration of Independence
7 — The
Court'a
Decree
(Dr.)

(Dr.)
4] Put in our
Easels
and I
Poster Frames and watch
your attendance grow.

YANKEE.
Mav 26— Thwarted
bv Nell Pierce (Dr.)
May 29— The Birth
Mark
(Dr.)
June 2 — The
Pretender
(Dr.)
JuneS — The
Scandal
Monger
(Dr.)
June 9— Mrs.
Biffin's
Demise
(Dr.)
Jane 12— Thou
Shalt
Pay
(Dr.)
June 16— The
New
Congressman
(Dr.)
June
1!>— Sun
Bonnet
Sue
(Dr.)
June
23— The
Two
Roads
(Dr.)
June 26— His
Romance
(Dr.)
June 3'»— The
Angelus Bell
(Dr.)
June
June

3 — Groucho's
7— Ills Great

ROLL
Get the Samples

TICKET

Burglar

of

- ).

NESTOR.

— Ti,r OM
of
Drink
i l»r I
2— Longatrret
•■ Seven
Plnea
(Dr.)....
4— Ilia
Laat
Crooked
Deal
il'r
l»-M..||y
Pitcher
(Df.)

WORLD

....

Independent Release Dates

Brass Push and Kick Plates, Door
Guard Rails, Etc.
DON'T

COMPANY

MFG. CO.

Th* B,g ^Tc.o": '"'■"""•

$4.60
S5.50

Stock

NEWMAN

717-719 Sycamore St., Cincinnati, Oi

Quiet
Fourth
(Com.)
Sacrifice
(Dr.)

TICKETS

LOW PRICES
BIST WORK
OKLS.V but writ* today far comploto catalog
ACENTS WANTED

THE

60,000
100,000

TicKets, 6 Cents

ShamoKin,

Pa.

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

AMONG

G. W. Bradenburgh
Cinematograph Films
233 North Eighth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
| Phone.

PI rn
The
I
neriurn

Market

: J30 with

Posters.

Angel— Ambrosio.
seaside
Bathing— Tweedledum
Shy■ Present— Itala.
Toe KatalCharm-Itala.
Coachmen of the Village— Itala.
The Trump
Card
i»«ii...~.
. Plain Tale— Reliance.
Tangled
LineB— Reliai
Three Men— Reliance.
The Command
from Galilee— Reliance.
Where the Shamrock
Grows— Rex.
Bilas Marner.— Thanhouser.
The Imposter— Thanhouser.
The Tramp— Thanhouser.
The Mummy— Thanhouser.
The Open Gate— Yankee.
Hit- Double Treasure— Yankee.
The Call of the Heart-Powers.
The
Bandit's
Surprise— Powers.
irom

Manly

Man— Imp.

a Father , House— Nes'to

Thanhouaer.
Adrift-Thanhouser.
Love's Teat— Solax.
Corinne in Dollyland— Solax.
__
. Films at 125 per reel with Postera.
The Last Laugh-Reliance.
My 8on
Is Guilty-Itala.
Montana
Lore Ston— Powers.
Little Kire Chief-Thanhouser.
Prompt Payment— Thanhouser.
Criminal
Chief's
Capture -Great
Northern.
Base
Ball in Bloomers— Thanhouser.
Oirl from the Bast— Nestor.
'Jlie Kinpty
Shell -Imperial.
The Brass Button-Reliance. Htage Letter-Imperls
Visit of a Friend-New
Kind Arm Chair— Itala.
The
Bridal
Trail-Nestor.
On Kentucky Soil-Reliance.
Pasha's Daughter -Thanhouser.
Jealous Wife's New Year's Gift-Itala.
Vote Tli at Counted— Thanhouser.
Unexixcted
Honeymoon— Imperial.
The Calumny— Itala.
His threat Duty -Great Northern.

■>.,,,. i

Tangled
Lines-Reliance.
The
Mirror- 1 m
Ksult of the Grandmother— Itala.
Whi.-ia of km.
Reliance
Her Ulitliday
Surpri-e
Yankee.
For ltewciiihrance
Beliam-e.
Berenging Picture— Ambroslo.
Houls Courageous— Reliance.
Taxlrar,
Mv.hT'
Yankee
eepe— Atlas.
At Cedar
Ridge— Nestor.
Hplvlng
the liond Theft-Yankee.
Life-Imp.
His Best Friend— Solax.
Tlie lioiihie-lmperial.
The Trail grrsvji
T lanho.i
Creek
(Claim
Creek
Hlson.
Gold
Gold S,
Seeker- r. Daugliler.-Blson.
Tlie Halted
Mine
Iti ...
J
ii
i ',,,-.
.
Saloon
Neil
liooi
Im^-rial
Training (special).
Than!

New York City— Messrs. Souimerfeld & Stecker.
architects, have filed plans for the erection of a
high class moving picture theater at 7th Avenue
and 137th
Streett
for Messrs.
Cortes & Comfort.
New York City.— Architect David Storrer has
filed plans for an open air theater at 8th Avenue
and 145th
Street
for Martin
Meyer.

South Centerville, Iowa. — Messrs. Dave & Louie
Bromberg will install a moving picture theater
on South
18th Street.
Webster, Mass. — A new moving picture theater
Is being planned to be built here which will cost
when
completed
about
$25,000.
St. Louis, Mo. — A new $125,000 popular price
vaudeville and moving, picture theater is to be
erected on the site of the present Lyceum Theater,
at 1517 South Sixth Street which will have a
seating capacity of 3.000. It will be called the
Talbot's Hippodrome and the structure will be of
terra cotta and stone. The front will be studded
with nearly 10.000 electric lights. The Frank
L. Talbot Amusement Company are the promoters
of this new enterprise. It will be ready for
opening
In September.
New Bedford, Mass. — A new alrdome has been
established here which will feature vaudeville and
moving
pictures.
Elizabeth, N. J.— Mr. Fred Roake is the proprletor of the new alrdome which has been built
in Main
Street.

tfor My Pal-Powers.

Pocaholitai.

WORLD

EXHIBITORS.

New York City. — Messrs. Hunt & Wiseman,
architects, have filed plans for the erection of an
open air theater, to be situated at Stli Avenue
and
111th
Street,
for Michael
Rowen.

334

Tracked—
Imi>eria!~.
The Convert-Imp.

THE

Wilmington, Del.— The Red Moon Theater is now
under the management of Mr. Christopher C. King,
Jr.
Springfield, Mass.— Plans have been made for the
erection of a high class moving picture theater
to be erected at the corner of Elm and Bartlett
Streets, which will be under the proprietorship of
Mr.
Edward
McCarthy,
of the Gaiety
Theater.
Lynn, Mass.— Lynn la to be the home of a movIng picture
house
capable
of seating
3,200.
New York City.— The Empire Theater, at 19
Woodward Street, has been leased by Mr. Albert
J.DIllliiKton, who Is planning to convert It Into a
high
class
moving
picture
and
vaudeville
for
weeks.

cello and
under
new

Harrison Avenues,
management.

Beading,

Pa— The

Wonderful
Lieut. Rose Series

Park

Ing

plct
opened
Its doors.
Portland,
Me.— Peaki
modern
moving
picture
Germantown.
moving

Theater.
been

theater

ilirli

■vtthif high.

CEMENT

853 Broadway, Cer. 14th Street]

'Phone i 2478]Stuyvesant

H.^A. MACK

sNew

Yoi

IE ""

At Last
it is possible to secure comfortable, even
illumination throughout a theatre without a
brilliant light in range of vision.
<| The Eye Comfort System of Indirect
Illumination is a notable success in the lighting
of Moving

Picture Houses.

t] Theatres in all sections of the country installing this inexpensive and very desirable
electric lighting system. ^^

completed

erected

Pa.— I'rod
Zl
picture
thei
Wis.— Clara
Held
will
theater
costing
$8,000
• 0 Tamarack
and

•(•Jis

W.

Ctiel-

erect
a movon
Fond
du
Pine
Streets.

Duluth,
Orplieiim

of

a

new

rcthe

Minn. — Plans
for the re -building
of the
Theater
at
Kveleth
have
been
prepared
HadcllfTe.
111. — S
I.. BotSMbSMTT,
BU«gl
I heater,
la .■..ntemplatlng
the
theater on N. Park
a-

Minneapolis,
Minn. — A first class
ater will I* erected
on Laka
Street

erection

vaudeville
Ih-i ■•

the-

Nashville,
Tsnn. — The
Colonial
Film
I
capital
$-'o.immi.
ulll erect
a new
theater
irefe
and
I'nton
Streets.
Indianapolis,
Ind — M.
■,
BOMB
«r1
nli.loli.e at Teiilh
and
Oxford
Baltimore, Md — K..II. A Bender
will erect
m new
mortal

picture th.

■

$15-$100 Paid for Plots for
Motion Picture Plays
1 for

DOG

will open at
Its Montidoors

Ashland,
Wis. — Plans
are on
foot
for the
ino.i.MnkOf tlie opera
bouse
here.
Ashland,
Wis. — Gus Johnson
In contemplating
if a new
moving
picture
house
here

Herrln.

Fall of Troy

and BULL

the best articles of their kind on
♦he market ■{
"5
2
_

Philadelphia, Pa. — Mr. George A. Warner will
erect a new moving picture theater at 2709-11
Columbia
Avenue,
to cost $9,000.

Milwaukee,
ing picture

231 North 8th Street
Philadelphia

"I guarantee quick and satisfactory
repair work
on
all machine*.
'Only genuine parts supplied. Get
my prices on ONE DROP OIL

Louisville. Ky.— A new moving picture and
vaudeville theater Is soon to open on the site adJoining the old Portland Avenue Church which will
tie under the management and proprietorship of
the
Majestic
Amusement
Company.

Grouch— Atlas.

Independent Film Service

Operators!

*J You

ate

undoubtedly

intrirsted in this

important matter.
t\ Writ* u» lor lull mini inalion < >ut engineering department, on ir, ei>* ol parti, ulais. will
tumuli, lire ol riix-iiw. ic(H>it ami ir. oinmciiSold

by

Electrical
WsUTI

Trade
i * 'i> \ I

TiMMsjMj

National \-k';.y Raflactof rCa!
ill Jackson lloisloarJ
V.11U fcOO, n i .

THK

MOVING

PICTURE

SECURING

WORLD

EVIDENCE

is just a thousand feet more of convincing evidence that RGX "knows how."
Exhibit A 1 , so to speak and so the exhibitors speak ! Released Thursday,
Rexday, June 29th, 1911. You are crying for comedy dry your tears
because you'll get some fresh ones from the laughs in this film.
Ornamental

W. E. GREENE FILM
EXCHANGE, Inc.
The

K ri/j

: : Indestructible

Fire Resisting

Oldest
and Largest
Independent
Film Exchange in New England

NOTICE TO EXHIBITORS
Wc are prepared to take care of any amount
of summer business in New England. You don't
have to worry about your film service when you
are trading with us; we do the worrying for you.
The pick of the output of the Sales Co. is at
your service.
Write, wire or call at

THEATRE

W. E. Greene Film Exchange

AND
ARTISTIC
Designs

STAGE
FRONTS
CEILINGS

itable to Any

Building.

INCORPORATED

228 Tremont Street,

, Suggestions
and Design
EstiAsk
for Our

Boston, Mass.

Book

M.

The Kanneberg Roofing and Ceiling Company, c0moN

^^^^

Standard of Carbon QualityA ^^
PINKLABEL.

NONE

M.*%Ck

wSmFW&flil*

NONE
SO

\Z/*

GOOD

BETTER

CARBONS

ft

^^
^^

HUGO
SOLE

IMPORTER

REISINCER
11 Broadway,

rk

New

Yo

^^
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MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

TALKING?
Yes!

Everybody everywhere throughout the length and breadth of this great land
is agog over and talking about

David Horsley'sIN CONJUNCTION
Novel WITH
Talking Pictures
"Bud"

Fisher's Inimitable Comedy

MUTT

Duo

and JEFF
IF

IF

ITS
IT'S

ffl m

ffl m
IT'S
GOOD!

GOOD!
IT'S

MUTT

and JEFF

First Furiously Funny Foto- Farce

RELEASED

SATURDAY,

If you want money-getters, get MUTT

JULY

and JEFF

1st

every Saturday!

DON'T let anyone talk you out of getting a MUTT and JEFF Ttlking-Poto-F&ct every
week.
Remember that the Talking Arrangement is ALL IN THE FILM.
Absolutely nothing other than your old projecting machine is needed to show
MUTT and JEFF Talking pictures.
When in doubt, write to

DAVID

HORSLEY

147 Fourth Avenue

NEW

YORK

THK

AIRDOME

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

MANAGERS,
Only Original Motion

ATTENTION!

Pictures

of

JEFFRIES-JOHNSON
World's Championship
HELD

AT

RENO,

JULY

Contest

4,

1910,

Belcher
For Terms Apply J. and J. Co. jfgf^

DON'T

BUY

FEATURE

FILMS

Until you get facts and figures about

MILLER

SEND an "AGFA"

BROS.

label, together with ten cents in coin or stamps
and secure a copy of either

101 RANCH
REAL

WESTERN

"AGFA"

FILMS

dm or photographic ronnuitf

Only True Pictures Showing
the Great West as It Is
PORTRAYED

RIGHTS
Our

Films

BUYERS

Get

they

SOME

More

have

CHOICE
Write

MILLER

or

noon "AGFA"
or PiratiM it riAsn nam

HISTORICALLYCORRECT

FOUR FULL REELS
Each
One a Complete Subject
STATE

Money

ever

WRITE
than

for

any

UNSOLD

Label found on all "Agfa" products: —
"Agfa" Metol
"Agfa" Rodinal
"Agfa" Amidol
"Agfa" Pyro
"Agfa" Ortol
"Agfa" Eikonogen
"Agfa" Glycin
"Agfa" Hydrochi"Agfa" Blitzlicht Powder
none

BERLIN

Terms

Live Managers

Write for Open Time

BROS.

RANCH

101

US

handled

TERRITORY
Today

St., SAN FRANCISCO

ANILINE

213-215

BLISS, OKLA.

WORKS

WATER STREET
NEW YORK

Comparison Not Always Odious
Look at It !

Then Look at the Other Fellow's
Of course it is better. Our QUALITY forces us to limit out output of the MOTIOGRAPH. Yes— we could turn our outfits out faster as we have the largest and most modern plant
in the World devoted to the manufacture of Motion Picture Machines. BUT— WE KNOW that
ev*fy MOT10GRAPH sold guarantees the sale of at least two more. That is why— we make
.) MAKE THEM RIGHT. We are kept busy too. YOU DON'T HAVE TO BUY
SOME OTHER MACHINE FIRST to convince yourself that you MUST HAVE THE MOTIOGRAPH.
LET US SEND YOU CONCLUSIVE PROOF FOR THE ASKING.

Investigate

ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MANUFACTURING CO.,

Before

You

564=572 West

Buy — Not

After

Randolph St.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

THE
EVERY

FRIDAY

MOVING

PICTURE

THE WORLD'S

WORLD

BEST— BAR NONE

EVERY

FRIDAY

IEPENDENT EXHIBITORS: Must Have Lux Films

Mi
MI^NG
LUX FILMS
AGNIFICENT
ASTERPIECES

ERRY

We want you to get the World's best every week.

Released,
BILL DETERMINES
Comedy— 455

June 30, 1911

TO GO

SHORTSIGHTED

Feet

Comedy — 426

MISS PRIM
Feet

Bill get* there by hiding in a 'cello and if you want to laugh and see your audience
laugh and laugh and laugh again when they see the second half of this excellent
two subject
comedy
reel, well
INSIST
ON
LUX
AND
TAKE
NO
OTHER.

SEE OTHER

GET LUX

lO

East

PAGES

FOR SYNOPSES

AND

PAST RELEASES

The World's Best — Bar None

R.

PRIEUR

15tK Sold only
Street
through

-Phone, 3427 stuyvesant
New
Motion Picture Distributing and Sales

the

YorK

Company

GET LUX

City

Yankee Leads Them
ionday,
A Yankee Roarer -m<r

Jvily

All
3rd

'Mr.GrouCuO'sQuietFourthofJuly'
A side-splitting, rip-roaring comedy full of life and
action. One steady scream from beginning to
end.
Not a quiet moment
in the entire reel.

Friday'July7 "His Great Sacrifice"

Yankee

Si

Film

344 E. 32nd St.,

-

Co.,

New York

THE

1543
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EVIDENCE IS ALL AROUND YOU
THE VERDICT U " ARCO "

CARBONS

BIOGRAPH
Not
the

L.

genuine
specially

unless stamped
"ARCO-B"
prepared
BIOGRAPH
brand,

E.

the indication
imported only

FRORUP
(Sole
Importers)

232-234 Greenwich Street

::

::

<&
::

of
by

CO.
New York City

Fighting Rev. Caldwell-1 776

CINES CO. of ROME

FOR

MONDAY,

JULY 3rd,

19J

Studios and Factories, Rome and Padova
Preferred Stock, Lire 2,000,000
^Ordinary Stock,
3,750,000
Fully Paid-up Lire 5,750,000

I EXCHANGE MEN WRITE
TO US FOR PARTICULARS
OF OUR FIRST RELEASE
United
445

Branch for the
States
of America
BrOOme

New

WEDNESDAY,

York City

TELEPHONE,
TELEGRAPHS,

"A Cowboy and a Lord"

St., cor. Broadway
SPRING

CINES

NEW

CHAMPION

RAD

BIO

J9U

FILM

CO.

9232
^*g%gf

YORK

MARK

M. DINTENFASS.

t&Sttl office : 12 E. 15th St.

SUMMER
SUMMER

JULY 5th,

Gen. Mgr.

New York City

CARBONS

SUMMER

FAIR

CARBONS

ARE ALL ALIKE AND
THROUGH

ALL

ALWAYS

GOOD

EXCHANGES

CHARLES L. KIEWERT CO.

SAN

No. 19 SUTTER
FRANCISCO,

ST.
CAL.
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DISPLAY= MR.YOUR
PROGRAMS»
EXHIBITOR
WE

OFFER YOU THE GREATEST AND MOST MODERN METHOD OF SUBMITTING
YOUR PROGRAMS
TO THE PUBLIC, AND AT A SMALLER COST
THAN ANYTHING YOU HAVE EVER CONSIDERED.

WE

SELL

WHICH

VV7E

YOU

WILL BE AN

THEN

THIS BEAUTIFUL
ATTRACTION

IN THE

LOBBY

FOR

ONE

EACH FILM RELEASED. IF YOU ARE

A LICENSED

OR INDEPENDENT EXHIBITOR

WE

SEND

WILL

WEEKLY
OUTPUT

THE

FRAME

OF ANY

THEATRE

CENT
TO
ANY
^ THEATRE
IN
UNITED STATES OR
CANADA ONE WEEK
BEFORE FILMS ARE
RELEASED. EVERY

FURNISH

YOU POSTERS
PRINTED IN THREE
TO SIX COLORS.

OAK

POSTER SHOWS AN
ACTUAL SCENE FROM
FILM. COMPLETE
SYNOPSIS OF STORY

YOU

AND

ENTIRE

NAME OF SUBJECT. COLORS ARE
WEEKLY

CHANGED

OF POSTERS

FREE

WITH

--- FRAME

STOCK POSTERS, READING, ILLUSTRATED SONGS -CHANGE OF PROGRAM
—MATINEE
DAILY -BIOGRAPH
TO-DAY— WELCOME -ADMISSION
5c. ETC.

SIZE

OF

FRAME

6 FEET

HIGH,

3 FEET WIDE

Price of Frame F. O. B. Our Office, Chicago,
Entire Output of POSTERS,
Weekly
LICENSED
or INDEPENDENTS

e==0
Room

MODERN

210

R D E R
35 South

DAILY

.

$10.00
2.00

- - - N O W —
Dearborn

METHODS

Street, Chicago, 111.

ADVERTISING

CO.

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

The HENRY BELMAR M. P. MFG. CO., Inc.
Commercial,

Educational, Scenic, Dramatic

CINNEMATOCRAPHERS

WA N T E D : Short cast scenarios, outdoor subjects only.
Experienced Photoplayers, High Class Comedy Director,
Scenic Artist, Carpenter and Property Man, write also Expert
Camera Men, Negative Developers and others.
All communications will receive prompt attention.
Address:

HENRY

BELMAR,

South

Wurliuer Piano Orchestra built In the front of tbe Gaither Theater, Cincinnati

The Leading Picture Theaters are Installing

Wurlitzer Automatic Musical Instruments
They furnish better music than musicians and cut out that
great expense.
50 different styles. Call at nearest
branch or write for big 84-page catalog

THE RUDOLPH

The Light Motion Picture Co.
K

PA.

CHICAOO
266 & 268 Wabash

NEW
YORK
25 & : 27 W. 32nd

ST.

CLEVELAND

B'uf'ra'lO

LOUIS

P
and
$$

WURLITZER

CINCINNATI
117 to 121 E. 4th

OM

KOM PETITION
SUMMER

r™i ffii

Krii'j

Pictures shown by the McWatters Film
Apparatus give details with far more perfectness in a brilliantly-lighted theatre than the old
process in the darkened theatre.
Thousands of inquiries have come to us
about this wonderful invention, which makes
lighted theatres possible. Rear projection has
a thousand advantages. Get them for your
patrons first.
SEND FOR BOOKLET

KILL

N. Y.

55TB TEAB

:

Be the First in Your Field to
Advertise the Lighted Theatre

K

Island,

55 .n FEAR

The McWatters System is Revolutionizing the Moving Picture Business

MONESSEN,

Staten

^WuRLjJZEl^

Rear Projection.
Lighted Theatre,

Trust Co. Bldg.

Beach,

T

I T

COMPANY

PHILADELPHIA
I8JS
Ch.sUiut
COLUMBUS.

I O

IM

KEEP
'EM
KOMINC
WINTER $$

2^:1^

en Using This

Beautiful
Souvenir
Teaspoon
regulation size and weight, latest
design and finish, double standard plate, guaranteed for 5 years.

IT-IOO

S

¥=> O

O

funded if goods not entirely satisfactory.

rOMIKS

CO.

*s.O

IM S

F" O

R

$2,

SO

Send 10 cents in stamps for sample and plans.

Deai-bori-t

St.,

Chicago,

III.

O.
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BE UP TO DATE
Dont persist in running a worn out motion picture machine which injures the eyes of your patron-, the film you
run through it reett
and causes the pictures to flicker and jump

Power's looth,
Camerag
raph No. 6
Aickerless pictures which are
instantly appreciated by the discerning public

and will
increase set
your ahead
Kate receipt's,
let
your
competitor
01 yu. Dont
We will
•11 through your film exchange, or dealer.
achi

Partial Payment Plan
whereby it will practically pay for itself. T«"
thousand -ix hundred users all over the world
testify to the benefits derived from thi
1 are not using it now, you can't afford to be indif erent to thi> offer.
Write at once for proposition G. State the name of
your exchange or dealer, number of machines required,
etc, and give us three n -

NICHOLAS

POWER

COMPANY.

115 Nassau Street

The Most

Important

Thing in Life —

"PURE
We

New York

AIR"

Purify the Air in Your

Theatre

We offer to the public the only appliance that thoroughly deodorizes
and purifies the air at a small cost.

WHY

CLOSE YOUR

THEATRE

P for the summer when you can Furnish jroui patrons
01 ( ililonna
pure atmosphere.
Appliuncr cumplctt

uith fluid to la\t thief

Price $5.00

PURE

AIR

Phone Franklin 2187
id "i if>. 1,0

1Uhibii Room,

W. Lake
Vo,

."•'.

Ml »

months.

each

APPLIANCE
184-186

Maine

CO.

St.. CHICAGO.
St.rrt. Chit
Wmthti

ILL.
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Edison
Machines

Powers
Machines

FOUR

YEARS

OF SUCCESS for the

"HALLBERG ELECTRIC ECONOMIZER"

Have Proven All My Claims For It To Thousands of Exhibitors,
and MADE IT THE STANDARD BY WHICH ALL OTHER
CURRENT SAVING DEVICES ARE JUDGED.
Do Not Buy Something "Nearly As Good as The Hallberg.
Economizer". The Slight Difference in First Cost is MORE
THAN equalized by the efficiency and light producing power of
the "Hallberg".

Electra
Pink Label
Carbons

Opera
Chairs
CJ all kinds

Standard A. C. Type, Pat. Oct. 11, 1904
1

BQCIF

vol H

THBATH

COMPLETELY

decent Representative Installations
Keith's Theatre, Bol
loston.
Providence.
Columbus, O.
Keith's Hippodrome, Cleveland, O.
Keith's Prospect Theatre, Cleveland, O.
Keith's Majestic Theatre, Indianapolis.
Keith's Olympic Theatre, Cincinnati. O.
Keith's
Theatre, Louisville,
Ky. Mary Anderson

W. R. Lusher, Coney Island Ave., Brooklyn.
King's Vincent,
HighwayCarthage,
Casino, N.Brooklyn,
N. Y.
Wm.
Y.
Jacob Fischel, New Rochelle, N. Y.
Theo. H. Sachs, Catskill, N. Y.
John B. Jobst, Guttenberg, N. J.
Fowler Bros., Philadelphia, Tenn.
A. D. Frantz, Ackley, Iowa.
Unique Theatre, International Falls, Minn.
Grand Opera House, Keyser, W. Va.

Fehr's Majestic Theatre, Milwaukee,
Wis.
yRe
Fehr's Alhambra Theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.
of Henry
And the much talked-of ' Daylight Equipment'
Coney Island, N. Y,

J.
36

EAST

23rd

H.

STREET

WRITE

Motiograph
Machines

Conners'

New

Empire

Theatre,

HALLBERG
:

FOR FREE CATALOGUE

NEW

:

YORK

W.

Standard
Machines

Vol.

8,

No.

27

July

8,

THE? O^tflN OF IHE-PHOWPLffiT

OFFICE,

25

EAST

lO

Cents

J5ND J5LL1ED INTJ3Er*&ST6

nHJ&l

PUBLICATION

Price,

1911

YOI^K^

TWENTY-THIRD

STREET,

NEW

YORK

CITY.

OUT WITH THE OLD
IN WITH THE NEW
—

ANO

=

Don't wait until New Year's to make a
good resolution. Buy right now

Power's
Cameragraph No. 6
up-to-date substantial motion picture mail projects smooth flicker!.
patrons thrills of
1 ayour
headache.

[

a

■

We base oui

r twenty-six hun-

.

but don't take our word for it; a-k any user.
Plattsborg. N. Y.. June 35, 1911.
. ek
S. B. .'. I.eland.
Montpel
My ami
mw Power's No 6, which1 have
I bought
rived
been usi [
Sir: —I have it installed.
,v, as for quality of the machine

and

the

HI) operator
1 patron, h.ivi asked
about it thin
and M
"1 hat's I myare new?>o much plainer than twu!

picture

it

them

not hurting their eyes as before.
inting a picture machine of the nig
honestly recommend th
^^^^^^^~"^~
. you the best success, I remain, >>

established exhibitor who will
and the nam<
;e, we will sell P
graph No. 6 on a PARTIAL
PAYMENT
PLAN
i.
lao in- old worn oul machine. This offer places the best motion picture machine on earth within the
mete.
ii
ible exhibitor.

ANOTHER

PROOF

OF

ITS

EXCELLENCE

with other machines the Kinemacolor
Company
of America
have placed theit fit tordet foi machines with us. We will furnish out regular No. 6 Equipment witl
Kinemacolot attachment
rhej timpl) had to get thebesl
*on't you be satisfied with less.
I WRITE

NICHOLAS

AT

OiV(7.

POWER
thr

trading

TOR

f'RO.

SITtOfi

(.

COl 'PANY

A/aAri

YORK
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FROM

Thanhouser
WO- A- WEEK
WO-A-WEEK
Released Tuesday, July 11
A love story you

WHEN

The

will

A MAN

remember

FEARS

is one of the most dramatic love stori
for you and the whole! narrative is sure to surprise and
satisfy you. A young business man shatters his health
by too close attention to his work. A physician friend
restores him. And then— the friends discover that they
are rivals — that each would win the same prirl. See the
synopsis for the result of this interesting complication.
No. 227.
Code Word. Fear.

Released Friday, July 14
Best Wireless
Picture
Ever

WON

BY

WIRELESS

Likely there has never been another Than»tory that carried so much thrill as this docs.
From the
it the wealthy liroker and his daughter set foot on the
*j yacht until md
the ofpolice
boat arrives
the
excitement.
Wlenwiththe rescuers
police tug,
M by the plucky daughter, finally overtakes
M will be in genuine uproar.
Code Word, Wireless.

OUT

TBANBOUSER CO.
New Rochelle, N. Y.

SOON!

THI£

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

ATHE FRERES

——- • FILMS ^»S
3?
HERE'SFILM A DART
BEAUTY

The VEIL of HAPPINESS
About 1,000 ft.

Released July 14th.

A magnificent production, written by George
Clemenceau, former
Prime Minister of France.
Exquisitely
colored.

BOOK

WA

THIS

I T I N G

About 1,000 ft.

Released July 8th.

A beautiful story of eastern and western life filled with
heart throbs.

coming

MEMORIES
About 1,000 ft.

of the PAST
Released Jul} 20th.

Another winner which will hold the spectators1 interest
from start to finish.

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

VITAGRAP
"The Latent Spark"
A Comedy-Drama;

Tuesday, July 4th

It bursts forth into a glow of patriotic fervor that kindles every spark of devotion to
our country.
From an humble start to a glorious finish.

"In Northern Forests "
A Western Drama ; Wednesday, July 5th

A thrilling portrayal of a daring escape.
A dashing pursuit by a posse of horsemen
and the unselfish sacrifice of freedom for the sake of a little child,
whom the fleeing man rescues from wolves of the forests.

I

"Woes of a Wealthy Widow"
A Comedy ; Friday, July 7th

The widow is a winner, and worth a pile. She gets them coming and
going.
" Bunny," the fat rascal, is the favorite.

"Snow Bound
a Woman
Hater"
A Romantic with
Drama; Saturday,
July 8th
Bright and dazzling and quite to everybody's liking.
A young lady
loses her way and strikes the trail to a woman hater's home and heart.

WATCH

FOR

THE

"The Old Folks' Sacrifice."
NEXT
lit
A I WEEK
ffKCA

BIG FOUR

A Domestic Drama;

Tuesday, July nth.

J "In
the Arctic
Night."Nag."A Drama; Wednesday, July [2th.
"Subduing
of Mrs.
Comedy; Friday, July 14th.
I "A Geranium."
A Domestic Drama; Saturday, July 15th.

Do you get the Vitagraph Posters with the descriptions of the pictures on them?
Photos of Vitagraph players, 7x9 inches ready for framing ; 20c. each, $2.00 the dozen.

The Vitagraph Company ol America 5KR!l"SS,t ».1"S£££

f-
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Reckless Ready Reforms
This western comedy is out of the usual line and is
the kind you want.

Released Monday, July 10th

Hubby's

Day

Length 975 feet

at

Home

A genuine comedy scream is hard to find BUT THIS IS ONE.

Released Wednesday, July 12th

The Tenderfoot's
A Mining Story of the West.

Length 990 feet

Claim

The scenes of this picture were taken in Big Tejunga (anon, California.
The Canon leads back through the Sierra
Range of mountains for 150 miles to the Mojavo Desert.
The early California Indians knew of the richm
the Tejunga Riser, signs of their work is shown in numerous eayote holes along the entire length oi the river. The itolated
position of this (anon prevented its discovery until long alter the early {old rush m

Released Friday, July 14th

Length 940 feet

Handsome
One

four color art portrait, 15 x 29 inches in size of Gene Gauntier,
40 cents, postage prepaid.
sheet four color poster of Alice Joyce, 15 cents, postage prepaid.

COMING— Monday, July 31st

The Mexican Joan of Arc
KALEM

COMPANY
INCORPORATED

NEW

YORK, 235-239 W. 23rd St.
LONDON, 45 Cerrard St. W.
BERLIN, 35 Friedrich Str.

THE

WORLD
PirriJRR
MOVING
THE
MOVING
PICTURE
WORLD

it

Metallic Cloth Screens
A

PERFECT

and Curtain

ITALLATION

II

is secured by means of our patented "Standard" frame WITH
We guarantee a perfect picture surface.

No more
This frame
lOO/o

TIGHTENING

DEVICES

The device is adjustable and the result permanent.

wrinkles, grins or shadows.

is used for a fixed screen, or can be used as a drop curtain — you
fly it the same as any other drop.
Send for booklet.

improvement in your picture

at one-half your present power cost.
can you expect?

can

What more

"Sunlight" Metallic Cloth Curtain Co., JSSSSSSyt:

GREAT NORTHERN
Release for Saturday, July 1st

The

RINGS

FAVORITE

A magnificent production full of exciting episodes, holding the interest
from start to finish.
A work of art that will tickle the
palate of all film connoisseurs.
Book
this headliner immediately.

Release for Saturday, July 8th
^HEf^

AS

A

MAN

SOWETH

A novel and effective film, conveying a strong moral lesson

SUPREME
IN IT'S FIELD

All

First-Class

Exchanges

GREAT NORTHERN

Handle

Our

Product

FILM CO.,7 E. 14th St., N.Y.

Moving' Picture World

THE

WORLD

PHOTOGRAPHIC

(Beach Building)
SUBSCRIPTION
DISPLAY

RATES:

OFFICE:

COMPANY

- 125 E 23d. Street, NEW

J. P. Chalmers, Editor and Manager.

YORK

Telephone call, 1343-1344 Gramercy

$3.00 per year. Post free in t: United States, Mexico. Hawaii, Porto Rico and the Philippine
Islands. ' Canada, $3-50. Fore-^n Countries, $4 .00, Post Paid.

ADVERTISING

WESTERN

PUBLISHING

RATES OV APPLICATION
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

169 W.

Wa.hington

(Xo

Street (Po.t Biilding

Entered at the General P.^st Umce

Display), Three cents per word, minimum chai

, Chicago,

ILL

Telephone,

Main 3145.

n New York City as Second-Class

Automatic

Phone 32732

Matter

Address all correspondence "Moving Picture World, P. O. Fix 226, Madison Square, New York," and not to individuals.

Vol. 8

JULY

No. 27

8, 1911
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Facts and Comments

■

lUl

w e cam

i 'IK- Of

u tided refs, th.it this bi ief

W hat would have happened, if .1 film maker had attemptinto profit bj giving u a
ntation in moving pictures?
The choru
demnation, that would
an) such attempt,
would have included not onl) the censors and the police,
but the film makers themselves.
The rash act would
have destroyed that particular film maker's future useWe have in this industry long ago outlived the
m rent sensational scandals.
it was not always thus. When the industry was very
young, long before there was any concerted
action on
the part of responsible elements to control its morale,
the crime and trial of a young millionaire, which at that
tune excited the curiosity oi the morbid and vulgar, was
actually represented
in moving
pictures.
Their
were
rs then, who welcomed this film.
The owner of
II theater in Philadelphia remarked to the writer.
that "the public wanted
this sort of thing and must
have it." that he was in the business not "to educate the
public, hut to pet their money"' and that anything looked
him, as long as "it fetched the nickels of the
crowd.'*
"I think." said he. "the Thaw-White tragedy
us exhibitors than the Passion Play."
What a glorious change for the better lias come over
the moving picture field since that time. The low-browed
exhibitor has become a rare exception, a negligible quantity in fact and no part of the show business is today in
better and cleaner hands than the business of making
• •wing moving pictures.
The circumstance that
makes the great uplift of the moving picture a permanent
and certain thing, lies in the fact, that it has developed
from within.
The answer of the film makers to
unjust criticism in pros and pulpit and on the lunch has
teady improvement in the quality of the picture.
There could be no better argument.
With its high ethical and educational
standards
the moving
picture of
the hour resembles, when compared to the yellow press,
a clear, limpid pool besides a drainage pipe.
With the moving picture elevating the general taste.
we have great hope that the enthusiastic analysis of social
sewers, which parades under the name of journalism m
this town, may
soon be stopped and the journalistic
X-rays may be diverted from jails, prisons, dives and
scandals. Nothing would please us better than to have the
public taste, cultivated by clean, amusing, entertaining
and instructive pictures, turn in disgust from the printed
nastiness, which the yellows set before their
ilmost every hour of the day.

* * *

It pays to be acquainted with your audience.
Get on
vrms with them and there is always a co mon
ground for a mctting of
subjects of the
hlms.
An audience is always attentive, if it knows that
something to say. The better you say it. the
greater the effect of course, but ore does not need to be
in a few words what the next film is
all about
It takes the film maker days to get out a good
picture and your audience is expected to understand it
all in a few minutes.
Of course the audience is bound
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to understand something, to get the main points at any
rate, but the clearer the picture is made
to them the
. will bke it. Moreover they always like to
the manager or owner.
If you confine yourself m your remarks to the literal truth and never promise m ore than you can perform your voice will be a more
valuable advertising medium than either screen or printer's ink. You will be believed, and every word you utter
will be listened to with the closest attention.
Sincerity
is the greatest aid to true eloquence.

* * *

A premium for a "different kind" of illustrated song
would be in order both as regards words and music.
A
late tendency to suggestiveness should be combated with
the utmost vigor.
If an offer were to be made today of
a prize of ten dollars for the worst illustrated song, the
competition
would be killing.
One illustrated song is
bad until another has been heard.
The strike of operators m Cleveland. ( )hio. is a regrettable incident in the business which is fortunately of rare
occurrence. To what extent they may have been justified
in taking this drastic step to enforce their demands we do
not have correct information ; however, we think the differences ofopinion could not have been so great that they
could not have been settled by arbitration. No doubt
there are exhibitors who do not treat their operators with
the consideration they deserve or pay them an adequate
salary. On the other hand there are many exhibitors who
are both humane and liberal. This must have been the
case m (lev eland, yet by the general call out the just suffered with the unjust.
But it is not the exhibitors who are the "worst offenders
against the operator or bis worst enemy. What of the
civic authorities who unnecessarily compel the operator
to be confined in a small cell, in many cases unventilated
save by the apertures through which to project the picture' At this time of the year this is cruelty to animals,
and operators are almost human. No, this is not correct ;
almost all operators are human, and some of them more
human, more civilized and more intellectual than their
employers, although by force of circumstances they are
compelled to do menial work. Reasonable demands should
'lave reasonable consideration. Our own observations in
going the rounds of the theatres is that exhibitors who
employ the best operators, paying good wages and not
working them overtime, get the biggest audiences, and so
make more money themselves.

WEEKLY

RECORD OF RELEASES.

Exhibitors are invited to comment on the new form
( f recording the weekly releases shown on pages 1591,
[592. It gives in chronological order and classifies each
release, also giving the name of the maker. There is a
column for the exchange number of the reel, another for
the date on which it is run by the exhibitor, and another
for remarks such as "good," "ordinary." "repeat," etc.
It is possible that a more generally useful form can be
devised which will then be adopted as a permanent feature of the Moving Picture World. Exhibitors who
have a better form to suggest will please submit a sketch
thereof. The sketches will be submitted to a committee
of exhibitors and the contributor of the one which receives the most votes will be suitably rewarded. We continue to give the weekly program in condensed form and
the back release dates. ]f. in the opinion of the exhibitor,
anv of these forms can be well dispensed with, it will
help to relieve the pressure on our space. Do not hesitate
to write and offer suggestions as t" how your paper can
be of more service to you.
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The Historian of the Future

The Influence of the Picture
"Spectator," in an esteemed theatrical contemporary,
pounces upon a rhodomontade in a recent editorial in the
Moving Picture World in a loyal attempt to exalt his
profession and affiliations. Of course the World did not
expect to be taken up literally', although it was quite
serious when it opened up a discussion on "The Psychic
Force and Value of the Moving Picture" with the statement that "In a year or two, we venture to predict, the
public ta-^te will be molded altogether by the products of
the film-makers and, thus molded, will manifest itself in
plain and numerous ways." "Spectator," who carefully
evaded or failed to see the point in the argument, asks :
"What of the printing pre.-*, the stage, the pulpit, the
platform, the public schools, colleges, social, ethical and
political
What
and
pass
Picture

organizations and many other influences?"
indeed ? Why does "Spectator" beg the question
it
up withshould
the flippant
remarkoutthat
Movingif
World
come down
of "the
the clouds

it would be taken seriously" ? The printing press, we do
not deny, is the dominating influence. Curiously enough,
however, "Spectator," farther on in his article, answers
his own question and renders negative the value of his
principal illustration by characterizing the rendering into
motion pictures of one of the gems of literature as "a
motion picture poem, pure and simple." In a late appreciation of the masterly visualization of Tennyson's poem,
"Enoch Arden," he re-echoes the sentiments expressed in
the Moving Picture World of June 17th that "the
poetry of the Story was conveyed almost wholly by the
masterful blending of scene, action and dramatic exIs nol this a tribute to the "psychic force and
value of the moving picture"? 1- it not an unanswerable
argument in favor of the possibilities of the picture in
competing with literature in molding public taste? [f
not. what is ?
to "Spectator's"
other
illustrations,
to As
be named
to show that
whatever
influencethey
th< have but
is becoming more and more affected by the ascendency of
this popular mod
m and illustration
the
motion picture: "The stage." No more can the stage,
of which our contemporary is a noble champion, compare
with the psychic i'oivc and influence of the silent drama.
"The pulptt."
As an aid or a- an adjunct to the pulpit
the motion picture i> being verj rapidly preyed into service. "The platform."
Here, also, the influence of the
motion picture is not to be gainsaid.
"The public schools,
colleges, 1 social,
ethical
and efforts
politicalto organizations."
ach other
in their
enlist the picture All
to
further increa-e their influence.
No hut
doubt,
in his narrowed
sphere, that
can
have
little "Spectator."
accurate information
a- to the inroads
the motion picture ha- already made into the various
realm- he ha- enumerated and many others which he did
not mention. He ma\ be pardoned, therefore, for failing
aspects of tin- growing influence. The
Moving Pi< n ri World, which our contemp
where kindl) refers to as a representative class journal.
I A n OUt Of the cloud- •
the potent influence of the cause it represents. Its manifes tat ions are before us day by day, and the growing interest and the widening scope of this modern means of
education and entertainment in
indeed with tin- power of it- influence as a molder of
•
public
This is whj we wrote in such strong term- .1- we did
to impress upon the film-makers their vast and growing
responsibilities, which exhortation, if
much mi-taken, our critical friend will both com

WORLD

By Henry.
The moving picture is already acknowledged to be invaluable as the best means of entertaining the people
with drama and comedy. In the field of education, motography is also attaining a prominent and secure position. The scenic and industrial picture has won for the
moving picture a place as an educational factor, as well
as an entertainment exponent. The moving picture will
soon hold a position as the historian of the world; indeed, recent events have given the cinematograph the
chance to make a real and invaluable start in this direction, both in the old world and on this continent. There
can be no doubt that recent developments of the art of
photography, with principal reference to motion photography, will act as a check upon the fancy and favoritism of future historians. In fifty years from the time
of this article, children in our schools will be taught history with moving pictures as the principal guide. History is to at last become authentic, with no mists nor
gaps hanging over the records — and cinematography is
to work that miracle! The champagne riots which recently made all France tremble, were photographed by
the moving picture cameras. This riot, to become a
matter of history, has been saved for the future by this
means, and we have the true recording of the events as
they recently took place. It is a matter of record, that
these very moving pictures have already been introduced
in France, and that the originals and prime movers in
that disturbance have been called to account. This has
only been made possible by the motion picture, true and
unerring in its work. Some thousands of miles from
France, history was also authentically made a matter for
future guidance, when the moving picture camera photographed the recent scrimmages of insurrectos and federals just across the Rio Grande, in Mexico. There is no
room for argument, but that the motion pictures of these
uprisings will be universally accepted as the true picture
of what happened. The written story will merely corroborate the work of the motion picture. Should the two
historians disagree, the odium of offering the world misinformation on this subject will be placed on the writers.
For cinematography cannot he made to lie, it is a machine that merely records what
Becoming more retrospective, and tracing back our
what would we not g
Bg picture
of the exploits of Julius
Vexander. or of
Bonaparte.
In '• •
Colonel
charging up San Juan Hill would be of such
a value as to become priceless.
The fact that this gallant
>.:<\ to he merely a vision, would make
'i usual value.
This fact, happening in our own ttne. shows more clearly than almost
anything else could, how priceles- will be th<
• .;. a- historian.
Many of the great events of
history was in the making,
perpetuated
in better, how priceless, had tl
But. how much
een truly and accurately
printed on celluloid
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Photoplay Realism.
An Optimistic View.
By Jay a. i Iove.
recently made to the course of an eye specialist in perThe sluggard is wiser in his own conceit than
mitting his wife to enter his operating room while he had
scz en men that can render a reason. — Prov. 26:16.
a patient in the operating chair. The criticism, as applied
to the specialist, will probably be admitted to be sound,
Criticism is the laggard of the photoplay army.
but it is not necessarily sound when applied to a character
While photoplay producers have profited by man's
in a photoplay. It does not follow because we would not
cumulative experience in the art of staging dramas, photopatronize a specialist who was guilty of such a practice
play critics have been contented with the puerile attitude
that there are no specialists who so offend. As a matter
and outgrown methods of the dramatic critic of past
of fact the writer has on numerous occasions been called
generations.
from his office, formerly adjoining that of a prosperous
oculist, to discuss baseball, or something equally irreleIn production, the photoplay has really lost very few
vant, while the specialist was performing delicate and
of the essentials with which science-developing study of
dramatics endowed it. In criticism, it has profited compainful operations on patients' eyes. Moreover, although
the doctor had two operating rooms, each thoroughly
paratively nothing through experience and heredity. And
equipped, these operations .were performed, and successso today we hear men seriously demanding of the motion
fully performed, in his waiting room, the patient sitting
picture company's stage manager and actors the producthe while, head thrown back, in an ordinary office chair.
tion of plays in accordance with individual views of what
constitutes an artistic performance, rather than that they
Now this may be unusual practice, but it is not without
reach a certain well-defined and commonly accepted standparallel. For years I have patronized a dentist whose
ard of dramatic achievement. In other words, the photooffice is in the front room of his residence and whose
play critic is measuring picture plays by a rule of indioperating room is in an alcove off the office. The dentist,
vidual prejudice which the true critic of the drama long
so desiring, may draw a curtain across this end of the
ago discarded. Dramatic art, as developed for photoroom and shut it off, but I have no recollection of ever
graphic reproduction, is now re-passing the mud-throwing
crowd from which it escaped in the earlier days of its having seen the curtain drawn. The dentist's wife keeps
history — in the days when every critic insisted that every
her husband's books and makes it her particular business
play, and every situation in every play, be presented in to become personally acquainted with and attentive to his
customers. She has frequently discussed personal affairs
exactly the manner in which the critic would have prewith her husband while he has been actively and profitsented it. As a consequence, the work of stage manaably engaged in operating on me with buzz-saw or tripgers and actors, which dramatic critics passed as legitihammer. And for fear that those who demand realism
mate when these managers and actors were connected
on the stage may assume that this dentist is not worthy of
with the Broadway or other similar theatrical companies,
patronage,
I should add that his services can be obtained
has become "nonsensical," "ridiculous" and "absurd"
only by appointment and that many of his customers
since these interpreters have faced the strictures of phototravel half way across a large city in order to avail themplay censors.
selves of his knowledge and skill.
One of the indictments most persistently brought
Objection has also been offered, I believe, to the pracagainst photoplays is that their situations are often untice of a photoplay physician in leaving the instruments
natural. Unfortunately this allegation merely betokens
of his profession in a place where they could be examined
the critic's inexperience. The critic objects, perhaps, beby patients. This recalls a library discussion which I
cause adeserted wife, suddenly restored to the arms of a
heard a few days ago. A woman was telling friends of
reformed but once brutal husband, does not give way to a
flood of tears. He does not believe it possible under such
the "horrible conduct" of a doctor, who, in attendance
conditions that the sense of joy and thanksgiving could
at a house where a visit of the stork was expected, "laid
out a formidable collection of instruments of every sort
be temporarily supreme in woman's nature. Perhaps he
is right; perhaps his experience with women under such
on a table near the patient" with the result that "she was
circumstances has been limited. Certainly he is wrong in nearly frightened to death." The doctor was severely
assuming that no woman so circumstanced has ever
criticised for his "brutality," but the discussion of his
conduct in this case developed that three or four other
smiled, or that the individual pictured on the screen must
women in the company knew of similar cases involving
always be an average individual and never a distinctive
other physicians. And thus what at first seemed to be
type, given to peculiarly individual methods of expressing emotion.
unusual practice appeared, before the subject was exhausted, tobe quite common. Bearing even more directly
on the particular point involved in a recent criticism of a
Perhaps, too, the photoplay critic will contend that the
Yitagraph production, was a newspaper item carried a
emotion developed through the death of a loved one must
few weeks ago by one of the press associations. It told
invariably be expressed by weeping, and will pronounce
of a despondent patient cutting his throat with a knife
unnatural the stage picture of a person not thus affected.
taken from a case of instruments which the patient, while
But, if so, it will be through forgetfulness of the existence
of modern stoics who profess to see in deathbed-side tears
waiting for an interview, found on a table in a surgeon's
office. Used in a photoplay, how would the censor view
the outward expression of unadulterated selfishness. And
these bits of realism? Surely, if criticism continues its
there are thousands of such persons, even in our own
America.
present strange course, the time must soon come when
writers and producers will be expected to submit affidavits containing details of when, where and how the
Then there are the situations that stage managers or
events occurred on which photoplays are based. The
scenario writers devise which are objected to solely on
the ground that they are unusual.
Witness an objection
critics will shortly have the film-makers in a class with

* * *
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natural and to situations that are unusual. Personally, I
have long since ceased to believe in the impossibility, or
even the improbability, of there having been many times
enacted in real life almost any scene that the most versatile
stage manager could devise. My opinion is that the more
thoroughly we become acquainted with human nature the
more undecided we are as to what constitutes the normal
being. And even if there were definite information on
this point. I would never tire of seeing those stage situations developed which the old-line dramatic critic and the
average playgoer have long since come to accept as
snatches, taken here and there, indiscriminately, from the
great life-drama in which inconsistent, illogical, vacillating, self-contradicting men and women are the players.

the circulation managers of newspapers, the cashiers of
banks, the manufacturers of patent medicines and other
criminals.
These illustrations have been cited, not by way of singling out particular criticisms of photoplays, but for the
purpose of bringing such evidence to bear in support of
our argument as will tend to show the folly of one man
attempting to judge, out of his own limited experience,
what the customs and practices, reasonable or otherwise,
a.e of all men and all women in all the various activities
and situations of modern life. The great trouble with
our present-day photoplay critics is that they write "unnatural" when the should write "unusual" and that they
frequently object purblindly both to actions that are un-

The Passing Show.
By C. H. Claudy.
Here, the Ik:
1, worse and worse,
characters carts a toboggan through the -

Sometimes you drop into a show and get ten dollars'
worth for your five cents. Sometimes you go to laugh and
remain to cry, less often, you go to cry and remain to
laugh.
Sometimes you just go to laugh and — don't!
But if you don't laugh when you see Kalem's "Money in
the Bank," it will not be the fault of "Bertie," Kalem's new
character, who succeeds in being a laughable, lovable, harum
scarum college boy sort of chap, in spite of the farce-like
characters he has to play. No, I heard no shriek> at "Money
in the Bank," but the little lesson in human nature, of the
sudden change of heart of a boarding house full of people,
when they thought Bertie had money, was worth several
nickeU, and Bertie himself i- well worth seeing.
"A little learning is a dangerous
thing." — Pope.
There is much wisdom in the oft-quoted statement. The
difference between the man who talks learnedly of what
he knows little of, in the presence of an expert, and the
moving picture producer ■■
in environment of
which he knows little, before audiences some members of
which will know much, 1
and not of kind.
Pathe has produced a play called "A Broken Life," which,
while much of melodrama 1- seen throughout, 1in plot, highly interesting, well photographed, and well
acted. Yet it cannot be called convincing, because of certain things which are absolute falsehoods. For instance,
where in Alaska is a "desert" in which a man may be lost
and suffer presumable
death, and in which the absence of
I calamity such a- it would be on some of the
alkali
of the west?
1" the from
play, him
the hero
is "held and
up"
by a plains
highwayman,
who takes
his canteen
r no reason that we can see, since
•In- canteen and might as well keep the water too)
and 1- thus supposed to have killed the hero
But hero
• how and five years 1.
iind the
highwayman
has married his lady love, who beli<
dead
Where
was he during those five years?
In the

one

of the

Two other glaring faults mar this otherwise well done
play— the fact that the trapper had his hand
a wolf trap and couldn't get free (which, consi
size
was of
set the
hit trap, is a rank impossibility — all he I
he would
1 on it to relea>e the
the other wa> this— that the Indian who stole the girl, and
tied her to a tree, and was tracked down by the
allowed to escape SCOt free by the highly indigna1
As mentioned, present scribe has been in the Northland.
But even if he hailed from the equator, he fancies he would
have wanted
a little more revenge on any Indian who
stole his girl and offered her such insult.
He k
any North lander ■•
him on sight
He is not
a wisher for bloodshed
in the films he sees, but he does
is and he ventures to say
V that film but objected, in his
lie mild manners
of the rescuer, in not doing
something
i an Indian!
Edison, in "He.1 play which interests from the start, and which i- convincing all the way
to be
inherent in most ; little spot which vccins
MB which
H
In this play two nun. fl
is wild and
Bl Girl

.

■

lb that night, the brother, hav

Brother
When one combines this lack of truth with the -bowing
of handkerchiefs full of gold nuggets, the bundh
ild weigh pou:;
ind which
are hand!,
til . with men "pai
stream with a "panning* motion winch n bare-legged in an
Alaskan stream (and streami in
in Minim.!
and this v.
foliage ot

•

h - head.

ing

him

rty the

-

Wouldn't h.
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than

: her life
: | plot, km
andmuch
Mi-- mistaken
Trundle
with me
lot full of
ly convincing and
n the pari of the country lad •■•
that I don't know whether
to
• thai may he. it i- certain

)

: huleil me -aid.
It "g(when
:
t man next
it was
I hope the next is .1 c< medy, or 1 -hall cry! Why
do they put on I
,ir-'" which showed one
with a penchant for saving tilings, string
^ up something, ai the same time
a man i
accused of iheft
one believes him guilty, although he shows the
• d it up.
A- a matter of
has a dog and the dog has
carried the pockcthook
off and hidden it. which is well
shown — the dog was particularly good in his part!
Now. •
uld believe a lad guilty of theft,
pick something up near where the
ipposed to be lost is very far-fetched —
that hi- Kirl should turn against him is also hard to believe,
but that In- mother should think him a thief o nsuch slight
evidence, m spite of hi- protestations, and knowing
his
picking up and saving string, is preposterous.
n them all. they succeed in driving the
and no wonder.
And although you are left
n mid-air — since even alter the pockcthook
is re> the owner and his dog, many -till believe him
guilty, and althoughind you
don't himknowto reason
why the by girlher haslove,a
restores
?■>
from this play with the feeling that you have
ooked at something real, even if, as said my next-of-seat
"Oh why do they put on these heart breakers?"

•

Thanhouser's "Flames and Fortune" was a disappointment, it
and for
me looked
I don't forward
know why!
1 hadit,
heard of
and the
read life
of of
it and
to seeing
and so. 1 suppose, 1 had come to look upon it as something
quite remarkable indeed, and when I found just a pretty
little play with the Usual rank spot, set off by a very
splendid fire indeed, I suppose 1 was sort of dropped,
suddenly, from the heights of expectation to the level of
reality. .
But I have not real right to be disappointed. The scenery
is good, the photography excellent, the acting sincere, the
irns "really and truly" until there isn't anything
left of it. and everything in the play is natural except — Oh,
these exceptions I shall have gray whiskers if I don't
find a photoplay -..on without any! Everything in the
play went along smoothly and naturally except when the
poor little girl, who ha- refused her rich lover because she
doesn't like him, refuses her poor lover because she is
poor. He, while apparently not rich, looks amply able to
provide
for her Bui she She
won't
injure
by marrying
him becau
would
muchhimrather
sacrifice
herself and marry the rich suitor — otherwise she will be
ejected from her home!
Well, this is the "except" plus the fact that, later, she,
quite properly, gives the rich suitor his conge, and accepts
the one she loves, and all without any apparent change in
her fortunes except the burning down of her home, making
her still j rer! Why. one wants to know, have an "except" likerl
that The
whenlittle
it would
be so the
easyhouse
to do ablaze
withoutquite
it?
girl sets
naturally, playing with forbidden matches, and is also rescued quite naturally, without too many heroics, hy the
lover who later gets the girl, after the Rich Suitor has
refused to try for the rescue. And finally, after the firework- are over, the innocent cause of all the mischief finds
the old box of jewels, the hiding of which, in war time, and
subsequent h.ss. by killing of the only person who knew
where they were, forms the opening scene of the play.
in "Heroes Three" puts out one of those farcelike funniments which really get the laughs; not infrequently (let us give credit where credit is due) to that
sterling comedian whom I wish to know by no other name

Bumptious
Bumptious the fireman being my keenest
:i of him in this character, although Bumptious
at the hall name certainly had points!
Well, m Heroes
I must
.still call him, and two
other young nun. wealthy and lazy, become volunteer firemen The girU are crazy about them — until they go to a
lire, and spend so much time in personal adornment
that
- hum- down before they get there.
And when the
three
t'md theircivilians,
three ladies
lair inturn,
the tired
arm- fromol their
three labor-,
of the to despised
the
promptly turn the hose on the lot. and the films
end in a deluge of laughter and water together.
Of course,
it's all very foolish, and farcical, but it makes them laugh —
andI that
raison d'etre.
have isan its ungratified
and probably never-to-be-gratilied
e John
Bunny
as a father and
"Bumptious"
a- hi- son — give that pair the most
tcary
"comedy"
ever written and I would wager the hole in a
doughnut
against its rim, they get away with it!

Boston
The Bijou Dream I lie. iter, Washington Street, owned by
B. 1". Keith,
ha- entered
into an agreement
the Boston
Traveler
Charitable
Association,
by which with
the Dream
will
donate to the society one-third of the gross receipts of its
Wednesday business. These Wednesdays, beginning June
28,
will be known
Air vacations
Fund Days."
as the children
money
accumulated
is to a-be "Fresh
used for
for poor
during the present summer. It cannot be doubted that
many patrons of the Bijou Dream will make it a point to pay
their visits to the house on Wednesdays, as they will have
the double satisfaction of not only viewing good pictures, but
also of knowing that a substantial portion of their entrance
fee is to be used for so worthy a benefit. And so we
progress!
The South End Amusement Company has finally been
organized after various attempts to form the corporation
during the last year, and has now applied for a permit to
erect a moving picture theater to be located at 1743 Washington Street, South End.
,
The St. James Theater is now really under way, as the
work of razing dickering Hall to make room for the proposed St. James Theater has begun. Only eighteen days are
allowed for the razing of this building, according to the
terms of the contract, signed by M. H. Gulesian, representing the St. James, and the R. R. McNutt Company, contractors. The real work on the theater itself is expected to
start June 29; and it is hoped that the St. James will be completed by early fall.
Marcus Loew, Moving Picture King, paid a flying \isit to
Boston this week, and remained long enough to place orders
amounting to many thousands of dollars for the extensive
repairs and alterations to be made in the Columbia Theater
this summer. The house is expected to open on Labor Day.
featuring the Loew brand of junior vaudeville and pictures.
Mr. Loew's Orpheum, of Boston, is doing a big business.
In these columns on July 1st it was noted how the Old
South Theater was refused a Sunday night license owing to
the trouble arising because of an improper vaudeville act
used by the Old South manager. Nat Burgess, who was m
complete charge of both the Old South and New Washington Theaters, has left his position, thus giving rise to the
comment that this Sunday night license question was in some
way
houses.connected
However,withthisMr.has Burgess'
not been departure
confirmed from
as yet.his two
The Automatic Vaudeville Company, of New York, has
made several changes in its managerial staffs at the various
Boston houses operated by this company. Mr. H. I. Mosher,
who had been managing the largest house, the New Palace,
has left his position. Manager Wolf, formerly of the Comique, has taken Mr. Mosher's place at the Palace. Mr. Sam
La Vange, formerly manager of the Premier, is now at the
Comique Theater, Mr. Crosby Thompson taking Mr. La
Vange's position at the Premier. The New Palace is nowusing W. E. Greene's Independent service and songs, with
admission at five and ten cents, although, during the winter,
considerable vaudeville is used with admission rates at ten
and twenty cents The Comique, on Tremont Row, is using
W. E. Greene's Independent service and illustrated songs,
with a flat ten-cent admission rate. The Premier, Washington Street, runs nearly the same shows as does the Comique,
for only five cent-, excepting Sundays and holidays. During
the winter, the Premier runs at ten cents, but lowers its
price to meet the very strong opposition of the Globe Theahouseterm.using "pop"
Licensed
reels,ter, a "legitimate'"
over the heated
,vaudeville and
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'Captain Kate.
The

Third

cf Selig's

Great

African

Series.

After an interval of
two months the Selig
Co. followed the release of "Zululand"
by "Back to the
Primitive"; now it is
announced that "Captain Kate" will be released July 13. This
is the third of the
series in which wild
animals appear in
their natural habitat
during the development of the story,
and iu-t as it watold in advance that
each of the Selig African serii
leased,
would
excel '
its
predecessor
in
thrills and sensationalism, BO :
peated that "Captain
Kate" will bear out
the statement
In this him we are
Introduced to scenes
in tropical Africa in
which the majestic
black-maned liou is
seen catching his
prey, and where leopards prove their courage by attacking and
ing a

\\

tion

of animal catchers in the dark country and watch with great interest the ensnaring of a leopai
in a net and the craft with which a huge lion is lured to
pit. into which he falls helpless
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An Appeal to the Savage

dually

unds.
ri and armed

the

ken
itc man
men
\\ e watch
with rifles.
driven he
in
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by the hunters.

Soon

strewn, and
in an
the pit cunningly
they come in view

i tent in the forest, where the old
He i- trying p.tinently preparing for the approach of death.
ing and has fallen a-leep
in her chair
A- '
:kward on his bed, in the
death thr
bis aid.
But he is
•l we view the burial scene and the
is set in the sands. One of the natives falls
a victim to the dreaded plague and we see the chief of the
party approach Captain Kate and announce that his people
are about t'> desert her. In a flash the nervy girl covers him
with her revolver, but an old trusted attendant approaches
and explains that
is the black men have defterwards Captain Kate is alone in
the depths of the African forest, with only one living being
to break the soltitude.
but is hastily erected and. as soon as it is completed. Kate sends her trusted servant with a message
for aid to friends in the nearest settlement. Six months
elapse, but no tidings have reached her from friends on the
outside. Her only companions are two leopard pets which
she carcsse- as if they were ordinary house cats.
And now the spectator is treated to a scene that he or
she will long remember. In the clearing near the frail hut
there appears a majestic lion. He i- huge and black-maned.
His mate follows in the rear. Suddenly a wild hog rushes
from the thicket. He is a fierce little animal and, at the
outset, he fronts the big lion as if to make an attack. But
the towering bulk of the enemy awes him and he rushes off
in flight. The lion is after him like a streak and soon he
reappears with the hog in his immense jaws, his fangs transfixing the under portion of the creature's neck. With ease
he bears the heavy carcass, holding his head high and forming a picture of might and majesty. Even his mate is awed,
and sniffs at the body of the hog, but fears to do more.
Captain Kate has heard the lions and, though she cannot
see them, we see her examining her rifle closely. Then she
retreats to the hut and bars the door. Soon we discover a
lion trotting up to the hut. and we watch Kate as she fires
her la-t cartridge at the brute. She misses. But the lion
must be ousted from his hiding place. Unbarring the door,
she calls her leopards and directs them into the thicket. In
the brush a fearful conflict rages for several minutes, and we
finally see the leopards on top of the lion, which has ceased
to move. They have severed his jugular vein and his life
blood has oozed out. Soon afterwards Captain Kate is rescued by a company of wild animal catchers. The messenger
whom she had dispatched for help had been shot with an
arrow by hostile Kaffirs, and his skeleton had been discovered by her newly found friends. Her message had been discovered by them among the remains and they had hastened
to her rescue.
For realism and remarkable incidents, "Captain Kate" i*
certain to create a big stir in the world of moving pictures.
The Cypress Park Airdome. 138th Street and Cypress
Avenue. Bronx, N. Y. is one of a chain of moving picture
theaters under the management of Messrs, Knienem &
Meehan, which will be opened about July 1st. Tt
and will give the late-t Licen-cd pictures accompanied by
suitable music eminating from a competent orchestra. Two
machines and two operators are steadily on the job. For
the convenience of the audiences, candy, ice cream sodas,
sigars, etc.. are served. Special attention will be given to
ith baby carriages, which will be checked, free of
charge, at their baby carriage garage. The airdome will
begin -howing pictures r
Might dawns upon
us. and continue them until 11 o'clock, for the small admission price of five cents.

: ing works
BY CORNELIUS
o'SHKA.of men, which
, greater the amount of civilization attained
more delicate bi
outward m 1
I ieir likes and dislikeA man of
refinement and education seldom fails to surround himself with
and pictures.
As a rule he is clean in mind and
body.
The lower down in the social scale we go, the l<
found, until we arrive at the hut of the
ere there is nothing but animal instinct.
Other things appeal to the savage than flowers and pretty pictun- 11. likes to see things killed and his effort at art are
all in that direction. The graphic art of the Indian contains
many arrows and tomahawks. The pirate shows as his emblem,
his skull and cress-bones. The Italian sees much in the visible
i a blood-daipping dager. The Spaniard loves to see
a gorv bull dragging its last miserable steps about the bull-pen.
He glories in it- death A lithograph poster of a defenseless
bull with it- life blood dripping away, displayed in front of a
photoplav theater would be the strongest kind of an attraction
for the native Spaniard. It would be almost impossible for him
to walk by a moving picture theater displaying such a poster
without paying a nickel to go inside and see things he likes to
see
We pity him, because we think he is a savage at heart

Place on a billboard a poster of the Italian vendetta, wherein
some poor human being is elected to sudden living death, and
the illiterate and superstitious Italian will be appealed to in an
instant. Show a poster of sea pirates forcing a captive to walk
the plank, and it will appeal to land pirates. Likewise, also, an
Indian would walk for miles to see some bloodshed of any kind.
We are not supposed to be living in a savage country, but
some of the posters we have seen lately are very close to the
call of the wild. If there are any savages among us, they are
beckoned to by the exhibitor who displays such a poster as the
one which we are reproducing herewith. This poster makes no
appeal to the Indian, the pirate, the Cammorrist or the Spaniard,
in particular, but it is an appeal to the wife-beater. It beckons
him to come in and see a woman abused by a strong burly man.
Is this what moving pictures stand for? Can the exhibitor
who displays such a primitive picture, as that reproduced above,
be called a moving picture man, or would he better be termed
a "nickel grabber." If he can be termed a "nickel grabber,"
what, then, must be the status of the manufacturing concern
that causes such a libel on the business to be circulated throughout the land? It is quite evident that such manufacturer is
pandering to the savage side of human nature. He is appealing
to the wife-beater, and yet, I have no doubt that he would be
the first to bristle up with indignation if anybody told him that
he did not know art from pickles.
A man who appeals to the savage instincts of the human race
has no legitimate connection with such a great and good thing
as the moving picture. He is a parasite: a scavenger, feeding
upon the dregs of human perversion. I will leave it to the
reader whether or not su^h a picture as the one shown herewith
is one of the vilest things ever seen. Using the situation of a
big brute of a man choking a frail woman over the edge of a
table as a "come-on" for moving pictures is just about as low
down as it is possible to go.
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Last year, under the title of the "Moving Pictures at the
Citypublic
of Fun,"
a review
the described
class of pictures
the
at Coney
Islandof was
on these presented
pages. Theto
writer has again paid a skirmish visit to this famous resort
for the purpose of noting what, if any, improvements have
been made. At this early stage and with so slight an opportunity, comments can be made only upon the most glaring
and superficial conditions which were noticeable. In the
•Ecomopoly picture resort, discord was rampant, for while the
poverty
of "Tim
Mahoney,
Scab" and
(Vitagraph)
was
upon thescene
screen,
showing
Tim inthedespair
his haggard
wife and hungry children in distress, the band was vigorously
playing the "Star Spangled Banner." Again a wretched picture depicting the gruesome and unsightly beheading of
Charles II of England was exhibited to the tune of a lively
dance.
Every one knows that the ethics of Coney Island will not
permit the blending of harmonies; it is the one place of all
others where extremes must meet; in this respect they are
masters unto perfection. Therefore it is only to be expected
that dance music should accompany a murder, and patriotic
prosperity wit hvictory, the scene of poverty and distress.
Marvellous success must be accorded these efforts to bring
dancing in death and hurrahs on an empty stomach. Grand
Coney Island! Anything goes there — but the good. In another place, a picture of strong moral, lacking features in
harmony with the moral killing surroundings, was the attraction; nowhere, in this brief visit, did the writer see anything worthy of the Moving Picture World; certainly nothing of an educational, or even refining, nature (these are not
expected there); yet, it does seem as though it would be
worth while having at least one place — even if managed by
a film-producing firm — where something worthy of good
moving pictures may be seen.
Educational Films. — Dr. William Augustus Evans, former
Health Commissioner of Chicago, and officer in the American Medical Association, now holding a convention in Los
Angeles, announces a series of health lectures, to be illustrated by a series of moving picture films taken recently in
Chicago. Dr. Evans has given the same lectures in Chicago
and elsewhere to appreciative audiences, who hastened to
put his teachings into practice. Dr. Evans is authority for
the statement that the Chicago mortality rate has been
greatly decreased since the inauguration of proper machinery for conveying to the public better systems of living. Dr.
Bvam praises the motion pictures, especially those of an educational nature, and says that tluv haw been ■ great help to
him ami other welfare worker! in teaching the ignorant to
better their condition and save human life, tie says that the
pictures have told in a very dramatic manner of the dangers
of impure milk; what
lanital") •:
■ ■mplished;
of the dangera of unclean habitations; impure water supply;
methodc <>t caring for children, and a hundred other subjects.
He says that Lo
he the second city in the
United
moving pictures given over to clul■ Hare. These films were taken at a recent children's
welfare coagresi in
how various methods of
brinRinn up a child
In addition 1
' pictures,
wbii h aie free weekly bull< tint
l>e published
1 1 v " - indaily
and mtheforeign papers published inin the
the •city,
orderpap-'t" .reach
Tiraith education 1
ieen In conference
with

A JUST CONCLUSION.
With calm judgment and deliberation the writer decided
to study all pictures he saw during a whole year for the purpose of arriving at a mature decision relative to the need and
cause for fair criticism. It must be pointed out that the last
year has seen almost an entire elimination of the scurilous
pictures which were destined to bring the moving pictures
in deserved contempt. Of the remainder, which are classed
upon an average as satisfactory, close scrutiny of the pictures and their effects upon the audience formed the writer's
one year task. At this length of time erery reader must concede that no conclusion could either be hasty, biased or unjust While there has been a great toning down of everything leaning to the criminal, and while it has been plainly
evident that the film producers have been giving evidences
of their own educational growth, the crudity, voluptiousness
and immodesty of love making continues. The love making,
courtships, embracings and kissings are the one blot upon
the pictures of to-day.
It is with a blush that one feels that these methods should
be interpreted as characteristic of America. In England,
France and Germany they would surely be received with
feelings which would not increase a respect for American
young
people.harmful,
The effect
in their 'teens
is extremely
whileupon
the young
effect people
upon intelligent
children is disastrous.
It is not necessary at this time to further enlarge upon
this theme, all who are interested will receive this decision
of one calmly and deliberately arrived at, and will further
St the same time perhaps be pleased that to feel that the
direful effects of earlier moving pictures have been reduced
to this minimum; now let this also be eradicated, by the introduction of true natural and modest love-making.
A PLEA

THE
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Night" at the moving picture place Will prove an incentive
iitmctive anJ enobling objective in view,
the attaining of v> Inch is m c\n i
play ti" call pr< ve n< t to have been m rain
A field of
and possibilities is here >.pened before the proper
• : . y do SO w nil spec J

to all iti!. ■

Iii

with him in making an inve I
Lo
t in althful . iti' in the United Si 11
■lit th- wonderful climate causei a tremendous influx of Invalids in search of health
I >' I
the slreadj low mortality rate can he stdl furthei
by appropi l.ite illustrated le< tun

FOR

Give us some pictures especially for the boys! If thers
are men who wish to see a reproduction of a prize-fight, it
shall not be ours now to express any opinion relative to their
taste. But we do say that a film portraying a series of
champion baseball matches will be enthusiastically hailed by
every boy in the United States. The athletic sports of the
college campus will provide another series of attractive pictures, and perhaps draw many a youth to seek a life otherwise hidden to his view. When the outdoor life of the college is spread before him the youth may feel an impulse to
seek a higher education; 1:
climb to a higher
sphere upon a ladder of amusements, especially when those
amusements are of a physical advantage. Wliere are the
Y. M C A officials that they have not proved the advertising value of cinematography? Do they not know that the
portrayal
do more
to fill their ranks ..
the best member-enrolling
Competitions they ever put forth'
adventure, amusement,
instruction and | What a field of
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Dante's Divina "Commedia" In Moving Pictures.
By W.

Stephen

la it possible that presently the moving picture, the
handmaiden of the clown and the cowwithin the reach of millions all the treasure, that now, but for a handful of scholars.
touched in the libraries of the world?
Is it indeed true,
that this heaven-sent invention will reveal to the masses
pie all the beauty, all the grandeur, all the
sublime
pictures and the no less sublime
gospel of
Dante ?
Such news must at first fall upon incredulous ears,
for though the subject had all the fascination of a work
oi the highest human genius the difficulties in the way
of the film maker seemed insurmjuntable. In the first
place Dante is hard to understand, even in our fine translation of Carey. To assimilate the great work well
enough to picture it to others, required powers of no
common kind. It must be remembered, that a perfectly
correct transcription of Dante's original manuscript has
down to us and that within comparatively few
years after the
mous university
tation of Dante
e other

immortal
created a
and that
than the

poet's death Italy's most faspecial chair for the interprethe first to occupy that chair
second master of the Tuscan

speech, Dante's great admirer. Boccaccio. In the course
of the centuries there grew around the "Divil
media"
such aaccommodate
bulk of books,
large
library could
themthat
all.today
Even only
now.a when
the scholarship of every civilized nation has made voluminous additions to all this bibliography, some of the
most famous of the cantos contain scores of different
readings of the same passage.
To loosen from this tangled mass the grand and solid
features, then to construct for cinematographic reproduction a clear story, in which all the essential parts
Ci uld find adequate rendering, presented a task of such
magnitude, that even the boldest of film makers might
with no discredit have recoiled from the attempt.
It is with sincere and emphatic pleasure that the
Moving Picture World records the unqualified success of the filming of the "Divina Commedia," giving as
its authority the unanimous opinion of the artistic, scientific and literary world of Italy. The great film, a product of the Milano Films Company, was shown for the
first time in Naples before an audience, probably more
distinguished than any that ever attended a moving picture exhibition before. Many representatives of the
royal house, composers, artists and authors were present.
The King of Italy is among the most ardent admirers
of the film, having, with the Count of Turin, attended
a private exhibition, which elicited from both gentlemen
the highest commendations. The daily press of Naples
gives as much space to the performance as it possibly
could give to the most important item of art in the kingdom. Nor is this all. The papers selected for the attendance on the exhibition their most competent critics.
We quote from the columns of the "II Giorno" March
3d of this year: "A fine and just proportion is observed
in the film between action and expression .... nothing could have been more accurate and lifelike. Has
then the film succeeded in portraying the various manifestations of Dante's muse;> Yes — beyond a doubt.
... It must also be stated, that the performance
was repeatedly interrupted by applause and after the
last scene was shown the applause was renewed from
every part of the house. The scenes showing the unhappy fate of Francesca da Rimini, the circles of the

Bush.

City of Dis and the tragic sufferings of Ugolino and his
sons were received with many exclamations, showing
how profoundly the spectators had been moved." From
another Neapolitan journal of the same date we learn,
that all the incidents of the first canto of the Inferno,
which is by far the best known, are reproduced "in their
most minute details with settings so gorgeous, that it
surpasses all previous efforts." It is also stated in this
journal, that a special book of music had been arranged
for the film by Signor Carvaglios. a composer of some
note. The music was very favorably received and added
greatly to the enjoyment. The theater, where the production was shown, was a playhouse of national repute,
the "Teatro Mercadante." The Mayor and all the heads
of the municipal departments were in the audience.
Italy's foremost living composer, the great Mascagni,
speaks in terms of unconditional praise of the merits
of the film, as does that discriminating writer and critic.
Matilde Serao, the authoress of "In the Country of
Jesus." Another distinguished artist, who adds his meed
of praise is Signor Roberto Bracco.
The film, it is understood, is now on its way to this
country, and may arrive in a week or two. Some of the
Italian papers, while lauding the product of the "Milano
Films Company," speak in unflattering terms of another
film, bearing the same title.
That this new work of film art will be very welcome
to the American exhibitors, we have no manner of doubt.
If the Italian comments and criticisms are to be deimmortalfaith
workin will
rival the Passion pended
Play. upon,
WeDante's
have implicit
the correctness
of
the Italian estimate of the artistic merits and powers of
the film. The press agent in Italy is a distinct exotic
and could not thrive on the soil that has been hallowed
by centuries of the life of noblest art. It is likewise a
matter of great satisfaction, that this work was attempted and so finely carried out by Italians on Italian soil —
that circumstance assured the greatest possible measure
of success with such a subject. Our mercurial friends
of France are perhaps just a bit too frivolous for that
type of effort and we cannot repress a slight shudder at
the thought of what might have been "accomplished" with
such a subject by some of the film makers in England
or even in our own beloved country.
In judging of the success of the film in Italy and drawing therefrom profitable comparisons for its future in
this country, it should be borne in mind, that Italy's
population, in spite of heroic work on the part of the
government, is still not less than 60 per cent, illiterate
and that in the southern portions of the kingdom in
Naples, in Calabria and Sicily, the percentage is probably
80. If under such handicaps the film has had a phenomenal run in Italy a prophecy of hope may be ventured for its fate here. The "federation of the film,"
that large domain, which like true art knows no geographical boundaries and has a strong international life,
owes a debt to Italy for the production of this great
masterpiece. Its uplifting influence will be felt in every
corner of the world wdiere the photoplay has its devotees.
It goes without saying, that the Moving Picture
WORLD will keep its readers informed of everything
that, in connection with this film, may prove of benefit
to them. If it should hereafter appear, that popular explanatory literature on the subject may be of advantage
to the exhibitor it will be duly supplied. Further descriptions of the film in its more important details may
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also be looked for. The Moving Picture World will For effective lithographic work we can suggest nothlikewise publish, when the time comes, a very complete ing better than the illustrations of Gustave Dore. which
lecture. A suitable musical programme will be suggested are very popular.
For every reader of Dante you will
and everything will be done to aid the exhibitor in making the mo^t out of the film in every possible way.

find a hundred
who have just looked at the artist's pictures.
The book may be procured at small cost.

Words from the Watch-Tower.
To

Directors and Near

Hurrah for Melies!
For the second time within the year 1 have heard a motion
picture audience absolutely howl, and yell with laughter — not
modest little guffaw^ here and there, but a hearty, genuine
outpouring of those peculiar sounds by which the human
being indicates great joy.
The occasion was the exhibition of "When the Tables
Turned," in which we are treated to a brand new variation of
an old theme, and in which, if results are any criterion,
Melies has achieved that rara avis — a film comedy which is
genuinely funny.
An actress, tiring of her work, leaves it to chance — via a
hatpin -tuck in a directory of Western towns — as to whjre
-he will go for a change. The pin -trikes in a town in which
lives an Aunt of a certain Niece, who, coincidently with the
unknown actress's determination to go there, writes Aunt
a letter -aying she, the niece, is coining on a visit, and wants
to tee the cowboy,, although she, the Niece, considers them
a pretty tame lot.
Aunt shows the letter to cowboy., who immediately plan
revenge, to -how they are not I
By a mistake, the actre-- get, off the train, but the niece
1- caried
furtbei
ml stage driver, naturally
take actress
for the niece.
Whereupon
the cowboychase
> and
scare the actress out of it, then chase
her
-lie runwildly
away,
and
finally one, swooping
down
upon
her. lifts her bodily
from
the ground
at full
ind make- off with her.
Incidentally, let it be recorded here that Miss Storey man1 off the ground most artistically, and her
.ipturer does a fine piece of riding in accomplishing
the feat.
Well, the cowboy- impri-011 the actress in a barn, and go
outside to thmk of something to do next.
She, frightened,
but calm, listens, and discovers the plot
She plans revenge,
and, removing wraps and letting down her hair, plays insane
woman
to the life.
The cowboys, returning, think she has
gone
mad
from
fright.
Whereupon
the
laugh
becomes
a- the
"crazy"
Offering, her erstwhile
tormentors
ind violently
pulling
their hair, and
they
\ery much
disturbed
lot of nun
Finally,
while
loving"
an unwilling
victim,
th(
1
hi- reiffl his belt, holds up the entire outfit long enough
tor her to make the man
-he has di-armed relieve the rest
• iron-, and then, after making one CO*
1 -he hold- an impromptu CITCUI at the point of the
gun. and the obedient and thoroughly
frightened
play leapfrog, roll over ind genera
\ perform antic- at her
behest, while -he alternate! between tits of laughter, which
enough but which the 1
to be other
her insanity,
and
a fierce scowl,
which
WOuld
terrify more
than a held
Meanwhile, the real niece aru\e- and 1- welcomed
by her
the window, and
telll them
see. where
with whom

what
1 g ling on in the bun
They all come
to
the nil
' t WOflUM
(the
' he i •
id
"ii the train
1
In ordci and, with a sweeping courtesy, ll
the lot of I
' ring from

the

Fall in

. ,■:

m

Wight

well
Old

have

\. lie--

the ringleadei

ended there,
lll\ It 1

ill.-

but
.

who

The

I I., thnr

liking
I am
it, but it wa- a genuine corned} and worth
Ing, and
W III. ll

h 1 him <■ to wen in) thii g but

A case in point is Thanhouser's "The Coffin Ship." There
was nothing the matter with this plot, but there w
thing the matter with it- treatment. A -hip owner has a
daughter, secretly married to the captain of one of his ships.
The captain beg- for repairs, that the ship be not sent to sea
in an unseaworthy condition, but the ship owner refu-e- His
daughter, unknowing of this, decides to stowaway on the
ship to be with her hu-band, and leaves a note to tell her
father He, of course, 1- heart broken and very frightened
now that is own loved one is on the ship he knows to be
unsafe The -hip i- found to leak, and supposedly -inks; the
captain and hi- wife go off on a raft, the father finds in a
newspaper the account of the b'ss of the ship and all on
board and i- broken hearted again; and when hi- daughter
1- restored to him. declare-, that never again shall a coffin
ship leave his docks.
All right, a- a plot, i-n't it?
I the break- " To begin with, while the writer is
no manner, although he ha- had many experiences on -hipboard, he nevertheless believe- he 1- right in -tatmg that captain- of lumber jaden -hip- rarely, if cut. dress in uniform.
and certainly sailors of -uch -lip- don't dre-s in •
However,
pa--mg this point up. he ri-e- with tb:— where would a captain take a -hip owner to show

I

him

the

unseaworthy condition of a hullHe pauses for an an-wer.
When
lie gel- it. 11 won't be the an-wer the film made — "on
the tit c k . down
lath-'"
When
a ship -i I
v well be
But when a -I ,
-t in)

crew

ipple bebreakw OUld
■

t.. land, w hi) fa i in't be more than
that win 11 we -. e :he c I
boutl
on whll
looki
lurpri ing « like
-tartl. d when w< -. , lie, iptlUl
with the ihiO I
I rait w nil In- ' ■
"dl1 ■10 him
'

mi) be
1Ie 1
would have

teeing tnd mak

Incidental!) . foi the first tinn In mini mooni
1

One of the saddities (if 1 may coin the word) of the motion
picture spectator i- found in the film which tries to be and
isn't. A producer get- hold of a good scenario, or invents
a fine idea, and then falls down in the working out of it so
glaringly that all truth is eliminated from it. and we. the
audience, see men
pictures which fai
tray what they are supposed to portray — pictures which mak.'
no appeal, arouse no feeling, show no life, because obviously
pictures, not reality.

I hey

it doesn't

Directors

at the throat, and a sh^rt skirt. That she puts over -uch convincing portrayals without any of the help fine feathers might
give 1- but another tribute to her ability. And now that I've
seen her in "store clothes," behold, I prefer her the other
■ 1 hat she doesn't grace them— far from it. But the
"cow girl," the rancher's wife, daughter, si-ter
heart -he usually 1-. 1- her familiar guise — long may she continue in the plain clothes and the sincere and honest portrayals of Western womanhood by which we of the audience
know her.

being brou]
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ther km. I of weather would one bathe one's
• the fad that Father arrived ;it the
of hundred
alter her ami call
h hy was the capI m ith his girl, while al! t '
.. knock to hand Selig on the spar
m "Jim and Joe" recently, bat he must speak up
al their wreck looked probable, since the
rig sea, and the spar floated in
In just the degree that one picture had a
and ili<- other a .-inking ship in a
picture (barring the absurd spar)
fhanhouser picture in point of fidelity to nature.

I like Champion to inform me in what land — or
what state or states in this land— the scene of "For Her Sin"
i
Such delightful marriage laws and morals ought to
universally known — one imagines that that state
would be weli peopled m a few days after the announcement
of the laws was made public.
one girl. She thinks she loves one, and
marries him. She finds out she is mistaken and leaves husband for hisHusband,
friend, becoming
friend's leaves
mistress
with him.
broken hearted,
for and
the living
West
and buy- an interest in a ranch After seven years he decides
to marry the daughter of his partner. But this, being published in a paper, distresses -Mrs. II is Real Wife, who
promptly leaves her lover, dropping him a note saying she
back to her husband. He (the lover) in the meantime, has grown cold to her, of course.
Well, she arrives at. the ranch just as the wedding ceremony is concluded, and there is an affecting scene (really
well done, too) between the original wife and the husband
and the newly-made wife, and the first wife goes back home,
to her discarded lover, who promptly turns her out of doors,
to find shelter at last with the Salvation Army.
Now then, if they were divorced, why did she want to go
back husband
to her "husband."
If they Ifwere
divorced,
how could
the
marry again?
theynotwere
divorced,
what
grounds had the wife for thinking the husband, whom she
had just learned was going to remarry, would want to see
her again? How does a woman leave her husband and go
live with his friend, in the friend's house, same city, for
seven years and not get wrecked by scandal? Why, anyway,
build photoplays about women leaving their husbands to
become the mistresses of friends, and husbands getting married again to nice girls without the formality of divorce?
Why waste a thousand feet of film and some very capable
actors and actresses on this kind of twaddle, anyway, and
once
why have
an "interior"
set toforcome
a railway
when more,
real railway
stations
are so easy
by? station
Well, I know no producer cares a whit for what the individual thinks. But if the individual is numerous enough, they
have to care. And the individuals who are sick unto death
of the foreign idea of fun (in my city, at least) are getting
some numerous. And if the audience's actions are any criterion, my city is not the only one. I was in Philadelphia
recently and saw "Tweedledum and His Rescuers" by Ambrosio, and though I strained my ears I heard never the
ghost of a chuckle. The film isn't worth the space to review.
It is based on the idea that Tweedledum, by pretending to
commit suicide, will invoke the pity of some one, who will
feed and clothe him. This he does, and papa, mamma, and
daughter "rescue" him. And for about ten minutes we sit
and watch Tweedledum get clothes, an automobile (so he
can run over a few apple carts and things), money and
finally the man's daughter, simply by pretending
he is
foing to kill himself. No, it isn't funny, and no one that
vc seen (no one of these alleged funny foreign films which
depend on impossibilities and running over people for their
humor) has brought a laugh. If a comedy doesn't make
people laugh or even want to laugh, what, in the name of
Pierrot, is it good for?
By the WATCHMAN.
HOT-AIR

MERCHANTS

NEED

NOT

REPLY.

P. C. Xegroponte. Waco, Texas, desires to hear from some
exhibitor who is using an ice plant for cooling the theater
instead of electric fans. Also the name and address of a
manufacturer of ice plants for cooling purposes.
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Chicago Letter.
By James S. McQuade.
And now the ministers of tin: United Brethren have taken
their fling at moving pictures, Out in Spokane, Wash., recently, at a conference of the Columbia River District, which
includes Washington, Oregon and Idaho, the reverend gentlemen sought to st.irt a crusade for the .suppression of the
moving picture shows m the city mentioned. But the movement failed t" receive support or sympathy either from city
officials or cm
As a result of the attempted suppression, the fourteen
moving picture theaters in Spokane will continue to give
their exhibitions without interference by those in authority.
It is estimated that the total weekly attendance at picture
theaters in Spokane averages between 115,000 and 120,000,
and that more than $500,000 is invested in picture theaters.
Every film exhibited in Spokane is first inspected by the
police department, a special man being assigned each hous«
by W. J. Doust, chief of police, who acts under Z. E. Hayden, commissioner of public safety. In connection with the
action taken by the ministers of the United Brethren church
against Spokane moving picture houses, Chief of Police
Doust said:
"I visit the picture shows once or twice a week, and have
yet to see a picture that I would not want my wife and
daughters to look at. I think the moving picture shows fill
a Commissioner
long felt want." Hayden declared his department had received no complaints about the pictures exhibited in Spokane. "The owners and operators of the houses respond to
the orders of the police and there is not the least friction,"
said Mr. Hayden. "We will not stand for fight pictures,
and the houses understand that ruling. Pictures of crime
alsoMayor
are barred."
William J. Hindley, head of the commission, who
Mayor Wm. J. Hindley, head of the commission, who was
formerly pastor of the Pilgrim Congregational church, said:
"Properly inspected moving pictures are all right. The
moving picture shows in Spokane, so far as I have heard,
are running a clean line of pictures, to which I have heard
no objections. The moving picture, as an instrument to
convey a moral lesson, has great power. While at Seattle
recently, I was agreeably surprised to see the Rev. Dr.
Strong using moving pictures in connection with his sermon. It worked fine, and conveyed the lesson with a great
deal inert rcad'nes-, than could be done by words alone.
( on<rol the picture showa ana I have no fault to find with
Commissioners Fassett, Coates and Fairley expressed similar views, Mr. Coates saying he would offer no suggestion
that would curtail the public use of moving pictures.
Dr. David Levine, rabbi of Emmanuel Congregation and
them."
head of the juvenile committee of the Child Welfare League,
said:
"I can only speak for the pictures at one of the houses,
which I visit regularly each week. There, I see, the pictures are inspected by the National Board of Censors, and
all pictures so passed are acceptable. I have taken parties
of children to this theater on the invitation of the manager
and shall continue to do so. This thing of the picture shows
inducing children to become spendthrifts is like anything
else. Children can eat too much candy, become too vain,
over
do other
harmful
if weprobation
permit them."
Mrs.dress,
M. or
Evans,
matron
of thethings,
juvenile
office,
believes that good moving pictures have a decided moral influence. "The pictures appeal to the eye and the music to
the ear," she said, "and in this way the lesson is conveyed
much more readily than it would be by mere words.
"I have been in the charity work of the Woman's Christian
Temperance Union for twenty years, in which time I have
seen hundreds of pictures, and I am candid to confess that
I think the pictures do more good than harm. We take the
little ones in the juvenile detention rooms to see the pictures occasionally."
What with the unjust discrimination of over-zealous moralists, .the unfair municipal legislation in many cities, and
the tendency of those in authority, in some places, to look
upon exhibitors as legitimate prey, the picture theaters are
under a continuous heavy fire. But the conflict is accomplishing great good. The moving picture, after going
through this fiery furnace, is strong enough to win against
all odds.
And it is winning in a walk.
The most intelligent people are seeking the picture house
for entertainment, and the only thing that prevents their
attending in full numbers is the lack of worthy picture theaters. I mean structures worthy of high-class pictures that
will offer the comforts and surroundings demanded by men
and women of culture. ,
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"Fighting Blood"— Biograph.

The Quarrel of Son With Father.
If thi-> film i-> run without effects, it will solve a great
problem, t.> wit: how to have a sane and safe Fourth and
not dispense with any of the patriotic excitement, which
seems to be essential to a
proper celebration of Independence Day. It is a reel which
will set Young America wild
and make the older folks think
of their own way of celebrating
in the days gone by. Enough
Indians, soldiers and hardy
are introduced to furnish forth a dozen ordinary
a films; there i- the
g cabin of the
backwoodsman, heroically defended by the members of a
prolific family, who in
l> e been enthusiastically
drilled by the head of the famI
Id soldier, in whom the
m are burning
of

somewhat philosophically, but then, the presence ^ :
>tern parent may explain
that.
Riding about aimlessly
through a mojt picturesque count-.
tack of Indians from
on afar
the
white -ettler. and
hastens back to warn his
heart
and
her family.
And
now evei
.ther
with a rapidity that must even
enthuse the most jaded.
The
in tlie cabin furnishes
: t one
minutes,

i rack inKr- e\ i

■wired t.i the

it. The changes in the picture,
showing the situation as it must
ants, in the valley, and the situation .i- it really was, with the
riding
like demons
ward th<
down
the 111..::- •
duced a thrilling
uh what effect
the | and !es-

the

pi meer demands
perto \ isil his swi etheart,
which
visil to

The Savages Set Fire to the Cabin.
withstanding
I'.ir. ntal prohibition, and win n the undutiful child wants to go back to the
i
Snds the door locked,
lie take-, his banishment

"The

Last Ctftridgt "

blywhicl
de-ire. Aiter some
ivs," the brave

■

which up to that in. '
well nigh unendurable.

It All Bad

Many
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With the Western Producers.

will be seen in tin- company's future pro-

By Richard V. Spencer, Los Angeles.
Another

New

Producer

to Enter

California

Selig. — I
Field.— Los

■

ted within
The

company

have

established
Building.
At the h« i
McDonald,
panj
Other ( ffi< i - and direc■ i siden) ; F. Linsey Smith.
• : jer; Wi
ant business manampany
contemplate
studio in the near
future.
For tlir
they will produce only industrials and scenics, but
I :r intention to form a stock company and
put on comedy and drama exclusively.
Southern California
. me motion picture mad.
On every side one
producing companies
projected, or already
.y. The writer is informed
from unquestionable
- ,,t the first of September will see three more new
producers, aside from those already mentioned in these columns, at work in Los Angeles and vicinity.
Mr. Sidney Ayres, formerly with the Burbank Stock Company, who last week joined the Selig Stock Company, has
completed his first week working before the Selig camera,
and says that he enjoys the work immensely. He is playing
leads with the local .stock company under the direction of
Mr Francis Boggs.
Co-Operative Film Mfg. Co. will begin daily work on their
films about July i.sth. and from that date on will put on two
and three film- per week. Carpenters and other laborers are
now hard at work at the studio, 749-51 South Broadway, getting it ready for active studio work. The company expect
to have their films in the market by the middle of August.
Miss Betty Hart, who for a long time has been playing
ingenue'
part- with
the Selig
Stock Co., has moved into her
own
bungalow,
recently
completed.
More cation,
Publicity.
The future
"Rounder,"
localcontain
theatrical
publiannounces— that
issues awill
a page
of
gossip of the doings of the local moving picture producers
and player-.
The
Rounder" is a weekly publication.
Selig's Yosemite Company. — Mr. James L. McGee, business
manager of the Selig Coast Studio, says that reports and
films received from the Northern company are excellent, and
that the company are turning out excellent negatives, both
dramatic and scenic. The Northern company is under the
management and dramatic direction of Mr. Hobart Bosworth.
Major McGuire, Dick Turpin and D. H. McDonald, member- of the local Selig Stock Company, have been transferred
Semite Company, and left June 15th for the Valley.
Serious Accident to Local Player. — Jame- A. Oliver, one
of the newest recruits to the Pathe Stock Company, was recently the victim of a serious accident. While the Pathe
Company were putting on an exterior scene in Griffith Park,
near
Los bitAngeles,
Mr. and
Oliver's
ho.se Abecame
took the
in his teeth
ran away.
score offrightened,
cowboys
started in pursuit, yelling instructions to Mr. Oliver, who is
quite elderly. Hart Hoxie soon overtook the runaway and
brought it to a sudden halt. The abrupt halt threw Mr.
Oliver from the horse, and in falling he was seriously injured.
He was brought back to the city and a physician called, who,
after an examination, discovered that the actor had three ribs
broken. Mr. Oliver recently joined the company from the
legitimate, where he has been playing for the past 47 years.
The accident will confine him to his bed for at least a month.
Bison. — The Bison Company are making arrangements to
go on dino,
a Cal..
three
months'of new
trip to
Bear surroundings.
Valley, near San
in search
scenic
The Bernarvalley,
and vicinity, is one of the most rugged and photographically
beautiful in the entire Southwest, being in the heart of the
snow-clad Sierras, near the headwaters of the Santa Ana
river, and abounding in beautiful scenic settings. The full
strength of the Bison Company, and a number of extra
ailing about forty, will make the trip. The company are also taking 30 head of hor-es. a half-dozen brand
new canoe- now on the way from the East, and a carload or
'
company
plan to leave July nery,
10th, and
and other
will be-up; gone
three
months.
,
Miss Lelia Noel, well known in California legitimate stock
company circles, has recently joined the California Motion
Pictures Mfg. Co. stock company at Long Beach, to play

Mock Company, under the direcitting on another big Selig marine
il San
Pedro,
Los inAithe
.. vicinity,
marine
views

. chartered a two-masted sailing schooner and will
ki si v eral scenes of the story.
Pathe. — The Pathe -toCk company will take a tri]
Una Island
• Story they are putting on.
Work has been hampered the past few day- by the failure to
arrive of expected film shipments.
Selig Studio Improvements. — Beginning July 1st.
management announce that a big force of men will be put to
work enlarging the Selig local studio The South end of the
concrete retaining wall will be extended to C Street, and the
two-story building now at the corner of C and Allesandro
Streets will be razed, and on the same corner a concrete office
structure of mission design will be erected. The Selig local
studio is now the most elaborate and complete of any of the
coa-t studios, and when completed will compare favorably
with any studio in the United States.
Miss Virgina Chester, well known in local moving picture
circle-, whose unfortunate illness has received the sympathy
of local moving picture people, is quite recovered from her
recent illne.-s, and will soon go back to her work before the
camera.
Litigation. — The case of the M. P. Patents Co. versus Fred
Siegert and P. H. Berg, to have come to trial June 10th, has
been set forward two weeks on the calendar by Judge Welborn, U. S. judge, before whom the case is being heard.
"Enoch Arden." — This beautiful two-reel Biograph masterpiece has been enthusiastically received at Los Angeles, being
the fir.-t run feature at Clune's Broadway and Tully's Broadway, packing both houses at all evening performances and
playing to exceptionally good business for the matinees.
Local picture '"fans," of a critical turn of mind, pronounce
the films to be almost faultless in photography, acting, and
direction, and this is praise indeed. For poetical beauty of
conception and direction, this film has rarely been approached
and never surpassed. It is one film of hundreds that the
average picture patron could see twice or even three times,
and still enjoy the repetition. Each and every member of
the Biograph forces who took part in making the picture,
from the managing director down to the least important
employee, deserve the praise and approval that the film is
now receiving, and will continue to receive until shelved by
old age. The sea coast and other exterior scenes of this film
were photographed near Los Angeles, the writer being fortunate enough to be present when several of the scenes were
taken.
SPECIALIZATION.
When

the American Film Manufacturing Company announced that all releases would be Western cowboy film, it
was the culmination of earnest thought and study as to
what the public reallv liked in the great popular entertainment—MOTION PICTURES. Since the inauguration of
this policy the rapid stride the American Company's product
has made, in popular approval, demonstrates that in this
case specialization has been productive of results.
The dramatic side of life on the range is limitless in its
possibilities. Unrestrained by social usages the pioneer
ranchman made their own laws and judged men by a standard of their own; they loved roving; they loved freedom;
they were judged by instinct; and many an unwritten drama
of love and hate, of bitter jealousy and intrigue were enacted
on the old cattle trails, the only record of which lives in the
memory of the taciturn, silent cowboys. Some of the best
dramas we have produced have been obtained by our producers from this source. The amusements of the cowboy
are limited, in a way, but there are many humorous situations which develop in the natural course of his work, and
American comedy depicts his amusement- in many laughable
films.
The Yale Theater Company is erecting a beautiful new
theater at 305 W. Broadway, Muskogee, Okla., to cost in
the neighborhood of $10,000. When completed will have
a seating capacity of 500, and will be equipped with a
mirror screen, concrete operating room and new Edison
Model B machines. Will use three reels of first run pictures and one high class vaudeville act each program.
The management is undecided whether to use Independent
or Licensed
pictures.
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In a conversation with a moving picture pianist the other
day, he said: "Your letters are good enough so far as they
go, but you can't really teach anybody to work up pictures.
You might help some beginners, but one must be able to improvise to be successful in this kind of work. And you cannot teach improvisation."
Possibly not. I shall not attempt to repeat all our conversation, but here is the gist of my argument. In the first
place, if my letters have been of any help to beginners (and
I have been told by many that such is the caM-i. they artworth while. We can all imagine, and many of us have experienced the bewilderment of the pianist when confronted
with his first picture show after having been told by the
manager to "work up the pictures." What shall he play —
and where — and why? A good start along a definite line
will give him a foundation to work upon, and once he begins
to "feel his way," it is only a matter of time until he begins
to apply more or less appropriate music to the various scenes
and situation-, providing, of course, that he is at all interested in the work. 1 will not deny that a gift for improvisation is a great help, but I do not think it is indispensable.
In fact, I believe it is very much over rated by many who
depend entirely upon extemporaneous playing. I heard not
long ago a very clever lady who said she "couldn't compose
a bar of music," but who, nevertheless, adapted music to the
picture much better than the average "improvisor." She had
a good memory (cultivated, she said) well stocked with a
varied repertoire to which she was constantly adding. Many
so-called improvisor-, are contented to play a lot of mediocre
stuff which, while it may satisfy themselves, can scarcely be
called musical. Sometimes the best thing they do is to introduce a popular song thorn-, whenever it can be crowded in. I
am not criticising the good extempore player nor finding fault
with the introduction of song choruses, but I have no patience
with those "know-it-alls" who can't see beyond their own
narrow circle. I'll back a good memory any time against a
poor impro\ isor
And what 1- meant by the expression, "working up a picture"? Doe- any one renumber the old story about the
blind nun who went to learn what the elephant looked like?
One of them got hold of the beast's trunk and declared the
elephant was like a snake; another, who found the ear. m-i ted it was like a blanket; a third, with his arm- around a
hi it resembled a tree more than any'
while the fellow bedding onto the tail said any fool could tell
the elephant looked like a rope Now, the Question of "workins up pictures seems to have a- man) point- i i view a- the
blind men\ idea- of the elephant It depend- upon which
particular part of the beast you are embracing to the exclusion of all the others. 1 cat.n I
me can be
.•. ith playing interminable walt/e- through any and
all picture- there
with tor
a bit
of "shading"
there
What
usinn
a wait! forherethe and
groundwork
in a
or Roman
invented. "W hat the difference?" -aid my friend when 1 put this q
him
There i- this differ* i
wmething
with the atmosphere of the picture
• method-" unl(
hat would you pity?
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pictures. 1 know oi some who insist on a straight concert
program, regardless of what is being shown on th<
The pianist is not always to blame for inappropriate music.
But when he is given a free hand to "go ahead — play to the
pictures — no interference — just get results" it is worth a
few minutes of that pianist's time to consider what is implied
by "playing to the picture" or "working up the picture" or
'toapplying
or whatever
choosesa
give it.appropriate
Is he goingmusic,"
to be satisfied
with name
a few hewaltzes,
id a bunch of popular songs? If that is
his idea of "working up" a picture, it certainly is not mine
of "applying appropriate music."
I have been asked what particular "method" I would advocate. Ianswer:
'Noneintelligence
in particular,
in general."
When
music is
applied with
and all
reason,
no ot
tern" is required. A number of years ago, an excellent French
pantomime company came to this country and played in a
lew of the principal cities. (1 may remark in parenthesis that
since the advent of motion pictures and the public's growing
familiarity with "si'.ent drama," this pantomime company
would probably be better appreciated here now than it was
at that time.) At any rate, the accompanying music made a
profound impression upon me, and when the photo-play came
it seemed to me that the best way to regard it
from a musician's standpoint would be as a pantomime. I
speak, of pictures
course, ofThe
those
pictures
whichgoing
"tellalla through
story" — i.e.,
dramatic
music
was kept
the
action of the play, or at least for the greater part of the
time, but subdued, as a general rule In the tense situations
you were so interested in the spectacle as to wholly forget
the music, and this is as it should be. In a theatrical play the
music is not allowed to predominate to such an extent as
to detract attention from the play to the orchestra; then, why
should not the sinic thing apply to the photo-play as well?
I think it does Mu-ic is an accessory to the picture the same
as it is to the spoken play. When the action becomes very
marked, excited or violent, your music will swell In
Hon, hut as a general rule the music should not be so loud
as to divert the attention of the spectator from the picture.
Like the accompanying music of a play, you mis- n :
'there, but you don't notice it when n is there.
The main trouble in trying to lay out any sort of plan for
guidance is the impossibility of establishing definite rules
No matter what suggestions one has to offer, there are al\\a>as a general
ISC " The greater part of picture
work is a m. uter for your own judgment
FOREIGN
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QUESTIONS ON LAST WEEK'S LESSON.
plain, in detail, the phenomonon presented in Fig 18.
increase in number as the angle of
the mirr
acute?
plain phenomonon presented in 1 .
j will there by no common point of focus for all
h< rical mirror is 1
I of focus further from mirror in 1. Fig. jo.
arallel?
I lain why image appears smaller than object under
j th in rig. 21.
es the light travel from eye to object or vice versa?
ray E from tip ^i arrow 1 Fig 21 1
REFRACTION

OF

LIGHT.

Light travels in straight lines so long a- it traverses medium
of uniform density. In passing obliquely from a medium
of one density to a medium t>i another density, however, it is
bent more or Ie-- from it- path, the divergence depending on
the relative density and character of the two mediums, and
the angle at which the ray strikes the surface.
■ wing law holds good in all cases, viz : when a
light ray passes from a lighter to a denser medium it will be
refracted from it- path, the angle of incidence being always
greater than the angle of refraction. Conversely when passing from a dense to a lighter medium the angle of incidence
will be -mailer than the angle of refraction.

PICTURE
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line- K 1) and A I parallel to surfaces of the glass. Line B D
1- the -me of the angle of incidence and line A I the sine of
the angle of refraction. If we now measure lines R D and
A I and divide the former by the latter, the result will be the
index of refraction, (hie simple, important rule to remember,
winch ha- already been stated in different words, 1-: When
light passes into a heavier medium, from a lighter one, aa
from air to glass or water, it is bent (refracted) toward the
normal. When passing into a lighter, from a heavier medium,
as from glass, or water into air, it is bent away from the normal. Keep ih mind the fact that a "normal" is a line at right
angles, in every direction, to the surface. In dealing with the
' convex, concave or uneven surfaces, remember
that the right angle does not and cannot apply to the whole
surface, but only to the point at which the normal line reaches
the surface. This matter of the normal must be grasped since
it is of utmost importance in tracing refracted or reflected
light-rays.
As one looks obliquely into a pool, or basin of water, the
bottom appears nearer the surface than it really is. In other
words, the water is deeper than it appears. This is explained
in Fig. 24.

FIG. 24.

FIG

22.

ighl ray A I) enter- a heavy bl
ith I! C, leave- the glass at l. 1- re-refracted
normal to the surface of the glass, as i- al-o
H 'I
A B E i- the angle of incidence and B C F the angle
of refraction.
As the ray leave- the glass the angle of inci-

In considering Fig. -'4 we must remember that light rays
eminate from and travel toward the eye; not vice versa.
Rays passing from rod C to the eye must leave the heavier
medium (water) and enter a lighter one (air), being bent away
normal in the process. Th.' lower end of the rod
then fore appear- a- at ( instead of A. it; true position.
Any
• Straight rod partly inimer-ed in water, in position at angle to
it- surface, will appear thus. Place a marble into a basin in
such position that it i- just out of sight of the eye behind the
vessel's rim. Now, without changing the position of the eye
pour water into the dish and the marble will become visible.

represented by I! (' II and the angle of refraction by
<"> (_' I) quoted
Examination
a. id true
measurement
will demonstrate
the
before
rule to hold
in this illustration.
It will also
red that the ray travel- an absolutely straight line so
long as it remain- in either medium.
The ratio of the sine of the angle of incidence to the sine
of the angle of refraction i- called the index of refraction of
the
medium
under
c moderation
In
other
word-,
the
'.lined by dividing the sine of the angle of incidence
; refraction i- called the index cf
refraction.
This, however, i- in all probability Creek to the
ader, therefore I will try to make it clear

FIG. 25.
Thit

FIG. 23
23 we -ee a ray of light. Y V. passing through glass
X X X X, Y B C, being the angle of incidence and C F H the
refraction, G H being the normal.
We draw a cir- it- center.
Next we draw

1- al-o illustrated in Fig. 24. in which A is the eye, B the

marble's true position and C its apparent position. The heavenly bodies are seen about one-half degree away from their
true position, except those directly overhead, due to refracts n ot light in pas-ing from inter-steller vacuum into the
tosphere. The nearer the horizon the planet, the
greater the refraction of its light. Due to this cause we see
the sun in the morning before it has actually risen above the
horizon and -ee it at evening after it has really passed below
the distant hills. This phenomonon is called astronomical re-
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fraction. Seeing
the rising sun(refraction)
doesn't, of iscourse,
to
showmen.
This phenomonon
causedapply
by the
varying speeds of light in mediums of different density. The
denser the medium the slower the speed of the light. The
accepted theory is that light travels in waves and the reason
for its refraction when passing from one medium to another
In the figure we see a light ray, A B, represented by the
central, waving line, but, for the purpose of examination,
given the width C D. The cross lines represent the wave
front. In considering this matter you must remember the
prodigious speed of light, also that the ray represented by
line A B has been enormously magnified to cross section
C D. Keep these two facts firmly fixed in your mind. Knowing that light travels slower in a dense medium such as
glass than it does in a rare medium such as air, we readily
understand that when a ray strikes glass obliquely one side
of it enters sooner than the other. The upper side of the
ray, Fig. 25, impinges upon and enters the glass at F and
travels to H in that medium before the other side reaches
the glass. Naturally that side of the ray has been retarded,
as shown by the bent wave-lines, hence the direction has
been changed as shown. In leaving the glass and re-entering air the process is exactly reversed and, if the two sides
of the glass be exactly parallel, the original angle of incidence CGI and the final angle of refraction J K L will be
exactly equal, the ray being finally refracted to exactly its
original direction, but distance to one side dependent on the
thickness and refractive index of the glass and the angle at
which it was originally encountered. It might be said at
this point that the refractive index of glass is said to be \Vi.
As I understand the matter, however, this is the constant,
for ordinary glass such as plate glass windows are composed
of and varies somewhat with different grades of glass.
125-Cycle
Brunswick,
Ga.,troubles,
writes:so "All
seem
to comeFan.—
to you
with their
I amoperators
coming
with one of mine. I own and operate the Pastime Theater
here, and have been endeavoring to secure an exhaust fan
from all those who carry ads in your paper. Our current
here, however, is unusual, viz.: 110 volts, 125 cycles. For
this reason I have been unable to get a fan. If you can put
me in touch with a manufacturer who makes fans of 125
cycles, same will be greatly appreciated. Wish all success
to Fans
your for
superb
paper, which
I wouldwillnothave
be without."
125 cycles,
I am afraid,
to be made to
order. I have requested a large manufacturer to take the
matter up with you by mail immediately. We are pleased
to know that you like the "Moving Picture World," and
trust it will continue to merit your esteem in the future, as
in the past.
Nice Theater. — Albuquerque, N. M., writes, sending in the
names of two friends whom he thinks capable of holding
the Oklahoma positions, and continues: "I am electrician
and operator in the Pastime Theater. It is one of the best
picture houses in the good old U. S. A. Seating capacity is
550; Motiograph machine; we project our picture 115 feet;
have a motor-generator which furnishes D. C. for the arcs.
Have a switchboard with four double-pole double-throw
switches, and if the generator goes wrong I just switch
over on no volt lighting circuit."
Glad to hear the good report from Albuquerque. By the
way, if you know the address of Mr. W. R. Cozart, who, I
believe, is running a show somewhere in New Mexico, I
would like to have the lame, He is an old friend for whom
I operated in Chicago As to the Oklahoma positions, enough
tpplicatioi
been sent the gentlen •■
the five jobs a very great many times over. Sending more
would \><- of ii" use at this late day.
Single Arc Dissolver.— Portland, Ore., writes:
"Will you
kindlj tell me how 1 may rig up a dissolver on one lamp by
I
Y..ti arc asking considerable in one short question, Friend
Portland. To date, 1 know oi no one-lamp dissolver
work- perimenta
plishmeni ol thai end here
this time.
In last week's department you
will find an illustration of ■ single arc dissolver manufactured by Eberhard Schneider, Big ad Avenue, New York.
Slack Work
in Frisco.
President W. G
von for forwarding our offer of the live men to the Oklsv
noma party The t men wil be ba I sd morally and financially bythi^ anion, and this 1- no light boast, since every

■

time

we

have

been

in position

to Mipply

men

out

the first
of this
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vicinity, though we have had many requests, as our members
have a reputation as to capability. Things are, however,
very dull here just now. In fact, there is a change in business taking place, such as has taken place in the East, the
business going to the big houses having large capacity, which
puts the smaller ones around it out of business. Then, too,
we had a fire, which wiped out five houses at one swipe."
I have printed these excerpts from Brother Woods' letter
for the reason that it shows the possibilities of thorough organization. The San Francisco men have been very careful
in maintaining the standard of excellence in projection by
their members. Apprentices are taught and the union maintains, as I understand it, a demonstration room both for the
benefit of their own members and apprentices. They are
now in a position to even go to the extent of financially guaranteeing their members, which means that emplbyers to
whom members of the San Francisco Union are sent are
guaranteed from any financial loss through the incompetency
of the operator. If I am stating this wrongly, I would be
glad to have President Woods correct me. The point is
thatoccupy.
this is a An
veryorganization
excellent position
for any
operator's
union
to
composed
of men
that can
be
backed up in this way is indeed one to be proud of. I most
sincerely congratulate the San Francisco Union on having
attained such a standard of excellence. As to the change now
taking place, the editor of this department predicted it more
chan three years ago.
Buying Ideas.— Cincinnati, Ohio, writes: "I would like to
know if there is any company willing to buy an idea and a
model (part cash and part royalty basis) of an adjustable spot
light. It can be put on the projection machine lamp house, does
not occupy mere than 3x3x3 inches of space, and may be
adjusted while in use to throw a spot through stereopticon
lens, ranging from 1 to 6 feet in diameter. Kindly answer
in the Department, of which I am a constant reader."
That, Cincinnati, is a very hard question to answer intelligently. As a general proposition, it is an exceedingly difficult thing to sell ideas in the embryo. The only practical
method of procedure is to first patent the idea and then to
offer it for sale. It is possible that some of the companies
might purchase it, provided it appears to be worthy the added
expense of attaching it to the machine. Also, as a general
proposition, manufacturers do not care to add anything not
absolutely necessary to their present machine. The reason
for this is that they are already giving a- much or more than
they can afford at the present price of machines. You must
understand that while a machine may be listed a: fi
does not mean that the manufacturer gets $-'25. by a long
jump. As a matter of fact, the actual price received by the
manufacturer is far below that sum. The real trouble is,
machines are too cheap. I have pointed out before that it
would be a very distinct gain to the business, a> a whole, if
the price of machines could be raised to $300, or even to
$350. Then we could have a really high-class projector, and
these various things, such as you are proposing, could be
attached. If you care to take the chances, you could send
your model to one of the manufacturers before
but you would, of course, be taking your own chances in
doing this. I do not mean to insinuate by this tl •
would treat you unfairly, nor do I believe they w
the safest way is to protect yourself, if you think the idea is
commercially valuable. On that point I could pal
cided opinion without first inspecting and testing the device.
An Inquiry.
Princeton)
asks anif there
is an operators'
strike
in New Y"rk
SayiX he.1 . saw
advertisement
in the
New York World (daily paper) for moving picture operators
to take the place oi nun on a -trike.
No, there is no Strike of operators in New York, nor has
there been recently.
Possibly the advertisement
'and, in which place the
I strike.
Adequate
Plant.- Mr
John
Guthrie,
manager
Empire
readers
might be interested in a description of my p"«n plant, 1 am
gmng to describe it briefly and if yon think the san 1
of space in the Trouble Department you are at liberi
engine, belted I
generator of x K. W capacity
I have

■

under the stage
The engine is of the t\\'
190 r, p lloor.
in through
Exhaust inner
plj •
cement
wall of buildil | d and under the
i'it has an outlet Into the
■ Otttlel at the top
11 ing the
cylinder jacket ii sprayed Into the 1
with the heat and also assisting in mufflil I tO the
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i < " more
i current supply,
and during th<
' mi the show «K.\\ n a single night on ac- gineei
I r< quii
■Miliar with tli. i
by Irving to look for it in
: , \ »■ t > day befon
it. d .ind seldom look<
until time to shut down for the night; in
it will run for hours with no one near it
one I picked up second hand.
It- rated capacity, as you will
an the rated hot
ngine.
I
- was .1 trifle light for the work and the
had with sparking and heating caused •
\\ ith the present machine I am
fl
know I what
flaminggeneratoi
arc lampsI
too-watt tungsten lamps,
• tungsten lamps, 30 16-c.p. and u 32-1 p carbon
lamp-, motor for picture machine, motor for auxetophone
• two oilur fan motors besides using about .15 amthe picture machine arc
We have all I
and never think- of trying to save current.
When
burning in fresh carbons, the ammeter on mam -witch hoard
often draws as high as 110 ampere-, which would be more
than the rated horse power of the engine, but it seems to
pull the load without any trouble.
We use natural gas at
per thousand net. The monthly
a- bill 1- usually
The engine 1- a 'Bessemer" and. while I am not
nding any particular type of gas engine, this one
business for us. Besides being simple and easily
cared for, it run- as steadily as a steam engine.
Of all the
es I have seen running electric plant-. I believe
lapted for the man who want- a
moving picture power plant which can be relied upon to deliver the goods. The satisfaction I have had with my plant
1-. I believe, however, due mainly to the fact that it is big
enough to carry the load expected. I would not advise any
moving picture man to invest in a plant unless he pot both a
dynamo and engine a little larger in capacity than the actual
load. This is especially true of the dynamo."
Neighbor Guthrie -peaks words of wisdom when he ad\i-es the purchase of a plant with capacity considerably in
the demands which will be made upon it. Particularly, as he -ay-, this is true of the dynamo.
I have spoken
nit in the Department several time- m\
Frund Guthrie's information I will say that any good engine should be able to carry a load considerably in excess of
its rated capacity, at least for a time. We are indeed obliged
to the corre-pondent for the description of his plant. Such
thing- are of distinct value to managers all over the country.
1 believe there will be an increased tendency
on the part of owners of large moving picture theater- to in*
stall their own generating plant. In many instances where
two or three theaters arc located close together the installation of a joint plant would be entirely practical and mutually satisfactory. There is ample evidence that with fuel
ible cost, a properly constructed and rightly managed isolated plant can be made to deliver current a- low a*
per K. \V. hour. It is possible that even this figure
may be reduced in some instances, though I have no record
at hand of anything less than the figure named.
The Arc Question. — Professor Henry Phelps Gage, of Cornell University, one of the expert electrician- who has made
r lights for large corporations and who recently
furnished us with an article on electric arcs, promised me
sometime back that he would make certain tests a- regards
alleged tendency of the crater to form on the forward edges
of the carbon with alternating current. I impressed the fact
upon Professor Gage that it was the truth of the matter I
wanted, regardlc-s of whether it showed Mr. Hallbcrg right
and myself wrong, or the opposite. His experim
to show Mr. Hallbcrg to some extent theoretically right and
myself probably right so far as the practical end be concerned, therefore I am willing to call the honors even,
though it is practical things I write of and am mostly interested in. A letter from Mr. Gage, just received, reads as
follows:
"Dear Mr. Richardson: I suppose you will think I am a
little bit slow in finding out about the carbon setting we were
talking of. I tried the vertical setting, just as near to the
directions given by Mr. Hallbcrg as I could come with 55
volts and 50 amperes, and certainly got a tendency, with a
long arc, for the arc to blow away from the direction of the
lead wires. The direction of blow was changed as the lead
wires were carried around in a circle, being always away
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from them, a- would be expected m theory. Also the blow
was stronger when the win- were brought clo-e to the arc
Ihe blow effect did not -bow a- strongly with a short arc as
a long one. When using a short arc such as is used with
moving pictures the tendency of the craters to face forwarddid not seenrvery StfOng. When one lead wire was carried
around in a circle there was enough blow to cause the craters
to face forward-.
Also a blow magnet has the sat
llieie 1- absolutely ii" doubt. I am certain, that if the
craters can be made to face forward by some device that is
perfectly reliable that this 1- the proper thing to do. If the
crater- are near together there will be no trouble from two
Now as far as my experiments have gone they indicate
that the forward position of the crater- will occur on a current of not less than 50 ampere-, the blow effect increases
(theoretically) a- the square of the current.
Without other helps, such as blow magnets, 50 amperes
i- not sufficient to cause the craters to face forward with
certainty when using a short arc. "Electra" and "Columbia"
'--inch carbons used.
55 volts, 50 amps with resistance used,
Recently 1 have been thinking about just what should be
the illumination on the screen. Last summer I made some
experiments which seemed to -how that if the screen were
illuminated with a brightness of 50 candle meters (or, as
uusually expressed, about 5-foot candles), with no slide in
the lantern; then when the slide was put in, the picture
would be satisfactorily bright.
The trouble is, what is to be considered satisfactory
brightness? Of course with the moving picture machine the
bright flashes would need to be about twice as bright as the
lit from the ordinary stereopticon. If tlii- one
point could be settled, I have the data -bowing just what
must be done with the other parts: arc lamp, condenser, etc..
to get the proper illumination on tin screen for any given
size picture. The only way I can think of to settle this point
would be for a number of men, who have had a good deal
of experience in the moving picture business, to get together
and adjust the brightness of the til it appears satisfactory to them (with a film in the ma.
then to take out the film and measure the brightness of the
light. Another method would be to vi-it actual theaters,
measure the illumination and comment on same. I beused. lieve, however, the judgment of several people should be
To get this light (5-foot candles) should not require such
a high amperage
as is often used if the condenser i.- right,
to me.
There is another thing about the condenser which seems
to me very important, viz.: it should have but little spherical
abberation. The result of spherical abberation is to illuminate the edges of the picture more than the center, the practical result being a ghost in the center of the picture. This
may be avoided by moving the position of the condenser in
relation to the film, but this necessitates illuminating an area
much larger than that of the aperture plate. This same condition is very troublesome in microscopic projection. At
present I am investigating this phenomenon and trying to
a remedy. Your article- on light appeal to me as
being very plain and to the point. Why is it that so many
people have difficulty in explaining a simple thing so that
any but experts can understand it? I guess the only way to
get a clear explanation of a thing is for someone to try it
who knows the difficulties his readers are likely to have in
understanding the subject."
HENRY PHELPS GAGE.
While I am prepared to accept the result of any experiment made by Professor Gage as conclusive, still it is something of a wrench to force my mind to agree to the proposition of the exceedingly weak electric action of the two lead
wires having any perceptible action on the arc itself. While
Professor Gage's experiments prove there is in slight degree such action, I am still very much in doubt as to its
being of any practical use whatever in projection. It is a
well known fact that an electro-magnet placed in a certain
position near the arc will force the arc out in the form of a
bow, thus, to some extent, controlling the craters. This.
however, has long since been tried out in practice and rejected. The writer himself has made a good many experiment-, some of them years ago. with magnets in conjunction
with the arc. The difficulty encountered has proven to be
that the fluctuations of current present in a hand-fed projection arc are such that the electro-magnetic force is at times
too strong and blows the arc out entirely, or at least renders
it very unstable and hard to control. We are. nevertheless,
obliged to Professor Gage for having set forth the results of
his experiments. It has proven the writer to be wrong in
one thing. I did not believe lead wires could possibly have
any effect at all on the arc. So far as the establishment of
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a standard of illumination of screen is concerned, I very
much doubt if such a thing would be practical, for several
reasons, viz.: (a) Out of twenty-five moving picture operators or managers, you will probably find at least twenty different opinions as to what is the best and most perfect degree of curtain brilliancy, (b) Curtain brilliancy will necessarily, to a considerable extent, vary with the size of the picture projected. For instance, if a certain standard of brilliancy be established and this brilliancy could be maintained
at all times on a 1 2- foot picture, it would probably be a physical impossibility to maintain the same degree of illumination
on a picture 22 feet wide. Nevertheless we shall be very
glad indeed to hear from the readers of this department, both
managers and operator-, as to their views concerning this
matter. If any standard can be established, or, in other
words, if any considerable number of men favor a certain
curtain result in brilliancy, it might have a tendency to establish some sort of an approximate standard which could be
adhered to as nearly as possible. In the matter of condensers, Professor Gage has touched upon a point on which
I have long sought some explanation, and that is the matter
of ghost in the center of the picture. Of late I have searched
high and low for an explanation of this phenomenon. If it
is indeed due to spherical aberration, the bit of information
will prove of immense value. As to the last paragraph of
Professor Gage's letter, it seems to be a tremendously difficult thing for the average man to put himself in the other
fellow- puce and realize the difficulties the reader is likely
to have in understanding an involved explanation full, perhaps, of technical term-. I believe my readers will agree
that they have at least been able to understand what I was
talking about when I have tried to explain something to
them.
An Interesting Letter. Brownsville, Tex., writes as follow-: "I am a constant reader of the 'World' and also have
your Handbook, which I hold in high esteem. I have a
partner who is assisting in the managing part of the business, which allows me to devote a good portion of my time
to the study of projection. I find the same to be quite a
science and am as much of a crank concerning it as I have
been in my former profession, namely, watchmaker and
jeweler. \\ hen reading your valuable articles in the 'World'
I am often amused at -o many operators having difficulty
with their -butter-. Two-wing shutters produce too much
flicker, while tin
. when they run close to
80 feet per minute (which, however, is excessive), get in
synchronism
with
do
cycle
A.
('.
I do not
like either,
much prefer, and am using with most
excellent
results,buta
one -wing shutter, This -butter is the exact half of a circular di-c .5 inches in diameter and well counterbalanced, running immediately in front of the film, thus obviating all disadvantage of shutting oft the light a distance in front of the
movement of the shutter is one to six. With this
system
I canat -'now
an absolutely
flickerless
picture be12 done
feet
in
diameter
a distance
of 16 feet,
which cannot
with any other machine in existence. I am, however, using
a throw 50 feet and when a light is thrown ..11 the screen
through a film with machine running, no flicker
I am using a motor directly geared to the mcchani-in, but which can be lilted out of the gear instantly by
turning it
ether with two speed controller*
•jiiircd variations of speed.
'1 be apparatus,
which t"i- any
a Kamma
Maltese the
crossuseprojector, adapt- itself
foCUS patent
lens without
of
lengthening tubes or any other arrangement. The arrangement ..1 the ihutf
imilar to that of the American Edengraph. II" gate of the projector also is a great
improvement, in that it i- of solid construction and the film
runner- made "t hardened casl iteel in one piece with a picture shield, This insures absolute durability. The picture
ma-k and runners can be removed by unscrewing one milled
nut
rhe tilni pa under two steel runners, which
bear
Mounted

worst of all. peculiar flashing of light in certain parts of pictures due. I believe, to the shutters of the camera being out
of time or to an unsteady light, are very conspicuous. I do
not see why producers cannot use a little more care in examining their cameras or regulating the light before taking
pictures. This is especially true with the Vitagraph, Lubin
and Selig. They commit these mistakes, despite their otherwise splendid photography and very excellent acting. I also
wish to say that I object to the Eiograph and several of the
Independent companies so ab-urdly misrepresenting the characters of the Mexican Semritas, and to their exaggeration
of the behavior of Mexicans in general. Certainly they have
never studied Mexico, or have only seen people of the lowest cla-s. I wish to extend my thanks for the benefit I have
received
through machine,
the World.'
"
The ,-tandard
Brownsville,
has a shutter which
is the half of a circular disc; but it travels around the circle
twice to each exposure of the picture. I do not quite understand what you mean by the shutter having a movement of
one in six. Surely you cannot mean the shutter travels six
times around to each exposure of the picture. As to the
projector you name, I have never seen one, but your description sounds good. The steel shoe idea is excellent and
is gradually being adopted by some of our American machine manufacturers. I have long contended that the thin,
lumber tension spring is not only unsuitable to the work,
but is a distinct nuisance. The absolutely rigid thick shoe
or runner i-, to my way of thinking, far better from any and
every
pointor of
It is
easier
on the film,
doesn'timportwear
out itself
the view.
aperture
plate
so rapidly,
and more
ant than all. distributes the pressure evenly over the entire
length of the plate, thus obviating, to a large extent, the
tendency of the film to buckle as it passes through the hollow invariably worn by the short limber spring-. I have set
forth the faults in photography you have mentioned because,
like you, I believe there is at times carelessness both in acting, exposure and development of films.
From San Antonio. — San Antonio write-: "The condition
of affairs here in San Antonio in the projection line is bad.
What with the $8 and $10 a week Mexicano at the throttle,
it Iis have
simply
hadbeyond
similar recall."
reports from San Antonio before and it
seems a shame that projection should have been placed on so
low a plane in your beautiful city. It is a surprising matter
that the managers of San Antonio do not awake to the fact
that they are killing the goose that lays the golden
jection in many other cities has been constantly it
and with the improvement increased business has resulted
The up-to-date moving picture theater manager well knows
that the day of amusing an audience with a bunch
ows on the screen is rapidly passing.
He is awakening to
the fact also that good projection means added d
the box office. San Antonio should get busy and
with the procession.
If the managers of that city d
-o, it i- only a question of time until other manaj
seize the opportunity presented
1!;:- has
in a great many cities and will prove the fact there
write-The "Som<
tim< ago
you published
theAnadarko,
cut oi a Okla.,
letterhead.
letterhead
W

on eai li 1 miner 1- a spring which I :
'
mam equal even when a thick joint 1- passed through
The
pressure "i these runners cm be adjusted while the machine
tion, 11 required, * bub
With these run
the wit an. I tear on the film is much Ir--, -unc the
fully distributed throughout the entire length ol
Neither myseli nor any othei person who hai
Uon equal to that
nun! bed by tin- machine
The lamp i- built I
current -1 1 20 ampen . thi ugh
|0 D C
it ha a \ . • \ imp:, but :■■ itiv< working de\ ice I
• 1 ups forward ,,; backward while rum.'
.1 tin- to be <|uitc important
With this machine,

Will have been attained
Motor Generator Set

prion of one thing
h si d
work.'
Well, would any n
could not do Ins own repair work:
II I
obliterate that particular part ol the 0(
.'. nil anothei . tl
heading "
over. I doubt if you will find one in ten o
bis own repair work, even though provided with
.1
1 e beginning t.

•

formed
tion. how

I he: e i-

closing t .-. si t. which

1 bad buill

1
r

I am usti .
all, I tried to run t
to run tl I
the cut if n1

; 1 tried
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put a single pole switch
( il. >hunts
m.'\n thai 1 have an easy method
When 1 an through uaing dis-

solver | I always bring the last slide on upper lamp) I pull
lower lamp over for moving picture work and all I have to
do i> throw in the single pole switch. This cuts out all resistance in the bottom circuit and automatically
cuts out

top
lamp by taking
'.mice' thanI like
the rotary
(or
motor-generator
set) all
muchthe better
a rectifier,
as there
-ition. The motor, of course, is an induction. The gena bi-polar, shunt-wound machine.
Although only
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further overload if necessary. Should any of your readers
wish to know further particular! they may address "Manager,
Princes* Theater, Leadville, Col.,' and 1 shall be only too
glad to give any information I can.
' I am using
two other
different
dissolvers,
onewhich
a 'fade-away'
out
and the
a rolling
effect,
is in focus,
and use them one evening each. With regard to operating
room, 1 am proud to say that everything in it was installed
by myself even to the metal lining, and the switchboard (of
1 inch marble) was made, drilled, bussed and put up by myself, nobody else having put an inch of wire in the room.
The two views were taken from opposite sides (or front and
back) of the booth and were taken by flash light. I notice
in a recent number of the 'World' you say that 70 volts is
the Kast that a D. C. generator should be wound tor. when
intended for use on a moving picture machine, but mine is
wound for 50 and is giving perfect satisfaction; of course, I
am using no resistance for moving picture work, except that
natural to the lamp."
We are very much obliged to you for the excellent description and photos of your plant. It will no doubt be of
much value to our readers. The diagram came too late for
comment. I cannot, however, understand how you can carry
an arc, using only the arc resistance. Experience has taught
that it is an impractical thing to do. If you are accomplishing, this, it is something unique and worthy of considerable
study. Photos show front and back halves of operating
room.
Wants to Write. — Oklahoma (name of town suppressed)
writes: "If you have the time and the 'World' could spare
the space, I would like to send in about ten pages for publication. have
I
been in the business six years and the sound
of the film passing through the machine is music for me. In
fact, I am not contented except in the operating room, where
everything
perfect order.
this doesn't inmiscarry, Iwillmust
write beyouin something
for theIf Department
the
We future."
shall be pleased to have you send in any amount of
near
matter you may desire. We cannot, of course, judge as to
the amount of space which can be devoted to it until we have
seen the Mss. Space in the paper is at a premium. I could
fill the whole "Moving Picture World" with Department matter every week. The managing editor has been very liberal
to us in the matter of space, but there are, of course, limits,
and the five or six pages we have been using is about as
much as we can reasonably expect to receive.
Fan Trouble.
Lake,andla.,wewrites:
"We inreceived
Handbook
some— Clear
time ago
also are
the classyourof
satisfied purchasers. I find myself referring to the book a
good many times and for the most part am successful in finding what I want within its pages. We are also readers of
the
'Moving
World'
and inwould
not becarwithout
We have
threePicture
D. C. fans
hooked
on a street
line. Theit.
rheostat is one of our own make. There is over half a mile
of coiled wire in it. The line voltage is 550; fans are hooked
in series. The rheostat is in the basement. When we first
throw on the switch the fans run all right; have good speed,
but after about ten minutes there seems to be a drop in
voltage and they seem to slow down and do no good. What
is the cause of this?"
I cannot, of course, say with certainty, but in all probability the whole fault lies in the rheostat, provided the wires
are large enough. When a rheostat is cold — that is to say,
when the current is first turned on, it delivers a considerably
higher amperage than after it becomes hot. In other words,
as the wires get hot they offer higher resistance. Inasmuch
as there is such a great length of wire in your rheostat, it
probably operates to reduce the amperage very materially.
You can test this out by making a temporary connection,
cutting out a portion of the wire, so that when the fans begin to slow down, you can close the switch, thus reducing
the resistance. You will see what I am driving at by referring to Fig. 16, page 37, of the Handbook. If the wires
from rheostat are too small and get warm, larger ones
should be installed at once.
Information Wanted.— Ohio (name of town suppressed)
writes: "I am an operator and would like to know what the
I. A. T. S. E. is and how an operator can become a memI. A. T. S. E. stands for the "International Association
ber of it." Stage Employees," of which the operators are
Theatrical
members where there is not enough for a separate union, and
to which practically all unions of operators are affiliated
where
are organized
separate application
operators' to
union.
You canthey
become
a member as bya making
the

called a l% K W., which at 50 volts gives, of course, 25 amind that it will give me up to 35 amperes for 2l/2
••ting warm, and 1 believe would stand a

nearest I. A. T. S. E. operators' union, or to the nearest
I. A. T. S. E. local, which in your case would probably be
Detroit, Cleveland, or possibly Cincinnati.
Whether
you
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would be accepted as a member without examination I could
not say.
Experimenting. — Bakersfield, Ore., writes: "Am now experimenting on use of J^-inch carbons for A C; also am trying to invent an arc lamp that will do away with lamp trouWill send
report and
photos
when I of
haveyour
done."
Willble. be
glad you
to receive
report
of results
work,
Bakersfield. Trust you will succeed in evolving something
of real value. Am a little skeptical about the large carbons,
however.
Idea Preempted. — Lima, Ohio, sends in an idea for quick
threading of film through fire-traps of magazines. Sorry,
Lima, but the same identical thing has been in use for at
least two years. The Motiograph, for one, has it. I am not
certain, but believe it is patented. Anyhow, while the evolving of the scheme does you credit, it can, I am sorry to have
to say, be of no commercial value to you for the above
reason.

A New Camera.
Los Angeles is soon to be the headquarters for a company
who will manufacture and place upon the market a new
design of moving picture camera, improved printers, perforators, naming machines, coloring machines, and other
important accessories allied with the moving picture producing industry. At the head of the new industry will be
Mr. T. K. Peters, well known in the producing end of the
moving picture business. In a chat with the writer, Mr.
Peters gave a brief biographical sketch of his past work in
the moving picture field, and told of the self-denial and uphill grind necessary for him to secure patents on camera im-
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being a multi-focal lens, another being that you can see the
image as it would appear on the negative while the camera
is in motion. Another commendatory feature of the new
camera
is itsincluding
smallness,the'itmagazine
being only
14 inches
high in
andthe8
inches wide,
which
is enclosed
camera boxing In addition the camera contains the other
essentials of a moving picture camera, including the level,
sure shot, film punch, etc. The him meter shows direct in
figures instead of on a dial. The diaphragm is controlled
from the back of the camera, and can be absolutely controlled while the camera is in motion.
Mr. Peters lias already sold three of the cameras, one of
which is being used locally, and which the writer is informed
from other sources is giving excellent satisfaction. In the
near future a manufacturing plant will be erected in Los
Angeles for the manufacture of the Peter's camera, printers,
perforators, coloring machines, and other machinery for
studio work, most of them being inventions of Mr. Peters,
fully protected by international patents.
Later, it is the young inventor's intention to establish a
local producing studio for the manufacture of American
films, which will employ American actors, and produce
American stories. Part of his plans also include the establishing of a moving picture studio in the Orient in which
will be produced the Chinese and Japanese classics by Japanese and Chinese actors, to be marketed almost exclusively
in
the Orient Mr. Peters speaks several Oriental languages
fluently.
Associated with Mr. Peters, and having charge of the mechanical department, is M. Sasir. an experienced uie cutter
and thorough mechanic, who learned his trade in Vienna,
and who is associated with Mr Peters in the manufacture of
the new apparatus
The photograph show* the front view of the new camera,
the inventor standing beside the tripod with his hand resting
on the camera, and M. Sasir standing behind the lathe.

Reckless Reddy Reforms Kalem .

T. K. Peters and His New Camera.
provements. Mr. Peters has been in the moving picture
business for the past ten years. He entered the field as an
operator. Shortly afterward joined a moving picture repertoire company and went abroad to England and France
Not long afterward the company got stranded in France.
Mr Peteri then lectured ■ po ition with the Paris headquarters of the Pathe company, with whom he worked
teen months in the capacity of camera man. His work with
the company t<".k him on journeys all over Europe and into
I -i-t 111 search Ot icenic material
After working
eighteen month* fur the Pathe company, Mr Peteri returned i" America, going to San 1 rancisco, where he established a itudio 1
CO fire caused him t" lose
everything, including a good Lumiere camera. After the fire
he came I
imielf in legitimate
theatrical management, ma
niafa stock company
in
the
Spanish
'I
heater,
an.
I
putting
on
Spanish
dramasandwith
an all-Spanish < •> 11 Hie enterpris< proved ■ failure,
he
imenlinto Mr
1 •
returned to San Francisco the
and expei
bought
the nickelodeon
which at the time promised big financial opportune
econd fire wiped out this venture
He then returned to
tion with the New
on Picture I ompanj a- camera man at the local
Ins ipare time to
ting with < .niiet. 1 impi ovi menti that I
he has perfected an improved non-infringing moving picture
1 .1 upon the mai
1 new in on traction, and conl

Kalem is doing some wonderful work. There is no doubt
about that. They are known in many places as the film
without a studio. It is the firm belief of the directors of
the Kalem Company that nature unadorned i< the true
handmaiden of the moving picture. In the matter of selecting artistic landscapes, the Kalem Company may be said to
have arrived. It is quite certain therefore that anything
they do, whether it he comedy or drama, is going to he a
pretty thing to look at. tor the reason that there is
behind their camera who has an eagle eye lor the eternal
fitness of things
Reckless Reddy Reforms is billed as a Western comedy,
which is literally true. In brief, the story tells of how a
wild but good-hearted cowboy was reformed from his bad
habits of drinking and smoking and carousing by the seemingly mild interest and the ha/el eyes of a Western prairie
Bower, who happened to be waiting table (temporarily) at
the village restaurant at the opening of the story The only
chance that Reddy lias to win this pretty waitress
rything that life seems to hold good to a bachelor.
This was made all the harder for him to do by the connivance
of his cowboy companions, who did their best to make him
fall off the water-wagon, after having mounted I
conspicuous seat They likewise, tantalized his nostrils with
whiffs <'\ tin- sweet cigarette to which he had said 1
The agony poor Red went through for the vikc of winning
such a sweet creature ai
make him deserving of anything
"Only the bra
the fair," likewise, "Faint heart ne'er won fair lady"
Thus
it transpired that while his companions were having all manner of fun with him, Rei ■
iie inside
track and none ol them realized until thej -.!« aim leading
from the Judgi
Ide upon Ins arm
Onepati<
can nee and i" 1 11 ■■
that
through,
actly one that 1- .
tins pictun

■

one Would
wish to see
The || •■
particularly
one COUld imagine
It I < .
it has depth and

uld have

I

tion the most delightful fifteen m ■
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Licensed.
"Aven^i

trongei

of Gaelic people.
: ling one that picugruities in
ss critical, though
without them. In

:■:. Lgil .
■

tided hu-band.
I he settings in this piciphy Faultless
It- story
pretty independent
psis the statement
•'. Indian fell in love with the ranchman's
hkewi-e, that I
an eagle's leather
• . nothing like this appears
umstance which nm-t prove embarassing
depend for th
i films on
m( l>y the film maker.
The action was
• titles than by anyd in the film. The materials at hand were
but much more could have been made out of them
and judgment.

"An Indian's Sacrifice" (Lubin)
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early types of such. It has a horse-thief lover, a hanging
interrupted in a most improbable manner, a chase of a bad
man by cowboys, and a backw
1- cabin with San Francisco
furniture in it. Mi-- Stor\ act- her part of it well, of course,
and the others also act well; bat it is not an important film.
"His Misjudgment" (Edison). — In many way- this is a
beautiful picture. It affords an excellent chance for the
Edison players to picture human emotion-, and they utilize
it with a good deal of power. The paralyzed husband's cure
through fright when a curtain blown by the wind ha- knocked
over the lamp, and hi- beautifully furnished room is in (lames,
i- not made so convincing a- hi- distress at what he thinks
i< hi- wifi'- selfish devotion to social plea-tire.-. She had
kept from him the fact that their fortune i- gone, and is
making a living singing in a theater Hi- vehement accusation when he 1- able to walk, but before he finds out the
truth,
her commendable
sorely. The wife's
this
scene i-hurt
a very
piece ofrepresentation
acting. It isofworth
seeing.

"And the Cat Came Back" I Essanay). — This is a slight
It i- amusing in a small way.
"She Got the Money" (Essanay).— This is a bright little
comedy on the same reel with the above.
There's a snoopa proprietor who i- nervous, and a fan
revolver.
The woman was waiting for a
check from her husband, but between the hall-boy and the
n the fan to continue her
journey.
It's amusing.
"Money in the Bank" (Kalem). — This is one of Kalem's
lighter pieces,
h picture- a collection of amusing characding house people.
The film has some m"re or less unavoidable incongruities,
but it i- well acted and will be acceptable.
..subject
tjj(
| that is old.
"For the Squaw" (Path*
has treated it in a now way. or has intro- <|iiite like a new Story.
I the mine- of the West.
Tiring of loneli[ndian girl and lives with her as his wife.
on her way West.
The pictu
it- excellent photography
The scenes arc in spring when the brooks are
the pictorial portion.
"A Mexican
Rose Garden"
(Kalem). — Here is a love
mains heart-throbs and heart-breaks
aplenty
Indeed, it i- one of the most emotional films the
: g time
It tells the story
of two M
ich of whom believed love hopeless.
Ero mthe world, and the woman lives
after, they see their
experience
peated and take measures to prevent it. In tinthe lovers whom
they help are fort
turesque and offers
tors have performed their
ptably. while th
irk is equally well
done.
"The Primal Call" (Biograph). — Once again the Biograph
Company has found inspiration in Moody's "The Great Divide," and ■ •. feels thai
so fortunate as in
"The \\:
-.it fault is that the
real primal man 1- not truthfully pictured
He exists, but
igh
If the ill bred million-heir had
been contrasted with a Walt Whitman, the picture would
truly have got somewhere;
but this primal man sneers at
showing the courtship of
sharp contrast with
urtship
With the excepmendable iie picture
irin
es it. is com"The

Kiss

of Mary

Jane"

(Melies)

This

is a mark
Western
the

-"The

Battle

Hymn

"Teaching
McFadden
to Waltz"
(Vitagraph). — There igood comedy in this picture, but -it i- far from beil
to the besl that the Vitagraph people have product
of their
have but
been shemasterpieces.
McFadden's
wife
was
fondcomedies
of dancing,
seems to have
prefi
keep her husband a non-dancer.
Through an amusing train
of circumstance-,
ho happens to be practising a few steps
with the pretty maid, when hi- wife surprises him.
Perhaps
she might
be excused
the maid's
band get- even
with herforatpulling
a masquerade
ball. hair. Her hus"Told in the Sierras" (Selig).— This film picture- a story
that may have been true The woman thinks her outlaw husband dead and marries again. He turn- up later and, though
befriended In- the second husband, forces her to run away
with him. He i- killed by the -heriff. The ending i- a very
plea ant surprise It i- acted convincingly enough to make
it worthy and acceptable Some of the scenes are extremely
beautiful: but in one or two of the scenes, strange to say,
the photography wa- too poor to bring out the i
"Higginses vs. Judsons" (Lubin). — This i- a delightful
comedy with a Kentucky feud for it< setting. The old men.
Jud and Higgins, empty their revolvers into a big cloud of
smoke in a most bantam-like spirit, but young Judson had
taken the bullets out of his dad'- cartridges, and young Higginse had done the same for his dad'-, so no harm wa- done,
Each of the young men loved the other'- sister. It i- very
well acted. Miss Lawrence i- Si- Higgins, and Mr. John-on
is young Juddy. The photography i- fine and the film wholly
commendable.
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overcoat- The wife of the married man finds a letter in the
pocket -igned N'orah, and his troubles begin. The bachelor's
-weetheart find- a letter signed "your dear wife," and speaking of the children. Trouble sits on his door step. They
happen to enter the -ame saloon to drown their troubles.
There the matter i- adjusted and the wife and sweetheart
are afterward convinced that no duplicity exists.
"Barriers Burned Away" (Vitagraph).— Here is a film that
tell- in a dramatic way how a fire burned away the difficulty
which had arisen between two brothers and their families.

"Tabarin's Wife" (Patbe).— Here is an adaptation of the
opera "11 Pagliacci." Jt tells of a band of traveling actor-.
the wife of one of whom loves a young man. Her husband
find- a note appointing a meeting, which opens his eyes to
the real situation. In the opera, he and his wife appear in
one scene where he kills her. This time it is really done.
When the audience discovers that they have been witnesses
of a real tragedy, they leave the room in horror, and the man
is led away heartbroken. The piece is beautifully reproduced
and the acting is unusually sympathetic. In fact, it is an excellent example of the art which Pathe puts into its films.
"Volendam, Holland" (Pathe.— Here is a good picture of
an interesting Dutch village. The village itself, the people,
their manners and costumes are adequately reproduced. It is
an admirable
addition
Pathe's
long list some
of travelogs.
They
are
all individual
and tothey
all possess
characteristic
which makes them attractive.

The burning
building, and
with there
the little
imprisonedthrill
inside, i- impressive
is one's
a responsive
when the men come out of the smoke with the little forms
in their amis, and the emotions are deeply touched when
the brothers clasp hands and agree to forget the past.
"Transportation in Siam" (Pathe).— In these finely colored pictures the two chief carriers of Siam are shown —
they
are elephants and bullock-carts. The film is short and
"The Sleep Walker" (Vitagraph). — In this picture the love
story seems to have been subordinated to one of its incidents.
interesting. It ends with a race between three bullock-carts.
The early scenes serve to show the worthy character of the
"Scenes in Our Navy" (Selig). — This well photographed
picture shows the I S. tars and marines drilling, marching
heroine and that the young doctor's mother is displeased with
his attention to her. She seems to be a paid companion of
and going through the setting-up exercises. Several of the
great ships also are shown at anchor.
the doctor's sister-in-law. A box of jewels is shown. The
docor is to take them to a jeweler's for "repairs." This hav"The Reporter" (Selig). — This farce is acted speedily and
ing them overhauled seems unconvincing. The girl walks in
her sleep and removes the jewel-box to her desk and is disis therefore
kept star
amusing.
for bya his
reporter's
bad
dream. The
man on Itthemight
paper pass
is sent
editor
covered doing it by the doctor's mother. She is accused of
to write up how it feels to be a burglar. The result is not
theft. The doctor and the others the following night watch
while she repeats the performance. She thus is proved innovery
funny,
but
it
isn't
dull.
The
picture
of
the
two
of the house when they wake up and hear the crashowners
when
cent and the doctor presumably marries her. The picture is
the reporter knocks the statuette from its stand is quite
played
by anof all-star
cast; but,
in interest, doesn't come up
humorous.
to the best
the Vitagraph
pictures.
"The Sublime Pardon" (Pathe).— This film pictures a
character who could forgive the woman who eloped with
"Lean Wolf's End" (Kalem).— The first object of this picher husband. The women are cousins, and the one who
ture seems to show an Indian's vindictive treachery, and
that seems
picturing.
an army
asks for forgiveness is on her deathbed. The outcome
love
story inhardly
it, withworth
a lieutenant
as There's
the successful
rivalpost
of
brings the husband and his former wife together again. The
the chaplain for the love of the heroine. The chaplain and
film is beautiful, not only because of very good acting and
the heroine are kind to the Indians; the lieutenant is stern
artistic settings, but the players are graceful and pleasing.
with them. The chaplain meddles and in the end the Indian,
It is photographed perfectly.
whom at some risk he has befriended, kills him for his pains.
"A Sacrifice to Civilization (Selig). — This is a pathetic
The Indians and white men totally misunderstand each other.
story of an Indian lad. adopted by American- and taken to a
In hi-hedeath,
while
LeantheWolf's
body There
is carried
Northern city and put to school. The snow storms make
past,
marries
the treacherous
lieutenant and
heroine.
is a
him shiver; he gets coii-umption and dies. The story opens
very pretty picture of Indian tepees with cooking-fires near
them and an unusual silhouette of a camp fire at night with
with a beautiful
picture
of the
hut the
in aladspacious
mountain
land. The
turists
comeIndian's
and take
away.
a war dance about it. In the last picture, Lean Wolf's body
It ends with a very well acted scene where the old Indian
is being carried through, and the idea that is conveyed
father comes north and finds the son dying Hi- sorrow and
by thus showing it i- not a high one. The play has other
despair
and
natural
resentment
at
fate
and
the
white
man
faults, but is uniformly well acted, though perhaps Lean
are finely shown.
Wolf's part is most convincingly carried.
"The Baseball Star from Bingville" (Ess
tells much of the organization of :.
lib and 1"The
— This
would bea picture
wholly
fine
if itRansom"
were only(Gaumont).
convincing,
but itpicture
is so plainly
very interesting.
A good deal of informal
and not real life that its good acting is almost without effect.
the thread of a comic story.
The practice "ii the field, the
While tin- judge i- wavering between his duty to the State
gymnasium
work are shown, an!
and his love for his kidnapped daughter, Jimmie (the wellpictured with crowds streaming acri
the end.
known
little Gaumont
player)
lirmj;- him word
that his
It l- a very welcome film.
daughter is safe and lead- linn and the police to her. Jimmie
ible comment by his clever acting,
"Her Sacrifice" (Biograph). — Thi
and he was never better than in thi- picture.
His part in it,
matic ending.
A poor girl loves a high-born Mexican.
The
irt alone, make- it really worth while seemHe
young mean
man's loss
mother
per-uades the girl that a marriage
would
of honoi
makes the picture delightful.
ment for another -weetheart and the man leaves her in
"The Hidden Mine" | I
Western
pictureof
ivered under
the cabin
anger. A- soon a- he departs -he spurns the other one. who
under-tan. i
Two
Indiana visit In- cabin
. e them food
The third
murderous
them in ti: ■
time the little Hirl runs and tell- her father.
He returns
die in the armof the mat. sh<
and ha- them chastised with a whip.
That night in- 1- decoyed from the cabin and the [nd
it. The
"Juarez After
the Battle"
woman and her daughter with difficulty escape with their
tone
it had value
with Ih i- tfa
live-. When tlu- miner returns he finds them shivering in
disseminata
their night clothes beside the rum- of their shanty He
the horrors oi «vai
Then
begin- poking about among the ruins, seeking bh
h is the church
which have ii"! been destroyed b> the tire, and turn- up a
nugget of gold
marks
,,f
the
machine-guns,
the evidence <•! the
"Old Indian
Days"all (Pathe)
the tOU<
i winch
produce) Apart
seem from
to thmk
i
of dynamite, and t! i
in depii ting I ndian life, this picl i
' buried
"How the Story Grew"
) merit.
■ let. n[ many "i then pei uliar wa>
running through it in no
i nt it. hut perhaps
add. i t.. mil of heart interest which helps m holding the

■

■•

"Two Overcoats'

-

itai ted tiie itorj

■

of truth

w hil

I

1HH
"The

Sleepy
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Tramps"

of two
:(Lubin).—
in. They Thecreptadventures
into a mattress
: a] -tack they burned.
ened to that mattre>>, yet after
hurled by an expro* train over an emit tramps appeared in the shts
rhey bad slumbered
peacefully all the
dy, nevertheless.

"The Crusaders" (Edison). — Here is a film which embodies
ce which surrounds the Crusader.-.
With it is
n a tender love story, tor each crusader in this
gland carried with him sonic token presented by her he loved.
The film is picturesque and brings
hack the' age of chivalry.
We see the onsel in the Holy
Land, the wounding of the lover and his rival's interception
of the message
sent home.
Eleanor waits, but the rival
Only return-to marry
with news
of heron lover's
death. dayAt thelast slave
she
him, but
the wedding
inging her knot of ribbon and the message that her
'.over lives. The Holy Land scenes were made in Cuba,
some of the settings are probably reasonably accurate reproduction- of scene- in England.
The film is well made
and the acting is spirited and satisfactory.
"Taming of the Shrew" (Eclipse).— This picture is very
interesting.
It i- well acted and beautifully staged and also
. i- made clear.
It might be best charcterized as
snd dignified.
It will also safely be classed among
the educational films. It is highly commendable.
"How Willie Raised Tobacco" (Edison).— The first scene
in this comedy is a beautifully appointed room. The story
tells of a sleepy-head son of rich parents who determines to
raise tobacco and goes to Cuba. He has to put in a few
days of hard work before he gets home again. A picture of
a beautiful tobacco plantation is shown and a cigar factory
in Cuba also is pictured. The comedy is interesting, but
not important.
"Village Gossip" (Gaumont). — Here is a film which illustrates vicious human nature in a way to appeal strongly to
thoughtful person-. A widow is befriended by a constable
and becomes a servant in his house while his wife is ill.
Shortly the gossips' tongues begin to wag and she is driven
forth by the scandal, though perfectly innocent of wrong
doing. The picture presents the truth too plainly to be altogether palatable.
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Independent.
"At Sunset Ranch" (Xestor). — There is heart interest in
tin- Wotern story. In brief it tells of a cowboy who was
ordered away
because heof dared
to love
the owner's
daughter.
Through
a succession
exciting
incidents,
the tangles
are
ultimately unravelled and the yonng man is permitted to
marry the girl he wanted. As has been mentioned before, a
charm i- given the^e Western pictures by the magical Nestor
by, which somehow makes the figures stand out
with Btereographic clearness and makes them appear to live
upon the screen. It is a satisfactory Western picture, with
plenty of life and stir in it and sufficient heart throbs.
"Just His Luck" (Nestor). — Here is a good comedy. It
tells the story of two young men who were informed that
the girl they both loved would marry the one that proved
to be a real, live hero. The play is well acted and the photography isclear. It is a good comedy, and gave amusement
to a critical audience.
"The Hermit's Gold" (American). — The most dramatic
scene in this picture is where the young man. having received
the gold from the hermit, gives a portion of it to the shallow
girl whom he once loved, but whose vanity and desire for
wealth the picture shows, has made one man a criminal and
caused the death of another, after which he showers the rest
upon the dead man's grave, in contempt. The story of the
girl loved by two men ordering them to make a fortune for
her and saying she would marry the one who succeeded
first
interesting.
the badly
hermit's
the
fight iswhich
ends inThe
his discovery
being hurtof so
thathoard,
he goes
insane, and the actions of the girl when first one brother,
then the other, seems successful in getting the gold she
wants make good scenes. But at the climax the action of
the brother when he spurns the gold and the girl alike is
sufficiently dramatic and inspiring to win the admiration of
any audience. This film is strong, well worked out and was
favorably received where this reviewer saw it.
"Marked for Life" (Solax). — One may be forgiven for suspecting that the film producers work over old ideas again
and again and put them into new dresses, as it were. The
situation in which the blind wife of a sensitive musician, who
is disfiured, is operated on and made to see is not new.
However, there are new things in this picture, and this reviewer likes it as well if not better than any of the others
like it that he has seen.
"The Foreman's Mine" (Bison). — The same background is
used for this picture as for "The Lure of the Desert." The
story is when
most theimprobable.
There's
exciting
moment
hero sits eating
a bunoneoververy
a blast
that
the villain has just touched off. He is blinded and an operation saves his sight.
"Foxy Grandma" (Thanhouser). — There's a good comic
idea in this picture. Instead of Mamma flirting successfully
with the interested suitor for the hand and, incidentally, the
fortune
a pretty
Grandmama
does.
ask such ofa play
to be heroine,
convincing.
The picture
has We
one don't
clear
fault. If the country lover was to be shown as fortunate
in the end, he shouldn't have been made such a lout. The
Thanhouser Companv is usually unfortunate in its country
lads. This fault has spoiled some of its good pictures.
"The Unbearable Son" (Itala). — In this drama of Italian
life in a busy sea-port town, the reckless son of a very honest
father
forty the
lire from
pursehadin already
his father's
desk.toThe
father steals
had found
purse a and
written
its
owner, whose name was stamped upon it. The son is present when the father discovers the loss. The distress of the
old man and of his wife and the remorse of the son, who
confesses, are pictured very well indeed. The players do
much gesticulating, but they are Italians. The son hurries
away and returns with the money. When the father finds
by how great a sacrifice the son has obtained the money, he
gladly forgives him. The film can safely be called strong,
and is very commendable.
"Fortunes of War" (Imp). — The Imp players seldom fail
when they picture human emotions. In trying to picture a
battle scene without an army and without a general to give
it orders, any company is likely to fail. The early scenes of
this ing
picture
are remarkable.
closscenes, which
also are whatThey're
might simply
be calledfine.
homeThescenes,
are as good; but the battle scenes are merely another failure.
However, this reviewer was mighty glad to see that picture
of Lincoln's cabinet. At the end, when Grant and Lee shake
hands under the flag, one can readily see who is pictured.
"On the Brink" (Rex). — The very breath and spirit of the
ocean is captured in this fine picture. Most of the scenes
are so picturesque that one could look at them with pleasure
by the hour. There is a fishing village on the Jersey coast
called Galilee, a place loved by painters and visited in
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summer by "rusticators" — the term is not a compliment.
There is no doubt that this village served as background
for the story, and the story is good and well acted. It is,
perhaps, the best moving picture of the sea, its beach and
tumbling billows, that this reviewer has seen. Ths salty
marshes, too, are beautifully pictured.
"Bill's Day Out" (Lux). — Here is a lively comedy with this
favorite comedian performing various interesting stunts for
the amusement of his many friends. It would be hard to
imagine any difficulty which Bill did not encounter, ending
with smoking a huge black cigar which was altogether too
much for him. It is a pale, sick-looking Bill that return?
home. But the audience has been treated to many a laugh
before he goes the rounds.
"Weary Tom's Dream" (Lux). — Tom obtains work as a
street-cleaner, but, becoming wearied, he lies down to sleep
and dreams. He imagines he sees some lively winter sports,
and, bcoming interested in bob-sleighing, he enters into the
sport himself. This farcical portion creates a good deal of
hilarity among the audience. Ultimately he is brought to a
realization of his position by two children turning the hose
upon him as he sleeps.
"The teaching.
Two Roads"Two(Yankee).
Here is eat
a story
which athasthea
moral
college— chums
together
close of their term and agree to meet on the same day ten
years later. One becomes a great detective and is given the
task of discovering the man or woman who stole a famous
diamond. For years he seeks the jewel, but is baffled at
every turn. Just as he goes to the meeting place agreed
upon, a note is handed him saying that the owner of the
diamond has given up hope of ever recovering it, and tells
him to stop searching. He tells his friend the story When
it is finished the friend slowly draws a jewel-case from his
pocket and discloses therein the stone. Then the detective
realizes for the first time who the thief is and why it has been
so difficult to follow him. The closing scene is dramatic and
arouses the emotions of the audience to an unusual degree.
(Powers;.
— This
is a humorous
dramatic comedy
is "O,
quiteSay,
sureJim"
to be
popular.
A very
closing which
scene
is worked up to with much skill. Its quality is indescribable.
The whole of it is amusing, but the end is very funny.
"Foolshead
Jealous" to(Itala).
— Foolhead
very
causes
china andis crockery
be broken,
as in this
film,often
but
in nearly every appearance of this clever actor there are,
as
in
this,
new
and
surprising
things
also.
He
is
still
amusing"What the Tide Told" ( Reliance).— This is a dramatic story
of fisher folk. The background is the Jersey coast, and a
fishing village. One scene shows a rowboat riding the beachcombers as it makes its way out, and shows this exciting
adventure better than does any of the other beach pictures
that we have had recently. All the sea pictures in this film
are commendable. The situation is convincing enough to be
interesting. If it falls short of being a true picture of life
in places, we nearly always see the reason. We are satisfied,
for instance, to have the warden weigh the evidence after
the villain's death, and free the hero who was accused of
poisoning his aunt for her money. The lovers sit on the
beach with the ocean waves and moonlight for a closing
scene.
The acting is good.
"The Actress and the Cowboys" (American). — Here is a
Western picture telling the story of the experiences of an
actor and
1 d among the cowboys.
I
ful
in disposing
wife's astage
jewelry
goes to work
at feeding
pigs. ofShehisobtains
situation
as ahe waitrt
cowboys' eating house. She nukes such ■ hit with them
that they purchase all the man's jewelry an. I present it to
fa 1 I). hai tin- money, the has the jewelry, and though
there is tome suspicion on the put of the husband that she
lias been indiscreet, the difficulty is patched up and they depart, presumably for Broadway, while a disconsolate bunch of
.•. atch their exit.
'The Sky Pilot's Intemperance" (American >.- -This lively
Western comedy presents the seeming fall from grace of
a minister w ho 111
'.lie cow■ v obtain a jug • of••! whiskey
the itufland
he ais funnel
1 ailil and proited. and the la I
audience has of the unfortunate parson is while he is getting
: the water cure fioin the pump
operated by In , int.- w ilr
"War and the Widow" (Champion)
An eOterta
uthei n whIow. loved by
erate and by I Federal
Her home is between the lines.
Both lovers vi it her. One daj the Confederate
(then the
and hides under the i .
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Union officer eats his dinner and then proceeds to capture
his
rivalinforms
in an amusing
way. The soldiers
widow doesn't
careConfederate
for that and
the Confederate
of the
fact. Soon the Union major is in the same predicament. She
doesn't like that either. So she helps in a somewhat sensational escape. Then follows a dashing chase by Confederates,
succeeded by an equally brilliant attack and rescue by the
Union cavalry. No favorites are played in this. One is. as
good as the other. And the widow capitulates to the Union
officer.
inated. It is a war story with war's horrors discreetly elim"The Little Leader" (Imp). — Here is a strongly emotional
film, with the death of a great musician at the moment of
success. Then follows the spectacle of a boy, little more
than a child, seizing his father's baton and directing a complicated opera while his father lies dead just back of the
curtain. The details are worked out with care, and the
emotions are deeply stirred. The boy's work is so good
that the manager and himself are warmly congratulated,
after which the manager adopts him and the picture closes
with the manager putting the boy to bed while a vision of the
father smiles down from above. It is a simple story, yet
there is something about it which appeals strongly to the
emotions and tears rise unbidden as the picture proceeds.
"Courting Across the Court" (Thanhouser).— The recent
"Votes for Women Parade" has an important place in this
film. A parade is usually a heart-stirring affair, and one with
a purpose or for a cause is especially so. This parade, shown
in the midst of a love story, makes the film effective. The
lawyer mother of the comedy's pretty heroine makes her
read dry law-books until she is sick of them. The hero takes
the office just across the court. When the mother and her
friends bring the "Votes for Women" banners back to her
office after the parade, they see the marriage ceremony being
performed in the office across the court.
"An Indian's Love" (Bison).— This is a very interesting
film. It has all the qualities that make a picture successful.
It tells an exciting heart-story truthfully. It is instructive,
as showing Indian customs, and it is free from offensive incidents. It is well acted and some of its scenes are \ery
beautiful.
There are no white men in it.
"Summer Madness" (Powers).— This film is certainly not
dull. The decidedly tangled love story is made clear and
understandable to the spectators, and those who watched,
appeared to get a good deal of fun out of it. The summermad maiden who -ees her beau kissing his sister^ whom she
doesn't know is determined to commit suicide. She has her
choice between hanging, which chokes her too much, the
sharp knife, which cuts, and drowning. She finds the water
too cold and then her lover comes. When he gets near
enough to catch her she tries to make the plunge. When he
is holding her safe she decides to live, SO its end is pleasing.
"The Angelus Bell" (Yankee).— The moral of thi
highly commendable.
It shows the power of childhood recollections over the mind of man and woman.
A girl, tempted
by a plausible stranger and the alluring picture which he
knew to draw of the pleasures and excitements of city life,
as contrasted with the dull routine of rural existence
to commit suicide by throwing herself over a precipice, when
ai Bell she thmks bettei
decides to live. Happily, at the same moment her sweetheart comes along and joins her on bended knees in reciting
The acting throughout was fair and the
Such pictures lea
ollection in the mind of the spectator and are much to be preferred to the cheap and hackneyed melodrama.
"The Ghost of the Vaults" (Great Northern)^— Here 1- a
film father
showingdesires
a mixed-up
A girl loves one man;
her
her to Dlove affair
in, be imprisons the man shc srai
father ha> I hoard Of Bold which he keeps in a coffin in 1
:i.at it makes the
man whom he wants the girl to n
1 while he is in the coffin
I, the girl, walking in her sleep, touches the
rod which holds up the lid of the coffin and it falls
iicr in-ide
The lover appears on the
this juncture
The girl, awakened he
I \ whole
the noise,
film litaints and
but"The
perhaps
Wtll be EtUM
more
Cowboy's

;

succeeds and.
whenhim theas .1COwboy
I upon
hero ai returns
The ihainiing widow, w Itl

the

gir'.
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.
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work, particularly when, after her attempted
sui
and her protector ami his mother -it on the porch.
This
i- satisfying.
-cmhas much to commend it. The ending of the story

with the human

Advantages of Alternating Current.

with a beautiful
most apti in pit-• her li\ mg Hi New York and in tl

Th

"His Romance" (Yankee) Very interesting scenery well
photographed is about all that this reviewer can find to commend in this picture. It is the weakest that the Yankee
people have turned out in some time. The produc
For he permitted in it a bit of farcical play
(Andy and John on the golf link,-) that confused the story
and
it -till worse.
The jealous,
rich cousin'- running
after made
the heroine
and the hero
seems unconvincing,
and the
re-t of the romai
In truth, such a play is
i to act, and the better the players are who attempt
it, the worse the result.
"Death of Don Juan" (Eclair).— These operatic pictures
are very acceptable not only because one can imagine the
music that accompanies the well-known scenes, but it is interesting to see such of them as can be taken freely out of
doors on a real lake, for instance. The stories are, for the
rt, dramatic and well constructed, and the motion
picture companies act them very well. In this case the players are graceful and in their picturesque costumes make beautiful pictures. The film is very commendable.
"The Boy Scouts" (Champion) —This real must be like a
dream out of a better world to our small boys, and it is quite
interesting even to the sophisticated. The boys wade
through livers, go through all kinds of game- and sports,
swim, come near being drowned, are then rescued and — joy
of joys — fight with a lot of Indians, evidently numbers of
the famous Hoboken tribe. You may be very sure that the
Indians
a frazzle"
by the
boy scouts,
scouts, who
though
it
looked were
kind "beaten
of blacktofor
two of the
young
fell
into an ambush and one came perilously near being broiled
over a -low Indian fire. It was a splendid thing, the main
body of the scouts came up just in time and there was a
battle, in which some of the boys and Indians were wounded.
This gave the boys a chance to show their skill in giving
first aid to the wounded. It was highly creditable to the boys
that they took care of the Indian wounded as well as their
own. It all ended very happily, the commander of the boys'
camp and the Indian chief smoking the pipe of peace, "just
a- the -mi went down." Such pictures instead of making
ious to run away from home to deplete the stock
of American aborigines have on the contrary a tendency
to make them stay right here, where they may be sure of
■ood Indian pictures.
"Sixtus the Fifth" (Ambrosio).— There have been some
bad Popes beyond all doubt, and where their history is the
raneous history of their times their acts are legitimate -ubjects for representation in moving pictures. If,
however, the wickedness of a particular Pope is to be shown
on a moving picture -creen. let there be some historical
foundation, otherwise tin- thing becomes a -lander on dead
men. who depend on professors of history to defend them.
tus V was no doubt a tyrant, perhaps he was cruel
and even brutal, but hi- worst enemy has never accused
him of having been licentious. The plot I fear has been
constructed not out of history, but out of the needs of the
film maker. As it treats of a subject which may easily offend relu
such a departure from historical
accuracy i- to be deplored. In some re-pects. too, the picture i- ridiculous without meaning to be so. Popes do not
tiaras on the little table in their sleeping chamber, our Italian friends ought to know that much at least.
There are many clever situations in the film, much good
acting and the injection of controversial matter into the
film detract- from its merits from the exhibitor's point of
immigrant
seaport town near
New York. The onlv criticism we can fairly make is on the
score of the photography, in the print we saw projected
one or two of the scenes were very bad. The acting was
very commendable. Mr. Johnson played the drunken husband. The young lady who played his wife did some fine

of

are
cade I
to be
nating enough
current circuits
for on
lightalterand
power, have advantages that are not
enjoyed by theaters on direct current circuit-.
In the first place, alternating current i- the natural current, and it is

her voi(
- the home coming
• al had been waiting f«>r her, bul
eeded in making the situation t<
young in the first place, and no
■ ■! part inare theFaultlessly
picture save
him acts very
photographed.
.I
I

y\ /
fW?— '*l|j^r
I

"n'>'
forced
into that
direct
currenta very
by
artificial
means
destroy
nsiderable percentage ol the original efficiency in converting the
natural alternations or pulsations
into a direct flow of the current. In
the next place, a short, broadHflp ^■■fe
-hoiildered
man Kimble)
in Chicago
(his
name
is Austin
has created
an alternating current motor for
ing picture machines which does a number
nd lor :
of
thingsforthat
direct current
do at
Take at
the will;
fan
motor,
instance.
It goes can't
forward
or all.
backward
runs at any -per. I (forward or back) from 80 revolutions per
minute up to from 550 to 800. according 10 size. It can be
used t opull fresh air in or to push bad air out. fast or slow,
and the cost of operation varies with the speed.
You know how it is with other fans: They either go full
tilt or not at all. Full tilt, they cost full maximum meter-bill,
whether you need full
fan-power or nol
with the Kimble fan it is
different, for yo
money every time you
reduce speed, and you
can reduce -peed by the
pull of a chain, whenever
you want to; and make
the fan either pull in or
push out the air, just as
you think best, by the
same
For simple
instance, chain-pull.
after the
last night-performance,
you
can low
set speed
the Kimble
fan at
(and
low cost) and let it run
all
night,
exhausting
tinair of the theater, so that
by morning the air is
crisp and fresli
when the first crowd begins to assemble, you
can speed it up as much
(or as little) as conditions demand, running it either as an intake or as an exhaust
fan, or one after the other, alternately.
They use a straight-blade aluminum fan that ha- the same
air-moving efficiency whether run forward or backward; in
either case the efficiency is greater than the curved-blade fan.
No other fan motor does all these things, and the Kimble
motor can do them only with alternating current electricity.
This same novel feature of variable speeds that is meeting
with such extraordinary demand with the theater folk has
been adapted by Mr. Kimble to the special Alternating Current Moving Picture Machine Motors.
It is a small, noiseless motor that can be made to run at
any speed desired. Its changes from fast
made by "steps" but are gradual and imperceptible The use
of this motor leave- the operator's hands free and permits
him to give all h\< attention to the light. It also gives a
steadier motion than is possible by hand.
Both the motor-driven fan and the machine motor are built
in a variety of sizes by the Kimble Electric Company, 11 18
Washington Boulevard, Chicago.
Governor John K. Tener of Pennsylvania has organized a
National Board of Censorship consisting of two persons,
which will pass on all of the films exhibited in the nickelodeon- and those of the films manufacturers in Pennsylvania.
A fee of $2.50 will be charged for each examination.
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The Declaration Of Independence.
The Thanhouser Company's patriotic film for the Fourth
of July pictures, in a way that stirs, the heroic acts of our
forefathers. It is called "The Declaration of Independence,"
and its scenes are laid in Boston, on the road to Lexington,
and in Philadelphia. The love story of John Hancock, the
man who could sign hi- name for kings to read, and Dolly
Quincy, one of the belles of Boston, furnishes the thread on
which the thrilling incidents that the film pictures are strung.
The picture opens with a garden party, at which we meet
Samuel Adams, the rich John Hancock and Dolly Quincy.
Hancock was such a dandified man that everyone thought
him a royalist; but after he meets Dolly he becomes a patriot
so staunch that at the famous "Boston Tea Party," which is
shown, Hancock directs the emptying of the ca-es of taxed
tea, and does it without disguise.
The authorities decide to arrest him for high treason, and
we are permitted to read the warrant. He is warned, and
the minute-men conduct him in his coach to Lexington. We
see them as they reach the house where he is to stay, and
they cheer for liberty again and again. But Hancock is not
safe even in Lexington, for General Gage is about to take
his redcoats there and intends, after destroying some military stores, to capture him. Shortly we see that Gage is
reckoning without his host, without the ever-ready minutemen, and without Paul Revere.
General Gage's troops begin the march, but, look! high up
in the tower of the Old South Church there comes a light.
That is Paul Reveres signal. He waits beside his white
horse. One light means that they will come by -ea, and he
must be sure of their route before he starts, so he still
watches. Another light appears, and two li«ht > gleam side by
side from the tower. It is by land that they come, and he
is off.
Now follow- the wild night ride down toward Lexington.
There's a cry of alarm, a knock at a door, and the minuteman and his sons, musket in hand, are out and ready. Calmly
the redcoats march. Don't they see the people are hurrying
out of sight this way and that? Are they contemptuous of
these farmers? Let them be contemptuous. Wait! There
d of white -moke above the fence-. .That 1- from
heard round the world. The red-coated regulars
tremble; their line break-; now they are in retreat.
The pictures now show us Philadelphia and the hall where
the Continental Congress i- meeting.
The Declaration of
Independence i- brought in and read.
One after another,
these brave nun. putting their fortunes in jeopardy, putting
their neck- in a noose, rise and sign the paper
It is a scene
to till the heart with fervor; it 1- a scene to thrill us and to
make us proud.
And to !""k upon pictures of such scenes
nd better way to spend our glorious holiday than
1 lire cannon.
Ther. ■ will be many admirer- of the Thanh, .u-er pictures
who will look twice t.. recognize their favorite 1
found 'neath powdered
«i^ in "The Declaration of Independence" Itwas imperative in order that an accurate reel
be turned out that the p
1 emblance to the
original participants in the -lining events "i '70, and to
look the part, each player had to
up" that
almost amounted to a disguise,
But by the aid of the list
below, identification of fa
imple
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Film Dubuque's Water
Dubuque,
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THand
the easiest \\ a\
to collect it is to jump
into the moving picture
game — right now — while
it's the popular craze.
But get in right. Make
that crowd that just
"pays a visit" become.
patronage
your steady

The Edison Projecting
Kinetoscope is the
machine that will always
do it. It's the pictures
it projects — clear, brilliant, steady, non-flickering pictures — that make
your show a pleasure, not
an
eyestrain.
It'sparts
the
machine
with all
mstantU accessible, interchangeable and built
to stand the Stead) grind.

Thomas A. Edison , inc.
72 Lakeside Ave., Orange, N. J.
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EVIDENCE
(Rex).
ample
\ fen j
onsidered
classic,
It ^ a ;»reel
which today
will

tand for the comic
..image.
The plot is all
e it i- under way
i be run in Coney
but never in the slightest degree
All the scenes On the merry isle have
nged with decided cleverness and are sure to
•. • say m passing that
not a luxury like feature
• comic films may he Mire of tolerant critisimply must have tun and relaxation, and a reel
u> m the proper shape. The climax was,
. irays ought to he, short, but very,
When the wretched amateur photographer,
■ evil hour had volunteered "to secure evidence"
hand with great difficulty— he had just been dism the hospital and cut a sorry figure— the audiili.it it has had a good laugh, which alone was
worth the price Of admission."
more for
we everybody
have of suchin
skits theThe better
the bu~,:
The latest movement of the Russell Sage Foundation in
ane Fourth of July by the aid of
moving pictures.
A reel of film entitled "A Sane Fourth
of
July" ha<
got upa writer
by thisoforganization,
Clarence
Arthurbeen Perry,
educational written
subjects. by
•MUSTANG"
PETE'S
LOVE
AFFAIR
(Essanay).
When the Essanay Company issued that master comedy
"Alkali Ike's Auto," an exhibitor in Butte, Mont., penned
the following letter to the producers of the picture, enclosing a bill f.>r eighty cents:
"Gentlemen." it read, "we are enclosing a bill for eighty
cents against the Essanay Company. We have just shown
your Alkali Ike"s Auto and the audience laughed so much
that they -hook the bolts and nuts off the seats. We have
fixed
the .-eat-,
you should
pay was
for certainly
the bolts."a
Thisup letter,
whichbutis think
exceptionally
witty,
compliment for Mr. Anderson'- comedy, or comic, and proof
that people still like comic pictures. There were many letaise from exhibitors all over the country, who prohe film an unusually good money-maker and who
a<ke>i for more of the same kind. This attitude of the people for the broad comics or low comedy, as it is sometimes
termed, is certainly an argument against the cry of "the
people want nothing but 'high-brow' comedies now." That
the comedy chase is just as funny as it was two years ago,
it has those qualities of freshness and novelty in
the situations and ingenuity in the management, is evident
in the numerous recent efforts of several film manufacturers
and the popularity that the films have won in the theaters.
In Mustang Pete's Love Affair the plot is extremely broad
and develops situation after situation of extremely mirthprovoking qualities. While the story claims but little originality in plot the business of each situation is novel, the
producer having displayed versality and ingenuity in the
situations which are equally as good as in "Alkali Ike's
Auto." The two characters, "Mustang" Pete and "Alkali"
Ike. whoin played
together
as theonly
rivals
"Alkali Ike's
Auto,"
appear
this later
comedy,
the insituation
is reversed.
Mr. William Todd, as "Mustang" Pete, and Mr. Augustus
Carney, as "Alkali." are just as droll and laughable as in the
other "Snaktville" story.
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Keep the Crowds!
You can't hold your crowds unless your pictures
are clean-cut — bright — sharp. And you can"t get
perfect pictures unless you show them through a

Bauscli |oml>
Projection lens
A good lens makes all the difference in the world.
It shows off every film to best advantage. We have
been making best lenses for over fifty years — you're
sure
most for your money if it's made by
Bauschto &getLomb.
Write for our interesting Booklet OO on Projection
Lenses. It contains a host of useful information
about moving picture work.
^ss^
Our name, backed by over half a century of expert/ZfcSSjA
ence, is on all our products — lenses, microscopes, field
('vvvMiff
passes, projection apparatus, engineering and other

Bausch & Ipmb Optical (p.
NEW

YOQK

WASHINGTON

LONDON
A NEW

FILM

COMPANY

From

Essanay

Release

SAN

rP-ANCISCO

--nANKrOftT
IN CHICAGO.

The World's Best Film Company is the name of a new
concern incorporated for $25,000 and located at 809 and 810
Boyce Building, Chicago, 111. This company is going to
make a specialty of feature films. Popular, genial Tom
Quill is back in our midst and is going to be the general
manager. "Feature films and nothing else" is our motto,
said Mr. Quill, and we are for the present time in negotiations for really unusual feature productions from every part
of the world. I am not quite prepared for publicity, but expect to make an announcement in a week or so in the columns of the "Moving Picture World."
A SATISFACTORY

PICTURE

In producing "Enoch Arden," the Biograph Company ha3
fallen in line with the suggestion of this page. In doing so
they have done justice to themselves, more than pleased the
public, given an impetus to the proper class of films required,
and proved again that there are more subjects already written
waiting for reproduction without waiting for the slowly revolving brain of the melodrama scenario-writers; educational
cinematography has been helped.
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REALISTIC.

SELIG

Motion pictures of the 500-mile International Sweepstake
races held at the Indianapolis Speedway on Memorial Day
attracted hundreds of people to the Theater Voyons in Central Street yesterday and today, and undoubtedly many
more will witness the pictures tomorrow, which will be the
last day. The pictures are the most realistic ever seen in
Lowell, and one watching the pictures imagines that he
is on the grounds of the greatest automobile track in the
country. Every important event in the race from start to
finish is shown. As the cars speed around the two and onehalf mile circular track the numbers are plainly seen, some
of the cars can be immediately recognized by automobile
enthusiasts, as can the drivers of some of the machines. A
feature of the film is the heroic act of Harry Knight, who,
driving a Westcott car, in order not to run over Jagersberger's
who two
had others.
fallen from
own mechanician,
car and wrecks
Theretheis car,
not overturns
one detail his
in
connection with the accident that is missing from the picture. The "throwing" of tires as the machines whiz around
the track adds to the spectacular side of the exhibition.—
Lowell (.Mass.), Courier-Citizen.

COMPANY

NOTES.

While taking one of the riding scenes in Selig*s "The
White Medicine Man." recently, an accident occurred which
very
provedwhile
fatal.
One aof posse
Mr. Bogg's
expert Indians
riders,
Frank near
Camby,
leading
of mounted
around one of the sharp turns in the road, was thrown
from his horse with such force that he was unconscious
for several hours. By almost a miracle he escaped being
trodden under foot by the other riders who followed him
around the bend at a terrific rate of speed. During the
mixup, one of the cameras was put out of commission, but
luckily the negative remained uninjured.
CORONATION

SUCCESSFULLY

FILMED.

As if to refute a report that has been circulated
daily press that the privilege to photograph the coronation ceremonies had been denied, we are in receipt of a
the
cablegram from Charles Urban, of Kinemacolor fame, stating
that the whole ceremony has been successfully recorded, including the display of crown jewels.

Record of Weekly Licensed Film Releases
(Week of July 3 to July 8, 1911 )
TITLE
uly 3— Stubb's New Servants (Com.).

MAKE

The Wonderful Eye (Com.)

uly 3— Cattle Herder's Romance (Dr.)
uly 3 — His Birthday (Com.).
Foxy Izzy (Com.)
uly 3— Washington

Relics

(Sc. and

Ed.)

Pathe _
Selig .
Edison .

uly 4— Swat the Fly (Com.). A Hungry Pair (Com.)
uly 4— Saving the Standard (Dr.). The Cuttlefish (Ed.)
White

Medicine

uly 4 — The

Latent

Spark

Man

New

Cook

Essanay .
Gaumont

(Dr.)

Selig _

(Com.)

uly 5— Trading His Mother (Com.).
uly 5— The

Vitagraph .
Polish and Pie (Com.)

(Com.)

uly 5— A Bald Lie (Com.).

Biograph _
Kalem _
Lubin

uly 3— The New Faith (Dr.)
uly 4— The Price of a Man (Dr.)

uly 4— The

Exc. No.

Edison
Kalem

Birds and Their Nests (Ed.)

uly 5 — Ancient and Modern London (Sc.)

Pathe -

Boys Will Be Boys (Com.)

uly 5 — In Northern Forests (Dr.)

Eclipse Vitagraph

uly 6— The Thief and the Girl (Dr.)
uly 6 The Snake Bite (Dr.)

Biograph
Lubin

uly 6— The Great Heart of the West (W. Dr.)

Melies

uly 6— A Craven Heart (Dr)
uly 7— The Crucial Test (Dr.)

Selig Edison -

uly 7— At the Break of Dawn (Dr.)
uly 7— To the Aid of Stonewall Jackson (Mil.)

ffmnij
Kalem

uly 7— Along the Danube (Sc). Obedient Limbs(C). Chinese Potteries (Ed.)— Path*
uly 7— The Woes of a Wealthy Widow (Comedy Drama)
uly 8— The Corporation and the Ranch Girl (W. Dr.)
uly 8— The Village King Lear (Dr.)
uly 8 Always a Way (Dr.)

.

uly 8— Waiting (Western drama)
uly 8— Snow Bound with a Woman

Vitagraph
Ksaanay
Gaumont
Lubin
I'.uhr

Hater (Comedy drama)

Vitagraph

When Run
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PURE AIR IN THEATERS.
The Pure Air Appliance < ompany, of Chicago, is placing
on the mat kit a device which i- new and wonderful in its
simplicity and effect, and i- used in purifying and deodorizing
the atmosphere
in theater-, by the use of the electric fan
The managers of the theaters in Chicago and elsewhere
where these appliances have been installed cannot speak too
highly of the benefits derived and in many instances high
cost device- lor purifying the atmosphere have been dlSthe fan appliance. The general welfare and health
of the public is becoming a vital issue with people of to-day,
and consequently the people at large have become educated
to a point where they will not permit themselves to become
contaminated by any unsanitary condition- that may prevail in theater- or elsewhere Wide-awake managers are
taking advantage of these facts and placing two to four
of these devices on the fan- and in SO (loin- they find that
it is not necessary to close any theater, for the atmosphere
labsolutely
free' orfrom
germs and
is deodorized
e-sence
of a pine
eucalyptus
odor,
for which by
the the
public
spend million- of dollar- yearly in traveling to Maine or
California to breathe and are benefited thereby.

Record of Weekly Independent Film Releases
Week of July 3 to July 8, 1911)
TITLE

MAKE

July 3— The Call of the Open Range (W. Dr.)

American

July 3— The

Fighting

Rev.

Caldwell

Champion

July 3— Can

He

Her

(Dr.)

Eclair

Wants to be an Actor (Com.)

Eclair

July 3 — Tommy

Save

(Dr.)

July 3 — In the Sultan's Garden (Dr.)

Exc. No.

Imp _

July 3 — Groucho's Quiet Fourth (Com.)
July 4— The Unloaded Gun (Dr.) .

Yankee
Bison

July 4— When

Powers _

Pals Quarrel

(Dr.)

July 4— The Love Potion (Com.)
July 4 — The

Powers

Declaration of Independence

(Dr.)

July 5 — The Emperor's Debt (Dr.)
July s A Cowboy and a Lord (Dr.)

Ambrosio
Champion

July 5— A Message from the West (Dr.)
July 5— The

Golden Rule

July 5— Starting

(Dr.)

Something

(Com.)

Solax .

July 6— For the Queen's Honor (Dr.)
July 6— The Little Mayflower
(Dr.)

Rex -

July. 7— Blacks

Make

July 7 — Secret

Treachery

Service

(Dr.)

(Dr.)

Solax -

July 7— The Court's Decree (Dr.)
July 7— His Great Sacrifice (Dr.)

July 8— The

Soweth
Island

Thanhouser
Yankee -

(Dr.)

Military Tournament
Haunted

BisonLux

July 7— The Silent Signal (Mil.)

July 8 — Turin

American
American
: . . Imp Itala

(Dr.)

July 8— As a Man

Nestor
Reliance

July 6 — The Schoolma'am of Snake (W. Com.)
July 6— The Ranch Chicken (W. Com.)

July 6— Fate

.

Thanhouser .

Great Northern
(Sc.)

(Dr.)

July 8— Thou Shalt Not Lie (Dr -

Itala Powers Reliance

When Run

Remarks
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advance view—thisRS-BSI-!
week of a three-reel
subject, produced by the Great Northern Company, oi D
The American rights for this excellent picture have been secured by Mr. P. P. Cra::

^^«

The Tempt
. m Company.
The picture
best-acted films that it has ever been our pleasure to witness.
To those of our readers who remember
that excellent Pathe picture, "1 .
would say that this Danish picture is on a par with that sterling little drama of some three yea:- ago, which was acted by three pen
that has probably never been surpassed.
The entire three reels of 'The Temptations of a Great City." are acted by four strong ch^
other characters, except an occasional lackey or policeman.
The part of the waiter, who is also a money-lender to the gilded youth whom he serv ■__.
: really a masterpiece of character work.
'The Temptations of a Great City" is melodrama, pure a; d simple.
It does not claim to be anything else,
can be called high-class melodrama.
In it there are no shooting scrapes, or sensational situal ft
stereotyped kind.
It is a simple drama of
jse and effect, well told, with surprisingly few sub-titles.
The four principal characters are the money-lending waiter and his simple daughter.
j at cross purposes with a society matron and her prodigal son.
The film tells, in a
about a fool and his money, or, ir
_se, other people's money : particularly his mother's money and the money- lender's mon.v.
it
1
- the The
money-lending\ *
ceive reader
in the four cor
-"*
spend"
young
The 1
pays
trasting characters
This of
of dramati
, domineering
5 be..'.. en the fai

-

leads t.
:limax, which nothing
>n earth can settle ex:ept an elopement be
prodigal sor
ind theThere
waiter's
:er.
are daughmany

. ... therefore
iced not dwell on
subject.
In one s
there is an ingenious
effect, and later

is European pic
__., and that is the
fact that the Euro
peans are 'stealing our
stuff.'
Danish Ordinaril
picture _ '
would expect the for

ityles of the Europeai
ichool. The European:
are getting wise tc
facial
:pression,
t for a tele
phone that looked li
a wedding cake and :
Koliceman with a bras;
ettle on his head, nc
would know thai
.. .J a foreign film
Not only that; if tin
watch

closely,

tin

facial

expression,

be

A "STATE

RIGHTS"

PICTURE

TEMPTATIONS
=OF A=

GREAT CITY
A HIGH CLASS MELODRAMA
No Suicides, No Murders, No Hold-Ups, No
Kidnapping, but still a good strong Melodrama. A self explanatory picture showing
that money is the root of all evil. Be wise.
Buy the state rights of your state for this picture and you will get plenty of that root.

Remember, a "State Rights" man is
not necessarily
an exchange man.

WARNING
Our films
tected by
right law,
which is a

! ! $500. REWARD

are fully prothe new copya violation of
criminal offense.

For information which will
lead to the arrest and conviction of any person, or
firm violating our copyrights.

M0N0P0L FILM CO.
P. I\ CRAFT, Gen. M<|r.

Ill E. 14th St., N. Y.
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THE GREATEST SPECTACI
A

WONDERFUL
Realization=~=The
Cro wning A chie vement
of the

Film World
One Night Stands
Transformed Into
Week Stands
DANTE'S "INFERNO" will
draw crowded houses at in=
creased prices for one week
or more where other fea=
tures last one or two nights.
Bookings in the best the=
atres in every section of the
U. S. and Canada on the
"USLAL" sharing terms for
big attractions are available
for DANTE'S "INFERNO."

Fl V

A
COMPLETE
PRODUCTION
IN

MONOPOL

FILM

CO.

P.

P. C
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HISTORY
24 3 sheet
BLE, 8,
ARKA
/REM
^ litho
stands
and
I sheet lithos now being
produced by the Courier
Company. Everything
necessary for billing, photos, cuts, heralds, press
matter and special booklets for colleges, schools,
etc.
EXCLUSIVE CITY AND
STATE RIGHTS WILL BE
SOLD.
Bids invited from
SPONSIBLE parties.

RE-

$1,000.00 SURETY BOND
to exhibit only IN THE
TERRITORY CONTRACTED required.
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Nat M. Wills
A $2.00 STAR

A 25 cent Poster
ALL AT USUAL

RATES

RELEASED

JULY 15th

Surely you have ordered the Comedy Box
Office Winner of the Season
RELEASED

JULY Hth

THE LOVE TYRANT

rwo

HOW AUNTIE WAS FOOLED ^
COMING!

The Great Powers Fire
and Fred Walton
"The Toy Soldier"

POWERS
Temporary Address:
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14th St., New
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Los Angeles.
and Central Avenue, has
Licensed to Independent,
reels of Independent
film from Melies Brothers' local exchange.
New Airdomc Opens. — A new alrdome. located on
North Broadway, opened last week. It is using
Independent e '"
theater will open June
^.;rd, with late run Independent films, hooked
through the local office of Miles Brothers.
New San Jacinto Theater — A new moving picture
theater is .
- • Jacinto. Cal. The
new theater will hook late run Independent service.
Harry I.. ('ourtrighi tic proprietor, lias Just signed
aforcontra'
• Brothers' Exchange
his 01mI
hooking
Films for Church. — B 1! Reutopobler. the pastor

11,000,000
Show
Circuit
for tho North.— Word
comes U>
formation
of a Jl,'"'
and vaudeville theater cir< •;.
formation by a group
of Northern capitalists. 'I he
poratlou engineering tbe venture, is known as tbe Vandl Koto Amusement Co. The plans of tbe company Include estab-

-

-'

1

and bold net
lurch choirs.

be opened
ford

-

residents
down-town
houses.

. Theater.
that

thor-

nmeoded

In

• the

erection

al ireb

« ith

-

I

The

■ time.

of i

would

kt
so that the walls and
made out
can be
La
- to their
Tbey have closed their alrdome at Pendleand Eastern
A .■
management
of the Lafiijer.e
Photoplay
situated
at - Jefferson
■•
doors forand theLata]
summer
and
•1 direct 1\ across the street a

Alhambra

Theater,

formerly

owned

by

Bni

of the Jewell Theater, and will be
turned into a moving picture theater. The nolle]
of the house Is not known as yet, but II
a &c admiaalon. The operating r<«.m is being Installed. The date for opening bas sol ' ■
Further particulars will be given later.
Mr. P. Gevurtz arrived in Seattle Jum
\lr. he Gevurts'l
are not known.
but it is likely
will look plans
for a locatlou.
Mr. W. II. Winters,
of the Seattle Stage-Lighting Co.. has been let tbe contract
for Installing
the operating room at the Alhambra Theater.
The National Theater, oil Pike Street.
Friday afternoon, present the women
patron- With
a sliver plated teaspoon.
The idea is to have them
become regular patrons and MeelVt
lirombacber. of the Pacific I
change,
of
this
city,
has
left
for
Vaneuux..
( anada
to open a branch Office
states tie,
Western Film 00,
Mr. W. P. spurrier, of the Savoy Tb, .:■
Pacific 1 i i in Exchange next week and will

the

Theater,

for bool

-

take

-

Uavi

Co..

ceiling
„ it.
seats.
ton
Tbe
House,

•

itluu. until tbey
bare acquired the habit. We have sometimes wondered if
: • as much a
discipline as It is a pleasure. There is a possibility that many wh<
< Itb regularity do so out of I failure to exercise ibelr own
imaginations to the delightful degree possible, or
to actualize their own dreams. It Is likely that
the world BJ I
■' theater, in which
tlecicd glory of tbe

'

I

is exclusn.
mer vaudeville on Jul]
By the :

The O. T. Crawford Vaudeville tip.
tablisbed. elaborate and commodious
air.l- •■Is said to seat 2,000. They are
crete and Italian Marble ami
ed by the largest
darning
an
obtain:,
company,
besides operating t .
domes,
continues
to run ten i

Two other theaters
have closed
here for the
season. The Vllliage Grovals Theater, located at
Pennsylvania and
rail Avenues, and the Daudy,
situated just around the corner.
The Priestera Park, a summer
resort
talnlng
the public
with
a few moving
picture

San Francisco. Italph Plncos, well kn
Northern moving pii lure circles, i- the general
manager of the new corporation. Theaters already
secured and new ones about to open, are: The
Princess, Kan Francisco; Victory Theater, Sun Jose;
Yosemlte Theater. Stockton: Majestic Theater.
Chlco. Other cities In tbe combination In which
houses have already been secured, or will be built
in tbe near future, are Sacramento, Itakersfield,
Fresno and Coalings. The theaters will use an
equal number of moving pictures
and vaudeville

Mill

-

or about
• ..Misand
Seventeen of the li.ens.-s are held by
.cdiiig tbe regular vaudeville
The Prlscilla. one

St. Louis.

Council next week will pass upon the draft of the
city
attorney's recently completed
moving
ordinance
io come
beforepicture
the
council the coming week.
The new ordinance will
contain the provision that moving picture
exhibited
in ehun I •
space
is
equal io ('. |*r cenl <f the total tloor area. Kor
many weeks Ibe pastor of tbe church bas been asking for t •
tig moving pictures

hur

WORLD

Arthur S. Hyman.
President of t
plctur
of theaters, has returned from a
San Francisco.
Four Arizona Theaters Go Independent — J. L.
Olsen. manager for the Phoenix. Ariz, branch of
the California Film Exchange, announces that he
bas swung four Arizona Licensed bouses over into
the Independent column. The following Arizona
theaters have signed up with the Phoenix branch
Empire Theater. Clifton; Elk Theater.
Morenei. Liberty Theater, Bisbee; Elk Theater.
Prescott.
D. S. Marcowitz, manager of the local branch of
the Califoj-nla
Film Exchange,
has gone to San

Theater. — 24rh
from

all watch with
(lie worM
their Dot!,
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the Intended
upon mr umi«
as favoring the house, that they
la a position to favorably consider t Ho
granting
Follette
• nil Q. S. Rockwall, the promoters of the open«lr theater, have been making every effort to obtain the
ad ore the sponsors
for the statement Hint the nearby residents are
signing the |>eMtlon without any hesitation. Highclass
picture*
and the
"pop"
vaudeville
will
be themotion
attrartlons,
should
theater
be allowed
to open. In and about Providence It would appear very difficult to obtain a license of this sort,
as several
applications
have
already
been
dls.
Pines

MOVING

stalled In the
Motography wl
curriculum

Its

sumthis

Is The
based Scenic
on last
year's Hartford.
trade, whichConn..
was Isexcellent.
Theater.
doomed,
as the entire building Is to l>e speedily torn
down, thus to make room for a new office building.
The Scenic Theater Itself Is practically a new
building, and the theater was held as doing a fair
business.
Manager John Keon. of the Theater Continue.
Salem, Mass.. evidently thought that, although
the Fourth of July is some time nway. It might be
well for the parents of children to give some attention at this early date to the safety of the
little ones on that date. Accordingly. Manager
Keon secured the Edison. "A Sane Fourth of Jnly."
and featured the reel heavily for three days. Mr.
Keon also Is a true exponent of uplift for motography, and Invited the members of the city government to his cosy Theater Continue, to witness a
special exhibition of this great educational film.
The members accepted the Invitation, and stated
they were greatly pleased with both the reel and
Manager Keon's thoughtfulness in
the picture.
Mr.
Keon
told the World's New
the Russell Sage
Foundation. Department of Child Hygiene, of New
York. Is now planning to write a letter concerning:
the "Sane Fourth of July" to the mayor of every
city In the l/nlted States, of 5.000 population or
over, and another to the Chamber of Commerce
and civic associations affiliated with the National
Municipal 1 eague, and asking them to urge the
exhibition of this Edison reel.
The New Lincoln Theater, which was started
recently In Worcester. Mass.. has suspended all
building operations. The foundation Is completed.
but no further work Is being done. No one seems
to know Just what the hitch mjjy be. The Worcester Amusement Company originally exploited
this house, but something has evidently gone
wrong with this corporation.
General Manager E. H. Gentle, of the Congress
Theater. Portland. Maine, has closed bis house,
with a view to making extensive alterations, enlargements and general repairs. The house will
t>e open
again
the fore part of August,
if the
work progreaoci satisfactorily. This house is doing a tremendous business and has been running
for over three years without any lapse. It Is
' Manager Gerstle's desire to make his
honse even more fitted, that he closed this sumWeatwood Park, Dedhnm. Mass., will open July
Si for Its annual summer season. A program of
Licensed service "pop" vaudeville and songs will
be offered.
This park will give two "' ~
buslness every summer, as do most of the parks
In and about Massachusetts.
Manager Joseph A. Burke, of the Elm Theater.
New Bedford. Mass., Intends to remain open during
the entire summer, so good are the drawing power*
of his "pop" vaudeville and plctnres.
The Broadway Theater, Lawrence. Mass . Is
not to be operated by Its original builders, as
" -ver & Morris have announced that they
have sold the Broadway to Messrs. Connolly &
Frankel. These two men also run a theater In
I.ynn. Mass.. which shows good results. The
Broadway Is a large house, first-class In every way.
and will offer "pop" vaudeville and pictures.
The pupils of the Central Grammar School, of
Fltchbnrg. Mass., were guests of the Practical
Arts School, during a full dress rehearsal of a
Shakespeare classic. During the waits, between
the acts. Cinematography made lta bow, being
presented by H. F. Jackson, general manager
of

>car

be outdone
by the Theater
Comlque.
S bltlpublic fofficials
to be
the
Bdlaon
Brothers,
of the Dreamland
Theater,
I
traded a vast amount Of most favorable nttentlon and comment by their liberality and charity,
.•dicer In Beverly was killed by an
electric abOCk while on duty, owing to some
faulty mechanical work. Messrs. Ware Brothers
promptly sv aside one whole day for the widow
.lien of the unfortunate officer. The
Dreamland
hours earlier than
great towascontribute
the rush toof (hepeople
house," and
who bowished
fund, that
Btlre
unusually
Iborl shows
were
run off. The
■ - - w Ife. were forthwith
The War.
,i this day's receipts
made up one of the largest totals In the history
of the Dreamland. Such methods as these are
most praiseworthy, and the Moving Picture World
takes pleasuie in complimenting the Ware Brothers
on their liberality and good sense. Such an act
as this brings more favorable attention (and business* to a moving picture theater, than almost
any amount of advertising will bring.
In these columns this week we find three distinct ads which bode well for the picture — Messrs.
Ware Brothers' charitable act. Manager Keon's
exhibition of a "Sane Fourth of July," and Manager H. F. Jackson's free exhibition of moving
picturesdren. for
benefit to
of note
Fitchburg's
schoolin chilIt Is the
a pleasure
these facts
the
World, and the World's New England representa"his columns.
is always happy to chronicle such HENRY.

Washington,

Pittsburg

In

and that
regular partto ofba the
in\\ tth
bear of •a mimoving

D. C.

Lobby Decoration Is something that alw;
■acts the passerby and to a great measui . .
claims the house.
The neatest poster holders I
talnly
brass-framed
glas
displayed much taste in taking this advanced
step in motion picture advertisement. It appeals
to the cultured.
The Leader has the distinction of using the only
aluminum screen In the city. The projection here
Is among the finest to be found anywhere. The reduction of the size of the screen hasthe been an Improvement, bringing the figures
side lights
projected picture.
The directing c
mellow Illumination, while
celling wardi
the ventilation
fans make this theater
now exceedbeing
lngly comfortable.
Personal attentl
given the Leader by Manager Miller and
elates, and one of their latest additions to the
comforts
patronsof Isthethe shows
ladles' were
retiringpresented
room.
Recently ofa its
number
under the auspices of the local masons.
Jim Hawkins has added the capital City Park to
his already large ilst of picture theaters. He and
his songs are popular wherever he goes.
The Educational Side of the motion picture Industry was again brought Into evidence recently
In a lecture of motion pictures on "Alaska — the
Land T'p There." This was presented at the Columbia
Theater
R. Dobb'sand
and the
gave geography
an excellentof
Insight Into bytheD. customs
Alaska. At this season of the year Is provided a
delightful contrast to our own weather conditions,
and the views served to reduce the existing temperature considerably. With snow and Ice continually passing before one. one Is bound to be InBoenced, The entire lecture was extremely interPerth Amboy, N. J. — Work has been started by
the Hyme Company, of Perth Amboy, N. J., for
the Royal Amusement Company, also of Perth Amloy. on a moving picture theater to be known as
the "Roval," at the corner of Smith and State
streets. In that city. The theater will have a
frontage of 30 feet on Smith street, with a very
attractive tiled floor entrance and a depth of 144
feet, with exits to both Smith and State streets.
It will cost approximately $80,000 to $40,000, and
the building contractors expect to have same ready
for the Royal Company to commence business on
or about September 1st of this year. The house
will have a sloping cement floor, with a seating
capacity of about 650, and will be thoroughly fireand one house
of the best ventilated and
modern proofplctnre
for

._ be about 19 feet In width by
9 feet in depth. The "Royal" will be under the
management of Mr. William Brown, of Atlantic
City, and Mr. David Snaper. of Perth Amboy, both
of these gentlemen having had considerable experience in this line of business.

• MB 1 If tli Avenue. Is
undoubtedly
Hie lending
I'hotoplav
'1 he
"I films In this cltv.
This theater
Is
ind well ventilated
In the summer
and heated at the right temperature In i
making li co-\ and comfortable at all times.
The
■ placed in such a manner so
able to read a newspaper
at almost any part of
the house.
The projection booth Is one of
In the city, and Is c<|ul -d with two latest model
machines, employing two chief and two assistant
in.- capacity Is Tiki, with standing room for L00 more The il.»,r is attended bv
ushers. In neat uniforms I furnished by J. M. Bradare very polite and attentive to the patrons. A six-piece orchestra, under the leadership
of George Wolbert, furnishes an additional feature
Ideal photoplay house. Miss Margaret
Stoerker Is the pianist. Three first run Licensed
films from the General Film Co.. are used, with
an additional feature now and then. The Kalem
"Juarez After the Battle." was strongly advertised by displaying two large S'.j x 11 AmerlcaD
and Mexican flags, with numberless smaller flags
of both nations placed artistically around the
lobby.
Mr. G. B. Brenneman
is the manager
of
Mr Reuben Soltz. the enterprising manager and
proprietor of the Majestic, at 1215 Fifth Avenue,
states that he contemplates remodelling his theater
in the most modern way about the end of July.
The new Majestic will have a seating capacitv of
500, and will be equipped with a modern, double
asbestos booth, using two latest model machines.
The booth will be raised to the second floor, and
will have a throw of 62% feet on a 16 x 18 curtain. The lobby will be entirely remodelled. The
Majestic, at present, seats 350. and has been
running lo good business, considering the hot
weather. One first-run Licensed reel and two older
reels are used. A large theater organ furnishes
the music. The policy of the Majestic at Its opening, had been to run vaudeville with three films,
about twenty days old, charging ten and five
cents admission, but for the last six months,
straight pictures have been used, charging five
cents admission, wlib great results.
The Idle Hour, at 226 Diamond Street, one of
protoplay
theaters
in this city.
moving picture field, has shown hin .
very capable. The house Is equipped In the most
modern way. with a double asbestos booth, nslng
two No. 6 Powers machines, equipped with special
Grundlach lenses. The curtain has been coated
with a silver coating, making the projection very
praiseworthy. Independent films are used, furnished by the Pittsburg Photoplay Co. Mr. Chris.
Vollmer Is the proprietor of this house.
$20.00 In gold will be given to the person suggesting the best name for the new theater at
335 Fifth Avenue. Roses were given to the ladles
on Its opening. June 24. Demas & Gregoros are the
proprietors. Mr. Herman Hyiiian. formerly manager of the Olympic, American and the Glen I
p-to-date fireproof booth, using two No. 6
Powers machines. The curtain is 12V4 x 14.
First-run Independent pictures are used, from
Pgh. Potoplay Co. In accordance with the new
law. the house has only 300 seats, but the
seating capacity could be enlarged to 450.
grand opening of the Lyric Theater, 101S
were shown to all who attended. The manager
Is Mr. I,ee J. Warner, formerly manager of the
Grand Opera House, Youngstown. O. The projection was especially praiseworthy, for which due
credit should be given to the operator, Mr. J. J.
Prent*. This house prides Itself in being the best
ventilated bouse in Wllklnsburg.
The Scenic Theater, on Market Street, across
the street from the Pastime, has been closed for
the last couple of weeks.
It Is the same old story
Attest, there was i
and the Pastime Is still there.
The Rex Theater, at 6017 Penn Avenue, E. E..
for

24.

fans

i

Is the general manager.
As a lobby display for the Essanay Automobile
Race film, the Avenue._ at 4711 Liberty
Street.

the talking moving pictures with great results.
The proprietors contemplate extensive alterations
before the first of September, their object being
to extend the house back to an alley, and to add
100 more seats to the present 200. The house Is
well equipped with a fireproof booth and two Edison one-pin
are used. It Is well ventilated, using machines
t
The Duquesne, under the management of Harry
Davis, using the Harry Davis Stock Co., Is running moving pictures
jnonths.
4 old Licensed
reels a ! for
used. theMr.summer
J.

THE

Licensed

Film

Stories.

to bis country horn* to recuperate, accompanied
by bis friend Epicurus, an old Roman voluptuary.
Loitering about bis beautiful grounds one day, be
came upon one of bis servants, a young female
■lave, so deeply engrossed In reading from a scroll
that sbe was entirely unconscious of bis presence.
Curious at seeing so much knowledge In a young
) read her tablets
called
Christians.
He talked much with her and became Interested
as the beauties of her faith were unfolled to him.
and he realized Its spirituality and unselfishness,
especially when contrasted with the sodden materialism of old Epicurus, who wished to have her
whipped. One day as be slept on a bench In the
t fearfully close to
garden, a great 1
bis neck. The slave girl, at
dashed It to the ground, and more than ever Valerius wondered at the Christian
spirit of eelfsacrlflce.
To put her to the test, he agreed with Epicurus

_o feather h.
Realizing at last that be loved the girl. Valerius
called her 10 him and wished to confer upon her
the honor of concublanage, but to bis surprise, sbe
esteemed It not an honor but an Ignominy, and confessing her love for blm. preferred death to abame.
At last love, pure and holy, conquered him and
be sought her out to tell her that he would marry
ber according to her Christian rites. But It was
too late, Epicurus and a Boldler, bearing I
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but Is thrown aside by Roy, who assists the firemen In rescuing the woman. He then permits the
count to follow, himself bringing up the rear.
Tbe situation is a perilous one, and the ladderhurling the count to the ground. Roy clings desperately to the upper portion until another ladder
Is raised and be Is then rescued, only to discover
that tbe count has been killed. Roy Is taken to a
hospital badly burned. Madame then tells Bess
inciled. they visit Roy. where he
ry, and together
TWO LIVES — lirown and Clayton are college
chums. Brown's father falls In business, and the
boy leaves college, and with the true American
grit, goes to work In a great steel mill, where
his fine character and the same energy that made
him the star ball player at college, wins for him
rapid advancement.
Clayton becomes a financier, and he devotes his
life to money making.
Tbe rich man snubs his
t Interesting scenes 1
the foundry and machine shops of a great
plant, contented with bis work. Clayton worships
only money, and his selfishness causes a respectable old merchant to kill himself .
Brown marries for love, and In bis modest home
with bis wife and baby boy, be realizes heaven on
earth. Clayton marries a wealthy society girl who
elopes with one of ber own kind.
Time brings a reversal of fortune to tbe two
men. Clayton loses his money In speculation, and
sinks to tbe gutter. Brown giving alms to a
ragged beggar

Indian
brother died. Among
that cleared Gordon's name, and bis mother
a solicitor out to bring him home.
At first Gordon refused: but the solicitor, working on the poor
tbe hoy's sake.
But In agony of love, sbe fastened one tbe
littleother.
moccasin
of nerfound
ooy'atbeIn """" breast
and kept
Gordon

IndlanB
without
subjects.

truth.

They
tie tent

I ! hey
and caravan shows, and the
r many miles around.
It is

when the "Great Herrman" first visited the Southwestern tier of territories lie was invested by the
Indians everywhere, with supernatural powers.
Old Sitting Horse, a brave of the Yuma tribe,
takes bis daughter to see a small caravan
show run by "Prof. A. Leclercque, accompanied
by the Fascinating Mile Julie." and there see all
the wonders of the "Hat and Handkerchief," the
"Sword and Hamper." the "Dlseppeai
and most wonderful of all. the taming and fooling
of a wild and woolly cowboy bj
He Is so Impressed with the powers of the professor that when, next day, his daughter Is kicked
by a bronchi., and the medicine man of the tribe
la unable to help her. he literally kidnaps the much
alarmed
professor
and takes him
to bll bona
The showman
finds a way nut of his predlca
ut
by hypnotising the Indians 1111. 1 Is alsiut to make
bis escape when his wife sees signs of life In the
girl anil she reciters.
In their
Joy
restoration.
Indians Insist that the magician
them, but he cannot see that, and
again he resorts to mesmerism to get away from
them, flying In his van and leaving '
mystified and wondering more tlnin ever at bit
occult disappearance, hag and baggage.
A CRAVEN HEART— lies, and It..y are engaged lo he married, ami ha Is happy In the security of her tore, when a f irrlgn count appears
on the scene. Being ambitions to shine in tim
world
of titles,
p..
I 1 .-ally loves, and I ■
father consents, ami, Hushed
■Hit,
he leaves,
only
to l.e conf routed
'
•••. WbO
has
follow,-. I I. tin INot
wishing
to be machine
ai.l
Hoy
.lilve
lo l,.-r bote!
be

Hoy
has seen
Ihla
starts In pursuit,

meeting
following

Into

his

and
balling
an auto
workInto her hotel.
them

rtloj t

sues.
his

itoy,
tl

Ma. la

I right
tiie« 1
parata than ami
filling.
". idame has imp
a lighted
lamp, It St
in
ami
hulls
wh.. luckily

>ut It was too late: the prodigal 1
mother's arms and forgive
Jack was given bis
passed and
•uty-flrtt birthday party. Sir Gordon felt that
the time had come at last to tell the boy of his
origin, that he could no longer withhold the
truth: and sadly he told blm all, giving him tbe
little moccasin. Poor Jack was stunned by tbe
blow. What effect would It have upon hla sweetheart? But first be made bis father tell blm all,
and reproached him bitterly for bis neglect of bis
mother. Even as they talked, the squaw wife,
now wrinkled, haggard and old, lay dying at tbe
old house In Arizona, holding tbe tiny moccasin
to her lips: a strange sml sad contrast to the
luxurious surroundings of her husband and boy.
theThat<J night as they walked In the garde
fellow saw the
lineage, aud that tbey must part. In anguish of
mind he determined lo go out to America snd find
his mother.
Despite
his father's
entreaties,
he
• found a friend in
Arrived at the old ranch,
I old Indian who took blm
id there U
at bis blood urging him to new sympsthles
and a new psjMC He learned from a maiden how
his mother had loved him aud had died with his
little inoccaalu at her lips: and now It » at Sir
torn I., feel the hesrt huugrlueas that bis
pest Indian wife bad known for so many weary

WASHINGTON RELICS.— This film tells the life
slory of the faiher of hit country, by showing the
■MOM and things closely connected with his Illustrious ctrcer. Withlngtoii t birthplace at Wake
Bald On the Ivtomac; Alexandria, tl..l,.-l|....l 1 survey when he
Christ
he
worshipped.
In the llrltlth
Forge, and other
Continental
arm

A BALD LIE — John Jones baa a bald head and
a Jealous wife, which, to say the least. Is a very
bad combination. Also John bas a long thirst and
Is very fond of the society of pretty young ladles.
Tbls leads to many unhappy occurrences In his
home, and finally to a catastrophe. He receives a
telegram from some of bis cronies, requesting bis
Immediate presence, but tbls doesn't work and
Jones Is dejected. Flnslly be Bees an advertisement for Hair-On, a marvelous tonic which haa
been known to grow slde-wblskers on a marbletable. On tbe plea that he Is going I
' this, his wife lets
does
ottle. 1
tot return home. Instead,
the company of some gay
mpanlons In one of tbe fashionable restaurants,
here one of Hetbe I girls, after hearing him talk
let herson'tanoint
tell
out tbe tonic, persuades blm '
forms tbe letters on his bead — well. 1
beautiful
you what she put on. but It and
grew 1 a n
his wife
got the message painted on bis Ivory top piece;
and what happened after that la too good to spoil
with the telling.
AH INDIAN S PRLDE.— Within a short distance
of each other live a camp of trappers and a lone
Indian and blB wife. Tbe Indian and the palefaces exchange tokens of friendship, and everything is contentment In tbe beautiful little valley.
In the trapper'a camp, however, are a couple of
crooks, wbo steal what money tbe boss has saved
and leave a false trail leading to the Indian's
wigwam. Naturally, the poor red man la susand burnpected,the
tepees.
and the
trappers drivet day
'
Lone Wolf, the
Indian, Is amaaed to overnear
> crooks dlacussing their ill-gotten gain ...
ends in a pistol fight In which one is killed and the
other flees. Lone Wolf receives the dying confession of the wounded
in pursuit
of the culprit.
On his man
way and
be Isstir's
interrupted
by
tie trapper's two little children, slone in a canoe
flashing through the rapids of the mountain stream.
Drawn between the dealre to be revenged and bis
nstural Inclination to save the children, he Anally
decides npon
t thrilling manner. When Lo
1 tbe children to their parents be
I porch the thief, snd quickly 1
fight. In nhlcb the Indian
There follows 1 great
istchlng the bag of money from
the feet of the trapi*r snd stalks away.
ALONG THE DANUBE— This !» a
beautiful film, showing a trip up the Danube from
Passau to Vienna. As we glide along the smooth
waters th.
of frontier
tbe riverbetween
we pass
locbensteln.
which
m.rka
Austria
and Germany,
Further along t
beautiful city of Una seems to
M' Gottesthal.
Grelnburg Castle.
burned
Then the ruins
:he Convent
Csstle of the Scrvltes then Aggsteln: the old
castles of the robber barons. Emmersdorf Spits
St sfsrbael aud the Portress of Durnsteln. In which
King
Leopold
IV. Imprisoned
Richard
t
Hearted, and finally our noei
village of Stein, making in
entertaining trip.
enjoyable and
WAITING.— The first scene in this pathetic story
shows
a young
fellow
and
proposea and is accepted, but the heartless fstber.
though be sgrees to tbe match, says that tbe girl
Is too young, and advltet the young man 10 go
West and to watt a few tears. This be does, snd
1 good on bit rsnch,
tbe years pass and be 1
and one day be receives
heart, ststlng that 1'
s overjoyed, and great prepara
oilned. and finally the old negro

train time: the amloua
young man sank*.
antly down
the track. «l*n
suddenly
from
ths
ticket in 1,1.
otr hand a message
1...
and banding It to ths
ratches while be reads
"Agent.
youth.
■on Hall Express gone over the
1 miles east of Red Ouleh.
All o*

happy

board

killed."

piece.

»

Or.

I • v kindly h
rar.

first
Hag
of tl
coinpll.l.e.l
tie
the
surrender
i

fun
. la nil

Is

turned

Ing v
dow.
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• niem
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The A. H. Andrews Co.
1 74- 1 76 Wabash Ave. Chicago. 111.

Branches in .11 leading cities

of gaining

mad* In Paris and
company" which proadlately to thai city

need
It. Mr t
i
T..1 on ill*
from tna tllin manufacturers,
and falling
in this, awaits mi 'i
' u.llo. Pt
hl< compUmentt he wins her friendship, hut meets
with active opposition fr..m her mother. When
absolutely forbidden t.. i ill upon Miss Viola. In
onlcr t" he mar her, he
ures n posit !..•
Ing picture aclor with the concern for which ll a
works. Here during the producing of ,
play he Is badly hurt in an accident. Vloln, who
nil learned i" lore him. insists upon nursing him
until his recovery. The mother now withdraws
■i wedding Is nr-

A RAGGED
COAST— 31 wing the bl
w lid n area along
oaat and »
Roman
WW
remaining
daughters,
Tin' older

Opera and Assembly Chairs

the

In

who pr
daughter,

so (o look after him properly.
ort time, but
attending
to
i first
i
blind man soon becomes
requirements
ol
and ahe gradually relaxes her attentions
and finally looks upon tbe Old man as a great
nuisance,
and neglects
him.
After
a time she
than be troubled with hit" any longer, takes him
to the house of her younger sister. The younger
sister is equally unwilling to give him the attention he needs, and heat throken by the base Ingratitude of Ids daughters, tbe old man leaves the
house and Ids old servants timl him wandering
h.-lplessly alsiut the village. Knowing the conditions upon which the gift was made, they take
him to the solicitor's office, where a n ting ll
arranged with his daughters. The elder daughter,
in order to avoid the scandal which is otherwise

£¥& BENNETT
TW. 5th St*
11 CINCINNATI OHIO ^
uttl'\ill\li{s

'

The
Wisconsin lumber
and Veneer Co.
Port Washington,

}

Wisconsin.U.S.A.

priced ch
Prompt Shipments.
Wrlti for Catalogue
PEABODY SCHOOL FURNITURE CO.
North
Manchester
•
Indiana
New York Aftnts. ROBERT J. EHLERS CO.
Lexington Ave. and 43d St. • New York. N. Y.

FOLDING
CHAIRS
For Moving Picture
Shows, Grand Stands,
Aaaembly Halls, etc.
In aectiona if wanted.
Write for Catalog No. 2

bound to arise, puts the host face she can upon
the matter by pretending a certain amount of affection for her father and takes him home again.
where, perhaps feeling some small amount of remorse on account of what has transpired. ie
treats hlra with more compassion.

SAVING
THE STANDARD.— During
the Oourtray
NetherPrince
~ ;o ofof Brabant.
lays siege
to Independence.
the castle of "■lands War of
and the duke and his daugli
made prisoners
in their own castle.
The pri
' >ry, takes
the wrests
precious forcibly
standardfromof the
the bands
Rrabauf of II....
he
the -■ daughter
and tramples it under foot, and carries It to his
own quarters and It
ip at the
foot of his
a banquet
in celebra'ion
of
.over
of night,
tl ,■

the

i

covers
bis loss, l.-r
over the
standard, the soldiers of the Duke of Fla
rive, and taking the prince's troops by
force their way into the
j-t'.e, completely routing
THE
CUTTLE
FISH.— We first see them pursuing prawns, theywhichare form
article by
.f
shown theirwhenchief attacked
lack fluid.
which
clouds the water and so enables ..id,themwhereto
sb them.

The Kaulfman
Manufacturing Co.
ASHLAND, OHIO

-McKENNA-

ALWAYS
A WAY.— Ruth
Craven
• arts. Ruth lived with ner
brother,
the Rev. John Craven, ai.d her maiden
Aunt
Ellen.

CHEAP

BRASS
RAILINGS

STEEL
FRAME
THEATRE CHAIRS

EASELS

ABSOLUTELY
NON- BREAKABLE

GRILLES
CUSPIDORS
BRASS
KICK PLATES
STAIR TREADS. DOOR

Suitable for small
Theatres and Moving Picture Shows.

SILLS

McKenna Bros. Brass Co.
PITTSBURGH,

PA.

GRAND

Dtpt. W. MICH.
IAPIDS,

admiration
Ruth,

the

John
(raven St -tdid
share his
sister's
for Mr.
ling not. -kWhen
young<t
for thetbe hand
Mr. Craven
refused his request

lli'v.

ly they decided
automobile.
He
Josh, the village
The three hid
Harry

pried

• erce, who owned
also secured
the assistance
of
constable.
the machine behind a hedge and
tbe house
Hev. onMr. their
Cravenwayand todearchurch.
'
ondow and
had relea-.
ich soon
the minister
had 1

locked
her. Oh, but it 1
Suddenly
noise made
elopers' hadheartsreturned
Jump
Into tbelr ithroats.
The theminister
back
Into her Forgotten
room and prayer
Harry book.
was Ruth
making jumped
I,
the w in. I.e.- when
getaway
tliroiiL-h
the
tl
nabbed him. The Bev. Mr, Craven sent for the

Now, Josh
police.
village,
and when he appeared, be tip
the wink and led him away.policeIn the
for meantime.
Ruth had escaped. Then they decided to play a
Joke on the minister. They disguised themselves
as Indians,
and appi
Bey.
Mr.
Craven, telling him. through an ' 'iu'erp- ■

THE
they wished to be married In tue Christian manner.
The ceremony
h.is performed
and
and Rath pulled off their wigs and (bowed that
love had found a way.
THE
SNAEE
OF SOCIETY.— Arthur
Williams
and his young wife were extremely haphv in their
beautiful home.
One day Arthur ret i
with'
a
beautiful
ring.
f<.r
which
his
■■..-•
pressed a wish.
That day she attended a bridgewhist party.
She was unsuccessful in playing and
lost all her money.
She conceived
the daring
scheme of stealing home and taking a large amount
of money from a vault, where Arthur
tomed to keep his surplus cash.
Still
pursued her
her a large
flnally yielded on condition
as security the ring.
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We have moved in new spacious quarters and are ready to offer machines and
machine parts, supplies, lamps, carbon-arms, lenses, condensers, carbons, tickets,
chairs, fans, in fact everything pertaining to an up-to-date and complete equipment
of a moving-picture theatre.
First class repair shop at your service.
We also buy all kinds of second-hand machines.

THE

176 N. STATE

CEO.

M.

STREET

HOKE

FILMS
FOR

SALE

OR TO RENT

1000 REELS.
WHAT DO YOU WANT?
Theatres, Summer Resorts, Airdomes. Churchea.
Clubs and Stags Supplied

GLOBE

FILM

EXCHANGE

105 E.I 4th St.

whole

affair

THE LOST HORSE— w en S.,u;n- Wllaon, ot
CUvvllle, hMt a valuable bone, be advertised
very extensively for it. and finally ..*.
ward of two anndn
bay hors.It was a baj
star in Ml
Sam
I

quickly

put

■

COMPANY

New

York

CHICAGO,

ILL.

AND STILL
THEY COME
Laemmle customers are successful, regardless of weather conditions King & Merlo. Herrin,
111., say,
"Business
and
will continue
thatis •■way with
the good service that is now
coining." I could print letters
like this till the cows come home.
I get
em
constantly.
Why
don't you Climb aboard NOW?

Jack i
Artb r demanded
Then
■ned borne.
lie told his
give
wife of
[he club, and asked her
what it meant.
Mary admitted
Jack the ring.
Fearing that hit
to blm, Arthur left the house.
Then
Mary I
termlned to quickly clear up the whole affair.
Taking with her a small rev..;-. .
" " apartments,
the ring. J«
laughed.
Being In a shehui demanded
Jack'
determine whether i
that they cut the cards
should take the
her.
Mary agreed.
> should h in. Jack (
le hurried home.
Mr husband
the

SUPPLY

(between Lake and Randolph)

Carl Laemmle.
President

humm\

The Laemmle Film Service
New

number

214 W. Lake St., Chicago, III.
Sykes Block.
1517 Farnam St.
Minneapolis. Minn.
Omaha, Neb,
515 Mulberry St.
1 110 Wyandotte St.
Dea Moines. Iowa
Kansas City, Mo.
The biggest and best film renter
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t ARCHITECT

rage lent speed to the legs of bis pursuer*.,
they quickly overtook hlni.
giving the stable financier a good heating.
lock-up by the town conMH. INQUISITIVE.— Mr. Inquisitive was one of
CTMtnxM
WOO I. li.ve in learning aoinething new every day.
One day he saw a milk
man performing his labors and started to lnvestlilly Just how the milk was poured out.
wiin me result that it was all poured over him.
The ..ext thing he saw was a steam shovel at
\\ .k. He did not ipille understand bow that was
operated, ho he proceeded to look Into the
" that theof machine
the din gathered Mm up

Wild «',•>
THE

OfflCtSrawa MID 5H0R5 4912 TO 20 PARK51DE RUE. PHILR
We

Theatres

not only make Plans and build

and

Vaudeville
We

Houses

also build

MOVING
PICTURE
THEATRES
We have built over 60 Theatres the last 5 years which are all ORIGINAL
In Construction, Design and Decorations

Moving Picture
Camera Men
Wanted!
Steady employment and good salaries for the right men. Write at
once and give references.

CAMERA

MAN

Box 226

Madison Sq. P. 0.

N. Y. City

GREAT HEART OF THE WE8T.-^Jacks
badly affected and bis doctor ordered
but Jack knew the sacrifice It would
send him there a

._
jwd and collected quite l
which he pressed Into the nand of the reluctant
hoy. lie also directed him to a ranch where lie
found employment and immediately began to mend.
It was not many weeks before he was strong and
well and the feeling of the West bad entered
He wrote his mother an encouraging letter and
returned the money she had advanced him.
One day, while riding to herd his cattle.
Jack came upon Mary Gray, who lived with her
brother
neighboring
ranch.
Mary'a
had
run at
awaya and
she was in
despair
as to horse
how
to reach home before dark.
■ to r his own mount and accompanied
Jack offered
her home and soon they were fast friends.
Mary
ingmidhis . herd.
do after the snow has passed.
It was not many months before Jack sent for
his mother to join him in his new borne, and great
was the good lady's surprise to be introduced to
her son's flauefe and Invited to the wedding, which
was to occur the next day. Having found the
great heart of the West and his heart's happiness,
Jack resolved to Btay there where he could continue bealtby and strong.
IN THE RIGHT OF WAY.— John Burton, a railhelp road clerk from the East, was spending his vacation
in the wild
John following
Walsh's
shack. hunting
One morning,
as lands
he wasabout
eagerly
a large hawk, which he had already wounded, be
lost bis balance on the edge of a cliff and plunged
'- the stony ground below.
His cries for
i tenderly
Walsh and his wife, until I
a to his duties in the East,
ife was the apple of his e
' love, she did i
lav.
aud twenty years later we And him a broken c
man, living In the days that are gone.
Walsh had heard about the new railroad which
was to run in his neighborhood, and one day was
surprised to And the construction gang on his
property, trampling around In the vicinity of
his wife's grave. He threatened them with his
shot gun and angrily ordered them off, and when
the sheriff later appeared, with a writ of eviction, he ordered blin away.
The chief engineer received a letter about this
time, saying that the president of the road was
not satisfied with the progress made and was personally coming to superintend the work.
Walshand was
the armed
stumbling
In the
engineer's
path,
so he
his block
men and
ordered
them
to eject Walsh by force.
A spirited exchange of shots was in evidence
when the president arrived and be was Just in
time to see his men bring the wounded Walsh
from his cabin, while they set about destroying
intlng It.
The recognition between the two old friends was
mutual, for the president was Burton, the former
railroad clerk, whose life Walsh had saved.
Walsh led the way to the forgrave of his
_ land where all that he held sacred
rested In peace. Burton sympathized deeply with
his old friend, and arranged with his engineer to
make a wide detour about the property, so that
the memory
of the dead might be respected.

STTOB'S NEW SERVANTS— The old servantaman and maid — leave to get married, and Mr. an'
Mrs. Stubbs decide to do their own work. I
growa monotonous,
however, and each engagea i

THE
separation

Is

the

Imminent

mystery
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Is

WONDEEFTJL
EYE.— A stranded theatrics
manages
to get back borne tbrougb
_ 1 glass eye. An Idea strikes
buys a bag of walnuts and tbe comedian
> buys a bag. Tbe leading man tben goes
rult dealer, offering him $100 for the rebls glass eye, and
findingsaying be will
comedian
tatlng be found a glass 1 ye In tbe bag
of walmrtl be bought.
The fruit eller pays blm
$50 for It. He Is still waiting fo - tbe $100 and
tbe troupe Is back In New York.
THE THIEF AND THE GIEL— A gentleman
thief has for a sweetheart and accomplice a maid,
whose plan it is to get employment In a house
■nd tip blm off as to tbe lay of the land. While
waiting for ber In an adjoining park, be meets a
pretty little girl and is deeply impressed by her
Innocence and candor. Her purity and honesty
- -'-oself. Tbe night of
nd his assistant wait
signal, which comes lmmedlately, as she has seized
faTorable opportunlty, when all the folks ar<
Is effected, ""~" 1 slight noise
She tells
er. who is still 1 home.
! Just
1 surprise tbe assistant, tbe real burglar being
behind
a screen.
Youdiscovers
may imagine
thief's
amazement
when he
that thetbedaughtt

OPERA
CHAIRS

THE
troupe

LAVEZZI MACHINE
2940 Herndon St.

WORKS
Chicago, III.

All KINDS°J SEATING

Royal Metal MigG

5Ts

"SILVERLICHT"

Aluminum Motion PictureCurtatn

Ir-rJ Think of the people paadng »F
ut of your place that wonkj
? yanother
dim*.
atjrles. nickel
Catalog orNo.
$4

is the girl he met In the park. "~~
>nt off and
leave tbe house hi iself, in a better frame of mind,
park, where his s
Upon reaching
laid.
through I
waiting, he tells her 1
ke the be
Ufa
good and Intendi
be Is delighted t

OUR
r apron
Mng.
which
street.

he
He

if Musical Electrical Bells

after
blm.
—
strlklr
which
I lit- I

passes

a woman
and makes a smash
''1 paper.
After numerous other
1 miller out of the house.
It Is night and an officer passing by sees tbe
shadows of tbe two persons against the curtain.
To blm It appears that McSwatt is trying to club
his wife, and. dashing Into the house, he gives
the little fellow a hard rap on the head with his
clnb, which restores McSwatt's senses. McSwatfs
wife then explains that they have been trying to
catch a moth and t lie policeman, apologizing, bids
them good night and goes out.
A HUNGRY PAIH— Two hobos. Shorty and
Skinny, are very hungry, and finally Skinny gets
an Idea how to get a good meal without paying
for It. Stealing a policeman's suit which Is hanging on a line In a nearby yard, Skinny Is dressed
in It and they go to a restaurant, which Shorty
enters, and seating himself, orders a large meal.
After Shorty has finished, he begins acting crazlly
and tbe proprietor goes to tbe door and calls a
policeman. Shorty Is then arrested and led away
by Skinny, who takes, of the policeman's suit and
puts It on Shorty. Skinny then returns to the
restaursnt, and, ordering a large meal, eats until
he has reached the bursting point, when he starts
to smash up the china with the Intention of being
arrested by Shorty. However. Shorty, having been
well fed, has laid down on tbe steps outside and
gene to sleep and a real policeman coming on tbe
scene, goes In and arrests Skinny. Skinny Is led
swsy while Shorty looks after them In surprise.
AT THE BREAK OF DAWN.— Young C.lll.ert
Randel, an American torvayor, Ih sent to Mexico
with a construction gang, and quartered In s
small Mexican village, meet. I'eplta. a beautiful
Mexican girl, with whom bt falls In love. After
frequent visits to the cottage of I'eplta, Gilbert
proposes to the girl and lbs consents to the marriage. A few days elapse and Handel receives
dm alwaj.1 .loved PoplU,
to mak<- li.-r l..-H.-» •• th.it li >
never return, sees the latter at a small hotel In t
village in the oompan*
of no \
Is late at night » h. I
husband.
home stul tells her of huvlng siEarly In the mourning. I'eplta
non good-hie. ami runs ma. Mr from the house, with
the Intention of tlmllng her husband. Stun, I. ling
on s hillside path, sin- Is horrified to ■••• a glare
of light from the 11 iiinlii In the ill 1
ir danger, she lingers, looking on. when
lb* bill on wiih-ii iba •toud
•hake, mil stninhllng, she falls to her death In a
r. .Iro. who has foil ■ ■
nlng on the .,-ene at this time, and with dlhVnlty

which

are played from a Keyboard, the bells being mounted

in various parts of the house have
been a great success all over the
country and no Picture-house is
complete without a set of them.
We

can supply 25 Bells, 2 octaves

chromatic, C to C, correctly tuned
to your Piano, complete with
Resonators, Keyboard, Magnets,
and Boards, complete ready to install for $75.00.

J. C. DEAGAN
3811 to 3811 North Clark Strut
CHICAGO. I. S. A.
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- \\
■•in 1 Hi .
in

IBlVa
m.l

Arl

■

..f tbelr compaoj

rln.l

ii

■-

Who
lit,,! Hi.-il nilln.-,--

-•

..f Hi.- i
iiiiy, I
UK', iiml m-iu out to g<
<i cow puncher
too
il..-'
view of his winning .i the
|., v.- r:and b,I. it«liiipni|n-i
Job. girl's
and
It 1- li.. I long l.i-f
Ann is Mil il 1 .11 Willi 111* good
tbe other I I. c.-ral.l. wl... is really
in lore »iili Ann. bu determined not to take ad-

-

n.-r urging liliu to make haute
Xewt.ui t-. part with the propalready
told Ann of his love.
1
etti
It Bull] led to believe thai Gerald's love-making was used as a
means ..f per-.iM.lini; her to part with lier prop
.-rty. ami sli.- onl.-i- tlie young
man out of the
ill: provea
to her
that Ms love Is sincere by writing to Ms father

ami pi-r.-ini.l.- Mi"
.-rty. CeruM
has

Ornamental
Theatres
PLASTER

RELIEF
Theatres

k Everywhere

Uhe Decorators
Archer

Avenue

Mrs
Dngan goes
draw trade.
lity to look for a prei
Lizzie Hyan
appeals
to her, so m
lases in
back.
.in-to lunch.
tells Lizzie that she must walk the
main street to Bee if she can bring boarders to
her house.
Everybod
Including
"Mustang
Pete," who tells Lizzie thai
her.
Hi- '
appear
supposed ' to I
to fight a sheroduel,In Lizzie's
in which eyes,
b< lieIs induces
killed, bnl When Mrs. Klloy
f lo-r c lover on the ground,

DECORATIONS

Designed

: for Illustrated Theatre Catalog,

2549

MUSTANG
PETES
LOVE
AFFAIR.- —In Sirake
ville there ar.- two rival Iioarding houses, one run
by MrItll.-y. ami ih.> other by Mrs. Dugan.
r.oth of 1 1,.
ilendld - .siks, but
s„ak.-vill.-. including
Ike" who
and
to fa\..r "Alkali
Mrs. Hlley.

Send

Supply Co.
: :

CHICAGO,

finally

ILL.

supposed
.1 the that
episode "Alkali"
ends in was"MU1
relinquishing his cling and congratulating

i ride

KEEP YOUR DRUM HEADS DRY

Try

The very nature of drum heads
causes them to absorb moisture readily, and when the heads become damp
it is an absolute certainty that your
drum will lose its brilliancy.
Our latest invention, the Electric
Drum Heater, entirely overcomes this
difficulty, for by its use you can keep
your drum brilliant and snappy regardless of the weather.
This device can be attached to any
drum and the connecting plug will fit
any ordinary no-volt incandescent
lamp socket. It gives no light; never
burns out; may be turned on and off
at will, or if desired, entirely removed
in a few seconds time. Entire outfit,
including the Heater proper, two connecting plugs, and six feet of cord,
weighs ei^ht ounces — the Heater but
two. It is practically indestructible
and can easily be carried in your
drum case.
Be sure and say whether you wish
it for Snare Drum, Bass . Drum, or
5 each instrument requires a different strength.
one— your money
back il you are not entirely satisfied

Price

Complete,

$3.50

Postage 1 5c.

LEEDY

MANUFACTURING

1055 E. Palmer St.

CO.
Indianapolis, Ind.

hurdles,

■ kwarde, standing
jumping
on their heads, in fact doing all sons or mconeelvable things.
Next we ar.- -■. ■ :m . xhlbitioii
riding with saddles and stirrups. This
is no less remarkable than the bareback work, and
one scene,
showing
the men r tearing
the
from thedownground.

drill by thirty-two men besides the <
and officer in command,
who g.
of evolutions,
forming
circle-,
squares,
crosses.
galloping in and out.
THE TRAPPER'S FIVE DOLLAR BILL— .lust
; il. lSilbro. who liv.s in the backwoods
of the Cumberland range, sukd two fox skins t'..i
a crisp,Aurelia.
new five-dollar
bill, of
andshoes,
wouldn't
his
wife.
a new pair
she buy
started
a quarrel,
oxen <to the
: Justice
old
cart and which
drivingendedto in
f yoking the
Peace in quest of a divorce.
Tim. Mens Widdup. the .lust ice of the Peace,
hearing the case, decides to grant them a after
ration. Hank has but live dollars, which the Judge
pockets and conveniently makes that amount the
regular
priceliveof dollars
a divorce.
Aureliato then
claim for
alimony,
enableputsherIn toa
buy a much needed pair of shoes. The judge
decides in her favor and orders Hank to produce
w itliiu twenty four hours.
That night tbe judge Is held up and relieved of
that crisp, new live-dollar bill at the point of a
double-barreled shot gun. the robber compelling
him to roll up the live-dollar bill and stick it
into the muzzle of the gun.
The next day Hank is promptly on band and In
• ■ of the iinlge, pavs Aurelia the alimony, with a new live dollar bill, that has an Inclination to curl up as though it had been inserted Into the end of a gun barrel. The judge
jit makes no comment, giving each a
peculiarly worded document which, after reading,
causes
them to regret taking such a hasty step.
Then and there they I "me reconciled and are
about to go bark to their log cabin, when the judge
reminds them that they are no longer man and
wife but stands prepared to perform the solemn
ceremonv of live
marriage,
fee inquickly
this particular
dollars the
Aurelia
pays the
price
happy. and the curling five-dollar bill once more
tin. Is its wiv Into the judge's pocket and Hank
and Aurelia cliuib into t lie old cart and go home
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BIOGRAPH FILMS
Released July 3rd. 1911

STUBBS' NEW SERVANTS
•J Stubbs' man and maid servants leave,
both being matrimonially inclined.
They
decide to do their own work, but it g
monotonous.
Each engaj
rvant
unknown to the other, induces complications which almost break up the Stubbs'
home.
CENE

FROM

"STUBBS1

M w

THE

Approximate

B| u

WONDERFUL

Length, 501

Feet

EYE

^ A stranded theatrical troupe manages to get bad
in rather a novel fashion.
The leading man finds
the street, and through a most unique trick raises fiftj dollars
on the artificial optic, which fifty carries the company
home.
Approximate

Length,

195

I eel

Released July 6th, \l>\\

THE THIEF AND THE GIRL
lioss She Unwittingly Converted Him
I
• ntleman thiel has planned to rob i certain residence, but during the day meets with a youn
nnocence and
andor so impreu him as to
: his better nature.
Imagine his surprise when
he finds thai the ^irl is one of the family which he
i ui to rol). This second meeting
effectually
out all th.it i>. vicious and harmful in the man's
nature and induces
him to take the bettei road
through life.
Approximate
RELEASE

Length, 999

I eet

DAYS
OF BIOCRAPH
SUBJECTS.
Exhibitors, get
our Mail List lor

BIOGRAPH COMPANY,
11

East

14th

Street,

New

York

MONDAY
AND
THURSDAY
Demcriptivr
Circular

Licensees of the
MOTION
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THE

MOVING

Tower of London,
shipping.
Ol

lbs nom
gathered there by the C<
till • uff la • young captain, whe
_ . » family. con*Wtlng of
two children, at breakfaat.
hi* *on leave for their work
>e other* attr

i their w*y to Concord.
ol ihelr plow hor»e* and hurry
I they tell the new*.
Hastily
donning
their uniform*,
they arc iboot to leave.
when gr*ndf»ther ln*l*ts upon Joining them. and.
- old battered
drum,
depart!
for the
front. At Lexington, where the Minute Men are
Catherine
on the
village gr.<-,.,
'" cbajcll the
BrltHh a.lTance. they arrive fast In time to take
part In the flr«t flglr fl r flteflom,
Hut. owing to
the
nptftof
number*
Ol the British
tbey are
to Concord
r.ridge.
threaj heme*, bravely charge across the
bridge and defeat the regular* The retreat eontlnue* along the road* to Boston, the Minute Men
pi -king them off from behind *tone walls and treea
until the regular* become panic-stricken and the
retreat t>eoome« a rout.
The Minute Man-* little girl, hearing tie firing.
wander* Into the road and gate* after the fleelnr
soldier*, and. finding herself I '
retreating British
her arm
ont of
way.Hebutmanages
receive* toa carry
bullet the
In
bl*
In harm's
doing ao.
child to her doorstep,
where
he falls fainting.

the British, and as he reaches his doorstep he
finds the officer's hat and finds the bloodstains.
He questions his wife upon entering, but fearing
further bloodshed, she tries to conceal the presence of the officer, and denies all knowledge of
him. Her husband Is describing the battle to her
when he hears a sound In the next room. He Insearching the room, _and. seizing hie
rd the door. His wife 1
musket, goes '
is-, which only confirms bis a
aside. As he is about t
plclons. and t
i door opens and he Is confronted
by the officer. He raises hla gun
tells him how
wife springing before
''
save tbelr child,
officer risked his
hangs his head In I
•lowly lowers bis
and aska the officer's forgiveness, which is freely
giren. The gallant young British aristocrat and
the Mlnnte Man warmly clasp
i other's band.

URBAN-ECLIPSE.
THE FREE LANCE. — Donna Glnesta parts from
ber husband, and with her mother enters her carriage for a drive In the country surrounding ber
ebatean.
In a quiet part of the road. Mazzo the P.andlt,
and bis followers stop the coach. Donna Ginesta
Is carried
to the
her
beauty
Inspires
the band's
love of headquarters
Mazzo, who and
restrains
the insolence of his followers.
A servant managea to convey news of Donna
Glnesta's
plight
to
her
husband,
who
finds
bis
way
to the 1

ring of authority t

3 lieutenant, sadly makes h

He writes a note to the police saying that he
win be. unarmed, under the balcony of Donna
Glne«t» the aame night.
Donna GIne«ta and her friends are terrified at the
appearance of the brigand. He reassures them and
•urrenders himself to the police, after a last farewell to the woman be loves so hopelessly.
TEMPLES OF INDIA— Amrit»*r, the sacred town
of the Sikhs. The Golden Temple, with Its dome
of copper thickly inlaid with the more precious
metal. Lepers, once washed in the waters of the
tank are supposed to become cleansed. Amritsar—
tbe tank of Immortality. Scenes In and around
tbe temple. Wonderful reflective effects. Street
scenes — coolies, priests, fakirs.
Agra.— The world renowned Taj Mahal. a
marble palace of great beauty. The palace and Its
approach. The tank outside tbe Taj. Tbe park,
with coolies and promenaders.
Removing tbe Ashes of Buddha. — A religious procession, graceful, quaint and beautiful scenes In
which hundreds of Buddhists are engaged. A complete and perfect reproduction of one of the most
sacred processions of the East.
ANCIENT AND MODERN LONDON— A trip
down the Thames from Westminster Abbey to the
Greenwich Hospital, giving views of the Thames
Embankment.
Tower
Bridge.
Cleopatra's Needle.

PICTURE
London

Bridge,

Lower

WORLD
River and

BOT8 WILL BE BOYB.— TI.e two who play
prank* In this film are typical inlchlef makers who
know no law but the ability to arold punishment.
Their prank* are highly amusing and are crowded
few momenta
during
rery clo*ely I
the Dim I* e

KALEM.
RECKLESS REDDY REFORMS (July 10th).—
It Is pay. day at the I-one Star outfit and the uaual
thing occurs. The boy* headed by Kecklesa Ileddy
go to town. Shortly after tbelr arrival In tbe
little border city, Reckless Baddy MM Patricia
Muggins, the new waitress, entering the door of
the Palace restaurant. Iteddy suddenly discovers
lie Is hungry, hut as he Is about to enter the food
palace some of the boys grab him and Insist that
?m.
(Jetting a\v«
being served by the
waitress foxy Cupid safely lodges 1
coveringof lieddy's
thednrlnj;
boys Baddy.
go In
search
him. but disappearance
fall to find the
After their departure from the restaurant Patricia
tells Reddy she Is glad he doesn't drink like the
other cowboys. Seeing that he has made a good
Impression and for fear she will find him out if be
lingers, he quickly takes his departure. Back at
the ranch house that night the boya note the
change In Reddy. Thinking to cheer blm up one
of them offers him a drink, which be declines
with thanks. The next day Reddy again visits the
Palace restanrant. After finishing bl
roll* and lights a cigarette. Patricia tells hi
she doesn't like a fellow who smokes
This forces Reddy to discard his
pleasure. That night at the ranch he unconsciously pulls ills cigarette papers and pouch of
tobacco from Ills pocket and starts to roll a smoke.
Just as he is about to place it to bis lips be
thinks of Patricia's statement and hands the cigar
ette papers and tobacco to one of the other boys.
This causes a lot of fun at Reddy's expense. I>ur
very much
conduct
when he snext
leaves andfor tnr
made an appointment to meet Patricia, Iteddy
fixes himself up In a new suit of store clothes and
starts for the restaurant trailed by the entire
ranch outfit. The boys are dumbfounded when
they see Patricia and Reddy come out of the restaurant together, walk rapidly to the office of tbe
Justice of the Peace, who, as the boys discover by
peeking through the window, quickly marries the
happy pair. Reddy takes Patricia to a little
home he has prepared in the town and they settle
down for a happy existence. That night the boys
push a box of cigars through the open
i the I
Patr!
I the i
Reddy, whose reform she
now declares complete.
HUBBY'S DAY AT HOME (July 12th).— Hubby
promises to take tomorrow off for a good dav's
rest. At tbe same time hubby's country cousins
wire tbey are coming for a visit. Wifle gets tbe
telegram and vows she will not have hubby's
holiday spoiled by his relatives. She gives all the
servants a day off and the use of the automobile.
The next morning, to carry out her scheme, wifle
pretends she bas a headache. Going In search of
the servants, hubby finds they have all gone for
the day. In order to keep hubby's mind occupied, wifle plans a few things for him to do auch
as sweep the walks, mow the lawn, and a few
other things. The day Is no more than begun
when hubby has a run-In with the milkman, and a
little while later he and the Iceman come together
In the meantime tLe servants are having a high
old time at Coney Island. While they are enJoying themselves to their heart's content, hubby
Is beating the rugs. At this atep in the proceedings the coal man makes bis appearance. Hubby
Is instructed to go to the cellar and open the
cellar window so that the coal man may unload
bis cargo. Just as hubby gets the window open
• burying infortunate
poor hubby accident
almdst
wifle decides
iat hubby really needs a rest. Just
as wifle bas
indagedarrivehubby's
to bed the visitors
and a head and put him
happy home.
THERedman
TENDERFOOT'S
(July the
14th).—
The
is forced to CLAIM
retreat before
mad
rush of tbe gold seekers. A month after the rush
starts in John Brigliam tries to Jump a claim,
but Is quickly driven out of camp by the miners.
A tenderfoot arriving In the camp, the miners
steer him to a worthless claim. Driving his location stakes in the ground the tenderfoot goes to
the nearest settlement for supplies. While he is
away the miners plan to salt his claim with brass
filings for a joke. Returning to the camp the
tenderfoots filings
starts working and quickly discovering
[ nil
are remorseful for their Joke and they substitute
In his shot bag gold dust for the brass filings.
Two weeks later Brlgham, who has beard of the
apparent wonderful strike of tbe tenderfoot, buya
the claim for twenty thousand dollars. Going
among tbe miners he boastfully says. "Well boys.
I beat you to It."
With tbe twenty thousand dol-

lars

In

Brlgbam

bis pocket
th<
aad starts I
puts a gang o

VITAGRAPH.
THE old
OLDpeddler
FOLKS'andSACRIFICE
(Julybeen
11 .—
The
kindly
his wife have
saving
from their small earnings enough to buy for
themselves a home to shelter tbera In their old
>nly daughter, wbo lives In another part
'o country,
dies and I
well,
nts fathe r. a ahlftless
■ of by t
grandparents
Try as they may. the boy does not show an aptitude for learning or an appreciation of tbelr efforts. After they have retired for the night, he
throws his school books Into the fire and leaving a
note telling of bis departure, runs away. The
old folk* make every effort to find him, without
Two or three years later they have accumulated
enough money to purchase their home and vlalt a
Hulawyer to have the deeds
drawn up. Waiting for
this to be done, the old )<-ddler picks up a newspaper lying and
on the
lawyer's table
and grandson.
reada of
the arrest
imprisonment
of bla
They decide to go to the boys rescue, calling off
the purchase of their home and speeding tbe
money for legal services in bis defense.
Going to the prison, the young fellow Is led
from his cell. They tell him of their Intentions,
showing him their savings which be glances at
with an avaricious stare.
Returning to their tenement they sit In a happy
contemplative state of mind, convinced that they
are doing tbe Lord's will in making a sacrifice
that will result in the redemption of their grandson and they are blessed In this thought.
IN THE ARCTIC NIGHT (July 12th).— A college preceptor and poel graduate In the theological
department of a Co-Ed university, the Rev. George
Davli is very much esteemed and admired by all
of bis associates. He has a human as well as a
devout side to his nature and this is very evident
when we recognize his attentions to Miss Eleanor
Browne. His spirituality, however, far outweighs
bis human tendencies and when be receives the
call as missionary to the Saskatchewan country, he
lays aside all other interests and la obedient to
"the still small voice. " He takes up his duties
among the Esquimaux and the Indians and soon
wins them by his kindness.
George
Davis
gets
a letter
from
Eleanore

. ...J leave on the morrow and claim her; It Is a
struggle with him between his love of the people,
who are so dependent upon him, and hla love for
Eleanore Browne. But conscience prevails and although be has already started on his homeward
Journey, he retraces his steps to the lonely cabin
which has served as a sheltering arm to tbe Inhabitants of his boundless parish. Falling upon
his knees, he asks strength from God to continue
steadfast In his charge and the glorification of with
the
Lord, committing himself unto bis service among
the people to whom
r
1 die for bis Master* sake.
SUBDUING OF MRS- NAG (July 14th.)— Mrs.
Nag objects to ber husband having a pretty female
stenographer In bis office, and orders him to employe one of his own sex. So Miss Prue, tbe goodlooking stenographer to whom Mrs. Nag objects,
dresses
man'sto attire.
On herin way
business one morning she senda
a bouquet of flowers to Mr
scrlptlon:
"Compliments
of
her deed, and when
Mrs
the lnMlss Prueapprise
is victorious and when we see her In
the last scene she Is her own admirable self once
more, seated before the typewriter in Mr. Nag's
office, with every prospect of being an uninterrupted and permanent employee. Mild and docile,
Mrs. Nag modestly enters the office, but offers no
objections or interruptions, submissively waiting for
her husband to escort her home.
A GERANIUM (July 15th >.— One glance at the
poor and disordered home of the Tunisons shows
us there Is something still lacking. Mrs. Tunlson
is obliged to provide for her crippled daughter
Ethel, her son. who does what he can to help her.
and her older daughter, who aids In every way
Daniel Briton, a young peddler, notices Ethel,
possible.
as he passes by. and gives her one of his wares, a
geranium, for which she Is very thankful. On
■uccaaalve days as the young peddler passes she
waves her hand to him. One day he brings with
him a doctor, wbo takes her to the hospital,
where she will get good care and attention.
After a few weeks. Ethel Is carried home In
the arms of her generous friend, entirely restored to health. Everybody Is made happy, and
more so with Daniel, who marries one of Ethel's
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Essanay Three-a-WeeK
TRADt

Tuesday
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Play

Friday
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You Will

to Big
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Every

Business

One

•/

of Them

With

RELEASED

These —

FRIDAY, JULY 7th

At the Break oi Dawn
A sensational Mexican drama with a finish that will
startle you. Don't try to guess — book the picture and
see for yourself.

(Length, approx.
RELEASED

SATURDAY,

1000 feet)

JULY 8th

The Corporation and
the Ranch Girl
A Western drama showing how Cupid and a ranch
girl defeated a big corporation which tried to rob the girl
of her ranch.

(Length, approx.

1000 feet)
RELEASED

TUESDAY,

JULY I Ith

"Mustang" Pete's
Love Affair
The funniest Western comedy since "Alkali" Ike's
Auto. Both Mustang and Alkali are in this picture. Do
not BUM it.

jf*

%Mr
V?

^/IjK

for

all

Essanay

Totters

-<*,;^

Essanay Film Manufacturing Company ^T
CHICAGO,

521 First National Banh

Bldg.

LONDON,

5 Wardour

St. W
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Independent Film Stories
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■

cbamplot

THE
lie*

■
but
quietly
withdrawmeeting.
The
old chief dispatches
Henderson
with
a half>.s
to capture
the sergeani
ami
bring
him
Into the
Indian
camp,
luelta
va
with her stern parent
for the release ot

MAN

UNDERNEATH—

that

his

the

Camll]

and

Indus-

1, M 1:011
ondemped to the ■< 1 •
unique
method
of her escape,
her
fearless
In stealing
one
of the
i...rses out
..f the
galloping
at
breakneck
speed
10 an
from
w 1
:. ay
he 1

_■ a] Is con-;. n
Snhi\
female
the call for aid is rl
Just
lime
and
Indianill prlnceaa.

Misfortu;

temptingly

The
daring

him

and

aft.-r another,
• ■s him
>f his livesigning
away
his action
for dam
ithout
redress
In
ti
ill Of nil wife
and
ii..
him
of
all
icasonlupower
end
with
a hitter
hatred
against
the world
mi. I respectability.
He
attributes
all
his misfortunes
to the man
who
got him
to sign
the release
for damages
and
witn
brail
lUlnj he
calls upon
him
bent
upon
vengeance.

STARTING
jects to the
a walk,

for

by

the

troops
tml

and

of

his

SOMETHING— « lay
Woodruff
way
his wife
dresses
whe.
so she changes
to I suit exactly

oblike

me

Ill. .-..I.

i

......

I II
i

■

t

■be ami tba

promptly

• on
- ..|.

ho

ealthy
ranch
Mnry.
hears
of

a. .|
[«

I

•

the

a

hit

and.

■ -

ere
hing

peacefully

' i the sidewalk.
to pick
iip the
No.
It's a trick.
a trick as old aa

tricked by
Jeff do It!
.i„ the street
until
tbe pocketMutt,
from
hohind
a convenleedlngs.
Jell ylelda
ionustody.
and
tbe
abandoned
pocket hook
Is
Let

.Teff rejoice
over
the finding
both
tblraty,
Jed
la only
too nappy
I % draught; Jeff
half dollar on th<
(inter: they start to lift their
.■ coin
is had
and
the bar!..ng!
At
the
rate
of a thous a minute,
the long and the short of It
(.rh
(he
swinging
door9
and
fall afec| and hot pavement.
their
stuffy,
little room.
Mutt
Is far
I cool
and
collected,
and
impatiently
■ return of his wandering
companion.
A
.or little Jeff away
domicile:
but
at last he is obliged
to
put In an appearance.
lie does, and Mutt doea the

1* able
to continue
board the vessel.
Portugal
poor
boy.
who
la the
rew. Is being beate
mate when Ned interferes, his manhood revolting
at this cowardly attack and gives the mate a
thorough thrashing. For this Interference with
the unjust laws of the high seas, he is tied to the
mast and flogged In a brutal manner until he
falls exhausted from pain. Portuguese Joe Is a
witness to the Bogging of his champion and at the
first opportunity he follows the mate and awyi
him with a belaying pin. then rushes away from
the

scene

of

bia

crime.

When

the

mate's

WILL

BRING

!■•■.

.

,■- crazed
with
anger
and
is about
author
of his misfortunes,
when
the
ittlc child coming
in to kiss her father

goodnight
stays
dened brain tbe

his hand
and
recalls
to his mad-.■s darling
at the
picture of his own
little
illy In her grave.

sight
of the Innocent
babe
and
iudii-trloiis
citizen,
sadder,
lull
vengeance
to a Higher Power.

again
wiser,

becomes
..1

PARTICULARS

TAKITO OGAWA ® CO.
154— W- LaKe SU-M-. Chicago, III.

an

is the limit and
forthwith goes o
UN wife and aunt try to cure him by means
of mental suggestion, telling hiiu the liquor be
• hank ha- been poisoned with morphine and that
he must keep dancing or lie will die. The butler,
coming
in with
a milk
antidote,
learns
_• and
he
forthwith
begins
t .
the same
movements,
for he too has been
at the
decanter.
The
maid
arrives
upon
the scene,
and
learning
the
reason.
Immediately
t t n behind the ot
the bottle.
In a like manner
the wife and
aunt
Join the party
and
they all dance
t., the telephone
and call the doctor.
The doctor arrives and before
anvbodv
can slop him he I
and
when
they tell him that hf
that he is as vigorous a dancer
Finally,

afti

they
ake arising
1 trying the mi

from

find

tl

THE
SILENT SIGNAL.— 1'neita. daughter of
Rainstorm, chief ..f a tribe of Navajo 1
promised in marriage to Henderson, a
renegade, who has joined the Indian tribe. While
Henderson is distasteful to the Indian princess,
she
will

has
obliged accepts
to acquiesce
In her father's
and been
reluctantly
the
situation,
nnlll

Indian maiden's eves sparkle brightly
verses with the soldier, but her pleasure is shortlived, for Henderon's attention Is drawn to the
conversation between them, which he quickly In tempts
by taking the girl away.
fneita.
however,
is not
to he thwarted
in her
desire
for further
acquaintance
with
Mason,
and
i several times clandestinely.
She cornea
upon
the sergeant
one day
and
finds him
and
his
- d in a
ling sin. .ke signal!
neighboring
smoke
In sending
to the Indians,
and
signals
Is tv
little Indian maiden
is taught the code In use

by t

THE MOST

CORONATION
POSTERS
A_T JHE RIGHT PRICE
Send 6c. in Stamps for
Samples

TOLEDO
BELL

"The

. husband from
an,.
gives
the maid
a let .
butler,
but the girl lakes
the letter from
the maid
and
givthe job.
and the tricks he plays on Hie callers to drive them
way will cause
roars of laughter
in any
audience.

THE

GENTLEMAN

FIREMAN.— The

fireman's

oning to commit
sir.
- him.
She
complies with his request, though she refuses his
affectionate advances. They go to a private dining
room,

and

a raging lire breaks out.

cutting off

t'

> door and the man slips a note under it telling
: fireman he has a lady with him whose Identity
1st be kept secret.
A tablecloth is wound
about

ATTRACTIVE

POSTER

TOLEDO,
PHONE

CO.

OHIO
M-3299

body

Free Plans To Increase
Your Attendance
A POSTAL

Cassldy

1

rrlage
li dually
Tilpainful
injuries.
■ iplendldij
In tbe •
. ol Owen,
the husband, who after
eluding
his hunters,
had
managed
living happily with
tba baby.
THE
BAD
HALF
DOLLAR.— The
day
is hot.
and our •
■ n n lab the Inner man
-

np

blindly

paon'a Celebrated Slides for
Owl in the Old Oak Tree"

An especialy good Coon Song.
Published by P. B. Haviland
Pub.

Co.

ALFRED
L. SIMPSON.
Inc.
113 \Y. [32nd St., New York

her door tells her admirer he can kill himself as
soon as he wishes, that she has been taught a lesson
and will never see him again.

t of the tribe,
evenge. he poisons the spring. The girl
sees the cowardly act and tells her father, and the
warriors pursue Rlacksnake and capture him. He
is brought back to the spring and compelled to
drink of its poisoned waters, resulting in his death.
THE COWBOY'S VACATION.— The cowboys are
given a day off and take the train for the city.
En route they meet a henpecked man, who eludes
his wife and accompanies them. The wife appears in all the scenes. In pursuit of her husband,
and the crowd beats a hasty exit to the next
place.
Venice
is visited,
and
fine views
of the

Presto Emergency Clamp
A quick action emergency device for
Moving Picture Lamps.
Ask about it.
Descriptive matter on request.

Pat. applied for,

Box 264.
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Sets the Pace and Leads the Procession
THREE

RELEASES

EVERY

WEEK

THE NEW FAITH— July 3rd

The beauties of the Christian Faith are taught to a Roman unbeliever by a self-sacrificing slave girl.
wins his -"ill with his love and they both sacrifice their live- to further Christianity.
Length about 1.000 feet.

She

THE WHITE MEDICINE MAN— July 4th
An original, breezy, western, Indian comedy for Independent
Length about 1,000 feet.

THE CRAVEN

Another crackerjack

HEART— July 6th

fire picture, teeming with thrilling and realistic incidents.
Alarm."
Be sureLength
and book
1 .000this
feetmasterpiece.

July 10th— THE
Showing

A storv of the lives of two college chums.

TWO

Letter

than

LIVES

the triumph <_<i character over the lust for money.
word, ACUL1

July 11th— IT HAPPENED

'

IN THE WEST

The call of the blood and love of race cause an educated Indian to return to his own people.
Story with true heart interest
Length about 1,000 feet.
Lode word. ADJU I

July PAPT
J 3th V^-Tll

1 .

i:

J^ATF
1\A
1 Li

A dramatic

or the Animal
Trader's Daughter

Anothei
teeming with exciting incidents, showing the
the life of a young girl isolated in the African
Length, [,000
Code word, ADN tSCEN 1\
A M \ I I RE I IF II mjRES
i>< >\T MISS THIS I

COMING! "Swat the Fly" ^'ilM""!* "JE ,
COMING! "Two Orphans" "VESTS! MJIJLSSSS!
Selig Polyscope Co.,
20 e. Randolph St., Chicago

.^SjSss.
^^g^^

Get on our Mailing List
Bulletins

Free
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"It Ranks With Eclair"
A VERY Common expression in the Trade
When Commenting on High Grade Films.
Eclair is used as a Model of Perfection by
everyone who Knows Good Films. Eclair Quality
speaks for itself on every screen where good pictures are shown.
Exhibitors who have not added Eclair Films to
their program can do so without extra expense.
Simply request Your Exchange to get them
for you and ask us to send you posters and
booklets in advance.
COMING
One

of

the

MONDAY.

Prettiest

yet

most

Powerful

JULY
Dramas

10
ever

A Child's
Heroism
Settings
and Acting Absolutely

Costuming, [Staging,

Extra Special
Coming

The Prodigal SonWrite

Write for
Our New
Booklet
Now Ready

Eclair

Perfect

Exchanges Are Now Booking Our Magnificent Revival of the Biblical Parable

Released July 31

We

Staged

Eclair Film Co.
31

East

27th

American

Street,
Factories

New
Now

It Is empty.
The i
they had. and the humor
them to break Into laughter

AMBROSIO.
SIXTUS THE FIFTH.— Prince Farnese Is conand his wife makes an Impassioned
updemned to'death
■
appeal to the Pope f>>r his life. Moved by ber
eloquence and anguish, he cannot refuse her request,
and gives ber an order <o the prison warden to deliTSf the prince to her at the stroke of t
After she has departed be Issues
ve the execution take place at the
;. The chamberlain betrays this fact
to me princess and her page mounts to the high
staeple and tampers with the clock so It strikes
twice when It should strike once. The ruse Is successful and the prince escapes. When Siitus learns
how he has been outwitted, be Is very wroth, but
before be can take steps to recapture the prince
he passes away, the end coming In a sensational
scene, as he is surrounded on his throne by the
THE EMPEROR'S DEBT.— At Bar-sur-Aube. I
battlefield of the allied European forces agali
Napoleon, a barrel of powder explodes,
Fanfan,
front ofand Napoleon,
soldier, ttarowi
saving the life of the Emperor, but being himself
wounded and crippled. Returning home be finds
that his mother's lnshlllty to pay the taxes has resulted In a sale being ordered. As Napoleon rides
by in bis carriage, Fanfan. dressed In his uniform,
stands on the street, and as Napoleon's eyes fall
upon him the soldier salutes. Napoleon remembers
his
face, and stops
making
learns
Fanfan's
predicament,
the Inquiries,
sale of the
littleof borne
and
commissions Fanfan as a lieutenant.

for Posters

Want Scenarios
at Once
Send Us an Idea

Mammoth

me cabin of the miner*. Bales and Connolj.
Ooaaolf atops outside to wash his face, and Bates
enters
covered to
by bind
the bandit's
gun.
Tin.- mi and
i law laproceeds
bis prisoner
when Connoly, looking through the window, takes
In the situation. Stealthily entering the door towards wblcbfrom
the the
bsndlt's
Is turned, be grabs
>t-gun
wall bsck
i
lila hands, and the latter compiles.
releases Hates, snd gives blm the
• IB, ti at ofldaj

Yorh
Building

with i i spurns bim with <
lady v,
executes a plot for carrying off the
little son. however, has watched the
whole trasaction. unobserved. He recognizes the
man, and in his childish way resolves to rescue his
mother. He disguises himself as a Troubadour,
and, followed by a servant, approaches the castle
of d'Arsac. Arriving at the foot of the terrace,
the lad sings a sweet melody taught blm by his
mother, who Is a prisoner within. Tbe lady, hearing ber child's voice, manages to have him admitted. d'Arsac, however, recognizes the boy, and
is about to have him turned out, when the child
performs a feat of bravery incredible In one so
young,

and

slays

" "

RELIANCE.

SCENERY
THE CHAUTAUQUA FILM EXCHANGE
Best and Cleanest Film Service in the World

With cold dignity '
the perfidy c " " "
to her mother i

Complete Programs for High Class Entertainment — Films,
Songs, Stories, and Lecturettes— SOMETHING NEW
All Standard Machines — Projection Supplies and Slides
WRITE
538 S. Dearborn

Street

-

TODAY
-

.

CHICAGO,

THE GOLDEN RULE— In a moment of weakness
aShewoman
permits
her her
husband's
friend to
her.
Instantly
regrets
Indiscretion,
andkiss
further
advances by the man are (Irmly checked. It happened, however, that her three year old child,
picking up from tbe table tbe camera her father
had placed there, r
husband develops the roll of
i picture.
When I
._ horrified to find a photograph of his wife
friend's arms.
Sufferingand from
intense grief
flini
' his friend
the supposed
h fulness of his wife lie shows them the pictui

ILL.

lay her old father pera reconciliation.
home by
a theattempt
The husband o Isgoseated
fireplace and the baby
i saying Its prayers at his t
i bringing a
of tender recollections of his wife to blm.
The
climax Is reached when the baby lisps, Brokenly
"God bless
be
mamma and bring her back t ~
rmurs.
"My baby's — Silently the wife enters.
i side drops down on her knees
sh In my judgment?'
.. _.ms about him.
Gazing Into her
but purity andbaby love,and and with
I gliding t naught
"-
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if- Melies Releases ^
ON THURSDAY.

JULY

13, A GREAT

FEATURE

Right

FILM

of Way

A great picture of an incident occuring during the
railroad-building epoch, containing all the pathos and
loyalty of human nature A railroad is projected whose
plan, if carried out, would run over the grave of a woman
who had once saved the life of the president of the road.
His subordinates thrust the aged husband aside and are
about to complete the road, when the president arrives,
recognizes his old benefactor, and orders a detour of the road.
A |>i( lure rich in beautiful settings, and true to the
custom of that period.
ON

THURSDAY,

JULY

6th

The Great Heart of the West
THE

RIGHT

A strong drama, revealing the greatness of heart cha
cteristic of Western people.

OF WAY

WE HAVE
POSTERS;
A LIMITED
NUMBER OFSEND
PHOTOS*
OF THEM.
LEADING PLAYERS
IN THE ALSO
MELIES
STOCK COMPANY.
$1 FOR

G. MELDES, 204 East 38th St., New York

*

*

lODKI-

If you are in the market for

LdengrapT

m

Is the SIMPLEST, STRONGEST. STEADIEST. In
every war th most SATISFACTORY Projeuion
Device on the Market.

^a

SECOND
HAND
FILMS

77"*

_ P?: •>»

Write to the largest and most reliable
Dealers and Importers ot these

goods in the U. S.

INTERNATIONAL FILM TRADERS

mi piot. i* i.\ Mvinf tcp.nr lull* »n.i thawing
ulntr limn
\oiu ..|.p..»it idii iU>«-».
Hnlf
f..

THE EDKNGRAPH
i inm.d

5 We*t

14th

Strict,

M

W

WiK'k

CIH

FOR

by m r r C.

SALE

BY

MFC

CO..

IMH

ALL

U1I

.»m

li-lh.H

DEALERS

1

PICTURE

WOULD
AMERICAN.

St. LouisI .ICalcium
Light Co.
.I.I..I..-.1 1 878

!,. .1 in Links
• I'niteil States

THE

SCHOOLMAAM
n-unlly

OF SNAKE— M
n ..f S
. had two
waiting
her the
al tlt
• ■• liome.for nf
■r
..I,. I gradual!]

admirer*

I

516 Mm SI., ST. LOUS, Mo.. U.S.A.

TURNER & DAHNKEN (he.)
138 Eddy St., San

Identity

of

Mm

LARGEST

Francisco. Cal.

EXCHANGE

ON THE
PACIFIC
COAST
Pa. Ifl. < ...i-l agCBtS for the Pal lie Machine

Moving Picture Pianists
- tiled

with

•

,-hoicc

barrel.

I
'<•" l'«'"-'"
• .rros them Hint nil
. In the cellar.
I!
Arthur, bnt l« frightened awaj
by the
ventures
peratlon u
red with
by Arthur
«
- !.y throwing
iprei
,gh the Window
to
th.-e famishing outside.
and
l« kln.lly
r It.-. I bj Arthur
and
Arthur seises him and threaten* to Mow
.,:». plac*. all .lying together, notes* the
marries them Install ! «
- thf minister performs the ccremonv
with hla knees shaking mill the fnther 1- trembling
with rage when ho arrives on the won", hut Is
pa. Inc. 1 by thorn offering him food and ilrlnk.
The ludicrous feature ..f the scene ll
ment
l« heightened
when
Arthur explain*
to all
that the barrel which
Is supposed
to
contain gasoline
Is empty.
Flora's
fnther
takea
In the hnmor of the situation and frc.line them his blessing to the
mortlAcatlot) "f the minister who was forced to
perform the marriage ceremony.
AT A QUARTER OF TWO.— Pan Nolan is
seste.l In his humble home, hungry anil In the
depths of despair.
A mechanic.
Of
f..r .
and tells him there Is no
proapeet for a speedy settlement of the labor
trouble ami the future looks Mark. Driven to
desperation by hunger
He passes n residence and note* -hnt H Is easy
Climbing the trellis nwk. he cnta the
telephone
wires,
thus preventing
the summoning

Are you "working up" your pictures f If not,
why not?dramaticIfmusic.
M, Send
you for
wantfreesome
goodpage
melo-of
sample
"Orplii-um
Mining byPicture
Now being Collection
used and ofpraised
many Music."
of th«
beat houses in I'HIt'K
the country.
75 CENTS
Alao latest cue music (series 1910) for IB parts
and piano, $1.00.
1-4 discount on both numbers.

CLARENCE

I Sedgwick

St,

E. SINN

HIOAGO.

ILL.

cellar
Plan

minister

Ich the child Is 111 and secretes him
self In a closet, watching operation- through the
keyhole He sees the nurse endeavor to summon
a physician hv telephone and her failure She
runs on- hastllv and when she returns Is accompanied hv n doctor. Nolan s.-os the physician ex
amlne the child and notea the gravity of the case
ai Indicated by the
•a'rly exhausted from I
ance of administering
the medicine
promptly
nt
the hour In.ll.-ated on the directions.
Nolan walls In the closet ami sees the mother
leave the room yawning.
The nnrse nee
■ Side of the child and is soon sleeping
sonndly. Nolan waits for the time and, emerging
from hiding.

Xylophones, vDrchestra Bells. Chin
Send (or free illustrated catalogue.
J. C. DEAGAN

=

THE

STEREO

raci
BARGAINS

BARGAINS!

tury
achines$35
. ers
Motio n P cture M
5 only $75 jp; Pov
aph No bin $150; 28th Lubir
Cen
rBarq
i$i
■ on Model B a nd Pov
$65:
Lu
Marvt
No. 6
tSuppI
Edi :ment33, Oi
ted
ains
Q< 00;
List.
tion Pic ture Machin
HARBACH
& CO, 800 FILBERT. PHILA.
Came
neogr

Iclne

and.

arousing

and

the

sleeping
lenves th<

rees from the honse. connects the
phone wires and walks away, satisfied thatMie
and happy In the knowledge that he
' - rvlce to the people whose house he

telehas
has
has

■prt

PA.

M<

1 the medicine should
been • •■given."
'they by look
the bottle
and
note left
their nt visitor,
npprlsing
of the fact that be carried out the Instruc
tbe physician.
The child confirms
the
note and the parents are mystified.
The next morning Nolan Is Informed the strike
is called off and be Is once more contented,
thankfnl tbat be did not steal.
have
them

FOR

ASBESTOS
Curtains and Picture Booths
?oS°
BOOKLET

I behind
in -urn

tbem, plan
he vrllI
thi'm

In his tliom.
]•
cuiiiveut
Keturiilng
to the ran.
the l«>>s I •■
etcher and
in the mow I ■
him.ezroni
<-iii.idthere
t
bring tbe niini.-i.-r
and compel
the

I tor i
to visit M
BnrtOB thinks h.-r visit most inopportune, bat at
the close of tin- morning session, when Auntie
tiikes her ilepiirture. she is kidnapped by the
Cowboys, who t!il"k Ih.-y have tbe teacher. The
teacher realises thai she "as to have been tbe
victim instead of Auntie, but determine* lo await
the arrival of Curley
ere going
to her Aunt's
The cowboys
rry the struggling
aunt to the
I klKinrd and drive away
to meet
t lie minister
ami H.- impatient (i.-orge: in the ineantliii.- < nrl.-y
ool and learns from his sweetheari what lm* taken place.
ii- uis, ii the party in the mountains, to
lln.l Auntie belaboring the kidnappers with her urnbrella, and they an- In full flight before
her
frieiizie.l onslaught.
Finding the minister there.
tie lovers • ■in
decideall. lo watt no longer, and Joining
hands before the
parson, lie pronounces the words
that make them one. and Auntie lu her happiness
THE
RANCH
CHICKEN.— Rastus
Johnson
and
lis wife. Dinah, live near the Circle C Ranch, and
the washing for the cowboys.
\- Rastus is a "gem'men
of color" when the
chickens begin to disappear from the ranch-yard.
naturally
suspects
him.
One day as
Dinah is inking the ranch washing to her home,
the boys stretch a rope across her path, tripping
her.
A number of the best pullets belonging to
the ranch escape from her basket.
Suspicion la
now a certainty and the boss, together with hla
fun-loving cowboys, determines to give the chickenloving darkies a lasting scare.
In Dinah's basket,
left behind in her haste to get away, a number of
' id, and knowing a darkey's fear of
I,i glii.sih
the
l>o-s
Ids
attire andfor the

B ES T=

DISSOLVER

ever offered, sent C. O. U. $3.50 subject examination, upon receipt of a sufficient amount
to guarantee express charges. They all take
them. N'o Beautifi;!
machine complete without this
attachment.
KKITI'RI IILS CO.. 411 Superior SI rr»t, Tolfdo, Oslo

MKAIMJI AKTKKS

child, tenderly

Forks. <

3800-3810 N. Clark St.. Chicago. Ill

arm
ol Curley
they
■ i.-d
f,.r
ushe moment,
appear!
greets
> i-. Trail

Ci-

C W. Trainer
Mfg.
Co.
19 IV, rl M.,
IIOST<»

Perfumed Disinfectants
If in the market ask us for prices, etc. We
have everything you want and our goods absolutely without equal.
U. S. DISINFECTANT CO.
236-238 Skill...... St.. llrooklyn, N. Y

lurn to the ranch that night i
els. Dinah does not want to go. but Rastus la
insistent, so with many misgivings she consents
to go along.
Arrived at the ranch. Dinah seats herself on a
l.arrel near the chicken coop window, while Ras
lus enters the coop to hand out the pullets to
Dinah and her waiting sack. They are busily engag.-d when a long, unearthly wall strikes dread
to their souls. ghostly
shriek of mortal
dives from the window headlong and rushes
Dinah collapses In the barrel and faints
as other ghosts surround her. The ghosts
hind the coop and, removing
their sheet
i .hi the ground with mirth.
To compensate
the old couple for the
nieii! he has enjoyed
at thell
ti •■ pullet fr.un his lot and going to the
■bin, lie gains the roof and I
the tnlk of koodoos, witches, charms, etc.. or his
superstitious neighbors. Then he lets his pullet
down by a string. Rastus Is in the act of trying
to explain to Dinah why lie did not assist her from
the scene of their recent scare, when he spies Ibe
pullet dangling near ills head.
Relieving It to be a gift from the gods, he
grasps it. and a pair of extremely happy darkles
are shown, trying to outgrln each other.
CUPID IN CHAPS.— The cowboys of Circle Bar
Itancb are much annoyed by the forwardness of
the hired girl, who enforces all sorts of tricks to
get one of them to marry her.
the she
country
store,with
tbe boys
meet each
a "peach."
andAt as
Is laden
bundles,
one of
them wants to relieve her of her burden.
One day the boys Invite It
it might
be said, they eventually
get married.
much to the surprise of tbe boys.
THE OUTLAWS TRAIL.— Dad Winters Is the
leader of a gang of outlaws. Jim Osborn, a
lieutenant in the Texas Rangers. Is assigned to
capture him. At a spring in the mountains he
stops to take a drink. While thus engaged, the
daughter of Dad Winters comes for a pall of
water.
Jim helps her draw it.
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A Release for TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY of Each Week %,^1/j?

u

Gaumont

Release

July Uth

Reel about 1010 ft.

THE PICTURE ON THE SCREEN

A
INI

See how a moving picture is staged and photographed.
A drama
built to show
the interior of a atudio during
producing
hours.
About 700 ft.

A RAGGED
Breakers

on

the Spanish

Eclipse Release

i

A
U
LVI
O

COAST

Coast.

About

300

ft.

July 12th

Reel about 1005 ft.

THE FREE LANCE
A strong

drama.

TEMPLES

About 640 ft.

OF INDIA

Showing the famous Taj Mahal of Agra.

Gaumont

Release

About 365 ft.

July 15th

Reel 1010 ft.

FROLICSOME

IN

FLORRIE

A comedy

About

520

ft.

JIMMIE AS A PHILANTHROPIST
A drama,

played

REGULAR

by the

ADVANCE

NEW
Know

boy.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

MAILED

ft.

FREE

KLEINE fifiM
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your l lid Machine

About 490

Write to

GEORGE
cINSMi
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I Know My Exchange Proposition Will Overcome
¥our Trouble.

State Make of Current Saver, and
Exchange
Proposition
for I1ALLB1

1 v.

J )n'J:;]Ar
rl
^Sric
Eithe. \
and
Will Exchang*
for Either, or Any ]'hJhl^V'
Offer Make
Kn1ui1m Fans
Fans for
forEUhei x
*ou ''
Com] '
! K.\ ( 11 VIRi
Write .n l tace, Giving Make, Stylo,
Manufacturer's
plies COMPLETELY
Eoi M, P
I EQUIP
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THEATRE
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H.

HALLBERC,

Write
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Catalogue

36 East 23rd Street, New York
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finds Jim

' the

Hanger.

Be The First To Show
This Feature

CORONATION
$9.50 A DAY

! Hie outlaw* anil a fight enhl.h !>».! "
The out■aptured ami carried mit
bj •

■

>rli her

and

swears

to lore

a •■:

Write

WOULD

BE

for

Date

D >PY

of TROY

Indians

In every

U. S. ARMY MANOEUVRES

cor-

3,000 I eel of Film

S6.00

employer,

coming

In.

boats

bl

with the despatches.
ne cavalry
was soon in hot
v crc.it speed he swung from his horse
rbanaing limb of a tree, and his horse
r^uers
followed
the
riderless
■llately came down and made
intcr-.-haseil and made
for i ■
• Georga
plunged
In and swam
to the
• amaied cavalrymen imre after
him on horse.
His capture no
Gaining
the bank.
George
an also stood
girl. Although the daughter
Confederate
officer l.er heart went out to tl
In his dire extremity. She welcomed hhn wlh
In. and bandaged Lis wounded head, and at hi
despatches in the liniment
While
Invaders.
They Anally entered.
In the meantime. Genrge made a rope
slid down upon the enemy's
hordes and
little further
down .!a-lic.l off.
his war
to where
tie. Imperturbable
and silent
ml was a itching the Confab

-■ :i' •

and

hl«

put
He

A DAY

Lyric Film & Supply Co.

v -ow-hoy
picture over
has started
him of
on the
Ills
mad career.
He climbs
the heads
■udlenoe and dances ■ Jig on the piano keys, while
the fair planlste ilu. ks down in wild alarm St his
■ il» and freakish demonstrations. Dut
a husky attendant now puts In an appearance, and
lifting him bodily In his arms, ejects him from
the show. But as he Is fired out. bfl lands feet
down like n frisky feline, reading his favorite
"Yellow e\. '
see htm at a eostumors.
knocking
things topsy-turvy, and then he goes forth In true
-\vlo for the land of tlie Golden Sunset.
Out In the Western wilds he gives full swing to
bis rambunctious
hilarity.
He startles
the natives, red and white,
by the Joyous
exuberance
rerj pore of his dellrlI they
are amazing ana as startling as they are novel.
FROM
WALLACE
TO
GRANT— It fu
nt
Shlloh Church and Pittsburg landing, the Gth and
Ubert S. Johnson, at the head
Dope had driven the Federals almost Into
the river.
Grant, on his way up the river, had
("rump's
Landing, to cral
Join Lewhim Wallace,
In case who
the was
enemy at attacked
Grant on the left, which they did.
As he prov. illaet tetrad that It led him In
the teeth of the Confederates,
and that he must

patch
aides.

new courage Into the general
made new disposition
of his
'ay t lie enemy was thoroughly

-

720 Wabaah Ave.
TERRE HAUTE, IND.

latter's daugh or. Alice,
I iking I la 'ask nf
nignt he •
the documents,
takes
photographs
them.

for ids traitor's deed.

■ ral. ller>
and
falls In

them
to his
He replaces

fnrhiildeii.
and paid
the pel
he escaped
from
prison, ami
iped out perhapa by Kate ages ago.
Harding. Jack looked Lnto her eyea
the slorm In hla soul subsided, the rancor of
us wounded heart was soothed. Those eyes of
"lora were the gospel, a psalm and a sermon by
hemselves. Jack determined to leave his evil
•<ini|i anions and the viciousnees of bis former life,
ind make of himself a man worthy of the name
the girl. She aays yes, when he asks her the
question, and for the first time In his temuoua career, Jack faces a life of peace and
time

Stereopticons, Chairs. Theatre Supplies of all
kinds, shipped to any p?.rt of United States and
Canada.
Large line of Edison and Power Machine parts. Write for lists.
ITRIC FILM & SUPPLY CO ,lo. 720 W.bnk Injure Hiuti, Ind

Moving Picture Machines
Stereopticons
MaKe

Big Money

Motion Picture Theatre Supplies

a

little

stranger

comes

to

bless

the

life
looms up rosy and bright and buoyant.
happlne__
Enter Fate, with her mystic web, which forthwith she begins spinning. A fellow-prisoner of the
old days, meets Jack and recognizes htm as the
escaped convict. He demands blackmail to keep
the secret. Jack gives him money, more and more.
until at last there is no more to give. But the
other demands, and Jack, to save the Innocent
names of the two he loves— steals. He Is detected.
Society
must
be protected — so Jack
returns moreti>
The long years
oonce
go
speed by,
bis. Yet — not freedom.
He freedom
cannot Is
annot
look
m
wife and child,
There Is but one
evil way, go ou
leases the fetters
o steal, and se
He enters a hot
like
tells him thai brought
She speaks to h
pal Silent
mother has
new papa, and that she does not
knows, and— irell,
Ami
erirt.
or she aumrn
little pitying,
to
laic
Messenger and tl
rt at
5 peace lu the Valley of Beyond. her
e a
AS

GREAT

A MAN

NORTHERN.

SOWETH.— On

either side ,

conipk-ie linr ,t :
mi all Standard
i an -fii, ,h once Sii< i.il Slides made to order. We also
handle today
Monograph.
Edison CATALOGUE.
and Power-. Machines.
Write
for THEATRE

CHICAGO

PROJECTING

219 S. Dearborn M.

Dept. A.

CO.

re in a drunken brawl.
, as an old school friend, for assistance,
afler by his old companions,
the ex-

Chicago, II

FILMS
FOR
RENT
New Films High Class Service
The Pioneer House, With 8 Years'
Experience and S250.000.00
Back Of It

< the

from taking
them.
i fierce struggle, «
cr. shooti
the young
man
dead
and
, leaving the preciouj documents.
The
iold Is alarmed, and Alice flings herself
down by her dead lovers side, while the general,
glancing
at the
papers,
averts
1.,-veral has
proved
true, gravely
and paid
with hisbishead.
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and

transported,

EUGENE

effective

THANHOUSER.
WON BY WIRELESS.— A millionaire broker reposea confidence In his chief clerk and does not
realize that the man Is wailing and watching for
a chance to ruin him. For the clerk is JMlona a*
well as deceitful, and deeply resents any display
of authority on the part of his employer. He la
convinced that, with a little money, he could eooo
be a millionaire himself.
Therefore, he easily falls a victim to the wlleaof a rival broker, and promises that when the
time
comes,
will help
to "do"
his employer.
And the
secondhe broker
Is equally
to blame,
for he
poses as a friend of the man he Is determined toFoi
aids the plotte
established a wlrelesa
i struggling concern, and the
; how the promoter can ever
a proper financial position to
r. So he refuses to let him
es furiously angry when be
lighter Is determined
to wed
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OF HORSEMANSHIP

^EVER in the history of our
business have we met with
such instantaneous success as
with these views. The demand
far exceeds our expectations.
You can't afford to be without
these slides:
i Sets 6 Slidei and Title
$3.00
6.00
iFull" Set
12 and Title - -10.00
Rent
through your
Song Slide Exchange.

Film

or

If they
supply
wants
wirecan't
or write
us your
direct.Levi

LEVI

CO., Inc.

24 UNION SQUARE,

WEDNESDAY,

JULY

12th

TheTRAPPER'S FIVE DOLLAR BILL

NEW YORK

OAVt THAN TO EARN IT IVIUlMtT
I guarantee to save more than
half of your current hill and
give you a better and steadier
light if you will let me install

EDISON

CAST.
The Wife
Trapper
Edward Bainbridr*
O'Connor
Hi*
Rohnda
The Judge
Robert Brower
How a trapper and his wife decided to Ret a dlrorcc.
how the « if,- demanded
alimony.
- ■ It ami DM
tiny wen- nbMqtWDtlj
remarried
all on one n\e dollar Mil. which
finally found In way Into the pocket of tu- atuvwd arejatoro {odes.
Aa uastaaj

Economy Transformer
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t moving

Bpringneld. Mais - > aen moving picture theater
Is being ai
i'- nnell In Bhn and
Bartlett Street. . which will have a seating eaHamilton.
of tha
pacltv
of i •
• - Ohio. — I . u Wlttman, thepresident
Star Ann
Ksgle Moving
rieture Theater to William Lelghton.
Holyoke, Mass.— Ti , Uolyoke
1. Shea.Opera Boose, which

Butterfly

•

will convert it Into « bigh class moving picture
and vaudeville theater, which will be ready to open
for business about Angus) 1st.
Indianapolis.
Ind. — Ureal
Western
5
Hire-tors. Amusement
A.
B.
C

line

fnthor

hi

i~

kicked

; imtl) . w bo
I MAN

aid,
Into

[M.S.,,

Is in

FEARS-

friend. Tlio
o tliut rmlteiil troatmj
a Ii I in from contracting tuberculosis.
■ ■ i — pattern tn mora ii> the country,
[ doors, and live "tha simple life,"
faithfully
obeys lnwell,

■.<

directed.
Ha pltcbea
district, nml thorough!; enjoys
himself, while feeling fr,.in iln> In day tlml lie Is
rongei
Incidentally ha fniis in love.
dare propoae t.> the girl until
■ thai I"- i» thoroughly restored to henlth.
He thinks that the re-t has eared him. but he
sends for his doctor anil friend, so that there may
:, the ii iter.
line the doctor
i the city
a girl with whom he has fallen in love. Wliei
he rlalts his patient he discovers that they hotl
Iotc the same woman. Also, that t lie patient I
the favored •
■ physician straggles against temptation, bu
a dangeroos rival from his path.
But the girl ia loyal to the man she loves. Hearing of bis sorrow, she goes t.> comfort him. ami
arrives Just In time to save him from suicide.
The doctor arrives on the- scene. Ilnrrifled nl realizing bow near be c.-un.- to being a murderer, he
sway, broken-hearted, leaving
ippy sweethearts hehlnil him.

AMONG

THE

EXHIBITORS.

White Castle. La. — The new motion picture
theater, owned by Edward E. Barbey. Paul Blanchsrd and J. M. Mflancon. bas opened Its doors to
the

Fslrylsnd Theater Company.
Milwaukee. Wis.— A permit to build a $10,000
moving picture thester on Fond du Lsc Aven
Mr
ranted
Btra
Warsaw, III.— Harris A Reynolds bsve sold their
moving picture thester to Ed. Kuse. wbo will remodel It and take possession.
Hutchinson, Kan. — Brown Bros., of this plsce,
bave purchased the Klnodrome Moving Picture
rbeater at McPheraon and will conduct It.
Frseport. Ill — John Aue bss purchssed the ForI I.yrl.
Hermosa
Beach. Cal.—
; picture thester
will he estsMlabed here.
Poteau. Okla.— Blair A Mills
1186

Seneca

Gary, Ind. — Wm. Hnmll
plana prepared for the cons
South Broadway
and Eleventh Sta. Coat, $15,000.
Pittsburg. Be. — The Harris Amusement
Co.. have
eiade arrangements to erect s $1,250,000 plsy bouss

■ ?•■•

ack W. \ i - i i i k and G II. HoffMaclt.
Chicago. 111.— Illinois Amusement Company.
Capital. $2..V»> Hire. tors. Max Gutbman, Jacob
Rothschild and Frank II. Becek.
Chicago, 111. — Pan;.' rheater Oompany. Capital. $15,000. Directors, Con8tantlne Theodore,
Nicholas KilavOS and Nicholas Cashburles.
St. Louia, Mo. — Crescent Theater Company.
Capital. and
$.'..i"o
Scblank
John S.Directors,
Wright. John J. Dvork, Ike
Cincinnati. Ohio. — Hu.kcvo-I.nkeshore Film Company. Capital. $30,000. Directors. Jerome M.
Jackson. Isaac W. Mcllahon, Fred 0. Amer. E.
Mandelbaum.
George Haas. It. I). Hanlsh and Frank

: 27.19-15

(

WeatheTford. Okla.— Messrs. Welnert bsve purchssed tbe Stsr Theater and converted It Into a
high class moving picture and vaudeville theater.
Independence, Kan. — Mr. C. H. Kerr has sold the
Joy Thester here to R. R. Painter.
Racine, Wis. — 0. W. Chrtsttenaoa, manager of
the Gem Thester. hss leased the Cape Building
on the bench, and will equip it as a modern up-todate moving picture palsce. which will be ready
to throw open Its doors for business about June 1st.
Hartford. Conn. — Negotlstlons sre being msde by
Ottt-of-town partlea for the erection of a beautiful, commodious alrdome at the Junction of
School snd Prospect Streets, near Superior Laun-

Clintonville. Wis— W.
i South Main
Charles and
F. plans
Knapp'sto buslne
i moving plcStreet
conve
ture theater.
w alrdome la being built
New York City • St. Nicholas Avenue and
177tb Street, at a cost of $1,500.
Brooklyn,
N. Y.— B. I.avlllette, la planning to
erect a hsndsome. up-to-date moving picture theater
New York City.— The Picturegraph. Capital
$250.0.10. Directors.
B. A. Proctor, F. C. Morgan
Plac
and W. S. Allen.
Bt. Louis,
Mo. — Aubert
AmusemeDt
Compsny.
. Candy, Bay
Capital.
Elmer ~
M. EHera $10,000.
and JohnDirectors.
W. Calhoun.
Jerseyville, 111. — A new moving picture
dcvllle theater, co
; $25,000, la being planned to
be erected here.
St. Louis. Mo. — A new vaudeville theater, to cost
|
1 be erected here.
8pringfleld, Vt.— It Is understood that the Dreamland Theater, that has been conducted succesafully

during the past year and a half, has been sold to
Ralph and Ray KInne by Edward W. Condon.
Manchester,
N. H.— The Star Theater here has
, purchased by Mr. Milton
New England Sta
the Scenic Theatei
class moving
picture
and vaudeville
theater.
Jewett, Texas. — A $1,500 Opera House Is being
planned to be established here.
r of
Now York City. — A new alrdome tIs the
being
c planBroadway
and 126th Stree
St. Joseph, Mo. — An alrdome la being planned
for thla city which Is to be under tbe proprietorship of Messrs. Thomas.
Brooklyn, N. Y. — The Eden Theater Company
bave taken the large plot of ground at the corner
of Hancock Street and Bushwlck Avenue, for an
alrdome theater. It will be known as the Garden
of Eden.
class moving pictures and vaudeville will beHigh
featured.
Pueblo, Colo. — Tbe Grand Opera House has given
up running licensed pictures and are now showing
Independent films.
Oalveaton, Texas. — Messrs. Denham and Csraey
bave opened a moving picture theater in Flstonls.
Keysep,
W.
Vs.— Mr.
Fr*l
Werthelmer
has
' theater In the I. O.
Bane Building on Main Stre
: i»lctMoving Picture theater Is
Baltimore, Md.— A new
being planned by Architect Francis E. Tormey on
the weat side of Madison Avenue, near Gold Street,
which will cost about $10,000, to be under tbe
ownership of Messrs. Schmidt and Cook.
Atlantic City, N. J.— The I.yrlc Theater, a moving plture house at 1806 Atlantic Avenue, changed
hands. Mr. Walter Martin sold bis rlgbta to
Messrs. Beard and Avodon.
Baltimore,
erection
of

a

Md. — Plans
high-class

have been Died for the
moving
picture theater,
":> side of Lexington Street.

Theater,

picture

thester

to be erected

input 1,200 patro
• moving picture
thester
■ Men will
be
Bridgeport, Conn.Known as the I.yrlc Theater.
Jacksonville. Fla.— Mew.. Polk A Company have
rented the old theater building on the corner of
Magnolia and Third Street, and plan to convert it
Into a first class moving picture I ■
Reading,
Pa. — Mr. George
Potter
Is converting
.- p). -tor lulldlng la I
ovlng picture theater.
Bristol, Conn. — The
Pastime
Theater has bees
purchased by Messrs.
Slocum and Chappell,
wbo
plan to remodel and enlarge It Into one of the
ugland.pictures
The Star
la
the new name.
All of the latest
will be
— J.picture
M. O'Donnell
planning
to
e re.Weatfield,
t a new Mass.
moving
theater, la
which
will be
known as the Gayety.
Rockville, Conn. — Mr. W. R. nuzzell. of Worcester. Is plsnnlng to open a moving picture show la
the Rockville Opera House.
Canton, N. Y.— T. P. and S. M. Southworth have
sold the Wonderland Theater to E. L. Rusbton.
Sidney, Ohio. — A new moving picture theater will
shortly be opened on North Main Avenue, which will
be under the management of O. Strahlm.
Danvers, Mass. — Mr. Louis Brown Is having
. moving plctur
accommodating 800 patrons. The cost will
be about $8,000.
Cedar Falls. Iowa.— Mr. C. W. Champlln, president of the Central Summer Theater Circuit, will
open. June 15th, a summer theater at Fifth and
Washington Streets.
Eugene, Ore.— Wallace Potter and Alfred H. W!lloughby, of this city, established two moving plctlicat Falls, N. H.— Messrs. Berlanger & PlumSoloman
mer. proprietors of the Star Theater, have sold
their Interest to Mr.
New Thomas F. Hughes, who will
continue running it as a high class picture house.
New York City. — A large alrdome is being plan! and St. Nicholas i
T, — A new moving picture theater
to be erected at Grand Street and
ue. which will cost $4,500, and be
t of Patrick J. Kelly.
Brooklyn, N. Y.— A new picture palace Is being
established at the southeast corner of Hamburg
Avenue and Linden Street, which will be under
the proprietorship of Mr. Benjamin Flnkensleper,
to cost about $1,500.
New York City. — On the property of the northeast corner of 8th Avenue and 14th Street, an
open alrdome theater Is being planned, which will
cost about $2.0<io, to be under the proprietorship
of Messrs. J. Gibbons and M. Meyer.
Carthage. N. Y. — A new moving picture will
theater
be
Is being erected In the Odd Fellows hall.
Milwaukee. Wis.— The Princess Thester
within a day or so. First-class picture
Neenah, Wis. — A new moving picture theater
has been opened
here under Messrs
Eldorff and
of

New Orleans, La. — Messrs Ehrlch and Coleman,
the Baker
Grand
Theater,
have discontinued

Cincinnati, Ohio. — A new moving picture theater
Is being planned on Main Street, near Liberty.
Nevada, Iowa. — A new picture palace lias opened
here under the management of S. J. Bowers.
St. Louis, Mo. — 0. T. Crawford Amusement Company Is planning to erect a moving picture thester,
at
a cost Depot.
of $35,000, In Carondelet, near the Iron
Mountain
Fairbault, Minn. — The New Empress Moving Picture Theater, which bas been under construction
for some time has opened.
Milwaukee, Wis. — A new moving picture thester
Is . being planned to be established at Eleventh
Avenue and Washington Street, by John Bruemmer, which will be managed by J. Wagner.
Eveleth, Minn. — Mr. Frank E. Carpenter, former
nager of the Othello Theater, bas acquired the
zaar Dry Goods Store and will convert It into a
moving picture and vaudeville theater.

THE
Portsmouth.

Ohio. — Plan'
been completed by
the Ljric Theater,
to b«
erected oo CLUIIcotbe Bin
filed for the
New
York City. — I'lans
■e. One la to
be built i l the property
.
• reel nn.l White Plains Avenue for tbo
Pueblo. Col.— The Grand Opera House has mad*
contracts with the Motion Picture Distributing &
pany for their first releases of plcturea
and will pla<-«. two new reels each day. with an
added thousand feet for good measure.
South Bend,
Ind. — The Palace Theater,
a new
photoplay house, lias Just been opened at <"3 South
Chapln
Street.
« theater Is a two story brick
all modern Improvements,
Coal City. 111.— •ott & Bollinl will enlarge their
Scenic Heater
at a cost of |2,0W, and lncreaae
the seating capacity by 200.
Milwaukee, Wis.— A new moving picture theitr-r will be erected al Blerentb Avenue and Washing'. .1, Street '■ ■ >• John Kruemmer Estate. Edward J. Wagner will be the manager.
_ Flatonia, Tex,— Philip Dtenbam and Professor
B o|H-neil a motion picture theater In the
Opera
House.
■- i itr ictloa
City, N. J— Plan
' Atlanti
on Virginia
Of an oi
uhuiitted
to
the Bnlldlng Department
owner
of the Comet
Theater
in New
York,
„
promoting the construction of the new theater.
Racine,
Wis. — Improvements
to the Bijou The.
ater that will cost $13,000 "111 begin m
88
When
completed,
the BIJou will he one of the
handsomest
motion picture theaters In the West.
Kansas City, Mo. — The Western Bub and Door
I fitted up club rooms for Its fou
1 will Install a free r
iploj
Herein.
W.
Va.— Lem
if, proprietor
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Altoona, Pa. — Another moving picture show w
be opened in this city on the East Side.
Edwi
0
Young,
a well-known
real estate dealer,
I
purchased the building at 1216 18 Eighth
ATei
for Jlo.oOu anil therein
will locate a bandso

L. SIMPSON.

■■

ilellgl.tiui mii,. ,,f illustrations for this charming
ditty. A set tita: is bound to please.
loe Goodwin.
-■ the Music
trials
by P. B. Havlland
and tribulations
. f the pt-or chap who
falls In

Poughkeepsie,
N. T. — Another
moving
picture
theater will I* opened In Poughkeepsie within the
next fortnight.
It will he erected and opened on
era White and Howard.
It will
Se owned and operated by the New York Amuse1.000

1 6ix reels of pictnr

It Back and Chan;:music by Thurlam!

Newark, N. J. — Work
• r awill'
large one story building
on tie northwest corner of Somerset Street and
- I.uMig. which "ill cost about
The plans, which were drawn bv Hvman
Hosensobn, call for a building 99 x 114 feet In
ground dimensions, which, when completed, will
proviile a garage, moving picture theater and three

■•Whet

' • ■■

Seng SIHe Releases.

•Turkey

& VAN
I 8C0TT • Time

ALTENA.

- iplro.
Alexander
•'Columbia,

Bi member,

Wait ti
You■I'llRememh.

"1 Wonder Whj [I "Don't Blame Me fur Loving
LEVI
"On

Spangled

Fellow'-the . G
When
"A Dream of
William Carter.
inan. York.
Published
New

You''

"I'm

k. COMPANY

Qlrl."

I June-Tim,

and

tlie (Jem

Going

i !gar Selden.
Music
Pub. ' Co.PublishJames I Brady.

of the 0
Banner."

"IMP ABC

By

BOOR"

Right now is the time of year when it i- good business judgment to do
a little scheming to boost your receipts. We've done the schemii
you bj producing this clever book. Exhibitors everywhere say it i> a
corker and that it is helping to overcome the bad effects of hot
weather. If you have not received a sample [mp Book, together with
letter and other literature describing the scheme, send for it at once.
Then place your order for all the Imp Books you car possiblj use. We
worked it up for Y< H'k benefit, not ours. So go to it hard I

A SUMMER

COMEDY

to Take

the Tr
:nuslc by

Bdn

It. I.

J'MfjJ^
^oF/iVTlKiGPJaURE/

NEXT!

Get an early booking on "A Gasoline Engagement," the [mp release of Monday, July loth
ainl give your house a roaring summer laugh. V. young couple, the girl's father, a minister
and a barrel of gasoline are the principals in one of tlie lust n<fe-9p)itt
Make a note of the title and the date of release right now !

AT

A QUARTER

OF

TWO

This is our releast of rhursday, July 13th. V burglar, hiding in the closet of a houst
criticallj ill, sees thai the nurse has gone to sleep and forgotten to administer medicine at tl
\t the risk
of being caught, he saves the situation himself. There's human
fr» it of this reel.
Sec that yOU

Independent

Moving
name

/'
and

national

Herbert Ingrabam.

Shapiro.

EXHIBITORS WILDLY
ENTHUSIASTIC OVER

THE

Tlie

a Garden and You." Words by
Music by H. Heuner. E. Trantby the Ideal Music publishers.

Anurico,

address immediately.
Imp Lobby

.•uerlte."

THE

M< >VIXG

Motogiaphic
direct (re

PICTURE

W< >RLD

Progress.

factory to you for $10.
Stu-lt^xu Solid Maple
Shell- }xis-K09ewoodor

Wad

^2H
■V

10
Rods.
Rang;
Heads Send U.S. Mc

Fall of Troy
Grenadier

.

' --^p
■■H^'
^^^r

or
ss order.
you
wishExr>r
C.O.I)
tend Ifsufficient to guaranteeExpress charges.

E.

P. 2EIDLEB

DRUM

CO. Den

r

CLFVELA^D.

Pole Picture

Mossier

Bldg.,

grades;

and

at prices

lower

than

ot

SACRIFICE
SALE

COOK'S

"THE TRUTH
ABOUT THE POLE"
North

and
Roland

BIG STQCK FILMS FOB RENT
All

OHIO

Greatest Feature Film
DR.

The World's Best
Film Features

Send for our July list of bargain films
and machines; including a large list of
FEATURE HEADLINERS.

Company

Hurry,

Chicago

if you

want to get the cream.

GENERAL FILM BROKERS
23 E. Jackson Blvd.

Chicago, HI.

$25.00 Buys the ESSEX
THEATRE

MOVING PICTURE MACHINES
Current Saver*
M3Hou>L.n St .
Newark, N. J.
Telephoue 1712 Market
K. Willi K tfgi

SALES

CO.

Dealers In Theatres anywhere in the United
States and especially Chicago. Write or Call.
Make Known Your Wants

Chairs ALL METAL Chairs
We can make immediate shipment of All Metal
Chairs, at J loo F- O- B. Factory. This Chair
will no doubt meet with approval and requirements of Fire Underwriters. For Sale. Secondhand One-pin Edison Machine, Jios.oo. Powers,
with fire shutter, Ji 15.00; good as new,

$15-$100 Paid for Plots for
Motion Picture Plays
TOU
CAN
WRITE
is' work.
Only school of its kind.
THKM
come, write AaVd Motion Picture School-,
Room 9 1 l.ChlragoOpcra House Block, Chicago

LIBERTY FILM RENTIN6 GO.
105 Fourth

Ave.

Pittsburg, Pa.

Operators!

compelling
ixipulnrlty
of the
photoplay
rei'tly traceable to the average film nianufn
who is forever tiring to give t
better and something new, reg
The newest wrinkle In moving pictures has oecn
but recently Invented and patented by David Horsier, general manager of the Nestor Mini Company,
and Is now being used In conjunction with that
other
praiseworthy
novelty,
the Mutt
and Jeff

I guarantee quick and satisfactory
repair work on all machines.
Only genuine parts supplied. Get
my prices on ONE DROP OIL
and BULL DOG
CEMENT
the best articles of their kind on
♦he market

H. A. MACK

Mr. Horsley's Invention, herewith Illustrated, is
a sort of footnotes arrangement, perfectly simple and simply perfect and comfortably fills a
long-felt want. It has been hailed with delight
and approval by audiences wherever advance prints
of
Mutt and
Jeff have
nothing
to equal
this been
happyshown.
device,To asdateone there's
may

IE

8S3 Brojdwir, Cor. 14th Street

New York

'Phone ■ 2478 Stuyvetant

BADGES
Handsome Celluloid Badges, with the
words Manager, Doorman, Usher, etc.,
or the name of your Theatre.
Fastened on Cap or Hat, on Uniform
Collar or on Coat without straps,
strings, etc.

A

Great

Novelty

J. M. BRADLET
167 W. Washington St., Chicago, III.

Joy every Inch of I

SPECIAL

POSTERS

FOR

ALL

FEATURE

PICTURES

Faust,
Ten Nights in a Bar Rom,
Enoch Arden,
Close Call,
Coronation of King George,
Auto Races,
Alarm,
Shelling of San Marcos,
I ill of Troy,
Grenadier Roland,
Juarez After the Battle.
Etc.
1 full line of stock posters.

la STOCK
JAMES

ONE -SHEETS
FOR
T
HENNECAN,

One - sheets
LOBBY
ROOM

10

cents

DISPLAY
304,

AIOXKV GF.TTING" Heralds for any of the above pictures. J2.S0
._. ..ich additional thousand.
SEND FOR FREE
for J1.00
SAMPLES AND CATALOGUE.
167
WaSHINCTOM
STREET,
CHICAGO,
ILL.
PHONE
MAIN
8303

THE

MUTT

MOVING

PICTURE

-E*)ery

WORLD

Saturday2

and JEFF TALKING

I I VW7/Y T FRLL\
FVft THRT QLJL
\
/POCHErBDDli OrRfr\
JEFF
WILL COME fl^

Mr

PICTURES

Exhibitor!
If you are not getting
.MUTT and JEFF

lone,
THIS wffV~ I'll
\NRT0H HIM TRIP UPC

joyful foto-farces, ask
for them at your exchange. Ask till you get
one MITT and JEFF
funny film a week, BUT
get it quick!

Release

MUTT

of Saturday,

July

8th, 1911

and JEFF

In the Frisky Foto- Farce

"The Bad Half Dollar"
Mr. Exchangeman !
If you

belong

to

the

vacillating squad, quit
it this very instant for
Ml TT and [EF1 and
PROSPE RITY. Not a
single release should be
in i s sc d . \\ i r e y o u r
I >kDI R \<>\\ !

DAVID

HORSLEY

147 Fourth Ave.

MUTT

New York

and JEFF TALKING
-E'Very

Saturday

PICTURES
=

THE

EXHIBITORS

MOVING

! READ

. of INDEPENDENT

PICTURE

THIS

WORLD

PAGE

EXCHANGES.

AND

KEEP

IT !

Each and every <week they can give you

One Nestor Western £ Mutt & Jeff Comedy
-BUYING

EXCHANGESSwanson-Crawford
Louis.

canadian FILM EXCH., Calgary. Alberta.
Gaumont Co., 154 St. Catharine St., Montreal, Que.
Gt. Western Film Co., 613 Ashdown Blk., Winnipeg,
Man.
Western Film Exchange, Savoy Theater Bldg., Vancouver, B. CCALIFORNIA
California Film Exch., 1065 Mission St., San Francisco.
Miles Bros., 790 Turk St., San Francisco.
Miles Bros., 411 West 8th St., Los Apgeles.
California Film Exch., 514 So. Los Angeles St.,
Los Angeles.
COLORADO
Co-Operative Ind. Film Co., Barclay Blk., Denver.
W. H. Swanson
Film Exch., 301 Railroad Bldg.,
Denver.

DISTRICT
OF COLUMBIA
Washington Film Exch., 428 9th St., N. W.
GEORGIA
Consolidated Film Exch., Rhodes Bldg., Atlanta.
ILLINOIS
Anti-Trust Film Co., 128 W. Lake St., Chicago.
Globe Film Service, 107 E. Madison St., Chicago.
H. & H. Film Exch., 98 Jackson Blvd., Chicago.
Laemmle Film Service, 196 Lake St., Chicago.
Standard Film Exch., 159 E. Washington St., Chicago.
INDIANA
Central Film Service. 119 North Illinois St., Indianapolis, Ind.
IOWA
Laemmle Film Service, Suite 2 and 3, 515 Mulberry
St.. Des Moines.
KANSAS
Wichita Film & Supply Co.. 122 N. Market St.,
Wichita.
LOUISIANA
Dixie Film Co., 720 Maison
Blanche Bldg., New
Orleans.
MASSACHUSETTS
Boston Film Rental Co., 665 Washington St., Boston.
W. E. Green Film Exch., 228 Tremont St., Boston.
MARYLAND
Baltimore Film Exch., 610 E. Baltimore St., Baltimore.
MINNESOTA
Laemmle
Film Service. 256 Hennipen St., Minneapolis.
MICHIGAN
Michigan
Film & Supply Co., 1106 Union Trust
Bldg.. Detroit.
Cadillac Film Exch., 92 Griswold St.. Detroit.
MISSOURI
J. W. Morgan, 1310 Walnut St., Kansas City.

Film

Co.,

Century

Bldg.,

St.

Western Film Exch., 15 W. 10th St., Kansas City.
NEBRASKA
Laemmle
Film Service, 1517 Farnham St., Omaha.
NEW YORK
Albany Film Exchange, 418 Broadway, Albany.
Victor Film Service, 39 Church St., Buffalo.
NEW YORK CITY
Empire Film Exchange. 150 E. Fourteenth St.
Great Eastern Film Exchange, 21 E. Fourteenth St.
Peerless Film Exchange, 5 East Fourteenth St.
Wm. Steiner Film Exch., no Fourth Ave.
Western Film Exch., 145 W. 45th St.
OHIO
Cincinnati
lumbus. Buckeye Film Co., 422 N. High St., CoCincinnati
cinnati. Buckeye Fjlm Co., 315 W. 4th St. CinLake Shore Film & Supply Co., 106 Prospect Ave.,
S. E., Cleveland.
Lake Shore Film & Supply Co., Columbus.
Toledo Film Service, 120 Erie St., Toledo.
Victor Film Service, Prospect and Huron Streets,
Cleveland.
OREGON
Independent W. F. Exch., 84 Seventh St.. Portland.
OKLAHOMA
City. Motion Picture Co., 112 Main St., Oklahoma
United
PENNSYLVANIA
Eagle Film Exchange, 23 North 9th St., PhiladelExhibitors'
Wilkesbarre.Film Service Co., 49 So. Penn. Ave.,
Philadelphia Film Exch., 934 Arch St., Philadelphia.
phia.
Philadelphia
Projection Co., 44 N. 9th St.. Philadelphia.
Swaab Film Service Co., 129 N. 8th St., Philadelburg.
Independent Film Exchange, 415 Ferry St., PittsPittsburg
Photoplay Co., 412 Ferry St., Pittsburg.
phia.
TEXAS
Texas Film Exchange, i^sVi Elm St.. Dallas.
Consolidated
Amuse.
Co.,' Bill Sol Theater Bldg.,
Houston.
UTAH
Co-Operative
Lake City. Ind. Film Co., 320 Atlas Blk., Salt
WASHINGTON
Pacific Film Exchange. Globe Bldg., Seattle.
Western Film Exch., Seattle.
WISCONSIN
Western
waukee. Film Exch., 307 Enterprise Bldg., Mil-

EX HIBITORS ! Deal with a real exchange ! Avoid drug stores with the "something just as good" gag!
If your exchange will not give you two Nestors a week— a worth while Western and an inimitable Mutt o
Jeff Comedy— write us for the name of the Exchange that will.

NESTOR
DAVID

HORSLEY

147

FILM
FOURTH

CO.
AVENUE,

NEW

YORK

THE

_

MOVING

PIC1URE

WORLD

QUALITY

FILMS

- _
June 26th. 191 1.
**J BOARD
S. S. KRONPRINZ
WILHELM
F?
Via Wireless
^y Jack Ablowich,
■— >
c/o The National Film Distributing Co.,
34-6 West Houston Street, X. Y.

_ _
"VI
E
F9
,

E
Arrange have exchange men meet at our office as promptly as possible.
J Due Tuesday afternoon.
Signed: Charles E. Kimball.

™
A

F=t

•

It affords

us extreme

pleasure

THEon theSIGNA1
National

^
_- From

now

to publish

fOR

the

above

ACTION

Announcements should hold wide
interest for the motion picture trade

NATIONAL

«

s
^,

FILM DISTRIBUTING
COMPANY

34-36 W. HOUSION STREET
N. Y. CITV, U. S. A.

IVI

ATTENTION
THE

SENSATION
PICTURE

MANAGERS
OF THE
WORED

MOVING

The Wonderful "MIRROR SCREEN" Glass Curtain
The 1 ii-t and O11I3 Curtain on tin- market to
project motion
pictures in broad daylight

A NEW DEPARTURE. You can Rent,
Lease or Purchase a Mirror or Transparent
Screen on Weekly
or Monthly
Payments
Address all > ommunications to the

MIRROR
Knickerbocker
Ik'ANK

MANNING,

TRANSPARENT

Building.

Pre,, lent ...ul Gcnn.il

M.magei

SCREEN CO.
1402

Broadway.

N. V.

THE

^^M
^F'

PICTURE

WORLD

rQTHl?
NESTOR

[nestorM
^^

MOVING

"The

Worth-White

Film"

David Horsley, 147 Fourth Ave.,

'

New YorK

^^jj^'

Keep Kool
and make money.

.
^jjf■ c

The dog days cannot and will not keep the crowds away from you
theatre if you but show

NESTOR

WESTERNS
Release of

"A MESSAGE

AND MUTT

AND JEFF COMEDIES

Wednesday, July 5th, 1911

FROM THE WEST"

909 Feet of Delightfully Thrilling Film a Bit Better than "The Gun fighter"

Coming !

Coming !
Wednesday, July 12th .

Saturday, July 8th

1k M
M Dollaf

"He Pony
A

WESTERN
OF
WESTERNS

fop"

A Frisky Foto-Farce Wit!

Mull and Jefl

Capital in Every Detail
ORDER

NOW

!

ORDER

Bl
The Nestor
Lobby Magnet

«jHi

8x10, yours for mere cost
of mailing and handling —
just 15 cents in stamps.
To non-exhibitors the price
is one dollar.

Free to Exhibitors

IF

it !

IT'S

NOW!

Six Photos of
Nestor Players

Issued with every Nestor
picture: two colors: heavy
coated
paper.
14x22;
strikingly attractive.

Send for

i

Send for them now

NESTOR

ITS

GOOD

!

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

GET

WORLD

READY

United States Government

has given us permission to use

1 5th U . S. Cavalry at Fort Meyer, Va.
As a setting for a Big Series of War Stories which will
be

EVERY

released

EVERY

'FRIDAY,

beginning

Releases

LATE

Wednesday, Jul j 5. "STARTING SOMETHING"
Fridav
••
7— "THE SILKS I SIGNAL"
Wednesday.
" 12.— "BABY'S RATTLE" and
"I HAT JUNE BIG ' Friday, "
14— "THE GIRK AND THE BRONCO
Wednesday,
"
19— -ALL ABOARD FOR RENO"

Congress

JULY

BOOK THEM

ONE A FEATURE

Avenue,

Flushing,

CHAMPION
MONDAY

NOW

( omedj
split
Reel
-

• Comedy
Western

BUSTER1

L. I.

■£■ VARIETIES
WEDNESDAY

HISTORICAL

and WESTERN

I "FROM WALLACE TO GRANT"

On Monday, July 10th, we release this Military Champ.
You have never teen any series of exciting
incident* in war time so numerous and so delightfully interwoven.
It will linger in your mind long after.

But Here

"TONY
For

Wednesday,

is a Western

WOULD

July

1 2th.

Comedy

BE A COWBOY"

This picture is calculated to crack a laugh from an Egyptian Muinim.

Why, the very title is a significant one.
That Tony's efforts to master a vicious broncho
are so droll and yet so dangerous that you wonder !
When

placing

Booklets

your

and one

order for
sheet Lobby

these

The Champion
MARK

M

DINTENFASS,

Cen'l

two Champs,

Synopsis.

Mgr.

Don't

Writ*

U* for Champ

hesitate

t<> Writ*

"•>.

Film Co.
12

E..»t

1511.

St.,

Nrw

York

s&s
C.ly

*«o

»

THE

MOVING
I

Licensed Release Dates

PICTURE

WORLD
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Classified Advertisements
,.1000
. 171

[Classified
adrer
•lampa
accepted.]

.laementa,
thrae canta
Bo
recta
minimum;

THEATERS

16
v.n
lubber's
Eiperlment
to— A
Tb..r.
.

(Dr.)

1000
1000

' r Dmwpata
(Com.)
■ !> of Misunderstanding
(Com.)
idfmenl
ii»r.)
The
Crusader
(Or.)
ll"
"i
Itabwd
Tobacco
(Com.)..
-ii,,. star
Spangled
Banner
(Dr.)
Man
(Dr.)
TradingIlls
Mother
(Com.)
Pollab
in.l
Pie
(Com.)
The
Crucial
Test
(Dr.)
Marvels
of
Horsemanship

27—
->
go—
3—
B—
7—
11—

75*1
2T.ii
looo
1000
1000
10IH)
iooo
BOO
500
1«00
10iK)

•

Ju:>
Jon*

27— The
Baseball
(Com.)

Jan* 30— An
July
1— Tha
July
4
Sual
Juiy

7

w

July n

Star

From

Old
Man's
Folly
Sheriff 'a Brother
n. e Fly
I Com.)
the

Blng-rllle

(Dr.)
(W.
Dr.)

1000
1000
1000
17-

Break of Dawn
(Dr.)
i
it Ion and
the
Ranch
Girl

v

\ffiilr

(Com.)... 1000

0AUM0NT.
O. Klein*.
Jnne
20 — Jiggers
Buya a Watch
Dog
(Com.).. 337
Jane 24 — The
Hansom
I Dr. )
080
June 27— Village
Gossip
(Dr.)
1000
July
1— Jlmmle's
Trick
(Com.)
8<K>
July
1— An Oaals In the Sahara
Deaert
(Sc.).. 7iH)
July
4 — Baring
the Standard
(Dr.).
• cuttle
Fish
(In. l.i
16S
K iic l-.-nr i Dr. ,
1010
July

II

July

IB

Jiiniiil.-

14— The

u

!i Philanthropist
KAUEM.

l.i,.'.-rf.».i's Claim
LUBIN.

-

June
June
June
June
Juue
July
July
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June

(Dr.)
1000
400
600
1000
1000
690
1000

''

. .

•" »>

.400
1000

MELIUS1 — In Time
for Press
(Dr.)
1000
B— Her Spurted
Boy
(Dr.)
100u
IS— When
the Tables Turned
(Dr.,
..1000
22— The
Kiss of Mary
Jane
(Dr.)
Ham
a» — The
Honor of the Flag
(Dr.l
nasi
6— The
Great
Heart
of the
West
(W.
Dr.)
lOixi
13— The Strike
at the Gringo
(Dr.)
1000
PATHE.
23— Tabarln's
Wife
(Dr.)
G76
23 — Volendnm,
Holland
(Scenic)
300
24— Old
Indian
Days
(Dr.)
lOOu
26— The
Sublime
Pardon
(Dr.)
26— Transudation
In Slam
(Sc. i.
2S— The
Stepsisters
(Dr.)
20 — The
Passing of Dappled
fawn
(D
29 — Tin
Mines
and
Foundry
In Malacca
320

June 30— ""he
June 30 — The

Russian
Water
(Etta.)
\ Mother and

Gypsy
Beetle

(Dr.)
and
Ita

(F.d
Sons of '76
Bel

EAGLE
NORTH

it Happened
in the Waal
Captain
Kate
(Dr.l
ECLIPSE.

Young

(Dr.)

June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
July
July
July
July
July
July
■luly
July
July

1000
1000
1000
995

WEEK'S

PROGRAMME
FILMS.

His

WANTED.— Members
for an
all 1__.
In picture theater. Permanent position. Address
for particulars, P. O. Box
102. Edmonton,
Alberta.

LICENSED

Itlrthd.lay

Brook 1

OPERATOR,

long

Edison

July

Tni

with
\.--

315
IOOO

(Dr.)
<

1000
472

i. ling his Moth.-r
(Com.)...
Ish
ami
p|e
(Com. i
k (Com.)

P.- • \ P. il-l I ■ ■ ' on., i

P.-iHi'

Bin's

In

their

Nests

(Edu.i...

S35
995

413

July

-

S. lig

-A

•

I'll, p.

110

volts.

133

cycles.

$8

O.

F.

Ii

add

d, a

FOR
SALE. — Concert
grand
piano.
;
condition.
Suitable
for large
audltorli
Uscount.
address,
* ll \ rZBL
Ml SIC STUDIO,
Fostorlo, Ohio.
FOR
I'erlot
eluding

SALE. — Kleine's stereo; •
lens, lo-ampere
rheostat.
brand
new.
used
t
A.
I.ICHTEVsTEIN.
fibrecomplete.
cases . New
tc ** York
City.
MISCELLANEOUS.

1000

i |ir. I

lOOu

■

Friday,

SALE.

light

.-are
World. outfit,
N'.-u
Ieasy
FOR Moving
SALE.Picture
— Complete
Edison
ma. bine,
lampbouse.
eompeusar.booth.
!)!> five-ply
chairs,
conduit
wiring
system,
curtain,
piano,
fans,
now
In se
for
owner.
A
bargain.
BOX
542.
Washington,

FOR

(Dr.l

World.

BALE.— 85-f00t
i
xing\i:tiuk.
picture
New

i

dozen chairs, twochine in fair condiire
Moving
Picture

-i

July 7th.

of Pawn
To tie Aid "f Stonewall Jackson
- "ng
the Dnnnbe
(Sc. I

Kalem

FOR

better

6th.

ITi.' Thi-f .in.l the Girl
Snake
Pile
(Dr. i
In. Hans

license,

EXPERT
OPERATOR
wants situation, understands electricity. Best references as to character
ability.
$12.00.
OPERATOR,
care

I'll. an -P.i.vs
Will
Be P..,ys iCi.ln.i. . . .
Vilagraph — In Northern
Forests
i Dr. i
Thursday,

York

and

lth

4th.

New

CAPABLE
AND
EXPERIENCED
manager
for
moving
picture
ey.l.auge
would
like po»i
ability
and
results
would
be appreciated.
ModerWorld.ate salary.
New
York City.-F. S.."
Address.

EQUIPMENT

\ Hungry
Pair
(Com. i
Gaumont
Saving
the
Standard
iDr.)
(Jauinoiit
The
Cuttlefish
iln.l.i
Seiig
The
White
Medicine
Man
(Dr.)
Vilagraph
The
Latent
Spark
il'.im.l
Wednesday, July 5th.
i
"

experience.

tion in some
studio
with
object
of becoming
eam..r: ipiiek
to learn:
useful
and
rata handy
positools; City.
temperate
and
lndusiri..u>
lerk
. 11. g Pietllle
World,

iCtn.i

Tuesday,

WANTED.

ATTRACTION,
big
success,
telele. -lures,
trap
drumming,
complete
work.
Slide-making
machine.
Man
-ies
position — Brookork.
Well
mmmdad
vddn
w i NDBRLB,
314
Ralph

lyn or New
Street.

picture
706

WANTED.

SITUATIONS
FEATURE
phoiiographlcal
outfit for all

3rd.

Labia— Foxy
Izzy
(Com.!
\ -. i>iL.-'..n I!. .lies
(Kdu.)
New
Faith
(Dr.)

(Dr. i.Kmhi
(Dr. i

H.

F.

HOFFMAN

171
n. -sc

Potteries

dnd.i

Saturday,

July

Vttagrapl

ithj
I he

Lubln-

widow

il>r. i

8th.

Corporation
.'in.l
(W. D

the

Ranch

Snow

Ilnuiid

With

v

Day and nio

STREET,

a

!.

Woman

Lecturer of Special Releases
New York City and Vicinity

Girl
moo
1000

\1

Vltaginpli

service

NINTH

1000
1000
1000
•!:•»
640
305

.'12
426
1000

Address, ' CINCH,
New
York City.

World,

—A
fully
equipped
moving
FOR
business.
Address.
JAMES
CHAMBLESS.
Third Ave., Evansvllle.
Ind

Ilingrapli— Stubh's
New
Servants
(Com.)
Iliograpli
The
W
lerful
Eye
(Com.)
Kaloin — A Cattle
Herder's
Romance
(Dr.)

I. ul, In

BALE.

FOR
SALE.— Modern
Vaudeville
and
MoTlng
Picture
Theater
In thru lug central
Illinois
town
of
3.500
population.
Seats
300.
No
opposition.
Also have complete
Alrdome
outfit, which
will sell
snge
long
time
lease
for

HELP

OF

July

FOR

i
pm

.1000

iooo

(Dr. I

Vi— reaching
McFadden
to Walts
(Com.)
20— The
Stumbling
Block
(Dr.)
003
2a— The Sleep Walker
(Dr.)
24 — Two
Overcoata
(Com.)
519
24 — Barriers
Burned
Away
(Dr.>
486
27 — A Quaker
Mother
(Dr.)
28 — Courage
of Sorta
(W.
Dr.)
30— Battle Ilymn of the Republic
(Dr.)..
1— Teated
By the Flag
(Dr.)
4— The
Latent
Spark
(Cora.)
5— In
Northern
Forests
(Dr.)
7 — The Woes of a Wealthy
Widow
(Dr.)
8 — Snow Round With a Woman Hater (Dr.)
ii
The Old
Folks'
Sacrifice
(Dr.)
12
on
the Arctic
Night
(Dr.)
14
The Bobdnini ol lire. Sag
iCom.)...
l.i The
Geranium
I Dr. I

FILM EXCHANGE
Prompt

1000
1000
1000

O
Jil.in. l
June 14— Sir John
Falstaff
(Dr.)
June 21— Avenged
(Dr.)
Juue 28— The Taming
of the Shrew
(Dr.)
July
s Ancient
and
Modern
London
(8
■ >n ■
July 12
The
Free
Lance
iDr.)
inples
of
India
IS.-, i
VITAORAPH.

Monday,

IB— 0

23

it
1.-,

iDi

June 22— Hlgglnses
vs. Judaons
June 2«— The
Sleepy
Tramps
(Com.)
June 2H— How
the Story
Grew
(Com.)
June
29— Rescaed
in Time
(Dr.)
July
1— The
Little
Rebel
(Dr.)
July
3— His
Birthday
(Com.)
July
3— Foxy
Izzy
(Com.)...
July
0— The
Snake
Bite
(Dr.)
July
8— Always
a Way
(Dr. I...

July

July
July

THIS

\

Jnne 23— Lean
Wolf'a
End
(Dr.)
980
Jane
26— Juarez
(Mexico)
After
the
Battle
(Scenic)
1000
June
28 — The
Jollier
(Com. )
905
June
3"»— The
Little
Soldier of -64 (Dr.)
940
July
3 — A Cattle
Herder's
Romance
(Dr.)
July
5— The
New
Cook
(Com.)
July
7— To the Aid of Stonewall Jackson
July 10— B
July

June
10— The
Mission
Worker
(Dr.)
June
20— Range
Pali
(Dr.)
June
22— Told
In the Slerraa
(Dr.)
June 26 — The
Reporter
(Com.)
June 26— Scenes
from
Our
Navy
(Sc.)
June 27— A Sacrifice
to civilization
(Dr.)
June 29— The
New
Editor
(Dr.)
July
8— The
New
laith
(Dr.)
July
4— The
White
Medicine
Man
(Dr.)
July
6— A
Craven
Heart
(Dr.)

par
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WORLD

1344 Gramercy

Hater

ntire output
of the Independent
1
about out Three-locked reel systen
Write, wire or phone

PHILADELPHIA,

PA.
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MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

ever* fr,d.y THE WORLD'S BEST— BAR NONE
«*« ™~»
INDEPENDENT EXHIBITORS: Now Need Lux Films

IIONESUCH

ry Y
IsaAlRe
eJeSaSb
o?.c

Won

PARI ELS

LUX FILMS

We want you to get the World's best every week.

Released, July 7, 1911.

SECRET

SERVICE,

•——«-.

By way of a change, the Lux film for this week is a dramatic presentation,
strong, convincing, and of absorbing interest throughout. NOW IS THE
TIME TO DEMAND THIS AND BE SURE YOU GET IT.
SRK OTHFR

GET LUX

PAGES

R.
IO

East

FOR SYNOPSKS

AM)

PAST KK1.KASKS

GET LUX

The World's Best— Bar None
15tH

PRIEUR

Street

New

'Phone, 3427 Su

York

City

and Sales Company

bold only through t

LUIY1IERE
Cinematograph Film
AT

3,:.

CENTS
PER
POSITIVE
AND
NEGATIVE

NONE

FOOT

k UN PERFORATED '

(Sigma and Croen Labor)

BET1 ER l.\ I N M

vol

pay MORE.

The lot of 30,000 feel "pieced" positive film we advertised to sell .it 31. cts. per foot
"imperforated" gobbled up in a hurry. We expect another lot inafe* days. Krt you
ON? Each roll is aboul [60 feet long, joined in 2 or 3 places only. ORDERS FILLED
IN ROTATION.
1*1 KM fRA HON

% CEN1

LUMIERE
75

FIFTH
Branch

I \ l RA

JOUCLA
AVENUE
PHONE:

CHICAGO

Pi H FOOl

531

Otlice:

Brtwcrn

1 5th and

NEW

YORK

CO.
16th

SI*.

CITY

STUYVESANT

30

E. RANDOLPH

STREET

THE
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MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD
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June 20— The
Gentleman
Fireman
(Com.)
July
1— Foulhhead.
Waller
(Com.)
July
0jUiy
g—Torln
Military
Toun. anient
(Sc.)

June 7— The
Little
Burglar
(Com.)
June 14
(Dr.)
Dr.)
June 14— The
I'lan
that
Failed West.(Com.)

,.- ■ \ V. Com.)

•

July
July

1— Mutt
and
.',— A Menage

Imp— In the Suit:,
Yankee — Groueho's

ii.)

Jeff on the Job
from
the West

H—

Ills Last
Crooked
Peal
•: !v Pitcher
il'r.l

030

ECLAIR.

i
I Br.)
. .- , • ..-,: Win.
Points

i

MO
430

(Coin.)

■ : irdeneri
(Oom.)
jun, ;,— impudence
POnUI c.l
ICom.)
I", mmy
at tin- Pentlsl'a
(Com.)
Jane 12— Cat-gar
Blrotteau
(Dr.)
Jone 10— Tommy
Gets
a Trumpet
(Com.)
June 10— Tlie Ingenious
Accident
(Com.)
' ,■ Death
..f Don
Jnnn
(Dr.)
Julv
3— Can
lie Save
Her?
(Dr.)
julV
8—1
Actor
(Com.)

950
370
620
065
BIO
480

July 10— A

995

Child's

_

Heroism

GREAT

040

(Dr.)

NORTHERN.

unv so
iter
Bwttnrlud)
(Sc)
May 27— Tbe
I.ove of a Gypsy
Girl »I)r)
JuneS — Tbe
Bogus
Governess
June 10— True
Lava
Never
Dies
(Dr.)
June
17— Hotel
Thieves
(Dr.)
June 24 — The
Ghost
of tbe Vaults
(Dr.)
June 24 — Jim
and Jack
(Com.)
Julv
1— Tlie King's
Favorite
(Dr.)
Lt a Man
Sowetb
(Dr.)
IMP.
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June

20*
045

500
1000
1000
1000
1000
10OO
1000
1000
1000
1000
l'-OO
1000

2— Arnold
Has
a Good
Try
(Com.)
462
9— Tbe
Companion
Governess
(Dr.)
639
9— Bill at Play
(Com.)
331
16— Bill I-oses
HIs-Mother-in-Law
(Com.) 409
16— He
Went
for a Best
(Com.)
442
23— Bill's
Day
Out
(Com.)
850
23— Weary
Tom's
Dream
(Com.)
818
30— BUI
Determines
to Go
(Com.)
455
30— Shortsighted
Miss
Trim
(Com.)
426
7— Secret
Service
(Dr.)
S88
1TEW
YORK
MOTION
PICTURE
CO.
BISON

June
0— A Child of tbe Ranch
(Dr.)
June
13— A S<iuaw's
Retribution
(Dr.)
June
16— The
Desert's
Lure
(Dr.)
June 20— The
Duke Cowboy
(Dr.)

(By N. T. M. P. 0».)
June
14 — Evolution
In Womankind
(Dr.)
jane 14— Review
of Turin
Exhibition
(Scenic).
Jane 21— Tweedledum and
His Rescuer
(Com.).
June
21— Lake
Verbano
(Italy)
(Scenic)
June 2S— Slxtus
tbe
Fifth
Emperor's
Debt
Wrong
Telephone
ITALA
(By N.

T.

M.

(Dr.)
Call
P.

(Dr.)

Oo.)

June
17— Physician's
Monkey
(Com.)
June 22 — An Unbearable Son
(Com.)
June 24 — Foolshead
is Jealous
(Com.)
June 24 — On
tbe Snowy
Summit
of Mt.
(Sc.)

SPECIAL
NATIONAL

1 -"mirth

(Coin.)

May

27— Fifty

Years

Ago

Wednesday, July 5th.
Ambrosio— The
Empi
Champion— A Cowboy
and a I

(Dr.)

June 3— Kyes That See (Dr.)
Not
( Dr. )
Juue
0— The
Black
near!
(Dr.)
June lo— The
Stranger's
Plate
(Dr.)
June 13— Smiths
Marmalade
(Coin.)
June
17— A Concert
Hall
Romance
(Dr.)
How
Women
Win
(Dr.)
June 24— Oh.
Say,
Jim!
June 27— Only the Master Shall Judge
(W.
June 27 — Snmmer
Madness
(Com.)
Julv
1— The
Question
(Dr.)
July
4— When
Pals
Quarrel
(Dr.)
July
4— The
Love
Potion
(Com.)
July
S— The
Haunted
Island
(Dr.)

Reliance— Tin- Gold.
Solax— Starting
Som
Thursday,
American— The

Dr.)

1000

RELIANCE.

July

Schoolma'am

Imp— For
the
gi
Itali— The
Little
Bex— Fate
(Dr.)

6th.

of S

U
Friday,

July 7th.

Bison—
Blacks Service
Mak.Lux— Secret
.Dr. i
Solax— The
Silent
Signal
(Mil.)
ThanboUBer— The
O

June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
July
July
July
July

3— In Flowers
Paled
(Dr.)
7— The
Minute
and
the Maid
(Dr.)
10— The
Broken
Coin
(Dr.)
14— All Alone
(Dr.)
17— A Pair of Pants
(Dr.)
21— Price
of Vanity
(Dr.)
24 — What
tbe Tide Told
(Dr.)
2S— Trials
of an Immigrant
(Dr.)
1— Tbe
Orphan
(Dr.)
5— The
Golden
Rule
( Dr. )
8— Thou
Shalt
Not
Lie
(Dr.)
12— The
Turning
Point
(Dr.)

Apr.
Apr.
April
April
May
May
May
May
June
June
June
June
June
July

6 — The
Heiress
(Com.)
18— The
Little
Major
(Dr.)
20— A Daughter of tbe Revolution (Dr.)..
27— Tbe
Realization
(Dr.)
4— The
Ultimate
Sacrifice
11 — The
Guardsman
(Dr.)
18 — An
Exception
to the Rule
(Com.)
25— Called
Back
(Dr.)
1 — The
Monogram
"J. 0."
(Dr.)
8— From
Death
to Life
(Dr.)
15— The
Twins
(Dr.)
22— On
tbe Brink
(Dr.)
29 — Securing
Evidence
(Dr.)
6— Fate
(Dr.)

Yankee— His

Great
Saturday, July
8th.
Great Northern— As A Man
8oweth
(Dl
Itnla— Turin
Military
Tournament
iSe.)
Powers— The
Haunted
[Bland
(Dr.)
Reliance— Thou
Shalt
Not
Lie
(Dr.)

1000

»75
•*>

SOLAX.
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
July
July

2 — Never
Too
Late
to Mend
(Dr.)
14 — A Bad
Egg
(Com.)
16 — A Daughter of the Navajos
(Dr.)
21 — Cupid
and
the Comet
(Com.)
21 — Johnnie
Waters
the Garden
(Com.)..
23— Marked
for Life
(Dr. )
2S— Tbe
Fascinating
Widow
(Com.)
28 — A Terrible Catastrophe
(Com.)
30 — Greater
I.ove Hath
No Man
(Dr.)...
5— Starting
Something
(Com.)
7— The
Silent
Signal
(Military)

June
Jane
June
June
June
June
July
July

13— Little Old
New
York
(Dr.)
16 — Flames
and
Fortune
(Dr.)
20— Tbe
Coffin
Ship
(Dr.)
23 — Foxy Grandma
27 — Courting Across the Court (Dr.)
30 — Lorna
Doone
(Dr.)
4 — Tbe Declaration of Independence
7— The
Court's
Decree
(Dr.)

June
June
June
Jane
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
July
July

2 — The
Pretender
(Dr.)
5 — The
Scandal
Monger
(Dr.)
9 — Mrs.
Biffin's Demise
(Dr.)
12 — Thou
Shalt
Pay
(Dr.)
16 — The
New
Congressman
(Dr.)
19 — Sun
Bonnet
Sue
(Dr.)
23 — The
Two
Roads
(Dr.)
26 — His
Romance
(Dr.)
30 — The Angelus
Bell
(Dr.)
3 — Groueho's
Quiet
Fourth
(Com.)
7 — His
Great
Sacrifice
(Dr.)
10 — Portuguese
Joe
(Dr.)
14 — The
Man
Underneath
(Dr.)

'

THANHOUSEB.

June 23 — The
Foreman's
Mine
(Dr.)
June 27— An
Indian's
Love
(Dr.)
June 30— Cowboy's
Vacation
(Dr.)
July
4— The
Unloaded
.inn
(Dr.)
July
7— Blacks
Make
Treachery
(Dr.)
AMBROSIO.

July
5— Tbe
July 12— The

Quiet

(W. Dr.)
(Dr.).. 9M
BIT.
(Got

REX.

5— Tbe Chicago Stockyards
Fire
(Sc.)
8— Back
to the Soil (Dr.)
12— Behind
the Stockade
(Dr.)
15— The
Piece
of String
(Dr.)
10— All for a Big
Order
(Dr.)
22— Tbe
Fortunes
of War
(Dr.)
26— Love
is Best
(Dr.)
29— Tbe
Little
Leader
(Dr.)

July
3— In
tbe
Sultan's
(Dr.)
July
6 — For
tbe Queen's
Honor
(Dr. )
July 10— A
GasollnJuly 13— At a Quarter of Two
(Dr.LUX.
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
July

INDEPENDENT

POWERS.

(Dr.)

r ll.-r - s ;■

OF

Tuesday,
July
4th.
Bison — The
Dnloaded
Gun
(Or.)
Powers— When
PalPowers— The
I.ove
Pot Km
(Coin.)
Thanhouser — The
Declarallon
of
Independence

(Com.)
(Dr.)

CHAMPION.
Jone

PROGRAM
FILMS.

Monday,
July
3rd.
American— Tbe Call of tbe Open Range
Champion— Tbe righting
ReT.
Caldwell
Eclair— Can
Ho
Save
Her
(Dr.)
Eclair— Tommy
Wants
to U- an Actor

NESTOR.

..

WEEK8

Blanc

ROLL
Get the Samp lei

TICKET

(Dr.)

YANKEE.

TICKETS

COMPANY

StocH

q Put in our
Eaaela
and
Poster Frames and wi
your

attendance

grot

Brass Push and Kick Plates, Door
Guard Rails, Etc.
DON'T

LOW PRICES
BIST WORK
DELAY but write today lor compl.te catalog
ACENTS WANTED

THE

NEWMAN

MFG. CO.

717-719 Sycamore St., Cincinnati, 0,

Th'

Big

TicKet.
Any
Any
Colors

Printing

TicHeU. 6 Cents

ShamoKin,

Pa.

THE

G. W. Bradenburgh
Cinematograph Films
233 North Eighth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Phone.

Market

334

Cable: Brad-Filmi, Phlla.
. B. C.,5th Edition
Films at *30 with Posters.
Owane's Great Love— Bison.
The Uedeeming
Angel— Ambroelo^
li -.:■. : „■ -Twee!!ed ;m
Shy—
The

fatal

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Moving Picture Machines
Bought. Sold and Exchanged
/ Have Several Calls For
Second Hand Machines
What Have You To Offer?
H. A. MACKIE

Charm— Ita

a Tale-Reliance.
Three Men-Keliai
The Command
from
Galilee— Relian
Where the Shamrock
(Jrov»->— hti
BUas
Marner. -Thanhouser.
The Impoeter— Thanhouser.
The Tramp— Tlianhouser.
The Mum.
The Open Gate-Yankee.
Hia Double Treasure-Yankee.
The Call of the Heart— Power*.
— ■ *"'l Surprise— Power*.
Manor! 1 anu . u
Tracked— Imperial.
L Manly Man— Imp.
I > >e— Neator.
The Light Beyond— Nestor.
The Bridal Trail-Nestor.

■

853

Broadway
'Phone

:

2478

New

York City

Stuyvesant

SACRIFICE
SALE

■ -Thaiihoi ai r.
Lore's Teat— Solar.
Dollylend— Sola*.
i» at 125 per reel with I
Die Laat Lanaa
My
Son Is (iui Iv ]•„ 1
Montana
Lore Storv— "
Little Kin; Chief-Thi
Prompt
Payment— Thanhouser.
Capture— Great
Northan
Girl from the Histoid Curiosity Shop— rnannoaaar.
The
Empty Shell-Imperial.
The Brass Button— Reliance. Stage Letter— I mperlt
Visit of a Friend-New Kind Arm Chalr-ltala.
The
Bridal
Trail-Nestor.
r.-hance.
Pasha's Daughter— Thanhouser.
Jealous Wile's New Year's GifV-Itala.
Vote That Counted— Thanhouser.
UneTpected
Honeymoon— Imperial
Thr Calumny— Itala.
Hu
Great
Duty-(ireat
Northern.
Young
Lord Stanley— Thanhouser.
TangTed
Lines-Reliance.
The
Mirror-lm
Fault of the Grandmother— Itala.
Wheels of Fste— Re liancr
Her Birthday Surprise- Yankee.
For Remembrance— Reliance.
Revenging Picture— Ambrosio.
Houla Courageous— Reliance.
Tailcab Mystery— Yankee
When Oiiii sin-ps— Atlaa.
At Cedar
Ridge-Nestor.
Solring the Bond
Theft— Yankee.
You Sated My Life-Imp.
Tlie Double— Imperial. Hu Best Friend-Sola:
The Transgreasor— Thanhouser.
B Bison.
r's Daui
■ Bison.
The Sslted
Mine— Bison.
John
Ha.ifai
Thaiihousrr
Saloon Nejt Door-Imperial.
Jack Johnson Training (special).
Son of the Wilderness- Ambrosio.
Maureunla-Ouring a Grouch— Atlas.
Pocahontas,
lliaulu wr.

Independent

Film

23 1 North

Service

8tK Street

Philadelphia

We

Have Scooped

ON

THE

All

it to get the cream.

W.StephenBush
will deliver specially prepared lectures on the following recent releases :

"Enoch Arden"
"Faust"
"The Maccabees"
"The Battle Hymn of the

CORONATION.

FALL
Direct

Them

large
list of FEATURE
HI \D1.I\I
RS.

OF TROY

■

from

ill films.

WONDERFUL
LIEUT. ROSE SERIES

.

The

aaoaadOfl

buy

through

any

SA1

I

la rights
for
Inn
rapidly

■ p laity,

I rpaakl to us by 1 '

These picture readings with
Feature Films will add to your
revenues and give tone and
prestige to your theatre.

Republic"

Nearby States Only.

Address

W.

S.

BUSH

Box 226. Madison Square Station
NEW
YORK
CITY

Film Perforating Dies
The A. Dewes Co.

THE

Bulletin

MOVING

PICTURE

Displays

WORLD

IL

Changeable ILLUMINATED Program Sign

afford opportunitj to show photographs
ol plays or actors. Handsomely finished
in o.ik. brass trimmings.
Iron pedestal firmly supports display.
Receptacles provide for circulars or
advertising mal ter.

Easily

I

IfUildllMJT
WfflMXMi

=

WANTED

FOR

CASH

Mmmmm

matter and money making particulars.

Zenith Manufacturing Co.

=—

HUNDRED REELS of first-class films of American manufacture. Must be in A- 1 condition. Will pay extra for posters. Will
deposit cash with Express Company to guarantee charges. All films
must be sent subject to examination and partial delivery. Address:

G Lepetlna

~< 2021 Ogden St.

GOOD

X

Philadelphia, Pa.

FILM

CHEAP

425 Reels at your own Price. Need Room and
Money. Don't delay, write today. CALIFORNIA,

P. 0. Box 252

AM)

rWKNTY

OTIIEK

GOOD

of TROY
SUMMER

that destroyed the Lakeview
school house at North Collinwood. Cleveland. O.. back in
1898- One hundred and seventy-four lives were lost
(nearly all little children)
just for lack of proper fast-

you
now,

try
and

the Von
learn for

Vonnegut Hardware Co., Distributers, Indianapolis, Ind.

FEATURES

BERA.LD3
WHITE
T 0 U A Y

Renumber That
Awful Fire

Won't
Duprin

FILM
CO., 1 ill "V.-ffiKM"
• iKINOS "N

CORONATION— FALL
I'LI.N'IV OF PAPBB

CINCINNATI, QHI8

first child who touched the
door would have opened it,
just by that touch, and those
precious young lives would

c. O. Moving Picture World. New York City.

FEATURE

: :

controlled individually.
Write for descriptive

H.F. FRASSE 360 Pearl st - Brook|y"- N- Y-

OXE

quickly

Interchangeable letters stenciled in metal, specia'ly arranged for any
Illumination ofprogram.
each subject

. \£& HUT1 W AH*1* " "

GET SPECIAL OFFER

operated,

changed, inexpensive.

RATI

GET THE CROWDS
Keep your theatre cool
Throws the light

just where
want it.

you

e a day
Profit and pleasure ring,
— make
theatrinto
haven
ess days
profitlyour
t by using
swelte
hot,comfor
n
of rest
and
ur
(T

WATSON

Complete with 6 ft. silk cord and plug, $4.50 Each
Hudson

Electrical

Supply

49 Barclay St.,

441

"THE
441

FANS

Company
New York City

441

Now ready — State rights and booking.

JOHNSTOWN

In which over 5.000 lives were lost by flood and fir*.

FEATURE

VENTILATING

to drive out the foul hot air and draw in a supply of fresh, cool ozo
_^^^_
small and
Atheatre
outlay
prov<of money will properly equip any
terest making
investn.
-nt
today for full information
and bookl-t
tellinu
required fan capacity.
theatre and we'll tell yo

AMUSEMENT

Elegant paper.

FLOOD

Two reels moving pictures and lecture

ENTERPRISES

CO.,

441

Market

Get list of other features.

Taken in John stown.

Street,

Guaranteed

Pittsburgh,

anginal.

Pa.
441

THE

FREE

MOVING

SONG

lo all Managers

PICTURE

SLIDE

and Singers

PERFORMERS:

OUR

WE

SERVICE

who book through this agency
SINGERS, PIANO PLAYERS
DRUMMERS, LECTURERS,
CASHIERS, DOORMEN,
MANAGERS and
OPERATORS

THEATRICAL TALENT
IN ALL LINES
FURNISHED
ON SHORT
NOTICE
TO

WORLD

We want acts of every description.

Send in your time.

YAUDEYILLK DEPARTMENT: The facilities we have at our command
are such, that we can book you any act you want, from a single to a circus,
on short notice and guarantee you entire satisfaction. Send for illustrated
booklet.

ARE

THE

MARKET

TO

BUY

EVERY

AVAILABLE

VAUDEVILLE

THEATRE

with from 500 seats upward.
Send us your name and address with full particulars as to size, location and market value.

F. C. TAYLOR'S THEATRICAL
TELEPHONE

49-51

WEST

28th

1405 MADISON

ENTERPRISES

SQ

ST.

NEW

YORK

CITY

A Story of Facts
WE

maintain when constructing a machine for a
a given purpose, it is absolutely important
that attention be devoted to design as well
as serviceable quality.
t*7*B
DID VOl
I \ Kk KNOW
A KKAU.Y
K1KSTJ^L
CLASS MECHANIC satisfied to operate a heavy,
cumbersome and noise-racking machine, WHEN
HE
i III OPERATOR'S! KII.ND
KNEW there was another machine for exactly the
same purpose, so constructed as to combine equal service with Beat
Design, Accessibility of Parts, Ease o> Operation and Noise /ess Running
AND PROJECTING THE Most PERFECT PICT1 RE?
I Hi I [RSI \h>i IOGR \i'l I \\ \- V SU< CI SS and
i
. being in
constant dailj u •<■. and giving as good .1 picture todaj as it did foui years ago.
Every da} the MOTIOGRAPH 1- replacing well-known machines of othei makes,
and we offer ii l >\l.Y I >\ 1 rS Ml K lis.
BEST

ENTERPRISE
564-572

WEST

INVESTIGATE

BEFORE

OPTICAL

RANDOLPH

STREET

YOU

BUY.

MANUFACTURING

CO.
CHICAGO

THE

AIRDOME

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

MANAGERS,
Only Original Motion

ATTENTION

Pictures

8

of

JEFFRIES-JOHNSON
World's Championship
HELD

AT

RENO,

JULY

For Terms Apply J. and J. Go.

Studios and Factories, Rome and Padova

Fully Paid-up Lire 5,750,000

EXCHANGE

MEN

WRITE

TO US FOR PARTICULARS
OF OUR FIRST RELEASE
Branch
United
States
445

for the
of America

BrOOme

New

St., cor. Broadway

York City

TELEPHONE,
TELEGRAPHS,

SPRING

CINES NEW

1910.

NEW YORK CITY
or 98 Belcher St., SAN FRANCISCO

"TheGreatest of All Bright

CINES GO. of ROME
[Preferred Stock, Lire 2,000,000
Ordinary Stock,
3,750,000

Contest

4,

Not a paint, Not a curtain, Not a screen.
Your regular curtain will do. The greatest
projection machine ever invented. Will satisfy
the authorities about the darkened houses. Will
give a better and clearer picture with the house
lit up. This is no longer an experiment. The
Herbst Bright Light Pictures has met with the
highest criticism of the best newspapers, where
they were exhibited, has received the highest
commendation of the largest M. P. Exhibitors,
who are using these machines, is an attraction in
itself and satisfies the public. The first few
nights after installed will more than pay for the
outfit.

Light Pictures"

The Inventor has reduced the price to a minimum, so that it can be reached by the smallest
M. P. house in the country. Price $60.00. Outfit consists of a regular stand, lamp house, Arc
Lamp, Condensers, and improved shadow attachment. Lens to suit your present distance of
projecting.

the R.H. Herbst BrightLight Picture
Manufactured by Stern Mfg. Co.

9232
YORK

109 N.lOth St., Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.
CORRESPONDENCE

MURDER.

CRIMINAL

SOLICITED

NEGLIGENCE.

Sure it is not criminal negligence to put your theater patrons in stalls that thev c^n't
get out of in case of fire, but, Mr. Exhibitor, don't you think you would feel better to
have your theater seated with an Automatic Folding, All-Aisle Chair?
LISTEN.
Our chair is a friend to the Public.
It advertises your theater and makes your business grow.
It is a Spacc-savcr, life-saver, money-saver.
Gives 25% more seating.
IT IS THE
ONLY
SANITARY
CHAIR.
It will make your theater all aisles.
It is the worlcfs greatest theater chair, perfected to the highest degree.
irs' experience and scientific studv of the theater seating problem is embodied
in the construction of this wonderful chair.' PATENTED

THE HARDESTY MFG. CO., Canal Dover, Ohio, U. S. A.

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

mn of Publlc nwwd

SUMMONS

Every city and county in the United ;
and Canada

1

FIRST DIVISION

In the Name of the People That Support Your Theater
To
Mr. Exhibitor
Complaint having been made this day by

The Moving Picture Public
to show cause why you should not exhibit only Independent pictures
released by the Motion Picture Distributing ii Sales Co., in East
14th Street, New York City,
YOU Are Hereby Summoned to appear before any exchange buying from the following selected weekly program.
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Imp, Eclair, Yankee, American, Champion
Thanhouser, Bison, Powers
Champion, Reliance, Solax, Ambrosio, Nestor
Imp, Italia, Rex, American
Yankee, Bison, Thanhouser, Lux, Solax
Powers, Great Northern, Nestor, Reliance, Italia

on or before J"lV '5th, at 10 o'clock A. M.< t0 tne en(j tnat an jn.
\ estigation be made of said complaint.
And Upon Your Failure to appear at the time and place
herein mentioned you are liable to a decrease of your box office
receipts.
Dated at the City of New
this

York,

29th daV °t diuit\ kji 1 .

Motion Picture Distributing $ Sales Co
111 East 14th Street

New York Ci

THE

MOVING

!'

SILENCE

2 Yanks Per Week

is GOLDEN

YANKEE PRODUCTS

BUT NOT WHEN WE HAVE
A STORY LIKE THIS

Fate, Destiny,
Circumstances—
the mystic, inexplicable three that
toy with our lives and hopes and
desires, that surprise and tantalize
and mock us at every turn on the
road of life! In our
Release of Thursday, July 6,
We

Have

Actually

Photographed

Are the Height of Perfection

"FATE"

a picture no artist this side of
Heaven could paint ; the story of
a suffering soul that at last finds
peace when the Silent Messenger
ushers it into the Valley of Beyond.
You need it! Concede it! And get it!

V&X

Motion Picture Mfg. Co.

573 Eleventh Ave.

MONDAY,

JULY 10th

"Portuguese
A beautiful tale of

land

Joe"

and sea

FRIDAY, JULY 14th

"The
New

Man

Underneath"

York's famous " Death

Ave."

fittingly portrayed

Yankee Film Co.

New York Citv

Sales Company thinhs "Fate" brought
R€X into the Independent field

**— * 344 NEW
ffi?
E. 32nd
YORK St.

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

e American film Mfg. Co. ch

"When

you think of WESTERN— think ol

Flying A Cowboy

m wm

RELEASE

JULY

3rd

"The Call of the
A Open
realistic running
fight
Range"
through the mountains
terminating in a sensational rescue. Astoundingly rugged backgrounds. Afilm you will
pack ycur house with.
A "Cowboy" Drama.

Scene from
"The

OF MONDAY,

Call of the Open Range"

RELEASE

OF

rf

THURSDAY,

Scene from
"The Call of the Open Range"

JULY

O
OF MONDAY,

RELEASE

OF THURSDAY,

6th

"TIE SCHOOL
MA'AM OF SNAKE"
"TH
E RANCH
"Flying A" cowboy
N"
CKEcomedies. BothCHI
replete
with
laughable situations
tending to a roaring climax. Depicting cowboys
in their funniest moods.

RELEASE

Films"

O

M

I N

Som boa

"The Ranch Ch.ckc.

O

JULY 10th

"CUPID
"THE

IN

CHAPS"
.4

FLYING

A

COWBOY

COMEDY

WESTERN

DRAMA

JULY 1 3th

OUTLAWS

American Film Manufacturing Co.

cA

TRAIL"
THRILLING

Bank Floor, Ashland
Block, CHICAGO

i
fl

(
THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

LUBIN FILMSf

isi

Released Thursday, July 6

THE

Length about 1,000 feet

SNARE

BITE

• triumphs after many vicissitudes, and the handsome young foreman marries Dorothy,
the belle of the ranch.
A novel plot and a winning one.

THREE REELS A WEEK
Beginning Saturday, July 1
A Snappy Comedy, a Genuine Western and a HighClass Drama each week.
Release days
Monday, Thursday and Saturday
Released Saturday, July 8

ALWAYS

jw Cupid cracked a hard nut.

Length about 1,000 feet

A

WAY

Delightfully depicted by the LUBIN players.
of the first quality.

A love comedy

/

Released Monday,
July 10

THE

m%M^
0

SNARE

5Oafc

OF

ft..

SOCIETY

This gripping drama depicts the birth of jealousy in a young husband and its final happy conquest when
People will tell their friends about this one.
An awful misunderstanding averted.
he learns the truth.

LUBIN

MANUFACTURING

COMPANY

Model New Studios, 20th and Indiana Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.
Chicago:

22 Fifth Avenue

London:

45 Gerrard St. W.

Berlin:

35 Friedrich Str.

